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A
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PRODUCTION
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Great News
To accede to an unheard-of demand from exhibitors and public

for additional Leather Pushers, Universal has decided to offer

a third series of six pictures. The original stories will appear
in Collier's Weekly beginning the 12th of May and Universal
will release this third series simultaneously with tlu-ir publi-

cation.

REGINALD DENNY
The star who is famous for his splendid acting and hand-
some appearance, and who, in a large measure, is respon-
sible for the big coming Jewel, "The Abysmal Brute," will

again play the role made famous by him. A wonderful
actor—a tremendous drawing card.

HAYDEN STEVENSON
The actor who smiled his way into the hearts of mil-

lions by his rare personality and exceptional acting, will

again play the genial manager of "Kid Roberts" in this

series. Another sure-fire winning bet!

H . C . W I T W E R
The internationally famous humorist who wrote all the

other Leather Pushers, is also responsible for this series

of stories and you can stake your all that for plot, action

and comedy each of this series is as original and clever

as any of the preceding twelve. They will appear in Col-

lier's Weekly beginning May 12th and will be read by
millions. A ready made audience awaits you!

Millions will read the stories in Collier's Weekly!

Millions will want to see the Pictures!
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#
^ Charles Chaplin in

J the New Edition of

I "Dough and Dynamite"

Y One of the most absurdly funny of all the master-

W pieces of fun, this picture has been made funnier than

^ ever by the reconstruction just completed by

#
Y
•#

Syd Chaplin

New Publicity—posters—lobby display.

The revival of Keystone Comedies, of which this

Y is the first, is being carried through on a business

^ basis that means money to the Exhibitor.

^ They are not cheap. Everything from film to

^ three sheets new, fresh, unique, attractive. But, there

is no half million dollar overheard to eat up the profit!

This is one of the pictures that made Chaplin

famous!

^ Especially big profits for the largest houses.

Y
J TRI-STONE PICTURES, Inc.

H. E. Aitken
Oscar A. Price

565 Fifth Avenue New York
f
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The CAMEO engagement
of "DOWN TO THE SEA
IN SHIPS" has been one of

the outstanding picture sen-

sations of the New York
season.

Not only did it smash all

records at the outset, hut it

has consistently forged
ahead in public approval

since the hour it opened.

On the Wednesday of its

fourth w eek, as these pages

go to press it registered one

of the largest mid-week rec-

ords of receipts ever known
since the CAMEO opened.

ow in its fourth
ELMER CLIFTON'S

DOWN TO
SEA IN



ses oFthe Street
And well might "the street" be and held the pace throughout
amazed at this record! the week.

During the first week of the

CAMEO engagement, more than

16,000 spectators witnessed

Elmer Clifton's super-special.

While it was breaking all records

for the house in New York, down
in Baltimore during the same
week, 33,367 admissions were
paid into the CENTURY THE-
ATRE in six days.

At the GARRICK, St. Paul, and
the GARRICK, Minneapolis,

"Down To The Sea In Ships"

opened to greater business than

"Tess Of The Storm Country"

i capacity w<

At the ACADEMY of MUSIC,
Haverhill, Mass., and at GOR-
DON'S, Brockton, Mass., it

smashed house records against

the stiffest sort of competition,

including "Robin Hood."

Within two weeks, TOM
MOORE'S RIALTO, Washing-
ton; the GRAND THEATRE,
Cincinnati; the PERSHING
THEATRE, St, Louis, and other

representative houses throughout
the country will know the tre-

mendous box-office pull exerted

by "DOWN TO THE SEA
IN SHIPS."

THE
HIPS HODKINSON

PICTURES
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STORY AND
DIRECTION BY JACK FORD
FOX FILM CORPORATION

Soon—IF WINTER COMES



rO PIRATE PRODUCERS WHO WOULD TAKI
\DVANTAGE OF THE TRIUMPH OF "THE FOOL

I
BELIEVE "The Fool"

to be the greatest play

ever written by an
American.

t is certainly the most
uccessful.

esides being a great play,

The Fool" is a unique play,

n utter novelty, a play wholly

nlike any other ever pro-

uced. This fortunate fact

lakes it easy to brand the

resent mania for presenting

lore plays of the same type,

nd, I think, will make it easy
:> protect our rights.

iracy cannot be disguised

y slight alterations, or by
aiming that some one scene
as been used before. It is

ea, theme, purpose, and
Dmbination of ideas that

stablish theft.

William Fox paid an un-
eard-of price for the mo-
ion picture rights of "The
'ool." With seven produc-
ons built or building, and
ven companies engaged, our
ivestment, combined with
Ir. Fox's, runs close to half

million. Our joint rights are

orth many times that. It

eems unnecessary to say
hat we will protect those
ights by every means
nown to law, and that we
ill throw our utmost re-

Durces into any fight to pun-
h persons who attempt to

:>b us of them.

SELWYN & COMPANY

Ti TEWSPAPER reports

j[ Y and rumors emanat-
ing from Los Angeles,

California, indicate that
plans are being made for the

production of several motion
pictures based upon the
themeof Channing Pollock's

stage triumph,

"THE FOOL"

/T is gratifying to learn

that both the author and
the stage producer of

this exceptional play will

take every possible precau-

tion to protect the photo-

play rights of this produc-

tion controlled by Fox Film

Corporation.

Fox Film Corporation

W ^OR ten years I work
fy on "The Fool

M For ten months I tri

to find a producer.
Nobody believed in the pla

At last I found a manageme:
—the Selwyns—with coura
enough to venture and 1

fight. William Fox has hi
the vision and enterprq
to pay for the motion ph
ture rights the largest sui

ever paid for those right

in any play.

And now, when success 1

assured, when other managfl

and picture producers haj

done the work and taken n
risk, men of the type th

was offered the play, are pi

pared to steal what they I

fused to buy.

Everywhere I read a%

nouncements and advt
tisements of colorable in
tations of "The Fool
This seems to me more th

ordinary dishonesty. It see

to me, too, a sort of t

whether literary property c

be protected in America,

simply keeping faith with

Selwyns and William Fox, a

for the future protection

the American Author
Dramatist, / have instrt

ted my attorneys to

operate to their utmost
prosecuting any and
persons who produce
present any imitation
my play, or any combinai

of its scenes and charact

There is no limit and tl

will be no let-up in this fi

CHANNING POLLOi

FOX FILM CORPORATIOl





CURRENT
MAYER-MADE
ATTRACTIONS

Through Associated First National

John M. Stahl's

"The Dangerous Age"
"One Clear Call"

Coming

"Daughters Of The Rich"

Through Metro

Reginald Barker's

"Hearts Aflame"
Coming

"The Lawbringers"

Fred Niblos

"The Famous Mrs. Fair"
Through Metro

Coming

"Captain Applejack"

LOUIS B. MAYER PRODUCTIONS, Inc.

6 West 48th Street
New York

STUDIOS: 3800 Mission Road, Los Angeles
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IRmashing Accords
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QUINCT
ADAMS
SAWYER

A METRO
ARTHUR T^JHERBERT
SAWYER t*QJ! LUBIN-
PROimCTIOia
ASSOCIATED
PICTURED
COBJPORATIOJST

Jxn, audience ofa mill-
ion readers is waiting
to see thepicturization
ofastoni rich in humor
thrills and romance

J^thmg canstep Hie tremend-

ous rujsh ofQiiiiuzijAdayns

Sawyer toward Li's record

breaking goat, JZat^snow,

zero weather, unfavorable
coiudltujns all fade before

the tremendous drawing
power ofci Tniiiion reader
story and a million doliar
cast.

r
~Wherever it ptay$

the story is the same-—

*

records smashed and en^

gagements extended. Jf
xjou have rxotpLayed it,

ijoLL have missed thaimost
pLeasajvb of all pastimes >—
counting up cLrecord break-

ung gross

METRO
PICTURES CORPORATION



QiicagcOkiatrc
Chicago

Jiroke records

against zero

weather

QUINCTADAMS
Ttf

WOU-CSNTOALPn.

Q9

831 seat* »»*»»h

Cblo««°. Ill'" 1 **

>»r Hi. ShlrlW

8^i record
Warfteld Tfieatre
San Jrancisco, Cai.

Jiold overJor two weeks

State Jfieatrp,

(as Angeles, Cal

Smashed all previous week-
day records inface ofrainy
weather J

^Uipted bu BERNARD McCONVlLLE
' from the story by

CHARLES FELTON PIDGIN"

SY/T

dDistri bixlcji bijMFTRO PICTURESIVllJ J_ ItV/ CORPORATION



CzpitoLdheatre,

\
%w\fork 5

Didsplendid bus- 4 M
iness the week before <> 2^
Christmas -7 the

r
shcwmans bug-

m aboo"

SAWYErVa Zio^ouer

l.

State jfieatre,

Vlttsburq, Penna.

Jleld over for two record
breaking weeks

ALLFIRST RUNS TELL
THE SAME STORY/

directed bu CLARENCE C. BADGER
plwtocjrapked by

RUDOLPH BERGQjJlST

NEW YORKAMERICAN
'QuincyAdams Sawyer is

well worth an hour oP
any ones precious time"

NEW YORK, GLOBE
"IP D.WGrifFiths name
was placed on QuincyAdams
Sawyer, the picture could
run Por one^year in Newlfork"

CHICAGO HERALD-EXAMINER

There is so much in Quincy
Adams Sawyer, ^oufeel^iou
are getting about six pictures

£e>r one admission price
''

CHICAGO DAILY JOURNAL

What a cast/ Billed as cost^
ing a million dollars and

worth it /"

ypTR o pictures
JLV 1 l—l i llV/ CORPORATION



Blanche Sweet

Louise Fazenda

Claire
MacDowell

Jhyes from tktjress that mean
" Jhxes at the Box Office

Gale Henry

Put this over— Its acmch- or quit./—Iht. TilmDaily

Nothing better has ever been brought
into one picture

— oxhibitorsHerald,

The picture holds euery needed re~

|
quiremeatforabujbox^0iceattracuoa

— otfubitors "rack Keview

QuincyAdamsSawyeru} thoroughly
enjoyable

u
— Motion Picture News

QuincyAdams Sawyer should proue
aa unusually big box office bet

— JMouing Picture World

Eueathe mostjaded must set tuith

clenched haads— JVewUori Journal

One of thegreatest screen offerings
i of the year

\ ~{as/lnqe/es}/erald

There was a waiting line nearly a
I block long for the eueningshoiu

—J^s/Jrweles DcdtijJimes

>tel

BilhiFranei

Edward
Cormellu

QUINCYADAMS
SAWYER

Distributed by

£/he Initial
ABTHUR03 HERBERT
SAWrERjJjl LUBIN-

Sp ecial of
ASSOCIATED
PICTURES
C

O

RP O RATI OH

METRO PICTURES
CORPORATION
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With a catt of exceptional merit, including

ANN LITTLE
HARRY NORTHRUP

PAPER — ACCESSORIES
NOW READY

WILFRED LUCAS
RHEA MITCHELL

Territorial Buyers Communicate

Suite 509

MAYER & QUINN
DISTRIBUTORS

1493 BROADWAY Bryant 2389



Get Ready!
The sensational drama of

the rise of a film star in

Hollywood IS HERE!

RUPERT HUGHES
has made his Red Book
Magazine serial novel into

a wonderful photoplay—

35 famous stars of the screen—every celebrity

you've heard about—appears in "Souls for Sale"

A Goldwyn Picture



YOU SEE STARS IN "SOULS FOR SALE"
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"The Covered Wagon" opened at the Criterion

Theatre, New York, on March 16, and the critics

said the following:

Beauvais Fox in

the TRIBUNE

Robert E. Sherwood

in the HERALD

Quinn Martin in

the WORLD

New York TIMES

Helen Pollock in

MORNING TELEGRAPH

Ed E. Pidgeon in

JOURNAL OF COMMERCE

a

"It is doubtful if even Paramount knew what a tremendous

impression 'The Covered Wagon' would make. It is the first

real American epic of the screen. Genuinely thrilling from

start to finish."

"Genuine example of the motion picture at its best. Supremely

stirring. James Cruze has brought the heroic pioneers to life

in scenes magnificent in their simplicity. The Covered Wagon'

is worthy of the best in the way of superlatives that its press

agents have to offer."

"Far in the lead of anything that ever has been filmed. What
we have been told about its making is not exaggerated. Liv-

ing, breathing visualization of the feverish rush of the '48ers

to the gold of California. Superbly executed. Not one moment
of faulty acting.

"It is a tremendous picture. The men, women and children of

'49 lived an epic—James Cruze .and his associates have pre-

served it in The Covered Wagon.' Its scenes speak to you.

They are unforgettable."

["Stupendous. The adjectives of the advance notices were

justified. We have heard a lot about 'bigger and better' pic-

tures-
—

'The Covered Wagon' is both."

["
'The Covered Wagon' is a film masterpiece. One of the most

ambitious undertakings known to modern moving picture pro-

duction. Sensation crowd sensation. Enthralling spectacle,

tense and moving drama."

The Covered Wagon" is a Paramount Picture

produced by James Cruze from the story by

Emerson Hough. Adapted by Jack Cunningham.
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Arrived!

R EAD this review from the
Xew York Times:

*ra"i
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Its w \t\
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You seldom see a review so
lavish in its praise.

\ ou know what it means. It

means that Walter Hiers has AR-
RIYED with his hrst picture

—

—that he is already established
as one of the foremost box-office

stars in the business.

Adapted by Albert Shelby LeVino
from the story by Dona Burnet.
Directed by Wesley Ruggles.

\\iof*.Svs M*» iSa&T** tested

\

i FAMOUS PIAVERS LAS KY CORFOKATIO*.

-TO

JESSE L.LASKY PRESENTS

WALTER HIEI#
*

m

Mk Billings Spends His Dime'

JACQUELINE LOGAN

(2 (paramount Q>icture





DOUGLAS FAIRBARKS
inRDBinJ4DDD
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A VividPicturization
ofCharles K. Harris
Greatest Storju

06
In

0^ "NT

OJ Kl
^4 Tense Drama ofCheckeredLives and
Mixed Emotions aHeart-Interest Play
Replete With Pathos andSuspense andaffigh-
Dramatic Climax.

Cast Features.-

BARBARA BEDFORD
WALTER MILLER
RAYMOND ILATTON

%r Particulars ROBERT EDESON
Communicate With Wm.P. CARLETON
J^^Mko, JUIIASWAYNEGORDOt
1476 bhoapway N£wyonh Directed by Joseph Levering

•„..'.

.



Associated exhibitors
Arthur. S. Kane PP€SlO€'*T

The Feature wit

Arthur. F Beck.
presents

iffithMePunc

Here is a gripping story of the

modern butterfly wife at her

best—and worst. It begins in

Reno, dips to the depths of re-

morse, and ends in a triumph

of love. You will get four blood

exciting thrills in the ocean

disaster, the devastating hur-

ricane, the battle under water

with man-eating sharks and

the flight from a bursting

volcano.

Physical Distributors

FOftEICN lUPRfSENWT.VI
Kidney oau. hett



ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Arthur. S. Kane • president

Hie picture with the most sweeping nation-wide

publicity any feature ever had, because

ft

Presented by
(ArthurF.Beck

A Supreme
Achievement
byVne oF the
greatest
Actresses of
the Screen!*

$race Kingsley in

ZoSyAngeUs limesDivorce
a Failure
LEAH BAIRD'S

First 1923 Special Leah Baud
* The Jane Cowl of Films

4,000 Daily Papers
10,000 Judges on the Bench

'3.000,000 Jewish Picture Patrons
5.000,000 American Club Women

20.000,000 Protestants and Catholics
20.000,000 American Homes
Are talking about the Divorce Question,

Foreign Representative
Sidney^ Garrett

Physical Distributors

Don't Let the Opposition Beat You to it!

OA e Cast Includes

Leah Baird
Richard Tucker Tom Santchi
Alec B. Francis Walter Mc Giail
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AROLD
LLOYD

in

Safety Last
You have seen "Dr. Jack" and "Grandma's
Boy." You have thought that the number of

laughs in each could never again be equalled.

You have seen the greatest dramatic features

where thrill followed thrill, and you felt that

the utmost in thrills had been accomplished.

Now you will see a picture greater in thrills

than any drama; greater in laughs than any
comedy; greater in everything than anything

you have ever seen before

!

Pafhecomedy



HAROLD
LLOYD

in

Safety Last

Harold Lloyd and Hal Roach

have for years been making

comedies that with every pic-

ture have heen getting hetter

and better.

With each great picture it be-

comes harder and harder for

star and producer to make one

even greater.

When "A Sailor Made Man"
was released every critic felt

that the utmost in comedy
had been created.

Yet "Grandma's Boy" fol-

lowed and exceeded it. Then
"Dr. Jack" topped the amaz-

ing records made by "Grand-

ma's Boy" both in house re-

ceipts and in laughter.

"Safety Last" has accomp-

lished the apparently impos-

sible by being better. It has

proven that there are no lim-

its of achievement for Harold

Lloyd.

Pafh^comedy
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ALL STAR CAST

MIRIAM COOPER
MITCHELL LEWIS
MAUDE WAYNE
\<ORREST STANLEY
GKCUARD TUCKER

KATE LESTEP
DIRECTED BY

DALLAS M. FITZGERALD
STOftY BY

LOIS ZELLNEft
COPYRIGHT AM o' D I STRl 6<-n*E& BJf>^

BELASCO
PRODUCTIONS'

PRESENTS

ACCIDENTAL

HUSBAND
SHE MARRIED HIM BECAUSE

SHE HATED HIM

T
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"ENTERTAINMENT and a
BOX-OFFICE ATTRAC-
TION", declares Dr. Hugo
Riesenfeld, Managing Director

of New York's Rivoli and
Rialto Theatres.

Edwin Miles Fadman
Presents

"EINSTEIN'S
THEORY OF

RELATIVITY"
TWO-REEL AND FOUR-REEL VERSIONS

Edited by Prof. Garret P. Serviss

Popular Version by Max Fleischer

READY FOR RELEASE ON

STATE RIGHTS PLAN
FOR TERRITORIAL RIGHTS

COMMUNICATE WITH

Premier Productions
17 West 42nd Street NEW YORK, N. Y.

Telephone Vanderbilt 9548

Contracts closed for Sid Grauman's Theatres,

Los Angeles; McVicker's Theatre, Chicago; Mark

Strand Theatre, Brooklyn. Ran one week pre-

release showing at New York's Rivoli, followed

by three weeks at the Rialto. Booked solid

over the Marcus Loew Metropolitan Circuit and

Paramount Theatres from Coast to Coast.

THB _

SEW YORK

uar. 10,

city.

Dot «r. tb»t tjM

.otlon plow. gl„n

you »o.

**** -1— >

°"

Very •lo<:»r,ly
J,

"'ClIOlAi MUM*, ,

»•» lout,,,

Dear sir,

Venr truly y8Uraj

Nicholas Murray Butler,
President of Columbia
University, was both "SUR-
PRISED and DELIGHTED"
with the skill and accuracy
with which the Einstein
Theory was presented.
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OhBoy! Look at this!'

Hh Omakatf)ailyJ(ews says--

I "Theaudience got more lawk
out ofBenBoy13 wkch Douglas

MacLean speeds through on the

same bill at the Rialto, than*.

Charlie Chaplin inlhe Pilgrim

iAnd the critics call

THE PILGRIMW of

Chaplin's very best<>

Thomas H. Inee
presents the same laugk king

who knocked*em dead/n cJhe
Uoitentoi "U

BELLBO¥
starring

Douglas Mac Lean
Directed by WILLIAM SEITEl^

Distributed by Associated
First National Pictures, Inc.



Xjou can't be a
crook aq[ain"

JA
'you'll do as

3 say, or~

*3will que myA
life to help uouy^w-

love you, 1^.
but<Jcan't^^
marry you'^

OLIVER MOROSCO'S
BIG STAGE SUCCESS
NOW ON THE SCREEN
Author Marie Conway Oemler
I )ramatization by Edward E. Rose
Directed by ' Wesley Rubles

CAST OF CHARACTERS
Colleen Moore Wheeler Oakman
Sam De Grasse Pal O'Malley
Edwin Stevens Edith Yorkc
Lloyd Whitlock Alfred Allen

Evelyn Selbic Charles E. Evans
Robert E. Dunbar Nellie Park Saunders

Little Wanda Phelps

The Story of America's Most
Celebrated Crook,
A Priest and Mary Virginia

For more than a score of years one of
the foremost producers on the stage,
Oliver Morosco, has brought to the
screen his genius for originality, sus-
pense and climax. The picture was
filmed in Natchez, Miss., so that there
would be genuineness to the locale of
this Southern story. In selecting tin-

cast he personally sought to match up
each of the book characters with actors
who would step from the pages. And
what a cast he gathered together. Just
look over the list of names.

BOOK READ BY MILLIONS
When Marie Conway Oemler wrote

the book, "Slippy McGee," she wove a
story that immediately won immense
popularity. It is now in its twelfth edi-
tion and has been read by millions. Mr.
Morosco made a tremendous success of
it on the stage and now has given the
screen edition all his mastery of dra-
matic art.

A TASTE OF THE PLOT
"Slippy McGee" had outwitted the

police, but he couldn't evade fate. It

caught the cleverest safe-cracker in

America, tossed him injured into a little

parish house, and imprisoned him with
butterflies, goodness and a girl's smile.
A priest was his jailer and he shackled
him with bonds more lasting than steel.

A First National Picture

Ihen she knew his hue a/as false

'M If?
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IN THIS ISSUE
PU3LIC LIBRARY

4799"73 *
ASTOR. LENOX AND

TILDEN FOUNDATION!

R 1930 L

OF SPECIAL INTEREST

Beginning This Weak: Rupert Hughes' Great Story of Motion Pictjrs Studio L'fe,

"Souls for Sale" 33

Article III, Facts and Commen'; Affording Close-up of West Coast Production Situa-

tion, by Martin J. Quigley 27

A Review of "The Covered Wagon," by John S. S'argo 30

NEWS OF THE WEEK
National Ques-ions Heighten Interest in State Conventions 25

"Herald" Moves to Larger Headquarters in Chicago 25

First National Abandons Exploitation Unit; Ten Men Retained 25

Allen Houses o Be Sold to Meet $1,250,000 Liabilities 26

Theatre Men and Producers Are Optimistic Over Future 29

Joreph M. Schenck Says Distribution Will Stay in East 29

Legislative Situation Clears As Reformers Lose Ground 31

Report Mast.baum to Book Theatres on Keith Circuit

Pickfcrd and Fairbanks Join Theatre Group on Coast

Court Upho'ds Fox in Litigation Over Rights to Carlton Poems

Ince Plans More Elaborate Films Under New First National Contrici

PICTURES OF THE WEEK

Pictorial Section

WRITTEN -BY-EXHIBITORS DEPARTMENTS

"What the Picture Did for Me"

Letters From Readers

Money-Making Ideas

Theatre Letters

The Funny Side of Exhibition

SERVICE FEATURES

The Theatre, a department of practical showmanship

Reviews, staff appraisements of current offerings

Public Rights League, a workable defense of the screen

Theatre Construction and Equipment
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The Admission Tax
Tlie Oklahoma theatre owners asso-

ciation has taken tlie lead in the neces-

sary work of getting the elimination of

the federal admission taxes.

Sooner or later the whole industry

will have to go to work seriously in tin-

matter of creating a nation-wide vigor-

ous sentiment looking toward the repeal

of this tax regulation. As it stands to-

day it is a terrific burden upon the

whole people and one which is the

source of constant annoyance. There is

no denying the fact that it was primar-

ily an emergency war measure and as

such it has no right or reason for being

in effect at this time and it should be

promptly discarded.

The question is not merely a finan-

cial one. There is an important psy-

chological discouragement to the patron

in being compelled to spend the few

cents that are required in addition to

the admission price. The average

patron doubtlessly loses sight of the

fact that the tax is a governmental re-

quirement and he feels that somehow
the theatre is responsible for it and that

the theatre is getting some benefit out

of it.

Congress cannot be expected to initi-

ate any action on the matter and cer-

tainly disorganized public opinion on

the question as it now exists will ac-

complish nothing.

The Oklahoma association is to be

commended for its action in ushering

the question into the limelight and it is

to be hoped that other state organiza-

tions will become active in the matter

and that a determined movement can

be gotten under way at the national

convention.
# » *

Robert Brunton
The passing of Robert Brunton re-

moves from the producing field a man
whose activities have had a marked in-

fluence upon various pha8ea of produc-

tion, lie was a leading spirit in the

building of the Brunton studios in I.os

Angeles—now known as the United

Studios, which is one of the finest pic-

ture making plants in the world.

The United studios have long been

one of the most impressive sights in the

producing center. Occupying several

hundred acres and consisting of a num-

ber of large substantial stages and inci-

dental buildings, the studios gave con-

eretely an idea of I be equipment which

is necessary to make pictures and were

often spoken of as probably the most

business-like plant in the industry.

Mr. Brunton also was identified with

a number of producing units and it was

understood that before he was stricken

in London he had completed plans to

return to America and re-enter produc-

tion on a larger scale than previously.

* » *

The comment of Mr. W. A. Steffes,

head of the Minnesota exhibitors on tin

uniform contract, after its recent revi-

sions, will be decidedly interesting to

exhibitors throughout the country. Mr.

Steffes has declared that the contract

as it now stands is a vast improvement

over anything that has ever previously

been offered the exhibitors.

Of further interest is his prediction

that the contract form will be approved

by the Minnesota exhibitors at their

coming convention.

Mr. Steffes is very closely in touch

with the thought of exhibitors through-

out the country and his statement indi-

cates that the contract, although not

claimed by anyone to be perfect, will be

accepted without useless wrangling by

exhibitors and that they will take this

instrument as it stands as the basis for

further negotiation from time to time

as conditions change and as plain rea-

sons for the reconstruction of the form

appear.

To attempt to reject the contract and

to break off harmonious negotiations

with distributors with reference to the

form of contract that will be used would

be extreme folly. The sellers of film

can declare the contract in effect when
they see fit and the exhibitor will then

have only the alternative of signing up
or attempting to get along without his

usual supply of pictures.

Re- Takes
J. R. M.

HAVING survived moving and St.

Patrick's Day, we'll now proceed to

get clown to business.
* * *

There isn't a lot of big news to report
this week. A lot of guys are sharpening
their axes for the coming national conven-
tion, and almost everyone with an ax is

looking around for someone to turn the
grind stone.

» * *

The Convention will be held in the
Coliseum, Chicago, and will follow im-
mediately after the Big Circus which is

held there next month. Sort of a "Con-
cert after the big show," as it were.

* * *

Don't know what they're going to have.
They've nick-named it "The M. P. Palace
of Progress," which is a nice name, any-
way. Suppose most of our prominent
exhibitors will be on display, and if they
can pry some of the actors and actresses
away from the studios, why they'll have
them there too.

* * *

It's pretty hard for an actor to steal

enough time to sleep these days—they arc all

so busy—without signing up to make
personal appearances at a motion pic-

ture exposition.
* * *

Special
I sec Pete Smith has opened up a

publicity office out on the w. k. west
coast, where he's prepared to handle all

lines of plain and fancy press stuff. Pete's
an old hand at tliis game and never muffs
a chance to bust into the newspapers
as well as the trade journals and we can
thoroughly recommend him.

* * *

Having Lots of Fun
Quite a few motion picture actor im-

personators an floating around. Last
week a man posing as Harry Carey hit

Chicago, and recently another fellow
representing himself as Roy Stewart, the
Universal star, showed up in Washing-
ton.

* * *

She Wants to Know
Quite a few queer queries sift into our

editorial sanctum during the week, but
this one from a lady in Armstrong, la.,

is the flea's diaphragm in importance: She
wants to know: (1) "Who believes in

feeding the poor at Christmas." (2) "Who
is usually referred to as breezy," and (3)
"Who was decidedly stubborn in a re-

cent picture of the sea?" Can yuh beat
it?

* * *

Crops Ruined Again
The thermometer dropped to one below

zero last Sunday night in Chicago and
the Jersey peach crop was reported a

complete lo«s by noon on Monday.
* * *

A Hardy Crop
That's one beauty about the picture

business. The frost never nips off the
subtitles on the early spring films or
spoils the continuity of the serials.

* * *

We've Moved
And don't forget when you're in Chi-

cago to look us up at our new address

—

407 South Dearborn Street—walk up
fifteen flights and turn to the right, right

at the end of the hall. The welcome on
the mat means just that.

* * *

And if your pet story or publicity yarn
with apropriate picture, doesn't appear in

this issue, blame it onto the rush of mov-
ing.- You know how it is.
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"Herald" Moves to

Larger Home Office
Expansion of Departments and

Activities Makes Change

Necessary

The Home Office of the HER-
ALD has been removed to 407
South Dearborn street—the Oid
Colony building at the corners of
Dearborn, Van Buren and Ply-
mouth streets, Chicago, 111.

The expansion of the various depart-

ments and activities of the Herald has

necessitated the removal of the home
office to larger quarters.
The new quarters occupy the fifteenth

floor of the Old Colonv building which
faces on Dearborn, Van Buren and Ply-
month streets. The Old Colony building
is adjacent to the film center on Wabash
avenue and is also convenient to the
printing district^which lies just south of
the Loop.
The new space has been arranged to

accommodate the rapidly increasing re-

quirements of the home office staff of the
Herald and it will provide one of the

most efficient publishing offices in Amer-
ica.

Formal occupancy of the new offices

took place on Saturday. March 17.

First National Gives

Up Exploitation Unit;

Ten Men Are Retained
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 20.—After a

successful operation for one year, the

exploitation department of First National
will cease to function as a department
with the end of this week. Of the thirty

odd exploitation men who have been
working in the different key cities under
the direction of Ned Holmes from the
home office, about ten of the best and
oldest in point of service will be retained.
These ten will continue at the leading

First National exchanges, under the
direct supervision of the exchange man -

ager. Mr. Holmes, who severs his con-
nection with First National next Satur-
day, has several propositions in view, but
has not decided definitely with whom he
will be associated.

Bars Six German Films
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

TORONTO, ONT.. March 20.—The
Ontario board of motion picture censor-
ship has barred six German-made pictures
since January 1 and has forbidden their

presentation in any theatre in the pro-
vince of Ontario. Some time ago the
board did pass a German film, but this is

because it was said to have been financed
in the United States.

Visits Home Office
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 20.—John S.

Martin, assistant to John Cecil Graham,
managing director of Famous Players
Film Company, Ltd., and the Famous-
Lasky Film Service, Ltd.. of London,
and Mrs. Martin arrived in New York
last week. After attending to personal
business they will return to London.

National Questions Heighten
Interest in State Meetings

Uniform Contract, M. P. T. 0. A. Convention and
Distribution Expected to Hold Center of

Discussion at League Gatherings
A number of national issues of importance which must receive the con-

sideration of the state associations are heightening the interest in exhibitor
conventions scheduled for the next few weeks.

It is almost certain that the new uniform contract will be the basis
of endless discussion. Then there is the distribution issue which has
been brought to the forefront by the Cohen plan. The fact that the national
president has announced his intention of retiring from the executive post is

expected to bring forth from a number of state organizations the names of
men whom they will sponsor for the presidency.

News of the state conventions sche-
duled follows:

New York
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 20.—Open sea-
son on exhibitor politics will begin with
the session of the board of directors of
the M. P. T. O. N. Y. in Albany tomor-
row. At this time will be decided, among
other things, just where and when the
state convention will be held. Also slates
will likely be lined up for the leadership
of the organization.
So far no one has announced his can-

didacy as the successor of Charles L.
O'Reilly, now president, but who has
been selected as head of the Theatre
Owners Chamber of Commerce. Several
names have been mentioned, among them
Sam I. Berman and Leo Brecher of New-
York City, and William L. Dillon of Ith-

aca.

The date of the convention likely will

be set for some time between- April 12
and April 20, and there is considerable
contention as to where it will be held.

The New York City members favor Syra-
cuse. Rochester or Buffalo, while the up-
state members are firm in the belief that

it should be held in New York City.
These matters, as well as others per-

taining to censorship and other legisla-

tion, arbitration and the uniform contract,

will be taken up at the meeting tomor-
row.

Pennsylvania
^Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PITTSBURGH, PA., March 20.—The
third annual convention of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of Western
Pennsylvania will be held at the General
Forbes hotel here on April 16 to 18.

This unit of the M. P. T. O. A. has been
decidedly active during the past year and
a number of important developments are
expected from the gathering next month.
Men of prominence in national and

state affairs have been invited to attend
the conclave, among them being President

Harding. Secretary of the Treasury
Mellon. Secretarv of Labor Davis. United
States Senator Reed, and others. Will
H. Hays and Sydney S. Cohen also have
been tendered invitations.

Jerome Casper is president of the Wes-
tern Pennsylvania league.

Kansas

have been tentatively decided upon

—

Wichita, Kan., April 9 and 10.
For several years the Kansas organiza-

tion has looked forward to the attendance
of officers of the national organization at
Kansas gatherings, but apparently the
convention next month will be the first
time that Sydney S. Cohen and associ-
ates will attend a convention in the Sun-
flower state. A letter received Wednes-
day by R. G. Liggett, president of the
M. P. T. O. K., from Mr. Cohen, as-
sured Kansas exhibitors of the presence
of Mr. Cohen and Michael O'Toole. mem-
ber of the national board of directors in
charge of the public service department.
William True, president of the Connecti-
cut exhibitors, and W. D. Burford, of
Illinois, also will attend.
The uniform contract and the Cohen

distribution plan will be among the prin-
cipal matters for consideration. Mr.
Cohen and Mr. O'Toole also will attend
the Arkansas and Nebraska conventions.
April 3 and April 5. respectivelv.

Missouri

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY. KAN.. March 20.—
The date and place of the semi-annual
convention of the M. P. T. O. Kansas

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, MO.. March 20.—The
date and place of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of Western Missouri
will be decided at a meeting of the execu-
tive board, to be called by President
Charles T. Sears, soon. Among the most
important matters which will be taken
up by the Missouri organization will be
a thorough discussion of the uniform con-
tract and Cohen distribution plan, ar-
rangements for the appointment of a
business manager and the naming of dele-
gates to the national convention in Chi-
cago in May.

Meets on March 27

(Special to Exhibitors Herald'
ST. LOUIS, MO.. March 20.—The

convention of the Motion Picture Ex-
hibitors League at St. Louis and Eastern
Missouri will be held in St. Louis on
March 27. The national organization re-
cently decided to divide Missouri. St.
Louis to have jurisdiction over the East-
ern half and Kansas City over the Wes-
tern half of the state. ' The St. Louis
body has also applied for jurisdiction
over Southern Illinois exhibitors who are
served by St. Louis exchanges.
The Elks Club, Lindell boulevard west

of Grand boulevard, has been selected
as headquarters for the convention. An
Invitation has been forwarded to Sydney
S. Cohen and other national officers to
attend.
The principal business will be election

of permanent officers and selection of
(Continued on page 46)
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Will Sell Allen Houses to Meet

$1,250,000 Liabilities

Semi-Official Announcement Says Goldwyn Will Take
Over Distribution Service in Dominion

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

TORONTO, ONTARIO, March 20.—Thirty-six motion picture thea-

tres, comprising the assets of Allen Theatres, Limited, are being
offered for unreserved sale by G. T. Clarkson, liquidator of the Allen

theatre company, according to an official announcement by the assignee.

The liabilities to be met are approximately $1,250,000. It is mentioned
by Mr. Clarkson that the common stock of the Allen Theatres, Limited, is

offered in the transaction and thus the controlling interest in the various
houses will pass to new hands.

ANNOUNCEMENT of the offer to sell

the Allen houses, which are scattered
over the Dominion from Montreal to

Vancouver, occasioned some surprise be-

cause it had been felt that the Allen en-
terprise would be able to pull through
its present predicament and that tin

chain of houses would be saved practi-

cally intact as an Allen organization.

* * *

This belief was heightened by the de-

cision of the majority creditors of the

Allen company to give an extension of

time for the settlement of claims. This
was done last fall and since then there

had been no report that subsequent devel-

opments had been disappointing.

Mr. Clarkson is of the opinion that the

assets will be absorbed within six Weeks
time and the transaction, it is stated, will

probably not affect or disturb the oper-

ation of the thirty-six theatres whether
they are bought en bloc or individually.

An offer was made for the assets of

Allen Theatres, Limited, last tall by Fa-

mous Players Canadian Corporation,

through Mr. N. L. Nathanson. Toronto,
managing director. In fact. Mr. Nathan-
son made three distinct offers and then

withdrew them. There is no indication

that Famous Players Canadian Corpora-

tion will now make an offer of purchase

a fourth time.
* * *

During the past few months, members
of the Allen family, apart from Jule and

J. J. Allen, who had been the official

heads of Allen Theatres Limited, had

79% of Films in

Brazil, American
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 20.—A re-

port of the Brazilian board of cen-

sorship for the year 1922, received

by John L. Day, South American
representative of the Famous Play-

ers-Lasky Corporation, shows that

a total of 1,341 pictures were im-

ported in Brazil during the last

year, 1,058 being from the United
States and the remaining 283 being

divided among twelve countries.

Statistics collected by Dr. Rob-
erto Etchebarne, head of the Bra-
zilian police censorship, show that

seventy-nine per cent of the films

imported were from the United
States. This was an increase of

eight per cent over the previous

year. Only one film was banned
for exhibition purposes.

acquired a number of motion picture the-
atres throughout Canada but whether
this move indicated a plan on the part of

the Aliens to build up another theatre
circuit in Canada or not is a moot ques-
tion.

Goldwyn Large
Creditor of Allen

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

TORONTO. ONTARIO. March 20.—
Semi-official announcement is made in

Canada that Goldwyn has taken over the
Famous Players Film Service, Limited,
an Allen enterprise with headquarters
here and branch offices in five other cities

of the Dominion. Famous Players Film
Service is on'1 of the oldest exchange or-

ganizations in the country. Goldwyn is

one of the largest creditors of Allen The-
atres, Limited, it is understood, and the
theatre chain, with which Famous Play-
ers Film Service is related, having made
an assignment, the exchange was taken
over by Goldwyn, it is said.

Another exchange that is directly con-
cerned in the Allen Theatres assignment
is Associated Fircf National Exhibitors,
from whom the Aliens had obtained fran-

chises for practically all of the Allen
houses.
For some little time, the Aliens wece

associated with Educational in the dis-

tribution of Educational pictures through-
out Canada. Educational is now estab-

lished independently in the Dominion as

Canadian Educational Films. Limited,
with head office in Toronto and other of-

fices in Montreal, St. John. Winnipeg.
Calgary and Vancouver.

Plan Albany Film Club

On New Contract Basis
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y.. March 20.—The F. L
L. M. Club of Albany is about to be re-

vived. It was organized about four years

ago with C. R. Halligan as its first presi-

dent. Later it became known as the Film
Board of Trade and for the past nine

months it has been inactive.

Mr. Halligan has received a letter from
Joseph Unger. president of the F. I. L. M.
Club in New York intimating that he is

anxious that Albany exchange managers,

reorganize and function on the basis of the

new uniform contract.

Denies Theatre Sale
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, March 20—Lionel
Keene, general representative of Marcus
Loew here, denies a reported sale of

Loew's Los Angeles house.

Exhibition

By JOE HEWITT
(Strand Theatre. Robinson, 111.)

Some seventeen or eighteen years ago

while handling a circuit for William H
Swanson in Southern Illinois, I believe

I encountered my funniest in the show
business.

We had a customer at Carbondale, 111.

(long since out of business), who was
always behind in his rentals—six reels

per week, $15. I made several trips to

Carbondale to see this party but on all

occasions his better half said he was "out

of town."

F.nally one day during their playing of

"The Passion Play," I called and on re-

ceiving the same answer as in the past I

decided to wait a little while and see how
they were getting along. In those days
most of us presented our attractions via

a Columbia B C or Edison cylinder phon-
ograph. They had one up near the

screen on this occasion and when it came
to the part in "The Passion Play" where
Christ walks upon the water, the boy in

charge of the musical settings started up
playing "Alice Where Art Thou Going."
This is, I think, one of the funniest ex-

periences I have ever had, because as a

climax to the above startling incident, the
exhibitor came tearing down the ladder
(yes, that's what it was) out of the oper-
ating booth directly into my presence,
after which I was enabled to collect the
long past due $45.

I might state in conclusion that at this

late day if the powers that be don't stop
trying to force us small town exhibitors
into "hiding out" as did the Carbondale
exhibitor, by their continual raise in ren-

tals and long runs, we will be in Jones'
place and they will have to book us "The
Passion Play" to bring us out of our
"holes" in order to talk business alone,
to say nothing of "payments" which now-
adays are vastly different.

By B. W. MERRILL
(Lyric Theatre, Edgar, Neb.)

Some years ago when three reels were

considered a big feature, I ran Vita-

graph's "Uncle Tom's Cabin," and I

coaxed an old man in to see it. He had

never witnessed a moving picture before

in his life and it all seemed very real to

him, and when it came to the scene where
they had Uncle Tom tied behind a wagon
and were leading him across a swamp,
and as he was splashing along in the wa-
ter the old man said:

"Wall, I can't see how they get that
water to stay up there on that sheet."
He had a heavy voice and he spoke

right out in meetin' and he sure made the
audience roar.
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Facts and Comment Affording
Close-up of West Coast
Production Situation

By MARTIN J. QUIGLEY
{Written at Los Angeles)

Article III

SOMETHING HAS HAP-
pened at the Goldwyn studio. Re-

turning visitors of other days stare

about in bewilderment. This stu-

dio, always one of the most attrac-

tive in appearance in all California,

has taken on an air of great up and

doing. Instead of one or two quiet

working production units, as in

other days, there are now several

Goldwyn companies at work and in

addition a few outside companies
which are renting space.

New stages are being erected. An
elaborate steam heating plant is

under construction which soon will

make the Goldwyn studio the only

steam heated picture making place

in California— a feature which
might not sound very important

but in the long run it will mean
much to the company in enabling

players, directors and others to es-

cape the piercing chill of the early

morning and late afternoon, beside

making night work a comfortable

possibility.

The sets Goldwyn is now build-

ing are extraordinary. The master
hand of Cedric Gibbon is putting a

reality and often an artistic touch

that transcends reality into the

background of the pictures being

made there that is making Gibbon
famous—and properly so because
he is extraordinarily gifted in this

exacting work.
One of the distinct features of the

Goldwyn "campus", as it was re-

cently christened by James R. Grain-

ger, the Goldwyn distribution chief,

is the irrepressible Marshall Neilan.

Neilan is here, there and every-

where about the campus and every

place he goes he causes the people

to step a few paces livelier and if

he encounters anyone with a frown
and a worry it is almost certain that

he will cause them to see a bit of

the silvery lining before he goes

away. Neilan is worth a lot to the

THIS IS THE THIRD of a series

of articles by Martin J. Quigley,
editor and publisher of the "Her-
ald," reporting the actual produc-
tion conditions as he found them
during a personal tour of the
studios on the West Coast.

morale of any studio. Unquestion-

ably he has an extraordinary knack
in handling players. They will

stand on their heads for him and
declare they are having a wonder-
ful time. There is no director who
can get more work and better work
out of a player than Neilan—and
with very little ado about it.

The onerous job of the executive

director of this studio falls on the

competent and experienced shoul-

ders of Abraham Lehr. His office

is like the great headquarters of an

army in the field—with much rush-

ing, scheming, planning and a great

deal of doing. Lehr is entitled to

much credit for the very important

and difficult job he is engineering at

this time.
* * *

THOMAS H. INCE HAS A
studio which operates with the

smooth-running qualities and pre-

cision of a Swiss watch—and Ince

is the mainspring. If there is one

man more than another who prop-

erly qualifies for the title of expert

producer it is Ince. He has his fin-

ger on and his mind directing every

branch of the studio's activities

—

artistic, commercial, financial and

administrative.

From his headquarters in the Co-
lonial mansion which is his admin-

istration building he directs and
guides his pictures from the selec-

tion of the story to the final editing

of the picture. He is not without a

competent and numerous staff but

he is at the head of every important

activity and the whole staff is con-

tent to follow because they realize

the chief knows what he is about
and that he is in his present posi-

tion because of ability—and not by
accident.

There have been no seasons in

recent picture history that Ince has

not been heard from in an impor-
tant way and there is little likeli-

hood of his not being heard from in

an even more important way in the

seasons to come.
Ince has been generously en-

dowed with that great requisite of

a successful producer—a sense of

what the public wants. In fact, he

has it in a degree unattained except

by a verv select few.

AT THE VAST UNIVERSAL
studio "The Hunchbach of Notre
Dame ', one of the most pretentious

productions ever undertaken there

or elsewhere, is the chief item of

interest. Great exterior sets that

are marvels of artistry and ingen-

uity spread out over many acres.

Work on this elaborate picture has

been progressing under the keen
and watchful eye of Carl Laemmle.

Universal City has just experi-

enced a change in executive man-
agement with the arrival of Homer
A. Boushey and the departure, to

join the Louis B. Mayer organiza-

tion, of Irving Thalberg. The prog-

ress the Universal company has
been making is accurately reflected

about the studio where many im-

provements have been effected and
where there is evidence on every

side of the vigorous, determined
spirit which has made this progress

possible.
* * *

A VISIT TO THE LOUIS B.

Mayer studios prompts the thought

that here is a producer who has es-

tablished an enviable record. It is

but a short space of time since

Mayer plunged actively into the
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business of making pictures and
from the very start his aggressive-

ness, executive ability, commercial
courage and dramatic judgment en-

abled him to put his name upon a
class of product that ranks with the

best that has been made.
But, apparently, Mayer feels that

he is just starting. His plans are

elaborate and far-reaching—and he
is building an organization of a type

that insures the realization of these

plans. With Stahl, Niblo and Bar-

ker he has at work at his studio a

trio of directors who upon past per-

formances alone are entitled to be
ranked with the very best. And
Mayer is contemplating other im-

portant production units.

Great as has been Mayer's prog-

ress, it affords n o particular

grounds for wonderment for the

reason that in his work as executive

head of this producing organization

he is qualified in a conspicuous

manner. Mayer's knowledge of the

picture business is not confined to

those things concerned only with

the making of pictures. He knows
—and thoroughly—exhibition and
distribution as well as he knows
production. When Mayer considers

the problems of exhibitors, he does

so with exact knowledge and infor-

mation. And as to distribution, he

has set up years ago some records

for selling in New England which
are still standing.

* * *

SINCE TAKING UP HIS
residence permanently in Los An-
geles Joseph M. Schenck has very

rapidly forged ahead into a position

of commanding influence in pic-

tures, finance and in other impor-.

tant undertakings. His operations,

long on a vast scale, are now still

larger. Recently in rapid succes-

sion he made an alliance with the

West Coast Theatres organization,

purchased a half interest in the

United Studios and completed a

production arrangement with the

Lesser-Gore interests.

Although his producing opera-

tions already involve several impor-

tant undertakings it is certain that

Schenck will continue to become a

bigger and still bigger factor in

production.
Schenck is a man of extraordi-

nary vision, great commercial dar-

ing, backed by an almost uncanny
judgment and he is financially able

to carry through anything he un-

dertakes. His goal in the picture

business is just about what he

wants to make it.

* * *

THE WARNER BROTHERS
continue to develop and their prog-

ress is everywhere evident about

their producing plant. They are

just completing a huge new stage.

Although there are several "largest

stages in the world" in Hollywood
and as we have measured none of
them we are not prepared to say
just whose is the largest but we will

say that the new Warner stage
looks the largest to us. At any rate,

it affords a studio floor that should
be ample for the most pretentious
set imaginable.
"Main Street" is expected to be a

big picture and from all indications
it will make good on the highest
expectations.

* * *

A LOT OF KEEN OBSERV-
ers have been predicting a great fu-

ture in the picture business for Sol
Lesser and the record of the past
couple of years is giving the proph-
ets much encouragement. Lesser
has very definitely registered him-
self as a young man of very unus-
ual ability. He has a faculty of

identifying himself with successful

projects and the list of successful

projects with which he is identified

continually mount up in numbers.
Lesser, together with his asso-

ciates, Mike Gore, Mike Rosenberg
and others, is right now weaving a

plan of production that embraces a

decidedly ambitious succession of

undertakings. A number of impor-
tant books and plays are to be pic-

turized and at least one player of

promising capabilities is to be
>tarred. The George M. Cohan play,

"The Meanest Man in the World"
is just getting under way. Certain
Harold Bell Wright stories are con-
templated for early production.
However swift the industry

moves, Lesser is equal to the pace.

* * *

THERE IS ONE STUDIO IN
California that is always decidedly
interesting and refreshing. It is the

workshop of the Christie brothers

—

Al and Charlie.

Horatio Alger would have found
very suitable material for one of his

stories in the careers of the Christie

brothers. Admittedly without ade-

quate financial backing they under-
took on their own resources several

years ago the difficult business of

making and selling comedies. They
have struggled on intelligently and
wholeheartedly from year to year

and with each new year the name
of Christie has grown bigger and
bigger until now places that are

difficult to find on the map pay huge
prices for the product of the Chris-

tie studios.

Al is professedly the artist and
Charles the businessman, although

each of them is that unusual com-
bination of good business man and
good artist.

The Christie aim is bigger and
better comedies—which is a decid-

edly commonplace motive among
picture makers; but the difference

here is that the Christie comedies

actually are getting bigger and bet-

ter right along.

* * *

BENJAMIN P. SCHULBERG
has developed into a big operator in

the production field. In his asso-
ciation with Al Lichtman he has
created and put to work one of the
smoothest-running producing or-

ganizations in the industry. A very
notable achievement for which
Schulberg is entitled to much credit

is the list of uniformly meritorious
product that has been turned out
since the formation of the Schul-
berg-Lichtman combination.

* * *

ONE OF THE MOST AMAZ-
ing studio sights of the present sea-
son is the faithful duplicate of the
"Mayflower" which Charles Ray
has erected in his studio for use in

the production of "The Courtship
of Miles Standish." A temporary
tank, spreading over a large area of

the studio grounds, has been con-
structed. In the tank the ship,

measuring 110 feet, was built.

Through an ingenious and intricate

mechanism the vessel rolls with a

realistic ship-like motion. The ship
itself is a marvel of artistry and
fidelity to the original, every detail

of its construction having been gov-
erned by the historical facts as re-

vealed from months of diligent re-

search.

This incident of the ship indicates

the pains, effort, money and intelli-

gence that are being expended in

the making of "Miles Standish"
which offers almost certain hope of

being a really great picture and the

outstanding achievement of that

conscientious and able artist—
Charles Ray.

* * *

AFTER SEVERAL MONTHS
of intense preparation the famous
Mack Sennett studios in Glendale
are now agog with production ac-

tivity. That able master of produc-
tion, Mack Sennett, is directing the

destinies of two features companies
—one with Mabel Normand and the

other with Phyllis Haver. In addi-

tion, a series of short subjects with
Ben Turpin are under way.
From every angle Mack Sennett

is one of the unique personalities of

the motion picture industry. He is

a pioneer in the sense that he has

been in for a period that reaches

back to the earliest days but at the

same time his extraordinary sense

of adjustment has enabled him to

keep advancing with—and often a

step ahead of—the normal progress

of the industry.

* * *

(Further reference to plans and
personalities of West Coast pro-

ducers will be made in an early

issue.)
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Says Distribution

Will Stay in East

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, March 20.—
Views in some quarters that Los
Angeles ultimately will be the dis-

tribution center as well as the pro-
duction center of motion pictures
are not concurred in by Joseph M.
Schenck, producer of Norma and
Constance Talmadge First National
Pictures.

"The product distributed is not
bulky," he points out, hence pro-
duction, has centered in Los
Angeles, and will always remain
there, but distribution will remain
centered in New York. For one
thing, the existing machinery is

deeply rooted in New York's busi-
ness and financial life, and New
York's approval of a screen play
adds greatly to that play's value
in every other city and town. At
least 500,000 strangers arrive in
New York daily and if they take
word home that a certain film is

a New York success that word
passes rapidly and assures a long
line when the picture reaches the
place in which it has had favorable
word-of-mouth advertising."

Lesser Abandons Plan
for Making Picture in

Favor of P. A. Powers
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES. March, 20.—Sol Les-

ser, president of Principal Pictures Cor-

poration has announced that he will not

produce "Uncle Tom's Cabin," as a

photoplay.

The decision of Lesser to make the

Harriet Beecher Stowe story into a big

picture was announced sometime ago, but

since then Mr. Lesser has learned that

P. A. Powers has for some time cherished

the idea of making the same production

and has already completed much prelim-

inary work at a great expense.

When Mr. Powers' plans were revealed

to him, Mr. Lesser declared his willing-
ness to retire in favor of the man who
has first thought of it. And in announcing
that he will not make the film, Mr. Lesser
makes it apparent that his best wishes go
to Mr. Powers with the voluntary relin-

quishment of his plans.

Griffith Leases Miami
Studio to Finish Film

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MIAMI, FLA, March 20.—D. W. Griffith

and his company of players, who have been

on location at a number of points in the

south making scenes for his United Artists

picture "The White Rose," has leased a

large studio here, where he will remain for

about two months completing this produc-

tion.

After he has finished the present photo-

play he will begin scenes for another pro-
duction here. Just how extensive Mr.
Griffith's producing activities will continue
to be in Miami is naturally a question of
considerable local interest.

Theatre Men and Producers
Are Optimistic Over Future

Production Schedules and Reports of Distribution

Officials Bear Out Statements Made in First of

Series of Articles by Martin J. Quigley

"Unless those who are directing the destinies of the West Coast Studios are dead wrong in
their judgment, there is an era ahead of better and still better business for the motion picture
industry. Production is progressing on a bigger scale, more substantially and more costly than
at any time in the history of the industry."—MARTIN J. QUIGLEY.

Reports just received from producing and distributing companies and
their officials accentuate the significance of Mr. Quigley's statement, pub-
lished in the March 17 issue of the Herald.

Such statements as, "Exhibitors looking for big year," "Strong pic-

tures for spring release," "Predicts independents biggest year," "Announce
eighteen big pictures," "Finds exhibitors optimistic over the future," "Big
pictures get long runs" and "Production activity increasing daily" tell briefly

the present situation in the business as observed by film men.

James R. Grainger of Goldwyn Pic-

tures, who has just returned from a ten-

weeks' trip to the company's exchanges

and studios, expresses his optimism for

the future in these words: "The coming
year is going to be one of the biggest

years motion pictures have ever seen.

The exhibitors are making money and

are eager to buy the biggest and best pic-

tures the market affords. They are real-

izing as never before that the public is

shopping for its amusement. I base my
prediction of one of the biggest years

in the history of the industry on the fol-

lowing facts:

"1—The big feature pictures which the exhibit-

ors are demanding and for which they are willing

to pay adequate prices.
"2—The big demand for popular novels and plays

to picturize.
"3—The big demand for leading men and women

by the various companies.
"A—The increased physical equipment of various

producing concerns.
"5—In six days Goldwyn has signed 2,084 con-

tracts for showings, with nearly one-sixth of the

film theatres of the country."

Public Satisfied, Says Brockell

Floyd Brockell, manager of distribution

of First National, reports similar condi-
tions as the result of a nation-wide tour

of exchanges. He says: "The thing that

is making exhibitors feel good about the
present and the future of the industry is

the fact that they are getting consistently

good pictures and the public is being sat-

isfied with the high class entertainment
now being offered and is going to the pic-

ture houses more than ever.

"In Los Angeles the studios are hum-
ming with activities and the independents
form a big proportion of the big work.
They are making pictures with stories as

a general rule and not pictures with stars.

It seems to me that the star system is

getting out of date and that we will have
in the future only those stars who have
real ability.

"An indication of the big future busi-

ness some exhibitors are expecting is seen

in the fact that many significant picture

houses are being erected in many cen-

ters."

Some of First National's "strong group"
of features for spring are "The Girl of the

Golden West,"
,?Within the Law,"

"Trilby," "The Bright Shawl," "The Man
of Action." "The Lonely Road," "Wan-
dering Daughters," "Dulcy." "Toby
Tyler." "Sands of Time"' and "Slander

the Woman."

Coming from Famous Players-Lasky is

this encouraging statement of production
conditions: "In full swing, the West
Coast Paramount studio is now the center
of activity in Hollywood. Six big com-
panies are at work and more are to start
shortly, and the immense number of
minor players, in addition to the large

casts of principals, the big settings and
much location work served to keep the
entire studio force on its toes.'

Some of the features now in production
at the Lasky plant are Sam Woods' "Blue-
beard's Eighth Wife," starring Gloria

Swanson; "The Rustle of Silk," "The
Woman with Four Faces," starring Betty
Compson; "The Cheat," with Pola Negri;
"You Can't Fool Your Wife," a George
Melford picture; "Hollywood," the James
Cruze sDecial; "Sixty Cents an Hour,"
Walter Heirs' second vehicle; and others.

Nor is the optimism confined to the
field of national distributors. Joe Brandt,
head of C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation,
who is now touring the exchange centers,

believes the independent producer has
"every reason to look forward to the period

of unprecedented prosperity."

Brandt Sees Great Future

Says Mr. Brandt: "Every phase of the
independent branch of this industry indi-

cates that we have 'come into our own.'
There was a time when mention of the

state right market was accompanied by
the shaking of heads. But, consider the
outstanding successes of the present sea-

son. Fortunately all of them were spon-
sored by the independents.

"In spite of the fact that every one of

the Broadway picture theatres are con-
trolled by the big distributing organiza-
tions, independent pictures by virtue of

their sheer merit, compelled recognition
which brought about premier showings.
The same situation has occurred every-
where. Advices received from the West
Coast indicates that approximately 200
pictures will be ready for the state right

market next fall. I am not unduly opti-

mistic when I state that the new season
will see us more firmly entrenched than
ever, and with the independent product
being shown in all the first-run houses of

the country."

C. B. C.'s schedule calls for eighteen

feature pictures this year. Six of these

will bear the C. B. C. trade-mark; six will

be Belasco productions and six will bear

the Columbia Pictures trade-mark. Two
of the eighteen are "Temptation" and
"Her Accidental Husband."
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The Covered Wagon"
Reviewed by JOHN S. SPARGO

Director James Cruze has placed his name and that of Paramount indelibly in the film hall of fame

with this remarkable production. Its advent marks an epoch in picture making. Nothing is

wanting; nothing is overdone. From every conceivable angle "The Covered Wagon" is

as nearly a perfect entertainment feature as has yet been given to the screen.

THE CAST
Will fjanion J. Warren Kerrigan
Molly Wingate Lois Wilson
Sam Woodhull Alan Hale
Mr. Wingate Charles Ogle
Mrs. Wingate Ethel Wales
Jackson Ernest Torrence
Bridger Tully Marshall
Kit Carson Guy Oliver

Jed Wingate John Fox
Length, 9,407 feet.

Wl 1 EX Emersi >n I lough u n »te

the story of the hardy pioneers

who did so much to extend the

boundaries of this country from ocean

to ocean, he gave to literature a truly

great historical treasure. In the cap-

able hands of James Cruze, to whom
the picturization of the story was en-

trusted by Famous Players-Lasky, the

Hough story Incomes one of the

greatest, if not the greatest, produc-

tion in the history of the industry.

With a more than capable cast, an

utter disregard for cost in the prepara-

tion of the massive settings, the reten-

tion of the historical atmosphere in a

manner almost magical. "The Covered

Wagon" has to the nth degree every

point of appeal that could he de-

manded by the most critical audience.

As a picturization of an interesting

story it is a remarkable departure

from routine in that it does not build

up a big thrill as a climax to the enter-

tainment. Thrills are there in plenty

all through the long unfolding, with

the biggest scenes of all—the fording

of the River Platte by the huge emi-

grant train and the massacre of the

settlers by the Indians—coming along

near the middle of the picture. Prob-

ably this departure from routine is un-

avoidable, even had the maker of the

picture not so intended it. There are

so many big scenes developed all

through the picture that it might be

impossible to conceive one that would

stand out over the others for its own
bigness.

« » »

With all the .scenes of historical inter-

est, pictures with wonderfully beautiful

settings and photography, there is DO
dearth of comedy—and comedy of na-

ture so unusual and so unexpected as to

bring many an outburst of hearty laugh-

ter. While cast in the character of a

rugged old frontiersman, equally ready

tor tight or frolic, Ernest Torrenee
makes a name for himself as a screen
comedian that will live long. Paired off

in some of the comedy scenes with Tully
Marshall, as Jim Bridger, a true figure

from Imtory second only to that of Kit

Carson in the annals of the West, their

humor is irresistible.

One of the most remarkable specta-

cles yet depicted on the screen is that

of the hundreds of wagons of the set-

tlers' trai'i being taken across the River
Platte, tlic wagons buoyed up by logs

chained to the sides and floating while

the teams of horses, mules and oxen
swim ahead of them across the wide
stretch of water.
The Emerson Hough story, which was

adapted to the screen by Jack Cunning-
ham, deals with the trials of the first

large band of settlers who made their

way from what was then the most west-

ern civilized post, across the trackless

plains and mountains to Oregon and
California in 1848.

The picture opens with the settlers en-
camped at Westport, now Kansas City,
awaiting the arrival of another contin-
gent of the caravan from Liberty, Mo.
The caravan is under the leadership of
Jesse Wingate, and with him is his wife,
his daughter Molly, and small son Jed.
Also in the caravan, is Wingate's first

lieutenant, Sam Woodhull. who is in love
with Molly.
The leader of the "Liberty boys" is

Will Haniou, formerly an army officer, a
shrewd leader and capable plainsman.
Even before the start enmity springs up
between Woodhull and Ranion. and from
then on each strives for the favor of
Molly, capably played by pretty Lois
Wilson. The part of Woodhull is given
to Alan Hale, with J. Warren Kerrigan
in the role of the young ex-army officer.

The huge caravan, made up of five

hundred covered prairie wagons, gets
under way and from then on the action
is quick and fast, even though depicting
scenes that took many months to live

through or to film. Indians, prairie fires,

trackless waste* and almost impassable
mountains fail to stop the settlers, and
finally the trail strikes a dividing point,

one way leading to Oregon and the other

to California. News of gold strikes reach

the settlers and many of them leave the

main caravan and join in the gold rush.

Among the latter is Ranion and his Lib-

erty boys. Also Banion's enemy, Wood-
hull. Wingate and his section keep on
to Oregon and finally establish homes
there. Many striking scenes of the gold

rush to California are shown. The charm-
ing love story is finally brought to a con-

clusion by Banion. who has struck it rich,

getting the message brought by Bill

Jackson from Molly, and going to Ore-
gon, where they arc reunited.

"The Covered Wagon" should prove

the biggest box office attraction since the

"Birth of a Nation," and let it be said

that no man, woman or child of thinking

age can sit through a showing of this

picture without leaving the theatre a

better American.

One of the impressive scenes from "The Covered Wagon," the historic classic produced by Famous Players-Lasky in ten reels.
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Report Mastbaum Will

Book Keith Theatres;

420 Days Are Assured
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

XEW YORK. March 20.— It is re-
ported in film circles here that the agree-
ment between the Keith vaudeville circuit

and the Stanley Company of America
involves more than the booking of
vaudeville acts. It is understood that
under the agreement Jules Mastbaum of
the Stanley Company may contract for
all the pictures used in the houses which
book Keith acts.

If these reports are true, Mastbaum
will be in a position to give sixty full

weeks, or 420 days, of first run showings.
At present the Stanley Company has
more than twenty full weeks of first run
bookings, while the Keith interests can
give forty full weeks.
The plan, it is understood, would be-

come effective in the fall.

Carroll S. Trowbridge
Returns From England

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

XEW YORK. March 20—Carroll S.

Trowbridge, general manager of Allied

Artists. Inc.. Ltd., with headquarters in

London, has re-

turned to X e w
York City after

nine months
abroad. Mr.
Trowbridge came
to this country
for business con-
ferences w i t h
Hiram Abrams,
president of
United Artists
Corporation.
During Mr.

T r o w b r i d g e's

stay abroad he
traveled exten-
sively throughout

7
C. S. Trowbridge

the United Kingdom, in the chief cities

of which Allied Artists has branch
offices.

Hays Welcomes Belasco

Into Picture Industry
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

XEW YORK, March 20.—The advent
of David Belasco in the film industry is

considered of such importance as to
bring him a special welcome from Presi-
dent Will H. Hays of the M. P. P. D.
A. A meeting was scheduled for yester-
day at the Warner Brothers office at

which Mr. Belasco and Mr. Hays should
meet.
Mr. Belasco will leave shortly for the

Warner studios on the Coast, where he
will supervise "Tiger Rose," in which
Lenore Ulric will be starred. Miss Ul-
ric, Hope Hampton, who will be starred
in "The Gold Digger," Jules Brulatour
and other film people were at the meet-
ing.

First National Obtains
Story for Initial Film
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK. March 20.—Gertrude
Atherton's "Black Oxen" has been pur-
chased by First Xational and will be
screened as the exhibitor circuit's initial

production. Xo director has been de-
cided upon.

Legislative Situation Clears
As Reformers Lose Ground

New York Repeal Bill Reported Out—Commission's
Budget Trimmed Tennessee Measure Virtually

Dead—Iowa and Nebraska Victorious

It is significant in reviewing the legislative period which has concluded
in a number of states, with adjournment of legislatures expected in others!

shortly, to note that the reform element has made little or no progress in.

its effort to foist drastic laws upon the motion picture industry.
Here is the situation as it now stands : The Xew York repeal measure

has been reported out of the senate committee ; the budget of the Xew
York censorship board has been trimmed; defeat of censorship in Tennessee is

certain
;
censorship measures lost also in Nebraska and Iowa.

Xews reports from the legislative cen-
ters of the various states follow

:

New York
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBAXY, X. Y., March 20.—The bill

calling for a repeal of the motion picture
censorship law in Xew York state, hav-
ing been reported out of the senate
finance committee, will go to a vote in

the upper house within the next few days
and will be carried in that body by rea-
son of the fact that the bill is a Demo-
cratic administration measure, and the
senate is democratic by a majority of one.
The bill has not been reported out,

however, by the assembly ways and
means committee. While the senate com-
mittee, which is Democratic in member-
ship, has seen fit to report the bill out,
the assembly committee, which is domi-
nated by Republicans, apparently plans
to let the bill die in committee. The pres-
ent legislative session will not be over
for at least another month, and possibly
longer.

This undoubtedly means that the bill

will be passed in the senate but killed

when it goes to a vote in the assembly.
The next move will be made by Gov-

ernor Smith who will then supplant the
Republicans now serving at the head of

the commission, with Democrats. Xext
fall, when a new assembly will be elected,

every effort will be made to gain control
by the Democrats, which would mean the
introduction of another censorship bill

next year, and its passage in both houses.

Work of Board Unnecessary

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBAXY, X. Y., March 20.—Recog-
nizing that the work of the Xew York
State Motion Picture Commission is prac-
tically uncalled for, and that the legisla-

ture shortly will act on bills seeking to
wipe the commission out of existence, the
budget committee has not seen fit to

grant several requests made by the com-
mission for money sufficient to meet ex-
pansion and increases in salaries.

Had the budget committee acted favor-
ably upon all of the requests made by the
commission, about everyone around the
headquarters would have had a secretary,

except the one forlorn laborer, who re-

ceives $1,200 for his efforts, whatever
they may be. There are secretaries ga-
lore, and an appropriation was asked for

an assistant secretary, and while no men-
tion was made of the fact, there might
have been an assistant to an assistant

secretary. Yeritably, the commission
would have become a home for the secre-
taries.

Although a number of requests were
not granted, here is what the commission
has been allowed for the year beginning

July 1, next, (providing it exists at that
time )

:

Commissioners, three at $7,500, $22,500; depu-
tes, two at $4,000, $8,000; deputy, $3,500; financial
deputy, $3,500; secretaries to commissioners, two
at $2,500, $5,000; secretary to commissioner,
$1,800; stenographers, two at $1,500, $3,000; sten-
ographer, $1,320; reviewers, two at $2,500, $5,000;
reviewers, two at $1,800, $3,600; reviewers, four
at $1,600. $6,400; laborer, $1,200; fuel, light,
power, water, $100; printing and advertising,
$1,750; supplies and materials. $12,000; traveling
expenses, $17,500; communication, $1,625; fixed
charges. $25; rent. $7,500; repairs, $250, and
projecting films, $7,500.

The fact that the budget committee has
allowed an appropriation for additional
reviewers, means that others will be ap-
pointed in the near future. Such is the
cost of censorship.

Tennessee
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

XASHYILLE, TEXX., March 20.—
Tennessee's legislature will adjourn
within the next few days and it is be-
lieved that the drastic censorship meas-
ure before that body will die in commit-
tee. Public sentiment against the bill has
been so strong that the legislators are
shying away from it.

(An account of Tennessee's fight
against censorship is published in the
Public Rights League, page 67.)

Nebraska
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LIXCOLX. XEB., March 20.—The
censorship measure introduced by Sena-
tor Barr has been defeated in the senate
by a vote of 21 to 12. The measure had
little support, club women of the state
protesting against its enactment. Two
years ago a censorship law passed both
houses of the legislature, but it was ve-
toed by Governor McKelvie.

Iowa
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DES MOIXES. LA., March 20.—It is not
believed that the Gallagher censorship bill

will be reported out of committtee before
adjournment of the legislature on April 13.

Hit by Tax Lien
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KAXSAS CITY. MO., March 20.—

A

tax lien was filed in the United States
district court in Kansas City, Wednesday,
against the Dubinsky Brothers who op-
erate the Tootle theatre in St. Joseph,
Mo., the lien being for the collection of
admission taxes at the theatre from
March. 1920. to June, 1921. The tax is

scheduled as $7,910.95 while the penalty
is listed as $7,651.03.
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A Foreword to

SOULS FOR SALE
By Rupert Hughes

THE crimes committed by the public against moving pictures and their

people are largely due to the habit of comparing the lives of actors

with imaginary and ideal lives, instead of comparing them with the real

lives of other people.

An article devoted to the. divorces in

Hollywood makes startling reading. But when
you say "The divorces in Indiana are still more
numerous", that throws a different light on
the matter.

Conditions in the studios are not always

beyond criticism, but look at the scandals and
murders in church choirs and pulpits.

In "Souls for Sale", I have tried first of

all to tell a story of moving picture life; second,

to make it true to its life; and third, to give a

true idea of the life outside. And so I take a

minister's daughter for my heroine, and I show
that she has no end of temptation and mis-
fortune in her snug (and smugj little ' home
town. She finds in the moving pictures first a refuge, and then a fascinating
life-work.

I have not idealized the movie-world, but I have emphasized its ideals.

I have not concealed its unpleasant phases, but I have tried to show its diffi-

culties. I have made what use I could of the heartaches, heroisms and
nobilities, the bright rewards and the fine soldierly quality of the movie men
and women and children as I have known them so well and so long.

In building the picture from the story, I have made many changes

for the sake of beauty, drama or picture. But the first radical change was
compelled by the spirit of censorship.

The opening situation in the story was not even criticized when
published in magazine and book form and later in the newspapers. But
to make any use of it at all on the screen, would violate the rules of every

censor board, and set the axes to swinging. The head of the picture

would have keen cutoff before it could be seen. So I changed it. But the

very differences between the original story and its picture version may make
both more interesting for many reasons.
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Souls for Sale
A Story of Motion Picture Studio Life

By RUPERT HUGHES

Acknowledgment is made to Goldwyn Pictures Corporation for the illustrations used with this story. "Souls for Sale" is being made into a
motion picture by Goldwyn. directed by the author, Rupert Hughes, with Eleanor Boardman. Frank Maya Mae Busch. Barbara La Marr. A_
Pringle, Richard Dix and Lew Cody in the cast.

The HERALD version of Rupert
Hughes' story summarizes the early por-
tion of the novel and takes up the text
of the Hughes' manuscript at the point
where Remember Steddon, the leading
character of the novel, experiences her
first contact with the environment and
people of the motion picture colony.

Before the locale of the story is shifted
to California, the early part of the narra-
tive tells how the beautiful young Re-
member Steddon — whose clergyman
father had named her after one of the
Puritan maidens of the Mayflower—found
herself in desperate difficulties. She had
given her heart to Elwood Farnaby, with
whom she sang of Sundays in the choir
of her father's smalltown church; and
because Elwood's drunken father left him
the sole support of his mother and the
younger children, young Farnaby could
not marry her. But for some time now,
Remember had known there_was urgent
reason for the marriage.
Remember's anxiety aggravated the

cough, which of late had worried her
parents, so that at length they prevailed
upon her to consult Doctor Bretherick
concerning it; and the wise old physician
soon discovered the true source of her
trouble—and persuaded Remember to ac-

cept the obvious solution; in spite of the

many material difficulties and even
though Elwood had lost his job. Remem-
ber must marry him at once. Bretherick
had arranged the whole matter when

—

Farnaby was brought to his office dying,
after an automobile accident.

Bretherick now ordered the broken-
hearted girl West, because of that cough,
and told her how she was to write her
parents successive letters telling of her
meeting with an old acquaintance, of her
falling in love with him, marrying him

—

and being left soon a widow.
Remember agreed to this. But she

confided in her mother; and that much-
tried good woman gave her longed-for
absolution and solace, and became fellow-

conspirator in Bretherick's scheme of a
pretended marriage to explain matters
to her father.

So Remember Steddon set out for Tuc-
son—and an extraordinary career— a ca-

reer which began even as Remember jour-

neyed westward; for on the train she
encountered several motion-picture actors
and the acquaintances she made with
vulgar little Viva d'Artotse and with the

handsome young star. Tom Holby, were
to mean much to her.

On the train, also, Remember wrote
the first letter of her fabrication to her
father, which told of meeting an old

acquaintance, Mr. Woodville. She
planned to carry the story out in her

letters from Tucson. But—to her con-

sternation—when she stepped from the

train, she was greeted by a local clergy-

man, the Reverend Galbraith, whom her

father had wired to meet her.

For some days. Remember endured the

unwelcome chaperonage of the Galbraitbs.
Then a fortunate chance took them out
of town, and Remember seized the oppor-
tunity; she wrote to her parents, an-
nouncing that she had married the ficti-

tious Mr. Woodville and that she was
going with him to Yuma; she likewise
left a note for the Galbraiths, repeating
the fiction of her marriage; and she then,

after purchasing a wedd_ng ring—and a

little mourning apparel—took a train for
Yuma.
Arrived there, she wrote her parents

that she was going with her husband
on a prospecting trip into the desert;

then she journeyed to Palm Springs,
intending tc seek employment as cham-
bermaid at a hotel there. But at Palm
Springs, she encountered Tom Holby and
bis moving-picture company, out "on lo-

cation."

CHAPTER I

REMEMBER was deposited at the
lonely Palm Springs station and fear

smothered her as she watched the train

vanish into the glare. But a rancher,

almost as shy as she, offered her the hos-
pitality of his wagon. He was rough
unshaven and unkempt, the very picture

of a stage robber. Still she preferred

him to the solitude and he turned out
to be almost as silent.

He was too timid to ask her questions
and she was grateful to him for that. He
said that he was going past the Randle's
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ranch anyhow and would leave her there.
And he said nothing more.
When the ranchman had helped her

into his wagon he unhitched the horses
and made a dash for the scat. The horses
began the journey with a take-off from
the ground that hinted at a voyage
through the air rather than along the
road. Then they settled down to their
ordinary gait. Mem would have called
it a runaway, but the driver did not even
haul in on the lines.

After a time, Mem saw ahead of her
a shimmering lake and trees and a
waterfall.

"That's Palm Springs, I suppose," she
said.

"No ma'am, that's a miradge—a 'mag-
inary miradge. Thcy's nothin' there at
tall—no ma'am."
And now Mem had learned that her

own eyes could lie to her with convinc-
ing vividness. She wondered if they de-
ceived her when they showed her sage-
brush and crippled trees bent in rheu-
matic agonies. She thought she saw
Lilliputian alligators scuttering here and
there. They were chuckwallas, but she
did not dare ask about them.
Suddenly, as the road led them within

eyeshot of two vast hills of sand un-
spotted with vegetation, she saw what
she was sure was pure mirage—a scene
that must have come from her memory
of a picture in an old volume of Bible
stories. She would almost have swori
that she looked into the desert of Araby,
for she seemed to see a train of camels
in trappings, and, perched upon their
billowy humps, men in the garb of
Bedouins.
She rubbed her eyes and scolded them,

but they persisted in their story. Having
been so perfectly deceived by the equally
visible lake and cascade that were not,
she did not mention the camels to her
host, who gave no sign of wonder.
Then the horses seemed to suffer from

the same delusion, for they grew panicky
and began to buck and back and leave
the road. The driver yelled at them and
tried to force them ahead, but as they
drew near the camels they went into
hysterics.

They refused to obey yells or reins or
the whiplash or even each other's im-
pulses. But at length their insanities co-
incided; they slewed in the same direc-
tion, carried the wagon into the side
ditch, and overturned it.

Mem found herself gently spilled in

the soft sand, so little injured that her
only thought was for pulling down her
skirts.

She lay still, reclining, not in pain, but
in wonderment, as the wagon slid on its

side, the driver stumbling along and still

clinging to the lines as if he tried to hold
giant falcons in leash. The caravan
grew restive, too, and Mem was con-
sumed with perplexity as she saw one of
the animals forced to its knees not far

from her. The sheik, or whatever he
was, tumbled from the saddle and ran
to her.

A brown face looked out from the
hood and from the scarlet lips sur-
rounded by a short beard came a voice
startlingly tin-Arabic.
"Miss Steddon' Miss Remember

Steddon!"
She was so dazed that she could only

stare into the mysterious face doubly
dark against the blinding sun. The Arab
smiled and laughed.
"You don't know me? Don't you re-

call Mr. Woodvillc?"
This frightened her and confused her

unbearably.
"Who are you?" she gasped.
"As a matter of fact, I'm only Mr.

Holby, Tom Holby—a common movie
actor out on location. But the last tim-;

vou saw me vou called me Mr. Wood-
ville."

"Oh. did I? I was thinking of my
husband."
"Your husband! You were Miss Sted-

don a week or two ago."
"Yes, but

—

"

"Oh, I see! You have taken the
fatal step since then. Is that Mr. Wood-
ville playing tag with those dancing de-
mons out there?"
"Oh, no! He's dead."
"Dead, already! and you only married

a few days! Why, what on earth
—

"

She dropped her head. She could not
face the rush of sympathetic horror in

those famous eyes. She could not think
in the flailing sunbeams pounding her
aching head.
Holby read this as grief and sighed.
"You don't want to talk about it, of

course. Forgive me. But you can't stav
here."

CHAPTER II

THEY say that the Magdalen was not
really a magdalen—that tradition has

forgotten the text and mixed her with a
woman of Bethany just as Potiphar's

wife is carelessly branded with the deeds
of another woman.

But Mem, as she cowered on the sand,
felt as humble as the Magdalen in the
pictures, though the man who looked
down upon her so tenderly had never
posed as a Galilean even in the Miracle
Play they give every summer in the can-
yon at Hollywood.
Tom Holby's profession was the op-

posite of a preacher's. He tried to show
how people actually did behave, not how
they ought to. His authors would not
let him be very real, but always forced
a moral, and that is the true immorality
of the moving pictures; not that they
present wickedness so that innocent peo-
ple may imitate it, but that they present
life as if it punished wickedness and re-
warded virtue; which is a pretty lie, but
a lie none the less.

While Holby had an instant suspicion
that Mem was not telling him the truth,
he felt no call to rebuke her or to wring
it from her. He thought: "She's pretty.
She's in trouble. My business is to be
as nice to her as I can."
He lifted her from the sand, brushed

her off, and went for her suitcase, which
had been dumped into the stunted stubs
of a cholla cactus, that vegetable porcu-
pine whose frosty barbs were fiendishly
ingenious in creeping into his skin.
Holby brought away a few spines that
would cause him long agony until with
a knife and pliers he should gouge them
out. The darts of Cupid might have
been plucked from the same bush, and
Holby found the thoughts of this shy
girl like cactus spines embedded in his
thoughts tormentingly.
As he lugged the suitcase back to the

road he tripped on the long skirts of his
Arabian burnous. He had practiced
walking in it when he was before the
camera, but he was thinking of Mem
now.
He was thinking: "She was not mar-

ried when 1 met her on the train; a week
later she is a widow. She has gone
through two earthquakes in quick suc-
cession—a honeymoon and a funeral. I

have found that, whenever a calamity
occurs to anybody, lack of money adds
to the horror of it."

His instinct was not to save her soul,
but to make her body comfortable.
And so when he set the suitcase down

by Mem, he asked her to rest upon it,

and stood between her and the sun while
he spoke very earnestly.

"Tell me to mind my own business if

I'm impertinent, but may I ask you one
question? Did your husband leave you
any money?"
Mem was so startled that she mum-

bled:

"A little."

"Not much?"
"Not much."
"Enough ?"

"For a while."
"Have you come here to be with your

parents or friends or relatives?"
"No. I'm looking for a position as a

chambermaid."
"My God! You!"
Her eyes were amazed at his horror.

He cried again:
"You with your beauty! Oh, no!"
She had been brought up on a motto.

"Praise to the face is open disgrace."
She snubbed him with a fierce toss of
the head.
He laughed aloud. He had been a

small-town youth and had known that
motto, but he had been so long among
women who were of a quite opposite
mind that he was amused by the quaint
backwoods ideal of regarding charm as

a thing unmentionable in polite society.

While he was trying to keep his face
straight, as he apologized, a sharp voice
broke in upon them. A man in a pith
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helmet, dark goggles and a riding suit

had steered a restive horse close to them

and was complaining:

"Say, Holby, do you realize you're

keeping the whole company waiting in

this ghastly heat?"

"I beg your pardon, Mr. Folger. Ju>t

a moment, old man. Let me present

you to Miss—Mrs. Woodville."
The director touched his helmet and

nodded curtly. As he whirled his horse

to ride back to his caravan, Holby ran

and, seizing his bridle, led the horse

aside and talked to Folger earnestly.

"Look here, old man. That girl is a

friend of mine and beautiful as a peach
She's got the skin and the eyes that

photograph to beat the band. She's just

lost her husband and come out to this

hell hole to be a chambermaid! It's too

outrageous to think of. Give her a

chance, won't you?"
The director twisted in his saddle and

stared at Mem with expert eyes, then
laughed at Holby:

"Is she a sweetie of yours?"
"None of that, now! She's as nice as

they make 'em. But I can't stand the

thought of her working on a ranch, mak-
ing beds and wrestling slop jars. Give
her a test and put her in the mob scene
or something. And don't tell Robina I

told you to, in Heaven's name."
Folger was puzzled. Robina Teele was

a trouble maker in the company. But
she made profitable trouble in the hearts
of the public. Just now she was smitten
with Tom Holby, and she had dealt
fiercely with one or two minor actresses
he had been polite to.

But it was bad studio politics to en-
courage these tyrannies. Stars had to

be disciplined with care, like racehorses,
yet curbed somehow.

If Holby could be freed from Teele's
domination, even by the sharp knife of
jealousy, it might be a good thing for
the next picture.

Folger cast another look at Mem.
There was a fresh meekness about her.

an aura of gracious appeal. It would
do no harm to try her out. If she were
a failure no one would know it. If she
were a discovery, he would get the credit.

It would not hurt him to do Holby a
favor, for the director's own contract was
under question of renewal and a good
word from Holby would not come amiss.

"All right," he said, "I'll take a chance.
Two of the extra women keeled over
this morning from the heat. I'll have
my assistant take her to the wardrobe
woman and get her fitted out and made
up. She can appear in the famine scene,
and I'll bring her forward for a close-
up. If she looks good in the rushes
we'll keep her on. And now, for
Heaven's sake, get back on your camel,
for the camera men are just about ready
to drop."
He set spurs to his horse and rode

across the field, with his megaphone to
his lips as he bellowed his orders.
The caravan resumed its plodding ad-

vance and Holby turned back to say to
Remember:

"I've taken a great liberty. I can't
bear the thought of your working as a
servant when there may be a big career
before you in the pictures. The director
saw you and he wants you to—to help
him out. There is a shortage in the com-
pany for the big scene and you'd be a
godsend. Try it and see if you like it.

If you don't, there's no harm done and
you'll be paid well for your trouble. If

you do like it, why— But to please me—I mean the director—do this, won't
you?"
He knew people well enough to glean

from the first glance into her eyes that
Mem was appalled at the prospect of
playing in the movies, and that his one

And now, she was to be a painted woman, too!

hope was to put his gift in the form of

a petition.

Before she could quite realize what
she was doing, Mem had said:

"Well, of course, if it would be doing
you a favor

—

"

"An immense favor."

"I don't know anything, you know."
"That's all the better. You have noth-

ing to unlearn. Here's Mr. Ellis, the
assistant director. He'll take care of you.

I've got to go."
He introduced a young man who rode

up and dismounted with all the meek-
ness of the meekest office on earth, that

of assistant director. In a tone of more
than vice-presidential humility Ellis ex-
plained to Mem what she was to do.
She was aghast at this sudden plunge

into the deep waters of an unknown sea.

She turned to tell Tom Holby that she
really could not accept. But he was in

no position to hear her. He was in every
position. As his camel rose to its knees.
Holby was flopped about in the air with
a violence that threatened to throw his

head afar like a stone in a sling. When
the camel had established itself on its

four sofa-cushioned feet it moved of?

with an undulating motion as sickening
as an English Channel steamer's.

Mem turned to appeal to the man who
had promised to drive her to the Randle's

ranch. But he was standing far out in a

sea of sage and cactus, dolefully regard-
ing his wagon, which lay on its back
with three and a half wheels spinning in

air and the other half of one scattered

about the desert.

While Mem floundered in the sands of

her own uncertainties many camels went
by, and horses in gorgeous trappings.

Then followed a string of light auto-

mobiles loaded with machinery that she

did not understand, with lighting equip-

ment, with airplane propellers to kick

up a sandstorm, and with parpahernalia

of every sort.

After these walked and rode a great

crowd of men and women in Arabian
costumes, their faces and hands painted

in raw colors. Ellis checked one of the

cars in which sat a woman. Mrs. Kittery,

to whom he introduced Mrs. Woodville.
explaining what was to be done with her.

"Get in here, my dear," said Mrs.
Kittery.

And before Mem could protest Mr.
Ellis had flung her suitcase in. helped

her to a seat, slammed the tin door on

her, swung into his saddle and away.

The car kept to what road there wa*,

and Mrs. Kittery soon learned how abys-

mal Mem's innocence was. But she was
used to the ignorance of extra women
and she was glad that Mem was not a

Chinese, a Turk, or an Indian. She could

at least understand English.
After a long and furiously jolty passage

over the sand the caravan of motors and
the mob of suffering extras came to a

halt on the shady side of a cluster of

Arabian tents.

Mrs. Kittery asked one of the extra
women to make up Mrs. Woodville while
she found a costume in the hamper. This
amiable person was still unknown to

fame as Leva Lemaire, really Mrs. David
Wilkinson, whose husband had been
killed in the war, leaving her with three

children whom she supported by this

form of toil. She preferred it to her pre-

vious experiences as a school-teacher and
a trained nurse. She made from forty

to fifty dollars a week, and sometime^
more, and she led a life of picturesque
travel from nationality to nationality—

a

Mexican one week, a Hindu another, a

farm wife again, a squaw, or a harem
odalisque. Mem felt that the extra
woman's life had its fascinations.

The art was "the business" to Mrs.
Wilkinson, and she called it that. She
was generous with grease paint and in-

formation, and she had a village mind
that translated to Mem's village mind
these foreign customs in a language she
could understand.
Only such a steady-souled person

could have kept Mem from bolting in

panic before the ordeal of having her

face calcimined and tinted, her eyelids

painted, the lashes leaded, her eyebrows
penciled, her lips encarnadined, and red

dots put here and there to give depth.

To her the decoration of the face with
any color from outside had been hitherto

an advertisement of eager vice. And
now she was a painted woman, too!

Mrs. Wilkinson's own face was decor-
ated like an Indian warrior's, including
certain blotches of carmine, which she
explained:
"My nose is too broad and flat, so I

paint the sides of it red and that photo-
graphs like a shadow; and I have a

double chin which disappears in the pic-

ture, thanks to the red; and I narrow my
fat cheeks the same way. But you don't

need any of that modeling. You're per-

fect."

Mem was dazed by this constant refer-

ence to her beauty. At home it had been
a guiding principle that praising children

made them conceited. These first com-
pliments came like slaps in the face. But
she was beginning to find them stimula-

ting.

By the time Mem was varnished Mrs
Kittery had arrived with gaudy costumes,
earrings, necklaces, and bracelets. Mem
was soon so disguised that when Leva
Lemaire offered her a peek in the mir-

rored top of her make-up box she could

not recognize herself at all. She looked
like a cheap chromo of somebody else.

"There's two things you'll learn about
the business, if you stay in it," said

Leva; "you've got to get up at an un-
godly hour and break your neck making
ready on time. And then you've got to

sit around for hours and hours with noth-
ing to do. Half the time they don't

reach you all day. And most ®f the

scenes you're taken in are cut out of the

final picture. Otherwise it's a nice life."

And now that her pores were stuffed

with paint which it was disastrous to

mop with a handkerchief, Mem had the

task of waiting while the hot wind
brought the great drops of sweat to her
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skin and the blown sand kept up an in-

cessant scratching.
In the distance, in the relentless flagel-

lation of the sun, the principals of the
company enacted before a group of
cameras a drama that Mem could not
understand. The camels defiled slowly,
then galloped back and defiled slowly
again and again. There were long argu-
ments; the director and his assistant
dashed back and forth, trumpeting
through their megaphones.
The camels alone revealed artistic tem-

perament. They began to fight one an-
other. A group of two dragged their

terrified passengers hither and yon and
knocked over a camera. One of them
fled and, dumping his belfryman, got
clean away. He was not found until the
next day, and then in Palm Canyon, where
he reveled in a perfect duplicate of a
homeland oasis.

Leva explained to Mem what all the
bother was about

:

"You see, they take everything first at

a distance—long shots, they call them.
They have three cameras here, but some-
thing always goes wrong, or looks as if

it could be improved; so they make a lot

of takes. Then they come closer and
take medium shots to cut into the long
shots. Then they take close-ups of the

most dramatic moments. All these have
to match—though they usually don't—so

that they can be assembled in the studio

for the finished picture.

"The camels go by one way to show
they're passing a certain spot. Then they

go by the same spot in the opposite di-

rection to show the return. But in the

finished picture that won't take place till

a week later. But they take the things

that happen on the same spot at the same
time, no matter where they occur in the

picture. It keeps the actors awfully

mussed up in their minds. They don't

know whether they're playing today, last

month, or two years from now. That's

Robina Teele on that biggest camel.

She's earning her money today by the

sweat of her whole system. She's sweet
on Tom Holby and as jealous of him as

a fiend. She's an awful cat, but he's a

mighty nice boy—not spoiled a bit by
being advertised as the most beautiful

thing in the world. I was in a scene

with him once; he was just as considerate

as if I had been Norma Talmadge or

Pauline Frederick."
While the extras waited and simmered

their luncheon was served. The property
crow went about among them, dealing

out pasteboard boxes containing sand-

wiches wrapped in oiled papers, a bit of

fried chicken, hard-boiled eggs, a piece

of cake, and a Californian fruit—a peach,

a pear, grapes, figs, a banana, or an
orange.
There was a caldron of coffee for those

that wanted it hot, iced tea, and bottles

of pop.
Mem had never been on a better-fed

picnic. The women and men squatted

on the ground and ate, swapping fruit

and repartee. Some of the jokes sent

blushes flying beneath the layers of paint

on Mem's skin. There was a vast amount
of caustic fun made of the principals, the

director, and the management. But Mem
tried to remind herself that the sewing
circles at home were just as busy tearing
down the reputations of the neighbors,
only with a holier-than-thou contempt
entirely lacking here.

There was a gypsy spirit in this com-
pany that Mem had never met. The
gayety was irresistible, and she managed
to control her horror when she found
that she was almost the only woman who
refused a cigarette. Even Mrs. Wilkin-
son dug up a package from her desert

robes.
The principals had their refreshments

taken to them, and snatched it between
scenes. Robina did not eat at all. She
lived in an eternal Lent, since she had to
fight a sneaking tendency to plumpness.
She suffered anguishes of fasting and
privation like a religious zealot, but from
the opposite reason: the zealots crucified
the flesh because it was the devil's lure;
she in order to give it allurement and
keep time's claws off her as long as pos-
sible.

So now, in i heat that drove the desert
Indians into the shade and idleness, these
dainty actresses and actors invited sun-
stroke and labored with muscles and emo-
tions at full blast in order to make
pictures and minimize the appalling over-
head expense of every wasted hour.

After a time the extras were called
forth from the comparative shelter of the
tents to the scene of action. It was like
being tossed from the red-hot stove lid

into the very fire.

To Mem it was all incredible phantas-
magory. She could not believe that this

was she who stumbled across the sand,
twitching her skirts out of the talons of
the cactuses, carefully dabbing the sweat
from her face with a handkerchief already
colored like a painter's brush rag, and
jingling, as she walked, with barbaric
jewelry.

The mob went forward slowly and she
recognized Tom Holby on a camel. She
hoped that he would not recognize her,

but he studied all the faces and, being
used to disguises, made her out and
hailed her with the password:
"How you standing it?"

She called up to him:
"All right, thank you."
There was vast interest in her from

now on. The leading man had singled out
an extra woman for special attention, and
the gossip went round with a rush as

of wings.
Mem did not know that she was

already a public property. She would
have fled as from a plague if she had
known. Later she would come to realize

that these people loved to believe the
worst, forgive it, and absolve it with a

The leading man had singled out an extra woman
for special attention and the gossip went
around with a rush as of wings.

forbearance met hardly anywhere else
except in heaven.
The director massed the extras together

and addressed them from his horse:
"Ladies and gentlemen, you are sup-

posed to be an Arabian tribe driven from
your homes by the cruel enemy. You
are wandering across the desert without
food or water, dying of hunger and
thirst. Later in the afternoon, if we can
reach it, you will be overtaken by a sand-
storm and many of you will perish miser-
ably. It's hard work, I know, but if you
will go to it we'll be out of this hell hole
tomorrow and there will be more com-
fortable work in the cool night shots.
So make it snappy, folks, and do what
you are told on cue, with all the pep you
can put into it. I thank you!"
The company was then divided into

groups, with business assigned to each.
Long shots were taken again and again.
Small groups were posed with as much
care as if the sun were benign instead of
diabolic.

Closc-uns of individuals were taken, the
most striking types being selected and
coached to express crises of feeling: "You
go mad and babble, old man, will you?
Tear at your throat and let your tongue
bang out? . . . You. miss, will you
fall back in your mother's arms—you be
mother, will you. miss, and catch her

—

you are to die, you know; just roll your
eyes back and sigh and sink into a heap.
And you. mother, wring your hands and
beat your breast and wail. You under-
stand—Oriental stuff, eh? . . . And
I'd like somebody just to look up to
heaven and pray for mercy—somebody
with big eyes. Let me see—no. you're

—

I'm saving you for the— You, the young
lady over there—will you step out?
Please! Come on, come on! I won't bite

unless I'm kept waiting; it's warm you
know, folks. Come out. please. Oh, it's

Mrs. Woodbridge, isn't it? I met you
this morning. Here's your chance. Do
this for me, like a good girl, and give
yourself to it. Look up to heaven: if the
sun brings tears to your eyes, all right,

but let them come from your soul, dear,
if you can. You see. you have seen vour
people dying like flics about you. from
famine and hardship. You look up and
say, 'O God, you don't mean for us to
die in this useless torture, do you. dear
God? Take my life and let these others
live. Won't you, dear God?'
"Something like that, you know. Don't

look up yet. You'll blind yourself. Wait
till I get the camera set. Here, boys,
make a very close close-up of this."

Mem stood throbbing from head to

foot with embarrassment and with a

strange inrush of alien moods. The fierce

eyes of the director burning through his

dark glasses, the curious instigation in

his voice, the plea to do well for him,
quickened her magically.

The camera men set up their tripods
before her: the lenses, like threatening
muzzles, aimed point-blank; then they
bent and squinted through their finders,

and brought tapes up and held them so
close that their hot hands touched her
when they measured her exact distance,

then adjusted the focuses. One of them
lifted the fold of her hood a little aside
from her brow. The director stared at

her keenly, then put out his hand and
asked for a powder puff. He dusted her
face gently to dull the glistening surface.

They treated her as if she were an
automaton, and she became one, a mere
channel for an emotion to gush through.

Folger took her by the arm and mur-
mured:

"Just once, now, dear, before we make
the take. Remember what I told you.
Let your heart break. Give us all you've
got. Look round first and see your dying
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She did not know that the director had whispered "Camera" and was watching her like a tiger.

people. That's your father over there

just gasping his life out. Your mother
lies dead back there; you've covered her

poor little body with sand to keep the

jackals from it. Your own heart is

broken in a thousand pieces. Can you do
it? Will you? That's right. Look round
now and let yourself go."

She felt herself bewitched, benumbed,
yet mystically alive to a thousand trage-

dies. Her eyes rolled around the staring

throng. Some of them were helping her

by looking their agony; others were out
of the mood, adjusting their robes, fresh-

ening their make-up, or whispering and
smiling. But the gift of belief, the genius

of substitution, fell upon her like a flame,

and nothing mattered. They had brought
music out into this inferno—a wheezy
organ, a cello, and a violin—that cried

like the "linnet that had lost her way and
sang on a blackened bough in hell."

Her heavy eyes made out Tom Holby
gazing down at her from his camel and
pouring sympathy from his own soul

into hers. Then she flung her head from
side to side in a torment of woe, cast

her head back, and heaved her big eyes
up into the cruel brazier of the skies,

seemed to see God peering down upon
the little multitude, and moved her lips

in supplication. She felt the words and
the anguish wringing her throat, and the
tears came trooping from her eyes, ran
shining into her mouth, and she swal-
lowed them and found them bitter-sweet
with an exaltation of agony.
She did not know that the director had

whispered, "Camera!" and was watching
her like a tiger, striving to drive his own
energy into her. She did not hear the
camera men turning their cranks. There
was such weird reality in her grief that
the director's glasses were blurred with
his own tears; the camera men were
gulping hard.
She did happen to note, as her upward

stare encountered Tom Holby's eyes on
high, that tears were dripping from his

lashes and that his mouth was quivering.
The sight of his tears sent through her

a strange pang of triumphant sympathy,
and she broke down sobbing, would have
fallen to the sand, if Leva Lemaire had
not caught her and drawn her into her
arms, kissing her and whispering:
"Wonderful! Wonderful!"
She felt a hand on her arm and was

drawn from Leva's arms into a man's.
Her shoulders were squeezed hard by big
hands and she heard a voice that identi-
fied her captor as the director. He was
saying:

"God bless you! That was the real
stuff! We won't make you do it over.
We had two cameras on you. You're all

right! You're a good girl! The real
thing!"

Then she began to laugh and choke,
became an utter fool.
This was her first experience of the

passion of mimicry. She was as shamed
as glorified, as drained yet as exultant,
as if a god had seized her and embraced
her fiercely for a moment, then left her
aching, an ember in the ashes.
The director was already calling the

mob to the next task. She could not
help glancing toward Tom Holby. His
camel was moving off with the crowd, but
he was turning back to gaze at her. He
was nodding his head in approval and he
raised his hand in a salute of profound
respect.

CHAPTER III

THAT afternoon the sandstorm was
to be "pulled off." Dynamos mounted

on trucks carrying airplane propellers
were gathered toward the two great
dunes piled to the northeast of Palm
Springs, hiding who knows what? under
the sands heaped by winds that have

roared down San Gorgonio Pass for

aeons.
Toward the greater of them, a mass

whose color had now the chatoyant luster

of an opal five hundred feet high, a hillock

whereon no more vegetation grows than
on an opal, and whereon the light plays

milkily through all the gamut of tinges,

the caravan moved. The desert was to

represent Sahara in the picture, and these

actors and actresses were to convince the

throngs that they were really a tribe of

misery on whom fate heaped a cyclone
of sand to crown their martyrdoms of

hunger, thirst, and weariness.

As the straggling hirelings of art

trudged across the shifty floor of sand,

panting between the heat that beat down
from the sky and shot up from the glassy

meadow, the air stood still and they

cooked as in a firebox. Their feet fried

and their hearts staggered.

The suffocation sent a few of the cru-

saders to the ground, gasping like fish in

a creel. These were gathered up and
carried half dead to the shade, where a

physician restored them. They were
humil ;ated and grieved at the treachery

of their own faculties.

The others hardly so much marched as

stumbled forward. Mem was aided some-
how by the ardor of her little success.

She felt that if she could only keep to

the fore she might be offered another
draught of the new wine of art.

By and by she overtook Tom Holby,
who checked his camel to have a word
with her:

"I'd ask you to take my place up here,

but I'm afraid you'd be as seasick as I

was the first time I rode one of these

wallowers. But hang on to that strap

and it will help you a little."

Mem seized a pendent strap and was
hauled along. She did not know, and Tom
Holby did not care, how much this in-

terested the neglected multitude.

After a time, as they slackened their

pace to mount the dune in whose soft

surface her feet sank above the ankles,

Mem noted that the smothering hush of

the air was quickened with little agues

of wind. Gimlets of sand rose and
twisted, ran and fell. A fiendish malice

seemed to inspire them and they were
vicious as devils at play.

Then the sky ahead was blotted from
sight by a vast yellow blanket. It came
forward as if giants were carrying it to

spread over the terrified pilgrims. Ahead
of it darted and swirled spinning der-

vishes of sand.

The blanket, as it approached, became

a wall hurrying, a vast dam driven by
mountain floods in the rear. The crest
of it was a spume of sand. The menace
of it was as of a Day of Judgment.
The actors had never seen anything of

its sort, but they could guess what the
camels knew—that it was of dreadful
omen.
A few years before, a herd of cattle

rolling up from Yuma had been caught in

such a sandstorm, and when it passed
they were all dead and buried.
The camels began to betray the terror

that the people surmised. They grew
frantic with panic, but knew that flight

was vain. They were at the mercy of
whatever god it is that beasts adore.
Tom Holby's mount, without waiting for
command, dropped to its belly and
stretched out its neck and closed its eyes
against the peril.

But the camera men set their tripods
and began to turn their cranks. They
had the instinct of the trade and were
hopeful that if they themselves did not
live their pictures might.
Tom Holby dropped from his post and

gathered Mem into the shelter of the
camel's bulk. She did not know or care
that his arm was about her as they stood
peering across the parapet of the camel's
back at the onset of th» advancing Ni-
agara. Other women crowded to the

same camel. The rest of the crowd flung

themselves down and dug their arms to

the elbows in the sand lest they be swept
away.
A courier gale leaped upon them in a

yelling charge, with whips of fire that
flung the tripods over, and the camera
men with them. But still they persisted,

and. shielding their lenses with their own
bodies, turned them this way and that,

grinding the cranks and picking up what
groups they saw about them.
The torrid blast dashed the sand in

shovelfuls upon the groveling crowd. The
great robes fluttered, flapped, bellied, and,
ripping loose, went whooping.
The gliding precipice of sand arrived

and hid the sun in a gruesome saffron

fog. And then precipice was avalanche.

With abrupt chill, a brown cold mountain
fell on them, stopped the breath, and
played shrapnel on the skin in a mael-
strom of dagger points that stabbed from
every side.

Tom Holby wrapped his burnous about
Mem as they cowered in the lee of his

camel. The sand broke over their bul-

wark as breakers leap across a rock.

(Continued on Page 60)
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Warners-Belasco to

Make "Tiger Rose"
Lenore Ulric Will Star in

Picture to Be Directed

by Sidney Franklin
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 20.—For produc-
tion of David Belasco's play, "Tiger
Rose" through the partnership arrange-
ment between Warner Brothers and Mr.
Belasco, the services of Lenore Ulric,

stage star, has been obtained to portray
the leading role it has been announced.
Miss Ufric has been appearing for the

past two seasons in the Belasco play,
"Kiki." While the popularity of the play
shows no signs of abatement. Miss l ine,
however, had planned to go to Europe
this summer for a vacation. But at the
suggestion of Mr. Belasco. she will ter-
minate her engagement at the Belasco
theatre the latter part of May and leave
for the Warner Brothers studios in Los
Angeles to begin active work on "Tiger
Rose."

Belasco to Work at Plant

An important feature in connection
with the arrangements is that Mr. Be-
lasco will personally, and for the first

time in his career, invade a photoplay
studio in order to infuse into the filming
of the production the high standards he
so successfully employs in his stage plays.
He is expected to leave for Los Angeles
about June 1.

But a few weeks ago. Warners an-
nounced that Mr. Belasco had become
personally identified with the picture in-

dustry and that would collaborate with
them in the production of "The Gold
Diggers," "Deburau," and "Daddies."

Production Plan Outlined

At a conference held recently at the
Belasco offices which was attended by
Miss Ulric. Mr. Belasco with Sidney
Franklin, who has been selected to direct
the production, and Edmund Goulding,
who has been assigned the task of writing
the continuity, outlined the production
plans.

Court Upholds Fox in

Litigation Over Rights

To Will Carlton Poems
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK. March 20.—The su-

preme court of the United States has

ruled that the sole rights to "Over the

Hill to the Poorhouse," for picture or

other exhibition purposes, belong to the

Fox Film Corporation. The decision

was handed down last week by Associate
Justice Holmes on bills in equity brought
by the Fox company to restrain dramatic
performance based on the two Will Carl-
ton poems, "Over the Hills to the Poor
House" and "Over the Hills from the
Poor House." The defendants were
Frederick M. Knowles, Joseph Klein, Jo-
seph Morris, William O. McWatters and
Harry Meyers.
The decision is lengthy and points out

that the only defense offered was to the
effect that the statutes did not give the
executors of the author's estate the right
of renewal and that therefore the copy-
right had expired.
The decision holds that the executor

has this right of renewal, that the copy-
right still applies and the rights are
vested in the Fox company, which ob-
tained them from the Carlton estate.

EDWARD (HOOT) GIBSON in a
scene from his Universal production,
"Single Handed."

Mary Pickford and
Douglas Fairbanks

Join Theatre Group
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES. March 20.— Mary
Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks have
joined with Sol Lesser. Sid Grauman,
Joseph M. Schenck, A. L. and M. Gore
and Adolph Ramish in the project to
erect a 11,000,000 theatre in Hollywood
which wil be devoted almost exclusively
to the spoken drama.
These film people plan to bring to Los

Angeles well known Broadway stage suc-
cesses, and for the purpose of conferring
with large theatrical producers, Sol
Lesser will leave for New York shortly.

It is the intention of those interested
in the new playhouse to give the leading
roles in these Broadway hits to artists

now appearing in pictures.

Talking Films Exhibited
by New York Inventor

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK. March 20.—Dr. Lee de
Forest's Phonofilm, said to reproduce
sounds in synchronization with motion
pictures, was demonstrated last week at

his studio at 318 East Forty-eighth
street.

De Forest expects his film to be used
more in the preservation of instrumental
musical numbers than in the develop-
ment of vocalized motion pictures.

Represents Film Folks
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, March 20.—Alfred
A. Grasso. for many years connected with
Henry W. Savage enterprises, has been
made personal manager for Lon Chaney,
Wallace Worsley and Perley Poore Shee-
han. who are making "The Hunchback
of Notre Dame" for Universal.

Will Issue Last of

"Companion Films"
"Daughters of the Poor" Is

Fourth in Series on
Schulberg Program
(Special to Exhibitors Herald I

LOS ANGELES, March 20.—With the
publication in the near future of "Daugh-
ters of the Poor" by Al Lichtman Cor-
poration. B. P. Schulberg, producer, will
have completed a series of four compan-
ion pictures, "Rich Men's Wives," "Foor
Men's Wives" and "Daughters of the
Rich." This is one of the salient innova-
tions of the Preferred output and accord-
ing to Mr. Schulberg the idea has proven
highly successful.

Are Stories of Present Day Life

The idea underlying production was to

give the public not only four special fea-

tures of the highest quality but to present
to them in an interesting fashion, stories

setting forth present-day problems.
Schulberg determined to try out the

first series to discover the reactions of the
exhibitor and his patrons with the pur-
chase of "Rich Men's Wives" and "Poor
Men's Wives." written by Frank Dazey
and Agnes Christine Johnston as screen
originals. Both were enthusiastically re-

ceived.
The success of these first pictures has

assured Schulberg of the feasibility of his

plan and Gasnier is now busy completing
"Daughters of the Rich," which will be
issued on April 22.

Plots Are Different

The fourth of this scries, "Daughters
of the Poor," will follow later in the
season. It will follow the general policy
that has governed the making of the first

pictures—a strong story, a cast of players

of first rank popularity and a theme along
lines that contrast with "Daughters of

the Rich." It will be handled, however,
as an entirely different plot just as "Poor
Men's Wives" following "Rich Men's
Wives" was a separate story completing
its general idea.

Request Made for Film

On Presidential Train
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 20.—President
Harding's interest in motion pictures is

evidenced by the fact that at his request
the newest films will enliven his trip

North from Florida on his private car.

Paul Morgan of the Paramount offices,

accompanied by two projectionists from
the Rialto theatre, left yesterday for Flor-
ida with prints of "The Covered Wagon,"
"Bella Donna" and "Grumpy." Presi-

dent Harding'* car is fitted with a screen
and other equipment for the showing of
pictures.

$2,000,000 Studio on

Coast Planned by Fox
(Special to Exhibitors Heraid)

LOS ANGELES, March 20.—Fox Film
Corporation, according to Winfield R.
Sheehan, vice president and general man-
ager, will build a $2,000,000 studio here
on a site yet to be chosen. The plant,

it is said, will have all the modern equip-
ment and conveniences, including labora-
tories, libraries, costume and millinery
departments, emergency hospital, a large
restaurant, gymnasium, tennis and hand-
ball courts and specially designed dress-
ing rooms.
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Exposition grounds as they will look when the American Historical Revue and
Motion Picture Exposition commemorating the Monroe Doctrine Centennial
opens in Los Angeles in July of this year. One of the beauties of this inter-

national event will be the prevalence of Spanish-American architecture in the
exposition buildings. The exposition has the support of the motion picture
industry.

Frank Borzage has started produc-
tion on his first Arthur H. Jacobs-
First National attraction. Pauline
Garon has the leading role in this
adaptation of "Terwilliger," writ-
ten by Tristram Tupper.

Russel Muth, Fox cameraman, in Bolivia, where he was stoned and seriously
injured when attempting to take motion pictures of primitive Indian tribes.

The Indians, according to word received at the Fox home office, had never seen
a motion picture machine before and attacked Muth when he started to film

them. The cameraman, who is touring South America, will be absent from this

country about a year.
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Original dinosaur used in Cecil B. De-
Mille's Paramount picture, "Adam's Rib,"
is placed at Sid Grauman's Egyptian the-
atre, Hollywood, to advertise run of pic-
ture at Grauman's Rialto, Los Angeles.

You certainly know the man, and know-
ing him you can hardly mistake the iden-
tity of the motherly looking woman. They
are Lloyd Hamilton, Educational comedy
star, and his mother.

7* - .

Dinky Dean, the clever
youngster who plays
with Charlie Chaplin in

"The Pilgrim," a cur-
rent First National at-
traction.

Ann Brockman, prominent New York magazine artist,
paints portrait of Andree Lafayette, the young French
player who was brought to this country by Richard Wal-
ton Tully for the title role in "Trilby," his next attraction
for First National. The actress was winner of a beauty
contest in France.

Earle Williams, Alice
Calhoun, Cullen Landis
and Wanda Hawley,
featured players in the
Vitagraph special,
"Masters of Men."
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Illustrious followers of St. Patrick—Colleen Moore with Director
Tom Forman at the right and Kenneth Harlan at the left, as they
appeared in their all-Irish picture, "April Showers," which B. P.

Schulberg is producing for distribution through the franchise ex-
changes of Al Lichtman Corporation.

Lenore Ulric, distinguished dramatic artist,

will be starred in Warner Brothers' screen
version of David Belasco's stage success,

"Tiger Rose." Mr. Belasco will supervise the
picture, which Sidney Franklin will direct.

Ethel Clayton and Baby Muriel Frances Dana,
both of whom give excellent performances in

the F. B. O. picture, "Can a Woman Love
Twice." The "Herald" review says this story
"i» the type Ethel Clayton does best." James
Thorne directed the feature.

Elinor Fair, following her ex-

cellent work in the Jewel at-

traction, "Driven," has been
signed by Universal. She is

now at Universal plant on
Coast.

Marguerite De La Motte as

she appears in her fascinating
characterization of Sylvia in

the Fred Niblo-Metro attrac-

tion, "The Famous Mrs.
Fair."
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"Daughters of the Rich" will be
John M. Stahl's next production
for Louis B. Mayer. This succes-

sor to "The Dangerous Age" will

be in production six months.

Douglas MacLean is in the final

stages of production of his first As-
sociated Exhibitors feature comedy,
"Going Up." Marjorie Daw is one
of the supporting players.

H. H. Van Loan, prominent screen
writer, who prepared the adapta-
tion of William Dudley Pelley's

"The Fog," which will be produced
by Max Graf for distribution

through the Metro exchange*.

MIKE BOYLAN WON
BY MAYER STUDIO

BIDDING FURIOUS

Handsome Hibernian Saved From Life
of VaorarfCy by Famous Producer;
Friends Derlghted.

GIFTED GAEL SIMPLY MARVELOUS
Generously Offers to Share Personal

Publicity With Industry; Losing
Studios Frantic With Grief.

LOS AMJELES. Feb 28—Malcolm
Stuart Boylan, whom it la understood
•ill be iIm beat dresaed man in the poor-
house, today won a debate with tlM
Kaleman at the Louis B Mayer Studios
and checked In to begin hi* duties as
director of Exploitation and advertis-
ing for that fortunate organization
M. Stuart Boylan apeaka all distort*

of the motion picture industry fluently
and In addition both reads and rriloo.
although being slightly undershot
Malcolm S Boylan will be at home to

such friends as can run the gate on arid
after this date, although he will not
be responsible for any debts contracted
by them.
Asked what policies would guide him

in his new affiliation. M. S. l<o\l.ui said
it would he his aim to "attain and .main-
tain the highest possible moral and ar-
tistic standards of motion picture pub*
llclty." "Oon't call me a riar " h*
added, "we are all partners "

You will get more kick out of the
above novel announcement than
you would from any caption we
might write. Read what Mike has
to say.

This actor rides horseback to keep
in trim. This one plays a little golf.

But Brownie, Century's canine star,

finds that punching the bag devel-

ops his muscles the best.

Frank Lossee's return to pictures
has been delayed by popularity in

Chicago of "For All of Us," in

which he has featured role in sup-
port of William Hodge.

W^T.rju

Bebe Daniels has gone to Florida
where scenes for the Paramount
picture, "The Exciters," will be
filmed. Antonio Moreno is also
featured in the piece.

Lon Chaney, gifted actor, who has
important roles in the Metro-SL
attraction, "Quincy Adams Sawyer,
and the Metro picture, "All the
Brothers Were Valiant," an Irvin

V. Willat production.
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Mack Sennett, one of the most prominent
of the comedy impresarios, has signed to

produce thirteen Sennett comedies and
eight Ben Turpin comedies for distribu-

tion by Pathe Exchanges.

We have with us this

week Sam Deutch, who
operates the Sun thea-
tre at Cleveland, Ohio.

Thomas H. Ince (left), who has renewed
his contract to distribute through First

National, has as his guest at the Culver
City studios, Governor Jose I. Luho of

Baja, Cat.

Viola Dana displays the last word in

correct apparel for men. The delight-
ful actress appears in this roomy costume
in her latest Metro picture, "Her Fatal
Millions," an adaptation of William Dud-
ley Pelley's story.

Kathryn McGuire, a
featured player in the

first of the Richard
Thomas features beint

produced at the Holly-
wood studios.

Virginia Valli, Universal star, who has
just commenced work on the new Jewel
attraction, "Up the Ladder," a screen
adaptation of the popular Owen Davis
stage play. It will be a Hobart Henley
production.
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•7/ieWEEKmNEWYORK
NOW that "The Covered Wagon" has

safely arrived in New York and
taken up its abode at the Criterion,

John C. Flinn, Paramount's busiest busy
man, can relax and again give some por-

tion of his thought to presidenting at the

A. M. P. A. Flinn has been under a ter-

rible strain since March 11, the date the

print of "The Covered Wagon" started

from Los Angeles.
The premiere was set for March 16 at

the Criterion theatre and each morning
Flinn wired, via a two-col. ad. in the New
York morning papers, the progress of the

journey with the print. It was a whale
of a journey and a whale of a series of tele-

graphic stories of the journey. So much
so, in fact that more than 5,000 persons who
tried to see the picture on its opening night

were turned away.
And John Flinn, with the tension relaxed,

is breathing normally again, and the news-

boy who delivers papers to his home in

Yonkers won't find a Paramount man wait-

ing for him each morning, anxiously won-
dering if he will get here with the print

in time.
* * *

And speaking about "The Covered
Wagon" and its reception by the opening

night audience, here is a sincere compliment

to this most remarkable picture: near the

writer sat a boy, apparently about four-

teen years of age, accompanied by a lady

who was evidently his mother. The boy

sat spellbound on the edge of his seat.

When the curtain rolled down for the in-

termission, he spoke no word. The mother

said to him

:

"Why don't you clap?"

"I can't clap, mother," was the reply.

"It's too big for that."
* * *

S. Barrett McCormick, who has re-

signed from First National to take charge

of the Fox theatre interests in Oakland,

Calif., was tendered a farewell luncheon at

the Astor Hotel Saturday by his associates,

at which the trade paper representatives

were invited guests. About 30 were pres-

ent. C. L. Yearsley acted as toastmaster

and paid glowing tribute to the ability, loy-

alty and likableness of the guest of honor.

Many of the other fellow workers of Mr.
McCormick's spoke feelingly of their regret

over his ' departure.

At the conclusion of the luncheon Mr.
McCormick said he knew if one-half of the

nice things that had been said about him
were true, he need not have purchased a

ticket to the coast, as he would be suffi-

ciently angelic to have wafted himself out

there on his own wings. Mr. McCormick
left New York Sunday for his new post.

P. S.—Ned Holmes told a funny story.

More P. S. Bob Dexter made a speech.
* * *

J. D. Williams is sojourning beneath the

summer skies of Florida while recuperating

from a troublesome attack of bronchitis

with which he has been suffering for several

weeks.
* * *

Arthur Krock. one of the best known
newspaper men of the south, will join the

staff of Will H. Hays, and will handle the

public relations work of the organization.

Mr. Krock served a long apprenticeship on
the Louisville Courier-Journal under Henry
Watterson, and for several years was Wash-
ington correspondent of that paper. For the

past several years he has been editor of the

Courier-Journal and resigns that position to

join Mr. Hays.
* * *

Now that Gallagher and Shean have
proved to the satisfaction of a judge in a
New York court that they are a pair of

"hams," they are thinking seriously of "go-
ing into the movies." Harry Reichenbach
suggests they start in the "talkie movies"
and then treat the "movie" angle of the

combination with Slendaform until only the
"talkie" portion is left.

» * *

"I have some flattering offers to return to

the movies and it is not improbable that I

shall again appear on the screen," Mrs. Billie

Wells is quoted as saying after her acquittal

on a charge of shooting Capt. Jim Pettit

to death with a shot gun.
"And that's what's wrong with the

movies," said Robert Edgar Long. "They
are always the target for this sort of thing.

Every time a woman gains a lot of unsavory
notoriety she decides to 'return to the

movies.' People who keep pretty close track

of motion picture matters never heard of

this woman, but she may 'again appear on
the screen.' If she ever did appear, which
is doubtful, it was probably as one of a mob
scene. And this is about all that's wrong
with the movies."

* *

James M. Loughborough, after a vacation

spent in Arkansas, during which he har-

vested a few diamonds from a diamond
mine in which he is interested in down in

the Ozarks, has returned to New York and
joined Colvin Brown of the Thomas H. Ince

forces. In spite of carting about a pocket-

ful, more or less, of uncut diamonds, Capt.

Loughborough is not above occasionally

dashing off a few paragraphs of publicity.

« * *

Fred Elliott, now vice-president of the

Feaster Manufacturing Company, but best

remembered as the executive secretary of

the N. A. M. P. I. has been appointed chair-

man of the committee of arrangements for

the annual meeting of the National Fire Pro-

tection Association to be held in New York
in April.

* * *

Miss Gertrude Chase, long a reviewer of

motion pictures for the Morning Tclegraph,
has resigned from that publication to accept

a position as reader of manuscripts for In-

spiration Pictures.
* * *

On the theory that what the boss can do

he can do, R. W. Baremore, advertising

manager of the C. C. Burr activities, pro-

ceeded to get himself laid up with a severe

cold which kept him away from his duties

for a week. Both are better and Mr. Burr
has gone to Palm Beach to recuperate.

Baremore is back on his job and says the

best he can do is look towards the South.
* * *

Harbingers of spring are with us. With
the appearance of the first box score on the

sporting pages, Walter Everhardt blos-

somed out with a pair of cream-colored

spats.

p. S.—He doesn't wear them around the

First National offices.

* * *

Hedda Hopper, stage and screen player,

returned from a six weeks' tour of Europe
last week, and expects to leave soon for

Hollywood to re-engage in motion picture

work. Miss Hopper's tour included London,

Paris. St. Moritz, Nice and the Riviera.

Her latest picture is "Has the World Gone
Mad?"

* * #

William Courtney, continuity man at

Vitagraph for nearly ten years, has been

appointed scenario editor of the Yale Uni-

versity production outfit which is making
motion pictures of historic importance. Mr.

Courtney wrote the continuity for "Black

Charles Murray and Raymond McKec in a icene
from "Busy Body," a new Hodkinson comedy.

Beauty," as well as for a great number of
Vitagraph's other big specials.

* *

Eddie Bonns crosses his heart that this is

true. An exhibitor at Troy wired Goldwyn's
New York exchange

:

"Want exploitation man Christian quick."

Mr. Cohen, of Bonns' staff, wired right

back

:

"Will I do?"
* * *

Harry O. Stevens, of Indianapolis, is a

candidate for the presidency of the

"Brothers Under the Skin League" and sub-

mits his argument to Howard Dietz thusly:

"I put my wife to work the day after I

married her, so I think I ought to be presi-

dent."

But he doesn't win. According to Dietz

a Mormon member who has four wives, all

working, has the lead at present.

Next.
* * *

Louis Gardy, the indefatigable young
Beau Brummel of Broadway, has been ap-

plying himself so assiduously to guarding the

names of Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld and his thea-

tres, the Rivoli, Rialto and Criterion, from
becoming common by appearing in the pub-

lic prints more than once or twice daily in

each New York paper, is taking a vacation.

He is spending the recuperative week on his

rose farm in New Jersey.
* * *

Morrie Ryskind, director of advertising

and publicity for the Al Lichtman Corpora-

tion, whose slogan for 1923 is "Fewer Pic-

tures," is conducting a personal comment
column in the Sunday American under the

title of "The Stage Coach." On this Morrie

takes a lot of thespians, film and otherwise,

for a ride. Mr. Ryskind has long been an

understudy for F. P. A. at times when the

Morning World felt the urge to print some
really clever things.

* * *

Charley O'Reilly tried to get up a mo-
tion picture division to take part in the St.

Patrick's day parade last Saturday. He
thought he had it all framed with Sam Ber-

man, Lou Blumenthal. Sam Moross, Bernard

Edelhertz, Leo Brocher. Hyman Rachmil,

Joe Seider and Dave Kaiserstein, but some-

thing happened and thev didn't parade.
* * *

Harry Buxbaum gave a "clean-up" party

in the old Famous Players exchange in the

Godfrey building last Saturday night and a

good time was had by all. The exchange

will be moved into new quarters on 44th

street this week. John S. Spargo.
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Ince Plans More Elaborate
Films Under New Contract

Series of Four or Six Productions Will Be Handled
by First National, the First Publication

Being Scheduled for September
NEW YORK, March 20.—Confirmation of reports that Thomas H.

Ince intends turning out pictures during the forthcoming year on a more
elaborate scale than at any previous time in the history of his noteworthy
career in motion pictures, is contained in a joint announcement made by
Mr. Ince and Associated First National Pictures, Inc.

According to this announcement a contract has just been signed be-
tween Mr. Ince and First National, by which the big distributing organi-
zation will handle a new series of Ince productions. Under the terms of
the contract the Ince pictures will be big specials only.

Two More Pictures on This Year's Schedule

Like the existing agreement, the newly negotiated arrangement is for

a series and covers a definite number of pictures, said to be four or six.

The first publication will be in September of 1923. There are two more
Ince productions on the present schedule of First National, "A Man of

Action"' and "The Sunshine Trail," both of which are scheduled for publi-

cation before June.

Progress of Films Is

Shown by Griffith in

Address at Miami, Fla.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MIAMI, FLA.. March 20.—In an ad-

dress here, D. W. Griffith, producer,

outlined the great progress which mo-
tion pictures have made and declared

among other things "they will in time

expand the fellowship of mankind and in

this way put an end to that monster of
monsters—war."
He took up the cudgel in defense of

the industry and asked:
"What if some poor unfortunate who

makes a mistake happens to work in

motion pictures? Must we damn a great
industry for this reason? There are
many in it, and some are bound to err.

But. let me tell you right here, and I

think 1 have a right to speak knowingly,
there are just as many good, clean, up-
right, decent people in the motion pic-

ture industry as in any other walk of

life. I might go further and say that,

proportionately, there are more, for a

person cannot well succeed and last

long in pictures unless he lives a pretty

clean life."

Mooney Making Tour

Of Exchange Centers

For Louis B. Mayer
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 20.—An extended

tour of the country in the interests oi the

Louis B. Mayer productions was started

last week by Paul Mooney. who has

charge of the company's New York office.

At present some of the Mayer pictures

are going through First National and
others through Metro exchanges.
Mr. Mooney will visit all exchanges

operated by both ' these big companies.
His principal message will have to do
with the John M. Stahl production. "The
Dangerous Age," through First National,
and "The Famous Mrs. Fair," which
Metro will issue.

Mr. Mooney expects to journey to the
coast over the northern route striking
down through Seattle. Portland and San
Francisco to Los Angeies and return by
way of Texas. New Orleans, and up the
Atlantic Coa.-t.

C. C. Burr to Rest
in South Following

Siege of Pneumonia
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 20.—Accom-
panied by his family and attending phy-
sician, C. C. Burr, president of Mastodon
Films. Inc., will leave for Palm Beach
soon to recuperate from an attack oi

illness of the last several weeks, which
started with a slight cold and developed
into pneumonia.
The illness came in the midst of active

preparations for the season's program
of productions, just at a time when
Johnny Hines had completed "Luck"
and was ready to start on a new pro-
duction.
Two stories had also been acquired.

"The Average Woman." by Dorothy de
Jaegers, and "Rich Men's Sons." by
Gerald Duffy, and production plans for
these were about to be put into effect at

the time Mr. Burr was stricken.

Mr. Ince's affiliation with First National
began in a contract which was closed in

August of 1921 and renewed in August
of 1922. The Ince specials now scheduled
for First National publication are "The
Hottentot" "Bell Boy 13," "Skin Deep."
"What a Wife Learned," "A Man of Ac-
tion." "The Sunshine Trail," and "Scars
of Jealousy."

Work Started on Film

Mr. Ince's production schedule for the
forthcoming year calls for production of
specials only, a policy which has been in

force during the last two years. Work
already has been started on "Her Reputa-
tion." in which May McAvoy has the
leading role, and another big special will

be "Wives Who FaiL" Talbot Mundy.
the noted British writer, has been engaged
by Mr. Ince and has just finished "The
Devil's Own," in collaboration with
Bradley King oi the Ince scenario staff.

He now is at work on a second novel
which will be adapted for the screen.

Since the beginning of the industry"

Mr. Ince has been a tireless worker for

the best things in it He produced for

the New York Motion Picture Company,
when it was distributing through Gen-
eral Film, and when Triangle was formed
Ince, D. W. Griffith and Mack Sennett
formed the three sides of it.

Was Formerly With Paramount

During this time Mr. Ince was blazing
the trail for big special productions, mak-
ing such successes as "Peggy."
"Aloha-O" and "Flame of the Yukon."
Then he produced "Civilization." after

which he signed a contract with Famous
Players to produce independently for

Paramount for three years. Among his

notable successes since then have been
"Lying Lips." "Mother o' Mine." "Hail
the Woman." and the Ince specials for

First National. For the forthcoming
year Mr. Ince has some big surprises in

store for the motion picture public, ac-

cording to information coming from Los
Angeles. .

African Hunting Film
Is Held Over at Lyric
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK. March 20—"Hunting
Big Game in Africa with Gun and
Camera" which has been playing at the

Lyric theatre and was to have concluded

its run last Sunday has been held over
another week—until Sunday March 25.

This is the subject made on the Dark
Continent by Henry A. and Sidney Snow.
It is said to be proving one of the sea-

son's most popular photoplays, depicting
many thrilling events of a big game hunt
in Africa. Universal has bought this film.

$4,000,000 Profits

Reported by F. P.-L.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK. March 20.—The Fa-
mous Players-Lasky Corporation in its

consolidated statement (which includes
the earnings of subsidiary companies
owned 90 per cent or more) reports for

the twelve months ended December 30,

1922. net operating profits of $4,110.-

9S6.95 after deducting all charges and
reserves for federal income and other
taxes.

After allowing for payment of divi-

dends on the preferred stock, the above
earnings are at the annual rate of S14.73
on the common stock outstanding.

Hal Roach Signs Laurel
To Five- Year Contract

LOS ANGELES. March 20.—Stan
Laurel, who is to alternate with Paul
Parrott in one reel comedies for Pathe.
has been given a five year contr?ct by
Hal Roach, producer of the films.

Laurel has completed his first two
comedies and following a screening of

these Mr. Roach was so impressed with
the work of the comedian that he offered

him the long term agreement

Reports New Companies

ALBANY. N. Y.. March 20.—New
motion picture concerns incorporating
in New York state averaged one a day
during the past week, and totaled $634.-

000 in capitalization. The firms were
Goodstraus Amusement Co.. Inc..

Mineola. $100,000: Sylvia Playhouse.
Inc.. $4,000: The Camproe Corporation
$300,000: Yan-Schenck Enterprises. Inc..

$10,000: Errol Enterprises. Inc.. $10,000:

Foren Film Sales. Inc.. $10,000. all being
located in Greater New York.
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National Questions Heighten
Interest Tri State Meetings

(Continued from page 25)

delegates and alternates to the national
convention.

Minnesota
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.. March 20.—
No convention perhaps will create as
much interest as will the Minnesota meet-
ing to be held here on April 24 to 26.

National state officials are observing
closely the activities of President W. A.
Steffes of the Minnesota unit on the many
issues now receiving the attention of ex-
hibitors.

Last week Mr. Steffes gave other
leaders something to think about when
he announced that he expected the Minne-
sota convention to vote its approval of

the new uniform contract.

Just what attitude the convention will

assume toward the Cohen distribution

plan is anxiously awaited, for thus far

President Steffes has made no public

statement relative to his stand on the

matter.
Another question which will be threshed

out is the formation of a state-wide book-
ing association. Little information has

been published in connection with this

and just what action will be taken is un-
certain.

Offers Reward to Save
Eves of Screen Actors

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, March 20.—Abra-
ham Lehr, vice-president of Goldwyn, has
announced that his company will give the

sum of $5,000 for the discovery of a pre-

ventative for "Kleig Eyes," an affliction

which frequently incapacitates screen

players working under certain light con-

A scene from "The Lion's Mouse" (Hodkinson)

ditions, causing much suffering and losses

of thousands of dollars to producers and
actors.

Should such a preventative be dis-

covered it will be placed at the disposal
of the industry. The offer of reward has
been placed before the medical profes-
sion and illumination experts although
any one may try for it.

Gallagher and Shean
To Appear in Films
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK. March 20.—Gallagher
and Shean, popular vaudcvillans, are
going into motion pictures according to

announcement by their attorney, Tobias
A. Keppler.

Just who will make their pictures has
not been stated but it is said the famous
pair will feature in five two reel comedies
and a feature length production.

Plans Hollywood Theatre
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, March 20—Holly-
wood is to have a new Moorish theatre

for stage attractions according to Rob-
ert Marsh, realty dealer, who claims to

have closed a deal for property here.

Metro to' Distribute
Big Ince Production

Gets "Soul of the Beast"
With Star Cast from

Sullivan Story
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 20.—Arrange-
ments have been completed by Metro
Pictures Corporation with Thomas H.
Ince for the distribution of the latter's

recent production, "Soul of the Beast,"
based on a circus story by C. Gardner
Sullivan, with Madge Bellamy and Cul-
len Landis in the cast.

Is Viewed by Executives

Officials of the distributing company
regard this photoplay as one of its most
important acquisitions of the season.

Negotiations for the distribution of
"Soul of the Beast" were entered into
shortly after Marcus Loew, William E.
Atkinson and other Metro officials wit-
nessed it at a private showing. The
novelty of the story, combining as it does
the spectacular, the whimsical and the
dramatic, made a favorable impression on
the Metro representatives, and their de-
termination to add it to their strong re-

leasing schedule was then expressed.

Has Wide Appeal

"Soul of the Beast" is the story of a
circus orphan who runs away with Oscar,
her elephant, when a terrific cyclone de-
stroys the canvas tents. It is claimed
to have a special appeal to children
which will prove equally delightful to

older persons.

Pennsylvania Solons
'

View Narcotic Film;
Plan Albany Showing

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK. March 20.—Virtually
every member of the house of representa-
tives was present at a screening of "The
Greatest Menace" at the state capitol

building at Harrisburg, Pa., according to

rxecutives of Resolute Film Sales, Inc.,

celling agents of this production for

Mayer & Quinn. At this shewing, said

to be the first of its kind ever held in the
state, the picture was heartily endorsed.

It is the plan of the Resolute company
to show the production next to Governor
Smith and his staff at Albany. It is an
expose of illegal narcotic drug traffic.

The production is being sold on the
independent market, having already been
acquired by the following exchanges:
Moscow Film Exchange, Boston; DcLuxe
Film Exchange, Philadelphia; Mayer &
Quinn Exchange, Los Angeles, and
Harry Kaufmann, Montreal, Canada.
Lester Blankfield is now making a tour
in the interests of the film.

Wehrenherg-Paramount
Theatre Suit Settled
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO, March 20.—Fred
Wehrenberg. owner of the Cherokee
theatre, has received a check for $5,000
from Famous Players-Missouri Corpo-
ration in full settlement of his suit

against that organization growing out
of the deal entered into in 1919 when
the Famous Players local theatre or-
ganization sought to purchase the
Cherokee. Wehrenberg in his suit al-

leged that Harry Koplar had delivered
the Cherokee to the defendants without
his consent.

HONEY MA
Which Have Been
Exhibitors to Build

By W. H. HARDMAN
(Royal Theatre, Frankfort,

Kans.)
How I made my theatre pay

in a town of 1200 people. 1

startled the exchanges some
four years ago by showing ev-

ery picture for two days. In

that way I escape the loss to a

certain extent that 1 would
have every time lodge meets,

basket ball games, prayer
meeting, and all Aunt Sally's

parties that take the picture

goers away from a small town
exhibitor. The rent goes on
just the same whether I use

the house or not, my extra ex-

pense is for light and operator.

Advertising the same and
have kept my Frankfort house
open every night and have a

profit at the end of the year.

KING IDEAS
Used Successfully by

Up 7"heir Patronage

The film costs no more for two
days than for one, from most
good film houses. They will

kick at first, but I have had
very little trouble.

By THOMPSON BROS.
(Thompson Theatre, Heald-

ton, Okla.)

YYe run a small city theatre

;

seats 556 people. 1 use my
Ford Sedan with banners on
either side with megaphone
and bugle to good advantage.
I just played Dr. Jack, made
cut-out of 24 sheet, put laugh-

ing world on one side and
Harold Lloyd on the other,

with a cut-out of Harold Lloyd
in front and backed it with my
megaphone and cornet. I

packed the house. Good and
cheap advertising.
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THE THEATRE
A department of practical showmanship

"The Pictures
Hurt My Eyes'

"The pictures hurt my eye*."
You've heard it. More often in

the so-called "good old days," per-
haps, but you still hear it too fre-

quently for comfort. And you
know that any reply you make
means nothing whatever.
Dr. Royal S. Copeland, recently

elected to the U. S. Senate from
New York, wrote the following
article on the subject for the
Hearst newspapers.
Don't lose it.

About the most common of all the

forms of human neglect is abuse of the

eyes. It stands above all other foolish

things done by men and women to dam-
age their bodies.

The motion pictures have not produced

poor vision for those who patronize them.

But the pictures do have a way of search-

ing out imperfect vision and making own-
ers of bad eyes aware of,their defects,

which may lead to the remedying of these

defects and so prove a big advantage,

after all.

Lots of people refrain from reading,

from sewing, from going to the theatre

and even church to "save" their eyes. If

you think there is need of "saving" your

eyes, there probably is something wrong
with them and ninety-nine times out of

one hundred the wrong thing can be

found and removed.

The most common thing productive of

painful vision, burning and smarting of

the eyes, redness of the lids and sticking

together in the morninp is the need of

glasses.

Many times eyestrain exists and even
to a marked degree without consciousness

of its existence. There is a constant

strain without knowledge of it. These
are the cases where the trouble is great-

est.

If you have frequent headaches or any
of the eye symptoms I have mentioned,

you should have your eyes tested to see

if glasses are necessary.

The welfare of your eyes and health is

at stake. To go without the correcting

lenses may result in discomfort, nervous-
ness, indigestion and the general symp-
toms, but also long standing and uncor-
rected eyestrain is fundamental to many
diseases of the eye, some of them of very
serious nature.
Have yourself looked over once in a

while. See if you are in fit physical con-
dition. When this examination is made,
make sure that your eyes are normal. If
they aren't get the correcting glasses and
wear them.
You have only two eyes, and you can

never get any more.

Let's Have More Competition

SOMETHING over two years ago two Ohio exhibitors, rivals direct-

ing the leading theatres in a city of good showmanship, took issue

publicly on the matter of admission policy. One adopted and elo-

quently defended a sliding scale. The other announced and supported
with many arguments a fixed admission. The battle still rages, with
occasional lulls, and during the rather serious depressions and reactions

that have influenced theatres generally in the interim neither house has
closed nor given indication of distress.

Competition is splendid advertising.

The theatre needs more of it.

COMPETITION, feared by the timid
or over-successful, is a tonic. There

is no zest in a one-sided struggle, and
everybody remembered by anybody is

remembered for a triumph over opposi-
tion, not for a happenstance of birth or
position. The man with the chip on his

shoulder is not a very popular fellow, but
the man who don't fight for his rights is

beneath notice.

A good many American theatres at this

time present an appearance not a great

deal unlike the last named individual. A
good many showmen, who reap a com-
fortable income from their box offices in

practically any circumstance, sit idly by
while a no more worthy contemporary
boasts in print or upon his screen of the

best pictures, the best theatre, the best

music, the best organization, the best

of everything in the theatre. "Let well

enough alone" is this person's ruie, and
it isn't a very good rule for showmen.
The show business is in reality the

greatest show in the world.
(Continued on page 4$)

Fox Campaign Books
Prompt Real Effort

Fox Film Corporation, surpass-

ing notable efforts of past seasons,

have produced for the use of ex-

hibitors playing their current prod-

uct exploitation literature of a type

which should find warm welcome
among showmen. Specimens sub-

mitted reveal intensive effort to

cover the wide range of theatre

need thoroughly and to grant in ad-

vance the demand of the exacting

exploitation man.

The material for each picture is

dominated by two master folders,

one in two colors on high grade

stock giving the picture's assets in

detail, the other on lighter stock

and printed on one side to facilitate

clipping. These in themselves sup-

ply ample material for the most
comprehensive or extended cam-
paign and afford a wide variety of

material embracing the appropriate

for every community and clientele.

To a showman the accessories

constitute at once incentive and
wherewithal. The company de-

serves great credit for the scope

and execution of the undertaking.

Better Theatre
Platform—No. 15

Stop Smiling
J.Tke following, from Arthur Brisbane's "Today''

column in the Hearst Sunday urjospape's for
March 18, is presented as the fifteenth piank of
this Better Theatre Platform.)

An important Chinese official says to

M. Andre Gide: "You Europeans every-
where have on your faces an expression

of sadness and care. You know every
science, except the science of happiness."

M. Gide says: "I admired his tranquil

smile as he said this."

Back of that tranquil smile are hundreds
of millions that have seen no progress for

centuries, women in millions that work
like beasts of burden, carrying coal on
their heads to supply British ships. Back
of that smile are regions periodically

cursed with starvation.

Lucky for countries, including our own,
in which European races rule, that their

able men are careworn and sad. The
world needs men that take its troubles
seriously. A "tranquil smile" is pretty,

on a Chinese or other fact. But you can-
not smile and think at the same time.

Smiling stops thinking, thinking stops
smiling. Tell that to the man who has
"Keep smiling" pasted up above his desk.

On the Bill at

The Palace

The Palace theatre, Dallas, regularly

represented in the report columns of

"What the Picture Did For Me." pre-

sents a well-rounded program.
This is typical:

1. Overture, directed by Don Albert.
2. Newspicture and "Topics of the Day."
3. Travelogue and "Aesop's Fables."
4. Fashion Promenade.
5. "My American Wife."
(. "Chop Suey," a Christie comedy.

Thus far in this series the theatres rep-

resented have been mainly of the larger

cities. In this field the program order is

quite definitely fixed. There is little

variation, though widely separated terri-

tories have been drawn from.
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Exhibitors report the fire scenes in Vitagraph's "The Ninety And Nine" thrilling in the

extreme. The Princes* theatre, Springfield, O., made excellent lobby use ot the 24-sheet.

Every city has its miniature motor car, which may be well employed as was this one in New
York advertising the Universal feature, "Driven," during its run at the Criterion theatre.

(Continued from preceding page)

TJARNUM'S great success, which all

showmen talk about, was built upon
an unprecedented conglomeration of su-

perlatives. Barnum claimed everything

under the sun. Further, he claimed

everything exclusively. He defied any-
body to argue with him and stated his
defiance so loudly and blusteringly that
few rose to contest him. His sincerest
admirers credit him mainly with being
the ablest and most consistent of bluffers.

His case is not cited to urge that all

exhibitors become Barnums. but instead
to point out that a great number of min-
iature Barnums are doing exactly the
same thing today while a greater num-
ber of showmen, whose names like those
of Barn urn's contemporaries are unsung,
sit idly by and accept each day's "over-
flow" with gratitude.
This isn't showmanship.
This is mere factory.

T~\AILY newspaper ads of American
theatres indicate an increasing ten-

dency toward boastfulness on the part of

a certain few in each territory. The press

of almost every city is dominated by one
or at most two theatres so far as its ad-
vertising columns are concerned. These
loudly claim the essence of entertainment,
not naming but therefore hitting the
harder their opponents. And in only two
or three cities of the nation, incidentally
not the largest ones, is there retort in

kind from competing organizations.
No such condition exists in the stage

theatre. There the most deftly disguised
dig in the ad copy of a competitor calls

forth prompt and vigorous challenge.
Not even vaudeville, crippled as it is

with chain control, permits claims made
to go unsubstantiated.
A motion picture theatre can adver-

tise practically anything and "get away
with it"
There is too little fight in the field.

POST-WAR prosperity probably is in

part responsible for the apathy indi-

cated. It is possible that in the intense

interest devoted to economic changes

within the motion picture industry ex-
aected to produce new profits by elimin-
ating old expenses the necessity for
increasing total intake has been lost sight

of. If this is the case the need is for

exercise of plain business judgment, not
showmanship. But it is hardly possible
that this mistake should be made by all

showmen simultaneously.
It is more logical to reason that too

blatant exploitation methods have sick-

ened theatremen of the whole exploita-

tion proposition, throwing them naturally

from the extreme of too great activity

to the opposite extreme of too strict

reticence. In this case the remedy is

merely a matter of letting nature take
its course.

Causes notwithstanding, competition
must be stimulated if general business is

to show marked improvement as a re-

sult of applied showmanship.

REPORTS to "What the Picture Did

for Me," infallible as an index of

theatre welfare, reveal a very spotted

condition nationally. When one man
writes, "Not a bad picture but we
couldn't get them in with a circus,"

and another in the same territory writes

of the same attraction, "A fair picture, we
thought, but they nearly broke the doors

down to see it," something is wrong
with somebody's showmanship.
In all probability sucn conflicts in re-

ports signify weakness or strength on
the part of one or the other exhibitor.

House assets being equal, nothing save
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the superior showmanship of one thea-
treman can account for the difference in

results.

If through effort, through awakening
to the indicated state of affairs, it were
only possible for the weak to pull down
the lead of the strong, little general good
would be accomplished. But it is the
nature of competition that through proper
conte'st it is possible, normal, to increase

bulk intake and thus to improve the box
office condition of both theatres.

On a national scale this amounts to

millions annually, in which all may share.

INCREASE of national theatre intake

is always the most desirable financial

change that can be made. At this time
the most promising way to accomplish
that increase is through sharpening com-
petition. It is also the most economical
way and offers the additional attraction

of being the most interesting.

Producing organizations are striving

mightily to make better pictures. Thea-
tre architects and equipment manufactur-
ers are constantly improving product for

theatre use. The mechanical side of mo-
tion picture advancement is going for-

ward steadily.

Exhibitors are buying the better pic-

tures, paving the required price. They
are installing the better equipment, build-

ing the better and more costly theatres,

keeping pace with this progress in every

mechanical way.
But they are not talking about it, argu-

ng about it, boasting about it, publicly

—

ind that's what makes new patrons and
nore business.

DISCOUNTING ruffled sensibilities,

the two Ohio exhibitors mentioned

at the beginning of this discussion have

reaped a richer harvest from their fiercely

contested admission policy contest than

from any similar investment in the past
two years. If it were practicable it might
be suggested that opposing exhibitors

everywhere follow their example. But
good competition isn't made-to-order that

way. It comes from within, from confi-

dence, pride, or whatever emotion, and
once started it all but takes care of it-

self.

Induced by whatever means, the thea-

tre needs it.

Let's have more competition.

PURELY
Personal

Interesting news about exhibitors

and people with whom they come
into direct contact Readers are
invited to contribute items for
publication in this column. Address
them to "Purely Personal"

The Pastime Theatre at Delaven, Wis.,
owned by Mr. and Mrs. S. Olson, has
recently been rebuilt, redecorated and re-
opened. It will be known as the New
Pastime. A pip» organ, new opera chairs
and a Danish beaded screen were in-

stalled.
; * ... •

W. T. Page, who has been with the
Dye, Ford & Rogers Theatres for the
past three and one-half years, has been
made manager of the Strand Theatre.
Wichita Falls, Texas.

*

R. W. KesseU, in addition to being
mayor of Harrisburg, Oregon, is the
owner of motion picture houses at Hal-

"If it's a Paramount Picture it's the Best Show in Town," is used as ad copy by the Minatoza
theatre, Nagoya, Japan. The dour person on the left is probably the exhibitor.

Specially painted sign at 4!st St. and Broadway announcing the run of "Down to the Sea in

Ships," Hodkinson, at the Cameo theatre. New York. The sign measures 4* by 2» feet.
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Window stages, unique and effective, used by Harry Wilson in L-os Angeles Kinema campaign
for "Oliver Twist," First National, high lights in a brilliantly comprehensive drive.

sey, Junction City and Brownsville; his

most recent acquisition being the Rialto
•

In the drive which is now running be-
tween the First National exchanges of
Albany, Buffalo and New York, A. J.
Herman, manager of the exchange in

Albany, is still holding the lead in the
manages' contest.

*

S. E. Feld, a salesman in the First

National Exchange in Albany has been
ill at his home in New York for several
days.

The Goldwyn exchange in Albany,
handled by Charles Walder, reports last

week's business the largest since the
office was opened in that city. Mr.
Walder personally sold over $7,500 worth
of pictures.

•

Myer Schine, who heads a chain of

theatres in New York state, is now dick-
ering with William Smalley, for the
Maxey, in Onconta, N. Y.

*

Morris Silverman, of the Happy Hour,
Schenectady. N. Y., celebrated his fif-

teenth wedding anniversary last Thurs-
day by giving a theatre party.

*

Samuel Eckman, Jr., of New York,
vice-president of Goldwyn, was in Albany
last week attending the censorship hearing.

*

J. G. Henderson of Mulberry, Ark.

,

has opened a motion picture theatre
known as the Henderson. This is Mr.
Henderson's first venture as an exhibitor.

•

A new motion picture theatre is the
present prospect for Grand Island, Ncbr.,
under the management of S. A. Hayman.
It will scat about 1,000.

C. Baker and B. Anderson have pur-
chased the Texas theatre at Carthage.
Texas. Mr. Baker will be the manager
of the house.

O. Gill has just purchased the Strand
theatre at Honey Grove, Texas.

•

The old Majestic theatre at Eastland,
Texas, has just recently been re-opened
under the management of D. M. Howard.
It has been re-named the Melba.

*

Charles Logodinos, manager of the
Crystal theatre at Stamford. Texas, has
just recently recovered from a serious
attack of the "flu." He is now back on
the job.

Out-of-town exhibitors seen at St.

Louis exchanges the past week included:
James Clayton, West Frankfort, 111.;

Robert Cluster, of Johnston City, 111.;

Mrs. Hurley B. Gould, Lawrenceville and
Olney, 111.: Mrs. A. R. Richard, Duluth
theatre, Witt, 111.; Tom Reed, Duquoin,
111.; Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Lilly of the
Star theatre, Hannibal, Mo.; George
Newsum, of Mount Vernon, and O. W.
McCutcheon, of Sikeston and Charleston,
Mo.

*

S. J. Wesy has taken over a motion
picture picture theatre at Plainview,
Texas, which he has named the Plain-

Harry Keller has joined the sales staff

of the F. B. O. at Omaha. During the

last year he operated a motion picture

theatre at Watertown, S. D.

Vocal rendition of "The Rosai ' seems to be the obviously suitable thing in presentation of

"The Christian," Golc" yn. Photo shjws an adequate and easily made setting. Extensive changes are being made
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these days in the Albany, X. Y. offices

of F. B. O-. located in Broadway. The
whole interior has been ripped out _and
is now being fitted with individual offices

for Vk BendelL_ the manager, the sales-

men, and the office force. H. W. Fisher

was put on the past week as a sa.'esman.
*

Ben Cornwall, Brother of Fred L.

CornweU. owner of the Delmonte thea-

tre. St. Louis, and the Leclaire theatre,

Moline, 111., was seriously injured in an
automobile accident at Moline. March
10. Fred A. Bengston. a Davenport,
la., druggist, owner and driver of the

automobile, was fatally injured when- the
car plunged over an embankment.

*

The Illmo Amusement Company, which
owns houses in Macon, Mo., and Shelby-
ville and Anna. 111., held a convention
in St. Louir. Wallace Akin, manager of

the Macon house, and F. S. Russel o:

Macon, attended.
*

Whik James Clayton, of West Frank-
fort. 111., was in St. Louis, March 9.

booking films for his theatre, he received

a long distance telephone call advising
him of the sudden death of his brother.

He returned immediately to West Frank-
fort.

*

Miss Florence Patke, manager of the

St. Louis offices of Mid States Distribut-

ing Corporation, has purchased the ex-
change, and plans to buy other leading

independent attractions. She will con-
tinue in the present quarters at 3435
Olive street.

Ownership Changes
Beaumont. Ark.—Jefferson Amusement

Company has resumed management of the

Liberty and Tivoli theatre, which have
been operated by Southern Enterprises.
Management was taken over by Joseph
C. Clemmons on March 1, who announced
that many improvements would be made.

Flint, Mich.—Lester E. Matt has ar^

ranged to take over the Orpheum theatre

in this city. Charles Garfield will remain
as house manager.

San Mateo, Cal.—Max Rosenberg has
sold his interest in the Regent theatre
here to Ellis T. Arkush of the Peninsula
theatre of Burlingame. The house will

be closed soon for extensive impro've-

ments.
*

La Crosse, Wis.—La Crosse Amuse-
ment Company, which was formed some
time ago, has purchased the Casino and
Strand theatres from Cooper Amusement
Company.

Openings
Chicago. 111.—The Capitol theatre,

Kedzie and Lawrence avenues, was
opened last week by Capitol Theatre
Company. This house, which has been
closed for some time, has been completely
redecorated and improved, making it one
of the finest theatres of its size on the
northwest side.

*

Des Moines, la.—A. H. Blank has
added the Alahambra to his chain of

theatres in Des Moines.

Havelock, Neb.—J. W. Hoffman has
leased the new theatre being erected here
by T. J. McLaughn.

•

Bonne Terre, Mo.—Grant Amusement
Company has purchased the Odeon
theatre here from A. C. Xorwein.

An audible ballyhoo with semblance of personality used for exploiting "Dr. Jack," Pathe feature

length Harold Lloyd comedy. The arrangement permits of various adaptations.

Howard Chandler Christy's famous model. Consueilo Flow ton. appeared at the New York
Silk Show in bridal array advertising "Poor Men's Wives," wjitman. shown at the Criterion
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Theatre Letters
Personal Accounts of Constructive Showmanship

Contributed by Readers of "Exhibitors Herald"

This Is Not a

Theatre Letter

But It's Good
Meet George K. Robinson, Terminal

theatre, Newark.

We pilfered this letter from "The

Funny Side of Exhibition" to enable you

to make the acquaintance, and we hope

Mr. Robinson will become a permanent

member of the circle.

He writes:

EXHIBITORS HERALD,
Chicago, III.

Gentlemen

:

I have nothing particularly funny in

my experience as an exhibitor. One of

the best times I ever had was the six

months I spent in Chicago at the Woods
theatre exploiting the Fox Big Specials.

I billed that town and surrounding ter-

ritory big.

While on Broadway this summer han-

dling Fox's "Silver Wings" and "Nero,"

the fun which I enjoyed most was the

female fire department from Jersey who
said after witnessing the performance of

"Nero" that their department could put

out the Rome fire and play the fiddle at

the same time.

Have been with Fox three years in dif-

ferent capacities and before that was for

<&T aGLANCE

"-CQTLE---

(£HE ^LIRT
ARTHUR

BOOTH TARKINQTON

CAST

^Thirteen notable principals

Eileen Percy. Helen Jerome
Eddy.Qeorqe Nichols. Uoud TPhit-

lock. Edward Hearn. Doroth a IDol-

bert. Nell Craig. Buddy Messen-
qer. Harold Qodwin, Bert Roach.

Lydia Knott. OJilliam IDelsh, Tom
Kennedy.

SHOIDINQ AT

Ore Mission

MARCH 5th and 6th

gjHE FLIRT'S
"6ook of Prouerbs"

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

J{ smi'.e in time saves a

formal introduction.

Every doq has his day—
and every man his day off.

IDhen the wife's away even

nice men play.

Spare the nod and spoil

the smile.

Life is just one darn crirl

after another—man.

If he's worth doinq al all

—

he's worth doinq well.

ll is certainly more blessed

to receive.

<True love never did run
smooth so why bother
about it.

Nobody loves a fat man-
but they wont believe it.

Marry in haste—repent at

your pleasure.

Front Cover and inside page of booklet folders used in three colors by Ross D.
Rogers to advertise Universal's "The Flirt."

Four column ad from the Terminal
theatre, Newark, typical of the rep-
resentation of the house.

six years sales manager, publicity man-
ager and theatre doctor of the New Eng-
land office of Paramount Pictures cor-

poration. Have had years of show
business and about fifteen of the pictures.

Know everybody and have put lots of in-

novations in the exhibition end of the

business and am the best two-fingered
typewriter in captivity.

Geo. K. Robinson,
Terminal theatre, Newark, N. J.

+ + +
DEAR MR. ROBINSON:
Hope you'll pardon us for diverting your com-

munication to this forum, but we want you to

get the Theatre Letter habit and give us and the
rest of the circle the benefit of those years. Don't
know how we came to have the ad for "Brass
Commandments" just when your letter came in,

but it goes well with your letter and here it is.

Possibly you don't remember, for it was very
dark, but the particular reason we lifted your
letter from the "Funny Side of Exhibition" column
for this space is because you sat through "Over
the Hill" with us the first time we saw it and
spoke now and then interestingly but too briefly

of incidents in that vast experience you outline.

We would like to have you write much more of

the same to this department.—\V. R. W.

"Flirt" Books
Forerunners of

Rogers' Letter
Ross D. Rogers, producer of the most

spectacular "Jazzmania" exploitation to

date, this week promises photos and de-

tails on his campaign for "The Flirt," a

Universal production which affords him
smiliar opportunity to display his genius.

Booklets put out in advance are repro-

duced herewith and mentioned in his

letter.

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir: *

Am enclosing some little folders we
had made up on "The Flirt," which we
run next week. Will send you photo of
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iatre^'^'^eA'eeK Starting To day- State Theatre
Gowns - Shpes-M^linefyH^eyA^e^oriQsCmirt^ofthe Loujsfate&y

,
M&e flrese liv/n^mo^eisbhssomoutinnewspring sty/e^

"Only a Shop Girl"

Sute IWWi Fwtt

Nlillinen
Ftr Sprint '

ndrea"
Models

The New Spring Fashions ^

l-OI

---- =nr~A^?*

Remarkable page-wide fashion-show hook-up made by J. H. Lichtenstein, State
theatre, Dayton, O., in advertising "Only a Shop Girl," C. B. C. Film Sales
attraction.

our front and details of campaign after

it is played.

These little folders I think very attrac-

tive and people seem anxious to get them -

and have lots of fun out of them.

Ross D. Rogers,
Mission theatre, Amarillo, Tex.

+ + +
DEAR MR. ROGERS:

If the rest of the campaign is as good as the
folders, as we've no doubt it will be. the letter

of details and the photos should be of great in-

terest. Don't fail us. The Universal exploitation

force has done some very snappy advertising for

"The Flirt." but we haven't forgotten your treat-

ment of "Jazzmania" and are correspondingly ex-
pectant.—W. R. W.

Double Trucks

Grow in Favor

Of Exhibitors
The exhibitor popularity of the double

truck fluctuates curiously. It is currently

on the increase as two letters herewith
indicate.

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir:

Enclosed herewith please find a double

page spread used last Sunday on "Only

a Shop Girl." Whatever comment you
may desire to make will be appreciated.

J. H. Lichtexsteix,
State theatre, Dayton, O.

+ + +
DEAR MR. LICHTEXSTEIX:
Yours is not only the biggest, but the best ad-

vertisement we have seen for the picture. Let's

hear from you again.—W. R. \V.

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir:

As we had what we considered some
unusual advertising for First National

Second Anniversary Week, which is just

closing, we thought same might possibly
interest you, hence are enclosing two ads
on same.

Wm. B. Small,
Tabb-Liberty theatres.

Mt. Sterling, Ky.

+ + +
DEAR MR. SMALL:
We thought both ads extremely good and have

reproduced one herewith. What success did you
have with the week?—W. R. W.

What Is Best

Money-Making
Idea of All?

What is the best money-making idea
of all?

There might be many replies to that
question, but that made by C. H. Simp-
son, propounder of the question, is of
prime interest.

Here it is:

EXHIBITORS HERALD.
Chicago, 111.

Dear Sir:

In every issue of the Herald I read

money-making ideas. They are all very

good but it seems they all center about

the same idea. There is in my estima-

tion just one thing that will cover all I

have read and if all exhibitors will try

my plan I think they will find that I am
right.

In fact there is very little that is

printed in the Herald that escapes my
eye. First, I look over "What the Pic-

ture Did For Me." I pick out the pictures

I haven't played, then look up all the re-

ports from my Brother Exhibitors, use

their names as a jury, so many good re-

ports and so many bad ones, then render
my decision by the majority. And believe

me, I have never gone wrong.

This and buying the pictures right is

the best money-making idea I know of.

Then another idea I follow is to look

in the Herald and see how the other ex-

hibitor advertised. Also what stunts he

used to put the picture over. Then I copy

from him and I have always found this

the best idea.

But the greatest idea of all is to sub-

scribe for the Herald first and these ideas

will be printed and sent to your post

office box and all you have to do is read

them. .

Any exhibitor trying to operate a pic-

ture show without the Herald—well,

there is something lacking in his upper
story.

C. H. Simpson,
Princess theatre, Millen, Ga.

N. B.—When does my subscription ex-
pire?

+ + +
DEAR MR. SIMPSON":
Thanks, on behalf of all departments mentioned

and the Herald itself, for your encouraging letter.

We have referred your postscript to the circula-
tion department for reply.

Write again.—W. R. \V.

$ ASSOCIATED FIRST NATIONAL SECOND ANNIVERSARY WEEK t
TABB THEATRE, MT. STERLING. KY.

WM- B. SMALL Lessee and Manager

FEBRUARY 5" THROUGH FEBRUARY 11TK

:-: Destined to Prove the Greatest Feto Play Event in the History of ML Sterling :-:

Exclusive Showing of ASSOCIATED FIRST NATIONAL Super Screen Classic Feature Pictures

Monday. February Fifth

-tr *
i Thewcmawi Side

-

j OMLfJjGfc,

300 SEATS AT 22 CENTS FOR EACH OF ABOVE SHOWS
S When Better Foto Plays art Produced Y<wl See Them at The Tabb and They! Likely Bear Rra National's Trade Mark 9 §

Wm. B. SmaU, Tabb theatre, Mt. Sterling, Ky., used this two-page spread td
notify the greatest possible number of patrons that First National Week was
being observed.
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SHORT SUBJECTS
Money for All

In Appearances
Of "Our Gang"

If every exhibitor could stage a

personal appearance of "Our Gang,"
juvenile stars of the Pathe comedies
by that name, with no possibility of

a kick back, undoubtedly every ex-

hibitor would.

Every exhibitor can.

It will pay.

Young players appearing in the

comedies loaned the magic of their

presence to the California theatre,

Los Angeles, recently when their

picture, "The Fire Fighters," was
to be shown.

Photographs reproduced on this

page show how juvenile Los An-
geles responded to the call.

The stunt can be duplicated any-
where.

Of course the youngsters who actually

appear in the comedies can't l>c everywhere,

hut their local representatives can. It is not

only possible, byt a strikingly simple matter

to organize local "Our Gangs" which will

serve the box office purpose almost, if not

quite as well, and will offer the added ad-

vantage of permanent residence and repeated

appearances.

A mere announcement that the theatre

plans to recognize the keen juvenile inter-

est in "Our Gang" comedies by organizing

a local "Our Gang" should bring quick

response. Membership may be extended to

Amateur "Our Gang" on its way
to see the real "Our Gang" in person

the children of the community in various

ways. The resemblance angle may or may
not lie used. The Boy Scout idea is !>ettcr

though if used it should b<- distinctly dif-

ferentiated and in no way made to seem a

take off.

The Boys of Chivalry idea used in ex-

ploiting "Douglas Fairbanks in Robinhood"

nlTers possibh a better suggestion. The

permanency of its use with the comedies

The real "Our Gang" was present in person (or however the plural may
be written), at the California, as well as in Pathe comedies exhibited.

to the California theatre, Los Angeles,
and in picture.

argues for its application there rather than

with the one-engagement production.

Newspapers will lie glad to lend a helping

hand in the work of organization. A code

of rules which will be attractive to the

young and looked on favorably by their eld-

ers will help matters along.

The exhibition of any "Our Gang" comedy
will serve as a fitting occasion to launch the

organization. Suitable admission provision

should be made and it probably will be

found advisable to indulge the youthful

penchant for parades by permitting a pro-

cession to wend its way through the proper

districts to the theatre.

Details of the stunt must be worked out,

of course, by individual exhibitors in accord-

ance with local conditions.

The extraordinary success of the comedies

themselves, as attested by dozens of reports
to "What the Picture Did For Me," prac-
tically guarantee the success of the under-
taking.

Comments on "Our Gang" comedies have
stood out prominently in the report columns
of this paper over a long period. The al-

most universal finding is that while the
comedies are especially pleasing to the young
and a powerful attraction, they also win the

favor of the adult and are mentioned fre-

quently in glowing terms by patrons leaving
the theatre. Cleanliness is another impor-
tant attribute frequently mentioned by re-

porting exhibitors.

In view of these considerations and the

immense success of practically every rec-

orded theatre undertaking involving the co-

operation of the young of the community,
the localized "Our Gang" stunt seems the

dominant short subject exploitation sugges-
tion of the period. The comedies, unex-
ploited, are money-makers by a great ma-
jority of reports. Exploited constructively

there should be practically no limit to the

possibilities presented.
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It Doesn't

Pay to Cut

An infuriated and misguided
"fan" wrote a long letter to "The
Chicago Tribune" lamenting that
leading Chicago theatres used old
pictures, citing elimination of whole
sequences from short subjects seen
elsewhere and attributing such
elimination to wear and tear on
pictures. The paper gave the letter

almost half a column in its Sunday
edition and added that this was
but one of many similar complaints
received.

AM GETTING BETTER AND BETTE* GETTING BETTER AND BETTER

Say It; Mean It; Believe It—"Every Day, in Every Way, I Am Getting Better and Better

Starting Tomorrow

Explaining from the screen to millions tie cannot
otherwise reach, just what he is explaining
from the lecture platform wherever he goes

. COUE,

Cripples shoulder their

crutches and walk as

Coue shows them how!

Appearing tn the only Motion Picture he hat eixr made

"The MESSAG EloflEMILE COUE"
Not only presenting Coue Kinuelf explaining self nuitery through coruooui
airto-tuggestion. but it illustrate* this welcome story with all the i

'
> - - •' £

LY $ |

^ DAY BY DAY 'v EVE.R V A* I *V CIT.s; :
- - - - .

;

: ^ - -
t - - - - -

'•
I AM CETTglC 3ETTE* ^-.j 5-_"^>

Page wide advertisement by the Strand, Milwaukee, devoted primarily to the
Educational short subject feature, the "Message of Emile Coue."

As a matter of fact the elimina-
tions noted are customarily made
by certain big theatres to cut down
running time and accommodate
stage specialties. The bad reputa-
tion such cutting gives them can-
not be compensated for by any
credit which the stage specialties

may gain.

Film cutting is bad business at

best. Censors do it badly enough

;

amateurs bungle it completely.
" 'As is' or not at all" is a very

good rule to observe. Only
through consistent application of

such a rule can the matter of ideal

film lengths be satisfactorily ad-
justed.

Art Posters Designed
For Fox Educationals

Posters of unusual artistic value have

been designed for theatre use in connec-

tion with the advertisement of Fox Edu-
cationals.

Slow as has been progress in the

exploitation of short subjects, probably

the least adequately advertised of all

units under that head is the educational
picture. The Fox organization, provid-
ing high grade accessories, moves in

the proper direction.

LLOYD HAMILTON in a scene from
the Educational-Hamilton comedy,
"Uneasy Feet."

"Coue" Special Marks
Advancement in Short

Subject Exploitation
Advancement in short subject exploitation

noted in connection with theatre treatment

of '"The Message of Emile Coue," Educa-

tional special, easily eclipses progress made
by any other single attraction on record.

There is good reason to believe that this ad-

vancement will be in large degree perma-

nent

The Strand theatre, Milwaukee, broke

new ground with the page-wide display

reproduced herewith. In no advertisement

that has come to the attention of this de-
partment has the feature length attraction

been limited to a similar minority of the

available inches. The Strand ad is possibly

the most extreme, but is quite representative

of scores that have come to this department
since the picture went into circulation.

While there is not, of course, a feature of

this calibre for daily exploitation, the influ-

ence of this precedent will carry over a long

period, leading showmen to use more and
more space for the short subjects on their

program and developing the supplementary
program content to the proper pitch of box-
office productivity.

NEWSPI
FOX NEWS No. 48: Army Tests Plane

Passenger Transfer in Flight—Denmark King
Tries Xew Ice Boat—Hunger Drives Elk to Yel-
lowstone Park Refuge—Delaware Ice Jams Defy
Bombs—Swiss Celebrate "Burning of Winter"

—

Pet Cat Makes Canary Playmate—Xew York
Citv Camel Gives Birth to Son—Baltimore Dog
Washed and Hung Out to Dry—Xew All Metal
Plane Does Unique Stunts.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS No. 23: Alaskan
Reindeer Flourish Despite Harsh Winter—Babe
Ruth in Shape for Season—Los Angeles Polar
Bear Struggles Against Operation—Joe Cannon
Retires—Xew Ambassador to Spain Sails—Hiram
Johnson Goes Abroad—Diver Thrills Florida Re-
sorters—Tommy Milton Makes 110 Miles in Toy
Racer—Baby Peggy Takes Dancing Lessons
From Irene Castle—Clean Golden Gate Windmill
—Early Thaw Breaks Susquehanna's Ice Bonds.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS No. 24: Girl

Drivers Race in Alaskan Dog Classic—Army
Fliers Try Passenger Transfer in Flight—Hard-
ing in Florida—X-Ray Mummy in Xew York

—

Baby Camel Born in Xew York Zoo—"Padre of

the Rains" Observes Birthday—Fire Destroys
Shipyards at Seattle—Washington Has Flower
Show—Starving Deer Find Yellowstone Refuge

—

Seminole Indians Celebrate Sun Dance Fete

—

Bombs Fail to Break Delaware Ice Jam—Terri-

torial Specials.

Stolen

Credit

The policy of affixing theatre
titles to short subjects persists in-

explicably in the face of all logical

parallel and precedent to the con-
trary. The fact that the policy is

not followed out with feature length
attractions is the theatre's admis-
sion of error and in itself adequate
reason for correction.

No plea of uniformity, presenta-
bility or buyer's right has the
slightest bearing upon the matter.
The actual sponsor of a picture,
short or long, has the same right

to credit that the author of any
composition has to his work and
the person who steals that credit

is guilty of a serious offense.

Wins Chance in Films
ST. LOUIS, MO., March 20.—Eugenia

Feiner. 17 years old, dancer, singer and

active in St. Louis dramatic circles, has
been named the winner of the motion pic-

ture opportunity contest conducted by
the Rural Weekly of St. Paul, Minn.

CTURES
KINOGRAMS No. 2232: Yankees Ready for

r"lag Race—Frisco Youngsters Welcome Spring

—

Senator From Texas Yisits Capital—Horace M.
Towner Appointed Governor of Porto Rico

—

Richard M. Tobin Made Minister to Xetherlands—Hiram Johnson Sails for Europe—Motor Truck
Wrecks St. Louis Building-—Paris Mannequins
Display Xew Head Dresses—Seminole Indians
Observe Fiesta—Indianapolis Has World's Larg-
est Twins—Territorial Specials.

KINOGRAMS No. 2233: (Incomplete) Xew
York Giants Train at San Antonio—Harvard
Varsity Crew Row in Boston Harbor—Baby
Camel Born in Xew York Zoo—Army Fliers
Test Transfer of Passengers in Flight.
PATHE NEWS No. 22: Xew York Giants

Train at San Antonio—Plane Tows Coasters

—

Indianapolis Has World's Largest Twins—Mus-
tapha Kemal Arrives at Eskishehr, Asia Minor

—

Seminole Indians Observe Sun Dance—Joe Can-
non Arrives at Home—Mt. Lassen in Eruption
Again—Territorial Specials.

PATHE NEWS No. 23: Hardings Rest in

Florida—Yankees Train at Xew Orleans—Frisco
Holds Child Welfare Exhibit—Kemal Attends
Meeting of Xationalist Assembly—London Has
Two Wheel Auto— Hollister. Cal.. Has Grass
Coasting Hill—Delaware River Ice Jammed

—

Lloyd George in Spain—Complete Air Trip from
Xew York to Rio—Territorial Specials.
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Digest of Pictures oftheWttK
WITH "The Covered Wagon" Paramount comes

to the front with one of the biggest pictures

of the year. It was adapted from the book by
Emerson Hough and directed by James Cruze, who has

placed his name and that of Famous Players-Lasky
indelibly in the film Hall of Fame. "The Covered
Wagon" marks an epoch in picture making. It is a

remarkable story of the trials endured by the first large

group of settlers who made their perilous way across

the plains and mountains to settle in Oregon and Cali-

fornia in 1848, and no expense was spared in retaining

the atmosphere in massive sets, hundreds of teams and
other paraphernalia, together with a very capable cast

of players. It will doubtless prove one of the most suc-

cessful box office pictures in recent years, and it is

bound to leave a profound impression upon all who
see it. It is a credit to the author, director, the com-
pany that produced it and the hundreds who took part

in its making. (Full review of "The Covered Wagon"
appears on page 30.)

"YOUR FRIEND AND MINE" (Metro) adapted

from a stage drama written by Willard Mack, while

using a conventional theme, is good entertainment not-

withstanding. It was directed by Clarence G. Badger,

is elaborately staged and well acted. Enid Bennet
appears to advantage with Huntley Gordon, Willard

Mack, Rosemary Theby and Herbert Frank.

"MR. BILLINGS SPENDS HIS DIME" (Para-

mount) is Walter Hiers' first starring vehicle, and it

provides the rotund comedian with suitable material

of an amusing nature. It is one of those South Ameri-

can stories with the usual revolutions, intrigues and

love affairs. It was directed by Wesley Ruggles.

"BRASS" (Warner Bros.) is a satisfactory screen

version of the book' adapted by Julien Josephson and

directed by Sydney Franklin. There is an excellent

cast headed by Monte Blue, Marie Prevost, Harry

-Myers, Irene Rich, Frank Keenan and Helen Fergu-
son. It is based on the marriage and divorce theme,
with several couples involved.

"JUST LIKE A WOMAN" (Hodkinson) is a
rather indifferent story with little logic for being. It

concerns a boarding school girl who tries to teach

her old-fashioned aunts a lesson, and incidentally she
wins a wager from a lawyer who has a woman-hating
nephew. Just a picture, with Marguerite de la Motte,
Ralph Graves and George Fawcett practically wasted.

"THE TIE THAT BINDS" (Jacob Wilk) is an
average program picture presented for the state right

market. It follows more or less conventional lines,

although it reverses the problem of the neglected wife,

the interest being centered on the industrious husband>

"WHERE THE PAVEMENT ENDS" (Metro)
an adaptation of John Russell's splendid story "Pas-
sion Vine" is Rex Ingram's latest contribution to the

>creen. It presents a rather unique story of life on a

South Sea island, where the daughter of a missionary

tails in love with the dark skinned ruler of a neighbor-

ing isle. The love story is interesting and the at-

mosphere perfectly preserved in sets and costumes.

"SINGLE HANDED" (Universal) is a slight

story of a small town youth who gets in bad with the

authorities and the film is made up mostly of his at-

tempts to evade the comedy Sheriff. It was written

and directed by Edward Sedgwick, and serves but

poorly as a starring vehicle for Hoot Gibson.

"LUCK" (Burr) is Johnny Hines' newest feature

and in it he surpasses his former successes "Sure Fire

Flint" and "Burn 'em Up Barnes." There's a laugh

in every scene and every subtitle—it's chockful of good,

clean fun—and any house that can't clean up with this

seven-reeler should put up the shutters and close up.

Two scenes from "Brass," the Warner Brothers' production in which Vera Lewis, Frank Keenan, Marie Prevost and Monte Blue
participate. It is a Harry Rapf production.
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R E V I E W S
JOHNNY HINES IN

LUCK
(C. C. BURR)

Hines rings the bell again with a

bang-up comedy. He puts this

one over, as usual, with his per-

sonality, his individuality and his

originality. It is chockful of

good humor and there's a chuckle
or a roar every minute. Written
by Jackson Gregory. Seven reels.

It is impossible to detail the various

clever and laughable incidents of "Luck."
Suffice to say that it is the best of the

Hines comedies thus far, which is going
some. There is something doing every
minute, the continuity is good and the

subtitles by Ralph Spence each carry
their own punch. At no point does the

action drag and as usual there is a

"grand stand" finish, with Hines winning
a wager and the girl.

Hines always gets every particle of

humor out of a funny situation, and his

expression, activity and evident earnest-

ness put over many scenes that would
otherwise appear commonplace if in the

hands of anyone else.

Violet Mersereau appears opposite the
star in the heroine part, and is quite as

charming as ever. Other notables in the
cast are Charles Murray, Flora Finch,
Polly Moran, Robert Edeson, Warner
Richmond and Edmund Breese. An all-

star cast if there ever was one.

Advertise this picture and it will ad-
vertise itself. Tell them it is Hines at

his best, mention the prize fight, one of

the funniest ever staged, and the love-

sick youth who built a town and named it

"Sylvania" in honor of his best girl. It

contains enough humor and action to

keep any audience rocking in its seats.

Bob Carter, according to the story of

"Luck." is wealthy and indolent. He's
urged to enter a cross-country race, and
comes in the winner when chased over
the goal by an elephant. He makes a

wager that he will earn ten thousand
dollars in one year and starts out to win
dressed in running trunks. How he gets

mixed up in a sparring match and wins,

when a bottle of home made hooch falls

into the hands of his adversary and earns
his first hundred, and later promotes a
real estate deal which nets him the other
$9,900 is only part of the story. There's
a thrilling mine rescue at the finish and
the Ralph Spence titles, uniquely phrased,
coupled with Johnny Hines' lively action
makes this one of the season's best bets
as far as entertainment is concerned.

Johnny Hines in one of the humorous scenes from
"Luck." (C. C. Burr.)

WALTER HIERS IN

MR. BILLINGS
SPENDS HIS DIME

(PARAMOUNT)

A suitable vehicle for the rotund
Mr. Hiers and Jacqueline Logan
Adapted by Albert S. Le Vino
from the story by Dana Burnet.
Directed by Wesley Ruggles.
Length 5,585 feet.

THE CAST
John Percival Billings Walter Hiers

Gen. Paolo Blanco. . George Fawcett
Captain Gomez Robert McKim
Priscilia Parker Patricia Palmer
Estaban Juarez Joseph Sw ickard

White

This first starring vehicle for Walter
Hiers under the Lasky banner proves
light, hut amusing entertainment. Mr.
Hiers has provided many bright spots in

otherwise heavy drama at times, and here
he comes into his own in a story admir-
ably suited tc his proportions.
Of pleasing personality, Mr. Hiers

should make an acceptable addition to
tne ranks of featured players, provided
suitable screen stories can be found for

him. While he does not appear to be
tremendously gifted in facility of expres-
sion, his goodly proportions make up for

such a deficit.

He is supported by Jacqueline Logan,
who makes an attractive senorita. Others,
of importance in the cast, are George
Fawcett, who makes a fierce-looking Gen-
eral, and Robert McKim as an evil acco.m-
plice, his teeth flashing menacingly in

his dark make-up.
The story is all about one of those

daily revolutions in some small Central
America.i or South American republic.

It appears that Gen. Paola Blanco has
just been forcibly disposed from the
Presidential chair to make way for Esta-

ban Juarez. Blanco and his chief sup-
porter, Captain Gomez flee to America,
leaving the revolution brewing, the date

to be sent on a cigar band. Meanwhile,
John Percival Billings, a clerk in a de-
partment store, overstays his noon hour
at a "movie" where he falls in love with
a flash of Suzanna Juarez, daughter of

the President of the republic. With his

last dime he later buys a cigar on which
is the face of his inamorata. On the

band of the cigar is the message.
On money given him by the conspira-

tors he at once starts for the Island,

where his charmer dwells. On the way
he is discovered by Gomez and Blanco,
and they hire him to "report cc 'ditions"

when he lands in the revolution-torn

island. He is here suspected by the new
president's followers, and is taken to the

home of his lady-love. She, too, suspects
him, and when a parade is given, urges
him to impersonate her father. This he
does, and both are seized by Blanco's
forces.

How the plump store clerk overcomes
his antagonists and how the threatened

revolution is quelled, provides some excit-
ing moments.

Later, Mr. Billings returns in triumph
to the store from which he was so
ignominiously "fired," and with him is his

wife, the lovely Suzanna. He buys the
store and makes the man who fired him
manager, just to show there are no hard
feelings.

SPECIAL CAST IX

YOUR FRIEND
AND MINE

(METRO)
Willard Mack's stage play revamped

into an entertaining photo-drama
and as directed and produced by
Clarence G. Badger, holds the at-

tention all the time. It is the

popular society theme, elaborately

staged and convincingly acted.

Length, 5,750 feet.

Taking a rather conventional theme,
Director Badger has managed by adroit
direction to keep the interest up through-
out the six reels and the result is a satis-

factory drama that will doubtless please
the majority.
The story concerns Hugh Stanton, ab-

sorbed in business deals which frequently
take him away from home. His pretty
wife is attracted to Victor Reymier, a
man posing as an artist, who gets a com-
mission to paint her portrait from Stan-
ton. Friends of the family—Ted Madison
and his wife Beatrice—know Reymier to

be a scoundrel and save Mrs. Stanton
from harm when she goes with the artist

to an isolated lodge. Madison, a play-
wright, reads to her a play picturing the

same situation and this story which is

faded in, furnishes the dramatic punch
necessary to put the whole over. Her
lover is shown hidden in a closet when
her husband returns unexpectedly, and
while he is demonstrating a revolver to

her—having discovered the presence of

the man—he shoots through the curtains

and the man falls out.

Enid Bennet makes the most of her op-
portunities as Mrs. Stanton while Huntley
Gordon was splendid as the husband.
Willard Mack plays the role of the play-

wright and Rosemary Theby is his wife.

Herbert Frank has the villain role. There
is an unpleasant side-light upon the

artist's life which keeps bobbing up, the

role of a betrayed girl being pathetically

played by a pretty girl whose name is

not given in the cast. There are many
clever subtitles in it.

THE FATAL PHOTO
(HODKINSON)

Charlie Murray, Raymond McKee and
Mary Anderson romp through this bit of

nonsense in a lively fashion and manage
to extract every bit of humor there is in

the plot. It concerns a photo in the pos-
session of a designing vamp, a married
man who is fond of his home brew, but
also of the women, and his attempt to

get the photo. It's a C. C. Burr produc-
tion and should go over where snappy ac-

tion and clean comedy is appreciated.
Murray is always funny, and especially

so where he keeps dashing down cellar

to consume his "hooch."
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ALL-STAR CAST IN'

BRASS
(WARNER BROTHERS;

Satisfactory screen entertainment,
although ending is somewhat
abrupt. Will be liked better by
those who have not read book, as

the development by Julien Jo-
sephson, scenarist, and Director

Sidney Franklin, is from the

view-point of the screen. Excel-

lent cast. Beautiful photography.
A Harry Rapf production. Length
8,400 feet.

Interpreted by a capable and typical

cast, including Monte Blue, Marie Pre-

vost, Harry Myers, Irene Rich, Frank
Keenan, Cyril Chadwick, Margaret Sed-
don, Vera Lewis, and others well known,
Charles G. Norris' widely-read novel, one
of last year's "best sellers," has found

its way to the screen. The Norris novel

used, to illustrate the "marriage and
divorce" theme, at least eight major
couples, and several minor ones, and the

author's deductions wejrc left open to

argument. Naturally, such a thesis could
hardly be transferred literally to celluloid.

The multiplicity of characters would be-

too confusing. So, in the screen adap-
tion, Philip Baldwin (Monte Blue) and
his bride, Marjorie Jones (Marie Pre-

vost), are made the central characters,

the result being unavoidably, less of a

broad display of argumentative material,

and more of a typical "movie" plot.

There is a wealth of entertaining devel-

opment in the opening reels, and while

the story never rises to a great climax.

"Brass" will pass muster as satisfactory

entertainment. It is beautifully photo-
graphed, some of the exterior shots being

especially lovely, the cast has been i>ains-

takingly chosen, and do good work, but

the story itself, due to the lack ot cltmaj.

fails to stir any depths.
Philip Baldwin, elder son of a fruit-

grower, falls in love with one of the

city "flappers" who comes to the farm

to pick fruit. He is loved by Rosemary
Church, a girl he has known all of his

life. In spite oi his mother's warning
that he should know more of the girl

he wants to marry and something of her

tastes, and her people, he allows himself

to be carried away on the tide of emotion
and marries Marjorie..
Her mother (Vera Lewis) is a type of

all most disliked mothers-in-law. Through
her interference, Philip and Marjorie are

always quarreling, and even when her
baby comes, Marjorie refused to stay

home and be a mother. The result,

divorce. Philip devotes himself to

his baby boy, who is taken care of by
a former boarder in the Baldwin home,
Mrs. Grotenberg (Irene Rich). Mrs. G.
loves Philip, and after his sister, Lucy
(Miss Dupont), has interfered, Philip

wakens to his love for the woman his

baby calls "mama." They are about
to be married when Marjorie, who has
meanwhile married a rounder, Roy North
(Cyril Chadwick) and has been divorced
by him, returns and tells Mrs. G. of her

love for Philip and the baby. Mrs. G.
leaves Philip a note and disappears.
The conclusion makes it appear that

she will return to the man who loves

her and the baby who calls for her.

Harry Myers as Wilbur Lansing, fur-

nishes his own nonchalant brand of com-
edy, while Frank Keenan, Pat O'Malley,
who as Philip's younger brother marries
the girl next door, and lives a happy and
contented lite "down on the farm," Mar-
garet Seddon and Vera Lewis, are all ex-
cellent in their characterizations.
There is food for thought in the story,

as produced, for young men and women

Hoot Gibson in a scene from "Single Handed."
(Universal)

iiu liiud to look lightly upon marriage.
The danger-reefs that unpleasant, inter-

fering and vulgar "in-laws" can be for

the frail matrimonial barque, is empha-
sized throughout the tate.

WILLIAM I< I'SSELL IN

GOOD-BY GIRLS
(FOX)

Director Jerome Storm, who di-

rected Charles Ray for years,

manages to keep the action mov-
ing and the interest centered on
the star in this slight story of an
author, whose physician pre-

scribes a wife for him. Five reels.

Written by George Foxall.

The impression "Good-by Girls" leaves

on one is "much ado about noth-
ing." It is comedy-drama, with panic-

stricken black servants, thieves trying to

get hold of a mysterious box, a pretty

girl who proves to be a U. S. Secret
Service detective, and an author trying to

find quiet in the country, all running
around in circles.

The secret map of U. S. fortifications,

which foreign enemies try to get hold of.

has served as the nucleus for many a

thriller—both five reels and serials—in

the past and is pretty well worked out.

However, for those who are ardent Rus-
sell fans, it will please and there are not
a few laughs in the subtitles.

Vance Mcl'lue is an author. His physi-

cian prescribes quiet and rest in the
country. He goes to an estate and there
befriends a mysterious woman, Florence
Brown, who is pursued by two persistent
villains. There are several harmless
shootings, a long chase and the ultimate
recovery of a mysterious box containing
a valuable map. Of course he falls in

love with the girl, and thereupon finds

she is a United States detective. How-
ever, he decides he needs a wife and mar-
ries her.

Carmel Myers is charming as the se-

cret service operative. Tom Wilson and
Kate Price furnish good comedy as ser-

vants, and Robt. Klein is the villain, Ba-
tista. Good photography marks the
production throughout.

William Russell and Carmel Myers in "Good-by
Girls." (Fox)

HOOT GIBSON IN

SINGLE HANDED
(UNIVERSAL)

This is a slight story of no great
interest, slow of action and is only
saved by a cyclone finish. Forced
humor of the subtitles adds little

to the value of the production.
Directed by Edward Sedgwick
from a story written by the di-

rector. Five reels.

They must have run short of material

on the L'nivcrsal lot the week they made
this one. As it unreels it reminds one
strongly of a dozen other photoplay plots

which have all done valiant service. First

is the "boob" fiddler of the small town
who gets thrown out of a cafe, and then
when he is accused of cheating at cards,
whips the sheriff and a dozen men, be-
fore he escapes. Second, a long chase
with the sheriff clumsily following as he
hides in various disguises around a circus
tent. He is about to do a "leap for life"

in the circus when a cyclone destroys the
show. A pretty girl with the hah of a
mysterious map is seeking a man with
the circus who has the other half. It will
lead to a fortune. Gibson dons the suit
with the paper in it an they go in search
of the treasure. Of course they find the
gold, the ruffians are arrested and the
tiddler gets the girl.

No one can look quite as dumb as Hoot
Gibson, and as the town fool in "Single
Handed" he takes first prize. Elinor Field
is effective in the "serial role" of Ruth
Randolph.

MARGUERITE DE LA MOTTE IN-

JUST LIKE A WOMAN
(HODKINSON)

Three fine players—Marguerite de
la Motte, Ralph Graves and
George Fawcett — wasted o n
rather commonplace material.
Story written by Grace Haskins.
Direction by Scott Beal and
Hugh McClung. Five reels.

The interest attached to "Just Like a

Woman" is solely and almost entirely in

the acting of Marguerite da la Motte.

The story is weak and poorly directed,

and although pictorially it is pleasing,
the dramatic incidents are so few and
far between, the interest drags right up
to the final fade-out.
Peggy Dean leaves her boarding school

to live with her aunts, Abigail and Salina,
who are prejudiced against her because
her mother was an actress. She dons
plain clothes, wears horn-rimmed glasses
and declaring she'll become a missionary,
assumes a sour mein. Judge Landon,
who has a woman-hating nephew, James,
makes a wager with Peggy in the hopes
she will change James' viewpoint on
women. She wins Jim. but he discovers
her in the arms of another—not knowing
it is her brother—and sails for the orient.

She catches the boat and there is a wed-
ding at sea.

The various situations are so conven-
tional and the acting so uninspired, one
loses interest in the outcome long before
the five reels have unwound. VVe have
seen Ralph Graves do better work

—

probably in this case due to bad direc-

tion, and George Fawcett was given little

opportunity to act. Miss LaMotte was
effective in the role of Peggy Dean. The
titles were by Wells Hastings, but reflect

little credit.
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SPECIAL CAST IN

WHERE THE
PAVEMENT ENDS

(METRO)
An adaptation of John Russell's

"Passion Vine" presented with
the usual finesse of Rex Ingram
and intelligently acted by Alice
Terry, Ramon Navarro, Harry T.
Morey and Edward Connelly.
Contains many dramatic moments
and is skillfully treated through-
out. Length, 7,706 feet.

Those who have followed the work of
Ramon Navarro in other Metro pictures
will find added interest in "Where the
Pavement Ends." He carries the bulk
of the work of this south sea island stofy,
being cast as the ruler of an island, who
falls in love with the daughter of a mis-
sionary, and due to his sincere perform-
ance the story possesses more than- the
usual amount of appeal.

Pictorially "Where the Pavement
Ends" is a finished piece of work. The
atmosphere of a lonely, wild island is per-
fect, and the attempted flight of Motauri
and Mathilda down a vine clad cliff, fur-
nishes a new motion picture thrill. The
plot is the familiar triangle affair but the
unusual handling of the various situations
and Motauri's encounters with the treach-
erous Captain Gregson hold the specta-
tor's undivided attention throughout.
Miss Terr-" fulfills every requirement as

the missionary's daughter. There are
many pretty touches, the scene at the
church where Motauri makes love
through the window, and their clandes-
tine meetings being especially appealing.
Navarro makes the ideal lover, hand-
some and powerful, and not depending
upon fine clothes for appearance sake.
Morey was especially forceful as the Cap-
tain who runs a grog shop, while Edward
Connelly was ideally cast as the mission-
ary.

The story concerns Pastor Spencer, a

missionary to Wallos, who endeavors to
get Captain Gregson to close his saloon.
The Captain is in love with Mathilda, the
Pastor's daughter, who is pleading with
her father to go back to America. A na-
tive chief attracts Mathilda and when she
finds her father intends that she shall
marry Gregson, if he becomes a Christian
and closes his shop, she agrees to elope
with Motauri, the chief of a neighboring
island. Gregson thwarts Motauri and in

the fight which follows, the Captain is

killed. Motauri flees to his island, where
he learns that he is in reality a white man,
the son of an American, and there is the
usual happy outcome in sight.

There are two endings to the story, the
"happy one," being much preferable to
the other which shows Motauri dying in

the falls and Mathilda going back to
America alone.

SPECIAL CAST IN

THE TIE THAT BINDS
(JACOB WILK)

An average program offering, fairly

interesting and following along
very conventional lines. It re-

verses the problem of the neg-
lected wife, the interest being cen-
tered on an ambitious husband.
Length, 6 reels.

While the theme of "The Tie That
Binds," that of a woman who neglects
her poor but ambitious husband for the

bright lights of New York, has been used

A dramatic moment from the new Rex Ingram production "Where the Pavement
Ends," by John Russell. Alice Terry and Ramon Navarro have the leading roles in

this Metro production.

in a number of recent pictures, the poor
mounting and the inadequate opportuni-
ties offered the members of the cast serve
to detract rather than enhance what is at

best an average picture.

It is entirely too long, and some judi-

cious cutting would improve it consider-
ably. The cast includes such players as

Barbara Bedford, Walter Miller, Ray-
mond Hatton, William P. Carleton, Rob-
ert Edeson, Julia Swayne Gordon, Mar-
ian Swayne, Effie Shannon and Mary
Louise.
The story deals with David Winthrop,

an inventor of mechanical toys in Dan-
iel Kenyon's toy factory. He is dis-

charged when Kenyon catches him kiss-

ing his confidential secretary, Mary Ellen

Gray. The girl spurns Kenyon and mar-
ries Winthrop.

For a time the couple struggles to

make ends meet, the while Winthrop per-

severes in his effort to perfect a toy
which will briii" him a fortune. But
Mary tires of the domestic routine.

Through an emissary she is offered and
accepts a position with Kenyon. Now
instead of aiding her husband she neglects

both home and child and pursues a gay
life with her employer.
Of course, word of this fact reaches

Winthrop. Kenyon is found murdered,
and he is arrested. Investigation by the

police, however, reveals the fact that the

night watchman of the toy factory killed

Kenyon for a wrong he assumes was per-

petrated upon his daughter.

Pete Smith Opens Own
Publicity Bureau for

Independent Producers
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, March 20.—Pete
Smith, popular publicity and exploitation

man, has established offices at the United
Studios where he will handle publicity
of United, Maurice Tourneur Produc-
tions and other independent producers
and stars. He has just returned to Los
Angeles after six months on the road di-

recting exploitation of the road show
presentation of "Douglas Fairbanks in

Robin Hood" which has been completed.
Mr. Smith, who for the past three years

has directed the publicity of Marshall
Neilan productions, continues with Mr.
Neilan in handling that producer's pub-
licity and will also handle the publicity of
Miss Blanche Sweet.
Among the personages whom Mr.

Smith has represented during the past
eight years as director of publicity are
Mary Pickford. Douglas Fairbanks, En-
rico Caruso, George M. Cohan. Elsie
Fe rguson, Wesley Barry, Colleen Moore,
William S. Hart, Mack Sennett, Thomas
H. Ince, Dorothy Dalton, Fritzi Sheff,
Thomas Meighan and others.

Oppose Sunday Shows
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MECHANICVTLLE, N. Y., March 20.

—By a vote of three to one, citizens in

Mechanicville, at a special election voted

down Sunday motion pictures. The elec-

tion proved to be one of the most spirited

in recent years. Just before the election,

a street parade was held in which thou-

hands of Sunday school children marched.

Books for Big Chain
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, MO., March, 20.—
A. M. Eisner, former secretary of the
M. P. T. O., Missouri, who has been
operating the Broadmour theatre, Kan-
sas City, now is in charge of the booking
for the Capitol Enterprises, one of the
largest circuits in the Middle West.
Headquarters of the company have been
established at Eighteenth and Baltimore
avenue. Mr. Eisner will continue to op-
erate the Broadmour theatre.
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A Story of Studio Life

Souls for Sale
(Continued from payc 37)

They were drowned in waves that did

not recede. The sand found them inside

their robes; it filled their nostrils, their

mouths when they gulped for breath.

The breakers of sand swept round upon
them, broke back over them, and with a

grinding uproar that threatened to split

the ears they packed with sand.

Tom Holby kept struggling to fling off

the hillock that formed about them, kept

lifting Mcni's head above the mound that

grew. Sagebrushes ripped from their

places shot by, tearing the skin they
touched. Roots of old mesquite went
over like clubs, prickly pears and masses
of cactus hurtled past in the torrent.

Suddenly the sand tide was gone. But
a sea of rain followed it, cruelly cold and
ruthless. It turned the mounds into gobs
of wet sand, slimy and odious. What had
been a world of drought in frenzy be-

came a lake in a squall. What garments
the wind had not wrenched free grew
sloppy and icy and loathsomely sticky.

For half an hour the deluge harried the

dismal caravan.
Then in an instant the rain was over.

The hurricane of sand pursued by flood

passed on up the valley, to rend the

orange groves and tear the fishing boats

from their moorings.
The sun resumed Irs own tyranny and

lashed the thrice-wretched army back to

its camp.
But the camera men retrieved their in-

struments from the rubber covers they

had wrapped about them with a mother-
ing devotion, and the director checked
the retreat and formed it in groups for

record.

The airplane propellers that had come
forth to imitate the frenzy of the storm
had yielded to it and were torn from
their axles, lost here and there beneath
the new surface of the blinking opal.

CHAPTER IV

THE footsore and saddlesore moving-
picture people fell back upon Palm

Springs like a defeated army.
The village, a cool shadow on a bleak

waste, had known nothing of the storm
except as a distant spectacle. The skirts of

the gale had set the palm leaves to rat-

tling together as in ancient staff play,

and the limber towers of the tallest trees

swayed and shuddered, but not one of

them had fallen, nor been struck headless

by lightning.

The village was alone. The winter visi-

tors had "gone inside"—that is to say,

had departed to the cool seashore at San
Diego and Los Angeles—and the com-
munity had drawn itself together for its

long summer nap.
There was room for the moving-picture

people and Leva Lemaire invited Mem to

share her room in one of the hotel bunga-

lows. The sun sank early behind the

vast barricade of the San Jacinto chain,

rising sheer from the sand and piling

height upon height to the crest ten thou-

sand feet in air.

The mountains were blessed now with

a mist of light that the aerial prisms gave

the effect of down. The brutality of the

sky became grace; the stark nakedness of

the place was here covered with a flesh

of earth, with grass and flowers, and with

the larger flowers we call trees. Mem

had known the oleander as a tubbed cap-
tive at home. Here it was a giant, spread-
ing arms in a benediction of fragrant
shade and dangling bouquets that brushed
her hair and caught her hat. Palm trees

of vast bole hung out umbrellas of som-
ber green. Wan cottonwoods held up
pallid limbs drooping with fuzz. Pepper
trees let their tresses droop. The ancient
and honorable black fig trees of the

famous San Gabriel lineage, date palms,
ro-.es, flowers, and shrubs massed and
running wild about the rambling gardens
seemed miraculous to Mem, who had
almost forgotten, in the dreary hell of

the desert, that green thugs had ever
been invented, and who found herself

walking deeper and deeper into a revel

of tropical luxury.

There were Indians here, too— the little

company of Cahuillas; one old buck, with
hair as black as tar drip and as long as

his hat brim was broad, stood gravely
watering hollyhocks with a garden hose;
a clump of broad squaws worked at

basket weaving; darting through the

streets young Indian girls with bobbed
hair flopping and gingham skirts flying,

bestrode the wide horses of this village.

White people rode, too—cowmen from
the ranches beyond—and children. One
hall-naked little girl bounced along the
lane on a monstrous horse so flat of back
that she might as well have been riding
a galloping plateau. Yet she was chasing
home a troop of horses as big as her
own.

"I was never on a horse." Mem sighed.

"You'd better learn to ride," said Leva
Lemaire. "It comes in mighty handy in

this business."

"Hut I'm not going into the business!"
Mem protested, hardly able to push one
foot ahead of the other. "I've had enough
for the rest of my life."

"That's what my poor husband used to

say every time he recovered from a spree.

And lie never took another drop— till he
got the' first chance."

Hut Mem knew better. She was too
tired to eat. She wanted to lie down and
never get up. Leva guided her to the
bungalow and left her.

Just to be cool, just to be still, were
paradise enow. After a time a porter
brought her her suitcase. Leva had man-
aged to find it. But Mem was too weary
to change her clothes. She dropped into

a chair by a window and watched a tiny

boy drive home a few cattle, watched the
last red plumage fade on the breast of
the mountains, watched the first star sud-
denly shimmer as if a jewel had been
tossed from somewhere on the sky. Other
stars twinkled into being here, there,

there, like the first big drops of rain, and
soon the whole sky was spattered with
them.
The moon that had lurked in the blist-

ered air all day unseen turned up her
lamp and carried it somewhere into the
sea beyond the shore of the horizon;
carried the sky with it star by star. The
moon went reluctantly, but the Milky
Way seemed to gleam with added radi-

ance when she was gone. The lights in

the homes made stars on earth and gave
companionship to the dreamy night.
At length Leva came along the path, a

shadow detaching itself from other
shadow. She was full of high spirits.

There had been great hilarity in the din-

ing room of the Desert Inn. She was
still restless, and she urged Mem to conic

with her and bathe in the hot springs of

the Indian reservation.

Mem was enough restored by now to

feel the distress of the sand that filled her

hair and her clothes. The project had a

tang of wild adventure, and she went
along, taking clean clothes over her arm.

They walked through the double night

of the foliage-shrouded streets, the palms
muttering over them and blocking their

way on the irregular paths.

At the reservation an old Indian ad-

mitted them with an utter indifference to

their thrill of terror. Inside the cabin,

lighted only by candles, they undressed
and stretched themselves in the warm
water thickened with sand. It crept about
them with an uncanny tingling where the

stream bubbled from the depths. It was
a weird, a spooky bath, but it sent them
forth clothed in skins reborn.

When they drifted past the hotel they
heard song enriching the night. A man's
voice carried the burden of the tune
sonorously, and a woman's voice over-

soared it like a hovering nightingale's.

Or so Mem thought until Leva whis-

pered :

"That's Kobina Teele singing. Pretty

voice, hasn't she?"
"Beautiful!" said Mem, but begrudged

the praise with a jealousy that surprised

her.
" The man is Tom Holby. I think," said

Leva. "Awfully nice fellow. Seems to

have taken a great shine to you."
".Nonsense 1 " said Mem, oddly quick-

ened by the thought and a little alarmed
by her own delight.

"Well, we might as well move along,"

Leva grumbled. "We're only extras and
we don't belong with the big folks."

Humbled and outcast, but without re-

sentment. Mem followed through the

heavy gloom, suddenly smothered with
loneliness and uselessness, yet panting
lor something to do, something brilliant

and tremendously emotional, like the

moment of desperate passion she had
enacted in the desert.

She wondered what the photograph
WOU|d look life; wondered if she would
ever see it, if anyone else would ever see

it; or if it would be cut out as Leva had
suggested, A terrible thing to feel fiercely

and be cut out, snuffed like a candle
flame that yearns and leaps and is for-

ever as if it had never been.

When she reached the cottage she was
very weary again. But she could not

sleep and Leva wanted to read. There
were two beds in the room and Leva sat

propped up by a little bed light that

painted her in bright vignette against the

dark.

After a long stupor, Mem abruptly
wanted to know something.
"Are the moving-picture people very

wicked?" she heard herself asking.
Leva stared into the dark where Mem

lay. and she laughed:
"Very."
Mem sighed. She was sorry to hear it.

"In fact." Leva went on. "I don't know
a single moving-picture person who is

above reproach." She finished the page
and turned it before she went on. "But
then, neither do I know a single person
in any other walk of life who is above re-

proach. Everybody I ever heard of is

lull of sin. The Bible says that we all

fell with Adam—and Eve. So I suppose
it's only natural that movie people should
be as faulty as everybody else is. But I

can't see that they're any wickeder than

anybody else."

"Really?" Mem cried, hoisting herself

to an elbow.
"Really. Most movie people are stodgy

and untempcramental and nice, every-
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dayish, folksy souls. They work hard
when they can, and save their money,
and raise families, and have children and
spats and diseases and petty vices like

everybody else. A few wild ones make a

splurge and get in the papers.

"But if you read the papers you see all

the professions and trades represented in

the scandals. The other day the front

page told about a preacher who ran away
with a girl in the choir and left a wife
and several children behind him. But
nobody spoke about the danger of let-

ting girls sing in choirs. Yet choirs are
dangerous. Heaven knows."
She could not see how Mem trembled

at this random arrow that struck home.
Mem was sorry she spoke and asked no
more questions. But Leva needed no
further prompting.

"I've tried a lot of trades—stenog-
rapher, nurse, canvassing for magazine
subscriptions, clerking in a store, and
just plain home life—and there was mis-
chief everywhere. Don't believe all this

talk you hear, honey, or put it in its

proper proportion. There were no mov-
ies twenty-five years ago, but Satan is a
million years old. and he hasn't taken a

day or a night off yet. I used to know
a piece about 'Satan finds some mischief
still for idle hands to do,' but he has
enough left over for busy hands, too.
Are you thinking of staying in the mov-
ies?"

"No."
"Afraid of them?"
"Xo—o."

"You've got a good start. You've made
a hit with a star and a director the first

day. Lord! I've been at it two years
and still dubbing along. Better keep at
it."

"No. thank you."
"Don't thank me!" said Leva. "I'm

nobody. I couldn't be of any help except
to find you a good boarding house and
an agent. But if you ever come up to
Los Angeles— I'll give you the address
to-morrow. Don't let me forget."

"I won't."
Leva returned to her book, the turn-

ing of every page slashing Mem's mood
like a knife. She was thinking that she
was not good enough even for the mov-
ies.

Her sin had led her to the edge of this
paradise, and then drawn her back by
the hair. She was doomed to spend a
certain time in increasing heaviness, and
then to die or to go about thenceforth
with a nameless child at her breast or
trudging at her side, holding on to her
hand and anchoring her to obscurity.

CHAPTER V

Vl/AKEXED by the sound of rushing
» " waters, she ran barefoot to the win-
dow. There was no sign of rain in that

hard, marbled sky. The mountains looked
as if rain had never dampened them.
She could not think just what their

color reminded her of for a time. Then
she recalled the burnt sugared almonds
heaped in the window of Calverly's one
candy store. How she had loved them!
But this scorched, mottled-brown moun-
tain range had no sweetness, only incon-
ceivable bulk.

Still the water gurgled. She saw that
the yard about the bungalow, soft and
dusty last night, was now a shallow lake
with waters dancing everywhere. She
thrust her head out of the window and
drew it in again, for a Jap was shutting
the water gates of an overflowing trough
extending as far as she could see.

It was an irrigation ditch. He was
flooding the ground before the sun could
turn the water into burning lenses. She
was to learn that the desert irrigated

yield> more richly than rich soil on-
tended just as common human soil re-

sponds with miracles to lavish floods of

encouragement.
A hoy from the main building of the

hotel came skipping across the lawn to

waken Leva, who must be up betimes.
Mem would not yield to her appeals that

she should come along and resume the
moving-picture work. She would taste

no more of the forbidden cup.

She put aside especially the temptation
to be near Tom Holby and to taste the

wine of his approval and his thoughtful-
ness. Temptation, like love, follows who
flees.

Mem went back to bed, but. goaded by
discontent, rose, bathed, and dressed, and
went to the hotel for breakfast, deter-

mined that she would inquire at once the
way to the Randies ranch and take up
her humble future before her funds were
further diminished.

The dining room was deserted save for

one man. and that was Tom Holby.
"Hello!" he cried. "Come sit with me.

You're not working? Neither am 1. I'm
a gentleman till this afternoon. They're
taking shots that I'm not in. so I slept

late. Our poor star, Robina, is out in the
gas stove, turning herself into a fricassee

while I loll at ease.

"She is being kidnaped today by a rov-
ing band of bad Arabs. I was just start-

ing to rescue her yesterday, disguised as

a shiek or something, when I fell in with
the famine mob. I rescued her last week
up on the lot in Los Angeles."
Mem looked so bewildered that he ex-

plained: "You see, we built a whole
Arabian street on the lot, and I broke in

and broke out and broke up all the furni-

ture, tearing Robina from the villains.

Then we came down here to take the
scenes of her capture. You'll get used
to this upside-down business when you've
been in the movies a while longer."

"I've been in them as long as I'm go-
ing to be!"
"Oh. no. you haven't!" Holby laughed.

"I wouldn't blame you for quitting if

every day were like yesterday, but you
got the worst of it at the first. I've never
known a day like yesterday, but you'll

not be likely to have another in a thou-

sand years."

"I loved it."

"Then why are you quitting?"

She could not tell him the truth and
no lie occurred to her, so she simply drew
a veil across her eyes and left him to his

own surmises. It was not his nature to

persist when a woman rebuffed him. even
though that was a rare experience with

him. He waived the mystery as her own
affair, and spoke up cheerily:

"Order a good breakfast and come with

me to the Palm Canyon. They say it's

glorious. It will buck you up and save

me from the horrors of solitude."

He took an unfair advantage of her by
appealing to her charity again. It was
the best way to tyrannize over her.

She consented for lack of ability to

imagine a polite excuse, and finished her

breakfast while he went in search of a

car.

He came back with a rusty flivver

which he drove himself.

There were seven miles of road wind-

ing in all directions, especially up and

down. She praised Holby for the skill

with which he kept his hands and feet

playing.
"I had to drive one ot these in my last

picture." he said. "You have to handle

nearly everything in the pictures. I've

driven a stagecoach pursued by Indians

through canyons; and a coach and four

down Fifth avenue: and a donkey chaise

in a London scene; and a side car in an

imitation Ireland, a motor boat, a street

car. a caterpillar tractor, an airship, a

chariot, and a steam shovel. Talented
lad. eh? Look! Did you see that?"

Mem had seen it. A long rope of scar-

let silk ran across the road and threaded
the sagebrush as if a red lasso had
learned to flee of its own volition. It

was a scarlet racer.

"Lots of snakes along here, but mostly
harmless," he said. "Robina loves snakes.

Do you?"
Her shivering repugnance answered for

her.

After a time they passed a patch of

ground a little drearier than the rest of

the landscape. It had been cleared once,
and a wooden cross erected there. Holby
answered her questioning stare.

"That's probably the grave of some
poor fellow who died of thirst. A vil-

lager was telling me last night that only
last week a man was found dead within
a mile of his ranch. He was that near to

good water, but he couldn't make the dis-

tance. Out of his mind, probably. They
said he was almost naked. Men who are
dying for water have a queer mania for

tearing off their clothes." _____
Mem was startled. She had heard this

very fact from the man in Yuma. She
had decided to let Mr. Woodville die of

thirst. It seemed odiously cruel now to

subject even an imaginary man to such
a death. This reminded her that she had
not yet explained to Mr. Holby the puz-
zle of her name.
He had evidently dismissed it from his

mind, for he was running on:
"I don't suppose the pictures can show

anybody dying of thirst now. with a cen-

sor in full power. They believe in clothes

and lots of 'em. It looks as if they'd
make the moving pictures die of thirst

just in sight of the promised land. Just
as the hard times are coming on. the cen-
sors rise up like a sandstorm and blow
from all directions. You can hardly find

a story that can stand their sand blast.

They eat away the plot till it falls with a

crash—just as—see that telephone pole

chewed away by the sand that blows all

the time against it? Well, that's what
the censors are doing to the picture game.
If they don't topple the whole thing over
it won't be their fault. But what will

they do for salaries, then?
"In some of the states they cut out all

reference to expected children. Would
you believe it? They cut out a scene

where a workingman came home and
found his wife making little clothes and
rejoiced and was proud! Was ever any-
body on earth as indecent and filthy-

minded as a prude? All crime and sin

are pretty well forbidden, also. Hideous,
isn't it, that grown people in a grown-up
country called the land of the free and
the home of the brave should be bullied

and handcuffed till we can't even tell a

story? We can't play Shakespeare, of

course, or the Bible stories, or any of

the big literary works any more.
"And they do it all in the name of pro-

tecting morals!—as if girls and boys never
went wrong until the movies came along:

as if you could stop human beings from
being human by closing up the theaters

and telling lies to the children!

"But there's no use whining. We'll

have to take our paregoric. The crook-
cder the politician the more anxious he
is to win over the bigots. If he'll give

them the censorship and a few other idi-

otic tyrannies they won't interfere with
his graft."

Soon they arrived at Palm Canyon and
ran the car well up into the gorge, along
a water that descended a winding stair

with little cascades and broad pools,- In

some of them water snakes could be seen
twisting shadowily.

But the wonder of the place was the
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embassy of stately palms that had

marched down the ravine to the edge of

the desert and greeted the visitor with

the majesty of lofty chieftains in great

war bonnets of green plumes. Some were
tall and slender, with headdresses of

fronded glory. Others were short and

fat and so shaggy of trunk that they re-

sembled the legs of giant cowboys in

chaparajos.
There was a little cabin halfway up the

canyon, but it was locked and deserted.

On a bulletin board were placards beg-

ging for mercy to animalkind and prais-

ing nakedness as akin to godliness.

"He ought to be on a censorship board,"

said Holby.
The hermit who kept this retreat was

making good his creed, for when Mem
and Holby got out of their car and stared

from the edge of the barrier down into a

stream meandering through an Eden of

shade, they saw him naked at his bath.

Both pretended not to have noticed him

and turned away. Before long he came
up the 'tcep path in apostolic garb with

robe, rope girdle, sandals, and staff. He
wore a beard and long chestnut curls as

in the tradition of the Messiah.

"How easy it is to look like the pic-

tures of Christ!" Tom Holby said. It

angered him a little to meet a man whose

ideals and practices were S9 contrary to

his own.
The hermit lived on next to nothing,

took no part in the activities of mankind,

hid himself in obscurity, and led a life

of sanctified indolence. He did not mor-

tify his flesh, and he did not follow the

mediaeval theory that baths are diabolic

and dirt divine. He was neat and even

his nails were manicured with care.

But he made no use of his body for the

public good or gayety. He abstained

from beauty and suppressed his emotions.

Tom Holby by the very opposite ambi-

tion treated his flesh as an instrument of

many uses; he diverted millions of people,

and hi-- prosperity was gauged by the de-

light he gave in quality and quantity. He
was so far from seeking oblivion that his

very postures were multiplied and sent

about the world.

The ambitions of the two men were of

mutual criticism and reproach.

Yet Holby was polite to the polite her-

mit who invited the wanderers into his

neat little cabin sold them postal cards

with views of the canyon, then with a most

unhermitlike skill played them love tunes

on an Hawaiian guitar of his own mak-

ing. He held in his right hand a bar of

steel with which he gave his melodies a

quaint sliding tone, an amorous whimper

of a squirrellikc pathos.

From this cozy retreat Holby led Mem
down to the center of the palm haunt.

He was thinking aloud:

"Funny business, being a professional

good man. That sort of fellow hates the

world and is afraid of it and retires to

the desert to save his soul. Always

seemed to me there was something lack-

ing in that idea of being good. Save

your own soul and let the world go to the

devil! It means nothing to the hermit

whether there is war or peace, famine or

prosperity. He doesn't help any lonely

people to smile; he doesn't feed anybody,

or give any money to anybody; he doesn't

build any railroads or cathedrals or the-

atres, paint any pictures or write any

songs or vote or make shoes or any-

thing. He doesn't commit any sins, may-
be

—

any of the crowd sins—but he doesn't

commit any good deeds, either.

"Still, if a man is so excited about his

soul, it's better if he will go away by
himself and save it than to spend his life

trying to save everybody else's soul by-

censorships and foolish laws about to-

bacco and Sunday and art and every-
thing."

In the depth of the canyon the palms
eyes are as beautiful as a dove's. But that

interlaced into a roof of murmurous
green. Mem was in a mood of beyond
the world; she felt bewitched as she
walked over the dried fans of fallen leaves
and listened to the birds that made a
lyric caravansary of this haven. It was
a realm of Arabian magic, with no hint

of the American magic that our familiar

eyes ignore.

Mem dropped wearily down upon a
stone by the brook in a thatched tent of
palms. Tom Holby, though there was a
place at a distance, sat down at her side.

This threw her heart into a flutter. His
own heart was evidently on the scurry,
too, and there was a fierce debate within
him whether he should speak or not.

Finally he said:

"You've got me at a terrible disadvant-
age here. I'm all alone with you, and
helpless. It wouldn't do me any good
to scream and I'm so weak that you could
overpower me with a look."
She could not make him out at all. He

had to explain, baldly:
'"You know when a woman lures a man

out to a solitude like I lis
—

"

"Lures?"
"Well, use any word you like—just say

"goes with a man'—anyway, she sets the
poor fellow to guessing mighty hard. I

wouldn't annoy you for worlds. I've got
a queer hankering to be of some service
to you. But I can't place you anywhere."
She did not know his language.
"Can't place you at all. You have a

sweet, innocent, beautiful face and your
eyer are as gentle as a dove's. But that
has been the case with some of the dain-
tiest little desperadoes that ever tore up
society. The first time I met you you
told me your name was Remember Stcd-
don. You called me Mr. Woodville when
we said good-by in Tucson. A week or
two and we meet again, and you are Mrs.
Woodville and your husband is dead and
you're going to be a chambermaid on a
ranch.

"It's all possible, but it isn't a bit con-
vincing, and you've got me puzzled. If

you've committed a crime and are hiding
you'd better get into a bigger crowd, be-
cause you're as conspicuous out here as
old San Jacinto peak. If you've com-
mitted a crime, I'm sure you had a good
reason to and I'm no informer. But I

wish you would tell me whether you arc
the cleverest adventuress I ever met or
just a poor scared little lonely lost child."

Her confusion was that of a child. He
could sec no trace of insincerity in her
panic and there was a wedding ring on
her finger. But this did not impress him
much; he had seen too many married
actresses take off their rings to play
maidens, and too many unmarried act-

resses put them on to play wives. He
had seen wonderful sincerity in imper-
sonation. Robina could make him weep
almost at will in her scenes of hapless
innocence. He broke out impatiently
when Mem did not speak.

"Tell me honestly one thing. Is there

a Mr. Woodville? Were you ever really

married to anybody?"
She turned frightened eyes upon him

and spoke with a parrying evasion:
"Why, why should you doubt it?"

He stared at her sharply; then his eyes
softened and he mumbled:
"You poor little thing! What on earth

are you up to? What are you running
away from? Why should you come to

this place out of season under a false

name with a wedding ring you bought
yourself?"
She carried her other hand to conceal

the ring as if it were a shameful baby.

The instinctive gesture convinced Holby
that he had guessed well.

Now she fell into an ague of terror.

She looked this way and that, as if for a

door of escape. But she knew that on
all sides of her was a wilderness of moun-
tains and desert. She was horribly afraid

of Holby; he had the domineering, de-

manding manner of a police officer.

But instead of denouncing her or ar-

resting her, he suddenly took her two
trembling hands in one of his and with
the other pressed her to him and held her
tight.

She struggled fiercely, yet with the
feeling of a lamb in a shepherd's clasp.

She knew that he was no enemy, yet she
could not accept him as her friend on so
short an acquaintance. Friendships were
not made at such speed in Calverly.

So she fought until he released her.

Then she rose and staggered along a
crackling path, scattering little lizards

that seemed rather to pretend than to

feel fear.

She began to weep, ran blindly into one
of the palms, and fell, but into Holby's
arms again.

"Tell me the truth," he pleaded. "Let
me be your friend. I want to help you.
If it would help you most to let you
alone, I'll do that. If it would help you
to be held tight and hugged hard and
kissed and loved— I'll do that, and mighty
gladly. But in Heaven's name, don't
stand there and have chills and fever and
not speak!"

She felt a mad yearning to tell him the
truth. She felt that he would be very
merciful and wise and everything won-
derful. She felt that he would not be
shocked. Those actors and actresses
could not be shocked by anything, prob-
ably. And yet a kind of snobbishness
even in humiliation locked her jaws on
her secret. She was a clergyman's daugh-
ter, after all, and it would be an appalling
come-down from all her teaching, to
make a movie actor her confidant and
accept his advice and help and—Heav-
ens! she was already accepting his
caresses!

Mem was a princess of the parsonage,
and she was suddenly recalled to her
pride of estate.

"Please!" she said, quite haughtily.
"Oh, please!"

Tom Holby writhed when his generous
motives were flung back into his face
He was filled with rage, and yet he pitied

her more than ever. He pitied her as
the vagabond pities the hidebound Puri-
tan who sets him in the pillory.

He longed for such freedom and equal-
ity as he enjoyed in his wrangles with
Robina Teele, who swore at him and
struck at him with a manly vigor.

He controlled himself and groaned an
ironic:

"Forgive me!"
When she ingenuously answered, "I

do," he almost suffocated with tormented
wrath and sardonic amusement.

He dumbfounded her by speaking in

the jargon of his craft:

"They say that when Griffith wanted to

get the final grimace of agony in Lillian

Gish's face in the scene where her ille-

gitimate baby dies—in 'Way Down East.'

you know—they photographed her face

while he held her feet and tickled them.
I don't know how true the story is, but
I feel just that way. Do I look it?"

He was so interested in expression that

he actually thrust his face close to hers

for her verdict on his mien, She had still

another baffler for him:

"Who's Griffith?"

This heathenish ignorance of the first

god of the American cinema, took his
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breath like a blow on the solar plexus
and he could only whisper, huskily:

"Let's go back."

CHAPTER VI

WHEN the moving-picture caravan
left Palm Springs, Mem lost the

courage tkat had led her to refuse to go
with it.

Tom Holby rather coldly advised her

to take up the moving pictures as a

career. The director praised her and
promised not to forget her. Leva Le-
maire begged her to come to Los An-
geles, where it would be cool and profit-

able, and warned her not to risk her life

in the desert. Also she collected for Mem
the day's wages of seven dollars and a

half for her work as an extra woman.
This thrilled the girl with her astonish-
ing earning powers. At that rate she
could earn as much in a week as her
father earned in a month. Even she!

But Mem would as soon have followed
a pack of gypsies or a circus troupe out
of Calverly. It was only when the movie
people were gone that she realized how
much they had filled the scene, how empty
and little the stage was, now that the pic-

ture crowd abandoned it.

She found a place as maid in the home
of, a storekeeper at such wages as he
could afford. She began the sordid rou-
tine of her tasks, but, contrasting them
with the glamour of playing tragic roles,

she felt herself entombed.
Then the summer heat began and grew

so fierce that her employer's wife and
children went "inside'' to the seashore.
This left her in a position of embarrass-
ment and terror. She was an embar-
rassment and terror to her employer, too;
for she had a beauty that she unwittingly
flung over him like a net. Her beauty
Stung him in his thoughts. It filled his
honest soul with poisonous desire. He
tried to summon courage to send her
away, but the sorrow in her eyes made
it impossible to dismiss her. Finally, be-
ing as wise as he was good, he deter-
mined to flee from the temptation to
tempt and took shelter with his wife.
Mem had not watched him well enough

to note her influence upon him. She went
about in a daze, with heavier and heavier
heart and tread.

She spent much thought upon the let-

ter home that she had not yet written,
that she must write if ever she were to

go home again. The whole purpose of

this long, long journey into loneliness

was to be able to write that letter; and
it had not yet gone.
Every time she made the beginning her

hands flinched from the lying pen. But
when her employer left the village for a
few days with his family at the coast,
one night in a frantic fit of histrionic en-
thusiasm she dashed off her fable, sealed
it in an envelope, and dropped it after
dark in the mail box.

Darling Mamma and Papa,

—

How can I write the terrible news? I can
hardly bear to think of it, let alone write
about it. But my darling husband passed
away in the desert. I cannot write you the
particulars now, for I am too agitated and
grief stricken and I do not want to harrow
you with details. I know your poor hearts
will ache for me, but I beg you not to feel it

too deeply, because I am trying to be brave.
And I remember what you taught me, that the
Lord giveth and the Lord taketh away.

Poor John did not find the lost mine he
was looking for. and he did not find the water
hole he expected, for, after I had waited for
him a long time in our camp by a little

spring, another prospector brought me word
that he had found him and buried him. The
poor boy had torn all his clothes off in the
thirst madness and had been dead for three
days when found.

I cannot write you more now. I am in no
need of money and I will come home when I

get a little stronger. The climate is doing my
health wonderful good even if it has broken
my heart.

But don't you worry. I'll be all right and
I'll send you a long letter as soon as I settle
down somewhere.

All the love in the world from
Your loving

MEM.

After she had slipped the letter irrev-

ocably into the mail box she realized
that the postmark of Palm Springs would
be stamped on the envelope. Her place
of concealment would be disclosed.

Still, it would not matter. She was a
widow now in the minds of her people
and she could go back to them and face
the future in calm. But, she would have
to go on playing a part all her life—and
playing it once more in the monotonous
theatre of her home.
She had a fierce desire for her mother's

help in the approaching ordeal, but how
could she endure it to begin lying again
in her dear old father's trusting face?
Her soul wanted to run and climb,

leaden as her feet were. She was a bit

flighty in her head at times, nowadays.
A longing for cool waters and icy waves
assailed her. The Los Angeles paper
which came to the house every day spoke
of Santa Monica as the place "where the

mountains meet the sea."
That phrase had an hallucinative in-

fluence. She imagined the vast herd of

mountains crowding down to meet the

radiant breakers that the Pacific flung
upon their shining horns as they bent to

dip their muzzles into the surf.

The ocean was so near to Palm
Springs that her employer spoke of hav-
ing breakfasted once on the beach and
reached home long before dinner time.

And that was by the winding motor
roads to the Northwest.

The fantastic notion came to her that

she might climb the San Jacinto sierra

and cross it to the ocean as the eagles
did, or at least catch a glimpse of blue
waves.
The mountains had a beckoning look

always, and on this afternoon, when a

clouded sky gave a little shelter from the

sun, she set out to follow her vagary as

far as her strength would take her.

She crossed a strip of sand as soft as

deep-piled velvet, and came to a path that

slanted up a rounded cliff lifting a granite

wall right aloft from the unrippled sur-

face of the desert.

The exertion of climbing was more
than Mem had bargained for. She was
weaker and weightier than she had
thought. The steeps that looked so in-

viting from a distance were ragged and
forbidding. The burnt-almond mountains
were hot and sharp-edged gridirons to

her feet. When she was high enough to

look down on the leafy thatch of the little

village she grew dizzy and afraid.

The loneliness up there was grisly.

Something said, "Go back!" She fought
the everlasting tendency to retreat from
everything she undertook, but gave up
and decided to return.

And now, as she stared at the swift
descent before her, she grew more afraid

of climbing down than of climbing up
She hesitated, then mounted a few steps

with pain and struggle.

She had not the strength to go on, nor
the courage to go back. The sun came
blaz :ng forth and seemed to spill upon
her a yellow hot mass of metal that

slashed her about the head and rolled

over her shoulders in blistering ingots.

The fiends of height swirled round her.

She tried to call for help—but whence?
A stone rolled under her foot and shook
her from her balance. She wavered,
clutched at nothing, whirled, struck,

bounded from the hard rock, fell and fell,

and then—a smashing blow, blackness,
silence.

Another installment of

"Souls for Sale"

in next week's HERALD
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Production P rogress

: : Warner Brothers : :

THE WEDDING RING plays an im-
portant part in exploitation of the War-

ner production "Brass," Charles G. Nor-
ris' novel of marriage and divorce. At
the Strand, New York, showing a

marriage and divorce folder to which
was attached a brass ring was distributed
and in a window tieup by E. P. Dutton.
publishers a large papier mache wedding
ring was used, illuminated, and sur-

rounded by a display of the l>ook.

+ +
"THE TIE THAT BINDS" was given

its premiere presentation at the Dyck
man theatre by Jacob Wilk. who controls
the territorial sales of this production of

a story by Charles K. Harris. Foreign
rights arc controlled by Warner Brothers.

It is a modern domestic drama.
+ +

"WE EXPECT TO REMAIN here Eoi

three weeks if we live that long." That
is what Chester M. Franklin has written

Warner Brothers from the Feather River

country, Plumas County. California where
he and a company are making "Wolf
Fangs," a production featuring Rin-Tin-
Tin, a Belgian police dog. Mr. Chester's

letter tells of harrowing experiences with
blizzards and cold weather.

: : : : Equity : : : :

DANIEL CARSON GOODMAN states

that owing to the favor with which
"What's Wrong With the Women," and
"Has the World Gone Mad." have been
received, it is his plan to obtain story

material of the same calibre for his third

Equity special. Further, he will select

that story and cast are the two requisites

an all star cast for the picture, believing

of a successful film.

: : : : Goldwyn : : : :

JAMES F. GRAINGER'S enthusiasm
over Goldwyn's forthcoming production

cost the company $473.65 in telephone
calls in one afternoon during the official's

visit to the Coast. Mr. Grainger first

called F. J. Godsol, president of the

company, in New York to tell him how
far beyond expectations were the pictures

now iii work. Then he got on the tele-

phone and talked to every branch mana-
ger, advising them that "Goldwyn has

got the goods."
+ + +

ERICH VON STROHEIM [eaves Los
Angeles for Sen Francisco soon to be-

gin production of "Greed." the film ver-

sion of the Frank Norris' novel, "Mc-
Teague." Gibson Gowland. English actor,

has the lead, with Joan Standing. Jean
Hersholt, Dale Fuller and Sylvia Ashton
in the cast.

+ + +
GEORGE D. BAKER has arrived on the

Coast to begin production for (kildwyn

distribution of his own story. "What Shall

It Profit?" Frank B. Mills will produce

the subject.
+ + +

MEXICO CITY WILL AFFORD the

locale for some of the scenes in Mar-

FILM
• • • • •

• •••••

PAT O'MALLEY and Helene Lynch in

a scene from the Hugh Dierker produc-
tion, ' The Other Side," to be distrib-

uted by American Releas'ng Corpora-
tion

shall Ncilan's "The Eternal Three." The
producer. Hobart Bosworth, Claire Wind-
sor and others will go to the Mexican
capital shortly to film these scenes.

: : Louis B. Mayer : :

MATT MOORE HAS BEEN selected
for the title role in Fred Niblo's pro-

duction of "Captain Applejack." for Louis
B. Mayer. The star will spend a few days
with the road company, featuring Wal-
lace Eddinger and Mary Nash, in order
to familiarize himself with the role he
will essay.

: : : Christie : : :

"WINTER HAS CAME" tin new com-
edy which Al Christie will issue in

May through Educational has been com-
pleted. Christie. Dorothy Devore and a
company has returned from Truckee.
where the big snow stuff wras made and
where they report finding plenty of real

winter. Another comedy, this one called

"Green as Grass," and starring Jinimic
Adams has been completed. It is for
April publication. Scott Sidney is its

director.

: : : Al Lichtman : : :

ENGAGEMENT OF Joseph Swickard
and J. Gunnis Davis by B. P. Schul-

berg completes the cast of "Daughters
of the Rich," a new Preferred picture
which will be published Ivy Al Lichtnian
Corporation on April 10. Gaston Glass.

Ruth Clifford. Ethel Shannon, Marjorie

Distribution News
Daw and Stuart Holmes also are in tin

cast of this attraction, which Schulberg
plans to produce as his most ambitious
offering to date.

+ + +
"THE BROKEN WING" ,s ready for
immediate production by Tom Forman

for B. P. Schulberg. This is the play bv
Paul Dickey and Charles W. Goddard.
For the picture cast Schulberg has se-
lected Miriam Cooper. Kenneth Harlan.
Walter Long. Betty Francisco, Evelyn
Selbie, Edwin Brady and others. Olga
Printzlau has completed the adaptation

+ + +
MANY TESTIMONIALS on the bo*

office value of its pictures have been
received by Al Lichtman Corporation
from exhibitors. Amoiu' these are let-

ters from C. H. McKinney, manager of
the Arcade theatre, Cambridge, Md.:
Fred V. Greene. President of Kind The-
atres Corporation, and from the Merrill
theatre, Milwaukee. Wis. These letters

tell of exceptional business on "Rich
lien's Wives." "Shadows" and "The
Hero" and are laudatory in their com-
ment on the calibre of these production*,

: : : Independents : : :

FINIS FOX HAS STARTED produc-
tion on his third independent feature,

"The Man Between," at the Fine Arts
studios in Hollywood. Allan Forrest,
Philo McCullough, Edna Murphy, Vola
Vale, Kittie Bradbury, Fred Malatesta
and Doreen Turner are featured in this

story of Quebec.

+ + +

RICHARD THOMAS has commenced
production on his second six reel pic-

ture of his series of twelve. His first.

"The Silent Accuser," is now being edited
and titled. "Scarlet Shadows" is the tem-
porary title of the second. Kathryn Mc-
Guirc. who supported Ben Turpin in "The
Shriek of Araby." will star in the next
Thomas feature.

+ + +

WILLIAM P. S. EARLE PICTURES
corporation has organized its produc-

tion staff and is ready to start filming of

its production "Tutankhamen" by
Blanche Taylor at tire Hollywood stu-

dios. Mr. Earle is said to be trying out

a new process in picture making in this

production.

: : : : Pathe : : : :

THE WORLD PREMIERE of Harold
Lloyd's latest comedy, "Safety Last."

was held at Stanley Warrick's Beaux
Arts theatre. West Palm Beach, Fla., on
March 17 and 18. The contract for pres-

entation of the picture at the theatre

attended by the country's millionaires

sojourning at the Florida resort was made
through Elmer Pearson.

+ + +
APRIL 1. PATHE HAS announced its

publication date for Harold Lloyd's

newest comedy "Safety Last." On -the

same date the following subjects will also

be published: Snub Pollard in "Where
Am I" and "The Extra Seven" with Leo
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Maloney; Episode 10 of "Plunder"; "Get
Your Man" a one reel Hal Roach comedy
with Paul Parrott as well as Aesop's Film
Fables, Pathe Review number 13. Pathe
News numbers 28 and 29 and Topics of

the Day number 13.

+ + +
SIX BIG CIRCUITS have booked
"Plunder" the Pathe serial starring

Pearl White. They are Saenger Amuse-
ment Company. New Orleans: Skouras
Brothers, St. Louis; Gray circuit. Maine
& New Hampshire; Wilmer and Vincent,
Pennsylvania; Lubliner & Trinz. and
Ascher Brothers, Illinois.

+ + +
THE NATIONAL COMMITTEE for

Better Films, in its February list of

selected programs, lists 54 subjects rep-

resenting sixteen companies with twelve

—almost one-fifth, being Pathe publica-

tions. This, Pathe points out, is exclusive

of news reels which are not mentioned.

: : : : : Fox : : : : :

"THE FOOL," Channing Pollock's stage
play has been purchased by William

Fox for picture production. The play
is now in its eighth month at Time.
Square theatre. New York, and it is

the plan of Selwyn & Company, which
controls the stage rights, to send out

seven more companies by Labor Day.

+ + +
TOM MIX'S NEW Fox picture "3

Jumps Ahead," will be issued by Fox.
March 19. Some time in April "Snow-
drift," the new Charles Jones production
will be published.

+ + +
FIRST AND EXCLUSIVE views of

scenes surrounding the excavations of

the tomb of King Tut-ankh-amen are
claimed by Fox News Reel in its current
issue. Lucian Maes, cameraman at the
Paris office is responsible for the pic-

tures which were rushed to America.

+ + +
"THE MADNESS OF YOUTH" will

be the next John Gilbert starring pro-
duction to be issued by Fox. "The
Water Cross," a new William Russell
picture has been completed, from a storv
bv Jack Bovle.

+ + +
A SPECIAL BOOK edition of George

Barr McCutcheon story "Truxton
King." starring John Gilbert and "The
Custard Cup" have been issued by Gros-
sett & Dunlap, publishers.

: : : Hodkinson : : :

THE FIRST WEEK Elmer Clifton's

"Down to the Sea in Ships." played
the Cameo theatre in New York, it

grossed 511,490.75, according to Hodkin-
son reports. The second week grossed
$8,197, continues the statement. The
house seats 539, and admissions of 55
cents for matinee and 75 cents for eve-
ning are being charged. This record for
the Cameo is taken by Hodkinson as a
certain indication of the box office power
of the special. The picture is scheduled
for an indefinite run.

+ + +
A SPECIAL SHOWING of "Down to

the Sea in Ships," at Brockton, Mass..
proved effective exploitation for presenta-
tion of the special at the Gordon theatre.
The screening, attended by clergymen,
school teachers. Mayor Manning, the
board of aldermen and Superintendent
Scully of the school department, was ar-
ranged by Manager Charles E. Mansfield
of the Gordon.

OWING TO THE EXCEPTIONAL
exploitation and sales promotion pro-

vided by "Literary Digest," C. J. Post, as-

sistant to W. W. Hodkinson. announce?
that many contracts for "Fun from the
Press," have been received by mail. Here
is a part of the advertising campaign
conducted on the short subject: 650 news-
papers every week carry ads in which,4he
picture is mentioned: 25.000 street cars

carry two color car cards: in November.
8.000.000 circular letters were sent to

telephone subscribers in the United State=

and 15.000 canvassers for "Literary Di-
gest" have been instructed to urge every
prospect to see the film.

: : First National : :

PLAYERS ARE BEING SIGNED by
Richard Walton Tully for his produc-

tion of "Trilby." Creighton Hale and
Arthur Edmund Carewe have been
chosen for the cast, which will be headed
by Andree Lafayette. French actress.

Philip V. Kroha will be Tully's produc-

tion manager.
+ + +

PRODUCTION OF THE adaptation of

"Terwilliger" from a story by Tristan-,

Tupper has been started by Frank Bor-

zage. This is the first in a series he will

produce for Arthur H. Jacobs which
First National will issue. In the cast

are Pauline Garon. Johnny Walker.

Llovd Hughes and others.
+ + +

"WHAT THE PUBLIC WANTS now
is the big story. The 'star system' is

a condition of the past." So declared

Clark W. Thomas, general manager of

Thomas H. Ince studios, who has left for

the West Coast after a three months
business visit in New York. Big things

are ahead for the Ince studios, he said.

: : : Cosmopolitan : :

:

"LITTLE OLD NEW YORK," Marion
Davies' newest starring photoplay is

just about completed. Street scenes in

Ireland being made at the Jackson stu-

dios, will see completion of filming. De-
spite the fire which destroyed parts of
the Cosmopolitan plant some time ago.
production has been carried on elsewhere
and the film will be finished in scheduled
time.

+ + +
WORK HAS BEEN STARTED on
"Snowblind." the Arthur Stringer story

by Cosmopolitan. Lionel Barrymore and
Seena Owen have the featured roles, with
a cast of prominent plavers in support.

+ + +
A REAL HEROINE appears in a role

in Cosmopolitan's "Enemies of
Women." She is Peggy Lytton (Mar-
guerite Moseley-Williams, before entering
films), who has been decorated by three
governments and served four years at

the front in the world war. during wbich
she was gassed and shell-shocked.

+ + +
WILLIAM RANDOLPH HEARST ha.

leased the Central theatre. New York
City for the first run presentation of
"Enemies of Women." picturization of
the- Vincente Blasco Ibanez story. It

will open on Monday. April 2. On Easter
Sunday. April 1 there will be a special
invitation presentation of the film at the
same theatre. Lionel Barrymore and
Alma Rubens are featured in a star cast.
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::::7Ae FILM MART : : : :

Production Progress

• • F B • •
•

"SIX SECOND SMITH" is the title of

round three of the "Fighting Blood"
series which is the current offering of

F. B. O. on its short subject program.
This subject follows "Fighting Blood"
and "The Knight in Gale" first two of the

H. C. Witwcr-Collier's Weekly stories in

which George O'Hara has the leading

role. In the big fight in round three

O'Hara's opponent is Leach Cross, one
time contender for the lightweight cham-
pionship of the world. Mai St. Clair is

directing these films, which show a

young "soda jerkcr" battling his way to

the middle weight championship of the

world.
+ + +

A NEW SPECIAL, "Daytime Wives"
is Hearing completion at Film Booking

Offices studio under direction of Emile
Chautard. Wyndham Standing, Ann
Perdue and Grace Darmdnd are in the

cast of this picture which is from a story

by Lenore Coffee and John F. Goodrich.
Wyndham Gittens and Helmer Bergman
wrote the continuity. It is a society

drama, telling the story of an American
business man with a frivolous and in-

dolent wife.

+ + +
"SAY IT WITH DIAMONDS" is Mi
and Mrs. Carter DeHaven's next com-

edy of married life which has been
published by F. B. O. In this picture De
Haven plays the market with money bor-

rowed on his wife's engagement ring.

: : : : C. B. C. : : : :

EIGHTEEN ATTRACTIONS with all

star casts, the most ambitious produc-
tion plans undertaken by C. B. S. Film
Sales Corporation, will be distributed by
that company this year. Recognition ac-

corded the state right exchanges by ex-
hibitors prompted the company to plan

this schedule, according to Jack Cohn.
Six of the pictures will bear the C. B. C.

trade mark; six will be made by Belasco
Productions, Inc., and six will be pro-
duced by Columbia Pictures. "Tempta-
tion" and "Her Accidental Husband"
have been completed. Three others, "Pal
of Mine," "Forgive and Forget" and "The
Lure of Broadway" will be placed in pro-

duction soon.
+ + +

APOLLO EXCHANGE in New York
is planning an extensive exploitation

campaign in connection with publication

of C. B. C.'s "Temptation." Bobby North
of Apollo announces that a twenty-four
sheet campaign will launch the exploita-

tion.

: American Releasing :

NELL SHIPMAN COMPANY has
commenced production of twelve short

reel wild animal pictures at Priest Lake,
Idaho, where the star and producer will

make all her future pictures. In the
spring she will launch her second feature
production, "Over the Last Ridge." Her
first, "The Grub-Stake," is now being dis-

tributed by American.

• ••••••
: Associated Exhibitors

:

AN INSTANCE OF WHERE a motion

picture was used as the theme of a

sermon is reported by Associated Ex-

hibitors. Following a showing of

"Breaking Home Tics" at the State thea-
tre, Dayton, O., Rabbi Meyerberg of the
Dayton Temple used the photoplay as
the theme of his Friday evening sermon
in which he lauded the picture as an ef-

fective lesson in the beauties of home life.

+ + +
THEY CLAIM THIS IS the truth. A
woman patron at the Opera House,

Bangor, Maine, laughed so hard at

Harold Lloyd in "Grandma's Boy" that

she lost her false teeth. Employes of
the theatre found them after the show and
Manager Grecly will "produce the evi-

dence" to any "doubting Thomases."

: : : Universal : : :

"THE ABYSMAL BRUTE," Hobart
Henley's production of Jack London's

story has been completed and is ac-

claimed by Universal executives as a

production of outstanding merit. After
viewing it at a private showing at the
Ambassador hotel, Los Angeles, Presi-
dent Carl Laemmlc wired the home office

saying: "We have hit it big again."
Reginald Denny is starred and he is said
to have a role well suited to his two-
fisted ability.

+ +
FIVE UNIVERSAL productions are

showing is Los Angeles first run houses

this week. "The Flirt" is at the Kinema;
"Driven," the Charles Brabin picture is

at the California, while Priscilla Dean in

"The Flame of Life," is at the Symphony.
The other two are "The Ghost Patrol"
at Grauman's and "The Flaming Hour"
at the Pantages. The first three are
I' niver sal-Jewels.

+ + +
HOOT GIBSON will be seen in a film

version of "The Quickshot of the Rio

Grande," a Stephen Chalmers story iust

purchased for him. Priscilla Dean, fol-

lowing "Drifting." which she is now mak-
ing will make "Fire and Ashes," a picture
in which she will have Milton Sills as
her leading man.

: : : Vitagraph : : :

VITAGRAPH OFFICIALS, who have

seen the company's screen version of

"Masters of Men," Morgan Robertson's

great sea story, express the opinion that

it will be one of the finest pictures of the
year. "Masters of Men," featuring Earle
Williams, Alice Calhoun, Wanda Hawley
and Cullen Landis is said to be a picture

with a punch from beginning to end.

+ + +
JIMMY MORRISON has been engaged

for the cast of the Emerson Hough
story, "The Man Next Door." Jess Rob-

Distribution News
bins is ncaring completion on his next
comedy drama, "The Crash," starring

Edward Horton. Larry Semon is at

work on a new comedy to be titled, "The
Midnight Cabaret." Jimmy Aubrey,
whose current comedy is "Forward
March," has begun work on "The De-
tective."

: : : Paramount : : :

TWELVE WRITERS ARE at work
under the direction of E. Lloyd Shel-

don, chief production editor at the Long
Island studio of Famous Playcrs-Lasky
on the scripts for forthcoming pictures.

Light of the twelve writers are former
newspaper men. Mr. Sheldon's latest

work is "The Glimpses of the Moon";
Jack Cunningham is preparing "The
Heart Raider": Albert Shelby LeVino
is adapting "Bluff"; Benjamin d« Cas-
seres is writing titles; J. Clarkson Miller

is preparing the script for a Dorothy
Dalton film; Peter Milne, Sonya Levien
and Ed. Sullivan. Those are the former
newspaper worlccrs. Others in the sce-

nario department are John Lynch who is

at work on the script for "Lawful Lar-
ceny"; Pauline Forney who is in Florida

with "The Exciters" company; Paul Dic-
key who has completed the scenario
for "Fog Bound," and Paul Sloane who
wrote the scenario for "If Winter Comes"
and other pictures.

+ + +
GLENN HUNTER, WHOSE portrayal

of the scrc-en-struck boy in "Merton of

the Movies" has been one of the biggest
Broadway hits this year, has just signed
a five-year contract with Paramount. His
first picture will be "This Side of Para-
dise," the F. Scott Fitzgerald novel. Mary
Astor will play opposite him. She also

has just signed a contract as leading
woman in Paramount films.

: : : Truart Film : :

:

M. H. HOFFMAN, vice president and
general manager of Truart Film Cor-

poration, has left New York for the

West Coast to complete plans which he
believes will place Truart in th« front

rank of independent concerns. Announce-
ments will be made soon. Mr. Hoffman
is also directing head of Tiffany Produc-
tions, Inc., producers of the Mae Murray
pictures.

: : United Artists : :

BEN TURPIN'S NEW Sennett comedy
"The Shreik of Araby" will be an early

publication by Allied Producers and Dis-
tributors, it has been announced. This
feature length comedy has passed its

fourth week at the Symphony theatre
and is still going strong, according to

reports.
+ + +

MARY PICKFORD HAS NOT decked
what the title of her next production

will be btit she is making rapid progress
in rounding out the cast. Sven Gade has
been engaged as art director and Hol-
brook Blinn. famous stage star, and Clara
Eames have been assigned important
parts. It wiH be a historical romance.



Is the Public With You?

The public has spoken again, this

time in Tennessee, and its protest

has defeated censorship legislation

in that state. The question natur-

ally arises: Are you doing all within

your power to win public support
for a free screen? There is no bet-

ter time than the present to launch
your campaign to crystallize public

sentiment in support of motion pic-

tures.

PUBLIC
RIGHTS
LEAGUE

Screen Message No. 100

The "Chattanooga (Tenn.)
Times," denouncing censorship leg-

islation wrote: "The moving picture

has come to be one of the few
amusements left to the people for

their divertisement, and to impose
an additional hardship upon them in

seeking the entertainment it affords,

is to totally disregard the public
welfare."

How Tennessee Did It

—

Massachusetts today has a free screen. Why? The PUBLIC de-

manded it.

That victory over oppression was an excellent illustration of the power of

public opinion, and it emphasized the necessity of a more general movement by

the industry to crystallize public sentiment in support of a free screen.

Today, Tennessee is heralding a victory as great as was Massachusetts.

Why? Because the PUBLIC again spoke in protest against the efforts of the

reformers to dictate the kind of pictures that should and should not be ex-

hibited.

The Tennessee measure, one of the most, if not the most, drastic ever

offered legislators for their consideration, is expected to die in committee with

the adjournment of the legislature this week.

Tennessee's victory is important. But in

the opinion of this department, the victory is

but incidental to the movement which made
that victory possible.

Briefly the campaign was this : A series

of anti-censorship trailers were exhibited

by the theatres. Newspapers throughout

the state devoted columns to editorial oppo-

sition.- Representatives and senators were

flooded on the day previous to the final

reading with letters and telegrams. Mayors
of many towns and cities, newspaper editors

and influential citizens were rallied to the

defense.

Following is the subject matter of the

trailers screened in the theatres of the state :

Censorship, born in the Old World is un-

American. Massachusetts demonstrated

this fact in a referendum November 7, 1922.

Censorship was defeated by the people,

S33.173 to 268,252, a majority of 344,921.

• * •

AI Smith, Democratic governor of New
York, declares "censorship is not in keep-

ing with our ideas of liberty and with

freedom of worship or freedom of speech.

"We have declared that every citizen may
freely speak, write and publish his senti-

ment, being responsible for the abuse of

that right.

"Censorship denies this right and if fol-

lowed to its logica) conclusion everything

written, or spoken, or thought must be

censored."

TO THE PUBLIC
A motion picture censorship bill has

been introduced in the legislature at Nash-
ville.

This bill provides a charge of $S0 per

picture for reviewing—more than $141,000

per year. Also, 5 per cent of each theatre's

gross income.

Tennessee theatres now pay thirteen

taxes, averaging 16.2 per cent of income,

in addition to the review charge.

We cannot absorb this confiscatory

charge. If enacted into law we are forced

to pass it on to the public.

NEW JOBS AT NASHVILLE
The motion picture censorship bill pro-

vides nine new offices in Nashville with

salaries totaling $19,800.

For $19,800 per year a man from Sullivan

county would tell the people of Tennessee

what movies will harm them and what

movies will do them good. Only the latter

kind will he permit the people to see.

WHAT IS CENSORSHIP
Censorship means that I can decide for

you what you shall hear, read and see.

More than that, it means that I can re-

strict you by law from what I do not
want you to hear, or read, or see.

Or you can for me—it depends on who
is the censor. In either case the freedom
idea has been kicked out. The censor has
the freedom that is left.

This report by an observer of the cam-
paign indicates its effectiveness

:

"So intense became the feeling over the

issue that when one of these trailers flashed

on the screen the audience would rise to its

feet, shouting and cheering."
That the editors of the state realized the

importance of defeating the measure is

shown in the following excerpts from edi-
torials which were printed in pamphlet form
by the campaign leaders and distributed to
the public

:

SOUTH PITTSBURGH HUSTLER, un-
der the caption, "Presenting the Movies,"
says: "Such chicanery as appears to
prompt this brand of legislation makes
us ask ourselves, 'Why is a legislator?' "

KNOXVILLE NEWS, under the caption
" 'Shalts' and 'Shalt Nots,' " writes: "We
are opposed to wasting the state's money
or placing an additional burden on the
movie- goers just to provide soft and juicy
jobs for a few political favorites, for any
silly attempt to make people good by
merely passing laws or for any similar pur-
pose."

CHATTANOOGA TIMES, under the
caption "A Proposed Tyrannous Law,"
writes: "The influence back of this propo-
sition has not yet been made known, but
whatever it is it is against the peace and
dignity of the state and the welfare of
the people of the cities' and towns, and,
therefore, it ought to be ignominiously de-
feated."

CHATTANOOGA TIMES again at-
tacked the bill under the caption "To
Create Grafting Jobs." The editorial read
in part: "Nothing like this measure in its
pernicious and grafting possibilities has
ever been before attempted—not even in
the old days when it wa i the habit to
'pinch' the railroads and other public utili-
ties into giving up 'a lot of money to a
lot of people' for the privilege of being
let alone."

Other papers of the state were equally as
severe in their criticism of the measure.

Strengthening the campaign thus far de-
scribed was the Better Films movement
which has spread throughout the South.
This movement has the support of many
of the South's most prominent and influen-
tial citizens.

The Tennessee campaign was mapped out
by Turner Jones, director of the Public Re-
lations Department of Southern Enterprises
whose work on behalf of a free screen is an
outstanding achievement; Frank Dowler of
Chattanooga ; C. A. McElravey of Mem-
phis, and Jack Connelly of the Hays staff.

The entire industry in Tennessee responded
to the call of these men for reinforcements.
The foregoing account of the Tennessee

campaign is printed to drive home to ex-
hibitors the necessity of making a direct
appeal to their patrons for support in the
fight for a free screen. That is the prin-
ciple upon which the PUBLIC RIGHTS
LEAGUE was founded, and the Massa-
chusetts and Tennessee victories are con-
crete illustrations of the soundness of that
principle.
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LETTERS
From Readers

A forum at which the exhibitor
is invited to express his opinion on
matters of current interest. Brevity
adds forcefulness to any statement.
Unsigned letters will not be
printed.

Success in a 400 Town
LENORA, KANS.—To the Editor :

As I have been a reader of the HERALD
for some time and never have contributed
anything worth while, I will try and spill

some of my opinions of the moving pic-

ture business in general.

1 am operating a moving picture show
in a town of 400 population, have a

house w.th a flexible seating capacity of

from 300 to <>00. needless to say that 1

do not need the latter three hundred
very often.

I spent the first few years of my ex-

perience in experimenting with my audi-

ence. I have tried everything from First

National, Paramount. Fox, United Ar-
tists and Universal Big Super Specials

down to Diamond Dick and the Lead vi lie

State Coach Robbery. I have specialed

and super-spec aled them until they think-

that I am the biggest liar in the state,

but still when it is all fixed Up I make
my money running just the ordinary pro-
gram picture bolstered up with good
comedies, serials and good novelty or

news reels.

I use the very best feature or program
pictures that I can buy, of the five reel

length, from Fox. Universal, F.B.O. and
one or two others, use good two reel

comedies or serial with them in the mid-
dle of the week. At the present time
I am running "In the Days of Buffalo
''ill" on Wednesday, using Universal
Special attractions for two successive

weeks and on the third week use two
Century comedies with the serial. I have
succeeded in building this week night Up
until it runs as much or more than Sat-
urday. I use my heavier programs on
Saturday but always use a good comedy
and "Movie Chats" with it regardless of

what the picture is. I still hold my ad-
mission price »ip to 10 and 25 cents where
it was when I took the .house over after

the war. I believe in giving my audience
the best possible show I can for the
money, regardless what the minority says

about it. 1 1 we had to depend on the
minor ty, or that select forty of these
s nail towns for our business we would
just as well close our doors and start a
Woman's Club. We would at least have
sonu-th.ng that would have no compe-
tit'on

The big special and the super-special
18 all ri"bt. but when I buy one of them
I buy it at a price that I can make some
money or 1 do not run it at all. I made
offers on "The Shiek," "Four Horse-
men," "Three Musketeers," "School
Days" and several others that was sure
ly a big plenty for them but was turned
down and they are still unshown here.

Brother Exhibitor, if you are in the
small town. like size to this one, don't
let the film salesman try to sell you a
lot of big pictures, or a block of pic-
tures such as Paramount or Goldwyn or
Fox will try to sell you. Buy what you
want and when you want them and give
the exchange play dates on them that you
know you can fill and play them out
when you agree to and you will be sur-
prised at the treatment you will receive
from the exchange.
When I buy a serial. I buy the entire

fifteen weeks' service for that particular
n-ght of (Tie week from the same ex-
change, with the privilege, if I find that
Features are not suited for my audiences,
•o change to comedies, two reel western*
and news reels or to alternate if neces-
-ary to keep the crowd coming. I find
that this works out very nicely and have
had no trouble with any of the ex-
changes.
When it is all summed up, what it

takes to pull the business is good clean
wholesome pictures with lots and lots of
act on with possible stories with fairly
well known stars. They must possess
a goodly amount of comedy, amply
enough thrills, just the right amount of
romance, all founded on the basis of
food common sense. If we can analyze
this situation thoroughly, I believe that
fortune is ours.

I would like to hear from others along
this same line, especially our brother of
•:>< •Wigwam." also of "The Salmon"

( H Bins. Opera House. Lenora.
Kansas.

This Gave Him a Laugh
BETHEL. CONN. To the Editor:

I he funniest experience I have ever had
was when the branch manager of a well
known exchange told me I would "clean
up a barrel of money" on a certain pic-
ture he was trying to sell me, the mini-mum price of which was $50.00 more
than I had ever grossed on any picture.

The Southern Pacific R. R.
may declare a dividend soon,

but no matter what the

amount of it is it won't

be even a smell along-

side the profits that

exhibitors are going

to make on

and I had shown nearly all the real big
ones. too.—A. Lalalla, Community the-
atre. Bethel, Conn.

Don't Blame the Producer

-MILES, TEXAS.—To the Editor:
I he most amusing thing to me is why a
small town exhibitor will pay more for
certain pictures than he can possibly get
out of them and then cuss the producer.
If I had subjects to lease I would cer-
tainly get all 1 could for them. But when
1 go to buy I use my own judgment (not
the traveling man's or exchange man-
ager's) and if I can't get it at a figure that
gives me a chance to get by 1 pass it up
until it does or altogether.

I have a group of three recently
booked at less than % of the price asked
at first. I wanted to run these subjects
one of them badly, but had I bought
them at hrst I would have gone badly in
the hole, but now I reasonably expect
some profit, a get by at least. Let's just
wan and not be too hard on the producer
(for he's doing just what we would in his
place) and our time will come. If it

doesn't there's always something else

—

J. W. Lumpkn. Cupid Theatre, Miles.
I exas.

Favors Cutting Prices

GREENVILLE, MICH. To the
EDITOR: Managers of theatres in country
'owns: 'Sou are getting your film rentals
lor 50% less than one year ago. Why do
you hold your admission up? Poor peo-
ple s wages have been cut, and they are
your patrons. If you have five hundred
seats cut your admissions, and you will
have enough to buy films right, sell out
don't believe half what a salesman tells
you and nothing he tells you if he is
selling on commission. — Bkrt Siiver
Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

On the Uniform Contract

MUSCODA. WIS.—To the Editor:—Am somewhat puzzled on the uniform
contract. I cannot see where the exhib-
itor is any better off than he is under the
old contract. It is all for the distributor
and that is all There should be a clause
in there which is omitted entirely. The
distributor is not liable for any delay in
service.

If service fails to get to the exhibitor
and the house is dark who loses? As to
the Arbitration Board, that is bunk. I

have had this happen to me and the best
I can get is "I am sorry" in failing to
give you service after paying for it.

1 lure is a lot of chance for improvement.
I tor one will not run one. Brother,
bitter read the contract before you put
your John Henry on the dotted line —
FRED Pauuck, Paulick theatre. Muscoda.
Wis.~

An

Emory Johnson

Production

Kane Likes Cuba as
Place of Production;

Is Greeted at Havana
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HAVANA. CUBA, March 20.—Arthur
b. Kane, president of Associated Exhibit-
ors and Arthur S. Kane Pictures, was
given a hearty reception when he arrived
here accompanied by his son, Arthur S.
Kane, Jr. He was met by a party in-
cluding Rafael Martinez Ybor, instructor
of consuls; Henry Weiner. general man-
ager of United Artists Corporation in
Cuba; Roderick Ross of Chicago and
Paul de Outo. Cuba manager for Uni-
versal.

Mr. Kane expressed himself as being
very much impressed with conditions for
motion picture production in Cuba and
stated that he is going to recommend
that more pictures be made here.
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"What the Picture Did For Me"
VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR

Copyright, 1923

You are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.

It M a co-operative aervice FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
TELL US WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read in the HERALD every week what the picture

did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values. Address "What The
Picture Did For Me," EXHIBITORS HERALD, 417 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.

American Releasing
Outlaws of the Sea, with a special

cast.—A very good program picture.

Worthy of a place on any program.
Played it two nights. The only picture

that ever stood up for second night run
with me.—John F. Rhinehart, Unique
theatre, Gays Mills, W is.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Shattered Idols, with a special cast.

—

Costume picture. Fair business.—G.
Strasser Sons, Emblem theatre. Buffalo,

X. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

Shattered Idols, with a special cast.

—

A good story but did not draw for me.
Film good.—John Esterl Rex theatre
Park Falls Wis.—Small town patronage

The Mohican's Daughter with a spe-
cial cast.—About the poorest piece of

junk I have run. No good.—W. L. Lan-
ders Gem theatre Batesville Ark. —
Neighborhood patronage.

The Three Buckeroos with a special

cast.—My first picture from this corpora-
tion. If this is a sample 1 hope to be
shot if I use any more. When patrons
demand their money back then you know
you've been bunked. How any film cor-
poration can release such stuff and ex-
pect to be in business has me beat.—H.
E. Swan Empress theatre Kearney Neb.
—Neighborhood patronage.

The Three Buckeroos with a special

cast.—This is just fair. Did not seem to

please.—Adolph Kohn Pastime theatre
Granville N. Y.—Small town patronage.

Me and My Gal with Betty Balfour.—
We showed this picture in connection
with our serial, White Eagle. Fair pic-

ture with some comedy mixed in with
it. Fair attendance. Pleased about .">(>

per cent of our patrons.— E. E. Cox, Ly-
ceum theatre, Wyoming, 111.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Associated Exhibitors
Silas Marner, with Craufurd Kent.—

I

sold this to the high school English Lit-
erature class and they packed the house.
It doesn't take with the regular fans,
but does appeal to people who are famil-
iar with the story, as it is a well-acted
and faithful presentation of the old clas-
sic.—Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre.
Mason, Mich.—Small town patronage.

Silas Marner, with Craufurd Kent.

—

dood and enjoyed by all school teach-ers
and pupils. Little lame for regular fans.
— Fred J. Jahrries, New Castle theatre.
New Castle, Ky.—Small town patronage.

Grandma's Boy, with Harold Lloyd.

—

Best comedy we have ever run. Many
good comments. Enjoyed by adults as
well as kids.—E. L. Graef, Opera House,
Hortonville, Wis.—Small town patron-
age.

Grandma's Boy, with Harold Lloyd.—
Fine picture. Fair business. Will please

any audience.—W. L. Landers, Gem the-

atre, Batesville, Ark.—Neighborhood
patronage.

F. B. O.
The Third Alarm, with a special cast.

—An attractive production. A picture

that is different. Considerably above aver-

age showing at box office. A very
worthy picture and will get money in any
house. Our business good with same.

—

Rosenlield, Hopp & Co., Fort Armstrong
theatre, Rock Island, 111.—General pat-

ronage.

Thelma, with Jane Novak.—Very good
program picture. Not a special by any
means.—T. Wr

. Young, Jr., Frances the-

atre, Dyersburg, Tenn.— Neighborhood
patronage.

The Canyon of the Fools, with Harry
Carey.—Very good picture. Well di-

rected. Flood scene very good. Advertis-
ing matter also good.—Ed. C. Tessman,
Princess theatre, Thompson, Iowa. —
Neighborhood patronage.

Good Men and True, with Harry Carey.
—Advertised this as Western with plenty
of action. End of fourth reel made up
m\ mind I'd made a mistake when bang!

| "Box Office

Record for

| March Ready
. I have been watching your paper

fjj
for the past year and find it to be

B an up-to-the-minute publication.

|j "The Box Office Record" pub-
B lished by you is by far the most

advanced publication of its kind,

B and I wish to thank you for the

many helpful little hints that are

published within. You have the

H only record, so far as I am con-
cerned, for a fellow doesn't have

g to look through a year's supply of

dusty publications to turn to a cer-

B tain review to find what he wants,

jj but instead he has it right in front

H of him. There is only one regret

jg and that is that your "Record" is

H not published every six or eight

U weeks.

Am enclosing check for a two
years' subscription, and also com-

| ments on a few of the pictures that

B I have used this year. I operate a

H 5 and 10 cent house here downtown
B and change programs daily.

HUGH G. MARTIN,

§j American theatre, Columbus, Ga.
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Harry came into action and everybody
went away pleased.— L. G; Bvecher, New
Lyndon theatre, Lyndonville. N. Y.

—

Small town patronage.

Beyond the Rainbow, with Billie Dove.
—A good seven reel program show.
Print is getting bad on this.—Olen Rey-
nolds, Pearl theatre, Hymera, Ind. —
Small town patronage.

In the Name of the Law, with a spe-
cial cast.—Book it and tell your patrons
yon have a treat for them. Pleased 100
per cent here. Three sheet and window
cards, extra good. Played at ten and
thirty cents.— L. G. Beecher, New Lyn-
don theatre, Lyndonville. N. Y.— Small
town patronage.

One Man in a Million, with George
Beban.—This production, although a lit-

tle old, drew exceedingly well and pleased
in proportion.—Levi G. Durepo, Browne
theatre. Limestone, Me.—Small town
patronage.

The Kick Back, with Harry Carey.

—

A pretty good picture, but have shown
Carey in better ones,.—Adolph Kohn,
Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y. —
Small town patronage.

THE THIRD ALARM, with a
special cast.—Broke all house rec-
ords. The kind of picture that
seems to get them from every-
where, and they like it. Played on
a percentage deal with the firemen
selling tickets in advance, and
I never saw so many people trying
to get in at once. They came in
droves and then stood out in the
cold until they could get a chance
to get inside. The picture has a
few flaws, but the public doesn't
seem to notice them. It's a won-
derful bet for any theatre. It's as

good as a gold bond.—-H. E. SWAN,
Empress theatre, Kearney, Neb.

The Stealers, with a special cast.—Sec-
ond largest crowd since opening. Kismet,
Holding the record of largest. Advertise
this subject big and it is bound to get

the crowds. Eight reels.—M. Oppen-
hcimer, Lafayette theatre. New Orleans,
La.—Transient patronage.

Seven Years Bad Luck, with Max Un-
der.—A five reel comedy with a laugh
in every foot.—Levi G. Durepo. Browne
theatre. Limestone. Me.— Small town pat-

ronage.

Nine Points of the Law, with a special

cast.—A Western that is different from
the general run. Pleased my patrons.

—

L. G. Beecher. New Lyndon theatre.

Lyndonville. N. Y.—Small town patron-

age.

The Swamp, with Sessue Hayakawa.

—

Nothing startling about the title, but the

story proved to be interesting.—Levi G
Durepo. Browne theatre. Limestone. Me.
—Small town patronage.
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Mighty Lak' a Rose, an Edwin Carewe
production.—No special star in play, but

picture well acted and of such appealing

type that ranks same as good. Has extra

pulling power at box office and patrons

all liked the picture—Rosenfield, Hopp
& Co., Fort Armstrong theatre, Rock
Island, 111—General patronage.

Mighty Lak' a Rose, with a special

cast.—Grab this one quick. As good a

picture as ever made. As good as Humo-
resque. You can guarantee this one.

—

Marsden & Noble, Noble theatre, Marsh-

field, Ore.—Small town patronage.

Skin peep, a Thomas H. Ince pro-

duction—One of the best, if you put it

on with Legion. 1 fell flat with it on

account of weather—the worst storm of

the year. Get it and cash in.— F. Paulick,

Paulick theatre, Muscoda, Wis— Neigh-

borhood patronage.

Skin Deep, a Thomas H. Ince produc-

er,.—Very well liked by our patrons.

Fair business—G. Strasser Sons. Em-

blem theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Dangerous Age, with Lewis Stone

and Cleo Madison.—A very remarkable

picture well done. The entire cast is cap-

able and knows the business of acting.

Lewis Stone plays up to his usual tine

performance, and in the closing scenes

Cleo Madison registers some of the finest

emotional acting that has been shown in

some time. Business average for three

days.— W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre.

Winchester, Ind.—General patronage.

The Dangerous Age, with Lewis Stone

and Cleo Madison.— Received more fav-

orable comments on this than on any

other picture I have shown in a long time

and business good. Second night capac-

ity—O. Hansen, Jefferson theatre, Go-

shen. Ind.—General patronage.

Oliver Twist, with Jackie Coogan.—

A

really good special that pleased nearly

all. Did not make any money because of

sickness and competition. No fault of

the picture.—J. C. McKee, Electric the-

atre. Bolivar. Mo.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Oliver Twist, with Jackie Coogan.—

This star has real talent. Draws well

here I played this picture in my theatres

at Del Norte and Monte Vista. Pleased

most every one. Good story. — David

Hess, Iris theatre, Monte Vista, Colo.—

General patronage.

Fury, with Richard Barthelmess.—As

good a sea story as has been made this

year with thrills, comedy, and a few

sobs. Barthelmess excellent and the sup-

porting cast is good.—Marsden & Noble,

Marshfield, Ore—Small town patronage.

Heroes and Husbands, with Katherine

MacDonald.—A very clever little picture

that pleased my Sunday crowd. Just the

kind that they want.—M. J. Babin. Fairy-

land theatre, White Castle. La.—General
patronage.

East Is West, with Constance Tal-

madge.—Good. The best the star has

made.—C. F. Krieghbaum, Paramount

theatre, Rochester, Ind.—General patron-

age
- ^ ,

The Eternal Flame, with Norma Tal-

madge.—One of the best pictures I ever

saw this star make. If you have not

played it, do not be afraid to book it.

—

T. W. Young, Jr., Frances theatre. Dyers-

burg, Tenn.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Eternal Flame, with Norma Tal-

madge.—Norma Talmadge does some of

the finest acting of her career in this pro-

duction, which is splendidly staged. The

play has not as strong audience appeal

Passed on
To Brother

Exhibitors
1 ran across this little scrap of verse

a few days ago and couldn't resist firing

it in to you. It is hot off the bat of some
American slang slinger, but 1 like the idea
and believe you will, too.

It may be a mansion, it may be a dump.
It may be a farm with an old wooden

pump.
It may be a palace, it may be a flat,

It may be a place where you hang up
your hat,

It may be a house w.th a hole in the floor,

Or a marble hotel, with a coon at the
door.

It may be expensive, or simple, or swell,

A wee bit of Heaven or one little Well,

Just kindly remember, wherever you
roam.

That Shckespearc was right. Kid, there's

no place like home.
M. HILLYER.

Pastime theatre. Reserve, Kan

as Smilin' Through, but it is far above
the average in every respect and will

please a large majority of theatre goers.

—Henry W. Gauding, Lincoln theatre,

Pittsburgh, Pa.—Neighborhood patron-

age.

Sonny, with Richard Barthelmess.

—

Very good picture and pleased good
business.—George Vaughan, Grand the-

atre, Dunnvillc, Ont., Can.—General pat-

ronage.

The Woman Conquers, with Katherine
MacDonald.—Good. The best MacDon-
ald I've run. Good supporting cast.—C.

F. Krieghbaum, Paramount theatre, Ro-
chester, Ind.—General patronage.

The Bond Boy, with Richard Barthel-

mess.—Very heavy drama. Needs good
strong comedy to go with it. Picture

over rated and over valued. — T. W.
Young, Jr.. Frances theatre, Dyersburg.
Tenn.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Perfect Woman, with Constance
Talmadge.—On a par with this star's for-

mer offerings. Light comedy.— D. A.

Kooker, Happy Hour theatre, Ewen,
Mich.—Small town patronage.

Brawn of the North, with Strongheart.

—A fair Northern picture which our pa-

trons seemed to enjoy, but I wouldn't

say it is anything remarkable. Photog-
raphy was poor in spots. It held up well

for us on a three day run.—Wm. H.
Crcal. Suburban theatre, Omaha, Neb.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Masquerader, with Guy Bates

Post.—Good picture. Star is fine.—C. F.

Krieghbaum, Paramount theatre, Roches-
ter, Ind.—General patronage.

The Masquerader, with Guy Ba.tes

Post.—Star not known. Very poor pho-

tography. Used yellow instead of white

photography. Have to use extra elec-

tricity. Very poor business.—G. Strasser

Sons, Emblem theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Wife Against Wife, with a special cast.

—Very good.—W. L. Landers, Gem the-

atre, Batesville, Ark.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

My Boy, with Jackie Coogan.—Good
picture, but the price was way out of

proportion to this star's drawing power
in my community.—D. A. Kooker. Happy
Hour theatre, Ewen, Mich.—Small town
patronage.

The Sign on the Door, with Norma
Talmadge.—A little old, but all there and

will please Talmadge fans.—L. G. Bee-
cher, New Lyndon theatre, Lyndonville,
N. Y.—Small town patronage.

The Sign on the Door, with Norma
Talmadge.—A well done melodrama that

carried a good lesson to young girls.

We don't sec how the shooting scene got
by the censor, however.—Community the-

atre. Lewistown, Ohio.— Neighborhood
patronage.

Domestic Relations, with Katherine
MacDonald.—Regular MacDonald. Noth-
ing extra. Poor business.—G. Strasser
Sons, Emblem theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Kindred of the Dust, with Miriam Coo-
per.—Too long and draggy. Business
poor second night. Patrons complained
about picture going out of focus to ex-
press emotion.—E. Behrndt, Cozy the-

atre, Cambridge, Minn.—General patron-
age.

The Oath, with Miriam Cooper.

—

Old, but pleased those who saw it.—D.
A. Kooker, Happy Hour theatre, Ewen,
Mich.—Small town patronage.

The Girl in the Taxi, with the DeHa-
vens.—It produced the laughs. Good lit-

tle picture.—W. L. Landers, Gem theatre,
Batesville, Ark.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

The Wonderful Thing, with Norma
Talmadge.—Pretty fair comedy-drama
Show and for once got a recent print on
it.—Olen Reynolds, Pearl theatre, Hy-
mera. Ind.—Small town patronage.

The Wonderful Thing, with Norma
Talmadge.—One of the sweetest stories
Norma ever appeared in. Norma will
please and also draw.—N. E. Frank, Re-
gent theatre, Wayland, Mich. — Small
town patronage.

Penrod, a Marshall Neilan production.
—Did not draw as well as it should.
Pleased generally.—Johnson Bros., John-
sonian theatre, Ripley, N. Y.—Small
town patronage.

Star Dust, with Hope Hampton.—Very
good. — W. L. Landers, Gem theatre,
Batesville, Ark.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

Polly of the Follies, with Constance
Talmadge.—Played at fifteen and thirty
cents to satisfied audience. Why kick on
admission when your patrons don't?— L.
G. Beecher, New Lyndon theatre, Lyn-
donville, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

Polly of the Follies, with Constance
Talmadge.—Used this feature with ama-
teur vaudeville, which was certainly a

success. Patrons seemed to enjoy the
picture, or at least I heard no com-
plaints.—E. Behrndt, Cozy theatre, Cam-
bridge, Minn.—Neighborhood patronage.

Bits of Life, a Marshall Neilan pro-
duction.—Neilan must have been dream-
ing when he made this. Nothing to his

credit. Had at least forty walk out on
it. I call it bunk. Neilan had better junk
it, as his past is all good.—W. L s Lan-
ders, Gem theatre, Batesville, Ark. —
Neighborhood patronage.

Two Minutes to Go, with Charles Ray.
—A good Ray show, but we only got a

bunch of patches for service. Out of

twenty pictures from First National (In-

dianapolis office) we have only had about
five real decent prints.—Olen Reynolds,
Pearl theatre, Hymera, Ind.—Small town
patronage.

Nomads of the North, with a special

cast.—Drew lair business on very cold
night. Is much better than ordinary
Northwest pictures. — Johnson Bros.,

Johnsonian theatre, Ripley, N. Y.—Small
town patronage.

Brawn of the North, with Strongheart.
— Excellent picture. Fine portrayal by
Irene Rich. Strongheart always good.
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Near zero weather both nights kept at-

tendance down. — Henry W. Gauding,
Lincoln theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Hail the Woman, a Thomas H. Ince
production.—This picture satisfied all pa-

trons. Ran it Christmas and must say it

is an excellent Christmas offering.—D.
A. Kooker, Happy Hour theatre, Ewen,
Mich.—Small town patronage.

Mamma's Affair, with Constance Tal-
madge.—Very ordinary for Connie, and
if she doesn't select better stories in the

near future she won't be a good "meal
ticket" for any producer. She is skidding
and I can't get them out to watch her

do it. Brace up, Connie, a^ we are won-
dering how we will come out on East Is

West, which we play soon.—E. E. Gailey,

Crystal theatre, Wayne, Neb.—General
patronage.

The Golden Snare, with a special cast.

—As good a Curwood as ever shown.

—

L. G. Beecher, New Lyndon theatre,

Lyndonville, N. Y.—Small town patron-
age.

The Deuce of Spades, with Charles
Ray.—Will by no means set the world
on fire. Since Ray has been directing his

own productions they do not appear to

have any punch or appeal. Don't seem
to get across as in former years. At-
tendance first night only fair; second
night populace conspicuous by its ab-
sence. As our Hebrew friends so ex-
pressively put it, "Oi, yoi," to which we
might add a coupla "Ow wows" an'

'steen "Oofs."—Henry W. Gauding. Lin-
coln theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Deuce of Spades, with Charles
Ray.—Very ordinary picture that seemed
to please most all. Story is different

from most Westerns. Don't worry about
it, it will get by.—E. E. Gailey, Crystal
theatre, Wayne, Neb.—General patron-
age.

Smudge, with Charles Ray.—Somewhat
better than the last few Ray's have been.
Pleased fairly well.—Marsden & Noble,
Noble theatre, Marshfield, Ore.—Small
town patronage.

Red Hot Romance, with a special cast.

I
You Might

j

Fight Fire

With Fire |
g Salesmen enter with the good reports of g
jj "What the Picture Did for Me," but they gm are shy on the ones that do not come up =
B to their standard and those stating, "Lost
| money," "Rental too high," etc They do g
H not peddle the poor reports. They carry ^
g "evidence" that they have some really good g
g pictures worth while.

g Exhibitors should come out stronger and M= less fearful in telling the facts. This win- g
= ter I have been paying too much for many gM so-called super specials which do not have gm anything on many of the regular bookings, gg For the first time in my 15 years' experi- g
| - ence I am stalling.

g I have been keeping my foot on the soft S
g pedal altogether too much. It's about time
-2 some of us wake up and put a little force g
g behind our well-grounded grievances,

g Let the fly salesman with his record g
g breaker and box office smasher dance to g
jj your music for a change. You know the g
U tune without the notes and you can render g
jj

it with ginger and perfect harmony,

g Play up strong. But use the "E" string,

jg And when he gets tired play "The End of
a a Perfect Day." If you fail to make good, fj
H you're out of luck.

B. C. BROWN,
Temple theatre, Virocqua, Wis. p

— Picture pleased. Did not draw well.

—

Tensas Amusement Co., Blackman the-

atre, St. Joseph, La.—Small town patron-

age.

Tol'able David, with Richard Barthel-

mess.—Good acting, but not the type of

picture to suit my patrons. Gold medal?
1*11 join in the chorus, "How do they
get that way?" Don't raise admission.

—

L. G. Beecher, New Lyndon theatre,

Lyndonville, N. Y.—Small town patron-
age.

Fox
Who Are My Parents? with a special

cast.—A picture with a good moral. It

will please them, especially the women
and children. No kicks at advance prices.

—C. Malphurs, Dreamland theatre, High
Springs, Fla.—Small town patronage.

Who Are My Parents? with a special

cast.—A very good production; in fact,

I believe it's the best of this season's
( Fox) so-called Giants. Failed to draw
in my town, but it was not the picture's

fault. Patrons who did come went away
pleased. It's a good bet for any theatre.

—H. E. Swan, Empress theatre, Kear-
ney, Neb.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Town that Forgot God, with a
special cast.—Did not go over. Too sad!
My patrons disappointed. Price way too
high. Booked through salesman's recom-
mend against my own judgment. I only
lost $75.00. Bad weather.—Harry Ho-
bolth, Maxine theatre, Imlay City, Mich,
and Liberty theatre, Marlette, Mich.

—

Small town patronage.

WEST OF CHICAGO, with
Charles Jones.—This certainly
raised 'em from the dead here. It's a
lively comedy-drama, much on the
order of Tom Mix's stories. Renee
Adoree is sure one appealing little

lady. After using over a barrel of
red ink in my bookkeeping this win-
ter it was certainly pleasant to see
the box office show a flash of the
old-time form.—ROY W. ADAMS,
Pastime theatre, Mason, Mich.

The Crusader, with William Russell.

—

Fair picture. Fair business.—G. Strasser
Sons, Emblem theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

A Great Night, with William Russell.

—Good story with touch of comedy. Well
put over. Eva Novak playing opposite

does good work, also.—P. G. Estee, Fad.
theatre, Brookings, S. D.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Yosemite Trail, with Dustin Far-
num.—Very good Dustin picture. Fair

business. — G. Strasser Sons, Emblem
theatre, Buffalo, N. Y. — Neighborhood
patronage.

Romance Land, with Tom Mix.—Noth-
ing to the story, but good comedy. Mix
certainly makes the kids laugh.—John
Esterl, Rex theatre, Park Falls, Wis.

—

Small town patronage.

Honor First, with John Gilbert. —
Played this with Cook comedy, High and
Dry. Both are just fair only.—Olen Rey-
nolds, Pearl theatre, Hymera, Ind. —
Small town patronage.

Calvert's Valley, with John Gilbert.

—

This kind of a picture doesn't mean any-
thing either to patrons or box office.

Just a fair offering. Film in fair condi-

tion.—G. Hammer, Auditorium theatre,

Colfax, Wis.—Neighborhood patronage.

Mixed Faces, with William Russell.

—

Pretty good comedy-drama show. Played
to a good Saturday business with Keaton
comedy.—Olen Reynolds, Pearl theatre,

Hymera, Ind.—Small town patronage.

In Arabia, with Tom Mix.—Unless
they stop this kind of picture making
with Mix I believe we will stop running

1 I

New Ones I

Have Seen
THE FAMOUS MRS. FAIR (Metro),

with a special cast.—Very good, with Fred
Niblo's usual fine direction. Not a very

g heavy story.

THE WHITE FLOWER (Paramount), |
with Betty Compson.—Poor story very
beautifully dressed up. Will just get by in g

\ a crowd.

jj THE BEAUTIFUL AND DAMNED
(Warner Brothers), with Marie Prevost.— I
Very weak and cannot say much for this

- one. Nice sets and direction but story is

rambling.

THE CHRISTIAN (Goldwyn), a Maurice |
Tourneur production.—Marvelous direction
but faulty continuity and rambling story.
Reviews have been fine but I cannot see
this one. Title will pull them in but doubt
whether the picture will satisfy.

THE HOTTENTOT (First National), a
Thomas H. Irice production, and RACING
HEARTS (Paramount), with Agnes Ayres.
—Both will please your patrons very much.

| Seen in Los Angeles by
H. S. ROBBINS,

m Robinhood theatre, Grand Haven, Mich.
[
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his pictures. This is just another Do and
Dare. They killed Hart with his full

dress attire. Now they are going to do
the same with Mix.—W. E. Elkin, Tem-
ple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

A Fool There Was, with a special cast.

—Just a good program picture. A good
many walked out. I do not know how
you guage per cent, but I should judge
that about 30 per cent liked the picture.
We don't need this kind.—F. J. O'Hara,
Community theatre, Elgin, Neb.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

A Fool There Was, with a special cast.

—A very good picture. Everyone liked
it.—John Esterl, Rex theatre, Park Falls,
Wis.—Small town patronage.

Boss of Camp 4, with Charles Jones.

—

Another good Buck Jones show. Played
to good business.—Olen Reynolds, Pearl
theatre, Hymera, Ind.—Small town pat-
ronage.

Boss of Camp 4, and The Bells of San
Juan, with Charles Jones.—These two
pictures are just fair program stuff. Jones
seems to be slipping here. Changing his

name to Charles didn't help him any.
Film in good condition.—G. Hammer,
Auditorium theatre, Coltax, Wis. —
Neighborhood patronage.

The Bells of San Juan, with Charles
Jones.—Just fair. Not up to the usual
Jones standard. Business poor.—J. D.
Watnock, Luna theatre, Battle Creek,
Iowa.—Neighborhood patronage.

Silver Wings, with Mary Carr.—Sorry
to have to report that this is poor. Mary
Carr did her part well but the story was
too unhappy and the cast exceptionally
mediocre. The selection of the young
man for the leading part was most un-
fortunate. Nine reels which took one
hour and thirty minutes to run. We
charged 40 and 10 but it was not worth
the raise.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Sal-
mon, Idaho.

Silver Wings, with Mary Carr. — A
complete box-office failure for me. We
didn't pay too much for the picture. The
people just didn't turn out to see it.

Those that saw it were well pleased, but
I noticed it only drew the older class and
my experience is the older people don't
generally attend the picture shows. I

am off of these sob pictures forever.

—

W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre, Aberdeen.
Miss.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Fighting Streak, with Tom Mix —
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Fair program picture. Not the best Mix
I haw run, but fair Western. Mix was
good in the out door part of pictures.

—

F. S. Mooney, Opera House, Mason City,

Neb.— Neighborhood patronage.

Oathbound. with Dustiri Farnum.—

A

real good action picture. Dustin Farnuin
is becoming more popular here.— C. Mal-
phurs, Dreamland theatre, High Springs,
Fla.—Small town patronage.

Do and Dare, with Tom Mix.— Xot as
good as former pictures by this star. We
want Mix in Westerns and not in cos-
tume.—G. Hammer, Auditorium theatre,
Colfax, Wis.—Neighborhood patronage.

Do and Dare, with Tom Mix.— Good.

—

Adolnh . Kohn, Pastime theatre, Gran-
ville. N. Y.—Small town patronage.

The Fast Mail, with Charles Jones.—

A

good picture and the kind my patrons
want. Full of action. — Adolpb Kohn.
Pastime theatre, Granville, \. Y.— Small
town patronage.

Men of Zanzibar, with William Russell
— If your patrons like action, this one
will please them. I run this class of sub-
jects Saturdays and it always draws tine.

— H. E. Swan, Crescent theatre. Kearney,
\'« I) Neighborhood patronage.

Goldwyn
Mad Love, with Pola Negri. \ good

drawing card and did a good week's
business, aided by favorable weather.

—

David Harding, Liberty theatre. Kansas
City, Mo.—Transient patronage.

Always the Woman, with Bettj I onip
son.— Fairly good. Beautiful sets. Egyp-
tian stuff dragged, but put it ovi r with
Lloyd comedy.—J. B. Laughliu. Bart's

Mecca, Midland, Mich.— Neighborh I

patronage.

Always the Woman, with Hetty t omp
son.—A nice program picture. — Harry
llobolth, Maxinc theatre. Imlav City,
Mich.—Small town patronage.

Golden Dreams, with a special casl
This wasn't the worst picture I have
ever run, but it ranks second. Patrons
"boohooed" the picture, some walked
out, others went to sleep, and I had to
wake them up after the show was over,
liven in the picture game thirteen years
and if I am any criterion, this is a full

grown louse. Lay off it.— H. F. Swan.
Empress theatre, Kearney, N\b. Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Theodora, with a special cast.—A won-
derful production which exceeded expec
tations. It apparently cost all the com-
pany claimed. Pleased everyone. A real

spectacle.—Community theatre, Lewis-
town, Ohio.— Neighborhood patronage.

The Glorious Fool, with a special cast.
— Fair program picture. Will please ma-
jority of your patrons. Goes over better
with a good snappy comedy. Goldwyn
has some good ones, brothers, and you
can buy them right.— H. M. Retz, Strand
theatre, Lamont. Iowa.— Neighborhood
patronage.

Remembrance, with a special cast.

—

Foor program picture. Story draggy.
Not liked by our patrons, l'atrons did not
stay for finish. Very poor business. —
G. Strasser Sons, Emblem theatre, Buf-
falo. N. Y.— Neighborhood patronage.

Remembrance, with a special cast.

—

Very good program picture if bought ai

a reasonable price. Pleased my patrons.
—George Vaughan, -Grand theatre, Dunn-
ville, Out., Can.—General patronage.

Watch Your Step, with Cullcn Landis.—A splendid program picture. Better
than the average.— Bert Silver. Silver
Family theatre, Greenville. Mich.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Dangerous Curve Ahead, with a special
' ;i-t.—A fair program picture but a little

rank. Lay off of this, boys, if you arc
unable to buy it right. I bought this as a
big special and got jipped. Look out for
being jipped.— L. C. Challburg, Majestic
i heal re, Orleans, Neb.

The Dust Flower, with tielene Chad-
wick.—Very good picture. Pleased everj
body.—George Vaughan, Grand theatre
Dunnville, Out., Can.—General patron-
age.

Come on Over, with Colleen Moore.—
I bis and The Invisible Power are only
fair small program pictures. Look out
on the price you pay for them.— L. C.
Challburg, Mystic theatre, Orleans, \' v l.

Don't Neglect Your Wife, with a spe
cial cast.—They neglected to put any-
thing in this picture. Is devoid of any
story, comedy, action or amusement of
any kind. The efforts of two good stars
wasted on nothing. Lay off of it. Tin
worst lemon 1 ever ran.—C. H. Bills.

Opera House, Lcnora. Kan.—Smalltown
patronage.

His Own Law, with Ilobart Bosw orth.—Can't saV much for this one. Will
please about 50 per cent. Docs not draw.—X. F. Frank. Regent theatre, Wayland,
Mich.— Small town patronage.

The Old Nest, with a special cast.—

A

film masterpiece. Where a feature can
draw a full house against such odds >s a
driving rain, almost impassable roads, and
a county basket ball tournament it must
have merit. Patrons delighted. If you

The New York Central R. R.
has a lot of fast trains, but

the fastest of them is a snai

compared with the pace

set by this thriller of

thrillers — the mighty
photodrama of flesh

and steel

—

haven't played The Old Nest, you small
town exhibitors better book it now. Print
in fine condition out of Indianapolis
office. Very fair rental.— H. G. Sweet.
Royal theatre, Royal Centre, Ind. —
Small town patronage.

The Old Nest, with a special cast.

—

Good picture. Print fair, but paid too
much for it for a small town.—L. C.
Challburg, Mystic theatre, Orleans, Neb.

Hodkinson
Slim Shoulders, with Irene Castle. —

Did not draw so well, but pleased small
crowd. Bad weather. Hodkinson sells

reasonably.— N. F. Frank. Regent the-
atre, Wayland) Mich.—Small town pat-
ronage.

Free Air, with a special cast.— I cannot
say that this pleased. 1 had many kicks
on it saying that there was not any
comedy or plot in the story.—W. T.
Higgs. Unique theatre, Anita, Iowa. —
Small town patronage.

Free Air, with a special cast.—This is a
very vntertaining picture and will please

all classes. Can be bought right.— N. E.
I*'rank. Regent theatre, Wayland, Mich.

—

Small town patronage.

Free Air, with a special cast.— Fair
story with very poor cast. Photography
ver\ bum.—G. Hammer, Auditorium the-

atre. Colfax, Wis.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Married People, with Mabel Ballin. —
Pleased !»0 per cent. Many good com-
ments.— D. F. Wolfe, Princess theatre,

Lansing. Iowa. — Neighborhood patron-
age.

The Headless Horseman, with Will
Rogers.— Ran this picture in connection
with the High School Club and did a

wonderful business. If you work your
schools you'll have no cause for com-
plaint. Gave very good satisfaction.

—

H. E. Swan, Crescent theatre. Kearney.
Neb.— Neighborhood patronage.

At the Sign of the Jack O'Lantern,
with a special cast.— Pretty fair. Drew
fair.— [ohnson Bros., Johnsonian theatre,

Ripley, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

Fifty Candles, with a special cast.

—

Just a fair picture that did not get me a

dime. No title, no star—just a box of

film. Didn't pay anything for it so

couldn't expect much. Lay off it, brother
exhibitors.— H. E. Swan, Empress the-

atre. Kearney, Neb.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.
The Gray Dawn, with a special cast.

—

Good small town picture. Average draw-
ing card. Bad roads.—N. E. Frank, Re-
gent theatre, Wayland. Mich. — Small
town patronage.

French Heels, with Irene Castle. —
< iood picture and drew good business for

me. It pleased the ladies.— George Vau-
ghan. Grand theatre, Dunnville. Ont.,

Can.—General patronage.

Cameron of the Royal Mounted, with a

special cast.—A fair mounted police pic-

ture. — C. F. Kreighbaum, Paramount
theatre, Rochester, Ind.—General patron-

age.

God's Crucible, with a special cast.—

A

good picture, but these foreign charac-

ters do not go good with me. Did not
draw.—J. W. Andresen. Rialto theatre,

Cozad. Neb.—Neighborhood patronage.

Lichtman
Thorns and Orange Blossoms, with a

special cast.—An average picture which
seemed to please fairly well. Some criti-

cized it for being up-to-date when the

novel is 30 years old.—Marsden & Noble.
Noble theatre. Marshfield, Ore.—Small
town patronage.

Shadows, with Lon Chaney.—An ex-
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cellent picture, but there aren't enough
people here who appreciate good acting

to make it very profitable. Too long.

—

E. Behrndt, Cozy theatre, Cambridge.
Minn.—Neighborhood patronage.

Rich Men's Wives, with a special cast.

—Picture good in theme, photography,
and direction. Well liked by our patrons.

All comments favorable. Increased re-

ceipts.—Rosenfield, Hopp & Co., Fort
Armstrong theatre, Rock Island, 111.

—

General patronage.

Metro
Jazzmania, with Mae Murraj-

.—This
one played to good houses for a week's
run, as Mae Murray is a popular star

here.—David Harding, Liberty theatre.

Kansas City, Mo.

All the Brothers Were Valiant, with a

special cast.—A very good story of the

seas and the South Sea isles with an
excellent cast. Worth playing.—Mars-
den & Xoble, Noble theatre, Marshfield,

Ore.—Small town patronage.

Peg O' My Heart, with Laurettc Tay-
lor. — You can't go wrong. Star and
story great.— L. R. Ledbetter. Saenger's
Yazoo theatre, Yazoo City, Miss.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Woman of Bronze, with Clara
Kimball Young.—Like Enter Madame,
the Woman of Bronze is another jewel
in art. I am very glad the great actress

has come back with real emotional sce-

narios in the class she is wonderful.—

-

J. Carbonell, Monroe theatre, Key West,
Fla.—Neighborhood patronage.

Quincy Adams Sawyer, with a special

cast.—An extra good picture that pleased
100 per cent.—Marsden & Noble, Noble
theatre. Marshfield, Ore. — Small town
patronage.

The Hands of Nara, with Clara Kim-
ball Young.—A fair picture but no draw-
ing power. We can see no particular

reason, either, for producing a propa-
ganda feature for a certain brand of re-

ligion. As far as I - know, all Christian
religions are good enough, just so their

adherents try to follow in the footsteps
of the lowly Nazarene.—Wm. H. Creal.
Suburban theatre, Omaha, Neb.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Love in the Dark, with Viola Dana.—
An excellent comedy-drama that is worth
showing anywhere.—Marsden & Noble.
Noble theatre. Marshfield, Ore.—Small
town patronage.

The Face Between, with Bert Lytell.

—

Only program picture. Fair business.

—
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A. N. Miles I

| Of Eminence

| Mignt Reply
|

H We would like to hear from some J
( more of our Brother Exhibitors, at

H least in Kentucky, in "What the
S Picture Did for Me." We note that 1
J about our closest neighbor that

comments on pictures is our Brother 3
fj

at Shawneetown, 111., just across
the Ohio river.

J Trusting that we may soon see

j|
something from our neighbors in g

J the columns of the "Herald," we 1
m are

A. L. VEATCH,
[

Princess theatre, Morganfield, Ky. §

G. Strasser Sons, Emblem theatre, Buf-

falo, N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

There Are No Villains, with Viola
Dana.—Pleased and price O. K. Nice
picture.—Harry Hobolth, Maxine theatre,

[mlay City, Mich.—Small town patron-
age.

Fightin' Mad, with William Desmond.
—The few who came seemed to enjoy it.

especially the children. By putting on a

matinee with a comedy we almost broke
even, but other local entertainments stole

our adult crowd. 30 and 15 cents.— Philip

Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

Sherlock Brown, with Bert Lytell.—
This is a good comedy drama. Pleased
!»0 per cent. — C. H. Simpson, Princess
theatre. Millen, Ga.—General patronage.

A Trip to Paradise, w ith Bert Lytell.

—

Nothing out of the ordinary, but a good
picture and seemed to please. Good busi-

ness ' on Saturday night with lots of

strong competition.—Clyde Allen, Casino
theatre, Antwerp, N. Y.— Neighborhood
patronage.

They Like 'Em Rough, with Viola
Dana.—This little star always pleases.

Very good.—J. B. Laughlin, Bart's Mec-
ca, Midland, Mich.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Turn to the Right, a Rex Ingram pro-
duction.—This is a real picture. I made
a mistake and put it on the week before
Christmas, but it is coming back if I

have to mortgage my theatre. — E.

Behrndt, Cozy theatre, Cambridge, Minn.
— General patronage.

Fascination, with Mae Murray.—Eight
reels. A good picture. Rental too high
for small town.—John Esterl, Rex the-

atre. Park Falls, Wis.—Small town pat-

ronage.

Fascination, with Mae Murray. — A
beautiful picture with lavish sets that

look like a million dollars, but we didn't

like it as well as Peacock Alley. — E.

Behrndt, Cozy theatre, Cambridge, Minn.
— Neighborhood patronage.

Paramount
Missing Millions, with Alice Brady.—

A

good program picture.—Bert Silver, Sil-

ver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

—

General patronage.

The World's Applause, with Bebe Dan-
iels.—Fine dramatic picture with too
abrupt ending. Only fair business.—H.
E. Yost, West End theatre, Santa Ana.
Cal.—General patronage.

Back Home and Broke, with Thomas
Meighan.—One of the best pictures of

this star we have seen. Good story, act-

ing and photography. A few- more pic-

tures as good as this and Meighan will

be at the top looking down, if he is not
already there.—Wm. H. Creal, Suburban
theatre. Omaha, Neb.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Back Home and Broke, with Thomas
Meighan.—Pla3-ed picture engagement on
this picture to big business. Every patron
satisfied. Will satisfy more people than
any picture made in years.—Bert Silver,

Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

—

General patronage.

Back Home and Broke, with Thomas
Meighan.— Here is a picture that met
with the approval of all who saw it. It

is a picture that is suitable for all audi-

ences and will draw- well. Not such a

big picture, but good lesson. — David
Hess, Princess theatre, Del Norte. Colo.

—General patronage.

Nobody's Money, with Jack Holt.

—

Excellent comedy that does a fine busi-

ness.—H. E. Yost. West End theatre,

Santa Ana, Cal.—General patronage.

To Have and to Hold, with a special

Laureate
Rand Sings
Swan Song

TO EXHIBITORS ALL:
I wish 't were in my power to tell you how

1 feel,

Express my appreciation in a short and
snappy reel.

But the Muse has kind o' left me, I think
Jenkins has it caught;

I really thought J. C. should win, he's such
a noble sport.

It's sure been lots of pleasure, though
Sprague, he gives us fits.

And our friend O'Hara has torn us all to
bits.

But it takes all sorts to make a world, this
land is wide, O Brother,

And the more we have these contests on
the more we know each other.

Now Myer has a dandy scheme; let's give
it our attention.

And though it's only now a dream, well
watch for that convention.

Meanwhile our friend, our C. H. Lynch,
dewn state in "Old Peory,"

Says the limerick is the thing. That's
something new, Be Gorry

!

And so, whatever game comes up, let's all

get in and play it;

But if you've thought of some new trick,

just cone right out and say it.

O, now this reel has reached its length.
It's punk as punk can be,

But again I thank you for your votes.

My swan song's sung, you see.

PHILIP RAND,
Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

cist.—Good. Will satisfy anywhere at

slight increase in admission.—T. A. Shea,

Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Making a Man, with Jack Holt.—It's

passable. Scenario not strong enough
for Holt, but some will like it. Don't
boost it too much.—J. Carbonell, Mon-
roe theatre. Key West, Fla.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Kick In, with a special cast.—A pic-

ture -of absorbing interest and one that

will send them away satisfied. This is

tin- twenty-third feature that we have
shown of the first "41," and we have
made money on every one, which we con-
sider a remarkable record as this is the

first time we have ever .accomplished

such a feat.—Wm. H. Creal Suburban
theatre Omaha Neb.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Kick In, with a special cast.—Extra!
Kxtra! Great team work, great direction.

Moral and entertaining scenario. Boost
it-— is a real winner and will please any
audience. Seldom they make them any
better. — J. Carbonell Monroe theatre.

Key West, Fla. — Neighborhood patron-

age.

Thirty Days, with Wallace Reid.—

A

good comedy and Reid still dra\vs won-
derfully. Was surprised at the business I

did for three days on this subject. They
liked Reid fine and I believe out of sym-
pathy his pictures will draw for some
time io come.—H. E. Swan, Empress
theatre, Kearney, Neb. — Neighborhood
patronage.

The Cradle, with Ethel Clayton.—Did
not please young people, but is just a

fair program picture.— Carl Sather, Grand
theatre. Annandale. Minn. — Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Idol of the North, with Dorothy
Dalton.—Fair Dalton picture somewhat
on the order of Flame of the Yukon, bul

not near as good.—D. A. Kooker, Happy
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Hour theatre, Ewen, Mich.—Small town
patronage.

The Cowboy and the Lady, with a spe-
cial cast.—A good story poorly done.
Just so much film run through the ma-
chine. Nothing exciting happens, and
when it's all over the patrons wonder
what it's all about. I would class this

picture as ''just film."— H. E. Swan, Em-
press theatre, Kearney, Neb.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Cowboy and the Lady, with :i

special cast.—Did poorest business in

months. Pass this up. Better shelve i:

if it did not cost too much. It* you have
to play it. build up. your program with
the Leather Pushers.— Ralph A. Wctt
stein, Merrill theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.

—

General patronage.

Her Gilded Cage, with GloriaSwanson.
—The flappers—he and she—will come
in slightly increased numbers to see this

one. Would not recommend increase in

admission.—T. A. Shea, Palace theatre,

McGehee, Ark. — Neighborhood patron-
age.

The Top of New York, with May Mc-
Avoy.—A very good picture that pleased
all who saw it. Ran it with the first epi-

sode of Speed and business was fairly

good, especially during the Lenten sea-

son. — M. J. Babin, Fairyland theatre.

White Castle, La.—General patronage.

The Good Provider, a Cosmopolitan
production.—Eight reels. Gave excellent

satisfaction. Ran this with Lloyd in A
Sailor Made Man. Heard nothing but
good comments. — Walter H. Musson,
Queen's theatre, Hespelcr, Out., Can.

—

Small town patronage.

The Good Provider, a Cosmopolitan
production. — An amusing picture that

hits home. Well acted and universally
liked.—Community theatre, Lewistown,
Ohio.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Good Provider, a Cosmopolitan
production.—A very good picture. Could
be cut to six reels and be better, but is

one that people enjoy. Poor business.

—

Charles Lee Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre,

S. Dak.—Small town patronage.

The Man from Home, with James
Kirkwood.—Very good picture. Business
only. fair. — Tensas Amusement Co.,
Blackman theatre, St. Joseph, La.—Small
town patronage.

The Call of the North, with Jack Holt.
—Gave very good satisfaction. — E. L.
Graef, Opera House, H ortonv '" c > Wis.

—

Small town patronage.

The Call of the North, with Jack Holt.
—Fine. Pleased everybody. Scenery is

great. Acting couldn't be beat.—D. F.

Wolfe, Princess theatre, Lansing, Iowa.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Call of the North, with Jack Holt.
—A good picture, but will not please
those who like the extremely rough stuff.—Carl Sather, Grand theatre, Annandalc,
M inn.— Neighborhood patronage.

The Siren Call, with Dorothy Dalton.
— Fair production of its kind. Will go
over very good in houses where they use
lots of action pictures, such as West-
erns. — H. E. Swan, Crescent theatre,
Kearney, Neb.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Siren Call, with Dorothy Dalton.

—

Picture very fair, but star no drawing
card here. — Tensas Amusement Co.,
Blackman theatre, St. Joseph, La.—Small
town patronage.

Clarence, .vith Wallace Reid.—Very
good. Patrons well pleased.—L. R. Led-
better, Saenger's Yazoo theatre, Yazoo
City, Miss.—Neighborhood patronage.

Clarence, with Wallace Reid.—Picture
very good but not a special, which they
sell it for.—Tensas Amusement Co., St.

Joseph, La.— Small town patronage.

The Man Unconquerable, with Jack
Holt.—Six reels. Jack Holt is well liked
in Hay Springs. His pictures generally
are full of action and this is no exception.
Very good supporting cast. Pretty scen-
ery.—Horn & Morgan, Star theatre. Hay
Springs, Neb.—Small town patronage.

Beyond the Rocks, with Gloria Swan-
son.— Don't see why so many exhibitors
panned this. Have screened many worse
productions. Anyhow it certainly pleased
the fair sex, judging from comments as
they left the theatre—Henry W. Gaud-
ing, Lincoln theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Green Temptation, with Betty
Compson.—A very good picture and one
that people enjoyed. Again they add a
reel too much.—Charles Lee Hyde, Grand
theatre, Pierre, S. D.—Small town pat-
ronage.

Her Husband's Trademark, with Gloria
Swanson.—Like all of Miss Swanson's
pictures, this one is lavishly gowned.
She is surrounded with a very capable
cast and while the story is not quite as
strong as it might be, it holds the inter-
est throughout. The last reel contains
more action than all the rest combined.
Satisfied 75 per cent.—Horn & Morgan,
Star theatre. Hay Springs, Neb.— Small
town patronage.

The Face in the Fog, with Lionel Bar-
rymore.—This is one of Barrymore's first

pictures my patrons liked. Most all of
his stuff are mysteries. This time it was
a good detective story that went well.

—

M. J. Babin, Fairyland theatre, White
Castle, La.—General patronage.

Don't Tell Everything, with a special

cast.—Good comments on this program
picture. Stars drew a fair crowd in cold
weather and everyone satisfied.—Rosen-
field, flopp & Co., Fort Armstrong the-

atre, Rock Island, III.— General patron-
age.

Don't Tell Everything, with a special

cast.—A very good comedy-drama, but it

didn't make any money for us.—Carl
Sather, Grand theatre, Annandalc, Minn.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Saturday Night, a Cecil B. DeMille
production.—A good society picture with
lots of good comedy through it. Nine
reels. Too long. Nine reels is too long
for any show.—Duncan & Veatch. Prin-

cess theatre, Morganfield, Ky. — Small
town patronage.

The World Champion, with Wallace
Reid.—This went over nicely and gave
satisfaction. However, attendance sec-

ond night was less than half the first

night, although the weather was ideal.

Can't imagine what kept 'em away. The
dope frequently goes wrong without
rhyme or reason. This was jes' one o'

those times. Ferguson as the butler was
a scream. He is always there with the

goods, even though his part is small.

—

Henry W. Gauding, Lincoln theatre,

Pittsburgh, Pa.— Neighborhood patron-

age.

The World's Champion, with Walace
Reid.—A typical Wally Reid picture. We
arc sorry' poor Wally couldn't have stayed
in this cheerless old world to drive the

blues away for us.—Community theatre.

Lewistown, Ohio. — Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

A Bachelor Daddy, with Thomas Mei-
ghan.—The best picture in some time.

Pleased good business.—Johnson Bros..

Johnsonian theatre, Ripley, N. Y.—Small
town patronage.

A Bachelor Daddy, with Thomas Mei-
ghan.—The only picture I know of that

pleased one and all. Every picture house
should book this feature if they haven't.

Exhibit it, it's a wonder.—W. W. Stirlen,

Alhambra theatre, Delta, Iowa.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Across the Continent, with Wallace
Reid.—It seems that my patrons are

more anxious to see Wallace Reid pic-

tures now than before his untimely death.
This production was up to his other rac-

ing pictures and pleased.—Custer Car-
land, Victoria theatre, Frankfort, Mich.

—

General patronage.

The Pride of Palomar, a Cosmopolitan
production. — We played this splendid
picture to a nice business. They all

smiled as they came out. It is a well

produced picture. You can show this to

any type of audience and won't go wrong.— David Hess, Princess theatre, Del
Norte, Colo.—General patronage.

North of the Rio Grande, with Jack
Holt.—Picture gave good satisfaction.

Both stars pleasing and locations very
fine. Good entertainment.—Custer Car-
land, Victoria theatre, Frankfort, Mich.
—General patronage.

The Young Rajah, with Rodolph Val-
entino.—As far as I am concerned Fam-
ous Players can dispense with Valentino's
services. This picture hardly drew enough
to pay my film rental. Think his popu-
larity is on the wane. Oh, a few of the

"said flappers" might come, but they are
not so strong for him as in the past.

—

H. E. Swan. Empress theatre, Kearney,
Neb.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Young Rajah, with Rodolph Val-

entino.—Valentino has certainly lost his

drawing power here. There wasn't much
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to the story. No one raved over it, and
all in all was poor.—David Hess, Iris

theatre, Monte Vista, Colo.—General pat-

ronage.

Fool's Paradise, a Cecil B. DeMille
production.—You will not make any mis-

take in booking this feature. It gave en-

tire satisfaction. Elaborate production.

—

W. W. Stirlen, Alhambra theatre, Delta,

Iowa.—Neighborhood patronage.

Find the Woman, a Cosmopolitan pro-

duction.—An absorbing mystery drama
that held attention of audience from the

first reel to the last. Capable cast. —
Henry W. Gauding, Lincoln theatre.

Pittsburgh, Pa. — Neighborhood patron-

age.

Behold My Wife, with a special cast.

—

This is indeed a special. A wonderful
production indeed and I'd like to sign a

contract for fifty pictures as good as this

one. Book it.—W. W. Stirlen, Alhambra
theatre, Delta, Iowa.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford, a Cosmo-
politan production.—Fair program pic-

ture. Not a special. Don't get stung.

I did.—T. A. Shea, Palace theatre, McGe-
hee, Ark.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Great Moment, with Gloria Swan-
son.—Nothing extra. Drawing power
poor.—D. A. Kooker, Happy Hour the-

atre, Ewen, Mich.—Small town patron-
age.

The Ordeal, with Agnes Ayres.—Will
satisfy those who like somewhat compli-
cated domestic drama. In the main the
various characters were well portrayed.

—

Henry W. Gauding, Lincoln theatre,

Pittsburgh, Pa. — Neighborhood patron-
age.

The Ordeal, with Agnes Ayres.—Fine
program picture. — C. F. Krieghbaum.
Paramount theatre, Rochester, Ind. —
General patronage.

A Wise Fool, with James Kirkwood.—
Exceptionally good and many favorable
comments. Acting of Kirkwood remark-
able.—W. W. Stirlen, Alhambra theatre,
Delta, Iowa.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Charm School, with Wallace Reid.
—One of Wallie's best pictures. Very
good comedy-drama. — D. A. Kooker,
Happy Hour theatre, Ewen, Mich. —
Small town patronage.

Traveling On, with William S. Hart.

—

Spoiled by being in seven reels and we
must have five reel features to please.

—

Galli Curci theatre, Margaretville, N. Y.
—Small town patronage.

Wealth, with Ethel Clayton. — Ethel
Clavton as an actress is fine. The pic-

ture was altogether too bold for a mixed
audience. People should be allowed to
imply some meaning without the use of
plain sub-titles. — W. A. Hombs, Idle
Hour, Glenwood, Mo.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Love Special, with Wallace Reid.
—Good Western comedy-drama.—D. A.
Kooker, Happy Hour theatre, Ewen,
Mich.—Small town patronage.

Too Much Speed, with Wallace Reid.—
Great picture. Reid has a splendid cast
to assist him in making this a strong
feature.—W. W. Stirlen, Alhambra the-
atre, Delta, Iowa.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

Buried Treasure with a special cast.

—

Our patrons didn't particularly care for
this one. They want actual adventure.
Not situations which are created in

dreams of society folks. Plot too un-
natural.—H. G. Sweet, Royal theatre,
Royal Centre, Ind.—Small town patron-
age.

The Rookie's Return, with Douglas
MacLean.—Fair program picture. Cannot

compare with 2354 Hours Leave.—D. A.
Kooker, Happy Hour theatre, Ewen,
Mich.—Small town patronage.

The Gilded Lily, with Mae Murray.

—

Elaborate production. Thrilling and lav-

ish. High class and pleased.—W. W.
Stirlen, Alhambra theatre, Delta, Iowa.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Silk Hosiery, with Enid Bennett. —
Very poor picture. No plot, just another
foolish fairy tale.—W. A. Hombs, Idle

Hour theatre, Glenwood, Mo.— Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Price of Possession, with Ethel
Clayton.— Good mystery play. Star at

best.—D. A. Kooker Happy Hour the-

atre, Ewen, Mich.—Small town patron-
age.

Our Leading Citizen, with Thomas
Meighan.—Only objection I had was thai

it was too long, and any feature over
five reels spoils our show.—Galli Curci
theatre, Margaretville, N. Y.—Small town
patronage.

Under the Lash, with Gloria Swanson.
—Good picture. The best I've seen of
the star for quite a while.— C. F. Kriegh-
baum, Paramount theatre, Rochester,
Ind.—General patronage.

Flying Pat, with Dorothy Gish. — A
very nice little comedy drama. Dorothy
proved to be a poor flyer, also a poor
cook, but a good lover, but did not
draw.— F. J. O'Hara, Community theatre,

Elgin, Neb.—Neighborhood patronage.

Too Wise Wives, with a special cast.

—

Fair picture. Not much to it.— Custer
Carland, Victoria theatre, Frankfort.
Mich.—General patronage.

White Oak, with William S. Hart-
Did not draw as well as most Harts.
Pleased those who saw it. — Johnson
Bros., Johnsonian theatre, Ripley, N. Y.
—Small town patronage.

The Loves of Pharaoh, with a special

cast.—You'd imagine that from the ad-
vertising that King Tut is getting this

would be a winner, but in my estimation
it's a real lemon. Did not draw and those
that witnessed the showing went out dis-

gusted. If you must show it, go easy.

—

H. E. Swan, Empress theatre, Kearney,
Neb.—Neighborhood patronage.

Footlights, with Elsie Ferguson.—Good
picture. Pleased 100 per cent. Paramount
pictures are always good. If you have
not shown it, book it. You will not re-

gret it. Attendance good.— E. E. Cox.
Lyceum theatre, Wyoming, 111.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Rent Free, with Wallace Reid.—W hen

we recently played The Hell Diggers we
had the poorest attendance in months,
and we were afraid that poor Wally's un-

fortunate death was the cause; we played
Rent Free later on a Saturday night

with our White Eagle serial, and had an
unusually big crowd. This play is a

good one but not up to many of his

former releases.—Philip Rand, Rex the-

atre, Salmon, Idaho.

The Dictator, with Wallace Reid. —
Comments very favorable. For my part

I have seen much better Reid pictures.

—

D. E. Wolfe, Princess theatre, Lansing,
Iowa.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Crimson Challenge, with Dorothy
Dalton.— Fair program picture. Our first

Dalton. Substituted for North of the Rio
Grande. Did not draw on stormy night.

—Johnson Bros., Johnsonian theatre,

Ripley, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

The Beauty Shop, with Raymond
Hitchcock.—Seven reels. Too silly to

be funny. If you have not booked this

one, pass it up. It's the bunk.—Walter
H. Musson, Queen's theatre, Hespeler,
Out., Can.—Small town patronage.

One a Minute, with Douglas MacLean.
—Fair MacLean offering. Failed to draw
on a very bad night.—Johnson Bros.,

Johnsonian theatre, Ripley, N. Y.—Small
town patronage.

Bought and Paid For, with Agnes
Ayres.—Gave satisfaction, although Ag-
nes Ayres' portrayal was rather perfunc-
tory and somewhat unconvincing. Wal-
ter Hiers in comedy role was excellent.

—

Henry W. Gauding, Lincoln theatre,

Pittsburgh, Pa.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

Bought and Paid For, with a special
cast.—Good picture. Holds interest well.

— C. F. Kreighbaum, Paramount theatre,

Rochester, Ind.— General patronage.

Pathe
Dr. Jack, with Harold Lloyd.—An ex-

cellent attraction that pleased all. Buy
it right, then step on it.—Marsden and
Noble, Noble theatre, Marshfield, Ore.

—

Small town patronage.

When We Were Twenty-one, with H.
B. Warner.—Fair offering and good
moral. Pathe News and comedy, Lloyd.
Poor business. Rainy night.—F. Paulick.

Paulick theatre, Muscoda, Wis.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Realart
The Speed Girl, with Bebe Daniels —

A good comedy-drama that moves right

along.—Carl Sather, Grand theatre, An-
nandale, Minn.—Neighborhood patron-

age.

The Speed Girl, with Bebe Daniels.—
Bebe Daniels has always been a drawing
card for me. This picture did fairly well

in spite of adverse conditions.—J. C. Mc-
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Kee, Electric theatre. Bolivar, Mo.

—

N'eighborhood patronage.

The Truthful Liar, with Wanda Haw-
ley.—Not had. although the story is

rather worn out.—C. F. Kriegbaum,
Paramount theatre, Rochester, Ind.

—

General patronage.

The Game Chicken, with Bcbe Dan-
iels.—Too much rum and cock righting
lor a dry and religious community. Story
rather far fetched.— Idle Hour Club, Idle

Hour theatre, Glenwood, Mo.— Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Tillie, with Mary Miles Minter.—This
is a good clean program picture.—C. H.
Simpson, Princess theatre. Milieu, Ga.

—

General patronage.

South of Suva, with Mary Miles Min-
ter.—A good South Sea picture.— C. F.
Kriegbaum, Paramount theatre. Roches-
ter, Ind.—General patronage.

Selznick

John Smith, with Eugene O'Brien.

—

Excellent in every way. O'Brien is a
favorite among the ladies.—J. D. Wat-
nock, Luna theatre, Battle Creek, Iowa.
—Neighborhood patronage.

A Wide Open Town, with Conway
Tearle.—A very good picture and you can
buy it right. Select has saved my bacon
this winter with their let live price.

—

Harry Hobolth, Maxiue theatre, Imlay
City, Mich.—Small town patronage.

The Fighter, with Conway Tearle.

—

Fair program but not up to the Tearle
standard. Ran News with it and got by.

—W. T. Biggs, Unique theatre, Anita.
Iowa.—Small town patronage.

De Luxe Annie, with Norma Tal-
madge.—Good business.—G. Strasser
Sons, Emblem theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Everybody's Sweetheart, with Olive
Thomas.— Did not see this one, but lots

of comments on this. While picture is old,

seemed to please those that saw it. Star
lives up to title.—J. W. Boatwright, Ra-
dio theatre, Ozark, Mo.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Safety Curtain, with Norma Tal-
madge.—A nice picture for the price. Old
but had a good print.—Harry Hobolth.
Maxinc theatre. Imlay City, Mich.

—

Small town patronage.

Goodnight Paul, with Constance Tal-
inadge.—A very good picture with sev-

eral nice compliments. Seemed to please

a very small crowd. "No money floating

among common people.—J. W. Boat-
wright, Radio theatre, Ozark, Mo.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

United AnisL*
Garrison's Fin sh, with Jack Pickford.— Fine picture, hut does no business.

People don't like Jack Pickford.—H. E.
Yost, West End theatre. Santa Ana, Cal.
—General patronage.

Tess of the Storm Country, with Mary
Pickford.— Boys, here is one of the
greatest Pickford productions you ever
looked at. It drew like a mustard plaster
and sends them away pleased. I paid a
big price, but advertised big, and made
some real jack. Don't pass up the good
ones like this.— H. E. Swan, Empress the-
atre, Kearney, Nebr.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

Tess of the Storm Country, with Mary
Pickford.—An excellent attraction. Far
superior to the old one. We are sur-
prised at Mary's popularity.—Marsdcn &
Noble, Noble theatre, Marsheld, Ore.

—

Small town patronage.

Tess of the Stcrm Country, with Mary
Pickford.— I bought this film under pro-
test, as I was never sold on this class of

production for my patronage. However,
I was compelled to take "Tess" at

a rental of four times what it was
actually worth to get "Robin Hood"
and have just closed three days of worse
than average business. It was one of the
poorest box office pictures we have had
in some time. I actually lost $100.00 and
that is some for a sticks manager, don't
you think so. Brother Exhibitors? We
used newspaper cuts, special notices. 3

:.'4's, 2 6's, 3 3's, 8 l's. two set of llxH's.
10 8x10 photos, and set 22x28's. Town
4.000. House seats 200.—W. H. Brenner.
Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.—General
patronage.

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS IN
ROBIN HOOD— Borrow all the
money you can get hold of, then
book this film. It's the sensation of

the season. Gets the crowds.
Brings them back the second time.

Makes them talk. Gets you new
faces you never knew were in

town. Don't be afraid of this pic-

ture. I think it's the greatest of
its kind on the market today. Paid
the most money I ever paid for •
picture. Advertised it the biggest
and. Boys, I got a nice bank ac-
count left after the showing.

Don't pass up this bet for any
amount of rental asked. "Robin
Hood" is good for any theatre for
at least a week's run at advanced
prices. Never had so many com-
pliments on a production. Had pa-
trons and a !o; of them from sur-
rounding towns. Some came as far

as thirty-five miles and they went
away feeling they had seen a rare
treat.—H. E. SWAN, Empress the-
atre, Kearney, Neb.

The Ruling Passion, with George Ar-
liss.—This is a simple story. Carries just
the thing that everyone likes—comedy.
Not over anyone's head. A great picture
well produced. Very pleasing.—W. L.
Landers. Gem theatre, Batesville, Ark.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Love Light, with Mary Pickford.
—Another old one, but pleased nearly all.

Only our little Mary hit a hard role after
playing in so many darn good comedy
dramas. Mary should not play these
heavy parts, but at that, it is not bad.

—

E. E. Gailey, Crystal theatre, Wayne,
Nebr.— General patronage.

Little Lord Fauntleroy, with Mary
Pickford.—Very good picture, but lost

money on it and played percentage.
Weather was against me, and roads
blocked. I depend on country trade.

Have run nearly all United Artists pic-

tures and have not cashed in on any of
them.— F. Paulick. Paulick theatre, Mus-
cody. Wis.—Neighborhood patronage.

Little Lord Fauntleroy, with Mary
Pickford.—We showed this two nights
to very small crowds. Was liked fairly

uell by those who saw it.—David Hess,
Iris theatre, Monte Vista, Colo.—General
patronage.

Way down East, a D. W. Griffith pro-
duction.—Certainly a masterpiece. En-
tertaining and worth while and one of the

best satisfiers I have ever run. Though
long, no one walked out as they usually
do in extra length films.—Chas. Lee Hyde,
Grand theatre. Pierre, S. D.—Small town
patronage. .

Dream Street, a D. W. Griffith produc-
tion.— Picture did not draw for me and
did not please. Some of my patrons said

there was no head or tail to it.— F. Paul-

ick. Paulick theatre, Muscoda, Wis.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Disraeli, with George Arliss.—Good.

—

W. L. Landers, Gem theatre. Batesville,

Ark.— Neighborhood patronage.

Universal
The Gentleman from American, with

Hoot Gibson.—A dandy. Very pleasing.

Carries lots of comedy. Best Hoot to

date.—W. L. Landers, Gem theatre,

Batesville. Ark.—Neighborhood patron-

age.

Driven, with a special cast.—Sold as a

special feature, touted as great and fitted

for the finest houses. The picture should
start and finish in third or lower run
houses. Picture very ordinary and of

type that fosters censorship. No draw-
ing power.—Rosenfield, Hopp & Co.,

Fort Armstrong theatre. Rock Island.

111.—General patronage.

The Flirt, with a special cast.—Words
cannot praise this production too much.
In my estimation it's one of the real bets

of the season. Any exhibitor that passes
this bet up is losing real money. It will

get them in and satisfy them afterward.

— H. E. Swan, Empress theatre, Kear-
ney, Nebr.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Flirt, with Eileen Percy.— Best
picture I played this year, but rental too

high. Book it if you can buy it right.

Will please all—Harry Hobolth, Max-
ine theatre. Imlay City, Mich.—Small
town patronage.

Kindled Courage, with Hoot Gibson.
—Not this star's best, but a good eve-

ning's entertainment—as Gibson offerings

usually are to those who enjoy action.

—Henry W. Gauding, Lincoln theatre,

Pittsburgh, Pa.—Neighborhood patron-

age.

The Long Chance, with a special cast.

—A real good picture and seemed to
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please. Could have got by with this -

better than I did with Delicious Little

Devil. So far ahead that this picture
should have been branded a Universal
Jewel Super.—J. W. Boatwright. Radio
theatre. Ozark, Mo.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

The Married Flapper, with Marie Pre-
Ivost.—A clean little comedy on par with
program pictures.—W. L. Landers. Gem
theatre, Batesville, Ark.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Married Flapper, with Marie Pre-
vost.—Seemed to please the small crowd
that come to see it.—G. F. Rediske. Star
theatre, Ryegate, Mont.—Small town pat-
ronage.

The Married Flapper, with Marie Pre-
vost.—Good picture. Pleased well. Star
good. Prints in good shape. Can be
bought at right price.—Ed. C. Tessman.
Princess theatre. Thompson, Iowa.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Ghost Patrol, with a special cast.
—An excellent evening's entertainment
Williams as the father and George Nich-

I ols as the policeman were liked by the
audience. Had Jack Mulhall in The So-
cial Buccaneer with this. Good serial.

—

Henry W. Gauding. Lincoln theatre.
Pittsburgh, Pa.—Neighborhood patron-

1 age.

Paid Back, with Gladys Brockwell.—

A

very pleasing program picture. Star new
here. Picture good and in fine shape. A
poor crowd—a heavy rain here that night.
—A. H. Meinert, Star theatre. Albany.
Wis.—Small town patronage.

Paid Back, with Gladys Brockwell.—
Fair picture. Can't boost it or can't
knock it.—W. L. Landers. Gem theatre.
Batesville. Ark.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

Broad Daylight, with Jack Mulhall —
The best program picture we have shown
tor a long time. Please take notice of
Jack, as I predict a bright future for
him.—Wm. H. Creal. Suburban theatre.
Omaha. Nebr.—Neighborhood patronage.

Broad Daylight, with a special cast.

—

A swiftly moving crook play with a very
good cast.—Roy W. Adams. Pastime the-
atre. Mason, Mich.—Small town patron-
age.

The Scarlet Car, with Herbert Rawlin-
son.—Story based on political stuff. Con-
siderable action and seemed to please. No
adverse comment from patrons.—Henry
W. Gauding, Lincoln theatre. Pittsburgh.
Pa.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Lavender Bath Lady, with Gladys
V\ alton.—A good program picture.

—

Adolph Kohn, Pastime theatre. Granville.
N. ^-—Small town patronage.

Danger Ahead, with a special cast.

—

No good. Lay off this kind or you will
rind danger ahead. Film in poor condi-
tion.—G. Hammer, Auditorium theatre.
Colfax. Wis.—Neighborhood patronage.
The Loaded Door, with Hoot Gibson.

—A very ordinary' program. I have hard
work getting any business on program
pictures. They expect Tiffany value for
Woolworth prices.—E. Behrndt. Cozy
theatre. Cambridge, Minn.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

One Wonderful Night, with Herbert
Rawlinson.—Let's see. didn't we see this
in pictures some years ago? It's good
anyway, if it is a resurrection. If your
people want something doing every min-
ute that doesn't require them to use their
brains much, this is it.—Rov W. Adams.
Pastime theatre. Mason. Mich—Small
town patronage.

One Wonderful Night, with Herbert
Rawlinson.—Pretty good program pic-
ture. Rather old plot. Rawfinson can
put over better stories if given a chance.

-P. G. Estee. Fad theatre. Brookings.
S. D.—Neighborhood patronage.

Ridin' Wild, with Hoot Gibson.—\Va>
booked The Lone Hand, but shipped this
instead. Pretty fair. Played serial. Mir-
acles of the Jungles, with this, which is

fair.—Olen Reynolds, Pearl theatre. Hy-
tnera. Ind.—Small town patronage.

Another Man's Shoes, with Herbert
Rawlinson.—A speedy action melodrama
with two handsome leading people. Raw-
linson and Barbara Bedford. My only
kick is Rawlinson looks just alike in both
parts that he takes. They ought to g.ve
him a trick moustache or a glass eye.
or something to differentiate the two
characters he assumes. The crowd was
very enthusiastic over this picture, es-
pecially the big bust-up at the climax.
Rawlinson certainly packs a kick like a
mule in both mitts. Good business.—Roy
W. Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason. Mich.
—Small town patronage.

Wolf Law, with Frank Mayo.—No
good. Mayo all right, but story no good.
Poor photography and film in bad shape.
This kind of stuff should be junked. Pic-
tures like this give us a black eye.—E. C.
Accola. Bonham theatre. Prairie Du Sac.
Wis.—Neighborhood patronage.

Caught Bluffing, with Frank Mayo.

—

Another good Mayo picture.—Roy ' W.
Adams. Pastime theatre. Mason. Mich.

—

Small town patronage.

Forsaking All Others, with a special
cast.—Just a fair program picture.

Seemed to please.—Adolph Kohn. Pas-
time theatre. Granville. N. Y.—Small
town patronage.

The Kentucky Derby, with Reginald
Denny.—A very good race horse story
well produced and photographed.—Wm.
H. Creal. Suburban theatre. Omaha.
Nebr.—Neighborhood patronage.

Top O' The Morning, with Gladys Wal-
ton.—Pretty fair. I wish someone had
this little girl who would get her some
worth while stories to work in.—Roy W.
Adams. Pastime theatre. Mason. Mich.
—Small town patronage.

A Dangerous Game, with Gladys Wal-
ton.—A very good feature. Good en-
tertainment.—Adolph Kohn. Pastime the-

atre. Granville. N. V.—Small town pat-

ronage.

The Storm, with House Peters.—Amer-
ican Legion put this on as a benefit pic-

ture. Ran it two days. Extra good pat-
ronage. People well pleased. If you
want a real good picture be sure and book
this one.—E. E. Cox. Lyceum theatre.
Wyoming, 111.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Storm, with House Peters.—This
picture will back up all the good reports
about it. Good crowd—rainy night, bad
roads.—N. E. Frank. Regent theatre.

Wayland. Mich.—Small town patronage.

The Storm, with House Peters.—Eight
reels. Is a very fine production from
every angle. Enjoyed a good two days
business.—C. H. Powers. Strand theatre.
Dnnsmuir, Calif.—Railroad town patron-
age.

Wild Honey, with Priscilla Dean.

—

Ran this on Sunday to a pleased audience
and a large one. All paper on this sub-
ject should be used as it contains many
thrilling scenes.—M. Oppenheimer. La-
fayette theatre. New Orleans. La.—Tran-
sient patronage.

Step On It, with Hoot Gibson.—One of
Hoot's best and the first reel has more
good comedy than most so called two
reel comedies. This is the kind that
makes money for us in the small town.
Good business in spite ot revival as oppo-
sition.—C. H. Bills. Opera House. Len-
ora. Kans.—Small town patronage.

Human Hearts, with House Peters

—

Boosted. Raised price. It's all they
claim and a 1 ttle bit more. It's a mag-
nificent picture at all angles of the game.
Pleasing, moral, and artistic. Don't miss
it. It's a winner.—J. Carbonell. Monroe
theatre. Key West. Fla.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Human Hearts, with House Peters.

—

Seven reels. Human Hearts is a good
picture. Much different from The Storm
and is not the drawing card that The
Storm is. It has a very good lesson in

it and should be run by every small town,
but it is not worth what The Storm was
to you. Very sad in places.—C. H. Powers.
Strand theatre. Dunsmuir. Cal.—Railroad
town patronage.

Reputation, with Priscilla Dean.—It's

an old release, but if you haven't played
it. book it and boost it. especially Pris-

c lla Dean as she does some wonderful
acting in this picture. Pleased 100 per

cent.—John F. Rhinehart. Unique the-

atre. Guys Mills. Wis.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Kissed, with Marie Prevost.—Ycry

A scene from "'Partners Three." with Leo Maloney. This is one of the two reelers

in the Range Rider series published by Pathe on March 18
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pleasing. Everybody >aid it was fine.

Box office value 100 per cent for us.

—

Lee M. Threet, Lyric theatre, Manning,
Tex.— Small town patronage.

The Trouper, with Gladys Walton.

—

This one is just a moving picture. No
plot, action or anything. Absolutely rot-

ten.—N. E. Frank, Regent theatre. Way-
land, Mich.—Small town patronage.

The Trouper, with Gladys Walton.

—

Our idea is that this was the poorest
picture that we have shown. Our patrons
agree with us.—Lee M. Threet. Manning,
Tex.— Small town patronage.

Go Straight, with Frank Mayo.— Fine
picture. Good acting and good plot.

Scencj-y good. Pleased 90 per cent. Run
with Semon comedy and you will get
good comments.— F. Paulick. Paulick the-
atre, Muscoda, Wis.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

Her Night of Nights, with Mane Prc-
vost.— Marie is very popular with our
fans. Too bad to lose her from our reg-
ular program. This story isn't much,
but she's there as usual and little Freckle
Face was good support. Good program
offering.—Clyde Allen, Casino theatre,

Antwerp, N. Y.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

Afraid to Fight, with Prank Mayo.

—

Very good program picture. Pleased
everyone.—N. E. Frank, Regent theatre,

Wayland, Mich.—Small town patronage.

Afraid to Fight, with Frank Mayo.

—

Good program picture. Terrible weather
so business just fair.— E. Bchrndt, Cozy
theatre, Cambridge, Minn.—General pat-
ronage.

The Fire Eater, with Hoot Gibson.

—

This is a good program picture. Ran
with Semon comedy The Show. Some
good comments. Pleased all.— F. Paul-
ick, Paulick theatre, Muscoda. Wis.—
Neighborhood patronage.

Sure Fire, with Hoot Gibson, I'll.,-..

I

Hoot always good.—C. Koborg. Opera
House, Elba. Nebr.—Small town patron-
age.

All Night, with Kodolph Valentino.

—

Probably was a good show when it was
new, but as a reissue it failed to please.

—

Marsden and Noble. Noble theatre.

Marshfield, Ore.—Small town patronage.
Cheated Hearts, with Herbert Raw-

linson.—A picture that will keep your in-

terest. Has lots of action.— C. Koborg,
Opera House, Elba. Nebr.— Small town
patronage.

Colorado, with FYank Mayo.—Good
program picture. Interesting, and mine
scene very good.— E. C. Accola, Bonham
theatre. Prairie Du Sac. Wis.— Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Headin' West, with Hoot Gibson.—An

excellent picture which pleased all.— C.
Koborg, Opera House, Elba. Nebr.

—

Small town patronage.

The Delicious Little Devil, with Mae
Murray — Can't see why they ever dug
this th ug up when they have so many
program pictures so much better. Lay
off, you little guys, or our time in the
picture game will be just a little shorter.
Mine is about over.—J. W. Boatwright,
Radio theatre. Ozark, Mo.— Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Trimmed, with Hoot Gibson.—Good
program picture. Will please all. Hoot
well liked here.— E. C. Accola, Bonham
theatre. Prairie Du Sac, Wis.— Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Man Under Cover, with Herbert
Rawlinson.— A. very good picture.
Played against a double head basket ball

game and lost out. No fault of picture.
— F. J. O'Hara, Community theatre, El-
gin, Nebr.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Trap, with Lon Chancy.— Poorest
excuse lor a special we have ever played.
Not even a good program picture.— D. A.
Kooker, Happy Hour theatre, Ewen,
Mich.— Small town patronage.

Across the Deadline, with Prank Mayo.
—A good picture with action in last reel.

C. Koborg, ( >pera House, Elba. Nebr.

—

Small town patronage.

Man to Man, with Harr\ l an y.— Fair
Western picture. Good punch in the last

reel.—D. A. Kooker. Happ> Hour the-

atre, Ewen, Mich.—Small town patron-
age.

Dr. Jim. with Prank Mayo—A dandy
picture. One that will please all.—C. Ko-
borg. Opera House, Elba, Nebr.— Small
town patronage.

Foolish Wives, with Eric Yon Stro-
heim.— I held off from this a long time
for fear of the local censors, but so far

there hasn't been any back fire. Many
more comments than usual, amounting to
this: It's a splendid cast, wonderful act-
ing, gorgeous settings, used in putting
over a story which might have been just

as effectively produced with a much less

expensive background. Thanks to Uni-
versal, who practically donated this pic-

ture, I made a nickel or two for the first

time this winter.— Roy W. Adams, Pas-
time theatre, Mason, Mich.—Small town
patronage.

Foolish Wives, with Eric Von Stro-
heim.— I consider it a good picture with
the high brows. Not much for the reg-

ular patrons or poor class.—W. L. Lan-
ders, Gem theatre, Batesville, Ark.—
Neighborhood patronage.

Foolish Wives, with Eric Von Stro-
heim.—You will like this picture if you
can stay awake until it is over. Too many

reels for people who have to work the
next day. Had to raise admission to play
this picture. Made just a little money.
— E. L. Golden, Mt. Vernon theatre, Tal-
lassee, Ala.—Small town patronage.

Foolish Wives, with Eric Von Stro-
heim.—Every once in a while a man will

go against the dictates of his own con-
science and book something that he is

requested to show, and no matter what he
has heard or read he will go ahead and do
it to please a few and satisfy his curi-
osity and lose his shirt. I'm glad we
did good business the first night anyway.
The second night got it in the Solar
Plexus. Here's a grand opening for

the "I told you so" boys.—Clyde Allen,
Casino theatre, Antwerp, N. Y.— Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Don't Shoot, with Herbert Rawlinson.
— Fine program picture. Many favorable
comments. Better than The Black Bag.
— H. G. & W. R. Holmes, Royal the-

atre, Ainsworth, Nebr.— General patron-
age.

A Wonderful Wife, with Miss du-
Pont.—Just a fair program picture. Pho-
tography very good.—A. W. Sage, Ma-
sonic theatre. What Cheer, Iowa.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Tracked to Earth, with Frank Mayo.—
Very fine picture. Will please.—Carl
Johnson, Pershing theatre, F'loresville,

Tex.—Neighborhod patronage.

Tracked to Earth, with F'rank Mayo.

—

Good from start to finish.— E. G. Wilson.
Opera House, Odell, Nebr.— Neighbor-
hood patronage.

High Heels, with Gladys Walton-
Good program picture. Not one of Wal-
ton's best.— I. J. Kendell, Victory the-

atre, Milledgeville, 111.—Neighborhood
patronage.

High Heels, with Gladys Walton.—
Positively the poorest film we ever had.

Nothing to the story and acting was still

worse. Had it booked for two nights.

Took it off the second day.—A. W. Sage,
Masonic* theatre. What Cheer, Iowa.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Foolish Wives, with Eric Von Stro-

heim.— Biggest crowd in six months. Ad-
vertise strong. Guarantee their money
back, you won't have to pay any back.
It's a business builder.—A. H. Dodge, Pal-

ace theatre, Capac, Mich.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Foolish Wives, with Eric Von Stro-
heim.—Those who did come called it a

good picture. To small exhibitor: Don't
pay too much for this one if you expect
to break even.— I. J. Kendell. Victory the-

atre, Milledgeville, 111.—Neghborhood
patronage.

Dr. Jim, with FVank Mayo.— Extra
good program picture. Drew fair crowd
at thirty and ten cents and received sev-
eral favorable comments.—C. E. Hop-
kins, Hopkins theatre, Cotter, Ark.

—

Small town patronage.

Nobody's Fool, with Marie Prevost.

—

Picture pleased 100 per cent. Good print,

good acting. Audience was pleased to
see the woman hater converted. Don't
be afraid to book this one.—I. J. Ken-
dell, Victory theatre, Milledgeville, III.

—Neighborhood patronage.

The Scrapper, with Herbert Rawlinson.
—Heard no complaints on this one, so
guess it pleased.—Carl Johnson, Pershing,
Floresville, Tex.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

Red Courage, with Hoot Gibson.—This
is a real title for a real picture. Gib-
son's continue to improve. Sure do bring
comments. Patrons can't help saying it.

Book it, boost it.— I. J. Kendell, Victory
theatre, Milledgeville. 111.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Kissed, with Marie Prevost.—Prevost
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is a good little star and is just what is

needed at the right interval?, to balance
up a program to get away from too much
sameness. Good.—C. H. Bills, Opera
House, Lenora, Kans.—Small town pat-
ronage.

Go Straight, with Frank Mayo— In
this picture Mayo proves it is best to
go straight. Full of pep. Makes them
say it out loud. Brings applause. Can't
go wrong on this one.— I. J. Kendell.
Victory theatre, Milledgeville, III. —
Neighborhood patronage.

The Trap, with Lon Chancy.—Lon
Chaney is all there is to this picture. He
is great. Ran this with a two-reel com-
edy and two reel educational. Exhibitors,
if yoir buy this picture don't advance
your admission. My crowd walked out
on it.—John F. Rhinehart, Unique the-
atre. Gays Mills, Wis.— Neighborhood
patronage.

Sure Fire, with Hoot Gibson.—Good
program picture.— I. J. Kendell, Victory
theatre, Milledgeville. III.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Vitagraph
The Little Wild Cat. with Alice Cal-

houn.—Good program picture. Good
program picture. Good business.—G.
Strasser Sons, Emblem theatre, Buffalo,
N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

Too Much Business, with a special cast.

—One of the best received pictures this

season. Played it with Larry Semon in

The Hick. 100 per cent satisfaction.
Ilook it. You'll not be disappointed.—W.
W. Stirlen. Alhambra theatre. Delta.
Iowa.—Neighborhood patronage.

Too Much Business, with a special cast.

—Excellent. A real special. Edward
Horton good and best thing we have ever
seen Tully Marshall do. A scream.

—

J. B. Laughliu, Bart's Mecca, Midland.
M ich.—Neighborhood patronage.

Too Much Business, with a Bpecial cast,

—A real comedy drama with parts well
cast in a lively story of business. Toll)
Marshall as Amos Camby almost steals

the honors from the younger players.
Drew and pleased extra business.— P. G.
Estee. Fad theatre, Brookings, S. D.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Fortune's Mask, with Earle Williams.
—Very good picture. Not very good
business on account of bad weather.

—

H. G. & W. R Holmes, Royal theatre.

Ainsvvorth. Nebr.—General patronage.

My Wild Irish Rose, with Pauline
Starke.—Very good show, but failed to

have any drawing power for me. Can-
not see why, as story is good.—W. T.

Biggs. Unique theatre, Anita, Iowa.

—

Small town patronage.

My Wild Irish Rose, with Pauline
Starke.—A first rate picture from all

angles. Pleased our Saturday crowds.

—

P. G. Estee, Fad theatre, Brookings, S.
D.— Ne'ghbortiood patronage.

Closed Doors, with Alice Calhoun.

—

A good picture of its kind.—C. Koborg,
Opera House, FIba. Nebr.—Small town
patronage.

Island Wives, with Corinne Griffith.

—

Failed to please generally. The story
lacked the punch necessary to make this

go over.—Custer Carland. Victoria the-
atre, Frankford, Mich.—General patron-
age.

A Girl's Desire, with Alice Calhoun.

—

Good picture with pleasing star. Rather
poor title to draw with.—P. G. Estee.
Fad theatre. Brookings. S. D.— Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Girl in His Room, with Uice < :>1

houn.—Very good program picture.—J.

W. Anderson. Rialto theatre, Cozad,
Nebr.—Neighborhood patronage.

Steelheart. with William Duncan.

—

A good clean Western feature. One that
the audience will like. My patrons like

Duncan.— C. H. Lawrence. Plaza the-
atre, Dundee. Iowa.— Small town patron-
age.

Restless Souls, with Earle Williams.

—

Nothing to it. No story. Photography
very good Played with Semon in The
Suitor which saved the program. Semon
is a good bet.— F. J. O'Hara, Commun-
ity theatre. Elgin, Nebr.— Neighborhood
patronage.

Human Collateral, with Corinne Grif-
fith.— People refused to turn out. They
avoid Yitagraph's program pictures. Will
run a few more, however, to see if this is

a certainty or an accident. Ran a Semon
comedy with this but only IS children
responded. Didn't see this play but re-

ports were not good. They said The
Grocery Clerk was a knockout.— Philip

Rand. Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

What's Your Reputat on Worth?, with
Corinne Griffith.—Just a real good pic-
ture —C Koborg. Opera House. Elba,
Nebr,—Small town patronage.

Bring Hm In, with Earle Williams.

—

Ordinary Northwest picture. Earle has
featured better pictures.—W. W. Stirlen,
Alhambra theatre. Delta. Iowa.— Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Divorce Coupons, with Corinne Griffith.

—A pleasing little picture. Star well
liked here. Attendance fair.—J. C. Mc-

moves a lot of rolling stock

in the course of a year,

but all of its facilities

for the next twenty

years couldn't carry

as many people as

Kee. Electric theatre. Bolivar. Mo.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Courage of Marge O'Doone, with
a special cast.—No small town exhibitor
can make a mistake in playing this pic-

ture. Played it as program picture. Had
a good house and fans well pleased.

—

Wm. \\ interbottom. Electric theatre,
Brady, Nebr.—Neighborhood patronage.

No Defense, with William Duncan.

—

Fine. Pleased my patrons. Duncan is

a good bet any time. He delivers the
thrills and keeps them guessing.—W. W.
Stirlen, Alhambra theatre, Delta, Iowa.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Wid Gunning, Inc.

The Old Oaken Bucket, with a special
cast.—Too slow for my patrons, but well
adapted play. Pleased less than 50 per
cent.— L. G. Beacher, New Lyndon the-
atre, Lyndon villc. N. Y.—Small town
patronage.

The Bootleggers, with a special cast.

—

Got stung on this one. About as much
bootlegging in this as there is in the
trustees of our Methodist church.—L. G.
Beecher, New Lyndon theatre, Lyndon

-

villc, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

State Rights
The Beautiful and Damned (Warner

Bros.), with Marie Prcvost.—This pic-

ture pleased my patrons 100 per cent. A
picture true to life.—T. W. Young, Fran
ces theatre, Dyersburg, Term.—Neigh
borhood patronage.

The Beautiful and Damned (Warner
Bros ), with Marie Prevost.—A big city

picture that failed to satisfy the loggers
and lumberjacks here.—Marsden
Noble, Noble theatre. Marshfield, Ore
Small town patronage.

Sure Fire Flint (Mastodon), with
Johnnie Hines.—A dandy comedy shown
in seven reels. The title did not draw
for us. New print, film in excellent con
dition. Everybody liked it.— Duncan &
Veatch, Princess theatre. Morganficld
Ky.—Small town patronage.

Sure Fire Flint (Mastodon), wit
Johnnie Hines.—A dandy comedy show
tion with lots of laughs thrown in fo

good measure then get this.— Fair busi
ness in spite of blizzard.—E. Behrnd
Cozy theatre. Cambridge, Minn.—Neigh
borhood patronage.

Lucky Dan (Goldstonc), with Richar
Talmadgc.—Booked seven Talmadge pic

tures. Hope to have a chance to boo
more. Heven't had a bad one yet. Th
star is popular here and you can bu
these pictures right, too.—E. L. Golden
Mt. Vernon theatre. Tallassee, Ala.—Smal
town patronage.

Heroes of the Street (Warner Bros.)
with Wesley Barry.— Picture please
and proved to be a good box office at

traction.— E. Behrndt. Cozy theatre, Cam
br'dge, Minn.—Neighborhood patronage

The Country Flapper (Prod. Sec.)

with Dorothy Gish.— Silly. Nothing to

it. Film in good shape and Dorothy all

right, but the story is not interesting.

—

E. C. Accola, Bonham theatre. Prairie

Du Sac, Wis.—Neighborhood patronage

A Dangerous Adventure (Warner
Bros.), with Grace Darmond.—This fea

ture was originally a serial which has
been cut to seven reels with all of the
thrills preserved. Had remarkable draw-
ing power for us. It is a story of the
jungles of Africa and is well produced
and photographed.—Wm. H. Creal. Sub-
urban theatre. Omaha. Nebr.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

A Dangerous Adventure (Warner
Bros.), with Grace Darmond.—Proved a

fizzle here. We haven't shown a serial

for two vears and don't believe we will

h-

ler

ity

:rs

&
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uvot yet released- yet already booked
' by the

7

vieitk aroctor and unpss
circuits of theatres

% EB.O.'s FINEST PRODUCTION TO DATE

A REAL Super Special For All the Finest Theatres in the Country.

Speak to Your Nearest F.B.O. Exchange For It NOW!!!

Film Booking Offices of America. Inc.

723-7th Ave.. New York City
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Scenes from the Grace Hasking production "Just Like a Woman," with Marguerite De
La Motte, for distribution by W. W. Hodkinson.

because this certainly got the razz. It

has lots of wild animals and thrills.

—

E. Bchrndt, Cozy theatre. Cambridge.
M inn.—Neighborhood patronage.

Rags to Riches (Warner Bros.), with
Wesley Barry.—Seven reels. Pleased
KM) per cent. Can't go wrong on it.

Would stand advance in prices, but think
it will go Ovv-r better in majority of places

at usual admission. Print not so good.
—H. M. Ketz, Strand theatre, Lamont.
Iowa.—Neighborhood patronage.

Rags to Riches (Warner Bros.), with
Wesley Barry.—A good picture We
heard lots of good comments. Business
was good. Every kid that could beg.

borrow or steal a dim was there.—E.

Behrndt, Cozy theatre. Cambridge, Minn.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Where Is My Wandering Boy Tonight?
(Equity), with Cullen Landis.— It brings
them in and pleases. No kicks at twenty
and forty cents.—J. W. Lumpkin. Cupid
theatre. Miles, Tex.—Small town patron-

age.

Wheie Is My Wandering Boy Tonight?
(Equity), with Cullen Landis.—Bought
as a special. Played two nights. Re-
ceipts barely paid rental. Sob stuff

doesn't draw here.— L. G. Beecher, New-
Lyndon theatre, Lyndonville. N. Y.

—

Small town patronage.

So This Is Arizona (Smith), with a

special cast.—A dandy Western com-
edy, if it does advertise Dean's Cough
Drops. Pleased 100 per cent. Drew a

nice crowd for me for first night of

week. Book it and boost it.—John F.

Rhinehart. Unique theatre. Gays Mills.

Wis.—Neighborhood patronage.

WHAT'S WRONG WITH THE
WOMEN (Equity), with a special

cast.—There must be something
wrong with the women, because
this picture certainly pulled them
in from the tall uncut. It pleased
them after they got in, and that's

what we want.—E. BEHRNDT,
Cozy theatre, Cambridge, Minn.

Why Girls Leave Home (Warner
Bros.), with Anna Q. Nilsson.—Thi s was

a good drawing card and has a real moral
in it.—Olen Reynolds, Pearl theatre, Hy-
mera, Ind.—Small town patronage.

The Heart of the North (Brandt-Davis)
with Roy Stewart.—Well liked except the
religious element, which was criticized.

Why don't they cut that out? It hurts
us all and keeps none.—J. W. Lumpkin,
Cupid theatre. Miles, Tex.—Small town
patronage.

Heart of the North (Brandt-Da\'is ).

with Roy Stewart.—Just a fair picture.

No comments.—Harry Hobolth, Maxine

theatre, Imlay City, Mich.—Small town
patronage.

Kazan (Davis), with a special cast.

—

Al Curwood play. Pleased my audience.
—L. G. Beecher. New Lyndon theatre,
Lyndonville. N. Y.—Small town patron-
age.

I Am the Law (Ami. Dist.) with Alice
Lake.— Fair program picture of the North
country. Not what they endeavor to
make you believe it is by any means.

—

T. A. Shea, Palace theatre, McGehee,
Ark.— Neighborhood patronage.

I Am the Law (Ami. Dist.), with Alice
Lake.—A good picture featuring Alice
Lake as well as some other good stars.

—

Duncan & Ycatch Princess theatre, Mor-
ganfield, Ky.—Small town patronage.

Burn 'Em Up Barnes (Ami. Dist.), with
Johnny Hines.—Good all the way. All
pleased at twenty and forty cents.—J. W.
Lumpkin Cupid theatre Miles, Tex.

—

Small town patronage.

Insinuation (Tri.), with Margery' Wil-
son.—Good picture. Well liked. Poor
business.—G. Strasser Sons, Emblem
theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighborhood
patronage.

His Nibs (Exceptional), with Chic
Sale.—My patrons didn't care much for

this one. It appeals more to exhibitors
than it does to fans.—J. W. Lumpkin.
Cupid theatre. Miles. Tex.—Small town
patronage.

Wild Sumac (Tri.). with Margery Wil-
son.—Picture was very good for a regu-
lar program. Don't like this French
language.—E. L. Golden, Mt. Yernon
theatre, Tallassee, Ala.—Small town pat-

ronage.

Jack Hoxie Pictures.—All that I have
run pleased my Western fans. Thunder-
bolt Jack (>erial) went through Christ-

mas week to the largest and best pleased
audience I've ever had. First three epi-

sodes free Christmas night.—J. W. Lump-
kin. Cupid theatre, Miles, Tex.—Small
town patronage.

William Fairbanks and Lester Cuneo.
—My patrons like them. No kicks.—J.

W. Lumpkin, Cupid theatre, Miles, Tex.
—Small town patronage.

Serials

Around the World in Eighteen Days
(Universal), with William Desmond.

—

A serial that should be run in every
house. This serial gets 'em in. Excel-
lent business.—G. Strasser Sons, Emblem
theatre. Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Speed (Pathe), with Charles Hutchi-
son.—The first episode opened with one

of Hutch's thrilling daredevil stunts and
continues very interesting during the en-
tire three reels.—Horn and Morgan, Hay
Springs, Nebr.—Small town patronage.

Speeu (Pathe), with Charles Hutchi-
son.—Have run thirteenth episode and
it is extra good up to and including same.
A good buy for any serial house.—W. L.
Landers, Gem theatre, Batesville, Ark.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Speed (Pathe), with Charles Hutchi-
son.—On eleventh episode and doing fine.

One of the be*t serials I have run for

a long time.—T. W. Young, Vaudettc
theatre, Dyersburg, Tenn.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Speed (Pathe), with Charles Hutchi-
son.— I am running this in my theatres
at Monte Yista and Del Norte and so
far it is holding up good and pleasing.
Plenty of action.—David Hess, Princess
theatre, Del Monte. Colo.—General pat-
ronage.

In the Days of Buffalo Bill (Universal),
with Art Acord.—This is a real good
serial and drew pretty good throughout.
—Adolph Kohn, Pastime theatre, Gran-
ville, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

The Timber Queen (Pathe), with Ruth
Roland.—Best serial I -have seen. I got
them started on the first episode and it

is sure keeping them coming. Boys, get
this serial.—A. H. Meinert, Star theatre.

Albany, Wis.—Small town patronage.

Whte Eagle (Pathe), with Ruth Ro-
land.—Not much of a serial. No scen-
ery. They show so much of the same
thing over and over. This is about the
poorest serial we have ever shown. Ruth
Roland is a good actress, but rest of the
cast are very poor.— E. E. Cox, Lyceum
theatre, Wyoming. III.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Short Subjects
Aesop's Fables (Pathe).— I consider

these short reel Fables in a class by them-
selves. The kids go wild about them and
they also please the grown ups.—C. H.
Simpson, Princess theatre, Milieu. Ga.

—

General patronage.

Aesop's Fables (Pathe).—A good ad-
dit :on to any kind of program. A one
rccler that has a good meaning. Don't
cost you much to get it.— E. L. Golden,
Mt. Vernon theatre, Tallassee, Ala. —
Small town patronage.

Century Comedies (Universal). — Far
below the average and getting worse.
Looks like nothing but kid comedies.

—

M. Oppenheimer, Lafayette theatre, New
Orleans, La.—Transient patronage.

Fox News.— It seems like most every
exhibitor has a pet news reel. This one
is ours. Pleases our patrons and the ex-
change gives us fine service on our news
reels.— H. G. Stettmund, Jr., Odeon the-
atre, Chandler, Okla.—General patronage.

The Gumps (Celebrated).—This is a
good buy and people like them, only half

reel length, but is satisfying for filler

cartoon.— Chas. Lee Hyde, Grand theatre,

Pierre, S. D.—Small town patronage.

Our Gang Comedies (Pathe).—These
are indeed good. Get the laughs. Draws
well.—David Hess, Iris theatre. Monte
Vista, Colo.—General patronage.

Semon Comedies (Vitagraph). with
Larry Semon.—Use one of these com-
edies every Friday and have not used a
bad one yet. Vitagraph has a lot of ex-
ploitation on these subjects. Be sure to

use it.—M. Oppenheimer, Lafayette the-

atre. New Orleans, La.—Transient pat-

ronage.

St. John Comedies (Fox), with Al St.

John.—These comedies please all, kids
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Attention Program Printers
FOR SALE the following service:

20 Program Cover plates in sne, two
and three colors— ,
(Ben Day)—size 3*-s" x 5*4".

130 Different Movie Star Subjects (half-

tone) in two sizes of cuts

—

Vt" x l%" and \Yi" x -H"—sold nationally

for 30 and 50 cents. More than 2,000 cuts
now in stock.

80 Post Card Borders

—

(size 354* x 5'A") with cm of different stars

—

(size 2%" x 3*) inserted.

-

5,000 Pictures with Program Copy

—

This program service is the most original ever
devised to help the theatreman sell his picture.'

successfully to his patrons. Program is prac-
tically automatic in its makeup. Prices ar-

ranged in quantities according to zones.

Full service sold at a big sacrifice.

You must act now if you want this original
service.

Write or wire your offer to

JAMES T. IGOE COMPANY, Chicago. Illinois

117 West Harrison Street

BULL DOG
FILM CEMENT

PILDOB "the old reliable"
U earDTTi

s^. —jf^ Your Supply Dealer has It

Tit Greatest AcJ*itvrmenl
in Tktatre Crtan BuiUint

SMITH UNIT ORGAN CO.
Manufacturers of High-Grade ELECTRO-

PNEUMATIC PIPE ORGANS foe
Theatre and Home.

413-41* W. ERIE ST. CHICAGO, ILL.

CLASSIFIED

Five Cents per Word Payable
in Advance. Minimum Charge,

$1.00

LEASE WANTED
I WANTED : Would lease theatre with option
to buy in small city 8,000 to 15.000 population.
Pictures or combination. State particulars. Write
O. Krieger. 26 Walnut street. Batavia. K. Y.

POSITION WANTED
WANTED: Experienced projectionist wants

steady position. Used to Simplex machines and
Mazda lamps. Present position not steady. Can
furnish good references. Address Stewart Thomp-
son, Kilbourn. Wisconsin.

MR EXHIBITOR
WANTED: Position as manager or assistant.

Six years' experience in large city houses, vaude-
ville, pictures, musical comedies, high grade stock.
Desires to change. Best references. Press books
sent upon request. Address "Manager." care of
Exhibitors Herald.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
FOR SALE: One brand new Portable Victor

Projector: One Simp'ex: One Powers 6A. Com-
pensarc, chairs, screen. Address Box 249. Peoria.

THEATRE FOR SALE
FOR SALE: Completely equipped motion pic-

ture show. Large Electric Orchestra. Typhoon
fan. Best wheat section Oklahoma. Worth $7,000.
Take half. Part terms. G. F. Roetzel. Majestic
Theatre. Okeene. Oklahoma.

WURLITZER FOR SALE
FOR SALE: Wurlitzer Orchestral Piano, Style

U—with drums, pipes, bells, etc, as good as r.ew,
cost (4,250.00. Will take $2,000.00 (two thousand
dollars), half cash and balance in four months.
Write "Wurlitzer." care of Exhibitors Herald.

and grown ups. They arc good clean
comedies.—Davis Hess. Iris theatre.
Monte Vista, Colo.—General patronage.

Strike Father, Strike Son (Universal).
Xew Leather Pushers Xo. 5. with Regi-
nald Denny.—Much better than the pre-
vious issue. Xo. 4 When Kane Met Abel,
which was one of the few Leather Push-
ers that failed to register with our pa-
trons. Somehow or other the new series

is not drawing like the old. Perhaps the
novelty has worn off. Anyhow nearly
every one of both series has been full of
pep and punch. Can't see where the new
series was any better than the old. ex-
cept perhaps more elaborately staged.
Work of Denny and Stevenson is classy.

—Henry W. Gauding, Lincoln theatre.

Pittsburgh. Penn.—Xeighborhood pat-
ronage.

Making Movies (Pathe), with Johnny
Jones.—This is about the best Johnny
Jones comedy I have ever shown so far.

Good.—Adolph Kohn, Pastime theatre.

Granville. X. Y.—Small town patronage.

The Eskimo
I
Fox), with Clyde Cook.

—

A good comedy, but not quite as good as
the previous Clyde Cook comedies.—C.
Malphurs. Dreamland theatre. High
Springs. Fla.—Small town patronage.

Four Orphans (Hodkinson). with
Charles Murray.—A good comedy with
plenty of slapstick action. Just the kind
of comedies that it takes to balance up
the ordinary feature.—C. H. Bills. Op-
era House, Lenora, Kans.—Small town
patronage.

Puppy Love (Fox), a Sunshine Com-
edy.—The best Sunshine comedy we have
ever run. Kept the audience in a roar
from beginning to end.—C. Malphurs,
Dreamland theatre. High Springs, Fla.

—

Small town patronage.

The Alarm ( Fox), with AL St. John.—
A real one in every way. Slapstick de-

Luxe in an ocean of paint, oil, whitewash
and various other soiled effects. A "dash-
ing" fire department. Funny beyond de-
scription.—J. D. Watnock. Luna theatre.

Battle Creek. Iowa.—Xeighborhood pat-

ronage.

The Pest of the Storm Country (Edu-
cational), with Louise Fazenda.—Two
reels. Good comedy. The Mermaids are
consistently good.—Walter H. Musson.
Queen's theatre. Hespeler. Ont.. Can —
Small town patronage.

Hello Pardner (Fox), a Sunshine Com-
edy.—A dandy good comedy that kept
the crowd in an uproar. Fox Sunshine
Comedies are usually above the average
brand from every angle.—J. D. Watnock.
Luna theatre. Battle Creek. Iowa.

—

Xeighborhood patronage.

My Hero (Fox), with Lupino Lane.

—

This is a good comedy and the star is

good.—Oleh Reynolds. Pearl theatre.

Hymera. Ind.—Small town patronage.

The Wise Ducks (Fox).—One of the

best Sunshine Comedies in a long time.

Children ate it alive. Lots of funny things
in this one.—W. E. Elkin. Temple the-

atre. Aberdeen. Miss. — Xeighborhood
patronage.

Dabbling in Art (F.-X.l, a Mack Sen-
nett comedy.—Leave 'em alone.—Clif-

ford L. Xiles. Grand theatre. Anamosa.
Iowa.—General patronage.

WANTED
Parties operating number of theatres: want some-
one to assist in working up propositions for new
theatres, disposing of others, handle leases of both
theatres and sub-tensnts. State full particulars as

to Qualifications or letter will not be considered.
Replies will be held in strict confidence

W.E., Room 304, 41 Park Row, N.Y.City

USE THIS BLANK

Box Office Reports Tell the Whole
Story.

Join in This Co-operative Service
Report Regularly on
Pictures You Exhibit
And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Pictures
Are Doing for Other Exhibitors

Fill in this blank now and send
to Exhibitors Herald, 417 S. Dear-
born St., Chicago.

Title

Star

Producer

Remarks

Title

Star

Producer

Remarks

Exhibitor

Name of Theatre

Transient or Neighborhood Pat-

ronage

Chy

State
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— if

Capitol Theatre, Union Hill, N. J.

Does Your Theatre
Need Re-Seating?

Theatre
Chairs
American
Seating Co.

I»r JjikwnBlvJ.

Chicago

The mark of correct con-

struction, quality in

materials and durability

plus years of service in

theatre chairs.

' I
VHIS question should b£ decided upon early, before this

year's refurbishing season is upon you. Theatre patrons'

comfort and the competitive value of good seating should be

thoroughly considered.

The American Seating Company Theatre Engineering Depart-

ment, with its fifty years of practical experience in theatre

planning and construction, stands ready to solve your seating

problems no matter how large or small.

A recent installation, covering an entire city lot, is the State-

Capitol Twin Theatres, Union Hill, N. J. These two theatres

are equipped with American Seating Company chairs.

This was the second largest order for theatre chairs in the

world.

What more convincing testimonial could be given?

jTmrricaugrating Qpmjrati]!
NEW YORK CHICAGO BOSTON PHILADELPHIA
114 W. 41st. St. 12 E. Jackson Blvd. 65-D Canal St. 252 S. Broad St.
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THEATRE CONSTRUCTION
AND EQUIPMENT

Seeks Building InformationLITERATURE FROM
The MANUFACTURERS

SKIXXER ORGAN" COMPANY,
Boston, Mass., has issued an attractive
booklet called "Stop, Open and Reed,"
which is dedicated to pipe organ prog-
ress. It contains a biography of Ernest
M. Skinner and illustrations of important
installations in churches and theatres.
Of special interest to organists is the
specifications of the Capitol theatre or-
gan, Boston, Mass.

COOPER HEWITT ELECTRIC
COMPANY, Hoboken, N. J., describes
in its new Bulletin No. 98-A. its line of
electric lamps for photographic processes.
Many phases of commercial and motion
picture studio photography are discussed
with specifications of tubing under direct
and alternating current.

WAGNER ELECTRIC CORPORA-
TION, St. Louis, Mo., has forwarded an
advance copy of a new service catalog
which contains instructions for ordering
parts and adjustment of its Warner sin-
gle-phase motors.

GEO. L. MESKER & COMPANY,
Evansville, Ind., has published a booklet
which pictures its theatre marquis and
store fronts. It is especially noteworthy
because of the profusion with which it is

illustrated, pictures telling the story very
effectively.

* * *

KAUSALITE MANUFACTURING
COMPANY, 6134 Evans avenue. Chi-
cago, has issued an attractive folder
which pictures and describes the new
Kaus-a-Lite, an aisle light for theatres
and auditoriums. The position of the light
on the chair and the illumination cast in

the aisle during operation are shown in

photographs of installations reproduced.

Mrs. F. I '. Wiatrowski. Star Theatre, Angola, New York, Planning New
Theatre to Accommodate About 590

THEATRE CONSTRUCTION
AND EQUIPMENT
Exhibitors Herald

Dear Sir

:

I have read your Theatre Construction
and Equipment department with much
interest, l.ttle thinking while doing so

that I would be asking your assistance

myself. I had planned to remodel my
old place, but after consideration, have
decided to build if I can do it fox what
would be a reasonable sum to invest in

a town of 1,300.

My lo'- is 66 by 135. partly occupied
by my present theatre. The north wall

of the present theatre can be utilized

as a party wall, being twelve inch tile.

I want about 500 seats. I planned 400

on the ground floor and provision for

a sn.a'.I ba'cony which I could finis.h

later as I needed mor; ceats. I also want
a small stage.

The heating and ventilating subject is

a difficult one. My lot is on a slope-

ground, he'ng very poorly drained—can-

not go far below ground because of

trouble with water. I want the front

raised as rruch as possible to b_elp out

or. the problem o: the slant of the

roof without getting too much below-

ground.

Could you estimate cost of finishing

intenor with face brick compared to usual

lath, plaster and decorations.

The front which will be 32"^ feet wide
can be used as lobby, rest room, and
office back the 30 feet, where th interior

can widen out to about 38^ ieet. I

want a good building, but plain. My
idea is too keep down cost and have
something practical. Any assistance jvur
department can give me will be deeply
appreciated.

Yours very truly,

Mrs. F. V. Wiatrowski,
Star Theatre, Angola, N. Y.

ANSWER: Obviously this is a build-
ing and engineering problem, in which
most efficient execution would result from
its placement in the hands of a theatre
expert. However, we are glad to be able
to furnish the following preliminary sug-
gestions, which will undoubtedly be found
helpful.

Concerning the cost of finishing the
interior with face brick, Mr. George W.
Repp of the Service Tepartmenc of the
A:nerican Fi.ce Brick Association reports
a3 follows

:

"We have figurcj t;:e cost of f»-ce

ur ;ck w;Ils and plaster walls and are
giving the results below. These figures
are based on the tollowing Chicago
prices

:

Face Brick, $30 per M.
Common Brick, $12 per M.
Bricklayers, $1.10 per hour and common
labor 871 o cents per hour.

Sand, S3 per yard.
Lime, SI.50 per bbl.

Cement, $3 per bbl.

Plasterers, $1.10 per hour.
100 sq. ft. of 12-in. brick wall (8-in.

common brick, 4-in. face brick) $34-00

10C sq. ft. common brick wall 65.04

100 sq. ft. 2-coat smooth white pre-
pared plaster S.S*

100 sq. ft. 3-coat painting SJ*
Applied plaster ornament (panels, etc)
approximately ltJt

$85 .5*

"It will be seen that the cost is about

A view of the Lincoln theatre, Lincoln, Illinois, recently completed and opened by Steve Bennis. The house is named in honor of
Abraham Lincoln, who as a surveyor and country lawyer trod the very site on which it is erected. There are 1.000 seats in
the Lincoln which was built at a cost of $150,000.
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the same. With the face brick wall, how-
ever, there is no further upkeep cost.
With the above prices worked out on

a basis of a square (100 sq. ft.), the cost
of the walls of the interior of any theatre
can be estimated.

It would no doubt be cheaper to plas-
ter on existing tile wall and decorate
it than to lay a face brick veneer along-
side it, as the latter would require a
foundation and proper anchorage to the
old wall. However, in view of the prob-
lem of redecorating, it might be wise
to use the face brick even at a slightly
higher cost."

* * *

With reference to other phases of your
theatre it has been suggested that vou
could build on to your present building
by building towards the rear part of your
lot and get an auditorium which will

seat approximately four hundred and fifty

people on one floor.

You could utilize 32!^ ft. frontage by
putting in 20 ft. lobby which will also
contain 10x10 ft. box office, stair to booth
and toilet and retiring room for ladies
and children. •*•

You will get approximately sixteen
seats in a row, using four ft. center
aisle having eight seats on each side.
.'0 ft. stage, 5 ft. exit to alley on left

and 5 ft. exit to your own property
on right.

It has been suggested you build a
hot air electric fan driven heating plant
on the rear of the stage and small «se
story unit, which will allow you to keep
from c.xcava! ;ng for heating plant. The
hot air electric system will give you
better results than a steam job. You
could raise the elevation of the reqf
part of your theatre by putting in steps
into your lobby, which will bring the
foyer three fe-t above side walk level.

It will then be only necessary to go
two feet below your present grade to
establish orchestra pit.

The estimated cost of a building of
this kind is between eighteen and twenty
thousand dollats, ready to ring up cur-
tain, we are informed.

Big Chain to Erect New
Theatre on West Coast

That Hollywood, cinema home of the

industry, is to have another beautiful

showplace is revealed in an announcement
from Sid Grauman, Joseph M. Schenck,
Sol I-esser. Adolph Remish and other mem-
bers of the West Coast Theatres, Incor-

porated. According to these theatre

executives, the new theatre will seat

between 1,500 and 2,000 persons and will

cost in the neighborhood of a million

dollars. While the exact site has not

yet been determined, it is known that

several are under consideration and that

the land will be settled upon soon.

The West Coast Theatres, Inc., chain

exceeds 100 houses—all in California. It

is regarded as one of the biggest theatre

chains in the country.

Deitcher to Remodel and

Operate Majestic at Troy

Jack Deitcher, who operates the Eden
theatre at Waterbury, Connecticut. i>

taking over the old Majestic theatre at

Troy, N. Y., in partnership with Charles
Deitcher. More than $15,000 is being
spent to improve the Majestic, complete
new equipment being installed.

The house will be opened about April
1 under the name of the n.'w Astor the-

atre.

Malone, N. Y.— Pond'- Theatres, Inc.,

with headquarters in this city, has pur-
chased property at Saranac Lake on
which an 800-seat theatre will be erected
this spring. A short time ago a site was
inquired at Tupper Lake and a new
house is to be built there.

Third Theatre in Month for K.C.

ANNOUNCEMENT of a large subur-
ban motion picture theatre for Kan-

sas City, Mo., the Rockhill theatre at

Fortieth and Main streets, was made this

week. This is the third theatre this

month of which construction has been
announced.
The new house will be built in con-

junction with a family hotel, the theatre
adjoining at the left, as can be seen by
the photograph. The house has been
leased by the Kemp-Way Company,
which has announced that contracts with

two large producing companies for first

run rights have been made. The theatre,

which will have a standard stage and
large balcony, will have a seating capaci-

ty of 1,500. A modern heating and ven-
tilating system will be installed in the
house, which will be entirely fireproof.

The theatre and hotel are being built

by the Tri-State Realty Company, Shep-
ard & Wiser, 302 R. A. Long Building,
are the architects, and say that the the-
atre will be completed by October. De-
tailed plans of construction have not been
announced.

New Projects

Enid, Okla—L. Weil and son, who
operated the Criterion theatre be tow it

was destroyed by fire, contemplate the
building of a new $80,000 playhouse in

Enid. There are now four theatres in

the city.
*

Pine Bluff, Ark.—Arrangements have
been completed between Saenger Amuse-
ment Company and the trustees of the
Simmons' estate for the erection of a
new theatre, which will cost about
$100,000.

*

Birmingham. Ala.—A modern theatre
to cost approximately $1,000,000 will be
erected in Birmingham at Fifth avenue
and Nineteenth street by Interstate
Amusement Company of Dallas, Texas,
of which Karl Hoblitzellc is president.

*

Shenandoah, Pa.—Plans have been
completed by E. C. Horn Sons, 1476
Broadway, New York City, for a theatre
for Anthracite Amusement Company.

*

Excelsior Springs, Mo.—W. M. Byer
will erect a theatre and building here
at Wyman and South streets to cost
about $75,000. The theatre will seat
1.400.

*

Flushing. N. Y.— Plans have been com-
pleted by Thomas VV. Lamb, 644 Eighth
avenue. New York City, for the theatre
to be erected here by B. F. Keith Com-
pany.

Huntington Beach, Cal.—A theatre to
cost |8S,000 and seat 1,000 will be erected
here by Long Beach Investment Com-
pany, R. L. Obarr, president.

*

Canton, O.— Plans have been completed
by Carmichael and Millspaugh, 67 East
Long street, Columbus, O., for a theatre
to be erected in Canton for A. M. Abrams.

Tampa. Fla.—Consolidated Amusement
Company will build a modern theatre
-eating about 1,200 on the site now occu-
pied by the Bonita theatre and adjoining
property, a twenty-five year lease having
been acquired.

*

Norwalk. Cal.—A motion picture-
theatre will be erected in Norwalk bv
Ernest Hass of Downey.

*

Ownership Changes
Knoxville, la.—Mr. and Mrs. Byror

Watson of Keokuk, have purchased the
interest of Lois Morrisey in the Grand
theatre here.

*

Brownsville, N. Y.—R. W. Russell of
Harrisburg, has purchased the Grand
theatre here from Joseph Hume and Olaf
Nelson.
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Harmonious Lighting Effects

Bring Steady Patronage
Why is it that the puhlic patronizes some the-

atres so regularly? II you w ill investigate you will

rind many contributing factors—comfortable fur-

niture—a good orchestra—and beautiful lighting

effects produced through use of C-H Theatre

Dimmers. Visit the money-maker—inspect the

dimming equipment.

C-H Theatre Dimmers— known to theatre men
since electric lighting was first used— are furnished

according to the kind of lamps used. Intermittent duty
or Continuous duty types are made—the Continuous
Duty Dimmer guaranteed to stand rated load (on any
of the I io steps of control) indefinitely.

With C-H Dimmers, interlocking arrangements
make possible the smooth brightening of some lamps

and the gradual dimming of others— all with

one motion. The many steps give the soft

variations required to avoid flickering.

There is real profit-value in the enchanting

lighting effects produced by C-H Dimmers.

A copy of our Publication 445 is yours for

the asking.

THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFG. CO.
Works: MILWAUKEE and NEW YORK

Offices and Agents in Principal Cities

Northern Electric Co.. Ltd., Canada

CUTLER^HAMMER Theatre Dimmers
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With the Procession in Los Angeles

By Harry Hammond Beall

HOLLYWOOD will soon be the home of

more million-dollar theatres than any

other city in the world if we can accept the

local newspaper stories that have dealt with

the subject during the past week. Up to

date three brand new show palaces have
been projected by as many different pro-

moters. West Coast Theatres Company,
Allen Uolubar and a real estate syndicate

have announced their intentions of construct-

ing mammoth playhouses in Hollywood in

the near future. None will cost less than

several hundred thousands of dollars.

* * »

Bonnie Wilson, who for the past few
months has been publicity director fur the

United Studios and the Maurice Tourncur
Productions, has resigned both positions and
in the future will devote her time to short-

story writing and personal publicity for

stars. Before coming to this city Wil
son was publicity and advertising manager
for the Palace Hotel of San Francisco.
During her association with the Golden
Gate city hostelry, Miss Wilson gained con-
siderable publicity when with Bud Coffee,

the young aviator who met a tragic death
something over a year ago, she made the

first night flight in that territory.

» » *

Rowland V. Lee, director, is confined to

bed with an attack of influenza, which was
caused, according to the physician in attend-
ance, by overwork and exposure during the
filming of "Desire," which Lee has been
filming as a Burston production for Metro
release.

* * *

Mary Pickford has started work on a
new production which, it is said, will be her
most pretentious production to date. A num-
ber of new faces will appear in the picture.

A prize of an elegant wrist watch has been
offered by Miss Pickford to the member of
her organization who submits the best title

suggestion for the new play which Ernest
Lubitsch will direct. The story is an orig-

inal and was prepared for the screen by
Edward Knoblock. It deals with the ro-

mance and adventure of the court of old

Spain.

* * *

Elaborate plans are now being made for

the Wampas Frolic, an annual event staged
by local publicity writers. Present plans in-

dicate that this year's affair will be given
on the big new stage at the Warner brother*

studio sometime the latter part of next
month. Harry Wilson, publicity director

for Principal Pictures Corporation, and vice-

president of the Wampus, will serve as di-

rector general of the Frolic, which promises
to be the outstanding function of the current

social season.

* * *

With its Hollywood studios converted into

a beehive of industry after a complete re-

organization dating from a year ago this

month, Film Booking Offices of America,
Inc., a new producing and distributing fac-

tor in the picture industry, last week cele-

brated its first anniversary by an announce-
ment of six special productions to be made
within the coming year and the early re-

lease of several pretentious productions to

the credit of the new institution. P. A.

Powers, active head of the organization, is

here from N'ew York to participate in the
anniversary celebration.

* * »

James Cruze, Paramount director, is in

New York, but will return in about a week
to complete his production, "Hollywood,"
at the Lasky studio. He went East for the
purpose of getting scenes in which a num-
ber of the stars now at the Long Island
studio will appear. Thomas Gcraghty
adapted "Hollywood" from Frank Condon's
story and Walter Woods is the production
editor.

» * •

The American Historical Revue and Mo-
tion Picture Fxposition, which will be held
in this city at Exposition Park from July S

to August 4, 1938, will doubtless Ik- the most
spectacular affair of its kind ever staged on
the Pacific coast. The buildings will be of
the Spanish-American type and will cover
nearly soo.noo square feet of space.

* * »

Maryon Ave, film actress, returning to

her home from work at a local studio, nar-
rowly escaped serious injury one (Jay this

week when her automobile stalled on a rail-

road track grade crossing at Culver City.

Unable to start the machine, Miss Aye
turned it down the track. An electric train

smashed into the rear of the machine and
knocked it into a ditch beside the tracks.

The actress was uninjured.
» * *

Three new stars have been added to the

list of Universal's live reel film celebrities.

They are: William Desmond, who has been
doing serials at the "U"; Jack lloxie, erst-

while independent, and Roy Stewart, who
has been free lancing. These are. in addi-

tion to Gladys Walton, "Hoot" Gibson and
Herb Rawlinson, all of whom have been
featured players in five-reel Universal pro.

duct ions for some time.

I f the dope evil is not checked within the
course of the next few months, it will not
be the fault of motion picture producers.
Two or three independent companies are
now engaged upon the production of films

exposing and combating the great menace.
Co-operating with these cinema organiza-
tions arc civic and state agents and anti-

narcotic leagues.

* * *

It's moving day at the United S'.udios

every day this month. And it's all In-cause

the land upon which the studio is located

has increased in cash value by leaps and
bounds during the past year or two. As a

result, they're moving the administration
buildings that front on the Melrose street

side of the United lot to the rear of the

tract so that bungalow courts and apart-

ments may arise where big deals in the

movie world were once transacted.
* « *

BenNil Alexander, sans curls and velvet

suit, is enacting the role of "Pcnrod" in the

picturization of Booth Tarkington's story,

"Pcnrod and Sam." now being filmed for

First National by William Beaudinc, well-

known director. I'ennic has developed con-

siderably in the past few years and, accord-

in to Beaudinc, is a typical "Pcnrod" l>oth

in private and screen life. J. K. McDonald
is supervising the production.

* » »

Don.las FAIRBANKS and Mary Pickford
have joined the ranks of theatre builders

and owners. At a meeting recently in the

executive offices of West Coast Theatres.

Inc., these famous stars associated them-
selves with Joseph M. Schenck, Sol Lesser,

Sid Grauman, Adolph Ramish and the Gore
brothers in the enterprise of erecting in

Hollywood one of the most elaborate thea-

tres in the country. A boulevard site will

be selected in the near future. The theatre

will house Ixith legitimate shows and pic-

tures.

» * »

Helen Jerome Eddy is to return to the

speaking stage for a brief period commenc-
ing next week, when she will appear with

her own company in a dramatic sketch at a

local vaudeville theater. Coincident with

her personal appearance two films in which
Miss Eddy enacts featured roles will be ex-

hibited at two local picture houses.

FRANCIS X. BUSHMAN and Beverly Bayne in a scene from "Modern Marriage,"

distributed by American Releasing Corporation. The stars will make personal

appearances in connection with the picture in leading theatres.
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ChicagoTradeEvents
Hoopeston, 111., to

Vote on Blue Sunday
Council Opposes Opening on

Sabbath but Agrees to
a Referendum

There is one redeeming feature about
the efforts that are being made to abolish

blue laws at Hoopeston. 111. At least the

city officials are meeting the question

with an open mind and have indicated

that they ?-e willing to be governed by
the wishes of the people at a sacrifice of

their personal views.

Petition Is Signed

Recently several hundred Hoopeston
residents signed a petition asking the

council to place the question of whether
or not Hoopeston was going to have
Sunday shows on the ballot at the elec-

tion to be held April 17. And. though
the council members declared themselves
against Sunday shows, they voted to

place the proposition on the ballot for a

vote of the people.

In a statement issued on the matter
the council made its attitude clear in the

following words:

Would Give People Chance

"Although we are opposed to Sundav
shows the people have signed petitions

askine that the issue be submitted to a

referendum, and we are in favor of giv-

ing them a chance to decide the ques-

tion."

Two aldermen held out and voted in

favor of not even giving the residents of

the city the opportunity to make their

wishes known through the ballot.

Seek to Close Theatres
Of Litchfield on Sunday

A desperate tight is being waged at

Litchfield, Illinois, by ministers of the

city to have amusements closed on Sun-
days. The Ministerial association and the

official boards of several churches of the

city have presented a petition to the city

council asking that the theatres be closed

on Sundays and action in the council is

expected in the near future.

On a motion introduced at the meeting
of the city council last Thursday evening
the ordinance committee was instructed
to draw up such an ordinance and present
it at the next meeting.

Leah Baird Admirers
Form Club in Chicago

Leah Baird's admirers in Chicago have
formed a "Leah Baird Fans' Club." with
the purpose of giving a theatre party on
the opening night of every Associated
Exhibitors picture featuring Miss Baird.
The club is to hold its first "open meet-

ing" when "Is Divorce a Failure?" the
first of the Leah Baird Specials for 1923.
starts its first Chicago engagements
Glen C. Lenington, of the First National
Bank, was the prime mover in the forma-
t on of the organization.

Tommy Greenwood is going to have a
rival this summer at golf. Herman
Stern, assistant general manager of Uni-
versal, is in intensive training at Leiter's
winter golf school, and by the time the
grass is green on the fairway he'll be in
tine shape for Tommy or anybody else
who wants a little practice.

Coan to Show Trade New
Picture Made in Chicago

"The Little Girl Xext Door," the first

picture to be filmed in Chicago in several
years and produced by Blair Coan Pro-
ductions, Inc., will be given first exhibi-
tors' showings in Chicago soon with the
probability that it will have its public
premiere in a loop theatre there in April.

The production was filmed entirely in

Chicago at the old Essanay studios, but
the cutting and other mechanical touches
were completed in Los Angeles a few
days ago.
At its first private showing at the Ho-

tel Ambassador there the seven-reeler
was awarded very favorable comment in

the newspapers. Negotiations with Mr.
Coan for national booking were opened at

once. Pauline Starke enacts the title role

;n a drama that depends much on a
strong element of mystery to carry it to
an unusual denouement. The cast also
includes Carmel Myers. Mitchell Lewis.
James Morrison. Ed Kennedy and others.

Plan Group Booking to

Combat Chain Theatres
(Special to Exhibitors Herald

)

ST. LOUIS, MO.. March 20.—Nego-
tiations looking to the formation of book-
ing arrangements whereby about forty
St. Louis theatres would combine in con-
tracting for films have been under way
for the past few weeks. Those behind
the movement are not yet ready to an-
nounce their plans. The principal pur-
pose of the new organization, if the
plans are consummated, is reported to be
to combat the growing influence of the
St. Louis Amusement Company, con-
trolled by Skouras Brothers and Harry
Koplar.
The independent exhibitors fear that

eventually they will be put out of busi-

ness by the chain-theatre competition.

It is understood the new body would be
controlled by a board of directors and
that the individual theatres would con-
tinue under their present management,
merely paying ~ 5 per cent booking fee

to the pool fund.

Abe Wallerstein, of the Tivoli theatre.

Michigan City. Ind.—than whom there is

no finer host—put over "The Flirt." the

Universal picture, with a bang recently,

usinpr the film beauty squad. All the Ro-
dolohs of M :chigan City turned out in

force and packed the new theatre.
* * *

In connection with the Michigan City

showing of "The Flirt." Grosset & Dun-
lap. the publishers, had fine window dis-

plays in several of the local stores, and
the book was on sale in the lobby of the

N'ew Tivoli all week.
* * *

I. Lesermax. country sales manager
Universal, is back from a tour of his

territory.
* * *

McYicker's theatre augmented its reg-

ular program this week with the personal

appearance of Nora Bayes. singing a cy-

cle of her favorite numbers and some
new songs. "Glimpses of the Moon" is

the feature attraction.
* * *

"Jazzman'a." the Mae Murray-Metro
attract'on is the feature at the Chicago
this week. "Driven" sf'll holds the screen

at the Randolph, and "The Pilgrim" is

drawing the crowds at the Roosevelt.

Illinois Exhibitors
To Meet April 18-19

Officers and Delegates to
National Conference

Will Be Elected

The annual state convention of the Illi-

nois Motion Picture Theatre Owners will

he beld April 18-19 this year, at the Hotel
Sherman. The convention is being ar-
ranged for by a committee composed of
Ludwig Siegel. John Silha and A. Dern-
bach.

Film Board Invited

New officers will be elected and dele-
gates selected to the national convention
which is to be held in Chicago May
19-26.

On the opening day a get-together din-
ner has been arranged to which the Chi-
cago Film Board of Trade has been in-

vited.

The Illinois M. P. T. O. is one of the
strongest organizations in the c.ountrv

and under the leadership of its present
officers has grown steadily. It is ex-
pected the coming convention will be the
largest attended of any this branch has
ever held.

Important Program Planned

Many matters of vital interest to Cen-
tral West exhibitors will be taken ur>.

such as the music tax question, wage
scales of musicians and operators, cen-
sorship troubles, the uniform contract
and issues affecting the national organi-
zation.

William Goldman Sues
F. P. L. -Missouri in

Theatre Disagreement
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO., March 20.—William
Goldman has filed suit in the St. Louis
Circuit Court to compel the Famous
Players-Lasky-Missouri Corporation to
turn over to him the Kings theatre. Gold-
man was formerly managing director of
the Famous Players local organization but
sold his stock in that corporation last June.
In his petition he states that he entered
into an agreement with the defendants
on Februarv 12. last, giving him an op-
tion to purchase the Kings for $116,000.

He was to assume a mortgage for $96,000.

pay $5,000 cash and the balance in three
annual installments of $5,000 each.

Goldman had announced that he would
open the Kings on Easter Sunday, at the

same time stating he would build a 51,-

000.000 theatre at Grand boulevard and
Morgan street.

He charges he attempted to carry out
his part of the deal for the Kings but that

Famous Players on March 5 notified him
that it intended to cancel the agreement.
He said he then offered a new bond, but

all overtures were rejected. He then
filed his suit.

It is whispered Nora Bayes gets $3,700

for the week's work at McYicker's. do-

ing four shows a day. Not bad for a

Chicago girl trying to get along, is it?

* * *

Loujs Laemmle will be a bachelor this

summer. The Universal Exchange offic
:al

is sending his family to Germany this

spring, so if you see Louis out steppin'

you'll know the reason.

4 7 r Q 7 Q A
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CHICAGO PERSONALITIES

j

I By J. R. M. ^ I

SAMUEL ABRAMS and Adolph Pow-
ell arc two of the most active picture

people in the city these days, huzzing
around distributing slides and trailers

asking the support of the public to fight

the drug traffic. The Elks recently en-
dorsed the 111. M. P. T. O.'s efforts to
suppress the drug evil.

» * *

Clyde Eckhardt, assistant to general
manager of Fox Film Corp., paid the old
stamping ground a visit last week, and
rounded up the whole Chicago office force
on tht roof to have their pictures taken
last Wednesday.

» * *

Joe Brandt, who is the "B" of the C.
B. C. Film Sales Corp., was in town last

week displaying a couple of new films.

* *

"Bill" Hersherc, of Celebrated Play-
ers, found out the cost of one of those
safety light posts in Lincoln Park, a week
ago Sunday, when he ran into it with his

Cadillac. If you want to know what they
cost ask Bill.

* * *

I. Gumbiner, whose wife has been a

patient at the Sacred Heart hospital, Mil-
waukee, for several weeks, thought he
had discovered the hiding place of Lewis
Elmer Larsen, missing realty man, when
Mrs. Gumbiner saw someone who resem-
bled Mr. Larson in the hospital. Later
investigation, however, proved the man
to be someone else.

* * »

Marry Miller, out at the Windsor the-
atre, on North Clark street, broke a cou-
ple of records with "The Third Alarm."
A part of the fire fighting equipment used
as a ballyhoo attracted plenty of atten-
tion in front of the theatre.

* jt *

Al Lyons of the Peoples theatre, 47th
and Ashland streets, got in bad with the
police department when he tied up traffic

with the crowds trying to get in to see
' The Third Alarm," the F. B. O. attrac-

tion. Al had the street cars blocked for

several blocks.
» * *

And while we're on the subject of

"Third Alarm," Ascher Brothers' Frolic
broke several records, 'tis said.

* * *

Al Sobler, the First National exploi-
teer, has distinctive ideas about bed room
decorations. Al has his room covered
with clippings of his exploitation stunts.

» * *

Jack Howland, First National's go-get-
ter, traded his Ford, which was fully
equipped with electric lights, hot and cold
water, steam heat, and washed air ven-
tilation, for a Maxwell coupe. Yes, biz.

is good.
* * *

PHIL DUMAS isn't letting any prospects
escape when it comes to selling them
"The Pilgrim."

* * *

FLOYD Br<k kell, now in charge of dis-
tribution First National, was in town
again last week.

* * •

R. C. Seery and family are vacationing
in Bahoxie, Miss.

» * *

Mrs. R. G. Jordan, of the Hinsdale the-
atre, Hinsdale, III., has just returned
from a few weeks' vacation in California.

* * *

Jack Schwartz, the First National
salesman, surprised everybody last week
by appearing in a new Hup sedan. Musta
cashed one of his salary clucks, eh?

* * »

Chicago has another live-wire exhibitor
in its midst— R. H. Hadfiei.d, of the Mar-
low theatre. 63rd street and Stewart ave-
nue. Mr. Hadfield knows the film indus-
try from the bottom up, having been
general manager of the Wharton studio,
Ithaca, N. Y., and conducted theatres in

Duluth and other cities.
» *

We have discovered a shy exhibitor!
Yep. He's none other than Clarence
Wagner, of the Bugg theatre. Clarence
positively refused to butt in and be in-

troduced to the Universal star, Elinor
Fair, upon her recent visit to our fair city.

* * *

And speaking of Mr. Wagner, he thinks
it's all wrong for the film companies to
put out lurid one-sheets with a lot of
scenes on 'em that you can't find in the

picture with a telescope. And we're with
Mr. Wagner on this.

* * »

The last vistage of the Great Moustache
contest, which had Chicago film Row
agog for several weeks, disappeared last

Saturday, when A. G. Spencer, the F. B.
O. salesman, had the spinach shaved from
his upper lip.

* * *

Gus Tri lich is back in the game. He's
manager of the Orchard theatre—took
charge Mar. 12.

* * »

Walt Neai.and. who directs publicitj
for Goldwyn, has been making the na-
tives of South Bend sit up and take no-
tice, with his exploitation stunts on "The-
Christian." It played the Blackstone
week of Mar. 11, and everybody knew it,

due to Walt's efforts.

* * *

T. J. Connor, assistant general sales

manager of Metro, called on S. A. Shir-
ley, district manager, last week.

* * *

E. J. Timponi has been added to Met-
ro's sales staff, handling Wisconsin ter-

ritory.

* * *

L. J. Bennett and wife from Atlanta,
III., were callers along Film Row Mar. 12,

* * *

J. F. Camp, the Wisconsin representa-
tive of Metro, has been on the sick list

» * *

The Ascher Brothers have taken over
the Vista theatre, at 47th street.

* * *

Ed Brichetto swamped local First Na-
tional office with contracts last week, and
had "Bill" Bnunberg and his assistant.
Tommy Gilliam, working overtime O. K -

ing them.
» * »

At the Goldwyn trade show last week
"Lost and Pound" was screened and this

Thursday "Vanity Fair" is scheduled.
* * *

Joe Campbell, Goldwyn salesman, has
the flu.

* » *

We reported L. A. Ulrich a couple oi
issues back as a Metro salesman. This
was a mistake. Ulrich is with Pathe.

* * »

P. E. Chinn, the Antioch, III., exhibi-
tor, dug himself out of the snow and
came to town last week. Snow pictures
are not in demand in Antioch—there's
too much of it for the good of the show
biz.

HERE'S THE FOX EXCHANGE FORCE, CHICAGO—Quite some crowd of people, eh?—Fifty-eight all told, including
Clyde Eckhardt, former manager. Ernie Grohe, manager of the sales department; Clyde Eckhardt, assistant to the general
manager; Sid Meyer, manager of the exchange, and Matt Cavanaugh, assistant manager, are the gentlemen (left to right)
seated in the foreground.
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Universal^ Super-Thrilling Chapter-Pla1

Fromthe Story by ^ ^
THEO. "WHARTON

FRED THOMSON
I WORLD'S CHAMPION ATHLETE

ANN LITTLE
THE SCREEN'S MOST DARING WOMAN

•vith

ALWILSON
WORLD'S CHAMPION STUNT FLIER

To be presented by
CARL LAElvllvlLiE.

Directed by
DUKE WORN!
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^heTalh ofthe Country!
A

UlnAll StarCast t#£

^^^^^ ArTTARTFt; RRAftTM ^^ ACHARLES BRAB1N
PRODUCTION^

"Among the very best, not only

this season but all seasons."—NEW
YORK GLOBE.

'Driven' is the outstanding picture

of the year so far—and probably

much further."-NEW YORK
TIMES.

" Reaches the heights of the best

American films."-NEW YORK
DAILY NEWS.

k\ <m A HOP.AKT TTEWT.EV

/ STAFwR-I-NG- '

PIVISCXIil/.

AHQBAKT HENLEY
PRODUCTIONDEAN

"'Flame of Life' opened to unusual

business. Not one adverse com-

ment from thousands who saw pic-

ture. Critics unanimous in praise,

—J. A. PARTINGTON, Granada

Theatre, San Francisco, Calif.

'"Flame of Life' broke all records

at my house yesterday."—O. W.
HARVEY, Liberty Theatre, De-

troit, Mich.

" 'Flame of Life' should have 100

per cent appeal."—HARRISON'S
REPORTS.

NATIONALLY ADVERTISED
in.;

THE SATURDAYEVENING POST

'RESENTED BY
LAEMMLE UNIVERSAL JEWELS THE PLEASURE

ISALL YOURS ''
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daysBestBets
Read them
andReap

Comedy Winners

BABY
PEGGY

ENTERED IN:

PEG O' THE MOVIES
7/*KlD REPORTER* TIPS

TAKING ORDERS
CARMEN JR.
SWEETIE

^UODY
MESSINGER

ENTERED IN:

SMARTY
THE BUS BOY
SISTER'S BEAU
SO LONG BUDDY
DAD'S BOY
DON'T GET FRESH

Released thru Universal

entur
Consistently ^ood

!

SOLD IN SERIES OF SIX EACH
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\ C/udWie a IDomanCjrave

Cjeorga

fl Grace S.Hask'uxs production

"Just Like a Woman" is not one of the "Greatest

Pictures of the Year"—but from a box-office stand-

point it is one of the surest—because:

1st—You have a title that has universal appeal and

one that offers any number of real interest value

exploitation angles.

2nd—You have three names that can always be

depended upon to be a drawing card at your box-

office.

3rd—You have a story that will please because it is

delightfully entertaining, and any picture that

will send your patrons away feeling that they

have enjoyed their evening is a picture worth

booking.

rguerde De£gjTlott
HODKINSON
PICTURES
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President Harding
Asked for "Grumpy

'

PRESIDENT Harding was so
keen to see "Grumpy" dur-

ing his recent vacation trip

that a special messenger was
sent to' Florida with a print of

the film.

The President is just one of the
millions who know "Grumpy"
is the most delightful mystery-
comedy-romance ever seen.

As a stage play it broke all rec-

ords in New York and London.
As a picture it will break rec-

ords everywhere.

From the popular play by
Horace Hodges and T. Wigney

Percyval
Screen play by Clara Beranger

.•ijJIBKv FAMOUS I'LVi ERSLASKYCORPORATION ^JJHKl

Adolph Zukor. . . presents

rumpy,
~ WILLIAM

deMILLE
D UCTI O N

WITH

THEODORE ROBERTS,
MAY McAVOY and
CONRAD NAG-EL

This is the 4-column Press Sheet Ad. Mats and electros at Exchange
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JESSE L. LAS KY PRESENTS

(~\ GLORIA
\WANSON
I /PRODIGAL^ DAUGHTERS*

HAVE modern parents lost

control of their flapper

daughters? Gloria, more lav-

ishly gowned, more warmly
alluring than ever, reveals the

startling answer. Theodore
Roberts, Ralph Graves, Louise
Dresser, Vera Reynolds, Rob-
ert Agnew in the cast.

A Sam Wood Production

(paramount

Qiciure

Screen version by Monte M. Katterjohn—from the sensational novel by Joseph Hocking

An Exhibitor Writes:

"I advertise my shows with ads from the Paramount Press

Sheet. They're always eye-catching and classy. And best of

all, they're practical. They look well on any kind of paper, and
no printer can spoil them."

Above is the 4-column newspaper ad from the ' Prodigal Daughters"
Press Sheet.

The best advertising skill in the industry goes into Paramount Press
sheet ads. Of course it's expensive—to Paramount. You pay only a
nominal price for the mats and electros at your Exchange.



Your Patrons
Know Why

Assure Them of a

Whole Evening's Entertainment

They are Constantly Reading

About These Short Subject

Attractions in

THE SATURDAY
EVENING POST

This Ad
Will Appear in

the April 7

Issue

When You
Book These Pictures

and Advertise Them

YOU REAP
THE PROFITS

of This National Advertising

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.

E. W. HAMMONS, President
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Great
American
Play

i/treeived 1>

Great
American
Director

REG US PAT OFF

'METRO'
PICTURE

A Metro Picture



Great AmerICciTV Pldy screened by
On ike Stage
Ayear on Broadway

co-starring HENRY MILLER
and BLANCHE BATES . . .Two
years in other cities.

The author JAMES FORBES,
also wrote':THE CHORUS LADY,
THE TRAVELING SALESMAN,

and THE SHOW SHOP,
besides other hits...

ffke iMorning ffilegmpk
declared"THEEAMOUS
MRS. FAIR""MR.FORBES

best play"

Louis B. Mayer
presents

by James Forbe

Scenario by FRANCES MARK
Directed by FRED NIBLO

O PICTURE
9ury imperial Pictures £dt.,£xc[u.sLve Distributors
-throughout GrBritain Sir Win-Tun/. /TJon.Dir..,



I
Iat American Directoi

On ike Screen,

Produced by tke man
whose every pictures
has not only teen a..

success, hut a hic\>

success.

Examples of Mr.
NIBLO'S achievements
are THE THREE MUSK-
ETEERS" "THE MARK
OF ZORO" attd"BLOOD
AND SAND"

VIOUS
AIR



.Iff 1
(ft is fitting that

(J kA £reat American pla,y
Screened by
A £reat American director

have a great

CAST

< arnx-l Myenii
Vn»i, Hrice

A Metro Picture m
<)uvLf Imperial Pictures Ltd.. frclusive IDistriburtors

tkruovd great Qritct'm.SirW>h.j}u,Ytj Manaqmq JLfiy.

.



>. P. Schulberp' A Tom Forman
presents Production

ARECY
FAIL

w
NX

A Comedy Drama of Youth, m
Love and Struggle Jj*

By LARRY EVANS Iff

dapted for the screen by Eve Unsell

Photographed by Harry Perry \z

# Preferred Cast _

MADGE BELLAMY
TOM SANTSCHI
HARDEE KLRKLAND
JANE KECKLEY

LLOYD HUGHES
HALLAM COOLEY
MYRTLE VANE
SAMUEL ALLEN

ITS A PREFERRED PICTURE

No. 6
of the First Preferred

Eight. Just one good
picture after another

Distributed by

AL-LICHTMAN
C ORPO RATI O N
1650 BROADWAY

G- Pv. O S
SEW YORK CTTY



Goldwyn presents

Rupert
Hughes'

AH Exhibitors

Are Reading the

Story Now!
It's running serially

|

in this very issue 1

Exhibitors Herald recognizes i;

Bigness ofRupert Hughes' famci

story of life in the Hollywon
Studios* 1

By securing the serial rights s

clusively for exhibitors, this pit

lication takes a great step forw;?

in the field of reader service*

The biggest story of the screen (

day has been chosen as the I
serial ever to be published

trade paper* Now is your chaic

to read it*



llupert Hughes,
America's foremost

rtory-teller

]as told his tale of the rise

if a movie star in Hollywood

tot only in novel form—
]>ut also as the most important

notion picture of the year

—

Tiirty-five famous stars of Holly-

wood—the headliners of screen-

ilom appear in this mammoth
production in addition to the reg-

ilar cast of players*

The picture has everything that

nade the story a sensation—and
nore. It's the kind of attraction

:he public will stand in line to see*
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MACK JEMNETT
presents

MADEL MORMAMD
//7

"5UZAMMA"
Directed by

3. Richard (Jones

A Producer Who Makes,

Then Sella His Picture

Mack Sennett and the Mack Sennett brand of

comedy are so well known to the motion pic-

ture public everywhere that he has come to

be known among exhibitors as a producer who
sells his own pictures to the public.

"Suzanna" has in it all that Mack Sennett or

anybody else can put into any comedy drama.

It has been called a "typical Sennett" feature.

It has Sennett situations ; it has a gorgeous love

story; tense dramatic moments!

The Producer's Name Is

Your Box-office Guarantee

01lied Producers and Distributors Corporations
729 Seventh Otrenue. J/aux C/ork City

—O Branch Office located in each United Qrtists Corporation Cxchancta—

The Bond Between the Star

And the Motion Picture Fans
Mabel Normand is dainty, winsome, wonder-

ful ; and she joins with Mack Sennett in assort-

ing that she never has done better work than

in "Suzanna." Critics everywhere have said

the same; exhibitors have admitted it.

Mabel Normand and her whimsical, capricious

acting is known wherever motion pictures are

known; she is loved by fans of all ages and

classes in all parts of the country. She helps

you sell her pictures.

Mack Sennett and Mabel Normand;
A Combination Hard to Beat

^ 39



THE GIRL I LOVED
03c/ jam&s Whitcomb Riley

Direction by joJSph De QlVJ^C

Charles Ray In Role That Made Him a Star

"Judged merely from the commercial angle 'The Girl I Loved' gives every

indication of proving a good money-maker. A decidedly strong attraction

for any theatre, big or small. Its appeal is universal and calculated to please

young and old alike."—Trade Review.

This Gripping Romantic Drama Now Booking^

I UNITED ARXLTTT CONDONATION |

MARY DICKTOttD • CUAOLIC CHAPUN DOUGLAJ* TAIODANKX D. V. GOJmTW



Howard Hawks
presents

WjeJUal Chcxdjjjxck

With

Alan Hale, Walter Long, Tom
Wilson, Jack Curtis, Frank
Campeau, J. Farrell McDonald,
Dick Sutherland, Edwin Stev-

ens, Noah Beery, George Coop-
er, Wm. Dyer, Jean Hersholt.

We are pleased to announce
the instant booking of this

powerful 18-star special pro-

duction by Mr. Arthur G.

Whyte for the entire Keith-

U. B. 0. Circuit.

Early spring play dates will

follow a widely exploited first-

run engagement in one of the

biggest Broadway picture the-

atres.

"QUICKSANDS" is a show-
man's picture. It has, first of

all, story. It has "names." It

has punch. It has romance,
action, adventure, rush and
dramatics. We don't know any
showman anywhere who would
fail to book it on sight.

mencan
RELEASING CORPORATION

WALTER E GREENE. JW™
71ADS kMK tS

Helens Chadmck
Richard DiK

£ > v/ w *w m ~ ~'

^TloahBaery - dlan Hale Frank Campeau George Cooper - WalterCong' Ttick Sutherland- ^fomldilson ' Edwin Stevens



Worth the Whole Show
TheWewYorkTivenirw QVorJd

§CL]JS "Buster Keaton's 'The

—^ Frozen North' is about as

funny a two-reeler as one

could ask for and even if

it were the only thing on

the bill would repay one

for a visit to the theatre."

Look Over The Full List

!

Have You Played Them All?

"COPS"
"MY WIFE'S RELATIONS"

"THE BOAT"
"THE ELECTRIC HOUSE"

"DAY DREAMS"
"THE FROZEN NORTH"
THE PALE FACE"

"THE BALLOONATIC"
"THE PLAYHOUSE"
"THE BLACKSMITH"

Presented by Joseph M. Schenck

Written and Directed by

Buster Keaton and Eddie Kline

comm19

duster M
in

/c
TJie Love



"One of the Picture
Miracles of the Year"

That's what R. C. Williams, Majestic
Theatre, Streator, III., says. Read his

report to the Exhibitors Herald.

"One of the picture miracles of

the year. It has the magic some-

thing that means success. Dozens
of people told me it was the best

picture they ever saw."

Another Exhibitor Calls It

Biggest Hit of Season I

Oklahoma City, Okla
March 14, 1923

Associated First National Pictures, Inc.

6 West 48th Street, New York City

"Just finished week's run to immense business and

universal applause. All classes of people took pains to

impress me with their pleasure over the picture, which

I consider one of the biggest of the year's hits and a

wonderful box office attraction."

TOM H. BOLAND

Empress Theatre

Edwin Carewe

^symphony of life in the high and low placet

by QurtisHenton -Directed byldwin Carewe

Scenario by Adelaide Heilbron ; Sol Polito, Cameraman
John D. Schulze, Art Director

;
Philip Masi, Assistant Director

A 3ir>6t YlotiondL Picture



'ThomasJi^nce
^

presents

Scars of
Jealousy

powerful drama with an
exceptional cast including

FRANK KEENAN * EDWARD
BURNS * LLOYD HUGHES
and MARGUERITE DeLaMOTTE

*By JnthonyOiRudd » Directed by
Lambert Jii llyer under the personal

supervision ofThos-Di-lnce •



JnMienceMtuw ifthere everwason

One Big Punch
after another

!

"Get out of my
house forever!"

"i would rather

you <u-ere dead than
a son of mine."

The blow in tin-

dark

HERE is a picture made in the best Ince style,

which means it is a sure fire box office

winner.

There is everything in it to hold fascinated and

spell bound any audiences. Thrill follows thrill,

leading up to the smashing climaxes—a battle be-

tween revenue officers and mountaineers, a lynch-

ing party, and a forest fire so realistic you fairly

smell the smoke and hear the crackle of the flames.

Here you have a romance with all the glamor

of old Dixie with its proud and ancient aristoc-

racy, and its rugged primitive mountaineers, car-

rying on their feudal battles from generation to

generation. An atmosphere that appeals to all.

And a cast to conjure with.

You know the sort of pictures Thomas H. Ince

has been producing
—

"Hail the Woman", "Skin

Deep", "The Hottentot". This is just such an-

other winner.

Distributed by Associated

First National Pictures, Inc.

Ohos-Mmce

cars ofJealous)



WHATAWIFE
LEARNED'

"A Powerful Box Office Picture!
-Moving Picture World.

<2 WL
'.IVHu doric uoul qei

ijt <y ijoar own ?

'

FILLED WITH THRILLS
AND GREAT SUSPENSE
"A box office attraction of unquestionable

power. A penetrating appeal to both sexes—to

anyone appreciating good drama. A stirring

theme, produced artistically and with command-
ing sense of showmanship values. A love tri-

angle built on an absorbing situation. The flood

scene is a thrilling spectacle, tremend-

ous suspense and highly dramatic

effect."

—

Moi'ing Picture World.

A GOOD MARKET
FOR THIS PICTURE
"A good market for this picture.

They'll gasp when the hero nearly

loses his life. There's a real thrill in

it."

—

The Film Daily.

INTENSELY INTERESTING
AND WELL ACTED
"A thoroughly convincing and well-acted melo-

drama. The characters are well drawn. The
story is both interesting and amusing and has

good lighting and artistic settings. An intensely

interesting play of the "society* type. The centre

of interest is fastened upon three characters and

it is all the more praiseworthy that the situations

and acting create such good entertainment."

—

Exhibitors Herald.

WILL BRING GOLD
TO THE BOX OFFICE

"Excellent entertainment is offered by this

production which is in every way up to the high

standard of previous Thomas H. Ince pictures.

A clear, well constructed plot, photography of

the best grade, intelligent acting by a talented

cast and skilled direction are the qualities which

register 'What a Wife Learned' as a feature

worthy of the attention of all exhibitors and likely

to bring golden box office returns."

—

Exhibitors

Trade Review.

With John Bowers Milton Sills

and Marguerite DeLaMotte
Written by Bradley King

Directed by John Griffith Wray under
the personal supervision of Thomas H. Ince.

A JtxM: national Picture
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DAVID BELASCO'S
Great Epic of the West
Coming With a Rush!
The whole world knows and loves it

one of the greatest stage successes ever
produced.

A tale of the roaring days of the Forty Niners—the boom
days of the gold fields of Sonora—of nuggets gleaming in the

gravel beds—of hairy, two-fisted men panning the streams by

day and roaring out their drinking songs to the thrill of love or

fight by the flicker of camp fires by night. The world turns

back at the Movies' will—and the smile of "The Girl of the

Golden West."

On the actual locale of David Belasco's famous stage suc-

cess, Edwin Carewe is recreating the glories of the old days,

now but a memory. And once again will live the color, the

grip, the thrill of the goldfields, the life wild and free.

A 3ir>6t national Picture
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East or West?
Mr. Joseph M. Schcnck, whose ob-

servations on any element or activity of

the industry are usually sound and are

always entitled to thorough considera-

tion, believes that the distributing

headquarters of the business will -al-

ways remain in the East.

Mr. Schenck points out that the ex-

isting head offices are now deeply rooted

into the commercial and financial struc-

ture of New York and also that the ap-
proval of New York, with its thousands
of visitors from various points through-
out the country, means much to a pic-

ture.

But there are other features of the

matter which may be taken into account
and which one day may effect a radical

change in distribution headquarters.

New York being the financial center

of America, it is necessary for impor-
tant industries generally to maintain

connections with New York. But this

does not in itself necessitate the loca-

tion of the headquarters of a business in

New York. The packing industry,

which has one concern that does the

largest turn-over of any firm in exist-

ence, is not located in New York. Nei-

ther is the automotive industry and
many others of great importance.

New York's approval of a picture is

a great advantage, of course, but we do

not see how the location of a national

distributor's head office has any influ-

ence whatsoever on this matter.

Looking on the other side of the ques-

tion, the location of the head offices of

distributors elsewhere than in New
York—and particularly their location

in the practical center of America, Chi-

cago—offers many great advantages, so

great in fact that we believe film dis-

tribution eventually will radiate out

from the Middle West.

As to the physical distribution of

films, there certainly can be no argu-

ment but that this operation could be

carried on more economically, more
quickly and more effectively from some

central point. This is an obvious fact

as applied to films or anything else.

The one other thing involved in dis-

tribution is selling. With distribution

headquarters in Chicago a vital and in-

telligent contact with the field could

be more easily maintained. Sales man-
agers could visit the various territories

more easily and at much less expense.

Communication of all kinds with the

sales force could be executed with
greater dispatch. A hundred other

practical advantages could be enumer-
ated.

Distribution headquarters in Chicago
would also make easy what is now very
difficult for many New York executives

—a correct and well-balanced national

viewpoint.
* * *

The proposed establishment of a

$1,000,000 theatre in Hollywood, de-
voted to the spoken drama, by Mary
Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks, Joseph
M. Schenck, Sol Lesser, Adolph
Ramish and the Gore brothers—all mo-
tion picture celebrities and potentates

—

would afford interesting contemplation

for the inventor of the motto, "Shoe-
maker, stick to your last."

* # *

The facts as they are give a severe

jolt to the commonly accepted theory

that there are "millions in the movies."

The recent financial statement of Fa-
mous Players, recognized as the larg-

est and one of the most substantial of

the film companies, discloses earnings

on the common stock of $14.73 per

share—which is a figure that suffers in

comparison with the per share earn-

ings of a lot of businesses that are con-

sidered to be operating on a small

margin.
* * *

The anti-censorship wave continues

to increase—in volume and strength.

The legislature of Nebraska has killed

a group of iniquitous measures, placing

that state among the enlightened com-

monwealths of America on censorship

and motion picture intolerance.

Re-Takes
J. R. M.

Are you all set to save a lot o' day-
light this summer?

* * *

It seems those Wall Strecters got all

mixed up in that Piggly Wiggly deal.

* » *

Can't Beet It

Isn't it sweet of those sugar brokers
to raise the price to 11 cents per pound?

* * *

Strange—Passing Strange

Was talking to a producer the other
day who says he has one director who is

awful temperamental. I told him he was
lucky if he only has one—but he said he
only had one company working.

» * »

Pictures Am Served

On the transcontinental train The
Olympian, the porter is now instructed

to call "las' call for the movie show in

the dinah ahead" every evening about
8:30, according to an official of the C, M.
& St. P.

* * *

Pay and They'll Play

Now the New York musicians want the

same pay as the Chicago obediahs in the

pit. That's the first time New York ever
followed Chicago in anything.

* * *

Oh, Doubtless

So far none of the big theatres have
tied up with Washburn & Crosby flour

while playing "The White Flower," but I

suppose they'll come to it "eventually."
* * *

Yes, Why?
Why didn't somebody think to loan

President Harding a couple of reels of

film to take South with him?
* * *

Speaking of Backs
Some of the dresses in "Glimpses of

the Moon" had anything you ever saw
backed off the board, or as one young
man remarked to his best goirl as they
came outa McVicker's—"Nita Naldi's the

queen's shoulder blades O. K., ain't she?"
* * *

Speaking of Tut
Somebody has estimated that old King

Tutankhamen has received about ten

hundred million dollars' worth of front

page publicity. This rough estimate was
prepared by a press agent so the figures

are not authentic. However, if any film

man can cash in one one-tenth of that

amount, he's going to have a nice new
car this summer.

* * *

Hard Boiled
However, there'll be a lot of skeptical

souls who won't go to see the picture for

fear they haven't got the original cast.

* * *

Hot Under the Collar

The cause of the Michigan girl's tem-
perature rising to 115 has been discov-

ered. She was trying to make out her

income tax report.
* * *

Something Else
Herbert Hoover wants the achitects of

.the country to reform and not build any
more eleven foot rooms, because it wastes

a foot of lumber every time they do. But
that doesn't explain the present cost of

sugar, which would save the "dear pee-

pul" a lot o' dough.
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Exhibitor Leaders Gather
To "Revive" Organization

Regard Chicago Convention as Crisis in National As-

sociation 's Affairs— Consider Means to

Prevent Complete Wreckage

Exhibitor leaders from all parts of the United States gathered in Chi-

cago this week to consider means whereby the national M. P. T. O. A.,

which has almost ceased to function, can be revived and put back in the

position it occupied at the close of the great Cleveland convention three

years ago.

The call was issued by the Board of Directors of the M. P. T. O. ot

Michigan and was sent to twenty-five men. On what transpires in Chicago,

the success or failure of the Chicago convention may depend.

All Factions Represented at Conferences

Among the early arrivals were men from practically all of the various

factions into which the organization has been disintegrating. All avoided be-

ing interviewed before the sessions were held.

"If politics are kept out, there are great

possibilities in this meeting," was the

declaration of one leader. "It not, it will

get no where."'

Wording to the Call

The invitation to the meeting which

was issued by telegraph read as follows:

"The Chicago convention will be

the turning point in our national or-

ganization and something must be
done to assure a move in the right

direction. Michigan has definite and
concrete plan for financing the or-

ganization and putting it across. You
are one of twenty-five influential ex-

hibitors whose judgment is needed
and who will meet at the Sherman
Hotel, Chicago, at ten a. m., Wednes-
day, March 28, to discuss plan.

Among those expected to attend are:

A. R. Pramer, Omaha, Xeb.; Harry M.
Crandall. Washington, D. C; Fred See-
gert, Milwaukee, Wis.; Martin G. Smith,
Toledo, O.; Theodore Hayes and Al
Steffes, Minneapolis; C. A. Lick, Fort
Smith, Ark.; Charles L. O'Reilly, Xew
York City; Blair McElroy, Chicago; C.
E. Whitehurst. Baltimore. Md.; Julius
Brylawski, Washington, D. C: G. G.
Schmidt and E. H. Bingham, Indianap-
olis, Ind. ; Joe Mogler. St. Louis, Mo.

;

R. G. Liggett. Kansas City. Kans., J. H.
McMahon. Cincinnati, O., and Sam Moross.
New York.

Presidential Timber Sought

It is possible that the conference may
agree on a candidate for president of the

M. P. T. O. A. who will be acceptable to

all factions and who can reunite exhibi-

tors. Sydney S. Cohen, president, has

announced that he will not accept reelec-

tion.

Urges Statesman
As Exhibitor Leader

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SAX FRANCISCO, CAL, March 27.

—Thomas D. Van Osten, business man-
ager of the M. P. T. O. of Xorthern Cali-

fornia, writing in the organization's offi-

cial organ, advocates exhibitors selecting

a man of the calibre of Hoover, Jim
Davis or Sam Gompers as president of

the national organization.
For the first time, he makes public the

fact that he urged this step at the Wash-
ington convention a year ago and that at

the time a member of President Hard-
ing's cabinet could have been induced to

take the place.

Reviewing the activities of the M. P.

T. O. A. during the past year, Mr. Van
Osten points out that the effort of the
organization to promote a non-taxable
music department served only to befuddle
the problem and was "a colossal blunder."
He recalls too, that Hon. Clarence Mac-
Greggor's effort to repeal the war tax on
theatre admissions up to 25 cents received
no attention from the M. P. T. O. A.
and died.

"Unless the exhibitors appreciate the
importance of doing about as the pro-
ducer-distributors have done, they might
better save their railroad tare and put
their eggs in their home-town basket,"
he declares. "An every-day national con-
vention without an expert director-gen-
eral who devotes his entire time to the
work in hand and an aggressive activity

following won't get the exhibitors' prob-
lems solved."

Herald "Scoops"
Start Protest by

Eastern Editors
As a result of Exhibitors Herald

printing reviews of several important

pictures far ahead of the New York

trade papers, editors of the Eastern

magazines have made a series of pro-

tests to distributing companies.

The Herald is the only film trade naper

maintaining capable reviewers in Xew
York, Chicago and Los Angeles. Other
magazines have reviewers in Xew York
city only.

Unable to compete with the Herald on

account of their limited facilities, the east-

ern papers now want distributing compa-
nies to "protect" them by delaying trade

showings outside of Xew York.

Morgan Robertson Fund
To Aid''Broke' 'Writers

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

XEW YORK. March 27.—A memo-
randum, in which the late Morgan Rob-

ertson had written the names of those

from whom he borrowed money, has in-

spired the founding of the Morgan Rob-
ertson trust fund "to take care of writing

fellows who go on the rocks." Adminis-
tration of the fund is left to the discretion

of John B. Kelly, editor of Action Storks,
and Horace W. Paine.
Robertson died eight years ago, just at

a time when his work was beginning to

be demanded. Later came spirited bid-

ding for motion picture rights to his sea
stories. A fund of $2,000 has been estab-
lished by Mrs. Robertson.

Steffes Says Attack
On Cohen Is Unwise
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MIXNEAPOLIS, MINX., March 27.

—Al Steffes in a published statement here

answers the recent criticism aimed at

Sydney S. Cohen by other officers and
members of the M. P T. O. of Minne-
apolis. With Cohen already announcing
his retirement, Steffes points out that the
attacks are ill-timed and adds that Cohen
is no more to blame for what happened
at the Washington convention than every
man on the floor.

J. E. Boyle, Exhibitor

At Dubuque, Iowa, Dies
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DUBUQUE, IA., March 27.—J. E.

Boyle, owner and manager of the Dream-
land and Liberty theatres in this city,

died at his home following a prolonged
illness

Mr. Boyle came to Dubuque in 1909
and opened the Dreamland. He has been
prominent in the activities of the city

and was a member of a number of lodges.

Made Lesser Secretary
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS AXGELES, March 27.—Roy
Myers, formerly with Universal, has
joined Principal Pictures Corporation as

secretary to President Sol Lesser.

BEGIN—

"Souls for Sale"

With This Week's Issue

The heroine of Rupert Hughes'
great novel of motion picture

studio life arrives in Hollywood in

the installment published this week
and has her first glimpse of the

studios where pictures are made.

A carefully written synopsis will

bring you up to date. See page 25.

Clyde Cook Signed by

Lou Anger Productions
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS AXGELES, March 27.—Lou
Anger, head of Lou Anger productions,
which will make short-reel comedy sub-
jects, has signed Clyde Cook, well known
comedy player, to a long term contract.

The Anger organization, which is capi-

talized at $1,000,000, will shortly add
more stars to its list.

Mr. Anger, who has been general man-
ager for Joseph M. Schenck production
for many years, expects to have five pro-

ducing companies by May 1.
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TJieFuni^Side

It Exhibition

Upstate Theatre Men After
May Conclave in New York

O'Reilly to Confer With Special Committees Named
to Thresh Out Matter— Plan Concerted Drive

on Tax Bill Up in Legislature
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALI'AXY, X. V., .March 27.—The annual convention of the Motion Pic-

ture Theatre Owners of New York State will be held on May 8, 9 and 10, but

whether the gathering will take place in Buffalo or New York city will not

he decided until President Charles L. O'Reilly confers with two special com-
mittees, representing these cities, and which were appointed at the meeting of

the officers and board of directors of the M. P. T. O. held at the Hotel Ten-
Eyck in Albany, last week.

Appoint Committees After Failure to Reach Decision

During a session, which got under way at 2 :30 o'clock, and lasted a matter
of four hours, the board was unable to reach a decision as to which city offered

the best facilities to accommodate the convention crowd, resulting in the ap-
pointment of Jules Michaels of Buffalo, and A. C. Hayman, of Niagara Falls,

as a committee representing the Western city, and Charles Steiner and Samuel
Moross of New York city, comprising the committees which will confer with
Mr. O'Reilly.

It is said that members of the board from
upstate are in favor of Buffalo, as it would
mean better organization upstate, and while
admitting the advantages of convenience of-

fered by the metropolis, declare that the

smaller upstate cities make better conven-
tion towns and that holding the convention
in Buffalo would bring about stronger co-

operation in Western New York.

Continue Censor Fight

Matters of pending legislation also were
discussed at last week's meeting, the mem-
bers agreeing to a concerted drive to block
the passage of the bill calling for a 61 per

cent tax on the gross receipts of motion pic-

ture houses, as well as other places of
amusement ; and that following the passage
in the senate of the Walker bill calling for

the repeal of motion picture censorship,

every effort would be made to further its

passage in the assembly. Many members of
the board of directors were present when
the Walker bill passed the senate late Tues-
day.

The board of directors also ratified the

work of the special committee which has

been in session for the past ten months with
Will H. Hays, representing the producers'

and distributors' organization, and the con-

tract as drawn by this joint committee was
approved and accepted. The officers of the

association were also instructed to imme-
diately organize arbitration boards in the

distributing zone of Albany and Buffalo to

function for the exhibitors buying film in

these territories.

Meeting Well Attended

Present at last Wednesday's session were

:

Charles L. O'Reilly of New York, presi-

dent of the state association ; Louis Buett-

ner, Cohoes, and Bernard Edelhertz, New
York, vice-presidents; W. H. Linton, Utica,

treasurer; Samuel I. Berman, Brooklyn,

secretary; Jules Michaels, Buffalo; William
Benton, Saratoga Springs ; David Cohen,

Binghamton; A. C. Hayman, Niagara Falls;

Joseph Quittner, Middietown; Nathan Rob-
bins, Utica; Charles Steiner, Samuel Sheer

and Rudolph Sanders, New York; Samuel
Suckno, Albany.

Kansas to Adopt
New Constitution

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, KAN., March 27—

A

new constitution will be adopted by the

M. P. T. O. Kansas at its semi-annual con-

vention, the date of which has been changed

to April 16 and 17, at Wichita, Kan.

The present constitution of the Kansas

organization dates back to the formation of
the association about ten years ago. The
new constitution will be similar to that of
the national organization, according to C. E.
Cook, business manager. By-laws also will

be adopted, although they may vary only
slightly from present ones.

An invitation to all the live social organ-
izations of Wichita to attend the big free

banquet, a costume ball, a buffet luncheon
and a real dance will be some of the fea-

tures of the convention. Some of the most
widely known business men, men of public

affairs, and men high in the motion picture

industry will be selected as speakers.

An election of officers and the naming of

delegates to the national convention in Chi-
cago also will be part of the routine work
to dispose of.

C. M. Smith of Kansas City, Kan., chair-

man of the entertainment committee, is busy
outlining a program. He will be assisted

two weeks prior to the convention by Stan-

lev Chambers and Howard Jameyson of

Wichita.

Western Missouri
Meets on April 4

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, MO.. March 27.—The
date of the semi-annual convention of the

M. P. T. O. Western Missouri has been
set for April 4 at Kansas City, according

to Lawrence E. Goldman, counsel of the

organization. President Sydney Cohen,
William True. Michael O'Toole and other

national and state officers will be present.

Although the Missouri legislature will not

adjourn for a week yet, virtually all legis-

lation detrimental to the motion picture in-

dustry has been lost, despite last-minute ef-

forts of reformers to "railroad" a censor-

ship bill through.

First National District

Managers Gathered in

East for Five Day Meet
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 27—A conference

of district managers of First National,

which will last for five days, opened at the

Hotel Astor today. Plans for the next sea-

son are up for discussion.

Floyd M. Brockell, distribution manager,

presided, assisted by Stanley Hatch and

Jay Gove.
The district managers attending are: H. A.

Bandy. Central District, Qeveland. O.: Roy C.

Seery, Mid-Western District, Chicago. 111.; W. E.

By LARRY HAYES
(Dawn Theatre, Hillsdale, Mich.)
This happened while the writer was

selling film, but any exhibitor who has

had the same sort of grief will appreciate

it.

I was trying to convince a certain

small town exhibitor here in Michigan
as to the superiority of the particular

product I was selling at that time. We
were sitting in the box office, he selling

tickets— I doing my stuff. The show was
a knock-'em-dead Western with an Ar-
buckle comedy, a show destined to sell

many a kid ticket, and from the clatter

and noise down in front I judged he had
his share of children in the house.
As the show progressed and the noise

down in front grew louder, I could see

that faraway look come into his eyes and
knew that if I ever made a sale that he
would have to get the kids quiet. So I

suggested that he go down front and
quiet them and I would handle the win-
dow while he was gone.
He went down front mad all through,

stopped the music and proceeded to tell

that bunch of kids where to head in. The
things he promised to do to them if there
was any further noise were terrible to
imagine. When he finished silence

reigned. For a full half-minute not a
sound was heard except the steady purr
of the machine as it ground out the
thrills of a Western. Then, as my ex-
hibitor friend was about half way back
to the box office a kid's voice rang out,

"WELL, if you don't like the way we
run the theatre, RUN IT YOURSELF."

Needless to say, I didn't get a contract
that night.

By WILLIAM H. CREAL
(Suburban theatre, Omaha, Neb.)
Here are a couple of little incidents

which occurred to me and struck me as
being funny:

I discovered a 10-year-old boy playing
a mouth-organ during the show, which
I immediately took from him, telling him
I would return it as he left. He quickly
set up a yell, as follows: "Now you
give that back. That's my brother's.

I'll tell my ma on you!"
I answered that I'd tell my ma on him,

too. I then escorted him to the alley

and pointed him toward home.
The other incident was of a youngster

coming up to me and saying: "Mister,
I've pulled one of my teeth out. May
I go outdoors and spit?"

Callaway. Southern District. New* Orleans. La.;
Louis Bache. Canadian District. Toronto; Joseph
Skirboll. Western District, Los Angeles. Mr.
Skirboll has been managing the Pittsburgh ex-
change, but will go direct from the convention to

Los Angeles.

Among those scheduled to address the

meetings are S. O. Spring, of First Na-
tional's legal department ; D. Farralla, of

the financial department, and Sol Shernow
of the print department.
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Souls for Sale
A Story of Motion Picture Studio Life

By RUPERT HUGHES

Acknowledgment is made to Goldwyn Pictures Corporation for the illustrations used with this story. "Souls (or Sale" is being made into a
motion picture by Goldwyn, directed by the author, Rupert Hughes, with Eleanor Boardman, Frank Mayo, Mae Busch, Barbara La Marr, Ailcen

Pringle, Richard Dix and Lew Cody in the cast.
,

The Story to Date :

BEAUTIFUL young Remember Sted-

don—whose clergyman father had
named her after one of the Puritan

maidens of the Mayflower—found herself

in desperate difficulties. She had given her

heart to Elwood Farnaby, with whom she

sang of Sundays in the choir of her father's

smalltown church ; and because Elwood's

drunken father left him the sole support of

his mother and the younger children, young
Farnaby could not marry her. But for

some time now, Remember had known
there was urgent reason for the marriage.

Remember's anxiety aggravated the

cough which of late had worried her par-

ents, so that at length they prevailed upon
her to consult Doctor Bretherick concerning

it; and the wise old physician scon dis-

covered the true source of her trouble

—

and persuaded Remember to accept the

obvious solution ; in spite of the many ma-
terial difficulties, and even though Elwood
had lost his job, Remember must marry
him at once. Bretherick had arranged the

whole matter when—Farnaby was brought
to his office dying, after an automobile
accident.

Bretherick now ordered the broken-
hearted girl West because of that cough,
and told her how she was to write her

parents successive letters telling of her meet-
ing with an old acquaintance, of her
falling in love with him, marrying him

—

and being left soon a widow.

Remember agreed to this. But she con-
fided in her mother ; and that much-tried
good woman gave her longed-for absolu-
tion and solace, and became fellow-conspira-
tor in Bretherick's scheme of a pretended
marriage to explain matters to her father.

So Remember Steddon set out for Tuc-
son—and an extraordinary career—a career
which began even as Remember journeyed
westward; for on the train she encount-
ered several motion-picture actors, and the
acquaintances she made with vulgar little

Viva d'Artoise and with the handsome
young star Tom Holby were to mean much
to her.

On the train also Remember wrote the

first letter of her fabrication to her father,

which told of meeting an old acquaintance,

Mr. Woodville. She planned to carry the

story out in her letters from Tucson.

At Tucson, she wrote to her parents, an-

nouncing she had married the fictitious Mr.
Woodville and that she was going with him
to Yuma. From Yuma, after purchasing a

wedding ring, she wrote her parents that

she was going with her husband on a pros-

pecting trip into the desert; then journeyed
to Palm Springs, intending to seek em-
ployment there as a chambermaid.

But at Palm Springs, she encountered
Tom Holby and his motion -picture com-
pany out on location and Tom found tem-

At Whitewater, she caught a train for the new
Babel. No city could be so wicked as her father
and «he had thought Los Angeles, and be any-
thing else.

porary employment for her as an "extra
woman." She misinterpreted and repulsed
his merely friendly advances and when the

company went away he left her to her own
devices.

Remember found employment as a do-
mestic on a ranch nearby. She immediately
wrote her parents stating that her husband
had perished in the desert. Wandering up
a steep path one day, she fell over a cliff

and was badly hurt.

CHAPTER VII

A YOUNG Indian girl chasing her
stray pony about the sand had noted

the figure climbing the side of the cliff,

and had studied it, wondering at its

erratic behavior.

She had seen Mem stumble, then fall;

had heard the thump of the body on the

cushioning sand; had run to the nearest

house and told what she had seen.

A man there came out and followed

the Indian girl. When she pointed to

the height where Mem had stood when
she slipped, he said:

"That's all of sixty feet. She's dead
for sure."

But she was not, though she was life-

less enough when they reached her, and
more than one bone was broken.

A woman had tried to kill herself a few
weeks before by jumping from a far

higher cliff, and, landing on sand as soft,

had wakened, to her keen disappoint-

ment, in this world instead of the other,

with a few more bruises and anguishes
than before.

The Indian girl dispelled the natural

suspicion that Mem had attempted sui-

cide. Her first outcry when she was
brought back to consciousness was a

shriek of terror that resumed her

thoughts where they had left off.

She was recognized and taken home.
The village doctor was fetched, and he

did all that his skill could do to hasten
the repairs that nature began upon at

once.

Though Mem had never dared to visit

the doctor, he knew of her, and knew of
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But her father was completely deceived and mourned sincerely. His postscript was all pity and loving
sorrow; he told her of his prayers for her strength to bear her cross and pleaded with her to be brave.

her as a widow. The wedding ring on
her finger forestalled even a thought of

the truth.

When she was strong enough to be
talked to he prepared her for bad news.

"Am I to be crippled for life?" she
cried.

"No," he sighed. "You will bear no
marks of your accident. But you will

not—but your other hopes and expecta-
tions—will not be realized."

She was dazed and he was timid, and
he had some difficulty in making her
understand his bad news: that she would
not be a mother.

She bore this blow with a fortitude

that surprised him.

Before she was able to be up and
about, the family came back and min-
istered to her with a kindness that pun-
ished her. One morning she was terrified

to receive a letter from home. It was
addressed to "Mrs. John Woodville" and
it was written by her mother, with a long
postscript from her father. Her mother's
letter was a labored effort to pour out
sympathy for her daughter in the loss of

a husband who, she knew, had never lived

and could not die. Her expressions of

horror at his demise were written for the

sake of her husband, but she was never
meant for a dramatic author and Mem
could feel the artificiality of her language.
But her father was completely deceived
and mourned sincerely. His postscript

was all pity and loving sorrow-; he told

of his prayers for her strength to bear
her cross and pleaded with her to be
brave. He said that he had prayed for

her in church and the congregation sent
her loving messages.

Mem could see him on his knees im-
ploring Heaven, pacing his room with the

tread she had heard so much in her child-

hood, and stretching his clasped hands
across the pulpit Bible as he solicited

mercy of Heaven.

Remorse came upon her again with
the suffocating fury of the sandstorm.
She felt that she could never face her
lather or her village again. Now that her
accident had annulled her excuse for be-

ing here, her conscience forbade her to

go home again.

Now she felt an exile indeed, and an
unutterable loneliness, without her lover,

her child, her own people, or even the

familiar scenes that might have given her
inarticulate consolation. The old trees

about the old house would have waved
their arms above her, and murmured
mysterious broodings over the mystery
of despair. The very trees here were
foreigners.

On an impulse she wrote a long letter

to her mother, inclosed it in an unsealed
envelope, and inclosed that in a sealed

envelope addressed to Doctor Bretherick.

After the letter was mailed she wished
she had never sent it. It could only
carry dismay into her lonely mother's
soul. But it was as impossible to recall

as a scream shot into the air. She
imagined all consequences but the one
that came about.

The last of her money went to pay the

doctor's bill, and she was a sick pauper.

She resumed her menial work gradually
as her strength returned, but her d'staste

for it grew to loathing. The Reddicks.
her employers, were kind to her, but they
were master and mistress, and their own
lives were hard.

She was weak and woebegone, at the

bottom of the cliff of life. She had never
climbed very far, but she had fallen far

enough to give both soul and body an
almost fatal shock.
She was ashamed of her past, and her

future was as dismal as the desert and
as full of cactus. She was a drudge in a

poor family in a scorched settlement
abandoned by all that could get away.
The only inferiors she could see were

a young widow named Dack and her

five-year-old boy, Terry. Mrs. Dack took
in washing. During the winter she was
overworked; during the summer she was
undernourished.

She did the heaviest laundry for the
Reddicks, and when she called for it she
usually brought her boy along for lack

of some one to leave him with. The child

had the infantile genius for improving
the world by imagination, and made a
brilliant adventure of the errand. He
owned a rickety express wagon left be-
hind by some visitor child; and it gave
Terry all the uplift of a fiery chariot. His
mother would set the bundle of wash in

the wagonette, and immediately it be-
came a magnificent truck, an automobile,
or an airship, and the boy a team of
horses, a motor, or a winged aviator, as his

whim pleased.

His mother caught a little cheer from
Terry's inexhaustible rapture, and Mem,
seeing them move along the road to their

shack, felt such pity for them that she
gained a little dignity from the emotion,
since pity is a downward-looking mood.

Her sympathy was quickened, perhaps,
by the frustration of her own mother-
hood. Nature had begun to prepare her
spirit as well as her flesh for maternal
offices, and somewhere in oblivion was a

half-completed little child doomed to
perish before it was born. That tiny

orphan wailed in the porches of Mem's
heart, complaining that its destiny, begun
in romantic shame, was ended in un-
romantic catastrophe. Famished of love,

Mem fed upon the widow's boy.

It hurt Mem to see how sorry a future
Terry Dack could expect. The children
of the Indians were less unlucky, because,
like the children of negroes, they entered
a world that made them no promises.
But every American white child has a

chance at wealth and the Presidency of

the United States as his inalienable birth-

right. Yet Terry Dack began with no in-

heritance but handicaps.

He would have no opportunity in Palm
Springs for anything but the humblest
future. He would grow up to a few
scraps of public-school education. His
father was already dead and his mother
only half alive. She had been a pretty

thing once, and she loved to tell Mem of

her life on a ranch near Whitewater. As
a little girl she had owned her own horse

and ridden it. As a young "sage hen"
she had been the belle of ranch picnics and
parties. She had married a glorious

young cattleman, whose father went
broke because his herd of cattle was
smothered in a sandstorm. The son had
soon after been torn to pieces by the

teeth of a vicious horse he had tried to

break to the saddle.

Then all the joy and velocity had gone
out of Mrs. Dack's life and she had be-

come the bent slave of a washboard, her

arms forever elbow deep in suds.

The boy Terry was of the Ariel breed.

His fancy girdled the earth in forty min-
utes. The world was a stage to him; an
old boot as effective as Cinderella's glass

slipper; the clothesline was a private tele-

phone wire.

He mimicked birds and animals and
often covered his mother with terror and
amused chagrin by imitating her clients

with uncanny skill.

He had an eye for mannerisms of walk
or posture. His vision owned a photo-

graphic detail, his ear a phonographic
skill for record and repetition.

Ignorant and young as he was, he could
merely sketch the emphatic features of

the people he cartooned, but in the out-

line there was always a likeness that made
his mother or Mem cry out the name of

the subject at once. Terry would usually

preface his performance with a :
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"'Looky, mamma! This is the way old

Miz Red'dick walks. This is the way you

do, mamma. This is what the old Indian

squaw does when she weaves baskets

with her hands and uses her feet to work
the rope that scares the birds from the

fig trees. This is the way, mamma, you
wash clo'es and wring 'em and hang 'em

up to dry."

Sometimes his mimicry was terrifying.

He would repeat things he had overheard

in the street from careless men; he would
imitate some deviltry" he had learned from
an Indian or Mexican or American boy or

girl, or from the little devil that curls

and fattens in every child's own heart, as

the worm in the apple.

His mother and Mem would look at

each other in the dismay that comes to

grown-ups when they see the ignorance

of babyhood vanishing like down from

a peach. They were afraid of what life in

their wicked little world would do to

their little idol.

Terry would weep with vexation at an

inattentive audience or at his inability to

express what bubbled inside his little

kettle of a chest. He would weep when
angered, but at no other time. Pain,

grief, disappointment, terror, loneliness

would bring no tears, no sobs.

Once the child caught cold—in all that

heat'—and Mem sat by his bedside

through several smothering nights, while

the back-broken mother slept. Mem, all

alone in her vigil, found that imagination

was good company. She constructed lit-

tle plays. She pretended that Terry was
her own baby: and. like him. she en-

riched a sordid existence with the rich

tapestries of pretense. She had been
forced to be a play actress for so long

that the ordeal had become a pleasant

habit, a necessity.

She exercised her acquired skill in

making up little dramas to while away
the' tedium of the long nights and to

keep the wakeful child's mind from his

cough.

Among all the rich nights of human
experience, from the perfect night that

Socrates praised, the more than royally

luxurious night of dreamless sleep, to the

glittering revelries of a Trimalchian ban-

quet, no nights are more precious than

those somber hours a mother spends at

the bedside of a sick child.

It was during this long heartache that

Mem received the second letter that

found her in Palm Springs. This was
from Leva Lemaire. saying that she had
just seen in an old paper a paragraph
describing Mrs. Woodville's fall from the

mountain and her miraculous escape

from death. Leva expressed the utmost
sympathy and prayed that her beauty
had not been married. She added

:

"But if it has. you can still find some-
thing to do in the movies. I've given up
trying to be an actress and taken a posi-

tion in the laboratory projection room,
correcting the films. It's cool and dark
and interesting, and far better than that

miserable oven. I think I can get you a

place, if youH come up. Los Angeles is

the only town in the world that's alive

these days, and there's no excuse for a
woman of your education and charm
wasting her sweetness on the desert air.

Do come! I've sent my three children
out to their uncle's ranch. You could
live here with me and my friends."

The thought of working in the dark and
the cool was a hint of Paradise to Mem.
but she would not leave Terry Dack while
he was ill.

Early one evening she went to the
drug store to fill a prescription, and
found a stranger there sprawled across a
showcase, talking.

His voice startled her. though it was so

slow and lazy that the druggist found it

almost a soporific.

"I been out on the old Picacho moun-
tain pros'-specktin'. I went over it once
with an old pardner o' mine—name of

—

well. I always called him Woodhead. He
went batty on me 'count of a water hole

not havin' no water into it."

Mem stood for a moment, petrified, all

but her heart, which was scurrying like

an alarm bell in a steeple.

This was the man Bodlin she had
talked to in Yuma! She had told him
that her husband was alive and that she
was going into the desert with him.

He would recognize her the moment
he saw her. He would ask about the
husband he had so frankly envied. All
her duplicity would be revealed. She
would probably be stoned out of the
village.

CHAPTER VIII

HER chief dismay was her inability to

get rid of the lie she had begun. She
found it always ahead of and about her
with new demands : always behind her with
new reminders.

She stole out of the drug store with the

prescription unfilled and. hastening down
the street, asked a young Indian girl who
came along to finish her errand for her.

She waited in the shelter of a fat palm
tree, ready to take flight if the Yuma man
should come out and follow her.

But he was evidently still telling the
weary druggist his unsolicited experiences,

for, after a time, the Indian girl returned,
bringng the medicine and explaining that

her delay was due to the much palaver of
a man who would not stop talking.

On the way back to the Dack cottage
Mem thought fast. She had hidden her-
self in a tiny hamlet, the nearest thing to

solitude. She had hidden herself in vain.

The only other hope was to seek conceal-
ment in a crowd, as Tom Holby had sug-
gested.

And now coercion was added to the

allurements of Los Angeles. She told Mrs.
Dack and Mrs. Reddick that she had re-

ceived a call to go to Los Angeles at once.

Mrs. Rf.ddick protested and pleaded with
all the hospitality that is bestowed on a
good servant where servants of any sort

are hard to get and keep. Mrs. Dack could

only regret her departure, and her meek
desolation of mien almost overcame Man's
resolution. The boy Terry was out of

danger, but his arms around Mem's neck
were withes she could hardly break. The
soft hands, the dewy cheeks, the lonely

eyes of the child were fetters cruelly tyran-

nous.

The next morning Mem lugged her old

suitcase to the starting point of the auto

stage. It carried her and a few other pas-

sengers across a bad-lands, pallid as a con-

vict's cheek and with the same unshaven
look.

At Whitewater she caught a train that

sped her gradually into the vales of plenty,

through leagues of citrus groves in flower

and in fruit at once.

Seeing orange blossoms abloom in

leagues, she blushed to think that she had
never worn them. She marveled at the

alleys of green, polka-dotted with golden
oranges, with lemons and grapefruit hang-
ing like gifts in tinseled Christmas trees.

Long reaches of walnut groves went by in

wheel spokes. The walnuts made the neat-

est and shapeliest of orchards. There were
olives, almonds—roses blowing in red miles

along die country roads. She was coming
up into Eden.

And eventually she reached the new
Babel, which her father had denounced as
the last capital of paganism. Xo city could
be so wicked as her father and she bad
thought Los Angeles, and be anything else.

And Los Angeles was everything else.

Scanty as her resources were, Mem had
to pay a taxicab to take her to Leva's

home. It was the first taxicab she had ever
ridden in. and she was hysterical with fear

as it shot and spun through streets so thick

with traffic and so wild that this city's

record of accidents had achieved supremacy
in the world.

The driver mauled his gears so recklessly

that the cab was incessantly snarling and
spitting, a very beast of prey. Yet Mem
was almost more afraid of the taximeter,

as she watched it adding dimes to her fare

at a spendthrift rate. She was likely to

be destroyed by bankruptcy if not by
collision.

The street slid through a long, long
tunnel and then swooped up and away to

Sunset Boulevard t she loved the name),
then gradually into a domain of tiny houses
with large gardens, each of a luxuriance
that struck Mem as almost fantastic All
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of these people must be grand viziers the

way they surrounded themselves with trop-
ical splendors.

The Spanish names of many of the

streets made literature to her eye and she
was dazed by the number of them. She
thought that Los Angeles must have ex-
tended its limits almost to San Francisco.
San Franciscans often made the same ac-

cusation.

Suddenly the car swerved to the right

and scooted up a little avenue of low
houses, not white only, but pink or mauve
or yellow, with roofs of varicolored tile

and awnings of gaudy stripe.

In a city so widespread, and made up of

SO many small houses so far apart that,

when the man was at his work and the

wife in the kitchen or shopping, there was
nobody visible, she had the impression of
Los Angeles that Arthur Somers Roche
expressed

—
"a million white houses and not

a soul going in or coming out of one of

them I"

The cab jolted to a stop before a tiny

palace of four or five rooms. Mem got
down, paid the pirate her ransom, and toted

her suitcase up to the quaint little door.

This was Leva's home! She had a palm
tree, a pepper tree, a few truculent cactuses,

grass, and a fountain. Along the walk
stood a row of palms, their trunks studded
or lapped in many facets where leaf stalks

had been cut off. A gorgeous vine of
bougainvillea was thing up over the cornice

with the effect of a vast carnival shawl.

Leva was not at home. A servant who
opened the door said that "she would not

git back from the stoodio befo' six or hap-
past."

Mem asked permission to wait, knowing
nowhere else to turn; she studied the bright

rooms as if they were chambers in fairy-

land. She could hardly comprehend the

patio, and the walls of concrete (she did
not realize that she could almost have
poked her thumb through them), the garden
built into the house, the frail and many-
tinted furniture, the photographs of famous
paintings that she had never heard of. The
whole spirit of the place was foreign to

Mem. It looked genie-built.

The servant was glad to relieve her lone-

liness with chatter. She explained that
Miss Lcmaire lived there with three other
ladies, all of them in the movies, and none
of them getting their pictures took.
They lived here with no more thought

of chaperonage than a crowd of bachelors.
Mem's greatest shock was the abrupt arrival
in a world where the enjoyment of life was
made its chief business. She had been
brought up to believe in duty first—in self-

denial, abstention, modesty, demurity, sim-
plicity, meekness, prayer, remorse. Here
people worshiped the sun, (lowers, dancing,
speed, hilarity, laughter, and love.

They worked hard, but at the manufac-
ture of pretty things, of stories, pictures,

paintings, music. To her there was an in-

conceivable recklessness of consequence.
They thought no more of respectable ap-
pearance than South Sea Islanders.

Vet they seemed to be as happy as they
tried to be. They had their disappoint-
ments, jealousies, scandals, gossips, griefs,

and shames, but so had the gray village

people she had left. These Utopians had
no winter in their climate or in their souls
—only a little rainy season, a bit of chill.

When Leva and her friends came in at

dinner time they came like young business
men home from offices, tired of shop, yet
full of its talk ; eager for amusement, know-
ing no law except their own self-respect
for health or reputation or efficiency. The
first one in set a victrola to playing a jazz
tune before she noticed Mem. The second
one in joined the first in a dance. They
quarreled over a new step with laughing
violence.

Mem was aghast at their contempt for
conventions. They despised the Puritans
who abhorred them. They snapped their

fingers at appearances and regarded cau-
tion not as an evidence of decency, but as
a proof of hypocrisy.
They had in their time known all of

Mem's compunctions, but had abandoned
them one by one as a soldier throws off all

baggage that hampers the freedom and
range of his march ; as a swimmer in strong
currents casts away everything that weighs,
including clothes. She would learn that
many of those who loved to break the rules

of outward propriety were solid as white
marble in their standards. She had already
learned at home that many of the most

spotless exteriors are only whitened tepul-

chers.

She would conform herself with trepida-

tion at first and with much backsliding into

respectability as she understood it. Hut she

would soon embrace the new paganism with
desperation and finally with gayety, adapt-
ing herself like a beach comber to the cus-
toms of a tribe of self-supporting women
who compromised themselves so freely that

the critic gave them up as hopeless. One
does not fret much over the unconvention-
alities of gypsies.

At first she supposed that all Los Angeles
was Hollywood. But she would learn that

to a large portion of the city's population
the word "Hollywood" was a synonym for

riotous outlawry, a plague spot, a kind of
spendthrift slums. And in Hollywood itself

she would find a large, old-fashioned village

clement dazed by its gypsies. Furthermore,
the city, which her father had damned with
such wholesale horror, was nine-tenths

composed of mid-Westerners like himself,

people who had brought their churches and
churchlincss with them. There were hun-
dreds of thousands of Iowans, Missourians,

Kansans there ; and they held picnics con-
stantly—enormous reunions which differed

from the camp meetings and barbecues of

the mid-West only in the fact that the

groves were not of maple and oak and
hickory, but of eucalyptus and palm and
pepper.

Whether Mem had come to her ruination

or her redemption, she had come to a new
world. Before she learned how freely, with

what masculine franchise, these women con-

ducted their lives, before she could recoil

from such perilous associations, she was
entrapped in their cordiality, their vivacity,

their lavish kindliness.

Leva, the third one home, welcomed Mem
as if she were a returned prodigal sister

instead of a passing acquaintance met in

the desert. She would listen to nothing but
the unpacking of the suitcase and the ac-

ceptance of a little bed covered with a

gaudy Navajo blanket. There were flowers

at Mem's plate in a lavish heap. And a

big basket of fruit was set in her room.
Californians are prompt and frequent with
gifts of flowers.

The other women came in variously. One
walked. One drove her own car up into a
garage just a little bigger than the car. One
was set down by a big studio touring car
that delivered its passengers of nights and
gathered them up again of mornings, for Los
Angeles is a city of magnificent distances.

Every place is a Sabbath-day's journey
from every place else. And there is no
Sabbath—at least no legal Sabbath. Yet
the people seemed to be extraordinarily
good and kind. They seemed to get the sun
into their lives. Their hearts felt as big

and golden and juicy as their own oranges.
Even the lemons had a sweeter acridity

than at home.
At home "California fruit" had been a

byword for bigness, high color, and in-

sipidity of taste, something a little better

than Dead Sea fruit. The smaller, plainer

native apples, pears, and peaches had pos-

sessed a better flavor.

But California fruit had reached Calverly J

after a long, dark journey, and it was eaten I

in a foreign air. Out here, however, where
the oranges could be lifted warm from the

tree, the figs sliced fresh for breakfast, the

peaches stripped of their downy silk while
their wine was new, there was no lapse

from the joyous promise of their advertise-

ment.
If the sunlight was of a gold refined and

somewhat enriched, the shadow was also of

a deeper cool. Just inside its edge the sun
was walled out. The first builders had not

known this. They had set above their

houses the roofs of wintry climates, and one

might still see in older Los Angeles obso-

lete homes whose slanting shingles were
excellently arranged to let the snow slide

She found out all of a sudden how much harder it is to be natural in one's own clothes than to play
a poetic role in costume.
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off. Since there was no snow to slide, they

served as furnaces for the hot sun.

Next came the low room with the wide,

flat eaves, casting a heavy shade about the

windows. But this made the houses chilly,

and the new school brought the tiles just to

the brim of the walls ; and these walls were
not often glaring white as before, but

brown, dove gray, salmon, shrimp, olive.

Where the shadows lay along the lawns
or the walks they were of unusual design,

not dapplings of rounded leaves as in the

mid-West, but the long scissored slashes of

palm fronds, the thready reeds of papyrus,

the pepper's delicate flounces.

Even in this Eden, however, there was
distress, anxiety. The hard times that were
freezing the outer world were threatening

the raging prosperity of Los Angeles.

Studios were closing overnight. Supposed
millionaires were departing abruptly in

search of funds to meet their payrolls. Stars

who had been collecting ten thousand dol-

lars a week or less were left stranded in

the midst of unfinished pictures and un-

finished mortgages and jewelry bills. The
lesser fry were being cast ashore in heaps,

like minnows after a tidal wave's recession.

The girls at Leva's were wondering how
long their jobs would last. A mere cut in

salary would be a welcome mercy, a respite

from a death sentence.

This was devastating news to Mem, for

she had landed on this tropical isle in the

expectation of at least a breadfruit tree.

Her blanched face told her story to Leva,

who held out more hope than she inly enter-

tained.

"Never say die, Mrs. Woodville," she said.

"There's always a chance. The companies
are turning off their oldest, most experi-

enced people in droves, but every now and
then they take in a newcomer. I'll speak to

the laboratory chief. Anyway, your board

and lodging won't cost you anything as long

as we've got either here, eh girls?"

The girls agreed. Their adventurous spirit

included a reckless hospitality and they put

off care till tomorrow in the hope that it

would never come.
After the dinner the victrola was set

whirring again and Mem was invited to

foreet her troubles in a fox-trot.

She gasped at this. She had never learned

even a lamb-trot. Her father's church did

not permit dancing, and, while it overlooked
the sin in certain of its parishioners, there

would have been scandal indeed if the par-

son's daughter had ever lifted her foot in

aught save solemnity.

But Mem was not allowed to explain. She
was dragged from her chair and forced to

copy the steps set before her. It would
have been impossibly priggish and insulting

for her to plead religious scruples, and she

put her best foot foremost.
The dance mood was innate and she had

a natural grace of rhythm that had lan-

guished unheeded. The steps were simple,

and their combination at the whim of the

dancer who led.

Mem was soon whirling about the room,
with more or less awkwardness which only
made for laughter, and with a swimming
intoxication that left her panting and dizzy,

but strangely, foolishly happy.
She had learned a new alphabet of ex-

pression. She misspelled the words and
jumbled the syntax, but she was getting
along somehow on a new planet.

When three or four men drove up in a
car and invaded the house with invitations
to a dance at the Hollywood Hotel, Mem
declined, of course. Her refusal was ignored
as of no importance.

"It's Thursday night," said Leva, "and
it's our religious duty to show up at the
Hollywood. Everybody's there. You might
meet somebody who'd give you a job."
Mem begged to be excused. She could

not dance and she was very tired.

"That's when you're at your best," cried
Leva, who was an entirely other woman

Mem was petrified. Nothing could stop her mother from coming. The first blaze of joy at the
thought of the reunion was quenched in the flood of impossible situations her presence would create.

from the shrouded Arabian that Mem had
met at Palm Springs.

While Mem protested Leva motioned
one of the men, a young actor, to make her
dance.

In spite of her struggles she was
snatched from her chair into the arms of

this faun whose manly beauty was his stock

in trade. It was the first time any man
except her father and her brothers had em-
braced Mem since Elwood Farnaby had
thrilled her with his love. She did not

count the brief duel with Tom Holby in

Palm Canon, since he had made no effort

to overwhelm her resistance.

But this laughing satyr, Mr. Creighton,

held her tight and compelled her to dance.

Giddy with the whirl and sullen with the

outrage, Mem's anger blazed into open dis-

gust. Creighton said he was horribly sorry

and only meant it in fun, and by his abject

contrition made Mem ashamed of herself.

She did not know what to do or say.

This was her first experience of the con-
fusion that comes from being too respect-

able on a holiday. To escape from the

scene of her' kill-joy boorishness (as it

looked to her now) she went out into the

moonlit patio. The moon seemed to make
life simpler. It has a way of blotting the

material details with dumb shadow and
spreading a love light over dreamy surfaces.

From a house somewhere near and drowned
in foliage came a music of guitar and
ukulele and young voices.

An automobile went by, trailing laugh-
ter, in a glittering scarf. Over her head
a palm tree waved an aromatic fan, as

over a daughter of Pharaoh. Along the

northern sky the mountains were aligned,

built of some soft-tinted cloudiness as if

they were a wall decreed between this

Xanadu of all delights and the harsh, re-

spectable realms of the East, a barrier

between the woeful lands of shagbark and
mock orange and this garden of almond
trees and roses.

In a radiance so amorous that it

seemed almost to coo, Mem felt that the
great needs of her soul were love, tender-
ness, rapture. This yearning was divine

in this light. In the bright lexicon of the
moon there was no such word as
"Don't !" Everything wooed everything.

In Mem's downcast eyes her bosom was
silvered with the glamour and gathered

into the same thought that mused upon
wall and flower and tree, upon the deeps
of the sky, and upon the nearest vine leaf

aquake with the ecstasy of being alive at

night.

The air was imbued with a luscious

fragrance that delighted her nostrils and
drew her eyes to an orange tree, almost
a perfect globe in symmetry, and cur-
iously forming a little universe whose
support was lost in the gloom beneath.
In the round night of its own sky hung
moons exhaling perfume and temptation.

Like another Eve, she yielded to the
cosmic urge and put her hand forth to
the tree of knowledge, plucked the fruit

that was not hers, and made it hers.

She did not peel the cloth of gold and
divide the pulp, but, as she had seen these
Californians do, buried her teeth in the
ruddy flesh, tore out a hole, and drained
the syrup.

She was too well schooled in biblical

lore not to think of Eve. There was, how-
ever, no Adam for her to involve in her
fall; so she took the whole fruit for her-
self. But then, instead of feeling shame
as the scales fell from her eyes, shame
itself fell from her and she laughed. Eve
had become Lilith for the moment.
She felt in her heart that there was

something wrong here in this new life.

But then there had been so much wrong
in the life she had led before. This was
a city of peril, but she had not escaped
peril at home.

She breathed deep of the new freedom.
She cast off her past, resolved to bend
her head and her back no longer under
remorse, but to stand erect, to run, and
dance, and to be beautiful and rich and
famous.

Like Eve, she felt that the first neces-
sity of her new era was clothes. If she
had had any she would have called a taxi-

cab and dashed away to the Holywood
Hotel. She felt that she could dance
with anybody or with nobody. She could
be Salome and dance herself into half a
kingdom, dance everybody's head off, in-

cluding her own.
But it has been so arranged that when-

ever a woman is set on fire with a high
resolution to do some glorious thing, an
elbow demon always brings her back to

(Continued on page 76)
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They
Say-

Quigley Observations Helpful

to Industry, Says Post
Charles J. Post, assistant to the president of W . IV. Hodkinson Cor-

poration, writes the following letter to the Herald, eommending Martin

J. Quigley, editor and publisher of the Herald, on his keen observations

of conditions on the West Coast. Mr. Post 'writes:

"After reading the second of Mr. Quigley's articles on, from and about
Los Angeles, I cannot restrain myself from telling you that I think this promises
to be and is, so far, one of the most worthwhile series of articles on the motion
picture industry that have appeared. It is good stuff for thoughtful men in the
business.

"The old Bonanza days when any man could pan gold by sheer luck and
main strength are passing rapidly. Of course, those who are passing rapidly
do not realize it—they never do. The days are here when it takes engineering
skill, intelligence and understanding to be able to analyze the conditions under
which gold can be found, and engineering skill to operate its production.

"I think Mr. Quigley's articles confirm this very clearly. The absence of

the familiar hokum and the presence of some cold-blooded observations cannot
fail to be very helpful. The 'Exhibitors Herald' and its subscribers are to be
congratulated."

Independent Producers Plan
Seven Million Dollar Outlay

Increased Activities Necessitate Expenditure of

$800,000 for Improvements and Expansion
at United Studios on Coast

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS AXGELES, March 27.—Independent producers on the Coast not

only are talking optimism, hut they are acting on the assumption that the next

twelve months will he one of. if not the greatest, period in the history of the

industry.

Increased activities are now apparent. President M. C. Levee of United
Studios has signed contracts calling for the largest independent production
program since inception of the plant. This schedule involves an outlay of

$7,000,000 during the next twelve months.

Construction of New Buildings Now Under Way
To take care of this increased activity Mr. Levee has just completed plans

for the erection of new buildings, enlargements and improvements calling for

the expenditure 'of $800,000. Ground has heen hroken for new administration
and technical buildings and the entire property will he laid out in new street-

with concrete roads throughout.

In anticipation of the forthcoming activ-

ities at the studio Mr. Levee has sent
Thomas Little, head of the property depart-
ment, ahroad to purchase $30,000 worth of
props. Mr. Little will visit all parts of
Europe in his quest for new properties to

he used in future productions staged here
and will remain abroad several months.

Big Productions Planned

Associated First National Pictures and
Joseph Schenck will play an important part
in the increased producing activities at the

United Studios during the coming months.
Mr. Schenck's "Ashes of Vengeance." star-

ring Norma Talmadge, undoubtedly will

prove one of largest productions yet staged
here. Other big films to be started soon
are Constance Talmadge in "Dulcey."
Maurice Tourneur's "The Brass Bottle,"

Richard Walton Tully's "Trilby." Sam
Rork and Arthur Jacobs productions, and
other producers to be announced in the near
future.

Plans for new equipment in this studio

call for the largest electric power plant

ever built in a motion picture studio. The
erection of this plant will be in charge of

Walter Strohm, electrical director for Mr.
Levee.

The future producing activities at the
United will be in charge of the following
personnel : M. C. Levee, president ; F. E.
Pelton, general manager; Jack Okey, man-
ager planning department : M. S. Epstein,
manager service department ; Thomas Little,

manager property department ; Walter
Strohm. electrical engineer : Pete Smith, in

charge of publicity : F. C. Washburn, pur-
chasing agent, and E. Scrogan, in charge of
materials.

In addition to his studio activities. Mr.
Levee plans several producing companies of
his own, the first of which is the Maurice
Tourneur Company, soon to start on its

second independent production for First Na-
tional.

Levee Acquires
Clune Studio

(Special to Exhibitors Herald I

LOS ANGELES. March 27.—The latest

development in the enlarged producing
schedule under way at United Studios was
evidenced when President M. C. Levee
signed contracts whereby the W. H. Clune
studio, across the street from United, be-

comes part of the Levee studio facilities.

Says Mr. Laemmle:

The picture business will have a soft

summer this year, in the opinion of Carl

Laemmle, president of Universal. Mr.

Laemmle gives his reasons for that liclic!

as follows:
"Conditions at this time are so much

brighter than they were a year ago, it is

probable that this summer will approxi-

mate the record business of 1910. There
is every reason to believe that there will

be but few closures this summer and that

on the contrary there will be many more
theatres open than at present, due to the

usual increment of summer theatres in

parks, etc. The surest sign of better busi-

ness is advanced booking, and according

to reports the advance booking on Uni-

versal pictures has never before been

touched."

Says Mr. Saxe:

Feminine patronage either makes or

breaks a theatre, says Thomas Saxe of

Saxe Amusement Enterprises. Eirst So-

tional franchise holder for Wisconsin. He
says:

"It is the women and young girls who 1

are supporting the theatres today. Get them

in and your success is assured. The men

follow as a matter of course. Consequently,
the thing for the vigilant theatre owner to I

do, as we are finding it in our experience

is to look at the booking of pictures from

a woman's point of view."

Says Mr. Neilan:

Marshall Neilan, producing for Gold-

wyn distribution, holds that no single in-

dividual can assume the full responsibility

of the direction of a photoplay and get

the most out of the story. On this sub

ject he says:
"My contention is that the motion pic-

ture director finds himself very much ir

the same position as the doctor. He i;

called upon to do a certain type of pic

ture. Even though this picture be the

kind of story he can handle to best ad

vantage, still there is usually in that pic

ture something that others have special

ized upon. Here then, is where th

co-director contributes a most valuabl
assistance. There is also a strong prac

tical side involved in the use of a co

director in the matter of saving tim

which in picture parlance means 'keepin
down the overhead.' I believe the cc

director will come into his own in tim

and that that time is not far distant."

Says Mr. Moore:

Tom Moore of Moore's Theatre Corpor,

tion, Washington. D. C, believes that I

has just signed with Goldwyn "a contra

that guarantees equity for producer, e:
|

hibitor and distributor." He states furth

that he believes Goldwyn is the first coi

pany he has found to sign such a contrai

Mr. Moore explains the contract as f'j

lows

:

"Our terms of dividing the spoils lets t
j

public be the judge as to how far they w
I

go to support the pictures of a concern a

how long a picture shall run before bei :

taken off. for in connection with the qui

tion of a run of the picture, the receipts i

j

(Continued on page 32)
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Blackton Resumes His
Post With Vitagraph

Is Reelected Vice-President

And Will Head New Pro-

ducing Units
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 27. —J. Stuart
Blackton, former vice-president of Vita-
graph, who has been in England for the

past two years,

has been re-

elected to his old
office of vice-
president of the
company, Presi-

dent Albert E.
Smith has an-
nounced. Two
new and impor-

Albert E. Smith

t a n t producing
units will be or-

ganized and it is

likely that Mr.
Blackton will

head one of these
making Blackton
productions for
Vitagraph. J. S. Blackton

Quickening Activity Seen

His re-election brings together three
names that have been associated with
Vitagraph for more than a quarter of a
century, Mr. Smith, Mr. Blackton and
John B. Rock. A quickening of the or-

ganization's work from the production to
the distribution field is seen as a result

of the move.
While abroad Mr. Blackton made a

close study of the foreign market, and
his associations in England will mean an
alliance for Vitagraph of international
scope and world-wide distribution.

Has Stories for Production

Mr. Smith has announced that Blackton
will follow him to the coast within the
next two or three weeks, when final ar-

rangements for the production of Black-
ton productions under the Vitagraph ban-
ner would be completed. He already has
story material acquired in Europe.

Oklahoma Urges Solons

To Repeal Ticket Tax
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NORMAN, OKLA., March 27.—When
Oklahoma's congressmen and senators
return to Washington they undoubtedly
will be strong supporters of a measure
to repeal the present admission tax. Ex-
hibitors of the state, at the request of

J. W. Billings, secretary of the Theatre
Owners and Managers Association of
Oklahoma, have taken advantage of the
congressional recess to impress their
respective lawmakers with the need of
relief.

Goes to Cuba, Mexico
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 27.—Kenneth
Hodkinson, general manager of United
Artists, has departed on a trip which will
take him to Cuba, Mexico and into many
of the exchange centers of the United
States.

March "Box Office Record"
Mailed to "Herald" Readers

Distribution of Copies in Progress—March Issue
Has Notable Innovations—Reflects Growth of

"What the Picture Did for Me"
Mailing of the March 1923 "Box Office Record'' to Herald subscribers

is in progress. Consignments are going out in every mail and every effort

is being made to speed delivery. Distribution will be completed this week.
Subscribers who fail to receive their copies promptly are urged to

notify the home office of Exhibitors Herald, 407 South Dearborn street,

Chicago, immediately.

March Number Most Comprehensive Yet Published

Natural growth of the "What the Picture Did For Me" department
and the incorporation of several new service features have made the March
number the biggest and most comp rehensive yet published.

Future productions are also given in

such cases as it was possible to obtain
adequate information.

In the past six months marked increase

in the number of reports on pictures has

been noted. As a result the attractions

included in the March "Box Office Rec-

ord" are covered even more thoroughly
than in past issues. This increase also

has made it possible to present compre-
hensive group estimates on all important
brands of short subjects, as well as more
than twice the number of individual
short subject estimates carried in the
September, 1922, edition.

New Division Incorporated

For additional convenience of readers
a new division has been made, grouping
State Right productions, Serials and Short
Subjects following attractions of the na-
tional distributors. In every way effort

has been mt.de to heighten the utility and
efficiency of the volume.
To supply a long felt need of the

exhibitor a new service department.
"Available Attractions," has been incor-

porated. Under this head are listed at-

tractions of all kinds, with footage, star

(or leads if no single player is featured),
author, director, producer, distributor,

character of story, publication date if

published on schedule and date of re-

view in the Herald. Short subjects of

every type as well as features are in-

cluded in this comprehensive compila-

Many Offer Cure
for "Kleig Eyes"

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, March 27.—
Following announcement of a re-
ward of $5,000 for the discovery of
a preventative for "Kleig Eyes"
Goldwyn is in receipt of a number
of inventions, formulas and pre-
scriptions. These have been re-
ferred to a jury of scientists and
physicians.

Several Indians have offered
preparations that date back before
pictures, when the red man sought
relief from the blistering rays of
the sun. Commercial salves and
ointment as well as the use of col-

ored glasses are among other sug-
gestions received. Two scientists

have suggested certain foods before
working under the lights. A ra-

dium compound is another possibil-

ity.

Many methods offered have been
tried but there are others which ap-
pear to open new fields for research.

May Use Report Memoranda

To facilitate reference to file copies of

the Herald, another department, "Herald
Service Index," has been added. The
special articles, news stories of perma-
nent usefulness, data of all kinds and
essentially service matter carried in the
Herald during the past six months is

scheduled by headline, page and date of

issue. With this schedule it will be possi-

ble to determine instantly just what
Herald issue contained "that write-up"

and to turn to it instantly.

As an additional mid-season conven-
ience the March "Box Office Record,"
also supplies readers with a "Report
Memoranda," for use in closely checking
the performance of new pictures as re-

corded in "What the Picture Did for Me."
In this space it is a simple matter to set

down the name of a picture under con-
sideration, to definitely catalog the char-
acter of the first and subsequent reports
as they appear, and to thus keep the
general record of any and all new pro-
ductions in convenient closeup.
The "Box Office Record" is being

mailed gratis to all paid-in-advance sub-
scribers to Exhibitors Herald.

Sunday Shows Carried
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

BEACON, N. Y., March 27.—The en-

tire Democratic ticket was elected and a

proposal for Sunday motion picture

shows was carried here by a large ma-
jority. Nearly 2,000 votes were cast at

Ballston Spa, N. Y.. where Sunday shows
was the real issue. All of the present
officials who passed the Sunday show
ordinance were re-elected by large ma-
jorities.

Wisconsin Has Blue Bill
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MILWAUKEE, WIS.. March 27.—
Blue laws have made their debut in the
Wisconsin legislature and are occasion-
ing a stir among exhibitors. While ex-
hibitors say they hardly expect anything
serious to arise from so radical a meas-
ure as has been introduced, they are
prepared to fight it.

Elvins Theatre Burns
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ELVINS. MO., March 27.—The pic-

ture theatre was destroyed by fire last

week, the total being $30,000.
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Hard Fights On to

Beat Daylight Plan

Question Will Be Decided in

Number of Cities at

Coming Elections

Propaganda for waging campaigns against

daylight saving may be obtained by writing
to the Public Rights League deportment of
Exhibitors Herald, 407 South Dearborn
street, Chicago, 111.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MILWAUKEE, WIS., March 27.—

Election day, April 3, will terminate a

hard-fought battle between film men and

other forces on daylight saving. Due in

a large measure to the efforts of exhib-
itors and theatre men, organized under
the title of the Standard Time League,
the common council placed the daylight
saving ordinance now in effect on the bal-

lot for a referendum vote.

Some confusion is expected at the polls

due to the wording of the question which
reads: "Shall the daylight saving ordi-

nance be repealed?" and which means
that voters for the ordinance will have
to cast a negative ballot. Lobby dis-

plays, slides, trailers, and a scries of peti-

tions are means used by the film men to

abolish the measure.

Baltimore to

Vote in May
(Speciai to Exhibitors Herald)

BALTIMORE MD.. March 27—The
question of daylight saving will be voted

on here in May.

Will Aid Showmen on

New Sennett Pictures
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, March 27.—Harry

David, formerly managing director of the

Mission theatre, Los Angeles, has been

engaged by Mack Sennett to represent

the Sennett interests throughout the coun-
try with the idea of aiding exhibitors in

the presentation and exploitation of his

"Suzanna," starring Mdbel Normand, and
the five-reel comedy special, "The Shriek
of Araby," in which Ben Turpin and
Kathryn McGuire are featured. Both
these pictures are Allied Producers and
Distributors Corporation publications.

It is Mr. Sennett's aim to give exhib-

itors the active help of an experienced
showman who, while still connected with
the Mission theatre, gave to "Suzanna"
its world premier and has knowledge of

the picture, and its angles of particular

"appeal.

Pickford Loses Suit

Against Music Firm
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., March 27.—The
Court of Appeals of New York State

handed down a decision here last Friday,

holding that Mary Pickford could not re-

cover the sum of $2,803.82 in a suit

brought by the actress against Waterson,
Berlin & Snyder Company, music pub-
lishers of New York city.

The sum covers royalties cjaimed on
the publication of the song "Daddy Long
Legs." carrying the picture and signature

of Miss Pickford on the cover.
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Blackface Cast in

New Christie Film
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES. March 27.—
Comedies are seeking new fields to
provoke laughter, says Al Christie,

who promises an innovation in the
comedy, "Roll Alone:," in which the
entire cast will "do their stuff" be-
hind burnt cork and kinky hair.

Every member of the cast, which
includes Jimmie Adams, Babe Lon-
don, Earl Rodney, Natalie Johnson,
Ward Caufield and others, will be
blackfaced.

"Comedies have to be two jumps
ahead of features," Christie de-
clared, because the public will ac-
cept the old bunkum in elaborately

dressed features a whole lot quicker
than in less pretentious laugh
films."

.

First National Will
Publish 60 Pictures

Announcement of Plans for

Next Season Expected

After April Meeting
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 27.— First Na-
tion will publish approximately sixty pic-

tures next season. This information came
from a First National executive who
stated that contracts already negotiated
assured that number of feature pictures.

It is possible that there will be more.
Following First National's annual meet-

ing in April, it is expected that an an-
nouncement giving next season's plans in

detail will be issued.

The new contract with Thomas H. Ince
assures from six to eight pictures from
that producer; then there will be the Jo-
seph M. Schenck productions starring

Norma and Constance Talmadge, the In-

spiration pictures starring Richard Bar-
thelmess, the John Stahl productions, and
the product of First National units, in-

cluding those headed by Richard Walton
Tully, James Young, Maurice Tourneur,
Edwin Carcwe. and other prominent pro-

ducers with whom negotiations are now
under way.

Levee-Tourneur
Product Signed

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 27.—A new se-

ries of pictures from M. C. Levee, di-

rected by Maurice Tourneur, will be dis-

tributed by First National through con-
tracts just signed by Mr. Levee and
Richard A. Rowland. "The Brass Bot-

tle" featuring Harry Myers and a star

cast will be the first production. In-

creased productions activity is planned by
Mr. Levee.

U. S. Department to

Show Work at Conclave
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 27.—That the
departments of labor, commerce, agricul-

ture and interior will have official repre-

sentation at the Motion Picture Palace of

Progress is announced by the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America. The
national convention at the Coliseum, in

Chicago, is from May 19 to 26, inclusive.

Motion pictures illustrative of the great
work being done by these departments
of our government will be shown during
the exposition.

D April 7, 1923

Is Starred in First

Work Before Camera
Mimi Palmeri, "Find" of Mrs.

Arthur Friend Is Lead
in "Ragged Edge"
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK. March 27—A Cinder-

ella-like story is the one which has
brought Miss Mimi Palmeri into pictures

as the star of the first production in

which she appears—the Distinctive Pic-

tures film "The Ragged Edge," where she

plays opposite Alfred Lunt.

Worked as Model

Last fall, Mrs. Arthur S. Friend, wife
of the president of Distinctive Pictures

Corporation, saw Miss Palmeri's photo-
graph in one of the style publications.

She was struck immediately by the un-
usual expression and bearing of the girl.

In the following weeks Mrs. Friend fre-

quently came across other poses of the

anonymous model, who always seemed
different, who always, seemed to express

the proper mood for the various gowns
she wore.

Mrs. Friend decided that this girl was
splendid material for motion pictures, and
without informing her husband she set

about finding her. One day one of the

magazines published a credit line on the

photograph. Mrs. Friend wrote imme-
diately to Miss Palmeri, saying that if she
was interested in entering motion pic-
tures she might take the letter to Mr.
Friend.
This Miss Palmeri did. Mr. Friend had

tests made and from every point of view
Miss Palmeri was photographically per-
fect.

Praised by Director

Just about the time the tests were made
Distinctive Pictures Corporation pur-
chased the photoplay rights to "The Rag-
ged Edge" by Harold MacGrath. It is

now nearing completion and it is said to
reveal that the beauty of this new star of
the screen is fully matched by her ability
as an actress. Harmon Weight is di-

recting "The Ra^^pd Edge" and declares
that the few weeks in which Miss Pal-
meri has been before the camera ha.ve
brought out inost extraordinary histrionic
ability.

Signs Hammerstein
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 27.—Elaine Ham-
merstein has signed a long-term contract
with Truart Film Corporation. She will

make four pictures a year under direction
of Edward Dillon which Truart will issue

as state right attractions, according to

H. H. Hoffman.

THEY SAY—
(Continued from page jo)

the first three days if they reach a given
figure automatically continues pictures for

another week. Otherwise picture is taken

off after one week's run. Such a deal as

we have signed throws into discard many
of the evils that have existed, not the least

of which is the old method of distributor

starting at a maximum quota, with the ex-
hibitor on the other hand a minimum quota,

this consuming the time of both."
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Film Neics

in

Pictures

PICTORIAL SECTION
of Exhibitors Herald

Issue of April 7

Stories Told

by

the Camera

J. W. Sayre, advertising manager of Greater
Theatre Company, proudly displaying thirty
columns of advance publicity he got in Seattle
newspapers in connection with his extensive cam-
paign on the presentation of the United Artists
special, "Douglas Fairbanks in Robin Hood," at
the Liberty theatre.

This huge electric sign, said to be the largest ever erected on
the street of bright lights, stands at 48th and Broadway, New
York. Each letter of "Covered Wagon" is twenty feet high.

The sign contains 3.00© fifty-watt lights. Paramount's great
special, "The Covered Wagon." has opened for an indefinite

run at the Criterion.
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Nell Shipman and men from her permanent camp at Prie»t Lake,
Idaho, itart on their long mowihoe journey to Portland, Ore.,
where Mi»» Shipman appeared personally during the presentation
of "The Grub-Stake," an American Releasing attraction, at the
Blue Mouie theatre. Mils Shipman ii itar of the film.

Julia Faye, featured player in Cecil B. De-
Mille's new Paramount picture, "Adam's Rib,"
wean the lateit in hoiiery from Parii—the
"one thread" stocking. "Adam's Rib" it meet-
ing with success at iti initial preientationi.

The big four of "Fighting Blood." Beatrice Van (right) adapted
H. C. Witwer'i stories, thereby proving herielf a remarkable
scenarist. Director Mai St. Clair, master of humor, is seated at
the left. In the center are Clara Horton and George O'Hara, leads
in thii Film Booking Offices series.

Just in case you forgot that March 21 was the first day of spring, we publish these pictures as reminders. Billie Dove,
the little Metro player, has gone into intensive training. She is willing to wager she will "cop" Ty Cobb's record before
the baseball season is over. Billie, they say, is mascot of the nine on the Metro lot. Miss Dove has a featured role in

the Metro attraction, "All the Brothers Were Valiant," Irvin V. Willat's production based on the sea story by Ben Ames
Williams. Lon Chaney is also in the cast.
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Joseph Jackson, manager of Goldwyn studio publicity and presi-
dent of the Wampas, broadcasts to his staff the cheering message
that "This is a Goldwyn year." Left to right, seated: Ted Taylor.
Louis Hutchinson, Tom Reed, Mona Gardner. Standing: Jim
Tully, Milton Howe. Ted Le Berthon. Tom Engler.

Keep your eyes open for a lot of new stunts in forthcoming Tom
Mix pictures. We figure that Tom and Vivian Moses (right!,

director of advertising for Fox Film, were cooking up some new
tricks when they had this picture taken during Moses' trip to

the Coast.

Mimi Palmeri is newest "find" in motion pic-
tures. She is sponsored by Mrs. Arthur S.

Friend, wife of the president of Distinctive
Pictures Corporation. Miss Palmeri has lead-
ing role in "The Ragged Edge," a Distinctive
production.

Buddy knows a good thing when he gets it. Eh, Buddy?
Buddy Messinger is Century's newest star. Two of the
youngster's current comedies are "Boyhood Days" and
"Smarty." Buddy also has done some excellent work in

quite a number of feature length attractions published
this season.

Rupert Julian, director of Universal-Jewel picture,

"Merry-Go-Round." is confronted with huge task of cut-

ting and editing 200.000 feet of exposed film to 12,000

feet. James McKay. Charles Craft and Frank Atkinson

are his assistants. The picture is a romantic drama of

Viennese life.
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Glenn Hunter of "Merton of the Movie»"
fame is Paramount'* newest star. Jesse L.

Lasky has just signed him for five years, his

first picture to be an adaptation of F. Scott
Fitzgerald's "This Side of Paradise."

Dorothy Phillips in a skating scene in "Slander the Woman," an
Allen Holubar attraction which First National will distribute. Miss
Phillips is star of the picture production of which required the
installation of a mammoth ice making machine at United Studios
to supply the ice for some of the big scenes.

One of the big scenes from "Souls for Sale," Rupert Hughes' latest attraction
for Goldwyn. It is an adaptation of Hughes' own novel. A number of promi-
nent players appear in this picture of studio life, among them being Eleanor
Boardman, Frank Mayo, Mae Busch, Richard Dix, Lew Cody and Barbara
La Marr.

Harry D. Wilson, director of pub-
licity and advertising for Principal
Pictures, and vice-president of
Western Motion Picture Adver-
tisers, has been selected director
general of Wampas Frolic of 1923.

A Russian picture without snow scenes? That would never do, says Stuart

Paton, so the director has assembled his mushiks and now is at Truckee, Cal.,

making many of the exteriors for "Bavu," which is being produced as a Uni-

versal-Jewel attraction. It is based on Earl Carroll's weird play of revolution

and romance in Russia. Wallace Beery has an important role in the picture.
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0:

Two of the industry's most prominent men—J. R.

Grainger (left), director of distribution for Gold-
wyn, and Marshall Neilan, producer, discussing pro-
duction activities in Neilan's home during Grainger's

recent visit to the Coast plant of Goldwyn Pictures.

New Christie star and his leading woman. Jimmie
Adams makes his bow as a Christie comedy star in

the April publication, "Green as Grass." Educational
will distribute it. Charlotte Merriam plays in sup-

port of the comedian.

Here are Pathe's stellar comedy forces. If these comedians and their producers can't concoct laugh-provoking films,

then nobody can. Beginning at the top and reading around the layout from left to right, the players and producers

are: Stan Laurel, Harold Lloyd, Snub Pollard, Hal Roach, producer, Mack Sennett, producer, Ben Turpin, Will Rogers
and Paul Parrott. Sennett has just signed with Pathe for the distribution of twenty-one of his comedies. Eight of these

will star Turpin. Laurel has just been signed by Roach.
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a/teWEEKinNEWYORK
KIT CARSON is the idol of the Boy

Scouts of America and owing to

that fact the famed frontiersman

does not appear along with the almost

equally famed Jim Bridger and Bill Jack-

son in Paramounfs big "Covered Wagon,"

now at the Criterion for what will likely

be a record run. Kit did appear, but now
he doesn't. And thereby hangs a tale

from which several morals might be

drawn.
On the opening night of the big pro-

duction an old Indian scout came into

the picture just as the big caravan

reached Jim Bridger's fort. This scout

and Bridger proceeded to surround a

large flock of hootch, which wasn't called

that in those days even if it did have a

lusty wallop in every bottle. After copi-

ous libations of the liquid cheer the

scout, stewed to the gills, was led out,

helped on his horse backwards and pro-

ceeded on his errand as a government
messenger. And the program and title

had the jagged scout labeled '.'Kit Carson."

And that is one part of the story. The
sequel came the next day when the bead

of the Boy Scouts of America got in

touch with' Will H. Hays and protested

against the ideals of the youngsters be-

ing shattered by the picturing of their

idol as getting gloriously "pickled."

Jesse Lasky was in town and to him
Mr. Hays relayed the protest. The result

was quick action. A new title was placed

in the film and new programs were

printed. Kit Carson made a quick exit

and "Jim Dunstan" joined the cast. And
now twice a day at the Criterion "Jim"
gets all likkered up and rides away back-

wards on his horse. Kit Carson must be

on the water wagon for he isn't anywhere
in sight at the Criterion.

And you o" make your own moral.
* * *

Trust Harry Rek henbach for getting

all there is to be had out of exploitation.

Harry is handling the "Queen of Sin"

picture which opened Monday night at

the Lyric theatre. This was originally

called "Sodom and Gomorrah" and
Reichenbach has a new version of what
happened to Lot'.s wife when she looked

back after fleeing from the doomed city

of sin—whichever city it was she fled

from.
There is a rather widespread belief that

the estimable ladv was turned into a pil-

lar of salt because she rubbered. Reich-

enbach declares this is all wrong. What
really happened was that she was too fat

to run fast, so delayed Lot and the rest

of the bunch in getting out of the danger
zone.
According to Reichenbach someone

handed the lady a large can of Slenda-

form, and she. being rather busy at the

moment, didn't take time to read the in-

structions on the label. As the result she

used it too plentifully and dwindled right

down to n grease soot.

And if you don't believe this, complain

to Reichenbach.
* * *

Since Lee S. Ferguson joined Edward
L. Hvman at the Brooklyn Mark Strand

last Christmas he has become quite an

expert at commuting between Manhattan
and the town at the other end of the

bridge. He commutes via subway, com-
ing up for air on Broadway at intervals.

Lee rides so often that he is trying to

persuade the subway people to make some
change in the slogan of "one nickel for

one commute." Passes to the Mark
Strand, b- ——s can't be used on the sub-

way, as most of the guards think they are

cigar coupons or summonses to appear in

court on the charge of pronouncing the

names of stations so plainly that passen-

gers can understand them.
* * *

It takes a man with an inventive mind
to make a really good publicity person.

The hackneyed stuff is passe with the

up and up boys. It takes new stuff to

make 'em read it. All of which is fine as

per this which floated in last week from

one of the big companies:
"Mrs. Blank appears in the role of a

ruse in the picture."

Now if someone will send in a chart

explaining that "ruse" thing, we'll begin

to feel that we haven't all lived in vain.

* * *

Now hand the orchids to Louella Par-

sons for being the Christopher Columbus
of the film writing fraternity. In com-
menting on David Belasco, Will Hays
et at., having their pictures taken at

Warner Brothers, she suggests Belasco

as a screen actor and announces the dis-

covery that "he knows how to act." Mrs.

Leslie Carter, please write.
* * *

Chariie Kinkei.ii. the heavyweight oi

Bill Vearslcy's staff, last week received

the following wire from Mort Blumen-
stock, who is First Xationaling on th"

west coast

:

"Rush by fastest mail six photograph-
of me. Send the handsome ones."

* * *

Tom Wii.f.v's latest effusion to the

members of the A. M. P. A. closes with

"Yours for sober reflections." After read-

ing it Victor Xurnberg, the Gilbert &
Sullivan of the organization, sat himself

right down to write a little musical gem
entitled:

"A man's best friend is his bootlegger."
* * *

William O'Hac.en Hurst, who has been
production manager for Whitman Ben-
nett Productions, has resigned from that

organization and will enter the produc-
tion field on his own. His plans have not

as yet been announced but it is said he

is completing arrangements for a scries

of feature pictures to be made in the

Fast.
* * *

Howarh Dietz, director of publicity and
advertising of Goldwyn Pictures, has
been laid up at his home for the past

week with throat trouble which at first

threatened to be serious. He is greatly

improved and is expected back at his desk
this week.

* * *

Alfred Lever, general manager of Stoll

Films, of London, has arrived in New
York to look after the interests of his

company here. He will remain several

weeks.
* * *

John S. Martin, assistant to John Ce-
cil Graham, managing director of the Fa-
mous Players-Lasky British enterprises,

who has been in New York on a visit,

sailed for London last Saturday.
* * *

The First National Club will hold it*

annual dance at the Hotel Commodore on
April 4, and elaborate preparations are
under way to make the occasion a mem-
orable event. Richard Barthelmess, Dor-
orthy Gish, Dorothy Mackaill, Edith Rob-
erts, Mary Astor and a number of other
prominent stars have promised to be
present. Walter Eberhart has agreed to

come as an added attraction.
* * *

Word comes from C. C. Bl'RR. who has

ROBERT J. FLAHERTY, F. R. G. S,

producer of the photoplay of E>-

kimo Irfe. "Nanook of the N'orth," will

head an exposition to Savaii. westernmost

of the Samoan Islands in the Southern

Pacific, where he will make a picture for

Paramount. The expedition is to be ont

of the most ambitious of its kind ever

attempted, according to Jesse L. I-asky.

vice-president of Famous Players- Last)'.

Mr. Flaherty will carry complete equip-

ment for the making, development and

editing of his films.

The production will be similar in nature

to the "Nanook" film, in that Mr. Fla-

herty will combine drama and entertain-

ment with actual life as it is lived in the

South Seas.

been sojourning in Palm Beach, while re-

covering from an attack of pneumonia,

that he is much improved in health and

will soon be back to his offices.

* * *

l
;o> tek Moore, recently with the sales

department of the Al. Lichtman Corpora-

tion, has resigned from that organization

to join the forces of Sam Zierlcr. Mr

Moore has been appointed manager of

sales in the New Jersey department of

Commonwealth Film Corporation.
* * *

"Diamond Jim" Loughborough say

that any time a promised speaker falls

down at the A. M. P. A. he will gladly

understudy for the missing orator by giv-

ing a word picture of diamond mining in

the Ozarks.
* * *

For several years Georc.e M. Cohan

(said to be a rising young American

playwright and actor) has been trying to

entice his intimate friend Bert Lytei.l to

desert the screen for the stage. Recently

Lytell found he had a two weeks' period

of idleness before beginning work on his

new contract with Sol. Lesser, so he de-

cided to spend the time in vaudeville with

the sketch "The Valiant," which first ex-

cited Cohan's admiration when Lytell

appeared in it at the Lambs Club several

years ago.
While playing at the Orpheum in Los

Angeles Lytell received a wire from

Cohan congratulating him on his return

to the stage and urging him to continue

with the playlet. Lytell wired back:

"Sorry can't do as you wish. Can play

'The Valiant' but one more week because

I start immediately afterwards on the

picture 'The Meanest Man in the World,

adapted from your own stage success.

You don't want me to quit your own

piece, do you?" John S. Spargo.
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Public in Fight to Abolish
Radical Reform Law in Ohio

Club Woman Visits Hollywood to Obtain Data for

Presentation at Meetings Through State;

May Hold Blue Law Referendum
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

CLEVELAND. O.. March 27.—Give the reformer enough rope and he'll

hang himself.

That seems to be the situation in Ohio today. So active have been the

radicals in this state that the public has been aroused to intensive activity in a

movement to abolish censorship and bring a showdown on the blue law issue.

Club Women Lead Anti-Censorship Campaign
The campaign for censorship repeal is expected to reach its climax at the

next legislative session. It is expected by that time to have the anti-censorship

forces sufficiently strengthened to make enactment of the repeal measure a

certainty. Lending optimism to the movement is the fact that its leaders are

prominent club women of the state.

Selznick Out Under
Reorganization Plan

Plan to Continue Select for

Distribution with Woody
in Full Charge

(Special to Exhibitors Herald}

NEW YORK. March 27.—Official an-
nouncement was made last week that
Lewis J. Selznick is no longer actively
interested in the enterprises with which
his name has been so long associated as
the moving spirit.

Doolittle Issues Statement

The announcement is in the form of a
statement issued by W. C. J. Doolittle.
active member of the reorganization com-
mittee of hve which is in control of the
policies of the associated Selznick pic-

ture corporations. The statement was is-

sued, according to Mr. Doolittle. in order
to set at rest various conflicting rumors
in regard to the future of the Selznick
concerns.
Another interesting decision reached by

those in charge of the reorganization is

to abandon producing altogether and de-
vote all its energies to distribution pure
and simple. The pictures now in produc-
tion will be completed but no others
started.

The statement issued by Mr. Doolittle

reads in part as follows

:

"Select in the past has confined itself

to the distribution of Selznick Pictures.

We have decided to take on for distribu-

tion all meritorious independent product
available. The entire Select exchange
system remains intact.

Hold Daily Conferences

"Lewis J. Selznick will not be actively

interested in the administration of the
reorganized company. General Manager
John S. Woody continues in complete
charge of distribution. I am holding
daily conferences with Mr. Woody and
the department heads. This group of

men includes J. E. McDermott. treasurer;

E. J. Doolittle. export manager: David R.
Blyth. assistant general manager: C. C.

Ryan, purchasing agent: M. J. Walsh,
manager of the Film Department, and L.

F. Guimond, Director of Advertising and
Publicity."

"Purify" Pictures Is

Aim of Minnesota Bill
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.. March 27 —
Motion picture interests of Minnesota are

concerned in a bill introduced in the Min-
nesota House last week at St. Paul which
is intended to "purify" pictures. They
can see the hand of censorship in this

harmless looking bill.

The bill, introduced by Senator W. C.

Zajnboni of Owatonna. would prohibit

scenes showing robbery or the unjustifi-

able taking of life. Another bill in which
the motion picture people are interested

in is "the six-day-week bill." which pro-
vides that no employer can work em-
ployes more than six days a week.

Order Bars Children

MILWAUKEE. WIS., March 27.—
Children under 12 years are temporarily
excluded from theatres and places of en-
tertainment during the scarlet fever
epidemic now rampant in Milwaukee,
according to an order issued by Dr.
George C. Ruhland of the health depart-
ment. Two theatres which failed to
comply with the letter of the ruling were
threatened with a closing order.

The recent visit of Mrs. Elmer G. Derr.

chairman of the cinema section of the

Ohio State Federation of Women's Clubs

and president of the Cinema Club of

Cleveland, forecasts immediate opening

of the campaign.
Mrs. Derr is leader of the anti forces

in this state and her trip to the studios
was for the purpose of gathering data
for a speaking tour of the cities and towns
to unite isolate local anti-censorship bod-
ies into a unified organization.

Bullock Sponsors Referendum

First intimation that exhibitors of the
state would seek a referendum on the
Sunday opening issue was the announce-
ment by Samuel Bullock at Columbus
that "initiative petitions will be circulated
and the matter of Sunday movies put to
the voters of the state."

Ohio has been a center of blue law ac-
tivities and it is the hope of the exhibi-
tors and the public that the question be
settled once and for all.

During her trip to the coast. Mrs. Derr
conferred with Directors Cecil B. and
William De Mille. George Fitzmaurice.
Sam Wood and. among the players at the
Lasky studio. Lois Wilson. Jack Holt
and May McAvoy.

Opposed Radical Forces

"\\ e are opposed to those forces who
would attempt to hold back the entertain-
ment desires of an entire public through
unreasoning hysteria over isolated inci-
dents of personal conduct by individuals

Which One Do
They Read ?

E. O. Ford, manager of the Broad-
way theatre, Brooklyn, la„ writes
the following in a recent letter:

"Of the four trade journals that
I take, the HERALD ranks first

from an exhibitor's standpoint.
Some of the others look as if the
'trust' owned them. May you ever
prosper."

The above is just another graphic
proof of the generally conceded
fact that the HERALD enjoys
more reader interest, more reader
confidence, more reader loyalty
than all of the other motion picture
trade journals combined.

in the film business," said Mrs. Derr.
"We feel that public opinion plus the
police powers of every city are perfectly
capable of handling cases of films not
proper tor public consumption. Our idea
is to point out the very many excellent
films being made and to educate the pub-
lic at large into forming intelligent judg-
ments. We do not feel that these judg-
ments should be hampered or held back
by the dictates of a small group of cen-
sors who can never be truly representa-
tive of the entire mass of public opinion."

Two Republicans
Oppose Censors

fSpecial to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY. N. Y., March 27.—When
the Walker censorship repeal bill passed
the New York State senate last week, a

new angle for censorship was presented
by Senator William Lathrop Love of
Brooklyn, who voted against the repeal
despite the fact that he is a Democrat
and the bill was originally introduced by
the Democratic leader of the senate, and
represents the desires on the part of
Governor Alfred E. Smith.
Senator Love, in outlining his reason*

for voting against the repeal, said that to
have a perfect body it was necessary that
the mental side be perfect as well as the
physical, and that lewd pictures were det-
rimental to the mental side and for that
reason he was in favor of continuing cen-
sorship.

The bill was carried by a vote of 27 to
22. There was some breaking away from
party lines. Senators Dick and Whitley,
both of Rochester, and both Republicans,
voting with the Democrats, while Senator
Love swung to the Republican side.
The fact that some of the senators had

seen fit to break away from dictatorship
in voting on the question of censorship
for New York state, furnishes a gleam of
hope that the bill may possibly be carried
in the assembly, which is Republican by
a majority of six.

American Offers Staff

$34,000 Sales Bonuses

NEW YORK. March 27.—American
Releasing announces that bonuses total-

ing $34,000 payable in gold, will be dis-
tributed among managers, salesmen and
bookers showing the greatest sales and
collection returns for the twelve weeks'
period which started on March 19.
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National Advertising to Replace

Exploitation Men
H. O. Schwalbe Says New Plan Will Enable First National

to Serve All Exhibitors All the Time

NEW YORK, March 27.—First National has a plan of advertising
which it believes will prove more effective than a national exploita-

tion force in serving "all its exhibitors all the time." The company's
new policy is announced officially this week by H. O. Schwalbe, secretary-

treasurer. Announcement that the company was curtailing its exploita-

tion* force was made exclusively in the "Herald" last week.

Women Proving

Good Managers
(Sfecial to Exhibitors Herald J

ALBANY, N. Y., March 27.—
Women arc proving themselves
good business managers of motion
picture theatres in New York state.

In Schenectady, Miss Janet Moon
has managed the Crescent for the
last seven years, and what is more
important, the house has made
money in the face of strong oppo-
sition. The new Grand in White-
hall is handled by Mrs. Patrick
Wallace, who is said by the ex-
changes to be one of the best buy-
ers of pictures in the district. In
Little Falls, Mrs. McGraw is hand-
ling a moneymaking house.

It is said that the women take
more time in selecting their pictures
and make a closer study of the type
preferred by their patrons.

IN HIS official statement Mr. Schwalbe
said:
"Starting with the issue of April 7, First

National will inaugurate a campaign in

the Saturday Evening Post that is unique
in motion picture advertising, and marks
an important step in a new advertising,

publicity and exploitation policy that has
been adopted by the executive committee
of this company.

» * *

"The outstanding features of the new
policy are: the curtailment of the force

of traveling exploitation men, and the

material increase of service to exhibitors

through national advertising and publicity

of the type represented in the Post cam-
paign. To this end the advertising and
publicity staffs at the home office have
been augmented.

"Field exploitation has not been aban-
doned by First National. It will be con-
tinued wherever justified by results, but

a close study of conditions over a period

of months led to the conviction that

much of the money expended on exploita-

tion could be spent in other ways to bet-

ter advantage. It has been found that

most of the large First National theatres

are little benefitted by exploitation men,
and thai a more satisfactory service can
be furnished small exhibitors through
other channels.
"An exploitation man can be in only

one place at a time. First National plans

to serve all its exhibitors all the time.

The Saturday livening Post advertise-

ments to appear every other week and
to be directly tied up with local theatres

will play a big part in the improved serv-

ice. First National will have what is vir-

tually an illustrated news page in the
greatest advertising medium in the coun-

try.
» » »

"In formulating the Post campaign one
dominating necessity was given first con-
sideration. The advertisements must sell

First National pictures to the public in a

way that will bring direct returns to the
exhibitor's box office."

Mr. Schwalbe here points out that all

previous national advertising campaigns
were analyzed so that any shortcomings
might be overcome. After this survey
the company's executives concluded that

a campaign which would advertise all the

current product "to the public all the

time in order to give the exhibitor 100

per cent value" regardless of play date

must be conducted.
"Obviously," continued Mr. Schwalbe,

"this end could not be attained through
conventional methods. But what was the

alternative? In answer to this question

First National asked another. What
would any company estimate as the

worth of a solid page of publicity in the

Post? The answer is that there is no

more valuable publicity medium any-
where.
"Following this conclusion it was de-

cided to publish a fortnightly illustrated

news page, brightly written in fan style,

so that it would be read because of its

news and human interest, as are the pages

of the fan magazines.
"Consider the cumulative effect. A

picture is heralded in advance, kept before
the public as production progresses, em-
phasized on national release date and car-

ried on for as many weeks after as con-
ditions warrant.
"The work does not end with the Post,

however. Each page will be reproduced
as a one-sheet for display in the theatre
lobby so that patrons will definitely as-

sociate the house with the Post adver-

tising. These one-sheets will be supplied
free to exhibitors."

Johnny Hines to Star

In Warner Production

Of Cohan's Stage Play
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK. March 27.—Through ar-

rangement with C. C Burr, president of

Mastodon Films, Inc, Warner Brothers
have obtained the services of Johnny
Hines as the featured player for the pro-
duction of George M. Cohan's stage play,

"Little Johnny Jones."
The arrangement with Burr is under-

stood to be for only this production, after

which Hines will continue to be featured
in a series of comedy-dramas by Masto-
don Films. Mr. Hines is expected to

leave for the Warner Studios within the

next few weeks to begin active work for

the production.

Associated Photo-Plays

Sells First of Series
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 27.—"Why
Women Re-Marry," the first of a series

of production to be published by Asso-
ciated Photo-Plays, Loew building, New
York City, has been sold by Salesmana-
ger A. Canter to Sam Zierler for New
York and New Jersey. Milton Sills is

featured in this picture, supported by
Ethel Grey Terry, Carol Halloway and
others.
The initial film was made by John Gor-

man Producing company and a second

production will be ready in several weeks.

MONEY MAKING IDEAS
Which Have
Exhibitor s to

Been Used Successfully by

Build Up Their Patronage

By M. HILLYER
(Pastime Theatre, Reserve,

Kans.)

I have developed a very

profitable way of making use

of old 22x28 lobby stands

which can be converted into

neat and attractive posters

with a few minutes' work. I

take an old 22x28 photo and
start by pasting to its white
side a number of especially at-

tractive clippings selected

from the press book on the

production playing. (The dis-

play ads in First National's

press shots are especially

handy and satisfactory.) After

which I paint neatly my local

billing and any attractive

wording which comes to my

mind. If a little care is used,

these posters are even more
attractive and interest draw-
ing than the regular 22x28.

Try it once.

By P. E. DOE
(Electric Theatre, Arcadia, Neb.)

My recipe for attracting

larger attendance is— "Give
them better pictures." "It

pays to advertise" is nothing

new in the form of advice, but
running good pictures won't

help very much unless you let

the public know what you
have to offer.

THEREFORE—run the best

pictures and advertise them all

big, and your attendance is

bound to increase. It's a com-
bination that can't be beaten

!
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THE THEATRE
A department of practical showmanship

Now Is the Time to

Plan for Summer
EVERY year Summer catches a

big proportion of theatremen
napping. The things that can be
done to offset the counter pull of

outdoors aren't done when the first

warm weather arrives and during
the time it takes to do them the

box office suffers.

It is just as possible to "get the
jump" on Summer as it is to fore-

stall the move of a theatre com-
petitor, and much more profitable.

Now is the time to plan for

Summer—and to execute the plans.

Better Theatre
Platform—No. 1

6

Staff Responsibility

Most exhibitors employing a personnel

of numbers follow a well defined and
efficient policy of fixed responsibility.

Departmental obligations are plainly rec-

ognized and department heads are held

accountable for their proper discharge.

This is as it should be, but not all such

exhibitors recognize and enforce the other

kind of staff responsibility.

It is equally important.
To make a staff member responsible

for a given assignment is good business.
To hold the management responsible for
the welfare of that staff member to such
an extent as is possible is better business.
Well men, carrying their full capacity

of work and responsibility, give employ-
ers maximum yield. Men over burdened
or under burdened, rushed beyond their
capacity or permitted too much idleness,
ill physically, mentally or economically,
give employers unsatisfactory returns and
limit their own progress in proceeding
under these conditions.
Modern working equipment, with prop-

erly ventilated and tended quarters, re-
duce theatre error in this direction to a
minimum. In many cases hours are
badly ordered, which is probably the first

possibility to be examined into when
morale drops. Ideals are pretty well
cared for in the theatre, the motion pic-
ture in itself contributing importantly in

this regard.
Of modern business institutions the

theatre ranks among the leaders in point
of staff personnel. The very nature of
the institution is conducive to favorable
conditions. Where they are found lack-
ing very bad management is evident and
immediate correction is in order.

Give each man enough to do, not too
little or too much, with proper facilities,

and insist that he do it Theatre execu-
tives who observe that as an administra-
tion rule make their organizations well
ordered machines yielding maximum
production.

Films and
Furniture

PROJECTION room treatment
of motion pictures is at once an
eloquent tribute to the sound-

ness of their composition and a
reflection upon exchange salesman-
ship. The picture that wins appro-
bation upon inspection in the major-
ity of exhibition rooms must be
indeed a worthy product.
A Grand Rapids furniture man

visiting Chicago last week saw a
new and very good picture in one of

the best of Film Row's show rooms.
When it was over he said, "If we
displayed furniture to buyers that

way we wouldn't expect to sell it.

I thought the motion picture busi-

ness was up-to-date."

The showing had been a normal
one. The usual group of exchange-
men were present, uttering their

usual praises of various bits in

the picture. The usual number of

shouted summonses had interrupted
attention. The customary smoke
screen had prevailed and the in-

evitable humorist had contributed

questionable quips.

The furniture man's remarks were
well founded.

"CROM furniture to pictures may or

may not be a great step, but it is cer-

tain that motion picture people generally

do not relish criticism of this character.

In this case, however, the criticism is

well founded.

The motion picture, probably more
than any other sales product, fluctuates

in appeal through the influence of sur-

roundings. The splendid theatres of the
nation have been made solendid for just

that reason. There is no good reason
why similar care should not be exercised
in exchange presentation.

Exhibitors are but human beings,
"fans," in fact the most earnest of fans.

It is folly to assume that because they
have seen many pictures they can view a

new production under the strikingly un-
favorable circumstances commonly pro-
vided and arrive at an accurate estimate
of the production's theatre value.

If only for the sake of sales it is good
business for the film exchange to present
its \vares properly.

BUT there is more than a cash side to

the matter. Exchanee attaches are

even less adequately qualified to unearth
the gold of the product submerged in the

dross of its presentation. Undoubtedly
the current neglect of projection methods
is accountable for the almost general
conviction among exchange people that

competitive product, viewed in the thea-

tre, is superior. This secret belief, al-

most national in scope, certainly cannot
be regarded as indicative of a generally
healthy condition.
As practiced, exchange exhibition of

motion pictures exercises a decidedly de-
structive influence upon the business per-
sonnel of the industry. It begins by
leading exchangemen to feel that they
are selling questionable values and must
resort to sales methods in keeping. Its

next effect is to convince exhibitors that
they are buying over rated product. The
net result of this is half hearted display
of the pictures by the exhibitor for public
consumption. The motion picture is

made to carry a handicap which in the
space of a year undoubtedly pulls the
figure representing total motion picture
intake down many points.
There is, of course, no excuse for the

condition.

THERE is no good reason why the
modern exchange presentation of a

picture should not duplicate in every es-
sential detail theatre presentation. There
is no good reason why a progressive ex-
change should not furnish to exhibitors a
concrete demonstration of just what the
picture will accomplish in the theatre. If

one exchange in a center made such an
effort it is practically certain that its

showings would be crowded and its sales
total would mount apace. Very little, if

any. added expense is involved.
The whole proposition runs back to an

age old rule that applies particularly to
the show business. "A salesman must be
sold on his stock."

In this case exhibitors and exchange
people alike are salesmen, the sum total
of their efforts being proper sale of the
motion picture to the public. A little

showmanship applied in the projection
room would do a great deal toward thor-
oughly selling these salesmen. As mat-
ters stand they must be very good sales-
men indeed to have made the motion
picture the popular buy that it is today.

On the Bill at

The Kinema
!

Since "way back when" showmen have
observed with interest the consistent prog-
ress of the Los Angeles Kinema, one of the
infrequently spectacular but invariably for-
ward figures in the vanguard of American
photoplay houses.

A specimen program reads

:

1. "The Beautiful Galatea," Overture.
2. Newspicture.
3. "Felix the Cat," Cartoon.
4. Music Picture—Novelty.
5. "The Flirt."
6. Organ number.

The Kinema is one of the comparatively
few theatres using a big program that

segregates its short subjects before the fea-

ture. A commoner practice is to finish with
the comedy. On the side of the Kinema sys-

tem stands the advantage of getting a maxi-
mum number of patrons in before the be-
ginning of "the feature. On the other side

stands the advantage of sending patrons
away with a smile. Either purpose is good.
A program order that would accommodate
both ends should be almost ideal.

Any suggestions?
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BEAT THIS. The Princess, Denver, playing Paramount's "Drums of Fate,"
used a South Sea lobby of considerable tone. Anyone can approximate the dis-

play. Someone may instruct the drummer to move his kettle drums into a
position of concealment ;tnd allow him to sound a battle call at intervals, profit-
ablv.

HODKINSON booth at the State Con-
vention of Oklahoma Exhibitors and
Exchange* at Oklahoma City. A ripple
machine played upon the specially built
ship in the background. "Down to the
Sea in Ships" was projected.

THE ACME OF FITNESS. A Milwaukee newspaper
bannered its delivery wagons in advertising Vitagraph's
"A Front Page Story" for the Rialto. "See How the
Journal Is Made," the catch line, is adaptable.

THE SIGN TELLS IT. All, that is. except that Kansai
is in Japan. Compare the photograph with that of the
Minatoza theatre, at Xagoya, reproduced in this space-

last week. (It's becoming a world tour.)

REMEMBER FRANK LACY? He hasn't quit doing good stuff; he's just

quit sending it in so often. His usherial staff as dressed for "Douglas Fairbanks
in Robinhood" recalls yesteryear, doesn't it? You remember, his theatre is the

Majestic at Portland, Ore. Maybe this is a come-back.

WARNER BROTHERS' studio turned
out this 8-foot book used to tie up a
book store with "The Beautiful and
Damned" at the California theatre, Los
Angeles. Practical duplicates can be
made for local use.



MOST LITHOGRAPHED ACTOR? The Theatre
nominates Harold Lloyd for the post, this one, from the
People's theatre. Port Arthur, Tex., advertising "Grand-
ma's Boy." Associated Exhibitors, being one of a multi-
tude.

THE JAZZIEST JAZZ TITLE. "Jazzmania," Metro, is

easily the jazziest of the jazz titles that have appeared. It

"packed 'em" the nigTit we saw the picture at the Chicago,
and it drew this crowd to the Capitol. New York. All of
which means much to showmen who will exhibit it.

ALL DAY LONG this fireman posed
(or "The Third Alarm," F. B. O., at
the Superba, Freeport, 111. Being a
dummy, he didn't mind it. And we
thought every practical idea for the
picture had been used.

BETTER THAN COUE "Dr. Jack" does things Coue wouldn't attempt in the

Pathe picture by that name. Harold Lloyd being the If. D. in question. This display

done at the Minneapolis Strand is the most unique reported for the picture. Xot
pretty, perhaps, but highly interesting and productive.

HERE'S TO NEILAN. The lady might be proposing
such a toast, for the display is for Marshall Neilan's Gold-
wyn picture, "The Stranger's Banquet." One of the best,
it was done by the Rialto theatre, Tacoma.

YOU GOTTA STOP! That's what the Lyceum theatre.
Findaly. O.. told passersby in its impressive front for "The
Fast Mail." Fox. These talkative lobbies operate best
for melodrama of this type, vigorous and spectacular.
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Norma Talmadge
The Voice from the Minaret

-*lcf f»j rto-n tht nort/ 6/ £otH»re //tc/lmns

Persona//y directed dy rVtnA l/oya

A 3irst ./Kational Picture M At Cincinnati

Twenty-four sheet for "The Voice from the Minaret.

Cutouts Cut in at the Box Office

This analysis of the cutout question was written for The Theatre
by Walter Eberhardt, Associated First National Pictures, Inc., and
is recommended to readers as of general application and interest.

COINCIDENTALLY with the installation

of exploitation departments by large

companies there has been a noted im-
provement in both the efficient use and
artistry of cutouts. To intimate that this

is due to the organization of exploita-

tion departments is undoubtedly stretch-

ing the point.

The exploitation agent has been a fac-

tor. His wide and varied experiences
have given rise to numerous suggestions
formerly not apparent t<> many exhibi-

tors—and this has been especially true

in the case of the one man theatre where
the manager has had to do everything
from selling the tickets to hanging up
the posters. His Herculean task has left

him no time for reflection to plan out
new ways of selling his show. Perhaps
the exploitation man has suggested new
ideas. Perhaps it has been the actual ex-

A Tacoma display.

ecution of ideas, where the exhibitor was
formerly too occupied with the myriad
details around the house, that has marked
the co-operation of the exploitation agent.

Stiffer competition for exploitation co-
operation has been responsible for keener
alertness and more aggressive methods.
The retail merchant nowadays has to be
"sold" on the idea of giving over a win-
dow by something artistic. The usual
stills left over from the lobby dressing
will not be accepted today by the more
pregressive merchants as an artistic dis-

play by themselves. The alternative is

usually the cutout, which is simple, ordi-
narily effective and usually inexpensive.
Compared with other forms of window
decorations the cutout which can be made
from a poster by the use of compo board
and a scroll saw or sharp knife is a time
saving device.

* * *

More potent than either of these argu-
ments, however, is the fact that the ex-
hibitor today, more than ever before, is

being given material that adapts itself

easily to cutouts. Whether the advertis-

ing departments that get up the posters
are doing this because of the increasing

use of cutouts or whether the use of cut-

outs is increasing because of the availabil-

ity of the material supplied is immaterial.
The cause may be inconsequential but

the results are important.
A typical example of how well con-

ceived posters, with an eye to cutout ex-
ploitation, can facilitate the exhibitor's

thorny path was evidenced in First Na-

A Tacoma Window

tional's "Oliver Twst." The Coogan pic-

tures have usually adapted themselves
easily to this form of exploitation and
the latest features have been no excep-
tion.

In "Trouble" the figure of the big po-
liceman bending over Jackie, the young
star, putting on his shoes, and being
called to task by his foster father, have
been effectively used in Tacoma windows
under the guiding hand of Charles Mc-
Manus, exploitation manager for the Jen-
sen and Von Herberg interests.

The 24 sheet on "Oliver Twist" show-
ing all the characters of the cast has
been a satisfactory marquee cutout me-
dium for the Metropolitan theatre, At-
lanta, Ga., and the Capitol theatre. Cin-
cinnati, O. The two ways in which these
houses used the same cutouts is a striking

example of the variety of uses to which
such cutouts can be put.

* *

Continued use of and demand for cut-

out material in posters is bound to be re-

flected in the policy of any advertising
department that claims to be alive to the

needs of exhibitors. First National has
established a standard of preparing its

posters with this angle in mind, but with-
out detracting from the value of the

paper as a poster. On all productions
one of the three sheets, the six sheet and
the twenty-four sheet will be arranged

MIGHTY L4K A ROSE"
)vcrii>tMi.n A r>ot notional 'PtC'tvare ......

—

At Atlanta. Twenty-four sheet for "Mighty Lak' A Rose."
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At Tacoma.

for the best cutout possibilities. In the
case of the three and six sheets this will

probably mean one full length figure that
will make an attracting, prominent dis-

play. In the case of the twenty-four
sheet it will mean either a large head, a
large figure or a group of figures (as in

"Oliver Twist") that lend themselves
easily either to individual or to group dis-

plays.

This policy, consistently carried out,

will be demonstrated in the near future.

On "The Voice from the Minaret" the
twenty-four sheet has a huge head of

Norma Talmadge that can well rival the

profile from a poster of similar size on
"Smilin' Through" that was popularized
in almost every city of the country. In
"What a Wife Learned" the figure of

Marguerite de la Motte on the twenty-
four sheet was designed with a special

view towards cutout possibilities. The
group idea is exemplified in the twenty-
four sheet on Edwin Carewe's production.
"Mighty Lak' a Rose," which shows ten
characters from this story in poses that

register some incident from the story.

* * *

This is an important angle for the ad-
vertising department that prides itself

upon practical service. It is even more
important to the exhibitor who buys box
office value and exploitation possibilities

along with so many reels of film.

The lurid, salacious poster has been
consigned to the ashcan by common con-
sent some time back. Among other rea-

sons, it had no longer any sales value.
From this negative attitude the progres-
sive producer-distributor is going to the
positive platform, is insisting that his

posters shall be simple, artistic, colorful

—

but above everything else practical. The
overwhelming demand for cutout mate-
rial makes it obligatory that the acces-
sories shall be prepared with this angle
in mind.

Anti-Flirt Club organized in Washington, D. C, by Moore's Rialto theatre and
the Universal Exchange. Of course it advertised "The Flirt." There's a story
about it on this page.

Weshner-Davidson

Agency to Supply

Exhibitors Direct
Weshner-Davidson Agency, New York,

makers of motion picture exploitation

novelties, have started distribution of

the Novelty Exploitation Bulletin, termed
'A monthly review of exploitation acces-

sories being offered on new releases," to

be circulated among exhibitors, ex-

changes and distributors in the United
States and Canada. "The novelty is a
twenty-four sheet in every home." a

: ThCCRJWflNOF THEOaTMKSCDCW

LUCK
w* joknhY HIKES

Coal mine display for "Luck," Mastodon
production featuring Johnny Hines.

catchline in the first bulletin, describes
the basic thought rather well.

The Weshner-Davidson Agency made
the cutout hats and "happy bags" for
"Dr. Jack." the police caps for "In the
Name of the Law." the feather head dress
used with "White Eagle" and countless
other familiar novelties. Their papier
mache display for "Luck." Mastodon, re-

produced herewith, is a late creation.

It is the purpose of the company to
stimulate interest in and use of exploita-
tion novelties by keeping theatremen in-

formed of available material through cir-

culation of a printed bulletin monthly.

Sourdough Exploits

-Grub-Stake' With

Personal Ballyhoo
A total of 40 columns of space, only

18 of which were in the nature of display

advertising, rewarded the exploitation

effort put forth in the interest of "The
Grub-Stake." American Releasing, when
that production was given premiere show-
ings in Portland and Seattle. A thinly

disguised sourdough (prospector) wjio
appeared on the streets at stated inter-

vals in cooperation with newspapers in

both cities provided the basis for long
newspaper stories making up the gratis

22 columns.
In promoting the stunt no attempt was

made to hoodwink the newspapers. It

was oointed out that by uniting interests

of theatre and paper, simultaneously
stimulating sale of theatre admissions
and newspaper circulation expansion,
good results could be obtained by both.

The results tabulated argue the advis-

ability of this course of procedure.

Washington Papers

Compete for Space

Promoting "Flirt"
Keen competition among Washington

newspapers in the devotion of space to

cover the organization of an Anti-Flirt

Club and the observation of Anti-Flirt

Week was the unusual spectacle beheld

when Ed. G. Evans. Moore's Rialto the-

atre, and Hattie K. Merrill. Universal,
expoited "The Flirt." Front page
streamers, picture smashes on pictorial

pages, even political cartoons, not to men-
tion a broadside of lesser stuff, appeared
during the two weeks prior to the open-
ing of the picture.

Generally speaking. the stunt was
arranged along the lines of previous cam-
paigns in other cities for the same
picture, but an extraordinary note was in-

troduced when Congressman Manuel
Herrick of Oklahoma wrote a letter en-
dorsing the work of the club. A special

meeting was called at which he was in-

vited to address the members and the
papers covered it thoroughly.
Two days before the opening of the

picture a feature writer for one of the

papers that had "fallen hardest" ran a
long story revealing the nature of the
enterprise and crediting *he promoters
with a capital feat.

A mcture of the Anti-Flirt Club, made
up of Universal employes, is presented
on this page.

Promotion Reveals

Browne Experience
Long Beach newspaper accounts of

the promotion of Frank L. Browne, Lib-

erty theatre, to the advisory board of

West Coast Theatres, Inc., and complete

charge of the new theatre under construc-

tion at San Pedro reveal a record of 30

years in the show business. Readers of

these pages are thoroughly familiar with
Mr. Browne's showmanship through the
numerous Theatre Letters published.
Mr. Browne entered the show business

as a boy performer in 1893. In 1899 he
became assistant manager of the Com-
ique, the first motion picture theatre in

Boston. In 1908 he took charge of the
Pastime, where he remained until 1918,

going to Los Angeles to the Alhambra
theatre. Clune's Broadway later came
under his direction and in 1919 he formed
his present attachment.
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Theatre Letters
Personal Accounts of Constructive Showmanship

Contributed by Readers of "Exhibitors Herald"

Page Mr. Pea;

Creamer Finds

Business Good
John W. Creamer replies this week

that business it good and gives some of

the reasons—good ones.

Mr. Creamer also asks George Rea an

interesting question which we invite the

latter to answer through these columns.

Mr. Creamer writes:

THEATRE EDITOR.
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir:

Yes, business is good, and herewith I

am mailing you some of the exploitation

that is helping to keep it good.
The lobby display on "Manslaughter"

was built at a very reasonable cost and
stood in our lobby for one week in ad-

vance of playing date. A cutout from the

three-sheet stands on a flight of steps in

front of a black cyclorama. Lattice work
painted pink, with paper fiowcrs and pho-
tos for decorations, two Japanese lanterns

hung at top.

The next week the lattice work, with

different cutouts and decorations, worked
in a local window for "Human Hearts."
For "Nice People" I made a number

of window tie-ups. Perhaps the best was

^3-z3<^ t~*4/ faze ~*v~< oc~*'
M
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Postcard copy used for "Suzanna," United Artists, by Frank L. Browne, Lib-
erty theatre, Los Angeles, whose first Theatre Letter in a long time is pre-

sented this week.

the one in which local citizens' photos
were used on a board. Also secured a

good display in the Mallory hat store,

but the photo does not do it justice.

By the way. I've often wondered what
Mr. Rea does with all those cutouts he
has in his lobby displays when he opens
his doors for business. Maybe he can tell

us.

J. W. Creamer,
Strand- Empire theatres,

Chillicothe, Mo.

+ + +
DEAR MR. CREAMER:
Glad to hear alxxit business, and the things

that help to make it so. Weren't able to use
your photograph window, but think the others
supply ample illustration for an assuredly worth-
while letter.

Mr. Rea undoubtedly will tell us about those

cutouts. We paged him at the beginning of this

letter to make sure of it.

Hope business continues that way, but still

leaves you plenty of time to write often —
W. K. W.

larly participated in putting on our
Fourth Annual Spring Style Fashion
Revue—sent out to a select mailing list.

I also am forwarding you a copy of

the full page newspaper tie-up used on
"The Four Horsemen of the Apoca-
lypse." This is the second time we
played this production—the first run was
presented at advanced admission prices,

One of J. W. Creamer's displays for

"Nice People," Paramount, mentioned
in his Theatre Letter.

Return Dates,

Fashion Shows,

Meyer Subjects
Fashion show season is here.

Return date season is year-around.
Interesting subjects both, Fred S.

Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton, O., dis-

cusses them, as usual in terms of deeds
done, in the following letter:

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir:

I am enclosing herewith a letter which

a local merchant—the one who particu-

Another Creamer display, for "Man-
slaughter," Cecil B. DeMUle's Paramount
production.
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SAVE THIS

For Children
12 YEARS OR UNDER

READ
Save this card until you
have a set that will read

Oliver Twist
then bring the set to the

manager of the

Liberty Theatre
and you will receive a free
ticket for any matinee per-

formance during the week of

March 4th
SWAP LETTER UNTIL
You Get a Complete Set

The Long Beach Tejegram SECTION F

Pit** i to a

THOUSANDS OF YOUNGSTERS CELEBRATE ATTHEATRE
LIBERTY IS TWICE
CROWDED AT ANNUAL
PARTY OF TELEGRAM
Boy* atd Gn-U Cheer Jadoe CoOfAA.
Win Vah»ble Prizo, Hive Tune of

Uvet and Hdp Gty'• Poor ,

Front page splash won by Frank L. Browne in the theatre-newspaper party
described in his Theatre Letter this week. At left may be seen the first of a

series of cards which when riffled through the fingers spelled "Oliver Twist," the
First National attraction feature at the party. Dont miss his letter.

.while this return was put on at popular

prices.

Under "Journal Mail Box" on page 2

of the paper I am sending you there ap-

pears a message written by a local reader

in response to one that appeared a day

or so before regarding "The Flirt,"

which we played the forepart of the

week. My secretary wrote the first let-

ter in her own handwriting on plain sta-

tionery and dropped it in the box. Her
message upheld Cora in "The Flirt."

It's too bad we didn't get the benefit of

°H ULE1TM0 KtMtt Hiroiis u stu M "THE 4 MORSFJItJ OF mlPOCUrPsY

Cooperative page used by Fred S. Meyer
for return engagement of "The Four
Horsemen," Metro. Read Mr. Meyer's
letter for details.

this free publicity, but the stunt was
pulled too late.

Fred S. Meyer.
Palace theatre, Hamilton. O.

+ + +
'

DEAR MR. MEYER:
Spring must, indeed, be here. The first Fashion

Show is reported in. There ought to be a good
many of them now and you've shown those who
wil! run them the way to make the most of the
merchants tie-up. Thanks.
The return engagement ad looks like new "stuff

to us. We don't recall an instance of a repeat
picture crashing in for a page like that. That,
too, ought to be a stimulative bit of theatre
news.
The newspaper letters were so big we couldn't

give them adequate reproduction, so we omitted
them. But you've planted the idea and it may
flourish.

How did the Fashion Revue pay out? —
W. R. W.

Paying Stunts

Told in Tardy

Browne Letter
Frank L. Browne, several weeks tardy

in his current letter but for the best of

all reasons, this week lays before The-
atre readers two practically sure-fire

stunts, one for use with "Suzanna" and
the other for "Oliver Twist" or any juve-
nile attraction.

Welcome Mr. Browne back to the
circle.

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir:

It is several weeks since I have sent

you detailed reports on any of my late

campaigns, due to the fact that they have
been coming thick and fast and the re-

>ult> have been so fine that I have hardly
had a moment that I could take for writ-
ing letters, but I feel that I cannot forego
the pleasure any longer, so here I am.
The first one that I want to speak of

is "Suzanna." I had a very fine week
with this picture and it gave perfect sat-

isfaction. In addition to my regular
newspaper ads. window cards and ten
?8-sheets, I sent out .">,000 postcards like

the one enclosed.
Postcards are nothing new but I cer-

tainly got a lot of excitement out of this

one. I got the very latest election list

and sent the cards to men only and to

Reproduction of letter sent out by in-

terested merchant calling attention to Mr.
Meyer's style show. Meyer's tieups are
thorough.
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their home addresses. I had the cards
mailed in Los Angeles and as soon as

they commenced to reach their addresses
the fun began.

The phone rang continuously and 99

calls out of every 100 were women who
had gotten hold of the cards during hub-
by's absence. The questions they asked
were extremely ludicrous. There were
some who betrayed their jealousy, others
simply curious, but everyone was excited
in one way or another. In each case they
were given correct information and we,
on our end, betokened great surprise that

they took it for anything but for what
it meant.

At any rate, it delivered the message
and oYt Sunday, our opening day, I am
pleased to say that it was necessary to

put on two extra ushers and an extra
line-man to take care of the crowds.

I almost neglected to state that I also

ran several small ads in the papers two
days before opening, reading, "Suzanna
Is Coming. Watch for Her. "Ladies,

Don't Be Jealous. Suzanna Is the Name
of a Picture." "Suzanna Is Coming to

the Liberty Sunday."

The next campaign that I had the
pleasure of putting over was on "Oliver
Twist," starring Jackie Coogan.
When I played "My Boy," just a year

ago, I had a tie-up with one of the papers
here and we put over a potato party that

was highly successful, so I had no trouble
in getting the same paper to put over
the Second Annual Potato Party. I got
14 front-page stories out of it and I

opened to the biggest Sunday in over a

year and a half. The picture held up
wonderfully all week and I held it over
for a second week, which does not hap-
pen often in this town.

In addition to the party tie-up, I also

put out 5,000 blotters and 12,000 cards
like sample enclosed. Each card bore a

letter and when a child got a complete
set I gave him a free ticket. The maxi-
mum sets that could have been returned
was 300, and I received 241 sets, which
proved that the children here are very
much alive. We put out the cards at six

different schools. The cards were as-
sorted by us before putting out and had
it figured that but fifty complete sets
could come from any one school.
During the noon hour my distributor

took his place outside the school yard and
started giving them out one at a time,
just to get the thing started. Naturally,
they would try and get near enough to
ask for another one. When the crowd
got so big that he was fairly mobbed he
would throw them out (on the sidewalk)
by the handful, a sort of catch-as-catch-
can. It surprised me to find that most of
the sets were returned by girls.

I also put over my regular newspaper
campaign, as well as 200 window cards
and ten 28-sheet stands. I spent about
$50 more than usual for all this, but the
result was worth all the effort.

I guess that's about all for this time,
except to say that business has been ex-
ceedingly good since the week following
Christmas.

Frank L. Browne,
Liberty theatre, Long Beach, Cal.

+ + +
DEAR MR. BROWNE:
It's a real pleasure to hear from you again.

Let's not let it be so long until the next letter.

If you've used the sort of stuff you describe this
week all the time and haven't let us know about
it we think the circle has ground for action.
(Wonder if the circle ought not to organize a
lx>ard to act in these things?)
Such a board would surely award you a medal

for the "Suzanna" postcards. Surely you risked

life and limb in the interests of Liberty that time.

We'd have asked for police protection.

The "Oliver Twist" card stunt is something
else again. You made the youngsters work pretty

hard, but we suppose they enjoyed it. If the

school authorities don't object it can be worked
out anywhere, and with almost any picture. Glad
to pass it along for consideration.—W. R. W.

Hyman Pressman

Writes Analysis

Of Showmanship
For something like four years, in fact

since he directed the destinies of the

Denver Rivoli, "way back when," so to

speak, The Theatre has consistently

chronicled the progress of Edward L.

Hyman as a showman of parts. Yet,

familiar as you are with his eminently
successful methods, you will be inter-

ested in the following analysis of his

showmanship by Lee S. Ferguson, his

publicity director at the Mark-Strand
theatre, Brooklyn.

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir:

Exploitation and publicity arc wonder-

ful things, we all agree. We need them

in our business.

And therein lies a question.

How, when and where are the best

method, time and place to do this ex-

ploitation and advertising?

We see in your columns each week
many excellent stunts and ideas being

used by exhibitors in various sections to

put over their pictures. We note that

some of these exhibitors pull off stunts
week after week with great regularity.

No matter what the picture is—big or
little, good or bad— it gets stunted all

over town, and then it's time to get up a

new stunt lor the next picture. Does not
the public, through a series of such cam-
paigns, come to look upon each picture

as "just another film" because there is no
distinction? Does not the public feel

that only the exceptional should be
boosted, or the mediocre instead, just so
they will know in which class to place

the picture? It has been my personal
experience that patrons get a bad habit

of avoiding theatres that pull stunts on
all pictures alike. They want the exhib-

itor "to make up his mind."
We also note that in your columns we

never see any conversation about the ex-

hibitor who exploits from within his the-

atre as well as from without—and that

is another reason for this letter.

Edward L. Hyman, managing director

of the Brooklyn Mark Strand, has a sys-

tem that to me is thoroughly consistent

and to be commended. As a showman
he is not surpassed by any exhibitor in

the country, as everyone knows. And
his sense of showmanship may have a

great deal to do with his methods, times

and places of selling his programs to the

public. As the Mark Strand is conducted
on a very high plane, stunt advertising

and exploitation is not used upon any
but rare occasion, and then only when
the program warrants it. Instead, per-

sonal contact methods through the

schools, societies, newspapers and
through shop tie-ups are used. Each pic-

ture has its own peculiar style of appeal,

and this is commercialized as much as

possible. The campaien of "When
Knighthood Was in Flower" had over
twenty-five items, each of which had a

particular place. The nearest to a "stunt"

in that campaign was the sending of

singers of the Mark Strand staff to broad-
casting stations to radio song numbers,
in return for which the announcement

was broadcasted of the picture. For
"Robin Hood," which resembles in some
respects "Evangeline," which is read and
studied in the schools, a unit of the cam-
paign was directed toward the scholars,
with the result that a special morning
performance had to be given on the clos-

ing day, Saturday, for students alone, in

order to take care of about 2.500 which
number would have missed seeing it oth-
erwise.
This little insight into a method that

has a definite purpose, and is not merely
a make-shift to megaphone to the public
that another "greatest photodrama" is in

town, is just a starter. For Hyman ex-
ploits from within the theatre as well.

He does it through the programs he
stages and presents with the picture.

And he has proven that this method has
as many selling points as the advertising

done outside. He knows that if he gets
people inside through teasers, or stunts,

they will turn sour and knock the show
to others if the performance is similar to

a great many that ari- handed the public

after said public falls for a street stunt,

etc. But he also knows that through a

definite system of selling the picture out-

side the house, coupled with a system of
selling the picture inside the house, he
has an unbeatable combination. For in-

stance, a gorgeous, big, costly picture

that can stand upon its own merit does
not have as much musical and novelty
program surrounding it as the shorter

and probably less worthy picture. Na-
turally, some pictures have to be of lesser

quality than others, and when one of

these goes into the Mark Strand you will

see an accompanying program that lifts

it up and carries it over, thereby selling

it to those in the theatre at the time and
to people who will talk to these same
patrons later on. Not for a single week
does Hyman let up selling the picture

from within the theatre.

As example let us take the show start-

ing March '.'."i. It has a pretentious over-

ture especially selected and arranged,
called "Holy Week Suite," and which
contains two instrumental numbers by
the symphony orchestra, three vocal num-
bers and a ballet number. During the

progress of this overture, which takes
place, as far as staging is concerned, be-

hind a scrim curtain, a scenic of the Holy
Land, with titles removed, is shown.
This, with the lighting harmonies, makes
the whole a rare thing at least.

At other places on the program there

are two vocal numbers specially staged
and lighted Cone male and one female),
the Mark Strand Topical Review, with
special music cues: an inning of Sym-
phonized Jazz, including seven popular
syncopated tunes; an organ recessional
and two feature pictures.

The feature pictures are "The Little
Church Around the Corner" and Doug-
las MacLean in "Bell Boy 13."

And. this is not the least, as an extra
added attraction the four reel version of
Einstein's Theory of Relativity is shown
each morning during the week at 11
o'clock. Those who come to this special
performance may remain for the regular
show, starting at noon.
Thus you see "exploitation" brought

to a point of perfection inside the theatre
as well as outside. Hyman likes to see
exhibitors get the people in, somehow,
but he has discovered there is more to it

than coaxing them in and then laughing
at them, as is done in some cases.
With best wishes. I thank you.

Lee S. Ferguson,
Mark-Strand theatre. Brooklyn, N. Y.

+ + +
DEAR MR. FERGUSON:
The Theatre thanks you for your very compre-

hensive analysis of Mr. Hyman's showmanship.
We have always regarded him as one of the na-
tion's leading exhibitors.—W. R. W.
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SHORT SUBJECTS
An Alphabet

for Showmen

George Rea, who does everything a good showman should, advertised Educa-
tional's "The Message of Emile Coue" and writes all about it in the letter pre-

sented this week on this page.

"George (Rea) Does It"

If he who first said, "Let George do it" referred to George Rea,

Colonial theatre, Washington C. H., O., he was wiser than the millions

who stole his line realized. He knew it would be well done, for

that is the way George Rea does everything he does—and he does
approximately everything theatrical.

You've read about his feature exploits in many Theatre Letters.

This is your first chance to read about his short subject endeavors,
no less remarkable.

WHOEVER wrote the first one
of these alphabet things started

a deadly and apparently perpetual
procession. This one, much better
than most of them, is contributed
by Goldwynner Bill Robson.

A's Advertising, the li/e blood of B;
B is for Business we all like to see.

C stands for current, sometimes known
as juice;

D is for doorman, as trim as the deuce.

E is for Europe, that can't match our
plays;

F is for features that run many days.

G is for Great, a word much overused;
H is for huge, which is also abused.

I is immense, which so many are not;
J is the jaw, which the press agents

got.

K stands for kisses to end up the show;
L is for laughs that make comedies go.

M is the money you put in the bank;
N's for the word that you hear from a

crank.

O is the middle of I. O. U.;
P is for payments, sometimes overdue.

Q is for quip, as alleged on the screen;
R stands for reels running in the ma-

chine.

S stands for shipper who sends you the
show

:

T stands for ticket that brings in the
dough.

T
U is for Union, musicians and such;
V stands for vigor. Some film men need

much.

W is willingness, wisdom and wealth;
X is exceptional, beauty and health.

Y is for youth. You need all these to
win

—

Z stands for *'Zowie" how money rolls

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir:

Watch out!
Brand new picture of Henry coming

—

bearing "The Message of Emile Coue."
Besides the cutout Henry wears a ban-

ner reading:
"I'm Just a Can. Don't Rush Me. I'm

Getting Better and Better. See Coue.
The Colonial. Now."
No joking, Henry is an interesting

dude. You see, Henry was a sort of cast-
away, on the second-hand list. Then I

came along and picked him out for $150,
gave him a good home. Laugh at him,
cuss him, leave him, forget him, loan him;
and in spite of all, he appreciates his new
home, because he works night and day
and never gives in until he's out of gas.
I have never tried him on oats, but he
quit me twice and I had to walk when I

forgot to give him gas.
Henry sold plenty of tickets for Coue

for three big days at 20 and 40 cents.
Henry is one of the things the Colonial

could not run without. He pays for him-
self about every two weeks.

Here's a list of a few things the Colo-
nial has to have:

The HERALD,
The Projectionist,
The Organist,

The Bull Dog,
The Henry, and
The Picture.

Do you know that the Herald makes
me feel that I have always known a lot

of exhibitors I've never seen, even though

some live as far away as Nebraska and
Idaho?

George Rea,
Colonial theatre, Washington C. H., O.

_i_ _i_ _i_

DEAR MR. REA:
We never attempt to gild a lily. Thanks

for your letter.—W. R. W.

NEWSPICTURES
FOX NEWS No. 49 : Irish Observe St.

Patrick's Day—Chile President Photographed—
Japanese Scientist Here—Carnival Opens at Rio
—Anapolis Training Season Begins—River Seine
Overflows—Freighter Wrecked in Fog—Cyclone
Hits Mississippi—Announce Harding Candidacy
—Review Ft. Bliss Troops.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS No. 25: Irish
Celebrate St. Patrick's Day—Man Wrestles
Alligator—Letpsig Business Fair Normal—Lloyd
George Honored at Edinburg—Siamese Boy
Scouts Drill—Seattle Zoo Folk Resent Jazz

—

Belgian Queen Views Tut-Ankh-Amen's Tomb

—

English Race Season Opens—Territorial Specials.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS No. 26: Tractor
Plow Routs Washington Snows—Circus Folk in

N. Y.—Speed Boat Overturns Off Miami—Hard-
ings Lead Simple Life in Florida—Catch Alliga-
tors in Panama—Territorial Specials.

KINOGRAMS No. 2234: French Tighten
Grip on Rhur—Chicago Sea Scouts in Training

—

U. S. Women Aid Homeless Greeks—Irish Cele-
brate St. Patrick's Day— Sheep Shearing Begins
—C. V. Whitney Weds Marie Norton in Paris

—

Territorial Specials.

KINOGRAMS No. 2235: East St. Louis Gas
Tank Explodes—Paris Styles Show Egyptian
Touch—Rush Work on New U. S. Dirigible

—

Capt. Herbert Hartley to Command "Leviathan"—Save Franciscan Mission at San Juan, Cal.

—

Law Makers on Tropic Trip—Territorial Spe-
cials.

PATHE NEWS No. 24: Holland Welcomes
Swedish Monarchs—Chicago Sea Scouts Train

—

Irish Celebrate St. Patrick's Day—Leo Kamenev
Acts for Soviet Chief—Close-up of Mike McTigue
Close-up of Siki—Chicago Invalid Designs Model
Homes—-River Seine Overflows—Britain Pays In-
stallment on U. S. War Debt—French Continue
German Invasion—Ships Warned of Icebergs

—

Territorial Specials.

PATHE NEWS No. 25: Congressmen On
Way to Visit Fleet—Equine Comedian Has Novel
Make-up—Greece to Exchange War Prisoners

—

English Metal Bombing Plane to Fly 150 Miles
per Hour—California U Starts Fund Drive—U. S.

Fleets Unite in Panama Maneuvers—Pershing
Awards Honors to War Nurses—New Styles
Show Egyptian Influence—Territorial Specials.
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Digest of Pictures oftheWttK
AGENTLEMAN from Victoria, B. C, Canada, writing

in Collier's Weekly, says: "1 think an outsider's ap-

praisal of American life as represented in the movie- shown

here would he somewhat as follows: 70 per cent of tin-

American people revel in riches and luxury and do no work :

that ahout 10 per cent spend most of their time roping

steers or fighting Indians; that 10 j>er cent are engaged in

swindong or criminal occupations ; that the remaining 10

per cent are honest every-day citizens engaged in useful

work. One is tempted to sigh for some Dickens or Bums

of the scenario who could show us the romance and poetry

of those who till the farms, dig the mines, cut down the

forests, or toil in factories, offices, and store-.

While the Canadian gentleman's percentages may not

exactly agree with facts, it is a lamentahle fact that we have

far too few stories of simple home life, stories with uni-

versal appeal ahout folks we know, and too many of the

SO-calfed "society'' brand. Give us more stories like "Alice

Adams," "The Flirt." "The Cood Provider." "Remem-

brance" and '< irumpv."—J. K. M.

"ALICE ADAMS" (Encore Pictures), with Florence

\ idor. Not in a long time has a more delightful story of

American family life been produced upon the screen. It

will appeal strongly to the better class of theatre patron-

and should prove a "best seller" as a film, following it- suc-

cessful publication as a book.

"TRIMMED IX SCARLET" (Universal) i- Maxine

Elliott's stage success done into pictures. It is well staged

and well acted by Kathlyn Williams. RoJ Stewart and prac-

tically an all-star cast, and while well directed, it does not

hold the interest nearly as well in the latter half a- at the

start.

"THE LION'S MOUSE" (Hodkinson) is a Holland

film with Marguerite Marsh. Wyndham Standing and Mary

Odette in the principal roles. Not one of the best foreign

productions imported of late reminding one strongly

of our own early films in theme and treatment.

"THE NTH COMMANDMEN T" (Paramount-Cos-

mopolitan) throws light upon the unpublicized lives of

youthful workers in metropolitan department stores. It is

from a story by Fannie Hurst and reflects that writer's gift

of singling out the unique commonplaces of modern exist-

ence. Frank Horzage directed. Colleen Moore and

James Morrison dominate the picture, though several play-

ers contribute good bits of acting.

"LOST AND FOUND" (Goldwyn), with a special

cast, including I louse I'eters. Antonio Moreno, Pauline

Starke and Rosemary Theby. is a thriller of the South Sea

Islands filmed in Tahiti. It should please, especially audi-

ences that like action and forceful drama.

"THE TIGER'S CLAW" (Paramount) presents Jack

Holt in an average story of the Indian jungles. Holt's char-

acterization of a young American engineer is good, but fails

to lift the plot out of the class of ordinary pictures. There

are many colorful scenes and it contains suspense furnished

by a bursting dam and an encounter with a tiger.

• THREE JUMPS AHEAD" (Fox) is a first-rate

Western, with Tom Mix and his trained horse Tony fur-

nishing most of the interest. There is a leap across a
ravine, and a thrilling stage coach flight that is worth any-

body's money. It was written and directed by Jack Ford.

"LOOK VOI R BEST" (Goldwyn) with the likeable

Colleen Moore in the role of an Americanized Italian girl,

is a cheerful little story of back-stage life. It was written

and directed by Ruj>ert Hughes, and although not his

greatest play, will be found highly diverting as an hour's

entertainment.

"THE FOURTH MUSKETEER" (I". P.. O.) pre-

sents Johnnie Walker in a pleasing little comedy-drama
written by H. C. Witwcr. It is a story of a young prize-

fighter who becomes inspired through reading "The Three
Musketeers" and attempts to follow the Dumas hero's plan

Delightfully witty subtitles help to put it over.

"THE ISLE OF LOST SHIPS" (First National) is

as fantastic and novel a tale of the sea as has been screened

in some time. It has about everything the average audience

is looking for—love interest, adventure, thrills and scenic

beauty. It was directed by Maurice Tourneur and a splen-

did cast was used in its making.

Above are scenes from three new Metro pictures. Left to right they show Clara Kimball Young in the Harry Garson production,

"The Woman of Bronze"; Viola Dana in "Noise of Newboro" and "Your Friend and Mine," the Willard Mack sketch pro-

duced by S-L Pictures.
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R E V I E W S
FLORENCE VIDOR IN

ALICE ADAMS
(ENCORE PICTURES)

Booth Tarkington's delightfully ap-

pealing and intensely interesting

story of the pleasure - starved

daughter of a commonplace Amer-
ican family makes wonderful
screen entertainment. Rowland
V. Lee has grasped the author's

viewpoint and the intelligent per-

formances of Florence Vidor,
Claude Gillingwater, Harold
Goodwin and others help put over
Tarkington's idea. Seven reels.

THE CAST
Alice Adams Florence Vidor
Virgil Adams . . Claude Gilling-water

Arthur Russell

Mildred Palmer

Here is a "best seller" that has been
carefully adapted to the screen and will

not disappoint admirers oi Booth Tarking-
ton's novel. It is a homely little story of
every-day folks, but it grips because it is

presented artistically and intelligently,

without recourse to spectacular fires, auto-
mobile accident or train wrecks for the
so-called "punch." It is a picture that
will make a deep impression upon those
who want the best in screen entertain-
ment and deserves unstinted praise.

It should prove a ''best seller" as a film
for its producers following its success in

book form.
The story is of a badly regulated family,

a daughter who craves companionship,
but owing to their poverty, it is denied
her, a head-strong, spoiled youth, a nag-
ging mother and a kindly, hard-working
father. There are hundreds of typical
families throughout the country in every
city and hamlet and Director Lee has
been successful in making something
more interesting of the picture than the
theme would lead one to believe possible.
The titles are well phrased and well
chosen, the various sets carry the atmos-
phere to perfection and the various roles
are superbly handled.

Its greatest appeal is the manner in

which quite ordinary situations are han-
dled, some being quaint and humorous,
while others awaken one's sympathies and
pull at the heart strings. There are many
clever and original touches, too, that will

be recalled long after the story is for-

gotten.

Alice Adams' father, long a chemist
with J. A. Lamb, has been taken ill.

While he is recovering his wife (who has
the "best interests of her children at
heart," always) urges him to strike out
for himself. He is in possession of a
formula for making glue and at last starts
a glue factory, resigning from his old
position. Alice, who has met Arthur Rus-
sell, a young man visiting in the town,
hnds solace for their isolation, poverty
and unattractive home, in building air
castles about herself and family, but these
come tumbling down when Arthur be-
comes better acquainted with the facts.
The glue factory fails. Walter, the rough-

neck son, steals money from J. A. Lamb,
where he is employed, and Virgil Adams
has another breakdown. Finally Alice
resolves to save the family and breaks
with Russell. But he refuses to be dis-

missed so easily and lives on in hope.
The incident at the party where Walter

embarrasses. Jiis sister by talking to the
colored musicians and later is found mix-
ing with the help in a crap game are but
two of the laughable and at the same time
pathetic scenes.
There are many angles for excellent tie-

ups with "Alice Adams" aside from win-
dow displays in book stores and depart-
ment stores.

SPECIAL CAST IN

ISLE OF LOST SHIPS
(FIRST NATIONAL)

As fantastic and fascinating a tale

of the sea as was ever screened.

It is a dramatic and novel story.

beautifully produced, splendidly

acted with many tense moments.
Written by Crittenden Marriott.

and directed by Maurice Tour-
neur. Length. 7.425 feet.

If you are looking for something new
and unique in a sea story, here it is. We
can safely recommend it from every
angle. It has thrills, action, adventure,
love interest and scenic beauty. The con-
tinuity is smooth and the settings unusual
and convincing.

Director Tourneur and his assistants

went to considerable pains to put over
the idea of a sea of weeds and tangled
ships and the atmosphere and effect is

extremely well done. The cross-section
of a submarine, too, lends realism to the
story and the escape from the apparently
doomed ship is spectacular and convinc-
ing.

Milton Sills, who has the role of How-
ard, a convicted murderer, is well cast.

He acts with restraint a difficult role.

Anna Q. Nilsson shares honors with him
in the role of Dorothy Fairfax and both
merit high praise for their work- Frank
Campeau was excellent also as the detec-
tive. Jackson. Walter Long has a typical

"heavy" role as Capt. Patrick Joyce,
leader of a band of derelicts. Bert Wood-
ruff. Aggie Herring. Hershall Mayall and
Irene Hunt complete the well chosen
cast.

The story begins with Jackson, the
detective, returning to the United States
with Frank Howard, escaped murderer.
Howard is handcuffed to his bunk when
the ship is rammed by a derelict and
starts to sink. The life boats put off

while the detective is arguing with How-
ard. A lady who has fallen overboard is

rescued by Howard and the three drift

with the abandoned ship until he becomes
stranded :n the Sargasso Sea, in a mass
of wreckage and kelp. Here they find a

band of ruffians, survivors of other
wrecks, ruled by Captain Joyce. Two
women occupy the settlement, and as

Captain Joyce's wife has just died he
looks with favor upon Miss Fairfax. Cap-
tain Joyce decides she must marry the
best man in the group—the best man
with his fists. A terrific fight follows,
and Howard whips the bully. He then
marries her to protect her. An aban-
doned submarine offers them an" oppor-
tunity to escape and they embark. How-
ard is wounded in an encounter with
Joyce and his men before they can sub-
merge. The shaky machinery fails as
they get under way and the kelp pre-
vents them coming to the surface. The
detective swims to the surface, cuts away
the kelp and they emerge just as a U. S.
cruiser approaches. Then it is learned
that Howard has been freed of the charge
of murder and the two are made happy.

Down in a submarine. A scene from "The Isle of Lost Ships."— (First National)
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KATHLYN WILLIAMS IN

TRIMMED IN SCARLET
(UNIVERSAL)

An adapted stage play, used by
Maxine Elliott as a starring ve-

hicle. The whole is very well

acted and there are some out-

standing dramatic scenes in the

early part but the latter half is

conventional and unconvincing.
Star does excellent work and is

given able assistance by a large

and well chosen cast. Directed
by Jack Conway from play by
William Hurlbut. Five parts.

The first half of this adapted stage play
furnishes excellent entertainment. It is

well acted and well produced. The role

of Cordelia Ebbing is one particularly
well suited to Miss Williams and she in-

vests it with her usual charm and grace.
Others who contributed good perform-
ances were Lucille Rickscn, as Faith Ebb-
ing; Roy Stewart as Revere Wayne; Rob-
ert Agnew, as Faith's sweetheart; David
Torrence as Charles Knight, and Phillips

Smallcy, in the role of Peter Ebbing.
Grace Carlyle, Raymond Hatton, Gerard
Grasby, Philo McCullough, Eve Sothern
and Bert Sprotte complete the cast.

It is a story of society, with several
dramatic twists. Beautifully mounted and
produced on a lavish scale, it will prove a
good booking. Advertise the all-star cast

and stress the heart appeal, as it is a story
of a mother's sacrifice.

Cordelia Ebbing's hand is sought by
Revere Wayne, following a tragic death
and separation from her husband. While
she is sojourning in Europe her husband
marries again. Her daughter, employed
by Charles Knight, takes $5,000 in liberty

bonds to pay a blackmailer who states un-
less he is given the money, her mother
will be prosecuted. The mother returns

home and attempts to raise the money to

pay back her daughter's theft. Revere
Wayne sees Knight loan her the money,
places a wrong construction on the af-

fair and breaks with her. She then dis-

covers the real man in Charles Knight.

JACK HOLT IN

THE TIGER'S CLAW
(PARAMOUNT)

Only average entertainment is pro-

vided by the latest Jack Holt
picture issued by Paramount.
Story is rather hackneyed, but re-

lieved somewhat by colorful

scenes and good atmosphere.
Written by Jack Cunningham.
Directed by Joseph Henabery.
About six reels.

Jack Holt's excellent characterization
of an American engineer, who mixes up
in many stirring Indian scenes, fails to
lift "The Tiger's Claw" out of the class

of very ordinary pictures. To those with
a penchant for jungle scenes and East
Indian intrigue, and who care very little

for the story, the picture will appeal.
The story, by Jack Cunningham, is

based on the racial barrier theme and
brings out little that has not been done
before and equally as well done. The two
big scenes, the rescue of the girl from the

tiger by the hero, and the bursting of the

dam, are rather well done.
The conventional story shows Holt as

Sam Sandell. an engineer, in charge of

the construction of a big dam in India, in-

jured in an encounter with a tiger. He is

Two scenes from "Trimmed in Scarlet," in which Lucille Ricksen, Phillips Smalley,
Roy Stewart and Kathlyn Williams take part.— (Universal)

nursed by a half-caste girl whom he mar-
ries in gratitude. Later he meets his

former sweetheart and tells her of his

marriage. Sandell's Indian wife is

snubbed socially. He then takes her to

the hills where a scheming Hindoo is

planning an uprising. There the half-

caste girl meets her former sweetheart,
is discovered by Sandell. The girl reveals
the plot to blow up the dam and drown
a lot of people, and for this is killed by
the Indian lover. This leaves Sandell free

to return to his first love, which he does
after a thrilling ride to rescue her from
tin waters released by the burst dam.

SPECIAL CAST IN

THE NTH
COMMANDMENT

(PARAMOUNT-COSMOPOLITAN)
A well done city life story of some-
what familiar pattern. Ably pro-

duced and very well acted. A
Fannie Hurst story directed for

Cosmopolitan by Frank Borzage.
Five reels.

Trials, temptations and triumphs of

the young people in our modern cities

make up the story bulk of this well knit

feature. Colleen Moore is a working girl

of very logical characteristics, and James
Morrison is her suitor, later husband,
whose illness and incapacity gives rise to

the most stirring incidents in the picture.

Both do excellent work, as do others in

the rather numerous cast.

The picture narrates the experiences of

a young couple employed in a department
store. There is a "sheik" song plugger
who serves as the required villain, and
the girl is torn between her real love for

the worker and the glamor of bright
light? held out by his rival. Her final

sacrifices for the welfare of her husband
and child are spectacularly made, the

whole providing interesting entertainment
to the end.
The production throughout is adequate.

The settings are well ordered and attrac-

tively lighted and photographed. The
scenario unfolds the story evenly and
with high points well spaced.

It is an especially promising picture for

metropolitan presentation, where its ap-
peal to the working class probably will

register most effectually at the box office,

but it is realistic modern entertainment
throughout and should give a good ac-

count of itself in any community.
The picture will sustain promises made

in its behalf in exploitation.

TOM MIX IN

THREE JUMPS AHEAD
(FOX)

A rattling good Western, well told,

which never flags in interest. The
sort of stuff Tom Mix does best.

All the characters are ably por-

trayed and create their own in-

terest. Some daring stunts for

those who like thrills. Directed
by Jack Ford from his own story.

Five reels.

Tom Mix and his horse, Tony, come
back in this latest five-rcelcr, and come
back strong. The popular portrayer of

Western roles rides, lassoes and drives his

way through this one as only Tom Mix
can. The finish, with the leap over th«

ravine and the capture of the stage coach,

are about as thrilling and daring bits of

screen work as have ever been filmed and
are guaranteed to give the most blase a

jolt.

It is an interesting story of cattle

rustlers, a pretty maiden and a cowboy
who rights a wrong. Tom Mix is cowboy.
Boone McLean. Pretty Alma Bennett
plays the role of Ann Darrell, Edward
Piel is effective as Taggert, Joe Girard,
an excellent character as Darrell; Virginia
True Boardman. is Mrs. Darrell; Mar-
garet Joslin is Alicia, Frank Forde plays
Ben McLean and Harry Todd is Lige
McLean, uncles of Boone. In settings,

lighting and photography it is an excel-

lent production, with many catchy,
snappy subtitles.

Boone McLean and his three uncles,
driving a herd of colts, are surprised by
a gang of rustlers, who steal the horses
and capture Boone and Ike McLean.
They hide in a secret cave entered
through a waterfall. Boone watches his

opportunity and knocks out the leader.

John Darrell. for which he is whipped at

the stake. Darrell returns to his family
and demands money of the rustlers, or

he will disclose their hiding place. Boone
is released to turn the tables on Darrell

and with the aid of his uncles, becomes
friendly with the family meeting Ann,
Darrell's daughter. Darrell suggests to

Boone that they rob the stage, which is

supposed to be carrying gold, and the^

gang of rustlers plans to capture Dar-
rell. Boone follows the stage, however,
and after jumping a ravine, where the

gang had destroyed the bridge, he over-

takes the stage, routs the rustlers and
saves Darrell. Of course, there is the

usual happy ending.
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JOHNNIE WALKER IN

FOURTH MUSKETEER
(F. B. O.)

There's a swing about this little

comedy-drama that you'll like. It

is an adapted H. C. Witwer story

with the usual witty Witwer ti-

tles, and the competent direction

by William Kerrigan Howard is

but another of the picture's out-

standing points. It is 6,000 feet

in length.

Johnnie Walker fits the leading role of

this fantastic tale by H. C. Witwer per-

fectly. It is about an honest prize fighter

and garage owner who becomes inspired

through reading Dumas' tale of "The
Three Musketeers'' and straightway be-

comes a fourth one. The story, though
light, holds the spectator and the dra-

matic situations are pretty surely to ap-

peal to any audience. Eileen Percy's

blonde loveliness shines in the role of the

little housewife, Mrs. O'Brien. William
Scott makes a good Joe Tracy; Edith
Yorke is the invalid mother; while little

Georgie Stone, now grown up, was Jim-
my Tracy, brother of the prize fighter.

Eddie Gribbon, Philo McCullough, Kate
Lester, and James McElhern complete
the supporting cast. All were excellently

cast. Johnnie Walker has the role of

Brian O'Brien.
The titles are especially pleasing, being

written in the lingo of the boxing arena,

and the lighting effects, the well-staged
prize fight, all add novelty to the tale.

The story concerns Brian O'Brien, who
agrees to fight once more and then quit,

investing his money in a garage which
his wife has found on Long Island. His
opponent, Joe Tracy, wishes to take his

invalid mother to California, and asks
Brian to "throw" the fight. This Brian
refuses to do. He wins the fight and gets
the money, but later turns it over to

Joe and they depart for the West. The
garage owner trusts him for the balance
due, and business pick* up. His wife loses
her head, however, through their pros-
perity and attempts to move in a social

scale too high for them. A party of
thugs steal a necklace and while hiding
in the garage are discovered by Brian,
who recovers the jewels and returns
them. He refuses a reward and the
story gets into the newspapers. His
estranged wife thereupon returns to him
and agrees to keep the home fires burn-
ing and forget her social ambitions.

SPECIAL CAST IN

LOST AND FOUND
(GOLDWYN)

Here is a thriller of the South Sea
Islands, filled to the brim with
fighting savages and villainous
looking villains, enlivened by a

fairly good love story. Should go
well with audiences liking lots of

action and plenty of gore.

With a cast away above the ordinary,
Director R. A. Walsh has evidently ex-
pended much time and money in making
Carey Wilson's story of Captain Black-
bird into a picture production that will
please a lot of audiences. Hordes of
natives are used, and while the big scene
of a battle between two tribes of Island-
ers is great in the matter of numbers,
it fails to get over effectively. Battling
with guns can be made to look real, but
it is a hard matter to make hokum look
real with two mobs of negroes fanning
each other with long spears. They

could have used the paddles of their
canoes just as effectively. But in spite
of this "Lost and Found" is good enter-
tainment.

In the cast are House Peters, Pauline
Starke, Antonio Moreno, Rosemary
Theby, William Mong and Little Mary
Jane Irving.
The scene is laid on the imaginary

South Sea Island of Pango, ruled over
by the half-caste son of the former
"chieftess" according to the title. On
the island lives also a trader.

In a drunken frenzy the rum-soaked
trader kills the woman and then sells

the
j

girl to the half-caste son of the
"chieftess" for a large pearl. Captain
Blackbird comes to the island and dur-
ing a night of carousing and gambling
with the trader, discovers by a ring he
has won, the man who has stolen the
captain's wife and daughter.
Then follows fights galore finally cul-

minating in a massacre of most of the

blacks on the island, the marauders be-
ing a tribe from another island, the
chief of which is friendly to Captain
Blackbird.
The love story is evolved through the

presence on the island of a handsome
young castaway, who rescues the girl

from the clutches of the savage chief.

The finale shows all the villains dead,

the white people sailing away on the

Captain's ship, and the victorious island-

ers returning home in their flotilla of

canoes.
There is much excellent photography

in the production and the rapid action,

together with many exploitation angles,

will help put the picture over, but at

best it can scarcely be classed as more
than an ordinary program feature.

SPECIAL CAST IN

THE LION'S MOUSE
(HODKINSON)

Styled a mystery drama, this pro-

duction presents a poorly con-
structed story and poor direc-

tion, although the acting is good
and there is interesting foreign

atmosphere. Directed by Oscar
Apfel. Length, 5,200 feet.

This Holland-made film isn't up to

the standard of foreign pictures recently
imported. Its poor, unconvincing story,

bad continuitv and weak direction are
not saved by the splendid work of

Wyndham Standing, Marguerite Marsh,
Mary Odette and Rex Davis, who have
the principal parts.

The story concerns Beverly White,
the role assumed by Miss Marsh, who is

being persecuted because of her brother,
Stephen. She escapes from a mysterious
person following her by concealing her-
self in the railway train compartment of

Roger Sands, who afterwards marries
her, then becomes suspicious of her

actions and leaves her. She befriends a
girl accused of theft, Clo Riley, who
later helps Beverly out of her troubles.
There is a mysterious package handed
around from one to another and a string
of pearls, which a scheming blackmailer
and his lady accomplice fight over.
Eventually Clo is rescued, Beverly and
Roger are reunited and Stephen's name
is cleared.

You might get them in on the title,

but do not promise too much for this

feature, as it is pretty sure to prove dis-

appointing to the majority. It harks
back to the early days of picture-making
in this country when ladies threw mes-
sages from windows and were rescued
in the nick of time.

COLLEEN MOORE IN

LOOK YOUR BEST
(GOLDWYN)

A cheerful little story of an Italian

girl who becomes an actress and
then has a hard time keeping her
job because of overeating. An
interesting picture of back stage
life, and although not one of Ru-
pert Hughes greatest plays, is

quite satisfying. Author: Ru-
pert Hughes; Continuity: Ru-
pert Hughes: Director: Rupert
Hughes. Length six reels.

There is just a little over an hour's
pleasant diversion in this latest Rupert
Hughes-Goldwyn production. It is a
quaint mixture of pathos, humor and
drama. The humor borders on the slap-
stick, while the melodrama is the good
old fashioned "s-death" kind. However,
there is the ever appealing Colleen Moore
in it, as the interesting little toe dancer,
and Anthony Moreno as a ballet master.
Add to these William Orlamond, as
Pietro: Orpha Alba, as Bella, his wife;
Earl Metcalfe, as Krug, the villian;

Martha Mattox, as Mrs. Blitz; and
Francis McDonald, as Cabotto, a suitor
for Perla's hand, and you have a cast
capable of good things.
At the State-Lake theatre, Chicago,

where the picture followed the trained
seals, it got a few laughs and held the
attention of a vaudeville-loving audience.
And you'll certainly enjoy Colleen Moore
more and more.
The story concerns Perla. a little New

York girl of Italian parentage who goes
into Bruni's butterfly dance act in vaude-
ville and finds she must deny herself the
food and the sweets she loves in order to
remain slender. The man who manipu-
lates the wires, failing to win her love,

plots to get her discharged for putting on
too much flesh. He cuts the wire support-
ing her, but Bruni discovers his treachery
and engages him in a fight which lands
both in jail, but on Bruni's release Perla
is waiting to reward him with her hand.
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The Biggest Box Office

Attraction of the Hour!

SARAH BERNHARDT
in her masterpiece

"CAMILLE"
In Three Reels

Supported by Lou Tellegen

All New Prints

Wire at once for your territory to

ROBERT RUSSELL
67 WEST 92nd STREET NEW YORK CITY
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MART : : :

:

Production Progress

: : : : Goldwyn : : : :

JAMES KIRKWOOD has been signed

to a long term contract by Goldwyn.
Another player addition to the Goldwyn
forces is Kathleen Key, lineal descendant

of the Key who wrote "The Star Span-

gled Banner." Miss Key has also been

given a long contract.

+ + +
A PRESS BOOK WHICH Goldwyn
claims is a- "gold mine of suggestions"

has been prepared on "Souls for Sale,"

Rupert Hughes' story and production.

Four pages are devoted to newspaper ad-

vertisements of varying sizes.

+ + +
"IN THE PALACE OF THE KING"

has been selected by Goldwyn as the

initial production by Emmett J. Flynn.

Casting for this Marion Crawford story

will start soon. Von Stroheim has se-

lected seven players for his production

of Frank Norris' novel, "McTeague."
which will be known as "Greed."

Forthcoming Goldwyn productions are: "The
Eternal Three," Marshall Neilan production;
"Six Days," with Corinne Griffiths and Claude
King; "Red Lights," from Edward Rose's
play; "Three Wise Fools," King Vidor pro-
duction; "Souls for Sale," Rupert Hughes'
production; "Greed," a Von Stroheim pro-

duction; "In the Palace of the King." an
Emmett Flynn production, and "The Spoil-

ers," Jesse D. Hampton production.

: : : : Pathe : : : :

GENUINE SCREEN TALENT has
won Mickey Daniels a five-year contract

with Hal Roach. This places the seven-
year-old player in the stellar ranks. Mic-
key has been one of the featured players
in the two reel Our Gang comedies, and
also has given able support in a number
of feature length productions, one being
Harold Llovd's "Dr. Jack."

+ + +
RUTH ROLAND'S newest Pathe serial.

"Haunted Valley," has been given a

trade showing in New York. The initial

episode will be published in May.
"Haunted Valley" is said to be typically
Western with much hard fighting on
land, afloat and in the air.

+ + +
"DOMESTIC ECONOMY" is the first

Mack Sennett comedy and "Pitfalls of
a Great City" is the initial Ben Turpin
comedy now in production for distribu-
tion by Pathe.

Forthcoming Pathe pictures are: "Boys to
Board," an Our Gang comedy; eleventh epi-
sode of "Plunder"; Paul Parrott in "Keep
Smiling"; the Aesop Film Fable, "Day by
Day in Every Way": Ben Turpin in "Pit-
falls of a Great City," "Domestic Economy,"
a Mack Sennett picture, and "Haunted Val-
ley," Ruth Roland serial.

: : Principal Pictures : :

TWO LARGE STAGES at United Stu-
dios are filled with sets for production of

"The Meanest Man in the World."
George M. Cohan stage play, which Prin-
cipal is producing. Fifteen well known
players are in the cast of this picture
which President Sol Lesser declares will
be a feature de luxe offering. Eddie Cline
is in charge of direction. Included in the

FILM
• • • • • •

cast are, Bert Lytell, Bryant Washburn,
Blanche Sweet, Lionel Belmore, Forrest
Robinson, Victor Potel, Warde Crane,
Frank Campeau, and Tully Marshall.

While distribution has not been deter-

mined definitely, there are reasons to be-

lieve it will go through First National.

+ + +
PRODUCTION WILL BEGIN soon on

Principal's second offering, Harold Bell

Wright's "The Winning of Barbara
Worth."

: : : Christie : : :

"TAKE YOUR CHOICE" is a fast farce

comedy being produced on the Christie

lot with Bobby Vernon in the featured
role. Scott Sidney is directing. Leading
women in the comedy are Charlotte Ste-

vens, Duane Thompson, Natalie Johnson,
Margaret Cloud and Gladys Baxter.

: : : Cosmopolitan : :

:

"UNDER THE RED ROBE," a story
by Stanley Weyman has been put into

production by Cosmopolitan. In it John
Charles Thomas, noted singer, will make
his film debut, in a leading role. Alma
Rubens will also be in the cast. Alan
Crosland has been assigned direction.

+ + +
TWO PRODUCTIONS OF Cosmopoli-

tan will open simultaneously on April
8. "The Nth Commandment," from Fan-
nie Hurst's story, directed by Frank
Borzage, will have its premiere at the
Rivoli. James Morrison and Colleen
Moore have the leading roles. "The Go-
Getter, " a Peter B. Kvne storv, directed

by E. H. Griffith, with T. Roy Barnes
and Seena Owen, opens the same day at

the Rialto.

: : : : : Fox : : : : :

HERE ARE YOUR FOX pictures for

April. "Bucking the Barrier," with
Dustin Farnum, April 1; "The Madness
of Youth," with John Gilbert, April 8:

Shirley Mason in a feature as yet un-
titled for April 1j and Charles Jones
in "Snowdrift" for April 2'2. In addition

there are two Sunshine comedies, "The
Mummy" and "The 3-Gun Man."

+ + +
THREE FOX STARS HAVE started
work on new pictures. Shirley Mason

is making "Balance Due" under direction
of Henry Ott; William Russell is making
"Alias, the Night Wind," and Dustin Far-
num has begun work on "The Grail."

directed bv Colin Campbell.

+ + +
"I'LL TELL YOU A SECRET," R. G.

Pelletier, Macomb theatre, Mt. Clem-
ens, Mich., confided to a Fox representa-
tive recently. "I never knew an alligator

came out of an egg until I saw a Fox
Educational entertainment." Mr. Pelle-

tier stated that he had shown the first

twelve of the entertainments to such ad-
vantage that he is going to continue to
show more at the request of his patrons.

+ + +
"IF WINTER COMES" is a forthcom-

ing Fox special production for which

Distribution News
big exploitation plans are being made. A
new edition of the book will be issued
and tieups with music publishers and
phonograph records are being arranged.

F B
ERNEST C. WARDE, son of the late

Frederick Warde, whose wide experi-

ence with things theatrical dates from his

early youth, has been signed to direct

F. B. O attractions. "The World
Aflame," "Gates of Brass," "The Mid-
night Stage" and other productions are
among those he has directed in the past.

Tom Wilson, long prominent as a charac-
ter actor, has joined the F. B. O. forces.

+ + +
SCREEN RIGHTS TO Elizabeth G.

Cooper's novel "Druscilla With a Mil-
lion," have been purchased by F. B. O.

+ + +
BEATRICE VAN has completed the

continuity of the last of the "Fighting
Blood" stories by H. C. Witwer. Miss
Van has handled the entire series and her
work has aroused considerable interest

through the trade. She is said to be the

first woman to adapt a story of the ring
to the screen. In her work she has shown
a keen understanding of her subject.

+ + +
THE F. B. O. PRESS DEPARTMENT
announces an elaborate book for ex-

ploiting and advertising the Williamson
underwater attraction, "Wonders of the
Sea." Many helpful suggestions to aid

exhibitors in cashing in on the picture
are offered.

Forthcoming F. B. O. pictures: "Wonders
of the Sea," April 29 publication; "Daytime
Wives," Emile Chautard, director; "Now
You See It."

: : Louis B. Mayer

:

HUNTLY GORDON HAS been placed
under a long-term contract by Louis B.

Mayer to play featured roles in all-star

productions. He has not been given his

first assignment, although it is understood
he will be cast in John M. Stahl's next
picture. Gordon does excellent work in

the Mayer-Niblo special, "The Famous
Mrs. Fair."

: : First National : :

PAUL BERN HAS JOINED the John
M. Stahl unit at the Louis B. Mayer

studio to prepare the continuity for

Stahl's next First National attraction.

He also will write an original for Stahl.

+ + +
THREE FIRST NATIONAL attrac-

tions are included in the selection of

the twelve best pictures for the first

quarter of the year made by J. O. Spear-
ing, until recently motion picture editor

of the New York Times. The three are:

"The Dangerous Age," "The Hottentot"
and "The Filgrim." Other pictures in-

cluded in the list are: "Driven," "Head
Hunters of the South Seas," "Hunting
Big Game in Africa." "Mad Love," "Mi-
lady," "Mr. Billings Spends His Dime."
"Peg O' My Heart," "Othello," and "The
Second Fiddle."
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JOHN GRIFFITH WRAY will begin
work on a new Thomas H. Ince pro-

duction shortly. Bradley King, Ince con-
tinuity writer, and Talbot Mundy, Brit-
ish novelist, are collaborating in writing
"The Devil's Own," which Ince will pro-
duce for his fall program.

: American Releasing :

"QUICKSANDS," the Howard Hawks
production issued by American Releas-

ing, has been booked by Arthur G. Whytc
for the entire Keith-U. B. O. Metropoli-
tan circuit. Helene Chad wick and Rich-
ard Dix are starred in this picture and
have the support of sixteen players of
prominence. The producer is also author
of the story.

+ + +
"CHARITY, " another story by Thelma
LaNier, will be the next Hugh Dierker

production. This will follow "The Other
Side," by the same writer, which is now
in production for American Releasing dis-
tribution.

: : : Hodkinson : :

ERNEST SHIPMAN reports to \V. \V.

Hodkinson Corporation, which is dis-

tributing the Shipman product in the
United States, that during the first thirty
days of exhibition in Canada of "The Man
From Glengarry" the picture surpassed
the net returns to the producer of any
other Canadian picture showing in the
Dominion during their entire run up to
date. "The Man from Glengarry" was
published on March 25.

+ + +
MANY OF BALTIMORE'S best thea-

tres have signed for Elmer Clifton's

"Down to the Sea in Ships," following
its successful run of six days to 33,500
admissions at the Centurv theatre.

+ + +
"ROMANCE OF LIFE" is the fourth of

the Bray romances to be offered by
Hodkinson. This subject deals with the
creation of life from the beginning, pass-
ing through all stages of plant and animal
life until the development of man. It is

in one reel. Hodkinson is receiving many
letters of praise on the first Bray romance,
"The Mystery Box," a story of the radio.

• ••••••
• ••••••

: Distinctive Pictures :

THIS MONTH WILL SEE completion

of the filming of "The Ragged Edge,"
second of Distinctive's big features for
1923. The feature is being filmed at
Miami, Fla. Alfred Lunt, who made his
screen debut in "Backbone," has the lead-
ing male role, while Mimi Palmeri, recent
"find," has the principal part opposite
Lunt. Others in the cast are Charles
Fang. Wallace Erskine, George MacQuar-
rie, Charles Slatterly, Christian Frank,
Grace Griswold, Alice May, Charles Kent,
Percy Carr, Sydney Dean, Hattie Delaro
and Marie L. Day. Harmon Weight is

directing.

+ + +
DISTINCTIVE PICTURES is making

a picturization of "The Steadfast

Heart," a Clarence Budington Kelland
story now appearing serially in Collier's.

Edith Roberts, who has the feminine lead
in "Backbone," another Kelland romance
produced by Distinctive, will be featured
with Joseph Striker in "The Steadfast
Heart." Sheridan Hall, formerly with
Lubin and American, is making his debut
as a full-fledged director with Distinctive,
having been assigned the directorial post
on the Kelland story.

: : : Vitagraph : : :

TWO PRODUCTIONS ARE in process

of editing at the Vitagraph plant. They
are "Masters of Men" from Morgan Rob-
ertson's novel of life at sea and with a
special cast, and "The Crash," a new Jess
Robbing picture with Edward Horton in

a farce character. At the Vitagraph plant
in Hollywood William Duncan and Edith
Johnson are completing a special produc-
tion.

+ +
"THE MAN NEXT DOOR," Victor

Schcrtzingcr's production for Vitagraph

from the story by Emerson Hough, is be-
ing filmed at Victorville, Calif. Alice Cal-
houn. James Morrison, Frank Sheridan,
David Torrence and other prominent
players are in the cast.

+ + +
AN UNUSUAL PROLOGUE was

staged by Sid Grauman at his Million-
Dollar theatre for "The Xincty and Nine."

Distribution News
A replica of a big locomotive was con-
structed, with a big forest as the back-
ground. The locomotive had all the ap-
pearance of speeding ahead through a big
fire with sparks and flames flying when
the screen was raised as this scene was
reached in the film.

: : Associated Pictures :

:

IN CONNECTION WITH the presenta-

tion of "Your Friend and Mine," dis-

tributed by Metro, many exhibitors will

take advantage of a portion of the story
which lends itself to stage enactment, ac-
cording to Associated Pictures. The pic-
ture unfolds the story originally written
by Willard Mack, author, as a vaudeville
sketch, presenting as part of the film the
sketch enacted by Mr. Mack in its en-
tirety. This portion of the story is in the
third reel, where it is planned to stop
the film for purpose of stage enactment.

+ + +
AN ARRANGEMENT HAS been made
by Arthur H. Sawyer, supervising di-

rector of Associated Pictures and Gold-
wyn, whereby the entire production staff

has been loaned to Goldwyn for the mak-
ing of "Red Lights." Following this the

staff will return to work on the Associated
offering "The Shooting of Dan McGrew."

: : : : Metro : : : :

ARTHUR LOEW HAS closed a con-

tract for Metro with E. E. Shauer of

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
whereby Metro pictures will be distri-

buted in Australia and New Zealand by
Famous Players.

+ + +
"SCARAMOUCHE," Rex Ingram's

forthcoming production again brings

together three stars, Alice Terry, Lewis
Stone and Ramon Novarro, who played
in the "Prisoner of Zenda." In "Scara-
mouche," however, Novarro has the hero
role while Stone is cast as a villain.

+ + +
CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG lias a de-

cided mystery story in "Cordelia the
Magnificent," but it will be an unusual
production at least in one outstanding
respect. For as a mystery story it will

not have any murders, ghosts, secret pan-

Scenes from three big Metro pictures. Left to right: "Where the Pavement Ends," Rex Ingram production with Ramon Novarro
and Alice Terry; Fred Niblo's production, "The Famous Mrs. Fair," presented by Louis B. Mayer and the Sawyer-Lubin
production, "Your Friend and Mine," by Willard Mack.
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els, assaults or code messages and other

things common in such themes. George
Archainbaud is making this film for

Harry Garson.

Metro pictures in production or preparation:
"Scaramouche," Rex Ingram production;
"The Handy Man," a Stan Laurel comedy;
"The French Doll" with Mae Murray; "De-
sire," Louis Burston production; "Cordelia
the Magnificent," Harry Garson production
with Clara Kimball Young, and "The Law-
Bringers," Louis B. Mayer-Reginald Barker
production.

: : : C. C. Burr : : :

KATHLYN MARTYN, "Ziegfeld Fol-

lies" girl, who has appeared in two of

C. C. Burr's all star comedies, has been
given a contract by the producer and
becomes a member of the Burr stock

company. Miss Martyn, Charlie Murray,
Raymond McKee and little Russell Grif-

fin form the nucleus of this company
which will be enlarged on Mr. Burr's re-

turn from the South. The company is

being formed to make at least six feat-

ure pictures for the independent market
during the coming season.

+ + +
"HELPFUL HOGAN" is the newest all

star comedy produced by C. C. Burr,

president of Mastodon Films, for W. W.
Hodkinson distribution. Murray, McKee
and Miss Martyn are featured. The title

of the all star comedy, "Beware of the

Dog" has been changed to "Life of

Reilly."

: : : Paramount : : :

MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE
on Public Relations affiliated with the

Hays organization and their friends num-
bering about 300 attended a special show-
ing of "The Covered Wagon" at the Cri-

terion theatre. Lee F. Hammer of the
Russell Sage Foundation addressed the
assembly.

+ + +
THOMAS MEIGHAN, who, it has been
rumored, was contemplating work on

the stage, is taking a rest at White Sul-
phur Springs, Va., according to an-
nouncement from Paramount, and there
he is in conference with George Ade,
who is writing a new screen story for

him.
+ + +

ACTIVITIES OF Julian Johnson, man-
ager of the editorial department, have

been transferred to the Long Island stu-
dio where Mr. Johnson will have charge
of finishing all screen subjects made in

the East. The editorial department re-
mains under his supervision.

Forthcoming Paramount pictures: "Children
of Jazz," direction, Jerome Storm; "Blue-
beard's Eighth Wife," with Gloria Swanson;
"The Ne'er-Do-Well" with Thomas Meighan;
"The Heart Raider" with Agnes Ayres;
"Fog Bound" with Dorothy Dalton, and
"Hollywood" with Thomas Meighan.

: : United Artists : :

TO SAY THAT executives of United
Artists are pleased with the records

being hung up by "Douglas Fairbanks in

Robin Hood" is putting it mildly. In a
report from Max Balaban of Balaban &

• ••••••
• ••••••
Katz on its run at the Roosevelt theatre,
Chicago, the company is informed that
the picture played to $92,061.80 gross at

the box office in six weeks. From Fred
Desberg, general representative of
Loew's Ohio Theatres, Inc., word has
been received that never in history has
the business done by "Robin Hood" at

the Stillman theatre, Cleveland, been ap-
proached. And even in Europe, at Salle
Marixaux, it is reported to be breaking
records.

+ + +
MIAMI, FLA., IS GREATLY interested

in the production activities of D. W.
Griffith who is in that city completing
"The White Rose." In this production,
as in "The Birth of a Nation," the pro-
ducer is making the major portion of his

dramatic denouement against a back-
ground of attractive pastoral vistas. It

is a southern romance, enacted by Mae
Marsh, Carol Dempster, Ivor Novello,
Neal Hamilton and others.

: : : Independents : : :

WEBER & NORTH have booked their

Will Nigh production, "Notoriety,"
into the Portola theatre, San Francisco.
The booking was made through Supreme
Film.Company of Los Angeles. Closing
of the contract, it is said, followed the
successful presentation of the film at

Grauman's Million Dollar theatre.

+ + +
ASSOCIATED PHOTOGRAPHS an-

nounces through Sales Manager A.
Canter, that the reorganized franchise
plan is proving popular with both ex-
changes and exhibitors. Milton Sills in

"Why Women Re-Marry" is the first of

a series of five pictures which the com-
pany will produce and distribute.

+ + +
FINIS FOX PRODUCTIONS has
signed Edna Murphy to play the lead-

ing feminine role in the company's third

picture, "The Man Between." The story
was written by Finis Fox and adapted
by Lois Zellner. Allan Forrest is leading
man.

+ + +
PAUL GERSON PICTURES is pro-
ducing a series of twelve two-reel com-

edy-dramas from Peter B. Kyne's "Ti-
berius Tinker" stories. The title role is

played by Orral Humphrey. The author
is adapting the stories and writing the

titles while Craig Hutchinson is directing.
+ + +

H & B FILM COMPANY has com-
pleted "Scarred Hands," the first of a

series of eight outdoor features in five

reels. Cliff Smith and Eileen Sedgwick
have the leading roles.

+ + +
BURR NICKLE PRODUCTIONS an-
nounces that arrangements have been

concluded with Renown Pictures, Inc.,

operating exchanges in New York, Buf-
falo and Chicago, to handle the output of

the company. The territory covered in-

cludes New York State, Northern New
Jersej', Northern Illinois, Indiana and
Southern Wisconsin. The first three pic-

tures are "Tansy," "Sunken Rocks" and
"Bargains."

+ + +
TRI-STONE PICTURES, controlled by
Harry Aitken and Oscar Price, an-

: Distribution News
nounces that the first of a series of pic-
tures starring prominent stars to be re-
issued will be the Triangle feature, "The
Americano," starring Douglas Fairbanks,
and the Charlie Chaplin Keystone com-
edy, "Dough and Dynamite." John Emer-
son and Anita Loos are assisting in the
preparation of the Fairbanks picture.

: : : Century : : :

"GRANDMA'S GIRL" is a future Cen-
tury comedy in which Baby Peggy will

be seen. This production was almost
entirely destroyed by fire, but the story
has been rewritten by Sig Neufeld. Baby
Peggy's series is being booked at many
leading houses, Century reports.

+ + +
HERE ARE SOME more forthcoming
Century comedies: "Why Dogs Leave

Home," with Brownie. This was first

called "Try and Get It"; "Gasoline Love,"
featuring Fred Spencer and "Oh Nursie,"
starring Jack Cooper.

: : : Universal : : :

FIVE PRODUCTIONS WILL be pub-
lished by Universal in April. These

are in addition to "The Abysmal Brute,"
a Jewel for the same month. The five

are "Nobody's Bride," with Herbert Raw-
linson for April 2; "Trimmed in Scarlet"
with a special cast; "The Town Scandal"
with Gladys Walton; "Dead Game" with
Hoot Gibson, and "What Wives Want,""
with an all star cast.

+ + +
GLADYS BROCKWELL has been
added to the cast of "The Hunchback

of Notre Dame," the Victor Hugo story,

being directed by Wallace Worsley,
which will be one of Universal's biggest
productions. Work has been started on
"Fools and Riches," a new Herbert Raw-
linson picture.

+ + +
STARS, DIRECTORS, cameramen, pub-

licists, scenarioists and film editors at-
tended a dinner-conference at which prep-
arations were made for the opening of
Universal's spring production drive and
the filming of serials for summer and fall

publication. Fred J. McConnell acted as
toastmaster. President Carl Laemmle was
present and was presented with a hand-
some silver loving cup.

: : Resolute Film : :

TERRITORIAL RIGHTS to "The
Greatest Menace" have been sold in

several sections by Resolute Films, 1493
Broadway, New York, representatives for
Mayer & Quinn. New England rights
have been sold to Sam Moscow, Moscow
Film Exchange, Boston; Eastern Penn-
sylvania and Northern New Jersey to
DeLuxe Film Exchange, Philadelphia
and Canada to Elly Marks, Toronto.
Jesse Weil, formerly with F. B. O., has
been made head of the publicity and ex-
ploitation department of Resolute. "The
Greatest Menace" is a story of the drug
horror.
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PURELY
Personal

Interesting news about exhibitors

and people with whom they come
into direct contact. Readers are
invited to contribute items for

publication in this column. Address
them to "Purely Personal."

Arthur Hile, who has been managing
the Blue Mouse theatre at Astoria for

John Hamrick, has resigned to manage
three new theatres established bv George
B. Guthrie.

*

Jack Hogan, formerly manager of the
Leland at Albany, N. Y., is now handling
the Palace in Troy, for the owner, Wil-
liam Berinstein.

*

A. J. Blanke, who has just become
manager of the American Releasing Ex-
change in Albany, N. Y., was formerly
office manager for United Artists in

Omaha.
*

Edgar Best, of Watertown, X. Y.. i-

the new leader of an eight-piece orchestra
at the Griswold in Troy.

*

D. S. Regan, who owns the Star in

Greenwich, N. Y., has plans out for re-

modeling and enlarging the house.
*

Simon Brothers, merchants of Las An-
imas, Colo., have opened their new $55,-

000 theatre. It seats 650.
*

C. Davis has sold his Majestic theatre,

Green Forest, Ark., to Carl Coxsey. of

Carrollton, Ark.

T. E. Barely has recently leased the

Colonial theatre, Troy, Mo., and has
taken charge.

*

J. T. Sheffield, manager of Greater Fea-
tures, Inc., will be back in Seattle in a

few weeks after a two months' swing
through the territory covered by the

company's exchanges.

Bernard C. Cook has resigned as man-
ager of the Standard Film Company.
Kansas Cit-- an independent exchange.
Frank J. Warren, owner of the company,
will take over the active management of

the concern temporarily.
*

The following changes in management
and opening of new theatres in the Kan-
sas City territory have been announced:
DeLuxe theatre, Hutchison, Kas., pur-

chased by H. Norton from Fred Savage:
Isis theatre, Brunswick, Mo., purchased
by William Owens; Realart theatre. Flip-

pin, Ark., opened by Earl Morrison.
*

A. R. Zimmer of the Liberty theatre.

Marysville, Kas., has introduced a new
line of displaying posters. He has estab-

lished a system of shadow boxes, which
are made of regular lumber and a little

electrical material, along with the ability

to see the possibilities of displaying cer-

tain posters in the most effective manner.
His shadow box of Lorna Doone at-

tracted wide attention in his community.
He rubbed oil all over the cut-out front

of the shadow box with an ordinary paint

brush.

John W. Radford, owner-manager of

the Opera House. Thayer. 111., had the

misfortune recently to lose his brother

Dorothy Phillips as she appears in a

scene in "Slander the Woman," a First

National attraction.

who was accidentally electrocuted while

in the pursuance of his duties.

As S. Nusbaum, manager of the Mo-
zart theatre, Kansas City, closed his the

atre Monday night and started home with

the receipts in his pocket, two bandits

drew up to the curb in a Ford sedan and
robbed him of $25, the receipts for the

night.

Nappanee, Ind.—Architect R. L. Sim-
mons, Beardsley Block, Elkhart, Ind. has

completed preliminary plans for a new
theatre for Nappanee, which will seat 500

and cost approximately $30,000. Grant
S. Boicc of Elkhart, is lessee and part

o-vner.
*

Portland, Ore.—Plans are being pre-

pared by Lee Thomas for a theatre to be

erected here at Sixty-fifth and Foster

Road for Robert White, owner. The
building will be of reinforced concrete

with face brick exterior and will have a

main floor and balcony sea'ing "50 all

told. The approximate cost is $50,000.
*

Excelsior Springs, Mo.—Work has been

started on the Beyer theatre at South

and Wyman streets, which will have a

seating capacitv of 1,360.

Kansas City, Mo.—Excavation work
has been started at Fortieth and West
Main street for the Rockhill theatre and

hotel which will cost about $700,000.

Pratt-Thompson construction company
are the contractors.

Kansas City. Mo.—A garage building

at Fifty-seventh street and Troost avenue

FILM LAUGHS FROM

TOPICS THE-
SELECTED BY

TIMELY FILMS INC.

Mr. Newlywed—Did you sew the but-

ton on my overcoat, dear? Mrs. Newly-
wed—No, darling, I couldn't find the but-

ton, so I just sewed up the buttonhole.—
"Topics of the Day" Films.

* * »

Eve—S'mattcr, Adam? Why so rest-

less? Adam—Dawgonit, I used poison
ivy for my winter overcoat.

—

Punch Bowl.
* * *

Japers—Well, oldtimer, I've got to

speed up and get myself a spring over-

coat. Bubbs (with twinkle in his eye)

—

Which restaurant do you get yours from?—"Topics of the Day" Films.
* * »

"So that's your new overcoat, eh! Isn't

it rather loud?" "It's all right—when I

put on a muffler."

—

Boston Transcript.

* * »

Mr. Spcedo (to wife at supper table)

—

I must buy a new overcoat. Johnnie (in-

terrupting)—Aw, Pop, why don't you be
a policeman and get a nice blue overcoat
with brass buttons for nothing?

—

"Topics
of the Day" Films.

* * »

Bob—Jim Sanders is thinking of be-
coming an actor. Beatrice—He hasn't
any qualifications, has he? Bob—Yes,
indeed! A friend has just died and left

him a fur-lined overcoat.—Indiana Satur-
day Sight.

* * *

Ray— I must get my overcoat down at

the railroad station. May—Checked,
wasn't it? Ray—No, brown.

—

"Topics of
the Day" Films.

* * *

Kjerulf— Hello! What a nifty overcoat.
Where did you get it? Bjez— I picked it

up at Jacobs' on 10th street. Kjerulf

—

Is that a clothing store or a restaurant?

—

Pathfinder.

will be remodeled into a modern suburban
theatre at a cost of $30,000, and be oper-
ated by M. M. Gleason, C. C. Zieglcr and
C. R. Gilchrist, who have formed South
Troost Amusement Company.

*

Saratoga Springs, N. Y.—William E.
Benton, who owns the Congress here has
purchased a site at Whitehall, N. Y., and
will erect a theatre there this summer.
Mrs. Georgia Wallace, who also operates
a theatre at Whitehall is planning to break
ground for a new theatre this spring.

*

Savanna, 111.—Charles Bruno will start

construction of a new theatre in this city

in a few weeks which will have a seating
capacity of 1,200 and cost $65,000. J. E.
Mason. 622 Corn Exchange Bank, Minne-
apolis, is preparing plans.

*

Terre Haute, Ind.—A new theatre to

cost $40,000 will be erected at Twelve
Points for Stine theatre circuit, the com-
pany has announced.

*

Wilkinsburg. Pa.—Plans have been
completed by W. E. Snaman, 918 Empire
building for a theatre for Rowland and
Clark theatres which will cost $50,000.

New Projects



The Exploitation Man
Exploitation men, in view of the

fact that they go into many towns

and cities and are personally ac-

quainted with local editors, have a

wonderful opportunity to influence

the press and the public in support

of the screen. Let every exploita-

tion man do his utmost in aiding to

maintain a free screen.

rOFor the 8%J

{Motion

PUBLIC
RIGHTS
LEAGUE

Screen Message No. 101

"Censorship is only the first step

in chaining the minds of men.

Once begun it will end in the cen-

sorship of the press and the pulpit."

—Rev. W. L. Blaker, Grace Epis-

copal church, Fremont, Neb.

"Family Nights'^
ST. LOUIS, MO., March 27.

—"Family Night
-

' is a new movement
launched by the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of St. Louis and Eastern
Missouri in cooperation with the St. Louis Council of Motion Pictures.

On every Friday only pictures approved by the council will be exhibited

in the theatres which are members of the exhibitors' league. Says Joseph
Mogler, president of the exhibitors' league : "We believe the movement
toward better films will benefit both the public and the exhibitors."

Tti the activities of the St. Louis association is a suggestion for a movement which has limitless

possiljiii\7c.~ ,L7u wni'c* ,'
n the opinion of this department, would be beneficial in increasing box

office receipts'and in*''
'

'ng a SP"^* °* will between the theatres and the public. This
department believes f»

Cr"a <*d°P ti°n °f this plan by other theatres would be wise.

"Approval Nights—
KANSAS CITY, MO., March 27.—Excellent support has been given

"approval nights" in theatres of this city, arranged by the motion picture
committee of the Women's City Club and the Parent-Teachers' Association.

The "approval night" plan has grown so rapidly the last few weeks that it

is proving vastly profitable to exhibitors. There is no antagonism on the
part of the organizations toward the screen, it simply being a campaign
for better pictures and a plan to aid financially and morally, the exhibitors
who run better pictures.

What was said in a previous paragraph about the St. Louis movement is true of the Kansas
City campaign. Movements of this nature are making it more difficult for reformers to get a
foothold. "Family nights" and "approval nights" should prove as beneficial to the theatres
in the smaller towns as they do to the houses in the cities. Try them!

Moulding Public
Opinion

Members of the motion picture committee of the Parent-Teachers Association of Kansas City
snapped following private screening at the Universal exchange. Lee D. Balsly, Universal exploi-
tation man, addressed the women. See story in adjoining column.

In a recent controversy in "The The-

atre" department of the Herald, exhibi-

tors contributing to that department

voted almost unanimously that "the ex-
ploiteer is an asset."

The Public Rights League supports
that decision, especially when the work
of the exploitation man reaches beyond
the purely commercial angle and centers
for a time upon the problem of winning
public support for the screen.
Lee D. Balsly of the Universal ex-

change at Kansas City is the type of ex-
ploitation man that serves ably in a dual
capacity. One phase of his activities is

picture promotion. The other is to pro-
mote a better understanding between the
public and the theatre.

It is in the latter that this department
is particularly interested.

Recently at a private screening at the
Universal exchange for members of the
motion picture committee of the Parent-
Teachers Association, Mr. Balsly ad-
dressed the women on the subject of pro-

gram building and picture selection.

That is a big subject, but the Universal
representative handled it effectively and
constructively.
Discussing the censorship question, Mr.

Balsly said : "I am confident that polit-

ical censorship is not the correct answer
to picture improvement. Your method of

recommending and approving is working
in the right direction. Ask your exhib-
itor to run those you prefer, then see to

it that he gets a full attendance when
he shows them. There is your answer to

preferred pictures being shown."
Of course, there are parts of Mr. Bal-

sly's address with which we can hardly
agree. He upholds non-theatrical exhi-

bitions and, in a friendly spirit perhaps,

but nevertheless harmful, we believe, cen-

sures the exhibitors for not giving "much
time to the selection of his short reels

although the market affords a brilliant

array of such product."
Exploitation men can be an asset in

moulding public opinion and we believe

that Mr. Balsly is capable of directing ac-

tivities of that nature in his territory.

It is our hope that Mr. Balsly and ex-
ploitation men in other territories will

be given many opportunities to discuss

before public gatherings the question of
motion pictures in a sane and constructive
manner.
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LETTERS
From Readers

A forum at which the exhibitor
is invited to express his opinion on
matters of current interest. Brevity
adds forcefulness to any statement.
Unsigned letters will not be
printed.

Jenkins On the Contract

NEL1GH, NEB.—To the Editor: 1

have* been very much amused recently

over the controversy regarding the

"Uniform Contract," in fact it strikes me
as about the funniest thing t hat has oc-

curred in connection with the picture

industry that 1 have ever nut up with.

One would conclude irom reading this

contract that there were millions of dol-

lars involved and the "The party of the

second part," had been convicted of ever]

crime known and must therefore he

bound body and soul otherwise nations

would fall and empires crumble to decay.

The calling together of a committee
from a national organization to consult

with an Ex- Postmaster General over the

terms on a contract that in most cases

couldn't possibly involve more than a

few hundreds of dollars at the most,

seems to me to be a huge joke and

would be looked upon as such by tin-

public should it become a matter of

general knowledge. The writer has re-

corded many deeds from railroad com-
panies conveying thousands of acres of
land, and mortgages from railroad com-
panies to trust companies in which mil-
lions of dollars were involved, none of

which instruments contained a quarter
of the "provisos" and "conditions" as

are embodied in this "Uniform Contract,"
and the only purposes I am able to see

in this kind of a document is to bamfoozlr
and bulldoze the exhibitor, to terrorize

him into submission to the will of the
producer. There is no equity in it, there

is no justice in it, there never was in-

tended to be any and its main purpose
is to impress the exhibitor with his

"littleness" and to magnify the impor-
tance of the producer.

For thirty years—and until I was ele-

vated ? into the picture business— 1 had
to deal with contracts; that was mainly
my business and by reason of my long
experience I claim to have some little

knowledge along these lines, and in the
picture business it seems the higher up
we go the less efficiency we find in the
industry. Some people art afraid to ex-
press their views, but 1 don't belong to

that family.

Here is one form of a contract:

Pawduhk, Missouri, Marc h si, togs.

Six Months After Date I Promise to
Pay John Smith One Hundred Dollars
with Six Per Cent Interest from Date.

You sign this contract and at the end
of six months fail to comply with the
terms and see how the courts will con-
strue it. You will have a judgment ren-
dered against you for $100 and interest

and costs of the action, and yet it only
look a piece of paper six inches long
and three inches wide to contain all the
terms necessary to snub you up to the
hitching post.

That Uniform Contract ought to be
framed and hung in every high school
building in the land lor its literary value,

for it contains more phrases, more obso-
lete sentences and digs deeper into dead
languages than any document ever be-
fore conceived. It's a darn shame that

King Tut didn't know of this contract;
he missed something, and any exhibitor

who will affix his John Henry to that

contract ought to get back in the creek
and swim up stream and grab anything
that looks like bait. "9250,000.00" looks
like a pretty fair fee for the exhibitors
to pay for advice on contracts. I'll

guarantee to draw a better one for twenty
bucks, and one that will hold both parties,

too.

I am going to make a prediction

right lure, and you can set nic down as

a fool if you want to, "it max nix oush,"
and that is that the distributing concern
who adopts an equitable short, form con-
tract—and the shorter the better—one
that is fair to both parties and is under-
standable, and backs it up by reasonably
good service, can go out and corral the

business and at the same time stay within

reasonable distance of the truth. I'd like-

to see some reputable concern adopt a

short form contract and then lay it

down by the side of this hybrid contract

on an exhibitor's desk and see which one
be will sign.

If the B. & M. R. R. Co. could convey
to the Union Trust Co. millions of dol-

lars worth of securities on mortgage in

an instrument that contained less than
•'.000 words why employ 3,000 or more

words to bind an exhibitor in a document
wherein .$500.00 or less is involved. There
is only one answer. He's a crook; lookout
for him Adolph.—J. C. Jenkins, Audi-
torium Theatre. Neligh, Nebraska.

Taxes, Footage and Art

EMINENCE. K Y.—To the Editor:
I was so glad to see Mr. Geo. C. Stark-
ej 's letter concerning removal of tax on
25c admissions. I did not see anything
about this in the Herald but did sec it in

the "Exhibitor's Trade Review" for De-
cember 20 and have been searching since
ior additional information. Won't the
Herald take up this fight? Just think,

ca«-h and every one of you, what this tax
means to us, for in the final show-down
we pay it. The patron does not. Week
after week this winter that tax has made
the difference of the red ink in my ledger,
and I feel sure others of you have the
same experience.

It sCt-ms to me that this is the most
vital matter we could get behind and
push, and the next most important is a
demand for shorter features. I have
positively lost patrons because they say
they get too tired before the show is over.
\ seven reel show is long enough, so I

wish producers would keep features
within live or six reels and give us a
chance to use a one reel short subject.
(Note—just listen to the grunt of dis-
giist coming from the directors, if any
cf them read this page. They will won-
der what a small town exhibitor knows
about Art and say that Art can't he con-
lined within live reels.) Maybe I don't
know anything about directing but I do
know that when these farmers have
ploughed all day or stripped tobacco all

day. and their wives drag them «n

the picture show lncy <jon
:

t care a cent
about artistic pictu. What they want
is clean, snappy, cnte'-» a ;^,»-ent. I have
about reached the point when if a pic-

ture is described as "artistic" I f-rmly

say "No" to it.

Trusting others will express then
opinion about removal of tax on admis-
sions up to 2.">c I am very truly.—A. N.
Miles. Eminence Theatre, Eminence, Ky.

They Register Surprise

DIFRKS, ARK.—To the Editor: The
funniest thing I ever experienced in this

business is the surprise I give the ex-

changes when I tell them about bad
prints. Some of the so-called big spe-

cials I have run lately were the bunk
on account of bad prints. But when I'

tell the exchange, here is the answer:
"Sorry and surprised."

—

Kenney Loyd
Spad theatre. Dierks, Ark.

Earle Williams, Cullen Landis and supporting cast in two big scenes from "Masters of Men" a new Vitagraph production.
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"What the Picture Did For Me"
VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR

Copyright, 1923

You are especially invited to contribute regularly to tbis department.

It if a co-operative service FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
TELL US WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read in tbe HERALD every week wbat tbe pictur*

did for tbe otber fellow, thereby getting tbe only possible guide to box office values. Address "Wbat Tbe
Picture Did For Me," EXHIBITORS HERALD. 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.

Associated Exhibitors

Till We Meet Again, with Mae Marsh.
—Here is a picture that is interesting and
one that you can afford to talk to your
patrons about. If there are such things

as specials this ranks among the best.

—

C. W. Langacher, New Glarus theatre,

Xew Glarus, Wis.—General patronage.

The Road to London, with Bryant
Washburn.—Nice educational picture of

London, but really not so funny as it was
supposed to be. Fair picture that pleases

some.—R. Ross Riley, Wigwam theatre,

Oberlin, Kans.—General patronage.

Grandma's Boy, with Harold Lloyd.

—

Very good.—Ed J. Fuchs, Fuchs Opera
House, Marion. Wis. — Neighborhood
patronage.

Grandma's Boy, with Harold Lloyd.

—

First time Lloyd flopped here. Picture
O. K but weather conditions and sick-
ness kept tJiciu a^a.v. Would rather
Lloyd had stuck t_o tne two-reelers.—B.
C. Brown., TcTnple theatre, Yirocqua,
Wis .^General patronage.

Marry the Poor Girl, with the DeHa-
vens.—A bedroom farce comedy that
gets lots of good laughs and is put over
in good style. Excellent program pic-

ture.—Ben. L. Morris, Olympic theatre,
Bellaire, Ohio.—General patronage.

Woman Wake Up, with Florence Vi-
dor.—An excellent picture from every
standpoint.—C. W. Langacher, New
Glarus theatre, Xew Glarus, Wis.—Gen-
eral patronage.

F. B. O.
Stormswept, with Wallace and Noah

Beery.—Average picture to average busi-
ness.—H. G. Stettmund. Jr.. Odeon thea-
tre. Chandler, Okla.—General patronage.

When .Love Comes, with Helen Jerome
Eddy.—Just an ordinary program picture.
Very poor business.—T. W. Young, Jr.,
Frances theatre, Dyersburg, Tenn.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

When Love Comes, with Helen Jerome
Eddy.—Do not promise too much, and
have a bang-up good short subject with
it. The acting and direction seem to be
O. K.—S. M. Southworth, American the-
atre. Canton. X. Y.—Neighborhood and
college patronage.

When Love Comes, with Helen Jerome
Eddy.—Good program picture, but did
not draw. Poor title. Regular advertis-
,nB-—Hugh G. Martin. American theatre,
Columbus, Ga.—General patronage.
The Canyon of Fools, with Harrv

Carey.—This is better than The Kick
Back or Good Men and True. The flood
scene will get those who like excitement,
and the picture will please most any
audience who like Western pictures. Not
a special production.—Steve Farrar, Or-
pheum theatre, Harrisburg, 111.—General
patronage.

The Third Alarm, with a special cast.

—A splendid picture, but it did not draw
well despite a special lobby display fur-

nished by the fire department. 1 lay lack
of business to local conditions and not to
the picture.—Will R. Winch, Wigwam
theatre. El Paso. Tex.—General patron-
age.

Good Men and True, with Harry Carey.
—Fairly good western. Better than The
Kick Back. We think most of our west-
ern fans liked it. The Carey pictures
seem to lack the proper punch.—W. H.
Hardman. Royal theatre, Frankfort, Kan.
—Small town patronage.

The Kick Back, with Harry Carey.

—

If you have a Carey following to satisfy,

you may get by. Don't promise them
anything but the star.—M. M. Tuttle.
Parke theatre, Livingston, Wis.—General
patronage.

In the Name of the Law, with a special
cast.—A picture which should appeal to
almost any class. There is enough ten-
derness and also the harder side of life
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to portray the meaning and therefore
please.—K. H. Sink, Grand theatre,

Un.on City, Ind.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

In the Name of the Law, with a special
cast.—Good picture. Good business.

—

Hugh G. Martin. American theatre, Co-
lumbus, Ga.—General patronage.

In the Name of the Law, with a special
cast.—Good picture. Absolutely censor-
proof, but overrated. We paid too much
for it and it failed to draw as expected.

—

W. H. Harman, Strand theatre. Kings-
port, Tenn.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Snowshoe Trail, with Jane Novak.
—Good Northern picture. Scenery is fine

and story will get by. Fair business.

—

W. H. Hardman. Royal theatre, Frank-
fort. Kans.—Small town patronage.

Beyond the Rainbow, with a special
cast.—Fine picture. Pleased all. Many
comments. Business fair. Extra advertis-
ing.—Hugh G. Martin, American theatre,
Columbus. Ga.—General patronage.

Beyond the Rainbow, with a special
cast.—Fair entertainment. Too long,
however, by one or two reels. Patrons
complained that it dragged in places. Bet-
ter than average program picture.—Will
L» Beebe. Candor theatre. Candor, X. Y.
—Small town patronage.

Up and At 'Em, with Doris May.—

A

good five-reel comedy. Never had this
star before and everyone liked her. Keeps
the audience smiling. Film in A-l con-
dition, as the F. B. O. always are.—J. W.
Heft, Pastime theatre, Horicon, Wis.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Boy Crazy, with Doris May.—Good
comedy-drama. Ordinary business. Reg-
ular advertising.—Hugh G. Martin, Amer-
ican theatre. Columbus, Ga.—General
patronage.

Seven Years' Bad Luck, with Max Lin-
der.—Good comedy. Plenty of laughs.
Can't go wrong in booking this for a
comedy.—Faulds & Evans. Alma theatre.
Alma, Wis.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Hound of the Baskervilles, with a
special cast.—Played on double feature
bill with Up and At 'Em. The two taken
together, with Doris May picture coming
last, makes a pretty good entertainment.
Baskervilles draws pretty well, but will
not please over 50%.—S. M. Southworth.
American theatre. Canton, N. Y.—Neigh-
borhood and college patronage.

The Barricade, with a special cast.

—

Good picture. Ordinary business. Regu-
lar advertising.—Hugh G. Martin, Amer-
ican theatre, Columbus, Ga.—General
patronage.

The Glory of Clementina, with Pauline
Frede rick.—Good picture, but poor busi-
ness. Not class of attraction for my pa-
trons. Too high class. Ordinary adver-
tising.—Hugh G. Martin. American the-
atre, Columbus, Ga.—General patronage.

The First Woman, with Mildred Har-
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ris.—Nothing to it. Extra advertising

pulled them in. Disappointed them. Ex-
tra advertising.—Hugh G. Martin, Amer-
ican theatre, Columbus, Ga.—General
patronage.

First National
Money, Money, Money, with {Catherine

MacDonald. — Katherine MacDonald's
next best picture. She does very good in

this, but has not many followers in my
town.—L. V. Fcldman, Orpheum theatre,

Pipestone, Minn.—General patronage.

Omar the Tentmaker, with Guy Bates
Post.—Worst business I have had this

year.—George Zades, Royal theatre,

Elizabeth, N. J.—Neighborhood patron-
age...

The Dangerous Age, with a special

cast.—A very, very good picture and
pleases all. Business "not so good," but
not the fault of the picture.—L. G. Roes-
ner, Colonial theatre, Winona, Minn.

—

Transient patronage.

Rose of the Sea, with Anita Stewart.

—

One of the most tiresome pictures I ever
looked at. Seven reels that could have
been cut to five. Don't boost this one
very big. It's not there.—Steve Farrar,
Orpheum theatre, Harrisburg, 111.—Gen-
eral patronage.

MIGHTY LAK' A ROSE, an Ed-
win Carewe production.—Do not be
afraid of this picture. It stand* up
for anything you can say about it.

Start talking about it now and
don't let up. Make 'em come in.

—

L. G. ROESNER, Colonial theatre,

Winona, Minn.

Lorna Doone, a Maurice Tourneur pro-

duction. — Fair picture. Story disap-

pointed. Fine scenery. Fair acting.

Pleased, should say, about 80%.—L. V.
Feldman, Orpheum theatre, Pipestone,

Minn.—General patronage.

The Eternal Flame, with Norma Tal-

madge.—Nothing wonderful, for the price

we paid. We bit once.—George Zades,

Strand theatre, Elizabeth, N. J.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Hottentot, a Thomas H. Ince pro-

duction.—Book it, step on it, and push it.

Pleases all. The best comedy of the sea-

son.—L. G. Roesncr, Colonial theatre,

Winona, Minn.—Transient patronage.

Oliver Twist, with Jackie Coogan.

—

Fine production. Rental too high to make
much money.—Smith and Beard, Lyric
theatre, Waterloo, Ind.—Small town pat-

ronage.

Oliver Twist, with Jackie Coogan.

—

Pleased a small Washington's Birthday
crowd, but paid big money for it. Not
as good as said to be.—George Zades,
Royal theatre, Elizabeth, N. J.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Skin Deep, a Thomas H. Ince produc-
tion.—An exceptionally good picture.

Sills' work is fine. You can tell your
customers it is Al and they will agree
with you after seeing it.—E. C. Reeves,
Strand theatre, Cookeville, Tenn. —
Neighborhood patronage.

Kindred of the Dust, with Miriam
Cooper.—Has great drawing power on
account of popularity of novel by Peter
B. Kyne. A very pleasing picture.—S.

Olson. New Pastime theatre, Delavan,
Wis.—Neighborhood patronage.

East Is* West, with Constance Tal-
madge. — Absolutely Constance Tal-
madge's best. An equal in entertainment
to Smilin' Through. You can boost and
advance your prices on this one.—L. V.
Feldman, Orpheum theatre, Pipestone,
Minn.—General patronage.

East Is West, with Constance Tal-
madge.—Fair if you buy it right. Other-

This is the way Bull Montana looks in a

scene in the comedy, "The Two
Twins," which Metro will distribute.

wise lay off on this one. Lost money at

price I paid.—George Zades, Strand
theatre, Elizabeth, N. J.—Neighborhood
patronage.

My Lady's Latchkey, with Katherine

MacDonald.—Fair picture. Poor print.

—R. Pfeiflfer, Princess theatre, Chilton,

Wis.—Neighborhood patronage.

Brawn of the North, with Strongheart.

—O boy, what a picture. If only we
could have more like it. Strongheart

does super-human acting. Northern
scenes of the best ever filmed. Would
call it one of the best pictures of the

year. Pleased 100 per cent.—L. V. Feld-

man, Orpheum theatre, Pipestone, Minn.

—General patronage.

The Crossroads of New York, a Mack
Sennett production.—Makes a pretty-

good Saturday show and most of them
think they have had their money's worth.

Not a special.—S. M. Southworth, Amer-
ican theatre. Canton, N. Y.—Neighbor-
hood and College patronage.

Sonny, with Richard Barthelmess.—
Fine picture. Barthelmess very good in

this. Although some war scenes, it

went over in good shape. Business not

up to standard on account of weather.

—

B. C. Brown, Temple theatre, Viroqua,
Wis.—General patronage.

Nineteen and Phyll's, with Charles
Ray.—Our patrons are "fed up" on
Charles Ray productions. Ray was a

favorite before he tried to manage and
direct his own company. The last few
we have had have been very poor.—Horn
& Morgan, Star theatre, Hay Springs,
Nebr.—Small town patronage.

The Sign on the Door, with Norma
Talmadge.— I think this one of the best

pictures I have run for some time. A
great lesson in this picture for young
people.—Chas. Elliott, Jewel theatre,

Sidell, 111.—Small town patronage.

Her Mad Barga'n, with Anita Stewart.
—A very pleasing program picture.

Anita appears to better advantage in

this one than in some of her previous
offerings.—Wuv. E. Tragsdorf, Trags
thiatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town
patronage.

The Solent Call, with a special cast.

—

The best picture from the box office

standpoint I have had in a year. We
broke our house record for the year with
this picture and we never had a kick.

We think every .one was pleased.—W..
H. Hardman, Royal theatre, Frankfort,
Kan.—Small town patronage. -

!

My Boy, with Jackie Coogan.— Fine
picture. Pleased 100 per cent, i Played to

about same crowd as Peck's Bad Boy.
Lost money on both. Played Keaton in
My Wife's Relations with it. No fault

of picture.—Win. Van Ahtyne, Donald-
son theatre, Fultonville, N. Y.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

My Boy, with Jackie Coogan, and
Sonny, w.th Richard Barthelmess.

—

Both are fine entertainment. Both re-

ceived favorable comment from some of
the patrons as they passed out.—S. M.
Southworth, American theatre, Canton.
N. Y.

Courage, with a special cast.—This is

an Al good picture. Well l.ked by all

who saw it and I had a full house.—C.
II. Simpson. Princess theatre, Millen,
Ga.—General patronage.

Trouble, with Jackie Coogan—Cer-
tainly a cute picture. Business good, but
not up to what this picture deserves.

—

B. C Brown. Temple theatre, Viroqua,
Wis.—General patronage.

Go and Get It, a Marshall Neilan pro-
duction.—Business light on this one.
Picture rather old, but good rnn.'dmon
and good picture.* Business conditions
bad here.—Wm. Van . Ahtyne, Donaldson
theatre, Fultonville, N." I'.— .Neighbor-
hood patronage.

j

The Girl in the Taxi, with the De\
Havens.— People did not like this com-
edy-drama. Poor business. Poor print.—R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton,
Wis.—Neighborhood patronage.
Back to God's Country, with Nell

Shipman.—This picture, while an old one,
drew fine. Satisfied a good sized audi-
ence and belongs in the "first water",
list.—Clyde Allen, Casino theatre, Ant-
werp, N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

The River's End, a Marshall Neilan
production.—An old one, but film in
good shape and patrons were satisfied.

—

W. E. Patterson, Princess theatre, Het-
tick, III.—Small town patronage.
The Kid, with Charles Chaplin.—Most

satisfying picture I have ever run and it

did the unusual by making me a little

money. I saw this picture when it was
first released and have wanted to run it

ever since, but on account of the rental
held out for I could not buy it until just
now. Print in 100 per cent condition.
If you have not played it consider it,

and if you can buy it at a fair price you
cannot help but make some money.—J.

J. Kudlacek, Swan theatre, Swanton,
Nebr.—Neighborhood patronage.
One Clear Call, with a special cast.—

A

picture that is worth while and one you
need not be afraid to boost. Should
please all except perhaps a few of the
hard boiled Western fans.— E. C. Reeves,
Strand theatre, Cookeville, Tenn.—
Neighborhood patronage.

The Woman in His House, with Mil-
dred Harris.—An excellent picture, but
First Nat :onal is a rotten company to
deal with if you want a square deal.
Glad I only have five more and then I
am off that gang for life.—Russell Ar-
mentrout, K. P. theatre, Pittsfield, Ill-
General patronage.

Love or Hate, with Norma Talmadge.
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—Some more of that .foreign stuff. No
good for small towns. This might have

been fairlv interesting it I had got it all,

but the film was cut so bad that there

was no connection to the story. Patrons

still wondering what it was all about, and

the ending was scrumptious. Fellow

picked up gun and shot at another, but

don't know whether he killed him as the

screen went white just then for we had

run out of film. I was not in sight when
patrons passed out. Leave it to First

National for good prints.—J. W. Ander-

sen, Rialto theatre, Cozad, Nebr.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Fox
In Arabia, with Tom Mix.—Has plenty

of action. Tom rides anything from a

horse to his bucking auto.—Wm. E.

Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville,

Wis.—Small town patronage.

Who Are My Parents? with a special

cast.—A little heavy, but patrons liked

it and did good business.—S. H. Borisky,

American theatre, Chattanooga, Tenn.—
Neighborhood patronage.

Calvert's Valley, with John Gilbert.

—

Gilbert is a good actor, but Fox is sure

killing him in such poor stories as this.

It is our advice to watch your step when
dealing with Fox. They will do you if

they can.—S. Olson, New Pastime the-

atre, Delavan, Wis.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

The Footlight Ranger, with Charles

Jones.— Absolutely disappointed. The
picture does not portray anything per-

taining to the title. It makes it appear
that any girl must bow to the will of

the man who is financing her to become
a star. Pictures of this kind are not
healthy for the industry. Furthermore,
it .was featuring Fritzie Brunette more
than Jones.—K. H. Sink, Grand theatre,

Union City, Ind.—Neighborhood patron-

age.

The Footlight Ranger, with Charles
Jones.—This is perfiaps the sickest at-

tempt at entertainment in which I have
ever shown ''Buck." Disappointed an
even 100 per cent of ''Buck's" followers.

The only action in it is the last reel

where he slaps the villain on the wrist.

Why ruin a perfectly good he man by
showing him in such twaddle?—Wm. E.
Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville,

Wis.—Small town patronage.

Three Who Paid, with Dustin Farnum.
—A very weak offering and naturally
failed to satisfy my patrons. Business
bad. The girl who attempts to pass as a
man is the most complete failure of this

kind I have ever seen.—E. C. Reeves,
Strand theatre, Cookeville, Tenn.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Romance Land, with Tom Mix.—

A

fine program picture. Mix always satis-

factory here.—Bert Silver, Silver Family
theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General pat-
ronage.

Just Tony, with Tom Mix.—In my
opinion best Tom Mix picture ever shown
here. The acting of Tony is gTeat.—C.

1 THE BOX OFFICE REC- 1
| ORD ("Exhibitors Herald) j
J with hundreds of stars.—Ex- 1
1 hibitor Patronage.—F or the
§ love of mud don't fail to mail I
1 me a copy of the March Issue. 1
| Thank you. — M. HILLYER, j
1 Pastime theatre, Reserve, Kan. jj

Malphurs, Dreamland theatre, High
Springs, Fla.—Small town patronage.

[

Just Tony, with Tom Mix—A novelty

Western that pleased all. The horse is

great. Don't be afraid to boost this one

for it stands out alone in its class.—E. C.

Reeves, Strand theatre, Cookeville, Tenn.

—Neighborhood patronage.

Just Tony, with Tom Mix.—This in

our opinion is the best Mix offering to

date and the kind of stuff the people want

to see Mix in. Business poor. Too cold.

Film in good condition.—G. Hammer,
Auditorium theatre. Colfax, Wr

is.—Neigh-

borhood patronage.

Just Tony, with Tom Mix.—A regular

special. You can advertise hard and please

most evervone.—Harry Hobolth, Maxine
theatre, Imlay City, Mich.—Small town
patronage.

The Fast Mail, with Charles Jones.—

A

verv much overdone melodrama that got

good business and pleased those liking

the thrillers. Not much to it but the

action. Not a great picture.—Ben L.

Morris. Temple theatre, Bellaire, O.—
General patronage.

The Fast Mail, with Charles Jones.—
As a picture it is the most thrilling one

you have ever seen. The posters are

extremely attractive and if you can get

them in you will please the majority. It

didn't seem to appeal to the better class,

but most of them stayed away. Negroes
ate it up head and ears and didn't hesi-

tate at a small advance. Book it. Don't
advance, and play up the ordinary folks.

This picture should make you money.

—

W. E. Elkin. Temple theatre, Aberdeen,
Miss.—Neighborhood patronage.

Shackles of Gold, with William Far-
num.—A good picture, but would have
pleased much better had the sea atmos-
phere continued. Farnum no society

star. Regular advertising.—Hugh G.

Martin, American theatre, Columbus, Ga.
-—General patronage.

The Road Demon, with Tom Mix.

—

Good. Mix draws well here, but rentals

from Fox are so high they just about
leave me an even break.—W. E\ Patter-

son, Princess theatre. Hettick, 111.—Small
town patronage.

Silver Wings, with Mary Carr.—If

your patrons like mother stuff, buy this.

—S. H. Borisky, American theatre, Chat-
tanooga, Tenn.— Neighborhood patron-

age.

Lights of the Desert, with Shirley Ma-
son.—A good program picture. The kind
of picture we like to see Shirley Mason
in.—C. Malphurs, Dreamland theatre,

High Springs, Fla.—Small town patron-
age.

Lights of the Desert, with Shirley Ma-
son.—Good picture. Average business.

This star making better pictures. This
star is becoming very popular here.;

—

Geo. J. Kress. Hudson theatre, Roches-
ter. N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

Bar Nothing, with Charles Jones.

—

Good Western, but in pitiful shape. It's

a crime for an exchange to charge for

films in the shape this one is in. Regular
advertising.—Hugh G. Martin, American
theatre, Columbus, Ga.—General patron-
age.

Jackie, with Shirley Mason.—Here is a
dandy picture. Pleased all who saw it.

but didn't draw very good.—E. D. Luna,
Cozy theatre, Lincoln, Ark.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

A Stage Romance, with William Far-
num.—Poor picture. Worst subject I

have ever seen Farnum in. Business
poor. Extra advertising.— Hugh G.
Martin, American theatre, Columbus, Ga.
—General patronage.

Up and Going, with Tom Mix.—Good

Make Triis

Correction

Rigkt Now
Due to mechanical error in

correcting press proofs of the

March, 1923, "Box Office Rec-

ord" the title line, "Oliver

Twist, FN, Jackie Coogan,

7697," does not appear in the

first mailed copies.

Subscribers who have re-

ceived such copies should turn

now to page 33 and write in

the above title and data as the

third line from the bottom of

the first column. Reports be-

ginning with the second line

from the bottom of the first

column on page 33 refer to the

above named attraction.

picture, but bum print. Could not read

one-third of titles. Regular advertising.

—Hugh G. Martin, American theatre,

Columbus, Ga.—General patronage.

Up and Going, with Tom Mix.—Mix
doesn't mean much at box office lately.

He used to be our best bet, but he has
had too many punk stories. This one
just ordinary.—E. Behrndt, Cozy theatre,

Cambridge, Minn. — Neighborhood pat-

ronaee.

Men of Zanzibar, with William Rus-
sell.—Pleased about 50 per cent. Per-
sonally I thought it a very good picture,

but don't please as it should.—E. D.
Luna. Cozy theatre, Lincoln, Ark

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Footfalls, with a special cast.—I have
seen so many adverse reports on this

picture that I guess you boys will think
I am nutty when I say that our business
on this picture was slightly above aver-
age. I also suppose our patrons are

different from the average show patron.

I manfully stayed in the lobby when the
first show was over. I expected to get
cussed and darned, so you may imagine
my surprise when this did not happen.
I then started to ask different persons
how the}- liked it. Only four said they
did not like it. Several asked me who
played the part of the old man and said

he sure was fine. We also used Fo)
News and The Skipper's Boosum Friends
I do not understand it. Boys, but this is

straight dope.—H. G. Stettmund, Jr.

Odeon theatre. Chandler, Okla.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Footfalls, with a special cast.—I do not
call this picture entertainment. My
patrons don't come to see misery and
traeedv! Did not take here very' well.—Adofph Kohn, Pastime theatre, Gran-
ville, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

Western Speed, with Charles Jones.

—

Good picture. Good business. Regular
advertising.—Hugh G. Martin, American
theatre, Columbus, Ga.—General pat-
ronage.

Money to Burn, with William Russell.—Ordinary program picture. Poor busi-
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ncss. Regular advertising.—Hugh G.

Martin, American theatre, Columbus, Ga.

—General patronage.

Without Fear, with Pearl White.—This
one pleased our patrons.—H. G. Stett-

mund, Jr., Odeon theatre, Chandler, Okla.

—General patronage.

Monte Cristo, with John Gilbert.—A real

good oicture of its type with faultless

direction and action. Only a bit too long.

Fair business, only I paid too much for

it, whereby it will lose me money, and

main battle is to keep the film rental

down. — E. E. Gailey, Crystal theatre,

Wayne, Neb.—General patronage.

Monte Cristo, with John Gilbert.—Cos-

tume . picture. Patrons do not care for

them Fell flat.—G. Strasser Sons, Em-
blem theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighbor-
hood patronage

Thunderclap, with a special cast.—Very
good. Gave general satisfaction.—Adolph

Kohn. Pastime theatre, Granville, X. V.

—Small town patronage.

Periurv. with William Farnum.—Ex-
ceptionally fine acting by Farnum and

cast. Not the type of story that appeals

to the masses. Two days starvation for

us.— H. G. Stettmund, Jr., Odeon theatre,

Chandler, Okla.—General patronage.

Perjury, with William Farnuin.—This

is a very good production and pleased my
patrons. Could be cut to seven reels in-

stead of nine.—Adolph Kohn, Pastime

theatre. Granville, N, Y.—Small town

patronage.

Perjury, with W illiam Farnum.—Posi-

tively the best Farnum we have ever

played here and we have played his best.

Can be bought right and will make you

money and satisfy all classes. Was
afraid of this one due to several ridicu-

lous comments in the trade journals by

the Lyric, Harlan, Iowa, and the Liberty,

Long Beach, Cat, who stated the best

that could be said was "9,000 feet of ex-

posed films gone to waste" and "the best

nart of it were the words, 'The End,' " re-

spectively. Now be fair and candid fel-

lows, for all concerned or keep still. Film

was in excellent condition. Not a single

out of frame.—Lundrud & Guettinger.

Cochrane theatre, Cochrane, Wis.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Last Trail, with a special cast.—

A

very good picture but could hardly be

called a special.—Adolph Kohn, Pastime

theatre, Granville, N. Y.—Small town
patronage.

Trooper O'Neil, with Charles Jones.

—

Buck has never given me a poor one yet.

Ran this on Saturday and leased a West-

ern audience.—W. T. Biggs, Unique thea-

tre, Anita, Iowa.—Small town patronage.

A Connecticut Yankee, with Harry

Myers.—With regular prices, thirty and

ten cents, we raised on this picture to

forty and twenty-five cents and drew the

best house we have had in a year. Fur-

theremore, the folks were pleased—went

out smiling and "said it with words."

Editor of local paper said it was the best

show we ever had, but that is too strong.

However, it is a dandy good picture.

Films w ere in good condition and we ad-

vise booking it.—C. E. Hopkins, The
Hopkins theatre, Cotter, Ark.—Small
town patronage.

A Connecticut Yankee, with Harry My-
trs .—A good production, but only pleased

a portion of my patrons.—Adolph Kohn.

Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y.—Small
town patronage.

A Connecticut Yankee, with Harry

M vers .—Used this as a New Years show

and drew good for us. These kind of

pictures mean something. Will please 90

per cent at least and can be bought right

now. Condition of film fair.—G. Ham-
mer, Auditorium theatre, Colfax, Wis.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Oueen of Sheba, with a special cast.

—

Personally I though this extra good, but

did not draw here and pleased only a

certain element. Costume plays are no

good for this town.—Adolph Kohn, Pas-

time theatre, Granville, N. Y.—Small

town patronage.

Queen of Sheba, with a special cast.

—

Played this in December and brought out

the best crowd wc had in many months.

Don't be afraid to use this one. It's very

good. Had many comments on it from
most critical patrons. Film in good con-

dition.—G. Hammer, Auditorium theatre,

Colfax, Wis.—Neighborhood patronage.

Shame, with a special cast.—This is a

veiv Kood production and should please in

most nlaces. Pleased here. — Adolph
Kohn. Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y.

Small town patronage.

Bar Nothing, with Charles Jones.—One
of Jones' best, which speaks for itself.

Good Saturday night picture. — H. M.
Retz, Strand theatre, Lamont, Iowa.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Over the Hill, with a special cast.

—

This picture only did half the business

that The Four Horsemen did. Played

both of them two days. Over the Hill is

a good picture, but I do not consider it

in a class with The Four Horsemen.—C.

H. Simpson, Princess theatre, Millcn, Ga.

—General patronage.

Over the Hill and Queen of Sheba

—

Over the Hill is the best picture I have

seen. Majority of patrons said the same.

But rain! All day and all night each day
and 1 got the surprise of my life when
I asked the price for a return date and

got it eratis. Now, boys, don't be like

I was, afraid to boost this Queen of

Sheba. There's not a thing in it any-

body but a crank would criticize.

Haven't played the "Yankee" yet.—J. W.
Lumpkin. Cupid theatre, Miles, Tex.

—

Small town patronage.

A scene from the William Fox produc-

tion, "My Friend the DeviL" adapted

from the novel, "Doctor Rameau," and
directed by Harry MiUarde.

Goldwyn
Sherlock Holmes, with John Barry-

more.—Good picture. Played two days
to poor business.—Geo. J. Kress, Hud-
son theatre, Rochester, N. Y.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Dust Flower, with Helene Chad-
wick.—Late in reporting this. It is one
of the best pictures ever shown here.

Helene Chadwick is great and is better

than most stars. She should be starred

in more pictures.—C. Malphurs, Dream-
land theatre, High Springs, Fla.—Small
town patronage.

When Romance Rides, with a special

cast.—Very good. With a news you will

have as good program as you wish.—T.
Crawford, Strand theatre, Griswold, la.

—Neighborhood patronage.

Head Over Heels, with Mabel Nor-
mand.—Not worth a dime. Nothing to

it. A lot of silly rot. A shame for a

good star to waste time on this kind of

>tuff.—J. A. Emery, Star theatre, Bar
Harbor, Me.—Neighborhood patronage.

Made in Heaven, with Tom Moore.—

A

good program picture.—W. E. Patterson,
Princess theatre, Hettick, 111.— Small
town patronage.

Honest Hutch, with Will Rogers.

—

Good picture. Poor business. Ordinary
advertising.—Hugh G. Martin, American
theatre, Columbus, Ga.—General patron-
age.

Be My Wife, with Max Linder.—

A

good comedy drama. Just the type of

picture patrons are looking for. A pic-

ture that ought to please any audience.

—C. C. Hubert, Newark Opera House.
Newark, Del.—College and Neighborhood
patronage.

The Glorious Fool, with Richard Dix
Just a fair program picture. We are

using Goldwyn's Sport Reviews and find

them O. K—Will F. Taddiken, Elite

theatre, Morganvillc, Kans. — Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Man From Lost River, with House
Peters.—Good picture. Good business.
Regular advertising.—Hugh G. Martin,
American theatre, Columbus, Ga.—Gen-
eral patronage.

The Man From Lost River, with House
Peters.—A very good story of Western
outdoors. Well played.—Will F. Tad-
diken, Elite theatre, Morganvillc, Kans.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Yellow Men and Gold, with a special

cast.—A dandy program for small town.
Put on a news or one reel comedy and
all will be pleased.—T. Crawford, Strand
theatre, Griswold, Iowa.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Yellow Men and Gold, with a special

cast.—Fine program picture.—Bert Sil-

ver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville,

Mich.—General patronage.

His Back Against the Wall, with a

special cast.—Very good for Saturday
program. Run it with a comedy.—T.
Crawford, Strand theatre, Griswold, la.

—Neighborhood patronage.

His Back Against the Wall, with Ray-
mond Hatton.—This one seemed to hold
interest throughout, but did not draw
good. A new star here.—Will F. Tad-
diken, Elite theatre, Morganvillc, Kans.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Just Out of College, with Jack Pick-

ford.—Pleased to 100 per cent crowd.
Justified me to make two screenings.

Was also ran behind special feature the

night before exhibition.—E. W. Harrell.

Royal theatre, Rison. Ark.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Just Out of College, with Jack Pick-

ford.—Nice little show. Will please.
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Farce comedy.—Unique theatre, Brice-

lyn, Minn.—Neighborhood patronage.

His Own .Law, with Hobart Bosworth.

—A good program picture if your patrons

like Northern stories.—W. E. Patterson,

Princess theatre, Hettick, 111.—Rural

patronage.

His Own Law, with Hobart Bosworth.

—No good for my house. Too rough

and too much sex stuff.—S. G. Ihde,

Photoplay theatre, Ashland. Kans.

—

Small town patronage.

Jes' Call Me Jim, with Will Rogers.—
This one a little old, but gave satisfac-

tion, and if your patrons like Rogers they

will surely appreciate this one.—W. E.

Patterson, Princess theatre, Hettick, 111.

—Small town patronage.

Doubling for Romeo, with Will Rogers.

Did not take as well as Rogers pictures

usually do.—Will F. Taddiken, Elite the-

atere, Morganville, Kans. — Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Hold Your Horses, with Tom Moore.
—If this is a sample of Moore features

we want no more of them. Starts out by
showing Irish people of a sod shanty
type with many expressions verging on
the vulgar. Twice the expression, "going
home to lick Hell out of the old woman"
appears. Fist fights between husband
and wife on the screen do not appeal to

us as elevating our business. Of course,

some of the hard boiled said, "Good
show," but others, one mother included,

said, "Too rough for me."—Unique the-

atre, Bricelyn, Minn.—General patron-
age.

Watch Your Step, with Cullen Landis.
—New star here. Did not draw well,

but picture seemed to please.—Will F.

Taddiken, Elite theatre, Morganville,
Kans.—Neighborhood patronage.

Earthbound, with a special cast.—

A

picture with a fair story. A good moral,
but it is too slow- and draggy for the
present time. Was produced too long
ago to be of any value now. Don't play
it if you can help it. It will do you no
good.—C. H. Billes. Opera House,
Lenora, Kans.—Small town patronage.

Hodkinson
The Other Woman, with a special cast.

—Ordinary picture. Regular advertis-

ing.—Hugh G. Martin, America theatre,

Columbus, Ga.—General patronage.

Free Air, with a special cast.—They
came and saw a darn fine simple story
that pleased 100 per cent. Don't over-
look this. Mr. Exhibitor. It's a good
one.—B. C. Brown, Temple theatre, Vi-
roqua, Wis.—General patronage.

Free Air, with a special cast.—Very
pleasing comedy drama. Played one day
to good business.—Geo. J. Kress, Hudson
theatre, Rochester. N. Y.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Heart's Haven, with a special cast.

—

Fine picture, but poor business. Patrons
don't like religious stories. Extra adver-
tising.—Hugh G. Martin, American the-
atre. Columbus, Ga.—General patronage.

The Sagebrusher. with Roy Stewart.

—

Old. but good for small town, provided
print is in good shape. Can be bought
right.—F. E. Sabin, Majestic theatre,
Eureka. Mont.—Small town patronage.

At the Sign of the Jack O'Lantern,
with a special cast.—Good comedy-drama.
Ordinary business. Regular advertising.—Hugh G. Martin, American theatre,
Columbus, Ga.—General patronage.

Desert Gold, with a special cast.—

A

fine Zane Grey story that will please.
All Hodkinson features seem to please.
—Ed. J. Fuchs, Fuchs Opera House.
Marion. Wis.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Grey Dawn, with a special cast.

—

| Old Trusty
And 'Record

| On trie Way |

B I have just been waiting, think- g
a ing it would finally show up, but I

B don't think it will. We never re-
[j

J ceived the issue of March 3rd and s
B I am wondering why. Whenever I

H miss getting the "Herald" each

H week everything seems to go

B wrong.

H Now if you have another copy of
j|

1 this date please send it right along,

I because I feel like I have missed jj

B something that I ought to know. (
m It is certainly amazing how a sales-

jj
8 man backs down when he has been g"

( boosting a picture and you show B
B him what the "Herald" has to say j§

m about it in "What the Picture Did m
1 for Me."

j| Our old trusty "Herald" is a j
B mighty valuable article to have J

around when one of those fast

I talking salesmen comes "scooping g
B down on us poor exhibitors. They |j

haven't a comeback when they see %
B the dope on a picture other fellows ||

a have said about it.

3 We are looking forward for the B
H next "Box Office Record," for it B
H has always contained a punch in

jj

every line and on every page. And B
| it is so handy to make sure aim on {§

| these "pesky" salesmen. In fact, B
B of late they have got so they g
I always ask what you want to buy e

because they know we have got B
B the dope on their picture or pic- m
B tures from the pages of the W. T.

||

1 P. D. F. M. department.

J My, but I'm glad Mr. Rand got

B the laurel and elected Poet Lau-
[|

B reate, because he richly deserved B
B it. Of course, they all did fine, but B
B I was for Rand first and last.

WILLIAM D. WEBB,
Star theatre, Corinth, Miss. g

Good picture. Ordinary business. Ordi-

nary advertising. — Hugh G. Martin,

American theatre, Columbus, Ga.—Gen-

eral patronage.

Cameron of the Royal Mounted, with

Irving Cummings.—Good program pic-

ture. Ordinary business. Regular adver-

tising.—Hugh G. Martin, American the-

atre. Columbus, Ga.—General patronage.

Metro
Quincy Adams Sawyer, with a special

cast.—Stars great. Story good: photo-

graphy fine. Three big thrills. Enough
comedy. Would pronounce this excel-

lent entertainment. Many compliment*
and good business.—George Rea. Colo-

nial theatre, Washington C. H., Ohio.

—

General patronage.

Broadway Rose, with Mae Murray.—
Drew very well for us. A little spicy in

a few scenes, but not bad at all.—S. Ol-

son, New Pastime theatre, Delavan, Wis.
—Neighborhood patronge.

Broadway Rose, with Mae Murray.

—

High class picture which pleased all sec-

ond night. As good as the first, which
is Universal.—W. H. Harman. Strand
theatre, Kingsport, Tenn.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Hunch, with Gareth Hughes.

—

Fair picture. Played to poor business.

—Geo. J. Kress, Hudson theatre, Roch-
ester, N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

Don't Write Letters, with Gareth
Hughes.—A fair program picture.—D.
F. Wolfe, Princess theatre, Lansing,
Iowa.—Neighborhood patronage.

Peacock Alley, with Mac Murray.—If

a small town exhibitor, don't do it. Price

too high, story of a class not wanted in

the smaller communities. Although a
good picture you will be disappointed in

satisfactory results.—Will L. Beebe,
Candor theatre. Candor, N. Y.—Small
town patronage.

Treat 'Em Rough, with Viola Dana.

—

Pronounced this an Al program picture.

Pleasing in every respect.—W. H. Har-
man, Strand theatre. Kingsport. Tenn.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Infamous Miss Revell, with Alice
Lake.—Good picture. Played to very
poor business. No fault of picture.

—

Geo. J. Kress, Hudson theatre, Roches-
ter, N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Forgotten Law, with Milton Sills.

The acting of Milton Sills and Baby
Muriel Dana brought comments from
patrons that seldom express their opin-
ion. A fine picture.—Smith Read, Pat-
riot theatre, DeKalb. Tex.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Four Horsemen, a Rex Ingram
production.—Too big a picture for small
towns. Price too high. Of course a big
story, but neighboring cities grab the
cream of patronage from this place.

Others did not arouse as they are not big
stuff enthusiasts.—Will L. Beebe, Candor
theatre. Candor, N. Y.—Small town pat-
ronage.

Fightin' Mad. with Wiliam Desmond.
—A dandy Western picture. Lovers of
Western dramas will say this is good.

—

B. C. Brown. Temple theatre, Viroqua,
Wis.—General patronage.

The Idle Rich, with Bert Lytell.—
Metro productions have flopped here for
some reason. Am playing out contract.
If no improvement by that time no more
Metro.—Wm. Van Ahtyne, Donaldson
theatre. Fultonville, N. Y.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Paramount
Singed Wings, with Bebe Daniels.

—

Not sold to us as a special, but much
better than many so-called specials. Let
your patrons know you have something
good.—S. Olson, New Pastime theatre,
Delavan, Wis.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Siren Call, with Dorothy Dalton.
—Good program picture. Seemed to
please nearly all. Very good business on
this one.—J. A. Emery, Star theatre, Bar
Harbor, Me.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Siren Call, with Dorothy Dalton.
—A nice little program picture that was
well liked by all who saw it, although
Dalton is not much of a drawing card
here.—M. J. Babin. Fairyland theatre.
W hite Castle, La.—General patronage.

Ebb Tide, with a special cast.—From
a production standpoint the picture is

very satisfactory. From a box office

standpoint it is a failure. Furthermore,
Paramount exacted too much rental from
exhibitors.—K. H. Sink, Grand theatre.

Union City, Ind.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

Ebb Tide, with a special cast.—Good
South Sea story with plenty of action.

Fair attendance.—Donald A. Beck, Rialto
theatre, Bayard, Nebr.— Small town
patronage.

When Knighthood Was in Flower,
with Marion Davies.—Positively one of
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the best pictures I have ever seen.

Brother Exhibitors, book this one and
step on it, because you cannot misrepre-

lent this one. Fair business in a bad
show town.—T. W. Young. Jr., Frances
theatre, Dyersburg. Tenn. — Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Back Home and Broke, with Thomas
Meighan.—One of the best pictures for

a neighborhood house. Good business.

—

George Zades, Strand theatre. Elizabeth,

N. J.—Neighborhood patronage.

Back Home and Broke, with Thomas
Meighan.— It has the human appeal, or

the undescribable thing which makes us

feel perfectly at home while looking at it.

Was s,old so that exhibitors could make
money with it.— K. H. Sink. Grand the-

atre,*- Union City, Ind.— Neighborhood
patronage.

Thirty Days, with Wallace Reid.

—

Wallace got a very weak story for his

last effort and it did not give him a look

in. Cast was good and did their best

w'ith nothing of interest to work on.

Aside from a few laughs there is nothing

to it.—Ben. L. Morris. Temple theatre,

Bellaire, Ohio.—General patronage.

The Pride of Palomar, a Cosmopolitan
production.—Pleased 100 per cent of my
patrons. Made money on it.—George
Zades, Strand theatre, Elizabeth. N. J.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Pride of Palomar, a Cosmopolitan
production.— A worth-while story of

California of today and touches of the

delicate Japanese terms. Has most pleas-

ing appeal and some exciting scenes.

Worth while for any house.—Ben. L.

Morris, Temple theatre, Bellaire, Ohio.

—

General patronage.

Manslaughter, a Cecil I!. De Mille pro-

duction.—A 100 per cent picture. More
favorable comments than any picture

since Blood and Sand. Manslaughter
has everything in it that picture patrons
are seeking.—C. C. Hubert, Newark
Opera House. Newark. Del.—College and
Neighborhood patronage.

Manslaughter, a Cecil B. De Mille pro-

duction.—Big picture. Well done. Goes
over fine. Patrons complimented it.

Another title would have drawn better.

—S. M. Southworth, American theatre.

Canton, N. Y.—Neighborhood and Col-

lege patronage.

To Have and to Hold, with Bert Ly-
tell.—A great story. A great cast. 100

per cent special. Satisfied all.—Bert Sil-

ver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville,

Mich.—General patronage.

Burning Sands, with Milton Sills and
Wanda Hawlcy.—A very good desert

picture. Not as good as The Sheik and
worth at the box office about one-half as

much.—J. A. Emery, Star theatre, Bar
Harbor, Me.—Neighborhood patronage.

A Bachelor Daddy, with Thomas
Meighan.—Every once in a while we get

a picture that surpasses all others, one
that even shows drawing power, one
that pleases them 100 per cent. Such
is A Bachelor Daddy.—C. W. Langacher,
New Glarus theatre, New Glarus, Wis.

—

General patronage.

WHEN KNIGHTHOOD WAS
FLOWER, with Marion Davies.

—An elaborate costume play in

twelve reels. The settings, cos-

tumes and acting are wonderful.
This promises to be on the Ten
Best Pictures lists in 1923. While
it is a costume play, it is so differ-

ent that patrons who generally ob-

ject to costume plays forget their

difference and acclaim this one of

the best pictures of the year.—C. C.

hUBERT, Newark Opera House,
Newark, Del.

The Good Provider, a Cosmopolitan
production.— I failed to hear of anyone
that did not say this was a fine picture.

Vera Gordon and support very good.

Flay full of plain and humorous sub-

titles that get many laughs. — B. C.

Brown, Temple theatre, Viroqua, Wis.

—

General patronage.

Nice People, with Wallace Reid.—

A

nice clean picture of high society life.

Conrad Nagel and Bebe Daniels arc the

best stars. A picture that ought to ap-

peal to any audience.—C. C. Hubert,
Newark Opera House, Newark, Del.

—

College and Neighborhood patronage.

The Crimson Challenge, with Dorothy
* Dalton.— If they want a full blooded
Western lull of action with all of the old

stuff, then they can get it in this picture.

—L. V. Feldman, Orpheum theatre,

Pipestone. Minn.—General patronage.

The Cowboy and the Lady, with a

special cast. — Western comedy-drama
that will please average audience. Had
lair attendance for stormy weather.

—

Donald A. Beck, Rialto theatre, Bayard,
Nebr.—Small town patronage.

The Outcast, with Elsie Furguson.

—

Exceptionally good program picture that

pleased all. Don't be afraid to boost it.

—M. J. Babin. Fairyland theatre, White
Castle, La.—General patronage.

Ncrth of the Rio Grande, with Jack
Holt.—Good live picture. Pleased 'em
all. Jack Holt draws well down here.

—

M. J. Giltillan, Crown theatre, Donna,
Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.

North of the Rio Grande, with Jack-

Holt.—Good.—S. G. Ihde, Photoplay
theatre. Ashland. Kans.—Small town
patronage.

Fool's Paradise, a Cecil B. De Mille

production.—Some picture. One of our
best. Get behind this one.— D. F. Wolfe,
Princess theatre, Lansing, Iowa.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Fool's Paradise, a Cecil B. De Milk-
production.—A wonderfully beautiful and
artistic picture in nine reels. Ran a two
reel Century with it and the only com-
plaints I had were that the show was
too long. That's the trouble with these
long features. No matter how good they
are the people complain of their length.

—Win. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre,
Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

While Satan Sleeps, with Jack Holt.

—

An extra good program picture. — Bert
Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville,
Mich.—General patronage.

The Ordeal, with Agnes Ayres.—Not
many comments but believe the picture
satisfied as a regular program offering.

The story was weak, but this was made
up for by the excellent support'ng cast
given Miss Ayres.—Horn & Morgan,
Star theatre, Hay Springs. Nebr.—Small
town patronage.

The Valley of Silent Men, a Cosmo-
politan production.—When it comes to
scenery this picture is right there, but
when it comes to Curwood it is no good.
By no means a special, as Paramount
sold it to me. Good program picture.

—

Russell Armentrout, K. P. theatre, Pitts-
field, 111.

Across the Contxient, with Wallace
Reid.

—
'Tis a funny thing. While Reid

was living we played his pictures and
would barely get film rental, but now
the poor fellow is dead and people are
anxious to see him. We did a splendid
business with Across the Continent.

—

W. E. Elkin. Temple theatre, Aberdeen,
Miss.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Face in the Fog, with Lionel Bar-
rymore.— Fair picture, but not the type
that will please the average crowd. Small
attendance.—Donald A. Beck, Rialto
theatre, Bayard, Colo.—Smail town pat-
ronage.

Just Around the Corner, a Cosmo-
politan production.—While the settings
and acting are all that can be expected,
the story is too sad and is not what pic-

ture patrons desire at this time. A story
must have a certain amount of humor
to get by. This picture fell down com-
pletely. There are too many pictures of
Humoresque type.—C. C. Hubert, New-
ark Opera House. Newark, Del.—College
and neighborhood patronage.

Boomerang Bill, with Lionel Barry-
more.—Good moral lesson and pleasing
picture. Title no drawing power.—M.
J. Giltillan, Crown theatre, Donna, Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.

Beauty's Worth, with Marion Davies.

Three varied scenes from the Vitagraph special "Masters of Men" in the cast of which are Earle Williams, Cullen Landis, Wanda
Hawley and Alice Calhoun
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| Are There
Live Ones

1
WhoDont?!

B I think that every live exhibitor g
B should receive the "Herald" every g
g week and see what the picture did g
_~ for others.

CHAS. ELLIOTT,

Jewell theatre, Sidell, 111. J

—A full fledged costume picture and will

please all the ladies. Men don"t care

much tor it.—L. V. Feldman, Orpheum
theatre, Pipestone, Minn.—General pat-

ronage.

At the End of the World, with Betty
Compson.—A good picture, the last half

being much the best.—Otis Lamon, Au-
ditorium theatre, Elmwood. Wis.—Small
town patronage.

At the End of the World, with Betty
Compson.—Drew usual Sunday attend-
ance. Story interesting. Three men
fall in love with Betty: all of them exile

on an island to forget. Betty becomes
shipwrecked on the same island and the
fun begins.—J. W. Heft. Pastime theatre,

Horicon. Wis.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Red Pecock, with a special cast.

—Never saw such acting. I certainly
will help to keep such pictures as this

out of my house.—M. J. Gilfillan, Crown
theatre, Donna, Tex.—General patronage.

Behold My Wife, with a special cast.—All to the merry. Good story, good
scenery, good acting. As it is of rather
ancient vintage the prints may be bad.
as they usually are to the small towns
from Paramount. ' A good print makes
friends for exhibitors.—Will L. Beebe.
Candor theatre, Candor. N. Y.—Small
town patronage.

Blood and Sand, with Rudolph Valen-
tino.—I waited a long time on this pic-
ture, but finally bought it., after I found
only two exhibitors' reports unfavorable
out of twenty-four. Paid big money for
it. Played it up big. Raised admission
and came out all right, but will say that
the picture as a special is a frost. There
is nothing in it, but the bull fight. Did
not please 10 per cent of the people that
saw it. Personally think it suggestive in
spots with scenes uncalled for with no
background. Valentino is through as far
as this town is concerned.—L. V. Feld-
man. Orpheum theatre, Pipstone, Minn.
—General patronage.

Three Live Ghosts, a Cosmopolitan
production.—This picture pleased fairly
well. It is good clean comedy drama
and the settings are fine. We would call
it a good show.—W. H. Hardman. Royal
theatre, Frankfort. Kan.—Small town
patronage.

Cappy Ricks, with Thomas Meighan.—Good show. Somewhat different from
ordinary run. Films cloudy and rather
dark-—Faulds & Evans. Alma theatre,
Alma. Wis.—Neighborhood patronage.
Cappy Ricks, with Thomas Meighan.—

A

good sea picture with a good cast.
Plenty of action. Agnes Avres leading
lady. Pleased.— R. Pfeiffer, Princess
theatre, Chilton, Wis. — Neighborhood
patronage.

Find the Woman, a Cosmopolitan pro-
duction.— Exceptionally good murder

mystery.—S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre,

Ashland, Kans.—Small town patronage.

The Great Impersonation, with James
Kirkwood.—Would have been interesting

picture five or six years ago.—R. Pfeiffer,

Princess theatre, Chilton. Wis.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Witching Hour, with Elliot Dex-
ter.—Seven reels. A good picture up to

the last reel and it sure is the bunk. It

looked to me as if half of the last reel

was gone. All my patrons were dis-

satisfied on account of the poor ending.

—P. G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont,
Neb.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Witching Hour, with Elliott Dex-
ter.—Seven reels. Only complaint, too

long. A good thoughtful feature with

good acting that holds interest through-
out. "Telepathy" the groundwork of

plot.—Unique theatre, Bricelyn, Minn.

—

General patronage.

Under the Lash, with Gloria Swanson.
—Old, but pleased my audience. I al-

ways do well on her pictures.—M. J.

Gilfillan. Crown theatre. Donna, Tex[

—

Neighborhood patronage.

O'Malley of the Mounted, with Wil-
liam S. Hart.—Good picture. Plenty of

action. Everyone pleased. Extra large
crowd.—Donald A. Beck, Rialto theatre,

Bayard, Nebr.—Small town patronage.

The Affairs of Anatol, a Cecil B. De
Mille production.— ihis drew well, but
the picture has very little story or plot.

If it was not for the stars this would
be an absolute failure.—Otis Lamon,
Auditorium theatre. Elmwood, Wis.

—

Small town patronage.

Too Much Speed, with Wallace Reid.
—This is an old one, but they don't
"make them any better. Reid was in a
class by himself when he made these
automobile pictures. It will be hard to

get a star to take his place.—C. H.
Simpson, Princess theatre, Millen, Ga.

—

General patronage.

Get-Rich-Quick Wall'ngford.—Fair pic-

ture.—C. W. Langacher. New Glarus
theatre. New Glarus, Wis.—General pat-
ronage.

Don't Tell Everything, with a special
cast.—Very good picture and will please,

but don't see why I should pay more
for this than other Reids. Did a fair

business on this.—J. W. Anderson. Rialto
theatre, Cozad, Nebr.— Neighborhood
patronage.

The Bronze Bell, with a special cast.

—

Fair picture. Not the kind we like to
show. Many left disappointed.—Geo. J.
Kress. Hudson theatre, Rochester. N. Y.
—Neighborhood patronage.

A Prince Ther# Was, with Thomas
Meighan.—Good, clean picture. Drew
fairly well and pleased.—W. H. Hard-
man, Royal theatre, Frankfort, Kan.

—

Small town patronage.

A Prince There Was, with Thomas
Meighan.—Good story well acted. The
kind of picture that pleased the average
movie fan.—Geo. J. Kress. Hudson the-
atre, Rochester, N. Y.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Love Special, with Wallace Re ;d.

—Judging from comments by my people,
would class it 100 per cent. Many came
to tell me how they liked it.—Unique
theatre, Bricelyn, Minn.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Hell Diggers, with Wallace Reid.
—Wally seems to be a better drawing
card since his untimely end.—H. G.
Stettmund, Jr.. Odeon theatre, Chandler,
Okla.—General patronage.

The Hell Diggers, with Wallace Reid.
—This one went over good. D :d better
than average business on two nights' run.

—W H. Hardman, Royal theatre, Frank-
fort. Kans.—Small town patronage.

The Hell Diggers, with Wallace Reid.

—Substituted by distributors for Too
Much Speed, but perfectly satisfactory.

All patrons pleased and said it when
they passed out.—Unique theatre, Brice-
lyn, Minn.—Neighborhood patronage.

Footlights, with Elsie Ferguson.—Yery
good dramatic picture but too heavy for

lumberjack trade. Will please high-
brows. Seven reels. Ten and twenty-
five cents.—F. E. Sabin, Majestic theatre,

Eureka. Mont.—Small town patronage.

Footlights, with Elsie Ferguson.—Pic-
ture gave very good satisfaction.—D. F.

Wolfe, Princess theatre, Lansing Iowa.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Miss Lulu Bert, with Lois Wilson.

—

The regular Lecture Course number
didn't show up so I set this in for them.
It may be poss ble that the few high-
brows that compose the Lecture Course
bunch and never attend the movies
thought it O. K.. but ray regulars gave
me a terrible razz.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf,
Trags theatre, Neillsville. Wis.—Small
town patronage.

Forbidden Fruit, a Cecil B. De Mille
production.—Good picture and will satis-

fy the public if you don't raise the price
of admission. I played this at ten and
twenty-five cents. The print was in

good condition. Seven reels.—P. G.
Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Nebr.
—Neighborhood patronage.

White Oak, with William S. Hart.—
Best Hart we played for a long time.
Strong story with plenty of action. A
real seven reel old time Western.—R.
Pfeiffer. Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.
—Neighborhood patronage.

The Law and the Woman, with a
special cast.—Toe much drinking and
cigarette smoking. No picture for a
small town. I can't understand why
the producers cater to drinking and
cigarette smoking so much in certain
pictures. Adm'ssion ten and twenty-five
cents. Print fair. — P. G. Held, Sterling
theatre, Fairmont, Nebr.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Saturday Night, a Cecil B. De Mille
production.—Good picture, but did not
please many of them.—C. W. Langacher,

This Seerns

Trie Way to

| Find It Out
|

H I have been reading your won- =
3 derful trade paper, the "Herald," B
g and can truthfully say that it is J
g much better than the other two I g
g take both put together. "What the g
g Picture Did for Me" is just what g
g every exhibitor should read, and g
B then he can study out a much bet- g
g ter program than by buying pic- g
g tures in a block.

g There are getting to be too many g
B rotten pictures put on the market, g
g called specials, which are not g
g much more than ordinary program g
g pictures. If the salesmen won't g
g be straight about this thing then g
g we must find another way of find- g
g ing it out.

C. M. COX,

Alamo theatre, Pelia, la.
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Here's Buster Keaton in a scene from the comedy "The Love Nest,' presented by
Joseph M. Schenck and distributed by Associated First National.

New Glarus theatre. New Glaiu-., Wis.

—

General patronage.

The Conquest of Cannan. with Thomas
Mcighan.— If you want straight comedy
don't play it. If you want a deep well

laid plot and story, well played, with a

skit of comedy here and there to relieve

it. this feature will do it. I did not see

the first reel so failed to get the leading

lady's name, but say, she is as cute and

sweet as they make them. We played

during the worst snow storm of the year

to less than thirty-five people so lost

lots of money, but no fault of picture.

It will please your best people and the

rough necks will come next time to the

"shoot-em-ups."—Unique theatre, Bricc-

lyn, Minn.—General patronage.

The Bride's Play, with Marion Davies.
— Beautiful and entertaining picture. The
young set did not care much for it.—R.

Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Golem, with a special cast.—Only
about twenty saw it and thank the Lord
that more didn't see it. Where does

Paramount get such stuff?—M. .1
<

kil-

lillan, Crown theatre. Donna. Tex.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Pathe
Dr. Jack, with Harold Lloyd.— Here is

a picture that will please any audience.

Pulled them through one of the worst

rain storms we have ever had. I paid

too much for it to make any money.

—

E D. Luna, Cozy theatre, Lincoln, Ark.
— Neighborhood patronage.

Dr. Jack, with Harold Lloyd.—An orig-

inal comedy that will create many laughs

throughout. We too do not think this is

as good as Grandma's Boy. Business

very poor.—C. W. Langacher, New Gla-

rus theatre New Glarus, Wis.—General

patronage.

Nanook of the North, with a special

cast.—Had the schools work with me on

this and did a good business. The pic-

ture is great. Everyor-e pleased. If

you want a change get this one.—W. H.
Hardman. Royal theatre Frankfort, Kan.
—Small town patronage.

The Killer, with Claire Adams. — A
good action picture. Picture really bet-

ter than the name would indicate.—W. E.

Patterson, Princess theatre, Hettick, 111.

—Small town patronage.

Without Benefit of Clergy, with a spe-

cial cast.—No good. The poorest picture

I had in years.—Ed. J. Fuchs, Fuchs
Opera House, Marion, Wis.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Realart
Jenny Be Good, with Ifar) Miles Min-

ter.—Another 100 per cent picture. —
Unique theatre, Brtcelyn, Minn.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Her Face Value, with W anda Haw ley

Nothing big about this one at all. How-
ever, it is very good program stuff if

you buy it right.—S. G. Ihde, Photoplay
theatre, Ashland, Kan.— Small town pat-

ronage.

Selznick

One Week of Love, with Klainc 11am-

merstein.— If you advertise this and don't

clean up on this picture, there is some-
thing wrong with your business.—Smith

& Beard, Lyric theatre, Waterloo, Ind.

—

Small town patronage.

Love Is an Awful Thing, with Owen
Moore.— I thought it a good picture, but

business was bad. Moore is not overly

popular here and could not overcome the

title and paper— Will K. Winch, Wig-
wam theatre, F.l Paso, Tex.—General

patronage.

Pleasure Seekers, with Elaine Hanimer-
stein.—Just a fair program picture —W.
E. Patterson, Princess theatre, Hettick,

111.—Small town patronage.

Under Oath, with Elaine Hammerstcin.
- Fair picture. The picture I think didn't

end right, but that may have been right.

I would not say much for it. — Wm.
Hinds, Opera House, Odell, Neb. —
Neighborhood patronage.

Under Oath, with Flaine Hammer-
stein.—Picture pleased about SO per cent.

Slump in business conditions here. I

cannot seem to get them in.—Wm. yan
Ahtyne, Strand theatre, Fonda. N. V.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

A Man's Home, with Harry Morey.

—

Not a special but will please them all if

shown at program prices. Photography
and scenery good.—C. H. Simpson. Prin-

cess theatre, Millen, Ga.—General pat-

ronage.

Society Snobs, .with Conway Tearle.

—

This picture seemed to please majority,

as Conway Tearle is liked here.—Smith

Read, Patriot theatre. DeKalb, Tex.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Love's Masquerade, with Conway
Tearle.—A good little program picture.

—

W. E. Patterson, Princess theatre, Het-

tick, 111.—Small town patronage.

Up the Road with Sally, with Con-
stance Talmadge.—Did not have this star

for a long time and she drew good. Big-
gest house on Saturday that I have
played' for some time. Everyone liked it.

Film I had was streaked.—J. W. Heft,
Pastime theatre, Horicon, Wis.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

A Chicken in the Case, with Owen
Moore.—A good one if your patrons want
comedy.—W. E. Patterson, Princess the-
atre, Hettick, 111.—Small town patron-
age.

United Artists
Garrison's Finish, with Jack Pickford.

—This makes what I call crackcrjack en-
tertainment It pleases from beginning to
end. Jack Pickford is very likable in the
role he assumes in this picture and gets
your sympathy at once and maintains it

throughout. Madge Bellamy is very
pretty and fits in this sort of story with
ease and pleases wonderfully well. Busi-
ness average three days. Rental 33 per
cent high.—W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre.
Winchester, Ind.—General patronage.

Little Lord Fauntleroy, with Mary
Pickford.— Here is a masterpiece of the
screen. The finest I have seen to date.
Pleased even the hard-boiled boys who
crave the blood and thunder type, and I

believe that it will please 100 per cent
here, but was unable to secure a repre-
sentative showing because of severe
storm. The fight between Fauntleroy
and the usurper is a positive WOW and
the whole is unusually good.—M. Hill-
ycr. Pastime theatre. Reserve, Kan.

—

Small town patronage.

Orphans of the Storm, a D. W. Grif-
fith production.—A 100 per cent picture.
Lost money. Best one I ever had. Lent
and sickness the cause. A big town pic-
ture—not a small town picture.—Jess Lc
Brim. Cort theatre, Decatur, Ind. —
Neighborhood patronage.

Universal
The Gentleman from America, with

Hoot Gibson.— I don't get any better
program pictures than this one. Pleased
loo per cent. Just enough comedy in this
»nc to put it over in the right way. First
time we have played this star, but he
pleased them all.—C. H. Simpson, Prin-
cess theatre, Millen, Ga.—General pat-
ronage.

TRIMMED, with Hoot Gibson.—
If you want one that hat got the
pep in it, book this one. Like all of
Hoot's pictures, it gets 'em coming
and going. Played this one on Sat-
urday night and seriously delayed
two basket ball games. — CLYDE
ALLEN, Casino theatre, Antwerp,
N. Y.

The First Degree, with Frank Mayo.

—

An excellent clean feature. Pleased 100-

per cent. Had to use the S. R. O. sign.

New print. Photography fine.—H. E.

Holben, Olympic theatre, Lenox, Iowa.

—

General patronage.

The Jilt, with a special cast. — Well
dressed production, but slow. Oh, Boy,
it's draggy. and also rain from start to

finish. Lay off. Five reels. Ten and twen-
ty-five cents.— F. E. Sabin, Majestic the-

atre, Eureka, Mont.—Small town pat-

ronage.

The Flaming Hour, with Frank Mayo.
—A well mounted melodrama with the

big scene laid in a fireworks factory
which leads up to a most sensational ex-

plosion scene that is well done. The
story is worth while.—Ben L. Morris.
Olympic theatre. Bellaire, Ohio.—General
patronage.

The Flirt, with a special cast.—A pic-

ture that will draw the crowds. Buy it,.
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Imory Johnson's

( iant Epic of the Screen

i out to break the combined
cords of Barnum & Bailey,

ingling Bros., Sells-Floto,

agenback - Wallace, Bos-
ck's and all other BIG

i oney - getting attractions,

iist and present.

Presented by P. A. POWERS

DISTRIBUTED BY

FILM ROOKING pwFFICES
OF JD AMERICA \J INC.

723 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK CITY

EXCHANGES EVERYWHERE

Sales Office United Kingdom, R-C Pictures Corporation
26-27 D'Arblay Street, Wardour St., London, W. 1, England
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but be careful what you pay for it, advice

to small town exhibitors.—Jess Le Brun,

Cort theatre, Decatur, Ind.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Ghost Patrol, with a special cast.

—Good picture. Fair business. Extra ad-
vertising.—Hugh G. Martin, American
theatre, Columbus, Ga.—General patron-

age.

The Kentucky Derby, with Reginald
Denny.— Here's a bear of an audience
picture. Lots of action and horse race

gets 'em on the edge of the seat. Six
reels. Fifteen and thirty-five cents.—F.

E. Sabin, Majestic theatre, Eureka, Mont.
—Small town patronage.

The Kentucky Derby, with Reginald
Denny.—Action, print, plot, photography,
titled-good. Everyone will like something
in it. If you have played any of The
Leather Pushers Denny alone could put

this over. If you haven't then get a
Round or two and cash in on "K. D."

—

M. M. Tuttle, Park theatre, Livingston,

Wis.—General patronage.

The Kentucky Derby, with Reginald
Denny.—Lost money on this one. Small
crowd the first night, less the second
night. The title is fine, but not much
better than a program picture.—Jess Lc
Brun, Cort theatre, Decatur, Ind. —
Neighborhood patronage.

The Black Bag, with Herbert Rawlin-
son.—A picture of high entertainment
value which pleased all classes and got
me some money. Ran it with episode 13

of "Buffalo Bill" and figured the thir-

teen an unlucky number, but Rawlinson
had his rabbit foot with him.—C. H.
Bills, Opera House, Lenora, Kan. —
Small town patronage.

Kindled Courage, with Hoot Gibson.

—

Good picture. Good business. Something
different for Hoot. Ordinary advertising.

—Hugh G. Martin, American theatre,

Columbus, Ga.—General patronage.

Kindled Courage, with Hoot Gibson.

—

Hoot always gets good crowds here.

Patrons well pleased. Had many com-
ments on picture.—J. A. Wright, Lyric
theatre, Molalla, Ore. — Small town pat-

ronage.

Under Two Flags, with Priscilla Dean.
—A very good picture, but somehow I

cannot make good with Priscilla Dean.
Not as good drawing card as I antici-

pated.— B. C. Brown, Temple theatre,

Viroqua, Wis.—General patronage.

Under Two Flags, with Priscilla Dean.
—This picture is fair, but lost money
just the same. Be careful what you pay
for it and you might break even for a

small town.—Jess Le Brun, Cort theatre,

Decatur, Ind.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Girl Who Ran Wild, with Gladys
Walton.—Below normal. Poor business.

—

Hugh G. Martin, American theatre, Co-
lumbus, Ga.—General patronage.

The Girl Who Ran Wild, with Gladys
Walton.— Fair picture. This star has lost

her drawing power here, owing to the

fact we played a few poor ones she made.
—Geo. J. Kress, Hudson theatre. Roches-
ter, N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Married Flapper, with Marie Pre-
vost.—An excellent picture for Marie
Prevost. Should please any audience. A
picture with a plot. Print in good condi-
tion.—E. W. Harrell. Royal theatre, Ri-
son, Ark.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Married Flapper, with Marie Pre-
vost.—One of Universal's regular pro-
gram pictures. Will get by.—L. V. Feld-
man, Orpheum theatre, Pipestone, Minn.
—General patronage.

Broad Daylight, with a special cast.

—

Good picture, but did not draw well.

Extra advertising. — Hugh G. Martin,

American theatre, Columbus, Ga.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Broad Daylight, with a special cast.

—

A crook play. Did not appeal to my
audience. Not up to Universal's average
program.—B. C. Brown, Temple theatre,

Viroqua, Wis.—General patronage.

The Scarlet Car, with Herbert Raw-
linson.—Good program picture. Get very
few bad ones from Universal. Good busi-

ness. Extra advertising.—Hugh G. Mar-
tin, American theatre, Columbus, Ga.

—

General patronage.

The Scarlet Car, with Herbert Raw-
linson.—A fine program picture. Will
please where Rawlinson is liked.—J. W.
Andresen, Rialto theatre, Cozad, Neb.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Human Hearts, with House Peters.

—

On the strength of The Storm Universal
charges the same high rental for Human
Hearts. Result a dismal failure at the
box office. A good picture if bought
within reason. — B. C. Brown. Temple
theatre, Viroqua, Wis.—General patron-
age.

Human Hearts, with House Peters.

—

An excellent offering for small town the-

atres. Pleased everybody. Many com-
ments on the good characters and strong
story. Business good first day at ten
and thirty-five cents.—R. Pfciffer, Prin-
cess theatre, Chilton, Wis. — Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Wolf Law, with Frank Mayo.—Good
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New Ones I

Have Seen
BELLA DONNA (Paramount)

with Pola Negri. — Directed by
George Fitzmaurice. Thii feature

it assured entertainment of high
calibre. Direction well handled
with story at all timet obvious.
Settings and photography could
hardly be improved upon. Pola
Negri has excellent support in

g Conway Tearle, Conrad Nagle and
Lois Wilson. Acting of Pola Negri
wonderful under American direc-

tion. Not to be compared with her
European features as it is in a class

by itself. We predict it one of the
big pictures of the year.—RYAN &

I KUNDERT, Empress theatre, Ber-

y esford, S. D.

1 MR. BILLINGS SPENDS HIS
I DIME (Paramount) with Walter |
II Hiers.—A farce comedy type of

H South American Republic romance

H which makes interesting entertain- S
= ment. Jacqueline Logan does "'

pf splendid work, while Robert Mc- g
H Kim, Joseph Swickard and the g
H o hers are quite satisfactory. — fj

| RYAN & KUNDERT, Empress J
g theatre, Beresford, S. D.

I NOBODY'S MONEY (Para- j
15 mount) with Jack Holt.—Saw this if

3 one from the patron's point of §|

= view and will say it is a good pro- H
g gram picture (and played as such), g
g Personally I do not like Jack Holt g
H as an actor, but otherwise this one =
H is O. K. Holt can never hope to §§

g gain the place of Wallie Reid in
fjj

H the hearts of picturegoers, as he p
U simply can't deliver the goods. =
§j Boy, if Wallie had had this story m
= it would have been a knockout.— jl

1 M. HILLYER, Pastime theatre, m
p Reserve, Kas.
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picture. Good business. Extra advertis-

ing.—Hugh G. Martin, American theatre,

Columbus, Ga.—General patronage.

Top o' the Morning, with Gladys Wal-
ton.—Just a good picture. Photography
too dark but print was in good shape.
W ill get you by.—E. D. Luna, Cozy the-

atre, Lincoln, Ark.— Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

The Lone Hand, with Hoot Gibson.

—

A good western filled with action. How-
ever, Universal ought to let Hoot do
more stunts showing his horsemanship.
When it comes to making flying mounts
Hoot has 'em all stopped. — Win. E.
Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.
—Small town patronage.

The Scrapper, with Herbert Rawlinson.
—Never had a kick on this one. Didn't
see it myself.—S. G. Ihde, Photoplay the-

atre, Ashland, Kan.—Small town patron-
age.

The Lavender Bath Lady, with Gladys
Walton.—Good program picture. Ordi-
nary picture. Ordinary business. Regular
patronage.—Hugh G. Martin. American
theatre, Columbus, Ga. — General pat-

ronage.

The Lavender Bath Lady, with Gladys
Walton.— Atiother hit for Gladys. Pleased
all who came. Just broke even on this

one as it rained all day and then turned
into a blizzard.—H. E. Holben, Olympic
theatre, Lenox, Iowa.—General patron-
age.

The Altar Stairs, with Frank Mayo.

—

Good picture, better than many so-called

specials. Good business. Regular adver-
tising.—Hugh G. Martin, American the-

atre, Columbus, Ga.—General patronage.

The Altar Stairs, with Frank Mayo.—
A good action picture with excellent pho-
tography. However, there is a Catholic
strain running through the picture which
did not appeal to my patrons. Why don't

the reviewers label these pictures "fish"

or "raw meat," so we can dodge this

stuff?—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre,

Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

The Storm, with House Peters.—One
of the best Northwoods pictures. A pic-

ture that did not cost a great deal to
make. Only five people in cast, but it

beats a lot of the million dollar specials

at the box office. You can boost it big.

—

Steve Farrar, Orpheum theatre, Harris-
burg, 111.—General patronage.

A Dangerous Game, with Gladys Wal-
ton. — Ordinary picture and business.

Ordinary advertising.—Hugh G. Martin,
American theatre, Columbus, Ga.—Gen-
eral patronage.

The Bear Cat, with Hoot Gibson.—
Good. Some exhibitors call this a bad
picture but I personally call this a first

class picture. Good and plenty of action.

—Wm. Hinds, Opera House, Odell, Neb.
—Neighborhood patronage.

The Loaded Door, with Hoot Gibson.
—Good picture. Fine business. Regular
advertising.—Hugh G. Martin, American
theatre, Columbus, Ga.— General patron-
age.

The Delicious Little Devil, with Mae
Murray—It's a lemon, as everyone was
fooled. Nothing but the title. Poor busi-

ness second night.—M. J. Gilfillan, Crown
theatre, Donna, Tex.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

The Golden Gallows, with Miss du-
Pont.—A nice little picture, but Miss du-
J?ont will never make a star. Film in

good condition. — L. V. Feldman. Or-
pheum theatre, Pipestone, Minn.—General
patronage.

Headin' West, with Hoot Gibson.—

A

fine picture. Hoot is the ideal out door
star. Good luck to Hoot.—J. A. Wright,
Lyric theatre, Molalla, Ore.—Small town
patronage.
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Vitagraph
You Never Know, with Earlc Wil-

liams.—Good picture. Marie Williams is

good in this one. Coy Watson, Jr., is

next to Jackie Coogan. Some dog that

he has with him, too.— L. P. Stubblefield,

Hartsville theatre, Hartsvillc, Tenn. —
Neighborhood patronage.

with Alice Calhoun.

—

of those nice little pic-

enjoys. Admission ten
cents. Print in good
Held, Sterling theatre,

-Neighborhood patron-

The Rainbow,
Five reels. One
tures everybody
and twenty-five
condition.—P. G.
Fairmont, Neb.-
age.

My Wild Irish Rose, with Pauline
Starke.—A corking good picture. Many
favorable comments. Pleased 90 per cent.

—J. A. Emery, Star theatre, Bar Har-
bor, Me.—Neighborhood patronage.

My Wild Irish Rose, with Pauline
Starke.—A very good picture, but noth-
ing about it strong enough for the second
or third night drawing. They see it, say
it is good, and promptly forget all about
it. On a three night run lost enough
to buy two good pictures. I do not
understand why this flopped so terribly,

as I went the limit on advertising.—J. J.

Kudlacck, Swan theatre. Swanton, Neb.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Where Men Are Men, with William
Duncan.—A good Western. Pleased my
audience, and that's what we are trying

to buy.—Unique theatre, Bricelyn. Minn.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Steelheart, with William Duncan. —
Good Western. First Duncan for some
time. Lots of action.—Will F. Taddiken.
Elite theatre, Morganville, Kan.— Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Bring Him In, with Earle Williams.

—

Good picture. Poor business.—Hugh G.
Martin, American theatre, Columbus, Ga.
—General patronage.

Diamonds Adrift, with larle Williams.
—Another program picture that gave sat-

isfaction.—W. E. Patterson, Princess
theatre, Hettick, 111.—Small town pat-

ronage.

No Defense, with William Duncan.

—

Six reels. This is a good picture. Clean
and not that shooting-up kind of a West-
ern. My patrons all liked Duncan in this

one. Admission ten and twenty-five cents.

Print in good condition.—P. G. Held.
Sterling theatre. Fairmont, Neb.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

No Defense, with William Duncan.

—

Duncan draws well for me and Vitagraph
has always given me a square deal and
that is more than I can say for some
of the others.—W. E. Patterson, Prin-
cess theatre, Hettick, 111.—Small town
patronage.

Received Payment, with Corinne Grif-

fith.— Ordinary picture. Poor business.

Ordinary advertising.—Hugh G. Martin,
American theatre, Columbus, Ga.—Gen-
eral patronage.

State Rights
More to Be Pitied than Scorned (C. B.

C), with a special cast.—This is a good
one. As pretty a fight in the last reel as
you would wish to see. On the whole a

well balanced program above the average,
although a little overdrawn. — B. C.

Brown. Temple theatre. Yiroqua, Wis.

—

General patronage.

A Motion to Adjourn (Arrow), with
Roy Stewart.—Good picture, but over-
drawn at intervals. Good business. Ex-
tra advertising.—Hugh G. Martin, Amer-
ican theatre, Columbus, Ga.—General pat-
ronage.

F'esh and Blood (W. P. E. C), with

Eon Chaney.—Picture pleased my pa-
trons. Not a big special, but the story is

good and the acting by Chaney is fine.

—

W. H. Hardman, Royal theatre, Frank-
fort. Kan.—Small town patronage.

Sure Fire Flint (Mastodon), with
Johnny Hines.—Here's a real picture that
will please anywhere. More laughs than
any picture I ever ran. Buy it. Step on
it. Tell your patrons you have a real

show. Make them believe it. Get them
in and they will all go out with a smile.

The film was in very good condition
and pleased all. Sickness and bad roads
kept this from going very big.— F. H.
Meierbachtol, Elysian theatre, Elysian,
Minn.—General patronage.

Sure Fire Flint (Mastodon), with
Johnny Hines.— Ripping comedy and ac-
tion galore. Last part inconsistent, but
they liked it immensely just the same.

—

S. M. Southworth, American theatre.

Canton, N. V.—Neighborhood and col-

lege patronage.

Heroes of the Street (Warner Bros.),
with Wesley Barry.— Better picture by
tar than School Days. This is a special.

Very good and will please all who sec
it.— L. V. Feldman

,
Orpheum theatre

Pipestone, Minn.— General patronage.

What's Wrong with the Women?
(Equity) with a special cast.—Very good
picture and a wonderful story. One that

pleases. Advertise it big and you need
not be afraid to hang around and bid
your patrons good night.—Geo. J. Kress,
Hudson theatre, Rochester. N. Y. —
Neighborhood patronage.

What's Wrong with the Women?
(Equity), with a special cast.—A good
title and pleasing picture. True to life

as possible. Everyone should clean up on
it.—M. J. Gilfillan, Crown theatre, Don-
na, Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.

What's Wrong with the Women?
( Equity), with a special cast.—Well done
dramatic production. Lots of suspense
and does not drag.—S. M. Southworth.
American theatre. Canton, N. Y.—Neigh-
borhood and college patronage.

Peaceful Peters (Arrow), with William
Fairbanks.— Ordinary W estern. Ordinary
business. Regular advertising.—Hugh G.

CHARLIE MURRAY in a scene from
the All Star C. C. Burr comedy, "The
Life of Reilly."

Martin, American theatre, Columbus, Ga.—General patronage.

Ten Nights in a Bar Room (Arrow),
with John Lowell. — Went over good
with saloon lobby display, bar fixtures,

bartender, etc.—S. H. Borisky, American
theatre, Chattanooga, Tenn.— Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Splendid Lie (Arrow), with Grace
Davison.—Good picture, but did not suit

my class of patronage. Extra advertising.—Hugh G. Martin, American theatre,

Columbus, Ga.—General patronage.

Burn 'Em Up Barnes (Burr), with
Johnnie Hines.—Here is a real six reel

comedy. The boy is clever and the titles

were screams. If any one kicks on this

show they need a bottle of Tanlac.— R.
Ross Riley, Wigwam theatre, Oberlin,
Kan.—General patronage.

Rounding Up the Law (Aywon), with
Big Boy W illiams.—The last of the scr-

ies and am glad they are over. Bum
direction. Regular advertising. — Hugh
G. Martin, American theatre, Columbus,
Ga.—General patronage.

Black Panther's Cub (Equity), with
Florence Reed.—Where did they get this,

anyway? For your sake, if you have it

booked, shelve it. — C. W. Langacher,
New Glarus theatre, New Glarus, Wis.

—

General patronage.

Sparks of Flint (Arrow), with Jack
Hoxic. — Good Western and they like

Hoxie here. Good business. Regular ad-
vertising.—Hugh G. Martin, American
theatre, Columbus, Ga.— General patron-
age.

I Am the Law (Affil. Dist.), with Alice
Lake.—Seven reels. A very good North-
ern mounted police picture that will

please almost 100 per cent. It has as
good a cast as any picture I have played.
Admission ten and thirty cents. Print in

No. 1 condition. — P. G. Held, Sterling
theatre, Fairmont, Neb.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Back to Yellow Jacket (Arrow), with
Roy Stewart.—Good picture. Good busi-
ness. They like Stewart here. Extra
advertising.—Hugh G. Martin, American
theatre. Columbus, Ga.—General patron-
age.

The Broken Spur (Arrow), with Jack
Hoxie.—A very good Western, but not
up to Jack's standard. Pleased about 50
per cent.— E. D. Lima, Cozy theatre, Lin-
coln, Ark.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Price of Youth (Arrow), with
Neva Gerber.—Ordinary picture. Poor
business. Regular advertising.—Hugh G.
Martin, American theatre, Columbus, Ga.
—General patronage.

The Light of Western Stars (United),
with Franklyn Farnum.—An old film,

but in good shape and a dandy picture.
Good business. Zane Grey pictures are
all money makers.—R. Ross Riley, Wig-
wam theatre, Oberlin, Kan.—General pat-
ronage.

The Jack Rider (Aywon), with Big
Boy Williams.—Best picture in the set

ies. Ordinary advertising.—Hugh G. Mai
tin. American theatre, Columbus, Ga.

—

General patronage.

Why Girls Leave Home (Warner
Bros.), with Anna Q. Nilsson. — A pow-
erful picture well acted and directed, al-

though our honorable censor board cut
it up quite a bit. It is really a special.

—

R. Ross Riley, Wigwam theatre. Oberlin,
Kan.—General patronage.

Western Firebrands (Aywon), with
Big Boy Williams.—Poor picture. Will
be glad when this series is completed.
Regular advertising.—Hugh G. Martin,
American theatre, Columbus, Ga.—Gen-
eral patronage.

A Child for Sale (Graphic), with a spe-
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cial cast.—Oo-la-la, what a humdinger
for a little town. Story and continuity

handled a trifle crudely, but say how
they ate the high cost of living preach-

ment contained therein. The part of the

profiteer's wife is marvelously over acted,

but she got by very satisfactorily. Price

very reasonable and print in A-l condi-

tion, from Omaha. Here's one you can't

go wrong on if you don't raise admission
prices.—M. Hilyer, Pastime theatre, Re-
serve, Kan.—Small town patronage.

A Yankee Go Getter (Arrow), with
Neva Gerber.—Poor picture and busi-

ness. Regular advertising. — Hugh G.
Martin, American theatre, Columbus, Ga.
— General patronage.

School Days (Warner Bros.), with
Wesley Barry.—On a two day run this

lost me money at ten and twenty-five
cents. Went the limit on advertising. It

grossed fairly well, but the exchange got

the receipts for film rental and advertis-

ing. Print in poor condition. The pic-

ture is pretty weak, but the star's com-
edy in it puts it across so that it satisfies.

Just half what I paid for it. I would
consider a fair rental price for it.—J. J.

Kudlacek, Swan theatre, Swanton, Neb.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Across the Border (Aywon), with Big
Boy Williams.—Poor picture. Poor busi-
ness. Regular advertising.—Hugh G.
Martin. American theatre. Columbus. Ga.
—General patronage.

Serials

Nan of the North (Arrow), with Ann
Little.—A serial made in and about Yel-
lowstone Park with lots of unusual scen-
ery. On fourth chapter and it !s holding
the interest. Usual type of Western
story with a thrill suspense at the end
of each chapter.—Ben L. Morris. Olym-
pic, theatre, Bellaire, Ohio.—General pat-
ronage.

The Fighting Trail (Yitagraph). with
William Duncan.—Xot much of a serial.

Don't draw for us and the prints are
bad. Don't book reissues of any kind.
Too many new ones that ere better.—E.
D. Luna, Cozy theatre. Lincoln, Ark.

—

Xeighborhood patronage.

Short Subjects

Aesop's Fables (Pathe).—They have
all the other stuff in their line backed off

the boards.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf Trags
theatre. Xeillsville, Wis. — Small town
patronage.

C. C. Burr Comedies (Hodkinson).
with Charles Murray.—Have run only
two of these good comedies, but they
sure are there with real laugh produc-
tion. Ran Four Orphans and The Social
Error.—C. H. Bills, Opera House. Lenora
Kan.—Small town patronage.

The Leather Pushers (L'niversal), with
Reginald Denny.—This will bring out all

the cranks and critics. It pleased all

that followed it. Good stuff.—M. J. Gil-
fillan. Crown theatre, Donna. Tex. —
Xeighborhood patronage.

The Leather Pushers (L'niversal). with
Reginald Denny.—Yery good.—Ed. J.
Fuchs. Fuchs Opera House, Marion. Wis.—Xeighborhood patronage.

Lloyd Reissues (Pathe), with Harold
Lloyd.—Show one each week with my
serial. 99 per cent good. Why I should
be asked from thirty to fifty times as
much for one of Lloyd's five reel feat-
ures is beyond me. As a matter of fact
I will not show him at any such foolish
prices.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf. Trags the-
atre. Xeillsville, Wis.—Small town pat-
ronage.

Our Gang Comedies (Pathe). — Xot
much plot or story to these comedies.
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but if you want actually clean, clever kid

comedies buy Our Gang. Xo slapstick,

just good wholesome fun.—Horn & Mor-
gan, Star theatre. Hay Springs, Xeb.

Semon Comedies (Yitagraph). with
Larry Semon.—Will strengthen and often

put over some programs. All good.—S.

H. Borisky. American theatre. Chatta-
nooga. Tenn.—Xeighborhood patronage.

Urban Movie Chats (Hodkinson). —
Have shown nearly forty of these to date
and they are A 1 entertainment.—Unique
theatre. Bricelyn, Minn.—Xeighborhood
patronage.

The Pilgrim- ( F. X.). with Charles
Chaplin.—It's the same old Chaplin. He
gets many laughs, and while the picture

does not class with The Kid it's a great

comedy, and if not bought too high will

get the money for you.—Steve Farrar.

Orpheum theatre, Harrisburg. 111.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Rob 'Em Good (Metro), with Bull

Montana.—Had them walk out on this

one.—D. F. Wolfe. Princess theatre.

Lansing. Iowa. — Xeighborhood patron-
age.

The Pale Cat < F. B. O.), with Dan
Mason.—We have used several of these
comedies and they are very satisfactory.

—Roy McMinn. Capitol theatre. Superior.
Wis.—General patronage.

Love Taps (Federated), with Monty
Banks.—Dandy comedy. This is one that

makes your audience laugh. — Geo. T.

Kress. Hudson theatre. Rochester. X. Y.
—Xeighborhood patronage.

The Boat (F. X.). with Buster Keaton.
—Splendid comedy. It is original and
clean.—W. H. Hardman. Royal theatre.

Frankfort, Kan.—Small town patronage.

Spooks (Educational), with Jack White.

—Great comedy. Xot very often do we
get a comedy that is as full of acting as

this one.— Geo. J. Kress, Hudson theatre.

Rochester, X. V.—Xeighborhood patron-

age.

Salome vs. Shenandoah ( Paramount), a

Mack Sennett comedy.—Best Sennett

comedy I ever used. Old, but worth run-

ning—S. G. Ihde. Photoplay theatre,

Ashland. Kan.—Small town patronage.

THE BIG SHOW (Pathe) with
Our Gang.—When they make any
better they'll be sent out in gold

cans with special escort.—M. M.
TUTTLE, Parke theatre, Living-

ston, Wis.

The Boat (F. X.), with Buster Keaton.

—Yery good.—R. Pteiffer. Princess the-

atre. Chilton, Wis.—Xe.ghborhood pat-

ronage.

The Eskimo > Fox), with Clyde Cook.
--Yery weak comedy that did not please.

Too slow.—Smith Read, Patriot theatre,

DeKalb. Tex.—Xeighborhood patronage.

Step Forward (F. X.), with Ben Tur-
pin.—Good comedy. First good one we
had of star. All Turpin's and Sennett's

nothing to brag about.—R. Pfeiffer, Prin-

cess theatre, Chilton, Wis.—Xeighbor-
hood patronage.

This Wife Business (Made in Woman's
Home Companion better pictures drive). A
two reeler by Alice Ames Winters, presi-

dent of the General Federation of Wo-
men's Clubs. Has special appeal to

women along semi-humorous lines that

will do for a comedy. Has big exploita-

tion possibilities and should be run in

cities where there are women's affiliated

clubs and theatres with woman patron-

age.—Ben L. Morris, Temple theatre,

Bellaire. Ohio.—General patronage.

The Grass Widow (F. B. O.), with
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Dan Mason.—These Pop Tuttle come-
dies are sure making a hit with my pa-
trons—T. W. Young, Jr., Frances the-
atre, Dyersburg, Tenn.—Neighborhood
patronage.

One Terrible Day (I'athe). with Our
Gang.—Didn't go over as good as I had
expected it would. First time in four
years of show business that I had people
get up and leave before the comedy was
over. Can't understand it. Others said
very good, so there you are.—G. F. Re-
diske. Star theatre, Ryegate, Mont.—Small
town patronage.'

The Suitor (Vitagraph), with Larry
Simon.—One of the good ones that pro-
duced a lot of laughs.—C. H. Lawrence.
Plaza theatre, Dundee, Iowa.—Small
town patronage.

Rolling Stones (Educational), with
Lloyd Hamilton.—A fair comedy. This
is not as good as most of Ham's come-
dies.—J. W. Andresen, Rialto theatre,
Cozad, Ncbr.—Neighborhood patronage.

Nothing Like It (Educational).

—

Nothing to it.—C. F. Kriegbaum. Para-
mount theatre, Rochester, Ind.—General
patronage.

Captain Kidd's Kids (A.-E.), with Har-
old Lloyd.—Lloyd always a sure bet.

Good short subjects pay and help put
over a weak feature.—H. M. Retz,
Strand theatre, Lamont, Iowa.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Stung (Pathe), with Johnny Jones.

—

Very poor comedy. Nothing to it. —
Adolph Kohn, Pastime theatre, Gran-
ville, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

Spooks ( Kducational), with Lige Con-
ley.—Good comedy.—C. F. Kriegbaum,
Paramount theatre, Rochester, Ind.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Step Lively Please (Fox), a Sunshine
comedy.—Very poor comedy. Not up to
standard at all.—G. Stresser Sons, Em-
blem theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Show (Vitagraph), with Larry Se-
mon.—Not quite so much slapstick in this

comedy, but expensive sets and costumes
together with Semon's inimitable acting
puts it over in satisfactory style.—Horn
and Morgan, Star theatre. Hay Springs,
Ncbr.—Small town patronage.

The Fall Guy (Vitagraph), with Larry
Semon.—A good slapstick comedy. I

can recommend all Larry Semon two reel

comedies as good where slapstick is

wanted.—Adolph Kohn, Pastime theatre,

Granville, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

Semon Comedies (Vitagraph), with
Larry Semon.—Larry is there with the

goods every time. He would jump from
the top of the Woolworth Building to get

a laugh.—L. G. Beecher, New Lyndon
theatre. Lyndonville, N. Y.—Small town
patronage.

Peg O' the Movies (Universal), with
Baby Peggy.—Showed a number of her

former releases on my serial nights when
there were plenty of kids in the audience
to supply the laughter. Showed this to

my Sunday night crowd as an added
feature and there wasn't a giggle during
the entire two reels. Do not consider
this as good as either The Little Rascal
or Little Miss Mischief. Carl must have
strained himself a little to hang his

"Jewel" sign on these. If the next one,

Sweetie, doesn't go over any better than
this one, I'll stick the balance of them in

on my serial nights again. — Wm. E.
Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.
—Small town patronage.

The Pest (Metro), with Stan Laurel.

—

Fairly good comedy. Better than the first

three that he made.—Smith Read, Patriot

theatre, De Kalb, Tex.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Step This Way (Educational).—Very
good comedy.— C. W. Langacher, New
Glarus theatre, New Glarus, Wis.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Have for Sale

Several theatres now operating

Good proposition for individual who could give
personal attention. Write for particulars. A. F.,

Room 304. 41 Park Row, N. Y. City

(m BULL DOG4» FILM CEMENT
IULL D06/j "the old reliable"
PU CEHUTtj

jjj Your Supply Dealer has It

The Greatest Achierrment
in Tktatre Organ Building

SMITH UNIT ORGAN CO.
Manufacturer! of High-Grade ELECTRO-

PNEUMATIC PIPE ORGANS for

Theatre and Home.
413-419 W. ERIE ST. CHICACO, ILL.

CLASSIFIED

Five Cents per Word Payable
in Advance. Minimum Charge,

$1.00

THEATRES FOR SALE
FOR SALE: The Majestic Theatre Building,

Mansfield, Ohio. New, modern, absolutely fire

proof property in this seven day city. Population
35,000 and growing fast. Theatre has best equip-
ment obtainable including two manual fifteen stop,

Kimball organ, and the latest heating and cooling
system, all in the most perfect condition. Seati
850. Building has two store rooms bringing steady
rental. Owners have interests requiring all their

attention. Sale price $200,000, cash for clear title

to entire property. VV. A. Partello, manager, Box
358, Mansfield, Ohio.

FOR SALE: Theatre. Only movie in town of
3.500. Fully equipped. Long lease. Particulars
on request to responsible party. Address C. M.
Cox, Pclla, la.

FOR SALE: Trade or lease moving picture
theatre in good town. Write Will Viscr, Madison-
ville, Texas.

LEASE WANTED
WANTED: Would lease theatre with option

to buy in small city 8,000 to 15,000 population.
Pictures or combination. State particulars. Write
D. Krieger, 26 Walnut street, Batavia, N. Y.

MANAGER AVAILABLE
WANTED: Experienced manager-publicity man

desires position with theatre that requires business

building; gilt-edge references. Address Box 99,

care of Exhibitors Herald.

MR. EXHIBITOR
WANTED: Position as manager or assistant.

Six years' experience in large city houses, vaude-

ville, pictures, musical comedies, high grade stock.

Desires to change. Best references. Press books

sent upon request. Address "Manager," care of

Exhibitors Herald.

PROJECTION PROBLEMS
WESLEY TROUT projection and electrical ex-

pert. Questions answered on all projection or

electrical problems. Charges reasonable. Equip-

ments installed. Address all mail to Exhibitors

Herald, 407 South Dearborn street. Chicago, 111.

"I can remedy your projection trouble."
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ifyou believe in signs/
BOOK it and profit, because, according to

Film Daily, "The Carter De Haven Com-
edies of domestic life should be increasing in

popularity, for they are very delightful,

wholesome and clean comedy numbers, suit-

able to any program and capable of amus-

ing." You can't ask any more of any comedy,
Mr. Showman, and for consistently high-

grade comedy, with occasionally an EXCEP-
TIONALLY excellent release like "Private
—Keep Off," the Carter De Haven Comedies
have no peer. Prove it to the satisfaction of

your own till—NOW

!

Presented by P. A. Powers

DISTRIBUTED BY

ILM DOOKING
OF AMERICA
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723 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK CITY
EXCHANGES EVERYWHERE
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A Story of Studio Life

Souls for Sale
(Continued from page 20)

the dust by whispering, "You have noth-
ing fit to wear." Otherwise the conquest
of the world would not have been left to

blundering, hesitant males.
Mem went into the house. The moon

was all very well for beautiful moods,
but it was impracticable; it did not pro-

vide <the wardrobe for the deeds it in-

spired.

She went into the house like a prisoner

granted a little exercise in a walled yard,

then driven back to her cell. She was
awake in her perplexities when Leva and
her friends came home. The young men
raided the ice box, then went their way.

Leva was so drowsy that she could
hardly get her hair down, but she sat on
the edge of Mem's bed and discussed the

future.

Leva advised new duds by all means,
and offered to have them charged to her

own account until Mem could find a job

and begin to pay. It was harrowing to

Mem to think that she must take on a

burden of large debt before she could

hope for small wages. But the need was
imperative.
The next morning Mem acquired on

tick the brief trousseau of a little business

bride. Then she went to the studio with

Leva and was assigned without delay to

the laboratory projection room at twenty-

five dollars a week. A hundred pretty

actresses got no jobs at all, for they were
seeking glory and wealth.

The size of the studio astounded Mem.
It was a vast factory. This company's
assets were thirteen million dollars; its

last year's gross income eight millions.

In a score of years a toy unknown before

had become the fifth largest industry in

the world, a mammoth target for every

sort of critic.

And now Mem had entered the ma-
chine shop, if not the art.

CHAPTER IX

ALL day she sat in a dark room and ran a

little projecting machine that poured

forth moving pictures before her on a little

private screen. She must watch out for

typographical errors, a "to" for a "too," a

slip of grammar, a mistake in an actor's or

a character's name. Her common school

education was good enough for this, though

it was by no means so marvelous as Leva

had told her employers it was.

Later Mem was permitted to study the

films for blemishes, scratches, dust specks,

bad printing, bad tinting, bad assembly, bad

any one of a score of things.

There were five other young women besides

Leva engaged at the same task, each with

her little projection machine and her little

screen and her little picture racing ahead of

her past the continual night of the labora-

tory. At one end of the projection room
was a larger screen for the laboratory chief

(a learned scientist) and his assistants and

occasional directors who came with prob-

lems of photography requiring immediate

solution.

The conversation was in a foreign lan-

guage to Mem, but the jargon grew gradu-

ally familiar and she kept an eager ear alert

for information. She decided to master the

trade in every detail.

It was fascinating at first—a strange and

fairy business.

Like a chorus of girls at spinning wheels
these maids sat and unrolled from the magic
distaff romance unending and of infinite

variety.

Mem was supposed to keep her mind on
her own screen, but it was impossible not
to glance at the other pictures. Now there

was a glittering flood of waters roaring

almost audibly through a canon, and in

them a spun and tormented canoe thai

finally flung into the waves a fugitive

woman and cast her on the rocks. Some
one told her that so great an actress as

Mary Aldcn had spent thirty minutes in

those icy waters while they photographed
the scene. This went by again and again
in different "takes" by different cameras, as

if Miss Alden had been killed and brought
to life again repeatedly to respond to en-
cores of death.

Over against this tremendous rush of

nature there appeared suddenly a yet more
thrilling cataract of human passions, a
battle in a Chinese den, where frenzied

criminals, Chinese and half-castes and
policemen, struck and stabbed and shot and
broke over one another's heads furniture of

exquisite carving or hurtled from ornate

balconies and splintered embroidered screens

and jeweled idols ; Lon Chancy leered and
Med and let demoniac thoughts flicker across

his mask.
Parallel with this flowed a torrent of

luxury, a reception in a home of wealth,

designed by Cedric Gibbons, lover of arches

and interlaced perspectives; beautiful

women in gleaming dresses danced or
listened to love stories or let tears drip like

diamonds upon their fans of white peacock-

feathers.

A vast mountain range shouldered the

clouds aside and a posse of vigilantes chased
a pack of desperadoes on desperate horses
or desperadoes chased Tom Mix as a fugi-

tive hero who sent his broncho leaping, slid-

ing, galloping down cliffs and up ravines,

a swallow darting away from falcons.

In a closeup of huge detail, Will Rogers's

whimsical face twisted with cowboy impu-
dence and embarrassment and pathetic wit.

In another, the cinematographic features

of Helenc Chadwick exploited her subtlest

moods in a language that could not be mis-

understood ; or Gaude Gillingwater's Jovian
brows struggled with big emotions or

Richard Dix's stalwart humor flourished.

He was whisked away, and a low come-
dian took his place with high antics of most
ancient glory, the horseplay that the new
critics have always denounced and the

classics have always adored : the knock-
about assaults on dignity, the physical

satires on pomposity that delighted yEschy-
lus no less than Aristophanes, Cervantes,

Shakespeare, Goethe, all the big men who
were not afraid of fun and understood that

there is less wisdom in a strut than in a

caper. Then the sensitive beauty of Colleen

Moore rolled by tremulous to every least

emotion as an aspen leaf.

Before all these windows Mem looked

into countless phases of life and emotion

and character. It occurred to her that she

was getting a divine purview of the world.

Life to her looked much what life must
look like to God. He must see billions of

souls unrolling their continuities before him
in all varieties of grimace, frenzy, collapse,

appeal for pity or laughter. Humanity
must dance before him as before her until

each life was cut off or vanished in its final

fade-out.

She wondered more and more why the

moving pictures should have been greeted
with hostility and contempt or fear. She
did not understand that they who teach the
world a new language, or open a new world,
or bring golden gifts of any sort to the
people are always crucified at first by the
Pharisees. Later, their converts Income
Pharisees for new Messiahs.
She was ignorant of the primeval eternal

habit of the critic mind to lash out at all

that is alive and eager. Why lash the dead?
They cannot feel the sting of the whip.
She knew only that the moving pictures

were abhorrent to multitudes and it seemed
to her pitiful that this should be so. All
these actors and actresses and photograph-
ers were merely trying to illuminate life, to

pass dull hours away, to quicken the spirits

of the lonely and the weary.
The artistic beauties of the pictures made

her inarticulately happy. She knew noth-
ing of painting or sculpture or architecture.
She loved sunsets and moon dawns and
light on leaves and the textures of fabrics
embracing shadows in their folds. She
loved the war of gloom and glow. She
found the pictures overwhelmingly t>cauti-

ful to her eyes, kaleidoscopes of leaping
masses and lines, symphonic tempests of
shape and color.

For a time Mem was in a heaven of tu-
multuous ecstasies. But gradually the de-
light turned to torture, the torture of envy.
She was young and she had been told

that she was beautiful. She had realized
with shame and anger and disgust at first

that she seized the eye and charmed it. Now,
as in almost every other way. she was so
revolutionized that what had hitherto
seemed to her odious was begining to seem
admirable. What had been her evil was her
good and her good her evil.

If God made her pretty it was because he
delighted in beauty and wanted it known.
He did not grow flowers in cellars. He was
not afraid to squander the sunshine.

If the art of mimicry was a God-given
gift, it must be meant for use. She had
acted once before a camera, there in the
desert. She had felt the possession of an
alien agony. She had shot tears from her
eyelids. She had brought tears to the eyes
of strangers. She had tasted the sweet
poison of vicarious suffering. It was ac-

counted divine on a cross: why diabolic on a
screen? She was an actress by divine inten-

tion.

She sat in a dark room and watched other
people's pictures flow by. It seemed wrong,
wicked, cruel.

Yet she was educating herself uncon-
sciously in the complex technics of acting,

learning dramatic analysis and synthesis.

Fools who knew nothing about acting
spoke of it as if it had no intellectual ele-

ment. They thought that the common-
enough ability to write impudent scurrilities

about the brainlessness of actors was a proof
of brains.

Mem came to see how difficult a science,

how bewildering an art the mimetic career
requires. She would learn the anguishes of
self-control and self-compulsion that must
lie undergone when the actor's soul squeezes
itself into the mold of another character.
She could already see how many ways there

were of thinking, holding hands, of looking
love or hate, of kissing, crying, laughing,
rising up and sitting down.
She was mad to act.

CHAPTER X

AMONG the processions of types that

marched past Mem's eyes as she sat at

her magic window in the projection room

—

among the innumerable American types,

good and bad. rich, poor, foreign, native,

rural, urban, the aliens of every clime and
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age and costume, the animals and the birds,

the plunging horses of the cowboys, the

lions, the wolves, the rattlesnakes, went
many children in rags and tags and velvet

gowns.
She saw Booth Tarkington's "Edgar"

family and the other tiny artists of the col-

ony ;
exquisite Lucille Ricksen ; the essence

of boyhood, Johnny Jones ; the plump Buddy
Messenger ; the adorable Robert de Vilbiss.

She saw at the movie houses the little mas-
ter of comedy, Wesley Barry, with his skin

a constellation of freckles ; and the all-

conquering Jackie Coogan.
On the lot she saw the children, and they

were always happy. The mothers were with
the little ones. Going to work was going to

play. They lived an eternal fairy story.

They did not have to wait till bedtime to

coax a wornout fable from a jaded parent.

They went through great adventures in

magic-built castles. They had an infinite

number of new toys and new games, and.
greatest bliss of all. they had importance.
Mem was told that five-year-old Jackie

Coogan had made his mother a present of
a big touring car costing seven thousand
dollars ! that he had a salary of seventeen
hundred and fifty dollars a week! She
thought of little Terry Dack and his second-
hand express wagon, helping his mother to

pack her bundled wash home to bitter toil.

He had a dismal life on the desert's edge,
illumined only by his own unconquerable
fancy and his dramatic gifts. His was the
home life of multitudes of American chil-

dren. He had far more of mother's love than
most of them. Yet the stage child and the
movie child were spoken of with pity!
Mem decided that it was well worth a

child's while to accept such pity as a rebate
on the fat blessings of such a life.

She wrote Terry's mother, urging her to

come to Los Angeles without delay : to beg.
borrow, or steal the necessary funds: to
seize the chance to rescue the divine child
from poverty and oblivion, and to earn
luxury by giving the world the sunshine of
his irresistible charm.
She had not meant to let anyone in Palm

Springs know where she was, but she took
the risk of embarrassment rather than risk

the boy's future. Her motherhood had
transplanted itself to that other child, and
his welfare was vital to her.

As a final inducement she promised to
introduce Terry' to the management of her
own studio. She permitted the impression
that she was a rather important person on
the staff.

And the day after she mailed the letter

she lost her job.

The tide of hard times had engulfed the
studio where she was engaged. AH but two
or three companies were laid off. The lab-
oratory force was reduced to a skeleton.
She went home one night and did not come
back.

And now the dark room that had come
to be a prison cell was as dear a home as
the shut cage of a canary that cannot get in

again.

She was homesick for the many-windowed
gloom ; for the black wet chambers with the
big vats of "soup" where the endless tapes
of minute pictures were developed : the
lurid red rooms where the printing machines
chattered : the drying rooms where the
vast mill wheels revolved with their cascades
of film.

The gates of the "lot" were closed against
her as the gates of Eden against Eve.
There was no pleasure in lying al>ed of

mornings. There was no comfort in omit-
ting the stampede to beat the time clock.
The pay day came around no more, either.

She had debts to absolve for clothes no
longer fresh. She had tomorrow's and next
week's hunger to dread. The girls at her
house were equally idle and their hospitality
lost its warmth for lack of fuel.

They tried to make the best of idleness.
They wore the records to shreds and danced

together all day long to pass the time away.
Young men who had no money to spend

on excursions came to the house of evenings
and helped to dance away the tedium.

It became a commonplace for Mem to jig

about in young men's arms. She learned to

dance. She learned to play a little golf, a
little tennis. She even gained a bit of
familiarity with the saddle at the home of
an actress who owned horses and had built

a riding ring on her estate when she was
flush, and was glad now to have her friends
exercise themselves and her stable.

Mem went also on her first beach picnic.

If she did not learn to swim, she learned
at least to add the paganism of the ocean to

the paganism of the canons, the deserts, and
the palm-blown plains.

The Pacific-coast civilization surpassed all

the other coasts in its return to the pre-fig-
leaf days. On the leagues of sand variously
named Coronado, La Jolla. Laguna. Re-
dondo, Hermosa, Santa Monica, there was
as much care-free, clothes-free gayety as in

the Marquesan and Tahitian realms that
Frederick O'Brien found, or made, so
Elysian with his fragrant pen.
The first day of Mem's visit to the shore

was terrifying. As the automobile in which
she rode threaded the long and narrow- lane
of Venice, a woman darted across the path,
dragging a child by the arm. Mem thought
at first that the mother must be fleeing from
a fire that had surprised her in her tub. and
that in her confusion she had put on her
husband's undershirt and nothing else.

But hundreds of others were seen hurry-
ing from that same fire in much the same
costume.
The girls she was with parked the car in

a little blind alley ending at the walk along
the sand. Mem had come at last to "where
the mountains meet the sea."

The blinding blue desert of the Pacific,

almost as calm as the sky it met and welded
with, the twin blues overwhelmed Mem for
a moment with vastitude. Then she caught
sight of the margin where the waves broke
lazily in long corkscrewing lines of green
fringed with white froth. Among the bil-

lows and in front of them swarming human
midges leaped, swam, ran, walked, squatted,
burrowed, flirted, lunched, nursed babies,

slept.

The sand was abloom with umbrellas, a
monstrous poppy field. Along the endless
walk miles on miles of little shops were
aligned, with piers thrusting out into the
ocean, bridges that led nowhere and were
loaded down with pleasure shops. Giant
wheels, insane railroads that made a sport
of seasick terrors, every ingenuity for mak-
ing happy fools of the mob bent on unbend-
ing.

As far as the eye could see along the vast
scythe blade of shore thousands seethed, all

so lightly garbed that if Mem had met any-

one of them in Calverly she would have
fainted or fled. She was stunned. But the

enormity of the multitude gave the exposure
an impersonal aspect. It was like looking
into a can of fishing worms wriggling un-
clothed in anything but a light nuptial band
of color.

As she stood benumbed Leva nudged her
and said. "Hurry up : we mustn't miss a
minute."
"Am I expected to go in there like that?"
"Of course

!"

"Not me ! Not today ! Xo. thank you '."

She could not be persuaded. She hardly
consented to sit on the sand and wait. While
she waited her eyes were whipped with such
sights that she was anaesthetized by shock.

Fat mothers, fat fathers, scrawny matrons,

and skeletonic elders paraded among infants

and boys and girls in all stages of growth,
and none of them was decently clothed ac-

cording to any standard Mem knew.
Here and there Apollos and Aphrodites

moved in perfection of design and rhythm,
their beauty and their grace appallingly re-

vealed. Mem bent her head, averted her

eyes, felt sick at the stomach. But the
coercion of the throng was more potent than
any other influence. She began to think her-
self a ninny to be the only one out of step
with this army. She compelled herself to
look without flinching and, she hoped, with-
out curiosity.

By and by the sanity, the beauty, the
higher morality of it began to convert her
from the immemorial folly of making a
virtue out of a physical hypocrisy.
The world had come a long distance from

the period when a law was passed in Vir-
ginia in 1S24. making it a misdemeanor to
take a bath in private, except upon the ad-
vice of physicians, which advice was usually
against such a dangerous practice.
The world had come a long distance from

the ideal of wearing one's graveclothes and
one's grave expression while still walking
about the earth. There were still loud howl-
ers and sincere pleaders against the infamy
of letting other people see one's epidermis,
against letting mankind know that woman-
kind was biped. But the dear old ladies
and gentlemen with their brooms could not
sweep back this oceanic tide.

Here and there they arrested or mobbed
some woman or man who took off an inch
or two too much of the mysteriously per-
mitted, ever-varying minimum. But millions
bathed in public and sought the fountain
of youth not in dark forests, but on the sun-
gilt ground where sea and land debated
boundaries.
By the time Leva and her company came

leaping out to join the revel. Mem Was a
little better. Seeing her friends, whose
good sweet souls she loved, was a fresh
shock, but she survived it and envied them
their ability to fling off their solemnities
with their other garments.
Before the afternoon had slipped into

twilight she was able to laugh when she
saw them playing ball with sunburnt young
men of their acquaintance. When they gath-
ered about her and sat in a crisscross of
brown and white legs, she had to reconcile
herself to South Sea standards. The sky-

was too bright to stare at all the time.
They ate peanuts and popcorn and intro-
duced her to that wonderful meal composed
of a roll split open like a clam and stuffed
with cleft sausage, dill pickle, lettuce, and
mustard, a viand so irresistibly good that it

lent a grace to its shameless name, "hot
dog."

A few days later Mem might have been
seen in a bathing suit of popular brevity,
substituting a general coat of tan for the
forty blushpower she had abandoned.
She was not sure whether *o call herself

a lost or a new-found soul, but she was sure
that she was an utter changeling from the
remorseful girl who stole shamefast out
of Calverly to hide herself from human
eyes.

She was already publishing her bodily
graces to the world and she was devoured
with ambition to give her soul also entire
to the millions. She wanted to attitudinize

her soul upon a film as public and as huge
as the sky and compel mankind to watch it

and admire.
Mem in a way was an allegory of all re-

cent womanhood. She had dwelt in Puri-
tanical respectability as in a kind of mental
harem, with a yashmak on her demure mind
and a shapeless black robe of modesty over
her bundlesome clothes. Her thoughts had
been her father's to direct until he should
guide them into a husband's fold. Some-
thing had gone wrong. Her thoughts had
contained black sheep that strayed and fell

into the dark ravines.

But now she was out of it all. joining the
vast hesira of humanity from the dark ages
of ritual and ceremonial and uniform into

the new era of all things good in their place,

and concealment of the truth the one irre-

trievable evil.

Her soul and her body were her own
now. Xo. they had gone beyond even that.
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Her soul and body were the public's. Beauty
was community property. She was com-
mitted to their fullest development into such

joyous acrobatic agility and power that

they should give joy and a delightful sorrow
to the public. For which the grateful public

would pay with gratitude and fame and
much money.

CHAPTER XI

IN swimming, dancing, mountain climbing,

horseback-climbing, motoring, singing,

laughing, days and nights reeled by. But
gayety as an ether against the pangs of

idleness was a heavy, an almost nauseous,

drug. She looked back on her earlier exis-

tence at home as a slothful indolence at best,

a waste of gifts, a burying of genius in a

napkin and the napkin in the ground where

it must rot, yet never lift a flower from its

corruption. To be busy, to achieve, to build

her soul and sell it—that was her new pas-

sion. She gave up all thought of going

home to Calverly. She would never be

content with village life again.

One day she loitered through Wcstlake

Park and watched the visitors feed the wild

fowl that grow tame there. The man or

child who had bread crumbs for largess was
almost mobbed. Overhead the chuckling

seagulls made a living umbrella, careening

and dipping to hook the morsels tossed in

air. From every quarter birds of various

pinion gathered, swerved, darted, Hung back-

ward on wings that were both brake and
motor. About the feet others scampered or

stalked, pecking, gobbling. On the nearer

ripples ducks, terns, and geese moved like

little ferryboats ; coots scooted, and swans,

black and white, thrust up their periscopes

from the reedy banks where they moored.

Mem loafed about until she grew too weary

to stand. Her despondent soul drifted as

lazily as the swans, and felt almost as will-

ing to beg for bread. She sat down on a

bench on the Seventh Street side, and by

and by was hailed by a sturdy mid-Western
voice.

"Well, as I live and breathe! If it ain't

Miss Steddon !"

"Why, how do you do, Mrs. Sturgs!"

It was a mid-aged woman who had been

a member of her father's church and had

gone West—Mem had now to say, "come
West"—because of her husband's lungs.

Mem's first impulse was to welcome any-

one from home. Her second was to fear

anyone from home. But Mrs. Sturgs was
already squeezing her broad person into the

remaining space on the bench.

Her life in this Babylon had not changed
her small-town soul, body, or prejudices.

Mem's wits scurried in vain to bring up
protecting lies. Mrs. Sturgs wras too full of

her own opinions and adventures to ask any
embarrassing questions beyond a hasty take-

off for her own biography : "And how's your

father and your mother and your whole
family? All well, I hope. And so you're

here! Well, well! Well, as I was savin'

yest'day, everybody on earth gets to Los
Angeles sooner or later. It's a nice city,

too, full of good, honest, plain—o' course

those awful moving-picture people have

given the town a— But there's plenty of

real nice folksy folks here ; and the town
growin' faster than— Well, as I was tellin'

m' husband last week, it takes all kinds to

make a world and the Lord may have had
some idea of his own when he made movies

:

of course, I enjoy seein' 'em. You just can't

help enjoyin' the terrible— But the people

that make 'em—well

!

"Such stories as they do tell about their

—

Why. that Hollywood is just a plague spot

on the earth ! The gent'man we used to

rent from— We own our own home now,
or will soon when a few more installments

are— And the prices here !—my dear ! oh
dear! But he said that friends of his who
had rented their homes to movie people

—

Why, would you believe it? some of those

cowboys—one day on the ranch, next day
earning a thousand dollars a—and buying
jewelry on credit—wrist watches with split

diamonds for crystals—and they rent a nice

house and ride a horse in the dining room
and shoot the china right off the— It's a

fact ! And some the women—little pink

ninnies that don't know enough to come in

when it—they get fortunes for just making
eyes at the camera, and they rent nice re-

spectablomes and hold—well, orgies is the

only word—orgies is just what they are.

"It's a sin and a shame, and if something
isn't done about it— Why, young girls (lock

there in droves, and sell their souls and
bodies for— It's simply terrible.

"A gent'man who claims to know was
telling m'usband—and he told me—that

there isn't one decent woman on the screen

—not one. Would you b'lieve it? Fvery
one of them has to pay the Price to get

there at tall.

"He says to m'usband that it's the regular

tiling. Before a girl is engaged she has to

—

Those directors— Why. any pretty girl who
is willin' to lose her immortal soul can get

a chance if she'll only— And if she won't

—why. they turn her away.
"I declare it makes my blood run cold just

to— Don't it yours?"
"I don't believe it." said Mem.
She had heard a vast amount of gossip,

but she had not heard of anybody paying

such an initiation fee. She had seen a great

deal of joy and some of it reckless, but

with a childish recklessness. She had seen

no vice at all.

Mrv Sturgs flared up. There is nothing

one defends more zealously than one's pet

horrors.
"Don't believe it

~1 Well, that's only be-

cause you're so innocent, yourself—speaks

well for your bringing up—so strict and all.

You naturally wouldn't believe folks could

be so depraved, but if you'd beard what
I've— Why. it's true as gospel! My hus-

band had it from a man who knows where-
of he speaks. They sell their souls for

bread, and. as the Bible says, their feet lay

hold on—well, you know. Any girl that's

too honest to pay the Price don't get engaged
—that's all—she just don't get engaged. Of
course there mav be some decent ones, old

ladies that play homely parts and—but if a

young cirl wants to succeed in that business

she's just got to— Oh dear! that's my car.

There's not another one for half an— They
run out to our place only every— Good-hy.

I hope to see vou again soon. Wait ! Hay

!

I lav!"
And she was gone into the infinite pur-

lieus of Los Angeles. She cautrht her car

and it slid off. pong banging, and bunted a

passing automobile out of the wav wi'h

much crumpling of the fender and the

vocabulary of the driver, but no fatality.

Which was unusual.
Mem did not regret the abrupt departure

of Mrs. Stures. She was glad of the

woman's breathless garrulity.

It had no' rnly left her with her secrets

intact, but it had given her a hint. Mrs.

Sturgs had substituted faith for facts and

had spoken with that earnestness which is

more convincing than evidence.

Mem accused herself of blindness instead

of charsjincr Mrs. Sturgs with scandal. She
felt that the allceed wickedness had escaped

her notice because she was too stupid to

recotmize it.

But Mrs. Sturgs' accusations had the same
perverse effects as her father's jeremiads.

His sermon had made her long to see Los
Aneeles. Mrs. Sturgs had suggested an an-

swer to her own riddle.

She wanted to act. She was determined

to act. She needed money. She must have

money. It had never occurred to her that

a pretty woman is merchandise. She had
given herself away once, and now she found

that there was a market ready and waiting,

with cash and opportunity as the price.

She had wares for this market. She could
barter them for fame and future. Since she
could, she would.
She sat on the bench and noted with a

new interest that some of the men who
passed her and stared at her had question
marks in their eyes. Up to now she had
shuddered at the vague posing of this

eternal interrogation. She had not taken it

as a tribute of praise or as an appeal for

mercy, but as a degrading insult. Now she
thought of it 1 as a kind of sly appraisal, a

system of silent bidding, auctioneering with-

out words—the never-closed stock market
of romance and intrigue.

These men, who swept their eyes across

Mem's face and tacitly murmured, "Well?"
had nothing to offer but a little sin or a little

coin. She had no notion of the rates. She
wanted none of their caresses or their dark
purposes. She wanted the light of glory,

opportunity; so much fame for so much
shame.

She grew grim as she meditated. The
Price was only a vague phrase, but she was
ready to pay it, whatever it was. But to

whom ?

She brooded a long while before she

thought of a shop to visit. She smiled

sardonically as she remembered The
Woman's Fxchangc at home where women
sold what they made—painted china, ham-
mered brass, knit goods, cakes, and candies.

Well, she would sell what God bad made
of her for what man might make of her.

At the studio she had met the casting

director, one day when the commissary was
crowded with stars in their painted faces

and gaudy robes and with extra people por-

traying Turks, Japanese, farmers, ranchers,

ballet dancers, society women, Mexicans.
He had been introduced to her as Mr.
Arthur Tirrey when he asked if he might
take the vacant seat at the table where she

sat with Leva and another girl.

He was an amiable and laughing person
with an inoffensive gift of flattery. When
he learned that all the girls worked in the

laboratory projection room, he had ex-
claimed :

"Why waste yourselves in that coal cellar?

I'll put you all in the next picture."

The others had not taken him seriously.

Indeed, they had no ambition to be photo-
graphed. Mem had often wondered at the

numbers of pretty women she knew who
had no desire to have their pictures pub-
lished. It balanced somewhat the horde of
unpretty women who had a passion for the

camera.
After the lunch she had learned who Mr.

Tirrey was and what the duties were of a
casting director. It was he who said to

this one or that one, "Here is a part; play

it. and the company will give you so much
a week."
He was the St. Peter of the movie heaven,

empowered to admit or to deny. He was
the man for her to seek. He had seemed a
decent enough man, and he had looked at

Mem without insolence. But you could
never tell. Mrs. Sturgs had it on the best

authority that the only way to success in

the movies was—"the easiest way."
Mem took a street car home. She was

glad to find the house empty. Leva and the

( thcrs were out on a canon hike, dressed
in biirh foots and riding breeches, and brav-
ing the perils of rattlesnakes as well as the

frightful men who lurked in the thickets or
who sprang out of motors and kidnaped
women every now and then.

Mem pondered the costume appropriate to

her new errand. She was going to lure

Lucifer, and she was afraid that he would
be too sophisticated for her. But her prob-
lem was solved for her by its simplicity.

She had only one very pretty gown, so she
put that on.

She studied herself a long while in the

mirror, since her eyes and her smile must
be her chief wardrobe, her siren equipment.
She practiced such expressions as she sup-
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posed to represent invitation. They were
silly and they made her rather ill. The face

in her glass was so ashen and so miserable
that she borrowed some of Leva's warmest
face powder; and smeared her mouth
crudely with the red lip stick.

It was a long journey to the studio, with
three transfers of street car. She reached
the lot late in the afternoon, just before the

companies were dismissed and the depart-
ment forces released.

The gatekeepers knew her, smiled at her,

and let her in. She went to the casting

director's office and found him idly swap-
ping stories with his assistant. He spoke to

her courteously, and when she asked if she
might see him a moment he motioned her
into his office, gave her a chair, closed the

door, and took his own place behind his

desk'.

The telephone rang. He called into it

:

"Sorry, Miss Waite; that part has been
filled. The company couldn't make your
salary. I begged you to take the cut, but
you wouldn't. Times are bard and you'd
better listen to reason. You'd have had
four weeks of good money, and now you'll

walk. Take my advice next time, old dear,

ami don't haggle over salary. . . . All
right. Sorry. Good-by

!"

He turned to Mem and started to speak.
The telephone jingled. He had a parley
with a director who could not see a certain

actor whom Mr. Tirrcy was urging as the
ideal for the type. They debated the man
as if be had been a racehorse or a trained
animal. Tirrcy spoke of him as a gentle-

man, who could wear clothes and look the

part. He had been miscast in his last pic-

ture. He was willing to take three hundred
a week off his salary because his wife was
in the hospital and one of his daughters was
going away to boarding school.

Another telephone call—an agent, evi-

dently, for Tirrey said: "W'c took a tesl of
Miss Glover. She's terrible! Her month is

repulsive, her teeth ought to be straightened,

her eyes are of the blue that photographs
like dishwater. W'c can't use her. Don't
tell her that, of course. Tell her, we're not
certain about the picture ; we may not do it

for months. Give the poor thing a good
story."

This was a discouraging background for

Mcm's siren scenario. But she was de-
termined to carry out her theory. Mr. Tir-
rcy's eyes looked her way now and then as

he listened to what was coming in through
the wire.

When be looked away. Mem, in all self-

loathing, adjusted herself in her big chair
to what she imagined was a Cleopatran
sinuosity. She thought of her best lines:

secretly twitched up her skirts and thrust

her ankles well into view. She turned i.pon

Mr. Tirrey her most languishing eyes, and
tried to pour enticement into them as into

bowls of fire.

She pursed her lips and set them full.

She widened her breast with deep sighs.

Tirrey seemed to recognize that she was
deploying herself. He grew a little uneasy.
Before he finished the telephone talk, his

assistant came in to say that another of the

directors had decided to call a big ballroom
scene the next day. and fifty ladies and
gentlemen must be secured at once.

"He wants real swells, too," the assistant

said. "He says the last bunch of muckers
queered the whole picture."

Tirrey groaned and said, "Get busy on
the oth^r wire." He took up his telephone
again, used it as a long antenna, and felt

through the city for various extra people.

He advised several actors and actresses to

lay aside their pride and take the real money
rather than starve.

His patience, his altruistic enthusiasm for

the welfare of these invisible persons,

touched Mem with admiration. She could
not see where or when this Samaritan could
find time or inclination to play the satvr.

He was a bit fagged when he finished his

last charge upon the individuals and the

agencies. But he was as polite to Mem as
if she had been Kobina Teele.

"What can I do for you?"
"1 want a chance to act."

"What's your line?"

"Anything."
"Anything is nothing. What experience

have you had?"
Mem had not come here to offer her past,

but her future. She was suddenly con-
fronted with the fact that all actors must
offer themselves for sale—not the pretty

women only, but the old men, too, and the

character women.
Actors are much abused for talking of

themselves. Few of them do when business

is not involved, but when it is they must
discuss the goods they are trying to sell.

Shoe merchants talk shoes; railroad presi-

dents, railroads; politicians, politics; clergy-

men, salvation. Each salesman must recom-
mend his own stock and talk it up.

So Mem had to grope for experience and
dress her window with it. And she had had
so little she lied a little, as one does who
tries to sell anything:

"I was with the company that Tom Holbjf

anil Robina Teele played in. I took the part

of an Arabian woman. Mr. Folger, the

director—er—praised my—er—work."
"Well, he knows," said Tirrcy, "but he's

not with us, you know. Have we your name
and address and a photograph outside in

our files?"

"No"
"Well, if you'll give them to Mr. Pobbs.

with your height, weight, color of eyes and
hair, and experience, we'll let you know
when anything occurs. Everything's full

just now, and we're doing almost nothing,

you know."
He was already implying that the inter-

view was ended. She broke out zealously :

"But I've got to have a chance. I'll <\<-

anything." she pleaded. He looked sad. but

rose and shook his head.
"I'm sorry, my dear. I can't give you jobs

when there aren't any, now can I? I'll

introduce you to Mr. Dobbs and he
—

"

He moved toward the door to escape
from the cruelty of his office, but a frenzy
moved her to seize his arm in a fierce clutch.

She tried to play the vampire as she had
seen the part enacted on the screen by
various slithy toves. She drew her victim

close to her, pressed tight against him, and
poured upward into bis eyes all the venom
of an amorous basilisk.

"I'll pay the Price. I know what it costs

to succeed, and I'm willing to pay. I'll do
anything you say. be anything to you. You
can't refuse me."
She could hardly 1>elicve her own ears

hearing her own voice, though her pride in

the acting she was doing lifted her from
the diseust for the role.

He looked at her without surprise, with-

out horror, without even amusement, but

—

also without a hint of surrender. His only
mood was one of jaded pity.

"You poor child, who's been filling your
head with that stuff? Are you really trying

to vamp me?"
The crass word angered her

:

"I'm trying to force my way to my career,

and I don't care what it costs."

Tirrey 's sarcastic smile faded

:

"Sit down a minute and listen to me.- A
little common sense oueht to have told you
that what you've been told is all rot. But
suppose it wasn't. Suppose I were willing

to give a job to every nrettv girl who came
in here and tried to bribe me with love. Do
you know how many women I see a day

—

a hundred and fifty on some days: that's

nearlv a thousand a week. I happen to have
a wife and a couple of kids and I like 'em
pretty well at that. But suppose I were
Kiner Solomon and BnVham Young and the

Sultan of Turkev all in one. A hundred
pnd fifty a day—really, you know. You
flatter me ! T won't ask you how I could do

any office work or how long my health
would last, but how long do you suppose
my job would last if I gave positions in

return for favors? And if you won me over
you'd still have to please the director and
the managers and the author and the public.

How long would our company keep going
if we selected our actresses according to

their immorality?
"It's none of my business what your char-

acter is off the lot—except that your char-
acter will photograph, and a girl can't last

long who plays Polyanna on the screen and
polygamy outside.

"Just suppose I gave you a job for the

price you want to pay and collected my com-
mission, and then the director refused to

accept you, or fired you after the first day's

test. What guarantee could I give you that

you could hold the job once I recommended
you for it ? And what would the rest of
the women on the lot and off it do if such
a business system were installed here?
What would the police do to us?
"There's a lot of bad gals in this busi-

ness and there's a lot in every other business
and in no business. But put this down in

your little book, my dear—there's just one
way to succeed on the screen and that is to

deliver the goods to the public.

"The danger you'll run in this business is

after you get your job. The men you as-

sociate with are mostly mighty nice fellows,

magnetic, handsome, good sports, hard
workers ; otherwise the public wouldn't look

at them. Well, you'll be associated with
them very closely, and you'll feel like a bad
sport, maybe, sometimes, if you try to l>c too

cold and unapproachable when they're in a

friendly mood. But that's a danger you'll

meet anywhere.
"Forget this old rot about paying the

Price. Good I^ord ! If you could sit here

and see the poor little idiots that come in

here and try to decoy me. I get it all day
long. Your work was pretty poor, my dear.

I congratulate you on being such a bad bad
woman. But I'm immune. You'd have
failed if you had been the Queen of Sheba.

Now go on outside and tell Mr. Dobbs your
pedigree and we'll give you the first chance

we get, and no initiation fee or commission
will be charged. How's that? A little bit

of all right, eh? You're a nice child, and
pretty, and you'll get along."

He lifted her from her chair and put his

arm around her as a comrade, and slapped

her shoulder blades in an accolade of good
fellowship.

She broke under the strain and l>egan to

cry. She dropped back into her chair and
sobbed. It was good to be punished and
rebuked into common decency by the way of

common sense.

Tirrey watched her and felt his over-

pumped heart surge with a compelling
sympathy. He resolved to move her up to

the head of the endless army of pretty girls

pleading for opportunity—the bread line of

art.

Wrhen he had let her cry awhile, she be-

gan to laugh, hysterically at first, then with
more wholesome self-derision.

Her eyes were so bright and her laughter

so glad that they impressed a director who
pressed his face against the screen door.

Mem had been so deeply absorbed in her

plan that she had not observed the other

door standing wide open save for its screen.

Tirrey asked the director in as he opened
the inner door for Mem's exit. But the

director checked her with a gesture. Tirrey
presented him as Mr. Rookes. He had to

ask Mem's name. She gave it, from habit,

as Mrs. W'oodville.

M r. Rookes said to Tirrey

:

"I've got to let Perrin go. She's no good
at all—no comedy, no charm. She's sup-

posed to plav a village cutie and she plays

it like Nazimova's Hedda Gabler. This
young lady looks the type. She's very pretty,

nice and clean looking."

Mem was aghast at being so discussed,
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yet it was thrilling to be considered. She
did not even note that the director had
neglected to demand virtue as the Price. It

was almost more embarrassing to have him
demand her experience.

Her story improved with repetition

:

"Oh, I played a bit for Mr. Folger. He
said I was wonderful."
"Was it comedy?"
"Well, not exactly. It was character."

She was trying to talk like a professional.

"Would you mind giving me a test?"

She was not quite sure what he meant,

but she was there to pay any price, so she

said

'

"I'd love to."

"It's late," said Rookes, "but I'm des-

perate. Come right over to the set before

the electricians get away."
He hurried her through the screen door,

across the grass to one of the vast ware-
houses, and there under «a bombardment of

grisly lights, with a camera aimed at her

point-blank and under the eye of various

men in overalls, he asked her to smile, to

turn her head slowly from side to side, to

wink, to laugh aloud, to flirt with an imagi-

nary man, to indicate jealous vexation at a

rival.

Rookes was fretful over the snarl this

small role was causing in his big picture.

The delays and shifts it had compelled had
already added several thousand dollars to

the expense account, since the overhead and
all totaled nearly three thousand dollars a
day even with the recent cuts in salaries.

He assumed that Mem knew the rudi-
ments of her trade and could use the tools

of it, which were her muscles. He gave her
no help, painted no scene, did nothing to

stimulate her imagination.
In the desert, among the famine-wrung

people in costume, under the fiendish sky, it

had been easy to lift her eyes in prayer and
to weep.
She found out all of a sudden how much

harder it is to be natural in one's own
clothes than to play a poetic role in costume;
how much harder it is to be funny than to

be tragic.

She could not smile at command. Her
lips drew back in a grin of pain. Her wink
was leaden.

The camera caught what her face ex-
pressed and it expressed what she felt,

which was despair. She had her chance
and she was not ready for it.

She knew that if she had been droll and

mischievous, the director's face would have
reflected it as Mr. Folger's eyes had grown
wet when she wept in the desert. But Mr.
Rookes was merely polite ; the camera man
was mirthless ; the props and grips stole

away.
The test was short. Mr. Rookes said:

"Very nice. Ever so much obliged. Mr.
Tirrey will let you know how it comes out
Thank you again. Good night!"

And now she must find her way out
Tirrey was just driving away in his car as

she sneaked through the gates, feeling that

her Paradise was gone again.

She had so little hope that she did not

mention the experience to Leva. She had
no ambition to promulgate her failures. It

was success that she wanted.
For once, her gloomy forebodings were

justified. And ever after she trusted her

glopmy forebodings, often as they fooled

her.

The next day passed with no summons
from the studio. But the mail brought her

a letter from Mrs. Dack.
It was written in such script as one might

expect from a hand that clutched a cake of

soap or a hot boiler handle or scrubbed
clothes against a washboard all day six days
a week. It said:

Dear Mrs. Woodville. I was awful glad to get
vour letter. Been meaning to answer it but try-

ing to fix up my afairs sos I and Terry could
come up to your city. Yesday I was to Mrs. Red-
dicks and she said she had a tellagram for you
hut had no adress and so could not forword it. It

said your mother was so worrit not having had
no anser to her letters she was comeing out on
the first train and would rcache Palm Springs day
after tomorow. Hopping to see you soon ether
there or here. Mrs. P. Dack.

P. S. Both I and Terry' send you lots of love.

Mem was petrified. Nothing could stop

her mother from coming. The first blaze

of joy at the thought of the reunion was
quenched in the flood of impossible situations

her presence would create.

Alone with her skyish ambitions, her con-

tempt for village standards had been sub-

lime. But that was in the absence of the

village. It made an amazing difference in

the look of her new ideals and practices that

thev must be submitted to a mother's eyes.

Her mother did not know Los Angeles.

But then, Mem did not know her mother.
Daughters have not all been mothers, but
all mothers have been daughters.

Mem's courage turned craven before the

wilderness of her problems, unemployment
poverty, ambition, Terry Dack to launch,

and her mother to educate.

Another Interesting Part of

"Souls for Sale"

in Next IVeek's Herald

Beginning next week, Mem actually "breaks" into pictures. The
reader will be taken "behind the scenes" and through the most inti-

mate details of studio work. The story becomes not only more enter-

taining but more instructive to everyone in the motion picture

industry.
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Theatre Use that

Is Winning Favor

Chicago Playhouse. Closed for Many Years, Is Again Made Good as .\eu'

Through the Process of Remodeling

(Article Prepared by Albert A. Schwartz, Architect and O. J. Bodelson, Consulting
Decorator)

New efficiency devices which cut time
and labor in and around the theatre are
continuously making their appearance.
Among the latest of these is a tool of the
type pictured herewith. The device is an
air blower, and for theatre use it has

many practical and economical advan-
tages.

One of the outstanding things for which
it cau be used most effectively in theatres
is in the cleaning of intricately designed
fixtures and furniture of all kinds. Dust,
which settles in the nooks and crevices
of such equipment can be quickly eradi-
cated with a blower of this type. It can
also be used advantageously in cleaning
dirt from switch boards, control appa-
ratus and other machinery that has inac-
cessible crevices.

The blower is operated by ordinary cur-
rent and is said to consume little power.
Extension tools are available to make it

adaptable lor a variety of purposes. It is

also possible to regulate the air pressure
when cleaning delicate objects.
One Chicago theatre has acquired of

number of blowers following an extensive
test of their usefulness.

THEATRE remodeling is a subject of

vast importance to theatre owners.

Possibilities in this direction for convert-

ing an old playhouse that has done years

of excellent service into a new and mod-
ern structure can only best be realized

through actual observance of the trans-

formation from the old condition to the

new.

There are many practical and economi-

cal issues worthy of discussion in connec-

tion with the rejuvenation of theatres

that have a bearing on the matter but

without doubt the outstanding question is

—just how far can new life and interest

be injected into an old theatre through

improvements made.
* » *

Out on the great north west side of

Chicago, at Kedzie and Lawrence Aven-

ues, stands the new Capitol theatre. The
opening night was March 7, when record

crowds filled the new auditorium to over-

flowing and many disappointed ones were

turned away. But they came back the

next night. Everything from the delighted

audience to the myriads of flowers and

the perfect performance attested the fact

that is was "some" opening.
To all of those who. each night, pass

smilingly through the lobby and on into

the mellow shadows of the auditorium, the
new theatre is a thing of beauty; but to
some it is more than that. It is the re-

clamation of a dreary, abandoned old the-
atre, which has not seen service for years.

Let us bring upon this scene of chaos
and ruin a group of dreamers, the own-
ers, the architect, and the decorator. They
stumble and grope through the gloom,
and behold shattered plastered walls
once covered with kalsomine. now stained
and mildewed, woodwork splintered and

grimy, floors sagging and torn. This pic-

ture of hopelessness fades out and upon
the screen of their imagination appears
a magic temple. They vision order and
freshness, light and color, comfort and
hospitality. They vision an architectural
triumph radiating welcome and content-
ment.

* * *

Soon their dreams begin to take form,
the architect has produced a picture. It

is the Capitol theatre, to be. There are

signs of life in the old shack, the walls
begin to echo the din of hammer and
saw. Kindling vanishes, architecture ap-
pears, paint begins to flow, luxury brings

Outer lobby of the Capitol theatre as it

looked before being remodeled

forth furnishings soft and alluring—the
Capitol theatre is a reality.

Sparkling cheerily out upon surging,
busy Kedzie avenue the great luminous
words ''Capitol Theatre" lure us to its

portals. We enter. Here is a vestibule,

walls canestone. architectural ornament of
classic design in colorings soft in con-
trast with the walls, the Pompeiian metal
fixtures and the gay ceramic floor of

checkers, black and white. On into the

Above are three views of the Capitol theatre, Chicago, as it looks on completion of the remodeling work. Every semblance of the
old playhouse has been removed. Also on this page is a view of the lobby of the house before improvements were started.

Comparison shows what has been accomplished. Max Schwartz is manager of the new CapitoL
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lobby, the checkered floor continues, with
walls and ceiling of French grays and
old ivory, mellowed in delicate shades of
pastel. Now into the foyer. Our tread
is silent upon a carpet soft and deep,
rich in old polychrome colorings. Great
inviting chairs and divans, set against a
background of old ivory, with shimmering
panels damasked in ashes of henna, invite
us.

We are wont to linger, but a deep
sonorous clarion urges us on. It is one
of the largest Unit Orchestra organs built

by the W. W. Kimball Organ Co. of
Chicago, sending forth its glorious notes

of joy mingled with pathos.
* * *

A uniformed usher silently guides us
into a glow of magenta and orange—we
are in the auditorium. A thousand seats
are filled with a thousand happy folk,

tense in their enjoyment. The picture is

finished, the organ bursts forth in melo-
dious volume, and the great auditorium
is aglow with lights. We behold an
architectural achievement. Corinthian
columns like sentries standing in all their

classic dignity amid flowing, rythmic orn-
ament of old ivory embellished here with
peacock blue, there with brilliant flame,
and now a glint of gold. Great curtains
of velvet and satin are now drawn before
the screen, echoing the keynote of dec-
orative inspiration in their folds of blur
and flame. The lights vanish—on with
the sh&w.

Has Emergency Lighting Plant
Miller Theatre, Wichita, Kansas, Visited by Wesley Trout Who Describes

Its Equipment and Projection

THE writer had the pleasure of visiting there is a multiple cylinder gasoline en-
the new projection room of the Miller ginc connected directly to the generator,

which can be started immediately if the

Scotville, O.— The Stanley theatre here
will be remodeled, plans prepared by
Architects Devoss and Donaldson includ-

ing a ik-w front.

Boston, Mass.—Howard Gray, '-' Mason
Terrace, has applied for license to build

a $300,000 theatre on Beacon street near

Coolidce avenue. It would seat 2.000.

theatre at Wichita, Kansas. I want to
say that it is the best that 1 have seen in

a long time.
Advanced ideas in projection room

equipment nowadays includes an emer-
gency lighting plant of ample size to
carry the house lights and the projection
arc lights. In the new Miller theatre one
is impressed by the fact that a large mul-
tiple cylinder gasoline engine has been
connected up with a generator large-

enough tc furnish plenty of current for
the house lights and current for the pro-
jection room equipment when the city
lighting plant may go dead.

* » *

The projection room is a treat to the
eye of any theatre owner who is inter-
ested in a first class equipped projection
'oom. Seth E. Barnes, is the projection-
ist, behind a battery of three special type
Baird projectors.
The r'Kim measures 10 by 24 feet and

l a-, a ceiling about 9 feet high. All the
wiring has been placed in large conduits
that are concciled in the walls of the
building, and some in the floors.

The service current is supplied to the

projection room through a 211,600 circu-
lar mil cables, these being rated to carry
an amperage of 312 amperes at 70 volts
of direct current from a 15 K. W. Gen-
era] Constant voltage multiple motor
generator set, the D. C. of this generator
sel is normally drive*I by a 2."> horse-

power motor. 3 phase 220 volt A. C, but

A BETTER MOUSE TRAP
Emerson's famous saying is proved again by American Film Company
Laboratories.
Better film printing has brought the world to our door.

Our film printing capacity of one million feet weekly assures quick work,
well done.
Express-train service to any place in the world assures speedy delivery.

All this at no greater cost to you. We can prove it to you on your very
next order.

NEGATIVES STORED FREE
Write for full particulars

Developing
Printing
Tinting
Toning
Editing
Titling

Ordinary film reduced to American Stand-
ard Safety Size.

(Absolutely fireproof film passed by all

fire underwriters).

AMERICAN FILM CO., Inc.

Laboratories

6227 Broadway, Chicago, 111.

and

London, England

SAMUEL S. HUTCHINSON, Pr«a.

American 10 Points

1 QUALITY. Prints known for bril-

liancy and clearness. Expert staff

trained by yean of experience, aa-

•ure* high eat quality prints obtainable.

2. REPUTATION. Gained in 10 yean
of experience.

3. RESPONSIBILITY. A concern o<
strong financial standing-.

4. LOCATION. In the proper geo-
graphical location, assuring quick
delivery anywhere.

5. EQUIPMENT. AU of the most
modern obtainable.

6. CLEANLINESS. Within two blocks

of Lake Michigan. Away from dirt

and dust.

7. SAFETY. Plant approved by both
city of Chicago and Board of Fire

Underwritera.

8. PROMPTNESS. Accustomed to
serve exacting requirementa.

9 PRICES. Reasonable aad com-
petitive.

10. GUARANTEES. Write for our
unique guarantee of quality work.

city current should happen to go dead.
The projectors are equipped with Peer-

less Automatic Arc Controls which feed
carbons together as they are consumed
and they always keep the screen illumina-
tion uniform. The port holes are of the
correct size. A large motor rewind is

used to rewind three-thousand feet of
tilm at one time. There is a large ma-
chine iepa ; r room connecting with the
projection room where first-class repair
work can be done on the machines or
'he electrical equipment. Plenty of high-
grade tools ;.rc kept on hand.

* * *

Daring sny visit there I could find no
fault with tlic screen results as the pic-
ture was steady, good change overs,
dear, brilliant light. Brother Barnes was
on the job at all times and showed the
writer his equipment. There is a large
inspection room adjoining the projection
room where Barnes inspects and puts
his reels in shape for the run. Plenty of
good grade cf reels are kept on hand.

J. A. LeRoy Develops

Motion Picture Camera
A motion picture camera which it is

claimed is especially adapted for local ad-
vertising work, newspapermen and in the
photographing of manufacturers' pro-
cesses has been developed by J. A. Leroy.
It is known as the Regal camera and uses
Eastman standard film.

An ordinary tripod of medium weight
that is rigid when set up, can be used
with the Regal or it can be placed on a
box or table and successfully operated in

places where a larger or heavier camera
cannot be employed. The outfit weighs
within 3 lbs. Acme Exchange, 133 Third
Avenue, New York City, are distributors
of the machine.

TK eatre Firm to Build

Lvau CI aire. Wis. House
M. Horns, president of Eau Claire

Theatre Company has purchased property
and announced that his company will

soon start the construction of a new thea-
tre at Eau Claire, Wis. The property has
a frontage of 53 feet and is 160 feet

deep.
Plans are now in preparation and it is

aimed to erect a theatre which will have
a seating cauacity of 1,000 or 1,500.

Albany House Gets Organ
A new Robert Morgan organ being in-

stalled in the Clinton Square theatre at
Albany, N. Y., is expected to be available
by Easter Monday. Since the house has
been taken over by Buckley and Tarcches,
with Oscar Perrin as manager, there have
been many improvements. New seats and
new drapes have replaced the old ones,
and every effort is being made to build
up a paving business.

Hammond, La.— Bernard Antony of

Ponchatoula is completing a theatre here
which will cost about $35,000.

*

Fullerton, Cal.—A theatre here to cost
$75,000 will be erected at 312-316 North
Spadra road by Stanley Chapman, owner.
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ChicagoTradeEvents
Another Railroad Adds

Pictures to Service

C. M. & St. P. Railway Has
Picture Theatre on

Olympian Limited
The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul's

prize train—Olympian Limited—which
left Seattle. Wash., on Monday, March 19,

and arrived in Chicago Thursday, March
22, had as part of its equipment a motion
picture theatre car, and the passengers

on this train were entertained every even-

ing with the latest Universal features and

short subjects.

Show in Dining Car

A dining car was equipped with a

screen and Simplex projection machine,
and printed programs were distributed to

the passengers and tickets issued to the

car by the conductors for each show.
F. C. Jacky was the operator in charge,

having come through from Seattle with

the car. Various Universal exchanges
along the line furnished the films.

"Driven" was used for Monday's shows.
"The Prisoner" was shown Tuesday, at

7:45 and 9 P. M., and "The Gentleman
from America" with comedy and news
reels, on Wednesday, during the trip.

Gives Evening Performances

B. J. Schilling, passenger agent, and
E. F. Bowman, city passenger agent of

VC M. & St. P. R. R., showed a Herald
representative over the car and demon-
strated the practicability of the scheme.
The car returned to Seattle last Saturday,
giving an evening performance each night

en route.

"Bill" Danziger Married
W. E. Danziger, the Paramount ex-

ploiteer connected with the Chicago ex-

change, surprised his friends last week
by announcing his marriage to Miss
Peggy Whitmore of Laporte. Ind. The
wedding took place Tuesday, March 20.

at South Bend, and the happy couple are

being showered with congratulations.

Laporte is the home town of Claude
Saunders, chief of the Famous Players-

Lasky exploitation department, so that

makes Danziger solid with the home
office.

Mrs. M. Levixe, of the LeClaire thea-

tre. Moline, 111., is visiting her brother in

Chicago, who has been quite ill. The
LeClaire is enjoying good business with
its full dress svmphony orchestra con-
certs and excellent pictures.

* * *

S. J. Gregory of Hammond, Ind., has
returned from a brief trip to the sunny
South.

* * *

James Creiton, manager of the Parthe-
non theatre, Hammond, Ind., left last

week for San Francisco to visit his fam-
ily. He will bring them back with him
when he returns.

* * *

N. C. Peterie. of East Moline, 111., is

driving a new coupe. Yes, business is

O. K., says N. C.
* * *

L. M. Reubens is busily engaged these
days going over plans for new theatre at
Joliet.

Starts Newspaper
to Aid Exhibitors

When Samuel Carver, Universal
exploitation man went to Bay City,
Mich., to help Manager W. Watson,
of the Regent theatre, in his presen-
tation of "The Flirt," he ran up
against a difficult situation with the
publisher of the town's only news-
paper. The editor was very much
anti-film and exhibitors in the town
had long ago given up the iclea of
trying to obtain his co-operation.

Investigation revealed that a
number of merchants were equally
dissatisfied with the tactics of the
editor and following a conference
arranged, it was decided to start

a new daily in the city. The first

issue of the new newspaper will

soon make its appearance.

Engages Chicago Leader
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

EVAXSVILLE. IND., March 27.—
Rheingold Halle, orchestra leader at the
Riviera theatre, Chicago, will become
leader of the Victory theatre orchestra
here on April 2. Otto Geiss, present di-

rector of the Victory orchestra, will be
transferred to the Strand. Director Zach-
ary, at the Strand, will he transferred to

the Yictorv as concert master.

Aaron Jones' Son to Wed
The wedding of John J. Jones, eldest

son of Aaron J. Jones of Jones, Linick
& Schaefer, will take place on Thursday.
March 29. He will wed Miss Agatha
Connett. A quiet ceremony attended only
by the families concerned will be cele-

brated. The honeymoon will be spent in

Atlantic City and Xew York. Mr. Jones
does the booking for the various J. L. &
S. houses.

F. I. L. M. Club Moves
The Chicago F. I. L. M". Board of

Trade moved from its old offices in Wa-
bash avenue to 910 South Michigan avenue
last week. J. D. Abrams is in charge of

the new quarters, which are on the third

floor of the Standard Oil building.

Orphans See Jackie
Picture at Chicago

Lubliner and Trinz Houses in

Tieup With "Herald and

Examiner" Drive

Last Friday was a day that will live

long in the minds and hearts of twenty-

five little orphaned children from the Chi-

cago Orphan Asylum. For on that day

they were the guests of the Chicago Even-

ing American and Balaban & Katz at a

matinee performance at the big Chicago

theatre.

See Coogan in "Daddy"

Horace Wade, the boy who is heralded

by the American as the world's youngest

reporter, had charge of the party. And
what was equally appropriate of the occa-
sion was the fact that the picture shown
was one of intimate appeal to the chil-

dren—Jackie Coogan in '"Daddy."
Writing of the affair in the American

the young reporter said, "I saw angels,
visible to those who do for others, plying
about in glittering bevies, placing smiles
on lips that smile too little, lighting fires

of innocent joy in eyes that glow but sel-

dom, pinning long streamers of laughter
to lips that God built for laughter alone."
And the truth of the above statement

would have been apparent to anyone
present. The sight was truly a memor-
able one.

L. & T. Houses in Tieup

More children of Chicago are to be
entertained at Lubliner & Trinz theatres
throughout the city through a tieup with
the Herald and Examiner. "Snuggle Pup"
matinees are to be held at fourteen of the
L. & T. houses at which souvenirs will

be given away and appropriate children's

programs staged.

To Make St. Louis Film
Skouras Brothers have made arrange-

ments with the Tisdale Film Corporation

<>f Chicago to make motion pictures of
interesting St. Louis industries, views
and personalities to be exhibited locally

and later published through one of the
national distributing organizations. F.

Tisdale has gone to St. Louis to super-
vise the making of the picture.

Scenes from "Success," a Ralph Ince production presented by Murray W. Garsson
for distribution by Metro Pictures Corporation
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CHICAGO PERSONALITIES
J

By J. R. M. |

ALBERT E. SMITH, president of Vit-
agraph, stopped off in Chicago on his

way to Los Angeles last Friday.
* * *

The Vitagraph city sales force is now
located in a new office on the ground floor

of the exchange, where they can see all

the customers browsing along Film Row.
* * «

J. vS. Posner, formerly with Educa-
tional, is now on the Metro sales staff,

handling the smaller towns of Illinois.

* * *

Ed. Brichetto is another who joined
Metro last week. Ed formerly covered
country territory for First National. He
will have the South-side Chicago terri-

tory.
* * *

S. R. Moses has left Metro to join Si
Greiver.

« * *

Frank Schaefer of the Crystal theatre
was doing jury duty all week.

* * *

Bill Brimmer has resigned as United
Artists salesman.

* * *

Abe Gumbiner, of the Gumbiner The-
atrical Enterprises, 1630 Otis building,
has been under the weather for the past
few days.

* * *

Bob Schuler, special accessory repre-
sentative for Paramount, was called to
Bellevue, Ky., to attend the funeral of
his father last Thursday.

* * *

Dan Roche, who knows more about
"Covered Wagons" than any other ex-
ploitation man in captivity, is in Pitts-
burgh, telling the folks of that smoky
village about the Paramount special fea-
ture.

* * *

"Bill" Danzicer, the Paramounteer,
says he likes to work with Abe VVallcr-
stein, Michigan City, 'cause they're regu-
lar folks. He recently put over "The
White Flower" at the new Tivoli.

* * . *

John Kennebeck, the Des Moines Par-
amount exploiteer, was in town last week,
displaying a lot of C. B. & Q. blotters,
ticket envelopes, and lobby cards, adver-
tising "The Covered Wagon." Folks who
ride the "Q" will know about the Para-
mount picture if John has his say.

* * *

Al Sobler, we are delighted to inform
our readers, is to remain as First National
exploitation man in Chicago. Quite a few
of the others, whose services terminated
on March 24, have hooked up with other
concerns. Hal Oliver, recently sent here
from Boston, has signed up with the
Sells-Floto show, which opens in Chicago
April 7. He's off the picture business for-
ever, he says.

* * *

Howard Huntington, an expert on
things around a projection room, is vis-
iting in Chicago. Howard hails from
Tennessee.

* * *

Frank Manzke, American Releasing
manager, was in Fort Wayne, Ind., talk-
ing up his product, last week.

* * *

Jack Barry is a few hundred points
nearer that gold watch, he says. This is

the last week for the contest.

The baseball season is upon us. The
Chicago F. B. O. exchange, through
Manager Jack Sampson, challenges any
local exchange to a series of five games,
just as a starter. J. J. feels his team can
clean up anything in this or any other
territory and it looks like this would be
a lively summer, hereabouts. Understand
Paramount also has a team in the field

and First National is already looking over
its timber. Haven't heard from Universal
yet, but trust them to come through when
the season opens.

* * *

American Releasing exchange will hold
a trade showing on Thursday at 2 P. M.,
presenting "Quicksands" for the approval
of local cxhibs.

* * *

M. F. Tobias, former manager of Wid's
exchange. Chicago, was arrested last

week in Cincinnati for an alleged short-
age in accounts. J. E. DcWaal, .auditor
for American Releasing, attended the trial

on Tuesday.
* « *

Al Dezel, of the Masters Advertisers,
completed an animated trailer for the
Hcrald-lixamincr last week in record
time. It was for a Snuggle Pup contest,
and contained 1,600 dra wings. Al got to-
gether four artists and they completed the
job in twenty-four hours. It is running
in many of the outlying houses.

* * *

Ai. Parker, of Rothaker Film Com-
pany, who has been in St. Louis directing
the production of an historical film, "The
Spirit of St. Louis," has all the firemen
of that fair city growing House of David
beards nowadays. The one with the long-
est and thickest whiskers will play the
leading role in the picture, while thirty
others will have leading parts. But they
must have plenty of spinach to get in the
picture.

* * «

Louis Diamond, manager of the statis-
tical department of Pathe, was in Chicago
last Thursday.

* *

E. C. Jensen, assistant general sales
manager of F. B. O., passed through Chi-
cago last week, spending Thursday at the
office of J. J. Sampson, local manager.

* * *

Film Row now has a new and nifty
restaurant—the Ridge, at corner of Sev-
enth and Wabash.

* * *

Charles Chapman, Pathe weekly cam-
eraman, got busy with his camera last

week and took pictures of George W.

Crane, the Northwestern University stu-
dent who has been made to hear through
the palm of his hand. The test was per-
fected by Robert H. Gault, professor of
psychology of the University.

* • «

Hank Kaufman is the new manager of
the booking department, Pathe.

* * *

R. Schrader, division manager of Pathe
Exchanges, paid the local exchange a
visit last Thursday.

» * *

Louis P. Kramer, F. B. O. exploitation
man, put over "The Third Alarm" at
South Bend last week, and doubled up
with the same picture at Michigan City.

* *

"Admiral" Charles Miller was looking
over his scows last week, preparatory to
getting ready for the summer excursion
season on the lake.

* * *

"Safety Last" was screened for the
Women's club and newspaper representa-
tives of Gary last week. A. E. Smith,
assistant general sales manager Asso-
ciated Exhibitors, and Henry Ellman,
salesman, put the show on.

* » *

Roderick Ross, who has just returned
from Cuba, where he has a large dairy
farm, was a caller at the F. B. O. ex-
change and brought back a lot of inter-

esting stories. Down there milk sells for

35 cents a quart and cream is $1.50 a
quart. But—and here's the catch—a cow
doesn't give but fourteen quarts a day
down there. He met a lot of film people
and entertained Arthur S. Kane and his

The Favorite Players exchange, re-

cently conducted by Ike Van Ronkle,
closed up last week. Jack Hays has taken
the desks and other furniture.

* » *

The Avenue theatre, 3108 Indiana ave-
nue, recently purchased by W. Bedell,
was opened March 26. Mr. Bedell re-

cently remodeled this house and has
added an orchestra as an extra attraction.

* * *

Here's one of I. Leserman's favorite
stories. The scene of the story is on Mil-
waukee avenue. The time, about 12 years
ago. A "song bird" is warbling inside a
picture house, and Leserman says to the
proprietor, "For God's sake where did
you get her?" Theatre manager—"She's
my wife." (Leserman hastily exits.)

* * *

Maurice Reubens of Joliet has fully

recovered from his recent illness and is

actively engaged in looking after his the-
atre interests.

* * *

L._ M. Reubens has returned from Cali-
fornia where he spent a number of weeks
with his family.

Scenes from 'A Pleasant Journey," two reel comedy in the Hal Roach Our Gang
series, which Pathe published on March 18.
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Available Attractions
AMERICAN RELEASING

SON OF THE DESERT, Marin Sais, 5—Adven-
tures of American cowboy in Arabia. Dir.

:

Wm. Merrill McCormick. Pio. : Craemer.

ONE MILLION IN JEWELS, Helen Holmes,

J. P. McGowan, 6—Secret Service smuggling
story. Dir. : J. P. McGowan. Pro. : Brush.
Rev. 2/24/23.

GRUB-STAKE, Nell Shipman, Walt Whitman, 8

—Romance of girl in Alaskan gold rush. Au.
and Pro.: Nell Shipman. Rev. 2/24/23.

VENGEANCE OF THE DEEP, Ralph Lewis,
Virginia Faire, 6—Undersea thriller. Dir. : A. B.

Barringer. Pro. : Hutton.

DEERSLAYER, sc, 7—Thrilling Leather Stock-

ing story. Dir. : Ray C. Smallwood. Pro.

:

Pyramid.

PRINCE AND THE PAUPER, Tibi Lubin,
6,445—Mark Twain's love story. Dir. : Alex-
ander Kardo. Pro. : Mark Twain Co. Rev.
9/2/22.

DANGER POINT, Carmel Myers, Joseph Dow-
ling, 5,807—Drama of after honeymoon struggle
against circumstance. Dir. : Lloyd Ingraham.
Pro. : Victor Hugo Halperin.

THAT WOMAN, Catherine Calvert, 5,848—
Drama of musical comedy star's married life.

Dir.: Harry O. Hoyt. Pro.: F. C. Mims.

AS A MAN LIVES, Gladys HuUette, Frank
Losee, 6—Romantic melodrama of facial trans-

formation. Dir.: J. Searle Dawley. Pro.:
Achievement. Rev. 2/3/23.

BOHEMIAN GIRL, Gladys Cooper, Ivor Nor-
vello, Ellen Terry, 7—From the opera. Dir.

and Pro. : Harley Knoles.

WEB OF THE LAW, Patricia Palmer, Frank
Hunter, 5—Rousing melodrama, Western. Dir.

:

Tom Gibson. Pro. : Gibson-Dyer Ranger Pro.

MILADY, sc, 7—Continuing the exploits of
D'Artagnan. Dir. and Pro. : Henri Diamant-
Berger. Rev. 2/17/23.

WOMAN HE LOVED, Marcia Manon, 6—Drama
of pride and prejudice, featuring Jewish father.

Dir: Edward Sloman. Pro.: Frothingham.
Rev. 9/9/22.

WHEN THE DESERT CALLS, Violet Heming,
J. Barney Sherry, Julia Swayne Gordon, 6,159—Domestic story laid in desert. Dir. : Rav C.
Smallwood. Pro.: Pyramid. Rev. 12/23/22.

SOLOMON IN SOCIETY, Nancy Deever, Fred
Jones, 6—Story of Ghetto tailor's unselfishness.
Dir. : Lawrence C. Windom. Pro. : Cardinal.

WHAT FOOLS MEN ARE, Faire Binney, Jo-
seph Striker, Templar Saxe, J. Barney Sherry,
6.087—Story of New York's gayest set. Dir.

:

George Terwilliger. Pro. : Pyramid. Rev.
1/6/23.

SUPER SEX, Robert Gordon, Tully Marshall, 6—Story of man who thought he knew all about
women. Dir. : Lambert Hillyer. Pro. : Pascal
Burke. Rev. 1/27/23.

MARRIAGE CHANCE, Alta Allen, Milton Sills,

Irene Rich, Henry B. Walthall, Tully Marshall.
6—Comedv with a dramatic shock. Dir. and
Pro.: Hampton Del Ruth. Rev. 12/9/22.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS

HEAD HUNTERS OF THE SOUTH SEAS,
4,387—Adventures in South Seas. Pro, : Mar-
tin Johnson.

TILL WE MEET AGAIN. Mae Marsh, 5,822—
Crook redeemed by love for girl. Au. and Dir.

:

W. Christy Cabanne. Pro. : Dependable. Rev.
11/4/22.

WOMAN WHO FOOLED HERSELF. Mae Al-
lison, Robert Ellis, 5,400—Chorus girl's rebel-
lion against crooked employers. Au. : Charles
Logue. Dir. : Robert Ellis. Pro. : E. A. Mac-
Manus. Rev. 11/25/22.

BREAKING HOME TIES. Lee Kohlmar, Rich-
ard Farrell, 5,622—Family love story based on
"Eili Eili." Au. and Dir.: F. N. Seltzer and
G. K. Rowlands. Pro. : E. S. Manheimer. Rev.
12/9/22.

PASTEBORD CROWN, Evelyn Greeley, Robert
Elliot, 6—Story of stage life. Au. : Clara Mor-
ns. Dir.: Travers Vale. Rev. 4/29/22.

CONQUERING THE WOMAN. Florence Vidor,
5,887—Training of self-willed girl. Au. ; Henrv
C Rowland. Dir. and Pro. : King Vidor. Rev.

BILL OF DIVORCEMENT, Constance Binney,
5,834—From stage play of daughter's sacrifice
for father. Au. : Clemence Dane. Dir. : Deni-
son Clift. Pro.: Ideal. Rev. 12/23/22.

TENTS OF ALLAH. Monte Blue, Mary Alden. 7—Spectacular melodrama of the desert. Au.
and Dir. : Charles A. Logue. Pro. : Edward A.
MacManus.

FAMOUS P.LAYERS-LASKY

MR. BILLINGS SPENDS HIS DIME. Walter
Hiers, 5—Comedy concerning necktie sales-

man. Au. : Dana Burnett. Dir. : Wesley Rug-
g.les.

GLIMPSES OF THE MOON. Bebe Daniels.
Nita Naldi, David Powell, Maurice Costello, 5—Drama of trial marriage. Au. : Edith Whar-
ton. Dir. : Allan Dwan.

LEOPARDESS, Alice Brady, 5—Romantic drama
of wild South Sea maiden. Au. : Katherine
Newlin Burt. Dir. : Henry Kolker.

NOBODY'S MONEY, Jack Holt, 5,584—Comedy
drama of book agent who becomes town power.
Au. : William Le Baron. Dir. : Wallace Wors-
ley. Rev. 2/3/23.

JAVA HEAD, Leatrice Joy, Jacqueline Logan,
Albert Roscoe, Raymond Hatton, 7,865—Drama
of Massachusetts life in '40s. Au. : Joseph
Hergesheimer. Dir. : George Melford. Rev.
2/17/23.

ADAM'S RIB, Milton Sills, Elliott Dexter, Anna
Q. Nilsson, Pauline Garon, 9,526—Spectacular
modern drama featuring flapper. Au., Jeanie
Macpherson and Cecil B. De Mille. Pro. and
Dir.: Cecil B. De Mille.

WHITE FLOWER, Betty Compson, 5—Romantic
drama, laid in Hawaii. Au. and Dir. : Julia
Crawford Ivers.

ADAM AND EVA, Marion Davies. 7,153—Com-
edy drama concerning transformation of frivi-

lous family. Au. : Guy Bolton and George Mid-
dleton. Dir. : Robert G. Vignola. Pro. : Cosmo.

RACING HEARTS, Agnes Ayres, 5,691—Auto-
mobile racing drama. Au. ; Byron Morgan.
Dir.: Paul Powell. Rev. 2/24/23.

NTH COMMANDMENT, Colleen Moore, James
Morrison, Eddie Phillips, 5—Drama of poor
girl who withstands temptation. Au. : Fannie
Hurst. Dir. : Frank Borzage. Pro. : Cosmo.

MAKING A MAN, Jack Holt, 5,594—Comedy
drama of rich man's selfishness. Au. : Peter B.
Kyne. Dir. : Joseph Henaberry. Rev. 1/6/23.

MISSING MILLIONS, Alice Brady, 5,870—
Drama of crooks who reform. Au. : Jack Boyle.
Dir. : Joseph Henaberry. Rev. 10/7/22.

WORLD'S APPLAUSE. Bebe Daniels, 6,526—
Drama of publicity's bomerang to young act-
ress. Au. : Clara Beranger. Dir. : Wm. De
Mille. Rev. 1/20/23.

WHEN KNIGHTHOOD WAS IN FLOWER,
Marion Davies, 11,618—Spectacular and roman-
tic drama in period of King Henry VIII. Au.

:

Charles Major. Dir. : Robert G. Vignola. Pro.

:

Cosmo. Rev. 9/30/23.

DARK SECRETS, Dorothy Dalton, 4,337—Drama
of struggle between love and mystic power.
Au. : Edmund Goulding. Dir. : Victor Fleming.

MY AMERICAN WIFE, Gloria Swanson, 6,461—American-Argentine romance laid in Argen-
tina. Au. : Monte Katterjohn. Dir. : Sam Wood.
Rev. 2/3/23.

DRUMS OF FATE, Mary Miles Minter, 5,716—
Drama of romantic adventure terminating in
Africa. Au. : Steven French Whitman. Dir.

:

Charles Maigne.

EBB TIDE, James Kirkwood, Lila Lee, Jacque-
line Logan, 7,336—Melodrama of South Sea
adventure. Au. : Robert Louis Stevenson. Dir.

:

George Melford. Rev. 11/25/22.

PRIDE OF PALOMAR, Forest Stanley, Joseph
Dowling, 7.494—Melodrama of West with Jap-
anese problem background. Au. : Peter B.
Kvne. Dir. : Frank Borzage. Pro. : Cosmo.
Rev. 12/9/22.

OUTCAST, Elsie Ferguson, 7.390—Drama of re-
habilitation throueh love. Au. : Hubert Henry
Davies. Dir.: Withey. Rev. 1/27/23.

BACK HOME AND BROKE, Thomas Meighan.
7,814—Comedv of small town life. Au. : George
Ade. Dir.: Alfred E. Green. Rev. 1/6/23.

FILM BOOKING OFFICES

THELMA, Jane Novak, 6,500—Romantic story
with society background. Au. : Marie Corelli.
Dir.: Chester Bennett. Rel. 11/26/22. Rev.
12/15/22.

WHEN LOVE COMES. Helen Jerome Eddy,
4,500—Romantic story of small town New Eng-
land town. Au. : Ray Carroll. Dir. : Wm. A.
Seiter. Rel. 12/10/22. Rev. 12/23/22.

CAPTAIN FLY BY NIGHT, Johnny Walker,
4,900—Romance of Old California. Au. : John-
stone McCullev. Dir.: W. K. Howard. Rel.
12/24/22. Rev. 12/30/22.

THIRD ALARM, Ralph Lewis, Johhny Walker,
Ella Hall, 7,000—Heart interest thriller built
around fire department life. Au. : Emilie John-
son. Pro. : Emory Johnson. Rel. 1/7/23. Rev.
1/6/23.

KICK BACK. Harry Carey. 6—Story of border
life. Au. : Harry Carey. Dir. : Val Paul. Rel.
9/3/22. Rev. 8/5/22.

FIRST NATIONAL

BELL BOY 13, Douglas MacLean, 3.940—Farce
comedy. Au. : Austin Gill. Dir. : Wm. A. Sei-
ter. Pro. : Thos. A. Ince. Rev. 2/3/23.

DADDY, Jackie Coogan, 5—Comedy drama.
Au. : Jack Coogan, Sr. Dir. : E. Mason Hop-
per.

DANGEROUS AGE, Lewis Stone, Cleo Madi-
son, 7,229—Society drama. Frances Irene
Reels. Dir. : John M. Stahl. Pro. : Louis B.
Mayer. Rev. 12/9/22.

SLIPPY McGEE, Colleen Moore, Wheeler Oak-
man, Pat O'Malley, 6.419—Drama of crook's
regeneration. Au. : Marie Conway Oraeler.
Dir. : Wesley Ruggles Pro. : Morosco.

SUNSHINE TRAIL, Douglas MacLean, 5—
Comedy drama. Au. : William Wallace Cook.
Dir. : James W. Home. Pro. : Thos. H. Ince.

TOBY TYLER, Jackie Coogan, 5—Comedy
drama. Au. : James Otis. Pro. : Coogan pro-
ductions.

VOICE FROM THE MINARET, Norma Tal-
madge, 6,885—Period drama. Au. : Robert
Hichens. Dir. : Frank Lloyd. Pro. : Joseph
Schenck. Rev. 2/17/23.

WHAT A WIFE LEARNED, Milton Sills, John
Bowers, Marguerite De le Motte, 6,328—Drama
of problems of the dav. Au. : Bradley King.
Dir. : John Griffith Wray. Pro. : Thos. H.
Ince. Rev. 2/10/23.

MAN OF ACTION, Douglas MacLean, 5

—

Comedy drama. Au. : Bradley King. Dir.

:

James W. Home. Pro.: Thos. H. Ince.

MIGHTY LAK' A ROSE, Dorothy MackaiU,
Jamies Rennie, 8,260—Drama of high and low
society. Au. : Curtis Benton. Dir. & Pro.

:

Edwin Carewe. Rev. 2/24/23.

MINNIE, Leatrice Joy, Matt Moore, 6,786

—

Comedy drama. Au. : Marshall Neilan. Dir.

:

Marshall Neilan and Frank Urson. Pro. : Mar-
shall Xeilan. Rev. 1/13/23.

MONEY. MONEY, MONEY, Katherine Mac-
Donald, 5,995—Society drama. Au. : Larry
Evans. Dir. : Tom Forman. Pro. : Preferred.
Rev. 1/20/23.

OLIVER TWIST, Jackie Coogan, 7,697—From
Charles Dickens novel. Pro. : Coogan Produc-
tions. Rev. 11/11/22.

REFUGE, Katherine MacDonald, 5—Society
drama. Au. : Lois Zellner. Dir. : Victor L.
Schertzinger. Pro. : Preferred.

ROSE OF THE SEA. Anita Stewart, 7,837—
Drama. Au. : Countess Barcvnska. Dir. : Fred
Niblo. Pro.: Louis B. Mayer. Rev. 7/15/22.

FURY, Richard Barthelmess, 8,792—Sea drama.
Au. : Edmund Goulding. Dir. : Henry King.
Pro. : Inspiration. Rev. 1/27/23.

HOTTENTOT, Douglas MacLean. 5.953—Farce
comedy. Au. : Victor Mapes and William Col-
lier. Dir. : James W. Home and Dell An-
drews. Pro.: Thos. H. Ince. Rev. 1/6/23.

KINDRED OF THE DUST, Miriam Cooper,
Ralph Graves. 7,424—Drama of logging coun-
try. Au. : Peter B. Kvne. Dir. and Pro.

:

R. A. Walsh. Rev. 2/4/22.

LONELY ROAD, Katherine MacDonald, 6,086—
Society drama. Au. : Charles Loerue. Dir.

:

Victor L. Schertzinger. Pro. : Preferred,

LORNA DOONE. Frank Keenan, John Bowers,
6.083—Period drama. Au. : R. D. Blackmore.
Pro.: Maurice Touraeur. Rev. 10/21/22.

WOMAN CONQUERS. Katherine MacDonald,
5.102—Vivid snow story. Au. : Violet Clark.
Pro.: Preferred. Rev. 1/27/23.
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FOX
LOST AND FOUND, House Peters, Pauline

Starke, Antonio Moreno, Rosemary Theby,
5—South Sea Island romance. Au. : Carey
Wilson. Dir.: R. A. Walsh.

WHO ARE MY PARENTS? sc. 8,361—Spe-
cial production. Au. : "Mr. X." Dir. : J. Searie
Dawley.

VILLAGE BLACKSMITH, sc. 7.540—Special
production founded on Longfellow's poem.
Dir.: Jack Ford. Rev. 11/18/22.

FRIENDLY HUSBAND, Lupino Lane. 4,527—
Special production. Dir. : Jack Blystone.

CUSTARD CUP, Mary Carr, 6,166—Special pro
duction. Au. Florence Bingham Livingston.
Rev. 2/3/23.

FACE ON THE BARROOM FLOOR, sc, 5,785—Special production. Au. : S. Marion Burton.
Rev. 1/20/23.

MONTE CRISTO, sc, 9.828—From Alexander
Dumas' novel. Dir.: Emmett J. Flynn. Rev.
7/W22.

FOOL THERE WAS. Estelle Taylor. Lewis
Stone, 6,604—From Porter Emerson Browne's
stage play inspired by Rudyard Kipling's poem.
Dir. : Emmett J. Flynn. Rev. 7/8/22.

NERO. sc. 11,500—Special production. Au.

:

Charles Sarver and Virginia Tracy. Dir. : J.

Gordon Edwards. Rev. 6/10/22.

PAWN TICKET 210. Shirley Mason, 4,527—
From the play by David Befasco and Clay M.
Greene. Dir.: Scott Dunlap. Rev. 1/13/23.

CALVERT'S VALLEY, John Gilbert. 4.416—
Western drama. Au. : Margaret Prescott Mon-
tague. Dir.: Jack Dillon. Rev. 10/21/22.

LOVE GAMBLER. John Gilbert, 4.682—Western
drama. Au. : Lillian Bennett-Thompson and
George Hubbard. Dir.: Joseph Franz. Rev.
12/2/22.

CRUSADER, William Russell. 4,760—Western
drama. Ail: Allan Sullivan. Dir.: Howard
Mitchell. Rev. 9/30/22.

THREE WHO PAID. Dustin Farnum. 4.859—
Drama. Au. : George Owen Baxter. Dir.

:

Colin Campbell. Rev. 1/13/23.

GREAT NIGHT, William Russell. 4.436—West-
ern drama. Au. : Joseph E. Poland. Dir.

:

Howard M. Mitchell. Rev. 12/2/22.

MAN S SIZE, William Russell. 4,316—Western
drama. Au. : William McLeod Raine. Dir.

:

Howard M. Mitchell. Rev. 1/6/23.

WHILE JUSTICE WAITS. Dustin Farnum.
4.726—Drama. Au. : Chas. A. & Don A. Short.
Dir.: Bernard J. Durning. Rev. 12/23/22.

BRASS COMMANDMENTS. William Farnum.
4.829—Western drama. Au. : Charles Alden
Seltzer. Dir.: Lynn F. Reynolds. Rev. 2/17/23.

CALIFORNIA ROMANCE. John Gilbert, 3.892

—Western drama. Au. : Charles Banks. Dir.

:

Jerome Storm. Rev. 12/30/22.

WEST OF CHICAGO. Charles Jones. 4,892 -

Western drama. Au. : George Scarborough.
Dir. : Scott Dunlap and C. R. Wallace.

BELLS OF SAN JUAN. Charles Jones, 4,567-
Westcrn drama. Au. : Jackson Gregory. Dir.

:

Scott Dunlap. Rev. 10/28/22.

BOSS OF CAMP 4. Charles Jones. 4.235 —
Western drama. Au. : Arthur P. Haskins.
Dir.: W. S. Van Dyk. Rev. 12/16/22.

FOOTLIGHT RANGER. Charles Jones. 4,229—
Western drama. Au. : Dorothy Yost. Dir.:

Scott Dunlap. Rev. 2/10/23.

GOLDWYN
LOOK YOUR BEST. Colleen Moore. Antonio
Moreno, 5—Comedy of actress' life. Au. : and
Dir.: Rupert Hughes.

MAD LOVE. Pola Negri, 5—Emotional drama
Dir. : Dimitri Buchowotsky.

SHERLOCK HOLMES, John Barrymore, 8,233

—Detective melodrama. Au. : Conan Doyle.
Dir.: Albert Parker. Rev. 6/17/22 or 5/27/22.

BROKEN CHAINS. Colleen Moore, Ernest Tor-
rence, Malcolm McGregor, 6,190—Prize story

in which love casts out fear. Au. : Winifred
Kimball. Dir.: Allen Holubar. Rev. 12/30/22.

STRANGERS' BANQUET. Claire Windsor, Ho-
bart Bosworth, Rockliffe Fellows, Eleanor
Boardman. 8,153—Girl's struggle to protect

shipyard from anarchists. Au. : Donn Byrne.
Dir.: Marshall Neilan. Rev. 1/20/23.

GIMME, Helene Chadwick, Gaston Glass, 5,769
—Domestic story, modern, in humorous vein.

Au. and Dir. : Rupert Hughes.

CHRISTIAN. Richard Dix, Mae Busch. Phyllis

Haver, Mahlon Hamilton, 8.333—Story of

voung man's struggle to lead Christian life.

Au. : Hall Cain. Rev. 2/10/23.

HODKINSON
KINGDOM WITHIN. Pauline Starke, Gas-
ton Glass, 7—Melodrama of love and sac-

rifice against rural background. Dir. : Victor
Schertzinger. Rev. 12/23/22.

DOWN TO THE SEA IN SHIPS, William
Walcott, Marguerite Courtot, 9—Drama with
whaling industry as background. Dir. : Elmer
Clifton. Rev. 2/10/23.

SECOND FIDDLE, Glenn Hunter, Mary Aster,

6—New England domestic drama. Dir. : Frank
Tuttle. Rev. 1/6/22.

HEADLESS HORSEMEN. Will Rogers, 7—Old
New England comedy from "The Legend of
Sleepy Hollow." Au. : Washington Irving.
Dir.: Carel S. Clancy. Rev. 11/4/22.

LICHTMAN PREFERRED
POOR MEN'S WIVES, Barbara LaMarr. David

Butler. ZaSu Pitts. Betty Francisco. 6,963

—

Triumph of love and poverty over riches and
frivolity. Au. : Frank Dazey and Agnes John-
ston. Dir. : Gasnier. Pro. : Preferred. Rev.
2/17/23.

RICH MEN S WIVES, Claire Windsor. House
Peters, Rosemary Theby, Richard Headrick,
6,651—Society drama. Au. : Frank Dazey and
Agnes Johnston. Dir.: Gasnier. Pro.: Pre-
ferred. Rev. 9/2/22.

SHADOWS, Lon Chaney, Marguerite De La
Motte, Harrison Ford. 7,236—Story of New
England fishing village. Au. : Wilbur Daniel
Steele. Dir.: Tom Forman. Pro.: Preferred.
Rev. 11/11/22.

THORNS AND ORANGE BLOSSOMS. Estelle
Taylor, Edith Roberts, Kenneth Harlan, 6,971—Adapted from novel and stage play by Ber-
tha M. Clay. Dir. : Gasnier. Pro. : Preferred.
Rev. 2/10/23.

HERO, Barbara LaMarr, Gaston Glass, Doris
Pawn, 6,800—Story of moral courage against
physical bravery from stage play. Au. : Gilbert
Emery. Dir. : Gasnier. Pro., Preferred.

METRO
HEARTS AFLAME. Frank Keenan. Anna Q.

Nilsson, 7—Drama of timberlands. Au. : Harold
Titus. Dir.: Reginald Barker. Pro.: Louis
B. Mayer. Rev. 1/6/23.

PEG O' MY HEART. Laurette Taylor, 8—Irish
comedy-drama. Au. : J. Hartley Manners. Dir.:
King Vidor. Rev. 12/30/22.

QUINCY ADAMS SAWYER, Blanche Sweet,
John Bowers. Lon Chaney, Barbara LaMarr.
8—Melodrama of Old New England, from novel.
Dir. : Clarence G. Badger. Pro. : Associated
Photoplays. Rev. 12/9/22.

TRIFLING WOMEN, Barbara LaMarr, Ramon
Navarro, 9—Tragic drama laid in mythical
kingdom. Dir.: Rex Ingram. Rev. 10/21/22.

JAZZMAN IA. Mae Murray, 8—\dvcnture story
centering about queen of mythical kingdom.
Au. : Edmund Goulding. Dir. : Robert Z.
Leonard. Pro.: Tiffany. Rev. 3/3/23.

PLAYGOERS
INNER MAN, Wyndham Standing. J. Barney

Sherry. Dorothy Mackaill. 4,914— Romantic
comedy drama of man's regeneration. Au.

:

Charles Mackay. Dir. : Hamilton Smith. Pro.

:

Syracuse. Rev. 1/13/23.

PAUPER MILLIONAIRE, C. M. HaUard.
Norma Whalley. 4,804 — Comcdv drama of
stranded millionaire. Au. : Austin Fryes. Dir.:
Frank Crane. Rev. 2/17/23.

CLOUDED NAME. Norma Shearer, 4,855—
Love interrupted by scandal. Au. and Dir.

:

Austin O. Huhn. Pro.: Logan.

ISLE OF DOUBT, Wyndham Standing, George
Fawcett, Dorothy Mackaill, 5.483—Tropical
island love story. Au. : Derek Beam. Dir.

:

Hamilton Smith. Pro.: Syracuse. Rev. 10/7/22.

FACE TO FACE. Marguerite Marsh, 5—Vindica-
tion of accused sweetheart by girl detective.
Pro.: Reginald Warde. Rev. 9/23/22.

MAN SHE BROUGHT BACK. Earle Fox, Doris
Miller. Frank Losee. 4,792—Redemption of
coward in wild West. Au. : Jasper Ewing
Brady. Dir.: Charles Miller. Rev. 9/16/22.

ONE NIGHT IN PARIS, sc, 4,617—Romantic
comedy drama of Parisian night life. Rev.
10/14/22.

BOOTLEGGER'S DAUGHTER, Enid Bennett,
Fred Niblo, 4,232—Small town romance. Au.

:

A. Cecil Smith.

MAN AND THE MOMENT. Minora Thew, 5—
From Elinor Glyn's novel. Rev. 12/23/22.

MAN WHO WAITED. Frank Braidwood, 5—
Western thriller set in mining country. Au.
and Dir. : Edward I. Luddy.

UNITED ARTISTS
GIRL I LOVE. Charles Ray, 8—Drama. Au.

:

James Whitcomb Riley. Dir. : Joseph DeGrasse.
Pro.: Ray.

TAILOR MADE MAN, Charles Ray, 8,469—
Comedy drama. Au. : Harry James Smith.
Dir. : Joseph DeGrasse. Pro. : Ray.

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS IN ROBIN HOOD,
Douglas Fairbanks, 10,680—Period drama. Au.

:

Elton Thomas. Dir. : Allan Dwan. Pro.

:

Fairbanks. Rev. 10/28/22.

TESS OF THE STORM COUNTRY, Mary
Pickford, 9,906—Drama. Au. : Grace Miller

White. Dir. : John S. Robertson. Pro. : Pick-

ford. 12/2/22.

ONE EXCITING NIGHT, Carol Dempster, 11

—Comedy melodrama. Au. : Irene Sinclair.

Dir. and Pro.: D. W. Griffith. Rev. 11/4/22.

SALOME, Nazimova. 5,595— Drama. Au. : Oscar
Wilde. Dir. : Charles Bryant. Pro. : Nazimova
Productions. Rev. 1/27/23.

SUZANNA. Mabel Normand. 8—Comedy drama.
Au. and Pro. : Mack Sennett. Dir. : F. Richard
Jones.

SHREIK OF ARABY. Ben Turpin, 5— Burlesque
comedy. Au. and Pro. : Mack Sennett. Dir.

:

F. Richard Jones.

GARRISON'S FINISH, Jack Pickford. 7.898—
Melodrama. From W. B. M. Ferguson's novel.
Rev. 1/20/23.

WOMAN'S WOMAN, Mary Alden, 7,892—
Drama. From Mrs. Nalbro Barley's story.
Dir.: Chas. Giblyn. Pro.: Albion.

GLORIOUS ADVENTURE. Lady Diana Man-
ners, 6,600—Au., Dir. and Pro. : J. Stuart
Blackton. Rev. 5/13/22.

UNIVERSAL

GIRL WHO RAN WILD. Gladys Walton. 5—
Adaptation of Bret Harte's "M'Liss." Dir.:
Rupert Julian. Rev. 9/30/22.

LONE HAND. Hoot Gibson. 5—Western drama.
Au. : Ralph Cummins. Dir. : Reeves Eason.

WOLF LAW. Frank Mayo, 5—Drama of North-
west. Au. : Hugh Pendeter.

BROAD DAYLIGHT, Loil Wilson. Jack Mul-
hall, 5—Crook melodrama. Au. : Harvey Gates
and G. W. Pypes. Dir. : Irving Cummins.

ANOTHER MAN'S SHOES. Herbert Rawlin-
son, 5—Mystery drama. Au. : Victor Bridges.
Dir. : Jack Conway.

RIDIN' WILD, Hoot Gibson, 5—Western drama.
Au. : Ray Myers. Dir. : Nat Ross.

JILT. Ralph Graves, Matt Moore. 5— Post war
love story. Au. : L. Ramsey. Dir. : Irving
Cummings.

ALTAR STAIRS. Frank Mayo, 5—South Sea
island story. Au. : G. B. Lancaster. Dir.:
Lambert Hilyer.

KENTUCKY DERBY. Reginald Denny. 6—Race
horse drama. Au. : Chailes T. Dazey. Dir.:
King Baggott.

FORSAKING ALL OTHERS. Colleen Moore,
Cullen Landis, 5—Domestic melodrama. Au.

:

Mary Lerner. Dir. : Emile Chautard.

ONE WONDERFUL NIGHT. Herbert Rawlin-
son, 5—Mistaken identity melodrama. Au.

:

Louis Tracey. Dir. : Stuart Paton.

FLAMING HOUR. Frank Mayo. 5—Love story
with industrial background. Au. : Lillian Ches-
ter. Dir. : Edward Laemmle.

FLIRT, Eileen Percy. 8—Modern domestic drama.
Au. : Booth Tarkington. Dir.: Hobart Hen
ley.

KINDRED COURAGE. Hoot Gibson. 5—West-
ern drama. Au. : K. R. Brown. Dir. : Wm.
Worthington.

POWER OF A LIE, sc, 5—Society drama. Dir.:
Geo. Archainbaud.

FIRST DEGREE, Frank Mayo, 5—Ex-convict's
struggle. Au. : George Patullo. Dir. : Edward
Sedgwick.

FLAME OF LIFE, Priscilla Dean, 7—Romance
of coal mines. Frances Hodgson Burnett.
Dir.: Hobart Henley.

LOVE LETTERS. Gladys Walton, 5—Crook
comedy drama. Au. : Bradley King. Dir.:

King Baggott.

GENTLEMAN FROM AMERICA, Hoot Gibson,
5—Doughboy romance. Au. : Raymond
Schrock. Dir. : Edward Sedgwick.

PRISONER, Herbert Rawlinson, 5—Mythical
kingdom drama. Au. : George Barr McCutch-
eon. Dir. : Jack Conway.

BOLTED DOOR. Frank Mayo, 5—Society
drama. Au. : George Gibbs. Dir. : Wm. Wor-
thington.

DRIVEN, Chas. Mack, Elinor Fair, 6—Kentucky
mountain melodrama. Au. : Jay Selzer. Dir.:

Chas. Brabin.

GOSSIP, Gladys Walton, 5—Country-city
comedy drama. Au. : Edith Barnard Delano.
Dir. : King Baggott.

MIDNIGHT GUEST, Grace Darmond, Mahlon
Hamilton, 5—Modern melodrama. Au. : Ru-
pert Julian. Dir. : George Archainbaud.

VITAGRAPH

NINETY AND NINE, Warner Baxter, Colleen

Moore, 6,800—Old fashioned melodrama. Au.

:

Ramsay Norris. Dir. : David Smith. Rev.

1/20/23.

FRONT PAGE STORY, Edward Horton, Edith

Roberts, Buddy Messenger, 6—Small town po-

litical story. Dir.: Jess Robins, Rev. 1/6/23.

ONE STOLEN NIGHT, Alice Calhoun, S—
Arabian desert story. Dir. : Robert Ensemble.
Rev. 2/3/23.

WHEN DANGER SMILES, William Duncan,
Edith Johnson, 5—Western adventure story.

Dir.: Wm. Duncan. Rev. 10/28/22.
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STATE RIGHTS
ANOTHER MAN'S BOOTS (Anchor), sc. 5—
Western drama. Dir. : William Craft. Pro.

:

Ivor McFadden.

BEAUTIFUL AND DAMNED (Warner Bros.).
Kenneth Harlan and Marie Prevost, 7—Adap-
tation of novel. Au. : F. Scott Fitzgerald.
Dir.: Wm. A. Seiter. Rev. 1/13/23.

BEWARE OF THE LAW (Jawitz), Marjorie
Payne, 4,600—Bootlegger story. Au. and Dir.

:

W. A. S. Douglas. Pro.: L. & H.

BLAZE AWAY (Di Lorenzo), Guinn Williams,
4,458—Western drama. Au. : Bruce Boteler.
Dir. : W. Hughes Curran. Pro. : Frederick
Herbst Rev. 4/1/22.

BEWARE OF THE LAW (Jawitz), Marjorie
Payne, 4,600—Comedy drama on bootlegging
theme. Au. : and Dir. : W. A. S. Douglas.
Pro.: L. & H.

BLOOD TEST (Adventure) Dick Hatton, 5.

Outdoor western. Au. Veda Betsy Dunn.
Dir. Don Hix.

BRASS (Warner Bros.), Monte Blue, Marie Pre-
vost, Frank Keenan, Harry Myers, Irene Rich.
7—Adaptation of novel. Au. : Chas. G. Norris.
Dir. : Sidney Franklyn. Pro. : Harry Rapf.

BROKEN SHADOWS (Second National), Iso-
bel Elsom, S—Native Irish love story. From
Charles Garvice novel, "Xance." Dir.: Albert
Ward. Pro. : Samuelson.

COUNTRY FLAPPER (Prod. Sec), Dorothy
Gish, 5—Fast moving comedy drama. Au.

:

Nalbo Bartly. Dir. : F. Richard Jones. Pro.

:

Gish Corp.

CUB REPORTER (Goldstone), Richard Tal-
madge, 5—Comedy thrill drama. Au. and Dir.

:

Jack Dillon.

CURSE OF DRINK (Weber-North), Harry
Morey, George Fawcett, Edmund Breese, 5,300—Melodrama. Au. : Charles Blaney. Dir.

:

Henry B. Hoyt Pro. : Jos. M. Shear. Rev.
9/16/22.

DANGEROUS ADVENTURE (Warner Bros.),
Grace Darmond, Philo McCullough, Bobby Ag-
new, 7,200—African jungle adventure story.
Au. : Frances Guihan. Dir.: S. L. & J. L.
Warner. Rev. 2/17/23.

DESERTED AT THE ALTAR (Goldstone), sc,
6—From stage play. Au. : Pierce Kingsley.
Dir.: W. K. Howard.

DEVIL'S PARTNER (Independent), Norma
Shearer, 5—Western Canadian story. Dir.

:

Caryl S. Fleming. Pro,
; Iroquois.

FIREBRAND (Goldstone), Franklyn Farnum, 5—Western comedy drama. Au. and Dir. : Alvin
J. Nietz.

FLAMES OF PASSION (Independent), George
Larkin, Ruth Stonehouse, 5—Western lumber
camp story'. Au. : George Hively. Dir. : G. H.
Moody. Pro. : Premium.

FLESH AND BLOOD (W. P. E. C), Lon
Chaney, Edith Roberts, Jack Mulhall, 5,700

—

Vigorous story of redemption and faith. Au.

:

Louis Duryea Lighton. Dir. : Irving Cum-
mings.

FRESHIE (Di Lorenzo), Big Boy Guinn Wil-
liams, 4,800—College story. Au. and Dir.:
W. Hughes Curran. Pro. : Frederick Herbst.

GREAT EXPECTATIONS (Hopp Hadley),
Buddy Martin, 6,400—Xew version of Charles
Dickens' novel. Pro. : Nordisk.

GUN SHY (Goldstone), Franklyn Farnum, 5—
Western comedy drama. Au. and Dir. : Alvin
J. Nietz.

HAS THE WORLD GONE MAD? (Equity).
Edmund Breese, Mary Alden, Vincent Coleman,
Hedda Hopper, Elinor Fair, 5—Modern society
drama. Dir. : J. Searle Dawley. Pro. and Au.

:

Daniel Carson Goodman.
HEART OF LINCOLN (Anchor), Ella Hall, 5—Civil war story.

HEROES OF THE STREET (Warner Bros.),
Wesley Barry, 6,600—Comedy drama eulogizing
police force. Au. Edmund Goulding. Dir.

:

w™- A. Seiter. Pro.: Harry Rapf. Rev.
12/16/22.

HIGH SPEED LEE (Arrow), Reid Howes,
*'k

16
,

—Story of Long Island smart set. From
Only a Few of Us Left," by J. P. Marquand.

Dir. : Dudley Murphy. Pro. : Atlantic.
HIS LAST RACE (Goldstone), sc, 6—Thrill

drama. Au. : E. R. Thayer. Dir. : Reaves Ea-
son, Howard Mitchell.

1 5M L
THE LAW (Burr), Alice Lake, Rosemary

Theby, Gaston Glass, Wallace Beery, 7—Drama
of Northwest Mounted. Dir.: Edwin Carewe.
Rev. 6/3/22.

IN THE NIGHT (Prod. Sec), ss, 5—Mystery
drama. Pro.: Granger-Binger.

JUST A MOTHER (Norca), Isobel Elson, 5—
Mother love theme. Au. : W. B. Maxwell.
Dir.: Allyn B. Carrick. Pro.: Carrick.

JUST A song AT TWILIGHT (Prod. Sec).
Richard Barthelmess. 4.900—Heart interest

drama. Au. : Henry Albert Phillips. Dir.

:

Carlton King. Pro. : Dixie.

LAMP IN THE DESERT (C. B. C). sc, 4.800
Story of East Indian mysticism. Au. : Ethel
M. Dell. Pro.: Davis.

LAST HOUR (Mastodon), Milton Sills, Carmel
Myers, 6—Crook story, adapted from "Blind
Justice." Au. : Frank R. Adams. Pro. : Ed-
ward Sloman. Rev. 1/20/23.

LAW OF THE SEA (Anchor), Hobart Bos-
worth, 4,989—Love story of gold mines. Au.

:

Ethel Gillett. Dir.: W. H. Clifford. Pro.:
Utility.

LITTLE CHURCH AROUND THE CORNER
(Warner Bros.), Kenneth Harlan, Claire Wind-
sor, Pauline Starke, Hobart Bosworth, 5,900

—

Drama based on power of faith. Au. : Olga
Printzlau. Dir. : Wm. A. Seiter.

LONE HORSEMAN (Arrow), Jack Perrin, Fred
Caldwell, Joseph Hill, 4,471—Western. Pro.:
A. B. Maescher.

LOVE NEST (Prod. Sec), Richard Travers,
Jean Scott, 5—Drama of Mine fisher folk. Au.,
Dir. and Pro. : Wray Physioc.

LOVE'S OLD SWEET SONG (Norca), sc, 5

—

Mystery melodrama. Dir. : Oscar Lund. Pro.

:

Lund.
LUCK (Mastodon), Johnny Hines. 6—Melo-
comedy of thrills and laughs. Au. : Jackson
Gregory.

MAIN STREET (Warner Bros.), Monte Blue.
Florence Vidor. Louise Fazenda, Xoah Berry, 6—Adaptation of novel of small town life. Au.

:

Sinclair Lewis. Dir. : Harry Beaumont.

MAN AND WIFE (Arrow), Gladys Leslie, Rob-
ert Elliot, Maurice Costello, 5—Drama. Dir.

:

John L. McCutcheon. Pro.: Effenan.

MAN FROM MONTANA (Goldstone), Neal
Hart, 5—Western drama. Dir. : Alvin J. Xietz.

MORE TO BE PITIED (C. B. C), Alice Lake.
Rosemary Theby, 5,800—Melodrama from stage
play. Au. : Chas. E. Blaney. Dir. : E. J. Le-
Saint.

NIGHT LIFE IN HOLLYWOOD (Arrow),
Gail Henry, J. Frank Glendon, Josephine Hill.
6,059—Comedy drama of film center. Dir.

:

Fred Caldwell. Pro.: A. B. Maescher. Rev.
11/11/22.

NONE SO BLIND (Arrow), Dore Davidson,
Edward Earle, Zena Keefe, 6,311—Drama. Au.

:

Leota Morgan. Dir. : Burton King. Pro.

:

State.

NOTORIETY (Weber-North), Mary Alden, Rod
LaRoque, 7,200—Society drama. Au. and Dir.

:

Will Nigh. Rev. 10/21/22.

ONE MOMENT'S TEMPTATION (Second Na-
tional), Marjorie Villis, James Knight, 5—Lost
heiress story. Au. : William B. Laub. Dir.

:

Arthur H. Rooke. Pro. : Harma.

ONLY A SHOPGIRL (C. B. C), Estelle Tay-
lor, Mae Busch, Wallace Beery, Tully Mar-
shall, James Morrison, 6,400—Story of two
shopgirls' ambitions, from stage play. Au.

:

Chas. E. Blaney. Dir. : E. J. LeSaint.

PASSIONATE FRIENDS (C. B. C). sc, 5,200—From H. G. Wells' novel. Dir. : Maurice
Elvey. Pro. : Davis.

PEACEFUL PETERS (Arrow), William Fair-
banks, 4,696—Western drama. Au. : W. C.
Tuttle. Dir. and Pro. : Ben Wilson.

POWER DIVINE (Independent), Mary Wynn,
Jack Livington, 5—Kentucky mountain feud
romance. Dir. : Wm. Craft. Pro. : Premium.

RAGS TO RICHES (Warner Bros.). Wesley
Barry, 6,500—Comedy drama of a poor little

rich boy. Dir. : Wallace Woislev. Pro. : Harrv
Rapf. Rev. 10/14/22.

RANCHER (Goldstone), Robert Elliott. 6

—

Western drama. Au. : B. M. Bower. Dir.

:

Frank Powell.

RED TRAIL (Norca), Nora Swinburne, 5,500

—

African jungle adventure. Au. : Leslie Mason.
Pro. : Acron.

SEA RAIDER (Second National), Betty Bonton,
5—Sea adventure and romance. Dir. : E. H.
Griffith. Pro.: Maritime.

SECRETS OF PARIS (Mastodon), Lew Cody.
Gladys Hulette, 7—Drama of Apache and court
life in Paris. Au. : Eugene Sue. Dir. : Ken-
neth Webb. Pro.: Whitman Bennet. Rev.
11/11/22.

SHERIFF OF SUN DOG (Arrow), William
Fairbanks, 4,949—Western. Au. : W. C. Tuttle.
Dir. and Pro. : Ben Wilson.

SHERIFF JIM (Goldstone), Roy Stewart. 5—
Mexican border story. Au. : Willard Mack.
Dir. : Charles Swickard.

SPEED KING (Goldstone), Richard Talmadge,
5—Comedy thrill drama. Au. and Dir. : Grover
Jones.

STRANGER OF THE HILLS (Anchor), sc, 5—
Western drama. Au. and Dir. : Bruce Mitchell.
Pro. : Farra.

STREETS OF NEW YORK (Arrow), Edward
Earle, Barbara Castleton, 6,541—From stage
play. Au. : Leota Morgan. Dir. : Burton King.
Pro.: State. Rev. 11/11/22.

SURE FIRE FLINT (Mastodon), Johnny Hines,
6—Melo-comedy of thrills and laughs. Au :

Gerald C. Duffy. Dir.: Del Henderson. Rev.
10/21/22.

THEY'RE OFF (Anchor), Peggy O'Day, 5 —
Race track comedy drama. Au. : Elsie Van
Name. Pro. : New Era.

THREADS OF DESTINY (Anchor). Bessie
May, 4,600—Fisherman's daughter's love storv.
Au. : Grover Jones. Dir. : George Clark. Pro'.

:

Paragon.

THUNDERING HOOFS (Anchor), Peggy
O'Day, 5—Race track drama. Au. : Elsie Van
Xame. Pro. : Xew Era.

TRAIL OF HATE (Di Lorenzo), Big Boy
Guinn Williams, 4,519—Western drama. Dir.:
W. Hughes Curran. Pro. : Frederick Herbst.
Rev. 6/3/22.

UNBLAZED TRAILS (Adventure). Dick Hat-
ton, 5—Outdoor western. Au. : Dick Hatton.
Dir.: Don Hix.

VALLEY OF LOST SOULS (Independent),
Muriel Kingston, S—Story of Canada with
superstitious twist. Au. : J. Seton Drummond.
Dir. : Caryl S. Fleming. Pro. : Iriqouis.

WASTED LIVES (Second National), Richard
Wayne, 4,870—Romantic story of children's
doctor. Au. : Lucien Hubbard. Dir. : Clarence
H. Geldert. Pro.: Mission. Rev. 1/6/23.

WATCH HIM STEP (Goldstone), Richard Tal-
madge, 5—Comedy thrill drama. Au. : Scott
Darling. Dir. : Jack Xelson.

WESTERN JUSTICE (Arrow), Fred Caldwell,
Jospehine Hill, 3,977—Western drama. Pro.:
A. B. Maescher.

WHAT'S WRONG WITH THE WOMEN
(Equity), Hedda Hopper, Wilton Lackaye,
Barbara Castleton. 6—Modern society drama.
Dir. : R. William Neil. Pro. and Au. : Daniel
Carson Goodman. Rev. 8/19/22.

WHEEL OF FORTUNE (Anchor), Grace Dar-
mond, 5—Drama. Au.: Helen Robertson.
Dir. and Pro.: Capt Leslie T. Peacock.

WHEN A WOMAN TURNS (Norca), Tom
Kennedy, 5—Western. Dir. and Pro., Ivor
McFadden.

WILDCAT JORDAN (Goldstone), Richard Tal-
madge, 5—Comedy thrill drama. Au. Scott
Darling. Dir. : Al Santell.

WILDNESS OF YOUTH (Grajhic), Virginia
Pearson, Mary Anderson, Harry Morey, 7

—

Society drama pertaining to flapper. Au. : Ivan
Abramson and Don Dundas. Dir. : Ivan
Abramson. Rev. 9/2/22.

WOLVES OF THE BORDER (Goldstone),
Franklyn Farnum, 5—Western comedy drama.
Au. and Dir. : Alvin J. Nietz.

WORLD'S A STAGE (Principal), Dorothy Phil-
lips, Kenneth Harlan, 6—Screen star's romance
in Hollywood. Au. : Elinor Glyn. Dir. : Colin
Campbell.

YOU ARE GUILTY (Mastodon), James Kirk-
wood, Doris Kenyon, Robert Edeson, Edmund
Breese, 6—Story of world wanderer. Au. and
Dir. : Edgar Lewis.

YOUR BEST FRIEND (Warner Bros.), Vera
Gordon, 6,250—Comedy drama on mother
theme. Au. and Dir. : Wm. Xigh. Pro. : Harrv
Rapf. Rev. 4/8/22.

SHORT SUBJECTS
ALEXANDER (2 reels)

Disposing of Mother—Comedy drama.
This Wife Business—Comedy.
Old Fashioned Flapper—Comedy.
Underpaid—Comedy.

ANCHOR
Love Charm. Little Knight.

Courage—Two-reel medieval romances fea-
turing Arthur Trimble.

C. B. C. FILM SALES
Hallroom Boys Comedies (2 reels)

Crown of
Still Going Strong.
New Mamma.

High Fliers
My Mistake.
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ise Fazenda.

Tailor Maid Chauf- Bridle Grooms.
feur. West Is East.

Spirit of '23. Holy Smoke.
All at Sea. Full O' Pep.
Dumb Waiters. Day By Day.

EDUCATIONAL CORP.
Christie Comedies (2 reels)

S^i Son„of » Shiek—Neal Burns.Fardon My Glove—Bobby Vernon.Let 'Er Run—Dorothy Devore
Ocean Swells—Neal Bums
rh^S% Your Weapons—Bobby Vernon.Chop feuey—Dorothy Devore
Chased Bride—Neal Burns
In Dutch—Bobby Vernon
Hazel From Hollywood—Dorothy DevoreBe Yourself—Neal Burns
Second Childhood—Bobby VernonHula Honeymoon—Henry Murdock.Babies Welcome—Dorothy Devore.

Mermaid Comedies (2 reels)
Look Out Below—Llgre Conley.
Steeplechaser—Lige Conley
Blazes—Lige Conley.
High Power—Lige Conley.
Good Scout—Jimmie Adams
Casey Jones, Jr.—Llge Conley.
Pest of the Storm Country—Lou

Hamilton Comedies (2 reels)
Speeder—Lloyd Hamilton.
Educator—Lloyd Hamilton.No Luck—Lloyd Hamilton.
Extra! Extra!—Lloyd Hamilton.

Cameo Comedies (1 reel)
Crash—Jimmie Adams
Fitter Patter—Jimmie Adams.Come Over—Jimmie Adams.Hurry Up—Jimmie Adams.Ouch—Jimmie Adams
Tea & Tea—Jimmie Adams.Bumps—Jimmie AdamsDog Sense—Animals.

Toonerville Comedies (2 reels)
Toonerville Topics
Skipper's Sermon.

'

Dramas (2 reels)

M T
.

H« c.c
ADJENTURES OF SHERLOCKH£L , TCoo

Se^ Becches. Empty House.
u EeTi,f

,
San pedro. Solitary Cyclist. RedHeaded League. Resident Patient, BerylCoronet, Man With the Twisted Lip—Stollproductions from A. Conan Doyle stories.

Scenics (1 reel)

h.^tSFV?' ..
C

- RRUCE, WILDERNESS
a v-

Drifters, Blanket Stiff. Split Out-
fit. Natural Born Liar. Prlckley Conscience.By Lantern Light—Scenic dramas.

Novelties

TONY SARG'S ALMANAC— DevilishDragon. First Barber. First Flivver, Olging
Ogre, Haunted Castle—Single reel shadow-
graph comedies.
LYMAN H. HOWE'S HODGE-PODGE—

King Winter. Sea Elephants. Garden of
Geysers, Hot Shots, Mrs. Hippo—Single
reels of mixed contents.
EARL HURD COMEDIES—Fresh Fish

Railroading, Chicken Dressing—Single reel
novelty comedies.

Campbell Comedies (2 reels)

Ring Tail Romance—Children and animals.

Specials

Enchanted City—Art, 1 reel.
Man vs. Beast—Adventure, 2 reels.
Via Radio—Science, 1 reel.
Message of Emile Coue—Topical, 2 reels.

Miscellaneous

Kinograms (1) Semi-Weekly

F. B. O.

De Haven Comedies
Their First Vaca-

tion.
Twin Husbands.

Entertaining
Boss.

Christmas.

the

Plum Center Comedies

Fire Fighter.
Pop Tuttle's Grass
Widow.

Pop Tuttle's Movie
Queen.

Pop Tuttle's Clever
Catch.

FIRST NATIONAL
Buster Keaton Comedies

The Balloonatic (2,152 feet).
Day Dreams (2.493).
Electric House (2,252).
Love Nest (2,000).

Mack Sennett Comedies
Bow Wow (1,879).
Home Made Movies (1,804).
When Summer Comes (1,570).

Charles Chaplin Comedies
Pilgrim (3,675).

FOX (2 reels)

My Hero—Lupino Lane.
Lazy Bones—Clyde Cook.
Pirate—Lupino Lane.
Cyclist—Clyde Cook.
All Wet—Al St. John.
City Chap—Al . St. John.
Alarm—Al St. John.
Young and Dumb—Al St. John.

Sunshine Comedies (2 reels)

Puppy Love.
Tin Bronco.
Dandy Dan.
Step Lively Please.
Haunted House.

Five-Fifteen.

Ranch Romeo.
Cupid's Elephant.
Fresh Heir.
Poor Fish.
Rides and Slides.

Mutt and Jeff Cartoons (y2 reel)

Court Plastered.
Riding the Goat.
Red Hot.
Fallen Archers.
Cold Turkey.
Wishing Ducks

Bumps and Thumps.
Chewing Gum In-

dustry.
Gym Jams.
Steeplechase.
Down in Dixie.

Fox Educationals

Alligator Hunting and Farming (443 ft ).

Thrills and Spills (421). Volcanoes of the
World (872), Water Sports (477). Story of
Ice (36S). Ancient Rome (708), Old Spain
(802). Pekin Ducks (311). Camphor (480).
Bits of lCurope, Bird Life, Runaway Dog.

Miscellaneous

FOX NEWS (1) Semi-Weekly
HODKINSON

Great American Authors Series (1 reel).
Official Urban Movies Chats (1 reel).
Fun From the Press (1 reel) weekly.

INDEPENDENT PICTURES
NICK CARTER SERIES—Unseen Foes.

Spirit of Evil. Game of Craft. Last Call

—

Two-reel detective stories featuring Ed-
mund Lowe and Diana Allen.

INKWELL DIST. CORP.
Pay Day. Modeling, Show. Birthday,

Jumping Beans—Out of the Inkwell Com-
edies (cartoon) In 750 feet each.

PATHE EXCHANGE
Snub Pollard Comedies (2 reels)

Old Sea Dog. Dig Up.
Hook, Line, Sinker. Tough Winter.
Nearly Rich.

Our Gang Comedies (2 reels)

Our Gang.
Fire Fighters.
Young Sherlocks.
Saturday Morning.

Quiet Street.
Champeen.
Cobbler.
Big Show.

Johnny Jones Comedies (2 reels)

For Rent Haunted. Stung.
Broadcasting. Big Scoop.
Wanted—a Story.

Leo Maloney Dramas (2 reels)

Rough Riding.
Bar Cross War.
Drfter.
His Enemy's Friend.
One Jump Ahead.
Here's Your Men.

Under Suspicion.
Border Law.
Smoked Out.
Lost, Strayed

Stolen.

Paul Parrot Comedies (1 reel)

Soak the Sheik.
Face the Camera.
Upper Cut.
Out on Bail.
Shiver and Shake.
Golf Bug.
Shine 'Em Up.
Washed Ashore.
Harvest Hands.
Flivver.
Blaze Away.
I'll Take Vanilla.

Fair Week.
White Blacksmith.
Fire the Firemen.
Watch Your T^lfe.
Paste and Paper.
Mr. Hippo.
Don't Say Die.
Once Over.
Jailed and Bailed.
Loose Tightwad.
Tight Shoes.

Will Rogers Comedies

Fruits of Faith (3 reels).
Ropin' Fool (2 reels).

Scenics

Price of Progress (2 reels).
Fleeced for Gold (1 reel).
Royal Chinook (1 reel).

Serials (15 episodes)

Timber Queen—Ruth Roland.
Speed—Charles Hutchison.
Plunder—Pearl White.

Miscellaneous

Pathe News (1 reel) semi-weekly.
I'athe Review (1 reel) weekly.
Topics of the Day (1 reel) weekly
Screen Snapshots (1 reel) bi-weekly.
Aesop's Fables ( V4 reel) weekly cartoon
comedy.

PRIZMA
Time, Wonderful Water, I Know a Gar-

den, Bird Dogs Afield, Making of a Man
Torquay, Dahlia. Palace of Kings. Shades
of Noah, Old Glory. Impi—Single reel
studies In natural color.

SECOND NATIONAL
Unhappy Husbands, Retiring From Busi-

ness—Single reel ptcturlzatlons of Bruce
Barton magazine editorials.

UNIVERSAL
Comedies (1 and 2 reels)

Matinee Idols (1) Neely Edwards.
Young Ideas (1) Roy Atwell.
Off the Earth (1) Neely Edwards.
His First Job (1) Lewis Sargent.
Kickln' Fool (2) Maudie.
Love Drops (1) Neely Edwards.
Once to Every Boy (1) Lewis Sargent.
Fresh Kid (2) Johnny Fox.
Doing 'Em Good (1) Neely Edwards.
Model Messenger (1) Lewis Sargent.
Accidental Wealth (1) Neely Edwards.
Ginger Face (2) Johnny Fox.
Bully Pair (1) Mollno.
Speed Boy (1) Lewis Sargent.
Their Steady Job (1) Neely Edwards.
Rip Snoring Night (1) Lewis Sargent.
Rail Birds (1) Neely Edwards.
Doggone Day (1) Lewis Sargent.
Small Town Derby (2) Johnny Fox.
Where's the Parade (1) Neely Edwards.
Alladin, Jr. (1) Lewis Sargent.
Best Cellar (1) Neely Edwards.
Fool for Luck (1) Lewis Sargent.
Some Service (1) Neely Edwards.
Great Pearl Hunt (1) Lewis Sargent.
Spuds (1) Lewis Sargent.
Out of Order (1) Neely Edwards.
Best Man (1) Lewis Sargent.
Whiskers (1) Lewis Sargent.
To and Fro (1) Neely Edwards.
Maid to Order (1) Lewis Sargent.

Century Comedies (2)

LEE MORAN in
Foolish Lives.
Some Family.
Hello Judge.
Women First.
American Plan.
Home Plate.
Game Hunter.
UltOWMK in

Radio Hounds.
Wedding Pumps.
Just Dogs.
Rookies.
Sting 'Em Sweet.
Sweet and Pretty.

Tattle Tail.
JACK COOPER in
Spooky RoiBgnce.
Howling Success.
Pleasure Before

Business.
Farm Follies.
QUEENIE In
Cured.
True Blue.
Me and Mv Mule.
BUDDY MESSIN-
GER In

Boyhood Days.
Smarty.

Serials

In the Days of Buffalo Bill, Art Acord
(18 ep.).

Around the World In 18 Days, Wm. Des-
mond (12 ep.).

Social Buccaneer, Jack Mulhall (10 ep.).
Oregon Trail, Art Acord (18 ep.).

Dramas (2 reels)

Under Secret Orders—Roy Stewart.
God's Law—Roy Stewart.
Night Riders—Harry Carey.
One of Three—Roy Stewart.
Knights of the Timbers—Roy Stewart.
Six Shooter Justice—Harry Carey.
Hearts of Oak—Roy Stewart.
Hair Trigger Burke—Harry Carey.
Doomed Sentinels—Roy- Stewart.
Golden Bullet—Harry Carey.
Kings of the Forest—Roy Stewart.
Texas Sphinx—Harry Carey.

Miscellaneous

Leather Pushers Series (2 reels) Reginald
Denny. W

Fish Patrol Series (2 reels) Jack Mulhall.
International News (1 reel) semi-weekly.
Mirror (1 reel) news feature series.

VITAGRAPH
Larry Semon Comedies (2 reels)

Bell Hop.
Sawmill.
Show.
Pair of Kings.

Agent.
Golf.
Counter Jumper.
Solid Concrete.

WINKLER
Felix Fifty-Fifty, Wakes Up, Gets Re-

venge, Minds the Kid. Turns the Tide-
Cartoon comedies 650 feet each.
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CARL LAEMM LE TKp Thl'Trl
will soon present * J- Lv^ J- 1 LL1 \JL

Areyou ready
for the biggest

businesseverdone

by a two-reel series?
"My patrons will go wild with joy!" wires N. J.

Blumberg, of the Palace and Rialto theatres,

Racine, Wis. "We all think The Leather Pushers'

are absolutely the greatest two-reel subjects ever

shown on any screen!"

"Every exhibitor should be thankful for this oppor-

tunity to make moneyV wires 0. L. Meister,

Whitehouse theatre, Milwaukee, Wis. "I signed
for them today !"

That's the kind of a reception the announcement of

the coming THIRD SERIES LEATHER PUSH-
ERS is meeting all over the country. Every show-
man who played the other two series knows that in

this inimitable group of two-reelers he has not only
the biggest money-makers on the market, but also

the most entertaining pictures it is possible to

produce!

Same Star! Same Cast!
Same Author!

m
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Art Acord
"is crammed with action!"

MOTION PICTURE N1WS

"is biggest serial attraction yet made! '

'

WHITEHOUSE THEATRE. Milwaukee. Wis

is an exciting and romantic story!"
NEW YORK MORNING TELEGRAPH

will hold its own with the best!

'

1

MOVING PICTURE WORLD

WHAT more can you ask of a

serial? Made by the same star

and director who made that

sensational box-office success "In the

Days of Buffalo Bill," this new serial

ace will thrill your patronage as they

have never been thrilled before! And
its thrills are staged by men and women
who know how to make thrills—situa-

tions that will keep your patrons

gasping

!

Directed by

EDWARD LAEMMLE
Presented by

CARL
LAEMMLE

UNIVERSAL CHAPTER-PLAY



Everybody's Talking
about the greatest audience picture—bar none-

that ever happened!

RUPERT HUGHE!
has made a walloping box-office sense

tion—from his famous Red Boo
serial story of studio life among th

stars of Hollywood*

The photoplay pictures the rise of ai

unknown beautv to stardom—

i

packed with the perils, the gayety 1
th

thrills, the romance of film land. I

Famous Faces
in addition to the regular cast of players appear in is

wonderful production. Here are some of the headlins:

King Vidor, June Mathis, Eric von Stroheim, Hugo Bala,

Marshall Neilan, Fred Niblo, Kathlyn Williams, Ms el

Ballin, Florence Vidor, Jean Hersholt, Lillian Leigh n,

Dagmar Godowsky, William H. Crane, John SainpiSi

Bessie Love, Alice Lake, T. Roy Barnes, Johnny Wal*>

Claude Gillingwater, Chester Conklin, Anna Q. Nils n<

Robert Edeson, Milton Sills, Blanche Sweet, Barbara I d-

ford, Elliott Dexter, Hobart Bosworth, Raymond Grifh

Claire Windsor, Jean Haskell, Zasu Pitts, Patsy Ruth M er

and others. *



First Newspaper Review!
—you'll get just as enthusiastic when you see the picture—

T HE EVENING WORLD, TUESDAY MARCH 27 1923,
Goldwyn's production of Rupert

Hughes's own screen adaptation of

hU novel "Souls for Sale"' aa shown
for the first time semi -publicly at the

Capitol Theatre this morning'. Is, In

our estimation, the greatest audience
picture we ever saw. And by that

we mean that, from our point of

view, "Souls for Sale" has every
element In It that will attract and"

hold an audience.
At the present time we know of no

film subject that could be one-eighth
aa Interesting as films themselves.
Every one, or practlcatly every one,

talks of Hollywood at least once
every day, and in "Souls for Sale"
Hollywood Is made to stick out its

tongue, open wide its maw and say
"Ah," while the audience feels the
Hollywood pulse and takes its tem-
perature,

Evidently Rupert Hughes, an im-
petuous, sort of chap, grew rather
weary of hearing his cherished lo-

cality referred to as though it woa
prancing about on cloven hoofs and
chewing Roman candles and set him-
self out to set Hollywood right in the
eyes of the doubting ones. And
whether Hollywood life and happen-
ings as depicted in "Souls for Sale"

are the life and happenings of the
real Hollywood Is a secondary con-
sideration, for Major Hughes has
given the screen a masterpiece and
is unfolding a story as gripping and
as real, as logical and as thrilling, as

any film we have seen.

Although there are no stars flaunted

tri big typed flourishes on the adver-
tising of the picture, "Souls for Sale"
probably shows mere real stars than,

any other film on record save the

news reel showing the annual meeting'
of the Screen Aotors' Guild at a
barbecue. In fact, the beholder is led
right up to many of the big California
6tudios and allowed to pet the "ani-
mals" to his heart'6 content.
And besides showing us the main-

spring and what makes the cuckoo
coo, Major Hughes has given us a
story that is Interesting from the mo-
ment Eleanor Boardman. as the sad-

faced heroine, jumps from a trans-

continental express in the middle of

the Great American desert In order
to escape a man she had been tricked

into marrying, until the film ends In

complete destruction by Are ani
tornado of a circus as big as P. T.

Barnum ever dreamed of.

The cast? See "Who's Who in

Hollywood;" and eve:- then you'll
rpiKtj a few who appear

DON ALLEN m The N Y. Evening World

FRANKM#D
VIAE BUSCH

RICHARD Dt*

LtW CODY

AsH Goldwyn /
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NACK /ENNETT
presents

BEN TURPIN and

KATHRYN M-GOiRE

THE SHRIEK OF ARABV
Direction by

r

~J.
Richard (Jones

Five Reels of Roars!

From The Exhibitor

Playing To Capacity
" 'The Shriek of Araby' is a picture

which urges an exhibitor to express his

genuine appreciation," said H. B.

Breckwedel, of the Symphony Theatre,

Los Angeles, in the fourth week of the

run of this Sennett comedy.

"And this expression is not influenced

simply by the box-office success of

The Shriek.' That is, of course very

gratifying, but it also is very gratifying

to sit in my office and listen to shriek-

ing audiences acclaiming their approval

of a picture as they are doing in the

case of 'The Shriek of Araby.' It would
be superfluous to wish 'The Shriek' the

same success throughout the country.

That is already assured."

Los Angeles Critics

Praise "The Shriek"
"Ben Turpin has never done anything
funnier,"—Express. "It is a whole
crowd of shrieks. If you want to laugh

and forget your troubles, see this

Shriek.'"—Times. "It is a shriek of

mirth."—Examiner. "Ben Turpin's

picture is all the title implies. It is a

shriek."—Herald.

A Laugh In Every

Foot Of Five Reels.
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"What the Picture Did For Me"
VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR

Copyright, 1923

You are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.

It is a co-operative service FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
TELL US WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read in the HERALD every week what the picture

did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values. Address "What The
Picture Did For Me." EXHIBITORS HERALD. 417 S. Dearborn St.. Chicago.

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS IN
ROBIN HOOD.— Borrow all the
money you can get hold of, then
book this film. It's the sensation of
the season. Gets the crowds.
Brings them back the second time.
Makes them talk. Gets you new;
faces you never knew were in

town. Don't be afraid of this pic-

ture. I think it's the greatest of
its kind on the market today. Paid
the most money I ever paid for a
picture. Advertised it the biggest
and, Boys, I got a nice bank ac-
count left after the showing.

Don't pass up this bet for any
amount of rental asked. "Robin
Hood" is good for any theatre for
at least a week's run at advanced
prices. Never had so many com-
pliments on a production.- Had pa-
trons and a lot of them from sur-
rounding towns. Some came as far

as thirty-five miles and they went
away feeling they had seen a rare
treat.—H. E. SWAN, Empress the-
atre, Kearney, Neb.

UNITED AOTISTS COQ.DOQATION
*> MAJiY DICKTOR.D • CWAfiLlE CMADUN DOUGLAJ" TAirZOANKJ" • D. W. GruTHTM

M I RAM ADRAM^: PnEyiDGNT
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Paramount national advertising
is box-office insurance for you.

The above advertisement of "The
Glimpses of the Moon" ran in the
Saturday Evening Post and Pic-
torial Review. Total circulation,
5,000,000. Read by 25,000,000
people.

Your public already knows that
"The Glimpses of the Moon" is

the season's most georgeous
society love-drama.

They're looking for it at your
theatre.
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Sen

iff

Wife

. Hi-"-""

r'v-

>-ou*

Can't Fool Your Wife"—
a bos-office title! And what

a picture

!

There isn't a man or woman,
married or single, in your town
who won't be interested.

Paramount is developing this in-
terest into box-office dollars for
you by means of the full-page
Saturday Evening Post advertise-
ment above.
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'entaiian on Screen and Stage -.

l$yidtarur Providence Easter ttteefc

Francis X. "1,*
\

BUSHMANowf
Jtlodern Jtlarri

This combination attraction was

booked on >i^ht l>\ Arthur G.

Whyte for it- world premiere

in Rhode Island".- capital city,

thereby inaugurating the limited

twelve-week season for which

Mr. Bushman and Miss Bayne
are available for their personal

presentation of a dramatic big

scene from the picture.

The drawing power of these

two great stars is tremendous.

In person in Keith-Orpheum
vaudeville they have -mashed

many records. This Keith prem-

ier booking of the act and pic-

ture is further tribute to their

drawing power.

Beverly

BAYNE

By Dorothy Farnum
From'Derek Vane's Celebrated Hovel

"Guiy Varley"

Directed by (awrence ftHndom

Supervised by Whitman Bennett

"Modern Marriage" is a big society

drama—a romance; a melodrama,
with an element of mystery. It

shows how a wife almost wrecked
the family and how the clenched
fists of a determined husband pre-

served a home from disaster. You
want this one—and want it quickly.

iVmencan
RE LEAS 1 N C CORPORATIOH ..J

WALTER E GREENE, ftadm "
F. B. WARREN, (Wwwfr*

TtAM MARK R5& V £ fAT OmCE

1
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THOS.H.INCE presents

SOUL OF THE
BEAST

THE ONE DRAMATIC NOVELTY
OF THE SCREEN SEASON

wiikMADGE BELLAMY
PENRHYN STANLAWS selected as the-

most beautiful jbnerican (JLrl \j

"I w
* ^d

J^isitiiaiiied iy

MFTDO pictures
lTJLLJ A rvv CORPORATION

^urv ffmperial *Piclures£fd'. Cxclusive JJistribiiiors

thraout greaiSrUain. Sir Wdliamjfjuri/. Mng.Dir...
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A
Arthur. 5. Kane. President. Physical Distributors'

p*t«i fimnr—it

THE SATURDAY
EVENING POST

April 7, 1923

PHOTOPLAY
MOTION PICTURE
PICTURE -PLAY

MOTION PICTURE CLASSIC

i

3,440,000 paid subscribers, more than

enough readers in your town to guarantee

big business, are reading this page and wait-

ing for you to announce your showing.

Get it while it's hot

!

Florence Vidor
Alice Adams
Booth Tarkington's

Pri^|_, Novel

MAY ISSUES-
OUT IN APRIL?

ither

lationally Advertised

Encore

Constance Binney in

A Bill of Divorcement"

Martin Johnson's

^iead Hunters of

the South Seas"

The Woman Who
Fooled Herself"

ith May Allison and Robert Ellis

Presented by E. A. MacManus.

"Breaking Home Ties"
Founded on the heart song of centuries.

"Eili, Eili"
Presented by E. S. Manheimer.

Monte Blue and Mary Alden in

"The Tents of Allah"
Presented by E. A. MacManus.

Coming—
Douglas MacLean in " Going Up

J
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The Film The Whole World Has Been

Waiting For

"The Prodigal Son"
by

Sir Hall Caine

will be released shortly.

Inquire through your nearest exchange

In a letter from Sir Hall Caine
addressed to the producer, Mr. Coleby,

he writes, "My Story Seen through a

Mirror."

THE STOLL FILM COMPANY, LTD.

859 Seventh Avenue, New York
TELEPHONE, CIRCLE 5605
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"Conversation Circulation"

In the days when "Conversation Circulation"

statements were the basis on which advertisers

bought space, the advertising solicitor with
the loudest voice and the most pliable con-
science generally got the business.

Advertisers were without adequate and reliable

means of knowing the intricacies of a publica-

tion's circulation and were, therefore, buying
a "prize package" which might either contain
a pot of gold—or a tin gew gaw.

The Audit Bureau of Circulations was started

eight years ago for the purpose of enabling
advertisers to get the facts that determine a

publication's standing in its field, and its

economic value as an advertising medium.

Study the A. B. C. reports of the publications

you are considering, get first-hand information
on the number of exhibitors that like a publica-

tion well enough to pay in advance for it, find

out the percentage of "buyers' circulation,"

determine the cost per thousand of getting

your message to your prospects—and it will

not be necessary for you, or for us, to argue
about circulation.

The HERALD is a member of the A. B. C.
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"The Policy That Wins"

There is no mystery or magic about the
HERALD'S phenomenal development in in-

fluence and prestige in this industry.

A publication to be great in influence and
prestige must first be independent—and in-

dependence has been the fundamental plank in

the HERALD'S platform from the first issue.

Next, of very great importance, is that a

publication have a fixed and definite policy of

meeting the issues that develop. There is

never any doubt where the HERALD stands

and its position always is firmly based on
equity, fair play and an accurate understand-
ing of the facts.

Its policy, also, must provide for giving the

reader full value for his expenditure of money
and time—and this is accomplished by the

HERALD in the weekly presentation of a

number and variety of exclusive departments,
each of which contributes in a major way to

making happier and more profitable the busi-

ness of exhibiting motion pictures.
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"The Paper That Is Read"

"Constructive Enterprise" are big words but
only big enough to describe the editorial policy
of the HERALD which has resulted in the

production of the most interesting publication

in the field—and this is not a word spoken
lightly in boast but it is, on the contrary, a

proven fact accepted generally throughout
the industry.

That great department of service and in-

formation—"What The Picture Did For Me"—
is an original enterprise of the HERALD.
Likewise, the Public Rights League which is

enabling theatre owners to escape the clutches

of the radical reformers every day in the week.

And then there is the HERALD'S unique
treatment of news of producers and distributors

which enables exhibitors to know what's
going on without neglecting their theatres

for hours every week in reading hollow and
extraneous bunkum.

There are many other reasons why the
HERALD is "the paper that is read" and they
may all be summarized in the term "Construc-
tive Enterprise" which, incidentally, is the

inevitable forerunner of editorial supremacy
in every field—from pickles to pictures.
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Jackie's Best—Score
A Triumph for Jacl

Say Newspaper Revie
"Jackie scores another bull's-eye. Nevel
appeared to better advantage. It is tho
his film starring vehicles. He is a creati

who conceives a characterization and f

cerely objectifies it on the screen. Hi
a new and higher note in his developme
greatest child actor the screen has ever

i

Cincinnati Co tn mcrcial-Tribu n c

.

Full of Smiles and Tears

"Jackie has lost none of his ability to a>i

draws a smile or tear from you at will

great picture."

—

Cincinnati Post.

Pleases Young and Old

"Young and old alike will enjoy it.

amazing little star has given to the pict

:

of the finest work of his career. He br: <

to the eyes one minute and laughter
Few of his grown up rivals can match

i

The Cincinnati Times Star.

Star's Work Remarkable

"Jackie Coogan's moving performance ill

puts to shame some of his more mature (

i

His understanding of human nature ancSi

ity to express a wide range of emotk
markable. You forget the actor ano
absorbed in the character. The st<

mingling of smiles and tears."—Cincv I

quirer.

Sol. Lesser presents

COOGA f\
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/mother Bull's-eye!"
Wll Pack Every Theatre
Tie Trade Experts Say
(a<ie is one of the few who can get the crowds.
I lnrt interest story. Play up Jackie. He will

iacl your house. Will get over anywhere on
cant of the star's talent and personality."—
torn Picture News.

lisWork Never Better

N<er has Jackie done better work. This little

k who has endeared himself to millions, will

,-iniew laurels. Never was his personality and
uerful magnetism so overwhelming. He
iv< striking new evidence of his ability in dis-

.ncy high-class emotional work. They will

ht for their handkerchiefs. Filled with heart
list and comedy."

—

Moving Picture World.

lens the S. R. O. Sign

Ja.ie adds to his laurels. His . admirers will
e iore than delighted. From the beginning,
ace holds his audience with a firm hand,
'aus with a wallop. Hearty and spontaneous
iu is. The story brings out all Jackie's talents,
'h box-office receipts will in all probability be
ig It is sure-fire audience stuff and you can
gut on Jackie to help you hang out the S. R. O.
ig"

—

The Film Daily.

'hotographed by Frank Good and Robert Martin;
.ontinuity by Julian Josephson; Edited by Irene
lorra; Produced under the personal supervision of

. ack Coogan, Sr.

Directed by

E. MASON HOPPER

"Look, Grandpa! I got new
pants !"

Cin cinnati Commercial-Tr ib u n

e

DADDY gA 3ir>at national Picture

\
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Allen Holubar
presents ^V^W ^

DOROTHY^
in _PHILLIPS

A Stirring Melodrama
Made for the Box Office
Here's an audience picture that'll make them talk.

The title itself is a big drawing card. It strikes
home to the heart of every woman. It'll pull
them into your theatre, and it'll bring the men
with them.

And after the first night the reports of the picture
will spread like the breath of scandal itself.

A drama of tremendous emotions and unexpected
climaxes. The story of a woman's fight to
redeem her most priceless possession.

Its scenes shift from a high society center to the
snow wastes of northern Canada. A picturesque
background with atmospheric settings unsjr-
passed in splendor.

Adapted from "The White Frontier" by Jeffrey
Deprend. With Lewis Dayton and an all star
cast •supporting Miss Phillips. Scenario by Violet
Clark; Photographed by Byron Haskin.

Keep your booking dates open for this

one by all means.

A First National Picture
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SHE was the most beautiful woman in New York's richest

and most exclusive society set. She became the most

brilliant hostess in the gayest and most fashionable

court of all Europe. Young bloods, men of affairs, great states-

men sought her, rivals for her favor. She chose her loves from

thousands. Vital, magnetic, erotic, she drained the cup of life

—and love to the lees.

Time passed. Beauty faded. Lovers deserted. She was old.

A Viennese biologist made a wonderful discovery, a scientific

revitalization of the glands of life.

She was rejuvenated young again, as young as the flapper

granddaughters of her old time friends. She returned to New
York a sophisticated brain in a young body. Her adventures

astounded the world. You will marvel at her experiences.

They will astonish you.

Have YOU read this remarkable book by Gertrude Atherton?

All the women are reading

"BLACK OXEN"
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Real Opportunity
A representative, workable theatre

owners' organization can accomplish

more right now than at any time in the

liistory of the industry.

There are many reasons accounting

for this fact and chief among them is

the existence of the Hays' organization.

It is now possible and practicable to

treat collectively with the chief pro-

ducers and distributors through the

Hays office and it would be unfortunate

indeed if the exhibitors were not organ-

ized and functioning at all times in

such a way as to be able to take ad-

vantage of this situation.

This thought should be kept in mind

as the national thc.itre owners conven-

tion approaches. Just who shall be the

head of the organization is not nearly

so important as it is to have the organ-

ization working smoothly under anj

administration that will offer the ex-

hibitors some reasonable hope of in-

telligent and fair representation.

Personalities have had an altogether

too great play in practically every con-

vention of the past. It is time that tin

cost and the usual disaster of this prac-

tice be realized.

The coming convention should not be

a trial of Mr. Sydney S. Cohen. Mr.

Cohen will have proponents and also

opponents in the convention and while

due recognition of his years of service

in the organization would not be inap-

propriate, the meeting should not be

turned into either, a protracted glori-

fication or a protracted denunciation of

Mr. Cohen.

It should be a convention dedicated

to the single intent of solidifying the

organization in every possible way and

patting it in a position to obtain for the

exhibitors the benefits that are now
possible under the existing system.

* *

The Great Problem
As we interpret the record a large

number of theatres for a considerable

period were obtaining inequitable ad-

vantage in buying film. The number

of these theatres has unquestionably

lessened until at this time the cost of

film is taking the profit out of a vast

number of theatre properties through

out America.

This is a situation which cannot be

denied and it is one which calls for

searching consideration.

Film costs have constantly increased

and if they had not increased it would

not have been possible for producers to

deliver the type of picture that has be-

come the big attraction. Despite tin

big attractions, the theatres generally

have not been abb to build their patron-

age back to the volume of two years ago

and there is little likelihood that the big

business of the days of the post-war

prosperity will be duplicated, at h ast

for some time to come.

We propose no solution but we do in-

sist that the situation as it exists be

recognized.
* * *

On Long Contracts

Mr. J. C. Jenkins of Nebraska, who

is a type of exhibitor this industry

needs, lias written tin HERALD an in-

teresting—a n d amusing—communica-

tion on the subject of the uniform con-

tract. Mr. Jenkins feels that if the

intent of the contract was really a fair

deal for the exhibitor some thirty words
would do instead of three thousand.

He points to huge transactions of

various kinds that have been executed

under briefly worded documents.

Obviously, the shorter the better ap-

plies very pertinently to the subject of

contracts. We do not know whether

the uniform contract could be ma-

terially shortened but we do feel that

this criticism about the length of it as

it stands does not give due considera-

tion to the very intricate and compli-

cated nature essential to the present

system of renting film, irrespective of

the price involved. However, frank

comment never hurt any proposition of

merit—and it often helps greatly.

Re -Takes
J. R. M.

WE were going to have a spring

poem to open the services with this

week, but our muse got cold feet

and couldn't rhyme anything. Better luck

next Easter.
* *

It's a little early yet to take the alcohol

out of your auto radiator and turn it into

home-made hooch. Wait a while.

* * *

Icicles on spring millinery were quite

the thing on Easter.

* * *

New Yorkers Please Note

I see the Captain of Cecil De Milk's
yacht escaped punishment for having a

boat load of liquor on the ground that the

yacht was his home. Some people we
know could get by by stating their hat

was their home.

« * *

What Could be Sweeter?

And speaking of likker. Did you no-

tice the phonograph companies are buy-
ing up all the old mahogany bars?
They're cutting them up for cases. Won-
der if they smell the same? With a brass

rail around 'em and a little saw-dust
sprinkled on the door, some folks would
feel right at home.

* * *

Every Knock a Boost

Ganna says her American concert tour

was a complete success, despite what the

Boston critics said. What an optimist
she is!

* * »

Easy
If they allow each passenger to land

with one quart of booze it'll only be nec-

essary to make a dozen trips abroad to

accumulate a case of the stuff.

* * *

Movies En Route

They have movies on the C. M. & St.

P. railroad now and when the passengers
are snowbound they serve coffee and
Hawaiian comedies. The pictures are
served in the dining car, and when the

heroine walks across the snow, customers
eat celery to promote realism.

Passengers wept, it is said, at a picture

of Houdini trying to get out of an upper
berth without losing all the change out of

his pockets.
A picture show on a passenger train

relieves the anxiety of honeymoon cou-
ples waiting for a tunnel.

* * *

.Let 'Em Try
Down in Rhode Island they're trying

to make the women pay alimony.

* * *

Has He Added an "E"?
The well known Montagu Love ap-

pears in the cast of "The Leopardess" as

"Montague."
* * *

How Come?
So far no one has come forward and

said the furniture in King Tut's tomb is

fake and bears a Grand Rapids trade

mark.
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"Comerford for President"
Is Slogan of Pennsylvania

Popular Chain Owner Endorsed for Head of
M. P. T.

:
A.—Chicago Meeting Limits

Discussion to Finances

M. E. Comerford—"Mike Comerford as he is known to hundreds of

theatre owners—is to be urged for the presidency of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America at the May convention by the M. P. T. O. of

Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern New Jersey and Delaware.
Comerford controls more than fifty theatres in Pennsylvania and

Southern New York and although he has been a staunch organization
supporter for years has always avoided the limelight.

Is Second "Native Son" Candidate in Field

His "boom'* places two candidates in the field. Al Steffes of Minne-
apolis has declined to say whether he will run or not but it is already ap-
parent that, with or without his consent, his name will be placed in nomi-
nation by leaders in the Central West.

Michigan Seeks
Distribution Plan

To Cut Rentals
(.Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DETROIT, MICH., April 3.—Contrary

to reports the Michigan exhibitors' organ-

ization does not contemplate entering the

distribution field. Officials of the organ-

ization hold, however, that some move to

eliminate unnecessary waste in distribu-

tion that will be reflected in lower film

rentals is vitally necessary.

H. M. Richey, business manager of the

organization, states that "some plan may
be devised either to w:ork cooperatively

with producers in getting direct to the

exhibitor distribution or cooperatively
with the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
Distributing Corporation when that or-

ganization begins to function."

The Michigan organization sponsored
the meeting of theatre owners in Chi-
cago last week. The purpose of this con-
ference was to consider ways and means
of financing the national league.

Cohen and Aids Will

Confer in Chicago on
Michigan Finance Plan

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, April 3.—Sydney S. Co-

hen, accompanied by M. J. O'Toole, \Y.

A. True and other officials of the The-
atre Owners Distributing Corporation,

left Sunday on an extended trip through
the middle west to attend a number of
state conventions of the M. P. T. O. It

is expected the party will visit the follow-
ing sessions:

Little Rock, Ark., April 3.

Kansas City, Mo., April 4.

Omaha, Neb., April 5.

Minneapolis, Minn., April 10-12.

Indianapolis, Ind., April 12-13.

Wichita, Kans., April 18-17.

It is also believed that Mr. Cohen will

be in attendance at the two day session
in Chicago on April 18-19 when the
national board of directors of the M. P.
T. O. will discuss the Michigan plan of
financing.

First National Branch
Chief Dies at Capital
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON. D. C, April 3.—W.
E. Lusk, manager of the First National

branch in this city, who has been in poor
health for some weeks, died on March
27.

Before coming to Washington Mr.
Lusk had charge of a branch for the same
company at Cleveland. He is well known
in the film industry, having started with
Mutual Film Corporation in 1915. At
one time he was advertising manager for
Cole Motor Company. St. Louis.

Metropolitan Theatre

Sold to Blumenthal
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES. April 3.—The Metro-
politan theatre building has been sold to
A. C. Blumenthal for a reported $4,000.-
000.

Sid Grauman and Famous Players-
Lasky will retain a long lease on the
building, it is said.

The development of a new candidate
for the presidency is the outstanding fea-

ture of a series of important develop-

H. M. Richey Al Steffes

Steffes and Richey were prominent figures at the

"financial" conference in Chicago last week.

ments having to do with the coming Chi-
cago convention.

Chicago Meeting on Finances

The Chicago meeting March 28. called

by the board of directors of the Michigan
M. P. T. O., was limited to a discussion

of means of financing the national organi-

zation.

Attendance at the meeting was un-
doubtedly cut down by the fear in sev-

Acting Is

Real Work!
A good many people, even in

the motion picture industry,

believe that acting for pictures

is more play than work. In

this week's issue, Rupert
Hughes describes in detail the

slow, tedious and hard work a

girl has to go through before

she can even take small parts

in pictures successfully.

It is interesting and it is ed-

ucational to anyone in the bus-

ness. Turn now to page 35.

A carefully prepared synopsis
will carry you over the previ-

ous installments and make it

easy for you to begin reading
"Souls for Sale" this week.

eral quarters that it would take a polit-

ical aspect. Friends of Sydney S. Cohen
brought pressure to bear to prevent its

being held, while those radically opposed
to Cohen and his policies purposely stayed
away. Aside from delegates from six

Central states, the only person present
was Howard Smith of Buffalo, who was
generally regarded as an observer for

Cohen.

Politics, apparently, were barred, how-
ever, and the meeting was limited to a
discussion of ways and means of obtain-
ing funds to put the national organization
on its feet next year.

Will Seek $100,000 Fund

The plan unanimously approved by
those present calls for an effort to get
at least 1.000 exhibitors to pledge $100
each. This it was pointed out would pro-
vide funds for the hiring of a capable
general manager of the organization, as

well as the maintainance of an experi-

enced organizer who could bring exhibi-
tors together in the various states which
are now poorly organized.

The meeting was held behind closed
doors and trade paper representatives
were excluded. A statement to the press
was issued signed by J. R. Denniston,
Theodore L. Haves, A. R. Pramer and
H. M. Richey.

Those present were: W. S. McLaren,
H. M. Richey, J. R. Denniston, J. C. Rit-

ter, Claude E. Cady, A. J. Kleist, Glenn
Cross and Harvey Lipp. Michigan; W.
W. Watts. J. J. Rubens and Louis Frank.
Illinois: W. A. Steffes, Theodore L.
Hayes and Clyde Hitchcock. Minnesota:
Fred Seegert and Joseph Rhode. Wiscon-
sin; Gus Schmidt, Indiana, and A. R.
Pramer, Nebraska.

Many State Conventions

Flection of delegates to the national
convention is taking place at many state

conventions. The Eastern Missouri divi-

sion of the M. P. T. O. A. held its con-
vention March 27. Considerable interest

was aroused by the naming of Hector M.
E. Pasmezoglu and Spyros Skoiiras
among the delegates.

Before endorsing Comerford for presi-

dent, the Pennsj-lvania exhibitors went
on record as favoring the reelection of

Sydney S. Cohen, but in event of his de-
clining to run, want Comerford to suc-

ceed him. As Mr. Cohen has declared
several times that he will not seek re-

election, his endorsement in Pennsylvania
is regarded as intended as simply compli-
mentary.
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Spectacles of Excess Footage Not

In Public Favor
Manager Distribution of First National Maizes Survey

During Three Months Tour of Country

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, April 3.—The exhibitor, more than any other factor in

the industry, perhaps, is able to sense public demands. Though often

it is said that the public itself is hazy as to its wants in screen en-

tertainment, there is no doubt that attendance or lack of attendance at

presentation of certain pictures is the barometer of public desires.

TO obtain something concrete on this

subject, F. M. Brockell. manager of

distribution for First National, during

his three months' tour of the country

conducted a survey among the theatre

men. The one question asked of ex-

hibitors was: "What type of pictures do
your patrons want?"

Mr. Brockell summarizes his survey

in the following conclusions:

Society comedies and dramas are first in de-

mand in the large cities.

Spectacles are not wanted, especially when
they run beyond the usual feature length.

Crook dramas and melodramas are popular in

the smaller theatres of large cities and in

small towns, but as a rule they are not fav-

ored for first run houses.

The western picture made on an elaborate

scale appears to be gaining in popularity. Ex-
hibitors everywhere are anxious to get "The
Girl of the Golden West."

The tendency is to avoid star plays, unless the

drawing power of the star has been thoroughly

tested and found adequate in the exhibitor's

locality.

The prejudice against costume plays is pass-

ing, because of the number of recent successes

classed as costume plays.

Adaptations of famous books and plays are

popular, owing to the advertising behind them
and the exploitation possibilities they offer.

Rural plays are popular only in certain sec-

tions, usually the part of the country used as

a background for the story.

Everywhere exhibitors want pictures with

what is characterized as human appeal.

In discussing this survey, Mr. Brockell

said: "It appears from these varied ex-

pressions of preference that there is not

any ideal type of motion picture for the

country at large. A really big picture

must over-ride all local conditions and
prejudices, and for the others, it all de-

pends upon what class of audience, or

section of the country you want to reach.

"I was particularly interested in learn-

ing that the fears felt for any story of a

period necessitating the use of costumes
were not well grounded. In fact, there

has been a considerable change in this

respect during the past twelve months,
due, I think, to the pronounced succcess

of a number of our favorite stars in pic-

tures of this type. It is being proved
that as long as a story is gripping and
human, the audience does not object to

clothes of an earlier period.

"I did find that many exhibitors are

bothered about the length of their pro-
grams. Even in houses of moderate pre-

tentions it is customary to sandwich in a

few short reels, probably a news reel, or

a comedy, or both. The problem of the
exhibitor is to run off his program in the
allotted time, and naturally he will hesi-

tate before booking a feature that is going
to hold up his show.

"Practically every exhibitor I met
seemed to feel that the producer could

serve him best by keeping the big fea-

tures from running to excess footage,
thereby forcing a disruption of the regu-
lar program. It seems to be the feeling
that nearly any story can be told in five

or six reels.

"There is no question about exhibitors
being ready for longer runs whenever
they have pictures that warrant them."

Goldwyn to Publish
Distinctive Product

Arthur S. Friend's Organization

to Make 12 Big Pictures

This Year
{Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, April 3.—Announce-
ment has been made that arrangements
have been completed between Arthur S.

Friend, president of Distinctive Pictures,

and F. J. Godsol, president of Goldwyn.
whereby Goldwyn will handle all pictures

produced by Distinctive.

First Production Ready

Twelve big features are scheduled by
Distinctive for 1923. The company now
has one picture ready for publication,

"Backbone," written by Clarence Buding-
ton Kelland. It was directed by Edward
Sloman and features Alfred Lunt and
I'dith Roberts.
Three other pictures are now Hearing

completion. They are "The Ragged
Edge," by Harold MacGrath; another
Clarence Budington Kelland picture.

"Steadfast Heart, ',' and the third, now in

preparation, called "Two Can Play," a

Saturday Evening Post story by Gerald
Mygatt.

Has Stories on Hand

Among the stories owned by Distinc-

tive which will be produced are: "Salome
of the Tenements," by Anzia Vezierska:
"The Weavers," by Sir Gilbert Parker:
"The Adopted Father," by Edgar Frank-
lin; "The Inheritors," by I. A. R. Wylic,
and Clarence Budington Kelland's "Hearts
and Fists."

Will Complete Foreign

Distribution for Metro
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, April 3.—Pending nego-
tiations for the distribution of Metro pic-

tures in many foreign countries will lie

consummated by Arthur Loew, manager
of Metro's foreign department, who has
left for an eight weeks' tour of Europe.
Leading European mediums will get the

product.
At present Metro already has distribu-

tion channels in England and on the con-
tinent as well as in many South American
nations.

By KARL HERZOG
(Select theatre, Hawsville, Ky.)
I was showing a Red Cross picture for

the benefits of the country people one
Saturday evening. Two old country
men came in and sat by a pole in the
seat row and when a train came on the
screen one of them dodged and bumped
his head on the big iron pole.

Some kid, also from the country, sit-

ting on the front row also, said to his
buddie: "Didn't ya hear the train bell
ring then, Freddie?" And Freddie an-
swered: "I sure did, Frankie, and it

sounds like the one on dad's old saw
mill."

By FRANK L. BROWNE
(Liberty Theatre, Long Beach, Cal.)

I was standing in the lobby of the the-
tre when a young man about 16 or 17

years of age stepped up to me and asked:

"Do you recognize the profession?"

"Occasionally," I replied. "What pic-
ture company do you work for?"

"I don't work for any company my-
self, but my father drives one of the
trucks for the Famous Players com-
pany," vouchsafed the applicant for free
admission.

By c. l. Mcdonald
(Advertising Manager, Majestic
and Istrione theatres, Jackson,

Mississippi.)

Last season Metro had a picture by the
name of "Clothes." Our 'phone attendant
replied to the query of "What have you
on today?" with the name of the play.

"We have 'Clothes.' " Before she could
go into detail about the star and the story
the patron slammed up with something
about "smart girls." Coming to the the-

atre that same evening the patron hunted
up the 'phone attendant and "made up"
with the remark that she had found out
that we had "Clothes" on all right.

Another funny experience: The Ma-
jestic theatre of this city had booked this

week the following pictures in order
named: "Missing Millions," "Money,
Money, Money" and "Kick In."

Another one: The assistant cashier of

the Istrione theatre married secretly dur-

ing the presentation of the Hammerstein
picture "Why Announce Your Marriage?"
The story next day did not do us much
good as the play was back in the ex-

change.
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Dies in Crash

(SpeciaT to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, April 3.—Louis Bur-

ston. well known independent producer,

was killed near Hollywood when an auto-

mobile in which he was riding was struck

by a train. According to accounts of the

accident the automobile was crossing the

railroad tracks when an express train

suddenly hove into view around a curve

and struck it.

Mr. Burston had anticipated leaving for

the East in the near future to confer with
Metro officials. His latest production is

called "Desire." Another of his pictures,

"Forget Me Not," enjoyed a successful
run in New York.

Films Being Stolen

On Way to Theatres
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., April 3.—Exchanges
in this city are suffering to some extent
these days through the theft of film in
transit. A few days ago, a seven-reel
feature, "Silas Marner," owned by the
Pathe exchange, was stolen from a de-
livery truck in Troy, N. Y. The film had
been picked up at the Lincoln theatre and
left on the truck while the driver spent a
few minutes in a neighboring restaurant.
It is believed that the stealing is being
done by boys who own home machines.
The loss of film on trolley cars operat-

ing out of Albany reached such propor-
tions during the last few weeks that at
least one of the exchanges has now de-
cided to make no more shipments by
trollev unless the film is accompanied by
someone from the exchange.

Lead in "Ben Hur" Race
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES. April 3.— James
Kirkwood and Rodolph Valentino are
running neck and neck as the choice of
fans for the role of "Ben Hur" in the
Goldwyn production, a check-up now in-
dicates.

O'Reilly Wins in New York;
Cohen Organizes New Unit

Eastern Missouri Perfects League at Convention
Held at St. Louis—Appointment of Delegates

To Chicago Occasions Surprise

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, April 3.—Almost simultaneous with the victory of the
anti-Cohen forces at the election of the Theatre Owners Chamber of
Commerce last week, came the announcement from the headquarters of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America that a Greater New York
division of the national league had been organized.

Charles O'Reilly Elected President of T. O. C C
Although Charles L. O'Reilly and S. A. Moross, elected president and

secretary respectively of the T. O. C. C, had no opposition, an attempt had
been made early in the campaign by the pro-Cohenites to boom Lee Ochs
for the head of the ticket and John Mannheimer for secretary.

Organization of the Greater New York unit of the M. P. T. O. A.,

followed apparently the fizzling out of the Ochs-Mannheimer boom.

Just prior to the election last week let-

ters were sent out to all the members
urging the defeat of Charles Steiner for

the first vice-presidency, and of several
members of the board of directors who
were on the regular slate. The plea was
that "young blood" was needed in the
conduct of the organization. A very large
majority of the members interpreted this

"young blood" to mean "Cohen blood"
and the result was a complete victory for
the O'Reilly ticket.

Full Ticket Elected

The full ticket elected is:

President, Charles L. O'Reilly.
First Vice-President, Charles Steiner.
Second Vice-President, Joseph Jame.
Secretary, S. A. Moross.
Treasurer, Hyman Rachmil.
Sergeant -at-arms, Al Friedlander.
Executive Committee (New York), William

Landau and Leo Brecher. Representing Brook-
lyn, Rudy Saunders and Billy Brandt. Repre-
senting the Bronx, Bernard Edelhertz. Rep-
resenting Queens, Hy Gainsboro. Represent-
ing Richmond, Charles Moses. Representing
Northern Jersey, Leon Rosenblatt, Joseph
Stern.
Finance Committee, Sol Raives, Harry

Brandt and E. R. Behrend.

The installation dinner and dance,

which is always one of the big social

events of the industry, will be held at the

Ritz-Carlton on the evening of April 12.

William Brandt, chairman of the dance
committee, announces that already so

many applications have been received that

seating space is almost at a premium, and
applications are now being filed in nu-

merical order, based on their arrival at

his office.

Names Active Exhibitors

Exhibitors active in organization of the

Cohen unit in New York City are Morris
Needles, David Weinstock, John Mann-
heimer, A. H. Eisenstadt. Louis Geller.

who had charge of the Och's campaign
for president of the T. O. C. C. ; Sam
Bock, Philip Rosenson and John Witt-

man.

Eastern Missouri
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO, April 3.—The or-

ganization of the Eastern Missouri divi-

sion of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America was perfected at a

convention held in the Elks Club here

last w-eek. About seventy exhibitors at-

tended.

I. W. Rodgers. veteran Poplar Bluff.

Mo., showman, was selected as the first

permanent president of the new organi-

zation. He brings to the office the expe-
rience of years of organization and exhi-

bition service.

Wants Illinois Territory

Rodgers' election as president is

important from another angle. The East-
ern Missouri division has applied for

supervision over that portion of Southern
Illinois that books films from St. Louis,
and as quickly as the national organiza-
tion can perfect proper arrangements
with the Illinois division this request will

probably be carried out. Being interested
in houses in both Missouri and Illinois,

Rodgers is the man for the head of the
proposed merger.

The gathering was called to order by
Joseph Mogler, president of the Motion
Picture Exhibitors League of St. Louis
and vice president of the national organi-
zation. Mogler had been acting as tem-
porary president of the new body.

Officers Are Elected

The body then proceeded with the elec-

tion of permanent officers with the fol-

lowing result: I. W. Rodgers. Poplar Bluff,

president; J. F. Rees. Wellsville, first vice

president; Charles Goodnight. De Soto,
second vice president; J. E. Smith. Eu-
reka, third vice president; Mrs. M. J.

Moore. St. Charles, fourth vice president;
R. Stemple, St. Charles, fifth vice presi-

dent; L. C. Hehl, Woodland theatre, St.

Louis, secretary, and Fred Wehrenberg,
Cherokee and Melba theatres, St. Louis,
treasurer.

The executive committee will be com-
posed of the president, five vice presi-

dents, secretary and the following direc-

tors: Spyros Skouras. St. Louis; W. O.
Reeves, St. Louis; Tommy James, St.

Louis; Hector M. E. Pasmezoglu. St.

Louis; W. A. Boyd, Louisiana; Jack Tru-
itt, Moberly; Joe Mogler. St. Louis: A. C.
Norwein, Bonne Terre. and Oscar Lehr,
St. Louis. Charles Warner of the Queens
theatre, St. Louis, was elected sergeant-
at-arms.

Chicago Delegates Named
Some surprise was occasioned in the

appointment of Spyros Skouras and Hec-
tor M. E. Pasmezoglu as delegates to the
Chicago convention in May. Other dele-
gates are: Joe Mogler. Oscar Lehr. F. N.
Hoelzer, St. Louis; L. C. Hehl, I. W.
Rodgers and Fred W. Wehrenberg.
Alternates—A. C. Norwein. Mike Nash.
St. Louis: R. Stemple, Charles Good-
night, J. R. Pratt. Fulton: Mrs. William

(Continued on page 42)
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Survival of the Fittest!

St. George, N. B.

March 1, 1923.
Exhibitors Herald,

Chicago, U. S. A.,

Dear Sirs :

—

Just a word of credit to you for success that has recently come

to me. Seven years ago I started in the picture business and shortly

afterward opposition developed out of the idea I was making too

much easy money. My opposition put up a splendid theatre and had

the cash to carry on. This is a small town and the situation de-

veloped into a real fight, with two theatres that cities do not in many

cases compare with.

Three years ago I subscribed to the HERALD. I studied it and

chose my pictures 100% from reports of "What The Picture Did For

Me" and have contributed to this department. My competitor was

not a subscriber. He bought anything money could buy from sales-

men and now after seven years of real competition he has given up

and sold out to me and I control the picture business in this town.

I think, for good, because if my competitor could not make a suc-

cess of it, and he is one of the prominent business men in town, it is

certain no one else could.

But my point is this: The HERALD by its suggestions and

reports contributed in a very large degree to the ultimate end. I had

the advantage of these reports and suggestions at practically no cost,

and applied them to my own business whenever practical. He

worked by his lonesome and got no results, or at least not enough

to encourage him or discourage me. And I wish to give your maga-

zine unqualified credit for the real assistance you have rendered me.

Any exhibitor, receiving your magazine, should profit by same

if he will put the ideas contained therein, into practice whenever

they are applicable to his town. Not all are adaptable to small towns,

but in every issue, if read carefully, you will find some little sug-

gestion that is workable in your own town. Use it and nine times out

of ten it will work out alright and will give the exhibitor more en-

couragement to try something else and these perpetual new ideas are

what the public likes and falls for.

Again thanking you for your invaluable assistance in the past

and assuring you of my desire to be a life subscriber in the future,

for I have just as much need of your valuable magazine now as ever,

even if I have control, and also thanking fellow exhibitors for their

reports and suggestions contained in your magazine, not forgetting

Tom Daley, of the Old Gem days, believe me.

Yours very truly,

E. J. O'NEILL,

Opera House, St. George, N. B.

Being "Fit" In The Motion Picture Business

Means'Being A Reader Of The "Herald"

New Pact Soon to Be
In Effect Generally

Lack of Organization for Certain

Provisions Has Caused

Some Delay
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, April :i.—The new uni-
form contract which has been adopted
by the exhibitor organizations of a num-
ber of the states in spite of the opposi-
tion of Sydney S. Cohen will become
operative generally before the end of the
month.

New Contracts Being Printed

The delay has been due to the lack of
organization of the necessary machinery
in the key cities throughout the country
to operate under the arbitration provi-
sions of the contract. This is being rap-
idly put into shape, and the distributing
companies which are members of the
Hays organization are having their con-
tracts printed in the new form. None
of the Hays members are as yet using
the new contract.
Many requests have been made on the

Hays' office for copies of the agreement
by distributors who are not members
of the Motion Picture Producers and Dis-
tributors of America, and all these are
being supplied. Already several of the
independent companies are using the new
form of contract, the American Releasing
Company being the first to have the
printed form ready and to use it in the
rental of pictures.

Reorganize Film Clubs
Many new F. I. I.. M. Clubs are being

organized and a number of those which
have been operative are being reorganized
to meet the requirements of the provisions
of the uniform contract. Sam Zierler. Ar-
thur Abeles and Lester Adler have been
appointed a committee to reorganize the
I". I. L. M. Clubs of Albany and Buf-
falo.

At a meeting last week of the mcm-
bcrs of the M. P. P. D. A. Abe Warner,
of Warner Brothers, which was the first

of the independents to join the Hays or-
ganization, was elected to the Iward of
directors.

Meighan Not Planning
To Quit Screen Work
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK. April :t.— Before leaving

here with Mrs. Meighan for a vacation at

White Sulphur Springs. Thomas Meighan,
Paramount star, declared that he had no in-

tention of quitting the screen, although he

said he hoped to appear on the stage in the

near future in a play written by George Ade.
"W hen I do return to the stage," he stated,

"it will be under the management of Adolph
Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky. Famous Play-

ers-Lasky has several more stories lined up
fur my use and I expect to continue as a

Paramount star as long as the public wants
me."

Flaherty Honored by

Magazine Publishers
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, April 3.—Publishers and
editors of Asia magazine will give a tes-

timonial dinner at the Waldorf hotel

April 10, at which Robert J. Flaherty, F.

R. G. S., producer of "N'anook of the

North," will be guest of honor.
Mr. Flaherty leaves for Samoan Islands

April 12, where he will produce a picture

for Famous Players-Lasky Corporation,
similar to his subject on Eskimo life.
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Film Netcs

in

Pictures

PICTORIAL SECTION
of Exhibitors Herald

Issue of April 14

Stories Told

by

the Camera

Left to right: Frank Condon, Aubrey Stauffer, Tom
Geraghty and Alfred Hustwick who are writing book, lyrics

and score for big revue to be given in Los Angeles, April
27 and 28, by Screen Writers Guild and Writers Club of

Hollywood.

This scene is from Pola Negri's first American made at-
traction, "Bella Donna" which has been completed at the
West Coast studios of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.
The Polish star contends that this is her greatest offering.
Conway Tearle is the star's principal support in the pro-
duction.

Will H. Hays officially welcomes David Belasco into the

industry. The stage impresario will go to Los Angeles to

supervise production by Warner Brothers of the Belasco
stage success, "Tiger Rose," starring Lenore Ulric. The
official welcome was tendered Mr. Belasco at Warner
Brothers offices in New York.
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Director Gregory La Cava, Camerman Edward Earle,
Charlie Murray, comedian, and Production Manager
Richard Thorpe of C. C. Burr's all-star comedies, amuse
themselves with the "gaters" while in Florida on location.
Murray isn't saying what he'd do if one of the big fellows
snapped.

Display of Swedish posters in the office of E. E. Shauer,

director of Paramount foreign department, has attracted

much attention. Posters were made by Filmatkiebolaget

Library of Stockholm, Paramount's Scandinavian distribu-

tors. Mr. Shauer is seated in the foreground.

"Irish" Muesel, member of New York Giants, Lee Moran,
A. E. Gilstrom, director, and Mike Donlin, former Giant
player, form combination making Ring Lardner's "You
Know Me Al" series. First subject will be ready for pub-
lication with opening of baseball season.

Ben Turpin can cross his eyes, but Jazzbo can go one

better and cross his legs. M. C. Levee and Maurice

Tourneur, with the aid of Jazzbo, have started work on

"The Brass Bottle" at United Studios for First National.

Dr. W. E. Shallenberger, president of Arrow Film Cor-
poration, with members of his staff, exchange men and
players who attended the premiere of "Jacqueline, or
Blazing Barriers" at Paterson, N. J., this month. The
Arrow chief is seated in the center second row. "Jacque-
line is one of Arrow's new specials.

Although Jackie Coogan's real hobby is motor vehicles,

he is not averse to trying out any kind of rolling stock,

as witness this picture of him taken during his visit to the

Pasadena, Cal., ostrich farm. Jackie will begin work

very shortly on his first picture for Metro.
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Wilfred Buckland, prominent art director, has introduced the miniature stage
into motion pictures as "another means toward economy and efficiency." Each
set in Richard Walton Tully's "Trilby" for First National will be built first in

miniature, tested for camera distances, etc., revamped if necessary and then
constructed to full scale, thus eliminating "many delays, expenses and wastes"
in actual production.

Mickey Daniels of the freckled face

(there were something like a mil-

lion the last time they were coun-
ted) has been given a five year con-
tract with Hal Roach.

Baby Bruce Guerin, the juvenile

player in "Brass," a Harry Rapf
production directed by Sidney
Franklin, has been placed under a

long term contract by Warner
Brothers.

Johnny Hines, through arrange-
ment with C. C. Burr, will be
starred in Warner Brothers "Little

Johnny Jones," an adaptation of
George M. Cohan stage play.

Marie White, beauty contest win-
ner, is declared by Burton King to

be the "find" of the year. She has
important role in King's production
of "Complications."

William J. Morgan sailed March 30
for Australia. He will be gone
three or four months during which
time he will make a survey of First

National exchanges in the Anti-

podes.
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Two "tank ham-ands" in the film debut of a now popular
recluse. Neely Edwards and Bert Roach, Universal
comedy team, in "Oh Mummy," their current one reeler.

Here's your chance to capitalize the publicity on King Tut.

"Gotta match?" So asks Max, the Simian intellectual, of

Bert Lytell, star in Principal Pictures "The Meanest Man
in the World." Bert didn't have so he gives Max a

friendly light via his own weed. Principal has chosen
many prominent players for its picturization of the George
M. Cohan stage play.

Shirley Mason, star in Fox Film pictures whose latest offer-

ing is "Pawn Ticket 210," had charge of the Easter Egg
Rolling contest on the lawn of the city hall in Los Angeles.

The star's next picture is yet untitled.

George A. Billings is playing the role of Abraham Lincoln

in the Rockett-Lincoln Film Company's twelve reel drama
of "The Dramatic Life of Abraham Lincoln." Phiiip E.

Rosen will direct this historical feature, the script for which

was prepared by Frances Marion. Al Kelly is assisting

Mr. Rosen in direction.
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Mary Astor has been signed for featured
roles in forthcoming Paramount pictures,

her first to be "This Side of Paradise,"

starring Glenn Hunter. Photograph copy-
righted by Albin.

Jetta Goudal who gives
interesting characteriza-
tion in First National's
"The Bright Shawl,"
starring Richard Bar-
thelmess.

Rupert Hughes, author and director of

the Goldwyn picture, "Souls for Sale," a
review of which is published this week.
"Souls for Sale" is now running serially

in the "Herald."

Florida is proving a popular place this year in the production of exteriors.

Helen Holmes has been enjoying the summer climate at Miami where she is

appearing in the screen adaptation of "Deep Waters." In the cast also is

J. P. McGowan who is directing the picture as well. American Releasing Com-
pany will distribute the attraction. The date of publication is yet to be set.

Kathleen Key is the newest mem-
ber of Goldwyn Pictures Corpora-
tion's stock company which now
contains many popular players. She
has just been signed under a long
term contract.
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First National district managers in meeting at Hotel Astor, New York. Left to right,

standing: H. A Bandy, Central district, Cleveland; Joseph Skirboll, Western dis-

trict, Los Angeles; R. C. Seery, Mid West district, Chicago; W. E. Callaway,

Southern district, New Orleans; Louis Bache, Canadian district, Toronto. Left

to right, seated; Jay A. Gove, distribution department; F. M. Brockell, manager
of distribution; S. W. Hatch, distribution department; R H. Clark, manager of

New York exchange.

Optimism Keynote at

First National Meet
District Managers End Five

Day Conference and Predict

Biggest Year
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, April 3.—That First

National is in for the biggest year it has

ever known was the concensus of opinion

of district managers and executives who
closed a five-day conference here last week
at which plans and product for the next

season were outlined.

Floyd Brockell Presides

Floyd M. Brockell, distribution man-
ager, presiding at the meetings gave a de-

tailed analysis of First National's sales

policy and spoke of the conclusions

reached as a result of the three months'
tour of the country from which he re-

cently returned. In an address delivered

on Wednesday, H. .O. Schwalbe, secre-

tary and treasurer, spoke of the pictures

for the coming season and stressed the

need for real service to exhibitors.

Hawley Turner, representing the Sat-

urday Evening Post, explained the purpose
of First National's new advertising pol-

icy. Among others who addressed the

meeting were S. O. Spring of First Na-
tional's legal department; D. Farralla, of

the financial department; Sol Shernow
of the print department, and Stanley
Hatch and Jay Gove of the distribution

department.

Attendance Is Given

The district managers who attended
were: H. A. Bandy, Central Distrist.

Cleveland, O.; Roy C. Seery, Mid-West-
ern District, Chicago, 111.; W. E. Calla-

way, Southern District, New Orleans,
La.; Louis Bache, Canadian District,

Toronto; Joseph Skirboll, Western Dis-
trict, Los Angeles.

Will Build Big Theatre
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, April 3.—A million

dollar theatre will be built in the suburban
section of Los Angeles, at Washington
and Vermont, by West Coast Theatres.

New Department Will

Appear Periodically

"Available Attractions," the most
complete and comprehensive cata-
log of current film productions ever
offered the trade, will appear peri-

odically in the "Herald." This fea-

ture was incorporated as a new
service in the March, 1923, "Box
Office Record" and adopted as a
"Herald" department, replacing
"Guide to Current Pictures," with
the April 7 number.

An early issue will carry the de-
partment brought up to date and
presented in form convenient for
clipping and filing.

St. Louis Threatened
With Daylight Saving

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO., April 3.—Twelve
organizations have lined up behind the

movement to force daylight saving on
St. Louis and a bill calling for a change
in the clock will be presented to the
incoming Board of Aldermen about April
11.

While the board will consider the sug-
gestion it is thought improbable that the
measure will pass. There were even more
petitioners last year but the aldermen
decided that the majority of people were
not for the change.

"Hunting Big Game" to

Be Issued by Universal
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, April 3.—President Carl
Laemmle of Universal announces that

"Hunting Big Game in Africa," which
the comoany has obtained for distribu-
tion, will go through the regular ex-
change channels as a "super-Jewel." The
picture has played at the Lyric theatre
here eleven weeks.

Gets Three Years on
Stench Bomb Charge

Council Bluffs, la., Trouble

[ Results in Sentence of Omaha
Operators Head

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HARLAN, IA., April 3.—Mayo W.
Padcn, president of .the Omaha local of

the motion nicture machine operators,

was found guilty by a jury here last week

of conspiracy in connection with the

throwing of obnoxious chemicals in the

Liberty theatre. Council Bluffs, la., and

was sentenced by District Judge Thomas
Whitmore to three years in the state pen-
itentiary.

Trouble Started Last Year

The sentence grew out of labor trouble

which started August last year between
operators and theatre managers at Coun-
cil Bluffs, when operators went on strike

on failure to get a new wage contract

and contended they were "locked out."

They picketed theatres until stopped by
a court injunction.
On August 29 Padcn, A. R. Krake and

John F. Sm' ( h. also of Omaha, were ar-

rested in the vicinity of the Liberty the-

atre by a police officer. A jar of chemi-

cal mixture is said to have been found in

an automobile ncarbv. at the wheel of

which Smith sat with the motor running.

After indictments were returned against

the trio a change of venue and separate

trials was granted. Padcn is the first to

be tried.

Gets Maximum Sentence

A motion for a new trial was denied

by Judge Whitmore, Avho fixed Paden's

bond of appeal at $3,000. His sentence is

the maximum penalty.

Bill Gives 1 to 3

Years for "Bombers"
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DES MOINES, IA., April 3.—.Under
a bill introduced in the senate of the

Iowa legislature by the committee on

public health a penalty of from a year in

jail to three years in the penitentiary or

$1,000 fine is provided for the placing of

stench bombs in a theatre or other pub-

lic place where neonle congregate.

Any substance that gives off an annoy-

ing or offensive odor or that is intended

to be injurious to health or life, is cov-

ered by the act and any person who di-

rectly or indirectly placs such a sub-

stance is a vio1:>*o«-.

Lays $2,000 Loss to

Daylight Saving Plan
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., April 3.—The ques-

tion of daylight saving is being agitated

in many of the smaller places in New
York state at the present time. Accord-

ing to many exhibitors, the question of

daylight saving means either a summer of

profit or one of loss. Watertown has de-

cided, it is understood, not to adopt the

daylight saving idea. Utica is still unde-

cided. Should the city decide in favor of

daylight saving, neighboring places will

follow suit.

Exhibitors in Ilion were hard hit last

year by daylight saving owing to the fact

that a twilight baseball league existed

among the many manufacturing plants,

with five nights a week given oyer to

free games. One exhibitor, from Ilion, in

discussing the situation this week, esti-

mated his loss last summer, through day-

light saving, as being close to $2,000.
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Report Theatrical Bookings
Forced by High Film Rental

Roadshows Cost No More and Will Draw Greater
Crowds, Declare Exhibitors—Plays Not to

Supplant Motion Pictures, However
A situation which adds another chapter to the sporadic discussion on

special production values, rentals, excess footage and the public's attitude

on motion pictures, has arisen in certain localities in Michigan, as well as
in other states.

Certain Michigan theatre owners, declaring that special productions
are not drawing sufficient crowds to warrant present rentals, are booking,
or plan on booking, legitimate attractions for their theatres.

Plan Is Experiment to Bolster Up Weak Nights

These exhibitors claim that they can book roadshows at practically

the same prices, and in some instances cheaper, than they can get the

special film attraction, whereas the legitimate shows, they say, will attract

greater patronage. It is not the intention of these Michigan exhibitors,

it seems, to supplant pictures with legitimate shows. They merely plan

to bolster up weak nights and revive the theatregoing habit among the

public.

Schenck, Lesser and
Gore to Visit N. Y.

Will Arrange Distribution of

Principal Product and Book

Stage Attractions
{Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, April 3.— Joseph

M. Schenck, Sol Lesser and Michael

Gore of West Coast Theatres, Inc., will

leave tor New York soon to make a sur-

vey of theatrical and picture interests

they control in the East. While in New
York Mr. Lesser will make definite dis-

tribution arrangements for all Principal

Pictures productions. There will be
twelve of these during the coming year.

Will Acquire Stage Plays

Another important feature of the trip

is a series of conferences with stage pro-

ducers in Gotham. Arrangements are to

be made for the rights to many New
York stage hits which will be presented
on the stage of the new million dollar

legitimate theatre to be built at once in

Hollywood by the West Coast organiza-
tion and Sid Grauman.
West Coast Theatres, Inc., has exten-

sive interests in the East and it is the
purpose of Messrs. Schenck, Lesser and
Gore to improve these interests and es-

tablish a firmer relationship between the
Eastern and Western centers of their film
and theatre holdings.
When the West Coast organization

purchased the Turner and Dahnken thea-
tres in California, they also came into
possession of the Associated First Na-
tional franchise and the Educational Pic-
tures Corporation franchise for the entire
state of New York. A complete survey
of these two properties will be one of the
missions of the journey. Over 100 thea-
tres are now represented in the West
Coast chain.

May Go to First National

While distribution details for the Prin-
cipal product is not set, it is intimated by
Lesser that First National will have a
good chance on the forthcoming features
of which "The Meanest Man in the
World" is now in production.

Two New York Houses
Bar Striking Musicians

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK. April 3.—Members of
the Musicians Mutual Protective Union
playing in the orchestras at the Capitol
and Criterion theatres had the tables
turned on them yesterday. They walked
out during the afternoon performances
when both houses were packed. In the
evening F. Paul Vacarelli, their business
agent, ordered them to return to the
pits, but the managements of the two
houses would not permit it.

A general strike of theatre musicians
has been averted.

Own Charter Is Sought
By Bronx Theatre Men

(.Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, April 3.—Bronx theatre
owners, at a meeting held at the Star
theatre in the Bronx, voted to apply for
a charter as a separate unit of the M. P.
T. O. A. to be known as the Bronx unit
of the Greater New York division.
Sydney S. Cohen addressed the meet-

ing. A new contract for the delivery of
film by local carriers was one of the
things discussed.

Two exhibitors prominent in organiza-
tion circles in Michigan are among those
who plan on adopting this new policy.

They are Claude Cady of Lansing who
conferred with theatrical bookers last

week while in Chicago to attend the
meeting of exhibitor leaders. The other is

J. R. Denniston of Monroe.
A similar situation has been reported

from Schenectady, N. Y., where, accord-
ing' to authentic reports, the exhibitors,

after experimenting with all manner of

exploitation and advertising, have failed

to attract patronage to their box offices.

These reports do not indicate, however,
that booking of legitimate attractions will

be resorted to, although the exhibitors
are open-minded on the question of pro-
motional schemes.

Editorial Offers Suggestion

The situation here outlined, while not
of recent development, has been given
public expression within the last few
weeks. That some reconstruction is nec-
essary is indicated in numerous commu-

U. S. Urged to

Preserve Films

nVashington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON. D. C, April 3.

—Efforts are under way in Wash-
ington to further government in-

terest in the preservation of motion
picture films which depict life of
the present era. Senator David I.

Walsh of Massachusetts is quoted
as having said that the government
is criminally negligent in its duty
to future generations in making no
effort to preserve films of great
historical value. He has suggested
that preservation archives be in-

stalled by the government.
Cooperation from film producers

has been offered, Senator Walsh
having received a telegram from
Thomas H. Ince offering a print of

his "Civilization" for the archives.

Reports from New York show
that work of this nature is being
carried on, the Metropolitan Mu-
seum of Art having accepted two
pictures from Pathe for preserva-

tion, "The Foibles of Yesterday"
and "The Vanities of Man."

nications from exhibitors in reply to the

editorial by Martin J. Quigley, "Five
Reels," which was published in the Jan-
uary 20 issue of the Herald. Mr. Quigley
wrote

:

"The public's interest in short subjects,

in various kinds and varieties of novelties

compressed within limits of 500 feet,

1,000 and 2,000 feet in length is great and
it is constantly increasing. The exhibitor

must meet the demand that this interest

creates. In order to do this he must have
feature pictures that do not run to ex-
traordinary lengths."

• Lower Cost Is Urged

Commenting upon the situation pre-

sented by Mr. Quigley, Steve Farrar, Or-
pheum theatre, Harrisburg, 111., says:

"The public or exhibitors do not want
nine- and ten-reel productions. They
want good five- and six-reel pictures

made at a cost of $75,000 to $100,000, and
some of the best were made for that."

On the same subject, Henry W. Gaud-
ing, Lincoln theatre, Pittsburgh. Pa.,

says:

"A helluva lot can be told (if to the
point) in six or seven reels. Why insist

on more reels, padded to a fare-thee-well

and then soak the long-suffering exhibitor
for more kale. Let us have them no
longer than seven reels and cut out the
padding."

Wiseacres declare that the situation re-

ported in Michigan, New York and other
localities mirrors the opinions of these
exhibitors and Mr. Quigley. However,
they assign one other cause for the situa-

tion. One thing of vital importance, they
say, is the practice of many producers of

asking exorbitant rentals for program
pictures. Too many attractions of me-
dium value, according to these observers,
are being scheduled in the special class.

Men who are following conditions
closely do not believe that the Michigan
situation will become general or perma-
nent. They believe it is only an experi-
ment for the purpose of getting a new
footing. They hold also that the industry
is on a more sound footing now than ever
before and that any deviation from a pic-

ture policy will be only temporary. There
is certain to be some development, they
hold, that will renew public interest in

pictures in those localities where condi-
tions are not the most encouraging at this

time.
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The "Hearld" review says of "Your Friend and Mine": "Willard Mack's stage p'.ay revamped into an entertaining photodrama and as directed
and produced by Clarence G. Badger, holds the attention all the time"

This United Artists publication is Chaplin's first serious motion picture. The comedian is both author and director of the story, although he does
not appear in it. Edna Purviance is star of the feature
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Start Now to "Bjad

Souls for Sale
A Story of Motion Picture Studio Life

By RUPERT HUGHES

Acknowledgment is made to Goldwyn Pictures Corporation for the illustrations used with this story. "Souls for Sale" is being made into a
motion picture by Goldwyn, directed by the author, Rupert Hughes, with Eleanor Boardman, Frank Mayo, Mae Busch, Barbara La Marr Aileen
Pringle, Richard Dix and Lew Cody in the cast.

The Story to Date :

REMEMBER STEDDON — whose
clergyman father had named her
after one of the Puritan maidens of

the Mayflower—found herself in des-
perate difficulties. She had given her
heart to Elwood Farnaby, with whom
she sang of Sundays in the choir of her
father's small-town church; and because
Elwood's drunken father left him the sole

support of his mother and her younger
children, young Farnaby could not marry
her. But for some time now, Remember
had known there was urgent reason for
the marriage.

Remember's anxiety aggravated the
cough which of late had worried her par-
ents, so that at length they prevailed
upon her to consult Doctor Bretherick
concerning it; and the wise old physician
soon discovered the true source of her
trouble—and persuaded Remember to ac-
cept the obvious solution: in spite of
the many material difficulties and even
though Elwood had lost his job. Remem-
ber must marry him at once. Bretherick
had arranged the whole matter when

—

Farnaby was brought in dying, after an
automobile accident.

Bretherick now ordered the broken-
hearted girl West because of that cough,
and told her how she was to write her
parents successive letters telling of her
meeting with an old acquaintance, of her
falling in love with him, marrying him

—

and being left soon a widow. Remember
agreed to this. But she confided in her
mother, and that much-tried good woman
became her fellow-conspirator.

So Remember Steddon set out for Ari-
zona; on the train she encountered sev-
eral motion-picture actors, and the ac-
quaintances she made with vulgar little

Viva d'Artoise and with the handsome
young star, Tom Holby, were to mean
much to her.

First from Tucson and then from Yuma
she wrote her parents letters, according
to Bretherick's scheme, telling of her
acquaintance with and marriage to a fic-

titious Mr. Woodville. Later she wrote
that she was going with her husband on
a prospecting trip into the desert, then
she journeyed to Palm Springs, seeking

employment as chambermaid at a hotel
there. But at Palm Springs she encoun-
tered Tom Holby and his moving-picture
company out "on location," and Tom
found temporary employment for her as
an "extra woman." She repulsed his

merely friendly advances, however, and
when the company went away, he left

her to her own devices.

Remember found employment as a
domestic on a ranch near by. Wandering
up a steep path one day she fell over a
cliff and was badly hurt. She recovered
—and was told by the phyisican that her
expectations of motherhood would not
be realized.

And now her acquaintance with the
moving-picture folk led her to Los An-
geles where a group of girls variously
employed in the moving-picture industry
gave her hospitality. She obtained a
position in a cinema laboratory, but later

lost it. Frantic with a desire for success
on the screen, she besought a chance of
Mr. Tirrey, a well-known director; and
when he refused her, offered what she
had been told was a necessary bribe. Tir-
rey declined to accept the "bribe" and
explained to her how mistaken her idea
was. . . . Shortly thereafter Remember
received a telegram from her mother,
who. anxious about her daughter, was
on the way to California.

CHAPTER XII

REMEMBER Steddon was not exactly a
runaway. She was a walkaway. She

was not included in the pitiful beadroll of
the sixty-five thousand girls who vanished
from American homes that year and
caused a vast pother, though girls have
been running away from home since
girls and homes were.

They have followed the cave men, the
barbarian invaders, the allied troops, the
caravans, the argosies. They filled the
primeval factories and the places of mer-
riment, the Corinths and Alexandrias.
Some of them became slaves and some
sultanas, priestesses, royal favorites, em-
presses, tsarinas, queens of song and art.

Some starved, some flourished.

Mem felt that to go back would con-
demn her to ignominy and futility, while

Mem was so changed outside and in, from coiffure
to footgear, that at first her own mother had not
recognized her in the young actress who swept
down upon her.

to stay away promised a chance for
wealth and glory. She heard voices call-
ing her, saw spirits summonnig her to the
skies, no less than Joan of Arc did, and
perhaps with no more insanity.
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The room was full of anxious souls, each with its desperation. Mem stared at them and a hot

resentment thrilled her. She would not accept a place in this mob of nonentities. She went hack
to the window.

But now her mother had found her out

and was pursuing her. Her mother would
be as grave a problem to her as she to

her mother.
The fall from the cliff that did not

quite free Mem's soul from her body
had quite freed the little parasite soul that

was to have been her conspicuous fardel

to bear through life. But the tiny leech

had begun to drink her blood and in its

death it tore open a wound that would
never quite heal. Her soul had bled and
she had been stricken with awe before

the two miracles that fastened a life upon
hers and then wrested it from her before

it was quite a life.

The letter she had written her mother
then had been the instinctive cry of a

child beset in the dark by some enormous
presence passing overhead.

Just as instinctive was the compulsion
that drew her mother to her across the

continent.

Old Mrs. Steddon had raised a family

and been habited to a mother's slumber,
light and fitful and broken with frequent

dashes to bedsides troubled by bad
dreams or imagined burglars or mere
thirst or a cough. Mrs. Steddon had
always flung out of her own warm cov-

ers to run to the call. If her hasty feet

found both her slippers or one or neither,

she hastened as she was. She -would not

have paused for a wolf, an Indian, a mur-
derer, a fire, or an earthquake.

Mem was still her baby in the dark,

and it did not matter whether she lay

needful and terrified in the next room or

beyond the deserts or the seven seas. The
mother's one business was to get to her.

Her telegram was her old night cry:

"I'm coming, honey. Don't worry. Mam-
ma's coming to her baby." She shot this

cry across the continent and called Mem
"baby," although Mem felt as old as

night.

The Reverend Doctor Steddon had
wished that he might go along, but his

church tasks held him and he could not
find the money for two fares. The lies

he had been told had succeeded to per-
fection.

Mem's efforts to hide herself and sup-
port herself in the wilderness he assumed
to be her usual unselfish and character-

istic unwillingness to be a bother to her
father and mother.

Doctor Steddon agreed with his wife
that she must set out at once for Palm
Springs. He raised the necessary funds
by lifting still more of his little savings
from the bank and drawing pauperdom
closer. His only regret was that he had
not more to sacrifice.

And now Mrs. Steddon was following
Mem's train route, with all the difference
in the world: Mem, a young and beauti-

ful girl, had had all her fate before her
and a heart of growing audacity and
reckless ambition. Mrs. Steddon, an old
and shabby parsoness, had all her hope
behind her and that not much, and a
heart full of inexperience and of timidity
before everything except self-immolation.
When Mem learned that her mother

was already on the train, she could de-
vise no plan for turning her back. Some-
how she had to be met and provided
for.

Every one of the women of Mem's
Hollywood household was out of work.
She who had savings was lending them
to her who had not. One of the women
in the bungalow gave up the fight, and,
putting up her little car for security, bor-
rowed from Leva money enough to pay
her fare home to the village and the
scornful relatives she had sworn never
to return to except in triumph. The
servant had been released and the
stranded women were cooking their own
food, such as it was.

It was this dire confrontation with
bankruptcy that had goaded Mem to
her insane idea of pawning her virtue
for an opportunity. When the casting
director had given her a sermon instead
of a quid pro quo, she had found herself
abject indeed; even her shamelessness
repulsed and her last trinket proved non-
negotiable.
And now her mother! "In every deep

a lower deep !" But Leva responded to
her panic by an almost hysterical brav-
ery. She laughed, "I'll dig a little farther
down in the sock," and added the trite

old bravery: "Cheer upl The worst is

yet to come!"
With a few dollars from Leva's waning

resources Mem took the train to Palm
Springs, her one remaining hope being

the confidence that when she returned

she would find a letter from Mr. Tirrey

saying that she was engaged.

She reached Palm Springs in time to

have a little talk with Mrs. Dack, who
was closing out her business and good-
will as a washerwoman and preparing

to take her boy Terry to the golden city

of Los Angeles. This was a gamble,

indeed, and Mem was frightened by what
she had set on foot. She found nothing

so terrifying as having her advice ac-

cepted. She had not realized what an

army of children was already quartered

in Los Angeles.
By working all the time and never

spending much Mrs. Dack had accumu-
lated a pittance that looked like a fortune

to her. She would find that Los Angeles
prices were not scaled to keep retired

laundresses in luxury for an extended pe-

riod. But that was for the future.

She and her boy and Mem stood on
the platform, waiting for the up train,

and when Mrs. Steddon dropped off the

steps Mem put her right back on again.

She ran forward and persuaded the bag-

gageman to carry Mrs. Steddon's trunk

on to Los Angeles. It was only when
the train was flying once more through
the desert that she and her mother found

a chance for real greetings—and then they

were restrained by the presence of other

passengers.

At least Mrs. Steddon was restrained.

Mem was stimulated.
This simple, familiar matter of a

mother and daughter meeting again after

a long parting revealed the gulf between

them. Mem had crossed the gulf. She
had dwelt in the blazing sunlight, in a

bright, a gaudy bungalow with noisy

friends. The house was made to look

well from the street. The toil of all the

inhabitants was toward publication, the

entertainment of the public. Mem's new
ambition was to parade her emotions be-

fore the world and storm the world's

emotions. There was far, far more in

this than mere conceit or ostentation.

She wanted to help mankind by educating
and exercising its moods, as even the

most ardent evangelist is not without
anxiety for public attention, for the meek-
est has his pride and his greed of notice

from his God if not from his public.

So now Mem felt that it would be a

shame to let these strangers think she did

not love her mother tremendously. She
devoured the little old woman with kisses

and caresses, and she did not keep her

voice inaudible. That was her new ideal

of devotion. She was advertising her love

a little, but no more than religious people

flaunt their creeds.

Mrs. Steddon was no less aglow with
joy in the recovery of her lost Iamb,
and no less aware of the audience, but

she felt quelled by it and under an obliga-

tion not to disturb it by her personal

emotions.
At home she lived in a dull old house as

devoid of architectural fripperies as of

graces. The blinds were always down
and the ideal of that house was that the

neighbors and passers-by should never
know of its existence. Good houses were
seen and not heard.
She was troubled by Mem's voluble

enthusiasm, her warm clothes, her care-

less rapture, her demonstrative affections.

She did not mar the festival by rebuking
her child, but she grew a little more quiet

and reserved, as if to give a hint, or at

least to lower the average.

Mrs. Steddon's body had traveled thou-
sands of miles but her soul had not

budged. She was just what Mem had left

in the village, looking, indeed, a bit more
village in her bonneted shabbiness than

before. But to the mother Mem was
altered almost beyond recognition.

Her spiritual wardrobe had been
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enormously enlarged and the clothes

upon her body were of another world.

Los Angeles has fashions of dress that

are all her own. Many of the moving-
picture people are conspicuous anywhere
by their sartorial differences. Even the

wax figures in the shop windows of Los
Angeles have a challenging spirit unlike

any other waxworks. The dummies atti-

tudinize, beckon, and command attention

by their uncanny vivacity, where the in-

dolent wax figures of shops in other cities

are content to stand still like clothes

racks and make no effort to sell their

wares.

Mem had acted a role in make-up be-

fore cameras; she had learned to dance
and swim and ride, to compete with
young men in athletics, business, repar-

tee, and flirtation. Her body was no
longer a hateful shroud of the spirit, but
a finely articulated, galloping steed for

the soul to ride and put through paces.
She was so changed outside and in,

from coiffure to footgear, that at first

her own mother had not recognized her
in the young actress who swept down
upon her, flung her back on the train,

and treated her as a fresh-air-fund waif.

Later she realized with embarrassed ad-
miration that this brilliant butterfly was
what had come out of the dun chrysalis

that she had named Remember. She had
loved the child, but had never suspected
her of being so capable of so many meta-
morphoses.

The swift journey from the mountains
and through the desert into the orange
gardens was repeated for her in the jour-
ney she made now with Mem's soul.

The girl's first questions were eager
demands for news from home; but then
her talk turned all to herself. She was
"selling" herself to her mother as she
had tried to sell herself to the casting
director.

Mrs. Steddon had been prepared to
find a scared and sickly child in a shack
in Palm Springs. She had come as a
rescuing angel. She found that her wings
and halo were old-fashioned and her child
doing better without her than ever she
had done at home. As Mem's tongue out-
raced the train, the dazed mother learned
that her baby was now a fearless adven-
turer upon the paths of ambition; that
she was actually one of those appalling
creatures known as an actress, and a
movie actress above all things! A movie
actress below all things!

Mrs. Steddon's comments were simple
gasps and reiterated "Well, well's."
Mem's autobiography was hardly finished
by the time Los Angeles was reached.
And now the abashed immigrant that

Mem had been when she faced the
crowded streets and the taxi comets was
as sophisticated as if she had been a
native daughter of Los Angeles. She
sheltered her mother as if her mother
were a new-come immigrant of immature
mind.

They left Mrs. Dack and Terry at the
home of a cousin, then sped on to the
bungalow.

Leva, who ran out to whisk Mrs. Sted-
don into the shrimp-pink residence, found
her calm and serene. But it was the calm
of chloroform.
She made no resistance to Leva's dis-

position of her and her things. She ac-
cepted the vacant room and made no
demur at the decorations left by its late
occupant—snapshots of rollicking beach
parties, of horseback rides through can-
yons, of Greek dancers, of postal cards
with queer photographs and queer jokes,
portraits of stars and others, all in a
high state of excitement.
During the train ride and Mem's chat-

ter Mrs. Steddon had been doing some
earnest thinking in a little private brain

room just back of the auditorium. Her
husband had pledged her to write him
frankly how their poor child was and
how soon she would be strong enough to

be brought back home. Mrs. Steddon had
promptly realized that Mem was far too
strong to be brought back home at all.

She realized, too, that if she wrote her
husband frankly just how Mem was and
what she was up to, Doctor Steddon
would probably fall down dead in his study,

or have an apoplexy in the pulpit when
he stood up to scourge the sins of his

congregation and felt his whip hand
stayed by the fact that his own sheltered
pet had gone wronger than any girl in

town of recent memory.
Mrs. Steddon did not want to commit

murder. She was not like that ancient
monster of self-preservation who said

that if all mankind stood on a balance to
be dumped into hell unless he told a lie, it

was his duty to tell the truth.

Mrs. Steddon was one of those craven
wretches who would have told a million

lies to keep one poor soul from being
dumped into hell. She had never quite
understood the extraordinary precedence
the truth had usurped over love, mercy,
courtesy, and convenience. She never
lied in her own behalf or to save herself
from blame. She sometimes lied to shift

blame to herself from her children, She
lied to the children about Santa Claus,
about how quickly bad children are pun-
ished and how inevitably good children
are rewarded; about how infallibly right
their father was, and such commonplace
household perjuries. She lied to her hus-
band incessantly about how wise he was,
how eloquent. She applied untruth gen-
erally as a kind of arnica, a first-aid pa-
nacea.

Her only hesitance now concerned just
what untruth it was safest and most sat-

isfactory to tell him.

She was a wicked old woman, and it

was small wonder that she rapidly lapsed
into enormous popularity among the lost

souls of Hollywood.

Fortunately, her daughter left her alone
for a while and she had time in her
bedroom to work out an attractive lie.

She must say that Mem was well. That
was a good, solid fact to rest the spring-
board of fancy on. She must explain
that Mem had left Palm Springs for

She felt a fool, a guilty fool. The music, the
lights, the director's voice—all, all was insanity.

But it swept her heartstrings with an Aeolian
thrill and they sang with a mad despair.

Los Angeles. Why? Well, because she
had a chance to improve her position

—

and her doctor had said that Palm
Springs was too full of palms or some-
thing. A doctor's advice was the best
bet, because a doctor was the only human
power that her husband recognized as
superior to his own impulses.

Next, what was Mem doing in Los
Angeles to support herself? She had
written that she needed no more money
from home. It would be fatal to say that
she had entered upon a cinematic career
And it would be adding humiliation to in-
famy to admit that she had lost her job
even in that inferno.

Mrs. Steddon chewed the end of the
penholder into pulp before a light from
some place inspired her. Old Increase
Mather, in explaining how old witches
did not always sink when thrown into
the water, observed that the devil can
also work miracles, and it must have been
Beelzebub who upheld this old witch of aMrs. Steddon in the deep waters about
her.

But the miracles of hell, like those of
heaven, confer only a temporary benefit.
JJoctor Steddon would accept her false-
hoods without suspicion, but woe unto
her when he should learn the hideous
truth.

For the moment, however, Mrs. Sted-
don was inspired to write to her trusting
husband that she found Mem in very
good health and engaged in nice, light
ladylike work in the public library at
pretty good pay, considering the cost ofhving; also that she was boarding withsome right nice ladies—also in librarvwork—at the address given. She closed
with some remarks on the beauties of
California a land the Lord had been
awful partial to.

As she finished this letter Mrs. Sted-don felt dizzy. She wondered if her gid-
diness might be the first symptoms ofwhatever it was that carried off Sapphiraand her husband.

But, remembering that Sapphira had
fallen down she decided to lie down
nrst. She fell asleep, and did not know
that Leva Lema.re, peering in and seeing
her there stretched out, white haired and
benign, had looked upon her as a tired
saint and, tiptoeing in, had spread over
her a Navajo blanket of barbaric red and
black.

While her mother slept Mem weptmore freely and copiously than in all
her life before.

CHAPTER XIII

VTjO word had come from the studio as
to the result of Mem's test picture.

There was no telephone in the bungalow to
ring a verbal message in or take one
out.

Mem could have gone to a drug store
and telephoned from a pay station, but
she was afraid to hear her fate come
rattling out of the little rubber oracle.
She wanted to meet her destiny face to
face and make a battle for it if the issue
hung in doubt.

She simply had to have work now
because she had her mother as well as
herself to support. She was still too new
to realize that need is not a recommen-
dation or a substitute for ability. In so
far as it has any bearing in the case,
being hard-up is an argument for disabil-
ity. Jobs are offered most promptly to
those that already have them, and those
who have work to offer rarely seek those
who are idle.

As Mem hastened along a palm-lined
avenue to her street car she was hailed
by the man she had refused to dance
with, the handsome Mr. Creighton from
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whose arms she had fought herself free

in rage and terror the first evening of
her arrival in Hollywood when he tried

to make her dance.

Another evidence of the distance she
had traveled was the fact that she had
danced with him often since, and that
when he invited her to step into his

automobile she hailed him as a taxi-

angel and ordered him to rush her to

her studio at top speed.

He had bought himself a new racer, a

long underslung craft of desperate mien.
"I can't afford a car," he confessed, "and
it's all bluff, but when you're hunting a
job it makes a great effect to roll up in

your own roadster."

Thc^ impudence was contagious and
Mem calmly remarked:

"I must get me a car. What do you
think is the best make?"
The two noncapitalists blithely juggled

thousands of dollars and hundreds of
horse-power.

"What effect do you want to affect?"
said Crcighton. "If you're going to play
ingenues you'll want a shy and virginal
auto; if you're going in for adventuresses
and heavies, you'd better get a bus that's

a bit sporty."

Mem thought she was nobly conserva-
tive when she said:

"I shouldn't like to be too conspicu-
ous."

"That's right, the gaudy old days are
over," said Creighton. "The pioneers out
here went in for plaids and gold brocade
upholstery and everything outrageous.
Then Jeanie MacPherson made a sensa-
tion by having her car painted plain black,
and now almost everybody is very sedate
—except Roscoe, of course. He is so big
he has a Jumbo car."

Mem was good enough actress to con-
ceal from Creighton the fact that her
interest in the makes of cars was a mere
windshield to the cold gale of anxiety
playing on her nerves. She was in a

panic lest she should not be engaged
all. Her immediate problem was not the
selection of an automobile, but the assur-
ance of food and raiment.

Creighton rolled her up to the studio
gates and waved her good luck. She fal-

tered when she entered the casting office.

She almost fainted when Tirrey's assistant
told her bluntly that there was "nothing
doing." Mr. Tirrey had so many hearts
to break, so many hopes to sicken with
deferment, that he avoided the ghoulish
task when he could. He had warned his
assistant to save him from undergoing
another of Mem's assaults upon his emo-
tions.

When Mem received this curt facer
through the little window in the door
between the waiting room and the outer
office, she blenched and fell back.
The room was full of anxious souls,

each with its desperation. There sat a
hungry fat woman whose bulk had kept
her employed when sylphs had had to

wait. Next her was a gaunt creature who
could play Famine or a comic spinster
with equal skill. A brace of sparrows
with yellowed curls that looked like hand-
iuls of pine shavings waited with their

mother. Three beautiful young men with
the eyes of dying deer perused their finger

nails for lack of more exciting literature.

An assortment of villains, first and second
murderers, and more or less aristocratic

extra folk stood about, hoping against ex-
perience.

Scattered among the laity, they would
have passed for ordinary folk, but, grouped
here, they took on a curiously professional
mummer's air.

Mem stared at them and a hot resentment
thrilled her. She would not accept a place

in this mob of nonentities. She went back
to the window and motioned to the assis-

tant casting-out director. She pleaded for

just a moment of Mr. Tirrey's time. The
assistant said he was busy ; but he could
not snub those eloquent eyes. And that

patient man, Mr. Tirrey, with a Samaritan-
ism that should win him through Purgatory,
accepted the ordeal, invited her in, and
braced himself for the familiar business of
the undertaker, the old sexton in the grave-
yard of art.

"I don't think you realize how much this

means to me, Mr. Tirrey," Mem began.
"My mother has unexpectedly arrived. I've

just got to support us both now, and it is

more important than ever that I find work."
Poor Tirrey had heard this so often that

it ought to have bored him. But he could
never quite protect himself from these ex-
pressive, passionate individuals who refused
to become mere generalities. He was like

one of Saint Hoover's men doling out food
about the world. Hunger was hunger no
matter how frequent. But he was unable
to perform miracles and feed hungry thou-
sands with a few loaves and fishes. When
his loaves and fishes gave out the baskets
were empty, and the rest of the sufferers

must go vacant.

He said he was sorry ; and he was. He
would keep her in mind. He would not

forget. Something might turn up. When
Mem failed to go, the busy wretch was
tormented into a slight impatience. He
stooped to self-defense.

"You don't seem to get my angle of it,

Mrs. Woodvillc. I can only hand out what
jobs there arc to the people that fit them
best. You came in the other day and said

you were so ambitious and determined that

you would—er— sell your honor for an op-
portunity. I told you why I couldn't make
the exchange. Now you come in and try

to sell me your poverty. That is even less

—ah, marketable. There's a big line of
scared and hungry people always forming
and falling away out there. Some of them
are old veterans with children, artists who
have done fine things for us. Rut we have
to turn them away. If an old lady with
sixteen starving babies asked me to let her
play a young girl's part I couldn't give it to

her. could I. now?"
"No, but I'm not an old lady with sixteen

children," Mem persisted, stupidly stubborn.

"No, but you don't suit the director and
he's got the final say. Mr. Rookes gave
you a test. He saw the result and says you
haven't got comedy—at least not in that

part. Comedy is difficult. It takes twice

as much skill and experience as romantic
drama. You may have it, but you didn't

show it."

"The test wasn't fair!" Mem protested.
"1 didn't have any help. He just told me.

'Turn your head, smile, laugh, wink, flirt.*

Who could do anything worth while like

that?"

"I know, but it cost the company about
fifty dollars to make it. It's the test every-

body has to go through. Another girl went
through the same ordeal and she made
good. She got the job. I'm mighty sorry,

but the only job there was is gone."

Mem struggled to her feet and turned to.

the door. But the sight of that plank, that

coffin lid, made her recoil. She could not

go out into the wilderness. She could not

go home to her mother and confess failure,

accept despair. Her lips wavered child-

ishly. She found things in her throat to-

swallow. Her eyelashes were full of rain.

Her diaphragm began to throb.

She cried beautifully, honestly. She was
not artful about it, or insincere. It was a-

gift. She suffered with exquisite ease and
grace.

She was one of those pretty things it is

hard not to caress, in whose wail there is-

a keen and compelling music.

Tirrey found himself more dangerously
wooed by her grief than by her proffer of

love. Her shoulders were pitifully round;,

her hands groped for other hands to help;

her eyes, seen blurred and monstrous with

woeful tears, were more beautiful, some-
how, than when she had tried to fill them-
with seduction.

His heart ached to draw her into his

bosom, kiss away her tears, take her upon-

his lap, and soothe her like a child, one of
those terrible children that Satan pretends
to be when he is most insidious.

Mem was a dangerous weeper. This-

would be learned in time and turned to her

great profit and the blissful agony of the-

multitude. She was not acting now. She-

was reacting to the anguish of the bitter

world, its cruelty, its bleakness, the favorit-

isms of fate, the willingness of Providence-

to let the willing lie, idle, and the ambitious
starve.

Tirrey paced the floor, promising Mem;
But sometimes he seemed to take more than a professional interest in the demonstrations. Sorattimes
he drew her arms about himself and she felt that even if he did not clench her tight, he wanted to.
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all sorts of wonderful futures. He man-
aged hardly to keep his hands from her by
intrusting them to each other to hold

clenched behind his back. But his sym-
pathy only fed Mem's self-sympathy with

new fuel.

At the screen door that opened on his

office appeared Mr. Rookes, the director

who had rejected Mem after the test. He
did not know who was crying, but his emo-
tional soul heard the call and he peered in

through spectacles already misted.

Mem saw him and ran to him, imploring,

"Please, oh, please, Mr. Rookes, give me a

chance
!"

Mr. Rookes had a priestly regard for his

altars. A work of art was as solemn and

as chaste a burnt offering to his god, the

Public, as the oblation of any other priest

before any other deity.

It was just as sacred a duty to him to

secure, somehow, laughter for the comic

scenes as tears for the pathetic. The Public,

that shapeless, invisible ubiquity, needed its

mirth as well as its lamentations. It re-

quired not only its hecatombs of human
sacrifice, but also beeves and bullocks, sheep

and lambs, doves and wrens and swallows.

Rookes knew as well as Shakespeare

knew, that the pathos and the tragedy suf-

fered if there were no attendant buffoonery,

no relief of tension, no tightening and re-

leasing of the springs of laughter.

If an actor could not command laughter

he must not be intrusted with comic roles,

however serious his necessities. Rookes
would have let his mother or his daughter

die rather than give her a part she could

not play.

Only those who know little or nothing of

the dramatic world, or whose own hearts

are so hard that they do not care whom
they wound, pretend that the world of

mimic emotions is cold or cruel. It is amaz-
ing how much of the theatrical or cine-

martical time is spent in easing the inevitable

griefs of the vain suppliants. Mem's sobs

so agitated Rookes that he finally said

:

"You come and see the test yourself, and
then, if you think you ought to have the

part— Well— you come and see for your-

self."

He opened the door for her and led her

out into the lot. He called to a man smok-
ing on a short flight of steps

:

"Heinie, have you that reel of Mrs. Wood-
ville's test I took the other day?"

"I guess so."

"Put it on, will you."
"Sure! Go in Number Two."
And now Mem, who had seen so many

faces flow by in the laboratory projection

room and had been so free with comments
and criticisms, was to see her own soul un-
reeled. She felt a sudden rush of regret

for her harsh judgment on those poor
creatures who had had to fight for their

artistic lives with their features.

Rookes escorted her into a small cell,

dimly lighted, a screen at one end ; at the

other a few seats against a wall perforated
for the projection machines.
The operator in his room at the back

snapped off the one lamp on the wall, and
then played a long stream of light upon the

screen. Every portrait was a record of some
mood of Mem's.
' It was weird to see herself over there

flat and colorless, yet fantastically alive.

She was face to face with herself for the

first time. Science had answered the prayer
of Robert Burns, "Oh, wad some power the

giftie gie us."
" Mem had studied her mirror and still

photographs of herself, but now she met
the stranger that was herself as the world
knew her. She had never realized her fea-

tures as they were ; nor her expressions.

She could look at her own profile. She
could coldly regard herself in laughter and
in an effort at flirtation.

The 'miracle of miracle* was that her very

Dr. Steddon learns the truth. A picture of his

daughter — an actress — smiled at him from a
Sunday supplement.

thought was photographed. She could see

her brain pulling at her muscles, as one who
stands behind the scenes at a puppet show
sees the man aloft and the wires that de-

pend from his fingers jerking at the jointed

dolls.

She had to admit that her smile was arti-

ficial ; her lips drew back heavily and mirth-

lessly from her teeth. Her lips were
prettier than she had supposed, and her
teeth more regular, but her smile was a

struggle. Her arch expression was clumsy.
Her glance askance was labored, and when
she executed the mischievous wink her eye-

lid went down and up as delicately as a

cellar door.

She shook her head and wasted a blush

of shame on the dark. She could not blame
Mr. Rookes for rejecting her. She told

him so, and he was grateful for that.

"I've learned a lot," she said. "I wish I

could have another try."

"I wish you could, but the part is filled

for this picture. Another time I'll re-

member, but it's too late for this picture."

He heard her catch her breath in a quick-

stab, and he was afraid that her prayers

would be renewed. He hastened to say

:

"Let me show you the girl who got the

part. Let's see what you think of her." He
called out, "Oh, Heinie, put on that test of

Miss Dainty."

"Sure!" came the hail from the man at

the wheel.
And then the white beam shot forth a

serial portrait of a successful rival. This
girl was pretty where Mem was beautiful.

She was superficial and frivolous where
Mem was deep and important. But she had
the wis cotnica. She was as sparkling as a

shallow brook. Her eyes danced, mocked,
flitted. Her lips twitched with contagious

mockery. Mem hated her, but smiled in

spite of herself, giggled in spite of her

wrath.
This girl had chosen the name of Dainty

to replace the misnomer her parents and
her forbears had fastened on her. She lived

up to her name or down to it.

She looked pink even in the brown
medium of the film. She looked round and
mellow even in the o:ie dimension of the

screen. Her soul danced back of her eyes,

and the hand she raised to peek through
was like the lithe hand of a Bacchante in
whose grasp life is but a bunch of grapes,

spurting wine at the least pressure. Her
very fingers were tendrils and her hair
about her head was a vineyard wreath.

She had her sorrows, perhaps, and her
woes. It was probable that she was heart-
broken because she had been denied a
tragic mask and doomed to make people
happy instead of profitably sad. But what-
ever her private woes, she shed gayety. The
dark and ultraviolet rays were lost in 'the
prism of her soul and she reflected only the
narrow rainbow of good cheer.

"I see why you took her," Mem sighed,
"I don't wonder."

"It's fine of you to say that," said Rookes,
and squeezed her hand in grateful compli-
ment. The kindness of this set the girl's

regrets off again.

She went out into the sunlight convinced
and beaten. But being convinced of one's
unworthiness and confessing one's defeat
are not consolations

; only added sorrows.
Before Rookes could escape she was cry-

ing again. She loathed herself for her
weakness, her poltroonery, before a disap-
pointment. She called herself names, but
sobbed the harder for her self-contempt.

It chanced that the president of the com-
pany was returning to his office from a
visit to one of the stages. This was the
man whose name was familiar about the
world. Every film from his factory was
labeled: "Bermond presents

—
"; "Copyright

by the Bermond Company"; "This is a Ber-
mond picture"; The slogan of the company
was, "This is a Bermond year."

When a picture succeeded, the star, the
author, the director, the photographer, the
art director, the continuity writer, the dis-
tributors, divided the praise, the size of
each slice depending on who awarded it.

When a picture failed, the producer had
a monopoly of the blame and the entire
financial loss.

He was the commercial demon, the fiend
of sordid mercantile ideals. Yet Bernard
Shaw, with his intuition masked as satire,

had said to him. "There is a hopeless dif-
ference between us, Mr. Bermond: you are
interested in art ; I am interested only in
money."

As a matter of truth, he was the most
passionate of idealists, compelled to keep
the ship afloat. Like the captain of a ship,

he had all the final responsibility for the
cargo, the passengers, and .he shifts of
wind and weather. He must study the
mystic barometer of public favor and dis-
favor and keep the prow forging ahead in

calm and in head gale.

He had to build the ship, feed the crew,
the stokers, and the prima-donna passengers,
and keep them all from mutiny. If the ship
sank, they would all desert him and he
would go down with it alone. In the hard
times he must sacrifice much of the cargo,
cut down the pay and the rations, shorten
sail. Otherwise, the ship would founder;
yet none would thank him for taking the
necessary measures to keep it alive.

The critics would blame him for many
things, but they would never forgive him
for letting the ship sink. Success would be
both his crime and his condemnation, but
failure would be no atonement.

Like most business geniuses, he was far
more emotional, sensitive, responsive, auda-
cious, than the bulk of his artists or his
critics. He could not pour out his emotions
in song, verse, impersonation, or gesture

;

he must pour it out in capital. He must dig
the capital with grim toil, and he must
scatter it like a spendthrift heir.

With him, and contrasted with him in
build, manner, and spirit, was Jacob Frank.

(.Continued on page 60)
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9/ieWEEKinNEWYORK
THERE will be weeping and wailing and

gnashing of teeth (however that last is

done) down at the A. M. P. A. Thurs-
day when the official announcement is made
that Horace Judge is going to quit us. Also
over at the First National offices and several

other places where the genial judge was
wont to shed his cheer and gladness.
For on April 14 Mr. Judge will board the

Homeric and set his face towards the land
of his birth, there to continue the sort of
work he has so ably done here for many
years. Mr. Judge will be located in London,
wherjs he will have charge of the manage-
ment of the London and British advertis-

ing and publicity departments of First Na-
tional.

Few men in the film business can boast

more friends than Mr. Judge, who for the

past three years has been "Bill" Yearsley's

right-hand man at First National. In addi-

tion to this he has l>een so active in the

affairs of the A. M. P. A. that without him
the organization will seem like a bunch of

advertising and publicity men. He will be

especially missed there each Thursday,
where the presiding officer would call on

him for his treasurer's report with the reg-

ularity of clockwork. And with equal regu-

larity the popular treasurer would gracefully

arise, bow and in a carefully prepared and
well-worded address, say: "There is nothing

to report." And then, again gracefully bow-
ing, resume his seat.

Mr. Judge is a member of a prominent
Nottinghamshire family and is a graduate

of London University. His first venture

into the amusement business was when he

accepted an appointment on the New York
staff of Charles Dillingham, then associated

with the late Charles Frohman. Later he

toured the United States and Canada in the

interests of Dillingham, Klaw & Erlanger,

and George C. Tyler companies, publicising

and managing the tours of Elsie Janis, Fritzi

Scheff, George Arliss and other stars. He
served as associate manager of the American
Red Cross all-star tour which netted nearly

three-quarters of a million dollars for the

Red Cross funds.

Later Mr. Judge managed theatres in Can-
ada for three years and then came to New
York to join the publicity and advertising

staff of Universal, whence he went to First

National. His broad experience in motion
picture and theatrical activities in this coun-
try, combined with a .thorough knowledge
of English business methods, makes him an
ideal man to publicise pictures in England.

* * *

Billy Brandt says if any of you birds

haven't yet sent in your application for

reservations for the fourth annual installa-

tion dinner and dance of the Theatre Own-
ers Chamber of Commerce, you are likely

to be all out of luck. The affair, which this

year is expected to be bigger and better,

but not necessarily wetter, than ever, will

be held at the Ritz on April 12, which, ac-

cording to calendars believed to be reliable,

is Thursday of next week.

* * *

Bob Vignola, well-known director who is

now on the last lap of a tour of the world,

has been accorded the signal honor of visit-

ing the tomb of King Tutankhamen and
taking pictures of many of the relics ex-

humed from the place where the old Pha-
roah has been taking such a long Rip Van
Winkle. Vignola wrote from Egypt to Ar-
thur Brilant, his personal representative

here, telling of the inspection tour. After

much urging Brilant was pursuaded to ad-

mit that Vignola had been hobnobbing with

Tut and had camped three days by his tomb
while making the inspection complete. Bril-

ant savs Vignola feels that the knowledge

gained from the tour of Tut's domain will
stand him in good stead in his future pro-
ductions.

Brilant doesn't say how Tut feels about
the possibility of breaking into the films.

* * *

According to advices from the west coast,
Elsie, a sister of Jack Dempsey, will likely
be seen in films in light comedy parts. Dick
Weil says if she has a punch anything like

her brother's she will be a knock-out.
* * *

Albert Grey, general manager of D. W.
Griffith Productions, who has l>een in Lon-
don overseeing the English presentation of
"One Exciting Night," i* expected back this
week. He is accompanied by Mrs. Grey.

» * »

The big social event of the week in film

circles is the anniversary dance of the First
National Club, which will be held at the
Commodore Hotel on the evening of April
4. Walter Ebcrhardt, accompanied by his

jazz dogs, will be there to shake them gid-
dily over the maple.

* * *

Tickets are now on tap for the "Naked
Truth" dinner of the A. M. P. A., which
will be held on April 28 at the Biltmore.
The form of entertainment is being kept a
dark secret, but any of the gang in the row
will modestly admit that this year's affair

will make the last show look like an aged
and decrepit deuce in a new flock of 51
bicycles. As usual, Harry Rcichcnbach will

l>e master of ceremonies, and one rumor, as
yet unconfirmed, is that he will give a pub-
lic demonstration of Slendaform on one-half
of Charlie Einfeld.

* * *

At the weekly meeting of the Associated
Motion Picture Advertisers last Thursday,
a regular all-star cast was presented. Pro-
tcwr James Melvin Lee, director of the
School of Journalism at New York Uni-
versity, was billed as the leading attraction
of the day. But he was far from being the
whole show.

Vice-President Shapiro was in the chair
and among the many who responded to his

introductions were George E. Redman of
London, Jack Bachman of the AI Lichtman
Corporation, and Ben Schulberg of Pre-
ferred Pictures.

So glad were the boys to see Mr. Schul-
berg back amongst them that they elected
him an honorary member of the organiza-
tion. He used to be a press-agent himself
before he reformed and was one of the
founders of the A. M. P. A.
Professor Lee spoke principally about

newspapers and the way schools of journal-
ism are helping to train newspaper men, in-

cluding motion picture critics.

The meeting played capacity.

* * *

Charlie Steiner, vice-president of the

T. O. C. C, says he isn't ready for the Old
Men's Home yet, in spite of the fears of his

brother George. Somewhere George saw a
letter sent out by Lee Ochs urging the mem-
bers to vote for Harmon Yaffa for the vice-

presidency on the plea that "young blood"
was needed in the conduct of the T. O. C. C.
Giarlie Steiner, the youthful appearing and
debonair Beau Brummel of the exhibitors,

received the following wire from his

brother

:

"Responsibilities must age you rapidly.

The T. O. C. C. is three years old and you
have held office for a year, but I learn that

young blood is needed. When do you start

for the Old People's Home?"
* * *

And after the election session of the T. O.
C. C. wras over, someone asked Lee Ochs

:

Horace C Judge who goes to England to
manage the London and British adver-
tising and publicity departments for
First National.

"How is the young blood getting along?"
"Running a little sluggish today, thank

you," replied Ochs.
* * *

Here's a tip for scenario writers. While
suicide isn't pleasant to contemplate, many a
picture has gotten by with less as its motif.

One of the A. M. P. A. boys sent along the

following excerpt from the annual report of
the head of the Save-A-Life League with

the request that his name be not used, lest

it might be thought he was studying ways
and means

:

As usual many have put a low estimate
upon the value of human life, having de-
stroyed themselves for causes most trivial.

A girl did the act because she became de-
pressed after bobbing her hair, a man because
he was forced to quit playing golf. A woman
killed herself after missing two trains, a man
because he feared the end of the world was at

hand, another because of a row over a cat.

A designer was driven to suicide trying to

guess the coming Spring styles for women.
One recently ended his life rather than face
another cold Winter. A young man killed

himself "for the fun of it." And another
left a note saying she was taking poison "just
to get a new thrill."

* * *

James Shelley Hamilton, who has been
editing the "Exceptional Photoplay Bulle-

tin" for the National Board of Review, has

joined Paramount's editorial department and
will be stationed at the Long Island City

studio.
* * *

Arthur Loew, foreign manager of Metro,
sailed last week for a six weeks' tour of

England, France, Spain, Italy and Sweden,
in the interests of foreign distribution of

the product of his company.
* * *

Kenneth Hodkinson, general manager
of United Artists, sailed last week for Cuba.
From there he will go to Mexico and return

to New York after a tour of many of the

western exchange centers.
* * *

Tom Terriss, American director who is

now making pictures for a British produc-
ing company, writes from Cairo (Egypt, not

Illinois) of some of his experiences in mak-
ing pictures in the land of the Pharoahs.
Among other things he says:

"For one scene we were able to borrow
the luxurious private dahabiyeh owned by a

Belgian nobleman. * * * * A sandstorm
nearly wrecked the dahabiyeh while we
were using it."

And that settles that. We shall loan our

dahabiyeh to no one.

—

John S. Sparco.
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New York Censor Bill

Still in Committee;
Prospects Not Bright
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., April 3—With the

present session of the New York State

legislature scheduled to conclude on

April 28, the past week has brought no

new developments along censorship

lines. While the bill calling for the re-

peal of the present censorship law has

been passed by the Democratic Senate,

the Assembly has thus far failed to take

any notice of the bill which has been

referred to one of the Assembly com-
mittees. Some talk is heard to the effect

that the bill will be reported out during

the next two weeks, but adversely, while

others familiar with political maneuver-
ings that characterize the present legis-

lative session assert that the bill will

remain in committee and that a vote will

be taken on the bill which was passed in

the Senate, and which is identical to the

other.

It is a generally admitted fact, how-
ever, that the censorship repeal bill

stands no show of passage in the Assem-
bly. While the vote on the censorship
repeal measure in the Assembly will un-
doubtedly be close, it is generally con-
ceded that Speaker Machold. Republican,
will be absolutely in control of the situa-

tion and that there will be little or no
breaking away from party lines in the

voting.

Policy of "Specials Only" Is

Growing Among Producers
Fox Latest Organization to Announce Abolition of

"Program Pictures"—Sheehan Makes Public
Plan for $2,000,000 Studio

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

XE\Y YORK, April 3.—The "program picture" seems doomed. For
months past there has been a tendency among producers to adopt the policy

of "special only."

Further indication of the spread of this movement is the announce-
ment of Fox Film Corporation that it will produce and distribute nothing
but specials during the coming season. Adoption of this policy by Fox
narrows the field of program pictures to comparatively few companies.

$2,000,000 Studio Part of Fox Expansion Program
The Fox announcement hints at a general expansion of its activities,

construction of a $2,000,000 studio on the Coast being a phase of its com-
prehensive plans for the future. Expansion plans include also the opening
of additional branches throughout the world and the construction of new
William Fox theatres.

Plan No Admission Cut,
"Herald" Survey Shows

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., April 3.—While no
new motion picture theatres are being
contemplated in Albany, Syracuse or

Rochester, it is also true that no talk" is

being heard these days as to the advis-

ability of reducing admission prices dur-

ing the coming summer as a means of

stimulating business.' A visit to all three

cities during the past week, made by a
representative of the Herald, revealed the

fact that as a general thing business has
been above par during the past winter.

Construction work, however, is going
on in some of the smaller places, and by
next fall there will probably be at least

fifty more motion picture theatres in

operation in New York state than at the
present time.

Fox now has 117 branches located in

practically every civilized country. The
William Fox theatre circuit, with the
opening of two houses now under con-
struction and the erection of two houses
for which plans have been drawn, will

comprise fifty theatres.
Announcement of the Fox plan to

eliminate the "program picture" has just

been made by Winfield R. Sheehan, vice-

president and general manager.

To Sign Prominent Players

The Fox production units will be en-

Both Offer Theatres
When Two Wont Pay

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

COLUMBUS, IND., April 3.—Insuf-
ficent patronage has made it apparent
that two theatres can not operate profit-

ably in Columbus. Accordingly, Frank
Rembush, owner of the American the-
atre, and the owners of the Crump theatre
both offered to lease their respective
house to each other.
A deal is now pending whereby Mr.

Rembush will probably take over the
lease of the Crump theatre and operate
the American theatre on Saturdavs onlv.

Lifts Juvenile Ban
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MILWAUKEE. WIS., April 3.—The
ban on theatre attendance by children
under 12 during the present scarlet fever
and diphtheria epidemic was tilted this
week to the extent that children will be
admitted to those theatres which main-
tain a physician at the manager's office
to examine the children when they apply
for admission.

"Covered Wagon"
Pulls 'Em In

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, April 3. — That
Paramount's "The Covered Wag-
on" is upholding all expectations
made for it, at least in so far as its

Broadway- showing is concerned, is

indicated in the following figures

on its first two weeks' presenta-

tion at the Criterion theatre

:

Week of March 18

Sunday *S1,799.00

Monday 1,456.50

Tuesday 1.4n.53

Wednesday 1,459.00

Thursday 1.448.00

Friday 1,450.50

Week of March ZS (Holy Week)
Sunday *Sl,81Z-00

Monday 1,484.50

Tuesday 1.483.50

Wednesday 1,485.50

Thursday 1,474.50

Friday 1,486.50

*Evenin? prices at Saturday and
Sunday matinees.

This statement on the box office

performance of the picture was
made to the Herald by a Para-

mount official:

"Total for the first full week
(week of March 18) was 510,873.50.

Figuring for today (Saturday)

onlv the same as one week ago. the

total for the second week will run

well over Sll.000.00. Each day

topped the figures of the week be-

fore, and this in Holy Week, the

toughest of the year. Going some:
"Absolute seating capacity at

every performance (608 seats), the

difference from day to day repre-

senting fluctuation in standing

room only—no passes."

hanced by a number of Prominent players
and directors. Tom Mix will appear in

more ambitious features, and Charles
Jones, contrary to reports, will remain
with the organization. MLx will work in

two specials adapted from Zane Grey
novels.
To assure ample production material,

the company has contracted with three
widely known Broadway theatrical pro-
ducers for the rights to all their plays,
these to be produced immediately upon
the conclusion of their run in New York.

Purchases Broadway Plays

Among the plays already announced
for production are "The Warrens of Vir-
ginia." a David Belasco success which
Harry Miliarde is directing: the Belasco
play, "The Governor's Lady," and "Hood-
man Blind." by Wilson Barrett and
Henry Arthur Jones.
Other stories and plays from which

specials will be made are Channing Fol-
lock's "The Fool," "It Is the Law," "Loy-
alties," the John Galsworthy play; "Six
Cylinder Love." the successful comedy
drama: "The Shepherd King," "Monna
Yanna." "Cameo Kirby," "The Net" and
"Does It Pay?"
The company is now considering vari-

ous sites of 200 acres and more for the
new S2.000.000 plant which it will build.

New Studio to Be Model

Having access to all of the latest in

appliances and equipment, this plant is

expected to be a model of studio con-
struction.

It will include a complete laboratory,
experimental department, elaborate cos-
tume department, millinery department,
research department, spacious restaurant,

baths, dressing rooms, hair dressing par-
lors, emergency hospital and many other
features which will add to the comfort
of the players.

Mr. Sheehan has announced the fol-

lowing personnel changes at the West
Coast plant: Ben Jackson succeeds
Charles A. Bird as business manager,
while Arthur Ford, father-in-law of Tom
MLx, succeeds Mr. Bird as casting direc-

tor.

Joins A. E. Forces
DES MOINES, IA, April 3.—C. J. Brent-

linger, formerly manager of the Orpheum
theatre, Terre Haute. Ia., owned by his

father. A. F. Brentlinger, has joined the

local branch of Associated Exhibitors as

salesman.
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Schulberg Offering $10,000 a

Word for Titles

Preferred President in New York for Important Meetings

With Lichtman Who Returns This Month
{Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, April 3.—How often you have said, or heard some one
else say, "Such and such would make a whale of a title for a pic-

ture." If you still think you have a box office title, send it to B. P.

Schulberg, president of Preferred Pictures, who is offering $10,000 a word
for. suggested titles accepted by Preferred and Al Lichtman Corporation,
which distributes the Schulberg product.

MR. Schulberg announced his offer,

which is in no way a contest, upon
his arrival in New York for important
conferences with Al Lichtman, president

of Al Lichtman Corporation, who returns

from abroad on April 7, and J. G. Bach-
mann, treasurer of both companies.

* * »

If a title purchased by Mr. Schulberg
contains two words, $20,000 will be paid

to the one suggesting it. If it contains
three words, $25,000 will be paid.

A number of interesting announce-
ments are expected following Mr. Licht-
man's return to America and his confer-
ences with his associates. It is known
that Mr. Lichtman, during his six weeks
in England and on the Continent, tran-

sacted business of importance, although
nothing further than the fact that he
arranged for the opening of foreign offices

has been announced.
Mr. Schulberg has just rounded a suc-

cessful first year of production for Licht-
man distribution. While some of his

plans for the coming season have been
announced, other developments are ex-
pected at the New York conferences.

* »

Among the pictures promised by the
company are. "The Parasite." "Aristoc-
racy," "My Lady's Lips," "Exclusive

Rights," "Appearances," "Daughters of
the Poor" and "Daughters of the Rich."
On Mr. Schulbcrg's arrival Jn New

York from the Coast he was tendered
an elaborate banquet in the Crystal room
of the Ritz-Carlton. More than 100 film
men and others were in attendance.
Speaking at the banquet were Mr.

Bachmann, Harry Reichenbach, Dr. A.
H. Giannini, banker; Bobby North, Roy
L. McCardell, S. L. Rothafel, S. Jay
Kaufman, Rube Goldberg and Mr. Schul-
berg.

Cancels Chaplin Film
At Request of Clergy
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WALLA WALLA, WASH., April 3.—
Charlie Chaplin's latest "The Pilgrim,"

will not be shown in Walla Walla, ac-

cording to G. E. Terhune, recently of

Spokane and manager of the Arcade
theatre. Mr. Terhune announced today
that he had canceled Chaplin's film, due
to open this week for a four-day run.
His action was taken at the request of
the ministerial union, which opposed the
showing of the film on the ground that
it ridicules the clergy.

MONEY MAKING IDEAS
Which Have Been
Exhibitors to Build

By GEO. C. STARKEY
(Opera House, Montour Falls,

N. Y.)

One of the best ways to pick

up a little extra money these
days is to put on "An all com-
edy night," which I did last

Friday night. It is the first

time I tried it and did not
make a fortune, but you can
bet the next one will pack the

house. I played Harold Lloyd
in "From Hand to Mouth,"
"Our Gang" comedy, "Satur-
day Morning" and two "Ae-
sop's Fables." The night was
almost zero, but for all that I

sold 234 tickets at 10 cents to

everybody. Of course the

weather knocked me out and
also the fact of the admission
being only 10 cents many
adult<? though it could not

Used Successfully by

Up Their Patronage

amount to much at that price

and also thought it was a "kid
show." Those that did come,
however, were delighted and
will help to put over my next
one. In place of getting out
heralds I sent out 200 post
cards the day of the show to

every mother in town and told

her for the sake of her small
children I would start the first

show at 7 p. m. To the fami-
lies with no children I wrote
something like, "A little non-
sense now and then is relished

by the best of men" and wom-
en also, and sent this to many
women. At least 25 per cent
of those to whom I sent cards
came to the show, and as I

said before, but for the cold

weather would have had an
immense crowd.

Miller Heads Exhibitor

League in Los Angeles
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, April 3.—The most
enthusiastic demonstration ever accorded
newly elected officers followed yester-
day's annual election of the Motion Pic-
ture Theatre Owners of Southern Cali-
fornia.

Voting by acclamation placed the fol-

lowing members in office: Fred Miller,
California theatre, Los Angeles, presi-
dent; W. W. Whitson, San Diego, and
James Sams, Ocean Park, vice-presidents;
Glenn Harper, Vermont theatre, Los An-
geles, secretary; Ben Bernstein, Savoy
theatre, Los Angeles, treasurer, and C.

E. Walker, Santa Ana, D. D. Vanderlip,
Inglcwood, H. J. Siler, Whittier, and
Harry C. Arthur, West Coast Theatres,
directors."

"Pilgrim" Passed When
Will Hays Intervenes
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PHILADELPHIA, PA., April 3.—
Pennsylvania fans may now see Charlie
Chaplin's latest comedy, "The Pilgrim."
Following intervention by Will H. Hays,
the picture was passed by the censor
board with only minor changes.
Although the Hays office is credited

with obtaining passage of the film. Chair-
man Harry L. Knapp of the board de-

clares he is mystified and does not know
where the story that the film had been
prohibited originated. He claims that

the picture was approved subject to

minor changes. So that's that.

Disposes of Theatres
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LITTLE FALLS, N. Y., April 3—W.
H. Linton, treasurer of the Motion Pic-

ture Theatre Owners of New York state,

and known to hundreds of exhibitors as

"Pop" Linton, has sold both the Hippo-
drome and the Lintonian theatres here.

The sale was made to Bob Wagner, film

salesman, formerly with Universal, and
now with Hodkinson.

O'Reilly Wins in New York;

Cohen Organizes New Unit
(Continued from page z$)

Young, St. Louis; Jack Truitt and W. O.
Reeves.

Resolutions favoring abolition of the

admission tax, the deposit system and the

music tax were adopted.

Kansas
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, KAN., April 3.—In-
corporation papers for the M. P. T. O.
Kansas will be prepared and ready to

submit to the convention at Wichita,

April 16 and 17. The papers are being

prepared by Samuel Handy, attorney for

the organization.

The Kansas association previously has

experienced some difficulty in having cor-

poration papers completed, but this time

there will be no "hitch," according to C.

E. Cook, business manager. No theatre

owner can be a stockholder unless he is

a paid-up member in the organization,

which, of course, will become a protective

organization upon incorporation. Stock
certificate shares may be ready for dis-

tribution at the convention. Shares will

be sold at a nominal price.
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THE THEATRE
A department of practical showmanship

Better Theatre
Platform—No. 1

7

Cooperate in Fact

Cooperation is necessarily a two-way
process. To take and apply another man's
ideas is good business, but to exchange
ideas not only is the policy of fairness,

but operates to stimulate, keep active and
develop the never over-productive sources

from which good ideas emanate.

This department weekly presents a

number of sound, practical ideas, with let-

ters from their creators telling the method
of application and results obtained. No
showman fails to utilize these ideas, as in-

numerable demonstrations attest, but

many fail to respond in kind, to contribute

other ideas for the use of other showmen
in payment for benefits obtained.

Since it is mainly through such inter-

change of ideas and suggestions that gen-

l

eral showmanship is advanced, it is clear

. that as more and more individuals partic-

ipate in the exchange more and more
progress will be made. The spread of the

cooperative spirit has been consistent and
great results have been accomplished, but

,
the. active element continues to carry the
burden of expense involved in experimen-
tation and the inactive element reaps as

great benefit.

This is hardly the true spirit of show-
manship. In all probability procrastina-
tion and not unwillingness is accountable
for the condition. The fact remains, how-
ever, that cooperation is most valuable
when both parties collect a profit

Accordingly the seventeenth plank in
• this Better Theatre platform is evolved:

Cooperate in fact.

On the Bill at

The Eastman

The Eastman theatre at Rochester. N.
Y., is remarkable among American play-

houses for too many good reasons to
enumerate in this space. Of correspond-
ing interests is its program for the week
beginning March 25:

L "Tannhauser"—Overture.
2. Newsptcture.
1. "Sailor's Hornpipe"—Solo dance.
4- "Rolling Down to Rio"—Travelo^ue-
5- "The Terrible Tree"—Tony Sarg Alma-

nac
4. "Carolina in the Morning"—Solo.
7. "Rag* to' Riches"—Feature.
» Organ Exit.

Incidentally, the house program of the
Eastman is a distinctive bit of composi-
tion. It's a dignified four-page booklet,
straight black and white, with a maximum
of information conveyed by a minimum
of copy. It is made up in very dignified
style and carries no advertisements. Ex-
hibitors contemplating publication of a
house organ conforming to these general
qualifications should write William Fait
Jr., director, who undoubtedly will be glar-

to forward a copy.

Wanted: A Practical Way to

Forestall the Summer Slump

Now, not July, is the time to consider the Summer slump.
Now, possibly, it may be forestalled, prevented. In July it can only

be combatted.
If there is a practical means of forestalling the business drop-off that

always has marked the period of higher temperature, the time to apply
that means is before the counter-pull of outdoors affects the box office.

This department herewith "advertises" for suggestions, contributing
an original one to focus attention upon the subject.

In the column to the right of these
words specimen propaganda copy calcu-
lated to instill elevated esteem of the mo-
tion picture without seeming to attempt
to do so is presented. It is based on the
belief that a public holding the motion
picture in properly high regard will not
neglect the theatre for other pursuits to
any great extent, a premise substantiated
by the fact "*iat in the most untoward
weather the genuine "fan" does not deny
himself the screen.
The purpose «f this copv. and addi-

tional copy of similar nature which will

be provided, is to "sell" the motion pic-

ture idea to the public mentally rather
than emotionally, a thing which has not
been done and cannot be done save by a
concerted effort on the part of the trade.

Of course the first step in such an under-
taking consists of selling the motion pic-

ture idea to the trade itself on a like

basis, but this can be accomplished simul-
taneouslv and bv the same copv.

* * *

To apply this suggestion it is but nec-

essary to put the thought of this copy
before the public effectively. There are
several methods of doing this, individu-

ally or collectively, in house organ, on
screen or bv newspaper, ostentatiously

or quietly. We believe the most practi-

cal method is individually, each exhibitor

devoting a box in his d;<:r>lay advertising

to the purpose regularly. By this
_
ar-

rangement expense is practically elimi-

nated and ^e general effect of a national

advertising campaign is produced by si-

multaneous appearance of the copy in

the newspapers of the country. A

Entertainment

Plus

OF the numerous forms of enter-

tainment enjoyed by civilized

man many are good, none are wholly
bad. and one is ideal—the motion
picture.

Compared on a basis of economy
in terms of time or money, on a
basis of pleasure in terms of grati-

fication or relaxation, on a basis of
convenience or association, the mo-
tion picture is second to no amuse-
ment. On a basis of benefit it ranks
first,

While eye and interest are
charmed, held fascinated by the
spell of the story and the grace of

its narration, the intellect is en-
riched as by travel, art and study,
but the more so because "pain-
lessly."

Motion picture entertainment is

ENTERTAINMENT PLUS.

, 1 :
c j -

This

Space

-or

Regular

Copy and

Illustration

graphic demonstration of this method of
display is given on this page.
We believe that concerted adoption of

this plan by exhibitors of the country
will go far toward eliminating the unsat-
isfactory business conditions traditionally

associated with Summer. We do not be-
lieve that a headlong onslaught against
other amusements, a public plea for

"mercy" or a price-cutting contest ever
did or will accomplish such a result.

* » *

In going direct to the public intelli-

gence, to the mind, on a logical and de-

fensible basis, it is possible to disarm
opposition and at the same time estab-

lish a better foundation for the popular-
ity of the photoplay. We believe the day
when the public could be stampeded into

the theatre, "excited" into buying tick-

ets, is long since oast.

Consequentlv. The Theatre will pre-

sent a series of specimen copy advertise-

ments on this page for the use of show-
men who wish to take part in the work
outlined. All exhibitors may use this

copy gratis and with such alterations and
in such manner, style or space as is

deemed suitable.

All other sugeestions and all commu-
nications pertaining to this subject should

be addressed to Theatre Editor, Exhib-
itors Herald. 407 So. Dearborn St., Chi-

cago. 111.
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FRIEND WIFE

If Yonr Uusbind left you i \il\c. note

WHAT WOULD YOU DO ?

SUBTLE MEANS of intriguing interest in

display use' by Poli's PaJace, Bridgeport,
Conn., to advertise "The Dangerous Age,"
First National. Nearly every picture has
a "note," so the idea can be adapted
readily.

CONCENTRATION PAYS. Concentrated billboard advertising by Chine's

Broadway, Los Angeles, for "When Husbands Deceive," Associated Exhibitors,

included this three-in-onc layout at Broadway and Ninth Street. Time after

time, three times in all, the posters hailed passersby.

ONE FRONT—$5. Beaverboard, paper and paint costing

five dollars produced this front for Henry Seel, Saenger's,

People's theatre, Greenville, Miss., when Metro's "The

Prisoner of Zenda" was in engagement. Safe economy.

STONE AGE STUFF. A stone age stunt looks new
when done by stone age painters. The Princess, Hartford,
Conn., used the above for "Adam's Rib," Paramount,
proving that if an idea is old enough it's just as good as

new.

WALKING BOOK used at the Seattle
Columbia to combat weather man's influ-

ence. Effective, and considerate of the
exploitation man. He made the hotel dis-

trict regularly. (See photograph of lobby
elsewhere.)

MEXICO CITY—ALL OUT. This week we break our world theatre jaunt to

inspect Mexico City theatricals and find Leon J. Bamberger, Paramount ex-

ploiteer, applying home remedies. "Hoy" means today, and we recognize

"Elsie Ferguson," but the title baffles us. Next stop, Sydney. (Page 46.)
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WEATHER MAN VANQUISHED. When terrific cold

struck Seattle the Columbia theatre drew chilled pedes-

trians into the foyer by serving coffee. Universal's "The

Flame of Life" was the feature attraction offered.

FRANK LACEY KNOWS HOW. Last week we
showed you his ushers dressed for "Douglas Fairbanks in

Robin Hood." United Artists. This week we show his

frontal display. Looks like it cost money, and proved very
much worth it.

HERE'S A STARTER. "The Covered Wagon," Paramount, is expected to do
great things. The Criterion, New York, started what may prove a sequence of

like events when it erected this display, lettered in lights, to advertise its exhi-

bition there. Picture the layout in full color.

MARSHALL FIELD'S, Chicago, installed

this window on "The Covered Wagon,"
Paramount, just to advertise the book.

The picture will open in Chicago April 22.

What's that about the early bird?

"SCHOOL'S OUT." Those magic words, uttered by
school children when half-holiday was proclaimed in

honor of "The Third Alarm," F. B. O., at Hood River,
Ore. Firemen and a band led them to Art Kolstad's
theatre.

ANOTHER RECORD. It's good to hear the increasing

number of reports on records broken. The Cameo. New
York, is said to have broken records with "Down to the

Sea in Ships," Hodkinson. Photo shows crowd in waiting.
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NOTHING could be more fitting than this

direct tie-up for "Mighty Lak* a Rose,"
First National. It was obtained by Julius
K. Johnson. Rialto theatre, Omaha, and
can be duplicated by anyone, anywhere.

THE DEAD TALK. The Lyric. Minneapolis, closed and partially dismantled,
told passersby of Pathe's "Dr. Jack," exhibited at the Strand. Why not? It's

admirable placement of copy, thriving on natural surprise, and the closed thea-
tre is less a trade reflection. Good idea.

in in

E

NOT WHAT IT SEEMS. First glance suggests a jew-
elry window, but it's a publisher's window advertising
"Brass," Warner Brothers, in New York. The idea may
be lifted bodily for the use of jewelers, more numerous.

BOOKS SELL PICTURES. Marshall Field's, Chicago,
erected this miniature theatre and showed excerpts from
various pictures in a recent book-picture drive. Goldwyn
drew this space. You read about it in the Herald recently.

NEW YORK theatre fronts shouted the
presence of "The Ninety and Nine," Vita-
graph, when that picture was in early cir-

culation there. (We are indebted to Vita-
graph for the arrangement of the photo-
graphs.)

NEXT STOP SYDNEY. Mexico City to Sydney, Australia, is quite a step,

but exploitation takes it easily. See the Strand's exploitation cf "A Connecticut
Yankee in King Arthur's Court," Fox. Just like "Home Sweet Home." ("Won-

der where this personally conducted tour will end. All aboard!
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Theatre Letters
Personal Accounts of Constructive Showmanship

Contributed by Readers of "Exhibitors Herald"

ROSS D. ROGERS' frontal display for "My American Wife," Paramount, shown three days to excellent business at the
Mission, Amarillo, Tex. Mr. Rogers' Theatre Letter this week tells all about the making of the display, its effect and the
picture.

<<My American

Wife" Display

Gets Results
Ross D. Rogers, whose letters always

carry more than a single message of im-
portance, writes this week of his ex-

ploitation for "My American Wife,"
Paramount, and the excellent business it

brought.
A picture of Mr. Rogers' frontal dis-

play is presented herewith. His letter

follows:

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir:

Enclosed you will find photo of our
front on "My American Wife." We ask
you in all sincerity if any man, woman,
boy or girl could pass this front and not
have a curiosity to come in—that is if he
were an American or loved America and
it's ideals.

Having reviewed the picture we knew
it would please and we therefore em-
ployed the angle in our front of attract-
ing people from the American viewpoint
—namely through the flag. The flags on
the side panels were painted in by our
artist in the actual flag colors. The cut-
out figure of course gave the idea of ro-
mance, and incidentally this proved to
be one of the most attractive cutouts
that we have ever used. It came from
the 24-sheet.
This front is extremely simple, yet in

our opinion it would be effective and it

certanly was, for we had one of the best

three day runs on "My American Wife"
that we have had in the past year, and.

our patrons simply raved over the pic-

ture.

This is one picture that had a dandy
opening and a knockout closing. It

opened with a real horse race and closed
with a view of the South American Con-
gress in session and one of its members,
impersonated by Antonio Moreno, point-

ing to Gloria Swanson up in the gallery

as "My American Wife" with a plea that

closer and more friendly relations should
exist between South America and the

U. S. and that with the aid of "My Amer-
ican Wife" that he, the senator, would
work to that end.
With very best wishes,

Ross D. Rogers,
Mission theatre, Amarillo, Tex.

+ + +
DEAR MR. ROGERS:
Use of the flag in the theatre is always a mat-

ter to be undertaken with extreme care, but you
managed it admirably. And, as yon say, the pic-

ture contains the necessary element of patriotism,
although of an unusual type, to justify the means.
Answering your question, we don't think many

would pass the front without feeling a decided
tug at their curiosity. Glad that it all worked
out tc such satisfactory business.—W. R. W.

Who Will Answer

This Request?
Cincinnatus is a farming commu-

nity. The farmers keep repeating
"Hard times." When the farmers
were getting unheard-of prices for

their product they claimed they
could make no money. They tell

me they are too poor to spend their

coin for motion picture entertain-

ment.

Have read in the "Herald" of

other exhibitors flocking the farm-
ers into their theatres.

I would like to know how they
do it.

G. R. WILLIAMS,
Avon theatre,

Cincinnatus, N. Y.

Exploits Page
Ad With Insert

In Same Paper
Here's real news, from a new contribu-

tor.

W. T. Waugh, Empress theatre, Grundy
Center, la., exploited "Manslaughter"
with a page spread, then exploited the
page with a two-color insert in the same
edition. Both insert and page are re-

produced herewith, as well as Mr.
Waugh's letter.

Welcome Mr. Waugh to the circle.

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir:

This is my first contribution to any
trade paper, and this is only a small one,

but as I have watched with interest the
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J. W. CREAMER'S displays for "Burning Sands," Paramount. His Theatre Letter analyzes the comparative value of large

and small displays. Read it.

KENTON FRANKLIN'S front for "Tess of the Storm Country,'' United

Artists, above and below. His Theatre Letter is presented this week. Theatre,

Broadway, Tulsa.

W. T. WAUGH'S page ad and
newspaper insert for "Manslaugh-
ter." Don't miss his Theatre .Let-

ter, the first and a gem.

I lu- Dj/ylinJ Masterpiece <i( (he World's Master- Producer!

Cecil B DeMilles
'Manslaughter

Thomas
Meighan

EMPRESS THEATRE
I Wednesday and Thursday only. March 28 and 29
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TMIS CAR IS NOT

FOR SALE
As the family will need It to

go to the PALACE THEATRE
to see "GLIMPSES OF THE
MOON" which is showing the

Entire Week of April 2nd.
FLOYD D. MORROW'S auto tag card for "The Glimpses of the Moon," Para-
mount. This is Mr. Morrow's first contribution. His Theatre Letter is presented
in this issue.

exploitation department of jour valuable

paper I take this privilege in submitting

two of the ways I am putting over "Man-
slaughter."

I do this for two purposes. First, it

may help some of my fellow small town
exhibitors, and second, to get your
opinion on same.

W. T. Waugh,
Empress theatre, Grundy Center, la.

_|_ _|_ _j-

DEAR MR. WAUGH:
Welcome to the circle.

We think so well of your "Manslaughter"
treatment that we have reproduced both the news-
paper page and the insert that accompanied it.

We believe the, idea is new in its entirety and
we know it has all the elements of success. Very
glad to pass it along to other showmen. Hope
you'll let us hear from you often.—W. R. W.

Tags "Glimpses

Of the Moon" to

Auto Patronage
At first glance the title, "Glimpses of

the Moon," may not suggest any
particular angle for use in reaching the
auto-owning clientele, but Floyd D. Mor-
row, Palace theatre, Washington, Pa.,

found a way to do just that.

His letter is given herewith, as well a*

a reproduction of the tag card he used.

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir:

Am enclosing an auto tag card that I

am using on "The Glimpses of the

Moon," a Paramount release. These will

be tagged to all parked autos both after-

noon and evening on Saturday preceding
the' picture's opening on Monday follow-
ing.

I play pictures on release and have
lobbies built "up on all pictures, using
hand lettered posters.

Floyd D. Morrow.
Palace theatre, Washington, Pa.

+ + +
DEAR MR. MORROW:
Thanks for the letter, and the card, which is

reproduced this week for the benefit of other
showmen who will want to use it when they play
the picture. Glad to hear from you. Why not
send along some pictures of your lobbies? Con-
tributors to these pages are doing a great deal
that is mutually helpful and amounts to a great
drive for the betterment of exploitation and ad-
vertising methods. Would like to include you
in the service.—W R. W.

Creamer Finds

Small Displays

Most Powerful
The show business is full of paradoxes.

J. W. Creamer contributes another this

week, that small displays are more pro-
ductive than large ones, and gives his

reasons for the belief as well as photo-
graphs illustrating the point.

Mr. Creamer writes:

THEATRE EDITOR.
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir:

Am mailing you photos of my lobby
displays on ''Burning Sands." Now a
word in regard to the attractor value of
the two displays.
When it comes to grabbing all the at-

tention the miniature display has it all

over the large one. Why?" Don't ask
me, unless it is that people never grow-
over the liking they had for toys, etc.,

when they were children, and the kids, of
course, just "eat up" such a display.

Take it from me. any production that

can be exploited through the use of

miniatures should make use of them. My
display was built on top of a small table,

using a painted background, small cut-

outs and real sand. To the left of the

table in a circular opening backed by
yellow tissue paper, and a light, it served
for a sun.

Concealed under the table was a fan
which blew upon red tissue paper at-

tached to the top of each letter in the
title, giving the appearance of fire.

In the large display I used a cutout
backed by a red cyclorama. palm trees

in front of the lattice work, with red
footlights partly buried in sand.
These displays in our lobby helped

make a good two days' business.
Best wishes to you and the Herald.

Jxo W. Creamer.
Strand-Empire theatres, Chillicothe. Mo.

T T T
DEAR MR. CREAMER:

Sorry the photos didn't come out better in the
reproduction, but your letter makes up for that

bad luck. Your comments relative to the com-
parative value of big and small display and the

reasons for same are especially interesting and
no doubt well founded. Glad to hear about the
good business.—W. R. W.

[

THEATRE EDITOR.
Exhibitors Herald

!
Dear Sir:

Just thought you would be interested

to know that I have received two
letters from Herald readers and
friends regarding the "Knighthood"
lobby.

Mr. Tragsdorf, of the Trags theatre,

Xeillsville. Wis., wanted to buy the

flowers, and Mr. Miles of the Emi-
nence, Eminence, Ky., wanted details.

It would surprise you to know how
the Herald gets together exhibitors.

Readers of the Herald all feel like

they have always known each other.

Some of them live as far away as

Nebraska and Idaho, but I know 'em.

I could tell you the kind of house they
keep, the kind of picture they like and

"Tess of Storm

Country" Front

Pays Dividends
Admit Kenton Franklin, Broadway

theatre, Tulsa, Okla, to the circle.

Here's his first letter, brief but prom-
ising.

THEATRE EDITOR.
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir:

Please find enclosed photos on a front

that we used on "Tess of the Storm
Country" and found that it well paid for

itself.

Would like to have you use same in

your paper.
Kenton Franklin.

Broadway theatre. Tulsa, Okla.

DEAR MR. FRANKLIN:
Glad to hear from you. Suggest you join the

circle of Theatre Letter writers and contribute
regularly. A good front, say we.—W. R. W.

the kind of show that gets 'em dough.
Also, I could tell you the trade journal

they watch the mails for.

The Herald is the paper that the

exhibitor allows no one else to open
when it arrives. It's the paper that

he gets all het up over when it's a

train or two late. The Herald is the

paper that the exhibitor takes to beri

with him and reads and reads and
reads.

Now then, my Herald was two
trains late last week. I wondered
about my subscription and will not

take another chance, so here's my
check enclosed. Anyhow. I would
not want you to have to bill me.

With all best wishes

George A. Rea.
Colonial theatre.

Washington C. H.. O.

The "Herald" Is the Paper
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McVICKER'S THEATRE, Chicago, shows Paramount pictures first run in the loop and surrounds them with brilliant stage

features. The above are examples. At left, "The Garden of Dreams," at the right, "A Nobleman's Garden," presented with
"Java Head" and "The White Flower" respectively.

Prologues Win
Popularity at

Chicago House
It is seldom motion picture theatre

audiences applaud stage presentations,
no matter how elaborately they are done,
especially in the large cities where they
have grown accustomed to seeing beau-
tiful sets, novel lighting effects and pret-

tily costumed numbers.
Therefore it is much to the credit of

Charles N'iggcmeyer and the Jones. Lin-
ick & Schaefer concern, Chicago, that

the two unusually beautiful stage set-

tings pictured above were greeted with
spontaneous applause at every perform-
ance during the two weeks these special

numbers were used.
The one at the left was called "The

Garden of Dreams." used the week that

"Java Head" had its premiere at this ex-

clusive Paramount house. It presented
a beautiful green arch against an Urban
blue back drop, with two figures on ped-
estals—one a discus thrower, the other
a violinist—at each side. In the centre
four girls held a spraying fountain.

A beautiful dance number by Boris
Fetroff (the disc thrower), assisted by
Marjorie Linken aivd the fountain girls,

completed the illusion.

The other picture shows the prologue
used with "The White Flower." starring

Bettv Compson. It is called "A Noble-
man's Garden" and also emploved a del-

icate blue background, with white pillars

as contrast. The f.ve peacocks did a

dance number and Boris' Petroff and
Marjorie Linken in Colonial attire im-
personated the nobleman and the Co-
lonial miss. The music setting for both
presentations was prepared by H. Leo-
pold Spitalny.

Boston Pays $1 .65

To See "Christian"
Eddie Bonns, Goldwyn exploitation

manager. William Ferguson, his assis-

tant, and Buddv Stuart. Boston Goldwyn-
ner, exploited "The Christian" intensively

and charged Bostonians $1.05 top to see

it at the Park theatre.

The campaign included comprehensive
newspaper advertising, billboards cover-

ing fifty towns, 10,000 doorknob hangers.

40,000 "heralds of two designs, 15,000

bookmarks. 10.000 mailed announcements.
8 window displays and a special lobby of

band drawn pictures and paintings.

No, This Is Not

a Suggestion

PRACTICALLY everybody is or
was mildly or actively interested

in the "Tongue Twisters" series

conducted by The Chicago Tribune.

Any theatre in the country might
have localized and "screened" the
idea, but none has done so.

"Tivoli Ticklers," "Palace Puz-
zlers," "Rivoli Ripplers," "Strand
Sticklers," none of these or others
of like fitness seem to have tempted
exhibitors.

Is it old stuff?

afloat N tM 'lipoy l%n*n fhe Souhtir Puif of Every fti/'i^Ifr"

Hear the Recently (pf.talle.1 Rnbt. Morion Concert i h-g»n

Milk to . fur

berths M. Clay'a immortal kjtc *U>o wilh Kenneth

Harlan Srtrlfc Taylor and Edith Rohfrt» in the I. ids

Abo Special VM«) Feature

BEETHOVEN'S -MOONLIGHT SOSAT v

A Prvuia color special, with piano accompaniment,

very well done

W**'S AND COMEDY. ALSO

Priced 10c and JOr

Saturday Only—Double Feature BtU

Watch Tomorrows Chronicle

Forceful display by E. E. Bair,

New State, Urichsville, O., for

"Thorns and Orange Blossoms,"
Lichtman-Preferred.

"Down to the Sea

In Ships" Offers

Sales Opportunity
Public sales opportunity of rare in-

terest is presented to exhibitors in "Down
to the Sea in Ships," Hodkinson attrac-

tion, the campaign book for which is

something new in promotional literature.

Exhibitors, and others, whether or not
they play th? picture, will find the work
worthy of study.

Half and quarter page ads ready for

transmission to the printer on five min-
utes' notice occupy one newspaper size

four page folder. Another of like dimen-
sions, printed on one side, carries news*
paper stories of widely varied and excep-
tionally common-sense character. Single
column and teaser ads are also supplied
in abundance and the illustrative matter,
drawn from the picturesque contents of

the production, is of the highest order.

A third folder of similar size gives
drawn specimen-suggestions for lobby
display, street ballyhoo and prologue,
with instructions enabling showmen to

tie all campaign elements used tightly

together. A smaller folder, sixteen pages
on heavy stock and in color, gives the

trade paper reviews, newspaper com-
ments, pictorial matter and the essence
of the production generally. A thematic
music cue sheet by the Cameo Music
Publishing Company also is included.

Altogether, the book, if it may be called

that, is a splendid example of what ex-

hibitor aid should be.

"Hottentot" Laugh

Insurance Is Real
Real life insurance against death from

laughter during attendance at the Madi-
son theatre, Peoria, while "The Hotten-
tot," Thomas H. Ince production, was
being shown, was arranged for patrons

through the cooperation of the Peoria

Life Insurance Company. An attractive

and wholly binding policy, guaranteeing
to pay $50 if any patron died of laughter

while in the theatre, was issued with each

admission ticket.

Sloman Joins Metro
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES. April 3.—Edward
Sloman has signed with Metro to direct

productions for that company.
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SHORT SUBJECTS

TWO GOOD WAYS of exploiting serials. .Left, the front installed by the Princess, Memphis, to introduce "Plunder,"
Pathe. Right, representative of the Universal Cleveland exchange, exploiting "The Oregon Trail" at the Dome theatre,
Akron, O.

Is the Serial to Survive?

Is the serial to survive?

Where serious exhibitors convene you hear the question asked, vari-

ously answered, and debated.

Very often the theatreman's concern ends there. Few go to great

expense to make the serial popular or prosperous. Many will regret this

neglect if the continued form of cinema entertainment is permitted to

vanish from the screen.

The serial advertises the motion picture to tomorrow's public and
performs that service economically and effectively.

The theatre cannot afford to lose this advertisement.

"I'm tired of serials," is a frequent

comment of exhibitors contributing to

"What the Picture Did for Me." "The
kids like them but we can't sell them to

the adults" is another. Practically never

is the thoroughly proper estimate of the

serial picture's value reflected in the re-

ports.

As a matter of fact, the serial is not in-

tended to entertain adult exhibitors, or to

be immensely popular with the average
adult patron. It's vital function is the

entertainment of the young, and the day
that an exhibitor ceases to concern him-
self about the entertainment of the young
is the day he should seek a buyer for his

house. It's value decreases steadily from
that point.

* * *

Youth craves action, more action than
the average good feature picture offers.

The short comedy provides the action

but involves it with humor, much of

which the young mind misses. The serial

delivers muscular drama in the form the
young human animal likes it. It is hardly
the office of the exhibitor to quarrel with
the character of that liking.

The better policy is to provide serial

entertainment of the best type obtainable
and to direct its appeal, by suitable ad-
vertising, straight toward the youth of the
community. Much as has been done in

this direction, only a beginning has been
made.

* * *

Special hours of exhibition for the serial
followers, organization of impromptu
juvenile clubs named for the serial in
progress, promotion of legitimate com-

petitive enterprises among the young,
these are possibilities that have been
toyed with, but by no means thoroughly
sounded out.

Appeal to the parents in behalf of their

children's playtime welfare, cultivation of

civic interest through the sponsoring of

juvenile organizations antithetical to the
old "gang" spirit, maintenance of cordial

relations with schools and churches

NEWSPI
FOX NEWS No. 50: U. S. Destroyers Pull

French Ship off Rocks—Pershing Awards D. S.
M. to World War Nurses—King George's Chap-
lain Returns to England—Captain Hartley New
Commander of Leviathan — Cattlemen Hold
Barbecue at Juarez—New York Models Display
New Bathing Suits—Japanese Royalty at Prince's
Funeral—Congressmen Live Life of Gobs on
Board Henderson—Circus Freaks in New York

—

Demonstrate Coal Dipper—Speed Boat Runs
Wild at Miami—Mrs. Harding Improved in

Health—Coast Artillery Test New Gun.

FOX NEWS No. 51: Buffalo High School
Debaters Start Tour of Nation-—New York Fire
Experts Test New F're Tower—English King and
Queen Visit Near Last Refugees—Floral Parade
at Nice—Indians Equip Canoe With Gas Motor
—Georgia Strawberry Crop is Record—Blast
Stumps at Turpentine Camp—Exhibit First Bible
in New York—Boy Scouts Rule Chicago For an
Hour—Giant Los Angeles Chimney Razed

—

Motorcyclists Compete in Hill Climb.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS No. 27: Ameri-
cans Row For Oxford in Win Over Cambridge

—

Seek Cinderella For Manhattan Armenian Ball

—

Thousands See Houdini in Straight-jacket Escape
at Frisco—Aquitania Captain Holds Inter-Liner
Football Trophy—Major General William P.
Biddle Buried—Motorcyclists in Hill Climb at
Chatsworth, Cal. — Florida Pelican Colony
Flourishes — "Human Flies" Climb Brooklyn
Bridge — Mme. Bernhardt Dead — Territorial

Specials.

through mutual interest in juvenile af-

fairs, these are developments of the prop-
erly exercised serial policy.

* * *

For many reasons, none of which are
good enough to be important, it has be-
come almost a custom to "throw in a

serial" on the weekly program and bewail
its failure to attract all the intellectuals

in the city. In many quarters the serial

has come to be regarded as a more or
less, mostly less, necessary evil.

If this attitude continues unchanged it

is more than probable that at a not far

distant day there will be no more serials

on the market, or at best no serials of a
quality entitling them to consideration.
On the other hand, if this attitude is

changed for the better and a serious at-

tempt is made to put the serial on its

justly merited basis, it is certain that the
future will bring better and better serials

serving more and more effectively in en-
abling the exhibitor to make his theatre
a better and more essential institution.

* * *

Effort is being made to produce good
serial product. Much money is being de-
voted to that end by producers. The
potentialities of the properly managed
serial more than justifies this expense.

CTURES
INTERNATIONAL NEWS No. 28: Mile.

Lenglen Retains World Tennis Title in Nice
Meet—California Baby Gets Christening Gift of
50.000 Pennies—Lord Robert Cecil Here—Ameri-
can Business Men Hear Premier Mussolini Ad-
dress—Edinburgh Crowds Cheer King's Son and
Fiancee—Spring Thaws Spread Devastation in

Deerfield Rover Valley—Denby Reviews U. S.

Dreadnaughts—Territorial Specials.

KINOGRAMS NO. 2236: Aged Philadelphians
Contribute to Kiddies' Easter Joy—Jackie Coogan
Visits Ostrich Farm—French Featherweight
Boxer Here — Adeline Gehrig Wins U. S.
Women's Fencing Championship—Nation Pays
Tribute to Major General Biddle—Motorcyclists
in Hill Climb—Chicago Soap Tester Eats Soap
and Experts to Live to be ISO Years Old—Co-
lumbia Oarsmen Start Training — Territorial
Specials.

KINOGRAMS No. 2237: Fire Razes Nan-
tasket Hotel Seashore Colony— Britain Tests
Huge Bombing Plane—"Meet Mike McTigue"

—

Circus Gets Ready for Season — Lord Robert
Cecil Here—Territorial Specials.

PATHE NEWS No. 28: Mme. Sarah Bern-
hardt Dead—California University Cadets in

Mock War—Chicago Has Parrot School—Cow
Holds World Dairy Record—Japanese Workers
Hold Mass Meeting—Gobs in Maneuvers off

Panama—New York Firemen Test New Fire
Tower—French Hold Public Funeral for Officers
Killed by Unknown Hand—Territorial Specials.
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Digest of Pictures ^<Week
THE manager of a popular outlying house in Chi-

cago spoke to the writer the other day about the

common practice of various film concerns who per-

sist in making lobby photos and one sheets, portraying

scenes not shown in the finished film.

Of course, the trouble lies in the present method
of cutting, titling and editing pictures after these stills

are made, but with the one sheets, which are displayed

prominently in front of theatres, it would seem the pro-

ducers could have these made from scenes which are

actually in the finished product. It not only brings

complaints to the manager but very often he is blamed
for advertising something that he does not have.

There is big improvement in the matter of posters

of late, and most of the large companies are getting

away from the lurid and highly sensational scenes that

heretofore graced the fronts of theatres.

Those theatres catering to the better class of

patrons refrain from using only the most artistic post-

ers, just as they refrain from exhibiting pictures which

do not appeal to their patrons, and it is high time the

old-fashioned poster, done in many vivid colors, depict-

ing violence in every form, is relegated to the ash can.

The companies are gradually reforming in this respect,

we are pleased to report.—J. R. M.

"GRUMPY'' with Theodore Roberts is one of the

most enjoyable pictures of this busy season and is quite

the best thing Paramount has turned out with Roberts thus

far and should find a ready welcome wherever good com-
edy drama is appreciated. A fine cast appears in support

and the whole has been superbly directed by William
de Mille. It is based on the popular stage success of

C yril .Maude.

"SLIPPY McGEE" (First National) a crook refor-

mation tale with Wheeler (Jakman in the role of the crook.

Colleen Moore as the girl and Sam DeGrasse as the priest.

It is slow moving for the most part and offers but fair

screen entertainment:

"SOULS FOR SALE" (Goldwvn) with a special

Stanley Ridges as "Gilbert Gordon," and Mary Astor as "Rose
Randolph," in a scene from "Success," the Metro-Ralph
Ince production.

cast, is a picture which promises to be one of the money-
makers of the season. It was written and directed by
Rupert Hughes, and gives a vivid picture of life in Holly-
wood and the picture colony. It shows the ambitions,
struggles and triumphs of a country girl who would be-

come a film star.

"THE GIRL I LOVED" (United Artists) stars

C harles Ray and is a production that should find appeal

with any audience. It is a pleasing and gripping romance
based on James Whitcomb Riley's poem. Ray does great
work in highly emotional role. Seven parts, directed by

Joseph DeGrasse.

"SUZANNA" (Allied Producers and Distributors)

furnishes Mabel Xormand with an excellent vehicle. It

was written and supervised by Mack Sennett, and directed

by T. Richard Jones, that master craftsman in comedy
making. It should prove a good box office attraction.

"THE BROKEN VIOLIN'" (Arrow) directed by

lack Dillon, from a story by George R. Rogan, will doubt-

less please patrons who are satisfied with one big thrill in

;i film. The thrill here is a real one consisting of a drop

from an airplane to a motor boat. The balance of the

picture is rather artificial.

"THE QUEEN OF SIN" (Ben BIumenthal-Export

& Import) is a film imported from Austria, originally

called "Sodom and Gomorrah." It has been cut from

eighteen to eight reels and for those who delight in great

spectacles, huge mobs and massive sets it will doubtless

fill every requirement. It is far from a great picture,

however.

"SUCCESS" (Metro) is a mighty intertaining story

4

of the stage, well acted and carefully directed. It has good

pictorial values and in sets lighting effects and general

make-up is a finished production. Ralph Ince directed it

from a story by Adeline Leitzbach and Theodore A. Lieb-

ler, Jr. Mr. Liebler's father produced many stage suc-

cesses and he knows stage life backwards and forwards.

Ramon Navarro and Alice Terry in a scene from "Where the

Pavement Ends," adapted from John Russell's story and
produced by Rex Ingram for Metro Pictures Corp.
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THEODORE ROBERTS IN

GRUMPY
(PARAMOUNT)

Here is a splendid picture, one well worth seeing and play-

ing. Theodore Roberts comes into his own in the stellar and

titular role assigned him. Never in his entire career has he

appeared in such a natural role and one so well suited to him.

Adapted from the stage success by Horace Hodges and T.

Wigney Percival. Directed by William de Mille. Six reels.

THE CAST
"Grumpy" Bullivant . . .Theodore Roberts
Virginia. -

.

.

Jarvis Casson Ferguson
Ernest He
Bebie

Charles Ogle
Robert Bolder

: : . .

nest arrives, and resolves to steal the
stone. Susan, a maid, gives Ernest a

bouquet for his buttonhole, tied with a

hair from her own locks. That night
Jarvis attacks Ernest and secures the
diamond. In the struggle Jarvis loses a

flower which Virginia had pinned in his

buttonhole, and he inadvertently picks
up the one Ernest had worn. Grumpy
is given the flower which Ernest is

clutching and from this clue traces the

WHAT a joy is "Grumpy." What a

revelation is Theodore Roberts.

Here is good entertainment indeed.

For "Grumpy" gives the lie to those skep-

tical souls who maintain that stage Com-
edy-dramas do not make good screen

comedy-dramas. Perhaps no little credit

goes to Clara Berenger, who adapted it.

or to Mr. de Mille, who directed it. as

well as to Mr. Roberts and the excellent

cast who acted it. At any rate it is de-

lightful, brisk, clean entertainment in the

A-l class.

Theodore Roberts has given us many
splendid characterizations but his

"Grumpy" will doubtless live in the mem-
ory' of everyone long after his other roles

have been forgotten. He injects his per-
sonality into the part and appears to live

it. It was a "tricky" role and one that
might easily have been spoiled by over-
acting, but as the crafty, pettish, ill-

tempered, whimsical old criminal lawyer
he gains a laugh, holds the centre of at-

tention and makes the piece what it is.

Able performances are contributed too
by May McAvoy, as the granddaughter
Virginia, whom he watches over zeal-

ously; by Conrad Xagel as her sweet-
heart, Ernest; Casson Ferguson as the
sleek, suave crook. Jarvis. and Charlie
Ogle as the man servant, always putting
pillows at his master's back and urging
him to retire.

In sets and lightings Mr. de Mille re-
tains the atmosphere of the play, scene;
of which are laid in England. "Grumpy"
should prove a good bet in any house. It

has all the elements of a good mystery
play plus the splendid acting of Theodore
Roberts and a superb cast. It is chockful
of humorous incidents and old "Grum-
py's" detective work will surprise and
delight you. Let us have more of Theo-
dore Roberts in more plays of this type,
instead of using him "in support" of
mediocre stars in mediocre plays.

The story is based on the life of an
old criminal lawyer. Andrew Bullivant.
affectionately called "Grumpy" by his
friends. His granddaughter Virginia is

to marry Ernest Heron, home on a spe-
cial mission from South Africa with a
valuable diamond. Jarvis. a crook, vis-
its at the Bullivant home the night Er-

Theodore Roberts as "Grumpy" in the Paramount
production

crime to Jarvis. There is an exciting

chase to London to secure the flower,

which Virginia carries in her bag.
"Grumpy" follows and awaits in Jarvis"

room for his appearance, which furnishes

one of the high points of humor of the

piece. The police capture Jarvis as he
is about to make his escape and a search
reveals the diamond in his shoe.

J. R. M.

BE YOURSELF
(EDUCATIONAL 1

)

Here's a breezy, cheerful and clean little

comedy that'll set your house a-rocking un-
less they're all as dead as old King Tut
It's about a youth whose wealthy pa puts

him to work in his overall factory and what
the youth does to the organization—mostly
girls, is a crime. Book it before your com-
petitor and sit pretty. It's a riot.

THE QUEEN OF SIN
(BEX BLUMENTHAL—EXPORT AND

IMPORT)
This is the latest of the big spec-
tacular German films to be
brought to this country and ex-
cept in its immensity, it is no im-
provement on the others which
have failed to make any great
dent in the industry. Eight reels.

"The Queen of Sin," originally called

"Sodom and Gomorrah," was made in Aus-
tria and shown there in eighteen reels. After
being brought to this country by Ben BIu-
menthal it was re-edited, re-titled and cut

to eight reels. In its original eighteen reel

state it may have been a great picture. It

is scarcely logical to suppose that five-ninths

of a great picture can be dropped out and
still leave it great "The Queen of Sin," as
being shown, is far from a great picture.

Theatre-goers whose penchant is the wit-

nessing of great spectacles, huge mob scenes

and massive settings, will get a lot of pleas-

ure out of this production. Probably no
picture yet shown in America is so prolific

to hugeness. According to the statistics
furnished by the producers to Ben Blumen-
thal, and printed in the program of the
Lyric theatre, where the production is being
shown, SO,000 people and 7,000 animals were
used in the making of the picture. After
seeing it no one will object to the figures.

While too much praise cannot be given
the effort expended in making the big spec-
tacle, little can be said of the merit of the
story or cast The only known name in the
latter is Lucy Doraine, who has appeared in
a number of other German pictures shown
in this country. She is supposed to be a
great film star on the other side, but her
particular type of pulchritude and histrionic
accomplishments are not conducive to great
popularity here.

The story is a trite one and savors of the
vintage of many seasons ago. To save her-
self from going to jail, a woman sells her
daughter, supposedly beautiful, to a fab-
ulously rich old sybarite. The girl is in love
with a young sculptor who shoots himself,
not fatally, when he finds he has lost the
girl. The girl decides to become a very
wicked woman and revenge herself on the
man who has bought her by wrecking his
much loved son. She is succeeding well in
this when a priest who has been the son's
instructor for many years, breaks in on a
wild fete, drives out the roysterers. takes
him to one side and tells him the story
which provides the occasion for the second
section of the film, which is the destruction
of Sodom and Gomorrah.

WHY DOGS
LEAVE HOME

(UNIVERSAL)
Old Brownie, the Century comedy deg

star, is the whole thing in "Why Dogs
Leave Home" and its a safe bet this comedy
will bring home the bacon for its producers.
After the last few poor attempts at comedy-
making we had about lost faith in him. but
he comes back strong in this, because he
has a consistent story, good direction and
plenty of chance to show his real worth.
It'll delight old and young, as the circus
man says.
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MABEL NORMAN D IN

SUZANNA
(ALLIED PROD. & DIST.)

An excellent vehicle for Mabel
Normand's comedy talent, written

and supervised by Mack Sennett.

Directed by F. Richard Jones.
Should prove a good box-office at-

traction where Mabel Normand is

liked. Length about 6,500 feet.

THE CAST
Suzanna Mabel Normand
Dap Fernando George Nichols
Ramon, his son Walter McGrail
Dona Isabella, his wife . Evelyn Sherman
Pancho, the toreador Leon Bary
Don Diego Eric Mayne
Dolores, his daughter Winifred Bryson
Ruiz Carl StockdaJe
Alvarez, the attorney Lon Port

Miguel, his son George Cooper
Indian Minnie Herself
Black Hawk Himself

Mabel Normand's delightful apprecia-

tion of comedy possibilities is fully ex-

emplified in this Mack Sennett produc-

tion. While the story is a vehicle for her

talents, the fact is not obtusivc. There

is an entertaining story, with an exciting

and unusual climax, and at all times Di-

rector Jones has shown good taste and

understanding in his locations and sets.

The story is laid in the romantic days

of Spanish California, with all the pic-

turesque possibilities that suggests. Mabel

Normand appears as the daughter of a

peon, "Ruiz." She is loved by "Ramon,"

son of Don Fernando. Walter McGraill

makes a characteristic young Californian,

while George Nichols is a sufficiently

stern Don. A match has been arranged

between Don Fernando and "Don Diego."
betrothing Ramon and Diego's daughter,
"Dolores." Dolores loves a gallant to-

reador, "Pancho," so it can be seen at a

glance that good old stock situations arc

ready for the mixing, according to for-

mula.
"Suzanna" loves Ramon, but obeys his

father when the latter sends her off to

the mission. On the wav she is picked up
by Don Diego, as he arrives with his

daughter Dolores, and is taken back in

his service. Suzanna discovers there is a

secret amour between Pancho, the to-

reador, and the betrothed of Ramon.
Mabel Normand's delicious sense of

humor is manifested throughout the oth-

erwise dramatic situations, lending an air

of reality to what might easily become
laughable melodrama.
Ramon, lovine Suzanna, yet is subserv-

ient to his father's will, and allows his

betrothal to Dolores to be announced.
Afterwards, he seeks Suzanna for good-
bye, and is met at the foot of the ladder
which leads to her humble quarters by
Pancho, who insults them both. There
is a swift encounter with the swords and
Pancho is discomfited. Pancho learns

old Ruiz' secret, namely, that Suzanna
is really the daughter of Don Diego,
while the haughty Dolores is a nameless
substitute he had put in her place for

revenge on one of Diego's household.
Pancho tries to wed Suzanna. who agrees
to it, providing the secret is kept from
her real father, as he loved Dolores.
There is a double wedding in progress

when Ramon kidnaps the bride of Pan-
cho. A wild chase anH battle on horse-

back ensue, in which Ramon triumphs.

Then comes the disclosure of Suzanna's
identity, and the wedding takes place.

with the brides transferred to their re-

spective lovers. While the plot is old
and the situations contain much that is

not fresh, yet it is well acted and Mabel
Normand's eyes make it a picture that is

sure to satisfy her many admirers.

SPECIAL CAST IN

SLIPPY McGEE
(FIRST NATIONAL)

Another story of crook reforma-
tion through love of a sweet
young girl. Fair entertainment.

Adapted from Marie Conway
Oemler's story. Directed by
Wesley Ruggles. Length, 6,600

feet.

"Slippy McGee" in screen form presents

a rather slow-moving story of the crook

reform type. As so often happens in

translating the work of a novelist to the

screen, its screen values arc not brought

out forcefully enough and the picture

but serves to illustrate incidents of the

book. This notwithstanding the intelli-

gent and earnest performances of such

finished artists as Wheeler Oakman, Col-

leen Moore, Pat O'Malley, Sam DeGrasse,

Edwin Stevens, Edith York and Lloyd

Whit lock.

Following a novel opening reel, in

which the crook. Slippy McGee is thrown

from a fast moving freight train, has his

crushed leg amputated and is eivsconced

in the home of a priest. Father DcRancc,

the story drags up until about the fourth

reel. Here it picks up in interest again

when the crook to save the reputation oP

his little friend, Mary Virginia, opens the

safe in the town bank and secures a pack-

age of letters—which prove to be forgeries

—and exposes the crooked bank official.

There is an abrupt ending to the film,

almost too abrupt.
Wheeler Oakman was well cast as

Slippy McGee, and Colleen Moore fitted

the part assigned her. Kerry, a dog,

proved to be quite an actor also. In sets

and exteriors the picture is perfect, the

country town scenes being especially true

to life. The titles arc well written and
where stories of this type are popular,

it should prove a good drawing card.

CLOTHES AND OIL
(FOX)

The most novel feature of this comedy is

the portable oil well, a framework arrange-

ment that is hitched behind a Ford and
moved from place to place, while the pro-

prietor sells stock. The idea is unique and

it seems funny these oil stock salesmen

hadn't thought of it before. The whole

thing is pretty much chase stuff, and was
greeted with considerable laughter in a

downtown Chicago theatre, the Rialto.

Colleen Moore and Wheeler Oakman in "Slippy
McGee" (First National)

SPECIAL CAST IN

THE BROKEN VIOLIN
(ARROW)

Picture patrons who are satisfied

with one big thrill per picture,

may be pleased with this state

right offering. The one thrill is

a real one. The remainder of the

five reels is mediocre entertain-

ment. Directed by Jack Dillon
from a story by George R. Rogan.

A startlingly thrilling drop from a

flying aeroplane into a speeding mo-
tor boat, a quick action battle with

a child stealer and the rescue of the

child, may be sufficient to redeem

"The Broken Violin" from the ranks of

pictures for which there is little or no

excuse, but it has a long way to go to

do it.

Having little to start with in the way

of a story, Director Dillon has attempted

to make a fast action melodrama, and

in a few scenes almost succeeds. Others

intended to be serious, are so poorly done

as to have almost the reverse effect. Es-

pecially is this true in a scene purporting

to show three society girls in the palatial

home of one of them. The get-up and

manners of two of these are reminiscent

of Avenue A, but to prove that they are

genuine society damsels they are shown

smoking cigarettes. And to lend it more
of the "Four-Hundred" atmosphere, a

stately butler is brought in to light their

cigarettes for them.
The entire story is illogical and jumpy,

and with the exception of Dorothy Mac-
kaill, there is little in the work of the

cast that savors much of histrionic at-

tainment or in the least convincing.

The story revolves around the misad-

ventures of a young man and a little girl,

grandchildren of a rich old man nearing

his end and who is persuaded to leave his

wealth to these children of a son whom
he has disinherited. The little girl is

brought to the old man's home and a

scheming secretary foists a bogus grand-

son on the rich man in an attempt to

secure his wealth.
After a lot of scheming, many knock-

down battles and the thrilling aeroplane

rescue, the villains are foiled, and the

dashing hero comes into his own and is

reunited with the girl whom he had pre-

viously rescued from a half-witted woods-

man.
' "The Broken Violin" is rather a

radical departure from the usual good

pictures presented by Arrow.

BOBBIE VERNON IN

SECOND CHILDHOOD
(EDUCATIONAL-CHRISTIE)

For a few minutes -t the start of this

Christie comedy you think they are going

to put Bobbie Vernon in girls' clothes

and do "Charlie's Aunt" again—but it

fools you pleasantly by getting far away
from that idea and probably impresses

vou the mere gratifyingly because of that

beginning. It develops into a rather wild

but always ludicrous succession of events

wherein Vernon poses as his business

partner's son. to deceive a wealthy uncle

whose equally ridiculous daughter is done

in short dresses by Babe London, the

very pleasingly plump addition to^ the

Christie forces seen first in "Be Your-

self." . ,

The mix-u^s this deception involves

provide cause for an unbroken ripple of

laughter. It's a gurgle.
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SPECIAL CAST

|
SOULS FOR SALE

(GOLDWYN)
Here is a picture which promises to be one of the big money

makers of the season. It is an intimate picturization of life in

Hollywood, built on a wonderfully holding story, and filmed in

such a manner as to make it almost a classic. Directed from his

own story by Rupert Hughes. About eight reels.

inner workings of the making of pictures.

The intimate story of the ambitions,
struggles, trials and final triumphs of a
country-raised girl in making her way in

pictures will do much to discredit the pet
libels of the reformers who. in their ignor-
ance of facts, make the films the target
for constant abuse.

The cast selected for this excellent pro-
duction is a notable one and contains the
names of many actors who are stars in

their own right. The leading characteri-
zation, that of the daughter of a minister
in a small mid-western town thrown by
force of circumstances into the movies in

order to earn a livlihood, is given over to
Miss Eleanor Boardman, and is most
capably handled. Many other well known
names appear in the cast.

The big scene of the pictures is one
that for rapid action and thrills has sel-

dom been equalled even in the most vivid
melodrama, but in this the usual hokum
of melodrama is conspicuous by its ab-
sence. The company in which the chief
actors of the story are working are mak-
ing a big circus scene, the huge set hav-
ing been built to show the full details of
a circus performance. A fire wipes out
the entire circus and the thrilling rescues
of performers, animals and some of the
circus paraphernalia is depicted in a won-
derfully thrilling and realistic manner.

The scenes shown in the picture-mak-
ing colon}' of Hollywood provide a lib-

eral education in picture making, and_will
undoubtedly prove one of the interest-

holding features of "Souls for Sale."

While not appearing in the list of names
given as the cast, a number of the most
famous actors and directors of the screen
are shown at work. In the various studios

are seen Charlie Chaplin, Marshall Neilan,

Fred Niblo and Eric Von Stroheim di-

recting scenes in some of the big attrac-

tions now being made, and in which many
prominent stars take part.

The picture opens with Remember
Steddon, the beautiful young daughter of

THE CAST
Remember Steddon Eleanor Boardman
Robina TeeJe Mae Busch
Leva Lemaire r Barbara La Mar
Frank Claymore Richard Dix
Tom Holby Frank Mayo
Owen Scudder Lew Cody
Jimmy LeLand Arthur Hoyt
Caxton David Imboden
Arthur Tirrey Roy Atwell
Lord Fryingham Wm. Orlamond
Rev. John Steddon Forrest Robinson
Mrs. Steddon Edith Yorke
Pinkey William Haines
Spofford George Morgan
Abigail Tweedy Dale Fuller
Hank Kale Snitz Edwards
Lady Jane Aileen Pringle
Velma Slade Eve Southern
Mrs. Sturges May Milloy
Mrs. Kale Sylvia Ash ton

Quinn., Fred Kelsey
Doyle L. J. O'Connor
Magnus Jed Prouty
Boss Canvas Man Charlie Murphy
Leva Lemaire's Mother. .Margaret Bourne

WHEN Rupert Hughes made "Souls

for Sale" for Goldwyn he made a

picture which promises to be one

of the sensations of the year. As an audi-

ence picture, with every possible angle of

appeal, it stands almost in a class by

itself.

Stories of life in the movies have al-

ways a strong attraction for patrons of

motion picture houses and it is safe to

say that no printed story of this nature

has attracted so much favorable attention
as the Rupert Hughes story which was
first printed in serial form in the Red
Book, issued in book form, and is now
being given to its readers in serial form
in Exhibitors Herald.

While in no sense of the word a picture
of propaganda it serves to controvert
many of the erroneous beliefs in regard to

the wickedness of the film colony held by
persons who know little or nothing of the

a small town minister, starting on her
wedding trip. She and her husband, the
latter a bigamist and general crook, are
shown in the observation car of a west-
bound train. Some latent instinct warns
the girl against the man she has just
married, and during his momentary ab-
sence she leaves the train as it stops for
water at a desert tank.
Seeking some human habitation the girl

wanders over the desert and finally falls

exhausted. There she is found by a com-
pany of motion picture people working
on location on the desert. After being
cared for by them, the girl finds employ-
ment at a hotel, and when that later
closes she goes to Hollywood seeking
work.
Then follows the story of the experi-

ences of the girl in her struggle, first for
a chance to earn a living, and later, as
she becomes more ambitious, for fame
and riches. Through it all is interwoven
an intensely interesting love story with
Tom Holby, a film star, and Frank Clay-
more, a famous director, both being
aspirants for the hand of the girl.

J. S. S.

SPECIAL CAST IN

SUCCESS
(METRO)

A very interesting picture dealing
with stage life and the eccentrici-
ties of those who follow that pro-
fession. There is ample suspense
in the latter part and it is very-

well acted throughout. Written
by Adeline Leitzbach and Theo-
dore A. Liebler, Jr. Directed by
Ralph Ince. Seven reels.

Every part of this tale of struggling
thespians is interesting and although it

covers quite a period of time the story
runs easily enough with just enough ac-
tion to hold the interest. It does not
depend upon the spectacular for its effect
and although pictorially it is beautifully
done, the scenic effects do not obtrude to
the detriment of the story.

The story is quite a strong one, and
the characters all are very human and
likeable. There is a well worked out
climax, and a logical one, and the feature
should prove a good drawing card.

It tells of a great matinee idol, Barry
Carleton, who falls from grace and popu-
lar appeal through drink. His wife leaves
him and later when his daughter, who
believes him dead, is assigned an import-

(Continued on page 56)

Eleanor Boardman, Aileen Pringle, Lew Cody, Barbara LaMarr and Edith Yorke in two scenes from "Souls for Sale" (Goldwyn).
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With the Procession in Los Angeles

By Harry Hammond Beall

AFIRE in a neighboring lumber yard

endangered the studios and proper-

ties of the Principal Pictures Corporation

and the Pickford-Fairbanks plant last

week. The fire raged for several hours

and for a time threatened to destroy all

property within a radius of two blocks.

"Doug" Fairbanks, Sol Lesser and other

film notables led the fire-fighters in their

attack upon the blazing lumber pilis.

* * *

Thirteen "stars of tomorrow" have

been selected by the Western Motion

Picture Advertisers to be introduced at

the big "Wampas Frolic and Ball," to be

staged at the Warner Brothers studio on

the evening of Saturday, April 21. The
fortunate artists are: Eleanor Boardman,
Evelvn Brent, Dorothy Devore, Virginia

Browne Faire, Betty Francisco, Pauline

Garon, Kathleen Kay, Laura La Plante,

Margaret Leahy. Helen Lynch. Dcrclys

Perdue, Jobyna Ralston and Ethel Shan-

non. This bevy of film beauties will be

presented to a waiting world as Holly-

wood's "stars of tomorrow" by the studio

publicists who at their "Frolic" last year

introduced a like number of potential

feminine stars.
* * *

Richard Rowland, he of First National

fame, was one of the busiest executives

in Los Angeles during his stay here. With
headquarters at the Ambassador hotel,

the film mogul held daily conferences

from 8 a. m. until midnight with direc-

tors, stars and producers. Doubtless some
interesting news will be forthcoming

from Rowland before long, but it will not

be before the annual meeting of the fran-

chise holders in New York this month.
Rowland left the city last week Eastward
bound.

* * *

Ali en Holl bar is about to begin work
under his new "million dollar contract"

with Metro. The famous director-pro-

ducer is now busily .engaged organizing

his staff which will include two assistant

directors, a production manager, an audi-

tor, a publicity director and the other

executives essential to a smooth-running
producing company. Under his new con-

tract Holubar expects to make the big-

gest pictures of his career.

* * *

Details concerning the million dollar

theatre to be built in Hollywood by
Douglas Fairbanks and associates were
made public today by William Faver-

sham, who declared that work will be

rushed so that the opening of the play-

house will take place within a year.

Faversham, who is in Chicago, is to pro-

duce the first play and will be in charge

of all stage details of the institution. A
site for the theatre has been purchased

on the edge of Hollywood and a design

for the structure will be selected in a

competition to which only American
architects are eligible.

Associated with Fairbanks in the enter-

prise are Mary Pickford, Charles Chaplin
and Joseph M. Schenck. One of the un-
usual features in connection with the the-

atre will be a school where "Doug" will

supervise instruction in movie and stage

work.

Grand opera engagements of long dura-
tion will be arranged for the Hollywood
legitimate theatre and plays will also be
given long runs. Fairbanks, Pickford and
Chaplin will take part in the initial play,

it is said.
* * *

"Douglas Fairbanks in Robin Hood" is

to end its spectacular run at Grauman's
Hollywood Egyptian theatre on April 8,

after showing to capacity business in the
famous boulevard cinema palace for a
period of six months. This unprecedented
suburban engagement has been watched
with great interest by film men every-
where and several hundreds of dollars
have changed hands in betting over the
duration of the film presentation in Hol-
lywood. "The Covered Wagon" will hold
the boards at Sid Grauman's film capital

theatre following the passing of "Robin
Hood." Admission prices will remain the
same—from $1.50 downward.

* * *

That there is remarkable screen talent

in congress was proved last week when
the twenty-one congressmen and two
United States senators now touring in

this neck o' the woods paid a visit to the
United Studios to see movies in the mak-
ing. Invited on various sets, the distin-

guished solons participated in several
scenes, which shows that political train-

ing is a good education for potential

actors.
* » *

Achievement Films are here. George
D. Baker, former director general of the
Metro plant, is to make them for Gold-
wyn release. "The Magic Skin" is to be
the initial Achievement production.

* * *

"Can Anything Good Come Out of

Hollywood?" is the title of a constructive
little book published by two local public-
ity men, Silas Snyder and Larry Hill.

Recently, a certain newspaper issued in

the East was offered a display advertise-
ment announcing the sale of the hook.
Both the advertisement and the accom-
panying money order for the space were
returned to the publishers of the book
with a statement to the effect that "this
newspaper can not accept advertising of
this character." Such is Hollywood's
fame!

* * *

Both residents of this city and tourists

"within our gates" were afforded an op-
portunity to see the inside workings of a

motion picture studio last week, when
Charlie Ray invited the public to visit his

plant and inspect the wonderous May-
flower set which was employed in the
production, "The Courtship of Miles
Standish," soon to be released by Ray.
Thousands took advantage of the invita-

tion and the star enjoyed the public re-

ception as greatly as did his guests.

* * *

Scratch another one off on the Holly-
wood sick list! Viola Dana has com-
pletely recovered from her recent appen-
dicitis operation and after a short rest

will start work on the first picture to be
made under her .new Metro contract.

Miss Dana is now qualified to join Irvin

Cobb's famous "speaking of operations"

club.
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ant role in a Shakespcrian play, the old
actor becomes valet to the leading man.
The star who is to appear as King Lear
drinks too much on the opening night,
and the old actor steps in and plays the
role and thus wins back his wife and
daughter and saves the evening.
Naomi Childers was especially pleasing

as the wife, Brandon Tynan, very good
as the old actor, and Mary Astor excel-
lent as the daughter. Stanley Ridge was
effective as the young actor, while Robert
Lee Keiling, Billy (Junk, Helen Macks,
Gay Woodford and John Woodford ren-
dered good support.

CHARLES RAY IN

THE GIRL I LOVED
(UNITED ARTISTS)

A production that any audience
should like. Sympathetic, humor-
ous action and genuine appeal
portrayed in what is probably
Charles Ray's best work for the

screen. A romance that is grip-

ping and realistic. Directed by
Joseph DeGrasse. Length, seven
reels.

Don't fail to see this new Charles Ray
production. We believe it is one that you

will like, and as such one that you will

want to pass along to your patrons.

Mased on James Whitcomb Riley's poem,

"The Girl I Loved" takes its place among
the screen's most appealing romances.

Charles Ray's acting is an outstanding

and memorable feature. In a difficult

role he registers in a manner that will

undoubtedly prove a revelation to his

stanchest admirers. For as John Middle-

ton, deeply in love with a girl who looks

upon him in a brotherly light, Ray has

indeed a part that calls for the highest-

form of suppressed emotion. He han-

dles his part wonderfully well.

The story is of a nature that requires

considerable of the acting Ray gives it,

rather than one that relies on a series

of events for its action. But despite this

fact it concentrates attention on the screen

almost unfalteringly.

The author's small town atmosphere is

ably injected into the production and the

rural citizenry and events pleasingly por-

trayed. To this end such players as

Patsy Ruth Miller, Ramsay Wallace,
Edyth Chapman and others have been
selected and give excellent interpretations.

The story opens on a small Indiana
farm, where John Middleton> and his

mother live. Mrs. Middleton has adopted

an orphan girl, Mary. John is at an age

where he delights in pulling Mary's hair,

professing to the world that he doesn't

like girls. Several years pass and Mary
has grown to womanhood. John no

longer pulls her hair but reverently ad-

mires and loves her. He is about to tell

her of his love when he learns that she

has promised to be the wife of Willie

Brown. The news overwhelms him.
Silently and unknowing to her he con-

tinues to love her and is agonized with

every visit to his home of Brown to

call on Mary. On one of these visits he

dreams that he kills Brown and like a

mad-man professes his love to Mary
who is horrified.

The dream gives him courage to keep

untold his great love for Mary and in

the end he rises to his greatest sacrifice

—

that of giving away the girl he loved to

another man.
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Production Progress

: : Warner Brothers : :

WARNER BROTHERS' "Little Church
Around the Corner" was given its pre-

miere last week at the Strand theatre in

New York. An exploitation confined to

the newspapers, merchant cooperative

cutouts, window cards, billboards, door
knob hangers and novelty heralds pre-

ceded the opening. Claire Windsor heads
the cast in this picture directed by Wil-
liam A. Seiter. It is from the stage play

by Charles E. Blaney and the novel by
Marion Russell.

+ + +
IRENE RICH AND Baby Bruce Guerin
have been placed under long term con-

tracts by Warner Brothers. It is ex-

pected that a number of other well known
players will be signed soon. Both Miss
Rich and Baby Bruce had roles in

"Brass."
+ + +

"THE WHITE SILENCE" is the title

definitely chosen for the Warner pic-

ture produced under the title "Wolf
Fangs." This film features the famous
Belgian police dog, "Rin-Tin-Tin."

: : : Vitagraph : : :

"A_ MIDNIGHT CABARET -

is Larry
Semon's newest Vitagraph comedy,

which has just been screened before
executives of the company. They pro-
nounce it his funniest to date. Vitagraph
will soon issue "Forward March." Jimmy
Aubrey's new comedy. Aubrey is now
making "The Detective." The current
Urban Classics, issued by Vitagraph. are
"Bobbie's Ark

-

' and "Bare Facts Con-
cerning Bears,'

-

said to have a special

appeal to children.

+ + +
JESS ROBBINS' LATEST feature for
Vitagraph, "The Crash," with Edward

Horton as the star, has been finished.
Xearing stages of completion is a West-
ern thriller being made by William Dun-
can and Edith Johnson and Victor
Schertzinger's production of "The Man
Next Door" by Emerson Hough.

+ + +
THE UNITED STATES FOREST

service in Denver has sent letters to
exhibitors in the Denver territory urging
them to show "The Ninety and Xine"
because of its sermon against the dangers
of forest fires. The department is also
providing government slides to be used
before the showing.

: : : Educational : : :

WARM WEATHER WILL NOT see a
curtailment of production at the Chris-

tie studios, according to Charles Chris-
tie, business manager of the producers
of Educational-Christie comedies, who
has just returned to Los Angeles from a
trip to the East. With" the past two
months Christie has added to his staff
and the plant has been considerably en-
larged. In production are "Hot Water

--

with Neal Burns; "Take Your Choice"
with Bobby Vernon: "Green as Grass."

• • t • • t •

with Jimmie Adams and "Winter Has
Came."

+ + +
PRODUCTION HAS BEEN started by
Jack White on "This Way Out" for

Educational while Lloyd Hamilton has
engaged Hugh Fay the sixth Educa-
tional-Hamilton comedy.

: American Releasing :

VICTOR HUGO'S ROMANCE, "Toil-

ers of the Sea," has been filmed in

Italy by R. William Xeill with a cast in

which American players predominate.
American Releasing will distribute it.

The cast includes Lucy Fox, Holmes E.
Herbert and Lucius Henderson.

• F B • *
•

"GRANDMA, -

' a comedy drama adapted
by Wyndham Gittens and Helmer

Bergman. F. B. O. scenarists from the

play "Jerry Comes Home" by Roy Briant,

has been put into production by Director

James W. Home. Tom Wilson, Virginia

Fox and others are in the cast.

+ + +
HARRY CAREY S FOURTH F. B. O.
production is his current vehicle.

"Crashin' Thru." adapted from a Blue
Book magazine story by Elizabeth De-
Jeans. F. B. O. states that this is an
unusual Western, presenting appealing
romance, thrills and a big climax.

+ + +
• WONDERS OF THE SEA," the J. E.

Williamson undersea picture will open

Scene from "The Bright Shawl," Inspi-

ration Pictures production with Rich-
ard Barthelmess and Dorothy Gish.

which will be distributed by First Na-
tional.

Distrib ution Ne ws

at the Metropolitan theatre, Washington,
D. C. April 15. On April 16 it plays the

Stanley theatre, Philadelphia.

+ + +
TWO PRODUCTIONS HAVE just

been completed for F. B. O. They are
"Divorce" with Jane Novak, directed by
Chester Bennett and Emile Chautard's
production of domestic unrest, "Daytime
Wives."

: : : Hodkinson : : :

THE AFFAIRS OF LADY HAMIL-
TON," an eight-reel special production,

will be published by Hodkinson April 15.

The production was made by Richard
Oswald for Sterling Film Corporation
and features Liane Haid.

+ + +
"DOWN TO THE SEA IN SHIPS,"

the Hodkinson picture of romance and
whaling days, has entered the sixth week
of its run at the Cameo theatre. New
York. Reports say it will continue for

several more weeks. Eight performances
a day are being given.

+ + +
H. O. BARTELS of Hodkinson's Denver

office topped the list in a drive on The
Literary Digest's "Fun From the Press"
films. R. E. Xehls. branch manager at

Cincinnati, ran a close second.

: : : Al Lichtman : : :

REPORTS FROM THE Indianapolis
branch of Al Lichtman Corporation

indicate the favor with which Preferred
productions are being received in that
territory. The following theatres have
signed up for the first eight productions:
Arc theatre. Danville; Classic, Elmwood:
Artcraft. Franklin: Hippodrome, Fort
Wayne; Sanders, Indianapo'is: Arc. La-
fayette: Elk, New Albany: Storm. Oak-
land City, and the Victory, Union City.

+ + +
MANY IMPORTANT bookings of "The
Hero" at first run theatres is reported

by Al Lichtman Corporation. Among the
contracts is one with Ascher Brothers for

their circuit of Chicago theatres.

+ + +
EXCHANGES IN Buffalo and Albany.
New York, have been opened by Licht-

man Corporation. James C. Frater is

manager of the Buffalo branch and Rob-
ert Harris has charge of the one at

Albany.
Forthcoming Lichtman productions are:
"Daughters of the Rich" with Miriam Cooper
and star cast and The Broken Wing" with
star cast.

: : : Paramount : : :

ACCORDING TO FIGURES ->ued by
Paramount "The Covered Wagon," at

the end of its first week at the Criterion
theatre set a new record of attendance
per performance. The Criterion seats 608
and during the first full week the picture
drew $10,873.50. On week days, exclusive
of Saturday, the receipts showed a flue-
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tuation of only $11, the lowest day being
$1,448 and the highest $1,459.

+ + +

A BIG CONSIGNMENT of art treas-

ures, Paramount reports, has been
shipped from Bangkok, Siam, to Cecil B.

DcMille for his production of "The Ten
Commandments." It consists of five

boxes of oriental draperies, silks and
jewels, all said to be heirlooms, hundreds

of years old. This production will be

photographed by Edward S. Curtis and
Bert Glennon, who succeed Alvin Wyc-
kofT as DeMille's camera men.

+ + +

TWO NEW PARAMOUNT prodntfteira

have been started. George Mclford has

begun "Salomy Jane," Bret Hartc's story

with Jacqueline Logan featured. William

De Mille has begun "Only 38," adaptation

of A. E. Thomas's play.

Forthcoming Paramount pictures: "Children

of Jazz." direction, Jerome Storm: "Blue-

beard's Eighth Wife." with Gloria Swanson

:

"The Ne'er-Do-Well" with Thomas Meighan:
"The Heart Raiders" with Agnes Ayres:

"Fog Bound" with Dorothy Dalton: "Holly-

wood" with Thomas Meighan; "Cecil B. De
Milles' "The Ten Commandments"; "Salomy

Jane" with Jacqueline Logan, and "Only 38.

I William de Mille production.

: : : : Metro : : : :

JACKIE COOGAN casts aside his tat-

tered clothes in his first Metro offering

and instead of the waif of the street he

will appear in the role of a prince. His

initial Metro picture will be "Long Live

the King," a Mary Roberts Rbinehart

story, the script for which will be pre-

pared by C. Gardner Sullivan, through

arrangement with Joseph M. Schenck.

+ + +

THE RALPH INCE-METRO picture.

"Success," has been booked for its

metropolitan showing at the Capitol the-

atre, New York. No date has been set.

+ + +

BARBARA LA MARR, Earle Williams,

Wallace Beerv, Joseph Swickard, Renee

Adoree, Pat O'Malley, Par Harmon and

George Kuwa have been selected for the

cast of "The Law-Bringers." Reginald

Barker's next Mayer picture for Metro.

"Law-Bringers" is only the tentative title.

+ + +

THE NEW REX INGRAM attraction,

"Where the Pavement Ends," had its

world premiere at the Le Claire theatre,

Moline, 111. The Moline Daily Dispatch

spread itself on the fact that the engage-

ment was "a scoop for Moline." Richard

R. Doerling handled the exploitation.

Forthcoming Metro attractions: Rex In-

gram's "Scaramouche" ; "The Handy Man"
with Stan Laurel; "The French Doll" with
Mae Murray; "Desire," Louis Burston pic-

ture; "Cordelia the Magnificent" with Clara

Kimball Young; 'Long Live the King" with

Jackie Coogan; "The Law-Bringers," Reg-
inald Barker feature; "The Trail of Ninety-
Eight," another Barker film; "The Fog," a

Max Graf picture.

: : First National : :

"FLAMING YOUTH," Warner Fabian's

novel of modern society life, has been
purchased by First National. It will

• ••••••

A scene from "Bucking the Barrier," Wil-
liam Fox production featuring Dustin
Farnum, under direction of Colin
Campbell.

probably be produced in time for publica-
tion early next season.

+ + +
FOUR OR SIX PRODUCTIONS will

be made by Maurice Tourneur for First

National under a contract signed with M.
C. Levee, it has been announced. "The
Bright Shawl." Inspiration Pictures pro-
duction with Richard Barthclmess. which
First National will distribute, was given
a preview showing at the Rialto theatre.

South Norwalk, Conn.
+ + +

EDWIN CAREWE IS Hearing comple-
tion of "The Girl of the Golden West"

with a star cast. Production has just

been started by William Beaudine on
"Pcnrod and Sam," Booth Tarkington
story.

Forthcoming First National pictures are:
"Flaming Youth" by Warner Fabian; "The
Bright Shawl" with Richard Barthclmess;
"Penrod and Sam." Booth Tarkington story;
"The Girl of the Golden West." an Edwin
Carewe production: "Ashes of Vengeance"
with Norma Talmadge ; "The Brass Bottle,"
Maurice Tourneur production; "Wandering
Daughters," James Young production; "Sands
of Time," Frank Borzage production, and
"Trilby," Richard Walton Tully production.

: : Tri-Stone Pictures :

:

"DOUGH AND DYNAMITE," first of

the series of pictures featuring promi-
nent stars to be re-issued by Tri-Stone
Pictures, was give.i a special showing
for reviewers in the East. This Charlie
Chaplin comedy has been wholly re-

titled by Syd Chaplin. Harry Aitken and
Oscar Price, of Tri-Stone, are making
elaborate preparations in the way of

lobby displays and billboard material for

these revived productions.

Distribution News

: : : C. C. Burr : : :

HARRY M. CRANDALL has booked
Johnny Hmes in "Sure Fire Flint" for

his Metropolitan theatre, Washington D»
C, for the week of April 29. The star's
latest production is "Luck." That Hines
is as popular in Europe as in America is

vouched for by William M. Vogel, who
handles foreign rights on Burr produc-
tions. He has a big following abroad,
says Mr. Vogel, and they like him be-
cause he registers his comedy without
the aid of grotesque make-up.

+ + +
ANOTHER STAR OF C. C. Burr pro-

ductions has been loaned to another
firm. This time it is five-year-old Russell
Griffin, who played in "Sure Fire Flint,"
"Are You Guilty" and in the All Star
comedies. Master Griffin has been loaned
to Famous Players-Lasky for the produc-
tion of "Lawful Larceny."

: : United Artists : :

SETS FOR MARY PICKFORD'S next
production, yet untitled, will outdo

those of Douglas Fairbanks in "Robin
Hood," according to United Artists. The
new picture is an historical romance built
against the background of old Spain, the
star portraying the role of a little Spanish
street singer. Ernst Lubitsch is directing.

+ + +
UNIQUE EXPLOITATION was used

to promote the presentation of "Doug-
las Fairbanks in Robin Hood" at the
Curran theatre in San Francisco. The
San Francisco Chronicle sponsored a
foursome, two of the men to be archers
and the other two golfers. The rules for
the contest were the same as for golf,
the golfers to drive off, and the archers
to shoot their arrows^ as in regular golf
foursome.

+ + +
"SUZANNA," the latest Mack Sennett

production starring Mabel Normand,
had a run of eight weeks at the Mission
theatre in Los Angeles. It is said that
the picture could have run two or three
weeks more had Griffith's "One Exciting
Night" not been booked into the house.

: : Weber and North :

:

WILL NIGH HAS FINISHED his

second production for Weber & North
after ten weeks of actual filming. Two
hundred thousand feet of film was photo-
graphed, 213 scenes were shot, 800 people
were used, 130 different costumes were
worn and sixteen special sets were built.

Tom Moore and Ann Forrest are fea-

tured and in support are Harry Morey,
Edmund Breese, Tom Lewis, Florence
Billings, Shannon Day, John Goldswor-
thy, Charles Craig, Mickey Bennett and
Russell Griffin.

+ + +
"NOTORIETY" WILL be distributed

in Washington, Oregon, Northern
Idaho and Montana by A. R. Brin of

Northwestern Film Exchange of Seattle.

Sam Sax closed the deal for Weber &
North.
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Production Progress

: : : Universal : : :

ITS ENTIRE PROGRAM OF
SERIALS for 1923-24 has been com-

pleted by Universal. The schedule com-
prises eight big chapterplays as follows:

"The Eagle's Talons" for April 30:

"Daniel Boone" for June 4: "The Steel

Rail" with William Duncan for August
6; "The Last Submarine" for September
10; "By Right of Conquest." A. G. Henty
story: "The Fast Express" for November
26: "Beasts of Paradise" for January 28,

1924. and "Hidden Gold" for March 3.

Among the players who will feature in

these new chapterplays are William Dun-
can, Fred Thomson, Ann Little, Jack
Mowrer. Eileen Sedgwick and Al Wilson.

All stories are now in production, and
are divided in theme as follows: Two
historical, two stunt, three westerns and
one South Sea island tale.

+ + +

"BAVU" AND "DRIVEN," two Uni-
versal-Jewel productions, have been

completed. The former is Stuart Paton's

production of Earl Carroll's Russian
melodrama with Wallace Beery featured.

The latter is a Priscilla Dean picture from
John Colton's stage play.
Forthcoming Universal pictures are: "Pure
Grit," starring Hoot Gibson, directed by Ed-
ward Sedgwick, and "The Serf-Made Wife"
from Elizabeth Alexander's novel.

: : : : Equity : : : :

DANIEL CARSON GOODMAN has
practically completed the story and

continuity for his next Equity production,

the present title of which is "An Only
Son." When completed the script will

be submitted to Equity officials for ap-

proval. "An Only Son" is described as

a story of high society, dealing with the

subject from a different angle, however,
than was presented in "What's Wrong
With the Women" and "Has the World
Gone Mad."

: Associated Exhibitors

:

"ALICE ADAMS," THE Booth Tark-
ington prize winning story, will be

published as a motion picture on April 8

with Florence Vidor as the star. Rarely
has a picture started on its career with
more points of appeal. Associated Ex-
hibitors officials declare, and point with
pride to enthusiastic comment received at

preview showings.

+ + +
CLUB WOMEN REPRESENTING va-

rious organizations attended a special

showing of "Is Divorce a Failure," star-

ring Leah Baird at the educational
department of Crandall theatres, Wash-
ington. D.. C. They were guests of Mrs.
Harriett Hawley Locher. director of

Crandall's public service and educational
department. The production was heartily

endorsed.
+ + +

DOUGLAS MACLEAN IS making rapid
progress in • his production of . "Going

Up," his first picture for Associated Ex-
hibitors. Some realistic and thrilling

• ••••••
• ••••••
aerial performances are promised in this

feature.

: : Associated Pictures :

:

WITH PUBLICATION OF "Your
Friend and Mine" through Metro, Ar-

thur H. Sawyer and Herbert Lubin, pro-
ducing SL specials, will have completed
nine feature pictures, marketed by Metro.
Among these was "Quincy Adams Saw-
yer." "The Shooting of Dan McGrew"
will mark the completion of the first se-

ries. The company has announced its

intention of making a specified number
of big pictures each year and in this con-
nection has placed Clarence Badger.
Barbara LaMarr and Willard Mack under
contract.

: : : Cosmopolitan : :

:

STEVE CARR, son of Mary Carr. whose
work in "Over the Hill" will long be

remembered, appears in Cosmopolitan's
"Little Old New York," starring Marion
Davies. Young Carr was chosen for the

role, it is said, because of his likeness to

the star.

+ + +
WORK HAS STARTED on Alan Cros-

land's next production for Cosmopoli-
tan. "Under the Red Robe." from Stanley
Weyman's story. John Charles Thomas,
the American singer, and Alma Rubens
are featured.

+ + +
COSMOPOLITAN'S "Enemies of

Women" opened at the Central theatre
in Xew York on April 1. "The Xth Com-
mandment" and "The Go Getter," two
other Cosmopolitan attractions, will open
at the Rivoli and Rialto respectively on
April 8.

• : : Century : : :

BABY PEGGY WILL SOON be seen
in a five reel production, according to

announcement by Julius and Abe Stern
of Century. The picture will be made at

Universal City under direction of Elsie

Jane Wilson, in private life the wife of

Rupert Julian. The story for Baby
Peggy will be largely written bv Miss
Wilson, who from 1915 tu 1920 directed

some thirty feature prodjctions and a

number of short subjects. Recently Miss
Wilson has been acting in an advisory
capacitv to her husband.

+ + +
AL HERMAN HAS completed "Fare
Enough." his latest comedy for Cen-

tury, and is already at work selecting the

cast for his next film, which will be called

"Sky High." Jack Cooper. Joe Bonner.
Jack Earle. Ford West and Marjorie
Marcel have been chosen so far.

: : : : Pathe : : : :

PUBLICATIONS SCHEDULED bv
Pathe for April 15 include "When

Fighting's Xecessary," a two reeler fea-

turing Leo Maloney: the twelfth episode
of "Plunder": a Hal Roach one reel com-
edy, "Good Riddance": Aesop's Fables.

"One Hard Pull," and Pathe News and
Review.

Distribution News
HEAVY ADVANCE BOOKINGS are
reported by Pathe on the new serial.

"Haunted Valley," starring Ruth Roland.
Serial Sales Manager Edgar O. Brooks,
who has just returned from a tour of
the Pacific coast, says that not a single
exhibitor voiced any argument against
the policy of playing serials, the only
consideration being the quality of the
product.

+ + +
THE SECOND ANNIVERSARY of

the Tivoli theatre, Chicago, marked an
epoch for the "Topics of the Day" film.

Since opening of the Tivoli these films

have not missed a single program, Pathe
reports.

: : : : Goldwyn : : : :

VICTOR SEASTROM. noted Swedish
actor, has selected Sir Hall Caine's

novel, "The Master of Men," as his first

production for Goldwyn. Work will be
started in two or three weeks.

+ + +
ELINOR GLYN'S NOVEL, "Three
Weeks," has been purchased by Gold-

wyn for screen production. Edward J.

Bowes, vice-president, completed the
transaction while abroad.

+ + +
ACHIEVEMENT FILMS, INC., will

make for Goldwyn distribution a ver-
sion of Honore de Balzac's novel. "The
Magic Skin." under direction of George
D. Baker.

+ + +
EMMETT J. FLYNN is selecting the

cast for his production of Marion
Crawford's novel. "In the Palace of the
King," and Tod Browning is preparing
to make Arthur Somers Roche's "The
Day of Faith."

Forthcoming Goldwyn productions are:

"The Eternal Three," Marshall Neilan pro-
duction; "Six Days," with Corinne Griffith
and Claude King; "Red Lights," from Ed-
ward Rose's play; "Three Wise Fools,"
King Vidor production; "Souls for Sale,"
Rupert Hughes' production; "Greed," a
Von Stroheim production; "In the Palace
of the King," an Emmett Flynn produc-
tion; "The Spoilers," Jesse D. Hampton
production; "The Master of Man," Victor
Seastrom production; "The Day of Faith,"
and "The Magic Skin."

: : : Independents : : :

NORCA PICTURES announces that its

fourth publication through its franchise
holders will be "With Naked Fists." feat-

uring Tom Kennedy and Leonard Chap-
man. This is the first Western on ^he
company's schedule.

+ + +
JO-ROK PRODUCTIONS, distributing

the product of Joe Rock on the state
right market, announces that the come-
dian may increase the length of his short
subjects to three reels. His present con-
tract calls for twelve two reelers, and
not until its conclusion will he begin
work on his longer comedies.

+ + +
SECOND NATIONAL PICTURES

has signed for the distribution of its

product in Georgia, North and South
Carolina, Alabama, Florida and Tennes-
see through Savini Films of Atlanta.
"The Night Riders" will be the first pub-
lication in that territory.
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Souls for Sale
{Continued from page J9)

vice-president, the immediate master of the

crew, whose ideal was calm judgment, a

happy ship, a smooth and economical voyage.

He was a gentle ruler with a twinkling eye.

When Mr. Bermond heard Mem crying,

his heart hurt him. He did not like scandal,

disorder, confusion, or grief on his lot.

He asked the distraught Kookcs what
had happened. Rookes explained : "A bit

of temperament. She wants a part she can't

play, and she's all cut up."

"Oh, that is too bad !" Bermond groaned,

and his voice took on a mothering tone.

He went to Mem and tried to console her.

He took her hands down from her con-

torted face and forced her to look at him.

Seen through the cascade of her tears she

was strikingly attractive, appealing.

He tested the public always by his own
reactions. He judged artists by their in-

fluence on him. He felt that Mem was
somehow an artistic weeper. His brain was
alert to make use of ability wherever he
found it.

"Don't you take it too hard," he said.

"You never know your luck in this world.
Many an artist gets thrown out of one job

into a much better one. I knew a young
singer and dancer who was fired because he

was not good enough to come into New
York with a cheap show. Two days later

he was engaged for the biggest part in the

most beautiful musical piece in years, and
ever since he has been a star.

"If the first manager had not fired him
the second would never have given him his

chance. If you had played that little village

vamp you would maybe have played it so

badly we should never have engaged you
again. But now—you go home and wash
the red out of your eyes, and any day now
we'll be sending for you to play a big part.

Sarah Bernhardt failed in her first play,

you know, and you may be a second Sarah
some day. Just you wait. Now that's all

right."

Mem's eyes were filling with rainbows.

A bystander drew Bermond aside. Clay-

more was a dramatist who had had a few
successes before he established himself in

the moving pictures as a director. He be-

lieved in the eternal verities of dramatic

expression and motive, and he was skeptic

of the rituals of the parvenu priestcraft of

the movies.

"That girl has the tear," he said to Ber-

mond. "That woman you've given me for

my next picture is God-awful. I've spent

two days trying to make her cry. She has

the face of a doll and she's as tender as a

billiard ball. She's a confirmed optimist.

She couldn't even shake her shoulder blades

as if she were crying.

"Let me take this kid and give her a

real test. She might have just what we
want,"

"Sure! Fine! Go to it!" said Bermond.
and hastened to Mem with the good news
that Mr. Claymore—the great Mr. Clay-

more—was going to give her a chance.

So Mem left the studio shod with the

ankle winks of hope, those tireless pinions

that carry the actor lightly along such

dreary miles of barren road.

As she hurried through the gate, one of

the studio cars drew out and the driver

paused to offer her a lift. He was taking

home Miss Calder, an actress of much fame

as an imr>ersonator of women of various

ages. In the picture she was then engaged
in she carried the character from young
motherhood to ancient grandmotherhood.
She was tired as a pack horse, and small

wonder. She explained to Mem that she
had been called at six in the morning in

order to be breakfasted and made up for a
nine o'clock appearance on the stage. The
dressing of her hair and the filling of it

with white metallic powder that would
photograph as really gray was a long and
wearisome process. The preparation of her
features was another.

She had given herself to racking emo-
tions and much physical toil since nine. It

was now six and she had not yet had time
to remove her make-up.

Mem stared at her in the twilight. She
was as multi-colored as a sunset, patches of

white, blue, yellow, green, and red gave her
face a modeling in the monochrome of the

negative that could not be imagined from
her present barbarous appearance. To com-
plete the palette she had painted her eye-

lashes lavender to soften the flash of her
keen irises.

When she got home she would take off

the laborious fresco and struggle with the

removal of the powder from her hair, be-

cause on the morrow she must go back for

a day of retakes to the period of her young
and rosy black-haired bridehood.

She would be lucky to be in bed by ten

in order to be up again at six. She had
given up a dinner party and a dance that

night, and had known no recreation for a
month—was not likely to know any for a
fortnight longer.

For this toil she was paid, as Mem later

learned, four hundred dollars a week. But
it was not much compared with the ten

thousand a week that Miriam Yore was
known to have been paid.

Mem's ardor for a screen career was not

to 1* blunted by any account of overwork.
Artistic toil was what she craved, and
when the car stopped at her bungalow she
ran to her mother rejoicing, as if she
brought home certain wealth instead of a
gambling chance for grueling labor.

She paused at the door, suddenly realiz-

ing that her mother was not a woman of

theatrical traditions, but the devoted wife
of a preacher who abominated the moving
pictures all the better for never having seen

one, and whose horror of every fiend con-
nected with them was the more unrestrained

for never having met one of the fiends.

CHAPTER XIV

MEM entered the house dreading that

she would find her mother as dismay-
ful as a stolen child flung in the corner of

a wagon filled with gypsies. She found her
presiding over the house with a meek
autocracy.

Mrs. Steddon might not have been so

daring if her daughter had been there to

quell her presumptions. She had stayed

in her room until she heard the racket and
caught the savor of dinner getting. Then
she slipped into the kitchen where Leva and
two other girls were bustling about. She
stared at them a moment and announced
that she was going to do the cooking and
the housework herself. They tried to shoo

her back to her room, but she amazed them
by her gentle obstinacv and her irresistible

will.

"You children need a mother more 'n

'most anything else," she said, "and I'm go-
ing to be one to you. I can't be an artist,

but I can raise a family."

By the time Mem arrived the girls were
calling her "Mother." Sundry young men
who drifted in that evening were soon call-

ing her "Mother." In a week they were
kissing her when they came in and kissing

her when they left, bringing to her the

troubles that no one ever gets too old to

want a mother's eye upon.

Before the week was gone Mrs. Steddon
was going to parties, to dances, to beach

picnics.

She had begun her downfall by writing

her husband a ghastly and elaborate lie.

When Mem learned of this first result of

her mother's association with the new
world, the girl felt that her father's opinion

of its malign influence proved his insight

But then, daughters are apt to agree with

their fathers in theory if not in practice.

Mrs. Steddon, however, was mother first,

last, and all the time. She acted upon
impulse, and it was always an impulse of

adaptation to circumstances as they rose,

and she always chose the role of protecting

her own.

Like a bird on a nest, she spread her

wings over her young and fought for them

as best she could, while she sheltered them
from rain or wind or any threatening hand,

even though it might be the divine hand.

What, indeed, is the whole duty of a

mother whose daughter is uncontrollably

unconventional — or worse? Should the

matron abandon her wayward child to go a

ruinous way alone, or should she go along

with her, hanging back as a brake, exerting

a little restraint, being present to lift her

when she falls, or comfort her in her shame
or remorse? Mem's mother was suddenly

confronted with this problem. Her village

child was at large in Los Angeles!

Her chick was a duck, already far out on

the pond! Mrs. Steddon could not swim
in that puddle, but she could keep close to

the water's edge. She did not even cackle

remonstrances or warnings. She just waited

and clucked and offered the eaves of her

wings as a shelter.

And so the old village parson's wife

abruptly found herself or made herself a

theatrical mamma. This sort of mother has

been often presented, but rarely without

caricature, almost never with understanding.

Because she is apt to grow a little stagy

and to forget her years and the solemnity

expected of them ; because her daughter is

pretty sure to be unmanageable, she is dealt

with more harshly than the more familiar

mother who persuades her daughter to be-

come a housewife and to marry a sub-

stantial husband instead of a romantic lover;

than the mother who keeps her daughter

from suing an adulterous or a cruel hus-

band for divorce, than the mother who fears

the gossip of the neighbors more than the

smothered infamies of a hypocritical home;
than the mother who endures every drudg-

ery, skulduggery, and shame, and destroys

her own birthright to deceive her children.

These others are familiar ancient mothers
dwelling wretchedly in a sordid martyrdom.
Sometimes they are saints of patience and

their long agonies are rewarded. Some-
times their devotion has a morbid, almost

an obscene and witchlike, aspect.

But the theatrical mother must share the

limelight of publicity with her public child.

She must seem to approve or connive in

the real or alleged indiscretions of her own
child, and she is liable to the accusation of

being a procuress or a corrupt and odious

shield. Sometimes, indeed, she is a grafter,

a blood sucker, a vender of her child's

future, renting a tot for wages and spend-

ing them on herself instead of investing

them for the child's future.

But the movies did not invent wicked
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parents. Since time was, children have been

driven to the streets, the mines, the looms.

The movie mammas, at Jeast, at worst,

did not drive their children into the dark,

to grimy toil and heartbroken obscurity, but

to sunlight, beauty, play, fame, and infinite

praise.

Many a movie mother had been what
Mrs. Steddon had been. Mrs. Steddon

would in time be as harshly criticized as

the worst of the others.

Her own daughter was the first to feel

uneasy. Mem had expected her mother to

be horrified by the new surroundings. She

had braced herself to defend the art life

against prejudice. She was disappointed of

the support that criticism gives. To break

rules and to disobey and shock the elders

are among the chief fascinations and con-

solations of having to endure youth.

But when the parents and the oldsters

fail to make rules or to protest against in-

fractions of the rules they make, the young
are robbed of something precious.

When the elders go farther and join the

young in their rebellion against old dignities,

then indeed are the young outraged.

So Mem was shocked because her mother

was not Mem could have grown eloquent

in upholding the bohemian standards of be-

havior; she had superbly denounced the

village hypocrisies and pruderies. But

when the villager accepted bohemia and

reveled in its revels, what was a daughter

to do?

One thing was soon evident. Mrs. Steddon

would not go back to Calverly; she would

not urge Mem to go back; and she pre-

pared to do in Rome as the Romans did.

Mem could not imagine what a task it

all was to her mother, because she had
never been a wife, a parson's wife, in a

small-town church. She had not known the

sickening monotony of a life devoted te

avoiding life, to couching even the terms

of normal connubial raptures in pompous
terms of religious exaltation. She had not

known how wearisome devoutness becomes

when it is made a trade, a merchandise, a

livelihood.

Mrs. Steddon had been a girl, a wild

young female with natural instincts and
gayeties and a natural impulse to kick over

the restraints of the respectable. She had
fallen in love with a man whose passion

was dogma and whose prime study was the

whims of a mystic Deity before whose
vague edicts he prostrated himself. She
cared nothing for doctrines and hair-split-

ting interpretations of ancient texts, but she

gave herself up to the prison of the par-

sonage with bravery and good cheer. She
suppressed her wrath against the pious

frauds and the cruel niggards who made
her husband's life a treadmill of unre-
warded ambitions. She bore her children

and did her best to coax them toward the

ideals their father thundered about their

unruly heads. She might have been a night-

ingale or a skylark, but she consented to be
caged and to chirp a little song and forego
her wings.

Now, however, the cage was opened. She
had been decoyed into a garden where birds

of rich plumage flung from branch to

branch in a pride of wings and rhapsodies
of song.

She was too old to dart and carol, but
she would not build a cage about herself
and continue to mope.

The freedom, the franchise of the sky,

the glory of liberty that art gives its prac-
tices and their companions, were hers, and
the drab little woman accepted a tiny corner
of this heaven as her very own.

At first a mother is only a gangplank for
souls to cross from nowhere into this world.
Once ashore, the mother can do less and
less for her child. If she can become the
companion, philosopher, and friend, that is

much. But it serves the child no good pur-

pose for the mother to give up all interest

in her own career and accept inanition. The
best of a woman's life may well be that part

of it w^hich follows the departure of her last

grown child from the home. Let the mother
follow her flock out into the world.

But Mrs. Steddon's emancipation was for
Mem to discover with amazement gradually.
For the moment she was too much absorbed
in her mad hopes to consider her mother's
belated debut into the full light of day.

The next morning found her at the studio
betimes, borrowing mascaro and advice from
Miss Calder, who experimented with her
skin as in a laboratory and delivered a scien-
tific discourse on the epidermis and its

preparation for the camera.

Claymore was waiting for Mem when she
came down the steps from the long gallery
of the women's dressing rooms. She was
daubed, smeared, lined, powdered, rouged,
mascaroed, and generally calcimined for
duty. Her heart was beating in alternate
throbs of fear and frenzy. Her feet were
at the brink of the Rubicon.

CHAPTER XV
'"THE scene of her endeavor was to be a

drawing-room built and decorated for
an unfinished picture whose company was
now in the Mojave Desert practicing art on
the edge of Death Valley.

Claymore had provided a camera man, a
few men to handle the electric lights, a
property man, and even a pair of musicians
—a violinist and the treader of a wheezy
little portable melodeon. Where the ceiling
of the drawing-room should have been was
a platform on which a number of down-
ward-pointing spotlights were arrayed in
the charge of a man called "Mike." From
the scaffoldings above hung great dome
lights, the "ash cans." In the windows and
doors other spotlights were ambushed, each
group with its attendant, and, where the
fourth wall was removed, tall iron frames
held rows of Cocper-Hewitt tubes like harp
strings, and sun arcs, Winfield, and Kliegl
lights, and other instruments of torture
connected by cables to various switchboards.
The concentrated radiance burned out the

eyes in time, or brought on a painful tem-
porary blindness. To the newcomer there
was an insanity about the extravagance of
glare. But the finished result reduced the
flame to a twilight and explained the neces-
sity, for each picture could be exposed for
only the sixteenth of a second, and in its
tiny frame of hardly more than a square
inch it must compress enough definition to
cover, when projected, a screen thousands
of times its size.

When Mem walked on the great stage
and followed Claymore into the little space
allotted to her, she noted the waiting crew
of spectators and her heart faltered. How
could she give her soul to emotions in the
presence of these strangers? It would be
like stripping herself and dancing stark
before a band of peeping Toms. But needs
must when ambition drives.

Claymore marched her into the scene and
asked her to stand while the camera man
made his set-up for a long shot. The elec-
tricians trundled their batteries forward
and turned them on her ; the camera man
advanced upon her with the tape measure
and went back to squint at her through the
finder. He stared at her through a color
filter of deep blue and discussed her hair
and her eyes. Claymore came forward,
carrying a rouge stick he had borrowed
from somebody's forgotten make-up box,
and gave Mem's mouth a little extra length,

put a dot next the inner corner of each eye,

and, taking a powder puff, dusted her brow
lightly where the perspiration of terror was
begining to shine.

Then he gave her a little of what he
called footwork.

"Go back to that door and come forward
to this spot. Shake hands with—er—with
your lover—er— Well—no. Let me see.

That's too simple. Let's get down to busi-
ness.

"You've a— Oh—well, just for instance,

you've been— er—betrayed and your child

has died and you've been accused of mur-
dering it and you're now being called before
the judge and the jury. Do you get me?
You're coming into a courtroom under a
charge of crime; you feel your shame, but
you're innocent of the charge, yet you're
overwhelmed with guilt for your fall, and
the father of the child is—was killed in the

war, say—and you don't much care whether
you live or die ; so you're in despair, yet
defiant. That's a triple layer of emotion
for you and I don't suppose you can get
much of it over, but—just try to give the
atmosphere of it. Now back to the door.
Walk through it once."

Claymore was as much embarrassed as
Mem, for his invention was not in its best
working order so early in the morning. He
felt as silly as a man badgered by a peevish
child to tell a story.

But his trite plot stirred Mem amazingly.
He could not know how close his random
shots had come home to her and flung her
back from the forward-looking artist to the
lorn fugitive who had stumbled into Cali-
fornia laden with disgrace.

She was all atremble and her eyes darted,
her fingers twitched. Claymore marveled at

her instantaneous response to his sugges-
tion. There were born, artists who shivered
on the least breath of inspiration and sug-
gestion.

His first impression of Mem was that he
had found a genius, and he fought against
the obstacles he encountered later with the
zest of a man digging toward known gold.

In a kind of stupor Mem obeyed his com-
mands like the trained confederate of a
hypnotist. She went to the door, came in

reluctant, shamefaced, doomed. She ad-
vanced slowly till she reached the edge
of the rug he had indicated, then halted,
and with a fierce effort hoisted her head
in defiance and braved the lightning of
the judge.

She heard Claymore call to her : "That's
fine ! Now we'll take it

!"

She started back, but was checked by the
camera man's "Wait, please!" He ran for-
ward and shouted directions on all sides for
lights.

"Hit those spots ! Throw the ash can on
her. Bring up that Kliegl. Put a diffuser
on that Winfield. What's the matter with
the second spot? Your carbons are flicker-

ing. Mike ! Mike ! Trim those carbons on
the second spot ! Pull em !"

Then the lights went out and there was a
wait while Mike ran along the gallery
parallel, with tweezers in his gloved hands.
When Mike was ready the camera man
shouted: "Hit 'em! All right, Mr. Clay-
more!" Mr. Claymore called, "Music,
please

!"

And Mem found herself in a sea of blaz-

ing radiance tremulous with a shimmer of
music.
She went back to the door and nodded

when Claymore's "Are you ready?" pene-
trated the myth realm from far away. She
heard him murmur : "Camera ! Action !" and
she heard his voice reciting an improvised
libretto for her pantomime.

"You've come from your dark cell ! The
light blinds you ! You begin to see the

angry public, the cruel judge. You flinch.

You fall back. 'They are going to sentence
me to death!' 'They are hissing me be-

cause I loved too well !' 'But my little

baby ! They said I killed him ! They can't

know how I loved him ! how I felt his little

hands on my cheek, his lips at my breast

!

how I suffered when his cheek grew cold

!

O God ! I prayed for his life even though
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it meant eternal shame ! But he is gone

!

.My lover is dead ! What is this world to

me !' Wring your hands ! Look up at the

judge! Draw yourself up! Defy him!
That's it! Now let the tears come! .'My
baby, I am coming to you! My baby!'"

She heard his voice wailing and trembling
like the vox humana stop the village organ-
ist used to pull out for the sake of pathos.

It was maudlin, unforgiveably cheap and
trashy, yet it was the truth for her, as for

millions of other girls. It was trite because
it had broken so many hearts.

She felt a fool, a guilty fool. The music,
the lights, the director's voice—all, all was
insanity. Hut it swept her heartstrings with

an .-Eolian thrill and they sang with a mad
despair.

She vaguely knew that the camera crank
had ceased to purr ; she heard the clop of

the levers shutting off the lights ; the music
was ended. But her suffering went on ; she
could not stop crying.

Her head bent, her taut body broke at

the waist, she was sobbing into a corner
of her elbow and dropping to the floor when
Claymore caught her and upheld her, eased
her to a chair, and stood patting her back
idiotically and saying: "Fine! Fine!"

She looked up to see if he were mocking
her. and saw that his cheeks were streaked
with tears. The camera man was doleful

as if he mourned, and the property man
was turning away to blow his nose.

Mem began to laugh—the laugh of
triumph. Yet she felt that she had cheated

a little. The director had stablx-d an old

wound by accident and unsealed an old

fountain of tears.

He had exhausted her dramatic experi-

ence of life already, and he would find her
imagination unschooled, her mental and
physical agility all to seek.

But he had touched her once. She had
responded once to the call and had given

the strange authority of reality to a feigned

adventure of her soul.

"She's got it in her!" he mumbled to the

camera man.

And the camera man, with eyes still

murky, grumbled: "The real thing!"

Now Claymore cast about for the next
test.

"You've got the gift of tears," he said.

"Now let's try a bit of drama ! Let's ex-
aggerate and chew up the scenery and tear

a passion to tatters, for it's easy to tone

you down when you overdo, but it's hard
to pep you up if you're flat."

He cudgeled his brain for an excuse for

ranting, towering rage. He chose one of
those scenes innumerably done in the mov-
ing pictures, a sordid pattern common
enough in real life through the ages, but all

too crowded in the movies, infinitely multi-

plied and repeated until it became boresome
to the frequenters of the films and nau-
seated the moralists, gave them excuse for

a general assault on the whole art and in-

dustry.

Claymore took up a heap of tarpaulin and
piled it on a chair to represent a man, found
a screw driver left on the scene by a car-

penter, and gave it to Mem for a pistol.

Then he outlined a scenario startling and
bewildering to her, and utterly uncongenial

to her character and experience

:

"This tarpaulin is a terrible villain. He
has decoyed you from your home and tired

of you : he has put you on the street and
made a drug fiend of you, and now you
have seen him with another girl, and you
plead with him not to desert you; he laughs

at you ; you turn on him like a tigress and,

when he goes on laughing, you creep up on
him with a false smile and suddenly shoot

him with this pistol."

The novice stared at him like a dumb
thing that had not understood a word. She
looked at the screw driver. It had no re-

semblance to a pistol, and if it had sug-
gested one she would have dropped it in

horror. She stared at the pile of yellow
canvas and could get nothing human out of

or into that.

"I don't believe I quite understand," she

faltered, suddenly reverted to childhood
days when she was asked to read a page
she had neglected to study.

Claymore missed the instant result of his

first appeal—to her imagination, as he
thought; to her memory, as she knew. Her
eyes were a fogged mirror now and gave
back neither light nor image.

He played the bit for her. None of the

spectators thought it funny or silly. It was
part of the familiar routine factory com-
monplace to see a fat, bald-headed director

striding about, clutching his heart and sob-

bing.

Mem had hidden in her father's study

once and watched him rehearse a sermon,

had seen him beat his desk for a pulpit,

raise his streaming eyes to the ceiling for

heaven, and repeat phrases in various in-

tonations in search of the most effective

stop.

She was not amused or disgusted by Clay-

more's antics. She was simply baffled. Un-
able to feel why he did what he did, she

tried to remember his actions.

When he finished she took the screw

driver and repeated his gestures with neither

accuracy or spirit. She merely gave a girl's

poor imitation of a man's poor imitation of

a poor girl's frenzy.

She shook her head in confessed failure

before Claymore shook his head and
scratched it and said, patiently.

"That's hardly it. You didn't quite get

the spirit. You see you're a"—etc., da capo

al fine.

The camera man sat down. The rest of

the crew turned aside to gossip about more
interesting topics. They knew that they

were in for a long wait.

CHAPTER XVI

CLAYMORE wrestled with "the girl's

flaccid soul. He walked her through

the scene again and again. He sat on the

chair and pretended to be the villain. He
laughed with very hollow mockery. He
played the part himself. He said

:

"If you'll give it more voice you'll give it

more spirit. Call me a beast with all your

power I

"You're a beast!" she faltered so feebly

that Claymore laughed and she had to join

him. He said to her, "Look me in the eye

and with all the venom and volume you've

got snarl, 'Agh ! you beast !'
"

He roared it so fullchestedly at Mem that

she quailed before him. Then she nodded,

understanding, and gave back the words. It

was like an oboe trying to echo a trombone.

She shook her head in discouragement. He
would not give her up.

"Fill your lungs and hurl your whole body
into it

!"

She tried again and again, but her voice

was stringy, stinted, reedish. He spoke

bluntly, in good old English

:

"You've got to get your guts into it!"

She did not know that she had any, and
he had to explain that he really meant her

diaphragm.
He asked her to scream at the top of her

lungs. She emitted a feeble squawk. He
shook his head. He let out a shriek of his

own that pierced the high rafters and
seemed to rattle the glass roof. She did a

little better on a second try. Claymore's

patience was wonderful. "What are you
most afraid of?" he said.

"I don't know," she giggled, sillily.

"What's your favorite nightmare?"
She pondered. "Well. I— I—

"

' "Falling off a cliff is one of the most
popular," said Claymore.

"I fell off a cliff once," said Mem, almost
boastfully.

"Really! And did you survive?" Clay-
more gasped, then grinned at his own im-
becility. "I know one actress who dreams
that she is caught under a wrecked auto-

mobile and can't get out and is being

crushed to death."

To Claymore's amazement the blank mien
before him was suddenly shot through with
anguish, the features knotted and whitened
with streaks of red like a clenched fist.

Once more he had thrust his hand into

one of her experiences. She felt the pres-

ence of Elwood Farnaby, her almost for-

gotten first love, and last. The ghastliness

of his death under a runaway automobile
flashed back before her. She felt a regur-

gitation of all the terrors that had churned
in her heart in those hideous days and
nights.

Claymore, never dreaming what the ran-

dom hint had evoked in her soul, was happy
at finding her responsive once more. He
called to the camera man

:

"Come on, Johnny, we'll take a close-up,

a big close-up ! Be as quick as you can."

While Mem hung back saying: "Please!

No, no ! I couldn't ! Don't make me !"

Claymore was hurrying the crew to seize

this precious excitement before it died.

The crew closed in upon the camera with

a mass of blazing lights. Claymore pushed
a chair close up to the lens. The camera
man spread and shortened his tripod and
got on his knees. He made one of the crew
sit in the chair while he sharpened the focus

and perfected the lights. He did not want
to fatigue the priceless heights of agitation

that he could see in Mem's wide eyes as

she stood wavering before the sudden gust

of emotion.
Protesting and reluctant, yet too palsied

for flight, Mem permitted Claymore to lead

her to the chair and place her in a cowering
position.

"Close your eyes, to save them," he said.

"Don't open them till I tell you to. Then
open them suddenly and see the automobile
upon you. It's on fire. You can't move.
You struggle in vain. I'll hold on to your
hands to pinion you down. When you see

that you are crushed and caught, give me
the wildest cry you can scream ! All ready,

Johnny? Hit the lights! Take the camera
from my nod. Now, my dear, you're in

the car, the brake is broken ! It's dashing
over a cliff! It's turned over! You are

under it ! It's on fire ! When I say the

word open your eyes and face death and die

with one terrible shriek
!"

She felt through her clenched eyelids and
on her shivering cheeks the flare and heat

of the focused calciums. She felt his hands
dragging her helpless wrists down till she

was all huddled upon herself. She seemed
to feel in his taut and frenzied grip the

weight of the engine that had slain her

lover. Then she heard the quick word,

"Now !" She opened her eyes and saw a

chaos of wrecked iron and steel about her.

Terror knifed her and her whole body was
wrung with a mad howl of affright.

She heard her voice go leaping into the

high spaces. Her hands were free. They
went to her left side where her heart rocked

like a fire bell. She opened her eyes in

wonder. The lights were off. The crew
was staring at her with white faces. The
camera man was breathing fast. Claymore
was mopping his blenched brow and saving,

"Whew r
It was so inadequate a word for the awe

still shaking their little world, that every-

body laughed—but sickishly.

Claymore brought forth his most valued

word saved for rare occasions.

"By God! that was authentic!"

And the others said. "The real thing !"

—

a strange phrase for a perfection of imita-

tion.

Claymore was encouraged again. He had
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found another nugget in the rubble. He
would continue to work the mine.

If he had known Mem's life and the

things she had experienced, few but fear-

ful, he could have brought forth expres-

sions of intense amorous possession, of

desperate surrender, of groveling shame, of

mad grief, of craven hypocrisy. But he

groped in ignorance and did not realize that

her two successes had been due to memory
rather than interpretation.

Another failure trailed at heel of this

other victory- Claymore returned to his

little drama "of the street. He tried to get

energy in a gesture, in a walk, a stride, a

quick whirl, a flaunt of arms, a fierce charge.

But Mem had been schooled all her life

to keep her hands down and to avoid flour-

ish, to take short steps and to keep her

waist and hips stolid. Though the fashions

of the day gave her short, loose skirts, no

corsets, free arms, she might as well have

been handcuffed and hobbled and fastened

in iron stays, for all the freedom she used.

Gaymore made her run. with longer and

longer stride, bend and touch the floor, fling

her arms aloft, take the steps of a Spanish

dancer and a Spanish vixen. But she was
unbelievably inept.

"I wish I had the courage and the kind-

liness to give you a Belasco training." he

saidL "You know he testified in court that

when he trained Mrs. Leslie Carter for her

big war-horse roles, he had to break her

muscle-bound condition first. He threw her

down stairs, throttled her. beat her head
against the wall, and chased her about the

room. She told me herself that she learned

the Declaration of Independence by heart

and spent hours and hours repeating it as

glibly as she could. Every time she missed
an articulation she went back to the be-

ginning and recited it all over again—hun-
dreds and hundreds of times. That's how
she learned to deliver great tirades with a

breathless rush, yet made even- syllable dis-

tinct. That's how she learned how to

charge about the stage like a lioness.

"To be a great actress is no easy job.

You've got to work like a fiend or you'll get

nowhere. You've got. to exercise your arms
and legs and your voice and your soul. If

you will, you've got a big future. If you
won't you'll slump along playing small parts

till you lose your bloom of youth, then you'll

slip into character parts and go out like an
old candle."

Mem was beginning to wear down, to

understand the joys of a pleasant house-
wifely career, the luxuries of obscurity.

But Gaymore hated to give her up. He
made one more desperate effort to unleash
her soul and her body from the shackles of
respectability.

He set her to denouncing the tarpaulin

villain again. He made her pour out before
that heap of wrinkles a story of shame and
disprized devotion and degradation. He put
her against the wall and made her beat upon
it and lament her turpitude. He made her
fling herself to the floor and pound it with
her fists and laugh in mockery. Then he
made her draw the screw driver and fire

five shots into her canvas betrayer.
Her imagination flagged so dismally in

this scene that he decreed the screw driver
a stiletto and made her stab the man to
death. He laughed at the blow she dealt
and forced her to slash and rip and drive
the blade home until she fell down ex-
hausted with the vain efforts to be a mur-
deress.

Gaymore was as exhausted as she and he
wasted no film on taking pictures of her
failure.

"Let's go to lunch !" he said. "We've
earned a bit of chow."

CHAPTER XVII
T'HE upshot of this ordeal by fire was
A that Mem was recognized as a star yet
to-be made—if. indeed, her nebulous" am-

bitions should ever be condensed into solid

achievement.

Claymore felt that she had a future. He
told her so. But he told her that a period
of hard labor lay between her and that

paradise. He compared the development of
an artist with tlie slow human miracle that

had rescued so much of California from
the grim bleakness of the desert, the desert
that yields and reconquers, retreats and re-

turns.

Great reaches of the fairest home realm
of Lcs Angeles had once been barren sand.
Irrigation and intensive farming had made
a pleasaunce of it and one could see every-
where the industry of the little pioneers
pushing the wasteland back, as if humanity
were feeling its way like a shapeless amoeba
or a groping vine putting its tentacles forth

and fastening them wherever sustenance
might be found.

Gaymore was one of those developers of
talent who feel a passion for searching out
gold where it lies, building roads, as it were,
to hidden hearts and giving them expres-
sion, making a traffic and commerce of
expression.

He found in Mem such a temptation. Her
beauty was evident but empty- faced beauty
was as cheap and useless as iron pyrites

with the glitter of gold and no other value.

The studios were infested with pink pret-

ties, insipid and characterless, doomed to

hold up faces as faultless and as charmless
as the petunias and morning-glories that

flaunt their calico in vain about country'

gardens and porches.

In Mem he felt the ore. He did not
know that it had gone through the smelting
fires of tragedy, but he felt that she was
capable of tragedy, and he wanted to in-

struct her in the mechanisms of transmitted
grief.

As they left the stage he watched her out
of the corner of his eye. She did not really

know how to walk, though there was un-
conscious grace in her carriage. What he
wanted was conscious grace expert enough
to mask its understanding, the art that con-
ceals art and knows its genius all the while
—the deft strong hand of the driver of a
trotting hcrse who gets the ultimate speed
from the racing machine without ever let-

ting it break into a gallop or bolt into a
mad run.

Claymore talked to Mem of herself and
her body as frankly as a father confessor
dissects a soul before a believer's eyes. She
was thrilled with the almost morbid sen-
sation of being the subject of such re-

morseless analysis. She was like one of the
victims of the new-fashioned operations by
local anaesthesia who sits up and in a mood
of hysterical fascination chats with the
surgeon even while he slashes the skin open,
lays bare the nerves and arteries, discloses
the deep penetralia of the temple.
The director asked her if she would prac-

tice at home what he had told her and
shown her on the stage, and then some day
let him give her another test.

She consented with delight, and appointed
the morrow as the nearest day there was.
She had only one somber thought—that she
must go home again without a promise of
work, with neither income of money nor
outgo of art to expect.
But Claymore asked her to wait while

he spoke to Mr. Bermond. She loitered on
the green lawn, watching the made-up actors

and the extra people and the others moving
about their tasks. Some day they must
gaze at her with respect and whisper,
"That's Miss Steddon. the great star."

By and by Mr. Bermond came cut bare-

headed to see her. He had a way of meet-
ing candidates out of doors. It was easier

to remember an engagement and dash away,
than to pry the more tenacious ones out of
his office chairs.

Bermond shook Mem's hand warmly and

said, with as much enthusiasm as if he were
the beneficiary of her hopes—as of course
he might be

:

"Well. Mr. Claymore tells me you have
much talent. That's fine ! But he says your
work is spotty—immature. You have little

technic. But that's all right Everybody
has to learn. He has a small part in his

picture, and if you want to take it, all right.

The part won't stand much money, but you
will get experience and that's what you
want, yes ?"'

Mem could have hugged him. He was
beautiful as the dawning sun on the hills of
night. Later she would come to hate him
and fight him as a miser, a penny squeezer,
a slave driver, but so Christopher Columbus
and Cortes were regarded after their brief
moments of beauty as discoverers.

Bermond was a believer in "new faces."
He had found that the audiences would
forgive immaturity of art rather than
maturity of figure when it had to choose.
The part he offered Mem was a role of
girlish pathos with a wistful note and a few
moments of village tragedy. She would
adorn the screen without being able to do
much damage to the story at worst
Mem felt that in passing from director

to director she was undergoing a series of
spiritual marriages and divorces. There
were such intense emotional communions
that it was far more than a mere acquain-
tance.

But before she left the lot that day she
had signed her name to a long document
which she pretended to read and under-
stand. About all she made of it was that

she was to have a salary of seventy-five

dollars a week during the taking of the
picture, and that the company might exer-
cise an option of her services thereafter if

it chose.

Mr. Tirrey was delighted in a paternal

fashion. It was a sunbeam in his dark day
when he could open the door to youth and
hope.

Mem went home elated, and was greeted

so royally that she forgot how diminished
her hopes were from the immediate star-

dom she had imagined under Claymore's
first frenzy.

The next day the star of the picture ar-

rived on the set in a large hat. When Gay-
more told her that she was not to wear it

during the scene she exclaimed that her
hair was not dressed.

There was nothing to do but send her
to the coiffeuse. This meant a delay of an
hour. The company and the throng of

extras and the crew must lie idle at the

cost of nearly a thousand wasted dollars

to the picture.

It was with such unavoidable blunders

that Bermcnd's cup of grief was filled. No
system of efficiency could be installed to

prevent the individual slip. An alarm clock

that failed to ring, a telephone out of order,

a letter mis-addressed, and thousands of

dollars of time and overhead went pouff

!

The company's disaster was Mem's good
luck, for Claymore, seeing her lurking in

the background waiting for instructions,

called her over to him.
Everything was set for a test and he dis-

missed the rest of the company for an
early lunch, while he sent Mem through
her paces again.

He had a canvas partition drawn round
a corner of the scene and once more put

Mem at bay against a wall with a camera
and a nest of light machines leveled at her.

She had spent the evening before at mad
spiritual gymnastics in the bungalow, with
her mother and Leva as audience and
critics. Claymore found that her soul was
awakening and her limbs throwing off their

inertia. He set her problems in mental

arithmetic like a tutor coaching a backward
pupil for an examination.

It was an exceedingly curious method cf
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getting acquainted. Teacher and student
became as much involved in each other's

souls as Abelard and Heloise at their first

sessions.

When the star came back with her hair

appropriately laundered, ironed, and
crimped, and the rest of the company gath-

ered, Mem could see that Claymore gave
up his task with her reluctantly. And that

sent a shaft of sweet fire through her heart.

Late in the afternoon Claymore offered

her a lift home in his automobile. It was
quicker than the street car, but it seemed
far quicker than that. They chattered volu-

bly of art theories and practices. They did

not realize how long the car stood in front

of her bungalow before Mem got out, or

how long he waited after she got out, talk-

ing, talking, before he bade her the final

good night.

Her mother realized it, peering through

the curtains, and Leva exclaimed

:

"Good Lord ! The minx has the director

eating out of her hand already. She'll get

on
!"

She said this to Mem when the girl came
skipping into the house, and shocked her

with a glimpse of how their high spiritual

relations looked to the bystander.

Leva taunted her all evening, and the next

morning called after her, as she set out to

school

:

"Aren't you going to take a big red apple

to teacher?"
Mem took him two of them in her crim-

son cheeks.

She had met none of that traditional de-

mand for her honor as an admittance fee

to the art. Tirrey had refused her flat.

Bermond had not invited her to love him,

and Claymore had talked nothing but art.

Yet Claymore occasionally gave her a scene

with an actor as a foil, talked to her of

the arts of embracing, kissing, fondling,

rebuking, accepting, denouncing, battling.

But sometimes he seemed to take more
than a professional interest in the demon-
strations. Sometimes he drew her arms
about himself, and she felt that even if he

did not clench her tight or hold her long,

he wanted to.

The camera men. the dawdling light crew,

and the props and frips were chaperons, but

they were becoming as unimportant as the

scenery. Sometimes she thought they were
aware of a something in the atmosphere.

Perhaps she caught a glance shot from
one to another, or an eye turned away a

little too indifferently.

But that only enhanced the excitement,

and on one occasion when Claymore tried

to teach her bigness of* wrath and compelled
her to scream and strike at him. there was
such an undertone of affection in the pre-

tense of hate that she felt fairly wrenched
apart.

She met Tom llolby on the lot one day.

He had been asked to come over and talk

of a possible contract with the Bermond
Company. He greeted Mem with effusive

enthusiasm, and she warmed at the pride

of his recognition. Then she felt a little

twinge of conscience—an intuition that she
had no right to be so glad to see Mr. Holby,
since now she belonged to Mr. Claymore.
This was an amazing and slavish rever-

sion to primeval submissiveness for an
emancipated woman. But there was a tang
of wild comfort in the feeling that she was
owned. And then she wondered if she did

not owe the priority to Mr. Holby. This
was a complication !

It is the custom to regard such confused
romances in the dramatic and other artistic

realms with scorn as the flippant amours
of trirlers ; but they are of exactly the same
sort, as earnest, as pathetic and as reluc-
tantly entered into as the countless entangle-
ments that doctors and churchmen encounter
in their equally emotional relations with
souls in turmoil of one sort or another.

Literature used to be packed with the

disastrous affairs of churchmen and their

communicants, but the silence has been pro-
found of late, except when a sensational
explosion bursts into the newspapers. And
there has been little disclosure at any time
of the secret chambers to which the phy-
sician's passe-partout admits him.
The stage and the painter's world have

had too much attention and too little

sympathy, and shortly the moving picture
was to be assailed by a tornado of national

disgust and wrath, an eruption of hot ashes
and lava from a deep resentment stored up
unknown against the magic development
of the new art into Titanic power.

But no one foresaw the accident that was
to turn a commonplace carousal into a cata-

clysm.

For the present Mem had no greater
anxiety than the peculiarly masked flirta-

tion with her director and the battles with
little artistic problems as they arose.

Her life had regularity again. She got

up of mornings with a task before her. She
had hours of waiting for every minute of
acting, but she was one of the company and
she could study the work of others. Her
textbooks were the faces of the actors and
actresses, the directions of the directors.

The mere learning of the language was
an occupation in itself. She felt puffed up
when visitors were brought upon the stage
and permitted to see pictures taken.

It was surprising how fascinating the

thing was to the outsiders. Kings and
queens, princesses and princes, foreign and
native generals, ambassadors, opera singers,

plutocrats, painters, gathered humbly in the
backgrounds of the scenes and marveled at

the business of drama and photography,
the morbid blue lights and the surprising

calm and graciousness of the process.

They had evidently expected noise and
wrangling and tempestuous temperament.
One day when a little scene was being

filmed in which she was the only actress,

the rest of the company l>eing excused for

a change of costume, a visitor from over-
seas was brought upon the set, a great
French general.

The publicity man. whose lust for space
never slept, suggested that the general
might like to be photographed on the scene.

He laughed and came forward with a boy-
ish eagerness. He displayed at once a ter-

ror he had not revealed under bombard-
ment. On one side of him stood the direc-

tor, on the other Mem, thrilled and thrilling.

The still camera man took several pic-

tures and the incident was ended, it seemed.
The general kissed Mem's hand and left

her almost aswoon with pride. The pub-
licity man gave her one of the pictures and
she set it up on her mantel as a trophy of
her glory.

Whether the general really said it or
really meant it, only the publicity man
knew, but when the picture appeared in

newspaper supplements about the world it

was stated in each of the captions that the
great warrior had said, "Remember Steddon
is the prettiest girl in America."
More amazing yet, Mem first learned of

this astounding tribute from her astounded
father.

Soon after she began to feel a pride in

her art and to take home to her mother
little compliments she had heard, and to
feel that she was launched at last upon the
illimitable sea of the greatest, and the
newest, of arts, and the most superb of
all livelihoods, the storm broke upon the
moving-picture world.
An actor involved in a dull revel, of a sort

infinitely frequent since mankind first

encountered alcohol, was present at the
death of an actress. The first versions of
the disaster were so horribly garbled that
the nation was shaken with horror.

All the simmering resentment against the
evil elements and ugly excesses of the "fifth

largest industry in the world" boiled over
in a scalding denunciation of the entire
motion-picture populace.
For a week or two the nation rose in one

mob to lynch an entire craft and all its

folk. Editors, politicians, reformers, preach-
ers, clubwomen, all of those who make a
career of denunciation and take a pride in

what they detest, drew up a blanket indict-

ment against thousands of assorted souls
and condemned them to infamy.
Doctor Steddon had been one of the loyal

loathers of the moving pictures, and he sur-
prised himself in the jeremiad he launched
at his little congregation back in Calverly.
A newspaper man happened to be present—
the rain that morning denying him his usual
worship on the golf links—and he published
a column of Doctor Steddon's remarks.
The proud father sent a clipping to his

wife and daughter, never dreaming that the
moving pictures were furnishing them their

bread and butter, boots and bcautitudes.
They cowered before the blast and under-

stood the emotions of Adam and Eve after
they had eaten of the tree of knowledge
and heard the Voice in the garden.
They debated the hateful problem of con-

fessing the truth, but could not bring them-
selves yet awhile to the disclosure of their
fraud.

And then a letter came from the man
they loved and dreaded. As Mrs. Steddon's
fingers opened the envelope in the awkward-
ness of guilt, two pictures fell to the floor.

They were in the brown rotogravure of the
Sunday supplements. They were alike ex-
cept in size; one was from the New York
Times and one from the Chicago Tribune.
Both presented Mem standing at the side
of the French general. Both stated that he
had called this promising member of the
Bermond Company "the prettiest girl in

America."
Mem and her mother gathered themselves

together as if they had been dazed by a rip
of lightning from the blue and waited for
the thunderbolt to smash the world about
them. They read the letter together. It
began without any "Dear Wife" or "Dear
Daughter." It began

:

The inclosed clippings were sent to me by mem-
bers of my congregation who were sojourning,
one in New York and one in Chicago. It is
hard for me to doubt the witness of my eyes, but
it is almost harder to believe that the wife of
my bosom and the daughter reared in the shelter
of our home could have fallen so low s* suddenly.
Before I write more I want to hear the truth
from both of you. if you can and will tell it.

CONTINUED NEXT WEEK

Tiir AnDirr-vi r r«Acr What was the reaction in Hollywood when the Arbuckle case
1 -TIEj >\1\DU V^AO£i blazed forth in the daily press and became the one absorbing
topic of the entire nation? It would be interesting to know, wouldn't it? Well, that is just where next
week's installment of "Souls for Sale" begins. It is wonderfully interesting to everyone in the business
and wonderfully instructive, too. Rupert Hughes has put in printer's ink a graphic story of the reaction.
You cannot afford to miss it.



J. C. Jenkins Wins

J. C. Jenkins has applied the

principle of public relationship at

Neligh, Neb. As a result of his

endeavors the city council has
voted unanimously to let Mr. Jen-
kins open his theatre on Sundays
from 2:30 in the afternoon until 6.

On this page is published an outline

of the work of a public relations

department. Read it.

PUBLIC
RIGHTS
LEAGUE

Screen Message No. 102

The report of the committee of

findings, adopted by the Southeast-
ern Conference for Better Films,
recommends "The endorsement of

the principle of selection rather

than censorship." This theatre de-
sires to encourage that practice and
urges its patrons to make sugges-
tions which they believe will make
for better screen entertainment.

Public Relations Plan Outlined

for Herald Readers by Jones
Such a Movement Must Extend Beyond the Limits of the

Individual Theatre, Declares Representative of Southern

Enterprises at Atlanta, Ga.

By TURNER JONES
{Public Relations Representative, Southern Enterprises)

Our entire program of Public Relations Work has been based upon
showing the general public, first the four important points at which the
motion picture touches the community life: (1) recreation; (2) education;
(3) religion; (4) correction; and second, to show the general public how
they can co-operate with the industry to develop these four general uses
of the motion picture to maximum efficiency and benefit. If we are success-
ful in this program of educational salesmanship, we accomplish three ends

:

(1) to build good will and eliminate prejudice and antagonism; (2) do
away with detrimental legislations; (3) by creating new interest, secure
increased patronage, and develop new patrons.
We are attempting to prosecute our Petersburg. Tampa and Jacksonville, Fla..

program in six distinctly different ways:
(1) speakers; (2) Better Films Commit-
tees; (3) the screen; (4) direct by mail;
(a) passes; (b) correspondence; (c) prop-
aganda literature; (5) employees: (.6) the
press.

and Birmingham, Ala.

2.

1 During 1922 this office filled speak-
ing engagements in twenty-four

different cities in eleven states, extending
from Rhode Island south to Florida, and
west to Texas. In these states forty-
three addresses were made, and more
than twenty-one special conferences held.
Among the more interesting engagements
filled during the last several months were
the National Social Work Conference at
Providence, R. I., the Institute of Gov-
ernment at Washington, D. C, the Na-
tional Board of Directors of the General
Federation of Women's Gubs at Wash-
ington, D. C, and the University of Texas,
at Austin. Texas.

I consider this probably the most im-
portant single phase of our work, because
it is done by personal contact. We have
been successful in creating a demand for
us to send our representatives to tell

about our problems and our business

—

for example, in April we have already ac-
cepted engagements for Memphis, Tenn.

;

Atlanta, Ga.; Beaumont. Texas; St.

The Better Films Committee angle
is completely covered in the en-

closed pamphlets. "Moving Pictures For-
ward" and '"Through the Box Office."
The Better Films Bulletin, copy en-

closed, is published by the Atlanta Com-
mittee, and distributed to all Better Films
Committees in the south, which forms a
mailing list of 500 individuals, including
special correspondents of the committee.
This office buys 150 copies each month
and mails them direct to the editors of
all daily newspapers.

3.
I believe that we are the first com-
pany to utilize the screen in a sys-

tematic way for the discussion of our
problems and .business with our patrons.

Each week we get out a trailer of from
25 to 45 feet in length under the general
title of "Policy Paragraphs." These
paragraphs discuss in a brief, light man-
ner, interesting facts and problems of the

industry as a whole and the policies of

this company. The subject matter is con-
fined entirely to institutional advertising.

4.
We have compiled large classified

mailing lists, according to organiza-

tions and professions. These lists are

still further classified according to the

attitude of the individuals toward motion
pictures—"Favors censorships," "Favors
Sunday Closing,"' "Opposed generally,"
""Friendly," etc. In this way we are en-
abled to concentrate upon the individual,

rather than to fight in the dark, and there
is a real pleasure in transferring an im-
portant name from the "black lists" to
the "white lists" of friendship and sup-
port.

All mailing of propaganda literature is

done in accord with these lists. For
example: ""Visual Instruction" has been
mailed to every educator in official posi-
tion from county schools to universities

—

they are already interested in education,
and this pamphlet ties up their work with
motion pictures.

"Popularizing Good Books" has been
mailed to librarians, educators and min-
isters—here we drag in motion pictures
through another interest already estab-
lished.

"The Motion Picture Problem" has
been mailed to church people known to
be antagonistic to us.

"From Store to Palace" has been mailed
to high school students participating in

debates concerning motion pictures.

We use passes in a different way from
the majority of theatres. Each city man-
ager compiles what is known as his

'"Policy Pass List." This list carries in-

fluential representatives of every large
organization and every important phase
of the community life. A special pass is

then mailed by the theatre manager to
each one on this list with a special letter

—

the letter is the important part. It re-

quests the individual to accept the "Co-
operation Invitation" in the interests of
the community, stating that we cannot
operate a public service institution, such
as the theatre is. unless we maintain the

most vital contact with the public, etc.,

and request their cooperation in so doing.
When the invitation is renewed, another
letter is written telling something of what
the cooperation has meant to the theatre,

what has been accomplished, and giving
some interesting news about our activi-

ties. Every pass should be accompanied
by a letter, for you may be certain that

the pass letter is one which will be read
and remembered.

Xo matter how difficult the request may
be nor how stinging the criticism, every-
one is answered to the best of our ability,

and usually sent special delivery. We
have been called on to give information
all the way from the names of the "Three
Wise Men" in the Bible, to advice as to

the best method of conducting Chamber
of Commerce drives and producing pag-

(Contir.ued cn page 90)
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LETTERS
From Readers

A forum at which the exhibitor

is invited to express his opinion on
matters of current interest. Brevity

adds forcefulness to any statement
Unsigned letters will not be
printed.

Thank You

CHICAGO, ILL.—To the Editor: Best
of luck and prosperity to Exhibitors
IIkhaj.d in your new quarters.

—

Charles H.

Ryan, Garfield theatre, 2*44 Madison street,

Chicago, III.

"Speed Girl" Disappoints

HESPELER, ONT., CAN.—To the

Editor : 1 had the misfortune to have a

picture called "The Speed Girl," featuring

Bebe Daniels, during the past week. Pic-

ture reports on this one from exhibitors

led me to believe that "The Speed Girl"

was some picture, but believe me, on
viewing the same. I find the story was
extremely crude. I cannot imagine any
prisoner being allowed to have their cell

turned into a drawing room and receiving

society, afternoon tea, etc. I should think

the actors in such scenes must feel some-
thing like an ass to have to act such stuff.

The public won't stand for this sort of

bunk and I feel that these sort of pictures

are doing the exhibitors and the indus-

try more harm than good. Brother J. C.

McKec of Bolivar. Mo., says: "Bebe has

always been a drawing card for me."
Granted, brother, but have you given

your brother exhibitor any idea of the

picture by the above expression?
What I would like to say to all "What

the Picture Did for Me" correspondents

is to view the picture personally. If it is

rotten, don't be afraid to say so, and the

same applies if it is good. You know,
boys, these reports are watched by others

as well as the exhibitors and our honest
reports on pictures will tend to the mak-
ing of better pictures to the betterment of

the industry in general.

—

Walter H.
MrssoN, Queen's theatre, Hespeler, Out.,

Can.

Salesmanship?

BEAVER. OKLA". — To the Editor:

My funniest experience is to see the sales-

men call on me and with their smooth
talk try to sell me some features. They
will give you a list of features and prices

and size an exhibitor up and if they find

you are not an easy mark, oh! how they

will give you a special reduced price.

The first price will nearly make you
faint, and then they will finally get the

price perhaps where you can afford to

buy. Now again another funny experi-

ence is how do some of the exchanges
figure for a small exhibitor to live. I

wrote for a price on the "Birth of a Na-
tion" and to my surprise they quoted me
a price of $350 for a small town like

Beaver, stating that was a very low price.

Well, I put this letter away for safe

keeping and .laugh about it. Thjs may-

be a good feature but oh! the price.

Well, it amused me that they have made
me a better price since, but many times

more than a small town can stand.
_

Well, another funny experience is to

see some of the companies try to get a

fellow to take their entire output of fea-

tures. I had Written a company that I

could use about twenty-two of their fea-

tures and was willing to take and show
twenty-two features, but no, they tried

to get me to take their seven star series

or their entire 102'.! output of star series,

forty-three features, when I can only find

that I could use only about twenty-two
features and give playing dates. They
wanted to tie an exhibitor both hands
and feet. Or in other words if you wish
to show say twenty-two features you
are compelled to take forty-three features,

several poor or sorry features in order to

get some good features.

Now their representative paid me a

visit and said he would sec that I would
get the features I wished to show and I

gave him a list and signed a contract and
gave him the' deposit money. And a

short time later I received a letter from
the company stating that the home office

would not consider my contract. I be-

lieve that an exhibitor should have the

privilege of choice what he wishes to buy
either one or a dozen features and let the

features stand on their ou-n merit.

I take my hat off and give the follow-

ing companies the glad hand, as being

fair to any exhibitor and letting him se-

lect what he wishes to show. Hurrah, I

am with you. Universal Film Exchange,
Associated First National, Hodkinson
Dist. Corporation, R. D. Lewis Film Co.,

Pathe Exchange, Vitagraph Co., Select

Pictures Co.. Donne! Film Co.. Enter-

prise Dist. Corp.. Goldwyn Dist. Corp..

Oklahoma Specialty Co., and Midwest
Film Company.

Well. I hope the above will put a few

to thinking and will help a little in the

game and I will be glad to answer or re-

state anything that I have not made
clear in the above.—Joseph F. Spanoler.

Globe theatre, Beaver, Okla.

More Salesmanship

PIPESTONE, MINN—To the Editor:

My funniest experience has been in buy-

ing a certain picture from a film sales-

man not long ago. This fellow came in

and gave me his preliminary talk on a

special picture on which I had had my
eye for some time. When I asked him
the price he told me it was $22!5 for my
town. This made me laugh and told him
that he had as much chance to sell it

to me at any figure like that as a cabbage
has to grow hair.

He then came down to $17.".. $150 and
finally to what he claimed was the abso-

lute minimum for my town, $125. I then

told him that I did not want it at all.

He went out but came back and asked

me what was the best I could do and I

told him I would give $75. He stated

that I was crazy and that the picture

would never be sold here if he could

not get more money for it and went out

again, and got in his car, started the

motor, stopped it. and came hack in and

told me he would deal just to get the

picture plaved in my town.

I then told him that I had changed my
mind and would give him $30 for the

picture and no more. This did make him

rave, but can you believe it? He took me
up and I got the picture. It is a late

special and a good one for which T would

have paid $100 in the first place if he had

been fair in quoting price. Can you

beat that?—F. Feldman. Orpheum the-

atre, Pipestone, Minn.

Teacher—Who can tell me if Spring is

here? _
Little Tony—Me, teacher! Pana found a

fly in his soup.—"Topics of the Day" Films.
* * *

"Sambo, how do dey get de water in de

watermelon ?"
.

"Dat's easy: dey plants it in de spring.

—Vaudeville News.
* * *

Japers—Which of the four seasons is best

for engagements and weddings?
Buhbs—Spring—because it has a ring in

it.—"Topics of the Day" Films.

PURELY
Personal

Interesting news about exhibitors

and people with whom they come
into direct contact. Readers are

invited to contribute items for

publication in this column. Address
them to "Purely Personal."

Charles Herald, manager of the Ta-
coma theatre, Tacoma, Wash., has sailed

for a two month's trip to the Orient.
*

A. C. Raleigh, formerly manager of the

Columbia at Portland, Ore., has been
made manager of the Blue Mouse in the

same city succeeding Fred Teufel.
*

Lola M. Broyles of Jonesboro, Tenn.,

has purchased the Blue Mouse theatre in

that city from Greenville Amusement
Company.

C. R. Halligan, manager of the Uni-
versal Exchange in Albany, N. Y., enjoys
the distinction of being the oldest branch
manager in the city in years of service

with one concern. On April 3, Mr. Hal-

ligan completed five years as branch
manager of the Universal Exchange.

*

C. C. Charles, manager of the Bond
Photoplay exchange, Albany, N. Y., is

wearing a broad smile these days. He
has just won a bonus for going over the

top during a straight ten weeks' contest,

and is said to have pocketed $1,000

through his efforts.

*

Ben Stern, formerly treasurer of the

Empire in Albany. N. Y., is now occupy-
ing a similar position with the State in

Schenectady, replacing Herman Vine-
berg, who has gone to the Troy.

Bert A. Gibbons, manager of the Vita-

graph exchange in Albany, N. Y., won a

big bonus recently, and entertained the

office force of seventeen at a chicken
dinner and dance.

Robert Harris, formerly of Buffalo, is

now managing the Al Lichtman exchange
in Albanv, N. Y.

*

A new Robert Morton pipe organ has
been installed by William P. Cuff in his

Strand theatre at Chillicothe, Mo. A
soloist who between numbers acts as
house hostess, also is another improve-
ment.

*

George Hinton, branch manager of the

Kansas City Hodkinson office, suffered

several body bruises in a motor car acci-

dent while on the road.
*

A quiet little wedding took place last

week in Kansas City. The groom was
Dr. Carlos DeMandil, new director of
Frank L. Newman's Royal theatre—the

bride, Miss Mayre Lippel, of Marion, O.
*

Mrs. Evelyn Lytell, wife of Bert Lytell

is visiting her mother, Georgia H. Brown,
in Kansas City. Mrs. Lytell, after a

brief stay in Kansas City, will go to New
York, where s'he expects her husband to

join her in about six weeks.

Indianapolis, Ind.—Central Amusement
Company has leased property adjoining

the Lyric theatre and will enlarge and

remodel the Lyric. Charles M. Olson is

president of the firm.
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"What the Picture Did For Me"
VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR

Copyright, 1923

You are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.

It is a co-operative service FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
TELL US WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read in the HERALD every week what the picture

did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values. Address "What The
Picture Did For Me." EXHIBITORS HERALD, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.

American Releasing
The Marriage Chance, with a special

cast.—Some cast. Advertised as "A
comedy with a dramatic shock" and it is.

This picture will surprise you. It is

much better than you will expect. My
advice would be to tie up with American
Releasing as quick as possible if you
have a sick box office on account of ex-
cessive rentals, as American Releasing
doesn't ask for a mortgage on your plant.

If their service continues as good with
me as it has been in the past and their

prices remain the same I'm with Amer-
ican for life. Aha Allen is a newr star

here, but she captivated the audience and
you won't have to wear goggles to look
at her, and Irene Rich, that womanly
woman, is always good. I like her my-
self, in spite of myself. Don't be afraid

of The Marriage Chance. It will make
good with any audience and the price

—

Boy, they sell 'em right.—J. C. Jenkins,
Auditorium theatre, Xeligh, Xebr.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Outlaws of the Sea, with Marguerite
Courtot.—A satisfactory program picture
that pleased. Secured this picture at a
fair price and made some money on it.

Lots of action and beautiful Florida set-

tings.—S. C. Chapman. La Salle theatre,

Chicago, 111.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Grub Stake, with Xell Shipman.
—A good story of the Klondike. Good
cast, a number of good characters.
Scenes and Xell Shipman's collection of
animals make this way above the average
story of this type.—Roy McMinn. Capi-
tol theatre, -Superior, Wis.—General pat-
ronage.

The Trail of the Axe, with Dustin
Farnum.—Bought at a price that per-
mitted a profit. Played to good Saturday
crowd. If Fox had placed Farnum reg-
ularly in stories of this type he would be
a big drawing card today. Picture evi-

dently made some time ago. but many
of them have worse faults.—J. B. Stine.
Wonderland theatre. Clinton. Ind.—Gen-
eral patronage.

The Cradle Buster, with Glen Hunter.
— Fairly interesting comedy - drama.
Pleased 50%. Star not known here.

—

C. R. Hatcher, Grand Opera House.
Meridian, Miss.—General patronage.

Th» Cradle Buster, with Glen Hunter.
—Just fair. Couldn't see much to it.

—

C. F. Krieghbaum. Paramount theatre.
Rochester, Ind.—General patronage.
My Old Kentucky Home, with Monte

Blue.—A good drawing title. A good
story and enough comedv with it.—Tohn
Esterl, Rex theatre. Park Falls. Wis.—
Small town patronage.

My Old Kentucky Home, with Monte
Blue.—Good picture and good business,
especiallv for Lent.—C. A. Riva. Pas-
time theatre, Tilton. X. H.—Small town
patronage.

Sisters, with Seena Owen.—Good en-
tertaining picture.—C. ' F. Krieghbaum.

Paramount theatre, Rochester. Ind.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Jan of the Big Snows, with a special

cast.—The poorest Curwood we ever ran.

Oliver Curwood's are as a rule always
good, but this one did not have the usual
pep in it.—A. Stalder, Spicer theatre.

Akron. Ohio.—Xeighborhood patronage.

Associated Exhibitors
Grandma^s Boy, with Harold Lloyd.

—

Played with Ballad of Sailor's Boarding
House. At fifty and twenty-five cents
admission two nights. Standing room
only. Box office records broken both
nights. Bought reasonable. Good print.

—Elmon A. Geneste, Fribor theatre, Fri-

day Harbor, Wash.—Xeighborhood pat-

ronage.

Grandma's Boy, with Harold Lloyd.

—

This is one hard town to get folks out
in. but here is a picture that turned the
trick. It surprised me with its pulling
power. Fifteen and thirty-five cents at

night, ten and twenty-five cents matinee.
—A. X. Miles, Eminence theatre. Emi-
nence, Ky.—General patronage.

Grandma's Boy, with Harold Lloyd.

—

Good, but no better than Sure Fire Flint

and many others at Vz the price. Ad-
vertised to the limit and only half

filled the theatre each show.—H. J. Long-
aker. Howard theatre, Alexandria, Minn.
—General patronage.

What Women Will Do, with Anna Q.
Xilsson.—Good drawing card. Played to

the best Tuesday business this winter.

Received favorable comments.—J. R. L'll-

man. Orpheum theatre. Ada. Minn.

—

Xeighborhood patronage.

F. B. O.
The Third Alarm, with a special cast.

—Packed them for a week. Gave it good
publicity.—Geo. K. Robinson, Terminal

| "Best Buy
Just Tells

[ Half of It
J

Please accept our check for $3 for j
H a one-year subscription to "Exhib- g
g ors Herald."

H After looking over various trade g
H papers we have decided that the g
g "Herald" is the biggest and best g
g buy of any of the motion picture g
g papers on the market,

g Will send in reports from time g
g to time.

PALACE THEATRE,
g Syracuse, Neb. g

theatre, Newark, N. J.—General patron-
age.

The Third Alarm, with a special cast.—Pleased everybody. Get behind this pic-
ture and get the local firemen interested.
They will boost it for you.—J. R. Ull-
man, Orpheum theatre, Ada, Minn.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Bishop of the Ozarks, with a spe-
cial cast.—A wild, fantastic tale that must
have been written by Nick Carter, au-
thor of "Sixteen Buckets of Blood." Con-
vict kills bishop and assumes his position.
Great stuff, eh? Give me another shot.—S. C. Chapman. La Salle theatre, Chi-
cago, 111.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Bishop of the Ozarks, with a spe-
cial cast.—No good. Poor direction, and
I find that people do not care for sermons
on the screen.—A. J. Inks, Crystal thea-
tre. Ligonier, Ind.—Small town patron-
age.

The Snowshoe Trail, with Jane Xovak.—Very good Northern picture. Snow
scenes very good.—H. G. Schmidt, Fal-
ace theatre. Long Pine, Nebr.—General
patronage.

The Snowshoe Trail, with Jane Novak.—A nice clean little program picture that
seemed to please, but failed to draw.

—

W. E. Elkin. Temple theatre, Aberdeen,
Miss.—Neighborhood patronage.
Stormswept, with Wallace Beery.—Not

so good. The Beery brothers are popular
here, but the picture was a disappoint-
ment You could see the hose squirting
water over the side of the ship during
the "storm." Not so good.—S. C. Chap-
man, La Salle theatre. Chicago. 111.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Bigamist, with Ivy Duke.—Simply
awful. No one satisfied. Star beautiful,
but oh, the rest of them.—Bert Silver,
Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

My Dad, with Johnny Walker.—Good
picture. Business very poor. Reason,
star not popular and the weather too
cold to get them out.—A. Stalkder. Spicer
theatre. Akron, Ohio. — Neighborhood
patronage.

Up and At 'Em, with Doris May.

—

Just fair. Plaved with a Semon comedv.
The Stage Hand.—Olen Reynolds, Pearl
theatre. Hymera, Ind.—Small town pat-
ronage.
Two Kinds of Women, with Pauline

Frederick.—This is adapted from the
book. "Judith of Blue Lake Ranch." and
is exceptionally interesting. Pauline in

her Western garb surprised the ladies,

although she wore society clothes during
the latter part of the picture. Sure to

please.—Chancellor Bros., Dreamland
theatre. Arcanum, Ohio.—Neighborhood
patronage.

A Wife's Awakening, with a special
cast.—Can't say anything good about this

one.—J. W. May. Grand theatre. Shaw-
neetown. 111.—Small town patronage.

In the Name of the Law, with a special
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cast.—The advertising on this six reel

picture will enable you to increase your
admission a little and they will be more
than satisfied with the picture. It is good
from start to finish.—Chancellor Bros.,

Dreamland theatre, Arcanum, Ohio.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Foolish Age, with Doris May.

—

Very clever comedy program.—J. VV.

May, Grand theatre, Shawneetown, 111.

—Small town patronage.

The Glory of Clementina, with Pauline
Frederick.—This seemed to please the
women, but don't know what the men
thought about it. They, however, en-
joyed Cops, a good Keaton comedy on
the same bill. Pauline draws here.

—

Chancellor Bros., Dreamland theatre, Ar-
caimm, Ohio.—Neighborhood patronage.

Billy Jim, with Fred Stone.— Pleased
75% of those that came. Didn't draw.

—

J. W. May, Grand theatre, Shawneetown.
III.—Small town patronage.

The Fortune Teller, with Marjorie
Rambeau.—An exception. No censoring
to be done on this picture. Pleased a
full house.—B. E. Clements, Strand the-

atre, Eaton, Ind.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

Seven Years Bad Luck, with Max Lin-
den—Good comedy. Advertised strong
and pulled a crowd with no comebacks.
—Legion theatre. Wakonda, S. Dak.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Kick Back, with Harry Carey.

—

Fair Western. Average picture.—L. A.
Pilliod, Photo Flay theatre, Grand Rap-
ids, Ohio.—Neighborhood patronage.

Queen o' the Turf, with a pecial cast.

—

Poorest picture I have played in months.

—John Steichen, Aurora theatre. White
Lake, S. D.—Small town patronage.

813, with a special cast.—Very good.
Pleased all who saw it. The kind of pic-

tures that our patrons like.— B. E. Clem-
ents, Strand theatre, Eaton, Ind.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

So Long Letty, with a special cast.

—

Rather old, but a very pleasing picture if

you get a good print.—John Steichen.
Aurora theatre, White Lake, S. D.

—

Small town patronage.

Salvage, with Pauline Frederick.—Pa-
trons claimed it to be the best show we
have ever shown here. More like it.— B.

E. Clements, Strand theatre, Eaton, Ind.

—Neighborhood patronage.

Kismet, with Otis Skinner.—Rotten.
Stay away from it.—Legion theatre, Wa-
konda, S. Dak.—Neighborhood patronage.

First National
Money Money Money, with Kather-

ine MacDonald.— Katherine MacDonald
does not measure up to the position of

a star either in box office results or in

performance on the screen, and her ap-
pearance in this offering is no exception
to this statement. The picture is a fair

average one, but will not stand any ad-

vance in the admission price and if this

feature must be shown don't fail to get
something in short reel subjects to bolster

up the program.—iW. H. Brenner, Cozy
theatre, Winchester, Ind.

The Voice from the Minaret, with
Norma Talmadge.—Very ordinary pro-
pram picture that does not mean any-
thing to your box office. Norma has no
opportunities to display her cultured tal-

ents. The only big thing about it is the

price. Not worth half of her two previ-

ous productions.—Crosby Bros.. Lily the-

atre. Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

The Voice from the Minaret, with
Norma Talmadge.—A mighty fine offer-

ing and Norma Talmadge deserves even

more praise than words will give her.

Story and cast right up to what you may
expect. Eugene O'Brien performs with

Big Houses

| Write That
j

Same Tiling
We are sending herewith our

first contribution to "What the
Picture Did for Me." We have
been interested readers of this par-
ticular part of the "Herald" and
use it along with the "Box Office
Record" as our business Bible in

booking pictures.

Other trade magazines may be
all right for larger theatres, which
really do not need a service of this
kind, but the "Herald" is what we
need.

MILLER STANTON,
Pictureland theatre,

Cohocton, N. Y.

more than usual surene-- - and gives you
to understand that he knows just what
he is doing. Edwin Stevens orobably
has the leading role in this and plays it

just right. Story sustains interest
throughout. Business only average two
days and very poor third.—W. H. Bren-
ner, Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind. —
General patronage.

Fury, with Richard Barthelmess.

—

Dorothy Gish is female lead and very
good. A good sea story. A 100% male
audience picture. You will find it does
not appeal to the women as much as you
would like it to. Personally I enjoyed
the picture for its entertainment value.
On nine reels.—Chas. H. Ryan, Garfield
theatre. Chicago, 111.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

Bell Boy 13, a Thomas H. Ince pro-
duction.—A first class comedy offering,
but must be shown at regular admission
prices as it is not worth much, only as
an entertainment that gives you a good
laugh or two. but does not get any com-
ment from patrons. I think it to be good
clever comedy well done and should
please as comedy offering. Used with an
Educational. The Ne'er to Return Road,
with Wallace Beery, which proved to be
a valuable asset to this program.—W. II.

Brenner. Cozy theatre. Winchester, Ind.
—General patronage.

Omar the Tentmaker, with Guy Bates
Post.—A fine picture for the elite, and
well educated people, but what the devil

do the clod busters know about the Three
Wise Men of Persia or The Fasha of
Pashas? As a result that we have the
elite, clod busters, cow punchers, counter
jumpers and butchers in our audience, it

failed to please the percentage and
flopped so hard the second night that I

dreamed I was fishing and caught a
whale.—E. E. Gailey, Crystal theatre.

Wayne, Nebr.—General patronage.

Omar the Tentmaker, with Guy Bates
Post.— I know most of you franchise
holders will have to run it. One day is

plenty for it. Business was "below zero"
and for entertainment value I would
mark it about 50%. On eight reels.

First National knows how bad it is.

—

Chas. H. Ryan, Garfield theatre. Chicago.
III.—Neighborhood patronage.

Omar the Tentmaker, with Guv Bates
Post.-—An excellent and much elaborated
production that will give credit to the

most refined house. A picture of first

magnitude. It's great and should please

all.—J. Carbonell. Monroe theatre, Key
West, Fla.—Neighborhood patronage.
Omar the Tentmaker, with Guy Bates

Post.—The chap who rated the entertain-
ment value of this picture at one-half of
one per cent was an optimist. It is one
of those made for the high brow crowd
which doesn't number more than five per
cent of the whole, and in a small town
five per cent of the population doesn't
bring much business. For us it broke all

house records for non-attendance. Played
it five performances (two days) to less
than fifty dollars gross in an 800 seat
house. Wish somebody would tell us
why they insist on making 'em when they
always flop everywhere except in the big
towns. In justice to the picture we must
add that out of the 196 people who saw
the picture four of them said they liked
it.—Hay & Nicholas, Strand theatre, Fair-
mont, Minn.—General patronage.

Oliver Twist, with Jackie Coogan —
Exhibitors, watch your step on this one.
Picture is good, acting perfect, but as a
box office attraction it won't compare
with Peck's Bad Boy or My Boy, and
they will double the rental on you.— R.
W. Hickman. Lyric theatre, Greenville,
III.—Neighborhood patronage.

Kindred of the Dust, with Miriam
Cooper.—Why can't they make more pic-
tures like this one? It is a positive 100%
attraction and will please the most ex-
acting. By all means book it and ad-
vance your admissions. Our prices ten
and thirty cents.—W. E. Elkin, Temple
theatre. Aberdeen, Miss.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Kindred of the Dust, with Miriam
Cooper.—Very good.—C. R. Beechler,
Iris theatre, St. Johns, Mich.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Sonny, with Richard Barthelmess.—
One of the best pictures we have ever
shown. It is a monument to First Na-
tional and a credit to Barthelmess.

—

Crosby Bros., Lily theatre. Buffalo, N. Y.— Neighborhood patronage.

Fools First, a Marshall Neilan produc-
tion.—Good picture for the kind, but few
people care for that type here. We paid
too much for it. All of First National's
are too high to us.—A. J. Inks, Crystal
theatre, Ligonier, Ind.—Small town pat-
ronage.

The Hottentot, a Thomas H. Ince pro-
duction.—Very good.—C. R. Beechler,
Iris theatre, St. Johns, Mich.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Brawn of the North, with Strongheart.
—A clever picture with great scenes,
beautiful story and stellar animals that

delight the audience with their wonderful
work.—J. Carbonell, Monroe theatre, Key
West, Fla.—Neighborhood patronage.

Lorna Doone, a Maurice Tourneur pro-
duction.—Good picture.—C. R. Beechler,
Iris theatre. St. Johns, Mich.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Rosary, with a special cast.

—

Pleased 100%. None better made.

—

Thos. G. Norton, Town Hall theatre, Al-

legany, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

The Light in the Dark, with Hope
Hampton.—Star has no drawing power
here and picture is too draggy, with im-

possible story.—A. J. Inks, Crystal the-

atre, Ligonier, Ind.—Small town patron-

age.

The Light in the Dark, with Hope
Hampton.—This is a glaring example of

the evil of excess footage. If this had

been in four reels it might have been
fairly interesting. Anyway it would have

permitted the building up of a program
which would have taken care of the fea-

ture. As it stands it is decidedly poor.

—

Hay & Nicholas. Strand theatre, Fair-

mont, Minn.—General patronage.

Hurricane's Gal, with Dorothy Phillips.

—An exceptional picture. One of the
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On "The Box Office Recora

"The Box Office Record" just came in. Many thanks. It sure is a
blessing to us exhibitors.

Best of success.

H. E. RODELL,
Crystal theatre, Mitchell, Neb.

H * * *

March "Box Office Record" received today. Many thanks.

WALTER H. MUSSON,
Queen's theatre, Hespeler, Ont.

* * *

Kindly enter my name on the HERALD family record for two years and |
I when you offer a life membership let me know.

For a theatreman there is nothing like the HERALD.
Please send me the back numbers of "The Box Office Record"; also the g

VS new one. Some film salesman lifted my old one.

I will lock my new ones in the vault.

D. A. WHITE,
% Cozy theatre, Checotah, Okla.
m * * *

I have quite a collection of trade papers and the HERALD leads them all g
H in my estimation.

Enclosed find $3 for which send me the HERALD and "The Box Office |
H Record."

HENRY J. OTTEN,
Star theatre, Stoutsville, Mo.

Kindly send me copies of each September and March issue of "The Box j
J§ Office Record."

No exhibitor can afford to be without same.

F. E. CHASE,
Memorial Hall theatre, Pine Plains, N. Y.

In liiiiiiiiin i i nil mm mini mIbhb i i iniim« mini nmnranranfl

kind that you seldom get. Quality is

written in big letters all through this pic-

ture for the acting is fine. It has action

galore, and the interest holds throughout.
Business off due to cold weather.—V. G.

Bollman, Castalia theatre, Castalia, Iowa.
—General patronage.

Hurricane's Gal, with Dorothy Phil-

lips.—Weather very bad. Print in bad
shape, but picture a knock out. Book it

and put it over. It will please.—John E.

Dowling, Ark theatre, Logansport, Ind.

—General patronage.

Her Social Value, with Katherine Mac-
Donald.—The story doesn't amount to

much, but it drew very well. Katherine
used to be our worst drawing card, but
she takes alwa"« good now.—H. C. Rein-
hardt, Victory theatre. Bay City, Mich.

—

Neighborhood patronage.
Star Dust, with Hope Hampton,

—

Pleased the few who saw it, but ran in

a storm.—Legion theatre, Wakonda, S.

Dak.—Neighborhood patronage.

Smudge, with Charles Ray.—Lacked
punch and failed to draw. Price was too
high.—Brainard & Miles, Argus theatre,

Round Lake, 111.—General patronage.

Penrod, a Marshall Neilan production.

—Good audience picture. Pleased 95%
and bought right.—Neil Clifford, Regent
theatre, Deckerville, Mich.—Small town
patronage.

The Lotus Eaters, with John Barry-
more.—This feature seemed to please my
audience. A good story from start to

finish.—J. F. Spangler, Globe theatre,

Beaver, Okla.—General patronage.

Foolish Matrons, with a special cast.

—

Good picture that should please any audi-

ence. Business much better second night.

—Crosby Bros., Lily theatre, Buffalo, N.
Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

Blind Hearts, with Hobart Bosworth.
—This picture only pleased about 50%.
Personally I thought it a very good pic-

ture.—C. H. Simpson, Princess theatre.

Millen, Ga.—General patronage.

Blind Hearts, with Hobart Bosworth.

—

Fair program picture". Not as much ac-

tion as they expect from Bosworth. Bus-
iness fair on this during Lent.—Crosby
Bros., Lily theatre Buffalo, N. Y.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Beautiful Liar, with Katherine
MacDonald.—A good program picture.

—

H. Burden, Mirage theatre, Axtell, Nebr.
—Neighborhood patronage.

The Infidel, with Katherine MacDon-
ald.—One of the best ever from this star.

Drew good and pleased.—Crosby Bros.,

Lily theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Trouble, with Jackie Coogan.—Very
good. Enjoyed by all, especially the chil-

dren. Some of them stayed to see it two
or three times. Did not do any extra
business, but no fault of picture.—A. Stal-
der, Spicer theatre, Akron, Ohio.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Great Adventure, with Lionel Bar-
rymore.—The man or men who put this

on the franchise should have been com-
pelled to meet the disgusted patrons leav-
ing our house after the show. Three
laughs in six reels. Poor photography.
Give it to Hal Roach and ask him to make
it into a one reel comedy.—Crosby Bros.,
Lily theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Trouble, with Jackie Coogan.—Cer-
tainly a cute picture. Business good, but
not up to what this picture deserves.

—

B. C. Brown, Temple theatre, Viroqua,
Wis.—General patronage.

The Golden Snare, with Lewis Stone.

—

The best Curwood we have ever shown,
including The River's End. Acting of
the three principal characters is very

pleasing.—V. G. Bollman, Castalia thea-

tre, Castalia, Iowa.—General patronage.

The Sea Lion, with Hobart Bosworth.
—Lots of action and a good sea story in

this. Bosworth put all he had in this and
that's more than a lot of stars do.

—

Crosby Bros., Lily theatre, Buffalo, N.
Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

Smilin' Through, with Norma Tal-

madge.—Thank God I made some real

money with one big special. Book it and
boost it and go home happy that night.

—

Kenney Loyd, Spad theatre, Dierks, Ark.

—Neighborhood patronage.

Smilin' Through, with Norma Tal-
madge.—Played in conjunction with Har-
old Lloyd in Now or Never. Receipts for

two night run exceeded receipts from any
prior film. Beat Humoresque, The Three
Musketeers, Way Down East, etc.

Bought it at a fair price. By all means
buy it.—Elmon A. Geneste. Fribor thea-

tre, Friday Harbor, Wash.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

A Perfect Crime, with Monte Blue.

—

Good program picture. Monte Blue does

good work and all comments were favor-

able. Drew fair.—Crosby Bros., Lily the-

atre, Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Man, Woman, Marriage, with a special

cast.—Business off on this for patrons

came out expecting to see and cut and
dried society-drammer. Those that came
were pleasantly su-prised for the picture

covers the marriage relation from the

beginning of time and contains some bril-

liant shots.—V. G. Bollman, Castalia the-

atre, Castalia, Iowa.—General patronage.

Dinty, a Marshall Neilan production.

—

A little too much padding in places, but

a film that will send every one away feel-

ing good. More such films would help.

—

Elmon A. Genesta. Fribor theatre, Friday

Harbor, Wash.—Neighborhood patron-

age.

The River's End, a Marshall Neilan

production.—Old, but can be bought
right. Will please, but don't raise admis-
sion or they will yell. I ran at regular
prices and satisfied patrons.—J. D. Cos-
tello, Opera House. Poultney, Vt.—Small
town patronage.

Scrap Iron, with Charles Ray.—This
was a pretty fair picture. Had a dandy
good fight of four rounds. Ought to

please 'most any audience.—K. A. Bech-
told, Opera House, Martinsville, 111.

—

Small town patronage.

The Seventh Day, with Richard Bar-
thelmess.—This star usually pleases here
and this production was perhaps under
some others in pleasing value, but at that

most of them seemed satisfied.—J. C.
McKee, Electric theatre, Boiivar, Mo.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Lessons in Love, with Constance Tal-
madge.—Old. but sure has a pleasing
kick to it. Tough when you get a good
one and lose out at the B. O.—F. W. Hor-
rigan, McDonald theatre, Phillipsburg,

Mont.—Mining town patronage.

Nomads of the North, with a special

cast.—Very good picture. Print not very
good. Shows scratches. Some cut out.

—

J. W. May, Grand theatre, Shawneetown,
111.—Small town patronage.

The Old Swimmin' Hole, with Charles
Ray.—First Ray feature I've run in over
a year and pleased a good house. Drew
especially heavy on the children.—F. W.
Horrigan, McDonald theatre, Phillips-

burg, Mont.—Mining camp patronage.

Good References, with Constance Tal-
madge.—Just a fairly good picture for

Constance. Not as good as Lessons in

Love.—H. J. Trainer, Pastime theatre,

Blue Mound, 111.—Small town patronage.

A Splendid Hazard, with a special cast.

—This was about as near no picture as

we have ever used. Nothing to it. No
drawing power whatever and no crowd
and sure was glad of it for this kind of a

picture will drive business away.—Dixie
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theatre. New Madrid, Mo.—General pat-

ronage.

My Boy, with Jackie Coogan.—This is

one of the best features shown for a long
time. Drew a good crowd. The kind of

a feature that should be shown in every
theatre. Story good and pleased every-
body.—J. F. Spangler, Globe theatre,

Beaver, Okla.—General' patronage.

The Song of Life, with a special cast.

—Too much sob stuff, but good picture.

Not the kind to take well here.—Tensas
Amusement Co., Blackman theatre, St.

Joseph, La.—Small town patronage.

The Cave Girl, with Teddy Gerard.

—

Ordinary picture, but everyone seemed to

like it.—Thos. G. Norton. Town Hall the-

atre Allegany, N. Y.—Small town pat-

ronage.

Hail the Woman, a Thomas H. Ince

production.—Very good picture. Will go
good for Sunday.—H. G. Schmidt. Palace

theatre, Long Pine. Nebr.—General pat-

ronage.

The Jack Knife Man, with a special

cast.—Fair program picture. Too long.

Bobbie Kelso, the child, was good.

—

Johnson Bros., Johnsonian theatre, Rip-

ley, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

Love's Redemption, with Norma Tal-

madge.—Good and for once a good print.

Men don't care much about the Tal-

madges here.—Olen Reynolds, Pearl the-

atre, Hymera, Ind.—Small town patron-

age.

I Am Guilty, with Louise Glaum.

—

Good picture that pleased all.—Crosby

Bros.. Lily theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.—
Neighborhood patronage.

The Primitive Lover, with Constance

Talmadgc.— Enter Constance—exit our

crowd. Personally I thought this picture

better than her others, but our crowd
can't see it that way, so au revoir Con-

stance.—V. G. Bollman, Castalia theatre,

Castalia, Iowa.—General patronage.

Love's Penalty, with Hope Hampton.
—Very draggy. Too many close-ups of

star posing.—Crosby Bros.. Lily theatre.

Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

Peck's Bad Boy, with Jackie Coogan.

—

This picture, together with The Star

Boarder, Larry Semon, drew the best

Wednesday and Thursday business since

Down on the Farm. September, 1920,

just before the bottom dropped out.

Jackie and Larry each drew their share

and the magic words. Peck's Bad Boy,

pulled some old heads for the first time.

Both films in excellent condition and

both exchanges (Omaha) treated us right.

Gives an exhibitor new hope.—Fahrney

and Elson, Electric theatre, Curtis, Nebr.

—Small town patronage.

Greater Than Love, with Louise Glaum.

—One of the best of the Glaum pictures.

Gertrude Claire a splendid mother. Drew
better on second day.—Crosby Bros.. Lily

theatre. Buffalo, N. Y. Neighborhood
patronage.

Fox
The Buster, with Dustin Farnum.

—

One of Dustin's best. Should please and

go big everywhere it's shown.—J. Car-

bonell. Monroe theatre. Key West, Fla.—
Neighborhood patronage.

The Town that God Forgot, with a spe-

cial cast.—As good as Over the Hill.

—

Geo. K. Robinson, Terminal theatre.

Newark, N. J.—General patronage.

Truxton King, with Tohn Gilbert.

—

Good.—C. R. Beechler. Iris theatre. St.

Johns, Mich.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Crusader, with William Russell.

—

A very good Russell picture. Patrons

'well satisfied. Very good business.— F.

J. O'Hara, Community theatre, Elgin,
Nebr.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Crusader, with William Russell.

—

Very good picture. Print and cast very
good. Pleased my patrons.—John E.

Dowling. Ark theatre, Logansport, Ind.

—General patronage.

Boss of Camp 4, with Charles Join-.

—

Good Western picture. Pleased 90%.

—

Walter Babitz, Grant theatre, Cicero,

111.—Neighborhood patronage.

Boss of Camp 4, with Charles Jones.

—

Not as good a6 some of his former pic-

tures. Will please the Jones' followers.

—

J. R. Ullman, Orpheum theatre, Ada,
Minn.—Neighborhood patronage.

Catch My Smoke, with Tom Mix-
Mix a turn-away here. Biggest drawing
card possible. Over 7,000 first day.—Geo.
K. Robinson, Terminal theatre, Newark,
N. J.—General patronage,

The Bells of San Juan, with Charles
Jones.—Pretty good western. Jones has
had quite a few better ones.—C. F.

Krieghbaum, Paramount theatre, Roches-
ter, Ind.—General patronage.

In Arabia, with Tom Mix.—A good
drawing card, but did not please as some
of his others.—J. R. Ullman. Orpheum
theatre, Ada, Minn.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Do and Dare, with Tom Mix — First

half of picture is regular Mix picture,

second half is a burlesque on those
Southern republics. Fair picture at that.

— F. J. O'Hara, Community theatre, El-

gin, Neb.—Neighborhood patronage.

Do and Dare, with Tom Mix.—The
worst Mix picture I ever ran. He is a

good drawing card here, but he won't be
if he keeps up this.—John Esterl. Rex
theatre. Park Falls, Wis.—Small town
patronage.

Do and Dare, with Tom Mix.—Good.
Rather silly in places, but that's what
they seem to like.—C. F. Krieghbaum,
Paramount theatre, Rochester, Ind. —
General patronage.

A Fool There Was, with a special cast.

—Don't know the name of any of the
actors. Forgot them all, but this is a
wonderful picture. I would call it one
of the greatest pictures ever made. A
real special. Superb photography, won-
derful acting, and if you are running Sun-
day night shows this would be one of

the best pictures you could use. If you
book it you can't advertise it too strong
Seven reels. Paid $15 for a two nights
run here, which is all that any special

is worth. Population of town 600.—El-
mer M. Record, The Auditorium theatre,

Osmond. Neb.—Small town patronage.

Without Compromise, with William
Farnum.—Good Western. William Far-
num is losing his popularity here.—C.

Malphurs. Dreamland theatre. High
Springs, Fla.—Small town patronage.

My Friend the Devil, with Charles
Richmond.—Although this is a good pic-

ture, it is not the kind our audience likes.

Not worth advanced admission prices.

—

C. Malphurs, Dreamland theatre. High
Springs. Fla.—Small town patronage.

The Love Gambler, with John Gilbert.

—Average Western program picture. Gil-

bert's work is excellent, but seldom has a
good leading lady. The role as played by
his leading ladv in this one is decidedly
punk. Plenty of action.—J. D. Watnock,
Luna theatre, Battle Creek, Iowa. —
Neighborhood patronage.

Just Tony, with Tom Mix.—Fine pro-
gram picture. Pleased 95 per cent. Play
it.—J. P. Doyle. New Academy theatre,
Nunda, N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Ragged Heiress, with Shirley

Mason.—Same old bunk. Why not give
Shirley a chance at a real story? This
one is slimmer than usual. Failed to get
by.—E. J. Sherburne, Electric theatre,

Cambridge, Neb.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

The Ragged Heiress, with Shirley Ma-
son.—Five reels. Pleasing program pic-

ture in which Shirley holds her own.
Pleased her followers.— H. M. Retz,
Strand theatre, Lamont, Iowa.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Silver Wings, with Mary Carr.—A very
good production that pleases at least 75
per cent of the patrons. Run this if

you can buy it right. However, don't
let anyone tell you this is to be com-
pared with Over the Hill in drawing
power. Played first day to very good
business. Drew very moderately the fol-

lowing two days.—J. B. Stine, Wonder-
land theatre, Clinton, Ind.—General pat-

ronage.

Oathbound, with Dustin Farnum.—

A

fairly good program offering that seemed
to go over very nicely.—W. E. Elkin,

Temple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Oathbound, with Dustin Farnum. —
Fair picture, but Fox has had Dustin in

so many poor ones all in a row that his

pictures fail to pay expenses for me and
this one was no exception to the rule.

Two days to very poor business.—J. B.
Stine, Wonderland theatre, Clinton, Ind.

—General patronage.

Moonshine Valley, with William Far-
num.—Not much of a picture. Too tame
for Farnum.— Harry Hobolth, Maxinc
theatre, Imlay City, Mich.—Small town
patronaee.

Monte Cristo, with John Gilbert.—Gave
more satisfaction than any play run this

winter and caused more comments. I
didn't see it. but I don't know of a play
in years when as many people told me
of their appreciation. Sorry I can't give
more explicit information. We used 34
sheet window displays and full line of
advertising. Charged fifty and twenty-
five cents. This drew the children as well
as the adults. Nine reels. The popularity
of the book seemed to draw. — Philip

Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Monte Cristo, with John Gilbert.—Re-
markable production that has an especial

appeal to the better class and older pa-
trons, many of them having read the

book. Fair business at advanced admis-
sion. Book it.—J. P. Doyle, New Acad-
emy theatre, Nunda, N. Y.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Monte Cristo, with John Gilbert.—An-
other of the Fox super-specials that fails

to get money for anyone except the pro-

ducer. It is an excellent production, but
not an audience picture. It takes modern,
or at least American stories to please

Americans.—J. B. Stine, Wonderland the-

atre, Clinton, Ind.—General patronage.

The Fast Mail, with Charles Jones.

—

Don't let the price you paid for this lead

you to think it's a special and raise the

admission or your patrons will give you
the once over. It will please your serial

fans.—C. R. Beechler, Iris theatre, St.

Johns, Mich.—Neighborhood patronage.
The Fast Mail, with Charles Jones.

—

Went over biggest of any picture in six

months. A life saver. Pleased all.—Harry
Hobolth. Maxine theatre, Imlay City,

Mich.—Small town patronage.

The New Teacher, with Shirley Mason.
—Boost this one. It is the best Shirley

Mason picture we have ever run. Many
favorable comments. — C. Malphurs,
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Dreamland theatre, High Springs, Fla.

—

Small town patronage.

The New Teacher, with Shirley Mason.
—Shirley Mason is a big favorite here.

Worked a school ticket and got both
children and teachers. Fine program pic-

ture.—J. E. Dowling, Ark theatre, Lo-
gansport, Ind.—General patronage.

While Justice Waits, with Dustin Far-
num.—Fair program picture. Ran it Sun-
day X8th. Blizzard came in about four

o'clock and knocked me out. Patrons dis-

appointed in the picture.—O. W. McClel-
lan. Dreamland theatre, Pekin, 111. —
Neighborhood patronage.

Lights of New York, with a special

cast.—Absolutely the worst yet. As rot-

ten as it could have possibly been made.
Lav off. Better pay for it and put it on
the shelf if you have to, as to run it.

Attendance, just a few. Told them in

advance not to come as it was a lemon.
—A. Mitchell, Dixie theatre, Russellville,

Ky.—General patronage.

Brass Commandments, with William
Farnum.—Big business. Farnum has been
made a favorite here.—Geo. K. Robinson,
Terminal theatre, Newark, N. J.—General
patronage.

West of Chicago, with Charles Jones.

—

Very good program picture. Patrons
pleased. Jones a favorite here.—John E.
Dowling". Ark theatre, Logansport, Ind.

—

General patronage.

Shirley of the Circus, with Shirley Ma-
son.—A nice little picture. Little differ-

ent than some of her others.—J. R. Ull-

man, Orpheum theatre, Ada, Minn. —
Neighborhood patronage.

Up and Going, with Tom Mix.—Not
much to this one. Tom Mix seems to be
resting upon his laurels. His pictures
have ceased to draw for me.—E. J. Sher-
burne. Electric theatre, Cambridge, Neb.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Nero, with a special cast.—A dandy in
twelve reels, but my patrons don't care
for these kind and the result was business
was bad. Attendance just fair. Adver-
tising, twenty-four sheets lobby.—A Mit-
chell, Dixie theatre, Russellville, Ky.

—

Small town patronage.

Mixed Faces, with William Russell.

—

A picture that did not take with my pat-
ronage. Bad weather, bad subject, busi-
ness Door.—O. W. McClellan, Dreamland
theatre. Pekin, 111.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

Chasing the Moon, with Tom Mix.

—

The author of this story must still be
chasing a plot. He failed to get one for
this picture. You will just get by with
this one.—C. C. Clendenen, Amusu the-

-|II«!II1!!II!IM!H

| "Box Office

1 Record" for |

| March, 1922
|

I WITHOUT BENEFIT OF |
| CLERGY (Pathe), with a special |
jj

cast.—We have booked this feature H
jj

for May. Is it any good, Boys? 1
gj ^

Unable to locate any reports on B
B —G. R. Williams, Avon theatre, B
H Cincinnatus, N. Y.

1 NOTE: "Without Benefit of Clergy" is H
g covered in the "Box Office Record" for |§
H March, 1922, page 76. Recent reports on m
H the picture appear in this issue of the |§
g Herald and the issues of April 7. March g
a J?.

February 10. January 27, 1923, and S
g December 23. 1922. • • S
"112 "IIIIIB

atre, Marlinton, W. Va.—Small town pat-

ronage.

Chasing the Moon, with Tom Mix.

—

Six reels. Mix does some fast action in

this. Story does not carry any plot.

Counted on Mix's pep and action to put

it over. Not his best by a long ways,
but will please Mix fans.—H. M. Retz,

Strand theatre, Lamont, Iowa.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Jolt, with a special cast.—Fine
comedy, well received.—Levi G. Durepo,
Browne theatre, Limestone, Me.—Small
town patronage.

The Fighting Streak, with Tom Mix.—
Gee! He pulls like brass band at a coun-
try reunion. They all come when I have
Mix. This one an average.—J. W. May,
Grand theatre, Shawneetown, 111.—Small
town patronage.

The Fighting Streak, with Tom Mix.—
A good deal better than the usual Tom
Mix, but Mix always brings us a full

house.—H. C. Reinhardt, Victory theatre,

Bay Citv, Mich.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

Roof Tree, with William Russell.

—

Wonder what William Fox has against

Russell. The stuff he puts him in is ter-

rible. Give us another Six-Feet-Four.
He has certainly crumpled as a box
office attraction since joining Fox.—L.
B. Lewis, Gayety theatre, Ft. Worth, Tex.
—General patronage.

Jackie, with Shirley Mason.—Without
a doubt this is the worst picture we ever
saw Miss Mason in. No story, action at

all. The picture just barely crept along.

Five reels of wasted film. — Wood &
Webb, Star theatre, Corinth, Miss. —
Neighborhood patronage.

Money to Burn, with William Russell.

—Ran this to very good Saturday house
and pleased. Only fair program picture.

—

J. W. May, Grand theatre, Shawneetown,
111.—Small town patronage.

Money to Burn, with Wiliam Russell.

—

Good, clean show and with comedy, One
Moment, Please, satisfied almost all regu-
lars. Good program picture. — Fred J.

Jahrries, New Castle theatre, New Cas-
tle, Ky.—Small town patronage.

To a Finish, with Tom Mix.—Tom Mix
was surely there at the finish as well as

the start. Peppered with a fair amount
of action. Satisfied Mix fans. Five reels.

—Wood & Webb, Star theatre, Corinth,

Miss.—Neighborhood patronage.

Men of Zanzibar, with William Russell.

—A dandy good adventure story of South
Africa. A real mystery that cannot be
solved till the concluding climax is shown.

—J. D. Watnock, Luna theatre, Battle

Creek, Iowa.—Neighborhood patronage.

Winning with Wits, with Barbara Bed-
ford.—An average program picture, nice-

ly done.—J. W. May, Grand theatre,

Shawneetown, 111.-—Small town patron-
age.

Winning with Wits, with Barbara Bed-
ford. — Very good program picture.

Pleased all.—H. C. Reinhardt, Victory
theatre, Bay City, Mich.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Iron to Gold, with Dustin Farnum.

—

Good. About the best I have had of

Dustin Farnum's pictures. He makes
some poor ones too. Goes over good
with a snappy two reel comedy. Five
reels.—H. M. Retz, Strand theatre, La-
mont. Iowa.—Neighborhood patronage.

A Connecticut Yankee, with Harry My-
ers.—The best special ever in my house.
A packed house each performance.
Pleased 95 per cent. Very little advertis-

ing. — Kennedy Loyd, Spad theatre.

Dierks, Ark.—General patronage.

Riding with Death, with Charles Jones.
—The storm of Sunday night was com-

^mmmmmmmmxmmmmmmmmmma§

We re Told
They Never
Miss a One

SOMETHING TO THINK
H ABOUT (Paramount), a Cecil B.

S DeMille production.— I do not
~ know whether or not Cecil B. De-
H Mille or Jeanie MacPherson ever

read the "Herald," but anyway,
a I'm going to express herein my
H appreciation of this wonderful

picture.

§j Gloria Swanson does something
I in this besides wear stunning

gowns, which is a relief, and the
rest of the cast seem to live their s

-

jj parts. "Something to Think About"
B set the whole town talking and it

was unanimously declared to be

M one of the greatest pictures ever .

H seen. Excellent business two
[

nights.—P. E. DOE, Electric the-

J atre, Arcadia, Neb.

petition for us Monday, but had a good
crowd and a corking good picture. Jones
was in one of his pictures. Buy it. The
price is right. Five reels. — Wood &
Webb. Star theatre, Corinth, Miss. —
Neighborhood patronage.

Riding with Death, with Charles Jones.
—Buck, you sure slipped us a persimmon
in this one. Actual length of picture
would fill just about three reels. The man
who directed this picture is sure a nut.

Buck spent about two reels stalling

around trying to make love to some chic-

ken and all at once he got busy and hap-
pened to think he ought to be doing some-
thing else. He started to clean up on
some one, but the fellow covered him
with a bad looking- gun and Buck got
cold feet and let them take him to jail.

He stayed in jail until the rest of the

picture was completed. "Chawles," if

you make many more like this one you're
a dead canary.—R. W. Hickman, Lyric
theatre, Greenville, 111.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Queen of Sheba, with Betty Blythe.

—

Biggest and best drawing ca d I've ever
run. Sure had a packed house for two
nights. Bought film right and made some
money. Got the church people along with
the rest. All seemed to think it great.

—

J. M. Sutherland, Gem theatre, Bassett,

Neb.

Queen of Sheba, with Betty Blythe.

—

At forty and twenty-five cents this pic-

ture drew the largest crowd we have had
in a year. We would advise booking it

at a price you can afford to pay, but
don't expect it to please 100 per cent. A
few walked out. It is too long for many,
too deep for a few, too broad for some
and too ???? for others, but it brought
forth many compliments and we are glad
we booked it.—C. E. Hopkins, The Hop-
kins theatre, Cotter, Ark.—Small town
patronage.

Queen of Sheba, with Betty Blythe.

—

Say, Brother Rand, play this one, but
dust off those seats you have not used
since you played The Four Horsemen,
for you will need them. This is a very
beautiful production and very well played
by all the cast. This sure cost something
to produce, but I think Fox ought to
have spent thirty-five cents more and
bought some calico and made a waist for
Betty.— F. J. O'Hara, Community the-
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atre, Elgin, Neb.—Neighborhood patron-

age.

Little Miss Smiles, with Shirley Mason.
—If you want to take a short cut to

starvation just book all these Fox 20th

Centuries. They keep on making stuff

like this one and wonder why people

have lost interest in nictures. Even a

child would not be interested in them.

—

R. W. Hickman, Lyric theatre, Green-

ville, III.—Neighborhood patronage.

A California Romance, with John Gil-

bert.—Why put Gilbert in a piece of

cheese like this? A good star wasted
on a bunch of hokum. Did not please

any one but the kids.—Harry Hobolth,

Maxine theatre, Imlay City, Mich.—Small

town patronage.

For Big Stakes, with Tom Mix.—Very-

fair in story and action. Pleases Mix fans

O. K. Played two days to fair business.

—

J. B. Stine, Wonderland theatre, Clinton,

lnd.—General patronage.

Western Speed, with Charles Jones.

—

This picture with comedy and Western
pleased every one. "Shorty" in the pic-

ture helped Charles put it over. Eileen

Percy also good in support.—Smith Read,

Patriot theatre, DeKalb, Tex.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Very Truly Yours, with Shirley Mason.
—Very good.—J. W. May, Grand theatre,

Shawneetown, III.—Small town patron-

age.

Sky High, with Tom Mix.—Print in

bad shape, but we did a nice business.

Mix a favorite here. If you can get a

good print, book it.—John E. Dowling.
Ark theatre, Logansport, lnd.—General

patronage.

A Stage Romance, with William Far-
num.—Farnum's acting is great, but a

costume play like this is terrible. One
more like this and Farnuni will be a - back
number.—H. C. Reinhardt, Victory the-

atre. Bay City, Mich.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Without Fear, with Pearl White-
Only pleased few who saw it. Star has
no drawing power here.—J. W. May.
Grand theatre, Shawneetown, III. —
Small town patronage.

Over the Hill, with Mary Carr.—Ex-
cellent picture. Holds interest through-
out the eleven reels.—C. F. Krieghbaum,
Paramount theatre, Rochester, lnd. —
General patronage.

Over the Hill, .with Mary Carr. —
Wonderful picture with remarkable draw-
ing power. Nothing but praise for this.

The ministers came and pronounced it

beautiful. For prologue used reading,

"Over the Hill to the Poorhouse."—P.
E. Doe, Electric theatre, Arcadia, Neb.
—Neighborhood patronrge.

Goldwyn
Gimme, with Helene Chadwick. — A

very good program picture that pleased

everyone who saw it. Nothing big, but

Mi" Chadwick's pleasing personality

makes it well worth while.—S. C. Chap-
man, La Salle theatre. Chicago, 111.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Brothers Under the Skin, with a spe-

cial cast.—A good picture. Don't pay too

much for it.—John Esterl, Rex theatre.

Park Falls, Wis.—Small town patron-

age.

The Wall Flower, with Colleen Moore.
—Lots of complaint about unreasonable

plot. Not as good as Come on Over.

—

C. C. Clendenen, Amusu theatre, Marlin-

ton, W. Va.—Small town patronage.

A Blind Bargain, with Lon Chaney—
Rather a ghastly sort of picture and
while it got a crowd out. I don't think

it did r- any good or Lon Chaney or
Goldwyn, either. It's a wonder the cen-

sor let this bv.—S. C. Chapman, La
Salle theatre, Chicago, 111. — Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Come on Over, with Colleen Moore.
—A pleasing Irish picture that will no
doubt please the hi"'- st majority ot

your audience. Especially appeals to

those of Irish descent. Action drags
quite a bit. Could have been cut to five

reels. Film in good thape.—H. M. Retz,

Strand theatre Lamont, Iowa.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Come on Over, with Colleen Moore.

—

Very good picture. Plenty of comedy.
Ran this on St. Patrick's Day with Larry
Semon in The Suitor, which made a good
show.—C. C. Clendenen, Amusu theatre,

Marlinton, W. Va.—Small town patron-

age.

Godless Men, with a special cast.—

A

rough sea story. If you like fighting,

here's one. — John Esterl, Rex theatre,

Park Falls, Wis.—Small town patronage.

Godless Men, with a special cast.

—

This picture is a little rough, but it

seemed to please. In seven reels but

could have been made shorter.—J. R.

Oilman, Orphcum theatre, Ada, Minn.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

His Own Law, with Hobart Bos-
worth.—A good picture; good plot.—L.

A. Pilliod, Photo Play theatre. Grand
Rapids, Ohio.—General patronage.

From the Ground Up, with Tom
Moore.—Another Jewel of a Tom Moore
production. Makes 'em laugh. Sends
'em home smiling w-ith a good taste in

their mouths. And a film that made us

some money. Give us more like this.

—

C. L. Niles, Grand theatre, Anamosa.
Iowa.—General patronage.

The Man Who Had Everything, with

Jack Pickford.—We would class this as

an ordinary program picture, but it

seemed to please our folks very well in-

deed. Ran it with a one reel Harold

Lloyd reissue and had a good crowd on

a drizzly night at thirty and ten cents.

—C. E. Hopkins. The Hopkins theatre.

Cotter. Ark.—Small town patronage.

Boys Will Be Boys, with Will Rog-
ers.—A nice little story, only a little

slow. Flcased well for a change.—A. G.

Weigang, Community theatre, Kenedy,

Tex.—Small town patronage.

The Glorious Fool, with Helene Chad-

wick and Richard Dix.—How could one

be bad with this team? It's a knockout

and the print was in good shape. Will

please all classes. Attendance good.

—

A. Mitchell. Dixie theatre, Russellville,

Ky.—Small town patronage.

The Slim Princess, with Mabel Nor-

mand.—This is one I have benched for a

long time. Played March 10th. Many
favorable comments. As a rule we don't

care for Mabel, but she was good in this.

—G. R. Williams, Avon theatre, Cincin-

natus, N. Y.—General patronage.

Don't Neglect Your Wife, with a spe-

cial cast.—Patrons said the worst picture

we had during the last two years. Sure

is a lemon.—J. R. Ullman, Orpheum the-

atre, Ada, Minn.—Neighborhood patron-

age.

The Night Rose, with Lon Chaney.

—Here is one that will stand all the

pressure you will put behind it. It's an

old one, but sure a good one and the

print was just fine. My patrons raved

over it. Attendance good. Advertising,

lobby and six sheets—A. Mitchell, Dixie

theatre, Russellville, Ky. — Small town

patronage.

The Night Rose, with Lon Chaney.

—

Best crook picture since Outside the

Law. Good cast. Suspense well sus-

tained. Chaney is fine, as is his support.

p. W. Horrigan, McDonald theatre,

Philipsburg, Mont.—Mining camp pat-
ronage.

Dangerous Days, with a special cast.

— Here's a dandy for small town. Rather
old, but film was in good condition.
Plenty of thrills.—G. R. Williams, Avon
theatre, Cincinnatus, N. Y.—General pat-

ronage.

Earthbound, with a special cast.— It

might be O. K. in the larger cities where
there are enough to appreciate this kind
of picture, but for a small town won't
go over. I tried to cancel after reading
reports against it in the HERALD, but

they wouldn't give in, so there you are.

Never again. Very ooor crowd.—G. F.

Rediske, Star theatre, Rycgate, Mont.

—

Small town patronage.

The Branding Iron, with a special

cast.—Drew good on this as people had
read story. Good Western.—M. L. Han-
sen, Iris theatre. Grant, Mich.—Small
town patronage.

Hold Your Horses, with Tom Moore.
— If we had got a good print this sure

'••<iuld have been a knockout. It is extra

good and if you can get a good print

and have not played it don't pass it up.

Attendance fair. All classes.—A. Mit-

chell. Dixie theatre, Russellville, Ky. —
Small town patronage.

Hold Your Horses, with Tom Moore.
—A good comedy picture. Had a fair

crowd.—M. L. Hansen, Iris theatre,

Grant, Mich.—Small town patronage.

The Poverty of Riches, with Leatrice

Joy.—A wonderful picture. Business the

second day was better than the first. My
patrons went out well satisfied.—W. Mc-
Neish, Bijou theatre, T^coma, Wash.

—

General patronage.

Madame X, with Pauline Frederick.—
A remarkable picture. Fine acting. Pa-

trons arc still talking about this show.
Small crowd due to extreme cold i

weather.—M. L. Hansen, Iris theatre,

Grant, Mich.—Small tov "i patronage.

A Poor Relation, with Will Rogers.—
Slow moving picture which pleased small

crowd.—Johnson Bros., Johnsonian the-

atre, Ripley, N. Y.—Small town patron-

age.

A Poor Relation, with Will Rogers.—
Very clever comedy drama. Well re-

ceived by my patrons. Have not used

Goldwyn for several years, but I now
find that their features are worth play-

ing. — W. McNeish, Biou theatre, Ta-

coma, Wash.—General patronage.

Wet Gold, with a special cast.—Fine.

As good as many specials at price of

program show. Under water scenes very

clear. Play it. — Neil Clifford, Regent

theatre, Dcckerville, Mich.—Small town
patronage.

Snowblind, with a special cast.—

A

Northern, as all of its kind are. Pleased

about 75 per cent. — A. G. Weigang,
Community theatre, Kenedy, Tex. —
Small town patronage.

Snowblind, with a special cast.—Good
production. Pleased all. Good plot.

Above average. — Neil Clifford, Regent

theatre, Deckerville, Mich.—Small town

patronage.

An Unwilling Hero, with Will Rogers.

—This and Honest Hutch both good,

but then Will Rogers is always good.

Did fair business.—M. L. Hansen, Iris

theatre. Grant, Mich.—Small town pat-

ronage.

The Old Nest, with a special cast.—

If you have not played it do it within

the next ten years and it will please as

it does todav. A picture that will live

forever.—C. W. Langacher, New Glarus,

theatre, New Glarus, Wis.—General pat-

ronage.

The Old Nest, with a special cast.—

Don't let them tell you it is as good as
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Over the HilL Just a fair picture.—C.

C. Clendenen, Amusu theatre, Marlinton,

\V. Va.—Small town patronage.

The Penalty, with Lon Chaney.—Good
picture of underworld, but you need a

good comedy to send them out smiling

for it gives you the shivers.—M. L. Han-
sen, Iris theatre, Grant, Mich.—Small

town patronage.

Hodkinson
Second Fiddle, with Glen Hunter.

—

Many favorable comments on this. Mag-
azine advertising created a desire to see

the picture and patrons were not disap-

pointed.—E. J. Sherburne, Electric the-

atre, Cambridge. Xeb.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Free Air, with a special cast.—A nice

little program picture that fell flat at the

box office. We could not get them in.

—

W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre, Aberdeen,
Miss.—Xeighborhood patronage.

Free Air, with a special cast.—Fairly

good automobile story, but nothing spe-

cial. Picture drew good and pleased.

—

H. C. Reinh^rdt. Victory theatre, Bay
City, Mich.—Xeighborhood patronage.

Slim Shoulders, with Irene Castle.

—

Very good. All three of Irene Castle's

pictures drew business for me and
pleased well.—E. J. Sherburne, Electric

theatre, Cambridge. Xeb.—Xeighborhood
patronage.

The Mysterious Rider, with a special

cast.—As usual with Zane Grey's stories,

this was a good one. Had S. R. O. on
it, but the film was in such condition,

short in sub-titles, that everyone thought
the operator was trying to "snap the
whip."—Clyde Allen, Casino theatre,

Antwerp, X. Y.—Xeighborhood patron-
age.

Partners of the Tide, with a special

cast.—A fine picture. Many favorable
comments. Do not be afraid of this one.

Can be bought right.—J. W. Andresen,
Rialto theatre, Cozad, Xeb.—Xeighbor-
hood patronage.

King Spruce, with a special cast. —
Very good picture. Attendance good for

mid-week. Don't pay much for it for
mid-week use.—O. W. McClellan, Dream-
land theatre, Pekin, 111.—Xeighborhood
patronage.

The Heart Line, with Leah Baird.

—

Just a fair program. Xothing to brag
about. Pleased about 65 per cent.—C.
W. Tipton, New theatre, Manila, Ark.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Heart Line, with Leah Baird.
—Very poor. Xo action. Keep away
from **iis one.—Ed. J. Fuchs, Fuchs
Opera House. Marion, Wis.—Xeighbor-
hood patronage.

Cameron of the Royal Mounted, with
Gaston Glass.—Patrons particularly fond
of Xorthern scenery. Action fast and
pleasing. Many favorable comments. A
safe feature for those wrho are careful
not to show anything but "sure hits."

Price reasonable.—Elmon A. Geneste.
Fribor theatre. Friday Harbor, Wash.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Cameron of the Royal Mounted, with
Gaston Glass.—A good picture that will

draw. The price of Hodkinson service is

right.—Brainard & Miles, Argus theatre.
Round Lake. 111.— General patronage.

Desert Gold, Man of the Forest and
The Westerners.—We have shown these
th ree Hodkinson pictures. They are very
satisfactory and will draw the crowds
for a small town exhibitor. They appeal
to men, women and children.—C. P.
Harper, Whiteway theatre. Selma, X. C.

Desert Gold, with a special cast.—Only
a fair picture.—C. W. Langacher, Xew
Glarus theatre, Xew Glarus, Wis.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Desert Gold, with a special cast.—

A

| Style Show
| Success in

Small Town
{

I A MAN'S HOME (Selznick), with a spe- |
r=: cial cast.—Good from beerinning to end.

W- Played "Mud and Sand" with this, Metro,
M with Stan Laurel. Okay.

H Knocked 'em dead with this program and
= a Fashion Review, hats and dresses, which
p was put on by the largest merchant here. §
M He sells everything from cradles to cask-
II ets. For ten days circulars were placed in

= every package that was sent out from any
|= department. In the grocery department
m they were placed in every sack.

g When I first mentioned having a Fashion
M Review of his hats and dresses in my
| j theatre he didn't think much of it, he said,

p but soon he became very enthusiastic and
11 certainly was pieased with the results. We
p= had eight living models, his head milliner, ~
g three of his sales ladies and four outsiders.

People came six, seven, twelve and g
W twenty miles. I wept tears of blood be-

ll- cause some left—we couldn't get them all

M in. All standing room taken. Some of g
11 the dresses were sold after the show that
7

:

night and others as soon as the store

|§ opened next morning.

g I had so much money I took it to the g
bank in installments. There is no use for 11

H the small town exhibitor to sit idle and ||

H let the big towns grab it all. We can do J
| it if thev can. My advice is—have a §§
g Fashion Show.

Mrs. W. M. KIMBRO,
Greenland theatre, -

Greensboro, Ga.

good picture that failed to draw. The
print is poor in spots due to the photo-
graphy. Titles are very poor print.

—

Brainard & Miles, Argus theatre, Round
Lake, 111.—General patronage.

Riders of the Dawn, with a special
cast.—Seven reels. A good picture.—C.
W. Langacher, Xew Glarus theatre, New
Glarus, Wis.—'General patronage.

Riders of the Dawn, with Roy Stew-
art.—This the kind of picture my patrons
like. — John Esterl, Rex theatre, Park
Falls, Wis.—Small town patronage.

Riders of the Dawn, with a special

cast.—Xot what we expected. Too rough
and did not go over with the better class

of patronage. Some thought it fine. Re-
ceived a new print. O. K. on action, but
too much is too much.—Lindrued &
Guettinger, Cochrane theatre. Cochrane,
Wis.—Xeighborhood patronage.

Lichtman
Thorns and Orange Blossoms, with a

special cast.—Here is a very satisfying

picture. Makes a good Sundaj' program
and one that will please.—B. C. Brown.
Temple theatre. Viroqua, Wis.—General
patronage.

Rich Men's Wives, with House Peters.

—Wouldn't this be a monotonous life it

every picture we played was A 1, the

standing room all sold, and everybody
tickled to death with the picture? If

such were the cas<* then this one would
have proven a life saver here for it did

an awful flop. A fair crowd the first

night and what you could count on your
fingers the second. Whole scenes were
taken out of the print that we got, so

possiblv originalb- it might have been
good.—V. G. Bollman. Castalia theatre.

Castalia. Iowa.—General patronage.

Rich Men's Wives, with House Fet-

ers.—Extra fine, with mother love theme.

Baby Richard Headrich great. This is

the style of picture our people like, but

we paid too much for it.—A. J. Inks.

Crystal theatre, Ligonier, Ind. — Small
town patronage.

Rich Men's Wives, with House Pet-
ers.—Personally I think that this is a
mighty fine picture. Great art titles and
photography. It drew a good deal better
than I thought it would for a house that
likes Westerns.—H. C. Reinhardt, Vic-
tory theatre. Bay City, Mich.—Xeighbor-
hood patronage.

Metro
Crinoline and Romance, with Viola

Dana.—Fine. This is the style of picture
well fitted to this star. My people like
good snappy comedy-dramas with beau-
tiful settings.—A. J. Inks, Crystal the-
atre, Ligonier, Ind.—Small town patron-
age.

June Madness, with Viola Dana. —
Usual light and frothy picture. Why, Oh
why don't they give Voila decent stor-
ies? Her pictures seem to be getting
worse and worse.—C. A. Riva, Pastime
theatre, Tilton, N. H.—Small town pat-
ronage.

June Madness, with Viola Dana. —
Manj- compliments from patrons on this.

One of Dana's best. Jazzy and full of
pep. Bryant Washburn good support.
Business good. — D. L. Hill, Pickwick
theatre, San Diego, Cal.—Transient pat-
ronage.

All the Brothers Were Valiant, with
a special cast.—I would class this as a
most excellent seafaring story. Very
capably done by director and cast. Just
average business first night and the
worst business second night that we
have had in two years, which was ac-
count of severe storm.—W. H. Brenner.
Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.—General
patronage.

All the Brothers Were Valiant, with
a special cast.—The best sea pictures we
have ever had. Held interest from start

to finish. Pleased our patrons. Business
good. Metro has a fine trailer on this

picture. Be sure to use it.—D. L. Hill,

Pickwick theatre, San Diego, Cal. —
Transient patronage.

Quincy Adams Sawyer, with a spe-
cial cast.—Played to dandy business for
two davs. Fine box office tonic. Some
criticism because picture is different from
the book.—C. A. Riva, Pastime theatre,

Tilton, X. H.—Small town patronage.

Quincy Adams Sawyer with a spe-
cial cast.—'Heard many favorable reports.

It has a fine cast, lots of comedy and
several thrills. Drew well considering
weather.— C. F, Krieghbaum, Paramount
theatre. Rochester, Ind.—General patron-
age.

Quincy Adams Sawyer, with a special

cast.—When Clarence Badger directs it,

don't show your ignorance by hesitating.

Buy it and buy it quick, no matter what
it is. Any audience that doesn't wrap
their tails around limbs and throw cocoa-
nuts at one another for pastime will en-

joy Quincy Adams Sawyer, and I don't

givadam who they are, either. They can't

help it. It has all the elements of a real

entertainment, and the sub-titles will con-
firm one in his belief that they have
finally got to putting brains into pictures.

For universal satisfaction I doubt if you
can find a picture equal to Quincy Adams
Sawyer made in recent years. The first

half dozen sub-titles alone are worth
half the price of admission, and if I knew
the address of the party who wrote them
I'd wire my congratulations. Get Quincy
Adams Sawyer quick and bass drum it

strong and get them in the first night

and then leave it to Quincy Adams.
He'll do the rest. My second night was
more than triple the first. Wow. but
Quincy Adams Sawyer is some baby.

—
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J. C. Jenkins, Auditorium theatre, Xel-
igh, Neb.—General patronage.

Love in the Dark, with Viola Dana.— Another pleasing offering starring
Voila Dana and a tine supporting cast.

Story very interesting or made to ap-
pear so by the capable handling of same
by artists in the cast. Business average
two days.—W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre,
Winchester, Ind.—General patronage.

Broadway Rose, with Mae Murray.

—

An excellent production which drew good
first night. Business off second account
of rain. Think picture better suited for

highbrows. The others didn't like it very
well.—G. G. May, Isis theatre, Kanopo-
lis, Kan.—Small town patronage.

Trifling Women, a Rex Ingram pro-
duction.—Picture is good, but small town
exhibitors, look out. See the picture be-
fore you book it. May go in your neigh-
borhood; may not. You will be able to

judge best. I booked before I saw it.

Oh, well.—Walter Babitz, Grant theatre,

Cicero. III.— Neighborhood patronage.

They Like 'Em Rough, with Viola
Dana.—Just fair. Nothing to rave over.
It pleased, but failed to draw. Viola
Dana has completely played out with
me. Print on this subject was in terrible

condition.—W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre,

Aberdeen, Miss.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

The Prisoner of Zenda, a Rex Ingrain
production.—Personally think it the best

picture ever run in this house. Comments
very favorable.—C. R. Beechlcr, Iris the-

atre, St. Johns, Mich. — Neighborhood
patronage.

The Hands of Nara, with Clara Kim-
ball Young.—Varied comments on this.

As a whole it was a very good offering

and in the face of much opposition we
managed to get away with it, at least

\ve think we did so we must have done
so.—Clyde Allen. Casino theatre, Ant-
werp, N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

Camille, with Nazimova. — No good
for small town. The working people
don't like this mush.—John Esterl, Rex
theatre, Park Falls, Wis.—Small town
patronage.

Turn to the Right, a Rex Ingram pro-
duction.—A splendid picture. Will go
good anywhere.—S. W. Filson, Opera
House, Scott City, Kan.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Turn to the Right, a Rex Ingram pro-
duction.—Class A. Pleased 100 per cent.

Don't pass this one 'up, and boost it. It

will sure please old as well as the kids.

—

J. W. May, Grand theatre. Shawneetown,
III.—iSmall town patronage.

Kisses, with Alice Lake.—Alice Lake
doesn't mean anything at the box office.

She never Fias drawn and after one or
two more of her pictures I am off.

Kisses is a fair program picture.—W. E.
Elkin, Temple theatre. Aberdeen, Miss.
—Nci^hhorliood patronage.

Paramount
Missing Millions, with Alice Brady.

—

An extremely interesting picture and far

above Alice Brady's average. Holds the
interest every minute and is full of ac-

tion. A good bet anywhere.—S. C. Chap-
man, La Salle theatre, Chicago, 111.—

Neighborhood patronage.

When Knighthood Was in Flower,
with Marion Davies.—Played three weeks.
Died last week.—Geo. K. Robinson, Ter-
minal theatre, Newark, N. J.—General
patronage.

The World's Applause, with Bebe Dan-
iels.—A fair picture on which I was over-
sold. Star well known, but not a suffi-

cient drawing card here to put that title

over. Lost money on a two-day run.

—

J. B. Stine, Wonderland theatre, Clinton,

Ind.—General patronage.

Back Home and Broke, with Thomas
Meighan.—Undoubtedly one of the very
best pictures played at this house this

season. Drew a big house and sent them
all home smiling and well pleased. Give
us more like it.—S. C. Chapman, La Salle

theatre, Chicago, 111.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Back Home and Broke, with Thomas
Meighau.—A picture that stays with you
after you have viewed it. 100% entertain-

ment value. George Ade story. Get be-

hind it and boost it to your patrons. On
eight reels.—Chas. H. Ryan, Garfield

theatre, Chicago, 111.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Making a Man, with Jack Holt.—Ex-
tra fine program picture. Pleased them
all.— Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,

Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

Thirty Days, with Wallace Reid.

—

Pleased Reid's admirers, and went over
very well two days. Hasn't the pep of

the earlier Reid pictures, but patrons ap-
pear willing to excuse that fault, as they
know the reason.—J. B. Stine, Wonder-
land theatre, Clinton, Ind.—General pat-
ronage.

The Young Rajah, with Rodolph Val-
entino.—Be careful when you buy this

one for it's not there. Big disappoint-
ment. Valentino apparently losing out
fast. If you buy, get it at a program price.

— F. W. Horrigan, McDonald theatre,

Philipsburg, Mont.—Mining camp pat-
ronage.

The Young Rajah, with Rodolph Val-
entino.—Ran this picture three days.
First day the biggest in the history of the
house for a mid-week attraction. Last
two days fell off 50%.—H. Van Buskirk,
Temple theatre, Misawaka, Ind.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

If You Believe It It's So, with Thomas
Meighan. — Picture fair. Not up to
Meighan standard. Drew fair business.

—

Tensas Amusement Co., Blackmail thea-
tre, St. Joseph, La.—Small town patron-
age.

If You Believe It It's So, with Thomas
Meighan.—A pleasing picture with com-

BEN TURPIN off on his trip to "hunt"
trout for Kathryn McGuire, in

"The Shriek of Araby," Allied Pro-
ducers and Distributors.

edy and drama in equal proportions.
Went over well for a two-day showing.

—

J. B. Stine, Wonderland theatre, Clinton,

Ind.—General patronage.

Nice People, with Wallace Reid.—

A

dandy picture with one exception and
that is the women in the scenes were
constantly smoking cigarettes, and after

we had run about half the show one old
gal grabbed up her three little girls and
made a bolt for the door, but stopped
long enough to inform me that if that

was the kind of entertainment I was put-
ting on for the kids, she would see that

hers did not come any more; and she
has been a regular customer, too. Why
inject a lot of "dam stuff" in pictures for

little girls to look at?—E. E. Gailey,

Crystal theatre, Wayne, Nebr.—General
patronage.

Nice People, with Wallace Reid.—All

the "Nice People" came out to take a

last look at Wallace Reid. The picture

was a great disappointment to them. Too
much booze and cigarette smoking to

suit the better class. Wonder if Para-
mount ever heard tell of the eighteenth
amendment. The dryer the country the
more booze pictures they make. Bill Fox
in his wildest days seldom made a pic-

ture with so many disgusting scenes.

Fortunately, poor Wally was the only
decent one in the whole outfit.—R. W.
Hickman, Lyric theatre, Greenville, 111.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Old Homestead, with Theodore
Roberts.—Gave entire satisfaction. Storm
scene a corker. Roberts a perfect Uncle
Josh. Buy right. Boost high. Look your
patrons in the eye after showing. They
will thank you for privilege of seeing it;

at least mine did.—J. D. Costello, Opera
House, Poultney, Vt.—Small town pat-

ronage.

The Old Homestead, with Theodore
Roberts.—Good picture. Will please 90%.
Book it.—A. D. Brigncr, Auditorium the-

atre, Oxford, Nebr.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

The Old Homestead, with Theodore
Roberts.—One of the 41 and what I have
run so far have given excellent satisfac-

tion. Just imagine to yourself what
Metro. United Artists, etc., would do if

they had pictures like The Old Home-
stead, Blood and Sand, Manslaughter,
Back Home and Broke, and so on, and so

and so on. Other exhibitors here I have
talked to say the same. If Paramount
had Robinhood we all would get it at a

price we could make money on, and as it

is—well, "you know how 'tis." "If it's a

Paramount picture it's the best show in

town" is true eight times out of ten.

—

G. Glenn Fleser, Creston theatre, Grand
Rapids, Mich.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Old Homestead, with Theodore
Roberts.—Not an elaborate production,
but one that will please the majority.

Cast can be advertised itself. The story
everyone knows and has a universal ap-
peal. Book it.—F. W. Horrigan, McDon-
ald theatre, Philipsburg, Mont.—Mining,
camp patronage.

While Satan Sleeps, with Jack Holt —
A cleverly produced picture that holds
interest and pleases the majority. Holt's
work very fine in this and cast is good.
Bad weather held this down to poor busi-

ness for me.—J. B. Stine, Wonderland
theatre, Clinfon. Ind.—General patronage.

A Daughter of Luxury, with Agnes
Ayres.—A nice little program picture that

pleased all who saw it.—M. J. Babin,
Fairyland theatre, White Castle, La.

—

General patronage.

A Daughter of Luxury, with Agnes
Ayres.—Just a picture in five reels. How-
ever, the production is most unusual in

one respect—it is sort of a crook drama
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and when the detectives appear at the

swell private residence one of them after

a period of perhaps five minutes actually

removes his hat. Worth booking if for

no other reason than to see this almost
revolutionary idea introduced in pictures.

—J. B. Stine. Wonderland theatre. Clin-

ton. Ind.—General patronage.

Manslaughter, a Cecil B. De Mille pro-
duction.—This picture is fully up to the

standard set by other De Mille pictures.

Did a good business on it. Cast and
everything fine.—H. J. Trainer, Pastime
theatre. Blue Mound. 111.—Small town
patronage.

Manslaughter, a Cecil B. De Mille pro-
duction.—One of the best we have run.
Pleased 100%.—A. D. Brigner. Audito-
rium theatre, Oxford, Xebr.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Manslaughter, a Cecil B. De Mille pro-
duction.—Here is a real production from
every angle. In my opinion it takes rank
among the ten best for the past year, but
I felt weatherbeaten after its run, for I

played it on the three coldest and storm-
iest days of the winter. The rental was
too high to allow me a chance for a profit

under such adverse conditions. All com-
ments heard on the picture were favor-
able.—J. B. Stine. Wonderland theatre,
Clinton. Ind.—General patronage.

The Dictator, with Wallace Reid.—

A

100'. attraction. Went over big and
pleased and Reid is drawing now better
than he did before he died. Attendance
extra good. Advertising, lobby and six-
sheets.—A. Mitchell. Dixie theatre. Rus-
sellville. Ky.—Small town patronage.

The Dictator, with Wallace Reid.—One
of the best this popular player ever made.
A riot of fun from start to finish. Played
two days to very good business, and it

seemed to please them all.—J. B. Stine.
Wonderland theatre. Clinton. Ind.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Is Matrimony a Failure? with a special
cast.—A good program picture, but not a
special.—C. L. Xiles. Grand theatre. Ana-
mosa. Iowa.—General patronage.

Is Matrimony a Failure? with a special
cast.—A very fine picture, indeed. Plenty
of good clean comedy and they en :oyed
it immensely. Held up good in face of
strong opposition on a two days' show-
ing. Film in perfect condition.—W. E.
Elkin. Temple theatre. Aberdeen. Miss.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Is Matrimony a Failure? with a special
cast.—This was a financial failure for me.
It is very good, high class comedy, but
didn't seem to have much drawing power.
Extra advertising. Admission ten and
thirty cents.—A. X. Miles. Eminence the-
atre. Eminence. Ky.—General patronage.

Is Matrimony a Fa'lure? with a special
cast.—Fine comedy-drama. Tully Mar-
shall brings in more laughs than Walter
Hiers does.—C. F. Krieghbaum. Para-
mount theatre. Rochester. Ind.—General
patronage.

Her Husband's Trademark, with Gloria
Swanson.—A good program picture that
pleased all—C. L. Xiles. Grand theatre.
Anamosa. Iowa.—General patronage.

Blood and Sand, with Rodolph Valen-
tino.—If Valentino is liked it will go big.
Death scene spoils it for manv. Pleased
about 70%.—J. D. Costello. Opera House.
Poultney. Vt.—Small town patronage.

Singed Wings, with Bebe Daniels —

A

nice picture and Bebe does some real
good work, as well as others in the cast.
Pleased the majority of my patrons. I

was misled in this picture on account of
two reviews from two of our leading
trade journals saying that it just did get
by the censor, but that is unfair to the
picture, as there is absolutely nothing of-
fensive in it. Play it and don't be afraid.

Get them in. for they will be satisfied.

Advertising, heralds, three-sheets, one-
sheets. 11x14 slides and teasers. 22x28
and 14x36. It was awfully cold when I

ran this subject and believe it was the
reason for unusually light business.—S.

B. Johnson. Regent theatre. Marianna.
Ark.—General patronage.

Her Gilded Cage, with Gloria Swan-
son.—Pleased all seven of Gloria's ad-
mirers in my town. The story would
make a good two-reeler. but it takes more
time than that for Gloria to get into her
fifty changes of rare gowns. Poor busi-
ness here.—J. B. Stine. Wonderland the-

atre. Clinton. Ind.—General patronage.

Forever, with Wallace Reid.—A good
sad picture. Run it with a good comedy
to help out. Lots of tears shed in this

one. Advertised it to be his last one and
brought in the business.—Roy L. Dowl-
ing. Ozark theatre. Ozark. Ala.—Xeigh-
borhood patronage.

One Glorious Day, with Will Rogers.

—

Poor picture. Xo drawing power. Lay
off this one.—A. D. Brigner. Auditorium
theatre. Oxford. Xebr.—Xeighborhood
patronage.

The Great Impersonation, with James
Kirkwood.—Very good war story if your
people care for this type. Comments di-

vided. Drew fair.—Crosby Bros.. Lily
theatre. Buffalo. X. Y.—Xeighborhood
patronage.

Cappy Ricks, with Thomas Meighan.

—

Pleased lOO'^. but not as good as A
Bachelor Daddy. Xo kicks on it and
brand new print.—Roy L. Dowling.
Ozark theatre. Ozark. Ala.—Xeighbor-
hood patronage.

Beauty's Worth, with Marion Davies.

—

Splendid in every way. Pleased a nice

crowd both matinee and night and the
print was in perfect condition.—W. E.
Elkin. Temple theatre. Aberdeen, Miss.
—Xeighborhood patronage.

While Satan Sleeps, with Jack Holt.

—

Picture very good. Business fair.—Ten-
sas Amusement Co.. Blackman theatre.

St. Joseph. La.—Small town patronage.

The Man from Home, with James
Kirkwood.—A good, pleasing picture.—C.
F. Krieghbaum. Paramount theatre.

Rochester. Ind.—General pafonage.

The Man from Home, with James
Kirkwood.—Mighty good picture for Sat-
urday night. Rain kept attendance down.
Regular admission ten and twenty-five
cents.—A. X. Miles. Eminence theatre.

Eminence. Ky.—General patronage.

The Pride of Palomar, a Cosmopolitan
production.—Very good, indeed. A pic-

ture for all audiences. While title is not
very good, the posters will bring them in

—J. Carbonell, Monroe theatre. Key
West. Fla.—Xeighborhood patronage.

The Pride of Palomar, a Cosmopolitan
production.—It pleased every soul in the
house and I played to good business. The
best of the 41 that I've played. California
romance dealing with the Jap question,
and since this is America everyone
should enjoy it.—F. W. Horrigan. Mc-
Donald theatre. Philipsburg. Mont.

—

Mining camp patronage.

The Valley of Silent Men, a Cosmo-
politan production.—This was a remark-
ably good picture. Out of the ordinary.
Beautiful snow scenes and good action all

through.—M. J. Babin. Fairyland theatre.

White Castle. La.—General patronage.

The Woman Who Walked Alone, with
Dorothy Dalton.—Consider it the best

Dalton I've seen for quite a while.—C. F.
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Krieghbaum, Paramount theatre, Roches-
ter, Ind.—General patronage.

The Crimson Challenge, with Dorothy
Dalton.—Just a program picture and only
fair.—C. L. Niles, Grand theatre, Ana-
mosa, Iowa.—General patronage.

The Crimson Challenge, with Dorothy
Dalten.—Five reels. Western story. Just
an average program picture of the type.
Did not hear any knocks.—Walter H.
Musson, Queen's theatre, Hespeler, Ont.,
Can.—Small town patronage.

The Crimson Challenge, with Dorothy
Dalton.—High class, satisfactory West-
ern. Pleased a good house. Boost it.

—

Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.
—General patronage.

The Crimson Challenge, with Dorothy
Dalton.—Only fair program picture.
Pleased 60% Saturday night house.—J.

W. May, Grand theatre, Shawneetown,
111.—Small town patronage.

North of the Rio Grande, with Jack
Holt.—Played this with Keaton comedy
and Fox News to a good Saturday crowd.
Very good.—Olen Reynolds, Pearl thea-
tre, Hymera, Ind.—Small town patron-
age.

Exit the Vamp, with Ethel Clayton.

—

A pleasing picture. Well liked by my
patrons.—John Fsterl, Rex theatre, Park
Falls, Wis.—Small town patronage.

The .Lane That Had No Turning, with
Agnes Ayrcs.—Good acting and good
photography, but the flappers walked out
on this one. Not enough action at first.

You got to show speed to hold the flap-

pers these days.—E. E. Gailey, Crystal
theatre, Wayne, Nebr.—General patron-
age.

Rent Free, with Wallace Reid.— First
Reid picture we have run since his death.
Reid being a favorite, we packed the
house and sent all of our patrons away
well pleased.—Miller Stanton, Pictureland
theatre, Cohocton, N. Y.—Small town
patronage.

Rent Free, with Wallace Reid—A fair

comedy-drama. Wallace still seems to
please.—L. A. Pilliod, Photo Play thea-
tre. Grand Rapids, Ohio.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Call of the North, with Jack Holt.
—A good five-reel Northern play.—Olen
Reynolds, Pearl theatre. Hymera, Ind.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Devil's Pawn, with Pola Negri.

—

Paramount's star should have been left

in France unless her ^American-made pic-

tures turn out better than this one. Pa-
trons will not turn out to see her produc-
tions.—Roy L. Dowling, Ozark theatre,
Ozark, Ala.—Neighborhood patronage.

Fool's Paradise, a Cecil B. De Milk-

production.—A great De Mille all-around
show. One of Paramount's very best.

Unusually fine story. Lavish in produc-
tion with notable acting by Conrad Na-
gel, Dorothy Dalton, Theodore Kosloff
and others. It appealed to every class

—

highbrow, lowbrow, male, female and the

kids. The paper is extra fine and we used
all kinds. We put on extra good music,
charged fifty and twenty-five cents. It is

in nine reels. Good for any house in

America, and don't be afraid to claim
everything you can think of for it. The
alligator pit scene is fine.—Philip Rand.
Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.—General
patronage.

Beyond the Rocks, with Gloria Swan-
son.-— Pleased here 100';. Film in good
condition. Advertising very good.—Le-
gion theatre, Wakonda, S. Dak.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Moran of the Lady Letty, with Dor-
othy Dalton.—A dandy sea picture. Val-
entino in the picture makes it a good
drawing card. Not a special.—J. R. Ull-
man, Orphcum theatre, Ada, Minn.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Home Stretch, with Douglas Mac-
Lean.—One of the best pictures I ever
played. Good race track scenes. Inter-

esting all through. Business good.—M. L.
Hansen, Iris theatre. Grant, Mich.

—

Small town patronage.

The Loves of Pharaoh, with Emil Jan-
nings.—What's the use to cry about it?

You've bought it with the rest of the 41,

so go ahead and play it. A few will tell

you that it was great, and those that

didn't like it will not say anything for

fear of displaying their ignorance on ac-
count of the mammoth scenes, and be-
lieve me, it has some big ones at that.

Advertising heavy. Business fair.—S. B.

Johnson. Regent theatre, Marianna, Ark.
—General patronage.

O'Malley of the Mounted, with William
S. Hart.— Bill is my favorite actor, but I

guess I am the only one in town that
likes him, as I always fall down at the
box office when he is on the screen.

—

M. L. Hansen, Iris theatre, Grant, Mich.
—Small town patronage.

The Bonded Woman, with Betty
Compson.—Why don't Paramount lay off

the "booze" pictures? Everyone in this

picture was either drunk or crazy. Peo-
ple don't care for stuff like this one and
arc not a bit backward in saying so. You
can't blame them.—R. W. Hickman.
Lyric theatre, Greenville, 111.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Male and Female, a Cecil B. De Mille

production. — A very fine production
which failed to draw enough to pay the
film rental. Believe the title was against

Scenes from "Your Friend and Mine," the Sawyer-Lubin special for Metro distribu-

tion. Willard Mack, Enid Bennett and Allene Ray are featured.

it. Ten and thirty-five cents.—G. P.

Rediske, Star theatre, Ryegate, Mont.—
Small town patronage.

To Please One Woman, with a special
cast.— Pleased the women patrons. They
are still talking about the beautiful
women and gowns. Drew fair. Bad
weather.—M. L. Hansen, Iris theatre,

Grant, Mich.—Small town patronage.

The Green Temptation, with Betty
Compson.—Don't know whether it was
the title or what was the matter. Any-
way they didn't come out. Regular ad-
mission ten and twenty-five cents.—A. N.
Miles, Fminence theatre, Eminence, Ky.
—General patronage.

The Testing Block, with William S.

Hart.—Fine picture in every way, but
can't get them in on Bill Hart. He is

dead here. Lost money.—M. L. Hansen,
Iris theatre, Grant, Mich\—Small town
patronage.

The Testing Block, with William S.

Hart.—Will get by if they like Hart.
Only fair Western.—J. W. May, Grand
theatre, Shawneetown, 111.—Small town
patronage.

Her Own Money, with Fthcl Clayton.
—A decided flivver for us. Action very
slow. People seem to be tired of Clayton.
—A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre, Emi-
nence, Ky.—General patronage.
The Right to Love, with Mac Murray.

—Old. but a good program feature. No
special as the exchange would have you
to believe. Ran as a program and glad
I did.—J. D. Costello, Opera House,
Poultney, Vt.—Small town patronage.

The Price of Possession, with Ethel
Clayton.—Several ladies told me they
thought this was extra good. Good la-

dies' picture. Miss Clayton liked here.

—

P. J. Burford, Princess theatre, Doni-
phan, Mo.—Neighborhood patronage.

Experience, with a special cast.

—

Many complaints on this one.—C. L.

Niles. Grand theatre, Anamosa, Iowa.

—

General patronage.

A Bachelor Daddy, with Thomas
Meighan.—Ran as benefit Camp Fire

Girls. Big house and all pleased. Ran
at twenty-five and thirty-five cents.—J.

D. Costello, Opera House, Poultney, Vt.
—Small town patronage.

The Lost Romance, with a special

cast.—Drew extra well. Jack Holt, Lois
Wilson, and Conrad Nagel are in this

and all please and have a distinct draw-
ing value. Good society play that took
well.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Sal-

mon, Idaho.—General patronage.

Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm, with
Mary Pickford.—A very old picture.

Has been played here before, but at that

drew good houses. Mary's pictures al-

ways draw.—F. J. O'Hara, Community
theatre, Elgin, Nebr.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Conrad in Quest of His Youth, with
Thomas Meighan.—Old, but good. It's

sure to please Meighan's fans.—J. D.
Costello, Opera House, Poultney, Vt.

—

Small town patronage.

Sham, with Ethel Clayton.—Average
program picture. Pleased fairly well, but

did not draw.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre,

Salmon, Idaho.—General patronage.

The Woman God Changed, a Cospo-
politan production.—The comments were
very mixed on this picture. Personally
we consider it above the average and
would not hesitate to buy more like it.

—Amsberry & Leuzinger, Carthage the-

atre, Carthage, S. D.—Neighborhood pa-

tronage.
The Jucklins, with Monte Blue.—Old

feature, but well liked. Print good. If

bought right will make a good program.
No special as they will like you to be-

lieve. Don't advance admissions.—J. D.
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Costello, Opera House, Poultney, Vt.

—

Small town patronage.

The Hell Diggers, with Wallace Reid.

—Brew well and pleased. Not his best by
a long ways, but we have never shown a

poor "Reid yet.—Johnson Bros., John-
sonian Theatre, Ripley, N. Y.—Small

town patronage.

One a Minute, with Douglas MacLean.
—From the moment our young raw-
school graduate comes home and takes

over his deceased father's drug store the

hilarity is on. Then when he throws on
the assorted medicines in the store into

the pestle and produces the "cure all"

for every known disease, the fun is at its

height. Then when he resuscitates the

federal judge who conducted the trial

after the trust had him arrested for vio-

lating the pure food act by one of the

famous "cure all" powders he wins out,

sells his fake formula for a million and
a half and also wins the girl, the daugh-
ter of the rival druggist. This produced
a laugh a minute on a crowded Saturday
night.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Sal-

mon, Idaho.—General patronage.

Pathe
Dr. Jack, with Harold Lloyd.—A fine

stimulant for the box office. Lloyd al-

ways pleases. Personally did not think it

as good as Grandma's Boy, but it gave
general satisfaction.—W. R. Holmes,
Royal theatre, Ainsworth, Nebr.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

A Broadway Cowboy, with a special

cast.—This is a lemon. The poorest I

have had from Pathe. Nothing to it.

Film in bad condition.—Fred Paulick,
Paulick theatre, Muscoda, Wis.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Without Benefit of Clergy, with a spe-
cial cast.—Nothing to it. Lay off of this

one.—C. W. Tipton, New theatre, Manila,
Ark.—Neighborhood patronage.

Half a Chance, with a special cast.

—

Picture was well liked, although film was
in poor condition.—E. L. Graef, Opera
House, Hortonville, Wis.—Small town
patronage.

The Beggar in Purple, with a special
cast.—Very good, and pleased about
90%. You can buy it right and if you
will go after the business will make you
some money.—C. W. Tipton, New the-
atre, Manila, Ark.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

The Devil to Pay, with a special cast.

—Rather poor only for Semon comedy,
Golf, and Review. Did not think much
of it. Neither did my patrons. Pleased
70%.—Fred Paulick, Paulick theatre,
Muscoda, Wis.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

When We Were 21, with a special
cast.—Here is a dandy little program.
Ran with News and comedy. Put plenty
push behind this one. Your patrons will
be pleased.—Fred Paulick, Paulick the-
atre, Muscoda, Wis.—Neighborhood pa-
tronage.

Playgoers
The Inner Man, with a special cast.

—

More than satisfies. Especially a Ken-
tucky audience. Good, clean show and
films fine.—Fred J. Jahrries, New Castle
theatre, New Castle, Ky.—Small town
patronage.

A Millionaire Pauper, with a special
cast.—Good average program. Was well
liked.—H. S. Mooney, Opera House,
Mason City, Nebr—Neighborhood pa-
tronage.

Lonesome Corners, with a special cast.

Mary Astor and Stanley Ridges in a

scene from "Success" (Metro).

—A story of the North woods with a

pretty good fight in first reel. An aver-

age program picture.—K. A. Bechtold,
Opera House, Martinsville, 111.—Small
town patronage.

Lonesome Corners, with a special cast.

—Just a fair program picture. Did not
take good.—H. C. Reinhardt, Victory
theatre, Bay City, Mich.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Pasteboard Crown, with a special

cast.—A very clever little program pic-

ture. The women seemed to enjoy this

one. Showed to a small Saturday night
crowd. Advertising regular.—K. A.
Bechtold, Opera House, Martinsville, 111.

—Small town patronage.

The Man She Brought Back, with
Earle Foxe.—Lots of action and thrills

and a wonderful story. Why pay a big
price for a special when this is just as
good? Book it. Pleased all.—A. G.
Weigang, Community theatre, Kenedy,
Tex.—Small town patronage.

The Isle of Doubt, with Wyndham
Standing.—Good program picture. Above
the average. Was well liked.— F. S.

Mooney, Opera House, Mason City, Neb
—-Neighborhood patronage.

The Hills of Missing Men, with J. P.

McGowan.—A very good Western with
fine settings and beautiful scenery and
should please any audience. One of Mc-
Gowan's best.—K. A. Bechtold, Opera
House, Martinsville, 111.—Small town
patronage.

Realart

Morals, with May McAvoy.—Five
reels. Just a picture. The Love Charm,
another Realart, vvith Wanda Hawley.
They are all alike, nothing to them. I

am through with them. I am through
with them now and won't care if I never
see another Realart.—Walter H. Musson,
Queens theatre, Hespeler, Ont., Can.

—

Small town patronage.

Midnight, with Constance Binney.

—

Very pleasing program picture.—C. H.
Simpson, Princess theatre, Millen, Ga.

—

General patronage.

Tillie, with Mary Miles Minter.—Good

picture that pleased, but failed to draw.
Possible title is poor.—Crosby Bros.,
Lily theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The March Hare, with Bebe Daniels.
—A pleasing program picture they
seemed to enjoy.—J. W. May, Grand the-
atre, Shawneetown, 111.—Small town pa-
tronage.

Hush Money, with Alice Brady.—This
is a pretty fair picture. Alice Brady not
a very good drawing card here, but this
one was above the average in pleasing.

—

J. C. McKee, Electric theatre, Bolivar,
Mo.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Heart Specialist, with Mary Miles
Minter.—Good program picture with
Noah Beery sharing honors with Miss
Minter. Show good.—Crosby theatre,
Lily theatre, Buffalo N. Y.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Dawn of the East, with Alice Brady.—A fairly entertaining picture.—C. F.
Krieghbaum, Paramount theatre, Roch-
ester, Ind.—General patronage.

A Heart to Let, with Justine Johnson.—No good. Didn't please.—J. W. May,
Grand theatre, Shawneetown, 111.

—

Small town patronage.

Selznick

John Smith, with Eugene O'Brien.

—

Very good comedy drama. O'Brien is a
good drawing card for me. Did good
business.—B. R. Goretzki, Neptune the-
atre, Port Austin, Mich.—Transient pa-
tronage.

Channing of the Northwest, with
Eugene O'Brien.—Have seen this star in

better pictures.—A. E. Collins, Idle Hour
theatre, Ridgeville, Ind.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Evidence, with Elaine Hammerstein.
—A fair program picture you can buy
right. Will please more than Foolish
Wives in small town.—Harry Hobolth,
Maxine theatre, Imlay City, Mich.—Small
town patronage.

The Greatest Love, with Vera Gordon.
—Good heart interest picture that some-
how misses being a knockout. Drew
good.—Crosby Bros., Lily theatre, Buf-

falo, N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

Reported Missing, with Owen Moore.
—-Seven reels. Picture fine with plenty of

laughs in it. Tom Wilson as the coon
was really the star. People well pleased

with it. Had many comments.—A. H.
Meinert, Star theatre, Albany, Wis.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Reported Missing, with Owen Moore.
—A darn good picture which pleased

most all and drew good for two nights.

Just lacked selling of eleven tickets of

breaking house record. Would advise

booking it if you haven't played it. Can
be bought right and print in good shape.

—G. G. May, Isis theatre, Kanopolis,
Kans.—Small town patronage.

Reported Missing, with Owen Moore.
—This one is very good. Keeps the audi-

ence in high humor throughout, at least

if they are the kind that likes comedy.
The darky servant should have been the

star in this.—L. E. Joppa, Opera Hall,

Deerfield, Wis.—Neighborhood patron-

age.

The Referee, with Conway Tearle.

—

Good drama. Has a lot of action. Every-
body well satisfied with it. Book it.

—

B. R. Goreski, Neptune theatre, Port
Austin, Mich.—Transient patronage.

Out of the Snows, with a special cast.

—Very good North country program pic-

ture. Snow scenes fine.—L. E. Joppa,
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Opera Hall, Deerfield, Wis.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Conceit, with a special cast.—Cannot
understand why this production received
so many adverse criticisms in these col-

umns. It brought more compliments
from our patrons than any special we
have run this year. It's a splendid pic-

ture and did a splendid business.—Crosby
Bros., Lily theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Shadows of the Sea, with Conway
Tearle.—Pleased about 40%. Many did
not like this one. Story very weak.

—

A. E. Collins, Idle Hour theatre, Ridge-
ville, Ind.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Secret of the Storm Country, with
Norma Talmadge.—This was not a bad
program picture.— L. E. Joppa, Opera
Hall. Deerheld, Wis.—Neighborhood pa-
tronage.

The New Moon, with Norma Tal-
madge.—This is one of the revivals, but
it's a good one. Star is very pretty in

this picture, but the abrupt ending spoils

the play. Still they all went out pleased.

—C. H. Simpson, Princess theatre, Mil-
len, Ga.—General patronage.

The New Moon, with Norma Tal-
madge.—They killed them every way in

this picture, using hand grenades, firing

squads and choking them to death.
Nothing to it.—Smith Read, Patriot the-

atre, DeKalb, Tex.—Neighborhood pa-
tronage.

United Artists

Fair Lady, with Betty Blythc.—A very
good picture with a capable cast. Will
please. Played this on a bad night and
didn't get enough for the advertising.

—

H. J. Trainer, Pastime theatre; Blue
Mound, 111.—Small town patronage.

Fair Lady, with Betty Blythc.—This
went over rather good, for small crowd.
United Artists ask too much for small
town.—Fred Paulick, Paulick theatre,

Muscoda, Wis.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

The Iron Trail, with a special cast.

—

A very good production, but drawn out
too long. Could have been in five or
six reels in place of seven. Lost money,
as I paid too much for it.—J. W. Andre-
sen, Rialto theatre, Cozad, Nebr.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Iron Trail, with a special cast.

—

Very good. Plenty of action, suspense
and thrills.—E. J. Sherburne, Electric
theatre. Cambridge, Nebr.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

A Doll's House, with Nazimova.—Ab-
solutely the poorest audience picture I

ever threw upon the screen. Good
acting, good direction, but how they
walked out!—C. R. Beechler, Iris theatre,
St. Johns, Mich.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

Carnival, with a special cast.—A good
picture, but should be cut to six reels.

First two reels drag, balance O. K.—C.
L. Niles, Grand theatre, Anamosa, Iowa.—General patronage.

Through the Back Door, with Mary
Pickford.—Pickford doesn't draw here
like she should. The picture will please
if you can get them in. but the rental is

too high to experiment.—H. J. Trainer,
Pastime theatre. Blue Mound, 111.—Small
town patronage.

The Love Flower, a D. W. Griffith

production.—A good picture that pleased
all.—Thos. G. Norton, Town Hall the-
atre, Allegany, N. Y.—Small town pa-
tronage.

The Love Flower, a D. W. Griffith

production.—A fine production. Rather
old, but no matter if print is good. Star
has gained much popularity since, but
has not played in a better picture.— E. J.

Sherburne. Electric theatre, Cambridge,
Nebr.—Neighborhood patronage.

Universal

The Flirt, with a special cast.—Not a

new plot by any means, but wonderfully
well cast and made a great hit with my
optiences. The work of Helen Jerome
Eddy and Buddy Messinger was especi-

ally telling.—S. C. Chapman, La Salle

theatre, Chicago, 111.—Neighborhood pa-

tronage.

The Flirt, with a special cast.—Honest
to goodness picture. Pleased 100%.
Picture is all that producers claimed it

to be and more. You can promise your
patrons a treat. Will stand increase of

admission.—Walter Rabitz. Grant the-

atre, Cicero, III.—Neighborhood patron-

age.

The Gentleman from America, with

Hoot Gibson.—This is a fine picture and
will please 100%. Sold right.—New the-

atre, Manila, Ark.—Neighborhood pa-

tronage.

Kindled Courage, with Hoot Gibson,

—Good. One of Hoot's best.—L. A.
Pilliod, Photo Play theatre. Grand Rap-
ids, Ohio.—Neighborhood patronage.

Gossip, with Gladys Walton.—Very
good program picture. Bought it right

so made a little money.—Walter Babitz,

Grant theatre, Cicero, 111.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Another Man's Shoes, with Herbert
Rawlinson.—We call this one very good
entertainment and pleased our patrons.

Very interesting with an element of mys-
tery and clever bits of comedy. Good
cast.—Chancellor Bros.. Dreamland the-

atre, Arcanum, Ohio.—Neighborhood pa-

tronage.

The Prisoner, with Herbert Rawlinson.

—Good picture. Pleased majority. Can't

go wrong on Herbert.—Carl Johnson,
Pershing theatre, Floresville, Tex.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Prisoner, with Herbert Rawlinson.
— I rather enjoyed this picture myself,

but I got a lot of kicks at the box office.

Quite a number of my regular customers
said it was punk. Not up to Rawlinson's
standard.—S. C. Chapman. La Salle the-

atre, Chicago, 111.—Neighborhood patron-

age.

Broad Daylight, with Lois Wilson.

—

First time this star has played here. Her
acting was very good. Average program
picture.—C. H. Simpson. Princess the-

atre, Millen, Ga.—General patronage.

Broad Daylight, with Lois Wilson.

—

Very good picture. Nothing extra.

—

Carl Johnson, Pershing theatre, Flores-

ville, Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.

Broad Daylight, with Lois Wilson.

—

Very fine picture. Went over fine. Good
print.—Roy L. Dowling. Ozark theatre,

Ozark, Ala.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Long Chance, with Henry B.

Walthall.—Very good program picture,

but I paid too much for it.—Thos. G.
Norton, Town Hall theatre. Allegany, N.
Y.—Small town patronage.

The Long Chance, with Henry B.

Walthall.—Good picture with good en-

tertainment.—L. A. Pilliod, Photo Play
theatre, Grand Rapids, Ohio.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Loaded Door, with Hoot Gibson.
—Drew a fair crowd on a stormy night,

Thursday, March loth. You will remem-

ber the storm. Hoot is going to shoot
some time—to the top I mean.—F. J.
O'Hara, Community theatre, Klgin, Nebr.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Loaded Door, with Hoot Gibson.—Good. All of Hoot's pictures are above
the average and can be bought right.

—

C. W. Tipton, New theatre, Manila, Ark.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Loaded Door, with Hoot Gibson.— Fair. Not Hoot's best by any means.—S. W. Filson, Opera House, Scott City,
Kans.—Neighborhood patronage.

Afraid to Fight, with Frank Mayo.—
Darn good picture. Pleased like all

Mayo's do. Good box office attraction.
ric theatre, Manning, Tex.—Small

town patronage.

The Wise Kid, with Gladys Walton.—
Very good program picture.—P. J. Bur-
ford, Princess theatre, Doniphan, Mo.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Black Bag, with Herbert Rawlin-
son.—Fair program picture. Don't wind
up quite right.—John Steichcn, Aurora
theatre, White Lake, S. D.—Small town
patronage.

Second Hand Rose, with Gladys Wal-
ton.— Punk. Not worth a . Lay
off. Fell flat.— Lyric theatre, Manning,
Tex.—Small town patronage.

The Girl Who Ran Wild, with Gladys
Walton.—Not an unusual picture, but
seemed to take fairly well with our folks.
Needs a good comedy to help out.—Ams-
berry & Leuzingcr, Carthage theatre,
Carthage, S. D.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

Under Two Flags, with Priscilla Dean.
Good picture, but did not draw as well as
some of the other Universal Jewel pro-
ductions.—A. Stabler, Spicer theatre,
Akron, Ohio.—Neighborhool patronage.

Under Two Flags, with Priscilla Dean.—A very good picture, but somehow I
cannot make good with Priscilla Dean.
Not as good drawing card as I antici-
pated.— B. C. Brown, Temple theatre,
Viroqua, Wis.—General patronage.

Under Two Flags, with Priscilla Dean.—A good program picture and should
be bought as such.—H. Burden, Mirage
theatre, Axtell, Neb.—Neighborhood pa-
tronage.

Under Two Flags, with Priscilla Dean.—This is one of the best I have had for
some time. Fair attendance Saturday.
Oh boy, the storm! Fell flat. Lost
money, —but no fault of the picture.

—

Fred Paulick. Paulick theatre, Muscoda,
Wfi,—Neighborhood patronage.

Wolf Law, with Frank Mayo.—This is

the poorest picture I have received from
Universal for some time. Does not make
a good program offering. If you haven't
got it booked, better leave it alone.—G.
G. May. Isis theatre, Kanopolis, Kans.

—

Small town patronage.

The Married Flapper, with Marie Pre-
vost.—Name of film drew. Picture will
please. Auto race was what finished the
picture. This will satisfy the crowd.

—

A. H. Meinert. Star theatre, Albany, Wis.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Kentucky Derby, with Reginald
Denny.—A good program picture.—H.
Burden, Mirage theatre, Axtell, Nebr.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Kentucky Derby, with Reginald
Denny.—Good audience picture. Not a
big special.—C R. Beechler. Iris theatre,

St. Johns, Mich.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

The Kentucky Derby, with Reginald
Denny.— I consider this one of the best
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racing pictures so far released. Full of

brisk, snappy action and a story that

cannot fail to interest all ages and both

sexes. Played two days to good busi-

ness.—J. B. Stine, Wonderland theatre.

Clinton, Ind.—General patronage.

The Lone Hand, with Hoot Gibson.

—

Good picture. Everybody liked Hoot.

—

Carl Johnson. Pershing theatre. Flores-

ville. Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Lone Hand, with Hoot Gibson.

—

A good comedy drama. Film in good
condition.—John Esterl. Rex theatre.

Park Falls. Wis.—Small town patronage.

The Lone Hand, with Hoot Gibson.

—

Hoot quite a favorite here and draws
well. This one good and as usual drew
good house.—C. A. Riva. Pastime the-

atre. Tilton. X. H.—Small town patron-

age.

The Lone Hand, with Hoot Gibson.

—

Five reels. First Gibson I have run. It

is A No. 1 comedy Western picture.

Pleased majority of my patrons. I do

not think, however. Gibson will have the

drawing power Mix has. Can't go wrong
on the picture, though. Book it.—H. M.
Retz. Strand theatre. Lamont, Iowa.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Lone Hand, with Hoot Gibson.

—

Another dandy attraction at "live and
let live price." Action and comedy ga-

lore. Book it.—F. W. Horrigan. Mc-
Donald theatre. Philipsburg. Mont.

—

Mining Camp patronage.

Go Straight, with Frank Mayo.—This
is a dandy little picture. Pleased 100%.
Ran this with Ben Turpin. Good pro-

gram.—Kenney Loyd. Spad theatre,

Dierks. Ark.—Neighborhood patronage.

Caught Bluffing, with Frank Mayo.

—

Mayo is a real comer. His pictures are

usually very good. This one is an ex-

ception, as it is better.—F. J. O'Hara.
Community theatre , Elgin, Nebr.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Conflict, with Priscilla Dean.—This is

the kind of a special feature that should
please almost any kind of audience.
Pleased my audience 1009c. Received
several comments.—J. F. Spangler, Globe
theatre. Beaver. Okla.—General patron-
age.

Step On It, with Hoot Gibson.—Fair

program picture, but didn't draw much
for us.—Lyric theatre. Manning, Tex.

—

Small town patronage.

Shattered Dreams, with Miss du Pont.
—Title drew and picture pleased. This
with International News and Buster
Keaton's The Boat made a fine program.
Ten and twenty-two cents.—Chancellor
Bros.. Dreamland theatre. Arcanum,
Ohio.—Neighborhood patronage.

No Woman Knows, with a special

cast.—This is a splendid picture. A good
story, well photographed. Pleased all

who saw it.—J. F. Spangler. Globe the-
atre, Beaver, Okla.—General patronage.

The Storm, with House Peters.

—

Good picture, but not as big as expected.
Book it if you can buy it right.—A. D.
Brigner. Auditorium theatre. Oxford.
Nebr.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Storm, with House Peters.

—

Picture is fine. Will stand boosting,
showed this during the worst blizzard
of the year. Small crowd. Lost money,
but what people saw it said it was fine.

—

A. H. Meinert. Star theatre. Albany. Wis.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Storm, with House Peters.

—

Ran two days. Full house each day.
Admission fifteen and twenty-five cents.
One of the best pictures ever shown in
this theatre.—C. M. Patten. Opera House.
Adams, N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.
The Storm, with House Peters.

—

Picture very good. Drew good business.
—Tensas Amusement Co.. Blackman the-

atre, St. Joseph. La.—Small town patron-
age.

The Storm, with House Peters.

—

You have to give Cniversal a mortgage
on your theatre for this and then get a
rotten print. Would be a good picture
if you got it all.—Harry Hobolth. Maxine
theatre, Imlay City, Mich.—Small town
patronage.

Reputation, with Priscilla Dean.

—

Some thought this was an extra good
feature, and a few said they did not like

it. but as a whole I consider it a good
feature.—J. F. Spangler. Globe theatre.
Beaver. Okla.—General patronage.

Reputation, with Priscilla Dean.

—

It's a very good play and Priscilla Dean
does fine acting, but it did not take well
here. I would say it will go better in

large towns.—E. L. Graef. Opera House.
Hortonville, Wis.—Small town patron-
age.

A Parisian Scandal, with Marie Pre-
vost.—Good comedy-drama. Pleased
good crowd.—Lyric theatre. Manning,
Tex.—Small town patronage.

The Fox, with Harry Carey.—This is

an extra good feature. A splendid story
well photographed. The kind of feature
that sure pleases my audience.—J. F.
Spangler. Globe theatre. Beaver. Okla.

—

General patronage.

Trimmed, with Hoot Gibson.—Action
from start to finish. Good Western.

—

John Steichen, Aurora theatre. White
Lake, S. D.—Small town patronage.

The Trap, with Lon Chaney.—This I

consider a fine feature. Should go well
wherever it is shown. A good story
from start to finish.—J. F. Spangler.
Globe theatre. Beaver, Okla.—General
patronage.

The Trap, with Lon Chaney.—A fine

picture with a good story. A fine cast.

The kind of feature that pleases my
audience.—J. F. Spangler, Globe theatre.

Beaver, Okla.—General patronage.

Dangerous Little Demon, with Marie
Prevost.—Good program picture.—John
Steichen. Aurora theatre. White Lake. S.

D.—Small town patronage.

Step On It, with Hoot Gibson.

—

Stay off of this. It's too dark. It will

put your eyes out trying to see. If you
can get some light on this, it's good.

—

G. L. Blasingame. Halls theatre. Halls.
Tenn.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Trouper, with Gladys Walton.

—

Just a fair picture.—John Steichen. Au-
rora theatre. White Lake, S. D.—Small
town patronage.

The Delicious Little DeviL with Mae
Murray.—This feature did not please my
audience. Did not have any drawing
power. I believe the title caused several
to stay away. I can only consider it a
fair feature.—J. F. Spangler, Globe the-
atre, Beaver. Okla.—General patronage.

Man to Man, with Harry Carey.—Good
program picture. Not a special.—S. W.
Filson. Opera House. Scott City, Kans.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Across the Dead Line, with Frank
Mayo.—Well pleased with Mayo.—Carl
Johnson. Pershing theatre, Floresville,

Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.

Across the Dead Line, with Frank
Mavo.—Good.—John Steichen, Aurora
theatre. White Lake. S. D.— Small town
patronage.

Across the Dead Line, with Frank
Mayo.—Too many shooting irons, but a
fair program picture.—H. Burden. Mirage
theatre. Axtell. Nebr.—Neighborhood pa-
tronage.

A Dangerous Game, with Gladys Walton
—Appears to be slipping, or else fault of

stories. Does not draw here now enough
to pay rental. Small business.—C. A.
Riva. Pastime theatre. Tilton, N. H.

—

Small town patronage.

Wild Honey, with Priscilla Dean.

—

Oh Boy. some feature. An extra good
feature. The kind that pleased the audi-
ence. Many good comments. A good
story, well acted.—J. F. Spangler, Globe
theatre. Beaver. Okla.—General patron-
age.

Wild Honey, with Priscilla Dean.

—

Poorest Dean picture I have run. Flood
scene a joke. Will make you money,
however, but do not advance prices on it.

Film in good shape.—H. M. Retz, Strand
theatre. Lamont. Iowa.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Wild Honey, with Priscilla Dean.

—

Good seven reel program picture.—Olen
Reynolds. Pearl theatre. Hymera, Ind.

—

Small town patronage.
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Vitagraph
The Ninety and Nine, with a special

cast.—Old time melodrama, but it went
over. Good punch scene. Business good.

All seemed satisfied. Get the film trailer

from your exchange. It is a good one.

On seven reels.—Chas. H. Ryan, Garfield

theatre, Chicago, 111.—Neighborhood pa-

tronage.

The Ninety and Nine, with a special

cast.—A very enjoyable picture. Very
well done. Colleen Moore shows to par-

ticular advantage in this. In tact I think

it's her best since Broken Chains. Took
well here.—S. C. Chapman, La Salle the-

atre, Chicago, 111.—Neighborhood patron-

age.

The Ninety and Nine, with a special

cast.—Wonderful. Better than the ordi-

nary specials. Be sure and book it. You
make no mistake.—W. P. Sayers, O. K.

theatre, Hill City, Kans.—General pa-

tronage.

The Ninety and Nine, with Colleen

Moore.—V itagraph has one great picture

in The Ninety and Nine. Had more good
comments than any picture that I have
run. Forest fire starts where others

leave off. Sure great. Photography great.

Fine story and the acting of Warner
Baxter wonderful. Class A A picture.

A money getter for any exhibitor.—Kay
M. Rector, Columbia theatre, Anadarko,
Okla.—General patronage.

One Stolen Night, with Alice Calhoun.
—This program picture has about 9596
of the so-called specials backed off the

map. Brothers, play this picture. Don't
be afraid to boost it.—F. J. O'Hara,
Community theatre, Elgin, Nebr.— Neigh-
borhood patronage.

One Stolen Night, with Alice Calhoun.
—Why do the film companies continue to

waste perfectly good film on these so-

called sheik pictures? Public is tired

of them. —C. R. Hatcher. Grand Opera
House, Meridian, Miss.—General patron-
age.

Front Page Story, with Edward Hor-
ton.—A good picture. Not much ex-
ploited, but drew well here and deserved
more advertising than it received. Very
favorably commented on by my patrons.

—S. C. Chapman, La Salle theatre, Chi-
cago, 111.—Neighborhood patronage.

Fortune's Mask, with Earle Williams.
—Fine program picture and the price is

right.—J. W. Andresen, Rialto theatre,

Cozad, Nebr.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Little Wildcat, with Alice Cal-
houn.—Had read some unfavorable re-

ports, but this one seemed to get by good
here. Many favorable comments.—J. C.

McKee, Electric theatre, Bolivar, Mo.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The .Ladder Tinx, with a special cast.

—Patrons did not care for this one. Does
not compare with Front Page Story.

—

C. R. Hatcher, Grand Opera House,
Meridian, Miss.—General patronage.

The .Ladder Jinx, with a special cast.

—Failed to draw or please, though well

advertised.—E. J. Sherburne, Electric

theatre, Cambridge, Nebr.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Rainbow, with Alice Calhoun.

—

Didn't seem to please. No drawing
power.—J. W. May, Grand theatre,

Shawneetown, 111.—Small town patron-
age.

Divorce Coupons, with Corinne Griffith.

—A good program in six small reels.

—

Olen Reynolds, Pearl theatre, Hymera,
Ind.—Small town patronage.

Steelheart, with William Duncan.

—

.The best Duncan yet. Duncan is always

good and Steelheart is a wonderful pic-

ture. You can't go wrong on this one.

Business was good. Many good com-
ments.—W. R. Holmes, Royal theatre,

Ainsworth, Nebr.—General patronage.

Steelheart, with William Duncan.

—

Very good clean picture. Film in good
shape and picture pleased my patrons.

Film rental was fair. Vitagraph O. K.

—

John E. Dowling, Ark theatre, Logans-
port, lnd.—General patronage.

No defense, with William Duncan.

—

This is a real picture and one that you
should play. All of Duncan's pictures

take well here.—C. W. Tipton, New the-

atre, Manila, Ark.—Neighborhood pa-
tronage.

No Defense, with William Duncan.

—

Fair program picture.— Philip Rand, Rex
theatre, Salmon, Idaho.—General patron-
age.

The Son of Wallingford, with a spe-

cial cast.—Eight reels of the nearest
nothing I ever saw. When the reels

were run I went in and woke them up
and told them time to go home.—Ken-
ney Loyd, Spad theatre, Dierks, Ark.

—

General patronage.

The Son of Wallingford, with a special

cast.— Hardly to be compared with the
other Wallingford stories that have been
filmed. Under very favorable conditions
this subject failed to get even ordinary-

business for me on a two day run.—J. B.
Stine, Wonderland theatre. Clinton, Ind.

—General patronage.

The Silver Car, with Earle Williams.—
Fair program picture and very well liked.

—C. VV. Tipton, New theatre, Manila,
Ark.—Neighborhood potronage.

The Prodigal Judge, with a special

cast.—Very fair. Many liked it. We
lost $22.00. Vitagraph specials, though
not excessive in cost, as a rule arc not
big enough to advance prices and too
high to run as programs. For those
who can run this as a regular feature,

it should go over well.— Philip Rand,
Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.—General
patronage.

The Prodigal Judge, with a special

cast.—This is a good feature. Pleased
all who saw it, but on account of flu did
not get a very large crowd. This is a
fine story, with a good plot.—J. F. Spang-
ler, Globe theatre, Beaver, Okla.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Lucky Carson, with Earle Williams.

—

Unlucky for me. Very poor. No pep.
This was a weak feature that I tried to

"put over with a good comedy." Have
succeeded in doing that occasionally.
This time the comedy was bum. First

reel good and half of second reel miss-
ing.—Mrs. W. M. Kimbro, Greenland
theatre, Greensboro, Ga.—Small town pa-
tronage.

Gypsy Passion, with Madame Rejane.
—Vitagraph still keeps up a consistent
record for very ordinary productions.
Cannot see why this is sold at advance
prices. Thcv should pay us for running
it. A few liked it, but the majority did

not. One scrap between the villain and
the bear was the only bit of interest to

an otherwise boresotne evening. Seven
reels. Better forget it.—Philip Rand, Rex
theatre, Salmon, Idaho,—General patron-
age. '

The Sheik's Wife with a special cast.

—Very poor, in fact poorest feature ever
in my house. Patrons walked out after

a couple of reels with blood in their eyes.

Lay off.—J. D. Costello. Opera House,
Poultney, Vt.—Small town patronage.

My Wild Irish Rose, with a special

cast.—Seven parts. A real nice offering.

Would imagine this would play any

house and give satisfaction.—Walter H.
Musson, Queen's theatre, Hespeler, Ont.,

Can.—Small town patronage.

The Fighting Guide, with William
Duncan.—A very good program offering

presenting this popular Western star in

another of his rapid fire action plays.

Used this one on Saturday and every-
body agreed, "It was the berries."—H.
Van Buskirk, Temple theatre, Misliawaka,
Ind.—Neighborhood patronage.

Black Beauty, with Jean Paige.—Old,
but good. School and Delphian Club
gave quite a little publicity and played to

good crowds.—W. R. Holmes, Royal
theatre, Ainsworth, Nebr.—Neighborhood
patronage.

State Rights
Only a Shop Girl (C. B. C), with a

special cast.—Brother Exhibitors, give
your patrons a good treat. Nothing but
favorable comments on this picture.

Pleased 100 per cent. Broke house rec-

ords for Friday. Turned away people on
Saturday. People coming out shook
hands with me saying it was a wonderful
picture. That's proof enough for you
to book it and boost it.— H. A. Finkel,

Colonial theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Night .Life in Hollywood (Arrow),
with a special cast.—The title drew in a

fair sized crowd without much advertis-
ing. There is nothing objectionable in

the picture and the "shots" taken at the

homes of the stars are very, very inter-

esting. Will do very well for a one night
show.—A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre,

Eminence, Ky.—General patronage.

Sure Fire Flint (Mastodon), with
Johnny Hincs.—Showed this New Year's
manitee and night. It is "sure fire" in

every respect and we can highly recom-
mend it as first class entertainment.
Torchy is well liked here so it doesn't
take much advertising for his features.

—

Chancellor Bros., Dreamland theatre, Ar-
canum, Ohio.—Neighborhood patronage.

Sure Fire Flint (Mastodon), with
Johnny Hines.—Give us more like this

one. It pleases everyone, especially the

men, and most people would rather laugh
than cry.—A. J. Inks, Ligonier, Ind.

—

Small town patronage.

Sure Fire Flint (Mastodon), with

Johnny Hines.—Better than Lloyd's
Grandma's Boy and is the kind people
speak a good word about as they pass
out. It is sold reasonably and will sat-

isfy.—H. J. Longaker, Howard theatre,

Alexandria, Minn.—General patronage.

The Beautiful and Damned (Warner
Bros.), with Marie Prevost.—A fine

business with this one. Drew good
crowds for week's run.—David Harding,
Liberty theatre, Kansas City, Mo.

Just a Mother (Norca), with Isobel
Elsom.—A picture that should appeal to

all mothers. Minna Grey as the mother
the real star. Very pleasing picture.—K.
A. Bechtold, Opera House, Martinsville,
111.—Small town patronage.

The World's a Stage (Principal), with

Dorothy Phillips.—A good drawing card

which did a good week's business and
satisfied patrons.—David Harding, Lib-
erty theatre, Kansas City, Mo.—Tran-
sient patronage.

Peaceful Peters (Arrow), with William
Fairbanks.—Good Western drama.—C.

R. Thatcher, Opera House, Meridian,

Miss.—General patronage.

A Worldly Madonna (Equity), with

Clara Kimball Young.—Very good pro-

gram picture.—John Steichen, Aurora
theatre, White Lake, S. D.—Small town
patronage.

Sheriff Jim (Goldstone), with Roy
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Stewart.—This Mexican stuff is no good
here, and there is nothing much to the

picture anyway. The scenery is the only

good thing to it.—L. E. Joppa, Opera
Hall, Deerfield, Wis.—Neighborhood pa-

tronage.

Your Best Friend (Warner Bros.),

with Vera Gordon.—We showed this

Christmas day and it made a good at-

traction for the occasion. Had many
favorable comments on it even a week
afterwards. Nothing special, but it af-

fords pretty fair entertainment.—Chan-
cellor Bros., Dreamland theatre, Arca-
num, Ohio.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Santa Fe Terror (Goldstone),
with a special cast.—An exciting Indian
picture of early days. Highly entertain-

ing if your crowd likes the Indian va-

riety.—L. E. Joppa, Opera Hall, Deer-
field, Wis.—Neighborhood patronage.

Two Fisted Jefferson (Arrow), with
Jack Hoxie.—This is a fairly good State
Right picture. Played with serial Mir-
acles of the Jungles, which is fair.—Olen
Reynolds, Pearl theatre, Hymera, Ind.

—Small town patronage.

More to Be Pitied Than Scorned (C.

B. C), with Alice Lake.—Good program
picture. Not a special, however.—C. W.
Langacher, New Glarus theatre, New
Glarus, Wis.—General patronage.

The Better Man Wins (Sanford), with
Pete Morrison.—Good program show.
My people like Westerns and they like

this one. Pete is a fast worker. Makes
you think of Tom Mix.—M. L. Hansen,
Iris theatre, Grant, Mich.—Small town
patronage.

Ashes (East Coast), with a special

cast.—No good at all. It isn't worth one
dollar per reel. Brothers, turn it down.
—O. W. McClellan, Dreamland theatre,

Pekin, 111.—Neighborhood patronage.

Out of the Dust (McCarthy), with Rus-
sell Simpson.—Rather late in playing
this, but good picture and condition fine.

Pleased a good audience.—C. A. Riva,
Pastime theatre, Tilton, N. H.—Small
town patrenage.

The Country Flapper (Prod. Sec),
with Dorothy Gish.—Our patrons said
this was mush, and several of the men
walked out after second reel. It is rather
silly, but will do for a change, but don't
pay over regular program rate. Acting
was very good, also photography.—L. E.
Joppa, Opera Hall, Deerfield, Wis.:

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Hell's Border (Pioneer), with William
Fairbanks.—An average Western pro-
duction with a fair amount of action.
Some nice scenery in this one.—K. A.
Bechfold, Opera House, Martinsville, 111.—Small town patronage.

Table Top Ranch and Butterfly Range
(Steiner), with Neal Hart.—Mediocre
Westerns. Played the series of eight and
glad they are over. Sorry to state that
Neal is not liked here. His leading lady
in some of the pictures was a frost.
Wonder what her salary was.—Chancel-
lor Bros., Dreamland theatre, Arcanum,
Ohio.—Neighborhood patronage.
Ten Nights in Bar Room (Arrow),

with John Lowell.—Good big picture.
Will draw in any country town and
satisfy. Star fine.—Bert Silver, Silver
Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Back Fire (Sunset), with Jack Hoxie.—Hoxie goes over good, but new ideas
and stunts are lacking in this one. Same
kind of mad rushes on horseback and
the same kind of ending as usual.—L. B.
Lewis, Gayety theatre, Ft. Worth, Tex.—
General patronage.

Where Is My Wandering Boy To-

night? (Equity), with a special cast.

—

One of the best drawing pictures we ever
played.—Thos. G. Norton, Town Hall
Theatre, Allegany, N. Y.—Small town
patronage.

Where Is My Wandering Boy To-
night? (Equity), with Cullen Landis.

—

My patrons liked it fine, but made the

mistake of playing it before Grand Rap-
ids and only drew a fair crowd.—M. L.

Hansen, Iris theatre, Grant, Mich.

—

Small town patronage.

Where Is My Wandering Boy To-
night? (Equity), with Cullen Landis.

—

Good picture. Don't expect too much.
Some patrons well pleased while others
were disappointed.—W. P. Sayers, O. K.
theatre, Hill City, Kans.—General pa-
tronage.

School Days (Warner Bros.), with
Wesley Barry.—The first picture we
played to a full house in six months. I

got this picture at a very reasonable
price.—Thos. G. Norton, Town Hall the-

atre, Allegany, N. Y.—Small town pa-
tronage.

Isobel (Davis), with a special cast.

—

Wonderful scenery, fine photography,
partly in Prizma. Pleased almost every-
body.—A. G. Weigang, Community the-

atre, Kenedy, Tex.—Small town patron-
age.

Yankee Doodle in Berlin (Sennett),
with a special cast.—Old as the hills, but
man oh man, but they liked it. Played
up the bathing beauties and drew them
in. Had people in my house that had
not been in for years and are always
knocking the movies, but when I put on
the spicy stuff they rush right in.—M. L.
Hansen, Iris theatre, Grant, Mich.

—

Small town patronage.

Isobel (Davis) with a special cast.

—

If Nomads of the North is 100 per cent,

this one is about 30 per cent. Drew fair,

but the next Curwood won't on the
strength of this one.—Johnson Bros.,

Johnsonian theatre, Ripley, N. Y.—Small
town patronage.

Serials

Plunder (Pathe), with Pearl White.

—

Ran the first chapter last week to a tre-

mendous crowd. All Pathe serials are

clean and entertaining. Gave away 400
"Plunder" banks as an advertisement.

—

H.-Van Buskirk, Temple theatre, Mish-
awaka, Ind.—Neighborhood patronage.

In the Days of Buffado Bill (Univer-
sal), with Art Acord.—Very good for a

serial, but I am tired of them and so are
my patrons. Too much stuff over and
over again.—C. W. Tipton, New theatre,

Manila, Ark.—Neighborhood patronage.

Speed (Pathe), with Charles Hutchi-
son.—One of the best serials we have
ever used. It pleases everybody and
draws good.—Crosby Bros., Lily theatre,
Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Timber Queen (Pathe), with Ruth
Roland.—There is not much use in re-

porting on this serial, as all we can say
about it other exhibitors have already
said. It is very good and pleased them
all. We might give brother exhibitors
this tip on when to start a serial as we
found it paid big. We started this serial

on September J5-16th and finished it De-
cember 22-23, thereby having a bigger
business than usual for the two weeks
preceding Christmas, as everybody
wanted to see the last couple chapters.

—

Chancellor Bros., Dreamland theatre,
Arcanum, Ohio.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

Short Subjects
Aesop's Fables (Pathe).—Very good.

Like them fine.—W. R. Holmes, Royal
theatre, Ainsworth, Neb.—General pat-
ronage.

Aesop's Fables (Pathe).—Aesop's Fa-
bles are fine. Will please any audience.
Showing them with The Timber Queen
and three reel Playlets. The three reel
Playlets are fair, but are too old. Feo-
ple will kick on it.—A. H. Meinert, Star
theatre, Albany, Wis. — Neighborhood
patronage.

Fighting Blood Series (F. B. O.), with
a special cast.—'Just ran Round 1 of this

series and must say it had "Classv writ-
ten all over it. Any one coming in dur-
ing the showing of it and not knowing
what it was would think it was a classy
feature. The women will like them, but
you have to make it pretty strong that
they will, for they may have a prejudice
against boxing. We couldn't help from

A scene from "The Pill Pounder," a forthcoming C. C. Burr comedy which features
an all-star cast of comedians.
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watching this at every run. Our patrons
delighted and asked when the next
Round was coming. Am sorry we can't
get them weekly.—Chancellor Bros.,
Dreamland theatre. Arcanum, Ohio. —
Neighborhood patronage.

The Fish Patrol Series (Universal),
with Jack Mulhall.—Good stories of the
sea with lots of action.— L. A. Pilliod.

Photo Play theatre. Grand Rapids, Ohio.—Neighborhood patronage.

Fun from the Press ( I lodkinson).

—

Advise small towns to steer clear of
these. The jokes go over the people's
heads.— Brainard & Miles, Argus the-
atre. Round Lake. 111.—General patron-
age.

The Leather Pushers, with Reginald
Denny.—These are liked very much and
pull some extra business.—A. N. Miles.
Eminence theatre, Eminence, Ky.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Our Gang Comedies (Pathe).—Very
good.—Ed. Fuchs, Fuchs Opera House,
Marion. Wis.—Neighborhood patronage.

Our Gang Comedies (Pathe). — As
good a comedy as one could want. Thcv
please the kids and grownups, too. —
Hoy Dowling, Ozark theatre. Ozark, Ala.
—General .patronage.

Range Rider Series (Pathe). with Leo
Maloney.—Guess they are all right. Can-
not tell how they are liked as nobody
kicks; neither do they praise. It forms
a part of a short reel program for Fri-
day and Saturday. — Chancellor Bros.,
Dreamland theatre. Arcanum, Ohio. —
Neighborhood patronage.

Semon Comedies (Vitagraph ). with
Larry Semon.—The rottenest bunk I

ever saw and the worst prints. A lot of
big breeches and silly jumning.— Kcnney
Loyd. Spad theatre, Dierks. Ark.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Sport Revue (Goldwyn).—Fair subjects
with slow-moving pictures.—L. A. Pil-

liod, Fhoto Play theatre. Grand Rapids.
Ohio.—Neighborhood patronage.

Sunshine Comedies (Fox). — About
the best cheap two reel comedies on the
market. The subtitles are exceptionally
good, in fact too good for lots of small
towns, as they go over the people's
heads.—H. M. Retz, Strand theatre. La-
mont. Iowa.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Pilgrim (F. N.), with Charles
Chaplin.—Four reels. Film in excellent
condition. My opinion: One of the best
and cleanest comedies that Chaplain ever
made. It's not like 'those cheap directed,
cheap acted comedies that have to have
a bunch of barc-leg~ed girls (bathing
beauties) in it, to put it over. More
power to The Pilgrim kind of comedies.
—C. C. Teas, Crystal theatre. Water-
town, Minn.—General patronage.

The Pilgrim (First National), with
Charles Chaplin.—Best drawing star. We
only need a dozen like him and we can
fill our houses year in and out. Too
much waste energy in the business. —
Geo. K. Robinson, Terminal theatre,
Newark, N. J.—General patronage.

The Pilgrim (F. N.), with Charles
Chaplin.—Compares very favorably with
The Kid except in footage. Pleases all

Chaplin fans and there's still lots of
them. Went over big first day, but
drowned out second day by heavy rain-
storm.—J. B. Stine. Wonderland theatre.
Clinton, Ind.—General patronage.

The Counter Jumper (Yitagraph), with
Larry Semon.—Fut this one on with
Thomas Meighan in The Man Who Saw
Tomorrow and pulled 'em in to very
good business for two days. All Semon
comedies go over big here. — H. Van
Busk ; rk, Temple theatre, Mishawaka, Ind.
—Neighborhood patronage.

The Couriter Jumper (Yitagraph),

with Larry Semon.—Pretty good com-
edy, although it seems just fair in com-
parison with some of Semon's former
comedies.—C. F. Krieghbaum, Para-
mount theatre, Rochester, Ind.—General
patronage.

The Message of Emile Coue (Educa-
tional).—As a lecture excellent, as enter-
tainment for people wishing to see a
movie, very poor. It may go in some
places, but not here.—H. J. Longaker.
Howard theatre, Alexandria, Minn. —
General patronage.

Sea Elephants (Educational). — A
dandy single rceler and the kind that

gets business.—C. L. Niles. Grand the-
atre, Anamosa, Iowa.—General patron-
age.

Rob 'Em Good (Metro), with Bull

Montana.—About half the audience liked

this three reel comedy. However it struck

me as being quite funny and I laughed
to beat the band. Those who were not

interested in the comedy got to laughing
at me and claimed they got their mon-
ey's worth. I think it must amuse them
to see me enjoy my own show.—Mrs. W.
M. Kimbro. Greenland theatre. Owcns-
boro. Ga.—Small town patronage.

Second Childhood (Educational), a

Christie comedy.—Good comedy. We
find Christie comedies consistently good.

—Walter H. Musson, Queen's theatre,

Hespeler, Ont., Can.—Small town pa-

tronage.

The Head Waiter iVitagraph), with
Larry Semon.—The Semon comedies arc

all pretty good. We have just bought
these comedies at regular rental of the

average comedies.—Olen Reynolds. Pearl

theatre, Hymera, Ind.—Small town pa-

tronage.

A Ladies' Man (Metro), with Bull

Montana.— Booked several of these for

tryout and find them going great. Draws
better than some of the higher priced

stars.—C. A. Riva. Pastime theatre. Til-

ton, N. H.—Small town patronage.

The Reporter (Fox), with Lupino
Lane.—A good two reel comedy that

pleased most of my patrons.— Harry Ho-
bolth, Maxine theatre, Imlay City, Mich.
—Small town patronage.

A Quiet Street (Pathe), with Our
Gang.—Our first of the Our Gang com-
edies and everyone seemed to like it.

—

P. E. Doe, Electric theatre. Arcadia,
Nebr.—Neighborhood patronage.

All Wet ( Pox i. with Al St. John.—

A

mighty poor comedy. Lots of kicks on
this.—Harry Hobolth, Maxine theatre,

Imlay City, Mich.—Small town patron-
age.

Mutts (Universal), with Brownie.

—

The best two reel comedy I have run in

a long time. Consists of all dogs, not
a human person in the picture. Some
especially good work by Brownie, the

wonder dog. Play it. It will get some
good words for your theatre.—H. M.
Retz. Strand theatre. Lamont, Iowa.

—

Neighborhood partonage.

Alladin (Federated), with Joe Rock.

—

Find these comedies, with Hall Room
Boys, going over well and they please.

Have had no adverse criticism so far.

—

C. A. Riva. Pastime theatre. Tilton, N. H.
—Small town patronage.

Man vs. Beast < Educational).—Yen-
good as a thriller. If used with a com-
edy drama it will please.—H. J. Long-
aker, Howard theatre, Alexandria, Minn.
—General patronage.

The Stage Hand (Yitagraph), with
Larry Semon.—Have run nine Semon's
and think this the best of a good bunch
of comedies. The most consistently good
slapstick comedy on the market.—C. C.

Clendenen, Amusu theatre, Marlinton, VV.
\ a.— Small town patronage.

For Lan' Sakes (Educational), with a
special cast.—One of the best comedies
ever shown. The Mermaids sure are the
berries.—C. W. Langacher, New Glarus
theatre, New Glarus, Wis.—General pa-
tronage.

Get Out and Get Under (Pathe). with
Harold Lloyd.—Here is a dandy two
teel comedy that should play all over if

it has not done so already.—C. W. Lang*
acher. New Glarus theatre, New Glarus,

Wis.—General patronage.

A Dog's .Life (F. N.), with Charles
Chaplin.— Best Chaplin from First Na-
tional. Chaplin always draws good and
pleases.—Crosby Bros., Lily theatre,

Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Vagrant (Educational). with
Lloyd Hamilton.—Very good comedy.
Goes good with a sad picture. Ran it

with Reid and helped out a great deal.

—

Roy Dowling, Ozark theatre, Ozark,
Ala.— Neighborhood patronage.

The Conceited Donkey ( Pathe I, an

Aesop Fable.—This is the thing that gets

the kids and there is always a moral well

developed that the older ones will appre-

ciate.—A. (j. Weigang. Community the-

atre, Kenedy, Tex.—Small town patron-

age.

Spooks (Educational), with Lloyd
Hamilton.—Not up to Educational stand-

ard. A fair two reel comedy.—Sterling

theatre, Fairmont, Nebr.—General pa-

tronage.

Beat It (Pathe). with Harold Lloyd.—
One of the best of the Lloyd reissues

that we have used. Kept our crowd in

an uproar.—C. E. Hopkins, The Hopkins
theatre. Cotter, Ark.—Small town pa-

tronage.

Clothes and Oil (Fox), a Sunshine
comedy.—A good comedy with enough
gags to please the average audience. Fox
Sunshine comedies are a good bet.—J. D.

Watnock, Luna theatre, Battle Creek,

Iowa.—Neighborhood patronage.

Solid Concrete (Yitagraph), with Larry
Semon.—Larry is liked here. This one
is a good one.—W. R. Holmes, Royal
theatre. Ainsworth, Nebr.—General pa-

tronage.

Any Old Port (Educational) a Christie

comedy.—Not up to the standard of

Christie comedies.—C. Malphurs, Dream-
land theatre. High Springs, Fla.—Small
town patronage.

The Boat (F.. N\). with Buster Keaton.

—A very good comedy. Got the laughs.

Something different from the Semons,
etc. Not knocking the latter, however,
because they get us the money. All good.

Lindrud & Guettinger. Cochrane theatre.

Cochrane, Wis.—Neighborhood patron-

age.

Free and Easy (Educational), with a

special cast.—This was an exceptionally

clever slapstick comedy full of gags, but

the entire ending was missing. However,
the check I sent for it was all there

—

post paid.—J. D. Watnock, Luna theatre.

Battle Creek. Iowa.—Neighborhood pa-

tronage.

Friday the 13th (Pathe), an Aesop
Fable.—This is an unusual Fable. Very
entertaining. Carries a good moral: "A
man who is convinced against his will

has the same opinion still."—Wood &
Webb. Start theatre. Corinth, Miss.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Wet Weather (Pathe), will Paul Par-

rot.—This is the poorest comedy we have

seen of this star. There is nothing in it

to bring out the ha ha's and that is what's

wanted in a comedy.—Wood & Webb,
Star theatre. Corinth. Miss.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.
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Glad Rags (Metro), with Bull Mon-
tana.—Here is another comedy from

this star with some real laughs. It is

real comedy entertainment and goes over

with what "is sure fire stuff. Bull has got

something different up his sleeve and he

is liked by all classes o? patrons.—W. H.
Brenner, Cozy theatre. Winchester, Ind.

—General patronage.

The Man Who Laughs (Pathe). an

Aesop Fable.—Another good one. The
old man. donkey. Fido and all are in it.

Moral: "A man worth while smiles when
everything goes dead wrong."—Wood &
Webb, Star theatre. Corinth. Miss.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Cops (F. X.). with Buster Keaton.

—

Best Keaton comedy we ever played.

—

Thos. G. Norton. Town Hall theatre. Al-

legany. N. Y.—Small town patronage.

A Sailor Made Man (A. E.». with

Harold Lloyd.—If you want to hear some
real laughter run this one. Pleased 100

per cent. It drew a good business.

Charged fifteen and thirty cents.—C. W.
Tipton, New theatre. Manila. Ark.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Wedding Pumps i Universal) with
Brownie. — Very good. Centurys please

tor us.—Lyric theatre. Manning. Tex.

—

Small town patronage.

The Landlubber (Pathe). with Paul
Parrott.—Fair but not up to Parrott's

standard. However, it got over with
several laughs.—Wood & Webb. Star

theatre, Corinth, Miss.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Fresh Kid (Universal), with
Johnnie Fox.—They lifted the roof on
this comedy.—Lyric theatre. Manning.
Tex.—Small town patronage.

The Weak End Party (Metro), with
Stan Laurel.—This went over big.—Mrs.
W.. M. Kimbro. Greenland theatre.

Greensboro.- Ga.—Small town patronage.
Some Family (Universal i. with Lee

Moran.—Very poor comedy.—Lyric the-
atre', Manning. Tex.—Small town pat-

ronage.

The Ropin' Fool (Pathe). with Will
Rogers.—Great. The fun is in the sub-
titles only, but the roping is wonderful.
Patrons will not do any great amount of

laughing, but they will do something
better—go out and tell that the show is

good.—Mrs. W. M. Kimbro. Greenland
theatre, Greensboro. Ga. — Small town
patronage.

Battling Torchy (Educational), with
Johnny Hines.—Torchy comedies are all

good, but this is the best I have had.
Some real laughs in this one.—J. W..
Andresen. Rialto theatre. Cozad. Neb.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Stone Age ( Pathe). with Snub
Pollard.—This is a dandy. I think one
of Snub's best one reelers. Just a little

different. They will like this one.—K. A.
Bechtold, Opera House. Martinsville. 111.

—6mall town patronage.

Table Steaks (Universal), with Brow-
nie.—Good. They like the dog real well

here.—Lyric theatre. Manning. Tex.

—

Small town patronage.

Touch AH Bases (Pathe). with Paul
Parrot.—This is a dandy single reel com-
edy and should please all baseball fans.

Some good laughs in this.—K. A. Bech-
told. Opera House. Martinsville, 111. —
Small town patronage.

Home Made Movies (F. N.), with Ben
Turpin.—You can safely advertise this

comedy as a humdinger. Phyllis Haver
does some good work in this. The bear
catching- fish " in the tank is a funny
scene.—Chancellor Bros., Dreamland the-
atre, Arcanum. Ohio. — Neighborhood
patronage.

The Agent (Vitagraph"). with Larry

Semon.—Good clever comedy. Semon
semes to bring the laughs when others
fail.—L. B. Lewis, Gayety theatre. Ft.

Worth, Tex.—General patronage.

One Terrible Day iP^the). with Our
Gang.—Run this more than one night
and you will see evidence that it was
talked about. Therefore it must be good.
—Chancellor Bros., Dreamland theatre.

Arcanum. Ohio.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

The Pirate (Fox), with Lupino Lane.
—The Lane comedies are all first class.

He certainly knows his business.—O. W.
McClellan. Dreamland theatre. Pekin.
111.—Neighborhood patronage.

Supply and Demand (Pathe). with
Johnny Jones.—A clever comedy that

pleased the seniors as well as the jun-
iors.—Chancellor Bros.. Dreamland the-

atre. Arcanum. Ohio.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

A Model Messenger (Universal), with
Lewis Sargent.—He tries to be funny,
but can't make it go.—Harry Hobolth.
Maxine theatre, Imlay City. Mich. —
Small town patronage.

Step Lively, Please (Fox), with Ches-
ter Conklin. — A high price piece of
cheese about as funny as a funeral. —
Smith Read. Fatriot theatre. DeKalb.
Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.

Now or Never (A. E.). with Harold
Lloyd.—Very good. Enjoyed by every-
one. We advertise all Lloyds same as
the feature which we play with them.
These three reel Lloyds can't be beat.

—

E. L. Graef. Opera House. Hortonville.
Wis.—Small town patronage.

Newly Rich (Pathe). with Snub Pol-
lard.—Good comedy, but not as good as

365 Days.— H. C. Reinhardt. Yictory
theatre. Bay City. Mich.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Ranch Romeo (Fox), a Sunshine
comedy.—Strictly first class comedy.
Brothers, it pays to feature these Sun-
shine comedies. They will back up all

i you can say for them.—O. W. McClellan.
: Dreamland theatre. Pekin. 111.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Sawmill (Vitagraph). with Larry
Semon. — What was not cut out was

. good. Half of first reel was missing. —
Smith Read. Patriot theatre. DeKalb.
Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.

Dog Sense (Educational), with Jimmy

Adams.—A gem. A comedy that is funny.

If old man bull dog and his purp son
don't make 'em laugh, nothing will.

Cameo comedies best single reelers yet.

—George Rea, Colonial theatre, Wash-
ington C. H., Ohio.—General patronage.

The Agent (Vitagraph.). with Larry
Semon.—"Laugh with Larry' is what they
did. All Semon comedies average up so

you can depend on them.—B. C. Brown,
Temple theatre, Viroqua, Wis.—General
patronage.

Golf i Vitagraph ). with Larry Semon.

—

As usual, all comedy—every inch a laugh.

Semon should make a hit with everyone
in this one.—T. W. Young. Jr..

\'au^ette
theatre, Dyersburg, Tenn.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Now or Never (A. E.), with Harold
Lloyd.—This is a good three reel comedy
and sure did help pull a good crowd on
Friday. All Lloyd comedies are good.
Have run all he ever made from the sin-

gle reels up, except Safety Last.—E. D.
Luna. Cozy theatre, Lincoln. Ark. —
Neighborhood patronage.

My Wife's Relations (F. N.). with Bus-
ter Keaton.—This is about as funny as a

crutch when compared with his old Metro
pictures.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf. Trags the-

atre. Neillsville, Wis.—Sirall town pat-

ronage.

Spuds (Universal).—The best one reel

comedy ever released up to date. If you
like one reel comedies book this one.

—

T. W. Young. Jr.. Frances theatre, Dy-
ersburg, Tenn. — Neighborhood patron-

age.

One Pleasant Journey ( Pathe i. with
Our Gang.— I just ran my first one and
find these right up to snuff. Very good.
—L. V. Feldman. Orpheum theatre. Pipe-

stone, Minn.—General patronage.

Step Forward (F. N.). with Ben Tur-
pin.—This is a good comedy. Has some
new stuff, and as Ben is a favorite with

;
us it went O. K.—W. H. Hardman.

1 Royal theatre. Frankfort, Kan.—Small
town patronage.

In the Movies (Pathe), with Snub Pol-

lard.—A few more from Snub like this

one and you will have to serve a sub-
poena on the crowd to get 'em in. This
one sure was the "Fromage de Camem-
bert."—Clyde Allen. Casino theatre. Ant-
werp. N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

Captain Kidd's Kids (Pathe), with

A thrill'.ng scene in "The Man from Glengarry." an Ernest Shipman production dis-

tributed by W. W. Hodkinson Corporation.
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USE THIS BLANK

Box Office Reports Tell the Whole
Story.

Join in This Co-operative Service
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Pictures You Exhibit
And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Pictures

Are Doing for Other Exhibitors

Fill in this blank now and send
to Exhibitors Herald, 417 S. Dear-
born St., Chicago.
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Title
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Producer
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Transient or Neighborhood Pat-

ronage

City

State

Ilareld Lloyd.— Don't be afraid of Lloyd
comedies if prints are in good condition.

Above print bad.— E. W, Harrell, Royal
theatre. Rison, Ark.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Hurry Up ( Educational), with Jimniie
Adams.—Good single reel comedy. Has
some good laughs.—W. H. Hardman.
Royal theatre, Frankfort, Kan. — Small
town patronage.

The Suitor (Yitagraph), with Larry
Semon —A good one, in fact my patrons
arc very enthusiatsic about Larry, and
the beauty is they don't try to rob you.

—

W. E. Patterson, Princess theatre, Het-
tick, III.— Small town patronage.

The Boat ( F. X ), with Buster Keaton.
—Equal to his old Metro comedy One
Week, and that is going some.—J. J.
Kudlacek, Swan theatre, Swanton, Neb.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Ranch Romeos (Fox), a Sunshine com-
edy.—A comedy with laughs in it all the
time. Better than the average Sunshine
comedy.—C. Malphurs, Dreamland the-
atre, High Springs. Fla.—Small town pat-
ronage.

In Dutch (Educational), a Christy com-
edy.—This comedy is a scream. We ad-
vertised it especially interesting to lodge
members and it went over big. It is a
tine clean comedy.—W. H. Hardman.
Royal theatre. Frankfort, Kan. — Small
town patronage.

The Paleface (F. N ), with Buster Kea-
ton.—Not up to Keaton's standard, but
is just an average comedy.—Otis Lamon,
Auditorium theatre, Elmwood, Wis.

—

Small town patronage.

The Fresh Kid (I'niversal), with John-
ny Fox.—Dandy comedy. This kid is

certainly a rival of Wesley Barry. Our
audience went wild over this comedy.

—

Geo. J. Kress, Hudson theatre, Roches-
ter, N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

Love and Doughnuts (I". X.), with Ben
Turpin.—One of the best Turpins we
have shown. The others were very poor.
—Otis Lamon. Auditorium theatre, Elm-
wood, Wis.—Small town patronage.

Torchy's Ghost (Educational), with
Johnny Hines.—Top notch comedy. As
good two reeler as I have ever seen. A
mile a minute laff producer, and to top
it off it's funny. Xuff sed.—M. Hillyer,

Pastime theatre, Reserve, Kan. — Small
town patronage.

The Suitor ( Yitagraph), with Larry
Semon.—This is one of Larry Scmon's
best two reel comedies. If you haven't

played this be sure and book same.—P.

G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Neb.
—Neighborhood patronage.

True Blue (Universal), with Queenie.

—A pleasant change from the average
comedy. This Queenie does some real

clever work in this Century comedy.

—

Roy McMinn, Capitol theatre, Superior,

Wis.—General patronage.

The Stage Hand (Yitagraph), with

Larry Semon.—This is a good Semon
comedy. Not as good as The Suitor, but

will please.—P. G. Held, Sterling theatre,

Fairmont, Neb.—Neighborhood patron-

age.

Rejuvenation Through Goat Gland
Transplanting (Brown and Summerville).

—Purely a scientific, of interest to those

who come to learn, but a disappointment

to those seeking entertainment or com-
ing through curiosity. 'Twas highly-

praised by some and condemned by

others. Did fair business which increased
each succeeding day.—Will R. Winch,
Wigwam theatre, El Paso, Tex.—Gen-
eral patronage.

f/Hits the Music, \
1

ORCHESTRAL ORGAN
abash

Chics

Have for Sale

Several theatres now operating

Good proposition for individual who could give
personal attention. Write for particulars. A. F.,

Room 304. 41 Park Row, N. Y City

BULL DOG
FILM CEMENT

ULLDOfij "the old reliable"
iearorT|

Your Supply Dealer has It

CLASSIFIED

Five Cents per Word Payable
in Advance. Minimum Charge,

$1.00

THEATRES FOR SALE
FOR SALE: Completely equipped modern mo-

tion picture show in live city of Three Thousand
and booming. Southern Wisconsin. Write "Ex-
hibitor" care of Exhibitors Herald.

FOR SALE: Theatre. Only movie in town of

3.500. Fully equipped. Long lease. Particular!
on request to responsible party. Address C. M.
Cox, Pella, la.

FOR SALE: Trade or lease moving picture
theatre in good town. Write Will Viser. Madison-
ville, Texas.

SITUATION WANTED
WANTED: Motion Picture Operator wants po-

sition. Six years experience. Can handle any
equipment. Best of references. Edward Craig,

Hey worth, Illinois.

PROJECTION PROBLEMS
WESLEY TROUT projection and electrical ex-

pert. Questions answered on all projection or

electrical problems. Charges reasonable. Equip-
ments installed. Address all mail to Exhibitors
Herald, 407 South Dearborn street. Chicago, 111.

"I can remedy your projection trouble."

PALMISTRY FILMS WANTED
WANTED: Will buy short subjects dealing

with Palmistry. H. M. Harrison, 865 East

Sixty-third street, Chicago.
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Hitch \jourViaqon to thcStarWho
Pulls a Giant Load ofProfits

« A REMARKABLY good Western," says Harrison's Re-
ports. "It never for r.n instant fails to hold the atten-

tion. A spectacular touch is added by the showing of a stam-
pede of horses down a hillside—should go well anvwhere."

BOOK IT—BOOST IT—PROFIT!
DISTRIBUTED BY

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
Of America, Inc.

Exchanges Everywhere 723 Seventh Avenue, New York City

Salts Office Vniud Kingdom—R-C Picture; Corporation, 26-27 &Arblay St., Wardour St., London, If. I., En(land

Presented bv
P. A. POWERS

Filmed from
the Blue Book
Magazine
Story by
Elizabeth

Dejeans
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Have You Ever Sat Through an

Entire Show in Your Own Theatre?

Photographer, J. 0. Milligan, Los Angeles

"Comfortable Seating"
is Doug's Motto for
the Full Enjoyment
of a Show.

Here he is with Mr. Grauman
setting up American Seating
Company Theatre Chairs in the
Grauman's Egyptian Hollywood
Theatre. This is their assurance
of comfort for an audience.

This is the second theatre
chair installation made by us
for Mr. Grauman, while a third

order follows for the Metro-
politan Theatre of Lo:; Angeles,
now nearing completion.

hi
is very seldom that theatre owners or

managers have an opportunity of seeing

a complete show in their own theatre.

Because of other duties needing attention, they

seldom occupy a chair more than a few min-

utes. Naturally, uncomfortable features are not

noticed in so short a time. On the other hand,

theatre patrons criticize defects and generally

find another theatre where the complete program
can be enjoyed in comfort afforded by proper

seating.

After the tiresome hours of work during the

day, the public look forward to relaxation. The-

atres should offer this with deep cushioned chairs

and other rest-giving elements.

Make yours the best. Give the public the benefit

of American Seating Company Theatre Chairs.

jgiifrtraugating COmpany
NEW YORK

114 W. 41st St.

CHICAGO
12 E. Jackson Blvd.

BOSTON
65-D Canal St.

PHILADELPHIA
252 S. Broad St.
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THEATRE CONSTRUCTION
AND EQUIPMENT

Inventor Describes Talking Film
Weekly Programs Being Prepared for Theatres by Lee De Forest Who Plans to Issue

First of His Talking Pictures in June

By LEE DE FOREST

THE Phono Film, as its name implies,

is combined on the same film of pic-

ture with voice or music photographically
recorded. Standard cinematograph film

is used. The sound record occupies a
very narrow strip of the film about 3/32-

inch wide on the margin, and does not

materially reduce the width of the picture.

An especially designed gas-tilled lamp
called the Photion light, is inserted in

the moving picture camera a short dis-

tance away from the usual objective lens.

The light from this Photion tube passes
through an extremely narrow slit and
falls directly upon one margin of the

film. This margin is screened from the
picture itself so that only the light from
the Photion falls upon it. The film is

driven continuously with an even speed,

in front of this narrow slit, but with the
usual intermittent step-by-step motion in

front of the picture aperture.
1 — ^ * * *

Xow the light in the Photion tube is

generated by the electric current which
is passing through the gas enclosed
therein. The intensity of the light de-
pends on the intensity of the electric cur-
rent. Therefore if a powerful telephonic
current is passed through the Photion
the light emitted varies exactly in ac-
cordance with the strength of the tele-

phonic current at any instant. This light,

therefore, fluctuates in brightness hun-
dreds of thousands of times a second in'

perfect rythm with the telephonic cur-
rent pulses, and varies in strength with
the current.
This telephonic current originates in

the first place from the special microphone
transmitter, which is quite unlike the ordi-
nary telephonic microphone, but serving
the same general purpose; this transmitter
picks up the sound waves at distances of
five to fifteen feet from the source of
sound, transforming these sound waves
into very weak telephonic currents. The
Audion amplifier is then used to amplify
these weak currents 100.000 times. With-
out the Audion amplifier the entire ar-
rangement would be utterly impractical
because of the weakness of the voice cur-
rents.

Thus we have three transformations

—

first, sound waves into electric telephonic
currents, then the amplification of these
currents into light waves, and the regis-
tering of these light waves through the
narrow slit upon the photographic film.

The negative film, carrying picture and
sound record is now developed in the
usual manner, but using a special de-
veloper to bring out the details of the
sound record. Positive prints are made
through a special printer to give the
necessary light values for picture and
sound record. This positive print is then
run through the moving picture projector
machine. This is a standard projector
.machine such as is found in any moving
picture theatre. A small attachment is

added to this projector, which in no wise

Dr. Lee de Forest is shown holding the little tube which makes possible the recording
of sound waves.

interferes with its ordinary use. This
attachment includes a small incandescent
lamp and a highly sensitive photo-electric
cell, the latter being the invention of T.
W. Case. Between the lamp and the
photo-electric cell passes the film as it

travels through the projector machine.
The light from this incandescent lamp is

concentrated upon a tiny slit similar to
that above described in the motion pic-

ture camera. This light, therefore, passes
through the sound record which has been
photographed on the film, and on into the
chamber containing the photo-electric
cell, .The passes of the sound record,
therefore, across this narrow slit controls
the intensity of the light falling upon this

sensitive .cell.

The photo-electric cell has this peculiat

property—its electrical resistance at any
instant is determined by the amount of
light falling upon the cell. Therefore,
as the film travels across the slit and the

light falling upon the cell made to flucu-

ate hundreds or thousand of times per
second, the electrical resistance of the
cell is varied in strict accordance there-
with.

* * ~*~
.

Connected to this photo-electric cell is

a small battery for supplying current,

which current is therefore controlled by
the light falling upon the cell, and there-
by made to exactly reproduce the original

telephonic current from the transmitter
when the sound picture was first recorded.

This new telephonic current, however, is

extremely weak, and must be amplified,

again and again through a series ot espe-

cially designed Audion amplifiers until

it is increased in power hundreds of thou-
sands of times. This powerful telephonic
current then is passed through especially-

designed loud reproducers, which are lo-

cated behind or alongside of the picture
screen. In this way the reproduced sound
appears to come from the voice of the
speaker or the musical instrument whose
picture is being thrown upon the screen.
By the Phono Film process the prob-

lem of synchronism is obviously com-
pletely solved. The photograph of the
sound and of the object are always to-
gether on the same film and always at

the same relative positions thereon. If

the film breaks it is only necessary to
insert a new piece equivalent in length to

the part cut away, so that the synchron-
ism is never impaired.
Throughout my work I have had in

mind making the process practical and
commercial. Only standard film is used,
and the reproducing attachment is de-
signed for either the Simplex or Powers
machine to be quickly installed with a
minimum of time and expense. Thus
any motion' picture theatre can be easily

eouipped for Phono Film productions.
The reproducing attachment, together
with a very- practical Audion amplifier
system and loud speakers are to be sold

or leased. We are now at work on the
production of weekly film programs, the

first of which will be ready for release

in June. The Phono Film is adapted
primarily for the reproduction of musical
and vaudeville numbers, solos and small
concert ensembles, operettas and real film
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dramas. It is not our idea that the ordi-

nary pantomime drama of today be adapted

to the Phono Film, but scenario writers

and producers will write film stories

framed around the acoustic idea to work
in the voice and music to the greatest

possible advantage.
* * *

The value of the educational and ad-

vertising films will obviously be im-
mensely enhanced by the addition of

spoken description, similarly scenic pic-

tures will now carry their own music,

played by first-class orchestras which are

Chart showing reproduction process as used in

the Phonofilm methods

thus made available to every picture house
in the country. Comedy films and ani-

mated cartoons will be made far funnier

than heretofore by the addition of bright

lines and patter.

The filming of notable men. candidates

for public office, etc., will now be made

Sound record of the vowels as registered by
Dr. Lee de Forest's invention.

far more interesting and genuine to the
audience when their voices are also re-

produced.
In fact, the field of application of the

Phono Film principle is almost unlimited.
New applications and possibilities will

be matters of almost daily development.

Demonstrate Case
Invention in East

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

AUBURN, N. Y., April 3.—A demon-
stration of the invention of Theodore W.
Case, Auburn scientist, for talking films

was give» here at the Case Research
Laboratory before a group of experts
and newspaper men. By means of the
instrument, sound, photographed from
the human voice or music, was reproduced
in synchronization with motion pictures.

The animated figures on the screen and
their voices or a musical accompaniment
to their actions exactly coincide.

In addition, it was shown .that music

reproduced photographically has far bet-

ter tonal qualities and lacks the noise and
scraping attendant upon reproduction
simply by a mechanical talking machine.
Vocalized photoplays through use of the

invention are possible now, it is believed.

The sound record is photographic and
occupies a narrow margin of the film on
which appears the pictures. In the course

of the demonstration, Mr. Case photo-
graphed and reproduced his own voice,

using a standard motion picture camera
and projection machine with his sound-
recording and. reproducing device.

Work Nears Completion

On Large Texas Theatre;

Will Accommodate 2500
Construction work on the new $500,000

theatre on Alamo Plaza at San Antonio,
Texas, is progressing rapidly and it will

be but a short time until the doors will

be thrown open to the public. This is

the report of Louis Santikos, owner of

the present Rialto theatre and the builder

of the new motion picture theatre which
will be one of the finest in this city.

One of the important features of the
new theatre will be an arcade 15 feet

wide and running more than 200 feet

from Alamo Plaza to Loyosa street. The
Arcade, which is being trimmed in a
color scheme of white and cream with
large marble arches, will provide a prom-
enade for the pedestrians throughout the
year from the main entrance to the mo-
tion picture theatre on the Plaza directly
through to Loyosa street. All the exits

have been cut through from the main
auditorium to the arcade.
This theatre will have a seating capac-

ity of about 2,500, having a capacity of
about 1,500 on the lower floor and 1,000

in the balcony. The property on which
the house is located is 109 feet by 145
feet, but the entire site has about a depth
of 215 feet from Plaza to Loyosa street.

A $30,000 Wurlitzer organ is being in-

stalled in the huge hydraulic orchestra
pit which will lower the organ from view
of the audience when it is not in use and
an orchestra is being used instead. The
cooling and the heating system is now
being installed by the American Blower
Company.

Opens Second Theatre
The Kclley theatre, Iola, Kan., one of

the best theatres in the smaller towns of

Kansas, has been opened by E. VanHy-
nine. who also operates the Grand the-
atre in the same town. Direct and indi-

rect lights are arranged to flood the audi-
torium. The projection equipment con-
sists of two 6 B Powers machines, while
a Fotoplayer organ was been installed.

Will Make Trip to Coast
Weslev Trout, projection and electrical

expert, of Enid, Okla., will make a trip

to the west coast leaving in about three
weeks. He will visit important cities in

the various states and the larger theatres

in regard to their projection and electrical

problems.

St. Louis, Mo.—Freund Brothers have
let contract for their new Kingsland
theatre and work of construction will be
started soon. This will represent an in-

vestment of $100,000.
*

Albany, N. Y.—Excavations for the
theatre which W. W. Berinstein will erect

this summer at Little Falls, N. Y., will

get under way about April 15. This
house will seat 1,400 and cost $150,000.

New Projects
New York, N. Y.—Plans have been

completed by Architects Rcilly & Hall,
405 Lexington avenue, New York City,
for a theatre at Cedarhurst Long Island
for Cedarhurst Construction Company of
which L. N. Moss is president. The
house will seat 1,600 and cost approxi-
mately $250,000. Work was started some
time ago.

Chicago, I1L—August F. John, Mil-
waukee theatre builder and real estate
operator has purchased property at
Sheridan Road and Montrose avenue on
which will be erected a large theatre and
hotel.

*

Bellevue, N. Y.—Abe Dworc, owner of
a theatre here will erect a new playhouse
in this city on Broadway near Hegeman
street. Architect L. Rodman Nichols,'
125 Broadway has completed plans for the
structure which will cost about $30,000.

*

Highland Park, I1L—W. Pearl, of the
Pearl theatre here, has announced that he
will erect a new motion picture theatre
on East Central avenue on a site meas-
uring 75 by 200 feet.

*

Savanna, la.—Work will be started in

April on the construction of a theatre
here for Charles Bruno, local barber,
which will cost about $65,000.

Newton, N. J.— Plans have been com-
pleted by Architects Reilly & Hall, 405
Lexington avenue, New York City, for
a theatre to be erected in this city for

Newton Amusement Corporation. The
house will seat 1,000 and cost about $90,-

000. Excavation has just been started.
Sydney Samuelson is president of the
company and will operate the new theatre
closing his old plavhouse here.

*

San Anselmo, CaL—A theatre and busi-
ness block to cost $100,000 will be erected
by Tamalpais Community Associates of
which I. C. Raas, banker, is president.

Smithfield, O.—A three-story building
and theatre will be erected here by Smith-
field Amusement Company.

Albuquerque, N. M.—O. Bachechi has
purchased property at Central avenue
and Fifth street on which he will erect a
two-story theatre and building.

McGhee, Ark.—T. A. Shea, motion pic-

ture operator here will build a new play-
house to cost about $20,000.

*

Bethlehem, Pa.—Civic Theatre Cor-
poration of this city in which L. F. Sei-

berger. R. E. Wilbur and Harold Hei-
bcrrrer are interested has been granted a

charter in Delaware and will erect a fine

new theatre.

Ownership Changes
Frederick, Okla.—Don Gilpin has pur-

chased from W. S. Ross of Bowie, Texas,
and Thomas James of Frederick, the

Queen theatre in this city.
*

Clearlake, Cal.—Mana & Fisk of San
Francisco have purchased the Victory
theatre here from Mrs. Mary Davis.

*

Columbus, O.—Myer Maraski has ob-

tained possession of the Strand theatre on
East Main street from Morris Levinson.

*

Anderson, Mo.—Tames Anderson and
Otto Clark have purchased the Electric

theatre here from David L. Mickey.
*

Spencer, Ind.—H. E. Campbell has pur-

chased the theatre of E. B. Phillips here

and has begun work of remodeling it.
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ChicagoTradeEvents
Irate Aristocracy

Opposes Playhouse
Fears Commercial Theatre

Will Be Degrading to

Neighborhood
MILWAUKEE. WIS.. April 2.—Sel-

dom has Milwaukee seen such a tempest
in a teapot as that which has boiled up
in Shorewood. the city's most exclusive
suburb, against £he motion pictures.

The con'-oversy began more than a

month ago when the Kel-Xau Invest-
ment Company took out a permit to erect

a $200,000 apartment building and thea-

tre in the suburb's business district.

Irate citizens gathered in council and
formulated a protest against the commer-
cial theatre. The effect of commercial
motion ^ictures and their "advertising
lures" would be harmful to the children
of the district, they areued. Motion pic-

tures shown weekly in the school build-

ing were said to be sufficient for the en-
tertainment of the children.

Cite Winnetka Situation

Winnetka, 111., was quoted as the ideal

example of a residential suburb without
commercial pictures.

Efforts to have the building permit
rescinded by the village board proved un-
successful. The Kel-Xau Company coun-
tered with a series of injunctions restrain-

ing the board from taking any measures
to revoke the permit or passing any or-

dinance to stop building operations, and
the citizens from committing any act to
interfere with the erection of the building.
When the agitation did not diminish, the
investment company obtained a more
stringent order enjoining the trustees to
show cause why the-- should not be re-

strained from soend 1 '"* village funds for

a motion picture projection machine and
films and requesting the return of $2,000
thus wrongfully expended.

Sign Protest Petitions

More than half the population of the
suburb has signed petitions protesting
against the erection of a commercial the-
atre within 500 feet of church or school.
The petitions have been religiously cir-

culated even in churches, where sermons
have pictured the motion picture as com-
parable to the w'""" of other days.
A seething political conflict is predicted

for election day tomorrow, when the
election will change the personnel of the
present village board and perhaps lend
a different tone to the discussion.

Jack Hefler. of the Orpheum theatre,
Quincy. 111., was in town last week.

* * *

Gradwell Sears has a new "baby Lin-
coln" coupe. The war is on now between
the Yellow cabs and the First National
salesman.

* * *

W. W. Watts, of Springfield. 111., called
on friends along the row last Thursdav.

* * *

John Ditmak. of the Strand theatre.
Peoria. Chicago caller last week.

* * *

Tom Delaney has resigned as Fox sales-
man and joined the Hodkinson sales staff.

He will have city territory.
* * *

I. Lesermax, Country sales manager. Uni-
versal, announces that his daughter will be
married on April 22.

New Theatre Opens
Messrs. Haferkamp and Hill formally

opened their new Rivoli theatre, at Elston.

Crawford and Montrose streets, Chicago,

on Saturday night.

The new house is located on Elston
avenue and will seat 1.250 people. It is

equipped with a Wurlitzer organ and the
Rivoli symphony orchestra will be under
the direction of M. Edelman. Miss Mar-
garet Hall is the organist.

Edward Laemmle Here
Edward Laemmle. nephew of Carl

Laemmle. president of Universal Pictures

Corp.. and one of the directors at Uni-

versal City. Cal., will be married to Miss
Peppi Heller, in Chicago, on Sunday,
April 8. Miss Heller is the sister of Mrs.
Louis Laemmle.

A bachelor dinner was given John J.

Jones, son of Aaron Jones of Jones, Linick

& Schaefer, at Marigold Gardens on March
27. Officers of the company and prominent
theatrical managers and agents were present.

* * *

Johx C. Flixx, chief national publicist

of Paramount, was in town several days,

arranging for the premier of "The Covered
Wagon." which opens at Woods theatre

April 22. Dan Roche, by the way, is back
in town also.

* * *

Otto Bolle, city sales supervisor, and
Herb Hayman made flying trips to several

outlying towns last week, and Herb wore
out three Dixon mediums writing contracts,

'tis said.

William Fox to Build
Theatre in Chicago

Circuit Will Be Increased to
Fifty Houses—Oakland
Theatre Opens Soon

William Fox has announced that plans
are being prepared for a theatre which
he will build in Chicago. The house,
presumably, will be located in the down-
town section and will be devoted to first

runs on the Fox specials.

Fifty Houses in Circuit

With the erection of the Chicago thea-
tre, and one in Boston, the Fox circuit
will include fifty houses.
On May 1, the producer-distributor will

open his first theatre in California, the
house now nearing completion at Oak-
land. This theatre will seat 3,000.

To Open Philadelphia House
In the fall Mr. Fox will open his new

theatre in Philadelphia. This will be a
3,700 seat structure and will be a part of
an eighteen-story office building.

According to present plans the Fox
people plan but two additional houses,
one in Chicago and one in Boston.

Rockford Midway
Changes Hands
Rockford Theatres Company, W. D.

Burford. president, and comprised of
Charles Lamb. Frank Thielin. J. J.. M. M.
and L. M. Rubens, has just been organ-
ized to operate the Midway theatre at
Rockford. Acquisition of this Ascher
Brothers house gives the Burford-Ruben-
Lamb-Thielin combination three theatres
in Rockford and fifteen houses in Elgin,
Aurora, Galesburg. Bloomington, Joliet,

Ottawa and La Crosse.

THEY SAW "ADAM'S RIB"—Chicago Chamber of Commerce was the guest
of the the Paramount Exchange recently, when the Cecil B. DeMille picture was
screened. Left to right:—John R. Mauff, executive vice president; L. F. Gates, ex-
president; J. J. Stream, president; J. A. Bunnell, ex-president: Henry A. Rumsey.
director; Joseph Simos, second vice president; J. J. Jones, secretary; E. A. Doern.
director, and C. H. Stone, director.
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! CHICAGO PERSONALITIES
j

I By J. R. M. |

VIVIAN MOSES, director of publicity,

Fox Film Corp., passed through Chicago
Friday on his return to New York from Los
Angeles.

* * *

SAMUEL DEMBOW, Jr., assistant general
sales manager Fox, called on local manager
Sid Mever last week.

* * *

The Fox baseball team, which holds the
undisputed champion record of Crucagj's
film* row, comes to the fore again this year
with a lineup that will do several things to

the other exchanges if given a chance.
* * *

The ink hadn't dried on our announce-
ment in the last issue of the Herald before
F. B. O. had received a challenge from First

National. Gradwell Sears and Dave Dubin
extended the challenge and they want to

play a series of five games with Jack Samp-
son's team.

* * *

Del Goodman, of Fox exchange, visited

Paxton and Fairbury, 111., last week, getting

play dates. About half of the town of Fair-

bury burned down when he was there, but
he got the theatre signed up.

* * #

F. B. Hill, auditor of Fox Film Corp.,

is in town.
* * *

The C. M. & St. P. Railroad is cooperat-
ing with Film Booking office to the extent
of printing "Westbound Limited" on their

stationery. This was a stunt Louis Kramer
helped put over.

* * *

M. L. Reubens played F. B. O.'s "Third
Alarm" recently and thought so well of it

he signed up for "Westbound Limited" for

Foliet.
* * *

J. L. McCuKDY, manager of Randolph
theatre, grabbed the Lake Shore Limited last

Thursday evening for New York to close

arrangements for the Chicago showing of
"Hunting Big (lame in Africa." .

\U- " * ~ * *

H, Elliott Stitkel, connected with the
Publicity Department of Universal, passed
through town en' route to New York last

week.
* * *

R. C. Seery, district manager First Na-
tional, was called from his golfing at Bel-

oxie. Miss., to attend a conference in New
York.

* * *

C. E. Bond, manager Associated First Na-
tional exchange, has 17"> houses signed up
to play "The Pilgrim." although the picture

isn't released until April 16. This is about
50 per cent of the city territory, which is

going some.
* * *

L. R. Nelson has been added to First

National's sales staff. He will have coun-
try territory. Mr. Nelson is well known
hereabouts, having handled Select pictures

and other old line films. He's all equipped
with a new Hup coupe.

* * *

Didja see Nate Wolf's "doggy" spring
top coat. The day after the First National
city salesman got it the weather dropped to

zero.
* * *

Madge Bellamy is to make a series of

personal appearances in our fair city in con-
nection with First National pictures.

* * *

Al Sobler, of First National exploitation

department, placed a flock of window cards
in department stores and drug stores in

Kankakee, 111., advertising "East Is West,"

and everybody's laundry package had an
original Chinese ad. enclosed.

* * *

The Security Pictures, 80R South Wabash
avenue, has a good bet in "Smiles," a new
short subject, which had its premier at Mc-
Vicker's theatre last week.

* * *

Another dope picture. "The Drug Terror,"
is being offered hereabouts. It is a re-issue,

but brought up to date with pictures and
endorsements of a number of officials of the
city and national governments. Jack Hays
is handling it. Anybody who wants a good
five rceler along this line had better get in

touch with Jack.
* * *

Mrs. Katherine M< Kee. of Libertyville,

III., has closed the Liberty theatre.

* * *

Charlie Pyi.e of the New Virginia thea-
tre. Champaign, was a Film Row visitor last

Wednesday.
» * * t -K iX

'

Charles E. Morton, of the Family thea-
tre, Mt. Carroll, has taken over thc.Gr.and
theatre at Galena, 111.

» » *

Bill Brl miiero is elated over the fact that

he has sold the smallest town in Illinois.

It is Thomas, and has just 100 people in it.

« » *

Following the successful two weeks with
Miss Nora Bayes. Jones. I.inick & Schaefer
announce Francis White will appear at Mc-
Vickers theatre April 16, and later John
Steel, well-known tenor, will be an extra
added attraction.

* • *

L A. RozF.i.LE. of Metro, was busy last

week wiring his friends throughout the Cen-
tral West territory alxiut another big buy
Metro has just consummated. It is a wild
animal picture, prints of which will be in

Chicago about April IS,

*• * •

Hank Kaufman, inspectgr booker of the

Pathe exchanges of America, is installing a
new system at the local exchange.

* • *

L. Diamond, manager of statistical de-

partment of Pathe, will remain another week
in Chicago.

* * *

Clyde Elliott is running a Fashion Show
at his New Evanston theatre. Evanston, this

week.
* * *

In case you don't know it. "Chick" Kep-
pler is the official Pathe reporter for this

col. We can always rely on "Chick" for

something.
* * *

Harry Miller's father. Amos Miller, who
died a week ago Friday, was buried last

Tuesday. The following film men acted .as

pall-bearers at the funeral : Dave Dubin.

Gradwell Sears. Nate Wolf, Al Gallas, and
Ben. Eisenberg.

* * *

Herman Stern made a flying trip to New
York last week and returning the Century
was eleven hours late. It was necessary to

chan<re cars en route, owing to a breakdown,
and Herman found he had exchanged grips

with a lady, which left him with a lot of

nice silk things to wear. However, he got

his own back before returning home. A
birthday partv staged by the salesmen on

Sunday night before he left was attended by
the employes of the exchange. A handsome
traveling bag fully equipped was given him
as a present.

Public Relations Plan Outlined

for Herald Readers by Jones
(Continued from page dj)

cants—if we cannot answer we get some'
one who can.

5 An employe can um.o everything
. that a Public Relations Office can

do, unless he has the proper conception
of his position, i. e.. every employe is the
company's representative to the public
at some time, officially or unofficially. Vfm
are constantly working on this angle of

the problem, and the enclosed pamphlet,
"Information for Employes." is a good
example of this phase *f the question.

|

6 We especially concentrate upon
• newspaper editors in many differeaj

ways, by personal visits when in the dif-

ferent cities, by attending editors' ass<M
ciations. by direct by mail, and also 6jr

running a general news service. somcwhau
similar to a press letter. One thing we
guard against— never does the Public]
Relations Office request anything of a

paper which would advertise any indi-.

vidual company, picture or star.

On special occasions, such as large < on-
ventions at which we arc invited to ap-i
pear. Better Films Weeks, etc.. we make
use of outside speakers who are qualified

to cover some specific subject in connec-
tion with motion pictures.

RESULTS

Results from the standpoint of general
good will and interest, increased patron-
age, etc., are unquestionable facts ad-
mitted by all who have come in contact
with our organization.

However, the most striking results are

in connection with legislation. For ej
ample, two years ago the state of North
Carolina was up in arms demanding
censorship. South Carolina presented an
equal situation. Georgia was organizes
for the same purpose. Alabama was coif
sidered somewhat of a hopeless casta
where defeat was merely a question of

time.

Since the first of the year the North!
Carolina legislature has met and ad-
journed, and not one line detrimental to]
the industry was even introduced. South
Carolina has completed its session, and
beyond a couple of tax bills, which were]
not strongly supported and died a natural
death, nothing was introduced. Alabama-
has completed its session, and there was
no agitation in regard to censorship or
taxation. Tennessee produced the most*
drastic censorship bill in the history of

our industry, and public opinion flamed
up in opposition throughout the entire

state, the press denounced the measure in

column after column of editorials, organ-
izations of both men and women passed
resolutions against it—the bill is now a

joke at Nashville, which will die a pain-

less death with adjournment week after]

next. Any possibility of censorship in the I

states of Florida and Georgia has been'

as effectively eliminated.

(Excerpts from the various booklets

cited in Mr. Jones' foregoing brief will

be published in forthcoming issues oLthe
"Herald" in the Public Rights League

department.)
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ABOMBSHELL O
WHO REALLYKNOW^

WHEN AN AUTHOR.SEVEREST OFALL CRITICS, PRAISES
THE "PICTURIZED VERSION OFHIS OWN NOVEL,YOU CAN
GAMBLE ON THE BIGNESS OF THAT PRODUCTION.^ ^

CHARLES G.NORRIS CELEBRATED
AUTHOR OF

DECLARES THAT IN ITS TRANSITION FROM BOOK TO
SCREEN THE STORY HAS LOST NONE OF ITS CHARM.

MONTE BLUE«MARI
SUPPORTED BY HARRYMYERS,IRENE RICH,FRANK KEENAN,
MISS DUPONT.PAT O'MALLEY,HELENFERGUSON^"3 OTHER 5.

'
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RAISE FROMAMAN

Coming, Warner Bros. 18 "Classics of the Screen"
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Nationally advertised as
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Los Angeles is still raving. And in Chicago—
For the first time in its history, McVicker's Theatre, Chicago, is holding a
picture over for a second week.

In one week of solid capacity business, McVicker's simply couldn't begin to
jam in the crowds that fought to see "Bella Donna.''

Pola Negri's First American Picture is the box-office sensation of the hour!

The double-spread advertisement above, which appeared in the Saturday
Evening Post, and full-page advertisements in the leading fan magazines are
telling your public that they haven't seen the REAL Pola Negri till they see
"Bella Donna."

':'0t^^(O,JS P1AYERS LASKYCORPORATION ?0^j.

Adapted by Ouida Bergere from Robert Hichens' novel
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The First Distinctive Picture /
to be released by Goldwyn /

Backbone
means Power
and Fight/

—and it's a good one

THE elemental human appeal of this pio

ture is absolutely irresistible!

At the big preview, held at the Strand The

atre, New York, many important exhibitors

of the East and the body of trade paper critic

placed a stamp of approval on BACKBONE
It has been tried out!

It has won out!

Book it and you'll bankbook it I

Rugged yet beautiful, its theme and story wil

tug at your heartstrings—and that goes fo

any audience!

It has a dash of mystery.

It is a showman's picture

!

featuring

Alfred Lunt
and

Edith Roberts

The true lover
must have
Backbone f

Ask Goldwyn
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The Crowning Achievement!

TT has taken 25 years—ever since the
birth of motion pictures—to produce a pro-

duction with the magnetic power that could at-

tract the tremendous crowds that marked the
opening presentation of

in the largest theatre in the world,
New York's Capitol, with a seating capacity of

5,300. Think of it—

From 1 P. M. until midnight the standing room
capacity was taxed to the limit! Extra police

were called to prevent the crowds from block-
ing traffic!

Every Attendance Record
was Smashed!

Every Money Record
Shattered

!

)anny was right!—

"If you let your competitor get this picture

you'll be sorry."

Previous House Records
at the Capitol for

1 day's receipts

Passion
Robin Hood
Stranger's Banquet
Pola Negri in Mad Love
The Christian

—And now
SOULS for SALE
Tops them ALL!

$13, 677.50
on the day

oldwyn is doing Big Things!



oAn UnfinishedAd
This ad is being written by the Exhibitors who
are making money with Preferred Pictures

RICH MEN'S WIVES—"Wonderful produc-

tion. Beautiful in all respects. One we
are proud to highly recommend. Finely

colored art titles 'lend quality to perfect

story. Good business two days at 20 and
10 cents."—Orpheum, Glasgow, Mont.

RICH MEN'S WIVES—"Well desen ing title

of special. Dramatic but all there. Pleased

our crowd. W ork of House Peters, Claire

Windsor and Richard Headrirk worthy of

special mention."—Auditorium, Slater,

Mo.

RICH MEN'S WIVES with a special cast.

"One of the finest pictures we have run f< >r

ayear. Satisfied 100 percent. Everybody
said it was great. Did a fine business three

nights. A good money-maker."—A. J.

Paul, Royal Theatre, Galion, Ohio.

SHADOWS—Lon Chaney's masterpiece. Will

live up to all the exploitation you can gn e

it. Played up story. Newspapers boosted

it as best picture of the year. Only theatre

in Cleveland that had S. R. 0. on Monday
all day. Opposition, 'When Knighthood

Was in Flower' and 'Thirty Days'. Ca-

pacity 4,400."—Reade's Hippodrome,
Cleveland, Ohio.

SHADOWS—"One of the real pictures of
1922."—Grand Theatre, Anamosa, la.

THORNS AND ORANGE BLOSSOM^
"Worthy of any exhibitor's notice. Far

above the average program picture. Good
enough to stand advance in prices. Can't

go wrong on it. Good price."—Strand

Theatre, Lainonte, la.

THORNS AND ORANGE BLOSSOMS-
"This picture stood up in the coldest

weather we had known in years. Good
picture from well known book and pla\ ."

—

Merrill. Milwaukee.

THE HERO—"Business better than for man)
weeks."—Queen, Dallas.

THE HERD, with a special cast.
—

"This pie-

lure did a good week's business and won
the approval of patrons."—David Hard-

ing. Liberty Theatre, Kansas City, Mo.

THE HERO—"Good business. N ill hold o\ er

for the second week."—Miller s, Los An-
geles.

POOR MEN'S WIVES—"Business especially

good."—Melba, Dallas.

LICHTMAN PRODI CTIONS—"These are

good."—J. A. Emory, Star Theatre, Bar
Harbor, Maine.

Wait till you read their reports on

"ARE YOU A FAILURE?"

"THE GIRL WHO CAME BACK"

"DAUGHTERS OF THE RICH"
Produced by

PREFERRED
PICTURES!**.

Diitribvtcd by

AL-LICHTMAN
COR.POR.ATI O N

«(* VOTU OTV



WHERE THE
PAVEMENT ENDS

iyJOHN RUSSELL
WITH

ALICE TERKYW RAMON NOVABRO

Metro



THE Pj
Ay

JOHN RUSSELL

with

ALICE
TERRY*

and

RAMON1

NOVARR(

llllllllllll
•^""s'iB Screen,.

Classic

JDistrihuied hy

MFTRO pictures
1T1U A riV/ CORPORATION



/HEN YOU BEGIN YOUR RUN OF

LAJS4 Production

EMENT ENDS

ji

11

. / A

{Jury Qmjjeriai sPiciurr% Cid.
txclu&tue Distributors ikru.-

out Qrca-k JiruhoLcn. .... Sir
rtlleam $ury Mesiagt-n-g J)Lr.



Ingram
Production-

Where thePavement Ends
hy Joh.ii Russell

uik Alice Terry and Ramon Novarro

lOistribuied by

MFyTRO pictures
1 1U JL 1\V/ CORPORATIOJST.

I
Screen,ft

(jury imperial iPiciures Ctd., It tli,<,iveJ]Lslrit>tj.t-ors thraou.t
^feat J&riitlilL. Sir WLULa.m.fju.r^ Via iCLjiny fllrecior .



Should be well
ith this one

"
pleased

HARK1»«'

A"T "
rdizrs her «onrf^^-^

tesake of ifiwrf* *bn^T^,oe.

Producers Security Corporation

bttSOttS

LiorisMouse
^ Wyndham Standings

Marguerite Marsh/
Directed by~ SCar Apfel

v Hollandia Production
HODKINSON
PICTURES
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<^/Z 14it' in Dwvr Countries
IN AMERICA

Film Daily: Plenty of action in

"The Grub-Stake." This is the

first Nell Shipman picture in over

a year. Play up the wild animals
and natural beauties. There's a

new twist at the finish.

Harrisons: /'The Grub -Stake'
-

abounds in interest and thrills.

Here's another success on the same
model as "Back To God's Country."

World: Anyone who delights in

seeing wild animals "at home" will

be delighted with this picture. A
melodramatic climax and BOme
mighty good thrills.

Herald: A sound dramatic picture:

a hand-picked cast and \< r\ Inn-

work by Nell Shipman. The anim.il

stuff is great.

Trade Review: Fully equal to "Back
To God's Country." The picture

has the double attraction certain

to interest a legion of adults and
stir up children to red-hot en-

thusiasm.

"The Grub -Slake" ranks
any of Miss Shipman re

\ ews

with
leases and should go over especially

well.

Shipman,

GRUB-STOKE

U\ ENGLAND
London Cinema: The story pos
sesses an absorbing interest. Man)
dramatic scenes. Nell Shipman
plays a difficult part admirably.

London Bioscope: This is a picture

that is sure to find many admirers

The natural setting and the animal'

are also very fine indeed. A strong

melodrama.

Kinematograph: A noteworthy
aspect of this Nell Shipman picture

is the unusual interest attaching to

the numerous shots of the wild

animals. The picture works up to

a strong climax, full of fights and

thrills, and will be thoroughly

liked on nearly all programs in the

United Kingdom.

Film Renter: Nell Shipman is the

star of this lively picture and her

familiarity with the wild animals

of the forest will prove a great

attraction. In the role of Faith

Diggs, the girl is swept into aston-

ishing adventures which culminate

in a breath-taking thrill.



Five

Reels

of

Roars !

gmtB.

"Worth Watching For"
National Board of Review
"Mack Sennett again, with Ben

Turpin staring out of focus,'
-

says
Exceptional Photoplays, under the

head "Worth Watching For." "A
great team.
The Shriek of Araby' drives the nails of
satire with such accuracy into a certain
type of picture that it leaves it a ludic-
rous hide flapping on a public fence.

Lovers of good jokes must cry
again, Hail, Sennet and Turpin I"

Ol'lied Producers and Distributors Corporation^
729 Seventh Guenue, JVeus C/ork City

— Bronch Office located in each United artists Corporation Exchange—
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AM truly enraptured at the magnifi-

**" cent and artistic manner in which you

have interpreted my novel. I consider it su-

perior to any film I have ever seen. It is

better in many respects than 'The Four

Horsemen' because of the excellence of the

actors and the magnificence of the sets. Nc

author could desire anything finer for hi;

work. I am sure it will be a great success

"As author of 'Enemies of Women' I con

gratulate and I thank you."

(Signed) VICENTE BLASCO IBANEZ

ENEMIE;
6y~ Vice/ife 3/asco lb m

WITH ^ /
LIONEL BARRYMOll

and ALMA RUBES
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"Without doubt one of the most lavish films ever

offered to the public. From beginning to end it is

embellished with a wealth of beauty."—New York Telegram.

"It is the last word in what is known as 'a box-

office attraction.' It will be a joy forever to ex-

hibitors." —New York Globe.

"For real entertainment, it would be hard to beat.

Thrills, romance, melodrama, movingly beautiful

scenes." —New York Post.

"It is an eye-full. Looks as if it cost a fortune to

—New York World.

Now Doing Absolute Capacity at Central

Theatre, Broadway, at Two Dollar \ Top

Directed by Alan Crosland
Settings by Joseph Urban
Scenario by John Lynch

k Cosmopolitan Production

AVOMEN



g** t"'

KWm.LRoubert
production

ForYouMyBo
THE HEART THROBBING SENSATION OF THE YEAR

ere have beenma#y pictures ofMotherLove tuthere is one dec /

with the equally tense and dramatic emotion offather love
It is a showman's picture for showmen vefth <* weatt

of exploitation possibilities write for press book

RUBICON PICTURE



t^LAYG OERS PICTURES
RE/GA/ REfMESEMTATIVE

S/DMEY GARR£TT
Physical Distributors

Pathe Exchange

"Romance and Mystery"

—

This is an entertaining

feature, combining ro-

mance and mystery. The

plot is well developed,

moves swiftly and holds

interest throughout, with

a cast of capable players

doing excellent work in

the various roles. It

should prove good enter-

tainment. — Exhibitors

Herald.

"A CLOUDED NAME"
with

Norma Shearer
Yvonne Logan and Gladden James

A Logan Production

Directed by
Austin 0. Huhn

From a story by
Tom Bret

"Unusual Story Twist"

—

The story discusses the

proposition; Is a woman
loved for beauty of

body" or beauty of soul

r

It then goes on to prove

that the latter is true.

There is some fine

camera work, a goodly

quota of thrills and an

unusual twist to the plot

at the end.

—

Motion Pic-

ture News

The Supreme Passion
with

Florence Dixon and Robert Adams
Suggested by

TOM MOORE'S
"Believe me, if all those endearing

young charms."

Written by

Robert McLoughlin

and

Charles T. Dazey

"Action and Thrills"—

"The Man Who Waited
with

Frank Braidwood and Inez Mac Donald
and an exceptional cast

Story and Direction

by

Edward I. Luddy

In physical thrills, good

exterior shots of moun-

tain ranges and swift ac-

tion, there is enough

merit to classify this

picture as a good West-

ern. — Motion Picture

News.

It offers thrills, scrap-

ping episodes, gunplay

and horsemanship feats.

The action is lively at

all times. — Exhibitors

Trade Review.

'Out of the Ordinary"—

"A Pauper Millionaire
From the story by Austin Fryer

It is different and de-

viated from the beaten

path in more ways than

one. It has been direct-

ed with a masterful

hand, and the sets are

beautiful and accurate.

All in all, it is one of the

best pictures we have

seen in some time.

—

Morning Telegraph.
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Wost Wove/and UnusualVwductiom

you'll pack them

in ifyou tellthem
/

about this '

novelty /

sr.

"y

^^^^^^ Si

>.. '''.1/ »/«.. '''A..
"r/l. '" r.~

lit, *'i fj
" of '

I

«"</

M.L. Levee ^^v^
presents a —

Maurice Tourneur \. ^ A3iI^
/
Production

Wetuw

ISLEsaOST SHIPS
By CRITTENDEN MARRIOTT; Personally directed by Maurice Tourneur; Art Director, Milton Monasco;
Asst. Director, Scott R. Beal; Cameraman, Arthur L. Todd; Continuity, Charles Maigne; Editing, Frank
Lawrence.



Ill'MM

life

UN
Inspiration Pictures Inc. Chas.H.Duell. President, presents

Richard Barthelmess
^.hMiss Dorothy Gishm

"THE BRIGHT SHAWL*
by Joseph Her^esheimer — screen adaptation by Edmund Gouldin^

A John S. Robertson Production
A JirAt national Picture

m
W it .

1 A t.

rtfl if a reproduction of a full-page advertisement in The Saturday Evening Post,

appearing in the issue of April 21



^e Believe This ^ill Prove "Dick:

Biggest Box Orlice Picture

me/
Kiss me/ 4

*(Jou'H onsarer
arith the
sword /a

Aii American Boy
and

A Spanish Dancer

in a colorful romance of Old
Cuba when the Cavalier descen-
dants of the Castilians were fight'

i n<4 fur liberty a drama ot

hearts, flowers , swords and a
j^reat soul.

To yet thecorrcit atmosphere lor the

picture the entire company spent several

months in Cuba to take the exterior

scenes.

Of the many characters created by
Richard Barthelmess we believe his pan-
tomimic artistry is most appealing in this

story of a young American's loves and
adventures.

Miss Dorothy Gish has never surpassed

in heart interest her part as the Spanish
Dancer, a world-famous coquette, who
gives her lite for love of the American
boy—and Cuban liberty.

We believe that the artistry of these

players; the splendid character studies of
the members of the supporting cast;

the fine quality of production achieved
by Inspiration Pictures, Inc., and its pres-

ident, Charles H. Duell; the unusual
sympathy and understanding in direction

by John S. Robertson; the excellent adap-

tation by Edmund Colliding of Joseph
Hergesheimer's colortul story; the won-
derful photographic work by George
Folsey; the exceptional skill in art direc-

tion by Everett Shinn all these elements

have resulted in a picture which will be

heralded not only for its artistic merit,

but for its entertainment value and its

BOX OFFICE PULLING POWER.

'QJe'll settle it w

I
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'It's an Eye Opener!"
—Omaha Bee.

Read what the critics say of

the Ince Punch in this one!

AN EYE-OPENER
with dramatic moments, with clever comedy relief,

climax is an eye-opener. A modern drama of western

in which Marguerite De La Motte, Milton Sills and

Bowers do splendid work."

—Omaha Bee.

PLENTY OF THRILLS

|b interesting story with plenty of thrills, including a cattle

fjede, a fall from dizzy heights, the spectacular breaking of

eat dam and the struggle for life of two men caught in the

ng water. Enacted with finished skilL"

—Denver Times.

FULL OF ZEST

fA tempestuous production, dealing with a popular theme. Very

resting. The story is well put together and enacted by a

capable cast. A very realistic and well achieved breaking

|
a dam adds zest."

—Rocky Mountain Sews.

WELL WORTH WHILE
"A picture worth while with novelty of theme. There's a big

nch when a bursting dam floods a valley.''

—Cincinnati Times-Star.

YOU'LL LIKE IT

"You are going to like this one—it is so human. John Bowers
is done one of the biggest pieces of dramatic interpretation

his career. Marguerite De La Motte '.end: ungual appeal

her role. Milton Sills is excellent The climax is a thriller."

—Omaha World-Herald.

^at a
Learned*
Written by Bradley King

Directed by John Griffith Wray Under
the personal supervision of Thomas H. Ince

Distributed by Associated
First National Pictures, Inc.

presents



HAIL THE FORTY-NINERS!
Here they come! Here they come—in the roaring
epic of the gold seekers. You hear them booming
across the years from the glamourous days of Cali-
fornia camps—to spring again to life on every Silver
Sheet of the land, with the Girl of the Golden West—
the epic of the Forty-Niners.

An Edwin Carewe Production

Of|David Belasco s Fam dus Stage Success

A 3ir>6t Ylational Picture
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The Remedy
We write this editorial in the face

of possible charges that we are act-

ing upon a commission from the ad-

vertising department.
But as we have no timidity about

what the film world may say, pro-

vided only that we can get it to do
a little constructive thinking on its

own behalf, we shall not concern
ourselves about what charges may
be fired.

In the frenzied chaos that attends
the discussion about high film costs

and the consequent necessity for re-

lief to theatre owners there is a great
deal of heat being injected by both
the exhibitors and the renters of
film—but from neither source is

there any real enlightenment as to
what can be done about the matter.
The exhibitor, looking at his box

office statements alongside of his

cost of film simply says that he must
have cheaper pictures. The dis-

tributor, studying his production
costs and his gross rentals, declares
in return that it simply cannot be
done, that pictures are costing more
right along and that the exhibitor
must pay.
And there the matter is dead-

locked.
^

With a view to relieving the situa-

tion various propositions promising
magical results are put forth. Ex-
traordinary schemes to cut the cost

of distribution are discussed. Some
declare that theatre owners must get
together and produce their own pic-

tures. And then there are some ex-

tremists who declare that the indus-

try has just got started wrong and
that it must eventually smash up
and build all over again.

And while all this is going on,
while many exhibitors are being
pressed to the wall and while many
distributors are finding continued
existence in their line of business ex-

tremely difficult and while many
producers are sending out picture
after picture that does not bring
back the negative cost—the remedy
is right at hand and it is a simple
and obvious one, perhaps so simple
and obvious that the industry in

hunting for some elaborate and in-

tricate solution has found it easy to

pass by without notice.

The one positive and dependable
solution is wider distribution. And
this wider distribution can be ac-

complished chiefly through the ap-
plication of a sane, intelligent and
comprehensive advertising policy

—

getting a consistent distribution for

film products in just the same man-
ner that a right advertising policy is

getting consistent distribution for

successful industries and successful
concerns in every line the world
over.

Nothing can be plainer than the

economic fact that producers, in

order to keep on making the kind of

product that the theatres require,

must get back his cost, plus a profit.

And in this connection it must be
borne in mind that production costs

are not increasing because producers
want them to—producers can't help

themselves and if the men who
know the business can't bring down
costs it is silly to expect relief from
outsiders who don't know the busi-

ness.
* * *

Now, the producer must get back
a certain volume of revenue—that's

obvious. But in making up this vol-

ume the cost of a particular picture

per theatre plainly depends upon the

number of theatres that are served.

With things as they are, not fifty

percent of the theatres of the coun-
try are served with the average big,

outstanding productions — pictures

of the type that every theatre could
play profitably. Considering opposi-

tion theatres and all the other ele-

ments, certainly this fifty percent

could be increased to seventy and in

this additional revenue gotten from
the added twenty percent there

would be a volume that would add
materially to the revenues of pro-

ducer and at the same time make the

pictures lower in cost to every in-

dividual theatre.

And, gentlemen, it is the flashpan

advertising announcements, blazing

for a week or perhaps two or three

and then dying out entirely that are

keeping the industry from reaching

this ideal solution of the great prob-

lem.

Re-Takes
J. R. M.

WE refuse to believe in that ground-
hog any more. Winter was over
several weeks ago, according to his

"dope" and today it's snowing.
* » »

I see the government is going to kill

the two-dollar bill. If they reallv want
to get rid of 'em I'll take all they have
to give away, not having any scruples
about their bringing bad luck and not
being addicted to poker.

* « *

"The wages of sin is death" all right
"The Queen of Sin" died at a New York
theatre after a three weeks' run.

» * »

"Hen's" in Again
Henry Ford says he'll run for presi-

dent if the people yell loud enough. The
trouble is those who yell are not always
good voters and do not vote as they
yell.

* * •

Eats Up the Salary
Those who arc urging actors to go

west should also quote them some of the
California rents and living expenses that
go with living in Los Angeles.

* * *

Folks We Like to Meet
Madge Bellamy, the little Ince .star.

Awfully good company and a loyal
booster for Hollywood and California.

* * *

A Wild Summer
With all the wild animal pictures com-

ing along thi? summer it begins to look
like we were in for a wild time of it.

Every moth-e~"-n lion in the country
will be in demand for lobby display pur-
poses and jungles will be at a premium.

* * *

End of Foolishness
I noticed "Foolish Wives" at a ten-

cent house on Clark street. Chicago, the
other day. That's what becomes of
foolish wives, I suppose.

* * *

Lost Energy
These non-stop dancing oartners may

be all right but it looks to me like a lot

of wasted energy. They might use 'em
to churn the spring butter or thresh the

oats or corn, if corn has to be threshed.
* * *

Expensive
Every time Secretary Denby returns

from a junket trip with the navy they
have to junk a few ships, according to

reports. Why wouldn't it be a good
plan to furnish him with a couple of

International News reels, and save the

ships.
* * *

Something to Worry About
Mrs. Henry Ford says if Hen is

elected president he'll have to live in

the White House alone. (She doesn't

like the plumbing, or something.)
* * *

More Folks We Like to Meet
Claire Windsor, the Goldwyn star,

who is on her way to New York and the

Ritz-Carlton, to see the sights and have

a good time. Claire just exudes cheer-

fulness and she is happy over her new
contract with Goldwyn.

* *

I guess Spring is here—everybody is

springing new Spring coats and hats

and spats, so it must be so.
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Cohen May Force Showdown
On Two Issues at Conclave

Action Expected on Distribution and Uniform Pact
at Chicago Convention—Big List of Candidates

for M. P. T. 0. A. President Expected

Things are developing fast at current state conventions which add new
aspects to the organized exhibitor situation and which forecast lively sessions

for the national convention of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America
in Chicago, May 19 to 26.

It now seems certain from a study of the activities of local units and the

attendance of President Sydney S. Cohen and his cohorts at various conven-
tions that the national executive will force a showdown on the issues of exhibi-

tor distribution and the uniform contract.

Indicate Cohen Will Not Have Candidate in Field

Another outstanding fact is Cohen's reiteration during the past week of

his retirement from the presidency and his suggestion that a number of state

officials throw their hats into the ring. This would seem to indicate, and a
number of exhibitors have expressed this opinion, that Cohen will not have his

own candidate in the field. It is believed that he will devote his attention to

the issues he has created, leaving to the exhibitor body the selection of the next
president.

Vitagraph to Resume
Production in West;

Plans Studio, Theatre
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, April 10.—Albert E.

Smith, president Vitagraph, who has re-

turned to California from the East, an-

nounces that contrary to all rumors his

concern will resume production here

before long. Also, the Vitagraph com-

pany is to build a theatre in Los Angeles

to house Vitagraph features.

According to present plans, a new
studio is to be built on the site of the old

Vitagraph plant and construction will

begin just as soon as the Eastern studio

of the company is sold which promises

to be within a month or so. The theatre

will be constructed when negotiations for

a downtown site, now pending, are

closed.

The star system will find no place in

Mr. Smith's plans. According to the pro-

ducer-manager, "the story is the thing."

J. Stuart Blackton will probably be made
director general. He will come West
with his family within two or three weeks.

Albany Exhibitors Not
to Attend State Meet

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., April 10.—Judging

from present appearances, the exhibitors

of Albany, will not be represented at the

state convention of the M. P. T. O. of

New York state, scheduled for May 8,

9 and 10 in New York City. The exhibi-

tors promise greater activity and to that

end, held a meeting the past week, attended

by .Oscar Perrin, Joseph Wallace, Joe Braff,

Samuel Suckno, O. E. Stacey, George
Roberts, J. E. Wiedman, and others.

Another meeting will be held within a

week or so, at which time officers will be
elected. The local organization is not
functioning at the present time, with the

state body, following differences which
have existed for the last few months.

Receiver Takes House;

Rental Prices Blamed
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

TOLEDO, O., April 10.—At the re-

quest of Thomas W. Bunnell, a stock-

holder in the People's Amusement Com-
pany, which operated the Temple theatre,

James Beidler, of the East Side Amuse-
ment company was appointed receiver
for the theatre last week.
The petition states the company is in-

debted to various creditors for consider-
able amounts and it is currently reported
that high prices paid for films is the
main reason for the financial difficulties

of the concern.

Lesser Signs Langdon
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, April 10.—Harry
Langdon, vaudeville comedian headliner,
has been signed by Sol Lesser, president
of Principal Pictures Corporation, to star
in a series of comedies which Principal
will distribute.

Cyrus R. Cooper Dies
Cyrus Roswell Cooper, well known in

Chicago film circles and formerly auditor
for General Film and Famous Players-
Lasky, died suddenly in Chicago last Sat-
urday.

This at the present writing is the pos-
sible lineup of candidates for M. P. T. O.
A. president: W. A. Steffes, president of

the Minnesota unit; "Mike" Comerford
of Pennsylvania ; R. G. Liggett, president

of the Kansas league, and Charley Sears,

president of the Western Missouri asso-
ciation.

President Suggests Names
Cohen, speaking at the Western Mis-

souri convention last week, declared that

he wanted to see both Liggett and Sears
"in the running."
There is likelihood that Michigan will

have three candidates in the field with
McLaren, president of the state organi-
zation, Ritter and Cady being mentioned
in many quarters. The three have been
active for a number of years in organiza-
tion circles and hold the respect of the

exhibitors of the state.

It is possible that other states will

boom "favorite sons," and for that rea-

son alone it is not thought that Cohen
will seek to dominate the presidential

fight.

May Force Action on Plan

Cohen's attendance at the various state

conventions, accompanied by a number of

his associates, is taken to mean that he

will force definite action on his distribut-

ing plan. Both Western Missouri and
Nebraska, within the past week, have en-

dorsed the Theatre Owners' Distributing

Corporation.
Another rumor gives a new color to the

distributing plan, this report declaring

that Cohen will supplant it with an en-

tirely different plan at the Chicago con-

clave.

Cohen's statement to the Western Mis-
souri exhibitors that "I am interested in

the Theatre Owners' Distributing Corpor-
ation only to the extent of obtaining bet-

ter pictures at a price that I can afford

to live on," might infer that the Chicago
convention will develop something un-

foreseen by the great body of theatre

owners.
True-Burford on Tour

Little -credence is given to the report,

however, in view of the fact that with

Cohen on his present state tour are Wil-
liam 'A. True, president of the distribut-

ing corporation, and W. D. Burford, a

director of the organization.

The uniform contract has traveled a

rocky road i" so far as the exhibitors out

of New York State are concerned. Sev-

eral states either have rejected it or
voiced opposition to it. Without a doubt
it will come up for heated discussion at

the national convention and considering
the sentiment against it, the contract has
slim chance of adoption. Its sponsors
find encouragement, however, in the re-

cent statement, published in the Herald,
of W. A. Steffes that he believed the
Minnesota exhibitors would endorse it.

A proposition which may go to the con-
vention floor is the Michigan finance plan,

about which little is known at this time.

Minnesota

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., April 10.—
Approximately 200 exhibitors from
Minnesota and the Northwest are gather-

ing here today for the annual convention
of the Minnesota branch, Motion Pic-

ture Theatre Owners of America. The
convention promises to be the most im-
portant in the history of the state or-

ganization.

Sydney S. Cohen, W. D. Burford and
W. A. True, leaders in the recently formed
Theatre Owners Distributii.g Corpora-
tion, are in attendance.
Adoption or rejection of the proposed

uniform contract will be made at the ses-

sions. The convention will also take ac-

tion on the "music tax."

Supporters of President Steffes are

confident that the convention will endorse
him as a candidate for the national presi-

dency and will vote to send a large dele-

gation to the Chicago convention next
month.

Convention sessions will be held at the

West Hotel.

Kansas

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY. KAN., April 10.—If

for no other reason, the attendance at the

semi-annual convention of the M. P. T. O.
Kansas at Wichita, April 16 and 17, prom-
ises to be-a near record breaker because
of the fact that many Kansas exhibitors

recently have been made defendants in

music tax suits. Samuel Handy, attorney

for the M. P. T. O. K, has instructed

all exhibitors not to pay the tax. At the

convention, which will be in the Hotel
Broadview, he will outline his reasons

for instructing theatre owners to refuse
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LUNCHEON given for Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne by the theatre owners of Rhode Island at the Providence-Bilt-
more hotel. American Releasing is handling the stars' production, "Modern Marriage."

to pay any tax. A steady stream of let-

ters from exhibitors, defendants in suits,

has been pouring into the office of C. E.

Cook, business manager of the Kansas
organization, the last three weeks. Head-
quarters of the Kansas league was moved
from the Hodkinson branch to the F. B.

O. branch. Eighteenth and Baltimore
avenue, last week.

Nebraska
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

OMAHA, NEB., April 10.—President
Sydney S. Cohen of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America, in attend-
ance here last week at the get-together
of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of Nebraska, was given a vote of con-
fidence, his Theatre Owners Distributing
Corporation was endorsed and his action
in rejecting the uniform contract upheld.

Commend Cohen Activities

The meeting took the form of a Cohen
rally, four of the resolutions adopted
commending his work as national exhibi-
tor president.

Delegates elected to the Chicago con-
vention were: A. J. King, Pawnee; C. E.
Williams, Park theatre, Omaha; R. B.
Thomas, Empress theatre. Fremont; A.
Burrus, Lyric theatre, Crete; W. D.
Fisher, Empress, Grand Island, and W.
F. Haycock, Star, Calloway. Alternates
elected were: F. B. Honey, Moon, Te-
cumseh; J. E. Kirk, Grand, Omaha; J. C.
Jenkins, Auditorium, Neligh; Blaine
Cook, Beatrice; Will Lynn, and H. F.

Kennedy.
Attending the convention with Cohen

were C. A. Lick, Fort Smith. Ark., W. A.
True, W. D. Burford and Mike O'Toole.

Resolutions Are Adopted

Resolutions adopted unanimously by
the exhibitors in attendance were:
RESOLVED, by the Motion Picture Theatre

Owners of Nebraska and Iowa, in session at
.Hotel Fontenelle, Omaha, Nebraska, Thursday,
April 5th, 1923, that we approve and commend
the activities of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America and voice our hearty apprecia-
tion of the great service in our behalf so un-
selfishly rendered by our National President, Syd-
ney S. Cohen, and other national officers. That
in this relation we pledge our unceasing efforts,

financial and moral support to the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America and pledge the dele-
gates from Nebraska to the coming National
Convention in Chicago to use every effort to
continue the progress of our National Organiza-
tion along constructive lines to protect the in-
terests of the independent theatre owners.
RESOLVED, by the Motion Picture Theatre

Owners of Nebraska and Iowa, in .session as-
sembled at Hotel Fontenelle, Omaha, Thursday.
April 5th, 1923, that we urge all producers and
distributors of motion pictures and others in-
terested in different divisions of our industry, to
cooperate with the Motion Picture Theatre Own-
ers of America in making the Exposition to be
held in connection with the Chicago Convention—The Motion Picture Palace of Progress—a big
success. This, we believe, will be a great ad-
vantage to the motion picture industry generally.
RESOLVED, by the Motion Picture Theatre

Owners of Nebraska and Iowa, in session as-
sembled at Hotel Fontenelle, Omaha, Thursday,
April 5th, 1923, that we heartilv commend the
Theatre Owners Distributing Corporation and
believe it will prove to be of great benefit to the
exhibitors generally and also of advantage to all

independent forces in our industry. We earnestly
urge all theatre owners to give the fullest meas-
ure of support to the Theatre Owners Distribut-
ing Corporation that all may secure the benefits
such a mutually owned and controlled distribut-
ing company can convey.
RESOLVED, by the Motion Picture Theatre

Owners of Nebraska and Iowa, in session at
Hotel Fontenelle, Omaha, Thursday, April 5th,
1923, that we approve of the action of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America, taken through
its Board of Directors, in rejecting the contract
form submitted by Will H. Hays. We believe
this contract form to be unequitable, unfair, and
entirely lacking in mutuality and not of a kind
which will in any way serve the interests of the
Theatre owners of the country.

Western Missouri
{Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY. MO.. April 10—The
one-day convention of the M. P. T. O.
Western Missouri in Kansas City on
Wednesday. April 4, although the short-
est in the history of the organization, was
one of the most productive. Plans which
may result in the consolidation of the
Western Missouri and Kansas units were
introduced.

At the convention were President Syd-
ney S. Cohen; W. A. True, Connecticut;
W. D. Burford, Illinois; Charles A. Lick,
Fort Smith, Ark., third vice-president of
the national organization, and Michael
O'Toole, chairman of the public service
committee of the M. P. T. O. A.

Urges Cohen's Re-election

As a surprise came a motion from Law-
rence E. Goldman, former secretary of
the M. P. T. O. Missouri, moving the
adoption of a resolution urging Mr.

Valentino Is

Trying to Kid Us
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, MO., April 10.—"Seventy-five per cent of the pic-

tures being shown today are the
'bunk' Rodolph Valentino told
thousands of Kansas Citians in

Convention hall— and got away
with it.

For a 10-minute appearance Val-
entino and the wife received a "cut"
of $3,600. The remainder of the
time was spent in dancing about
the big hall with throngs of spec-
tators who had come prepared to
witness some sort of a performance.
But what a sarcastic panning
"Rudy" received from the press the
next day.

Cohen to enter the field for re-election.

No sooner had the motion been made
than Mr. Cohen sprang to the floor and
asserted that he had made it plain that
his hat was not in the ring, killing the
motion.
Mr. Cohen took the floor alternatingly,

introducing the speakers of his party and
making short talks.

"Full correspondence between the M.
P. T. O. A. and Will Hays will be read

at the national convention in Chicago."
Mr. Cohen said. "I agree with Mr.
Lick's statement today that the exhibit-
ing end of the industry is like a poker
game. We have three or four men in

New York collecting while we get no pay
for our efforts. I am interested in the
Theatre Owners' Distributing Corpora-
tion only to the extent of obtaining bet-
ter pictures at a price that I can afford
to live on. Under the uniform contract
offered by Will Hays, the exhibitor may
be forced to play or pay during the hot
summer months that he ordinarily might
close his house.

"200 Theatres in Company"
"I hope that you will come to the na-

tional convention in Chicago, not so much
for the politics there is in it, but for the
constructive work there is to be done.
We will have about 200 theatres function-
ing with us in the distributing plan when
we get started.

"I hope there will be ten good presi-

dential candidates at the national con-
vention, and I suggest that you enter the
names of Charles Sears and R. G. Lig-
gett, presidents of the Western Missouri
and Kansas organizations, respectively,

as candidates. Don't be fooled at Chi-
cago by those who oppose independent
theatres."
A committee, composed of Tack Truitt,

Sedalia, chairman; A. M. Eisner, Kan-
sas City; S. E. Wilhoit, Springfield; T.
C. Goodnight Warrensburg. and W. P.
Cuff, Chillicothe, was appointed to con-
fer with a committee to be appointed at

the Kansas convention in Wichita. April
16 and 17, on the proposed consolidation
of the Western Missouri and Kansas
units. This same committee also was
appointed to frame a constitution for the
Western Missouri body, as well as name
a business manager. President Charles
Sears, upon a vote of the convention, was
empowered to name eight delegates to

attend the national convention.

True Explains Distribution

Details of the theatre owners' distrib-

uting plan were explained by Mr. True,
who asserted that he wished he could
talk freely of certain propositions that

had been offered them by companies now
in the field. He added that he hoped to

be able to make such announcements in

the near future.

"Will Havs hasn't made good." Mr.
(Concluded on page 42)
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Goldwyn Sponsors Drive to
Tell Truth About Hollywood

Unique Exploitation Campaign Has Endorsement and
Cooperation of Chamber of Commerce of Los

Angeles and Motion Picture Actors
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, April 10.—A novel campaign of national scope,

based on the Goldwyn production of Rupert Hughes interesting novel, "Souls
for Sale," has just been launched by the producing company to broadcast the

truth about Hollywood.
Although an exploitation campaign, its possibilities extend far beyond

the confines of promotional activity, for the Los Angeles Chamber of Com-
merce has endorsed the movement and pledged its cooperation.

Telegrams Sent to Business Throughout Country

The Chamber of Commerce, whose membership is composed of the

city's most prominent business men, has sent telegrams to brother bodies
throughout the country boosting the Goldwyn picture as "a dramatic por-
trayal showing picture making in a big dignified way, faithfully depicting
the dangers, hardships and stress which players undergo in their lifework
of weaving romance for the world."

Jules Mastbaum Back
From Visit to Coast;

No News on '
'Combine

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PHILADELPHIA. PA., April 10.—

Jules Mastbaum, president of the Stanley

Company of America, accompanied by

Mrs. Mastbaum and their three daugh-

ters, have returned home after a six

weeks visit on the West Coast. The

party witnessed the making of pictures,

was entertained by numerous screen cel-

ebrities and inspected the bigger theatres

in the West.
"Although our trip was essentially one

for pleasure, we nevertheless kept our

eyes open and have brought back a num-
ber of new ideas developed by our pro-

gressive Western brothers," Mr. Mast-
baum says in a statement commenting
on his visit.

No mention is made by Mr. Mastbaum
concerning his affiliation with a coalition

movement naming Douglas Fairbanks,

Mary Pickford, Charlie Chaplin, Pola

Negri, Harold Lloyd, Norma Talmadge
and others, regarding 'which he is quoted

in a San Francisco paper as having

pledged his support and stated that a

nation-wide distribution system was being

built up to handle the pictures to be pro-

duced.

Jury Acts Fast Against

Man on Swindle Charge
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

BRIDGEPORT, CONN., April 10.—

It took a jury in the Cumberland County

court here but fifteen minutes to con-

vict George Arone, Who is said to have

posed as personal representative of Flor-

enz Ziegfeld, Jr., and obtained $1,000

under false pretenses.
Arone is alleged to have garnered some

$15,000 from residents in the vicinity of

Vineland on the basis that he had sole

rights for the motion picture production

of the play, "Sally." He was given from
two to three years in the state prison by
Judge Logue. —t

Christian Paper Backs
Non- Theatrical Films

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, April 10.—Graham Pat-

terson, publisher of the Christian Her-

ald, has announced the incorporation of

Herald Non-Theatrical Pictures, Inc.,

sponsored by his publication, which will

distribute films to non-theatrical enter-

prises through branch offices in twenty-
five cities of the country.
The company is endorsed bv the par-

ent-teachers organizations a^ leaders in

community church and educational move-
ments. The entire plan is non-sectarian
and will be devoted to centres outside

theatres, it is stated.

Burr Recovers Health

And Is Back at Desk
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, April 10.—Following a

battle of several weeks with pneumonia
C. C. Burr has sufficiently regained his

health to enable him to resume his duties

once more. He is already at work plan-

ning new productions for Johnny Hines
whose most recent production is "Luck."
On his first day back on the job a

regular "old home week" celebration was
staged at the company's offices.

Goldwyn's campaign will be worked
out along these lines:

1. Special showing's of the picture to Los
Angeles and Hollywood civic organisations,
with talks by members of the cast on their
experiences and daily life in mition pictures.

2. Telegrams from the Los Angeles Chamber
of Commerce to every important chamber of

commerce in the United States informing them
that a true picture of life in Hollywood and
the motion picture community is contained in

"Souls for Sale."

3. Telegrams from motion picture players
and directors to their relatives and to news-
papers in their home towns saying that they
want their own people to know about the life

they lead and that seeing "Souls for Sale"
is equivalent to a trip to Hollywood.

Goldwyn Issues Statement

The Goldwyn statement announcing
the campaign reads:
The Los Angeles Chamber of Com-

merce entered wholeheartedly into the

Truth-About-Hollywood campaign after

CLAIRE WINDSOR, who has just

signed a new contract to star in Gold-

wyn pictures, and is now on a brief

vacation in New York city. Miss Wind-
sor entertained the press between trains

at the Blackstone Hotel, Chicago.

"Souls for Sale" was previewed by the
board of directors.

"Telling the folks in their home town
just what life in the movies is really like,

more than 100 motion picture actors and
actresses sent telegrams aimed to help
dispel the myths that have grown up
about Hollywood.
"The inhabitants of at least 100 cities

and towns where film players were born
are expected to read with interest the
personal message from one they know.
'Seeing the picture is equivalent to a trip

to Hollywood,' the players will include
in their personal messages.

Truth About Studios Will Spread

"From these cities and towns the truth
about Hollywood will spread by word
of mouth. Sincerity is expected to ban-
ish the mirage of sin that scandal evoked
west of the Great American Desert.
"Supplementing the letters to rela-

tives and to editors of home-town news-
papers, a visual letter—in eight reels

—

will ?o forth.

"This is the contribution of Rupert
Hughes and Goldwvn Pictures Corpora-
tion, and consists of the story of movie
life, 'Souls for Sale.' that take"; a minis-

ter's daughter from a small town and
shows her experiences on the road to

film stardom."
The movement has been subscribed to by

Eleanor Boardman, Richard Dix, Mae Busch,
Frank Mayo, Lew Cody, Barbara LaMarr,
Claire Windsor, Patsy Ruth Miller, Hobart Bos-
worth, Mabel Ballin, Anita Stewart, Elaine

Hammerstein, Erich von Stroheim, Blanche
Sweet, Marshall Neilan, Hugo Ballin, King
Vidor, Florence Vidor, Fred Niblo, Ernst Lu-
bitsch, Robert Edeson. Raymond Griffith, Claude
Gillingwater, Milton Sills, Zasu Pitts, Chester
Conklin, Johnnie Walker, Bessie Love, Alice

Lake, Dagmar Godowsky, John Sainpolis, Elliott

Dexter, Kathlyn Williams, Barbara Bedford.

Anna Q. Nilsson, William H. Crane, T. Roy
Barnes and George Walsh.
Also Jean Haskell. Conrad Nagel, Ford Ster-

ling, Wallace MacDonald, Noah Beery, Mitchell

Lewis, John Elliot, Clarence Badger, George D.

Baker, Tod Browning. Robert McKim, Alec B.

Francis, Kate Price, Rockliffe Fellowes, Gordon
Russell, Louise Fazenda, Sam DeGrasse, Aileen

Pringle, Emmett J. Flynn, Victor Seastrom,

Lambert Hillyer. Jesse D. Hampton, Corinne

Griffith, Myrtle Stedman, Charles Clary, Maude
George, Claude King, Charles J. Brabin, Brinsley

Shaw, Fred Esmelton, William Haines, Lucien

Littlefield, Martha Mattox. Fred J. Butler, Marie
Prevost, Ted Edwards, Cecil Holland, William
Worthington. Frank Elliot, Lionel Belm.re.

Jean Hersholt, Gibson Gowland, Cesare Gravina,

S'ylvia Ashton, Dale Fuller, Frank Hayes, Fanny
Midgley, Hughie Mack, Joan Standing, James
Marcus, Kate Lester, George Cooper, Helen
Lynch, William Orlaniond. Maryon Aye, Irene

Hunt. Peaches Jackson, Victory Bateman, Lil-

lian Leighton, Harrison Ford and Earle Foxe.
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Elaborate Installation Dinner

Planned for O'Reilly

Will Rogers to Deliver Principal Address—Other Men
Who Are Prominent in Industry to Speak

NEW YORK, April 10.—The big event of the week in film circles in

New York is the T. O. C. C. installation dinner and dance at the

Ritz-Carlton, on Thursday evening. "Billy" Brandt, chairman of

the committee of arrangements, announced early in the week that the

demand for reservations was greater than the supply, and late applicants

will be confronted by the S. R. O. sign.

ELABORATE preparations have been
made to make this dinner, which

marks the ascension of Charles L.

O'Reilly to the presidency of the T. O.
C. C, surpass any previous event of its

kind in the history of the industry.

Bernard Edelhertz, the silver tongued
and golden haired orator of the exhibi-
tor ranks, has been selected as toast-

master. This alone is deemed by many
to be worth the price of admission with-
out the added attraction of a list of

speakers comprising such names as Au-
gustus Thomes, W. R. Hearst, Mayor
Hylan, Senator Jimmy Walker, Will H.
Hays and many others.
The installation address will be de-

livered by Will Rogers, who has stated
that it will be a carefully prepared extem-
poraneous one.

Nearly every motion picture star in

the East has accepted an invitation to be
present, and in addition many stage
celebrities will grace the occasion by
their presence.
Arrangements have been made for the

entire company of Lew Leslie's Midnight
Erolic to put on a number after their
regular show. The Gingham Girl com-
pany, from the Earl Carroll theatre will

also be guests and will wear the gingham
dresses in which they appear in the show.
Among other stage stars who will be
present are Eddie Dowling and Louise
Brown of "Sally, Irene and Mary," Janet
Stone of "Lady Butterfly." Edythe Baker,
Rose Doner and Sally Field of the Win-
ter Garden.

Altogether it looks like a big league
time.

Bill Would Bar Lone
Children, Under 16,

At Theatres After 8
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., April 10.—A bill has
been introduced in the New York state
legislature by Senator Benjamin Antin,
which if it becomes a law, will allow chil-

dren of 16 years and under, unaccom-
panied, to attend a motion picture the-
atre in New York city, not later than 8

p. m. The bill carries several provisions,
including one to the effect that the chil-

dren must be segregated in one section
of the house, on the street level, ade-
quately lighted and convenient to a fire

exit. Theatres must supply a matron to
take charge of the children. The bill was
referred to the codes committee.

Fight Bill to Keep
Juveniles Off Stage

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MILWAUKEE, WIS., April 10.—Mil-
waukee exhibitors and theatre men are
planning a finish-fight in the Wisconsin

legislature against the Titus bill which
bars children under 14 from appearing
on the stage. Sherman Brown, manager
of the Davidson, represented Milwaukee
theatre men in a speech against the bill

which would prove detrimental not only
to legitimate drama, but also to vaude-
ville houses and motion picture theatres

where kiddie acts arc a popular novelty.

"Children on the stage are not mis-
treated as has been stated," Mr. Brown
told the legislators. "On the contrary
they are given the best of care and every
possible opportunity to develop self-ex-

pression and dramatic talent."

The bill is still in committee.

Raymond McKee Weds
Marguerite Courtot

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK. April 10.—Marguerite
Courtot and Raymond McKee are now
hunting a home. The popular screen
players were mar-
ried here last
week at the Little

Church Around
the Corner.

Mr. and Mrs.
McKee arc co-
stars in the Elmer
Clifton produc-
tion "D o w n to

the Sea in Ships"
which Hodkinson
is distributing and
which is now en-
joying a success-
ful run at the
Cameo theatre. MargUerite Courtot
McKee is also a
featured player in C. C. Burr comedies.

Will Build New Theatre
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

UTICA, N. Y., April 10.—Condemned
by the city officials as being unsafe, the
Hippodrome, one of the landmarks of
Utica has closed for good, and will prob-
ably be torn down in the near future.
The Hippodrome has been run for years
by W. H. Linton and it is understood
that Mr. Linton plans the erection of a
modern theatre this summer, on the same
site.

Manages Fox Studio
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, April 10.—Fred Kley
has been appointed manager of the Fox
west coast studios by Vice-President
Winfield R. Sheehan. Mr. Kley has been
with Famous Players-Lasky and is

credited with having located and super-
vised the construction of the present
Lasky plant in Hollywood.

IJeFura^Side

Exhibition

By CHARLES A. RIVA
(Pastime theatre, Tilton, N. H.)

We were showing a Western feature, I

think one of Bill Hart's, and the theatre

was crowded. The interest was so in-

tense you could almost have heard a pin

drop. Revolver in hand, the hero was
slowly climbing the stairs after the vil-

lain when the barrel of a rifle was sud-

denly pushed through a hole in the door
at the top of the stairs and was slowly
circled around until in a direct line with
the hero's heart when it stopped.
The hero, of course, never noticed it

and kept climbing the stairs. Just at that

moment a woman seated about midway in

the theatre shouted at the top of her

voice: "Look Out!"
You can imagine the result. It almost

broke up the show and for about five

minutes the audience simply roared. And
for the balance of the show every now
and then some one would think of it and
set the whole audience off again.

By LEVI G. DUREPO
(Browne theatre, Limestone, Me.)

Have been an exhibitor for three and
a half years, but only last week enjoyed
my funniest experience as an exhibitor.

Over a year ago I ran a Jack Hoxie
serial and thus paved the way for the

popularity of this star. After expiration

of serial I didn't use a Hoxie picture until

I ran "Double O" last week. Children
talked of Hoxie's coming for days in ad-

vance and when the show opened Satur-

day night they shouted in (and out of)

chorus, "Hello, Jack!", "Hi, Jack!" and
several youngsters' enthusiasm became so

unbounded that they approached the

screen, evidently bent upon giving Jack
the glad hand if they had been permitted
to continue to the screen.
Their actions gave me quite a surprise

since they are comparatively calm during
the showing of all pictures.

Lytell to Be King at

Fresno's Raisin Day
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

FRESNO, CAL., April 10.—All hail

King Raisin. These and similar shouts

will greet Bert Lytell, Principal Pictures

star as he rides on his throne down the

streets of Fresno on April 26. For Mr.

Lytell has been chosen king of Raisin

Day, a gala day for this city.
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Daylight Saving Proponents
Hit Snag in Milwaukee, Wis.

Prospects Bright for Defeat of Plan in St. Louis,

Mo.—Clocks Will Be Changed in Chicago and
Albany Latter Part of This Month

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MILWAUKEE, WIS., April 10.—The hard-fought campaign waged
by the Standard Time League, an organization of exhibitors and managers
of dramatic and vaudeville houses, against daylight saving was capped with
a victory at the Milwaukee polls last week when the voters of the city

rejected the daylight saving ordinance by a vote of 34.530 to 24,258.

The decision of the electorate follows a united attempt among the
theatres to eliminate the "extra hour of daylight"' by placards, slides,

trailers, lobby displays, and petitions. It means that Milwaukee will be
back on standard time this summer for the first time since 1920. It also

means that the number of theatres which close during the summer will

be reduced to a minimum.

Proponents Claim Wording Was Misleading to Voters

While the vote in favor of the repeal and against the ordinance was
a decisive one, many advocates of the plan still argue that the peculiar
wording of the question

—
"Shall the daylight saving ordinance be repealed?"

—

caused some to vote "yes" to the question when they meant "no."

Bushman and Bayne
Honored on Return

Players Tendered Luncheon

at Opening of Film at

Providence, R. I.

{Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PROVIDENCE, R. L, April 10.—
Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne
made their bow to the public via screen

after an absence of several years with
the premiere of their production, "Mod-
ern Marriage" at the Victory theatre

here. American Releasing is handling pic-

ture.

Enact Part of Film

The stars made a persnal appearance at

the theatre and enacted a reel from the

picture. Prior to the opening of the

picture Mr. Bushman and Miss Bayne
were tendered a luncheon at the Provi-
dence-Biltmore hotel which was attended
by theatre owners from various parts

of the state as well as city officials.

They were formally introduced by Hon.
Joe Gainer, mayor of Providence.

Exhibitors Are Present

Among those present were: Hon. Joe
Gainer, Fire Chief Charlesworth, Edward
McGinnis of the Gordon theatres, Boston;
Mr. and Mrs. Marsden of the Imperial.
Pawtucket; Senator W. G. Hartford;
Fred Lovett, Royal, Olneyville: Joseph
Donahue. Park, Woonsocket; Charles
Stedman. Palace, Attleboro. Mass.; Ed-
ward Rhind. Bates. North Attleboro: W.
F. Eddy, Star, Bristol; Harry W. Crull,

Albee, Providence; Chief of Police Wm.
O'Neill; Fred Gage, American Releasing
Corporation and John Merkyl and Zita
Moulton. members of the company sup-
porting Bushman and Bayne.

Universal Signs Hoxie,

Stewart and Desmond
For Five Reel Features

I LOS ANGELES. April 10. — Roy
Stewart. William Desmond and Jack
Hoxie have been engaged by Universal
to be featured players in five reel pro-
ductions. This gives the company six

players for the Universal Attraction
schedule of five reel features, the others
being Gladys Walton, Hoot Gibson and
Herbert Rawlinson.
Stewart's first picture will be a north-

west mounted police story called "Burn-
ing Words" while Desmond will prob-
ibly make "The Sky-Line of Spruce."
ind Hoxie "Don Quickshot of the Rio
3rande."

League Official Dies
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WATERVILLE, ME., April 10. —
Daniel D. Leader, vice president of the
Motion Picture Exhibitors League of
his state, died here after three days'
llness. Mr. Leader was a pioneer theat-
:cal man in New England, having be-
ome manager of the Empire in Lewis-
on in 1905.

Heads American Branch
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., April 10.—R. S.
iendell, assumed management of the
Vmerican Releasing exchange in this city
ast Monday, succeeding A. J. Blanke,
•"ho came here two or three weeks ago,
rom the Boston office. Mr. Bendell man-
ged the F. B. O. office in Albany until
few months ago.

"The election proved nevertheless that

the people as a whole do not want the
confusion of setting their clocks an hour
ahead," says J. H. Mergener. secretary
of the Standard Time League and a mem-
ber of the Wisconsin Exhibitors' associa-

tion. "The people of Milwaukee have
been shown by experience that they have
suffered in many ways through the so-
called 'saving.'

"When in operation the people have
convinced themselves the children do not
progress as well as when they get their

regular sleep according to standard time.
Outside businesses, where daylight sav-
ing was not in effect, have experienced
extreme hardships through the confusion
and difference of time. Men who were
compelled to do business with surround-
ing cities, as well as traveling men, have
found the ordinance extremely undesir-
able.

Only One Pledged
to Vote for Bill

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO., April 10.—Daylight
saving has very little chance of passing
the Board of Aldermen in St. Louis this

year, although considerable agitation in

favor of the clock-change has been
worked up by its proponents.
A poll of the incoming board reveals

that but one man, Alderman Clinton E.
Udell of the Twenty-third Ward, is

Editor Marvels at

Industry's Growth
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ELDORADO, KANS., April 10.

—In celebrating the fifteenth anni-
versary of his motion picture thea-

tre in Eldorado last week, W. R.
Rowell drew an editorial in the

Eldorado Times, an excerpt of which
read:

"Considering the present amazing
proportions of the motion picture

industry, it is hard to conceive that

only fifteen years in this business
establishes a man as a pioneer. For
Mr. Rowell is the 'dean' of motion
picture exhibitors in Eldorado."

pledged to vote for a bill for daylight
saving. The remaining twenty-seven
members have not made up their minds
or have stated they would vote against
the bill. However, the undecided alder-

men have indicated they are permanently
opposed to the plan.

Save-an-Hour in

Effect This Month
Daylight saving in Chicago will go into

effect' on April 29. In Albany, N. Y., the
clocks will be set ahead an hour this

month also. It is not likely that any
effort will be made to block the daylight
plan in either Chicago or Albany.

Al Lichtman Returns
From European Visit
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, April 10.—Al Lichtman,
president of Al Lichtman Corporation,
distributor of Preferred pictures, returned
from a six weeks' trip to Europe last week
where he had been arranging distribution

of the company's product.
Plans for the next year's productions

are now being made by Lichtman, B. P.
Schulberg and J. G. Bachmann who were
awaiting Mr. Lichtman's return.

Retains Blue Sundays
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS. MO., April 10.—Citizens
of Webster Grove, a suburb of St. Louis
last week by a vote of 1,910 to 1,464 de-
cided in favor of retaining the town's
only blue law, an ordinance prohibiting
the showing of motion pictures on Sun-
days. The ordinance has existed since

the suburb was organized as a munici-
pality, many years before it had a picture

show.

Is Given New District
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

BOSTON. MASS., April 10.—Arthur
Lucas. Goldwyn district manager who
has had charge of the Atlanta and New
Orleans offices, has been transferred to
this territory covering Boston and Buffalo
and has established his headquarters
here.
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They
Say-

Beheves Original Screen Stories

Better Than Adaptations
Palmer Photoplay Corporation In Entering Production Will

Use Unknown Authors and Unpublished Works
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, April 10.—In entering the ranks of motion picture pro-

ducers Palmer Photoplay Corporation will test out a theory of interest

to the industry—namely that better photoplays result from stories

written expressly for picture making than adaptations of work intended
originally for other channels. To this end the company is making a series

of productions on which it is pinning its faith on the unrecognized author
and the unpublished story.

IN discussing the policy which will

govern the company's productions,

Roy L. Mankcr, president, stated that

he believed the experiment should have

the encouragement of the entire indus-

try because it should result in construc-
tive information of value to all con-
cerned.

* * *

"There is nothing new or hazardous
in filming stories written expressly for

the screen," he said, "but producers who
have filmed 'originals' in the past have
pinned their advertising upon a star, a
famous director or some other name of

undoubted box office value. Our experi-
ment is a test of the value of unpub-
lished works for screen use. Producers,
exhibitors and public are paying untold
thousands of dollars each year for that

little item, and we wish to determine if

this money is well spent. To make such
a test conclusive, we are filming a series

of productions in which we pin all our
advertising and publicity upon the un-
recognized author and the unpublished
story.

"The success or failure of our venture
will speak for itself; there can be no
false exploitation or concealment. As
for our motives. 1 shall be quite frank.

We want to bring the 'original story' to

its own. We are confident that we arc

right in sponsoring it after four years
of careful study devoted to this single

aspect of film-making and we think that

we shall make monev instead of losing

it. upon the ventiye.
"We emphaticallv do not condemn all

published works as impossible screen
material, nor do we question the sincer-

ity of the many producers who are earn-

estly trying to make better and better

pictures. We do question the general

policy now in vogue which too often
ignores intrinsic merit in story concep-
tion and which pins its faith on the ad-

vertising value of published works, ac-

cepting the opinion of a magazine edi-

tor who is choosing his material, not for

its screen value, but for its literary

value—widely differing standards.

* * *

"Is it not possible that too many pro-

ducers are influenced by literary charm,
which cannot be translated into the pic-

torial action of the screen? Do they not
often overestimate the advertising value
of a published storv—and underestimate
the bad eeneral effect on the 'movie
habit' of the public, of a reaction caused
by the failure of such a picture, or by the

distortion necessary to adapt some liter-

ary works to the screen. We fully

recognize the value of filming really

adaptable published works, but we hold

that the number available is too small to

supply even one-tenth of the demand.
"In centuries of association, those al-.

lied arts, stage drama and literature,

touched each other occasionally. Stage
drama has taken less than five per cent
of its material from published litera-

ture. Screen drama, by its nature, is

even less suited to draw material from
literature. We believe that until the

screen has a literature of its own, with
stories written bv trained men and
women who have kept in mind the pe-

culiar motion picture 'angle' from the

inception of the idea to the completion
of the plav. there will never be a steady,

dependable, consistent output of good
photoplavs.
"Producers arc making, and will con-

tinue to make, screen masterpieces of
an appeal far above that to be attained

by any particular policy or method of

producing, but unless the general stan-

dard is raised and made more uniform,
we believe that public interest in motion
pictures will wane."

New Additions to Give

Fox 117 Branch Offices
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, April 10.—Announce-
ment has been made by Fox Film Cor-
poration that it is opening branches this

month in Cuba. Mexico, Holland, Czecho-
slovakia and Japan.
These arc newly constructed offices, it

is stated, and with these additions the

Fox distributing branches will reach a

total of 117.

Suffer Loss Under
Lower Admission

(Special lo lixhibilori Herald)

SCHENECTADY, N. Y., April
10.—During the fore part of Janu-
ary, the State and the Barcli the-

atres here decreased their admis-
sion prices in the hope of stimulat-

ing business. The Barcli was the

first to drop, as it felt the compe-
tition offered by the larger and
more ornate State, which is one of

the Mark Strand houses.

The State, not doing the business
it anticipated dropped its admission
prices from 40 cents to 25. Now,
both houses have seen fit to increase
admissions. At the State, night
prices run from 25 cents in the bal-

cony to 35 in the orchestra with
the loges commanding 50 cents.

The Barcli found the 22 cent ad-

mission too low for first runs, and
the price has been raised to 25

cents.

Says Miss Talmadge:

Norma Talmadge whose latest pictures

tor First National have been constructed

upon an elaborate scale, has definite opin-

ions on the type of pictures that must be

produced today. This is her opinion:
"The cheap picture is doomed. The

new year will be the greatest in the an-

nals of the cinema art. 1 do not mean
to champion productions that arc merely
large and spectacular. The artistic side

of the photoplay must never be subordi-

nated to mere size and display. What I

have in mind is pictures made according

to the highest artistic standards—pictures

that do not evade anything just because

they cost much."

Says Mr. Silverstone:

Maurice Silverstone. representative in

Australasia for United Artists, has been

m New York conferring with President

Hiram Abrams. What he says of the mo-
tion picture situation in his territory it

extremely interesting. Read what he

says:
"In Australia and New Zealand exhi-

bitors have been quick to realize the ab-

solute necessity of presenting big pic-

tures in a really big way, and of giving

such productions their first showing in

the so-called legitimate theatres. The
fame of the great spectacle 'Douglas
Fairbanks in Robin Hood,' so appropri-

ately called 'the greatest film-show on

earth' has spread throughout both these

countries. The N'cw Zealanders are so

determined to prove to the world that

they know how adequately to exhibit

such a production as this that the first

run exhibitor in Wellington, New Zeal-

and, has taken over the Grand Opera
house in that city and will present 'Doug-

las Fairbanks in Robin Hood.' there with

a magnificent prologue and an orchestra

of twenty pieces."

Says Mr. Buckland:

Wilfred Buckland, noted art director

who is laying out the settings for Kicharc

Walton Tully's "Trilby," has introductl

miniature settings into production. Thi

purpose of these models is for experimen-

tation prior to construction of the largi

sets. According to Mr. Ruck-land, the ust

of models means:
"Elimination of many delays, expense

and wastes which in the past have beet

considered unavoidable. It is not uncom

mon to find the whole cast of a motion pic-

ture production being held up for hour

while stage carpenters -work feverish!
\

tearing down and rebuilding sets that flj

the crucial moment are found to be m
adequate in conveying the idea or iinpra

sion wanted. By using a small camera yo l

can decide right where the filming earner,

should be placed to get the right effect a

action from the large setting. I find ft

instance that a better shot could be oh

tained were a wall moved back, a door but

here, or torn down there. All I have to a

is to make the changes in the miniature-

matter of minutes. To make f/imi

changes after the stage set is completi

would take hours."
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Stories Told

by

the Camera

Like father like son. B. P. Schulberg, president of Preferred Pictures, and his

son, Stuart. Imagine the little fellow's smile when his daddy returns from New
York, where he has gone for conferences with Al Lichtman, who returned from
abroad April 7, and J. G. Bachmann, on the coming season's product. Preferred
and the Lichtman corporation have ambitious plans for the future.

Barbara LaMarr and her adopted
son, Marvin Carville LaMarr. Miss
LaMarr is a member of the impos-
ing cast of "Souls for Sale," a
Goldwyn production.

Madge Bellamy, who did such ex-
cellent work in the Thomas H.
Ince-First National picture "The
Hottentot," appeared personally at
a number of Chicago theatres dur-
ing the week of April 8.

Gladys Walton's newest vehicle for

Universal Pictures Corporation is

"The Town Scandal." Others of the

star's recent pictures for the produc-
ing and distributing company are

"Top o' the Morning" and "Gossip."

Lew Cody, whose portrayal in Ar-
row's "Jacqueline or Blazing Barri-

ers" is expected to win many new
friends for him. "Jacqueline" was
produced by Pine Tree Pictures from
a Curwood story.
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"My patrons like your pictures, Harry," Lou Bissin-

ger, manager of Washington theatre, Dallas, Tex.,

tells Harry Carey, whose fourth and current pro-

duction for F. B. O. is "Crashin' Through." Bissin-

ger recently was a guest at F. B. O. plant.

No siree, it isn't King Tut.

The mummy Tom Terriss is

gazing at so intently is of

Uameses II, exhibited in the

great Cairo museum. Ter-

riss, with a company of

American players including

Nigel Barrie, is now in Egypt
producing "Fires of Fate."

No distribution channel has

been decided upon.

OSEBUD
f E A T

Night view of the ice carnival filmed for "Main Street," which is one of Warner Broth-

ers' forthcoming adaptations of popular novels. Note ski slide in the background.

Florence Vidor, Monte Blue and Robert Gordon are featured in the attraction. "Main

Street" has been one of the most popular novels of recent years. For months it held

top place in the lists of best sellers. Publicity for the picture is ready made.

Two scenes from Rupert
Hughes Goldwyn picture,

"Souls for Sale." Current in-

stallment of story which is

running in the "Herald" is of

special interest to trade.
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Fox Film Corporation representatives in France. Left to right: Sadi Lecointe,
lieutenant aviator with eighteen citations; Haegelen, lieutenant aviator with
twenty-seven citations, and J. Viguier, captain aviator with seven citations.
Viguier is manager of the Paris branch of the producing and distributing com-
pany. Fox now has 117 branches located in civilized countries of the world.

Left to right: Creighton Hale, popular juvenile lead of stage and screen who will play Little Billee in Richard Walton
Tully's First National attraction, "Trilby"; Arthur Edmund Carew, character actor who has been assigned the role of Sven-
gali in the picture, and Maurice Canonge, French actor who has the part of Zouzou in "Trilby." Mr. Tully has brought
Andree Lafayette to this country from France to play the title role in the production, which is expected to be his greatest
undertaking to date.

First pictures of Ernst Lubitsch, noted German director, since his arrival in this country. Lubitsch is directing Mary Pick-
ford in her next production, in which she has the role of a Spanish street singer. Picture at right was taken when Charlie
Chaplin dropped over to the Fairbanks-Pickford lot for a chat with his associates in United Artists. In the group are Chap-
lin, Lubitsch, Miss Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks. Picture at left shows Lubitsch directing Miss Pickford in a scene for
her new production, the sets for which will be more elaborate, it is said, than those built for "Douglas Fairbanks in Robin
Hood."
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Banquet cendered B. P. Schulberg,
president of Preferred Pictures, on
his arrival in New York City for

conferences with his business as-

sociates, Al Lichtman and J. G.
Bachmann.

United States senators and representatives, members of a congressional com-
mittee, lend atmosphere to one of the sets during the filming by Principal Pic-

tures Corporation of George M. Cohan's play, "The Meanest Man in the

World." Bert Lytell, star of the feature, is seated at the desk. Principal has
selected an imposing cast for the picture.

This is a good stunt to keep in

training, says Malcolm McGregor,
who was a star athlete when at

Yale. McGregor plays in Metro's
"A Noise in Newboro," starring

Viola Dana.

M. C. Levee, president of United Studios, welcomes United States senators and

representatives to filmland. Prominent law makers in the group are Senators

Norris of Nebraska and Ashburst of Arizona, and Congressmen Davis of Min-

nesota, Anthony of Kansas, Cranston of Michigan, Shreve of Pennsylvania,

Dickinson of Iowa, Carter of Oklahoma, Taylor of Colorado, Griffin of New
York, Smith of Idaho, Little of Kansas and Summers of Washington.
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Left: J. K. McDonald, young producer who
is making Tarkington's "Penrod and Sam"
for First National. Above is pictured Mr.
McDonald and his company which is headed
by Ben Alexander as Penrod.

Jack Peglar, long one of First Na-
tional's star exploitation men, is

now managing Capitol and Bijou
theatres, Springfield, Mass.

Fred Thomson, former cham-
pion athlete and preacher, is

costarring with Ann Little in

new Universal serial, "The Ea-
gle's Talons."

Harriette Underhill, picture reviewer on the

"New York Tribune," visits Baby Peggy and
her daddy at the Century comedy lot. Baby
Peggy is to be starred in five reel films.

Mae Murray as she appears in her Constance Talmadge is now Everybody laughs at this fellow's work. He
elaborately costumed picture, working in "Dulcy," the un-

;s neve r taken seriously by his thousands of

"Jaaaania," made by Tiffany usually successful stage com-
admirers because he is none other than Al St.

Productions for Metro distribution. edy, tor First National. 1 his is
. , _ .. u • j t

T i . • , . ,,ir, . .
fi „cf «:_ r« John, Fox comedian. Here he is ready for an

1 ne star is now working on The the stars first ottering since >

French Doll." "East Is West." early morning spin.
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Industry Cannot Make Stars

Says Rowland
First National General Manager Says Future Will Bring a

New Type of Motion Picture Production

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, April 10.—In the immediate future the public will see a

new type of motion picture, is the opinion of Richard A. Rowland,
general manager of First National, who has returned East after sev-

eral weeks at the studios. The industry, he says, has passed through, or is

passing through, an evolution of great importance to all associated with it

and to the public as well.

FROM his .observations while on the

Coast, Mr. Rowland has reached the

conclusion that the industry cannot make

its stars, regardless of money or exploi-

tation. As a result of this, pictures in the

near future will bring a departure from,

but not an abandonment of, the star

system.
* * *

In an interview following his return

he said:

"Motion pictures will be divided into

two general classes, the first featuring

the big stars, of whom there are but few,

and the second, pictures in which the

box office values will be determined by

the story, adaptation, director and cast.

Production is passing through a refining

process and exceptional artists who are

in line for public-made stardom will get

a chance to advance through working

in the story-director-cast type of picture.

In this way they will be given their best

opportunity, in fact, the only real oppor-

tunity to become stars by public accla-

mation.

"This change, the effects of which will

be noted in next season's product, de-

notes a decidedly healthy condition in

the industry.
"One of the indications of the present

tendency is the keen competition for

leading players who may be counted
upon to strengthen casts, but who are not
ranked as stars. In this connection First

National is gratified to announce that

Virginia Brown Faire, Andree Lafayette,

the French star to be featured in 'Trilby,'

Sylvia Breamer and Maurice Canon, the
French comedian, have been signed up
on long' term contracts. More big artists

are being secured with a view to building
up an acting organization of the highest
caliber for pictures of all types.

* * *

"Production on the Coast is at its

peak and all hands are working hammer
and tongs on the big pictures for fall

release. Mr. Samuel Katz, who was on
the Coast with me, is as enthusiastic as I

am about the prospects for next year's

First National output. We were on the
ground and saw the wonderful things that
are being done.
"Speaking of First National attractions

at present in production or practically

completed, I saw 'Within the Law,' Nor-
ma Talmadge's latest, an up-to-date
American drama, beautifully directed by
Frank Lloyd. 'Wandering Daughters,' by
Dana Burnet, just completed by James
Young, is equally certain <o be a popular
success. "The Girl of the Golden West' is

practically finished by Edwin Carewe.
This picture, a very fine production of

David Belasco's popular success, speaks
for itself.

"Thomas H. Ince regards his practic-

ally completed 'Her Reputation' as his

greatest effort. In Frank Borzage's 'Chil-

dren of Dust' I believe we have a produc-
tion well up to the standard he set in

'Humorcsque.' Of pictures shortly to

come into work, 'The Bad Man,' 'The
Huntress,' 'Her Temporary Husband' and
'The Lord of Thunder Gate' are all stor-

ies with strong popular appeal. In 'Pen-
rod and Sam' I think Beaudine is mak-
ing a worthy successor to 'Penrod.'
"The rushes I saw of Richard Walton

Tally's 'Trilby' enable me to predict that
Miss Lafayette will be welcomed as a
new and unique personality of the
screen."

Tourneur Believes

He Has Eye Remedy
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, April 10.—Fol-
lowing experiments extending over
a year, Maurice Tourneur, pro-
ducer, believes that he will soon
have a solution for the "Klieg
Eyes" problem, and in discussing
lines along which he has been
working advances the following ex-
planation:
"Science has established the fact

that 'Klieg-Eyes' is an artificial

sunburn of the eyes caused by the
ultra-violet rays thrown out by the
powerful arc lamps. Inasmuch as

these violet rays are highly essen-
tial in photography, in that it is

this quantity that makes the im-
pression on the sensitive surface of

the film, the problem concerns itself

either with the substitution of an
agency for the violet ray or the de-
velopment of the partial elimination
of the violet ray by means of a
filter which would necessitate spe-
cial treatment of the film itself in

order to make it more highly sen-
sitive.

My latest thought has been con-
centrated on the matter of com-
bining both ideas and my experi-
ments involve a special glass placed
over the opening of the arc lamp
which eliminates the ultra-violet
ray to a point where it is harmless
to the naked eye. There is also
involved a special coating for film
which intensifies the violet ray mat-
ter which has been subdued by the
filter in front of the lamp. The re-

cent encouragement I have had in

these experiments gives me the
hope that, with the aid of several
colleagues, I will be able to give
definite results in the near future."

Metro Gets Film of

African Animal Life
Pictures by Johnson Said to

Be Unusual in Historical

and Educational Value
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, April 10. — Authentic
pictures of animal life in Africa, made by
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson who have
returned from a two years' stay on that
continent have been acquired by Metro
and will be published in six reels under
the title "African Big Game."

Rare Species Filmed

In acquiring the 100,000 feet of exposed
film which has been cut to feature length,
Metro officials declare they have a photo-
play that is unique in the history of film

entertainment and one which at the same
time has great historical and educational
value. Many of the species caught by
the camera are verging toward complete
extinction.

Martin Johnson's efforts as a naturalist

have received the commendation of Carl
E. Akeley of the American Museum of
Natural History and other eminent
authorities, both in the United States and
abroad. "Cannibal-Land" and "Through
the South Seas with Jack London" are
two of his well known books on travel

and animal life.

Plans Five-Year Stay

Every known kind of wild animal, and
many which are familiar only to scientists

and naturalists were photographed by Mr.
Johnson on his most recent expedition.
While this achievement fills a long ex-
pressed ambition he is already making
preparations for his next African journey
to which he says he will devote five

years.

"Enemies of Women*'
Draws $12,400 In At

Box Office in Week
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, April 10.—Cosmopoli-
tan's official statement on the box office

receipts of three of its pictures now play-
ing on Broadway reads: "Net receipts for

'Enemies of Women' for the week ending
on Saturday night, April 7, were $12,440.
This is $527 over capacity of the Central
theatre, with no passes. Indications point
to an absolute sell-out during balance of
run.

" 'The Nth Commandment' at the
Rivoli theatre on Sunday got $5,612.21.

'The Go-Getter' at the Rialto on Sunday
got $5,136.15. These were the best open-
ing days these houses have had in weeks."

"Michael O'Halloran"
Will Be Published by

Hodkinson on July 1

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, April 10.—"Michael
O'Halloran." the first Gene Stratton-
Porter production, will be published by W.
W. Hodkinson Corporation on July 1.

This feature, directed by J. Leo Mee-
han. was supervised personally by the
author, who desired her story transferred
to the screen without change. It was
made at the Thomas H. Ince studios.

Eugene Clifford is special representa-
tive in New. York for the author-producer.
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Start Now to T{ead

Souls for Sale
A Story of Motion Picture Studio Life

By RUPERT HUGHES

Acknowledgment is made to Goldwyn Pictures Corporation for the illustrations used with this story. "Souls for Sale" has been made into a
motion picture by Goldwyn, directed by the author, Rupert Hughes, with Eleanor Boardman, Frank Mayo, Mae Busch, Barbara La Marr, AHeen
Pringle, Richard Dix and Lew Cody in the cast.

The Story to Date :

BEAUTIFUL young Remember Sted-
don found herself in desperate diffi-

culties. She had given her heart to
Ehvood Farnaby. with whom she sang
of Sundays in the choir of her father's
small-town church; and because Elwood's
drunken father left him the sole support
of his mother and the younger children,
young Farnaby could not marry her.
But for some time now, Remember had
known there was urgent reason for the
marriage.
Remember's anxiety aggravated the

cough which of late had worried her par-
ents, so that at length they prevailed
upon her to consult Doctor Bretherick
concerning it; and the wise old physician
soon discovered the true source of her
trouble—and persuaded Remember to ac-
cept the obvious solution: in spite of the
many material difficulties, and even
though Ehvood had lost his job. Remem-
ber must marry him at once. Bretherick
had arranged the whole matter when

—

Farnaby was brought in dying, after an
automobile accident.

Bretherick now ordered the broken-
hearted girl West because of that cough,
and told her how she was to write her
parents successive letters telling of her
meeting with an old acquaintance, of her
falling in love with him, marrying him

—

and being left soon a widow. Remember
agreed to this. But she confided in her
mother; and that much-tried good woman
became her fellow-conspirator.

First from Tucson, and then from
Yuma she wrote her parents letters, ac-
cording to Bretherick's scheme, telling of
her acquaintance with and marriage to
a fictitious Mr. Woodville. Later she
wrote that she was going with her hus-
band on a prospecting trip into the des-
ert; then she journeyed to Palm Springs,
seeking employment as chambermaid at
a hotel there. But at Palm Springs she
encountered a moving-picture company,
out "on location." and found temporary
employment as an extra woman.

After the moving-picture people left,

she worked as a domestic on a ranch
near by. Wandering up a steep path one

day. she fell over a cliff and was badly
hurt. She recovered—and was told by
the physician that her expectations of
motherhood would not be realized.

And now her acquaintance with the
moving-picture folk led her to Los An-
geles, where a group of girls variously
employed in the moving-picture industry
gave her hospitality. She obtained a po-
sition in a cinema laboratory, but later

lost it. Frantic with a desire for success
on the screen, she besought a chance of
Mr. Tirrey, a well-known director; and
when he refused her, offered what she
had been told was a necessary bribe.

Tirrey declined to accept the "bribe" and
explained how mistaken her idea was.

Fifteen dollars a week was all that her veteran
father earned. She could support him and the
whole family better than he had any hope of

doing. But she could imagine the horror with
which Doctor Steddon would be thunderstruck
at the hint.

Shortly thereafter Mrs. Steddon, anxious
about her daughter, came to California:
and now more than ever was it needful
for Remember to find work. She made
another appeal at the studio, and when
she was again refused, wept in despair

—

and with success. For she was an artis-

tic weeper and as such attracted the at-

tention of Mr. Claymore, a director, and
he took her on. ... It was some time
later that a photograph of Remember,
taken at the studio with a visiting French
general, was published broadcast and so
fell into the hands of Dr. Steddon—who
regarded all moving-picture people as
limbs of Satan.

CHAPTER XVIII

THE Reverend Doctor Steddon was some-
thing more than a father to his daughter,

something more than a husband to his wife

;

he was also the high priest of their re-

ligion.

The daughter had fled from his face after

her sin. and had found a new paradise, a
new priestcraft, a new religion beyond the

desert. She had come to believe in an artist

God, loving beauty and emotion and inspir-

ing his true believers to proclaim his glories

through the development and celebration of

the gifts and graces he had bestowed. She
felt that he required of her hymns of pas-

sionate worship instead of the quenching
of her spirit, the distortion of her graces,

the burial of her genius. The Mosaic Ten
Commandments contained no "Thou shalt

not commit dramaturgy." She felt a con-

secration, a call to act, to interpret humanity
to humanity. What her father had deemed
temptations and degradations she now con-
sidered inspirations and triumphs.
And yet she could not feel quite sure of

herself. High as she might rate her career,

she had come at it by stealth and had been
led to it by a dark path of lies and of con-
cealed shame. The overseeing heaven and
the pit of hell yawning for unwary feet still

terrified her.

Her mother had a different excuse : she
had come hither to protect her daughter
and redeem her from calamity. Her decep-
tion had been a .form of protection. What
if she had deceived her husband ? it was
all for his comfort, and she had never
sought her own. If one may die for an-
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The boy, Terry Dack, had been troubling Mem's
up her safe and sane career as a washerwoman,
to engage the boy as Mem had expected.

other's sake, why may one not lie in an alien

behalf?

Besides, Mrs. Steddon had grown up with

her husband and had seen his tempers goad
him to too many mistakes. She was merely
angry at him now for a hurst of wrath,

while Mem cowered before him as an in-

spired prophet.

Mrs. Steddon was all for retorting to his

letter with another of defiant rebuke.
Hut Mem advised delay. She was not
quite sure of herself or her art.

Torments of doubt, conflicting re-

morses, profound bewilderments are no
more familiar to religious zealots than to
artists in every new field. And Mem
could not orient herself in her new world.

But she would not give up her career.

That much was certain. She had drained
the family savings already for her moth-
er's overland journey and her own. She
must earn enough to pav back the draft

somehow; and bere was her one chance.

Fifteen dollars a week was all that her
veteran father earned. She could sup-
port him and the whole family better

than he had any hope of doing. She
was the true breadwinner now, and she
must not quarrel with her bread. She
had a warm desire to take her father's

poor old gray poll under her wing, to give
him rest from his long toil and repose in

the new Eden, almost to mother him and
nourish him even as Lot's daughters had
nourished their father. But she could
imagine the horror with which Doctor
Steddon would be thunderstruck at the
hint that he should step down from the
fiery chariot of his pulpit and bask in

the shadow of a motion-picture actress.

The letter that suggested such a thing
would be as fatal as one of the infernal
machines that people were sending
through the mails to shatter the recipi-

ent.

Yet she could never give up her career
and go back to the grave of Calverly. It

was too wonderful to play a scene on
the set, *o revel in a moment of dramatic
power, throw out a tragic gesture, look a
mute appeal, then, next day. to sit in the
black projection room and hear the small
group of witnesses murmur at her sor-
row and praise her graces.

This precious harvest of her toil was
too dear to relinquish. She had just

dropped her sickle into the edge of the
golden wheat and she must go on.

On the evening of the arrival of Doc-

conscience. She had induced the mother to give
But the producers did not seem to be so eager

tor Steddon s letter two callers dropped
in—Claymore and llolby.

The subject of all moving-picture talk

was still the Arbucklc case, a cause cele-

bre that monopolized the headlines of
the newspapers for weeks, especially in

l.os Angeles, where two hostile camps
were formed and the enemies of the free

film took new heart and determined to

chain and tame the beast once for all.

"Woe unto the world because it must
needs be that offenses come, but woe unto
him by whom the offense cometh."

Since man had cumbered the ground
there had been hilarious groups and
drinking bouts of more or less gayety.
They had been called festivals, Bacchic
revels, or disgusting debauches, accord-
ing as a poet or a preacher described
them.

After the prohibition law became law
in the United States the enormous
amount of liquor still consumed, the ap-
palling tidal waves of crime, had been
matter for jokes or sermons or hot de-

bates, the same arguments proving oppo-
site contentions for both sides.

On a certain day when there were
probably ten thousand similar guzzling
coteries, a certain moving-picture come-
dian of Falstaffian girth and vast popu-
larity entertained in his hotel rooms at

San Francisco a number of men and
women: one of the women fell ill and
died a few days later and another woman
told a story so garbled at the start that

the nation shuddered with the pain and
the ugliness of it. The story was soon
contradicted in almost every particular

by the prime witness herself and by all

the other confused and confusing wit-

nesses. But the tide of national wrath
could not be recalled.

An ambitious district attorney resolved

that the comedian should be tried for

murder in the first degree. Two juries

and a judge declined to go so far with
him, but the pulpits and the editorial

columns, the legislative halls and forums
and the very street corners, roared with

a demand for somebody's destruction.

All this was pitiful, hateful, lamentable
—everything bewildering and depressing

—but it was also very common in human
history. The same avalanches had been
started by a whisper and had engulfed
whole races, religions, political parties,

reigning families, churches, lodges, char-

ities—what not?—just as now the entire

motion-picture world was smothered in

a welter of abuse and condemnation.

With all the logic of a mob reveling

in a chance to realize its mob lust, it was
assumed or pretended that there was
something specifically of the moving pic-
tures in the affair at San Francisco.

Drunkards, bootleggers, and respec-
table millionaires who smuggled liquor into
their homes without scruple expressed
horror at a motion-picture actor for hav-
ing liquor in his possession.

The cry for censorship arose with re-
newed fury, and there was no stopping
the superstition that all human wicked-
ness was somehow due to this new devil.

By a coincidence, while this one mo-
tion-picture clown was drawing all the
lightnings from the sky upon the mo-
tion-picture people, the churches were
contributing to the criminal courts an
extraordinary number of cases. A Prot-
estant minister in Alabama was on trial
for beating a Catholic priest to death;
another preacher was being found guilty
of drowning his wife in a lake; another
of flogging his own child to death for un-
satisfactory prayers; a white-robed faith
healer was indicted for manslaughter on
account of a pious laying on of hands so
violent that an elderly patient died in an
agony of broken bones; the next most
spacious murder case of the day was
charged against a man whose father was
a minister and whose wife was the daugh-
ter of a bishop.

Yet nobody dreamed of assailing reli-
gion as an incentive to murder; no one'
warned the young to avoid churches or
suggested a censorship of sermons.

It struck nobody as ludicrous or con-
temptible to blame a twenty-year-old art
for evils that had flourished during ten
thousand years of recorded wickedness.
The public was in a lynching mood

and would not be denied.

A whole art was being tarred and feath-
ered and tortured in every cruel and fan-
tastic manner. Bankers withdrew money
from companies with pictures half fin-

ished. Audiences fell away in the picture
houses everywhere. The motion-picture
Goliath, already weakened with the mal-
nutrition of hard times, staggered under
a shower of stones from the slings of
myriad Davids.

While they lasted those were dramatic
days for the bright children of the mov-
ing pictures. They felt like gypsies rid-
ing caroling through a summer landscape
and suddenly assailed by farmers with
pitchforks and abuse.

The newcomer. Remember Steddon,
was especially aghast. The delectable
mountain she had essayed to climb was
abruptly fenced off as a peak of hell.

CHAPTER XIX

DOCTOR STEDDON had constantly
besought from his pulpit forgiveness

for his flock's woeful sins of omission
and commission. He had cried to heaven
that his people were miserable sinners
incessantly backsliding into every wicked-
ness. Yet it was somehow different when
a motion-picture player growled, as Clay-
more did now, "Well, we are rotten

—

rottener than any outsider knows—and
we're only getting what's coming to us."

Claymore was always the apologist.
What he loved he distrusted. His wife
bad left him on that account. He had
felt compelled to correct her faults and
lovingly chastise her. He had been a

director in the theater and had gone about
shamefaced on account of the misbeha-
vior of so many of its people, the alleged

low standards of the successes, the lack

of appreciation for Shakespeare, the ab-

sence of a true sense of art in all Amer-
icans, the mysterious genius for art in

all foreigners.

As soon as he had been decoyed into

the motion-picture field the theater bor-
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rowed enchantment from distance. It

was as noble as antiquity. And now all

his wailings were against the trash the

motion-picture trade turned out and its

base commercialism compared with the

lofty accomplishments of the theater.

He was a priest at an altar, but he

always praised the elder gods. So now
he growled.

"The motion pictures have been riding

for a fall." It's all due to a sudden rush

of money to the head. Cowboys were
yanked off the ranch and sent loco with

the effort to spend a thousand dollars a

week. Brainless village girls and artists'

models were plunged into enormous pub-

licity and dazzled with fortunes for mak-
ing a few faces every day at a camera.

"They acted like drunken Grand Dukes
before every jeweler's window. They
gave parties that were nothing but riots.

The vampire was developed as a special

attraction. The press agents magnified

the wickedness of their clients. Divorces

were considered good advertising.

"There are sots and dope fiends among
us. and immorality enough to sink a

ship."

Tom Holby was of another character.

What he loved he adored, fought for.

would not criticize or permit to be crit-

icized.

"Hold on a minute, Claymore," he

broke in. "Is there any part of the coun-

try where booze parties are unknown.'

The dope fiends aren't all in Hollywood.

Every other town has about the same
quota. East and West and North and
South, in Europe, Asia, Africa—it's the

same.

"I tell you the average morality is

just as high in Hollywood or Culver City

as anywhere else in the world. We're a

bunch of hard workers and the women
work as hard as the men. They're re-

spected and given every opportunity for

wealth and fame and freedom. The pub-
lic has been fed on a lot of crazy stories.

A few producers have kent up the idea.

"A lot of bad women are at large in

the movies, but most of 'em were bad
before they came in and they'd have been

a lot worse if they had stayed at home.
The moving picture did more to keep
girls and boys off the streets than all the

prayer meetings ever held. They drove

the saloon out of business more than any
other power. The screen is the biggest

educational and moral force ever discov-

ered and it hasn't got a fault that is all

its own. I tell you it's a cowardly shame
to throw dirt on it. I hold my head just

a little higher than ever, and I am shout-

ing just a little louder than before, that

I'm a movie man."

Mem looked on Tom Holby with new
eyes. She had never thought of him as

a fiery patriot in his art. His hot zeal

was vastly becoming to him and cast into

the shade the revering affection she had
gained for Claymore, the inspirer and
encourager of her personal skill. Her art

was bigger than herself and she was
thrilled with almost reverence for Holby.

To the surprise of everyone, the most
ardent defender of the movies was the

least expectable of all in such a gallery
—'Mrs. Steddon. the minister's wife.

Her demure, shy soul kept her quiet

for a long while, but finally she struck

out with all the wrath of the patient and
the long-suffering. She was. indeed, now
a Hollywood mother. She was the
mother of all the movies and she lashed
forth in an abrupt frenzy like an enraged
kitten.

"Well. I think it's a crying shame for

everybody to begin picking on such
lovely people who work so hard and have
such g«od hearts and do so much to make

the world brighter. And if you make it

brighter you make it better. You chil-

dren mustn't take it so much to heart.

"This is a lynching country and every

once in so often they've got to have a

victim, no matter where they find him.

When I was a girl the people that wanted
to free the slaves were treated worse
than what movie people are. and when
our church was young the other churches

used to treat us terribly. The things they

said about our early preachers—and did

to them—jail and whipping posts ?nd
abuse—good gracious! you'd never be-

lieve it!

"Look what they did to Admiral
Dewey—one day the nation's pet hero,

and the next a yellow dog. They gave
him a house for a gift, and when he put

it in his wife's name, just to make sure

of it for her, the people rose and treated

him worse than they treated Guiteau.
And all he had done was to be nice to

his wife!"

From her, of all people, came even a
word of compassion for the object of

the nation's wrath.

"And that poor young man who got
into all the trouble—he couldn't

_
have

meant to do any harm. He was just a

big, overgrown boy, and he made too
much money too «ooii. and he drank too
much. Oh, the terrible sufferings people

go through who can't help drinking too

much when they find what they've done.

"There was a deacon in our church, a

good man as ever was, but now and then

he'd go mad for liquor, and he never
knew what he might do. Once, after a

long period of being perfectly nice, he
tasted the communion wine and left the

church and went mad crazy with whisky
and—oh, dear, how he wept and prayed!
Even my husband was sorry for him.

Christ was sorry for everybody—even for

the people that crucified him.

"And that young man. so big and fat

and funny—all the world laughed at him
and paid fortunes to see him act. And

When he called of evenings, Claymore would
make excuses to step out into the patio with

Mem to show her a very remarkable moon.

now people are after him like wolves,
and nobody says a good word for him.

"Even if he had done what they said he
did how brokenhearted he would be now!
It seems to me that most of the people
who howl for his life are making them-
selves cruder than what they say he was.

"Nobody seems to know just how that

poor girl came to her death. But sup-

pose the worst that's said was true. It's

not half as bad as thousands of cases

that have gone on in this country.

"Why, in our peaceful little town there

was a terrible thing happened. I hardly
dast speak of it. but there was a pretty

young girl, a wild thing, but awful pretty,

and some young fellows got a lot of li-

quor and she was alone with them, and
after terrible goings-on—why, she died

the next day.

"And that happened right in our home
town of Calverly long before moving
pictures were even thought of. And not

a line was published in a single news-
paper, not a sermon was preached against

it, and nobody ever dreamed of prosecut-

ing one of the five young men who really

killed that poor, foolish young girl. Two
of the men were members of my hus-
band's church. They were terribly sorry
and repentant and it seemed the right

thing to hush it up and not talk about it.

"I guess there isn't a town in the world
that hasn't had things like that happen.
A preacher's wife gets to know the most
pitiful things. If all the preachers and
doctors and mothers and fathers would
tell all they knew—oh dear, what revela-
tions !

"And so I say, why should everybody
act like this young man was the first one
that ever did anything terrible? Why-
should they say it had anything to do
with the business he was in? Why
should they persecute the dear, good,
nice people in the moving pictures? I

think it's just frightful and if I was in

the movies I just wouldn't stand it."

Mem throbbed with love of her mother
for her ardor, but she bent her head,

realizing her own secret. Claymore stared

at the flaming little matron with gleaming
eyes of approval. Leva Lemaire squirmed,
ashamed of her own acquiescence in the

storm of abuse.

But Tom Holby rose from his chair

and, going to Mrs. Steddon, bent down
and kissed her on the hair and wrung
her little hand and kissed it.

And in that tribute he wooed Mem
more compelingly than in any other pos-

sible wise.

Mrs. Steddon clung to Tom Holby's

big hand and patted it, then rose and

left the room. When Mem would have

followed, she was sent back. Then Mrs.

Steddon, in a fine frenzy, went to her

table and wrote her husband an answer

to his letter.

Dear Husband,—I am ashamed of you for

writing such a mean little note. Yes, I am proud

to say that my daughter is an actress and is doing

fine work. If you are not proud of her it is be-

cause you don't know enough to be. You will

some day, you'll see.

She is working hard and earning lots of money,

and I'm going to stay with her as long as she

needs me. I guess you can get along without me
awhile. If you can't come on out and see for

vourself how wrong you are. I hope your next

letter will be an apology. Mem would send her

love if she knew I was writing.
Your loving

Wife.

When this tiny bomb exploded in Doc-
tor Steddon's parsonage it produced an

astounding effect. The old devil fighter

was not afraid of all the legions of hell.

He could even face his richest pewholder
without flinching; he could oppose his

bishop or a whole assembly of fellow

ministers.

But he was afraid of that little wife
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of his. She alone could scold him with
impunity and by the mere withdrawal
of her approval cast a cloud across his
heaven. He was in an abject perplexity
now.

Mrs. Steddon was as much afraid of
Mem as her husband was of her. She
dared not tell Mem that she had written
the letter until after it was mailed be-
yond retrieving.

Then she confessed, and Mem startled

her by a sudden collapse into bitter

grief.

"I have come between you and papa.
I have disgraced the family and lied

to him and dragged you away from him
and set you against him. I have taken
you away from the other children, and
broken- up our beautiful home, and 1

wish I were dead."

Mrs. Steddon poured out lies with
spendthrift zeal in the effort to comfort
her and restore her pride. "Your father

needs a vacation, and your sister Gladys
is taking better care of the house than
I did."

But Mem's grief was irredeemable.
Yet there was a benefit even in this

Her heart was so abrim with tears that,

in a scene next day when Claymore
wanted her to weep, he had only to call

for tears and they gushed in torrents.

And from this enhanced responsiveness

and the aggravated sympathy it aroused
in his heart came the great peril that

Tirrey had warned the girl against—the

peril not of having to sell herself, but of

giving herself away just for the gracious-

ness of the deed.

CHAPTER XX

Claymore asked Mem to take a drive in hit car,
a long farewell flight about the familiar and
the unvitited road. She accepted meekly.
Something told her that this drive was impor-
tant to her fate.

were wrapping and unwrapping their ten-
drils about Claymore's hand.

The women stood back and watched
the two, unnoticed. Terry startled Clay-
more by saying:

"Why do you scrooge up our eyebrows
thataway?"

"Do I?" gasped Clamore.
"Yep, you do. Looky: this is how

you go."

As Claymore flung back his head and
laughed at the revelation of an unsus-
pected habit of mien, he caught sight
of Mem in the embrasure of the door
and demanded:
"Do I scrooge up my eyebrows? The

little rat says I do."

"I hadn't noticed it. but you do," said
Mem. Terry was hilarious with pride,
and Claymore, who distrusted everything
he loved, was a glutton for humiliation.
He had chosen a profession in which it

is frequent, public, and expensive.

"I wish I had this child on the lot," he
said. "We're getting close to a big scene
in this next picture where a child is

ill and delirious. The boy we had in

mind has just had two front teeth
knocked out in a fight at school. That
won't look pretty in the picture."

Claymore, directorlikc. loved to dis-

cover new talent, dig up gold quartz
in chunks and refine them. He looked
down at the up-looking boy.

"Would you like to act for me?"
"Yep: you bet."

"Would you do what I asked you to?"
"You bet."

His mother said, "He's an awful good
little tike—never cries or

—

"

"Never cries?" Claymore gasped.
"Except when he's mad."

"Oh! Well, he'll cry for me. I guess,
if I ask him to. Won't vou, old man?"
"You bet."

"You come over to-morrow and see the
casting director. I'll tell him to bring
the boy to me, for a test. Does he know
anything about make-up?"

Mem shook her head and answered,
with professional calm, "I'll make him
up, myself, to-morrow morning early."

And now there was rapture in the
household of Dack. The widow was re-

trieved from the washtub at the desert's

edge. The son was rescued from the
dull lethargy of a sagebrush future. A
scepter was put in his hand and he would
be raised aloft to such glory and such
empire as no infant monarch had ever
known. If he succeeded, millions of men
and women in every land would gaze up
at his living moving portrait, and pay
him the homage that greets childhood
when it is beautiful in the sunlight.

Terry Dack was about to be struck
off in innumerable portraits and showered
upon a grateful world.

At the age of five he would commence
his business career with a salary of two
or three thousand dollars a year.

It was dazzling, yet some people called

it a dull age in a dull world, and looked
back to mediaeval France for romantic
happenings.

And many exceedingly good people
would hold up their hands in horror at

such cruel treatment of a child. Turn-
ing from the hideous revelations of im-
memorial precocious depravity, from the

ghastly records of the children's courts
founded by Saint Ben Lindsey. from the

loathsome spectacles of the streets and
alleys of ancient and modern times where
children were flung like garbage, good
people would revile the movies as a de-

gradation of children.

The police and the lawmakers would
regard the studios with jealous eye. If

young Mr. Dack failed to receive at least

ALL this while the boy, Terry Dack,

had been troubling Mem's conscience.

She had induced the mother to give up

her safe and sane career as a washer-

woman and undertake the peculiar offices

of mother to a prodigy. But the prodigy

had not yet found his chance to prove

himself. The producers did not seem to

be so eager to engage the boy as Mem
had expected.

As soon as she was installed as an

actress she ventured one day to ask Mr.

Tirrey to see the child; he consented to

make an appointment. Mrs. Dack laun-

dered her son as carefully as if he were

a week's Avash. She starched and ironed

him and rendered him generally unnat-

ural. She was in a oanic of anxiety, but

the boy's reaction to this was one of

stodgy reserve.

Tirrey kept a number of famous can-

didates "waiting while he bent to receive the

tiny petitioner. The child must have found

something lacking in this effusive cour-

tesy or some offense in its manifest con-

descension, for he refused even to shake

hands and retreated into his mother's

bosom like a frightened rabbit.

The more the mother scolded the more
the boy froze. The casting director was
patient, but plainly not encouraged. He
gave up at length, and asked his assistant,

Mr. Dobbs, to place in the files a picture

of the boy, with a record of his age. size,

color, and the ominous words, "No ex-

perience."

Mem and Mrs. Dack left the office dis-

heartened. Mrs. Dack was too downcast
to scold or punish. She could only ask

the boy why he had misbehaved. She
might as well have asked why his hair

was the tint it was or his features so

shaped.

He had simply not been in the humor,
and he had not yet been trained to coerce

his moods to respond to the call.

That night Mrs. Dack came to see

M'em to say that she would have to go

back to Palm Springs and her drudgery.
She was afraid to attempt a washer-
woman's metier in Los Angeles, though
there was need enough for artists in her
line. She suffered tub fright in a strange
land.

The boy felt guilty. He had suffered
keenly when his mother broke down at

home and wept. He suffered now when
his beloved Mem appealed to him fran-

tically:

"Oh, honey, why were you so mean to

the gentleman who wanted to be nice to

you ?"

"I don't know." said the artist in em-
bryo. "Something inside of me just

wouldn't behave. I wanted it to, but I

couldn't make it."

Mem understood this language. She
had once tried to smile and wink and
laugh before a director, and had found
her muscles lead. Terry's failure had
not been an intentional insolence, but a

kind of mental lockjaw.

Even the salesman cannot be at his

cunningest with every customer; and
shoes, jewels, lands, and creeds arenas
hard to sell as souls when the ecstasy is

wanting.

While Mrs. Dack was trying to per-

suade Mem not to blame herself for the

fiasco, urging that Palm Springs was a

nice place and washing a good-enough
trade, Claymore dropped in to call.

Mem and her mother and Mrs. Dack
were in Mem's bedroom when Leva
brought word that Mem had a caller.

Mrs. Dack said that she would be say-

ing good-by. When she put out her hand,
like a hook, for the child, who was
usually within reach, he did not affix

himself to it. When and Mem looked
for him they found him in the front room,
perched on Claymore's lap and making
violent love, child love, to the captivated
tyrant. The boy's big fawn eyes were
lustrous with affection, the little fingers
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four hours of schooling on any day; if

he were permitted to work more than

four hours on any day, the guilty direc-

tor and everybody concerned would be

liable to heavy fines and imprisonment.

But the Dacks did not realize into

what odium they were descending. They

felt that they were being lifted up out

of despair into a cloud realm of bliss.

Mrs. Dack's gratitude was so dire that

it put Claymore to flight. He went away
raging. He had called to pay court to

the fascinating Miss Steddon, and he had

adopted a child and a mother whose silly

enthusiasm drenched him like a capsized

tub of warm suds.

Mrs. Dack scurried away to her bleak

lodgings to unpack her bundles. Palm
Springs might pine for its lost laundress,

but the world would be the happier for its

new-found lamb.

Terrs- was forever getting to sleep that

night.
" He was telling his mother what

palaces he would buy her, what silks

he would dress her in: she should ride

in two solid-gold Fords at once, with

a policeman for driver.

The next morning the Dacks were at

Mem's door before she was up. They

sat on the steps, watching the red-faced

sun rise vawning from his bed on the

mountains'. Thev saw the newsboy on

his bicvcle fling the morning paper on

the dewv grass, and Terry decided to

buy himself a gold bicycle.

His mother tried in vain to hush his

prattle. Finallv the rattlesnake whirr oi

an alarm clock within shook the bungalow

from its repose and they made their

presence known.

\fter breakfast. Mem made up her

own face first in order to get it out

of the wav. and also as a model for

Mrs. Dack to copy. Terry's hands

clutched at the various pigments with

all the primeval instinct of a savage

desire for paint. He repeated the names

of the various layers of grease and color

as a most delightful lesson.

When Mem was ready to begin on his

face he held it up like a little balloon for

adornment.

Leva had taken over the automobile of

the housemate who had gone back East

to the Middle West. She drove the

Dacks and Mem to the studio. The

streets were full of actors and actresses

in automobiles of every sort. Most oi

them made up their faces at home and

some of them put on their costumes

there.

The town had the appearance of a car-

nival's morning after, and strangers found

the sight astonishing. But to the es-

tablished populace it was nothing but the

daily exodus to the factories of the work-

ing classes in their overalls and caps.

The make-up boxes the toilers carried

were merely their tool kits.

The iron grills at the studio entrance

were wide open and a throng poured

in. Automobiles were parked along the

curbs, and famous artists, extra folk,

camera men. executives, cabinetmakers,

electricians; chemists, scene painters, dec-

orators, cowbo3's, Chinese. Arabians,

cooks, waitresses—a small cityful

—

flocked to the numberless tasks that com-
bined to build a snow of pictures.

Claymore was waiting for his pro-

tege and carried him off to his set,

where he put him through an ordeal

he was too young and too eager to re-

gard as anything but the pastime Clay-
more pretended it was.

The boy's magnetism was instant with
everyone. Everyone smiled at the sight

of him. He put a live coal in every
heart to warm its cockles. The camera
man smiled and joked as he turned the

crank.

Terry Dack had that which gives cer-

tain poems, dramas, paintings, statues,

orations, an irresistible fascination. His
wheedling pout might be known for a

mere trick: cynics might resent his big

eyes, his babyish prettiness, and rebel

against his tears, but they would find their

eyes moist, their lips quivering, their

hands aching to caress him or spank

him. He could not be ignored.

Mr. Bermond, on an early round of

inspection, stopped to watch the test be-

ing made, to ask who the child was.

and to mumble to Claymore, "Sign him

up!" He paused also to shake hands

with the young tyrant, to toss him in

the air and hug him tight with a heart-

ache he dared not confess.

And so Terry's fortune was made.

Or, at least, it was assigned to him to

get. It would not be so easy, to earn

as it seemed. He would not realize,

himcelf. what intellect he was developing,

what intuitional processes he was perfect-

ing in the laboratory of his soul.

He was sent home that day with a

promise of a verdict on the morrow. He
left the studio with bitter regret and a

gnawing terror. His fierce imagination

dramatized the deferment as exile.

His mother took the contagion of fear

from him. and they were in an anguish

until Mem returned that evening with

the glad news that the test film had been

rushed through the laboratory and had

evoked vast enthusiasm in the projection

room.

It was always a problem whether the

charm would photograph. In Terry's case

the picture was beyond the reality. His

skin had an incandescence. His emo-
tions were graphic upon his features.

The next day was Terry's first birthday

as an artist. Mem announced herself as

his true mother, and Claymore said.

"Then I am his father!" "They
looked at each other with a kind

of fright They were already linked in

a wedlock of art. and a child was born
to the union of their souls. And this

had terrifying implications.

CHAPTER XXI

IT helped Terry's art somewhat to be
told that he must play a little girl.

That angered him and anger gave him
pathos. His humiliation was only a

child's humiliation, but the pint cup brim-
ming with bitterness is as overcharged
as a tun of malmsey.

His mimetic genius, after the first

shame of being clad in a girl's bonnet,
slip, and short socks, found delight in

a satire on the poses and carriage of

little womankind.
The stage was a magic playground to

him. He had to have his schooling

—

they gave him a private teacher who put
him through his spelling and sums in

the environs of the scene where he was
called now and then to enact his role.

Work was recess to him, and he scam-
pered from his textbooks to the set as to

a wholesale toy shop.

The electricians told him all about the

big light machines. The property men
let him help them with their labors. The
assistant director lent him the magaphone
for a toy and he bellowed through it like

an infant Stentor. The lady who had
to make herself look very old with all

manner of paint was as gentle an ogress
as ever ate a child. The beautiful star

held him in her lap, and he learned to

keep his hands off her make-up and kiss

her behind the ear. He was as close to

heaven as a child may climb on this

doleful footstool. He had even the su-

preme pride of condescension; for an
even younger actor than he was in the

cast.

He felt the dignity of a veteran as

he watched the scenes in which his little

baby "brother" was engaged. This child

was too young to be asked to act. The
scenes he played in had to be played as

games and they were costly games, for

every minute spent could be charged off

as five dollars gone.

Even if Claymore had been a brute

he would have found it necessary to

dissemble, because 4ittle children cannot
be coerced to drama, though they may
be whipped, starved, scolded, or fright-

ened with hell fire and bogies to be
"good."

Claymore had the patience of a born

(Continued on page &2)

She had already been acquiring a little name. Gossip of every sort was rife and some of it wai
flattering. The word floated about that "Steddon was making good at Bermond's."
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SfceWfcEKinNEWYORK
ROBERT T. KANE, production man-

ager for the Famous Players-Lasky

- Corporation, was the speaker at last

week's luncheon of the Associated Mo-
tion Picture Advertisers.

Mr. Kane made a plea for young blood

in the production division of the industry.

He advised the publicity and advertising

men to do some propaganda work within

their organizations as well as outside of

them; to convince the executives of the

motion picture companies to make provi-

sions for new talent that is seeking to

enter the ranks of directors, actors and
scenario writers.

"With all the great need of new mate-

rial in all these sections of production, it

is practically impossible," the speaker

said, "for any youngsters, no matter how
talented, to get in without battering the

walls of the studios."

As a complementary proposition Mr.

Kane urged the members of the A. M. P.

A. to do all they could to create a senti-

ment for the establishment of motion pic-

ture professorships at the various univer-

sities. It was his thought that it would
pay the motion picture industry well if

the existing organizations were to finance

the establishment of these professorships.

Mr. Kane told of the great value to the

motion picture industry, in his opinion, of

such pictures as "Nanook of the North."
The organization in which he is so prom-
inent a figure had no opportunity to pro-
cure that picture, but, he said, they wasted
no time in contracting for the services
of the man who made it.

* * *

Glen Allvine, who was the "barker"
of the day, qualified as a Cicero, when
he backed all amateur silver-tongued ora-
tors off the board by the eloquence of his

introduction of Mr. Kane. He concluded
his peroration by saying "and Bob Kane
is a regular fellow." This "regular" stuff

was adopted without any dissenting mi-
nority.

GOLDWYN'S CHICAGO BRANCH STAFF—Assembled for the Spring Drive.

Left to right (standing) : Phil Solomon, Richard Salkin, M. Delano, John Kemp-
ton, Walter D. Nealand, publicity director, Charles Phelps, Frank J. Young, Joe
Campbell, Tony Philbin, Will Baker. (Seated at table) : B. B. Reingold, resident

manager; George A. Hickey, district supervisor, and Ira Furman, assistant man-
ager.

Mr. Kane told of urging one big pro-
ducer to help along the good work by
donating a certain sum annually for a
motion picture chair at Harvard Univer-
sity. Said the producer, according to Mr.
Kane:

"I should buy furniture for Harvard
when they don't want Jewish boys to go
to school there."
He didn't.

* * *

The resignation of Horace Judge as
treasurer of the A. M. P. A. was read
and accepted with regret. The board of
directors, at a special meeting, decided to

give the Judge a proper farewell when he
sails for foreign shores on April 14, and
a token to take with him to remind him
of the esteem in which he is held by the
boys.

* * *

Buffalo is the city which has produced
>ome of the best and biggest minds in the
motion picture business, asserts Al Fein-
m an, fresh from a return from the Bison
City. Al, attached to the exploitation de-
partment of Warner Bros., furnishes the
following facts as unassailable evidence:

P. A. Powers, president of the Film
Hooking Offices, got his start in the mo-
tion picture business when said business
was in its infancy half a score of years
ago in Buffalo.
Moe and Mitchell Mark, associated

with the Strand Theatre Enterprises,
were identified with a thriving clothing
establishment in Buffalo when they were
persuaded to enter the W. K. industry
by way of the Mark Strand theatre on
Buffalo's Main Street, (free for Warner
Bros, pictures).
Art Schmidt, who answers to the call

of General Manager at Universal, is a
native of Buffalo, his entrance into the
business having been made via P. A.
Powers' first film exchange.
Harold Franklin's splendid work as

manager of Shea's Hippodrome in Buf-
falo merited his promotion to the post of

Managing Director of the Famous Play-
ers-Lasky theatres throughout the coun-
try. Buffalo film folk are all proud of
Harold.
W. R. Shcehan. Vice President and

General Manager of Fox Film Corpora-

tion, is a native Buffalonian. Recently a

Fox branch was opened at 513 Pearl
Street, on the very site where he was
born.
W hat other city can boast of such a

splendid line-up of men who have made
good in the motion picture business?

P. S. No, folks, Al Feinman doesn't
hail from the Buffalo bailiwick.

* * *

So quietly that not even the members
of his own staff knew about it until he
was gone. Bill Yeahsley slipped away
Monday to undergo a minor operation
that will keep him out of the foray for
about a month. A private hospital down
town—the Wanhtngton Square—will be
the scene of Bill's executive demonstra-
tions for at least two weeks, after which
he will spend an equal length of time
convalescing.

It would be hard to imagine anyone
toward whom the entire industry has a
kindlier feeling or whose misfortune,
slight as it is hoped it will be. has aroused
greater feelings of regret. The First Na-
tional boys, now that they know of it,

have pledged themselves that Bill won't
be allowed to forget that he belongs to
them while he's away. Bill spent his last

afternoon working at the office, clearing
up a lot of miscellaneous details.

* * *

Ernest Shipman, with his chest ex-
panded until it burst all the buttons off
his vest, and wearing a smile like the
famous "Alice in Wonderland" cat, blos-
somed into his office last Saturday, and
said: "No work today. This is the day
we celebrate."
The answer is at the Shipman domicile

out in Elmhurst. L. I. It arrived Friday
night, and stepping on the scales proudly
pointed to the weight resting in the eight
pound notch. Mrs. Shipman insisted that
the title of the newcomer be "Ernest R.
Shipman, Jr." And that tells something
more about it.

* * *

Wai ter Eiierh ardt was discovered scv
eral times last week endeavoring to hold
conferences with a traffic officer's horse.
In explanation he says he is seriously
contemplating taking up horseback rid-

ing in the near future and wants to be
able to have a perfect understanding with
his steed.

* * *

Arthur Krock, formerly editor of the
Louisville Courier-Journal, arrived in New
York last week and took up his new du-
ties in the Will Hays office. Mr. Krock
succeeds Ralph Hayes in charge of the
public relations work. Mr. Hayes will

take a long vacation in Europe.

* * *

Mysterious Harby Fields blew into

town last week from a trip into the
Southwest in the interests of United
Artists pictures.- Nick, the head waiter at

the Hunting Room of the Astor, recog-
nized him at the first glance.

* * *

Kenneth Webb will direct Dr. Daniel
Carson Goodman's next picture for

Equity, for which Mary Carr and Charles
Emmett Mack have been engaged.

* * *

Contrary to all j;umors, Dr. Hugo Rie-

sexfeld will not sever his connection with

the Rivoli and Rialto theatres, of which
he has been the director for the past sev-

eral years. After a two weeks' engage-
ment at the Palace with his orchestra,
Dr. Riesenfeld will sail for Europe on the

Paris on April 25 for a couple of months'
rest before returning to his directorial

duties.

John S. Spargo.
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Germany Using More
Film From America

Figures For 1921 Show Big

Gain Though Austria

Supplies Most
{Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, April 10.—Indications

that the foreign market for motion pic-

tures is greatly improved is seen by D.

1. Mountain, export manager of Arrow
Film Corporation, in figures which he

has just received, compiled by the Film

Express, published in Germany. As far

as American trade goes it is back to

normal in practically all countries ex-

cept Germany and Austria, Mr. Moun-
tain states.

Used 204 Films in 1921

The progress being made in placing

American pictures in Germany is shown

in the following table listing the number

of pictures made outside of Germany
and shown in that country in the 1920-

1921 period:
1920.

Country, No. Film Reels Mete's

U S. A 17 76 21.11S

Denmark 3 14 4.041

France 3 9

Italy 14 73 2o.o30

Austria 29 132 43.S12

Russia 2 5 1.1^
Spain 1 6 2 -°' s

1921

Country No. Film Reels Uttgl
Argentine 1 2 ...55USA 204 788 213.3d2

Denmark S7 282 86,192

France 33 SI U.60S

G" Britain 4 11 2,903

ItaW 92 434 133.61.

Austria 173 7,7 262.431

Sweden 29 . 86 26.90.!

Switzerland 1
J |™

Snain 2 11 3.. 24

HunW « 183 60 '165

"These figures show that the inevitable

has happened and America jumps almost

to the head of the list, being second only

to Austria, Germany's next door neigh-

bor and one whose exchange is even

lower than Germany's. With any sort of

break in exchange .there is no question

but what America will forge to the top,"

Mr. Mountain declares.

Chinese Market Shows Profit

Another territory that is now open

for the American market is China. This

territory has heretofore used nothing but

used prints and the American producer

and distributor has received little or no
profit. With the advent, however, of the

new Peacock Motion Picture Corpora-

tion American producers and distributors

arc now beginning to realize a fair re-

turn from this territory."

Manages House in Troy
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

TROY, N. Y., April 10.—Al Bothner.

widely known in connection with a mus-
ical act, and who of late has been
handling the Hall interests in Troy. X. \ ..

will become the manager of the Xew
Rose theatre, in that city on April 15.

At the present time Mr. Bothner is man-
aging the Colonial, the Strand and the

Capitol theatres, all located in Troy and
owned by Hall.

Reform Candidates Lose
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

CARTHAGE. MO.. April 10.— This
city shook off the reform element on
April 3. defeating all the candidates for

the five aldermanic positions who had the
endorsement of the Christian Council, an
organization composed of church people
and blue law advocates. The injection of
the Sunday closing issue resulted in a
heavy vote. _J

Blue Law Fight at Findlay
May End With Compromise

Exhibitor. Lodged in Jail for Operating Theatre
on Sunday, Loses 810,000 Damage Suit

Against Clergyman in Ohio

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

FINDLAY, O., April 10.—There is every reason to believe that the

blue law fight, which has waged here for the past ten years, is about at an

end.
Although it will be a victory tor the theatres, it will not mean that

they can operate on Sunday.

Expect Compromise Between Theatres and Other Business

The end of the protracted fight is seen in the possible compromise
agreement under which other businesses will discontinue operating on
Sunday. It is said that 80 per cent of these establishments have agreed

to the compromise. Should the others not comply with the agreement the

Sunday labor law will be invoked to close the places on the Sabbath.

Climaxing the 10-year-old fight was

the arrest of Walter K. Richards, man-

ager of the Majestic and Xew Royal

theatres, and six operators, and the $10.-

000 damage suit of E. B. Gilmore. man-

ager of the Marvin theatre, against the

Rev. William E. Hill and Attorney John

X. Doty.

Richards' case was the first in which an

exhibitor had been jailed for operating

on Sunday. After his arrest six opera-

tors sought to continue the shows, but

in each instance they were arrested.

Refuses S10.00O Damages

Gilmore brought his suit against the

pastor and the attorney following his

acquittal on a charge of operating his

house on the Sunday. The jury in com-
mon pleas court refused to grant the

$10,000 damages asked, however.

The cases pending against Richards

and other local exhibitors will be tried

shortly.

Sunday Closing Is

Defeated in Milaca
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MILACA, MIXX., April 10.—Residents

of Milaca at a recent referendum voted

against closing of theatres on Sunday.

W. M. Xemec. manager of the Casino

theatre, led the fight against the blue

law forces.

ness district of the city at Grand avenue
and Sixth street where the Xew Wis-
consin will stand. A program for city-

wide celebration will be arranged for the
opening. Another Saxe enterprise on
which work has been started is the Xew
Modjeska, to be erected at the site of'the
present Modjeska, Seventh avenue and
Mitchell street. This new theatre, which
will seat over 2,000—an unusual capacity
for a neighborhood house is estimated
to cost between $400,000 and $500.-

000. Four stories will be built with ar-
rangements for three additional stories
later.

Stockholders Meeting
Of First National Set
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

XEW YORK. April 10.—Stockholders
of Associated First Xational Pictures.

Inc.. will convene at the Ritz-Carlton

hotel. Atlantic City. X. J., April 17 for

their annual meeting. Present indications
are that nearly all of the First Xational
executives and stockholders will be
present at the sessions.

While no definite program has been an-
nounced, it is understood that detailed
plans for the coming season will be con-
sidered and passed upon, including some
new contracts with important producing
organizations about to be closed.

Work Started on Saxe

Theatre in Milwaukee
Which Will Seat 3,500

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MILWAUKEE. WIS.. April 10. —
While the process of demolishment is

going on in the Theatorium and the Shu-

bert. excavation has begun for the big-

gest theatre west of Xew York—except-

ing Balaban & Katz' Chicago theatre.

The Xew Wisconsin, as the theatre is to

be called, will have a seating capacity of

3.500 and will be housed in an office

building of seven stories.

The top floor will be devoted to a

glassencascd roof garden, the only one

in Milwaukee, and in the basement will

be what is thought the largest recreation

parlor in the United States.

Thomas Saxe, who heads the new
project, predicts that the completion of

the new theatre will establish the busi-

7V. Y. Strand Observes

Its Ninth Anniversary

XEW YORK. April 10.—The Strand
theatre is 9 years old tomorrow. Founded
ed by Mitchell H. Mark Realty Company
the Strand theatre is one of the pioneers
in the movement which has surrounded
the motion picture with the dignity and
beauty it now enjoys.

Strand officials pride themselves on the
great percentage of leading screen works
the theatre has played and believe that

the house today stands as at a pinnacle o:

motion picture presentation and a monu-
ment to the progress of films.

Writer Sues Universal
( Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS AXGELES, April 10.—D. A Ep-
stein. Universal scenario writer, has filed

suit against Universal for $11,000. He
alleges $300 is due him on scenarios ac-

cepted.
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Republican Leaders

In N. Y. Says Censor

Repeal Bill Is Lost
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., April 10.—From all

appearances there is very little likelihood

that the present censorship law in New
York state will be repealed this year
through action on the part of the legis-

lature. While the bill calling for the
repeal of the present law has passed the
Senate, it will die in the Assembly ways
and means committee, according to a
definite decision which has been ar-

rived at by the Republican leaders of
the Assembly.
According to Joseph A. McGinnies,

chairman of this committee, there is no
disposition on the part of any of the
members of the committee to report the
bill out. Mr. McGinnies admitted that
there had been no discussion of the
measure thus far at any of the weekly
conferences held by the Republican mem-
bers of the lower house.
"Unless there is a motion made to

report the bill out," said Mr. McGin-
nies, "it will stay exactly where it is."

Romayne Denies Charge
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, April 10.—Harry G.
Romayne, president of Romayne Super
Features denied alleged embezzlement of
$15,000 as charged in the superior court
here.

Cohen May Force Showdown
On Two Issues at Conclave

(Concluded from page 24)

O'Toole told the convention. "It is im-
possible for one man to step into an in-

dustry and control it to suit his own
ideas. Even inside of his own group Mr.
Hays is unable to "ut over anything that

has any element of uniformity in it. Did
you ever hear of Fox boosting a Famous
Players-Lasky picture? We must get

away from this hero worship. Hays is a

great fellow, but not big enough to boss

you and me. In Missouri and Kansas
you have state organizations that can be
controlled by nobody but you. At least,

we regard you in that light in the East."
Resolutions endorsing the Theatre

Owners' Distributing Corporation, the
action of the M. P. T. O. A. in refusing
the uniform contract, the work of Syd-
ney Cohen and other national officers and
the Motion Picture Palace of Progress to

be in Chicago, were adopted, excerpts of

which follow:

Approve Contract Rejection

"Be it resolved' that we endorse the ac-
tion of our national organization in re-

fusing to accept the contract form re-

cently submitted by Will Hays, as a
representative of certain producing and
distributing interests, as we consider this

contract form unfair and entirely lacking
in mutuality, and as such opposes the
interests of independent exhibitors."
"Be it resolved that we heartily com-

mend the action of the theatre owners
who formed the Theatre Owners' Distrib-
uting Corporation and we believe it will

be a source of great benefit to the inde-

pendent exhibitor and also other inde-
pendent forces in the motion picture in-

dustry. We earnestly commend this

actien to all theatre owners and urge
them to give the Theatre Owners' Dis-
tributing Corporation every possible
measure of support to the end that all

theatre owners may secure the business
advantage that such a mutually owned
and controlled distributing agency may
be able to provide."
Due to the fact that Mr. Cohen and hi*

party were forced to leave earlv Wednes-
day night to attend the Nebraska con-
vention at Omaha Thursday night, the
banquet was called off. No officers were
elected, an election not being due until

the next convention.
The attendance was unusually small, as

the convention was called on short notice

and without the aid of a secretary or
business manager to p-ive proper advance
notice.

Arkansas
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LITTLE ROCK, ARK., April 10—
Arkansas, at its convention last week,
joined the ranks of those who have re-

jected the uniform contract. In a reso-

lution adopted by the fifty members in

attendance the state organization en-
dorses "the action of our national or-
ganization in repudiating the Hays con-
tract which we consider unfair, unequit-
able and lacking in neutrality."

Delegates are Named

Members of the league appointed dele-
gates to the national convention were:
E. W. Collins, O. C. Hauber, C. A. Lick,

J. Collins, Sidney Nutt, W. L. Landers,
E. H. Butler, and Hoyt Kirkpatrick.

Mr. Hauber was elected to serve an-
other year as national executive com-
mitteeman from Arkansas.
A highlight of the gathering was the

presence of Governor T. C. McRae, who
declared in opposition to legal censorship,
saying that in his opinion the public is

the best censor. He was voted the co-
operation of the organization in state edu-
cational work.

Endorses General Policies

Resolutions adopted were:
RESOLVED: That we, the Motion Picture

Theater Owners of Arkansas in session assem-
bled at Little Rock, Arkansas, Tuesday. April 3,

1923, do endorse the action of our national or-
ganization in repudiating the Hays contract
which we consider unfair, unequitable and lack-
ing in neutrality.

RESOLVED: That the M. P. T. O. of Ar-
kansas in semi-annual session at the Marion
Hotel, Little Rock, Arkansas, April 3, 1923, do
hereby go on record as endorsing the general
policies of the officers and directors of the M. P.
T. O. of America, and particularly in regard to
the Public Service Bureau, and the wonderful
work this branch of our organization has and ii
accomplishing.

RESOLVED. FURTHER: That we extend our
thanks for their untiring but unsuccessful ef-
forts to secure a uniform contract to have the
music tax eliminated, and their ever sincere
efforts to have the burden of taxation lifted
from the motion picture exhibitor.

RESOLVED. FURTHER: That we convey to
our national president. Mr. Sydney Cohen, and
Messrs. Burford, O'Toole and True, members of
the national executive committee, our apprecia-
tion of their long trip to enable them to be with
us on this occasion.

WHEREAS, we, the theatre owners of Arkan-
sas assembled this 3 day of April, 1923, wish to
go on record as opposed to the methods of the
publishers and authors of so called copyrighted
music. And that we will in every way possible
aid the author and publishers of non-taxable
music
Therefore, we request collectively that the pub-

lishers and authors of non-taxable music print
in bold type across the front or title page of all

music put out by them, the words "Tax Free."

RESOLVED: That the M. P. T. O. of Arkansas
at their semi-annual meeting held at Little Rock,
April 3, 1923, do hereby go on record as offering

to the Federal State, County, City and all other
public officers the use of our theatres and screens
at any and all times for the dissemination of

such information as will be helpful to our coun-
try as a whole, and that we will at all times use
our best efforts to aid in all public service work.

RESOLVED: That we, the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of Arkansas. Tuesday, April 3,

1923, do hereby voice our hearty appreciation of

this great work of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America, approve and commend its

activities for the protection and welfare of the
Theatre Owners of the country and urge our
National President, Sydney S. Cohen, and all

other officials to continue to carry forward this

work in our behalf and keep the theatre owners
in the leading position in this industry.

RESOLVED: That in this relation we pledge

our increasing efforts, financial and moral sup-

port to the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

America and pledge the delegates from Arkansas
to the National Convention in Chicago, May 21 to

25, to complete co-operation in carrying out these

lines of constructive work and to aid in every
way in the preparation of convention plans for its

continuation in all parts of the United States.

RESOLVED: By the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Arkansas in convention assembled at

Little Rock, Arkansas, Tuesday, April 3, 1923,

that we earnestly urge all producing distributing

and other divisions of our industry to cooperate

in every way with our national organization in

making the Motion Picture Palace of Progress
typical of the great advancement already achieved

and of service in building up public good will

for our industry generally.

MONEY MA
Which Have Been
Exhibitors to Build

By W. H. YOUNGBLOOD
(Majestic Theatre, Johnson City,

Tenn.)

For the small town exhib-

itor, as well as medium and
large town exhibitor there is a

wonderful opportunity of in-

creasing interest in the theatre

by the use of inexpensive and
effective prologues. Some crit-

ics argue that the prologue has
no place in a motion picture

theatre, using as their argu-

ment that it increases interest

in vaudeville. I believe just

the opposite ; that it increases

interest in the picture and
helps in drawing a vaudeville

fan. Let's hear from you,
brother.

KING IDEAS
T sed Successfully by

Up Their Patronage

By R. L. BEHLER
(Royal Theatre, Garrett, Ind.)

The only way we find that

an exhibitor can satisfy his

patrons to a greater degree is

to book big pictures, use

plenty of advertising and mu-
sic. Use plenty of cut-outs

made from 24 sheets, six

sheets, etc. If they don't know
big pictures "Take the Her-
ald/' Sometimes I wish I

did not take it, as, as soon as

it comes I have to read it

through before I go to my
work, and I have been
swamped more than once, just

because I read the Herald
first thing.
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THE THEATRE
A department of practical showmanship

Sovereign of

Amusements

TO HAVE been with Washing-
ton at Valley Forge, with

Peary at the Pole, with Edison as

he beheld the glow of the first in-

candescent lamp—who would not
trade a work-a-day decade for these

privileges? To be with Wilson at

the Peace Conference, with Per-
shing throughout the World War,
with every modern notable at the

height of his career—these are

gratis privileges of each of us

through the power of the motion
picture.

Back of the drama, underlying
the tragedy, inseparably bound up
with the fiction of the film, that

which yesterday was the unattain-

able today is brought to the least

of us as we sit surrounded by com-
forts undreamed of by the most
prodigiously endowed ancient mon-
arch.

All this in the name of entertain-

ment, entertainmc t wholly mental
and well nigh miraculous in the

scope of its benefits.

No other pastime remotely par-
allels this service to humanity.
The motion picture is the SOV-

EREIGN OF AMUSEMENTS.

ABOVE is presented the second unit in a series

of specimen advertisements calculated to offset

the "summer slump" by stimulating public inter-
est in the motion picture on a mental basis. The
first unit, with explanatory introduction, ap-
peared in the April 14 issue.

Better Theatre
Platform—No. 18

Don't Alibi

What to reply to the patron who didn't
like the show and wants to tell you about
it is a problem not commonly solved to
everybody's satisfaction. Usually the
reply takes the form of an alibi, of which
there are probably half a'dozen stereo-
typed varieties—none worthy of notation.
Any alibi is an admission of inferiority,

a confession of bad booking judgment if

the blame is not passed back to the ex-
change or further, a reflection on the in-

dustry if it is. As a permanent business
institution, the theatre cannot afford to
seem to admit that any member of its

personnel or any tributary branch of the
film business is incompetent.

In addition, an alibi isn't necessary.
"I'm sorry you didn't like it; I did," is

usually a sufficiently soft answer to turn
away wrath. Any reply deftly implanting
the suggestion that "It's all a matter of
taste" and raising a shadow of doubt as
to the patron's judgment serves not only
to terminate the interview but in prac-
tically all cases to retrieve the lost favor
of the complainant.
Don't alibi.

Stand pat.

It pays.

Highbrow Support to Turn

Highbrow Films Into Money
"Highbrow pictures don't pay," showmen write, and there's no get-

ting around that simple fact, but there is an answer to it and it's high time
that the one obviously sound and practical method of making them pay
should be whipped into shape and put in operation.

Morris Gest has made the Moscow Art Theatre pay handsomely by a
neat bit of legerdemain and exactly that same thing can be done with the
highbrow picture. It isn't difficult, and it's very profitable.

Morris Gest is an able showman, but
the exhibitor field is full of his superiors.
Mr. Gest whispered despondently of the
marvelously artistic Moscow Art Theatre
to New York's "upper tenth" and led
them to beseech him to bring the or-
ganization to America at any cost,

guaranteeing box office support. He did
so and "everybody who is anybody,"
gave him good money and lots of it to
sit through dreary drama in the Rus-
sian tongue.
Leaving the company in high pros-

perity in Gotham, Mr. Gest came to
Chicago and repeated the performance,
publicly bemoaning the fact that he
couldn't bring the company here, at
length acceding to the pleas of the Chi-

cago "upper tenth" that he make the at-

tempt. After unbelievable difficulties

(press agent) he succeeded, and as this

is written good conventional Chicagoans
are spending their money eagerly for the
privilege of subsequently impressing ac-
quaintances.
So much for Gest, who guessed right

and will make a lot of money.
* * *

Now highbrow pictures are just about
on a par with Russian drama in the es-

teem of the many who do not come to

see them. The chief difference is that

the individual doesn't feel called upon
to pretend that he likes the picture,

whereas Mr. Gest's cunning has made
everyone ashamed to admit that he
doesn't like Russian drama. Obviously,
then, since there is not a large enough
highbrow picture public to support high-
brow pictures, the practical thing to do
is to make the lowbrow ashamed to ad-
mit that he doesn't like them, more, want
them. (It isn't practical nor even good
sense to suggest that highbrow pictures

be discontinued, for the trade itself

knows they aren't highbrow at all, but
are just the better pictures that the

screen needs most vitally of all things.)

To go about applying Mr. Gest's

treatment it is necessary to adopt some
of his strategy. It is necessary to let a

few of the ' right people, the "upper
tenth," "aristocrac- of taste," etc., know
about the great artistic pictures that cost

so much the theatre can't afford to show
them. After a few deftly-planted re-

grets of this sort it will not be long be-

fore offers of co-operation are forthcom-
ing. ' These become more and more
tempting with each refusal, finally

amounting to a proposition that is de-

sirable from every viewpoint.
* * *

All along the newspaper does its duty
by the social leaders and in due time

announces the bringing of the picture to
the city at unheard of expense through
the gracious aid of this and that indi-

vidual, this society and that club. About
the third story will call them "patron-
esses" and every woman in town will de-
cide that she cannot under any circum-
stances miss the picture. Every man,
of course, follows along.
Throughout, the hokum is laid on

heavily, but not with a bill poster's

brush. The usual advertising channels
are treated very economically "because
there is no margin of profit to pay for

advertising." And when the picture
finally arrives the classes and the
masses break the mirrors in the door
trying to get in; everybody who sees the
picture swears it's the best they ever
saw in their life, the critics turn flip-flops

praising it and the deck is all cleared for

the next highbrow picture and the next
and the next and thp next.

* * *

That's the cold hard showmanship of

the highbrow picture proposition and
any exhibitor whose abilitv has sustained
him in business to this date can engineer
the stunt just as effectively as Morris
Gest. It's plain that in the majority of

places the highbrow picture can't be
profitably sold simply as such, and it's

equally clear that it can't be sold as low-
brow. Then the thing to do is to sell

it as super-highbrow, to the self-denomi-

nated super-highbrows themselves, and
let the super-highbrows sell it to every-
body else.

Who'll try it?

On the Bill at

The Warfield

Opening of Loew's Warfield theatre,

San Francisco, was one of the big events
in recent West Coast theatre history.

After several months of operation the

theatre continues to maintain an excep-
tionally high grade program. The bill

for the week of March 17 reads:
1. "Caprice Fantastique"—Overture.
2. Newspicture.
3. Pointed Paragraphs.
4. "Sonia"—Miniature opera with Dorothy

Jardon and supporting company.
5. "The Ranger"—Sunset—Burrud scenic.

6. "Mutt and Jeff"—Fox film cartoon.

7. "Where the Pavement Ends"—Metro.
Lionel Keene, managing director of

the Warfield, contributes his first Thea-
tre Letter, dealing with the above pro-

gram, this week on page 48.
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WHAT'S A MINARET? You*d be surprised to learn how few people know. Hut that makes "The Voice from the Min-
aret" a better title, and when a front is decorated like that of the Rialto, San Antonio, the idea that it is something Oriental

and probably thrilling j;oes over soundly. Compoboard was used in making the display, posters and hand work combining
effectively.

HOW TIMES CHANGE. People said that as they looked at BLANK WALLS REPEL. Consequently Wil-

this display and became interested in "Heroes of the Street," Ham Lindsay, Paramount theatre, Logansport.

Warner Brothers. Philadelphia police donated the exhibit. [ad., breaks them with posters, in this case for

Two theatres used it.
" The Voice from the Minaret."

PEORIA CLEANS UP. Ascher's theatre started it, exploiting "The Third Alarm," f. B. O. Boy Scouts helped and the

final result was the burning of rubbish accumulated and deposited in a designated place while the band played whatever

tune a band might be expected to play in a case like that. (One guess.) Photo shows the final stage of the event.
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NOT "THE THIRD ALARM," No; this time the hard-working fire wagon advertised two First National laugh features,

"The Pilgrim" and "Bell Boy 13," for the Rialto, Omaha. Doubles for Chaplin and MacLean took the wagon all over town,
staging impromptu street comedy. The photo shows the Rialto panels decorated in the neat and dignified manner typical of

the house.

WONDER WHAT A TAILOR DREAMS ABOUT? The New Garrick, Duluth, presenting "A Tailor Made Man," United
Artists, used a sort of animated Briggs prologue. The tailor fell asleep, his dummies, even his spool of thread, came to life

and danced around in gracefully grotesque measures, then resumed their original positions as he awoke and the picture was
run. -
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Theatre Letters
Personal Accounts of Constructive Showmanship

Contributed by Readers of "Exhibitors Herald"

EXCUSE ME
For Hanging Around Your

Door, But
Always

N
L

Y

Glad

to

See

PAULINE CARON

I'M THE FLAPPER
IN

ADAM'S RIB
AT

" COLONIAL
Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat.

APRIL 4, 5, 6, 7

EXTRA! EXTRA!

Rea Exploits

"Adam's Rib"
To Landslide

ORIGINAL window card for

"Adam's Rib," by George Rea.

BULLETIN
George Rea's box office report on "Ad-

am's Rib/' which arrived too late for in-

coforation in "What the Picture Did for
Me" this week, follows:

Adam's Rib, a Cecil B. De Milk
production.—Everybody should see
this production. Perfect acting. Per-
fect production. All the De Mille

magnificence. Stood them out in a
downpour of rain against all the

small town stuff competition ever
heard of. including basket ball, coun-
try dances, home talent. "Oliver
Twist."' "Flame of Life." all at lower
admission. It's a wonderful picture

that teaches a great lesson. They
compliment it going out and then

every time they see you on the street.

It keeps them thinking. Even the

corn stalk boys, fresh from the acres,

say it's the best show ever brought
to town. Pauline Garon scored a tre-

mendous hit. Four days at 20 and
40 cents.—George Rea. Colonial the-

atre, Washington C. H., O.

THEATRE EDITOR, .

Exhibitors Herald.
Dear Sir

:

Here are seven windows on "Adam's
Rib." Will send you photo of one more,

anyhow.
Windows on "Adam's Rib" are the easi-

est windows of all to get. Maybe it's be-

cause it's such a grand picture. I think it

ft

ANCIENT FLAPPERS
g

CLEOPATRA

SALOME

HELEN OF TROY

IT TOOK 10.000 YEARS TO MAKE

,,£ Modern Flapper
SEE HER IN

ADAM'S RIB
A P.UtAMOl~Vr SPECIAL. AT

THE
COLONIAL

APRIL 4, 5, 6, 7 WED., THURS., FRI., SAT.

Always Glad .0 See You

ANOTHER of George Rea's orig-

inal window cards.

is the best entertainment I've ever had the
pleasure to attend. I sat in the same seat

for two solid hours and watched the pic-

ture at a private screening, yet it did not
seem like fifteen minutes.

I play "Adam's Rib" four days starting
April 4th. Can hardly wait for the time to

come. If record is not broken it's my fault.

—BY LATER MAIL—
Here comes another "Adam's Rib" win-

dow, and there is still another that I think
worth protographing, so you will get it too,

then I promise not to send any more.
It's been great sport trying to sell

"Adam's Rib." Never felt like I had so
much to sell. You see, it's a Cecil B. De
Mille Paramount special and I'll tell the

world this : If vou can't interest 'em with

ADDITIONAL novelties in George Rea's "Adam's Rib" campaign, described in his letter.
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LIONEL KEENE, Loew's Warfield, San Francisco, writes this week about the

usherettes as costumed for the run of "Where the Pavement Ends," Metro-Rex
Ingram production.

that line it's high time to put up the shut-
ters.

Xow, then, I want to know from you
this : Are any of these windows any good,
and if there is any one of them best in the
hunch, which ?

If you will answer these questions, I

promise to send you a picture of the front

for "Adam's Rib" (if you want to see it)

that, coming from this size house in this

size town, should, bearing in mind that you
are used to seeing good lobbies, knock you
cold. I know that is a broad statement,
but "you ain't seen nothin' yet."

Also, there is an advance street ballyhoo
for "Adam's Rib" that goes to work Thurs-
day that will likely make all the corn stalk

horses win away.
In the* Hkrald of March 31 Mr. Robin-

son of Newark said he was the best two-
lingered typist in captivity. If Mr. Robin-
son uses the Pick and Peck system and a

Corona I would like to challenge him at the

Herald get-together exhibitor meeting.
George Rea.

Colonial Theatre, Washington C. H., O.

+ + +
DEAR MR. REA:
Your "Adam's Rib" campaign is the biggest

thing of its class we've ever seen. Couldn't find
space for all the photos, but hope to get a picture
of the lobby in an early issue. It didn't knock
us cold, but we did pull leather, as Rand says.

Of the windows we made the biggest repro-
duction of the one we thought best, though the
shoe window also was exceptional.

If Mr. Robinson accepts your challenge we'll
volunteer to umpire.—W. R. W.

Smallest Town

Showman Brings

Strayers Bac^
Patronage that strayed from the Cozy

theatre, Hazelwood, Ind., during a gen-
eral quarantine and bad weather is be-
ing won back by E. J. Million, exhibitor,
through the influence of a letter-dodger
circulated. Mr. Milhon holds the title

of Smallest Town Exhibitor against all

comers, his city boasting a population
of 57.

THEATRE EDITOR.
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir:

Enclosed find some reports for "What

the Picture Did For Me," together with
dodgers which have proved to be unusual
business getters.

The dodger on "The Valley of Doubt."
with letter attached, sure did its duty and
I am now beginning to get the "lost

sheep back to the fold."

The free photos which I put out in con-
nection with "The City of Silent Men"
were very effective. I am now using
photos on all the stars I am showing and
believe it is the best stimulator I have
ever used. Once these photos get into

the home they arc daily reminders of the

stars and your theatre. I believe any
small town theatre will profit by using
photos.

I got out the safety pin dodger on
"Seven Years Bad Luck" in February
last year. It was a business getter and
must have made a hit with other than my
patrons, as Pathe is now using practically

the same thing on Lloyd's new release,

"Safety Last."
Hoping my experiments will be of some

help to some other exhibitors. I am
E. J. Mii.hon,

Cozy theatre,

Hazelwood, Ind.

+ + +
I)FAR MR MII.HON:
Your success with the dodger- letter surprises

us. Off hand we'd say it wasn't Rood business to

make a public pica in a case of that kind. Maybe
your experience is the exception that proves the

rule, or maybe the personality of the author had
something to do v-ith it. Anyway, it's a valuable
thing if it is practical, and we pass it on for gen<

eral consideration.
Photos are good; there's no question about

that. Where they haven't been overworked they

always get good results, especially with news-
papers everywnere running identification contests.

Glad to hear business is picking up —W. R. W.

Lionel Keene,

Loew Warfield,

Circle Member
Gentlemen, meet Lionel H. Keene,

Loew's Warfield, San Francisco, read hit

first Theatre letter, inspect the photo-
graph accompanying it and welcome Mr.
Keene to the circle.

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir

:

I am sending you herewith photograph
of the Warfield usherettes showing how we
dressed them during the showing of Metro's
Rex Ingram's "Where the Pavement Ends."

I am also enclosing herewith a program
of that particular show, together with a

program of our current show. Thought you
might be interested in same.

Lionel H. Keene,
Loew's Warfield, San Francisco, Cat.

+ + +
DEAR MR. KEENE:
A reproduction of your usherette photograph is

published herewith, and one of the programs is

presented on the front page of this department
this week.
Very glad to welcome you to the circle of

Theatre Letter writers. Let us hear from yof
often.—W. R. \V.

HARRY VAN NOY'S strolling book exploitation of "Oliver Twist," First Na-
tional. Mr. Van Noy's letter, telling results of this and other exploitation, is

given herewith.
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rYJOU will want to embrace drnr old

fcj dact just as his children did when
LS3fiJ they realized they hfcd neglected a

heart of gold for erhply pleasure

THE LANDALE THEATRE
if the SwrrtCHl Storitv Told

"REMEMBRANCE"
By Rl'PERT HldllKS

It is a picture tliat will mnke yon muemlm ninny for-

gotten things. A story of a lovable old fashioned

father who would rather Ktny in home in Ins ea^j.chair

than-go out with his plmsnri' loving, fife, spending

family He retiieniljers w ln-n mother prefered the tire-

»Me to a game of bridge. He remembers when mother

announced (finirer in ber giDgl'iim apron. Now there

was a butler If you love clean, stirringniotton picture-

"REMEMBRANCE "

will tug at your heart strings It is a-gteat picture,

bedaafrit brings l.m-k to all of us vividly ami tenderly

the reial things of life, the joys, the Iiearjm-Vs. tlu-

laughter mid tears

"REMEMBRANCE"
is a picture where ''pun" couies into hi* own. A bltmr.li

picture play that is even better than ""fbe Old Ni st
"

LANDALE THEATRE Wednesday
Mu»ic .h. pi.i.>.. m...; _ , Thursday

Muiia 30* children tsc Friday
llivft WEDNtSOiV

JlftFCh 21, 22,

glydg, Martin at (hi- rti.beof Morton Organ

uNatfierHWer 5i i '.tie admitted I ee ffufinc :nts enoatie

Mailing piece used by the Lawn-
dale theatre, Carlinville, 111., to ad-

vertise Goldwyn's "Remembrance."
Printed in blue on white.

We Must Have
Some Bad News
Now and Then

If all the news were good news there
wouldn't be any news. Nobody'd read it

and there'd be no use printing it.

In Theatre Letters, however, the bad
news is just sufficient to provide the neces-
sary contrast, not extensive enough to

worry about.
Harry Van Noy contributes the essen-

tial bad news this week, and it isn't very
bad at that.

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir:

Am sending under separate cover

Rain Insurance

Good Business

Since pictures began, and before
that until the memory of man run-
neth not, the Weather Man has been
the showman's one unbeatable enemy.
His passing, with the introduction of
rain insurance now offered by the
Hartford company, is due cause for

general jubilation. Now the expensive
show, the special program, the more
serious risks of all sorts, may be con-
templated with utter disregard for the
heretofore ever present possibility of
being "rained out" and subjected to
a loss without chance of recovery.
That use of rain insurance is good

business goes without stating. It

should be a matter of but a short time
until showmen have developed an
economical and thoroughly practical
policy with regard to its maintenance.

Cory Theatre

Hazclwood. tod

March la. 1033

ir Friend, and F.trone-

Altbdudh v« offered ion excellent Pie-
ree during the pest beaker bell eeaaon the
opl. «f •^wraollj ••J'^'IJ'
leery picture that ee ran end now that the'
aeon la ower we urge you to glee'ua four 00-
eratloo And patronage for without It we muel
oee our doora.

. Should we be forced to oloee feu will have

tKeo thet you will reellie the full Beetling
ha»lne a theater In your own cofmunlty.
let'a ell work together and age

f o lie

An eieallent picture and iptclil aualcal
ogrea awalta you neat Saturday night. Harch
Tend we hope you will be present to eojoy

THE MANAGEMENT

You'll long remember your visit to

"THE VALLEY
OF DOUBT"
Hazelwood r oz v

V/ Theatre I
Hazelwood

SATURDAY EYE., MARCH 10TH.

ALSO SHOWING

HAROLD LLOYD COMEDY
AMD 9ELZNICK HEWB

SPECIAL MUSIC

Ftrat Show 7 30 Admleaioo—Chu°dr*n lOo. Adulta 26c lloeludlng TaaJ

E. J. MILHON'S business stimulating dodger, described in his Theatre Letter
this week.

photo of my stunt on Jackie Coogan in

"Oliver Twist." Had this book walk
the streets Friday and Saturday before
play date.

Also mailed every school teacher a

pass to the show but did not do as much
as we did on Jackie's last picture,

"Trouble."
Harry Van Noy,

Riviera theatre, Anderson, Ind.

+ + +
DEAR MR. VAN NOY:
What was wrong? The book looks like a

money-maker, and the passes to teachers as well.

Did you draw some of this unseasonable weather
Chicago's having, or was it just another one of

those things that make the show business the
most interesting of businesses ? Our sympathy,
and better luck next time.—\V. R. W.

Hyman Observes

Holy Week With

Fitting Program
Proper observance of special occasions

is obviously in the order of things the-

atrical and as obviously good business.

Edward L. Hyman used an especially fit-

ting program for Holy Week, one of the
occasions normally anticipated with some
box office misgivings.

Lee S. Ferguson describes it in his

letter.

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir:

I want to tell you about Edward L.

Hyman's impulse to arrange his bookings
so that he could use "The Little Church
Around the Corner," the Warner picture,

the week of March 25—Holy Week. The
title itself helped a great deal in making
the decision, and the thing that clinched

the argument was the fact that with the

title could be coupled up an ideal pro-

logue or prelude, suitable for the picture

and appropriate for Holy Week.
Thus the week of March 25 saw at the

Brooklyn Mark Strand a program that

entertained and fitted the times, causing
no little comment of the favorable sort.

The prelude used was called "Holy
Week Suite" and was a collection of pre-

Easter melodies specially, arranged. The
suite opened with "Omnipotence" by the

orchestra, with the tab curtain covering

the presentation stage. A Mestrum light

pink flood covered the entire stage, and
a Klieg pink flood was on the orchestra.
The large transparent windows, one at

either side of the stage, were light green.
Light amber entrance spots were trained
above the windows. The x-rays were
magenta and light blue, full. Foots on
the small stage were green and on the
large stage blue. Borders were red, as
were the cove lights.

With the finish of "Omnipotence" the
lighting changed to a Mestrum deep blue
over whole stage and Klieg deep blue over
the orchestra. Blue foots on large stage.
One entrance spot light blue and other
green. One pink transparent window and
one orange. Blue coves. The tab cur-
tain parted showing church interior, with
large double transparent church windows,
on one of which was life size figures.

Candlebras, palms and altar rail were
visible, and three singers in surplices at

the left. The basso and tenor sang "The
Palms," and basso walked off as the con-
tralto started "Gloria." Following this

the orchestra took up "Unfold Ye
Portals," and contralto made her exit.

This orchestra number was very brief,

going into "Largo," which the tenor sang.
During this the figure on the window
came to fife, moved slowly to the center,
under a white spot, and with arms out-
stretched the song came to a close, fin-

ishing the prelude. Three overhead spots
were focused on the singers. These spots
were blue.

This prelude, being naturally heavy,
was counterbalanced by Hyman's Sym-
phonized Jazz, following the Mark Strand
Topical Review. This special arrange-
ment of syncopated tunes, played in sym-
phony style, caught on with such success
that Hyman is going to make it a perma-
nent addition to the program. This, with
the vocal presentations and the novelties,

will make the Brooklyn Mark Strand
musical program probably the most
varied of any in the country, catering
to all tastes and ages.

Lee S. Ferguson,
Mark-Strand theatre,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

+ + -f . §jj
DEAR MR. FERGUSON:

It reads like just the sort of show Mr. Hyman
might have been expected to produce. We've
always admired his selection of special occasion
material.
Undoubtedly you'll find the Hyman's Symphon-

ized Jazz very successful. The idea has given
excellent account of itself in several Chicago the-

atres. Very economical, too.—W. R. W.
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SHORT SUBJECTS

WINNER in Denver Baby Peggy
contest. Photo below shows crowd
of entrants attracted. "The Kid Re-
porter," a late comedy, made news-
paper cooperation readily forth-
coming .

H. E. ELLISON, Princess and Rialto theatres, Denver, conducted a remark-
ably far-reaching and readily adaptable Baby Peggy resemblance contest. Some
of the contestants are shown above.

Huge Response Greets Denver
Baby Peggy Resemblance Test
Fifteen hundred children dressed in various costumes fashioned after

various appearances of the Century Comedies star participated in the Baby
Peggy Resemblance Test conducted by H. E. Ellison, Princess and Rialto

theatres, Denver, in co-operation with the "Denver Post" and T. B. Mc-
Cormick, Universal exploitation man.

"The Kid Reporter" was the comedy that afforded ground for the

newspaper tie-up.

Newspaper announcements of the com-
petition were carried over a week preced-
ing the actual event. Prizes were offered

with the usual provisions for equal award
in case of tie and every youngster who
took part was given a box of candy as
well. An exclusive children's store con-
tributed awards on its own initiative.

The theatres had announced that Baby
Peggy comedies would be shown regu-
larly and in the advertisements carried

during the run of the current attraction

the short subject was featured above
other program elements in advertising.

Box office check following the contest
showed big increase due to the wide-
spread publicity obtained.
Stunt Demonstrated
Practicable
The stunt is similar in some respects

to one conducted by Sid Grauman with

the same youthful star several months
ago, the story of which appeared in this

paper. Publication of the comedy with
the newspaper title makes the proposition
an especially attractive one at this time
in view of the cooperation thus made
readily obtainable.

Mystery Box" Exploitation
Gives St. Louis Radio Show

A 12-page newspaper section, a $25,000 radio lobby display, nightly

radio broadcast advertisement and page after page of pure publicity were
the results of exploitation for "The Mystery Box," Hodkinson short sub-

ject, shown at the Missouri theatre, St. Louis.

Radio, regarded as a theatre enemy, was made the strongest of all

box office boosters for the period of the run.

C. D. Hill, Hodkinson manager at St. licity man, then took hold of matter and
Louis, started things when he screened
"The Mystery Box," which explains the

theory of radio pictorially, for the Mis-

souri theatre and a radio representative
of the St. Louis Post Dispatch. He pro-

posed that the newspaper prepare a

trailer showing its broadcasting station

in operation and the proposition was
acted unon at once.
Ed Olmstead, Missouri theatre pub-

the result was a twelve-page advertising
section in that newspaper participated

in by dealers in radio equipment, every

advertisement being a direct tieup with

the picture and the theatre. In addi-

tion, the announcement of the picture's

exhibition was broadcasted nightly by
the newspaper for a week before the

opening. During the week of the run

the music played by Yerkes' Flotilla
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RADIO week :

MARCH 4 to K> inc.
1

"THE

MYSTERY

BOX'
•on-

THE

WONDERS

RADIO

SEE STATION
K.S.D.
POST DISPATCH

BROADCAST*NG

I
LISTEN?

K.S.D.

CONCERT
Broadcasted From

Our Stage

RADIO CONCERT CHANGED NIGHTLY

SPECIAL poster used by the Mis-
souri in its drive on "The Mystery
Box," Hodkinson short subject.

Orchestra on the Missouri stage was
sent out on the air over the newspaper's
antenna.
In connection with the newspaper spe-

cial section arrangements were effected

for the installation of radio equipment
valued at $25,000 as a special display in

the lobby of the Missouri. (See illus-

trations.) Record attendance marked
the week of the engagement.

Marks High Point

In Conquest

The Missouri exploitation of the Hod-
kinson short sub'ect marks the high
point in the motion picture's conquest
against radio to date, establishing a

record well qualified to stand for some
time to come. As the radio fad ages its

effect is felt less and less by the theatre,

a result of natural preference for the

optical form of entertainment, but no
important combative effort has been
made by showmen. The Hodkinson
short subject and the St. Louis precedent
now has made it a simple and practical

matter for an'- showman to defeat radio

by the most profitable of all methods

—

making exploitation of it.

Desormeaux Exhibits

Coue Production for

Benefit of Children
Arthur P. Desormeaux, Strand theatre,

Madison, Wis., in cooperation with the
Wisconsin State Journal, gave a special

performance of "The Message of Emile
Coue," Educational, for the benefit of
afflicted children. No admission of any
sort was charged and every possible pro-
vision for the comfort and welfare of the
little ones was made.
This is the first time attempt has been

made to present the film exposition of
Coue's teachings in a manner in any way
similar to the French chemist's personal
presentation of them during his brief tour
of America. In all efforts of this kind
great care should be exercised to state
frankly and fully the character and pur-
pose of the picture and to avoid con-
fusion of the public in any way.

RADIO LOBBY DISPLAY of the Missouri theatre, St. Louis, exploiting "The
Mystery Box," Hodkinson, which explains the theory of radio pictorially.

ARTHUR P. DESORMEAUX, Strand theatre, Madison, Wis., invited crippled
children to see "The Message of Emile Coue," Educational as his guests.

NEWSPICTURES
FOX NEWS No. 53: Cold Easter Marks

New York Fashion Parade—Paris Artists in Out-
door Exhibition—Lady Geddes Sails for England
—Rockefeller, Jr., Becomes World's Richest Man
—Ramsay MacDonald Xew Head of British
Labor Party—New York Sees Hair- Waving
Contest— Frisco K. of C. Felicitates Archbishop
Hanna—Six Killed in Wreck at Columbus

—

School Children Inspect Tunnel Under Niagara

—

Wilkes-Barre Kiddies in Easter Treasure Hunt
—King Alphonso and English Queen at San
Sebastian Trade Show—Rebuke Wins Tia Juana
Handicap.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS No. 29: Cold
Spoils Atlantic City Easter Parade—Turkey's
New Caliph Rides in Golden Boat—British
Columbian Risks Life Topping Tall Tree—Ser-
geant Tresbar Has Only Tame Raccoon—Com-
mander of Leviathan Assigned—Rita Weiman
Sails—Fleets Drill Off Panama—Rebuke Wins
Tia Juana Handicap—Territorial Specials.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS No. 30: English
King at Christening of Princess Mary's Son

—

Chinese Emperor Opens Season of Prayer—Rome
Sees Festival of the Way of the Cross—French
President Reviews Cavalry at Horse Show—West-
ern Children Display Pets at Frisco Convention
—Alaskan Fishing Fleet Prepares for Voyage—
Jessica Brown Back in U. S.—Drag Giant Dredge
Across Arctic Wastes— Baptize Converts in Mis-

sissippi at St. Louis—Fleet Drills Off Panama

—

Territorial Specials.

KINOGRAMS No. 2238: Cold Mars Easter
Parades—L". S. Marines in Demonstration—Xew
York Building Collapse Buries Workmen—Ele-
phants Arrive for Xew York Zoo—Rebuke Wins
Tia Juana Handicap—Alma Cummings Sets Danc-
ing Record—Territorial Specials.

KINOGRAMS No. 2239: Army Airmen End
5,400 Mile Flight—American Wins English
Steeplechase—Sir Arthur Conan Doyle Arrives
in U. S.—Princess Mary's Son Christened—Ox-
ford Beats Cambridge on Thames—Territorial
Specials.

PATHE NEWS No. 28; Cold Mars Easter
Parades—Expel German Police From Rhur

—

Rebuke Wins Tia Juana Handicap—Alma Cum-
mings Sets Dance Record—Auto Caravan Ends
4,000 Mile Desert Trip—New York Building
Collapse Burries Workman—-Ice Blocks Mohawk
Trail—Fleet Drills Off Panama—Territorial Spe-
cials.

PATHE NEWS No. 29: Baptize Converts at
St. Louis—Oxford Beats Cambridge on Thames

—

Marines in Winter Camp—Leviathan Ready for

Sea—Christen Princess Mary's Son—American
Wins English Steeplechase—Fleet Drills Off
Panama—Territorial Specials.
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Digest Pictures^*Week
k W TjNEMIES OF WOMEN" (Cosmopolitan) is

1 V another Ibanez story adapted to the screen by

John Lynch and superbly directed by Alan

Crosland. It has been produced on a lavish scale,

many of the scenes having been taken abroad and thus

the atmosphere of the original story is maintained to

the minutest detail. The cast is an excellent one, be-

ing headed by Lionel Barrymore, Alma Rubens and

Pedro de Cordoba. The feature is in eleven reels.

"MASTERS OF MEN'" (Yitagraph) presents an

unusually strong audience picture, marked by careful

direction, good acting and an interesting story. It is

a story of the sea, with pleasing love interest running

through it and from the showman's angle has many

advertising possibilities. Harle Williams, Cullen Landis,

Alice Calhoun and W anda Ilawlev have the principal

roles.

"BELLA DONNA" (Paramount) with P.. la Negri

is one of the outstanding pictures of the season. Made

under the careful direction of Cieorge Fitzmaurice, from

Robert Hichens colorful novel, it presents an unusually

interesting story of a beautiful vampire and her several

conquests. The story is of the heavy type with a sad

note running through it, but it holds one's attention

every foot.

"THE ABYSMAL BRUTE" (Universal) with

Reginald Denny is corking good entertainment of the

strenuous type. The story was adapted from Jack Lon-

don's tale and is an excellent vehicle for Denny. It was

directed by Hobart Henley and the prize ring stuff is

well handled.

•'CRASHING THROUGH" (F. B. O.) is a con-

ventional tale of the West with Harry Carey in the role

of a rancher who is being robbed of his cattle. An

interesting love story is introduced and the whole

makes pleasing though not particularly novel enter-

tainment.

"GLIMPSES OF THE MOON" (Paramount), with

Bebe Daniels, Nita Naldi, David Powell. Ruby De Reymer,

Maurice Costello, and Charles Gerard is a pleasing and en-

tertaining society drama, adapted from Edith Wharton's

story. It has been lavishly produced and adroitly di-

rected by Allan Dwan, and will delight any audience.

"DADDY" (First National) has Jackie Coogan as its

star and this production is another triumph for the little

star. It is a picture that holds the interest and is thoroughly

pleasing from start to finish—a photoplay that any audi-

ence should be delighted with. Length, 5,738 feet.

"BUCKING THE BARRIER" (Fox) is Dustin

Farnum's latest. It is a story of the Klondike, scenes

of which shift to England and then back to Alaska. It

is thoroughly sound entertainment and Farnum and his

aides contribute excellent performances.

"REFUGE" (First National) another imaginary

kingdom, lost ruler, princess in distress story with plotters

on every side planning to get possession of the throne.

Miss Katherine MacDonald is effective in the role of the

Princess while Hugh Thompson, Arthur E. Carewe and

others render good support. Although obvious it is in-

teresting.

"YOU ARE GUILTY" (C. C. Burr-Mastodon

Films) presented with such excellent players as James

Kirkwood. Doris Kenyon, Mary Carr and Robert Edeson,

and made under the capable direction of Edgar Lewis,

should prove a good attraction on any program. It is a

smooth running, logical story with plenty of heart interest.

"JACQUELINE" (Arrow) is an intensely interest-

ing story adapted from James Oliver Curwood's story of

the North woods. It has a real forest fire and several

dramatic situations which are well handled by director Dell

Henderson. Marguerite Courtot. Sheldon Lewis, Lew

Cody, J. Barney Sherry and other well known players take

part.

"DRUMS OF FATE" (Paramount) has a story that

should have made an extraordinarily interesting picture but

comes to grief through lack of realism mainly due to the

immobility of Mary Miles Minter's behaviour throughout

the exciting incidents involved. Maurice Flynn, Casson

Ferguson and George Fawcett aid Director Charles Maigne

manfully in the effort to give to the weird story the essen-

tial element of conviction and succeed to some degree.

The picture requires deft presentation but should satisfy

fairly well where such is provided.

_i
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SPECIAL CAST IX

ENEMIES OF WOMEN
(COSMOPOLITAN)

Produced with a total disregard of

cost from Vicente Blasco Ibanez's

latest novel and with a remark-

able cast, this is one of the great

pictures of the screen. In many
ways it is much more spectacular

and beautiful than the picturiza-

tion of this famous author's other

great war story, "The Four Horse-

men of the Apocalypse." Di-

rected by Alan Crosland. Eleven
reels.

WHEN Director Alan Crosland was

given the commission to make ''En-

emies of Women" he was given

carte blanche in the matter of expense

and told to make a great picture. The
production itself is evidence that he fig-

ured little on cost and that he knew how-

to make a great picture from a great

story.

Probably no picture yet given to the

screen so abounds in lavish and gorgeous

settings and wonderful artistry. In order

to maintain the atmosphere of realism

Director Crosland took his entire com-

pany to Russia, Monte Carlo and Paris

for the making of the scenes, and the

results obtained seem to justify this un-

usual proceeding. Much of the action of

the play takes place at Monte Carlo, and
the scenic beauty of that popular play

place of Europe's rich is shown to won-
derful advantage.
The story is one of the world war and

many scenes of conflict on land and sea

are shown. These undoubtedly have beer,

garnered from the news weeklies of that

period, and the interpolation of these into

the production has been done with excep-
tional skill. If any criticism can be made
it will be that there is too much war
stuff, and it is likely that this will be

remedied before the picture is given over

to showings at the regular picture thea-

tres. The production as shown is in

eleven reels with an intermission. Before
general distribution begins this will likely

be cut down considerably and probably

some of these scenes of carnage will be
eliminated.
The cast is headed by Lionel Barry-

more and Alma Rubens and with these

two stars are Pedro de Cordoba, Gladys
Hulette, Gareth Hughes, Willie Collier.

Jr., and many others whose names are

favorably known to screen followers.

The story deals with the regeneration
of a dissolute Russian prince and a Rus-
sian duchess through the influences of

the war. The duchess has a son and a

husband, neither of whom cuts much
figure in her affairs d'amour, until her
eyes are opened and she is brought back
to real motherhood through the son's
participation in the titanic struggle.
Alma Rubens, as the Duchess Alicia, does
the best work of her career, and her ef-

forts along emotional lines greatly en-
hance her repute as an actress of ability.

As Prince Lubimoff, the dissolute Rus-
sian prince who lives only for the grati-

fication of his own passions, Lionel Bar-
rymore is excellently cast. His thrilling

duel with the Cossack officer who seeks

THE CAST
Prince Lubimoff Lionel Barrymore
Alicia Alma Rubens
Atilio Castro Pedro De Cordoba
Spadoni Gareth Hughes
Vittoria Gladys Hulette
Colonel Marcos Wm. H. Thompson
Gaston Wm. Collier, Jr.
Duke de Delille Mario Majeroni
Alicia's maid Betty Bouton
Madame Spadoni Madame Jean Brindeau
By Vicente Bl-sco Ibanez. Adapted by
John Lynch. Directed by Alan Crosland.

to redress the wrongs of his sister, a
plaything of Lubimoff's. is one of the best
yet filmed. Later in the story his des-
perate hand-to-hand battle with the Ter-
rorists is so filled with violent action as
to make it a scene long to be remembered.
Although so overshadowed at times

by the massiveness and spectacularity of
the settings as to almost lose sequence,
the story is an interesting one. After
the duel in which Lubimoff kills the Cos-
sack the Drince is rushed out of the coun-
try bv the duchess and takes refuge in

his villa at Monte Carlo. The war comes,
and while he and his friends take no
part, the son of the duchess, whom Lubi-
moff believes to be her lover, enlists and
performs deeds of valor at the front.

In love with her. but unwilling to admit
it even to himself, and piqued by her
efforts to secure monev to send to the

man he thinks is Alicia's lover. Lubimoff
and three associates sequester themselves
in his villa and declare themselves "The
Enemies of Women."
One bv one these associates urged by

a latent lovaltv. break awav and get

into the strife. The son of the duchess,
shell shocked, returns to Monte Carlo.

Reginald Denny and Mabel Julienne Scott in

"The Abysmal Brute" (Universal)

and circumstances bring about a duel be-
tween him and the Prince. As this is

about to begin the boy drops dead. This
brings about explanations, and the Prince
goes to war and uses his wealth to lighten
the burdens of unfortunate victims of the
great struggle. Later he meets Alicia as
a Red Cross nurse, and the usual happy
ending follows. J. J. S.

REGINALD DENNY IN

THE ABYSMAL BRUTE
(UNIVERSAL)

Jack London's story makes an ex-

cellent vehicle for the Universal
star. It is well acted and well told

upon the screen. The ring battles,

of course, are its outstanding dra-

matic scenes. It has fine photo-
graphic qualities as well. Directed
by Hobart Henley. Seven reels.

This story starts out. well and holds the

attention right through to the final cli-

max. It is an interesting recital of the
rise of a young giant, the son of a famous
ring champion, and the fistic battles are

almost as gripping as the real thing.

Denny has a naturalness before the
camera that at once wins your undivided
attention and respect and he makes a very
attractive figure as the back-woodsman
who vanquishes all comers in the prize

ring and wins a sweet young girl in the
meantime.
Hobart Henley directed it and has got-

ten the most out of the Jack London
story. In sets and lighting effects it is a

finished piece of work also. There is hu-
mor, pathos and not a little drama to

intrigue the interest and those who have
followed Denny's exploits in "The Leather
Pushers" know what he can do in the

ring.

Mabel Julienne Scott is pleasing as the

girl, Marion Sangster, David Torrence
plays the role of her father, George Stew-
art is a brother and Buddy Messenger a

mischievous younger brother. Charles
French is Pat Glendon, Sr. Craufurd
Kent plays Deane Warner, and Nell Craig
is Daisy Emerson. Quite a few real prize-

fighters also take part.

Pat Glendon is the son of the world's

most famous ring generals. His advent
into pugilism has been the same great

success as marked his father's debut
many years before. His prowess won him
the sobriquet of "The Abysmal Brute."

Rescuing a man from drowning at the

beach one day he meets Maude Sangster.

a beautiful society girl, and is invited to

her home. He arrives on the same night

that Deane Warner also is paying a call.

The latter is madly in love with Maude.
Within the next few weeks Maude and Pat
have several meetings during which their

love for each other grows steadily, but
through some strange chance she's un-
aware that Pat is a boxer. One day she
learns that he is a prize fighter. Angered,
because she believes he has deceived her.

she stalks out of the room determined
never to see him again. Pat follows her.

hurls aside the butler and sends Deane
Warner crashing to the floor. He gathers

the girl in his arms and forces her to ad-

mit that she loves him. then hurries her
away to a minister. The next night he
wins the biggest fight of his career after

a terrific battle and Mr. and Mrs. Pat
journey into the North woods to start a

honeymoon that leads to peace and hap-
piness.
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Pola Negri, Conrad Nagel and support in a dramatic incident from the Para-
mount film "Bella Donna"

POLA NEGRI IN

BELLA DONNA
(PARAMOUNT)

Miss Negri's first picture to be made
in America fully establishes her
as one of our greatest screen
actresses. The Robert Hichens
novel has been re-edited for photo-
play purposes, and the censors,

but retains enough high lights of

the original tale to whet the in-

terest. Directed by George Fitz-
maurice. Seven reels.

Paramount has a real drawing card in

Pola Negri. At least she proved so at

McVicker's theatre, Chicago, where
"Bella Donna," her first American-made
picture, had its pre-lease showing, as the
management held it over for a second
week.

It is one of the outstanding pictures of
the season in a season of many big pic-

tures, and when the final returns are in

it will doubtless show a decided profit

for its makers. And it should, for it is an
interesting story, well told and very skil-

fully handled. It was necessary to keep
a watchful eye upon the censors of the
country and revamp the story somewhat
to meet their exacting tastes, but the film

is sufficiently bizarre in parts to make
one wonder what will happen to it in cer-

tain states.

Not since "Passion" has Pola Negri
appeared more alluring, nor screened as

well as in "Bella Donna." The story is

of the heavy type and there is a sad note
running through it right up to the final

scene where she steps out of the barge
and walks away to lose herself in the
desert. But the whole is so beautifully

done, the tragic ending so logical, that

it leaves an indelible impression upon
you. In the early part of the picture
where Miss Negri subtly portrays the
growing power of grim fear that she will

lose her beauty, she shows that she is the
artiste to her finger tips. And again when
she received her blunt dismissal from the
tempter, Baroudi, and she is cast out into

a world that does not want her, the scene
grips you.
Her beauty is something the women

will rave about and under favorable light-

ings and amid beautiful backgrounds, it

shines forth vividly, a vision in black and
white. She wears many exquisite gowns
also and wears them well.

The cast chosen to support her is an
excellent one. Conrad Nagel was a good
choice as the young English engineer,
Nigel. Conway Tearlc played the Orien-
tal, Baroudi, with the proper restraint, and
Lois Wilson offered sufficient contrast as

the English girl, in love with Nigel.
Adolph Menjou appears briefly in the
first part as Chepstow, Bella Donna's first

husband.
The story begins in London, where,

after a brief matrimonial journey, her
barque goes on the rocks and, penniless
and alone, she is in despair because her
beauty is fading. A young engineer meets
her by chance and pitying her tries to
buoy her up. In doing so he loses his

fiance, and Bella Donna, learning that he
is heir to a vast fortune and a title, mar-
ries him. He takes her to Egypt where
he is reclaiming the waste places. There
she tires of his attentions and when she
learns that a new heir is expected, she
begins an intrigue with Baroudi, a desert
prince, to get rid of her husband. They
spend an exquisite honeymoon on Barou-
di's magnificent barge, where she admin-
isters a slow poison to Nigel. Friends
from England arrive and save Nigel and
when she goes to Baroudi for comfort
and solace, he closes the door to her. The
ending is quite tragic.

JACKIE COOGAN IN

DADDY
(FIRST NATIONAL)

Here is another picture with this lit-

tle star that should win the
hearts of any audience. Jackie
plays on the sympathy and pro-
vokes mirth in this story that

shows his talent off to excellent

advantage. Obvious as to plot,

the story is nevertheless pleasing
throughout and the production
one that should prove credit to

any theatre and the little player
himself. Directed by E. Mason
Hopper. Six reels.

Jackie Coogan scores again in "Daddy."
He is a great little actor and in probably
no production has he displayed his abil-

ity to better advantage than here. For
he runs the proverbial "gamut of emo-
tions." striking the sympathies deeply
in one scene only to bring forth the
chuckles and smiles in the next.

The plot of the story is somewhat ap-
parent but it almost appears being super-
critical to even mention this, so pleasingly
and smoothly does it run right to the
fade-out. which incidentally is one of the
funny scenes in the picture. It is difficult

to imagine any audience that will not
be captivated and pleased with this pic-

ture. And theatres showing it should ex-
perience a similar feeling, financially and
otherwise.

Jackie is the whole show, and is in

focus just about every foot but he has
excellent support in Arthur Carewe. Jo-
sie Sedgwick, Cesare Gravini, Bert Wood-
ruff and Anna Townsend.
We meet Jackie as an infant, the son

of Paul and Helen Savelli, the former a

promising violinist whose wife is jealous
of him because she believes he is inter-

ested other than in a professional way
in an aristocratic student. She leaves him
and goes to live with her grandparents
on a farm, and Savelli, starting on a
search fof her, is struck by a motor
truck. Years pass, and we find Jackie
growing up an orphan on the farm.
When his grandparents are forced to sell

their goods and go to the poor house he
sets out to make his own way in the
world with the aid of his own little fiddle.

How he eventually is reconciled with his

father and is able to take his aged grand-
parents from the poorhouse is delightfully
told and Jackie scores unerringly in a

role well suited to him.

HARRY CAREY IN

CRASHING THROUGH
(F. B. O.)

Quite conventional is this Western
tale of horse thieves, Western
love-making and false accusations,

although it is told against pictur-

esque ranch backgrounds and has
one or two thrills. It was written
by Elizabeth Dejeans and was
directed by Val Paul. Six and
one-half reels.

Except for one or two details this story
serves but poorly as a vehicle for Harry
Carey and a very good cast. It has many
familiar ingredients usually associated
with Western love dramas. There is a

mysterious band stealing horses, an un-
expected and mysterious murder with
tell-tale evidence, the honest rancher who
is suspected of the crime and finally the

confession of the murderess which clears

up everything. The director apparently
tried to cram too much into the picture

and as a result it has little conviction and
little appeal. It serves as fairly pleasing
if not particularly novel entertainment.
The story concerns Blake a cattle

raiser, who is constantly losing horses.

He is almost bankrupt and goes to a rich

man to get his notes extended. A quarrel

results and when the man is found dead,
Blake is suspected, although he has found
a knife belonging to the son of his part-

.

j

ner. The love interest is furnished when
Blake answers a matrimonial advertise- i

ment and Celia and her daughter Diana
arrive in answer to it. His partner falls

in love with Celia when she takes an in-

terest in him and effects a cure from a

serious injury. The confession of a dance
hall belle clears up the murder mystery
and there is a happy double wedding.
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DUSTIN FARNUM IN

BUCKING THE
BARRIER

(FOX)

There is more conviction about this

story of Klondike and England
than most mining stories. The
plot is good, if somewhat familiar,

and the action is brisk. It was
written by George Goodchild. Di-

rection is by Colin Campbell.
Five parts.

A pleasing little romance with real

atmosphere, good direction and several

excellent performances. It is thoroughly

sound entertainment and has much to

recommend it in the way of technical

details and an interesting love story.

Farnum has the role of a robust miner,
willed a fortune in England by his dying
partner. In' England he falls in love with
the woman whose brothers are in pos-
session of the estate and are using foul

means to retain it. Kit Carew outwits
the brothers and posing as another be-
comes engaged to Blanche Cavendish.
She learns his real identity, however, and
when he fails to appear at the appointed
time of the wedding she enraged goes to

his rooms and shoots him. Two years
elapse, with Kit back in the Klondike.
Another gold rush is on and he finds

Luke Cavendish, his brother and sister

Blanche in an Alaskan town. He then
informs them that he turned the estate

over to Blanche. When Luke learns of
this he plans to return to England at

once. He deserts Kit when he is stricken
blind and Blanche when informed of this

goes in search Kit. Then follows the
happy ending.

It will please Farnum followers and
others not too critical. Arline Pretty
plays the role of Blanche, Leon Barry
was Luke Cavendish and Heyford Hobbs
was Cvril Cavendish.
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SPECIAL CAST IN

YOU ARE GUILTY
(C. C. BURR)

An excellently directed picture,
made from an interesting story
and with a cast composed of
names which in themselves are
good drawing cards. An Edgar
Lewis production from a story by
Roy Middleton, which should
please any audience. Length,
5,000 feet.

"You Are Guilty" is a state right of-

fering that should prove a fine attraction
to any program. Carefully directed and
well photographed from a smooth run-
ning and logical story and with a cast
of unusual merit, it should do more than
well. The cast is headed by James Kirk-
wood and Doris Kenyon, and supporting
these favorites are the popular film
mother, Mary Carr, Robert Edeson, Ed-
mund Breeze, Carleton Brickert, William
Riley Hatch, and last but by no means
least except in size and years, little Rus-
sell Griffin.

In spite of the fame of other members
of the cast Director Lewis would have
made no mistake had he elevated this
wonderful Griffin youngster to stardom.
In the parlance of the trade he "steals
the picture," and during this theft dis-
plays histrionic ability scarcely less

SPECIAL CAST IN

MASTERS OF MEN
(VITAGRAPH)

Vitagraph offers in this subject a picture that is far out of the beaten
tracks. It is a tale of adventure and it has been done in a manner that
affords splendid entertainment. Its appeal is not specialized but, rather,
it is the type of picture that bids for the attention of every kind and char-
acter of people. It has a cast of well known and competent people.

ing the boy believes the officer is paying
court to his school girl sweetheart. The
boy decided to desert the navy but the
girl, played by Alice Calhoun, sends the
officer to take him back. The two are
shanghaied and presently they encounter
a wealth of adventure, finally taking
command of the outlaw vessel, then in
South Sea waters, and eventually they
bring it into port at the moment the
United States declares war against Spain.
There is a sea fighting episode and the

battle of Manila Bay is beautifully and
faithfully depicted.
The period of the story is the days of

the Spanish-American war and with ex-

THE CAST
Lieutenant Breen Earle Williams
Mabel Arthur Alice Calhoun
Dick Haipin Cullen Landis
Bessie Fleming Wanda Hawley
"Pig" Jones Dick Sutherland
Sawyer Charles E. Mason
Mr. Thorpe Bert Apling
Captain Bilker Jack Curtis
Nigger Martin Turner

Length 6,700 feet.

n-V/rASTERS OF MEN" is the Mor-
jyi. gan Robertson story of ad-

venture which opens with a small town
locale and picks up a number of char-
acters of distinct and easily recognizable
types. There is the country school-boy
and his desk-mate sweetheart and the
venial brother of the girl who fixes the
blame for an attempted theft upon the
boy which causes the latter to depart
from his h.ome town surroundings and
seek his fortune in the world beyond. It

is a simple, human and, therefore, in-

teresting story of regular people and it

evidences careful and intelligent making
throughout.
Four notables of the cast are Cullen

Landis, Earle Williams, Alice Calhoun
and Wanda Hawley—who represent an
aggregation of stars that lend distinction

and excellent acting to the picture. Cullen
Landis is ideally cast and contributes in

an important way to the calibre of the
production. Alice Calhoun's work also

is particularly effective and she appears
to excellent advantage.

"Masters of Men" is not distinctly a

sea story but it has a sea-faring episode
that affords a generous measure of thrills

and lightning action.

The story is logically built about the
career of Dick Haipin, played by Cullen
Landis. After the enforced desertion of

his home town the boy enlists in the
navy and shortly returns in uniform and
in triumph to the town. Returning at

the same time to the town is an officer

of his ship and through a misunderstand-

One of the dramatic incidents from "Mas-
ters of Men," the new Vitagraph spe-
cial starring Earle Williams.

cellent judgment the fashions and cus-
toms of that day are closely followed,
giving the picture a modern quaintness
that is decidedly appealing.
The picture was directed by David

Smith and it is an altogether creditable
undertaking. It is a subject of wide
appeal, creditably done, and it affords
excellent and thoroughly wholesome
entertainment. "Masters of Men" is the
type of picture that seldom, if ever, dis-

appoints, and this particular example of
he type has a great deal to recommend

it for especial consideration.

marked that that of the adult members
of the cast.

The story is a holding one of heart in-

terest. Stephen Martin (James Kirk-
wood), in love with Alice Farrell (Doris
Kenyon), works with his adopted brother
Joseph Grantwood (Carleton Brickert) in

the brokerage office of Theodore Tennent
(Robert Edeson). Both live at home with
the mother, Mrs. Grantwood (Mary Carr).

Steve is steady and industrious, while
Joe is dissolute and a gambler. Joe tamp-
ers with the books and steals a large sum
of money. On the plea that the discov-
ery of Joe's theft will kill his mother,
Steve takes the blame after Joe promises
to restore the money within a j

rear and
confess.

Steve leaves and becomes a wanderer.

Later Alice marries Tennent and goes to
Europe. There Tennent dies and Alice
returns with her five-year-old child. Steve
returns and finds the mother has died.

Joe refuses to keep his promise by tell-

ing the true story of the theft. Later
Joe is found murdered and Steve is ac-
cused of the crime.
On the night and hour of the Murder

Alice Tennent's house is the scene of a
fire during which Steve rescues the
little boy. The youngster's appearance
in the court room brings out the story
of Steve's whereabouts at the time of the
murder and furnishes a complete alibi

which brings about his freedom. The
real killer is arrested, and through the
child, Steve and his old-time sweetheart
are reunited.

4
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KATHERINE MAC DONALD IX

REFUGE
(FIRST NATIONAL)

While a little obvious as to plot, this

story of a lost kingdom a pretty
princess and a band of plotters,

makes interesting screen pastime.
Written by Lois Zellner. Di-
rected by Victor Schertzinger.

Six reels.

Here we have Katherine MiicDonald
as a Princess in distress, in an imaginary
European principality, beset by designing
princes and plotters after the throne. It

is a colorful tale, with touches of humor,
novel twists of plot and a pleasing love
story. The big scene is where the hero
with hands tied is compelled to watch the
abuse of the lady he has just married.
He espies a candle burning near, how-
ever, and frees himself by burning the
rope, then follows a genuine and well
staged scrap. You've seen the same thing
before, but never better done.

Miss MacDonald looks every inch the
princess; while Hugh Thompson was a

manly, stalwart hero. Arthur Edmund
Carewe was the villain. Prince Ferdi-
nand, and Fred Malatcsta a second vil-

lain. Gunnis Davis. Eric Mayne, J. Gor-
don Russell, Mathilda Brundage, Grace
Morse, Victor Potel and Olita Otis com-
plete the cast. Beautiful sets and good
photography give class to the production.

Countess Nadia finds it necessary to

marry in extreme haste and when she
finds the man who has agreed to go
through with a ceremony, has been
knocked senseless, she selects a ragged
soldier whom she encounters on the road
side. He accompanies her home, where
the marriage creates consternation. Prince
Ferdinand having planned to force her
to marry him. That night the princess'

boudoir is ransacked for certain papers
known to be in her possession. Her
husband is ordered executed to force her

to give up possession of the document.
During a fight that follows the Prince is

killed by an unknown hand, and it is

then discovered Princess' Nadia's hus-

band is the long lost heir to the throne.

MARY MILES MINTER IN"

DRUMS OF FATE
(PARAMOUNT)

A somewhat weird tale half-con-

vincingly told. Just about the sort

of picture the title promises, but

not quite so good. Acceptable
program entertainment. Directed

by Charles Maigne from a story

by Steven French Whitman.
Length 5,716 feet.

Given a good title, an interesting yarn
and an adequate cast, Director Charles
Maigne has produced an acceptable pho-
toplay, failure to produce a better one
being due, probab''- to the unyielding
personality of the star. Miss Minter's
unbroken tenor of deportment is undoubt-
edly the thing which works most effect-

ively against the illusion of reality. In a

picture where imagination is given full

plav such a thing is serious.

The story of this picture is just absurd
enough to be interesting. Possibly novel

is a better word than absurd. It tells of

a marriage between an English society

girl and an African explorer the latter's

reported death, the former's subsequent
marriage to save the life of a musical
genius, the husband's return and depar-

ture and the latter's search for him in

the African jungle. Through it all runs

the torn torn beat of the jungle signal

drums, possibly the mo r * fascinating
thing about the picture. Bv proper use
of this element in exploitation and par-
ticularly in presentation, the picture can
be put over with satisfactory results.

Casson Ferguson and Maurice Flynn
are best in support of Miss Minter. The
former appears as an invalid musical ge-
nius and elicits considerable sympathy.
The latter is at his adequate best as an
African explorer and after he puts aside
his ill fitting dress suit (which no pro-
ducer should ever make him wear) and
dons the khaki of the far places he gives
his usual six-foot-two hale and hearty
performance. George Fawcett also does
well with a thankless role.

The picture is well set and photo-
graphed, but continuity is bungled detri-

mentally and some of the points are not
thoroughly "sold" to the audience.

UK BE DANIELS IN'

GLIMPSES OF
THE MOON

(PARAMOUNT)
A very pleasant little comedy-drama

that goes with a swing from be-

ginning to end has been made
from Edith Wharton's story. Al-
lan Dwan who directed it has
handled the various roles with a,

deftness and lightness of touch
that strikes just the right note. It

is lavishly mounted, beautifully
lighted and well photographed.
Seven reels.

Bcbe Daniel's personality is a big asset

and in "Glimpses of the Moon" she has
a role that fits her particularly well. She
makes the figure of Susy an attractive and
sympathetic one: she's natural and when
the occasion demands quite poignantly
dramatic. An excellent cast surrounds
her, including: Charles Gerard, a.-.

Streffy; David Powell, as Nick, her hus-
band; Nita Naldi as Ursula; Ruby De-
Reymer as Ellie and Maurice Costcllo
as Ursula's husband. All of the cast is

outstanding without a weak member. It

was good to see Costello again and Ruby
DeReymer made a charming Ellie. Nita
Naldi in the "Vamp" part gave a very
finished interpretation of that role, while
David Powell as the struggling author
made an excellent vis-a-vis for the
charming Bebe.
Mounted in the usual lavish style of

Famous Players-Lasky. it is an excep-
tionally pleasing picture pictorially and
the well chosen titles put it over big.

Stress the beauty of the settings, the
beautiful gowns, and the fact that it is

an absorbing society drama in advertising
"Glimpses of the Moon." It is a picture-

that will entertain any audience.
Edith Wharton's story was written

around a daughter of the rich, who weds
a poor, but honest, novelist. They de-

bate whether they should get married
until their friends come to their rescue
and after the wedding offer them their

Paris. Monte Carlo and Venice homes for

the honeymoon. Susy and Nick make
the rounds until they arrive in Venice,

where Susy is called upon to further

Ellie's flirtations and deceive an unsus-

pecting husband in England. Ursula, a

distant relative of Susy's, is secretly in

love with Nick, and through her influence

is given a banking position by her hus-

band. The bridal couple drift apart, and

the sudden death of Ursula's husband
leaves the way clear for her to marry
Nick, provided he divorces Susy. How-
ever, a very wise old lawyer brings the

two together again and the timely arrival

of a check brings happiness.

SPECIAL CAST IN

JACQUELINE
(ARROW)

In transforming James Oliver Cur-
wood's thrilling north woods
story to the screen Pine Tree Pro-
ductions have provided film enter-
tainment of unusual merit. It is ex-

cellently made and has thrills

enough to satisfy the most exact-
ing. Directed by Dell Henderson.
About seven reels.

Probably the best Curwood picture yet

offered on the state right market is "Jac-

queline, or Blazing Barriers," which it

being distributed by Arrow. With aa
excellent story as the basis the produc-
tion is worked out with a carefulness of
detail and a wealth of thrills, which, coo-
pled with a capable —°t. allows it to be
honestly designated as one of the box
office finds of the season.

The big thrill—and it is a real thrill-

comes with the raging fire which sweeps
through a huge forest, and to this the
added attraction of the hero rescuing the
villain by the narrowest of margins,
makes the scene one of breath holding
interest. And the fire is real—not hokum.
For the purpose of realism a heavily
wooded island off the coast of Maine
was purchased. Here was built the cabin
in which the two villains engage in a
fight during which a lighted lamp is

thrown through a window and the fire

started. It is a real fire that looks very
real.

The well balanced cast includes Mar-
guerite Courtot. Effie Shannon, Sheldon
Lewis, Edmund Breesc? Gus Weinberg,
Charlie Fang, Lew Codv, J. Barney
Sherry, Edria Fisk, Faul Panzer, several
clever children, and one of the cleverest
canine actors on the stage or screen

—

Taxie, the wonderful vaudeville dog.
The story is straight melodrama. Jac-

queline Roland, daughter of a backwoods-
man, is loved by Raoul Radon, whom he
has known since a child. On a visit to
the city she meets Henri Dubois, who
later becomes boss of the lumber camp
where Jacqueline lives. Dubois, wicked
and cruel, is being blackmailed by a
Chinaman in whose gambling house he
has killed a man.
The girl is kidnaped by the Chinaman

and hidden in the hut in the woods.
While Dubois and the Chinaman fight for

her possession, Jacqueline escapes, i<

found unconscious bv Radon, who carries

her to safety, and then in the belief that

she loves Dubois returns to the fire zone
and rescues him. In the denouement the

real lovers are reunited and the story has
a happy endin"
Much of the photography, which is

credited to George Peters, Charles
Downes and Dan Maher. is startlingly

impressive and beautiful. Jacqueline
should prove a big winner for any box
office.

TIPS
(UNIVERSAL)

What a joy is Baby Peggy in "Tips."

Here she is given more opportunity to play

a real part. She's a bell-hop in a summer
resort hotel, where her father is elevator

operator. Peggy gets tips with strings tied

to them, but provides herself with a pair of

shears and keeps the tips; she takes a guest's

poodle dogs out for an airing and brings

back a motley lot of curs. The comedy is

clean and interesting, with much excellent

photography.
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Quarterly Index to Pictures
From Jan. 1 to April 1, 1923

Feature or Comedy Reviewed
"ALL THE BROTHERS WERE VALIANT," Metro Jan. 20
"AS A MAN LIVES," American Releasing Feb. 3
"ADAM AND EVA," Paramount Mar. 3
"ALARM, THE," Fox Mar. 10
"ADAMS RIB," Paramount Mar. 24
"BACK HOME AND BROKE," Paramount Jan. «
"BEAUTIFUL AND DAMNED," Warner Bros Jan. 13
"BELLBOY 13," First National Feb. 3
"BRASS COMMANDMENTS," Fox Feb. 17
"BOHEMIAN GIRL," American Releasing Feb. 3
"BOLTED DOOR," Universal Mar. 10
"BISHOP OF THE OZARKS," Film Booking Office Mar. 10
"BUSTER, THE," Fox Mar. 10
"BRASS," Warner Bros Mar. 31
"CASEY JONES, JR.," Educational Feb. 3
"CUSTARD CUP," Fox Feb. 3
"CHRISTIAN, THE," Goldwyn Feb. JO
"CANYON OF FOOLS," Film Booking Office Feb. 17
"CRINOLINE AND ROMANCE," Metro Feb. 24
"CLOUDED NAME," Playgoers Mar. 3
"CHAMPEEN," Pathe Mar. 10
"CAN A WOMAN LOVE TWICE f" Film Booking Office. . Mar. 17
"COVERED WAGON," Paramount Mar. 31
"DOWN TO THE SEA IN SHIPS," Hodkinson Feb. 10
"DANGEROUS ADVENTURE, A," Warner Bros Feb. 17
"DOLLAR DEVILS," Hodkinson Feb. 24
"ENVIRONMENT," Principal Pictures Jan. 13
"EX-KAISER IN EXILE," Hodkinson Mar. 24
"FRONT PAGE STORY. A," Vitagraph Jan. 6
"FACE ON THE BAR ROOM FLOOR," Fox Jan. 20
"FARM FOLLIES," Universal Jan. 20
"FURY," First National...'. Jan. 27
"FLAME OF LIFE," Universal Feb. 3
"FIGHTING BLOOD," F. B. O Feb. 10
"FIRST DEGREE," Universal Feb. 10
"FOOTLIGHT RANGER," Fox Feb. 10
"FAMOUS MRS. FAIR," Metro Mar. 17
"FATAL PHOTO," Hodkinson Mar. 31
"GLAD RAGS," Metro Jan. «
"GARRISON'S FINISH," Allied Jan. 20
"GHOST PATROL," Universal Jan. 27
"GIMME," Goldvvyn Feb. 3
"GENTLEMAN FROM AMERICA," Universal Feb. 24
"GRUB STAKE," American Releasing Feb. 24
"GOSSIP," Universal Mar. 17
"GOOD-BYE GIRLS," Fox Mar. 31
"HEARTS AFLAME," Metro Jan. «
"HOTTENTOT," First National Jan. (i

"HUNTING BIG GAME IN AFRICA," Roth Feb. 10
"HAZEL FROM HOLLYWOOD," Educational Feb. 17
"HE RAISED KANE," Universal Feb. 24
"THE HERO," Lichtman Mar. 24
"INNER MAN," Playgoers Jan. 13
"IN.DUTCH," Educational Jan. 27
"INNOCENT CHEAT," Arrow Mar. 17
"IS DIVORCE A FAILURE?" Associated Exhibitors Mar. 21
"JAVA HEAD," Paramount Feb. 17
"JAZZMANIA," Metro Mar. 3
"JUST LIKE A WOMAN," Hodkinson Mar. 31
"KICK IN," Paramount Jan. 6
"KINDLED COURAGE," Universal Jan. 20
"LOVE IN THE DARK," Metro Jan. 13
"LAST HOUR," Mastodon Films Jan. 20
"LOST IN A BIG CITY," Arrow Jan. 27
"LOVE LETTERS." Universal Feb. 17
"LITTLE CHURCH AROUND THE CORNER," Warner

Bros Mar. 3

...V
e
r".
tU

,V'",
S ° r C°medy Reviewed"LUCK," Burr Mnr ™,"MAKING A MAN," Paramount j„„ "

«
"MAN'S SIZE," Fox Jan 6"MINNIE," First National Jan '

,a"MONEY, MONEY, MONEY," First National Jan! 20"MY AMERICAN WIFE," Paramount peb. 3"MILADY," American Releasing Feb' 17"MIGHTY LAK' A ROSE," First National Feb' 24"MESSAGE OF EMILE COUE," Educational. .. . Mar' 3"MIDNIGHT GUEST," Universal Mar 10"MAD LOVE," Goldwyn Mar' 24"MR. BILLINGS SPENDS HIS DIME," Paramount Mar 31"NINETY AND NINE," Vitagraph Jan' 20"NOBODY'S MONEY," Paramount ' pe„ 3"NO LUCK," Educational Mar' 10"NOBODY'S BRIDE," Universal Mar' 24"OUTCAST," Paramount ' jan ' .,7"OMAR THE TENTMAKER," First National.. Jan 27"ONE STOLEN NIGHT," Vitagraph Feb" 3"ONE MILLION IN JEWELS," American Releasing Feb 24"OUT OF PLACE," Fox
, , Feb . 04

"OTHELLO," Export and Import Mar' 17"PAWN TICKET 210," Fox " '

Jan '
13"POWER OF A LIE," Universal "jan" 13"PILGRIM, THE," First National 'Feb 10"POOR MEN'S WIVES," Lichtman 'Feb' 17"PAUPER MILLIONAIRE, A," Playgoers ' Feb. 17"PEG OF THE MOVIES," Universal Mar 3"PRISONER, THE," Universal Mar 3"RACING HEARTS," Paramount '

' Feb" °4
"SECOND FIDDLE," Hodkinson Jan.* 6"STRANGERS' BANQ.UET," Goldwyn Jan . 20"SUPER SEX, THE," American Releasing Jan. 27
"SALOME," United Artists Jan. 27
"A SOCIAL ERROR," Hodkinson jan . 27"SCARLET CAR," Universal ..Feb. 10"STARLAND REVIEW No. 19," F. B. O Feb. 24
"SWEETIE," Century Mar. 10
"SAFETY LAST," Pathe Mar. 17
"SHRIEK OF ARABY," Allied Mar. 24
"SCARS OF JEALOUSY," First National Mar. 24
"STORMSWEPT," F. B. O Mar. 24
"SINGLE HANDED," Universal Mar. 31
"THE THIRD ALARM," F. B. O Jan. 6"THREE WHO PAID," Fox Jan. 13
"TEA 'N TEA," Educational Feb. 3
"THORNS AND ORANGE BLOSSOMS," Preferred Feb. 10
"TRUXTON KING," Fox Feb. 24
"TOUGH WINTER. A," Pathe Mar. 3
"TENTS OF ALLAH," Associated Exhibitors Mar. 17
"TIE THAT BINDS," Wilk Mar. 31
"VOICE FROM THE MINARET," First National Feb. 17
"VIA RADIO," Educational Feb. 24
"WASTED LIVES," Second National Jan. 6"WHAT FOOLS MEN ARE," American Relensins Jan. 6
"WORLD'S APPLAUSE," Paramount Jan. 20
"WOMAN CONQUERS," First National Jan. 27
"WHILE PARIS SLEEPS," Hodkinson Feb. 10
"WILDERNESS TALES," Educational Feb. 10
"WHAT A WIFE LEARNED," First National Feb. 10
"WHITE FLOWER," Paramount Mar. 10
"WOMAN OF BRONZE," Metro Mar. 10
"WISE CRACKER," Fox Mar. 10
"WHERE THE PAVEMENT ENDS," Metro Mar. 21
"YOUR FRIEND AND MINE," Metro Mar. 31

Crawford Manages New
Troy, N. Y. Playhouse

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

TROY, N. Y., April 10.—Edward H.
Crawford, business manager of the Troy
theatre, which was opened in this city

,
two or three

,
weeks ago, is

proving himself
one of the best

managers in this

section of the
state. The house
represents an in-

vestment of about
$500,000, and is

of the Mark
Strand circuit.

With Mr. Craw-
ford is associated

Uly S. Hill as
managing director
and the two are
Ptroving them-

Edward H. Crawford

selves an excellent combination, and one
which is producing results. Mr. Craw-
ford came to Troy last summer with
many years' experience gained with
Loew's and other theatrical enterprises.
For a time, he acted as manager of the
L-'ncoln, in Troy.

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP, MAN-
AGEMENT, CIRCULATION, ETC., RE-
QUIRED BY THE ACT OF CON-

GRESS OF AUGUST 24, 1912,

Of Exhibitors Herald, published weekly at Chi-

cago, Illinois, for April 1, 1923.

State of Illinois )

County of Cook i
ss '

Before me, a Notary Public in and for the State

and county aforesaid, personally appeared Martin

J. Quigley, who, having been duly sworn according

to law, deposes and says that he is the editor and

publisher of the Exhibitors Herald, and that the

following is, to the best of his knowledge and

belief, a true statement of the ownership, man-
agement (and if a daily paper, the circulation),

etc., of the aforesaid publication for the date
shown in the above caption, required by the Act
of August 24, 1912, embodied in section 443, Postal
Laws and Regulations, printed on the reverse of

this form, to wit:

1. That the names and addresses of the pub-
lisher, editor, managing editor, and business man-
agers are:
Publisher—Martin J. Quigley, 407 S. Dearborn

Street.
Editor—Martin J. Quigley, 407 S. Dearborn

Street.
Managing Editor—E. S. Clifford, 407 S. Dear-

born Street.
Business Managers—James Beecroft, George

Clifford, 407 S. Dearborn Street.

2. That the owners are: (Give names and ad-
dresses of individual owners, or, if a corporation,

give its name and the names and addresses of

stockholders owning or holding 1 per cent or

more of the total amount of stock.)

Exhibitors Herald Company, 407 S. Dearborn
Street.

Martin J. Quigley. 407 S. Dearborn Street.

3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees,
and other security holders owning or holding 1

per cent or more of total amount of bonds, mort-
gages, or other securities are: (If there are
none, so state.)—None.

4. That the two paragraphs next above, giving
the names of the owners, stockholders, and se-
curity holders, if any, contain not only the list

of stockholders and security holders as they ap-
pear upon the bocks of the company but also, in
cases where the stockholder or security holder
appears upon the books of the company as trustee
or in any other fiduciary relation, the name of
the person or corporation for whom such trustee
is acting, is given; also that the said two para-
graphs contain statements embracing affiant's full
knowledge and belief as to the circumstances and
conditions under which stockholders and security-
holders who do not appear upon the books of the
company as trustees, hold stock and securities in
a capacity other than that of a bona fide owner;
and this affiant has no reason to believe that any
other person, association, or corporation has any
interest direct or indirect in the said stock, bonds,
or other securities than as so stated by him.

5. That the average number of copies of each
issue of this publication sold or distributed,
through the mails or otherwise, to paid subscrib-
ers during the six months preceding the date
shown above is (This information is
required from daily publications only.)

Martin J. Quigley.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 3rd day

of April, 1923.

James P. Prendergast.
Notary Public.

(My commission expires February, 1925.)
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\\\ \ The FILM MART : : :

:

Production Progress

: : : C. C. Burr : : :

GREGORY LA CAVA is directing num-
ber eleven of the series of All Star

comedies at the Burr studios. It is a

Chinese story and the Glendale plant has

taken on the aspect of a chop suey res-

taurant with Charlie Murray walking
around -as prize Chinaman of them all.

+ + +
C. C. BURR IS rapidly convalescing in

the South following his attack of pneu-

monia. He will soon be back on the job
and has four new stories for picture-

making.
+ + +

JOHNNY HINES, not satisfied to be

the star of the Burr production, "Luck,"

demonstrates his further versatility in

supplying the words to a musical com-
position for the photoplay by Leon Dc
Costa. The film will be published in

about a week.
+ + +

TWO NEW BURR PRODUCTIONS
are off to a good start. "Are You

Guilty?" the Edgar Lewis feature, has
been accorded considerable praise by re-

viewers and an enthusiastic reception was
given Johnny Hines in "Luck" at the

Princess theatre, Cleveland.

: : : Al Lichtman : : :

"POOR MEN'S WIVES" had the dis-

tinction of being the initial photoplay

at the opening of the new Palace theatre,

San Antonio, Tex. A special presenta-

tion was put on.

+ + +
MUCH INTEREST WAS created by

Proctor's theatre in Yonkers in connec-
tion with the showing of "The Hero."
Two men dressed as soldiers acted as
sentries in front of the theatre and a
prologue featuring "My Hero" the song
from "The Chocolate Soldier" was pre-
sented.

: : : Hodkinson : : :

BOX OFFICE PERFORMANCE is

what counts. In that connection here
is something of interest to all exhibitors.
"Down to the Sea in Ships," the roman-
tic story of the whaling industry, after
playing six successful weeks at the Cameo
theatre in New York, has been held over
for another four weeks with the Hodkin-
son company holding an option on an
additional four weeks. In other words,
the distributing company expects the
picture to run three months and a half at

the Cameo. The receipts, it is said, have
maintained a steady high average week
after week. The company reports that it

is not uncommon to find twenty-five or
thirty people in line at the box office at

10 o'clock in the morning. Box office

performance counts.

+ + +
AN UNUSUAL TIEUP for a short sub-

ject is reported by Hodkinson on the

J. R. Bray radio picture, "The Mystery
Box." Through the New York Evening

Mail, the producer will give prizes for

the best description of a person's experi-
ence in radio, the winning story to be
used if possible as the basis for another
picture. The contest will last six weeks.

: : : Universal : : :

PROMPTED BY THE SUCCESS of
"The Leather Pushers" series, Univer-

sal is going to make another series of two
reclers, this time dealing with horse rac-
ing. They will be known as "The In-
formation Kid" series and will be adapted
from short stories by Gerald Beaumont
which appeared in the Red Book Maga-
zine.

+ + +
MILTON SILLS, star of a number of
productions, has been signed by Uni-

versal to play the leading role in "A
Lady of Quality." Hobart Henley Jewel
production starring Virginia Valli. Eli-
nor Field at present is playing in two
"U" pictures at the same time—she has
the feminine lead in "The Leather Push-
ers" and appears with Hoot Gibson in

"Blinky."
+ + +

KING BAGGOT HAS been assigned di-

rection of Herbert Rawlinson's next
picture. "Thicker Than Water," from a

story by Harvey Gates. A new novel
just purchased, "The Red Lock," by
David Anderson, will furnish the basis
for a production for Hoot Gibson or
Jack Hoxie.

Forthcoming Universal pictures are: "Pure
Grit." starring Hoot Gibson, directed by
Edward Sedgwick; "The Self-Made Wife,"
from Elizabeth Alexander's novel, and "The
Hunchback of Notre Dame," from Victor
Hugo's story.

: : : Paramount : : :

MRS. JANE DEETER RIPPIN, na-
tional director of the Girl Scouts, has

written Will H. Hays a hearty com-
mendation on Paramount's "The Cov-
ered Wagon." She pronounces the film

a great achievement and expresses the
wish that every child might have an
opportunity to view the picture because
of the true pioneer spirit which it de-
picts.

+ + *
EILEEN PERCY HAS been signed by
Paramount for a featured role in the

Jerome Storm production, "Children of
Jazz." Another addition to Paramount's
forces is James Shelley Hamilton, for
the past two vears editor of Exceptional
Photoplays Bulletin, who has been as-

signed to the editorial department.
+ + +

TWO PARAMOUNT STARS have just
completed work in new pictures.

Thomas Meighan has finished "The
Xe'er-Do-Well," from Rex Beach's story
and Dorothy Dalton has completed work
in "Fog Bound." directed by Ralph Ince.
Forthcoming Paramount pictures: "Children
of Jazz," direction Jerome Storm: "Blue-
beard's Eighth Wife," with Gloria Swanson

;

"The Ne'er-Do-Well" with Thomas Meighan;
"The Heart Raiders," with Agnes Ayres;
"Fog Bound," with Dorothy Dalton: "Holly-
wood" with Thomas Meighan; Cecil B. De
Mille's "The Ten Commandments"; "Salomy
Jane" with Jacqueline Logan; "Only 38," a
William de Mille production; "Fair Week."
with Walter Hiers, and "Lawful Larceny,"
with Nita Naldi.

Distribution News

: : Warner Brothers :

:

HARRY BEAUMONT'S direction of
"Main Street," from the Sinclair Lewis

novel, was so satisfactory that he has
been signed to a long term contract by
Warner Brothers, according to Harry M.
Warner. David Belasco's stage success,
"The Gold Diggers," will be his first pro-
duction.

+ + +
WESLEY "FRECKLES" BARRY has
completed his personal appearance tour

and is now at work on his next picture,
"The Printer's Devil." by Julian Joseph-
son, for Warner Brothers. William Beau-
dine is directing.

+ +
PRODUCTION IS UNDER WAY on

the series of seven one reelers, to be
known as the "Golf Series," featuring
Gene Sarazen, pro golf champion of
America. Herman Raymore and James
Doris are directing. With the launching
of production Harry Rapf tendered Sara-
zen a dinner at the Hillcrest Country
Club.

+ + +
THE CALIFORNIA THEATRE, Bak-

ersfield, Cal., in a tieup with the Federal
Outfitting Company, put over "Heroes
of the Street" in great fashion. A "Frec-
kle-faced" contest was conducted, the
winner getting a free trip to Hollywood.
In addition to the publicity given the
stunt by the clothing store, a local news-
paper devoted space to it throughout the
contest. The California profited immeas-
urably by it.

: : : Christie : : :

WITH THE SIGNING OF a contract
between Christie Film company and

Gaumont of London for the latest series

of Christie product for Great Britain the

Gaumont company gets the entire Christie

product for Great Britain for the seventh
consecutive year. This is the biggest
contract for Christie comedies outside of
the United States and Canada, which are

handled through Educational.

: : Louis B. Mayer : :

A HURRIED TRIP TO the east will be
made by Louis B. Mayer to confer with

J. R. Rubin, secretary and treasurer of

company and to attend the opening of

"The Famous Mrs. Fair" at the New
York Capitol April 22. The visit will be
brief, as Mr. Mayer is supervising "Cap-
tain Applejack" which Fred Niblo is now
directing.

: : : : Equity : : : :

DANIEL CARSON GOODMAN is des-

tined to reach new heights when his

next special, at present called "An Only
Son," is completed. At a meeting of

Equity officials called by Mr. Goodman,
sales and exploitation angles of the pro-

duction were discussed. It was agreed by
those present that Mr. Goodman's work
could not be improved upon. The policy
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: : : : The FILM MART : :

Production Progress

of asking suggestions from company offi-

cials is one which Mr. Goodman has
found to work to advantage in assuring
the box office success of the film. "Many
authors neglect the sales and exploitation

end in their writing and I have always
made it a point to take these into consid-
eration," he declares.

: : : : Metro : : : :

SIX STORIES HAVE BEEN acquired
which will be made into special produc-

tions at the Metro plant with Viola Dana
as the star. Miss Dana's latest film is

"Her Fatal Millions."

+ + +
RIGHTS TO ROBERT SERVICE'S

story of the Klondike gold rush, "The
Trail of Ninety-Eight," have been ac-
quired by Louis B. Mayer for production
by Reginald Barker for Metro. An en-
tire company will be taken to the Yukon
for making this film.

+ + +
A SUCCESSFUL EXPLOITATION in"

connection with the showing of "Jazz-
mania" with Mae Murray is reported to

Metro by the Sun theatre. Omaha. Xebr.
A Jazz contest and Mae Murray dress
designing contest was staged in collab-
oration with a local paper. Prizes and
admission tickets were offered for best
designs for a costume for the star.

Forthcoming Metro attractions: Rex In-
gram's "Scaramouche" : "The Handy Man"
with Stan Laurel: "The French Doll" with
Mae Murray: "Desire," Louis Burston pic-
ture: "Cordelia the Magnificent" with Clara
Kimball Young; "Long Live the King" with
Jackie Coogan: "The Law-Bringers." Reg-
inald Barker feature; "The Trail of Ninety-
Eight," another Barker film; "The Fog," a
Max Graf picture.

: : : : : Fox : : : : :

"THE MADNESS OF YOUTH," from
the story by George F. Worts, directed

by Jerome Storm with John Gilbert and
Billie Dove in the leading roles is sched-
uled by Fox for publication April S. The
following week "Lovebound." Shirley
Mason's latest vehicle, will be issued.

+ + +
LAST WEEK IT WAS announced that
Fox would cease production of pro-

grain pictures and make only specials.

Here are some of the stories and plays
on which these new productions will be
based: Lincoln J. Carter's "The Eleventh
Hour"; "Six Cylinder Love"; "Loyal-
ties"; "The Governor's Lady"; "Hood-
man Blind"; "Monna Vanna"; "The Shep-
herd King"; "Cameo Kirby"; "St. Elmo":
"The Fool" and "If Winter Comes."

+ + +
ANOTHER BIG PICTURE is in pro-

duction by J. Gordon Edwards, who
made "Xero" and "Queen of Sheba" for
Fox. Mr. Edwards has just returned
from Panama where he has been making
exteriors. He is now working at the Fox
plant in Xew York. As yet no title has
been selected for the film! Edmund Loe.
Bela Lugosi, Carl Harbaugh, Martin
Faust and others are in the cast.

+ + +
"THE TOWN THAT FORGOT GOD,"

the Fox special with the big flood spec-
tacle, had the distinction of playing day
and date at twenty-three theatres in
Cleveland, O.

• ••••••
• ••••••
: Associated Exhibitors

:

FLORENCE VIDOR'S initial Encore
picture, "Alice Adams," by Booth Tar-

kington, was published on April 8. For
weeks prior to publication, according to
"A. E" officials, a big demand for the
picture was reported from key centers,
many exhibitors voluntarily requesting
bookings.

+ + +
"SILAS MARNER" was the feature at-

traction at the Palace theatre, Indian-

apolis, during Circus Frolic week of the
Indianapolis Junior Chamber of Com-
merce. An effective exploitation cam-
paign heralded the film, one phase of the
drive being the tour of the city by 4,600
Boy Scouts who called at the homes,
leaving at each a card to be signed by
"the lady of the house," who agreed to

visit the Palace during "Silas Marner"
and Frolic week. A parade, participated
in by city and state officials, preceded
opening of the picture.

: : : Vitagraph : : :

PRINTS OF THE Vitagraph special.

"Masters of Men," have been shipped

to the company's exchanges. Earle Wil-
liams. Alice Calhoun. Cullen Landis and
Wanda Hawley are featured in this pro-
duction, directed by David Smith.

+ + +
"MY WILD IRISH ROSE," Vitagraph

reports proved so popular at Tally's
theatre, Los Angeles, that the picture's

run was extended a second week.
Forthcoming Vitagraph productions are:
"The Barnyard" a Larry Semon comedy;
"The Man Next Door" a Victor Schertzinger
production by Emerson Hough and "The
Brotherhood of Man" a Western story with
William Duncan and Edith Johnson.

Distribution News

-
:

• F B
"THE MIRACLE BABY," a new pro-

duction with Harry Carey as the star,
has been put into production at the F. B.
O. plant. It is an adaptation of a maga-
zine story by Frank Pierce and is Carey's
sixth F. B. O. publication.

+ + +
JAMES W. HORNE, director of "The

Hottentot" for Thomas H. Ince, "Can
a Woman Love Twice?" with Ethel Clay-
ton and other outstanding productions,
has been signed for one year by F. B. O.
His next work will probably be "Blow
Your Own Horn," adapted from the stage
play of the same title by Owen Davis.

+ + +
"WESTBOUND LIMITED," third
Emory Johnson production and succes-

sor to "In the Xame of the Law" and
"The Third Alarm." will be published bv
F. B. O. this month. Ralph Lewis, Ella
Hall and Johnnie Harron are in the cast.

+ + +
"FIGHTING BLOOD," H. C. Witwer's

stories which appeared originally in

Collier's Weekly, are now being syndi-
cated and will appear in newspapers
throughout the country. This means that
millions more will read the stories on
which the F. B. O. two reel subjects arc
based.

: : : Educational : : :

ENDORSEMENT OF THE new series
of Bruce Wilderness Tales as a series is

given these films by Exceptional Photo-
plays published by the National Board of
Review in its March number. The first

three, "By Lantern Light." "Moonblind"
and "Jenkins and the Mutt." were re-
viewed. Considerable space is devoted
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MART : : : :: : : : ^Ihe
Production Progress

to laudatory remarks concerning these

one-reel subjects.

+ + +
"SECOND CHILDHOOD," Christie

comedy, won much favorable comment
in Los Angeles during its showing at

Grauman's Million Dollar theatre. An-
other pjayer has been signed up by Chris-

tie—Lincoln Plumer having been given

a year's contract.

+ + +
LLOYD HAMILTON IS finishing "F.

O. B." for the Educational program and
Jack White has just completed two Mer-
maid comedies, "This Way Out" and
"Backfire."

: : : Cosmopolitan : :

:

CAPACITY BUSINESS IS reported by
Cosmopolitan at the Central theatre,

New York City, for "Enemies of Women,"
adapted from Vicente Blasco Ibanez's

story, which Alan Crosland directed and
which features Lionel Barrymorc and
Alma Rubens.

+ + +
GUSTAVE VON SEYFERTITZ is

appearing in two Cosmopolitan produc-

tions now under way. He has just re-

turned from Canada where he has been
working in "Snowblind." directed by E.

H. Griffith, and has now started work in

"Under the Red Robe," Stanley Wey-
man's story.

+ + +

ROBERT MANTELL HAS been en-

gaged by Cosmopolitan to play the role

of Cardinal Richelieu in "Under the Red
Robe" in place of Tyrone Powers who
was originally announced for the part.

John Charles Thomas and Alma Rubens
have the featured roles.

• : : Century : : :

ARRANGEMENTS HAVE BEEN
made whereby the, Gorham Follies will

make six Century comedies with Doris
Eaton in the starring role. They will be

directed by Archie Mayo and Jack Cooper
will play the leading male role.

+ + +
FRED SPENCER HAS completed the

first comedy in which he is featured

for Century. It is called "Gasoline Love."
Archie Mayo directed it. Spencer's sec-

ond comedy will be called "Hay! Hay!"
and will be directed by Harry E. Ed-
wards.

: : : : Pathe : : : :

HAROLD LLOYD DECLARES that

there isn't a bit of trick photography
in the scenes in "Safety Last" where he

scales the wall of a twelve story building.

He sent this information to a newspaper
reviewer who implied there was and for

the enlightenment of others who may
think likewise.

+ + +
PROMISE OF INDEFINITE con-

tinuation of the vogue of "Our Gang"
comedies is seen in the Pathe Announce-
ment that Hal Roach has re-engaged
Tom McNamara to alternate with Bob
McGowan in directing these films.

FILM
• ••••••
A TRADE SHOWING was held in

New York City of "Haunted Valley"
the new serial starring Ruth Roland.
Jack Daugherty- is the leading man while
Larry Steers plays the part of the villain.

+ + +
THE ONE REEL Kiser Artfilm "Weep-

ing Waters" is a novelty attraction on
Pathe's program for April 22. This is

one of the Oregon Trail series; "Speed the

Swede" a one-reel Paul Parrott comedy
is published the same day.

: : United Artists : :

RECORDS ARE BEING SHAT-
TERED by "Douglas Fairbanks in

Robinhood," according to United Artists.

Reports from Paul Krier, Star theatre,

Walsenburg, Colo., state that the picture

exceeded his former high record by 31

per cent. In one week at Eastmaq's the-

atre, Rochester, N. Y., it played to 58,-

189 admissions. Still another high mark
is reported by Harry C. Brown, Jr.,

Scott's Opera House, Gait, Ontario.

+ + +
PRODUCTION HAS BEEN started on
"The Talisman" by Frank E. Woods,

Thompson Buchanan and Elmer Harris
who form Associated Producers. Allied

Producers and Distributors will issue this

picture which Chct Withey is directing
with Wallace Beery in a featured role.

+ + +
COMMENTING ON THE United

Artists publication "The Man Who
Played God," with George Arliss, the
Rev. Frederic H. Von de Sump of Trini-
tarian Congregational church, New Bed-
ford, Mass., declares that the picture is

not only sustaining in interest but from
his point of view, carries a magnificent
sermon on the beauty and satisfaction of

helping others.

: : Associated Pictures :

:

WILLARD MACK, author and leading
player in the Sawyer-Lubin special for

Metro, "Your Friend and Mine," may
make personal appearances at leading
theatres and enact some of the scenes
from the film if negotiations under way
are concluded. The picture is adapted
from the vaudeville vehicle in which Mr.
Mack starred on the big circuits.

+ + +
ANNOUNCEMENT HAS BEEN made
by Arthur H. Sawyer that an entire

company will be taken to Alaska for

scenes for the screen version of Robert
Service's poem "The Shooting of Dan
McGrew. Clarence Badger will direct.

Lon Chaney, Barbara La Marr and Wil-
lard Mack have already been chosen for

the cast.

: : : : Goldwyn : : : :

THREE STORIES HAVE been ac-

quired by Goldwyn for screen produc-
tion. They are: "The Day of Faith," by
Arthur Somers Roche, which Tod Brown-
ing will direct; "Wild Oranges," by
Joseph Hergesheimer, and "The Rendez-
vous," from the pen of Madeliene Ruth-
ven.

Distribution News

"THE CHRISTIAN" is said by Gold-

wyn to have set a record in Connecticut

when it was booked for three successive
weeks at the Capitol theatre, Bridgeport.

+ + +
TWENTY-THREE MEMBERS of the

Congressional party investigating the

Boulder canyon dam will appear in Gold-
wyn's "Red Lights." The solons met
Clarence Badger and his company on lo-

cation at Jacumba, Cal., and readily ac-

cepted an invitation to appear as extras.

+ + +
WHILE PRESIDENT HARDING was

resting in the South, Goldwyn offices

were in receipt of a request for prints of

three of its most recent productions for

screening for the chief executive. "The
Christian," "Mad Love" and "Lost and
Found" were promptly forwarded.

: : First National :

FIVE MILLION portraits of First Na-

tional stars will be inserted in as many
packages of candy through an arrange-
ment made between First National and
manufacturers of Chirardelli's chocolates.

+ + +
CHARLIE CHAPLIN'S "The Pilgrim"

will equal the record made in Chicago

by "The Kid" First National reports. It 1

has already played four weeks at Balaban
& Katz's Roosevelt theatre and it is ex-

pected it will continue for two more
weeks.

+ + +
MAURICE TOURNEUR has completed

casting for his production of "The
Brass Bottle" and the following players
will be seen in this M. C. Levee presen-

tation through First National: Harry
Myers, Ernest Torrence, Tully Marshall,

Clarissa Selwyn, Ford Sterling, Char-
lotte Merriam and others.

: : : Independents : : :

INDEPENDENT PICTURES CORPO-
RATION, distributing a series oi

twelve semi-western features starring
i

George Larkin, Ruth Stonchouse and i

others, has contracted with Mathew Apar- I
ton for distribution of the series in

Oregon, Washington, Idaho, Colorado, I

Wyoming, Utah and New Mexico.

+ + +
JOE ROCK, WHOSE comedies are dis- I

tributed on the state right market by 1

Jo-Rock Productions, will construct a re-m
volving stage at his studio at a cost of i

$15,000. This innovation, it is said, will flj

mean a big saving in time and money.
|

+ + +
PALMER PRODUCTIONS has com-

1

pleted "Judgment of the Storm," di-fl

rected by Del Andrews, with Lloyd I

Hughes, Claire McDowell, Bruce Gordon
and others in the cast.

+ + +
WEBER & NORTH'S second production I

from Will Nigh is in process of editing. 1
Tom Moore and Ann Forrest and other™
players of note are in the cast.



Exhibitors, Note!

Exhibitors should encourage their

patrons to comment in writing on
current motion pictures. Let your
patrons cooperate with the indus-

try in the development of better

motion pictures. See Screen Mes-
sage No. 103, published this week.

PUBLIC
RIGHTS
LEAGUE

Screen Message No. 193

Motion picture producers are
striving to give the public better

screen entertainment. Your written

opinion, handed to your theatre

owner who will forward it to "Ex-
hibitors Herald," the leading mo-
tion picture trade paper, for publi-

cation will aid in the development
of a higher class of pictures.

League Notes
Under this heading is presented
subject matter for your programs,
as well as personals about mem-
bers who are active in the Public
Rights League.

W. H. HARDMAN AND HIS Congress-
man on the Music Tax

Every exhibitor wants the music tax eliminated.
As reported ic the "Herald" some weeks a^o
practically the only solution of the problem
is to be found in congressional action. It
would seem then that the logical thing for
exhibitors to do is to present their case to their
respective congressmen and senators. That
is what W. H. Hardman, the Regent and
Royal theatres. Frankfort, Kan., did. He tells
you about it in the following letter:

Public Rights League,

Exhibitors Herald/

Chicago, 111.

Gentlemen:

I happen to have a congressman living
in my town and while talking to him the
other day he asked me about business
and the thought struck me that it was a
good time to tell him about the music tax.
I explained it to him as best I could and
he was very much surprised that such a
thing as a music tax existed. He thought
it was an outrage. As you know most all

the congressmen are in the old home
town now for a while, taking a rest until

they start on their jov ride. This one is

going to Alaska and I guess most of them
are going to investigate something. Any-
way, if the exhibitor or exhibitors that
have a congressman or senator living in

their town would get in touch with him
and tell him personally about the tax, it

would be possible to acquaint everyone
of them with the facts of the case and when
it came up in Washington they would all

know about it. I am in a small town and
it was easy for me but I think most of
them could be reached sometime this

summer.
Respectfullv.

(Signed) W. H. Hardmax.

* * *

We are gratified to find the Orpheum theatre,
Fowlerville, Mich., making such excellent use in
its house organ, "The Runt," of anti-radical
propaganda. In a recent issue the editorial,
"Open Season on the Movies," which was pub-
lished in this department was reprinted in "The
Runt." Exhibitors should keep in mind that an
editorial page in their programs and house organs

is most valuable. If you doubt that I refer you to
Fred S. Meyer, W. D. Burford and others.

HAY & NICHOLAS, Fairmont, Minn.,
Send Us This

—

Public Richts League,
Exhibitors Herald,
Chicago. Illinois.

Dear Sir: We enclose a clipping from the
Fairmont Daily Sentinel which they in turn
clipped from the Blue Earth (Minn.) Post. We
thought you would be interested in this.

Yours very truly,

(Signed) Hay & Nicholas.

Following is the clipping they sent to this depart-
ment. Keep it and when some one in your
community maligns the motion picture industry
and Hollywood have it handy so that you may
present the statement as an argument against
misrepresentation of the screen and its people.

"Editor and Mrs. F. E. Hadley, of the
Winnebago Enterprise, are home from a
visit of several weeks in California. He
was asked to tell what 'he saw and heard
at Hollywood.' and responds in a manner
befitting a man whose mind is both clean
and clear. It is such a concise statement
that we believe Post readers will enjoy
its reading:

" 'We saw in much maligned Holly-
wood, laughing children, playing among
the roses and lilies; thousands of beauti-
ful homes that radiated happiness and
contentment; men and women who were
busy with their everyday affairs and
minding their own business; genuine old-
fashioned hospitality that made welcome
the stranger within the gates: great stu-

dios of the moving picture industry, with
people working twelve, fifteen, sixteen
hours. However, it seems to us that the
people may have amusing and inspira-

tional entertainment: and the gra%-es of
just a few men and women who went the
pace that kills and offered the newspapers
of America an opportunity to besmirch
the fair name of a smiling community
and present a great army of hardwork-
ing men and women in the picture indus-
try in a questionable light! That's what
we saw in Hollywood, and those who
seek the nasty and suggestive had better

stick to their French novels and the
sensational press

'

"

AN EDITOR'S VIEWS That Are
Decidedly Worthwhile

L_ D. Balsly, exploitation representative for Uni-
versal at Kansas City, forwards to this depart-
ment the following editorial from the "Wichita
(Kan.) Beacon." which is owned by Former
Governor Allen. See if your local editor won't
cooperate with you to the extent of writing a

similar editorial.

For Better Movies

"We are told that a committee of citi-

zens was formed some time ago for the
purpose of taking action to elevate the
standard of motion pictures in Wichita.

"The Beacon has been an enthusiastic

devotee of the higher standard in motion
pictures. We believe that this committee
was formed with the most laudable pur-

pose. The objects undoubtedly were the

same as what we have wished to encour-
age. However, it seems to us that the

committee, if it still exists, has overlooked
the most important method of improving
the pictures of all.

"The best way to bring about good
pictures in a community is to encourage
the exhibitors to put them on. That is

the constructive way.

"As a rule the exhibitors of Wichita
have been sensitive to public or organized
sentiment. They have made distinct and
conscientious efforts to show the best

pictures—to elevate the tone of the mov-
ies. We happen to know that some of

the managers have spent days and weeks
in careful thought and work to the end
that some outstanding things might be
achieved in Wichita in the line of pro-

ducing exceptionally clean plays. A
great deal of money has been risked in

such ventures. The work done along this

line has been met with some appreciation

on the part of individuals, but not a word
of commendation or encouragement has

come from organized sources.

"Any organization, whether it be a
church or other group formed for the

purpose of raising moral standards, could

do real constructive and effective work
along the line of improving motion pic-

tures if it would give hearty commenda-
tion to the efforts already being made
along that line.

"The film 'Oliver Twist,' which was
based upon a recognized classic and pro-

duced in an effort to meet the demand
for better movies, met with indifference

and failure here. There was no word
from any of the agencies that claim to

be interested in better films. This is only
one example. Many others could be
cited.

"A big opportunity is being overlooked.

It is the opportunity of doing a big and
constructive thing in a big and effective

way."
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LETTERS
From Readers

A forum at which the exhibitor
is invited to express his opinion on
matters of current interest. Brevity
adds forcefulness to any statement.
Unsigned letters will not be
printed.

Praise for J. C. Jenkins

HARDIN, MO.—To the Editor: We
think very highly of Exhibitors' reports

sent in by J. C. Jenk'ns, because we have

always fcTund them reliable. Now that he

has voiced my previously unexpressed
sentiuents on the WONDERFUL con-

tract (that, as Mr. Jenkins might have

said, page upon page of the Herald's

valuable space has been wasted on) 1

just want to say that if I was erecting

so nettling without missing a stroke, I

certainly would send for Jenkins.

I haven't a thing against Will Hays,

'jut a n unable to understand why such a

big bunch of bunk was dished out sup-

posedly with his consent and_ assistance

and then expect anyone with brains to

accept it as a real business proposition.

Personally I have never found that the

contract was such an essential thing any-

way. About all that is needed is a Dis-

tributor and an Exhibitor desiring to do
business with each other on the square

and the i nportant thing is selling and
buying so both can stay in business.

Of course, we all must acknowledge
that day by day in every way, the coun-

try is getting drier and drier. Otherwise
we would have to admit that J. C sure

did spike this contract hootch that is

being dished out.

Now if Mr. Jenkins will pardon me for

hooking him up with Eminence. Ky.. I

want <o sa<- for the benefit of Mr. Miles

that the Herald did publish the article

wherein a bill was introdu-'-'1 Hoiti" aw-v
with admission taxes on tickets under 25c.

My advice along that line is that we
should fight to do away with all admis-
sion tax and the seating capacity tax and
offer to pay a straight tax of 1% on the

gross business over five thousand dollars.

Any exhibitor doing this amount of busi-

ness can afford such a tax and the gov-
ernment would gain in the end because

the emergency taxes
t
mentioned above

will be fought until they are removed.
I would like to handle this seating capaci-

ty tax about like Jenkins did the con-

tract, but fear my letter would be too

long .

It is my opinion that our attention

should be directed toward the tax ques-

tion and the high express rates and quit

wasting time on this foolish contract

question. I can't see anything to it. but

a mere smoke screen anyway. Just about

like throwing a meatless bone to a pack
of dogs hoping to detract their attention

from the hind quarter above their heads.

—C. D. Weaklev, Oedon theatre, Hardin.

Mo.

And St'll More Praise

MARSHALL/TOWN, IOWA.—To the

Editor: I wish to comment on Mr. J.

C. Jenkins letter in April 7th issue. He
sure hit the nail on the head about the

uniform contract. I never did have any
confidence in Hays and have a great deal

less now. The uniform contract is sure

the "bunk." I believe that our only sal-

vation is organization and a National

Booking Circuit. That is the only way

XHIBITORS HER A L

we will ever save our necks from the
movie Kaisers.

I am for our national organization every
old time even if they do not accomplish
all I think they might. I believe if we
had national officers who were strictly

awake that we could be from under the
L'n-American, unequitable admission tax.

It would mean that we might realize

something on our investment. The tax
simply means the government gets the
profit and leaves us holding the sack. For
the life of me I cannot see how any fair

minded legislator can be for this tax.

Imagine a man investing say three or
four thousand dollars, (and that is blue
sky) and the government realizing $5,000
to $0,000 revenue a year for that invest-

ment. Isn't it enough to make a man
see RED? But I suppose he should not
for this is the land of the free?????

—

I). F. Thornburg. Casino Theatre.
Marshalltown, la.

Another Demand for 5 Reels

MARQUETTE. MICHIGAN.—To the
Editor: While this letter is being writ-

ten at the suggestion of other interested

parties the thought is nevertheless a re-

flection of my own ideas, and needless to

say my ideas are in turn a reflection of

the likes and dislikes of our patrons.
Permit me, briefly, to suggest that con-

sideration be given to the problem of

excessive footage of feature productions.
The ideal program includes, in addition

to the feature, at least two short subjects.

This arrangement is rendered impossible
when the footage of the feature produc-
tion exceeds 5,000 or 5,500 feet.

There arc. of course, some stories, the

proper picturization of which requires

more than five or six reels of film, but

these, I believe should be in the minority
rather than the majority.

I trust that this communication will

be taken in the light of a meritorious sug-

gestion and given careful consideration.

—

H. S. Gallup, Select Theatres. Inc..

Marquette. Mich.

The Song of the Salesmen

FT. WORTH. TEXAS—To the Edi-

tor : "This one will surely get you big

money."
The writer has often wondered when

the exchanges will teach their salesmen
a new song to sing to us poor exhibitors,

instead of the above. If they were reallv

sincere in the use of the above and would
only make such a statement when it could

be backed up with such results it would
not sound half bad. But we can hear that

statement for two-reel comedies.— L. B.

Lewis, Gayety theatre. Ft. Worth, Tex.

Ownership Changes
Rockford, 111.—The Midway theatre

here, owned by Aschtr Brothers, Chicago,
has been acquired by a syndicate com-
posed of W. D. Burford. Aurora. Charles
Lamb, Rockford. Frank Tbielin and J.

T. Rubens. Aurora, and M. M. and L. M.
Rubens. Joliet.

*

What Cheer, la.—V. J. Hudson of Tip-
ton, has purchased the Masonic theatre

here from Mr. and Mrs. Sage.
*

Muncie, Ind.—Leonard Sowar has ac-
quired the Strand theatre in this city

which he opened on April 1.

*

Nashville, Tenn.—The Vogue theatre
in this city has been purchased by the
Crescent Amusement Company of Nash-
ville, Tenn.

April 21, 1923

PURELY
Personal

Interesting news about exhibitors
and people with whom they come
into direct contact. Readers are
invited to contribute Items for
publication in this column. Address
them to "Purely Personal."

H. W. Fierong, who has been manag-
ing theatres for Pantages at Spokane,
Washington, has been made traveling
manager for the circuit.

Charles B. Clark has purchased the in-

terests of H. L. McDonald in the Royal
theatre, Malvern, Ark.

Mrs. Vincent Machek of De Pue has
opened her new Liberty theatre at Spring
Valley, Illinois.

A. Yarborough has opened the Bell-

flower theatre, Norwalk, Cal., which
seats 600.

*

Milton Simon, manager of the St. Louis
F. B. O., has resigned. Jerome Safron of

the F. B. O. home office organization is

temporarily in charge of the exchange.
«

The Marvel and Landalc theatres in

Carlinville, III., have been consolidated
by Mrs. John Paul. She books for both
houses.

*

Ben Mischke has purchased the Gem
theatre, Millstadt, 111., from Jake Yung.

*

G. W. E. Griffin plans to open a new
airdomc tent show in Centralia, 111., on
or about May 15. He has associated with
him W. O. Goin, a retired banker. The
new amusement place will be known as

the Broadway theatre and have accom-
modations for 1,500.

*

H. C. Bedell has leased the Trio thea-

tre, Hale, Mo., to Fay H. Barr.
•

C. G. Harryman has sold his Majestic
theatre, Enid, Okla., to S. J. Davidson
and A. E. Church, of Guymon, Okla.

*

The Lyric theatre, Mena, Ark., the only
picture play house in this city, is soon to

be replaced by a new theatre which will

cost over $15,000. The new house, when
completed, will be managed by Price Mc-
CalL

*

The Idle Hour theatre, Drumright,
Okla., is to be razed to make way for a

new department store. The former own-
ers of the old Idle Hour will erect a new
motion picture house to cost about $30,-

000, which will be erected next door to

the old theatre. Bob Snodgrass will man-
age the new house.

Walter F. Davis is the new manager of

the Rialto theatre at Council Bluffs, la.

*

William A. Shalit, manager of the St.

Louis exchange of United Artists and
Allied Distributors, has announced his

engagement to Miss Pauline Jacobs of

Lynn, Mass. The wedding will take place

in Boston, Mass., on June 18.

*

Selby Carr has been made assistant

booker for Famous Players, replacing

Frank Rice, who resigned recently to ac-

cept the managership of the Maffitt thea-

tre, owned by the St. Louis Amusement
Company.-
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"What the Picture Did For Me"
VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR

Copyright, 1923

You are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.

It is a co-operative service FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
TELL US WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read in the HERALD every week what the picture

did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values. Address "What The
Picture Did For Me," EXHIBITORS HERALD, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.

American Releasing
Daring Danger, with Pete Morrison.

—

jood snappy Western. Good business.

—

j. Strasser Sons, Emblem theatre, Buf-
alo, N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Great Alone, with Monroe Salis-

>ury.—Good program picture. Pleased
najority of audience.—Guy S. Goodrich,
jrand theatre, Grand Ledge, Mich. —
Neighborhood patronage.

DESTINY'S ISLE, with a special
cast.— American Releasing service
still holds up in quality and down in

price, a thing so unusual in the film

business that it is phenomenal. It's

the one oasis in our desert existence.

"Thank God from Whom all blessings flow"
And the American Releasing here below,
For while their prices do not advance.
Other concerns would take your pants.

(Apologies to Phil Rand.)

Better play DESTINY'S ISLE.
It's not a special but your audience
will go out satisfied and that's all

you can expect of a special. Put
Buster Keaton in THE BLACK-
SMITH with this and satisfied at

25 and 10 cents. DESTINY'S ISLE
is in six reels.— J. C. JENKINS,
Auditorium theatre, Neleigh, Neb.

The Hidden Woman, with a special

ast.—Good program picture. Fair busi-

ess.—G. Strasser Sons, Emblem the-

tre, Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighborhood pat-

Dnage.

Associated Exhibitors
Grandma's Boy, with Harold Lloyd.

—

leased generally. Not worth what they
sk for it.—J. Winninger, Davison the-
tre, Waupun, Wis.—General patronage.

Grandma's Boy, with Harold Lloyd.

—

ood comedy, but did not register with
le kick it should have. Exchange got
le money. It was my fault. Next time
buy right or leave it alone. About

) feet gone off end, which spoiled the
hole picture.—Paul H. Fullner, Audi-
>rium theatre, Tilden, Neb.—Neighbor-
ood patronage.

Grandma's Boy, with Harold Lloyd.

—

ery good. Film in fair shape.—Ed. J.
uchs, Opera House, Marion, Wis.

—

eighborhood patronage.

Women Who Wait, with a special cast.
-Rather a good seaside story. Light-
}use and lots of lightning. Seemed to
ease and is sure a melodrama. — R.
oss Riley, Wigwam theatre, Oberlin,
an.—General patronage.

F. B. O.
The Third Alarm, with a special cast.

—

rew well in the face of the worst bliz-
rd that ever blew. Aside from the story
the life of a brave fireman, this picture
aches a great lesson in love for animals,

and Ralph Lewis, with his honest, kindly
face, is just the one to put this picture

over. More power to him and the direc-

tor, Emory Johnson.—Wm. H. Creal,
Suburban theatre, Omaha, Neb.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Third Alarm, with a special cast.

—Played The Third Alarm four days
with record breaking results. It pleased
everybody. In fact, some saw it two and
three times. Would advise all exhibitors
who play this picture to hook up with
the fire department. They like it and will

do all in their power to help put it

over.—Thomas J. Watson, Superba the-

atre, Freeport, 111.—General patronage.

The Third Alarm, with a special cast.

—Played with fire department. A very-

good picture and pleased 100 per cent,

but did not seem to draw.—L. V. Feld-
man, Orpheum theatre, Pipestone, Minn.
—General patronage.

The Third Alarm, with a special cast.

—Gave fine satisfaction at advanced ad-
mission. The horse seems to take the
honors.—Fred Mehaffey, Lyric theatre,

Xorth Bend, Neb.—General patronage.

The Canyon of the Fools, with Harry
Carey.—Just got by and that's all. Out
of the last three Carey pictures the only-

one that created any comments was
Good Men and True, and the last fifteen

IMifflHIMHllBIIHIIHPMn

| And Here's
"Ten Best

| List No. 4
|

1 To W. H. CREAL:

§f In the "Herald" dated March 17th you =
H challenged the world to name you a list §|= of ten better pictures than those you have —
= shown since September 1st. If you hadn't |=
= taken in so much territory I would let you 7-

= get by, but you know what happened to =
= the Kaiser when he challenged the world. j=

zE I know, Friend Creal, you are sincere —
H and all that, but 1 think you are just a ^
=£ little inconsistent when, of the ten best |B

^ pictures you have shown, you name "The s
= Four Horsemen'* last. No doubt the se- H

lection you submitted is figured from a
= box office angle only, which only proves -_.

= what I mentioned some time ago in the ||

H "Herald"—when you speak of quality, say ||
^ so, and when you are talking box office ^
H state it. Let's be fair both ways.

|§ You will find the list which I submit in |||= this issue of the "Herald." In fact I am —
zz submitting two lists, one a quality and
=g the other a box office selection.

FRED S. MEYER, J
Palace theatre, Hamilton, O. M

H NOTE: Mr. Meyer's lists appear upon a ||

^ succeeding page. Philip Rand's sugges- ^
H tion that exhibitors contribute lists of |§
^ "Ten Best Pictures" recently exhibited ^W appeared in the issue of March 10th.
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minutes of this picture lifts them out of

their seats. My criticism of this series

is that they have not sufficient action
for Western pictures.—W. J. Powell,
Lonet theatre, Wellington, Ohio.—Small
town patronage.

The Canyon of the Fools, with Harry
Carey.—At last a Carey as good as the
old time program Careys used to be.

The Kick Back and Good Men and True
did not seem to ring the bell, but this

scored all around.—P. G. Estee, Fad the-

atre, Brookings, S. D.—Neighborhood
patronage.

When Love Comes, with a special

cast.—A real program picture bought at

a live-and-let-live price.—Paul H. Full-

ner, Auditorium theatre, Tilden, Neb.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Good Men and True, with Harry Ca-
rey.—We have been shoving this up for

four months, but finally played it. Fair
picture. Better, however, than The Kick
Back. Carey doesn't seem to take good
here.—L. V. Feldman, Orpheum theatre,

Pipestone, Minn.—General patronage.

The Broadway Madonna, with a spe-
cial cast.—Good picture. Fair business.

—

G. Strasser Sons, Emblem theatre, Buf-
falo, N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

The K'ck Back, with Harry Carey.

—

Fair program picture. Star had nothing
to do and did it. Did not go good here.

—

F. S. Mooney, Opera House. Mason City,

Neb.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Snowshoe Trail, with Jane Novak.
—Very good program picture. Good
business.—G. Strasser Sons. Emblem the-

atre, Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

The Understudy, with Doris May.—

A

good five reel program picture.—Olen
Reynolds, Pearl theatre, Hymera, Ind.

—

Small town patronage.

At the Stage Door, with a special cast.

—This is certainly a picture in every
sense of the word. My worst critic told
me he never enjoyed a picture better
than this. Title is worst feature, as pic-

ture is clean. In seven reels.—W. Cruick-
shank. Classic theatre. Mitchell, Ont.,
Can.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Fatal Marriage, with a special

cast.-—Lay off this revised one. Brother
Exhibitors. You can fill your house with
it, but the crowd will laugh at the acting,
which was O. K. in its day, but a joke in

1923.—Paul H. Fullner, Auditorium the-
atre, Tilden, Neb.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

Queen of the Turf, with a special cast.

—Reports on this were very disappointing
as every one said lay off. I played a
strong comedy with it and heard plenty
of good comments. Story very slow un-
til last reel.—W. Cruickshank, Classic
theatre, Mitchell, Ont.. Can.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

In the Name of the Law, with a spe-
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A scene from "The Fourth Musketeer," F. B. O. production with Johnny Walker and
Eileen Percy. This is from an H. C. Witwer story directed by William K. Howard.

cial cast.—Good picture, but not worth
as much as the exchange takes, nor is it

good for advanced admissions. — J. T.

Kudlacek, Swan theatre, Swanton, Neb.
—Neighborhood patronage.

In the Name of the Law, with a spe-

cial cast.—A good Sunday program for

a small town exhibitor. Drew better than
the usual Sunday attendance. Pleased
100 per cent — J. W. Heft, Pastime the-

atre, Horicon, Wis.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

In the Name of the Law, with a spe-
cial cast.— Nothing special about this but
the price. Ran three days and broke even.
Advertising l's, 3's, 6's, photos, novel-
ties and trailer.—Geo. H. Koch, Perkins'
theatre. Holton, Kan.—Small town pat-

ronage.

Seven Years Bad Luck, with Max Lin-
der.— I played this comedy some time
ago but must report on it because I made
twice the money on it than on Grandma's
Boy because I bought Seven Years Bad
Luck right and it was enjoyed.—Paul H.
Fullner, Auditorium theatre, Tilden, Neb.
—Neighborhood patronage.

First National
The Woman Conquers, with Katherine

MacDonald. — Above average. — C. R.
Beechler, Iris theatre, St. John's, Mich.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Hottentot, a Thomas H. Ince pro-
duction.—One of the best racing pictures

ever shown. In fact, the picture pleases
from start to finish. The cold wave hit

us and we just broke even. Play and
boost this one.—C. B. Davis, Norwood
theatre, Norwood, Ohio.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Hottentot, a Thomas H. Ince pro-
duction.— Best comedy-drama ever shown
here. Liked by all who saw it. You can't

go wrong on this one. A 100 per cent
picture.—L. V. Feldman, Orpheum the-

atre, Pipestone, Minn.—General patron-
age.

The Voice from the Minaret, with
Norma Talmadge.—Not in a class with
Smilin' Through. Very good picture.—C.
R. Beechler, Iris theatre, St. Johns,
Mich.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Dangerous Age, a John M. Stahl
production.—One that should get the
money any place. Without a doubt one
of the best of the year. Use it and play
it up. It will stand all you can give it.

We used prologue consisting of Coonie

Conrad's orchestra and a popular local

singer. Songs were: "Say it with
Music" and "I Found a Four Leaf Clo-
ver." Prologue carries out the jazz-age
idea. Miss Anna Louise Gumm has al-

ways proved a drawing card for me.
Look for a good singer in your town.
It's worth while.—A. V. Stewart, Ma-
jestic theatre, Paris, 111.—General patron-
age.

The Dangerous Age, a John M. Stahl
production.—Very good.—C. R. Beech-
ler, Iris theatre, St. Johns, Mich.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Minnie, a Marshall Neilan production.
—Not up to Neilan's standard. Fair pro-
gram picture; that's all. Pleased about
60 per cent of my Sunday crowd.—L. V.
Feldman, Orpheum theatre, Pipestone.
Minn.—General patronage.

Skin Deep, a Thomas H. Ince produc-
tion.—A splendid picture that pleased all

who saw it immensely. Failed to "cash
in" on this production, despite strong
exploitation and good weather. Don't
know what was wrong, but am sure it

was no fault of the picture.—W. J. Pow-
ell, Lonet theatre, Wellington, Ohio.

—

Small town patronage.

Skin Deep, a Thomas H. Ince produc-
tion.—Seven reels. Positively the best
melodrama ever shown in this commun-
ity. By all means book it and play it,

either with the Legion or on your own
hook. You owe it to your patrons.
Brothers. It will get you the kind of

advertising that counts.—H. M. Retz,
Strand theatre, Lamont, Iowa.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Heroes and Husbands, with Katherine
MacDonald.—One of the best with this

star for a long time. No business, how-
ever, as her pictures in the past have
been so bad that people will not come
out to see her any more.—W. E. Elkin,

Temple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Brawn of the North, with Strongheart.
—Better than The Silent Call. Strong-
heart a good drawing card when you can
buy reasonably.— R. E. Siebert, World
theatre, Mineral Point, Wis.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Oliver Twist, with Jackie Coogan.

—

Good.—C. R. Beechler, Iris theatre, St.

Johns,* Mich.—Neighborhood patronage.

Oliver Twist, with Jackie Coogan.

—

Picture follows the book throughout.
Business first night not near so good as

previous pictures of Jackie's. Second
night flopped worse than any picture we
ever ran two days. Our people did not
care for Jackie in this type of picture. My
advice is, do not run it unless you can buy
it at a reasonable rental.—H. G. Stett-

mund, Jr., Odeon theatre, Chandler, Okla.
—General patronage.

The Bond Boy, with Richard Barthel-

mess.—One of the best bets of the sea-

son. Drew good business and pleased at

ten and thirty-five cents. Print good.

—

Jack Hickey, Jr., Grand theatre, New
London, Wis.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Bond Boy, with Richard Barthel-

mess.—Here's a whopper and the most
consistent actor on the screen. Dick
surely works hard and accomplishes what
he goes after. Drew good and pleased all.

Seven full reels. This story should go
big in small towns. It's clean and re-

freshing, as all his stories are. Watch
for Fury.—Jack Cairns, Brooklyn the-

atre, Detroit, Mich.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Hurricane's Gal, with Dorothy Phillips.

—You cannot make any mistake in this

one. A good picture to play on rent day.

'Nuff said.—Jess LeBrun, Cort theatre,

Decatur, Ind.—Neighborhood patronage.

Hurricane's Gal, with Dorothy Phillips.

—Action plenty. A big sea story that is

crammed full of thrills. Dorothy Phil-

lips as usual played her part well. Sup-

port unusually good. I struck the worst

blizzard of the season on this and busi-

ness was off.—B. C. Brown, Temple the-

atre, Viroqua, Wis.—General patronage.

Hurricane's Gal, with Dorothy Phillips.

—Small town Exhibitors, step on this.

It is a 100 per cent small town picture.

I lost money by not knowing how good a

picture it actually was. It is action per-

sonified.—W. J. Powell, Lonet theatre, t

Wellington, Ohio.—Small town patron- 1
age.

Sonny, with Richard Barthelmess.—I 1
selected this picture as one that would be

liked 100 per cent and exploited it to the I
limit. It made me money, but I found

j

that I had recommended it just a trifle I
too highly. While it pleased a great

many, there were still others that did fl

not care for it.—W. J. Powell, Lonet the- fl

atrc, Wellington, Ohio.—Small town pat- I
ronage.

Star Dust, with Hope Hampton— Six

reels. A wonderful little picture.— C. W
Langacher, New Glarus theatre, New!
Glarus, Wis.—General patronage.

The Rosary, with a special cast.—A 1
wonderful little picture. — C. W. Lang fl

acher, New Glarus theatre, New Glaros fl

Wis.—General patronage.

The Rosary, with a special cast.- J
A first rate program picture, but not on- I

on which to raise prices unless one shouh I

be in a strong Catholic neighborhood

Gave pretty geenral satisfaction to fai

sized audience.—W. J. Powell, Lone
j

theatre, Wellington. Ohio.—Small tow 1

patronage.

The Rosary, with a special cast.- I

I saw many bad reports on it, but

Beemed to please mv patrons. I ran

in Holy Week.—John Esterl, Rex the

atre. Park Falls, Wis.—Small town pa

ronage.

One Clear Call, with a special cast.- i

An absorbing drama well produced an

held interest throughout the eight reel
:

Walthall's work extremely good. I wou!

call this an extra good box office attra

tion under favorable conditions.—B. '

Brown, Temple theatre, Viroqua, Wis.-

General patronage.

Polly of the Storm Country, with M
dred Harris.—The worst we have run

|

many months. A few like this wou
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close the house.—Galli-Curci theatre,

Margaretville, N. Y.—Small town patron-

age.

The Seventh Day, with Richard Bar-

thelmess.—This was sold to me at a pro-

gram price and as a program picture it

is sure fire. Showed three pictures of

this star within a period of six weeks and
he has made many friends among my
patrons.—W. J. Powell, Lonet theatre,

Wellington, Ohio.—Small town patron-

age.

Peck's Bad Boy, with Jackie Coogan.
—Coogan sour lemon. Children and some
women like his pictures. Majority do not.

Business just average. Consider it a

crime to the industry to pay him what he
gets.—Jas. Christensen, Star theatre, San-
dusky, Mich.—Small town patronage.

Peck's Bad Boy, with Jackie Coogan.
—Laid off this one until after I had run
My Boy and Trouble, then I got the jack

and was well pleased with the result.

The film was new, thanks to First Na-
tional. If you have not run this one yet

and can get a new print on it, buy it,

for it will make you more money now
than it would when it first came out.

—

E. E. Gailey, Crystal theatre, Wayne,
:Neb.—General patronage.

The Masquerader, with Guy Bates
Post.—A good picture, but no good in a

small town. Second night was the low-
est in the history of the house. Unless
you have a high class patronage that

appreciates real acting, lay off.—W. J.

Powell, Lonet theatre, Wellington, Ohio.
—Small town patronage.

Rose of the Sea, with Anita Stewart.

—

Had more kicks on this than any I have
played for months. Personally I was
disappointed in it and my patrons were
of the same opinion.—B. C. Brown, Tem-
ple theatre, Viroqua, Wis.—General pat-
ronage.

My Boy, with Jackie Coogan.—Pleased
generally. Advanced admission and played
two nights in one night town. Could
have shown to all the customeres easily

in one night.—Johnson Bros., Johnson-
ian theatre, Ripley, N. Y.—Small town
patronage.

Playthings of Destiny, with Anita Stew-
art.—This is a real one and I consider it

out of the ordinary program class. First
National film out of the Omaha office as

Meyer List

Of Pictures

By Profits
Here are the ten biggest money-makers,

computed on the basis of cost of attrac-
tion, plus extra attractions, exploitation,
etc. Regardless of merit, the ten biggest
(net) money-makers were as follows, num-
bered as to returns. Please compare this
list with that of the best ten.

L A Bachelor Daddy.
2. In the Name of the Law.
3. No Woman Knows.
4. The Nut.
5. A Sailor Made Man
6. The Man Who Saw Tomor-

row.
7. Peacock Alley.
8. Conflict.
9. Footlights.

10. Nice People.

NOTE: These ten are the outstanding
figures from about 120 pictures played be-
tween Jan. 1, 1922, and Jan. I, 1923.

FRED S. MEYER.
Palace theatre, Hamilton, O.

urn;

a rule is in good shape.—B. C. Burden,
Gay theatre, Wilcox, Neb.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Playthings of Destiny, with Anita
Stewart.—'Pleased only about 60 per cent.

We have not received a Stewart picture

where the condition of the film made it

possible to do the same justice. Possibly
she -would become popular if given a

chance, but we are most thankful that we
have no more of her pictures to run under
our present contract.—Horn & Morgan,
Star theatre, Hay Springs, Neb.—Small
town patronage.

Lessons in Love, w:ith Constance Tal-
madge.—A good comedy. My patrons
liked it. Pleased 90 per cent.—John Es-
terl. Rex theatre. Park Falls, Wis.—Small
town patronage.

The Crossroads of New York, a Mack
Sennett production.—This picture gave
much better satisfaction than reports
from critics and exhibitors led me to ex-
pect. Payed it with Larry Semon in

Golf and all who came were satisfied.

Lost money through failure to advertise.
—W. J. Powell, Lonet theatre, Welling-
ton, Ohio.—Small town patronage.

The Crossroads of New York, a Mack
Sennett production.—Ordinary.—C. R.
Beechler, Iris theatre, St. Johns, Mich.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Primitive Lover, with Constance
Talmadge.—-This is an unusually good
program picture. A good bet. Buy it.

—

Jess LeBrun, Cort theatre. Decatur, Ind.

—Neighborhood patronage.

The Primitive Lover, with Constance
Talmadge.—Just fair. Have more favor-
able comments on the reissues put out by
Select than on the late pictures of this

star. In my mind, this indicates that

Constance is slipping.—W. J. Powell,
Lonet theatre, Wellington, Ohio.—Small
town patronage.

Trouble, with Jackie Coogan.—Not a

special but a mighty nice pleasing little

picture that has a general appeal.—S. M.
Southworth. American theatre. Canton.
N. Y.—Neighborhood and college patron-
age.

Trouble, with Jackie Coogan.—One of

the two pictures to make money for me
during the month of February. Nothing
big, but it pleases all.—W. J. Powell.
Lonet theatre. Wellington, Ohio.—Small
town patronage.

Go and Get It, a Marshall Neilan pro-
duction.—-This is very, very good. Holds
interest all the way. Some real aeroplane
stuff and Wesley Barry very funm'.
Some told me it was the best they ever
saw. The film was in very good condi-

tion.—F. R. Meierbachtol, Elysian thea-

tre, Elysian, Minn.—General patronage.

Tol'able David, with Richard Barthel-

mess.—Picture old, but as good an ever
anywhere it has not been played. Acting
of Barthelmess wonderful. Print bad.

Look out.—Jas. Christensen, Star theatre,

Sandusky, Mich.—Small town patronage.

The Midnight Bell, with Charles Ray.
—Best Ray I have had for some time, al-

though film not in A-l shape. This one
will please. Do not be afraid of this one.

—J. W. Andresen. Rialto theatre, Cozad.
Nebr.—Neighborhood patronage.

In Search of a Sinner, with Constance
Talmadge.—Old, but good. Reels in

good shape. The star is well liked here.

—E. L. Golden, Mt. Vernon, Tallassee,

Ala.—Small town patronage.

The Scoffer, with a special cast.—Well
liked. Poor business.—G. Strasser Sons,

Emblem theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.—Neigh-

borhood patronage.

The Infidel, with Katherine MacDon-
ald.—Why is it that a lot of the boys are

continually panning this young lady and

her pictures? Is it because her name isn't

dragged through the mire and filth in the

:k

Meyer List

Of Pictures

By Quality 5

Pictures played from Jan. 1, 1922, to Jan. |
1, 1923, selected according to audience ap- |
peal, comments received, etc., regardless of 1
box office returns. Numbered according |
to merit.

1. Orphans of the Storm.
2. Forever.
3. Dream Street.
4. To Have and to Hold.
5. Shadows.
G. The Three Musketeers.
7. Little Lord Fauntleroy.
8. Turn to the Right.
9. A Sailor Made Man.

10. In the Name of the Law.
|

NOTE: "Orphans" caused a loss to us of
|

$1,600, and every other United Artists pic-
|

ture listed above was a terrible flivver at |
the B. O. We ran about 120 pictures dur-

|
ing this period.

|

FRED S. MEYER,
j

Palace theatre, Hamilton, O. 1

iiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuimiiuiiiiiiiiiii

daily sheets like some of the other huzzies

I might mention? Her pictures are al-

ways clean and wholesome and my pa-

trons like her. When I buy one of her

pictures I do not expect to get a "Four
Horsemen" or "Robinhood" and conse-

quently am not disappointed. I'm for her,

and I don't hold any First National fran-

chise either. That's that.—Wm. E.

Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.
—Small town patronage.

Fox
A Great Night, with William Russell.—

Best Russell picture in some time. Fa-
trons raved about this one. Good bus-

iness.—G. Strasser Sons, Emblem thea-

tre, Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

The Face on the Barroom Floor, with

Henry B. Walthall.—One of the best Fox
ever made. Big business.—Geo. K. Rob-
inson, Terminal theatre, Newark, N. J.

—

General patronage.

Man's Size, with William Russell.

—

Pretty good North country story well

acted.—P. G. Estee. Fad theatre, Brook-
ings, S. D.—Neighborhood patronage.

THE CRUSADER, with William
Russell.—A pleasing picture with a
story of the wide open featuring pep,

action and speed. It is clean and does
not contain one foot of padding, yet

it is long enough, also short enough
that you can run a two reel comedy
with it without hearing the roosters

crow by the time you finish the last

show.
We appreciate a short show, as

lately we have been hearing the

dairy man call his cows as we were
going home after the long shows.

—

E. E. GAILEY, Crystal theatre,

Wayne, Neb.

Catch My Smoke, with Tom Mix.—At
last Mix has made another picture of the

kind he belongs in. This is a very good
one. In Arabia very poor.—Olen Reyn-
olds. Pearl theatre, Hymera, Ind.—Small
town patronage.

Who Are My Parents? with a special

cast.—Lay off. The picture is not there.

What few patrons I had sure knocked

this one good. I felt so good after play-

ing Over the Hill that I let a Fox sales-

man talk me into buying the eight spe-
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Haitt
Insurance
presents losses

stays home

"Y"OU have a new feat-

ure—a recent release

that you feel sure will go

big. You spend more for

advertising than usual.

You put on a special dis-

play and do everything

possible to guarantee a

crowd. Then it rains and

the film is shown to small

houses. A Hartford Rain

Insurance Policy makes

good just such losses.

Ask for full information

about Hartford Rain Po-

licies. See your local

Hartford agent or your

broker or write

—

HARTFORD FI^E
INSURANCE C@.
HARTFORD - CONNECTICUT'

or address any of the following

departmental offices:

39 So. La Salle St., Chicago, III.

Trust Co. of Ga. Bldg., Atlanta, Ga
Hartford Bldg., San Francisco, Cal
24 Wellington St., E., Toronto, Ont

// your policy

bears the Hartford
trademark it is

backed by over

$67,000,000 in assets.

cials and, believe r-- I have not yet run
one that has pleased. When I advertise
a Fox special now my patrons will not
come out.—A. Mitchell, Dixie theatre.
Kussellville, Ky.—Small town patronage.

Who Are My Parents? with a special
cast.—Excellent sob picture well produced
in every way. Paid about twice what it

was worth and lost money on two day
run. Rental on Fox specials is entirely
too high considering drawing power.—j.

D. Watnock, Luna theatre, Battle Creek.
Iowa.—Neighborhood patronage.

While Justice Waits, with Dustin Far-
num.—Dustin some way does not get
over with our people. Good enough pic-
ture, but star seems to be working too
hard in the "he man" style of five years
ago.—P. G. Estee, Fad theatre, Brook-
ings, S. D.—Neighborhood patronage.

Romance Land, with Tom Mix.—Usual
line of Mix stunts and plenty of action
Mix very popular here, so this one went
over well.—March Burns, Family theatre,
Batavia, N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

Do and Dare, with Tom Mix.—Opened
up very pleasine, but after the patrons
realized that the first part of the picture
was only a narrative it rather gave it a
set back.—K. H. Sink, Grand theatre.
Union City, Ind.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

Do and Dare, with Tom Mix.—Tlv
first two reels were just what they wanted,
but sad to relate the last three packed
with Mexican bunk spoiled the picture.

We received more kicks on this than any
other Tom Mix picture we ever ran.
Tom is slipping here just on account of
this costume stuff and dress suits. What
the people want to se him in is pure and
simple Western and thev want him to
stick tight. If Tom doesn't look out,

Jones will put the Kibosk on him before
long, so brace up, Tom, and get some
kill 'em quick, shoot 'em up, rippity bang
Westerns and wear your costumes to the
masquerades and your evening soup and
fish to the Hollywood balls.—E. E.
Gailey. Crystal theatre, Wayne. Ncbr.

—

General patronage.

Boss of Camp 4, with Charles Jones.

—

A right ~ood out-of-door picture with
action and comedv and romance well

mixed. Some rough and tumble fighting,

but so spiced with comedy as to be in no
way offensive.— P. G. Estee, Fad theatre.

Brookings, S. D.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

Lights of New York, with a special

cast.—Patrons did not like this one. Fell

flat.—G. Strasser Sons, Emblem theatre.

Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

Arabian Love, with John Gilbert.

—

Five reels. Another good sheik picture.

Pleased my patrons about 90%. If your
patrons like this kind of picture play it.

as it will please.—H. M. Retz, Strand
theatre, Lamont, Iowa.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Brass Commandments, with William
Farnum.—At last our William in the
habiliments that made popular with
Zane Grey fans and the like when Riders
of the Purple Sage, Rainbow Trail, etc..

first ran. It pleased.— P. G. Estee, Fad
theatre, Brookings, S. D.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Pawn Ticket 210, with Shirley Mason.
—On an average with her other pictures.

—Olen Revnolds, Pearl theatre, Hymera.
Ind.—Small town natronage.

Oathbound, with Dustin Farnum.

—

Will pass on a double feature bill or with
good fillers. We consider it poor enter-
tainment.—T. A. Shea, Palace theatre,
McGehee, Ark.—Neighborhood patron-
age. .

-

Oathbound, with Dustin Farnum.—Not
as rotten as the last three or four of his

I have shown, which isn't much of a

boost. Both of the Farnums are a total

loss to me and you have to pay twice as
much for their stuff as you do for good
pictures. A heluva joke, I calls it—Wm.
E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre. Neillsville,
Wis.—Small town patronage.

For Big Stakes, with Tom Mix—Pic-
ture just fair. Has more action than a
serial, but very improbable story. It

pleased about 75%. Has some great cam-
era work and a whirlwind of action in the
last reel. Five reels.—W. Cruikshank,
Classic theatre, Mitchell. Ont., Can.—
Neighborhood patronage.

The Fast Mail, with Charles J ones.

—

Nothing more than a program picture.
Would make a good Saturday night show
if you don't pay too muc^ —Jess LeBrun,
Cort theatre, Decatur, Ind.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Just Tony, with Tom Mix.—Good.
Drew all the kids, and Mamma and
Daddy too.—J. A. Shea, Palace theatre,
McGehee, Ark.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

Just Tony, with Tom Mix.—Here it
one that my patrons raved over. It

pleased them all whether they like Mix
or not. Attendance good. Advertising,
lobby and six sheets.—A. Mitchell, Dixie
theatre, Russellville. Ky.—Small town
patronage.

Just Tony, with Tom Mix.—A remark-
ably clean, interesting Western drama of
a general appealing type. Got people
who usually dislike Westerns. Horse
and direction are wonderful. Good for
the best house in the land. The kind
that boosts business.—Ben L. Morris,
Temple theatre, Bellaire, Ohio.—General
patronage.

Riding with Death, with Charles Jones.—Good Western with action and sus-
pense.—M. D. Foster, Gem theatre, Wil-
liamsburg, Kans.—General patronage.

Mixed Faces, with William Russell-
Average Russell program picture. Excel-
lent in spots. It loses its punch where
the rabid reformers win out. It will

please the purity league 100%.—J. D.
Watnock, Luna theatre, Battle Creek,
Iowa.—Neighborhood patronage.
Money to Burn, with William Russell.—This was a dandy little picture for us.

Just enough comedy to keep them jolly.

We have just commenced running Fox
Educationals. Would report these very
satisfactory.—G. R. Williams. Avon the-

atre, Cincinnatus, N. Y.—General patron-
age.

West of Chicago, with Charles Jones.—Good where Westerns are liked.—T. A.

shea. Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

West of Chicago, with Charles Jones.—A splendid offering of this star's.

Pleased 100%, and drew a nice business.
—W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre, Aberdeen,
Miss.—Neighborhood patronage.

Shackles of Gold, with William Far-

num.—Can't give this much. The lead-

ing woman in this picture is terrible.

—

J. Winninuer. Davison theatre, Waupun,
Wis.—General patronage.

Queen of Sheba, with Betty Blythe.—
This is not a small town picture. Would
probably have gotten by without loss

except for strong opposition in way of

street carnival.—T. A. Shea, Palace the-

atre. McGehee, Ark.—Neighborhod pat-

ronage.

Smiles Are Trumps, with Maurice
Flynn.—Five reels. Just a fair program
picture. Condition of film rather old.

out of Toronto office.—Walter H. Mus-
son. Queens theatre. Hespeler, Ont., Can.

—Small town patronage.

The Last Trail, with a special cast.—
Fine picture. Splendid cast. I played it

two davs as a special and pleased them
all. Better than some of the "wonders."
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New Ones I Have Seen

ANOTHER MAN'S SHOES (Universal) with Herbert Rawlinson.—A well g
= produced program picture with a rather interesting story. However, the pro- 3
g ducers seem to be hc-ving a run on boot and shoe titles. We know one entitled 3
g "Other Men's Shoes," the other day we saw a state right feature called "Other §
= Men's Boots," and we are now waiting one with the caption: "Another g
g Flapper's Overshoes."—Wm. H. Creal, Suburban theatre, Omaha, Neb.

BELLA DONNA (Paramount) with Po'.a Negri.—Have not played this, g
g have merely seen it, and predict it will be a winner financially simply because g
5 it is going to cause a lot of talk and because she has got Swanson beat when g
= it comes to wearing the clothes.—Sterling theatre, Greeley, Colo.

BELLA DONNA (Paramount) with Pola Negri.—A finely produced and g
g vividly enacted story of the Theda Bara type. If this kind is liked in your 3
g neighborhood it should get you big money.—Wm H. Creal, Suburban theatre, g
jj Omaha, Neb.

GLIMPSES OF THE MOON (Paramount) with a special cast.—Have seen, g
3 not yet exhibited. Will also get money on opening but will not be the hit of 3
g "Bella Donna" by any means. Nita Naldi runs away with the honors. David g
g Powell second. Watch out for censors.—Sterling theatre, Greeley, Colo.

SAFETY LAST (Pathe) with Harold Lloyd.—This picture surpasses all g
3 his previous efforts at comedy and contains thrills which will resurrect all the g
g dead ones in your town. I predict that the men will laugh and roar, the chil- g
g dren will shriek and the women will faint away when viewing this.—Wm. H. =
g Creal, Suburban theatre, Omaha, Neb.

—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,

Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

A Stage Romance and Shackles of

Gold, with William Farnum.—The big-

gest piece of cheese ever put in a can.

Mail Fox a check for these and tell him
to keep 'em. "The 'pleasure' is all yours."
—Geo. H. Koch, Perkins theatre, Holton,
Kans.—Small town patronage.

A Connecticut Yankee, with Harry My-
ers.—Good picture. Pleased the few who
saw it. Failed to draw.—T. A. Shea.
Palace theatre. McGehee, Ark.—-Neigh-

borhood patronage.

A Connecticut Yankee, with Harry My-
ers.—Very good picture. Plenty of high
class comedy. Will please most any au-

dience but the print I got was horrible,

which of course spoiled the whole show,
but the exchange got theirs.— C. H. Simp-
son, Princess theatre, Millen. Ga.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Honor First, with John Gilbert.—Very-

good.— C. R. Beechler, Iris theatre, St.

Johns, Mich.—Neighborhood patronage.

Youth Must Have Love, with Shirley

Mason.—If your people like Shirley they
ought to like this one.—Wm. E. Trags-
dorf, Trags theatre, Neil'-ville, Wis.

—

Small town patronage.

Youth Must Have Love, with Shirley

Mason.—Rather a new role for Shirley,

but she seemed to please our people.

Pretty good picture.— P. G. Estee, Fad
theatre. Brookings, S. D.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Whatever She Wants, with Eileen

Percy.—A good light comedy. Cast

good. Will please.—Bert Silver, Silver

Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE FAST MAIL, with Charles

Jones.
—"Gosh, Buck, you shore

wuz a fast male all right and in

yore old cowpuncher stunts I alluz

did kinder like yer, but say, Old
Timer, where did yer larn them
Harry Loyed mellerdrammaer
holts? Why yer nacherlly got that

city dude chased clear off the

range.
"And say, Buck, if ye've got any

more hell-poppin* plays like this

yere one jest don't count on me to

report it 'cause my heart's weak.
That drammy was one dang hair

razer right after another and I had
to duck my head and pull leather
every time yer got to skiddin' off

some train or the likes.

"But say, Buck, I'm sort o' riled

at yer 'cause my gal, Raw Hide
Rosey, threw me over last night.

She says she's going to lope down
to Californy, look yer up and
cinch up to a real man, and me the
champeen buckeroo of Ideeho, too.

That's what a guy gits for taking
his best gal to see one o' them fast

male movie stars anyhow. It's

shore h ."—Alkali Ike, for the
Rex News, Rex theatre, Salmon,
Idaho.

The Devil Within, with Dustin Far-
num.—Gruesome picture that pleased
about half the audience. Nothing extra.
—M. D. Foster. Gem theatre, Williams-
burg, Kans.—General patronage.

Shame, with a special cast.—Good, but
did not please generally.—J. Winninger.
Davison theatre, Waupun, Wis.—General
patronage.

Men of Zanzibar and Money to Burn,
with William Russell.—Might possibly be
called fair. You will need a fast moving
comedy with both these.—Geo. H. Koch.
Perkins theatre, Holton, Kans.—Small
town patronage.

Children of the Night, with William

Russell.—Very odd sort of story which
pleases about 50%.—J. Winninger. Davi-

son theatre, Waupun, Wis.—General pat-

ronage.

Iron to Gold, with Dustin Farnum.

—

An extra good program picture. Star

always satisfactory here.—Bert Silver.

Silver Family theatre Greenville, Mich.

—General patronage.

Jackie, with Shirley Mason.—Good
program picture that pleased majority.

—

M. D. Foster, Gem theatre, Williamsburg.
Kans.—General patronage.

Over the HilL with Mary Carr.—We
played this five days a year ago and this

year played it two days repeat to fair

business. Not bad for a 4,000 town.
There's only one Over the HilL however.

The best ever made of all pictures.—P.

G. Estee. Fad theatre. Brookings, S. D.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Footfalls, with a special cast.—Cut from
a ten reel subject to seven and then

couldn't hold the interest. Picture too

gruesome.—J. Winninger. Davison thea-

tre, Waupun, Wis.—General patronage.

Footfalls, with a special cast.—Any pro-

ducer that puts out a piece of cheese like

this ought to be made to pay each exhibi-

tor that runs it. As near to nothing as

it is possibe to make anything.—Geo. H.
Koch. Perkins theatre. Holton, Kans.

—

Small town patronage.

Goldwyn
Broken Chains, with Colleen Moore.

—

Knock down, drag out movie, but my pa-

trons said it the best ever, so bear in

mind your clientele before buying. Yes.
business was fine.—E. E. Bair, State the-

atre. Uhrichsville. Ohio.—Small town
patronage.

Hungry Hearts, with a special cast.

—

This picture is no good to be shown to

American people. It is all right in a

Russian Jew town. Lost money on it.

—

John Esterl, Rex theatre. Park Falls.

Wis.—Small town patronage.

A Blind Bargain, with Lon Chaney.

—

Clever picture of its kind. First time we
have ever shown this type of story. Bus-
iness good.—Stevens & DeLeo. Rose the-

atre. Port Townsend. Wash.—General
patronage.

Remembrance, with a special cast.

—

Good heart interest program picture.

Not a special.—S. M. Southworth, Amer-
ican theatre. Cantor N. Y.—Neighbor-
hood and college patronage.

Remembrance, with a special cast.

—

Fell down on this one. Paid as much
for it as we did for The Old Nest, and
it is worth just one-half as much.—Miller
Stanton, Pictureland theatre, Cohocton,
N. Y.—Small town patronage.

Brothers Under the Skin, with a special
cast.—Once in a while a film salesman
calls that really knows his line of prod-
uct. The man that told me to step on
this one gave me the right tip, for my
customers laughed until their sides ached
and business was wonderful.—Stevens &
DeLeo, Rose theatre. Port Townsend,
Wash.—General patronage.

When Romance Rides, with a special
cast.—This pulled me the largest Thurs-
day and Friday I have had this year with
the exception of one or two super-
specials. Advertising 1 sheet, 3 sheet,
pnotos and slide.—Geo. H. Koch. Ferkins
theatre. Holton, Kans.—Small town pat-
ronage.

Come On Over, with Colleen Moore.

—

Ideal small town comedy-drama.—Jas.

Christensen. Star theatre. Sandusky,
Mich.—Small town patronage.

Come On Over, with Colleen Moore.

—

One of the nice ones. You don't have
to hide after playing this one. Business
good. Print good.—Jack Hickey, Jr..

Mermac theatre. New London, Wis.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Come On Over, with Colleen Moore.

—

Extra fine picture. Lots of compliments
from small crowd on St. Patrick's Day.
—Johnson Bros.. Johnsonian theatre, Rip-
ley, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

Doubling for Romeo, with Will Rogers.
—Extra good. Rogers always good.
Have plaved all his pictures.—Jas. Chris-
tensen, Star theatre. Sandusky, Mich.

—

Small town patronage.

The Man from Lost River, with House
Peters.—An excellent North woods pic-

ture. Scenery beautiful. House Peters
does some fine acting in this one. Pa-
trons complimented this feature.—H. G.
Sweet. Royal theatre. Royal Centre, Ind.
—Small town patronaee.

The Man from Lost River, with House
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Peters.—Six reels. A-l lumber jack and
outdoors picture. Will please majority
of audience and that is what we want
when we book program pictures. Don't
be afraid of Goldwyn. Frice is right.

Films in good shape and a square-deal
bunch of fellows.—H. M. Retz, Strand
theatre, Lamont, Iowa.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Branding Iron, with a special cast.

—A fine production. Did not rob us to

play it. Scenery very fine. Good action

and acting. Played this with Ham Ham-
ilton in Poor Boy and pleased 100%.
Film was in fair condition.—Lindrud &
Guettinger, Cochrane theatre, Cochrane.
Wis.—Neighborhood patronage.

Mr. Barnes of New York, with Tom
Moore.—Of all the lemons this one takes

the prize. Patrons demanded their

money back and we gave it to them as

cheerfully as we received it. This is

the third time that I have been stung by
Goldwyn. The first time was Earth-
bound, the second Pardon My French.

I cannot see why Goldwyn expects an
exhibitor to run such junk as this and
still stay in business.—H. E. Holben.
Olympic theatre, Lenox, Iowa.—General
patronage.

Mr. Barnes of New York, with Tom
Moore.—Fair program picture, but not a

regular Tom Moore picture.—Bert Silver,

Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

—General patronage.

The Song of the Soul, with Vivian

Martin.—This is a good show, but the

ending is so tragic that the audience goes
sadly out without comment. Would ad-

vise running a good two reel comedy after

it.—C. E. Hopkins, The Hopkins thea-

tre, Cotter, Ark.—Small town patronage.

Out of the Storm, with a special cast.

—Almost the same as Partners of the

Night, with just one ~- two different

scenes. The rest are alike. If you have
played Partners of the Night, can this.

—

A. C. Betts. Powers theatre. Red Creek.

N. Y.—Small town patronage.

Hodkin6on

The Veiled Woman, with a special cast.

—A very interesting picture that pleased

all.—J. B. Laughlin, Bart's Mecca, Mid-
land, Mich.—Neighborhood patronage.

Bull Dog Drummond, with Carlyle

Blackwell.—One of the poorest pictures

I ever witnessed, but some of my pa-

trons liked it. I'll give up. Ten and
twenty-five cents.—F. E. Sabin, Majestic
theatre, Eureka, Mont.—Small town pat-

ro" -, 're.

Free Air, with a special cast.—Fair

program offering. Good business.—W.
H. Montgomery, Royal theatre, Nor-
borne. Mo.—Small town patronage.

Cameron of the Royal Mounted, with
a special cast.—Good Western full of

the rough stuff. Got me a nice crowd.

—

O. Troyer, Lyric theatre, Rugby, N. D.
—General patronage.

Down Home, with a special cast.

—

Good out door picture and some rough
stuff that my patrons don't like.—O. Tro-
ver, Lyric theatre, Rugby, N. D.—General
patronage.

Desert Gold, with a special cast.—

A

reissue that we had passed by, but one
we knew would get the business. They
turned out to see it and they were "well

pleased. All Zane Grey pictures have
made me money.—W. E. Elkin, Temple
theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Desert Gold, with a special cast.—The
story was running in the weekly paper
so I got a good crowd. It also pleased.

Guess I didn't hear a knocker, but got

A scene from Larry Semon's new Vita-
graph comedy, "The Midnight Cab-
aret."

some comments.—O. Trover, Lyric the-

atre. Rugby, N. D.—General patronage.

The Silent Barrier, with a special cast.

—We advertised Riders of the Dawn and
got this. A search of more than a year's

file of Heralds shows that we are the
only one who ever had it. It is not the
worst picture we ever played, but it was a

joke to those who came out to see Zane
Grey stuff.—Johnson Bros., Johnsonian
theatre, Ripley, N. Y.—Small town pat-

ronage.

Lichtman
Thorns and Orange Blossoms, with a

special cast.—One of the most beautiful

pictures of the season. Did twice as
much as First National's The Dangerous
Age.—A1 Dobbs. Empire theatre, Mineral
Point, Wis.—General patronage.

Rich Men's Wives, with a special cast.

—A picture of the old triangle type with
an unusual twist. A story with a moral.
—Wm. H. Creal, Suburban theatre,

Omaha. Nebr.—Neighborhood patronage.

Rich Men's Wives, with a special cast.

—Not a good box office attraction for

small town, but the film is finely titled

and photography extra good. Story
somewhat far fetched, but nevertheless
it is a good entertainment.—B. C. Brown,
Temple theatre, Viroqua, Wis.—General
patronage.

Metro
Hearts Aflame, with Frank Keenan.

—

A wonderful picture, but made no money.
Attendance good, but rental ate up every
cent. Watch out, Brothers.—E. E. Bair,

State theatre, Uhrichsville, Ohio.—Small
town patronage.

Peg o' My Heart, with Laurette Tay-
lor.—Pleased as well as any picture
shown here in months. Laurette gives
an excellent performance of her famous
Peg. Had bad weather, but pulled them
out nevertheless.—A. LaValla, Commu-
nity theatre. Bethel, Conn.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Quincy Adams Sawyer, with a special
cast.—Weather rotten. Picture did not
draw as it should for this reason. All
those who saw it enjoyed every minute of

the play.—A. V. Stewart, Majestic thea-
tre, Paris, 111.—General patronage.
Quincy Adams Sawyer, with a special

cast.—Played for three days to excellent
business, pleasing our audience. Re-
ceipts for the last day were even larger
than for the first day, which is extremely
unusual. I consider this picture an A-l
box office attraction and am seriously
considering a return showing. This is

something we have never done before.

—

George Caldaies, Palace theatre, El Cen-
tro, Cal.

Crinoline and Romance, with Viola
Dana.—One of the sweetest pictures yet.
Book it, boys, it's there with solid enter-
tainment.—W. J. Wooten, Olympic the-
atre, Canyon, Tex.—General patronage.

Trifling Women, a Rex Ingram pro-
duction.—A wonderful picture for the
higher type of picture goers. Opinions
divided here. Watch your rental price.
Incidentally, I didn't.—E. E. Bair, State
theatre, Uhrichsville, Ohio.—Small town
patronage.

Trifling Women, a Rex Ingram pro-
duction.—My idea of a masterpiece,
which unfortunately does not spell suc-
ces financially. Have had just the same
experience with this and The Prisoner of
Zenda and Quincy Adams Sawyer as my
friend, Meyer, of Hamilton.—Sterling

theatre, Greeley, Colo.—General patron-
age

The Five Dollar Baby, with Viola -

Dana.—Not as good as some of the broth-
ers say. Story highly improbable. While
it has some good points too much kissing
and posing with old Jew. Drags.—S. M.
Southworth. American theatre, Canton, N.
Y.—Neighborhood and college patronage.

TOLL OF THE SEA, with a
special cast.— This picture is

almost inconceivably beautiful,

photography in natural color that
is perfect, the acting and picture

so realistic and beautiful that it

held the audience as if in a spell.

Drew biggest attendance of the
year and pleased all.

It's a real work of art. Any
exhibitor failing to book this pic-

ture is depriving his patrons of a
rare treat.—J. W. BASCOM, Pat-
time theatre, Sisson, Cal.

Missing Husbands, with a special cast.

— Despite the black eye that other exhib-
itors gave this picture, found it rather

good with a very unusual plot. Person-
ally I liked it very much.—C. C. Clen-
denen. Amusu theatre, Marlinton, W. Va.
—Small town patronage.

Forget Me Not, with Bessie Love and
Gareth Hughes.—Production O. K. but
why put Hughes in to take an important
part. He is not handsome and, while
sincere, acts and looks like a sis. Bessie

Love fine.—S. M. Southworth, American
theatre. Canton, N. Y.—Neighborhood
and college patronage.

The Hands of Nara, with Clara Kim-
ball Young.—Like Enter Madame, as

high class a production as we could wish
to see anywhere.—J. B. Laughlin, Bart's

Mecca, Midland, Mich.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Match Breaker, with Viola Dana.
—A clever little comedy-drama that

seemed to please them all.—Clyde Allen,

Casino theatre. Antwerp, N. Y.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Peacock Alley, with Mae Murray.

—

Eight reels. Film in poor shape from
Toronto office Regal Films. Mae is

rather daring to the small town mind.
Personally I thought the picture good.
We did not do average business on this

one.—Walter H. Musson, Queens thea-

tre. Hespeler, Ont., Can.—Small town
patronage.

The Man Who, with Bert Lytell —
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Just a fair program picture which didn't

draw any crowd for me.—O. Troyer,

Lyric theatre, Rugby, N. D—General

patronage.

The Hole in the Wall, with Alice Lake.

—Only a movie and the patrons took it

as such. Rather a poor story and worse
title.—K. H. Sink, Grand theatre, Union
City, Ind.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Four Horsemen, a Rex Ingram
production.—Ran this in the worst bliz-

zard in five years. Did not make any
money, but would have stood them out in

good weather. Ingram in same class as

Griffith. Wonderful production.—W.
Cruickshank, Classic theatre. Mitchell,

Ont., Can.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Fourteenth Lover, with Viola

Dana.—Very good picture. Patrons
raved about this one. Good business.

—

G. Strasser Sons, Emblem theatre, Buf-
falo, N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Saphead, with Buster Keaton.

—

This Keaton picture hurts, as they only
want Keaton in two reelers here.—O.
Troyer. Lyric theatre, Rugby. N. D.—
General patronage.

The Conquering Power, with Rodolph
Valentino.—When we told them that

Valentino was in the cast the public ex-

pected more. A good picture, however.
—K. H. Sink, Grand theatre, Union City,

Ind.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Off Shore Pirate, with Viola Dana.
—Dandy little program picture which
made the crowds laugh.—O. Troyer.
Lyric theatre, Rugby N. D.—General

patronage.

I Can Explain, with Gareth Hughes —
Too much "I can explain." Patrons did

not stay for finish. Poor business.—G.

Strasser Sons, Emblem theatre. Buffalo.

N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

Sherlock Brown, with Bert Lytell.

—

Not as good as others "we have played,

but pleased with a good comedy.—J. B.

Laughlin. Bart's Mecca, Midland, M!ch.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Sherlock Brown, with Bert Lytell.

—

Good picture. Poor business.—G. Stras-

ser Sons, Emblem theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Big Game, with Mae Allison.—Noth-
ing to it. Just five reels of film with my
patrons.—O. Troyer, Lyric theatre.

Rugby, N. D.—General patronage.

A Woman's Hate, with Alice Lake.

—

Fair picture. Not liked by our patrons.

Fair business.—G. Strasser Sons. Emblem
theatre. Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Polly with a Past, with Ina Claire.

—

Six reels of nothing for me. Poor crowd
and some walked out.—O. Troyer, Lyric
theatre, Rugby, N. D.—General patron-

age.

The Prisoner of Zenda. a Rex Ingram
production.—To carelessly report this

picture might be misleading to the small

town exhibitor in that it might influence

him to book it with chances of a financial

loss. From an artistic standnoint I rate

this picture higher than The Four Horse-
men. I think it is Rex Ingram's supreme
triumph, although it is not as elaborate
as The Four Horsemen, but for keen di-

rection I think it is Ingram's best. In
my judgment Miss Terry does the best
work of her career and Lewis Stone's
acting was nothing short of marvelous.
Ramon Navaro carved a niche for him-
self in the hall of movie fame that will

endure as long as the screen itself. He
takes several strides ahead of Valentino
in my judgment. This picture was a box
office disappointment here. Just why, I

am unable to state. Everybody who at-

tended the showing was enthusiastic in

their praise of it, vet it failed to draw
sufficient to make the engagement profit-

able. My guess is that this picture is

being oversold to the small town exhibi-

tors, at least it was to me, and I would
advise exhibitors to watch their step

when buying this production, otherwise
you are apt to be disappointed in financial

results. The picture is in ten reels and
at no time does it drag or fail to hold the

keenest of interest, but it lacks that un-
known "something" that pulls at the

box office. I played it three days at

thirty-five and ten cents. The last night

our light system went out on the sixth

reel and the house was dark for thirty

minutes, but my daughter kept the audi-

ence in good humor with solos and piano-

logues until the lights came on again and
they all stayed to see the finish. Don't

let them tell you this is a small town box
office attraction, for it isn't. It's a big

picture. Yes, I'll swear to that.—J. C.

Jenkins, Auditorium theatre, Neligh,

Nebr.—General patronage.

Paramount
Racing Hearts, with Agnes Ayres.

—

This is a good one and will please all.

Clean as a hound's tooth and has lots of

entertainment in it. Buy it right and go
to it.—R. A. Shobe. Kentland theatre,

Kentland, Ind.—Neighbohhood patronage.

Racing Hearts, with Agnes Ayres.

—

Swell entertainment. Fell in love with

Agnes with her bobbed hair, pep and
beauty. Richard Dix made a lot of friends

here. Theodore and his cigar pal as

lovable as ever, and O, Man, what an
automobile race. Crowd applauded again

and again. On the last lap Agnes runs

out of gas, Dix bumps her car over the

line to a winning finish and takes a thrill-

ing spill. Crowd yelled. Thrills, action,

comedy, story, photography and a per-

fect ending. Three days to big business

at 10 and 40 cents.—George A. Rea, Co-

lonial theatre, Washington, C. H., O.

Java Head, with Leatrice Joy.—If

Paramount splits the program in your

town be sure your competition gets this.

It's too bad, too, that it flopped, as we
certainly got behind it—E. E. Bair, State

theatre, Uhrichsville, Ohio.—Small town
patronage.

Java Head, with Leatrice Joy.—Per-
sonally my idea of a very fine picture.

Something different. Atmosphere wonder-
ful. Evidently not many fans want any-

thing "different." Should be played up
as appealing to your highbrows.—Sterl-

ing theatre, Greeley, Colo.—General pat-

ronage.

The Nth Commandment, a Cosmopoli-
tan production.—Another eight part pic-

ture that should have been in five reels.

Miss Moore had nothing to work on.

Patrons walked out. Paramount is mak-
ing too many of these so called specials

which are not even good program pic-

tures.—R. A. Shobe, Kentland theatre,

Kentland, Ind. — Neighborhood patron-

age..

Drums of Fate, with Mary Miles

Minter.—Fair program picture. Much
better than the average program picture

of Paramount has been in the past.

—

Sterling theatre, Greeley, Colo.—General
catronage.

Adam and Eva, with Marion Davies.

—

This is one of those eight reelers that

should be put into five reels. Too many
close ups of Miss Davies and not enough
of good acting. About 75%.—R. A.
Shobe, Kentland theatre, Kentland, Ind.

—Neighborhood patronage.

Anna Ascends, with Alice Brady.

—

Very good program picture. Alice is
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Theodore Roberts as "Grumpy" and Charles Ogle as his attendant, in a scene from
the Paramount production, "Grumpy."

delightful and is exceptionally good in

this role.—Guy S. Goodrich, Grand the-

atre, Grand Ledge, Mich.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Ebb Tide, with James Kirkwood.

—

This seemed to be a flivver and patrons
said so when they went out. It makes a

fellow feel like hiding when your show
is out with such reports.—R. A. Shobe,
Kentland theatre, Kentland, Ind.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Ebb Tide, with James Kirkwood.

—

Very good South Sea picture. Plot good,
but patrons did not like the ending. Why
not more of Jacqueline?—Guy S. Good-
rich. Grand theatre, Grand Ledge, Mich.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Ebb Tide, with James Kirkwood.

—

An unusual sea story and one which will

hold your patrons' interest from start to

finish. It is well produced and the act-

ing is up to standard.—Wm. H. Creal,

Suburban theatre, Omaha, Nebr.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Dark Secrets, with Dorothy Dalton.

—

Fair program bill. Pleased patrons better
than I personally thought it would. Not
the typical Dalton vehicle by any means.
—Sterling theatre, Greeley, Colo.—G°n-
ral patronage.

Thirty Days, with Wallace Reid.—Reid
is a good drawing card for us. Played
to full house two nights.—Guy S. Good-
rich. Grand theatre. Grand Ledge. Mich.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Thirty Days, with Wallace Reid.— It is

probably because of Wally's phys'cial

condition that the director did not re-

quire of him to do much real action, but
the picture pleases reasonably well.— K.
H. Sink, Grand theatre. Union City, Ind.

—Neighborhood patronage.

Back Home and Broke, with Thomas
Meighan.—Good picture. In fact, worth
more to the exhibitor than most of their

so-called specials.—T. A. Shea, Palace
theatre, McGehee, Ark. —- Neighborhood
patronage.

Pink Gods, with Bebe Daniels.—Good
picture. Pleased about 80%. Some didn't

like the ending.—Guy S. Goodrich. Grand

theatre. Grand Ledge. Mich.— Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Good Provider, a Cosmopolitan
production.—A good picture that flopped
miserably in my town. Was liked by
some and others did not care for it.—W.
J. Powell, Lonet theatre. Wellington.
Ohio.—Small town patronage.

When Knighthood Was in Flower,
with Marion Davics.—Good picture of its

kind but not the kind for small town, at

lea.-t this one. Doubled advertising, billed

heavy, and only enough came to pay
advertising and house expense. Charged
film rental to experience account and
swore off. No more costume pictures for

me.—E. J. Milhon, Cozy theatre. Hazel-
wood, Ind.

When Knighthood Was in Flower.
with Marion Davics.—You couldn't ex-
pect to show a better picture. Very, very
fine. Showed at fifty-five cents. Twelve
reels.—F. E. Sabin. Majestic theatre.

Kurcka. Mont.—Small town patronage.

The Crimson Challenge, with Dorothy
Dalton.— Plenty of western stuff in this

to suit the average fan.—B. C. Brown.
Temple theatre. Viroqua. Wis.—General
patronage.

The Young Rajah, with Rodolph
Valentino.—Lost badly on this as it cost

me too much. I do not blame Valentino
for not wishing to appear as star in such
a feature as this. He didn't have a chance.

—S. M. Southworth. American theatre.

Canton. N. Y.—Neighborhood and Col-

lege patronage.

The Cradle, with Ethel Clayton. — A
pretty good offering which with the last

of the second series of "Leather Pushers"
made a good program. No kicks.—B. C.

Brown. Temple theatre, Viroqua, Wis.

—

General patronage.

Kick In, with a special cast.—A good
crook story that will please everyone.
Here is a sure winner. Attendance good.
—D. A. Beck. Rialto theatre, Bayard,
Nebr.—Small town patronage.

The Pride' of Palomar, a Cosmopolitan
production.—This was a dandv and
Joseph Dowl :ng did some fine work. Also

Marjory Daw. This story will stand

quite a good boost and please anywhere.
The horse race is second to none. While
the six sheet looks like a Western and
misleads, 1 would suggest a banner for

this one. It will please and make you
money. Eight reels, full.—Jack Cairns,

Brooklyn theatre, Detroit, Mich.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

On the High Seas, with Dorothy Dal-

ton.—A very fair program picture and
nothing else. Don't pay too much for it.

It will please about 60%.—R. A. Shobe,
Kentland theatre. Kentland, Ind.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

On the High Seas, with Dorothy Dal-

ton.—A sea story a little above the ordi-

nary program feature. Drew well for us.

—Wm. H. Creal, Suburban theatre,

Omaha, Nebr.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Old Homestead, with Theodore
Roberts.— Little above average program
offering. Not the big special they bill

it for. Failed to make film rental. Para-

mount can make us the sucker, but no
chance for us to pass it along.—T. A.

Shea, Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Old Homestead, with Theodore
Roberts —The Old Homestead is a pic-

ture somewhat different from the so-

called specials in that it pleases the

masses. There is something in it that

draws and pulls at the heart strings.

Many of my patrons told me that it was
the most pleasing story they had seen in

a long time. Its only fault is in length.

Most big stories could be told in five

reels. If such was the case we could put

on a more varied program. However,
when you play this one promise them a

big treat. The story is there. It's up to

you.—Jack Cairns, Brooklyn theatre. De-
troit, Mich.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Old Homestead, with Theodore
Roberts.—A real feature. Follows the

play closely and will please 100%. We
used five hundred postal cards to adver-

tise this picture and broke our house

record for two days. The heralds on this

feature are very attractive and will help

put over this picture.—C. C. Hubert.

•Newark Opera House, Newark, Del.

—

College town patronage.

Making a Man, with Jack Holt—More
people than on any we have had recently

said they liked this. Holt as the rich

snob who finally sees the light is great.

Story has interest and appeal all the way.

—Ben. L. Morris. Temple theatre, Bel-

laire, Ohio.—General patronage.

Making a Man, with Jack Holt—

A

very good program picture. Holt draws
good here.—Guy S. Goodrich. Grand the-

atre. Grand Ledge. Mich.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Making a Man, with Jack Holt—Very
entertaining film. In spite of slight im-

probabilites it pleased and it got some
good laughs. Jack Holt is just the type

for this part in a picture.—E. W. Werner,
Warwick theatre, Kansas City, Mo.

Burning Sands, with Milton Sills.—

A

desert story by Arthur Weigall. The
story is somewhat like The Sheik. The
picture is good and will please all who
see it. but lacks the drawing power of

The Sheik. We did a very profitable

business for two days at seventeen and
twenty-eight cents.—C. C. Hubert. New-
ark Opera House, Newark. Del.—General
patronage.

Clarence, with Wallace Reid. — Fine

picture. Work of all good. Direction

and story good. Only drawback, poor

Wallv dead.—S. M. Southworth. Ameri-
can "theatre, Canton, N. Y.—Neighbor-

hood and College patronage.

Clarence, with Wallace Reid.— Very
good. The character somewhat away
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from his average automobile story.

Pleased a good crowd and got some jack.

Jack Cairns, Brooklyn theatre, Detroit.

Mich.—Neighborhood patronage.

Miss Lulu Bert and Back Pay.— Both
of these pictures are good and pleased.

The photography a little dark in Back
Pay, the only fault we could find.—Jack

Hickey, Jr., Mermac theatre, New Lon-

don, Wis.—Neighborhood patronage.

Miss Lulu Bett, with a special cast.

—

An extra good program picture of the

Mary-Ann-of-kitchen-slavey type. It has

human appeal. Has no excitement nor

thrill power. Theodore Roberts is good
in this and Lois Wilson, Milton Sills and

Helen Ferguson all do splendid work.

It's in six reels.—Philip Rand, Rex the-

atre, Salmon, Idaho.—General patronage.

The Bride's Play, with Marion Davies.

—Just an ordinary program picture. Part

of it is a costume play, which does not

please the regular movie fan.— C. C. Hu-
bert. Newark Opera House. Newark, Del.

—College town patronage.

Her Gilded Cage, with Gloria Swanson.

—Very good. Used Keaton in The Elec-

tric House with this and made a dandy
program. Everybody satisfied.— R. E.

Siebert, World theatre. Mineral Point,

Wis.—Neighborhood patronage.

Our Leading Citizen, with Thomas
Meighan. — This picture will take ex-

ceptionallv well in a small town if prop-

erly advertised. Your patrons will be

satisfied after seeing this picture. Fair

crowd—D. A. -Beck. Rialto theatre. Bay-

ard, Nebr.—Small town patronage.

Our Leading Citizen, with Thomas
Meighan.—My audience enjoyed every

foot of it. If all pictures were as good

as this there would be full houses all the

time.—Galli-Curci theatre. Margaretville,

\T . Y—Small town patronage.

Our Leading Citizen, with Thomas
Meighan.—A good picture but did not

draw as Meighan is no drawing card

here.—E. J. Milhon, Cozy theatre. Hazel-

wood, Ind.

Nice People, with -Wallace Reid.—

A

good picture with a good moral. Patrons

liked Reid in this role.—Guy S. Goodrich.

Grand theatre. Grand Ledge. Mich.—
Neighborhood patronage.

For the Defense, with Ethel Clayton.

—

Pretty good program picture.—C. F.

Kreighbaum, Paramount theatre. Ro-
chester, Ind.—General patronage.

The Ghost Breaker, with Wallace Reid.

—Boys, book this one. It gets the crowd
and it pleases them after they are in.

Walter Hiers is good in black face in

this storv. Full of pep and laughter.

—

M. J. Babin, Fairyland theatre, White
Castle, La.—General patronage.

The Great Impersonation, with James
Kirkwood.—Good. A little old. but a fine

production. Print good.—J. Winninger.
Davison theatre, Waupun, Wis.—General
patronage.

Beauty's Wcrth, with Marion Davies.

—Did not get to see this picture, but
comments generally were most satisfac-

tory. Two patrons considered it the best

picture we have had this year.—Horn and
Morgan, Star theatre Hay Springs. Nebr.
—Small town patronage.

Beauty's Worth, with Marion Davies.

—

Here :
s good entertainment. Some of the

sets as good as any super-special. Sold
to me for program price.—J. Winninger.
Davison theatre. Waupun, Wis.—General
patronage.

To Have and to Hold, with a special
ast.—Good picture to fair business. Cos-
tume, but they will like it.—T. A. Shea.

Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

To Have and to Hold, with a special

cast.—Wonderful production. Compson
and Lytell are adorable. Pleased 100%
of audience.—Guy S. Goodrich. Grand
theatre, Grand Ledge, Mich.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

To Have and to Hold, with a special

cast.—Excellent picture. Acting very
good. Pleased all.—March Burns, Fam-
ily theatre. Batavia, N. Y.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Imposs ble Mrs. Bellew, with
Gloria Swanson. — Pleased 100%. A
wonderful picture in all respects. Star
exceptionally good in this part.—Guy S.

Goodrich, Grand theatre. Grand Ledge,
Mich.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Impossible Mrs. Bellew, with
Gloria Swanson.—A very fine picture.

Satisfied them all. Splendid cast. Good
story-—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre.
Greenville. Mich.—General patronage.

Boomerang Bill, with Lionel Barry-
more.—Reformed crook picture. Some
of the scenes made our audience g

;ggle.

as they show prison life such as it is not.

—J. Winninger. Davison theatre. Wau-
pun. Wis.—General patronage.

The Cowboy and the Lady, with a
special cast.—A good Saturday night pic-

ture that pleased a mixed audience. Went
well with a Semon comedy. No kicks
came from the patrons on this one.—M.
J. Babin. Fairyland theatre. White Castle.
La.—General patronage.

The Cowboy and the Lady, with a
special cast.—A good Western and a
good drawing card. Some fine scenes
and a well connected story.—B. C.
Brown, Temple theatre. Yiroqua. Wis.

—

General patronage.

_ The Green Temptation, with Betty
Compson.—A very fine picture with a
strong cast. We played at our regular
admissions, ten and twenty-five cents, but
bel eve we could have satisfied with a
raise of price to thirty-five cents.—Hern

A scene from "Her Fatal Millions,*'

Metro production featuring Viola
Dana.

& Morgan, Star theatre. Hay Springs,
Nebr.—Small town patronage.

The Green Temptation, with Betty
Compson.—Extra good program picture.

Drew fair business with last episode of

The Timber Queen.— Johnson Bros.,

Johnsonian theatre, Ripley, N. Y.—Small
town patronage.

The Green Temptation, with Betty
Compson.—Truly a wonderful production
and drew a splendid business in face of
cold weather. Pleased 100% and the
story was just the kind my patrons like.

—W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre. Aberdeen,
Miss.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Man Unconquerable, with Jack
Holt.—A very interesting story with
some good action. Drew a good crowd
in spite of bad weather.—D. A. Beck.
Rialto theatre. Bayard. Nebr. — Small
town patronage.

The Man Unconquerable, with Jack
Holt.—One picture that is a little differ-

ent and pleased all. Consider this as
good as some others that are sold as
specials, and we bought this on program
price.—Geo. W. Ferguson & Son, Royal
theatre, Fairmount. Ind. — Small town
patronage.

Bought and Paid For, with a special
cast.—The play is the thing. No big
sets or special drawings for title, but a
story that pleased.—J. Winninger. Davi-
son theatre, Waupun, Wis.—General pat-
ronage.

The City of Silent Men, with Thomas
Meighan.—An excellent picture. Pleased
100%.—Maynard L. Sandell, Simplex the-
atre, Stratford. Iowa.—Small town pat-
ronage.

The City of Silent Men, with Thomas
Meighan.—This is a good picture with a
good star, but for some reason we cannot
make any money with Paramount pic-

tures.—R. Ross Riley. Wigwam theatre.

Oberlin. Kans.—General patronage.

Cappy Ricks, with Thomas Meighan.

—

Played to the biggest house we have had
this winter. It is as good if not better
than the average feature.—Miller Stanton.
Pictureland theatre. Cohocton. N. Y.

—

Small town patronage.

Cappy Ricks, with Thomas Meighan.

—

Pleased universally. Meighan at present
seems to be about as good a star as Para-
mount has now.—J. Winninger, Davison.
Waupun, Wis.—General patronage.

Cappy Ricks, with Thomas Meighan.

—

A good sea story.—John Esterl, Rex
theatre. Park Falls, Wis.—S.nall town
patronage.

The Ghost in the Garret, with Dorothy
Gish.—Here is a dandy comedy-drama
marred by a poor print. Had about six-

teen breakdowns, which is something
very unusual here.—E. J. Laqua, Gem
theatre. Hankinson. N. D.—General pat-

ronage.

Moran of the Lady Letty, with
Dorothy Dalton and Rodolph Valentino.
—Not a special, but pleased. Valentino
should have been featured above Dalton.

—J. Winninger. Davison theatre. Wau-
pun. Wis.—General patronage.

Civilian Clothes, with Thomas Meighan.
—Had many good comments—this from
the men. but the women thought it

rather suggestive in a few of the titles.

—

E. J. Laqua, Gem theatre. Hankinson. N.
D.—General patronage.

The Ordeal, with Agnes Ayres.— A
good enough program picture, but Ayres
has no drawing power for me.—Wm. E.

Tragsdorf. Trags theatre. Neillsville. Wis.
—Small town patronage.

The Valley of Silent Men, a Cosmo-
politan production.— Star is cast in right
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role. Wonderful scenery. Pleased about

95%.—Guy S. Goodrich, Grand theatre,

Grand Ledge, Mich.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Blood and Sand, with Rodolph Valen-

tino.—Very poor story, but it drew good
crowds. Use plenty of advertising space

and you will get by with this one.—D. A.

Beck, Rialto theatre, Bayard, Nebr.

—

Small town patronage.

The Sheik, with Rodolph Valentino.

—

Good. No kicks on this one. Pleased

100%.—E. L. Golden, Mt. Vernon the-

atre, Tallassee, Ala.—Small town pat-

ronage.

The Face in the Fog, with Lionel

Barrymore.—Picture very good, but did

not draw. — Tensas Amusement Co.,

Blackman theatre, St. Joseph, La.—Small

town -patronage.

Across the Continent, with Wallace
Reid.—The best evening's entertainment

here in a long time. Just the right kind

of picture and star to stimulate trade.

Pleased all. Played Semon in The Bell

Hop with it at ten and thirty-five cents.

—

Jack Hickey, Jr., Grand theatre. New
London, Wis.—Neighborhood patronage.

An Old Fashioned Boy, with Charles

Ray.—One of Ray's poorest. Plot was
shallow and acting very poor.— Maynard
L. Sandell, Simplex theatre, Stratford.

Iowa.—Small town patronage.

The Man From Home, witli James
Kirkwood.—A nice picture that pleased

to fair business. Print good. Charged
ten and twenty cents.—Jack Hickey, Jr.,

Mermac theatre, New London, Wis.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Testing Block, with William S.

Hart.— 1 finally was able to eat pork
chops after I played a Paramount picture.

This is the first time that I didn't show
in red ink on a Paramount. Sounds
funny, but it is a fact. The audience went
out well satisfied with this offering. Hart
gives us some of his old time action in

this, which is what we want in Westerns.
— E. J. Laqua, Gem theatre, Hankinson,
N. D.—General patronage.

Fool's Paradise, a Cecil B. DeMille
production.—Here is one of the most
entertaining pictures I have ever had the

pleasure of presenting. A DeMille super-

special rightly named. It has the sub-
stance of a dozen ordinary pictures. If

you get them in you will surely please
your patrons.—B. C. Brown, Temple the-

atre, Viroqua, Wis.—General patronage.

A Prince There- Was with Thomas
Meighan.—This, in my estimation, is

Meighan's poorest picture. It will just

get by. No praise. Ten and twenty-five
cents.—F. E. Sabin. Majestic theatre,

Eureka, Mont.—Small town patronage.

Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford, a Cosmo-
politan production.—Although old, print
was good and film drew well and pleased
practically all of them.—A. LaValla, Com-
munity theatre, Bethel, Conn.—General
patronage.

Borderland, with Agnes Ayres. — If

anybody tells you this is a poor picture
forget it. I am sorry for those who
can't enjoy the beautiful. Remember that
you can buy it cheap, but remember also
that you can boost it. It is different from
the usual run of photoplays and while it

is entertaining your patrons it is also
teaching a good lesson.—Mrs. W. M.
Kimbro. Greeland theatre, Greensboro,
Ga.—General patronage.

A Bachelor Daddy, with Thomas
Meighan.— Reports said get it. which I

did, and believe me I am not sorry. As
the town was talking weeks before I

played it. I naturally did a big business.
Print was in bad shape. Seven reels.

—

W. Cruickshank, Classic theatre, Mitchell,
Ont. Can.—Neighborhood patronage.

Rent Free, with Wallace Reid.—This
is the first Reid picture we have run
since his death. Reid being a favorite
here we packed the house and sent all

our patrons away well pleased.— Miller
Stanton, Pictureland theatre, Cohocton,
N. Y.—Small town patronage.

Beyond the Rocks, with Gloria Swan-
son.—A very good picture. This is the
sort of a picture in which my patrons
like to see Valentino. Swanson not much
to look at, but she sure does wear a
bunch of swell clothes. The print, for a
change, was in very good condition.

—

Win. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neills-
ville. Wis.—Small town patronage.

Pathe

Dr. Jack, with Harold Lloyd.—Clean
and entertaining as well as amusing. All
who saw it pleased. Lloyd has never been
a drawing card here, but on this we made
a little money. Play it by all means.—C.
B. Davis, Norwood theatre, Norwood.
Ohio.—Neighborhood patronage.

Dr. Jack, with Harold Lloyd.—As good
and some thought better than Grandma's
Boy. Boost it and sit back and watch
them flock in. I drew them in in spite of
the worst blizzard in years.— B. C. Bur-
den, Gay theatre, Wilcox, Nebr.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Isle of Zorda, with a special cast.

—Who said French actors couldn't act?
This bunch sure can and they also knew
how to stage the play. The photography
is fine, the story great, as only Jules
Verne could write it, and the picture de-
serves a place among the big ones. Book
it sure.— R. Ross Riley, Wigwam theatre,
Oberlin, Kans.—General patronage.

Without Benefit of Clergy, with a
special cast.—No good. No action. You'll
fall asleep on this one.— Ed. J. Fuchs,
Opera House, Marion, Wis.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Heart Line, with a special cast.

—

Very poor. Audience hooted and walked

NORMA TALMADGE in a scene from
her forthcoming First National attrac-

tion, "Within the Law," presented by
Joseph M. Schenck.

out on this.—Ed. J. Fuchs, Opera House,
Marion, Wis.—Neighborhood patronage.

Playgoers
The Woman Who Came Back, with

Evelyn Brent.—Made in England. Story
is good, but cast and action very poor.
You are better off without it.— Ben L.
Morris, Olympic theatre, Bellaire, Ohio.

—

General patronage.

The Ruse of the Rattler, with J. P. Mc-
Gowan.—The star is not good looking,
but he can act, and that means a lot. This
picture will please all who like Westerns.
— R. Ross Riley, Wigwam theatre, Ober-
lin, Kans.—General patronage.

Realart
Everything for Sale, with May Mc-

Avoy.—Good. Will please most any audi-
ence.—J. W. Andresen, Rialto theatre,

Cozad, Nebr.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Speed Girl, with Bebe Daniels.

—

Very improbable story. Would not
recommend this one, boys.—Walter H.
Musson, Queens theatre, Hespeler, Ont
Can.—Small town patronage.

Through a Glass Window, with May
McAvoy.—A nice clean little program
picture that pleased all but failed to draw.
—W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre, Aber-
deen, Miss.—Neighborhood patronage.

Her Winning Way, with Mary Miles
M inter.—Very good comedy-drama. Some
said it was the best show we had had in

some time. Pleased 90%.—Miller Stan-
ton, Pictureland theatre, Cohocton, N. Y.
—Small town patronage.

The Love Charm, with Wanda Hawley.
—Nice little comedy-drama. Drew big-

gest crowd on second night as a pro-

gram picture. Realart fills the bill. You
can buy them right and they nearly

always please.—W. Cruickshank, Classic

theatre, Mitchell, Ont. Can.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Selznick
One Week of Love, with Elaine Ham-

mrestein.—This is one of the best pictures

that I have ever played in my house.

Drew good two nights and will satisfy

everyone who sees it. Get this by all

means and play it just as hard as you
can at advanced admissions.—G. G. May,
I sis theatre, Kanopolis, Kans. — Small
town patronage.

The Secret of the Storm Country, with

Norma Talmadge.—Not a special by any
means, but it gets them in. A good com-
edy will put it over O. K.—E. J. Milhon,
Cozy theatre, Hazelwood. Ind.
The New Moon, with Norma Tal-

madge.—Very well liked. Good business.

—G. Strasser Sons, Emblem theatre, Buf-

falo, N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

Scandal, with Constance Talmadge.

—

Used as double feature. Drew well and

pleased quite generally. — A LaValla,

Community theatre, Bethel, Conn.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Just a Wife, with Roy Stewart.— I don't

know how old this picture is, but the

print was good and the picture was good.

—C. H. Simpson, Princess theatre, Millen,

Ga.—General patronage.

United Artists

Tess of the Storm Country with Mary
Pickford. — A wonderful production.

While it deviates somewhat from the

book, it tells the story in a comprehensive

way. We did a big business for two

days at seventeen and thirty-three cents,

but when we came to figure our profit

we found the rent of the film exceeded

the receipts by about $40.00. If you want

to run a picture for the prestige it gives
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Scene from "An Old Sweetheart of Mine," Harry Garson production based on James
Whitcomb Riley's poem which Metro will present.

you run United Artists, but if you are

looking for profit, small towns better

leave United Artists alone.—C. C. Hu-
bert, Newark Opera House, Newark, Del.

—College town patronage.

Tess of the Storm Country with Mary
Pickford.—Mary certainly came back in

this one. Picture way ahead of the old

Paramount "Tess." Did big business at

advanced admission.—March Burns, Fam-
ily theatre, Batavia, N. Y.—Neighborhood
patronage.

THE RULING PASSION, with
George Arliss.—When you show this

one give all the chronic bellyachers
a free ticket. They will tell you it's

the cleanest and hest picture they
ever saw. It's the one absolutely
perfect picture. Book it and boost
it. When they look you up to shake
hands with you, you can bet they
like it.—R. W. HICKMAN, Lyric
theatre, Greenville, III.

The Ruling Passion, with George
Arliss.—Good picture. Arliss certainly an
honest to God actor. Ran this two days
and lost money. Pleased the few high
brows that saw it.—Geo. H. Koch, Per-
kins theatre, Holton, Kans.—Small town
patronage.

Fair Lady, with Betty Blythe.— Fair
program picture sold as a special. Ex-
hibitor has to work with no accessories
and United Artists gets all the money.
Won't sell you anything but old stuff and
want big money.—Geo. W. Ferguson &
Son, Royal theatre, Fairmount, Ind.

—

Small town patronage.

Through the Back Door, with Mary
Pickford.—A very absorbing play inter-

spersed with comedy that puts it over in

fine shape. Pleased almost everyone that
saw it.—H. G. Stettmund, Jr., Odeon the-
atre, Chandler. Okla.—General patronage.

Universal
The Flirt, with Eileen Percy.—Here is

a real picture and brought good com-
ments from every one that saw it. Best
Jewel I've ever run.—J. W. Heft, Pastime
theatre, Horicon, Wis. — Neighborhood
patronage.

THE FLIRT, with a special cast.

—

Boys, here you are, a tremendous
heart-appeal picture which has noth-
ing left to desire. Plot of great heart
appeal, scenes very desirable, pho-
tography excellent, direction superb.
Now on this picture they boost the

title and the play, and they over-
looked the cast, which one and all

are of stellar magnitude, but I must
mention Eileen Percy and Helen
Jerome Eddy. These two girls give
a clever interpretation of their roles
which does credit to the greatest
actresses of our days.
Much credit is due them in making

this picture a real screen Jewel.
Book it, Boys, it's a winner in every
respect.—J. CARBONELL, Monroe
theatre, Key West, Fla.

The Power of a Lie, with a special
cast.—An intensely interesting picture
and better than program type. Get it for
your better class of trade. Five reels.

Ten and twenty-five cents.—F. E. Sabin,
Majestic theatre, Eureka, Mont.—Small
town patronage.

The Love Letter, with Gladys Walton.—This is a dandy program picture. Plenty
of action. Good print and they all liked
it— C. H. Simpson, Princess theatre,
Millen, Ga.—General patronage.

The Gentleman From America, with
Hoot Gibson.—Universal, forget that "Ed"
stuff and put "Hoot" in its place. Hoot
scores again in a comedy-drama which is

different from the rest. The audience had
many laughs from this and it pleased

them.—E. J. Laqua, Gem theatre, Hankin-
son, N. D.—General patronage.

The Bolted Door, with Frank Mayo.

—

Not up to Mayo's standard. Did not

please here. The poorest fight ever put

in pictures. They were afraid they would
hurt each other.—Jack Hickey, Jr.._Mer-

mac theatre, New London, Wis.—Neigh-

borhood patronage.

One Wonderful Night, with Herbert
Rawlinson.—A pretty good picture in

which Herbert gets a part that he handles

well. Worth running.—Ben. L. Morris,

Olympic theatre, Bellaire, Ohio.— Gen-
eral patronage.

Another Man's Shoes, with Herbert
Rawlinson.—Another good program pic-

ture from Universal. Universal making
better pictures all the time. Can't go
wrong on their pictures. Try them out

and see for yourself.—G. G. May, Isis

theatre, Kanopolis, Kans.— Small town
patronage.

The Flaming Hour, with Frank Mayo.
One of the best Mayos to date. Busi-

ness average.—W. H. Montgomery, Royal
theatre, Norborne, Mo.—Small town pat-

ronage.

The Flaming Hour, with Frank Mayo.
—A very good five reel program, but the

fire works scenes were over done.—Olen
Reynolds, Pearl theatre, Hymera, Ind.

—

Small town patronage.

Under Two Flags, with Priscilla Dean.
—Drew best business we have played to

in a long time. Priscilla Dean always a

good bet. Universal Jewels (the series)

are 95% specials.—Roy McMinn. Capitol

theatre, Superior, Wis.—General patron-
age.

Under Two Flags, with Priscilla Dean.
-—Played at advanced prices and went
over good with those who saw it. Rain
two days kept many away.— Tensas
Amusement Co., 31ackman theatre, St.

Joseph, La.—Small town patronage.

Under Two Flags, with Priscilla Dean.
-—Very good picture. Poor business.—G.
Strasser Sons, Emblem theatre, Buffalo,

N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

Under Two Flags, with Priscilla Dean.
—One of Priscilla's best. Tied up with
American Legion, special orchestra and
quartette, extra advertising, and raised

admission. Went over fine to two days
and school child's matinee. Pleased all.

Better book it.—Geo. W. Ferguson &
Son. Royal theatre, Fairmount, Ind.

—

Small town patronage.

Under Two Flags, with Priscilla Dean.
—A very good picture which drew good
crowd first night, but second night poor
on account of zero weather. People won't
come out here when weather is bad. If

you have not played or have got it

booked, play at advanced admissions.

—

G. G. May, Isis theatre, Kanopolis, Kans.
—Small town patronage.

Kindled Courage, with Hoot Gibson.

—

This feature is a great improvement on
his previous effort Ridin' Wild, and the

Herald reviewer says his next, The
Gentleman From America, is still better.

This picture drew a big Saturday busi-

ness, for us.—Wm. H. Creal, Suburban
theatre, Omaha, Nebr. — Neighborhood
patronage.

Kindled Courage, with Hoot Gibson.

—

Very little action in this one. They come
to see Hoot out in the open spaces mak-
ing flying mounts, and not in such poppy-
cock drivel as this. It seems that after

these ex-cowpunchers have made a pic-

ture or two they get the insane idea that

the rough necks who pay their hard
earned money at the window want to see

them in dress suits. This goes for Tom
Mix and Buck Jones too. If Carl doesn't

get this bird Hoot out in the sagebrush
on a horse pretty soon I'll be off him for

life.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre,

Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

Kindled Courage, with Hoot Gibson.

—

Although this is a very good picture it is

not the real Western stuff that my pa-
trons like to see him in. Put him back
in Westerns.— J. W. Andresen, Rialto

theatre, Cozad, Nebr.— Neighborhood
patronage.

Kindled Courage, with Hoot Gibson.

—

A good Western from all angles.—P. G.
Estee, Fad theatre, Brookings, S. D.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Ridin' Wild, with Hoot Gibson.—Hoot
goes over big for me. A mighty good
picture with good action. Wish I could
get more of them.—H. H. Chase, Elmac
theatre, Maple Rapids, Mich.—Small town
patronage.

Broad Daylight, with a special cast—
The best program picture I have had in

months. Better than most specials. How-
ever no business on this one. If you play
it tell your patrons you have an extra
good picture.—G. G. May, Isis theatre.
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Kanopolis, Kans.—Small town patronage.

Don't Shoot, with Herbert Rawlinson.

— I ran this one two nights with "Robin-

son Crusoe" and some came back the

second night to see it again. A mighty

good picture. Pleased 100%.—H. H.

Chase, Elmac theatre, Maple Rapids,

Mich.—Small town patronage.

The Scarlet Car, with Herbert Rawlin-

son.—Fairly entertaining picture. Story

not quite as well suited to Rawlinson's

style as some of his others, although his

own role is all right. Story carried little

too much suggestion of moral crooked-

ness. Seemed to us unnecessary.— P. G.

Estee, Fad theatre, Brookings, S. D.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Ridin' Wild, with Hoot Gibson.—Just

a fair Gibson picture. Pleased the women
more than the men. To enjoy it one has

to overlook several inconsistencies in plot.

It will get by—VV. J. Powell, Lonet the-

atre, Wellington, Ohio.—Small town pat-

ronage.

Ridin' Wild, with Hoot Gibson.—Satis-

fies—C. R. Beechler, Iris theatre, St.

Johns, Mich.—Neighborhood patronage.

Don't Shoot, with Herbert Rawlinson.

—A nice little program picture with con-

siderable action.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf,

Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.— Small

town patronage.

The Loaded Door, with Hoot Gibson.

—The weakest Gibson I have run.

Seemed to lack the action and pep of

some of his previous ones. Hoot doesn't

hog the camera in this one. Other char-

acters good. — W. Cruickshank. Classic

theatre, Mitchell, Ont. Can.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Loaded Door, with Hoot Gibson.

—

Get it. It's just fine. It will please your
people unless they are dead to good act-

ing.—G. L. Blasingame, Halls theatre.

Halls, Tenn.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Lone Hand, with Hoot Gibson.

—

A good Western with an abundance of

comedy. Everyone liked it.—A LaValla,

Community theatre. Bethel, Conn. —
Neighborhood patronage.

The Lone Hand, with Hoot Gibson.

—

One of Hoot's good ones. Lots of action

and comedy. This should be advertised

as a Western comedy, as that is what it

really is.—W. Cruickshank. Classic the-

atre, Mitchell, Ont. Can.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Wild Honey, with Priscilla Dean.

—

This picture is a lemon. Pleased about
10%. Poor program picture.—J. W. Bas-
com. Pastime theatre, Sisson. Cal.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Wild Honey, with Priscilla Dean.

—

Story of African veldt. Priscilla Dean
one of the best and do not have to sell

your house to buy her pictures. Flood
scenes excellent. Posters very good.

—

Jas. Christensen, Star theatre. Sandusky,
Mich.—Small town patronage.

Man to Man, with Harry Carey.—My
patrons considered this an exceptionally

good Western. I didn't see it, but they
told me they liked it.—A LaValla, Com-
munity theatre. Bethel, Conn.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Man to Man, with Harry Carey.—Good
Western. Posters good help. Prices
reasonable.—Jas Christensen, Star the-

atre, Sandusky, Mich.—Small town pat-

ronage.

The Kentucky Derby, with Reginald
Denny.—A very good picture, but we
have had many better horse racing scenes.

Price rather high at this time. Not a

good box office attraction for me.—B. C.

Brown, Temple theatre, Viroqua, Wis.

—

General patronage.

The Kentucky Derby, with Reginald
Denny.—Very good picture. Well liked.

Fair business.—G. Strasscr Sons, Em-
blem theatre, Buffalo, N. V.— Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Caught Bluffing, with Frank Mayo.

—

Not up to Mayo's standard. Would not
recommend. — Amsbcrry & Leuzinger,
Carthage theatre, Carthage, S. Dak.

—

Small town patronage.

The Storm with House Peters.—One
of the season's best big productions. A
real special that drew big and pleased

them all.—J. W. Bascom, Pastime theatre,

Sisson, Cal.—General patronage.

The Storm with House Peters.—Good
special. Patrons well pleased. Many
favorable comments. Poor business first

night account of storm outside as well as

in. Packed them in second night.—J. J.

Casselman, Colonial theatre, Tracy, Minn.
—Neighborhood patronage.

The Storm with House Peters.—Every-
thing exhibitors say it is. Easy to ex-

ploit. Brings them in and pleases. What
more can one ask?—W. J. Powell, Lonet
theatre, Wellington, Ohio.—Small town
patronage.

Top O' the Mcrning, with Gladys Wal-
ton.—A picture that pleased a fair sized

audience. This is an exceptionally good
picture.—W. R. Holmes, Royal theatre,

Ainsworth, Nebr.—General patronage.

Top O' the Mcrning, with Gladys Wal-
ton.—An exceptionally good Walton pic-

ture. Showed to a good crowd who
appreciated it.—Amsberry & Leuzinger,
Carthage theatre, Carthage, S. Dak.

—

Small town patronage.

Human Hearts, with House Peters.

—

This is one of the kind that makes you
feel like sticking your thumbs in the arm
holes of your vest and saying to every-

body that goes out, "I'm the guy that

runs this picture show." It pleased every-

body, including myself (financially).

—

Clyde Allen, Casino theatre, Antwerp, N.
Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

Human Hearts, with House Peters.

—

A very good picture in seven reels. In

much the same class as Over the Hill. 1

did only fair business owing to rough
weather. My patrons seemed pleased.

—

W. Cruickshank, Classic theatre, Mitchell.

Ont. Can.—Neighborhood patronage.

Human Hearts, with House Peters.

—

Another fine production. Just as good
as The Storm or even better, but not

quite so good an attendance getter. A
100% entertainment for any house.—J.

W. Bascom, Pastime theatre, Sisson. Cal.

—General patronage.

Human Hearts, with House Peters.

—

Very fine picture. Regular advertising

plus heralds. Road conditions very bad.

Played matinee and night. Regular prices,

twenty-two and seventeen cents. Good
box office results.—J. L. Shurtcr. Shadow-
land theatre, Ellenville, N. Y.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Black Bag, with Herbert Rawlin-
son.—Fairly good for mystery picture.

Has suspense and action. People divided

on it. Nothing heavy about it and just

a good program picture.—M. D. Foster,
Gem theatre, Williamsburg, Kans.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Out of the Silent North, with Frank
Mayo.—This did fine business for me. I

believe you can make good with this pic-

ture in any place.—G. L. Blasmgame,
Halls theatre. Halls, Tenn.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Tracked to Earth, w ith Frank Mayo.

—

A Western picture that is free from
saloon, card playing and fight scenes. You
play safe in booking this one.—Maynard
L. Sandell, Simplex theatre, Stratford.

Iowa.—Small town patronage.

Step On It, with Hoot Gibson.—Fair

Western comedy. Only trouble was dark
scenes. My comedy missed train and had
to play this alone, but even then people
seemed satisfied. Some spicy titles in first

reel. Five reels.—W. Cruickshank, Clas-

sic theatre, Mitchell, Ont. Can.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Red Courage, with Hoot Gibson.

—

Every one here likes Hoot Gibson. His
pictures are all good comedy Western, at

least all I have played of them.—F. R.
Meierbachtol, Elysian theatre, Elysian,

Minn.—General patronage.

A Dangerous Game, with Gladys Wal-
ton.—Just a fair five reel program pic-

ture.—Olen Reynolds, Pearl theatre, Hy-
mera, Ind.—Small town patronage.

Nobody's Fool, with Marie Prevost.

—

An excellent little program picture. Marie
is easy to look at and draws good crowds.
-Win. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre,

Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

A Dangerous Little Demon, with Marie
Prevost.—A dandy program picture. Well
liked by those who saw it, but competi-
tive entertainment, such as a free show
by firemen, basket ball tournament, two
dances and banquet, besides other stuff,

knocked me out.—L. V. Feldman, Or-
pluum theatre, Pipestone, Minn.—General
patronage.

The Trap, with Lon Chancy.—Chaney
a real artist. Picture good.—Roy McMinn,
Capitol theatre, Superior, Wis.—General
patronage.

Headin' West, with Hoot Gibson.

—

Here is an A 1 Western feature. Plentjr

of action. Hoot Gibson's smile is win-
ning him many admirers. Very fair

rental, out of Indianapolis.—H. G. Sweet.
Royal theatre, Royal Centre, Ind.—Small
town patronage.

Shattered Dreams, with Miss DuPont
—A nice little picture, but Miss DuPont
doesn't draw for me.—L. V. Feldman,
Orpheum theatre, Pipestone, Minn.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Go Straight, with Frank Mayo.— Pic-

ture is very good. Pleased my patrons.

Sold right. Film good. Ran with Pair

of Kings, Semon.— Fred Paulick, Paulick

theatre, Muscoda, Wis. — Neighborhood
patronage.

Afraid to Fight, with Frank Mayo.

—

Tied up Universale Afraid to Fight star-

ring Frank Mayo with the 107th Motor-
cycle Company, Michigan National
Guard, to a big success for three nights.

The boys got behind this to the tune of

several hundred tickets sold in advance,
assuring the success that resulted. Pic-

ture pleased fine. Mayo a favorite.—J. B.

Laughlin, Bart's Mecca, Midland. Mich.
—Neighborhood patronage.

The Galloping Kid, with Hoot Gibson.

— First picture of this star that I have
had, but I believe that he is a winner and
the touch of humor that he adds to his

Westerns helps a great deal.— B. C. Bur-
den, Gay theatre, Wilcox, Nebr.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Wise Kid, with Gladys Walton.—
Just a good average Walton picture. The
sub-titles on her pictures are all clever

and cause many laughs.—J. J. Kudlacek,
Swan theatre, Swanton, Nebr.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Wise Kid, with Gladys Walton.—
In the feather weight class, but very good
for Saturday. The title writer wins the

laurels and puts it over. From the time

the boob stepped on Gladys' foot and she

exclaimed "Can't you see I'm unconscious
from the ankle down?" the audience was
in a perpetual good humor and left the

show repeating to themselves such ex-

pressions as "When you see me again

Niagara Falls will be running backward"
and "If gloom were a disease you'd be an

epidemic." Come again Miss Walton, and
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Mabel Normand, Winifred Bryson and Leon Barry in a scene from "Suzanna," a Mack
Sennett Production distributed by Allied Producers & Distributors.

bring your genial title editor with you.

—

Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.
—general patronage.

The Wise Kid, with Gladys Walton.—
Lay off of this one as it is too weak for

a house that has run some real ones.

Weak sisters do not get across any more,
even on program nights. They must all

be super-jewels or they kick, and I don't

blame them.— B. C. Burden, Gay theatre,

Wilcox, Nebr.—Neighborhood patronage.

Foolish Wives, with Eric Von Stro-
heim.—I played this two days, which was
two days too many. If you play this

don't promise your people anything
special and don't raise your prices. My
second night drew twenty-two people.
Eleven reels.— W. Cruickshank, Classic

theatre, Mitchell, Ont. Can.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Foolish Wives, with Eric Von Stro-
heim.—Am a little late running this one,

as was afraid of it, but found it to be an
excellent picture of its kind, although 1

did not do a big business on it as the

weather was very cold. If you buy it

advertise it big. I used 24 sheet, 6 l's, 3,

and 6 heralds. Photos 22x28—11x14.—C.
W. Glass, Star theatre, Trenton, Tenn.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Foolish Wives, with Eric Von Stro-
heim.—Blizzard on night preceding show-
ing. Played to town trade only as traffic

was blocked. Packed house before show
started and had 150 standing. Regular
prices, twenty-two and seventeen cents.

—

J. L. Shurter, Shadowland theatre, Ellen-

ville, N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

Foolish Wives, with Eric Von Stro-
heim.—Lay off this one for small towns.
Poor title. Does not draw. Too long.

Patrons got tired.—H. H. Chase, Elmac
theatre, Maple Rapids, Mich.—Small
town patronage.

West is West, with Harry Carey.—

A

good feature. Pleased my audience in

every respect. Should go good in any
theatre, especially where they like West-
ern features.—J. F. Spangler, Globe the-

atre, Beaver, Okla.—General patronage.

Vitagraph
The Ninety and Nine, with Colleen

Moore.—Good program picture which
draws better than average. Paid too much
for it.—Fred Mehaffey, Lyric theatre,

North Bend. Neb.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

The Single Track, with Corinne Griffith.

—One of my patrons said this was the
best picture he ever saw. Pleased 100 per
cent.—H. H. Chase, Elmac theatre, Maple
Rapids, Mich.—Small town patronage.

Too Much Business, with a special
cast.—Good program picture, but can't
see the special part of it. I might be
wrong, but my advice is buy it at a
program price.—Paul H. Fullner, Auditor-
ium theatre, Tilden, Neb.—Neighborhood
patronage.

When Danger Smiles, with William
Duncan.—Very good Western program
picture. Fair business.—G. Strasser
Sons, Emblem theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Restless Souls, with Earl Williams.

—

Just a picture and that's all.—Paul H.
Fullner, Auditorium theatre, Tilden, Neb.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Princess Jones, with Alice Calhoun.—

A

fine picture. It will please the ladies,
children and such men as have some sen-
timent in their souls. It's highly amus-
ing and worthy of a showing in any the-
atre. It's light, yes, it might be termed a
'pretty" story. Of course, the men who
ivant strong melodrama won't care for it.

It's exceptionally clean. Five reels.

—

Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

—General patronage.

THE NINETY AND NINE, with a
special cast.— Biggest business for
over two years. Pleased everyone.
A lu-Iu life-saver, yea, a record
breaker in every respect. Railroad
angle should be played up strong.
Clatworthy's hook-up with Minne-

sota Forester greatest stunt ever put
on a picture. Every exhibitor should
use it. Get the special overstrips
saying: "The greatest forest fire ever
filmed in 'The Ninety and Nine.' See
it and prevent forest fires. (Signed)
Wm. T. Cox, State Forester, Minne-
sota."
The exhibitor who doesn't use this

and use it quick is deaf, dumb and
blind as a bat. Vitagraph paper on
this very effective. Good window
cards. Picture well produced. Thrills

well executed. Gets everyone talking
and boosting. Come on, give us more
of these dog fights that really get
the money.—FRANK C. BUCKLEY,
Princess thea're, Superior, Wis.

The Fighting Guide, with William Dun-
can.—Good program picture. Fast.
Enough comedy to put it over.—Paul H.
Fullner, Auditorium theatre, Tilden, Neb.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Fortune's Mask, with Earle Williams.
—Pleased a small audience. Plenty of
action and an interesting story.—W. J.

Powell. Lonet theatre, Wellington, Ohio.
—Small town patronage.

The Little Wildcat, with Alice Cal-
houn.—Did not think this one as good as
the average Calhoun picture. No unfa-
vorable comments. Miss Calhoun seemed
out of place in this picture. Good busi-
ness on this one.—W. R. Holmes, Royal
theatre, Ainsworth, Neb.—General patron-
age.

My Wild Irish Rose, with Pauline
Starke.-—Picture well liked. Fair busi-
ness.—G. Strasser Sons, Emblem theatre.

Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

My Wild Irish Rose, with Pauline
Starke.—Played this with a Larry Semon
comedy and a tenor soloist and had two
fairly good nights. Don't fail to use a
male vocalist on the song, "My Wild Irish

Rose," about the fourth or fifth reel, as
this puts over the picture in great shape.
—W. J. Powell, Lonet theatre, Welling-
ton, Ohio.—Small town patronage.

State Rights

Only a Shop Girl (C. B. C), with a
special cast.—Opened on a Monday and
turned them away on the last day after

a four-day run. Wonderful box office

attraction that will please your patrons.

—

Al Dobbs, Empire theatre, Mineral Point,
Wis.—General patronage.

Life's Greatest Question (C. B. C),
with Roy Stewart.—Good picture and
drew well. Extra advertising.—Hugh G.
Martin, American theatre, Columbus, Ga.
—General patronage.

The Sagebrush Trail (W. P. E. C),
with Roy Stewart.— Film in good condi-
tion. Good cast, good title. Average
Western.—Roy McMinn, Capitol theatre.

Superior, Wis.—General patronage.

The Sagebrush Trail (W. P. E. C),
with Roy Stewart.—A fair Western that
has real stars.— C. W. Langacher, New
Glarus theatre, New Glarus, Wis.—Gen-
eral patronage.

The World's a Stage (Principal), with
Dorothy Phillips.—Rotten. Might make
a good lecture film on "curse of drink"
for the W. C. T. U. Shows Hollywood
jazz party which hurts industry.—Mars-
den & Noble. Noble theatre, Marshfield,
Ore.—Small town patronage.

What's Wrong With the Women?
(Equity), with a special cast.—Opened up
on a Monday and turned them away and
still turned them away on the last day,
after a four-day run. Very good box
office attraction.—Al Dobbs, Empire the-
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A scene from "Boys to Board," one of the Hal Roach Our Gang comedies which
Pathe will publish on April 8.

atre, Mineral Point, Wis.—General pat-
ronage.

The Beautiful and Damned (Warner
Bros.), with Marie Prevost.—Very good.
Pleased and had many favorable com-
ments. Admission fifteen and twenty-five
cents.—C. W. Glass, Star theatre, Tren-
ton, Tenn.—Neighborhood patronage.

Sure Fire Flint (Mastodon), with
Johnny Hines.—This is a real one. Don't
be afraid of it. Just buy and then ad-
vertise. Film very good.— F. EL Meier-
bachtol, Elysian theatre, Elysian, Minn.
—General patronage.

The Country Flapper (Prod. Sec), with
Dorothy Gish.—Got a front page write-
up on> how rotten the show was. Had to

hide when the show was out. The poor-
est picture in the market today. Stay
away from it.—Jack Hickey, Jr., Grand
theatre, New London, Wis.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Heroes of the Street (Warner Bros.),
with Wesley Barry.—This is a splendid
audience picture and pleased all who saw
it. Did not make any money. Price too
high. Why do these distributors insist

en taking all the box office receipts?—C.
B. Davis, Norwood theatre, Norwood,
Ohio.—Neighborhood patronage.

Rags to Riches (Warner Bros.), with
Wesley Barry.—One of Wesley Barry's
best. Have played several of them and
found them all good.—J. J. Casselman.
Colonial theatre, Tracy, Minn.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Putting It Over (Goldstone), with
Richard Talmadge.—Just have to make
another report on these Talmadge pic-
tures. Come the nearest pleasing every-
body of any picture we can get. The
three rounds in the ring take well.—E. L.
Golden, Mt. Vernon theatre, Tallassee.
Ala.—Small town patronage.

The Broken Silence (Arrow), with a

special cast.—Good Curwood story. While
not the best, it will please all fans of this

type of story. Progress are very fair in

their dealings.—Geo. W. Ferguson & Son.
Royal theatre, Fairmount, Ind.—Small
town patroange.

Parted Curtains (Warner Bros.), with
Henry B. Walthall.—Very good picture.
Well liked. Fair business.—G. Strasser
Sons, Emblem theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

One-Eighth Apache (Arrow), with Roy
Stewart.—A very good picture with no

title. Picture full of action and a good
story. Title should be changed.— M. J.
Babin. Fairyland theatre. White Castle,
La.—General patronage.

The Man from Montana (Goldstone).
with Neal Hart.—A very good program
picture of a Western type.— L. E. Joppa,
Opera Hall, Deerfield, Wis.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Unknown (Goldstone), with Rich-
ard Talmadge.—Played this on a five and
ten cent night and pleased all who saw
it. Many requests from patrons for fur-

ther pictures by Talmadge. Will buy
remainder of series if they can be ob-
tained at same rental price.—W. J. Powell.
Lonet theatre. Wellington. Ohio.—Small
town patronage.

The Unknown (Goldstone), with Rich-
ard Talmadge.— Better than Fairbanks.
Star unknown here, but pleased all thai

saw it. Exceptionally good stunt and
comedy picture.—J. W. Bascom, Pastime
theatre, Sisson. Cal.—General patronage.

The Unknown (Goldstone), with Rich-
ard Talmadge.—When it comes to action
and stunts this new star has them all out-
classed. If you can get them in he'll sat-

isfy and bring them back next time he's

showing.— E. J. Milhon, Cozy theatre,
Hazelwood. Ind.

The Sheriff of Hope Eternal (Arrow),
with Jack Hoxie.—Not Jack's best but a
good Western at that. Ran Lloyd (re-

issue) comedy and Selznick News in

addition and pleased all.—E. J. Milhon,
Cozy theatre, Hazelwood, Ind.

The Desert's Crucible (Arrow), with
Jack Hoxie.—Very good Western. Will
please Hoxie fans.—W. L. Landers, Gem
theatre, Batesville, Ark.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Cowboy King (Aywon), with Big
Boy Williams.—Ordinary picture. Poor
business. Regular advertising.—Hugh G.
Martin, American theatre, Columbus, Ga.
—General patronage.

The Firebrand (Goldstone), with Frank-
lvn Farnum.—Say, if you want one that
will make them laugh, get this one.
Farnum pulls new stunts, and this is one
Western where nobody gets killed, no
blood is shed, but it is full of action. I

am glad we have more of his pictures
booked.—R. Ross Riley, Wigwam the-

atre, Oberlin, Kan.—General patronage.

The Firebrand (Gladstone), with
Franklyn Farnum.—Very pleasing. Frank-

lyn Farnum goes well in light comedy
dramas. Many a good laugh is brought
out in this production.— L. B. Lewis,
Gayety theatre. Ft. Worth, Tex.—Gen-
eral patronage.

The Night Riders (Second National;,
with Albert Ray.—Very good Western
program picture. Good business.—G.
Strasser Sons, Emblem theatre, Buffalo,
N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

A Western Demon (W. P. E. C), with
William Fairbanks.—Not Bill's best, but
w ill please.— H. E. Holben, Olympic the-
atre, Lenox, Iowa.—General patronage.
The Fighting Breed (Aywon), with

Snowy Baker.—Not very good.—C. F.
Krieghbaum, Paramount theatre, Roches-
ter. Ind.—General patronage.

The Road to Arcady (J. W.), with Vir-
ginia Lee.—Good picture. Well liked.

Fair business.—G. Strasser Sons, Emblem
theatre. Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Masked Avenger (W. P. E. cjj
with Lester Cuneo.— First Cuneo for me
and everybody satisfied.—J. B. Laughlin,
Bart's Mecca, Midland, Mich.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Mask (E. & I.), with Jack Holt
—Good program picture with comedy,
thrills and some mystery. Too bad the
director did not give little Mickey Moore
more to do, as he is very capable and
should be in a class with Coogan.

—

Crosby Bros., Lily theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

Rounding Up the Law (Aywon), with
Big Boy Williams.—Good business Sun-
day and Monday program. Big Boy is

coming into his own at my house. Every-
body pleased.—O. W. McClellan, Dream-
land theatre, Pekin, III.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Shadows of Lightning Ridge (Aywon),
with Snowy Baker.—Good Western pic-

ture with a little extra amount of inter-

est. Played with Episode 2 of Plunder.
Best prints ever saw on State Right pic-

ture.— Geo. W. Keys, Majestic theatre,

Johnson City, Tenn.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

The Wildness of Youth (Graphic), with
a special cast.—One of the season's best

society dramas with a new angle. Pleases
HO per cent. Regular program prices.

—

C. R. Hatcher, Grand Opera House,
Meridian, Miss.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

Vocies (Kroner), with a special cast.

—

We are not able to tell if this one was
good or bad as the film we are getting
from this exchange is in very bad con-

dition and we are getting only about
half of each subject.—Geo. J. Kress, Hud-
son theatre, Rochester, N. Y.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

A Desert Bridegroom (Arrow), with

Jack Hoxie.—Hoxie is growing in popu-
larity with every picture. Can be counted
on as a good box office attraction. This
picture pleased.—L. B. Lewis, Gayety the-

atre, Ft. Worth, Tex.—Transient patron-

age.

Dangerous Toys (Federated), with Wil-

liam Desmond.— If you book this one be

sure and get all of the film and you will

have a good picture. We had a bad

print and turned our patrons away dis-

appointed.—Geo. J. Kress, Hudson the-

atre, Rochester, N. Y.—Neighborhood
patronage.

False Brands (Pacific), with a special

cast.—Boys, this is a good show. Buy
it and advertise. Let them see it. There

is a fine lesson.—G. L. Blasingame, Halis

theatre, Halls, Tenn.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Determination (Lee Bradford), with a

special cast.—Appeared to be an English
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picture made in England. It is melo-
drama and good of its kind.—S. M. South-
worth, American theatre, Canton, N. Y.

—

Neighborhood and College patronage.

Love, Hate and a Woman (Arrow),
with a special cast.—A oicture with a title

and plot. A picture that will stand up to

the same so-called sup-specials. Progress
Picture Corp. of New Orleans has the

manger. Mr. H. J. Herrmann's word is

as good as his bond.—M. J. Babin, Fairy-

land theatre, White Castle, La.—General

patronage.

Blazing Arrows (Apollo), with Lester

Cuneo.—Very poor production. Drags
through the entire five reels. Cannot see

Cuneo as a star. He is much better as a

heavy.—L. B. Lewis, Gayety theatre, Ft.

Worth, Tex.—Transient patronage.-

Thoughtless Women (Pioneer), with
Alma Rubens.—Very poor. Story no
good and acting still worse.—A. W. Sage,

Masonic theatre, What Cheer, Iowa.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Dangerous Paths (Arrow), with Neva
Gerber.—Ran this on a Sunday and was
just the kind for the day. A church ser-

mon true to life. Book it, it will suit any
creed and a knocker for the gossipers.

Progress Picture Corporation has some
good stuff.—M. J. Babin, Fairyland the-

atre, White Castle, La.—General patron-

age.

Women Men Forget (U. P. T.), with a

special cast.—I was absent when this

showed. It was well received and highly

complimented. Show this picture to your

people. You can buy it right.—G. L.

Blasingame, Halls theatre, Halls, Tenn.

—

Okla.—General patronage.

Desert Law (Tri.), with a special cast.

—A good Western feature that will ple%se

any audience that likes Western features.

—J. F. Spangler, Globe theatre, Beaver,

Ogla.—General patronage.

Headin* North (Arrow), with Pete

Morrison.—A good Saturday program pic-

ture. Nothing unusual in the picture.

One of those rubber stamp pictures.

Don't pay too much for it.—0. W. Mc-
Clellan, Dreamland theatre, Pekin, 111.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Below the Deadline (Ascher), with J.

B. Warner.—Very good program picture.

Well liked.—G. Strasser Sons, Emblem
Theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Hushed Hour (Garson), with

Blanche Sweet.—This is a fine picture.

If every person in the world could see

this picture and understand it and take

heed, what a lovely world it would be.

Buy it, boys.—G. L. Blasingame, Halls

theatre, Halls, Tenn.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Wild Sumac (Tri.), with Margery Wil-
son. A triangle reissue, but a dandy fea-

ture "for a that."—R. Ross Riley, Wig
:

warn theatre, Oberlin, Kans.—Generai

patronage.

Heart of the North (Brandt-Davis),

with Roy Stewart.—Another fine story of

the N. W. M. P. Stewart plays a dual

role and fills both with thrills. Fine for-

est fire stuff.—R. Ross Riley, Wigwam
theatre, Oberlin, Kans.—General patron-

age.

The Heart of a Texan (Steiner), with
Neal Hart.—Patrons disappointed.—C. R.
Beechler, Iris theatre, St. Johns, Mich.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Why Girls Leave Home (Warner
Bros.), with Anna Q. Nilsson.—A very
good picture in every sense of the word.
Pleased immensely. Good business at

ten and twenty-eight cents.—Jack Hickey,
Jr., Grand theatre, New London, Wis.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

JAMES RENNIE as he appears with
Dorothy Mackaill in "Mighty Lak' a
Rose," a First National attraction.

The Masked Avenger (W. P. E. C),
with Lester Cuneo.—Good Little Wes-
tern drama that pleased majority who
like high Western comedy-dramas.—M.
D. Foster, Gem theatre, Williamsburg,
Kans.—General patronage.

Smiling All the Way (Schwab), with
David Butler.—Splendid comedy. Kept
them all in good humor.—J. W. Bascom,
Pastime theatre, Sisson, Cal.—General
patronage.

I Am the Law ( Affil-Dist.), with Alice
Lake.—Booked it with road show attrac-

tion and got the money two days, but
had kick after kick about the price we
charged for what we gave them. Print
as usual, bum, just like all road shows
unless you get it at the start. Don't
raise prices. This is your warning.

—

E. E. Gailey, Crystal theatre, Wayne,
Nebr.—General patronage.

Dangerous Toys (Federated), with Wil-
liam Desmond.—Fair program picture.

Poor business.—G. Strasser Sons, Em-
blem theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Too Much Married (Asso. Photo.),
with a special cast.—A fairly good pro-
gram comedy-drama picture. One you
can get by with. Photography good and
acting good also.—A. W. Sage, Masonic
theatre, What Cheer, Iowa.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Too Much Married (Asso. Photo), with
a special cast.—This is an extra good
comedy-drama. Many interesting and
pleasing parts. Should please wherever
it is shown.—J. F. Spangler, Globe thea-

tre, Beaver, Okla.—General patronage.

Where Is My Wandering Boy Tonight?
(Equity), with Cullen Landis.— I had a

jewel here and did not know it. No extra
advertising, no raise in admissions, and
it did more at the box office than a big

special just ahead of it with twice the

admission price. It's good. Step on it.

—L. V. Feldman, Orpheum theatre, Pipe-

stone, Minn.—General patronage.

The Gold Grabbers (Smith) with
Franklyn Farnum.—Fair Western Fair
business.—G. Strasser Sons, Emblem

theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Milky Way (W. P. E. C), with
David Butler.—Why this star isn't more
popular is beyond my comprehension.
This is the first one of his I've run, but
my Family Night crowd nearly tore the
house down on it. For a comedy drama
it's good.—Howard K. Allen, Rialto thea-
tre, Harlington, Tex.—Small town patron-
age.

The Milky Way (W. P. E. C), with
David Butler.—Very good. One of the
best Butler ever made. It has everything
to please. Worth while State Rights of-
fering. Drew good.—Crosby Bros., Buf-
falo, N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Recoil (Astro), with a special cast.

—Just a fair program picture.—Adolph
Kohn, Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y.

—

Small town patronage.

The Good Bad Wife (Federated), with
a special cast.—This is very good and
received numerous favorable comments.—Adoph Kohn, Pastime theatre, Gran-
ville, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

Serials

The Radio King (Universal), with Roy
Stewart.—We are on the fifth chapter
and she is there, Boys. Best serial we
have ever run. Just finished "Buffalo
Bill," on which I lost money. No busi-
ness with it at all.—L. V. Feldman, Or-
pheum theatre, Pipestone, Minn.—General
patronage.

Plunder (Pathe), with Pearl White.

—

Am on eighth episode and it is a very
good serial and is pleasing a fair Satur-
day night crowd. Weather was bad so
had a terrible start, but is getting better
each week. If you want a good serial

don't be afraid to buy this one.—C. W.
Glass, Star theatre, Trenton, Tenn.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Cap'n Kidd, (S. S.), with Eddie Polo.
—If you want to invite censorship to your
town, posters on this serial will do it.

It absolutely killed the serial at the
start for me, and left it dead. Otherwise
serial is very good.—Jas., Christensen
Star theatre, Sandusky, Mich. — Small
town patronage.

White Eagle (Pathe), with Pearl White.
—Some of the boys have panned this ser-

ial, but it seems to be holding up better
than a lot of others I have shown. In
addition to the serial I feed them a two
reel Western and an Aesops Fable and
Harold Lloyd.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags
theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town
patronage.

White Eagle (Pathe), with Ruth Ro-
land.—Not much of a serial after the
sixth episode. The actors stand around
looking for a place to go. Too much
sameness. Fell off 40% after seventh
episode.—Paul H. Fullner, Auditorium
theatre, Tilden, Nebr. — Neighborhood
patronage.

The Timber Queen (Pathe), with Ruth
Roland.—Just finished this serial. I have
been in the picture game eight years and
this is the best serial I ever played.
Don't be afraid to book it. It's full of

action and it will get the money.—C. H.
Simpson, Princess theatre, Millen, Ga.

—

General patronage.

The Timber Queen (Pathe), with Ruth
Roland.—Just finished this serial. The
best we have run, but did not draw as
much business as Winners of the West,
which we ran a year ago.—Johnson Bros.,

Johnsonian theatre, Ripley, N. Y.—Small
town patronage.

The Timber Queen (Pathe), with Ruth
Roland.—One of the most pleasing serials

we have ever used. Business good.—W.
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H. Montgomery, Royal theatre, Norbornc,
Mo.—Small town patronage.

Short Subjects
Cameo Comedies (Educational).—Single

reelers. Have used Crash and Hurry Up.
Both of these were good.—Walter H.
Musson, Queens theatre, Hespeler, Out.,

Can.—Small town patronage.

Century Comedies (Universal).—Have
proved very satisfactory. Use about one
a week.—Roy McMinn, Capitol Theatre,
Superior, Wis.—G-encral patronage.

Century Comedies (Universal).—Ani-
mals good, but sub-titles very childish oi

late. Suitable for the kiddies.—S. M.
Southworth, American theatre. Canton,
N. Y.—Neighborhood & College patron-
age.

„

Great American Author Series (Hod-
kinsori).—Very good educational reeis,

but the public do not want anything really

good. They would rather have a sill}

comedy. Will not book any more edu-
cational films as they are not appreciated.

— R. E. Siebert, World theatre, Mineral
Point, Wis.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Leather Pushers (Universal), with
Reginald Denny.—Ran first of new ser-

ies last week and found the same much
better than the first of the first series.

1 had more comments on this series than
any short stuff I have ever used. Book
it.— C. W. Glass, Star theatre, Trenton.
Tenn.—Neighborhood patronage.

Lloyd Comedies (A. E.), with Harold
Lloyd.— If you want to use some fine

two reel comedies get Harold Lloyd's
They are some laughing stuff.—G. L.
Blasingame, Halls theatre. Halls, Tenn.— Neighborhood patronage.

Lloyd Reissues (Pathe). with Harold
Lloyd. — A fine bunch of single reel

comedies, so far all good but one. Some
are extra good.—M. D. Foster, Gem thea-
tre, Williamsburg, Kans.—General patron-
age.

Our Gang Comedies (Pathe).—They're
all good.—Ed. J. Fuchs, Opera House,
Marion. Wis.—Neighborhood patronage.
Our Gang Comedies (Pathe).—100% all

around entertainment for both adults and
children. They sure get the laughs. Book
them.—Geo. S. Jones, Lyric theatre, San
Jose, Cal.—Transient patronage.

Plum Center Comedies (F. B. O.), with

Dan Mason.—Dan a lovable old hick.

While they do not average a knockout,
they are all quite pleasing and are gen-
erally liked.—S. M. Southworth, American
theatre, Canton, N. Y.—Neighborhood
and College patronage.

Plum Center and Carter De Haven
Comedies (F. B. O.).—They are clean
good comedies. Something new. Have
used three of each and not a raw scene
in them. Good for Sundays.— Paul H.
Fullner, Auditorium theatre, Tilden, Ncbr.

Neighborhood patronage.

Range Rider Series (Pathe), with Leo
Maloney.—Good clean snappy two reel

Westerns. You can't go wrong on these.

—Geo. S. Jones, Lyric theatre. San Jose,
Cal.—Transient patronage.

Semon Comedies (Vitagraph), with
Larry Semon.—Have used about ,10 oi

them. Although they get by there is too
much sameness. Dough, monkey, cat and
the mud puddle are in almost every one.
— Paul H. Fullner, Auditorium theatre,

Tilden. Ncbr.—Neighborhood patronage.

Urban Movie Chats No. 42 (Hodkin-
son).— Urban's Movie Chats are getting
better every month. They are a credit

to any house.—J. D. Watnock, Luna thea-

tre. Battle Creek, Iowa.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Message of Emile Coue (Educa-
tional).— Did not go over here.—Colonial
I luatre, Hamburg, Iowa.—General pat-
ronage.

The Message of Emile Coue ( Educa-
tional).— Flivver for small towns. Good
house first night; second night nothing.

J. Wilininger, Davison theatre, Waupun,
\\ iv—General patronage.

The Pilgrim (F. N.). with Charles
Chaplin.—This picture is the worst knock
the industry has had in many a day. A
comedy with scarcely a laugh that en-
deavors to make fun of a church service
and puts its horse play in a church on
Sunday. Ministerial Association here
passed resolutions condemning it. It is

the very poorest thing Chaplin ever made
and is eight years behind the times. Stay
away from it.—Ben L. Morris, Olympic
theatre, Bellaire, Ohio.— General patron-
age.

Sweetie (Universal), with Baby Peggy.
— Baby always a good bet.— Roy McMinn.

Capitol theatre, Superior, Wis.—General
patronage.

Tarpon Fishing i Educational).—Here's
a one-reel subject that's all class. Adds
lone to any program. \\ inds up, after
a lot of novelty stuff, with a 105 lb.

woman catching a 185 lb. fish. Let the
fishers know wnat you have. They'll en-
joy this.—George A. Rea, Colonial thea-
tre, Washington C. H., O.
The Big Show (Pathe), with Our Gang.—A great comedy. Our Gang comedies

are 100%.—Jas. D. Kennedy, Apodo thea-
tre, Indianapolis, Ind.—Transient patron-
age.

Well Pll Be (Vitagraph), with Larry
Semon.—The poorest ol the Semons I

have ever run and have run all but three.
Film in bad condition.—Geo. H. Koch,
Perkins theatre, Holton, Kans.—bmall
town patronage.

Poor Boy (Educational), with Ham
Hamilton.—Very good. Sure got the
laughs. Something different and variety
is what we want. You'll make no mis-
take in booking this.—Lindrud & Guel-
tinger, Cochrane theatre, Cochrane. Wis.
—Neighborhood patronage.

I Do (A. E.), with Harold Lloyd.—
This is a dandy two reel comedy which
keeps them laughing from beginning to

end. Although this is not as good as his

three reelers that I have played.— E. J.
Laqua, Gem theatre, Hankinson, N. D.

—

General patronage.

Rapid Fire (Educational), with a spe-
cial cast.— If you want a comedy to put
over a weak feature, for the love of Pete
get this. 100% action and laughs.—Ge;/.

H. Koch, Perkins theatre, Holton, Kan*.
— Small town patronage.

Safe in the Safe (Fox).—A Sunshine
comedy. A good two reel comedy with
lots and lots of real funny stuff. Sun-
shine comedies are all good.—W. E. Elkin,

Temple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Little Rascal (Universal), with
Baby Peggy.—Baby Peggy puts them
over in good shape. This one knocked
them for a goul, as Mr. Lardncr would
say.—H. G. Stcttmund, Jr., Odeon thea-

tre. Chandler, Okla.—General patronage.

The Fourflusher (Fox), a Sunshine
comedy.—A 100% comedy in every way.
Fox certainly puts out some real honest
to goodness comedies.—J. D. Watnock,
Luna theatre. Battle Creek, Iowa.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Robinson Crusoe Ltd. (Educational),
with Lloyd Hamilton.— Full of pep and
keeps the house roaring. I find the bur-

lesque comedies are enjoyed more than
any other type.—H. G. Stettmund, Jr.,

Odeon theatre, Chandler, Okla.—Genera
patronage.

The Wise Birds i Fox), with Jane and
Katherine Lee.—Very good comedy.
Good business.—G. Strasser Sons, Em-
blem theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

A Hickville Romeo (Universal), with

Lee Moran.—Absolutely disgusting. The
worst I have ever seen. I am sure in

favor of censorship for stuff like this.

I had to jerk it off and run my show
without a comedy. Talk about cheese;

this comedy has limbergcr backed off the

map.—L. V. Feldman, Orpheum theatre.

Pipestone, Minn.— General patronage.

The Rent Collector (Vitragraph), with

Larry Semon.—Another good Semor..

This kind gets the house to roar, espe-

cially the kids.—J. W. Andresen, Rialto

theatre, Cozad, Nebr.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

A Hickville Hick (Educational), with

a special cast.—Nothing to it. A mirth-

less comedy.—L. V. Feldman. Orpheum
theatre. Pipestone, Minn.—General pat-

ronage.

365 Days (Pathe). with Snub Pollard.

One of the spectacular scenes from "The Affairs of Lady Hamilton," produced in
Germany by Richard Oswald which W. W. Hodkinson will distribute.
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BOOK IT and

MOP UP
Here's a real gold mine for showmen
if ever there was one! A picture that
played THREE WEEKS on Broadway
—at the Rialto and Rivoli! A picture
BIGGER than anything you've been
offered in months and months. A
picture that packs a come-back kick
that will get your theatre just as much
word-of-mouth advertising as caused
Dr. Reisenfeld to satisfy a patron-
demand by booking it in two different
Broadway theatres.

Get your copy of the big press sheet
outlining a campaign of super show-
manship worthy of a picture described
as

"More thrilling than the wildest
scenario." N. Y. COMMERCIAL
"As thrilling as the most sensational

melodrama and as beautiful as a vis-

ioned fairly fairyland."
N. Y. MAIL

"A gathering of marvelously beauti-
ful undersea scenes with highly dra-
matic episodes." n. Y. REVIEW
"One of the most unusual and pe-

culiarly fascinating motion pictures
ever shown on Broadway."

N. Y. TIMES
"Combines all the elements of en-

tertainment."
N. Y. JOURNAL OF COMMERCE

AND THOSE ARE ONLY A FEW!

J.E.WILLIAMSONS
AMAZING THRILL- PICTURE
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USE THIS BLANK

Box Office Report! Tell the Whole
Story.

Join in This Co-operative Service
Report Regularly on
Pictures You Exhibit
And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Pictures
Are Doing for Other Exhibitors

Fill in this blank now and send
to Exhibitors Herald, 417 S. Dear-
born St, Chicago.

Title

Star

Producer

Remarks

Title

Star

Producer

Remarks

Exhibitor

Name of Theatre

Transient or Neighborhood Pat-

ronage

City

State

—Fair comedy. Nothing extra. Played
with The Hottentot, which brought down
the house.—L. V. Feldman, Orpheum
theatre, Pipestone, Minn.—General pat-
ronage.

An Ozark Romance (Pathe), with
Harold Lloyd.—A few good laughs in this
one, but we consider it one of the very
poorest of the one reel reissues. It ought
to have been canned instead of being
reissued.—C. E. Hopkins, The Hopkins
theatre, Cotter, Ark.—Small town patron-
age.

Cops (F. N.), with Buster Keaton.

—

Very good comedy. Very well liked.

—

G. Strasser Sons, Emblem theatre, Buf-
falo,, N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Balloonatic (F. N.), with Buster
Keaton.—Would be slow, but Keaton in

it puts it over. Not as good as his older
ones.—L. V. Feldman, Orpheum theatre,
Pipestone, Minn.—General patronage.

Live Wires (Universal), with Brownie.
—Brought some good laughs. More for
children than for grownups, however.
Brownie docs some good acting, but too
much child support.—M. D. Foster, Gem
theatre, Williamsburg, Kans.—General
patronage.

FIRE FIGHTERS (Pathe), with
Our Gang.

—

Say, these kid comedies are the
cream

;

Why, the audience juit titt up and
•creams

—

We recommend these to everyone
And results will make you look

bright as the sun.

—L. B. LEWIS, Gayety theatre,
Fort Worth, Tex.

Twas Ever Thus (Educational), a
Christie comedy.—This gave very good
satisfaction. Christie's might be described
as humorous comedies. Most adults can
enjoy them.—A. LaValla, Community
theatre, Bethel, Conn.—General patron-
age.

Ask Father (Pathe). with Harold Lloyd.
—Good laughable one reeler full of ac-
tion and good clean comedy.—M. D. Fos-
ter, Gem theatre. Williamsburg. Kans.

—

General patronage.

The Fly Cop (Vitagraph), with Larry
Semon.—They laughed so hard that they
shook all the rivets and bolts out of the
seats and my theatre is a wreck. Will
have to take out a tornado insurance
policy when Semon comes to bat again.
He sure puts the Vita in Vitagraph.

—

Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon. Idaho.
—General patronage.

Pardon My Glove (Educational) a
Christie comedy.—Educational comedies
always draws crowds. Buy all of their
late ones and you will make no mistake,
hut buy them right.—Jess Le Brun, Cott
theatre, Decatur, Ind. — Neighborhood
patronage.

Now Or Never (A. E.). with Harold
Lloyd.—Kept the house in an uproar from
start to finish. Lloyd certainly brings
them in in this man's town. I have con-
tracts for all of this star's after seeing the
way this pleased. Three reels. — W.
Cruickshank, Classic theatre, Mitchell,
Ont. Can.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Artist (Fox), with Clyde Cook.

—

Very good Cook comedy. The best of
the four this year.—Olen Reynolds, Pearl
theatre, Hymera, Ind.—Small town pat-
ronage.

The Head Waiter (Vitagraph), with
Larry Semon.—This is one of the old
ones. Semon always satisfies, although
in these older pictures he resorted more
to bathing girls and less to trick and
animal stunts which have made his later

pictures so popular.—Horn and Morgan.
Star theatre, Hay Springs. Nebr.—Small
town patronage.

The Alarm (Fox), with Al St. John.— I
No better made. The best Al St. John
comedy for some time. A real slapstick I
comedy with fast action.—Olen Reynolds,

J
Pearl theatre, Hymera, Ind—.Small town 1

patronage.
j

A Scandal in Bohemia (Educational), I
with Ellie .Norwood.— While the stories

]
by Doyle are fascinating, for some reason J
the pictures lack pep and punch. Maybe I
it is because they are made in England, I
but they don't do any business for us.—
R. Ross Riley, Wigwam theatre, Oberlin,M
Kans.—General patronage.

j

The Goat (Metro), with Buster Keaton. fl—We have just finished playing all eigb^H I

of these comedies. All very good come- «
dies. — Olen Reynolds, Pearl theatre,

Hymera, Ind.—Small town patronage.

Hee Haw (Universal), with Harry
Sweet.— Harry Sweet and Maude, the

mule, put over some good comedy.—Roy
McMinn, Capitol theatre, Superior, Wis.
—General patronage.

BULL DOG
FILM CEMENT

IILLDOBl "the old reliable"
I CHUT I

Your Supply Dealer has It

CLASSIFIED

Five Cents per Word Payable
in Advance. Minimum Charge,

$1.00

THEATRES FOR SALE
FOR SALE: Only picture house in town of

3,000. Do not answer this unless you mean bust
ness. Address "MOVIE THEATRE" A-l. c|o

Exhibitors Herald.

FOR SALE: Moving Picture Theatre in a
good town. Will take half down, balance in 12

months. (".ill or write Hrrm.in Qu.-ills, Mam-
moth Springs. Ark., Box 187.

FOR SALE: Two picture houses, property and
all. Price $50,000.00. No brokers. For particu-

lars address Box 1234 Exhibitors Herald, 1471.
Broadway, New York City.

FOR SALE: Theatre. Only movie in town of

3 500. Fully equipped. Long lease. Particulars
on request to responsible party. Address C. If.

Cox. Pella, la.

FOR SALE: Trade or lease moving picture
theatre in good town. Write Will Viser, Madison-
ville, Texas.

WURLITZER FOR SALE
FOR SALE: Wurlitzer Orchestra, Style YO in

use eighteen months. Price new $2,800.00, will

sell for $1,200.00. Lyric Theatre. Connersville,
Ind.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
FOR SALE: Full theatre equipment, two Pow-

ers Machines, two screens, piano, four hundred
|

seats. Will sacrifice at 40c on the dollar. Cost
me two years ago $4,600. Building sold and
must give possession Slay first. A. R. Workman, i

Marseilles, 111.

SITUATION WANTED
WANTED: Motion Picture Operator wants po-

sition. Six years experience. Can handle any
equipment. Best of references. Edward Craig,

]

Heyworth, Illinois.

• PROJECTION PROBLEMS
WESLEY TROUT projection and electrical ex-

pert. Questions answered on all projection or,

electrical problems. Charges reasonable. Equip-

ments installed. Address all mail to Exhibitors

Herald. 407 South Dearborn street. Chicago, 111

"I can remedy your projection trouble."
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Current
Release:

"Pop^Tuttle's

Lost Nerve"

COMEDIIS
The Spring Tonic to

Pep Up Your Box-Office

OLUM CENTER COMEDIES are the sure
A cure for sluggish action of the ticket roll.

Used regularly, they will build up your business
to a degree of health that will show in ever-
mounting waves of increasing profits. Book one
TODAY. Let your folks know you are showing-
it. Watch receipts climb steadily, and you will

know why hundreds and hundreds of exhibitors

rely on Plum Center Comedies regularly. They
know that Plum Centers are a constant supply
of the sort of comedy material that drags folks

in and sends them out talking about the show.
Start building business TODAY!

Starring

Dan Mason
Produced by

Paul Gerson Pictures Corp.
Directed by

Robert Eddy

Distributed by

Film Booking Offices
Of America, Inc.

723 Seventh Avenue, NEW YORK CITY

EXCHANGES EVERYWHERE
Sales Office United Kingdom
R-C Pictures Corporation

26-27 JTArblay Street, Wardour St.
London, W . 1, England
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A Story of Studio Life

Souls for Sale
(Continued from page 30)

mother. The baby's own mother was
vexed and easily moved to anger. She
scolded, yanked, and threatened, and Clay-
more had to protect the child from her
and keep her out of sight while he con-
ducted the strenuous pretense.

He lay on his stomach on the floor

and devised seductive wiles while the

camera Tnen and the light crew watched
for his signal to begin their record.

Part of this picture was a domestic
comedy, and this baby was supposed to

escape from its nurse and its anxious
mother; to find a loaded pistol, play with
it, look down the barrel, and bite the

fatal muzzle. • Of course the pistol was
not really loaded, but it was hoped that

the effect would give the audience that

bit of blood curdle for which it loves

to pay its best money.

Claymore would hand the baby a mor-
sel of candy, drop another down the

barrel for the child to peer after and
try to extract. Then Claymore would
scuttle backward out of the range of the

cameras, motion the electricians to hit

the lights and the camera men to crank.

He cooed to the baby in prattling

terms, struggling to keep it so absorbed
in its task that it would not look out
toward the camera and betray to future

audiences the presence of a coach.

Time after time something diverted

the baby's mind. Just as the scene
was rolling perfectly the child would
look away and fling the pistol down, or

wave its hand and grin at some one in

front. Then the task had to be begun
again. The child had an impish gift

for giving the camera men false starts

and then ruining the most promising
take-offs.

The director, groveling about the floor,

would not despair, but returned to the
toil with a pe-sistence much praised in

spiders and ants and other stubborn in-

dustrials.

The author of the continuity had to

leave the set and tear his hair and curse
to get rid of his nerves. The production
manager, whose business it was to keep
the picture going at high speed and
low cost, fumed and figured the expense.
He said to the director, "That damned
brat has cost the picture three thousand
dollars so far without a foot of film to
show for it."

Claymore, whose sympathy was inex-
haustible as long as there was an honest
effort, resented the insult to one of his

cast. And eventually he won his point,

decoyed the baby through the scene, and
caught it with two cameras. The audi-
ence would never dream of the toil or
the cost as it smiled at the brief frivolity
But then it is the pride of the true
artist to conceal his toil as something
obscene, a disgrace if discovered.

Terry Dack had no such patience for
his bungling junior as the director
showed. He was impatient to get to
his own scenes, and when at last they
were reached he began life anew.

He romped and whooped with laugh-
ter during the long waits between the
brief takes while the lights were being
brought up, the camera angles discussed,
the properties arranged.

The moment the word "Action!" rang
out he became the earnest artist. Al-

ready he knew that, while tragic scenes
may be played in a cheerful atmosphere,
comedy must be approached solemnly.
He agonized over his humor, but he
did not lose self-control in pathos.

Once, between the first take and the
second of a pathetic scene, he began
to tell a funny story to the camera
man.

Claymore said: "Don't laugh in this

sccre. now. It's very serious."

If a super had told Edwin Booth not
to giggle when he went on in The
Solilquy. he might have received a glance
of similar barb. Claymore apoligized
hastily.

But Terry's pride in his superiority to

the bungling baby was doomed to fall.

There was a scene where he and his

brother painted each other's lips with
their stage mother's rouge stick. There
was a scene where they said their pray-
ers at the actress's knee. In these he
shone and in moments of childish pathos.

But by and bv the crisis arrived when
Terry must play a lost and abandoned
waif freezing in a dark doorway, and
sobbing in lonely dismay as he groped
blindly for his mother and called her

name.

He had responded to all the demands
upon his armory of smiles and glooms,
but when Claymore appealed for tears

they would not flow.

Terry tried and tried. He squeezed
his eyes. He stared at the lights. He
tried to think of sad things, but never
a bit of brine responded.

F.vcn the groping of his hands was
awkward and unreal.

Claymore explained. "I want you to do
just what you do when you are sick

or afraid at night and you reach out in

the dark and feel for your mother."

"Ob, but I never do!" said Terry,
with a certain loftiness of demurrer.
This ended that. Clavmore pondered.

"Did you ever play blindman's bluff?"

"You bet!"

"Do you remember how you would put
voiir hands out when your eyes were
shut?"

"Oh yes! 1 see what you mean now.
Like thisaway."

And he clenched his eves and put his

I lump hands forth, stroking the air to

find his mother's cheek.

"Great! We'll take it!" said Clavmore.
The camera man called, "Hit 'em!" The
cl^re poured from the concentrated arcs.

The music struck up a sobbing tune. The
director called: "Action! Camera!" And
Terry groped pitifully.

So far so good. But next was the
crying scene, and the weeping must be
real. Glycerine tears would be an insult

to both audience and actor.

Claymore tried to tune the actor up
to the climax by explaining the situation.

Terry nodded like an old scholar. But no
tears rose. Claymore appealed to the
boy's sympathies for the character, for
himself. He spoke in his most tear-
compelling intonations. But not a tear
would well from the desert of Terry's
dry orbs.*

"Think of your mother being awful
sick and dying, far away from you!"

But Terry was too much of an actor
to take this bait. "What's my mother
got to do with this movin' pitcher?" he
asked, in fine sincerity.

Claymore took up other weapons. He
hammered that usually malleable little

soul almost raw. Three hundred dollars
had gone to the waste basket already
and not a foot of film was even spoiled

yet.

Claymore did not lose his temper, for

he could see that the child was wrest-
ling with his own unresponsive tear ducts.

But he grew anxious for his story. It

was essential that the child should weep
and thousands of feet had already been
taken with this scene in view.

At length he remembered what Terry's
mother had said, "He only cries when
he is mad."
And now he shifted his approach. He

made all readv for the shot. He pre-

tended a deep disgust for Terry, put

him off his lap with a curt: "You ar»

a quitter. The trouble with you is thv 5
you're not trying."

"I am so trying!" Terry gasped, as-

tounded.

Claymore enacted contempt. "No.
vou're not! You're just in an ugly, ^tub-

born mood. You can see that we're all

waiting here, the light crew, the camera
men. You know the picture can't go
on till we get this easy scene finished.

MY. Woburn (the author) has to have

this scene in his story or it's spoiled.

Rut what do you care? Mr. Rcrmond
has paid you money and wants to pay
you more, but just to spite him and
all of us you hold back your tears."

The injustice of this outraged the

child's soul. He stamped his foot in pro-

test.

"That ain't so!"
|

"It is so. so!" Claymore snapped back,

and again he flaunted the red rag. "You jfi \

can cry as well as anybody. You know
that I've been friends with you, and I

thought you were friends with me and
with the star and Miss Steddon, here.

But you're worse than the little baby
who wouldn't play with the pistol. He
didn't know any better. But you

—

there's only one thing keeping you from
crying."

"Wha-a-at?" whimpered Terry, his lips

shivering, his chin puckering as with a

drawstring, his throat gulping till Mem
could hardly keep from dashing to his

rescue.

Claymore snarled: "It's your mean-
ness. You're a dirty little alley cat, a

spiteful alley cat."

"I am no-ot an alley ca-at!" Terry
sobbed.

"Of course you are. You don't be-

long on the screen. Go on back to

your alley, you cat. Go on back to the

desert with the other coyotes. We don't

want you here, because you won't cry."

"I will so cry! Boo-hoo— I—will cry!"

Claymore tossed his voice in scorn.

"Oh, you might make a lot of sniffles,

but you wouldn't dream of crying like a

lost child, 'I want my mamma!'"
"I want my mamma!" Terry howled.

The flood broke from a suddenly black-

ened sky. Sobs shook his frame. Tears
spilled and darted across his fat cheeks.

The childish treble rang wild.

Carpenters working on distant sets

paused with the heart stab a child's

cry thrusts into the breast.

The electricians, the property men. the

actors and actresses, gulped and clenched j

their hands.

Terry did not see the lights come on
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at Claymore's signal. He did not see

Claymore tap the elbows of the camera
men nor hear the cranks scuttering.

He sobbed and sobbed while Claymore
goaded him on, giving him his cue dis-

guised as abuse, "I want my mamma!
You alley cat!" in antiphony with Terry's
increasing anguish.

"I want my mamma! Shut up! 1

want my mamma. I want my mamma!"
There was something uncanny and

cruel about it in Mem's mind. It was
a form of torture, a Spanish Inquisition

not after beliefs or confessions, but after

stored-up emotions. Mem's blood ran

cold at the shameful business of flogging

that young soul to such old woes.

She was ready to rush into the sacred

circle of the set and attack Claymore
for his brutality. She would lose her

own career, but she would escape com-
plicity in such a low trade.

Just before she sprang to the attack-

she heard Claymore stop the cameras

with the word, "Cut!" The first camera
man called to the chief electrician. "Rest

'em!" Then the relentless torturer,

Clavmore. ran forward, picked Terry up

in his arms, hugged him to his heart,

and kissed him. mumbling:

"That's my boy! That's the good,

brave artist I thought he was."

The briny victim peered through the

dripping eaves of his drenched eyelashes

and said:

"Was 'at all right? Honest? Did 1

cry good?"

And when Claymore groaned. "Great!"

Terrv laughed aloud and twisted Clay-

more's ear. kissed him. and throttled his

neck with his short arms as he yelled:

"Mamma! Mamma! Mister Claymore
says 'at was great!"

Mrs. Dack ran forward to embrace him.

her heartaches turned to aches of pride.

In the good old days children had
been beaten incessantly; stout rods were
spoiled religiously to spare the children

from the perils of hell. Stories of gob-
lins, of ogres, of child-eating witches and
wolves, had rilled the nursery books and
the nursery talk. 'Myriads of children

had been slain to annihilate their races.

In Russia at this time children dead of

starvation were heaped in windrows by
the thousand. Endless armies had been
sent to the coal mines, the factories, to

the starvation and duress of foundling
asylums, poor farms. In old England
two little girls of eight had been kept

in solitary cells for over a year, hundreds
of children were hanged for theft. The Ba-
bies of devout parents had been doomed to

gloomy homes and dour repression for

their souls' sakes. Little children had
been trained to sob and weep for the

sins they inherited from Adam and for

the fires of hell awaiting their least mis-
step.

This child had been constrained to weep
in a game of pretense and perhaps a

million peoole would weep because he
wept, a million people would feel the

pity of childhood, and thousands of chil-

dren would be better cherished for the

brief martyrdom of Terry Dack.

"He who would make others weep
must first have wept himself." And
Terry had learned the gentle art of

altruistic tears. His heart had enlarged
its education. To his technical equip-
ment a great weapon had been added.

In a later scene he had to cry again,

and now it was he that pleaded with
Claymore in his anxiety for perfection.

"I'll cry all you want if you'll on'y
make me mad again. Call me an alley

cat. That makes me awful mad."

Obediently Claymore called him an
alley cat and even a gutter snipe; and

he caterwauled magnificently with neat-

ness and dispatch.

And so in many layers his little soul

worked, striving to present a faithful

transcript of child life, child comedy,
child tragedy, in order to buy his mother
pretty things and to save her back from
the torture of the rub. and to buy him-
self learning, power, wealth, fame, and
a future of boundless scope.

There was a divinity about it.

Terry was a veteran indeed now. He
had been under fire. He had played a

big scene, had shed and inspired salt

water, or. as the technical term was, he
had "got the tear."

Yet. superior as he felt to his junior,

the infant that had played with the pistol,

he was himself a novice to a veteran
who gave him much useful advice and
comfort—a girl of twelve, an old actress
in a young art.

Polly Thome had been a moving-pic-
ture actress since she was five. She be-
longed to a stepladder family of ten
children, all of them on the screen, all

of them wholesome, handsome, happy
people like their parents, also filmers.

Polly was a figure of national impor-
tance. She had created a role in a long
series of pictures of childhood.

But Polly, alas! had been doomed t<->

plav the little minx and tattletale who al-

va>'s told on her brother. Famous little

Pollv and her mother had been sent on
a long cross-continental tour of persona'
p^pearances at moving-picture theaters
She had returned in time to work in

riavmore's cast.

But there was a sorrow in her heart.

She had found that because of her bril-

liant impersonation of the spiteful little

wretch, the stuoid public confused her
character with her characterization. In
Minneaoolis she had overheard a press
agent say that he would not even escort
her to the theater because she was such
a vixen! She loved her public, and it was
a bitterness to have it persuaded that

she was unlovable.

Her eternal plea was now for some
«rene that would redeem her reputation.

She longed to show before the camera the

kindly spirit she revealed away from it.

But most of all she longed for what
all actresses long for—a crying scene.
Two things the normal actress desires
above all things: to weep and to be
murdered coram oopulo—as everv actor
wants most of all to play Hamlet, de-
bate suicide, and be slain with a poisoned
rapier.

Polly entreated Claymore incessantly:

"Oh. please, dear good Mr. Claymore,
won't you—wouldn't vou—couldn't you
kindly please put in a little scene where
I can cry?"

"I don't see how I can in this picture.

Pollykins," Claymore protested. "11!

have the next picture written so that

you can drown in your own tears."

"Oh. but the next one may never
come!" Polly urged. "I'm getting too
big to play little girls, and I won't
be big enough to play onjanoos for

two or three years, I may have to leave
the screen for a while. Couldn't you
iust slip in a little bit? You know, when
Miss Steddon is sick—whv couldn't I go
to her and pet her a little and crv over
her?"

"Ill see the author " said Claymore, "or
maybe you'd better."

Polly turned the witchery of her shin-

ing eyes on the author, wheedled him.
flattered him. courted him. all for the
boon of a little brine.

And finally she coaxed a promise from
him that he would interpolate a scene

with Miss Steddon and give Polly a

good cry-

The news was glorious. She darted to
her mother, squealing with delight. She
ran back and kissed the confused scribe,
who would one day boast that the great
Polly Thome had honored him with such
a seal of approval.

Polly dashed to Mem and sat upon
her lap. tremulous with the rapture of
her promotion to the dignity of a priestess
of grief. Mem understood the thrill.

She was looking back already from an
increasing remoteness upon the excite-
ment of her own novitiate.

Strange people, these actors, who plead
for suffering! Yet what else do the rest
of us but cultivate misery", hug it to our
hearts, run to embrace assured regret,
make a habit of renewed remorse, resent
all warnings and sign posts, and store
up repentance in lavender, in old attics,

in revisited scenes and haunted night
thoughts?

Since we cannot always find grief
enough at home or in the misbehavior
of our neighbors, we have a gory news-
paper dropped at our doors every morn-
ing. We snatch at extras, the bloodier
the better. We buy magazines and books
dripping with assorted woes for every
taste: we have story-tellers, songsters,
fiddlers, poets painters, players to make
us writhe. We put tragic art at the
top of the heap and pay him or her
the most homage, and usually the most
monev. who wrings the most drops out
of our twisted hearts.

The moving picture made its instant
apDeal because it brought the most agony
within the reach of the masses at the
greatest convenience with the least ex-
pense.

CHAPTER XXII

HAVE a iob and get a job. To him
that hath

—

Remember Steddon's first picture was
approaching its finish by a zigzag path,
the scenes being shot according to their
geography rather than chronology.

In one episode Mem was photographed
stealing in through a front door and
crossing a hall into a drawing-room.
When this was rehearsed and taken sev-

eral times, she was immediately required
to return across the hallway from the
drawing-room and carry with her the
memory and the influence of what had
taken place in the drawing-room.

But. as a matter of fact, the art director

?nd his crew of carpenters and decoraters

had not yet constructed the drawing-
room. It was still building on another
stage, two hundred yards away, and the

scene could not be taken for a week.

Furthermore, the preceding scene in

the street, had not been taken. It would
be shot on location in a street several

miles away.

The actress had. therefore, to recall

what she had done long before she did

it.

This was one of the inescapable diffi-

culties of the technic. Every art has
its absurdities and contradictions, and the

moving-picture actor must perform inces-

sant Irish bulls of sequence.

But all of Mem's anxieties concerning
make-up and costume and interpretation

were overwhelmed in the ar.xietv as to

her future. She dreaded anv hiatus in

her career, another fretful hunting for

more work.

She had been already acquiring a little

name. Gossip of every" sort was rife, and
some of it was flattering. The word
floated about that "Steddon was making
good at Bermond's."

Other directors began to speak to her
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on the lot and at the luncheon table.

The matron in charge of the dressing
rooms told her that she had heard several
people speak of Miss Steddon's fine 'work.

The man in charge of a projection ma-
chine told her one day, "Very nice, Miss
Steddon!" That was praise from a jaded
expert. Some of the other actresses on
the set had confessed that she had made
them cry and choke up. She had "the
stuff." She was delivering the goods.
Her soul was getting over.

At home she found a note now and
then asking her to call at another studio

Agents sent her j.rotters of their good
offices and promised to enhance her op-
portunities and her earnings.

But the Bermond Company had an
option on, her scvices. This included

the right to farm her out for single pic-

tures to other companies. It was a flat-

tering kind of slavery. Still more flatter-

ing was Bermond's reluctance to lend

her to a rival.

Eventually. Bermond agreed to rent

Mem to a new company that was to

make Tom Kolby a star. He had earned
the elevation, and this meant that he
and Robina Teele would part company

—

at least upon ihe screen.

When Mem read of this plan on the

motion-picture page of an evening paper
her heart gave a hop, as if a fat frog

had leaped in her bosom. She was not

sure just what the excitement meant
within her there.

She did not want Tom Holby for her-

self, yet she did not want to see any
other woman land him.

Claymore obtruded upon her medita-

tions. She was under the obligation im-

posed by his devotion.

It was certain that he and Mem must
sever the relations they had established

as director and directed, but a deep
friendship, something deeper than friend-

ship, had developed during their com-
munion.

He had found her increasingly, irre-

sistibly fascinating as he ransacked odd
corners of her heart for emotional ma-
terial; as he studied her expression and
postures; as he thought of her in her
absence. Before him, she moved about
to music, and that lifted them to another
planet somehow.
He tried to be particularly aloof, pro-

fessional, and directorial in his conduct
with Mem, lest the company discover his
infatuation. But his love was less and
less content with courtesy alone. The
very effort emphasized what he sought
to hide, and the whisper went about that
Claymore and Steddon were thicker than
thieves. They gave the impression of a
bride and groom pretending to be old
married people and only advertising their
infatuation by their aggravated indiffer-
ence.

Mem was not blind to the look in his
eyes, nor deaf to the overtones in his
voice. She wondered for a while that so
powerful a man should have selected so
humble an apprentice and let the star
glide by unworshiped.

Her heart was mellowed with a kind of
upward pity for the great man that she
was dragging down to her own meek
level. But it was pleasant to be adored.

All day they labored over the mimicry
of love and woe, and yet they gained no
private immunity from its fever.

When he called of evenings, Claymore
would make excuses to step out into the
patio with Mem to show her a very re-
markable moon.
He persuaded her now and then to

stroll—anything to get her away from the

eyes and ears of her mother and her
housemates.

He never said anything, however, that
he might not have said before a crowd.
He never tried to hold her hand or
snatch a kiss or filch an embrace. Mem
was constantly set quivering with ex-
pectancy that he would make some ad-
vance, some gesture of endearment, yet
always unable to decide just what she
would do if he did. But he didn't.

She wondered at his curious shyness.
For a man of such autocracy and such
a habit of ordering her about before
people, to be afraid to speak to her in
solitude— it was funny.

She did not realize that his chief battle
was with himself. He knew the perils a
director runs whovlets himself flirt with
or favor one of his company. Even to
deliver himself to bandied jokes was un-
bearable. He fought his love for the sake
of his pride of office.

So he did not speak, but he ached,
and he communicated his anguish to the
very air.

The picture and its final retakes were
finished on a Saturday afternoon. There
was an evening's idleness ahead. Clay-
more asked Mem to take a drive in his
car, a long farewell flight about the fa-
miliar and the unvisited roads. She ac-
cepted meekly. Something told her that
this drive was important to her fate.

Something was always telling her some-
thing. Nine times out of ten it was
false, but she forgot the failure and re-
called the coincidences.

CHAPTER XXIII

NOBODY had yet asked Mem for her
self-respect as an initiation fee or an

initiation rite. She was paid a weekly
wage based upon her ability, her experi-
ence, and her usefulness. She was paid
in coin of the realm.

Her price would rise and fall according
to the general market for moving pictures
and her specific value. Her emotion and
her beauty were commodities, and Sted-
don stock would be quoted on the Soul
Exchange as the demand for it rose and
tell, as the bidders for it increased or
diminished.

She could not add to her artistic assets
by incurring moral liabilities. If her
sins were discreet or picturesque they
would not affect the public esteem. If
they were unlucky sins, she might find
herself suddenly bankrupt, closed out,
shut down.

Up to now she had met no more of
those compliments which are called "in-
sults" than any girl is likely to meet with
as she goes her way through any com-
munity. Her mother had been with her
almost all the time when she was not
on the lot, and the lot was full of mothers
of little children and young stars.

Claymore had been chaperoned by the
company and his own reverence for dis-
cipline. But now she was outside his
authority. Both were outside the Ber-
mond inclosure.

The picture was finished. Claymore
could offer her no more scenes, no more
advantages, no more roles, not even the
little tributes of special close-ups or flat-

tering lightings or the tender privilege of
being "shot through gauze" or out of
focus-

And now they were as helpless to-
gether as any other twain whom nothing
restrains or separates in the undertow of
passion. They were two emotional people
without a barrier.

Among the countless things written and
said about "the hows and whys of wom-
en's surrenders one motive seems to have
been too much ignored, though it must

have exerted a vast influence on countless
women, must exert an increasing influence
as women go more and more into the
worlds of business, of art, and of freedom
with only themselves for their guardians.

Good sportsmanship, a hatred of smug-
gery, a contempt for too careful self-
protection, a disgust for a holier-than-
thou self-esteem—these are amiable
attitudes of mind that make for popularity.
To be a miser of one's graces, a hypo-
chondriacal coddler of one's virtues, is to
be unloved and unlovable.

So many a man will gamble, break a
law, risk his career, his health, his life,

get drunk, steal, slay, and play the fool
rather than face the reproach that he is

a mollycoddle, a Puritan, a prig, a Miss
Nancy, a coward, a Pharisee.

And many a woman who would not
yield for passion or for luxury must
have consented for fear of seeming to be
overproud, stingy, cold, prudish, disoblig-
ing, superhuman, subnormal, unsports-
womanly.

Mem had been swept once beyond the
moorings by a summer storm of devotion
to young Farnaby, her first love. Now
she was to feel her anchors cut adrift by
the gracious gesture of good fellowship
with a colleague.

Claymore called his last "cut!" at four
o'clock that Saturday afternoon. The last

shots had taken less time than had been
foreseen. Mem had told her mother that
she might be kept at the studio till late

in the evening.

The members of the company bade one
another farewell as after a pleasant voy-
age. Mem hurried to remove her make-
up and put on civilian clothes.

As she came down the steps from the
long gallery of dressing rooms she saw
Claymore coming from his office on the
ground floor. He smiled.

"Othello's occupation's gone. I've got
an idle afternoon on my hands. Why
don't we take a little motor ride and
get a bit of fresh air?"

"I'd better go home," Mem faltered,

invitingly.

"Ah, you can always go home. School's
over. Let's play hooky."

"All right!" she cried, with a childish

eagerness for mischief.

She went with him to his car where
it was parked outside the lot. He helped

her in with a manner of possession, of
capture. He sent the car spinning out
along Washington Boulevard toward
Venice. By winding ways they reached
the vast amusement huddle and, passing
the canals that gave it its name, pushed
on to the pleasure streets of cheap and
noisy merriment.

They loitered awhile on the sand, but
it seemed a little late for a swim, and
Claymore easily persuaded her to drive
farther along the sea road after an early
dinner at the Sunset Inn.

When they had finished their coffee the

sun was low and huge. It blazed like a
caldron simmering with molten gold,

searing the eyes and inflaming the sky
about it.

The Santa Monica Mountains marching
down to the sea grew lavender with the

twilight. The Ocean Drive stretched
along a forest of palms like huge coconuts
dark against the gaudy west. Then the

road dropped in a long U down Santa
Monica Canon and out again—a canon
divided between strange neighbors, a
Methodist camp-meeting grounds and the
paradise where the Uplifters Club gives
its outdoor festivals, pageants of rare
beauty, the forest deeps uncannily
illumined with fuming mists of many-
colored smoke.

As they turned out again at the
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ocean's edge the sun fell into the wide
sea and was quenched, leaving along the

west only a glow of powdered geranium
petals, though the wet sands were a

burnished-kettle color where the ripples

laved and smoothed them.

The automobiles of every make were
so many that they were almost one long
automobile, or at least a chain on which
they slid as black beads. Their lights

were coming out now like early stars

pricking a twilit sky.

The waters grew dull, liquid slate, with

patches of lapis lazuli. The light went
out of the world as if it were a moisture
withdrawn from flowers that drooped and
shriveled. The lavender mountains were
a dull mauve, growing dim and listless.

The road sidled along high cliffs with

little canons folding them into long
wrinkles.

Here and there on the beach knots of

people gathered about darkling fires, cook-

ing dinner in a gypsy mood.

Another, more solemn community was
established here: a cluster of Japanese
nsherfolk—earnest little people crowded
out of their own islands and finding no

welcome in California. But they toiled

on, ignorant of the articles, stories, novels

and orations devoted to their denuncia-

tion as a menace and a promise of war.

The car rounded headland after head-

land, finding always another beyond. On
one of these stood a lighthouse with a

patch of bright sky shining through.

When they reached it it was a moving-
picture fishing village—Inceville once,

now the R. C. Ranch Studio, an odd jum-
ble of hollow shells, English huts, West-
ern block houses, a church, a strip of

castellated walls—all sorts of structures

that a nimble camera could present as

parts of great wholes.

The road fared on, cutting off the tip

of one ridge and leaving a cone the

color of a vast chocolate drop set up at

the ocean's rim.

The next headland ended in a bit of

sand where a few palm trees had been
installed to represent a South Sea island

vista. The very mountains in silhouette

were like a strip of scenery.

Twilight was smothering the long and
twisted gorge of the Topanga when Mem
and Claymore turned their backs on the

last glimmers of the ocean.

For miles and miles the highway
mounted and writhed along the steeps of

precipices, hugging the rocks to let pass

car after car with lamps flashing in front

of blurred passengers.

The road had been slashed through
walls of stone or of heaped conglomerate
like enormous piles of cannon balls. The
slopes, of increasing depth and majesty,
were clothed with sage and stunted trees.

Here and there stood the tall white spikes

of the "candles of God," the yuccas de
Dios. now in bloom. They had a ghostly
glimmer where they hoarded the last

rays of waning day.

Mem's heart was stabbed with terror

at every sharp swerve around a beetling

ledge, for the headlight swung off down
the cliff, revealing the danger to be feared

rather than the road to be followed.

In almost every bay where there was a
bit of space a motor had stopped and
drawn close to the cliffside in the dark.
It was easy to imagine the purpose of
these halts. Each car was a wheeled soli-

tude, a love boat at anchor in a stream
of cars ignoring and ignored.

All over the world it was the custom
of the time to take advantage of such
little solitudes. There was a vast outcry
in pulpits <uid in editorial columns against
the evil, and evil was undoubtedly
achieved in immense quantity. It was no

new evil, however, but the ancient, eter-

nal activity that has never failed to find

its opportunity in desert and in garden,
in hut and palace, on porch and deck, in

graveyard and cloisture, in cave and on
hillside, in chariot, palanquin, sedan,

stagecoach, buggy. Victoria, or donkey
chaise as well as in auto.

It is an equally old evil to accuse the

implement of creating the power that

makes use of it, and would use another
weapon if need were.

There was a strange influence in this

recurrent mystery. Everywhere lovers

were hiding themselves in conspicuous
concealment. Mem felt disgust at the

first dozen, amusement or contempt for

the next fifty, tolerance for the next,

and

—

Claymore did not speak of them or of

anything else. He was too busy twirling

the wheel and gauging the little distances

between the edge of the cliff and the cars

that whizzed past.

Halfway up the canon his headlight

ransacked a black cove between two
headlands and found no motor in pos-
session of the estuary of night. And
here, to Mem's dumb astonishment, he
abruptly checked his car, swung in off

the road against the wall of rubble, and
stopped short with a sigh of exaggerated
fatigue.

"Well," he groaned, "this is a drive!

I'll rest a bit if you don't mind. Pretty
here, eh ?"

From their cavern of gloom they looked
across a fathomless ravine to a mountain
on which the risen moon poured a silent

Niagara. In the dozing radiance a

creamy shaft of yucca stood, a candle
blown out in a deserted cathedral.

The night air was of a strange gentle-

ness, and the cars that shot past threw
no light into their retreat.

There was a long, long silence that
filled Mem with a terror she could not
quite fail to enjoy. She could not tell

whether she heard her own heartbeats or
his, but excitement was athrob in the
little coach that had brought them so
swiftly to this remote seclusion.

Claymore was dumb so long that Mem
had time to cease to be afraid of what
he would say, and to begin to wish that
he would get it said, so that she could
know what her answer would be.

She felt a baffling uncertainty of her-

self. She could not imagine what she
might do or say. She had not had much
experience of men, but enough to know
that before long he would initiate the im-
memorial procedure that starts with an
arm adventuring about a waist and a
voyage after a kiss.

She told herself that the only right

and proper thing to do would be to re-

sist, protest, forbid, and prevent at any
cost the profanation of her sacred in-

tegrity, if necessary, she must fight,

scratch, scream, escape run away, appeal
for help to any passer-by, or, as a last

resort, leap over the cliff and die for

honor's sake.

But who was that She and who was
that Herself that told each other so
many things? i

Herself told She that Mr. Claymore
could not be treated as an ordinary
ruffian, an insolent, outrageous knave, a

fiend. He had treated her with most deli-

cate courtesy from the first, he had
given her opportunity for fame and
money, he had taught her his art. he
had given her his admiration, his praise,

his devotion, his mute but evident affec-

tion.

If he loved her and revealed his love,

she could hadly reward his patient chiv-

alry with prompt ingratitude and violence
and fear. That would make her the in-

sulter, not him.

She must be very gentle with him and
ask him kindly to forbear and not to

spoil the pleasant friendship that she had
prized.

But if he still persisted? He was sure

to be gentle at worst. He would obey
her with a sigh of loneliness and his

heart would grieve. Somehow, as she

foreshadowed such an acceptance of de-

feat, she could not but feel a little dis-

appointed.

Thousands of years of ancestry had
put it in her heart to enjoy being over-

powered, overpersuaded. captured. Women
had been earning their own livings in vari-

ous ways from most ancient antiquity and
had never yet overcome their inherent tend-

ency to play their part in the immortal duet.

If Mr. Claymore should propose mar-
riage, that would make his caresses ac-

ceptable—according to some canons,
though not to all. But he could not
marry her and she did not want to marry
anybody just now. She was a free

.voman in a tree country.

She was not free, however, from the

witchery of this night, this dream, the

vast yearning of this mountainous beauty.
She was not free of the disaster of de-

sire, the hunger to be embraced and
kissed and whispered to the need to be

kept warm in the cold loneliness of the

world.

But her training kept telling her that

only a wicked man of wicked aims could
have brought her here for the damnation
of her soul, the temptation of her flesh,

and all the infernal risks involved.

Still, she could not hate him even in

her imagination, though she tried. She
could not denounce him for what he had
not yet attempted, and she could not quite

despise herself for not being unwilling that

he should show a little courage.

Besides, what a hypocrite she would be

to protest and rebuke him for sullying her

honor when she had none ! Who was she

to be indignant because a man asked her

tor a kiss? How could she honestly de-

ceive him by pretending innocence? How
could she undeceive him by confessing her

wicked past?

Her thoughts spun giddily in her mind
all entangled with a skein of romantic

threads. She was young ind pretty and
time was wasting her flowerly graces.

Someone ought to cull them while they
bloomed.

While she debated with herself, as doubt-

less innumerable women have debated with

them selves in like plights. Claymore's own
mind was a chaos of equally ancient platit-

udes of a man's philosophy.

At length he found the courage or the

cruelty to slip his arm about Mem's waist

and to draw her close to him. He was al-

most more alarmed than delighted to find

that she hardly resisted at all.

He took her hands in his and whis-

pered. "Your poor little hands are cold!"

Then he kissed them with cold lips that

he lifted at once to hers and found them
warm and strangely like a rose against

his mouth.

He was as much amazed as if hers were
the first lips he had ever kissed—as if

he had just invented kissing. Then in

a frenzy of wonder he closed her in his

arms with all his power. He did not know
that the wheel bruised her side, and neither

did she. But she forget to debate her

duty or to think of her soul. She thought
only of the rapture of this communion,
and her arms stole round his neck and
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With the Procession in Los Angeles

By Harry Hammond Beall

she clenched him with all the power of

her arms.

As fire drives out fire, so evil evil. There
was an evil flourishing then with an un-

heard-of fury—a wave, a tidal wave, ot

crime, of murder, theft, violence of every

sort.

The highways and the houses of the

world were gone mad with the enterprises

of robbery. Nobody was safe at home
or abroad, in palace or hovel, shop or
mail car. Millions on millions of treasure

were being carried off by the thieves.

Theft was ubiquitous. On one of the

roads of Los Angeles, a month or two
before, a couple locked in each other's

arms had been challenged by a thug
with a gun. He had robbed both man
and girl, then carried the girl off in his

car and' later flung her outraged body
down a» the side of the road iiid left

her. When the police had traced him
and jailed him he had fought with such
fury that they had to kill him after he
had killed one guard and wounded an-
other.

It was a sorry time when thieves did

not respect thieves and when even illicit

love was not safe from criminal inter-

ference.

Mem. swooning she knew not where
or whither, was awakened from her mad
rapture by a low voice across her shoul-

der.

"Sorry to interrupt you. folks, but 1

need your money."
She turned and found herself blinded

by the glare from a motor halted at a

little distance. Dazzled as she was, she
could see the gaunt hand that held before
her a black pistol with a glint outlining

its ugly muzzle.

She whirled and stared into the staring

eyes of Claymore. It was fear, but an
infinite disgust, that she saw there, as

his arms left off embracing her and
rose slowly into the shameful posture of

abject surrender.

(CONTINTKI) NEXT WKEK)

film laughs from

TOPICS the DAY
SELECTED BY

TIMELY FILMS INC.

May— 1 always purchase umbrellas in dry
weather.
Ray—W hat's the idea. Kiddo?
May—Why, Buddy, they always go up

when it rains.
—

"Topics of the Day" Films.
* * *

Magistrate—So you broke an umbrella on
your husband's head. What have you to

say?
Defendant— It was an accident, sir.

•

Magistrate—How could it be an accident"
Defendant—Well. I had no intention of

breaking the umbrella.—San Francisco
Chronicle.

* * *

W hen mother and her brood s'arted for

town the weather looked dubious, so they
went well prepared. When they got off the

crowded train at the terminal, she said

:

"Have you got all the umbrellas, Tony'"
"Sure Mom." piped up the youngster. "I

had three when we star*ed and now I've got
five."

—
"Topics of the Day" Films.

* * *

"Madam," said a man standing in the

street car, "why do you persist in punching
me with your umbrella?"

"I want to make you look around so I

can thank you for giving me your seat.

Now, sir. don't get off and say that women
haven't any manners."—Boston Tran^cip .

HOLLYWOOD is humming with studio

activity these days. Never before has

there been so much constructive work go-

ing on at the various picture plants at one

time. And it's not the old "boom stuff"

either. Doubtless there's a real demand for

first class pictures and the Hollywood pro-

ducers are striving to meet the requirements

of the exhibitors. M. C. Levee, president

of United Studies, reports that he hasn't an

available foot of space to lease to anyone

at this time. Each one of his six big

stages are being worked to capacity. Other

rental studio managers have issued similar

Statements. There is a decided shortage of

screen talent— an. unprecedented fact—and

all real motion picture actors are working
steadily. Wildcat production companies are

conspicuous l>ccausc of their absence here

in Hollywood. And that's another unprece-

dented fact.
* * *

"The Covered Wagon" will roll into

Grauman's Hollywood Egyptian theatre

this week following the phenomenal run of

"Robin Hood," which enjoyed an engage-
ment of over six mon hs at the famous Hol-
lywood playhouse. And Sin Gratman is

importing a band of real honcst-to-goodness

"Injuns" from the big open places of Utah
and Wyoming to "do their stuff" in a n-

nection with an clalxirate presentation of the

Paramount production. The picture will be

given its premiere before one of the most
distinguished audiences ever assembled in

a local cinema theatre.

* * *

Harry Carey, noted Western star, will

shortly announce a new affiliation we arc

informed. His F. B. O. c< ntract is ap-

proaching its conclusion and representatives

of the star in N'ew York are reported to be

considering several new offers. In the mean-
time the Carey family is enjoying the simple

life on their ranch near Saugus.
* *

Jackie Coogan, No. 2. an oil well owned
by the famous juvenile star, came in the

other day gushing liquid gold at the feet

( f its little master. This is the second oil

proposition owned by "the kid" that has

proven a successful venture. Both wells

are situated near this city in the center of

one of the world's richest oil fields. Just

what Jackie is intending to do with all of

his new income no one can say.

* * *

Flsie Jane Wilson, who in private life

i< Mrs. Rupert Julian, and who has just

been chosen to direct Baby Peggy in a series

of all star specials for Universal, is start-

ing on the first production this week. The
directoress formerlv staged and acted in

films for the big "II." She is one of but

three feminine wielders within the confines

of Hollywood. And that's that.'

* * *

Harold Shaw, who will direct Viola Dana
in her next Metro picture, is the little star's

brother-in-law. His wife. Edna Flugrath
Shaw, is also a screen artiste. She has ap-

peared in manv English pr< ductions during
the past several years under the direction of

her husband.
* * *

Chvifs JShaflin's "The Pilgrim." which
has been running a* a local theatre recently,

rcm? ; ne'l in'act for its local showing. This
in sp ; te of 'he fact that other c'ties throueh-
out the country saw fit to dele'e large gobs

of the film. And the funny part of it all is

that no crime wave or unusual period of de-
generacy has followed the presentation of
the comedy classic. "The Pilgrim" played to
capacity houses and was thoroughly en-
joyed by all who viewed it.

* * *

Bessie Tri e is Al St. John's new lead-
ing woman. She is the third feminine lead
the Fox comedy star has employed in as
many months. No sooner does the come-
dian "break in" a leading lady than some
producer of screen dramas sees possibilities

in her and entices her away from the slap-

stick field. Such is the demand for good
looking girls with screen ability.

* * *

RoLLIN Sti'ri;eon, pioneer director, is

contemplating organizing a production unit
of his own in the near future. He is now
considering sites for a studio and is

also reading a number of stories adapt-
table to the screen. Sturgeon was long
a member of Universale directorial staff

and was the founder of the original Western
Vitagraph studios here. Recently he has
been in retirement.

* * *

Laira La Plante, one of the thirteen

"stars of tomorrow" recently selected by
the Western Motion Picture Advertisers to
be presented at the second annual "Wampas
Frolic and Ball" to be held on the large

stage just completed at the Warner Brothers'
studio, is to become a full-fledged star ahead
of schedule according to an announcement
given out at Universal this week. Miss
La Plante is to costar with Roy Stewart in

a five part feature under the direction of
Stiart Paton.

* * *

Betty Compson, whose contract with
Famous Players-Lasky terminate shortly,

will depart for London where she is to ap-

pear in a series of four English pictures

under the direction of Graham Cutts, fol-

lowing the completion of her present f<*-

ture, "The Woman With Four Faces." Uv
Comps< n plans to spend at least one year
abroad during which period she hopes to

have an opportunity to visit all of the prin-

cipal cities of Europe.

* * *

George D. Baker, director, and Charles
Whittaker, scenario writer, have arrived

in Los Angeles to launch a new production
unit at the Goldwyn studios. Balzac's novel,

"The Magic Skin." will be produced by them
for Achievement Films. Inc. The picture is

to be known as a George D. Baker Produc-
tion.

Bacon—I see that old joke about a fel-

low's stolen umbrella is still going around.
Egbert—That's nothing. So is the um-

brella.—-Yonkers Statesman.

* * *

Her Mother—With whom have you been-

walking. May?
Daughter—Whv. no one, mother.
Her Mother—But when you went out

you had an umbrella and now you're carry-

ing a cane.
—"Topics of the Day" Films.

* * *

"Do you always leave cards when yotr

call ?"

"No, sometimes I leave a pair of over-

shoes or an umbrella."—Boston Transcript.
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THEATRE CONSTRUCTION
AND EQUIPMENT

Saving the Surface—and More
Why Paint Is an Important Factor in Reducing Maintenance .Costs and Making the

Theatre a Healthier and More Attractive Gathering Place

By GAYXE T. K. XORTOX

I SAT in one oi the luxurious motion
picture theatres on upper Broadway.

New York, one evening recently and ex-

perienced a thrill. This came, not from
film action—it had more of realism than
can be picturized—but from the ceiling.

Twenty or more feet above me rough
plastering could be seen where paint had
peeled off. I was unpleasantly reminded
of the theatre disaster in Washington.
Most of us judge by appearances. We

see an effect, an outward appearance, and
jump to conclusions without considering
the cause. We tend to accept the evi-

dence our eves offer and act accordingly.

* * *

Every wide awake business man rea-

lizes this trait of human nature, especially

if he deals directly with the public as do
theatre owners and managers. These
men know that a very considerable por-
tion of their success depends upon the
appearance of the place of business.

In fact, a cleanly, well-kept appearance
is set down bv them as one of the first

essentials to success. A freshly painted
store or theatre radiates an atmosphere
of prosperity; people react to it and want
to "belong"; we all like to '"root" for a
winner. On the other hand, soiled, worn.

Editor, Sate the Surface Magazine

or peeling paint suggests poverty, care-

lessness, lack of regular building inspec-

tion, falling plaster, danger.
Paint cleanliness and ""whole-ness"

about a theatre is a necess'ty. Add color
harmony to this and painting cost is

turned into a business asset. Just as
clean clothes are a necessity and good
looking clothes an asset to a man. Paint
is clothing for building materials.

* * *

But decoration is only one of the ser-

vices Daint renders the exhibitor. An-
other—and more important perhaps—is

its service in the field of sanitation. As
our knowledge of contagious diseases has
accumulated, health authorities have come
to recoen ze uncoated walls as danger
spots. Organic matter and moisture tend
to collect on rough surfaces; these are
the two reauisites of bacterial growth.
Bacterial colonies are dangerous things to
have around, and to allow conditions to
exist which foster or promote their

growth is a menace to public health.
For vears hospital authorities have

insisted upon painted walls because bac-
teria cannot grow on any surface that is

water proof and so smooth that organic
matter can find no resting place upon it.

Photograph of a piece of tin roofing of ordinary grade that has been exposed to the
elements for three years. Lower unprotected portion is new a thin skeleton of
rust Upper painted portion is in good condition.

An uncoated wall surface under the mi-
croscope, shewing rough surfaces that
might retain organic matter or allow
entrance of moisture.

Hotel proprietors, seeing the danger, are
making bedrooms brighter and healthier

bv means of painted walls. Such paint-

ing is equally necessary in all public

buildings, particularly in theatres-

Walls of glazed, vitreous tile are
superior to any other type from a sani-

tary standpoint because of their smooth,
non-absorbent and washable character.

But for the walls of a motion picture
theatre tile is out of the question; it is

far too expensive and usually lacking in

the desired color values.
* * *

Next to tile, painted walls are the most
satitactorv. Exhaustive tests have shown
that oil or varnish paints form a water-
proof film on plaster or cement walls, or
walls of wood or pressed or formed
paper, and in so doing make a smooth
surface that will not afford a resting
place for easily available organic matter.

Prior to 190T interior wall paints were
seldom used except in hospitals and
kitchens. During that year a series of
paints were olaced in the market that had
great hiding power and dried rapidly to

a matte finish surface of pleasing tex-

ture. Thev were eagerly welcomed by
the trade for their non-yellowing char-
acteristics, washability and ease of ap-
plication.

These paints make strong appeal to

the exhibitor from both the sanitary and
advertising standpoints. They give him
a real chance to build good will, for a
note in his program describing how the
health of his patrons is guarded cannot
but produce a beneficial influence and
make particular appeal to parents.
There is still another service that paint

renders the theatre owner or the tenant
whose dutv it is to keep a property in
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S. M. P. E. Meet May 7 to 10
Many Papers of Interest Scheduled on Program of Spring Convention to Be

Held at Atlantic City N. J.

repair. Comparatively few people realize

that a film of paint protects any surface

it covers from the destructive action of

weather—an action we see as rot and
rust, and feel in the shape of repair bills.

The wet paint sign is the only insurance
policy we can take out to protect our-
selves against losses of this kind.

The Dutch have a proverb to the effect

that nood paint costs nothing. This is

correct. Painting costs are repaid many
times over by preventing costly repairs

and extending the life and usefulness of

the property that is given surface pro-
tection.

* * *

The rot and rust bill American prop-
erty owners are paying each year is in

excess of two billion dollars. Practically

all of this loss could be prevented with
paint and varnish.

The theatre owner who paints those
portions of his property that "show"
and neglects to save the surface of those
portions that are less conspicuous—roof,

sidinjr. gutters and so on—is on the road
to expensive repairs which are wholly
unnecessarv.
By protecting and preserving a theatre

building, by beautifying it and by rend-
ering it highly sanitary, paint takes place

among the most important items of the-

atre equipment. It has a value out of

all proportion to its cost.

When it is realized that painting can
be done between midnight and noontime
without disturbing time tables, one
wonders why so many owners allow their

theatres to run down in appearance
while the repair bills run up.

Astoria, Ore.—Articles of incorporation
have been filed by The Black Cat, Incor-
porated, which will build a theatre here.

Incorporators are C. A. Smith, A. E.
Bennett and G. C. Fulton.

Do You Want Qualifi-

cations, Consistency

and Originality?

A Live, Progressive and Aggres-
sive Showman, Experienced in

Booking and -Buying Feature
Films, Novelty Features, and
B i g-Ti rac-V au d e vi 1 le, Who
Can Stage and Produce Pro-
logues, Stage Novelties and
Revues, Handles Publicity and
Exploitations in a New and
Novel Way. A Man who Pos-
sesses Personality, Ability and
New Ideas, and is familiar with
Theatrical Conditions Here and
Abroad, Seeks Connections with
an Organization or Individuals

which wants a Real Showman,
who can lay-out and run show,
create and maintain the sort of

harmony in an organization that
radiates.

If Real Showmanship, 100%
Energy and Brains, Will Put
Your Proposition Across, I am
in the market to work with you.

Address Box 100, Exhibitors Herald

EVERYTHING is in readiness for the
Spring convention of the Society of

Motion Picture Engineers to be held at

the Hotel Traymore, Atlantic City, N. J.,

May 7 to 10, and papers and discussions
of far-reaching importance covering a
variety of subjects are on the schedule.
Final plans were worked out at a meet-
ing of the arrangements and publicity
committees in New York City and, ac-
cording to J. C. Kxoesen, chairman of the
publicity committee, a special program
has been arranged for the ladies which
will assure them diversion during the
business sessions of the conclave.

* * *

The order of events as outlined at pres-
ent will begin with registration Monday,
followed by the president's address and
the report of the arrangements commit-
tee with a few papers to be read. The
afternoon will be devoted to further pa-
pers and will conclude with a get-together
luncheon.
Ten papers are listed to be read Tues-

day, the afternoon being devoted to a

visit to one of the piers. A banquet will

be a feature of Wednesday evening while
Thursday will be given up entirely to
papers.
Among the papers which will be read

the following have already been an-
nounced :

* *

"Efficiency in Carbon Arc Projection,"
by W. R. Mott and W. C. Kunzman.
"Mazda Lamps for Motion Picture

Projection," by j. A. Summers.
"High Speed Photography Without the

Use of Especially Designed Cameras," by
J. H. McNabb.
"The Phonofilm," by Dr. Lee de For-

est.

"Testing Motion Picture Machines for

Naval Service," by C. S. Gillette, Lieut.

Commander, U. S. N.
* * *

Other subjects which will be outstand-
ing topics of discussion, will be: Handling
of machines on man of war; Purchasing
and distribution of films; Special require-

ments of machines to be used in naval
service and on ship board—general char-
acteristics (mechanically and electrically) ;

Miscellaneous requirements; Testing ma-
chines to prove suitability for naval use;

Film operation, lubrication and wear

—

electrical feature; Special technical fea-

tures of intermittent and sprockets in re-

gard to their relation to the film; Tcntion
shoes, adjustments and miscellaneous fea-

tures; Special features of the optical pro-

jection system and its standardization.

Fox to Open Theatre in

Oakland, Cal., on May 1

The first William Fox theatre in Cali-

fornia will be opened about May 1st. The
new theatre is located in Oakland, and.

according to reports, will be one of the

finest motion picture palaces on the Pa-
cific coast. The structure will have a

seating capacity of approximately 3,000

people.
The opening of the new' Oakland thea-

tre follows close on the heels of the

announcement that the William Fox
Philadelphia theatre will be opened to the

public next Fall. The Philadelphia struc-

ture is now under construction and will

have a seating capacity of approximately
3,700. This picture palace will be housed

in an eighteen-story office building. Plans
arc also under way for the construction
of William Fox theatres in Chicago and
Boston, sites for which already have been
selected. The completion of these new
theatres will bring the total of the Fox
circuit of houses up to fifty theatres, it is

announced.

New Projects

Beaver Dam, Wis.—A theatre which
will cost $150,000 and have a seating
capacity of 1,200 will be erected in Heaver
Dam by F. C. Gross, owner of the Gar-
rick theatre, Second street, Milwaukee,
Wis., and Jack Yeo of Beaver Dam.

*

Indianapolis, Ind.—Central Amusement
Company, which operates the Lyric the-

atre, North Illinois street, has leased

property adjoining the theatre for re-

modeling and enlargement of the Lyric.
*

Cincinnati, O.—A memorial theatre to

be dedicated to Paul Lawrence, negro
poet, will be built in Walnut Hills in the

heart of the suburban colored district.
*

Hermosa Beach, Cal.—A new theatre

is being erected here by R. E. Mattcson
and G. S. Thatcher of the First Bank of-

Hermosa Beach which will be leased by
Venice Amusement Company.

*

Winchester, Ky.—A theatre to cost

$70,000 will be erected on North Main
street here.

Park Ridge, 111.—A modern theatre w :

be erected here if plans of W. H. Malo
are fulfilled. Members of the Commer-
cial association recently held a meeting
at the office of the Home Realty com-
pany for discussion of the project.

Muscatine, la.—W. W. Holliday of

Decatur, 111., has announced that he has

completed plans for the erection of a

theatre in Muscatine at East Third street,

adjoining the city hall.
*

Kansas City, Mo.—A new theatry <o

be known as the Troostwood wil'*be

erected at 5429 Troost avenue to be oper-

ated by Frank Rcber, contractor, and his

sons. Plans have been drawn by Wilson
& Crans, 608 Interstate building, Kansas
City.

*

Boulder, Colo—A $100,000 theatre will

be erected here by Boulder Theatres
company. The project is virtually fin-

anced and plans have been drawn. G. A.

Pleus and F. J. Buchheit of Buchheit-

Pleus Investment company are president

and vice-president respectively of the

company. R. W. Josly, cashier of the

Mercantile Bank and Trust company, is

secretary and treasurer.

Texarkana, Ark. — Announcement has

been made that Saenger Amusement
company will build a $100,000 theatre

here, work to be started in about two
months.

Indianapolis, Ind.—A $150,000 theatre

and business block will be erected at

4137-4147 College avenue if efforts of

Harry G. Templeton, of the Harry Tem-
pleton company, realtors, 4176 College

avenue, to have the present zoning ordi-

nance changed are successful. Options

on the property have been obtained.
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ChicagoTradeEvents
Rubens Sends Call

To Illinois Exhibitors
Urges Theatre Men Throughout

State to Attend Convention
President L. M. Rubens, and Secretary

Louis H. Frank, of the Illinois Motion
Picture Theatre Owners, have sent out

the last call to the exhibitors of the state

in regard to the annual convention to be

held at the Hotel Sherman, Wednesday
and Thursday, April 18-19.

Topics of Vital Interest .Listed

Every exhibitor in the state is invited

to participate and lend his advice in all

matters pertaining to the business of con-

ducting motion picture theatres. The
question of the music tax, admission tax,

uniform contract, Sunday closing, wage
scale, censorship and other matters of

vital interest will be discussed.

On Wednesday evening a "get-to-

gether" dinner will be held in the Tiger
room, at which all branches of the in-

dustry will be represented. It is ex-

pected Sydney S. Cohen, president of

M. P. T. O. of A. and other national

officers will be present and the following
speakers have been invited: Judge Wil-
liam E. Dever, mayor-elect of Chicago;
Robert Crowe, state's attorney; Judges
David, McKinley and Olson; Michael
Igoe, Robert Levy, U. S. Marshal; Gen.
Kroner, and Sid Lyons. The F. I. L. M.
Board of Trade will attend in a body.

Urges Exhibitors to Attend

Mr. Rubens is urging exhibitors

throughout the state to attend the con-
vention and it is hoped to bring the mem-
bership up to 100 per cent. A good time
is promised all who attend.

"Covered Wagon" Opens
At Woods on April 22

James Cruze's Paramount production,
"The Covered Wagon," which is proving
such a sensational success in its premiere
engagement at the New York Criterion,

open in Chicago April 22 at the

\\*ods theatre.

John C. Flinn was in Chicago last week
making the preliminary arrangements for

the presentation.

Noted Hunter Here
H. A. Snow, noted African hunter and

explorer, and his wife, arrived in Chicago
on Sunday, April 8, from a twenty-seven
months big game hunt in Africa, where
he was seeking specimens for the Oak-
land Museum, California.

Sidney Snow, nineteen-year-old son of
the explorer, accompanied him and
"Hunting Big Game in Africa with Gun
and Camera" is the result of their trip.

Universal is distributing the picture, hav-
ing recently purchased it after a success-
ful Broadway run. It will open at the
Randolph theatre, April 22.

Acquires Hines Feature
Second National Pictures of Illinois,

Inc., have closed contracts for the ter-
ritorial rights on "Luck," Johnny Hines'
latest melocomedy, sponsored by C. C.
Burr. The territory covered by the con-
tract includes Northern Illinois.

Old Milwaukee Theatre

To Be Sold at Auction

Milwaukee, Wisconsin's oldest theatre,

in which the entire gamut of amusements

have had their sway at one time or an-

other, is to go under the hammer at

sheriff's sale May 7. Theatre men who
have visited Milwaukee during the last

half-century will recall it variously as the

Shubert or the old Academy of Music.

Under the latter name, it was erected

in 1865 by the Milwaukee Musical as-

sociation and served thereafter as con-
servatory and opera house. When the

Shuberts bought it a quarter of a century
later it became headquarters for legiti-

mate road shows. For many years, it

was the city's only legitimate house.
After the erection of the present David-
son, the Shubert was taken over by
Charles A. Niggemeyer and manager as

a stock house. Manager Niggemeyer,
rceognizing the growing importance of

the motion picture, installed motion pic-

ture equipment and attempted to make
a go of it as a film house but the loca-

tion proved quite as detrimental to the

picture as to the stock business and late

in 1920 the house went dark.

New Exchange Opened
On South Wabash Ave.

Ben N. Judell, well known exchange-

man hereabouts, has opened the DeLuxe
Feature Film Company exchange, at 738

South Wabash ave., Chicago, and is offer-

ing as his first feature picture "The

Greatest Menace."

Mr. Judell gave two private screenings

of the picture at the Fulco projection
rooms, on Friday, April 6. It is an ex-
pose of the drug evil, directed by Albert
Rogell. Robert Gordon, Mildred June,
Ann Little. Harry Northrup, Wilfred
Lucas and Rhea Mitchell are in the cast.

Exchange Managers Meet
District Manager R. C. Seery called

a meeting of First National exchange

managers, in Chicago, April 2, at which

the national advertising campaign of the

corporation was discussed. D. W. Hen-
derson, of the Lesan advertising agency

addressed the men.

Those who attended the session were:
Harry Weiss, manager, St. Louis; E. L.
Alperson, manager, Omaha; Harry Wein-
berg, manager, Des Moines; E. C. Rho-
den, manager, Kansas City; H. J. Fitz-

gerald, manager Milwaukee; R. E.
Bradford, manager Minneapolis; C. E.
Bond, manager, Chicago; T. R. Gilliam,

assistant country sales manager, Joseph
Stern, salesman, W. W. Brumberg,
country sales manager, Nat Wolf, sales-

man, G. L. Sears, city sales manager,
Chicago, W. E. Cook, salesman and A.

W. Sobler, publicity director.

Sheehan Returns East
Winfield R. Sheehan, general manager

of Fox Film Corp., passed through Chi-
cago en route to New York. Thursday.
Mr. Sheehan has been on the coast for

several months.

Madge Bellamy Arrives
From the West Coast

Petite Ince Star Makes Personal

Appearances in Chicago
Madge Bellamy, the Thomas H. Ince

star, who arrived in Chicago on Friday,

is the official messenger of the American
Historical Revue and Motion Picture Ex-
position to be held in Los Angeles, July,

August and Sept. Accompanying her on
the trip which will take in the capitals of

the Eastern states, Washington, D. C. and
Cuba, are Bert Lennon, personal repre-

sentative of Thomas H. Ince, Rees T.
Dudley, business representative for Mr.
Ince, William Skall, cinematographer,
and Mrs. Bellamy.

Gets Gold and Silver Camera

Upon her arrival in Chicago Messrs.

Bell & Howell delivered to Miss Bellamy
a gold and silver mounted motion picture

camera, which will be used on the trip

to photograph scenes, crowds and the-

atre audiences. Miss Bellamy has made
a close study of photography as employed
around the studio, and will operate the

beautiful instrument made especially for

Thomas H. Ince's petite star.

The exposition is to commemorate the

one hundredth anniversary of the signing
of the Monroe Doctrine and Miss Bel-

lamy will deliver to President Harding
and Mrs. Harding, beautifully engraved,
solid gold invitations. Solid gold invi-

tations will be delivered also to each of

the governors and mayors of every state

and large city in the Union.

Makes Personal Appearances

While in Chicago Miss Bellamy made
personal appearances at the Keystone,
Windsor, National, Crystal, Tiffin, Bugg,
Adelphi, Howard and Keystone theatres,

photographing audiences with her gold
camera. These pictures will later be
shown at these theatres.

Miss Bellamy and her party left Tues-
day for Detroit, and the East and they
expect to visit New York, Washington,
Atlanta, and Havana before returning to

the coast.

Theatres Given Credit

By Mayor-Elect Dever
Judge William E. Dever, who was

elected mayor of Chicago last week by a

large majority, is giving the theatremen
hereabouts credit for their assistance in

putting him in office. A neat trailer was
prepared several weeks before election,

showing the Judge playing golf with
Theodore Roberts, entertaining Jackie
Coogan, and compaigning with Eleanor
Fair.

The distribution of the film was in

charge of his son Danny and it played in

over 400 theatres, showing to 895,000

people it is estimated. All of the Ascher
Bros, theatres, the Lubliner & Trinz
houses and the Jones, Linick & Schaefer
theatres as well as all the outlying houses
in Chicago ran the trailer.

New Player in Town
Owen Gorine, a new Universal player

recently signed by Carl Laemmle, presi-

dent of Universal, arrived in Chicago
We'dnesday evening, en route for the
Coast. Mr. Gorine will be featured in

Universal pictures it is said.
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| CHICAGO PERSONALITIES
j

I ByJ.R.M. J
JOHNNY H1NES breezed into town

and cut again last week. He's on his
way to California to make a picture for
Warner Bros.

* * *

S. T. Marks, Vitagraph salesman, had
the misfortune to lose his Ford Coupe while
it was parked in front of the Chicago the-
atre last week. Anybody seen a Ford lost,

strayed or stolen?
* * *

Speaking of automobiles, the bookkeep-
ing department of Fox exchange has gone
crazy on the subject. Costello and Lay-
man are the latest victims and they're ask-
ing Frank Flaherty all about "the wheel
base" and how they are going to fix it.

* * *

Herb. Washburn has joined the Hod-
kinson forces. He was formerly with
United Artists.

* * *

Earl Hill of the Star theatre, on Ful-
lerton ave., was attacked by a gang of row-
dies a week ago and badly beaten up be-
cause he had put one of the gang out of
his theatre.

* * *

Shelby Chapman, the artist, has sold
the LaSalle theatre.

* * *

Mrs. Katherine McKee wishes us to
correct an item in regard to the Liberty
theatre, Liberty, 111. She states the theatre
was sold Feb. 1 to Ross Palmer, of Abing-
ton, 111., who failed to meet his obligations
and left March 1. Mrs. McKee held a chat-
tel mortgage on the house and will reopen
it as soon as the foreclosure proceedings are
settled.

* * *

Noah Bloomer, operating the Gayety
theatre, Freeburg, 111., is opening up the
Dreamland theatre, Belleville, 111.

* * *

Harry Weiss, First National Exchange
manager, St. Louis, was a Chicago caller
recently.

* * *

Ed Fellis of the Orpheum theatre, Hills-
boro, III., was elected Countv Supervisor
on the Republican ticket at the April 3 elec-
tion, by a 27 vote majority, which is cutting
the corner pretty close*

* * *

J. L. Friedman and wife have returned
from a two weeks' vacation at Atlantic
City, N. J.

* * *

Johnny Mednikow, the Celebrated
Players Film Corp. star salesman, has a
new Jewett.

* * *

"Poor Men's Wives" goes into the Chi-
cago April 23, and the Ascher Bros, and L.
& T. Circuits have booked the same pic-
ture to follow the down town run.

* * *

Louis Golden, branch manager of Cele-
brated, Indianapolis, was in town last week.

* * *

Ed Grossman, special representative for
Al Lichtman in these parts, left on Satur-
day for a visit to New York.

* * *

Maurice Fleckles grabbed the Century
on Friday for New York.

* * *

Del Goodman, recently appointed Austra-
lian representative for Fox, is now in New
York, having bid good-bye to his pals on
Saturday-.

Dave Dlbin and Harry Phillips are
promoters of boxing bouts and give daily
demonstrations of the art at the Universal
exchange.

* * *

Louis Bloom of the Lawndale theatre has
been on the sick list.

• * * *

Clarence Phillips, the Hodkinson go-
getter, was in Waukegan last week and re-
turned with a nice bunch of contracts.

* * *

J. R. Moss, manager of the L. & T. thea-
tre, Devon ave., has a novel display in his
lobby of "coming attractions." It is a front
cover page from The Herald with the vari-
ous colored inserts neatly framed along
side. J. R. is the boy who originated the
Snuggle Pup tie-up for the Herald-Exam-
mer, and arranged for the trailer to be
shown in every Lubliner & Trinz house.

» *

II. II. Hurn, Central Division sales man-
ager, Hodkinson, is back in town, busy as
ever.

* * »

Frank Mantzke, manager American Re-

leasing exchange, made Moline last week,
where George Beban played a week's en-
gagement with the film, "Sign of the Rose."

* * *

Harry Miller is interested in the Na-
tional theatre now, and is booking this
house as well as the Windsor on North
Clark st.

* * *

Graowell Sears of First National sales
forces, blossomed out in a new spring over-
coat that has the whole Row gasping. It

can be seen with the naked eye for a mile
and a half— it's that kind.

* * »

The Lexington theatre, Crawford ave..
reopened last week. Aaron Saperstein, of
the Palace Royal and Lincoln, is running it.

* *

Phil Sei.znick was in town last week with
his "Wonders of the Sea" picture, which
goes through F. B. O.

* * *

Louis Kramer's Buick coupe is for
sale.—Adv.

* * *

Bill Brumberc, manager of country sales.
First National, has been paying Postel's
Healfhitorium weekly visits, getting in trim
for the summer. He took out some travel-
ers insurance first, so Bill must expect to
do considerable road work.

* * *

Goldwyn is all set for its Spring Drive.
The opening gun was fired at a sales meet-
ing held March 31, at which George A.
Hickey, district supervisor, presided.

* * *

Walt Nealand. the Goldwyn pufflicist,

spent a week in Freeport. the other day.
putting over "The Christian" at the Lindo
theatre. John Dittman, the peppy manager
of the Lindo, assisted. A heavy snow fall

gave Walt free space to stick up his posters
on every snow pile and an attractive 24-
sheet lighted with four powerful arc lights
brought the crowds into the theatre.

* * *

George A. Hickey, district supervisor,
Goldwyn, spent a day in Madison, Wis.,
where be sold the entire Goldwyn output
to the Parkway theatre. Sam Shurman ac-
companied Mr. Hickev.

. * * * *

"Foolish Wives" plaved a ten cent house
on Madison street last week.

Frances White, recently starred in "The
Hotel Mouse" and popular in vaudeville,
comes to the McVickcrs theatre next week
as an extra added attraction. "Prodigal
Daughters" will be the Paramount feature.

* * *

Called on the firm of H. Schoenstadt &
Sons, at their new Michigan ave. headquar-
ters one day last week but learned the sen-
ior member of the firm was taking his siesta
and didn't disturb him. Better luck next
time I hope. Arthur, who is in Europe
wires that he will be back in the States in
a few weeks.

* * *

Ascher Brothers Chateau theatre, at Grace,
and Broadway, packed them in for a whole
week with Eva Tanguay as the vaudeville
attraction. "The Christian" was the feature
picture and pleased quite as well as Eva.
Hut they always fall for the eccentric dancer
and her equally eccentric songs.

* * *

Didja pipe "Red" Johnson's new lid?
The boys around the F. B. O. office chipped
in and bought the new headgear. The old
one is to be donated to Smithsonian insti-

tute, we are advised.
* * *

Sydney Cohen, W. A. True and C. AJ
Lick registered at the Sherman Hotel last

Thursday.
* * *

Down in Michigan City, "Bill" Danziger
put over "To Have and to Hold" at Abe
\\ allerstein's New Tivoli. Here's how he
did it. He advertised he would give 120
pounds of tobacco for a wife to have and to
hold. And believing "To Have and to Hold"
is synonymous with marriage, Bill arranged
to give away free tickets to the Tivoli to
every couple who obtained a marriage license

that week.
* * *

Somebody advised Harry O'Brien, the
Paramount salesman, to put flaxseed in his

leaky radiator, explaining that it would
swell up and stop the sundry holes. It

worked. But the seeds also communicated
themselves to the flivver's engine and now
I larry's "picking them up and laying them
down" like common people, while the seeds

'

are sprouting.
* *

Abe Wallerstein. of Michigan City, is in

Baltimore, Md., on a ten days' pleasure trip.

* * *

M. H. L\throp, Oscar Swan and Wil-
liam E. Breed, the later manager, have
taken over the New Bedford theatre, Nfw
Bedford, III., and will use Universal serv*""'.

* * * *

Edward Trinz, of the Elite theatre, Wau-
kegan, III., is contemplating a big campaign,?
on Universal-Jewel pictures in April. He
was assisted in laying out the campaign by
W. L. Hill of Universal exchange.

* * •

A. J. McCabe, formerly engaged as film

salesman in Michigan, but now doing spe-

cial work out of the Chicago exchange, was
taken seriously ill at South Bend and taken
to a hospital last week. He left March 29

for his home in Cheyenne, Wyo., where he
will submit to a surgical operation.

F. B, O. Executives to

Prepare for Golf Meet
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, April 10.—J. I. Schnitzer
and Nat G. Rothstein of Film Booking
Offices, accompanied by their wives, left

today for French Lick, Ind., for a two
weeks' vacation.
The trip, it is said, is in the nature of

a spring training affair, at which the F.

B. O. executives will get in trim for the
annual F»7m Daily golf tournament.
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Presented by

when
theywant
thebest in

money-makini
Chapter Play;

Carl Laemmle
Starring

ARTACORD
Directed by

Edward Laemmle

WHY? Because they know they're

getting EVERYTHING that goes

to make a winner—story, star, director,

exploitation, accessories— great stuff!

Thousands are booking it everywhere

—

with this successful successor to "In the

Days of Buffalo Bill"!

Coming!A&eat ChapterPlay "In theDays of DanielBooie
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NOW in its second big week at The
Randolph Theatre. Chicago. "The

Abysmal Brute" is turning 'em away
every day! Both press and public are
unanimous in extending it overwhelming
praise—and the box-office is reflecting it'

the following reviews

:

JACK LONDON'S

STARRING

tinala

universal jewel

" 'The Abysmal Brute' rings true from
beginning to end. It is Jack London's
story, told in the straightforward, con-
vincing, easy-to-take manner of the au-

thor himself. If that best man of yours
has been getting rather balky lately about
coing to the movies, just entice him to see

'The Abysmal Brute', and see if he doesn't

have the time of his life."

Chicago Herald and Examiner.

"Reginald Denny is a hit in 'The Abysmal
Brute'. The screen has few players of his

virility and clean-cut, as they say, punch.

He has looks and brains. The story is en-

tirely satisfactory."

Chicago Daily Journal.

YOUR SLOGAN f$ -

I WILL
BUT WHEN IT CAME

* TO GOING WILD OYER

%ABYSMAL BRUTi

Si

PRtSENITE.O BV
CARL LAEMMLE
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SUCCESS

!

ANN LITTLE
Hie Screen's ,

Most Darin?
Actress

NOW YOU CAN GET IT! Sure to prove the champion

money-maker of them all! BECAUSE you've got three

of the biggest box-office stars ever filmed in any chapter-

play

—

the world's champion athlete, the screen's most daring

actress, and the premier dare-devil of the air.

With nothing but these three, it would still be the biggest box-

office bet ever made! But in addition, you've got a powerful

and fascinating story filled with the biggest thrills ever thrown
on a screen.

And added to all that your release date is timed perfectly. You
start the crowds nozv before the schools close! After they've

seen the first episode they're yours completely! Fifteen solid

weeks of crowded houses thru the Summer—just when you want
them ! All backed by a press book filled with live practical ad-

vertising and exploitation.

See it now at your Universal Exchange

!

Bom the storyby
THEO.WHARTON

Directed by
DUKE WORNE

Presented by

CARL LAEMMLE
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Itox-Office records everywhere/

!

r

TOM MOORE'S RIALTO THEATRE,
Washington, D. C, with seating capacity

of 18G0, played to 29,000 admissions in

seven days.

STATE THEATRE, Pittsburgh, with

seating capacity of 740, played to 17,256

admissions in six days.

CAMEO THEATRE, New York City,

with seating capacity of 539, played to

90,000 admissions in seven weeks and
is showing to big houses in its eighth

week.

ALHAMBRA THEATRE, Toledo, O.,

with seating capacity of 800, played to

4,139 people on its opening day, smash-
ing every existing record.

CIRCLE THEATRE, Cleveland, O., with
a seating capacity of about 1,300, played
to 4,327 admissions on its opening day.

PALACE THEATRE, Lawrence, Mass.,
broke all house records for first two days.

Every day brings telegrams telling of new
records which this unusual story of the
sea is making in all sections of the coun-
try.

I

SEA IN SHIPS,
It s a HODKINSON PICTURE
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TO "PRODUCERS

qJNNOUNCING THE

Selznick Distributing Corporation
Independent and NON-PRODUCING Distributors

for Distinguished "Product

We have high-powered exchanges everywhere.

We know no seasons. As an example, we cite

"Reported Missing," which we released in the

summer and on which we collected approximately

$300,000 in the hot months alone.

We afford absolute protection to producers, for

—

We shall open a special account for every production we
handle. All producer's monies shall be deposited there-

in, and handled as INVIOLABLE TRUST RECEIPTS,
subject only to the PRODUCER'S withdrawal.

We count ourselves able and independent; and
as stable as Gibraltar.

Selznick Distributing Corporation
Directors

CHARLES E. PAIN, Chairman
Attornev-at-Law, Chicago and Los Angeles.

W. C. J. DOOLITTLE
Vice-President First Natl. Bank, Trenton. N. Y.

WALTER JEROME GREEN
Vice-Pres. Utica City Natl. Bank, Utica. N. Y.
President Utica Investment Co., Utica, N. Y.

W. C. J. DOOLITTLE

MARK HYMAN
Attorney-at-Law, New York.

RALPH B. ITTELSON
San, Ittelson 1 Van Voorhis, New York.

M. C. LEVEE
President United Studios, Inc., Los Angeles, Cal.

MYRON SELZNICK

Executive Committee

CHARLES E. PAIN
MARK HYMAN

RALPH B. ITTELSON
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We invite the attention of exhibitors to our prod-

uct and our progress.

We shall not produce pictures— but we shall

handle the best product of the world's indepen-

dent creative minds. We believe that our stability,

and our policies,—particularly our TRUST RECEIPTS

policy—will enable us to secure the very best.

Our exchanges are ready to give you splendid

service. Our Sales and Distribution staff wants to

sell and to serve you.

Selznick Distributing Corporation

Officers

W. C. J. DOOLITTLE, President RALPH B. ITTELSON, Vice-President

Vice-President First Natl. Bank, Trenton, N. Y. San, Ittelson & Van Voorhis, Attorneys-at-Law. X. Y.

MYRON SELZNICK, Vice-President
WALTER JEROME GREEN, Sec. & Treas.

Vice-President Utica City National Bank, Utica. N*. V.
President Utica Investment Company, Utica, X. Y.
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FROM COAST TO COAST
THE VOICE OF THE BOX OFFICE BOOSTS

"THE HERO"

Boston
"THE HERO" Drew well.

Boston Theatre

Albany

Clinton Square
Theatre

"'PI-TP1 T_T CDfl" f~* r\r\/A Uniipot. „ 1 1 _]_.inc nC/i\u Urooa nouses an week.

Philadelphia

Regent Theatre
i rir> rir^JKU uid splendid business.

Milwaukee

Merrill Theatre
"THE HERO" Business excellent.

Dallas

Queens Theatre
"THE HERO" Business better than for many weeks.

Los Angeles

Millers Theatre

"THE HERO" In the second week and will hold over
another week.

Produced by —

_

PREFERRED Box Office Reports from the ^I
lLJTUiMPinTTDFCTw „ AL-LICHTMANriiiUKfcSlNC. Exhibitors TraHe Revipw corporation

B PSdnrfberj.-,*, jC.Bad.wm Trtu. J A 1 «UC IXtVltW |650WO«>WAy(&Ww yo» city





ds a screen production this most noteworthy

•7o/WILLARD MACK'S
plays is dwarfing even the box-office records

of the stage presentation ^

letioj

^JL tremendously gripping photo

-

r" drama of two trusts ietrayed.

t^t depicts tlie indulgence of a lone-

ly and devoted wife in the sham solace
of the bizarre life of GreenwichVillage.

Class

i
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SistributedMETRO PICTURES
CORPORATION

(Jury 9*tpe rcalcictures £t<L. Occlusive Distributors thruou-t
great JBritain. Sir WcLUant Jury.Managing Director:
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Five Reels of Roars !

"Should Roll Up a Winning
Score at the Box-Office, **

" 'The Shriek of Araby' is a jazzy, rapid-fire ac-
tion Mack Sennett burlesque, 'put across' in the
inimitable Sennett fashion," declares the Exhib-
itor's Trade Review.

"A lively mixture of farce comedy and mock ro-

mance alive with riotous fun from the beginning
to the end.

"A wide field of advertising possibilities for the

exhibitor who books Ben Turpin's latest con-
tribution to the gaiety of the public, and there is

no doubt as to the feature's ability thoroughly to

satisfy everyone in search of an hour's hilarious

amusement.

"It is the richest sort of nonsense, a real cure for

the blues, and should roll up a winning score at

the box-office."

Mack Sennett and Ben Turpin

Make a Sure-Fire Combination

CK /ENNETT
presents

BEN TORPlNw
KATHRYN M-GOIRE

in

THE SHRIEK OF ARABY
Direction by

"J.
JRtchai'd tfones

Ilied Producers and Distributor Corporations
72Q Seventh Ouenue. JVeur Cjork City

-0 Oronch Office located in each United Qrtistx Corporation Cxchoncla —

»

i
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fa
(paramount]

(picture

a JAMES CRUZE production —

Praise from Coast to Coast

"Unapproached in the history of the screen,"
"Will reap a golden harvest of dollars," "The
apex of cinematic art," "Paramount has eclipsed
itself. 'The Covered Wagon' takes first rank
among the truly inspired master productions"

—

Thus the Los Angeles reviewers unanimously
shouted the praises of "The Covered Wagon."

In New York this mighty screen epic has
played five weeks at the Criterion to absolute
jammed capacity, and seems destined to run
forever.

Watch "The Covered Wagon" when it opens
in Chicago on April 22.

Adapted by Jack Cunningham from
the Novel by Emerson Hough

m. FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKYCORPORATION
i AOOIPM ZUKOP. ftnM^ ,

Above is the 4-column Press Sheet Ad. Mats and electros at Exchanges.
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"60 Cents
an Hour"
JACQUELINE LOGAN

If you—or your com-
petitor—played Walter
Hiers' first starring picture,

"Mr. Billings Spends His

Dime," you know that a

new star of the first magni-
tude has arrived!

Now comes "60 Cents an
Hour"—bigger, funnier
and more elaborate in every

way. A fast, clean comedy-
drama of real folks that

will appeal to everybody.

They'll thank you for
booking Hiers.

Adapted by Grant Carpenter
from Frank Condon's Story—
Directed by Joseph Henabery.

If a doctor's willing to take his own medicine, it proves

the medicine's good.

We use advertisements from the Paramount Press

Sheets when we present our productions to you. Above,
for instance, is the 4-column press ad on "60 Cents an
Hour." Your exchange has mats and electros of it for

your use.

Paramount Press Sheets offer you the work of the best

advertising brains in the industry. Striking art work,

snappy selling copy, the kind of material any theatre is

proud to put its name on—these are characteristics.

Thousands of theatres, large and small, use Paramount
Press Sheet ads regularly with excellent results.

FAMOUS PL\YERS-LA5KY CORPORATION



Soon—IF WINTER COMES



Tfkmost striking

haractemation

ncelheMiracleMq&
Q

WilliamR)^^

JOHN
GILBERT

fAe Ato/i of Mystery

r

Story by GEORGE F. WORTS
Scenario by JOSEPH FRANKLIN POLAND

Directed by JEROME STORM

OX FILM CORPORATION
Soon—IF WINTER COMES
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The Three Biggest Hits on Broadway This Week Are
COSMOPOLITAN PRODUCTIONS

ENEMIES
OF WOMEN
By Vicente Blasco Ibanez

with LIONEL
BARRYMORE

and Alma Rubens

Directed by Alan Crosland
Settings by Joseph Urban
Scenario by John Lynch

The Nth

COMMANDMENT
By Fannie Hurst

Directed by Frank Borzage
Scenario by Frances Marion

Opened at Rivoli Sunday to $5,-

612. The best Sunday at this

house in many weeks

With Colleen Moore, James Morrison,

Eddie Phillips and George Cooper

This is the first time

in history that THREE
productions of one
company have domin-

ated Broadway.

That's how good
Cosmopolitan Produc-

Now playing Centi

Theatre, Broadway,

Two Dollar Top. Fii

Week did $12,440. Tl

is $527 over capacity

house, with no pass

The most sensatioi

success of the season

The G0-GETTE1
By Peter B. Kyne

Directed by E. H. Griffith

Scenario by John Lynch

Opened at Rialto Sunday o

$5,136. The best Sunday n

many weeks at this house, al:

With T. Roy Barnes, Seena 0'\

William Norris, Tom Lewis, II

IVolheim, Fred Santley and W\
Miller.

-

A PARAMOUNT PICTURE



Jruartpresentation of^eEMPTY CRADLE"
P^^ME, — -J,

,
, / (cheating- wives)

, ,

released through Independent Exchanges



"THE

EMPTY CRADLE
adapted from ike novel

CHEATING WIVES
by LEOTA MORGAN

^featuring

MARYALDEN £ HARRYT.MOREY
Direction

BURTON KING.

V

j

TRUART FILM CORPORATION
1540 BROADWAY NEW YORK

M.H. HOFFM/U
GEN. MGR.



TRUART FILM CORPORATION M&X°&7N

1540 BPOADWAV, NEW YORK



UJhosoever hath
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The greatest film with the greatest story

"The prodigal Son
99

By Sir Hall Caine

Directed by A. E. Coleby

will be screened privately at the

CAPITOL THEATRE, Broadway, New York

on Tuesday, May 8th

at 10:45 a. m., sharp.

Admission by ticket only, for which please make application to the

STOLL FILM CO., Ltd.

859 Seventh Avenue

Circle 5606

1



The Mvsterv of THE EVENING WORLD,

King Tut's Queen Sough! Another Male

Tut-Ankh-Amens Before He Had Even Been Buried

Eighth Wife

The Livest and Timeliest Feature

Production EVER MADE!

That's a Whole Mouthful
And Then Some

!

Ancient Document Shows Widow Immediately Asked

King of Hittites for One of His Sons in Marriage.
LUXOR, Egypt, April 11 (Associated Press).—An indent Hlttite docu*

ment recently unearthed In Anatolia discloses an amazing royal romance

in which Queen Ankhsamen, consort of Pharaoh Tutanknamen, was one o!

the principals. It also appears that the Queen was banished by Tutankh-

amen's successor, the Pharaoh Ay.

But there's a WHOLE VOLUME that

COULD be Written on the Suject
— and Every Word Would

Hold You Spellbound!

FOR EXAMPLE, there was SOMETHING CURIOUS about

its making. It was some months ago—long before anybody even

dreamt that Lord Carnarvon's end would be so tragic—long be-

fore the Public Press began to hire learned writers to expound

on Egyptian Myth and Lore, on Poisoned Tombs. Venomous In-

sects planted ages ago in Sarcophagi and Deadly Fumes from

Tombs sealed up when Solomon zvas a live man. And VET. this

picture is an absolute parallel with the main and striking inci-

dents, down to the tragedy itself, of Lord Carnarvon's explora-

tions.

Even down to such a detail as the history of his Wife—her desire

to wed another even before Tut-Ankh-Amcn was entombed—
even here our picture parallels the History and Legendary Lore.

All of which makes THE MYSTERY OF KING TUT-ANKH-
AMEN'S EIGHTH WIFE the LIVEST and TIMELIEST
FEATURE PRODUCTION ever produced

!

Live Film Men will need no persuasion to buy this picture—and

as usual the backward ones will wonder how it is that others make

money while they only catch Headaches thinking about Hard
Times

!

This splendid picture, in five reels, absorbingly interesting from

start to finish, will fill any theatre in the country every time it's

run. Why? Because it's what it is—all that I claim for it!

MAX COHEN
Long Acre Building New York City

Brvant 4416

This remarkable document has been

translated by Prof. Archibald H.
Sayce, one of the leading Babylonian

and Egyptian scholars of Groa'

Britain. X: reveals that while King
Tutankhamen's body was still upon

its bier awaiting burial, bis twent;.

seven-year-Ola widow despatched sr

ambassador to ttre King of the Hit

tites, who was then beselging tht

ancient city or Carcbemish, betwec:-.

Mosul and Damascus, to induce th*

king to give her one of his sons in

marriage.
"My husband is dead," said th*

Egyptian Queen to the Hittite rule;

through atr ambassador. "I have no
children. Your sons are sail to

grown up. If you will give me one crt

them, and if he will be my husband,

he will -be a great helpmate. I sec-'

bridal gifts."

The King of the Hittites apparently
doubted the motives and good faith oi

the Egyptian Queen. He replied tu

her overtures: "The son of your lore!

(the K:ng). whero is he? Have yon
deceived me? The General of the

Army (Horemheb), has not nominat-

ed my son to the Kingship."

The Queen thereupon rejoined:

"What is this you say? I have de-

ceived you? If I had a son and my
people had a ruler. 1 would not have

sought, the. hand of a man from an-
other country'- No one has had chil-

dren by me. I have no son. Give me
one of your sons as my husband and

he shall be King of the Land of

Egypt "

The document shows that the royal

romance was almost completed by the

King of the Hittites giving the fair

suitor one of his sons; but just as

the marriage was about to be cele-

brated King Ay seized the throne of

Egypt, and the hapless Queen was
banished.

Present history and archaeelogy

show no trace of Queen Ankhsarhen.

She seems to have entirely disap-

peared from view after King Ay
usurped the throne. It Is known only

that she was the real inheritor of the

throne, and that Tutankhamen owed
his kingship entirely to her rights of

royal succession. It is presumed that
Ay's motive in banishing her was to
prevent a foreigner from ruling over
Egypt, especially a hated Hittite.
American archaeologists, who gave

the text of this document to the As-
sociated Press correspondent, regard
the foregoing circumstances as one
of the most dramatic Revelations in

present day knowledge" of Egyptian
history. The Hittite narrative, they
say, makes it clear that Tutankhamen
did not have progeny to continue his
flourishing reign. It also makes it

extremely unlikely, they add. that tho
body of Queen Ankhsamen will b-;

found in the royal necropolis.
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Luis An^el Firpo

series of intimate views of the

potential heavyweight champion,

taken in his horr\e, training^

cjuarters and in the studio.

A clean short subject Feature

full of action,and entertainment

value.

BookitNOW.

tv>a?
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Christie
New Ideas — New

BACKGROUNDS from
Hawaii to Alaska-different
in every picture

The greatest variety of

subjects ever offered in a
two-reel program is in the
current Christie series

They are proven comedies
to Advertise as a Big Part
of any show
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Laughs FIRST
GREEN AS GRASS"
JIMMIE1 ADAMS

A New Star for

Ihrisiie Comedies
in a fast and thrilling race
of laughs

Hokum De Luxe that will

PLEASE THE WHOLE FAMILY
Funny and Clean

Mlllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

Kllllliilillllllillll

THRl L.LING CHASES

BY SCOTT SIDNE

Qhristie
Comedies
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HOTEL BILTMORE

SATU R DAY
APRIL £8, 1923

7o'CLOCK SHARP

HARRY REICHENBACH
Master of Ceremonies

S. L. ROTHAFEL
Presentations

TICKETS
from any member or

S. CHARLES EINFELD
First National, 6 West 48th St.

Tel. Bryant 4730

or

TOM WILEY
care National
Photographers

Tel. Bryant 1571



DOROTHY MACKA1LL

A Box Office Cast. That's how

,e reviewers put it and box office

jrformance is backing up their

aim. Check them over: Wynd-
im Standing, Dorothy Mackaill,

,
Barney Sherry, Gustav von

jyffertitz. In the less important

jirts, Katherine Kingsley, Louis

lerce, Arthur Dewey, Nellie

hrker-Spaulding, Arthur Cad-

Jpll, Jr., and Martin Kinney.

'.ie entertainment value of the

pduction reflects the perfection

c each player in his or her part.

WYNDHAM STANDING

J. BARNEY SNERRY

An entertaining, interest-holding

drama of a man who fought his

way to success with his own hand

stacked against him. Comedy that

brings hearty laughs and action

that has the excitement they want.

Set in the Kentucky mountains,

with wild exteriors which intensify

the thrills and beautiful shots in

harmony with the romance. Pro-

duced by the Syracuse Motion Pic-

ture Company. Directed by Ham-
ilton Smith from the story by
Charles Mackay and photographed

by Arthur Cadwell.

Inner Man
PLAYGOERS PICTURES
OREIGN REPRESENTATIVE

SIDNEY GARRETT Physical Distributors
Pathe Exchanu
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Breaking AH His Previoui

Sol. Lesser presents

g^i JACKIE ^Coo GA
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What's Wrontf with this Picture,?
DAILY NEWS U /

BVSTER KEATON'S ELECTRIC
HOUSE ROLLICKING SATIRE

keaton Juaior

Bv P. W. GALL1CO.
Title of picture, "THE ELECTRIC HOUSE."
Written and directed by BUSTER KEATON and EDDIE CL1NE.
Featuring BUSTER KEATON.
Released by ASSOCIATED FIRST NATIONAL.
Presented at the RIVOLI THEATRE.
The funniest thing in Buster Keaton's newest picture, "The Electric

House," occurs in the opening. Buster and a lot of othar people arc
graduating from a correspond-
ence school, and the graduation
exercises are held in the post
office. The senior class is there
in cap and gown, with all the ad-
miring relatives. Diplomas are
served out by the letter carrier.

We thought the idea rich.

For the rest ths picture is

more a comedy of mechanical
surprises. We liked it enor-
mously, because that kind of
thing amuses us. We like to see
dinner brought in from the
kitchen by an electric train, we

enjoy an eieetric pool table that delivers the balls to the proper r«ck-
as soon as they are pocketed and then stacks them automatically for n

new game.
The possibili-

ties of mechanieal
bathtobs, swim-
ming pools, stair-

cases, etc., are
unlimited and the
serious Buster
misses few of
them.

There is only a
little satire in

this picture, and
that is directed
at the corre-
spondence school.
Buster lets the
gag man work in

this comedy;
Buster, gradu-

ating from a cor-
re spondenco
school as a certi-
fied botanist, ex-
changes diplomas
with an electrical
engineer during
an argument. To
please the girl he
adores (Virginia
Fox) he agrees to
modernize her
father's house
while they axe
away on a vaca-
tion. Father, by
the way, is played
by "Pop" Keaton,
Buster's father.

Using his botanical knowledge freely. Buster wires the house,
becomes quite automatic. Everything is done by pushing buttons
have always wanted a house like that, there/ore this pleased us.

1 However, trouble begins when the original owner of the engineer-
ing diploma arrives,, seeking vengeance. He gets it by crossing all tiu:

wires. The stairs operate at the wrong moment, the mechanical bath-
tub gives all hands a few embarrassing seconds and even the swimming
pool defeats Buster's efforts to make an end of himself, but do€s help
him to make an end to an amusing picture.

crossed wire crosses Virginia Fox.
register discretion.

Keaton--

Life
We

n^oman ever livei

who'd turn hisback®

this show anymon

than he wouldon a~

Buster
Keaton
Q, reel feature
Look over the List

"The Boat" "The Paleface

'

"The Cops" "The Playhouse"

"Day Dreams" "The Balloonatic"

"The Love Nest" "The Frozen North

' The Blacksmith" "The Electric Hous

"My Wife's Relations"

Presented by Joseph M. Schenck. Written al

directed bv Kuster Keaton and Eddie Clinc

Svery show is a good show when Keaton Heads the Bill
i

Distributed by Associated First National Pictures, Inc.

J
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We Can't Get This Kind
Often Enough/"

That's the cry of exhib-

itors all over the land.

Dead what Isaac Victor

of the Victor Theatre,

[
Mc keesport, Pa v says:

"The receipts oiVMighty

Lak a Rose' gave us one
oFthe biggest weeks we
ever had regardless oF
what we paid lor the film.

HThis is one or those pic-

tures that does not come
oFten enough."

Edwin Carews
present? ^

^symphony of life in thehigh and low places'

by feuriisienton 'Directed byldwin Carewe

Scenario by Adelaide Heilbron ; Sol Polito, Cameraman

;

John D. Schulze, Art Director; Philip Masi, Assistant Director

A 3teat national Picture
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Coming Coming Coming
Edwin Carewe's Edwin Carewe's
Stupendous Production
"The Girl of the Golden West"
David Belasco's Masterpiece
The Epic of the Eorty-Niners
Big Big Big Big Big Big
Coming Coming Coming
Edwin Carewe's Edwin Carewe's

Stupendous Production
"The Girl of the Golden West"
David Belasco's Masterpiece
The Epic of the Forty-Niners

Big Big Big Big Big Big

Coming Coming Coming
Edwin Carewe's Edwin Carewe's

Stupendous Production
"The Girl of the Golden West"
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Picture Lengths

There doubtlessly is mueli merit to

the contention of producers that by vir-

tue of their position they are qualified

to judge what the public wants be-

cause that is practically their chief

business while with other elements of

the industry it is incidental to a num-

ber of matters of closer concern.

Hut there is one phase of what the

public wants-—and what tin- industry

should give it—that the exhibitor is

especially well qualified to speak on.

We refer to the question of the proper

and most satisfactory length of pic-

tures.

Exhibitors arc practically unanimous

in their denunciation of long pictures,

except in very rare instances. Ex-
hibitors have made this known, re-

peatedly and forcefully—but it seems

to be having very little effect upon the

length of the general run of pictures.

Excessive footage made in the pho-

tographing of a picture is one of the big

reasons accounting for the length of

many pictures that are issued. After

costly time and expensive sets have been

used up, it then becomes difficult for a

producer to cut arbitrarily, even though,

in his judgment, the picture might be

helped. Producers want to make the

cost of their pictures show upon the

screen and money spent for scenes that

are not retained in the final prints

gives no account of itself.

Directors, of course, have much to do
with the length of pictures generally.

In their burning desire to create a suc-

cess, they are most unwilling to sacri-

fice footage that might in some way
contain a big scene or an effective bit.

Hut the exhibitor knows that long

pictures are economically unsound.

There may be segments of the public

that don't care how long a picture is,

but on the whole the public certainly

does not want a picture that may be

tiresomely long. Above and beyond all

this, however, is an undisputable fact

that the long picture is an economic

hazard to the exhibitor because, no

matter how good it is, it limits the

volume of business the exhibitor can do

because it lengthens beyond reasonable

limits the time consumed in rendering

a complete show.

And, of course, this is not simply an

exhibitor's problem because in the long

run the producer will suffer to just the

extent that his product fails to meet

the specifications that the exhibitor is

compelled to ask.

National Advertising

The subject of national advertising

for motion pictures is one of the most

intricate, yet one of the most important

that the industry is concerned with.

For this reason all the help that pos-

sibly can be enlisted from every source,

both inside and outside the industry,

should be sought to assist in mastering

tlie question.

It is a matter of common knowledge

that national advertising has been of

inestimable value to a vast number of

products in modern business. Without

the broadcast advertising that is avail-

able through the nationally-read maga-
zines the history of many of the most

successful concerns and industries in

America would be a different story. As
far as the consumer is concerned, he

would be paying a great deal more for

products of inferior quality because

without the extensive distribution that

advertising makes possible the lowest

price and the highest quality cannot be

maintained.

Hut national advertising applied to

motion pictures is not a clear-cut propo-

sition. For the producer of ordinary

commodities and -services, advertising,

of course, has its problems but in prob-

ably no instance do these problems be-

come as perplexing as they do for the

motion picture producer.

The very nature of the motion picture

itself renders national advertising a

particularly difficult matter. And then

this unique nature is complicated by
existing system of distribution, the

length of time before a picture is avail-

able to even a fair percentage of the

theatres of the country and many other

matters.

But national advertising offers hope
of" great achievements for the industry.

Likewise, it entails a great possible

waste. It is, therefore', a matter upon
which the industry requires a great deal

of information and much study.

Re -Takes
J. R. M.

Good morning!
Have you a little candidate for If. P.

T. O. president in your town?
No?
Then you're awfully slow. Most every

other state has.
* * *

Connecticut, Illinois. Pennsylvania,
Minnesota, Wisconsin, Ohio and Michi-
gan are willing to send a man to serve,
so it looks like a lively time May 19
to 26 in Chicago.

» * *

I see there's one picture company
that's going to make every picture where
the story is laid. Wonder if they'll ever
make Dante's "Inferno" over again.

* * *

If You Know What We Mean
There are a lot of the old timers stag

ing come-backs these days, and they bui
serve to show that the industry hasn't
advanced a whole lot along some lines.

* * *

Hard on California

I'll bet the Los Angeles Chamber of
Commerce would buy a return ticket for

a lot of those N. Y. newspaper special
writers who invade the West Coast, if

thev thought they'd get rid of them that

easily.
* * *

He's a Booster

Hut Los Angeles has a great ally and
booster in Rupert Hughes, and the Cham-
ber of Commerce ought to give him •»

solid gold medal for producing "Souls
for Sale."

* * *

Light in the Head
One of those non-stop dancing hounds

has gone crazy down in Haltimore. My
private opinion is he was crazy before he
started.

* * *

It Can't Be Done
Getting back to California—out there

there's an old-fashioned man whose wife
is an actress and who announces that he
is her manager.

* * *

They Need It

Up in Milwaukee, Wis., they defeated
the daylight saving measure with films.

In Chicago pictures helped elect a new
mayor. Now can't the film be used to take
a fall out of those music publishers.

* * *

All Hyped Up
"Doyle Says Spirits Aid Him in His

Work"—Headline. Yes, yes. We know
an ad. writer who writes great "copy"
with the aid of spirits.

* * *

That Cured Us
We always thought we'd like to go to

Africa and hunt wild animals until H. A.
Snow, who made "Hunting Wild Game
in Africa," told us one had to take fifteen

grains of quinine every morning, with-

out a wash.
* * *

Keep 'Em On
The calendar tells us it is Spring, but

the weather outside whispers, "keep 'em

on yet awhile."
* * *

Easy

If Henry Ford's publicity man could

turn out Presidential stories as fast as

the Ford factories grind out cars, he'd

win in a walk.
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O'Reilly Installed as

T. O. C. C. President;

Hays, Pettijohn Speak
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, April 17.—Charles L.

O'Reilly is now president de facto of the
Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce,
having been duly installed in office last

week at the official installation dinner and
dance at the Ritz-Carlton.

It was expected that Mayor Hylan,
William Randolph Hearst and Senator
James J. Walker would be among the
speaking guests but they were unable to

be present. Will H. Hays and Charles J.

Pettijohn, representing the Motion Pic-
ture Producers and Distributors of

America, made stirring addresses and
were heartily greeted by the theatre
owners. Dr. Samuel McCune Lindsay,
acting president of the Arbitration Society
of America, made an interesting talk on
arbitration and highly praised the opera-
tion of the New York arbitration board,
working under the arbitration clause of

the uniform contract.

Bernard Edelhertz served as toast-

master. Several of the officials of the T.
O. C. C. spoke, among them being Mr.
O'Reilly and retiring president Landau.
The latter was the recipient of a hand-
some silver service set.

Music Publishers Seek

Fee for Broadcasting;

Radio People to Fight
Jazz music and popular numbers will

be shut off to something like 4,000,000

radio fans as a result of steps taken by
the American Society of Authors, Com-
posers and Publishers in demanding a fee

from broadcasting stations who send out
over the air their copyrighted music.
Large Chicago broadcasters have an-

nounced that they will not submit to the

demands, which they refer to as a

"holdup."
E. C. Mills, in explaining the position

of the publishers admitted that stations

do not directly receive any profit but
declared that the concerns are operating
them for advertising purposes. The
broadcasters have expressed their deter-

mination to fight the matter to a finish.

Ackerman and Harris

Buy Grauman Theatre
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, April 17.—Acker-
man and Harris have bought Graurhan's
Third and Broadway theatre, commonly
known as Grauman's Million Dollar the-
atre, and will make it a high class vaude-
ville house. Nat Holt, it is reported,
is to become manager.
The publicity offices of Grauman the-

atres, of which Jeff Lazarus is director,
have been moved to the Metropolitan
theatre building.

Independent Producers

May Meet in Chicago
{Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, April 17.—Independ-
ent producers will hold a meeting in Chi-
cago next month according to reports
current here. No announcement as to the
nature of the affair has been made.

Charles Ray, it is said, will be in at-
tendance at this meeting.

Steffes Definitely in Race;
Cohen Fails to Attend Meet

Minnesota Convention Develops Strained Situation
Between National President and Head of

Theatre Owners of Northwest
W. A. "Al" Steffes is definitely in the race for the presidency of the

Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America. His boom was launched at

the Minnesota convention in Minneapolis last week, with a Wisconsin
exhibitor, Tom Foster, sponsoring Steffes as the Northwest's candidate for

the high office.

The Minneapolis convention developed a delicate situation between the
Northwest exhibitors and the national president, Sydney S. Cohen. This
condition was not all together unexpected owing to President Cohen's ap-
parently sudden decision not to attend the Minnesota convention in his

swing around the various state associations.

"Open Convention" Demanded by Minnesota League

Inferences of differences between the Northwest and the national

headquarters were seen also in Minnesota's failure to reject the uniform
contract in the sense that the other states have, voting rather to leave the
matter to the national meeting; adoption of a resolution demanding an
"open convention" in Chicago, May 19 to 26, and Steffes disregard almost
entirely of the Cohen distributing plan.

A. R. Pramer, president of the Neb- nated Steffes as a candidate for the of-

raska unit, represented President Cohen
at the Minnesota meeting, but his efforts

to stem opposition to the Cohen policies

met with little success.
Following are reports of current and

forthcoming conventions:

Minnesota
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.. April 17.—
W. A. Steffes of Minneapolis, president

of the Minnesota division, Motion Pic-

ture Theatre Owners of America, is the

Northwest's choice for national president

of the exhibitors' body.
One hundred and fifty-four exhibitors,

the largest number that ever assembled
here for a state convention, went on
record as supporters of "Al" Steffes for

the presidency during the coming con-
vention. They are going to Chicago in

a special train to lend their support in

electing him.

Foster Sponsors Steffes Candidacy
Tom Foster of Stanley, Wis., nomi-

Cohen No Longer
Pays Music Tax

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, April 17.—Sydney
S. Cohen, president of the M. P. T.

O. A., has made public a letter

addressed by him to the American
Society of Authors, Composers &
Publishers, in which he notifies the
' music tax" organization that "I

am not operating under any license

from the society nor do I desire

any."

Mr. Cohen explains his past pay-
ments of the "music tax" in stating

in the letter that his arrangement
with the society was made under
"duress and my action was com-
pelled by your threats of oppres-
sion."

In advising the society that he no
longer will pay the "music tax,"

Mr. Cohen says that he believes

suitable legislation will prevent
' any repetition of your methods of

oppression."

fice. The nomination met with favor and
most of the time during the three days'

convention last Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday, the Steffes candidacy was the

paramount topic of conversation.

"I know I am speaking the wishes and
demands of exhibitors of Western Wis-
consin when I say that we want 'Fight-

ing Al' Steffes as our next president,"

Mr. Foster said in nominating Steffes.

"Minneapolis can ill afford to lose its

leader but we call upon Minensota to

make that sacrifice. I pledge you that we
will do all within our power to make the

Wisconsin delegation 100 per cent for

Steffes at the Chicago convention."
The nomination of Mr. Steffes was

followed by the annual report of the

president. Mr. Steffes, in characteristic

style, delivered his report in detail, plac-

ing emphasis on important points which
he 'wished to make. Highlights of his

address were:

Won't Be Dictated to

"They say that I am subsidized. If

working for the interests of the exhib-

itor is subsidized, I'm glad I am. Every-
thing I have done has been done openly
and I intend to continue to conduct my-
self as I have in the past.

"I will not be dictated to by any man.
I am not afraid of Will H. Hays and
will fight him or anyone else, whom I

believe to be working contrary to the

best interests of the exhibitors.

"The proposed uniform contract is not
perfect but it is a step in the right direc-

tion. I leave it to you to decide what
action you will take on the proposed
contract.
"Poisonous propaganda is being circu-

lated about me. I have been, and am
being, accused of being a Hays man, I

have been called a producers' man and
now a Finkelstein & Ruben man."
Although the proposed uniform con-

tract was the subject of much discussion
during the convention the exhibitors de-
cided that it was a national issue and
left it for the national convention to de-
cide.

Verbal Tilt Between Leaders

The convention adopted a resolution
demanding an "open convention" in Chi-
cago. This resolution followed a verbal
tilt between Mr. Steffes and A. R. Pra-
mer, head of the Iowa and Nebraska
unit, who came here as a personal repre-
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sentative of Sydney S. Cohen. Steffes

in contending that all theatre owners
should be admitted to the national con-

clave, pointed out that such a course

would bring- in the "insurgent" New
York unit, without embarrassment. Pra-

mer, however, declared that the New
York unit should be notified that an ap-

plication for reinstatement in the organi-

zation would be accepted, but Steffes de-

clared that New York would consider

such an application as an apology and
would refuse to tender one.

Other resolutions adopted were:

Endorsement of a letter received from women's
organizations requesting cooperation in a cam-
paign against war.
Demand for lower film rentals, with request

that extravagance he curtailed.

Pledging cooperation with the film board.

Demanding that church and school competition

he curbed.
Condemnation of excessive feature lengths.

Urging wider use of short subjects.

Steffes Reelected President

Mr. Steffes was re-elected president

and Theodore L. Hayes, vice-president.

Other officers chosen were: Fred Hol-

zapfel, Minneapolis, treasurer, succeed-

ing A. Kaplan; Clyde Hitchcock, secre-

tary, succeeding Fred Larkin. The new
executive committee follows: Joseph

Freidman, St. Paul; J. B. Clinton, Du-

luth; A. Kaplan. Minneapolis; V. B. Val-

leau, Bismarck; Jay Dundas, Sioux Falls;

W. L. Nicholas. Fairmont; Harvey Bu-

chanan, Superior; Harold Finkelstein

and Harry Dryer, Minneapolis, and H.

Johnson, Rush City.

J. A. O. Preus. governor of Minnesota,

and wife have been invited to head the

Minnesota delegation which will attend

the Chicago convention. Delegates cho-

sen are: Fred Larkin, Anoka: Theodore
I.. Hayes, Clyde Hitchcock, H. P.

Greene. A. Kaplan, Harry Dryer and
Dan Chamberlain, Minneapolis; C. L.

Graham and Joseph Freidman, St. Paul;

J. B. Clinton, Duluth, and H. Johnson.

Rush City.

Don't Confine Them, He Says

The only reference to the Cohen dis-

tributing company was made by Mr.
Steffes when he called to the attention

of the exhibitors the fact that they must
not confuse the M. P. T. O. A. and the

distributing company for they were two
separate organizations.

The current issue of "The Exhibitors

Bulletin" he described as "an example
of camouflaged mud-slinging," declaring

further that poison propaganda, which
"can emanate from only one source"

was being circulated about him in his

own state and in other localities.

His statement that distributors could

not be blamed for refusing to make con-

cessions when they were being threatened

with competition continually was consid-

ered a rap at the exhibitor distributing

proposition. In this connection he said:

"Isn't it rather inconsistent to ask a

favor of a man on the one hand with a

dagger in the other?"

Cohen Denies
Steffes Charges

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, April 17.—In an official

statement, Sydney S. Cohen makes denial

of allegations made by President \Y. A.

Steffes of Minnesota at the state conven-
tion last week.

President Cohen says he is in accord
with Steffes in working for the interests

of exhibitors. Concerning the uniform
contract, he says that Steffes voted with
other members of the board of directors

in rejecting the contract.

Answering Steffes' charges that tire

current issue of The Exhibitors Bulletin

is an "example of camouflaged mudsling-
ing," Cohen declares that the paper is an
"honest discussion of exhibitor problems

His Boom Started

!

AL STEFFES, president of the Minne-
sota division of the M. P T. O. A., who
has put his hat in the ring as a candi-
date for pres dent of the national or-

ganization His campaign was launched
at the state convention last week.

in the light of present-day events in New
York and other large centers, based on
information received from state and re-

gional gatherings and from exhibitors in

all parts of the United States."

He denies that any accusations have
been made against the Minnesota unit.

He infers, too, that Steffes' attitude to-

ward the uniform contract may not re-

flect the opinion of other Minnesota
theatre owners.

Ohio
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

CLEVELAND, O.. April 17.—Ohio is

carrying its fight against the radical re-

form element into the open. In his re-

port on the activities of the legislative

committee of the state body, Sam Bul-
lock says:
"The suggestion was recently made in

a trade paper that Will Hays should
carry the fight to the Lord's Day Alli-

ance in the open, in view of the fact

that nothing Hays or anyone else may
attempt will meet with their approval
as professional reformers.
"The state legislative committee of

the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
Ohio decided upon that course immedi-
ately following the Columbus conven-
tion, January 16-17, and since that time
four open warfare letters upon the Lord's
Day Alliance have reached each mem-
ber of the house, senate and Governor
Vic Donahey.
"The letters in each instance stated

specific facts pertaining to the measures
mentioned and in each case the methods
of this organized faction of religious fa-

natics were exposed and attention was
called to the fact that exhibitors were
cooperating with all church bodies but
were fighting a clique who presumed,
without authority, to speak and act for

all church members and were thus acting
as political dictators with very little vis-

ible following as to actual numbers.

"For the first time in the motion pic-

ture industry's legislative history in
Ohio, a dignified campaign of education
was followed, free from brass-band, blare
and booze methods.

"President Martin G. Smith was sick
at Hot Springs, Ark., but sub-committees
of the state committee were in daily
touch by phone and otherwise with
Smith, and the program was adhered to.

Had Choice Assortment

"At no time were more than three
members of the committee seen at the
capitol building, but at all times at least

one was there and at no time would the
Lord's Day Alliance agents face the
music.
"They had a choice assortment of pet

bills of the usual variety.
"The legislature has adjourned so far

as any further legislation is concerned
and not one of their measures will be-
come law. Governor Vic Donahey ve-
toed the only one that passed both
houses, the drastic Gordon Censor bill,

House 400, introduced by Rev. J. H. T.
Gordon, of Huntsville, population 300.
"Dc Straub, state organizer for the

Lord's Day Alliance, was taken at his

word and the result proves that 'open
warfare' with he and his kind will bring
returns with no expenditures beyond or-

dinary headquarters expenses—viz., one-
tenth of previous campaigns.
"The Ramey bill providing for Sunday

'movies' by local option was killed in

committee by Representative John B.
Dempsey of Cleveland (no connection
with Judge John P. Dempsey of Cleve-
land), and the Lord's Day Alliance cham-
pion will be remembered when he seeks
further political honors. The writer was
fair enough to so inform him."

North Carolina
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LEXINGTON. N. C, April 17.—Sec-
retary H. B. Varner has sent out a call

for a convention of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of North Carolina at the
Oceanic hotel, Wrightsville, June 28-29.

In urging attendance of all members of
the organization, Mr. Varner writes:
"The executive committee will present

a practical program consisting of talks

by wide-awake exhibitors on subjects of

interest to the individual exhibitor, so
that he may return home a better
equipped showman, get more people into

his theatre and make more money than
he has ever made before."

Will H. Hays will be invited to attend
the sessions.

Plainview, Neb., Beats
Blue Sunday at Polls
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PLAINVIEW, NEB., April 17.—Four
years ago when the question of Sunday
shows was voted on by the people of

Plainview the measure was defeated by a

majority of seven votes. At the recent

election the tables were turned and this

time Sunday amusements were upheld by
a margin of 37 votes.

The results showed 137 for Sunday
shows and 93 opposed.

To Meet in Syracuse
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, April 17. — Charles L.

O'Reilly, president of the Motion Pic-
ture Theatre Owners of New York State,

announces that the convention of the or-

ganization will be held at Syracuse on
May 8.
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Loew Forms Big Chain to
Book "Added Attractions"

Circuit. Comprised of Twenty Loew Controlled and Ten
Affiliated Houses. Will Extend From the

East to the West Coast
{Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK. April 17.—Marcus Loew. president of Metro and Loew.
Inc.. and a dominant figure in production, distribution and exhibition, has
launched a national booking circuit to supply motion picture theatres from
Coast to Coast with "added attractions'' to supplement their regular film

programs.
Thirty Theatres Included in the Initial Operating Plans

The circuit, as launched, will include twenty theatres controlled by the

film magnate and ten affiliated houses. Xone of the Loew vaudeville

holdings are included in the operative plan.

That the project is to be put into immediate operation is indicated by
the opening of offices in Loew's State theatre building here and the

assignment of Walter F. Keefe as general booking manager.

Charge F. P. L. With
Breach of Contract

Separate Actions Started by

Two Janesville, Wisconsin,

Theatre Owners
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

JANESVILLE. WIS.. April 17.— Sum-
mons was served on April 13 on Bert Reis-

man and R. C. Gary, Famous Players-Lasky

representatives, at Janesville, in separate

actions commenced by James Zanias. man-

ager of the Apollo theatre and C. J. Goetz.

manager of the Beverly theatre, in Rock
County Circvit Court.

Charge Contracts Ignored

The two exhibitors charge that former
representatives of the company signed vari-

ous agreements in regard to the company's
product in Janesville and that in a change
of management in the Milwaukee branch the

new manager and representatives have
totally ignored the agreements.

Deposits in various amounts and money
accepted for payment in pictures in full are

being retained by the company, according

to C. J. Goetz, manager of the Beverly, and.

it is alleged, the representatives involved

have taken it upon themselves to offer the

product to other theatres in the city and to

make announcements in the local press ig-

noring the fact that various monies were
paid in on the pictures.

State No Refunds Were Made

It is charged that contracts on the pro-

ductions involved were signed by the ex-

hibitors and no notice of rejection or re-

fund of monies have ever been made.

Some Albany Exhibitors

Oppose Sabbath Shows

ALBANY, N. Y., April IT—Exhibi-
tors in Albany, N. Y., are openly divided

on the subject of Sunday shows, and as

a result a proposition to have the com-

mon council of that city pass an ordi-

nance giving Albany Sunday shows, will

probably be abandoned. The neighbor-
ing cities of Troy and Schenectady each
have their motion picture theatres open
on Sunday, and as a result hundreds of

dollars are taken in each Sunday from
patrons who come from Albany to these
two cities.

Harry Hellman and others in Albany
are absolutely opposed to Sunday shows.
The exhibitors have had two or three
meetings of late to discuss the proposi-

tion. Mr. Hellman does not hesitate to

tell his associates that six days are suffi-

cient for him and that he will fight the
move to a bitter finish. Samuel Suckno.
who owns four houses in Albany, is one
of those seeking to bring about Sunday
shows.

Taylor Granville Dies

LOS ANGELES. April 17.—Taylor Gran-
ville, prologue producer for Sid Grauman
and known in dramatic and vaudeville cir-

cles for his play '"The American Ace." died
Saturday at the Good Samaritan Hospital.

Joins First National
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, April 17.— Matt A.
Taylor, formerly with Film Booking
Offices of America, has joined the pub-
licity department of Associated First Na-
tional Pictures.

At present the circuit will have theatres
only in the larger cities and upon the
success of the initial engagements will

depend the extent to which it will be ex-
panded. No theatres have been specified

as members of the chain.

Confer With Prominent Exhibitors

Decision to organize the booking cir-

cuit was reached by Mr. Loew after con-
sultations with prominent exhibitors of
the country and the success of presenting
prominent artists and big attractions at

his theatres in San Francisco and Los
Angeles.
Such artists and attractions as Bessie

Clayton and company, Ciccolini. Dorothy
Jardon, Max Fisher's band, Sherwood's
singing orchestra and Orville Harrold
will be booked by the new circuit.

The new Loew concern is one of sev-
eral booking and theatre circuit projects
launched or planned within the past two

KATHRYN MC GUIRE holds up Ra-
mon Novarro to sell him tickets to the
Wampas Frolic which will be held in

Los Angeles, April 21.

years. The latest of these is the reported
circuit contemplated by William Ran-
dolph Hearst for the purpose of exploit-

ing the Cosmopolitan productions.

Other Projects Are Launched

Some two years ago A. H. Woods, the-

atrical impresario, announced through
Exhibitors Herald that he would devote
many of his legitimate houses to the
presentation of "super productions."
While this project was never fully devel-

oped, the Woods theatre in Chicago has
been us-ed frequently for film purposes.
Another project reported recently and

which received national attention was the
plan of West Coast Theatres to acquire
or •erect theatres in cities and towns in

which the product of a number of well
known stars have not been presented. It

was understood at first that this project
was national in scope, but that report was
in error as the company's plans include
the erection of theatres and expansion
only in California.

Canada Film Producing
Firm Declares Dividend

{Special to Exhibitors Herald)

OTTAWA. ONT., April 17.—A fifteen

per cent dividend on stock in its two
productions, "The Man from Glengarry"
and "Glengarry Schooldays," made in

Canada last summer has been declared
by Ottawa Film Productions. Ltd. The
payments are being made thirty days be-
fore the American publication of the first-

named production and sixty days before
the releasee of the second.
The dividend has been made possible,

it is said, by a cash advance negotiated
with the distributors of the pictures, by
Ernest Shipman, producer.

F. B. O. Gives Result

Of Anniversary Drive

NEW YORK, April 17—With the
closing of its first anniversary drive, an-
nouncement is made by F. B. O. that the
Atlanta exchange under L". T. Koch; the
Albany branch, under Vic Bendell and
the Detroit exchange manager by E. M.
Booth were returned winners in their re-

spective divisions.

Of the three Albany is the grand
winner and will be presented with a silver
loving cup which it will retain for one
year.
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"What the Picture Did for Me"
In Satire at AMPA Fete

Expect Latest Version of Naked Truth to Excel in Wit and
Brilliancy All Previous Efforts

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, April 17.—From "Who was Number One" to the most
famous citrons of the present picture producing age, the "What
the Picture Did To Me," a satire on the HERALD'S weekly sec-

tion, is being prepared for a special edition when the Associated Motion
Picture Advertisers hold the third of their annual Naked Truth dinners

at the Biltmore hotel, April 28.

THE annual comical conclave of the
advertising men has always been noted

for its keen satire and take-offs on im-
portant happenings and productions in-

side the industry during the past year.

Indications point to the fact that the lat-

est version of the Naked Truth, now in

preparation, will excel in brilliancy and
wit any previous effort.

* • *

Large credit for the consummation of

the program is being given to Harry
Reichenbach, who, in addition to gather-
ing a capable staff around him is directly

responsible for the importation of several

acts that will be featured on the program.
A. M. Botsford, as chairman of the A. M.
P. A.'s entertainment committee is di-

rectly in charge of arrangements. Others
assisting Harry are: Vic Shapiro, Tom
Wiley, C. F. Chandler, Arthur Hrilant,

Herb Crocker, Lon Young, J. Irving
Greene, S. Charles Einfeld and Walter F.
Eberhardt.
Complete announcements of what may

be expected in the way of entertainment
will be made next week. It is definitely

known that, in addition to the impromptu
stunts before and during the dinner, there
will be nine elimination acts on the pro-
gram—selected by elimination from the
endless contributions submitted to the
committee.

* * *

Music will be furnished by a well known
Rroadway jazz orchestra. The total sta-

tistics on the production shows a cast of
200, an attendance limited by seating ca-

pacity to 400; a production cost of sev-
eral thousand dollars, scenic decorations
that will equal anything previously shown
at the Biltmore and an authors' roster

that embodies the keenest brains in the
advertising profession. One added num-
ber is still being considered for the pro-
gram and will probably be announced
next week.

Hays Gives $5,000 to

Educational Body for

ClassRoom Photoplays
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, April 17.—Will H. Hays,

in behalf of the Motion Picture Produc-

ers' Association, gave the National Edu-
cation Association $5,000 last week with

which to make its first film for "class-

room movies."
The gift was made at a conference of

motion picture makers with a committee
of the Education Association appointed
at Boston last July to discuss "plans for

the production and use of pictures suited

to the work of schools and to the whole-
some entertainment of young people of
school age."

Charles H. Judd, Chairman of the com-

mittee, accepted the gift and announced
plans for co-operating with the donors in

producing the experimental picture. The
fund is to be spent in additional research
in the few months intervening before the
educators expect to start filming. All

facilities, including equipment, will be
provided by the producers. A system of

distribution will be worked out to serve
the 360,000 schools of the nation.

Porter Film to Get
Big Publicity Tieup

"Michael O'Halloran," First

Production, Will Be Issued

By Hodkinson
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, April 17.—Gene Stratton

Porter's first production as an independ-

ent producer, "Michael O'Halloran," to

be issued by Hodkinson early in the

summer, will have an unusually great

"printed word" campaign in back of it.

Beginning now and continuing through

several months after the publication of

the picture no less than five great national

organizations will be using advertising

and publicity, on an extensive scale, that

will focus attention on this author's work.

Gets Author's New Story

"Good Housekeeping," the Hearst
magazine with a circulation of about
800,000 copies per month, has already

started its campaign, having procured
the serial rights for the magazine publi-

cation of Mrs. Porter's latest novel.

"McCall's," another monthly magazine
with a circulation in excess of a million

each issue, is another medium. Mrs.
Porter has been a monthly editorial con-
tributor to this magazine for the past

year, and but recently renewed her con-

tract for the coming year.

Doubleday, Page & Co., publishers of

Mrs. Porter's novels, will syndicate

"Michael O'Halloran."
Republic Syndicate, Inc., of New York

city, has procured the newspaper rights

to the articles published monthly in

"McCall's." The first article in this

syndication will be the one published in

"McCall's" in February in which Mrs.
Porter told of her entry into the motion
picture producing field, her reasons for

it, what she had accomplished and other

matter in keeping with the title of "A
New Day in Pictures."

Will Issue Film Edition

Grossett and Dunlap, publishers, are

the fifth organization to" join in the cam-
paign in the literary field. They are now
preparing a special motion picture edition

of "Michael O'Halloran."

TJiepunii^Side

Exhibition

By WM. E. DOWLIN
(Crystal Square Theatre, East

Boston, Mass.)

During the Spring of 1908 when Mr.
Sproule and myself were running the
Magic theatre, a little store show which
at that time seated 132, we had a great
deal of trouble in making the women
take off their hats, as our show was very
short. We only ran two reels and a song,
and believe me each reel went through
pretty fast when there was a crowd wait-
ing.

I had asked some ladies who were sit-

ting down front to kir.dly remove their

hats but they had not complied with my
request, so the operator, who could see
well from his elevation, says, "Go down
and tell them that if they don't take them
eff I will put more current onto the pic-

ture and singe the feathers off their hats."

I told them and you should have seen
how quickly they came off.

By H. G. STETTMUND, JR.

(Odeon Theatre, Chandler, Okla.)

I have had quite a few laughs from
"The Funny Side of Exhibition" and have
tried to think of something funny that

happened in our theatre but I cannot do
it. I will give you a story that is abso-
lutely true, however.

Recently a theatre not over a hundred
miles from here was taken over by the

creditor. He put his good friend in as

manager. This man had no show expe-
rience and pretended he knew it all. Film
salesmen called and sold him their en-

tire output at fancy prices. A certain

salesman sold him everything he had ex-

cepting the news reel. The manager
asked how much it cost. The salesman
said, "It all depends upon the age."

"Well, what will it cost for a man
thirty-seven?" the manager asked.

Fine Arts Studios to

Be Completely Rebuilt
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, April 17.—Accord-

ing to Nat Deverich, president, and John

Rikkleman, secretary and treasurer, of

Fine Arts studios, an appropriation of

$250,000 has been made for improvements
to the property which they have been

operating for the past three years on a

leasing basis to independent producers.

When the reconstruction work is com-
pleted the studio will be one of the most

up-to-date film plants on the West Coast,

they state. Among the producers now
working there are Jess Robbins, Finis

Fox, Hugh Deirker, Clifford S. Elfelt,

Sacramento Pictures Corporation and

others.
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Film News

in

Pictures

PICTORIAL SECTION
of Exhibitors Herald

Issue of April 28

Stories Told

by

the Camera

New faces for Christie comedies. Here is a battery of new talent which has been signed recently to appear in Christie
offerings for publication through Educational Film Exchanges. The lineup includes Babe London, Duane Thompson and
Hazel Deane. Miss London (left) is playing with Jimmie Adams in "Roll Along"; Hazel Deane (center) will make her
first appearance in "Reno or Bust," while Duane Thompson is playing the lead in "Hot Water" with Neal Burns. The
Christie lot is a beehive of activity these days, with a number of pictures already in production for the summer and fall

program.
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Movietorium

Ticket

CHICAGO MILWAUKEE

ST. PAUL R. R.

Irene Rich, appear-
ing in "Brass," has
signed long term
contract with War-
ner Brothers.

Twenty-four judges of the federal and California superior courts

present testimonial to Charles Ray, thanking him for the high char-

acter of his pictures and his selection of "The Courtship of Miles

Standish" as his next offering through United Artists. Photograph
taken on the deck of Mayflower.

First Showing
8 03 P. M. Monday

"DRIVEN"
COMEDY '

NtWS

Arrive Spokane 8:55 P. M.

Second Showing
•MX) P. M. Mondi«

Usrarnd
PRCM.RAM
ISAHtl

Third Showing
7 45 P. M Tueidiv

*0 .

PIOCBAM

"THE PRISONER"
COM HIV
NEW!

Fourth Showing
+02 P M.

I mvenaj

PROGRAM

Afriw MJei Cut 1125 P M

Fifth Showing
45 P. M.

»«(K.mM

The Gentlenun
from America'

Oitltlrt

C« Smm Tkkmk ml .ItW "I

Ijbf RMkit.y mm I

i—m*

Ticket which ad-

mits you to Chi-
cago - Milwaukee
& St. Paul rail-

road "Movietor-
ium." Universal is

supplying pro-
grams for this
moving motion
picture theatre.

Larry Semon, Vitagraph comedian, known in Italy as Ridolini, is

very popular in that country, so popular in fact that a booklet,

"Ridolini Conquers a New World—a Romance of Heroic Adven-

ture," has been pubilshed in Rome. Above is reproduction of cover

of book. One of the comedian's new Vitagraph offerings is "No
Wedding Bells."

Virginia Brown Faire

has entered contract

to play in First Na-
t i o n a 1 attractions.

She appeared in

"Omar the Tent-
maker."

Andree Lafayette,

appearing in

Richard W a I ton

Tully's "Trilby,"

has signed a First

National contract.
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With the Zebra in his natural haunts. This is a scene from "Trail-
ing African Wild Animals," the six-reel production made by Martin
Johnson. Metro has acquired this attraction for distribution. Mr.
Johnson is now preparing for another expedition into Africa. He
will remain away five years. In "African Big Game," Mr. Johnson
has filmed many rare species.

Walter Hiers, Paramount star, demonstrates the
"sawing a person in half" illusion. The Buck-
leys, Australian wonderworkers, are handling
the saws. Buckley doubts if he could book the
act because he says it would take too long to

saw through Walter.
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Photographs showing winter atmosphere both at Truckee, Cal., and at the Christie studios for "Winter Has Came." Pic-

ture at the right shows Al Christie and his company at Truckee, while at the left is an exterior built in the Christie

studios. "Winter Has Came" is one of the forthcoming Christie comedies for distribution through Educational Film Ex-
changes. In the cast of this offering are: Bob North, George French, Babe London, William Irving, Dorothy Devore,
Earl Rodney, Lydia Titus, William Chapman and Victor Rodman.

Director Frank Borzage and his wife, known on the screen
as Rena Rogers, enjoying real comforts of home at their

Wilshire residence. Mr. Borzage is producing "Children
of Dust" for distribution through Associated First Na-
tional.

Rex Ingram and Alice Terry. The distinguished Metro
director and the leading woman of many of his biggest hits—in private life, his wife enjoyed the delightful climate
near Miami, Fla., where Ingram directed the Metro pro-
duction, "Where the Pavement Ends," a South Sea story
by John Russell.

Mai St. Clair, clever director of F. B. O.'s "Fighting Blood"

series, proves that he can sell as well as direct. He has

Exhibitor Sax of the New Grand and Princess at Port-

land, Ore., all ready to sign a "Fighting Blood" contract

while Mrs. Sax gets the cash handy.
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With a cast like this and a story like "The Meanest Man in the World," the George M. Cohan play, Principal Pictures,
should offer exhibitors a money-maker. Prominent members of the cast are Bert Lytell, Bryant Washburn, Blanche Sweet,
Lionel Belmore, Maryon Aye, Forrest Robinson, Victor Potel, Warde Crane, Frank Campeau and Tully Marshall. Eddie
Cline is directing the production, the sets for which have filled two large stages at United Studies. Distribution arrange-
ments for the picture have not yet been determined.

Princess Thais Valkonsky, Rus-
sian exile, dancer and Red Cross
nurse who will make her screen
debut in "Wandering Daugh-
ters," James Young's initial of-
fering for First National.

Sylvia Breamer has just signed a long
term contract with First National. She
is completing her portrayal of The Girl

in Edwin Carewe's production, "The Girl

of the Golden West." for First National
distribution.

Shirley Mason, little Fox star

whose gowns are setting the
style for Los Angeles flapper-
dom. "Lovebound" is the star's

latest offering through Fox Film
Corporation.
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Chicago May Be Premiere Center
for First National

NOTICE that First National plans to make Chicago its publication center and its

premiere show ground is implied in the announcement that its biggest production,
"The Girl of the Golden West," a scene from which is published above, is to be
shown at the Chicago theatre the week of May 21. This follows closely upon the

heels of "Mighty Lak' a Rose" and "The Isle of Lost Ships," First National's two
preceding productions which had their national premieres in Chicago. In the past

many companies have relied upon either New York or Los Angeles to determine

just how good a picture was. First National is of the opinion that Chicago, centrally

located, entirely unconnected with the production or business end of films, represents

better the public taste on films. "The Girl of th Golden West" is said by insiders to

make stars of Sylvia Breamer in the role of The Girl, and of Russell Simpson as The
Sheriff. Edwin Carewe directed it.

Kansas Favors Missouri Merger;
Fails to O. K. Cohen Distribution

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WICHITA, KAN., April 16.—Today was a busy one for the

exhibitors attending the convention of the Motion Picture Theatre

owners of Kansas. They voted approval of the proposed merger of

the Kansas and Western Missouri units; they withheld endorsement

of the Cohen distribution plan because of insufficient information

about it, and they adopted their new constitution and by-laws with

minor changes.

Indication that the Al Steffes boom for M. P. T. O. president is

more than a mere flash is the presence here of Copeland and Kupach
of Minnesota, who are boosting the Steffes campaign in this territory.

Other business of the day was the adoption of resolutions expressing ap-

preciation of President Liggett's untiring efforts on behalf of the organization;

expressing appreciation of the service rendered by senators and representatives

of the state during the last legislature; endorsing the M. P. T. O. A.'s rejection

of the uniform contract; deploring waste and extravagance in the industry;

commending the activities of President Sydney S. Cohen; pledging support of

state in making "Movie Chats," and urging that letters be sent to legislators

pointing out the injustice of the music tax.

One hundred and fifty attended the banquet tonight. Captain

C. L. MacLean, state Legion commander and superintendent of the

state industrial school, and Mrs. Z. Wetmore, state chairman of the

Parent-Teachers' Association, were the principal speakers. Captain

MacLean took a rap at "dirty political censorship," declaring that

pictures are not responsible for juvenile incorrigibility.

Louis Baum

Better Film Demand
Growing, Says Baum

Business Booming in Nearly
Every State, Equity

Officials Find

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, April 17.—Louis Baum,
vice president of Equity Pictures Cor-

poration, returned to New York after a

business trip of

six weeks during
which he visited

every important
film centre. Al-
though the nature

of his trip was a

sales campaign on
Equity's latest
production, "Has
the World Gone-

Mad," Mr. Baum
devoted consider-

able time to a

survey of the mo-
tion picture field

in general. Here
are some of his

personal observations:

Business Booming

"Business is booming in almost every
state and especially in the Steel territory

of Pennsylvania, the coal mining districts

of Illinois, Indiana and Kentucky and in

the farming districts of Minnesota, Kan-
sas and Missouri.
"Optimism has taken the place of pessi-

mism and everywhere there aro signs of

better times coming and bigger business

as the year progresses.

"Exchange centers and exchange men
report a better demand for pictures of

the better class while mediocre produc-
tions are neglected.

Meeting National Competition

"Independent distributors arc beginning
to meet 'the advance selling campaigns' as

inaugurated by the national producers
and distributors by having a specific num-
ber of unreleased pictures in their ex-

change, for screening purposes, to be
released at the same time as the national

distributors launch their product—in the

fall of the year.

"Easier monetary conditions in every

part of the country and the willingness

of the distributors to buy good product
at equitable prices."

Council Vote Shows
A Strong Sentiment

Against Blue Laws
Chicago's city council, on Monday,

April 16, voiced its disapproval of the

blue law measure now before the legisla-

ture by adopting the Alderman Coughlin

resolution by a vote of 43 to 3.

Tricloery, according to Senator Bar-

bour of Chicago, was used by agents of

the Lord's Day Alliance to obtain intro-

duction of their drastic bill which would

close all theatres and other amusements

in the state on Sunday. The measure was

introduced by Senator MacMurray, also

of Chicago.
The Rev. W. S. Fleming, paid agent of

the Lord's Day Alliance, is sponsoring
the bill.
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Start Now to T{ead

Souls for Sale
A Story of Motion Picture Studio Life

By RUPERT HUGHES

Acknowledgment is made to Goldwyri Pictures Corporation for the illustrations used with this story. "Souls for Sale" has been made into a
motion picture by Goldwyn, directed by the author, Rupert Hughes, with Eleanor Boardman, Frank Mayo, Mae Busch, Barbara La Marr, Aileen
Pringle, Richard Dix and Lew Cody in the cast.

TKe Story to Date :

REMEMBER STEDDON, the daughter

of a small town preacher, was left in

an unfortunate position when her lover

was killed in an automobile accident. She
confided in her mother and family physician

"but kept her father in ignorance. Then on
an excuse of seeking health, she left for

Yuma, Ariz.

At Yuma, she met a motion picture com-
pany, in which Tom Holby was the star,

on "location" and served as an "extra." A
short time later, a fall from a cliff ended
the cloud under which she had been living,

and she went on to Los Angeles.

Remember made her home with a group
of girls employed at the studios. Her
beauty attracted Mr. Claymore, a director,

and she was given a part in a picture. It

was some time later when Remember's work
with Claymore was finished that she went
driving with him one evening. And when
in the seclusion of the halted car, he took
her in his arms, she made no resistance.
Then Remember heard a voice across her
shoulder

:

"Sorry to interrupt you, folks, but I need
your money."

CHAPTER XXIV

CLAYMORE was sane enough to at-

tempt no resistance, though he al-
most perished of chagrin. He endured
the insolence of the masked stranger
who thrust his free hand into every
pocket, twisted the watch from the chain,
stole the chain and a wallet and the
looae silver, and cursed because there
was no mere to steal.

Claymore had next to witness the
rifling of Mem's person, the clutching
for earrings that were not there, the
groping about her bosom for a brooch,
the wrenching of her one poor perjurous
wedding ring from her finger, the
snatching of her wrist bag from her arm.
The blackguard had the venom to say:

"I'd ougt to bean yous both for not
havin' somethin' fit to pinch. You ain't
worth the wear and tear on me con-
science."

He held his clubbed pistol over Clay-
more's head a moment, then forbore to
strike, and dropped from the step with
a last warning.

"Sit pretty now and keep 'em up till

1 git goin' or I'll
—

"

His car shot round the curve, but
they sat petrified for a time. In the
black dark he might be lurking still.

But at length Claymore brought down
his aching arms. They were too much
ashamed of themselves to return to their

late post about Mem's shoulders.

Claymoie was afraid to speak lest he
begin to sol. He started the car and
turned back down the canon.

It was another realm from the one
they had ascended in such romance. The
enchantment was sardonic now; the
majesty was a Brocken ribaldry; the

That was a dismal night in Mem's chronicles.
She was humiliated before her own soul in a
dozen ways and before the eyes of her best
friend and the anonymous, faceless rider.

dim yuccas sarcastic candles of a black
Sabbath.

The sea waited for the road wriggling
toward it reluctantly, in an infinite

laughter of contempt.

Claymore spoke when the silence grew
unbearable

:

"I tried to see something in that dog's

eyes or his manner that I could identify

him by, but I couldn't."

"Were you thinking of describing him to

the police?" Mem asked.

"God, no! I just want to beat him to

death privately. We can't afford to start

explaining how we happened to be there."

It was a little too crass to word. Mem
blushed in the dark. It was shameful to

have gone on such an errand. It was some-
how a little more shameful to have been
thwarted and frustrated. A perverse re-

morse filled their souls with confusion; a
remorse because of a wrong remorse, a dis-

gust for an unaccepted temptation and for

being so temptable.

CHAPTER XXV

A WOMAN never quite forgives a man
for not dying for her at the first op-

portunity. She probably never quite for-

gives him for dying, either.

So the clever man evades the situation

where a choice is required, as the virtuous
man evades temptation while it is yet afar
off.

For weeks afterward Mem shuddered at

the picture of what would have happened if

Claymore had attacked the footpad and
been shot to death. She would have been
left alone in the titanic labyrinth of To-
panga Canon with a dead body to explain
and her presence there to excuse. Yet it

was not quite satisfactory that he should
survive after surrender.

She was acquiring a habit of translating
life into scenarios and continuities of in-

genious complication and more or less thrill,

and she spent days and nights juggling with
possible conclusions to this adventure.
She had been dizzy with the swirl of

Claymore's lovestcrm and his inarticulate

demands, when the gruff demand of the
thug shivered her whole being as a boat
that scuds before a gale and rounds a head-
land is smitten with an opposite blast.

The road, returning along the sea, was
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more populous than before with dark cars

stranded in shadow. In the distance Venice
with its countless lights lay like a constel-

lation fallen in a heap upon the ocean's edge.

When they reached it it was a cheap tinsel

affair darkly crowded. They left it and
turned into VVashington Boulevard, winding
toward Los Angeles. Vast stretches of dark

tield were broken by brilliantly lighted sheds

where fruits and melons were for sale, now
and then a roadside tavern, now and then

a moving-picture studio.

The Green Mill was eerie with green

wheels studded with green bulbs. Dancing
was the chief industry there.

Inside the classic portico of the Goldwyn
Studio work was evidently going on, for

the huge lot was alight. The Virginian

mansion of the Ince Studio dreamed in

snowy beauty. A little farther rose the

curious whimsy of the Willat Studio with

its fantastic architecture ; next were the

long buildings where Harold Lloyd made
his comedies.

They crossed VVilshire into Hollywood
through a dark forest of oil derricks in-

vading the very heart of the thronged bun-

galows.

Claymore, brooding deeply in his earnest

soul, felt that he owed Mem some atone-

ment. He meant it nobly, but it sounded
crude when he checked the car in front of

her little home and took her hand and said

:

"If you will let me marry you, I'll see

that my wife divorces me."
These divorces of convenience marked

the new-fashioned way of accomplishing an

old-fashioned righteousness. He wanted to

make her "an honest woman."
But the times had passed for that.

Woman had come into the right to lose her

own soul on her own responsibility. No
man can make her an honest woman by any
deed of his.

Mem laughed nervously.

"No, thanks !" It was as uninspired as

possible, but then it is not easy to make a

brilliant answer to a stupid suggestion. She
felt that she must improve on it a bit, but

she helped a little when she added : "Just

as much obliged. Good night!"

She left him and went to face her

mother. She had not the courage to tell

of the robbery. She covered the nakedness

of her ringless finger with her other hand
and, yawning ostentatiously, sneaked off to

bed.

And that was the end of her love story
with Claymore. It had been a success in

no respect as a love story. But as an edu-
cation it had been invaluable.

He had taught her to know herself and
the volcanic emotions within her, and how
to release them at command. She was far

from being a great or a complete artist,

but she had the ambition to be one ; she had
some of the resources, and she knew what
the others must be.

It seemed an ingratitude, almost a treach-

ery, to take Claymore's inspiration and tui-

tion and give him in return only a few kind
words and an evidence of her frailty before
temptation.

But while she could command herself to

weep and to throb with enacted love, she
could not scold herself into a genuine pas-
sion.

She felt degraded in the eyes of Clay-
more, and hoped that she would not see
him again until the memory had blurred.

But she was still more tormented with the
problem of the thug who had found her in

Claymore's embrace.
She would never know who he was, be-

cause his face had been masked. But he
had studied her. I would know her any-
where, and if she became famous he would
sneer as he saw her published face. He
would sneer and he would doubtless talk.

That was a dismal night in Mem's chron-
icles. She was humiliated before her own
soul in a dozen ways and before the eyes
of her best friend and the anonymous, face-

less raider.

CHAPTER XXVI

T\\
( ) days later she began work with

Tom Holby's company in a new studio

—

a great establishment where one could rent

space, scenery, all or any portion of a pro-

duction from manuscripts to distribution.

A number of the farthest- famed stars oc-

casionally made pictures there—Douglas
Fairbanks and Mary Pickford, Betty Comp-
son, and many another.

Mem had been lent out to Holby. If she

were a slave, she was at least received as a

captured Circassian princess might be re-

ceived by a sultan who had bought her at a

high price.

When she appeared on the lot Holby
greeted her in person. He led her into his

office and described the part she was to

play, read her the big scenes.

People make love unconsciously at times

and in the truest courtships never a word is

spoken. Two souls travel mystic gardens
together and come to deep understandings
without the exchange of a syllabled thought.

Mem was so wooed by Holby. The
mere brooding upon him as a lover, a hus-
band, a protector who would once have
solved an ugly problem into beauty, pre-

sented him to Mem in a light of compelling
warmth.
She tried to shake off the spell, but from

now on there was an aureole of chivalrous
self-sacrifice about Tom Holby that changed
him altogether from the flippant, too polite,

and far too popular idol of foolish girls

that she had rated him.

All through the taking of that picture

Mem watched him as from a lattice that

hid her from him, but disclosed him to her

in the kindliest sun.

The picture had to be made in record time

because the producers had a limited capital

and an unlimited experience of the dis-

astrous expense of leisurcliness.

The director, Kendrick, was a slave

driver, a worshiper of schedules. He de-

manded that the people be on the set made
up, costumed, coiffed, and wide awake, so

that the cameras might begin to grind at

nine sharp. But he was not so punctual

about letting the weary troupers knock off

at five. He kept them often till nearly

seven.

When Mem's day of toil was over she

was so footsore, so soulsore, and had seen

so much of Tom Holby and his manufac-
tured love, that she had no inclination to

see him of evenings, and he made no effort

to see her.

She crept into her bed at nine when she

was not kept at the studio for night work.
She was called at six and began the day
with a long and dreary building up of a

false complexion, layer on layer, line by
line.

She rarely saw Tom Holby's real face.

He also was painted like an Indian brave.

But for all the fatigue and the artifice,

there was a feeling of delight and of friend-

liness on the stages. Co-operation was
necessary and it was the custom. The
technical problems were innumerable and
their discussions as scientific as laboratory

debate.

The reward of rewards was the rapture

of creation. Nearly all the members of the

company would rather act than eat, rather

play feigned sorrows than indulge in real

joys. They sought for difficult tasks, they

were grateful for demands upon their

utmost resources. They sulked only when
their toil was diminished or they were left

out of a scene or not taxed to their limit.

Mem's affair with Tom Holby was settling

down into the pleasant but drab relationship

of two business partners. They were as

friendly already as an old married couple

without ever having known the initiatory

rites.

But in this dull fact there lurked a re-

sentful impatient peril.

CHAPTER XXVII

THE director, Kendrick. was in a des-

perate frenzy to complete tha picture.

The hard times were reducing the incomes
of the producers and exhibitors at a terri-

fying rate.

The apathy that accompanies all financial

depressions sickened the public appetite for

everything. The critics were saying that

the emptiness of the theaters was due to the

stupidity of the plays, but just as stupid
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Tom Holby did not speak but he reached out and, seizing Mem's hand wrung it with an eloquence
beyond words. He seemed to be squeezing h;r heart with clinging hands.

plays had prospered mightily when the

boom was at its height. The critics were
likewise saying that the moving pictures

were unworthy of the patronage they were
not getting. But the fault was with the

public dyspepsia and not with the cooks.

In any case, the vast cinematic industry

was in as serious a plight as the steel, the

copper, the lumber, and all the other giant

industries.

In spite of the ferocious slashes in sal-

aries, wages, sets, most of the studios were
declaring holidays of a month or more.

The orders had gone forth to rush the

Holby picture to a conclusion. The big

night-storm scenes had been scheduled for

the final takes. They would appear early

in the story, hut too many accidents might
happen if they were shot in sequence. It

would be lamentable if any of the actors

were injured at any time, but it would be

disastrous to have an arm or a head broken
or a case of pneumonia in the middle of the

work. It had happened. Actors occasion-

ally died with extravagant inopportunity, or

broke bones, or marred countenances that

could not be matched or replaced. The
expense of some of these mishaps was ap-

palling, with an overhead of two thousand
dollars a day.

On the final morning the first scenes were
begun promptly at nine. Kendrick promised
to let the company go at three to rest for

the all-night grind, but delays of every sort

occurred. A light wculd flicker during an
important scene. In a close-up one of the

characters would swerve outside the narrow
space allotted.

When the actors were again attuned and
the director was impatient to cry. "Camera !"

one of the camera men would find that he
had not film enough and a new magazine
must be fetched.

Such inevitable, incessant delays were
peculiarly irritating to a company on the

razor edge of emotion, but there was rarely

an outburst. Emotion, being property, was
conserved. There is probably no class of
people who act so rarely as actors.

The general opinion to the contrary is like

most general opinions based on ignorance.

At three o'clock there were still many
scenes unshot. The work continued and it

was not until half past seven that the day's
work was done. The "rushes" of the day
before were still to be inspected in the pro-
jection room, whither the company scamp-
ered.

It was eight o'clock before anyone could
stop for dinner. The actors were not con-
sidered, but the work crews had to be
humored. Some of them were members of
unions and it was a legal peril also to keep
extra people at work more than eight hours
in a day.

Tom Holby and Mem sought their dinner
in a little shack near the studio. They
perched on stools and ate T-bone steaks,

fried potatoes, doughnuts, and coffee with
the voracity of longshoremen.
At nine they went to the first of the

sets. The Californian night was black and
bitter cold. The night in the story was one
of tempest and battle. Tom Holby must
run an automobile into a ditch and make a
desperate war against four brutes who were
instructed to put up a good fight.

The public would not stand a mock en-
gagement. Fists had to land. Heads had
to rock, and when a man fell he must fall.

He must go over with a crash wherever the
blow sent him.
The actors wanted it so.

Tom Holby expected to end the night
bleeding, bruised, tattered, and mud
smeared. He had cracked many a bone
and lost a tooth or two on such gala occa-
sions

; and once he had splintered the bones
of his right hand when his fist missed the
face it was aimed at and struck the stone
beneath it.

Mem's share in the hurricane was to run

through the wildest of the storm and bring

rescue.

Such scenes in the movies are often railed

at as cheap sensationalism, yet they are

heroic art. In an epic poem, or a classic

drama, they are accounted the height of

achievement. Winslow Homer's high seas.

Conrad's gorgeous simoons, are lauded as

triumphs of genius. The author rifles the

dictionary and guts his thesaurus, the

painter wrecks his palette and his brushes,

and is celebrated as of the grand school.

When the moving-picture geniuses likewise

exhaust a vocabulary of mechanical effects,

and spread before the world visions of beau-
tiful drama, the critics pass by with averted

gaze.

Mem had five scenes to dash through.

Her pilgrimage was to be a sort of "Pippa
Passes," but she was not to go singing

:

she was to be stormed upon as Sebald and
Ottima were.

Each bit of scenery through which she

was to flash had been made ready the day
before. Three long perforated rain pipes

were erected on scaffolds and connected
with the standpipes, and they were rein-

forced by men who would play a fire hose
or two upon the hapless actress. The gale

was to be provided by an airplane engine

and propeller mounted on a truck.

Mem. suffering the chill of the night

especially because of fatigue and excitement,

inspected the settings she was so briefly to

adorn.

"Why do they build that fence around
the wind machine?'' she asked Kendrick.
"To keep people from walking into the

propeller and getting chopped to mince-

meat," said Kendrick. "My assistant was
engaged on three pictures where airplane

propellers were used, and a man was killed

in each one of them. In one of them an
airship caught fire and fell during a night

picture. He was the first man to reach the

aviator. He' picked up the poor fellow's

hot hand and his arm came off. It was
charred like— Excuse me !"

Mem gasped and retreated from the rest

of ft, and «he kept as far as possible from
the giant fan. The propeller made a deafen-

ing uproar when it was set in motion, and
it churned the air into a small vertical

cyclone.

Caught in the first gust of it. Mem was

driven like an autumn leaf with skirts whip-
ping away from her.

In her first scene she was to dash from
a house and down its steps. First, the men
with the fire hose soaked the shell of the

house, the porch, and the steps, and the

ground about them till they were all flooded.

Then the rain machine was tested and sent

its three showers from overhead.
The wind machine was set in motion and

the air was filled with sheets of driven rain.

The lightning machine added the thunder of

its leaping sparks to the turmoil.

Kendrick. in thigh boots and a trench coat

he had worn in France, went to the porch
to test the storm. In his hand he carried an
electric button with a cable to the lightning

machine. This rang a bell for the man in

charge of it. The noisy wind machine was
controlled by wigwag signals with his hand.
The director was a god in little. He

could bid the rain rain, the wind roar, and
the lightning blaze. He rode upon the storm
he created.

At first the storm was too mild for his

taste. At his command it was aggravated
until he cculd not stand up before it.

Gradually he achieved the exact magnitude
of violence, and the men in control of the
forces of imitated nature understood that

thus far they must go and no farther.

Under a vast umbrella, and behind shields

of black flats called "niggers", the battery
of camera men stood arranging focuses and
lights. Two of them used lenses that would
make close-ups. while the others caught the
long shots, for there would be no chance of
taking special close-ups.

After an hour or more of harrowing
delay the army was ready for the battle.

Mem climbed up the scaffolding back cf the
palatial front door and porch. The assistant

director explained the signal he was to relay
from the director, and the storm was
ordered to begin.

A gentle rain fell from the pipes. The
fire hose, aimed up in the air. added its

volume. The wind machine set up its mad
clatter. The rain became a deluge of flying

water and the lightning filled it with shat-
tering fire.

Then Mem was called forth. She
clutched her clcak about her and thrust into
the tempest. It was like driving; through a
slightly rarefied cataract. She hardly

(Continued on page 64)
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9/ieWEEKmNEWYORK
X/TOST all the publicity experts who
•J- » come as guest speakers to the As-

sociated Motion Picture Advertisers'

luncheons, take it upon themselves to

criticize motion picture publicity methods.

But this week's speaker came to admire

and praise them.

Frederick W. Gchle, vice-president in

charge of the publicity of the Mechanics

and Metals National Bank, was the

speaker. He had none but good words

for the publicity methods employed in the

motion nicture industry.

And for the industry, too. He voiced

what many motion picture people have

often said among themselves—that there

is just as much accidental bad character

in banking circles as occasionally creeps

out in motion picture circles. Mr. Gehle

himself called attention to this and said

that inasmuch as bankers are not judged

by the occasional disreputables in their

ranks, neither should the motion picture

industry be so judged, because in the

large it is sound and reputable.

It was a treat for the A. M. P. A. boys

to hear such pleasant words from a man
of their calling in another industry.

Henry Clay Bate of Universal acted as

"barker" of the day.

* * *

So permeated is Harry Reichenbach

with the "Naked Truth," he being master

of ceremonies at the dinner, that he dealt

out some straight-from-the-shoulder at the

A. M. P. A. luncheon last week. Harry

was exceeding wroth over a number of

things, chief of which is the "hookworm"
spirit manifested by many of the members

in allowing the burden of all the work fall

on a few. And when Harry got going he

went fast and far, calling a spade a spade

and the recalcitrant members by their right

names. It was an uncomfortable session

for a few, but those few had it coming.
And they got it.

* * *

Horace Judge, now on the briny bound
for dear old Lunnon. was presented with a

desk clock by the A. M. P. A. and some

kind words by P. A. Parsons, who made
the presentation. Mr. Judge has long been
treasurer of the organization, and his port-

folio and large bank roll have been turned

over to Arthur Brilant who was elected to

succeed Mr. Judge.

* * *

Under the caption "The Critics SAY,"
the April A. M. P. A. Bulletin says:—"I understand the Naked Truth din-

ner will be a knockout, and the potatoes

hot."—Robert Edgar Long.—"If Harry Reichenbach is the toast-

master, I'll take a chance on the chow."
—C. L. (Bill) Yearsley.—"The show will be great. Even
Shapiro is funny."—A. M. Botsford.

» * *

In a recent issue of Exhibitors Herald
there was printed a picture of Marshall
Xeilan and Jimmy Grainger seated at a

table discussing weighty matters—or
something. After looking carefully over
the picture, Willard Pattvrson sent the

following telegram to Xeilan from At-
lanta :

"I sec by Exhibitors Hkrai.d that you
arc making animal pictures. Who is the

whale on your left?"

* * *

About May 1 the home offices of First

National will be moved from their pres-

ent location to more commodious (gar-
ters at Madison avenue and Forty-sixth

street. J. D. Williams has leased the en-

tire eighth floor at 6 East Forty-eighth
street, formerly occupied by First Na-
tional, for the home of Ritz-Carlton
Pictures.

* * »

Clarence Elmer has succeeded Michael
Connolly as casting director of Cosmo-
politan Pictures, the change taking place

last week. Mr. Elmer has been Mr. Con-
nolly's assistant.

* » »

Bert Adler, of Distinctive Pictures, is

a distinctive type of man. Bert is Diog-
enes up to date, only he lives in a big

apartment instead of a barrel and has a

charming wife and kiddies. Nevertheless,
Bert likes to walk in the park o'nights

and meditate on the Einstein theory et

cetra. Usually when he finishes these

meditations he will try to help out some
lonesome bachelor friend by advising him
to get married. If said "bach" interposes

objections, Bert will say: Married people
are the only ones who deserve a position

in the world. The unmarried guy doesn't
belong. He doesn't produce anything
worth while and he's not nobody-a-tall."

With which all of us agree, Bert,—all

who are married.

* * *

Xokhert Lusk, of American Releasing
Corporation, known as the "Chesterfield
of motion pictures," had a big time last

week. His great friend, Madge Bellamy,
arrived in New York, and Mr. Lusk
greeted her with a huge bouquet, a silk

hat, cane and walking coat. Miss Bel-

lamy, in turn, greeted him with her
sweetest smile and her earnest hand-
shakes. When the women folks see Nor-
bert walking on Broadway feminine
hearts go ker-flop.

* * *

Walter Eherhardt, of First National's

Exploitation Department, is reported en-

gaged for seventy-sixth time within ten

days. This time the lucky damsel is said

to be a Russian dancer at the board-
walk.

* * *

Henry Clay Bate, of Universal, has
become an impresario—whatever that

means. Mr. Bate is putting on a show
for S. Rankin Drew Post of the American
Legion. He sings both bass and baritone

and is an excellent elocutionist.

* « *

Speaking of elocutionists, James Lough-
borough was walking along 42nd street

the other evening when he saw a man
who had been visiting a popular boot-

legger trying to tell a taxicab driver to

take him to 333 West 242nd street. The
cabby couldn't understand the hoochified

utterances, but Jack comprehended, step-

ped forward, put forward one arm in dra-

matic style and said:

"Hold a moment, driver. I understand
what this gentleman is trying to say. He
desires to be taken to Number Thr-r-e-e
hun-dred and thir-r-r-ty th-r-r-e-e-c West
two hund-r-r-e-ed and for-ty sec-ond

str-r-r-r-e-e-t."

"Aye, aye, sir," said the sea-going
cabbly with a salute, as he started away.
"Waitaminute, waitaminute," mumbled

the tongue paralyzed person in the cab.

The cab stopped while the fare beckoned
earnestly to Jack who approached in

kindly, benevolent style.

"Shay," leered the stranger to Jack the

Good Samaritan. "I want to tell you
something. Doyu know—hie—zhat

your're a damfine elocutionist?"

» * *

Despite early reports it is neither the

Miramba or Carramba bands that will

play at the A. M. P. A.'s "Naked Truth"
Dinner. The Royal Palm collegiate or-

chestra, under the direction of James
Parke, has been engaged for the festivi-

ties. Herb Crooker acted as go-between.

* * *

The most copious mourner as the "Ho-
meric" bore Horace Judge home was
none other than William E. Mulligan.

For years Bill has been Horace's man
Friday and has assiduously followed out

Horace's plan and suggested ideas to the

worthy judge. When the "Homeric"
pulled out of Pier 24 on the North River

last Saturday, Bill was seen in lugubri-

ous tears on the dock. The implication

of whether Bill wanted to go to England
with 'Orace or provide a watery path for

the ship to float right back to 6 West
48th street was uncertain; but in the

vernacular of a wake, Bill had a thor-

oughly enjoyable time.
Scenes from "Backbone," the Distinctive Pictures production from a story by Clarence

Budington Kelland which Goldwyn will distribute.
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Illinois Man Directs

Exposition

Woody Resigns as Selznick
Distributing Co. Is Formed

New Concern, Which Will Do No Producing Whatever,
Marks Passing of Select Pictures Corp.

;
Woody

to Announce New Affiliation Soon
(.Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, April 17.—Select Pictures Corporation has been dis-

carded under the reorganization plans of the Selznick Enterprises, and re-

placing it will be Selznick Distributing Corporation, W. C. J. Doolittle,

president.

Closely following this announcement it was stated that John S. Woody
had resigned as vice president and general manager of Select and in no
way would be associated with the new organization.

Non-Production Policy Is Adopted by Selznick

The new company will confine its activities to distribution, going into

the open market for independent product. President Doolittle states that

the company will afford absolute protection to producers by depositing

"each producer's portion of the receipts in a special trust fund." This
means, he says, that no one but the producer himself may withdraw, use or

touch this money.

ILLINOIS has been honored in having

"one of its own" assigned the actual

task of making a success of the Motion

Picture Palace of Progress, which will

be held in conjunction with the national

convention of the M. P. T. O. A. in May.

Jules J. Rubens, treasurer of Aurora

Theatres Company, operating more than

twenty houses in this state, is that man
and his desire to make a success of the

project is keeping him on the job at

headquarters from early morning to late

at night.

Mr. Rubens is applying the same exec-
utive ability and tireless efforts to his

work in connection with the exposition
as are responsible in a measure for the
operating success of the Aurora The-
atres chain of Illinois houses.

Mr. Rubens states that 50 per cent
of the space at the Coliseum, where the
exposition will be held, has been con-
tracted for, while negotiations are prac-
tically concluded for half of the remain-
ing booths.

Conflicting Blue Bills

Face Wisconsin Solons
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MADISON, WIS., April 17. — Two
bills, one known as the Holy Bill, which
would amend the present blue laws to

include legal holidays as well as Sundays
and another measure, sponsored by As-
semblyman William A. Grahn, which pro-
poses to strike out the present clauses
prohibiting operation of theatres on Sun-
day, are now before the Wisconsin legis-
lature.

Vote "Blue" Sundays
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

YALE, MICH, April 17.—At the an-
nual election here the question of Sunday-
amusements w^ent down to defeat by a
majority of 170 votes. The church ele-
ment is largely responsible for the in-
auguration of the "blue" era.

Mr. Woody is resigning from the re-

organized company to accept an offer

which gives "me the greatest opportunity
of my career." No intimation of w-hat

this proposition may be has been vouch-
safed, although it is expected that the

distributor will make an official an-
nouncement within the next few days.

Myron Selznick Vice President

With Mr. Doolittle in the cabinet of

the organization are:

Myron Selznick, vice president, who
will supervise the acquisition of product;
Ralph B. Ittelson, vice president; Walter
Jerome Green, secretary and treasurer,

and Charles E. Pain, chairman of the
board of directors.

The personnel of the executive staff is

prominently known in business circles in

the East, Mr. Doolittle being vice presi-

dent of the First National bank of

Trenton, N. Y.; Mr. Ittelson is of the

law firm of San. Ittelson & Van Yoorhis:
Mr. Green is vice president of the Utica
National bank of Utica, N. Y., and Mr.
Pain is an attorney of Chicago and Los
Angeles.

Levee a Member of Board

On the board of directors in addition

to the officials are: M. C. Levee, presi-

dent of United Studios, and Mark Hy-
man, New York attorney.
Lewis J. Selznick will have no hand

in the management of the affairs of the

company. He will serve the directors in

an advisory capacity, however.
The Select sales forces have been taken

over in their entirety.

G. L. Hooper Adds to

Houses at Topeka, Kan.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

TOPEKA, KAN, April 17.—G. L.

Hooper of the Orpheum and Isis theatres

has added to his holdings here with the

acquisition of a long time lease on the

Grand and the Novelty, from L. M.
Crawford.
This gives the Hooper interests, known

as National Theatres company, four

houses in Topeka.

"U" to Credit Julian
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, April 17.—Rupert Ju-
lian leaves Wednesday for New York to

supervise cutting of "The Merry Go Round,"

Universal Jewel started by Stroheim and
completed by Julian. It is understood Julian
will be given all directorial credit and Stro-

heim ignored.

Independents Not to
Handle Murray Films

Nicholas M. Schenck Denies
Any Contemplated Change

in Distribution
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, April 17.—In a state-

ment issued by Nicholas M. Schenck,
which, he declares, is at the request of
the star herself, Mr. Schenck emphati-
cally denies reports that Mae Murray
plans to issue her future productions
through independent exchanges on the
completion of her Metro contract.

Says Harmony Prevails

"Since the very beginning of the ar-

rangement of Metro to distribute Mae
Murray's pictures," says Mr. Schenck,
"there has been nothing but the greatest

harmony and common satisfaction be-
tween the producing and releasing bodies.
I have been asked by Miss Murray her-
self to deny the report that she has in

mind another distributing agent after her
contract with Metro is fulfilled: and I

am making this denial clearly and em-
phatically.

"If there is to be any change in this

direction it is neither a plan of Metro's
nor a plan of Miss Murray's. Miss Mur-
ray is more than satisfied with the man-
ner in which Metro has marketed her
photoplays, and Metro more than satis-

fied with the quality of production her
organization has brought forth.

No Change Contemplated

"This being the case, there is no rea-
son for a contemplation of other arrange-
ments at the present time. And I re-

peat, I can state with authority that
there is neither in the mind of the star
nor the company any such contempla-
tion."

Tops "Robin Hood"
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, April 17.— "The
Covered Wagon" is beating the record of
"Douglas Fairbanks in Robin Hood" by
$1,000 daily, according to Grauman execu-
tives.
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Demand Forcing Companies to

Increase Production

Paramount Reports Largest Number of Units Active in

Years Independents Unusually Busy

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, April 17.—Present production activities are giving film

men in the know something to talk about. They see in production

reports of the various companies a condition in the industry which

they believe will almost parallel the days just preceding and during the

war. Further, they are of the opinion that in increasing their activities

producers are confidently expecting a steady summer with fewer houses

closing .than in the past.

cited

:

'HE following production reports are

the basis of the predictions just

Paramount

Production activities at East and West
Coast studios at highest point in years

with thirteen companies at work. Nine
units are busy on the West Coast, three

on Long Island and one in Florida.

On the West Coast James Cruze is

completing "Hollywood"; George Fitz-

maurice is nearing the end of "The
Cheat" with Pola Negri; Sam Wood is

Well in production on "Bluebeard s

Eighth Wife"; William de Mille is fin-

ishing "Only 38": the company making
"The Woman with Four Faces" is in

Frisco for prison scenes; Jerome Storm
has a good start on "Children of Jazz";

George Meltord has started "Salomy
Jane"; Rob Wagner is doing "Fair

Week" with Walter Hiers, and "The Si-

lent Partner" is now in production two
weeks.

In the East Allan Dwan is nearing the

end of "Lawful Larceny"; Bcbe Daniels,

Antonio Moreno and company are in

Florida for exteriors for "The Exciters";

Dorothy Dalton has started work in

"Leah Klcschna"; Agnes Ayres and
company are making "The Heart Raider"
and Irvm Willat will start work soon on
a new Thomas Meighan picture.

Warner Brothers

Eighteen specials will be produced by
Warners during the coming season at an

approximate expenditure of $5,000,000.

Harry Warner will go to the Coast
shortly to confer with Sam and Jack
Warner on the 1923-24 plans. A number
of additional production units, stars and
players are expected to enhance the pro-

posed schedule.

Universal

President Carl Laemmle on his return
from Universal City announces that

West Coast production activities surpass
any "wave of picture prosperity ever
chronicled in the history of the industry."

He says that producers are making good
pictures to the limit of studio capacity.

This production activity, declares the

Universal chief, is inspired by authentic

prospects and is not a "shot in the dark."

He is of the opinion that "the ordinary
output of photoplays will fall far short of

meeting the demands of the picture pub-
lic."

Universal will offer the following pic-

tures this coming season: "The Hunch-
back of Notre Dame," "A Lady of Qual-
ity," "The Acquittal," "Drifting," and
other attractions not yet announced.

Mr. Laemmle believes a reaction has
set in which will quiet those who have
attacked the screen because "it was al-

leged not to be highbrow enough."

United Studios

Six of the independent producing or-

ganizations which will contribute to the
$7,000,000 producing program at United
Studios during the coming year are now

MONEY MAKING IDEAS
Which Have Been Used Successfully by

Exhibitor s to Build Up Their Patronage

By L. FELDMAN
(Orpheum Theatre, Pipestone,

.
Minn.)

I use carefully picked spe-

cial features on every Sunday
when I play to my biggest"

crowds and at a certain aver-

age price, which fact has in-

creased my attendance on this

day considerably. I also try

to play a special once every

two weeks with special music
or local school girl singer at

advanced prices. I switch

these specials so they will fall

on W ednesday or Thursday
one week and Friday and Sat-

urday the next time. I run a

serial on Wednesday and
Thursday and give this a good
start on strong features and
specials. On Tuesday I use
with regular program picture,

local singer, boy scout band,
candy night, or an educational
two-reel special. Always some-
thing extra on Tuesday night.

At regular admission prices.

Tuesday is my odd .night. I

play four pictures a week.

at work on their initial pictures, accord-
ing to word from President M. C. Levee
from the Coast.
Joseph M. Schenck is making "Ashes

of Vengeance" with Norma Talmadge:
Maurice Tourneur is busy on "The Brass
Bottle"; Constance Talmadge is doing
"Dulcy"; James Young has finished
"Wandering Daughters" and is in pro-
duction on "Trilby"; Frank Borzage is

making progress on "Children of the
Dust," and Edwin Carewe has about fin-

ished "The Girl of the Golden West."

Will Handle Product
Of Samuel Goldwyn

First National Acquires Fitz-

maurice Pictures; Glass

Play First
{Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, April 17.—A contract
has been closed by First National with
Samuel Goldwyn whereby First National
will acquire a series of George Fitz-

George Fitzmaurice Samuel Goldwyn

mauricc productions and the screen ver-
sion of "Potash and Perlmutter." These
productions will be included in the next
season's program of the company. "Pot-
ash and Perlmutter" will be the first pub-
lication.

Will Make Caine Story

It is announced that Mr. Fitzmaurice's
initial production will be one of Hall
Cainc's popular stories, exteriors for
which will be made in the vicinity of
Rome. Italy. Barbara La Marr, Mon-
tagu Love and other prominent actors,

engaged for an all-star cast, will be sent
over-seas. Ouida Bergerc will prepare
the script.

Mr. Goldwyn has obtained the original

cast for the picture version of "Potash
and Perlmutter." which will be directed
by Clarence Badger. Coincident with the

distribution of the film, 700 newspapers
throughout the English speaking coun-
tries will carry topical articles by Mon-
tague Glass, introducing Potash and Perl-

mutter. A big box office production is

predicted from this popular play.

Rowland Makes Statement

In speaking of the contract just closest

Richard Rowland, general manager of

Associated First National, said: "We are

highly gratified at securing the Samuel
Goldwyn-George Fitzmaurice productions
in which we have every confidence. It

would be difficult to find a better pro-

ducer-director combination than Mr.
Goldwvn and Mr. Fitzmaurice.

Directs Coast Publicity
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, April 17.—Jack Neville

has been made director general of publicity

on the west coast for Associated First Na-
tional.
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THE THEATRE
A department of practical showmanship

The Perfect
Pastime

THE motion picture is a pastime
and ceases ' to be interesting

when it becomes anything else. As
a pastime it outranks all the enter-

tainments of the ages.

You who ask mental exhiliration,

you who demand bodily comfort,
you to whom a maximum of enjoy-
ment with a minimum of effort

means ideal relaxation (and that is

all of you) find your every amuse-
ment requirement satisfied by the
motion picture.

Giving you all this, in infinite

variety and endless volume, the
motion picture rightfully has been
crowned King of Entertainments,
year-around monarch of amuse-
ments—THE PERFECT PAS-
TIME.

Better Theatre
Platform—No. 19

Get the Jump
To "get the jump" on a competitor, in

the theatre business as in any other, very
often is to gain the margin of advantage
that results in business victory. Getting
the jump in the theatre business means a
number of things that keep an exhibitor
well occupied from sun to sun and back
again.

To know the product on the market is

a prime essential. "The Box Office Rec-
ord" and "Available Attractions'' re-

duces the time involved in this to the ul-

timate minimum. To know exact'}' what
the business value of that product is, be-
fore it is exhibited, is equally vital. "What
the Picture Did For Me" gives fullest in-

formation on that score and gives it first.

To know how to "put over" the prod-
uct is the next essential. This depart-
ment, with the cooperation of the good
showmen who write Theatre Letters, sup-
plies that need. To know all the news of
the motion picture industry in all its

branches, to know what is new and best
in theatre construction and equipment,
how to defend the theatre against at-
tacks of all sorts, what exhibitors, pro-
ducers, distributors and others in the
business are doing—these and all else that
the show business requires its successful
exponents to know and know thoroughly
this paper provides in the most complete,
timely and practical manner.
To be always in a position to "get the

jump" on an opponent theatre it is nec-
essary to read, to couple up with an in-
dividual theatre experience the experi-
ence of thousands of other theatres else-
where. No Better Theatre Platform
could be termed complete if it did not
contain a plank emphasizing the impor-
tance of knowing the theatre thoroughly
in order that a better and constantly bet-
ter theatre may be developed.

Pioneer Exhibitor's Story

Sure Fire Newspaper Copy

For two good reasons "The Theatre" reprints the following newspaper inter-

view with Clair M. Patee, who founded in 1903 and still operates the Patee
theatre at Lawrence, Kan., pictured above. In the first place Mr. Patee's story
is of direct interest to every theatreman. In the second place, veteran show-
man everywhere can and should give out similar interviews focusing public
attention upon the progress made by the motion picture.

We are indebted to Lee D. Balsly, former exhibitor now representing Uni-
versal Pictures Corporation out of Kansas City, for forwarding the published
interview and the photograph of the Patee theatre reproduced above.

KANSAS is always able to lay claim
to its share of folk that are making
our country's history, it seems.

This is true in the history of motion pic-

tures as well, and Clair M. Patee, said to

be the first motion picture exhibitor in

America, is a resident of Lawrence. Kas.
Mr. Patee still owns and operates the

theater at 828 Massachusetts avenue,
which, with the aid of his wife, he estab-
lished nearly nineteen years ago. "The
Patee," was the first movie house in the
midwest. It is also claimed to be the first

house ever remodeled or built strictly for
use as a motion picture theater in the
United States.

Mr. Patee's experiences as an exhibitor
date back to the summer of 1903.

"My wife and I were in New York that
summer," he says. "I was business man-
ager of 'The Merry' World,' in which
Eva Tanguay was to be featured that fall.

"We were living at a boarding house
on Twenty-eighth street near Broadway.
One of the boarders was a young
Frenchman who had a funny looking ma-
chine that could make pictures move.
The man was in ^'.1 health, anxious to go
back home. He offered me the machine
and four hundred feet of film for $200.

I bought it and started out to set up a
show.

"I rented a building in New York but
was immediately advised by the fire de-
partment that I could not present the at-

traction because it was an explosive and
there was great danger of fire. I then

tried Brooklyn. N. Y.. Newark, Hacken-
sack and Elizabeth, N. J. In each place
the fire marshal refused to permit me to
open up. At last, I succeeded in renting
a building in Jersey City, N. J.

"The building was long, triangular in

shape and under the Pennsylvania rail-

way tracks. I used a boat sail painted
white for a screen. The seats were
kitchen chairs with two by fours nailed

to the backs to keep them in rows. The
floor was sprinkled with sawdust. One
end of a piano box served as the cashier's

cage. The other end, which projected
through the front wall to the inside of
the theater, filled the purpose of a pro-
jecting booth.
"The film was run off the machine into

a barrel. At the end of the celluloid strip

was a string, so after the picture was fin-

ished, the operator felt around the bottom
of the barrel until he found the cord,
pulled the film out, and started the show-
over.

"That first picture was nothing more
than some water dashing over some
rocks. I advertised it as pictures that
move, move, move, and the people came.
For three months I had the only show in

Jersey, the only one in the country they
say. Then Edison put out his projecting
machine and more films came from
France and soon the movies were spring-
ing up over night, until there were twen-
ty-seven in Jersey City alone. Pretty
soon 'The Great Train Robbery.' the first

(Concluded on fwge J*j
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CHOOSE YOUR ANGLE. Not very many pictures af-

ford two good exploitation angles, but Paramount1

! "My
American Wife" is one that does. The patriotic angle is

played up in the above lobby, the Modjeska, Augusta, Ga.

ON THE OTHER HAND—"My American Wife" ahw
contains a horse race of importance, which served as basis

of the lobby display made by the Paramount-Express.
Salt Lake City, Compare photograph with that at the

left.

A SURE FIRE FRONT for "Sure Fire
Flint," Mastodon, was contrived by the
Alcazar theatre, Birmingham, Ala., by use
of scene and star cutouts artistically ar-
ranged without backing of any kind.

NEXT STOP in The Tbcatre tour of ".he

world is Sweden, where this poster was
used for the Paramount production, "Fool's
Paradise." Art rather than copy carries
the burden in Sweden.

IMAGINE THAT? A typewriter ribbon
rnd carbon company ties up a window with
the Pathe comedy feature, "Safety Last."
A good ad for the picture, of course, but
what of the store product?

FOOTLIGHTS FOR CUTOUTS. Footlights for cut-
outs were used by the Blackstone, Pittsburgh, when a
hand painted cutout was made up for Goldwyn's "A
Blind Bargain." The stunt will bear adaptation and
development.

OH LOOK! Baltimore pedestrians looked and blocked
traffic for half an hour when the New theatre sent out a

double for "Zareda," the vamp in "Trifling Women."
Metro, in the motor shown in the above street photo-
graph.
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LIKE HORSE RACES? Know anybody that doesn't? AND IN ADDITION—the Liberty provided for the

Seattle citizens are just like others in this regard, and benefit of those who made closer inspection this miniature
they viewed these Liberty theatre jockeys with an interest race course with "Hottentot" running steadily ahead
beneficial to "The Hottentot," First National attraction. of the field. Horses were mounted on continuous belts.

THEY TOOK A CHANCE, "The Marriage
Chance" to be exact, being married on the
stage of the Pantages, Minneapolis, when
that American Releasing film was shown.
Some time since this has been done.

NO, this isn't a continuation of the world
tour. It's the front of the Princess thea-
tre, Denver, advertising Paramount'*
"Java Head." Lots of lobby opportunity
bound up in that picture.

NEXT STOP LONDON. Theatre tourists
stretch your limbs a moment and look at
the Empire, Leicester Square, exploiting
"The Eternal Flame," First National, with
light enough to make you homesick for
Main Street.

EXPLOITING EXPLOITATION isn't altogether new
but it's not common. The Isis, Denver, used the con-
ventional tie-up for "The Third Alarm" and tacked on a
banner for "Fighting Blood," another F. B. O. product.

LOBBY ADVANCE is coming back into use after some
neglect. Loew's Palace, Memphis, used this corner to

advertise "Oliver Twist," First National, the week pre-
ceding its run. Neatness, an essential, is in evidence.
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ROBINHOOD GIRLS in Sherwood Forest green shot A "WHALE OF A CAR" entered in the Indianapolis
25,000 arrows at San Francisco pedestrians advertising races helped advertise "Down to the Sea in Ships," Hod-
"Douglas Fairbanks in Robinhood." United Artists. kinson, for its run at the Pershing. St. Louis. A some-
Other pictures from the campaign arc reproduced below. what elastic tie-up, possibly, but effective nevertheless.

ROBINHOOD, exploitation double, roamed IT IS doubtful if any picture ever won the THIS IS NEW, a new and highly effective

San Francisco streets for five days before high class, dignified window displays ac- way of highlighting a big stand by use of

the picture opened at the Curran theatre, corded "Douglas Fairbanks in Robinhood." a tacked-on attractor. Note that location
holding up banks, etc, while a newspaper Here's a representative one used for the advertising Curran theatre show oversha-
offered reward for his capture. San Francisco campaign. dows competitive attraction, lower Hght.

FRAMES CUTOUT. The Southern theatre, Columbus, ,
POSTERS ARE ASSETS in more ways than one, often

framed a cutout from the 24-sheet on "The Beautiful and " serving to break up a somewhat barren front as in the

Damned," Warner Brothers, with the above results. The case of the Associated Exhibitors paper used in the above

cutting out is just the first step in worth while cutout work. display by the Eatonia theatre, Eaton, Ohio, recently.
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Theatre Letters
Personal Accounts of Constructive Showmanship

Contributed by Readers of "Exhibitors Herald"

•

This Side of this card
represents the title of

the Greatest Photo-
play since "The Four
Horsemen of the
Apocalypse"

AND
Written by the same
author, enacted by an
all-star cast, headed
by the same popular
male star

COMING
to TheSTRAND EKSrois'

Monday-Tuesday. April 9-10

ACT! T \ ] " Scenes of Bu^ Fighting in a Real Arena.
1 " Scenes of Love and Passion Never Before

Ap?r: ached :r. :h£ Scree- Scenes ::' Dar.c:r.| a-.i Revelry

Filled with Breathless Thrills.

There -Never-Was -a- Picture -Like* It

!

>OVESt>

ORIGINAL teaser card for "Blood and Sand," Paramount, by J. C Hewitt, whose letter gives details.

splashes and sand. Right, reverse.
Left, front, with blood

It may be a mansion, it may be a Juuip-

It may be a farm with an old fashioned puui£>.

It may be a palace, it may be a flat.

It may be a place where yoa hang np your hat,

It may be a house with a hole in the floor.

Or a marble hotel, with a coon at the door.

It may be expensive, or simple or swell,

a. wee bit of Heaven or one little Well

Just kindly remember wherever yon roam.

That Shakespeare was right. Kid, ••There's no place

like home."

Heme. Home! Home Sweet Home-
The place where our parents were wed.

The scene of our joys,

"Vhen girls and boys.

Back to the Old Homestead.

YOU CAM GO BACK TO THE "OLD ilOMlC-
STEAD" AT THE STRAND TONIGHT IX THE
PRESENTATION OF

Paramount 's

Mighty Comedy-drama of Vmerican life.

'THE OLD HOMESTEAD"
"With an all-star cast Leaded by

THEODORE ROBEBTS

—Added Attraction

—

"VTCK O' TIME HFTCO"

Two act Educational coaiedy Lai-s

Two shows starting 7 and 8:50. Prices 15c and 35c

SPECIAL MATINEE TUESDAY AT 3 P. M.

Matinee Prices 10c and 25c

J. C. HEWITT used a poem published in "What the Picture Did For Me" as

the basis of this three column advertisement for "The Old Homestead."
Paramount.

Hewitt Adapts

Hillyer Verses

For Film Copy
M. Hillyer, Pastime Theatre. Reserve,

Kan-, unwittingly wrote an advertise-
ment for J. C. Hewitt, Strand Theatre.
Robinson, I1I„ when he contributed a
verse on "Home Sweet Home" to the
"Herald" for March 31. Mr. Hewitt
adapted it as copy advertising "The Old
Homestead." producing the result shown
in the reproduction.

Mr. Hewitt writes:

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir:

In your issue of two weeks ago you
published some poetry on "Home Sweet
Home," forwarded by some good brother
who said, "Pass it along, someone might
be able to use ix." It came to my atten-
tion right on the heels of exploiting "The
Old Homestead." and with a little "poet-
ing" on my own account I arrived at the
enclosed ad, which I might state caused
much favorable comment.

I have lost my copy with the exhibit-

or's name who sent this in; however, give
him my thanks and ii it might serve some-
one else, pass it along in its new suit of
clothes. I might add, however, that I

would suggest changing the wording of

the poem to Rogers in place of Shake-
speare and boy in place of kid. as I hare
found this would modify it to a more
dignified tone.

I am enclosing a little stunt of my own
get-up which won't be turned loose for a
week yet; still from many comments
from friends I am much elated over the

prospects of it going over in fine shape.

It is self-explanatory' except to state that

the sanding must be done by hand and
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ACTUAL SIZE reproduction of card upon which child wrote "Kick In,"
Paramount title, 1,894 times in unique contest described in H. M. Rogers'
Theatre Letter this week.

plain mucilage used instead of varnish, as
is used on signs with smaltz (sand).
With all good wishes, I am

J. C. Hewitt,
Strand Theatre, Robinson, III.

+ + +
DEAR MR. HEWITT:
To be quite frank about it, uc didn't have a

very clear idea of how the poem could be used
when we "passed it along," which just goes to
show how little anyone ever knows what is going
to happen in this business. You certainly made
excellent use of it. Mr. M. Hillyer, Pastime the-
atre, Reserve, Kan., is the author and we forward
your thanks herewith. Your advertisement is re-
produced this week so that others may see how
you made the adaptation.
The "Blood and Sand" cards seem to us ex-

cellent in every respect. They have the invalu-
able element of the unusual, plus the always ad-
mirable qualities, neatness and originality. Fur-
ther, the omission of the title gives them added
teaser strength. We've reproduced both sides of
the card for readers' use.
Thanks for the contributions anil the very good

U tter. Write often.—W. R. W.

Rogers Stunt

Reveals Power

Of Photoplay
No one should ever doubt the power

of the photoplay, but occasionally one's
confidence weakens. At such times one
should look at the reproduction of the
tiny card upon which a Sweetwater,
Texas, girl wrote the title of a picture
1,894 times and be assured.
H. M. Rogers, who promoted the stunt,

writes of it as follows.
THEATRE EDITOR,

Exhibitors Herald.
Dear Sir:

Am enclosing page ad, cooperative, wo
• put on with merchants on "Kick In,"
which paid us well for all trouble as well

as made new patrons for our show. This
is not a new stunt, however, but one that
worked well for us.

After the contest cards were all in we
made a window display of all of them,
giving the winner's name and the num-

• ber of times the words "Kick In" ap-
peared on each card. If any exhibitor
doubts the interest it will create let him
try it just once.

H. M. Rogers,
Palace Theatre, Sweetwater, Tex.

+ + +
DEAR MR. ROGERS:
.We've reproduced both your page and the

winning card, the former because of its excellent
composition and the latter as a truly remarkable
exhibit. We've never seen its equal.
Thanks for writing; don't let it be the last

time.—W. R. W.

Summer Slump
Advertisement

Brings Reply
Herewith The Theatre presents the

first reply to its "advertisement" for a
practical way to forestall the summer
slump, published in the issue of April 14,

page 43.

THEATRE EDITOR.
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir:

In answer to your advertisement for

suggestions as to "How to Avoid the
Summer Slump" :

First recognize that the summer slump
is caused by psychological facts.

Maintenance of bodily heat requires
less fuel and less energy in hot weather.
The whole business of living is at a

lower pressure.
In cold weather there is a surplus of

Palace Theater

mt

Palace Theater

Hnzr.

TW Cm Imr

"Kick In"

1 1

,

—

"KICK or
"Kick In"

. "V,

kick rv

'Kick In'

TOPSY

"KICK IN"

"Kick In"
"HOC or n ick In

NEWSPAPER page tie-up used
by H. M. Rogers for "Kick In."

energy. People are looking for some-
thing to do. Making your offerings at-

tractive is sufficient.

In hot weather people have to be
prodded into doing anything. Most of

i hem require a personal reason for going
to_a theatre. You've got to give them
something they feel they can't afford to

miss.

You have got to give them pictures

whose attractiveness is well known,
enough so that people have an actual de-

sire to see them.

It sounds hard—but is simple.

There is not a motion picture patron
in the world but what has a favorite

picture, one that he has seen, would like

to see again, and would bring his friends

to enjoy it with him. Then all of them

LIONEL KEENE'S second letter is accompanied by this photograph of the
Loew's Warfield usherettes as attired for Metro's "Crinoline and Romance."
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B. F. KEITH'S vaudeville houses are going in strong for presentation, as a
representative writes this week. This is a setting used for "Brawn of the
North," First National.

have missed seeing some picture that

they are sorry they didn't see. Still

others have heard of pictures that you
have never played and they would like

to see them.
Use these facts as a basis for an "Old

Favorites Season of Showings," or any
other title that suggests itself to you.
Start now with an announcement of it

and distribute cards for your patrons
requesting them to name pictures they
would like to see.

Then announce a "Favorite Authors
Season." Now that Gene Stratton-Portcr

has entered the fold of producers with
her first picture, "Michael O'Halloran,"
announced for publication July 1 by Hod-
kinson, practically every author of

prominence has one or more productions
available. Get the preference of your
audiences now by means of the card
system. Visit your library and find out
there. Free tickets probably will get
you a lot of new names of possible pat-

rons for pictures from the librarians or as-

sistants.

Ten pictures in either of these series,

one a week, ought to last you over the

latter part of June and through July and
August. A big advantage is that the
rentals you pay ought to be a lot lower.

Use the names of the most prominent
patrons who recommended them in your
ads. Their friends will come because
they admire their judgment, and their

enemies to sneer at their judgment, but

all will stop at the box office.

Use all the cards for your mailing list.

If you make more than two changes a

week dope out your own stunt for mak-
ing your audiences responsible now for

the pictures you show during the sum-
mer.
Then—make the entrance to your the-

atre look cool. If it is a painted front

make it white with light, cold green fin-

ishes. Use wicker work instead of heavy
gold frames for lobby display. Artificial

flowers and lattice work will make your
box office a whole lot more attractive

than heavy ornaments and gilt bars.

Put fans In your lobby. Your patrons
are the hottest they will be any time
during the evening just as they step into

the lobby after journeying to the the-
atre. A cool blast to greet them will

have a lasting impression on them.
But go to it now—don't wait until the

summer slump has hit you as an indi-

vidual and sapped your energy.
Eugene Clifford.

Exhibitors' Indexed Reviews,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

+ + +
DEAR MR. CLIFFORD:
Many thanks for your suggestions. .We par-

ticularly favor the second one and predict that
it will be successfully applied in manv quarters.
—W. R. W.

Keith Theatres

To Feature the

Motion Picture
What vaudeville showmen have done to

motion pictures in the past hasn't always
been the best possible thing, but the B.
F. Keith organization is taking the lead
in a move toward correcting old prac-
tices by properly presenting and pro-
moting pictures presented.

Here's the letter:

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir:

We are enclosing herewith a picture
and story on a special prologue that Reed

Albee designed for "Brawn of the North"
when that photoplay had its Manhattan
premiere at B. F. Keith's Eighty-first

Street theatre, New York.
The Keith circuit is going in for pro-

motion work on the photoplays it plays.

Mr. Albee's presentations have been an
effective feature so far.

Mark A. Lueschf.r,
B. F. Keith Vaudeville, New York.

+ + +
DEAR MR. LUESCIIER:

It is no secret that as a general rule the mo-
tion picture has been rather shabbily treated by
the vaudeville showman in the past. Of cor-
responding importance, therefore, the stated in-

tention of your organization to rectify this con-
dition. Your "Brawn of the North" photograph
indicates plainly that you are in earnest. We'd
like to hear from you as to progress made and
results obtained. W. R. W.

Lionel Keene

Finds Ushers

Aid Business
Ushers at Loew's Warfield, San Fran-

cisco, participate optically on the exploi-

tation of current attractions by means of

special costumes. As the policy is main-
tained it may be taken for granted that

it pays, though Mr. Keene doesn't dwell
on the point in this, his second letter.

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir:

I am enclosing herewith photographs
of the usherettes of Loew's Warfield in

costumes worn in connection with Metro's
"Crinoline & Romance," starring Viola
Dana.
Thought you might be interested to the

extent of reproducing them in one of your
early issues.

Lionel H. Keene,
Loew's Warfield theatre,

San Francisco, Cal.

4- + +
DEAR MR. KEENE:
You certainly make good use of your usherial

staff. It must pay. Wonder if you'd mind tell-

ing the circle about it next time you write.

—

W. R. W.
~

Meyer Replies

7o DeMille on

"Adams Rib"
A little bad news now and then makes

the good news better. This week Fred
S. Meyer writes a letter that might be
classified as bad news, but writes it so
well that most of the grief seems inci-

dental.

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir

:

It was on a SATURDAY NIGHT that

we received a wire from Mr. DeMille ask-

ing us to let him know how our patrons
took to "Adam's Rib." We screened the

picture and for about 30 days lived in

FOOL'S PARADISE as we anticipated the

record-breaking box office figures which we
felt sure would materalize. Mr. DeMille's
wire gave us SOMETHING TO THINK
ABOUT and so we exploited "Adam's Rib"
in every conceivable manner and spent

money on extra newspaper space.

Well, the engagement is gefinished. On
the opening day they MANSLAUGHT-
ERED our box office as we expected and
we felt cocksure that we knew pictures

when we saw them, and their box office

value. But alas, and also alack, after the

first day the public of Hamilton, both

MALE AND FEMALE, seemed to have
the idea that "Adam's Rib" was FOR-
BIDDEN FRUIT, something that should
be talked about but not indulged in.

Result: "Adam's Rib" all but ruined us.

Another flop like this and we'll advertise a
sheriff's sale.

Moral : Six thousand years ago Aesop
said, "You can't tell how they'll look from
where you sit."

Our trade papers at various times have
reproduced certain layouts, suggestions, etc.,

outlining methods of procedure applicable

to tie-ups with restaurants. And so when
"Adam's Rib" came along we printed a
few thousand stickers as per enclosure and
by means of distributing some much cov-

eted ducats arranged with the cashiers of

every restaurant and lunch room in town to
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Pioneer Exhibitor's Story

Sure Fire Newspaper Copy
{Concluded from page $1)

LOOKING FOR THE RIGHT DESSERT?
SEE CECIL B. DeMILLE'S

ADAM'S RIB
NOW AT THE PALACE THEATRE

paste these strips not on the bill-of-fare

proper but on the "Daily Special," which in

most places are changed for breakfast,

dinner and supper.
An inexpensive stunt which created con-

siderable talk and attracted much attention.

Total cost : a ten cent tube of paste, and $3

worth will get you a million. Not new or

original* (MPW please note), but possibly-

feasible where restaurant tie-ups have not

been overdone. Speaking for Hamilton, this

was the first hook-up of this sort.

Fred S. Meyer,

Palace theatre, Hamilton, O.

+ + +
DKAR MR. MEYER:
To report a losing engagement is not an espe-

cially unusual thing. I>ut to report one philo-

sophically and with apparent good humor is as-

suredly a mark of thorough showmanship. Aesop
didn't, so far as we know, but might have said

something aliout adversity being a sterner test

than prosperity. He'd have been batting about

450.-W. R. W.

Minister Tells

Flock to Attend

Simpsons Show
Announcements of individual attrac-

tions from the pulpit have been made
numerous times, but C. H. Simpson, of

Millen, Ga., reports this week what is

believed to be the first blanket endorse-
ment of an individual theatre's perform-
ances. Mr. Simpson tells how he keeps
his show at a standard meriting pulpit

approval.

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir:

On last Thursday and Friday 1 played

"When Knighthood Was in Flower." On
Wednesday, the day before I played this

picture, Rev. Holloway, our Methodist min-
ister, came to me and suggested that I start

my matinee at 4 :30 instead of 4 P. M.,

stating that he would move his afternoon
services up 30 minutes in order that the

church people might come to the matinee.

I did what he asked me to do. On
Wednesday night he announced from the

pulpit the name of the picture and also re-

quested the church people to go to the

matinee. He further stated that I was run-

ning a clean, up-to-date playhouse, using
only clean pictures, and he approved this

kind of entertainment so long as it does not

interfere with going to church.
Have you ever heard of any other exhibi-

tor having his pictures announced from the

pulpit? If so I would like to hear from
him.

Some may ask how I use only clean pic-

tures. The answer is very simple. Just
read "What the Picture Did For Me" in the

Herald every week and you've got the
answer, hence : another money-making idea.

C. H. Simpson'.
Princess theatre, Millen, Ga.

+ + +
DKAR MR. SIMPSON:

Individual pictures have been announced from

the pulpit several times, but a blanket endorse-
ment of the theatre, such as your minister made,
is something else again. . We don't know that it

has been done, but if it has, other showmen who
read this surely will reveal the fact.

Your method of obtaining consistently clean
pictures is an ideal one. When all showmen come
to use it a great deal of the theatre's woes and
worries will disappear.—W. R. W.

The Perpetual
Springtime

SPRING is here. You hear it in

the songs of birds, you see it

budding on the bough, you fed it

in the air. Vet Spring is no nov-
elty to you—a modern to whom
Spring has been made a perpetual
pleasure through the agency of the

motion picture.

Though Autumn chill send song-
birds winging, though Winter wind
beat green boughs bear, though
Summer sun scorch even the

breeze that blows, all of Spring that

is good is yours for the taking in

the minutely attended motion pic-

ture theatre.

This is one of the motion pic-

ture's great gifts to humanity.
Though Nature sends its bad with
its good, its rains, its storms, its

clouds, the theatre of the motion
picture is dependable today, to-

morrow and the day after—THE
PERPETUAL SPRINGTIME.

Double Supply

Of Copy Given

In This Issue
Due to the arrival of Spring in scat-

tered sections of the country and its non-

arrival in others The Theatre this week

presents a double portion of theatre copy.

The box above contains copy for the use

of showmen where Spring has made its

calendar presence apparent in fact. The
first page of this department carries copy

for use where the season's arrival is de-

layed.

Use of this type of copy was advocated

by The Theatre as a possible means of

forestalling the box office effect of warm
weather, the summer slump. The intro-

ductory story appeared on page 43 of the

April 14 issue.

Practical suggestions for combating

the season's influence by other methods
are given in Eugene Clifford's Theatre
Letter on the second preceding page.
Other suggestions are invited from all

sources, the steady maintenance of the-

atre patronage over the summer being a
matter of mutual concern to all in the
industry.

American film was produced and folks
went wild over it.

"But to hurry on to Kansas. Mrs.
Patce was born and reared in Lawrence.
Just at this time she was called home by
the serious illness of her parents. Find-
ing that she could not leave them for

some time, she decided to open a picture
show. She wrote me telling of her de-
cision and asking me for the necessary
equipment."

In recounting her experiences in open-
ing the theater, before her death several
years ago, Mrs. Patee said:

"When I made up my mind to stay in

Lawrence, I went downtown at night to
note the trend of traffic, so I could choose
the best location, as there were several
empty buildings. Not a soul could I see

on the streets, and only an occasional gas
light. Streets muddy, no paving except
the crossing. I was surely discouraged,
and went back home almost convinced
that Lawrence was no place for a pic-

ture show'.

"The very next day, however, I found
a building the right length. It had been
a printing office, and the floor and ceil-

ings were very badly wrecked taking the

machinery out; no front, and the walls

unplastered the same as the masons had
left them. To secure the build :ng I had
to make the repairs, as the owner would
not spend a cent on it. I closed the deal,

and the workmen began building the first

moving picture house the next morning."
"When the operator, Frank Kirchges-

ner, arrived from New York with the

machines," Mrs. Patee continued, "the
curiosity and anxiety regarding my sanity

was up to fever heat. Several came to

me and expressed their sympathy 'that a

woman should be inveigled into fixing up
such a run-down place; that no show had
ever paid; that the people were afraid to

come downtown at night in the dark; be-
sides the location was bad way up on
the hill, and on the wrong side of the

street; nobody ever thought of going into

that end of town except to take a train

or attend the opera,' and so-forth.

"I'll admit that if I hadn't known what
I was doing, I'd have been gray-headed
long before my time. Well, the films

were sent out from New York, and when
the lights were turned on the arch for

the first time and the doors opened

—

presto!

"Hundreds of people came downtown
that night," Mrs. Patee said. "Merchants
began to light their windows and move
into new and large quarters. Electric
signs began to wink at the public; the
streets were paved and lighted, and a
building boom started. I do not say the

moving pictures did everything, but
surely there was very little doing before
they arrived."

"The picture game isn't always an easy
one, by any means," Mr. Patee says, "and
the world is full of grafters, you know.
Back in Jersey they made me load up
with every sort of fire extinguisher there

was on the market because one of the

city officials was manufacturing 'em.

They not only made me get a new li-

cense every month, but pay various mem-
bers of the license committee to get it.

"After that there was the 'patent

fight.' Some fellow patented the 'loop,'

so pictures could be shown continuously,
and for every reel a theater showed they

had to pay a $2 royalty. Carl Laemmle
finally busted that up. although it took a

small fortune to do it."
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SHORT SUBJECTS

One continuous scream oi Laughter/

mrnm chapuh
in his Ulesi and best 4 reel Comedy

4 feels ot real laughs/ Far ruoni* UanTheLd'

ODD SIDEWALK piece used by B. S. Moss' Franklin theatre. New York, for

the new First National Chaplin comedy, '"The Pilgrim."

Short Subject Specials Show
Untapped Exploitation Field

If the exhibitor's attitude toward the short subject were a logical one

the occasional short subject special %vhich everyone exploits widely and
profitably would lead to the exploitation of short subjects generally. But
the attitude is not a logical one and the lesson of the short subject special

doesn't register.

Under the circumstances it is remarkable that the short subject has

progressed beyond the pioneer stage.

If it were just a matter of progress, in

the sense of quality, no one could expect to

stir up real interest in the question, for there

is very little interest in quality unless that

interest connects up directly with the pocket-

book. But the thing is not a matter of qual-

ity; it's a matter of money.

Consider the performance of an exhibitor

whom we will name Jones, because Jones is

a common name and this is a very common
exhibitor. You meet him everywhere.

Jones pays, to hit a round figure. $20 for

his regular, non-special comedy. He tosses

it on the program, mentions it to no one. and

chalks up the figure as necessary overhead

or something of that sort. It never occurs

to him as an investment.

Along comes a short-subject special. He
pays $200 for it. stirs himself to put out a

lot of advertising matter, runs up the ex-

pense and attracts so many additional pa-
trons that the thing makes money.
At this point Jcnes might be expected to

conclude that, if exploitation of this big
short subject pays so handsomely, similar
exploitation of lesser short subjects should
pay in proportion. But Jones dcesn'r. He
drops serenely back into the old custom of
donating the short subject and forgets about
the whole matter.

Possibly this is correct procedure, but it

denes analysis. Certainly it isn't business.

for business progresses. It doesn't stand

still and it never goes back.

A little while ago Educational put out

"The Message of Emile Coue" and exhibit-

ors everywhere exploited it to the limit.

Just now Chaplin's First National attrac-

tion. "The Pilgrim."' is getting acres of ad-
vertising space. Between the first and the

"Short Reels"
Somebody, sometime, somewhere,

confused himself and the many
who took up the practice by using
the phrase "short reels" instead of
the more accurate "short subjects"
or one of its synonyms. As a re-

sult a great many individuals in the
trade continue to call the less-than-

feature-length attraction "short
reels."

Even those who make the error
know that a short subject reel is

no different in length to other reels,

but no one seems to have given a
thought to the effect of the phrase
upon .he uninitiated, the public. A
thing that is designated mainly by
reference to its length, and its

length misrepresented, is misrepre-
sented in fact and suffers loss of
the respect which the short subject
badly needs.

A number of better phrases are
at hand. It is good judgment to
use them and not to drag down
the never exalted public estimate
of the short subject by use of a
convenient misnomer.

second the short subject dropped out of ex-
istence, so far as advertising space indicated.

This doesn't occur with feature pictures.

Just because an exhibitor plays "Douglas
Fairbanks in Robin Hood" this week is not
accepted as reason for not advertising "Gun
Shot Gertie" next week. Indeed, the vari-
ance in advertising space is net even ap-
proximately proportionate to the difference

in features.

What does it mean? It doesn't mean that

exhibitors are not business men, for they
have made the theatre business successful.

It means simply that they do not consider
the short subject a money proposition. The
sooner they begin to consider it as such the
sooner they can stop worrying about rental

prices and growing overhead.
As it stands, the short subject is an asset

turned into a liability by the average show-
man's treatment of it The short-subject
specials show an untapped exploitation field

capable of delivering great profit. Let's

throw history and habit out of the window
and work that field.

NEWSPICTURES
FOX NEWS No. 54: Alaskan Fishing Fleet

Ready—New York Coal Director Resigns—Dever
Elected Chicago Mayor—Conan Doyle in O. S.

—

French Industrialist Here—Greek Revolt Leader
Poses —- Oxford Outrows Cambridge— Seamen
Honor Sims—English Royalty at Christening

—

Gunners Sink "Iowa."
FOX NEWS No. 55: France Mourns Divine

Sarah—Dowling Upholds Tax Exemption for
House Construction—Hughes Lauds Boy Scouts
—

- Latest Footwear from Paris — Denby Visits
Panama President — Italian Children Pledge
Fealty —- Paddocks Breaks Sprinting Records —
Quadruplets Born in Italy—California Oil Well
Explodes—Seattle Honors Ship Named for City
—Harding's Dog Welcomes Him Home—Eastern
Race Season Opens- -Camel Wins Sahara Desert.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS No. 31: Divine

Sarah Buried — California Oil Well Explodes—
Culver Cadets in Review—Coast Guards Defy
Gales—Laddie Boy Welcomes Harding Home

—

Germans Hold Memorial for Ruhr Dead—Nota-
bles Sail for Europe—Territorial Specials.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS No. 32: Old

Soldiers Like Jazz Music — Annapolis Crew
Trains — Yankees' New Park Ready — Greatest
Naval Airship Nears Completion—San Marino
Becomes Fascist Empire—Lost Tribe of Spirit

Worshippers Found—Harding Asks Aid in Fire
Prevention—Territorial Specials.

KINOGRAMS No. 2240: Prince of Wales Poses—Laddie Boy Welcomes Harding—Paddock Wins
Sprint Title—Dory Race at Boston—Peary Hon-
ored by Supervisors—Japanese Cherry Trees at
Washington Bloom—Hughes Praises Boy Scouts—Territorial Specials.

KINOGRAMS No. 2241: Army Honors Gen.
Allen—Bum Seized Dope in New York—Derby
Candidates Work Out—Swedish Royalty Visit
Holland—Houdini in Public Escape—Columbia
Class Battle Held—Americans Aid Armenians

—

Volstead Visits White House—Paint Portrait of
K. C. Head—George Owen Harvard Baseball
Captain—Baseball Opens on Coast—Territorial
Specials.

PATHE NEWS No. 30: Rescue Deer in Can-
ada — Couple Dances 06 Hours — Divine Sarah
Buried—Oil Well Explodes—New Yankee Park
Ready —-Harding Back From Vacation — Indian
National Congress Meets — Congrssmen Visit
President of Haiti—Motorcyclists Climb Hill

—

Unearth Ancient City in Yucatan—Territorial
Specials.

PATHE NEWS No. 31: Burn Seized Dope in

N. Y.—Floods Sweep France—N. Y. Children
Enjoy Artificial Sunlight— Americans Aid Ar-
menians—Columbia Crew Trains—Nippon Honors
Count Otani — Flight Over California — Elks
Parade at Atlanta—Territorial Specials.
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Digest of Pictures of^Week
RUPERT HUGHES, author and director of Goldwyn

pictures, is not one who believes that every big suc-

cess indicates the trend of the public taste and should

be followed by other pictures along the same lines. J.ust

because James Cruze's "The Covered Wagon" has met

with success, or Harold Lloyd's latest picture "Safety

Last" lias made a hit, he does not think a director

should attempt to follow these with similar films.

In conversation with a Herald representative Mr.

Hughes illustrated his point by saying that because a

person went into a restaurant and ordered soup which is

eaten with evident satisfaction it would not follow that

every customer of that restaurant would order soup. Pic-

tures, like the dishes on the menu of a first-class hotel or

restaurant, must be made to appeal to different tastes, and

there must be meat, vegetables and pie and ice cream,

said Mr. Hughes.

Mr. Hughes is of the opinion that the picture indus-

try suffers most severely from the criticism of those nol

in sympathy with motion pictures ; those who do not attend

picture shows regularly and have not acquired a taste for

them, just as a business man who does not care for grand

opera, "knocks" grand opera, or high-class drama.

—

J. R. M.

"TRAILING AFRICAN WILD ANIMALS"

(Metro) is an instructive and vivid picture of wild animal

life in the interior of Africa, faithfully photographed by

Martin Johnson. It represents many months of tedious,

tiresome labor amid the arid deserts near the equator.

Many fine specimens of zebra, rhinoceros, elephants, gi-

raffes and other big game are shown. Clear photography

and snappy subtitles make this an enjoyable picture.

"THE MAN FROM GLENGARRY" (Hodkinson)

an adaptation of Ralph Connor's story of the lumber

country is one of the best of this type of films to come

to us in some time. It has splendid atmosphere, comedy

touches that are not forced, and a well balanced cast.

There are several exciting incidents that lift it above the

average and especially interesting is the work of experi-

enced loggers.

"BAVU" (Universal) with Wallace Beery and a spe-

cial cast presents a fairly interesting story of Russia in

the days following the departure of the Czar. The play

is holding in so far as the story goes but like the play from

which it was adapted, it is heavy stuff for the most part.

"A NOISE IN NEWBORO" (Metro) is Viola

Dana's latest. It is a slight story, concerning an artist

who gets back at her home town folks, more especially

a young lawyer with a big head, with whom she thought

she was in love. It is a series of incidents, not especially

new or novel, and gives Miss Dana little opportunity to

appear at her best.

" THE TOWN SCANDAL" (Universal) with Gladys

Walton is another small town story with the usual scandal

stirred up when an actress mixes in. It is a pleasing little

story adapted from Frederick Arnold Kummer's story and

directed by King Baggot.

"MODERN MARRIAGE" (American Releasing) is

principally a vehicle to bring Francis N. Bushman and

Beverly Bayne, former popular screen stars, back to the

screen. It is a conventional story concerning a wife who

endeavors to secure old love letters from a former sweet

heart, a jealous husband and a murder mystery. It was

directed by Lawrence Windom.

"SOUL OF THE BEAST" (Metro) is a fantastic

tale of a trained elepliant, a little circus performer and a

rough individual who pursues her constantly. Madge

Bellamy, Noah Beery and Cullen Landis in a rather

weak story. Directed by John Griffith Wray. Five reels.

"THE LEOPARDESS" (Paramount) is Alice

Brady's latest Paramount production, a story of the >outh

sea islands, offering but fair entertainment. Montagu Love

in the role of a cave man furnishes a real characterization

and there is a stirring climax where a leopard kills its

master.

"THE TRAIL OF THE LONESOME PINE"

(Paramount) is a story of Kentucky mountains, of feuds

and a pretty girl who is befriended by a young engineer.

It was adapted from John Fox, Jr.'s story and Eugene

W alter's stage play. Directed by Charles Maigne, it pre-

sents but an ordinary program feature.
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R E V I E W S
ALICE BRADY IN

THE LEOPARDESS
(PARAMOUNT)

Another South Sea Island tale, not

so convincing as those laid in the

actual locations, but which serves

as fair entertainment. Alice Brady
is attractive as a daughter of a

white derelict. Adapted by J.

Clarkson Miller from a story by
Katherine Newlin Burt. Directed
by Henry Kolker. Length about
six reels.

While Alice Brad3' is featured in this

story by Katherine Newlin Burt, the real

character work is done by Montagu Love
in the role of "Scott Quaigg." a revenge-

ful hunter, of beasts, and women. Love's

work is at all times as convincing as

such a romantic and improbable yarn

warrants. Alice Brady as "Tiare," daugh-

ter of a white man, victim of the in-

sidious poison of langourous Southern

Isles, is attractive, and at times, felinely

suggestive.

Scott Quaigg is introduced as a wealthy

yachtsman, returning from a hunting trip,

his sole cabin companion, a fierce leopard-

ess, which he has captured, after the beast

has nearly killed him. In revenge, he

teases the animal, bent on making its

life as wretched as possible, swearing in

time to break its spirit. Catching sight

of native dancers on a South Sea Isle, he

orders his Captain Croft, a gallant chap,

to land. Here they find Tiare, beautiful

daughter of Angus McKenzie a white

renegade. Quaigg desires Tiare, particu-

larly when his advances are balked by

her biting his hand. He bears her no

love, but wants her that he may tame
her as he is taming the wild beast in his

cabin. Her father insists on a marriage.

Croft is attracted to the girl, but dare

not come between his master and the ob-

ject of his desire.

Quaigg threatens the girl with destruc-

tion if she fails to go with him. This

threat keeps her in subjection. Even
Captain Croft cannot shake her belief,

when they at last sail away for home.
During a storm, Quaigg resents his Cap-

tain's demand that he stop serving his

men drinks, and after a fierce fight, flings

him overboard and takes command ot

the vessel himself.
Quaigg introduces his beautiful wife to

society, taking grim delight in forcing
her implicit and cringing obedience. At
last, goaded beyond all endurance, Tiare
plans to kill her husband. She waits when
he returns from a trip, hears a man enter,

shoots, only to find she had wounded
Captain Croft, who had miraculously
escaped when flung overboard. She hides
Croft, whom she loves, but Quaigg dis-

covers him. To punish his wife, he shuts
her in a room with the leopard. The
beast jumps through a window and kills

her tormentor, and Tiare and Croft face
happiness together.
While the story is wildly improbable it

is not without entertainment value.

Gladys Walton and Edward Hearne in

"The Town Scandal" a story of pious
people and a little actress. (Univer-
sal)

GLADYS WALTON IN

THE TOWN SCANDAL
(UNIVERSAL)

A light but pleasing little story of a

stage girl who exposes a small
town's Purity League and has
them eating out of her hand.
Story by Frederick Arnold Kum-
mer. Directed by King Baggot.
Five reels.

This is the sort of story the regular
Gladys Walton followers like. It has
pep, love interest and a good laugh or
two. It is one of the most pleasing of the
Walton oroductions. is quite timely now
that backers of state "blue laws" are agi-

tating the enforcement of Sunday closing,

no baseball or other amusements, as it

shows up these Furitanical-minded hypo-
crites.

Miss Walton is decidedly pretty in the
role of Jean Crosbv. and puts plenty of
"punch" into her role. Edward Hearne
was no less effective in the rather brief

part of the Editor, Toby Caswell. A
seriocomic role ws assigned Charles
Mailes. as Bill Ramsey; Edwp^d McWade
was Aver" Crawford and Virginia Board-
man, Mrs. Crawford; William Franey
was Lvsander Sprowl and Anna Hernan-
dez, Mrs. Sprowl. All the small town
characters were well portraved and the

comedy high lights were not overlooked
in screening the story.

The storv revolves around Jean Crosby,
a star on Broadway, who helps suoport
her married sister in Murphysburg.
Members of the Puritv League visit New
York and call upon her in search of a

good time. When she applies to them
for Work, howevei . back in Murphysburg.
they are deaf to her pleas and will not

help her. The Puritv Leacu'e is dead set

against tights and bare legs, as repre-

sented by lean. She enlists the aid of the

editor of ihe local newspaper and threat-

ens to expos- t^POT in a series of articles

she writes and brings them to time. She
also makes a man of her sister's worth-
less husband and of course marries the

young editor.

MARTIN lOHNSON'S

TRAILING AFRICAN
WILD ANIMALS

(METRO)
There are quite a few thrills tucked
away in this seven reels of in-

formative and very interesting
study of African wild game. It is

an authentic picture of animal
life near the equator and repre-

sents many tiresome months of

travel and patient waiting for

much of its footage.

Metro has added a valuable and ex-

traordinary film to its already large list

of special attractions, in Martin John-

son's "Trailing African Wild Animals."

It is the most enjoyable of all of this

intrepid hunter's camera exploits and

covers a vast amount of territory, ending

at a beautiful spot called Paradise Lake,

the location of which remains a secret

with the Johnson party.

Hunting big game with a camera is

tedious work and many months were con-
sumed in getting these pictures of wild
animal life in central Africa. Blinds had
to be built and left stand until the beasts
of the desert and plain got used to them,
before they could be occupied and even
then cameramen had to work fast to get
some shots.

There is all manner of wild game pic-

tured, from towering giraffes and ele-

phants, down to tiny species of deer and
ticks. The wild African elephants, trum-
peting and flopping their immense ears,

probably look the most formidable and
dangerous, but the rhinoceros appar-
ently is an antagonist to be feared quite

as much as anything that inhabits

Africa's interior. Considerable footage is

devoted to photographing these ferocious
beasts and apparently the Johnson party
ran into quite a few of them. There are
also stirring pictures of lions in the
brush, herds of camels, thousands of wild
monkeys—"An organ grinder's paradise,"
as the subtitle says—as well as ostriches,
zebras, gneus. Secretary birds and buf-
falo. Mrs. Johnson is seen bringing down
several fine specimens of big game with
her trusty rifle and the necessity for be-
ing alert and a sure shot is evident in

many scenes where the animals charge
the camera and are stopped by a bullet

from someone hidden on the sidelines.

The photography is remarkably clear and
the shots made with a telescopic lens are
sharp and distinct. Terr>- Ramsaye wrote
the titles which are brief, witty and to

the point.

THE PILL POUNDER
(HODKINSON)

This is the best and funniest of this

series of C. C. Burr comedies with Char-
lie Murray and a half dozen other good
actors taking part, and we unhesitatingly
recommend it for the T. B. M. or the flap-

per and her "steady" as well as the regu-
lar patrons. There is one of the funniest

card games in it you ever saw, with
Charles Murray as a small town druggist
trying to wait on trade and play a social

game of poker in the back room. Book
this one, boost it and it will send 'em
home with a smile.
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MARY MILES MINTER IN

TRAIL OF THE
LONESOME PINE
(PARAMOUNT)

This is another Kentucky mountain
feud story transformed into pic-

tures and in spite of the enviable
fame of the John Fox, Jr., novel,

the screen version is only another
picture of average merit. Its

chief value is in the name. Chas.
Maigne, directed.

Stories of feuds among the mountain-

eers of the south are always of sufficient

interest to attract the average audience,

even though there is pretty much of a

sameness in all such pictures. And when
the job'of transforming John Fox, Jr.'s

novel, and Eugene Walter's play into a

film production was given over to Charles

Maigne, they didn't give him an oppor-

tunity to do much that hadn't been done

before.

Even with the charming Mary Miles

Minter in the lead and supported by such

sterling actors as Antonio Moreno and
Ernest Torrance, "The Trail of the Lone-

some Pine" is at best but an ordinary

program offering. Director Maigne did

the best be could with it, aided by much
skillful photography on the part of James
Howe.
The story deals with the long standing

feud between the Tollivcrs and the Falins.

That particular section of Kentucky in

which the scenes arc laid is enjoying a

coal and iron boom. The beautiful but

ignorant daughter of the leader of the

Tollivers falls in love with ind is loved
by a young engineer from the city.

The girl is sent away by the engineer
to school, where she is quickly trans-

formed into a city beauty with a hereto-

fore unknown wonderful singing talent,

but returns to the mountains in time to

get mixed up in the battles of the feud-

ists.

After wavering in her love for the engi-

neer and life-long training of sticking to

her clan, true love triumphs as it usually

does in pictures, and through the girl's

efforts, peace between the rival factions is

brought about, she marries the engineer

and the story ends with everybody happy.

WALLACE BEERY IN

BAVU
(UNIVERSAL)

Heavy drama of the type usually

associated with Russian plays.

Good characterizations add im-
measurably to its value as enter-

tainment. Adapted from the play

by Earl Carroll. Directed by
Stuart Paton. Six parts.

"Bavu," originally called "The Attic of

Felix Bavu" is, like the stage play from

which it was made, pretty heavy fare. It

depicts life at its worst in strife-torn

Russia just after the Czar was dethroned.

There is pillaging, plotting and all sorts

of lawlessness, with Felix Bavu, Olga
Stropik, Piplette and Michael Revno on
the one side representing the proletarians

and Princess Annia, Prince Markoff and

Mischa Vleck the law-abiding, wealthy

class. There are Russian soldiers, Rus-

sian street scenes, Russian hovels and

the usual hairy faces and unkempt Rus-

sian characters for atmosphere.

The play is holding in so far as the story

goes and at times quite thrilling, especi-

ally in the last reel, but there is no let-up

to the sordidness and general heaviness

of the tale from beginning to end.

Wallace Beery was well cast as Bavu.

He looked and acted the part of the

crafty, cunning Russian and played the

role with considerable conviction. Forrest

Stanley had an important role, also, that

of Mischa Vlcck, representing the law-

abiding citizenry while to Estelle Taylor,

Sylvia Breamer, Martha Mattox, Joseph

Swickard and Nick DeRuiz fell the minor

roles. Intelligent performances were con-

tributed by each. Harry Carter and Jack

Rollens completed the cast.

The story concerns Bavu who is plan-

ning to flee from Russia after concealing

valuable jewels in a sealed vault in his

garret. Mischa Vleck who attends the

Bolshevik meetings presided over by

Bavu, is for peace, and while Bavu
wishes to steal and plunder to raise funds
from the rich, Mischa proposes to levy
heavier taxes upon them. The mob
rules, however, and Mischa assists Prin-

cess Annia to escape, when her father is

thrown in jail and their home ransacked.
Bavu holds the seal which is necessary
on passports, but which must be signed
by Mischa. Hence Bavu cannot leave the

country without Mischa's consent. To
help the Princess to escape Mischa pro-
poses Bavu marry her and he will grant
them a passport. Bavu agrees, not know-
ing the license is for Mischa and the
Princess. Olga discovers the deception.
There is a terrific sword battle between
Bavu and Mischa and considerable sus-

pense is worked up through Olga being
locked in the sealed vault. However, it

all ends happily for the Princess and
Mischa, when the latter defeats Bavu and
escapes over the border. Officers shoot
Bavu as he is about to overtake the
lovers.

VIOLA DANA IN

A NOISE IN NEWBORO
(METRO)

Miss Dana struggles valiantly with
the role assigned her in this ordi-

nary story of small town life. The
principal appeal is the star her-

self. Where she is popular it will

doubtless please. Adapted from
a story by Edgar Franklin. Di-
rected by Harry Beaumont. Six

parts.

Viola Dana's latest production presents

her as an ugly duckling in a small town,

who goes to the city, wins fame and for-

tune and returning, humbles her former

sweetheart and gets a deal of satisfaction

in doing so. It is for the most part a

series of connected incidents and only

occasionally is Miss Dana given real op-

portunity for clever comedy acting. Many
of the scenes arc crudely handled and

without conviction.

Miss Dana is cast as Martha Mason,
who is forgotten on graduation day and

not given a diploma and in general is left

out of the town social functions. She de-

termines to square accounts with those

who oppress her and saying good-bye to

her sweetheart, Ben Colwell, goes to the

city. Here she wins fame and a fortune

as an artist. She then returns to Newboro
with a girl friend, determined to "make a

noise." Her sweetheart, now the town
lawyer, ignores her, and when she offers

the city a donation of thousands of dol-

lars toward a high school, Ben and his

henchmen vote it down. The newspaper,
edited by Harry Dixon, takes up the issue

and Ben is whipped in his political race

lor mayor. Then Martha returns to the

city and her city friends.

David Butler plays Ben Colwell more
or less stifly. Eva Novak is a small-town
belle and Allan Forrest, Martha's city

sweetheart. Malcolm McGregor was ef-

fective as the editor.

One of the dramatic scenes from "The Affairs of Lady Hamilton," a new Hodkinson
production in which Liane Haid is being starred
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SPECIAL CAST IN

THE MAN FROM
GLENGARRY

(HODKINSON)
A lumber story with several real

thrills. Splendid atmosphere,

good acting and a well-handled

cast put this one over big.

Adapted from Ralph Connor's

story this offers a fine attraction

with unusual exploitation possi-

bilities. Directed by Henry Mc-
Rae. Six reels.

While the plot of Ralph Connor's story

—the rivalry between two logging camps

—is not exactly new, careful treatment

has been given the story and this Ernest

Shipman production stands as a splendid

example of good, sound screen entertain-

ment. The atmosphere of the Northern
lumber camps is well carried out and
there are serious as well as humorous in-

cidents of camp life that will interest

everyone. Especially interesting is the

work of the loggers, their dexterity in rid-

ing the logs and the thrilling tight be-

tween the rival foremen staged on the

river amid thousands of huge logs.

Anders Randolph is excellent as the

boss of the camp and Warner Richmond
equally effective as the son. Marion
Swayne is a pretty and talented little act-

ress in the role of Kate. Pauline Garon
as the spoiled daughter of a wealthy lum-
berman, scores also. E. L. Fernandez is

the villain of the piece. Harlan Knight
has an important part also and delivers in

every scene.
Ranald MacDonald becomes boss of

the lumber camp upon the death of his

father, who is struck down by Lenoir,

boss of a rival camp, Ranald promises his

sweetheart Kate he will not attack Lenoir.

Ranald is later offered a bribe if he will

falsify a report to Thorpe, a prospective
purchaser of the timber land. Ranald re-

fuses. He is then told Kate no longer
loves him, but Lenoir, seeking forgiveness,

brings about a happy reunion.

SPECIAL CAST IN

SOUL OF THE BEAST
(METRO)

Directed by John Griffith Wray, this

fantastic story of an escaped cir-

cus elephant and a little per-

former, may find favor with those
seeking light entertainment. It

was produced by Thomas H. Ince
and is in five reels.

Madge Bellamy, Noah Beery, Cullen

Landis, "Oscar," an elephant, and others

do their best to make this slight story

appear convincing. It isn't the fault of

the cast nor the director that it doesn't

ring true. Along about the third reel

they seem to have run out of story.

Miss Bellamy has the petite role of a

circus performer, who is domineered by
an arrogant circus proprietor, Noah
Beery. Cullen Landis appears as a crip-

pled youth who earns a living by playing
a violin at a cafe. There are some real-

istic circus scenes, then the story shifts

to the North woods and is rather ram-
bling, with the villainous circus owner
being subdued by the pet elephant.
Where the film might have been taken
seriously, it is weakened by the use of

subtitles of conversations by "Oscar,"
the elephant, and a rabbit, "Napoleon,"
putting it in the primer class of entertain-
ment.
The little circus performer escapes

Viola Dana and support in a scene from "A Noise in Newboro," her latest Metro
production.

from the "wild woman" cage, when the
circus is destroyed, and with "Oscar,"
her pet elephant, wanders to the North
woods. Here she meets a youth who is

much abused around the camp. The cir-

cus owner follows and when he attempts
to chastise her, "Oscar" chases him into

a stream and almost drowns him. The
story ends with the two happy youngsters
riding off on the high back of "Oscar."

BUSHMAN AND BAYNE IN

MODERN MARRIAGE
(AMERICAN RELEASING)

Conventional story used for the re-

turn of former popular screen

stars. Unconvincing at times and
has weak direction. Good acting

of the two stars and pleasing sets

save it from utter mediocrity.

Adapted from a story by Derek
Vane. Directed by Lawrence G.

Windom. Seven parts.

It was unfortunate that a stronger

story could not have been selected for

the return of Francis X. Bushman and

Beverly Bayne. It is the familiar tri-

angle theme and although they appeared

to advantage in many similar stories in

the past, motion picture audiences have

advanced somewhat since that time and

are demanding something new.

The exhibitor playing this feature will

have to rely upon the popularity of the

two stars to draw crowds, rather than

the story itself. They both give satis-

factory performances and the support
cast is --''sfactory although not notable.

The picture has been given a good pro-
duction and the murder mystery holds
the attention throughout. This twist to

the ordinary plot is commendable. A
lengthy cut-back, however, could be elim-

inated or shortened and thus bring the

picture within six reels.

Denise Varley endeavors to obtain let-

ters she has written to Frank Despard
and goes to his apartment to secure them.
She leaves in a hurrv when he refuses to

give them up and later he is found dead.

The papers are full of it, but apparently
no investigation is made except the cross-

examination of the butler. Cort Maitland,

a neighbor, and Nita Blake, in love with
Despard. are suspected. A confession by
Maitland clears up the mystery and
brings about a reunion between Denise
and her husband.

Fisher Productions
Is Formed on Coast

San Francisco Manufacturer Is

President of New Firm;

V. B. Fisher, Treasurer
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, April 17.—Fisher

Productions, a new independent produc-

ing organization has been formed and is

ready to launch production at the Holly-

wood studios. It is the plan of the new
concern to make three productions a

year.

Child Actress to Feature

A technical force and cast is now being
assembled. Virginia Lee Corbin, child
star who recently returned from a trip

abroad at which she appeared in a vaude-
ville sketch, has been signed to be fea-

tured in the first production.
Practically unlimited capital has been

placed behind Fisher Productions, it is

said. Officers of the company are: Aaron
L. Jaffe, San Francisco manufacturer,
president; S. L. Blake, formerly with the
Anglo-California Trust Co. of San Fran-
cisco, secretary and Victor B. Fisher,
treasurer.

Will Supervise Production

Mr. Fisher, who for several years was
general manager of Associated Photo-
plays, New York, and prior to that an
independent producer, will in addition to
handling the business affairs of the com-
pany occupy the post of supervising
director of production.

Paramount Exchanges
Move to New Building

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, April 17.—The New
York and New Jersey Paramount ex-

changes, under the supervision of H. H.

Buxbaum, district manager, which for

many years have been located in the God-
frey Building at 729 Seventh avenue, have
been moved to the new building at 331-37

West 44th Street.

This building occupies a plot 100 by
100 feet and was erected under the super-
vision of Theodore E. Young, manager
of the real estate department of Famous
riayers-Lasky.
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A Story of Studio Life

Souls for Sale
{Continued from page 47)

reached the pillar at the edge of the porch,

clutched it for a moment, caught a quick

breath, and flung down the steps. And
that was that. All this preparation for one

minute of action—save for a brief return

to the porch to pose for still photographs.

She was dripping and so lost that she

ran into one of the property men, who

checked her. Kendrick came to her and

gave her an accolade of approval. He

patted her sopping shoulder and said

:

"Fine! But in the next scene hold your

cloak about you a little tighter. The wind

was so stormy and your clothes so wet that

there wasn't much of you left to the imagi-

nation. In some of the states the censors

may cut the whole scene out. But we won't

retake it."

When, two days later, Mem saw the

rushes in the projection room, she could

hardly believe that the storm was a matter

of such clumsy artifice. The reality of it

fairly terrified her. The rain-swept porch

and the fury of lightnings about the pillars

gave no hint of human devising.

She felt a surge of pity at the bravery

of the little figure she made plunging into

the wrack on her errand of rescue. The

gale flung her cloak and her skirts about

her in fleeting sculptures of Grecian beauty.

But when she paused at the edge of the

steps and staggered under the buffets of

the wind, she was aghast to see herself

modeled in the least detail like the clay of

a statute, all the more nude from the

emphasis of a few wrinkles in a framing

drapery. She felt her first sympathy for

Miss Bevans's prudery and blushed in the

dark projection room. She did not at all

approve the groan of the director.

"Wonderful! It's like an ivory statute

on an ebony background. To think that the

dirty-minded censors will call it indecent,

the blackguards
!"

Mem hoped that the company's own cen-

sors would excise it before the outside

world saw it; but she said nothing. She

belonged to her art, body as well as soul.

But this revelation was for a later day.

For the present, the director's caution to

keep her cloak about her was alarming

enough.
She was taken to a warm room and

wrapped in blankets while the next scene

was prepared. This was a matter of an-

other hour's delay. Rain pipes had already

been erected, but the lights had to be

trundled into place, the cameras placed and

protected, and a hundred details made ready

before she was called out again.

Holby and Kendrick were solicitous fcr

her and asked if she was chilled. She

laughed. The adventure kindled her youth-

ful arteries.

It was not so pleasant to stand still and

have the fire hose lifted above her. She
was supposed to have run a long distance

between the porch steps and this scene, and

she must enter it wet.

She had a bit cf chill in this shower bath

and there was a hitch in starting. But at

length she got her signal and went forward
again, head down, into the wild storm. The
propeller ran too fast and she could not

proceed. She clung to a wall and tugged

in vain. The blast carried her cloak entirely

away and she had no protection from the

ruthless scrutiny of the lightning or the

ainedited records of the cameras.

The noise was so appalling that the

director ripped his throat in vain. He had
to run to the wind machine and check it.

The picture had to be taken over. Mem's
cloak was recovered, and the mud washed
from it. Then it was laid clammily about
her icy shoulders and she made another
try.

This time the result was better, and she
returned to the room and her blankets for

another hour. She could not seem to get

warm. Her bones were like pipes in which
the marrow froze.

When she went out again Kendrick asked
her how she was. Her teeth chattered to-

gether as she said, "All right-t-t-t." He
looked at her with sympathy and admiration,

and he decided to cut out one of the most
promising scenes, lest it overtax her

strength.

During her absence a telephone pole and
a tree had been brought down by the storm
and photographed as they fell. It was her

business now to clamber across the pole and
push through the branches of the tree, and
so fight her way out of the picture.

The rain pipes had lieen brought forward
and set up in a new position. The cameras

were aligned. Next them stood a truck

containing a great sun arc. Next that was
the lightning machine, abreast of it the

w ind machine.

In the preliminary tests it had been hard

to find the right angle for the gale to blow
from, and the wind machine had been

shifted several times. The wind man in his

confusion forgot to notice, that the property

men had forgotten, in their confusion, to

set up the fence before the propeller. It was
after midnight now and everybody was
numb with cold, drenched with the pro-

miscuous rain, and a little irresponsible.

Their working day was already fifteen hours

old and it would last at least five hours

more.

The spectators who had gathered to

watch the first scenes had been driven from
the lot by the cold their thick cloaks and

overcoats could not overcome. Tom Holby
had been photographed in a climb up the

wet sides of a ravine, and was half frozen

in his soaked clothes, but he stayed to

watch Mem through this scene.

He was palsied in the bundled wraps
about him and his heart ached as he saw
Mem in her little wet dress throw off her

blankets, put on the dreadful mantle of the

wet cape, and go out into the distant dark

beyond the range of the cameras.

The storm broke out anew at the direc-

tor's signal. The wind bellowed and
slashed the branches of the prostrate tree.

The lightning snapped and flared and its

flare winnowed the rain in flaming wraiths.

Then from the dark the little sorrowful

figure of Remember Steddon appeared, a

ghost materializing from the night. She
struggled with the maniac hurricane,

stumbled and fell across the telephone pole,

thrust aside the wires, lifted herself and
breasted the wind again, drove into the

wreck of the fallen tree. The branches

whipped her wet flesh cruelly. The light-

ning just ahead of her blistered her vision

like the white-hot irons driven into the eyes

of Shakespeare's Prince Clarence. The
wind blew her breath back into her lungs.

If she had not gained a little support from
one stout bough of the tree she could never

have reached the margin of the picture.

Kendrick's heart was glad with triumph

as he saw her pass out of the camera range.
He called, "Cut!" and the camera men were
jubilant as each of them shouted "O. K.
for me!"
Then Kendrick heard screams of terror,

wild howls of fear. He ran forward and
saw the blinded little figure of Mem still

pressing on straight into the blur of the

airplane propeller.

His heart sickened. She would be sliced

to shreds. She could not hear the yelled

warnings in the noise of the machine.

CHAPTER XXVIII

THE operator shut off his engine, but

the propellers still swirled at a speed

that made them only a whorl of light. The
witnesses were paralyzed by the horror of

the moment.
Tom Holby broke from a nightmare

that outran the immediate beauty of the

little woman walking forward to a hideous
fate. He ran and dived for her like a foot-

ball tackier, hooked his left arm about her

knees and flung her backward, thrusting his

right arm and his head beneath her, so that

when she struck, her shoulders were upon
his breast, her drenched hair fell across his

face like seaweed.

She opened her eyes in a chaos of be-

wilderment. Just above her the flying pro-

peller blades were glistening in the light of

the sun arc.

They were still revolving when the wind
machine man, leaping from the post where
he had stood expecting her fate and his

own eternal remorse, ran to lift her from
the ground. Others helped up Tom llolby.

He had knocked himself unconscious

when his head struck a rock in the road.

His cheek was ripped and gushing blood.

He came to his senses at once and forced

a ghastly laugh.

Mem screamed with fear for him. She
had not yet realized her own escape She

was all pity for Tom Holby, and anxiety.

"It's nothing," he said. Then he staggered

with dread of what Mem would have
looked like now if he had waited an in-

stant longer or missed his aim at her knees.

He drew her from the vortex of the pro-

peller, which was subsiding with the dying

snarl of a leopard that has missed its

pounce.

Now Mem understood what her own ad-

venture had been, and her knees weakened
with an cx post facto alarm.

Kendrick came up and, after a decent

wait for the incident to have its dignity and
move on, he thanked and congratulated

Holby on retrieving the girl from massacre.

"It wouldn't have meant only the horrible

death of this beautiful child, but it would
have meant also the horrible death of this

beautiful picture ; for hardly anybody would
have wanted to see it if it were stained with

blood."

"And all my beautiful art would have

perished with me !" said Mem, with only

partial irony. She had reached the estate

of the creative soul w-ho longs for the im-

mortality of its work more than itself, and

feels it a death indeed, a death entire, to

have its record lost.

Just to have a book in a library, even if

it is never read; just to have a painting on

some wall ; a tune in somebody's ears, a

scientific discovery recorded somewhere

—

that is honey enough in the ashes that fill

the mouth of the morituri.

Kendrick's next thought was one of dis-

may. Tom Holby had not yet fought his

big fight, and yet his face was torn. How
was this to be explained in the preceding

scene where he was supposed to leave the

arms of his sweetheart in her defense?
In the topsy-turvydom of film construc-

tion the scene in which Mem and Tom
Holby were set upon by a pack of ruffians

bad not yet been taken, though Mem had
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already almost completed the scenes in

which she ran to call distant strangers to

Tom's rescue.

After a long while of puzzling Kendrick

decided to make an effort to photograph

Holby so that his damaged jowl should be

hidden by Mem's face or by shadows. It

would be hard to manage and the men who
had promised to beat Holby up to the best

of their ability would hesitate to pummel a

man already so hurt.

But to put the tight off till the cheek was
healed would cost the company a thousand

dollars at least.

When Mem understood all the trouble it

had cost to snatch her from destruction, she

said

:

"I'm not worth it."

Kendrick was in no mood for polite

denials, but Tom Holby gave her a look

that made the fishing worth while.

Mem was blanketed like a racehorse

and taken to her dressing room once more.

She slipped her wet clothes off and dried

them and herself by the fire while she

waited for the next foray into the storm.

After that was to come the attack by the

desperadoes and her flight for help. She
had seen many pictures in which the hero-

ine stood about wringing her hands idly

while her lover fought for her with some
worthless brute. She had always despised

a heroine who would not take up a chair

or something and bash in the head of her

lover's opponent instead of playing the

wall paper.

She protested now against having to run
away from the scene, but Kendrick grew a

trifle sarcastic

:

"The company doesn't require you to re-

write the scenarios, Miss Steddon ; only to

act in them. Besides, there are half a

dozen villains here, and I really think you'd

better run out of the scene, seeing that

we've already spent half the night and all

of our nerves showing you going for
rescuers."

Mem was sufficiently snubbed, and apolo-

gized so meekly that Kendrick was still

furious.

"And for God's sake don't play the

worm ! The story is rotten and your criti-

cism is perfectly just, but we poor directors

and actors have to .do our best with the

putrid stuff the office hands us."

Mem stood about and watched the fight.

It was a magnificent or a loathsome spec-

tacle, according to the critic. When Vergil
describes an old-fashioned battle with
wooden boxing gloves macerating the op-
posing features, it is accepted as of epic

nobility. The movies give the real blood
instead of nouns and knock out teeth with
primeval dentistry.

The actors who assaulted Holby were
tender of his raw cheek at first, but both
he and Kendrick demanded action, and after

Holby had smashed a few noses with the
effect of knocking corks out of claret

bottles, there was anger enough.
The one caution Kendrick shrieked

through his megaphone was not to knock
Holby senseless and not to knock him out
of the camera's range.

The camera men were tilting and pan-
ning their machines to keep the action
within the picture, and they were howling
contradictory messages to the fighters.

There was none of the arena ardor in

Mem's soul. She was none of the girls

who watched gladiators butchered, or
thrilled to Inquisitional processions, or went
to modern prize fights.

She was so sickened by the noise of the
blows, and the spurt of blood, and that
most desperate drama of all : when strong
men batter each other in rage, that she had
to retreat into the cold morning air out of
sight and hearing of the buffets that seemed
to land on her own tender flesh.

The dawn was just pinking the sky when
the last of the night work was over. Every-

body was dead-beaten. The crews would
have to remain after the actors had gone,

and the actors had finished a twenty-one-

hour day of grilling emotion and physical

toil.

The chauffeur who took Mem home in an
automobile told her that he had already

had twenty-four hours of driving and
would have four or five hours more. She
expected him to collide with almost any-
thing, but his eyes still attended their office.

It was seven o'clock when Mem crept

into her bed, an hour later than she had
usually wakened. Her alarm clock stared

at her with rebuke, but she gave it a day
off and slept till nightfall.

The next day the company gathered to

see the rushes of the night stuff. Almost
all of them were perfect, vivid, dramatic
with the chiaroscuro of lightning upon mid-
night storm, and incredibly real.

A strange feeling came over her and over

the others when they saw the various takes

of the scene in which she clambered across

the fallen telephone pole, pushed through
the branches of the toppled tree, and
pressed on into the teeth of the gale. For
just beyond the point of her exit from the

picture the wind machine was waiting. She
had been hurrying headlong to destruction

and never dreamed of her peril.

Kendrick sighed, "That came near being
a portrait of you walking out of this

world."

Tom Holby did not speak, but he reached
out and seizing Mem's hand, wrung it with
an eloquence beyond words. He seemed to

be squeezing her heart with clinging hands.

There were five takes of this bit. and
Mem began only now to understand the

hazard she had incurred, to comprehend
how close she was to annihilation, to the

end of her days upon this beautiful world.

It came upon her like a confrontation of

death. What an unbelievable thing it was

!

for all of being the most familiar thing in

life, the one experience that nobody could
escape, man, animal, plant. As that tree

had fallen so she would have lost her roots

in the good earth. As the telephone wires
of the prostrate pole had gone dead, so the

thrill would have ebbed out of her nerves

:

everything beautiful, gracious, voluptuous,

would have been denied her. She would
have been void even of the precious privi-

lege of pain.

The old Greeks joked about the simpleton,

the philosopher, who had wanted to know
how he locked when he was asleep and had
held a mirror before him and shut his eyes.

But she had seen herself asleep on the

screen, and now she had seen herself

marching into her grave.

The vision was intolerable to her. It

assailed her like a nightmare. It drove her
frantic to make the most of life, to taste

every' one of its sweets, its bitters, its

glories and shames, each tang of existence."

To experience and to make others experi-

ence ! She must be quick about it. for who
could tell what moment would be the last?

For the sake of other people she must live

at full speed from now on. act many pic-

tures, briskly, brilliantly, hurriedly, so that

she should not waste a grain of the sand
speeding through the hour glass.

As she watched the last of the takes her
heart surged with anguish for that strange
girl she was there, struggling against the

wind, fighting her way out of a little in-

convenience into destruction.

It seemed to her that she typified all girl-

kind, all womanhood, all humanhood. pas-

sion swept, love urged, braving obstacles,

defying every restraint and stumbling cn
into the lightning, into the lurking horror,
running blithly, blindly into the ambush
that every path prepares.

She was consumed with an impatience to

begin a new picture at once, and to be very
busy with life and love, beauty and delight.

(CONTINUED NEXT WEEK)

PURELY
Personal

Interesting news about exhibitors

and people with whom they come
into direct contact. Readers are
invited to contribute items for

publication in this column. Address
them to "Purely Personal."

Harry E. Bruce opened the Circle the-

atre at 36th and Prospect, Kansas City.

Mo., on April 15. The Circle was recently

destroyed by fire.

*

Robert Smeltzer, eastern district man-
ager for Pathe, was in Albany, N. Y„
conferring with Frank Bruner, manager
of Pathe's exchange in that city, over the

distribution of 'Safety Last" in the first-

run houses of the territory.
*

George Roberts, Samuel Suckno and
W. W. Berinstein will represent Albany.
N. Y., at the Chicago convention next
month.

Word has reached Albany. N. Y., that

Madge Bellamy would call at the State

Capitol shortly and invite Governor
Alfred E. Smith and other state officials

to the Motion Picture Exposition in Los
Angeles this coming summer.

*

R. H. Clark, general manager of the

First National exchanges in Buffalo,

Albany and New York, will preside over
a meeting of these exchanges at the

Hotel Astor. New York city, April 15.
*

Ben Davis, who has been connected
with First National and other film com-
panies, and who is known the country
over, has just accepted an offer to be-

come home office manager for the Schine
interests, with headquarters in Glovers-
ville. N. Y.

Noah Bloomer owner of the Gayety
theatre. Freeburg. 111., has opened the

New Dreamland theatre, Belleville. 111.

*

Ed. Fellis of the Orpheum, Hillsboro.

111., has been honored by the citizens of

his county bv being elected to a place on
the County Board of Supervisors on the

Republican ticket.

James D. Drake and Phil Cohen have
opened the Temple theatre. Alton. 111., as

a combination house.
*

A. C. Norwein who recently sold his

theatre at Bonne Terre. Mo., has accepted
a position with the St. Louis branch of

the Nash motor car company.

Guy M. Shriner, who recently pur-
chased the Gem theatre. Kansas City,

from Hugo A. Brecklein, will remodel the

house. The building, which is on a lot.

50x 137 feet, will be extended back about
forty feet and a balcony added. The two
improvements will increase the seating
capacitv of the house to 1.400.

A contract has been let bv Dr. W. O.
Thompson of Dodge City. Kas.. for the
construction of a S40.000 motion picture

house in Dodge City, to be ready for

opening about September 1. under the
management of W. H. Harpole. The
new theatre will seat about 600.

Charles A. Kalbfell has let the con-
tract for the construction of an airdome
at 5008 Claxton avenue. St. Louis, adjoin-
ing his theatre. It will cost $15,000.
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::::7Ae FILM MART : : :

:

Production Progress : : : : : : : : Distribution News

: : Tiffany-Truart : :

'BROADWAY GOLD," Elaine Ham-
mcrstein's first Edward Dillon picture

for Truart, has been sold to Louis Hyman
of All Star Features for California, Ari-

zona and Nevada. M. H. Hoffman, gen-

eral manager of Truart Film Corporation,
closed the negotiations.

+ + +
WORk WILL START SOON on "The
Unknown Purple." which will be pro-

duced by Carlos Productions under the

direction of Roland West. Truart will

handle distribution of the Carlos films on
the state right market.

+ + +
M. H. HOFFMAN is negotiating with
three units for a series of productions

from each. According to an announce-
ment by the Truart general manager,
these units will comprise well-known di-

rectors and players. This product will be
distributed through independent ex-
changes, and in some instances direct to

the exhibitors.

: : : : Goldwyn : : : :

A NEW RECORD AT THE CAPITOL
theatre, New York, for one day was

hung up by "Souls for Sale," Goldwyn
reports, receipts for Sunday being $13.-

<i77.50. Edward J. Bowes, vice-president
of Goldwyn, has sworn to these figures

before a notary public. Six shows a day
arc being given. The capitol seats 5.400.

+ + +
THE RAGGED EDGE," second Dis-
tinctive Pictures Production will be is-

sued by Goldwyn May 14. "Backbone."
the initial production from a story by
Clarence Budington Kelland. is scheduled
for April 30. Ten more Distinctive films
will be published by Goldwyn through
arrangement with Arthur S. Friend.

+ + +
IN A TELEGRAM TO Rupert Hughes
members of the Hollywood Chamber of

Commerce heartily commend his produc-
tion "Souls for Sale" and declare that the
American public will have a far truer un-
derstanding of Hollywood and its citi-

zens after viewing it.

: : : Paramount : : :

SID GRAUMAN predicts a run of six

months for "The Covered Wagon" at

his Egyptian theatre in Hollywood. The
West Coast impresario also expresses the
belief that the James Cruze special will

gross more in Hollywood "than in any
two other theatres in the United States."
The attraction was given unstinted praise
by the newspaper reviewers in Los An-
geles.

+ + +
CECIL B. DE MILLE plans to spend

four months in actual production on
"The Ten Commandments." which will

be modern in theme with cutbacks to epi-

sodes of the Old Testament. Production
will commence about May 1, and as a
preparatory step, a big shipment of silks,

jewels and draperies is en route from the

Orient. It is probable that some scenes
may be taken in Palestine.

+ +
OWEN MOORE and Robert Edeson.
two former Paramount stars, return to

the F. P.-L. banner in Charles Maigne's
production of Maximilian Foster's story,

"The Silent Partner."

+ + +
POLA NEGRI IS one of fifty players,

directors and scenarists who will appear
in James Cruze next Paramount produc-
tion, "Hollywood." The cast makes a

fairly representative "Who's Who in Film-
dom."

: American Releasing :

"DEEP WATERS," a story of the down-
fall and regeneration of a sea captain,

has been completed by Continental Pro-
ductions for American Releasing. J. P.

McGowan directed the picture at Miami,
Fla. He and Helen Holmes are featured

in the cast. Burning of the steam yacht
Duchess is a highlight of the production.

+ * +
HOW MANY TIMES have you been
able to hike admission prices after the

run of a picture has started? Not many?
Here's what happened at E. F. Albee's

Victory theatre. Providence, R. I., where
Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Baync
appeared on the screen and in person in

"Modern Marriage." The picture opened
at 35 cents top. On Wednesday the price

was raised to 50 cents and on Saturday to
"5. Charles J. Gicgerich, special repre-

sentative of the stars, conducted an in-

tensive campaign prior and during the

run of the film.

: : : Cosmopolitan : :

:

THREE COSMOPOLITAN produc-
tions had the distinction of playing

simultaneously on Broadway, New York
theatres. "Enemies of Women" was at

the Central, "The Nth Commandment"
at the Rivoli and "The Go-Getter" at the

Rialto.
+ + +

the 1923-24 season. A special Broadway
showing is planned. According to Fox,
scores of inquiries have been received
from exhibitors for information on the
publication date. The interest of the
public in the A. S. M. Hutchinson novel
has led to a majority of these inquiries,
the company states. Percy Marmont and
Ann Forrest have the leading roles.

+ +
FOX HAS STARTED production, or

will shortly, on three forthcoming spe-
cials

—
"Six Cylinder Love," "Gentle

Julia," and "The Shadow of the East."

: : : Selznick : : :

SELZNICK DISTRIBUTING CORPO-
RATION has ready for distribution a

two reel film titled "Will He Conquer
Dempsey?" The picture, which was pro-
duced by Philip Rosen, shows Luis Firpo
going through his exercises with several

sparring partners.

: : : C. C. Burr : : :

C. C. BURR, in announcing his "big six"

series of features, promised all star

casts composed of players who stand high
in public favor. The players in the cast

of "You Are Guilty," to be published
shortly, indicate that Mr. Burr has kept
his promise. James Kirkwood, Doris
Kcnyon, Robert Edeson and Edmund
Breese, all of whom have been starring
in stage productions during the past year,

play the important roles in the picture.

Little Russell Griffin and Mary Carr also

have featured parts. Kirkwood during the

past season scored a success in the stage

play, "The Fool"; Doris Kenyon starred

in "Up the Ladder"; Breese scored a hit

in "So This Is London," and Edeson was
the star of "The World We Live In."

Mary Carr a^ain has a mother role in

"You Arc Guilty."
+ + +

H. LIEBER COMPANY of Indianapolis

has purchased the rights for Indiana
for the C. C. Burr features, "Luck," with

Johnny Hines. and "The Last Hour."

BERT LYTELL HAS signed a contract
with Cosmopolitan whereby he will

play the featured role in several produc-
tions to be made by that company. His
latest work is in the Principal Pictures
production "The Meanest Man in the
World."

+ + +
"THE LOVE PIKER," first of a series

of five Cosmopolitan productions has
been put into production with E. Mason
Hopper directing. It is an adaptation of

a story by Frank R. Adams.

: : : : : Fox : : : : :

FOX HAS SIGNED three new leading
women to appear in the casts of spe-

cials to be produced under the com-
pany's recently announced policy. They
are: Peggy Shaw, former Follies girl

who has appeared in a number of Fox
features; Jean Arthur and Ruth Dwyer.

+ + +
"IF WINTER COMES" will head the

list of specials to be published during

: : : Hodkinson : : :

MUSIC USED BY THE CAMEO the-

atre in connection with "Down to the

Sea in Ships" has evoked much favorable

comment according to Hodkinson.
Among the number used are "The
Sweetest Story Ever Told," "Home
Again," "Midshipmate," "The Lass That
Loves a Sailor." "Sunday Morning" and
McDowell's "Sea Song" for the exciting

whale chase.
+ + +

A SPECIAL EDITION of 'The Man
from Glengarry" will be issued by

Grosset & Dunlap. It will contain illus-

trations from the photoplay and a special

jacket in four colors.

+ + +
TITLING AND EDITING of "The

Affairs of Lady Hamilton," Richard Os-
wold production presented by Sterling

Pictures Corporation with Liane Haid in

the featured role has been completed.
Hodkinson issues it on April 15.

(Continued on oage 68)



ALBERT E. SMITH PRESENTS

VIVID, stirring drama of the sea, about

real men whose veins run hot with red

fighting blood, shifty footed men with ft

ready right and left punch in defense of

honor!

A story of a boy battling to master the

primordial instincts of the young male to

win a man's estate in the most brutal

school on earth—the hell-hole forward on
board a four master sailing the Spanish

Main. J
A love story of youth that wrings the

heart.

WILLIAMS ALICE CALHOUN CULLEN LANOIS WANDA HAWLEY
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Has Everything That Goes For a Sure-Fire Box Office Number and Then Some

David Smith Prod.
"MASTERS OF MEN"

Vitagraph
DIRECTOR David Smith
AUTHOR Morgan Robertson
SCENARIO BY C. Graham Baker
CAMERAMAN Steve Smith, Jr.

AS A WHOLE Fine live entertainment with
punch in its action, sure-fire patriotic atmo-
sphere and all that goes for a good picture

STORY A romance of the Spanish War period

with action, thrills and plenty of genuine audi-

ence appeal
DIRECTION .Splendid; succeeds in making

story realistic and atmosphere is great; devel-

opment yery good
PHOTOGRAPHY Excellent

LIGHTINGS Very good
PLAYERS Cullen Landis-at his best in role that

he handles in fine style; Alice Calhoun and
Wanda Hawley attractive maids of '98 and
Earle Williams suitable ; others all good types

EXTERIORS Good
INTERIORS Good
DETAIL .-. .. First rate

CHARACTER OF STORY A character devel-

opment showing the rise of an American lad

from boyhood to manhood
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION 6,800 feet

Here is one with a genuine wallop for American au-

diences and if the patriotic atmosphere in this doesn't

send them out with their blood tingling and their fer-

vor for the stars and stripes increased a hundred fold,

then the guess is all wrong. "Masters of Men." David
Smith's production of Morgan Robertson's novel, is

an out and out American picture for Americans and it

contains an unlimited supply of real audience appeal

—

the sort that starts them talking about the picture and
brings others in.

Much of the credit for the success of the picture be-

longs to Director Smith for the very worth while and
capable way in which he has handled the material and
to C. Graham Baker, who prepared the scenario.

Added to this there is the splendid performance of

Cullen Landis in the role of a sailor of the U. S. Navy,
as well as a uniformly well suited and capable cast.

To start with, Morgan Robertson's novel contains
splendid material for the screen and in retaining the

author's method of development, Baker has gotten the
most out of it and Director Smith has been able to

tell the story smoothly, consistently and cover the

ground in much less footage than he might were he
to proceed in the usual fashion. This chapter style of

telling the story is wholly pleasing and satisfying and
eliminates considerable unnecessary detail. And at the

same time the sequences dove-tail nicely and there are

no gaps in the continuity.

The first two chapters- are concerned with the early

boyhood .of the hero and his subsequent entrance into

the Navy followed by the entrance of the United States

into war with Spain. This leads up to some mighty
fine business and includes a variety of thrills and ac-

tion with sure-fire punch. It all registers and is flav-

ored with such definite patriotic atmosphere that it is

even more impressive than ordinarily. It is distinctly

the treatment given the story and the wealth of real-

ism and excellent detail that makes the piece absorb-

ing. For a climax you have the destruction of the

famous battleship Maine and the fight in Santiago

Harbor.
Cullen Landis works like a real trooper and his por-

trayal in this is easily one of the best things he has

ever done. They are going to get a real thrill out of

his many scraps. Alice Calhoun and Wanda Hawley
are both charming in their '98 costumes^ Picture pat-

rons all over will "love" the romance of Alice Calhoun
and Landis, and Wanda Hawley and Earle Williams.

Director Smith had fine cooperation from the whole
company.

Story: Dick Halpin is accused of theft by the broth-

er of Mabel Arthur, whom he loves. To save Mabel
from humiliation Dick accepts the blame, runs away
and joins the U. S. Navy. It isn't until Dick and his

lieutenant, Breen, have been shanghaied aboard a sail-

ing vessel, that Dick learns Mabel knows the truth,

but before there can be a reconciliation Dick and
Breen return to their ship and are pitched into active

service at Santiago Harbor. Dick is transferred to

work under young Arthur, now an ensign, and is with

him when he dies. After it is all over Dick and Breen

return to the home town, Dick to claim Mabel, and

Breen to claim Bessie, Mabel's chum.

Better Get Your Order In and Then Get to Work On It

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Vitagraph 's latest production looks like a sure thing

for the box office. It has all the requisites of a box
office attraction and they are all fully satisfying from
an audience viewpoint. ''Masters of Men" has been
done in a big way and should do a big business. You
can safely make promises for it and rest assured your
crowd will vote it a winner, unless, of course, you
happen to be catering to a foreign clientele. In that

case they~may not be carried away with the spirit of

enthusiasm that the picture is almost certain to create

with American audiences.

There is a trailer available which you would do well

to secure and use well in advance of the showing. Be
sure and tell them of the historic episode and of the

blowing up oi the battleship *Maine. There will be

those of your patrons to whom the incident will still

be current history and they'll be especially interested.

Tell them about the excellent work of Cullen Landis,

of the action and thrills. The picture really deserves

your best exploitation efforts with the receipts prov-

ing it well worth your while. You have something.to

talk about. Do it.
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: : : : The FILM MART : : : :

Production Progress : : : : : : : : Distribution News

: : United Artists : :

ACCOMPANIED BY A number of his

leading players, D. W. Griffith has re-

turned to his studios at Mamaroncck from

Miami, Fla., where he has been making

"The White Rose." He will complete the

production by summer, it is expected.

+ + +

ASSOCIATED AUTHORS has chosen

"Richard, the Lion Hearted," as the

title for its screen version of "The Talis-

man," now being produced at the Thomas
H. Ince studios for publication by Allied

Producers and Distributors. Frank H.

Woods is father of this first production,

but will have the assistance of Elmer

Harris and Thomas Buchanan under the

method of productiou adopted. Wallace

Beery will play the role of "Richard, the

Lion Hearted."
+ + +

"THE COURTSHIP OF MILES
STANDISH," Charles Ray's produc-

tion, was endorsed at a meeting of the

Congregational Ministers Union of Los

Angeles. It was pointed out that the his-

tory of the Congregational church was

inseparably interwoven with early colonial

history.

: : : : Equity : : : :

AS AN INDUCEMENT FOR exhibitors

to exploit "Has the World Gone Mad"
Equity announces a plan to reimburse

exhibitors for expense of publicity and

exploitation. The product must be put
over in some novel and appealing way
and, says the announcement, on receipt

of photographs of the stunt, executives
of the firm will determine the amount of
reimbursement.

: : : Al Lichtman : : :

"DAUGHTERS OF THE RICH" and
"The Girl Who Came Back" are Pre-

ferred productions for publication by
Lichtman exchanges during April and
May. The former is a Gasnier production
from Edgar Saltus' novel with Gaston
Glass, Miriam Cooper, Ruth Clifford and
others in the cast. "The Girl Who Came
Back" is a Tom Forman production from
the stage play by Charles E. Blaney and
Samuel R. Goulding.

+ + +
LEONARD S. SOWAR, owner of the
Strand theatre. Muncie, Ind., has

booked first runs on five Lichtman pic-

tures. The theatre is now being redeco-
rated and improved.

: : : Universal : : :

EXECUTIVES OF UNIVERSAL are

elated over the enthusiasm which
greeted the opening of H. A. Snow's
"Hunting B :g Game in Africa With Gun
and Camera" at the Forrest theatre,

Philadelphia. They predict that the pic-

ture, which ran eleven weeks at the Lyric.
New York, at $1.65 top will equal if not
eclipse that mark in Philadelphia.

+ + +

J. WARREN KERRIGAN and Anna Q.
Nllsson have been signed by Universal

for new Jewel production by Harry Gar-
son, adapted from an original story by
John H. Blackwood. It has not yet been
titled.

+ + +

WILLIAM DESMOND'S first Uni-
versal feature has been started. It is

a Northwest mounted story— "McQuire
of the Mounted" written and scenarized
by Raymond L. Schrock, scenario editor
at Universal City. Richard Stanton is

directing.

: : Tri-Stone Pictures :

:

WORK OF RECONSTRUCTING
Douglas Fairbanks' picture "The

Americano" has been completed by John
Emerson and Anita Loos. Price and
Aitken state bids have been received from
two Broadway New York houses for the
film. Sidney Chaplin is at work editing
and writing new titles for Keystone
comedies featuring Charlie Chaplin and
it is the belief of Tri-Stone officials that
these reissues of great pictures with
prominent stars should prove real box
office attractions.

: :
• F B

RALPH LEWIS, WHO is a featured
player in F. B. O.'s "In the Name of

the Law" and "The Third Alarm" has
been placed under a long term contract
by Film Booking Offices and under his
new agreement will be seen next in

"Blow Your Own Horn," adaptation of
Owen Davis' play which James W. Horn
is now directing.

+ + +
TWO SHORT SUBJECTS arc pub-

lished by F. B. O. the week of April 15.

They are "Private—Keep Off" a Carter
De Haven comedy and "Some Punches
and Judy," the fifth round of H. C. Wit-
wer's Collier's IVeckly stories.

: : : : Metro : : : :

LEWIS STONE, whose excellent port-
rayals have popularized his name

throughout the country, has been assigned
an important role in Rex Ingram's "Scar-
amouche."

+ + +
FRED NIBLO is busy with preparations

for filming "Captain Applejack," the
Walter Hackett stage success. Matt
Moore and Enid Bennett are featured
members of the cast.

+ + +
METRO WILL PUBLISH Harry Gar-

son's production of the James Whit-
comb Riley poem, "An Old Sweetheart
of Mine." Elliott Dexter and Helen
Jerome Eddy have the leading roles.

: : : : Pathe : : : :

STAN LAUREL MAKES HIS bow as
a Pathe star in the one-reel Hal Roach

comedy "The Noon Whistle," which is

set for publication April 29. On this same
date will be issued "California or Bust,"
with Snub Pollard and Marie Mosquini;
"100 Per Cent Nerve" in the Range Rider
series and the fourteenth episode of
"Plunder."

+ + +
PATHE NEWS IN ITS current number

30 claims to present first and exclusive
views of results of excavation operations
by American scientists on sites of ancient
Mayan cities in Yucatan. The newspje-
tures show works of Mayan sculptors of
goo B. C.

+ + +
PRESENTATION IN connection with

short subjects is reported by Pathe on
"Topics of the Day" and Aesop's Fa-

bles. In Chicago and New York ten mu-
sicians were placed behind the scrim drop
on the stage while a singer rendered a
popular song as the "Topics" film was
shown.

: Associated Exhibitors

:

AN ATTRACTIVE souvenir booklet, the

work of J. Irving Greene, director of

publicity and advertising for Associated
Exhibitors is being distributed in con-

nection with "Alice Adams," Associated's
production of Booth Tarkington's story

featuring Florence Vidor which was pub-
lished on April 8.

+ + +
LEAH BAIRD'S SECOND 1923 special

for Associated Exhibitors "The De-
stroying Angel" has been completed and
a print received in the East. It is adapted
from a novel by Louis Joseph Vance.

: : : Vitagraph : : :

PRESIDENT ALBERT E. SMITH of

Vitagraph is personally supervising
production of "The Man Next Door"
which Victor Schertzinger is directing
and expresses himself as very much
pleased with the director's work and that

of the cast which includes Frank Sheri-
dan, James Morrison, Alice Calhoun and
David Torrencc.

+ + +
"A FRONT PAGE STORY," Jess Rob-

bins' comedy on newspaper life with
Edward Horton in the leading role, was
recently screened before the state con-
vention of Newspaper editors at Kansa.
The editors voted it to be a realistic

newspaper talc.

: : Louis B. Mayer : :

LOUIS B. MAYER has selected "The
Master of Woman" as the title of Regi-

nald Barker's next production for dis-

tribution through Metro. It will be a

screen version of "The Law Bringers"

by G. B. Lancaster. In the cast of the

picture are: Renee Adoree, Earle Wil-
liams, Barbara LaMarr, Pat O'Malley,
Wallace Beery, Josef Swickard, George
JCuwa, Pat Harmon, Robert Anderson,
Ed J. Brady and Toan Lowell.



It Is Time to Fight!

In connection with the efforts of

the Lord's Day Alliance to enact

blue law legislation in Illinois,

Harry L. Bowlby, head of the or-

ganization, states that campaigns
have been mapped out in Tennessee,
Arkansas, Alabama, Indiana, Wis-
consin, New York, New Jersey,

California and Oregon. Now is the

time for the exhibitors of those
states to launch their drives to

counteract the activities of the blue
noses.

'Fbrthef

(Motion
Wpiour

PUBLIC
RIGHTS
LEAGUE

Screen Message No. 104

An editorial writer makes this

statement in the "Chicago Journal

of Commerce:" There is not likely

to be found many patrons of the

'movies' who will dispute the state-

ment that motion pictures this the-

atrical season are better than those

offered last, and that the percentage
of worthwhile photoplays this year

is much greater than that of the

year before." Public sentiment, not
censorship, is prompting production

of better pictures.

League Notes
Under this heading is presented
subject matter for your programs,
as well as personals about mem-
bers who are active in the Public
Rights League.

Press Sets Pace

Despite the waitings of the reformers
pictures are getting better. At least that
is the opinion of newspaper editors of the
country. The following excerpts from
various papers are supplied to this depart-
ment by the M. P. P. D. A.

Newburgh, N. Y. News:
"The photoplays being presented in

,

Newburgh are setting a new standard
both as to quality and timeliness. The
question is sometimes asked: "What is

the matter with the movies?" The obvi-
ous answer is nothing the matter, unless
it be the inherent grouchiness of a very
few persons among the millions who see
them. The modern motion picture is a
marvel both of the theatrical and pictor-
ial art."

San Mateo, Cal., News-Leader:
"To the cry for better pictures the

movie producers are making the best
possible reply in honestlv endeavoring to
improve their work.

"Fictures can be better morally with-
out being deadly dull, and it is quite a
mistake to penalize a particular form of
art and amusement with the obligation
to teach a moral lesson. We do not im-
pose such obligation upon the painter,
the poet, the sculptor, the musician, the
novelist or even the author of the written
and spoken drama.
"There is a time and a place for all

things and the prime purpose of the mov-
ies is to entertain."

Boston, Mass., Christian Science Monitor:
"It is no mere assumption that there

has been an improvement in the motion
pictures offered for exhibition. The proof
is available to all who care to be con-
vinced or who care to prove or disprove,
by actual contact, this reasonable view."

*

Chicago, 111., Journal of Commerce:
"There is not likely to be found many

patrons of the movies who will dispute
the statement that motion pictures offered
this theatrical season are better than
those offered last, and that the percentage
of worth-while photoplays this year is

much greater than that of the vear be-
fore."

Theatre owners of Illinois have had during the past week, and still

have, a big opportunity to exhibit their strength in moulding public opinion.

A drastic blue law, framed by the Lord's Day Alliance, was introduced

in the legislature during the past week. Newspapers of the state set a fast

pace in launching their campaign to defeat the measure.

Editorials opposing the reform element and their activities, reports of

investigations of reform activities and statements by prominent people

opposing the blue noses were published.

The question naturally arises: Have the exhibitors of the state been

equally as active in campaigning for a cause which is vital to them?

At this writing every exhibitor in the state should have been in com-

munication with his senator and representative at the state capital.

Every theatre owner in the state, whether or not he wishes to operate

on Sunday, should devote his screen to propaganda for crystallizing public

sentiment against the blue noses.

Obtain statements from local people of prominence for use as screen

messages. Publish throwaways presenting arguments against this radical

legislation. You can well afford to devote a page in your programs to anti-

reform propaganda.

In the last two issues of your "Box Office Record" are published a

number of pages of propaganda material. There is sufficient material in

these two issues to conduct a comprehensive campaign against the pro-

posed legislation.

If you have not already done so write immediately to your senator

and representative; get statements from prominent people in your com-

munity for screen messages; use the screen messages and propaganda pub-

lished in the "Box Office Record."

Do these things and you will create a powerful influence among the

public against the radicals. The press is conducting a fighting campaign.

Don't let the newspapers fight alone. Get busy.
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LETTERS
From Readers

A forum at which the exhibitor

is invited to express his opinion on
matters of current interest. Brevity
adds forcefulness to any statement.
Unsigned letters will not be
printed.

Wants Cohen's Faults Forgotten

HOWELL, MICH.—To the Editor: If

you and the other journals would forget the

faults of Cohen and the National Associa-

tion officers and devote some time to the

exhibitors' benefit, your efforts would be re-

paid ds lucratively as they are now by

favoring the producer.
Personally I have little faith in any of

the journals. Any of your pretended in-

terest in the exhibitor lacks sincerity. I'm
surprised that you didn't throw a brick at

the recent Chicago meeting. It will be done

yet.

Bet you 10 to 1 you'll be boosting Comer-
ford for national president before long.

He's a Paramount man.

—

Vernon Lacey,
Temple theatre, Howell, Mich.

Another View on the HERALD
WILCOX, NEBR.— To the Editor:

Since subscribing for the Herald, some
two months ago, I have improved the qual-

ity of my photoplays 100 per cent. I have
saved myself from running lemons.

Whenever I ran across a report from an

exhibitor, who says this picture is a full

grown louse or a flea's diaphram, I can-

celled it. Sometimes there was a kick from
the exchange but I told them why and it's

very funny but when you tell them why,
they never argue with you. How they
would ever expect an exhibitor to run a

picture in the face of three or four adverse
comments is more than I know.
The reports in the Herald are great and

the beauty of it is that they are published
regardless, whether they laud or knock.
The Herald is certainly the most popular
exhibitor's magazine.—B. C. Burden, Gay
theatre, Wilcox, Nebr.

Enjoys the Herald

MUSCODA. WIS.—To the Editor: I

have been reading your Herald for some
time and it is the best of all exhibitors'
magazines.

I note that Warner Brothers have a

nice write up as to the distribution of
their products and also there are more
producers going in the field.

I am wondering what is going to be-
come of them all. Or rather what is

going to become of the exhibitor. And
what all the small towns are going to

do with the big ones. I guess we will

wait and do as we have always done:
When they are run to pieces we will

get what is left and pay a big price.

—

F. Paulick, Paulick Theatre, Muscoda.
Wis.

Wants Real Fight on Tax

CHEYENNE WELLS, COLO.—To
the Editor: I hope brother Geo. C. Star-

key's letter in regard to getting the TAX
eliminated from admissions of 25 cents

and under, which appeared in the Herald
of March 24th, will start things rolling

and wake all exhibitors up on this mat-
ter. I really believe that this can be ac-

complished if we exhibitors work for it.

Let all of us see to it that this matter is

taken up at every meeting of the M. P.

T. O. and that is "big" enough to get the
right parties to "hear our plea."

Any time we can charge a quarter and
keep all of it, we will be able to take in

more at the box office than we do right

now at higher prices. But that isn't all

the good there is attached to it; there will

be no record of War Tax to keep, and
along about the end of the month when
you look at your balance in the check
book, it won't remind you that you
haven't paid last month's War Tax, and
when you figure up same and write the
necessary check the "balance" is all shot
to—Uncle Sam.

I notice quite a bit of comment from
exhibitors these days, in regard to how
many reels a picture should contain.

Some of the boys seem to want five-reel-

ers, or not over six. My experience along
this line has been that you can get a good
Western or comedy drama on five reels,

but when you go to put a real story in

pictures you're going to need from six to

eight reels. Of course, there are excep-
tions, I believe, where over eight reels

would be necessary, but not in many
cases, and in more cases six or seven
reels will take care of the needs. I believe

in cutting out the "pad" stuff, all pos-
sible, but I don't believe in having a story

end too soon or leave out too much of it,

any more than I believe in padding. If

producers will give this their attention

when previewing their production, I sec

no reason why they can't cut out the un-
necessary footage. Another thing to re-

member, would be that everybody hasn't

read the story and if there is a part of it

"draggy" or uncalled for, cut that part

out. Everybody in your town don't see

the picture when you run it, do they?
That certainly isn't the case in this town
of a possible COO, and a few scattered

around through the country and a couple

of smaller near-by towns, with no show,
to draw from when three hundred and
forty adults and a few youngsters is the

best crowd I've ever been able to get in

on any one picture and had the entire

school force helping in order to do that.

However, I'm not kicking; this is a D
good show town for the shape it's in, and
business has been good the past winter.

—

W. P. Perry, Rialto theatre, Cheyenne
Wells, Colo.

Organize; Don't Distribute

MILES, TEXAS.—To the Editor: I

don't think theatre owners could produce
and distribute their own pictures with
any better results than Ford users could
organize and make "jits" in opposition to

Henry. We can handle the situation by
such an organization refusing to pay out-

rageous rentals on pictures produced by
concerns who pay their stars outrageous
salaries.

An organization is all that is necessary,

also to eliminate the music tax. If we
won't use their music they will soon re-

move the tax themselves. There is always
more subjects with other stars and more
music than taxable. It may not suit just

as well, but if we all do it, it can't hurt.

I just imagine sueh things are not in ex-
istence, so get along fine without them.

—

J. W. Lumpkin, Cupid theatre. Miles,

Texas.

Life's Little Invitations

SANTA ANNA, TEX.—To the Editor:
A peculiar experience is to check out all

the money we have for a special. Take in

about half what the program cost and
have no compliments. Then, the next
day have a cheap program; take in as

much as we did on the special and get
favorable comments.

—

Keeling Bros., Best
theatre, Santa Anna, Tex.

film laughs from

TOPICS the DAf
SELECTED BY

TIMELY FILMS INC.

Oh, Poets, let your lyrics ring

Where e'er the warm breeze blows;
Oh, far and wide your verses fling,

But try and make your message bring
A call for women's clothes.

—Garment Weekly.

* *

Boss (to office boy)—Get a little spring
in vour step, Frank.

Office Boy—Can't boss, I've got Spring
fever.

Boss—Do as I say or you'll be a Spring
leaver.

—

"Topics of the Day" Films.

* * *

"Has vour wife started spring cleaning
yet?"

"Yes, she's cleaned me out buying her
Spring clothes."

—

Jersey Journal.

* » *

Policeman (to messenger boy with hat

box)—What's your hurry, sonny?
Messenger Boy— I've got to deliver this

lady's Spring hat before the style changes.—"Topics of the Day" Films.

* * *

POSITIVE PROOF
As all signs showing Spring is near
The wise ones simply turn and scoff!

They know that Spring will not be here

Till Sis takes her galoshes off!—Ijiwrcntian.

* * *

Japers— I gave Paul my rain-check.
Bubbs—To the baseball game?
Japers—No, I mean my umbrella.

—

Topics

of the Day Films.

Had Theatre That

Rocked Like Train

{Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MILWAUKEE, WIS—April 17.

—In line with the passing of the
Shubert theatre here is the razing
of another old landmark, the The-
atorium at Second street and Grand
avenue. The Theatorium was Mil-

waukee's first "movie."

Seventeen years ago Thomas
Saxe conceived the idea of running
a Hales touring car. He fitted up
the theatre as a railroad parlor car,

the patrons s'tting on the observa-
tion platform and gazing at a sheet,

behind which a crude projection
machine was stationed. The mach-
ine threw reflections on the back of

the sheet, while a man with a hose
stood by and dampeded the sheet
so that the pictures would show
through. There was also a device
operated by a lever, which caused
the floor to rock and g've the spec-

tator the sensation of really view-
ing landscape motion.

Later a nickleodeon equipment
was installed. There were only five

other theatres in the city at that

time; now there are 22, not count-
ing the neighborhood nouses.

A $500,000 bank build-'ng will

be erected on the site where the

Theatorium stood.
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American Releasing

The Sign of the Rose, with George
Beban.—Wonderful picture from every
point of view. Every exhibitor should
run this one. It will give your house
prestige. Beban's acting wonderful. Book
it. You won't go wrong.—Anderson &
Weatherby, Gem theatre, Omaha, Neb.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Timothy's Quest, with a special cast.—
Here is a picture that is excellent and if

you can get them in on the strength of

the author it will make friends for you.

—

F. W. Gates, Lyric theatre, Holley, N. Y.
—Neighborhood patronage.

The Great Alone, with Monroe Salis-

bury.—Rather slow, but got by with good
comedy.—J. B. Laughlin, Bart's Mecca,
Midland Mich.—Neighborhood patronage.
The Great Alone, with Monroe Salis-

bury.—A fair picture.— C. F. Knegh-
baum, Paramount theatre, Rochester,
Ind.—General patronage.

Fools of Fortune, with a special cast.

—

Very good comedy drama that pleased
fair attendance. Picture decidedly differ-

ent from average comedy dramas, but
did not seem to draw. Pleased all who
saw it.—Anderson & Weatherby, Gem
theatre, Omaha, Neb.— Neighborhood
patronage.

The Hound of the Baskervilles, with a
special cast.—Brothers, lay off this, as it

is a foreign waste of film that will flop in

any house. There are enough poor pic-

tures made right at home without bring-
ing them over just for the ride.— F.
W. Gates, Lyric theatre, Holley, N. Y.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

My Old Kentucky Home, with Monte
Blue.—Very good racing melodrama that
pleased fairly well during the two-day
showing. Lucy Fox with but a small
bit to play convinces all that she should
have been the featured player. The jockey
and trainer make many laughs.—J. B.
Stine, Wonderland theatre, Clinton, Ind.
—General patronage.

The Trail of the Axe, with Dustin
Farnum.—Fine Western picture that only
a few saw on account of blizzard and
snow storm. Have it booked for a re-
peat run. You won't go wrong on this
one.—Anderson & Weatherby, Gem the-
atre, Omaha. Neb.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

Associated Exhibitors

Till We Meet Again, with Mae Marsh.—Very good picture that pleased fair
business two days. The picture will
please if you can get them in. It did
not draw for us.—Anderson & Weather-
by, Gem theatre, Omaha Neb.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Up in the Air About Mary, with a
special cast.—The bathing girl special.
Five reels of furious fun, easy to look at
and plenty to see. The kind of picture

Dad likes to see. Pleased all. A won-
derful little picture.—G. D. Hughes,
Liberty theatre. Heavener, Okla.—Small
town patronage.

Grandma's Boy, with Harold Lloyd.

—

Very good, as previous reports in Herald
state. Business good.—George Vaughan,
Grand theatre, Dunnville, Ont., Can.

—

General patronage.

Grandma's Boy, with Harold Lloyd.

—

Don't be afraid of this one. It will

stand all the boosting you want to give
it and you can face the crowd when they
go out. The price is still too high for

the small town.—H. H. Burden, Mirage
theatre. Axtell, Neb. — Neighborhood
patronage.

F. B. O.

The Third Alarm, with a special cast.

—As satisfying a run as we have ever
had. Firemen sold tickets and we packed
the house for four days and then had to

hold over a fifth day. We charged twenty
and fifty cents and had a five-piece or-
chestra. Everybody greatly pleased.
Plenty of flaws, but the kind that are
overlooked.—Guy D. Haselton, Rialto
theatre, Missoula. Mont.— General pat-
ronage.

The Canyon of the Fools, with Harry
Carey.—The guy who said all the fools
were not in the canyon was right. The
story is good, but the direction is awful.

|lll!il11lliM!ll!!l!ll!!lim!!l!«

| Believes in

| Snaring the

| Good Things |

:
- I am enclosing a check for two years' ^
H subscription to the "Herald." Please send s
I| it to A. R. Jennings, Ideal theatre, Middle- j|
i§ ville, Mich.

W Here's how it happened:

^ I have been a reader of other trade pa- §§
pers for the last seven or eight years. ||

|y About a year ago I became a reader of ^
—- the "Herald" and since then I have paid -j

H little attention to the other papers.

;H My brother-in-law, who lives in Middle- E1

§§ ville and who was formerly an exhibitor, ^:

| also takes the . Recently he was at H
H my home and I showed him several copies r

s of the "Herald" and gave him my opinion "

"

of it- After going through some of the H
s€ "Heralds" and reading some of the exhib- H
H itors* reports he became greatly enthused
= and on returning home recommended it to

| Mr. Jennings, who recently became an —
pi exhibitor and wanted the best trade paper. —
^ Consequently, Mr. Jennings mailed the H

money to me, requesting that 1 send his pj

H subscription to the "Herald" as he did not §|
have the address,

s I trust he will enjoy it and get as much p:

^ good out of the "Herald" as 1 do.

D. E. FRANK, g
Regent theatre, Wayland, Mich. ||

Some bum stunts that my folks kidded
pretty badly. Carey needs a director.

—

W. H. Hardman, Royal theatre, Frank-
fort, Kan.—Small town patronage.

Thelma, with Jane Novak.—This pic-

ture is not a special, but is a dandy pro-
gram picture that will please.— F. W.
Gates, Lyric theatre, Holley, N. Y.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Stormswept, with Wallace and Noah
Beery. — Only fair. Will please about
50%. Picture too slow and too drawn
out. Film good. Business fair at ten
and twenty-five cents.—P. O. Roby, La-
tona theatre, Williamsburg, Iowa.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Captain Fly By Night, with Johnnie
Walker.—Johnnie Walker is winning
favor with my patrons and this one went
over with a bang.—F. W. Gates, Lyric
theatre, Holley, X. Y.— Neighborhood
patronage.

The Snowshoe Trail, with Jane Novak.
—This is a very good picture and will

make money for any exhibitor if ex-
ploited right. Get behind it and the
picture will please. Admission ten and
twenty-five cents. Print in good condi-
tion.—P. G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fair-
mont, Neb.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Understudy, with., Doris May.—

A

very good picture, but did not- draw as
people do not care for pictures about
theatres or stage plays. They want real

American every day life that they under-
stand.—Hugh G. Martin, American the-

atre, Columbus, Ga.—Transient patron-
age.

Good Men and True, with Harry Carey.
—Class this as a pretty good program
picture, but not up to the ones in which
Carey has appeared in the past.—A.
Kohn, Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y.
—Small town patronage.

Gay and Devilish, with Doris May.—

I

would say on account of title and flashy

six-sheet it outdrew anything we have
shown so far this year on a Sunday night.

A light farce comedy that drew well
regardless of merit.—Chas. Born, Elks
theatre, Prescott, Ariz.—General patron-
age.

If I Were Queen, with Ethel Clayton.

—Good picture. Something different.

Fell flat.—G. Strasser Sons, Emblem the-

atre, Buffalo. X. Y.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

The Foolish Age, with Doris May.

—

Good little flapper picture. They seem
to like Doris as she gets many laughs.

Bull Montana plays a good role in pic-

ture. Film fair. Business fair.—P. O.
Roby. Latona theatre, Williamsburg, la.

—Neighborhood patronage.

The Kick Back, with Harry Carey.

—

Very good, but not as good as advance
notices. My patrons expect better pic-

tures of Carey. Walthall good as usual,

but they don't like to see him take villain

parts.—Hugh G. Martin, American the-
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atre, Columbus, Ga.—Transient patron-
age.

The Kick Back, with Harry Cany —
Fairly gQod Western, but not worth the
extra price I paid for it. Lay off this at

an extra price as it is not worth it. Busi-
ness only fair. Film good.— P. O. Roby,
Latona theatre, Williamsburg, Iowa.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Colleen of the Pines, with Jane Novak.
» —A real good picture that gave good

satisfaction. Comments favorable.—A.
Kohn, Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y.
—Small town patronage.

Colleen of the Pines, with Jane Xovak.
— I booked this for two days, but was
sorry after it finished the first show.
Absolutely nothing to it.— F. W. Gates,
Lyric theatre, Holley, N. Y.— Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Eden" and Return, with Doris May.

—

Good as the usual Doris May picture.

The people seem to want the comedy.
Film good. Business poor. Admission
ten and twenty-five cents.— P. O. Roby,
Latona theatre, Williamsburg, Iowa.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

In the Name of the Law, with a special
cast.—If your patrons like heavy drama,
book it. Good picture.— S. W. Filson,
Opera House, Scott City, Kan.— Neigh-
borhood patronage.

In the Name of the Law, with a special
cast.—Good picture that pleased, but paid
too much for it.— F. W. Gates, Holley,
N. Y.—Neighborhood ^atronane.

In the Name of the Law, with a special
cast.—A good picture, but not the big
special they tell you it is. Poor business.
I find F. B. O. very satisfactory to do
business with.— C. A. Mendenhall. Star
theatre Oregon, III.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

The Call of Home, with a special cast.
—You can buy this right. Get back of
it and boost and you can't go wrong.

—

C. A. Kalbfcll, Pauline theatre, St. Louis,
Mo.—Neighborhood patronage.

Cold Steel, with J. P. McGowan.—
Good program picture that will please.

—

F. W. Gates, Lyric theatre, Holley, N.
Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Lure of Jade, with Pauline Fred-
erick.—Good picture. Film good. This
is an extra good program picture. Busi-
ness fair.—P. O. Roby, Latona theatre,
Williamsbug, Iowa.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

Queen of the Turf, with a special cast.
—Action? Thrills? .Wonderful race?
Wonderful paper and a pretty press book,
but as a wonderful picture—Nix.—F. W.
Gates, Lyric theatre, Holley, N. Y.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Two Kinds of Women, with Pauline
Starke.—Good picture. Pauline and Tom
Santchi play good roles in this picture.
A good Western that is different. Busi-
ness fair.— P. O. Roby, Latona theatre,
Williamsburg, Iowa.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

My Dad, with Johnnie Walker.—A Ca-
nadian Northwest picture with the usual
snow stuff and fights. Should be sold as
a program. Worth $7.50, no more. If
you can buy it for this price, book it.

—

F. W. Horrigan, McDonald theatre,
Philipsburg, Mont.—Mining Camp pat-
ronage.

My Dad, with Johnnie Walker.—Good
program picture, but is sold as a special.—F. W. Gates, Lyric theatre, Holley,
N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.
The Fatal Marriage, with a special cast.—Not too bad for an old timer. Will

get by supported by good short stuff.
Don't pay any big price for it. Rather

|l!lllllllli;i!llllllllllllllllllll!IIIIIIIIIIIIIl^

And Here s

"Ten Best

J
List No. 5

The ten best money-making pro-
ductions that we have played this
year are as follows:

1. Sherlock Holmes.
2. Quincy Adams Sawyer.
3. Brothers Under the Skin.
4. To Have and To Hold.
5. Grandma's Boy.
6. The Strangers' Banquet.
7. Peg o' My Heart.
8. Remembrance.
9. My Wild Irish Rose.

10. Hearts Aflame.

WM. ARMOUR,
Armour's Theatres, Montesano, H
Wash.

leave it alone.—Walter II. Musson,
Queens theatre, Hespeler, Out., Can.

—

Small town patronage.

Beyond the Rainbow, with a special

cast.—Good picture with a bunch of
stars. Film in good condition. Business
poor.— P. O. Roby, Latona theatre. Wil-
liamsburg, Iowa.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

The Duke of Chimney Butte, with
Fred Stone.—Very pleasing Western that

has plenty of humor and will go over in

any town where Westerns are liked.

—

F. W. Gates, Lyric theatre, Holley, N.
Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

First National

The Voice From the Minaret, with
Norma Talmadge.—A 100% picture from
every standpoint. This is not only my
opinion but it also goes for my patrons.

Everyone delighted with the star, the
story, the cast and the direction, and we
with the box office results.—Frank L.
Browne, Libertv theatre, Long Beach,
Cal.

Bell Boy 13, a Thos. H. Incc produc-
tion.— A good comedy-drama.— C. F.
Kreighbaum, Paramount theatre, Roch-
ester, Ind.—General patronage.

The Hottentot, a Thomas H. Ince pro-
duction.—Douglas MacLean and Ray-
mond Hatton run away with the show.
An excellent production with one of the
best steeple chase race scenes ever
screened. If this doesn't wake up your
patrons, better call an ambulance an'

have 'em hauled to the morgue.—Henry
W. Gauding, Lincoln theatre, Pittsburgh,
Pa.—Neighborhood patronage.

Mighty Lak' a Rose, an Edwin Carewe
production.—The very best I have run.
More favorable comments on this than
anything I have run. Boost it. Highest
entertainment value with moral uplift

without being too churchy. For best
results violin soloist required. A booster
for moving picture business. Makes them
cry for pleasure and sadness.—W. F.
Loibl, Chimes theatre, Cedarburg, Wis.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Lorna Doone, a Maurice Tourneur pro-
duction.—Good picture, but have had
many program pictures as good. Not
worth a special price.—G. W. Yeaton.
Ioka theatre, Ioka, N. H.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Oliver Twist, with Jackie Coogan.

—

Not as good as some of his others. Poor

business and picture too high priced.

—

C. A. Mendenhall, Star theatre, Oregon,
LI.—Neighborhood patronage.

Skin Deep, a Thos. H. Ince production.
—A picture that holds interest of audi-
ence from beginning to end. Milton Sills

does fine work. Invited American Legion,
Veterans of Foreign Wars and Ladies'
Auxilliary as guest. All who came were
pleased. Attendance kept down account
near zero.—Henry W. Gauding, Lincoln
theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Skin Deep, a Thos. H. Ince production.
—Good picture, but not worth the special
price they ask.—G. W. Yeaton, Ioka the-
atre, Exeter, N. H.—General patronage.

Sonny, with Richard Barthelmess.—

A

very good picture to play on Decoration
Day, but work it in connection with the
Gold Star Mothers. Watch your step
when you deal with First National.

—

Russell Armentrout, K. P. theatre, Pitts-
field, 111.—General patronage.

Sonny, with Richard Barthelmess.

—

Very good picture. Business good.

—

George Yaughan, Grand theatre, Dunn-
ville, Ont., Can.—General patronage.

Kindred of the Dust, with Miriam
Cooper.—This is a good one and will

make you money if properly advertised.
Put pep behind this one.—Chas. Elliott,

Jewel theatre, Sidell, 111.—Small town
patronage.

East Is West, with Constance Tal-
madge.—A decided hit. Constance at her
best. People just eat it up. Book it.

You can not go wrong, especially where
Constance is a favorite.—J. Carbonell,
Monroe theatre, Key West, Fla.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Polly of the Follies, with Constance
Talmadge.—They did not like this one.

—

Frank E. Lee, Lees theatre, Three Oaks,
M ich.—Neighborhood patronage.

Brawn of the North, with Strongheart.
—A great picture and did very good
business and everybody well pleased.

—

C. A. Mendenhall, Star theatre, Oregon,
III.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Light in the Dark, with Hope
Hampton. — Program picture. Pleased
my patrons.—George Vaughan, Grand
theatre, Dunnville, Out., Can.—General
patronage.

The Light in the Dark, with Hope
Hampton.—A mighty poor picture from
standpoint of popular entertainment, and
poorer yet than that from box office

standpoint. Just average business first

night to poor second night. Some very
beautiful color photography and Lon
Chaney put his part of the thing over in

fine style. E. K. Lincoln, while rated as

a leading man, should never be assigned
anything as important. Hope Hampton
registers at times with real sincerity while
at other times she seems almost dazed.
Count it as one of the season's bad ones.

—W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre, Winches-
ter, Ind.—General patronage.

The Woman He Married, with Anita
Stewart.—Just a fair program picture.

Business only fair.—George Yaughan,
Grand theatre, Dunnville, Ont., Can.

—

General patronage.

The Woman He Married, with Anita
Stewart.— I believe this is the best pro-

gram picture I ever ran. Had more
comments on this one than any one for a

long time.—H. H. Burden, Mirage the-

atre, Axtell, Neb.—Neighborhood theatre.

Love's Redemption, with Norma Tal-

madge. — Very fine entertainment.

—

Frank E. Lee. Lee's theatre, Three Oaks,
Mich.—Neighborhood patronage.

Love's Redemption, with Norma Tal-

madge.—Extra good Talmadge picture

that brought them in.—G. H. Jenkinson,
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Victor theatre, Minocqua, Wis.—General

patronage.

One Clear Call, with a special cast-
Very good. If they come they will like it.

Frank E. Lee. Lee's theatre. Three

Oaks, Mich.—Neighborhood patronage.

One Clear Call, with a special cast-
As a smooth running drama they don't

make them any better than this. Our
people enjoyed it for it was not overdone

and the cast was excellent. Very fine

photography. Did good business at

special prices and pleased.—Chas. W .

Lewis, I. O. O. F. Hall. Grand Gorge,

E Y.—Small town patronage.

Peck's Bad Boy, with Jackie Coogan.

Big crowd and they liked Jackie.

—

Frank E. Lee, Lee's theatre. Three Oaks,

Mich.—Neighborhood patronage.

Peck's Bad Boy, with Jackie Coogan.

—

A good picture for grown-ups as well as

children. Brought out people that never

came before. Book it.—A. D. Brigner,

Auditorium theatre. Oxford, Nebr.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Tol'able David, with Richard Barthel-

mess.—A picture that every one said was
good—G. W. Yeaton. Ioka theatre,

Exeter, X. H.—Neighborhood patronage.

Tol'able David, with Richard Barthel-

mess.—A dandy good picture. The kind

the public wants. Barthelmess proves

himself a real actor in this one. Two'
davs to fair business at ten and thirty

cents.—L. R. Creason, Palace theatre.

Eufaula, Okla—General patronage.

A Question of Honor, with Anita

Stewart.—A splendid picture and as usual

drew a nice business. M'ss Stewart is

well liked here—W. E. Elkin. Temple
theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Sky Pilot, with Colleen Moore.

—

Good Western. Every one read book.

—

G.. H. Jenkinson, Victor theatre, Minoc-
qua, Wis.—General patronage.

The Rosary, with Lewis Stone.—Well.

I lost my shirt on this, but managed to

save my celluloid collar and necktie. Not
the fault of the picture, which was very-

good, but not without imperfections, but

because I paid too much for it consider-

ing Good Friday. Stone's work excel-

lent. Also that of Isaac and the Captain.

—Clyde Allen, Casino theatre, Antwerp,
N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

Nomads of the North, with a special

cast.—All liked it.—Frank E. Lee. Lee's

theatre, Three Oaks, Mich. Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Hurricane's Gal, with Dorothy Dalton.

—A real picture for those that like action.

—G. W. Yeaton. Ioka theatre, Exeter.
N. H.—Neighborhood patronage.

Bits of Life, a Marshall Neilan produc-
tion.—This is a very fine picture and did

not please. Star can do better.—Chas.
Elliott. Jewel theatre, Sidell, 111.—Small
town patronage.

Nineteen and Phyllis, with Charles
Ray.—Very good.—Frank E. Lee. Lee's

| Roll Call
|

I would like to see some re- jj

g ports on "The Town That For- g
| got God." |

J. CECLOWICZ, I
Wa-Pa-Co theatre, Watervliet, g
Mich. J

-
_
NOTE: Reports on the picture appeared

- in the issues of March 31 and April 14. m

theatre. Three Oaks, Mich.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Man, Wcman, Marriage, with Dorothy
Phillips.—An elaborate picture that did

not please as I expected. Enough money
was spent on this picture to have made
two real good pictures. Not what you
will expect to see.—L. R. Creason, Palace

theatre, Eufaula, Okla.—General patron-

age.

The Eternal Flame, with Norma Tal-

madge.—Worth about one-third what
First National ask for it. A good picture

but no better than lots of others at much
less the rental.—G. W. Yeaton. Ioka the-

atre, Exeter, N. H.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

My Boy, with Jackie Coogan.—A good
feature that pleased all. The children

ate it up. Jackie a favorite here.—Joe
Cechowicz, Wa Pa Co theatre. Waterv-
liet. Mich.—Small town patronage.

Smilin' Through, with Norma Tal-

madge.—Good picture, but I have used
several of Miss Talmadge's pictures that

were liked better than this one. Busi-

ness poor. Rental reasonable.—;L. R.
Creason, Palace theatre. Eufaula. Okla.

—General patronage.

The Child Thou Gavest Me, with a

special cast.—It is good.—Frank E. Lee.

Lee's theatre. Three Oaks. Mich.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Trouble, with Jackie Coogan.—Good
entertainment. Every one liked it and
we had a fair attendance.—W. H. Hard-
man. Royal theatre. Frankfort. Kans.

—

Small town patronage.

A Thousand to One, with Hobart
Bosworth.—Better than average program
picture. Will please average audience.

Bosworth well liked here. Business
poor. L. R. Creason, Palace theatre.

Eufaula. Okla.—General patronage.

The Splendid Hazard, with a special

cast.—This was about as near no picture

as we ever have used. Nothing to it.

No drawing power whatever and no
crowd and sure was glad of it for this

kind of a picture will drive business
away.—Jno. Biles, Dixie theatre. New
Madrid. Mo.—General patronage.

Rcse of the Sea, with Anita Stewart.

—

A pleasing program picture that will go
over with those who like the star.—F.

W. Gates. Lyric theatre, Holley. N. Y.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

I Am Guilty, with Louise Glaum.

—

Very good program picture. Good story

and holds interest to the last.—L. R.

Creason, Palace theatre. Eufaula. Okla.

—

General patronage.

The Wonderful Thing, with Norma
Talmadge.—Very good picture. Drew
well as part was filmed in an Iowa hog
ranch. Film good. Business extra good.

—P. O. Roby. Latona theatre, Wjlliams-
burg, Iowa.—Neighborhood theatre.

Playthings of Destiny, with Anita
Stewart.—Good, but star does not draw
here.—Frank E. Lee. Lee's theatre. Three
Oaks. Mich.—Neighborhood patronage.

Alias Julius Caesar, with Charles Ray.
—Good picture. Pleased all who saw it.

Better than the average Ray picture.

—

L. R. Creason, Palace theatre. Eufaula,

Okla.—General patronage.

The Golden Snare, with a special cast.

—Very good. A little old, but one of

the best bets on the market. If you
haven't played it play it. Film good.

Business fair.—P. O. Roby, Latona the-

atre, Williamsburg, Iowa.— Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Two Minutes to Go, with Charles Ray.

—Next to Scrap Iron this is the best

Ray. Everyone pleased.—G. H. Jenkin-

son, Victor theatre, Minocqua, Wis.

—

General patronage.

Penrod, a Marshall Neilan production.

I Let s Make
Next Issue

1 Better Yet
|

Received my copy of the lat-

est "Box Office Record," for

1 which accept hearty thanks.

S This edition is even more com- g
H plete and valuable than pre- g
S vious issues, which is certainly |j

jj going some.

g I find it necessary to refer g
g to your "Record" very fre- g
§j quently and it always delivers g
g the goods. It is certainly a g
g handy and most serviceable g
§j reference book and it should §j

| be in the hands of every ex- g
hibitor.

HENRY W. GAUD1NG, j
g Lincoln theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa. g

—Here is a real audience picture that

will please most any audience. Has every-

thing that a kid picture needs. No pad-
ding and lots of real action. Two days

to good business. Rental reasonable-

—

L. R. Creason, Palace theatre, Eufaula,

Okla.—General patronage.

Woman's Place, with Constance Tal-

madge.—Pleased the Talmadge patrons.

—G. H. Jenkinson, Victory theatre, Mi-
nocqua, Wis.—General patronage.

Lessons in Love, with Constance Tal-

madge.—Good picture from every angle.

Full of thrills and comedy with a good
story. You will not regret booking this.

—P* O. Roby, Latona theatre, Williams-
burg, Iowa.—Neighborhood patronage.

Lying Lips, a Thos. H. Ince produc-
tion.—Good picture, but rather old and
price too high.—G. H. Jenkinson, Victor

theatre, Minocqua, Wis.—General pat-

ronage.

Fox
Catch My Smoke, with Tom Mix.—

A

very good Mix picture. Caught the

crowds just right and broke the house
record at regular prices.—Guy D. Hasel-
ton, Rialto theatre, Missoula, Mont.

—

General patronage.

Catch My Smoke, with Tom Mix.

—

Good Mix comedy drama, with his horse
Tony doing his full share of entertaining.

—P. G. Estee, Fad theatre, Brookings,
S. D.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Bells of San Juan, with Charles
Jones.—Good business following Jones in

The Fast MaiL A good program picture.

—D. B. Baker. Circle theatre, Ottumwa,
Iowa.—General patronage.

The Bells of San Juan, with Charles
Jones.—A good picture, but not as good
as many other pictures of this star that

I have shown.—Adolph Kohn, Pastime
theatre, Granville, N. Y.—General pat-

ronage.

The Bells of San Juan, with Charles
Jones.—A Western drama that every one
seemed to like. Played to good business
and all were satisfied. Jones is getting
some better stories once more.—Ben L.
Morris. Olympic theatre, Bellaire, Ohio.
—General patronage.

Lights of New York, with a special
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cast.—Supposed to be a super but most
any program picture is better than this

one. If you don't want to get stung keep
away from this one.—J. Carboncll, Mon-
roe theatre, Key West, Fla.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

.Lights of New York, with a special

cast.—There are a great many people
who liked this picture, but a helluva lot

more who didn't. Misrepresentation on
the part of Fox is what queered the pic-

ture with my patrons. They came ex-

pecting to see something they did not

see.—Guy D. Haselton, Rialto theatre,

Missoula, Mont.—General patronage.

Lights of New York, with a special

cast.—This is put out as a special, but

does not begin to be one. Might possibly

get by as a regular program offering.

Did nK>t please here. Class it as medi-
ocre.—Adolph Kohn, Pastime theatre,

Granville, N. P.—Small town patronage.

Just Tony, with Tom Mix.—This is

just Tony, but that is plenty, and this

wonderful horse puts over one of the

most appealing pictures the screen has

had in Westerns.—Ben L. Morris, Tem-
ple theatre, Bellaire, Ohio.—General pat-

ronage.

Just Tony, with Tom Mix.—The best

Mix picture I ever ran, to the best busi-

ness of the season.—Roy W. Adams.
Pastime theatre, Mason, Mich. — Small

town patronage.

Nero, with a special cast.—A splendid

big production but, as usual for such

costume plays, did not draw here as it

should. Should go good where there are

enough who appreciate such productions.

—A. Kohn, Pastime theatre, Granville, N.

Y.—Small town patronage.

Nero, with a special cast.—Why do

they do it? Why, oh why do producers

never learn that American people do not

care to study European ancient history

on the screen? Here is an excellent pro-

duction that any one can see must have

cost a fortune to produce. The producer

tries to get his money back by charging

the exhibitor an enormous rental and
thereby the "sins of the producer are

visited on the innocent exhibitor." The
gross receipts of three day run didn't

equal my film rental. Heavy loss.—J. B.

Stine, Wonderland theatre, Clinton, Ind.

—General patronage.

The Fighting Streak, with Tom Mix.

—

Tom Mix and extra advertising pulled

them in, but majority expressed them-
selves as "only fair

k
not up to standard

for Mix." Pleased kids well. Good busi-

ness.—Hugh G. Martin, American the-

atre, Columbus, Ga.—Transient patron-

age.

The Fighting Streak, with Tom Mix.

—

Average Tom Mix picture that's longer

on drama and shorter on comedy than

his more recent efforts. Seemed to please

the Mix fans. Fair business two days.

—

J. B. Stine, Wonderland theatre, Clinton.

Ind.—General patronage.

Over the Hill, with a special cast.

—

Great picture. Will make 'em all stand

up and take notice. This came in handy
for me, as the revival meeting was on.

The people said the picture had as much
moral as any one could find in church.

—

M. J. Gilfillan, Crown theatre, Donna,
Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.

Over the Hill, with Mary Carr.—I saw
this long ago in some city and have
always wanted it for the home folks, but
until lately the exchange would not make
us a price that we could stand. Finally

they relented and playing at forty and
twenty-five cents we had the best house
we have had in many moons. I think I

am ready to vote it the best picture I

ever saw, and many of our folks said the

pilllllIIIIIIM

Your Copy

| Was Mailed

| On April 1

I am enclosing check to

cover two years' subscription.

I note that there is a new
"Box Office Record" just off

the press. If I am entitled to
this issue, please send it to me
at once, as I think the reports
just the idea and worth much
to an exhibitor.

A. E. PURIFOY,
Cozy theatre, Anion, Tex.

same.—C. E. Hopkins, Hopkins theatre.

Cotter, Ark.—Small town patronage.

Men of Zanzibar, with William Rus-
sell.—Good picture and attendance fair in

face of most severe blizzard the South
suffered this winter. Russell should be
starred in more stories like this one. He
has the goods.—Hugh G. Martin, Ameri-
can theatre, Columbus, Ga.—Transient
patronage.

Men of Zanzibar, with William Rus-
sell.—Absolutely no drawing power on
Saturday night. Pleased those few that

came.—J. W. May, Grand theatre,
Shawneetown, III.—Small town patron-
age.

Calvert's Valley, with John Gilbert.

—

Good picture. Fair business.—G. Stras-
ser Sons, Emblem theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Moonshine Valley, with William Far-
num.—Nothing extra, but good compared
lei Shackles of Gold.— C. F. Krieghbaum,
Paramount theatre, Rochester, Ind.

—

General patronage.

Who Are My Parents? with a special

cast.—A beautiful story well pictured.

Glad I played this Fox special, although
it made no money for us. Rental rea-

sonable, but the title hard to explain until

they had seen the picture.—P. G. Estee,
Fad theatre, Brookings, S. D.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Up and Going, with Tom Mix.—They
like Mix. Price too high. Must stop
using him.—Frank E. Lee, Lee's theatre,

Three Oaks, Mich.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Mixed Faces, with William Russell.

—

Some of the patrons wore a sort of

puzzle*d expression as they left. Prob-
ably wondering what it was all about.
Fair business one day run.—J. B. Stine,

Wonderland theatre, Clinton, Ind.—Gen-
eral patronage.

A California Romance, with John Gil-

bert.—Pretty good story of early Cali-

fornia days. Sub-titles rather poke fun

at their own picture. Seemed to please

average business.—P. G. Estee, Fad the-

atre, Brookings, S. D.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Crusader, with William Russell.

—

Good picture. Several good laughs.

Ditto thrills.—C. F. Krieghbaum, Para-
mount theatre, Rochester, Ind.—General
patronage.

Youth Must Have Love, with Shirley
Mason.—Here was a cute little outside

story that cost about the price of a tin

cup to make, but it was very pleasing and
would have been good only where the

young hero went out tc. get a pail of

water. It appeared that he was gone an

hour before getting back to wet the old
man's face. People laughed outright.
But Shirley is there with bells on if they
only give her the story. The hero and
Shirley's daddy in the play were weak.

—

E. E. Gailey, Crystal theatre, Wayne,
Neb.—General patronage.

Oathbound, with Dustin Farnum.—

A

pretty fair story to slim business. Dustin
Farnum is a good actor, but not a draw-
ing card here.—Roy W. Adams, Pastime
theatre, Mason, Mich.—Small town pat-

ronage.

Monte Cristo, with John Gilbert.—Class

this as a splendid big production and
pleased all who saw it. However, did

not make money for me.—A. Kohn, Pas-
time theatre, Granville, X. Y.—Small
town patronage.

Winning With Wits, with Barbara
Bedford.—Not much to it.—J. W. May,
Grand theatre, Shawneetown, 111.—Small
town patronage.

Western Speed, with Charles Jones.

—

Put on a "bargain night" on Good Friday
and made exactly $2.60. Considering that

this was a big "meatless" day here for

the majority I think I did wonderful in

making two bucks. Buck is good and
keeps the folks on edge from the time he
comes on until the fade-out. Book it.

—

F. W. Horrigan, McDonald theatre,

Philipsburg, Mont.—Mining Camp pat-

ronage.

The Yellow Stain, with John Gilbert.^
Well produced story of the lumber coun-
try that hardly did average business.

While Gilbert does not draw much for me
his pictures appear to please those who
do come.—J. B. Stine, Wonderland the-

atre, Clinton, Ind.—General patronage.

Trooper O'Neil, with Charles Jones.

—

Good picture. Something different for

Jones, although fans like him best in

Westerns. We still advertise him as
"Buck" and expect to continue as the

fans think that he should not be ashamed
of the name that made him famous. Five
and ten cent admission always. Change
program daily.—Hugh G. Martin, Ameri-
can theatre, Columbus, Ga.—Transient
patronage.

Trailin', with Tom Mix.—Patrons dis-

appointed in this offering of Mix. Doesn't
develop action until the last reel and a
half. Cannot compare with a great many
of his previous hits.—F. W. Horrigan,
McDonald theatre, Philipsburg, Mont.

—

Mining Camp patronage.

The Ragged Heiress, with Shirley Ma-
son.—Ran after Experience. Pleased bet-

ter. Nice program. Getting more popu-
lar here.—J. W. May, Grand tliatre,

Shawneetown, III.—Small town patron-
age.

Queen of Sheba, with Betty Blythe.—

I

fell flat on this. But you can't educate
people in a theatre. Fox got $15 that I

will have to make back on some other
picture.—Kenney Loyd, Spad theatre,

Dierks, Ark.—Neighborhood patronage.
Extra Extra, with Johnnie Walker.

—

Nothing to it. Better not play it.—Rus-
sell Armentrout, K. P. theatre, Pittsfield,

111.—General patronage.

The Fast Mail, .Lights of New York,
A Fool There Was, My Friend the Devil,

Monte Cristo, Silver Wings, Nero, and
Who Are My Parents?—On all these

productions I have lost money except

Who Are My Parents? on which picture

I came out even. The rest I advise

any exhibitor in a town of 5,000 popula-

tion, if they give them the pictures at the

price of program pictures, even at that

price not to play them because they are

not drawing cards. As for their program
pictures, the Star Series are good but

they are going to spoil them if they do

not put them in Westerns.—Strand the-

atre, Warsaw, Ind.
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Goldwyn
Gimme, with a special cast.—Made a

mistake on this one. Tried it two days.

Priced too high for one. With the help

of The Leather Pushers I got by. Don't
try Gimme only as a program picture.

—

Jack Tiller, Temple theatre, McCook,
Nebr.—General patronage.

Broken Chains, with Colleen Moore.

—

Lost good piece of money on this. Very
rough and will not please a refined trade.

—D. B. Baker, Circle theatre, Ottumwa,
Iowa.—General patronage.

Mad Love, with Pola Negri.—It's Pola
Negri and that's all. Don't play it a

week like I did. Fine business till the

folks got next to it, then what a flop.

—E. D. Keilmann, Grand theatre, To-
peka, Kan.—General patronage.

The Christian, with a special cast.

—

One of the most inspiring motion pictures

ever run in this theatre. Business very
poor, probably on account of Lent.—H.
Van Buskirk, Temple theatre, Misha-
waka, Ind.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Christian, with a special cast.

—

Fine show, but couldn't put it over on
account previous heavy exploitation of

Vitagraph's The Christian.—D. B. Baker,
Circle theatre, Ottumwa, Iowa.—General
patronage.

Sherlock Holmes, with John Barry-
more.—Excellent feature. Played to big
business and my patrons were well
pleased.—M. Steffen, Rex theatre, Ta-
coma, Wash.—Neighborhood patronage.

Sherlock Holmes, with John Barry-
more.—Nine reels of deep study. For
me a deep regret.—Jack Tiller, Temple
theatre, McCook, Neb.—General patron-
age.

Brothers Under the Skin, with Helene
Chadwick.—This is the cleverest comedy-
drama played in my theatre this year.
Didn't think it was much until I played
it, but we all make mistakes.—M. Stef-
fen, Rex theatre, Tacoma, Wash.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Brothers Under the Skin, with a special
cast.—One of the best comedy-dramas
I've played and the folks liked it. Did
not clean up, but I pleased all I sold
tickets to.—E. D. Keilmann, Grand the-
atre, Topeka, Kan.—General patronage.
Come on Over, with Colleen Moore.

—

All enjoyed this one.—Frank E. Lee,
Lee's theatre, Three Oaks, Mich.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Come on Over, with Colleen Moore.

—

Rupert Hughes knows human nature.
All of his pictures are good and this one
proved an excellent box office attraction,
drawing double the amount of patronage
on second night over opening night. All
it lacked was a good Irish fight.—E. P.
Selz, Queen theatre, Pilop Point, Tex.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Sin Flood, with a special cast.

—

piiiiiiiiiiiiiian

|
Wavelength

| Inadequate

;

| Watch Mails I

1 Haven't received my "Box jj

| Office Record" for March, 1923. j
jj Send it by radio if that is 1
jj quicker.

R. W. SUGDEN, |
I Auditorium theatre, Wolford, N. D. 1
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First class picture, but wouldn't draw
here.—D. B. Baker, Circle theatre, Ot-
tumwa, Iowa.—General patronage.

The Sin Flood, with a special cast.

—

Fair program picture. Rotten business.

—G. Strasser Sons, Emblem theatre,

Buffalo, N. V.—Neighborhood patronage.
Yellow Men and Gold, with a special

cast.—Great. Good enough for a special.

Everybody book it.—J. B. Laughlin,
Bart's Mecca, Midland, Mich.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Be My Wife, with Max Linder.—Put
on all comedy night and broke even. Be
My Wife is a nonsensical thing, but
pleased the folks and they sure did howl.

One Terrible Day, Our Gang comedy, is

a pip. Try an All Comedy Night and
see if it doesn't stimulate business some.
—F. W. Horrigan, McDondald theatre,

Philipsburg, Mont.—Mining Camp pat-

ronage.

Boys Will Be Boys, with Will Rogers.
—Below Rogers' average, but will get

by if you get a decent print. The one I

used was cut till you couldn't read the
titles and a lot of scenes were cut till

only a flash was left. Such prints will

not go.—C. H. Bills, Opera House, Le-
nora, Kans.—Small town patronage.

The Night Rose, with a special cast.

—

Fine program picture. Splendid story.

Great cast.—Bert Silver, Silver Family
theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General pat-

ronage.

The Man With Two Mothers, with
Mary Alden.—This is a good picture.

Many favorable comments. No drawing
power to the title, but picture is O. K.

—

S. W. Filson, Opera House, Scott City,

Kans.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Invisible Power, with House Pe-
ters.—Fair picture, but no drawing
power. Pleased about 50%.—H. E.

Holben, Olympic theatre, Lenox, la.

—

General patronage.

The Old Nest, with a special cast.

—

Picture worth the rental price. Played
to packed house. Pleased 100%.—E. W.
Harrell, Royal theatre, Rison, Ark. —
Neighborhood theatre.

The Great .Lover, with John Sainpolis.

—This sure is a blank. Is devoid of any
drawing power, entertainment or any-
thing else that ought to be in any picture.

If you have it bought, pay for it and
shelve it.—C. H. Bills, Opera House,
Lenora, Kan.—Small town patronage.

When Romance Rides, with Claire
Adams.—Splendid program. Good story,

fine cast. Pleased my audience.— Bert
Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville,

Mich.—General patronage.

His Back Against the Wall, with Ray-
mond Hatton.—A nice comedy-drama
Western, but it did not draw. Star not
known here.—H. E. Holben, Olympic
theatre, Lenox, Iowa.—General patron-
age.

Snowblind, with a special cast.—One of

the most satisfactory offerings we have
shown for some time. Drew especially

well the second night.— C. E. Johnson,
Paramount theatre. Gibbon, Neb.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Song of the Soul, with Vivian
Martin.—Another of Goldwyn's misfits.

A few tree snags, a swamp and a few
alligators. A blind girl, a lantern-jawed
woman, a ham actor with one side of his

mug blacked and a few other ham would-
be actors that looked like they had never
been out of the tall timber. If you have
this booked cancel it for the patrons will

give you the razz. Patrons here started

to leave after the second reel and the

comments they passed on this so-called

picture were not what the exhibitor

wishes to hear. Had to give back admis-

sions- less war tax and comps to square
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| Thanks for

| 'Record Due
Exhibitors |

I Thanks for the "Box Office %
| Record."

jj I could not get along with- .

p out the "Record" or the "Her- |
I aid," the greatest paper pub- jj

jj lished for the exhibitor.

C. A. MENDENHALL, j
Star theatre, Oregon, 111. g
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things. Cannot see how Goldwyn ex-
pects the exhibitors to stay in business
and have to run junk like this.—H. E.
Holben, Olympic theatre, Lenox, la.

—

General patronage.

Hodkinson
Dollar Devils, with a special cast.

—

Good program picture.—Wolke & Faust,
Lincoln theatre, Forsyth, Mont.—Small
town patronage.

While Paris Sleeps, with Lon Chaney.—'"Caveat emptor" or something like

that. Let the exhibitor beware. These
old ones are something to steer clear of.

They may get a good crowd for a day
or two, but it takes too long to live down
the reputation it makes for you.—Guy D.
Haselton, Rialto theatre, Missoula, Mont.
—General patronage.

While Paris Sleeps, with a special cast.

—Has everything that you may desire
to pull them in, title, producer and stars,

but nothing to please after you get them
in. A piece of cheese.—Wolke & Faust,
Lincoln theatre, Forsyth, Mont.—Small
town patronage.

Lavender and Old Lace, with a special
cast.—A down east play which drew well
and pleased the large majority of our
patrons.—C. E. Johnson, Paramount the-
atre, Gibbon, Neb.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

French Heels, with Irene Castle

—

Fairly good picture. Pieased the ladies.

Business fair.—George Vaueihan, Grand
theatre, Dunnville, Ont, Can.—General
patronage.

Heart's Haven, with Claire Adams.

—

Fair picture. Played it to very poor
business.—George J. Kress, Hudson the-
atre, Rochester, N. Y.—Neighborhood
patronage.

At the Sign of the Jack O'Lantern,
with a special cast.—Better than average
comedy-drama that amused all classes.

—

H. Daspit, Atherton theatre, Kentwood,
La.—Neighborhood patronage.

Cameron of the Royal Mounted, with
a special cast. — A fine Northwest
mounted police picture. Pleased a fair

Saturday night crowd.—J. W. Anderson,
Rialto theatre, Cozad, Neb.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Light in the Clearing, with a spe-
cial cast.—Fair picture. Too long drawn
out. Business only fair.—George Vaughan,
Grand theatre, Dunnville, Ont., Can.

—

General patronage.

The Other Woman, with a special cast.

—Out of the ordinary and a good many
liked it because it was a change from
"the same old thing."—H. Daspit, Ather-
ton theatre, Kentwood, La.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

God's Crucible, with a special cast.

—
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Three scenes from "You AreGuilty?" with James K rkwcod, Doris Kenyon and other
players of note which is presented by C. C. Burr.

Another of the Ralph Connor stories

which our people seem to like. Anyway
they always draw well and please. There's
a lot of good action in it.— C. E. Johnson.
Paramount theatre, Gibbon, N'ebr. —
Neighborhood theatre.

The Lone Wolf's Daughter, with Lou-
ise Glaum.—Good society crook drama
that seemed to please and entertain.—H.
Daspit. Atherton theatre. Kentwood, La.
—Neighborhood patronage.

The Man cf the Forest, with a special

cast.—Just an average good Western.
Have seen better Zane Grey pictures.

—

H. Daspit. Atherton theatre, Kentwood,
La.—Neighborhood patronage.

Keeping Up With Lizzie, with Enid
Bennett.— Extra good comedy drama
that pleased a big benefit show crowd.

—

H. Daspit. Atherton theatre. Kentwood,
La.—Neighborhood patronage.

King Spruce, with Mitchel Lewis.

—

Good North woods drama that will please
all who like out door stories.—H. Daspit,
Atherton theatre, Kentwood, La.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Truant Husbands, with Mahlon Ham-
ilton.—Very good comedy-drama that
was pleasing and entertaining to all.— H.
Daspit, Atherton theatre, Kentwood, La.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Desert Gold, with E. K. Lincoln.

—

Good Western but not up to the stand-
ard of the best Zane Grey picture.—H.
Daspit. Atherton theatre. Kentwood, La.
—Neighborhood patronage.

The Brute Master, with Hobart Bos-
worth.—Good picture for men and boys,
but too rough for the ladies.—H. Daspit,
Atherton theatre, Kentwood, La.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Sagebrusher, with Roy Stewart.

—

Very good Western that pleased all

classes.—H. Daspit, Atherton theatre,
Kentwood, La. — Neighborhood patron-
age.

Metro
Your Friend and Mine, with a special

cast.—Excellent. A good moral lesson.
A picture that patrons will discuss. Made
a hit with my audience. I think that it

will please one and all.—J. Carbonell,
Monroe theatre, Key West, Fla.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

All the Brothers Were Valiant, with
a special cast.—Bought at a program
price and as 'good as lots of specials.

—

G. W. Yeaton, Ioka theatre, Exeter, N.
H.—Neighborhood patronage.

A Noise in Newboro, with Viola Dana.—As usual, a good picture. Viola is a
big favorite here. Besides, the picture is

good.—J. Carbonell, Monroe theatre. Key
West, Fla.—Neighborhood patronage.

Jazzmania, with Mae Murray.— A
knockout. Turned hundreds away. Broke
all records including Four Horsemen and
Orphans of the Storm. Opposition The
Third Alarm. —J. li. Laughlin, Bart's

Mecca, Midland, Mich. — Neighborhood
patronage.

Love in the Dark, with Viola Dana.

—

Did not see it, but patrons said good.

—

G. W. Yeaton, Ioka treatre, Exeter, N
H.—Neighborhood patronage.

June Madness, with Viola Dana.—Sure
pleased them and did a nice business.

Many told me that it was extra good.
Advertising: lobby and six-sheets. At-
tendance, all classes, small town.—A.
Mitchell, Dixie theatre, Russelville, Ky.

June Madness, with Viola Dana.—Very
pleasing picture. Dana a very good star

for me.—G. W. Yeaton, Ioka theatre,

Exeter, N. H.—Neighborhood patronage.

Broadway Rose, with Mae Murray.

—

When you've run Peacock Alley and Fas-
cination you've run Broadway Rose.
Broadway Rose has the most beautiful

prologue in colors that Pvc ever seen.

Mae Murray is sure death to the gents
and they sure admire her all over. The
story is weak, in fact, nothing to it. If

she means money, book it.— P. W. Hor-
rigan, McDonald theatre, Philipsburg,

Mont.—Mining Camp patronage.

Broadway Rose, with Mae Murray.

—

They like the Murray's even if they are

all alike.—G. W. Yeaton. Ioka theatre,

Exeter, N. H.—Neighborhood patronage.

Glass Houses, with Viola Dana.—They
stopped and told me how good this was.
You can't go wrong on this.—D. F.

Wolfe. Princess theatre, Lansing, Iowa.
—Neighborhood patronage

Glass Houses, with Viola Dana.—Extra
good for program picture.—S. W. Filson,

Opera House, Scott City, Kans.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Glass Houses, with Viola Dana.—Gave
very good satisfaction.—D. F. Wolfe,
Princess theatre, Lansing, Iowa.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Hands of Nara, with Clara Kim-
ball Young.—Fine product'on. Pleased,
but not to compare with Enter Madame.
—J. B. Laughlin, Bart's Mecca, Midland,
Mich.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Hands of Nara, with Clara Kim-
ball Young.—Not much. Clara used to

be a good bet with me, but the last two
pictures have almost put her down and
out.—G. W. Yeaton, Ioka theatre, Exe-
ter, N. H.—Neighborhood patronage.

Fascination, with Mae Murray.—This

picture pleased a fair sized crowd. It did
not draw as well as it should have but
it is a good picture that can be shown in
any house.—David Hess, Iris theatre,
Monte Vista, Colo.

Fascination, with Mae Murray.—Very
good picture. Drew fairly good business.
Rental of Metro too high for me to make
any money.—George Vaughan, Grand
theatre, Dunnville, Ont., Can.—General
patronage.

Fascination, with Mae Murray.— Better
than usual crowds. Not a kick to regis-
ter. Advertise it big. It will pay. Good
print. Raised admission to twenty and
thirty-five cents.—E. P. Sclz. Queen the-
atre, Pilot Point, Tex.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Fascination, with Mae Murray.—A fine

picture and one that is strongly interest-

ing throughout. What we do object to,

though, and wonder why they do it, is

the paper that is put out on this produc-
tion. Honestly, we were afraid to put
up our posters and for that reason
breathed easy only after the last chance
for some rough stuff to be pulled had
passed. It is unfair, though, to charge
for a picture when the paper is put out
with no clothes on the star except a

couple of bull's horns.—Hardin Ent. Co.*
Odeon theatre, Hardin, Mo.— Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Peacock Alley, with Mae Murray.

—

This may be a good show for some
towns, but I sure got many kicks by run-
ning it. The films were so old, that that
helped to make it a poor show. Mae
Murray has no drawing power here.

—

M. J. Gilfillan, Crown theatre, Donna,
Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.

Peacock Alley, with Mae Murray.—
Very bad weather. However, picture
drew good attendance and was liked bet-

ter than Fascination. However, Mae
Murray pictures arc not small town pic-

tures, but we play these to satisfy the
few who come seldom and holler the
loudest.—E. P. Sclz, Queen theatre, Pilot

Point, Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Five Dollar Baby, with Viola
Dana.—Dana pleased, as usual.—G. W.
Yeaton, Ioka theatre, Exeter, N. H.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

They Like 'Em Rough, with Viola
Dana.—Ran this in as substitute. Not
much to it. Pleased 50%. Passable.

—

J. W. May, Grand theatre, Shawncetown,
III.—Small town patronage.

A Woman's Hate, with Alice Lake.

—

In spite of her good pictures she will not

draw for me. This one is extremely good,
but that doesn't mean anything unless

you get them in.—W. E. Elkin, Temple
theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Forget-Me-Not, with Bessie Love.

—

Good picture, but not half as good as the

endorsement of the Women's Club would
make you think it was. Who picked this

as one of the best of the year?—G. W.
Yeaton, Ioka theatre, Exeter, N. H.—

I

Neighborhood patronage.

Garments of Truth, with Gareth

Hughes.—About as near nothing as could

be. Didn't pay its expenses for me.—O.

Troyer. Lyric theatre, Rugby, N. D.

—

General patronage.

Fightin' Mad, with William Desmond.
This would have gone over big if I had

been fortunate enough to get a good

print. All the fights were missing. Reels

about two-thirds full.—D. F. Wolfe,

Princess theatre, Lansing, Iowa.—Neigh-

borhood patronage.

'Missing Husbands, with a special cast.

—Forget it. Wish I could, but my pat-

rons won't let me.—G. W. Yeaton, Ioka
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theatre, Exeter, X., H.— Xeighborhood
patronage.

The Greater Claim, with May Allison.

—Poor box office attraction for me. Had
no good comments, but had some bad
ones.—O. Trover, Lyric theatre, Rugby.
X. D.—General patronage.

The Fourteenth Lover, with Viola
Dana.—Good picture. Fair business on
this. However, no fault of picture as

this is one of this star's best.—Geo. J.

Kress. Hudson theatre, Rochester, X. Y.
—Xeighborhood patronage.

Paramount
My American Wife, with Gloria Swan-

son.—One of. the best we have ever
shown Gloria in. She sure brings them
out in our town. There is a good story
to it and Gloria's gorgeous gowns appeal
here. Antonio Moreno made a hit.

—

David Hess, Iris theatre, Monte Vista,
Colo.

The White Flower, with Betty Comp-
son.—Very nice picture that has draw-
ing power. Hawaiian settings and story.
Snappy cuts and photos.— C. J. Goetz.
Beverly theatre, Janesville, Wis.—Xeigh-
borhood patronage.

Nobody's Money, with Jack Holt.—

A

nice little program picture. Holt has
done better, much better, but if bought
and shown as a program offering will get
by.—Jack Tiller, Temple theatre, Mc-
Cook, Xeb.—General patronage.

Ebb Tide, with James Kirkwood.

—

Good entertainment, but too long. If it

had been five or six reels it would have
been better, my patrons told me.—Bert
Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville,
Mich.—General patronage.

The Nth Commandment, a Cosmopol-
itan production.—We screened this one
and that's all. Back in the can. Eight
reels and not a reason for ever having
been made. Paid for and shelved.—C. J.
Goetz, Beverly theatre, Janesville. Wis.

—

Xeighborhood patronage.

The Siren Call, with Dorothy Dalton.
—Fair program picture.—G. W. Yeaton.
Ioka theatre, Exeter, X. H.—General pat-
ronage.

The Leopardess, with Alice Brady.

—

Did you ever see Brady make a winner?
Neither did we. Goes with the 39. Pa*s
t if you can.— C. J. Goetz. Beverly the-

atre, Janesville, Wis.—Xeighborhood pat-

ronage.

Missing Millions, with Alice Brady.

—

No fault to find. Pleasing entertainment.
Should go big where Miss Brady is a

favorite.—J. Carbonell. Monroe theatre.

Key West, Fla.—Xeighborhood patron-
age.

Racing Hearts, with Agnes Ayres.

—

|
You're All

|

I Set for Two
Years More |

1 Enclosed find check for two g
I years' renewal to the "Herald." I g
j can't very well get along without g

I The "Herald" is the best trade g
| paper that I have ever had the g
I privilege of reading and I wouldn't g
I try to run a theatre without it.

C. R. MARSHALL,
|

Midget theatre, Golden City, Mo. g

Pep and punch. This is what the multi-
tude likes and they come out for this

one strong. Clean, classy picture.—C.

J. Goetz, Beverly theatre, Janesville, Wis.
—Xeighborhood patronage.

Pink Gods, with Bebe Daniels.—Just a
nice, fairly interesting, well-balanced pic-

ture. Good entertainment, but nothing
remarkable. Interest lies in novel dia-

mond field settings which look real. The
lure of jewels for a girl is greatly over-
exaggerated.—Ben L. Morris, Temple
theatre, Bellaire, Ohio.—General patron-
age.

Back Home and Broke, with Thomas
Meighan.—They all liked this one. 1

suppose if Paramount knew what it had
in time we would have had to pay for it.

—G. W. Yeaton, Ioka theatre, Exeter,
X. H.—General patronage.

Singed Wings, with Bebe Daniels.

—

Xot a special, but a whole lot better than
some that have been sold as such. Ran
this one Easter Sunday at advanced
prices.—H. Van Buskirk, Temple theatre,

Mishawaka, Ind.—Xeighborhood patron-
age.

Adam's Rib, a Cecil B. DeMille pro-
duction.—Everybody should see this

production. Perfect acting. Perfect
production. As the DeMille magnif-
icence. Stood them out in a downpour
of rain against all the small town com-
petition ever heard of, including: basket
ball, country dances, home talent. Oliver
Twist, Flame of Life, all at lower admis-
sion. It's a wonderful picture that

teaches a great lesson. They compliment
it going out and then every time they
see you on the street. It keeps them
thinking. Even the corn stalk boys,
fresh from the acres, say it's the best
show ever brought to town. Pauline
Garon scored a tremendous hit. Four
days at 20 and 40 cents.—George Rea.
Colonial theatre, Washington C. H., O.

Adam's Rib, a Cecil B. DeMille pro-
duction.—For me and patrons a big dis-

appointment. Just a bunch of impossible
situations carried to extremes in every
scene. Saved only by a good cast and
beautiful scenes. In no way a companion
for Manslaughter.—Jack Tiller. Temple
theatre. McCook. Xeb.—General patron-
age.

The World's Applause, with Bebe
Daniels.—Very good William DeMille
picture. Held interest all the way
through.—David Hess, Princess theatre,

Del Xotre, Colo.

The World's Applause, with Bebe
Daniels.—Very good. Daniels at her
best. Good scenario, direction and
photography.—J. Carbonell. Monroe the-

atre. Key West, Fla.—Xeighborhood pat-

ronage.

Kick In, with a special cast.—A great

picture that pulled 'em in for two days.

Very good business. Lytell not popular
here, but this picture made him.—H. Van
Buskirk Temple theatre, Mishawaka,
Ind.—Xeighborhood patronage.

Kick In, with a special cast.—Fine
special program. Great story and splen-

did cast.—Bert Silver, Silver Family the-

atre. Greenville, Mich.—General patron-
age.

When Knighthood Was in Flower,
with Marion Davids.—Marion Davies'

best, but not a winner for me. Out this

way the public is tired of costume, his-

torical, and ancient pictures and this is

all of that. Ran two days. Dropped off

a third the second.—Jack Tiller. Temple
theatre, McCook, Xeb.—General patron-

age.

When Knighthood Was in Flower,
with Marion Davies.—A wonderful pic-

ture, but at the price asked you have to

So Do We ; |

| That's Wriy 1

It s Good |

| "Box Office Record" arrived. |
§ A place on my work bench was 1
jj waiting for it.

§§ I consult it on each picture 1
B I buy because I believe exhib- |
1 itors are telling you the truth 1
H to print.

FRANK E. LEE, |
1 Lee's theatre, Three Oaks, Mich. B

do a most wonderful business and it did
not do it here. The picture delighted all
who came and is a worthy big-time pro-
duction in every respect. It's too big
for own town to make money on.—Ben
L. Morris, Temple theatre, Bellaire, Ohio.—General patronage.

When Knighthood Was in Flower,
with Marion Davies.—A really good pic-
ture for a high class audience, but did
not make any money on it.—G. W. Yea-
ton. Ioka theatre, Exeter, X. H.—Gen-
eral patronage.

The Pride of Palomar, a Cosmopolitan
production.—While this cannot be classed
as a special it is above the average West-
ern in quality. Popularity of the story
helps. Drew fair two-day business and
heard many favorable comments from
patrons.—J. B. Stine, Wonderland the-
atre. Clinton, Ind.—General patronage.

The Pride of Palomar, a Cosmopolitan
production.—Good picture. Heard many
favorable comments.—C. F. Krieghbaum,
Paramount theatre, Rochester, Ind.

—

General patronage.

To Have and to Hold, with a special
cast.—One of the very best of Para-
mount's 41. Dandy cast, fine sets, good
photography, with a popular story makes
a super-attraction. It's worth booking
and, with proper billing, should do busi-
ness for any one.—F. W. Horrigan, Mc-
Donald theatre, Phillipsburg. Mont.

—

Mining camp patronage.

To Have and to Hold, with a special
cast.—How did Paramount ever let the
chance to bleed us get by them on this?
The only picture I ever got from Para-
mount that was worth more than I paid
for it.—G. W. Yeaton, Ioka theatre.
Exeter, X. H.—Xeighborhood patronage.

The Young Rajah, with Rodolph Val-
entino.—Drew fair business opening day.
flopped the second, and almost sunk the
ship on the third. Heard a kid say, "Aw,
it's another of those pictures where they
wear rags wrapped around their heads."
That explains the general attitude of the
public toward all Hindu stories. Pay a
program price for it and use it one dav
only. For my part I'm through with all
pictures of that type.—J. B. Stine. Won-
derland theatre, Clinton, Ind.—General
patronage.

The Young Rajah, with Rodolph Val-
entino.—Might pass as an ordinary fea-
ture but not a special. Worth program
price and no more.—G. W. Yeaton. Ioka
theatre, Exeter, X. H.—Xeighborhood
patronage.

Clarence, with Wallace Reid.— It is too
bad that an actor must die in order to be
popular. Such was the case in Clarence.
A good picture and business very good.

—
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H. Van Buskirk, Temple theatre, Misha-
vvaka, Ind.—Neighborhood patronage.

Clarence, with Wallace Reid.—Better

than the average.—G. W. Yeaton, loka
theatre, Exeter, N. H.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Manslaughter, a Cecil B. DeMille pro-

duction.—Pleased 100 per cent. Favor;
able comments. Manslaughter has every-

thing in it that picture patrons are seek-

ing. Don't be afraid to book Paramount
specials. They're all O. K.—A. Lenz
Palace theatre, Gilman, 111.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Manslaughter, a Cecil B. DeMille pro-

duction.—A picture that everyone seemed
to like that came to see it, but so few
came that I lost money on it. Para-

mount asks too much for specials.—G. W.
Yeaton, loka theatre, Exeter, N. H.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Old Homestead, with Theodore
Roberts.—Here is one that pleased them
all. They are still talking about the

cyclone. Roberts does splendid acting.

We like to show such pictures. Just the

kind to show in a small town.—David
Hess, Princess theatre, Del Notre, Colo.

The Old Homestead, with Theodore
Roberts.—One of the good ones. Will
please any audience. If you buy it right

should make you money.—A. D. Brigner.

Auditorium theatre, Oxford, Neb.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Man from Home, with James Kirk-

wood.—Picture contains some very fine

shots. Action is slow at times, but on
the whole it is average entertainment.

—

Henry W. Gauding, Lincoln theatre.

Pittsbugh, Pa.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Man from Home, with James Kirk-

wood.—They liked this one. Would
rather have Kirkwood than Holt and
Paramount is asking an increase for Holt
pictures. Can you tell why? They cer-

tainly don't get rhe anything.—G. W.
Yeaton, loka theatre, Exeter, N. H.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Beauty Shop, with Raymond
Hitchcock.—No good here.—Mrs. W. M.
Kimbro, Greenland theatre, Greensboro.
Ga.—Small town patronage.

The Beauty Shop, with Raymond
Hitchcock.—An abundance of sub-titles

and foolishness. It should please those

who like foolishness. There are about
three sub-titles to the minute. Drew
well.— C. F. Krieghbaum, Paramount
theatre, Rochester, Ind.—General patron-
age.

The Green Temptation, with Betty
Compson.—Very nice picture. Pleased
all.—Clifford L. Niles, Grand theatre,

Anamosa, Iowa.—General patronage.

The Green Temptation, with Betty
Compson.—Fairly good picture and
seemed to please most all. It brings back
the old war stuff, but at that it is good
and will please.—E. E. Gailey, Crystal
theatre, Wayne, Neb.—General patron-
age.

The Green Temptation, with Betty
Compson.—Good picture, at least the

last half of it.—C. F. Krieghbaum. Para-
mount theatre, Rochester, Ind.—General
patronage.

At the End of the World, with Betty
Compson.—Good.—Mrs. W. M. Kimbro.
Greenland theatre. Greensboro, Ga.

—

Small town patronage.

At the End of the World, with Betty
Compson.—Great. Pleased 100 per cent.

—D. F. Wolfe, Princess theatre, Lansing,
Iowa.—Neighborhood patronage.

Travelin' On, with William S. Hart.

—

My people like this one. Second night

better than the first, and had several tell

me it was Hart's best in a long time.

—

W. H. Hardman, Royal theatre, Frank-
fort, Kan.—Small town patronage.

Traveling On, with William S. Hart.
—We all like Hart.—Frank E. Lee, Lee's
theatre, Three Oaks, Mich.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Miss Lulu Bett, with a special cast.

—

Seven reels, but could just as well have
been five, as reels very short. Picture
pleased 100 per cent—D. F. Wolfe, Prin-
cess theatre, Lansing, Iowa.— Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Miss Lulu Bett, with Lois Wilson.

—

Gave very good satisfaction. Pleased 90
per cent.—D. F. Wolfe, Princess theatre,

Lansing, Iowa. — Neighborhood patron-
age.

The Sheik,, with Kodolph Valentino.

—

Wow! Sure some drawing card, even
now. Booked this at the last minute after
First National pulled a picture for me
and it certainly did draw with very little

advertising. If you haven't played it be
sure to do so, but watch your price.

—

Russell Armentrout, K. P. theatre, Pitts-

field, 111.— General patronage.

The Sheik, with Rodolph Valentino.

—

Played it a little late, but went over big.

I never failed to make good on any
specials I played with Paramount. Ad-
vertised this in all the surrounding
towns.—A. Lenz, Palace theatre, Gilman,
III.—Ne ghborhood patronage.

The Woman Who Walked Alone, with
Dorothy Dalton.—This production, with
Round's of new Leather Pushers and
Hal Roach comedy, went across in good
shape. Special bill. Work of S'" s and
Dalton was up to the standard in every
respect.—Henry W. Gauding, Lincoln
theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Valley of Silent Men, a Cosmo-
politan production.—Very good Northern
subject from a popular Curwood story.

Wonderful scenery, good story, lots of

action. Pleased all classes. Fair business
on two-day showing.—J. B. Stine, Won-
derland theatre, Clinton, Ind.—General
patronage.

A Bachelor Daddy, with Thomas Mei-
ghan.—This pulled one of the largest

houses we ever had at slightly increased
admission and gave satisfaction. A pic-

ture made to amuse and at the same time
takes a slap at the society belles whose

A scene from "Wandering Daughters,"
James Young's initial production for

First National distribution.

fancy runs to lap dogs.—Chas. W. Lewig,
1. O. O. F. Hall, Grand Gorge, N. Y.—
Small town patronage.

While Satan Sleeps, with Jack Holt.—
Good picture.— C. F. Krieghbaum, Para-
mount theatre, Rochester, Ind.—General
patronage.

The Bonded Woman, with Betty Conug
son.—About as poor as they make them.
—G. W. Yeaton, loka theatre, Exeter,
N. H.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Ghost Breaker, with Wallace Reid.—Fair picture only. Hardly up to the
standard of the usual Reid production and
failed to please as well. Drew fair first

day, but dropped badly on the second.

—

J. B. Stine, Wonderland theatre, Clinton,
Ind.—General patronage.

Her Husband's Trademark, with Glo-
ria Swanson.—Lost money on this pic-

ture. People here simply won't come to
sec this star. Used a lot of extra adver-
tising and a window hook-up with "Star
Brand Shoes" trade mark, but nothing
doing.—A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre,

Eminence, Ky.—Small town patronage.

The Top of New York, with May Mc-
Avoy.—A pleasing program picture.—C.

F. Krieghbaum, Paramount theatre, Ro-
chester, Ind.—General patronage.

Burning Sands, with Milton Sills.—

A

very good picture. Better than The Sheik
but not a drawing card here.— Chas. Born,
Elks theatre, Prescott, Ariz. — General
patronage.

The Man Unconquerable, with Jack
Holt.— Fine program picture and pleased.
—Clifford L. Niles, Grand theatre, Ana-
mosa, Iowa.—General patronage.

The Bride's Play, with Marion Davies.
—Good picture. Nice scenery and good
acting. Pleased every one but the rough
necks. Good film.—M. J. Gilfillan, CronB
theatre, Donna, Tex.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

White Oak, with William S. Hart.—
Drew fair crowd, but did not please.

Hart shot too fast with muzzle loading
rifle.—D. F. Wolfe, Princess theatre,

Lansing, Iowa.— Neighborhood patron-
age.

Ladies Must Live, with Betty Comp-
son.—Not up to the average Compson
pictures. Too hard to follow. One didn't

know any more about it when they went
out than they did when they entered. It's

also too long.—M. J. Gilfillan, Crown
theatre. Donna, Tex.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

The World's Champion, with Wallace
Reid.—A nice clean program picture that

pleased 100 per cent. Drew a fairly nice

business but not what I had expected.

—

W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre, Aberdeen,
Miss.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Face in the Fog, with Lionel Bar-
rymore.—Exceptionally good picture that

holds the interest to the very end.

Pleased all who saw it, but attendance
was poor.—Chas. Born, Elks theatre,

Prescott, Ariz.—General patronage.

Under the Lash, with Gloria Swanson.
—Good picture. Star very popular here.

Played one day to capacity business.

—

Geo. J. Kress, Hudson theatre, Roches-
ter, N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

Sham, with Ethel Clayton.—A good
program picture, interesting all the way
through. I played Circus Days in con-

junction with this and all my patrons

were pleased. Admission ten and twenty-

five cents. Print in No. 1 condition.

—

P. G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont,

Neb.—Neighborhood patronage.

Too Much Speed, with Wallace Reid.

—Good picture. Theodore Roberts puts

this one over.—Geo. J. Kress, Hudson
theatre. Rochester, N. Y.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Sacred and Profane Love, with Elsie
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The Same to

You ; Report
Now n Then
Enclosed find check for two g

years' subscription.

Can't run my place without the
"Herald.' I really enjoy it from 8
cover to cover.

Best wishes for your success. g
Mrs. L. H. BELL, |

Queen theatre, Lonoke, Ark. B

Ferguson.— Such titles are enough to
knock the best pictures. Xo drawing card
whatsoever. Pleased only a few. Ad-
mission ten and twenty-five cents. Print
in No. 1 shape.—P. G. Held, Sterling
theatre, Fairmont, Xeb.—Xeighborhood
patronage.

The Lane that Had No Turning, with
Agnes Ayres.—Picture pleased 90 per
cent. Kosloff does the acting in this pic-

ture and should be the star. — D. F.
Wolfe, Princess theatre. Lansing, Iowa.
—Xeighborhood patronage.

The Devils Pawn and Eyes of the
Mummy, with Pola Xegri.— Failed to
note any enthusiasm on the part of audi-
ence. Foreign cast and mannerism not
liked by many of our patrons. Work of
Jannings as heavy in Eyes of the Mummy
is striking.—Henry \Y. Gauding, Lin-
coln theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.—Xeighbor-
hood patronage.

What Every Woman Knows, with Lois
Wilson.—Just seven reels of picture. Too
tiresome and long drawn out. I would
class this as very poor entertainment.
Do not book it. Admission ten and twen-
ty-five cents. Print fair.—P. G. Held,
Sterling theatre. Fairmont, Xeb.—Xeigh-
borhood patronage.

The Loves of Pharaoh, with a special
cast.—Everybody had a good time pan-
ning me on this one. Xo good for small
town.—D. F. Wolfe, Princess theatre.
Lansing, Iowa.— Xeighborhood patron-
age.

The Good Provider, a Cosmopolitan
production.-—Full of human touches and
acting is of high order. Much better than
the average, but title has little drawing
power. Dore Davidson's work is excep-
tionally fine. A thoroughly enjoyable
picture.— Henry W. Gauding, Lincoln
theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.—Xeighborhood
patronage.

Boomerang BiU, with Lionel Barry-
more.—A splendid program picture. —
Bert Silver. Silver Family theatre, Green-
ville. Mich.—General patronage.

Over the Border, with a special cast.

—

Some exceptionally fine snow scenes in
this picture. The "pipe line across the
border" stuff did not register as the real
thing. Rather far fetched. Picture will
please where they like deep snow an' the
Royal Mounted. — Henry W. Gauding,
Lincoln theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.—Xeigh-
borhood patronage.

Forever, with a special cast.—Why do
they do it? An absolute lemon. Let it

alone.—Clifford L. Xiles. Grand theatre,
Anamosa, Iowa.—General patronage.

Chickens, with Douglas MacLean. —
Extra good comedy feature. Good small
town picture.—P. J. Burford. Princess
theatre, Doniphan. Mo. — Xeighborhood
patronage.

Our Leading Citizen, with Thomas
Meighan.—As good as the average, but

a little draggy in spots. Have seen Mei-
ghan in better productions, but still this

will get by. Contains several good char-
acterizations. Our older male patrons in

particular were pleased.—Henry W. Gau-
ding, Lincoln theatre, Pittsburgh. Pa.

—

Xeighborhood patronage.

Experience, with Richard Barthelmess.
—I wouldn't advise small towns to buy
it unless cheap. Won't stand raise in
admission.—J. W. May, Grand theatre,
Shawneetown, 111.—Small town patron-
age.

The Call of the North, with Jack Holt.—This picture does not contain the ac-
tion that you expect from the title. I

think most of my Saturday night crowd
were disappointed. A lot of the women
are crazy about the way Jack Holt makes
love, so that part was very satisfactory-
It drew very well at regular prices, ten
and twenty-five cents.—A. X. Miles, Emi-
nence theatre. Eminence, Ky. — Small
town patronage.

The Young Diana, with Marion Davies.
—A splendid program picture that failed

to appreciate and I couldn't blame them.
Well pictured, pleasing to the eye but a
crazy story. Fair patronage one day
only.—J. B. Stine, Wonderland theatre.
Clinton, Ind.—General patronage.

The Love Special, with Walalce Reid.—Drew a small house for me. I am off

of Reid.—O. Trover, Lyric theatre, Rug-
by, X. D.—General patronage.

Blood and Sand, with Rodolph Valen-
tino.—A wonderful picture that pleased
every one who saw it, but failed to draw.
In fact, we lost something like $30 on
it. Second day's business nothing. We
cannot understand why they didn't come.
—W. E. Elkin,- Temple theatre. Aber-
deen, Miss.—Xeighborhood patronage.

The Wild Goose, a Cosmopolitan pro-
duction.—Drew no crowd for me. Too
long drawn out. Seven reels too long.

—

O. Trover, Lyric theatre, Rugby, X. D.
—General patronage.

For the Defense, with Ethel Clayton.
—A splendid program picture that failed

to draw any business.—W. E. Elkin,
Temple theatre. Aberdeen. Miss.—Xeigh-
borhood patronage.

The Bonnie Briar Bush, with a special

cast.—Beautiful costume picture for high
class audiences. Had small crowd but
happened to be those this class of picture
pleases.—Mrs. W. M. Kimbro. Greenland
theatre. Greensboro, Ga.—Small town
patronage.

The Law and the Woman, with Betty
Compson.—Good picture for me. Betty
is a favorite here and this picture went
over fine. It has style and good story
as well as good acting.—W. H. Hardman.
Royal theatre, Frankfort, Kan.—Small
town patronage.

The Ghost in the Garret, with Dorothy
Gish.—This may be all right for a kid
matinee, but adult entertainment it is

not there. I know this doesn't coincide

with the Herald comments, but I was
somewhat disappointed in this and so
were patrons.—Chas. W. Lewis, I. O. O.
F. Hall. Grand Gorge. X. Y.—Smalltown
patronage.

Pathe
Dr. Jack, with Harold Lloyd.—Very

good comedy, but did not draw for us.

Played three days and each day fell off

50 per cent of the preceding one, but
again we say it was good and believe it

will please.—Anderson & Weatherby.
Gem theatre. Omaha, Xeb.—Xeighbor-
hood patronage.

The Killer, with a special cast. — A
regular Western that pleased, but there's

lots of killing.—G. H. Jenkinson. Victor

theatre, Minocqua, Wis.—General patron-
age.

The Lure of Egypt, with a special cast.—A fair p.cture. Story of excavating the
tomb of one of the Pharaohs. Gives a
chance for a good tie up with the King
Tut furore.—Roy \\ . Adams, Pastime
theatre, Mason, Mich.—Small town pat-
ronage.

Dice of Destiny, with H. B. Warner.

—

A fair picture. Did not seem to go verv
good. Xo comments. Ran Larry Semon
comedy. The Saw Mill, which put pep in
it— F. Paulick, Paulick theatre. Muscoda.
VI is.—Xeighborhood patronage.

Rogues and Romance, with a special
cast.—Old, but pretty good. Lots of
action.—Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre,
Mason, Mich.—Small town patronage.
Half a Chance, with a special cast.—

A

good program. Ran with comedy and
Xews. Went over fine. Business fair.

—

F. Paulick. Paulick theatre. Muscoda.
Wis.—Xeighborhood patronage.

A Broadway Cowboy, with William
Desmond.—Good Western, full of action
and comedy. Many told me they liked it.

Film good. Business fair.—P. O. Roby,
Latona theatre, Williamsburg, Iowa.—
Xeighborhood patronage.

A Broadway Cowboy, with William
Desmond.—One of the poorest from
Pathe. Xot even a program picture. Film
in poor shape.—F. Paulick, Paulick the-
atre. Muscoda. Wis.—Xeighborhood pat-
ronage.

Playgoers
The Man Who Waited, with a special

cast.—Western drama of plotting vil-

lains, a fighting hero, and a brave girl.

Pep applied with a six-shooter. Lots of
action. You will like this p.cture.—G. D.
Hughes, Liberty theatre, Heavener, Okla.—Small town patronage.

The Inner Man, with a special cast.

—

Very poor picture. Two or three like
this will ruin your reputation. Lay off
this one.—Anderson & Weatherby. Gem
theatre, Omaha. Neb. — Neighborhood
patronage.

Father Tom, with Tom Wise.—Good
picture. Gave good satisfaction. Will go
good in any Catholic community. Film
good. Business poor on account of bliz-

zard.—P. O. Roby. Latona theatre. Wil-
liamsburg, Iowa.—Xeighborhood patron-
age.

Realart
Room and Board, with Constance Bin-

ney.—Fair picture. Did very poor busi-
ness on this one.—Geo. J. Kress. Hudson
theatre, Rochester, X. Y.—Xeighborhood
patronage.

Oh. Lady, Lady, with Bebe Daniels.

—

Xot too old to play or to satisfy all who

Six Months
Test Shows
Real Value

1 don't mind telling you that I

enjoy reading the "Herald," hav-
ing booked all my pictures for the
last six months on the strength of
what exhibitors say of this or that
particular picture, and I honestly
believe the "Herald" is the little

fellow's best trade paper.

WM. WINTERBOTTOM,
Electric theatre. Brady, Neb.
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Here is a scene you will see in the new
Metro comedy "Snowed Under," in

which Bull Montana is the featured
player.

come. It's one of those pictures that
leaves a pleasant thought in your mind
when over and will register a good many
deep chuckles before it is over.—E. P.
Selz, Queen theatre, Pilot Point, Tex.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Heart Specialist, with Mary Miles
Minter.—Good program picture.—C. F.
Kricghbaum, Paramount theatre, Roches-
ter, Ind.—General patronage.

The Heart Specialist, with Mary Miles
Minter.—Good picture. Mary always
pleases my patrons.—C. H. Simpson,
Princess theatre, Millen, Ga. — General
ronage.

Tillie, with Mary Miles Minter.— Pa-
trons did not care for this one. Fair
business.—G. Strasser Sons, Emblem
theatre, Buffalo, N. Y. — Neighborhood
patronage.

Selznick

Love Is an Awful Thing, with Owen
Moore.—Picture lacked title. Something
different for a change. Very well liked.

Good business.—G. Strasser Sons, Em-
blem theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Love Is an Awful Thing, with Owen
Moore.—Tom Wilson was missing. How-
ever, the acting of Moore was better than
in Reported Missing. Pleased a little

better than average crowd. Good paper
pulled some.—E. P. Selz. Queen theatre,

Pilot Point, Tex.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

Evidence, with Elaine Hammerstein.

—

—Best business in two months. Pleased
entire audience. Many patrons do not
like her but she pleased this time.—A.
E. Collins, Idle Hour theatre. Ridgeville.
Ind.—Neighborhood patronage.

Evidence, with Elaine Hammerstein.

—

A dandy picture. Everybody seemed to
like this one. Star well liked here.—J. N.
Phillips, Ideal theatre, Table Rock, Neb.
—Neighobrhood patronage.

John Smith, with Eugene O'Brien.

—

This is a very good program picture for

any small town. Will hold interest all

the way and send them home knowing
they got their money's worth.—J. Koop-
man, Amenia Opera House, Amenia, N.
Y.—Small town patronage.

John Smith, with Eugene O'Brien.

—

John Smith was appreciated by our audi-
ence. Little better than average crowd on
account advertised last O'Brien picture
for the year. You can buy it right. Good

paper.—E. P. Selz, Queen theatre, Pilot
Point, Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.

A Prophet's Paradise, with Eugene
O'Brien.—Good program picture that
pleased all who saw it. Attendance off

account of snow storm. It should please
any audience.—Anderson & Weatherby,
Gem theatre, Omaha, Neb.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Romance and Arabella, with Constance
Talmadge.—This is a reissue, but it's one
of Connie's good ones.—C. H. Simpson,
Princess theatre, Millen, Ga.—General
patronage.

Chivalrous Charley, with Eugene
O'Brien.—Fair.' It will just pass and is

hard to do that.—Wm. Hinds, Opera
House, Odell,: Neb.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

Love's Masquerade, with Conway
Tearlc.—Few said fair, others said no
good. The star never did take well here,

but fair theme.—A. E. Collins, Idle Hour
theatre, Ridgeville, Ind.—Neighborhood
patronage.

A Wide Open Town, with Conway
Tearle.—Good program picture that
seemed to please all who saw it. Very
good moral and it should please any
audience. Business only fair.—Anderson
& W eatherby, Gem theatre, Omaha, Neb.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Reported Missing, with Owen Moore.
— Fine.—Mrs. W. M. Kimbro, Greenland
theatre, Greensboro, Ga. — Small town
patronage.

A Man's Home, with a special cast.

—

Fair, but is not what I'd call a special.

—

Wm. Hinds, Opera House, Odell, Neb.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

United Artists

Douglas Fairbanks in Robin Hood. -

Paid this year's top price. Made some
money and pleased 90 per cent.—Jack
Tiller, Temple theatre, McCook, Neb.

—

General patronage.

One Exciting Night, a D. W. Griffith

production.—A dandy mystery picture

but too long for real money making pur-
poses. Interest well sustained right up
to the finish. I didn't let anyone enter

theatre during final 15 minutes of the

picture. Worked up the storm scenes.

Held it over for second week. Used
straight newspaper campaign aided by
window cards and 28-sheet stands. —
Frank L. Browne, Liberty theatre, Long
Beach, Cal.

Tess of the Storm Country, with Mary
Pickford.—Exceptionally fine from every
angle, and one of best of recent big pic-

tures. For some reason or other did not

draw the attendance it merited.—Chas.

Born, Elks theatre, Prescott, Ariz.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Orphans of the Storm, a D. W. Grif-

fith production.—A wonderful picture of

the French revolution with perfect direc-

tion and really got me money. The length

of this is twelve reels and believe me I

was glad when we shipped her back to

the exchange. We had to run it so darn

fast we wore out our intermittent cam,
shaft, and cross. Why don't they make
'em shorter?—E. E. Gailey, Crystal the-

atre, Wayne, Neb.—General patronage.

Orphans of the Storm, a D. W. Grif-

fith production.—A big production and
pleased about 50-50. Have not made any
money on United Artists specials yet.

—

G. W. Yeaton, Ioka theatre, Exeter, N.
H — Neighborhood patronage.

The Three Musketeers, with Douglas
Fairbanks.—A fine production with fine

settings, good directing, and good act-

ing, but a long way from being a small

town picture. I ran this on percentage

basis and barely broke even. No more
Fairbanks twelve reelers for me. Should

have been six reels.—J. W. Andresen,

Rialto theatre, Cozad, Neb.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Three Musketeers, with Douglas
Fairbanks.—This is a wonderful picture.

Twelve reels. It follows the history close-

ly. It does not seem to draw in a small
town. Played on percentage and just
broke even on advertising. Too high.

—

F. Paulick, Paulick theatre, Muscoda,
Wis.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Iron Trail, with a special cast.

—

A jim dandy picture that will appeal to
the public.—M. J. Gilfillan, Crown the-
atre, Donna, Tex.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.
The Iron Trail, with a special cast.

—

A very good picture that pleased. Well
done. Beautiful scenery and plenty of
action. Poor print.— Clifford L. Niles,

Grand theatre, Anamosa, Iowa.—General
patronage.

The Man Who Played God, with
George Arliss.—A splendid picture. 100
per cent in everything but entertainment
value. Majority thought it was great,
others thought it a little too light for

George Arliss. Attendance poor on ac-
count of Holy Week.—Chas. Born, Elks
theatre, Prescott, Ariz.—General patron-
age.

Dream Street, a D. W. Griffith produc-
tion.—Too draggy and went over their

heads. Would have been good in six

reels. When I turned the lights out there
were two old men asleep. As rotten as

they make 'em.—Joe Cechowicz, Wa Pa
Co theatre, Watervliet, Mich. — Small
town patronage.

Disraeli, with George Arliss.—One of

the best for a high class audience.—G. W.
Yeaton, Ioka theatre, Exeter, N. H.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Universal
Driven, with a special cast.—Goes down

on record of our theatre as the picture

with the greatest acting that we have
ever seen. I am voicing not only my per-

sonal opinion in saying this, but also that

of our patrons, and as a result we just

closed a four-day run of the picture

which broke all previous records. Prop-
erly exploited, here's a production thai

will get a lot of money for every exhibi-

A thrilling moment in "Masters of Men,"
the Vitagraph special with Earle Wil-
liams, Alice Calhoun, Cullen Landis
.and Wanda Hawley in the cast which
is adapted from Morgan Robertson's
story.
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tor '"n the cities as well as in the small
country towns.—Albert Dobbs, Empire
theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.—General pat-
ronage.

Nobody's Bride, with a special cast.

—

A dandy program picture. Pleased all.

Leave it to Universal. You have to give
them credit. They don't steal all the
money that the exhibitor has like most
companies do.—M. J. Gilfillan, Crown
theatre, Donna, Tex.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Ghost Patrol, with Ralph Graves.
—Fine picture that pleased and we had a
large number of good comments. Busi-
ness off but not any fault of picture.

—

Anderson & YVeatherby, Gem theatre,
Omaha, Neb.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Love Letter, with Gladys Walton.
—Given a good vehicle this little lady
puts her stuff across nicely. This attrac-
tion pleased most of our patrons. Rather
light entertainment, but the younger ele-
ment particularly enjoyed it.—Henry W.
Gauding, Lincoln theatre. Pittsburgh, Pa.
—Neighborhood patronage.

The Jilt, with Ralph Graves.— Very
poor. Just a little better than a misout.

—

C. H. Simpson, Princess theatre, Millen.
Ga.—General patronage.

The First Degree, with Frank Mayo.—
Mayo usually is good in anything he
does. He has a rather depressing role in
this picture. The work of Philo McCul-
lough as heavy was above the average.

—

Henry W. Gauding, Lincoln theatre,
Pittsburgh,. Pa.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

The Gentleman from America, with
Hoot Gibson.—Very good comedy-drama
that shows Hoot can do other roles
equally as well as he does Westerns.

—

H. Daspit, Atherton theatre, Kentwood.
La.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Gentleman from America, with
Hoot Gibson.—One of the best that Gib-
son has made. Hoot. O'Brien and the
top- sergeant were there with the goods.
Contains many laughs and considerable
action. The average audience wants
comedy touches. This has 'em.—Henry
W. Gauding, Lincoln theatre, Pittsburgh,
Pa.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Altar Stairs, with Frank Mayo.

—

Good program picture and went well
with those who like that type of picture.
It's about time producers laid off stories
calling for brown women, booze and the
like.—F. W. Gates, Lyric theatre, Holley,
N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Altar Stairs, with Frank Mayo.

—

A good story with a fine part for Mayo.—Roy W. Adams. Pastime theatre, Ma-
son, Mich.—Small town patronage.

The Power of a Lie, with a special
cast.—A good program picture.—Adolph
Kohn. Pastime theatre. Granville, N. Y.
—Small town patronage.

The Power of a Lie, with a special
cast.—A very good program picture.
Seemed to please generally.—J. N. Phil-
lips. Ideal theatre, Table ' Rock, Neb.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Paid Back, with Gladys Brockwell.—
Just tVr.—B. M. Wooley. Orpheum the-
atre. Elsie, Mich.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

Paid Back, with Gladys Brockwell.—

A

good feature to suit all classes. All were
pleased.—Joe Cechawicz, Wa Pa Co the-
atre, Watervliet, Mich.—Small town pat-
ronage.

Paid Back, with Gladvs Brockwell.—
Just fair.—B. M. Wooley, Orpheum the-
atre, Elsie. Mich.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

The Flaming Hour, with Frank Mayo.—\ ery fine program picture that pleased
good Saturday business. The new Uni-
versal program pictures are about aver-
age. Have not had a bad one yet. —
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| Ex-Service

| Theatremen
Attention !

|

g At the close of the war I met a g
= fe'low in France who was an ex- g
j| hibitor in either Louisiana or Mis- g
g sissiooi. Since then 1 hive wanted B
g to get in touch with him but all g
g my efforts have failed. At that B
:

: time I was not connected with the g
g theatre.

p I wonder if I could get in touch B
g with him through the "Herald." g
g We were both in the Signal Corps. B
g If I am not mistaken, he came g
g back when I did on the "F. J.

- ; Luckenback" with a Casual Com- m
B pany. I do not know his name g
g but would remember it if I would g
g hear it.

RUSSELL ARMENTROUT, I
K. P. theatre, Pittsfield, 111. |

Anderson & Weatherby, Gem theatre.
Omaha. Neb.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Flaming Hour, with Frank Mayo.—Good picture with pleasing star. One
my aud :ence liked. Also 13th chapter of
In the Days of Buffalo Bill. This seems
to keep them coming.—J. N. Phillips,
Ideal theatre, Table Rock, Neb.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Kentucky Derby, with Reginald
Denny.—Best picture I have shown in a
long time. The people are still talking
about it. Boost it and you can't go wrong.
It will stand a raise in admission. Give
us more like it.—M. J. Gilfillan, Crown
theatre, Donna. Tex.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

The Kentucky Derby, with Reginald
Denny.—Fine picture and did good busi-
ness in spite of continual rain all day.
which is always the hoodoo for a "one
day" house. Extra advertising and pic-
ture backed up everything said in ad-
vance.—Hugh G. Martin, American the-
atre, Columbus, Ga.—Transient patron-
age.

The Kentucky Derby, with Reginald
Denny.—A fine picture. Has a little of
everything mixed m. Paid too much
money for my town. Lost heavily. Ten
and thirty-five cents.—G. F. Rediske, Star
theatre, Ryegate, Mont.—Small town pat-
ronage.

Forsaking All Others, with a special
cast.—Personally did not see this, but
patrons said it was best program that we
have played. Flopped at box office.

—

Lyric theatre, Manning, Tex. — Small
town patronage.

Forsaking All Others, with a special
cast.—Ordinary program picture that
pleased about 70 per cent, but no kick
as we get so many better ones from
Universal that we can afford to run a
weak one occas'onally.—Hugh G. Mar-
tin, American theatre, Columbus, Ga.

—

Transient patronage.

The Married Flapper, with Marie Pre-
vost.—Good comedy. Winds up with a

snap. Drew a "lemon" of a print which
almost gave me the willies. Unusual for

LTniversal to send out prints in the con-
dition this one was. Eleanora must have
been sleeping at the switch.—Clyde Al-
len, Casino theatre, Antwerp, N. Y. —
Neighborhood patronage.

The Married Flapper, with Marie Pre-
vost.—Good. 100 per cent better than

most of Universale super-specials. Boost
it. When you get them in they'll be
pleased.—Joe Cechowicz, Wa Pa Co the-
atre, Watervliet, Mich.—Small town pat-
ronage.

Kindled Courage, with Hoot Gibson.

—

Fine picture that pleased good attend-
ance. We thought it fine. So did our
patrons. Several good comments.—An-
derson & Weatherby, Gem theatre,
Omaha, Neb.—Neighborhood patronage.

Kindled Courage, with Hoot Gibson.

—

Not Hoot's best, but will get by and
please most of the patrons.—H. E. Hol-
ben, Olympic theatre, Lenox, Iowa.

—

General patronage.

The Black Bag, with Herbert Rawlin-
son.—This was a fine program feature.

Pleased all. B. O. fair.—Lyric theatre,
Manning, Tex.—Small town patronage.

The Black Bag, with Herbert Rawlin-
son.—Very ordinary picture. We can't

afford to advertise a Universal feature
because half of the time they substitute
pictures and here of late have been get-
ting bad prints.—E. P. Selz, Queen the-

atre, Pilot Point, Tex.—Neighborhood
patronage.

One Wonderful Night, with Herbert
Rawlinson.—Good picture. The kind that

pleases the fans. Action and snappy story

that one would expect with Rawlinson
Good business. Extra advertising. Com-
ments all good.—Hugh G. Martin, Amer-
ican theatre, Columbus, Ga.—Transient
patronage.

One Wonderful Night, with Herbert
Rawlinson.—Not Rawlinson's best, but
will please the majority of the patrons.
Ran Century comedy, Just Dogs, with
this feature and it is worth the change.
Gave excellent satisfaction.—H. E. Hol-
ben, Olympic theatre, Lenox, Iowa. —
General patronage.

Under Two Flags, with Priscilla Dean.
— Priscilla Dean over-acts in this. My
patrons do not like Dean as they say she
rolls her eyes moic than she acts. Hnve
had better feature;. Not as great as is

said it is.—Joe Cechowicz, Wa Pa Co
theatre, Watervliet,. Mich.—Small town
patronage.

Under Two Flags, with Priscilla Dean.
—A very good picture well directed, and
Dean is therz. i )on't be afraid to push
this one. A little long, but holds inter-

est all way through.— F. T^ulick. Paulick
theatre. Muscoda, Wis. — Neighborhood
pa'ronage.

Under Two Flags, with Priscilla Denn.
—A good picture and good 1 usiness and
Universal sure gives you 2 square deal.

Most of them don't.—C. A. Mendenhall,
Star theatre, Oregon, 111.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Under Two Flags, with Priscilla Dean.
—Better than lots that cost me lots more.
Ought to please anywhere.—G. W. Yea-
ton. Ioka theatre, Exeter, N. H.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Her Night of Nights, with Marie Pre-
vost.—This one is not up to the star's

average, but is a good picture and will

please the younger set, especially the
school. P<-evost is a good drawing card
here. Above the average for female star.

—C. H. Bills, Opera House, Lenora.
Kan.—Small town patronage.

Her N'ght of Nights, with Marie Pre-
vost.—One of the best program pictures
I ever had. and the best of all I made a

little money and that is what counts.

—

Kenney Loyd, Spad theatre, Dierks, Ark.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Afraid to Fight, with Frank Mayo.

—

This one is above Mayo's average and
carries enough comedy to get by in good
shape with any audience. Has a pretty
good scrap, which Mayo is famous for.

This one vent over well with men and
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A typical scene from "Snowdrift," the new William Fox production featuring
Charles Jones.

boys.— C. li. Rills, Opera House, Lenora.
Kan.—Small town patronage.

Afraid to Fight, with Frank Mayo.

—

Excellent. Action from start to finish.

Good story, and is as good as most aver-
age pictures. I'd '.all this an A 1 picture.

Cook it.—Wm. Hinds, Opera House,
Odell, Neb.—Neighborhood pationage.

Afraid to Fight, with Frank Mayo.

—

Good rppcaling picture with good prize
fight in last half. Film i:- good shape, out
of Kansas City office.—M. D. Foster.

Gem theatre, Williamsburg, Kan. —
Neighborhood patronage.

The Trap, with Lon Chancy.—Did not
take good. Just a fair program picture.

No special. Have it pr ceu too high.

Second night not much doing. Advertised
big.—E. E. Cox, Lyceum theatre, Wyo-
ming, 111.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Trap, with Lon Chancy.—A good
picture.—S. W. Filson, Opera House,
Scott City, Kan.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

The Trap, with Lon Chaney.—Worst
piece of junk ever shown in this theatre,

tiad a geou bouse, bin they cussed the

picture when they went out. Nothing to

it.—Joe Cechowicz, Wa Pa Co theatre,

Watervliet, Mich.—Small town patron-

age.

A Dangerous Little Demon, with Ma-
rie Prevost.—Not worth the money.
Don't make any difference what you pay.
Too much rough stuff.—H. H. Burden,
Mirage theatre, Axtell, Neb.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

A Dangerous Little Demon, with Marie
Prevost.—About the poorest this star has
been in. Draggy.—P. J. Hurford, Prin-

cess theatre, Doniphan. Mo.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Storm, with House Peters—Won-
derful picture. Patrons we'll pleased.
Bought it reasonably. Universal believes

in letting the exhibitor make a profit. I

advertised this to the limit.—A. Le.nz,

Palace theatre, Gilman, 111.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Storm, with House Peters.—Here
is one of Universal's best. Ran this in

the worst winter weather and did fair

business. Certainly a wonder. You can
boost the price.—F. Paulick, Paulirk the-

atre, Muscoda, Wis.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

Ridin' Wild, with Hoot Gibson.—Aver-
age program picture.—G. H. Jenkinson,
Victor theatre, Minocqua, WiA.—General
patronage.

Ridin' Wild, with Hoot Gibson.—This
was a drawing attraction for us. It

pleased capacity business. Book it and
be pleased.—Lyric theatre. Manning,
Tex.—Small town patronage.

Ridin' Wild, with Hoot Gibson.—Fair
picture. Not as good as the average pic-

ture this star makes.—Geo. J. Kress,
Hudson theatre, Rochester. N. Y. —
Neighborhood patronage.

All Night, with Rodolph Valentino.—

A

reissue which does Valentino credit and
I believe legitimate to run as he is not
making new ones. The story is pleasing
and well done and worthy oi putting on
as a Valentino feat'irc. It is comedy-
drama with some fairly risque situations.

It brought big business three days and
:io complaints about, it being run once.

—

Ben L. Morris, Elk Grand theatre, Bel-

laire, Ohio.—General patronage.

All Night, with Rodolph Valentino.

—

Very good comedy-drama that pleased
very poor attendance, but it was not fault

ot the picture. Snow storn: put business
on the bum for two weeks.—Anderson
& Weatherby, Gem theatre, Omaha. Neb.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Man to Man, with Harry Carey.—To
those who like Westerns this will pleast*

100 per cent. Lo's of nice remarks about
this one.—W. E. Elkin. Temple theatic,

Aberdeen, Miss.— Neighborhood patron-

age.

Man to Man, with Harry Carey.—The
best thing Carey ever did. Slim business
as his fcimer flivvers have killed him
here.—Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre,

Mason. Mich.—Small town patronage.

Broad Daylight, with Lois Wilson.—

A

better than average "special attraction"

and was well worth the price we paid.

Drew only fair.—E. P. Selz, Queen the-

atre, Pilot Point, Tex. — Neighborhood
patronage.

The Scarlet Car, with Herbert Rawlin-
son.—A pretty good program p'cture that

pleased my patrons.—A. Kohn, Pastime

theatre, Granville, N. Y.—Small town
patronage.

The Galloping Kid, with Hoot Gibson.
—Just fair for Hoot Gibson.— S. W. Fil-
son, Opera House, Scott City, Kan. —
Neighborhood patronage.

Another Man's Shoes, with Herbert
Rawlinson.—Good picture at a fair rental.
Have only 320 seats at live and ten cents
admission so must buy pictures that I

can come out on for a one day's run and
Universal certainly has them in their
program features.—Hugh G. Martin,
American theatre, Columbus, Ga.—Tran-
sient patronage.

The Girl Who Ran Wild, with Gladys
Walton.—At last they have given her
something to do. She has a good story,
;• role that fits her perfectly, and first

class support in this, and the result is

fine entertainment.—Roy W. Adams, Pas-
time theatre, Mason, Mich.—Small town
patronage.

The Millionaire, with Herbert Ra\sln-
son.—Good. Thank God there is one
comnany in the business that lets the
little town make a little money. These
are the best I can get for the money,
and they are getting mine. — Kenney
Loyd, Spad theatre, Dierks, Ark.— Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Top o' the Morning, with Gladys Wal-
ton.—Nothing to it.— B. M. Wooley, Or-
pheum theatre, Elise, Mich.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Human Hearts, with House Peters.

—

Everyone satisfied. As good as lots I

have paid three times as much for.—G.
W. Ycaton, loka theatre, Exeter, N. H.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Loaded Door, with Hoot Gibson.
—A fair Western With somAMyjmcdy
mixed in. The two tramps in the final

wind up drew a lot of ha! ha's! Very poor
crowd. Can't understand why. Then, we
arc so used to seeing empty seats that we
don't mind it.—G. F. Rediske, Star the-

atre, Ryegate, Mont.— Small town pat-

ronage.

Second Hand Rose, with Gladys Wal-
ton.—Fairly good little picture that

seemed to please majority.—M. D. Fos-
ter, Gem theatre, Williamsburg, Kan.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Foolish Wives, with Eric von Stroheim.
— It's a long show, but my patrons said

it was good. 1 liked it personally and
think the acting was very good. Only
thing patrons didn't l.ke was the length.
— M. J. Gilfillan, Crown theatre, Donna
Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.

Don't Shoot, with Herbert Rawlinson.
—This little picture pleased everybody,
and is better than title would suggest.

—

Chas. Born, Elks theatre, Prescott, Ariz,

—General patronage.

Out of the Silent North, with Frank
Mayo.—This one pure bunk. No draw-
ing power. Print in bad condition. Lost
money.—E. W. Harrcll, Royal theatre,

Rison, Ark.—Neighborhood patronage.
Caught Bluffing, with Frank Mayo.—

A

little too rough for the ladies and not as

good as the reviews made it out to be.

—

H. Daspit, Atherton theatre, Kentwood.
La.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Bear Cat, with Hoot Gibson.—
Very good Western feature. First one

run here.—M. D. Foster, Gem theatre,

Williamsburg, Kan.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

A Parisian Scandal, with Marie Pre-

vost.—A very good program picture.

Guess it pleased as heard no comments
or criticisms.— I. J. Kendcll, Victory the-

atre, Milledgeville, 111.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Reputation, with Priscilla Dean.—This

•is old, but if you haven't played it do so.

It broke all B. O. records for us. "There's

a reason." Extra heavy advertising.

—



Ozite Carpet Cushion
Carpets wear by friction. Between the constant pounding of hard
shod feet above and the unyielding floor below, they are simply ground
to pieces as if between upper and nether mil'stones. With "OZITE"
Carpet Cushion your carpets are laid over a soft, ever-resilient cushion
of felted hair that permanently reduces friction and its consequent
wear to a minimum, adding a third or often more to their life.

ALBERT PlCRaCOPIPAIVY
208-224 W. RANDOLPH STREET, CHICAGO

uXuri/~y°* win
^ not quick-

ly forget your delightful
sensation upon first

walking on carpets
cushioned with "Ozite."
The fabric sinks be-
neath your tread w ith a
feeling of elegance you
have never experienced
before. No matter how
fine the carpet. "Ozite"
adds to its softness.
No matter how inex-
pensive. "Ozite"* lends
to it the quality of
luxury. That is because
"Ozite" is literally a
Carpet Cushion.

"OZITE" Carpet Cush-
ion is practically ever-
lasting. 1 1 does not
wear out. It does not
lump or pack down.

ater cannot harm it.

The elements will not
affect it. Age will not
deteriorate it or rob it

of its qualities. You
buy it only once— it is

actually an investment.



Jtafes CarpetsIgstIgnger
Friction destroys carpets

—"Ozite" reduces the friction.

That is the story in a few words. When you walk on a rug

laid over "Ozite", instead of grinding the fabric against the

floor, the shock of your tread is softly absorbed, allowing

your feet to sink into the pile with the luxurious sensation

of walking on velvet. It has been thoroughly demonstrated

that this so reduces the wear that it adds at least one third

to the life of the carpet or rug.

A Success Wherever Used

"OZITE" Carpet Cushion is a thor-

oughly tested product. In Hotels.

Theatres. Clubs, Stores. Offices and

other public places where wear on

carpets is extremely severe it has long

been in use and has proved of tremen-

dous value. Test installations under

rigorous conditions have proved so

successfull that they resulted in thou-

sands of yards of carpets being torn

up and the old fashioned carpet lining

replaced with "Ozite" Carpet Cushion.

Besides those illustrated many others

among America's finest establishments

have adopted it. over one and one-half

million yards being in constant service,

and its users have been universally

enthusiastic in its praise.

What Is "Ozite" Cushion?

There is nothing else like "Ozite"

Carpet Cushion. The ordinary paper

carpet lining, even where several thick-

nesses are used, is no more to be

compa-ed with it than hard rubber

are to pneumatic tires. "Ozite" Carpet

Cushion is a clean, perfectly sterilized

product of animal hair, felted under

tons of pressure and reinforced with

a strengthening web. This produces

a cushion of immense and permanent

resilience, which will never lump,

buckle or pack down hard even under

the most intense wear. It can be

taken up and put down just like

a rug and will last a lifetime. Made in

varying thicknesses from J to § in., and

may be used with either carpets or rugs.

Erery user of Carpet* and Rugs in America should know all about

this wonderful product. Write for prices and full information.

ALBERT PICK*C0MPANY
208-224 WEST RANDOLPH STREET, CHICAGO
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Lyric theatre, Manning, Tex. — Small

town patronage.

Dr. Jim, with Frank Mayo.—Patrons

said best picture had seen in a long time.

Good small town picture. One of Mayo's
best— I. J. Kendell, Victory theatre, Mil-

ledgeville, 111.—Neighborhood patronage.

Red Courage, with Hoot Gibson.—Fine.

Played this on Saturday. Lots of good
comments. — K. Loyd, Spad theatre,

Dierks, Ark.—Small town patronage.

Confidence, with Herbert Rawlinson.

—A mighty good comedy-drama that my
patrons seemed to enjoy. Also Semon
comedy. The Stage Hand, pleased.—B. M.
Wooley, Orphcum theatre, Elsie, Mich.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Universals.—Have used all Universals

released this .year and although none of

them are wonders (except some of the

Jewels) not one of them has been poor
and ihat is more tiian I can say of lots

of ihe other producers.—G. W. Yeaton,
Ioka theatre, Exeter, N. H.—Neighbor-
hood paironage.

Vitagraph
The Ninety and Nine, with Colleen

Moore.—Very fine picture from every
point of view. It will back up any ex-

ploitation you give it. The forest fire

scene is great. Proved a good box office

picture for two days. — Anderson &
Weatherby, Gem theatre, Omaha, Neb.

The Ninety and Nine, with Colleen
Moore.-—Good picture. Have to pay too
much rental. Draws good. Advise you
to play it. Can get it reasonably.—E. E.

Cox, Lyceum theatre, Wyoming, 111.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Ninety and Nine, with Colleen
Moore.— Entitled to take its place among
the best pictures of the year. Intensely
human story. Censor proof. In seven big

reels. An excellent cast. It is gratifying

to recommend this picture as one of the

finest we have ever seen. Truly worthy
of the name of "special." Book it.—A. J.

Steggall. Opera House, Fayette, Iowa.

—

College town pat. onage.

Too Much Business, with a special

cast.—Fair picture, but no card with me.
I tried the chiidicn angle.—D. B. Baker,
Circle theatre, Ortunvwa, Iowa.—General
patronage.

Too Much Business, with a special cast.

—Very good comedy drama. Patrons'
remarks very favorable.—W. F. Loibl,

Chimes theatre, Cedarburg, Wis.—Neigh-
bcrhood patronage.
Divorce Coupons, with Corinne Grif-

fith.—A fine program picture. Good
enough for any house. Star very good.
Do not be afraid of it for it will please.

—

J. W. Andresen, Rialto theatie, Cozad,
Neb.—Neighborhood patronage.
Divorce Coupons, with Corinne Grif-

fith.—Very good picture that pleased a

good Sunday attendance. Had some good
comments on it, and we bought it at a
price that we could make a profit on it.

—

Andersen & Weatherby, Gem theatre,
Omaha, Neb.—Neighborhood patronage.
When Danger Smiles, with William

Duncan.—An enjoyable Western, more
entertaining lhan some former ones by
Divican. All Duncan pictures are good
and have a following.—Chas. Born, Elks
theatre, Prescott, Ariz.—General patron-
age.

You Never Know, with Earle Williams.
—Very good program picture that pleased
good Sunday attendance. Star does good
work and story is good. You won't go
wrong on this one.—Anderson i Weath-
erby, Gem theatre. Omaha, Neb.— Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Restless Souls, with Earle Williams.

—

Patrons claim no story for Williams. Fair
business.—G. Strasser Sons, Emblem
theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Little Wildcat, with Alice Cal-

houn.—A very satisfactory feature in
every way. The star does some real acting
in this one. Should satisfy any audience.

—

C. E. Johnson, Paramount theatre, Gibbon,
Neb.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Ladder Jinx, with a special cast.

—

Not much to it. Weak program picture.
—W. F. Loibl, Chimes theatre, Cedar-
burg, Wis.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Prodigal Judge, witli Maclyn Ar-
buckle.—Very fine show. Hook it up
with attractive short reels as it doesn't
make a good front alone.—D. B. Baker,
Circle theatre, Ottumwa, Iowa.—General
patronage.

The Heart of Maryland, with a special
cast.—This is a big picture of the civil

war period. Our patrons voted it good
entertainment.— C. E. Johnson, Para-
mount theatre. Gibbon, Neb.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

My Wild Irish Rose, with Pauline
Starke.—A very good picture. Pleased
old and young—everybody going away
pleased. I went to the limit to advertise
it. Don't be afraid to book this one.

—

A. Lenz, Palace theatre, Gilman, 111.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Single Track, with Corinne Griffith-
Just an ordinary program picture. The
print was too much cut up to give good
satisfaction. As you all know, a poor
print can spoil the best picture. Admis-
sion ten and twenty-five cents. Print not
in good shape.—P. G. Held, Sterling the-

atre, Fairmont, Neb.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

Serials
Around the World in Eighteen Days

(Universal), with William Desmond. —
Good serial. Am playing Episode Three
and going good. Lots of action and
that's what our patrons like.—Geo. J.
Kress, Hudson theatre, Rochester, N. Y.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Plunder (Pathe), with Pearl White.

—

This serial got away to a big start and is

holding interest. Looks like Pearl has
come back to her own again.—Ben L.
Morris, Olympic theatre, Bellaire, Ohio.
—General patronage.

Plunder (Pathe), with Pearl White.

—

A serial that can't be beat. Am on the
fifth chapter and it is going over big.

Each episode seems to get better and bet-
ter. One of the best.—G. D. Hughes,
Liberty theatre, Heavener, Okla.—Small
town patronage.
The Timber Queen (Pathe), with Ruth

Roland.—The best one yet. So far the

best serial we ever ran.—S. W. Filson,
Opera House, Scott City, Kan.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

In the Days of Buffalo Bill (Univer-
sal), with Art Acord.—Have reported on
this before, but wish to say that I ran the
17th last nigh: to the largest Wednesday
night's business I have ever had and it

has gained from the very start and
pleases them all. — C. H. Bills, Opera
House, Lenora, Kan.—Small town patron-

age.

State Rights
The .Little Church Around the Corner

(Warner Bros.), with a special cast.—

A

super production that caters to all and
has good pulling power. Book it. You
will surely make money with same.

—

J. Carbonell, Monroe theatre, Key West,
Fla.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Beautiful and Damned (Warner
Bros.), with Marie Prevost.—Sorry we
cannot say a good word for this, but we
simple can't do it. It is one series of

booze parties after another and some of

the ladies at some of these parties didn't

have very much clothing. Shimmying was
the main thing and after it is all over,
what is it about? No story for enter-

tainment. Seven full reels.— C. H. Pow-
ers, Strand theatre, Dunsmuir, Cal.

—

Railroad town patronage.

Back Fire (Sunset), with Jack Hoxie.
—Good western picture. Has the pep
and the boys like it. Attendance fair.

—W. H. Hardman, Royal theatre,

Frankfort, Kans.—Small town patron-

age.

Heroes of the Street (Warner Bros.),

with Wesley Barry.—A first class audi-

ence picture that gets across with all

classes. Replete with human interest and
clever comedy touches. Many favor-

able comments. Barry and the other
kids made big hit.—Henry W. Gauding,
Lincoln theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

One-Eighth Apache (Arrow), with
Roy Stewart.—Very good. Roy Stewart
in somewhat different role and is very
pleasing. It's a good program picture

that you can buy right.—C. H. Powers,
Strand theatre, Dunsmuir, Cal.—Rail-

road town patronage.

What's Wrong With the Women
(Equity), with a special cast.—Some
patrons said this was the best picture

they had ever seen. A first class pro-
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duction.—Chas. Born, Elks theatre,

Prescott, Ariz.—General patronage.

What's Wrong With the Women
i' Equity), with a special cast.—Here is

a real drawing card and is a good clean
picture. It pleased our patrons and the
exchange did not take all we got at the
box office, either. Progress Features
distributes it in San Francisco. Seven
reels.—C. H. Powers. Strand theatre,

. Dunsmuir, Cal.—Railroad town patron-
"agc.

Flesh and Blood (W. P. E. C), with
Lon Chaney.—My patrons didn't care
lor this picture as they said Chaney did
too much crippled work. I thought it a
good picture myself.—M. J. Gilfillan,

Crown theatre, Donna, Tex.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Flesh and Blood (W. P. E. C), with
Lon ,Chaney.—A powerful drama of a

father's sacrifice. Lon Chaney made a

hit here in The Miracle Man and The
Penalty. This is a wonderful picture

and most every one will like it.—G. D.
Hughes, Liberty theatre, Heavencr,
Okla.—Small town patronage.

God's Country and the Law (Arrow),
with a special cast.— I thought this the
poorest picture I have run. In fact, all

the Curwood pictures this company han-
dles are a joke. Nothing to them.—M.
J. Gilfillan. Crown theatre. Donna, Tex.
—Neighborhood patronage.

God's Country and the Law (Arrow),
with a special cast.—Pleased a Saturday
audience.—G. W. Yeaton. Ioka theatre,
Exeter, X. H.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

I Am the Law (Affil. Dist.), with
Alice Lake. — Very good Northwest
mounted police picture with plot with
new twist. Good comments.—W. F.
Loibl, Chimes theatre. Cedarburg, Wis.
—Neighborhood patronage.

I Am the Law (Affil. Dist.), with
a special cast.—Good Northern picture
and pleased a fair crowd. It has action
and is the kind that most people like.

—

W. H. Hardman, Royal theatre, Frank-
fort. Kan.—Small town patronage.

The Sheriff of Sun Dog (Arrow), with
William Fairbanks—a good Western
with enough comedy in last reels to put
it over with all patrons. Business good.
—Hugh G. Martin, American theatre,
Columbus, Ga.—Transient patronage.

The Secret of the Pueblo (Steiner),
with Neal Hart.—Just so much Western
hodgepodge about nothing at all. The
only thing you can say for it is that it is

a Western.— Ben L. Morris, Olympic
theatre. Bellaire, Ohio.—General patron-
age.

Love, Hate and a Woman (Arrow),
with Grace Davison.—Very good society
drama that gave excellent satisfaction.

—

H. Daspit. Atherton theatre. Kentwood,
La.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Midlanders (Federated), with
Bessie Love.—A right nice little story.
Could have easily been put in less reels.

Was a little too drawn out.—Arno G.
Weigang, Community theatre, Kenedy,
Tex.— Small town patronage.

Chain Lightning (Arrow), with Ann
Little.—Very good race track drama
that pleased all classes.—H. Daspit,
Atherton theatre, Kentwood, La.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Cub Reporter (Goldstone), with
Richard Talmadge.—Good live program
picture that will please. Has enough
action to get by. Star is good.-—M. J.

Gilfillan. Crown theatre, Donna, Tex.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Rags to Riches (Warner Bros.), with
Wesley Barry.—Very good picture. Best
Barry we have run. Business good.
Ran a special school children's matinee.
Packed them in.—George Vaughan.

A seine from "Are You a Failure?" Pre-
ferred Pictures production which will

be distributed by Al Lichtman ex-
changes.

Grand theatre, Dunnville, Ont., Can.

—

General patronage.

It Happened Out West (Canyon),
with Franklyn Farnum.— Best Franklyn
Farnum in some time. Very well liked.

Patrons still raving. Very good busi-
ness.—G. Strasser Sons, Emblem theatre,
Buffalo, N. Y.— Neighborhood patron-
age.

Madonnas and Men (Jans), with a
special cast.—A remarkable picture of
Rome in olden days and its downfall
through abuse of womanhood. A moral
for the nation. Book it.— I. J. Kendell,
Victory theatre, Milledgeville, III.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Flame of the Yukon (Tri.). with
Dorothy Dalton.— Here's an old one that
is a sure winner. Fine story with smash-
ing climax. Northern scenery and dress.
Play it now and your patrons won't
know the difference, only that they will

like it.—Arno G. Weigang, Community
theatre, Kenedy, Tex.—Small town pat-
ronage.

The Fall of Babylon (D. W. Griffith),

with a special cast.— First time I dabbled
with small distributors and this is some
oiciurc. Plenty of action and good act-
irg.—A. E. Collins, Idle Hour theatre,
Ridgeville, Ind.—Neighborhood patron-
age.
Why Girls Leave Home < Warner

Bros.), with Anna Q. Nilsson.— Excel-
lent picture that was satisfying to all

who saw it. Acting was extra good.

—

H. Dasp't. Atherton theatre. Kentwood.
La.—Ne'?,hborhood patronage.

The Broken Silence (Arrow), with a

special cast.—A very pood picture and
price where vou can make money on it.

Every one liked it fine. Just gave it

regular advertising.—E. E. Cox. Lvreum
theatre. Wyoming, 111.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Man From Hell's River (W. P.

E. C), with Rin Tin.—Advertised it as a

counter-attraction to Stronedieart in The
Silent Call and Brawn of the North.
Picture well liked and business good.D.

B. Baker. Circle theatre, Ottumwa, la.

—General patronage.

Short Subjects
Carter De Haven Comedies (F. B. O.).

—Our first one, Twin Husbands, was real

good and on the strength of it I booked
two more. Their First Vacation was not
at all funny, ami Keep 'Em Home was
fair. I would class these two reclers as
comedy dramas. They may be all right

for very high class theatres, but the aver-
age small town, especially ours, wants
more action in their comedies.—A. N.
Miles, Eminence theatre, Eminence, Ky.
—Small town patronage.

C. C. Burr Comedies (Hodkinson).

—

Have run Four Orphans, Social Error,
Fatal Photo, Busy Body and Faint
Hearts. Have found them to be 100%
comedies all the way through and have
helped business to such an extent that

it was noticeable. They are good. Book
them.—C. H. Bills, Opera House, Lenora,
Kans.—Small town patronage.

Century Comedies (Universal).— I find

most Century Comedies pretty good. We
are just getting into the later Morans,
Messingers, and Coopers. Hope to re-

port favorably on them soon by titles.

Moran in The Strap Hanger went big

here. It's good.—M. D. Foster, Gem
theatre. Williamsburg, Kans.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Leather Pushers (Universal), with

Reginald Denny.—Well liked by most of

my patrons. Knocked by a few at first

Praised by the same ones later on.—Jack
Tiller, Temple theatre, McCook, Neb.

—

General patronage.

The Leather Pushers (Universal), with

Reginald Denny.—Round Seven good,

Round Eight fair, Round Nine a knock-
out, Round Ten very poor, Round Eleven
pretty good. To compare with first series

at an increase of 50%, it shouldn't be

done, boys. Too much is a plenty and I

believe this the reason they're not taking

as the first series.— F. W. Horrigan, Mc-
Donald theatre, Philipsburg, Mont.—Min-
ing camp patronage.

Lloyd Reissues (I'athe), with Harold
Lloyd.—Most of them are good comedies,
worth the money, and they please the

majority.—M. D. Foster, Gem theatre,

Williamsburg, Kans.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

The Mirror (Number Three) (Uni-
versal).— I ran it with Just Tony. It

shows the progress of aviation from its

beginning to the present and held the

interest of a full house.—Roy W. Adams,
Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich.—Small
town patronage.

Pathe Playlets (Pathc).—Running these

with serial and Rolin comedy. Makes up
a crackerjack of a program.—G. H. Jen-
kinson, Victor theatre, Minocqua, Wis.

—

General patronage.

Semon Comedies (Vitagraph), with
Larry Semon.—These are the best come-
dies that I have shown. Always good.

Let's keep Larry in the game for the

years to come.— M. J. Gilfillan, Crown
theatre. Donna, Tex.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Universal Comedies.—Universal com-
pany puts these single reel Edwards
comedies out. Worth the money but they

certainly fall flat after running good two-
reel comedies. About all they are good
for is to fill in with for a starter.—M. D.

Foster. Gem theatre. Williamsburg, Kans.

Urban Movie Chats (Hodkinson).

—

Dandy one reeler. No program complete
without this.—Geo. T. Kress. Hudson the-

atre. Rochester, N. Y.—Neighborhood
patronage.
No Wedding Bells (Vitagraph), with

Larry Semon.—Another very good one

1
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ETHEL CLAYTON-

NOW PLEASING
CAPACITY HOUSES
Everywhere in the land this sparkling

gem of photodramatic art is leaving a trail

of pleased patrons and crowded theatres.

Lavishly rich in dramatic appeal, it is drawing

to motion picture theatres the millions of people

that only a real QUALITY picture can draw.

Booked by all of the finest theatres, it is being

ACCLAIMED BY AMERICA'S
MOST CRITICAL AUDIENCES
as a picture fully deserving of the highest possible

praise. To the showman with his eye on the

greatest pleasure of his patrons as well as on the

activity of his box-office this means that "CAN
A WOMAN LOVE TWICE" is a proposi-

tion he cannot afford to overlook—a propo-

sition that's an opportunity for YOU.

BOOK IT-
NOW!

P -enUd by-

Pi. Powers

£ 'cled by

Jus W. Hornt

S y by

Ft-Jkam CitUm

CAN - A • WOMAN
LO

DISTRIBUTED BY

F. B. O.
FILM BOOKING OFFICES

Of America, Inc.

723 Seventh Ave. Xew "i ork

EXCHANGES EVERYWHERE
Siles Office United Kindom—R-C PICTURES CORPORATION
26-27 D'Arblay Street, Wardoor St. London, W. I., England
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De Forest
Phonofilms

Inc.

is pleased to

announce
the opening

of its Execu-

tive Offices

on the Third

Floor of the

Candler
Building,

where it will

maintain a

a Projection

Room for

showing-

Phonofilms

De Forest

Phonofilms, Inc.

220 West 42nd Street

New York City

with Semon. He prances through this

one with his usual fine bunch of pep and
it is a revelation to see him running and
jumping out of third story windows just

like you would step off of the veranda.

Semon's comedies are good and this one
keeps up his fine reputation for snappy
tricks in comedy.—W. H. Brenner, Cozy
theatre, Winchester, Ind.—General pat-

ronage.

Peg of the Movies (Universal), with

Baby Peggy.—Very good comedy that

pleased old and young alike. No slap-

stick, but plenty of laughs. Baby Peggy

is very popular with our patrons.—Ander-

son and Weatherby, Gem theatre, Omaha,
Neb.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Pilgrim (F. N.), with Charlie

Chaplin—This, Charlie's latest edition,

does not measure up to any of his previ-

ous First National releases and it is my
opinion it will not do. We used it three

days to the poorest business done this

season and had more come back knocking

than we have had in months. Such re-

marks as this was heard as patrons left

theatre, "I never did like Charlie Chap-

lin and this has cooked me for good, no

more for me." It might do as an added

attraction to feature program.—W. H.

Brenner, Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.

—General patronage.

Hazel from Hollywood (Educational),

a Christie comedy. Good stuff. Clean

and the kind we need.—W. H. Hardman
Royal theatre, Frankfort, Kans.—Small

town patronage.

The Wall Nut (Universal).—Leave it

in the can and screen a roll of tickets.

—

Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason,

Mich.—Small town patronage.

The Message of Emile Coue (Educa-

tional).—Very entertaining as a filler, but

is not big drawing card for me although

pleased 90%.—Jack Tiller, Temple thea-

tre, McCook, Neh.—General patronage.

Day Dreams (F. N.), with Buster

Keaton.—Thinnest Keaton comedy to

date—D. B. Baker, Circle theatre, Ot-

tumwa, Iowa.—General patronage.

Young King Kole (Universal), with

Reginald Denny— First fair attendance

for two weeks on this. Attendance off,

but the picture is there and everybody

pleased. You cannot beat the Leather

Pushers for short subjects.—Anderson &
Weatherby, Gem theatre, Omaha. Neb.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Young King Kole (Leather Pushers.

Round ") (Universal), with Reginald

Dennv.— Fair entertainment and drawing

power. The drunken scenes might have

been cut to good advantage.—Roy W.
Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich.

—

Small town patronage.

A Rop'ng Fool (Pathe). with Will

Rogers.— More of a novelty than a com-

edy, but it seemed to please. The roping

stunts are good but that is about all there

is to the picture.—Anderson & Weath-
erby, Gem theatre. Omaha, Neb.—Neigh-

borhood patronage.

The Hickory Hick, Step On It and In

For Life (Educational).— If there are

comedies my audience surely must be

sick, as they failed to get a single laugh.

—L. R. Creason. Palace theatre. Eufaula,

Okla.

Love and Doughnuts (F. N.). with Ben
Turpin.—This is a good comedy. It has

some new stuff and Ben is always funny

anywav.—W. H. Hardman, Royal theatre,

Frankfort. Kans.—Small town patronage.

The Cobbler (Pathe). with Our Gang.

—If you have never used this comedy
you have something to live for.—Mrs. W.
M. Kimbro, Greenland theatre, Greens-

boro, Ga.—Small town patronage.

No Luck (Educational), with Lloyd

Hamilton.—This is a fairly good comedy.
It starts rather slow, but picks up and
gets a good many laughs. Not a big
special however.—W. H. Hardman,
Royal theatre, Frankfort, Kans.—Small
town patronage.

A Dark Horse (Universal), with a spe-
cial cast.— I never watched this one, but
from the roars of laughter I know it was
good. As they came out they said it was
a scream.—Kenney Loyd. Spad theatre,
Dicrks, Ark.—Neighborhood patronage.

Be Reasonable (F. N.).—Fair comedy.
Nothing extra.—W. H. Hardman. Royal
theatre, Frankfort, Kans.—Small town
patronage.

The Extra Seven (Pathe), with Leo
Maloney.—Good Western. Used on re-

lease date and drew the crowds. Comedy
and International News completed pro-
gram. My patrons fall for the short sub-
jects now for they have been "overfed"
with supers.—Hugh G. Martin, American
theatre, Columbus, Ga.—Transient pat-

ronage.

Hello Judge (Universal), with Lee
Morgan.—Very good comedy that pleased
good Sunday attendance. It got the
laughs and that is all you can ask for.

—

Anderson & Weatherby, Gem theatre,

Omaha, Neb.—Neighborhood patronage.

She Sighed By the Seaside (F. N ), with
Ben Turpin.—Good comedy. Clever sub-
titles.—C. F. Kricghbaum, Paramount
theatre, Rochester, Ind.—General patron-
age.

The House of a Thousand Troubles
(Universal), with Neely Edwards.—Out-
side of the Lloyd one reelers there are

the best that we have found. This one
kept the house in an uproar from start

to finish.—Anderson & Weatherby, Gem
theatre, Omaha, Neb.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

The Chickasha Bone Crusher (Uni-
versal), with Reginald Denny.—This is

the third of the new Leather Pushers. I

think it the best yet of the series.—C. F.

Krieghbaum. Paramount theatre, Ro-
chester, Ind.—General patronage.

The Grocery Clerk (Vitagraph), with
Larry Semon.—This should have been
called "Riot" or something else, as it is

one itself. Brought roar after roar.

Semon comedies are hard to beat. Larry
very popular with us.—Anderson &
W eatherby, Gem theatre, Omaha, Neb.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Reporter (Fox), with Lupino Lane.

—Absolutely great. Not one of the best,

but the best two reel comedy we have
shown for a long time. Don't pass this

one up.—W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre,

Aberdeen, Miss.—Neighborhood patron-

age.

Tracked Down (Universal), with Art
Acord.—Very good picture of Northwest
mounted police that pleased. Good at-

tendance. These two reelers have the

punch that wins favor for our patrons.

—

Anderson & Weatherby, Gem theatre,

Omaha, Neb.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Counter Jumper (Vitagraph). with

Larry Semon.—Best Semon comedy yet

They laughed from start to finish. If

your folks like to laugh follow a sad

feature with this one and win.—E. D.

Keilmann, Grand theatre, Topeka, Kans.

—General patronage.

Partners Three (Pathe), with Leo Ma-
loney.—Above the average two reel West-
erns. This one we thought better than

the preceding one. They get better all

the while.—Anderson & Weatherby, Gem
theatre, Omaha, Neb.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Enchanted City (Educational).

—
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MOW!!!
NOW!—right on the heels of that gigantic money-maker, "THE

THIRD ALARM;" NOW!—right while exhibitors are clam-

oring their loudest for BIG STUFF; NOW—right while there exists

the greatest need for an outstanding attraction that will pull

against any kind of competition—NOW comes "WESTBOUND
LIMITED," Emory Johnson's mighty photodrama of flesh and steel

!

Emory Johnson proved he was a director with his eye on the box

office with "IN THE NAME OF THE LAW." He emphasized it

mightily when "THE THIRD ALARM" mopped up throughout

the country. And now he'll blazon it forth in colossal letters of

golden profits for exhibitors who play "WESTBOUND LIMITED."
Ride with the man who never fails. Write, wire or phone your near-

est F. B. O. exchange for dates AT ONCE!

EMORY JOHNSON'S
Giant Epic of the Screen

Starring RALPH LEWIS
Story by Emilie Johnson

DISTRIBUTED BY

Film Booking Offices
OF AMERICA, INC.

723 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK CITY

EXCHANGES EVERYWHERE
Salts Omee Vniud Kingdom' R-C PICTURES CORPORATIOS
26-27 D Jrblay Street, Wardour St., i London, W. /., England
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USE THIS BLANK

Box Office Reports Tell the Whole
Story.

Join in This Co-operative Service

Report Regularly on
Pictures You Exhibit
And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Pictures
Are Doing for Other Exhibitors

Fill in this blank now and send
to Exhibitors Herald, 417 S. Dear-
born St., Chicago.

Title

Star

Producer

Remarks

Tide

Star

Producer

Remarks

Exhibitor

Name of Theatre

Transient or Neighborhood Pat-

ronage

City

State

Used this reel as a prologue with light

effects and scored a knockout. It's the
best colored novelty on the market.—E.

D. Keilmann, Grand theatre, Topeka,
Kans.—General patronage.

Lost, Strayed or Stolen (Pathe), with
Leo Maloney.—Fine from every angle for

this type of picture. These two reelers

have as much or more action as some
five reel Westerns. Star very popular
with our patronage.—Anderson & Weath-
erby, Gem theatre, Omaha, Neb.— Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Pop Tuttle's Movie Queen ( F. B. O.).

with Dan Mason.—Supposed to be a com-
edy, but it did not register as such with

my people. They did not even giggle

once.—E. D. Keilmann, Grand theatre,

Topeka, Kans.—General patronage.

Sunnyside (F. N.)
p
with Charles Chap-

lin.— I featured this on a Friday-Saturday

bill and drew out people I haven't seen

before this winter.—Roy W. Adams, Pas-

time theatre, Mason, Mich.—Small town
patronage.

Simply Shocking (Universal).—Prettj

slow.—Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre,

Mason, Mich.—Small town patronage.

I Do (A. E.), with Harold Lloyd.—
Mighty good clean comedy. Played to

fair house and pleased. Good print.

Only fair paper.—E. P. Selz. Queen the-

atre, Pilot Point, Tex.—Neighborhood
patronage.

An Old Sea Dog (Pathe), with Snub
Pollard.—We consider this a knockout.

Snub's "ferry" going across about 50 feet

of shallow water was real cute. It's

hokum, but the kind my crowd like on

Saturday night.—A. N. Miels, Eminence
theatre, Eminence, Ky.— Small town pat-

ronage.

A Sailor Made Man (A. E.), with Har-

old Lloyd.—This is a very good comedy
and it seemed to please them all. I played

a two reel Maloney Western in conjunc-

tion with this. Admission ten and

twenty-five cents. Print only in fair con-

dition.—P. G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fair-

mont, Neb.—Neighborhood patronage.

A Sailer Made Man (A. E.), with Har-

old Lloyd—Played to the largest crowd
in many moons. However, netted a very

small amount on account of cost and

heavy advertising. We think this better

than Dr. Jack and not quite as good as

Grandma's Boy. Lloyd favorite here.

—

E. P. Selz. Queen theatre, Pilot Point,

Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.

A Barnyard Cavalier (Educational), a

Christie comedy. Ye Gods! The fellow

who labeled this a comedy ought to be

put in jail for false libel. My crowd
didn't laugh once.—A. N. Miles, Emi-
nence theatre, Eminence, Ky.—Small

town patronage.

The Paleface (F. N.), with Buster Kea-

ton.—If you want a piece of cheese with-

out the crackers get this. Fourteen

misframes in the second reel.—K. Loyd,

Spad theatre, Dierks, Ark.—Small town
patronage.

I Am On My Way (Pathe), with Har-

old Lloyd.—This is one of the poorest I

ever ran of Lloyds. Be careful what you
book. A great many pictures are too dead

to make the exhibitor any money.—Chas.

Elliot, Jewel theatre, Sidell, 111.—Small

town patronage.

Extra, Extra (Educational), with Lloyd

Hamilton.—Well received here. Lloyd

pulls a few new ones in this.—Walter H.
Musson. Queen's theatre, Hespeler, Ont.,

Can.—Small town patronage.

Rapid Fire (Educational).—One of the

best comedies I ever played. House a

roar from start to finish.— Clifford L.

Niles, Grand theatre, Anamosa. Iowa.

—

General patronage.

Love's Battle (Universal), with Eileen

Sedgwick.—A good semi-Western that
pleased at least 90%. Enough comedy
to please all that do not care for straight
Westerns. Good business. Photography
too dark is the only just complaint.

—

Hugh G. Martin, American theatre, Co-
lumbus, Ga.—Transient patronage.

/Hits die MusicX

ORCHESTRAL ORGAN
5 So. Wabaa

Chic
Ave.

BULL DOG
FILM CEMENT

ULLDOfiJ "the old reliable"
I GHEITj

Your Supply Dealer has It

CLASSIFIED

Five Cents per Word Payable
in Advance. Minimum Charge,

$1.00

THEATRES FOR SALE
FOR SALE: High toned, handsomely equipped

cafe; fine theatre, running pictures regularly, and
capable of handling large road shows, complete
set of scenery ; all located in the best city of ten
thousand in the country. Owner must devote his
attention to other business. Address C. Con-
stantine, Pawhuska, Oklahoma.

FOR SALE: Moving picture theatre in Thomp-
son, Iowa. Good business. Fine location. Mod-
ern equipment. Will be sold cheap for a quick
turn. Owner lives in another town. Good chance
for a hustler. Address owner, Ed Tessman, Kies-
ter, Minnesota.

FOR SALE: Moving Picture Theatre in •
good town. Will take half down, balance in 12
months. Call or write Herman Quails, Mam-
moth Springs, Ark., Box 187.

FOR SALE: Trade or lease moving picture
theatre in good town. Write Will Viser, Madison-
ville, Texas.

THEATRE MANAGER AVAILABLE
WANTED: Theatre manager wants change.

Twelve years' experience, both straight and com-
bination houses. Young, full of pep, and a hustler.

Very best of references furnished from chain

theatre owners of ace high standing. Must have
time to give present employers thirty davs notice.

Must be a real proposition. Address Box 5000,

care of Exhibitors Herald.

SITUATION WANTED
WANTED: Motion Picture Operator wants po-

sition. Six years experience. Can handle any
equipment. Best of references. Edward Craig,

Heyworth, Illinois.

PHOTOPLAYER FOR SALE
FOR SAL/C : American Photoplayer, style 48

used two years, fine organ effect, too large for my
theatre—$1,500.00. J. G. Varnell, Piedmont, Ala.

ELECTRIC ATTRACTION SIGN
FOR SALE: Electric Attraction Sign with

flasher. 200-10 inch letters. Four lines. A-l

condition. Size, 12 feet long. 8 feet high. Price

reasonable. U. S. Theatre, 546 South State

street, Chicago. 111.



money/
tt r I "*HIS is a series worth running," says a big, week-

-*» run exhibitor, in Motion Picture News. "All the

characters are well drawn and there's plenty of action

and a dash of romance in all the 'rounds'. WE ARE
GETTING LOTS OF FANS WHO VISIT OUR
HOUSE JUST TO SEE THIS SUBJECT, REGARD-
LESS OF THE FEATURE ATTRACTION." An-
other exhibitor says: "Just the kind of picture to show
in a house that features melodrama. Our patrons liked

this from start to finish."

THAT'S what SHOWMEN think of

this marvelous series. Be a showman
—not merely a house manager. Book
and Boost this series NOW!!!

Feature EveryRound
In Your Billing

Masterfully

Directed by

MAL
ST. CLAIR
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Grauman's Egyptian Hollywood Theatre, Hollywood, Calif.

Have You Ever Sat Through an
Entire Show in Your Own Theatre?

Photographer, J. 0. Milligan, Los Angeles

"Comfortable Seating"

is Doug's Motto for
the Full Enjoyment
of a Show.

Here he is with Mr. Grauman
setting up American Seating
Company Theatre Chairs in the
Grauman's Egyptian Hollywood
Theatre. This is their assurance
of comfort for an audience.

This is the second theatre
chair installation made by us
for Mr. Grauman, while a third
order follows for the Metro-
politan Theatre of Los Angeles,
now nearing completion.

w«am

T is very seldom that theatre owners or

managers have an opportunity of seeing

a complete show in their own theatre.

Because of other duties needing attention, they

seldom occupy a chair more than a few min-
utes. Naturally, uncomfortable features are not

noticed in so short a time. On the other hand,

theatre patrons criticize defects and generally

find another theatre where the complete program
can be enjoyed in comfort afforded by proper

seating.

After the tiresome hours of work during the

day, the public look forward to relaxation. The-
atres should offer this with deep cushioned chairs

and other rest-giving elements.

Make yours the best. Give the public the benefit

of American Seating Company Theatre Chairs.

NEW YORK
114 W. 41st St.

CHICAGO
12 E. Jackson Blvd.

BOSTON
65-D Canal St.

PHILADELPHIA
252 S. Broad St.
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THEATRE CONSTRUCTION
AND EQUIPMENT

Lighting the Theatre Auditorium
By A. L. POWELL, Lighting Service Department. Edison Lamp Works

THE day of the dull, darkened motion

picture auditorium is rapidly passing

and the time is not tor distant when
suitable illumination will be made man-
datory. This will not work a hardship

on the industry, for proper lighting will

make the theatre more attractive, reduce .

the liability of panic and eliminate the

gloom which is always attendant with a

darkened room. All these features will

tend to increase the attendance, which of

course, is the end toward which the

management strives.

Contrary to the general impression it

is quite feasible to provide sufficient

illumination for patrons to find their way
to the seats and even read the program

without interfering with the appearance

of the picture. Intensities in the order

of .2 foot-candle at the rear of the house

and .1 foot-candle at the front meet these

conditions. Bright light sources must

be eliminated if comfortable conditions

for viewing the picture are desired and

hence the indirect systems of illumination

are of especial service here.
W • * * *

In addition to providing the low in-

tensity desirable while the picture is be-

ing shown, it is necessary to have a

means of instantly flooding the audi-

torium with light. Fires, smoke, ex-

plosions, etc., are factors which often

cause an audience to become panic-

stricken. If with adequate lighting they
can see for themselves the proximity o!

the danger, the chances of accident are

decidedly reduced.
While it is true that the low intensity

of illumination can be obtained through
the use of dimmers inserted in the cir-

cuits, it is preferable to have the fixtures

constructed to accommodate two or more
circuits. Thus low wattage lamps can
be burned at their proper efficiency for

the low intensity and the loss of power
in the resistance is avoided. Dimming
dev-'ces are of course necessary to obtain
gradations of color, when such effects

are used.
In those auditoriums where it is not

deemed advisable to supply at all times
sufficient general illumination for the
patron to find his seat with safety, so-

called aisle lights are employed to ad-

vantage.

The indirect system of illumination
can be made to be decorative and as

ornamental as any of the other systems
which may be less applicable to this par-
ticular problem. It has the additional
advantage that any degree of uniform
illumination can be obtained without in-

troducing glare. A fairly high intensity

produced with the ordinary systems of
direct lighting is quite likely to introduce
glaring conditions. Most of the modern
theatres have elaborately decorated ceil-

Ftarnplp of the elaborate type of luminaire in

the auditorium. Inverted glass reflectors are
concealed within the crystal structure and so
played that they direct the light from Mazda C
lamps to ceiling without striking the crystals.
A large number of small lamps with concen-
trated filaments furnish direct light for ex-
tremely brilliant effects.

ings and the upward light is an ad-
vantage.

Indirect lighting does not necessarily
mean monotony. In recent years many
forms of indirect equipment have been
developed which permit a wide latitude
in choice of equipment. Ornamental
bowls in various decorations, pendant
from the ceiling, are probably the most
commonly encountered form. Coves and
cornices can be well utilized for conceal-
ment of lamps and reflectors. Large
portable floor stands so placed as not to
interfere with the view have been applied.
Wall brackets and urns with inverted
mirrored reflectors are also called into
play where there are not cornices avail-

able. In the !ong narrow theatre with a
low ceiling, it is often desirable to use
indirect wall luminaries in order to avoid
interfering with the projection of the
picture. In some instances, the front
edge of the balcony has been extended
and with special construction used as a
location for indirect lighting units.

Even where indirect l'ghting is em-
ployed for the principal source of illumi-

nation, the effect of a direct lighting in-

stallation can be obtained by so designing
the main fixture that it is luminous on
the exterior. Even the cut crvstal with
its scintillating beauty has been em-
ployed for this purpose. Fixtures have
been made carrying inverted mirrored
glass reflectors with relatively large effi-

cient lamps, the reflectors concealed
within a framework or housing and this

in turn surrounded by a crystal casing.

Alone the crystals would appear dull and
lifeless, but sk'llfully placed and properly
directed floodlighting projectors send
beams of light on the exterior on the

fixture causing it to have the desired

sparkle. Similarly the candlestick with

silk shade has been employed in con-
junction with the large units.

* * *

Where cornices and coves are used for
concealing the light, attention must be
paid to the equipment of these. Fre-
quently, through a desire to save on the
original cost, receptacles are placed
with:n the cove ana no reflecting device
whatever provided, the rough plaster
finish being used. Needless to say, this
has relatively little reflecting power and
moreover, unless the contour of the cove
is designed by someone who understands
the principles of light reflection, it is an
accident if a favorable distribution of
light results. Mirrored glass reflectors
are very efficient for this purpose and
should be employed. Enameled reflec-
tors are next in order of desirability. A
reflecting surface finished in paint is
likely to deteriorate very rapidly and
plaster is open to the same objection.
Small particles of dirt lodge in the crev-
ices between the particles of plaster and
reduce its reflecting power.
Xot only is the question of the design

of the cove and choice of reflecting
equipment for use in it of importance
but observation of actual installations of
this type of lighting indicates oversight
of an element which must be given at-
tention if the lighting is to be perma-
nently successful. This is the cleaning
of lighting equipment. In many in-
stances months and even years elapse
without a thorough cleaning. The only
attention the lighting receives is an oc-
casional replacement of burned out
lamps. The accumulation of foreign ma-
terial on the reflecting surfaces and lamps
is indeed heavy, and it would be fair to
assume that with the neglect so prevalent
the depreciation factor which must be
applied to the installation is considerably
over 50 per cent. In other words, half
of the light which is being paid for is

lost through dirty conditions.
The orchestra lights in the moving pic-

ture auditorium should be carefully se-
lected. If poorly designed with consid-
erable reflected or "spill" light, they are
annoying to the audience and also affect
the clearness of the picture. Several
reilly satisfactory types utilizing the in-
direct principle are now on the market.

* * *

Attention should be paid to the color
of the "frame" surrounding the picture.
The deep black frequently employed is

not well suited, for it creates too severe
contrast: a rather light tone of gray is

preferable.
In many of the larger, more modern

houses, elaborate systems of colored
lighting are installed. The use of colored
light for psychological and decorative
effects is unouestionably most desirable,
and we shall see more of this as time
progresses. At present, however, huge
clusters of lamps of pure color are often
visible and the lighting fixtures them-
selves rather than the l

:ghting effects

become the center of attraction. The
novelty appeals but this method of illu-

mination is scarcely subtle enough to

endure. Eventually light will be applied
with greater ingenuity or skill and deli-
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Night photograph of an attractive theatre illuminated through decorated ceiling. The mural paintings
on the side walls are specially lighted by 10O-watt Mazda C lamps in mirrored glass reflectors an
IS- in. centers behind cecJing beams.

cate effects, rather than an obviously
crude method, will come into use.

Colored light is of great value in the
motion picture house in connection with
the musical program. The relation of

light and music is not as indefinite as
many imagine, and this question is dis-

cussed in detail in a later section.
» * *

The lighting of the motion picture
auditorium will undoubtedly go through
the same transition that the "world's
fair" has experienced. In the days of

the St. Louis, Jamestown and Buffalo
Expositions, bare incandescent lamps
were studded over all the buildings to
furnish so-called "outline" lighting. The
effect was striking at first sight, but
was not of a quality which caused one
to pause and admire for an appreciable
length of time. At the Panama Pacific

and at the Brazilian Centennial Exposi-
tions, outline lighting was tabooed. Soft
pastel shades and tints were employed,
lamps were concealed from view and
the beauties of the architecture brought
out through painting with light. We
might use an analogy to still further

illustrate this. In music the obvious
soon dies, but the composition with hid-

den beauty survives. Most of the pop-
ular airs of a generation ago are un-
known to the youth of today but
Beethoven's "Minuet" will be "popular"
centuries hence.

Theatre
Construction

News
Exhibitors are invited to report to this depart-
ment changes of ownership, neve theatres
planned, remodeling contemplated, openings,
etc.

New Projects

Chehalis, Wash.—O. H. Ruggles and
his son, Lynn Ruggles, theatre owners
here, are contemplating the erection of a
new and modern house to cost $60,000.

Whitehall, New York.—William E.

Benton of Saratoga Springs, will con-
struct a new theatre at Whitehall to cost

$G0,000, and to be located at Church and
Saunders streets.

*'

Milwaukee, Wis.— Two theatres arc

under construction here. Work has been
started on the new Wisconsin theatre

which will seat .'i,500, at Sixth and Grand
avenue, and the new Modjeska theatre to

be erected at Seventh and Mitchell street.

Thomas Saxe is at the head of both
projects.

*

Akron, O.—Akron Enterprises Com-
pany is ready to receive bids for the new
Keith theatre which will be erected in

Akron at a cost of $850,000.
*

Harrisburg, Pa.—A $100,000 theatre
will be erected in West High street, Car-
lisle, by Nick Econum of Carlisle and
James Bellehas and Constantine Popp,
both of Harrisburg. The theatre will

seat 1,200.
*

Hyannis, Mass. A new theatre to seat
1,000 will be erected here by Hyannis
Theatre, Inc., from plans prepared by J.

Williams Bcal Sons of Boston. Contract
has been awarded to C. A. Batson of
Brockton.

*

Cleveland, O.—The Crawford theatre.

St. Clair avenue and East 148th street
will be torn down and replaced by a
larger two-story theatre. Plans have
been prepared by architect Frank Bail.

*

Texarkana, Ark. — Plans have been
completed for Saenger Amusement com-
pany for a new theatre here to cost $150,-

000 and another structure entailing a
like outlay at Pine Bluff.

*

Olympia, Wash. — William Wilson and
E. A. Zabel have acquired property at

Fifth and Franklin streets on which they

plan the erection of a new and modern
theatre at a future date.

*

Portland, Ore.—C. L. White has been
given a permit to erect a tbeatre at

Foster Road between 64th and 65th
streets. Condon Investment company
has applied for permit to build a theatre

at East 20th on Hawthorne avenue.
*

Boulder, Colo.—A $100,000 theatre will

be erected on Thirteenth street by G. A.
Plcus and associates. Plans have been
prepared by Architect T. Robert Wieger
of Denver.

*

Colorado Springs, Colo. — Improve-
ments to cost $20,000 will be started May
1 on the Odeon theatre, George A. Love-
land, owner, has announced.

*

Tuscaloosa, Ala. — A theatre to seat

1.000 will be erected in the Merchants
Bank Building which will be operated by
C. B. Grimes, owner of the Grand and
Diamond theatres.

«

Utica, N. Y.—The Hippodrome theatre,

operated by W. H. Linton will be torn

down on order of city officials and Mr.
Linton will erect a new and modern
house in its place this summer.

Ownership Changes
Olive Hill, Ky.— R. Hitchins. who has

been operating the Lyric theatre at Olive

Hill, has sold his building to a local

church for church purposes. Messrs. W. L
Sparks and Foster have purchased the

entire equipment and will reopen under
the name of the Strand in another loca-

tion in the city.

Portland, Ind.—Dan Spade has pur-

chased the Majestic theatre here from
Roy Lansing.

*

East Peoria, 111.— Paul Rorig, former
manager of the Orpheum in Elgin has

purchased the Blue Bird theatre in this

city.

Columbia Projector Carbons

are noted for the silent,

steady, brilliant, depend-

able light they produce

—a trim for every current requirement

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.

Cleveland, Ohio San Francisco, Cal.
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With the Procession in Los Angeles

i

By Harry Hammond Beall

ALTHOUGH this column from Los An-

geles is not given over to the reviewing

of pictures. I believe it is not out of place

for me to set down a few details concern-

ing the Western premiere of "The Covered

Wagon" at Grauman's Hollywood Egyptian

theatre last week. Never before and per-

haps never again will a motion picture pro-

duction "get under the skin" of an audience

as did this Paramount classic, directed by

James Cruze. The film fairly breathed the

spirit of the old West—the West of the

days of '49— and perchance this was the

cause of the tears and smiles that trickled

and broke over the faces of scores of hard-

ened veterans of the screen, who were a part

of the capacity audience which greeted the

unusual picture in Hollywood.

Once again Sid Grauman. master show-
man, scored with an atmospheric prelude

which included the presentation of over a

score of real Arapahoe Indians—the self-

same redmen who took part in the produc-
tion of "The Covered Wagon." It was a

colorful beginning, for the show was this

visualized chapter from the early pages of

American history and it served to introduce

one of the most splendid historical dramas
ever screened in this country.

The audience that turned out to pay hom-
age to James Cruze and his stellar cast and
to Sid Grauman and the Famous Players-

Lasky officials, was a typical "first night"

crowd comprising screen and stage celebri-

ties, city and state officials, writers, artists

and social leaders.

* * *

What with three big social and entertain-

ment functions scheduled to take place

within a period of thirty days, members of
the Hollywood screen and stage colony have
little time to themselves these days, even
though they may not be engaged in actual

production. The "Wampas Frolic and Ball."

the Writer's Revue and the National Vaude-
ville Artist's benefit will all take place before
the end of this month and everyone who is

anybody in the theatrical business in this

city is taking an active rart in at least one
of the trio of events. If one isn't selling

tickets to something or other connected with
the business, he is busy purchasing them and
ninety per cent of these same sellers and
buyers are actually participating in the stag-
ing of the various shows. Such is life in

Hollvwood

!

* * *

L.vrry Trimble asks some one to trump
this one ! One wedding to each location
trip. This is the record which his company,
starring the wonder-dog "Stroneheart." has
maintained now for three straight pictures.

Director Trimble, who with his troupe is in
the heart of the Canadian Rockies securing
snow scenes for "The Phantom Pack." re-
ports the latest victim of Cupid to be Allen
fBlarkie") Bnwe. famous doe master with
the Trimble-Murfin outfit. His bride was
Gladys Le Froy. a Banff beauty. They ex-
pect to come to Hollywood on their honey-
moon soon.

* * *

Now it can be told! Bull Montana is to
do a burlesque on Paramount's "The Cov-
ered Waeon" for Century. The storv has

been titled "The L'ncovered Wagon" and
Florence Gilbert, who has played op-
posite "the Bool" in three previous pic-
tures is to support him once again. And
that's that.

* * *

Sam W. B. Coh.v. well known local pub-
licity man and scenario writer, secured a
judgment against James Calnay. inde-
pendent producer, in the sum of S250 in
justice court last week. The amount was
an installment due on an original story

—

"The Greatest Menace"—which Calnay
and associates recently filmed for the
state rights market. The picture has to
do with the traffic in narcotics and is one
of the first films on the subject to be re-

leased.
* * *

Dinky Dean, who plays a prominent role
in Charles Chaplin's "The Pilgrim," is to
become a star in his own right, we are
informed. This announcement comes
from Z. A. Ste^muller. Eastern capital-
ist and motion picture producer, who be-
lieves that the little screen actor is des-
tined to carve a niche for himself in the
hall of fame. The pictures will be known
as Dinky Dean Productions. Chuck
Reisner. father of the dimunitive artist,

will assist in the preparation of stories
for his son's productions. We are ad-
vised to watch Dinky's smoke in the
future.

* * *

According to Pete Smith, typewriter im-
presario fcr "Mike" Levee of the L'nited

Studios, that gentleman has purchased
five swell aeroplanes for use in the pro-
duction of films at his Melrose avenue
plant. Evidently the bunch on the
L'nited lot are going in for high flying

these days. Be that as it may. we sin-

cerely trust that Fete does not go up in

the air again as it doubtless gives him
strange ideas to write about.

* * *

Richard Joxes. pioneer director with the

Mack Sennett forces, has been made di-

rector-general of production at the com-
edy king's plant on Glendale boulevard.
Henceforth "Dick" will supervise all
"shooting" and with the possible excep-
tion of Mabel Normand. he will no
longer wield a megaphone for any of the
Sennett stars, as his new duties will not
permit the time. Miss Normand will be-
gin production on an original story as
yet untitled, next week. Just who is to
drect her is not known at this time. Per-
haps Jones will "do the honors" if Mabel
insists, as he has been responsible for a
majoritv of the star's greatest screen suc-
cesses.

* * *

Allex Hoi-t BAR and his charming wife,
known ir the screen world as Dorothy
Phillips, are vacationing at Palm
Springs. The couple will be absent from
the city for a week or two when Holubar
will begin production on his initial pro-
duction for Metro. Miss Phillips is con-
sidering two or thr^e starring contracts,
but is in no hurry' to resume screen work
at this time.

* * *

Everyone in Hollywood is organizing
something or other these chaotic days in the
film capital. Now it's Tom Mix who would
assemble an Ambassador Hotel Polo
team. At that the idea is practical for
the cowboy star has a string of fast
ponies, while the big hotel has a first-

class polo field. All that remains is the
signing of Jack Holt and a few other
low-goal riders to a contract. Go to it.

Tom!
* * *

David Belasco, noted impresario of the
stage, is to be with us about June first,

according to advices just received from
the W arner Brothers New \ ork office.

With Belasco will come Lenore L'lric,

who has been personally selected by him
to appear in the title role of "Tiger
Rose." one of the four Belasco stage suc-
cesses which the Warner Brothers will
produce under the guiding hand of the
veteran sta<^e producer.

* * *

Wesley Barry is back in town after a
six-rr.onth tour of the country. The
freckle-faced star has had his fill of travel
and personal appearances and he is ready
to start production on his next release.
"The Printer's Devil," which William
Beaudine will direct for Warner Brothers.

The story is an original one by Julien
Josephson and was written around the
famed ""uvenile actor.

A dramatic scene in "The Water Cross," William Fox production in which William
Russell is featured.
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ChicagoTradeEvents
League Will Launch

Fight on Blue Laws
Convention Will Act on New

Uniform Contract and

Other Issues

.With the state menaced by drastic blue

law legislation, the convention of the Illi-

nois Motion Picture Theatre Owners this

week is expected to adopt definite plans for

fighting the reform clement which is spon-

soring the Sunday closing bill at Spring-

field.

Other Issues Equally Important

The legislative committee of the league

has been active since introduction of the

bill last week and the campaign which it

already has launched is expected to be ap-

proved without a dissenting voice.

While Sunday closing is a big issue at

this time it is not probable that it will

overshadow such national questions as the

uniform contract, music tax, admission tax,

etc.

Contract Action Uncertain

Illinois action on the uniform contract is

problematical. Minnesota referred it to the

national convention, while other states have

condemned it. Illinois exhibitors are di-

vided on the question which adds uncer-

tainty as to final action to be taken.

A feature of the convention is the big

get-together dinner scheduled for Wednes-
day night at the Hotel Sherman where the

convention will be held.

Election of officers will not be held at

the sessions this week.

Meighan Talks at Meet
of Indiana Indorsers
(.Special to Exhibitors Herald)

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.. April 17.—

Mrs. F. L. Pettijohn was re-elected presi-

dent of the Indiana Indorsers of Photo-

plays at the ninth annual convention of

the organization here. Features of the

convention were addresses by Thomas
Meighan, film star, and Jason S. Joy, ex-

ecutive secretary of Will Hays' commit-
tee of twenty.
Among those who visited the conven-

tion were C. C. Pettijohn, general coun-

sel for the Motion Picture Producers and
Distributors of America; Blanche Ring,

sister-in-law of Mr. Meighan, George Ade
and Booth Tarkington.

Uses Third Camera to

Improve " Close- Ups"
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, April 17.—Richard

Thomas, who is filming "Other Men's

Money" is trying out a method of making

close-ups which he declares is proving suc-

cessful. Mr. Thomas uses a third camera
with special lens, set on a long tripod which
is used in close-ups simultaneously with

medium long range action.

The idea, on which Mr. Thomas and his

photographer, Jack Fuqua, have been ex-

perimenting is based on the belief that a

player's expression, from the medium shot

to the close-up and back again is generally

always noted by the audience.

i
JAMES AUBREY looks like this when

he plays the role of a sleuth in his Vita-

graph comedy called "The Detective."

Paramount Plans Big
Indianapolis Playhouse

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

INDIANAPOLIS. IND.. April 17 —
A motion picture theatre to cost more
than $1,250,000 probably will be erected

here this summer by Famous Players-

Lasky Corporation. The corporation

took a ninetv-nine-year lease on the south

half of the Hotel English Block in 1919.

Announcement is made that the theatre

will seat between 3,000 and 3,500 and that

it will be one of the largest and finest

motion picture houses in Indiana. The
proposed structure will be four or five

stories high and will contain offices and
shops in addition to the theatre. The
total rental for the site under lease will

be $3,855,985.

Milwaukee Exchanges
Now in New Office
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MILWAUKEE. WIS.. April 17.—
The exodus of film exchanges from their

present quarters in the Toy building to

spacious offices in the new Film Ex-
change building, Seventh and Wells

streets, is under way, Celebrated Players'

Film Corporation being the first to move.
When Universal moves to its quarters in

the new building, Manager George Le-
vine promises the last word in service

and equipment.
Open House Week will be conducted

for exhibitors throughout the territory,

transportation being provided for all ex-

hibitors who desire to come to Milwaukee
and inspect the new exchange.

Rupert Hughes Goes
East to Discuss Play

Author, Director Interviewed

by Herald Representative

While in Chicago
Rupert Hughes, author, director and

producer of many books and screen plays,

paused briefly in Chicago on Monday en

route to New York city from Los An-

geles. During the few minutes he sub-

mitted to newspaper interviews before

dashing for the Century, h-c talked of his

work on the Coast, around the Goldwyn
studios where he has been working for

four years.

At Work on New Story

"Souls for Sale," which deals with the

life of picture people, is the last picture

produced by Mr. Hughes. He is now
working on a scenario which deals with a
present-day social problem of great im-
portance, but just what the problem is he
would not divulge.
As to th« trend of plays, he said some

people prefer one kind and others another
just as they did in Shakespeare's day. He
thought it was a mistake to follow one
success with a dozen other pictures along
the same lines and as far as possible he
avoided doing so. "The man with his ear

to the ground," said Mr. Hughes, "is in

a very bad position to judge what the
public wants. He loses his perspective.
The public really doesn't know what it

wants. It must be led, just as a ballyhoo
attracts hundreds of people to a poor pic-

ture, while one more artistic and worthy
will starve to death."

Latest Film Soon Here

The Rupert Hughes-Goldwyn produc-
tion "Souls for Sale" is now in its second
week at the Capitol theatre, New York,
and will open at the Chicago theatre,

Chicago, May 14.

Hodkinson Production
Draws Society Crowd

One of the most successful private show-
ings ever given in Chicago was had last

Saturday, when F. C. Monroe, vice-president

of W. W. Hodkinson, arranged to screen

Flmer Clifton's "Down to the Sea in Ships"
at Aryan Grotto. It was an invitation affair

and Chicago's 400 turned out en masse.
The picture was screened at 2 :30 p. m. and

at that hour the theatre, which seats 1,200,

was filled to capacity. An orchestra of seven-

pieces furnished incidental music and the

picture was applauded again and again

at the conclusion of the show.

R. A. White in Chicago
R. A. White, general sales manager, Fox

Film Corp., called a meeting of the man-
agers from Cincinnati, Detroit, Omaha, St
Louis and the central west and south, in

Chicago on Monday, at which the Fox prod-

uct for the coming year was discussed.

Mildred Harris Here
Mildred Harris, who is starred in the

Metro production "The Fog," passed through

'town last Friday, en route to New York.

Miss Harris arrived on the Overland Lim-

ited from Los Angeles.
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1 CHICAGO PERSONALITIES
JI

I By J. R. M, J
JACK WHITE, the Comedy director,

was in town last week. So was

Charles Parrott, who blew in on the Cen-

tury from New York en route to Los

Angeles.
* * *

Al Hoffman, the F. B. O. Salesman,

may go to Omaha for the same concern.

Louis Kramer, district exploitation direc-

tor, is engineering "The Westbound Lim-

ited."

* * *

J. J. Sampson was absent from his desk

at F. B. O. exchange, due to death of his

mother, which occurred last Sunday.

* * *

F. J. Martin, of the Keith theatre,

Pauls Valley, Okla., called on Herman
Stern, at Universal last Friday. Business

is good down Oklahoma way, says Mr.

Martin.
* * *

The Avenue theatre, 31st and Indiana

ave., W. Beadell's new house, changed

policy this week, running first-run pic-

tures at 25 cents.

1
* * *

Reggie Alberts, one of the old boys in

film circles, is selling United Artists'

product on the West side.

* * *

C. J. Campbell is now on the road for

United Artists.

* * *

Charles H. Ryan, live wire manager
of the Garfield theatre, on Madison St.,

is now riding around in a new Durant
sedan, painted a battleship grey. Charlie

expects to make good use of it this sum-
mer traveling out to the golf course on
his 5 a. m. trips, and between Chicago
and Druce Lake, 111.

* * *

Clarence Wagner, of the Bugg theatre,

played leading man to Madge Bellamy,
the petite Thomas H. Ince star, who
made personal appearances hereabouts a

week ago. Clarence did a Harold Lloyd
from the attraction board for Madge's
benefit.

* * *

And speaking of Madge, they're run-
ning a strip of film she made out at the
Windsor theatre, with Harry Miller and
the First National boys acting as stage
managers and directors, which is a wow.

Adolph Linick of the J. L. & S. forces
celebrated his twenty-fifth wedding anni-
versary on Sunday, April 15, in fitting

manner by giving a reception in the Tiger
Room, Hotel Sherman.

John J. Jones, booker for the Jones,
Linick & Schaefer theatres, has returned
from his honeymoon trip to Atlantic City
and New York.

George Smith has resigned from Vita-
graph's sales force to join the Fox or-
ganization. George will handle Educa-
tional films.

George Oldfield, well known local Fox
man, has resigned and will hereafter re-

side in California.

The Fox boys are on the last lap of

their Fox drive. It ends next week.

Chub Florine, erstwhile film salesman,
has opened up a branch cigar store on
Clark street, near Diversey parkway.

* * *

Howard C. Brolaski, Metro country
salesman, had a novel experience last

week. The key city salesman had his

pocket picked by some city slicker and
had about forgotten the incident when
the mail carrier handed him the lost purse
with a book of stamps and his business
card intact. The money, however, was
missing. It had been dropped into a mail
box and Uncle Sam's postal authorities

took care of it after that.

Henri Ellman, Pathe salesman, and
''Dick" Healv, popular Southside theatre-

men, stage a party for city officials on
Thursday, and will show them Harold
Lloyd's latest comedy, "Safety Last."-

* * *

H. O. Martin has a large force of

painters busy redecorating the Pathe ex-

change.

Aaron Jones and wife leave for French
Lick Springs, Ind., May 2nd.

* -

Ralph T. Kettering, publicity and ad-
vertising director for Jones, Linick and
Schaefer, together with his wife and two
boys, will spend the month of May at

St. Augustine, Fla.

* *

H. M. Richey, general manager of the

Michigan M. P. T. O., passed through
town last Thursday, returning from
Minneapolis.

: : First National : :

THREE STORIES FOR First National
productions have been turned over to

continuity writers. Percy Heath is pre-
paring "The Huntress" a novel by Hul-
bert Footncr; F. McGrew Willis is hand-
ling "Her Temporary Marriage" a play
by Edward Paulton and Fred Myton is

writing continuity for "Lord of the
Thundcrgate," a novel by Sidney Her-
scliall Small.

+ + +
DOUGLAS MACLEAN'S latest comedy

for First National "The Sunshine Trail"
has been shipped to exchanges. Spread-
ing sunshine is MacLean's pleasant task
in this film, which is said to be one of
his best to date.

+ + +
MARIE PREVOST AND Robert Ellis

will be the leading players in the forth-
coming John M. Stahl-Louis B. Mayer
production for First National. The story
has not yet been announced.

+ + +
CONSTANCE TALMADGE'S new pic-

ture "Dulcy" is going to exceed even
"East Is West" in elaborateness. Two
big stages are now being used for its

production at United Studios. Another
big production for first National under
way at the same plant is "The Brass
Bottle" being made by Maurice Tourneur.

: : Warner Brothers : :

WARNER BROTHERS' "classic of the
screen," "The Little Church Around

the Corner," is proving a box office suc-
cess throughout the country, according to
reports to the company. Among the big
bookings of the picture are: Strand,
Brooklyn; Madison, Detroit; Modern,
Providence; Modern and Beacon, Bos-
ton; Strand, San Francisco; California, Los
Angeles; Alcazar, Birmingham, and the
New theatre, Baltimore.

+ + +
WESLEY BARRY is now working on

his next Warner Brothers production,
"The Printer's Devil." Edmund Gould-
ing has completed the script of "Broad-
way After Dark," and has been selected
by David Belasco to adapt "Tiger Rose."

ANOTHER STAR COMES TO TOWN—Claire Windsor, the Goldwyn star, meets
Sam. Katz, of the Balaban & Katz theatres. (Right) George A. Hickey, district

supervisor for Goldwyn Pictures Corp. Miss Windsor is now in New York en-
joying a brief vacation before starting work on her next Goldwyn picture.
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Available Attractions
"T^HIS DEPARTMENT will appear periodically as film publication schedules warrant and
' will present full data on attractions not included to date in THE BOX OFFICE RECORD

AMERICAN RELEASING

SON OF THE DESERT, Marin Sais, 5—Adven-
tures of American cowboy in Arabia. Dir.

:

Wm. Merrill McCormick. Pro. : Craemer.

ONE MILLION IN JEWELS, Helen Holmes,
J. P. McGowan, 6—Secret Service smuggling
story. Dir. : J. P. McGowan. Pro. : Brush.
Rev. 2/24/23.

GRUB-STAKE, Nell Shipman, Walt Whitman, 8

—Romance of girl in Alaskan gold rush. Au.
and Pro.: Nell Shipman. Rev. 2/24/2J.

VENGEANCE OF THE DEEP, Ralph Lewis,
Virginia Faire. 6—Undersea thriller. Dir.: A. B.
Barringcr. Pro. : Hutton.

DEERSLAYER, sc, 7—Thrilling Leather Stock-
ing story. Dir.: Ray C. Smallwood. Pro.:
Pyramid.

PRINCE AND THE PAUPER, Tibi Lubin,
6,445—Mark Twain's love story. Dir. : Alex-
ander Kardo. Pro. : Mark Twain Co. Rev.
9/2/22.

DANGER POINT. Carmel Myers, Joseph Dow-
ling, 5.807—Drama of after honeymoon struggle
against circumstance. Dir. : Lloyd Ingraham.
Pro.: Victor Hugo Halperin.

THAT WOMAN. Catherine Calvert, 5,848—
Drama of musical comedy star's married life.

Dir.: Harry O. Hoyt. Pro.: F. C. Mims.

AS A MAN LIVES. Gladys Hullette. Frank
Losee, 6—Romantic melodrama of facial trans-

formation. Dir.: J. Searle Dawley. Pro.:
Achievement. Rev. 2/3/23.

BOHEMIAN GIRL, Gladys Cooper, Ivor Nor-
vello, Ellen Terry, 7—From the opera. Dir.
and Pro. : Harley Knoles.

WEB OF THE LAW, Patricia Palmer. Frank
Hunter, 5—Rousing melodrama, Western. Dir.:

Tom Gibson. Pro.: Gibson-Dyer Ranger Pro.

MILADY, sc, 7—Continuing the exploits of

D'Artagnan. Dir. and Pro. : Henri Diamant-
Berger. Rev. 2/17/23.

WOMAN HE LOVED, Marcia Manon. 6—Drama
of pride and prejudice, featuring Jewish father.

Dir: Edward Sloman. Pro.: Frothingham.
Rev. 9/9/22.

WHEN THE DESERT CALLS. Violet Heming,
J. Barney Sherry, Julia Swayne Gordon, 6,159
—Domestic story laid in desert. Dir. : Ray C.

Smallwood. Pro.: Pyramid. Rev. 12/23/22.

SOLOMON IN SOCIETY, Nancy Deever, Fred
Jones, 6—Story of Ghetto tailor s unselfishness.

Dir. : Lawrence C. Windom. Pro. : Cardinal.

WHAT FOOLS MEN ARE. Faire Binney. Jo-
seph Striker, Templar ' Saxe, J. Barney Sherry.
6,087—Story of New York's gayest set. Dir.

:

George Terwilliger. Pro. : Pyramid. Rev.
1/6/23.

SUPER SEX, Robert Gordon, Tully Marshall, 6

—Story of man who thought he knew all about
women. Dir. : Lambert Hillyer. Pro. : Pascal
Burke. Rev. 1/27/23.

MARRIAGE CHANCE, Alta Allen. Milton Sills,

Irene Rich, Henry B. Walthall, Tully Marshall,
6—Comedy with a dramatic shock. Dir. and
Pro.: Hampton Del Ruth. Rev. 12/9/22.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS

IS DIVORCE A FAILURE? Leah Baird. 6.

Romantic adventure spectacle. From "All
Mine," a plav by Dorian Neve. Dir. Wallace
Worsley. Pro. A. E. Beck. Rev. 3/24/23.

ALICE ADAMS, Florence Vidor, 7. Social
struggle of small town girl. Au. Booth Tark-
ington. Dir. Rowland V. Lee. Pro. King
Vidor. Rev. 4/7/23.

HEAD HUNTERS OF THE SOUTH SEAS,
4,387—Adventures in South Seas. Pro,: Mar-
tin Johnson.

WOMAN WHO FOOLED HERSELF, Mae Al-
lison, Robert Ellis, 5,400—Chorus girl's rebel-
lion against crooked employers. Au. : Charles
Logue. Dir. : Robert Ellis. Pro. : E. A. Mac-
Manus. Rev. 11/25/22.

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY

MR. BILLINGS SPENDS HIS DIME. Walter
Hiers, 5—Comedy concerning necktie sales-

man. Au. : Da'na Burnett. Dir. : Wesley Rug-
gles.

GLIMPSES OF THE MOON, Bebe Daniels,
Nita Naldi, David Powell, Maurice Costello, 5—Drama of trial marriage. Au. : Edith Whar-
ton. Dir. : Allan Dwan.

LEOPARDESS, Alice Brady, 5—Romantic drama
of wild South Sea maiden. Au. : Katherine
Newlin Burt. Dir. : Henry Kolker.

NOBODY'S MONEY. Jack Holt, 5.584—Comedy
drama of book agent who becomes town power.
Au. : William Le Baron. Dir.: Wallace Wors-
ley. Rev. 2/3/23.

JAVA HEAD, Leatrice Joy, Jacqueline Logan,
Albert Roscoe. Raymond Hatton, 7,865—Drama
of Massachusetts life in '40s. Au. : Joseph
Hergesheimer. Dir. : George Melford. Rev.
2/17/23.

ADAM'S RIB, Milton Sills, Elliott Dexter, Anna
Q. Nilsson, Pauline Garon, 9.526—Spectacular
modern drama featuring flapper. Au., Jeanie
Macpherson and Cecil B. De Mille. Pro. and
Dir.: Cecil B. De Mille.

WHITE FLOWER. Betty Compson, 5—Romantic
drama, laid in Hawaii. Au. and Dir.: Julia

Crawford Ivers.

ADAM AND EVA. Marion Davies. 7,153—Com-
edy drama concerning transformation of frivi-

lous family. Au. : Guy Bolton and George Mid-
dleton. Dir. : Robert G. Vignola. Pro. : Cosmo.

RACING HEARTS, Agnes Ayres, 5,691—Auto-
mobile racing drama. Au. . Byron Morgan.
Dir. : Paul Powell. Rev. 2/24/23.

NTH COMMANDMENT. Colleen Moore, James
Morrison, Eddie Phillips, 5—Drama of poor
girl who withstands temptation. Au. : Fannie
Hurst. Dir.: Frank Borzage. Pro.: Cosmo.

MISSING MILLIONS, Alice Brady, 5,870—
Drama of crooks who reform. Au. : Jack Boyle.
Dir.: Joseph Henaberry. Rev. 10/7/22.

DARK SECRETS. Dorothy Dalton, 4,337—Drama
of struggle between love and mystic power.
Au. : Edmund Goulding. Dir. : Victor Fleming.

MY AMERICAN WIFE, Gloria Swanson, 6,461

—American-Argentine romance laid in Argen-
tina. Au. : Monte Katterjohn. Dir.: Sam Wood.
Rev. 2/3/23.

DRUMS OF FATE. Mary Miles Minter, 5,716—
Drama of romantic adventure terminating in

Africa. Au. : Steven French Whitman. Dir.:

Charles Maigne.

FILM BOOKING OFFICES

FOURTH MUSKETEER, Johnnie Walker, 6,218.

Comcdv of fight ring manners and social am-
bitions.' Au. H. C. Witwer. Dir. Wm. K.
Howard. Rev. 4/7/23.

CRASHIN' THROUGH. Harry Carey, 5,190.

Western drama. Au. Elizabeth Dejeans. Dir.

Val Paul.

WESTBOUND LIMITED, Ralph Lewis, ..

Heart interest drama of locomotive engineer.

Au. Emelic Johnson. Dir. & Pro. Emory John-
son.

WONDERS OF THE SEA, Lulu McGrath,
5,500. Undersea picture showing deep-sea ex-
ploration, Au., Dir. & Pro. J. Ernest William-
son.

REMITTANCE WOMAN. Ethel Clayton, 6.

Chinese melodrama built around American girl

in orient. Au. Achmed Abdullah. Dir. Wesley
Ruggles.

WHEN LOVE COMES, Helen Jerome Eddy,
4,500—Romantic story of small town New Eng-
land town. Au. : Ray Carroll. Dir. : Wm. A.
Seiter. Rel. 12/10/22. Rev. 12/23/22.

CAPTAIN FLY BY NIGHT, Johnny Walker,
4,900—-Romance of Old California. Au. : John-
stone McCulley. Dir.: W. K. Howard. Rel.

12/24/22. Rev. 12/30/22.

FIRST NATIONAL

BELL BOY 13, Douglas MacLean, 4,940— Farce
comedy. Au. : Austin Gill. Dir.: Wm. A. Sei-
ter. Pro.: Thos. A. I nee. Rev. 2/3/23.

DADDY, Jackie Coogan, 5—Comedy drama.
Au. : Jack Coogan, Sr. Dir.: E. Mason Hop-
per.

DANGEROUS AGE, Lewis Stone, Cleo Madi-
son, 7,229—Society drama. Frances Irene
Reels. Dir. : John M. Stahl. Pro. : Louis B.
Mayer. Rev. 12/9/22.

SLIPPY McGEE, Colleen Moore, Wheeler Oak-
man, Pat O'Malley, 6,419—Drama of crook's
regeneration. Au. : Marie Conway Omeler.
Dir. : Wesley Ruggles Pro. : Morosco.

SUNSHINE TRAIL, Douglas MacLean, $—
Comedy drama. Au. : William Wallace Cook.
Dir.: James W. Home. Pro.: Thos. H. Ince,

TOBY TYLER, Jackie Coogan, 5—Comedy
drama. Au. : James Otis. Pro. : Coogan pro-
ductions.

VOICE FROM THE MINARET. Norma Tal-
madge, 6,885—Period drama. Au. : Robert
Hichens. Dir.: Frank Lloyd. Pro.: Joseph
Schenck. Rev. 2/17/23.

WHAT A WIFE LEARNED, Milton Sills, John
Bowers, Marguerite De le Motte, 6,328—Drama
of problems of the day. Au. : Bradley King.
Dir.: John Griffith Wray. Pro.: Thos. H.
Ince. Rev. 2/10/23.

MAN OF ACTION. Douglas MacLean, 5—
Comedy drama. Au. : Bradley King. Dir.:
James W. Home. Pro. : Thos. H. Ince.

MIGHTY LAK' A ROSE, Dorothy MackaiU,
Jamies Rennie, 8.260—Drama of high and low
society. Au. : Curtis Benton. Dir. & Pro.:
Edwin Carewe. Rev. 2/24/23.

MONEY. MONEY. MONEY, Katherine Mac-
Donald, 5.995—Society drama. Au. : Larry
Evans. Dir. : Tom Forman. Pro. : Preferred.
Rev. 1/20/23.

REFUGE. Katherine MacDonald, 5—Society
drama. Au. : Lois Zellner. Dir. : Victor L.

Schertzinger. Pro. : Preferred.

LONELY ROAD, Katherine MacDonald, 6,086—
Society drama. Au. : Charles Logue. Dir.:

Victor L. Schertzinger. Pro. : Preferred.

FOX
GOOD-BY GIRLS. William Russell. 4,746.

Comedy-drama. Au. George Foxall. Dir.

Jerome Storm. Rev. 3/31/23.

THREE JUMPS AHEAD, Tom Mix, 4,854. Tale
of Western plains. Au. & Dir. Jack Ford. Rev.

4/7/23.

TRUXTON KING, John Gilbert, 6. Drama of

American who saved a throne. Au. George Barr
McCutcheon. Dir. Jerome Storm. Rev. 2/24/23.

BUSTER, Dustin Farnum, 4,587. Tale of the

West. Au. William Patterson White. Dir.

Colin Campbell. Rev. 3/10/23.

BUCKING THE BARRIER, Dustin Farnum,
4,566. Alaska wilderness story. Au. George
Goodchild. Dir. Colin Campbell.

LOVEBOUND, Shirley Mason Drama
of mystery and emotion. Au. George Scar-
borough. Dir. Henry Otto.

SNOWDRIFT, Charles Jones Northern
melodrama. Au. James B. Hendryx. Dir. Scott
Dunlap.

TOWN THAT FORGOT GOD, Ben Grauer,
Warren Krech, 8.450. Story of small town
narrowness. Au. Mr. X. Dir. Harry Millarde.

Rev. 11/18/22.

VILLAGE BLACKSMITH, sc, 7,540— Special

production founded on Longfellow's poem.
Dir.: Jack Ford. Rev. 11/18/22.

FRIENDLY HUSBAND, Lupino Lane, 4,527—
Special production. Dir. : Jack Blystone.

CUSTARD CUP, Mary Carr, 6,166—Special pro-

duction. Au. Florence Bingham Livingston.
Rev. 2/3/23.

FACE ON THE BARROOM FLOOR, sc, 5,785

—Special production. Au. : S. Marion Burton.
Rev. 1/20/23.
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PAWN TICKET 210, Shirley Mason, 4,527—
From the play by David Belasco and Clay M.
Greene. Dir.: Scott Dunlap. Rev. 1/13/23.

CALVERT'S VALLEY, John Gilbert, 4,416—
Western drama. Au. : Margaret Prescott Mon-
tague. Dir.: Jack Dillon. Rev. 10/21/22.

GREAT NIGHT, William Russell, 4,436—West-
ern drama. Au. : Joseph E. Poland. Dir,:
Howard M. Mitchell. Rev. 12/2/22.

MAN'S SIZE, William Russell, 4,316—Western
drama. Au. : William McLeod Raine. Dir.

:

Howard M. Mitchell. Rev. 1/6/23.

WHILE JUSTICE WAITS, Dustin Farnum,
4,726—Drama. Au. : Chas. A. & Don A. Short.
Dir. : Bernard J. Durning. Rev. 12/23/22.

CALIFORNIA ROMANCE. John Gilbert, 3,892—Western drama. Au. : Charles Banks. Dir.

:

Jerome Storm. Rev. 12/30/22.

FOOTLIGHT RANGER. Charles Jones, 4,229—
Western drama. Au. : Dorothy Yost. Dir.

:

Scott Dunlap. Rev. 2/10/23.

GOLDWYN
LOOK YOUR BEST, Colleen Moore, Antonio
Moreno, S—Comedy of actress' life. Au. : and
Dir. : Rupert Hughes.

MAD LOVE, Pola Negri, 5—Emotional drama.
Dir. : Dimitri Buchowotsky.

GIMME, Helene Chadwick, Gaston Glass, 5,769—Domestic story, modern, in humorous vein.
Au. and Dir. : Rupert Hughes.

CHRISTIAN. Richard Dix, Mae Busch, Phyllis
Haver, Mahlon Hamilton, 8,333—Story of
yeung man's struggle to lead Christian life.

Au. : Hall Cain. Rev. 2/10/23.

LOST AND FOUND, House Peters, Pauline
Starke, Antonio Moreno, Rosemary Theby,
5—South Sea Island romance. Au. : Carey
Wilson. Dir.: R. A. Walsh.

HODKINSON
KINGDOM WITHIN, Pauline Starke, Gas-
ton Glass, 7—Melodrama of love and sac-
rifice against rural background. Dir. : Victor
Schertzinger. Rev. 12/23/22.

DOWN TO THE SEA IN SHIPS, William
Walcott, Marguerite Courtot, 9—Drama with
whaling industry as background. Dir. : Elmer
Clifton. Rev. 2/10/23.

SECOND FIDDLE, Glenn Hunter, Mary Aster,
6—New England domestic drama. Dir. : Frank
Tuttle, Rev. 1/6/22.

LICHTMAN PREFERRED
POOR MEN'S WIVES, Barbara LaMarr, David

Butler, ZaSu Pitts, Betty Francisco, 6,963

—

Triumph of love and poverty over riches and
frivolity. Au. : Frank Dazey and Agnes John-
ston. Dir. : Gasnier. Pro. : Preferred. Rev.
2/17/23.

HERO, Barbara LaMarr, Gaston Glass, Doris
Pawn, 6,800—Story of moral courage against
physical bravery from stage play. Au. : Gilbert
Emery. Dir. : Gasnier. Pro., Preferred.

METRO
JAZZMANIA, Mae Murray, 8—Adventure story

centering about queen of mythical kingdom.
Au. : Edmund Goulding. Dir. : Robert Z.
Leonard. Pro.: Tiffany. Rev. 3/3/23.

PATHE
DR. JACK, Harold Lloyd. 5.—Semi-slapstick ro-
mantic comedy. Au. Hal Roach, Sam Taylor,
Jean Havez. Dir. Fred Newmeyer. Pro.
Roach. Rev. 12/23/22.

SAFETY LAST, Harold Lloyd, 7.—Thrill com-
edy. Au. Hal Roach, Sam Taylor, Tim Whelan.
Dir. Fred Newmeyer, Sam Taylor. Pro. Roach.
Rev. 3/17/23.

PLAYGOERS
INNER MAN, Wyndham Standing, J. Barney

Sherry, Dorothy Mackaill, 4,914—Romantic
comedy drama of man's regeneration. Au.

:

Charles Mackay. Dir. : Hamilton Smith. Pro. :

Syracuse. Rev. 1/13/23.

PAUPER MILLIONAIRE, C. M. Hallard,
Norma Whalley, 4.804 — Comedv drama of
stranded millionaire. Au. : Austin Fryes. Dir.

:

Frank Crane. Rev. 2/17/23.

CLOUDED NAME. Norma Shearer, 4,855—
Love interrupted by scandal. Au. and Dir.

:

Austin O. Huhn. Pro. : Logan.

ISLE OF DOUBT, Wyndham Standing, George
Fawcett, Dorothy Mackaill, 5,483—Tropical
island love story. Au. : Derek Beam. Dir.

:

Hamilton Smith. Pro.: Syracuse. Rev. 10/7/22.

FACE TO FACE. Marguerite Marsh, 5—Vindica-
tion of accused sweetheart bv cirl detective.
Pro.: Reginald Warde. Rev. 9/23/22.

MAN SHE BROUGHT BACK. Earle Fox. Doris
Miller, Frank Losee, 4,792—Redemption of
coward in wild West. Au. : Jasper Ewing
Brady. Dir.: Charles Miller. Rev. 9/16/22.

ONE NIGHT IN PARIS, sc, 4.617—Romantic
comedy drama of Parisian night life. Rev.
10/14/22.

BOOTLEGGER'S DAUGHTER, Enid Bennett,
Fred Niblo, 4,232—Small town romance. Au.

:

A. Cecil Smith.

MAN AND THE MOMENT, Minora Thew, 5—
From Elinor Glyn's novel. Rev. 12/23/22.

MAN WHO WAITED, Frank Braidwood, 5—
Western thriller set in mining country. Au.
and Dir. : Edward I. Luddy.

UNITED ARTISTS
GIRL I LOVE, Charles Ray, 8—Drama. Au.

:

James Whitcomb Riley. Dir. : Joseph DeGrasse.
Pro.: Ray.

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS IN ROBIN HOOD,
Douglas Fairbanks, 10,680—Period drama. Au.

:

Elton Thomas. Dir. : Allan Dwan. Pro.

:

Fairbanks. Rev. 10/28/22.

ONE EXCITING NIGHT, Carol Dempster, 11—Comedy melodrama. Au. : Irene Sinclair.
Dir. and Pro.: D. W. Griffith. Rev. 11/4/22.

SALOME, Nazimova, 5,595—Drama. Au. : Oscar
Wilde. Dir. : Charles Bryant. Pro. : Nazimova
Productions. Rev. 1/27/23.

SUZANNA. Mabel Normand, 8—Comedy drama.
Au. and Pro. : Mack Sennett. Dir. : F. Richard
Jones.

SHREIK OF ARABY, Ben Turpin, 5—Burlesque
comedy. Au. and Pro. : Mack Sennett. Dir.

:

F. Richard Jones.

GARRISON'S FINISH, Jack Pickford, 7,898—
Melodrama. From W. B. M. Ferguson's novel.
Rev. 1/20/23.

WOMAN'S WOMAN, Mary Alden, 7,892—
Drama. From Mrs. Nalbro Barley's story.
Dir. : Chas. Giblyn. Pro. : Albion.

GLORIOUS ADVENTURE, Lady Diana Man-
ners, 6,600—Au., Dir. and Pro. : J. Stuart
Blackton. Rev. 5/13/22.

UNIVERSAL

FLAMING HOUR, Frank Mayo, 5—Love story
with industrial background. Au. : Lillian Ches-
ter. Dir. : Edward Laemmle.

ANOTHER MAN'S BOOTS (Anchor), sc, 5—
Western drama. Dir. : William Craft. Pro.

:

Ivor McFadden.

BEAUTIFUL AND DAMNED (Warner Bros.),
Kenneth Harlan and Marie Prevost, 7—Adap-
tation of novel. Au. : F. Scott Fitzgerald.
Dir.: Win. A. Seiter. Rev. 1/13/23.

BLAZE AWAY (Di Lorenzo), Guinn Williams,
4.458—Western drama. Au. : Bruce Boteler.

Dir. : W. Hughes Curran. Pro. : Frederick
Herbst. Rev. 4/1/22.

BEWARE OF THE LAW (Jawiu), Marjorie
Payne, 4,600—Comedy drama on bootlegging
theme. Au. : and Dir. : W. A. S. Douglas.
Pro.: L. & H.

BLOOD TEST (Adventure) Dick Hatton, S.

Outdoor western. Au. Veda Betsy Dunn.
Dir. Don Hix.

BRASS (Warner Bros.), Monte Blue, Marie Pre-
vost, Frank Keenan, Harry Myers, Irene Rich,
7—Adaptation of novel. Au. : Chas. G. Norris.
Dir. : Sidney Franklyn. Pro. : Harry Rapf.

BROKEN SHADOWS (Second National), Iso-
bel Elsom, 5—Native Irish love story. From
Charles Garvice novel, "Xance." Dir. : Albert
Ward. Pro. : Samuelson.

BROKEN VIOLIN (Arrow) Dorothy Mackaill,
Zena Keefe, 6. Romanc intershot wit-h in-

trigue. Au. George Rogan. Dir. Jack Dillon.
Pro. Atlantic. Rev. 4/14/23.

COUNTRY FLAPPER (Prod. Sec), Dorothy
Gish, 5—Fast moving comedy drama. Au.

:

Xtilbo Bartly. Dir. : F. Richard Jones. Pro.

:

Gish Corp.

CURSE OF DRINK (Weber-North), Harry
Morey, George Fawcett. Edmund Breese, 5.300—Melodrama. Au. . Charles Blaney. Dir.

:

Henry B. Hoyt. Pro.: Jos. M. Shear. Rev.
9/16/22

DESERTED AT THE ALTAR (Goldstone), sc,
6—From stage play. Au. : Pierce Kingsley.
Dir.: W. K. Howard.

DEVIL'S DOORYARD (Arrow) William Fair-
banks, 4,838. Romantic western adventure. Au.
W. C. Tuttle. Dir. & Pro. Ben Wilson.

DEVIL'S PARTNER (Independent), Norma
Shearer, 5—Western Canadian story. Dir.

:

Caryl S. Fleming. Pro.
; Iroquois.

KINDRED COURAGE, Hoot Gibson, 5—West-
ern drama. Au. : K. R. Brown. Dir. : Win.
Worthington.

POWER OF A LIE, sc, 5—Society drama. Dir.:
Geo. Archainbaud.

FIRST DEGREE, Frank Mayo, 5—Ex-convict's
struggle. Au. : George Patullo. Dir. : Edward
Sedgwick.

FLAME OF LIFE, Priscilla Dean, 7—Romance
of coal mines. Frances Hodgson Burnett.
Dir. : Hobart Henley.

LOVE LETTERS, Gladys Walton, 5—Crook
comedy drama. Au. : Bradley King. Dir.

:

King Baggott.

GENTLEMAN FROM AMERICA, Hoot Gibson.
5—Doughboy romance. Au. : Raymond
Schrock. Dir. : Edward Sedgwick.

PRISONER, Herbert Rawlinson, 5—Mythical
kingdom drama. Au. : George Barr McCutch-
eon. Dir. : Jack Conway.

BOLTED DOOR, Frank Mayo, 5—Society
drama. Au. : George Gibbs. Dir. : Wm. Wor-
thington.

DRIVEN, Chas. Mack, Elinor Fair, 6—Kentucky
mountain melodrama. Au. : Jay Selzer. Dir.

:

Chas. Brabin.

GOSSIP, Gladys Walton, 5—Country-city
comedy drama. Au. : Edith Barnard Delano.
Dir. : King Baggott.

MIDNIGHT GUEST, Grace Darmond, Mahlon
Hamilton, 5—Modern melodrama. Au. : Ru-
pert Julian. Dir. : George Archainbaud.

VITAGRAPH
FRONT PAGE STORY, Edward Horton, Edith

Roberts, Buddy Messenger, 6—Small town po-
litical story. Dir. : Jess Robins, Rev. 1/6/23.

ONE STOLEN NIGHT, Alice Calhoun, 5—
Arabian desert story. Dir. : Robert Ensemble.
Rev. 2/3/23.

MASTERS OF MEN, Earle Williams, Alice
Calhoun, Cullen Landis, Wanda Hawley, 6,800.
Drama of the sea. Au. Morgan Robertson.
Dir. David Smith.

PLAYING IT WILD, William Duncan, Edith
Johnson, 6. Western thrill drama. Au. C.
Graham Baker, Dir. William Duncan.

FIREBRAND (Goldstone), Franklyn Farnum, 5—Western comedy drama. Au. and Dir. : Alvin

J. Nietz.

FLAMES OF PASSION (Independent), George
Larkin, Ruth Stonehouse, 5—Western lumber
camp story. Au. : George Hively. Dir. : G. H.
Moody. Pro. : Premium.

FRESHIE (Di Lorenzo), Big Boy Guinn Wil-
liams, 4,800—College story. Au. and Dir.

:

W. Hughes Curran. Pro. : Frederick Herbst.

GREAT EXPECTATIONS (Hopp Hadley),
Buddy Martin, 6,400—New version of Charles
Dickens' novel. Pro. : Nordisk.

GUN SHY (Goldstone), Franklyn Farnum, 5—
Western comedy drama. Au. and Dir. : Alvin
J. Nietz.

HAS THE WORLD GONE MAD? (Equity),
Edmund Breese, Mary Alden, Vincent Coleman,
Hedda Hopper, Elinor Fair, 5—Modern society
drama. Dir. : J. Searle Dawley. Pro. and Au.

:

Daniel Carson Goodman.

HEART OF LINCOLN (Anchor), Ella Hall, 5—Civil war story.

HER ACCIDENTAL HUSBAND (C. B. C),
Miriam Cooper, Mitchell Lewis, Richard
Tucker, Forrest Stanley, 5,800.—Melodrama
story of fisher folk. Au. Lois Zellner. Dir.
Dallas M. Fitzgerald. Pro. Belasco Produc-
tions.

HIGH SPEED LEE (Arrow), Reid Howes,
4,816—Story of Long Island smart set. From
"Only a Few of Us Left," by J. P. Marquand.
Dir. : Dudley Murphy. Pro. : Atlantic.

HIS LAST RACE (Goldstone), sc, 6—Thrill
drama. Au. : E. R. Thayer. Dir. : Reaves Ea-
son, Howard Mitchell.

I AM THE LAW (Burr). Alice Lake, Rosemary
Theby, Gaston Glass, Wallace Beery, 7—Drama
of Northwest Mounted. Dir.: Edwin Carewe.
Rev. 6/3/22.

IN THE NIGHT (Prod. Sec), ss, 5—Mystery
drama. Pro. : Granger-Binger.

JACQUELINE (Arrow) Marguerite Courtot,
Lew Cody. Sheldon Lewis. 6.485. Northern
drama. Au. James Oliver Curwood. Dir. Dell
Henderson. Pro. Pine Tree.

JUST A MOTHER (Norca), Isobel Elson, 5—
Mother love theme. Au. : W. B. Maxwell.
Dir. : Allyn B. Carrick. Pro. : Carrick.

State Rights
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JUST A SONG AT TWILIGHT (Prod. Sec).
Richard Barthelmess, 4.900—Heart interest
drama. Au. : Henry Albert Phillips. Dir.:
Carlton King. Pro. : Dixie.

LAMP IN THE DESERT (C. B. C). sc, 4.800
Story of East Indian mysticism. Au. : Ethel
M. Dell. Pro.: Davis.

LAST HOUR (Mastodon), Milton Sills, Carmel
Myers, 6—Crook story, adapted from "Blind
Justice." Au. : Frank R. Adams. Pro.: Ed-
ward Sloman. Rev. 1/20/23.

LAW OF THE SEA (Anchor), Hobart Bos-
worth, 4,989—Love story of gold mines. Au.

:

Ethel Gillett. Dir.: W. H. Clifford. Pro.:
. Utility.

LAW RUSTLERS (Arrow) William Fairbanks,
4,939. Western drama. Au. W. C. Tuttle.
Dir. & Pro. Ben Wilson.

LITTLE CHURCH AROUND THE CORNER
(Warner Bros.), Kenneth Harlan, Claire Wind-
sor, Pauline Starke, Hobart Bosworth, 5,900

—

Drama based on power of faith. Au. : Olga
Printzlau. Dir. : Wm. A. Seiter.

LITTLE RED SCHOOLHOUSE (Arrow)
Martha Mansfield, E. K Lincoln, Sheldon
Lewis, Edmund Breese, 6.400. From stage
play. Au. Hal Rcid. Dir. John G. Adolfi. Pro.
Hcyl. .

LOST In'a BIG CITY (Arrow) John Lowell,
Baby Ivy Warde. 7.119. Slelodrama from stage
play. Au. L. Case Russell. Dir. George Irv-
ing. Pro. Blazed Trail. Rev. 1/27/23.

LOVE NEST (Prod. Sec). Richard Travers.
Jean Scott. 5—Drama of Mine fisher folk. Au.,
Dir. and Pro. : Wray Physioc.

LOVE'S OLD SWEET SONG (Norca). ic, 5—
Mystery melodrama. Dir. : Oscar Lund. Pro.

:

Lund.
LUCK (Mastodon), Johnny Hines, 6—Melo-
comedy of thrills and laughs. Au. : Jackson
Gregory.

MAIN STREET (Warner Bros.). Monte Blue.
Florence Vidor, Louise Fazenda, Noah Berry, 6
—Adaptation of novel of small town life. Au.

:

Sinclair Lewis. Dir. : Harry Beaumont.
MAN AND WIFE (Arrow). Gladys Leslie. Rob-

ert Elliot, Maurice Costello, S—Drama. Dir.

:

John L. McCutcheon. Pro.: Effenan.

MAN FROM MONTANA (Goldstone). Neal
Hart, 5—Western drama. Dir. : Alvin J. Nietz.

MIND OVER MATTER (Principal), Trixie
Friganza, Ralph Graves, Clare Horton, 5.

—

Modern melodramatic comedy. Au. Mary
Roberts Rinchart. Dir. Ward Lascelle. Pro.
Lascallc.

NONE SO BLIND (Arrow), Dore Davidson,
Edward Earle, Zena Keefe. 6.311—Drama. Au.

:

Leota Morgan. Dir. : Burton King. Pro.

:

State.

NOTORIETY (Weber-North). Mary Alden, Rod
LaRoque, 7,200—Society drama. Au. and Dir.

:

Will Nigh. Rev. 10/21/22.

ONE MOMENT'S TEMPTATION (Second Na-
tional), Marjorie Villis, James Knight, S—Lost
heiress story. Au. : William B. Laub. Dir.

:

Arthur H. Rooke. Pro. : Harma.

ONLY A SHOPGIRL (C. B. C), Estelle Tay-
lor, Mae Busch, Wallace Beery, Tully Mar-
shall. James Morrison. 6,400—Story of two
shopgirls' ambitions, from stage play. Au. :

Chas. E. Blaney. Dir.: E. J. LeSaint.

PASSIONATE FRIENDS (C. B. C). sc, 5.200—From H. G. Wells' novel. Dir. : Maurice
Elvey. Pro. : Davis.

POWER DIVINE (Independent). Mary Wynn.
Jack Livington, 5—Kentucky mountain feud
romance. Dir. : Wm. Craft. Pro. : Premium.

RANGE PATROL (Independent) Jack Living-
ston, 4,657. Border ranger story. Au. George
Hively. Pro. Premium.

RED TRAIL (Norca), Nora Swinburne, 5.500

—

African jungle adventure. Au. : Leslie Mason.
Pro. : Acron.

RIP TIDE (Arrow) Stuart Holmes, Rosemary
Theby. 6,400. Drama. Pro. Maescher.

SEA RAIDER (Second National), Betty Bonton.
5—Sea adventure and romance. Dir. : E. H.
Griffith. Pro.: Maritime.

SECRETS OF PARIS (Mastodon), Lew Cody,
Gladys Hulette, 7—Drama of Apache and court
life in Paris. Au. : Eugene Sue. Dir. : Ken-
neth Webb. Pro.: Whitman Bennet. Rev.
11/11/22.

SHERIFF OF SUN DOG (Arrow), William
Fairbanks. 4,949—Western. Au. : W. C. Tuttle.
Dir. and Pro. : Ben Wilson.

SHERIFF JIM (Goldstone), Roy Stewart, 5—
Mexican border story. Au. : Willard Mack.
Dir. : Charles Swickard.

SOUTH OF THE NORTHERN LIGHTS
(Steiner) Neal Hart, 4,602.—Western drama
Au. and Dir. Neal Hart.

SPAWN OF THE DESERT (Arrow) William
Fairbanks, 5,036. Western drama. Au. W. C.
Tuttle. Dir. & Pro. Ben WT

ilson.

SPEED KING (Goldstone), Richard Talmadge,
5—Comedy thrill drama. Au. and Dir. : Grover
Jones.

SPIDER AND THE ROSE (Principal), Alice
Lake, Richard Headrick, Gaston Glass, 6,800.
Romantic melodrama. Au. Gerald Duffy. Dir.
Jack McDermott. Pro. Zeidman.

STRANGER OF THE HILLS (Anchor), sc, 5

—

Western drama. Au. and Dir. : Bruce Mitchell.
Pro. : Farra.

STREETS OF NEW YORK (Arrow), Edward
Earle, Barbara Castleton, 6.541— From stage
play. Au. : Leota Morgan. Dir. : Burton King.
Pro.: State. Rev. 11/11/22.

THEY'RE OFF (Anchor), Peggy O'Day, 5 —
Race track comedy drama. Au. : Elsie Van
Name. Pro. : New Era.

THREADS OF DESTINY (Anchor). Bessie
May, 4.600— Fisherman's daughter's love story.
Au. : Grover Jones. Dir.: George Clark. Pro.:
Paragon.

THUNDERING HOOFS (Anchor), Peggy
O'Day. 5—Race track drama. Au. : Elsie Van
Name. Pro. : New Era.

TRAIL OF HATE (Di Lorenzo), Big Boy
Guinn Williams. 4,519—Western drama. Dir.:
W. Hughes Curran. Pro. : Frederick Herbst.
Rev. 6/3/22.

UNBLAZED TRAILS (Adventure). Dick Hat-
ton, 5—Outdoor western. Au. : Dick Hatton.
Dir.: Don Hix.

VALLEY OF LOST SOULS (Independent),
Muriel Kingston, 5—Story of Canada with
superstitious twist. Au. : J. Seton Druramond.
Dir.: Caryl S. Fleming. Pro.: Iriqouis.

WASTED LIVES (Second National), Richard
Wayne, 4.870— Romantic story of children's
doctor. Au. : Lucien Hubbard. Dir. : Clarence
H. Geldert. Pro.: Mission. Rev. 1/6/23.

WESTERN JUSTICE (Arrow). Fred Caldwell,
Jospehine Hill, 3,977—Western drama. ProTT
A. B. Maescher.

WHEEL OF FORTUNE (Anchor), Grace Dar-
mond, 5—Drama. Au. : Helen Robertson.
Dir. and Pro. : Capt. Leslie T. Peacock.

WHEN A WOMAN TURNS (Norca), Tom
Kennedy. 5—Western. Dir. and Pro.. Ivor
McFadden.

WILDCAT JORDAN (Goldstone). Richard Taj.
madge, S—Comedy thrill drama. Au. Scott
Darling. Dir.: Al Santell.

WILDNESS OF YOUTH (Graphic). Virginia
Pearson, Mary Anderson, Harry Morey, 7—
Society drama pertaining to flapper. Au. : Ivan
Abramson and Don Dundaa. Dir. : Ivan
Abramson. Rev. 9/2/22.

WOLVES OF THE BORDER (Goldstone),
Franklyn Farnura, 5—Western comedy drama.
Au. and Dir. : Alvin J. Nietz.

WORLD'S A STAGE (Principal), Dorothy Phil,
lips, Kenneth Harlan, 6—Screen star's romance
in Hollywood. Au. : Elinor Glyn. Dir. : Colia
Campbell.

YOU ARE GUILTY (Mastodon). James Kirk-
wood. Doris Kenyon, Robert Edeton, Edmund
Breese. 6—Story of world wanderer. Au. tat
Dir. : Edgar Lewis.

Short Subjects
ALEXANDER (2 reels)

Disposing of Mother—Comedy drama.
This Wife Business—Comedy.
Old Fashioned Flapper—Comedy.
Underpaid—Comedy.

ANCHOR
Love Charm. Little Knight. Crown of

Courage—Two-reel medieval romances fea-
turing Arthur Trimble.

C B. C FILM SALES
Hallroom Boys Comedies (2 reels)

Still Going Strong.
Now Mamma.
Tailor Maid Chauf-

feur.
Spirit of '23.

All at Sea.
Dumb Waiters.

High Filers
My Mistake
Bridle Grooms.
West Is East.
Holy Smoke.
Full O' Pep.
Day By Day.

EDUCATIONAL CORP.
Christie Comedies (2 reels)

Pardon My Glove—Bobby Vernon.
Let 'Er Run—Dorothy Devore.
Choose Your Weapons—Bobby Vernon.
Chop Suey—Dorothy Devore.
Chased Bride—Neal Burns.
In Dutch—Bobby Vernon.
Hazel From Hollywood—Dorothy Devore.
Be Yourself—Neal Burns.
Second Childhood—Bobby Vernon.
Hula Honeymoon—Henry Murdock.
Babies Welcome—Dorothy Devore.

Mermaid Comedies (2 reels)

Look Out Below—Llge Conley.
Steeplechaser—Lige Conley.
Blazes—Lige Conley.
High Power—Lige Conley.
Good Scout—Jimmie Adams.
Casey Jones, Jr.—Lige Conley.
Pest of the Storm Country—Louise Fazenda.

Hamilton Comedies (2 reels)

Speeder—Lloyd Hamilton.
Educator—Lloyd Hamilton.
No. Luck—Lloyd Hamilton.
Extra! Extra!—Lloyd Hamilton.

Cameo Comedies (1 reel)

Crash—Jimmie Adams.
Pitter Patter—Jimmie Adams.
Come Over—Jimmie Adams.
Hurry Up—Jimmie Adams.
Ouch—Jimmie Adams.
Tea & Tea—Jimmie Adams.
Bumps—Jimmie Adams.
Dog Sense—Animals.

Toonerville Comedies (2 reels)

Toonerville Topics.
Skipper's Sermon.

Dramas (2 reels)

THE ADVENTURES OF SHERLOCK
HOLMES—Cooper Beeches, Empty House,
Tiger of San Pedro, Solitary Cyclist, Red
Headed League, Resident Patient, Beryl
Coronet, Man With the Twisted Lip—Stoll
productions from A. Conan Doyle stories.

Scenics (1 reel)

ROBERT C. BRUCE, WILDERNESS
TALES—Drifters, Blanket Stiff, Split Out-
fit, Natural Born Liar, Prlckley Conscience*
By Lantern Light—Scenic dramas.

Novelties

TONY SARG'S ALMANAC — Devilla*
Dragon, First Barber. First Flivver. Olglng
Ogre. Haunted Castle—Single reel shadow-
graph comedies.
LYMAN H. HOWE'S HODGE-PODGE—

King Winter, Sea Elephants. Garden of
Geysers, Hot Shots, Mrs. Hippo—Single
reels of mixed contents.
EARL HURD COMEDIES—Fresh Fish,

Railroading, Chicken Dressing—Single reel
novelty comedies.

Campbell Comedies (2 reels)

Ring Tall Romance—Children and animals.

Specials

Enchanted City—Art, 1 reel.
Man vs. Beast—Adventure, 2 reels.
Via Radio—Science. 1 reel.
Message of Emlle Coue—Topical, 2 reels.

Miscellaneous

Klnograms (1) Semi-Weekly

F. B. O.

De Haven Comedies
Their First Vaca-

tion.
Twin Husbands.

Entertaining the
Boss.

Plum Center Comedies
Pop Tuttle's Clever
Catch.

Fire Fighter.
Pop Tuttle's Grass
Widow.

FIRST NATIONAL
Buster Keaton Comedies

The Balloonatic (2.152 feet).
Love Nest (2,000).

Mack Sennett Comedies
When Summer Comes (1,570).

Charles Chaplin Comedies
Pilgrim (3,675).

FOX (2 reels)
My Hero—Lupino Lane.
Lazy Bones—Clyde Cook.
Pirate—Lupino Lane.
Cyclist—Clyde Cook.
City Chap—Al St. John.
Alarm—Al St. John.
Young and Dumb—Al St. John.

NOTE: A complete and amplified
table of short subjects will be pre-
sented in the next insertion of
"Available Attractions." Blanks for
use in contributing data will be sup-
plied upon request.
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RESULTS PROVE
There's Nothing Like ItOn Earth:

si
WILD BUCK

HIPPOPOTAMUS

BABOON

CAMEL

LION

GIRAFFE

,RT HOG

ZEBRA

Booked by More Than 250 Theatres in Last Two Weeks!

NOTE
FULL
NAME

NOTE
FULL
NAME

"ONE of the finest of this class. A
picture everyone should see."

•—Milwaukee, Wisconsin, News

"BIGGER than expected describes
our opening day. Universal performed
a real service to exhibitors and public
in offering this production."

LEO LANDAU, Manager
Garden and Alhambra Theatres,

Milwaukee. Wis.

This is the

picture that re-

ceived the

remarkable
publicity in scores

of national

publications

"If anything more could be crowded
into 'Hunting Big Game in Africa,' one
wonders what it could possibly be."

—Philadelphia North American

"THE most complete—which means
the most instructive and the most thrill-

ing motion picture of wild animal life

ever made." —N . Y . Times

If if doesn't bear H. A. SNOW'S name—it isn't

HUNTING BIG GAME IN AFRICA
WITH GUN AND CAMERA

This is the only African Picture that established a record run of three
big months at the Lyric Theatre, New York City

STANLEY CRANE

8
BABOON GNU

ELEPHA

PENGUI

RHINOCER

OSTRK

4
STANLEY CRA

ELEPH/

ZEBF

ELEPHANT

GIRAFI

RHINOCfl



JL hit that
'hits the
heaib

masterpiece
of this beloved
American poet
dramatized for
the screen and
flayed by such
players as it's

fame deserves.

An Old Sweetheart
Of Mine

j

withElliot Dexter and Helen Jerome Ecldy

.Distributed by

Upfrn Pictures
lTlV 11V CorporationProduced by HABBY GAHSON

Screen Adaptation by T« O^WAaZ Mf^L.^ J^htH^fu^Lt



Hunt Stromberd
presents

Bull

%e TWoTwins
7heTwo Twins

will double
your patrons
with laughter
. .and box-off

£

receipts

Personally Directed bi
t

Pkotoqvaphad bu
IRVING RIES
Edited by
ROBERT PARKER

Metr
Pictures Corporation
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What the Exhibitor Says:
"Large attendance warranted extension of Charles Ray's 'The Girl I Loved'

for another week's run."—Gifts Theatre, Cincinnati, Ohio.

"Good business all week without extra exploitation."—Allen Theatre,

Cleveland, Ohio.

" 'The Girl I Loved' is one of Charles Ray's good ones and our audiences liked

it. Business good."-Middle West Exhibitor in M. P. News.

What the Expert Says

:

" 'The Girl I Loved' is a production that any audience

should like," says Exhibitors' Herald. "Sympathetic,

humorous action and genuine appeal portrayed in

what is probably Charles Ray's best work for the

screen. Don't fail to see this production. We be-

lieve it is one you will like, and as such one you will

want to pass along to your patrons. Ray's acting is

an outstanding and memorable feature. He has a part

that calls for the highest form of suppressed emotion."

Qiihur <S. Kane presents

*THE
I LOVED

03c/ Jam&s Whifcomb Riley

Direction by joSGph De Ql'dJ^C

UNITED AQT\STS COR.DOQATION
MAO.Y DlCxroaO • CMAQJJC CUAPUN • OOUGLAJ* rAjQIVXNiO* • D. V. GttM
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Five Points on "Bella Donna'

Point 1

CHICAGO

"A production which will long be known as the best of 1923."

—Herald-Examiner.

"A gorgeous, romantic, perfect movie."—Journal.

—And McVicker's Theatre, for the first time in history, held a
picture over a second week.

Point 2-

NEW YORK

"A contribution to photoplay art."—Call.

"Pola Negri is once more our favorite screen actress. She is

a vivid, magnetic, glorious person."—Tribune.

—And the Rivoli Theatre is turning them away!

Point 3

CHAMPAIGN, ILL.

"Bella Donna" has established a new record for the Park Thea-
tre. On the third day of the run it was necessary to call the
police to handle the crowds. Our most sensational box-office

attraction and the 100% picture of the year."—G. H. Meyers,
Manager.

Point 4

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

"Bella Donna" broke all records at Poli's Bijou Theatre. The
management played five shows the last Saturday and crowds
stood in line waiting for admission the whole day."—John D.
Powers.

Point 5

LOS ANGELES

"At last we have seen Pola Negri."—Times.

"Success Miss Negri scores has never been equalled."—Herald.

—And "Bella Donna" is playing to record business at Grauman's
Rialto Theatre.

Pola Negri's first American Picture, "Bella Donna",

produced by George Fitzmaurice, is a sensational

Coast-to- Coast Clean-up!

(X (paramountQidure
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Douglas Fairbanks Says:
"Have you seen GLORIA SWANSON in 'PRODIGAL DAUGHTERS'? Don't miss it. It

is not only the best piece of acting MISS SWANSON has ever done, but it is, I think, one of

the most faithful film portrayals of contemporary social and family life that has been screened.

" 'PRODIGAL DAUGHTERS' should be preserved under seal for showing fifty years

from now to let your descendants know just what this jazz age really is. Mary and I run off

films every night at home. Of late we have been seeing old news reels made about fifteen

years ago. They are more interesting than plays.

"GLORIA SWANSON'S new play, I firmly believe, will have a similar value fifteen or
fifty years from now."

—From Los Angeles Times interview.

A Sam Wood Production. Screen version by Monte M. Katterjohn from Joseph Hocking's novel

& (paramount Qidure



RUPERT HUGHES' "SOULS FOR SALE

HELD OVER 2nd WEEK .*«.. CAPITOL
The Biggest Success New York has ever seen.—Every Picture Record Shattered!

DANNY WAS RIGHT:
"If you let your competitor
get this picture you'll be
sorry." See Film Daily.

SHOWMEN! HERE'S YOUR CHANCE! REVEAL HOLLYWOOD TO YOUR PATRONS!
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"The greatest audience picture I have ever seen—bar none." don allen, n. y. t?e. w«m

GOLDWYN ^ doing BIG THINGS
READ Q3HAT HARRY GOLDBERG SAYS:
"Few pictures are big enough to run two weeks in Omaha. Have just booked 'Souls

for Sale' for two weeks which itself signifies what we think is by far greatest box-

office attraction Goldwyn has had this year. Should rank with anything that has

been released by another concern."—(signed) Harry L. Goldberg, Omaha, Nebraska.



[S BIGGER THAN THE CIRCUS ! ! ! !

fr STARS! STARS! STARS! +
Tremendous Business at the California Theatre, Los Angeles= Record Receipts

!

VAR IETY says: "This is a picture Goldwyn could have taken and shown for a run in some
legitimate theatre on Broadway and put over for three months at least'"

ITWE WILL NOT ROADSHOW IT !!!
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"A picture that will make countless
fans rush to their favorite theatre." NEW YORK AMERICAN

==== Read this telegram! It comes from a showman who knows! ====
"I want to play 'Souls for Sale' at the Cleveland Hippodrome under any terms and conditions that you want to
play it there. This is the greatest motion picture of the year. —(signed) Walter Reade.

GOLDWYN is doing BIG THINGS
J\ Wire Just Received: "Souls for Sale" opened to a jammed matinee and tonight we are turning
away hundreds. Biggest opening we have ever had in Brockton. Mayor and officials also secretary and many
members of Chamber Commerce attended. Everybody talking about how wonderful picture is. We paid more
for "Souls for Sale" than we ever paid for any film but it's sure worth more. It's a wonder. Genuine knockout
and we don't mean maybe. Congratulations on this wonderful attraction.

(signed) Keene and Rogers, Colonial Theatre, Brockton, Mass.



The Mystery of THE EVENING WORLD,

King Tut's Queen Sought Another Mate

Tut-Ankh-Amen's Before He Had Even Been Buried

Eighth Wife

The Livest and Timeliest Feature
Production EVER MADE!

That's a Whole iMouthful
And Then Some!

But there's a WHOLE VOLUME that

COULD be Written on the Subject
—and Every Word Would

Hold You Spellbound!

FOR EXAMPLE, there was SOMETHING .URIOUS about

its making. It was some months ago—long before anybody even

dreamt that Lord Carnarvon's end would be so tragic—long be-

fore the Public Press began to hire learned writers to expound

on Egyptian Myth and Lore, on Poisoned Tombs. Venomous In-

sects planted ages ago in Sarcophagi and Deadly Fumes from
Tombs scaled up when Solomon was a live man. . Ind VliT, this

picture is an absolute parallel with the main and striking inci-

dents, dozen to the tragedy itself, of Lord Carnarvon's explora-

tions.

liven down to such a detail as the history of his ITife—her desire

to zved another even before Tut-Ankh-Amen was entombed—
even here our picture parallels the History and Legendary Lore.

All of which makes THE MYSTERY OF KING TUT-ANKH-
AMEN'S EIGHTH WIFE the LIVEST and TIMELIEST
FEATURE PRODUCTION ever produced!

Live Film Men will need no persuasion to buy this picture—and

as usual the backward ones will wonder how it is that others make
money while they only catch Headaches thinking about Hard
Times

!

This splendid picture, in five reels, absorbingly interesting from

start to finish, will fill any theatre in the country every time it's

run. Why? Because it's what it is—all that I claim for it!

MAX COHEN
Long Acre Building New York City

Bryant 4416

Ancient Document Shows Widow Immediately Asked
King of Hittites for One of His Sons in Marriage.
LUXOR, Egypt, April 11 (Associated Press).—An mclent Hlttite docu«

ment recently unearthed In Anatolia discloses an amazing royal romance

in which Queen Ankhsamen, consort of Pharaoh Tutankhamen, was one of

the principals. It also appears that the Queen was banished by Tutankh-

amen's successor, the Pharaoh Ay.

P This remarkable document has been
translated by Prof. Archibald H.
Sayce. one of the leading Babylonian
and Egyptian scholars of Great

Britain. It reveals that while Klny
Tutankhameu'B body was still upon
Its bier awaiting burial, his twentv •

scven-year-ola widow despatched sr

ambassador to the King of the Hii

tites, who was then bcselglng the

ancient city of Cdrchemlsh, between
Mosul and Damascus, to induce th<

king to give her one of his sons in

marriage.
"My husband Is dead," Eald Ml*

Egyptian Queen to the Hittlte rule-

through oer ambassador. "I have no
children. Vour tons are sai4 to p>

grown up. If you will give me one c*

them, and if he will be my hushani,
ho will he a great helpmate. I sen

d

bridal gifts."

The King of the Hittites apparently
doubted the motives and good faith ol

the Egyptian Queen. He replied tu

her overtures: "Tire son of your lord

(the King), where i3 he? Have you
received me? The General of the

Army (Horemlicb), tas not nominat-
ed my son to the Kingship."
The Queen thereupon rejoined:

"What Is this you say? I have de-

ceived you? If I had a son and my
| people had a ruler, 1 would not have

sought, the* hand of a man liom an-
other country. No one has had chil-

dren by me. I have no son. Give me
one of your sons as niy husband and

he shall be King of the Land of

Egypt "

The document shows that the royal

romance was almost completed by the

King of the Hittites giving the fair

suitor one of his sons; but just as

the marriage was about to be cele-

brated King Ay seized the throne of

Egypt, and the hapless Queen was
banished.

Present history and archaeology

show no trace of Queen Ankhsarhen.
She seems .to have entirely disap-

peared from view after King Ay
usurped the throne. It is known only

that she was the real Inheritor of the

throne, and that Tutankhamen owed
his kingship entirely to her rights of

royal succession. It is presumed that
Ay's motive in banishing her was to
prevent a foreigner from ruling over
Egypt, especially a hated Hittlte.
American archaeologists, Who gave

the text of this document to the As-
sociated Press correspondent, regard
the foregoing circumstances as one
01' the most dramatic fevelatlons in
present day knowledge of Egyptian
history. The Hlttite narrative, fhev
say, makes it clear that Tutankhamen
djd not have progeny to continue his
flourishing reign. It also makes it

extremely unlikely, they add, that the
body of Queen Ankhsamen will r>:

found in the royal necropolis.
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SINGLE REEL SUBJECTS
that will never fail the exhibitor who aims at a

WELL-BALANCED PROGRAM
CameO

CLEAN CUT COMEDIES^^^^T

Directed by Fred Hibbard

'Single-reel comedies up to this year have been of only one

type, the you-chase-me-l'll-chase-you kind. Beginning this

year, however, Cameo Comedies made their appearance.

You'll find it hard to believe this is your old pet peeve, the

one-reel comedy."— Grand Rapids (Mich. - Herald

"CRASH"
"PITTER PATTER"
"ONCE OVER"
"HURRY UP"
"FAMILY TROUBLES"
"TEA N. TEA"

Coming
"TRAFFIC" "EXIT STRANGER"

"SMALL CHANGE"

"BUMPS"
"DOG SENSE"
"BROKE"
"OH SISTER"
"OUCH!"
"THE DUDE"

EARL HURD
COMEDIES

Presented by C. C. Burr

"Mr. Hurd is doing excellent work

with these little comedies."

—

New York Times

'ONE OU CAT"

"FRESH FISH"

"RAILROADING"
"CHICKEN DRESSING"

"THE MOVIE DARE DEVIL'

LYMAN H. HOWE'S
HODGE-PODGE

Some Sense and Some Nonsense

"If you are looking for a real novelty, some-

thing entirely different from anything you
have shown, we can recommend these."

—

Moving Picture World

"KING WINTER"
"SEA ELEPHANTS"

"GARDEN OF GEYSERS"
"HOT SHOTS"

"MRS. HIPPO"
"TARPON FISHING"

Coming
"SPEED DEMONS"

"SHOOTING THE EARTH"

WILDERNESS
TALES By Robert C. Bruce

A New Series of Scenic Dramas by
THE ARTISTWHO USES A CAMERA

"After all the gaudy and pretentious feature productions have

gone by, these three little films will remain vivid in the minds

of those who have seen them. They are nearer to art, truer

to beauty, and more imaginative about life."— Exceptional

Photoplays, Published by the National Board of Review.

"BY LANTERN LIGHT"
"MOONBLIND"
"JENKINS AND THE MUTT"
The only Short Subjects ever considered

as a group by Exceptional Photoplays

Coming

"FROM THE WINDOWS OF MY HOUSE"

KINOGRAMS, the Visual Neivs of All the World

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.
E. W. HAMMONS, President



Exploitation
That's the Word For This One!

A naked diver'* battle with a man-eating shark 100 feet

under water.

A revengeful native tieing a knot in a diver's air-line

under water to suffocate his enemy.

A diver at the bottom of the sea caught in the clutch el 1

a giant clam and held fast and deserted to die, while hi*

fellow diver goes back to the surface to claim the girl.

Divers exploring the juDgles at the bottom of the ocean,
and their discovery of a treasure chest laden with gold,

gems and pearls.

The use of a new helmet like the gas masks the soldiers

used in France. This headpiece generates it* own air

doing away with cumbersome diving suits and air-pipe

lines. Never before photographed in a motion picture.

A greedy skipper's theft of the pearl treasures of a

native chieftain.

The uprising of the natives and their attack on the

pearl fishermen.

The weird native rites before going to the attack; the

sound of the war drums; the war dance; the night

attack on the village.

The pearl fisherman'* schooner running down a nativa

boat while the naked diver is at the bottom of the bay

stealing pearls.

A.B. BARRINGER'S
Sensational

Under-Sea Production

Vengeance
OF
THE Deep

with

Ralph Lewis * Virginia Brow)n faire -Van Mattimore - Maida Vale - Harmon M c
Grego

Directed by A.B. Barringer



A Hr*t national Picture

Jaaet>h M.Schenck. presents

NORMA TALMADGE
WITHIN THE LAW

A role unique and distinctive -— her first

opportunity to portray the are. passion and

revenue of a woman scorned and persecuted

Personally directed by Frank Lloyd



Never Has She Been More Super)
Than in This Great American Dram

NORMA TALMADGE, in her new ten.

greater pictures, has had a wide varie

stories varying in character, time and countr)

"Smilin' Through" her art brought happy teat

"The Eternal Flame" she sounded the depthi
woman's heart; in "The Voice from the Mir
she searched the soul of a wife whose heart rej

the bonds imposed by a wedding ring.

In her newest production she gives to the tcr

de luxe interpretation of a great American p
role of hre and passion, of revenge and love,

has she been more superb.

Through the directorial genius of Frank Lloyd
has directed all but one of Miss Talma
new series, the finish and artistry of th<

duction has been made of the finest

Lloyd's keen understanding of characti

knowledge of dramatic force, togethei

Miss Talmadge's great art of interpretir

human heart, has made this what we
sider one of First National's biggest pr

tions, both in artistry and from the i

point of the box-office.

Presented by Joseph M. Schenck; Adapt
France* Marion from the stage play by I

Veiller; Photography by Antonio Gaudio an'

bert Brodin; Stills photographed by Shirley

Martin.

A 3ir6t national Picture

NORMA TALMADGE
"WITHIN THE LAW *
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To Speed Up
Spring Business
Sjrt At The Time
Jhis Page Appears
And Show The Entire
Series:

Grandma's Boy
Sailor-Made

Man
Never Weaken
bnang Those
Present

Do

°r Never
( thtm '* any ordtr)

tented by

HOACH
advertisement on

attractions
will

PPear in

-PLAY
W 1st)

PICTURE
Jofy 1st)

THE SATURDAY EVENING POST

OF count Harold and kis wife

scented trouble bill bioiher-
inlaw's youngsters were parked
with them over the week-end. Hut
they had only tbc merest inkling of
-hat they were in for

How was Harold to know that he
would hive to out a nipple on the
baby's bottle? Why is it anyway
that nipples are al>. ass three Sim
too small, and babies' bottles

rounded at the bottom 1 \n.l «ho
eould tell that a pet nienageiic

would break loose

'

Trouble' Yes. bur |HK look at

that darling babv Isn't he worth all

the trouble he costs'

You'll be sure ol it ..hen you see

Harold Lloyd in " I Do."

If you've lost your funny-bone-

T F you (Kink a comedian is onl

I a down or a buffoon \ou mil

certainly rfcuitf your mind MM
vou see this poor timid, lovabl

boy learn the secret of Coinage

And shttwd, loving Grandma-
vhc knew what he meded' Nomon
der "Grandma's Hoy" was vote.

of the wv. " m0t '0n PK ' U 'r

TF you tliink no motion picture in the world can
**- make you laugh a pood old-fashioned laugh

anil)—take this prescription. It's tested and un-
failing, specially compounded for just such a.

critical case as yours.

R Six Encore Pictures of Harold Lloyd.

Sig: Take one after meal time. Alone or ac-

companied by friend, member of family

or stray child. Get into comfortable seat

at motion picture theatre and— shake

S.Q. Lapius,M. D.

After the first treatment you will feel so much
better you'll think you arc cured. But don't stop

with one picture. Keep the treatment up. Take
all six—and you'lt want to cure others!

Ask your theatre manager for this tested groun
of gloom-destroyers. He w ill be glad to give you
the genuine— bearing the signature of that dis-

tinguished producer, Hal Roach.
Distributed hv Associated Exhibitors; Inc.

Arthur S. Kane. 'President, JS West 45ril Street,

New York. Physical Distributors. Patbe. Inc.

SOMEHOW Llo\d teth that the bathing pool of

the Sultan's Harem it no longer safe. Where will

be go 1 How tan he rescue his sweetheart from the

Sultan's clutches' These are only two of the per-

plexities which beset Harold Llovd tn "A Sailor-

Made Man." When \ou see his uproarious adven-
tures you'll wonder how he could cram so tn i;h

hilarity into one ihort hour.

runs a dangrrou* tours,', often high in

the air. Lovelorn Lloyd perched on a

girder, dome his level best to get bad
to solid eround—and to his sweetheart
—may not sound funny, but it is an up-

bren outside his home
ted to tell of his African

hunting ex pet itnees—just what would the book of etiquette

adusc' Dsc his imacmanon. is our gucts.

And in "Among Those Present" Lloyd does use his iroag-

ination—reeklesily and mondrously as you can judge from the

expression of his hostess.

aik a painfully re-

spectable, undomcxttcatcd
bachelor to play chaperon
to a fuU*of>thc-mischirt.

four • vejr • old girl in a

crowded Pullman. But in

"Vow or Never,
-
' Lloyd

dots find a way out of his

troubles — after his own
fashion.

ENCORE PICTURES are chosen from hun-

dreds of new motion pictures offered us each

year—chosen because they actually t*MM
the private audiences who see them in advance.

This line of high-grade pictures includes:

Harold IJovdm "Grandma's Boy."' I Do,"
"Now or Never,"" Never Weaken," "Among
Those Present," and "A Sailor-Made Man."

Constance Bmney in "A Bill of Divorce-

ment"—an absorbing drama revealing the

depths of human feeling.

"Head Hunters of the South Seal"—*
truthful record of a thrilling adventure.

Vidor in "AKe *.dams"—a Mts
By faithful and artistic picturiution of

li Tarkington's prixe -winning novel—
j i her superlatively fine productions.

To be sure of having all the better photoplays
shown in your neighborhood you should form a

Better Prelum Council to work with the nun-
agets of your local picture theatres >

MoK than <>00 communities have organucd
such Councils. Every month the members re-

ceive impartial reports of alt worthwhile photo-
plays, not Encore Pictures alone The Council
treommend* the beit pictures to the theatre

manager and endorses ihem to the puhlse
Thus everybody benefits —theatre goers can

make known in advance what pictures they want
to see-, and the theatre owner is atsurrd of good
audiences.

Why don't fm take the initiative in getting

better pictures for your community I Wnrc me
personally for the booklet, "Getting Better
Pictures— the Plan that Works '* Arthur S.

Kane. 35 West 45th Street. New York City
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What About "National Advertising?"

Of greatest importance to every-

one in the industry will be the

results of a searching and com-

prehensive survey on

National Advertising

— publication of which will be

commenced in next week's issue

of the HERALD.

See Next Week's Issue of the HERALD



{{I'LL play you the game," she said,

I "for his life and mine. Straight
poker—two out of three, show-down."
Ramerrez, the wounded bandit, the
man she loved, lay at her feet.

Ranee, the gambling sheriff, who
loved her, was waiting to turn him
over to a posse.

"I hate you, but I'll marry you if I

lose," said the girl. "Are you game?"
"You and the cards have got into my
blood," he laughed. "I'll take you up."

The game was on. One winning hand
for the girl of the golden west.

Another deal. The sheriff won.
"Even, now—we're even. It's the next
hand that tells," said Ranee.

"Cut," interjected the girl.

Each sat tense, silent, inscrutable.

The sheriff picked up his hand and
laughed. "I had a feelin' I'd win," he
said, and threw down—three kings.

Dumb, pale as death, she reached
slowly for her cards. With a catch of
her breath she threw them on the
table face up, and saw

—

A situation that will stir the blood of
every man and woman who lives

Edwin Carewe's Stupendous Production

of David Belasco's Masterpiece

A JiTAt national Picture
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11Year
75Q,000
Circulation reaching

5,000,000
readers

i

Experts Say It's Great!
Think of it. First National pictures are being advertised to 5,000,000 persons
throughout the year. They are reading about the pictures you play in your thea-

tre in the Saturday Evening Post regularly.

These advertisements are working for your theatre NOW, all the time. First

National is creating audiences for you, creating patronage. And we can promise
you that First National pictures are the kind that will build up patronage— that

after they have been seen it means word-to-mouth advertising. And that's the

kind that counts.

And the Post ads are not the usual kind. They are new— different. Story ads.

That's what they are. The public will read them like a story in the Post.

Several advertising experts have pronounced these advertisements the most effec-

tive they have seen.

It tells the people what they want to know about the pictures and the people who
play in them. It creates a desire to see First National pictures.

Think of it. These ads are working for you all the time.

Most Persistent and Consistti



Advertising Campaign Inaugurated
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Gleaned in Ghicago

ibuToo Can
Clean Up IPYou Tell Your Patrons

About the Year's Biggest Novelty!

M.C. Levee's presentation of a

Maurice Tourneur Production

ISLE LOST SHIPS
By CRITTENDEN MARRIOTT; Personally directed by Maurice Tourneur ; Art Director, Milton Monasco;
Asst. Director, Scott R. Beal; Cameraman, Arthur L. Todd; Continuity', Charles Maigne; Editing, Frank
Lawrence.

Distributed by Associated First National Pictures, Inc.. World Rights.
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For President!

A spirited contest for the office of

the president of the Motion Picture

Theatres Owners of America will be a

good thing—and from all indications

there will be keen rivalry among
several aspirants for the position.

We want to see a legitimately con-

ducted contest in which each of the

several candidates will have a fair

chance to have registered his qualifica-

tions for the office. And when this is

done, and when the convention places

its approval upon the aspirations of

the successful candidate, we want to

see the exhibitors of America get be-

hind the president-elect and give him a

quality of cooperation which will

enable him to make good on his job.

There are now several candidates in

the field whose ability and records

entitle them to thorough consideration.

And, doubtlessly, there will be several

others prominently mentioned before

the voting begins. This situation

should be the source of considerable

satisfaction to the exhibitors of the

country because for the first time in

years they will have a valid oppor-
tunity to make a real selection and if

they don't get the right man their

neglect and nothing else will be to

blame.

The election of the president is an
important act of the convention but
that act alone is far from full justi-

fication for holding the meeting. If

the convention is to be of real service

to the exhibitors who make the journey
to Chicago, it must be a convention of

information and service and even the

presidential election should not be per-

mitted to overshadow these features.

* * »

Tremendous Trifles

Theatre owners at various points

throughout the country who may be
wondering whether the Ralaban and
Katz organization of Chicago has so

quickly become the great exhibiting

concern that it is through magic, phe-
nomenal luck or some other extraordi-

nary means, will be interested in this

item which is, perhaps, trivial in a way,
yet it is really significant of a great

deal:

The safety features of the B. and K.

houses are the result of unceasing
efforts to eliminate hazards and to

establish safeguards where, by any
possible chance, they might be neces-

sary. Recently the ropes attached to

portable standards that are used to

keep patrons in waiting lines in the
lobbies came under investigation. It

was decided that in event of a rush of

people against one of these ropes there

would be a jam that might result

seriously, especially to women and
children.

Before these ropes and standards
were finally pronounced as measuring
up to the company's safety require-

ments, a special fixture was designed
and manufactured which is attached to

either end of these ropes and which
unfastens and allows the ropes to drop
under a pressure of twenty-five pounds.

This incident, we believe, nicely illus-

trates the devotion of the Balaban and
Katz organization to the ideal of hav-

ing every detail correct and right —
which ideal is just about the biggest

factor in the company's success.

* * #

Over-exposure
Pictures dealing with studio life in

Hollywood seem to be greatly on the

increase in numbers. With those already

published and others which have been

announced there appears to be a suffi-

cient volume of this type of product to

take care of the greatest possible de-

mand.
There is a chance in these pictures to

register many effective arguments in

explanation of and in defense of pic-

tures and picture people. In this re-

spect the industry is fortunate. There
is, however, a danger. It lies in the

matter of destroying the illusion of

pictures through betraying too much of

what goes on inside the camera lines.

The public has no business behind
the scenes.

Re-Takes
J. R. M.

DA\ LIGHT saving. What a lot of
fun it is. Thinking we have an ex-
tra hour to work or play in. When

as a matter of fact we are lopping off an
hour of our sleep. And think of the wear
and tear on the brain. Trying to figure
out the time tables of the trains that
leave on standard time, when we have
daylight saving time. The energy ex-
pended in this mental exercise alone
would run two Standard Oil companies.
Who started it anyway? If that's one of
the things we used to blame on the ex-
Kaiser, it's time to forget it.

» * *

Ha, Ha!
I see the sugar shortage caught a lot

of Wall streeters short.

* * *

More Worry
Now that the winter coal supply, the

income tax problem and the local elec-
tions arc out of the way we can start
figuring Babe Ruth's batting average.

* * *

Lots o' Publicity

Speaking of base ball, if we see many
more pictures of that new b. b. park the
Yanks are occupying in New York, we'll
suspect they've got a darn good press
agent.

* * *

He Knows 'Em
And while we're on the subject of

press agents, I see President Harding has
decided he doesn't want one in his cab-
inet.

* * *

Bet She Could D 'Em
Leah Baird says: "I never met a di-

vorcee who could darn a sock or cook
ham and eggs country style."

* » *

Full of Bombs
After seeing a few of those Russian

plays one wonders what holds the coun-
try together.

* * *

Mixing Business With Pleasure

There's one thing to be said for those
First National officials, they know how
to pick a nice place to hold a convention.

* * *

We've Been There
Atlantic City's a good place to go to

even if you haven't a convention to at-

tend.
* * *

What's Yours
A lady writes to a local paper to in-

quire what causes the congestion on
Michigan Boulevard every evening be-
tween 5 and 6 o'clock.

Our guess is there's too many automo-
biles.

* * *

Harsh Words
Flo Ziegfeld came to Chicago last

week and grabbed a lot of newspaper
space by stating that the "perfect 34"

girl is succeeding the "perfect 36" and
that Venus de Milo wouldn't have a leg

to stand on nowadays. Which must make
poor Vee feel pretty badly.

* * *

Upsets the Dope
I see some of those chain stores have

skidded into bankruptcy court, thus
ptoving that the ads are all wrong about
chains.
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National Directors Vote for
"Open" Convention in Chicago

Independent Exhibitors
Are Invited to Attend

Ritter, Mogler and Mc Williams Join Race for Presi-

dent and Boom Starts for 0*Reilly

All doubt as to a record attendance being attracted to the fourth

annual convention of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America to

be held in Chicago, May 21 to 26, was swept aside this week when the

board of directors of the national organization voted unanimously for an
"open convention."

The resolutions, adopted open the door to every state and regional

organization affiliated with the M. P. T. O. A. and in addition extends an
invitation to attend to "every independent theatre owner in the United
States."

Fear of Delegations Being Barred Is Removed

Under strict enforcement of the constitution and by-laws, few of the

state organizations are entitled to admission. The sweeping resolutions

adopted by the board of directors, however, break down all technical bar-

riers.

Politics and personalities apparently have been discarded and an earn-

est drive to bring to Chicago every exhibitor interested in a well-organized

and efficient association is well under way.

Headquarters
For Chicago

Gains Favor
The movement to have Chicago as the

"home office" of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America is rapidly
gaining headway.
At several state organization meetings

during the past week, the suggestion to

take the M. P. T. O. A. headquarters
away from Broadway and locate them in

the Central West won hearty approbation.
A new phase was given the move-

ment when several exhibitor leaders sug-
gested that the "home office" be main-
tained in Chicago with field secretaries in

five or six different cities responsible to

the national organization, but convenient
to all sections.

And still another suggestion was made
—this time by Eastern executives—that

Chicago be named the permanent conven-
tion and exposition city.

"Quit Fighting"

To Be Plank in

Two Platforms
Al Steffes and James C. Ritter, the two

most active candidates for the president
of the M. P. T. O. A., have one plank in

common. That is: "Stop fighting."

Steffes in consenting to run told the
Minneapolis convention that he favored
sitting down at a table and talking things
over instead of jumping into a battle.

"We've tried fighting and got nowhere,"
he declared.

Ritter in his platform declares: "Let's
not shoot too high. Let's get at some of

the problems that are next to the heart of

the exhibitor. Let's solve one problem at

a time, not picking any fight with any-
one."

Michigan Plan
For Financing

Wins Friends
The "Michigan Plan" of financing the

M. P. T. O. A. for 1923-1924 has been ap-
proved by practically every candidate for
national president and by most of the
state organizations which have met since

it was advanced.
It calls for a fund of at least $100,000,

raised by exhibitors in donations of a

minimum of $100 each, and provides for

expert field organizers to immediately
build up defunct state units.

Bill Asks Charter for

Dr. Holley's Bureau
(Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C, April 24. —
Robert L. Owen of Oklahoma has intro-

duced in the senate a bill to grant a char-
ter to the Bureau of Commercial Eco-
nomics, operated by Dr. Francis Holley.

The decision of the board of directors
was carried to all parts of the country by
telegraph and has already given an im-
petus to the movement for a record
attendance.

Many Presidential Candidates

The formal entry of Al Steffes of Min-
neapolis into the race for president of
the M. P. T. O. A. started the ball rolling
and within a week, his announcement
was followed by similar action from a
half dozen directions.

The Michigan organization has
selected James C. Ritter of Detroit
as its standard bearer. The M. P. T.
O. of Wisconsin announces itself

as solidly behind F. J. McWilliams of
Madison, Wis. Missouri has approved
the candidacy of Joseph Mogler of
St. Louis and is already speeding up
his "boom."
From Atlanta, Ga., the home of

Willard C. Patterson, a movement has
started demanding that Charles L.
O'Reilly of New York be selected as
Sydney S. Cohen's successor.

Three candidates will appear on the
horizon from Pennsylvania, it is declared
on good authority. Early advices from
the West Coast indicate that a Californian
will be in the race and there have been
persistent rumors that at least two more
candidates from the East can be counted
on.

Comerford Withdraws Name
M. E. Comerford, well known Penn-

sylvania chain owner, who was endorsed
for the presidency by the M. P. T. O. of
Eastern Pennsyhania, Southern New
Jersey and Delaware, spiked his own
candidacy during his visit to Chicago as
one of the party accompanying Sydney
S. Cohen.

"I appreciate the compliment but I

have never seriously considered running
and you can say now that I am not a
candidate," he declared.

Comerford and Cohen were highly
amused at a communication from a

reader in EXHIBITORS HERALD
which concluded: "Bet you 10 to 1 you'll

be boosting Comerford for national presi-

dent before long. He'u a Paramount
man."
"Exposed at last," Cohen laughed as

Comerford grinned broadly.

Cohen Confirms Retirement

In reply to recent rumors that he was
considering being a candidate for presi-

dent again despite his announced retire-

ment, Sydney S. Cohen, national presi-

dent, authorized a statement to the
Herald that he positively would not run
again under any conditions.

"And you say, too, that there will

be no Cohen candidate, either," he
added.
His afterthought was an answer to

various stories which have been
printed in trade papers to the effect

that this or that candidate was
Cohen's choice.
The national president declared posi-

tively that he intended to keep his hands
off the battle for the presidency. He
expressed himself as well pleased with
the number of candidates appearing in

the field as he felt the more candidates,
the bigger the attendance and the more
interest generally.

Steffes Supporters Busy

Friends of Al Steffes are making a
whirlwind campaign in his interest. They
have attended all of the recent conven-
tions urging support for Steffes for
president.

At the Chicago convention, they were
particularly active and are declared to
have lined up a number of votes for
Steffes in the Illinois delegation. The
delegates were elected unpledged and
until their pre-convention meeting, noth-
ing definite will be known as to who
they will back.

Men close to Steffes declared that he
has two or more workers in every state
and regional organization in the country
and are already predicting his election on
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BANQUET of the Illinois Motion Picture Theatre Owners, held on Wednesday, April 18, in the Tiger room at the Hotel

Sherman. This was the finest get-together ever held under the auspices of the state organization. In attendance in addi-

tion to members of the M. P. T. O., were the exchange managers and their staffs, local and federal officials and the press.

Entertainment was in charge of Manager L Maynard Schwartz of Educational. Al Lichtman's "Poor Men's Wives," was

screened.

the second ballot. The first ballot, they

say, will be largely complimentary to

favorite son candidates.

Ritter on Business Platform

Tames C. Ritter, the Michigan candi-

date, is placed in the race on a "business

platform." His running, it is declared,

is contingent on the convention adopting

the Michigan plan of financing the next

year's work. His statement is as follows:

"My name has been mentioned many
times as a candidate for national presi-

dent and always I felt that the gigantic

responsibilities were such that there were

others who could take the burden. How-
ever, I feel that if I can assist in the

welding together of a real efficient busi-

ness administration similar to the one we
have in our state, the time and effort will

not be in vain and I am willing to allow

my name to be announced as a candidate

provided that the exhibitors of the coun-

try will give into the hands of a carefully

selected board of directors adequate

finances for one year so that we can go

out and show the exhibitors of the

country real beneficial results.

"Unless we as exhibitors can get down
to brass tacks and look our problems
squarely in the face, disregarding entirely

politics and personalities, either past or

future, and settle down to bring into one

fold all of the exhibitors of our great

industry; unless we can make the efforts

of the organization so beneficial to the

exhibitor that he cannot afford to not

support it financially, then the efforts of

anyone, I care not who he may be, cannot

be crowned with success. There is noth-

ing mysterious about organization. It is

a simple business problem that can and,

I am confident, will be solved at Chicago.

"I place more importance on some plan

of providing adequate finances for a year

that with an efficient personnel of a paid

organizer and a board of directors who
will meet at least every two months to

iron out, if you please, the national prob-
lems and devise ways and means for

paying bills and of accomplishing what
we set out to accomplish than I do on
the election of a president. I plead with

you to do this one thing: Eliminate
politics and let's get down to the real

work of organization so the Chicago con-
vention can be constructive so it can be
conducive of real beneficial results. We

can't hope to sell an efficient business

man, and there are hundreds of them
now outside the organization, an ineffi-

cient national organization that is broke
and thereby handicapped before we start.

"Let's get an organizer who will spend
his entire time at organization work to

take off his coat and go out and assist

states not now organized to get organ-

ized. Let's not shoot too high. Let's

get at some of the problems that are

next to the heart of the exhibitor. Let's

solve one problem at a time, not picking

any fight with anyone. I don't believe

JAMES C. RITTER of Michigan, whose

campaign for president of the M. P. T.

O. A. was launched in Chicago on

April 20.

thc.re is an exhibitor in the United States

who is not sold on the necessity of or-

ganization but he also wants to see

some results for the money he spends

for organization."
Mr. Ritter is the first president of the

Michigan association and the man to

whom Michigan gives credit for its effi-

cient organization; past national treas-

urer; past national director, and press
director of the Michigan association.

National Directors Meet

The "open door" resolution was
adopted at the meeting of the national

hoard of directors held in Chicago April

20. The date of the national convention

was approved; the annual report of

President Cohen heard and approved, and

several other matters disposed of.

J. J. Ruhens, Chicago manager of the

Motion Picture Palace of Progress, to be

staged in connection with the convention,

was commended for the work he has

done and Messrs. Davis, Woodhull and
Comerford appointed to handle work on

the exhibition in New York.
Those present were: National Presi-

dent Sydney S. Cohen, New York; Vice

Presidents Joseph Mogler, St. Louis, Mo.,

and Joseph G. Rhode, Kenosha, Wis.;

National Directors A. R. Pramcr, Omaha,
Neb., W. D. Burford, Aurora, 111., M. C
Comerford. Scranton, Pa., W. A. Steffes,

Minneapolis, Minn.. Claude Cady, Lan-
sing, Mich., E. M. Fay, Providence, R. I.,

W. A. True, Hartford, Conn., R. F.

Woodhull, Dover, N. J.; Executive Com-
mittee Members Harry Davis, Pitts-

burgh. Pa., J. C. Ritter, Detroit, Mich.,

Fred Seegert. Milwaukee, Wis., and T.

L. Hays, Minneapolis, Minn. M. J.

O'Toole, chairman of the National Public

Service Committee, acted as secretary

for the board.

To Make Ruthven Story
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES. April 24—Following
the completion of "The Eternal Three."

Marshall Neilan will make the romance
by Madelaine Ruthven, "The Rendez-

vous," rights to which were recently pur-

chased by Goldwyn. "The Rendezvous"

is said to offer a romance that for tragic

strength rivals "Romeo and Juliet."
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Anti-Cohen Sentiment Crops
Out at Regional Conventions

Illinois Defeats Burford Candidate for President of

State Unit—Minnesota and Kansas Disregard
National Officer's Distribution Plan

Sydney S. Cohen will go into the national convention in Chicago, May 19

to 26, with his regime as president of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

America endorsed by a majority of the state organizations. This is becoming
more apparent as the last of the regional units convene for the selection of

delegates and alternates to the Chicago conclave.

Opposition to Administration Candidate Not Unexpected

Endorsement of his administration, however, has been the extent to which

a number of states have gone, Illinois electing a president who was running in

opposition to the Cohen-Burford candidate. Minnesota and Kansas failed to

vote approval of the Cohen distribution plan.

Opposition to the administration candidate in Illinois was not all together

j
unexpected, nor was it thought that the downstate faction would muster the

f strength that it did in defeating the Cohen forces.

May 5, 1923

CHARLES L. O'REILLY, president

the T. O. C. C. of New York City a

the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
New York State, who has been men-
tioned as a candidate for national pres-

ident.

Buying Arrangement Is

Seen by Exchange Men
Among N. Y. Exhibitors

{Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., April 24—Film ex-

changes in Albany are complaining these

days that a number of the motion pic-

ture theatres in northern Xew York have
quietly gotten together and perfected a

buying arrangement which is proving
detrimental to the exchanges. It is

claimed, at least by some of the ex-
changes, that the exhibitors in at least

eight villages in northern New York,
have an arrangement to the end that they
notify each other on prices asked by the

exchanges, and by so doing, are attempt-
ing to force exchanges to accept lower
prices for their pictures.

In at least one of the northern vil-

lages, exhibitors have also forced a rather

unpleasant situation onto the exchanges,
having bought all but the one motion
picture theatre and closing the same,
leaving the solitary house to operate
and dictate the prices which they will

pay for this or that picture.

Vetoes Bill Denying
Exhibitors Jury Trial
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

COLUMBUS, O., April 24—Governor
Vic Donahey has vetoed the Gordon bill

involving violations of film censorship.
Introduced by the Rev. J. H. T. Gor-

don of Logan county this measure would
have deprived theatre owners of right of

jury trial in cases that come under the
criminal provisions of the Ohio Board of

Censorship, department of education.

Assailant Convicted
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, MO.. April 24. —
After deliberating one hour, a jury in

the criminal court at Kansas City this

week convicted Claude McFadden on a
charge of assault with intent to kill in

connection with the shooting last August
of David Harding of the Liberty theatre,
in an attempted hold-up. Mr. Harding
was dangerously wounded, and was near
death several days following the shoot-
ing.

Another step taken by a number of

state organizations which at first was not
considered in harmony with President
Cohen's plans was the adoption of reso-

lutions by Minnesota. Illinois and Kansas
urging that an "open convention" be held
in Chicago so that every independent
exhibitor in the country could attend and
"have a voice in the proceedings of the

convention." A similar resolution, how-
ever, was adopted by the board of

directors of the national organization
meeting in Chicago last week.

Illinois theatre owners were repre-
sented by more than fifty of their num-
ber at the state convention held at the
Hotel Sherman. Chicago, on April 18

and 19.

Playing Politics Is Charge

W ith few exceptions the sessions were
marked by harmony throughout. On
occasions, however, the questions of

finances and election of directors brought
verbal tilts. There were certain members
also who persisted in their charges that
"we are playing too much politics." Espe-
cially antagonistic in this respect was
Louis Zahler of the Commodore theatre.

Chicago.
He was answered by \Y. D. Burford.

who said:

"Louis Zahler is square shooting but
he doesn't know whereof he speaks.
Until Cohen took office we didn't know
what real organization was. We have
worked under adverse conditions with
Cohen carrying the organization with
$11,000 of his own money."
This brought the retort from Zahler

that Cohen was playing politics as had
Neff and Ochs before him.
"Why attack Cohen?" asked Burford.

"He says he won't run again. Certainly
he isn't playing politics."

Charges Exhibitor Is Gagged

This opposition was not apparent again
until the election of the board of directors
and the delegates and alternates was the
order of business.

E. J. Haley of the Hillside theatre.

Chicago, charged .hat "one group is try-

ing to control this convention."
Adolph Powell urged that "outside

members have representation to pacify
them."

Zahler again entered the turmoil with
the charge that "they are gagging the

exhibitors."

No finance proposition received definite

action by the convention. Michigan had

its representative, H. M. Richey, business
manager, on the floor to explain how the

Michigan plan had enabled Kansas to

raise $5,000 and Minnesota 57,500. Im-
mediately following his talk substantial

subscriptions were offered, but a damper
was placed on the proceedings by J. J.

Rubens who stated that another plan
would develop at an early date.

Rubens Offers Finance Plan

Early in the convention Mr. Rubens,
who is Chicago manager of the Palace
of Progress, had offered a finance plan
which he hoped to have the organization
adopt. Under his plan each member of

the league would buy a book of 500
stamps for $25, the exhibitor in turn to

place one stamp on every pass charging
5 cents for each. He called attention to

the fact that a similar plan was used by
the legitimate theatres.

No action was taken on the suggestion.
A number of exhibitors disapproved of

it. J. C. Miller of Woodstock being espe-
cially antagonistic toward it, declaring
that "we have been kidding ourselves.
We can all afford to pay our dues what-
ever they may be."

Resolutions adopted by the Illinois

convention pledged "to the public the
support of our theatre screens for the
advancement of all elements calculated
to add to the progress and development
of all communities": urged that the
national convention take definite steps
to obtain repeal of the seating and ad-
mission taxes: urging the board of
directors of the national organization to
hold an "open convention" in Chicago
and that the national organization give
the matter of the music tax "vigorous
attention."

Reynolds Named President

In this last resolution was the charge
that "procrastination and apparent indif-
ference has marked the handling of the
so-called music tax by the officers of
the national organization."

Officers elected were:
President—Glenn Reyonlds. De Kalb.
Vice President—Sam Abrahams. Chi-

cago.

Secretary—Ludwig Siegel. Chicago.
Treasurer—Sidney Selig, Chicago.
On the board of directors are: Down-

state—Ben Berve. Rochelle: W. D. Bur-
ford. Aurora; Adam Dernbach. Wheaton:
John F. Dittman, Freeport: Kenneth
Fitzpatrick. Chicago Heights; Felix
Greenberg. Peoria: Toe Hopp. Rock Is-
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land; Charles Lamb, Rockford; J. C.

Miller, Woodstock; William Olson,

Galesburg; William Pearl, Highland
Park; Charles Pyle, Champaign; Glenn
Reynolds, De Kalb; J. J. Rubens, Au-
rora; Dee Robinson, Peoria, and W. W.
Watts, Springfield. City—Sam Abra-
hams, C. E. Beck, Leo Brunhild, George
D. Hopkinson, Andrew Kaizas, V.

Lynch, H. C. Newell, Ludwig Siegel,

Mike Siegel, John Silha and Sidney Selig.

Louis Frank Is Defeated

A fight was made to elect Louis Frank,
long active in exhibitor organization of

the state, to the board, and although his

supporters were successful in having his

name placed on the slate he was defeated

in the election.

The board of directors will comprise
the Illinois delegation to the national

convention. The alternates will be F. J.

Kramer, Geneva; Tom Watson, Free-
port; L. M. Rubens, Joliet; J. Condon,
De Kalb; G. Kerasotas, Springfield;

Steve Bennis, Lincoln; William Newman,
Elgin; J. C. Edwards, Aledo; E. H. Uhl-
horn, Downers Grove; F. Thiclan, Au-
rora; G. E. Johnson, Sterling; J. Spicer,

Bloomington; R. C. Williams, Streator;

J. Henrichs, Savannah; A. Bosson, Men-
dota; J. Carlson, Rock Island; A. Powell,
Chicago; L. H. Frank, Chicago; A.
Sapcrstein, Chicago; Loutcnschlager, Chi-
cago; Haley, Chicago; H. Goldson,
Chicago; J. Stampanek, Chicago; Rabino-
vitz, Chicago; Sein, Chicago; J. B.

Dibelka, Chicago, and Julius Lamm,
Chicago.
The feature attraction of the convention

was the banquet in the Tiger room of the
Hotel Sherman on Wednesday night.

This was without doubt the finest affair

of its kind ever sponsored by the Illinois

organization. J. J. Rubens was toast-
master and as such put over some valu-
able publicity for the Palace of Progress.
Judge Hugo Pam and Congressman Reed
were among the speakers.

Those who registered on opening day of conven-
tion were: Elmer H. Uhlhorn, Dicke, Downers
Grove, III.; F. R. Kremer, Grand, Geneva, III.;

R. C. Williams, Majestic, Streator, 111.; Mrs. Gust
Hoerrman, Manhattan, Manhattan, III.; August
Bossen, Strand. Mendota, III.; I. Teacher. Star,
Evanston, III.; Adam Dernbach, Grand, Wheaton,
III.; Thomas J. Watson, Superba, Freeport, 111.;

M. M. Rubens. Princess, Joliet. 111.; J. F. Ditt-
man, Lindo. Freeport, 111.; J. Condon. Star, De
Kalb, 111.; L. M. Rubens, Princess. Joliet, 111.;

Geo. Mickels, Grant. Piano, 111.; Steve Bennis,
Lincoln, Lincoln. III.; Gus Kerasotas, Strand,
Springfield, 111.; G. E. Johnston, Lincoln, Sterling,
III.; R. E. Johnston, Lincoln, Sterling. 111.; Joe
Hopp, Fort Armstrong. Rock Island, 111.; Glen
W. Reynolds, Princess, De Kalb, 111.; E. B.
Lewis, Palm, Aurora, 111.; R. J. Geary, Majestic,
Kankakee, 111.; William J. Olson, Orpheum, Gales-
burg. 111.; W. W. Watts, Princess, Springfield,
111.; Frank Thielan, Majestic, Bloomington, 111.;

J. J. Rubens, Fox, Aurora, 111.; Dee Robinson,
Madison, Peoria, III.; B. L. Berve, Majestic,
Rochelle, 111.; J. C. Miller. Princess. Woodstock.
111.; Eugene Saunders, Saunders, Harvard. 111.;

Michael Siegel, New Home. Chicago; Philip Frank,
New Illinois, Chicago; Sidney Selig, Gem, Chi-
cago; Adolph Powell, Wicker Park, Chicago; M. A.
Choynski, Newberry, Chicago; G. D. Hopkinson,
Hamlin, Chicago; E. J. Haley, Hillside, Chicago;
Samuel Abrahams. Gold, Chicago; J. Lamm, Brun-
hild and Young Enter., Chicago; James Stepanke,
Lynn, Chicago; S. Rabinovitz. Garfield, Chicago;
L. Siegel, Prairie Garden, Chicago; J. A. Silha.

Stadium, Chicago; O. J. Truelich, Bonita, Chi-
cago.

New York
(.Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, April 24.—After weeks
of indecision as to time and place of

holding the annual convention and elec-

tion of officers of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of New York, President
Charles L. O'Reilly announced last week
that the session would be held at Syra-
cuse on May 8, 9 and 10.

This was the date tentatively agreed
upon by the board of directors at its

meeting several weeks ago in Albany,
but it was left to the discretion of Mr.
O'Reilly to change this time to whatever

date he saw fit. The selection of the

convention city was also left to the

president.

Many of the exhibitor leaders of the

state favored delaying the holding of the

state meeting until after the convention
of the M. P. T. O. A. in Chicago next

month. It is generally believed that the

question of whether or not the Chicago
convention would be open to all exhi-

bitors, had a lot of bearing on the effort

to delay the state meeting.
Buffalo, Rochester, Syracuse and New

York city all figured in the selection of a

meeting place. Many of the up state

exhibitors were in favor of New York
city, and conversely the city members
were strong for going up state.

Louisiana
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW ORLEANS, LA.. April 24.—At
the convention last Wednesday of the

Louisiana exhibitors organization resolu-

tions commending the work of President

Sydney S. Cohen and endorsing the

activities of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America were adopted. The
state league also pledged its support to

the Theatre Owners Distributing Corpo-
ration.
The following delegates to the national con-

vention were elected: H. J. Herrmann, New Or-
leans; A. Schulman. New Orleans; H. Lazarus,
New Orleans. From New Orleans—H. J. Herr-
mann, A. Schulman. H. Lazarus, Mrs. H. Lazarus,

Frank Davis, Joseph Alsina, Alfred E. Grosz.

George Zibilich, R. Brunet, and M. J. Babin
from White Castle. The alternates, all from New
Orleans, are: Miss Mary Leach, James Kummel.
E. Nightheart and S. Victor.

West Pennsylvania
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PITTSBURGH, PA., April 24.—Al-
though no name was mentioned at last

week's meeting of the Motion Picture

Theatre Owners of Western Pennsyl-

vania it is believed certain that the board

of directors shortly will announce their

candidate for president of the national

organization.
The sessions last week were attended

by a representative group of exhibitors.

The work of the national organization

and its president, Sydney S. Cohen, were
commended, and the M. P. T. O. A.'s

action in rejecting the new uniform con-

tract was endorsed.
President Cohen and his associates, R.

F. 'Woodhull of New Jersey and M. J.

O'Toole of Pennsylvania, attended the

meetings.

Indiana
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

INDIANAPOLIS, IND., April 24.—
Sydney S. Cohen, president of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America,
speaking at the annual convention of the

Indiana Motion Picture Theatre Owners,
urged further cooperation and organiza-

tion on the part of exhibitors. He dis-

cussed various situations which, he said,

have arisen through inflation of film

prices. He advocated a policy whereby
the theatre owners would become col-

leagues rather than competitors.
"The motion picture industry is divided

into three classes today," he said, "the

producer, the distributor and the exhi-

bitor or theatre owner. The producers
have created an artificial scarcity of pic-

tures, figuring that the exhibitors would
pay as much for one-half or three-fourths
of the number of pictures as they origin-

ally paid for the entire output. If the

motion picture theatre owners are to

protect themselves and quit paying for

the high-priced stars and productions, it

can only be done through cooperation
and working together. The distributors

are also to blame, for on several oc-

casions I have been informed by pro-
ducers that distributors were able to get

a better price for pictures than the pro-

ducers themselves could obtain.

"Will Hays is the head of the pro-

ducers and distributors, and has nothing

to do with the theatre owners. What
the theatre owners need is a man to take

care of their interests, just like Will

Hays takes care of the producers. Before

Will Hays had been acting in his official

capacity two months, a certain moving
picture magnate declared he already had

earned his gigantic salary, and he had."

Kansas
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WICHITA, KAN., April 24.—R. 0.

"Dick" Liggett was chosen again to head

the Kansas exhibitors organization at the

convention held
here last week.
Members of his

official family will

be R. R. Bie-

chcle, first vice

president; Harry
McClure, second
vice president; I.

E. Runyon, third

vice president; S.

A. Davidson,
fourth vice presi-

dent ; C. M. Smith,

secretary; Fred
Meyn, treasurer.

The board of

directors is com-
R. G. Liggett

posed of M. B. Shanberg, G. L. Hooper,
R. R. Biechele, S. N. Chambers, A. F.

Baker, J. R. Burford and Harry McClure.
Representing Kansas at the national

convention will be these delegates: E. E.

Frazier, R. R. Biechele, S. A. Davidson,

S. N. Chambers, Gus Kubach, L. A
Wagner, C. M. Patee, M. B. Shanberg.
Alternates—H. L. Gees, William Meyn,
Fred Meyn, Lee Gunnison, G. L. Hooper,
W. Frazier, H. K. Wareham and I. E.

Runyon.
Last week's convention was one of the

most constructive ever held by the state

league. A new constitution and by laws

were adopted, $5,000 was raised to carry

on the work of the organization, the

convention voted endorsement of Al
Steffes' candidacy for national president,

and urged the national directors to hold

an "open convention" in Chicago.
Attending the convention were:
Fred Meyn, Pershing; R. G. Liggett, Gauntier;

A. F. Baker, Electric; C. M. Smith, Tenth Street;

R. R. Biechele, Osage; and C. E. "Doc" Cook of

Kansas City. Kas.; W. P. Bernfield, Library Hall,

Wathena; G. A. Kuback. Lyric, Abilene; Lee
Gunnison, Royal and Crystal, Atchison; R. H.
Holmes. Royal, Emporia; S. A. Davidson, Prin-

cess, Neodesha; John H. Thomas Novelty, Win-
field; J. B. Tackett, Tackett and Jefferson, Coffey-

ville; M. G. Kirkman, Strand, Hays; Herman L
Gees. Mystic, Mulberry; E. E. Frazier, Grand,
Pittsburg: "Shake" Davidson, Princess, Neodesha;

R. H. Klock. Klock, Pittsburg; A. M. Eisner,

Broadmour. Kansas City, Mo.; C. R. Barker,

Grand, Winfield; Harry K. Rogers, Wichita; W.
E. Cunningham, White Way, Fredonia; W. H.

Carson, Empress, Osawatomie; West Milington,

Crystal, Ottawa; Willard Frazier, Empress, Paola;

Earl Bookwalter, Ideal, Halstead; H. H. Kopald,

Crystal, Minneapolis, Minn.; A. A. Koplan, New
Orion, Minneapolis, Minn.; W. J. Gable, Grand,

Beloit; A. R. Zimmer, Liberty, Marysville; V. R-

Cottrell, Cottrell, Plains; H. A. McClure, Strand,

Emporia; Earl O. Peeler, Pastime, Protection;

Chas A. Bull and wife, Holland, Wichita; Claire

M. Patee, Patee, Lawrence; O. K. Mason, New-
ton; Stanley Chambers, Wichita; W. H. Weber,

Echo, Great Bend; I. E. Runyon, Iris, Hutchin-

son; Fred Savage, Ashland. Wellington; Chas, H.

Barron. Kansas, Wichita; L. M. Mjller, Wichita;

J. R. Burford, Arkansas City; J. H. Kelley, Isis,

Arkansas City; W. G. Valerius. Isis, Arkansas

City; E. R. Ruch, Electric, Claflin; S. R. Ledou,

Larabee Opera House, Isabel; S. E. Austin, Gar-

den City; W. P. Dunagan. Douglas; L. S. Cook,

Augusta; W. R. Rowell, El Dorado; Jack Gross,

El Dorado; Jack Johnston, Isis, Augusta; Chas.

Marshall, Caldwell; I. S. Campbell, Zimm, Win-

field; C. S. Little, Empire, Sterling; M B. Shan-

berg, Kansas City, Mo.; L. M. Crawford^ lo-

peka; G. L. Hooper, Orpheum, Topeka; H. K-

Wareham, Wareham, Manhattan; R. H. Benford,

DeLuxe, St. Johns; L. A. Wagner, Princess,

Eureka; and C. E. Liggett, Rosalia.
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Raps First Run Status at

Federal Probe of F. P.-L.

Hodkinson First on Stand as Hearings on Trust
Charges Against Paramount and Other

Companies Open in New York
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, April 24.—The long expected investigation by the Fed-
eral Trade Commission into the affairs of Famous Players-Lasky Corpora-
tion et al., on charges of unfair trade practices is on here and from present
indications will last all summer.

E. C. Alvord of Washington, a regular trial counsel of the commission,
has been assigned to the case as the presiding examiner. W. H. Fuller,

chief counsel of the federal body, is in charge of the prosecution of the
case and is being assisted by Marvin Farrington and Gaylord R. Hawkins.

Defendants Have Galaxy of Distinguished Legal Talent

At the head of a galaxy of distinguished legal talent, W. R. McDonald
and Robert T. Swayne of the firm of Cravath, Henderson, Lefhngwell &
Degersdorff, are handling the case for the respondents. Associated with
them are Joseph W. Folk, former governor of Missouri who is appearing
for Adolph Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky, Elek John Ludvigh for Famous
Players, Morris Wolf of Philadelphia for the Stanley interests, Alfred S.

Bernard of Atlanta for S. A. Lynch and Southern Enterprises, and Charles
Rosen and S. L. Harold of Xew Orleans for the Saenger interests.

two years which he asserted were of suffi-

cient merit to warrant Broadway show-
ings but which he could not get into a
first run theatre in Xew York.
That the case will be hard fought is

evidenced from the many objections
made by Mr. McDonald and' Mr. Swayne
to points brought out by Mr. Hodkinson
in answer to questions by Mr. Fuller, the
commission's chief counsel.

Hearings Throughout Country

Mr. Alvord. the presiding counsel, stated
during the first day's session that the
hearings will likely be continued in Xew
York each day for the next month. Then
the examiners will move on to Phila-
delphia, Boston, Atlanta, Xew Orleans,
Los Angeles. San Francisco and Denver.

\V. W. Hodkinson was the first witness
called and it is expected that he will be
on the stand for several days. Mr. Hod-
kinson's testimony the opening day was
mostly of the formation of the original

Paramount Pictures Company in the

spring of 1914, of which he was president

for the first two years, until succeeded
by Hiram Abrams. He told of the

advent of Adolph Zukor into the affairs

of the company of which Mr. Zukor is

now head.

Reviews First Run Situation

Mr. Hodkinson told of the first run

situation in Xew York and asserted that

it was practically impossible for an inde-

pendent distributor to show one of his

pictures on Broadway. He submitted and
had placed in evidence a list of about
forty-five of his own pictures of the past

Sistrom and Marion

Large Delegation Is

Expected From N. Y.

Cohen Adherents Endorse the

Activities of National

Organization

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

XEW YORK, April 24.—There was
every indication at the meeting today of

the Western Xew York Motion Picture

Theatre Owners, the Rochester Motion
Picture Exhibitors League, the Xorthern

Xew York Motion Picture Theatre Own-
ers and the Greater Xew York division

of the M. P. T. O. A., that a large dele-

gation would represent these organiza-

tions at the Chicago convention next

month.

Greenstone in Chair

The meeting today of these Cohen ad-

herents was presided over by Jules Green-
stone, president of the Rochester league.

Addressing the gathering, President

Sydney S. Cohen stated that the national

board of directors, meeting last week in

Chicago, had approved of the organiza-

tion work in Xew York State and had
endorsed the activities of the national

executives in this respect.

Name State Affairs Bodies

Resolutions were adopted providing for

the naming of committees on state af-

fairs by all regional bodies; approving
the action of the national board in re-

jecting the uniform contract; approving
the work of the national league during
the past year; endorsing official activities

of President Cohen, and urging repeal of

censorship.
President Cohen, M. J. O'Toole and

Howard Smith addressed the gathering.

Boynton and Cooper
Resign Posts With
Eastern Trade Paper

L. H. Boynton, editor and publisher,

and Oscar Cooper, associate editor, of

the Exhibitors Trade Review of Xew
York, resigned their connections with the

publication on Saturday, April 21.

Boynton has been in charge of the

Trade Review since it was taken over
from Louis Blumenthal several years
ago. Cooper was connected with the edi-

torial staff of the publication since its

inception.

Boynton was associated in the owner-
ship of the publication with A. B. Swet-
land, general manager of the Class Jour-
nal Publishing company, publishers of

automobile papers.

Sigmund Lubin III at

Atlantic City, N. J.
{Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ATLANTIC CITY, X. J., April 24.—
Sigmund Lubin, producer, and a pioneer
in the industry, is seriously ill here, suf-
fering from heart disease.
His family has been summoned to his

bedside.

Hampton to Go Abroad
(.Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS AXGELES. Aoril 24.—Tesse D.
Hampton will go to Europe as soon as
final cutting of "Spoilers" is ready. "Main
Street" will be given its world premiere
at the Mission theatre here Wednesdav
night.

Robert McKim and Hoot Gibson in a

dramatic bit from "Dead Game," a

current Universal feature.

_ Refuse to Come East
With Hearst's Units
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS AXGELES. April 24.—William
Sistrom has resigned as general manager
of Cosmopolitan's western unit following
Hearst's order to move all producing
units east. E. Mason Hopper will go
to Long Island immediately. Frances
Marion, supervising director, it is re-

ported, refuses to go east.

First National's Own
Units Begin Production

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS AXGELES. Aoril 24.—First Na-
tional this week becomes a producing or-
ganization with Richard Walton Tully as
production counsel and Earl Hudson as
production manager. A complete staff

has been organized at United Sudios with
several directors working directlv under
Mr. Tully.
This will not interfere with purchase of

outside productions from independent
producers. John McCormick. western
representative, states.
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Five Thousand Attend Brilliant

Frolic Given by Wampas
Fete Held on Mammoth Stage Just Completed at Studios of

Warner Brothers on Coast

(Special to Exhibitors Herald

)

LOS ANGELES, April 24.—Five thousand persons paid tribute at the

Shrine of Film Press Agentry on Saturday night when the Western
Motion Picture advertisers staged their 1923 Wampas Frolic and Ball

on the large stage just completed at Warner Brother's studio. It was one
of the really brilliant social affairs of the filmland season and attended by
the elite of the industry as well as hundreds of others seeking to rub elbows
with the celebrities of the silversheet.

THE success of the affair was largely
due to the untiring efforts of Harrv

D. Wilson, chosen by President Joseph
A. Jackson as director general of the
affair, Ray H. Leek, Norman Manning
and to the spirit of cooperation hy which
all members of the organization worked
in harmony for a common goal.

The publication in the ballroom of the
"Midnight Wampas," edited by Harry
Brand and George Landy, was one of

the notable achievements.
More than 200 well known stars, di-

rectors and featured players were intro-

duced over the world's largest typewriter,

built on the mammoth stage as the svm-
bol of the press agent's weapon of mod-
ern warfare with Fred Niblo acting as
official introducer.

Niblo also presented to the eager
throng the thirteen "Babv Stars" whom
the Wampas members chose to sponsor

during the coming year, the lucky ones
being Eleanor Boardman, Betty Fran-
cisco, Dorothy Devore. Dcrelys Perdue.
Margaret Leahy, Eleanor Brent, Jobyna
Ralston. Laura LaPlante, Kathleen My,
Helen Lynch. Virginia Brown Fain-,

Ethel Shannon. Pauline Garon.

Four orchestras furnished music for

dancing between the vaudeville numbers,
which included the Duncan Sisters,

Frisco, eccentric dancer. Belcher Ballet.

Curtyne Englar and Marvel. J. K. Gor-
ham Follies, headed by Doris Eaton.
Blyer and Black and others.

Net profits from the affair are to be

used to build a permanent club house
for the Wampas.

Ready to Plunge
Into Naked Truth

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, April 24.—The big
unique event of the year in film cir-

cles will be held at the Hotel Biltmore
next Saturday evening, when the entire

industry will be sprinkled at the fountain

of the Naked Truth. For the third an-
nual dinner of the Associated Motion
Picture Advertisers. John C. Flinn, as

president, will preside as oracle while
Harry Reichenbach will be sergeant at

arms to hold all unwilling novitiates

while the simon-pure kalsomine is being
applied.

* * *

For this accomplishment Reichenbach
will have a corps of capable assistants,

composed of the association's members
as well as numerous guests including
leading film executives, distributors and
exhibitors of the New York territorv.

From the 400 diners who have signified

their intention of attending, a strong arm
squad is being selected whose members

will rotate in holding each other at the
baotismal fountain of truth.

The first plunge into the realm of the
.Naked Truth will be wiade promptly a'.

6:45 and subsequent immersions will

occur just as rapidly as the facilities of
the hotel will permit, with only a slight

interruption for dinner.

Clem Dcneker will make his bow be-
fore the altar of the Naked Truth and
Mcrton Gill has been abducted from
Hollywood to do a personal appearance
act. Tut-ankh-amen and his henchmen
will appear as "Toot-and-Kinem" while
another act will be "The Covered Jag-on"
marking one of the largest and most
lavish casts that has ever acted before
the Naked Truth. No less than seven
people, excluding extras and property
men, will appear. They are: Herb
Crooker, Al McFineman. doubling as Al
Fineman later on, Rutgers Neilson. Lou
Marengello, J. Irving Greene, S. Charles
Einfeld. and Lon Young.

* * *

Among the film executives expected
are: Adolph Zukor, Richard A. Rowland.
William Fox, F. J. Godsol, Harry
Schwalbe. Samuel Goldwyn. Arthur
Friend, Thomas Meighan. Richard Bar-
thelmcss, Leo Brecher. Milton Chamber-
lain. Floyd Brockell. Bruce lohnson.
Robert Kane. Arthur S Kane. J. D. Wil-
liams. Eugene Zukor, E. J. Ludvigh, S.

R. Kent.

TJepumr^Side

Exhibition

By W. E. BURGESS & SONS
(Victory Theatre, Scottsville, Va.)

Gales of laughter resulted from a stray

hound getting in our theatre and during
the performance a dog appeared in the
picture which he took to be real. He lit

out down the aisle in loud "fox hunt
style" with a voice like thunder and at-

tacked the screen in full blast. Only the

height of the screen saved it by a few
feet. It took a considerable chase up and
down the aisles to subdue his hunting
spirit, but the excitement and novelty
was a comedy enjoyed by all.

By TOM FOSTER
(Star Theatre, Stanley, Wis.)

Early in April Stanley experienced its

heaviest snow storm of the winter and
on this incident hangs a funny story.

Wishing to wait until the roads around
Stanley were in good condition we held
off showing the feature, "The Storm," the
dates being set for April 17, 18 and 19.

In the "Stanley Republican" for April 7,

we started teaser advertising for the

same, running the weather report for the

current day and under the following cap-

tion:

"Warning: Watch out for the storm
to be in Stanley, April 17. 18 and 19."

Yesterday one of the business men
was walking to his store and he came
upon an old gentleman shoveling the

walk in front of his house and the fol-

lowing conversation passed:
Storekeeper: "Good morning, Mr.

Blank, this is a very bad storm."
The old gentleman straightened up,

placed his hand to his back to relieve the

strain, heaved a deep sigh and delivered

himself as follows:
"Yes, this is a very bad storm but it

is nothing to what is coming. The 'Stan-

ley Republican' says we are going to

have the worst storm in history on April

17, 18 and 19."

As the billboards were already display-

ing advertising for the feature the store-

keeper at once grasped the joke and the

story passed all over town, thus adver-

tising the feature well.

GLENN REYNOLDS is new president

of the Illinois Motion Picture Theatre

Owners.

Daylight Saving Bill

in St. Louis Council
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO., April 24.—Alder-
man Samuel L. Wimer last Friday pre-

sented a daylight saving ordinance to the

St. Louis board of aldermen. He intro-

duced the bill by request.

Automobile dealers, stewards of coun-

try clubs and others who would benefit

by more recreation during daylight hours

are making a strong effort to put the

Jjill across. It will be fought by the

local motion picture exhibitors and vari-

ous labor organizations.
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Outlying Theatres to Lose
Big Specials, Says Schenck

Producer Forecasts Day When Million and a Half
Dollar "Superfilms" Will Play Only Big ^

City Houses; Will Roadshow Them
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, April 24.
—"Ordinary program pictures" for the neigh-

borhood theatres with "superfilms" playing only the big city houses is a
condition which is developing in the motion picture industry, in the
opinion of Joseph M. Schenck, producer of the Norma and Constance
Talmadge features and the Buster Keaton comedies.

Predicts Runs of Three Months to More Than Year
These big films. Mr. Schenck believes, will cost as much as $1,500,000,

and will play the large downtown theatres for a period of from three
months to more than a year. The films then will be roadshowed as are
stage attractions. With the production of SI.500,000 specials will come
higher admission prices which the public, declares Mr. Schenck, "has
demonstrated its willingness to pay for superior things in films."

Music Tax People
In Reply to Cohen

Charge National President

Has Blocked Effort for

Frank Discussion

J. C. Rosenthal, general manager of

the American Society of Composers,

Authors and Publishers' has made public

a copy of the letter sent by him to Syd-

ney S. Cohen acknowledging Cohen's

cancellation of his music license arrange-

ment.

Says Cohen Blocked Adjustment

The most interesting part of the letter

from the standpoint of the exhibitors is

a charge that Cohen ignored an invita-

tion to discuss the entire matter of the

music tax, and a broad hint that the

A. S. C. A. P. is willing to hold a "free,

frank and untrammelled discussion" with

officers of the M. P. T. O. A. after

Cohen "will have passed as an exhibitors'

leader."

Exhibitors have been divided on the

way to meet the music tax question.

One group urges a fight to the finish.

The other suggests an attempt to com-
promise under which the "tax" would
be substantially reduced. The A. S. C.

A. P. letter is interpreted by some an
invitation to "compromise."

To Inspect Theatre Closely

The letter warns Cohen that his the-

atres will be inspected regularly and any
use of copyrighted music will be followed
by immediate action. It denies his charge
that he paid as a result of "duress,
threats and oppression" and declares he
paid voluntarily for himself but encour-
aged other exhibitors to oppose payment
"until in suit costs and penalties they
have paid more than they would have
paid in license fees in many cases."

Senator Walker Better;

Takes Up Censor Fight
(.Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK. April 24.—Senator
James J. Walker, who has been ill tor
the past two weeks, has so far recovered
his health as to be able to return to
Albany this week, where he will again
take up his work as majority leader of
the upper house of the assembly. Among
the work laid out by Senator Walker is

the revival of the fight for a number of
measures which have been given up as
almost hopeless during his absence. One
of these is the bill for the repeal of the
present censorship law- which he will en-
deavor to take out of committee.

Council Bluffs House
Again"Bomb" Victim

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

COUNCIL BLUFFS. IA., April 24.

—The Liberty theatre here was once
more the recipient of a "stink bomb"
which was hurled into the lobby of the
house A revival of the war with the
unions is seen.

Mayo W. Paden, head of the Omaha
operators' local was recently convicted
by a jury in connection with previous
activities of a similar nature against the
Liberty theatre.

Bara to Resume Work
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, April 24.—Theda
Bara is here to join Charles Brabin. her
husband, who is directing for Goldwyn.
She will re-enter films here, it is said.

Mr. Schenck's statement comes as an

answer to the protests by exhibitors that

present rentals and production costs are

exorbitant. Exhibitor organizations meet-

ing within the past tew months have con-

demned rental prices as too high.

The statement emanating from the

headquarters of Joseph M. Schenck Pro-
ductions, and which details the predic-

tions of the producer, follows in part:

Film Costing Half Million

"Picture expenditure, thinks Schenck,
is in its infancy. Mr. Schenck at present
is spending more than half a million
dollars on one picture, 'Ashes of Ven-
geance.'

" 'The expenditure on superproductions
is not going to stop within the limits of
the capacity of the cinema to get re-
sults.' says Schenck. 'A picture is worth
every cent the returns justify.'

"Schenck looks forward to the time
when superfilms will enjoy continuous
runs of two and three years, like the
biggest of the stage successes.

It's Twins! Gives

Town Free Show
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

CHESTERTOWN, N. Y., April
24.—When Mrs. Howard Richard-
son, wife of the owner of the Plaza,
Chestertown, presented her husband
with twin boys one day last week,
Mr. Richardson was so overjoyed
that he concluded to invite the en-
tire village in celebration of the
event. Mr. Richardson operated his

theatre one entire day, without
charging a single cent of admission
to anyone, inviting the entire vil-

lage to witness a special program,
which included one of the best feat-

ures procurable. It is said that the
place was pacLed from noon until

midnight and that Mr. Richardson
was showered not only with hun-
dreds of congratulations, but also

an equal number of thanks for the
entertainment provided.

Up to last week Mr. Richard-
son's family included five girls,

making the advent of twin boys of

more than ordinary importance.

Higher Admissions Necessary

"A new era in the showing of pictures
is at hand according to the producer of
Talmadge and Keaton films. An era
when the real big films will play the big
city theatres from three months to a year
or more and then be taken on the road
like stage plays. Ordinary program pic-
tures then will have their first runs at
neighborhood picture houses.
"Of course these great 'more than a

million' productions will necessitate the
charging of higher prices of admission.

" "There's no need to worry about the
public's willingness to pay such higher
prices.' says Schenck. 'It already has
demonstrated its willingness to pay
higher for superior things in films.'

"The new order, the producer declares,
will require an elevation of the present
standards of acting and treatment of
stories."

Northwest Exhibitors

Victims ofAd Schemes
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SEATTLE, WASH., April 24.— A
letter of warning against individuals pro-
posing advertising schemes in connection
with the free distribution of musical
selections which they are to furnish has
been sent to exhibitors by E. A. Lamb,
secretary of the Northwest Film Board
of Trade.
A number of theatre owners have been

victimized, it is said. The agent is in-
troduced to merchants of the town who
solicits them for advertising to be placed
on music for the exhibitor to distribute
in his theatre. Usually the theatre man
is called on to make good on money
advanced to the agent.

Merrill Sells 9 Houses
To Comerford Concern

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WAVERLY, N. Y, April 24.—Nye
Merrill of this city, has sold his nine
theatres to the Comerford interests of
Scranton, Pa. Two of the houses are in

Owego. two in Waverly. two in Sayre,
two in Towanda and one in Athens. Mr.
Merrill is retaining only the Amusu in

Waverly. which he has leased to the same
interests.

On the advice of his physician Mr.
Merrill will leave for New Mexico be-
cause of poor health.
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THE GROUP OF FIRST NATIONAL men in convention at Atlantic City. Madge
Bellamy is in the center with Richard A. Rowland on the left and Harry T. Nolan
on the star's right. Next to Mr. Rowland stands H. O. Schwalbe.

Minor Changes Made in Official

Family of First National

Sol Lesser Succeeds J. B. Clar}^ as First Vice-President of
Distribution Organization

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, April 24.—With nearly every original franchise holder

in attendance, Associated First National Pictures had its annual
meeting at the Hotel Ritz Carlton in Atlantic City last week. The

sessions began on Tuesday, April 17, and continued into Friday, the busi-

ness meetings at which organization problems were discussed being inter-

rupted at various times for the purpose of hearing addresses by prominent
film men.

THE speakers included Will H. Hay*,
Dr. A. H. Gianinni. Joseph M.

Schenck, Louis B. Mayer and Samuel
Goldwyn, who but a short time before
had signed a contract to produce for

First National a series of George Fitz-

maurice Productions -and the film version
of "Potash and Perlmutter." the rights
to which he controls.

The annual election of officers took
place on Tuesday and was marked by
minor changes. Sol Lesser of Los An-
geles was elected first vice-president,
succeeding J. B. Clark of Pittsburgh,
who retired from that position to become
a member of the board of five voting
trustees. Mr. Clark fills the vacancy
caused by the withdrawal of Fred Dahn-
ken of Turner & Dahnken, whose North-
ern California interests have been
absorbed by Lesser and associates.

* * *

All of the other officers and trustees
were reelected unanimously as follows:

President—Robert Lieber of Indian-
apolis.

Secretary-Treasurer— H. O. Schwalbe
of Philadelphia.

First Vice-President—Sol Lesser of Los
Angeles.
Second Vice-President — John Kunsky

of Detroit.

Third Vice-President—Jacob Fabian of
Paterson, N. J.
The voting trustees are : J. G. Von

Herberg of Seattle, M. L. Finkelstein of

Minneapolis, Robert Lieber of Indian*
apolis, Aathan Gordon of Boston and J.

B. Clark of Pittsburgh.
* * *

The original franchise holders present
were: A. H. Blank of Des Moines Tom
Boland of Oklahoma City, B. D. Craver
of Charlotte. J. B. Clark of Pittsburgh.
Harry M. Crandall of Washington, W.
P. Dewees of Vancouver, Jacob Fabian
of Paterson. M. L. Finkelstein and I. H.
Ruben of Minneapolis, Frank Ferrandini
of Richmond, Va.. Sol Lesser and Mike
Gore of Los Angeles, Nathan Gordon oi

Boston, Sam Katz of Chicago, John
Kunsky of Detroit, Fred Levy of Louis-
ville, E. Mandelbaum of Cleveland, Moo
Mark of New York, John J. McQuirl;
of Philadelphia, Harry T. Nolan of Den-
ver, S. P. Skouras of St. Louis and
Thomas Saxe of Milwaukee.
Company executives in attendance in

addition to Mr. Lieber and Mr. Schwalbe
were: Richard A. Rowland, general
manager; E. Bruce Johnson, manager of
the foreign department; F. M. Brockell.
manager of distribution; Samuel Sprine.
head of the legal department, and C. S.

Pinkerton, financial comptroller. Dis-
trict Managers Louis Bache, R. C. Seerv
and P. A. Bandy and Ralph H. Clark,
manager of the New York exchange, also
were present.
The convention drew other film men

to the seaside resort, among them being
Colvin Brown, New York representative
of Thomas H. Ince; E. M. Asher, East-

ern representative for Mack Sennett;
Bert Adler of Distinctive Pictures; Joseph
M. Schenck, Nicholas Schenck, Felix
Feist, Samuel Goldwyn, James R.
Grainger. D. P. Howells, A. Jordahl,
Knut Husbert and John Olsen of the
Swedish Biograph Company; George W.
Trendlc and Watterson Kothacker.

Censorship of Press

Seen in New Measure
Introduced in N. Y.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., April 24.—Confirm-
ing predictions made in New York state
at hearings relative to motion picture
censorship, that censorship of pictures
would prove but the opening wetge to
an ultimate censorship of the press and
publications, a bill has just passed the
New York state assembly with drastic
provisions which may easily be twisted
into a censorship of the press. It is

doubtful, however, if the bill will be
passed in the New York state senate,
for members of this body would hardly
be expected to pass a censorship meas-
ure after having passed the motion pic-
ture censorship repeal bill a few weeks
ago. While the bill proposing to do away
with indecent litterature was possibly
framed with that one thought in mind,
the wording permits of a wide division
of opinion.
H. Edmund Machold, speaker of the

state assembly, referring to the bill, said
that it amounts practically to a censor-
ship of the press. Publishers are up in

arms against the bill and declare that it

is a move which might easily be con-
strued to censor the press and the pub-
lishing of all literature, placing the pub-
lishers under much the same restraint as
now exists with motion picture producers.

W. D. McGuire, Jr. of

National Review Board
Dies at Derby, Conn.
{Special to Exhibitor! Herald)

DERBY, CONN., April 24.—W. D,
McGuire, Jr., executive secretary of the
National Board of Review of Motion Pic-
tures, died in this city on Tuesday last

week, from illness following an operation
for appendicitis.

Mr. McGuire, who was a resident of

Scarsdalc, N. Y., had been connected with
the National Board since its organization
in 1909 as a committee of the Peoples In-

stitute—first as review secretary, later

succeeding John Collier as executive sec-

retary. In this capacity Mr. McGuire
devoted himself to the affairs of the

Board, in which he had taken a leading
part up to its present development. He
was also vice-chairman of the National
Committee for Better Films, affiliated

with the National Board.
A graduate of Williams College, and

of the N. Y. School of Philanthropy (N.

Y. School of Social Work), he was widely
known among social service agencies as

well as among executives of the film in-

dustry. A wife, Alice McGuire, two chil-

dren, and a brother, Fred B. McGuire of

Derby, survive.

Roach Signs Noah Young
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, April 24. — Noah
Young, prominent in many Harold Lloyd
and manv Hal Roach comedies distrib-

uted by Pathe, has been signed to a three-

year contract by the producer. He has

important parts in "Safety Last" and
"Grandma's Boy."
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Film News

in

Pictures

PICTORIAL SECTION
of Exhibitors Herald

Issue of May 5

Stories Told

by

the Camera

Thomas Meighan, Paramount star, was the guest at the annual convention of the Indiana Indorsers of Photoplays, held at
Indianapolis. In a talk at one of the sessions, Meighan recounted the constructive work being done at the studios to
produce better pictures for the public. He was accorded an enthusiastic reception by the women present. In the
photograph with Mr. Meighan are Mrs. Fred Pettijohn and other officers of the organization which has cooperated
with the exhibitors and other branches of the industry in fighting for a free screen.

We'll all give H. A. Snow credit for a little nerve, eh?
You will see a number of similar thrills in his picture,
"Hunting Big Game in Africa with Gun and Camera,"
which Universal is distributing. For instance, don't
miss the stampede of elephants, a highlight of the pic-
ture.

They say Billiken is the most temperamental one of the
lot at United Studios. He wouldn't return to the set

where "The Brass Bottle" was being made for First

National until Maurice Tourneur had outfaced him.
This picture is being presented by M. C. Levee, presi-

dent of United Studios.
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Tom Mix and his family find that of all sports

cruising on the Fox star's boat, Miss Mixit,

affords the most pleasure. The little tot

framed in the life saver bosses the crew.

Monte Blue and Harry Beaumont reach clear

across main street to congratulate each other
on the completion of the new Warner Brothers
"screen classic," "Main Street," an adaptation
of the Sinclair Lewis novel. Beaumont directed

the opus while Blue plays a featured role.

Elaine Hammers'.ein, M H. Hoffman, general manager of Truart
and Tiffany, and other film men interested in the production of the
Edward Dillon-Hammerstein pictures. The Hammerstein films will

be handled by Truart, an independent distributing company. The
first two pictures will be made at the Goldwyn studio.

Hard boiled? Oh, Boy! Bull

Montana's newest comedy
for Metro is "T he Two
Twins, ' which was produced
by Hunt Stromberg.

Brinsley Shaw, well known
character actor, in his char-
acterization of Benny the

Duck in Goldwyn's picture,

"Three Wise Fools."

D. W. Griffith rehearses Mae Marsh and Ivor Novello for a love

scene in the producer's forthcoming attraction, "The White Rose.

Many scenes of this production were made along the New river

about ten miles from Fort Lauderdale, Fla. This picture presents

a story of the South. Griffith and his company have returned

to the producer's studio at Mamaroneck.
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While training on the Coast, the Chicago team of the National
Baseball League visited Universal City and was photographed
on the cathedral set which is a feature of "The Hunchback of Notre
Dame." Among the players in the group are: Vic Keene, Cliff

Heathcote, Denver Grigsby, John Burger, Marty Callahan, Fred
Russell, Vic Aldridge and Bob O'Farrell.

Max Graf has bought the
rights to David Graham Phil-

lips' "The Grain of Dust,"
which he will produce for
Metro.

Rosemary Theby is one of
the featured players in the
First National attraction,

"The Girl of the Golden
West."

Left to right: Dr. Edwin Larson, Mae Busch and Rupert Hughes,
all vitally interested in perfecting a preventive for "Klieg eyes,"

for which Goldwyn will award $5,000. Miss Busch was stricken

with "Klieg eyes" during the filming of "Souls for Sale," which
was written and directed by Mr. Hughes.

Distinguished baseball and motion picture men
meet. John Heydler (left), president of the
National League, pays a visit to P. A. Powers,
who directs the activities of F. B. O., during
his recent sojourn on the Coast.

Ruth Roland, Pathe serial star and an official

representative of Los Angeles, has arrived in

New York bearing letters from Mayor Cryer
inviting Mayor Hylan and executives of other
cities to attend American Historical Revue and
Motion Picture Exposition in Los Angeles,
July 2 to August 4.
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S. R. O. and then some. That wa» the reception given "Enemies of Women," the Cosmopolitan production, when it

opened at the Central theatre, New York. These two views give you a conception of the great crowds that waited

before the box office to see this adaptation of the Vicente Blasco Ibanez story. Lionel Barrymore and Alma Rubens

are featured with an all-star cast in this Cosmopolitan special which will go through Goldwyn. Arrangements for

presentation of the picture in all the key centers are being made.

Percy Mackaye, popular author of

"The Scarecro w," complimenting
Glenn Hunter on his portrayal in the

leading role in this W. W. Hodkinson
picture. Photo copyrighted by Under-
wood and Underwood.

Speakers and committee at opening of convention of Western Pennsylvania a

exhibitors organization at State theatre, Pittsburgh. Goldwyn's "Souls for

Sale" was shown to the convention delegates. Left to right: J. B. Cohen,

Michael Rosenbloom, William N. Robson, Goldwynner, J. Harry Hayward,

manager of convention, Dr. Conrad Day of Carnegie Institute, Lester Sturm,

Goldwyn manager, Dr. Mont R. Gabba'rd of Pittsburgh university, Fred J.

Herrington, executive secretary, J. B. Flarity and J. B. McCormick.
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Colleen Moore, whose fine por-

trayals have won her a wide fol-

lowing, has been signed to a

long term contract for featured

roles in First National films.

One of the beauties who will grace

forthcoming Century comedies.

Doris Eaton, Gorham Follies star,

signed by Stern brothers to make
"super girl" comedies.

Evelyn Brent, who has appeared in

many British and European pic-

tures, was brought from London to

join Douglas Fairbanks as the star's

new leading woman.

Sylvia Breamer, prominent young actress whose work in
Edwin Carewe's "The Girl of the Golden West," is said
to be of stellar quality. Miss Breamer has just been
signed, along with a number of other promising young
players, by First National which will distribute the
Carewe film.

Doris Kenyon, popular actress of both stage and screen,

is featured with Henry Hull and Louis Wolheim in J.

Parker Read's picturization of "The Last Moment,"
which will be distributed by Goldwn Pictures Corpora-

tion. "The Last Moment" is from the pen of Jack Boyle.
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Cartoonist's Tips on Naked Truth Dinner

One production that
doesn't pay twe .censors
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A. few advance views of the A. M. P. A. Naked Truth dinner— Drawn especially for "Exhibitors Herald" by F. Murray Breen
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Souls for Sale
A Story of Motion Picture Studio Life

By RUPERT HUGHES

Acknowledgment is made to Goldwyn Pictures Corporation for the illustrations used with this story. "Souls for Sale" has been made into a
motion picture by Goldwyn, directed by the author, Rupert Hughes, with Eleanor Boardman, Frank Mayo, Mae Busch, Barbara La Man-, AHeeo
Pringle, Richard Dix and Lew Cody in the cast.

The Story to Date

;

REMEMBER STEDDON, the daugh-

ter of a small town preacher, was
left in an unfortunate position when

her lover was killed in an automobile

accident. She confided in her mother
and Dr. Bretherick, the family physician,

but kept her father in ignorance. Then
on an excuse of seeking health, she left

for Yuma, Ariz.

At Yuma, she met a motion picture
company, in which Tom Holby was the

star, on "location" and served as an
"extra." A short time later, a fall from
a cliff ended the cloud under which she
had been living, and she went on to Los
Angeles.

Remember made her home with a
group of girls employed at the studios.

Her beauty attracted Mr. Claymore, a

director, and she was given a part in a

Dicture.

Her first effort was a successful one
and she gained notice about Hollywood
as "a comer." Other pictures followed
in which she was given more prominent
parts. In the meantime, her pastor-
father, who regarded motion pictures as
almost unspeakable, was shocked to
learn of her being an actress. Her
mother had joined her and had approved
of her step.

CHAPTER XXIX

MEM had been debating what make of

car to buy. Cars were cheaper in price

now, and wonderful bargains were to be

had in slightly used cars purchased by
hardly used stars who could not complete
the payments or keep the gasoline tanks

filled.

She had cried herself into money—not
much, but a good deal considering the hard
times, the general unemployment, and her
inexperience.

She had spent little of it. She had no
time to shop or even to go down into the

streets and stare in at the windows.

She had hardly found the time to read
the advertisements and study the fashion
plates in the Sunday supplements.

Then came a letter from her father
stating that he was in very urgent need
of money for his church and for himself.

What car to buy and what new house to

rent had been amusing conundrums for idle

moments of musing. And now those conun-
drums were solved. Her mother sobbed

:

"What on earth can I write the poor
darling?"

Mem replied : "The answer is easy. I'm

going to send him all the money I've got."

Her mother cried out against robbing one
of her loves to pay another. It seemed a

cruel shame to take the first bit of cake
from her daughter and sell it to buy bread
for her husband.

"You'll need it yourself. You may not
have another job soon. You need new
clothes and a rest."

"Rest and the clothes can wait."

Her mother kept a miserable silence for

a long while before she could say : "Your
father will never accept money that you
have earned from the pictures. You know
him. He'd rather die. He'd rather the
whole world would die."

This gave Mem only a brief pause. She
answered simply :

"Doctor Bretherick got me into this busi-
ness by making up the pack of lies that
brought me out here. Now he can make
up a few more and save poor daddy from
desperation."

She sat down at once and wrote the doc-
tor a letter, telling him what he must know
already of her father's helplessness. She
inclosed a money order for two hundred
and fifty dollars. She wrote a check at

first, but she was afraid to have it put
through the bank at Calverly lest her father
hear of it. She instructed the doctor to

make up another of his scenarios about a
repentant member of the congregation wish-
ing to restore some stolen funds—or any-
thing that his imagination could invent.

Then she set the wheels in motion to

secure an immediate engagement with the

next to the greatest comedian on the screen,

Xed Ling, a man whose private life was
as solemn as his public life was frantic and
foolish ; whose personal dignity was as

sacred as his professional dignity was de-

graded : a man of intellectuality ; a reader
of important books ; a debater of art theories

—but above all a man afraid of nothing so

much as he was afraid of love.

The Bermond Company was declaring an-
other holiday, letting out such of its people

as were not under contract, farming out
such others as it could find places for in

the shriveled market.

The public was not flocking to the picture!

Bermond had warned Mem to wear her best
clothes. There was a certain shame in her heart
at baiting such a trap but she felt now she had
a higher purpose.

or to anything else. The exhibitors were
losing money or closing down.

It was a period of dead calm and torpid

seas. Wise men were trimming sails to the
least breeze and jettisoning perilous cargo.
The too courageous ones were sinking, van-
ishing, blowing up, dying of famine.
When Mem spoke to Bermond of her

desire to play a comedy with Ned Ling,
Bermond leaped at the idea. It would take
her off his salary list for weeks and it

would help her fame. He was not al-

together selfish. He arranged a dinner
under the pretext of a private preview of
Tom Holby 's new picture. It was not yet
in its final shape, but the producers were
glad to lend it to Bermond.
Bermond warned Mem to wear her best

clothes.

There was a certain shame in her heart
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at baiting such a trap, but she felt now that

she had a higher purpose than her personal

ambition. She was working for her father

and his church as well; and religious mo-

tive has always been a wondrous sedative

to a conscience.

Bermond saved her the price of a gown

by lending her a flashing Parisian miracle

from his own big wardrobe. It was

abounding to him as it was to Mem to find

what a change clothes make in a soul. The

simple things she had worn hitherto had

once given her a simple modesty. In her

first scenes she had been as bad as Miss

Bevan, forever pulling her skirts down.

Her muscles remembered when her mind

forgot. Kendrick had yelled to her once.

"In God's name, Miss Steddon, forget your

knees and don't advertise them by always

covering trrem."

When she saw herself before her mirror

now in the Paris gown she recoiled in red

horror. A tide of blood swept under her

entire skin. Her bosom was bared in a

great moony sweep, there were no straps at

all across the shoulders, and her back was

revealed to the waist. She had never known

how beautiful it was until she stood before

her mirror and looked slantwise across her

shoulder at the creamy charm of the gently

rippling plane.

She rose to the challenge of opportunity

and clothed herself in audacity. The con-

sciousness of her beauty gave a lilt of bra-

vado to her carriage. She was happy in

herself, and silenced her old modesties with

a pious thought that the Lord never gav.

her such flesh for concealment. Her mother

was pale with terror of the white swan

this pretty duckling had grown to, but she

let her sail away.

The unsuspecting Ned Ling came to the

dinner and never dreamed that Mem was

there to play the. Lorelei. She shuddered

at her own coquetry, but it was art for art's

sake and in Heaven's name besides.

She met the comedian with a mixed at-

titude of homage and of self-confidence.

She made him proud and she made him

happy. Best of all, she put him at his best.

He said witty things, and her laughter was

a final allurement

After the dinner they sank into big chairs

in the Bermonds' living room to watch the

new picture. From a table behind them

a little domestic projection machine sent a

cone of light across their heads to a small

curtain. And there a Lilliputian twin of

Mem wept and fought and won through a

tiny drama.

From the dark, the happy gloom Ned

Ling kept crying out his enthusiasms for

Mem's skill. He was frank enough in criti-

cism of the picture as a structure. He
groaned at the comic relief and he shouted

in ridicule of the hackneyed situations.

Bermond echoed his praise and his censure.

The picture was not a Bermond creation,

but Mem was.

In an interlude during a chance of reels

Ned Ling said, with all the earnestness of

an earnest clown: "I love your tears. Miss

Steddon! They make me weep. See how-

wet my eyes are
!"

He leaned close and made her look into

his melancholy orbs. Their melancholy was

their fortune, for in his pictures he never

smiled except when he was in a plight of

comic despair.

"I love to weep," he went on, shamelessly.

"Last Christmas— How do you suppose I

spent my last Christmas? I stayed at home
alone and felt sorry for myself. I did!

Honestly! I just wallowed in self-pity. I

sat for an hour before a mirror and watched

the tears pour down my cheeks. And when

they fell into my sobbing mouth I drank

Mem was amazed, dismayed at the anguish of

exactitude attending each little bit ol silly wit.

She had captured her tears and her dramatic

climaxes with a rush. But wit had to be stolen

upon, prepared and exploded just so.

them, and loved them because they were so

bitter. It was the happiest Christmas I

ever spent. Next Christmas let's you and

me sit together l>efore a mirror and have

a glorious cry and weeping duet. I can't

imagine anyone else who would make me
weep as lusciously as you. Will you come?"

"I'll l>e there," said Mem, half with pity

and half with mockery.

Thereupon, as the lights went out again,

he laid his hand on hers where it rested

on the arm of her chair. When she moved

it he clutched it eagerly and whispered,

"Oh. please!" and clung to it like a lonely

child.

He laughed aloud at the wonderful battle

Tom Holby put up, but he cheered Mem's

every scene as she dashed through the

storm.
"How brave! How beautiful you are!

he murmured, leaning close. She whispered

to him the talc of how near she was to

death in the scene when she thrust her way

through the tree.

And now he clung to her with both hands

as if he would save her thus belatedly from

danger.

"I was very near to death in my last pic-

ture," he said. "I was supposed to sit down
innocently on a plumber's torch. I had on

asbestos trousers, but somehow my coat

tails caught fire and I should have burned

to death if Miss Clave hadn't thrown a rug

around me. Awfully nice girl. I could

have gone on loving her, but she kept talk-

ing about marriage and I was afraid she'd

get me to the altar some day. God knows

I'm afraid of marriage. Aren't you? It

sickened me when I heard the audience

scream with laughter at the scene. We
kept it in as it was and gave it a funny

title. It had just the touch of obscenity

that everybody loves. Too bad we Ameri-

cans make such a bane of obscenity ! A
little wholesome smut never hurt anybody."

When the picture was finished he told

Bermond what a genius he had in Miss

Steddon and said he wished he had her

himself. Bermond adroitly and coquettishly

forced the card on his hand, and before Ned
Ling quite knew it it had been arranged that

Mem should be lent to him at a figure far

above her Bermond salary.

"I stuck him for the extra money,"

Bermond laughed afterward, "but I love

t<> make Ned Ling pay. It hurts him so.

I'll split the bonus with you, my dear."

CHAPTER XXX

THE lirst thing that struck Mem about
the business of selling jokes was the

melancholic despondency of it. In the other

studios there had been a deadly earnestness

at times, but usually a cheerful informality.

Hut Ned Ling was in a state of nerves and
dismal with anxieties.

The first scene rehearsed showed Mem
being ardently proposed to by a dapper

young juvenile whose grace and beauty

were to be the foil for Ned Ling's triumph-

ant ugliness. The juvenile was instructed

to do a simple bit of business.

Young Mr. McNcal, realizing that the

scene was supposed to be mildly funny, tried

to play it in a mood of gayety—to "horse"

it a little with a slight extravagance of

manner and a humorous twinkle of his eye.

Ned Ling checked him at once.

"Cut out the comedy, Mr. McNcal, if you

please! It's all right to be funny in an
emotional picture, but comedy is a serious

business. A joke is dynamite, and if it's

handled carelessly it will blow up in your

hands and take you with it. I want the

audience to blow up, not you. So you carry

that scene as seriously as you can."

The criticism hurt young Mr. McNeal,
but it warned Mem. She went through her

own business with a simple matter-of-fact-

ness as if it had no humor in it. This was
because she did not know how to make it

funny. To her amazement, Ned Ling cried

out

:

"Great ! Perfect ! Play it straight ! The
audience wants to laugh at your expense.

Don't let 'em know you know you're funny,

or you're gone. But. Mr. McNeal. I must

ask you not to crab Miss Steddon's scene."

"Crab the scene, sir? What did I do?"
"You moved."
"Don't you want me to move?"
"Never ! Not when somebody else is get-

ting off a point. You can kill half or all

the laugh by distracting attention. An
audience can only see one thing at a time-
get one idea at a time. You've got to ship

'em your jokes like a train of box cars.

You can't jumble 'em, or there's a wreck.

"When Miss Steddon's at work, you

freeze! And Miss Steddon will do the

same when it's your turn. And when I'm

with you I'll murder you if you move an

eyelid when I'm springing something. And
you can murder me if I breathe during any-

thing of yours. And one thing more.

Watch out that you don't spoil your own
comedy by moving the wrong part of your

anatomy. I can kill the best face play in

the world by moving my feet or hands. I

can kill the work of my hands by rolling my
eye. Remember that ! Comedy is the most

solemn business there is."

Mem was amazed, dismayed at the

anguish of exactitude attending each little

bit of silly wit. She had captured her tears

and her dramatic climaxes with a rush. But

wit had to be stolen upon, prepared, and

exploded just so.

Ned Ling at lunch time told her of a

year of meditation spent on one idiotic in-

cident. He had not got it right yet. It

might not be ready for this picture or the

next. Some day it would come out just

right, and then it would appear like an im-

provision of the moment.
He was especially delicate about the broad

bits. He was a lover of coarse jokes; he

loathed the Puritanism that gave them an

immoral quality. Yet they would not have

been half so funny or perhaps not funny at

all if it were not for the forbidding of them,

just as nakedness would have no spice, no
* commercial value, and would suggest no

evil thoughts if it were ignored or made
compulsory, or if the wrong-headed moral-
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Invite State and City Officials to

Coast Film Exposition

Cofvin W. Brown, New York representative of
Inee welcomes Miss Bellamy.

Ince star takes pictures of Mayor Hylan of New York City and Murray Hulbert, president of
the board of aldermen, after inviting them to attend the Motion Picture Exposition in Los

Angeles. Mayor Hylan is on the right.

2 A r

Welcomed on arrival in New York by Alice B. Evans of National
Board of Review and film people.

M'ADGE BELLAMY, Thomas H. Ince star, is on the third

lap of her 20,000 mile tour of the country, inviting- gover-

nors and mayors to attend the American Historical Revue &.

Motion Picture Exposition in Los Angeles, July 2 to August 4.

Miss Bellamy carries a small motion picture camera with her

with which she is taking doseups of the notables to whom she

extends invitations to attend the event. The Ince-First National

star has been royally enterta-ned in all of the cities in which

she has stopped.

Star invites officials of American Museum of Natural History and
screens "Soul of the Beast" for them.

Gov. Al Smith of New York poses for Miss Bellamy after receiving
invitation to attend exposition.
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9/ieWEEKmNEWYORK
AND now we will soon get the real inside

dope on all that King Tut stuff. Bob
Vignola, who has just completed a five

months' trip around the world, will arrive
in New York Friday—just in time to attend
thue Naked Truth dinner—and will be able
to tell us.

Arthur Brilant, Vignola's personal repre-
sentative, received a cable from his chief,

dated last week, and reading

:

"Will arrive New York April 27. Not
necessary for you to meet me beyond three-

mile limit as we can pass the rum armada
without hesitating. Haven't thought of Vol-
stead for five months. Omit flowers, brass

band and mayor's welcoming committee."
While in Egypt Mr. Vignola spent several

days visiting the place where King Tut has

made his rather permanent residence for

quite some years, and while he had no per-

sonal interview with the old Pharaoh, he
did have some dealings with a number of
his descendents and took a lot of photo-
graphs. Brilant says the only reason
Vignola did not confer with Tut about pic-

ture making in the old days was that he
did not like to disturb the old gentleman's
nap.

With Mr. Vignola arc his father, sister

and Phil Carle, his assistant, all three of
whom sailed from New York several weeks
ago and joined Mr. Vignola in Naples. The
director of "When Knighthood Was in

Mower" has reduced his weight by fifteen

pounds, according to the cable, is full of

pep and will land readv to plunge into work.
Until his apartment is set in order, Mr.
Vignola will make his home at the N'cw
York Athletic Club.

* * *

And while on the subject of King Tut,
Max Cohen says he does not know much
about the old man himself, but he does know
a lot about members of his immediate fam-
ily, especially about the ancient ruler's eighth

wife. Max is so pepped up about his pic-

ture "The Mystery of King Tut-ankh-
amen's Eighth Wife" that he is having a

song written about it. And if you will in-

dicate that you desire it, Max will call

around and sing it for you, which he says

is part of the service that goes with his

method of state righting the production.
*

Major Boseman Bulger, one of the best

known of New York newspapermen for
years, and more recently a writer of Satur-
day livening Post stories, has been engaged
by Jesse L. Lasky to act as literary scout
for the Paramount production department.
It will he Major Bulger's duties to get in

touch with authors and dramatists for the
development of ideas that may grow into
stories for Paramount pictures. For some
time past he has acted in a similar capacity
for George Horace Lorimer, editor of Sat-
urday Evening Post.

* * »

Incidentally Major Bulger is author of a
famous book of advice to those contemplat-
ing making an after-dinner speech. The
ljook is very short, consisting of but these
words

:

"Don't do it."

Major Bulger's book is recommended to

a number of persons who attend motion pic-

ture luncheons, dinners and banquets.

* * »

Nat Rothstein. the irrepressible director
of pub. and adv. of F. B. O., is getting to

be a regular gadder. After returning last

week from a three weeks' stay at French
Lick and remaining long enough to put on a
special invitation showing of "Westbound
Limited" at the Astor Grand Ball room,
Nat hiked right off to the coast. He and
Harry Herman, sales manager of F. B. O.,

are making the trip in connection with some
big production plans.

» * *

Nat's report on his stay at French Lick, .

Ind., is typically Rothsteinian. Says he:
"Schnitzer and I played a lot of golf.

Weather fine, golf great. We'd play golf

and then watch the millionaires and million-

airesses wear diamonds. French Lick water
smells like h - - 1."

He didn't say whether or not he tasted it.

* * *

And speaking of Rothstein and golf, Nat
is one of the most deeply dyed-in-the-wool
enthusiasts of the industry and sure shakes

a wicked putter. Before leaving for the

west Sunday he went on record that he

would be back home in time to play in the

motion picture tournament on June 5.

"The only thing that will keep me away is

A scene from "The Empty Cradle" with Mary Alden and Han-y T. Morey which is

published by Truart Films.

if they quit running trains and make the
starting date so late that I won't have time
to walk back," said he.

RtPEKT Hlghes author and director of
"Souls for Sale," arrived from the coast last

week and made a personal appearance at the
Capitol in connection with his picture. Tht
production is breaking all records at the big
Broadway house and Hughes wanted to see
for himself what that kind of a motion pic-

ture audience looks like.

Glen Allvine, editor of the A. M. P. A,
Bulletin, is trying to pass the job back to

Jim Loughborough. The latter was elected

editor at the last election, but stepped out

from under the job when he went to the

wilds of the Ozark mountains to lav the

corner stone of his w. k. diamond mine.

After Loughborough's departure the Bul-

k-tin passed a dividend by failing to emerge

for a couple of editions, and Allvine waj

told he was it. In the April issue, his first,

Editor Allvine says editorially

:

Just before romping to press we learn that

the urban Mr. Loughborough has again re-

sumed his residence on Manhattan aisle (ai

it must look to a traffic cop.)

It is beginning to dawn on the trusting

young man who succeeds him that that Ar-

kansas diamond mine story sounds like a press

agent yarn. The present incumbent, therefore,

takes pleasure in nominating for membership
in the executive council of the Amalgamated
Buck Passers of America, Mr. J. L. Lough-

borough.

Police Commissioner Enright is to be the

guest of the day at Thursday's session of

the A. M. P. A. and is expected to give the

members some tips on how to keep out of

jail. Great interest is being taken in the

meeting and a record-breaking attendance

is looked for.
* * «

C. L. (Bill) Yearsley, publicity and

advertising head of First National, who

has been in Washington Square Hospital

for the past two weeks following a minor

operation, has so far recovered that he

has gone to his home. He will remain

away from his office two weeks more.

* » *

Waldemar Young has been elected

president of the Screen Writers' Guild of

the Authors League of America.

Jack White, producer, and E. H. Al-

len, general manager of Educational-

Mermaid Comedies, spent last week in

New York conferring with E. W. Ham-
mons, of Educational, on 1923-1924

production.
* * *

Eddie Bonns is worn almost to shadow
working days at Goldwyn and nights at

the Alamo Boat Club getting ready for

the opening of the club next month. Fol-

lowing is his official announcement as

Commodore of the Alamo:
"The official opening will take place

May 30, but as there is a lot of work to

be done in getting ready for the enter-

tainment of the ladies and other guests,

we will start practising on the openings

on May 15. Betw-een May 15 and May
30 there will be a lot of openings. For

these I have ordered a gross of cork-

screws but everything else is B. Y. O. L."

The Rialto theatre is celebrating its

seventh anniversary this week beginning

Sunday night with a gala program of

music and films. The feature attraction

,is George Melford's newest Paramount
production, "You Can't Fool Your Wife."—John S. Spargo.
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Goldwyn to Issue 1

5

Cosmopolitan Films

"Little Old New York" and
"Enemies of Women"

First on List
(.Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, April 24.—Fifteen pic-

tures produced by Cosmopolitan Produc-
tions will be distributed for next season

in conjunction with the Goldwyn Dis-

tributing Corporation. This publication

list follows the merger for distribution re-

cently consummated by William Ran-
dolph Hearst and F. J. Godsol.

"Enemies" at Central

"Enemies of Women." now enjoying a

successful run at the Central theatre and
Marion EXavies in "Little Old New York"
will be the first two releases. The list of

productions follows:
"Enemies of Women." by Vicente

Blasco Ibanez with Lionel Barrymore and
Alma Rubens. Directed bv Alan Cros-

land with scenario by John Lynch .and
settings by Joseph Urban. Marion
Davies in "Little Old New York," by
Rida Johnson Young. Directed by Sid-

ney Olcott. Scenario by Luther Reed
and settings by Joseph Urban. "The
Daughter of Mother McGinn," by Jack
Boyle, with Colleen Moore, Forrest Stan-

ley, Margaret Seddon and George Cooper.

Directed by Frances Marion and George
Hill. Scenario by Frances Marion.
"Unseeing Eyes," by Arthur Stringer

with Lionel Barrymore and Seena Owen.
Directed by E. H. Griffith. Scenario by
Bayard Veiller. "Under the Red Robe,"

by Stanley Weyman with Robert B. Man-
tell, John Charles Thomas and Alma
Rubens. Directed by Alan Crosland.

Scenario by Bayard Veiller and settings

by Joseph Urban. Marion Davies in

"Yolanda," by Charles Major. Scenario

by Luther Reed and settings by Joseph

Urban.
Bert Lytell in One

Others are: "The Flaming Forest," by
Tames Oliver Curwood; "Alias the Lone
Wolf." by Louis Joseph Vance with Bert

Lytell; "The Temptress," by Vicente

Blasco Ibanez; "The Country Beyond,^

by James Oliver Curwood; "Vendetta,"

by Marie Corelli; "A Gentleman of

France," by Stanley Weyman with Bert

Lvtell; Marion Davies in "Alice of Old
Vincennes," by Maurice Thompson: "The
Helmet of Navarre," by Bertha Runkle

with Bert Lytell. and "The Garden of

Peril," by Cynthia Stockley.

Nebraska Legislature

Kills SundayBlue Bill
(.Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LINCOLN, NEB., April 24.—The bill,

introduced by Senator Sturdevant of Holt
county, which would have closed amuse-
ments on Sunday, was killed in a vote

by the senate by a vote of 16 to 11.

Senator Chambers, in an attempt to

amend the bill, attacked commercial ad-
vertising in theatres. "We don't want to

sit through a half hour of these adver-

tisements when we go to a 'movie,' " he
said. To which Senator Cooper of Omaha
replied: "I think they are almost as

entertaining as the pictures many times."

Blue Sundays Defeated
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

FORREST. ILL.. April 24 — Sunday
motion picture shows were upheld at the
election here when the proposition on the
ballot was carried by a majority of 82
votes.

Four Paramount Meetings
Planned as Economic Move

Greater Efficiency Sought in Series of Gatherings
To Be Held in May in New York City, Chicago,

New Orleans and on West Coast
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, April 24.—Four sales conventions, rather than one as in

years past, have been scheduled by Famous Players-Lasky Corporation as

a means of minimizing the costs of such proceedings and of increasing the

efficiency of the sales organization.

This series of semi-annual sales gatherings will open in New York
City on May 8, and, according to S. R. Kent, general manager of distribu-

tion, will be attended by all district managers, branch managers and sales-

men in that territory.

Home Office Executive Will Cover the Circuit

Following this two-day gathering the home office officials, including

S. R. Kent, Jesse L. Lasky, Eugene Zukor, Emil E. Shauer, M. A. Shauer,
George Spidell, G. B. J. Frawley, Claud Saunders, Charles E. McCarthy,
A. M. Botsford, William R. Hoggan, George W. Weeks and Harry Bal-
lance, will go to Chicago where sessions will be held on May 12 and 13,

thence to New Orleans for a May 14 and 15 convention, with the Los
Angeles meeting on May 21 and 22 concluding the series.

exchanges, the booking managers and the
exploitation representatives, so that every
member of the entire Paramount sales
force throughout the country will receive
first-hand information on Paramounts dis-

tribution policies for next year.

Expects Greater Efficiency

"I think we have worked out a happy
solution of the convention problem," said

Mr. Kent, "by splitting up the semi-an-
nual convention into four sessions. While
conventions are absolutely essential to the

proper conduct of a sales campaign, their

expense and necessary slowing up of

activity have been serious problems.
Moreover, conventions attended by only
district and branch managers together

with home office executives, have not

reached the maximum fulfillment of their

purposes, in many cases, because the in-

terpretation of sales policies is given to

the salesmen second hand. By letting the

men stay in their offices and taking: a

small crew about the country to put on

conventions, we not only get greater effi-

ciency in delivering our sales message to

our salesmen, but we also do it at smaller

cost."

The Xew York convention will be at-

tended by the sales forces from Boston,
Xew Haven. Maine, Xew York, Xew Jer-
sey, Buffalo, Albany, Philadelphia, Wash-
ington and Wilkes-Barre. At Chicago
will be the sales staffs from Detroit, Pitts-

burgh, Cleveland, Columbus. Chicago.
Milwaukee, Peoria, St. Louis. Kansas
City, Minneapolis, Indianapolis, Sioux
Falls, Des Moines and Omaha.

All Salesmen to Attend

Included in the branches which will be

represented at Xew Orleans are Atlanta.

Charlotte, Xew Orleans, Dallas and Okla-
homa. At the Los Angeles sessions will

be the sales forces from San Francisco,

Los Angeles, Seattle, Portland, Salt Lake
City and Denver.
Unlike other conventions, these ses-

sions will be attended not only by the

home office executives, department heads

and district and branch managers, but

also bv all of the salesmen in each of the

Actor Lauds Film;

Sees Plays Waning
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, MO., April 24.—"The motion picture serves the

average hunger for entertainment,"

said Leo Dietrichstein to a Kansas
City audience last week, in predict-

ing that the legitimate play was
nearing death unless something un-
foreseen happened. Mr. Dietrich-

stein's statement drew a column
editorial the following day in the

Kansas City Star.

"One can leave home just after

dinner, walk a block or two around
the corner and be back home and
ready for bed by 9:30 or 10

o'clock," Mr. Dietrichstein said.

"The legitimate theatre is becoming
too much of an institution for the

well-to-do. W'th the growth of

cities, going to a play requires too

much transportation for the aver-

age middle class family."

The Kansas City Star, comment-
ing editorially upon the statement,

said: "Perhaps the stage has not

learned a lesson that might be

drawn from the brevity of the mo-
tion picture and the short story."

Grauman Sees Long Run
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS AXGELES. April 24.—That
James Cruze's Paramount production.

"The Covered Wagon." will run at least

eight months at his Egyptian theatre.

Hollywood, is the prediction made bv Sid

Grauman. The picture opened there

April 10.

A lice Joyce in Film
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

XEW YORK. April 24—Alice Joyce

makes her return to the screen in "The
Green Goddess." Distinctive Pictures pro-

duction starring George Arliss. Miss

Toyce will play the part of Lucilla Crespin

in the William Archer melodrama.

Hobson a Proud Papa
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS AXGELES. April 24—L. E.

Hobson. manager of the W. W. Hodkin-
son Corporation branch here, is the fa-

ther of a bouncing baby boy. weight 10

lbs. 9 oz., and named Richard Monroe
Hobson.
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Excessive Film Footage Stirs

Organized Exhibitors
Individual Theatre Owners Now Have Support of Their

Associations in Protesting Long Features

THE individual exhibitors who have protested against excessive foot-
age in pictures since publication in the "Herald" of the editoral, "Five
Reels," by Martin J. Quigley, have gained the wholehearted support

of their state organizations, two of which within the past few days have
urged producers to "confine the length of all features to five reels if pos-
sible, and in no case to permit them to exceed seven reels in length."

T. O. A. in convention assembled, that
we urgently request the producers of pic-
tures to use every effort to confine the
length of all features to five reels if pos-
sible, and in no case to permit them to
exceed seven reels in length, to the end
that we may regain much of the patron-
age which has been weaned away from
this form of entertainment through the
monotony which necessarily accompan-
ies the viewing of extra reels which in
fact detract from the entertainment
value of such pictures.

"BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED,
that a copy of this resolution be forth-
with transmitted to Will H. Hays."

T3 I > I H Illinois and Minnesota will carry
their request for shorter features to

the producers through Will H. Hays,
president of the M. P. P. D. A. Resolu-
tions to this effect were adopted at the
state conventions held in Chicago and
M inueapolis.

The resolutions, both of which were
similar in import, read as follows:

* « *

"WHEREAS, it has become the prac-
tice of producers to create features of
extended length, involving seven, eight
and more reels, and
"WHEREAS, as a rule this departure

involves necessarily a great deal of pad-
ding and unnecessary footage, and
"WHEREAS, the public as a whole ob-

ject to features of extreme length and
demand as a part of each motion picture
program a number of short subjects in

order to provide a diversity of entertain-

ment, and
"WHEREAS, the unnecessary footage

of such pictures necessarily involves tre-

mendous additional costs of production,
which is reflected in the film rentals ul-

timately paid by the exhibitor, and
* * *

"WHEREAS, the showing of such
lengthy features seriously interferes with
the orderly presentation of the exhibitor's

program, in many cases causing financial

loss to the exhibitor and great annoy-
ance and discomfort to his patrons.

"NOW. THEREFORE. BE IT RE-
SOLVED, by the Illinois Division, M. P.

N. V. A. Fund Boosted

$15,000 by Film Folk
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, April 24 .— Motion
picture people contributed their time and
money and assisted that National Vaude-
ville Association in raising $15,000 at an
impromptu three-ring circus staged at

the Ambassador hotel.

Prominent in the ceremonies and auc-
tioneering were Bert Lytcll, Fred Stone.
Alice Lake, Houdini. Buster Keaton, the

Duncan Sisters, Larry Semon. Katherine
MacDonald, Jack W'arner and others.

Boxes sold all the way from $200 to

$2,000.

MONEY MAKING IDEAS

Edward Laemmle to

Make "U" Features
Director of "Buffalo Bill"

Hails Serials as Great

Instructive Force
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, April 24. - Edward
Laemmle, whose "Winners of the West"
"In the Days of Buffalo Bill" and "The
Oregon Trail" are said to be among the
most successful of Universal chapter
plays has arrived in New York where he
will spend his honeymoon before return-
ing to the West Coast to resume direc-
tion of feature productions for the com-
pany.
Mr. Laemmle stopped off in Chicago on

his way here and was married to Miss
Peppi Heller.

Points Educational Value

While he will direct features when he
again resumes work Mr. Laemmle be-
lieves that the serial historical field has
hardly been scratched. "American his-

tory is rich in incidents and action that
are_ available as good chapter-picture ma-
terial and which can be made just as
entertaining and as thrilling as manufac-
tured serial plots," he declares.
"Since developing the historical chap-

ter picture idea, I have received word
from churchmen, school teachers and ed-
itors that this type of picture is one of

the most progressive screen steps taken
in recent years. This assertion is based
on the instructive values of the pictures.

"It is pointed out that children, and
grown-ups, too, for that matter, under-
stand and remember incidents and events
much better if the action is visualized for

them. They get a deeper impression from
what they see on the screen than from
what they read.

"We went to extremes to make the
'

historical sequences real and absolutely

accurate. I realized that they would make
indelible impressions upon the youth of

the country, and I wanted these impres-

sions to be true ones.

New Story Selected

The first feature which Laemmle will

make on his return to the coast will be

a screen adaptation of "Say It With
Dreams," a novelette by Darryl F. Zan-

uck.

Which Have Been
Exhibitors to Build

By MILLER STANTON
(Pictureland Theatre, Cohoc-

ton, N. Y.)

For the past six months we
have made our patrons think

they were booking the pictures

and we are beginning to see a

difference in our bank account

for the better. We sent a list

of the pictures we had bought
to every family on our mailing
list, with a letter that read
something like this: "Dear
Patron. We are sending you
a list of some of the best pic-

tures on the market. Check
the ones that you would like to

see, hand the list to us, and we
will run them." In studying
the list thev will become more

Used Successfully by

Up Their Patronage
familiar with the pictures and
will feel that you are trying to

please them.

By IRA J. KENDALL
(Victory Theatre, Milledge-

ville, 111.)

Try this for a week night.

Ask for volunteer numbers for

a half hour program before the

picture. I've got our numbers
from the high and grade school
pupils. We had four numbers.
Each received an encore. One
quartette, one vocal solo, one
ukelele and one cornet solo.

,Gave free passes to the family
of each number. It was a sur-

prise and patrons were pleased.

Did a better business than we
had on Thursday before.

Albany Takes Daylight

Saving Without Battle
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., April 24.—Without
so much as a single protest registered by
the motion picture exhibitors of the city,

daylight saving becomes effective in Al-

bany, N. Y., on April 29. While many
of the theatre owners are free in admit-

ting that daylight saving each summer
is costing them thousands of dollars, they

made no attempt toward any organized
protest to the common council.

Some of the nearby places will operate

under old time w: ith the result that con-
ditions generally are quite similar to a

year ago. when about every other city

and village was operating under a differ-

ent time.

Plans Big Playhouse
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES. April 24.—Arcadia.
California, is to have a $100,000 Egyptian

• theatre to be built by Southern California

Realty Finance Corporation. Stacey Judd
is architect.
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THE THEATRE
A department of practical showmanship
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FAIRBANKS in ROBIN HC
inn THE LONDON PAVILION
IUU TWICE DAILY 2-30- 8-30 SIMMS 7-30

Hundred-foot board heralding "Douglas Fairbanks in Rcb'n Hcci," UrJted Artists, at the Pavilion, London.

LAUNCH SUMMER SLUMP FIGHT
Paramount Tests Theatre Relief

PlanOut of Des Moines Exchange
Better Theatre
Platform—No. 20

Tell All About It

Out of the thousands of feature pic-

tures made to date probably a score have
borne titles that sold them unaided.
These are so rare as to merit classifica-

tion as freaks, certainly too few in num-
ber to influence an advertising policy,

yet far too many motion picture adver-
tisers depend almost entirely upon titles

to sell pictures.

No other advertiser does this. Of
course individual product units in other
lines do not bear different titles. Maybe
it would be conducive to better picture
advertising if titles were eliminated for

a time. Certainly it would make adver-
tisers write sales copy, and that is what
is needed.

Today a great many theatre ads give
the name of a picture and its star ex-
clusively. The appeal of such copy is

narrowed to the admirers of the star and
the element receptively disposed to such
a title. Certainly no modern advertiser
advocates shooting at such a limited
field when an unlimited one is available.

To increase sales volume the simplest
and surest method is to tell more and
more about attractions, without telling

the story of course, and but little change
in policy is necessary. In rare instances
only is increase in ad space necessary,
the contracted lineage being commonly
wasted or cluttered with unproductive
copy.
The Better Theatre, for which this

platform is being evolved, will tell all

there is to tell about attractions ex-
hibited, telling it briefly, compactly but
completely. A larger public is interested
and a larger segment of it arrives in due
time at the ticket wicket.

John E. Kennebeck, Paramount exploiteer at Des Moines, is making a

practical test of a theatre relief plan aimed to offset the box office ravages
of the so-called summer slump by going direct to merchants in cities visited

in behalf of theatre support. While the plan is termed "the Paramount
Community Club idea," it may be adapted by any exhibitor.

In no past season have showmen shown such marked willingness to

enter the fight against the untoward elements before the blow has struck

and while there is yet time to safeguard the box office. The first story

urging such action appeared on this page in the issue of April 14.

Details of the Paramount plan follow:

The Des Moines exploiteer and sales- practical suggestions. It is forwarded
men go into cities armed with contract for general consideration. The Theatre
blanks and line up the merchants to welcomes other suggestions from every

subscribe a certain amount to keep the source, the maintenance of an even box
theatre running during the warm weather. office tenor throughout the summer being
In return the merchant is given a pad of a matter of industry-wide importance.
tickets which he uses to interest the
farmer or other trade. Tests have been
completed in two cities.

In Menlo, la., 19 merchants subscribed
to pay $5 each week, the theatre to

remain open at least three days each
week. In Dexter, la., Jack Crawford,
a salesman, obtained the support of 27

merchants on the same basis and for the

same amount. In both cases the mer-
chants were found very willing to take up
the proposition, planning, of course, to

utilize the tickets in various ways to at-

tract trade.

As applied the plan obligates the the-

atre to run slides for the merchants, but
this provision undoubtedly may be elimi-

nated in the majority of cases as a try-out

of a similar plan last year proved that

the merchant was more than compen-
sated for his support by the additional

out-of-town trade brought in.

Theatre Welcomes
Suggestions

Mr. Kennebeck's plan is the third of-

fered since The Theatre's request for

London Responds
To "Robin Hood"

"Douglas Fairbanks in Robin Hood,"
a big picture in any country and by na-

ture of its story a bigger one in England,
opened under direction of Charles B.

Cochran at the London Pavilion with a

campaign of commensurate magnitude.
The 100-foot billboard pictured on this

page denotes the scope of the work done
in its behalf. A photograph reproduced
on the next page shows the sort of busi-

ness it drew, incidentally introducing a

novelty in the professional vendor of

seats to standees.

Letters in the sign reproduced range
from 10 to 20 feet in height. Boards used
ranged from this length down to a mere
65 feet. The theatre front was treated in

similarly thorough manner and brilliantly

illuminated.

rHE THEATRE directs reader attention to the most up-to-the-minute exploitation stunt of the

week presented with full data for adaptation in THEATRE CONSTRUCTION AND EQUIPMENT
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DOUBLE TRUCK exploitation of a new type was used

by W. F. Easley, Princess theatre. Rushville. Ind.. on
"The Third Alarm," 1". B. O., two tire trucks being used

in support of the picture.

A FULL HEAD OF STEAM, real as well as figurative,

hacked the Rushville campaign for the fire picture. The
fire engine used is shown as parked in front of the

Princess at times when it did most good.

V X. I.S FOR SALE

I'alinolivc

( old ( ream

spiau crr» c

-<>' l.-KJKSAU.

EDDIE BONNS, Goldwyn exploitation man-
ager, perfected a far-reaching Palmolive tie-up
lor the benefit of "Souls lor Sale" and intro-

duced it in the New York campaign for the
picture, shown at the Capitol. One of the
windows obtained is shown above. A story

of Mr. Bonns' service to exhibitors in connec-
tion with this picture is given on another

page ol The Theatre, this issue. The Palm -

olive tie-up may br applied by showmen every-

where.

CLOSE-UP of window carrying "Souls for

Sale" Palmolive tie-up copy, showing text
and pictorial content. Full details of the
tie-up are given in the Goldwyn follow

sheet amplifying the campaign book.

REST WHILE YOU WAIT. Weary Britishers standing THIS IS HENRY, George Rea's able exploiter, busy in

in line before the London Pavilion to see "Douglas Fair- behalf of "Adam's Rib," Paramount. Rea's great letter

banks in Robin Hood" rented chairs from professional about the campaign was presented in the April 14 Herald.

vendors. Imagine an American crowd doing that. But this is only half of Henry's story.
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POOR MEN'S WIVES can't always buy the best face OKLAHOMA EXHIBITORS convening in Oklahoma
powder, so the Djer-Kiss people arranged for distribution City saw this display of exploitation accessories available

of samples when the Lichtman-Preferred picture played on First National product. What more proper than that

the Karlton, Philadelphia. See picture below. dispensers of accessories demonstrate them thus to buyers?

ONE OF the girls who distributed Djer-
Kiss samples for Ben Amsterdam, Phila-
delphia distributor of "Poor Men's Wives,"
when the Karlton played the picture. Silk
uniforms were designed by Mr. Amsterdam.

FOR LESS THAN $10, I. L. Shields, Mod-
jeska theatre, Augusta, Ga., produced this

foot-lighted galaxy of cutouts advertising
"Polly of the Follies," First National. All

seven figures are of Constance Talmadge. It

is estimated that business ran $200 above ex-
pectations, rome part of which undoubtedly was
due to the effective campaign put behind the
picture. The foot-lighted cutout stage idea
is an adaptable one. It should prove popular.

GOING AND COMING Henry presented different

aspects. Here's the reverse of the car. The other side is

shown on the opposite page. Everybody in Washington
C. H., O., knows Henry, the most informative Ford on
wheels.

AND HERE'S THE LOBBY. You remember Mr. Rea

threatened to "knock us cold" with this. We refused to

chill and now he threatens to make us take the count

with his campaign for "Bella Donna." Watch for it.
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TO TEST SENTIMENT in regard to gUndaj shows, WHERE THE PAVEMENT ENDS, Metro's Rex
where closing laws are in force, a midnight performance Ingram production, opened to this kind of business at

offers promise. The Victoria, Philadelphia, tried one on the New York Capitol. Apparently everybody wanted to

First National's "Crossroads of New York" successfully. know where it does end and what comes after and why.

DOWN TO THE SEA IN SHIPS, Hodkinson,
is concluding a lour weeks run at the Alham-
bra, Toledo. Art Hoganson, of the Alhambra
and Pantheon, used 250 window cards, IS cut-
out windows, SO 24-sheet stands. 2,000 two-
color cards, 8 oil paintings in hotels and a

record amount of newspaper space in exploit-

ing the attraction. The nhoto shows the mar-
quee decoration and a crowd entering the the-

atre. The house seats SOO and played to 4,139

patrons in one day, s:x shows.

CUTOUT GIRLS add to window novelty.

This young lady posed as "The Flirt'" to

advertise the Universal picture for the

Jefferson theatre. Ft- Wayne, Ind. She
was relieved by a cutout painted to re-

semble her closely.

SAFETY LAST, Pathe, is credited with a record in its

run at the Majestic theatre, Portland, Ore. This is the

way the lobby was decorated. (Wonder why they always
stick a board in front of the box office.)

BELLA DONNA, Paramount, certainly gives a theatre

advertiser plenty to talk about. Poli's Bijou, New Haven,

said it pictorially, as above. A bulky mass of material

well and neatly arranged.
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Theatre Letters
Personal Accounts of Constructive Showmanship

Contributed by Readers of "Exhibitors Herald" I

ARCHIE POST, Capitan theatre, RoswelJ, N. M., joins the circle of Theatre
Letter writers this week and tells about his front for "Douglas Fairbanks
in Robin Hood," United Artists, which broke previous house records held

by "The Kid."

Capitan Sets

New Record on

"Robin Hood"
Archie Post, Capitan theatre, Roswell,

N. M., joins the Theatre Letter circle

this week with an illustrated letter de-

tailing the breaking of the house record

with "Douglas Fairbanks in Robin
Hood."
Welcome, Mr. Post.

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir:

Enclosed you will find two views of a

front used on "Douglas Fairbanks in

Robin Hood" during a three-day run of

the picture at this theatre. This picture

broke all house records of the Capitan,

which were previously held by Charlie

Chaplin in "The Kid."
I have been employed by E. C. Trieb,

president of the Civic Theatre Company,
as exploitation manager for his theatre

here and I am going to make it a con-

stant aim to put over all big pictures

with a bang, as in the case of "Robin
Hood." Will be glad to forward pictures

of the different lobbies and stunts used
by us from time to time if you can use
them.

Archie Post,
Capitan theatre, Roswell, N. M.

+ + +
DEAR MR. POST:
We have reproduced one picture of your lobby

and are confident that it exerted important box
office influence. The breaking of the house record
is especially good news.—W. R. W.

Peek Analyzes

"Herald" as a

Theatre Paper
W. H. Peek, Orpheum theatre, Fowler-

ville, Mich., publishes "The Runt," a
house organ that is in effect a news-
paper, using the columns of this paper
frequently in his work. He analyzes the
"Herald" as follows:

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir:

The Herald is the dope for the small
town guy. It helps the runt. It offers

suggestions which are helpful. It is the
plug in the bunghole of the barrel. It

dishes up the stuff that concerns the
hicktown exhibitor who does not need
the influence of the initial run, the met-
ropolitan slopover. It recognizes the
pee-wee who caters to the man who
grows taters in the country.

It is not controlled by the organizers
and does not need investigating by the
investigators—anyway that's the way it

seems, and so long as it seems that way
we are for the Herald and profit by its

good works.
Enclosed find a copy of "The Runt,'

An Instrument
of Democracy

BRINGING rich and poor, ex-

alted and lowly, all cliques,

classes and creeds, together in

common enjoyment of mutually
essential entertainment, the motion
picture is an incomparably power-
ful instrument of democracy. Bar-
riers levelled, class conciousness
obliterated, all humanity is its bene-

ficiary, attaining the singularity of

thought and ideals that is the

dominant characteristic of a great

nation.

As a custodian of this great force

this theatre is constantly mindful
of its obligation. Programs are

selected, presentation is arranged,
the theatre is conducted in every
detail with full realization of the

motion picture's incalculable in-

fluence ever the primary consider-

ation.

A permanent institution in, of

and for the community, this theatre

takes this means of signifying ap-
preciation of the wholehearted and
unbroken support vouchsafed by its

clientele.

FIFTH UNIT in The Theatre
-

s summer slump
prevention copy series, contributed to exhibitors

for use in any manner deemed compatible with
local conditions.

February number. The little sheet comes
in handy as a rooter for the Orpheum
and we find your "What the Picture Did
for Me" very helpful. It pays us to

issue "The Runt."
W. H. Peek,

Orpheum theatre, Fowlerville, Mich!

+ + +
DEAR MR. PEEK:
Thanks for all the good words about the paper.
"The Runt" isn't new to us, as various former

issues have been contributed, some of which we
have mentioned, but it is always a welcome
visitor and we'd like to look at every copy. You
certainly get your editorial point ; across with
a thud in it. Vv'e haven't read anything in

months that fits the purpose more admirably
than your article "Open Season on the Movies."
Glad you find our columns useful in getting out
the paper. That practice seems to be spread-
ing.-W. R. W.

Meyer Cautions

Showmen Against

Reserved Seats
It looks, off hand, like good exploita-

tion policy to reserve seats for a big
picture. Fred S. Meyer looked at it that
way and tried it on "Douglas Fairbanks
in Robin Hood" with disastrous results.

His warning to others who may plan to

try it follows:

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir:

Last week I forwarded you the first

few of the "Robin Hood" teaser stories

outlining an arrangement with the
Hamilton Evening Journal. Briefly, they
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I COHTIHOUS from 1 P.M. to MIDWIGHTl | R ^.j La.l

ADVANCE ANNOUNCEMENT
of the reserved seat policy, in two
columns.

printed a coupon which admitted young-
sters at a much reduced price. Nothing
particularly new in the coupon idea, ex-
cept that is enabled us to raise the price

of children's tickets during the engage-
ment from 17 to 33 cents, and by means
of the coupon they felt they were getting

a bargain instead of hollering as they
usually do.

And now I enclose a series of ads
with the recommendation that they be
played up for all the space you can give

them as a typical example of good adver-
tising wasted—or, better still, How Not
to Advertise.

I wanted to be accommodating to my
patrons. As a rule they're compelled to

stand in line for hours at a time trying
to get in. So I conceived the brilliant (?)
idea of reserving all seats for the first

two days of the "Robin Hood" engage-
ment and spent plenty of do-re-mi adver-
tising this fact. But alas and alack, de-
spite the fact that we had an advance
sale of nearly $500 on the two days, we
played to seven empty houses out of
eight performances. Why?
The ads read: "All Seats Reserved."

Douglas Fairbanks

ROBIN HOOD"
MUTINOUS from 1 P.M. to MIDNIGHT

I

ANNOUNCING the change over
to continuous performance policy,

in two columns.

The dumbbells we cater to know not the

difference between "Reserved" and "Sold
Out," with the result that they all stayed
away. The continuous shows start today
and I'll advise you later in the week as

to how they come out.

But let this be a warning to other
exhibitors who might also want to try

and "do something" for their patrons.
It can't be did, and when in Rome,
nolens volens, you'll have to get used to

their way of reasoning.
Six hundred years ago Aesop said:

"Don't be too good to your friends or
they'll smell a rat." Moral: Bunk 'em
and make 'em like it and they'll thank
you for it. Applicable, perhaps, only in

our industry, but nonetheless them's
facts.

Fred S. Meyer,
Palace theatre. Hamilton, O.

4- + +
DKAR MR. MEYER:

If they couldn't rightly interpret your ad copy
as written then, truly, it is strange so many
presidents come out of Ohio. (Or is that why
they come out?) And we've heard the state
termed "the cradle of American literature."
But we think you came more nearly to the heart
of the matter when you quoted Aesop. Certainly
the American exhibitor undertook a real job when
he determined to make a business out of the
"show game."
We didn't use all your ads because we thought

the three would carry the point. As a matter of
fact your letter m.ikes it perfectly clear without
illustration and undoubtedly will make anyone
entertaining the reserved seat idea proceed with
caution. We tnink there is something in the
idea but agree with you that it has great
boomerang possibilities.

Don't forget to teli us how the picture came
out on the continuous run stretch, and here's

hoping it made up for the seven lean perform-
ances.-W. R. W.

GO! "DCXIGUS FAIRBADKS
ID R0BII7 hood"

ANNOUNCEMENT of opening of

"Douglas Fairbanks in Robin
Hood" in 4 columns.

Follow Sheet

On "Souls for

Sale" Is Out
Eddie Bonns' follow sheet, amplifying

the exhibitor campaign book on "Soul*

for Sale," is out. At follow sheeti, car-

rying Mr. Bonns' personal assistance to

users of Goldwyn pictures, are published

regularly the statement doesn't sound

especially newsy. When the "Souls for

Sale" service is examined, however, the

importance of the event is apprciated.

It is Mr. Bonns' best effort by a wide
margin.

For the Rupert Hughes picture made
from the story now running in this paper
Goldwyn's exploitation manager prepared
and issued the usual campaign book.

For the follow sheet he went further than

STATE MONDAY. TIESDAY. WEDNESDAY
l fcNOACt'MKXT

U\m\ r
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Jazzmania
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E. E. BAIR'S four column ad for

Metro's "Jazzmania," Letter on
page 46.
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Coue Again
Arthur E. Weld, Strand theatre,

Waterloo, la., went reported ex-
ploitation on "The Message of

Emile Coue," Educational, one bet-

ter when he issued to patrons
knotted ropes tied to printed cards

ready for the use of any who
wished to apply the Coue method
of auto-suggestion.

It isn't often a short subject of-

fers exhibitors so much to work
with, and it isn't often material of-

fered is as quickly capitalized by
showmen. At the moment Hodkin-
son's "The Mystery Box" seems to

be the most readily exploitable

short subject going the rounds.
This department welcomes exhib-
itor accounts of its treatment.

he has gone on any previous production

to our knowledge, supplying a wealth of

material adequate to the requirements of

the largest or smallest theatre in the

largest or smallest community. It runs
54 pages exclusive of heralds, invitations,

novelties and clippings.

The content matter of the sheet (that

word doesn't fit it) is strung along the

full distance in the continuity of service-
ability. It contains everything from
thumb-nail biographies of the main char-
acters to graphic outlines for lobby dec-
oration, prologues and cooperative tie-

ups. Press reviews, national tie-ups
locally convertible, stunts and contests
in abundance follow, topped off with a
script for the making of a local film
bringing in merchant support. These
are items that stand out after a perusal
of the mass of matter furnished.
The Bonns follow up sheets for Gold-

wyn users are models of service effi-

ciency. The present one sets a pace that
is hard to follow.

Keene Costumes

For "Christian"

Lower Average
Lionel H. Keene, able manager of

Loew's Warfield, San Francisco, em-
ploys usherial dress effectively in ex-

ploitation but seems to have lowered his

average somewhat in the case of "The
Christian."

A photograph shows the costuming
used, and Mr. Keene's letter follows:

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir:

I am enclosing herewith photograph of

the usherettes in costumes worn in con-

nection with "The Christian." Thought
you might be interested to the extent of

reproducing it in one of your early issues.

Lionel H. Keene,

Loew's Warfield theatre,

San Francisco.

+ + +
DEAR MR. KEENE:

Regret to admit it. but we miss the point of
your costuming, unless it be that Glory Quaj le
dressed like that in one sequence of the picture,
which doesn't seem quite adequate explanation

HARRY VAN NOY exploited "Racing Hearts," Paramount, and a new Ford
invention together and to excellent returns. His Theatre Letter gives details.

Race Film and
Ford Invention

Make Clean-up
Harry Van Noy, whose bad news letter

recently provided some cause for con-
cern, boomed the box office to its highest
point of productivity in six months with
a combination of a Paramount picture and
a Ford invention. That's going a long
way to get the money—but it's getting it.

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir:

Am sending under separate cover a

photo of the Ford used in front of the

theatre on the Paramount picture, "Rac-

ing Hearts." This car was built in An-
derson and made 105 miles an hour on

straightaway with Roofs Overhead Valves.

This is the first Ford car that ever made
this speed. It had four carburetors, a car-

buretor for each cylinder. This was
something new. They are plain in the

picture.

Harry Stewart, seated in the car, fourth

man, with fur collar, is the inventor.

After seeing the race car they wanted
to see the race picture, and I did the
business. Biggest Saturday since July.
No expense connected to this stunt and
that's where you make 'em pay. All day
Thursdav the crowds viewed this machine.

Suggest that you write
R. W.

a bit more fully

LIONEL H. KEENE, Loew's Warfield, San Francisco, dressed his usherettes

as above for the Goldwyn production, "The Christian," mentioning the

fact but failing to explain the tie-up in his Theatre Letter presented
herewith.
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NOTED PHYSICIANS SAY--
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SAT. NIGHT APRIL 7th

COZY THEATRE
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E. J. MlLHON, Cozy theatre, Hazelwood, Ind., used a small envelope, reproduced on the left, containing a pill-like candy
and the printed announcement reproduced on the right when he played "Grandma's Boy," Associated Exhibitors' feature
length Harold Lloyd comedy. It should be noted, that the front cover copy does not in any way suggest the character
of the contents. Mr. Milhon is uncontested holder of the "smallest town exhibitor" title but uses nothing "small town"
in the way of exploitation.

FREE SAMPLE

Roach's
Long Life Tonic
A tonic that will bring back the color to faded cheeks,

remove the wrinkles from the saddened face and make
you young again.

NOT A PATENT MEDICINE—DIRECTIONS ENCLOSED

At limes you couldn't get into the theatre.

Harky Van Nov.
Riviera theatre, Anderson, hid.

+ + +
DEAR MR. VAN NOY:
Wc aren't quite sure whether you put over

the picture or the invention, but if you col

lected it really doesn't matter a great deal. Glad
to hear about the business. Were worried a bit

after your last letter.—\V. R. VV.

"Jazzmania" Ad
Echoes Snap of

Murray Picture
E. E. Bair's newspaper ad for "Jazz-

mania" effectively echoes the snap of the

Mae Murray picture, which is precisely

what good ads should do.

Mr. Bair writes:

THEATRE EDITOR.
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir:

In addition to my reports on pictures

please find enclosed newspaper ads used

for "Jazzmania."
Report on "Jazzmania" will soon fol-

low.
E. E. Bair,

New State theatre, Uhrichsville, O.

+ + +
DEAR MR. BAIR:
Thanks for both. It's a good snappy ad. Will

be interested in reading the report.—W. R. W.

Editor Says Public

Doesn 't Know Shows
S. B. Taube. Educational manager at

Toronto, forwards the following from an

editorial in the Toronto Star Weekly:

"Most people who go to the picture

houses do not know what it is they are

going to see. They know the house; they

have seen it before, and they go again,

expecting to be entertained. Even if they

know the name of the main film, or the

name of the movie star, they do not

know what other films are to precede it."

Every exhibitor knows that the To-
ronto editor hits a very important nail a

sound blow upon the head—and every
exhibitor knows the answer.

KEEP TAB ON YOUR

ENGAGEMENTS APRIL 1923
LET US KEEP TAI ON

YOUR AMUSEMENTS
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THANK YOU THE KOZY, Dresden, Tenn ALWAYS WORTH WHILE

Blotter contributed without comment by the Kozy theatre, Dresden, Tenn
Note all-Fox program in use. Copy is legible in reproduction. The reverse side

ij blue blotting paper, the front white and black.

100,000 Oklahoma People have already become my
paUentiT

I'm A Fact
NOT A QUACK

HAROLD LLOYD in

"DR JACK'

Office Hours Phone AH Prescriptions filled

1 to 11 P. M. 377 in order of receipt,.

DR JACK will be in MANGUM, two days, only, at the

EMPRESS THEATRE
MONDAY AND TUESDAY, APRIL 9th and 10th

Consultation Fees 10 and 35 Cents

Added Attraction—WILL RODGERS in| "THE.ROPIN' FOOL"

Don't Miss Him or you Will Be Sorry!

"This should bring home the bacon," postcards J. C. Hinds, Empress theatre,

Mangum, Okla., on the above card. It should, we hazard, and await word.
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SHORT SUBJECTS

" AESOP'S FABLES" and "Topics of the Day," Pathe subjects, were well

bannered by the Palace, Indianapolis, in its float entered in the Chamber
of Commerce parade. The theatre was celebrating "Circus Week Frolic"

at the time.

Exploits Short Subjects in

Chamber ofCommerceParade
A palm is due the Palace, Indianapolis, for not forgetting its short

subjects when it entered a float in the Chamber of Commerce parade, a

recent event of considerable import locally. It doesn't look like a very
great thing to receive a palm for, but the wasted opportunities to do the

same thing in the past years would have brought the short subject to a

higher level in public opinion long before this.

A picture of the Palace car is reproduced herewith.

Finds Newspicture

Merits Even Break
In Newspaper Copy

An even break with the feature picture

in newspaper advertising is indicative of

the newspicture's importance in the esti-

mation of S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre,

Ashland, Kansas. Mr. Ihde, a veteran

among exhibitor reporters to "What the

Picture Did for Me," contributes this

comment, published in this issue:

INTERNATIONAL NEWS
(Universal).—I've sent in a report

on this before, but I am finding

INTERNATIONAL NEWS so

good that I am using as mucfi
newspaper space on it as I do on a

lot of my pictures. I've used them
all, but this one tops the rest.

—

S. G. IHDE, Photoplay theatre,

Ashland, Kan.

Mr. Ihde's opinion of the newspicture

is plainly indicated in his advertising pol-

icy. It is an opinion formulated after long

study and experimentation. Just those

two things, study of the product and ex-

perimentation with it in an advertising

way, are what the newspicture most
needs. Mr. Ihde's findings should lead

manv to make the effort.

The spirit of the Palace enterprise is

the important thins. It cannot be con-
cluded that "Topics of the Day" or

"Aesop's Fables" were instantly and per-

manently established as vital box office

factors at the Palace by this single stroke,

but it is highly probable that the manage-
ment deeming them of importance war-
ranting this display follows through on
that policy and that total effort put forth

has accomplished approximately that end.

Further, there can be no argument to

the effect that this is not the proper spirit.

For years showmen have made up floats

for parades of various kinds. Most of

them have been simplv theatre floats. A
few have advertised one item of the thea-

tre program, usually one feature length

attraction. There never was a good rea-

son for omitting the short subject, just as

there never was a good reason for not

advertising it, but it simply hasn't been
done.

Neither is it good judgment to think-

that because the Palace did the proper
thing and the doing of it is chronicled in

this space other showmen will do the

proper thing also. In the matter of the

short subject, and there exclusively, good
news simply doesn't spread and the good
example simply doesn't get a rise.

But that's a pessimistic attitude, and not

a thoroughly justifiable one. There is

progress, slow though it be. and there are

increasing signs of a general awakening.

The task at hand is to spread that awaken-
ing, to study and digest the short subject

question and to work out an equitable and

profitable policy for its settlement.

"Mystery Box* Wins
Place in the Lights

At New York Strand
"The Mystery Box," Hodkinson short

subject pictorially explaining the theory

of radio, shared evenly with "Grumpy."
Paramount feature, the lights of the New
York Rialto in a recent run. Those
showmen who look to Broadway for

leadership in their directorial policies

should give the matter thought.

While a claim that Broadway show-
men do not produce a majority of the

worthwhile theatre ideas evolved might
be defended without difficulty, none will

argue that they do not display the most
marked readiness to pick up a new idea

and apply it vigorously. Maybe that's

why thev're on Broadway.

NEWSPICTURES

NEW YORK'S Rialto gave this

prominence to "The Mystery
Box," Hodkinson short subject
explaining the theory of radio.

FOX NEWS No. 56: Greek King and Queen
I'articipate in Te Deum Celebration—Covernment
Appeals to People to Guard Against Forest Fires

—Major General Patrick Reviews Planes at Kelly

Field—Shipping Board Asserts Ships Will be Run
by Government if Necessary—To Make Thomas
Jefferson's Home National Shrine—Canary Re-

sents Tazz Music—K. M. Towner Gets Ovation

at Inauguration in Porto Rico—Aerial Cowboy
in Reckless Stunts—Wilson Re-Enters Fight for

League of Nations—Tons of Smelt in Rush from

Sea Provide Fish and Fun—Elephant Wins
Against 150 Men in Strength Test—Imaginary
Fleet Destroys Coast Guns.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS No. 33 : Pacific

Fleet Steams Into Hime Port After Big War
Game—English Rovaltv at Wedding of American
Heiress—German Field Day Has 4.000 Entries—

H M. Towner Inaugurated Governor of Porto

Rico—General Allen Retires—Baltimore Girl

Makes Fortune Raising $1,000 Cats—Biggest
Guns Tested for U. S. Use—Fishing Fleet Leaves

Frisco for Alaska—Boston Firemen Conquer

Downtown Blaze After Fierce Battle—Territorial

Specials.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS No. 34: Germany
Honors Krupp Workers Who Died in Ruhr

Battle—Mrs. George M. Cohan Home From Eu-

rope—Princess of Hohenlohe-Langenberg Brings

Royal Youngster to New York—Good Will Dele-

gation to France Embarks—Czecho-Slovakian
Children Sing at Wilson's Home—California Col-

lege Boys Honor Cow Producing Most Product— Baseball Season Opens in Big League—Terri-

torial Specials.

KINOGRAMS No. 2242: H. M. Towner
Inaugurated as Governor of Porto Rico—U. S.

Amateur Golf Team Sails—Jackie Coogan Aids
Near East Relief—(Incomplete).

PATHE NEWS No. 32: Spring Logging
Under Way in Idaho—H. M. Towner Inaugur-
ated Governor of Porto Rico—Buddhist Temple
1,200 Years Old—Bankers and Brokers Take Up
Bricklaying—Bird's Eye View of Paris—Mex-
icans Honor Assassinated President on Tenth
Anniversary of Death—Animals Have Beauty
Treatments—French Women at Monte Carlo Par-

ticipate in Olympiad—Army Air Chief Inspects

Kelly Field—Territorial Specials.

PATHE NEWS No. 33: Boston Commem-
orates Heroism of Minute Men—Bury Krupp
Workers Killed in Ruhr—Italian Princess Weds
War Hero—California Student Builds Smallest

Locomotive—Vienna Clock Built in 23 Years-
Conflagration in Arizona Oil Fields—Mothers in

London Perambulator Race—Big League Base-

ball Season Opens—Territorial Specials.
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Digest of Pictures of^Week
tESTBOUND LIMITED" (F.B.O.) is Emory

\\f Johnson's latest melodrama and for thrilling

situations, heart interest and romance, it quite

eqrtals his former successes "The Third Alarm" and "In

the Name of the Law." It is a picture that will appeal

to a much wider field than did the ahove two pictures and
because it is well handled and intelligently acted by a fine

cast, it should prove as great if not greater box office at-

traction.

the production is disappointing after a rather good intro-

luction and a mystifying first three reels. Jerome Storm
directed.

"QUICKSANDS" (American Releasing) has several

good talking points and many sure-fire situations, which
will doubtless put it over. There is plenty of action and
a capable cast, headed by Helene Chadwick, Noah Beery,
Richard Dix and others, give good performances.

"THE BRIGHT SHAWL" (First National) a story

of Cuba by Joseph Hergesheiiner offers Richard Barthel-

mess and his excellent company of players, including Dor-
othy (jish, splendid opportunity to score in a bright and
interesting screen play. It is a tensely dramatic and a

colorful tale, directed by John S. Robertson, who has given

it his best in directorial skill.

"THE AFFAIRS OF LADY HAMILTON" ( Hod-
kinson) a foreign production comes to us with Liane
Haid, billed as "the most beautiful lady woman in the

world," in the titular role. It is interesting, being a more
or less faithful chronicle of the stirring times preceding
Lord Nelson's great sea fight and other events in and
around the court of Naples.

"WITHIN THE LAW" (First National) with
Norma Talmadge is one of the outstanding achievements
of this star's career. While the Bayard Veiller "crook"
drama has been done before, following its years of success

upon the stage, it still holds its appeal and the story of
the little shop girl who determines to "get even" with her
oppressor but remain "within the law" is very well told

in this Frank Lloyd production.

"THE GREATEST MENACE" (J. G. Mayer. State
Right ) is a production which points out the horror of the

drug evil. Well handled for a picture of this type with
a number of outstanding dramatic situations. An excel-

lent cast interprets the various roles. Directed bv Albert
Rogell. Six reels.

"THE MADNESS OF YOUTH" (Fox) presents

John Gilbert in a crook story and offers but a fair vehicle

for this likable star. The crook regeneration ending to

"THE GO-GETTER" (Cosmopolitan-Paramount)
is a Peter B. Kyne story incompetently picturized. T. Roy
Barnes does admirably in the lead against big odds. Excess
footage and disjointed continuity prevent sustained inter-

est.

"BACKBONE" (Goldwyn) is a thrilling and inter-

esting picture of the Maine woods, with the usual touch
of love and romance. Alfred Lund and Edith Roberts
are the featured players and a splendid cast appears in

i heir support. It was adapted from Clarence Rudington
Kelland's "Saturday Evening Post" story.

"THE SPIDER AND THE ROSE" (Principal
Pictures) adapted from a story by Gerald C. Duffy, pre-

sents a stirring romance of the early days of Southern
California under the regime of Mexico. It is a Bennie
Zeidman production with Alice Lake, Gaston Glass, Noah
Beery, and a score of other well known players. It should
prove a good business getter as it is well made and beauti-

fully photographed.

"DEAD GAME" (Universal) is a Western build on
the familiar pattern of the ranch girl whose property is

being stolen, an honest cow boy who saves her from the

villain just as she is about to be married. Hoot Gibson,

I~aura LaPlante and Robert McKim make the most of their

roles, and Universal has given it good production.

"EAST SIDE, WEST SIDE" (Principal Pictures)

is an adaptation of the Broadway stage play and Director

Irving Cummings has used rare judgment in selecting a

cast and in handling the subject. It is a story of New
York City and while rather conventional is interesting be-

cause of the clever manner in which it is handled.

Three scenes from the Film Booking Office production "Westbound Limited," featuring 'Ralph Lewis. Ella Hall, Johnny Harron
and other well known players appear in the cast.
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R E V I E W S
RALPH LEWIS IN

WESTBOUND LIMITED
(FILM BOOKING OFFICE)

This looks like another knockout

for the F. B. O. schedule and will

undoubtedly excell the enviable

box-office records made by "The
Third Alarm." It has everything

in the way of thrills and heart ap-

peal. Story by Mrs. Emilie John-

son. Direction by Emory John-

son. About seven reels.

THE CAST
Bill Buckler
Mrs. Buckler Claire McDowell
Esther Miller EUa Hall

David Kirby

Mrs. Miller

ONE such success as "The Third

Alarm" is usualh- enough to cause

a el-rector to rest on his laurels tor

a least part of a season, but this is not

the case with Emory Johnson, whose lat-

est production, "Westbound Limited." is

now offered to exhibitors. What "The
Third Alarm" was to the world of ro-

mance which attaches to the fire depart-

ment. "Westbound Limited" is to that

equally romantic field, the life of railroad

men.

With a tensely holding story and sce-

nario by Mrs. Emilie Johnson, Director

Johnson has made a picture portrayal

that will appeal to a much wider field

than did his former success. It is like-

wise more replete with thrilling situations

and with a wider range of exploitation

angles, should go over as one of the big

things of the year.

To Ralph Lewis is also given the lead

and his work as the popular old engineer

of the "99" is fully up to the standard

set by him in similar characterizations.

He is ably supported by an excellent

cast including Claire McDowell, Ella

Hall. Jane Morgan. Johnny Harron.

Wedgewood Nowell. David Kirby, Rich-

ard Morris and Taylor Graves.

Thrilling situations registered with re-
markable photography, the latter by Ross
Fisher, mark the entire production to
such an extent that it might well be
described as one series of thrills follow-
ing each other in such rapid sequence as
to keep the spectator on the edge of his
seat.

The climax of these big situations
comes in the form of a wild race of two
express trains dashing at high speed
toward each other, while a boy on horse-
back races across a mountain road to
prevent them crashing together. This
he does by setting fire to the brushwood
at a point where the blaze acts as a bea-
con which brings both trains to a stop
just in time to avert the collision. This
is handled and photographed so effect-

ively as to make the suspense exception-
ally holding.
The story is well conceived and full

of heart interest. Bill Buckley, one of
the oldest and most trustworthy engi-
neers on the railroad, played by Ralph
Lewis, is a character at once lovable and
real. His wife, portrayed by Claire Mc-
Dowell, and his son, bv Johnny Harron.
are both humanly likable and fitting com-
panions in his happy home life.

The love interest is worked out
through the engineer's son and the dainty
daughter of the president of the railroad,
the boy's quick thinking and courage en-
abling him to rescue her from peril sev-
eral times and finallv win her love for
the happy ending that all good melo-
dramas should have to meet the require-
ments of theatre goers who favor that
type of entertainment—and they are le-

gion.
"Westbound Limited" will likelv break

many box office records.—J. S. S.

SPECIAL CAST IN

BACKBONE
(GOLDWYN)

About as thrilling and entertaining

a picture as has been offered dur-

ing the present season. Alfred

Lunt and Edith Roberts feature a

well balanced cast. The action is

set in the Maine woods with a

spectacular cut-back to old

France. Directed by Edward Slo-

man for Distinctive Pictures.

Length about seven reels.

Thrills and punches calculated to keep
interest at fever heat throughout the en-
tire production lift "Backbone" out of the
ordinary run of pictures and make it a
challenge to showmen.

It is one of those not too frequent pic-

tures which urge the exhibitor to make a

special effort in street exploitation, news-

paper advertising, lobby display, and stag-

ing. It invites the orchestra leader to put

an extra effort into his work.

The story is set in St. Croix. Maine,
where an elderly French timber land

owner is being robbed by the men in

charge of his operations. The shock of

discovery kills him. but his manager keeps

his death a secret by pretending he is seri-

ously ill. How the owner's daughter and
a young stranger expose the conspiracy

and win back control form Hie basis of a

pretty romance.

Edith Roberts and Alfred Lunt are the

hero and heroine of the modern dav stom-

as well as the cut-back to old France,

which shows the origin of their romance.

William B. Mack and Frank Evans are

the conspirators. James D. Doyle as

Colonel Tip, a retired vaudeville actor,

furnishes the comedv relief. L. E. La-

Croix. Charles Fang. Frank Hagney and

Marion Abbott are the other principals.

EXTRA! EXTRA!
(EDUCATIONAL)

Our advice is to go right out and grab

this Lloyd Hamilton two-reeler if you want
a good, high-class comedy to pep up your
program. Patrons at the Chicago theatre

literally "ate it up." where it played on
the bill with "The Bright Shawl." Hamil-
ton has a lot of new gags in this one, the

business with the long carriage typewriter

being one of his best. He is a newspaper
photographer, in search of a crook with a
plaid cap. His own plaid cap gets him
into all sorts of trouble with the police,

and his typewriter carriage, which ex-
tends out over the sidewalk, picks up all

sorts of articles, including a nice fat fire-

cracker.

Edith Roberts and support in a scene from "Backbone." a Distinctive Picture
distributed by Goldwyn.
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HOOT GIBSON IN

DEAD GAME
(UNIVERSAL)

Universal has given this slight story

good production and surrounded
Gibson with a most excellent cast,

including Laura LaPlante, Robert
McKim and others. The story is

from the pen of Edward Sedg-
wick who also directed its mak-
ing. It is in five reels.

This belongs to the "plaid skirt" class

of drama that is more or less familiar to

regular picture devotees. It varies little

in theme or denouement from countless

others that have raced across our screens,

but it has been well made and, therefore,

should mecf with popular favor wherever
Hoot Gibson and this class of picturcplav

is in demand.
The story concerns "Katv" Didd, a son

of the plains, who falls in love with Alice

Mason. Her ranch and fortune have been

entrusted to a dishonest cuardian. who
plans to marrv her to Tetlow, a scheming
townsman, before she becomes twenty-one

years of age. "Katy" Didd, however,

makes a bet with Tetlow the wedding will

not take place before midnight of the last

dav before she becomes of age. He kid

naps the girl from the stage coach and

hides her in her ranch house, collects his

$1,000 bet and buvs a partnership in the

ranch. He is subsequently kidnapped,

however, and left to die in the desert.

Alice thereupon agrees to marry Tetlow

and as they stand at the altar, "Katy"

rides in through a window of the church,

grabs up the bride and rides away.

LI AN E II AID IN

THE AFFAIRS OF
LADY HAMILTON

(HODKINSON)

An interesting picture based on an

interesting period in the early

history of England, elaborately

produced and carefully acted by
an English cast. It is a colorful

tale of the rise of a poor girl to

a powerful social position and is

artistically done with many ex-

cellent technical details. Directed
by Richard Oswald. Seven parts.

Apart from the fact that this is an
English picture and presents a more or

less authentic story of a certain period
in English history, it is excellent screen
entertainment and quite above the aver-
age of recent foreign productions. It

has been produced on a very ornate
scale. Many of the original locations of

Italy, France and England appear in the
background and the battle at sea between
the French and English is well carried

out.

Liane Haid, who is billed as "the most
beautiful woman in the world," is pleas-
ing though not a remarkable actress, and
at times she photographs poorly. How-
ever, the story of Lady Hamilton and
her conquests is a remarkable one and
after the rather ordinary introduction
where an artist meets the charming lit-

tle lady in bathing, it moves along swiftly

to the rather unusual and startling end.
There are numerous characters intro-

duced, and various scenes in the early
footage that have apparently no connec-
tion with the main storv, such as the
flogging of her brother, and the incident

in the cheap lodging house.
It is after she has determined to make

her mark in the world and uses her title

of Lady Hamilton that it grows more
interesting. Her various conquests fol-

low in rapid succession and she finally

becomes involved in national politics,

Lord Nelson becoming one of her ad-
mirers. The famous speech of Nelson's,
"England expects every man to do his
duty," is used to good effect in the battle
scene wherein Nelson is killed, and there-

are well handled mob scenes with Tra-
falgar square and other historic spots
used effectively.

T. ROY BARNES IN

THE GO GETTER
(COSMOPOLITAN- PARAMOUNT)

dropped out again, splendid photography,'
lighting, settings, etc., and many humor-
ous subtitles and bits die hard throunh
clumsy treatment.
Barnes is excellent. Seena Owen walks

through. William Norris. Tom Lewis
and Frank Currier work hard and capably
against odds. Louis Wolheim is brought
on for a brief bit, after which he is made
to pose a la "Hairy Ape" for no other
apparent reason.
There are two ways to exhibit the pic-

ture. With a flare of exploitation featur-

ing it as a Kyne story, it may be driven
over. The other wav is to put it on an
unimportant date and hope for the best.

SPECIAL ( AST IN

Fairly interesting picturization of a

Peter B. Kyne story said to have
enjoyed a wide and favorable

reading. Excess footage and dis-

jointed continuity practically an-

nul the assets of several good
individual performances by a

notable cast. E. H. Griffith di-

rected and left many loose ends.

The picture is scheduled as 7,771

feet in length.

"The (jo Getter." played by T. Roy
Barnes, is a war veteran fresh from hos-
pital rehabilitation whose "go getting"
qualities carry him through an eventful
series of incidents in which he obtains
employment from Cappy Ricks, Peter B.
Kyne's famous character, wins that ad-
mirable business man's respect and friend-

ship and the hand of his junior partner's

daughter by triumphing over difficulties

thrown in his path and achieves a happv
inding. Barnes finds the picture con-
struction a more formidable hazard than
any thrown in his way by the story.

There are a number of events that

should have made good entertainment, but

Kood points are repeatedly bungled, good
characters are drawn in and promptly

Hoot Gibson and .Laura LaPlante in a
scene from "Dead Game," a Universal
picture.

SPIDER ANDTHE ROSE
(PRINCIPAL PICTURES)

Here is an excellently-made picture

with a good story and cast so far

above the ordinary that it should
prove a welcome addition to any
program. It is based on a romantic
tale of old California days. Gerald
C. Duffy wrote it. Jack McDer-
mott directed. About seven reels.

There is alwavs a stronjj appeal to the
romantic in stories and pictures of south-j

ern California when that section of the
country was a possession of Mexico, and
Director Jack McDermott has missed
nothing in the way of enhancing this in

"The Spider and the Rose." a Bennie
Zeidman production for Principal Pictures

distribution.
The cast, which is headed by Alice Lake

and contains the names of such sterling

players as Gaston Glass. Noah Beery. Otis

Harlan. Joseph J. Dowling, Robert Mci
Kim. Frank Campeau. Louize Fazcnda
and little Richard Headrick. is of sufficient

excellence to insure a Kood picture. The
theme was adapted from a story by Ger-r

aid C Duffy and is excellently done, and
in the portraval much beautiful photog-
raphy and manv thrilling scenes are

shown.
The story is built around the adventures

of Don Marcello. son of the governor of

Southern California, who returns home
from school in Mexico to find his father

in the hands of a scheming and brutal

secretary, who by playing on the credulity

of the governor, is oppressing the people

with a view of causing the downfall of the

governor. Mendoza. the secretary, finally

succeeds in ousting the gorernor and is

himself appointed in his stead.

In the meantime the son. indignant over

the oppression of the people, joins a band
of revolutionists. Don Marcello is in love

with Paula, the governor's adopted daugh-
ter, who is also sought by Mendoza. Ift

an effort to save Marcello from casting his

lot with the revolutionists, Paula betrays

them to Mendoza and thev are arrested.

Believing they have been betrayed by
Marcello, friends of the imprisoned revo-

lutionists capture him and cast him into

the sea.

Miraculously escaping and he takes

refuge with a goat herder. Later he finds

his way to the prison and aids the revo-

lutionists to escape. He overhears the

guards talking about the wedding of the

new governor, Mendoza. to Paula, which

is to take place that day. Hurrying back

to the city he forces his way into the

palace, but is captured and with his father

is sentenced to be shot.

Through the connivance of the revolu-

tionists they escape and Marcello finds his

•way into the palace, rescues Paula, and in

a terrific fight kills Mendoza. and the

story has the usual happv ending.
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NORMA TALMADGE IN

WITHIN THE LAW
(FIRST NATIONAL)

Sayard Veiller's famous stage play

made into remarkably fine screen

play again. An outstanding

achievement of the picture is Miss

Talmadge's sympathetic handling

of the principal role. Cast ren-

ders her good support. Excellent

direction is furnished by Frank

Lloyd. Length, seven reels.

THE CAST
Mary Turner Norma Talmadge
Joe Garson Lew Cody
Dick Gilder Jack Mulhall
Aggie Lynch Eileen Percy
Edward Gildet Joseph Kilgour
Demarest Arthur S. Hull
Helen Morris Helen Ferguson
Cassidy Lincoln Plummer
General Hastings Thomas Ricketts
Irwin Lionel Belmore
English Eddie Warde Crane
Darcy Eddie Boland
Gilder's Secretary Catherine Murphy
Burke DeWitt Jennings

I7E\Y plays, especially those of the so-

* called "crook" variety, have withstood

he test of time as well as this Bayard

Veiller production. Many picture play-

goers will recall Alice Joyce in it about

six years ago and previous to that it had

nad a long and successful career upon

:he stage. Now we have Norma Tal-

madge in the role of Mary Turner and

t will doubtless prove one of the out-

standing successes of the year for this

popular actress.

Surrounded by a remarkably efficient

cast Miss Talmadge lends new life to

:he familiar situations and more familiar

lines of the play. Lew Cody was an espe-

:ially excellent Joe Garson and DeWitt
Jennings splendid as Police Sergeant

Burke. Eileen Percy was also very pleas-

ing as "Aggie Lynch," the girl who was

'fwightened," and Helen Ferguson well

cast in the small part of Helen Morris.

All in all, a very capable cast and a splen-

did production.

Mary Turner, as the story goes, is con-
victed of stealing from Gilder's Em-
porium and after serving three years in

prison returns to New York city deter-
mined to get revenge but always remain
"within the law." She meets Gilder's son
and after a brief romance they are mar-
ried. The big scene is where Mary goes
to Gilder's home to warn Joe Garson and
his gang, who have been tipped off by
"English" Eddie, a stool pigeon, that
valuable draperies are to be had in the
Gilder home. When Burke and his de-
tectives arrive he tries to force a confes-
sion from Mary as to who killed "Eng-
lish" Eddie and the third degree is

resorted to with the result that Joe Gar-
son, also in love with Mary, confesses.
The well known lines, "You'll pay for
every day I spend in jail—and pay and
pay and pay," as well as the equally ef-
fective speech, "You took away my name
and gave me a number, now I cast aside
the number and take your name," can be
used to advantage in advertising "Within
the Law."

DOUGLAS MACLEAN and Muriel
Francis Dana in a scene from "The
Sunshine Trail," presented by Thomas
H. Ince through First National.

SPECIAL CAST IN

THE GREATEST
MENACE

(J. G. MAYER)

A photoplay aimed at the drug evil

which in dramatic form points the
horrors of a present-day subject
which is receiving wide attention.
Well told, excellently acted, it

achieves its aim in a masterful and
interest-holding manner. Di-
rected by Albert Rogell.

"The Greatest Menace" is a production
which points out vividly the horrors of
the drug evil. For a picture of this type
it is exceptionally well handled. There
are several scenes of outstanding dramatic
excellence and the moral is arrived at in a
finished yet forceful manner.
The cast contains names which are well

known to theatregoers—Ann Little, Wil-
dred Lucas. Robert Gordon. Harry North-
rup. Jack Livingston, Rhea Mitchell, An-
drew Macclennan. Mildred June and
others.

The story tells of a fight being waged
by a district attorney against the drug
traffic. His son who has iust been mar-
ried is a promising writer and in order to

obtain genuine atmosphere for his work
is induced to visit underworld haunts
where a plot has been hatched by the

head of the drug ring to wreck vengeance
on the district attornev through the bo>\
A girl lure makes the son a victim of

drugs and he leaves his wife, gradually
becoming further enmeshed in the horrors
of the great evil.

When one dav the head of the ring

shuts down the source of supply the girl

is in desperate straits and the boy goes

out to get the drug for her. Finally suc-

ceeding, he returns only to find her dead.

He is held for murder. His sister, who
has started a law practice of her own.

takes up his defense, while the district
attorney, through his assistant, who is in

love with his daughter, undertakes prose-
cution. At a crucial moment the states
attorney becomes dissatisfied with the re-

sults of the prosecution by his assistant
and in the court room himself begins a
stirring condemnation of the boy whom
he does not recognize as his son with his

head bowed as he sits in the chair. When
he recommends the maximum penalty the
district attornev is aghast to find it is his

own son. The sister then takes up his

defense and paints a vivid picture of the

injustice of ministering punishment on the

victims while the real leaders—those re-

sponsible for the drug traffic, are free.

Through the instrumentality of the son
the leaders are captured and there is a

happy ending for all concerned.

SPECIAL CAST IN

QUICKSANDS
(AMERICAN RELEASING)

You have many good talking points

in this picture. An excellent cast,

an interesting story of Mexican
border life, plenty of action, with
real U. S. troops in action, and a

good production. It was written

by Howard Hawks. Jack Con-
way directed. Seven reels.

"Quicksands" concerns the efforts of

United States army officials trying to

break up a ring of opium smugglers on
the Mexican border, and while the plot

is somewhat conventional, there are suffi-

cient big scenes, good character drawing
and all-around good performances to put

it over.

Helene Chadwick heads the practically

all-star cast, as The Girl who is forced

to assist in the dope smuggling business.

Richard Dix is a soldier, in love with her,

and who goes to her rescue. Alan Hale
plays Ferrago. one of the opium ring;

Noah Berry is "Silent" Krupz, the boss
of the ring, and Walter Long, Edwin
Stevins, Jean Hersholt, William Dyer,
Frank Campeau, Lionel Melmore, Jack
Curtis and James Marcus members of

the ring. J. Farrell McDonald plays Col.

Patterson, Tom Wilson is excellent as

the Sergeant in charge of colored troops,

and Hardee Kirkland is Farrell. owner
of the saloon headquarters.
The picture contains sure-fire stuff in

the rush of the troops to the rescue of
the soldier and the girl, and the scenes
in the cantina were well staged and well
played.

Col. Patterson and his officers keep a
close watch in a resort across the border
of Mexico, which he believes to be the
headquarters of opium smugglers. His
lieutenant is in love with a pretty girl

who is the unwilling go-between for the
smugglers. Fearing she will tell on them,
the ring confines her and her father in

the attic and when the Lieutenant goes
to her rescue they trap him also. Troops
learn of his plight and there is a grand
last minute rescue just as the opium
smugglers had decided to do away with
both of them. There is plenty of action
in the last reel and Berry. Hale. Walter
Long and others put up a stiff fight.

OH NURSIE!
(CENTURY)

Just a two-reel comedy, without much
excuse for being. The title doesn't mean
anything, neither does the antics of a luna-
tic trying to sell life insurance. It was evi-

dently made without a scenario or a director.
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JOHN' GILBERT IN

MADNESS OF YOUTH
(FOX)

This story offers but a fair vehicle

for this likeable star. The crook

regeneration theme which is used
as the climax is disappointing af-

ter the mystifying and thoroughly
interesting first part. Story by
George F. Worts. Directed by
Jerome Storm. Five reels.

John Gilbert is given a fascinating role,

that of a gentleman burglar, in "The

Madness of Youth," and had the author

or scenario writer stuck to the original

idea, this ,would have made a corking

good feature. As it is, however, it lapses

into the conventional crook reform angle

and contains too many implausible se-

quences to make it convincing.

Gilbert is excellent in the early footage

and one is kept in doubt as to his exact

status, whether he is a crook or a gentle-

man, always being followed by a flat-

footed detective. The suspense is well

sustained and it begins to look as though

at last he had been given a real story,

then the old familiar love angle and re-

generation stuff is brought in where he

cannot go on with a robbery "because

something within him" tells him he can-

not after he has restored harmony in a

household, and he marries the rich man's

(laughter and reforms, which may satisfy

the flappers but will not the more dis-

criminating picture-goers.

Billie Dove is the rich man's daughter

and was effective and very pretty in the

small part assigned her. The others in

the cast were good, though not outstand-

ing in their performances.

Javalie. a handsome crook, determines

to crack the safe of Theodore P. Ban-

ning, after three years perfecting his plan.

He poses as a "holy man" and wins his

way into the hearts of everyone in the

household. An unseen force, however,

prevents him carrying out his plan to

rob the safe and he confesses. He is for-

given because of the good he has done

and he starts life over with the daughter

Nanette as his bride.

RICHARD BARTHELM ESS IN'

THE BRIGHT SHAWL
( FIRST NATIONAL)

Score another hit for Richard
Barthelmess and his company of

excellent players. The story is

from the book by Joseph Herges-
heimer, and presents a tensely in-

teresting tale of Cuba fifty years
ago. It was directed by John S.

Robertson who has expended
upon it his best efforts. Seven
parts.

THE CAST
Charles Abbott Richard Barthelmess
La Clavel Dorothy Gish
Narcissa Esccbar Mary Astor
Andrea Escohar Andre De Beranger
Domingo Escobar E. G. Robinson
Vicente Escobar Louis Atbomi
Barmeh Escobar Margaret Seddon
Capt. SantaciUa Andre Randolph
Carpar Do Vacca William Powell
La Pilar Jetta Gond.il
Quimtra ... George Humbert

of those qualities- ithat every ex-

hibitor is seeking—excellent story,

dramatic situations, intelligent acting and
skilful direction. Added to this it has
been given good production, manv of the

exteriors having been made in Cuba on
the original locations.

At the Chicago Theatre, Chicago,
where it had its premiere, vast audiences
were gripped by its dramatic intensity.
It is an excellent storv. running smoothly
and leading up to a logical and natural
climax. Mr. Robertson's direction is

good and H»e various interiors are well
chosen, being artistic and pleasing.
Some of the high lights of the picture-

are the disposition of the body of the
Cuban patriot, the light between Abbott
and the despicable Captain, and the
touching love scenes between LaClavel
and Abbott.

We sec a new Dorothy Gish in the
role of a Spanish maiden and one al-

together pleasing. Barthelmess gave it

his best performance and enacted the
role of the temperamental American
youth with all the nerve and intensity at
his command. Marv Astor was also well
cast as Narcissa. daughter of Escobar
the Cuban patriot. Andre Randolph ren-
dered good support as Capt. Santacilla,

as did the others in various roles.

The storv is laid in Cuba during the

days of the Spanish rule. Charles Ab-
bott, an American, returns to Cuba with
his friend Vicente Escobar, who has
been trving to raise funds in New York
for the Cuban cause. Charles becomes
enmeshed in political plots and learns
through La Clavel, a dancer, that the
Spanish troops are about to be with-
drawn. The Cubans prepare to rise and
fake possession of the island, but the in-

formation proves false and Abbott and
his friends arc suspected of intrigue. He
is arrested, smuggled aboard ship and
finally he finds happiness in the arms of

Narcissa. with whom he has fallen in

love, as they sail back to the U. S. A.
There is a swing and dash to the story
that holds the attention throughout the
film.

SPECIAL CAST IN

EAST SIDE WEST SIDE
(PRINCIPAL PICTURES)

An adaptation of a Broadway stage

success made into an interesting

picture by Director Irving Cum-
mings. Splendidly cast and well

photographed this should go well

anywhere. About six reels.

"East Side West Side" translated from

the stage to the screen by Hope Loring

and Louis Duryea Lighten, is a better

picture than it was a play, and with its

stage success during a long Broadway
run as a criterion, the picture version

should prove a welcome offering in the

state right field.

Having an interesting story of that

section of New York where wealth and

poverty dwell but a stone's throw apart,

as the theme, Director Cummings used

rare judgment in selection of cast and

skill in the handling of his subject.

With attractive Eileen Percy as Lory
James, the stellar role in the Brady play,

and Kenneth Harlan as Duncan Van
Norman, the portrayal of these leading

roles could scarcely be improved upon.
Others in the excellent cast are WaBy
Van. Lucille Ward. Maxine Elliot Hicks.

Lucille Hutton. Charles Mailes. Betty

May and John Prince.
The storv, while rather a conventional

one of a poor girl securing employment
in the home of wealthy people and win-

ning the love of the son and heir, is un-

folded in so skillful and convincing a

manner as to take away to a very large

extent the conventionality and make it

interesting and holding throughout.

Three dramatic scenes from "The Abysmal Brute," a Universal- Jewel production in which Reginald Denny is starred. Mabe
Julienne Scott and an all-star cast appears in support.
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Production Progress

: : : : Metro : : : :

JACKIE COOGAN'S FIRST picture
under his Metro contract will be "Long

Live the King." V era Lewis. Alan For-
rest. \Valt Whitman, Rosemary Theby
and others will be seen in the star's sup-
port. The story is by Mary Roberts
Rinehart.

+ + +
PRODUCTION OF "OLD MADRID"
from the novel, "La Rubia," by W. H.

Roberts, has been started by Harry Gar-
son with Clara Kimball Young starring.

Reginald Barker is at work on "The Mas-
ter of Women." second of the Louis B.

Mayer-Metro films.

+ + +
MATT MOORE, ENID BENNETT,
BARBARA LA MARR, Robert

McKim and Thomas Ricketts have been
signed for Fred Xiblo's-Louis B. Mayer
production for Metro. "Captain .Apple-

jack." which is from the play by Walter
Hackett.

+ + +
"THE EAGLE'S FEATHER," a story

of Wyoming by Katherine Xewlin
Burt, has been purchased by Metro for

filming under the direction of Edward
Sloman.

+ + +
THOUSANDS WERE TURNED away
from the Park theatre, Boston, at the

premiere of "Trailing African Wild
Animals," the photoplays made by Mr.
and Mrs. Martin Johnson. Metro reports.

The big game film proved a real magnet
and filled the house continuously on the

first day of its indefinite run, it is stated.

+ + +
PURCHASE OF "The Eagle's Feather"

a Katherine Xewlin Burt story recently

published in Cosmopolitan magazine and
the engagement of Edward Sloman to

direct it is announced by Milton Hoff-
man, Metro production manager.

+ + +
A STAMPEDE OF THOUSANDS of

buffaloes will be one of the spectacular
and thrilling incidents in Reeinald Bar-
ker's production "The Law-Bringers."
Through the cooperation of the Canadian
government the scene will be staged in

Canadian Xational Park and a herd of
7,600 buffaloes will participate.

Selznick

FINAL EDITING AND TITLING of
"Rupert of Hentzau," which Selznick

Distributing Corporation will issue, is

under way. In the cast of this production
are Elaine Hammerstein, Bert Lytell,

Lew Cody, Claire Windsor, Marjorie
Daw, Hobart Bosworth, Adolph Jean
Menjou and others. Big things are pre-
dicted for the production by President
W. C. J. Doolittle.

C. B. C.
"TEMPTATION," the C. B. C. all-star

feature, had its world premiere at the
Carlton theatre. Philadelphia and, accord-
ing to C. B. C it was a highly successful
one. Bryant Washburn and Eva Xovak
are starred.

Bull Montana as a Far North M.D. in

a scene from "Snowed Under,'' his

latest Metro comedy.

THE STATE OF MICHIGAN, one of

the last territories on which negotiations

have been pending, has been closed by
C. B. C. on "Only A Shopgirl" and
"Temptation." Standard Film Service of
Detroit has acquired the productions.

+ + +
"HAM AND YEGGS" IS the title of the

newest Hallroom Bovs comedy which
has just been received at C. B. C. offices.

This is the seventeenth comedy in the

Percy and Ferdie series.

: : : Vitagraph : : :

THE GREATEST SEA STORY ever
screened. This is what exhibitor and

reviewers are acclaiming "Masters of

Men." according to advices from Vita-
graph. Company officials are highly

elated over the enthusiastic reception this

picture is meeting. It is from Morgan
Robertson's novel and in the cast are

Earle Williams. Alice Calhoun. Cullen

Landis and Wanda Hawlev.

: : : Al Lichtman : : :

"THE GIRL WHO CAME BACK."
Preferred picture published by Licht-

man this month has been booked for a

two-week premiere by Phil Gleichman at

the Broadway Strand. Detroit, instead of

the customary seven-day run generally

allowed in that house.

+ + +
AFTER A JOINT conference with his

two partners. Al Lichtman and J. G.

Bachmann, B. P. Schulberg, president of

Preferred Pictures, has returned to Los
Angeles. During the six weeks spent in

Xew York. Schulberg completed finan-

Distribution News
cial arrangements for his activities during
the coming year. His production pro-
gram will materially increase the number
of Preferred Pictures to be issued by the
Al Lichtman Corporation. While Schul-
berg was in Xew York a meeting of the
entire Preferred organization was held.
The conference was attended by the fran-
chise holders of the Al Lichtman Cor-
poration.

: : E. L Lincoln : :

"THE RIGHT OF THE STRONG-
EST," the first picture E. K. Lincoln

has made in the West in many months, is

nearing its big scenes. Francis Ximmo
Greene is author of the star and Lincoln
is supported by Helen Ferguson, June
Elvidge, Xiles Welch, Tom Santschi and
Winter Hall. Xo arrangements for the
distribution of the picture have as vet
been completed.

Pathe
RUTH ROLAND'S NEW SERIAL.
"Haunted Valley," heads Pathe's pro-

gram of publication for May 6. On the
same date Pathe issues the final episode
of "Plunder"; a Paul Parrot one-reel com-
edy called "Sunny Spain" and other short
subjects.

+ + +
CLERKS AND WALL STREET brok-

ers are shown practising brick laving in

Pathe Xews Xumber 32. The shortage
of bricklayers and the lucrative wages
this trade is drawing is inducing hundreds
of "white collared" workers to forsake

their desks.
+ + +

LEONARD SOWAR, MANAGER of

the Strand theatre. Muncie, Ind.. gave a

theatre party for the city's newsboys when
Harold Lloyd in "Safety Last" played at

his house. The affair won prominent no-

tice in local newspapers.

: : : Cosmopolitan : : :

WITH COLLEEN MOORE IN the

leading feminine role and under the

supervision of Francis Marion. Director

George William Hill has started work
on the filming of Miss Marion's screen

version of Jack Boyle's "The Daughter
of Mother McGinn" for Cosmopolitan.

+ + +
"ENEMIES OF WOMEN," picturiza-

tion of Vicente Blasco Ibanez's novel,

has begun an indefinite run at the Rialto

theatre, Los Angeles. It opened at Bal-

aban & Katz's Roosevelt in Chicago April

23. Lionel Barrymore and Alma Rubens
head a star cast.

+ + +
CLARENCE JAY ELMER has been ap-

pointed casting director for the Cosmo-
politan succeeding Michael Connelly. He
has been assistant director for the past

three years. ^ ^ ^

"THE LOVE PIKER" WITH Anita

Stewart and Robert W. Frazer in the

leading roles in production by Cosmo-
politan. The story is by Frank R. Ad-

ams and E. Mason Hopper is directing.
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Production Progress

• a F« B» 0« • • •

MORE THAN SIXTY newspaper, trade

press reviewers and exhibitors were

guests of F. B. O. at a special showing
of its new special. "Westbound Limited."

the Emory John production, which is a

sister picture to "In the Name of the

Law" and "The Third Alarm." Ralph

Lewis and Ella Hall are featured.

+ + +
JAMES HORN HAS CHOSEN the cast

for his first F. B. O. picture, "Blow

Your Own Horn." Prominent players

will be Warner Baxter. Ralph Lewis,

Ann Perdue, Mary Jane Sanderson,

johnny Fox and others. The film will be

published this fall.

+ + +
NONE OTHER THAN KID McCOY
swaps punches with George O'Hara,

star of the "Fighting Blood" series in

round eleven. Other sporting celebrities

who have appeared in the series include

Gene Sarazen. champion golfer, Rob Ed-

gren, Jock Hutchison. Tom Andrews,

Leach Cross and others.
+ + +

HARRY CAREY AND HIS company

^ave returned from Truckee, Cal., where

snow scenes were made for his forthcom-

ing film. "The Miracle Baby." This is

a magazine story by Frank Pierce. Val

Paul is directing it.

: : : : Goldwyn : : : :

MAE BUSCH HAS BEEN selected by

Victor Seastrom to play one of three

leading roles in his production of Sir

Hall Caine's "The Master of Man." This

will be Mr. Seastrom's first American

picture for Goldwyn.
+ + +

THE J. PARKER READ, JR., produc-

tion. "The Last Moment," from an

original screen story by Jack Boyle, has

been acquired for distribution by Gold-

wyn for this spring.
+ + +

FILMING OF "THE ETERNAL
THREE" has been completed by

Marshall Neilan, and Eric Von Stroheim

is nearing a stage of completion of

"Greed" from Frank Norris' novel "Mc-
Teague."

+ + +
BESSIE LOVE AND CARMEL
MYERS have been selected for leading

roles in "The Magic Skin," Achievement

Films' production for Goldwyn. It is

from Honore de Balzac's novel.
+ + +

CLARENCE BADGER, WHO IS di-

recting "Red Lights" is hobbling

around on crutches as a result of an

accident when a large wooden beam fell

from a set and struck his knee.

REX BEACH, AUTHOR <>i -The
Ne'er-Do-Well," is putting his personal

touches to the titling and cutting of the

Thomas Meighan vehicle which Alfred

E. Green directed. Meighan is now pre-

paring for his- next picture. "Homeward
Bound." adapted by Jack Cunningham
from Peter B, Kyne's novel, "The Light

to Leeward."
+ + +

DONALD CRISP, DIRECTOR, who
has been in England for two years, has

returned to America and signed a new
contract with Paramount. He will direct

Elsie Ferguson in "Declasse," the stage

success.
+ + +

GILDA GRAY, BROADWAY dancer in

Ziegfeld's Follies, will be seen in her

South Sea dance in Allan Dwan's produc-

tion of "Lawful Larceny."

: : Hodkinson : : :

A. C. HOGANSON, MANAGER of the

Alhambra theatre, assisted by C. L.

Pcavey. Hodkinson branch manager,

staged a showing of "Down to the Sea

in Ships" that was a success from every

angle. Hodkinson reports. Eighty 24-

sheet boards were used and a special

showing Piven 400 newsboys as part of an

extensive exploitation campaign.

+ +
J. G. ROHLFS, short subject sales man-
ager of Hodkinson. has left for a visit

to exchanges in Washington. Philadel-

phia. Pittsburgh, and Albany. Mr.

Rohlfs plans during his trip to point out

the value of the radio tieup on "The Mys-
tery Box."

+ + +
THE EXACT LOCALE OF the story

is the best place for its production.

This is the belief of Ernest Shipman,

whose "The Man from Glengarry" was

filmed in the upper reaches of the Ottawa
river. Hodkinson distributes the pictures

in the United States.

Paramount

Universal

Distribution News

: : : Educational : : :

FIFTY-FOUR SUBJECTS published

by Educational are listed in the catalog

of selected pictures issued by the Na-
tional Board of Review, the company
reports. Seven are classified as being
"especially well done."

+ + +
DIRECTOR FRED HIBBARD has

completed two Educational - Cameo
comedies, "Exit Stranger" and "Small
Change." Virginia Vance is the fea-

tured player.
+ + +

AL CHRISTIE IS making rapid prog-
ress in production of "Roll Along."

This is the comedy in which the entire

cast of players appears in blackface, an
innovation that should prove popular,
Mr. Christie believes.

THE MANAGEMENT OF THE Cri-

terion, New York City. Paramount re-

ports, is authority for the statement that

the advance sale for James Cruze's pro-

duction, "The Covered Wagon," now ex-

ceeds the combined advance sales for

"The Birth of a Nation," "Way Down
East" and "Hearts of the World."

"THIS PICTURE IS POINTING the

way to a new and broad screen enter-

tainment. It is a jack which will help

the industry out of the rut of conven-
tional screen plots." This is the opinion

of Carl Laemmle. president of Universal,

of H. A. Snow's "Hunting Big Game in

Africa," which Universal reports is open-

ing to big business in many key cities.

SCREEN RIGHTS TO W. Somerset
Maugham's novel, "The^ Magician."

have been purchased bv Universal. It

will be made into a Jewel production for

1924.
+ + +

THE PUBLICATION DATE OF "The
Abysmal Brute" and "Bavu" has been

advanced by Universal and these produc-

tions are being made available to the

company's exchanges at once.
+ + +

GLADYS WALTON HAS started pro-

duction of a circus story at Universal

City called "Pink Tights." It is from the

pen of Courtney Riley Cooper and Jack

Conway is directing.

Fox
HERE ARE SOME NEW PRODUC-
TIONS available at Fox exchanges:

"The Madness of Youth," with John
Gilbert, issued April 8; "Snowdrift,"
starring Charles Jones, issued April 15,

and "Boston Blackie," a William Russell
vehicle, and "The Author," an Al St
John comedy for April 23.

+ + +
"THE GOVERNOR'S LADY," a David

Bclasco play, will be produced by Fox.
Harry Millarde, who made "Over the

Hill," will direct it. J. Gordon Edward
is at work on an original story that goes
to the navy for its thrills.

+ + 4
TOM MIX IS MAKING "TemperJ

Steel," in which Billie Dove is his

leading lady. Another of the same star's

forthcoming pictures is "The Journey of
Death," a story of the gold rush days.

+ + +
"THE ELEVENTH HOUR," another

Lincoln J. Carter thriller, will be issued
by Fox next season with Charles Jones
and Shirley Mason in the leading roles.

: : Warner Brothers :

:

HOPE HAMPTON HAS BEEN en-
gaged by Warner Brothers to play the

leading role in David Belasco's stage
success "The Gold Diggers." Harry
Beaumont will direct.

+ + +
THE FIRST ARRANGEMENT for the

distribution of its series of eighteen pro-

ductions for the coming season has been

closed by Warners with W. D. Shapiro,

Franklin Film Company. Boston.
+ + +

JOHNNY HINES HAS arrived on the

West Coast and is ready to start work
in "Little Johnny Jones," Cohan stage

play, which Warner will make under di-

rection of Arthur Rosson. "Broadway
After Dark" and "Lucretia Lombard" will

also be started soon.

+ + + . JFRANK DAZEY HAS BEEN appointed

scenario editor of the Warner Brothers

coast scenario department. He has started

work on "The Gold Disrgers." adapted bv

Grant Carpenter.
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Production Progress

: : Tiffany-Truart : :

M. H. HOFFMAN, director head of

Truart. has assembled a cast of prom-
inent players for "Broadway Gold."

These include Elaine Hammerstein. El-

liot Dexter and Kathlyn Williams. Di-

rector Edward Dillon is editing^ the film

which is from a story by W. Wonderley
Carev.

+ + +
"THE EMPTY CRADLE," Burton

King's production of Leota Morgan's
novel. "Cheating Wives." featuring Mary
Alden and Harry Morey. is rapidly being

disposed of to various independent ex-

changes. The picture is being handled

among its franchise holders by Truart.

Gene Marcus. Philadelphia, has acquired

the production for Eastern Pennsylvania
and Southern Xew Jersey.

: : First National :
:

COLLEEN MOORE AND Maurice
Canon have been signed to long term

contracts by First National. Canon is

now appearing in Richard Walton Tully's

"Trilbv."
+ + +

EDWIN CAREWE WILL MAKE a

screen production of the stage play

"The Bad Man," and Holbrook Blinn,

star of the play, will appear in the same
part in the film.

+ + +
DAVID H. THOMPSON, formerly pro-

duction manager for Fox and Metro, is

now a member of the Richard Walton
Tully staff making "Trilby" for First

Xational.
+ + +

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK HAS bought
"Secrets," a Broadway stage success,

and "Barbara Winslow. Rebel." a novel
by Elizabeth Ellis, as screen vehicles for

Norma and Constance Talmadge.
+ + +

MAURICE TOURNEUR, director, will

be seen personally in his production
"The Brass Bottle." He stepped in as
sort of a "pinch hitter" in one of the
scenes while the company was on loca-
tion.

+ + +
FRANK BORZAGE HAS completed

filming of "Children of Dust" from the
story' "Terwilliger." "Dust in the Door-
way" will be his next effort. The Con-
stance Talmadge unit has gone to Yo-
semite for "Dulcy" scenes.

:
: : Century : : :

CENTURY COMEDIANS ARE keep-
ing busy. Archie Mayo has just com-

pleted direction of "The Imperfect
Lover." which stars Brownie, the dog.
Buddy Messinger is ready to start work
on a new comedy written by Mr. Mayo.
Having finished "Sky High." Al Herman
is ready to begin work on "Taking His
Degree." written by Sig Xeufeld and
Mark Sandrich. Henry Murdock, who
has been signed by Century", is at present
working in support of Fred Spencer in
"Hay! Hay!" Production is under way oi
the comedy which the Gorham Follies
companv is making.

• ••••••
: : Tri-Stone Pictures :

:

"HIS BITTER HALF," Keystone com-
edy, is the fourth in the series being

published by Oscar Price and Harrv Ait-

ken. Charlie Murray. Polly Moran and
Slim Summerville are in the cast. John
Emerson and Anita Loos will edit "The
Half Breed," one of Douglas Fairbanks'

pictures, for publication through the same
channel.

: : : C. C. Burr : : :

"LUCK," JOHNNY HINES' latest mel-

ocomedy produced by C. C. Burr, is to

have the honor of opening Rowland and
Clark's new State theatre in Pittsburgh

on May 21. "Luck" was speciallv

booked for this engagement and will be

given an elaborate presentation when the

handsome new house is thrown open to

GREGORY LA CAVA HAS completed
the filming of "The Income Tax." one

of the series of All-Star comedies being

produced by C. C. Burr for the W. W.
Hodkinson Company. Raymond McKee,
Charlie Murray and Kathlene Martyn
are the stars in this latest rib tickler.

+ + +
"I AM THE LAW," one of the C. C.

Burr publications, enjoyed a successful

run at Fox's Washington theatre, De-

troit. Incidentally, it was highly praised

by the reviewers, one declaring "from
.

every angle, it is a superb production."

: : Playgoers Pictures : :

PLAYGOERS PICTURES announces

"The Fortune of Christina McXab."
described as a pretty romance with

comedv touches, for publication on

May 87.

: : : : Equity : : : :

RIGHTS HAVE BEEN SOLD to

Creole Enterprises, New Orleans, for

Louisiana, Mississippi and part of Flor-

ida on the Daniel Carson Goodman
production "Has the World Gone Mad."
True Film Company has acquired rights

for Texas. Oklahoma and Arkansas.
+ + +

THREE STARS HAVE BEEN signed

by Daniel Carson Goodman for his

next Equity production. They are Mary
Carr. Mildred Harris and Charles Emmet
Mack. Six more prominent players will

have parts in this special, as yet un-

named.

: : Associated Exhibitors :

:

"SILAS MARNER," Associated Ex-
hibitors version of the George Eliot

novel, was presented for two days at the

Oakland theatre. Marion, O.. in conjunc-

tion with a day nursery" conducted by the

Child's Conservation League. News-
papers and public cooperated freely and

the showing was accorded united support

of the town.

Distribution News
HIGH SCHOOL SENIORS of Ansonia,

Conn., sponsored the presentation of

"Till We Meet Again'' at the Seymour
theatre, and as a result the class fund,
which will take all members on a trip

to Washington, D. C, was raised. Re-
ports from ''A. E." state that the picture
packed the house at every performance.

+ + +
"ALICE ADAMS," starring Florence

Vidor, was given an enthusiastic re-
ception when presented as the feature of
the program of the annual convention in

Indianapolis of the Indiana Federation
of Women's Clubs and Parent-Teachers
Associations. The women pledged them-
selves to spread "Alice Adams" propa-
ganda throughout the state.

: : : Independents : : :

NORCA PICTURES IS pursuing a pol-
icy which it states is finding favor with

theatre owners. In each of its pictures,
"Just a Mother," "Love's Old Sweet
Song," "The Red Trail" and "With Naked
Fists," the themes are widely different,

a thing profitable to all concerned.

+ + +
RICHARD THOMAS PRODUC-
TIONS announces that Estelle Taylor.

Rod LaRoque, and Kathryn McGuire
will be stars in Richard Thomas's new
six reel production, "Other Men's
Money."

+ + +
AYWON FILM CORPORATION IS

offering to state right buyers "The
Girl from the West." a story written by
Carter de Haven in which Juanita Han-
sen plavs the principal role.

+ + +
RENCO FILM COMPANY is produc-

ing under direction of Dallas Fitzger-
ald. "After the Ball." from Charles H.
Harris' song hit. with Gaston Glass. Ken-
neth Harlan. Miriam Cooper and others
in the cast.

+ + +
GAUMONT COMPANY ADVISES

that E. Costil, general manager of Cin-
ema departments of Societe des Esta-
blissements Gaumont. will arrive in Amer-
ica on April 21 in the interests of busi-

ness for his company.
+ + +

WEBER & NORTH DECLARE that
comedy will play a big part in Will

Xigh's second special. Among those who
will contribute the mirth are Tom Lewis.
Charles Craig. Mickey Bennett. Russell
Griffin. Florence Billings and others.

* + +
B. P. FINEMAN PRODUCTIONS an-
nounces that "Don't Marrv for Money*'

is well under way. House Peters has
the leading role and is supported by
Rubve de Remer.

+ + +
JOE-ROK PRODUCTIONS' latest

comedy starring Joe Rock is called

"Oliver Twisted" and is a burlesque on
the Dickens classic. It is now being is-

sued to independent exchanges.
+ + +

CHESTER INTERNATIONAL PIC-
TURES, Inc.. announces that Miss

Beth Brown, editor and titler for C. L.

Chester Production, has rejoined their

organization. Her first work will be on
"Monkeying With Matrimony."
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With the Procession in Los Angeles

By Harry Hammond Beall

fcft^&a?
—

-

A BAND of Arapahoes has invaded peace-

ful Hollvwood and the weird thump of

the "tom-tom" and the odor of cooking

venison mingle nightly with the sounds and

smell of popcorn that emerges from the

popcorn machine that is one of the prin-

cipal properties of Hollywood night life.

The redskins, attired in full battle regalia,

are encamped within a stone's throw of

Grauman's' Hollywood Egyptian theatre,

where they appear twice daily in an atmos-

pheric prelude to "The Covered Wagon."

The coining of the redmcn gives the film

capital added color and. as a result, many
of the enterprising cigar merchants along

the boulevard have hauled in their wooden

Indians in favor of the real big chiefs.

* * *

There is no sign of a let-up in production

activity here. All rental studios, as well

as the individual corporation plants, are run-

ning full blast, with manv companies work-

ing night and day to keep apace with the

demand for "bigger and better pictures and

plenty of 'em." The United, Hollvwood

and Fine Arts lots are occupied to capacity

and in some instances business has been

turned away. There are few. if anv. idle

actors parading the streets these days and
there is an insistent demand for new faces

in all companies.
* * *

Last week the Hollvwood Theaters Com-
pany shot scenes in and about Hollvwood
for a production entitled "Can Anything

Good Come Out of Hollvwood." an adapta-

tion of a book recently published by Si

Snyder and Larry Hill, well known local

publicists. The picture will show the com-
mercial, educational and artistic features of

this community and should serve to nail the

many canards about the film capital that

have been broadcasted in recent vears by

uninformed and vicious writers. The film

will be given its premier in Los Angeles

next week and will later be distributed

throughout the country. Doubtless it will

prove effective propaganda for Hollywood

and it carries the endorsements of the local

chamber of commerce and business men's

organizations.
* * *

Another member of the movie colony is

on the sick list. Hazel Df.ane. new Christie

leading lady, is seriously ill at Clara Barton

hospital, suffering from peritonitis. She

was taken sick suddenly on the dav when

a new picture in which she was to play the

lead was to have been started.
* * *

Mae Murray and her director-husband

"Bob" Leonard will shortly depart for New
York, where they will take in all of the new

shows and also consider stories for forth-

coming production. Miss Murrav has com-

pleted work in "The French Doll." her

newest Tiffany Production for Metro and

just as soon as the picture is edited she

and her husband will leave for the Eastern

metropolis for a brief vacation.

* * *

By the time this column is printed the

1923 Wampas Frolic and Ball will be a

matter of ancient history but at this writing
the publicists are busily engaged arranging
an attractive program for their annual jol-
lification. A number of big time vaudeville
acts including, Frisco, king of jazz; the
renowned Duncan Sisters, Gorham's Follies
and many other equally well known enter-
tainers have been lined up for screcniand's
big social function which is to be staged
at Warner Brothers studio on the large new
stage recently constructed.

* « *

i
i km Pope, well known local publicity

man with West Coast Theatres, has been
assigned to the San Francisco office of the
concern where he will handle all exploita-
tion matters for the T. & D. circuit, recently
absorbed by the company with which he is

identified.
« * •

The Fanny Ward estate, one of Los An-
geles' show places, which has been vacant
since the actress went to Europe several
years ago, will lie used for important ex-
terior scenes in the William P. S. Earle
production. "Tutankhamen." The estate
will be dressed up to represent an ancient
Egyptian garden, and is one of the few
places in the vicinity that the director found
suitable for this purpose.

* * *

\h\i. Birns and Vera Stepman will

team together in the next Christie comedy
to go into production. It will be directed

by Al Christie after he has finished the

blackface comedy he is now working on.

In the meantime Scott Sidney is finishing

a new Bobby Vernon fun film.

I. R. Wellington, well known Eastern
magazine writer, has been a visitor in Hol-
lywood for the past few days. He has been
lavishly entertained by Arch Reeve, George

Florence Vidor as Alice, in a dramatic

scene from the Associated Exhibitors
production "Alice Adams," adapted
from Booth Tarkington's story.

Landy and other publicists who are assist-

ing Wellington in gathering material about
the "genus press agent."

* • *

The opening day of the California Valen-
cia Orange Show, which is to be staged
in Anaheim. May 22 to .'to. inclusive, is to

be known as "Goldwyn Pictures Day," as
the result of a tie-un effected bv the Culver
City company's press department and the

management of the citrus fruit exposition.

A bevy of Goldwyn stars will journey to

Anaheim on the dav designated and motion
pictures will be made of the exhibits and
other attractions at the show. Credit an-

other scalp to Joseph A. Jackson!
* * *

Sol Lesser and Mike Gore journeyed
Eastward last week to confer with Irving
Lesser in New York with reference to future
distribution plans and also to attend the
First National convention. They will be
absent from the city for about two weeks.

* • *

Clarence Badger, farmed out by Sawyer-
Lubin to Goldwyn Pictures Corp., to di-

rect "Red Lights," has now been farmed
out to Samuel Goldwvn. independent pro-
ducer to produce "Potash and Perlmutter."

* * *

Allen Hoi.lbar reports that he has not
abandoned his plans to build a legitimate
theatre in Hollywood. In fact the pro-
ducer asserts that he and his San Francisco
associates are now seriously considering a

boulevard site and that construction will

start this summer. Successes staged by
the Theatre Guild in New York will be

reproduced in Hollywood by Holubar if

satisfactory arrangements can be made.
* » *

Mary Pickiorp dolls will be on sale by
Christmas we are informed. A noted sculp-

tress is now modeling a bust of "America's
sweetheart" and when this is completed it

will be sent to Belgium as a model for the

doll manufacturers. Miss Pickford poses
daily at her studio between scenes for the

sculptress and she looks forward with great
interest to securing the first doll made.

* * *

M. H. (Mike) Newman, for the past few
years first assistant to Sid Grauman. in his

various theatrical enterprises, has resigned
from this office to become general manager
of all Universal Pictures theatres west of

Denver. Newman is one of the most effi-

cient exhibitor-executives in the west and
has always been considered a valued mem-
ber of the Grauman staff of which he was
the directing genius. In his new work he

will have entire charge of all of Universale
theatrical activities in this territory.

* * *

Marilyn Miller, star comedienne of

"Sally" and her husband, Jack Pickford, will

shortly co-star in a new screen play to be

filmed at the Pick ford-Fairbanks studio.

Miss Miller is to come to Los Angeles in

June when the musical show in which she is

starring will be closed for the season. This

news was brought to the city by Jack Pick-

ford himself when he returned this week

from another of his periodic visits with his

wife in Chicago where "Sally" is still run-

ning.
* * *

Joseph A. Jackson, publicity director fer

Goldwyn Pictures and president of the

Western Motion Picture Advertisers, is en-

joying the open air and sunshine of Cali-

fornia after a three days' sojourn in the

city bastile as the guest of the municipality.

Joseph endeavored to lower all speed rec-

ords with his flivver on the streets of the

city and was unfortunate enough to have

caught up with a speed cop while doing 53

miles per hour. As a result of this weird

experience Jackson is now writing a com-

prehensive little book entitled "My Three

Days in the Hoose-gow or Inside Facts Per-

taining to the Los Angeles Jail."
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DANIEL CARSON GOODMAN
Presents

'he Greatest Picture of His Career, to date—

A FTER all, a picture's best recommenda-
tion is its record. The record that is

now in the making by "HAS THE
/ORLD GONE MAD" is the best proof in

le world that it is all that Equity claims—

a

:markable production with a theme as timely

> to-day's newspaper and a dramatic punch
lat makes it a sure-fire success wherever it

shown. Backed by Equity's well-known

rand of exploitation and advertising, it's the

ilk of the Independent Trade to-day.

Communicate immediately for terms,

territory, etc., with

iquity Pictures Corporation

723 Seventh Ave.,

New York, N. Y.
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A Story of Studio Life

Souls for Sale
(Continued front page 34)

ists did not surround it with horror and
give it the fascination of rarity.

Mem suffered acutely from Ned Ling's

discussions of risky humor. She had never

heard such talk.

She was like a trained nurse getting her

first glimpse of life through the eyes of a

doctor, learning not to swoon at the lifting

of the veils.

Ned Ling had a doctor's impatience of

prudery, the same contempt for the vicious

indecency of what he called the nasty-nice.

He jolted Mem horribly, but he shook the

furniture of her soul into more solid places.

Like a nurse, like a woman doctor, Mem
was far more decent after this course of

training than before. But it took all her

nerve to keep from wincing, from protest-

ing, from taking up that obsolescent

woman's weapon, "How dare you!"
She learned in time to laugh whole-heart-

edly, like a man, at the coarse verities. She
was not educated up to Rabelais. Few
women have ever yet gone so high in the

upper humanities.

She would never love the great vulgari-

ties, but she was emancipated from the

smaller squcamishncss, the wide-eyed doll

mind, and the Kate Grcenaway innocence.

CHAPTER XXXI

AGAIN when she got home her mother
was waiting for her. Her father was

waiting for her again.

Her mother had fallen asleep with her

father's letter in her hand. As Mem slipped

in quietly and stared at her, she leaped up
in alarm and cried out in protest, with a

sleepy reversion to ancient authority

:

"Mjm, have you proven utterly shameless?

Have you gone wrong at last ?"

Mem smiled and shook her head. Some-
thing in her calm convinced her mother
more than any angry disclaimer could have

done. She breathed deeply with relief from
the nightmare that rides mothers' souls

night and day. She smiled as she held out

another letter from the old child they were
both mothering.

My Beloved Wipe.—You will find it hard to be-

lieve what I am about Jo write, for you were
never quite convinced that prayers are answered.
Well, mine have been and I am more than ever
confirmed in my faith.

A miracle has been vouchsafed unto me, even
me

!

This morning Doctor Brethcrick called to see

me and stated that he had been intrusted with a

mysterious message. A former parishioner of

mine, a man whose name he was forbidden to

disclose, had embezzeled some money years ago

and had never been discovered. The still small

voice of his conscience, however, was never
silenced, and at last it drove him to resitution.

But he found that the people whom he had
wronged were dead and there were no heirs to

receive the funds.
In his distress at being unable to relieve his

soul of its remorse, he bethought himself of his

old church, and wrote to Doctor Bretherick, who'

had been his physician in the old days, asking

him to convey the money to me for such use as

] found best. Doctor Brethcrick placed two hun-

dred and fifty dollars in my hands and assured

me that more would come from time to time

until the principal and the interest had been paid.

I fell on my knees in thankfulness, and even

Doctor Bretherick, hopeless old skeptic that he is,

was not free from a moisture about the eyes.

When I reproached him with his little faith he

could not denv that there was something in this

beyond his ability to explain by any of his mate-

rialistic nonsense.
He would not even give a hint as to the anony-

mous donor, but I have my suspicions as to who
the man is. He left town some years ago and

has grown rich in New York. My prayers follow

him. • • _ ,

I cannot write more! I am too busy renewing

the life of this dear old church. The mortgagees
have accepted a itart payment and agreed to pro-
long the loan, fhe members have taken a new
lease on faith and some of the wanders have been
drawn back to the fold. A member on an out-
lying farm has turned in three fat pigs to sell,

and two merchants have indorsed a note which
the bank has discounted. The other preachers
may be younger, but they cannot point to such a
miracle.
As Elijah was fed by the ravens, so some un-

known benevolence has rescued this old man of

yours from the deeps of helplessness.
If only you could come home now, and if our

beloved child could see the light, all would be

well. Tell her of my good fortune and say that

my cup of joy would overflow indeed if only she

might give up her error before the night falleth.

I am trying not to ask too much of Heaven, but

I am counting on seeing you.
Your loving Husband.

Never had Mem felt more ancient or

more motherly than when she saw this aged

child converted again to Santa Claus. His

blind confidence in his wrongheadedncss

filled her heart with tender amusement.

CHAPTER XXXII

ONE evening when a Thursday-night

dance at the Hollywood Hotel drew a

throng of movie makers of all the branches

of the industry, she fell in with a Miss

Driscoll, who wrote continuities and was

one of the leading spirits of the Screen

Writers' Guild. She was also one of the

chief officers of the new Writers' Club,

which had just bought a house and opened

a clubhouse where men and women mingled

in disregard of ancient prejudice.

Miss Driscoll thrilled Mem by saying

that she ought to have a picture written

especially for her. She said she had been

watching Mem's work, had been talking

about her a lot to Tom Holby. She paid

Mem the marvelous compliment of a per-

sonality, an individuality. She wanted to

write something "around her."

Four men who begged Mem for a dance

were vaguely snubbed. Miss Driscoll's voice

was more fascinating with that theme of her

Self than even the saxophone with its voice

like the call of a goat-legged, shaggy Pan
turning dance floors into leafy forests and

putting a nymph or a faun inside each ball-

gown or dinner coat.

Love of a very fleshy and woodland ap-

peal was of an inferior magic to the spell

of a voice that said, "Let me write and pub-

lish you as your own self to the world."

Mem was beginning to respond to the

same self-splitting introspection that she

had pitied or scorned in Ned Ling and in

other actors who were always worrying over

an infidelity to their Selves.

Tom Holby came up and commanded her

to dance. When she begged off he lifted

her from her chair and eloped with her

like Jupiter carrying off Furopa. But her

thoughts remained with Miss Driscoll and

this wonderful new world where she was

to enact her Self.

Tom Holby soon realized that he had

only an empty shell in his arms and he put

her back into her chair.

But Miss Driscoll had been carried away

by another dancer, and Mem found herself

alongside a man whom she recognized as an

author of continuities, also one of the chief

spirits of the Screen Writers' Guild and

one of the chief officers of the Writers'

Club.
And he introduced himself as Mr. Hobbes,

saying that he had been watching her work
for some time and that she had a distinct

personality, a peculiar photographic genius.

"I'd love to write something around you,"

he said.

Mem chuckled with the infantile pride of

discovering that she had toes, ten of them

!

She also had a Me, and an altar was rising

to it.

When Miss Driscoll returned, panting and
mopping her brow, she said to Mr. Hobbes:
"You lay off'n my star! I seen her first."

"Nonsense!" said Mr. Hobbes, "I've been

dreaming about her for weeks."
Mem felt divinely foolish as the wish-

bone of such a rivalry. But when Tom
Holby drifted back, as always, and Ned
Ling came up to glorify her with attentions,

both of them felt that she was cut off from
them by some transparent but impassable

cloud.

CHAPTER XXXIII

MEM found it a marvelous thing to have

geniuses begging for the privilege of

writing the words to the music of her

beauty, librettos for her limber personality.

She had met so few authors, and those

few so briefly, that she still thought of them
as miracle workers of a peculiar mystery,

creators who spun out little universes at

their own sweet will.

The hack continuity writers she had en-

countered had not confirmed this quaint

theory, and she soon learned that most of

them, somewhat like the dwellers cn a cer-

tain famous island, earned a precarious

existence by stealing one another's plots.

The novelists she had read but not seen

were still cloudy beings who dropped tablets

from their private Sinais. She felt that if

she were even lucky enough to touch the

hem of the garment of one of them she

would ask him

:

"How on earth do you ever think of your

plots?"

In good time she would learn to know
some of the most famous of the men and
women who plowed with a pen and were
as much hitched to it as it to them. And
she would find them also poor, harrowed,
plain people, wondering what life is all about

and why their sawdust dolls would not

behave like humanity. Each of them had
his or her favorite critics who made life a

burden and every new work a target.

Still, for a time, it was drinking the milk

of paradise and feeding on honeydew to

find herself inspiring strangers with a desire

to build stories as airplanes and chariots for

her to ride and drive to glory. It was
warming to have strange persons writing in

from nowhere and everywhere imploring

her to touch their manuscripts with her life-

giving radiance, make them walk and lift

their authors out of their hells of oblivion.

W hen the compliment became a common-
place it became a bore, a nuisance, a pest,

an outrage. An amazing number of strang-

ers wrote her that their life stories would
make her rich and famous, and were far

more dramatic than the works of Griffith,

Jeanie McPherson, John Emerson, Anita

Loos, Marion Fairfax, June Mathis, Thomp-
son Buchanan, J. G. Hawks, Charles Ken-
yon, Monte Katterjohn, and the other

photoplaywrights.
She answered such letters as she could

by hand and labored to avoid repetitions of

phrase. Then she set her mother to work
to copying out forms, and finally made her

mother sign them with her best imitation

of Mem's name.
"And now I'm a forger!" gasped Mrs.

Steddon. "What next?"
By and by both of them were so over-

worked with the increasing task of answer-
ing letters from every kind of person, rang-

ing from little girls of eight to elderly

Japanese gentlemen, and offering everything

from a prayer for a photograph to an op-

portunity to pay off a mortgage, that Mem
began to hate and revile her annoyers.

Here and there was a letter of gracious
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charm, a cry from some sore-beset soul, a

word of rewarding gratitude from one who
felt a debt to her art, a glimpse of some
wretch with a cancer of ambition gnawing
a hapless soul. Young girls, unluckily mar-
ried and dwelling on farms far distant from
Los Angeles, described the color of their

hair and eyes, and the compliments they had
had from their neighbors, and begged to be

brought to Los Angeles that they might
trade their messes of pottage for their birth-

rights of wealth and renown. They opened
their windows to Los Angeles as to the city

of deliverance—which it had been to a mul-
titude.

Sometimes the letter unconsciously con-

veyed more landscape and character than

a laborious author could achieve, and car-

ried with it an air of helpless doom that was
heartbreaking.

Youth might break through the hasps of

fate, though Mem could only answer that

thousands of experienced actresses were out

of work and there was little chance. There
was less hope still for the dowdy middle-

agers who wrote from mid-Western villages

inclosing photographs that would have ended
their chances if they had had any ; but they

wanted to know how to get famous quick.

Actors without experience, authors who
could not spell, people of every imaginable

and unimaginable disability, sent their pleas

to this new goddess, and she was as helpless

to grant them as the gods above have al-

ways been to respond to the petitions that

rain toward them from the volcanic fires of

the molten hearts of this world.

Mem could not answer even with advice.

And she felt that she was making enemies
everywhere faster than friends.

Fame, too, has its income tax to pay, and
the rate increases by the same doubling and
trebling with which the government punishes

success in the form of money.
Writhing at the humiliations of obscurity,

Mem was coming swiftly up into the
humiliations of conspicuity.

Now and then she sought escape from
brooding in spurts of gayety. She went
about with Tom Holby and Ned Ling, and
with other suitors among the various
pleasances of Los Angeles. She danced at

the Alexandria to the bewitching fiddlery of
Max Fischer ; and at the Cocoanut Grove
in the Ambassador made part of the mu-
cilaginous eddy of humanity that tried to

follow Art Hickman's uncanny music.
She missed no Wednesday night at the

Sunset Inn, and on one occasion almost won
a dancing prize with a wonderful lounge
lizard. Thursday nights found her at the

Hollywood Hotel. She was dancing fiercely

but never quite away from her past. At the

Turkish Village she drank the thick, sweet
glue called coffee and chatted with Lucille.

She learned to know the Mexican dishes,

the came con chile and the tamales at the
Spanish Kitchen. She went through the
inevitable phase of looking up odd places

to eat and enjoying poor food because it

was quaint.

She joined the horseback rides that set

out from the Beverly Hills Hotel and
threaded the canons till they came upon
breakfast spread in a glen. She motored to

Santa Barbara and heard the nightingale at

El Mirasol, or sat on the terrace of the
moonlit Samarkand and dreamed herself in

Persia. She motored to San Diego and be-

yond, tasting the rival delights of the old
Spanish Mission at San Juan Capistrano,
and the gambling across the Mexican bor-
der in Tia Juana.

She took a course of Philharmonic con-
certs, heard the world-famous singers and
instrumentalists, and regretted the tongue-
less career she had adopted.

But she learned to chatter of art and
music in little groups of devotees, com-
posers, painters, sculptors, verse makers,

story writers that make up the countless
clubs of a city already as big and as busy
as half a dozen Athenses.
She was broadening and deepening her

mind and her heart, and aerating, volatiliz-

ing her spirit.

She toiled all the while at her own tech-
nic. When she finished the short comedy
with Ned Ling she was drawn back to the
Bermond Studio for the principal role in a
big picture. She was not yet to be starred,

but she was to be "featured" with a young
man, Clive Cleland, who was spoken of as
Tom Holby's successor.
Young Cleland fell prey to her growing

fascinations, but he was so much her busi-
ness rival and their professional love scenes
were such duels for points, that she could
not think of him as an amateur in love.

Besides, an unsuspected loyalty to Tom
Holby was wakened in her heart by the
pretence that this raw youth was Tom's
"successor."

Tom Holby was out in the Mojave Desert
on location, and his absence pleaded for him
like a still, small voice that interfered with
the murmurs of nearer lovers.

She was full of impatiences of every sort.

She had fallen out of love with herself.

Mannerisms that directors or critics

pointed out, or that she discovered for her-
self, vexed her to distraction. It was a
strange thing to recognize in herself a fault
that she detested in others and was yet
unable to eradicate. Striving to avoid these
recurrent tricks, she grew self-conscious,
and people said that she was getting a
swelled head when she was most in a panic.
What they took for conceit was the bluff

of a rabbit at bay.

And all the while the longing for a home,
a single love, a normal average life, alter-

nated with onsets of cynical defiance for the
conventions.

TO BE CONTINUED

A State Right "Knockout"
LUIS ANGEL FIRPO

(Dempsey's next opponent?)
Featured in

"AChampion intheMaking"
s
E
E

S
E
E

From the time He was a Drug Clerk—to His arrival in New York to battle

Bill Brennan.

This South American Giant in Action.

How He mauled His Sparring Partners.

The Strenuous Training He went through in order to beat Brennan.

Jimmy De-Forest (Dempsey's former trainer) put Him through this hard
grind.

EXCLUSIVE OFFICIAL PICTURES TAKEN AT
RINGSIDE.
BRENNAN BEING COUNTED OUT IN THE 12TH ROUND.
Joe Humphries announcing the winner.

NOTE: NO OTHER PICTURES OFFERED ON THE
MARKET CONTAIN THE ABOVE SCENES.

FIRPO o?r DEMPSEY
Produced and Directed by

Leon D. Britton Inc.
ACT QUICK TER-

RITORIES GOING FAST
Distributed by Charles Penser

729-7th Ave., N. Y. Bryant 0499
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PURELY
Personal

Interesting news about exhibitors

and people with whom they come
into direct contact. Readers are
invited to contribute items for

publication in this column. Address
them to "Purely Personal."

Exhibitors wouldst be humorous with
Swedish gentlemen? Take heed and
profit by the sorrow of Lawrence E. Gold-
man, counsel for the M. P. T. O. Western
Missouri. Last week on the morning of
the Western Missouri convention in Kan-
sas City,. President Charles Sears re-

quested Mr. Goldman to have a sign
made, notifying exhibitors where to reg-
ister. To a Swedish friend went Gold-
man.

"Olaf, a big sign, so big," instructed
Goldman, giving approximate measure-
ments with his hands. "A nice Swedish
sign, Olaf, reading, 'Exhibitors Register
Here'."
The latter was with a laugh and self

assurance that Olaf understood correctly

what was desired. But, not so. When
the sign was delivered and placed in

front of the convention room in the Hotel
Baltimore, it read:
"Uppmsarc Registrera Har."
Not an exhibitor registered for the con-

vention—and Goldman paid for the sign

out of his own funds.
*

Walter Boyd of Ferndale, Cal., has pur-
chased the motion picture theatre at

Sausalito and will take possession May 1.

*

W. W. Flint and Lee Holcomb
Puyallup, Washington, have purchased
the Gem theatre from Walter Barney at

Arlington. Wash.
*

The Amusu theatre at Corpus Christi,

Texas, is now being managed by Mark
Peterson, formerly of Hollywood and
San Monica, Cal.

*

Albert W. Saulsbury suffered a loss of

$5,000 when his theatre at Ridgely. Md.,

burned. This is the third fire at the

playhouse.

Dr. Carlos DeMandil, orchestra leader

at Frank L. Newman's Royal theatre,

Kansas City, received injuries in a motor
car wreck. A taxi "in which he was riding

downtown lost its right front wheel. The
car tipped to the right and Dr. DeMan-
dil's right arm was badly bruised. He
was taken to his home.

*

Mannion Park, 8614 South Broadway,
St. Louis, leading South Side summer
garden and moving picture theatre, has

been purchased by A. Sauter. He is said

to have paid James P. Mannion $50,000

for the garden. He will continue to

operate it as formerly.
*

The Lyric theatre at Beattyville, Ky.,

closed some time ago, has been opened
by A. L. Stephen, a local merchant for-

merly of Cincinnati, where in the early

days he played in the orchestra for Tom
Riley at the Alahambra and Luben
theatres.

*

George A. Maul, of Phoenix Amuse-
ment Company, has purchased the theatre

of E. L. Franck at Ajo, Arizona.
*

The Rivoli theatre is installing a Rob-
ert Morton orchestral organ. The in-

ELLIOTT SPARLING and Barbara
Bedford in a scene from "The Forbid-
den Lover," distributed by American
Releas ng Corporation.

strument was purchased from the
Supcrba theatre, Los Angeles, Cal., and
reached St. Louis a few days ago.

•

G. M. Luttrell of the Majestic theatre,

Jacksonville, 111., has arranged an Uni-
versal Week, May C to 12, inclusive.

*

Miss Florence Patke of the Mid States
Distributing Corporation, St. Louis, has
completed a deal with Walter Thimmig
of Fine Arts whereby he takes over the
distribution of the pictures controlled by
her exchange. Miss Patke will assume
the office management of the combined
exchanges, which arrangement will per-
mit Thimmig to spend much of his time
on the road.

*

Randolph Elliott has joined the sales
force of the Associated Exhibitors .Kan-
sas City branch and will cover the South-
ern Kansas territory, while Eddie O'Neill
has been employed as a Pathe representa-
tive in Northern.

*

Noah Bloomer of Freeburg. 111., has
purchased the Dreamland theatre. Belle-
ville. 111., and plans improvements that
will make it one of the nicest showhouses
in Southern Illinois.

i-ILM LAUGHS FROM

TOPICS THE
SELECTED BY

TIMELY FILMS INC.

May (superstitious girlie)—Do you be-

lieve in signs? Ray—It depends on what
they advertise.

—

"Topics of the Day"
Films.

* * *

Her mother took little Edna down town
the other day, and as they walked slowly
along they saw the sign in an entrance,
"Children half price." "Oh, mamma,"
cried Edna, 'do let's go in and buy a
baby, now that they are so cheap."

—

Boston Transcript.
* * *

Japers— Eph Simpkins must have some
wonderful apple drink over at his soft

drink emporium. Bubbs—Ych. Who told

yer? Japers— I read his window sign:

"Come in, Drink our Cider and be Mary."—"Topics of the Day" Films.
* * *

As down the street he took his stroll,

He cussed, for all he is saint,

He saw a sign atop a pole
And climbed it up (near-sighted soul)

So he could read—and read, "Fresh
Paint." —The Noos.

* * »

Hiram (telling his wife about the city)—Yas, they have steple jack climbers
making clothes in the city. Maria I who
is unconvinced)—Now, Hiram! Hiram-
Wall I read a sign sayin', "Wanted girls

to sew buttons on Moses Schwartz's third

floor."

—

"Topics of the Day" Films.
* * *

They had lost their way in their new
and expensive car. "There's a sign. dear.

Are we on the right road?" With his

flashlight he read, "To the Poorhouse."
"Yes," he answered. "We're on the right

road and didn't know it."

—

Baptist Ob-
server.

* * *

Madge— Dolly has become a regular
Egyptomaniac. Marjorie— I know it

She's calling Chollie a dumbell and now
refers to him as a mummy.

—

Metu York
Sun.

* * *

Mrs. Japers— I must buy some of that

fashionable mummy cloth for a dress.

You know Tut-Ankh-Amen thought a lot

of it. Japers—Yes, he was all wrapped up
in it.

—

"Topics of the Day" Films.
» » *

Teacher—Willie, use the word "Egypt"
in a sentence. Willie—I asked the man
for my change but "Egypt" me.

—

River-
side Theatre Nnvs.

John Piller, Exhibitor

At Valley City, N. D.

To Erect New Theatre
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Kane's Son Wins Place

On Staff of Yale Paper
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, April 24.—Lawrence J.

Kane, Yale senior, son of Arthur S.

Kane, president of Associated Exhibitors,

was elected recently to the editorial staff

of the Vale Daily News, a position cov-

eted in university circles.

He was placed in charge of the pic-

torial section which is a mirror of student
activities.

VALLEY CITY, N. D., April 24.—
John Piller, owner of the Grand and Rex
theatres in this city, will erect a new and
modern playhouse here.
A deal has just been closed by Mr.

Piller whereby he has acquired what is

undoubtedly the best corner in the city

as a site for the theatre, at Fifth avenue
and Fourth street. It will have at least

twice the seating capacity of his present

houses.
Modern equipment will be installed and

the new house will boast a stage the full

width of the building, which will be twe
stories high with office rooms on the

second floor.



Abraham Lincoln Said:

"In this and like communities,

public sentiment is everything. With
public sentiment nothing can fail;

without it nothing can succeed.

Consequently, he who molds public

sentiment goes deeper than he who
enacts statutes or pronounces deci-

sions."

PUBLIC
RIGHTS
LEAGUE

Screen Message No. 105

Judge Ben Lindsay of Denver,
foremost authority on juvenile de-
linquency, declares: "All my experi-

ence in the iuvenile court is that

movies are positively in the interest

of morality and good citizenship."

Because of this high standard of

motion pictures censorship is need-
less and obstructive.

Rebuked in Own State
Sponsor of the drastic blue law which was introduced in the Illinois legis-

lature and within a week killed by the same senator who had presented it "by

request
-

' was W. S. Fleming.

Fleming, a former Chicago preacher and a man who has meddled

for the past few years in politics insofar as they may aid him in his efforts

to gain control of public morals, is a paid agent of the Lord's Day Alliance.

Public spirited citizens of Illinois know the calibre of man that Fleming
is and because of this knowledge of him they frowned upon and rebuked him
for his efforts to control through legislative action the individual liberties

of the people.
* * *

This fact is cited merely as a reference when Fleming transfers his med-
dlesome activities to other states.

If Fleming succeeds in having harmful legislation introduced in your state

go to your senator and representative and advise them of the facts concerning
this paid lobbyist and professional reformer. Warn them that Fleming was
defeated in his own home state where public spirited citizens know all the de-

tails of his scheming. Charges were made that Fleming resorted to trickery

and imposition in obtaining introduction of his blue law measure in the Illinois

state legislature.

Fleming is a staunch member of the Bowlby clan whose ultimate aims are
absolute dictation and control of the life of every individual.

Don't permit your senator and representative to be fooled by Fleming's
masquerading in the cloth. His business is not preaching. His livelihood is

earned by lobbying at the various state houses and arousing dissension in peace-
ful communities by broadcasting misstatements concerning whatever subject
he may be dealing with.

Fleming did not even have the support
of the clergy of Chicago. In commenting
upon blue laws here is what some minis-
ters said:

"I am opposed to Sunday blue laws,"
said the Rev. G. C. Whimsett, pastor of
South Chicago Presbyterian church, "be-
cause I regard them as un-American, un-
scriptural, and un-Christian.
"The constitution of the United States

guarantees religious liberty and the mak-
ing of laws which define how a man shall

observe Sundav is imposing on him the
lawmakers', and not his own ideas of reli-

gion.
* * *

"They are unscriptural because the act

of David was commended when he was
hungry and ate the shew bread in the
temple and the disciples were commended
because they plucked grain and ate it as

they went through the fields on the Sab-
bath. Many feel that recreation is as

much a necessity as food.
"They are un-Christian because they

make the religious life one of rules and
not of the spirit."

"The entire question of Sunday laws."

said the Rev. Ralph Marshall Davis, pas-

tor of Hyde Park Presbyterian church, "is

based on the query: 'Is religion a social

asset ; can democracy exist without Chris-

tianity ?'

"We hear no objection on the ground
of personal liberty because we have com-
pulsory education .or the simple reason

we believe ignorance is an enemy of the

country. By the same argument, un-

righteousness is an enemy of our country

and we need a special part of the week
for the positive cultivation of righteous-

ness. Goodness is as much a social bene-

fit as is intelligence."
* * *

"We are not going to get back an

American Sabbath by an act of the legis-

lature," said the Rev. Frederick E. Hop-
kins, pastor of First Presbyterian church,
Michigan City, Ind.
"The bishop dedicating a church on

Sunday and then rushing for his train
need not wonder if he is laughed at. A
church liberally supported by stockhold-
ers in a Sunday theatre is not very likely

to close the theatre.

"We don't like the European Sunday,
but despite it the church goes on increas-
ing at a rapid rate."

"Sunday has become the amusement,
odd job, and lazy day," said the Rev. A. L.
Wills, North Shore Christian church.
"There is some justification for those who
work long hours every day to seek amuse-
ment on Sundav. but the well-to-do do
not need the movies. There ought to be
a balance Sundav. having relaxation, in-

formation, fellowship, and inspiration.

Employers can give more holidays and
shorter hours and help solve the Sunday
question."
"The church has only one day. Sunday,

and it ought to be protected, just as we
would protect industries from influences

that would injure them," said the Rev. J.

W. Hoyt, Belden Avenue Baptist church.

"The people of New England under the

so-called blue laws had better homes,
reared better families than the lawless

west."

A MINISTER'S WIFE Can't Enthuse
Over Censorship

When censorship legislation was being considered

in Nebraska tfie "Telegraph" of Columbus
queried a number of the city's prominent citi-

zens on the question of legal regulation. The
following statement by Mrs. T. M. Pyle, a

minister's wife, is worthy of reproduction.

"I am not very enthusiastic on the

idea of censorship. There are too many
differences both in films and in the vari-

ous ideas that would be held by the mem-
bers of the censorship board to render

such procedure practical. Films featuring

sex, the wild west, thievery and murder

should not be shown. But censorship

does not get at the root of the evil.

People should be taught how to select

the pictures they wish to see by the up-

building of a moral sentiment against

the undesirable, giving patronage only to

the worthy. Let pictures be advertised

for what they really are and, if they are

worthy, then let the various organizations

of a community get back of them, in ad-

vertising their good qualities. Censor-

ship is merely a lazy attempt of the public

to shift the responsibility to a small

group."
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LETTERS
From Readers

A forum at which the exhibitor
is invited to express his opinion on
matters of current interest. Brevity
adds forcefulness to any statement.
Unsigned letters will not be
printed.

Too Much Broadway

LOS ANGELES. — To the Editor :

After my experiences in New York, I

was naturajly very much impressed with

your recent editorial, proposing Chicago

as the logical distribution center. I

heartily concur. I feel, as you do, that

the talk about the "money center" stuff

is mostly hokum. And as for getting a

preliminary appraisal of American opin-
ion upon a picture, I feel sure Chicago
could give it with greater accuracy than
the average audience of New York dis-

tributing office reviewers.
Broadway, and the Broadway view-

point, it seems to me, is responsible for a
lot of our celluloid mediocrity. Perhaps
it is responsible for a lot of the poor
business done by the smaller exhibitors
from whom, after all, we producers must
ultimately expect our profits.

Take the stage, for example. During
my stay in New York 1 saw most of the
plays. I saw among them a number
which I am very sure I will soon sec
translated to the screen and billed as
"Broadway successes." Yet no sane the-

atrical manager would expect them to
be successes if they went on tour. They
might appeal to New York audiences,
though as a matter of fact not all of the
screen's "Broadway successes" have ac-
tually been such on the Gotham stage;
but the rank and file of Americans never
would acclaim them.

In my more or less limited but some-
times hectic experience, I have found that

one usually gets from life just about what
one puts into it. I think this applies to
films as well as to baking powder bis-

cuits. If we base our film standards
upon the approval of more or less jaded
New York distribution office viewpoints,
that is about what we may expect

—

Broadway approval. They tell me that
Broadway approvaj goes a very long
way toward selling a picture. If it does,
I wonder what's the matter with the ex-
hibitors west of New Jersey?
Gene Stratton-Porter has been idealiz-

ing average American citizens, old and
young, for a good many years. These
characters of hers have gone into more
than 10,000,000 books; a record un-
equalled by any living writer. Yet it

was "the consensus of opinion" among
the reviewers for our "Michael O'Hal-
loran" was "too sweet and sugary to be
true." In spite of personal prejudices
which I may have, I believe I'm not
going far wrong when I prefer the judg-
ment of an Indiana-bred woman of Mrs.
Porter's perception to the New York-
Times Square variety. I still believe
that the vast majority of Americans oc-
casionally get off the pavements and dig
our toes into the soil.

Some twenty years ago, a New York
publisher told Gene Stratton-Porter that
such stories as she was writing never
would get across with the public to any
appreciable extent because they were
not true to life; they were too idealistic,

etc. I am inclined to believe that that
publisher would pretty nearly give his
right eye today to have her name on his

list! But at that time—she was an In-
diana woodswoman—what did she know
of life?

And as to that argument that thou-
sands of persons from all parts of the
country are in New York every day, and
carry back with them reports of New
York film successes, thus helping to pop-
ularize said pictures elsewhere in Amer-
ica. That sounds a bit childish to me.
Do vou believe the average fellow from
the towns outside goes to movies very
much while in New York? He doesn't
go to New York to see what he can see
at home. He goes to stage plays, cab-
arets and the like. He knows he can
sec the pictures at home.
Gene Stratton-Porter has demonstrated

her confidence in the ultimate judgment
of the public by contracting to make
three pictures. "A Girl 01 the Limber-
lost" will be the next. She is going right

ahead, making her pictures as she has
made her books. They may not hit the
Broadway viewpoint very hard; but she
is inclined to believe there are a lot of
movie fans who don't live within gun-
shot of the great white way. She is also
inclined to believe there are probably a
good many millions of people in this

land who don't go to movies at all, be-
cause they get disgusted with hokum,
overdressed sets and people, tiresome
stories of intrigue that are anything but
savory or inspiring. She is hopeful that

she mav be able to reach some of these
people and bring them into the exhib-
itors' fold. She believes that a popular
story can be screened in its original
theme, spirit and purpose, and still be
popular and appealing.
And if you had your way about the

center of distribution, I don't know but
that she would have a better chance to
get the verdict of the public than she will

have so long as New Yorkers select

America's cinematic entertainment.—J.

Leo Meehan, Gene Stratton-Porter Pro-
ductions, Los Angeles, Cal.

Rentals and Profits

PITTSBURGH, PA.—To the Editor:
In a recent issue among exhibitors re-

ports I note that a contributor in refer-

ring to a certain production advises his

fellow exhibitors to "book this picture no
matter what they ask for it." Frankly,
I cannot sec this sort of stuff even with
the aid of a powerful telescope. Pro-
ducers who have a good production are
aware of that fact and they usually put
the tariff on without being encouraged
by exhibitors to levy extra charges. And
how about the many mediocre attractions

for which we have frequently been taxed
extra? Better put on the soft pedal. If

an exhibitor thinks the price will not
permit him to at least break even he
should refuse to be held up. Positively
and absolutely. — Henry W. Gaudinc,
Lincoln theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Wants Features Shorter

ESCANABA, MICH.—To the Editor:
Won't you kindly use the influence of
your publication in such a way as to im-
press upon the producer the hardships
that are being worked upon the exhibitor

bv excessive length of pictures?
Present day picture lengths are going

to do one or two things; either compel
the exhibitor to one show a night, or
compel him to eliminate fillers, and this

last mentioned is going to hurt the bus-
iness as I find my patrons do not care
to watch nothing but a feature, and on
the other hand, I don't consider it good
business.
Manv of these seven, eight and nine

thousand foot attractions could be cut
to six, and greatly improved in so doing.
Thanking you, and knowing you will

give my request fair consideration, I re-

main.—L. J. Jacobs, Delft Theatres, Inc.,

Escanaba, Mich.

The Question of Rentals

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.— To the
Editors What I had to say to Mr. Hays
regarding the strategic position in which
the sellers of pictures are to the buyers
of pictures I can reiterate. Let me give
you figures.

Martinsville, Indiana, during the first

nine weeks of 1921 grossed $7,140. Dur-
ing the first nine weeks of 1922 grossed
$4,480. During the first nine weeks of
1923 grossed $3,850. Martinsville has
the same population, no competition,
same theatre, operating as always, oper-
ated in the high class manner that it has
always operated, with the exception of
1923 over 1921 that I have added during
this period a grand piano which cost me
$800, a motor generator set which cost
me $800, new scenery, lights, machines,
decorations and screens. The music is

first class, the picture is always on the
screen, our exploitation is A-l. Why
don't the business show up better?

If this is not the experience of other
exhibitors, I want to know it. I fail to

find other exhibitors who are not simi-

larly affected. Gross business is off from
thirty to fifty per cent, and yet the price

of film service is still on the ascendency.
And if what we hear from Hollywood
is true, that they are paying more for

stars and more for everything than they
ever did before, I don't know where the

money is coming from unless as here-

tofore and now the producers are to get

a great deal more than their share from
the exhibitors. And they can't take more—we have not got it.

I am enclosing you a form which I

figure out weekly on all of my theatres.

It is a work sheet and these expenses are

here and they have to be met.
The record at Martinville for the first

nine weeks of the last three years is as

follows:

1921 1822 1023

1st 81909 49890 «MM
2nd 78875 62010 43206
3rd 78920 46195 271*0
4th 74259 40995 30635
5th 70205 47760 31210
6th 74022 54015 35010

7th 80754 42170 29665

8th 73827 61300 4O490

9th 96190 45515 24064

If there is any exhibitor that can pay

more than thirty per cent of his box
office receipts for film and break even—

I

want to shake hands with him for being

a much smarter exhibitor than I am. I

know he doesn't work any harder.

—

Frank J. Rembusch, F. J. Rembusch En-

terprises, 557-559 Consolidated Building,

Indianapolis, Ind.

Reduces Price One Night

LEE'S SUMMIT, MO.—To the Edi-

tor: No doubt you exhibitors who re-

ceive a copy of "Straight from the Shoul-

der," Carl's weekly magazine, have no-

ticed where he advocated cutting the ad-

mission price. Inasmuch as my Tuesday
night had been a lemon for untold cen-

turies, I decided to "Cut." I reduced

the price from 10 and 25 cents to 10 and

15 cents, and begin to make a lot of

noise about this being a special FAMILY
NIGHT. Am using a new 5 reel Uni-

versal feature and new two reel Century

comedy. So far I have doubled my re-

ceipts and got some of them going to the

show again, that had forgotten there was

such a place. Have been doing this

about a month now. I have told my
patrons that unless they patronize this

"Family Night" in large numbers, the

price will go back to two bits. So far

it has worked. How long it will work

I don't know. But I'm giving them a

real two bit show for 10 and 15 cents.

That's what you got to do. Cheap junk

won't do the trick.—P. G. Vaughan,
Royal theatre, Lee's Summit, Mo.
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"What the Picture Did For Me"
VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR

Copyright, 1923

You are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.

It la a co-operative eervice FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
TELL US WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read in the HERALD every week what the pictur*

did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values. Address "What The
Picture Did For Me." EXHIBITORS HERALD. 407 S. Dearborn St.. Chicago.

American Releasing

The Marriage Chance, with a special

cast.—Very good picture with six well-

known people. Pleased those who saw it,

but did not increase business. Think
bad title kept 'em away.—Will R. Winch,
Wigwam theatre, El Paso, Tex.—Tran-
sient patronage.

His Wife's Sister, with Betty Blythe.

—Very good. Cast strong. Good sus-

pense. Pleased O. K.—J. B. Laughlin,
Bart's Mecca, Midland, Mich.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Belle of Alaska, with Jane Novak.
—Here is a dandy picture of the North-
ern type and pleased all that saw it, but
weather was against us here with heavy
rain, but at that we got by with it. Five
reels.—C. H. Powers, Strand theatre,

Dunsmuir, Cal.—Railroad town patron-
age.

How Women Love, with Betty Blythe.

—A good pleasing picture, although a bit

draggy. Did rotten business as I had a

Shrine circus, a new stock company. The
Pilgrim and a Texas sandstorm for op-
position.—Will R. Winch. Wigwam the-

atre, El Paso, Tex.—Transient patronage.

Queen of the Moulin Rouge, with
Martha Mansfield.—A good picture, but
think it would go better in a larger town.
Liable to shock the modesty of some who
are not used to this class of entertain-
ment. Personally thought it good.

—

Lindrud & Guettinger. Cochrane theatre.

Cochrane, Wis.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

Associated Exhibitors
Is Divorce a Failure? with Leah Baird.

—Put this one over for smash business.
Found Miss Baird was going through
city on way to New York. Arranged for

three-day personal appearance with pic-

ture. Out of total white population of
slightly over eighty thousand people we
showed to over nineteen thousand of
them. All competition snowed under.
Some three days.—Will Horwitz. Jr., Iris

theatre. Houston, Tex.—General patron-
age.

Woman, Wake Up, with Florence
Vidor.—Will say Amen to all the good
things I read about this picture in the
columns of this paper. It seemed as if

they all came out smiling and congratulat-
ing me on the picture.—H. E. Patrick,
Palace theatre, North Rose, N. Y.—Small
town patronage.

Marry the Poor Girl, with the De
Havens.—Lacks a lot of being a very
good show. These people would be bet-
ter for slap stick stuff, for they are not
good-looking enough for other work.—R.
Ross Riley. Wigwam theatre, Oberlin.
Kan.—General patronage.

Grandma's Boy, with Harold Lloyd.

—

While this is a good picture, it is very
httle, if any. better than the two and three
reel comedies he has made, of which we
have run all but one. I do not consider

it worth the difference in rental which
is asked and I can not see where any
small town can pay the rental asked and
make any money. We played this at ten

and thirty-five cents and barely broke
even. Have Dr. Jack bought, as they
were bought together. They have al-

ready asked me more money for Safety
Last, but they are not going to get it. I

will leave it unplayed here rather thai:

take the risk. If more of us would do
this many of these over-priced pictures

would be sold at a fair rental. Neither
the exchange nor Lloyd are entitled to

the money they ask on these for they
are not worth it in our town.—J. J. Kud-
lacek. Swan theatre, Swanton, Neb.

—

General patronage.

F. B. O.
The Third Alarm, with a special cast.

—100 per cent for box office value.

Thrilling melodrama. Plenty of action.

Good fire scene. You will do good with
this if you will let your patrons know you
are going to run it. Get the film trailer.

On seven reels.—Chas. H. Ryan, Garfield

theatre, Chicago, 111.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

The Third Alarm, with a special cast.

—One of those human interest pictures

that gets you right from the start and
holds you all the way through. It pro-
vides excellent entertainment for all

classes and should prove to be a good
box office attraction for any theatre

where conditions are normal. However,
in this house we had only average busi-

ness two days.—W. H. Brenner, Cozy
theatre, Winchester, Ind.—General pat-

ronage.

The Fatal Marriage, with a special cast.

—Paid $10 for this picture and made a

little money as story is of "Enoch
Arden," and right at this time a country
devil can mop up with it it handled prop-
erly. I did. Give school 40 per cent of

all tickets they sell to children for

matinee and 10 per cent additional to

the room that has the greatest percent-

age of net sales. Just try this on any
picture that suits the superintendent and
get some more seats ready, cause they

are coming. Picture suits but advise tc

NOTICE
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copyright and reproduction without

permission is prohibited.
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of this department without due state-

ment of authority.

Publisher,

"Exhibitors Herald."

use only one day and make a sale.—E. I.

Conroe. Conroe's Playhouse, Conroe, Tex.
—Small town patronage.

The Kick Back, with Harry Carey.

—

Good program picture which will please
Western fans.—G. G. May, Isis theatre,

Kanopolis, Kan.—Small town patronage.

The Snowshoe Trail, with Jane Novak.
—A fine clean program picture that will

please. Very good snow scene and they
don't ask you to mortgage your house
to run their products. They are a white
bunch at the Omaha Exchange.—Paul H.
Fullner. Auditorium theatre, Tilden, Neb.
—Neighborhood patronage.

The Snowshoe Trail, with Jane Novak.
—Fairly good Northern picture. Slightly

above average business first night.

Flopped on the second. Regular admis-
sion.—H. G. Stettmund, Jr., Odeon the-

atre, Chandler, Okla.—General patronage.

In the Name of the Law, with a special

cast.—A very good program picture. Was
sold to me for a special. Nothing special

about it. Does not back up advertising.

Advance sheet states that it stood New
York on its head for two solid months.
I am forced to change my opinion on the

people of New York.—Henry Saubers,
Fad theatre, Fairfax, S. D.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

In the Name of the Law, with a special

cast.—Very good picture.—Louis Frana,
Olympic theatre, Calmar, Iowa.—General
patronage.

In the Name of the Law, with a spe-

cial cast.—A very good picture. Will
please a big majority of patrons. Films
not in the best condition.—G. Hammer,
Auditorium theatre, Colfax, Wis.—Gen-
eral patronage.

The Duke of Chimney Burte, with a

special cast.—Had a big house but all

were bitterly disappointed. Film in rot-

ten condition.—J. C. Bolles. Pictureland
theatre, Naples, N. Y.—Neighborhood
patronage.

So Long Letty, with a special cast.

—

Good house at raised admission. The
majority will favor it.—C. E. Dooley, Star

theatre, Stoutsville, Mo.—Small town
patronage.

At the Stage Door, with a special cast.

—Good picture and can be bought right

to make a little money with.—L. Jones.

Star theatre. Malad City, Idaho.—General
patronage.

First National

The Eternal Flame, with Norma Tal-

madge.—One of the best pictures we have

ever shown. Our business only fair. We
paid too much.—Tensas Amuse. Co..

Blackman theatre, St. Joseph, La.—Small
town patronage.

White Shoulder, with Katherine Mac-
Donald.—Would class this as a good pro-

gram picture. Better than most of the

MacDonald picture that I have used.

—
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Welcome to the Circle

I have been "paged" several times to subscribe for the HERALD, but
being in the newspaper business as well as in the show business, my time
is pretty well taken up. However, after reading the HERALD, and espe-
cially the department of "What the Picture Did For Me," 1 have concluded
the HERALD is the one publication I should have.

Therefore I am enclosing check for a year's subscription, and if this does
not cover the subscription start the HERALD coming, anyway, and bill me
for the balance.—T. F. SCHMITZ, Princess theatre, Ossian, la.

Please enter my subscription for the HERALD. I have been a regular

subscriber for three Eastern trade journals but your report department has

them all beat.— L. O. DAVIS, Virginia theatre, Hazard, Ky.

— E. Gailey, Crystal theatre, Wayne.
Neb.—General patronage.

Oliver Twist, with Jackie Coogan.

—

Ask big rental for film and it's not fit to

show to kids. Only pleases about 15 per
cent of audience, so look out for this

film.—Louis Frana, Olympic theatre. Cal-
mar, Iowa.—General patronage.

Oliver Twist, with Jackie Coogan.

—

Watch your step here. It is a wonder-
ful production and Jackie does wonder-
ful acting, but at the box office it fell

Hat. This subject cost us $50 and we
charged fifteen and thirty-live cents and
the people just didn't come. I asked sev-
eral what they thought of it and their
remarks were that they liked Jackie, but
didn't like the story. My advice is go
careful with advertising.—\V. E. Elkin,
Temple theatre. Aberdeen, Miss.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Oliver Twist, with Jackie Coogan.—

A

very good production in which Jackie
Coogan does some wonderful acting. A
picture that the schools will get behind.
Exhibition value too high, as is the case
with most First National pictures.—W. A.
Dutton, Plaza theatre, Manchester. Iowa
—Small town patronage.

Trouble, with Jackie Coogan.—Good
picture but failed to draw any business
for some mysterious reason. Satisfied
the few who saw it.— H. G. Stettmund.
Jr., Odeon theatre. Chandler, Okla.

Trouble, with Jackie Coogan.—A good
picture for the children.—John Esterl,
Rex theatre, Park Falls, Wis.—Small
town patronage.

The Crossroads of New York, with a
special cast.—The last reel of this picture
is a thriller of the first water. The bal-
ance is a little bit of everything. Non-
sense mostly. If they don't come to be
"educated" they may like it O. K. Fair
business.—P. G. Vaughan. Royal theatre,
Lee's Summit, Mo.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

The Crossroads of New York, a Mack
Sennett production.—Pretty fair picture,
but not a special. Some comedy; some
action.—S. M. Southworth, The American
theatre. Canton, N. Y.—Neighborhood
and College patronage.

Brawn of the North, with Strongheart.
— I thought this better than The Silent
Call. Played to the best Sunday business
for some time.—W. A. Dutton, Plaza
theatre, Manchester, Iowa.—Small town
patronage.

Blind Hearts, with Hobart Bosworth.
—Good picture. Average business. Story
improbable.—Will R. Winch, Wigwam
theatre. El Paso, Tex.—Transient patron-
age.

The Woman in His House, with a spe-
,

cial cast.—Much better than some of the
ones produced now.—L. Jones, Star the-

W. A. Dutton, Plaza theatre, Manchester,
Iowa.—Small town patronage.

Kindred of the Dust, with Miriam
Cooper.—Well liked by our patrons. A
beautiful picture. Bruce Guerin a

comer and half of the show.—R. E. Sie-

bert, World theatre, Mineral Point, Wis.

—Neighborhood patronage.

The Bond Boy, with Richard Barthel-

mess.—Very fine heavy drama with Dick
doing his usual super-fine acting. A
Southern Missouri mountain story. Drew
normal business against opposition.

Seemed to please.—P. G. Vaughan, Royal
theatre, Lee's Summit, Mo.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Minnie, a Marshall Neilan production.

—Very much disappointed in this one.

Not even a good program picture. I

paid double what the picture should sell

for and consequently lost plenty of

money. You buy Neilan's name and not

a picture when you buy this.—W. A.

Dutton, Plaza theatre, Manchester, Iowa.

—Small town patronage.

Lorna Doone, with Madge Bellamy.

—

I show this class of pictures two days on
Wednesday and Thursday in town of

2,000. First day as usual, second a little

better than usual. Although several told

me before hand they did not care for old

classics they told me they liked this one.

— E. Pellettieri, Majestic theatre, Algoma,
Wis.—Neighborhood patronage.

Skin Deep, a Thomas H. Ince produc-
tion.—This is a Thomas H. Ince produc-
tion and is up to the high standard of

this producer's productions. We believe

this also is the best work of the featured

actor. A reformed crook story with_ a

useful lesson taught. We had the mis-

fortune to run into some bad weather on
the second night and therefore didn't do
as well as we should.—Wm. H. Creal,

Suburban theatre, Omaha, Neb.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Skin Deep, a Thomas H. Ince produc-
tion.—A good picture that will please

the majority and should make some
money if put on with the American
Legion and exploited properly.—W. A.
Dutton. Plaza theatre, Manchester, Iowa.
—Small town patronage.

East Is West, with Constance Tal-
madge.—Drew ordinary Sunday trade.

Although I paid three times as much
as for ordinary Sunday picture, did not
draw for second day. Very good acting,

but the older family trade do not care
for that kind of plot. Showed on Easter
Sunday in town of 2,000.—E. Pellettieri,

Majestic theatre, Algoma, Wis.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

East Is West, with Constance Tal-
madge.—This is the best thing that Con-
nie ever did and ought to please any
house, and it is about time that she did
come forth with something worth while.

atre, Malad City, Idaho.— Neighborhood
patronage.

Peck's Bad Boy, with Jackie Coogan.—Ran a kid's show. Used this with Our
Gang in One Terrible Day and the ap-
plause was deafening. The kids turned
out galore and brought some of the older
ones along with them on a nasty night.
Truly the Our Gang Comedy got the
bulk of applause.—Clyde Allen, Casino
theatre, Antwerp, N. Y.— Neighborhood
patronage.
The Golden Snare, with a special cast.

—A good Northern—if you are running
just program pictures. Ran with Felix
the Cat comedy, which was good.— B. C.
Burden, Gay theatre, Wilcox, Neb-
Neighborhood patronage.

Gas, Oil and Water, with Charles Ray.—Poor. I thought they didn't make
them any worse and Smudge or Deuce of

Spades, but here's one that is.— VV. A.
Dutton, Plaza theatre. Manchester, Iowa.—Small town patronage.

Scrap Iron, with Charles Ray.—Pleased
very well as a program picture. Looked
for something unusual and didn't see it.

Did not draw at all and print not very
good, from Buffalo. Cannot run First

Nationals after they get old.—Johnson
Bros., Johnsonian theatre, Ripley, N. Y.

—Small town patronage.

My Boy, with Jackie Coogan.—Pleased
them all, young and old alike. Jackie
a little weak at times but he sure can
please them all.—Reis & Miller, Lake
View theatre, Lake View, Iowa.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

A Question of Honor, with Anita
Stewart.—Great. Fine story and also car-

ries a few thrills. One they all will en-

joy.—Roy Dowling, Ozark theatre,

Ozark, Ala.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Sky Pilot, with a special cast.

—

Brothers, this is one picture for a seven
reelcr you cannot go wrong on, for it is

a picture that will please any and all

people. I showed it to a capacity house
in spite of the downpour of rain which
hit us just about show time, and a big

revival meeting. It pleased 100 per cent
and everybody was just wild about it.

The Sky Pilot comes to a Canadian town
and finds it hard to beat religion into a

bunch of roughnecks, but he finally wins
out and the boys build him a church
over night. He is to preach his first

sermon on Sunday when the other fac-

tion sets fire to the building, but they get

even, for the leader of the faction runs

a big saloon and, of course, the followers
burns it down and the pilot wins the girl,

who is none other than the beautiful

Colleen Moore.—C. R. Miller (a lover of

good pictures), Gem theatre, Spur, Tex.
— Small town patronage.

The Invisible Fear, with Anita Stewart.

—A good picture, although a little old.

Good cast, good directing and good story.

J. W. Andresen, Rialto theatre, Cozad,
Neb.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Song of Life, with a special cast.

—Only fair. Not very interesting pic-

ture. A little too sad. Good print.—Reis

& Miller, Lake View theatre, Lake View,
Iowa.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Woman He Married, with Anita

Stewart.—Picture very fair, but could be

in fewer reels.—Tensas Amuse. Co.,

Blackman theatre, St. Joseph, La.—Small

town patronage.

Lessons in Love, with Constance Tal-

madge.—Dandy. Every one liked it and
told me so.—S. G. Ihde, Photoplay the-

atre, Ashland, Kan.—Small town patron-

age.

The Rosary, with a special cast.—Will

draw them in and please, but does not

follow book close enough.—L. Jones, Star

theatre, Malad City, Idaho.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Love's Redemption, with Norma Tal-
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madge.—Good picture. Exceptionally in-

teresting. Norma seems to do the busi-

ness any time. Good print.—Reis & Mil-

ler. Lake View theatre, Lake View, Iowa.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Her Social Value and White Shoulders,

with Katherine MacDonald.—These two
are the best of the Katherine MacDonald
pictures so far. She has played in so

many poor plots my patrons are tired of

her. Town of 2,000.—E. Pellettieri,

Majestic theatre, Algoma, Wis.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Wonderful Thing, with Norma
Talmadge.—Good picture, but bad print.

This spoiled the show. Run it.—Roy
Dowling, Ozark theatre, Ozark, Ala.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Old Swimmin' Hole, with Charles

Ray.—Nothing but patches. Just fair;

that's all. First National out of Omaha
as a rule have good film, but give poor
service.— B. C. Burden, Gay theatre, Wil-
cox, Neb.—Neighborhood patronage.

Love Never Dies, with a special cast.

—

Good print from Des Moines exchange.
Picture holds interest of people. Has
good water scene and train wreck. Will
please.—Reis & Miller, Lake View the-

atre, Lake View, Iowa.—Neighborhood
patronage.

One Clear Call, with a special cast.

—

More favorable remarks than on several

of the specials. Give it a little extra ad-
vertising. The picture will back you up.
Town of 2,000.—E. Pellettieri, Majestio
theatre, Algoma, Wis.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Fox
Charles Jones' Pictures.—Charles or

Buck Jones' pictures are very well liked

here. Town of 2,000. Draw as well as
Tom Mix' pictures and I can buy them
cheaper. Have shown Bar Nothing, To
a Finish, Western Speed, Rough Shod
and Pardon My Nerve.—E. Pellettieri,

Maj.estic theatre, Algoma, Wis.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Who Are My Parents? with a special

cast.—Wonderful picture with no box of-

fice value.—L. Jones, Star theatre, Malad
City, Idaho.—Neighborhood patronage.

My Friend the Devil, with a special
cast.—It is like most of the Fox specials,

rotten, and it sure is a lemon. On my
second performance all my patrons
walked out. Result, the operator did not
have to show but two reels of the nine
reels. Mr. Fox has some real good pro-
grams, but his specials are the limit.

This is the last one of the eight that I

contracted for and am sure glad. No
more Fox specials for me. Attendance
just a very few.—A. Mitchell, Dixie the-
atre, Russellville, Ky.—Small town pat-
ronage.

My Friend the Devil, with a special
cast.—Did the poorest business of any
of Fox's first set of so-called supers. Fox
must get the man who names the Pull-
man cars to pick his titles, as there is no
connection between title and story.—Will
R. Winch, Wigwam theatre, El Paso,
Tex.—Transient patronage.

The Love Gambler, with John Gilbert
—About the best offering of this star we
have had. Good program picture.—G.
Hammer, Auditorium theatre, Colfax,
Wis.—General patronage.

Without Compromise, with William
Farnum.—This is not so bad from Bill.

Farnum is a back number for us. On
six small reels.—Olen Reynolds, Pearl
theatre, Hymera, Ind.—Small town pat-
ronage.

In Arabia, with Tom Mix.—A good
lively Mix picture. Pleased 90 per cent
of our patrons. We consider this the
best Mix picture of late.—G. Hammer,

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS IN ROBINHOOD (United Artists)—Have not
run Robin Hood yet but saw it at the Victory theatre, Evansville, Ind., and
think it is a wonderful picture. Will be glad when the price gets within
reach of small town exhibitors as I know it will be good for our business
to give our patrons something big.

We expect to run WHEN KNIGHTHOOD WAS IN FLOWER soon,
as we have it booked. United Artists will have to come down to earth on
theirs.—DUNCAN & VEATCH, Princess theatre, Morganfield, Ky.

THE GO GETTER (Paramount) a Cosmopolitan production.—After see- g
B ing The Go Getter I don't blame Peter B. Kyne for being down on the g
-- "movies." In fact I think if I ever wrote a book or story that was handled l§

g as badly as The Go Getter I'd want to go out and shoot somebody. Of all

E the recent day literature there was no more popular book than The Go g
g Getter, but Oh what a picture.

Anybody who ever read the book will condemn the "movies" and stay g
H away from picture theatres for months. That's what I would do if I were B
E not connected with the business. And the ones who never read the book

§

B will call The Go Getter as a picture a very, very ordinary attraction.

E. H. Griffith is credited with the direction. All the humor of the book g
E was lost except in one instance. The continuity (as compared with the g
g story) is very draggy. As a picture The Go Getter should rate about 30. My B
B sympathies are decidedly with Peter B. Kyne. No doubt he condemned our g
E industry after seeing what Cosmopolitan did with The Go Getter. The one g
B redeeming feature of The Go Getter is that Paramount is through with Cos- g
B mopolitan. That helps some.

Yep. We'll play the picture, not by choice but by necessity, but the j§

E dating will be switched to a hot day in August when nothing matters much, g
—FRED S. MEYER, Palace theatre, Hamilton, O.
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Auditorium theatre, Colfax, Wis.—Gen-

eral patronage.

Silver Wings, with Mary Carr.—This

is just a big piece of cheese. No special

to it. Most all my patrons walked out

before the show was over. Lay off this

one. Advertising lobby and six sheets.

Attendance just fair.—A. Mitchell, Dixie

theatre, Russellville, Ky.—Small town
patronage.

Iron to Gold, with Dustin Farnum.

—

Good picture. Well worth showing.— F.

E. Sabin, Majestic theatre, Eureka, Mont.

—Small town patronage.

Mixed Faces, with William Russell.

—

Good program offering.—W. A. Dutton,

Plaza theatre, Manchester, Iowa.—Small

town patronage.

The Last Trail, with a special cast.

—

I put out heralds on this one and went
after the business, as I knew that it

would be a good one and they sure did

turn out and then it pleased them 100

per cent. A feature that you can raise

your prices on and have no kicks. The
print was in good shape.—-A. Mitchell.

Dixie theatre, Russellville, Ky.—Small
town patronage.

Hickville to Broadway, with Eileen

Percy.—Was very and agreeably sur-

prised in this little program feature as I

had seen some adverse reports on it, but

it is a fine little comedy-drama. William
Scott is in support of the star and it

ought to please. It did here—C. H.
Powers, Strand theatre, Dunsmuir, Cal.

—Railroad town patronage.

Chasing the Moon, with Tom Mix.

—

Tom always gets them in, but this one
has no story or anything but chasing
without the moon. Six reels of nonsense.

—Geo. W. Ferguson & Son, Royal the-

atre, Fairmont, Ind.—Small town patron-

age.

The Fast Mail, with Charles Jones.

—

Here is a dandy that will go over. It

has the action and then it is a good
show with it. My patrons well pleased

and business was good. Advertising:

twenty-four sheets, lobby and six sheets.

—A. Mitchell, Dixie theatre, Russellville,
Ky.—Small town patronage.

Strange Idols, with Dustin Farnum.

—

Here is one that is quite different from
the usual Dustin Farnum pictures. It is

not a Western, as the paper looks to be,

but an inside drama of a butterfly wife.

It gave fair satisfaction here. Five reels.

— C. H. Powers, Strand theatre, Duns-
muir, Cal.—Railroad town patronage.

Money to Burn, with William Russell.

—Not as good as some Russels, but got
by. No action, which is most necessary
in a Saturday night program.—Geo. W.
Ferguson & Son, Royal theatre, Fair-
mont, Ind.— Small town patronage.

For Big Stakes, with Tom Mix.—Great
program picture.— Belt Silver, Silver

Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Pardon My Nerve, with Charles Jones.

—Show satisfies, but the films were punk
and should be reissued.—Fred J. Jahrries,

New Castle theatre, New Castle, Ky.

—

General patronage.

Smiles Are Trump, with Maurice
Flynn.—Fine program picture.—Bert Sil-

ver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville.

Mich.—General patronage.

The Yellow Stain, with John Gilbert.—
The most dramatic picture we have run
in months.—Galli-Curchi theatre, Mar-
garetville, N. Y.—Small town patronage.
The Broadway Peacock, with Pearl

White.—Possibly the best of Pearl's fea-

tures. Gave general satisfaction. Fair

business.—H. G. Stettmund, Jr., Odeon
theatre, Chandler, Okla.

Queen of Sheba, with Betty Blythe.—
We say. and so do our patrons, that

Queen of Sheba was the best picture ever
screened at our theatre. Although we
showed it two weeks ago, our people are

still talking about it. Book it and boost

it. It's great.— C. W. Docter, May the-

atre, Mayville, Wis.—General patronage.

Oathbound, with Dustin Farnum.—

A

picture that pleased 100 per cent, as story

is of a river type that has a splendid cast

and a fine crook story with it which im-
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plicatcs the brother who was supposed to

be a secret service man but was impli-

cated in a silk thieving plot. Story as

usual ends as they all do, but it is a good
entertainment. Played April 13th.—C. R.
Miller. Gem theatre, Spur, Tex.—Small
town patronage.

Over the Hill, with Mary Carr.—Ran
into the big snowstorm of April 6-7 with
this one. Poor business. Picture itself

cannot be beat. A knockout under fa-

vorable conditions.—G. Hammer, Audi-
torium theatre, Colfax, Wis.—General
patronage.

Goldwyn
Brothers Under the Skin, with a special

cast.—Boys, this is a clever picture.

Chuck full of hearty laughs. Advise all

exhibitors to play this one.—C. E. Zabel,

Ray theatre, Olympic, Wash.—Small
town patronage.

The Dust Flower, with Helene Chad-
wick.—Good program. Splendid cast.

—

Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Green-
ville, Mich.—General patronage.

The Sin Flood, with Richard Dix —
Good picture. Business satisfactory.

Played two days.—C. E. Zabel, Ray the-

atre, Olympic, Wash.—Small town pat-

ronage.

When Romance Rides, with Claire

Adams.—Extra good picture. Awful
weather prevented its drawing very well.

Pleased those who saw it.—Johnson
Bros., Johnsonian theatre, Ripley, N. Y.

—Small town patronage.

When Romance Rides, with Claire

Adams.—A Zane Grey production and
that's enough to say. Every one well

pleased. Print just fair.—Roy Dowling,
Ozark theatre, Ozark. Ala.—General pat-

ronage.

Godless Men, with a special cast.—This
picture took well here because it's a good
offering. Well directed. To give my
personal opinion, it's good.—Henry
Saubers, Fad theatre, Fairfax, S. D.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

A Voice in the Dark, with a special

cast.—Storm kept my crowd away and I

lost money on picture. Consider this to

be one of best mystery stories I have
ever used. Print in poor condition.—S.

G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland,
Kan.—Small town patronage.

Doubling for Romeo, with Will Rogers.
This is a picture of the same type as A
Connecticut Yankee, but if anything it is

far better and certainly far cheaper. It

is one continuous roar of laughter.—Com-
munity theatre, Lewistown, Ohio.—Gen-
eral patronage.

The Man From Lost River, with House
Peters.—A good picture, a good plot and
well acted. Drew good for Saturday.

—

Roy Dowling, Ozark theatre. Ozark,
Ala.—General patronage.

Prisoners of Love, with Betty Comp-
son.—All bunk. Goldwyn claimed it to be
a special, but I found it to be a special

failure.—S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre,

Ashland, Kan.—Small town patronage.

Grand Larceny, with Claire Windsor.
—Gave entire satisfaction in town of

2.000. Can be bought very reasonably.

—

E. Pellettieri, Majestic theatre, Algoma,
Wis.—Neighborhood patronage.

Dangerous Curve Ahead, with a spe-
cial cast.—Here is one of the finest pic-

tures of married life we ever ran. Pleased
100 per cent. Comedy and titles are won-
derful. This is sure fine. Book it.—H.
G. Sweet, Royal theatre. Royal Centre,
Ind.—Small town patronage.

The Old Nest, with a special cast.

—

Been a long time getting this one, due
to a hold-up in the price, but finally got
it where I could run it and not mort-
gage the place. It is one of the best and
is worth waiting for. A "basswood" ex-

gii:illlllll!li:illiu

Replies to

Fred Meyer
On "Bests

In answer to Fred S. Meyer in

regard to my selection of best pic-

tures I will make this explanation.
I picked these pictures at random
as the ones I thought the best and
set them down as they occurred to

me and not in the order of their

merit.

Some proved to be box office

winners for me and some did not.

For instance, we made the most
money on The Old Homestead and
lost money on The Four Horsemen.
However, I think his idea is a
good one and it seems to me he
hits the nail on the head a little

oftener than most of us. But it ap-
pears he also is not infallible in his

selection of pictures, else why buy
United Artists pictures at all since 5
it is almost a foregone conclusion
that he will lose money on them at

the price they ask? As I said

some time ago, I am through show-
ing anyone's productions for pres-
tige alone—WM. H. CREAL, Su- I

burban theatre, Omaha, Neb.

yiiiiiiiiniin

change manager with "mahogany" ideas
held me up a year from getting it.—Clyde
Allen. Casino theatre, Antwerp, N. Y.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Highest Bidder, with Madge Ken-
nedy.—A society drama well plotted and
acted. Nothing to rave about, but will

interest to the end and keep them guess-
ing as to outcome. Clean.—H. B. Wil-
cox, Unique theatre, Bricelyn, Minn.

—

General patronage.

The Great Lover, with a special cast.

—

A lemon. Stay away from it. Another
one Goldwyn claimed to be extra good,
hut it's terrible.—S. G. Ihde, Photoplay
theatre, Ashland, Kan.—Small town pat-
ronage.

Yellow Men and Gold, with a special

cast.—This has a very weak ending which
detracts somewhat from a mighty fine

adventure story. Acting of Dix and
Chadwick excellent. Our patrons liked

everything about this picture but the end-
ing.—H. G. Sweet, Royal theatre, Royal
Centre, Ind.—Small town patronage.

Bunty Pulls the Strings, with Leatrice

Joy.—A pleasing picture without any
drawing power here. Drew the smallest
crowd we have had this season. Pro-
duced only two comments from patrons
as they went out, both favorable. Will
please majority of those who come, but
we would class it as only an ordinary
program picture.—C. E. Hopkins, The
Hopkins theatre, Cotter, Ark.—Small
town patronage.

Hodkinson
The Ex-Kaiser in Exile.—The war is

over. The public showed no interest in

Bill. Picture had no more drawing
power than a weekly.—Will R. Winch,
Wigwam theatre, El Paso. Tex.—Tran-
sient patronage.

Bull Dog Drummond, with Carlyle
Blackwell.—A fair offering, not near as
interesting as the book. Disappointed
patrons who had read the book. Will get
by.—G. Hammer, Auditorium theatre,

Colfax, Wis.—General patronage.

The Headless Horseman, with Will

Rogers.—This follows the "Sleepy Hol-
low" legend very closely. Put this on
with cooperation of schools. Student*
were about all that saw it. Not enough
pep in it for adult patrons. Two days'
starvation.— H. G. Stettmund, Jr., Odeon
theatre, Chandler, Okla.—General pat-
ronage.

Fifty Candles, with a special cast.

—

Our bunch classed this as just a fair pro-
gram picture.—J. C. McKee, Electric
theatre, Bolivar, Mo.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

Free Air, with a special cast.—Nothing
large. A good program picture.— Price
& Dalrymple. Home theatre, Oblong,
111.—Neighborhood patronage.

Free Air, with a special cast.—Very
good audience picture. Good business,
at ten and twenty-five cents.— F. E. Sa-
bin, Majestic theatre, Eureka, Mont.—
Small town patronage.

The Way of Woman, with a special
cast.—A very good program picture.

Northing more.—E. I. Conroe, Conroe's
Play House, Conroe, Tex.—Small town
patronage.

Down Home, with a special cast.

—

Here is a picture every exhibitor should
play. It surely makes an impression
which sticks for a while and shows up
some of these "goodie-goodie" people
who enjoy slandering and gossiping
about others. Book it. It's a good pro-
gram picture.— C. W. Docter, May the-

atre, Mayvillc, Wis.—General patronage

Man of the Forest, with a special cast.

—Very interesting picture with plenty of

action and thrills. This one will go over
big in small town. Film in first-class

condition.—Donald A. Beck, Rialto the-

atre, Bayard. Neb.—Small town patron-
age.

God's Crucible, with a special cast.—
Pleased about 50 per cent. Picture too
slow. Too many titles used in following
story. Average business one day.—Hugh
G. Martin, American theatre, Columbus,
Ga.—Transient patronage.

Desert Gold, with a special cast.—We
re-ran this feature to excellent business.
Zane Grey very popular with our au-
diences. Plenty of action in this one.

—

H. G. Sweet, Royal theatre, Royal Centre,
Ind.—Small town patronage.

Metro
A Woman of Bronze, with Clara Kim-

ball Young.—This comes mighty near
being a perfect production and pleases the

better class of patrons, and ours are

mostly that. Therefore, this proved to be
better than average entertainment for our
theatre. Clara Kimball Young to my
notion does the best work she has regis-

tered in some time and seems to be her
old-time self. Lloyd Whitlock brought
his part up to something worth while.

The balance of cast 100 per cent. Busi-
ness average two days.—W. H. Brenner,
Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.—General
patronage.

Peacock Alley, with Mae Murray.—My
patrons liked this one. Many comments.
—E. I. Conroe, Conroe's Play House.
Conroe, Tex.—Small town patronage.

Quincy Adams Sawyer, with a special

cast.—Just had the pleasure of playing
the most extraordinary picture I have
ever shown. Metro's Quincy Adams
Sawyer is a knockout if there ever was
one. The exhibitor has so much to sell

it's hard to tell it all. Everybody seemed
to have read the story and were anxious
to see the picture. On top of that the

very brilliant cast put it over as effect-

ively as anyone could wish.

Many of the members of the cast, being

stars in their own right, would have been
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Universal s

Calling Him
Hoot Again

1

KINDLED COURAGE (Univer- 1
sal) with Hoot Gibson.—Good pic- B
ture. But why in Thunder don't B
they give these western stars a B
horse or two to ride? They use
Fords in this one. First they B
change their name and then they
take awav their "hosses."—P. G. B
VAUGHAN, Royal theatre, Mee's 1
Summit, Mo. =

ufHcient to fill the theatre. Photography
:reat, direction the last word. Nothing
^as overlooked in this production and
esides all the above several big thrills

iere added that sure had the punch.

Blanche Sweet comes back stronger
han ever. Barbara LaMarr was as
rtistic as she was beautiful. Lon Chaney
leld them spellbound, while they all

aved over John Bowers. Every other
haracter stood out strong, especially
hose of Louise Fazenda. Gail Henry. Ed-
vard Connelly. Hank Mann. Elma Lin-
oln and Billy Franey.

We turned them away Sunday and
acked the house again Monday against
trong opposition. My advice to exhibit-
's is to book this picture immediately:
on't worry about the rental, put in a
ittle extra music, bill it for all you are
vorth and I'll guarantee you the most
atisfied audiences you ever had. And
he best part of it is they'll never get
iver talking about it. It will be a feather
h your cap to play Quincy Adams
>awyer. When you play it you'll be a
vinner if you lose.—J. B." Laughlin,
Bart's Mecca theatre. Midland. Mich.
All the Brothers Were Valiant, with a

pecial cast.—This is a real sea drama in
even average reels. It has three real
tars and it will please.—Olen Reynolds.
3
earl theatre, Hymera. Ind.—Small town
iatronage.

Turn to the Right, a Rex Ingram pro-
luction.—A little old, but am sure glad
played it. People are asking me when
am going to have another picture as

rood as Turn to the Right. If you have
lot played it, do so at once. Can be
>ought at good price and print in fair

hape.—G. G. May. Isis theatre. Kan-
>polis, Kan.—Small town patronage.

Youth to Youth, with Billie Dove.—
This is much better than we expected,
iter reading the reports on this. Pretty
rood in six full reels.—Olen Reynolds.
3
earl theatre. Hyrr.era, Ind.—Small town
iatronage.

The Forgotten Law, with Milton Sills.

-A good picture that can be bought
ight and will please.—W. A. Dutton.
Maza theatre, Manchester, Iowa.—Small
own patronage.

The Five Dollar Baby, with Viola

Dana.—A good six reel program.—Olen
Reynolds, Pearl theatre. Hymera, Ind.

—

Small town patronage.

The Golden Gift, with Alice Lake.

—

Fine and dandy for Sunday trade. Ladies
enthusiastic. Pleased all. Ten and
twenty-five cents.— F. E. Sabin. Majestic
theatre. Eureka. Mont.—Small town pat-
ronage.

Sherlock Brown, with Bert Lytell.—
Pretty fair show, on the average with
his other pictures. Metro has never sent
us a poor print yet on anything we have
used from them.—Olen Reynolds. Pear!
theatre. Hymera. Ind.—Small town pat-
ronage.

Alias Ladyfingers, with Bert Lytell.—
Just an ordinary picture with very little

story in it.—Auditorium theatre. Elm-
wood. Wis.—Small town patronage.

They Like 'Em Rough, with Viola
Dana.—Just a usual Dana. All good.—
E. I. Conroe. Conroe*s Play House. Con-
roe. Tex.—Small town patronage.

Peacock Alley, with Mae Murray—Not
a small town picture. Two days to weak
business. Print in bad condition and in
eight reels. Too long.—Geo. W. Fergu-
son & Son. Royal theatre. Fairmont. Ind.—Small town patronage.

Paramount
Bella Donna, with Pola Xegri.—Will

cause talk and is certain to draw. Fa-
vorable impression of the ending doubt-
ful, but the way she wears the gowns
puts Gloria in the shade. Will certainly
draw the women contingent and the men
will follow.—Sterling theatre. Greeley.
Colo.—General patronage.

Outcast, with Elsie Ferguson.—This
feature is a shining example of why ordi-
nary pictures should not be more than
five reels in length. This one is seven.

Roy Stewart and Mabel Julienne Scott
in a scene from "The Radio Active
Bomb," a two-reel Universal feature

in the "Yorke Norry"' series.

Correcting

| "New Ones I

Have Seen
B There was a mistake made in

g listing "Another Man's Shoes" as
g one of the pictures I had seen and M
g should hare been simply my com- B
B ment on one of the pictures I have B
B shown. It is nothing but an ordi- =
g nary program picture and doesn't (
W deserve the prominence it was =
I given.—WM. H. CREAL, Suburban 1
H theatre, Omaha, Neb.

Umi iniiiui
1
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We cleaned up just forty cents by show-
ing it, which makes a salary of twenty
cents each for my son and myself.—Wm.
H. Creal, Suburban theatre. Omaha, Neb.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Adam's Rib, a Cecil B. DeMille pro-
duction.—Typically DeMille. By that I

mean he has made the same audience ap-
peal that is in all his. Neither over the
heads or beneath the intellect of any of
your trade. Push it hard and you'll have
no kicks.—Sterling theatre. Greeley, Colo.—General patronage.

Back Home and Broke, with Thomas
Meighan.—The best of the "41."—L.
Jones. Star theatre. Malad City. Idaho.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Glimpse of the Moon, with Bebe
Daniels.—Nita Naidi runs away with all

honors by all means. The sets are most
lavish, having atmosphere of costing more
money than Bella Donna. A society play
made strictly for "society" of the uppei
strata only.—Sterling theatre, Greelev.
Colo.—General patronage.

Pink Gods, with Bebe Daniels.—Very
ordinary picture that did not please.—W.
A. Dutton, Plaza theatre, Manchester,
Iowa.—Small town patronage.

Nobody's Money, with Jack Holt.

—

Very good program attraction. In fact,

all classes of trade thought it better than
average program bill. Ran with Baby
Peggy in The Kid Reporter, making good
comedy bill.—Sterling theatre, Greeley.
Colo.—General patronage.

Kick In, with a special cast.—Wonder-
ful production with no drawing power.

—

L. Jones. Star theatre. Malad City. Idaho.—Neighborhood patronage.

The White Flower, with Betty Comp-
son.—Very good Compson. A combina-
tion of the educational held together by
fair story, showing national sports,
scenery, superstitions and religion of the
Hawaiians. High class clientele will most
appreciate it.—Sterling theatre. Greeley.
Colo.—General patronage.

Making a Man, with Jack Holt.—Aver-
age picture for this star, but hardly
strong enough for three days.—E. Jones.
Star theatre. Malad City, Idaho.

When Knighthood Was in Flower, with
Marion Davies.—One of the best pictures

66The Man Xext Door
by EMERSON HOUGH

Author of

"The Covered Wagon," "North of 36," Etc.
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and one of the best moneygetters I ever
played. If you want to please them all

and make some money, book this one.

I charged fifty and seventy-five cents and
packed the house.—C. H. Simpson.
Princess theatre, Milen, Ga.—General
patronage.

Across the Continent, with Wallace
Reid.—Oh, boy, this certainly went over

great. Never heard a knock, but heard

a lot of compliments.— S. G. Ihde. Photo-
play theatre, Ashland. Kan.—Small town
patronage.

Across the Continent, with Wallace
Reid.—Everybody came to see this. Did
$3 better than his best record before,

which was The Lottery Man. What is it

that is still bringing folks to see Reid?
Nobody cared to see Harold Lockwood
or Olive Thomas after thev died, but no

one here seems to have any intention of

missing Reid. I have just finished read-

ing "Leave It to Psmith" in the Saturday

Evening Post and have regretted more
than ever Wallace Reid's death, for it

seems to me no one could have played

the role of Psmith but Reid. It's a cork-

ing good story and I wonder what pro-

ducing company will get the film rights.

—A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre. Emi-
nence, Ky.—Small town patronage.

The Old Homestead, with Theodore
Roberts.—Paid too much rental for this

picture and patrons did not think so very
much of it, although it's all true to life

Don't attempt to raise your admission
price. Did not take in rental on it. Noi
a drawing card.—M. J. Babin, Fairyland

theatre, White Castle, La.—General pat-

ronage.

The Old Homestead, with Theodore
Roberts.—This one is surely a knockout.
Plenty of good clean humor and a big

cyclone scene which made them go out

saying, "That was one of the best pic-

tures I ever saw." Big business.—Donald
A. Beck, Rialto theatre, Bayard, Neb.

—

Small town patronage.

A Prince There Was, with Thomas
Meighan.—No one can go wrong on this

one. Good clean picture that will please.

—Miller Stanton, Pictureland theatre.

FLORENCE VIDOR as she appears in a scene from "Alice Adams," her new Asso-
ciated Exhibitors production, which is adapted from Booth Tarkington's prize-

winning story.

Cohocton, X. V.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

A Prince There Was, with Thomas
Meighan.—Mighty good. Not as good as

Bachelor Daddy, however, but it pleased
most of my patrons.—S. G. Ihde, Photo-
play theatre, Ashland, Kan.—Small town
patronage.

The Call of the North, with Jack Holt.

—A fine Northern picture that pleased

fairly well, even though star is unknown
here.—J. W. Andresen, Rialto theatre,

Cozad, Neb.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Call of the North, with Jack Holt.

—Our first Holt picture. Did not draw
very well. Pleased those who saw it.

—

Scene from Cosmopolitan's "The Enemies of Women," adapted from the Vincente

Blasco Ibanez story, which Alan Crosland directed with .Lionel Barrymore and

Alma Rubens in the featured roles.

Johnson Bros., Johnsonian theatre. Rip-
ley, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

Our Leading Citizen, with Thomas
Meighan.—Very good picture. Pleased
100 per cent. Plenty of comedy and pep
for any small town house.—Geo. W.
Ferguson & Son, Royal theatre, Fair-

mont, Ind.—Small town patronage.

Our Leading Citizen, with Thomas
Meighan.—This is the kind of picture

that people want.—A good story, full of-

fun. American to the core and clean.—
Community theatre, Lewistown, Ohio.

—

Gecnral patronage.

Forever, with Wallace Reid.— Picture

only drew fair as Reid is no longer a

drawing card. Not the picture to play

since Reid's death.—Tensas Amuse. Co.,

Blackmail theatre, St. Joseph, La.—Small

town patronage.

Forever, with Wallace Reid.—Went
over well, but brought a good many tears

because of the fact of Wally's untimely

death, coupled up so close with his sup-

posed death in the picture.—Community
theatre, Lewistown, Ohio.—General pat-

ronage.

Manslaughter, a Cecil B. DeMille pro-

duction.— Fine picture. Pleased 90 per

cent.—Price and Dalrymple. Home the-

atre. Oblong, III.—Neighborhood patron-

age.

Manslaughter, a Cecil B. DeMille pro-

duction.— Pleased 100 per cent. One of

the best pictures I ever used. Will stand

an increase in admission.—W. A. Dutton,

Plaza theatre. Manchester, Iowa.—Small

town patronage.

Manslaughter, a Cecil B. DeMille pro1

duction.—One of the finest pictures we
have ever shown. I should be satisfied

with the results, but to be perfectly frank

we hardly broke even. We paid too much
film rental.—W. E. Elkin. Temple the-

atre, Aberdeeen, Miss.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Top of New York, with May Mc-

Avoy.—Here is one of the best pictures

of the program variety we have seen for

ages and if it is what some have been

calling a machine made picture it fnight

be well. for some of the other producers

to purchase the same kind of machine.

This diminutive star is a wonderful little
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actress and has been exceptionally good
in every picture in which the writer has
seen her. We received a great sur-
prise at the number of people who com-
plimented the production when we were
not expecting it in advance of the show-
ing.—William H. Creal, Suburban the-
atre, Omaha, Neb.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

The Top of New York, with May Mc-
Avoy.—Average program picture with
weak story. This one will go over if

you use plenty of advertising. Fair busi-
ness.—Donald A. Beck, Rialto theatre,
Bayard, Neb.—Small town patronage.

A Daughter of Luxury, with Agnes
Ayres.—May get by in some localities.

—

L. Jones, Star theatre, Malad City, Idaho.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Is Matrimony a Failure? with a spe-
cial cast.—A good comedy-drama and was

• well enjoyed by my patrons. Film in
good shape. Fair crowd at ten and thirty-
five cents.—G. F. Rediske, Star theatre,
Ryegate, Mont.—Small town patronage.

Nice People, with a special cast.—Too
much smoking and ardent love making

i for the family trade. Regular patrons
said they were sorry they brought the
children. They didn't think we would
show such pictures.—R. E. Siebert,
World theatre, Mineral Point, Wis.

—

Xeighborhood patronage.

The Pride of Polomar, a Cosmopolitan
production.—An extra good special pro-
gram. Gave splendid satisfaction.—Bert
Silver, Silver Family theatre., Greenville,
Mich.—General patronage.

The Woman That Walked Alone, with
Dorothy Dalton.—Not much to rave over.
Too many strings to the story. Some
poor direction and Dorothy ought to pass
with the rest of the pioneers, for if she
is a star I am some twinkler myself.

—

E. Gailey, Crystal theatre, Wayne, Neb.
—General patronage.

Saturday Night, a Cecil B. DeMille
production.—Another box office failure
and it's so long (eight reels) that those
who came were tired. It is only special
in length. Paid $20 and lost money.

—

A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre, Eminence,
Ky.—Small town patronage.

The Man Who Saw Tomorrow, with
Thomas Meighan.—Showed this on Sun-
day and received favorable comments.
Meighan always has nice pictures with
nothing suggestive. Patrons all like him.
M. J. Babin, Fairyland theatre, White
Castle, La.—General patronage.

The Man Unconquerable, with Jack
Holt.—A good picture. Did not make the
price of the rent on account of a heavy
snowstorm.—John Esterl, Rex theatre,
Park Falls, Wis.—Small town patronage.
At the End of the World, with Betty

Compson.—Milton Sills heads a good
cast and Betty Compson is at her best.
The picture was liked very much, but
did not draw sufficiently to pay expenses.—A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre, Emin-
ence, Ky.—Small town patronage.
The Law and the Woman, with Betty

Compson.—Excellent. Very high-class
production. Don't miss it.—F. E. Sabin.
Majestic theatre. Eureka. Mont—Small
town patronage.

The Green Temptation, with Betty
Compson.— I was a little afraid of this,
but it pleased the few who saw it. Excel-
lent acting, but a Goldwyn Betty Comp-
son I used a few days ago was so poor
that it killed this one.—S. G. Ihde, Photo-
play theatre, Ashland, Kan.—Small town
patronage.

The Young Diana, with Marion Davies.
—Splendid. Just as good as any of her
others and you know what that means.

—

W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre. Aberdeen,
Miss.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Beauty Shop, with Raymond

FROM THE

M.P. WORLD

"The Abysmal Br

Man/ Angles of Interest and Appeal Make^
This Universal-Jewel a Superior

Box-Office Attraction

Reviewed by C. S. Sevrell

There are so many angles of interest in

the Universal-Jewel production. "The Abys-
mal Brute," that it should appeal to almost
every type of patron. Adapted from a story
by the late Jack London, it has the vigor
and dramatic value of this author's work.
For the men there is the appeal of hardy
manhood, of life in the open, and the atmos-
phere of the prize ring, But don't get the
idea that it is a prize fight story only, for
there is a pretty romance of the unspoiled
chap from the hills who packs such a tre-

mendous wallop in the ring that he is known
as "The Abysmal Brute," but at the same
time is so bashful that he runs away from
all women, until the right girl comes along.
Then, haltingly at first, but with all of the
force of his nature when the time comes, he
fights against all odds of class distinction
and wins. There is the sweep of the great
open spaces in the early scenes, beautiful
scenic atmosphere, snappy and umisual com-
edy that is put across with a bang .

All of this has been emphasized and force-

fully brought out by the excellent direction

of Hobart Henley, by his usual painstaking
attention to detail in rounding off his scenes.

There is just enough of the prize ring to

please those who like it and not enough to

detract from the interest of those to whom
[the squared circle does not appeal, and these
scenes are well handled, with good punches,
literally as well as figuratively, and refresh-
ing human comedy.

Added to all of these is the truly excellent

wo;k of Reginald Denny in the title role.

Having achieved great success in the three

"Leather Pushers" series of two-reelers, ,in

which he essayed quite similar roles, he was
an ideal selection for the hero of this feature.

He looks and acts the part. His sincerity

and naturalness add greatly to the role. His
performance holds your interest tensely and
he has your sympathy to such an extent

that in the scenes at a formal dinner in the

girl's home, where his uncouth manners
,
cause amusement to some of the guests, you
truly feel sorry for him.

Mabel Julienne Scott is well cast as the

society girl who falls in love with the hero,

not knowing he is a prize-fighter. Her turn-

ing from him when she learns this, and the

final victory of her heart over the artificial

restrictions of class distinction are con-
vincingly handled. The remainder of the

cast all do fine work.
It is a red-blooded story ..that starts off

strong and keeps up a good pace, although
there is a tendency to unnecessary footage
in developing the detail of some of the

scenes. Judicious cutting would speed up
the society sequence, but even as it stands

it is an excellent box-office attraction, and
with manv angles of exploitation and appeal

,

a showman's picture.

MBYSMAL BRUTL
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Believes in

Giving Film
Fair Chance

GET-RICH-QUICK WALLING-
M FORD (Paramount) a Cosmopoli-

jg tan production.—Seven reels. I

Ej found this a very good picture,

although there are a few adverse

H criticisms. I find lots the same
way and when I play them they go

Hj over good.

I think some exhibitors have the

H blues when -they write up the pic-

tures. I believe we should be fair

H even if we don't have a paying
house. There might be some other

: j cause for people not turning out.

1 It might be the star, the title, the
weather, or some other picture you

= have coming that they are waiting

§§ for, and this day and age when
H money is not growing on bushes §§

g some people pick what they think
B they will like the best.

I, for one, believe in giving the
picture a fair chance no matter
what the attendance. — F. R. §§

1 MEIERBACHTON, Elysian thea-

S tre, Elysian, Minn.

IllllllKilillllllilHMIM

Hitchcock.—For once we have found a

Cosmopolitan production that did not
even have elaborate settings to get it by.
Some few thought it fair.—Tensas Amuse.
Co., Blackman theatre, St. Joseph, La.

—

Small town patronage.

The City of Silent Men, with Thomas
Meighan.—Picture fair but print so rot-

ten that show flopped. Paramount can
give you prints that you can't get
through machine and not even answer
complaints.—Wm. F. Shillito, School
theatre. Denmark, S. C.—Neighborhood
patronage.

North of the Rio Grande, with Jack
Holt.—A good picture. Pleased all.

—

John Esterl, Rex theatre. Park Falls,

Wis.—Neighborhood patronage.

Buried Treasure, with Marion Davies.
—Too much spirit stuff. Had many walk-
outs. Star liked here but not up to her
standard.—G. N. Hubbard, Grayson
Opera House, Grayson, Ky.

Don't Tell Everything, with Wallace
Reid.—A splendid picture. Pleased all.

—

John Esterl, Rex theatre. Park Falls,

Wis.—Small town patronage.

Sentimental Tommy, with a special cast.

—Lay off this one. Too long and
tedious. Lost money on it.—G. N. Hub-
bard, Grayson Opera House, Grayson,
Ky.

Footlightsi, with Elsie Ferguson.—

A

good program picture, but would be bet-

ter if it was in five reels. It seems im-
possible for them to make one with less

than seven reels.—Auditorium theatre,

Elmwood, Wis.—Small town patronage.

The Rookie's Return, with Douglas
MacLean.—Douglas MacLean is a favor-
ite with our people and this one was a
dandy. Pleased 95 per cent.—C. R. Mar-
shall, Midget theatre, Golden City, Mo.

—

Small town patronage.

The Inside of the Cup, a Cosmopolitan
production.—Good picture. Pleased every
one. Ran this on a Saturday and Sun-
day. We got the church people and it

pleased them.—R. K. Lang, Lyric the-

atre, Cobb, Wis.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

Behold My Wife, with Milton Sills —
This was an old picture, but print new.
Very good picture and was highly com-
mented on by those who saw it. Business
poor.—M. J. Babin, Fairyland theatre,

White Castle, La.—General patronage.

Experience, with Richard Barthelmess.
—This drew a good house and seemed to
please nearly all of them.—Auditorium
theatre, Elmwood, Wis.—Small town pat-
ronage.

Moran of the Lady Letty, with Rodolph
Valentino and' Dorothy Dalton.—Drew
well and pleased all classes. Step on
Valentino in advertising. Dalton also ex-
cellent. Ten and twenty-five cents.—F.

E. Sabin, Majestic theatre, Eureka, Meat
—Small town patronage.

The Faith Healer, with Milton Sills-
Makes a fairly good program for Sun-
day, but is a little slow in action.—J. W.
Heft, Pastime theatre, Horicon, Wis.—
Neighborhood patronage.

One a Minute, with Douglas MacLean.
—This is an old one, but a wonderful
offering. Very, very, very good. Pleased
all who saw it. Over 100 per cent satis-

faction.—Henry Saubers, Fad theatre,

Fairfax, S. D.—Neighborhood patronage.

Her Gilded Cage, with Gloria Swanson.
— Excellent picture. Everyone well

pleased. Good attendance.—Donald A.
Beck. Rialto theatre, Bayard, Neb.

—

Small town patronage.

The Cradle of Courage, with William S.

Hart.— People liked this better than most
of Bill's Westerns. Night scenes were
too dark, however. Leaves too much for

the imagination.—Chas W. Lewis, I. O.
O. F. theatre. Grand Gorge, N. Y.—Small
town patronage.

The Charm School, with Wallace Reid.
—A good star, a good program picture.

They all like Reid here. Took well.

—

Henry Saubers, Fad theatre, Fairfax.

S. D.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Ordeal, with Agnes Ayrcs.—Just
fair. Some liked it; others didn't. Poor
print as we had three stops during first

show. People left before picture ended.
Several breaks always cause walkouts.

—

W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre, Aberdeen,
Miss.—Neighborhood patronage.

Silk Hosiery, with Enid Bennett.—

A

fair program picture. Bennett a neat star

—Henry Saubers, Fad theatre, Fairfax,

S. D.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Woman God Changed, a Cosmo-
politan production.—Too long. Got by
fairly well. Nothing extra.—Wm. F.

Shillito, School theatre. Denmark, S. C.
— Neighborhood patronage.

The Gilded Lily, with Mae Murray.

—

This is just a fair program picture, but
pleased the majority.—Henry Saubers,
Fad theatre, Fairfax, S. D.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Coming!

The Super-Special

"THE RIGHT
OF THE STRONGEST"

Starring

E. K. LINCOLN
and a great cast

NEELY EDWARDS and Bert Roach in

one of the funny incidents in the Uni-
versal one-reel comedy, "Skeletons."

Pathe
Safety Last, with Harold Lloyd.—

A

knockout. The best picture Lloyd has
ever made. Broke all house records.
Holding it for the second week and pos-

sibly the third week. Book this and
boost it the limit.—Jas. D. Kennedy, Apollo
theatre, Indianapolis, Ind.—Transient pat-

ronage.

Nanook of the North, with a special

cast.— It is too long and draggy. Put in

two reels and used as a filler it would be
all right but in six reels you get tired.

If you cannot tie up with your schools
lay off. Attendance pood with the sup-
port of the schools.—A. Mitchell, Dixie
theatre, Russell ville, Ky.—Small town
patronage.

Grandma's Boy (A. F.) and Dr. Jack
(Pathe), with Harold Lloyd.—Although
these pictures give entire satisfaction and
drew capacity houses, rent is so high I

can just make expenses by having ca-

pacity houses. Show two days in town
of 2,000. Grandma's Boy was shown dur-
ing cold snap and lost money on it.—E.

Pellettieri, Majestic theatre, Algoma, Wis.

—Neighborhood patronage.

The Lure of Egypt, with a special cast.

—They sent us this in place of Nanook
of the North and we were afraid of it,

but it got by. Could have been worse
and might have been better.—R. Ross
Riley, Wigwam theatre, Oberlin, Kan.

—

General patronage.

Playgoers
The Hills of Missing Men, with J. P.

McGowan.—Another of Pathe's good
snappy Westerns. This was switched
for The Sage Hen, but it passed. Pathe
is O. K. if you get your service before
the show.—R. K. Lang, Lyric theater,

Cobb. Wis.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Ruse of the Rattler, with J. P.

McGowan.—A very good Western which
seemed to please nearly all. Plenty of

action.—Auditorium theatre, Elmwood,
Wis.—Small town patronage.

Realart
Through a Glass Window, with May

McAvoy.—Very good program picture.
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Nothing to rave about.—C. H. Simpson.
Princess theatre, Millen, Ga.—General
patronage.

The Love Charm, with Wanda Hawley.
—General opinion here is this one is pleas-

ing. Wanda very well liked.—J. C, Mc-
Kee, Electric theatre. Bolivar. Mo.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Too Much Wife, with Wanda Hawley.
—Best comedy-drama we have used irorr.

paramount for a long time.—S. G. Ihde.

Photoplay theatre, Ashland. Kan.—Small
town patronage.

A Game Chicken, with Bebe Daniels.

—

Five reels. A nice little show which,
pleased the few who braved a blizzard to

see it. One of my fans with good horse
sense, a banker, remarked. "Bebe is al-

ways good." Lost money, but that is so
common nowadays it has ceased to be a
novelty. No fault of feature. Tooner-
ville Tactics and Chats made- a jtcoc

show. Film in A-l condition.—H. B.
Wilcox, Unique theatre. Bricelyn, Minn.
—General patronage.

A Game Chicken, with Bebe Danie's.

—

Everyone liked this one. It's worth the
money you pay for it.—S. G. Ihde, Photo-
play theatre, Ashland, Kan.—Small town
patronage.

SelelzrucK

Pawned, with Tom Moore.—Fair pic-
ture with less than fair business.—Will
R Winch, Wigwam theatre. El Paso,
Tex.—Transient patronage.

Pawned, with Tom Moore.—Nothing
to make any great noise about. Plenty'
of action and very good acting. Yet it

remains only a good five reel program
production. Put a good two reel comedv-
with it and it makes a pretty good show.—P. G. Yaughan, Royal theatre, Lee's
Summit. Mo.—Neighborhood patronage.

Marooned Hearts, with Conway Tearle.—Good picture. One that relates a
doctor's success and failure.—Reis & Mil-
ler. Lake Yiew theatre. Lake Yiew, Iowa.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Reported Missing, with Owen Moore.—An old picture but pleased all. Pleased
better than most of large specials and
bought right.—Price & Dalrymple. Home
theatre, Oblong, 111.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

United Artists

The Iron Trail, with a special cast.

—

The story was O. K., my wife said, if we
had got the entire print, but there was
so much missing that it left our house
gasping for breath. I did not see it as I

was in Omaha cussing another exchange
for sending patches for service and they
got this mess while I was away. I have
more respect for Jesse James.—E. Gailey.
Crystal theatre. Wayne. Neb.—General
patronage.

Little Lord Fauntleroy, with Mary
Pickford—This one proved a lemon for
me. Played it on percentage and lost a
lot. Had about 50 per cent of the few
that saw it tell me it was mighty poor.
Didn't see it myself.—S. G. Ihde. Photo-
play theatre. Ashland. Kan.—Small town
patronage.

Way Down East, a D. W. Griffith pro-
duction.—It's a real special, but film is in

poorest shape of any special I put through
my machine since the old (LOO per reel
days. I wrote and told the Omaha ex-
change so and they answered me. "This
happens to be the first complaint we had
against the particular print." Now what
the 'ell can a feller do? I am going to lay-

off those old United Artists pictures.
Mary Pickford in Pollyanna was not
quite so bad but the film was nothing to

" The Abysmal Brute "

Universal-Jewel—7373 Feet

tRex ietced by Laurence Reid)

A GENUINELY human document of the

prize-ring which carries a most realistic

atmosphere and picturesque incident and
which gets under the skin because of its life-

like plot and characterization is "The Abys-
mal Bmte." founded upon Jack London's
story of the same name. There is something
about tales of the roped arena which fascinate

the spectator. For one thing they axe usually

rich in local color and present real adventure
and a spark of romance which account for

their popularity.
Hcbart Henley has never given the screen

erta'-ir.e subject tbsn this, his
'. He has caught the true psy-

chology of the character who is reared
among the California hills to become a prize-

fighter like his father before him and who,
coming down to Frisco, finds adventure,
romance and success awaiting him. There
are no gaos here—no convenient touches
added to give it a " kick." This quality it

has in abundance without any recourse being
made toward the lengthy arm of coincidence.
It may be a trifle long and there are some
seauences which if shortened would quicken
the action and heighten its apnea!.

" The Abysmal Brute " is mostly a char-
acter study of a shy mountain youth whose
modesty makes him his own worst enemy.
He is afraid of the ooposite sex but still he
obeys his father's advice—" If you love a
girl, don't give up 'til you have won her!"
So he is thrust into a strange world—the
world of society, this uncouth pugilist. He
is ashamed of his profession and the girl

doesn't learn of Jiis association with the
manlv art until he has conquered her heart.

Yet his sincerity has brought such a deep ap-
preciation that s^e doesn't waver except for
a brief instant. Then his courage and deter-
mination to conquer her, for he applies cave-
man tactics. This is the storv in a nutshell—
a story punctuated with considerable by-play
as it concerns the prize-ring.
Henle^s atmosphere and incident are ex-

ceptionally good And his scene when the
youth calls on the girl, unannounced, is a

gem. The guests are in evening dress and
their table manners are perfect, yet they do
not become Ritzy before the boy. Who could
be a better choice for the title role than Reg-
inald Denny, the actor that made the
"Leather Pusher" tales so entertaining? He
gives his best performance here, acting in
character throughout every scene. Some of
the Latin favorites had better watch this
fellow Denny. He is stealing some of their
thunder. A capital picture, capitally staged,
directed anc"

tier.. Get i

FROM THE

MP. NEWS

*ABYSMAL BRUTE
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Above are scenes from the Principal Pictures production "The Meanest Man in the World," in the cast of which are Bert Lytell,

Bryant Washburn, Blanche Sweet, Maryon Aye, Tully Marshall and others.

brag on.— Paul H. Fullner. Auditorium
theatre, Tilden, Neb.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Universal

Universal Jewels.—These will give sat-

isfaction in almost any small town if you
do not pay too much. I have always
been able to buy them right. Do not

raise admission price on them. Ii I have
a weak one I put on an extra two reels,

such as a two-reel Curwood from Edu-
cational and that with a two-reel comedy
makes a good enough program to adver-
tise as special.— E. Pellcttieri. Majestic
theatre, Algoma, Wis.— Neighborhood
patronage.

The Ghost Patrol, with a special cast.

—

This is a good program from Universal.

On five very small reels.—Olcn Reyn-
olds, Pearl theatre, Hymera, [nd.—Small
town patronage.

The Flame of Life, with Priscilla Dean.
—Did extra advertising and drew well,

but displeased more than any Jewel I

have ever played. The acting is good, but
too much brutal stuff.—J. \V. Heft, Pas-
time theatre, Horicon, Wis.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Scarlet Car, with Herbert Rawliu-
son.—A very good political story. Did
fair business and pleased.—Will R.
Winch, Wigwam theatre, El Paso, Tex.
—Transient patronage.

Broad Daylight, with Lois Wilson.

—

This with a new Leather Pushers pleased
a fair Monday night business.—Olen
Reynolds, Pearl theatre, Hymera, Ind.

—

Small town patronage.

The Jilt, with a special cast.— Fair pro-
gram picture. Not near as good as some
of Universal's new programs.—G. G.
May. Isis theatre, Kanopolis, Kan.

—

Small town patronage.

Another Man's Shoes, with Herbert
Rawlinson.—This is a good comedy-
drama.—Olen Reynolds, Pearl theatre,
Hymera, Ind.—Small town patronage.

One Wonderful Night, with Herbert
Rawlinson.—Herb takes well with every-
one. This picture was a success for Sat-
urday p'ay.—F. E. Sabin, Majestic the-
atre. Eureka, Mont. — Small town
patronage.

The Power of a Lie, with a special cast.

—Not much to this one. Will get by as
a program picture.—J. W. Andresen,
Rialto theatre, Cozad. Neb.— Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Kentucky Derby, with Reginald
Denny.—Good audience picture, but the
race episode does not compare to some
I've seen, if the press sheet does say it's

the greatest ever screened. Drew nor-

mal business. Heavily advertised.— P. G.
Vaughan. Royal theatre. Lee's Summit,
M o.— Neighborhood patronage.

The Kentucky Derby, with Reginald
Denny.—Good picture but rental too high
for small town.—Price & Dalrymple.
Home theatre, Oblong, 111.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Kentucky Derby, with Reginald
Denny.— This is a very good picture. Has
good title and small towns should get

good business with this one. Play it two
days and clean up.—G. G. May. Isis

theatre. Kanopolis, Kan.—Small town
patronage.

The Storm, with House Peters.

—

Mighty fine picture and one that will

produce results. However. Universal
held us up on this one. but they will

make it right. Fair treatment.—Reis &
Miller, Lake View theatre, Lake View,
Iowa. — Neighborhood patronage.

The Storm, with House Peters.—

A

special in every way. If you use this

insist on a good print. The one I used
was not the best.—W. A. Dutton, Plaza
theatre. Manchester. Iowa.—Small town
patronage.

A Dangerous Game, with Gladys Wal-
ton.—Somehow this one didn't seem to

give universal satisfaction. It's just a

fair program picture. Not nearly so good
as The Love Letter or Goss'p, which
I have seen, but not played yet.— P. G.
Vaughn. Royal theatre. Lee's Summit,
Mo.— Neighborhood patronage.

A Dangerous Game, with Gladys Wal-
ton.—Walton does very well in this pic-

ture. Played with Wedding Pumps,
Century Comedy, and made a hit. Ten
and twenty-five cents.—F. E. Sabin. Ma-
jestic theatre. Eureka. Mont. — Small
town patronage.

Trimmed, with Hoot Gibson.—A dandy
little program picture and can be bought
reasonably. Lots of comedy, etc., that

will satisfy all.—Lindrud & Guettinger.

Cochrane theatre. Cochrane, Wis. —
Neighborhood patronage.

Trimmed, with Hoot Gibson.—A good
Western comedy drama. Pleased about
75%.—G. Hammer. Auditorium theatre,

Colfax. Wis.—General patronage.

Ridin' Wild, with Hoot Gibson.—Not
as good as Hoot's previous ones, but a

fair program picture.—G. G. May. Isis

theatre, Kanopolis, Kans.—Small town
patronage.

Rid : n' Wild, with Hoot Gibson.—Good
clean Western picture. First time we
had Gibson here and we'll get him again.

—R. K. Lang, Lyric theatre. Cobb, Wis.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Human Hearts, with House Peters.

—

Fairly good picture, but failed to draw.

People won't go to a sad picture. Put
on Hamilton in The Rainmaker and had
more compliments on the comedy than

the feature.—R. E. Siebert, World thea-

tre, Mineral Point, Wis.— Neighborhood
patronage.

Wild Honey, with Priscilla Dean.

—

This starts out slow and dtags along

until about the fourth reel, when it be-

gins to warm up, and it had a whirlwind

finish. The flood scene at the end is very

good. The picture as a whole I do not

consider a good Universal Jewel. Pop-

ulation 28.V Admission ten and twenty-

two cents.—J. J. Kudlacek, Swan thea-

tre, Swanton, Nebr.—General patronage.

Out of the Silent North, with Frank
Mayo.—Very good Northern picture, but

I heard several remark that they thought

Mayo out of place in a Frenchman's
garb. Pleased good crowd.—Reis &
Miller, Lake View theatre. Lake View,

Iowa.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Fox, with Harry Carey.—An old

one and I should have let them keep it.

Print was in awful condition. This must
have been an awfully good picture in its

day.—W. E. Elkin. Temple theatre. Ab-
erdeen. Miss.—Neighborhood patronage.

Afraid to Fight, with Frank Mayo.

—

P.etter than a program picture, but not

a special.—B. C. Burden, Gay theatre,

Wilcox, Nebr.—Neighborhood patronage.

Confidence, with Herbert Rawlinson.

—

Good comedy. Pleased every one. Raw-
linson is liked by my patrons.—Lynn
Overton, Majestic theatre. Bangor, Mich.

—General patronage.

The Lavender Bath Lady, with Gladys

Walton.—Very poor. Another one like

this one from this star and I will try

and keen her pictures out of my house.

—

G. G. May. Isis theatre, Kanopolis, Kans.

—Small town patronage.

The Long Chance, with Henry B. Wal-

thall.— I took a chance on The Long
Chance and it fell flat. Not much to

this one.— C. H. Simpson, Princess thea-

tre. Millen. Ga.—General patronage.

The Bearcat, with Hoot Gibson.—Reg-

ular Hoot style, breezy Western, which

always has the action necessary to

please.—C. H. Powers, Strand theatre.

Dunsmuir. Cal.—Railroad town patron-

age.

Step on It, with Hoot Gibson.— Extra

good. Verv fast. Gibson gets us as big

a crowd as.- Mix.—Reis & Miller, Lake

View theatre. Lake View, Iowa.—Neigh-

borhood patronage.
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Vitagraph

A Front Page Story, with a special

cast.—Fairly good program picture.

Print fine shape. Vitagraph will treat

you right.—Wm. F. Shillito, School the-

atre, Denmark, S. C.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Silent Vow, with William Duncan.

—Just a picture. Takes a good comedy
with it to put it over.—Paul H. Fullner,

Auditorium theatre, Tilden, Nebr. —
Neighborhood patronage.

You Never Know, with Earle Wil-
liams.—A good one on five full reels.

A very pleasing picture.-—Olen Reynolds,
Pearl theatre, Hymera, Ind.—Small town
patronage.

Too Much Business, witli a special

cast.—This was an ordinary picture. Did
not receive any comments on it. Take
it for granted it did not please for two
reasons: Whenever a picture does I

hear from the patrons. When I do not
receive comments favorable it's a good
sign there isn't much to it.—M. J. Babin,
Fairyland theatre, White Castle, La.

—

General patronage.

The Ladder Jinx, with a special cast.

—A good clean comedy that generally
pleased.—J. C. McKee. Electric theatre.

Bolivar, Mo.—Neighborhood patronage.

Moral Fibre, with Corinne Griffith.—
Six reels. Star is not 100% playing

"Youth." She overdoes it. Little draggy
at first, but redeems itself towards end.

Suicide scene very clever, will not offend.

Woman's revenge almost wrecks her
own life. It's a good picture, taking it

by and large. Film in good condition.—
H. B. Wilcox, Unique theatre, Bricelyn,

Minn.—General patronage.

Flower of the North, with a special

cast.—This is an old one, but the kind
my patrons like. Film in first class con-
dition. Can be bought at regular pro-
gram price. If you have not shown it

book it. It is not the kind of picture

that deteriorates with age. I showed
these older ones during Lent. The price

is right and they give entire satisfaction.

Can't show all the good ones while
they're new and it's too bad to pass a

good one by.—E. Pellettieri, Majestic
theatre, Algoma, Wis. — Neighborhood
patronage.

My Wild Irish Rose, with Pauline
Starke.—A right nice little Irish play and
pleased most of them, but there was too
much of the brogue for lots of folks to

read. We do not consider this picture

much of a special, although we did fair

business with it. The big puzzle now is

to tell what is a special. We have had
program pictures come unheralded that

were better than trumpet bearing so-

called specials at much higher rental.

Also, producers should learn that length
does not make a special.—R. Ross Riley.

Wigwam theatre, Oberlin, Kans.—Gen-
eral patronage.

A Rogue's Romance, with Earle Wil-
liams.—Just a fair program picture.

Valentino isn't in it enough to warrant
advertising. Don't pay too much for it.

—H. E. Partrick, Palace theatre, North
Rose. N. Y.—Small town patronage.

The Little Minister, with Alice Cal-
houn.—Excellent picture, but entirely too
dark. Be sure you get a good print.

—

C. E. Dooley, Star theatre, Stoutsvillc,

Mo.— Small town patronage.

The Sheik's Wife, with a special cast.

—Seemed to please about half. In our
opinion was a piece of limburger. About
as homely a leading lady as they could
find. The sheik was a sissy.-—R. Ross

The Abysmal Brute'

Universal-Jewel Production. Story by Jack Lon-

don. Scenario by A. P. Younger. Camera-

man, Charles Stumar. Directed by Hobart

Henley. Length, 7373 feet.

We have, absolute confi-

dence that " The Abysmal
Brute" will prove to bo
one of the best box office

values, both for the exhibi-

tor and the patron, that
Universal has ever offered.

This picture. from the
story by Jack London, has
everything in, its favor to

make it one of the most in-

tense and thoroughly en -

joyable screen productions
that hae been seen recently.

Points of Appeal.—Regi-
nald Denny, the star of
"The Leather Pushers"
series, again scores as a de-
cidedly capable hero in an-
other prize fighting and
prize winning picture. The
story is replete with fast
action and thrills, an occa-
sional tug at the heart
strings and a romance that
will set all of the "sweet
j'oung things" atwitter.
This does not necessarily
mean that only women will

enjoy this picture for it is

equally a man's story and
one that will be enjoyed by
every class. There is a very
decided grip that the pic-

ture takes on the spectator
and completely holds the
icterest all the way
through.

Cast. — Reginald Denny
gives a clean and refresh-
ing performance. Mabel
Julienne Scott is pleasing
as the society girl and she
and the hero get over some
love scenes that . are hard
to beat. There is quite a
large supporting cast that
includes several other well known names.

Photography, Lighting, Direction.—The photography is excel-i

lent and several artistic views of the surf are .shown. The!
"society" interiors are well done and all other sets are equally"
well chosen. The director has handled the story skillfully and
the results are thoroughly satisfying.

m
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Riley, W igwam theatre, Obcrlin, Kans.
—General patronage.

Wid Gunning, Inc.

The Girl from God's Country, with
Nell Shipman.—Very good picture and
excellent variety of stunts. We ran
this picture for ten cents to every one,
but will stand double this admission.

—

Lynn Overton, Majestic theatre, Ban-
gor, Mich.—General patronage.

The Girl from God's Country, with
Xell Shipman.—Some of it impossible,
but if your patrons like aeroplane stuff

it is all right. Did not hear good or bad
remarks on this.—J. \V. Heft, l'astime
theatre, Horicon, Wis.—Neighborhood
patronage.

State Rights
Two Fisted Jefferson (Arrow), with

Jack lloxic.—Good Western but a few
strong titles that I can't sec how they
escaped the censor. Other than these
raw edge titles, picture fine. Some good
comedy too. Fine business one day.

—

Hugh G. Martin, American theatre, Co-
lumbus, (la.—Transient patronage.

Sure Fire Flint (Mastodon), with
Johnny Mines.—This is a mighty good
picture. Sure pleased here. — J. C.
JttcKee, Electric theatre, Bobvar, Mo.

—

Neighborhood patronage.
Sure Fire Flint (Mastodon), with

Johiinv Hines.—A good comedy of the
type that pleases.—W. A. Dutton, Plaza
theatre. Manchester, Iowa.—Small town
patronage.

Lucky Dan i < ioldstone), with Richard
Talmadge.—This boy is a go getter.

His stunts were as good as Fairbanks
in the old palmy days before Doug tried

high brow .stuff. They say he used to
double for Fairbanks and he certainly
would be able to.—R. Ross Riley, Wig-
wam theatre. Oberlin, Kans.—General
patronage.

Notoriety (Weber-North), with a spe-
cial cast.—Absolutely nothing to it but
the advertising matter, and that was
good. Plenty of flashy paper and good
ads in the press sheets, but the picture
was not there. Lay off. Attendance fair.

A. Mitchell, Dixie theatre, Russcllville,
Ky.—Small town patronage.

Ashamed of Parents (Warner Bros),
with a special cast.—The father is fine,

the girl good, but the son, the lead, was
rather tame. Good story, but old plot
worked over pretty fair. Not a special
but a good program picture.— R. Ross

Riley, Wigwam theatre, Oberlin, Kans.
—General patronage.

Flesh and Blood (W. P. E. C), with
Lon Chaney.—Personally this would not
appeal to me for a high class first run
house, but seemed to satisfy my audi-
ences as a program picture. Many told
me it was "quite good." Has capable
supporting cast.—Sterling theatre, Gree-
ley, Colo.—General patronage.

Double O (Arrow), with Jack Hoxie.
—Say, this kid is there. His first picture
with us and am glad we have more
booked. Good looking, and can act.

Some combination.—R. Ross Riley, Wig-
wam theatre, Oberlin, Kans.—General
patronage.

School Days (Warner Bros.), with
Wesley Barry.— Fine for small town if

you can buy it right. Advertise big and
yju will do the business.—C. R. Mar-
shall. Midget theatre. Golden City, Mo.

—

Small town patronage.

A Western Adventurer ( Pioneer), with
William Fairbanks.— Fairbanks is as
good as some other better known West-
ern stars. Good business and satisfied.

—

R. Ross Riley, Wigwam theatre, Ober-
lin, Kans.—General patronage.
Tangled Trails (Steiner), with Neal

Hart.—Went good Saturday night with
good comedy.—J. B. Laughlin, Bart's
Mecca, Midland, Mich.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Powder Rivets.— Six reels. Sold as
nine. Stars none. War actions taken
from productions we had during the war,
patched together with every splice mis-
framing half a hole. Sold to the Amer-
ican Legion as a wonderful picture and
it was—a wonderful piece of junk. Film
rotten, worn out. If this junk peddler
comes to your town to work the Legion
boys watch him and if you must run it

put something with it to make up a
show.—A. B. Anderson, Grand theatre,
Dill Rapids, S. D.

Short Subjects
Century Comedies (Universal).—All

are very good. They are so varied that

two a week may be run.—S. M. South-
worth, The American theatre, Canton,
N. Y.—Neighborhood and college patron-
age.

International News (Universal).—I've

sent in a report on this before, but I am
finding International News so good that
I am using as much newspaper space on
it as I do on a lot of my pictures. I've

used them all, but this one tops the rest.

—S. G. Hide, Photoplay theatre, Ashland,
Kans.—Small town patronage.

The Leather Pushers (Universal), with
Reginald Denny.—The best short sub-
jects we have run. Thev are a novelty
and they get the crowds. Have just
finished first series. Will run others if

they don't hold us up on them.— Rcis &
Miller, Lake View theatre, Lake View,
Iowa.—Neighborhood patronage.

Lloyd Reissues (Pathe), with Harold
Lloyd.—Great for filling in your program.
Prints always in good condition.—J. W.
Heft, Pastime theatre, Horicon, Wis.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Lloyd Reissues (Pathe), with Harold
Lloyd.—As a rule they arc all good and
will help out any feature.— B. C. Burden,
Gay theatre, Wilcox, Nebr.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Our Gang Comedies (Pathe).— Pathe
is to be congratulated on these comedies.
They're simply fine. Clean, funny com-
edies which please both young and old.

—

H. G. Sweet, Royal theatre, Royal Cen-
tre, Ind.—Small town patronage.

Screen Snapshots (Pathe).—Very in-

teresting and entertaining single reel. A
good bet once or twice a month.— F. E.
Sabin, Majestic theatre, Eureka, Mont.
—Small town patronage.

Semon Comedies (Vitagraph), with
Larry Semon.—We have shown a good
number of Semon comedies and have
found every one a knock out. I find
that showing the comedy last works out
the best.—Henry Saubers, Fad theatre,
Fairfax, S. D.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Pilgrim (F. N.), with Charles
Chaplin.—Some say this comedian has
lost his drawing power, but this picture
proved the reverse with us. It seems
the preachers are more narrow in some
cities than they are in Omaha, as we have
heard no complaints here. Ran this with
Will Rogers in The Ropin' Fool and a
Pathe Review and in the language of
some immortal sage, "mopped up."—Wil-
liam H. Creal, Suburban theatre, Omaha,
Nebr.—Neighborhood patronage.

The P.lgrim (F. N.), with Charles
Chaplin.— Double featured this with A
Question of Honor at increased admis-
sions and broke our house record made
on Way Down East. Both features

pleased highly. A Question of Honor
was especially appropriate here as New
York City is expending about $20,000,000
on the construction of a dam and a tun-
nel in this vicinity for water supply and
the people could understand that the
scenes in the picture were true to life.

—

Chas. W. Lewis, I. O. O. F. theatre,

Earle Williams, Cullen Landis, Wanda Hawley and Alice Calhoun in two scenes from "Masters of Men," the Vitagraph special
production directed by David Smith.
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Grand Gorge, N. Y.—Small town patron-

age.

The Alarm (Fox), with Al St. John.—
More laughs in this comedy than in The
Pilgrim. This will bolster up a weak
feature. Full of comedy gags.—Chas. H.

Ryan, Garfield theatre, Chicago, 111.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

No Wedding Bells (Vitagraph), with

Larry Semon.—Absolutely a good clean

comedy. Semon is there when it comes

to slapstick. You can't find better com-

edies than Semon's.—Reis & Miller, Lake
View theatre, Yake View, Iowa.—Neigh-

borhood patronage.

The Tattle Tail (Universal), with

Brownie.—A good dog and kid comedy
that pleased all, judging from the laugh-

ter. Used on family night. American
Plan, with Lee Moran, also good, espe-

cially the last reel. Some new stuff in it.

—P. G. Vaughan, Royal theatre, Lee's

Summit, Mo.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Grocery Clerk (Vitagraph), with

Larry Semon.—These Semon comedies

are good, but we like Keaton's better,

from Metro.—Olen Reynolds, Pearl the-

atre, Hymera, Ind.—Small town patron-

age.

The Sportsman (Vitagraph), with

Larry Semon.—Not up to Semon's usual

high standard. You can get by on it

though.—S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre,

Ashland, Kans.—Small town patronage.

The Counter Jumper (Vitagraph) with

Larry Semon.—The best Semon comedy
we have ever run. Boys, they have an

egg stunt in this one that is good. All

mv patrons did for a week after it ran

was ask me if I know how they ran the

egg, but I couldn't tell them.—Reis &
Miller, Lake View theatre, Lake View,
Iowa.—Neighborhood patronage.

Peg o' the Movies (Universal), with
Baby Peggy.—If the other five are no
better than this one I got "hooked."
Peggy is very cute, but the picture con-
sists of a large number of cute poses
and impersonations and not much com-
edy. Drew a world of children.—P. G.
Vaughan, Royal theatre, Lee's Summit,
Mo.—Neighborhood patronage.

No Luck (Educational), with Lloyd
Hamilton.—Very good. If this one
doesn't make 'em laugh nothing will.

Ham in his Valentino dance and as a

trombone player get a big laugh.—Chas.
H. Ryan, Garfield theatre, Chicago, 111.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Shoulder Arms (F. N.), with Charles
Chaplin.—This is old, but very good, and
the print was in excellent condition.

—

Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neills-

ville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

The Saw Mill (Vitagraph), with Larry
Semon.—Excellent comedy. Well liked.

—G. Strasser Sons, Emblem theatre,

Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Saw Mill (Vitagraph), with Larry
Semon.—We can always get a crowd on
a Semon comedy. The Saw Mill is the

best we have ever run.—Smith & Beard,
Lyric theatre, Waterloo, Ind.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Nobody's Wife (Educational), a Chris-

tie comedy.—This is a fine comedy with
laughs all of the way. Nearly all of

Educational comedies are good.—Audi-
torium theatre, Eimwood, Wis.—Small
town patronage.

Crime in a Big City (Pathe), an Aesop
Fable.—Again I say these fables are the

best cartoon stuff on the market. Often
they save the feature from flopping.—R.
Ross Riley, Wigwam theatre, Oberlin,
Kans.—General patronage.

The Village Sheik (Fox), with Al St.

John.—Better than the average two reel

comedy. Some new stunts and good

What other

Critics say!

Packs, what they call a wal-

lop. The screen has few play-

ers of Denny's virility and

clean-cut punch.

—

C h i c a g o

Daily Journal.

Sure-fire entertainment and

will please everyone. Fine

audience appeal and has plenty

of exploitation angles.

—

The

Film Daily.

This is an achievement. Ac-

tion, pathos, some pretty out-

door scenery, a fine story all

the way through—what more

can one ask of a photoplay ?

—

New York Morning Tele-

graph.

Rings true from beginning to

end. It is Jack London's story,

told in the straightforward

convincing style of the author

himself.

—

Chicago Herald and

Examiner.

An excellent vehicle for this

Universal star. The story

starts out well and holds the

attention right through to the

final climax. There is humor,

pathos and not a little drama.
—Exhibitors Herald.

^ABYSMAL BRUTE
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USE THIS BLANK

Box Office Reports Tell the Whole
Story.

Join in This Co-operative Service

Report Regularly on
Pictures You Exhibit
And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Pictures
Are Doing for Other Exhibitors

Fill in this blank now and send
to Exhibitors Herald, 417 S. Dear-
born St., Chicago.

Title

Star

Producer

Remarks

Tide

Star

Producer

Remarks

Exhibitor

Name of Theatre

Transient or Neighborhood Pat-

ronage

City

State

laughs in this one.—H. G. Stettmuud,
Jr., Odeon theatre, Chandler, Okla.

Choose Your Weapons ( Educational), a
Christie comedy.—Well up to the Christie
standard.—Walter H. Musson, Queen's
theatre, Hespeler, Ont., Can.—Small town
patronage.

Torchy's Nut Sundae (Educational),
with Johnnie Hines.—Very good Torchy
comedy. Pleased.—Clifford L. Niles.
Grand theatre, Anamosa, Iowa.—General
patronage.

Chop Suey (Educational), a Christie
comedy.—O. K. Dorothy Devore does
good work in. this one.—Walter H. Mus-
son, Queen's theatre, Hespeler, Ont., Can.
—Small town patronage.

Simple Life (Vitagraph), with Larry
Semon.—Very good comedy. Well liked.

—G. Strasser Sons, Emblem theatre,
Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

You and Me (Universal), with Brownie.
—Very good for kid comedy. Brownie is

good and picture ends with good laugh.

—

M. D. Foster, Gem theatre, Williamsburg,
Kans.—Neighborhood patronage.

Dandy Dan (Fox), with a special cast.

—Very poor comedy. Nothing to it.—G.
Strasser Sons, Emblem theatre, Buffalo,
N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

Short Weight (Universal), with
Brownie.—Good Brownie comedy. Most
Brownies are good.—M. D. Foster, Gem
theatre, Williamsburg, Kans.— Neighbor-
hood patronage.

A Pair of Sixes (Educational), a Chris-
tie comedy.—Very pleasing comedy.

—

Geo. G. Kress, Hudson theatre, Ro-
chester, N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

Circus Days ( Educational).—A very
good two reel comedy. The only fault I

find, these two reel comedies arc too high
for a small town. They do not draw
enough extra business to pay for what
they tax the exhibitor.— P. G. Held, Ster-
ling theatre, Fairmont, Neb.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Take Next Car (Pathc).—Good com-
edy. One of the best one reel comedies
we ever played.—Geo. J. Kress. Hudson
theatre, Rochester. N. Y.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Sportsman (Vitagraph), with
Larry Semon.—This would be a good
comedy if it was not cut up so badly.
Too much missing. Print not in good
condition.— P. G. Held. Sterling theatre,
Fairmont, Neb.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

The Small Town Derby (Universal).—
Good comedy. The mule puts this over
in good shape.—Geo. J. Kress. Hudson
theatre, Rochester, N. Y.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Rain Maker (Educational), with
Lloyd Hamilton.—A good clean comedy
that keeps 'em laughing from beginning
to end. Book it and watch 'em roar.

—

Roy Dowling, Ozark theatre, Ozark, Ala.
—General patronage.

A Punctured Prince (Metro), with
Bull Montana.—Was agreeably surprised.
Thought it would be coarse and vulgar,
but found it to be very funny with some
new twists.—S. M. Southworth, Amer-
ican theatre. Canton, N. Y.—Neighbor-
hood and college patronage.

Man vs. Beast (Educational).—Very
interesting two-reeler of big game hunt-
ing in Africa. Many favorable com-
ments.—H. G. Stettmund, Jr., Odeon
theatre, Chandler. Okla.

A Dog Gone Mix Up (C. B. C). with
Hall Room Boys.—An absolute knock
out. Two reels of screams.—J. B.
Laughlin, Bart's Mecca, Midland, Mich.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Robinson Crusoe Ltd. (Educational),

with Lloyd Hamilton.—A knockout.
Every one liked it.—S. G. Ihde, Photr>
play theatre, Ashland, Kans. — Small
town patronage.

Torchy Turns Cupid (Educational),
with Johnny Hines.—This is the poorest
Torchy comedy we have shown. Not
much comedy in it.—Auditorium theatre,
Elmwood, Wis.—Small town patronage.

Love and War (Fox).—Good clean
and laugh producing comedy.—Fred J.
Jahrries, New Castle theatre, New Cas-
tle, Ky.—General patronage.

Rapid Fire (Educational), with Lige
Conley.—Very good comedy. He is tak-
ing the lead here. You can expect fun
when you book him.—Roy Dowling,
Ozark theatre, Ozark, Ala.—General pat-
ronage.

Step Forward (F. N.), with Ben Tur-
pin.—Another good comedy. About the
best of Turpin that we have had.—Audi-
torium theatre, Elmwood, Wis.—Small
town patronage.

Young Sherlocks (Pathe), with Our
Gang.—This was our first Our Gang
Comedy. Will say that it was a 100%
comedy. Print in A 1 condition.—Henry
Saubers, Fad theatre, Fairfax, S. D.—
Neighborhood patronage.

The Paleface (F. N.), with Buster
Keaton.— Poorest Keaton has done for

us. Only one laugh in whole comedy.
— Reis & Miller, Lake View theatre,

Lake View, Iowa.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

For Land's Sake (Educational).—

A

fast and furious comedy that provokes
real laughter all the wav through.— Chas.
W. Lewis, I. O. O. F. theatre, Grand
Gorge, N. Y.—Small town patronage. I

Flashing Signs

1
are

Eye
Catchers
85% of the sign

Hashing of the
country it done

economi-
you.

> £f?££0) H ASHERS. Let's tell you how econ

< IfiS^cally an J reliably they would flash for

ELECTRIC COMPANV
Mfra. of Reco Color Hoods and Motors

2651 W. Congress St. CHICAGO

BULL DOG
FILM CEMENT

ULL DOfijj "the old reliable"
i e«orr|

Your Supply Dealer has It

CLASSIFIED

Five Cents per Word Payable
in Advance. Minimum Charge,

$1.00

THEATRE FOR SALE
FOR SALE: Completely equipped picture the-

atre. Modern. Powers machines, pipe organ, etc.

Southern Michigan town 5,000. Good business.

Box "Y," Exhibitors Herald.

PHOTOP.LAYER FOR SALE
FOR SAL^: American Photoplayer, style 4S

used two years, fine organ effect, too large for my
theatre—$1,500.00. J. G. Varnell, Piedmont, Ala.
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CAN A
WOMAN
LOVE TWICE
NO more beautiful picture will be offered this season to

discriminating theatres than "CAN A WOMAN
LOVE TWICE."

It is a thing apart,—a picture of higher quality—done
with more finesse—a production that stands out as un-
usual—a picture for those who love the finer things of life.

First run theatres everywhere have been asking for "finer

pictures." "CAN A WOMAN LOVE TWICE" is one of
F.B.O.'s first answers to that nation-wide request for 1923.

There will be more during the season.

Ask your nearest F.B.O. exchange to screen this splen-

did offering for you. To see it means to book it.

Story by Wyndham Gittens Directed by James W. Home
Presented by P. A. Powers

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
OF AMERICA, Inc.
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THEATRE CONSTRUCTION
AND EQUIPMENT

Offers Patrons Free Taxi to Show
Rain Insurance Makes Possible Novel Innovation for Waterloo, la., Exhibitor Who

Advertises Free Transportation in Event of Rain
"If it rains call a taxi. Don't stay-

away from the show. We'll pay the
taxi bill." '

That's jazz advertising copy with a
punch—and it's ready-to-serve for any
exhibitor that wants it.

Alexander Frank. Rialto theatre, Wa-
terloo, la., used almost exactly those
words in his advertising for "The Flirt"
and stood ready to make good his prom-
ise without expense to himself or the
encumbrance of a taxi tie-up.

Rain insurance made it possible.
Mr. Frank had insured his attendance

for Saturday night between the hour.-,

of 6 and 9 in the amount of $400. which
will pay a lot of taxi fare. A great
many showmen have taken advantage of
rain insurance since this paper made it

A New Rialto Wonder Picture

The Greatest Story of

American Life

i Ever Screened

FREE YELLOW TAXI SERVICE
FOR RIALTO THEATRE PATRONS!

tl OUR KXPfEta n> Ik. Mi t> ttt* at».

Jo tMl to st*j &t homo onaecoaal of nun or bad nulw
Rfclto Worxhr PKtarM Pita Kialto Won

known that such policies were available,
but Mr. Frank is the first showman to
capitalize his business foresight in an
exploitation way. Incidentally, the press
took the stunt as an innovation and con-
tributed an original story worth many
times the cost of the insurance.
One of the Strand advertisements and

the newspaper story are reproduced in

illustration of this account. For the
information of other exhibitors who
wish to avail themselves of this insurance
in similar manner the following explana-
tion of how the policies operate is pre-
sented :

Te lis Conditions
Under Which Rain
Pol lcies Operate

Kev*— fifott sad Jeff — PtrfanBinoea 1 3-5-7 D. ah™ ioc-S5c I

Reproduction of newspaper advertisement used by
Alexander Frank of the Rialto, Waterloo, la.,

on Univei sal's "The Flirt.*' Note free ride in-
vitation at bottom.

By W. J. HATCHER
Rain insurance policies in dealing with

moving picture theatres recognize and
provide for two measures of precipitation,
namely, one-tenth and two-tenths of an
inch, either of which is optional. These
amounts of rainfall will be the minimum
precipitation which would be required in

order to establish a basis for a claim for

loss by rainfall under the policy. Fur-
thermore, the methods under which rain
insurance is conducted, provide that the
insured minimum rainfall must occur
during a stated period of hours on any
day insured. This period of hours is

also optional. One may elect during
what period the rainfall is to be insured
against as well as the minimum amount
of rainfall against which the insurance
is effected. The cost of the insurance
increases with the length of the period
of hours and is fifty per cent higher for
insurance against one-tenth of an inch
than it is for two-tenths of an inch.

* * *

Rainfall becomes measurable at one-
hundredth of an inch, which is indeed
a negligible amount, so that one-tenth oi

an inch represents a light rainfall. Two-
tenths of an inch, however, especially

if it occurs within a short time, may rep-

resent a comparatively hard shower.
Under average conditions, the protec-

tion afforded by an insurance policy pred-
icated on one-tenth of an inch rainfall,

is far more secure than would be the

case under a policy providing for a

minimum of two-tenths of an inch rain-

fall. No rain policy provides a basis for

a claim unless at least the minimum
rainfall specified in the policv, has oc-
curred during the insured period of hours.
While any rainfall of less than one-tenth
of an inch is unlikely to seriously inter-

fere with attendance at a theatre, still,

insurance based on one-tenth of an inch
minimum is very much to be desired in

preference to two-tenths of an inch.

Usually theatre owners effect insur-

Free Taxi to Rialto
on Rainy Sundays,
Insurance Feature

April showers In th« evening are
not to be permitted, to Interfere
with "The Flirt," Booth Tarking-
ton'e masterpiece, starting at the
Rialto theatre Sunday. It It ralnB
between the hours of S and 9 'p. m
Sunday those -who wleh to see "The
Flirt" may ride to the theatre In a
taxlc&h at the expenee of Manager
Alexander Frank.

That is one of the new wrinkles
of Frank's new "rain Insurance"
for some of the big feature pictures
he has booked for the Rialto dur-
ing the spring- weeks. Frank has
contracted for rain Insurance with
tbe MaMarray Insurance agency,
Waterloo, for $400 worth of pro-
tection for eight successive Sun-
daws, the Insurance to be paid him
should it rain 1 1-10 of an Inch be-
tween tbe hours if 6 and 9 p. ro.

on any of those days.

The Insurance la taken oat to
corer a (Troop of hLghpticed speclsl
plotu raw booked for the Rialto the-
atre for the next eight weeks. "The
Flirt" Is the first of these big plc-
tures'to he so Insured.
»

Story in Waterloo paper inspired by offer ol

free taxi to the Rialto theatre to see "The
Flirt" in the event that it should rain.

ance against one-tenth of an inch during
a period anticipating to some extent, th(

time when people would be deciding

whether or not to go to the show anc

slightly overlapping the time of the com-
mencement of the show. In the majorit\

of cases where the bulk of the attendant
is had during the afternoon and evening
performances, it has been the custorr

to insure from 2 or 3 in the aftemooi
up to 9 or 10 in the evening, as anj

rainfall in that time would cut dowi
the attendance to the afternoon shov
and to night shows. Ordinarilv, there

fore, this insurance would best be writ

ten for a period of 6 or 7 hours agains

one-tenth of an inch rainfall.

Such policies always provide for ar

expressed agreement between the insure

and the insurance company of the man
ner in which the rainfall shall be meas

ured during the insured period. Th

policies therefore provide for the nam.

ing of a person designated to measur

the rainfall and also the place where th

rain gauge used in such measuremen'
shall be located. In most towns an

cities of any size the United State

Weather Bureau either maintains a rep

ular paid observer or has established cc

operative relations with some prominen
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Nowfurnished in thousandfoot lengths

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
Results obtained through printing on

Eastman Positive Film justify the painstaking

efforts of the camera-man. It reproduces with

striking fidelity every tone of the negative

from highest light to deepest shadow. It

carries quality through to the screen.

Eastman Film, both regular and

tinted base—now obtainable in

thousand foot lengths, is identified

throughout its length by the words

"Eastman" "Kodak" stenciled in

black letters in the transparent

margin.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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When a better

screen is built

it will also be a

-:-MINUSA-:-

Samples and literature upon request

MINUSA CINE SCREEN CO.
Bomont at Morgan Saint Louis

"Vorld I Largest Producers^/

potion Picture Screens.

Dingy Corners
In Your Theatres?

Brighten Them Up
Quickly -Easily

—Cheaply

After the dust the clean-

ers have raised has settled

the cyclone blower will

reach the inaccessible

spots.

Use It Daily

Complete with 20 ft. cord,

rubber extension nozzle,

oil-can and oil

$40

Green Equipment Corp.
MONADNOCK BLOCK, CHICAGO, ILL

citizen forthe measurement of rainfall.

In the majority of cases wherever such
facilities exist, it is desirable to effect
arrangements with the Government man
and insurance companies, practically
without exception, accept such Govern-
ment men as reliable.

Where arrangements of this kind are
not available, it is the custom to agree
upon a reliable and disinterested person
to measure the rainfall and insurance
companies usually are in a position to
loan a standard instrument through their

agents which may be used by the ob-
server. Any fee charged by an observer,
whether a co-operative man under the
Weather Bureau, or a specially appointed
man, must be paid by the insured, whose
duty it is to properly notify the observer
of the period during which rainfall is

to be measured.

Insurance companies have provided
three methods or forms of protection,
all of which are predicated on an agreed
amount of insurance on any one dav and
against a minimum of rainfall during a

stated period of hours. One form of

policv guarantees the expenses and if the
expenses on any one day may be separ-

ately determined in contrast with any
other day of the week, and such expenses
should embrace all actual expense inci-

dent to the performance on any one day,

then the company can issue such a policy
making good the expenses on anv one
day. If the expenses cannot be definitely

apportioned to anv one dav. then this

form is not applicable. As a matter of

fact, although provided for. it has never
proved attractive to picture theatre own-
ers.

A more common form of insurance is

one providing for insurance of income
on any one day and for a scries of days,

with a separate amount on each of them.
Under such policies the insured exhibits

to the insurance company his previous
financial experience from other feature

films in order to show what income he

may rightfully expect. A reasonable

amount of insurance of income is then

agreed upon for each day to be insured

and under this form of policy if the in-

sured rainfall occurs on any day, then

the company becomes liable for the dif-

ference between the insurance and the

receipts for that day.

Still another and perhaps the most
popular form of protection offered is what
is known as the valued policy, under
which an agreed amount based on ex-

penses or receipts, is arranged for, for

each day. and if the insured rainfall oc-

curs the full amount of this insurance for

any day becomes payable without deduc-
tion for receipts or an investigation of

the incurred expenses or receipts. The in-

surance companies require, however, that

the insurable interest on each dav be
shown and allowance is always made
for the probability that some receipts or

income will be received, even though it

does rain and on that account less in-

surance is offered under this valued form
than either of the other two.
Agents are usually to be found in

any town of 500 population or over.

May—During what period did old King
Tut-Ankh-Amen die? Ray—Judging from
the amount of stuff they buried with him,

I'd say it was the stor-age.

—

"Topics of

the Day" Films.

Tut! Tut!

Lives of Pharoahs all remind us

We can make our lives sublime
And departing leave behind us

Fashions on the sands of time.

—Boston Advertiser.

THEATRE
CONTRACTS
AWARDED

During the month of March con-
tracts were awarded for the con-
struction of 14 motion picture the-
atre and six other theatre buildings
in the districts shown in the fol-

lowing table:

Motion Picture Theatres

No. Square
District Projects Feet Cost

Boston 2 7,700 $115,000
New York . . 4 30,600 200,000
Philadelphia . 1 1,200 5,000
Pittsburgh

. 4 37,200 123,000
Chicago 2 3,900 25,000
Minneapolis ... ....

Atlanta 1 3,000 12,000

Total 14 83,600 $480,000

Other Theatre Buildings

Boston 2 29,800 $100,000
New York ....
Philadelphia . 1 3,000
Pittsburgh . . 1 20,000
Chicago 1 3,000 12,000
Minneapolis ... ....
Atlanta 1 4,400 30,000

Total 6 37,200 $165,000

These figures are compiled and
published through the courtesy of
the F. W. Dodge Company, New
York City.

New Projects

Bangor, Mich.—Lynn Overton, man-
ager and owner of the Majestic theatre,
Bangor, will build a new theatre in this

city to cost $20,000. Construction will

start May 10. The Majestic will be
closed.

•

Grand Rapids, Mich.—John McElwee,
local representative for a group of De-
troit men plans to erect a theatre here
at Lake drive and Genessee avenue which
will cost $35,000 and seat 1,200.

Springfield, 111.—Plans have been ap-
proved for a new theatre to occupy the

site of the present Chatterton house here.

George C. Hickox is head of a building
company which has been managing the

Chatterton. The new house will cost

$350,000 and seat 2,000.

Kansas City, Mo.—Plans have been
completed by Wilkinson & Crans for a

theatre to be erected at 5429 Troost

Dodge City, Kan.—Construction of a

$40,000 theatre will be started here soon
it has been announced by W. O. Thomp-
son, who has awarded contract for the

building to J. N. Parham of Dodge City.

Boiler Bros., 508 Ridge Building, Kansas
City, Mo., have prepared plans.

Centerville. Ia.—The management of

the Majestic theatre here has received

plans from Boiler Bros., architects, for a

new theatre to be erected in this city. It

will seat 1.100.

Mother (showing little daughter the

museum)—These figures are Egyptian

mummies. Little Louise—Oh, mamma,
where are the daddies?

—

"Topics of the

Day" Films.
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ChicagoTradeEvents
Anti-Screen Bills Go

By Boards in Illinois

Elgin Defeats Daylight Saving

and De Kalb Takes Rap
at Blue Noses

At least two cities of Illinois are better

off for having held elections last week.

Elgin voted down daylight saving

by a vote of 6,309 to 5,255.

De Kalb, by a vote of 1,488 to

1.224, gives the theatres the privilege

of operating on Sunday.

In Danville, however, those opposing

the reform forces were not so fortunate,

the voters electing the Rev. Thurman F.

Shouse mayor on a "law and order" plat-

form and against Sunday shows.

Defeated at Three Elections

Elgin's defeat of the daylight saving

plan is the third victory for the antis, the

question having been voted on on two
previous occasions. The proposition car-

ried in only one precinct, the seventh,

which is the city hall district.

The blue law fight in De Kalb was not
participated in by the theatres, the own-
ers remaining neutral throughout. This

was De Kalb's third referendum on the
question of Sunday opening and inciden-

tally the first victory for the liberal

forces.

Theatres Not in Fight

The De Kalb victory is a glowing ex-
ample of the power of public opinion, the
question of Sunday opening having been
raised by citizens in nowise associated
with the industry, the fight having been
carried through to a successful conclusion
by them.
The Elgin and De Kalb victories and

the short life of the blue law measure
in the state legislature indicate a grow-
ing strength among the liberal forces of
the state.

Chicago Picture Opens
The Blair Coan production, "The

Little Girl Next Door." will open at the
Orpheum theatre on April 28. The pic-

ture stars Pauline Starke and was made
at the old Essanay studio, Chicago.

In case you do not know it Nat Roy-
ster is handling the publicity for the M. P.
T. O. Palace of Progress, which is to
occupy the Coliseum from May 19 to 26.

Nat just got through with the Russians.

* * *

The Goldwyn go-getters, after three
weeks on the road, were called into the
office last Saturday and after listening to
District Supervisor George A. Hickey
each received bonus checks. The Spring
Drive will continue until May 12.

* * *

Dan Roche, Paramount publicist, was
down on the bill on Sunday night at the
Woods theatre, to follow the picture "The
Covered Wagon." It was Dan's duty to
introduce Emerson Hough, and although
he had a poor "spot" on the program, he
got away with it.

* * *

R. C. Seerv, district manager First Na-
tiona, was in St. Louis last week.

INTERVIEWING H. A. SNOW—On
their recent visit to Chicago Mr. and
Mrs. Snow posed for the above with

J. Ray Murray of the HERALD staff.

Mr. Snow declared Chicago's Loop
made him more nervous than hunting
wild animals in Africa. The Universal
picture "Hunting Big Game in Africa

with Gun and Camera," opened April

22 at the Randolph theatre, Chicago.
Mrs. Snow, her two boys and daugh-
ter, age 5 years, accompanied the
intrepid hunter on his twenty-seven
months' trip.

Public Protest Brings

Early Demise for Blue

Law Measure in Illinois

Following protests by public spirited

citizens of Illinois, Senator MacMurray
of Chicago withdrew the blue law bill

framed by the Lord's Day Alliance from

committee and moved that it be tabled.

The request was granted, thereby killing

the measure within a week after its intro-

duction at Springfield.

In requesting withdrawal of the meas-
ure, Senator MacMurray declared that

he did not believe that Sunday observ-
ance was a subiect for control by the
legislature, and that he had consented to

introduce the bill under the condition that

it be marked "by request." It was not
so marked, however, and was reported as

being Senator MacMurray's bill.

Staging a Contest
Ralph Kettering, publicity representa-

tive of Jones, Linick and Schaefer, to-

gether with Si Greiver of the Greiver Ex-
change, is staging a shop girl's picture
contest in connection with the showing of
"Only a Shop Girl" at the Orpheum thea-
tre, on State street, week of May 6. In
connection with the local Hearst papers
it is proposed to send the winner of the
contest to California together with a
chaperone with an opportunity to appear
in pictures while there. All the contest-

ants must be Chicago shop girls.

Three Big Ones Open
At Chicago Theatres

All Draw Enormous Crowds,
According to Reports

by Companies
Life was just one big opening after

another for Chicagoans this week. On
Sunday night, April 22, three big pictures

were bidding for the public's attention
and patronage.
"Enemies of Women" opened at the

Roosevelt theatre, and played to six

capacity houses on Sunday. "The Cov-
ered Wagon" opened at Woods for an
extended run and was greeted with ap-
plause throughout the evening. "Hunt-
ing Big Game in Africa" the H. A. Snow-
Universal feature, which has been
heralded from every billboard for weeks,
drew tremendous crowds at the Randolph.

Issues 12,000 Invitations

In connection with the latter picture
the Universal exchange sent out over
12,000 invitations to Chicago's school
teachers to attend the African Hunt pic-

ture, as the guests of Samuel Gertz and
the Universal Pictures Corporation.

Mr. Gertz, who is but 21 years of age,

has inaugurated an advertising campaign
that will reach every school child in the

city. He is known as the "menu king"
because of his unique menu advertising.

School student tickets will be sold in his

offices in the Garrick theatre building.

Due for Long Run

Backed by the Hearst papers, the Cos-
mopolitan picture at the Roosevelt the-

atre broke all records for that house and
the picture is due for a long run.

"The Covered Wagon" got off to a

good start and it is undoubtedly the most
pretentious effort of the Famous Play-

ers Lasky Corporation. It is now in its

sixth week in New York and will doubt-

less run many weeks both here and in the

East. An elaborate prolog was used for

the Chicago presentation and a large

orchestra rendered a splendid musical

accompaniment.
Emerson Hough, the author of the

piece, was present and expressed his

pleasure at being able to witness such a

finished reproduction of his book.

Goldwyn Official Here
F. J. Godsol, president of Goldwyn

Pictures, paid the Chicago exchange a

visit last Friday. Mr. Godsol was on his

way to Los Angeles where he will per-

sonally supervise some of the forth-

coming productions.

F. A. Wasgien of the DeGraw theatre,

Brookfield, Missouri, has been elected

delegate to the Chicago national conven-

tion of the M. P. T. O. A.

* * *

Walter D. Nealand, Goldwyn's hus-

tling exploiteer, made Peoria, 111., last

week. (Read that fast and see how it

sounds.) He was telling the patrons of

Dee Robinson's Madison theatre all about
"The Christian," which commenced a

very successful week April 22. Walt is

going to put on some big stunts for

"Souls for Sale" in Chicago, if the police,

the elements and the big bosses don't

stop him.
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i" CHICAGO PERSONALITIES !

JOE LYON, the Fox salesman, met
with a slight accident on our windy

boulevard—Wabash ave.—last week when
a piece of steel lo'dged in his eye.

* * *

Roderick Ross, chairman of the Hamil-

ton Club's motion picture committee,

knows how to put on a show. He "held

'em out" for two hours with "Hunting

Wild Animals in Africa" last Friday

night.
* * »

James Collins, of the Francis theatre,

was called to Cincinnati last week to at-

tend the funeral of a nephew, killed in

an auto accident.
* * «

"Grad" Sears isn't going to let any of

these other swell dressers steD around
him at these social functions, even if he

has to wear yellow dogs with full dress.

* * *

Didja pipe Julius Lamb at the M. P.

T. O. banquet at the Sherman Hotel, the

other night? Full dress regalia, lodge pin

and everything.
* * *

Paul Bush, who is now with the Ra-
diotone people, is back in town for a few

days from California. He got in Satur-

day from Los Angeles.
* * *

Leo Salkin, who has held down the job

of manager of the Jackson Park theatre

for upwards of six years, is now running
the Kenwood theatre, at 47th and Ken-
wood.

* * *

Dave Rice is now managing the Jack-
son Park theatre.

* * *

"Dick" Healy, of Thirty-fifth and Hal-

sted streets, is driving around Film Row
in a much disguised Ford sedan. Park-
ing lights, nickel radiator, rich upholstery,

'n everything. Don't believe Henry Ford
himself would recognize the darn thing.

* * *

Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Henoch, of the

Stratford theatre, in conjunction with H.
O. Martin, manager of Pathe exchange,
have closed a deal whereby Harold
Lloyd's latest rib-tiokler, "Safety Last,"
goes into Orchestra Hall for an indefinite

run, commencing May 28.

* * *

Those attending the Fox meeting last

week, held at the local exchange were:
R. A. White, general sales manager;
Saml. Dcmbow, assistant sales manager;
Sid Meyer, manager, Chicago; E. F. Tar-
bell, Minneapolis; Bert Edwards, Kansas
City; Harry Hyman, Omaha; Ward
Scott, Denver; George McKee, St. Louis;
Rudolph Knowpfle, Cincinnati; W. D.
Ward, Detroit; Harry Bailey, Indian-
apolis, and A. C. Buchanan, Oklahoma.

* * *

Fox has started its Summer drive with
"The Town That Forgot God," which
has made a hit in the Eastern territory.

* * *

Film Booking Office also has a big fea-
ture on hand, "Westbound Limited,"
which Local Branch Manager Sampson
is preparing to get behind.

* * *

Ralph Kettering and Norman Field of
the Jones, Linick & Schaefer forces, met
with a slight accident while taxi riding

By J. R. M.„ J
around town the other day, but both are
on the job.

* * *

Ben Reingold, manager of Goldwyn's
exchange, is busy these days trying to
find dates for "Souls for Sale," as he is

literally swamped with requests for this

film.

CONVENTION
AFTERMATH

Here's three cheers and a Tiger for

Glenn Reynolds. You know Glenn is the
new president of the Illinois Motion Pic-

ture Owners. De-
spite that bald
pate he ought to

make a "go-get-
ter" (Cosmopoli-
tan please note)
of a president.

Ludwig Sitgcl

crown ot victory.

Glenn admits
very openly that

his rotund friend

Ben Berve is the
American Ace in

campaign m a n-
agcrs. And Glenn
ought to know,
for he is now
wearing the

Chicago exhibitors were delighted with
the succession of Ludwic Siegel to the

secretaryship of the state organization.

L. S. has been a staunch supporter of

organization for many years and the

honors bestowed upon him are deserved.
Objection was raised at the convention
to the appointment of officials who are
never on the job. That objection cannot
refer to L. S., for whenever and wherever
there are organization duties to perform
Siegel is johnny-on-the-spot.

* * *

Room 119 was as popular, if not more
so, than the West room. There were rea-

sons. John Sii.ha's loaded handbag was
one and the Reynolds caucas was an-
other. If the time ever arrives when John
forgets to provide for the welfare of his

brother members it will be a sad day in

the minds of many. A chautauqua salute

for John. f
-

* * *

Who was the busiest man at the con-
vention? The vote is unanimous for Bill
Sweeney. Bill is a twenty-four-hour man
and whether it is the first or twenty-
fourth hour he's as chipper as many of

his juniors.
* * *

Joe Hopp had all six cylinders hitting.

* * *

W. W. Watts, that famous mediator
whose "Now, gentlemen, let's look at this

from a sane, etc." may . always be relied

upon to pacify turbulent waters, chalks
up another convention to his credit. Can
you imagine a convention without him?

* * *

The secret is out. There is to be a
Palace of Progress at the Coliseum, May
19 to 26. How do we know? We at-

Reappointed

WILLIAM J. SWEENEY, known in

exhibitor circles from Coast to Coast
and from Canada to the Gulf, again has
been placed in charge of the Chicago of-

fice of the Illinois Motion Picture Thea-
tre Owners. "Bill," as every old-timer

and every member of the younger gen-
eration knows him, has been active in

organization circles since 1909. As we
recall, "Bill" can boast of the rceord of

never having missed a national conven-
tion. And he will be on hand at the

Chicago convention in May with a smile
and a word of good cheer for everyone.

tended the banquet last Wednesday night
and as we recall. J. J. Rubens, manager
of the event, called attention to it once
or twice in performing his duties as toast-

master of the banquet.

* * *

Somebody tried to tell Adolph Powell
that he no longer was an exhibitor.

Adolph took the floor. His remarks are

in the convention records, so repetition

here is unnecessary.

Sam Abraham's middle name should
be "Frank." Sam didn't approve of the

directors' slate and he told the world
about it. He may have stepped on some
toes, but nevertheless he was firm in his

convictions and was not backward about
expressing them.

Open Primrose Branch
In New York District
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, April 24.—Charles H.
Rosenfeld, of Primrose Pictures Corpora-
tion, and John A. Conlen, recently with
Fox, have opened the Primrose New
York Exchange to operate and sell the

product of Primrose Pictures Corporation
in the territory covering Greater New
York, Northern New Jersey, New York
State as far north as Poughkeepsie, and
Long Island.

Primrose has ready for distribution

"Men Women Hate," "A Perilous Game,"
six two-reel comedies, and 26 single-reel

subjects, 'entitled "Advice to the Love-
Sick."
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The Bictefest and the Most Thrilling His-

torical Chapter-Play Ever Produced

!

H IN THE DAYS OF
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Daniel Boone
IS

there any person I ving who would no: wa'k m:lei to see this chapter play with itt

stupendous spectacular scenes—the greatest of aU h's or ci! chapter plays? Is ihere

cny one who could be persuaded to miss one episode of this breath-taking, thrilling

romance of early American history?

You know the answer. Cet your dates set now

Starring

EILEEN SEDGWICK JACK MOWER

if Read what they say about //

IkOxeion Trail
i OUR continued plays sure get the crowds. I congratu-

late you cn 'The Oregon Trail.' It positively ranks as
the biggest serial attraction so far made."—WHITEHOUSE
THEATRE, Milwaukee, Wis.
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THE GIRL I LOVED
rlBy Jamas Whitcomb Riley

Direction by Joseph De Qi'ajire

Everything For Everybody

"The Girl I Loved" is a picture that has in it every

element of audience appeal.

There is drama so big and so gripping that it will

bring your patrons up in their seats breathless.

There is a love story so sweet and so tender that it

will fascinate both the young and the old.

There is action fast and furious; adventure that is so

thrilling that you'll hear your people gasp.

There is delightful, whimsical humor—humor that is

so near to pathos that chuckles trail into tears.

There are quaint, homely, laughable scenes of rural

life that are so true they stir the hearts of all.

There is Charles Ray's superlative acting which has

been described everywhere as the greatest of his en-

tire career and has won him the title of genius.

Released by

UNITED A13TLTTJ- CORPORATION
MARY PICKTOtlD CHARLIE CHAPLIN
DOUGLAJ- rAlUOANKJ- D. V! GRirriTH

UIQAM AOOAMj£ PftCriDENT
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comin

withHayden Stevenson
and a brilliant Cast
THE FIRST SERIES made money for every ex-

hibitor who played it. The SECOND SERIES
made more money—and exhibitors and audiences

cA^rred for MORE LEATHER PUSHERS. AndbUON—in answer to this demand—Carl Laemmle will
present the THIRD SERIES-bigger and better than
ever before.

UNIVERSAL JEWEL
The pleasure is all yours



EVERYMINUTE\

NORTH OF THE LAW- HE
BATTLED FATE AND MAN
MADE PERILS WITH A
WOMAN'S HEART AT STAKE

WILLIAM FOX
presentspresents r*wm

CharlesJones
IOWDRIFT

SCENARIO BY
JACK STRUMWASSER Fft0M THE FAM0US

DIRECTED BY N0VEL BY

SCOTT DUNLAP JAMES B.HENDRLYX

FOX FILM CORPORA™
Soon—IF WINTER COMES



W0m I A
SUPER FEATURE
IN ONE REEL

WILLIAM FOX
presents

hp Und af
utanhhAinpn

Another example of super showmanship

Right from the front pages of the papers

Actual scenes of the treasure seeders

in the Valley of The Kings

Ydm know what a money maker it Will

be fot^yon. Clean up quick—and please

^our patrons Witlryour enterprise

WRlTE,WlREorPHONEjour nearest Fox exchange
NOW While everyone is talking TUT-ANKH-AMEN

OX FILM CORPORATION 5TRENGTH

Soon—IF WINTER COMES



RUPERT HUGHES' "SOULS FOR SAL j

HELD OVER 2nd WEEK *«,. CAPITOL
The Biggest Success New York has ever seen.—Every Picture Record Shattered!

DANNY WAS RIGHT:
"If you let your competitor
get this picture you'll be
sorry." See Film Daily.

SHOWMEN! HERE'S YOUR CHANCE! REVEAL HOLLYWOOD TO YOUR PATRONS!
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"The greatest audience picture I have ever seen—bar none." don allen, n. y. Eve. World

GOLDWYN is doing BIG THINGS
READ (HHAT HARRY GOLDBERG SAVS:
"Few pictures are big enough to run two weeks in Omaha. Have just booked 'Souls

for Sale* for two weeks which itself signifies what we think is by far greatest box-

office attraction Goldwyn has had this year. Should rank with anything that has

been released by another concern."—(signed) Harry L. Goldberg, Omaha, Nebraska.



S BIGGER THAN THE CIRCUS !!!!!!

* STARS! STARS! STARS!*
Tremendous Business at the California Theatre, Los Angeles Record Receipts

!

VARIETY say s:
"This is a picture Goldwyn could have taken and shown for a run in some
legitimate theatre on Broaaway and put over for three months at least'"

WE WILL NOT ROADSHOW IT!!!
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'A picture that will make countless
fans rush to their favorite theatre." NEW YORK AMERICAN
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==== Read this telegram! It comes from a showman who knows! ==—

—

"I want to play 'Souls for Sale' at the Cleveland Hippodrome under any terms and conditions that you want to
play it there. This is the greatest motion picture of the year. — (signed) Walter Reade.

GOLDWYN is doing BIG THINGS
A Wire Just Received: "Souls for Sale" opened to a jammed matinee and tonight we are turning-
away hundreds. Biggest opening we have ever had in Brockton. Mayor and officials also secretary and many
members of Chamber Commerce attended. Everybody talking about how wonderful picture is. We paid more
for "Souls for Sale" than we ever paid for any film but it's sure worth more. It's a wonder. Genuine knockout
and we don't mean maybe. Congratulations on this wonderful attraction.

(signed) Keene and Rogers, Colonial Theatre, Brockton, Mass.

IL



RUTH R0LAN1
in

Haunted
Valle



Figures that talk
Ruth Roland is a big attraction, everywhere.

Figures say so, and figures talk.

She is now presented in one of the best

Patheserials she has ever starred in.

THE
Ruth is the president and active

head of Ranger Inc., a large

contracting firm. She person-

ally owns "Haunted Valley," a

big and barren stretch of land.

Unknown to her this land is

very valuable and is coveted by
a powerful and unscrupulous

PLOT
clique. To get possesion of the

land they seek to drive Ranger
Inc. to the wall by hindering

completion of contracts, etc.,

always working secretly. As
they stop at nothing there are

endless hazards, plots and count-

erplots.

Ask for a screening; youUl be sold on sight

Produced by The Ruth Roland Serials, Inc.

Under supervision of United Studios, Inc.
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en an ExhibitorBooh
Paramount,
Jielells the

"World!
Here Are Current Paramount

Box Office Hits:

Pola Negri in "Bella Donna." George Fitzmaurice
Production.

William de Mille Production, "Grumpy," with Theo-
dore Robert*.

Gloria Swanson in "Prodigal Daughters." Sam Wood
Production.

George Melford Production, "You Can't Fool Your
Wife," with Leatrice Joy, Nita Naldi.

Thomas Meighan in "The Ne'er Do Well."
By Rex Beach.

Walter Hien in "60 Cents an Hour," with
Jacqueline Logan

Herbert Brenon Production, "The Rustle of Silk,"

with Betty Compson and Conway Tearle.

Bebe Daniels and Antonio Moreno in "The Exciters."

William de Mille Production, "Only 38."

Herbert Brenon Production, "The Woman With Four

Faces," with Betty Compson and Richard Dix.

Book Them All!



THOMAS
MEIGHAN
IN

1

It

5

Ct (paramountQicture

Never have exhibitors had a surer box office

bet than Thomas Meighan. From his first starring
picture to "Back Home and Broke," he has had
nothing but hits.

Now comes "The Ne'er Do Well," in many re-
spects the greatest Meighan picture of them all.

Adapted from Rex Beach's famous novel, filmed
elaborately in Panama and New York by the
director of "Back Home and Broke"—it's sure-fire!

Lila Lee, John Miltern, Gertrude Astor, and
Laurance Wheat head the supporting cast.

Directed by Alfred E. Green. Scenario by Louis Stevens.

,'JFAMOUS PLAYERS • LASKYCORPORATION 1
AOOLPH ZUKOQ. P—i.d..t >

,

a m

PRESENTED BY
ADOLPH ZUICOR.

<bove is the 4-col. Press Sheet Ad. Mats or electros at Exchanges.
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Capacity
Everywhere!

IN the three cities where it has been shown, "Enemies of

Women" has played absolute capacity and broken records.

In all of these cities it has played against the strongest
opposition picture in the field today.

IN NEW YORK
Absolute capacity at Two Dollars top at the Central

Theatre, Broadway, for four weeks.

IN CHICAGO
Opened last Sunday for a run at the Roosevelt Theatre, to

turn-away business. On Monday the business was the biggest

in the history of the theatre.

IN LOS ANGELES
Playing absolute capacity at Grauman's Rialto, after the

most tremendous opening in the history of the theatre. From
present indications it will set new records for this house.

All of the critics, in all of these cities, as

well as all the trade papers, unite in

proclaiming it an unparalleled box office

attraction.

Harrison 1

s Reports says:

"The last word in film art!"

Watch It Sweep the Country!

ENEMIES

WOMEN
By Vicente Blasco Ibanez

with Lionel Barrymore

and Alma Rubens

Directed by Alan Crosland

Settings by Joseph Urban

Scenario by John Lynch

A COSMOPOLITAN
PRODUCTION
Distributed by
Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan
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MASTERS OF MEN-
from MOTION PICTURE NEWS:

"Vivid and vital and rich in its patriotic glow
is 'Masters of Men/ which is sponsored by
Vitagraph—a picture which this company
may well feel proud of since it carries all

the qualities which mark success. In the

first place it is an adaptation of a vigorous

story by Morgan Robertson and features a

character study of a young American who
found romance and adventure in his search

for his soul. In fact the picture presents a

double romance, plenty of conflict, a climax

which moves with effective dramatic force.

"It contains all the essentials which provide

good screen material.

"The picture carries a punch, dramatic

flavor, romantic interest, atmosphere and

fine acting.

"It is a box-office bet, realistic and sure-fire

in its appeal."
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FISHER PRODUCTIONS I

ORGANIZATION
A product is just as good as the organization behind it.

FISHER PRODUCTIONS, upon entry into the in-

dependent producing field, has an ideal in mind. This

ideal—the production of superlative pictures—necessi-

tates the gathering of a real organization.

The personnel selected speaks for itself:

VICTOR B. FISHER. Supervising Director.

Formerly General Manager of Associated Photo-
plays. Responsible for over a score of noted

productions in the past.

LILIAN DUCEY. One of the few recognized

women directors of the industry. Associated for

years with Allan Dwan, Maurice Tourneur, Eric

Von Stroheim and other famous directors.

JAMES DENT. Production Manager. Recog-
nized throughout the industry as one of the most
capable executives in his line.

INITIAL PRODUCTION
"YOUTH TRIUMPHANT," adapted from the

novel of the same name which appears serially

in the Green Book, acclaimed as one of the most
holding, dramatic stories from the pen of the

famous novelist, George Gibbs.

CAST
All-star in fact as well as name.

Virginia Lee Corbin
Anna Q. Nilsson
Raymond Hatton
William Boyd
Mary Anderson
Ward Crane
Kate Price

Joseph Dowling
George Siegman
Eugenie Besserer
Claire McDowell
Lucy Beaumont
Boyd Irwin
James Quinn

FISHER PRODUCTIONS
Hollywood Studios
[Hollywood, Cal.

315 Montgomery St
San Francisco, Cal.
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Man Beastvs.
iSducatlcmxd (RetwuD SPECIAL

WaJfu'ng t<f> to within ten feet of the

infuriated beast, Shitman glanced

along his rifle. Shoidd he miss "

]OVE of adventure has made
big game hunting the fa-

J vorite subject of the day.

eading the way for the nu-

tnrous feature pictures of this

tye now being offered was
Ecicational's Special "Man vs.

tr

"Here is the most remarkable jungle

picture we have ever seen," said the man-
agement of the.Capitol Theatre. St. Paul.

And

JAMES W. DEAN
reviewing it for hundreds of newspapers,
wrote

'"Man is. BetLst' is one of the most
dramatic pictures I hate eveT seen."

o more realistic or thrilling

pi ure has been made than this film story of the

exedition of Louis Shuman into the heart of the

Dik Continent.

)riginally a five-reel picture but cut to two reels

because of Educational's policy

of releasing only Short Subjects

and of giving exhibitors onlv

the best of action in its pictures

without waste footage, "Man vs.

Beast" is crammed with thrills in

every- foot.

Stirring scenes of perilous com-

bat between men and the most
ferocious wild beasts, actually coming to death-grips

before the camera, and rare shots of the most warv

denizens of the jungle, make this a subject of

exceptional interest and unusual box-office value.

SINOGRAMS
Hie Visual News

All the World

1 "THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"

NATIONALLY
ADVERTISED
to YOUR Patrons

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, INC. E. W. HAMMONS, President
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#
Now Ready for Northern Illinois

^ and Indiana

* "Dough and Dynamite"
One of the greatest of the great

Y Keystone Comedies
in a New Edition with New Titles

^ by Syd Chaplin—New Posters and

_ New Lobby Display, by Tony Sarg

and Harriet Meserole, all featuring

J Charles Chaplin
^ Booking now—mainly in the larger

Jfc and newer theatres—on a

Y business basis.

^ Not cheap. But a money maker in

^ any house.

#
T
#

Tri- Stone Pictures, Inc.#
T
t
#Y#T#Y#Y#TtY#Y#YtY*Y#Y#T#T#1l

GREIVER PRODUCTIONS
831 South Wabash Avenue

CHICAGO, ILL.

OSCAR A. PRICE H. E. AITKEN

565 Fifth Avenue New York
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Cocploitalo I e

The whole world has

jazzmania—and likes it.

The title alone makes of this

Mae Murray picture unbeatable

material for exploitation.

The illustrations on this page

show how easy a few early- run

exhibitors fount! it to extend

their advertising field beyond

newspaper and billboard space

—without cost.

This is proof unquestionable

that when a showman books
Jazzmania he books the good-

will of every progressive mer-

chant in his town.

The main street becomes one

long lobby display.

Be sure your theatre is

the one to benefit by it.

Book JAZZMANIA now.

AE MURRAY

*r*v>

^ Li

ROBERT Z.
LEONARDS

URRAY
JAZZMANI

A

MFTRH pictures
JT1Hi X ilV CORPORATION



The Lion of

> all Pictures

bf Hunting in the Jungle
! INDISPUTABLY a* the lion is kin- of

the African wilds, so is Mr. and Mrs.

Martin Johnson's TRAILING AFRICAN
TLD ANIMALS supreme above any other

>icture of like subject ever attempted or

(chieved.

»ot only does it bring to the screen such breath-

taking scenes as rhinoceri charging with
Beath in their wicked little pig eyes, of a herd

bf elephants crashing through the forest in a

\tampede upon the camera man, of lions

irought doicn ivithin a few feet of the hunters.

put also—you see Mr. Johnson and Mrs. John-
Ion themselves facing the beasts.

For the first time the hunter is seen risking his

pfe with the wild beasts of prey.

Those who made the picture were closer to the

Vig game of Africa than the camera teas. The
tamera man used a telescopic lens which makes
[he animals on the screen appear to be within

trm's length of the observer.

\is for thrills—
arl E. Akeley, of the American Museum of

Natural History, America's foremost authority

on big game, especially African big game, wrote,

after seeing Mr. and Mrs. .Martin Johnson's

TRAILING AFRICAN WILD ANIMALS:

'" r I ^HE picture is by far the finest thing in

-- ivild-life pictures that has come out of

Africa, or any other place for that matter.

4i
It is accurate and truthful, chuck fall of

beauty and thrills.

''It is the most thrilling picture I have ever

seen."

Governor Gifford Pinchot, of Pennsylvania, at

whose request Mr. and Mrs. Johnson brought
their TRAILING AFRICAN WILD ANIMALS
to the Executive Mansion at Harrisburg for a

private showing, wrote:

"The picture is by far the finest big game
picture I have ever seen. From the point of

view of beauty and interest it stands all by

itself.

' ; If anything more striking was ever filmed out-

doors than the pursuit of those gigantic

African elephants hv little Mrs. Johnson, I never

saw <»r heard of it."

two years' time and two hundred and fifty

housand dollars were spent in making this

amazing picture which has been cut down to

"ive your patrons a lifetime of thrills in an hour.
Screen, jzikz.
Classic

1



15-foot Ears

That's what the ears of

the Afriean elephant
measure, from tip to tip,

aeross the forehead.

These are not peanut-
chewing circus elephants

which come, nicely
trained, from India.

The African elephant will

not submit to captivity.

He can be slain, but
rarely tamed. Only two

have ever been brought
to this country.

When the hi«» herd

charged, Mr. Johnson
eeased >i^litinji lin-

eament and Btopped
one elephant within

a few steps of the

tripod.

You see Mrs. Johnson within Thirty Yards of these Wild African Elephants!

Six Reels of theftealest lh\

Mr. and Mrs. Ml

TRAILINC
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this picture of Af-

rican wild animals
with any other
picture of similar

suhject which has
appeared or may

v v

If it Thrilled Akeley,

Ml Thrill Anybody!

After seeing the stampede of

elephants in this picture, Carl E.

Akeley, of the Ameriean Muse-

nm of Natural History, a veteran

of many an African hig game
expedition, wrote

:

"The elephant picture recalls

vividly the most thrilling ex-

periences ofmy life. I shall not

hlanie you in the least if, when
the final stampede of elephants

comes on the screen, you feel

inclined to run."

Ti> elephants were photographed in the hitherto mysteri-

01 region of Africa near the lost Lake Paradise, a part of

th continent no white man ever before had laid eyes upon.

I ever cauqht hv the Camera

tin Johnson's
AFRICAN
11MALS
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Mi*, andMrs.Martin Johnson's

railingAfrican

ild Animals

Not for Another Five Years

Mr. and Mr9. Johnson soon are going back

into the African jungle for more pictures.

They will spend five years there.

They do not count on returning alive

—

though they hope to— for they will pene-

trate even beyond Lake Paradise, which

no member of the white race except them-

selves has ever reached.

L

With the host of luck it will be 1928
before there will be available again

sueh pictures of big game as these.

Show TRAILING AFRICAN
WILD ANIMALS now. Your
audiences will remember it

for five years—and clamor

for the next one.
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MASTERS OF MEN
(From Harrisons Reports)

If the word " knock- out" had not, on account

of constant use, lost its power of expression,

it could be used to denote the exact quality of

"Masters of Men;" but such word will not do

the picture justice now. Besides being inter-

esting, appealing and thrilling, it is also refresh-

ing, because different. It is a story of the sea,

and surpasses any picture of this kind that has

ever been produced.

MASTERS OF MEN
From Moving Picture World

"For vivid action and primitive appeal it would

be hard to improve on 'MASTERS OF MEN/
Vitagraph has, in this, an irresistible attraction."

?lf4@i4ii
ALBERT E. SMITH president



rv,A SA1ASHING
^^^^^^ poarerful, human story of a

>v woman's fight to erase the bfotplaced
^^k^ on her name by the finger ofslander,

^ staged against a picturesque baclc-
(ground of *Jhe U)hite Jrontier* ushere

people forget—- and are forgotten.

Xs- Strong characterizations by Cecals
^p*^^— Dayton and an all star cast

ALLEN HOLUBAR

Dorothy
Phillips

j

QJ^dapiedfrom Jhe tuhiie frontier

^•J!
by Jeffrey Oeprend. Scenario by

£ Oiotef Clarice Photographed by
f J3yron JVbsidn. ....

rJMM I

i
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"You cheat ! You cheat
!"

cried the Girl. "You lied

to me.

"I played the game with

you on the square—for his

life and me? I won.

"Now, D you! You've

gone and strung up the man

I love."

"No, Girl," said the sheriff.

"I wanted to kill him, but

I couldn't. I saved him for

you.

"I had to stand by the

cyards—to walk in the open

road, with my face to the

sun."

Just one of the many smash-

ing punches in this big heart

IS* drama.

1

//

J
EDWIN CAREWE S

stupendous production

GIRWGOLDENWEST
DAVID BELASCO S

|

Powerful Drama of the Stage

An Edwin Carew Production
with an all Star Cast.

Story by David Belasco
;
adapted to the screen by Adelaide

Heilbron; photographed by Sol. Polito, A. S. C. and Thomas
Storey; assistant director, Wallace Fox.

A cHx&t national Picture



B-P-Schulberg presents

KATHERINI MacDONALD
"THE LONELY ROAD

!he bytfiay of lotie after marriage-SlomaHce lOken illusions airegone.

Adapted- - by Irom the story by-

LOIS ZELLNER CHARLES LOGUE
(Directed by

VICTOR L. 5CHERTZINGER.



(HcrJ[atQst (Dramatic Success

When a Man Holds His Wife

Prisoner to His Pursestrings

What Happens?

Your patrons will thrill to the answer in this, a

drama that mirrors the lives we sometimes envy,

sometimes try hard to forget.

A story as poignant, as appealing and as true to

life as any drama dares to come. It tells in bold,

slashing strokes of the people who choose their

lives and of some of the roads they travel—of a

wife who walked the lonely road in marriage and
the child who kept her there.

Drama for wives and husbands — drama that

makes them think.

Don't miss this latest picture of Katherine Mac-
Donald, the American Beauty.

And if you have not already played all of her

recent features, ask your exchange to reserve a

print for you now.

"REFUGE"
One of the most thrilling tales of love, romance and ad-

venture ever presented. The story of a girl who married
a beggar to save a kingdom and found herself a princess.

Bv Lois Zellner: scenario by Florence Hein; directed by
Victor Schertzinger.

"MONEY, MONEY, MONEY"
A happy combination of a good story, a beautiful star and
good direction has made this picture a success. A most
timely topic—a story with a Main Street setting. Adapted
by Hope Loring from the story by Larry Evans: directed

by Tom Forman.

"DOMESTIC RELATIONS"
A tensely dramatic story of a man who drove a woman
from his life, but who could not drive her from his heart.

Something every one will find in their own lives. Story
and scenario by Violet Clark; directed by Chet Withey.

"HER SOCIAL VALUE"
A drama with the ring of the human note today a sales

girl—tomorrow the wife of a society man. And after

that the woman who learns the bitterness of the situation
of a wife "not good enough for her husband." From the
original story by B. P. Fineman and J. A. Barry; scenario
by Cerald Duffy and Jerome Storm; directed by Jerome
Storm.

Produced by Preferred Pictures, Inc.

A l\TAt national "Picture

KATHER

"THE L(
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Two Investments
Producers who are worrying

about getting back their heavy in-

vestments in special productions

from film theatres might be re-

minded that the exhibitor, too, has
some heavy investments that he is

anxious to protect.

If many of the outstanding at-

tractions are to be placed in stage

theatres and then finally turned
over to the picture theatres as sec-

ond run attractions we are inclined

to believe that the film theatres are

going to suffer a loss in prestige

that will entail serious conse-

quences.
The man who makes a motion

picture has an inalienable right to

do anything with the picture that is

within the law. He, doubtlessly, is

quite within his rights in seeking to

take the cream out of the various

territories in arrangements with
stage theatres, leaving the exhib-

itors entirely out of that phase of

the deal.

But no producer of motion pic-

tures can even hope to survive with-

out the support of the film theatres

and in an instance where the pro-

ducer is not willing to take the ex-

hibitor in on a partnership on the
"cream," we see no good reason why
the exhibitor should not simply
withdraw from all dealings with
producers who take that course.

Obviously, the proposition of pre-

senting pictures regularly in film

theatres is based on the idea that
the limit of rentals from film

theatres has been reached—and still

the pictures are costing more.
Despite the reasons for this opinion,
we do not believe that the proposi-
tion affords a sane or reasonable
solution. Before such a radical step
is seriously considered there are
many things that should be done.
Among these is the matter of put-
ting a type of person in charge of

production whose whole idea of

making better pictures is not
grounded on plans of spending more
money.

* * *

A Good Move
There is great promise in the con-

gress on motion picture arts, pro-
posed by Mr. Adolph Zukor, which
is to be held next month under the
auspices of the Authors' League of

America.
The congress, of course, is not an

undertaking out of which definite

and concrete results may be ex-

pected at once. It will, however,
focus the attention of many people
who may become valuable counsel-
ors to the industry upon the fact

that the industry actually is aware
of its responsibility and that it is

anxious and determined to meet it.

Further, there will be an inter-

change of thought and information
which cannot help but be produc-
tive of much good. It will bring to-

gether in serious consideration
many brilliant minds and the influ-

ence of such a congress is bound to

be felt.

Mr. Zukor has done a fine thing in

getting into effect plans for this

meeting and from all indications it

will do a great deal toward strength-
ening the opinion that Mr. Zukor
realizes that the motion picture rep-

resents something more than just a

business.
* * *

Real Information
The HERALD presents this

week the initial instalment of a
series of articles based on a compre-
hensive survey covering the subject
of exhibitor opinion concerning na-
tional advertising as now conducted.
We feel that in presenting the re-

sults of this survey we are con-
tributing in an important way to-

ward the illumination of a difficult

and perplexing problem. National
advertising, obviously, represents a
big and important problem and one
which must be studied and solved
unless the industry will lose a great
deal of money or a great oppor-
tunity—or both.

This publication has sought—and
succeeded—in getting the clear-cut
and definite opinions of a large num-
ber of exhibitors and we commend
the advertising and distributing
forces of the industry to a careful

study of these opinions.

Re -Takes
J. R. M.

IT might truthfully be said that Uncle
Sam has gone into the motion picture
business. At least that Federal Trades

commission is trying to get at the facts
ot the case. * » *

Wall Street may control the film busi-
ness but it hasn't any theatres and there
wouldn't be any film business if it wasn't
for Main street.

* * *

Waiting for It

Chicago elected a new mayor recently
on the Subway platform but he's been
in office three weeks and we haven't got
the subway yet. Evidently he's still stand-
ing on the platform.

* *

Not While He's Looking
Clean-Up Week is to be followed by

Courtesy Week throughout the country,
which means you mustn't throw your old
tomato cans over the fence into your next
door neighbor's yard.

* » *

Gotta Toe the Mark
Rock Island, III., recently elected a

motion picture theatre man mayor. Now
it's up to him to give the people good
pictures or close up his own house.

* * *

Great for Actors
Divorces are down to twenty cents

apiece in Russia and it only takes a half
hour to get one, but who wants to go to
Russia just for the novelty of trying it.

* » *

Hurrah for Carl Laemmle
The Universal Company isn't going to

make any more sob pictures and is going
to use male stars mostly in out of doors
stories. Well, here's one that welcomes
the change. The upkeep on handkerchiefs
is too stiff.

* * *

Progressing
I see where Mabel Normand is going

to play "extra girl." That little comedi-
enne may become one of our great
stars some day. Who knows?

* * *

Watch Yer Step
The M. P. T. O. of A. announced the

big exposition and convention in Chicago
May 19-26, in the Chicago papers last

week, and this week the chief of police
instructed his men to get after the jay
walkers.

* * *

Trying to Alibi
Every time it rains in California the

L. A. Chamber of Commerce issues a
bulletin, explaining why.

* * *

Helping the Tourist
According to reports from Hollywood a

new form of graft has been discovered in

the restaurants where the picture stars,

near-stars and others eat. A man passes
from table to table and tips the strangers
off as to who the notables are charging at

the rate of fifteen cents each for pointing
out well known actors. Lesser lights are
two for a quarter, while directors and
assistants, and cameramen are a nickel
apiece. The restaurant proprietors are
thinking of asking a cut-in on this new
form of tipping and one or two are sus-
pected of having a few "cappers" planted
in their restaurants posing as big stars.

* * *

Glad for the Tip
Hurrah, we've got a new reader. Lou

Marangella of the Warner Bros, publicity

department, says we don't know the half

of it in regard to the new b. b. grounds
that Col. Rupert is running.
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Theatre Control in America
Is Hinted as Zukor's Goal

Baker and Greene Describe Dealings of Paramount,
Artcraft, Lynch and Select at Hearing of

Federal Investigation of F. P.-L.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, May 1.—Walter L. Greene, of American Releasing Cor-'

poration, was the first witness called when the Federal Trade Commission's'
investigation into the affairs of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation opened!

its second week of the hearing yesterday. After several hours on the

stand, during which much of the testimony brought out by Al Lichtman'
was gone over. Greene was followed by Tarkington Baker.

Describes Meeting Which Gave Zukor-Lasky Big Paramount Interest

Greene described the meeting which resulted in Adolph Zukor and'

Jesse L. Lasky getting a 50 per cent interest in Paramount. The meeting!
took place at the Hotel Astor and besides Mr. Zukor and Mr. Greene!
there were present Elek J. Ludvigh, Arthur S. Friend, Hiram Abrams and>

James Steele. Greene told of an agreement drawn up at this meeting andj

of two other agreements bearing on the same matter and of the subsequent
removal of W. W. Hodkinson from the position of president of Paramount.

Decision Made on
Liability of Tax

Producers, Distributors Not
Covered, Revenue Division

Rules
(Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C, May 1.—The
5 per cent government tax does not apply

to producers and distributors but only to

those who actually exhibit films. This is

the gist of a decision just rendered by
the Internal Revenue Bureau of the

Treasury department.

$5,000,000 Is Saved

The government had claimed that under
the first sentence of the act producers,

distributors and state right distributors

were also required to pay the tax. On
this basis taxes aggregating $5,000,000

would be due. The ruling makes this

claim ineffective.

Following is the opinion rendered by
A. C. Holden, deputy commissioner of

Internal Revenue.

Decision Is Rendered
'The transaction between a producer and dis-

tributor or dealer in territorial rights is primarily

and essentially a lease for distribution and is not

a lease for exhibition, such as is described in the

first sentence of section 908 of the Revenue Act
1918. There is no mention in the act of a lease

for distribution, and such a lease is consequently
not taxable.

"A producing company when it leases a film to

a distributor, to be in turn leased or licensed to

exhibitors, even though the right to exhibit is

included in the lease to the distributor, is not en-

gaged in the business within the meaning of sec-

tion 906 of the Revenue Act of 1918. This is solely

a lease for distribution and not for licensing and
is therefore not subject to the tax imposed under
that section. A producer is, however, subject to

such tax when he leases direct or through an
agent to an exhibitor."

He further states: "It is clear that Congress
intended to obtain revenue through the imposition

of a 5 per cent tax on every transaction by which
a film was actually leased for profit, either as the

result of a lease to an exhibitor or through dis-

tribution by any one having an interest in the
film who could be termed an owner. The conclu-

sion is drawn, therefore, that a dealer in terri-

torial rights or a distributor who acquires a right

to himself exhibit a film, as well as the broader
right to lease or license others to exhibit it, is

required to pay the 5 per cent tax whenever he
exhibits it himself for profit.

"Therefore, the conclusion is reached that the
first sentence of section 908 of the Revenue Act
of 1918 must be construed as intended to tax only
a single transaction, namely, the lease or license

of a positive film to a producer or exhibitor,

whether made by a producer or other owner, a

dealer in territorial rights, or a distributor, and
where there is no such lease or license, the tax is

payable under the provisions of the second sen-

tence of section 908 of the Revenue Act of 1918,

by the owner of the film, or dealer of any in-

terest therein, who, either through himself or
through an agent, exhibits such film for profit.

"The published ruling of the office, in so far
as it is inconsistent with the above, will be re-

voked."
The formal Treasury decision has not as yet

been promulgated, but will be forwarded in due
course. The above is the notice of the Deputy
Commissioner of Internal Revenue to the motion
picture trade.

March Admission Tax
Gains Over Year Ago

(.Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C.. May 1.—Ad-
mission tax collections for March totaled

$6,700,355, according to figures by the
treasury department. This was well over
the collections for February and a con-
siderable increase as compared with the
same month last year.

Figures compiled by the treasury de-
partment show that, after a steady de-
cline over a period of many months,
admission taxes recently have been on
the upgrade, indicating that the theatrical

industry is regaining some of the busi-

ness lost as a result of the depression
of 1920-21. At present, admission taxes
are about two million dollars a month
greater than they were six months ago.

Greene told of the formation of Artcraft
in 1916 for the purpose of distributing

Mary Pickford pictures, and of the later

addition of other stars. He testified that

the finances for Artcraft were furnished by
Famous Players-Lasky, but that it was
sought to create the impression that Art-
craft was a separate company with no con-

nection with the Zukor-Lasky concern.

Reviews Stanley Complaint

He testified that as president of Artcraft

he had frequently discussed Artcraft policy

with Zukor, who, he said, arranged with

Fairbanks, George M. Cohan and D. W.
Griffith to distribute through the company.
The Elsie Ferguson contract, he said, was
handled by Lasky.
Greene then was asked about selling the

Pickford pictures to the Stanley Company.
He said that Stanley-Mastbaum contended

that Artcraft was a subsidiary of Famous
Players and that for this reason the Pick-

ford Pictures should go through Para-

mount. Greene said he endeavored to con-

vince Mastbaum that Artcraft was an in-

dependent company and that the Stanley

Company finally booked the pictures, and

that no special inducements or prices fig-

ured in the buying.

All of the Paramount stock was acquired

by Famous Players-Lasky in the latter part

of 1916, Hodkinson stock in Paramount
having been sold to S. A. Lynch and sub-

sequently by the latter to Zukor. After

Paramount and Artcraft exchanges were
consolidated in 1919, Greene testified, he

became managing director of distribution

for Famous Players-Lasky.

The question of theatre acquisition then

was taken up and Greene testified that the

Available
Attractions

"Available Attractions," enthusi-

astically received as a feature of

the March "Box Office Record" and
subsequently when made a "Her-
ald" department, appears in this is-

sue, page 88.

With this issue all data given in

the March number of the "Record"

is eliminated and only attractions

published since that time are pre-

sented. This matter will be retained

and added to periodically until in-

cluded in the September "Record"

for permanent reference.

first he heard of it was in the early part of

1917 when E. Mandelbaum, who had
started the Stillman theatre in Cleveland,

was given financial assistance by Famous
Players to help him out of "financial diffi-

culties." I

Shortly before he left F. P.-L., Greene
testified, the Southern Enterprises deal was
talked over in his presence by Zukor and
Lynch. The latte^ he said, was willing to

put up $500,000 if F. P.-L. would put up ari

equal amount. The matter was taken up
with the board of directors by Zukor, said

Greene, with the result that the corporation

was formed. Greene testified that Lynch
wanted also to go into the St. Louis and
Kansas City territories.

The formation of Select Pictures then

was taken up and Greene said that it was!

organized with Famous Players and Lewis

J. Selznick each having a half interest. A
year later Selznick bought the interest of

Famous and shortly thereafter Realart waS

formed with independent officers and offices.

Arthur S. Kane, Morris Kohn and John S.

Woody, previously with Select, went to the

new company.

Baker Goes to India

After a short cross examination which

elicited nothing that had not been brought

out in direct testimony, Greene was fol-

lowed on the stand by Tarkington Baker

who told at length of Zukor's plan to pro-

duce and distribute pictures in India. He
said that with Frank Myer he was engaged

to go to India by F. P.-L. and that the In-

dian company was financed by E. D. Sas-

soon & Company of Bombay. He asserted

that the Indian company was not only to

produce pitcures and to distribute F. P.-L.

American pictures, but was also to acquire

theatres in the principal cities.

Mr. Baker told of a conversation with

Walter Wanger, then production manager

for Famous, during which Mr. Wanger
said that the Indian concern would follow

the same theatre policy as F. P.-L. in Amer-
ica which was "to control the theatrical

situation." Plans were made, he said, to

purchase theatrical circuits in India but the

whole plan was finally called off by Zukor

in March, 1921, and he was cabled by Zukor

to come home. '

\

Baker testified that there was some idea

of F. P.-L. going into the "educational"

field and that from March to June, 1921, he

had made an investigation of the "pedagogic

picture" for Walter Wanger. Later, he

said, the proposition was opposed by Zukor,

Connick and Lasky and it was dropped.

(Continued on page 34)
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New Pathe Executives

PAUL FULLER, member of the law firm of

Coudert Brothers and counsel for the French
government, is new president.

ELMER PEARSON as vice president and
general manager will continue in active
charge of the company's affairs.

JOHN HUMM was elected treasurer of the
company at the last meeting of the stock-
holders held in New York City.

W. FELLOWES MORGAN, president of

Brooklyn Bridge Freezing & Cold Storage
Company, is new member of the board.

V
///

LEWIS INNERARITY is named secretary of

Pathe Exchange by members of the board of
directors of the distributing company.

BERNHARD BENSON, vice-president, is an-
other of the officials elected at the meeting
of directors and stockholders.

May 12, 1923

Paul Fuller Elected
President of Pathe

Directors and Officers Ara
Named at Annual Meet

of Stockholders
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, May 1.—Directors of

Pathe Exchange, Inc., following the an-

nual meeting here of stockholders elected

Paul Puller, who has been counsel for the

company for about fifteen years, and or-

ganizer of the present firm, president of
the company.

Morgan a New Director

Other officers elected were: Edmund C.
Lynch, chairman of the board of direc-
tors; Elmer Pearson, vice-president and
general manager; Bernhard Benson, vice-
president; Lewis Innerarity, secretary, and
John Humm, treasurer.
At the stockholders' meeting the follow-

ing directors were elected: Edmund C.
Lynch, Paul Fuller, Elmer Pearson, W.
Fellowes Morgan, Charles Pathe, Bern-
hard Benson, Gaston Chanier and Jansen
Noyes. Mr. Morgan is the only new
director.

Pearson Remains in Charge

Mr. Lynch is of the banking firm of
Merrill, Lynch & Company, while Mr.
Puller is a member of the law firm of
Coudert Bros. Elmer Pearson is con-
tinued in his office of vice-president and
general manager.

Freedom of Screen Is

Argued in Pathe Plea
Involving News Reels
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., May 1.—The con-
stitutionality of that provision of the
New York State motion picture censor-
ship law which compels producers of
news reels to submit films for inspection
and license to the New York censorship
board, was argued before the Court of
Appeals a few days ago in Albany,
N. Y.
The appeal was taken by the Pathe

Exchange, Inc., from a decision of the

appellate division, which upheld the con-
stitutionality of the law in an action
brought against the New York State
Motion Picture Commission. Attorney
Frederick R. Coudert appeared for Pathe,
and based his argument on the grounds
that the liberty of the press was violated

by the censorship law in New York
State, as the pictures are but reproduc-
tions of actual news events as they occur,

and a publication of news in pictures is

the same as the publication of news by a

paper through printed words.

Big Demand for Screen

Talent Says Schnitzer
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, May 1.—Answering a

recent editorial in the Christian Science

Monitor stating that there is an over-

abundant supply of talent in the film-

producing centers, J. I. Schnitzer, vice-

president of Film Booking Offices, has

met this statement with a discussion of

the situation in which he points out that

exactly the opposite situation prevails.

Mr. Schnitzer says that the demand is

greater than the supply and that young
men and women now are given every op-

portunity to succeed. The demand for

talent is unparalleled in the history of the

cinema, he states.
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Extensive National Advertising
Survey Completed by "Herald"

Importance of Subject
Shown in Big Response

Opinions Expressed Indicate That Exhibitors Have
Given Issue Thorough Consideration

National advertising of motion pictures—advertising direct

to the public through magazines of national circulation—is a

subject which has prompted widespread discussion, out of which

varied opinions have been broached as to its effectiveness in

buildng theatre patronage.

Says National Ads
Will Gauge Demand

(.Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, May 1.—First
National announces that as a result

of its initial advertisements in mag-
azines of national circulation it is

receiving more than 300 letters a
day from people interested in mo-
tion pictures. Through this cor-
respondence, the company believes
it will be possible to gauge ac-

curately the public's likes and dis-

likes in screen entertainment and
produce pictures which thousands
of patrons have asked for.

In a statement just issued First
National stresses the point that its

"Saturday Evening Post" cam-
paign is not for the purpose of

selling a trade mark, but to ac-
quaint the public with individual
pictures, players and directors.

First National states also that ex-
hibitors are receiving many in-

quiries from patrons as a result of

the First National advertising.

Four Companies
Join Association

Headed by Hays
m . (Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, May 1.—Announcement
has been made from the office of Will

H. Hays of the election of four additional

producing companies to membership in

the Motion Picture Producers and Dis-

tributors Association.

The firms are Bray Productions, Inc..

represented by J. R. Bray; Christie Film
Company, represented by Charles H.
Christie; Distinctive Pictures Corpora-
tion, represented by Arthur S. Friend,

and Principal Pictures Corporation, rep-

resented bv Sol Lesser.

Author of Paramount*

s

"Covered Wagon 9

9

Dies

In Evanston Hospital
Emerson Hough, noted writer and

naturalist, died on Monday, April 30, at

the Evanston hospital, Evanston, 111.,

after an illness of only three days. The
author was taken to the hospital on

Thursday suffering from an intestinal

obstruction. On Saturday an operation

was performed and a relapse following
this caused death.
Mr. Hough, author of "The Covered

Wagon," the Paramount special, had at-

tended the initial presentation of this pic-

ture at Woods theatre, Chicago, only a
week prior to his death.

"Exhibitors Herald" has sensed this profound interest in the subject

and with a view of presenting valuable data on the subject, has collected

the opinions of the country's theatre owners, the men to whom the success

or failure of a national advertising campaign means so much.

The remarkable response to the "Herald's" comprehensive survey at-

tests to the importance of the question in the minds of the exhibitors, both

large and small. It discloses constructive thought by the theatre men on

a subject which they consider significant in the operation of their houses.

Subject Scientifically Studied by Exhibitors

National advertising at the present time represents an expenditure of

hundreds of thousands of dollars annually. The debatable question in this

connection has been whether or not the enormous sums so spent bring

value received or whether they should be diverted to some other channel.

Exhibitor opinions expressed to the Herald show that this phase of

the subject has been scientifically studied by the theatre owners in their

quest for means of increasing attendance through the establishment of an

assured clientele. Exhibitors constantly are reaching out for new patrons

and in this activity they have tested the various advertising mediums in

order that they may eliminate wasted effort and expenditure.

A preliminary analysis of the opinions expressed to the Herald would
indicate that exhibitors of the larger cities are divided on the question of

the value of national advertising in the motion picture field, while the men
operating the theatres in the smaller towns are practically unanimous in

declaring that the money expended on such advertising is wasted insofar as

they are benefited.

Salient Points to Be Reviewed Weekly

A more complete analysis is expected to develop many other salient

points and from week to week these will be reviewed in conjunction with

publication of the exhibitors' opinions in their entirety.

An indication of the sincerity with which every exhibitor presented

his opinion is that in few instances were questions answered bluntly "Yes"
or "No." Becaure of the thorough manner in which all theatre owners
discussed the subject it is necessary to read the whole of the comments
to appreciate the real value of the conclusions drawn.

Continue Sunday Shows
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MEADOW GROVE, NEB., May 1.—
A continuation of shows on Sunday was
voted at the village election here.

First Installment of Exhibitors Opinions

Is Published on Following Pages
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IS NATIONAL ADVERTISING HELPING YOU?
"Herald" Questionnaire on Subject Brings Remarkable

Response From Exhibitors of Country

The value of national advertising as a medium of promoting the motion picture has been a subject of wide dis-

cussion within the trade. The debatable question has been whether or not the enormous expenditures for

this type of advertising brings returns commensurate with the monetary outlay. Because of the impor-
tance of the subject the "Herald" has gone to the exhibitor, the man most vitally affected, for the answer
to the question: "Is National Advertising Helping You?" That the survey might be comprehensive and
the returns accurate the exhibitors were asked to comment upon the following phases of the subject:

1. What do,you think of this as a means of increasing theatre attendance?

2. Is it increasing the attendance in your theatre?

3. What percentage of your attendance do you feel it is responsible for?

4. What is the comment of your patrons on magazine advertisements, on trade marks or brands and on
particular pictures?

5. Do you feel this money could be expended in any other way to give you greater benefits?

6. If so, how?
7. Can admission prices be successfully raised on pictures on the strength of national advertising?

The numbers of the questions are used to designate specific answers. In replies where no numbers are used
the exhibitors discussed the subject generally.

JOHN H. KUNSKY, INC., CAPITOL-
M A D I S O N-ADAMS THEATRES,

DETROIT, MICH.: (1) National adver-

tising will increase theatre attendance if

the ad is directed entirely toward some
particular film production. (2) We think

so in some cases. (3) Impossible to de-

termine. (4) We hear no comments. (5)

It might be better expended if permitted

to be attached to the first nan engage-

ment advertising appropriation for local

newspaper use. (7) National advertising

has no bearing whatever on admission

prices. We cannot see a connection there

in any way.
* * *

J. A. EMERY, STAR THEATRE, BAR
HARBOR, ME.: (1) No doubt adver-

tising in magazines increases attendance

a little, but not as much as the distribu-

tors think or their salesmen try and make
exhibitors believe. (2) Perhaps. (3) Not
over 2 per cent. (4) Comments usually

run about the stars' personal affairs, such

as marriage, divorces, and scandal of any
kind. (5) Yes. (6) Keep the money and
reduce the film rental. (7) No—admis-

sion is as high as the public will stand

especially in small towns.

(General comment) Relative to trade

marks. No doubt you know that Bar
Harbor is a summer resort. I built the

Star theatre, and opened same May 8,

1908, and am still doing business, that is

a little. I have found the more I make,
the more the film exchanges take away
from me and for that reason I haven"t
got my first million yet, but I am get-
ting off the subject. What I started in to
say, is this: About June 1 the tourists be-
gin coming in and they have often told
me about some wonderful picture that I

should get. They could always remem-
ber the star and sometimes the title, but
not in one instance could they remember
the trade mark or who made the picture.

Famous, Fox, First National, Universal, or
any other producer did not mean a thing.
At first I asked them because I would
not know myself, but later when I began

JOHN H. KUNSKY believes that money
now used on national advertising

"might better be expended" in the local

newspapers.

reading the Exhibitors Herald, which by
the way I think is the best trade paper
for an exhibitor, I asked them to get a

line on what the trade mark means to a

small town exhibitor and it is my candid

opinion it means nothing.
* * *

S. G. IHDE, PHOTOPLAY THEA-
TRE, ASHLAND, KAN.: (/) This is

really a hard matter to check up, but I

doubt very much if it is worth a great deal

to a small town exhibitor. {2) I think not.

(j) Very small per cent. (4) I have heard
but very few comments along this line.

Possibly some on certain trade marks but

very little comment on certain pictures. (5)

Can't say. (6) Allow certain per cent for
advertising when picture is shown in small

town. (7) No. Due to the fact that many
very poor pictures are nationally advertised.

If only the ones that are really good were
given such publicity I think admission could

be raised. Small towns derive but little

benefit, if any, from this advertising as film

rentals are absolutely too high to allow a
small town to use the picture until the ad-

vertising luxs been forgotten.
* * *

MARSDEN & NOBLE, NOBLE THE-
ATRE, MARSHFIELD, ORE.: (1)

Sometimes I believe it helps, then again
I believe if the same amount of money
was spent in local advertising it would be
a great deal better for the exhibitor. (2)

They seldom speak of seeing pictures ad-

vertised in magazines. (3) Very, very
small. (4) It is very seldom that our pa-

trons call for any particular make of

pictures. Once in a while they do, but

the percentage is very small. (5) I cer-

tainly do. (6) More paid readers for local

newspapers. (7) I should say not. Peo-
ple are being overcharged, but not be-

cause the local theatre management
desires to do so, but because the prices

charged for the different pictures forces

an exhibitor to tax the public an unrea-
sonable admission. So much national ad-

vertising is absolutely unnecessary. At
the present rate advertising is costing

more than to produce the pictures.
* * * •

MOSES C. TAYLOR, KAMAS OPERA
HOUSE, KAMAS, UTAH.: fl) Yes

in the larger centers where the pictures

are run at about the time advertised, but

not in the small towns where it is neces-

sary to wait until pictures can be bought.

(2) No. (4) We do not have much com-
ment on the trade make or brand, but

practically all on the picture itself, and
it is not always the special that receives

the favorable comment, as often too much
extravagance spoils the story. (5) Mov-
ing pictures should show for less money.
(6) We are told and really believe that

the picture producers are very extrava-

gant. In other words money does not

count, while with we small exhibitors, we
are compelled to count every penny and
often work for the distributor. (7) No.
A raise in prices in small communities
means less shows per week and also WM
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encourage the acting stage to come back
and give us entertainment. Moving pic-

tures should be produced so that we
would be able to charge a 5 and 10 cents

admission rather than try to raise the

admission prices.
* * *

HAY & NICHOLAS. STRAND THE-
ATRE, FAIRMONT, MINN.: (1) We

believe it an absolute and utter waste.

We think it has no effect whatever. (2)

No. (3) None. (4) In all the years we
have been in business we have made it

a point to be in the front of the house
when the show is on; to meet our people
and see that they are cared for. We have
never had one solitary comment from one
of them on the subject of these advertise-

ments. (5) Decidedly yes. (6) For what
these ads cost they could send form let-

ters on a good many productions to all

the teachers, members of women's clubs

and other organizations, and thus bring
the theatre and the picture both directly

to the attention of classes who are often
hard to reach. (7) Positively not. There
is no relation between heavily advertised

product and the price which the public

will pay for it. Anyway, the public isn't

sitting at home reading advertisements
these days. A good many national ad-
vertisers have discovered that in order
to get their message to the public they
have to put it out on the highway in let-

ters large enough to be easily read when
traveling thirty or forty miles on hour.
The only ones who stay home now are

the radio bugs.

E. J. CONROE, CONROE'S PLAY
HOUSE, CONROE, TEX.: (1) Good

if given more space to older releases. (2)
Not yet. (3) None. (4) Ask when I am
going to show so and so. (5) Yes. (6)
Give the older releases that stand out a
show. (7) No.

(General comment) I find that national
advertising is okay if a show can run the
picture within ten days after national
advertisement ends. But as it is, speak-
ing from a small town standpoint, I wish
to say that the advertisement gotten out
is good for only a few weeks as when
they see another ad the previous one is

entirely forgotten, thereby being lost for

a small town show who has to show
some six months or more after release

date.
* * *

J. B. HUNTER, REGENT THEATRE,
CHARLOTTE, MICH.: (1) I am not

speaking for any town but Charlotte.
Michigan. I think that I would be better
off if the producer and distributor spent
Jess and let me do my own advertising.
I don't mean by that to cut it entirely.

Just ease up a little, sell me pictures
cheaper and let me do my own bluffing.

(2) No. (3) About one-half of 1 per
cent. (4) Directors, cameramen, water
boys and helpers in general that the pa-
trons are obliged to read about on the
head end of all pictures don't mean any-
thing to me. Neither do producers or
distributors. Stars and stories are what
counts here.

(5) Yes. (6) Give us films in better
-condition, cut the price and cut the price
of advertising matter. Also cut the sal-
aries of these (BIG) stars. Where is

there any one person that is worth a mil-
lion dollars a year If they can't get it,

they are not worth it. A thing is worth
just what it will sell for. Then the ex-
hibitor could cut the admission to where
the people could afford to attend more
often.

(7) Don't think so. It has come to a
point where all producers nationally ad-
vertise all their pictures, good, bad or in-
different. National advertising has got to

Dittman Takes Advertising
Issue to Patrons

At the time of receiving the "Herald'' questionnaire, J. F. Dittman. of Freeport,
111., was conducting his own survey to ascertain the value of the various
advertising mediums. He gives the results of his survey in his answer to

the "Herald" questionnaire.

The Advertising that influenced me to see

BELLA DONNA was (Mark with

an X in square or squares)

] On the Screen

]
In the Theatre Program

In The Journal-Standard

In the Chicago papers

]
In the Saturday Evening Post

On the Bill Boards

J Was told by others to see it

]
I came through habit

Remarks:

Questionnaire prepared by Mr. Dittman to ascertain from
his patrons the advertising1 medium which prompted them
to attend his theatre.

J. F. DITTMAN, LINDO, STRAND AND PRINCESS THEATRES,
FREEPORT, ILL.: (1) Not appreciably. (2) Some. (3) 1 8/10 per

cent. (4) Out of 331. 20 saw ads in the Saturday Evening Post and of the 20,

14 saw the ads in the Chicago papers. (5) Yes. (6) Lower film rentals.

(7) No. Follwing are the results of a survey which I conducted among
my patrons on the question of national advertising. Questionnaires were
filled in by 331 of my patrons. Of that number

—

80 were influenced by ad on the screen.

32 were influenced by ad in theatre program.

155 were influenced by ad in the local paper.

79 were influenced by ad in Chicago papers and Mae Tinee's review.

20 were influenced by ad in "Saturday Evening Post."

51 were influenced by ads on the billboards.

58 were told by others to see it.

5-4 came through habit.

4 said: "My wife made me."

5 saw posters in hotel lobby.

5 came to see the future Mrs. Chaplin.

1 said that the electric sign attracted him.

1 man s?id that he came by chance.

Of the 20 who were influenced by the Saturday Evening Post advertising,

14 also mentioned the advertising in the Chicago papers, hence that would leave

perhaps 6 out of 331 who were influenced by the Saturday Evening Post double
spread ad costing a fortune, which might as well be handed to exhibitors in lower
film rentals, unless cost of advertising in the Post, when distributed among the
various exhibitors, is small. Of this I am not in a position to judge. Neither can
the manufacturer tell what amount to allot to each exhibitor until such time as
all contracts near release date have been taken.
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HOWARD M. RETZ. STRAND
THEATRE, LAMONT, IA.:

(1) I think it helps in the larger

cities. (2) No. (3) None. (4) There
are not enough of these magazines
circulated in the small town to

make any difference in the theatre
attendance. They advertise in the
high-priced magazines and these do
not reach the smaller communities
in very large numbers. Perhaps 10

or 25 is all. (5) Yes. (6) By giv-

ing the exhibitor in the smaller
town newer releases at a reasonable
price. What use is their advertising

late pictures to the public and you
not be able to run them for a year
or so later, because the rental is so
high? (7) No. Lots of people read
about the pictures at the time they
get the magazines and then forget

them the next day.

be a joke instead of an asset to the busi-

ness. How is a laboring man, with four

or five in his family, paying $18 or $20
a ton for coal, 60 cents a pound for but-
ter, $7 to $10 a pair for shoes and 25 cents

a gallon for gasoline to run his flivver

and then expect him to attend picture-

shows just because the pictures arc na-
tionally advertised? I must agree and
acknowledge that it helps with the

higher-ups, especially so if they have read
a story. But in a general way I claim
that it does the exhibitor no good.
The only good resulting from this ad-

vertising that I can see is: It makes a

fat job for some lean man, sitting around
an office all day with his feet on top of

the desk, smoking, and if an exhibitor
should go into his office and ask him a

question about this great stunt, he blows
smoke in his face, and starts in by kid-

ding him. I have been an exhibitor for

the last fourteen or fifteen years and
think that I know what 1 am talking
about. I am speaking about the men
that New York sends out to the ex-
changes to help the exhibitors to push
these big advertising stunts, to pull these

advertising stunts and add the cost of
them to the price we small fellows are
expected to pay for a picture because of

this national advertising. When we get

all through, there is nothing left for the
small fellow, no one has made a nickle
but the distributor and producer. There-
fore, I say again, to a certain extent, cut
that stuff and sell us pictures at a price

where we can at least 'make a fair living.

Not often do you read of an exhibitor
with a $100,000 home, a $20,000 auto, care-

taker and driver. In a great many cases,

he lives upstairs in a block and rides in

a Ford. And why? National advertis-

ing, big jobs for little men, little stars at

a big salary. When one gets all through,
who is the goat? The exhibitor. I don't
think that I had better say any more,
neither do I think that you had better

use this letter, because I don't believe

that it would look well in your weekly,
you have too good a paper which is of

too much value to the exhibitor. But you
have my opinion of the picture business
in general. I am thoroughly disgusted
with it.

* * *

L. V. FELDMAN. ORPHEUM THE-
ATRE, PIPESTONE, MINN.: (1)

This is a country town of 3,300. I do not
think that it is of any material help in

the small towns. I have never yet had
any one tell me that they saw this or that

picture advertised in a magazine or jour-

nal of any sort. (2) No. (3) Less than

Yi of 1 per cent. (4) Never heard any
comment. I find that one brand draws
as good for me as another if I advertise

and push it, and the picture is good. (5)
Yes. (6) In lower rentals. (7) No. The
national advertising of a picture doesn't
amount to a whoop for the small towns.
It is the advertising in the dailies of
larger cities close by that helps some.

* '

STANLEY CHAMBERS, MILLER-
PALACE - WICHITA THEATRES,

WICHITA. KAN.: (1) At one time it

had its advantages, but being so badly
abused of late by advertising inferior pic-

tures which has ruined the value and has
caused a loss of confidence to some ex-
tent. (2) At one time it helped a great
deal more than today. (3) Not over 10
percent. Doubt if that much. (4) At one
time comments were favorable, but on
account of just ordinary and inferior pic-

tures being advertised, under trade marks
and brands as "best ever" the public has
lost confidence to a great extent. (5)
Yes. (G) Suggest supplying exhibit&rs
with more publicity gratis or at such a
low price that he cannot afford to over-
look value of same and let him sell the
picture direct to the public. (7) At one
time yes, but the abuse of nationally ad-
vertising inferior pictures has hurt the
raise of admission proposition to a great
extent.

F. PAULICK. PAULICK THE-
ATRE, MUSCODA, WIS.: Na-

tional advertising in magazines is a
detriment to a small town. My
patrons read about the big pictures
and come to me and ask when are
you going to get this and that one.
I say a detriment because a small
town exhibitor cannot pay the
price they ask for the film. I say
film because to a certain degree
they are all alike—only an eve-
ning's entertainment. There are
some with more drawing power
and get you a little money, provid-
ing the weather and roads are
fair. I have run several big ones
this Winter and have made no
money on any of them. By the
time you get these nation wide ad-
vertised pictures they are old and
patched and short of footage which
sometimes helps as they are too
long and padded to the limit.

(General comment) Do not want to be
misunderstood in regard to comments on
national advertising, neither do I want
to go on record as stating that national
advertising at times has no value. It has
greatly helped in the past to popularize
stars and productions, also certain brands
of pictures. There is no doubt about
this. We believe the proper kind of ad-
vertising (nationally) on products of

merit is still an asset to the exhibitor, but
the much abused practise of late by some
distributors to nationally advertise any
picture or star regardless of its audience
value has caused the public to lose con-
fidence in national advertising to a great
extent. At least this has been our ex-
perience.

* * *

D. E. DUTTON, LYRIC THEATRE,
HARRISON, ARK.: (1) Practically

none in small towns. (2) No. (3) None.
(4) Occasionally a patron will ask when
we are going to have a certain picture

—

never yet mentioned producing company.
(5) Yes. (6) Lower film rental and let

the exhibitor advertise the picture. (7)
No. Picture must reach a certain class
or standard before one can raise admis-
sion—not on strength of national adver-
tising.

(General comment) The great objec-

tion today, the producers never tell the
truth about their productions. The last

picture of any star is always the best.
Long ago every star should have reached
perfection.

* * *

W. L. BUCK, GEM THEATRE,
WATERVILLE, MINN.: <1> Notice

no increase in small town. (2) I doubt
it. (3) None. (4) I hear none. (5) Yes.
<»i) More assistance in exploiting. Trailer
furnished on all good features. (7) Not
in my house.

(General comment) National advertis-
ing of course popularizes a "brand." I
prefer poster advertising to Saturday
Evening Post for results.

L. C. TIDBALL, ISIS THEATRE, FT.
WORTH, TEX.: (/) No good for me.

(S) None. (4) It hurts me as I haze to

WtHt about six months for my scrzicc after
first run. (6) Put it in picture quality and
accessory helps, trailers and lobby oil paint-
ings. (7) Can't tell. I can't get the big
ones until they are forgotten as far as
magazine advertising is concerned.

(General comment) A good trailer and
lobby is worth more than anything else to
me.

LEVI G. DUREPO BROWNE THE-
ATRE, LIMESTONE, ME.: (1) There

are very few of any one kind of maga-
zines of national circulation subscribed
for or sold at newsstands in small towns,
and therefore, the benefit we derive from
this kind of advertising is negligible be-
cause producers cannot bring their pic-
tures before the public and explain them
in detail like we can with our direct ad-
vertising through slides and programs.
(2) No. (3) No per cent. (4) Never
heard them say a word about magazine
advertisements. Some say they like Para-
mount pictures—others Fox. You can't
please all. (6) Let us order our pictures
through salesmen or trade papers and
give us the amount expended on national
advertising by reduction of film rental.
Then we can do the direct advertising
ourselves. (7) No.

* » *

J. W. LUMPKIN, CUPID THEATRE,
MILES, TEX.: (1) Can't say from a

general standpoint. (2) Don't think so.
(3) None. (4) None. (5) Yes. (6) The
little folder referred to in my previous
letters would, in my opinion, increase the
patronage ten times as much as the na-
tional advertising. Just a three column,
four page folder, printed with latest film
news on one side, the other left blank
for the exhibitor. The exhibitor would
name the paper for his theatre, fill in the
other side with locals and distribute gratis

B. G. SIGS3EE, STAR THEATRE,
HEPPNER, ORE.: (1) Might be

of some effect if so much of it was
not self-laudatory producer adver-
tising. (2) No. (3) Neglible, if

any. (4) No patron has ever volun-
tarily mentioned the matter. For
two years we never showed a Para-
mount picture and never had a re-
quest for them. (5) Yes. (6) Since
exhibitors pay the bill anyway take
it off of the film rental, and let us
do our own advertising where,
when and how our experience leads
us to believe it will do the most
good. (7) No. We believe that
one word from a reliable exhibitor
to his people is worth more than
all the national advertising the
magazines will hold.
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once a month to the people in his town
and community. (7) No not here.

* * *

J. W. BOATWRIGHT, RADIO THE-
ATRE, OZARK, MO.: (1) Haven't

helped me a red cent. (2) Xo. (3) Xone.
(4) No comments. (6) Lower film ren-

tals would not cut much ice. All other
expenses are too high for us small town
exhibitors. Really if there could be any
saving for us I really can't see it. (7)

No.
* * *

CARL JOHNSON, PERSHING THE-
ATRE, FLORESVILLE. TEX.: (1)

I think it is a good way to increase your
attendance. (2) Yes. (3) 10 per cent.

(4) I hear them say, "I know this picture

will be good as I read it in such and such
a magazine." (6) I do not know of any
way unless it would reduce our film ren-

tal. (7) In some instances yes, but in

small towns where more of your trade is

from the lower class, I don't think that

you could raise successfully.

G. F. SHARP, PRINCESS THEATRE.
OCONTO, WIS.: (/) No. 00 No.

(j) None. (0 Yes. (6) Xezcspapers.

(7) No.
* * *

W. E. ELKIN, TEMPLE THEATRE.
ABERDEEN, MISS.: (1) Yes. I think

it has helped to increase theatre at-

tendance. I think this method very good.

Any national advertised product always
sells itself. (2) Yes. (3) A very small

per cent, say 5 per cent. (4) I have had
them remark to me that they saw such
and such picture advertised in such and
such magazine and asked when we in-

tend showing it. (5) Xo other but direct

advertising. (6) I mean by this mail
each patron of the theatre a personal

letter telling them about the picture, etc..

and about when it would be shown in

that town. Of course, this would prove
rather expensive but would have much
more power. (7) At times it certainly

can. We do not advance our prices un-
less we know it is- worth it. regardless,

of how much the picture has been ad-

vertised in the popular magazines.

* * *

RAY A. GROMBACHER, LIBERTY
AMUSEMENT COMPANY,

SPOKANE, WASH.: In our opinion
there are thousands and hundreds of

thousands of dollars wasted in national

advertising. However, we believe that

some national advertising has done some
good toward increasing the box office

receipts. The very great trouble with
national advertising is the fact that it is

either displayed too far in advance of

the showing of the picture in our local

town or else it is displayed after the pic-

ture has been shown.
Take for instance the case of the As-

sociated Exhibitors' national advertising
on Encore Pictures. They advertise these
pictures in the magazines, mentioning
more than one picture in the advertise-
ment. We believe that if these people
would concentrate on one picture in their

campaign a greater benefit would be de-

C.C. GRIFFIN, NEW PIEDMONT
THEATRE, OAKLAND, CAL.:

(1) All such advertising undoubt-
edly helps if the pictures so ex-
ploited live up to the promises con-
tained in the ad matter. (2) I can't
say. (3) Very hard to say. (4) No
comment whatever. (6) I would
rather see them spend the money
on the production itself. (7) No.

J. F. DITTMAN, whose personal survey
of the advertising situation discloses
that national advertising is responsible
for only 1 8 10 per cent of his patron-
age.

rived. The best national advertising was
done by the Paramount people, giving an
absolute release date and then showing
the pictures in the ke\- cities on that date
or very close thereto; for example.
"Blood and Sand." Believe we received
a great deal of benefit from the Saturday
Evening Post advertising for the reason
that we opened the picture on a Saturday,
the ad having come out the Thursday
before.

My personal opinion would be to set

a quota for the key cities and in selling

the picture permit the exhibitor to use
this quota as he sees fit with the one

LEE M. THREET, LYRIC THE-
ATRE, MANNING, TEX.: (1)

No. (2) No. (4) Paramount na-
tional advertising is getting to be
noticed here and it may be helping
us. People think Paramount pic-

tures best ever. Advertising does
it. (5) Yes, local advertising. (6)
By local advertising upon the ex-
changes part. (7) Yes.

restriction that he must use the same
amount of space in the newspaper as is

furnished him by the distributor. For
example, if we were allotted fifty inches
on "Blood and Sand" we would have to

use fifty inches additional or 100 inches
in all, which would be a 50-50 proposi-
tion. It is amusing the way the dis-

tributor asks the price. He wants a per-
centage and guarantee, and then when
you ask him to pay for part of the ad-
vertising he refuses to do so. He .wants
the benefit of the additional profits but
does not care to go in on the advertising
that is necessary to secure the additional
profits.

E. L. FRANCK, OASIS THEATRE,
AJO, ARIZ.: (1) In my particular case

national advertising is money wasted.
(2) Xo. (3) Fraction of 1 per cent. (4)
Have heard no comments on advertise-

ments or publicity outside of the fan
magazines. Some trade marks are recog-
nized as maintaining a high standard.

Others are a handicap in certain cases.

(5) Yes. (6) In most instances to im-
prove the quality of the lobby display
furnished the "eighty per-center." (7)
Xo. Prices can be raised only on the
strength of the picture itself.

* * *

LIBERTY THEATRE, KENNEWICK.
WASH.: (1) It does not appeal to me

and I have had no evidence that it is

bringing in any results. (2) No. (4)
Have had no comments whatever. (5)
Yes. (6) Reduced rentals of film, which
would cost the producer really nothing,
and would help the exhibitor a whole lot.

(7) Not in the least, for the reason that
the poor ones are advertised with the
good ones. I never heard of a poor pic-

ture being produced yet, from the pro-
ducers' standpoint.

L. E. JOPPA, OPERA HALL, DEER-
FIELD, WIS.: (1) Perhaps in large

cities, in country towns, no. (2) Can't say.

(3) None. (4) Have had two or three
mention that so and so were doing a big
lot of advertising in Saturday Evening
Post. No other comments were made.
(5) Yes. (6) By advertising locally
where the pictures are played is the
only way of increasing our attendance.
(7) Not here.

* * *

H. E. YOST, WEST END THEATRE,
SANTA ANA, CAL.: (1) Good. In-

fluences people not used to attending thea-
tres. (.?) I believe it is. (3) Xo estimate.

(4) The name "A Paramount Picture"
brings quite a number no matter what the
picture is. (y) Admission prices can only
be raised when the picture is of such a qual-
ity as to warrant it. Rental price or na-
tional advertising has nothing to do with it.

* * *

RUSSELL ARMENTROUT K P
THEATRE, PITTSFIELD, ILL.;

(1) This is very good in larger towns but
the little fellow who lives in the small town
it does not help except to help his reputa-
tion as a good house. This, of course, helps
the attendance but not directly. (2) Very
little. (7) Xo. (General Comment) About
the only thing that helps the small town
fellow that I can see is to follow close
behind or along with the first run
houses in the larger cities and thereby
taking advantage of the write-ups given
them in the daily papers because every-
one in a small town reads the city papers
and if they see you are running the same
picture as the city they will turn out bet-
ter than otherwise.

P. G. ESTEE. FAD THEATRE
BROOKINGS, S. D.: (1) Do not think

it pays the indirect tax thus levied against
the theatres. (2) No. (3) None. (4)
Xone. (5) Yes. (6) Either by reducing
cost of film to us, or apportioning sums
to local papers in each section. You will
note that most national campaigns for
other lines also carry on local weekly
campaigns where their goods are handled.
(7) Xo, at least I have not found it so.

* * *

D. L. HILL. PICKWICK THEATRE
SAN DIEGO, CAL.: (1) Advertising

WILLIAM FAIT, JR., EASTMAN
THEATRE, ROCHESTER, N. Y.:

(1) Good, provided proper medi-
ums are used; for instance, Ladies'
Home Journal, Women's Home
Companion, Delineator, etc. (2) ?

(3) ? (4) None. (5) Yes. (6) Bet-
ter stories, better pictures, intelli-

gent direction. (7) No.
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specific pictures directly preceding their

run in the theatre is worth the money it

costs we believe. When the advertising

gets cold because we do not get the picture

soon afterwards, we do not think it wort i

the cost. We do not care to pay increased

rentals to build up a trade mark. (2) We
believe it is. (3) From 10 to 25 per cent

on the specific picture when run directly

after the ad. (4) No special comments.
The public seems to. feel that the picture

must be good because of the ad. This
idea is possibly strengthened because only
the better ones have been so advertised.

A few poor ones, and the value of the ad-
vertising would diminish. (5) Very often
in better direct advertising helps—art work,
newspaper mats and exploitation material.

(6) It is getting harder to get them in.

We need good pictures (they are coming
better) and strong, means to convince the

public that they are good. The producers
devise these means on premieres in their

own houses, but they slight the fellows who
come after. (7) No, not if we care for
the future. The public may proclaim the

picture "rotten" and that will cost more
than the gain. Quality is the only thing

that is safe to raise on, and right now that

doesn't seem to be advisable.

* * *

GEO. C. STARKEY, OPERA HOUSE,
MONTOUR FALLS, N. Y.: I think

it is the biggest piece of bunk ever put
out by any business of any kind. As to
helping the small town exhibitor, it, on
the other hand, hurts his business to a
large degree. Everybody now days reads
the "Saturday Evening Post" and they see
a big full page advertisement of
Film Company and their latest picture
"'Adam's Big Toe Nail." The picture per-
haps won't be released in four months but
that makes no difference. They come to
you and ask when you are going to show
"The Big Toe Nail," saying: "We saw it

advertised and it must be great." If you
tell them the facts in the case and that if

you did try to get it the price would be
half the value of your theatre they think
you are only showing old pictures and fin-

ish up by saying that "of course this is a
small town and we can't expect to get
anything new." The advertising of
Famous Players where they state that "if

you see a Paramount picture you see the
best show in town" is all right. But to
mention any particular picture certainly
hurts the small town. The thousands of

dollars spent for advertising could be used
in other ways and thereby reduce the film
rental.

* * *

J. H. EBERSOLE, MAJESTIC THE-
ATRE, AVOCA, IA.; (1) I think it

is the bunk. (2) No. (3) Very little. (4)
I have never had anyone ask when any
particular brand of pictures was coming.

(6) Cut the price of paper in two and I

could use twice as much to a good advan-
tage. (7) No.

* * *

J. D. WARNOCK, LUNA THEATRE,
BATTLECREEK, IA.: (1) Especially

good for big towns. This is a farming
section and it has no effect on them.
(2) Slightly. (3) Very small. It affects

educated people but not the masses. (4)
None. (5) Yes. (6) Make better pictures
and charge less rental. Put the price of

ADAM HORNUNG, VICTOR
OPERA HOUSE, VICTOR,

MONT.: (1) Fine. It is necessary
for a small town theatre to have a
picture that the public has heard of
or read atiout in order to be assured
of the picture's success. A few
bank on the star or producer, but
when that picture comes that they
have heard so much about, don't it

make us feel good to see the mobs
swarm in. (2) Yes. (3) The upper
crust. Those who would be cen-
sors. A very small but very valu-
able per cent who would stand by
you when the minister throws mud
at you. (4) Trade marks and
brands are seldom remembered.
But a picture with very attractive

scenes or outline of the story, they
ask, "When are you going to have
. . . picture. I'm crazy to see it.

It's been advertised so extensively
in "Saturday Evening Post" or
. . . other magazine." (5) No,
but for pity's sake, don't over ad-
vertise the ones that leave patrons
disappointed. (7) No. A raise is

O. K on a really honest-to-good-
ness gold nugget. They put their

faith in the exhibitor who chooses a
picture that demands the raise and
that exhibitor never raises unless it

is absolutely necessary, but they
can't stand such raises very often.

Some pictures that are extensively
advertised are very disappointing
and the exhibitor gets the kick. We
do our best to be of value to our
community.

advertising in big punch scenes for every
feature. The patrons will do the rest.

(7) No. Too high already.

* * »

J. KOOPMAN, AMENIA OPERA
HOUSE, N. Y.: (1) I doubt if this ha.

the desired effect. It all depends on the
production itself. If the production is of

good quality it creates talk and that is

the best advertiser in the world. As a
rule people don't look in magazines to

find out about a picture, they resort to

the newspapers or through conversation.

(2) No. Of all the pictures we have run,
haven't heard one patron say they read
about it in a magazine. (3) None that

we know of. (5) Yes. (6) By the proper
handling of this money by the distrib-

utor it would be possible to reduce the
rental cost to the exhibitor. (7) No. An
exhibitor that raises his admission on the
strength of a nationally advertised pic-

ture without first being sure that it is

worth it is taking a chance.

* * *

FRANK L. BROWNE, LIBERTY THE-
ATRE, LONG BEACH, CAL.: (1) I

don't know as I have ever heard anyone
speak of seeing such advertising and
coming to the show for that reason.
(2) ? (3) ? (4) None. (5) Yes. (6) In
local newspapers. (7) No.

* * *

J. S. ROCHE, EMPIRE THEATRE,
RAINY RIVER, ONTARIO, CAN.:

(1) .No good in a small town. (2) Very
little. (3; Possibly 2 or 3 per cent. (5)
Yes. (6) Reduce cost of pictures and let

each exhibitor exploit his own with sug-
gestions from the exchange. (7) Not in

.small towns because if the picture flops it

hurts your house.
(General Comment.) Speaking from a

personal standpoint, 1 don't think na-
tional advertising is any benefit to the
small town exhibitor, because if you will

ask a patron the name of two pictures
that he saw advertised in the Saturday
Evening Post. I venture to say he
couldn't name one. While the key city
exhibitor may derive some benefit from
national advertising because he shows the
picture shortly after it is advertised, the
small town exhibitor shows the picture so
long after the ad. has run that the pa-
trons have forgotten all about it and an-
other thing, the producer is prone to over-
estimate his productions and if you sting
a patron once he is leary afterwards. 1

tell my patrons what the picture is about,
giving them an idea of the story and my
personal opinion on each picture and
when I boost a picture they never fail

to see it because they have learned to
depend on my judgment. My slogan is

"Book from the HERALD and boost the
best ones" and I know I satisfy my
patrons.

* * *

FRANK O. BUCKLEY, PRINCESS
THEATRE, SUPERIOR, WIS.: (1)

Waste of money. (2) No. (3) None. (4)
None. (6) Local work and publicity.

(7) No.
* * *

S. D. VOGLER, AMERICAN THE-
ATRE, KIMBALL, NEB.: (1) O. K.

if picture is extra good, but bunk when pic-

ture is "Adam's Rib," etc. (2) No. (3)
Half of 1 per cent. (4) Trade marks on
films at tlie present time mean less than
nothing as the companies release and con-
tinue to release under their trade marks
any old thing. Take "The Barn Stormer"
for instance. (5) Yes, undoubtedly. (6)
Decrease price on accessories, especially

heralds, so that we can do more direct ad-
vertising. (7) No, not entirely. The pic-

ture must be worthy of advanced admission
then no one kicks, advertised nationally or
not.

(General Comment) I personally think

that the film companies, doing national ad-
vertising, are very short-sighted when they

advertise their trade mark as being on "the

best show in town" and do not use better

judgment by not distributing some of the

junk they do as one picture so advertised

will kill any benefit gained by a dozen good
ones. If they have to release this junk, why
not do so under another trade mark? I am
sure any exhibitor can do more to increase

his attendance by local advertising and with
the present cost of accessories this cost is

often prohibitive.

* * *

J. A. HOLMES, ARCADE THEATRE,
HOLTVILLE, CAL.: (1) Can't say

whether it increased my business or not,

but suppose it did me an indirect benefit.

(2) Can't say. (4) Have had very little.

(6) Local poster advertising and they
should cut the price of posters and pho-
tos. (7) No, not unless it is worth it.

Lots of the national advertising does not

come up to what the picture is.

Additional Replies to the Questionnaire on National Advertising

JVM Be Published Next Week
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Expect New York Exhibitors
To Attend Chicago Conclave

•'Open Door" Policy Paves Way for Peaceful Settle-

ment of Past Disputes—Steffes Pouring

Oil on Troubled Waters

Unless something unexpected happens, the M. P. T. O. of New York,
which withdrew from the national organization following the spectacular

Cohen-Walker fight at Washington a year ago, will send a big delegation

to the Chicago convention, May 21 to 26.

Action of the board of directors in voting an "open convention" has

opened the door to the New York exhibitors and although they will have
no vote, they will have the privilege of speaking on any subject and partici-

pating in all of the deliberations.

Al Steffes Is Busy as Peace Maker
Al Steffes, who hurried to Xew York a week ago to confer with ex-

hibitor leaders on his campaign for the presidency, dropped his campaign-
ing to attempt to bring the Xew Yorkers back into the fold. It is said

that Charles L. O'Reilly has assured Steffes his association will attend the

convention.

Three Great
Issues

!

EXHIBITORS HERALD, rec-

ognized throughout the field as car-

j

rying the first, the most accurate

|
and the most complete stories on

j

exhibitor activities, will cover the

coming national convention with
more than its usual thoroughness.

There will be three issues of the
HERALD dealing with the con-
vention:

PRE-CONVENTION NUMBER —
Dated May 26 and goin? to press May
14, which will contain the final line-up
of events before the opening session
and will be distributed to those attend-
ing the first day.

MID-CONVENTION NUMBER —
Dated June 2 and going to press May
22, which will contain an account of

the first two days' business and will

be distributed during the convention.

POST-CONVENTION NUMBER—
Dated June 9 and going to press May
28, which will contain the complete
account of the closing days of the
convention.

In addition, the HERALD will

publish a daily CONVENTION
SPECIAL which will be distributed

to the delegates and visitors each
morning.

Augmenting five staff members
assigned to the Coliseum during the
session, the HERALD will have the
services of cartoonists and photog-
raphers.

The three Convention Numbers
of the HERALD are going to be
looked forward to and eagerly read
by every exhibitor unable to reach
the convention. The daily Conven-
tion Special will be just as eagerly
read by those attending the conven-
tion.

Museum Is Planned to

House Snow's Exhibits
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

OAKLAND, CAL., May 1.—Prelimi-
nary plans have been laid before Mayor
John L. Davie of Oakland for the erection

of a. million-dollar museum to house the
natural history collection that H. A.
Snow of "Hunting Big Game in Arica"
fame brought home. Civic and educa-
tional circles are reported to be interested
in the move.
A site for the zoo and museum has

been found on the shores of Lake Mer-
ritt. Mr. Snow, who is in Xew York
where the Universal film of this African
explorations is showing, has been in-

formed of the plan and is said to be en-
thusiastic over it.

Vote Down Open Sunday
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOOPESTOX, ILL.. May 1. —

A

proposition to keep theatres and amuse-
ments open on Sunday in Hoopeston
went down to defeat by a majority of 500
votes at the election here.

Engages Sid Chaplin
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS AXGELES. May 1.—Sid Chap-
lin has been engaged by Marshall Xeilan
for an important role in '"The Rendez-
vous." his forthcoming production for
Goldwyn.

Steffes has had a series of conferences
with Sydney S. Cohen, national president.

The apparent cordiality of their meeting
ended talk of a "break" between the two.
Steffes was one of the original Cohen
men and was Cohen's floor leader at the
Washington convention. He did not an-
nounce his candidacy for president until

Cohen had definitely announced he would
not run again.

New York Convention Off

The annual convention of the M. P.
T. O. of Xew York, which was set for

May 8, 9 and 10 at Syracuse, has been
postponed by the board of directors to
a date to be decided upon later.

It was announced that this action was
taken in view of the fact that President
O'Reilly and other officials are devoting
so much time to legislative activities in

Albany that they have been unable to

prepare for the convention. An an-
nouncement that the convention would
not be held until after the Chicago na-
tional convention, however, indicates that

the postponement may be part of a
"peace" movement.

Coast to Be Represented

Early reports that the M. P. T. O. of

Southern California might not participate

in the national convention were exploded
this week, when the directors of the or-

ganization named the following delegates:

W. \V. Hitson, Plaza theatre. San Diego:
B. N. Bernstein. Savoy theatre, Los An-
geles; Laura -Peralta, Picture theatre.

Culver City; J. O. Yandeberg. Victoria
theatre. Los Angeles, and Glenn Harper.
Vermont theatre. Los Angeles.

Western Missouri

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY. MO., May 1—Every
member of the M. P. T. O. Western
Missouri who attends the national con-
vention in Chicago will constitute part
of the caucus, as well as the eight dele-

gates named by President Charles Sears
and the alternatives. The delegates and
alternatives:

A. F. Baker. St. Joseph: Jack Roth.
Kansas City: C. T. Sears. Xevada: Jack
Truitt: Sedalia: Lawrence E. Goldman.
Kansas City: A. M. Eisner, Kansas City:

F. A. ' Wasgien, Brookfield, and Ben
Levy. Joplin.

Alternatives—H. Weakley. Hardin; C.

T. Goodnight. Warrensburg. C. F.

Wearv. Richmond; H. Till, Bravmer;
C. Hubbell, Trenton; W. P. Cuff. Chilli-

cothe; W. Parsons, Joplin; Charles Bays,
Carthage.

Eastern Pennsylvania
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PHILADELPHIA, PA.. May. 1—As
a means of strengthening the organiza-
tion in order that the benefits to be de-
rived will reach the greatest number of
exhibitors, the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Eastern Pennsylvania, South-
ern Xew Jersey and Delaware, at its

meeting at the Hotel Vcndig, adopted the
recommendation that the city be divided
into twenty- six film zones. A member of
the league will be appointed from each
zone and it will be his duty to maintain
a closer relationship between the organi-
zation and the theatres of his district.

Budget Plan Deferred

Further work of the meeting is detailed
in this official statement:
"The proposal that the organization be

put upon a budget system of expenses
and receipts was referred back to the
committee following a spirited discussion
on the floor. Another recommendation
by the finance committee, which was
adopted, was a resolution placing in the
hands of the finance committee the nego-
tiation of contracts for industrial reels,

the completion of such coniracts. however,
to be subject to the approval of the board
of managers.

"Charles Rapoport, the national com-
mitteeman, dwelt at some length upon the
many business and social attractions of
the coming Chicago convention and called

upon the members who intend to go to

get in touch immediately with Convention
Committee Chairman Goodwin.

Discuss Daylight Saving

"A discussion as to whether, in the
event of the passage of the Derrick bil'

prohibiting municipalities from adopting
Daylight Saving measures, the exhibitors
should open their theatres on standard
time, ignoring the moral recommenda-
tion of city councils, was referred to the
daylight saving committee for action.
"Lew Pizor reported on the progress

of the mammoth Movie Ball to be given
by the joint motion picture industry in

Atlantic City some time in August."

Western Pennsylvania
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PITTSBURGH. PA.. Mav 1.—A scath-
ing denunciation of carnivals and an ap-
peal to exhibitors of Western Pennsyl-
vania to take such steps immediately as are
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necessary to ban these itinerant troupes
has been broadcasted by J. Harry Hay-
ward of Western Pennsylvania Amuse-
ment Company of Pittsburgh.

Mr. Hayward urges theatre men to co-

operate with their Chambers of Com-
merce and other civic organizations in

bringing pressure to bear upon city offi-

cials to increase licenses "to such a figure

that it would be impossible for the so-

called carnivals to .show in your town."

In the statement which he has broad-
casted, Mr. Hayward says:

"Between the show world and the out
and out crook world is a stratum con-
tagious to both, and blending into each,

which is generally classified as carnivals.

"Carnivals Are Dirty Lot"

"A 'Carnival' is anything from a twenty
car caravan that combines a circus, vaude-

ville shows, bazaar, fair and an itinerant

hippodrome to an outfit consisting of one
'hooch' dancer, two gunmen and a conr

tempt for 'rubes.'

"To the riffraff and ragtag that forms
the nucleus of the carnival tribe every-
body is a 'rube' who isn't drifting, shifting

and lifting for a living. Respectability

to these outlaws is syonymous with
stupidity. They are a dirty, depraved and
degenerate lot; the sweepings of sand-
lots, sawdust corrals and slum sewers,

but they nurse a fine superiority over
the rest of the population. A glass-bead
swindler is slick, but a substantial busi-

ness man is a 'sucker.'

"Pickpockets tour with these carnivals

and return tribute to the owners as a con-
cession. Burglars also go along and
'work' the outskirts of the different towns
at their ease while the bigger part of the

population have been drawn to the show
grounds where the carnival has been
pitched.

Work in Another Language

"The word 'work' in carnival language
does not mean labor; it means larceny.

Some of these carnivals arc 'squared.'

The word means that they have 'fixers' in

advance who tickle the itching palms of

the honest husbandmen who act as sher-
iffs, constables and other peace officers of

the rural territories which they are ran-
sacking and pillaging.

"Bootleggers and hussies operate in the
side show tents, which is the cause of a

number of social diseases they leave be-
hind them. The Pennsylvania State
Board of Health has sent out to all

mayors, burgesses, chiefs of police and
other officials, a circular letter on this

matter several years ago, and no doubt
these officials have them on file.

"These carnivals usually are shown un-
der the auspices of some volunteer fire

department, fraternal organization and
even they use the American Legion. They
do not play fair with them, as all the
carnival wants is the prestige of their

name to draw the crowds—playing both
ends against the middle.

Wants Licenses Hiked

"Now it is up to every exhibitor to have
this published in his local paper, get in

touch wnn his Chamber of Commerce or

some other civic organization, the burgess
and councilmen, their individual business
friends and acquaintance and have pres-

sure brought, so as to have the licenses

of carnivals and other such shows that

rob the public raised to such a figure that

it would be impossible for the so-called

'carnivals' to show in your town. If any
of the ab^ve mentioned organizations
wish to have a show of any kind to raise

funds, let them appeal to the business

men of the town, the Rotary Club, Ki-

wanis, Board of Trade, in fact all civic

organizations, and let them promote their

Kansas City After

1924 Convention
(.Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, MO., May 1.—
"Kansas City in 1924" is the slogan
which delegates from the M. P. T.
O. Western Missouri will take with
them to the national convention at

Chicago. The unusually good train

facilities, the geographical location

and the progress of the industry in

Missouri and Kansas will be the
arguments advanced in endeavoring
to obtain the convention for the
Missouri city.

own 'carnival' without the aid of pro-
fessional grafters."

Kansas
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, KAN., May 1.—With
$5,000 in the treasury of the M. P. T. O.
Kansas, subscribed at the recent conven-
tion, C. E. Cook, business manager of

the organization, will leave next week for

a tour over the state on a drive for 100
more members in the next ninety days.
Following the national convention at Chi-
cago, Mr. Cook, who will attend the
meeting, will return direct to the rural

districts of Kansas and begin where he-

leaves off in the membership drive.

Individuals Fix Fee

The fixed price of $.53 for membership
in the Kansas body has been done away
with. In the future the membership fee

will be fixed by the exhibitor himself,
payable in one or more assessments.
Theatre insurance is another project of

the larger type to be taken up by the
Kansas association in the near future.

The organization will cooperate with
some insurance company in writing up
insurance for exhibitors of the state.

Shipping film by parcel post will be

taken up with postal authorities by Mr.
Cook probably next month. It is be-

lieved that in this maimer a great sav-

ing can be obtained for theatre owners.

Plans Larger Quarters

The establishment of state headquarters
on a much larger scale in Kansas City

also is another goal. Under the present

plans of Mr. Cook, quarters sufficient to

serve all exhibitors from the territory

who come to Kansas City to buy film

will be established.

Theatre Control in America
Is Hinted as Zukor's Goal

(Continued from page 2$)

Baker was asked what would be the effect

on him of Famous going into the educa-

tional field and he replied that it would put

him out of business.

He was asked why he did not make
features instead of "educationals" and ex-

plained that "with the theatrical situation

as it is" he had counselled his board of

directors against it. Independents with one

picture were up against a stone wall, he

testified.

On cross examination by W. R. McDon-
ald. Baker was asked

:

"You say a producer with but one pic-

ture a year has no chance. Fairbanks

makes only a few a year and he is success-

ful, is he not?"

Admits Fairbanks Successful

The witness admitted that Fairbanks was
successful, and McDonald then asked

:

"If a producer makes an excellent pic-

ture it will get shown, will it not?"

Baker's reply was that this was not true

in all cases and added that one picture pro-

ducer had a difficult time finding a dis-

tributor whose product was of a sufficiently

high standard as to make such a connection

desirable.

Last week's developments brought out

a mass of interesting evidence. On Tues-
day, \Y. \V. Hodkinson declared that in

key cities where a producer-distributor
owned theatres, the market was partially

closed to independent producers. On
cross-examination he admitted that the

box office was the ultimate test of- quality.

He told of the difficulties encountered
by independents in attempting to place

pictures on Broadway.

Recites Paramount-First National Plan

Al Lichtman. who testified on Wednes-
day and Thursday, said he had been able

to place only four pictures on Broadway
in two years as an independent distribu-

tor. In some cities where there were
producer-owned or controlled houses he
got good terms; in others he was prac-
tically shut out from first-run bookings.

The highlights of his testimony were
his description of a meeting which he
said occurred at Adolph Zukor's house in

1916 which resulted in the ousting of

Hodkinson as president of Paramount;
and his assertion that a plan which he

proposed for a working agreement be-

tween Famous Players and First National
failed to go through because the Famous
Players finance committee would not
give him authorization in writing to pro-
ceed.

Believed Company Dominated Field

Lichtman declared Zukor was willing

to pay him $12.">.000 for this work if First

National would pay an equal amount.
Several First National franchise holders,

to whom he said he broached the scheme
at a meeting in Chicago, were favorably
disposed.

That Mr. Zukor believed his corpora-
tion "dominated" the industry in 1920-

1921 and wanted to make this situation

"permanent" by acquiring key theatres

was the statement of H. D. H. Connick,
former chairman of the Famous Players
finance committee.

"The whole purpose of the $10,000,000

refinancing plan was acquisition of thea-

tres," said Connick, who told of the

investigation he conducted in 1919 which
led to the handling of the stock issue by
Kuhhj Loeb & Company.

Seeks to Stop "Cut Throat Methods"

Saying that Zukor feared only First

National as a serious competitor, Connick
told of numerous conferences held by
himself and Zukor with First National
officials in an effort to reach a working
agreement to stop cut-throat competition.
One plan, according to him, was that a

separate corporation, to be financed by
Famous Players, was to be formed with

J. D. Williams as head. It was to handle
foreign pictures. Nothing came of these
attempts at getting together, Connick
said, and the situation between the two
companies was "a case of dog eat dog."

Theatre acquisition went on after the

signing of the agreement between Zukor
and the M. P. T. O. A. in 1920, Connick
declared.

Cross-examined, the witness used the
word "superiority" with reference to Fa-
mous Players pictures and organization
methods when he was pressed closely on
his statement about "domination."
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Eastman and Allied Plants
* Hit by Conspiracy Charges

Federal Trade Commission Issues Formal Complaint
Against Companies and George Eastman and

Jules Brulatour as Individuals

(Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C. May 1.—Conspiracy whereby Eastman Kodak
Company has obtained a virtual monopoly of the manufacture and sale of

film in the United States is charged in a formal complaint just issued by
the Federal Trade Commission, in which are named Eastman Kodak Com-
pany and George Eastman, president, and Jules E. Brulatour. distributor;
Allied Laboratories' Association, Inc.. and its members.

The complaint charges, briefly, that Eastman Kodak Company and
George Eastman, its president, during 1919 induced Brulatour to construct
two manufacturing laboratories for producing positive prints, one known
as the G. M. Laboratories, at Long Island City, and the other known as
the San-Jacq Laboratories, at Fort Lee, X.

J.

True Ownership Not Disclosed, Complaint Charges
These two laboratories, together with a third plant, known as Paragon.

Inc.. Fort Lee. X. J., were then operated by Brulatour at the direction of
the Eastman company as separate and distinct enterprises, without dis-
closing their true ownership. In the operation of these laboratories, it is

charged. Brulatour supplied to various producers of motion pictures posi-
tive prints at prices far below those at which the competitive manufacturing
laboratories could supplv them.

Authors to Discuss
Film Art June 7-8

Will Formulate Principles for

Artistic Development of

Photoplays
(.Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, May 1.—Under the aus-
pices of the Authors' League of Amer-
ica, acting on the suggestion of Adolph
Zukor, president of Famous Players-
Lasky, leading novelists, artists, dram-
atists and editors will meet in New York
City June 7 and 8 for the purpose of

formulating a set of principles for the
artistic development of motion pictures.

Will Offer Prizes

Rex Beach is Chairman of the Gen-
eral Congress Committee for the Au-
thors' League, which also includes Sam-
uel Hopkins Adams. George Barr Baker.
Edwin Bjorkman. Ellis Parker Butler,

Irvin S. Cobb. George Creel. C. B. Falls.

Charles Dana Gibson. John Golden,
Clayton Hamilton. Rupert Hughes. Ed-
ward Hungerford. Will Irwin, Orson
Lowell, George Barr McCutcheon.
George Mallon. George Middleton, Har-
vey O'Higgins. Floyd W. Parsons. Lu-
ther Reed, Tony Sarg. Leroy Scott. Wil-
liam G. Shepherd and William Allen
White. Several distinguished European
writers as well as delegates from the

British and French authors' societies will

attend.

Mr. Zukor will announce a series of

prizes amounting to several thousand
dollars which he will offer "to those ele-

ments contributing most to the motion
picture's artistic development during the

year."'

In his invitation to the Authors'
League. Mr. Zukor said, in part: "Today
we have pretty nearly attained perfection

in photography, lighting, scenery and in

other phases of picture production. The
big field of picture progress lies in de-

veloping the screen along the soundest
artistic principles."

Topics for Discussion

Among the topics scheduled for discus-

sion are the following: "The place of the

motion picture in American life and cul-

ture": "The undeveloped possibilities of

motion pictures": "Literature which has

not yet reached the screen": "Phases of

life which have not already been depicted

on the screen": "What tendency should
be developed in motion picture produc-
tion?" "Writing directly for the screen."

and "What are the tests for a good mo-
tion picture?"

Exhibitor Wins Battle

For Sunday Amusement
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PLANKiNTON, S. D.. May 1.—The
question of Sunday shows here, which
has resulted in a number of controver-
sies between J. L. Anderson, owner of
the Plankinton Opera House, and Meth-
odist ministers of the city, was finally

disposed of at the city election when the

people voted 210 against 64 for Sabbath
amusements.

Ministers had previously attempted, it

is said, to have an ordinance "railroaded"
throueh the city council.

Veteran Comedian Dies
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

BOSTON. MASS.. May 1. — Jess
Dandy, known in private life as Jesse
Danzig, popular vaudeville comedian, who
also appeared in a number of Keystone
and early Chaplin comedies, passed away
here.

It is charged also that in supplying
competitors of the Eastman company
with motion picture film the company
caused Brulatour to delay deliveries and.
in some instances, to shut off the supply
of competing manufacturing laboratories.
It is also alleged that there was discrimi-
nation between laboratories which con-
fined their purchases to the Eastman com-
pany and to those which purchased film
from other manufacturers, by extending
to exclusive Eastman customers long
terms of credit which were denied to the
others, for the purpose of coercing vari-
ous competing laboratories not controlled
by the respondents into confining their
purchases to film manufactured by East-
man.

Laboratories Are Transferred

In 1921. the Federal Trade Commission

First Response to

Less Footage Plea
(Special to Exhibitors Herald

)

NEW YORK, May 1. — An
answer to the plea of exhibitors for
productions within the feature
length limit, which gained wide-
spread momentum following publi-
cation in the "Herald" of Martin J.
Quigley's editorial "Five Reels," is

seen in an announcement by First
National which states that, in two
forthcoming productions, *"T h e

Brass Bottle" by Maurice Tourneur
and "Children of Dust" by Frank
Borzage, definite steps have been
taken to keep footage down to a

minimum in accordance with popu-
lar exhibitor demand.

If "The Brass Bottle" goes above
six reels it is on'y because the story
is such that it could not be made
shorter. Mr. Tourneur promises.
And, in declaring that his produc-

tion will be entirely free of excess
footage, Mr. Borzage reiterates

what has frequently been called at-

tention to by exhibitors, namely,
that many of the eight or nine-reel

films could be shortened and the

audience would enjoy them more.

asserts, the Eastman company caused the
three laboratories mentioned to be trans-
ferred and assigned to them, making the
fact of their ownership public as a trans-
action just consummated. This was done,
it is alleged, to coerce competing labora-
tories to refrain from purchasing other
than Eastman film.

"The threat by Eastman to operate the
three manufacturing laboratories, it is

charged, induced and coerced the re-
spondent Allied Laboratories Association.
Inc., and its members to join with East-
man and Brulatour in the conspiracy."
the commission declares, "with the result
that in September. 1921. an agreement
was reached whereby the Eastman Com-
pany agreed to close the three manufac-
turing laboratories in consideration of
which the Association members agreed to
confine their purchases of cinematograph
film to film manufactured in the Cnited
States, and to refuse to purchase any
cinematograph film from American im-
porters of foreign-made film

Buy Only Eastman Film
"It was understood that the Eastman

company would keep its three manufac-
turing laboratories in working order and
would reopen and operate such labora-
tories in competition with the Associa-
tion members should any of the members
again purchase or use in their plants cine-
matograph films imported from foreign
countries."
By reason of this agreement, the com-

plaint states, the Association and its

members have confined their purchases of
film to that manufactured by the East-
man company and have exploited the fact

that no other film is used in their labora-
tories. It is further charged that various
members of the association have falsely

announced to the trade from time to time
that film produced by competitors of the

Eastman company could not be used to

good advantage, and that, further, mem-
bers of the Association have consistently

sought to coerce outside manufacturing
laboratories to become members of the

Association and to agree to purchase
Eastman films exclusively.

The various respondents named in the

complaint have been given thirty days in

which to file an answer to the charges.
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Goldwyn Schedules Forty-nine

Films for Next Season

Four New Exchanges Opened to Speed Up Distribution of
Product and to Better Serve Exhibitors

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, May 1.—Goldwyn's program for next season calls for

forty-nine attractions, with twenty-four to be produced by the com-
pany itself, fifteen by Cosmopolitan, eight by Distinctive, one Jesse

D. Hampton picture, "The Spoilers," and "The Magic Skin," to be made
by Achievement Film Company. This announcement was made by Presi-

dent F. J. Godsol following his arrival here.

A S TO the company's policy in respect

to the attractions it will produce and

distribute, Mr. Godsol had this to say:

"Upon assuming the presidency of the

Goldwyn company a year ago it was my
opinion that the day of the average pic-

ture was past, and that success for the

company lay only in big outstanding pic-

tures, costly to produce but which would
be sought after by the exhibitors and the

public.

"To this end we set about securing the

most gifted directors, the best stories, the

most brilliant acting, editorial and pro-

ducing talent. We have completely reor-

ganized our selling force and methods. I

believe I can truthfully state that in one
year we have accomplished all the fore-

going, and that time has proved our pol-

icy correct."
* « *

Opens New Branches
as Service Move

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, May 1.—Four new ex-

changes, which, it is hoped, will facilitate

service to exhibitors and* speed up dis-

tribution, are to be opened by Goldwyn

under the supervision of James R. Grain-

ger. The branches will be located in Dcs
Moines, la., Oklahoma City, Okla., Char-
lotte, N. C, and Butte, Mont.
These exchanges will be in operation

by June 15.

Since taking hold of the Goldwyn sales

department less than a year ago, Grainger
has expanded the distributing branches
of that corporation from twenty-two to

thirty-one. On assuming his duties in

August, 1922, he at once began his policy

Finds Out-Door
Films Desired

(.Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, May 1.—An in-

vestigation conducted by Universal
has revealed two things, the com-
pany states—that the public wants
the out-door type of picture and
that male stars are more in de-

mand than feminine players.

In view of this Universal is mak-
ing striking changes in its new
group of five reel feature stars

along this line. Where three men
and three women were featured
last year the new films will feature

five men and one woman. They
are Hoot Gibson, Herbert Rawlin-
son, William Desmond, Roy Stew-
art, Jack Hoxie and Gladys Wal-
ton.

of strengthening the physical distribution
department.

In an official statement relative to its

new branches Goldwyn says:
"With its own increasing production

activities, with the distribution merger
between Goldwyn and Cosmopolitan and
the acquiring of the product of Distinc-
tive Pictures Corporation for releasing,
Mr. Grainger saw the necessity of speed-
ier and better distribution facilities. He
saw the means of effecting this and at
once put it into operation.
"Now Goldwyn, with thirty-one branch

exchanges, will be able to handle this

heavy distribution burden with great ex-
pedition. It will be in a position to give
its pictures more simultaneous showings,
particularly in key city first runs; it will

be able to give the individual exhibitor
quicker service and to aid him more ef-

fectively in exploiting the pictures. Ear-
lier show-dates can be obtained and
through a more widely distributed terri-

tory, insuring wider and earlier publicity
to each production as it is released."

Eastman Influence on
Censor Repeal Bill Is

Seen as Hope in N. Y.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., May 1.—This week
brings the New York State legislature to

its conclusion. The fate of the censor-

ship repeal as well as the Antin bill, al-

lowing unaccompanied children between
the ages of 8 and 16 years to visit the
motion picture theatres of New York
city, will probably not be settled much
before the concluding day, Friday or Sat-
urday.
Those who are on the inside of things

generally claim that the assembly will

not vote upon the measure during the
next few days, and that it will simply
die in committee. There are others,

however, who contend that the situation

has changed sufficiently during the last

few days to bring about the possibility

of the bill being passed in the assembly,
and going to the governor for final ac-

tion. This is based upon a well sub-
stantiated report that George Eastman
of Rochester has become a factor in the

situation, to the end that the Republican
assemblymen from Monroe county will

vote in favor of repealing the present
censorship law.
William Ward, the Republican leader

of Westchester county, is also said to be

of the same mind as Mr. Eastman, and
has instructed the assemblymen from his

county to vote in favor of the bill. If

such proves true, during the next few
days, the advocates of the repeal measure
will be in a position enabling the bill to

be pressed to a successful passage some
day during the week.

<

Tjiefunii^8ide

Exhibition

By HERB L. WEIL
(Desmond Theatre, Port Huron,

Mich.)

I have a kiddies show every Saturday

morning and among the subjects I show
for the children is a serial which, like

most serials, is full of thrills. At the

conclusion of one of the Saturday morn-

ing performances my stage manager
rushed excitedly into my office with his

pockets bulging from a healthy supply

of lead pellets, tenpenny nails, screw
eyes and in fact everything such as
Young America would carry in his

pockets.
"Say," he shouted, "those kids sure did

bombard that screen of ours this morn-
ing," testifying to his remarks by show-
ing me the silent evidence.
And, sure enough, after a more minute

investigation we found that our screen
had been fairly riddled by the youngsters
who, in their excitement, thought that

by bombarding the screen it would be
the quickest way to dispatch the villain.

Needless to say I took the pains to

caution the children the following Satur-

day and peace reigns once again.

By PHILIP RAND
(Rex Theatre, Salmon, Idaho)

The funniest thing that ever happened

in our theatre was during the showing of

"The Silent Call" when Strongheart, the

dog, came on the screen. A big airdale,

ever in the habit of pushing in the swing-

ing doors and trailing up his master,

brushed past the usher, stood at the head

of the aisle, cast one look at Strongheart

and with a series of growls and a deep
baying roar, rushed down the aisle,

jumped over the drummer, who fell over
his traps with a crash, on to the stage and
at the screen, frightening the kiddies

nearly out of their senses.

We had to turn on the lights and when
the airdale found no Strongheart any-
were about he turned and went out of

the theatre as he came in, only this time

with his tail between his legs, completely
crestfallen at his blunder, amid the roars

of the audience.

By R. K. LANG
(Lyric theatre, Cobb, Wis.)

Usually when the stores have special

sales on, such as fresh vegetables, they

write on the sidewalks advertising it

One day while I was doing the same

stunt in advertising "Inside the Cup," an

old country woman came up to me and

asked:
"Does that mean that there are fresh

strawberries in town?"
Ignorance is bliss.
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Film News

in

Pictures

PICTORIAL SECTION
of Exhibitors Herald

Issue of May 12

Stories Told

by

the Camera

M lltli

§

The boardwalk and the beach at Atlantic City were at-
tractions for First National franchise holders during
their annual convention there. In the pictures are:
Top, left: Moe Finkelstein. Fred Levy, Madge Bellamy,
Ince star, Watterson Rothacker and I. H. Ruben;
middle: Sam Goldwyn, Mr. Levy, Miss Bellamy and
Moe Mark; right: Mr. Mark, Miss Bellamy and Sol
Lesser on horseback. In pictures at left are Harry
Nolan and Miss Bellamy and Sam Goldwyn and the
star. At right are Sam Katz with Miss Bellamy and
the star and John J. McGuirk.

Alice Joyce, popular actress who has not been seen in

pictures for many months, returns to the screen in

"The Green Goddess," a George Arliss vehicle pro-
duced by Distinctive Pictures. This is one of the

series of Distinctive features to be distributed by Gold-
wyn. - v
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Cartoonist Llan-
uza of Chicago
Herald and Exam-
iner gives his con-
ception of some of
the exhibit ors
who attended Illi-

nois convention at

the Hotel Sher-
man.

Striking portrait of Virginia Valli,

who recently was raised to stardom
by Universal. Miss Valli's initial

production will be "A Lady of Qual-
ity." Hobart Henley is directing.
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£2
Edward Laemmle, nephew of Carl

Laemmle and director of Universal

serials and features, and his bride, who,

before her marriage in Chicago a short

time ago, was Miss Peppi Heller.

This blackboard tells story of Michigan's finances. This principle is the basis of

the Michigan association's plan for financing the M. P. T. O. A. When each
member of the state league subscribes, the amount is placed after his name.
The amount paid in is listed in the next column. The league takes a note for

any amount due, thus being assured of ample finances for furthering the inter-

ests of its members.
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From
Film Trade Board of St. Louis,

3312 Olive Street,
St. Louis, Mo.

POSTMASTER DO NOTHOLD
If not accepted immediately,

return at once.

Return Postage Guaranteed.

MOTION-PICTURE FILMS.

To

IMPORTANT
Theatrical Matter.

This is uniform film label recommended by postoffice department to
facilitate shipment of film by eliminating loss and delay. A feature
of new label, department points out, is that the words, "Motion Pic-
ture Films," showing the nature of the contents, are printed in large
type over the address.

Bert Lytell and Pat indulge in a little harmony
to amuse company on lot during filming of "The
Meanest Man in the World," which Principal
Pictures is producing with an all star cast.

Elliott Sparling, a newcomer to

the screen, plays the title role
in "The Forbidden Lover," dis-
tributed by American Releas-
ing.

Alan Crosland, director of
"Enemies of Women" for Cos-
mopolitan, is now producing
"Under the Red Robe'' for the
same company.

Those "behind the guns" in the making of the first Fisher production,
"Youth Triumphant," from the novel by George Gibbs. Left to right
in^ the picture are: James Dent, production manager; Victor B.
Fisher, supervising director; Lilian Ducey, director; Jack Voshell,
assisting in the direction, and Glen MacWilliams, cameraman. Vir-
ginia Lee Corbin is starred in first picture.

"What . . . they didn't like my picture in Po-

dunk," says Matt Moore after reading "What
the Picture Did for Me." "Ah-h-h-, I see," he

adds, "they have no theatre there." Matt plays

in the Metro-Niblo picture, "Captain Applejack."
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You may expect a flow of Irish wit when theie three get

together. They are, left to right: J. R. Grainger, vice-

president of Coldwyn; Marshall Neilan, producer of

"The Eternal Three," and Murphy, in charge of the big

Goldwyn commissary.

Cecil B. DeMille, who teaches parental loyalty in Para-
mount's "Adam's Rib," is here practicing what he
preaches. The DeMille family—the producer, Mrs. De-
Mille, Katherine Lester, Cecilia and John—in patio of
their home. All children but Cecilia were adopted.

Three freckled faced youngsters from Bakersfield, Cal., were guests
of Wesley Barry at Warner Brothers studio as result of freckles contest
conducted by California theatre and a local clothing firm during the
showing of "Heroes of the Street." Left to right: Jim Shupp, Wesley,
Bernard Austin and LeRoy Findley.

mm

V, .1- *t

Allyn King, former Follies beauty, who will
be introduced to motion picture fans in
"The Fighting Blade," a John S. Robertson
production starring Richard Barthelmess.
Inspiration Pictures will present this attrac-
tion through exchanges of Associated First
National.

Motion picture star ball given by the Rialto theatre and the Arcadia

ballroom at Providence, R. I., upon the occasion of the premier show-

ing in New England of the Arrow-Blazed Trail special, "Lost in a

Big City." Attending the affair were John Lowell, Reed Howes, Baby

Ivy Ward, Evangeline Russell, L. Case Russell and Mrs. Emma Ward.
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Howard Lichtenstein, former Fox
exploitation man and during war a
member of "Stars and Stripes" staff

in France, is now managing
director, State theatre, Dayton, O.

Ruth Roland (center) and principal members of company which produced her
latest serial, "Haunted Valley," which Pathe publishes May 6. On star's left

in order named are: Jack Daugherty, lead; George Marshall, director; Eulalie

Jensen, Frank Leon Smith, scenarist. Larry Steers, villain, is one wearing high
boots at left of the front row.

Blanche Upright, fictionist, was a recent visitor at the
Louis B. Mayer studio where she conferred with Irving
G. Thalberg regarding the production of her book, "The
Valley of Content." Reginald Barker will make the pic-

ture with an all star cast.

Clara Horton, co-star of the H. C. Witwer "Fighting
Blood" series which is being produced by Film Booking
Offices, hands Kid McCoy of pugilistic fame, a mean one
on the jaw. This interesting series of ring pictures is

being favorably received throughout the country.

Three notables off the lot. This happy trio shoving off

at Miami has banished directing, acting and writing from
their thoughts. In front is Rex Ingram; seated is Alice

Terry and in the bow is John Russell, author of Metro's
"The Passion Vine."

9 *Jt

Here are a few of the forty stars appearing in "Mary of
the Movies," an F. B. O. special which will be published
on May 20. Incidents in the picture show the following
stars at work: J. Warren Kerrigan, Creighton Hale,
Johnnie Walker, Barbara LaMarr, Bryant Washburn and
many others.
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9/ieWEEKmNEWYORK
INSTEAD of telling the A. M. P. A.

members how to keep out of jail. Police

Commissioner Enright spent considerable

time at last week's session of the advertis-

ers in talking to them about several per-

sons he evidently doesn't like and would
like to put behind the bars probably for life.

These are the commissioner's political en-

emies who have recently been making de-

termined efforts to convince the public that

the commissioner and his 12,000 "finest" are

a bunch of bootleggers.

Harry Reichenhach was the "barker" of

the day and in his usual happy vein, after

announcing that he knew all the advertisers

were interested in seeing just what a boot-

legger looks like, introduced the distin-

guished guest as a "real one."

Right at the start the commissioner dis-

carded the soft pedal and went after his

traducers in vigorous style, calling a spade

a spade. He then launched into a history

of the work of his department, quoting fig-

ures in his declaration that there is not and
has not been a crime wave in New York,

in such convincing manner as to leave little

doubt in the minds of the advertisers that

he thought pretty well of New York police-

men.

The commissioner proved an interesting
speaker and touched on the many similar-
ities betwetn his job and the jobs of the
men he was addressing, asserting that a
police organization needs good publicity and
suffers just as much by bad publicity as
does the motion picture or any other busi-
ness.

The announcement that Mr. Enright was
to speak brought out the largest attendance
of the year, many of those present being
motion picture executives. Among the lat-

ter was Samuel Goldwvn, making what was
said to be his first appearance at an A. M.
P. A. luncheon.

* * *

We nominate Sol Lesseb as a successor
to Tom Mix. At the Eirst National meeting
at Atlantic City Sol mounted a Texas
broncho, which looked like a cross between
a zebra and a tapir and rode about on tin-

beach in pleasant ignorance of the fact thai

a job was l>eing put up on him. The
broncho's bridle had a strap connecting
with the lower jaw, so that if the horse was
suddenly reined in. pressure was brought to

bear on a nerve, with the result that Mr.

Broncho would rear up on his hind legs.
While Sol rode cameramen were taking
pictures of him. One of the Eirst National
franchise holders—Col. Ered Levy—was
"directing" the picture.

"Now Sol," shouted the Colonel, "ride like
blazes toward the camera and rein up sud-
denly just as you get there. You are a
bad' man, you see, and are attacking the
industry, typified by the camera." Sol did
as directed. When he reached the camera
he jerked the reins. The mustang almo>t
executed a double back somersault. Sol
stuck on deck like Casabianca, and he didn't
know how he did it, either. It made a won-
derful picture.

» * *

BlLiA Lkysek, motion picture editor of
the ( leveland newt, walked down Broad-
way the other day and he didn't look at all

like a critic. Hilly used to be a publicity
man in motion pictures. Therefore, as a
critic, he carries in his brain lx>th angles

—

that of the man who wants to help the other
fellow "get it over," and that of "the stern
and rigid upholder of screen standards,"
says Billy.

"After all, news is news and that's what
a newspaper is for. Give me a good story
and I'll give motion pictures a good show-
ing. Give me a good play and ditto."

* * »

And speaking of Cleveland, motion pic-

tures have a firm friend in a former New
Yorker who is now circulation manager of
the Cleveland I'ress, one of the Scripps-
McRae chain of newspapers. He is Thomas
Howling, formerly on the circulation de-
partment of the NwW York livening Journal.

Tom left the Journal fireside in Williams
street to go to Cleveland some time ago. and
he has increased the circulation of the Press
to an amazing degree. One of the policies

he urges is to give motion pictures a "square
deal." Tom maintains that motion pictures

are a public amusement just as much as

baseball is.

* * *

Police Commissioner Enright, in address-

ing the A. M. P. A. at its weekly luncheon,

referred to Harry Reichenbach as "Eddie."
The Commissioner evidently was thinking

of Eddie Rickenbacker. Anyhow, Harry is

a high-fiver.
* * *

Friends of C. I.. (Bill) Yeaksi.kv, head
of First National's advertising and publicity

department, were delighted to see him back-

on the job this week. Bill underwent an
operation several days ago. He remained in

a private hospital for two weeks, during
which time no printers. lithographers or

urgent nun with urgent ideas for finding

out what's the matter with motion pictures
were permitted to go near him. The result
was that he had a fine rest and looked 206
per cent better when he got back on the job.
Bill was showered with boxes of cigars
while "hospitalling." And the doctors
wouldn't let him smoke. He now has
enough Smella Maduros to last him through
his vacation.

» * *

Right on top of having served as repre-
sentative of the Motion Picture Exposition
and Monroe Centennial Celebration during
the time Madge Bellamy was in New York,
Colvin W. Brown, Eastern representative
of Thomas H. Incc, is said to have received
an invitation to the wedding of- the Duke
of York.

* » *

Maybe First National's New York Ex-
change didn't have a bang-up sales meet-
ing at the Astor the other day. The sturdi-
est sales war horses in the State got to-
gether, with Ralph Clark at their head. E.

J. Heayes, manager of the Buffalo Ex-
change, with Gene Markens and George
Blackman, of the Buffalo office, also were
in evidence. Also on hand was manager
Herman of Albany. Business having been
disposed of, Ed McNammc, exploitation
man for the Exchange, who once was an
actor in the "legit" engineered a dinner in

the Yacht Room of the Astor, over which
R. H. Clark presided. Between courses
Ed told funny stories. So did Muehlman
and Zevin and others. It was a great turn-
out, typified by the "pep" that R. H. Clark
always sprinkles around at these meetings.

* * *

"Rankv" White, as publicity man for

Louis B. Mayer productions, is making good
with a rush. Randy has free rein and he is

putting things over in fine style.
* * *

Jack Mkador of Metro was walking down
Broadway the other day when a man wear-
ing a brown derby and spats stopped him.
"My word," said the stranger, "As I live,

it's Charlie Ray. When did you get into

town, Charlie?"
"You've made a mistake," replied Jack.

"I'm not Charlie Ray. I am Escrito Escrivo,

the great Italian tragedian, preparing for

my first motion picture production, Parlez-
vous Italiano?"

"A thousand pardons, of man," stuttered

the owner of the brown derby. "I thought
you were an ordinary actor."

N. B.—Jack really resembles Ivan No-
vello.

» * *

J. L. Johnston, formerly of First Na-
tional's publicity department, has gone to

the Coast to be associated with Thomas H.
Incc Studios. Mr. Johnston is experienced
in every angle of picture*.

John S. Sparco.

Albany, N. Y., Film
Club Elects Officers

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY. N. Y.. May 1—C. R. Hal-
ligan. :nanager of the Universal ex-

change, has been re-elected as president

of the Albany F. I. L. M. club. Frank
Bruner. head of the Pathe exchange,
was named as vice-president, with Grovcr
S. Woodard, manager of the Fox ex-

change, as treasurer, while Miss Marie
Wheeler, manager of Merit, was re-

elected as secretary.
The coming meetings will be held at

the Pathe exchange, although it is ex-

pected that the club will eventually oc-

cupy quarters of its own.

Dillon With Warners
'Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, May 1.—Jack Dillon

has been placed under contract to direct

tor Warner Brothers.
Guy Bates Post, Cleo Madison and Robert Thornby in scenes from the Principal Pic-

tures production "The Man from 10 Strike."
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Morris Kohn Made
Warner Treasurer

Acquires Interest in N. 1

Exchange Now Handling

Product of Company
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, May 1.—Morris Kohn
has been made treasurer of Warner
Brothers, it is announced by Harry M.
Warner, who states that Mr. Kohn will

take over the exec-

Morris Kohn

utive reins of the

organization while
he is on the west
coast arranging the
schedule of eighteen
coming specials.

Mr. Kohn has
also purchased the
interests of Warner
Brothers in the
W-B Film Ex-
change here, which
will control the
distribution of the
new series of War-
ner classics in Xew
York State and

Northern New Jersey territories. The
exchange deal is said to involve a big
cash payment.

Goetz Retains Post

According to Warner the exchange
was relinquished so that the organization
can center its activities exclusively on
production.

Charles S. Goetz, general manager of
the W-B Film Exchange since its incep-
tion, and who by the terms of the trans-
action has become a partner with Mr.
Kohn in the exchange, will continue in

the same capacity and personally super-
vise the sales of the pictures in the
New York. Buffalo and Northern New
Jersey territories.

Start Belasco Play in June

While on the coast Mr. Warner will

also arrange for the arrival of David
Belasco and Lenore Ulric, who will be
starred in the Belasco stage play, "'Tiger

Rose." production of which will be
started the early part of June.

Marilyn Miller to Star

ft With Pickford in Film
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES. May 1.— Marilyn
Miller, one of the shining lights in the
musical comedy "Sally," now playing in

Chicago, will arrive in Hollywood in

June to co-star with her husband, Jack
Pickford, in a picture to be started here.

It is known that Pickford and his wife
have been considering joining their tal-

ents for some time, but until now Miss
Miller's stage contract has interfered.

She will return to the stage in fall.

Lasky Executive Dies
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, May 1.—Clem Dun-
away, for eight years head of the scenic

department at the Lasky studio, was
found dead in his office at the studio, due.
it is believed, to carbon monoxide poison-
ing, when a gas radiator burned up the
oxygen in the air.

To Make Lincoln Film
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES. May 1.—"Abraham
Lincoln" will be filmed at the Mayer-
Schulberg studios by Rockett Brothers.
Phil Rosen will direct.

"Bosses" Grin and Bear It

As "Naked Truth" Is Told
Ampas Dinner Draws Biggest Crowd in Years—Many

Film Notables Attend Fete at Biltmore

—

Reichenbach Master of Ceremonies
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, May 1.—The A. M. P. A. slogan "Once a year we tell

the truth about our bosses," may not be literally correct, but the fact re-

mains that few of the "bosses" escaped scathing satire or humorous bur-

lesque at the hands of the advertisers last Saturday night.

The occasion was the annual "Naked Truth" dinner which was held

at the Biltmore. Nearly every "boss" and some of his friends were there

to take what was handed to him and to smile as though he liked it.

Attendance Larger Than at Functions in Previous Years

The attendance was greater than at any previous similar function, and
likewise the entertainment outdid all other efforts of the boys as showmen.
After the dinner President John C. Flinn opened the session and after

welcoming the guests of the A. M. P. A. turned the entertainment over to
Harry Reichenbach, and the show began with the spoken title:

He got vou drunk

Jchn C. Flinn

"Don't walk, Mag.
Make him drag ye."
Then followed a series of sketches, the

first being titled

"The Land of
Haze, a grand up-
roar. Razz and
Jazz by Herb
Ciooker," in
which besides the
author there ap-
peared Fred Rath.
Kent Smith, Vin-
cent Trotta.
Irving Greene, E.
S. Wingart and
Arthur Brilant.
Present Shapiro

Satire
"50-50 or fight."

a satire by Victor
Shapiro, gave Sam Jaffe. Vic Shapiro and
Morrie Ryskind an opportunity to make
three stage stars jealous. Al Fineman
and Ed McXamee were also billed in this

act but somebody's foot slipped and they
didn't get in until the curtain was down.
Those back of the stage assert that Fine-
man and McXamee were real funny.
Herb Crooker and Vic Shapiro got a

good hand in "Toot-an-kinnem" with
Crooker as Toot and Shapiro as Kinnem.
Each asserts with the customary modesty
that he danced and sang well and the
other one was rotten. As an encore they

gave a Gallagher and Shean stunt, with
prominent film men as the targets for

their witticisms. A
sealed verdict is in

on the whole act.

Clem D e n e k e r

(himself), the famous
exhibitor from Pneu-
monia. Nevada, told

about his experiences
in Hollywood when
he went there to try

to book his pictures

direct from the stars,

offering for his chain
of houses bookings
for six Saturday
nights and one
Wednesday after-

Harry Reichenbach

Thrill in "Covered Jag-on"

The big thrill came with "The Covered
Jag-on, an hysterical epeek in four

spools" enacted by Al Fineman, Lou
Marangella. Rutgers Neilson, Irving
Greene. Charlie Einfeld. Lon Young.
Herb Crooker. Henry Clay Bate, horses.

buffaloes and a few rowdies. The latter

were not labeled so there was some con-
fusion among the spectators in picking them
out.

The show closed with an act entitled
"Antipasta" which was put on by mem-
bers of the Greenroom Club.
Among the guests were:
Charles L. O'Reilly. Sam Berman,

Louis Blumenthal. Adolph Z u k o r.

Eugene Zukor. E. J. Ludvigh, E. E.
Shauer. Harold Franklin. J. D. Williams.
S. L. Rothafel. Samuel Goldwyn, Marcus
Loew, Louis B. Mayer, Nathan Burkan.
Allan Dwan, Thomas Meighan, Charles
E. McCarthy, Leo Brecher, Colvin
Brown. Oscar Price. F. M. Brockell.
Bruce Johnson. David P. Howells, Felix
Feist. Hiram Abrams, Elmer Pearson, E.
A. Eschmann, Arthur S. Friend, S. R.
Kent, W. E. Atkinson, J. R. Grainger.
George Clifford, Al Lichtman, J. G. Bach-
mann, Sam Morris, A. Warner, Claude
Cady, Ernest Shipman. E. W. Hammons.
Charles Christie. Tack White, Lloyd
Hamilton and others.

Exhibitors in Virginia

Are Named in 8 Suits

Filed by Music Firms
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LYNCHBURG. VA.. May 1— Eight

suits in the Federal Court here have been

instituted by New York music publishers

against theatre owners in this state alleg-

ing violation of the copyright law.

The theatres which the music firms have

named in their suits are as follows:
Charles K. Be Craft, Opera House,
Wytheville; D. Amos, of Norton: J. W.
Hamilton, Hamilton theatre. Martins-
ville: National Theatre Corporation,
Roanoke: J. O. Stephenson, Marion the-

atre: J. R. Taylor, Grand. Appalachia:

J. R. Taylor. Amuzzo. Big Stone Gap
and National Theatre. Roanoke.
Each bill asks for damages, the mini-

mum of which is $250. The bills filed in

the cases are in printed form, blanks
being filled in with a typewriter.

Defeat Sunday Shows
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MORRISONVILLE. ILL., May 1.—
By a vote of 151 for and 344 against, resi-

dents of this city voted to keep places of

amusement closed on Sundays.
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Reid Anti-Narcotic Picture to

Be Handled by F. B. O.
Producer Goes to Washington to Confer With President

Harding to Enlist Him in Movement
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, May 1.—Film Booking Offices has acquired "Human
Wreckage," the anti-narcotic picture, sponsored by women's clubs
and other welfare organizations. Mrs. Wallace Reid has completed

what purports to be the most outstanding picture sensation of the year,

especially from the angle of public support, and F. B. O. will distribute it.

C TRENGTHENED by the aid and
support of the Los Angeles Anti-

Narcotic League and endorsed by scores

of state and city officials, this production

has received nation-wide publicity which,

F. B. O. believes, surpasses the advertis-

ing accorded any other attraction. Mrs.

Reid has taken to the field and this week
will visit Washington, D. C, to confer
with President Harding in the movement
to carry the message of this production
over the top and attend the National
Anti-Narcotic Conference to be held on
Mav 3 and 4.

* * *

Following Mrs. Reid's visit to the capi-
tal she will attend other conferences in-

cluding the annual convention of the
United Federation of Women's Clubs of
America at Atlanta. This organization
has declared its readiness to sweep the
country in its campaigning for the picture
and the details of the drive will be ar-
ranged during the Georgia meeting.

In addition to the Women's Clubs drive
the Los Angeles Anti- Narcotic League
has lined up prominent people to distrib-

ute its propaganda. United States sena-
tors, United States jurists, congressmen
and other government officials have given
their written endorsement of the move-
ment while Mrs. Reid's mail is swamped
daily with offers of help from governors,
state senators, representatives, mayors,
civic leaders, financiers and society lead-
ers.

Branches of the Los, Angeles Anti-Nar-
cotic League are being organized in the
principal cities. In New York the follow-

ing leaders in journalism have been asked
to sit on a committee for the new Eastern
League: Herbert Bayard Swope, editor

of the New York World; Adolph Ochs,
New York Times. Erank Munsey, S. S.

McClurc and Ogden Reid. In addition
to this the Lambs Club, the Salvation
Army, the Friars, Masonic Lodges, Elks,
National Vaudeville Art sts Association
and the Actors Equity have been solicited

to join the movement.
» » *

As a production it carries a cast of un-
usual quality. Heading the list of promi-
nent players are Mrs. Wallace Reid, who
prior to her marriage to Wallace Reid
was well known to the screen fans as
Dorothy Davenport; and James Kirk-
wood.

In addition to these two the cast in-

cludes: Bessie Love, George Hacka-
thorne, Claire McDowell, Robert McKim,
Victory Batesman. Harry Northrup, Eric
Mayne, Otto Hoffman. Phillip Slceman,
George Clark and Lucile Ricksen.
Coupled with this cast. Director John

Griffith Wray inserted such people as

George E. Cryer, mayor of Los Angeles;
Dr. R. B. Vonklcinsmid, president of the
University of Southern California; Ben-
jamine Bledsoe. United States judge,
twelfth federal district; Louis D. Oaks,
chief of police, Los Angeles; Martha Nel-
son McCan, Los Angeles park commis-
sioner; Mrs. Chester Ashlen, educator;

John P. Carter, former U. S. internal

revenue collector; Mrs. Chas. F. Gray,
Parent-Teachers Association; Dr. D. M.
Powers, health commissioner of Los An-
geles; Brigadier C. R. Boyd, Salvation
Armv worker.

MONEY MAKING IDEAS
Which Have
Exhibitors to

Been
Bail

By M. J. GILFILLAM
(Crown Theatre, Donna, Tex.)
To the managers of small

town theatres, as I am myself

:

One thing that helps you in

the small town is to get out
and mix with the people. Tell
them in your own tongue what
you have to entertain them.

That's the way I get many
extra nickels. Go to church
with them, join their clubs, do
all you can, as it will repay you
in the long run.

I haven't been here so very
long but will try and stay
awhile. I have Family Nights,
Tin Can Matinees, and try

many stunts that are new to

Used Successfully by

d Up Their Patronage
the people here and thus make
a go of things.

By L. B. LEWIS
(Gayety Theatre, Ft. Worth,

Tex.)
Every picture must be "put

over" nowadays. A special

front should be made at least

once each week, to do away
with the regular front of post-

ers and photos. Catch the eye
of the passer-by, create a de-

sire, and when you get 'em in

don't let them forget what the-

atre they are in and make
things so pleasant that they
will want to come back. Keep
working.

Vignola Back,From
Tour of the World

Welcomed by Marion Davies on
His Arrival ; Producer Mourns

Father's Death
{Special to Exhibitori Herald)

NEW YORK, May 1.—Joy and sor-

row were intermingled with the return

to America last week of Robert G. Vig-

nola from a five

Robert Vignola

months' tour of
the world. Greet-
ed by Marion
Davies and a
party which in-

cluded William
Le Baron, Joseph
Urban, Dr. A. H.
Giannini, Arthur
M. Brilant. Louis

. M a c 1 o o n
,

Howard Dietz,

Edward Bonns
and others, who
were aboard Wil-
1 i a m Randolph
Hearst's yacht
had been madeOneida, arrangements

to take Mr. Vignola off at Quarantine
and tender him a luncheon, when it was
found that Mr. Vignola's father had died

just before embarking on the ship.

Debarking Arrangements Made

The welcoming arrangements planned

were elaborate. Special permission had
been obtained from Secretary Mellon to

permit Mr. Vignola to leave the Aquita-

nia at Quarantine, a privilege rarely ac-

corded.
Promptly upon anchoring, the Oneida

was boarded by the two customs men,

who gave official authorization for Mr.
Vignola's embarking, but rather than

put a damper upon the festivities aboard

the yacht, which Mr. Vignola felt his

presence would do owing to his being

in mourning, he contented himself witn

coming alongside the yacht in a speed

launch, greeting his friends, and then

going back to the Aquitania to come into

New York in the usual way.

Interment at Albany

The body of Mr. Vignola's father was
brought back on the Aquitania and trans-

shipped to Albany, where interment will

be made in the family plot.

Former Exhibitor Heads
Selznick Sales Division

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, May 1. — David R.

Blyth, former theatre owner and prior to

the reorganization of the Selznick enter-

prises, assistant general manager of Se-

lect Pictures, has been appointed director

of sales and distribution by President W.
C. J. Doolittle. following the resignation

of I. S. Woody.
E. S. Flynn has been named manager

of the company's Philadelphia branch,

succeeding Max Milder, who resigned.

Resigns From Prizma
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, May 1. — Carroll H.

Dunning, vice-president of Prizma, In-

corporated, has resigned his post with

that firm to become president of the

Pencil Supply Corporation. His resigna-

tion is said to have been influenced by
the recent death of his business associate,

H. W. Saulsbury.
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THE THE AT R E
A department of practical showmanship

Display for "When Knighthood Was in Flower,** Paramount-Cosmopolitan, at Imperial, Charlotte, N. C.

SCHOOL RECOGNIZES THEATRE
Better Theatre
Platform—No. 21

Give Out the News
Groove publicity isn't very good for the

theatre if it's printed, and but little of it

is. And despite the fact that a good mod-
ern theatre is almost daily the scene of

at least one good news event, groove

publicity continues to issue from the the-

atre press agent's typewriter in prodigious

volume. Here and there, where the foot

rule has been thrown out the window and

a policy of simply giving out the news

adopted, theatres have become ac-

customed to front page prominence and
public interest. It's much better.

The hokum yarn of the so-called good
old days, the lost jewel story and its

countless counterparts, is pretty old stuff.

If it gets into print, which a fraction of

it still does, it doesn't mean anything and
it does more harm than good. Better
theatres don't bother with it now.

Instead, the signing of an important
contract (and they are all important), the

goings and comings of exhibitor and aids,

the change of program order or house
policy, the breaking of an attendance rec-

ord, the presence of a notable, any
humorous incident, the installation of

equipment, any legitimate bit of news,
however short its story, accomplishes
more for the theatre than a yard of

bunk and at the same time satisfies news-
paper standards.
To report such items it isn't necessary

to "pad out" three typewritten pages
when three paragraphs will tell the news
and get it read. Often a phone call will

take care of the matter better than any
amount of prepared copy.
To actually derive benefit from the

news colmuns of the newspaper the best
of all policies is to simply give out the
news as it occurs for what it is worth.
It is time to get over the idea that trick-

ery or hokum is going to make a house
organ out of a decent newspaper, for it

'.sn't. That was yesterday.

School Authorities Get Student

Interest Through Ticket Awards
Probably the most thoroughly satisfactory school-theatre plan of co-

operation reported is that detailed in the following Theatre Letter, pre-
sented on this page because of its wide adaptability. By this plan school
and theatre benefit mutually and there is practically no chance of unpleas-
ant complications. In its extreme simplicity the plan possesses also the
essential element of practicability.

No city is too large or too small to permit of the plan's application.
No theatre undertaking the enterprise stands to lose anything and every
one stands a great chance of gaining immeasurably in friendship and
prestige—the parents of profits.

The letter reads:

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir:

Here's a card just turned in by a
school boy. It is signed by the profes-

THE COLONIAL
Selected Photoplays

Geo Rea. Mtr WASHINGTON C. H.. OHIO

q. COMPUMSNTARY .

at school and they make the manager a
lot of fine friends.

Also, a few weeks ago some one wrote
the Herald about postcards. I have used
this little trick a long, long time. They
like to get 'em. They will often call you
up and tell you they got your card and
will be there.

George Rea,
Colonial theatre, Washington, C. H., O.

zJLjb.

REPRODUCTION of ticket mentioned by
George Rea in accompanying letter on

theatre-school cooperation.

sor, the teacher, the manager and the
boy.

I furnish the signed comps to the pro-
fessor and he issues two a week for good
conduct and effort, and he says a ten
spot would not bring out the good con-
duct and effort that these comps do.
And what do I get out of this? O,

Boy ! the greatest thing is the big smile

from the kid that wins one. You must
like the kids. Got to have 'em. They're
the life of a picture. It's the kids that

make Old Man B. O. smile or frown.
These little comps make a kid try hard

Showmanship and sportsmanship are
closely akin, although nobody has at-
tempted to analyze the similarity. Maybe
it's because keen competition, speed and
cleanliness are essential elements of both.
At any rate it's an attractive analogy.

The picture business is a hard master.
Its followers are subjected to a strain

equal to that endured in the wheat pit

and the working day is three times as

long. Compensation lies in the possibili-

ties for advancement, which are in keep-
ing.

Music is important, prologues are
pleasant if good, novelties of every char-
acter are worthwhile if meritorious; but
the minute a theatre man begins to be-
lieve that anything under the broad blue
sky is more important to him financially

than the motion picture he loosens his

grip upon the situation. This is prob-
ably the only axiom of the theatre busi-

ness.
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ANY MAN'S LOBBY can be profitably transformed into

a natural science museum during the run of Universal s

"Hunting Big Game in Africa With Camera And Gun.

The photo is from the Forrest theatre, Philadelphia.

II

WILD AND WOOLY, perhaps, this ballyhoo, but clearly

one that registered. The box office report is to the effect

that something registered strongly and the photograph

-

suggest that there were several somethings.

IT MAY TAKE LONGER to get the paper posted if

you dress them up in this fashion, but the attention they

will draw, to themselves and to the poster copy, un-

doubtedly will more than compensate for the expense in-

curred. Even Barnum didn't think of this, so far as we

know, and the picture suggests all sorts of adaptations.

Imagine doing it for "Down to the Sea in Ships," for in-

stance.

lurv ABT SICKS

HE. A SNOW'S
HUj&lTING BIG GAME
^"^3) |N AFRICA AWWMERA

CIRCUSES
COMBINED C~

yiE 1

1

WITH GUN^fl
WD CAMERA g|

FORREST THEATRE
NOW PLAYING

TWICE DAILY 2M $ 8*>
ALL SEATS
RESERVED

IF A CIRCUS CAN MAKE MONEY if, reasonable » i^JgZ'SS^&S^tSc^'toAfSS

a^comVlish a reported record advance sale of tickets and busmess in keeping.
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PAPER WITH A PULL for any to whom circus appeal

is potent is provided with the Universal animal production.

This is the front' view of the Forrest. Philadelphia. It

should be a popular frontal design. If George Rea uses

the picture can you imagine what he will do with these

accessories? Mr. Rea. by the way. contributes the big

idea of the week on the front page of this department.

It's a theatre-picture idea that no one should overlook.

CUTOUTS THAT CUT IN at the box office were tal

about by Walter Eberhardt, First National, in these pages
recently, and here's one of them, for "Mighty Lak' A
Rose," cutting in at the Astor theatre, St Paul.

MORE ANIMALS, this time in Martin Johnson's "Head
Hunters of the South Seas.'' Associated Exhibitors, used
by the Frolic theatre, San Francisco. Remember that
jungle stuff is at its best in the warm weather coming.

DON'T KNOW WHAT IT SAYS, this banner barrage used by Leon J. Bamberger, Paramount exploiteer, in Mexico
City, but it gives a good sidelight on foreign exploitation and makes another profitable stop-over in our Theatre Tour. O.

Yes. The note on the back of the photograph says the picture advertised is "Don't Tell Everything." Rather an unneces-

sary abjuration so far as we're concerned, but enlightening in a degree.
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WHERE DOES IT COME FROM, all this ship-shape
material exhibitors are finding to exploit Hodkinson's
"Down to the Sea in Ships"? Whatever the sources, it

shows a healthy state of affairs on the theatre side of ex-
ploitation.

NEATNESS AND ACCURACY distinguish this lobby
display for Goldwyn's "The Christian." produced by the
Cinderella theatre, Williamson, W. Va. Lobby corners
can be made very productive by treatment of this char-
acter.

ROBIN

SEVEN OF THESE Robin Hood Boys of Chivalry were

stationed in turrets like this on principal corners of San

Jose, Cal., when "Douglas Fairbanks in Robin Hood,"

United Artists, was played by the Liberty theatre. The

chivalry idea was introduced by Pete Smith when the pic-

ure played New York and grows more and more popular

as the picture goes into general distribution. Where or-

dinance does not prevent the idea should prove profitable.

"ADAM'S RIB" is one of the most interesting titles recently offered the public, and when backed up by a lobby and adver-
tising campaign as interesting the box office should be pretty well taken care of. The above display was made by the Palace
theatre. El Paso, and can be practically duplicated at little expense by any showman who cares to make the effort. Note
balance obtained by placement of optic centers.
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P 1 C TJJ R E S ^2-TO 10-30

i NORMTAlMADGE"%RH

THEATRE TOURISTS may tarry a moment to inspect

the Triangle, Bristol, England, as arrayed for the exhibi-
tion of "The Eternal Flame," First National. (Our The-
atre Tour is becoming quite a jaunt, isn't it?) All Aboard'
Though it is probable that the Triangle theatre is one
of those erected at the period when it was quite the
thing to name a playhouse after that brand of pictures,
it fits very nicely into the present day conception of what
a good theatre should be. The banded globe at the top
is especially good. We sometimes think a valuable
something was lost when this custom was discontinued.

TWENTY OF THESE, El Centra. Cal., fire stations,

carried advertising for "The Third Alarm," F. B. O., when
that picture played the city. Apparently there is no limit

to what firemen will do for the film.

CUTOUT AND DUMMY each offset the other in this

window for "Oliver Twist," First National, used by Shea's

Hippodrome, Buffalo. Size discrepancies do not matter in

a case where attraction is the demand.

DOUBLE-EDGED EXPLOITATION that benefits theatre and newspaper alike is desirable for more than one good rea-
son. The photograph reproduced above shows the delivery wagons of a Philadelphia newspaper that was to run a serial-
ization of "Brass," the novel, about the time the Stanley theatre was to show the Warner Brothers picturization. The
broadside unquestionably centered interest on both versions. Theatre-newspaper relations, of course, weren't strained.
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Theatre Letters
Personal Accounts of Constructive Showmanship

Contributed by Readers of "Exhibitors Herald"

Invitation Ad
Maizes Program

Picture a Hit
Use of prominent names in picture ad-

vertising isn't new, but here's a new and
better way to use them, a way that en-
abled the author of the idea, Hugh B.

Martin, to increase his business 30 per-

cent on a rainy day with a program
picture. Read about it and remember it.

THEATRE EDITOR.
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir:

It is generally assumed that a small
house with 320 seating capacity, down-
town, which runs second run and a few
first run pictures, at an admission of 5

and 10 cents always, and only a one
day stand at that—that we can't exploit

our pictures without spending more than
we take in.

Well, occasionally I have a few ideas

that will increase my receipts for a day,
but generally find that I have little left

after the "extras" are paid for, but in

the case of the Universal program pic-

ture, "The Power of a Lie," it was dif-

ferent. I will try to outline the means of

my advertising so that some other ex-
hibitor handicapped with a small admis-
sion like I am and also who uses pictures

just one day may be benefited.

Two weeks before the showing of the
picture I started using teaser slides on my
screen such as "What is the Power of a

Lie?" "Do You Know the Power of a

Lie?" And one week before the showing
I added a third one

i
that read: "One

Piece of Paper Starte'd It. The Power
of a Lie." The stock slide of the picture

always followed these slides announcing
the date of exhibition.

Of course I used plenty of paper, in-

cluding photos, sixes, three's and 5 one's

in my lobby as usual, but the real pull-

ing power came in an advertisement in

the morning paper on the day of the

showing. (See enclosed copy.)

In selecting the persons used in the

ad I was careful to select the biggest men
possible in the city first and second, to

be sure that they were my friends, too.

so that there would be no backfire from
using their names without permission.
To my surprise it worked like magic,
for the first person that I talked to was
my banker, and he Wanted to know more
about the picture, and so on down the

line until every one mentioned in the ad
came and most of them brought their

families, so the whole town joined in with

the spirit and came along too.

To prove that the ad was more than
effective, it rained all day, one of those
cold drizzles that cripples the picture

business in the South, but they came just

the same, and the business for the day

WANTED

Messrs. Dr. J. C- Anderson,
Herbert S. Banner,

L. H. Chanpell,

WaJter h. Uenson,

Andrew Fason,

Walker R. Flournoy.

Myron Grcentree,

W. C. Haralson,

J. L. Ivey,

C. J. Jackson,

S. M. Kaufman,
Hez Land.

D. B. Mitchell.

W. Cecil Neill.

A. J. O'Hjlloran.

Felix Patrick,

S. R. Quincy,

A. T. Roberts,

Sidney Simmons,
Dr. Bert Tiilcry,

D. F. Voight.

Geo. C. Woodruff,

Alf Young,

and every prison in Columbus who.se

name begins with citheri of the above

initials, to see "THE POWER OF A
LIE," one of the finest pictures ever

made and one that will please every

person in Colun-bus, which is being

shown today only at the

AMERICAN THEATRE

NEW TYPE of invitation ad that
got big returns for Hugh B. Mar-
tin, American theatre. Columbus,
Ga., playing Universal's "The
Power of a Lie." Read his letter.

jumped at least 30% from any fair pro-
gram day.
The reader was clipped from the press

sheet mailed from the exchange, with
the addition put on by myself, so I ac-
complished what I went after— I got them
talking and created a desire in each of

them to see the picture and they talked
to others. My opposition for the day
at the other three houses downtown was
"The Christian." "Mr. Billings Spends
His Dime" and "Over the Hill." The
"Wanted" ad was in addition to my regu-
lar announcement ad which cost me $2.50.

Hugh B. Martin,
American theatre, Columbus, Ga.

+ + +
DEAR MR. MARTIN":

It's a great little stunt, we think, and differ-

ent from many attempts in the same direction

in that it dispenses entirely with the chance or

free idea, always more or less unsatisfactory.

Further, we don't see why it couldn't be applied
by practically any theatre in any locality with
about the same results. Accordingly, we have
reproduced the ad exactly so that other showmen
may adapt it.

Many thanks for your letter. Let us hear from
you often.—W. R. W.

Set Fast Pace

In "Souls for

Sale" Campaign
Keene and Rogers, Colonial theatre,

Brockton, Mass., are first to write of
"Souls For Sale," the communication also
being their first Theatre Letter. It fol-

lows:

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir:

We are going to try and be as brief as
possible, as this is our 'first letter, but
when you have a good attraction and put
it over big, as we did "Souls for Sale."
we want to tell some other managers
about how we did it, or rather I should
say how Buddy Stuart, Goldwynncr, and
we did it, for Buddy was right here with
us.

For our posting we had 15 24-sheets,
100 10-sheets, 400 window cards and 25
half-sheets in frames with 8x10 photos
in them. These we used in hotels and
restaurants. We also used 5,000 heralds
which we had distributed from house to
house.

We had tie-ups with the Met Shoe
Store on "Soles for Sale—Souls for Sale
at Colonial Theatre, Starting Monday,
April 16th."

Tie-up number two, with Hunter Book
Store on Main Street

—"Read the Book.
See the Goldwyn Picture of Rupert
Hughes' 'Souls for Sale' at Colonial The-
atre Now."
We also got tie-ups with four drug

stores on Palmolive Cold Cream, showing
picture of Eleanor Boardman using some
and stating. "See Her at the Colonial
Theatre in 'Souls for Sale.'"

Buddy arranged for Rupert Hughes to

wire Mayor Manning of Brockton and
invite himself and family to attend the

first evening performance in all New
England. We in turn wrote him a note
and sent the complimentary tickets.

The Los Angeles Chamber of Com-
merce wired the Brockton Chamber of

Commerce as follows:
A TRUE PICTURE OF LIFE IN HOLLY-

WOOD A\n MOTION PICTURE COLONY
GIVEN IN RUPERT HUGHES' NEW PHOTO-
PLAY. -SOULS FOR SALE," PREVIEWED
BY LOS ANGELES CHAMBER OF COM-
MERCE STOP THIS FILM NOT ATTEMPT
AT PROPAGANDA BUT DRAMATIC POR-
TRAYAL SHOWING PICTURE MAKING IN
BIG DIGNIFIED WAY FAITHFULLY DEPICT-
ING DANGERS. HARDSHIPS AND STRESS
WHICH PLAYERS UNDERGO IN THEIR LIFE
WORK OF WEAVING ROMANCE FOR
WORLD.

This telegram with additional copy
was published as free news story in both
papers here as it came direct from the

Chamber of Commerce to them.
We also secured another news story

as we found a Miss Anna Cote in a local

bank who was second cousin of Lew
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Hollywood

!

What : ' - of a piact is it, anyway?

Yoa <* heard a lot about it. Now jee it!

Find oat the real life of a movie star!

Is it a glittering revel?

RUPERT HUGHES tell* a stirring narrative

that tears aside the veil of tccrtcy sarroand-

ing the Hies of screen celebrities. Coldwyn
presents

Famous Stars
of Hollywood

Starts Monday
Colonial Theatre

Knight in Gale

FIGHTING BLOOD

ADMISSION FOR NEXT WEEK
Matn«e 30c — Evening* 40c — Including Tax — Children 10c

THREE column ad used by the
Colonial, Brockton, Mass., on "Souls
For Sale," Goldwyn. See letter.

Cody (Cote) and came from the same
little town in Maine.
For our opening ad on Thursday we

used an open letter (copy attached). You
will note that we featured the fact that
it was the highest price we ever paid for
an attraction. We raised our price from
30 cents to 40 cents all over the house and
had no complaints on same.
We also used a telegram from Rupert

Hughes congratulating us on being first

in all New England to show his picture
Both this and the open letter we used
on the front page, thereby, we think, at-

tracting much more attention.
We did not mean to let ourselves over-

run, but anyway this is how we "did it"

•and the business was more than satis-

factory.
With best wishes to the Herald.

Keexe & Rogers.
Colonial theatre. Brockton, Mass.

GENTLEMEN:
Very glad to add you to the circle of Theatre

Letter writers. Consider your work, and that
of Buddv Stuart, admirable in every respect.
Write again.-W. R. W.

Van Noy Piano

Act Staged at

Trifling Cost
Harry Van Noy this week presents

Theatre readers with a sure fire local

talent stunt which may be produced at
practically no expense and has big busi-
ness promise.

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir:

Here's a little stunt any motion picture
exhibitor can do. It will bring in the
money and will cost only about 50 passes
.to your show.
We tied up with a music teacher. Pro-

fessor Neely of this city, and obtained
five pianos for a slide on the screen. A

HARRY VAN NOY, Riviera theatre, Anderson, Ind., credits •Thirty Days,"
Paramount, with three days of big business in his Theatre Letter this

week telling about the above front and detailing a sure fire money-making
stunt.

department store furnished the costumes
and a hair dressing shop made up the

girls, all for passes and slide. Professor
Xeely took fifteen girl students and put
three to a piano on the stage all playing
at the same time.

The first number was "Coasting," the

second "March Militaire." the third

"Stars and Stripes Forever."
Business? First night turned them

away. Everyone said it was the biggest
musical hit ever in Anderson, something
they had never seen before, fifteen girls

on five pianos.

Enclosed find lobby for Wallace Reid
in "Thirty Days." Had fine business for

three days. Only wish they all would
go over like this picture. The large photo
of Reid was painted by our sign painter.

I've never seen the "Third Alarm"
photo in the Herald as yet. Did you re-

ceive same?
Harry Van Noy.

Riviera theatre. Anderson, Ind.

+ + +
DEAR MR. VAN NOY:
The piano act suggestion looks like sure fire

easy money. It ought to find a lot of takers.
The Reid front, particularly the painting, is

good.
Can't trace the "Third Alarm" photo, but we've

AN OPEN LETTER

1 PRESENT to you my latest and greatest work.

"SOLLS-FOR SALE," at the COLONIAL THE
ATRE starting next .Monday. "SOULS FOR SALE"
is a story of HOLLYWOOD from the inside. You
have heard many things about life in HOLLYWOOD
and about the actors and actresses who go to make
up this life. Some are true, many are untrue.

' In "SOULS FOR SALE" I have put on the

.screen the frank and honest facts about the mo\ies
and movie stars, and how these people offer their

souls for your entertainment. Never before has
the inside story of HOLLYWOOD been told. Here
it is with all its vices and its virtues, its joys and its

tragedies.

!n "SOLLS FOR SALE" you see Eleanor
Boardman. .Mae Busch, Richard Di.x, Barbara La-
Marr, Frank Mayo and Lew Cody in the principal

roles supported by what we sincerely believe is the
greatest cast ever assembled in one picture. You see

'your favorite stars and directors at their work and
also at play, the Thursday night hop and in fact the
things you have always wanted to see.

"SOLLS FOR SALE" is offered for tile first

time outside New York City at the COLONIAL
THEATRE—Starting .Monday.

Faithfullv Yours,

RUPERT HUGHES.

NOTE:— In orde- to eecu e "SOULS FOR SALE." the COLON I A .

THEATRE hae -i : the hipAeit pr-ce we have ewer paid fer »#-/
• ingle picture. THE MANAGEMENT

had so many of them it easily could have been
lost. Sorrv. Won't let it happen again.—W.
R. W.

UNITED STATES

OF AMERICA

DOMINION
OF CANADA

I
•OVER THE BORDER"

'OVER THE
BORDER'

Btrrrr comreo*

SAT. NITE, APR. 21

COZY THEATRE
HAZELWOOD

I

TWO column open letter used
with "Souls For Sale" by the Colon-
ial, Brockton, Mass. See letter.

REMARKABLE all-type dodger
put out by E. J. Million for "Over
the Border," Paramount. See let-

ter.

Ingenuity and

Novelty Milhon

Strong Points
E. J. Milhon, "smallest town exhibitor,"

contributes a brief but well illustrated
letter this week illuminating the secret
of his success—ingenuity and novelty.

THEATRE EDITOR.
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir:

Here are a few reports on pictures and
a dodger on "Over the Border." What
do you think of this for an all type ad?
Am also enclosing picture made at my

"School Matinee" on "Grandma's Boy."
and a picture of my flivver dressed up
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F. K. O'KELLY, Strand theatre, Altoona, Pa., used this lobby for "Mighty Lak' A Rose," First National, and writes
about it in his Theatre Letter this week. One of Mr. O' Kelly's window displays for the picture is also reproduced
in illustration of his letter.

for the occasion, a "rattling" good ad-
vertisement.

E. J. Milhon,
Cozy theatre. Hazel wood, Ind.

+ + +DEAR MR. MIUION:
We think your type acl is a "rattling" good

advertisement also. It's got novelty and inge-
nuity in its favor and these are things that
theatre advertising needs hadly.
Your flivver layout is also good, and we didn't

think there were that many school children in
Hazelwood. Has the population had another in-
crease?—\V. R. W.

O'Kelly Finds

New Inventions

Picture Assets
While most showmen worry about

radio a few progressives put it to work
for them in exploitation. F. K. O'Kelly,
Strand, Altoona, is of the latter class.

THEATRE EDITQR,
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir:

You will find herewith photographs of
lobby and one of the many window tie-
ups during the presentation of "Mightv
Lak' A Rose." This production enjoyed
a very successful engagement, due to our

intensive exploitation campaign which
consisted of tie-ups with music and flower
stores, broadcasting of song, special lobby
and ballyhooing of records in lobby with
magnavox.

F. K. O'Kelly,
Strand theatre, Altoona, Pa.

4- 4- 4-
DKAR MR. O'KELLY

:

Congratulations on the excellent lobby and the
splendid use you made of the radio and magna-
vox. Not a great many showmen have utilized
these comparatively new exploitation forces to any
extent as yet and the idea is eminently adaptable.
Glad to hear fiom you. Write again.—W. R. W.

Moving Day
Here Again

Moving Day is here again. New
neighbors mean new patrons if you
get them interested in your theatre.

The house that gets the first visit

usually keeps the patronage, ad-
vantages being fairly equal.

Post cards or letters, even phone
calls or personal greetings are in-

expensive when you calculate the
annual admissions collected from
a family favoring your theatre.

Get busy now to fill up the ranks
of your clientele.

ALTOONA window display for

"Mighty Lak' A Rose," by E. K.

O Kelly, Strand theatre. See letter.

E. J. MILHON, Cozy theatre, Hazelwood, Ind., used a flivver and a School Children's Matinee to good effect when exhib-
iting "Grandma's Boy," Associated Exhibitors. His Theatre Letter on the subject appears this week.
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SHORT SUBJECTS
Let the Public Pay for the Short Subject

If it is true as claimed that "the public is shopping for amusement" the

logical thing to do is to treat the public as a shopper and sell it the short
subject—an article it never has bought. To do this it is merely necessary
to separate the short subject from the feature picture, with which it is com-
monly associated as a mere supplementary addition, and put it on its own.

Once established in the public mind as a distinct entity, the short sub-
ject automatically will assume a price valuation. After that it will be easy
to sell it, for the public does want short subjects, whether it knows it or not.

The separation may be effected in a number of ways.
The valuation may be fixed at exhibitorial discretion.

This department here outlines a simple and inexpensive method of

accomplishing the separation.

The popularity of the "return to nor-

malcy" idea offers a substantial peg upon
which to hang advertising copy, the real

purpose of which it is to break the regu-

lar program into units so that the public
may look at it and grasp the idea that the
whole represents more than a single ex-
penditure. Accordingly, the copy used
for illustration centers attention upon the
statement that a feature motion picture

now may be seen for ten cents, that being

the figure that the old timers talk about.

The catch line, "Where Your Money
Goes." is calculated to get attention due
to the common bewilderment on that
point.

The copy set up is based on an admis-
sion of 28 cents, the most common among
Chicago neighborhood houses, and the

program is taken from the same source.
The division of the items and the figure
representing each is made, of course, ar-

bitrarily in order that each showman
adapting the copy may substitute figures

he considers conducive to best results.

the service and the overhead, he imme-
diately becomes a more readily satisfied

buyer, a more active booster for the good
show and a less caustic critic of the one
he doesn't like.

With the short subject thus placed on
its own before the public, with its merit
and cost value established, the possibility

of adding to theatre profit through ex-
ploitation of the short subject is im-
menselv increased.

May Be Variously Applied

This or similar copy may be employed
in various ways. It may be run cold as

a house advertisement, or it may be in-

corporated in a regular picture ad. Again,
it may be introduced through the house
organ, upon the screen, or by special dis-

tribution literature.

In considering the layout and the text

offered it should not be tested by actual

operating costs, as these vary so widely

as to preclude possibility of arriving at

figures which would represent any spe-
cific theatre or any important average.

It is the sole purpose of the advertise-
ment to drive home to the public the fact

that the price of the feature picture is not
the whole price of the show nor even
the major portion of it. When looked
upon as the total price of a number of in-

dispensable items rather than the cost of

a sole object, the 23 cents paid for an
admission looks like a much smaller

amount of money.

Should Be Amplified

The advertisement alone is not enough,

of course, to put over the short subject

idea thoroughly and permanently. It

should be amplified by other advertise-

ments and by explanatory statements

from the management. An interview on
the subject should be good for some
newspaper space on its news merit. Other
means of covering the many angles of

the subject will occur to interested ex-

hibitors.

If this plan or another with the same
end in view is followed out consistently

it need not take a long time to convince

the shopping public that it buys more
than a feature picture when it buys a

theatre ticket. When the buyer has been
taught that he buys various short sub-

jects as well, and pays also for the music,

Where Your

Money Goes
You Still Pay 10 Cents

For a Motion Picture

This theatre, holding itself a pub-
lic institutioti and strictly accountable
to the public in all things, volunteers
this analysis of its admission scale,

showing the return to normalcy and
the 10 cent price of the "good old

days."

Here's what you pay for when you
buy a ticket:

FEATURE, 5 reels $0.10
COMEDY. 2 reels 04

NEWSPICTURE. 1 reel 02

NOVELTY REEL, 1 reel »2
MUSIC 03

STAFF 93
THEATRE OVERHEAD 04

Admission SQ-2S

The STRAND

NEWSPICTURES
The Facts About

Advertising

The most comprehensive %nd
representative discussion of na-
tional motion picture advertising
ever contemplated is presented this

week in the fore part of this paper.
Written by exhibitors all over the
country representing all classes of
theatres and cities, the symposium
presents the subject for the first

time in the bright light of intelli-

gent mass criticism by the indi-

viduals most vitally concerned.

Theatre readers will find the dis-

cussion not only of utmost import-
ance in a business way but rich in

advertising wisdom of a more gen-
eral character applicable to the day
in and day out work in hand.

FOX NEWS No. 57: Greek Royalty in Te
Deum Celebration—Government in Fire Preven-

tion Appeal—Review Planes at Kelly Field

—

Shipping Board Visits White House—Jefferson's

Home to be Shrine—Canary Don't Like Jazz
Music—H. M. Towner Inaugurated—Texan Does
Air Stunts—Wilson Back in League Fight—Smelt
Rush On—Elephant Outpulls 150 Men—Coast
Guns in Drill.

FOX NEWS No. 58: Krupp Dead Buried

—

Chauncev Depew Active at 69—Close-up of Sen.

Watsoi-^-Orville Wright at Memorial to Brother
—Cardinal Mercier Calls Crusade Against Bol-

shevism—Poultry Farm Produces 40.000 Chicks

—

Paper Dresses Fashion Show Feature—Princess

Yolanda Marries—August A. Busch Trains Own
Police Dogs—Fastest Man O' War Launched

—

Ft. Bliss Horse Show Held—Africans in Fete.

FOX NEWS No. 59: Boston Pays Tribute to

Channing Pollock—Army Drills with Hand
Grenades — Steel Wages Increased — Admiral
Coontz Made Chief of Fleet—Gana Walska
Poses—Train Wrecked in Ireland—Dry Chief
Goes to Sea—Woman. 35. Mother of 10—Hard-
ing and Mellon Confer on Thrift—Book Rush
at Cambridge — Bull Terrier Adopts Chicks —
Bikes Race at Newark.
FOX NEWS No. 60: Harding For World

Court—War Heroes at Napoleon's Tomb—Ex-
King of Portugal Tennis Fan— Archbishop
Blesses U. S. Flag—Government Moves to

Recognize Obregon—Autos Race 56 Hours

—

Spring in Zoo—Trotsky Parades Armv.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS No. 35: Dry

Chief Inspects Rum Fleet—Japanese Schoolboys
Train—Operating Room for Horses—Elephant

Ties with Motor Truck—Hoboken Kiddies Have
Queer Pets— Willard Trains — Bike Races at
Newark—Frisco Fireboats Battle Flames—Terri-
torial Specials.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS No. 36: Firpo

Trains— Spanish Royalty at Prayer— George
McManus Welcomes Wife to V. S.—Lee De-
Forest Sails— New Tractor Needs no Roads—
Harding Sees Ruth Hit Home Run—2.000 Rock-
away Bath Houses Burned—French Strengthen
Ruhr Army—Africans in Fete—Territorial Spe-
cials.

KINOGRAMS No. 2244: Bike Races On

—

Chauncev Depew Active at 69—Hylan Welcomes
Cardinal Ritter—Hoboken Has Pet Show—First
Radio Debate— Athletes in Training— Circus
Parade' for S". Y. Milk Fund—Dry Chief Visits

Rum Fleet—Territorial Specials.
KINOGRAMS No. 2245: Giants Open Sea-

son—Australian Laborers Parade — New York
Has Water Traffic Cop—Frisco Celebrates Earth-
quake Anniversary—Nurse Martyrs Honored

—

Yaquis in Fete—Marathon Dancers Dance to Sea
—Circus Entertains N. Y. Kiddies—Auto Race
at Indianapolis Unique.
PATHE" NEWS No. 34: Harding Backs

World Court—Spring in Washington—Dry Chief
Visits Rum Fleet—Britain Helps Germany in

Coal Famine—Good Will Delegates Sail—Amer-
icans Visit Egyptian Treasures—Barges Carry
Soldiers 140 Miles—Army Fliers Set Endurance
Record—Territorial Specials.
PATHE NEWS No. 35: Harding at Ball

Game—Doctor Prescribes Cheer—Johnson Trains
for Willard—Soviet Observes Anniversary—Duke
of York Wed—Frisco Tugs Battle Flames—Terri-
torial Specials.
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Digest of Pictures of^Week
kk lTOl) ( \XT FOOL YOUR WIFE" (Para-

j[ mount ) is a domestic drama with a melodramatic

ending and calculated to give utmost satisfaction.

Lewis Stone, Leatrice Joy, Pauline Garon, Nita Xaldi and

others are ideal selections for the characters assigned.

George Melford hasn't directed anything more deftly and

Paramount has provided no more attractive settings and

continuity. The picture is all wool and at least a yard

wide. It should give excellent account of itself under any

exhibition circumstances.

"AN OLD SWEETHEART OF MINE" (Metro)

adapted from James Whitcomb Riley's poem offers fair

entertainment, principally because it is well acted and very

well staged. Elliott Dexter, Mary Jane Irving, Pat Moore,

Helen Jerome Eddy, Barbara Worth and Lloyd Whitlock

have the principal roles.

"THE SUNSHINE TRAIL" (First National) stars

Douglas MacLean in another comedy drama which has

many pleasing qualities and should prove enjoyable enter-

tainment. Not especially outstanding but fast action of

story and a number of amusing incidents make it quite

satisfactory. Five reels.

"PLAYING IT WILD" (A'itagraph) presents Wil-

liam Duncan and Edith Johnson in a dashing, romantic

Western story, very well acted and well directed. The

treatment given the somewhat conventional story, lifts it

above the average Western tale and it should prove a good

attraction where this type of film is in demand.

"THE SNOW BRIDE" (Paramount) stars Alice

Brady. Maurice Flynn, Mario Majoroni, Margaret Mor-

gan and Nick Thompson are other principals. The picture

was directed by Henry Kolker. It tells a story of love

and crime laid in the fur trapping country. A religious

An amusing scene from "An Old Sweetheart of Mine," a
Harry Garson production distributed through Metro.

clement is brought in toward the end of the picture and

stressed strongly. The action drags at times.

• W HAT WIVES WANT" (Universal) is based on

the old, old theme of the neglected wife and the busy hus-

band. The skilful handling of familiar material, how-

ever, makes it first-class entertainment and the all-star

cast is a valuable asset in this case. It was directed by

Jack Conway.

"THE LONELY ROAD" (First National) is

Katherine MacDonald's latest—a domestic drama with the

ever important subject of who shall hold the purse. The
story is laid in California and Iowa and it will make its

greatest appeal to the ladies because of the domestic angle.

Victor Schertzinger has handled the story well and an

excellent cast appears in the star's support.

"TEMPTATION" (C. B. C.) presented with an all-

star cast is an old story so delightfully told as to place it

in the class of desirable attractions. It was directed by

Edward J. LeSaint, and the excellent cast is headed by

Bryant Washburn, Eva Novak, June Elvidge and Phillips

Smalley.

"THE LITTLE GIRL NEXT DOOR" ^ Blair Coan)

is a simple little story of the struggle of a young country

youth who goes to the city, falls in with a gang of dope

peddlers and finally asserts himself. His sweetheart, who
follows him to the city, is fooled by a fake medium and

they finally decide to return to the small town. An inter-

esting little screen play well acted.

"PRODIGAL DAUGHTERS" (Paramount) has

Gloria Swanson as its star. It is a story of the modern

girl, brilliantly set and quite good entertainment although

not among the best productions in which Gloria has been

seen. A Sam Wood production from a story by Joseph

1 locking.

Clara Kimball Young and Huntley Gordon in a scene from the
Metro picture "Cordelia the Magnificent."
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R E V I E W S
GLORIA SWAXSOX IX

PRODIGAL
DAUGHTERS

(PARAMOUNT)
This is an extremely modern story
with the star as the leader of a
group of pace-setting flappers.

While it is lavishly produced it

can't be classed as Miss Swan-
son's best. It will no doubt en-
tirely satisfy the star's followers,
however. A Sam Wood produc-
tion from a story by Joseph Hock-
ing. Six reels.

Gloria Swanson is the most modern oi
flappers in "Prodigal Daughters," and she
has a flapper sister. The two are the
moving spirits in a set of "jazz" artists
whose life is mainlv one all night party
after another. In the ultimate the story
answers the question "is the modern girl

right in her conception of independence?"
Gloria Swanson's admirers will no doubt

like her in her flaooer role. She is known
as "Swiftie," has bobbed hair, draws at a
fag and in general does everything the
flapper of today is credited with doing.
The picture appears to drag in spots and
the climax fails to register as expected,
but as a whole it proves quite entertain-
ing with its modern action and elaborate
settings. The "jazz" stuff and theme are
ready-made exploitation angles of obvious
worth.

Vera Reynolds plays the part of the

younger sister. Others in the cast are
Theodore Roberts. Ralph Graves. Louise
Dresser, Charles Clary'. Robert Agnew
and Eric Mavme.
Here's the story : T. D. Forbes returns

from abroad after a three years' absence
and finds his daughters "Swiftie" and
Marjorie foremost exponents of the rights

of modern girls to live their lives as they
choose. He savs the all night parties,

cigarettes, and so forth are taboo in his

house. So the voung ladies pack up and
leave to continue their modernistic life in

studio quarters.

Marjorie commits the crime of marry-
ing and Swiftie is left alone to uphold her
ideas of the modern srirl's place, which
she does successfullv until her funds are

cut off. Then she finds she is not as

popular as she supposed, and Marjorie
finds that the slick and groomed flapper

she married is not so contented in their

small apartment. Finally he deserts her.

Marjorie is glad to return home to her
father again. But it takes a more precari-

ous predicament to convince "Swiftie"

that she has been traveling the wrong trail

and that "there's no place like home."

THE MUMMY
(FOX)

Whenever a comedy director runs low
on ideas he makes a picture with the
action taking place in a wax works or a
museum. "The Mummy" is a series of

exploits in a rich man's home, a collector
of rare statues, and gives the comedians
an opportunity to break plaster of Paris
vases, statuettes, and pose in mortar
splashed clothes. Xot much sense to it.

and few laughs.

Douglas MacLean in a humorous bit from "The
Sunshine Trail." (First National).

DOUGLAS MacLEAX IX

THE SUNSHINE TRAIL
(FIRST XATIOXAL)

Another pleasing comedy - drama
with this star that is good enter-

tainment. Not in "The Hotten-
tot's'' class as a mirth provoker,
but enjoyable, with plenty of

pleasing action and a number of

good comedy moments. Directed
by James W. Home. Story by
William Wallace Cook. Five
reels.

Douglas MacLean is seen ia "The Sun-
shine Trail" in another comedy-drama
with many pleasing though not especially

outstanding features. The story is light,

moves along swiftly, and MacLean's work
in the comedy situations is effective and
helps the tale along considerably. While

-*his one can hardly be compared with

"The Hottentot" it should, nevertheless,

prove generally satisfactory because of

its pleasing qualities and the happy-go-

lucky role in which the hero is cast.

Little Muriel Frances Dana is a bright

spot in the picture and clever work on
the part of this youngster is responsi-

ble for a number of mirthful incidents.

Edith Roberts has a "sweetheart" role

which she carries off in excellent man-
ner.

A party in the early footage in which
the principal characters are represented

at a children's party in diminutive form
with the aid of some trick camera work,

proves amusing.

The story tells of Jimmy McTavish.
who after having been reported dead in

the war, took up life in the West until

he could make good and return to his

home town some years later in complete

triumph. His efforts to spread sunshine

along life's journey get him into all kinds

of trouble, especially when he arrives

in his home town, where after a number
of complications, he lands in the cell

through his sunshine-spreading activities.

There is a happy ending, however, with

the girl playing an important part to-

ward this end.

SPECIAL CAST IN

AN OLD SWEET-
HEART OF MINE

i METRO)
James Whitcomb Riley's poem

doesn't make a particularly
spirited photoplay. Little Pat
Moore and Mary Jane Irving in

the childhood romance are good
and vie with Elliott Dexter and
Helen Jerome Eddy as the grown-
up sweethearts. Directed by
Harry Garson. Length, six reels.

This film was adapted from one of
Riley's best loved poems by Louis Ligh-
ton. and while the opening scenes and
early footage are quaintly beautiful and
very well acted, the picture is somewhat
draggy up until the modern story is in-
troduced.

Lines from the poem furnish many of
the subtitles and the sets are faithful re-
productions of scenes depicted in the
homely but ever pleasing old poem. There
are many cut-backs to childhood days,
while John Craig sits in the attic smoking
his pipe and dreaming of other days. The
talented acting on the part of the children
make the school room scenes, the playing
"house" and other incidents seem very
real. These are in marked contrast with
the other, or grown-up part of the screen
play, evidently written to pad out the

story to feature length and give it the
necessary punch. This latter concerns a
city chap who sells an oil well to some
country folks. The editor of the town
paper becomes involved in the deal and it

nearly brings about his ruin until the plot

is discovered and the city "slickers" ex-

posed.
Advertise that it is James Whitcomb

Riley's poem and tie up with women's
clubs and schools, as it is a picture that

should please in the small towns.

THE BARNYARD
(VITAGRAPH)

This is Larry" Semon's latest, written,

acted and directed by the comedian. It

varies but little from the ordinary run

of slapstick comedies, with much of the

old hokum such as hens laying eggs
which drop on unsuspecting heads, pur-

suit of the farmer's daughter by design-

ing villains, oil sharks and farm hands
with much shooting and running and
jumping. The old tar barrel, the white-

wash and the automobile finish are em-
ployed to good advantage. The plot con-

cerns two landsharks, U. Holdim and I.

Robim, after a farmer's property where
oil has been discovered. The farm hand.

Lay Zee. in love with the farmer's daugh-
ter, saves the farm and routs the oily

crooks.

THREE GUN MAN
(FOX)

A travesty on the Wester* five reeler

that will bring roars of laughter, is in-

corporated in this two reeler of a mo-
tion picture actor who gets a job in the

movies and makes good. Snappy titles,

good technique and the usual hokum and
mechanical contrivances put this in the

grade of first-class slapstick comedies.
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SPECIAL CAST IN

THE LITTLE GIRL
NEXT DOOR

(BLAIR COAN)
Interesting story of city life giving

an insight into the drug trafhc and
fake spiritualists' meetings. It is

a production that will keep the

average audience on the qui vive

throughout its six reels. Written
by Louis Weadock. Directed by
W. S. VanDyke.

While "The Little Girl Next Door"

isn't a special it answers every require-

ment of a good program picture. It is a

made-to-order production, using the drug

traffic and fake spirit medium meetings

for its main punch, with a love story

running through it for appeal.

There are no "hop-joints" shown and it

does not show the ill effects of the use of

opium. The director has succeeded in

keeping the action at a lively pitch

throughout and there are several exciting

fights with Jimmy Morrison as the "un-

der dog." Perhaps the redundance of

subtitles will be objected to by some, but

this is not a serious fault. There is no
comedy relief, the whole being played in

a serious, straightforward vein, but it is

this sincere, straightforward acting that

is the picture's biggest asset.

The acting honors are pretty evenly di-

vided between Pauline Starke, Carmel
Myers, James Morrison and Mitchell

Lewis. All are talented players and act

with understanding the various roles as-

signed them. There are several well con-
ceived interiors and quite a few extras

are employed in the gambling house
scenes.

The action of the story leads from
Harmony, 111., a small town, to the city,

presumably Chicago. James Manning, in

love with Mary Slocum, the little girl

next door, decides to go to the city to

make a name for himself. He meets with
reverses, however, and falls into the

clutches of Tug Wilson, a dealer in

opium. Milly Amory, a friend of Tug's,

forms a warm friendship for the country

boy and when Mary comes to the city, be-

comes jealous of her. She plans to break
up the engagement between Jimmy and
Mary by means of a fake spirit message,
but Jimmy exposes Milly and in a hand-
to-hand encounter with Tug receives a

severe beating. Milly comes to Jimmy's
rescue by shooting Tug, and the two
sweethearts go back to the coal yard in

Harmony for a new start.

Ed Kennedy plays Hank Hall, a small
town bully in love with Mary. Pauline
Starke was Mary Slocum ; Carmel Myers,
Milly Amory; James Morrison played
James Manning, and Mitchel Lewis was
Tug Wilson.

H 1JP

ALL-STAR CAST IN

TEMPTATION
(C. B. C. SALES CORP.)

An old story so delightfully told as

to bring it in the class of desirable

box office attractions. Produced
with a cast and moral that should

make it easy to exploit. Well di-

rected by Edward J. LeSaint.

Seven reels.

There is a strong human appeal in

"Temptation." ' due
f
in no small effect to

the fact that many of the incidents fit

into the lives of plain every-day human
people. Based on the theme that every

little betterment in financial condition

brings with it an ever-increasing desire

for just a little more in the wav of living

up to the bettered circumstances, this

picture play will cause many to sit down
and do some real serious thinking.
Without taking on anything of the na-

ture of a preachment the picture carries

a strong lesson and the moral is so inter-

estingly led up to that nothing of the

entertainment value is lost. "Tempta-
tion" is a well-made picture and clever

entertainment.
The cast is an excellent one. each char-

acterization fitting well into the portrayal.

Rryant Washburn, as Jack Baldwin, and
Eva Novak as his luxury-loving young
wife, are well cast, as is also June El-

vidge as Mrs. Martin, the temntini?

widow, and Phillips Smallcy as Frederick
Arnold, the rich and cynical broker.

The story is of a young married couple
who live in what to them is comfort and
content, if not luxury. Through the

chance acouaintance of the young wife

with a scheming widow, new ideas of

what is real life are brought into the fam-
ily. Through the widow the wife meets
a wealthy broker, who. taking a fancy

to the girl, puts the husband in the way
of making a lot of money.
As the money comes in there comes

also a rif» in the home happiness, due to

the fast life into which the young couple
pre plunsred. The awakening comes in

time to prevent a complete rupture, and
the picture has a happy ending.

William Russell in a scene from the Fox produc-
tion, "The Watercross*'

ALICE BRADY IN

THE SNOW BRIDE
(PARAMOUNT)

A somewhat different fur-trapping

story depicted by a cast of useful

names. Dramatic but often slow
and with a religious element intro-

duced and prominently featured

late in the picture. Directed by
Henry Kolker. In five reels.

"The Snow Bride" is a story of North-

ern Canadian fur trappers. Alice Brady

is cast as the daughter of the leading fur

dealer in the community. Maurice Flynn.

as the sheriff who loves her and whom
she loves, Margaret Morgan as the jeal-

ous girl in the case. Mario Majoroni as

the father. Nick Thompson is a pelt-

stealing Indian whose murder is the story

pivot. Others who have parts of greater

or lesser importance are not named.
The story begins with the sheriff in

pursuit of an unknown trap-thief, "Indian

Charlie." The sheriff is in love with the

chief trader's daughter. The father is in

league with the Indian. Another trapper

covets the daughter's hand. Another girl

loves the sheriff. The murder of the In-

dian by the fur trader puts him in the
power of the villain, who enforces a mar-
riage with his daughter. By error the
villain drinks poison the girl has prepared
for herself and dies. The girl is tried and
sentenced to hang. At the scaffold, with
a blizzard raging, the father mounts to

the drop and asks divine intervention.

An avalanche sweeps him to his death.

The other girl, frightened, vindicates the
heroine, who marries the sheriff.

KATHERINE Mac DONALD IN

THE LONELY ROAD
(FIRST NATIONAL)

One of those pleasing little domestic
dramas that Miss MacDonald
specializes in. It is a picture in

which women play important
parts and therefore it will make
its greatest appeal to the ladies.

Charles Logue wrote it. Victor
Schertzinger directed it and
handled it well. Length, 5,102

feet.

This is an original story from the pen

of Charles Logue and tells of the marital

misunderstandings of a beautiful young
wife and her struggling but penurious

young husband, who failed to give her

the companionship she sought. In paral-

lel with this angle is the life led by her

younger sis'er in the city who "walks the

lonely road."

Miss MacDonald does some of the best

work of her career in the role of Betty

Aust'n, a clerk in a grocery store who
finally asserts herself and makes her

small town husband realize that she has

a mind of her own. Others in the cast

who render her excellent support are Or-

ville Caldwell, as Warren Wade, the hus-

band: Kathleen Kirkham as Leila Mead;
Eugenie Besserer as Martha True, the

village milliner; William Conklin as Dr.

Devereaux; James Neill as Uncle Billy

Austin, Charles French as Hiram Wade
and little Stanley G. Goethals, as the

Wades' five-year-old son.

It is a B. P. Schulberg production and

the producer has put into it those ele-

ments which make for a successful screen

play—good story, good acting and fine

settings, together with first-rate direction.

It is the latter that lifts it above the com-
monplace.

Betty Austin marries Warren Wade and
settles down to home life in a small town,
while her friend Leila Mead goes to the
city. Wade neglects to give his wife a
regular allowance and when she tries to

earn some money for herself there is a
scene. Determined not to be dependent
upon her husband she joins Leila in the
city. There she meets Dr. Devereaux, a
prominent physician, who advises her to

return home. Wade appears and mis-
understanding the situation threatens to

whip Dr. Devereaux. Betty forgives her
husband and returns home. Six years

elapse and at Christmas Wade refuses to

loan Betty's uncle $300 to save his gro-

cery store, but buys an automobile for

his parents. Their little son is hurt and
an immediate operation is necessary.

Betty takes her boy to San Francisco,

where Dr. Devereaux saves him from be-

ing a cripple for life. Wade again appears

upon the scene and in a fierce attack on

the Doctor nearly kills him. However,
the physician forgives him and the young
couple come to a complete understanding.
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DUNCAN AND JOHNSON IN

PLAYING IT WILD
(VITAGRAPH)

A dashing, romantic Western tale

with several good character stud-

ies, including that of the hero,

well acted. A story of small
town politics in which the crooked
element is routed by the fearless

ranch hand. Written by G. Gra-
ham Baker, and directed by Wil-
liam Duncan. Length 5,400 feet.

The opening reel of this Western
comedy-drama is somewhat unpromising

taking considerable footage to intro-

duce characters at a ranch wedding,

which are afterward dropped and never

again introduced. The conventional be-

ginning leads further to a conventional

story of a bad Sheriff, running for re-

election, a fearless cowboy who deter-

mines to help the townspeople w-hip the

Sheriff, and a pleasing though somewhat
hackneyed love story.

However, the treatment given this ma-
terial is excellent and it works up to a

strong climax of the Western type. The
titling is very good and the work of

Duncan as the cowboy hero is consid-

erably above the average. Edith Johnson
as the daughter of the editor, is well cast,

and Francis Bowers, as Old Man Webb,
was a typical small town newspaper man.
Edward Cobb played Sheriff Gideon, and
Frank Weed was Bill Rucker, his rival

for the office.

Jerry Hoskins, a genial ne'er-do-well,
loses his job on a ranch when he plays
a trick on the rancher's son, who is

.
about to be married. He rides into Hub
City where they are about to elect a new-
Sheriff. The local paper is controlled by
Sheriff Gideon, but when Jerry wins the
paper at a game of cards, he changes its

policy. To stimulate interest for the can-
didate for office, Jefry disguises himself
as a highwayman and furnishes excite-

ment and "copy" for his paper. The
crooked Sheriff is defeated and the edi-

tor's daughter spurns the Sheriff's son
who has been courting her, and falls in

love with Jerry.

THE BIG SHOW
(PATHE)

These "Our Gang" comedies are getting
better and better. This one for instance
kept the McVicker's theatre, Chicago,
audience in an uproar the day this re-

viewer saw it. There is a real place for
screen subjects of this type. It is full of
good, clean comedy of the type enjoyed
by grownups as well as youngsters.
The gang, after seeing some circus po-

nies perform, decide to give a regular cir-

cus. All sorts of domestic animals are
secured and boxed up. after being suit-
ably decorated, to represent denizens of
the forest. A disgruntled youngster
turns them all lose, however, and breaks
up the show. The diminutive policeman
and the other youthful characters were es-

pecially well directed in this comedy.

To Manage Exposition
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES. May 1.—R. H.
Burnside of the New York Hippodrome
has been engaged to handle the motion
picture exposition which the producers
will stage in connection with the Amer-
ican Historical Review and Motion Pic-
ture Exposition.

SPECIAL CAST IN

WHAT WIVES WANT
(UNIVERSAL)

This story is based on the more or

less familiar situation of the

ideally mated couple who come to

a misunderstanding through the

husband's close attention to busi-

ness. While conventional in theme
and not at all unusual, is very
well presented with an all-star

cast. Written by Edward T.

Lowe. Directed by Jack Conway.
Five reels.

Although the theme of this story is an

old one, the skilful handling of the fa-

miliar situations, perfection of technique

and excellence of settings, makes it first-

rate entertainment. It is a well told domes-

tic drama, acted with the proper restraint

by a special cast of players num-
bering such well known actors as Vernon
Steele, Ramsay Wallace, Ethel Grey
Terry, Niles Welsh, Margaret Landis,

Lila Leslie and Harry A. Burrows.

SPECIAL CAST IN

YOU CANT FOOL
YOUR WIFE

(PARAMOUNT)
A first-rate domestic drama, society

type, with a melodramatic ending.
An admirable production that
should succeed in giving excellent

satisfaction wherever shown. In
six reels, directed by George Mel-
ford from a story by Waldemar
Young.

This is better, much better, than "The
Snow Bride" and other Paramounts re-

cently reviewed. It's got a better story,

better told, and a better cast, more deftly

directed. It has fine settings and its con-

tinuity promotes and sustains interest. It

is just about the picture the word Para-

mount is supposed to imply.

Lewis Stone and Leatrice Joy have the

leading roles, that of man and wife, and

Pauline Garon is as good as either, which

William Duncan and Edith Johnson in a scene from their latest Vitagraph
production, "Playing It Wild."

Charles Kaufman photographed it and
made an excellent job of his part.

The locale is any metropolitan city and
the story concerns Alice Loring and
Claire Howard, married sisters. Alice

and her husband come to visit Claire, and
Alice learns that Claire's husband is so
engrossed in business affairs he has neg-
lected his wife. Claire seeks attention

and finds it in Newhart, a scalawag, who
is a business associate of Mr . Howard's.
The big moment comes when Claire keeps
an appointment with Newhart, at his cot-

tage. Alice goes to the cottage to per-

suade Claire to keep away from Newhart
and while there Howard arrives to con-
sult him on spec'al business. Compro-
mising herself to save her sister, she is

distrusted by her own husband who has
accompanied Howard. However, it all

ends happily when the two husbands
realize they have been neglecting their

wives and there is the usual happy ending.
Ethel Grey Terry was splendid in the

role of Claire Howard, as was Margaret
Landis as Alice Loring. Vernon Steele
played Austin Howard convincingly and
Niles Welsh was good as David Loring.
Harry Burrows played Newhart.

is excellent, as a sophisticated flapper.

Nita Naldi as a quasi-vamp, Thomas
Carrigan as a plotter who appears briefly,

and Julia Swayne Gordon and John Mur-
phy, who carry comedy relief, all fit into

the scheme of things with utter nicety.

The story is of a wealthy man's fas-

cination for the wife of another, induced
by the latter as a means of furthering the

professional success of her doctor-hus-
band through social conquest, and the

complications that arise from his attempt
to carry on an affair of the heart with-

out his wife's knowledge. Nobody does
that sort of thing better than Lewis
Stone: nobody plays that sort of wife

better than Leatrice Joy (unless it be
Irene Rich"), and nobody does the "other

woman" more efficiently than Nita Naldi.

The action begins in New York and
moves to Miami, thence back to the city

for the melodramatic ending, a brief but

important stop-over occurring in Cuba.
There are many scenes rich in colorful

detail and the whole production holds the

eye unremittingly from beginning to end.

It is the kind of picture that may be put

on and advertised with full confidence

that it will give what is expected of it.
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FILM MART : : :: : : :

cIhe
Production Progress

:| Fisher Productions :

AN ALL STAR CAST OF fourteen

players has been assembled by Fisher

productions for its first picture "Youth
Triumphant." The players include Vir-

ginia Lee Corbin, Anna Q. Nilsson. Ray-

mond Hatton, Ward Crane, Mary Ander-

son, Joseph Dqwling, George Seigman.

Eugenia Besserer, Claire McDowell, Lucy
Beaumont, Boyd Irwin, William Boyd.

Kate Price and James Quinn. Victor B.

Fisher is supervising director of Fishef

productions. "Youth Triumphant" is a

story by George Gibbs.

: : Tri-Stone Pictures :

:

OSCAR PRICE AND HARRY AIT-
KEN have sold Keystone comedies for

Ohio to F. L. Greenwald of the Green-
wald-Griffith exchange, Cleveland, clos-

ing seventy per cent of the territory on
these comedies.

+ + +

JOHN EMERSON AND Anita Loo*
are at work editing "The Good Bad

Man." second of the pictures with Doug-
las Fairbanks which will follow "The
Americano" in publication order.

: : : : Metro : : : :

VICTOR SCHERTZINGER HAS been

selected by the Coogans to direct

Jackie Coogan in his first picture for

Metro, "Long Live the King." In the

adaptation of this Mary Roberts Rine-

hart story Jackie will be supported by
Vera Lewis, Alan Forrest, Walt Whit-
man, Rosemary Theby, Alan Hale and
others.

+ + +

IN HER NEXT PRODUCTION,
"Rouged Lips," Viola Dana will be

supported by Tom Moore. The screen

version of this story by Rita Weiman will

be directed by Harold Shaw.

+ + +

GOVERNOR RITCHIE OF Maryland
and city officials of Baltimore attended

a screening of Mr. and Mrs. Martin John-
son's "Trailing African Wild Animals"
at the New theatre, Baltimore, on April

16. Three hundred Boy Scouts were also

present.
+ + +

REGINALD BARKER'S next Metro-
Louis B. Mayer production will be

"The Master of Women," based on G. B.

Lancaster's "The Law-Bringers." A
company of fifty has been taken to Can-
ada for outdoor scenes.

: : : Hodkinson : : :

"THE AFFAIRS OF .LADY HAMIL-
TON," the Richard Oswald production

which Hodkinson is distributing, started

an indefinite run at the Park theatre, Bos-
ton, April 29. A comprehensive exploita-

tion campaign is being mapped on the
picture, for which Hodkinson predicts
unusual success.

• ••••• •

"MICHAEL O'HALLORAN," the first

Gene Stratton- Porter production, will

be published early in summer by Hodkin-
son. Nine of the nineteen principal char-

acters in the picture are children. Irene

Rich heads the cast supported by Charles
Clary, Claire McDowell and others.

+ + +

BEGINNING WITH THE issue of

"Fun from the Press," that is published
the second week in May, Hodkinson an-

nounces that in this and all following
issues three animated cartoons by Max
Fleisher will be included free.

+ + +

A SPECIAL BALLAD has been pre-

pared by Milt Hagen and Menlo May-
field for Hodkinson to be used in con-
nection with "The Man from Glengarry."
Tieups are being arranged with music
dealers throughout the country.

: : : Selznick : : :

ANNOUNCEMENT IS MADE by Selz-

nick Distributing Corporation that it

has purchased the Manning Haynes pro-
duction "The Monkey's Paw," a picture

adapted from a story by W. W. Jacobs.
1'ublication date from this will be set in

the near future.

F B •
•

'TIS SAID KID McCOY parted with
one of his cherished possessions the

other day. While boxing with George
O'Hara, star of the "Fighting Blood"
series issued by F. B. O., the Kid forgot
to duck (or maybe he led with his head),
as a result of which he is minus a gold
tooth in his lower jaw.

+ + +

"MARY OF THE MOVIES," which
production lists forty stars in its cast,

will be published by F. B. O., May 20,

the company announces. The photoplay
is said to divulge inside truths of Holly-
wood and its stars, incidents taking in

actual working appearance of forty names
well known to theatre-goers. The pic-

ture was directed by John McDermott
who plays the role of director in the pro-
duction itself.

+ + +

HEDDA NOVA RECEIVED a wound
on her cheek in making a scene with

Harry Carey in his new picture, "The
Miracle Baby." While Edward Hearn
was blazing away at his pursuers Miss
Nova stumbled in front of him and a
piece of the wadding from the cartridge
struck her a glancing blow. She was
able to resume work after medical treat-
ment.

+ + +
"WONDERS OF THE SEA," the J. E.
Williamson photoplay made in the

West Indian waters, is enjoying a healthy
demand for bookings since it was pub-
lished on April 29, F. B. O. reports. First
runs have been closed with the Gordon
Interests, New England, the Skouras cir-

cuit. St. Louis, and other leading theatres,

among them the California at Los An-
geles.

Distribution News

: : : Goldwyn : : :

MARSHALL NEILAN'S THIRD
Goldwyn production will be "The Ren-

dezvous" from a story by M'adeleinc Kuth-
ven. Conrad Nagel and Emmett Corrigan
will have featured roles. Neilan has just
completed "Three Wise Fools."

+ + +
PAULINE STARK AND Hobart Bos-
worth will have featured roles in "In

the Palace of the King," F. Marion Craw-
ford's novel which Emmett J. Flynn will

direct.

+ + +
IN SUPPORT OF GEORGE ARLISS

in his Distinctive production of "The
Green Goddess" will be Alice Joyce, Ivan
Simpson and Henry T. Morey. The Wil-
liam Archer melodrama will be started
in early summer.

+ + +
PRODUCTION HAS BEEN started on
"The Magic Skin," which George D.

Baker is directing for Achievement Films
with Bessie Love and Carmel Myers in

the cast. It is a picturization of Balzac's
novel.

: : : Vitagraph : : :

A NEW SPECIAL HAS been put into
production under the temporary title

of "The Alibi," by Vitagraph. The story
is an original by C. Graham Baker. Cul-
len Landis will have one of the leading
roles.

+ + +
LARRY SEMON HAS completed his

newest comedy, "The Midnight Cab-
aret," and is already at work in his next
mirth provoker. Victor Schertzingcr has
also completed his feature production,
"The Man Next Door," for Vitagraph.

+ + +
"MASTERS OF MEN," Vitagraph spe-

cial from Morgan Robertson's story,
was given a pre-publication showing at
Poli's Palace, New Haven. It was the
consensus of opinion that it is one of the
greatest sea stories ever produced, Vita-
graph reports.

: : : : Patbe : : : :

GENERAL SALES MANAGER ESCH-
MANN of Pathe has closed a contract

whereby Harold Lloyd's "Safety Last"
plays in twenty-four New York B. F.
Keith houses. The run at seven houses
started on April 23 with openings are the
other houses beginning April 30 and May
7. From a financial standpoint the book-
ing is said to be a record contract.

+ + +
PATHE HAS ARRANGED with Rob-

ert Wilcox & Co. for distribution rights

to its product in Central America, the

contract including some twenty standard
Pathe features.

+ + +
"GIANTS VS. YANKS" is the name of

the two-reel Our Gang comedy which
Pathe has scheduled for publication May
13. Others for the same week are Leo
Maloney in "Wings of the Storm" and the

second chapter of "Haunted Valley."
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Souls for Sale
A Story of Motion Picture Studio Life

By RUPERT HUGHES

Acknowledgment is made to Goldwyn Pictures Corporation for the illustrations used with this story. "Souls for Sale" has been made into a
motion picture by Goldwyn, directed by the author, Rupert Hughes, with Eleanor Boardman, Frank Mayo, Mae Busch, Barbara La Man-, AHeen
Pringle, Richard Due and Lew Cody in the cast.

The Story to Date

;

REMEMBER STEDDOX, the daugh-

ter of a small town preacher, was
left in an unfortunate position when

her lover was killed in an automobile

accident. She confided in her mother

and Dr. Bretherick, the family physician,

but kept her father in ignorance. Then
on an excuse of seeking health, she left

for Yuma, Ariz.

At Yuma, she met a motion picture

company, in which Tom Holby was the

star, on "location" and served as an

"extra." A short time later, a fall from
a cliff ended the cloud under which she

had been living, and she went on to Los
Aneeles.

Remember made her home with a

group of girls employed at the studios.

Her beauty attracted Mr. Claymore, a

director, and she was given a part in a

Dicture.

Her first effort was a successful one
and she gained notice about Hollywood
as "a comer." Other pictures followed

in which she was given more prominent
parts and she was soon rated among the

stars on the Bermond lot.

Her mother joined her at Hollywood
and approved of her becoming an actress.

Her father, however, remained at home
and was greatly shocked when he learned

of what Remember was doing. He was
in great need of money and Remember,
fearful that he would not accept money
earned by an actress, arranged to send
him funds anonymously.
Remember was eagerly sought after

and had successively declined proposals
of marriage from Claymore, the director:

Holby, the star, and Xed Ling, one of

the best known screen comedians.

CHAPTER XXXIV

MEM had devoted her body and her soul

to her public in office hours. But
there still remained much idle time for mis-
chief, and in these hours, and in the days
and weeks between pictures, she found love
nagging her insufferably. She was in the
humor of the "Florodora" maidens whose
motto rang through her mind, "I really

must love some one and it might as well
be you."

The "you" was almost any attractive man
she chanced to be with at the time. And
men were frequenting her increasingly, $s
they have always flocked about actresses.

since actresses are the peaches at the top of

the basket. The stage and the motion pic-

tures offer opportunity to beauty as the

army to bravery, the church to piety, the

law to probity, and finance to ingenuity.

Mem's face was her fortune and her mind
was its steward. Her perfection of mien
drew people to her as a lamp draws a way-
farer or a pilgrim or a moth. Seekers after

a night's lodging, a month's flirtation, or a
life's companionship saw her from afar
and ran to-her-wards.

She was in a marriage mood and her
heart and her friends gave her conflicting

counsel : Don't marry an actor ! Don't
marry an author ! Don't marry a business
man ! Don't marry anybody !

But the "Florodora" tune kept tinkling in

her heart. She really must wed some one.

Xed Ling was one of Mem's most abject

P. - . \ 11

Now she was to triumph back across the Mid
West and on and on to the Northeast, the South-
east and the two borders, the two coasts and all

the towns between.

worshipers. He had taught her the me-
chanics of comedy, and helped her tragedy
thereby. Without being able to laugh at

himself, he taught her to laugh at herself

and at him.

He grew morbid for her. He cast away
his fears of love and his horror of marriage
and his sense of humor at the same time.

He clung to her hand and played with
her fingers, lolled against her with his head
on her breast and implored her to be his

mistress, his wife, his rescuer from de-
spondency. But his caresses were like the
fumblings of a child at a maternal bosom,
and his wildest prayers were mere childish

naughtiness to her. The only love she could
feel for him was a sense of amused mother-
hood, and he did not want that.

He flew into tempests of anger at her un-
responsiveness and became a tragic clown
at whom she could not help smiling.

He made comic exits from her presence,

swearing he would never see her again, and
comic returns. But Mem would only flirt

with him. and with anyone else who amused
her.

She came in at four one morning after a
party given to celebrate Charles Chaplin's
return from his royal progress through
Europe, a triumph that seemed to lift the
whole motion-picture world in the person
of its representative. The film people felt

that they were at last a nation finding recog-
nition, as when the emissary of a republic is

accepted as an ambassador.

The party was innocent enough, devoted
to dances, charades, impromptu speeches,
imitations, songs, operatic burlesques, and
an almost puerile hilarity, but it lasted al-

most to the hour when good children are
getting out of bed.

While Mem was passing through this

phase of moral and romantic skepticism and
experiment, enacting pretenses of devout
love before the camera and mocking at love

outside its range, and her mother was not
quite sure that she had not quite gone to the
devil, her first pictures were going about
the world like missionaries winning prose-
lytes to her shrine.

The whim to be married recurred to her
incessantly and grew to a fixed purpose.

It appealed to her various moods in vari-

ous ways. When she was under the spell

of her home training marriage was a sac-

ramental duty. When she heard it dis-

cussed with cynicism or read of the ship-

wreck of some other marriage, it stirred her
sporting blood ; she wanted to bet she could
make a success of it. When she was in an
amorous fever it recommended itself as an
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assurance of abundant warmth and safety.

When she was lonely, it was companionship.

When she was shocked by the recklessness

of others or by her own remorse, it was

respectability. But it was always something

unknown that she wanted to know. No
experience of life could be complete with-

out it.

Tom Holby came back from the desert

browner than evfr, less subtle, more un-

deniable than ever. He fought hard for her

in the spirit of the hero he was playing at

the time, a man who acted on the theory

that the cave man is woman's ideal and that

she prefers above all things to be caressed

with a club.

But these highly advertised tactics were

not to Mem's liking, at least at the moment.

When he grew too fierce she struck him in

the mouth with e fist that had stout muscles

for a driving bar, and she brought the blood

to his nose with a slash of her elbow.

She railed at his awkward confusion, but

thereafter she was out when he called.

* * *

Then came The Pause. Hard times

struck the movies so hard that in the

studios they became no times at all. The
Disarmament Convention met in Washing-

ton to prepare a naval holiday and guar-

antee another end to war—war that is al-

ways ending and never ended.

Most of the motion-picture factories dis-

armed entirely, and the rest of them nearly.

The Bermond Studios kept one company at

work, and it was not Mem's company.

She was stricken with terror as she con-

fronted her problems. The smiling future

was a dead past. The garden land of Los

Angeles had reverted to the desert.

All that art talk suddenly became bread-

and-butter talk.

What could she do now—not to perfect

her fame, but to make a living? She would

be poorer than her father. She would have

to discontinue the installments of that "con-

science fund" which he had learned to ex-

pect from Doctor Bretherick. She could

not even pay the installments on numerous

vanities she had bought for herself from

the shops.

Her lovers were as defutured as herself.

Authors, actors, directors—all—they talked

poverty instead of marriage.

CHAPTER XXXV

NO one had talked hard times longer or

louder than Bermond. He had been

mocked at, hated, accused of greed when
he cut salaries ruthlessly, refused to renew
contracts, slowed up production. Artists

said it was a cheap excuse for grabbing

more profits. Having heard him croak of

disaster so long, Mem assumed that his

studio would be one of the first to crash.

Her contract would be canceled or ren-

dered worthless, or its provisions interrupted

by a long vacation. Bermond sent for her

and she went prepared for the guillotine.

He said:

"I like you, Miss Steddon. You've worked
hard. You've made no trouble. You've
taken good care of yourself, and in every

picture you're a little better than before. I

find that the exhibitors are wiring in : 'Give

us more Steddon stuff. Our patrons as

they go out stop to say how much they like

Steddon. Why don't you star her?' What
the exhibitors say goes—as far as it can.

"I don't want to fight the public, though
I try to give them better things all the time.

"We can't star you now. All our stars

are going out. We can't put any more
money in pictures till we sell what we've
got on our shelves.

"But I believe in you. I want people to

know you. And when the good times come

Tom Holby came back from the desert browner
than ever, less subtli, more undeniable than ever
before.

again you must be ready for them. So I'll

go on paying you your salary and send you
out on a tour of personal appearances.

"Your last picture looks like a knock-out.
I'm going to take down Give Cleland's
name and feature yours alone. I want you
to go East—to New York and Boston,
Philly, Chi., all the big cities, and let the
people see you when they see the picture.

"We'll pay your traveling expenses, give
you a drawing-room—that means we have
to buy two tickets, anyway, so your mother
can go along as our guest. We'll give you
big publicity—and a nice time in every city.

What do you say?"

"Of course!" Mem cried. "And it's ever
so kind of you."

This dazed Bermond, who was not used
to gratitude. He gasped :

"That's nice! All right. Go home and
pack up."

She hastened home, and her heart wen:
clickcty-clickety with the lilting thrill of her
first railroad voyage. That had taken her
from the mid-West to the Southwest. Now
she was to triumph back across the mid-
West and on and on to the Northeast, the

Southeast, the two borders, the two coasts,

and all the towns between.

Remember the cinemite was going forth
like Peter the Eremite to summon people
to her banner of rescue, of sympathy, of
ardor.

Her mother was as joyous as she. The
crusade was a new youth to her ; it brought
belatedly all the treasures of experience she
had given up hoping for. The best she
had ever expected was an occasional change
of village, to move as the evicted wife of a

poor preacher, from one parsonage whose
dullness she had grown used to to a new
boredom. Now she would travel like a

dowager empress from capital to capital

as the mother, the author of a famous
screen queen.

The royal progress was to begin with a
transcontinental leap to New York to as-

sist at the opening of the picture on Broad-
way—"On Broadway !"—to the actor what
"In Heaven!" is to the saint. "In Rome!"
to the priest, "In Washington !" to the poli-

tician, "In goal !" to the athlete.

The abandoned suitors of Mem made a

sorry squad at the Santa Fe station. They
stared at her with humiliated devetion.

Bermond sent a bushel of flowers and
fruit to her drawing-room. He saw to it

that there were reporters to give her a good
send-off.

She left Los Angeles another woman from
the lorn, lone thing that had crept into the

terrifying city, as so many sick lungers,

faint hearters, wounded war victims had
crept into it and found it a restoring foun-

tain of health and hope and ambition.

She waved good-by with a homesick sor-

row in her eyes. Her consolation was her

last shout

:

"I'll come back ! I'll come back
!"

She had a little of the feeling Eve must
have had as she made her last walk down
the quickest paths of Eden toward the gate

that would not open again.

CHAPTER XXXVI
THE porter called through the metal panel

a warning that Chicago was loping to-

ward them out of the cast, and they must
make ready to leave the train.

They scurried to get up and pack and

out. Then they went, with their baggage,

across the roaring streets to the Lake Shore
station and got breakfast there—this on the

advice and under the guidance of an affable

gentleman who met them and said that he

represented the Bermond Company's Chi-

cago Exchange and had been ordered by

Mr. Bermond to take especial care of Miss
Steddon. Mem tried to look as if she were
used to such distinction, but she failed joy-

ously.

Half a day was all they had for learning

Chicago. It was even larger and busier

than Los Angeles ! Mem felt lost and
ignored until she saw in a bulbous glimmer
of unlighted electric letters hung in front

of a big motion-picture theater the name
of her latest film. The theater would not

open until eleven, but her own pictures were
scattered about the lobby. And that was
something tremendous.

She and her mother drank deep of this

cup of fame. They took their luncheons
scudding on the Twentieth Century Limited.

They had not yet left Chicago when the

train stenographer rapped at the door and
asked their names against the possibility

of a telegram. Mem noted how her mother
sat a little higher with proud humility as

she answered

:

"Miss Remember Steddon and mother!"

There were italics in Mrs. Steddon's voice

and exclamation points in the stenographer's

eyes. After a moment's hesitation, as his

pencil stumbled on the pad, he mumbled

:

"That name is very familiar in our home,

if you'll excuse me. The wife says you are

the biggest comer of them all, and I must
say I agree with her, if you don't mind."

Mem didn't mind. She gave him one of

her queenliest smiles, and concealed her own
agitation until he had closed the door on
his. She was encountering strangers who
had loved her and were hopeful for her!

Wonderful

!

Winter was in full sway outside, but the

train slid across the white world like a

skater, and there was a lilt in its rush.

The next morning found the Hudson along-

side, moving slowly under its plate mail of

ice to New York.

Mrs. Steddon loyally denounced the river

as far inferior to her own Mississippi, but

Mem found the New York stream better

groomed, somehow. It seemed to be used
to great cities. It led on to the metropolis

of metropolites, the New York that she was
come to conquer. She wondered if the city

would be nice to her. She had heard that

it had a mind of its own and that it never

knew who came or went. Yet the Chicago
courier had said that New York was "the

hickest village in the U. S. A., just a bundle
of small towns."

Whatever it was, it was destiny. Yet

here again the long arms of Bermond had
provided her with a reception committee

—

a most affable gentleman from the New
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York office, and two photographers, one

with a motion camera, also two or three

young reporters whose stories would never

be published. But neither they nor Mem
knew this and she underwent the pleasant

anguish of being interviewed on the station

platform.

Rooms had been reserved for her at the

Gotham, and she went thither in a covey of

attendants. It was a good deal of high lite

for a young girl, and when she and her

mother were left alone aloft in luxury', she

flung herself down on a divan and lay

supine, another Danae smothered under the

raining favors of the gods on high.

There was more and more to come. Her

experience of the city had been experienced

by millions of visitors, to whom the high

buildings, the Metropolitan Opera, the

Metropolitan Art Museum, the Aquarium

and other things metropolitan were the reali-

zatiou of old dreams.

She went to a theater or an opera every

night and to a matinee every atternoon

when there was one. And she marveled that

her father's religion had set the curse ot

denial upon the whole cloud realm of the

drama. On Sundays, the theaters were

closed except to "sacred concerts, but the

good people who were trying to close the

motion-picture houses had not yet suc-

ceeded.

On her first Sunday night in town she

and her mother went to the Capitol, the

supreme word in motion-picture exhibition.

The new art had already in this building

the largest theater in the world. From its

vast fover, illuminated with mural paintings

by William Cotton, a marble stairway

niounted nobly to a balcony as big as a lake

above a lower ocean, both levels peopled

with such a multitude that their heads were

mere stippling.

The architecture seemed perfection to

Mem—perfection with grandeur, yet 01 an

indefinable exquisiteness. Everything was

Roman or Etruscan gold. There was a

forest of columns as tall as the sequoias ot

California, a grove of gilded trees, fluted

and capped in splendor.

The sweeping curve' of the balcony was

like a bay along the Santa Monica coast.

Here long divans gave the spectator a Per-

sian luxury. From somewhere back of be-

yond the
'
projection machines sent their

titanic brushes and spread miracles on the

immense screen. More than five thousand

people were seated there, and a varied feast

was served them.

Before the pictures was a Rothapfelian

divertisement. A pipe organ roared its

harmonious thunders abroad until an or-

chestra of seventy men sat down before a

curtain of futuristic art and played a classic

overture. Then the curtains drew back and

to one of Brahms's Hungarian dances a

booted girl in white Hussar uniform with
'

a cloak of scarlet flying from one shoulder

and one hip, flung her nimble limbs about

the stage. A basso profundo sang: and

there was a ballet in gray translucent sil-

houette against a shimmer of glowing cream.

The first picture was one of the Bible

stories, to whose prestige the censors per-

mitted almost complete nudity and horrific

crimes denied the secular films. A tenor

sang. A news picture unrolled scenes from
all the world. Then came a prologue to

the film de resistance.

Tonight it was "The Silent Call," by
Laurence Trimble and Jane Murfin. The
authoress, as Mem had heard, had bought
a police dog abroad at a cost of five thou-

sand dollars and trained it tirelessly to be

the hero in the story by Hal G. Evarts.

. The theme was the cross-pull between the

wolf and the dog in the poor beast's heart,

and the amazing animal enacted all the

moods from devotion to man and the gen-
tleness that the dog has mysteriously

learned, to the wild raven and man hate

that the wolf has never unlearned. There

was no supercanine psychology, only the

moods and passions 01 tne animal; but they

were deep, passionate, sincere.

With this two-souled, four-footed pro-

tagonist the company had gone into the

snowy wilderness anu brought back a won-
derland of white crags, stormy skies, cruel

men and brave.

The dog eloped with a white wolfess, and
proved a good husband and father until

nis household was destroyed by relentless

man. Then he went back to doghood,
fought lor the sore-beset heroine, fondled
tlie tearless hero, pursued and tore to pieces

the savage villain with fiercer savagery. In
all his humors he was irresistible, a brave,

sweet soul; and there was incessant felicity

in tne composition of the pictures he digni-

ried. The nighest inspirations oi landscape

an were manifest.

Fifteen thousand people saw the dog play

his role that Sunday in that one room, and
a whole herd of him was playing in other

theaters throughout the country'. He would
gallop around the globe, that dog.

The moral of it all to Mem was despair

of man. She poured her heart out to her

mother in the language of one trained in

churchliness ; for the rebel cannot escape
his past

"What better things could anybody learn

in a church than here, mamma; Aren't
Uod s gitts developed? Isn't he praised in

color and music and sermon and sympathy?
It's all hymns to me—hymns of light and
sound, sacred dances and travel into the

noblest scenes God ever made.

"Vet they call it a sin even to go there,

and they say there is a bill coming up to

close all the theatres as well as the barber
shops and delicatessens on Sunday, so as

to drive the people to church or force them
to stay at home in dullness-—poor souls that

work all week and don't want to go to a
dull church and sleep before a dull preacher.
They don't want to be preached at ; they
want to be entertained.

"What on earth makes good people so
bad?—and so stupid? They've been trying

for ten thousand years to scold and whip
people to be good their way, and they've
never succeeded yet. That ought to show
them that God is not with them or he
wouldn't put it in people's hearts to fight

the cruelty of the good just as hard as they
tight the cruelty of the bad.

"According to them I'm a lost soul on
my way to hell. Yet my heart tells me
that I'm leading a far, far, far more
worshipful life building pictures than I

ever could have done back there in Cal-
verly, if I'd stayed there and been good and
married a good man and gone nowhere but
to church and the kitchen and the nursery'

all my days.

"And lock at that biblical picture to-

night ! I saw the one before with Adam
and Eve—both stark naked except for a
few bushes. They'd have put the actress in

jail if she had played like that in anything
but a Bible story. If religion can sanctify

a thing, why can't art? And when Adam
and Eve clothed themselves they only put
on a few leaves. If that was costume
enough then, why should we have to wear
long skirts and high bodices now?
"They give prizes to little girls to read

the Bible through from cover to cover.

Even papa praises that as a soul-saving
thing ! He made me read it all, and it in-

cludes the Songs of Solomon and a hun-
dred stories that leave nothing horrible un-
told."

"Are you talking against the Bible?" her
mother bristled.

"No, I think it is all that papa believes.

I think it is a good thing for children and
grown-ups to know by heart. But what

stumps rae is the inconsistency of the pro-

fessional soul savers who want the law to

prevent grown-up people from seeing things

that children are encouraged to read. In

Los Angeles I saw one of William de
Mille's pictures where a pious Boer was
reading from The Songs of Solomon, and
when they quoted what he was reading

they had to blot out part of it on the title

card. Think of that, mamma! Yet the

Book is in every Christian home, or is sup-

posed to be."

"You're not arguing that it oughtn't to

be?"
"Of course not! The Bible never harmed

anybody. But neither did the screen, really.

The crime is in robbing the film of all free-

dom and making it the slave of all the old

women of both sexes."

The subject was intensely uncomfortable
for her mother. As with most people,

morality was a subject that she thought
unfit for discussion. Nice people had morals
as well as bowels, but believed that their

irregularities should remain equally un-
chronicled.

Mrs. Steddon yawned and said that she
was going to bed. It was late, and Mem
turned in, too.

In the meanwhile, in the great rhythm of

the world the Puritans were on the upswing
as so often before. They would gain the

barren, artless height of their ideals, and
then the billow would break and carry
them snarling back to the trough of the sea

while the merrymakers swept up to their

frothy supremes of license, only to lapse

to defeat with equal impermanence of either

failure or success.

The world was apparently in for a gray
Sabbath and it would satisfy nobody any
more than the last or the next Saturnalia.

Censorship had already taken the moving
pictures almost altogether out of the realm
of freedom, and the peoples of the theatres,

the magazines, the books, the paintings, the

fashions, the shops, were already murmur-
ing in dread, "We're next!"

But yet awhile there was mirth and
beauty, though the shackles rattled when
the feet danced too high or ran too far.

Whatever the fate of her art, Mem was
flying high. The papers of New York
were publishing her engaging eyes, the bill-

boards all about town were announcing her.

and in paragraph and advertisement she
was celebrated. But so many others were
also claiming the public eye ! other new-
comers and favorites in impregnable esteem.

People who had come from Calverly were
claiming Mem as a fellow-citizen and feel-

ing that they gained some mystic authority

from mere vicinage. Some of them called

upon her in person or by telephone and
set her heart agog. She wanted to do them
and the town justice.

Somehow she endured until the night her
own picture was shown, and then stepped

out before what seemed to be the world in

convention assembled. She felt as tiny as

she looked to the farthest girl in the ulti-

mate seat up under the back rafters.

She parroted the little speech that Ber-
mend's publicity man had written for her.

and afterward wondered what she had said.

There was a cloudburst of handclapping
and a salvo from the orchestra that swept
her from the stage into the wings.

And that was that

!

She did not know that one of the town's
wealthiest men was lolling in a fauteuil

down front and that her beauty and her
terror smote him.

His motto had been. "Go after what you
want, and bring it home !" He prided him-
self on being a go-getter who had not
often come back foiled. He wanted Mem
and he went after her. He was willing
even to bring her home.

TO BE CONCLUDED
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With the Procession in Los Angeles

By Harry Hammond Beall

ORGANIZATION plans are under way
by the Forrest Film Manufacturing
Company, a new producing unit,

backed by a coterie of Eastern film men,
which will locate in Hollywood. The com-
pany plans to produce two-reel comedies of

a high-class nature. It is understood that

distribution will' be through Educational

and that the initial output will consist of

twelve two-reel comedies.

Martin J. Heyl is now in the city organ-

izing film talent. The famous Betzwood
studios near Philadelphia have been leased

and during the summer months production

will be concentrated there. Beginning in

November and for the remainder of the

winter months, the company will locate in

Hollywood.
* * *

Over a score of celebrities of the motion
picture colony recently attended the Glen-
dale theatre, Glendale, to see the first pub-
lic preview of Jesse D. Hampton's produc-
tion, "The Spoilers," the new film version of

the Rex Beach classic. The picture was
shown in eight reels.

Among those present at the informal pre-

miere were: Lambert Hillyer, the director

of the picture, and his wife; Mr. and Mrs.
Milton Sills ; Mr. and Mrs. Noah Beery

;

Robert Edeson and wife; Mary Newcomb,
and several members of the cast, including

Rockliffe Fellows, Ford Sterling, Wallace
MacDonald and John Elliott. A Los An-
geles premiere is planned for the film,

though it is not very likely that it will be

released before September.

* * *

The baby stars of filmdom were recently
entertained by Fremont Lincoln Gentz at

his first birthday party. The young gentle-

man is the son of Will T. Gentz, publicity

writer for Powers studio. Fifteen of the
future screen luminaries attended the affair,

which was one of the gala events of the
"younger set" in Hollywood. Among those
who relished the ice cream were Muriel
Frances Dana, Frankie Lee, Billy Windsor,
Billy Winn, Billy Osborne, Johnny Fox,
Edwin Hubbell. Dorothy Coon, Dorothy
Dean, Mickey McBan, Phillip De Lacy,
Phyllis Daab, Josephine Adair and Leonore
Keefe.

* * *

Hectic Hollywood is itself once again!
With the Writer's Revue and the Wampas
Frolic chapters of ancient history, the vil-

lage is settling down to work once more and
the music of busy typewriters and clicking
cameras is fastly replacing the strident tones
of jazz so prevalent in the city during the
past two weeks. The net results of the two
big affairs of the cinema social season may
be summed up as follows : two fat bank-
rolls, heaps of choice publicity for both
organizations ; a good time was had by all,

and an assortment of Hollywood headaches.
* * *

Fit as a fiddle after several weeks' rest,

William Duncan started work at Uni-
versal again April 30, on "The Steel Trail."

Edith Johnson will co-star with him and
Duncan is to direct his own pictures while
under the big "U" banner. His right hand
is almost recovered from injuries sustained

in his closing picture for Vitagraph.
* * *

When the Canadian Pacific steamship
"Makura" sails from Vancouver, B. C, next

week, bound for Australia, there will ap-
pear on the passenger list the names of
Edmund H. Benson, his wife and young son,
Courtney. Benson, who at one time was
manager of Grauman's Hollywood Egyptian
theatre, is going to the Antipodes for a six
months' stay as special representative for
Douglas Fairbanks. His particular mission
will be to stimulate business in connection
with Doug's old United Artists films and
also to assist in making "Robin Hood" the
great success in Australia and New Zealand
that it has been in America and Europe.

* * »

James Woods Morrison, popular leading
man and featured player in a number of re-
cent screen successes, narrowly averted seri-

ous injury recently while on his way to
location for one of his forthcoming pictures.
The car in which "Jimmie" was riding was
speeding down a steep hill near Santa Mon-
ica beach when one of the rear wheels spun
off. Quick work on the part of the driver
of the machine who steered the motor into
a bank was all that saved the party from a
tragedy. Now Morrison is a firm believer
in Fate—and good chauffeurs.

* * *

Wild animals are in vogue in Los An-
geles this week. Both Loew's State and the
California theatres are featuring pictures of
the African jungles and, as a result, the
dramatic columns of the local papers these
days resemble pages from a book of natural
history. Such adjectives as "greatest" and
"biggest" and a wide range of superlatives
have been coined by the press agents of the
respective playhouses in their endeavor to
convince the theatre-going public of this city

that their film is far more thrilling than the
other fellow's.

* * *

Arthur Trimble, six-year-old Kentucky
boy star, has finished the first two of a series

of two-reel comedy productions for his own
company. Four additional stories have been
purchased for his use.

* * *

Mary Astor, who recently signed to a
five-year contract by Paramount, will arrive
in Hollywood soon and will immediately
start work in the Alfred Green production,
"To the Ladies." in which she is to be co-
featured with Robert Agnew. Mary is one
of the voungest of leading ladies, we are
told.

* * *

Maurice Tourneur's "The Brass Bottle"
is nearing completion at the United Studios.
According to report it should be one of the
really big productions of the year. We have
Pete Smith's word for it.

* * *

Eulalie Jensen, popular featured player
of the screen and former star of the speak-
ing stage, has been given a featured part in

Universal's "The Hunchback of Notre
Dame," which Wallace Worsley is directing.

* * *

Hazel Buckham, at one time leading
woman for Charles Ray, is to return to the
screen after an absence of long duration.
The attractive little brunette has more re-

cently been playing in stock at the Majestic
theatre, where she was one of the real fa-

vorites with audiences.
* * *

Virginia Browne Faire, who first

achieved success as "Shireen" in Richard

Walton Tully's recent production, "Omar,
the Tentmaker," has just contracted to ap-
pear in a series of productions for Associ-
ated First National Pictures, Inc.

» * *

Rapid progress is being made on Mary
Pick ford's new picture, not yet definitely

titled, according to reports from the Pick-
ford-Fairbanks studios in Hollywood. Ia
this new film Miss Pickford will be seen
as a tempestuous little street singer. Hol-
brook Blinn, now playing in the title role of
"The Bad Man," at a local stock theatre, is

appearing in support of Mary.

* * «

Al Santel has been signed to direct F. B.
O. features for a three-year period. Hi»
first vehicle is "Lights Out," from the stage
play by Paul Dickey and Mann Page.

* * *

Gerald Beaumont, noted author, whose
magazine stories are to be filmed at Uni-
versal City, has returned after a motor trip

to Oakland to bring back his family.
» » *

Two thousand people and a brass band
bade adieu to Herman Heller, famous or-
chestra conductor, when he left San Fran-
cisco for this city to accept the leadership
of Grauman's enlarged Metropolitan musical
organization. The Grauman Metropolitan
orchestra now boasts of 70—count 'em-
seventy pieces and is the largest theatre
musical organization in Los Angeles.

* * *

"Breezy" Reaves Eason, well known di-

rector, is resting at his Hollywood home
after a strenuous six weeks' workout at the
Thomas H. Ince studios. Eason, who was
a director at Universal for a period of five

years, is now free lancing, as are a number
of other pioneer megaphone weilders.

* * *

Joseph Jackson, Goldwyn publicist, who
has the distinction of being the first press
agent who ever spent over twenty-four
hours and $200 in a Los Angeles jail, wants
to trade his motor car for a tricycle or what
have you ?

* * *

Warner Baxter's latest diversion is song
writing. Baxter has just finished a jazz

number which proved such -a hit at the
studio where he is appearing in the R-C pro-

duction, "Blow Your Own Horn," that he
has decided to publish it for general sale.

At least that is what Warner's active little

press lady tells us. Next

!

* * *

The Western Motion Picture Advertisers
of Los Angeles hope to own a bungalow
clubhouse in Hollywood as a result of their

recent frolic and ball. The profits— if any

—

from this big affair, which cost a king's

ransom to put on, will be employed as the

initial payment on a little home for the press

agents, it is announced. The "Wampus" is

one of the few film organizations in this city

that doesn't own a clubhouse and it has al-

ways been an ambition of the scribblers to

possess a real home, hence the big frolic

which, by the way, was the most successful

affair ever "thrown" within the confines of

the movie capital.

Will Nigh Completes

Weber & North Film
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, May 1.—"Marriage Mor-
als" is the title of Will Nigh's new photo-

play which has just been completed for

Weber & North. Editing, cutting and
titling has been in process for many
weeks.
Tom Moore and Ann Forrest have the

leading roles with Harry T. Morey, Ed-
mund Breese, Florence Billings and

other prominent players rounding out a

star cast.



Abraham Lincoln Said:

"In this and like communities,
public sentiment is everything. With
public sentiment nothing can fail;

without it nothing can succeed.

Consequently, he who molds public

sentiment goes deeper than he who
enacts statutes or pronounces deci-

O <t\jY jSHTMotion <-""

PUBLIC
RIGHTS
LEAGUE

Screen Message No. 106

The theatre is a public service in-

stitution—successful in fulfilling its

purpose only when it renders an
entertainment service in accord
with the best tastes of the commu-
nity. Constructive criticism based
on definite knowledge and a sym-
pathetic understanding is necessary
to accomplish this end.

Policy Paragraphs

—

A theatre must establish itself before it may lay honest claim to suc-

cess. A theatre may present the highest standard of pictures without
profiting, this failure being due almost wholly to the exhibitor's oversight in

not establishing a clearly defined policy for his house. Review the success
of such houses as the Chicago, Harry Crandall's theatres, Sid Grauman's
theatres and other houses that boast of continued prosperity, and you will

find that they have built up a substantial, profit-making clientele through
high-class presentations and the ESTABLISHMENT OF A DEFINITE
POLICY.
Southern Enterprises is among a num-

ber of large theatre organizations main-
taining Public Relations Departments
for the purpose of establishing a policy
for its houses and institutionalizing them.
The activities of this department, con-
ducted under the direction of Turner
Jones, was detailed and commended in

a recent issue of the Herald. This week
Mr. Jones submits further evidence of
his work and because we believe it has
a direct bearing upon the problems of
every exhibitor we are publishing it.

Mr. Jones writes:
* * *

Public Rights League,
Exhibitors Herald,
Chicago, 111.

Dear Sir:

I thought possibly you might be in-

terested in copies of the Policy Para-
graphs which we use from week to week
on our program and are enclosing copy of
same.

Yours very truly,

Turner Jones.
* * *

His Policy Paragraphs which may be
used effectively and beneficially by other
exhibitors follow:
"To be what we are, and to become what we are

capable of becoming, is the only end in life."—Stevenson. The Motion Picture Industry must
continue its rise from standards of "Barnum-
Showmanship" to keep pace with today's prog-
ress. With this end in view, we seek business
and college trained men for new employees.

A GOOD VERDICT
The Photoplay has well nigh replaced street

carnivals, dance halls, cheap vaudeville, and
dime novels. Justice Ben B. Lindsay, of Den-
ver, foremost authoritj' on Juvenile delinquency,
declares: "All of my experience in the juvenile
court is that Movies are positively in the interest
of morality and good citizenship."

* # •

"Be it Poetry, Art, Literature, or Drama, its sole
arbiter is Taste." Ours is essentially a Southern
organization—officers and employees are South-
ern men who are in entire sympathy with this
section, familiar with the tastes and desires of
Southern people.

* # •

HAMLET REVISED
A Photoplay without entertainment is as the

Frenchman said: "Like the play of Omelette
without the egg." "To entertain and amuse is

good—to do both and instruct is better." En-
tertainment is essential to education in the
theatre.

* » #

"Life is too short in which to make two reputa-
tions"—one reason we exhibit only pictures
passed by the National Board of Review. It is

not our policy to exhibit pictures based on
scandals, criminal acts, or starring people whose
sole value is notoriety—such attractions place
undue premium upon lawlessness.

* # »

The advertiser who throws dust in his reader's
eyes eventually blinds them to his own attrac-
tions. Not to exaggerate—not to hold out false
promises by over-advertising, is our desire. Our
advertisements are definite pledges to the public
which we strive to live^ up to.

"Thoughts shut up want air, and spoil, like bales
unopened to the sun."—Young. This theatre
belongs to the public in a very real sense—it

can be successful only by satisfying the public.

Give us your opinion— it is our guide.

"Truth that is suppressed by friends is the readiest
weapon of the enemy."—Stevenson. It costs

us as much (often more) to furnish a 20 cent
seat, as it does a soda fountain dispensing a 20
cent malted milk. Our margin of profit on the

dollar is usually smaller than the average retail

concern.

ESSENTIALS
As a conservation measure, when we entered the

war, our Government closed all non-essential
businesses. But William G. McAdoo, Herbert C.
Hoover, George Creel, H. A. Garfield, and Wood-
row Wilson, declared the Motion Picture Thea-
tre an ESSENTIAL—they were operated by
Government order as essential to the Nation's
morale.

* • »

If you find a man who doesn't attend a theatre

step softly please—he'll be cross if you wake
him up. The Motion Picture furnishes a family
entertainment for the entire country at a small
cost. No other entertainment, appealing to the
masses, attracts the family as a unit.

* * #

"By our opportunities are our responsibilities

measured. The potentialities of the motion pic-

ture as a source of amusement, which is neces-

sary, and as a moral influence and educational
factor are limitless. Just as that opportunity is

great so in like measure is the responsibility.

That responsibility is accepted."—Will H. Hays.

"When a man assumes a public trust, he should
consider himself as public property."—Jefferson.

The entertainment of the public is a public

trust. This theatre is public property—to be
operated in accordance with your wishes.

We subscribe to the Five "C's" of Cinema
CONFIDENCE
COURTESY
CO-OPERATION
CIVILITY
COME-AGAIN

Stars who made nine pictures in 1921, made six
in 1922. and are making three for 1923—because
the public demands quality before quantity. Pa-
trons see Better Entertainment in Better Films;
theatres see Better Business in Better Films.

• * •

It is impossible to select every picture so as to
appeal to each member of the theatre audience.
Do you know what the average audience is?
12 years of age and under 4%
12 to 16 years of age 9%
16 to 25 years of age 34%
25 years of age and over 53%.

* * *

This theatre is not a grab-bag! Don't "take a>

chance" when you enter. Our advertisements
are dependable—select your pictures as you
would your reading. We want to give satisfac-
tion.

» » 9

"Cutters-In" at golf have no standing. In the
theatre they have no "understanding." "Play
the full round!" Come at the starting hour

—

A good picture begun in the middle seems worse
than a poor picture seen from the start.

Justice Franklin Chase Hoyt, New York City
Juvenile Court, gives these figures on juvenile
criminal cases:

1907 17,000
1916 12,425
1920 11,582
1921 10,445
Justice Ben B. Lindsay attributes this decrease
in part to the motion picture.

• • *

John R. Oliver, psychiatrist, Supreme Court of
Baltimore, states: "The motion pictures of to-
day are not such as to produce crime among
normal, well-balanced persons. We shall have
a finer type of civilization if we do not legislate

so entirely for the unfit."
» * •

LANGUAGE OF DEMOCRACY
The Photoplay speaks for all, about all, to all.

Slowly, with the persistence of time and the per-
suasiveness of art, it tells the capitalist about
the laborer; pictures the farmer to the office

employee; and acquaints the home-folk with the
foreigner.

• • •

THROUGH PRISON WALLS
Burdette G. Lewis, Commissioner of Institutes and

Agencies, New Jersey, finds that the motion pic-

ture has a positive correctional value for delin-

quents. Regular motion picture programs are
now presented in the prisons, reformatories and
houses of correction of New Jersey, New York
and other states.

• * •

New York state hospitals and asylums are using
selected pictures as curative agents. It has been
found that the motion picture will appeal to and
direct the disordered mind, enabling physicians
to effect cures.

• * •

Too often, as Alice Duer Miller says: "Those who
criticize motion pictures never go to see them

—

and those who go to see motion pictures never
criticize them." The motion picture theatre is

a public service institution—successful in fulfill-

ing its purpose only when it renders an enter-
tainment service in accord with the best tastes

of the community. Constructive criticism based
on definite knowledge and a sympathetic under-
standing is necessary to accomplish this end.
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LETTERS
From Readers

A forum at which the exhibitor

is invited to express his opinion on
matters of current interest Brevity
adds forcefulness to any statement.
Unsigned letters will not be
printed.

Jenkins Suggests a Remedy

NELIGH, NEBRASKA.—To the Edi-

tor: I was very much impressed with

VLartin J. Quigley's editorial in the

April 21st issue of the Herald under

the caption "The Remedy." Especially

was I impressed with the following

statement: "The one positive and de-

pendable solution is wider distribution.
And this wider distribution can be ac-
complished chiefly through the applica-
tion of a sane, intelligent and comprehen-
sive advertising policy." 1 doubt if a more
sensible thing has ever been said on the
subject.

The methods used by some of the pro-
ducing companies in their advertising
campaigns have worked more havoc in

the industry than all other factors com-
bined. Their consistent attempt to play
upon the credulity of the public is re-

sponsible in a large measure for the con-
dition the business is in today. You will

recall that not long ago one producing
concern broadcasted the statement that
they had entered into a contract with a
certain juvenile star to pay him a salary
of $500,000 a year and a percentage of

the profits on his films. Did you ever
know of a more idotic piece of publicity
than that? To pay a boy, who has not
attained the eighth grade, a salary for

one year that would cover the salary of
the president of the United States for
his entire term of office and still leave
$200,000 with which to buy lollypops.
strikes me about the biggest stroke of
bone-head publicity I have ever known.
If this statement is true, that concern
should have a guardian. If it isn't true
they have a bunch of press agent liars

that have made a monkey out of old
Ananias.

It seems that the nearer one gets to
Broadway the less business sense and
the more damphooliShness he finds in

the industry. No other business in the
world adopts such business tactics. Rail-

road companies are not broadcasting the
salaries of their employes. Steel com-
panies are not continually swanking about
their high salaried presidents, but when
one picks up a movie trade journal, his

eye encounters a glaring announcement
of "$500,000 salaried stars" and "Million
Dollar Productions" until one is led to
believe that down in New York ciphers
have no value whatever. Is it any won-
der that when exhibitors play one of
these stars and find at the close of the
show that they have failed to take in

enough money to pay for the film, that
they get hostile?

I am for anything that will benefit the
business. If this kind of advertising will

do it, then let's have more of it. If $500,-
000 isn't enough for a kid. let's make it

a million. What does a few ciphers
amount to, anyway, I between friends?
And if Broadway runs out of ciphers
let's import a few, we can't have the
wheels of progress clogged by a small
matter like that.

Bonehead management and overproduc-
tion to my mind are the chief factors in

bringing about the present conditions

today. Directors art- given carte blanche
in expenditures of money; the bars have
been thrown down and cost of produc-
tion has pyramided so high that buzzard*
would freeze to death roosting on top of

them, and "Million Dollar" productions
and $500,000 salaries have become as
common as warts on a bull frog, and all

on the theory that the exhibitor would
pay the bill, and he has been doing it.

He has been carrying the load until he
has become round-shouldered and has
begun to wonder how long it will be
before he contracts curvature of the spine.

Hays & Company et al. would urge
that the adoption of the "Uniform Con-
tract" would cure all the ills. If cutting
off a man's leg will cure the boil on the
back of his neck, then bring on the ax.

We are ready for the operation, but in

my judgment the aforesaid contract has
Already served its purpose, in that for
two years it has drawn the attention of
our national organization away from the
producer's most beloved friend, known
to exhibitors as Mr. High Film Rentals,
whose ancestors came not "From Old
Thermopylae and settled amidst the vine-
clad rocks and citron groves of Cyracilla"
but rather came from Jerusalem and set-

tled on the Bowery, from which place it

seems to have been but a short jump
from suspenders to film.

To find a field for the wider distribu-
tion of film we will have to go beyond
a "sane and intelligent advertising pol-

icy." While that will help immensely, we
must remember that the high cost of
film to the exhibitor is the one important
factor that is closing the gap to a wider
distribution. Pardon me if I use a per-
sonal illustration:

Twelve years ago there were two the-
atres operating in this town of 1,800 peo-
ple. The opposition house and myself
were running six nights a week and
changing programs nightly. We charged
an admission price of 10 and 20 cents
and we continued to operate until film
rentals began to mount by leaps and
bounds when the opposition house was
forced to close. Our service cost us about
$30.00 per week and we were using twelve
programs a week. Just previous to the
war rentals were so high that I was
forced to cut out Monday nights be-
cause they lost me money. I continued
to run five nights a week until the high
cost of film made it imperative to cut
down to four and now I am playing each
program two nights and the result is

that Neligh is now furnishing an outlet

for two programs a week where hereto-
fore she used twelve.

My case is identical with thousands
of other theatres in small towns, except
that many of them have closed entirely.

1 think it safe to say that not over
five per cent of the small town theatres
are running more than four nights a week
and many of them are dark except pos-
sibly Friday and Saturday nights.

We are now forced to pay in many-
cases double the amount for one program
that we paid for an entire week's pro-
gram some years ago, and yet producers
say that there has been no "material"
advance in prices. Good Lord, if 800
per cent is not considered a "material"
advance, then they ought to' get busy
with a few more ciphers. There is no
use to look to the larger cities for a field

for wider distribution, as those theatres
are already consuming film to their full-

est capacity, so there is left to us but two
other avenues, one is the building of
additional theatres by people who have
money to lose, and the other is to lower
film rentals to the extent that the thou-
sands of dark screens can be opened up
to a profit. Otherwise they will stay
dark and no system of advertising on
earth can prevent it.

This week I will play the last one of

eight big specials I bought at the begin-
ning of the year. Out of the seven I

have already played only one drew more
money than was required to pay for the
film. Some didn't even draw film ex-
penses, and yet we are constantly re-

minded that $500,000 salaries and million
dollar productions are so common that

they should receive but a passing notice.

The producers may try to dodge the
issue all they please, but the fact remains
that unless the price of film and acces-
sories is materially lowered the screens
of thousands of thatres will remain dark
and they will find that film lying on the

shelves will not be productive of very
much revenue, and it strikes me that a
little study of elementary arithmetic and
a few lessons in advertising down on
Broadway might help some. — J. C. Jen-
kins, Auditorium theatre. Neligh, Ne-
braska.

The Uniform Contract

OMAHA, NEB. — To the Editor:
Since we are on the subject of the Uni-
form Contract, and my friend John Ches-
terfield Jenkins, has started the ball to

rolling, I would like to add my opinion
of this famous document to the already
long list of objections.
My first objection is to that paragraph

which forbids an exhibitor to sell or give
away any of the advertising matter which
he has bought and paid for in hard cash.

This sounds something like the music
tax proposition. The next thing they will

be forbidding us to use it after we have
bought it.

Another item which I do not like is

the one which gives the producer 25
days to approve a contract west of the
Mississippi. But no mention is made of

the privilege of an exhibitor to change
his mind during the said twenty-five days
and cancel the contract. My opinion is

that if the contract is not approved
within the time limit, it should be a con-
tract by default, the same as a law when
not approved by a governor or the presi-

dent.

We had just such an experience as this

system would lead to once when a pro-
ducer undertook to reject our contract on
the day before we were to show the pic-

ture. My lawyer advised me that the

courts would hold that if the contract

was not rejected in a reasonable length

of time that it was a contract anyway.
We obtained the picture without any
addition rental on the strength of this

opinion.
Still another defect in this document

is the paragraph which forbids any elimi-

nation in a film by an exhibitor. It has

been stated before that this would en-

able the producer to insert all kinds of

political propaganda and advertising in a

picture. In answer to this we have Will

Hays' word that this will not be done.

Why not write it in the contract then'

All the other objections have been

stated by others and I suppose are famil-

iar to most of you, so I will not take up
space by repeating them here.

—

William
H. Creal, Suburban theatre, Omaha. Neb.

For Shorter Features

DETROIT. MICH.—To the Editor:

You have done so many things for the

exhibitor I wonder if you would ask

through your valued columns the opin-

ion of your many subscribers what they

th'nk of the length of the features being
released this last year. At the present

time the small exhibitor cannot give his

patrons any variety, he must give a fea-

ture and comedy. Whereas if we had not

over six reels he could give also a scenic

or newsreel or one of the many single

reelers that are now lying in the vaults.

Come on, boys. I'm with the majority.—
Tack Cairns. Brooklvn Theatre. Detroit,

Mich.
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"What the Picture Did For Me"
VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR

Copyright, 1923

You are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.

It is a co-operative service FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
TELL US WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read in the HERALD every week what the picture

did tor the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values. Q Address "What The
Picture Did For Me." EXHIBITORS HERALD. 407 S. Dearborn St.. Chicago.

American Releasing
The Trail of the Axe, with Dustin Far-

num.—Very good picture. Good business.
—G. Strasser Sons, Emblem theatre, Buf-
falo, N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

Cardigan, with a special cast.—As a les-

son in history this is good, but is poor
entertainment. The greater part of my
audience walked out before it was over.
—W. L. Douglas, Strand theatre, New-
man Grove, Neb.—Small town patron-
age.

My Old Kentucky Home, with Monte
Blue.—A dandy program picture with
plenty of pep and will satisfy. Good draw-
ing power and did a fair business con-
sidering weather conditions. Print was
in very poor condition. Several tears, lots

of out-of-frames and short readings.

—

Lindrud & Guettinger, Cochrane theatre,
Cochrane, Wis.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

My Old Kentucky Home, with Monte
Blue.—Good picture and a fairly good
crowd. Had lots of competition.—W. L.
Douglas, Strand theatre, Newman Grove,
Neb.—Small town patronage.

Associated Exhibitors
Till We Meet Again, with Mae Marsh.

—This picture pleased about 50 per cent
but as for myself I thought it was very
good.—Carl Johnson, Pershing theatre,
Floresville, Tex.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

Grandma's Boy, with Harold Lloyd.

—

Hardly worth what they ask for it. Still

I think it pleased most of them. Several
real hearty laughs.—C. F. Krieghbaum,
Paramount theatre, Rochester, Ind. —
General patronage.

Grandma's Boy, with Harold Lloyd.

—

You can't beat this one, Boys. It is there
and over. Give it the limit on advertis-
ing and you can stand in the lobby when
the crowd leaves.—Mirage theatre, Ax-
tell, Neb.—Neighborhood patronage.

Grandma's Boy, with Harold Lloyd.

—

Without a doubt this is a comedy of the
first water, but due to the high rental we
had to pay for it it was necessary to
advance the admission prices. Could we
have seen our way clear to have shown
it at regular prices perhaps we would not
have lost money.—T. H. Smith, Princess
theatre, Colchester, 111. — Neighborhood
patronage.

F. B. O.
Captain Fly By Night, with Johnnie

Walker.—Interesting story well pic-
tured. Pleased in spite of being Spanish
costume stuff of early California days.

—

P. G. Estee, Fad theatre, Brookings. S.

D.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Third Alarm, with a special cast.

—

You can't go wrong with this one, re-
gardless of the class that you cater to.

It has it all, pathos, humor, thrills and
action. Buy it right. Advertise it big
and then sit back and thank your patrons

for their compliments.—Carroll & Miller,

Gayety theatre, Amory, Miss.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Third Alarm, with a special cast.

—

Very good picture. Good business. Would
have done better, but advertising fur-

nished by exchange shows too much fire,

which we found was against picture.

—

G. Strasser Sons, Emblem theatre, Buf-
falo, N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Snow Shoe Trail, with a special

cast.—A good picture for the program
house and one that will please the ma-
jority, but did not make any money
because it was a little early for the snow
pictures, I guess. The producer missed
their biggest bet by not featuring Roy
Stewart.—Hugh G. Martin, American
theatre, Columbus, Ga.—Transient pat-

ronage.

The Son of the Wolf, with Edith Rob-
erts.—A good program picture which held

interest all the way through. Jack Lon-
don's name drew them in. Played this

with Pop Turtle's Clever Catch, which
made a good program. — C. H. Bills,

Opera House, Lenora, Kan.—Small town
patronage.

Colleen of the Pines, with Eva Novak.
—Good picture, poor print. Will some

| Exhibitors,

| Not Editors,
|

Produced It |
g The new "Box Office Record" is g
fi on our desk. Permit me to thank =
g you. My only regret is that I can- g
g not return in equal measure a gift

||
= of proportionate value. If ever there g
g was a man who deserved a place in g
g the Hall of Fame it's the fellow who g
g conceived and put into operation g
g the department, "What the Picture g
1 Did for Me."

g In the estimation of exhibitors this p
g one department o'ershadows all oth- g
g ers and it is only natural that the g
g biggest and best trade journal should g
g be its sponsor.

g This little book is a veritable g
g sword of Damocles that is spelling

g freedom for hundreds of exhibitors g
g from the overbearing attitude and H
g willful misrepresentations of picture g
g salesman, and the chap who is writ- g
H ing the next chapter on the Motion g
g Picture Industry had better get busy g
g with his notes,

g Long live the "Herald."

V. G. BOLLMAN,
Castalia theatre, Castalia, la. g

one please tell us how many reels a girl

can inspect properly in one day and the
penalty for overloading them?—Crosby
Bros., Lily theatre, Buffalo, N. Y. —
Neighborhood patronage.

Cooleen of the Pines, with Jane Novak.
—Had many excellent comments on this
one as they came out. Business good.
Personally I liked it very much. Used
Carter De Haven comedy, Their First
Vacation, with it. Good clean comedy
that gets the laughs.—C. H. Bills, Opera
House, Lenora, Kan.—Small town pat-
ronage.

The Kick Back, with Harry Carey.

—

One of Carey's best Westerns. Good
flash.—Carroll & Wendt, Bonton theatre,

Jackson, Mich.—General patronage.

Good Men and True, with Harry Carey.
—Good western that did not draw. No
fault of picture.—Crosby Bros., Lily the-

atre, Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

The Understudy, with Doris May.

—

Fair program offering and bought at

program price. Run with Semon comedy,
The Fall Guy, and you have some show.
—F. Paulick, Paulick theatre, Muscoda,
Wis.—Neighborhood patronage.

The First Born, with Sessue Hayaka-
wa.—Fair. Not enough action. Might
have pleased better. Drew good.—B. E.
Clements. Strand theatre, Eaton, Ind.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Hound of the Baskervilles, with a
special cast.—Plenty of mystery. Fine
business.—G. Strasser Sons, Emblem the-
atre, Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

The Heart of Twenty, with ZaSu Pitts.

—Pleased a full house. Might have been
better, but pleased here.—B. E. Clements,
Strand theatre, Eaton, Ind.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

At the Stage Door, with a special cast.

—This is a splendid picture which will

stand up two days in any town and can
be bought at the price of a program pic-

ture.—Geo. C. Starkey, Opera House,
Montour Falls, N. Y.—Small town pat-
ronage.

First National
The Hottentot, a Thomas H. Ince pro-

duction.—Here is a picture that will get
you some money and will also leave a
pleasant taste in your patron's mouths.
The steeplechase is a classic. We haven't
seen anything like it in our fourteen
years' experience. — Frank Atkins, Jr.,

Atkins theatre, Marysville. Calif. —
Neighborhood patronage.

Mighty Lak' a Rose, an Edwin Carewe
production.—This is the way my patrons
expressed themselves, "Wonderful."
"Best picture ever seen here," "Gosh,
that was a good one," etc. Broke my
Sunday and Monday records without any
advertising and again it proves my con-
tention that star pictures mean nothing
as this cast were entire strangers to my
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people.—L. B. Feldman, Orpheum the-

atre, Pipestone, Minn.—General patron-

age.

Money, Money, Money, with Katherine
MacDonald.—Not so bad. Not as good as

The Woman Conquers, but considerd it

as good as White Shoulders. — C. F.

Krieghbaum, Paramount theatre, Roches-
ter, Ind.—General patronage.

Fury, with Richard Barthelmess. — A
very good sea story, but it is not an-

other Tol'able David. Business was very
good for three days.—Frank Atkins, Jr.,

Atkins theatre, Marysville, Cal.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

What a Wife Learned, a Thomas H.
Ince production.—Good picture. Plenty
of reels, but no big picture.—L. V. Feld-

inan, Orpheum theatre, Pipestone, Minn.
—General patronage.

What a Wife Learned, a Thomas H.
Ince production.—A picture that when
analyzed shows up some mighty weak
spots. To begin with, would say it is

interesting, and that means something, as

entertainment is what we are looking
for. However, I don't believe that it

was intended in this that Milton Sills was
to have your entire attention over John
Bowers and this is wTiat he did. Bowers
did not register in such a way to gain

your sympathy. Therein lies the weak-
ness of the story. Marguerite de La
Motte is more than pleasing. Business
less than average first day to poor sec-

ond. Why high exhibition value?—W. H.
Brenner, Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.

—General patronage.

Oliver Twist, with Jackie Coogan.—
A very fine picture, but only a fair

money getter. A little too high class for

our patrons.—Frank Atkins, Jr., Atkins

theatre, Marysville, Cal.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Oliver Twist, with Jackie Coogan.—
Here's a real special that can't be beat

—

if you can buy it right. I didn't and con-
sequently didn't make a nickel. Little

Jackie is wonderful. A big cast with

Chancy, Brockwell and others that do
wonderful work also. Eight reels.— F. W.
Horrigan, McDonald theatre, Philipsburg,

Mont.—Mining camp patronage.

Omar the Tent Maker, with Guy Bates
Post.—Away over their heads. Pleased

less than 10 per cent of my people. They
came out wondering what it was all

about. Yes, it sure is a fine picture to

sleep by. Small town, stay away from it.

—L. V. Feldman, Orpheum theatre, Pipe-

stone, Minn.—General patronage.

Omar the Tent Maker, with Guy Bates
Post.—A wonderful offering from stand-

point of acting and production, it being
one of the finest pictures shown here in

some time. It will not draw at the box
office unless advertised in a big way,
therefore, to put this one over it will be
necessary to spend as much for advertis-

ing as film rental. I used this subject

three days to big business two to poor
third.—W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre.

Winchester, Ind.—General patronage.

The Light in the Dark, with Hope
Hampton.—Good program picture with
a good cast. Appreciated more by the

well-educated than the masses.—Crosby
Bros., Lily theatre, Buffalo, N. Y. —
Neighborhood patronage.

The Light in the Dark, with Hope
Hampton.—Good clean picture. Beautiful

colored photography. Did not draw well

for me in either Monte Vista or Del
Norte.—David Hess, Princess theatre,

Del Norte, Colo.—General patronage.

The Light in the Dark, with Hope
Hampton.—Good picture. Very poor
business.—G. Strasser Sons, Emblem the-

atre, Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Brawn of the North, with Strongheart.

pllillillllllllllUlllillllllllH

On Censors
And Divers

Productions
j

3 Please publish the following ar- |
1 tide:

While I have run "Polly of the
• Follies," starring Constance Tal-

y madge, and have seen reports on
the picture stating that the censors
must have been asleep or were too
busy laughing to see anything wrong
with it, I didn't see anything wrong
with it. It pleased my audience 100
per cent and I did a capacity busi-
ness with it on two shows.

I was in Stamford, Texas, Monday
night and saw the Universal Jewel,
"Foolish Wives," and will say that
it is a large town picture only, and
if the censors were asleep on "Polly
of the Follies" they surely were in

Europe or some other country when
this one went through. Will advise

M any exhibitor who is thinking of
|

booking it to lay off, because it is

not your little town picture.

If you like Jelly Bean pictures buy
it, for Von Stroheim will surely
show you how to be one. Settings
are elaborate but there is nothing I

I to it to cause you to like it.

C. R. MILLER,
Gem theatre, Spur, Tex.
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Here is another one that went over well
for the simple reason that it showed
some real work. Strongheart and the
wolves wonderful. Story very good and
this is a clean picture. Consequently we
had the kids. Smutty pictures must go,

and go quick.—E. Gailey, Crystal theatre,

Wayne, Neb.—General patronage.

Brawn of the North, with Strongheart.
—Be sure you get the trailer on this

subject as it is a good drawing card.

Better than The Silent Call and don't let

anyone kid you that it is not as good.

—

Russel Armentrout, K. P. theatre, Pitts •

field, 111.— General patronage.

The Woman He Married, with Anita
Stewart.—An exceptionally fine program
picture. Had a good many comments on
this one. Pleased 95 per cent.—H. Bur-
den. Mirage theatre, Axtell, Neb.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Woman He Married, with Anita
Stewart.—A fair picture, but as a box
office attraction it was the same as

"dead."—Russell Armentrout, K. P. the-

atre, Pittsfield. 111.—General patronage.

Domestic Relations, with Katherine
MacDonald.—Splendid. So much better
than the last two or three, but for some
reason she is playing out. People don't

seem to come like they used to.—W. E.
Elkin. Temple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Skin Deep, a Thomas H. Ince produc-
tion.—A fair picture with a strong pa-
triotic appeal. Work the American Le-
gion tie-up and you should clean up.

—

Frank Atkins. Jr., Atkins theatre, Marys-
ville, Cal.—Neighborhood patronage.

Skin Deep, a Thomas H. Ince.—Very
good. Pleased fair crowd. It is unusual
as it is different than patrons expect.
Eight reels and print in good shape.

—

Reis & Miller. Lake View theatre, Lake
View, Iowa.—Neighborhood patronage.

White Shoulders, with Katherine Mac-

Donald. — A fair picture with some
mighty poor sub-titles in it. So very poor
that they fall flatter than a flounder with
an intelligent audience. The production
as a whole is pretty good, as we get
some a whole lot worse than this. Busi-
ness poor two days. — W. H. Brenner,
Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.—General
patronage.

The Eternal Flame, with Norma Tal-
madge.—For us, just another costume
picture. For the masses it isn't enter-
tainment. For the highbrow 5 per cent
it is all right, but for the average small
town it is the bunk. And then it is about
three reels too long. They merely pro-
long the agony. Mr. Producer will have
to realize very shortly that the small
town can't get by with this class of
stuff.—Hay & Nicholas, Strand theatre,
Fairmont, Minn.—General patronage.

The Bond Boy, with Richard Barthel-
mess.—Good, but not another Tol'able
David.—C. F. Krieghbaum, Paramount
theatre, Rochester, Ind.—General patron-
age.

Polly of the Follies, with Constance
Talmadge.—Did not satisfy. Poor story
and made simply to advertise certain
products. Why we exhibitors stand for
this kind of picture I cannot understand.
My advice to lay off.—Clifford L. Niles,
Grand theatre, Anamosa, Iowa.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Rose o' the Sea. with Anita Stewart. -

Fine entertainment that drew goodly
crowds.—Crosby Bros., Lily theatre, Buf-
falo, N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

Kindred of the Dust, with Miriam
Cooper.—Fine production. Holds inter-

est throughout. Patrons well pleased with
this. Admission ten and twenty cents.

—

Chas. Elliott, Jewel theatre. Sidell, 111.—
Small town patronage.

The Silent Call, with Strongheart.—
An excellent picture. They sent us an
old print badly worn, but the picture is

100 per cent.—S. W. Filson, Opera
House, Scott City, Kan.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Sky Pilot, with a special cast.

—

Pleased our patrons exceedingly well.

Many favorable comments. — Horn &
Morgan, Star theatre, Hay Springs, Neb.
—Small town patronage.

Her Social Value, with Katherine Mac-
Donald.—It's too bad this star cannot
act as well as she looks. We would like

her pictures if this was the case, but
there is no getting around it, her pic-

tures do not go across.—T. H. Smith,
Princess theatre, Colchester, 111.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Alias Julius Caesar, with Charles Ray.
—Exceptionally good Ray picture. Not
so silly as some others. However, it is

not the best he has done. Will please

majority of your audience.—H. M. Retz,

Strand theatre, Lamont, Iowa.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Hail the Woman, a Thomas H. Ince
production.—A most wonderful produc-
tion. One of the best ever and the poor-

est box office picture ever played in my
house. Lost heavily.—C. R. McHenry.
Rosewin theatre, Dallas, Tex.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Scrap Iron, with Charles Ray.—Good
Ray picture with a great fight. Ray no

drawing card in my town.—R. Pfeiffer,

Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

A Question of Honor, with Anita

Stewart.—Very good. Plenty of thrills.

Some good comedy. Scenery very beau-

tiful.—Chas. Elliott, Jewel theatre, Sidell,

111.—Small town patronage.

Penrod, a Marshall Neilan production.
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—An excellent picture for the kids and

they certainly turned out. Opinion of

grown-ups divided.—R. Pfeiffer, Princess

theatre, Chilton, Wis. — Neighborhood

patronage.

Alf's Button, with a special cast.—No-

ticed two unfavorable reports on this so

screened it before running and had a

dark house in preference to showing it.

Absolutely rotten. Can't see how any

exchange has the nerve to send out such

a picture and then charge for it.—W. L.

Douglas, Strand theatre, Newman Grove,

Neb.—Small town patronage.

The Cave Girl, with a special cast.

—

Not a thing to this one except beautiful

scenery. Picture very slow till on last

reel, when they pull a pretty good fight.

—K. A. Bechtold, Opera House, Mar-
tinsville, 111.—Small town patronage.

The Infidel, with Katherine MacDon-
ald.—A fair program picture. Film in

bad shape—broke about ten times and

had about fifty misframes.—W. L. Doug-
las, Strand theatre, Newman Grove, Neb.

—Small town patronage.

The Half Breed, with Wheeler Oak-
man.—Very good program picture and

I believe pleased the majority of the

audience.—K. A. Bechtold, Opera House,
Martinsville, 111.—Small town patronage.

Love Never Dies, with a special cast.

This went over fairly well. Title is a

drawback and it was hard to get them
in. We featured the train wreck in ad-

vertising it.—W. L. Douglas, Strand the-

atre, Newman Grove, Neb.—Small town
patronage.

The Crossroads of New York, a Mack
Sennett production.—A fair program pic-

ture, but nothing to rave about. Will

get by.— Clifford L. Niles, Grand the-

atre, Anamosa, Iowa.—General patron-

age.

The Primitive Lover, with Constance
Talmadge. — Very good comedy and
pleased all.—Crosby Bros., Lily theatre,

Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighborhood patron-

age.

Tol'able David, with Richard Barthel-

mess.—This picture pleased most of my
patrons. Poor condition of print de-

tracted from the interest in the picture.

—

W. L. Douglas, Strand theatre, Newman
Grove, Neb.—Small town patronage.

The Scoffer, with James Kirkwood.

—

All these Allan Dwan productions are

exceptionally good. This one is human,
vivid and well acted. Pleased about

everyone and drew good in bad weather.
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| "Record" Is

I Sole Need in
|

| Booking Film |
I Attached please find cheque cov- g
g ering payment on the "Herald" for g
= the coming year.

g I am just lelying on the "Rec- g
H ord" entirely in selecting pictures g
g and in only one case did I find a g
H picture different than the reports. g
I I notice that some exhibitors re- g
g port on the bad pictures only and g

others on the good ones, but then, g
ft "We can't have everything."

W. CRUICKSHANK,
Classic theatre, Mitchell, Ont. g
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X H I B I T O R S HERAL
—Crosby Bros., Lily theatre, Buffalo, N.

Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

Bits of Life, a Marshall Neilan pro-

duction. — Too many settings for one

picture. Does not hold interest.—Chas.

Elliott, Jewel theatre, Sidell, 111.—Small

town patronage.

One Arabian Night, with Pola Negri.

—

Eight reels of film and scenery. No
story and the whole bunch acts crazy.

We don't know what it's all about yet.

Some wanted to know if I ran the last

reel first.—C. H. Simpson, Princess the-

atre, Millen, Ga.—General patronage.

Blind Hearts, with Hobart Bosworth.

—

Good of the kind, but my people do not

like these pictures where they drag them
up to the scaffold ready for the hanging
when they know it will be stopped any-
way. Don't see why they have to go
that far with it.—H. Burden, Mirage the-

atre, Axtell, Neb.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Serenade, with Miriam Cooper.—Fair

program picture. Pleased fair audience.

—

Chas. Elliott, Jewel theatre, Sidell, Ill-
Small town patronage.

The Song of Life, with a special cast.

—

Good, but no drawing power.—Frank E.

Lee, Lee's theatre, Three Oaks, Mich.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Fox
A Friendly Husband, with Lupino

Lane.—A very good comedy. You can't

have very many kicks on this one. If

you want to make the natives laugh play
it. It sure gets the bacon.—A. H. Dodge,
Palace theatre, Capac, Mich.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

A Friendly Husband, with Lupino
Lane.—If your patrons like comedy give

'em this. When the skunk gets in .Lane's

pants they die laughing. A very fair fea-

ture length comedy.—E. E. Bair, State

theatre, Uhrichsville, Ohio.—Small town
patronage.

Man's Size, with William Russell.—

A

regular Russell. Very well liked. Good
business.—G. Strasser Sons, Emblem
theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Man's Size, with William Russell—

A

good program for Western fans. Five
short reels.—D. E. Fitton, Lyric theatre,

Harrison, Ark.—Small town patronage.

Catch My Smoke, with Tom Mix.—

A

typical Mix picture. Should please Mix
followers.—J. R. Ullman, Orpheum the-

atre, Ada, Minn.—Neighborhood patron-

age.

Catch My Smoke, with Tom Mix.—Av-
erage Mix picture. If your patrons like

Mix they will like this.—D. E. Fitton,

Lyric theatre, Harrison, Ark. — Small
town patronage.

Brass Commandments, with William
Farnum.—Farnum used to be a box
office attraction here, but Fox spoiled it

for me by putting Bill in society pictures.

Brass Commandments is a dandy pic-

ture and pleased all who saw it.—Harry
Hobolth, Maxine theatre, Imlay City,

Mich.—Small town patronage.

Brass Commandments, with William
Farnum.—A good program picture. Bill

is a poor drawing card here.—J. R. Ull-

man, Orpheum theatre, Ada, Minn.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Bells of San Juan, with Charles

Jones.—Not quite as good as some he

has made, but will get by with Jones
fans. — W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre,

Aberdeen, Miss.—Neighborhood patron-

age.

The Bells of San Juan, with Charles

Jones.—A very good story and picture,

although Fox asks too much for most all

their pictures. Small town theatres can
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| Welcoming
| Mr. Palmer

j

Back Home |
g The truant returns to the fold, g
g Absent for some time because of g
g the stress of business—that of get- g
g ting a new theatre opened and well g
g under way— I hope to be a regular g
g contributor from now on.

g Although you have received no g
g reports from me lately, it does not g
g mean that I have neglected to read g
g the "Herald." I look forward to H
g each issue as eagerly as my young- g
g ster does the Sunday comic supple- g
g ment of the city newspaper, and if g
g you have "a little fairy" in your g
g home you know what that means, g
g So to start things off I am enclosing g
g several reports for the department, g

HARRY M. PALMER,
g Indiana theatre, Bloomington, Ind. g
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hardly exist.—A. H. Dodge, Palace the-
atre, Capac, Mich.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

The Bells of San Juan, with Charles
Jones.—Not up to standard. Patrons dis-

satisfied.—G. Strasser Sons, Emblem the-
atre, Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

Shackles of Gold, with William Far-
num.—Many of my patrons disappointed
as they don't like Farnum in society
plays, although the picture in my esti-

mation was good.—R. Pfeiffer, Princess
theatre, Chilton, Wis. — Neighborhood
patronage.

Shackles of Gold, with William Far-
num.—Six reels. A good picture in its

class, but not the type of picture for
Farnum to play successfully. Poor busi-
ness.—H. M. Retz, Strand theatre, La-
mont, Iowa.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Footlight Ranger, with Charles
Jones.—Ouch! Why spoil the reputation
of a perfectly good star with such trash
as this? If you play it, put something
with it to take off the curse. We played
The Fresh Heir, a Sunshine Comedy,
with it and it was equally bad. It made
a terrible show. We wish the fool killer

would do a little work around the stu-
dios. It would save the rest of us a lot

of grief.—Hay & Nichols, Strand the-
atre, Fairmont, Minn.—General patron-
age.

A California Romance, with John Gil-

bert.—Average feature well produced. As
usual Gilbert has a poor leading lady.

—

J. D. Watnock, Luna theatre, Battle
Creek, Iowa.—Neighborhood patronage.

Moonshine Valley, with William Far-
num.—Good little picture that pleased
nearly all. No knockout and some very
poor direction in one or two places. Will
get by. Bill is gradually slipping here.

—

E. Gailey, Crystal theatre, Wayne, Neb.
—General patronage.

Romance Land, with Tom Mix.—Mix
brings 'em in, but he won't if Fox con-
tinues putting him in such pictures as this

one. Give Tom a real story on the order
of Just Tony, Untamed or Night Horse-
man, and he proves himself an actor.—L.
B. Lewis, Gayety theatre, Ft. Worth.
Tex.—Transient patronage.

The Crusader, with William Russell.

—

Excellent in every way. Clever leading
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lady. Scenery wonderful.—J. D. Wat-
nock, Luna theatre, Battle Creek, Iowa.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Youth Must Have Love, with Shirley

Mason.—Fair program picture. Fair busi-

ness.—G. Strasser Sons. Emblem theatre.

Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

West of Chicago, with Charles Jones.
—Good Western. Jones always good.—
Carroll & Wendt, .Bonton theatre, Jack-
son, Mich.— General patronage.

In Arabia, with Tom Mix.—Good pic-

ture, but "Mix in Westerns" is better.

—

Win. Thacher, Royal theatre, Royal the-

atre, Salina, Kan.—General patronage.

Thunderclap, with a special cast.—This
is the best thriller 1 have run the past

year. Impossible to keep the kids from
hollering.—J. S. Koche, Empire theatre,

Rainy River, Can.—Small town patron-

age.

The Love Gambler, with John Gilbert.

—Very good picture. Something in the

drama class. Patrons went wild about
this one. Asked for more like it. Fine
business.—G. Strasser Sons, Emblem the-

atre, Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

The Fast Mail, with Charles Jones.

—

Absolutely the poorest subject on the

market to be called a special. If this is

special then I have lots to learn about
specials. All I can say is that they
ruined a swell Saturday night program
by fooling us into playing it as a big fea-

ture. My patrons wanted to know when
I was going to show the other episodes.

—S. B. Johnson, Regent theatre, Mari-
anna, Ark.—Neighborhood patronage.

For Big Stakes, with Tom Mix.—An-
other good Mix that drew well and
pleased the majority, although some of

the stunts are impossible as usual. The
kids ate this up. I advertised that Tom
and his horse Tony would do some
fancy fast riding and stunts. That
helped lots. Tony is almost as good a

card as Mix.—Hugh G. Martin. Ameri-
can theatre, Columbus, Ga.—Transient
patronage.

The Yellow Stain, with John Gilbert.—
A dandy program picture. A young law-
yer's fight against the big man of a

small town.—R. Pfeiffer, Princess thea-

tre, Chilton, Wis.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

The Primal Law, with Dustin Farnum.
—Six reels. Fair program picture. Will
get by good with a snappy comedy.—H.
M. Retz, Strand theatre, Lamont, Iowa.
—Neighborhood patrcftiage.

Monte Cristo, with John Gilbert.—This
is a dandy special but we did not do the
business we expected. Advertised it big.

No fault of the picture as it has the
goods. It can be called a special all O.
K.—Duncan & Yeatch, Princess theatre,

Morganfield, Ky.—Small town patronage.

A Rough Diamond, with Tom Mix.

—

Pleased most everyone.—Harry Hobolth,
Maxine theatre, Imlay City, Mich.

—

Small town patronage.

Western Speed, with Charles Jones.

—

Good Western picture.—R. Pfeiffer,

Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Last Trail, with a special cast.

—

Fine. Showed during the blizzard
weather and had good crowds in spite

of everything.—W. L. Douglas, Strand
theatre, Newman Grove, Nebr.—Small
town patronage.

The Strength of the Pines, with Wil-
liam Russell—Very good program picture
that drew above the average for Russell.

However, if Fox continues to cast him
in such pictures as this and Men of Zan-
zibar it will not be very long before Rus-
sell will be as good a drawing card as
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Rea s Idea
On Schools

Illustrated
= (NOTE: These reports are assembled for p
g the convenience of showmen wishing to g
M apply the sound suggestion given in George H
= Rea's letter, presented on the first page of |§= The Theatre department this week,)

THE HEADLESS HORSEMAN (Hod-
kinsan) with Wilt Rogers.—Ran this on my
week night and hooked up with schools.
Did big business, due chiefly to schools.

1 A very high class production that will be
appreciated by the better read element. It

O. really follows *The Legend of Sleepy Hol-
low" in all but a minor particular.—E. H. I

§§ Elliott, Palace theatre, Lynn, Ind.

BLACK BEAUTY (Vitagraph) with
Jean Paige.—Picture only lair but price
right. Pleased possibly SO percent. Would

S Mlggest that you tie up with schools on
I this one. Vitagraph will treat you right

on the price of all its products.—Carroll &
Miller, Gayety theatre, Amory, Miss

g HUCKLEBERRY FINN and TREASURE I
ISLAND (Paramount).—Both good if you
tie up with the schools. They are old, of

I course, but if new to your town and you I

I enlist the schools you can't help but make
money and friends.—E. H. Elliott, Palace I

- theatre, Lynn, Ind.

iBIiniM

the rest of the Fox program stars.

—

Hugh G. Martin, American theatre, Co-
lumbus, Ga.—Transient patronage.

Over the Hill, with Mary Carr.—One
of the best pictures we have ever played.
Appeals to all classes. Poor weather and
roads kept us from playing to capacity.

—

R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton,

Wis.—Neighborhood patronage.

A Connecticut Yankee, with Harry-
Myers.—Good but failed to draw as well as

expected.—M. W. Mattecheck, Liberty
theatre, Kennewick. Wash.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Little Miss Smiles, with Shirley Ma-
son.—Five reels. Mason does some good
work in this, a little above some of her
others. Will please Mason fans. Not a

strong box office value.—H. M. Retz,

Strand theatre, I.amont, Iowa.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Queen of Sheba, with Betty Blythe.

—

Wonderful picture in my estimation, but
did not please audience in general. Poor
weather and admission kept many away.
—R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton,

Wis.—Neighborhood patronage.

Goldwyn
Gimme, with Helen Chadwick.—Drew

and pleased, especially the women.

—

Frank Buckley, Princess theatre, Su-
perior, Wis.—General patronage.

Gimme, with Helene Chadwick.—An-
other clever comedy drama. Played two
days to good business. Women patrons
especially well pleased.—R. L. Ruggles,
Liberty theatre, Chehalis, Wash.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Broken Chains, with Colleen Moore.
—Don't let the title mislead you. There
is real action in this picture and it's dif-

ferent. It is really a special and a good
one. Too bad the paper on it is not bet-

ter. It will stand an advance in the ad-
mission. Buy it if you have the oppor-
tunity. You won't regret it.—Miller &
Carroll, Gayety theatre, Amory, Miss.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Broken Chains, with Colleen Moore.

—

Good picture. Well liked. Fine business.
—G. Strasser Sons, Emblem theatre, Buf-
falo, N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Christian, with Richard Dix.—

A

very heavy picture. Paid big money;
took in little money. Dix does great
work. Not a drawing card here. Wa»
disappointed on this as far as business
was concerned.—E. E. Bair, State theatre,
Uhrichsville, Ohio.—Small town patron-
age.

Brothers Under the Skin, with a spe-
cial cast.—Mighty good picture. Patrons
well pleased. Played two days. Very
good business. Goldwyn pictures this

year much better than last.—R. L. Rug-
gles, Liberty theatre, Chehalis, Wash.

—

General patronage.

A Blind Bargain, with Lon Chaney.

—

This is a good program picture and if it

were not for Lon Chaney's portrayal of
the ape man we couldn't say that. And
believe us, we paid a fancy price for it.

Don't buy it unless you can buy it at a
program price and play it as a program
picture. Otherwise you will be disap-
pointed.— Miller & Carroll, Gayety thea-

tre, Amory, Miss.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

The Wall Flower, with Colleen Moore.
—In general a good picture. A few
scenes should have been omitted.—C. R.
Otto, School Aud. theatre, Williams Bay,
Wis.—Small town patronage.

Yellow Men and Gold, with a special

cast.—A good fighting sca picture that
will please. Nothing wonderful, but bet-

ter than a program picture.—Geo. C.
Starkey, Opera House, Montour Falls,

N. Y.—Small town patronage.

Watch Your Step, with Cullen Landis.
—A nice clean program picture. They
all liked it. Good drawing card—J. R.
Ullman, Orpheum theatre, Ada, Minn.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Godless Men, with a special cast.—

I

can't give Goldwyn much on this one.
It's a fair program offering and that is

all. Nothing that you need be ashamed
of, but nothing to rave over either. Lost
me money even at a reasonal rental.—E.

H. Elliott, Palace theatre, Lynn, Ind.

—

Smaii town patronage.

Prisoners of Love, with Betty Comp-
son.—This is the first good Goldwyn pic-

ture in some time. A 100% picture.

Many comments.—H. E. Holben, Olym-
pic theatre, Lenox, Iowa.—General pat-

ronage.

The Branding Iron, with a special cast.

—Very good. Old, but the print was in

fine shape, which helps a lot. Had many
favorable comments.—W. L. Douglas,
Strand theatre, Newman Grove, Nebr.

—

Small town patronage.

The Glorious Fool, with a special cast.

—A mighty good picture.—Geo. C. Star-

key, Opera House, Montour Falls, N. Y.
—Small town patronage.

Beating the Game, with Tom Moore.

—

A program picture. Did not draw and
did not please those who came. Broke
even on this one. Another bum Goldwyn.
—H. E. Holben, Olympic theatre, Lenox,
Iowa.—General patronage.

Grand Larceny, with a special cast.—It

was grand larceny to accept anything for

this picture, no matter how small the

amount. My one lonely patron went to

sleep and snored so loud that it was im-
possible for me to do likewise, so I

walked out myself and left him alone

with the house cat.—Wm. H. Creal, Su-
burban theatre, Omaha, Nebr.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Grand Larceny, with a special cast.

—

Goldwyn pictures are not all good by a
whole lot, but I consider I picked the

best ones and this picture is one of this

lot.—Geo. C. Starkey, Opera House,
Montour Falls, N. Y.—Snail town pat-

ronage.

Grand Larceny, with a special cast.

—
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Lost money on this one. Did not draw
and gave poor satisfaction to those who
came. Just a picture and another of
Goldwyn's misfits.—H. E. Holben, Olym-
pic theatre, Lenox, Iowa.—General pat-
ronage.

Dangerous Curve Ahead, with a spe-
cial cast.—Because the rental asked on
this picture was so high when it was new
we did not book it. Later it was offered
at a let live price and salesman prom-
ised us a new print. Lo, and behold, we
did get a new print and the picture
proved a knockout with our patrons.—T.
H. Smith. Princess theatre, Colchester,
111.—Neighborhood patronage.

Dangerous Curve Ahead, with a spe-
cial cast.—Comedy good; moral too
marked. Pleased about 75%.—C. R.
Otto, School Aud. theatre, Williams Bay.
Wis.—Small town patronage.

Hodkinson
Affinities, with Colleen Moore.—A com-

edy. Didn't make a hit; seemed to lack
punch. Probably too long drawn out.
No one praised it. Several kicked.

—

Harry Hobolth, Maxine theatre, Imlay
City, Mich.—Small town patronage.

Free Air, with a special cast.—Ran this
on Saturday night and pleased all who
saw it. Used a Semon comedy and had a
well balanced show. Business was extra
good due to good weather and no other
amusement.—M. J. Babin, Fairyland,
theatre, White Castle, La.—General pat-
ronage.

The Gray Dawn, with a special cast.

—

A dandy picture of the olden days in the
West. Pleased a fair Saturday night
crowd.—J. W. Andresen, Rialto theatre.
Cozad Nebr.—Neighborhood patronage.

East Lynne, with a special cast.—

A

very good program picture. It's an old
story, but picture is better than the play.
Try it. Price is right. You can't lose.

—

A. H. Dodge. Palace theatre, Capac,
Mich.—Neighborhood patronage.

Cameron of the Royal Mounted, with
Gaston Glass.—Extra good Northwest
mounted police story. Buy it.—Geo. C.
Starkey. Opera House, Montour Falls,

N. Y.—Small town patronage.

At the Sign of the Jack O' Lantern,
with a special cast.—Pleasing, inoffensive
yet ordinary program picture. This is

one of the kind that brings very little

complaint and yet no enthusiasm. Cast
well selected.—Horn and Morgan, Star
theatre, Hay Springs, Nebr.—Small town
patronage.

Desert Gold, with a special cast.

—

About all I got on this was the title. The
rest was cut out. If any one was able to

read more than half the sub-titles let me
know. As a picture it would make a
good tooth brush.—Russell Armentrout.
K. P. theatre, Pittsfield. 111.—General
patronage.

The Mysterious Rider, with a special
cast.—Very good Zane Grey picture that
pleased majority. Print fair. Gunther
& Metzger. Palace theatre. Syracuse,
Nebr.—Small town patronage.

| Everybody
Don t See
Em Alike

|
- I am making my first contribution
; : to your valued columns, "What the

Picture Did for Me," in the way of 3
protest against adverse criticism of

11 "The Loves of Pharaoh," Para- 3
_- mount. All our "brothers' roast 3
m this one. Why?
H We have been running pictures g
jt for ten years here steady and can
H honestly say nothing ever ap-

f| proached this picture for spectacular p
g action. It is a marvel of photog- S
g raphy and O Boy, what it must have M
M cost to produce.

B Did fair business and bought j|
- right. Heard no kicks from anyone. H

THOMPSON & PREECE, I
Ottawan theatre, Hawkesbury, Ont. J

Lichtman-Preferred

The Hero, with a special cast.—A very
pleasing program picture. If bought as
such will please exhibitor and patrons.

—

Jack Tiller, Temple theatre, McCook,
Nebr.—General patronage.

Rich Men's Wives, with House Peters.
—This was a corking good picture, but I

lost heavily on account of rain, but no
fault of picture.—Carl Johnson, Pershing
theatre. Floresville, Tex.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Rich Men's Wives, with House Peters
—I read in one report in the Herald that

this picture was no good for small town.
This picture is the kind to please a small
town. Women came from tar and wide,
as the name caught their eye. Advertise
the all star cast. A good picture. Buy
it.—Geo. C. Starkey, Opera House, Mon-
tour Falls, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

Metro
A Noise in Newboro, with Viola Dana.

—Not the best Dana picture, but typically
Dana. Would class this as an ordinary
program picture, nothing more.—E. E.
Bair. State theatre, Uhrichsville, Ohio.

—

Small town patronage.

All the Brothers Were Valiant, with
Billie Dove.—Some picture. Whale hunt
scene fine. Business ditto. Everybody
satisfied. Metro is sure putting out fine

stuff and rentals reasonable.—C. A. Riva.
Pastime theatre, Tilton, N. H.—Small
town patronage.

Peg O' My Heart, with Laurette Tay-
lor.—Could not ask for one that would
please 3-our audience any better. Clean,
pleasing story. Holds attention all the
way through. It's a joy to show such

pictures.—David Hess. Princess theatre.
Del Norte, Colo.—General patronage.

Youth to Youth, with Billie Dove.—
Dandy little program picture. Think Bil-
lie Dove will be as well liked as Shirley
Mason and Viola Dana soon.—D. E. Fit-
ton, Lyric theatre. Harrison, Ark.—Small
town patronage.

The Five Dollar Baby, with Viola
Dana.—This was not up to Viola's stand-
ard, as it was too slow for her type of
acting.—Smith Read, Patriot theatre, De
Kalb. Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.
The Five Dollar Baby, with Viola

Dana.—Fair program. Not as good as
some of her others. Six reels.—D. E.
Fitton, Lyric theatre. Harrison, Ark.

—

Small town patronage.

Love in the Dark, with Viola Dana.

—

Just another program picture. Dana
used to go well here, but poor type of
stories have caused her to lose ground.

—

C. A. Riva. Pastime theatre, Tilton, N. H.—Small town patronage.

The Match Breaker, with Viola Dana.

—

Just a fair program picture worth about
$5.00 or less.—Harry Hobolth, Maxine
theatre, Imlay City, "Mich.—Small town
patronage.

Alias Ladyfingers, with Bert Lytell.

—

This is a mighty good crook picture. Be
sure and let your people know what you
have, as the name hurts business.—Geo.
C. Starkey, Opera House. Montour Falls,
N. \ .—Small town patronage.

Fascination, with Mae Murray.—Noth-
ing to rave about. Really not a small
town picture.—S. W. Filson, Opera
House. Scott City, Kans.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Enter Madame, with Clara Kimball
"ioung.—Some exhibitors and reviewers
panned this, but went over fine here and
received many favorable comments.
Brought good business for "Holy Thurs-
day."—C. A. Riva. Pastime theatre, Til-
ton, N. H.—Small town patronage.

The Four Horsemen, a Rex Ingram
production.—12,000 feet of good picture
which drew them in and packed my house
for two days. First suburban run;
fourth run for the city.—C. R. McHenry,
Rosewin theatre, Dallas, Tex.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Prisoner of Zenda, a Rex Ingram
production.—Very good. It they don't
like it the only reason I know is that it's

too deep for them.—C. F. Krieghbaum,
Paramount theatre. Rochester, Ind.

—

General patronage.

The Prisoner of Zenda, a Rex.—Excel-
dent picture. Not a small town picture.
Ten reels.—D. E. Fitton, Lvric theatre.
H arrison. Ark.—Small town patronage.

The Right That Failed, with Bert Ly-
tell.—Advertise this as a prize fight pic-
ture and. as the picture shows, the women
like them as well as the men. Buy this
one.—Geo. C. Starkey, Opera House,
Montour Falls, N. Y.—Small town pat-
ronage.

The Right That Failed, with Bert Ly-
tell.—Lytell has no drawing power here,
but the picture is a good average pro-
gram offering.—S. W. Filson, Opera

The Man ^ext Door
by EMERSON HOUGH

Author of

"The Covered Wagon," "North of 36," Etc.
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House, Scott City, Kans.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Paramount
Grumpy, with Theodore Roberts.

—

This is a good picture and is worthy to
be called a Paramount. Pleased about
90%.—R. A. Shobe, Kentland theatre,
Kentland, Ind.—Neighborhood patronage.

Anna Ascends, 1 with Alice Brady.—

A

very pleasing picture which drew fairly
well and was priced right. Made a little

profit, but not enough to cover the loss
on the Paramount special played same
week.— C. R. McHenry, Rosewin theatre,
Dallas, Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Nth Commandment, with Colleen
Moore.—Don't let anyone tell you it's in

a class with Humoresque. They're just
kidding you. We 'did good business, but
picture was too long; about 3,000 feet too
long.— E. E. Bair, State theatre, Uhrichs-
ville, Ohio.—Small town patronage.

Pink Gods, with Bebe Daniels.—A very
good picture with a bum ending. About
two or three reels too long. Lost money.—C. R. McHenry, Rosewin theatre, Dal-
las, Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.

The White Flower, with Betty Comp-
son.—Every one who saw this picture
said it was great.—David Hess, Iris the-
atre, Monte Vista, Colo.—General pat-
ronage.

Java Head, with Leatrice Joy.— It was
too louzy to even call it a program pic-
ture. Many program pictures are bet-
ter. Yet they call it a special and ask
you special price.—R. A. Shobe, Kent-
land theatre, Kentland, Ind.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Back Home and Broke, with Thomas
Meighan.—This was a rattling good en-
tertainer, but had a rain out and business
poor. Paying too much rental for Para-
mount pictures. Business not here for
prices we are forced to pay.—M. J. Babin,
Fairyland theatre, White Castle, La.

—

General patronage.

Making a Man, with Jack Holt.—Good
program picture.—D. E. Fitton, Lyric
theatre, Harrison, Ark.—Small town pat-
ronage.

The Go Getter, a Cosmopolitan pro-
duction.— It is good of its kind, but story
very improbable and weak. Paramount's
39 has been the most unsatisfactory
bunch of pictures I have run to date.—
R. A. Shobe, Kentland theatre, Kent-
land, Ind.—Neighborhood patronage.
Glimpses of the Moon, with Bebe Dan-

iels.—Cannot class this as a special. Sets
are wonderful. Gowns are great. Action
is slow. Your women patrons will no
doubt like this. Tell them about the
society and gown angles.—E. E. Bair.
State theatre, Uhrichsville, Ohio.—Small
town patronage.

Glimpses of the Moon, with Bebe Dan-
iels.—This seemed to please about 50%
and fell off second day.—R. A. Shobe,
Kentland theatre, Kentland, Ind.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The World's Champion, with Wallace
Reid.—Wallie Reid's pictures continue to
hold up strong with our patrons. He
lacks the pep of his former pictures but
Wallie Reid is Wallie Reid nevertheless,
and we will surely be sorry when we
have used the last of his pictures.—Horn
and Morgan. Star theatre. Hay Springs,
Nebr.—Small town patronage.

North of the Rio Grande, with Jack-
Holt.—Very good Western that pleased
both old and young. Drew good.

—

Crosby Bros., Lily theatre, Buffalo, N.
Y.—•Neighborhood patronage.

Drums of Fate, with Mary Miles Min-
ter.—Another one of those absolute failures
in every respect. Some went out on it

and said rotten.—R. A. Shobe, Kentland

theatre, Kentland, Ind.—Neighborhood
patronage.

When Knighthood Was in Flower,
with Marion Davies.—Thought I would
never again play a costume play, but
bought this at a high rental. First two
days did big business, but fell down and
lost money on third day due to bad
weather, but not the fault of the picture
for with all who saw it it went over big.
By request of those who did net see it

we are booking it back.—T. H. Smith,
Princess theatre, Colchester, 111.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

When Knighthood Was in Flower, with
Marion Davies.—Dandy picture and a
good drawing card. If United Artists
or Metro had this it would cost five times
as much, as we couldn't have made ex-
penses. Although very good, no better
than many others from the same firm.

—

R. E. Siebert, World theatre, Mineral
Point, Wis.—Neighborhood patronage.

Across the Continent, with Wallace
Reid.— If you have not played this go
back and pick it up. One of the best of
the Reids. More complirr.tnts than on
any picture played this ear.—Clifford L.
N'iles, Grand theatre, Anamosa, Iowa.

—

General patronage.

The Man Who Saw Tomorrow, with
Thomas Meighan.—Personally I did not
care for this offering. A peculiar picture
with two distinct stories, a South Sea
story and a society drama. Good cast,

Meighan, Theodore Roberts and Leatrice
Joy. A good program picture.—F. W.
Horrigan, McDonald theatre, Phillips-
burg, Mont.—Mining camp patronage.

Is Matrimony a Failure? with a special
cast.—This is a dandy comedy picture
and pleased our crowd. It is true to life

in 'most every case.—Duncan & Veatch,
Princess theatre, Morganfield, Ky.

—

Small town patronage.

The Top of New York, with May Mc-
Avoy.—A very splendid little picture
which drew well and pleased all who saw
it.—C. R. McHenry, Rosewin theatre,
Dallas, Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Siren Call, with Dorothy Dalton.
—Fair picture.— C. F. Krieghbaum, Para-
mount theatre, Rochester, Ind.— Ger.eral

patronage.

The Cowboy and the Lady, with a spe-
cial cast.—A program feature and a weak
one at that. Could see nothing in »his to

recommend booking. A western comedy-
drama with no punch whatever. Five
reels.—F. W. Horrigan. McDonald the-

atre, Philipsburg, Mont.—Mining camp
patronage.

To Have and to Hold, with a special

cast.—A wonderful picture that lost me
money. Paid too much for it. If you
can get them in they will like i

f
. Played

two days to a poor business. Advertised
heavy.—S. B. Johnson. Regent thea f r'i,

Marianna, Ark.—Neighborhood matron-
age.

Manslaughter, a Cecil B. De Mille pro-
duction.—10,000 feet of the most beauti-

Coming!

The Super-Special

"THE RIGHT
OF THE STRONGEST"

Starring

E. K. LINCOLN
and a great cast

ful picture ever filmed. Pleased every-
body that saw it. Drew fairly well, but
not enough to pay the enormous rental
charged for it. If it could have been
bought right it would have been a won-
derful picture for me.—C. R_ McHenry,
Rosewin theatre, Dallas, Tex.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Kick In, with a special cast.—Won't
please everybody but should please those
who like crook pictures.— C. F. Kriegh-
baum, Paramount theatre, Rochester, Ind.—General patronage.

Kick In, with a special cast.—Good
crook story well produced. Fine sup-
porting cast. Thrilling scenes.—David
Hess, Iris theatre, Monte Vista, Colo.

—

General patronage.

Three Live Ghosts, with Anna Q. Nils-
son.—Very good program picture.—E. L.
Graef, Opera House, Hortonville, Wis.

—

Small town patronage.

The Old Homestead, with Theodore
Roberts.—A splendid picture which drew
well the first night and much better the
second night. Splendid acting, wonderful
storm scene in same and had it been
bought right would have made a good
profit. As it is, made enough to cover
the extra advertising I did on it.—C. R.
McHenry, Rosewin theatre, Dallas, Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Old Homestead, with Theodore
Roberts.—Two days to turnaway busi-
ness. Some criticisms both for and
against, but on the whole pleased major-
ity. Some people like to see boork pic-

tures follow the text of the book.—C. A.
Riva. Pastime theatre, Tilton, N. H.—
Small town patronage.

The Old Homestead, with Theodore
Roberts.—Another dandy for the small
town. After showing the first day the
publicity given out by those who saw it

brought a good crowd on the second day
and for once we were satisfied with the

profit made after paying a big rental on
what proved to be a real special.—T. H.
Smith, Princess theatre, Colchester. I1L

—Neighborhood patronage.

The Old Homestead, with Theodore
Roberts.—Good picture. Theodore Rob-
erts makes the picture. Pleased 100%.

—

L. V. Feldman, Orpheum theatre, Pipe-
stone, Minn.—General patronage.

The Woman Who Walked Alone, with
Dorothv Dalton.—Dorothy Dalton gen-
erally brings action and good stories.

She does not have a strong following
here, but for program pictures we con-
sider her very good.—Horn and Morgan,
Star theatre. Hay Springs, Nebr.—Small
town patronage.

The Impossible Mrs. Bellew, with
Gloria Swanson.—This picture did not

mean a thing as a box office attraction

to me. She had as much pull at the box
office here as our janitor has with Pres-
ident Harding. Had about enough peo-

ple the second day to pay express on the

picture.—Russell Armentrout, K. P. the-

atre, Pittsfield, 111.—General patronage.

The Impossible Mrs. Bellew, with
Gloria Swanson.—Good. Better than an
average program picture, but not a big

special.—D. E. Fitton, Lyric theatre,

Harrison, Ark.—Small town patronage.

The Good Provider, a Cosmopolitan
production.—Did not draw extra well,

but pleased those who saw it.—B. E.

Clements. Strand theatre, Eaton, Ind.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Crimson Challenge, with Dorothy
Dalton.—lust a fair Western. Fleased
about 75%.—D. F. Wolfe. Princess thea-

tre, Lansing, Iowa.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

The Cradle, with Ethel Clayton.—We
are certainly sorry that this is Ethel

Clayton's last picture for Paramount.
Her pictures bring a wholesomeness to
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our screen and always assure us of a

pleasant program picture.—Horn and
Morgan, Star theatre, Hay Springs, Nebr.

—Small town patronage.

The Ghost Breaker, with Wallace Reid.

—Just fair. Rather weak story.—C. F.

Krieghbaum, Paramount theatre, Roch-
ester, Ind.— General patronage.

While Satan Sleeps, with Jack Holt.

—

This picture - went over big, but lost

money. Rental too high for small town.

—D. F. Wolfe, Princess theatre, Lansing,

Iowa.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Young Diana, with Marion Davies.

—Nothing to it. Pleased, should say,

about 60% of my patrons.—L. V. Feld-

man, Orpheum theatre, Pipestone, Minn.

—General patronage.

A Bachelor Daddy, with Thomas Mei-

ghan.—Here is a picture worthy of a play

in any theatre because it has a wonderful

story, wonderful direction, acting and
good photography and above all, it is

clean and has a real pulling power. Book
it.—E. Gailey, Crystal theatre, Wayne,
Nebr.—General patronage.

A Bachelor Daddy, with Thomas Mei-

ghan.—This one pleased my audience fine

and I personally think it one of Tom's
best.—J. S. Roche, Empire theatre, Rainy

River, Ont., Can.—Small town patron-

age.

The Love Special, with Wallace Reid.

This is a good picture. Will please

any audience.—C. H. Simpson, Princess

theatre. Millen, Ga.—General patronage.

Fool's Paradise, a Cecil B. De Mille

production.—This is a very beautiful pic-

ture as far as scenery and costumes are

concerned, but it isn't a thriller by any

means. Dorothv Dalton's acting is fine.

—J. S. Roche, Empire theatre, Rainy

River, Ont., Can.—Small town patronage.

Fool's Paradise, a Cecil B. De Mille

production. — Wonderful production.

However, a picture that's old should be

bought cheaper. Film blurred in spots

and has seen its best days. Pleased 80%.

—H. G. Selk, Selk theatre, Scotia, Nebr.

—Neighborhood patronage.

Our Leading Citizen, with Thomas
Meighan.—Very nice program picture

that will please all.—Clifford L. Niles

Grand theatre, Anamosa, Iowa.—General

patronage.

The Bonded Woman, with Betty

Compson.—A very pleasing picture which

| "Read and

| Look Before
|

You Book'
B My B. O. Record just came in. g
( Wrapper looked like it had circled g

the globe, but I did not mind as g
g the little book is all here and maybe g
H it was out on a little trip telling g

the world what an important thing g
B it is to read and look before you g
g book.

g It must have taken a world of g
g work to get out this little book, but g
g if you knew Low the exhibitors of g
g the U. S. A. appreciate its contents g
g you would be content.

I doubt if there is any publica- g
g tions, excepting the "Herald" it- g
g self, that is held in as high esteem g
g as the B. O. Record.

GEORGE REA
Colonial theatre,

Washington C. H., O. j
iiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiffl^

drew well and did not seem to excite

any adverse comment, which was priced

right.—C. R. McHenry, Rosewin theatre,

Dallas, Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.

Don't Tell Everything, with a special

cast.—This picture seemed to please the

majority although not up to Wallace
Reid's standard.—H. H. Chase, Elmac
theatre, Maple Rapids, Mich.—Small
town patronage.

Don't Tell Everything, with a special

cast.—Three big stars and still picture
didn't draw. Lost money on two day
run. Good story.—R. Pfeiffer, Princess
theatre, Chilton, Wis. — Neighborhood
patronage.

A Prince There Was, with Thomas
Meighan. — Meighan has become our
strongest attraction among our stars.

There is something about him that satis-

fies and we always feel assured of a good
house when we show his pictures. This
picture was no exception. We cannot
see how Paramount falls for Mildred
Harris and we surely trust that this will

be the last in which she is used as sup-
port in Paramount pictures.—Horn and
Morgan, Star theatre, Hay Springs,
Nebr.—Small town patronage.

Her Gilded Cage, with Gloria Swanson.
—A very pretty picture, also a very pleas-
ing picture. Gloria does some wonderful
acting. Had it been bought right would
have made a profit.—C. R. McHenry,
Rosewin theatre, Dallas, Tex.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Saturday Night, a Cecil B. De Mille
production.—A good picture with many
good thrills and some comedy. Some
think the story weak, but the majority
w^ere ".veil pleased.—T. H. Smith. Prin-'
cess theatre. Colchester, 111.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Dangerous Lies, with David Powell.

—

It is such a pity Paramount buys these
foreign made pictures. I have never
seen one yet that was any good with the
exception of Passion. Dangerous Lies
is very poor and people left the house
before it was over.—W. E. Elkin, Tem-
ple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Call of the North, with Jack Holt.
—A very good picture. Don't be afraid
to boost it.—H. H. Chase, Elmac theatre.
Maple Rapids, Mich.—Small town pat-
ronage.

Ladies Must Live, with Betty Comp-
son.—A wonderful George Loane Tucker
production in eight reels.—R. Pfeiffer,

Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Paying the Piper, with a special cast.

—Played this feature last winter to a
small house owing to storm and Para-
mount sent it gratis for return play. It

is mighty good and will please. I made
a little money, thanks to Famous Players.

—Geo. C. Starkey, Opera House, Mon-
tour Falls, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

One Glorious Day, with Will Rogers.
—My audiences enjoyed this picture very
much. Something different.—Clifford L.

Niles, Grand theatre, Anamosa, Iowa.

—

General patronage.

Cappy Ricks, with Thomas Meighan.

—

A dandy picture that will please them
all.—J. S. Roche. Empire theatre. Rainy
River, Ont., Can.—Small town patronage.

Straight Is the Way, with a special

cast.—Very good picture. Enjoyed by
all.—P. J. Burford, Princess theatre,

Doniphan, Mo.—Neighborhood patron-

age.

Behold My Wife, with Milton Sills.—

This is quite old, but Mr. Small Town
Exhibitor, if you haven't played this one,

play it and boost it. A fine picture with

a fine story. Mabel Julienne Scott is

great in this one. Better than lots of

super-specials.—H. G. Selk, Selk theatre.

| That s Trie

| Surest Way |

We Know |

1 PEGGY PUTS IT OVER (Vita- j
g graph) with Alice Calhoun. — An g
g extra good program picture,

g NOTE: I suppose that the boys g
g who read my reports may think I g
3 always say a picture is good, but g
g the fact is I pick every picture I g
g play by following to the letter g
g "What the Picture Did for Me," and g
g if I find one report on a picture un- m
g favorable I never buy it.

g Believe me, follow this depart- g
g ment and you will be astonished how g
g honest and true all reports are.

G. C. STARKEY,
g Opera House, Montour Falls, N. Y. g
iioiiiim

Scotia, Nebr.—Neighborhood patronage.

Exit the Vamp, with Ethel Clayton.

—

Very good program picture.—R. Pfeiffer,

Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Restless Sex, with Marion Davies.
—Small Town Exhibitor, beware. Pic-
ture is old and your small town patrons
won't rave over this mush stuff. Had
numerous knocks.—H. G. Selk, Selk the-
atre, Scotia, Nebr.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

Beyond the Rocks, with Gloria Swan-
son.—See where some exhibitors are pan-
ning this one. Don't see where they get
that stuff. Went over big here. Pleased
all.—D. F. Wolfe, Princess theatre, Lan-
sing, Iowa.—Neighborhood patronage.

Too Much Speed, with Wallace Reid.
—Show was very well liked. One of
Reid's best.—E. L. Graef, Opera House,
Hortonville, Wis.—Small town patron-
age.

Behind the Door, with Hobart Bos-
worth.—Best we have shown to date.

Everybody went wild over it. More like

it.—B. E. Clements, Strand theatre,

Eaton, Ind.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Wife Trap, with Mia May.—

A

foreign made picture that pleased about
50% of those who saw it.—C. C. Hubert,
Newark Opera House. Newark, Del.

—

College town patronage.

Pathe
Dr. Jack, with Harold Lloyd.—Here is

a humdinger. I thought the roof was
coming off. But weather bad and poor
attendance. Paid too much money for

film. Pathe seems to sting you every
chance they get.—F. Paulick. Paulick the-

atre. Muscoda, Wis.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Rogues and Romance, with a special

cast.—Stay away from this one. Abso-
lutely no good. Should be in two reels

and not six. Biggest lemon we have had
for a long time.—J. R. Ullman, Orpheum
theatre, Ada, Minn.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Nanook of the North, with a special

cast.—An exceptional educational. Pho-
tography fine and an interesting picture.

Got people into theatre on this one that

never go to other shows. Can be bought
right for small town exhibitor.—H. G.

Selk, Selk theatre, Scotia. Nebr.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

When We Were Twenty-One, with H.
B. Warner.—Fair program picture.—E.
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L. Graef, Opera House, Hortonville. Wis.—Small town patronage.

Playgoers
The Supreme Passion, with Robert

Adams.—A keen bit of sentimental cine-
matography. Played here on St. Pat-
rick's Day and went over big. Not a
super-special, but just a mighty sweet little

love story with an. Irish background.—S.

C. Chapman, La Salle theatre, Chicago,
111.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Man and the Moment, with a spe-
cial cast.—Extra fine program picture.
The settings were the best ever. Gave
good satisfaction. Comedy, Harold Lloyd
in A Jazz Honeymoon.— F. S. Mooney,
Opera House, Mason City, Nebr. —
Neighborhood patronage.

Tracks, with Bill Patton.—This is a
Western picture that is all there and I

believe will satisfy most any audience.
It is a picture you can boost. Played to
small Saturday crowd, but no fault of

picture.—K. A. Bechtold, Opera House.
M artin sville, III.—Small town patronage.

Her Majesty, with Mollie King and
Creighton Hale.—Mollie King plays a

dual role in this picture supported by
Creighton Hale. Enough comedy in this

to make fair entertainment. Mollie is as
winsome as in the old days.—K. A. Bech-
told, Opera House. Martinsville, 111.—

Small town patronage.

The Isle of Doubt, with Wyndham
Standing.—Fine picture ranging from
high society in New York to tropical

island in the South Seas. Fine acting
by beautiful Dorothy MacKaill and
George Fawcett should please any audi-

ence.—K. A. Bechtold, Opera House.
Martinsville, 111.—Small town patronage.

Selznick
The Man of Stone, with Conway Tearle.

—Very good picture. Something differ-

ent from the usual story. Very well liked,

good business— G. Strasser Sons, Em-
blem theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Why Announce Your Marriage? with
Elaine Hatnmerstein.—Elaine is one of

the greatest little stars in the business
and hasn't made a poor picture. Some
day if given a chance she'll outshine a

few.—Harry Hobolth, Maxine theatre,

Imlay City, Mich.—Small town patron-
age.

Reported Missing, with Owen Moore.
—When it comes to, a picture for the
small town, this is it. 'The riot of laugh-
ter in our house during the two days this

picture was run was enough to make the
skeptical ones in the theatre think they
were "off" if they were not enjoying the
story.—T. H. Smith, Princess theatre,

Colchester, 111.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

A Miracle of Manhattan, with Elaine
Hammerstein.—Pleased fair crowd. Paid
fair price. This star seldom fails to
please.—Reis & Miller, Lake View thea-
tre, Lake View, Iowa.—Neighborhood
patronage.

John Smith, with Eugene O'Brien.

—

Not much of a title but a very good pic-

ture that pleased.—Harry Hobolth, Max-
ine theatre, Imlay City, Mich.—Small
town patronage.

The Man Who Lost Himself, with
William Faversham.—A very interesting
feature. One that keeps them interested
from start to finish and keeps them
guessing what's coming next. Pleased
100%.—H. E. Holben, Olympic theatre,
Lenox. Iowa-—General patronage.

Channing of the Northwest, with Eu-
gene O'Brien.—Fair program picture.
Not complete and foggy print. Watch

A scene from "Bella Donna" with PoU Ne»ri and
Conway Tearle (Paramount).

out.—A. H. Dodge, Palace theatre, Ca-
pac, Mich.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Secret of the Storm Country, with
Norma Talmadge.—These reissues are all

good. Prints are clear, in fact, they are
better than Norma's new pictures. This
one is better than a great many so-called
specials.—C. H. Simpson, Princess thea-
tre, Millen, Ga.—General patronage.

The Highest Law, with a special cast.

Poor. Sure got knocks on this one. Lay
off of it.—Wm. Hinds, Opera House,
Odell, Neb.—Neighborhood patronage.

Happiness a la Mode, with Constance
Talmadge.—This seemed to please ma-
jority.—Smith Read, Patriot theatre, De
Kalb, Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.

Happiness a la Mode, with Constance
Talmadge.—Good reissue. Film in good
shape. Will please as good as newer pro-
ductions.— Reis & Miller, Lake View the-

atre, Lake View, Iowa.—Neighborhood
patronage.

United Artists
The Love Flower, a D. W. Griffith pro-

duction.—Good picture. Cast includes
Richard Barthelmess and Carol Demp-
ster.—C. F. Krieghbaum, Paramount the-

atre, Rochester, Ind.—General patronage.

Dream Street, a D. W. Griffith produc-
tion.—A very fine production, but too
long. Patrons get restless before it ends.
Could have been six reels in place of nine.

—J. W. Andresen, Rialto theatre, Cozad,
Neb.—Neighborhood patronage.

Universal

The Gentleman from America, with
Hoot Gibson.—A knockout. Many said

it was even better than 23^ Hours Leave.
Something different for Hoot, but he
certainly made a success of it. Good sup-
porting cast. Invited all Legionaires
present at monthly meeting and they
came. Well, it reminded me of olden
days to hear the laughs. Fine business
one day only.—Hugh G. Martin, Ameri-
can theatre, Columbus, Ga.—Transient
patronage.

Single Handed, with Hoot Gibson.—If

you want something sure enough rotten
get this one. Five reels of absolute junk
Film was in fine shape. Best part of
picture was the end.—Smith Read, Pa-
triot theatre, DcKalb, Tex.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Flirt, with a special cast.—In my
opinion this is another Old Nest, and in
some respects better. It has comedy as
well as pathos, and is the story of the
every day life of an average family. You
will make no mistake in booking this.
We ran this picture three days to good
business.—Wm. H. Creal, Suburban the-
atre, Omaha, Neb.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

The Love Letter, with Gladys Walton.—A very nice little picture liked by my
patrons— L. V. Feldman, Orpheum the-
atre, Pipestone, Minn.—General patron-
age.

The Long Chance, with a special cast.—Just fair. Not what you would expect
from Walthall with a Kyne story.— B. M
Wooley, Orpheum theatre, Elsie, Mich.—
Neighborhood patronage.
The Long Chance, with a special cast.

—One that will please.—Reis & Miller.
LakeView theatre, Lake View, Iowa.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Flaming Hour, with Frank Mayo.—Very good program picture.—L. V.
Feldman, Orpheum theatre, Pipestone,
Minn.—General patronage.

The Lone Hand, with Hoot Gibson.

—

Here is a picture that will go over big.
My patrons went away saying it was one
of the best pictures I've played this year.
Book it.—Geo. W. Froehlich, Grand thea-
tre. Jackson, Wis.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

One Wonderful Night, with Herbert
Rawlinson.—Have found these Universal
special attractions good box office tonics
and every one goes over well. Some
better than so-called specials and rental
very reasonable.— C. A. Riva, Pastime
theatre, Tilton, N. H.

Kindled Courage, with Hoot Gibson.

—

Good out door comedy. Had some good
laughs in' it. Hoot is one of my best
money getters.—Carl Johnson, Pershing
theatre, Floresville. Tex.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Kentucky Derby, with Reginald
Denny.—A good picture, but no special
by any means.—L. V. Feldman, Orpheum
theatre, Pipestone, Minn.—General pat-
ronage.

The Scarlet Car, with Herbert Rawlin-
son.—Good program picture, but Uni-
versal has better ones.—L. V. Feldman,
Orpheum theatre, Pipestone, Minn.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Caught Bluffing, with Frank Mayo.—
One of the Winning Nine and is rightly
named as it will get you the money if

properly advertised. Clean in every way.—A. H. Dodge, Palace theatre, Capac,
Mich.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Lavender Bath Lady, with Gladys
Walton.—I imagine this is a very good
program picture, but they sent me 3,000
feet on five reels. No title or no finish.

My patrons wanted to know if I would
show the rest tomorrow.—C. H. Simp-
son, Princess theatre, Millen, Ga.—Gen-
eral patronage.

The Girl Who Ran Wild, with Gladys
Walton.—A very good Walton picture.

—

S. W. Filson, Opera House, Scott City,

Kans.—Neighborhood patronage.

Riding Wild, with Hoot Gibson.—Not
as good as some of his other pictures.

Did not have the pep that it ought to

have had judging from the name.—Carl

Johnson, Pershing theatre, Floresville,

Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.

Paid Back, with Gladys Brockwell.

—
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Not very much to it. Very ordinary.—S.

W. Filson, Opera House, Scott City,

Kans.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Jilt, with a special cast.—My ad-

vice is lay off of this. Nothing to it

whatever.—C. R. McHenry, Rosewin the-

atre, Dallas, Tex.—Neighborhood patron-

age.

The Jilt, with a special cast.—A good
program picture. Has an ending that is

different. If you can get by with just

good program pictures this is a good buy.

If you are like me, though, you can't do

this any more. The big ones are all 1

can make money on any more.—E. H.
Elliott, Palace theatre, Lynn, Ind.—Small
town patronage.

The Jilt, with a special cast.— Pleasing

picture. Business fight, however, account

Holy Week.—C. A. Riva, Pastime thea-

tre, Tilton, N. H.—Small town patronage.

Afraid to Fight, with Frank Mayo.—

A

real good picture. Should please any audi-

ence. Print in bad condition.—E. O. Har-

rell, Royal theatre, Rison, Ark.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Afraid to Fight, with Frank Mayo.—
Extra good from start to finish. Boost it

strong. A real boxing match in this one.

If you miss out on this it's a big loss to

you.—Wm. Hinds, Opera House, Odell,

Neb.—Neighborhood patronage.

A Wonderful Wife, with Miss duPont.

—My patrons liked this picture very well.

Several said it was fine.— P. J. Burford,

Princess theatre, Doniphan. Mo.—Neigh-

borhood patronage.

Step On It, with Hoot Gibson.—Come
on with more Hoot Gibson pictures.

Every time we put one of his on our box
office reports keep improving. This is

a dark picture, but a first class story.

Book it and book it strong.—Wm. Hinds.

Opera House, Odell, Neb.—General pat-

ronage.

Playing with Fire, with Gladys Walton.
—This town it too small for two attrac-

tions to prosper on the same night. As
there was a carnival aggregation holding

forth a block away, we expected to get

a complete frost, but to our surprise and
joy we had two-thirds of a fair sized audi-

ence and we think practically all were
well pleased with the show. Personally

we consider it a dandy.—C. E. Hopkins,
Hopkins theatre, Cotter, Ark.—Small

town patronage.
A Dangerous Game, wiht Gladys Wal-

ton.—Five reels. A good program picture.

Gladys Walton is well suited to her role

in this one. Will please majority.—H. M.
Retz, Strand theatre, Lamont, Iowa.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Under Two Flags, with Priscilla Dean.
—They have put about half the book in

this photoplay. However, it held up very
well and pleased a pretty good Saturday
night crowd. If your patrons like melo-
dramas, here is one for them. Give it a

try. I think it will go over for any one,

any place. Seven reels.— F. W. Horrigan,
McDonald theatre, Philipsburg, Mont.

—

Mining Camp patronage.

Under Two Flags, with Priscilla Dean.
—Good. Pleased patrons. A little long,

but plenty of action.—M. W. Mattecheck.
Liberty theatre, Kennewick, Wash.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Under Two Flags, with Priscilla Dean.
—A good story well pictured. Only they
left out so much that those who had not

read the book were left wondering where
the two flag part came in. At that, it

pleased because Miss Dean's and Kirk-
wood's work was fine and there was
action in plenty.—P. G. Estee, Fad the-

atre. Brookings, S. D. — Neighborhood
patronage.

Under Two Flags, with Priscilla Dean.

—Very good. Priscilla Dean one of my
best drawing cards. She's there with the

action. All I have to do is put up
Priscilla Dean's name. 'Nuf said. I've

played all of Miss Dean's Jewels and I'm

going to buy all the others.—Geo. W.
Froehlich, Grand theatre, Jackson, Wis.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Under Two Flags, with Priscilla Dean.
—Eight reels. Picture drew well. Pleased
about 70%. Dean in my estimation is

better adapted for a "crook story." Her
work in Outside the Law better than any
of the rest that I have run.— H. M. Retz.

Strand theatre, Lamont, Iowa. — Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Under Two Flags, with Priscilla Dean.
—One of the best pictures we have shown
in our theatre. More action in the last

reel than in many five-reel features. Buy
it and boost it. Pleased 100%.—Gunther
& Metzger. Palace theatre, Syracuse,
Nebr.—Small town patronage.

The Storm, with House Peters. — A
mighty good picture and drew fairly good
for me, notwithstanding there was a

storm outside also. Print evidently

slipped by inspectors, as it was in bad
shape.— H. H. Chase, Elmac theatre,

Maple Rapids, Mich.—Small town pat-

ronage.

Reputation, with Priscilla Dean. —
Dean's acting was very good, but picture

too long drawn out, but I Ruess you
would call it a fair picture.—Carl John-
son, Pershing theatre, Floresville, Tex.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Reputation, with Priscilla Dean. —
Good picture. Star is well liked here.

Pleased all who saw it.— F. S. Moomey,
Opera House, Mason City, Nebr. —
Neighborhood patronage.

Man to Man, with Harry Carey.

—

Average program picture. Padding in

last reel.—C. R. Otto, School Aud. the-

atre, Williams Bay, Wis.—Small town
patronage.

Man to Man, with Harry Carey.— A
knockout. One of the best Western pic-

tures I ever showed. Carey very popular
here. All were well pleased with his act-

ing. Good print. Book it. — E. W.

Harrell, Royal theatre, Rison, Ark.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Trimmed, with Hoot Gibson.—A good
picture that will make them laugh and
please. Played to a full house. No ad-
vertising only home made. Play it.

—

A. H. Dodge, Palace theatre. Capac,
Mich.—Neighborhood patronage.

Kissed, with Marie Prevost. — Very
poor. So slow it was impossible to fol-

low. Not one good comment from small
attendance.—J. D. Watnock, Luna the-

atre, Battle Creek, Iowa.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Vitagraph

A Front Page Story, with a special

cast.—You can book this and step on the

gas and it will do all that you claim it

will and then some. Plenty of comedy
running through it. Was sorry more
patrons couldn't see it. Rainy night and
fell flat financially.—H. E. Patrick,

Palace theatre, North Rose, N. Y.—Small
town patronage.

A Front Page Story, with a special

cast.—Very good picture. There is quite

a little comedy and film in fair condition.

— F. Paulick, Paulick theatre, Muscoda,
Wis.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Ninety and Nine (Vitagraph), with
Colleen Moore.—Very good. Many favor-

able comments on it. A special that will

please and one that you can run without
borrowing money to buy it.—J. W. An-
drescn, Rialto theatre, Cozad, Nebr.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Ninety and Nine, with Colleen
Moore.—Will have to take off our hats to

Vitagraph for this one. It certainly made
a hit in our house and we doubt that in

our twelve years experience we ever got

more favorable comments on a showing
than on The Ninety and Nine.—T. H.
Smith, Princess theatre, Colchester, 111.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

One Stolen Night, with Alice Calhoun.
—Sheik picture getting old. Very fair

one, however. Five short reels. Not
much to story.—D. E. Fitton, Lyric the-

A fifteenth century Parisian underworld scene from "The Hunchback of Notre Dame,"
the Jewel production being made by Universal from Victor Hugo's novel.
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Head whata real
pulla dots f

£^YS a telegram from Washington, D. C. :
" 'Wonders of the Sea' running

W. with 'The Pilgrim' at the Metropolitan is actually carrying the show and
I as been spontaneously applauded by enthusiastic audiences at every per-

to nance. It is becoming general topic of conversation."

WORD-OF-MOUTH ADVERTISING made this

amazing attraction a tremendous draw at the big

Metropolitan Theatre; WORD-OF-MOUTH
ADVERTISING made it play the Rialto, New York, for

one week, the Rivoli for a second week, and a return

date BY POPULAR DEMAND at the Rialto for a third

big week, on Broadway, and WORD-OF-MOUTH
ADVERTISING is drawing record-breaking crowds and
profits to every other theatre in the land showing this

marvelous puller. Our press sheet of super-showmanship
will show you how to GET the crowds; the picture itself

will MULTIPLY these crowds at every succeeding per-

formance. BOOK IT FOR A CLEAN-UP—NOW ! !

!

J.E.WILLIAMSONS
AMAZING THRILL- PICTURE
WITH MISS LULU MCGRATH

DISTRIBUTED BY
FILM BOOKING OFFICES OF AMERICA

723 Seventh Ave., New York—EXCHANGES EVERYWHERE
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Two thrilling scenes from episodes 4 and 1 of "Haunted Valley," the new Pathe
chapter-play in which Ruth Roland is the star.

atre, Harrison, Ark. — Small town pat-

ronage.

A Girl's Desire, with Aim Calhoun.

—

Only a Calhoun picture. I'atrons did not

care for this one. Fair business. — G.

Strasser Sons, Emblem theatre, Buffalo,

N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

My Wild Irish Rose, with Pauline
Starke.—This is a good picture, but a

little slow. Too long draw n out, though,
it is a good comedy-drama. Is a dandy
picture for Catholic community. — Dun-
can & Veatch, Princess theatre. Morgan-
field, Ky.—Small town patronage.

The Fighting Guide, with William
Duncan.—A good Western picture. Any
exhibitor can buy these Duncan pictures

from Vitagraph and make money.—Geo.
C. Starkey, Opera House, Montour Falls.

N. Y.—Small town patronage.

Moral Fibre, with Corinne Griffith.

—

An excellent program picture. Played to

a packed house. Pleased 100%.— E. W.
Harrcll, Royal theatre, Rison, Ark.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Fortune's Mask, with Earlc Williams.

—Fair picture. Fair business.—G. Stras-

ser Sons, Emblem theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Lucky Carson, with Earlc Williams.

—

Good program picture.—Geo. C. Starkey,
Opera House, Montour Falls. N. Y.

—

Small town patronage.

Island Wives, with Corinne Griffith,

—

This ranks better than a program picture

and will please.—Geo. C. Starkey, Opera
House, Montour Falls, N. Y.—Small town
patronage. -

Wid Gunning, Inc.

The Bootleggers, with a special cast.

—

Fair picture that drew good because of

title.—Crosby Bros., Lily theatre, Buffalo,

N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Old Oaken Bucket, with Joseph
Smiley.—Very good and pleased all ages.

It has many laughs and that's what the
majority wants.—Crosby Bros., Lily the-
atre, Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

The Blond Vampire, with a special
cast.—Good picture and poor print. What
they saw they liked.—Crosby Bros., Lily
theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighborhood
patronage.

State Rights
Dangerous Paths (Arrow), with Neva

Gerber.—A fine picture that carries a
good moral story as well as entertaining
and it fits in exactly right with me as our
city is in the midst of a "big" evangelistic

campaign and the leader is making some
aw ful cracks at the movies, so was proud
to hear patrons remark that my picture
was as good as any sermon this certain
Evangelist had ever delivered. Business
fair. Five and ten cents one day always.
—Hugh G. Martin, American theatre, Co-
lumbus, Ga.—Transient patronage.

Flesh and Blood ( W. I'. E. C.) with
Lon Chaney. — The miners, skinners,
ranch hands and rougher element thought
this lOO'/r better than Oliver Twist. Can
you beat it? It has a real cast with Noah
Beery, Edith Roberts, Jack Mulhall,
Ralph Lewis, and I believe will make
some dough for you. Better than aver-
age program feature. Six reels.— F. W.
Horrigan. McDonald theatre. Philips-
burg, Mont.— Mining Camp patronage.

Heroes of the Street (Warner Bros.),
with Wesley Barry.—Very good picture.

I'atrons pleased. Better than Rags to

Riches. Fine business.—G. Strasser Sons,
Emblem theatre. Buffalo, N. Y.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Sure Fire Flint, (Mastodon) with
Johnny Hines.—A sure fire bet. Pleased
100%. Not a dull moment in the seven
reels. Sure gets the laughs.—J. R. lift-

man, Orpheum theatre, Ada, Minn.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Taking Chances (Goldstone), with
Richard Talmadge.—Good picture. Star

coming to the front and so arc rental

prices. An increase on each one. The
more you play the more you pay for each
picture. Good business.— G. Strasser
Sons. Emblem theatre. Buffalo, N. Y.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

A Dangerous Adventure ( W arner
Bros.), with Grace Darmond.— First pic-

ture in ages that my audience walked out
on. A sure lemon for small towns. Why
do they do it?—Clifford L. Niles, Grand
theatre, Anamosa, Iowa. — Neighborhood
patronage.

The Cub Reporter (Goldstone), with
Richard Talmadge.—This is a good one
and they told me so. Good stunts. The
story not strong. The stories with Tal-
madge are too weak, but at that the pic-

tures are O. K. This print was some-
what in bad shape.—Wm. Thacher, Royal
theatre. Salina, Kans.—General patron-
age.

Notoriety (Weber-North). with a

special cast.—Starts off great and flops at

the end. Did not draw.—Crosby Bros.,

Lily theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Rags to Riches (Warner Bros.), with
Wesley Barry.—A very pleasing picture.

Played with Felix the Cat and Aesop's
Fables to a good attendance and made a
profit.— C. R. McHenry, Rosewin theatre,

Dallas. Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Crow's Nest (Arrow), with Jack
Hoxie.—An excellent Western feature.
Gave excellent satisfaction.— H. E. Hol-
ben, Olympic theatre, Lenox, Iowa.—Gen-
eral patronage.

The Crow's Nest (Arrow), with Jack
Hoxie.—A real hot Western that drew
and pleased.—C. R. McHenry, Rosewin'
theatre, Dallas, Tex.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

Bull Dog Courage (National), with
George Larkin.—This is a dandy. Better
than the average, but we can't get to firsfi

base with Larkin pictures. Star won't
pull in my house. This one has the stuff

in it.—Wm. Thacher, Royal theatre, Sa-
lina, Kans.—General patronage.

The Man From Hells River (W. P. E$
C), with Eva Novak.— Played this Sun-
day program. The title not very good,
but nevertheless it is a fair Sunday pic-

ture, and the dog, Rin Tin, is good. Eva
Novak does her part in good shape. A
good Northern picture.—F. Paulick, Paul-

ick theatre, Muscoda, Wis.— Neighbor-
hood patronage.

What's Wrong With the Women
( Equitj > , with a special cast.— Exception-
ally good. A credit to the State Rights
field. Cast all good. Drew good and all

comments favorable.—Crosby Bros., Lily

theatre. Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighborhood
patronage.

I Am the Law ( A Oil. Dist ), with a

special cast.—An excellent feature of the

R. N. W. M. P. S. R. O. before the

first reel was over. The corporal appear-
ing on streets in uniform was a fine draw-
ing card, and also Miss Harlan's act with

the feature.—H. E. Holben, Olympic the-

atre, Lenox, Iowa.—General patronage.

The Forgotten Woman (Pioneer), with

Pauline Starke.—This is a very nice little

story of life on the Mississippi River.

Characters in this picture were all good.
Pauline as the forgotten woman was fine.

—K. A. Bechtold, Opera House, Martins-
ville, 111.—Small town patronage.

Hearts of the World (Griffith), a D.

W. Griffith production.—Return engage-
ment and seemed to please. It's a real

show if you can get a good print.—Harry
Hobolth, Maxine theatre, Imlay City

Mich.—Small town patronage.

Hearts of the World (Griffith), a D
W. Griffith production.— I can't praise

this picture too highly. Don't be afraid

of it because of its war theme. People
may tell you they are tired of the war
but believe me they turn out for this one
Raised my price to fifteen and thirty-five

cents and broke all house records. It's

a clean up for small towns.—E. H. Elliot

Palace theatre, Lynn, Ind.—Small town
patronage.

School Days (Warner Bros.), with

Wesley Barry.—Buy this picture before

school is out and play it on a Friday.

—

Geo. C. Starkey, Opera House, N. Y.

—

Small town patronage.

School Days (Warner Bros.), with

Wesley Barry.—This went over splen-

didly in my house. Played it on Thanks-
giving Day to the largest gross ever

taken up to that time. Everybody pleased.

—C. R. McHenry, Rosewin theatre. Dal-

las, Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Lady of the Dugout (Pioneer),

with AI Jennings.—A picture based on
facts. A story well told by the Jennings
brothers, the former outlaws. Different

from the regular Western. Print good.

Audience enjoyed it.—K. A. Bechtold,
Opera House, Martinsville, 111. — Small
town patronage.

A Western Demon (Pioneer), with

William Fairbanks.—An excellent West-
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Picked With the Wallops that

Sean Big Money to You—

IN ACHMEO ABDULLAH S SMASHING
EVERYBODY'S MAGAZINE

STORY-

ERE'S a money-maker, Mr. Showman!

—a cyclonic adventure-mystery-drama

that combines all the glittering appeal of

ife-mad society with the irresistible lure

of the Orient and the colorful fascination

of mysterious perils in darkest China.

It's the thrilling story of a society girl

who was flung into the midst of fierce-

warring factions in China and caught

up in a whirlpool of intrigue that hurled

her face to face with death—and love

!

It's a combination of all the elements

that make folks glad motion pictures

were invented. GRAB IT—NOW ! ! !

DISTRIBUTED BY

F. B. O.
Film Booking Offices

of America, Inc.

723 Seventh Ave. New York City
EXCHANGES EVERYWHERE
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ern picture with lots of action and
comedy.—R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre,

Chilton, Wis.—Neighborhood patronage.

Burn 'Em Up Barnes (Mastodon), with
Johnny Hines.—This went over fine.

Johnny Hi'nes liked here.— L. V. Feld-
man, Orpheum theatre, Pipestone, Minn.
—General patronage.

The Cleanup (Pioneer), with William
Fairbanks.—This picture is on a par with
the rest of the Fairbanks pictures and
ranks very well with the average West-
ern picture. Usual amount of thrills in

this.— K. A. Bechtold, Opera House,
Martinsville, 111.—Small town patronage.

The Stage Coach Bandit (Tri.), with
William S. Hart.—This is the second one
of the classic William Hart's have run
from Standard Film Co. Will say they
are in fine shape dnd good. Will get you
extra money and at the same time please.

This is the third time we have run them.
Paying a little more than the average
program picture and is getting me extra

money. If you have run them before you
might try out one of them, which we did

and now have booked all of them. They
are a good buy if you get right price on
them. You'll not go wrong. We bought
them right so can make a little money on
them.—Wm. Thacher, Royal theatre, Sa-
lina, Kans.—General patronage.

Serials

Plunder ( Pathe), with Pearl White —
On third episode. Mighty good serial.

Full of action. As good as The Timber
Queen at the start.— Carroll & Wendt,
Bonton theatre, Jackson, Mich.—General
patronage.

In the Days of Buffalo Bill (Universal),

with Art Acord.—We are on the tenth

episode. Holding up good. Very good
serial that will get you extra business.

You can't go wrong on this one.—Wm.
Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina, Kans.

—

General patronage.

Robinson Crusoe (Universal), with
Harry Myers.—This serial has built up
my Tuesday and Wednesday business
from nothing until it is better than Satur-
day and Sunday and that is going some.
I run a Universal program feature with it

each time.—H. H. Chase, Elmac theatre,

Maple Rapids, Mich.—Small town pat-

ronage.

Miracles of the Jungles < Federated),
with a special cast.—On episode N'b. it

and pulling only a few kids and other
serial lovers. Serials are a past fad here.

—Olen Reynolds. Pearl theatre, Hymera,
Ind.—Small town patronage.

The Branded Four (Select), with a

special cast.—Am on the sixth episode
and holding up good. While not as good
as many, the price is right and it is mak-
ing us a little jack.—Geo. C. Starkey,
Opera House. Montour Falls, X. Y.

—

Small town patronage.

The Timber Queen (Pathe). with Ruth
Roland.—This is the best serial we have
shown here and it held up every Satur-
day since we started it and it gets better
every Saturday. Are on the thirteenth
episode.—J. M. McCarty. Forsyth the-
atre, Forsyth, Ga. — Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

The Timber Queen (Pathe), with Ruth
Roland.-—On the third episode and hold-
ing up fine. Hope the rest are as good
as the first three. Looks like a winner.

—J. R. Ullman, Orpheum theatre, Ada,
Minn.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Timber Queen (Pathe), with Ruth
Roland.—Best serial Pathe ever put out.
Full of action.—Carroll & Wendt, Bon-
ton theatre, Jackson. Mich.—General pat-
ronage.

Madge Bellamy and Lloyd Hughes in a

scene from "Are You a Failure?" a
Preferred-Lichtman production.

Short Subjects

Fighting Blood (Snd round) (F. B.

O.), with George O'Hara.—Am well

pleased with this series. Best I've seen
of this type. Interest growing.—E. E.

Bair, State theatre, Uhrichsville, Ohio.

—

Small town patronage.

The Leather Pushers (Universal), with

Reginald Denny.—These are a good short

subject, but can't understand why I can't

get any business on them. Read so many
reports of good business on them by
other exhibitors but can't say they do it

for me.—J. W. Andersen, Kialto theatre.

Cozad, Nebr.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Leather Pushers (Universal), with
Reginald Denny.—Great. Please 90%.
You can't go wrong on these.— D. F.

Wolfe, Princess theatre, Lansing, Iowa.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Leo Maloney Westerns (Pathe).

—

Good clean Western two reelers. Go well

with serial. — Carroll & Wendt. Bonton
theatre, Jackson, Mich.—General patron-

age.

Plum Center Comedies (F. B. O.), with
Dan Mason.— Good clean comedies. Bet-
ter than some of the high priced ones.

—

S. W. Fi'son, Opera House, Scott City,

Kans.—Neighborhood patronage.

Range Rider Series i I'athe), with Leo
Maloney.— If you want some good two-
reel Westerns, book Range Rider Series.

All of them good so far.—Wm Thacher.
Royal theatre, Salina. Kans.—General
patronage.

Semon Comedies ( Yitagraph), with
Larry Scnon.—These comedies can't be
beaten. The Rent Collector is good, but
The Suitor is a knockout.—H. E. Par-
trick, Palace theatre. North Rose. N. Y.
—Small town patronage.

The Pirate (Fox), with Lupino Lane.—
Now here is a chance for William Fox to

have a real comedian. Lane can be made
as good a star as Lloyd or Chaplin if

handled right. Give him good stuff. Fox,
and here's luck to you, Lane.—L. B.

Lewis, Gayety theatre. Ft. Worth, Tex.

—

Transient patronage.

Fruits of Faith (Pathe), with Will
Rogers.— I'll be darned if they aren't talk-

ing about this wholesome comedy drama
yet. Put this on with Oliver Twist and it

took the show, no fooling. The title telli

the story, a story of faith, and a dandy.
Book it. Three reels.— F. W. Horrigan,
McDonald theatre, Philipsburg, Mont.

—

Glad Rags (Metro), with Bull Mon-
tana.—These comedies going fine here
and always draw out the crowd. Thii
one no exception.—C. A. Riva, Pastime
theatre, Tilton, N. H.—Small town pat-
ronage.

Home Sweet Home (Vitagraph), with
Larry Semon.—I read in the Hekald
once in a while where an exhibitor does
not like Semon. That gets me. When I

play a Semon comedy a roar starts in

the theatre and the piano can be taken
out for all the good it does.—Geo. C
Starkey, Opera House, Montour Falls, N.
Y.—Small town patronage.

Fast and Furious (Fox), with Al St.

John.—Two reels. Al St. John comedies
arc all good and draw nearly as good as
the feature. Helps put over a poor pro-
gram picture. Book them.— H. M. Retz,

Strand theatre, Lamont, Iowa. — Neigh-
borhood patronage.

A Pair of Kings (Yitagraph), with
Larry Semon. — Larry's comedies are

always good, and this was no exception.
—Smith Read, Patriot theatre, DcKalb,
Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.

American Plan (Universal), with Lee
Moran.—This is a dandy. Some new
stunts in this one. Find most all Century
comedies good. This one better than the

average. Give us slapstick clean come-
dies like this one and they will all be
satisfied.—Wm. Thacher, Royal theatre,

Salina, Kans.—General patronage.

The Fatal Photo (Hodkinson), with
Charles Murray.—This is a real good
two-reel comedy. Charlie Murray is

original.—Harry Hobolth, Maxinc the-

atre, Imlay City, Mich —Small town pat-

ronage.

A Sailor Made Man (A. E.), with
Harold Lloyd.—Like all Lloyd pictures,

it drew well and pleased.—Davis Hess.
Iris theatre, Monte Vista, Colo.—General
patronage.

Among Those Present (A. E.), with
Harold Lloyd.—They don't make com-
edies any better than this series of three-

reel Lloyds.— E. L. Graef, Opera House,
Hortonvillc, Wis.—Small town patron-

age.-

Sting 'Em Sweet (Universal), with

Rrownic.—One of the best comedies run
for some time. If you play it, boost it

with the kids. Will go big with every-
body. Brownie is sure great in this one.

—Wm. Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina,

Kans.—General patronage.

Call a Cop (F. N.), a Mack Sennett
comedy.—A pretty good comedy.—C. F.

Kreighbaum, Paramount theatre, Roches-
ter, Ind.—General patronage.

The Blizzard (Vitagraph), with Jimmy
Aubrey.—The best Aubrey yet. Plenty
of laughs.—G. Strasser Sons, Emblem
theatre. Buffalo, N. Y. — Neighborhood
patronage.

Danger (Educational),—This is a real

comedy. Give us more like it. 'Nuf sed.

—Wm. Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina,

Kans.—General patronage.

Bright Eyes (First National), with

Ben Turpin.— Fair comedy.— C. F.

Kreighbaum, Paramount theatre, Ro-
chester, Ind.—General patronage.

Haunted Spooks (Pathe), with Harold
Lloyd. — Two reels. Boys, book these

two-reel comedies. Nine of them in all.'

You owe it to your house.—H. M. Retz,'

Strand theatre, Lamont, Iowa. — Neigh-1
borhood patronage.

Chums (Universal), with Baby Peggy.l



destined to create a new voque-
•Says SCREENLAND

HC. WITWER'S famous "FIGHTING BLOOD"
, stories, which appeared in Collier's are now in cellu-

loid, with George O'Hara as the lovable, pugnacious Irish

boy, Gale Galen, and with Clara Horton as the irresistible

boarding house sweetheart, Judy. These two-reel comedy
dramas mark a departure in the industry, and unless we miss

our guess completely, are destined to create a new vogue.

They are virile, clean, and full of wholesome humor that

registers almost 100%. O'Hara is a splendid type of Amer-
ican youth, good-looking and spontaneous. The cast could

hardly be improved on. There's Mabel Van Buren as the

boarding house keeper ; William Courtwright as the drug-
gist ; Albert Cooke as the fight manager ; Kit Guard—a real

comedian—as the trainer, Arthur Rankin as the heavy and
Morris Ryan as the fat boy. It is amazing to see how well

Mai St. Claire has done. The titles are a joy.

WHIRLWIND
ROUNDS

Round No. 7

HE KNIGHT
THAT FAILED"

H.C.WITWER'S
Marvelous Collier's

Weekly Series

MASTERFULLY DIRECTED BY MAL ST. CLAIRE
DISTRIBUTED BY

Film Booking Offices
of ^\.mGric£i Inc.

723 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK CITY
EXCHANGES EVERYWHERE
SALES OFFICE UNITED KINGDOM

R-C Pictures Corporation, 26-27 D'Arblay Street, Wardour St., London, W. 1., England
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USE THIS BLANK

Box Office Report! Tell the Whole
Story.

Join in This Co-operative Service

Report Regularly on
Pictures You Exhibit
And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Pictures
Are Doing for Other Exhibitors

Fill in this blank now and send
to Exhibitors Herald, 417 S. Dear-
born St, Chicago.

Title

Star

Producer

Remarks

Title

Star

Producer

Remarks

Exhibitor

Name of Theatre

Transient or Neighborhood Pat-

ronage

Chy

State

—A dandy little two reeler and will sat-

isfy all. Haven't had a poor Peggy yet.

—Lindrud & Guettinger, Cochrane the-

atre, Cochrane, Wis.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

The Tourist (Vitagraph), with Jimmy
Aubrey.—This two reel comedy sure

brought the house down. About the

funniest thing I have shown in a long
time. The usual gang turned out to

see it —G. F. Rediske, Star theatre, Rye-
gate. Mont.—Small town patronage.

Never Weaken (A. E.), with Harold
Lloyd.—A very good comedy. Priced

too high to make any money.—G. Ham-
mer, Auditorium theatre, Colfax, Wis.

—

General patronage.

Mud and Sand (Metro), with Stan
Laurel.—Mighty good comedy if you
have played Blood and Sand previously.

—S. M. Southworth, American theatre,

Canton, N. Y.—Neighborhood and col-

lege patronage.

Now or Never (A. E.), with Harold
Llovd.—Another good comedy by Lloyd.

Better than Never Weaken. Some real

funny situations.—G. Hammer, Audi-
torium theatre, Colfax, Wis.—General

patronage.

Bumping Into Broadway (Pathe), with

Harold Lloyd.—This comedy a scream.

All exhibitors should run Lloyd com-
edies. Book Lloyd and boost him. You
can't go wrong.—E. W. Harrell, Royal
theatre. Rison, Ark.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Hearts of Oak (Universal), with Roy
Stewart.—Universal two-reel Westerns,
lumber stories and fish patrol series go-

ing as strong as a serial episode. Use
them occasionally between serials.—C. A.

Riva, Pastime theatre, Tilton, N. H.

—

Small town patronage.

Hee Haw (Universal), with Harry
Sweet.—This comedy big with lots of

laughs in this one. Find most all Century

comedies good.— Wm. Thacher, Royal

theatre, Salina, Kans.—General patron-

age.

Wedding Pumps (Universal), with

Brownie.—Good. A laugh a minute.

—

Wm. Hinds, Opera House. Odell, Nebr.

—Neighborhood patronage.

Torchy Takes a Chance ( Educational),

with Johnny Hines.— Better than the

average Torchy comedy.—C. F. Kreigh-

baum. Paramount theatre, Rochester, Ind.

—General patronage.

Among Those Present (A. E.), with

Harold Lloyd.—A dandy three-reel com-
edy. Sure keeps them laughing. Heard
many comments.—J. R. I'llman, Orpheum
theatre, Ada, Minn.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Between the Acts (Vitagraph), with

Larry Semon.—Never in my life did I

ever see a comedy to compare with this

one. Not so much Larry, but the whole
cast was great. Buy it, Brother Exhibi-

tors.—Geo. C. Starkey, Opera House, N.
Y.—Small town patronage.

Cops (F. N.), with Buster Keaton.

—

Very good.—R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre,

Chilton, Wis.—Neighborhood patronage.

Hard Luck (Metro), with Buster Kea-
ton.—This is another of the eight Keaton
comedies put out by Metro and is great.

Buy it. Those sold by First National are

lemons, to my notion.—Geo. C. Starkey,

Opera House, Montour Falls, X. Y.

—

Small town patronage.

Dull Care (Vitagraph), with Larry
Semon.—Have played seven and no poor
Semons yet.—E. Gailey. Crystal theatre,

Wayne, Nebr.—General patronage.

Wet Weather (Pathe), with Paul

Parrot.—For a single reel comedy this

will produce more laughs than a good
many two-reelers. Parrot comedies are

nearly all good.—K. A. Bechtold, Opera

House, Martinsville, 111.—Small town pat-
ronage.

Neighbors (Metro), with Buster Kea-
ton.—Very good comedy.—Geo. C. Star-
key, Opera House, Montour Falls, N. Y.
• Small town patronage.

The Landlubber (Pathe), with Paul
Parrot.— Didn't like this as well as other
Parrot comedies, but it produced a few
laughs at that.—K. A. Bechtold, Opera
House, Martinsville, 111.—Small town pat-
ronage.

The Bell Hop (Vitagraph), with Larry
Semon.—Good, as all Semons have proven
to be with us. He brings the laughs,
although this was not what I expected.
No doubt we are getting used to the
whitewash and black wash, etc., used in

all Semon comedies. Too much same-
ness to suit me personally.—Lindrud &
Guettinger, Cochrane theatre, Cochrane.
Wis.—Neighborhood patronage.

A Sailor Made Man (A. E.), with
Harold Lloyd.— If an exhibitor could buy
Lloyd right he could make some money.
A drawing card and pleased all.—Harry
Hobolth. Maxine theatre, Imlay City,
Mich.—Small town patronage.

Bone Dry (Pathe), with Paul Parrott.
—Another pretty fair one-reel comedy.
Didn't produce as many laughs as some
of his others.—K. A. Bechtold, Opera
House, Martinsville, III.—Small town pat-
ronage.

Dig Up (Pathe), with Snub Pollard.—
Nothing to it. They called it a comedy,
but I don't know why. It was a poor ex-
cuse for one— L. V. Feldman, Orpheum
theatre, Pipestone, Minn.—General pat-
ronage.

To Catch The Crowd
Electric Signs in Color

„ , Color is twice as good as
ordinary white light.
Bright, clear-colored

W J
Color Hoods are twice

fJ as good as dipped bulbs.
Prices again reduced.

Write for Bulletinrr
ELECTRIC COMPANY

Mlri. ol Rtco Mslora, FU
26S1 W. Conrreu St.

hers, roo d Mil.' clc

CHICAGO

/Hits the Music* v

ORCHESTRAL ORGAN
Wabash
Chic

BULL DOG
FILM CEMENT

ULLDOfij "the old reliable"

Your Supply Dealer has It
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FILM MART : : : :

Production Progress

: : First National : :

LYNN REYNOLDS. FOR NINE years

a director of feature productions for

several leading companies, has joined

First National at the United plant and
will make "The Huntress" as his initial

production.
+ + +

"WITHIN THE LAW," Norma Tal-

madge's new starring picture, opened
at the New York Strand theatre April

29. The Strand showing of the "crook"
melodrama was preceded by a presenta-

tion at Sing Sing prison.

+ + +
"CHILDREN OF DUST," the Arthur

Jacobs production directed by Frank
Borzage, has been completed. Filming of

exterior scenes in Constance Talmadge's
production of "Dulcy" has been com-
pleted by Director Sidney Franklin.

+ + +
MAURICE TOURNEUR HAS added
Barbara La Marr to the cast of "The

Brass Bottle," which already includes

Harry Myers, Tully Marshall and others

of starring capabilities.

: : : : : Fox : : : : :

TF WINTER COMES," the Fox spe-

. cial adapted from A. S. M. Hutchin-
son's novel and which has been in pro-
duction for the past year, will have its

Broadway premiere in the not distant

future, the company announces. The pic-

ture was shown privately recently for

heads of the Fox organization.

+ + +
THE FOX PROGRAM FOR MAY

consists of two features and a comedy:
"Stepping Fast" with Tom Mix is issued
May 13, and "Boston Blackie" with Wil-
liam Russell, May 6. The Sunshine com-
edy. "Roaring Lions on a Steamship," is

for Mav 13.

+ + +
DUSTIN FARNUM IS NOW making a
new picture at the Fox studios tem-

porarily called "The Man Who Won." A
new leading lady, Jacqueline Gadsden,
has the feminine role. William Wellman
is directing.

+ + +
MANY FAVORABLE REPORTS and
hundreds of bookings are reported by

Fox on the single-reel subject "The Land
of Tut-Ankh-Amen." The picture is

described as a graphic portrayal of inci-

dents surrounding the excavation at the
tomb of Egypt's famous Pharaoh.

: : United Artists : :

MACK SENNETT'S "SUZANNA,"
starring Mabel Xormand. has been offi-

cially endorsed by the Illinois League of
Women Voters and the Woman's City
Club of Chicago. It is distributed by Al-
lied Producers and Distributors.

+ + +
"DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS IN ROBIN
HOOD" is now in the third month of

its run at Salle Marivaux, Paris, where
it has broken all previous records at the

• ••••••
box office, it is reported by United
Artists.

+ + +
PETER B. KYNE'S "HARBOR BAR"

is being adapted by Thompson Buch-
anan for production by Associated Au-
thors. This will be started on completion
of "'Richard, the Lion Hearted," the ini-

tial production for which Wallace Beery,
Sultan Saladin, Charles Gerard, Queen
Berengaria, Kathleen Clifford and others
have been selected for the cast.

: : : Century : : :

CHANGES IN TITLES OF Century-
comedies are announced as follows by

Julius and Abe Stern: Baby Peggy's
"The Orphan" to "Nobody's Darling":
"Sky High" to "Down to Earth," and
"Hay! Hay!" to "Spring Fever."

+ + +
NOEL SMITH. WELL KNOWN for

his work in directing the Hall Room
Boys and Lloyd Hamilton comedies, has
been_signed as a Century director.

+ + +
MAIL FROM GREENLAND. So far

does Baby Peggy's fame extend, ac-
cording to Century, which announces
that the diminutive star has received a
"fan" communication from that distant
part of the world.

: Distinctive Pictures :

PURCHASE OF RIGHTS TO "The
Jungle Law" by I. A. R. Wylie is an-

nounced by Distinctive Pictures Corpor-
ation. Alfred Lunt and Mimi Palmeri
will be starred in this story. These two
players have the leading roles in "The
Ragged Edge." another Distinctive pro-
duction which will be distributed by
Goldwyn.

:: Associated Exhibitors::
HERE IS SOMETHING NOVEL.

Irving Cummings, producer and star,

and Lloyd Ingraham. director, will ap-
pear in some of the scenes in Douglas
MacLean's "Going Up." And for these
particular scenes Mr. MacLean will wield
the megaphone himself.

+ + +
A CAMPAIGN BOOK WHOSE artistic

cover, though of larger dimensions,
bears the appearance of the Booth Tar-
kington novel, is being issued by Asso-
ciated Exhibitors on "Alice Adams"
starring Florence Vidor. It contains a
complete catalog of exhibitor aids and ex-
ploitation suggestions.

: : : Al Lichtman : : :

"THE BROKEN WING" HAS reached
the half-way mark in production at the

Schulberg studios. Tom Forman is di-

recting and the film will be published by
Al Lichtman on next year's program.
"Daughters of the Rich" is now being
edited while preparations are under way
for "A Mansion of Aching Hearts," Vic-
tor Schertzinger's first production for
Schulberg.

Distribution News
THERE IS NOT A TOWN IN Canada

of 5,000 population or over that has not
played or contracted for "Rich Men's
Wives." This is the word brought to

New York by Louis Rosenfeld. assistant

general manager of Famous Players Film
Service. Ltd., distributors of Lichtman-
Preferred films in Canada.

+ + +
"ARE YOU A FAILURE?" Tom For-
man production for Schulberg did $14.-

000 worth of business in a week's run at

the California theatre. San Francisco, ac-

cording to Al Lichtman corporation. The
house seats 2,700. Fifty-five to ninety

cents was charged.

: : : Paramount : :

ALMA BENNETT, 18 YEAR OLD
Screen player has been signed to a five

year contract by Paramount. Famous
Players has also signed Ernest Torrence
for featured roles and he will appear next

in "North of 36."

+ + +
"TO THE LAST MAN" will be the

first of Zane Grey's stories for filming

by Paramount. It will be made in the

Tonto Basin, said to be America's least

civilized spot. Victor Fleming will direct.

+ + +
"THE COVERED WAGON" enjoyed a

successful opening at the Woods the-

atre. Chicago, last week. Among those

present were Emerson Hough, author.

Governor McCrae of Indiana, and Eugene
Zukor and E. E. Shauer of F. P.-L.

: : : Universal : : :

"HUNTING BIG GAME IN AFRICA
with Gun and Camera" is breaking all

records for bookings L'niversal exchanges
report to the home office at the close of

the second week's campaign. Bookings
in more than half of the first run houses
of the country are said to have been
made.

+ + +
BUSINESS CONDITIONS IN the
northwest are steadily improving ac-

cording to John P. Kiggins, mayor of

the city of Vancouver, Washington, and
owner of five theatres in that city. Mr.
Kiggins recently visited the Big U ex-

change in New York to see his friend

Dave Brill, New York sales manager.

: American Releasing :

ATTENDANCE RECORDS WERE
broken at the Boston theatre, accord-

ing to Manager Harris, with the personal
appearance of Francis X. Bushman and
Beverly Bayne in connection with their

picture "Modern Marriage." The pro-
duction is now booked for the Hippo-
drome. Toronto. Capitol. Detroit, and
Loew's State, Cleveland, all for one week
each.

+ + +
ACTUAL VIEWS OF submarine life

are depicted in "Vengeance of the
Deep." A. B. Barringer's drama of un-
der sea life according to American Re-
leasing. The entire production was made
in Hawaii. Through use of a special div-

ing suit devised by Mr. Barringer many
dramatic situations have been made pos-
sible in the under sea filming.
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Comfort and Beauty Both Essential

HEN theatre patrons enter your
theatre, the first impression they get

is its beauty. Their eyes wander from one

point of interest to another and all un-

consciously make comparison with other

theatres. But, however beautiful your

theatre may be, if the seating is of poor

quality the lack of comfort creates a feeling

of restlessness so that the performance and

attractions cannot be fully enjoyed.

Great care is taken by our Theatre Engi-

neering Department to plan chairs that not

only harmonize perfectly with the theatre

interior but offer the greatest possible com-

fort as well. Ease in operation, elimination

of squeaks, well proportioned backs and

seats, and correctly placed arm rests are

only a few of the points considered for

proper comfort.

W

A broadside is being prepared showing recent theatre chair in-

stallations made by us and also chair suggestions for the re-

furbishing of old or the entire equipping of new theatres.

J3nifciran^Seating QraqKog!
NEW YORK CHICAGO BOSTON PHILADELPHIA

114 W. 41st St. 12 E. Jackson Blvd. 65-D Canal St. 252 S. Broad St.
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THEATRE CONSTRUCTION
AND EQUIPMENT

16 Year Old House Remodeled
Old Grand Theatre, Madison, \\ is., .You' Knoun as The Xeu Madison.

Takes Place Among L p-to-Date Playhouses Through Improtements

Indianapolis House
Boasts Firesaieness

In Projection Room
In a recent visit to the Apollo theatre

Wesley Trout, projection engineer, was
very much impressed with the fire proof
equipment of the theatre which he de-

scribes following:
The new Apollo theatre, Indianapolis,

projection room is a marvel from the fire

prevention standpoint. Not one piece of

wood is used in any part of the projection
room.

This projection room was designed by
Vonnegut. Miller & Bohn, architects, in

collaboration with fire engineers of Stone
& Stafford. It contains the very latest

in improvements that go to make a pro-
jection room in a theatre safe, and also

contains devices that are recommended
by the board of fire underwriters.

* * *

The projection room is constructed of
concrete throughout with only one door
leading up from the theatre proper. This
door is constructed of standard material
which makes it fireproof and which auto-
matically closes by a chain and weight
attachment. All the openings in front of

the projection room are protected by
3/16-inch solid steel plates which auto-
matically drop if a film should happen to

catch fire in any part of the room or
in the projection machine.
Placed above each projection machine

is a small fusible link, which, in case of

a fire in the room or in the projection
machine, melts and causes the steel plates

to drop and close all the openings in

the entire room. Placed at each side of

the projection machines is a standard fire

extinguisher. All films when they are not
in use are placed in a large fire proof
vault. The table on which the rewinding
is done is made of a heavy metal.

* * *

Fresh air is supplied to the projection-

ist from a ten inch fan which brings the

air to him from a specially constructed
Tent in the top of the projection room
which goes to the outside of the theatre.

There is a current of good fresh air run-
ning through the booth at all times.

Two Simplex and Peerless arc controls
are used.

Rothafel to Demonstrate

Theatre Lighting Methods
Professional lighting engineers and

students of stage lighting have become
so interested in the ingenious lighting
effects at the Capitol theatre. Xew York
City, that they have asked S. L. Rotha-
fel for a demonstration of his theories
and methods. Accordingly, Mr. Rotha-
fel has arranged for a professional group
to be present at night at the lighting re-

hearsal of a new performance,

j
The invited audience will include

lighting engineers of the Westinghouse
Lamp Company, the Western Electric
Company, the Society for Electrical De-
velopment and students of engineering
and stage lighting at Columbia Univer-
sity, and the Polytechnic Institute of
Brooklyn.

FROM a theatre erected sixteen years
ago has sprung one of the finest

playhouses in Madison. Wis., and prob-
ably of any city of a similar size. It is

the new Madison.
Sixteen years ago when this theatre

was first built it was one of the show
places of Madison, but as evolution in

the entertainment world gradually took
place, it was more and more relegated
to the background and since that time
several other show houses have been
built, which were more magnificent and
more elaborate than the old Grand dared
hope to be.

For eleven years the theatre was op-
erated jointly by Messrs. Sherwood and
McWilliams and for the past five years
F. J. McWilliams, president or the

i
Mo-

tion Picture Theatre Owners of Wiscon-
sin, has been at the helm.
With the opening of the doors of the

New Madison theatre the people of
Madison have been treated to magnifi-
cence and splendor such as no other
city of its size in the country can boast.

The Xew Madison is. in fact, one of the
most pretentious show palaces outside of
the big cities in the United States.

Decorated in Blue and Ivory

As one enters the beautiful lobby and
sees the drapes in tones of blue and
burnt orange and realizes the expendi-
ture that has been made in decorations
which are also in harmony with the gen-
eral color scheme, being blue and ivory,

one fully appreciates the touch of the
master decorator. The color scheme of

the entire theatre is one of soft tones
and one of harmonious blending of color
values. Even the thick velvety carpets
of taupe lend their complement to the
general color scheme. Likewise the seats

which are done in genuine blue leather,

emphasizes still more the tone of quiet

elegance prevalent throughout the house.
-One special feature of the new Madi-

son theatre is the wonderfully large organ
with a disappearing hydraulic lift for the

organ-console. It is one of the largest

organs ever installed by the Bartola
Organ Company. Practically any com-
bination of instruments can be played on
this organ and any addition thereto.

There are other special stops which are

found only in the highest priced instru-

ments in the country, running into hun-
dreds of thousands of dollars. The organ
lofts, two in number, if placed end to

end. would almost be sufficient to accom-
modate a small town theatre.

Lighting Fixtures Described

As one enters the auditorium proper
the first thing that strikes the eye are

the magnificent lighting fixtures in gold,

bronze and polychrome. These harmon-
ize with the general color scheme of

the theatre. The lighting fixtures, espe-

cially those on the walls, are of Gothic
pattern, especially designed by Lewis St.

Pierre, art director for the chain of

Fischer theatres. The fixtures themselves
are in the form of lanterns of ancient

Gothic pattern and the soft subdued light
which streams from them has a soothing
effect while watching the picture.
Bringing out all the more the quiet,

refined tones of the general color scheme"
are the contrasting colors of the stage
decorations, which are brought out by
means of spot and floodlights in a my-
riad of colors. The entire stage decora-
tions were also designed by Mr. St.

Pierre, as was also the music for the
opening night, the theme being developed
by Xat Casper of Chicago.
For the opening night a special pro-

logue consisting of fifteen people, adults
as well as children, was given. This
prologue consisted of characterizations
of various units of the program which
is to be shown at the Xew Madison the-

atre and it is without a doubt one of the
most elaborate things that has ever been
attempted in a theatre of its size. The
prologue was augmented by an orchestra
of twelve pieces and the opening feature
was Gloria Swanson and Antonio Moreno
in "My American Wife."

Has Large Electric Sign

Last but not least the metamorphosis
from which the old Grand has gone has
extended to the old outside of the build-
ing where a new metal canopy has been
placed which is decorated in gold leaf

with 132 special diffusing lamps to give
the proper flash. Above this, sending out
its message to the world of Madison
rises a huge electric sign with the name
of the theatre "Madison" in high powered
electric lights. Frank Fischer of the
Fischer Theatres is back of the new pro-
ject on which considerable money has
been spent to bring it to its new and
present grandeur.

Kansas City. Mo., to

Get Two More Houses
Proposed construction of two more

motion picture theatres in Kansas City
has been announced, the Troostwood and
the Rockhill. The Troostwood theatre

will be operated by Frank Reber. a con-
tractor, and his three sons. Clarence.

John and Glenn Reber. The house will

be 60x123 feet with a seating capacity
of 1,000. The estimated cost of the build-

ing is S50.000. Wilson & Crans, Kansas
City, are the architects.

The Rockhill theatre will form the right

wing of a $400,000 building to be erected

by the Watson-Roth Building & In-

vestment Company, of which Jack Roth,
manager of the Isis theatre, is president.

It will seat 1.920. Boiler Brothers have
prepared plans.

Owensboro, Ky.—Strand Amusement
Company has acquired the Grand theatre

in this city.

Nora Springs, la.—Phillip Triem of

Clear Lake has acquired the Palace thea-

tre here and has also taken a lease on the

Rockford theatre.



Rothafel rinds
Opera Popular on
Capitol Program

COINCIDENT with the current vogue
of jazz—whether it be in the form of

syncopated classics or symphonic synco-
pation—it is interesting to note the de-
velopment of another angle of music
which has become part of the popular
motion picture fare. Several weeks ago
a series of operatic "Impressions" was in-
troduced by S. L. Rothafel at the Capi-
tol, New York. The first of these was
"Faust," which proved so popular that it

has since been followed by "Carmen,"
"Cavelleria Rusticana" and "Aida." Mr.
Rothafel's method of presentation is a
particularly happy one. He has selected
the high spots of the opera— the best
known arias and episodes—and knit them
together with excellent staging devices,
special lighting effects and interesting set-

tings, into a highly dramatic and intensely
interesting tabloid.

* * *

With the proportions of the Capitol
grand orchestra, directed by Erno Rapee,
as a background for the orchestral score;

artists experienced in operatic routine to

interpret the leading roles; the Capitol
Ballet with its clever dancers to add to

the brilliance of the picture; and an en-

semble of voices to give weight and

strength to the vocal support; Mr. Rotha-
fel has succeeded in creating an achieve-
ment which would do credit to operatic
standards and yet which seems to fit per-

fectly into the surroundings and atmos-
phere of the type of motion picture thea-

tre which the Capitol epitomizes.
Commenting on the success of these

offerings Mr. Rothafel says:

* * *

"I believe that certain portions of the

operas always have been and always will

be popular with motion picture audiences.

I do not say that these people who find

the tabloid operatic forms entertaining

would find it possible to sit through and
enjoy the opera in its entirety, many of

whose passages are slow even to the

musically initiated. But by extracting the

high spots—the best musical elements

—

and offering it to them in the idiom which
they understand, we introduce them to

works which they would probably know
no other way.
This type of thing, however, must be

alternated with other types of incidental

music in order to keep up a varied and
interesting entertainment. In a week or

two we shall return to the lighter Diver-

tissements which are always well re-

ceived."

Aledo, 111.—L. J. Trevor has leased the

Aledo Opera House from J. W. Edwards.

*

Dennison, O.—Jacob Smith is again

the owner of the Grand theatre here

which has been operated by Cowan &
Rudolph.

New Projects
Rosalia, Kan.— C. Ernest Liggett,

owner of the Liggett theatre, has an-

nounced that a $50,000 theatre will be

erected in this city to be known as the

Liggett theatre. The new house will seat

TOO and be modern in every respect.

St. Louis, Mo.—Contract for razing

the buildings on the site of the $1,000,000

Marcus Loew State theatre, Eighth and
Washington avenue, was let to Advance
Wrecking Company and work started

April 23.
*

St. Louis, Mo.—Construction of the

Kingsland theatre, Gravois and Alma
avenues, is proceeding rapidly and the

house is expected to open about Septem-
ber 1. It is being erected by Audray
Realty Company, which is controlled by
Eugene and Harry Freund, owners of the

Cinderella and Woodland theatres. The
house will cost $100,000 and seat 1,850.

*

Valley City, N. Dak.—John Piller,

owner of the Grand and Rex theatres in

this city has acquired valuable property

in the heart of the city on which he will

erect a modern theatre.
*

Los Angeles—Southern Realty Finance
Corporation will erect a $100,000 Egyp-
tian theatre at Arcadia.

*

Milwaukee, Wis.—Plans have been
completed by Rapp & Rapp, 190 N. State

street, Chicago, for the $450,000 theatre

for Saxe Amusement company.
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ChicagoTradeEvents
Elgin Solon Presents

Bill to Ban Carnivals
Nomad Troupes Accompanied

By Lawlessness, Says

Legislator

A bill has been introduced in the Illi-

nois state legislature by Representative
Ralph Hoar of Elgin to ban carnivals
from the state. The measure is looked
upon with favor by exhibitors of the state,

whose worst competitors during the sum-
mer months are these nomad troupes.
The Elgin solon states that although

efforts have been made to kill the bill,

there is every possibility of enactment,
owing to support of it by many leading
organizations which are anxious to see

lawlessness driven from the state.

Prohibited in Many Cities

In commenting upon his measure, Rep-
resentative Hoar said:

"There are already many cities and
towns in our state which do not allow
transient companies of this character to

show in their communities. There are

many more which have placed the license

fee so high that it is prohibitive for the

carnivals to stop there. Not long ago a

carnival company showed at Elgin and
two members of the outfit were convicted

of burglary and served sentences in the

Kane county jail. The same outfit moved
on to Dixon and a murder occurred.

"And last season one of the transient

companies which showed at Pana had
just lost one of its owners. He was shot

in a brawl. At Springfield two years ago
a bootlegger was arrested and the evi-

dence showed that he had been selling

moonshine on the carnival grounds to

fifteen and sixteen-year-old boys. The
list of these occurrences would fill a great

volume. We all know what these com-
panies are, what they do, and we know
only too well what they do not do.

Some Have Good Management

"There are some of the outdoor shows
which have a good management and hon-
tstiy strive to keep their shows clean,

good, free from all gambling devices,

loose women, hanger-on-criminals, boot-

leggers and the like. .But the majority of

these carnivals and other transient shows
make only one attempt in each com-
munity and that is to get the money in

whatever way they can. It is these com-
panies that have caused this bill to be
introduced and it is these very companies
which are trying at this time to kill the

bill."

Wisconsin Blue Laws
Modified by Assembly

By a vote of 51 to 42 the Wisconsin
assembly has voted to modify the Sunday
closing observance law to permit "pub-
lic diversion, dancing, sport, game or

play."
This action reverses the recent stand

taken by the lower house against modi-
fication of blue laws. The liberal forces

were strong on all roll calls.

Tony V. Philbin, formerly assistant

manager but recently on the road for

Goldwyn, has been transferred to the
New York office of Goldwyn. He left

Sunday for his new position as assistant

to W. F. Rodgers.

Chicago Man Is Named
Executive Aid to Hays

Arthur Krock, widely known news-
paper man of Louisville, Ky., who hails
from Chicago, where his parents reside
at 4017 Clarendon avenue, has been ap-
pointed executive assistant to Will H.
Hays, head of . the M. P. P. D. A.

In joining the Hays organization Mr.
Krock left a post as editor-in-chief of
the Louisville Times. He has been con-
nected with the Louisville Herald, was
managing editor of the Courier-Journal
and with the Associated Press for two
years. Mr. Krock's articles in connec-
tion with the peace conference gained
considerable attention and he was one
of a committee of three correspondents
assigned to request open sessions of the
conferences.

Warner Brothers and
Second National Settle

The suit brought by Warner Brothers
against the Second National Pictures of
Illinois, which controls the Warner Bros,
franchise in the Illinois territory, has
been amicably settled outside the juris-

diction of court. A disagreement arose
some time ago between the Warner or-
ganization and Second National over the
first run situation in Chicago, the War-
ners contending that' their productions
were not receiving the proper first run
presentation in that city.

As a result of the settlement three of

the latest Warner releases, "Little

Church Around the Corner," "Brass"
and "Main Street," have been booked
and will be shown within the near fu-

ture at the Chicago theatre.

Greiver Buys Comedies
Si Greiver, of Greiver Productions,

has just closed a contract with Tri-Stonc
Pictures. Inc., for the distribution of a
series of old Keystone comedies, star-

ring Mabel Normand, Charles Chaplin,
Mack Swain, Chester Conklin and other
screen notables, in the Northern Illinois

and Indiana territory.

The first of these is "Dough and Dyna-
mite," with Chaplin and Conklin, second
will be "Caught in a Cabaret" and the
third is "His Trysting Place." Greiver
Productions has booked the series with
first run houses throughout the district,

it is announced.

Daughter Weds
Miss Gladys Leserman, daughter of I.

Leserman, of the Universal Exchange,
was married on April 22 to Joseph Wolf
of Tampa, Fla., at the Cooper-Carlton
Hotel. The wedding took place in the

Rose room at six o'clock and was fol-

lowed by a reception in the Crystal Ball

room.
The newlyweds left for a wedding trip

through the South and will make their

home in Tampa.

Harry Ascher, of Ascher Bros., met
with an accident while in a taxicab last

Wednesday evening, which landed him
in Englewood hospital. He sustained a

broken collar bone and other injuries

when the cab he was in struck another
machine at Sixty-third street and Loomis
boulevard.

Tax Free Publishers
Form Music Society

Hits by Hitherto Unknown
Composers to Be Played

Over Radios
1 here were two developments in the

"music tax" situation in Chicago during
the past week which are of national in-
terest to exhibitors as well as to the radio
interests.

The radio people organized the Na-
tional Association of Broadcasters and
declared open war on the American So-
ciety of Authors, Composers and Pub-
lishers. Simultaneous with this was the
formation of the Associated Independent
Music Publishers.

Bates Heads Publishers

Exhibitors' hopes for tax-free music lie

principally in the latter organization,
which is headed by Robert Charles Hates,
177 North State street, Chicago.

This organization, according to an-
nouncements, will supply music by
hitherto unheard of composers and writ-
ers "tax free."

Rosenthal in Chicago

While the broadcasters and the pub-
lishers were organizing, J. C. Rosenthal,
New York manager of the A. S. A. C. P.,

was in Chicago meeting with the local

members of the organization at the Sher-
man hotel.

"Radio broadcasting is not a charitable
institution," Mr. Rosenthal told the pub-
lishers. "It is done, if not for direct gain,

for its advertising value. Publishers
throughout the country say that radio

broadcasting has cut down the sale of

sheet music, player piano rolls, and
phonograph records. These are our only
source of profit, our only means of liveli-

hood. All we have to sell is our music.

Why should commercial radio stations

expect to get it for nothing?"

Hamilton Club Sees

Big Universal Film
Through arrangements made between

Roderick Ross, chairman of the motion
picture entertainment committee of the

Hamilton Club, Chicago, and Herman
Stern, sales manager of Universal ex-

change, the H. A. Snow films "Hunting
Big Game in Africa with Gun and Cam-
era" were shown privately last Friday

evening. The press was invited and the

large gymnasium was filled to capacity

for the screening. An enjoyable dinner

was served previous to the showing.

Ascher Brothers Sell

Cosmopolitan Theatre
Nathan Ascher, president of the Cos-

mopolitan Securities Company, sold the

Cosmopolitan theatre, at 7924 Halsted

street, last week to Nathan Goodman and

Charles B. Burkhardt, for a reported con-

sideration of $328,000. It was a combina-
tion store, office building and theatre, the

theatre having a seating capacity of 854.
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CHICAGO PERSONALITIES 1

._ By J. R. M...

BRUNHILD and Young have pur-

chased the Douglas theatre, 22nd st.

and Sawyer ave. Eddie Kounovsky
build this house in 1910 and has con-

ducted it ever since.
* * *

Ralph Crocker of the Star theatre,

Elgin, is getting all set for the opening

of his new 1,700-seat house. Ralph is

anxious to book good pictures for the

discriminating public of his town, and
while there are plenty to pick from he

says they don't all qualify as sure-fire

box office attractions. Well, Ralph has

been in the biz. long enough to know.
* * *

Harry Phillips, the Universal demon
salesman, is happy. He just got word
that he is the winner of a solid gold

watch, which is now being engraved for

him and will be shipped from New York
in a few days. It is his reward for stack-

ing up the most sales for "Foolish
Wives."

* * *

Universal Exchange had a slight fire

in its Publicity department on Wednes-
day evening, caused by crossed wires.

H. Weiss and Geo. Collins, two bookers
who were working late, proved the he-

roes of the occasion, and after they ex-

tinguished the blaze were properly
awarded a big medal.

* * *

Film Row was deserted on Wednesday.
All loyal Sox fans went to the opening
game at the South-side park.

* * *

L. M. Rubens, former president of Illi-

nois M. P. T. 0., passed up the oppor-
tunity to get a million dollars' worth of

publicity recently, when he didn't an-
nounce that he too was taken ill after

his return from visiting King Tut-ankh-
amen's tomb. L. M. was present when
Lord Carnorvarn opened Tut's tomb and
later died from the sting of an insect, and
Mr. Rubens might just as well have
cashed in on the same bug bite.

* * *

S. T. Marks and C. O. Roberts, Vita-
graph city salesmen, have both got the
Cadillac fever. They're driving Cad.
coupes these days.

* * *

The Security Pictures exchange has

moved from the second floor at 808 South
Wabash ave. to the first floor, 738 South
Wabash.

* * *

Harry M. Berman and Nat Rothstein,
of the Film Booking Offices, passed
through Chicago last week, en route to

Los Angeles where they will discuss new
productions with the coast officials.

* * *

C. E. Jensen, another F. B. O. official,

called at the local exchange. He left on
Monday for New York city.

* * *

Did you see J. L. McCurdy's lobby dis-

play for "Hunting Big Game in Africa?"
Some flash, and it's doing the work, for

the Randolph is playing to capacity busi-

ness these days.
* * *

Al Hoffman is not going to leave us.

No, the F. B. O. salesman will remain
in Chicago, and can tell you all about
"Westbound Limited" if you want to

know.
* * *

And while we're on the subject, Steve
O'Connor, the Herald-Examiner news
hound who made the death-defying trip

to Fox island in an airplane to rescue ten

woodsmen, told of his experience before
the F. B. O. salesmen last Saturday at

noon.
* * *

C. E. Penrod, former Chicago boy, and
now assistant general sales manager F.

B. O., paid this village a flying visit last

week.
* * *

Mort Henoch, former Universal sales-

man, has joined the Goldwyn forces,

handling the West side.

* * *

The Orpheum theatre, on State street,

has the Chicago-made production "The
Little Girl Next Door" for its attraction

this week. The Blair Coan film is booked
for an indefinite run.

* * *

I. Maynard Schwartz proved he knows
how to stage a vaudeville show, as well
as run an exchange, at the "Get-together"
Dinner of the Illinois M. P. T. O. and the

Chicago Film Board of Trade dinner
April 18.

* * *

Mrs. R. E. Seery and daughter, Betty
Jane, have returned from Biloxi, Miss.,

and New Orleans, La., after a six weeks'
vacation.

* * *

Joe Campbell has resigned as Goldwyn
film salesman and signed up with Re-
nown Film Company. It is rumored
Jerry Abrams, who will handle the Sol
Lesser and Elaine Hammerstein pictures
hereabouts, will occupy the quarters va-
cated by United Artists.

* * *

E. J. Eichenlaub packed up his ink
well and books and moved the United
Artists exchange up stairs over Goldwyn,
where the "Big Four" have lighter and
much more commodious quarters.

* * *

Several changes were made in the per-
sonnel of the Chicago censor board last

week, following the inauguration of
Mayor Dever. Mrs. Amy Adams suc-
ceeds Mrs. Kerr as chief censor, and
Clarence O'Connell, Mrs. Sorensen and
Mrs. Bennett are new members, the lat-

ter being re-appointed. It looks like a
square deal all around now for the film
companies.

Laemmle Scholarship

Plan Wins Praise of
Visual Society Head

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, May 1.—Dudley Grant
Hays, director of Visual Education of

Chicago and president of the National

Academy of Visual Instruction, has writ-

ten Carl Laemmle a hearty commenda-
tion of his offer of scholarships to stu-

dents qualifying as the best scenario

writers.
Mr. Hays sees in the move, a possibil-

ity that will result in teachers making
this thought part of their regular work
with classes in literature.

In his letter Mr. Hays also states: "It
has often occurred to me that splendid
work might be done, not only in the uni-
versities and colleges, but also in high
schools, by allowing credits to be given
to the pupils who prepare the best screen
review of films that they see portrayed
in their respective commuiiities."

A humorous scene from "Fools and Riches," a forthcoming The big Monte Carlo scene from "The Enemies of Women "
H

-^
r
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,
nson P,cture whlch Universal Pictures Corp. in which Cosmopolitan Corporation presents Lionel Barry-

wul publish. more
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Available Attractions
rHIS DEPARTMENT will appear periodically as film publication schedules warrant and

will present full data on attractions not included to date in THE BOX OFFICE RECORD

AMERICAN RELEASING
CHALLENGE. Dolores Cassinelli, 5,052—Love

story of victory and sacrifice. Dir. Tom Tcr-
ris. Pro. Star Productions.

QUICKSANDS. Helene Chadwick. Richard Dix.
6.541—Melodrama based on governmental fight

against narcotic smugglers. Au. Howard
Hawks. Dir. Jack Conwav. Pro. Hawks. Rev.
5/5/23.

OUTLAWS OF THE SEA. Marguerite Courtot.
5,355 — Melodrama baud on Florida- Bahama
ruin running. Au. & Dir. John Okey. Pro.
John Ilrunton. *

GOOD MEN AND BAD. Marin Sais. 4.015—
Melodrama of the Argentine. Au. & Dir. Wm.
Merrill McCormick. Pro. F. \V. Kraemer.

MODERN MARRIAGE. Francis X. Bushman.
Beverly Bayne, 6,000 Societ) drama involving
murder mystery. From Derek \'ane's novel,

"Lady yarley." Dir. Lawrence C Windom.
Pro. F. X. B. Pictures. Rev. 4/28/23.

OTHER SIDE. Fritzi Brunette, Pat O'Malley.
6,000—Drama of divorce with both sides im-
partially shown. Au. Thelma LaNier. Dir. &
Pro. Hugh Dierker.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
IS DIVORCE A FAILURE? Leah Baird, 6.

Romantic adventure spectacle. From "All
Mine," a play by Dorian Neve. Dir. Wallace
Worsley. Pro. A. E. Beck. Rev. 3/24/23.

ALICE ADAMS. Florence Vidor. 7. Social
struggle of small town girl. Au. Booth Tark-
ington. Dir. Rowland V. Lee. Pro. King
Vidor. Rev. 4/7/23.

HEAD HUNTERS OF THE SOUTH SEAS.
4,387—Adventures in South Seas. Pro,: Mar-
tin Johnson.

WOMAN WHO FOOLED HERSELF. Mae Al-
lison, Robert Ellis, 5,400—Chorus girl's rebel-
lion against crooked employers. Au. : Charles
Logue. Dir.: Robert Ellis. Pro.: F. A. Mac
Manus. Rev. 11/25/22.

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
BELLA DONNA. Pola Negri. 7.903— Dramatic

story of Egvpt and the Sahara. Au. Robert
Hichens. Dir. George Fitzmaurice. Rev.
4/21/23.

GRUMPY, Theodore Roberts. 6.591— From stage
play of same name. Au. Horace Hodges-
I. Wigney Percvval. Dir. Wm. DcMille. Rev.
4/14/23.

GO-GETTER. T. Roy Barnes. 7,771—Comedy-
drama of live-wire ex-service man's business
success. Au. Peter B. Kyne. Dir. E. H.
Griffith. Pro. Cosmopolitan. Rev. 5/5/23.

TRAIL OF THE LONESOME PINE. Mary
Miles Minter, Antonio Moreno. 5,695—Ken-
tucky mountain story, from book by John Fox.
Jr. Dir. Charles Maign/! Rev. 4/28/23.

PRODIGAL DAUGHTERS. Gloria Swanson.
6,216—Tale of the iazz craze. Au. Joseph
Hocking. Dir. Sam Wood. Rev. 5/12/23.

TIGER'S CLAW. Jack Holt. 5.297 — Young
American engineer meets adventure in India.
Au. Jack Cunningham. Dir. Joseph Hena-
berry.

YOU CAN T FOOL YOUR WIFE. Lewis Stone.
Leatrice Joy, Pauline Garon, Nita Naldi. 5.703—Society drama with Xita Naldi in vamp role.
Au. Waldemar Young. Dir. George Mclford.
Rev. 5/12/23.

NE'ER-DO-WELL. Thomas Meighan —
Worthless son of wealth's adventures in Pan-
ama. Au. Rex Beach. Dir. Alfred E. Green.

SIXTY CENTS AN HOUR, Walter Hiers—Comedy-drama built around heroic soda
clerk. Au Frank Condon. Dir. Joseph Hena-
berry.

RUSTLE OF SILK, Betty Compson, Conway
Tearle. 6,947—Romance of house maid and
English statesman. Au. Cosmo Hamilton.

FOG BOUND, Dorothy Dalton —Drama
laid in Florida swamps and fogs. Au. lack
Bechdolt. Dir. Irvin W. Willat

SNOW BRIDE, Alice Brady. 5.375—Melodrama
laid amid snows of L'pner Canada. Au. Sonya
Levien. Dir. Henry Kolker. Rev. 5/12/23.

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
FOURTH MUSKETEER, Johnnie Walker, 6.218.

Comedy of fight rins manners and social am-

WITH this isiue all picture data
given in the March, 1923,

"Box Office Record" or previously
is eliminated. Data presented here-
with will be retained and reprinted
at intervals with additions as pub-
lication schedules warrant. All in-

formation gathered will be included
in the September issue of the
"Record."
The "Herald" will supply film

companies with blanks for the
scheduling of product upon request.
Address: "Available Attractions,"
Exhibitors Herald.

bitions. Au. H. C. Witwer. Dir. Wm. K.
Howard. Rev. 4/7/23.

CRASHIN' THROUGH. Harry Carey. 5,190.
Western drama. Au. Elizabeth Dejeans. Dir.
Val Paul.

WESTBOUND LIMITED. Ralph Lewis
Heart interest drama of locomotive engineer.
Au. Emelic Johnson. Dir. & Pro. Emory John-
son.

WONDERS OF THE SEA, Lulu McGrath.
5,500. Undersea picture showing deep-sea ex-
ploration, Au., Dir. & Pro. J. Ernest William
son.

REMITTANCE WOMAN. Ethel Clayton, 6
Chinese melodrama built around American girl

in orient. Au. Achmed Abdullah. Dir. Wesley
Ruggtes.

WHEN LOVE COMES, Helen Jerome Eddy.
4.500—Romantic story of small town New Eng-
land town. Au. : Ray Carroll. Dir. : Wm. A.
Seiter. Rel. 12/10/22. Rev. 12/23/22.

CAPTAIN FLY BY NIGHT. Johnny Walker.
4,900—Romance of Old California. Au. : John-
stone McCulley. Dir.: W. K. Howard. Rel.
12/24/22. Rev. 12/30/22.

CANYON OF THE FOOLS. Harry Carey. 5.-

128—Western drama. Au. Eugene Matthews
Hallet. Dir. Val Paul. Pro. R-C. Rev.
2/17/23.

FIRST NATIONAL
WANDERING DAUGHTERS. Marguerite De
La Motte. Marjorie Daw. Allan Forrest —
Story shows revelries of two daughters and
results Au. Dana Durnet. Dir. James Young.
Pro. Young.

WITHIN THE LAW, Normal Talmadge. 7,000—
Drama from stage play of same name. Au.
Bayard Yeiller. Dir. Frank Lloyd. Pro.
Joseph H. Schenck. Rev. 5/5/23.

SCARS OF JEALOUSY. Lloyd Hughes, Mar-
guerite De La Motte. Frank Keenan. Edward
Burns. 6.246—Brotherhood of hate story. Au.
Anthony E. Rudd. Dir. Lambert Hillyer. Pro.
Thomas H. Ince. Rev. 3/24/23.

BRIGHT SHAWL, Richard Barthelmess. Dor-
othy Gish. 7.426—Drama of American's adven-
tures in Cuba during Spanish rule. Au. Joseph
Hergesheimer. Dir. John S. Robertson. Pro.
Inspiration. Rev. 5/5/23.

ISLE OF LOST SHIPS. Milton Sills, Anna Q.
Nilsson, 7,425—Melodrama centering about
mysterious floating outlaw island of dead ships.

Au. Crittenden Marriott. Dir. Maurice Tour-
neur. Pro. Tourneur. Rev. 4/7/23.

FOX
GOOD-BY GIRLS. William Russell, 4,746.
Comedy-drama. Au. George Foxall. Dir.

Jerome Storm. Rev. 3/31/23.

THREE JUMPS AHEAD, Tom Mix, 4,854. Tale
of Western plains. Au. & Dir. Jack Ford. Rev.
4/7/23.

TRUXTON KING, John Gilbert, 6. Drama of
American who saved a throne. Au. George Barr
McCutcheon. Dir. Jerome Storm. Rev. 2/24/23.

BUSTER, Dustin Farnum, 4,587. Tale of the
West. Au. William Patterson White. Dir.
Colin Camphrll Rev 3/10/23.

BUCKING THE BARRIER, Dustin Fsrnuxo.
4.566. Alaska wilderness story. Au. George
Goodchild. Dir. Colin Campbell.

LOVEBOUND. Shirley Mason. Drama
of mystery and emotion. Ao. George Scar-
borough. Dir. Henry Otto.

SNOWDRIFT. Charles Jones Northern
melodrama. Au. James B. Hendryx. Dir. Scott
Dunlap.

TOWN THAT FORGOT GOD, Ben Grauer.
Warren Krech, 8.450. Story of small town
narrowness. Au. Mr. X. Dir. Harry Millarde
Rev. 11/18/22.

GOLDWYN
VANITY FAIR. Mabel Ballin. Eleanor Board-

man. George Walsh. Harrison Ford. Hobart
Bosworth. Earl Foxe, 7,688—Screen transla-
tion of Thackeray's novel. Dir. Hugo Ballin.
Pro. Ballin.

SOULS FOR SALE, Eleanor Boardman. Mae
Busch, Frank Mayo, Richard Dix, Lew Cody,
7,864—Story of Hollywood picture colony, from
Rupert Hughes' novel. Au. & Dir. Rupert
Hughes. Rev. 4/14/23.

BACKBONE. Alfred Lunt, Edith Roberts, 6,821—Love romance starting in France ami ful-

filled in Maine. Au. Clarence Buddington Kel-
land. Dir. Edward Sloman. Pro. Distinctive.
Rev. 5/5/23.

LAST MOMENT, Henry Hull. Doris Kenyon.
Louis Wolheim, 5,442—Mystery and adventure
starting in New York and moving to schooner.
Au. Jack Boyle. Pro. J. Parker Read, Jr.

HODKINSON
WHILE PARIS SLEEPS. Lon Chaney. Mildred

Manning. 4.700— From "The Glory of Love,"
a romance of the Latin Quarter. Pro. Maurice
Tourneur. Rev. 2/10/23.

DOLLAR DEVILS. Eva Novak. Joseph Dow-
ling. 5.600— Small-town comedv-drama. Pro.
Victor Schcrtzinger. Rev. 2/24/23.

JUST LIKE A WOMAN. Marguerite De La
Motte. Ralph Graves —Comedy-drama.
Au. & Pro. Grace S. Haskins. Dir. Scott
Ileal Hugh McClung. Rev. 3/31/23.

LION'S MOUSE, Wyndham Standing, Mar-
guerite Marsh —Melodrama. Dir. Oscar
Apfel. Pro. Jollandia Film Corp. Rev. 4/7/23.

MAN FROM GLENGARRY. Anders Randolph,
Pauline Garon, Warner Richmond, Marion
Swayne, 6.000—Romance of the Ottawa River
lumber camps. Au. Ralph Connor. Pro. Ern-
est Shipman. Rev. 4/28/23.

AFFAIRS OF LADY HAMILTON. L.ane Haid.
7.000—True story of the love affair of Lord
Nelson. Dir. Richard Oswold. Rev. 5/5/23.

LICHTMAN PREFERRED
POOR MEN'S WIVES. Barbara LaMarr, David

Butler, ZaSu Pitts, Betty Francisco, 6,963—
Triumph of love and poverty over riches and
frivolity. Au. : Frank Dazey and Agnes John-
ston. Dir. : Gasnier. Pro. : Preferred. Rev.
2/17/23.

HERO, Barbara LaMarr, Gaston Glass, Doris
Pawn, 6,800—-Story of moral courage against
physical bravery from stage play. Au. : Gilbert
Emery. Dir.: Gasnier. Pro., Preferred.

METRO
NOISE IN NEWBORO. Viola Dana. 6.000—
Story of small-town life. Au. Edgar Franklin.
Dir.' Harry Beaumont. Rev. 4/28/23.

SOUL OF THE BEAST. Madge Bellamy, Noah
Beery, Cullen Landis, 5,000—Story of circus
performer and run-awav elephant. Dir. John
Griffith Wray. Pro. Thomas H. Ince. Rev.
4/28/23.

SUCCESS, Naomi Childers. 7,000—Story of stage
life and stage people. Au. Adeline Leitzbach-
Theodore A. Lieber. Jr. Dir. Ralph Ince. Rev.
4/14/23.

TRAILING AFRICAN WILD ANIMALS. 7,000—African adventures of Martin Johnson and
party. Rev. 4/28/23.

PATHE
DR. JACK, Harold Lloyd, 5.—Semi-slapstick ro-

mantic comedy. Au. Hal Roach, Sam Taylor.
Jean Havez. Dir. Fred Newraeyer. Pro.
Roach. Rev. 12/23/22.

SAFETY LAST, Harold Lloyd, 7.—Thrill com-
edy. Au. Hal Roach, Sam Taylor, Tim Whelan.
Dir. Fred Newmever, Sam Taylor. Pro. Roach.
Rev. 3/17/23.
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UNIVERSAL
TOWN SCANDAL. Gladys Walton. 5.000 —

Stage girl's conquest of small-town Purity
League. Au. Frederick Arnold Kummer. Dir.
King Baggot. Rev. 4/28/23.

ABYSMAL BRUTE. Reginald Denny. 7,000

—

Storv of prize ring and fighters. An. Tack
London. Dir. Hobart Henley. Rev. 4/21/23.

BAVU, Wallace Beery. 6,000—Story of Russia
after Czar's dethronement. Au. Earl Carroll
(play). Dir. Stuart Paton. Rev. 4/28. 23.

VITAGRAPH
MASTERS OF MEN. Earle Williams. Alice Cal-

houn. Cullen Landis, Wanda Hawley. 6.800

—

Drama of the sea. Au. Morgan Robertson.
Dir. David Smith. Rev. 4/21/23.

State Rights
BROKEN VIOLIN (Arrowl Dorothy MackaiU,

Zena Keefe, 6. Romance intershot with in-

trigue. Au. George Rogan. Dir. Jack Dillon.
Pro. Atlantic. Rev. 4/14/23.

DEVIL S DOORYARD (Arrow) William Fair-
banks, 4,838. Romantic western adventure. Au.
W. C. Tuttle. Dir. & Pro. Ben Wilson.

EAST SIDE WEST SIDE (Principal) Eileen
Percy, Kenneth Harlan. 6,000—Adaptation of

stage plav. Dir. Irving Cummings. Rev.
5/5/23.

GREATEST MENACE (J. G. Mayer) Ann Little,

Wilfred Lucas. Robert Gordon. Jack Livings-
ton. 5,000—Story portrayed of drug evil. Dir.

Albert Rogell. Rev. 5/5/23.

HER ACCIDENTAL HUSBAND (C. B. C).
Miriam Cooper. Mitchell Lewis. Richard
Tucker, Forrest Stanley, 5,800.—Melodrama
story of fisher folk. Au. Lois Zellner. Dir.

Dallas M. Fitzgerald. Pro. Belasco Produc-
tions.

LITTLE RED SCHOOLHOUSE (Arrow)
Martha Mansfield. E. K Lincoln, Sheldon
Lewis. Edmund Breese. 6.400. Frorr. staee
plav. Au. Hal Reid. Dir. John G. Adolfi. Pro.
Heyl.

LOST IN A BIG CITY (Arrow) John Lowell.
Baby Ivy Warde, 7,119. Melodrama from stage
plav. Au. L. Case Russell. Dir. George Irv-
ing. Pro. Blazed Trail. Rev. 1,27/23.

MIND OVER MATTER (Principal), Trixie
Friganza. Ralph Graves. Clara Horton. 5.

—

Modern melodramatic comedy. Au. Mary
Roberts Rinehart. Dir. Ward Lascelle. Pro.
Lascalle.

QUEEN OF SIN (Export & Import), Lucy
Doraine. 8,000—Reduced version of 18-reel Ger-
man film entitled "Sodom and Gomorrah." Rev.
4/12/23.

RIP TIDE (Arrow' Stuart Holmes. Rosemary
Theby, 6.400. Drama. Pro. Maescher.

SPAWN OF THE DESERT (Arrow) William
Fairbanks. 5,036. Western drama. Au. W. C.
Tuttle. Dir. & Pro. Ben Wilson.

Short Subjects
Cameo Comedies (1 rL)

EDUCATIONAL
Broke—Jimmy Adams. Virginia Vance.
On Sister—Jimmy Adams, Virginia Vance.
Family Troubles—Eddie Barry.
Dude—Jimmie Adams, Virginia Vance.

. Traffic—Jimmie Adams, Virginia Vance.
Exit Stranger—Cliff Bowes, Virginia Vance.
Small Change—Billy Eugene. Virginia Vance.

Christie Comedies (2 rls.)

Hot Water—Neal Burns.
Take Your Choice—Bobby Vernon.
Green as Grass—Jimmie Adams.
Winter Has Come—Dorothy Devore.
Roll Along—Jimmie Adams.

Hamilton Comedies (2 rls.)

Uneasv Feet—Llovd Hamilton.
F. O. B.—Lloyd Hamilton.

Mermaid Comedies (2 rls.)

Hold Tight—Lige Conley.
Kick Out—Lige Conley.
Cold Chills—Louise Fazenda.
This Way Out—Lige Conley.

Novelties

ROBERT C. BRUCE WILDERNESS TALES.
1 rL—Moonblind. Jenkins and the Mutt. From
the Window of Mv House.

LYMAN H. HOWE'S HODGE-PODGE. 1 rl.—
Tarpon Fishing, Speed Demons. Shooting the
Earth.

EARL HL'RD CARTOON" COMEDIES. 1 rl.—
The Movie Daredevil.

FOX
Sunshine Comedies (2 rls.)

The Wise Cracker. Hello Pardner, The Four-
flusher. Clothes and Oil. The Mummv, The 3 -Gun
Man. Where There's a Will.

Comedies (2 rls.)

Salesman—Al St. John.
Author—Al St. John.
Artist—Clyde Cook.

Educationals (part rl.)

School Days in Japan. An Alaskan Honeymoon.
Algeria. Cry stal Jewels, Sentinels of the Sea. Wild
Waters.

PATHE
Paul Parrot Comedies (1 rL)

The Smile Wins. Good Riddance. Speed the
Swede. Sunny Spain, For Art's Sake.

Our Gang Comedies (2 rls.)

Boys to Board—Giants vs. Yanks. Back Stage.

Leo Maloney Dramas (2 rls.)

When Fighting's 'Vecessary. 100 Percent Nerve.
Wings of the Storm, The Unsuspecting Stranger.
Hyde and Zeke.

Stan Laurel Comedies (1 rL)

Jags.
fhe Noon Whistle. Wl Wings. Under Two

James Kirkwood and Russel Griffin in a
scene from "You Are Guilty?" a Mas-
todon Films production, presented by C.

C. Burr, with an all-star cast.

Dippy Doo Dad Comedies (1 rl.)

Don't Flirt, The Watch Dog.

Snub Pollard Comedies (1 rl.)

Sold at Auction. California or Bust.

Scenes from "Good Riddance," the one-
reel Hal Roach comedy featuring Paul
Parrott, which Pathe issued on April 15.

Miscellaneous

PLUNDER—15 episode serial. Pearl White.
AESOP'S FABLES—Cartoon.
TOPICS OF THE DAY—Humor from the

I rcss.

SCREEN SAPSHOTS—Visits to film folks,
1 rl.. weeklv.
PATHE REVIEW—Educational. 1 rL. weeklv
PATHE NEWS—Newspicture. 1 rL, semi-

weekly.

UNIVERSAL
Comedies (1 and 2 rls.)

Tramps of Note (1). Neelv Edward*.
Skeletons (1). Neely Edwards.
Knockout (1). Eddie Lvons. Lee Mora-.
Fakers (1». Xeely Edwards. Bert Roach.

Century Comedies (2 rls.)

Dad's Boy—Buddy Messinger.
Sweetie—Baby Peggy.
Oh. Nursie—Marjorie Marcel, Jack Cooper.Why Dogs Leave Home—Brownie.
Ain't Love Awful—Special Cast.

Features (2 rls.)

Right-oi-Way Casey—Neal Hart.
Hard to Beat—Roy Stewart.
Radio Active Bomb—Roy Stewart.
Trail of No Return—Xeal Hart. Eileen Sedg-

wick.
Fight for a Mine—Roy Stewart.

Miscellaneous

PHANTOM FORTUNE—William Desmond
serial.

EAGLE'S TALONS—Fred Thompson. Ann
Little. seriaL
INTERNATIONAL NEWS—Newspicture. 1

rL, semi-weeklv.
LEATHER PUSHERS—Fight ring stories, 2

rls.. Reginald Denny.

VITAGRAPH
Larry Semon Comedies (2 rls.)

Xo Wedding Bells, The Barnyard, The Mid-
night Cabaret.

Jimmy Aubrey Comedies (2 rls.)

Forward March. Tenderfoot Luck. Chicken
Parade. Charmed Life, Messenger. Applicant.
Riot. The Tourist.
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PURELY
Personal

Interesting news about exhibitors

and people with whom they come
into direct contact. Readers are

invited to contribute items for

publication in this column. Address
them to "Purely Personal."

.^3

Fred Graf has opened his theatre at

Karns City, Texas, once more.

W. W. Rowland claims to have found

the smallest townjn the United States

supporting two theatres. It is West Lib-

erty, Ky.

The Pastime theatre for a long time

managed by M. E. Henry has been sold

to John Bays of Jackson, Michigan. Mr.

Henry will return to Cincinnati.

*

R. T. Hill, president of Cumberland

Theatre Company announces that his firm

has purchased the Princess theatre, Fay-

ettevillc, Ind.
*

C. R. Munson has hold his thcatn ;it

Nora Springs, Iowa, and has moved to

Alden, Iowa.

A. C. Wiley of Barnesvillc, Ohio, has

purchased the Orpheum theatre at Rich-

land Center. Wis., from Mr. Rockwell.

Mr. Wiley will take possession May 1st.

*

Sol Slotnick, of Syracuse, N. Y., who
lost one of his theatres in the recent

burning of the Bastable block, has taken

over the Bates, in Mohawk, N. Y.
*

T. J. McCarthy, owner of the Liberty

theatre in Port Henry, N. Y., has just

acquired the Opera House in Fair Haven,

Yt.
*

William Smalley, who operates motion

picture theatres in several New York
villages, including Cooperstown, Fort

Plain, Sidney, Stamford and Worcester,

has just acquired control of the Rex the-

atre, in St. Johnsville.
*

Don Woods, who resigned recently as

branch manager of. the Kansas City

American Releasing Corporation office,

has been succeeded by J. H. Calvert, for

division manager of F. B. O. in the Kan-
sas City territorv.

*

H. E. Herbert, former Newton, Kan.,

exhibitor and a pioneer in the industry,

was in Kansas City last week on his way
to Sanford, Florida, where he will manage
the Milan theatre.

*

F. C. Nipp of Oklahoma City is the

latest addition to the Educational sales

force at the Kansas City branch.

Large Sum Realized
From Writers Revue
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, May 1.—The Writ-
ers Revue, staged at Philharmonic audi-

torium Friday and Saturday evening,

was an unqualified success, a large sum
being realized from the show.

Charles Ray played the leading male
role. Frank Condon and Tom Geraghty
wrote the book of the revue. The music
was by Aubrey Stauffer and lyrics by
Alfred Hustwick.

The Biggest 25 Cents Worth Ever

Offered to Exhibitors

"Selected Pictures"
1922-23 catalog

A reliable guide to the better motion pictures as chosen by the
National Roard of Review, comprising 703 new and current enter-
tainment films of all companies. Compiled by the National Com-
mittee for Retter Films, affiliated with the National Roard, 70 Fifth

Avenue, New York City.

The catalog, costing 25c, can be kept up to date by the monthly
Photoplay Guide listing selections in advance of release, 75c for
1923—total $1.00.

INFORMATION GIVEN: Special age-group suitability (for the
family group, children, adolescents or adults only), title, company
and address, reels, star, brief description or indication of character,
and literary source (the latter important in tying up with library
or bookstore).

These lists have been found invaluable by small town and neigh-
borhood exhibitors, also by larger theatres in putting on special

programs for young people and for the family group.

Do you realize

That juvenile performances, properly conducted, PAY both in good will

and financial returns?

That special "family nights'' pay similarly, avert criticism, and bring
new patrons ?

That community cooperation as outlined by the National Committee
means better patronage for the fine pictures you book or would like

to book if assured of support?

4. That the use of the National Committee's services is an important factor

in producing these results?

Join the National Committee
Associate Membership will bring you the monthly Photoplay Guide, Film

Progress (the organ of the Better Films Movement), and Exceptional

Photoplays (critical reviews of the finer productions—splendid for quo-

tation) ; dues $2.00 for 1923, with catalog $2.25.

Cooperating Membership will bring you, the above services plus other serv-

,

ices especially designed for exhibitors, viz., the Photoplay Guide weekly,

and a monthly arrangement of same with the films grouped by com-
panies for convenience in booking; also entitles to all lists, catalogs

and literature and to all feasible assistance in developing community
cooperation through the formation of better film committees;—dues

$10.00 for the calendar year.

1 Note—Cooperating membership is suggested either for those who wish the

fullest services or who, approving of the work of the National Com-
mittee and National Board, wish to forward it by their financial support.

To the National Committee for

Better Films,
70 Fifth Avenue, New York City

Enclosed is: (indicate which)—

25c ior Selected Pictures catalog.

$2.25 for catalog and Associate Membership
1923.

= Name and Theatre.

= Address •• V'VV
jj street city a"d state

Do you want included the following literature: A "Better Films" Plan for Your Community?
Moving Pictures Forward (Atlanta application of the plan)?

liiiiniiiBH^

PLEASE ADD 10c FOR EX- 1
CHANGE ON OUT-OF-TOWN i
CHECKS.

$1.00 for catalog and Photoplay Guide 1923 1
$10.00 for Cooperating Membership 1923 H

(including copies of catalog, etc.)



)nith of Ohio Joins Race for Presidency

P/ay Sa/e/ Play Goldwyn!

TOM MOORE
o/ie of America's great showmen, whose Rialto theatre is

thepride of Washington becomes a 1 00% Goldwyn Exhibitor

Ask Tom, he knows

—

Goldwyn
is doing

Big Things

!

Of

i
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The Rhinoceros who played his

part so enthusiastically that

he smashed costly cameras
and very nearly cost Mr. H. A.
Snow his life. Isn't he hand-

some ?

The man who "shot" the great-
est animal picture ever made,
Mr. H. A. Snow, whose "Hunt-
ing Big Came in Africa" is be-

ing released by Universal.

One of the man-killing mammoth ele-

phants whose terrible charge on the
cameraman strikes terror to the hearte

of the audience

"Hunting Big Game in Africa"
Acclaimed by Exhibitors and Public
Fastest Booking Picture in the History of Universal

Over 250 First Run vBookings in Twelve Days!
Not only is it an inspiring achievement

from a picture viewpoint, hut it is unrivaled
in box-office drawing power. Never in the
history of the industry has a picture smashed
records with such readiness.

This is the same picture that scored a record
run of three sensational months at the Lyric
Theatre. New York City, and was hailed by
critics and public as the most amazing African
adventure picture of all time. In Philadelphia
it proved an overnight sensation, opening with
a smash and growing bigger and bigger within
the capacity of the Forest Theatre at each
succeeding performance. A wire from the
Garden and Alhambra Theatres. Milwaukee,
reads: "No less than superhuman skill could
produce so remarkable a picture. Our open-
ing day bigger than expected ! A record-
breaking response. The Columbia Theatre
of Seattle, Wash., wired, "in spite of opposi-
tion from another animal picture and all other
competition all attendance records were brok-
en." Similar results were experienced in Port-
land, Ore., at the Columbia Theatre. "Broke
all known records—receipts more than double
of any picture played this year."

From the Laughlin Theatre, Long Beach,
Cal., comes another enthusiastic report

:

"< Jpened to biggest single day's business in

history of house—hundreds turned away. In

Colorado Springs, the Tompkins Theatre wires:
"Opened big, going to hold over next week.
Congratulations, patrons delighted!" Other
wires from Columbus, O.. New Haven, New
Britain and Bridgeport, Conn., bring the news
that the picture has scored tremendous hits.

This is an ideal picture for every exhibitor,

particularly well suited for the Summer months,
and With the exceptional advertising and ex-
ploitation press sheets conceived by Universal
for it, it is one production no showman can
afford to overlook.

If this Gnu who appears in "Hi J
ing Big Came in Africa" In si

what we knew he would renew a
contract. He's going big in "Hi •§

ing B g Came in Africa."

Magnificent lion specimen cau t

before she leaped for Mr. Sno i

cameraman. She has — or rati 'J

had—"taste" for the movies <

Milwaukee Opens Its

Arms to "Driven

Following the literally sensational

favorable reviews given "Driven" by tl

critics, Milwaukee fans turned out
huge crowds to see this Universal Jewi
hailed as the most perfectly stage

directed, acted and constructed story <

the year.

The Empire Theatre wired that th<

"closed a four-day run and turned the

away even on the fourth night," and tl

Butterfly Theatre that "'Driven' wi

greeted by tremendous crowds and a

sures the public of the finest entertaii

ment and exhibitors of big box offi<

receipts." Universal is promotin
"Driven" with national advertising i

the Saturday Evening Post and extei

sive exploitation and publicity cc

operation.

3rd "Leather Pusher" Series Sooj
Reginald Denny Starred in Another Corking Series

to Be Released by Universal!

FayTincher'and Joe Murphy
in Gump Comedies

Andy Gump, the famous cartoon char-
acter of comic strips in newspapers

/"""v throughout the whole
a ^*^>>\N country, and known to
<~ millions, is to be a movie

— \ hero. He is not going
to be an "animated car-
toon," but a real, hon-

' est-to-goodness comedy
character. Carl Laemmle

J / found Andy's double in

r<_ Lj the person of Joe Mur-
\ ll\ pby. Min, played by
\ I Fay Tincher, Chester,

Uncle Bim, Widow Zander and all the
rest of the laughing group have also been
found in real life and will be seen in

these comedies.

—Adv.
Reginald Denny and Elinor Field in a scene

from the Third "Leather Pusher" series

—

the bigger and better de Luxe edition.

The first and second series were such p

nomenal money-makers for exhibitors eve

where, and the demand tor these two-i I

Jewels continued to be -<< great, that CI

Laemmle has a third group in product i

which will be ready for exhibitors very shor .

This new group of six is by the same autbl

H. C. W'itwer, famous for 1 1 i > red-blooa

stories of action and humor which will

known the Third Leather Pushers, de Li

Edition.

It is reported from Universal that this

Luxe series is far superior to even the fi

two groups, when it comes to lightning spe

terrific suspense, heart-interest and be

office punch.
The same winning cast which made '

first two series of "Leather Pushers" so st

cessful will appear in this new group; Ref

nald Denny plays the lead, of course, a

Hayden Stevenson, his inimitable smiling mi

ager, with Elinor Field as the girl in t.

case. Harry Pollard is now busy directi

these pictures, fcr which exhibitors and pub

are anxiously waiting.

—Advertise*



"The Flame of Life" a
Countrywide Triumph
Priscilla Dean's latest Universal Jewel
ontinues to be one of the greatest of

he year's box-office attractions

!

During the sensational run of this fea-

ture at the Randolph in Chicago, the
erald and Examiner said, "It deserves
raise above the ordinary," while the
vening Post enthusiastically cont-

ented, "One of the most vivid and en-
ertaining productions we have seen
his season—especially well worth see-

ng." In New York, the Daily News
said, "Carl Laemmle rings the bell with
The Flame of Life'—we think highly
af it!" "An example of realism, is en-
tertaining, all kinds of action and it is

exciting," says the Buffalo Courier;
while out in Seattle, the Record insists

that "You will be cheating yourself if

you miss it!"

In the Days of Daniel
Boone" Universal^
Greatest Chapter-Play

The greatest, most spectacular historical

hapter-play ever produced is the formula
pon which Universal is making "In the Days
i Daniel Boone." It is to be a massive
•reduction in every sense of the word com-
aring in splendor of settings and big scenes

.) all the fine effects which this company in-

icts into its greatest pictures.

In the splendid cast, which has been en-

aged. Eileen Sedgwick and Jack Mower are

tarred, while their supporting cast includes

rharles Brinley. Ruth Royce. Duke R. Lee
nd Albert J. Smith.

Za.r\ Laemmle Asks
Exhibitors to Set Dates

for "The Shock"
Bristling with thrills-^-replete with a heart

nterest story that is sure to appeal to any
mdience, Universal's Jewel production of "The
Shock" is shortly to be released to exhibitors.

The remarkable cast of this Jewel is headed

py Lon Chaney and Virginia Valli. Lambert
Hillyer directed.

A whirlwind publicity and exploitation cam-
paign has been prepared for exhibitors by
Universal including national advertising in the

Saturday Evening Post.

TradePress and Newspaper Critics

Lavish Praise on "Abysmal Brute"
New Universal Jewel Starring Reginald Denny

Scores Heavily Everywhere

!

Seldom does a picture receive the thunder-
ingly enthusiastic reception such as has been
awarded "The Abysmal Brute." Their prophecy
of a great box-office career for it is being
substantiated by sensationally successful runs
in all points.
' "It will prove one of the season's best box-
office values," declares Exhibitors Trade Re-
view, while Laurence Reid of the Motion Pic-

ture Xews says : "It's a fine box-office attrac-

tion ! Get it quick !

During its highly successful run at B. S.

Moss' Broadway Theatre. New York City, the

newspaper critics greeted it with most lavish

praise. "It is a credit to its star and direc-

tor," said P. W. Gallico in The Daily News.
"We enjoyed it and think you will."

"As entertaining as anything we have seen

this season. Don't miss it !" was Harriett

Underbill's comment in The Tribune.

It's a Hobart Henlev Production, starring . . . ,. _ .

Reginald Dennv, supported by a superb cast. £
eSinald

,
Denny, Mabel Julienne Scott and

including Mabel Julienne Scott. Buddy Mes- Craufurd Kent m scene from The Abysmal
singer, Hayden Stevenson, Craufurd Kent and Brute, hailed by critics as a masterpiece

David Torrance entertainment, by trade press as a big
box-office bet.

"Bavu" Keeps^You Glued
to Your Seat, Writes

Famous Coast Critic
Universal has another ten-strike for ex-

hibitors in "Bavu," soon to be released. The
thrill-hardened critics who have reviewed this

Universal Jewel have been the first to hail it.

"It keeps you glued to your seat and your
eyes glued to the screen every second," writes

Grace Kingsley. famous critic, in the Los An-
geles Times. "It's bound to be a sensation

when it's sprung on the public. Tremendous
work is done by Wallace Beery, while For-

rest Stanley does perhaps the finest work of

his career. Sylvia Breamer touches unwonted
emotional heights and Estelle Taylor is lovely

and convincing."

With such a superb cast, and its "everlast-

ingly exciting" story, "Bavu" promises to be

a sparkling box-office stimulant of sensational

powers. It was made from the great stage

success by Earl Carroll, and directed by Stuart

Paton.

"Trifling with Honor" a
Fine Audience Picture

With a background of varied and colorful

action, this new Jewel, just received in the

New York office of Universal from Universal
City, tells in straightforward, vigorous fashion

a beautiful modern romance. It is particularly

noteworthy at this time that there is a baseball

angle to the picture which is guaranteed to

bring any audience to its feet with suspense
and enthusiasm. Exhibitors have the greatest

opportunity of their lives to make tie-ups that

will put this picture over to new records.

Heading the cast are Rockliffe Fellowes,

Fritzi Ridgeway, Buddy Messinger, Hayden
Stevenson and others, all well known and
popular.

The picture is adapted from a Collier's

Weekly story by William Slavens McNutt and
is directed by Harry Pollard, whose amaz-
ingly successful direction of "The Leather

Pushers" is still the talk of the trade.

on Chaney, Virginia Valli and Jack Mower
> a scene from "The Shock," a Universal

Jewel.

Thrilling moment in "Bavu," with Forrest
Stanley and Estelle Taylor.

Hayden Stevenson, Fritzi Ridgeway and
Rockliffe Fellows La "Trifling with Honor."

(Adv.

—Advertisement.
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MIGHTIER THAN THE BOOK
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The advertisement above is from the Paramount Press
Sheet on "The Rustle of Silk" and was designed for the
use of exhibitors in exploiting the picture. Your ex-

change has mats and electros.

In commenting upon a Paramount Press Sheet ad,
Epes Wintrop Sargent said recently in the Moving
Picture World

:

"We cannot understand why some managements insist

upon offering only original work (in their theatre ad-
vertising) when there is so much good stuff in the plan
books. You can cut them down or build them up, use
part or all, and do pretty much as you please, and
generally you get the services of a better artist than
you can afford to pay at the mere cost of a mat".

Thousands of exhibitors use Paramount Press Sheet ads
regularly with excellent results.

FAMOUS PLAYERS LASKY CORPORATION
.fii*ps^. »DOLOM ZUKOR °—
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' 'Prodigal Daughters' s the best piece of acting

Gloria Swanson has ever done."

—Douglas Fairbanks

i an interview in the

os Angeles Times,

>ouglas Fairbanks said:

"Have you seen GLORIA SWANSON in PRODIGAL
'AUGHTERS'? Don't miss it It is not only the best piece

f acting Miss Swanson has ever dene, but it is, I think, one of

le most faithful film portrayals of contemporary social and
unily life that has been screened. It should be preserved
nder seal for showing fifty years from now to let our de-

rendants know just what this Jazz Age really is.

"Mary and I run off films every night at home. Of late

re have been seeing old news reels made about fifteen years
go. They are more interesting than plays.

"Gloria Swanson's new play, I firmly believe, will have a
imilar value fifteen or fifty years from now."

i

j. .
"Prodigal Daughters" is a Sam Wood Production.

Screen version by Monte M. Katterjohn.

From Joseph Hocking's novel

\

FAMOL 5 PLAYERS - LASKYCORPORYTION J
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The Greatest Crook Romance
Ever Shown On the Screen—

B. P. SCHULBERG PRESENTS

A TOM FORMAN PRODUCTION

The ^§
GIRL WHO
CAME BACK
Adapted by Evelyn Campbell from the Stage play by

Samuel Raskin Golding and Charles E. Blaney

With a Preferred Cast

MIRIAM COOPER

GASTON GLASS

KENNETH HARLAN

ZASU PITTS

ETHEL SHANNON

JOSEPH DOWUNC
FRED MALATESTA

MARY CULVER

Si's a Preferred Picture

Distributed by

ALHLICHTMAN
CORPO R.ATIO N
l650BROADWAy^t(pNE>*
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Will Steal Right Into the

Heart of Your Audience

2KT

The

GIRL WHO
CAME BACK

will—

I] Hold up your Theatre Patronage.

2] Dynamite your Box Office Record.

3] Co£ the coin.

4] Bank money for you.

" The action of the picture is rapid

and it is an effective story. . . . The
cast is excellent. . . . Action, excite-

ment and thrills are found in

abundance and the picture is of a kind
that most people will find good en-

tertainment."— Morning Telegraph.

" Crook melodrama that is fast mov-
ing. . . . They will not complain of

lack of action in this one."

—Film Daily.

Sis a Preferred Picture

Distriboted by

AL-LICHTMAN
C O FtP OR-AT I O N

IKEW YORK CITY
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WHY YOU SHOULD ELECT
JIM RITTER
OF MICHIGAN

NATIONAL PRESIDENT
BECAUSE:

. He is the man who put the plan of organization now used in Michigan into

effect four years ago.

Michigan has a gross income this year of $40,000, and STILL will return

three times that amount to members of the Organization this year in cash benefits

through insurance, advertising and other means.

He stands for a non-personal-non-political business administration, carried on

by a functioning Board of Directors, Organizer of experience and a Business Manager.

He has done it in Michigan.
He can do it nationally.

Do you want Michigan's success duplicated in your state?

If so

VOTE FOR RITTER FOR PRESIDENT
Read his Platform. A copy will be mailed free on request, to any exhibitor— .

address M. P. T. 0. of MICHIGAN, Hotel Wolverine, Detroit.

Paid for by exhibitor-friends of Mr. Ritter, who are

sincere in their desire for efficient National Organization.
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presents

BEN TORPlNw
KATHRYN WGOIRE

U
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of

Roars!

THE SHRIEK
OF ARABY

Direction by Richard jones

"Bound to Make a Big Hit;

Ben Turpin Never Better"

""'The Shriek of Araby,' elaborately featuring Ben Turpin,

is splendid entertainment," says the M. P. World. "Mack
Sennett has staged one of the best feature length comedies
of the year.

"Burlesque comedy, when well played, is generally sure-

fire, and with Ben Turpin in the role of the 'Shriek' this

picture burlesquing shiek films is bound to make a big hit.

"The comedy is broad, but free from any taint of vulgar-

ity, and is corking good entertainment. Laugh follows

laugh.

"Ben Turpin is immense as the 'Shriek' and has never,

done better work."

Ollied Producers and Distributors Corporation^
729 Seventh Ouenue, JJeur Cfork City

•r-O fircnch Office located m ecch United Q fwtr Corporation Cxchcrxfa—-

11

Five

Reels MAOCJIiilOT Reels
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Roars!
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"YOU ARE GUILTY"
—Features real stars—popular favorites that people will pay real money
to see. These stars drew them in on Broadway at three and four
dollars a smash last season.

During the past season JIM KIRKWOOD was in "The Fool." Channing
Pollocks tremendous hit: DORIS KENYON in "Up the Ladder." that is

still packing them in in Chicago for Wm. Brady; EDMUND BREESE in

Geo. M. Cohan's "So This Is London." one of the biggest hits in years.

An Edgar Lewis Production

BEST STATE RIGHT EXCHANGES EVERYWHERE

And They're All 1



STARS THAT DRAW
The tremendous popularity of these stars draw to the legitimate theatres

at three and four dollars and are doing it today.

ROBERT EDESON, famous star of "Strong Heart" starred this season

in the Brady sensation. "The World We Live In;" MARY CARR is per-

haps best remembered as the star of "Over the Hill' and many Wm.
Fox successes. RUSSELL GRIFFIN, a diminutive star of whom Director

Dell Henderson writes. "He has that something which makes for a great

artist." Roger Ferri, in the M. P. World, writes. "While the cast is

all star Russell Griffin easily steals the entire picture."

Buy and book this one

MASTODON FILMS, INC., 133 W. 44th St., New York City

YOU ARE GUILTY"



A Clean-Up in Los Angeles
Critics in a score of cities single out the tremendous

entertainment values of "Quicksands" just as the Los

Angeles newspapers do in the reviews quoted here. The
reviewers will be equally enthusiastic in San Francisco at

the Granada showing; in Denver at the Princess. Big

pictures are seldom "frozen out" of the big first runs in

the nation's largest cities.

Los Angeles Times: You'll, enjoy every minute of "Quicksands"
at , Grauman's. It brings back the days when movies really

moved. It's for people who like their pictures fast. It's real

stuff of quality and fascination with a great cast.

Los Angeles Record: If you want action see "Quicksands" at

Grauman's. It's a great picture that everyone should see.

Los Angeles Herald: An exceedingly good picture. It vibrates
with interest and suspense. Splendidly written and wonderfully
directed by Jack Conway.

Los Angeles Express: To all who have been disappointed in

many recent pictures greetings! At last here's a picture really

filled with everything that makes for complete entertain-

ment. There's a wonderful cast all the way through.
This is not a sit-back-in-your-seat-and-take-it-easy film

Los Angeles Examiner: "Quicksands" at Grauman's
is rich in cast and rich in drama. Helene Chadwick
and Richard Dix head a wonderful cast in

marvelously interesting and thrilling story.

Howard Hawks
presents

XjeJUixe, Chndusudk
6- (Rkfiand Mine

in

UICKSANDS
Directed byJack Cbnwau

*ith

Noah Beery, Alan Hale, George Cooper, Frank Campeau, Jack Curtis, Edwin
Stevens, Tom Wilson, James Marcus, Lou King, Dick Sutherland, William Dyer,

Lionel Belmore, Walter Long, J. Farrel McDonald, Hardee Kirkland, Jean Hersholt

American
RELEASING CORPORATION

WALTER E. GREENE, fradev F B. WARREN. K^JWrw
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(Christie Comedies
Contain in two reels every requisite of the finest feature production

—

Excellent Stories that will amuse the whole family-

Capable and Likeable Actors—Action, Thrills, Laughs and BOX-OFFICE APPEAL

WINTER HAS CAME"
With DOROTHY DEVORE

shows again to what lengths Christie Comedies

will go for the proper back-grounds for their stories.

Shortly after his return from Hawaii, where he

took a company to make "A Hula Honeymoon,"

Al Christie transported an entire company and

equipment to Truckee to make this travesty on the

Old Homestead -Way Down East drama. This

is a production worthy of your best exploitation.

NATIONALLY
ADVERTISED

to

TOUR PATRONS "THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"

EDUCATIONAL
FILMEXCHANGES,Inc.

E. W. HAMMONS, President
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'^Barthelmess neversoAttractive
Wew cijork Sun

New York Critics Praise
"Barthelmess has never been so attractive before.

And there are few screen heroes who can hold a
candle with him when it comes to acting. The pic-
ture is splendidly directed. The photography is ex-
ceptionally perfect and the settings could not be
improved on."—NEW YORK SUN.

RADIANT WITH COLOR
"A fascinating picture, as radiant with color as a

canvas by Goya. It gives a reflection of life in
Havana that shimmers and glows with rainbow hues.
Everyone in the cast is true to type. Barthelmess
plays his part to a nicety. Miss Cish is astonishing."
-NEW YORK EVENING JOURNAL.

FILLED WITH THRILLS
"The screen breathes radiant life into a romance

that already was wonderful in conception and the
tenseness of its emotions. It abounds in sensations.
Each character leaves his mark on those who witness
the picture. Barthelmess plays with distinction.
Dorothy Gish is charming and fascinating and shows
great ability as an emotional actress. There are
plenty of thrills."—NEW YORK MORNING TELE-
GRAPH.

SHOWS GRFAT ARTISTRY
"Dick Barthelmess never fails to delight us, and

we never tire of him. He portrays his part with
great artistry. The picture is full of fine perform-
ances."—NEW YORK TRIBUNE.

AUDIENCE APPLAUDS
"We think you are *oin» to like tlvn picture.

Barthelmess is a fine, handsome figure and in places
has plenty of stirring action, including a thrilling
duel. Beautifully mounted and photographed and
the audience applauded it heartily."—NEW YORK
DAILY NEWS.

STRONG DRAMA
"A beautiful picture, directed with intelligence,

wisdom and good taste. Some gorgeous scenes with
elements of strong drama."—NEW YORK HERALD.

ACTING IS FINE
"An elaborate picture—fascinating.

Good acting by a well chosen cast.
Barthelmess is an able actor, a sym-
pathetic and interesting personality.
Dorothy Cish's work is very im-
pressive."—NEW YORK TIMES.

By Joseph Hergesheimer
Adapted by

Edmund Goulding

Art direction by Everett Shinn
Photographed by George Folsey

A 3\r/>t national "Picture

Inspiration Pictures,Inc.
Charles H.Duell, President, presents

RICHARD BARTHELMESS
.aMISS DOROTHY GISH,»

% THE BRIGHT SHAWL"
^ aJohn S.Robertson Production

F5^
i

FIRST fll

NATIONAL
PICTURES
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"GO AND SEE IT/ "-Urges Critic

CHICAGO AMERICAN

The year's greatest
novelty/ Tell your
patrons about it and
you'll clean up/

M . C . Levee 's presentation of a

Maurice Tourneur Production

^ ISLE °fLOST SHIPS
By CRITTENDEN MARRIOTT; Personally directed by Maurice Tourneur; Art Director, Milton Monasco;
Asst. Director, Scott R. Beal; Cameraman, Arthur L. Todd; Continuity, Charles Maigne; Editing Frank
Lawrence.

A JirAt national Picture
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A Powerful Box Office Picture
MOVING PICTURE W0R1

presents

what aWife Learned!
'Written by J3rad/eu /Cing

Directed by John Griffith XOray
Xlnder the personalsupervision ofJhos. If.ffnee

Distributed by
Associated First National Pictures, Inc.





'Oh! And you are
a bandit!"

WOW! HERE'S A HOT
WEATHER WINNER!
You, Mr. Exhibitor, are looking now for the
kind of picture- that <lra» the people away
from the amusement parks ami the hall fields.

\ou want -oim-t hin« In combat tin- coming
hoi Bpell.

Ion arc looking for snapp> features that are
packed with a thrill. <>r laugh every minute,
that get under the -kin right at the start ami
keep "em ..n tlx ir Iocs righl l>> the ven end.

Here you are! Another Inee wi

reels that snap ami sparkle with humor ami
buhhle with the spirit of youth.

Ami it eome- right on top of those other two
hi;: Inee silicoses. " The Hottentot" ami "Hell
Hon I k-

Best of all. Douglas MacLcan. the same star

who <<m\iil-e.| Miur patrons in those two pic-

tures, i- slarreil in this new one.

Mai Lean i> now a treinemlous drawing eanl.

His name ha- ad\ erti-ing value. So announce
him. I'la\ him up big. \ml don*1 forget to tell

your patron- it i- another one of the inimitable
Inee come<l\ romances with the 1 nee punch.

You sure will pack them in.

THE CAST
I)(.u^la« Ma. I., an Edith Roberts

Muriel I ram . - Dana Albert Mart

Josephine Sedgwick Barnev Furey

RexCherrvman \\ illiain Court right

A TASTE OF THE PLOT

He came hack to hi- home town afte r the war, exporting
be a hen.. Hut the folk- threw him in jail : foisted off
one's hahv on him; refu-ed him hi* own insurance money;
told him his girl was engaged to tie married; tried to steal
his inheritance of $50,000; stole his clothes and money;
accu.-ed him of kidnaping ; •irked the sheriff on him ; called
him an imposter: pointed out to him that he was dead ; hand-
cuffed him: called him a liar and a thief and a few other
little things like that. Do you wonder he moaned "why didn't
they shoot me in the Argonne?"

Do you wonder thai it will con-
vulse your patrons ?

Story l>> William WallaceCook
Adapted by Bradley King

Photographed by Henry Sharp

I Katribufed l>>

Associated First National
Pictures, Inc.

'He swiped my
That's the wreti

^£tffcs^SUNSHINE TRA
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Getting the Facts
The survey conducted by this pub-

lication with a view to making
known exhibitor opinion on national
advertising as now being used is dis-

closing a great deal of interesting
information, and information which
must be given due consideration by
all who are in charge of national ad-
vertising campaigns.
An outstanding fact concerning

the survey is that an extraordinary
number of exhibitors are taking part
in it and every response discloses
that the writer has been giving the
subject a great deal of thought and
consideration.

Up to the present time the survey
has repeatedly emphasized the fact

that there are a number of distinct
classes of motion picture theatres in

America and that there is a wide
gap between each of the classes. A
certain proposition may serve ef-

fectively one type of theatre and at
the same time it may be working
a severe hardship upon another type
of theatre.

This is brought out when the
larger theatres in the big centers
make plain that the type of national
advertising which they want is ad-
vertising which is devoted to spe-
cific pictures. On the other hand,
the smaller theatre declares that this

kind of advertising not only does not
help him but it actually results in

serious harm because it causes his

patrons to become interested in pic-

tures that he will not be able to play
until months later.

ifrijr * * *

A Fight Looms
The Hays organization is very

likely to find itself in the near future
up against the necessity of adopting
a policy on the matter of the exhibi-
tion of big productions outside of

motion picture theatres.

The difficulty that exists in this

matter has nothing to do with the
occasional presentation of an impor-
tant subject in a stage theatre which
the exhibitor fully realizes is done
for promotional purposes and is fre-

quently of greater direct benefit to

him than it is to the producer be-
cause it stimulates interest for the
picture theatres, whereas such exhi-

bitions often result in an immediate
financial loss for the producer.
The evil that is threatening is in-

volved in the project to present big
pictures outside of picture theatres
as a regular business, holding them
in such places until the possible rev-

enue through picture houses is seri-

ously curtailed.

Our contact with exhibitor opin-

ion convinces us that the theatre

owners of the country are not going
to permit this thing being put over if

they can stop it. It is pointed out
that already serious harm has been
done through the press notices that

certain producers have caused to be
inserted in both the amusement and
the general press to the effect that

various big subjects of the coming
season will be shown in stage thea-

tres and not in picture theatres.

These notices have a belittling ef-

fect upon the standing of motion
picture theatres, conveying the im-
pression to the public that the best

in pictures is to be found elsewhere
than in picture theatres.

* * *

Outdoor Pictures
The investigation by Universal

which revealed a strong sentiment
for outdoor pictures did not produce
a surprising result but at the same
time it emphasized a fact which, it

appears, the industry needs fre-

quently to be reminded of.

One of the most conspicuous ad-

vantages of the screen over the

stage is that the motion picture is

hardly at all limited by the element
of space, whereas in the case of the

stage a very narrow space limitation

is necessarily imposed. Certainly,

the screen's great advantage here
should be utilized to the fullest.

Unquestionably, the public looks

to the motion picture to learn more
about the world in which it lives

and to see places of beauty and in-

terest to which it cannot go. On the
whole, the outdoor picture is the in-

dustry's biggest attraction.

Re -Takes
J. R. M.

GOSH! The woods is just full of can-

didates for president of the M. P. T.

O. A. Most everybody is willing to sacri-

fice himself. Every day there's a new
campaign started. Who said the "office

was seeking the man?"
* * *

But it gives the boys a chance to un-

limber all the old-time phrases, such as

"big problems loom," "get shoulder to

wheel," "soap-box oratory," "need of har-

mony" and "campaign mud-slinging."

* * *

Good Cutter

I see Xew York state has added a man
who was for many years in the cloak and
suit business to its censorship commis-
sion. Well, he ought to know how to

trim down some of those society pictures.

* * *

Sez Will

Will Rogers says they put Will Hays
in the silent drama to hush him up.

* * *

We Like Rogers Best

We put that item in just to show you
how widely read we are. We read every-

thing. Ring Lardner, Finley Peter Dunne.
"Hashimura Togo," and ail the other big

authors.
* * *

A Long Sleep

Somehow we can't get excited about

that forty reel film "Fredericus Rex"
which is about to be imported from Ger-

many. It sounds like much too much.

* * *

Smart

Out in Los Angeles if you say you
want to see a lot in a short time, they

send you out to Hollywood and tell you
to visit any studio lot.

* * *

You said it, Pinchot

Back in Pennsylvania Governor Pinchot
signed the Anti-daylight saving bill.

Who'll get the farmer vote and the ex-

hibitor vote if he ever runs for any office

again?
* * *

OUCH It's Out
Richard Weil comes to bat with a nifty

little poem entitled "Ouch" which, ac-

cording to Dick's letter "he takes pleasure

in submitting" and for which "he can
find no possible justification." On the

bottom of the letter is the line "All quo-
tations are made subject to prior sale,"

and inasmuch as we piped the poem in

another paper we suppose R. W. got a

prior sale.
* * *

Rightly Named
See where the Sioux Indians are suing

the U. S. Government for violation of

their treaty rights. They ask $750,000,000

which is a lot of money if they don't get

it.

The photograph of W. Fellowes
Morgan, new member of the board
of directors of Pathe, published on
page 26 in the May 12 issue of the

"Herald" should have been credited

to Underwood & Underwood.
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More Candidates Take Field
As Annual Convention Nears

Smith of Ohio Makes
Formal Announcement

C. A Lick, Denny Harris, Charles Sears, W. D.
Burford and M. J. O' Toole Being Groomed

New York Sees

Cohen Dictator

At Convention
The New York viewpoint on the coming

Xational Convention differs widely jrotti

the general opinion in the Central West.

For this reason, the HERALD considers

the following story one of the most inter-

esting dispatches received on the coming
exhibitor gathering.

By JOHN S. SPARGO
(Xrw York Editor, Exhibitors Herald)

Copyright 1923: All Rights Reserved

NEW YORK, May 8—With the ap-

proach of the annual Motion Picture The-

atre Owners of America convention

exhibitor politics here is waxing to fever

heat, and an observer can get about any

sort of an angle, dependent upon where
and from whom he gets it.

Sydney S. Cohen's national headquar-
ters and Charles L. O'Reilly's state head-

quarters are the meccas of out-of-town

exhibitors on their arrival in New York,

few of the visitors failing to make a call

at each place. All seem anxious to get

the low down on the situation, but after

the visits the best guesser still wins.

Neither Cohen nor O'Reilly are doing

much predicting as to what is likely to

happen at Chicago.

See Comerford as Candidate

President Cohen has reiterated so often

his declaration that he will not again be

a candidate for the national leadership

that even the most ' skeptical are begin-

ning to believe that he means it. Just

whom he favors as his successor he has

not disclosed, but a whole lot of East-

erners who ordinarily make good guesses

on such matters would not be surprised

to see Mike Comerford, the Eastern
Pennsylvania theatre magnate, be the

beneficiary of the Cohen support. And
there are those who are ready to wager
that where the Cohen support goes, there

goes the election.

(NOTE: When in Chicago attending

the directors meeting Mr. Comerford stated

emphatically to a representative of the

HERALD that he would not be a candi-

date for the office of president.)

The one thing that may upset this dope
is that President Cohen may find some
reason at the convention to cause him to

change his mind. If anything untoward
threatens exhibitor organization or the

Cohen program, there is little doubt that

Mr. Cohen will sacrifice his business and
personal interests for another year by
continuing as president.

"Candidates Shooting in Air"

A close student of exhibitor politics—
himself a former exhibitor and a strong
anti-Cohenite, thus tersely analyses the
situation:

"Sydney Cohen will either be re-elected
or he will name the man to succeed him.
What's the use of trying to kid ourselves
to the contrary. All the Steffes, Ritters
and others are just shooting in the air.

• And they won't hit anything. Cohen not
only has the machinery to run the con-
vention but he will have the votes of the

(.Continued on page 22)

With the fourth annual convention of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America at Chicago, May 21 to 26, less than two weeks away,
candidates for the presidency are springing up in every direction.

Al Steffes of Minneapolis, and Jim Ritter of Detroit, who a week ago
seemed to have the battle to themselves, are now competing with three

other candidates, who have formally announced themselves in the race.

And in addition, a half dozen others are expected to join the struggle.

Martin G. Smith Is Latest to Enter

Martin G. Smith, president of the M. P. T. O. of Ohio, and one of the

youngest executives in organization work, formally announced his candi-
dacy this week in the following wire to Exhibitors Herald:

"The desire of the executive committee and members of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of Ohio as well as friends elsewhere, has developed
into an emphatic and insistent demand that I announce my candidacy for

president of the national organization. Complying therewith, I authorize
announcement of mv candidacy."

Smith's popularity in his home state
practically assures him of a solid delega-
tion from Ohio and his wire indicates
that he has been promised substantial
support from other states.

How They Line Up Now
The announced candidates for the pres-

idency to date are the following:
JAMES C. RITTER, Michigan.
AL STEFFES, Minneapolis.
JOSEPH MOGLER, Missouri.
F. J. McWILLIAMS, Wisconsin.
MARTIN G. SMITH, Ohio.
From the Southwest, this week, came

insistent reports that C. A. Lick will be a
candidate. Pennsylvania, which has been
considering anv number of native sons.

Martin G. Smith Dennis Harris

is said to be ready to come forth with

Denny Harris as its offering. Charles T.

Sears of Missouri is also declared to be a

candidate. It is doubtful, however, that

both Mogler and Sears will enter the na-

tional convention as candidates for the

presidency as it would mean a split del-

egation from Missouri.

"Old Guard" to Have Man?
Old Man Rumor—originating possibly

in New York city where the anti-Cohen
element declares Cohen is determined to

dominate the convention and name the

next president—had it this week that the
"old guard" would put a candidate in the

field.

W. D. Burford of Illinois, national com-

mitteeman and active with Cohen in the
organization of the Theatre Owners Dis-
tributing Corporation, and M. J. O'Toole
of Pittsburgh, who wielded the gavel at

the Washington convention a year ago,
were the two men reported as possible
candidates.

Neither Burford or O'Toole, person-
ally, have given any indication that they
would run and the report was given little

credence in the camps of the candidates
already in the field.

Talk of "Politics" Aroused
The multiplicity of candidates aroused

talk in some quarters that they were be-
ing encouraged from one central head-
quarters with a view of dividing up the
delegates and preventing any one candi-
date getting a majority pledged before the
convention.

This, it was pointed out. would permit
a caucus and compromise just before the
convention opened. The rumor evidently
reached the ears of H. M. Richey, man-
ager of the Michigan organization, as he
issued the following statement in behalf
of Mr. Ritter:
"There is no truth in the statement that

Michigan has no serious intentions of put-
ting James C. Ritter over as a candidate
for national president and that his en-
trance in the field was made only to divide
the field in favor of someone else.

Michigan is bending every effort to put
over their candidate at Chicago and re-

quests the exhibitors of the country to
come to Chicago unpledged but with an
open mind to investigate the various can-
didates and to judge accordingly."

Ritter Campaign Earnest One
Backing up his statement, Mr. Richey

announced that an entire floor of the Sher-
man Hotel had been reserved for "Ritter
Headquarters" and would open the Fri-

day before the convention. He predicted
that at least 100 Michigan exhibitors
would come to Chicago to urge Ritter's

election and pointed to the fact that Mich-
igan had forty-five men at Washington a
year ago, requiring a much longer trip.

Continuing, he said:

"We ask that Mr. Ritter be judged
purely on his merit. That petty politics
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and personalities play no part in the selec-

tion of a President and Board of Direc-
tors this year, for the Chicago Conven-
tion will mark a turning point in the Hie
of the Organization. Investigate his ac-
tivities in Michigan. Investigate his busi-
ness success. Investigate his qualifica-

tions for the office based on what he has
done in the past.

"Read his platform. Know what he
stands for. Know what the other candi-
dates stand for. Judge accordingly.
"During the week, one of the important

matters touched upon by Mr. Ritter was
the importance of the building of confi-
dence, not alone within the industry, but
without. The practice which has more
or less been followed in the past by ex-
hibitors and exchanges in their discus-
sions, telling about what poor business
men the others are. should be discouraged,
because of the bad impression that it gives
the general public of the industry that we
are both interested in. Let's cut out the
mud slinging and do more psalm singing
of the praises of our industry.
"Ours is a great industry and it is de-

serving of the respect of everyone. Our
organization must demand the respect ot

the public and the producer. We cannot
have it without giving them that same
respect.

"Michigan is going to Chicago deter-
mined that there shall be an efficient Na-
tional Organization, if any effort that one
state can put forth can accomplish that
end. and with the conviction that Jim Rit-

ter is the man who can do it."

Steffes Meets Illinois Men
Al Steffes, returning from a hurried trip

east in the interest of his campaign for
presidency, had luncheon at the Hotel
Sherman in Chicago on Friday, May .4,

with a group of prominent members of
the Illinois league.
The Minnesota candidate talked briefly

to the assembled men. urging them to
"forget personalities" and get back of the
Palace of Progress to a man.
There was every indication at the meet-

ing that Steffes will get a majority of the
votes of the Illinois delegation to the na-
tional convention. From Chicago Steffes
went to Milwaukee and from there he
returned to Minneapolis.

Big New York Delegation

The national headquarters of the M. P.
T. O. A. issued a statement this week
indicating that the organization it spon-
sors in New York state will send a big
delegation to the national convention. It

predicts several hundred from the Em-
pire State will attend. The statement is

as follows:

"New York state will have a large rep-
resentation of independent exhibitors at
the National Convention of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America
which will be held in the Coliseum in Chi-
cago from May 21 to 26 inclusive. This
was made evident May 3 at the meeting
of the Committee of Arrangements for
the National Convention of the Greater
New York Division which was held in the
banquet room of the Yates hotel at 147
West 43rd street.

"Reports were presented showing that
the greatest interest prevailed at the Na-
tional Convention and that the New York
Theatre Owners generally expect it to be
one of the greatest gatherings of exhib-
itors in the history of the industry and
were prepared to add their presence and
influence to such elements of constructive
work that will be handled there during
the period of the convention.

Cohen Talks at Meeting

"National President Sydney S. Cohen,
a member of the Greater New York Divi-
sion, explained the convention affairs in a
general way. telling of the different phase-;
which would be presented, and the prac-

Three Great
Issues

!

EXHIBITORS HERALD, rec-

ognized throughout the field as car-

rying the first, the most accurate
and the most complete stories on
exhibitor activities, will cover the
coming national convention with
more than its usual thoroughness.

There will be three issues of the
HERALD dealing with the con-
vention:

PRE-CONVENTION NUMBER —
Dated May 26 and going to press May
14, which will contain the final line-up
of events before the opening session
and will be distributed to those attend-
ing the first day.

MID-CONVENTION NUMBER —
Dated June 2 and going to press May
22, which will contain an account of

the first two days' business and will

be distributed during the convention.

POST-CONVENTION NUMBER—
Dated June 9 and going to press May
28, which will contain the complete
account of the closing days of the
convention.

In addition, the HERALD will

publish a daily CONVENTION
SPECIAL which will be distributed

to the delegates and visitors each 1

morning.

Augmenting five staff members
assigned to the Coliseum during the
session, the HERALD will have the
services of cartoonists and photog-
raphers.

The three Convention Numbers
of the HERALD are going to be
looked forward to and eagerly read
by every exhibitor unable to reach
the convention. The daily Conven-
tion Special will be just as eagerly
read by those attending the conven-
tion.

tical operation of the same. He indicated

that there would be present at the conven-
tion not only representative persons con-
nected with the motion picture industry,

but that some of the leading men and
women of the United States would be
there to advise the theatre owners on
problems affecting the general welfare of

the country which, to some extent at

least, could be advanced through the pub-
licity powers of the screen.

"Mr. Cohen spoke of the exposition be-

ing the most pronounced demonstration of

motion picture development that could

be conceived and that it would in many
respects surprise every theatre owner be-

cause of its magnitude and the complete-
ness of its details. He told of the great

interest with which this motion picture

palace of progress or exposition was be-

ing received in Chicago and certain cities

and towns where 1.500 theatres were run-

ning slides daily, telling of the big event

and arousing the deep interest of millions

of people in this great enterprise of the

Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Amer-
ica.

"Arrangements were made by the com-
mittee for hotel accommodations at the

Sherman hotel in Chicago where the head-

quarters of the New York state delegation

will be located as well as the headquar-

ters of the National Convention.

Special Committee Named

"A special committee consisting of John
Manheimer, Morris Needles. Louis Geller.

Phil Rosenson and Clarence Cohen was
named for making final arrangements
with respect to transportation and such
additional hotel accommodations as may
be necessary to take care of any increase

in the delegation. This committee will

communicate with similar committees

from the Buffalo, Rochester, Central and
Southern New York Divisions of the Mo-
tion Picture Theatre Owners of America,
with a view to having a complete New
York state delegation on the same train

for Chicago, if possible.
"Arrangements provide for special cars

on the New York Central Railroad, and
as similar moves will be made by the

other divisions in New York state, their

cars may be attached to the train at Al-
bany, Rochester and Buffalo en route.

"It is expected that several hundred
theatre owners will be present at the con-
vention from New York state, making this

the largest delegation from the Empire
State that has yet appeared at any national

gathering of theatre owners."

New York Sees Cohen

Dictator at Convention

(.Concluded from page 21)

delegates in sufficient number to domi-
nate that convention. And don't let any-
one tell you different.

"Here is the way it shapes up. Take a
pencil and figure it out. If every state

in the union was organized and sent its

lull quota of delegates to Chicago, there

would be 435 votes. But the states are

not all organized and even those that arc

will not have full delegations.

Says Cohen Will Run It

"Cohen now holds in the hollow of his

hand, or in his vest pocket, or somewhere,
to do with just what he wants, more
than half the number of delegates than

can possibly be figured on as being at

the convention. These are his without a

chance of losing: New York, 43; Massa-
chusetts, 18; Connecticut, 5; Rhode
Island, 3; New Jersey, 12; Ohio. 22;

Pennsylvania. 38; Nebraska, 6; Missouri,

16; North Carolina, 10.

"My dope is that there will not be
more than 300 delegates at the conven-
tion entitled to vote. The states he al-

ready owns give him 173 votes, and there

arc others that will be his. He could lose

out on quite a few and still run that con-

vention to suit himself. And that's what_

he will do."

Bill Admitting]Youths

Dies in N. Y. Assembly
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., May 8.—The bill re-

lating to the admittance of children to

motion picture theatres in New York city,

died in committee as the legislature ad-

journed in the early morning hours of

last Saturday. The bill had passed the

Senate on Tuesday.
The bill would have permitted children

between the ages of eight and sixteen

years to attend the theatres of the

metropolis, under certain restrictions.

Film Protector Firm
Moves to N. J. Plant
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK. May 8.—Henrich

I.ichte. who is originator of a formula

for prolonging the life of films, is here

from Germany and will take active

charge of Dura Film Protector Com-
pany, which uses his process. The com-
pany has moved to its plant in Orange,

N. J., where increased mechanical facili-

ties have been provided.
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TJepunir^|ide

MBdiibition

First National Threatened
To Disrupt Famous, Charge

Irwin Testifies That Proposal Was Then Made and
Adopted That Zukor Fight Exhibitors Circuit

By Erecting Competing Theatres
(Special' to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, May 8.—Walter W. Irwin, former vice-president of Vita-
graph and of Famous Players-Lasky. was the star witness at the opening
of the third week of the Federal Trade Commission's investigation into

the affairs of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation. Mr. Irwin was on the
stand the major part of the day, the other witnesses being Elek John
Ludvigh and Harold B. Franklin, both of Famous.

Ludvigh Says Zukor Was Asked to Be Stanley Director

Mr. Ludvigh was recalled to identify a lot of documents, chief among
them being agreements made by Famous with Southern Enterprises. B. S.

Moss, the Stanley Company of America and A. S. Black Enterprises. Mr.
Ludvigh was asked if Mr. Zukor was not a member of the board of

directors of the Stanley Company and replied: "I believe they asked him
to honor them by becoming a director."

The agreement with the Stanley Company. Mr. Ludvigh said, had been
negotiated by Mr. Zukor. but that the one affecting the Black circuit was
made by the chairman of the finance committee of Famous Players.

By LON C. BROWN
(Duvall Theatre, Duvall, Wash.)

This happened years ago when four

single reels were a show. Along came a

"super-special ' in three reels called "Cus-
ter's Last Battle." Our admission had al-

ways been 15 cents, but we felt we were
entitled to raise the price on this picture.

Being new in the business I argued that

if it was hard to get a crowd at 15 cents

what could we expect at a higher price.

My partner, an ex-magician and experi-

enced showman, agreed that this radical

change of policy would not be met with
favor, but proposed a scheme in the na-

ture of a compromise whereby the raise

in price could be made painless.

Bill had learned by years of experience

that if we could get the women and chil-

dren interested they would bring the

men, so we bought some green chalk

and white cardboard and advertised the

show good and strong—women and chil-

dren free, men 25 cents.

On the big night with the janitor "on
the door," Bill at "the electric piano" and
myself at the "one pin," the crowd started

coming. Our advertising had been effec-

tive. Our hall soon filled up with women
and children but the only men visible at

the show time were Bill, the janitor and
myself. Then through my tear dimmed
eyes I saw Bill mount the platform and

invite everyone to join in singing "God
Be With You 'Till We Meet Again.

'

I met Bill at the back door and while

they were still singing we started down
the street to see why no men had come.

We did not have to go far. The men
had taken the cue, sent their wives and
children to the pictures. We found them
at the saloon putting on a show of their

own. We joined the men's show and I

never found out how long the women
and children remained standing and sing-

ing, but they were all gone when we got

back to the hall two days later.

By H. S. FORD
(Olympic Theatre, Wichita Falls,

Tex.)

The funniest remark I ever heard per-
taining to a picture was one night during
the run of Cecil B. DeMille's "Man-
slaughter." The house was packed and
in the line waiting for the next show
was a couple. The young man evidently
wanted to let his friend know he had re-

cently been in New York, so he spoke
up and said: "I have seen this picture
just recently in New York, but I want
to see it again, for when I saw it in New
York, of course, it had a different cast,

• an all star cast, and I want to draw a
comparison." And evidently the girl did
not tumble, for she remarked: "I am
sure you will see a big difference."

Mr. Ludvigh was asked about a list of

theatres to the owners of which money
had been loaned by Famous. He re-

plied that to the best of his knowledge
there had been but one. This loan, he
said, amounted to $12,000 and had been
made to Phil Gleichman of Detroit.

Behind S2 1.000 in Rentals

Mr. Ludvigh told, in answering ques-
tioning by Marvin Farrington, of Famous
Players financial dealings with Loew's
Ohio theatre of Cleveland. He said that
in the fall of 1921 this concern got be-
hind in film rentals to the extent of $21.-

000. During the first three months of

1922 this delinquency was increased un-
til by the end of March it amounted to

$67,000. The Ohio company then got
out second mortgage 7 per cent bonds
on the Euclid theatre due in 1926.

Famous Players, he said, took $100,000
of these bonds and allowed the theatre

company to trade out the remainder. It

was all traded out by October. 1922. Mr.
Ludvigh said.

Mr. Franklin followed Mr. Ludvigh
and was questioned briefly about the

agreement made with W, P. Gray to take
charge as general manager of part of the

Black circuit of theatres in New Eng-
land.

Form V. L. S. E. Combination

Mr. Irwin, who stated that he was not
at present engaged in film production or

distribution, testified at considerable
length of the corporation m 1915 of the

V. L. S. E., which was a combination of

Yitagraph, Lubin, Selig and Essanay.
with the witness as general manager.
This get-together was due. he said, to the

fact that the General Film, through
which they had been distributing, han-
dled chiefly short subjects of two and
three reels and had had no success in

distributing features.

At that time General Film sold pro-

grams and for the first three or four

months the V. L. S. E combination fol-

lowed the same policy, then changing to

a policy of open booking.

He told of the formation of Artcraf't

Pictures and of several conferences he

had with Mr. Zukor in 1917 and 191S

on general problems of the industry, and
particularly of Mr. Zukor's purposes in

forming a company separate from Para-

mount for the handling of the films of

Mary Pickford and other big stars. This,
he said, was necessary in order to get
adequate returns from the big star pic-

tures.

Tells of Bidding for Stars

The formation of Associated First Na-
tional Exhibitors Circuit was taken up
and along with it the advent of the Zukor
company into the theatre owning end of

the business. Mr. Irwin said Mr. Zukor
asked him to talk over the matter with
him as he desired to get the opinion of
others than members of his own board of

directors. Mr. Irwin testified that Mr.
Zukor said that First National was try-

ing to get Mary Pickford away from him
as her contract had. or was about, to
expire.
Mr. Zukor said, the witness testified,

that J. D. Williams and Harry Schwalbe
had served notice on him that the>- would
take Pickford away from him and that no
matter what amount he bid tor the star's

services they would outbid him. Mr. Zu-
kor also told him. Mr. Irwin said, that

Mr. Williams and Mr. Schwalbe had told

Miss Pickford and her mother the same
thing and that the star had said she was
going to make pictures for First National.

First National officials had threatened.
Mr. Irwin said Mr. Zukor had informed
him, to take from Famous Players all of

the principal stars and directors and to
break up the Zukor organization. Zukor
had told the witness that he was deter-

mined to fight and asked his advice as to
just how the fight should be made.

Would Give Industry Facts

Mr. Irwin said he had told Mr. Zukor
that the first thing to do was to tell the
industry the facts of the whole affair

through the advertising columns of the
trade press, to put it all in the form of
affidavits and to point out that the "al-

leged exhibitor organization" would nec-
essarily greatly increase the price of film
rentals owing to the bidding for stars.

He urged Mr. Zukor to point out, he said,

that First National, instead of being a
friend of the exhibitor was his commer-
cial enemy. He said he also advised Mr.
Zukor to advertise that he would not
serve First National franchise or sub-
franchise holders with pictures. First
National franchise holders, he said, were
forced to rely on companies other than
First National for p large part of their
pictures, and that he thought this threat
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would have the tendency to make First
National "behave itself."

Mr. Zukor, Mr. Irwin said, hesitated
about refusing to serve First National
franchise holders, as that would cut off

large revenues, nor did Mr. Zukor take
his advice about advertising along the
lines suggested by Mr. Irwin. However,
Mr. Irwin said, Mr. Zukor appeared be-
fore the executive committee of the N. A.
M. P. I., of which committee Mr. Irwin
was chairman, and explained to the mem-
bers the threats and the plans of First
National to break up the Zukor organi-
zation by raiding it of its stars, and
pointed out that this could only have the
effect of increasing the price of film

rentals.

Plan Fight on First National

Mr. Irwin told of a meeting at Mr. Zu-
kor's home which was attended by Mr.
Irwin, Mr. Zukor and the latter's execu-
tive committee, during which the plans
for fighting First National were gone
over. It was proposed by Mr. Irwin, he
said, that Famous Players-Lasky go into
each First National city and build a big-
ger and finer theatre than then existed,
and in other words "fight fire with fire."

The influenza period had just been gone
through and many of the First National
franchise holders, as well as other exhibi-
tors, had been compelled to borrow from
banks and Mr. Irwin said that part of
his argument was that the invasion or
threatened invasion by Famous would
have the effect of causing these banks to
call their loans.

Following this meeting, Mr. Irwin said,

he became connected with Famous Play-
ers and was made a vice president. He
then was given the task of acquiring the-
atres or property upon which to build
theatres. His first undertaking, he said,

was in St. Louis, where he looked over
the Grand Central theatre owned by Wil-
liam Sievers, a First National franchise
holdef, with the idea of acquiring it.

This, he said, he found unsuitable, so
he negotiated for property directly across
the street, which was purchased by Fa-
mous Players and upon which a theatre
later was built. Mr. Irwin said that he
also negotiated a loan in St. Louis for
the construction of the theatre. Proper-
ties were examined in many cities by
him and by his direction, Mr. Irwin said,

but the only other actually acquired dur-
ing his connection with Famous was in

Indianapolis. Here he negotiated for the
purchase of the English hotel property,
directly across from the Circle theatre,
which was owned by Robert Lieber, then
and now president of First National.

Acquires Interest in Theatres

During this time, Mr. Irwin testified,

Famous Players acquired various inter-
ests in existing theatres and in the inter-
ests of these acquisitions he visited many
cities. He told of negotiations for prop-
erty in Toledo directly across the street
from Loew's Valentine theatre, but noth-
ing came of this, as Mr. Zukor did not
want to offend such a good buyer of film
as Marcus Loew.
Milwaukee looked like a good spot, Mr.

Irwin testified, and Mr. Zukor went with
him to that city to look things over. This
was in October or November, 1919. H.
D. H. Connick in the meantime had be-
come head of the finance committee, Mr.
Irwin said, and he decided that every-
thing of this nature should be stopped
until the finance committee could look
mto it.

Mr. Irwin then told of sending a rep-
resentative into Canada to look over the
theatre question and of the formation of
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation of
Canada.
Mr. Irwin then told of planning with

Mr. Zukor to take a trip to Australia for

the purpose of looking into the exhibition
situation with a view of acquiring theatres
there and in New Zealand. This was
abandoned later and Mr. Irwin left the
company on January 1, 1920.

Tells of Being Forced Out

Richard A. Rowland, manager of First
National and Samuel Goldwyn, the lat-

ter again a picture producer, were the
star performers of the early half of last

week's hearings. Goldwyn told how he
had been forced out of Famous Players-
Lasky. This was started, he said, while
he was on a trip to the Coast to bring
about the acquisition of the Bosworth
Company. On his return, he said, he
learned from Jesse Lasky that Zukor had
notified the board of directors that he
would resign as president if Goldwyn
did not leave the company. After mak-
ing sure that he would be voted out,
Goldwyn said, he took the initiative and
resigned.
Goldwyn testified as to an attempted

merger of Famous Players Film Com-
pany and Lasky Feature Play Company
with Triangle. The plan also contem-
plated the merging of Paramount Pic-
tures Corporation with Triangle. Noth-
ing came of it, Goldwyn said, except
that it forced the issue in the fight be-
tween Hodkinson and the producers.

Declines Abrams Proposition

Later, Goldwyn said, after he had
formed Goldwyn Pictures Corporation,
Hiram Abrams, then president of Para-
mount, proposed to him that F. P.-L.
take over all his contracts and buy him
out, but this offer was declined. Gold-
wyn testified that the Goldwyn Corpora-
tion in 1921 acquired a half interest in

thirty theatres throughout the country.
The reason for this, he said, was that
Famous Players had commenced in 1921
to get hold of the theatre situation, and
this together with the houses controlled
by First National franchise holders made
it difficult for the Goldwyn company to
get showings in key cities. The capi-
talization of the Goldwyn company, he
stated, was increased in order to acquire
theatres.

Goldwyn was asked about his leaving
the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation and
whether or not he still was interested
financially. He stated that he had left

twice, first in 1921 and again in 1922
and said that he is now a larger stock-
holder in Goldwyn than when he left

the company.
On cross examination Goldwyn as-

serted that he considered key city show-
ings indispensable for the success of
high grade picture, but that the import-
ance of Broadway first runs is not as
important now as it was a year ago.
He admitted that one of the factors in

the success of F. P.-L. is the consistent
high quality of its pictures.

Opposes Producer Owned Houses

On the subject of block sales, Mr.
Goldwyn said that it was the practice
of every company. During the cross
examination Mr. Goldwyn expressed
himself forcibly against the policy of
producer-owned theatres, and asserted
that in his opinion it is desirable to keep
the two things separate and apart, if

the producer can get his pictures played
without ownership.

Richard A. Rowland, on taking the
stand agreed to produce the contract he
said had been made between First Na-
tional and F. P.-L. subsidiaries in the
South, in the making of which he stated
that he had not directly participated.
Rowland said that in 1919 there were
3,500 franchise and sub-franchise hold-
ers in First National and he estimated
that less than 5 per cent of these owned

first run theatres. He stated that to-
day there are 2,200 franchise and sub-
irancnisc holders with the percentage
of first runs remaining the same.
Asked about the cancellation of fran-

chises by exhibitors Mr. Rowland stated
that this could be done on six months
notice provided all the pictures had been
played and all bills settled in full. Be-
fore taking up First Natitonal affairs

Mr. Rowland was questioned at consid-
erable length about the affairs of Metro
Pictures, and in answer reviewed the
history of the organization from its in-

ception until he severed his connection
with the company in 1922.

Franchise Sold to Williams

S. A. Rothafel, manager of the Capitol
theatre, was another interesting witness.
He stated that the theatre was owned by
Moredall Realty Company, and that

while the Goldwyn company held an in-

terest he did know how extensive this

holding is.

Rothafel said at the inception of First

National of which he was the first presi-

dent, there were twenty-three original
organizers and that it was a cooperative
buying proposition with each organizer
retaining his own theatre. He said at
this time he was manager of the Rialto
and that then the franchise holders were
not compelled to take all the pictures
scheduled, but that this later was changed.
When asked, on cross examination what
had become of the Rialto franchise, he
said that it had been sold back to J. D.
Williams and finally turned up at the

Strand.
Cross examined by Mr. Swayne, of

counsel for the respondents, Rothafel
said that when he was managing the
Rialto and Rivoli he had no difficulty

in buying pictures from any of the com-
panies in existence, and stated that if

any company came to him and said he
would have to take all its pictures or
none, he would take none.

Frederick Gage, sales manager of
American Releasing, showed a list of

pictures which he was confident had
sufficient merit to entitle them to first

runs in first class theatres. He named
a dozen or more that had been offered

by his company to the Capitol, Strand,
Rivoli and Rialto but had been turned
down on the ground that they did not
measure up or that there was no "open
time."

Metro Meets No Difficulties

W. E. Atkinson, vice-president and
general manager of Metro, testified that

his company had encountered no sales

difficulties on "account of First National
contracts with exhibitors" or Famous
Players-Lasky selling policy. He stated

that it was all a question of quality pic-

tures and that if the pictures were not
good advantageous sales of them could
not be effected nor expected. Mr. Atkin-
son said Marcus Loew, principal factor

of Metro, owned about eighty theatres

outright and controlled through lease or

management about the same number.
W. L. Sherry, at one time the largest

stockholder in Paramount and at one
time its vice-president, testified that at

one time his stock holdings approximated
$800,000. that this had been lost to him
and that he now owed Famous Players-

Lasky $15,000. Together with other ter-

ritorial buyers. Sherry said, he partici-

pated in selling their exchange interests

to Zukor and Lasky. He was to re-

ceive, he said, a contract for $1,000 a

week and two per cent of the gross as

district manager of the New York ter-

ritory, but that this contract was never

executed. After repeated appeals to

Zukor, he said, it was arranged that he

(Concluded on page $7)
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Local Advertising Is Favored
By Exhibitors, Survey Shows

Newspapers Find Favor
Among Theatre Owners

Mae Murray to

Start New Films

(Special to Exhibitors Herald')

NEW YORK, May 8.—Mae Mur-
ray is expected in New York in

the near future to conclude several
business transactions before she
starts work on '"Conquest" and
"Mdlle. Midnight," two forthcom-
ing pictures for Metro. This an-
nouncement by the star herself is

seen as further substantiating the
fact that Miss Murray will continue
to make pictures for Metro distri-

bution.

Her latest film, "The French
Doll," has been completed and is

now being prepared for publication
in Fall.

Quality, Not Company
To Decide Success of

Films, Says Schenck
(.Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, May 8.—Interesting
predictions are made by Joseph M.
Schenck on his return here from a visit

to New York. Among other things he
sees Hollywood as the real battleground
between organized and independent films

interests with quality of pictures rather
than the marshaling of finances as the
deciding issue.

"The day is coming when a picture

must stand on its own merits. Today to

a great extent a picture 'gets over' be-
cause of the organization behind it; to-

morrow the organization will get over
because of the pictures it puts out,"

Schenck declares.

The industry, he said, anpears from a

New York viewpoint to be in a healthier

state than ever before. The financial situ-

ation has emerged from the stringency of

last summer, which is a great stimulation

to production.

Kansas Ready to Begin

Battle on Music "Tax"
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, KAN.. May 8.—With
Samuel Handy, attorney for the M. P.

T. O. Kansas, in New York gathering
data, the Kansas organization intends to

take the "kick-off' in a fight against the

music tax. Efforts of a year's work, spent
in making every possible analysis of the

music tax situation, are about to mate-
rialize, according to C. E. Cook, business
manager of the M. P. T. O. K.
Mr. Handy probably will attend the

national convention in Chicago this

month. Virtually every member of the

M. P. T. O. K. now is working harmo-
niously for the good of the organization.

Mrs. S. J. Goldstein Dies
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK. May 8.—Mrs. S. J.

Goldstein, mother of E. H. Goldstein,
treasurer of Universal Pictures Corpora-
tion, died at her home here following a
short illness.

Many Interesting and Important Facts Developing
in Comments by Country's Showmen

Closer scrutiny of exhibitors' views on the proposition of

advertising motion pictures in magazines of national circulation

manifests a keen cooperative spirit on the part of the theatre

owners in formulating industry plans and solving problems,

which, in their scope, affect the entire motion picture business.

In their responses to the "Herald" survey on the question of national

advertising, the first installment of which was published last week, the

exhibitors have assumed an unselfish attitude and have discussed the sub-

ject from the standpoint of the relationship existing between the industry

on the one hand and the public on the other.

While the expressions of opinions vary in phraseology the majority

of them follow the same general course in their treatment of the subject.

Judging from the comments received and reviewed the theatre owner is

apprehensive of what he believes to be a disinterested public. Some means

of arousing the public from that state of lethargy forms the basis of a

majority of the exhibitors' views.

More Extensive Local Advertising Is Desired

There is a feeling among exhibitors that the infusion of individual

theatre personality into local advertising will achieve hopeful results.

Although this is being done by the majority of exhibitors, more extensive

advertising of this nature is desired, according to the views expressed in

the survey.

In this connection suggestions are offered by the exhibitors that the

large sums now expended in national advertising be diverted to local adver-

tising appropriations for use in the daily newspapers. Many exhibitors

assert frankly that if they were in a position to spend more freely in local

newspaper advertising they could place their theatres on a better paying

basis.

In conducting their own advertising campaigns, exhibitors hold that

they could discriminate between the good and the bad in pictures, a practice

which, they claim, has not been followed in national advertising and has

been responsible for a certain falling off in attendance.

Voice Preference for Newspaper Advertising Plan

The local newspaper advertising plan is favored by the theatre men in

both the cities and the smaller communities. Even among those who
assert that national advertising is benefiting them to a degree, there is

a preference for the local advertising plan.

The survey thus far is disclosing many facts of importance and
interest which must not be overlooked in an effort to arrive at accurate

conclusions on the subject of national advertising. These facts will be

reviewed weekly as the survey progresses, but only by reading the exhibi-

tors' opinions themselves can a thorough knowledge of the subject be
gained.

Second Installment of Exhibitors Opinions

Is Published on Following Pages
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IS NATIONAL ADVERTISING HELPING YOU?
"Herald" Questionnaire on Subject Brings Remarkable

Response From Exhibitors of Country

The value of national advertising as a medium of promoting the motion picture has been a subject of wide dis-

cussion within the trade. The debatable question has been whether or not the enormous expenditures for

this type of advertising brings returns commensurate with the monetary outlay. Because of the impor-
tance of the subject the "Herald" has gone to the exhibitor, the man most vitally affected, for the answer
to the question: "Is National Advertising Helping You?" That the survey might be comprehensive and
the returns accuVate the exhibitors were asked to comment upon the following phases of the subject:

1. What do you think of this as a means of increasing theatre attendance?

2. Is it increasing the attendance in your theatre?

3. What percentage of your attendance do you feel it is responsible for?

4. What is the comment of your patrons on magazine advertisements, on trade marks or brands and on
particular pictures?

5. Do you feel this money could be expended in any other way to give you greater benefits?

6. If so, how?
7. Can admission prices be successfully raised on pictures on the strength of national advertising?

The numbers of the questions are used to designate specific answers. In replies where no numbers are used
the exhibitors discussed the subject generally.

J. J. KUDLACEK, SWAN THEATRE.
SWANTON, NEB.: (1) In no way

affects the country town. (2) No. (3)
None. (4) None. (G) We feel that more
could be accomplished if producers would
not over-rate, and over-exploit 99 per cent

of the pictures marketed. From the pa-

trons' viewpoint, I am quite sure this

does more harm to theatre attendance
than any other thing. (7) No. There are
only three copies of "Saturday Evening
Post" coming to this community. How
could it help us?

# * *

M. B. TRITCH, VICTORY THE-
ATRE, POTEAU, OKLA.: (l) In-

deed very good. (2) Yes. (3) One per
cent. (4) Requests to get such pictures.

(5) Possibly so. (6) Let each national

exchange distribute the amount each
month with their various offices and each
office to allow a certain amount to be
spent for advertising in each town in

their respective territory. (7) No, not
generally, but some cases yes. Selecting
only the biggest pictures that you know
will stand a raise in admission.

* * *

REX THEATRE, VIRDEN, ILL.: i i
|

It is a detriment to business in a small
town. When the picture is a month old
it is an old picture in the minds of those
who have seen the ads. Tell them to use
a little sense and stop it. (2) No-no-no.
(3) It is responsible for a large percen-
tage staying away and knocking their

home town and small town show. (5)
Yes-yes-yes-yes. (6) Sell the picture
cheaper, sell the paper cheaper, or fur-

nish a certain amount gratis with the pic-

ture. Have competent poster clerks and
keep up the stock. (7) No.

* * *

LEGION THEATRE, WAKONDA, S.

D.: (1) Personally I think the national
advertising is only of advantage to the
larger cities where they can show the pic-

tures concurrent with the advertising. In
a small town you cannot afford to pay
the prices asked for pictures released at

time of advertisement. (2) Do not think

so. (3) Very little. (4) None that we
have heard. (5) Yes. (6) By cutting the

W. A. STEFFES, MINNEAPOLIS,
MINN.: (1) Not much. If same

amount were spent in newspapers,
more and better results. (2) No.
(3) None. (4) Don't hear any,
proving public don't pay much at-

tention to ads. (5) Yes. (6) News-
papers. (7) No.

price of films to exhibitors. (7) Not here.

JOSEPH F. SPANGLER, GLOBE
THEATRE, BEAVER, OKLA.: (1)

Well, I consider it is some help to an ex-
hibitor, but I declare it is overdone. About
one half this amount spent for advertise-
ments Would be satisfactory. (2) A very
little. (3) 10 per cent. (4) / received but
very few remarks. (5) Yes. (6) By mail
literature direct to patrons. Secondary, by
reducing tlve large advertisements to a
minimum and then by cutting dow\ over-
head expenses and renting the films cheaper
to an exhibitor and by so doing an exhibitor
can spend more money on direct advertise-

ments. (7) It can on a small per cent but

on the majority of pictures it is a failure-

The best n-ay. I believe, is for the company
to cut down overhead expenses on advertise-

ments and then make better prices to an
exhibitor on advertising and then he can
reach his patrons direct by mailing each
person literature for each shozv in advance

of playing dates.

* * *

F. E. SABIN, MAJESTIC THEATRE,
EUREKA, MONT.: (1) Doubtless a

business getter for theatres playing very
early release dates. Does not mean a
dime to me. Too much interval between
ad and my play date. (I'd much rather
wait for reports in "What the Picture
Did for Me"—then I'm sure of good
ones.) (3) Possibly a very few. (4) No
comment on magazine ads. Trade marks
attract maybe 10 per cent. The star and
particular stories both draw well. (5)
Yes. (6) Give us a reduction on posters
and apply the enormous balance on the
feature itself so we can afford to buy
and show at a profit (and please 100 per

cent). (7) No-no-no. Advanced admis-
sions are acceptable only when the pro-
duction has the punch behind it to war-
rant the increase.

* * *

PHILIP RAND, REX THEATRE,
SALMON, IDAHO.: (1) Helps a little

but too much money wasted as cost is

put on film price to exhibitor. The latter

pays for something he doesn't profit from.
Ought to help big city theatres, not for

.small towns. (2) No. (3) None. (4)

Trade mark often hurts more than helps.

My people down a Vitagraph trade mark
because we have had so many poor
Vitas. (5) Yes. (6) Cut out the great

waste in foolish advertising and reduce
cost of picture as delivered to exhibitor.

(7) No, absolutely not.

(General Comment.) This national ad-

vertising idea is a great one for the

manufacturer or producer and mighty
poor for the retailer, exhibitor and the

public. Take food—take biscuit for an
example. Once upon a time a retailer

could get a real honest-to-goodness soda
cracker because competing companies
were selling on the merits of their pro-

duction. Then came the trust, consolida-

tion, standardization, dismissal of all

high priced salesmen and the big national

advertising campaign. Result, great prof-

its to stockholders, retailer forced to han-

dle goods on a narrower margin of profit

and the public forced to eat poorer qual-

ity of biscuit at higher prices. This at-

tempt to standardize art will be the

ruination of it. Famous Players-Lasky,

though the best, turn out so many fac-

tory-made type A, type B, type C plays

that people are losing interest. The ex-

hibitor doesn't want factory stuff. He
wants quality, originality and pure enter-

tainment. If a play is a really wonderful

play, the people mighty soon find it out

and rush to see it; if it is poor all the

advertising in the nation can't make the

large crowd "bite." They're wise. The
money wasted on foolish advertising is

scandalous. I say cut out the national

advertising and reduce price of plays as

now charged to the exhibitor. The pro-

ducer in the last twelve months has

steadily been raising prices until the ex-

hibitor is fighting for his life. The ex-

hibitor now is fighting two opponents, the
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JOSEPH HOPP, FORT ARM-
STRONG, SPENCER, AND MA-

JESTIC THEATRES, ROCK
ISLAND, ILL.: (1) Only nominal
in effect, with possible exception
of "Saturday Evening Post." It is

no good and with "Post" helps only
a little. (2) Very little. (3) Not
over one percent. (5) Yes. (6) By
placing their ads in the local daily
papers, which are read by all of the
local reading public. (7) We have
repeatedly tried it, but with ad-
verse results. Hence, we say, No.
(General Comment) Our position
in brief: Local daily papers to
reach the public best. Trade pa-
pers for exhibitors.

producer who soaks him with raised
prices and the public is shouting its head
off because it has to pay so much to see
the big specials. The brains of the in-

dustry' should unite in trying to reduce
costs, not to increase them. The picture
theatre primarily is the poor people's
club, church and school. Don't drive the
people away by trying to make it a rich
man's institution. National advertising
means waste because the same amount of

money, time and labor spent on a weak
play as a good one and money spent
bolstering up weak plays (and 50 per
cent are weak) is money thrown away or
rather it is money charged up to the ex-
hibitor because all losses on previous bad
ones are piled up on the next appearing
good one. The exhibitor pays for it all.

Meanwhile our stars build palaces and
the public growl at the high prices and
standardization is throttling individuality.

* * *

CHARLES BORN, ELKS THEATRE,
PRESCOTT, ARIZ.: (1) Undoubtedly

helps considerably where the advertising
and pictures are shown simultaneously,
otherwise only moderately successful and
of no benefit after a certain period later.

(2) No. (3) Attendance less than at

any time in five years. (4) They have
not commented at all. (5) Yes. (6) In
a more careful selection of stories for

their pictures and a more reasonable ren-
tal. (7) Yes, when the merit is in the
ofiering and not otherwise.

(General Comment.) Your trade jour-
nals with articles from exhibitors as well
as their comments on production, place
the trade journal much nearer the exhibi-
tor, who in turn is dealing with the pub-
lic and has to live with and by them.
Hence, honest reviews showing no favors
to space buyers in trade journals would
be of greatest assistance to the exhibitor
and a means of helping producers out of
their ruts. The national advertising as
well as our local stuff is of no lasting
benefit unless we can deliver the goods.

* * *

FRANK M. FARROW, APOLLO
THEATRE, SEATTLE, WASH.: (1)

No, not suburban patronage. Yes, on
first run houses providing thev hook up.

(2) No. (3) None. (4) "O'h, it's an-
other . . . picture." That's all. (5) Yes.
(6) Better variety of cuts, novelties, etc.

(7) No.
* * *

CROSY & SCHWIERSKE, REX
THEATRE, COLBY, WIS.: (1) It is

all right for the fact that it gets before
the intelligent reading public, but figure
it will help the exhibitor in the larger
places say where population is five to
ten thousand or more. Small town exhibi-
tors cannot run the pictures when they
are new and being advertised in the Post.
(2) No. (3) None. (4) Haven't heard

any as yet. (5) Yes. (6) Save some of
it and sell us small fellows the pictures
at live and let live prices. We are the
ones that have to pay for that advertis-
ing, the exhibitors. (7) No, would not
think so unless it would be the exhibitor
in the large cities where they have daily
papers and can bring things to attention
to their patrons more easily than the
small town exhibitor can.

* * *

GEORGE MURPHY, MAJESTIC
THEATRE, FORT SUMNER, N. M.:

(1) Nothing to it. (2) No. (3) None.
(4) I receive no comments on subject
mentioned. (5) Yes. (6) Spend it to
eliminate war tax and high express rates
and it will benefit the industry 30 per
cent. (7) This question is a joke.

* * *

KENNY LOYD, SPAD THEATRE,
DIERKS, ARK.: (1) Not much for

small towns. (2) No. (3) None. (4)
None. (5) Yes. (6) By furnishing ex-
hibitors advertising novelties gratis. (.7)

Not every one.

* * *

T. W. YOUNG, JR., FRANCES THE-
ATRE, DYERSBURG, TENN.: (1)

No. (2) No. (3) None. (4) Very few.
(5) Yes. (6) Using a personal exploi-
tation department in the different branch
exchanges. (7) I do not think so.

GRAND OPERA HOUSE, MERI-
DIAN, MISS.: (i) Good idea. {2)

Some, yes. (3) Can't say. (5) No. (7)
No, not unless the picture merits the in-

crease in admission. The picture must be
good enough, or have some distinctive rea-
son before admission should be raised.

* * *

G. A. REA, COLONIAL THEATRE,
WASHINGTON C. H., O.: (1) Great.

(2) Yes. (3) 10 per cent. (4) "Saw
this one in Read about this one
in " (5) No. (7) No. Never

HAROLD DASPIT, ATHER-
TON THEATRE, KENT-

WOOD, LA.: (1) Of very little

if any value at all in the small
country town. Never having op-
erated a show in a large town or
city, I am not in a position to say
of what value it is in the larger
places. (2) No. (3) None. (4)
They very seldom talk about any-
thing but the stars and the merits
of the picture itself. Trade marks
and brands mean nothing to my
patrons. All they want to know
is whether the actors and story are
good.

(5) Most emphatically yes. (6)
By cutting the price of rentals on '

the best pictures, thus enabling the
exhibitor to give his patrons good
pictures at reasonable admission
prices and at the same time make
a fair profit. (7) Not unless the
picture has first made good by
having had a big run in the larger
places to such an extent as to get
the people in the smaller places
talking about it and curious to see
it. It must first get the word of
mouth advertising from those who
have seen it in the larger places,
talking about in the smaller places.

(General Comment) I think the
daily newspaper is a better adver-
tising medium than the magazine,
especially in the small towns that
are near the larger towns and
cities.

HENRY W. GAUDING, LINCOLN
THEATRE, PITTSBURGH, PA.:

(1) Any publicity (legitimate)
should be beneficial. Doubt
whether cost of national advertis-
ing is justified. (2) Not so we can
notice it. (3) Direct results are
hard to trace. (4) Negligible. Sel-
dom hear any comment from pa-
trons on this subject. (5) Very
likely. (6) Reducing film costs.

(7) Possibly in communities where
publication is widely read. Per-
sonally, have never done so. We
operate a neighborhood house.
Hardly think this sort of a house
benefits materially from national
campaigns.

raise the price of admission until after
you see the picture yourself.

* * *

A. MITCHELL, DIXIE THEATRE,
RUSSELLVILLE, KY.: (l) Think

that it will help increase business, that
is if they advertise each production. But
to advertise trade marks then give the
public several lemons, the money is

wasted as the public will then not pay
any attention to the advertising. (2)
Cannot say. (3) None. (4) Have never
heard them mentioned by anyone at all.

They will mention seeing the advertise-
ments in the large dailies in the cities,

but no magazines. (5) Yes, put it in

the pictures. (6) Put it in the produc-
tion and then let that one picture adver-
tise itself, which it will. If you do not
have a record breaker the first showing it

will pack them in second, if it is a real

honest-to-goodness production. (7) No,
sir. But you can sure raise them on
such productions as "Knighthood," "Man-
slaughter," etc., and get more business
and absolutely satisfy them. I find that
the public is not looking for prices but
real productions. Be fair to your patrons
if you got a lemon tell them about it by
a sign in your lobby and do very little

advertising on it, but if you got a real

show then you cannot go too big on the
advertising of it, and can raise your
prices which is a good way to let them
know that you have got the goods, but
don't try it on a bum show.

* * *

H. G. STETTMUND, JR.. ODEON
THEATRE, CHANDLER, OKLA.:

I feel that the national advertising has
not increased our patronage any. It

seems to me that nationally advertising
pictures should get an immediate re-
sponse. I presume there are as many
Saturday Evening Posts sold here as
any town of like population. In spite of

this the readers thereof have never said
to me that they had seen a certain pic-

ture advertised therein and would like to
see it here. It seems to me the better
way to reach the public is through the
various film magazines. I have heard
more comment concerning pictures that
have been given publicity in these maga-
zines, than through national advertising
channels. I realize that advertising is a
very large study within itself and while
the national advertising does not do me
any good, I think it undoubtedly helps
the first run houses in the cities as they
run the pictures when they are adver-
tised or immediately thereafter.

* * *

W. D. PATRICK, COZY THEATRE,
FLORALA, ALA.: (/) It is not worth

much to the small exhibitors. The small
towns need a reduction in Him rental and
will never get it as long as the producers
continue to spend these hundreds of thou-
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BEN L. MORRIS, SPRAGG
AMUSEMENT CO., BELL-

AIRE, O.: (Operating five thea-
tres) (1) Believe "The Old Nest '

is the only instance where it ever
helped directly. Universale Satur-
day Evening Post ads. are abso-
lutely wasted money. National
advertising may help the early run
theatres but hurt the small cities

and that class. (2) No. (3) None
of it. (4) We have had some very
few inquire what Paramount pic-
tures meant and whether we run
them or not. We have had them
for years! Never had other in-

quiry. (5) Yes. (G) If I could
tell you how the money could be
better spent almost any of the com-
panies wculd give me a, job as
efficiency expert. It can be done
but that is up to the men who make
a study of that angle. (7) We
raised admissions on "Knighthood"
which was nationally advertised
and did well. Also on "The Flirt

'

which was not and did even better.
The latter seemed to be better
known.

sands for advertising. (.') Very little.

(j) About i per cent. {4) Favorable. (.•>)

No, but it is m-cded in the way of reduc-
tion in film rental. (6) Cut out this ad-
vertising, eut out the salesmen. Send out
a complete list of productions, with honest
box office reports, giving the entertain-
ment value of each at a price the small
towns can afford to pay. (") .V<>. We
small exhibitors feel that if this national
advertising was eut out that we could get
better film rental and would not have /"

close up about six months in the year.

* * »

JOHN HAMLYN, AIRDOME THE-
ATRE CENTER POINT, TEX.: . 1 1

National advertising should be limited
to only the very best of pictures, and
then the present expenditure is too much.
With myself the nationally advertised
pictures do not bring in enough extra
money to pay the extra rental you al-
ways are forced to pay. 12 ) So. (4)
My patrons do not judge so much by the
trade marks of a company, hut count
on my reputation to pick good clean
pictures, which is largely due to vour
department of "What the Picture Did
for Me." (5) To a great extent. (6)
By spending more time and pains to
make every picture ntore perfect which
would help to cut out the lemons. Often
I have seen a production that would have
been a success only for a few bad shots
or some fault that could he corrected at
very little expense. (7) Xot on national
advertising alone. The picture must he
there regardless of how much national
advertising is used. That's why I say
for the exhibitors good, "Push the really
good ones reasonably," and that is

enough.

* * *

A. L. LIGHTER, ORPHEUM THE-
ATRE, MELLEN, WIS.: (1) I don't

think it helps the small town exhibitor
(2) No. (3) None. (4) None. (5) Yes.
(6) In lowering rentals. (7) No.

* * *

FRANK OMICK, FOX THEATRE
AURORA, ILL.: fi) 00 per cent of

the money is a total loss as only 10 per
cent of the pictures advertised in this

manner are worthy of me advertising and
advertising will not improve the quality of
the other 00 per cent, (z) No. (3) None.
; j) Comment is always based on the quality

of the picture, not on the trade mark. Re-

gardless of who made the picture, if it is

"rotten" our patrons proclaim it. ( Yes.

(6) Spend it so as to improve the quality.

Advertising might help on a one day run,
but as the one day run is gone forever,
ndthing will hold patronage except quality.

Our first matinee is our only sure test on a
three day or six day run. (7) Absolutely
not. Admission prices cannot be raised ex-
cept on especially strong pictures, whether
nationally advertised or not. Each exhib-
itor must judge these pictures for himself.

* » *

PROCTOR & WADE, SULTANA
THEATRE, WILLIAMS, ARIZ.: (1)

Good scheme—very good. (2) Some.
(3) I would estimate 10 per cent. (Com-
munity very small). (4) Have not heard
much. (5) No. (7) I den't think so in

small towns. Ill
WILL F. TADDI KEN, ELITE THE-
ATRE, MORGANVILLE, KAN.: Hi

Absolutely no good for the small town as
we can't get the pictures when they are

run in the big publications. (2) No. (3)
None. (4> They want the new pictures
when the small town exhibitor cannot pos-

J. W. ANDRESEN, RIALTO THE-
ATRE, COZAD, NEB.: Advertis-

ing direct to the public, through
magazir.rs of national circulation,

by distributor!, is no doubt a great
benefit to the larger cities, as they
run a picture immediately after re-

lease, and as it is only new releases
that the distributor advertises in

these magazines it would benefit
only the ci'ies. But we exhibitors
in the .'mailer towns are probably
from six to twelve months behind
release and do not see where this

advertising benefits us, as by the
time we run the picture the public
has forgotten all about seeing this

one advertised in some magazine.
If we could buy pictures at a rea-
sonable price when first released
instead of having to wait until they
are old in order to get them at a
price that we can afford, '.hen we
would ge» some benefit of this ad-
vertising. Or. if they would adver-
tise some of their older products it

might help the small town exhib-
itor.

Slbly afford to buy them. (6) Lower rent-
als and better pictures. <7i No,

* * *

J. C. JENKINS, AUDITORIUM THE-
ATRE, NELIGH. NEB.: (1) For

the small towns I question if natii nal ad-
vertising is of material benefit. My reason
for tin's is that most theatres have their
dates tilled so far ahead that the pub'.ic has
forgotten the picture before the exhibitor
can get around to play it. Then again tin-

price of nationally advertised pictures is

prohibitive in most cases until long after it

has played the key cities and other large-

places. My guess is that the principal rea-
son for national advertising of pictures is

to sell the exhibitor rather than the public
although it is probably hoped that it will

do both. (2) Am unable to observe that
it is increasing attendance. (3) Doubt if

it is responsible for any increase.
(4) Seldom ever hear any comment on

nationally advertised pictures. Occasion-
ally someone mentions having seen so-and-
so advertised in such-and-such a magazine,
hut that's the end of it. The public cares
nothing for brand or trade mark. It mat-
ters not to the average patron who made
the picture. The idea that some producers
have their nantc on a picture means money

at the box office is all a myth. To say that
"It's a (ioldwyn" or "It's a Paramount" or
"It's a Metro" or any other brand for that
matter, means nothing at the box office of
the small theatre. It's the picture and story
that counts, even though it was made by
Hill Mud.

(5) I certainly do, and I wish I could
emphasize that. (6) If rentals on pic-
tures and on accessories were reduced in

proportion to the amount expended in

national advertising, the exhibitor would
reap some material benefit. High rent-
als is heading the picture business for
the rocks. If anyone is in doubt about
this let him read the reports from exhibit]
or> in "What the Picture Did for Me" in

your magazine and note the number who
say. "Didn't make any money on this, paid
too much for the picture." or "Watch your
step when you buy this, they will try to
over-sell you as they did me," and many
similar expressions. No business can suc-
ceed that doesn't show a profit, and the
profit for several years has lieen absorbs!
by the producers and squandered in crazy
salaries and other "drunken sailor" OVfS
head expenses. Producers have become
drunken with the idea that there is no limit

to the public purse, but they will find that

the rocks arc not very far away and there

is liable to be an awful wreckage unless
si line sane business principles are injected

into the business pretty soon. The le-

gitimate is convng back just as sure as

fate and it will not be long until the
small houses will be playing pictures as

a secondary consideration, for the show-
man knows he can make a profit on road-
shows where he stands to lose on pic-

tures. As for myself, commencing next
September, I shall use pictures as fillers

only and I am certain that a large per-

centage of the houses in th : s territory

will do the same.

I 7 ) Admission prices arc as high now as

sin Wmen dare go. The public rebels when
prices arc advanced. It might be possible to

get as much money but it cuts down on
attendance, which is a very dangerous thing

to do in my estimation.

JACK HICKEY, JR., GRAND THE-
ATRE, NEW LONDON, WIS.. (1)

I have never had anybody ask me to

book a picture because they read about
it in a magazine, but I have had people

H. J. LONGAKER, HOWARD
THEATRE, ALEXANDRIA,

MINN.: (1) I have always op-
posed it as the cost is passed to

the exhibitor to pay, but I am in

favor of the plan and form used by
First National Pictures in the Sat-
urday Evening Pest at present. (2)
Whole page display—no. (3) Whole
nage display—about 1 percent. (4)
They state they pay for it when
buying a ticket to the show. Trade
marks mean nothing unless good
pictures are behind that trade mark.
(5) Yes. (6) Apply a certain por-

t'on of that money on every copy
of local display each exhibitor in-

serts in local papers where proofs
are sent to exchange distributing
pictures advertised. (7) They can
not. Prices should be reduced in

th* agricultural districts unless ex-
hibitors of those districts wish to

cease operating. Very few produc-
ers know that farmers cannot at-

tend any entertamment on account
of present conditions, low prices of

farm products and where there is

no c'her industry, all business men
and in fact the entire community is

affected alike.
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W. F. MAILAND, MASCOT THE-
ATRE, MOBRIDGE, S. D.: (1)

None. (2) No. (3) None whatever.
(4) 90 per cent of advertising is

bunk. For instance, "Foolish
Wives," "Light of New York," etc.

(5) Yes. (6) Reduce film rental.

(7) No, not here. It has been done
too often. (General Comment) Less
high priced advertising and more
honest comments on pictures and
better pictures is what we feel is

needed.

ask me to get pictures that were adver-
tised in city newspapers that they had
read. (Don't think it any good.) (2)
No. (3) None. (4) They have never
remarked about it to me, if they ever
read them. (5) Yes. (6) Cutting the
price of film and accessories and let us
small towns do our own advertising. (7)
Not in my town.

* * *

D. L. PEARSALL. COMMUNITY
THEATRE, NINEVEH, N. Y.:

Personally I do not think it fays. ' 2) .Yo.

(31 None. 14) Have not heard any. (6

1

By making better pictures. Let the dis-

tributor yet his name up for making a high
elass picture and then when it is announced
that you are showing his pictures you can
get the crouds, (y) It will be an impossi-
bility to raise admission prices on the

strength of magazine advertising. The acid
test of public criticism must be applied to

all producers' pictures and then if it meets
the requirements perhaps the price could be
raised but doubtful. Give us pictures of
five or six reels that are of high quality and
then we can get the crowds.

LEUZINGER & AMSBERRY. CAR-
THAGE THEATRE, CARTHAGE.

S. D.: (1) It is worth very little if any-
thing to a small town, t2> No. (4) We
have heard no comments from our patrons
on this line of advertising. (5) Yes. (6)
Possibly by reducing' the price of the pic-

ture slp that the exhibitor can do the adver-
tising locally, or by direct advertising to

the people on certain pictures. ( 7 ) Xo.

* * *

E. E. BAIR. STATE THEATRE.
UHRICHSVILLE, O.: (1) I am in

a small town of about 8.0C0 people where
only about thirty copies of the "Satur-
day Evening Post" are sold. This na-
tional advertising is O. K. in some places,
but does little good in the small town.
(2) Positively no. (3) One tenth of 1

per cent. (4) Seldom hear any com-
ment in this respect, they watch mostly
the ads. of larger city newspapers. (5)
Yes. (6) By cutting down exhorbitant
film rentals, thus lessening the cost of
production and distribution and thereby
enable the exhibitor to increase his own
local advertising appropriation which
does him more good. (7) In a few ex-
ceptional cases, but not enough to war-
rant the exhibitor much at the end of
the year.

L. R. LEDBETTER. SAENGER'S
YAZOO THEATRE. YAZOO. MISS..

it) I think it is a very good idea to adver-
tise in the magazines as this gives lots of
advance publicity. (2) Yes. 13) 20 per
cent. (4) Very good, (5) Xot at the pres-
ent time, (j:) Yes. . .

* * *

C. R. BEECHLER, IRIS THEATRE
ST. JOHN'S. MICH.: (1) All adver-

tising helps. (2) Xo. (3) Possibly assists
with the advertising I do. (4) Very few
comments. Trade marks mean nothing. (5)
^es. (6) Make better pictures cheaper so

we can sell them cheaper. ( 7 ) Absolutely

no. A great many nationally advertised pic-

tures do not warrant it.

F. M. EDGETT. LYRIC THEATRE.
EARLVILLE, ILL.: (ill think it is

money wasted. I contend that if they
want to use printers ink use it in the lo-

cal papers where they have business.
I
2 I

No. ( 4 ) I never hear anything said of it.

It is more word of mouth or papers. (6)
As stated above or give the exhibitor a cer-

tain amount of exploitation. (7) No, I am
using a picture tonight that will not make
me money and it has been advertised big. I

don't think the distributors pay enough at-

tention to the exhibitor in small towns where
they have so much to contend with. They
all act as if the exhibitors were all thieves

and attend to them when all else has had
attention.

* * *

E. L. GOLDEN. MT. VERNON THE-
ATRES. TALLASSEE. ALA.: (1)

I think it will help some in large towns
but don't think it will help the small

town exhibitor. (2) Can't tell it. (3)

None. (4) None. (5) Yes. (6) Don't

make the small town exhibitor pay for

national advertising with film rentals,

when he does not get the benefit of it.

(7) I don't think so.

E C ACCOLA. BONHAM THEA-
TRE. PRAIRIE DU SAC. WIS.:

Don't think much of it. 1 2) Xo. (3) None.

(4) None. (3) Yes. (6) Lower film rental.

Better direct advertising by the exhibitor to

his patrons. (7) Absolutely not. Lo-wer

prices mean more to patrons titan all this

advertising ever will.

'General Comment) All this advertising

is the bunk. People are getting so they

don't pay any attention io it any more, be-

cause there is too much of it. The people

GLENN HUNTER and Mary Astor in

the W. W. Hodkinson publication, "Sec-

ond Fiddle."

C. C. HUBERT, OPERA HOUSE,
NEWARK, DEL.: (1) It reaches

the better or learned class who are
looking for good pictures. (2) Yes.
C 3 ) 10 per cent. (4) If a picture is

worth advertising in a popular
magazine it is worth seeing. (S)

Yes. (6) Reduce the rental and let

the exhibitor advertise locally, as

each locality needs individual ad-
vertising. (7) Yes.

want good pictures at reduced prices and
they will do the advertising with their

tongues. They don't care to pay for a lot

of advertising because that don't mean any-
thing to them.

B. J. PACIUS. PRINCESS THEA-
TRE. PROSSER. WASH.: I Per-

haps it helps in city attendance. Money
wasted in regard to small town exhibi-
tors, because small town houses do not
buy the pictures nationally advertised
until the titles are forgotten. (2) Xo.
(4) Trade mark advertising is good in

magazines. The small town exhibitor
derives benefit of newspaper advertising
of films in key cities. (5) Yes. (6)
Trade mark advertising of various pic-

ture corporations on 24 sheet stands
throughout the country like tobacco and
soap advertising, will help the industry.

(7) Yes.
* * *

CLARKE A SANFORD. GALLI-
CURCI THEATRE, MARGARET-

VILLE, N. Y.: (1) It might help key
towns but the advertising is forgotten

many months before other towns get the

films. (2) Xo. (4) Xever heard it men-
tioned. (5) Yes. (6) Better prints, noth-

ing helps our show as much as clear

prints with no rainy or other marks and
ones that do not break. (7) Xo.

(General Comment) We have found
that features beyond five reels are a great

detriment and the audience goes to sleep

on them. They may be O. K. where
there is excellent music but are no good
for small towns. Eight reels are all we
can run at one show and please audience.

This is best divided into 5 reel feature, 2

reel comedy and 1 single reel or into 3

single reels and 5 reel comedy.

CLARK & EDWARDS. PALACE
THEATRE. ASHLAND, O.: > 1 ) Hard

to gauge. (2) Don't know. (4) Don't know.

(6) Loiter film rentals. (?) Don't know.
(General Comment) If they read it in a

book thirty years ago. if you sene soup, ice

cream and lady fingers and gh-e 'cm a pass

they fall easy. Otherwise, regardless of the

newspaper space you use. you are talking

to strangers. This city is run by the Y. M.
C. A. Ministerial Association and about

forty women's clubs. This place has growti

in the past ten years but they haven't grown
with it.

* * *

J. L. MEYERS. LIBERTY THEATRE.
IVESDALE. ILL.: ( 1 1 I don't think

it helps the small town theatre a dime's

worth, because we cannot buy the pictures

at anv time near the date of this advertis-

ing. (2) Xc. (3) Xone. (4) Have never

had a single patron speak of the magazine

advertisements yet. On trade marks it is

about the same except Selznick pictures,

which some have voiced their disapproval

of. (5) Yes. (6) In the way of cheaper

accessories for the exhibitor and for im-

proving the condition of prints. (7) Abso-
lutely net.

HORN & MORGAN. STAR THEA-
TRE. HAY SPRINGS, NEB.: ill
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Yes, to a certain extent. We use Para-
mount pictures continually and believe

the national advertising helps. (2) We do
not know. (3) Do not know. (4) Very lit-

tle. (5) Yes. (6) Reduction of film rent-

ads. (7) To a certain extent.
* * *

P. G. HELD, STERLING THEATRE,
FAIRMONT, NEB.: (1) It doesn't

benefit we small exhibitors a great deal

as we play most of these pictures a year
or over after they have been advertised.

(2) No. (3) Not any. (4) None. (5)

Yes. (6) If the distributor would sell

us the pictures cheaper and let us do our
own advertising in that way we would
get better results. (7) No, not a cent

* * *

FRANK J. REMBUSCH, 20 INDIANA
THEATRES, SHELBYVILLE, IND.:

(1) Nothing, (z) No. (3) None. (4) Very
little (5) Yes. (6) In better pictures of 5
and 6 reels and I would rather have the

money spent in the home towns when the

picture plays. (7) No.
* * *

FRED S. MEYER, PALACE THEA-
TRE, HAMILTON, O.: (1) No doubt

helps all to some extent, especially the

larger and first run theatres. (2) Some
perhaps. (3) Depends (4) Paramount
has established itself. Excepting a few,

I don't think the others are taken seri-

ously. (5) Yes. (6) Through coopera-
tive local newspaper advertising at the

time we play a picture. In other words,
simultaneous advertising. (7) Positively

not.
* * *

CHAS. LEE HYDE, GRAND THEA-
TRE, PIERRE, S. D.: (1) It is not

timely enough. I refer to the fact that the

public forgets the advertising before they

have an opportunity to see the picture in a

small town theatre which cannot run the pic-

ture when it is getting its national adver-
tising campaign. (2) Perhaps some. (3)
Very small. (4) I have noticed that they

mention a particular picture, but do not pay
much attention to the trade name. (5) Yes.

(6) Reduced film rental. (7) Never can
raise admission price on advertising; only
a picture can warrant that.

* * *

S. V. WALLACE, IDLE HOUR THE-
ATRE, CAMBRIDGE SPRINGS,

PA.: (1) Very good. It paves the way
for our follow-up and I find that the pat-

trons like to read about pictures in the
making as well as those being shown.
(2) It will later. (3) Not much at pres-
ent. (4) "This must be a good one, I

have noticed it advertised quite a lot,"

and "Oh, I saw that advertised in ."

(5) No. (6) Not prepared to say. (7)

No. Only on comments of those who
have seen it.

* * *

W. F. LOIBLE, CHIMES THEATRE,
CEDARBURG, WIS.: (2) Not that I

can see. (4) None, except such pictures as

they have seen in larger theatres in Milwau-
kee. (6) By keeping prints of pictures es-

pecially the good box office pictures in

better shape. There are too many cut-
outs in successful pictures when the small
theatre gets them. (7) No.

* * *

A. S. WIDAMAN, CENTENNIAL
THEATRE, WARSAW, IND.: (1)

I believe it is good business. (2) Yes. (3)
20 per cent. (4) I have been asked many

GEO. K. KINSZ, HARBORTHEATRE, CORPUS
CHRISTI, TEX.: (1) I think
about 80 per cent of this appropri-
ation is money wasted. The ap-

peal is not direct. It does not link

my theatre with the picture and
therefore loses over half its value.

(2) If it does, the increase has not
been felt to date. (3) Have no way
of knowing. (4) Very, very few
patrons even mention having seen
any of the advertisements. (5)
Yes. (6) In the local newspapers
let the distributors pro rate the ad-

vertising appropriation in the town
where and when the pictures are
playing. In this manner the higher
the film rental the bigger the local

expenditure. (7) Not in my town.

(General Comment) Let the

producers and distributors follow
the system used by many of the
automobile mfgrs. Choose the log-

ical newspaper in which the adver-
tising is to be placed and then let

distributor and exhibitor share the

expense of the advertisement on a

certain picture—just before it is to

be shown in that particular town.
In most cases the exhibitor enjoys
a cheaper rate through being a lo-

cal concern than advertising agen-
cies can secure, and in this way the
expense on any one picture would
not be prohibitive. I would cer-

tainly welcome a proposition of

this kind. In our town for in-

stance, it is weeks and months be-
fore the picture is shown after the
national advertising is run, and for

this reason has lost its force and
effect almost entirely. Won't bore
you any longer, but I could write
for a week on this subject.

Hints if I were to have pictures nationally

advertised. (5) No. (7) No.
* * *

J. P. JONES, YALE THEATRE,
GROESBECK, TEX.: (1) Do not

think this kind of advertising helps the ex-
hibitors. (2) No. (3) None. (4) None.
(5) Yes. (6) Cut the film rental and make
more attractive paper on each picture. Most
of the three sheets and all other paper have
the weakest points of the picture on them.
We small town exhibitors need good pic-

tures at a rental we can afford to pay, and
another unfair thing we often have to buy
a lot of pictures to get one good. (7) Not
in this place.

* * *

D.A.KOOKER, HAPPY HOUR THE-
ATRE, EWEN, MICH.: (1) Not

much benefit to small town exhibitors.

(2) No. (3) None. (4) Not one in 100
knows anything about the relative promi-
nence of producers or distributors. (5)

Yes. (6) Allow the exhibitor something
for advertising pictures. This would get

perceptible results. (7) No.
* * *

A. O. STEWART, MAJESTIC THEA-
TRE, PARIS, ILL.: (1) It is all

right providing they don't play up medi-
ocre pictures. (2) No. (3) About 2 per

cent. (4) None. (5) Yes, in production
and lower film rentals. (7) No. Not
and keep the confidence of the people.

* » *

D. B. BAKER, CIRCLE THEATRE,
OTTUMWA, IA.: (1) Some degree.

It has been the success of Paramount. (2)
No. (3) Small degree.. (4) Can see no profit

to date except with Paramount. (5) No. (7)
No, cannot. National advertising is of no
particular value to any but the first run
houses in larger towns and they should bear
the added costs.

* * *

SMITH READ, PATRIOT THEA-
TRE, DEKALB, TEX.: (1) I think

that this is a pretty good way but I think

there are lots of better ways. (2) Not
much. (3) About 10 per cent. (4) They
say that they have seen it advertised in cer-

tain newspapers, magazines or something to

that order. (5) Yes. (6) Give the exhibitor
lower rentals so that he can use more money
to advertise pictures more thoroughly in his

small town city or neighborhood. (7) Not
if the value is not in the picture. I am in

a very small town and people even hear re-

ports on pictures that play in Dallas, Tex.,

which is about 180 miles from here, so it is

all depending on what a picture really is

before you can raise prices.
* » *

J. WINNINGER, DAVISON THEA-
TRE, WAUPUN, Wis.: There is no

question but that national advertising is

of benefit to the exhibitors, but how to

determine of how much benefit it is will

be hard to judge. I am at present run-
ning pictures of two firms who have a
national advertising campaign. Last
summer we played pictures at one-half
the cost of what national advertised
products cost us and we actually made
more money. Why, because we bought
pictures at one-half the price and added
to our own advertising campaign. L for

one, don't know how much it costs Para-
mount or First National for national ad-
vertising, but if I could get a cut of from
$5 to $10 on some of the pictures, I could
use it more advantageously and get more
business advertising locally.

* * *

TRAY ROBERTSON, LYRIC THE-
ATRE, LAVERNE, OKLA.: (1) It

doesn't help me while I know it does help

larger houses in larger places. (2) No.

(3) None. (4) None. (5) Yes. (6) Let
the distributor cut down their profits on ad-

vertising, supplies and film rental. (7)

Sometimes, but not often.
* * *

J. B. STINE, WONDERLAND THE-
ATRE, CLINTON, IND.: (1) May

increase attendance to a minor extent, but

certainly not to the extent that it raises film

rentals. You know the cost of this adver-

tising is borne by the exhibitor. (2) Not
noticeably. (3) Not more than 5 per cent

(4) They appear to have a leaning toward
at least two well known trade marks. Have
never heard any comment from patrons on

magazine advertisements whatsoever. (5)

Yes. (6) In the first place, they could

spend less and reduce film rentals. The
average exhibitor hardly dares stress any
certain brand of pictures, for his competitor

may contract for them and reap the direct

benefit of his advertising. Why don't they

advertise more in the fan magazines? Less

expensive and does more good. (7) As a

general proposition, no.

Additional Replies to the Questionnaire on National Advertising

Will Be Published Next Week
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Censorship Repeal
Loses in New York

Roll Call Shows 71 for Repeal

and 74 Against; Levy
New Secretary

{Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., May 8.—Repeal of

motion picture censorship in New York
state was defeated in the assembly last

Thursday by a vote of 71 for and 74

against abolishment of the measure, end-

ing an issue of the present legislature

for freedom of the screen which has at-

tracted country-wide interest.

New Secretary Appointed

Following close upon the heels of the

defeat of the repeal bill came the ap-

pointment of Arthur Levy, of New York
city, Democrat, to succeed Joseph Leven-

son, Republican, as secretary of the

Motion Picture Commission.

The commission now consists of one

Democrat and two Republicans, the term

of George H. Cobb, chairman, expiring
in 1925, and Mrs. Helen M. Hosmer, in

1924.

Debate Less Than Hour

The defeat of the bill was marked by
the defection of three Democrats from
the ranks of those backing the measure
in the Assembly, while the gain of five

Republicans could not balance the vote,
which showed 71 in favor of the abolition
of censorship, and 74 against the repeal.

A debate of less than an hour preceded
the roll call, the discussion being marked
by much opposition from the Republicans.

Daylight Saving Not'

Favored In St. Louis
Straw Vote Indicates
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO., May 8.—St. Louis
is overwhelmingly against daylight sav-
ing and if the board of aldermen's com-
mittee on legislation uses good judgment
it will file Alderman Samuel Wimer's
measure providing for the clock change.
The St. Louis Times conducted a poll

to ascertain public feeling on the question.
More than twice as many voted against
the plan as favored it. The ratio was
2,290 against and 1,130 for the change.

It is probable that the committee will

hold several public hearings on the bill. If

a referendum election was held, daylight
saving would lose by upwards of 75,000
votes, it is predicted.

Al Christie to Sail

For Europe on May 12
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, May 8.—Al Christie,
producer of Christie comedies, will sail

for Europe on the Majestic on Saturday.
He will be accompanied by Harry D. Ed-
wards, production manager for Christie.

Stops Shows on Sunday
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

INDIANAPOLIS, IND., May 8.—
Mayor I. C. Huffman, of Jasonville, Ind.,
has issued orders prohibiting Sunday mo-
tion picture shows. Although the man-
ager of the one theatre was convicted in
the circuit court last June of operating
his show on Sunday the Sunday shows
have continued since, nevertheless.

Western and Love Stories

Favored by Juvenile Fans
Mary Pickford and Norma and Constance Talmadge

Voted Most Popular by Students Answering
Better Films Questionnaire

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, May 8—Mary Pickford and Norma and Constance
Talmadge are the most popular actresses in the minds of 37,000 high school

students and Western and love stories are preferred to all other types of

pictures, according to the preliminary report of the National Committee
for Better Films of the National Board of Review, which has just com-
pleted a survey among the juvenile fans in seventy-six cities and towns.

The survey was conducted by the committee in conjunction with the

Russell Sage Foundation and First National.

Fairbanks Most Popular Among the Boys
Seventeen thousand boys filled out the questionnaire and 20,000 girls

replied. Of the male actors the late Wallace Reid, Rodolph Valentino and
Douglas Fairbanks stood the highest in popular favor, with Fairbanks
leading among the boys and Valentino among the girls. Reid stood second
with the girls, Richard Barthelmess third and Fairbanks fourth.

As a result of this exhaustive study it society life second and third. They too
was found that high school boys attend have little use for serials and tragedies,
motion picture shows an average of 1.23 Comparing the tastes of the boys in the
times a week while the girls average 1.05 lower grades with those in the higher
times. Eighty-three per cent of the boys grades there is an increasing regard for
and 88 per cent of the girls do not attend love stories and society life, and a corre-
oftener than twice a week, and those who sponding falling off in their liking for
go more than four times a week total frontier and detective stories. To the
only 26 out of 1,000 boys and 9 out of fourth year young men comedies are
1,000 girls. Students in the second year more interesting even than the Western
of high school attend more frequently or frontier films,

than those in the first, while those in the t^„^ t-i„„.m„,ji .

third and fourth years attend less fre-
TasteS Vary Decldedly

quently than either of the earlier classes. "Girls, as they grow older, show an

Preferences Are Shown increasing regard for love stories and

The survey brought out the following J"6 "
Thdr ot*" TT'

preferences in pictures:
about th

,

e same
'
except that their liking

TYPE Boys Curls
'or seria '

s grows less and less each year.

Western and frontier 30. 15.6 Boys also show an increasing distaste
Comedies

27.

19.4 for serials. Both sexes, it is to be noted,

Lo
e

v
e

e
Ct

s

V
torie

S

s

0neS
Ill 2?4

show a s,iehtly &reater appreciation of

Society life 5.5 18.3 tragedies each year of school life.

f
e*,ials

J- I
'-- ii *A

"The results show that the tastes cf
Sad ending stories 2.6 4.4 ,1 j j

.
these young men and women vary de-

Total 100.0 100.0 cidedly as to certain pictures. In other

Commenting upon the findings, Clar- words, there is a picture which is obvi-

ence Arthur Perry, chairman of the Na- ously a man's picture, and others which
tional Committee, said: are obviously women's pictures. For ex-

"Here is a table in which their prefer- ample, 'The Birth of a Nation,' 'Three

ences as regards certain types of motion Musketeers,' and 'The Connecticut Yan-
pictures are set forth. A glance shows kee' are decidedly men's pictures, while

what appeals to the boys most are the 'Way Down East,' 'Over .he Hill' and
tales of adventure and daring on the fron- 'Smilin' Through' are decidedly pictures

tier. Comedies come in second place and which appeal to the ladies,

stories of a detective character in third. "One of the most significant things is

They have the least liking for serials and the fact that nearly a quarter of the re-

tragedies. The girls on the other hand turns volunteered criticisms upon the
place love stories first, with comedies and current motion picture output."

THESE THREE STARS were voted the most popular in a survey conducted among
high school students by the National Committee on Better Films. Left to right:
Constance Talmadge, Norma Talmadge and Mary Pickford.
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Injunction Denied on
Failure to Get Film

Peekskill Theatre Company
Charged Various Interests

With Tieing Up Films .

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK. May 8.—A decision was

handed down last week in the suit filed

last summer by the Peekskill Theatre

Company to restrain the Advance Amuse-

ment Company, Nicholas and Joseph M.
Schcnck, David Bernstein and Loews'
Inc. from tieing up picture attractions

which the Peekskill Theatre Company de-

sired to play.

Say Theatre Was Imperiled

In the application tor the injunction it

was recited that the Peekskill theatre was
built at a cost of $'.10,000 hut owing to it-

inability to get suitable attractions
through the actions of the defendants, it

was in a fair way to become a valueless

property.
The decision filed by Supreme Court

Justice Mullan. which denied the applica-

tion tor the injunction, was brief and
made at this time in order that the case

may be passed upon by the Appellate

court before the summer vacation.

Judge Explains Action

The opinion in part follows:

"I cannot find thai the courts of this state have
hitherto betri called upon to decide whether it is

actionable to use means not of themselves unlaw-
ful to prevent negotiation! from ripening into a

contract. If, however, such conduct is ever to

he held actionable. I think the present ill proper

case for the taking of that important first step.

The conduct of those of the defendant*, who were
actively concerned in the matter appears to me
to . have reached the utmost limit of w hat the law

will tolerate in the way of permitting harm to

he- done to another by one who seeks merely
to advance his own selfish interests, and who is

not actuated by what Mr. Justice Holmes ha-

called 'disinterested malevolence.*
"I am not able to discern, and I do not think

it is contended that the defendants were motivated

by, any desire wantonly to injure the plaintiff.

Although it has long been supposed to be the law

that conspiracy itself is not actionable, there is a

strong modern tendency to ascribe to combination
or concert of action the quality of giving action-

ability to acts otherwise lawful. After giving to

the matter the fullest consideration, I have con-

cluded' that while 1 have a strong personal in-

clination to grant the motion 1 feel that there is

altogether too much room for doubt whether the

law. as it stands today, is with the plaintiff to

ma&e it proper to order a preliminary injunc-

tion."

Warner Units Move to

New Studio on Coast
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES. May 8.—The new
studio of Warner Brothers, said to have
cost approximate^ $250,000 and covering
nine and one-half acres of ground, has
been completed. It is fire and water-
jproof, has all the latest lighting and stage
Equipment, 100 dressing rooms, thirty

executive offices, library, and all other
modern appliances in addition to one of

tin- largest stages in the world, fully :500

feet in length.
The entire Warner staff of directors,

Iscenarists. players and publicity depart-
ment has taken possession of the new
quarters.

Joins Metro at Denver
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DENVER, COLO., May 8.—Charles
;Zagrans. who has bee-n manager of the
Arrow Photo Plays Company at Grey-
bull. Mont., has arrived in Denver to

\vork~out 'of'the Metro office as represen-
tative in Wyoming. South Dakota and
Nebraska.

Vitagraph Editor Goes
To Coast to Prepare

Two Special Features
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGFLES. May 8.—C. Graham
Baker, editor-in-chief of Vitagraph, has
left for the West Coast, having been sum-

moned by Albert
E. Smith for con-
ferences on two
specials u p o n
\\ hich work will

start at once. Mr.
S m i t h plans to

return to the east,

while Mr. Baker
will remain here
preparing the sce-

nario.

Production a t

l h e Vitagraph
plant is booming.
David Smith is

n o w directing
"The Alibi." for

which a section ol a metropolitan city

which will cover twenty acres is being
built.

J. Stuart I'.lackton. it is reported, will

soon begin the filming of Blackton pro-

ductions which will he distributed by
Vitagraph.

C. Graham Baker

Gives Church Shows;
Exhibitors Get Even

Theatremen Open Houses on
Sunday When Minister

Starts Competition
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

OTTAWA. KAN., May 8.—A minister

who runs large newspaper ails, advertis-

ing free motion picture shows in his

church on Fridays and Saturdays, the

money for the film, which is not limited

to religious productions, being derived

from a "free: will" offering at the church,

that is what exhibitors in this city arc-

up against. The pastor is Dr. E. A.

Lewis, pastor of the hirst Methodist
church of Ottawa.

Exhibitors Do Big Sunday Business

Other ministers and the public of Ot-
tawa have plainly displayed their senti-

ment against such a "bid" for increased

church attendance. But the exhibitors

have "pulled an ace from their sleeve."

Heretofore Sunday shows have not pre-

vailed in Ottawa, as well as the majority

of other smaller towns of Kansas, despite

the fact that there is no Sunday closing

law. as exhibitors always, have harkened
to the voice of the public regarding Sun-
day shows. But when the owners of the

Pastime, Crystal and Star theatres of Ot-
tawa sensed" the adverse public opinion

toward the tactics of Dr. Lewis. Sunday
shows became a reality the week before

last. Today these three theatres are un-

able to take care of the crowds on Sun-
day, capacity houses greeting each per-

formance. Half of the net Sunday pro-

ceeds are given to charitable institutions,

and public sentiment strongly is behind
the exhibitors.

Sale May Precipitate Battle

Two Kansas City exchanges, the names
of which are being withheld by M. P. T. O.
Kansas officials, have been renting films

to Dr. Lewis and a battle between the

Kansas organization and these exchanges
looms. The church of Dr. Lewis seats

1,200, giving a fair estimate of the dam-
• age a free show in such a place could do
to the regular Friday and Saturday at-

tendance at Motion picture theatres.

Jerome Beatty Heads
Lichtman Advertising

Sixteen Productions to Be
Published by Company

in 1923-24
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, May 8.—Jerome Beatty.
until recently special studio representative
of Famous Players- Lasky Corporation,
has been selected by Al Lichtman to

head the newly formed advertising and
exploitation department of Al Lichtm in

Corporation.
Morriv Kyskind will continue as direc-

tor of publicity and Karoly Grosz as art

manager.

Two Conferences Held

This expansion of the Lichtman com-
pany was announced following two im-
portant conferences between officials and
franchise holders of the company at
which time Mr. Lichtman and B. P.
Schulberg, president of Preferred Pic-
ture!., outlined plans for the distribution
oi at least sixteen productions during
1983-24.

In addition to the popular books and
stage attractions which Schulberg has
purchased for production, Lichtman, dur-
ing his trip abroad, acquired the rights
to several European stories and plays.

Titles Are Announced

Titles of some of the pictures to be
published during the next twelve mouths
and some of the books and plays to bm
produced are: " April Showers," "Mothcrs-
in-Law," "The Broken Wing," "The
Parasite," "The Mansion of Aching
Hearts,' "The Aristocrat," "The Satin
Woman." "Frivolity" and "Exclusive
Rights."
Attending the conferences in addition

to Lichtman and Schulberg were J. G.
Bachmann. treasurer of both organiza-
tions: Harry Charnas. Harry Asher, Ben
Amsterdam, Sam Zierler, J. L. Friedman.
.1. S. Grauman, Irving Lesser, A. H.
Llank, Harry T. Nolan and M. L. l-'inkel-

stein.

Tiffany- Truart Move
To Larger Quarters

ISperial to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK. May 8.—Home offices
of Tiffany Productions. Inc., and Truart
Pictures Corporation will be located on
the sixteenth floor- of Loew's State thea-
tre building within the week.
John Weber, formerly with Equity and

other concerns, has been appointed as-
sistant to the general manager. M. H.
Hoffman, while Frank R. McGinniss has
been placed in charge of the accessory
department. J. I. Angus was recently
made comptroller, while Southard Brown
is responsible for the exploitation and
publicity of the Tiffany-Truart organiza-
tion.

Will Study Shipping
Facilities of Nation

Of interest to the film industry is the
announcement of the formation of the Na-
tional Transportation Institute, a body with

headquarters in Chicago which has as in)

purpose the investigation of shipping facili-

ties in every line of industry.

James R. Howard, former president and
founder of the American Farm Bureau
Federation is president of the institute

which states that its objective is an im-
partial investigation of transportation
problems in all phases and businesses for

the common good of the American people.

I
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Stories Told

by

the Camera

Harry M. Crandall, owner of Crandall Theatres, Wash-
ington, D. C, whose Public Service and Educational
Department has done such effective work in creating
community spirit in the capital, has organized Crandall
Baseball League among boys living in neighborhoods
in which his theatres are located. Here are Mr. Cran-
dall and staff with two teams of League. Details of

Mr. Crandall's activity are published in the Public
Rights League.

Harry M. Crandall, Robert Etris, manager of Savoy; Fritz
D. Hoffman, auditor; Joseph P. Morgan, general manager;
George A. Crouch, treasurer; John B. Upperman, manager
of Apollo, Harry E. Lonmeyer, manager of Avenue Grand;
Nat Giasser, manager of York, and Mrs. Harriet Hawley
Locher, director of Public Service Department, at opening
game of Crandall Baseball League.

James C. Ritter, the choice of the Motion Picture The-
atre Owners of Michigan for president of the national

exhibitor association. Michigan expects to send a dele-

gation of 100 exhibitors to the Chicago convention to

boost for its candidate. Mr. Ritter wants a "non-politi-

cal, non-personal business administration."
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Bessie Love, the feminine musician on
the Goldwyn lot, strums a "wicked"
ukelele when it comes to jazzing
"Gimme," the song written by Eddie
Bonns, Lou Marangella and George Fair-
man to exploit the Goldwyn-Rupert
Hughes picture of the same title.

Eulalie Jensen, one of the featured
players in Universal'* "The Hunch-
back of Notre Dame," is rapidly
forging to the front in the screen
world.

James Woods Morrison who
has met with success in such
pictures as "The Nth Com-
mandment," "The Dangerous
Age" and other pictures.

Edward Sloman has been en-
gaged to direct "The Eagle's
Feather" for Metro. Thi» is

first of a series of all star
specials the company will
make.

Maurice Tourneur, while on location,

transforms himself from a French di-

rector to an English actor for a role in

his First National film, "The Brass
Bottle."

Clara Horton is George O'Hara's
leading woman in the series of
"Fighting Blood" pictures which
Film Booking Offices is distribut-
ing. This series was made from
the H. C. Witwer stories.
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Members of Goldwyn's Pittsburgh exchange, exhibitors and convention officials welcome
Distinctive Pictures stars who were in the city during the annual convention of the

Western Pennsylvania exhibitors league. Left to right, front row: J. Harry Hayward,
manager of the convention; Alfred Lunt, Distinctive star; Lester Sturm, Goldwyn man-
ager; Mimi Palmeri, Distinctive star; N. H. Marin, general manager of Distinctive, and
J. B. Cohen. Goldwynner Bill Robson at left back row.

Harold Shaw, English
producer will direct
Viola Dana in her next
Metro film, "Rouged
Lips."

President Daniel Winters of Pittsburgh council, explains

to Alfred Lunt and Mimi Palmeri, stars in Distinctive's

"The Ragged Edge," which Goldwyn will distribute, how
the legislative affairs of a city are conducted. Stars

attended exhibitor convention in Pittsburgh.

Colleen Moore signs contract which makes her a First

National leading woman. Earl Hudson points out the

dotted line while John McCormick, company's Western
publicity manager, and Richard Walton Tully look on.

"The Huntress" will be star's first picture.

President Harding recently gave two audiences to Madge
Bellamy, Thomas H. Ince star, in her tour of country in

interest of the motion picture exposition to be held
in Los Angeles. Miss Bellamy extended formal invitation
to the president to attend. At his request she had tea
with Mrs. Harding later.

On her recent visit to Houston, Tex., where she appeared
personally at opening of Associated Exhibitors picture,
"Is Divorce a Failure?" Leah Baird received floral key
to city from Mayor Holcomb. With her in picture are:
"Bud" Burmester, critic; Jerry Iselt and Will Horwitz
of Iris theatre; Milton Wood and mayor.
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Something new—lomething different. That seems to be
the Christie slogan. This is a scene fiom the new Christie
blackface comedy "Roll Along," which Educational will

distribute. Jimmie Adams, N.italie Joyce and William
Irving are featured in picture.

Warner P. Richmond
in Ernest Shipman pic-

ture, "The Man from
Glengarry," which W.
W. Hodkinson will dis-
tribute.

Marion Swayne is an-

other member of the cast

of ' The Man from Glen-

parry," which goes
through Hodkinson.

One of the many interesting shots in "Wonders of the
Sea," the J. E. Williamson production which has been
acquired for distribution through Fiim Booking Offices.

Lulu McGrath is the fea'ured player in the picture,
which was produced by means of the device invented
by Will :amson.

Sidney Franklin directing Constance Talmadge in a scene

for "Dulcy," which will be Connie's next attraction for

First National. At the left is .Mill i Davenport, compan-
ion of the star. This is star's first since "East Is West."

All set to make a few shots from a moving train for the

Goldwyn feature, "Red Lights," which Clarence Badger
has just completed. Raymond Griffith, who is now a

member of the permanent Goldwyn stock company, is

one of the featured players in this picture.
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Tom Davie*, Pearl Films,

Ltd., London, buys Arrow's

"Lost in a Big City" and

"Jacqueline" while in New
York Cily.

David R. Blyth has been appointed
director of sales for Selznick Distribut-
ing Corporation, which will handle the
Myron Selznick production of "The Com-
mon Law," the Robert W. Chambers
story.

m

This charming youno actress, Renee Ado-
ree, has been placed under contract by
Louis B. Mayer and will be seen in the
Reginald Barker-Metro feature, "The
Law-Bringers."

C. R. Halligan, manager of

the Universal exchange at Al-
bany, N. Y.. is reelected pres-

ident of the F. I. L. M. Club
of that city.

Arthur Krock, widely known
newspaper man who has been
appointed executive assistant
to Will H. Hays, president of
the Motion Picture Produc-
ers & Distributors.

Bert Roach, "Weary Willie" of the Neely
Edwards tramp comedies which Univer-
sal distributes, has been promoted to

head a company of his own which will

make a series of one-reel tramp subjec'.s

for Universal.

if

You all know him and you all like

his screen impersonations. But
who is he? He will be seen shortly

in a new First National picture.

See another page for identification.
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7/teWEEKinNEWYORK
BARNEY BERNARD, who will play

his original part in the picturization

of "Potash and Pcrlmutter" which
Samuel Goldwyn will make for First Na-
tional distribution; was one of the guests

at a luncheon given jointly by First Na-
tional and Sam. Goldwyn at the Ritz-Carl-

ton. Harry Reichenbach was toast master

and when he called on Bernard to speak,

the latter said

:

"I don't know much about the pictures

and therefore I haven't much to say. How-
ever, I learned a lot since coming here. I

have been hearing a lot about First Na-
tional and figured it was all, right to trail

along. I thought it was a bank. However,
I was introduced to 'Dick' Rowland and
that got me suspicious. He doesn't look

like a bank president, and now I find out

that First National is a picture company."
Mr. Goldwyn, in explaining his return to

picture making said that the real reason

was that he had always wanted to make
"Potash and Pcrlmutter" and that he had
always been hampered by a board of di-

rectors who wouldn't let him do it. Now,
he says, he is the whole works of his own
show with no board of directors to prevent

him from achieving his ambition.

In outlining the policy of his new venture,

Mr. Goldwyn said : "It is not my intention

that we will make many pictures. The day

of fewer and better pictures is here. We
shall make few pictures but they will be

big and good."
Among the other speakers were Richard

A. Rowland, Montague Glass, Alexander
Carr, George Fitzmaurice and Clarence

Badger.
* * *

After free-lancing about for a year or

two and managing to eke out but a miserly

thousand or two dollars a week, Harry
Reichenbach has decided to settle down to

a regular job. He is the publicity, ex-

ploitation man and a couple of et cets of

the Samuel Goldwyn organization, which
announcement was officially made at the

Ritz luncheon. Harry's first arduous labor

will be to accompany George Fitzmaurice

and his charming wife, Ouida Bergere, to

Rome for the filming of "The Eternal

City."

P. S.! Harrv desires it known that it is

NOT Rome, N. Y.
* * *

J. J. McCarthy, who has for a number
of years handled the .road showings of the

D. W. Griffith pictures, has joined the

Famous Players-Lasky organization and
will handle "The Covered Wagon" in legiti-

mate houses.
* * *

Arthur Krock, who succeeded Ralph
Hayes in charge of public relations in the

Will Hays office, was dined at Sherry's one

night last week. Among the guests, besides

Mr. Hayes, were Bernard Baruch, Herbert
B. Swope, Charles Dana Gibson and Isaac

Marcossin.
* * *

Ralph H. Clark, one of the most popular

of New York Exchange managers, has

taken on enlarged duties. Mr. Clark, who
has handled the affairs of First National

exchange has been made Eastern district

manager for the same company.

* * *

Harry Rowson, of Ideal Films, Inc. of

London, is in New York for the purpose of

looking over film activities with a view of

taking back some big corporations. Mr.
Rowson is said also to be in quest of an
American star to make pictures in England.

* * *

The laity have been known to get tangled

up on some of the intricacies of the mak-

ing of moving pictures. One day last week
W. E. Atkinson, of Metro, was on the stand
testifying in the Federal Trade Commission
investigation. Mr. Atkinson said something
in his testimony about the making of Jack
London's "The Mutiny of the Elsinore,"
when Mr. Hawkins, one of the Commis-
sion's examiners, took a hand.
"So Jack London was the star in this

picture, was he?" queried Mr. Hawkins.
"Oh, no," replied Mr. Atkinson with a

broad smile. "He was not the star."

"Of course not," said Mr. Hawkins, "I

should know better. He was the director,

wasn't he."

Then everybody smiled.

* * *

Fred Elliott, executive secretary of the
N. A. M. P. I. during that organization's
regime and now vice-president of the
Feaster Manufacturing Company, did a lot

of serious thinking one day recently. Fred
had just introduced his handsome young
son to Ruth Roland, after which he said to

friend son

:

"I'm pretty good to you, introducing you
to beautiful motion picture stars."

"That's right, pop, you are pretty good
to me," replied the heir apparent to the
Elliott throne, "but don't overlook the fact

that every time you introduce me you boost
yourself."

* » *

Eugene H. Kaufmann, well known in

theatrical and motion picture circles, arrived
in the big town last week from his home in

Hollywood. Incidentally Mr. Kaufman
bears on his business card the wordiest
string of titles of any visitor who has hit

our shores for some moons. Besides his

cognomen, the card shows he is "Chairman
Motion Picture Industrial Committee of
Commercial Board of Los Angeles" and
"Chairman Communication Committee of
Foreign Trade and Harbor Commission of
Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce."

"If they tack on any more titles," quoth
Mr. Kaufman, "I will have to pack along
a special trunk to carry them."

* * *

There was a time when the "legitimate"

turned up its nose at the movies, but some
times it's different now, as get this story
from London: When Sam Shipman's play,

"East Is West" was put on in the British

capital it was a decided flop, being billed for

75 performances but winking out with the

twelfth.

Now that Constance Talmadge's picture,

"East Is West" has been showing in

London, it has made it possible, in the belief

of the stage show's producers, to revive the

"legitimate" version and that is being done.

Joe Schenck should send someone a bill.

* * *

Horace Judge writes from London that

we had it all wrong at the farewell dinner
given the First National publicist just be-

fore he sailed. They gave Horace a

welcoming dinner at the Trocadero on his

arrival and he says they don't all wear
monocles over there. Horace postscripts

that the liquid refreshments they deal out
in London are pretty weak sisters, as they

do not contain a fight in every drink.

* * *

Theodore C. Deitrich, former publicity

and advertising director of Cosmopolitan
Films, accompanied by Mrs. Deitrich, sailed

last week for a three-months' tour of
Europe.

* * *

Charles "Go-Getter" Goetz, general man-
ager of Warner Brothers New York and
Buffalo exchanges, had new honors thrust

upon him by several of the New York

Watty"

WATTERSON ROTHACKER and
his national organization of labora-

tory specialists are celebrating this month
the thirteenth anniversary of the found-
ing of the company.
With his usual systematic arrangement

of matters, Rothacker also is celebrating
this month his own personal birthday

—

this young man, and old executive, hav-
ing reached the age of 38 on May 6.

These two events of the month render
appropriate the turning of the spotlight
momentarily upon the president of the
Rothacker enterprises, who is known to
everyone of importance in the picture
business as "Watty."

Rothacker has grown up with the pic-

ture business and has, in fact, had a con-
structive hand in the bringing up of the
business. He started in a small way when
the business was small and although the

development of the business has been
swift, Rothacker succeeded right from
the start in maintaining a proportionate
pace.
He is now the head of several impor-

tant enterprises, including Rothacker Film
Manufacturing Company, which has one
of the finest and most complete studios

and laboratories, and Rothacker-Aller
Company of Los Angeles. The head-
quarters of the Rothacker company is lo-

cated in Chicago. The Rothacker-Aller
company is the California department of

the business.

dailies last week. Goetz was a witness at

the Federal Trade Commission hearing and
several of the papers referred to him as

"Charles Goetz, stage manager of Warner
Brothers."

* * *

Al Feinman, Warner Brothers demon
exploitation bird, sure is a mean guy. He
is in Buffalo, where he has the newspapers

hypnotized to such an extent that they give

him first page space every time he looks as

if he had a story, and it is from there that

he shows his real nature. Somewhere he

got hold of a bunch of postal cards showing

a big beer sign. This sign he marked with

arrows, and mailed the cards to thirsty

friends along Broadway, with the state-

ment : "Buffalo is close to Canada."
John S. Spargo.
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Lichtman Gives His Reason
For Not Joining Hays Body

Distributor Declares He Will Back Any Organization
Which Will Eliminate Friction and Standardize

The Motion Picture Dollar
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, May 8.—A "standardized motion picture dollar'' and the

elimination of friction between factions of the industry are two vital needs
of the business today, in the opinion of Al Lichtman, president of Al
Lichtman Corporation, who states that he will join any organized group
of producers and distributors who will accomplish those two things.

Lichtman's statement came as a surprise at the Third Annual Naked,
Truth dinner and was made in answer to Harry Reichenbach's query of

why "so important an organization as the Lichtman Corporation had not
affiliated with the Hays organization."

Organization Must Meet Exhibitor Face to Face, He Says

In answering the question, Lichtman said: "If the Hays organization
will go into the held, meet the exhibitors face to face, and help eliminate
the constant friction existing in the country, I will join the Hays organ-
ization tonight." In an interview with a Herald representative the presi-

dent of the Lichtman Corporation amplified that statement, giving his con-
ception of what any organized group of producers and distributors must
achieve for the industry. He said

:

Public Committee a

Big Aid to Industry
Body Cooperating With Hays

Lauded in Resolution by
M. P. P. D. A.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, May 8.—In a report of

the work of the Public Relations Commit-

tee, representing national organizations

cooperating with the Hays organization

which has just been made public by Mr.

Hays an idea of the far reaching influ-

ence this committee is exerting toward

establishment of a better understanding

with the public and the problems of the

industry is revealed.

Held 500 Conferences

Since it was organized in June, 1922,

the committee has had eleven meetings.
One hundred and twenty-eight pictures

have been reviewed for the purpose of

listing them for the benefit of the mem-
bers. The correspondence of Jason S.

Joy, executive secretary-, has totaled 36,562

letters. He has held approximately 500
conferences with representatives of or-
ganizations. Approximately 355,000 pieces

of literature have been mailed out.

The committee is composed of seventy-
eight members of sixty-two national or-

ganizations, with an estimated member-
ship of 60,000.000. There is an executive
committee composed of twenty-nine mem-
bers of seventeen national organizations
with an estimated membership of 11,-

000.000.

The committee acts as a channel of
communication between the public and
the industry', submitting comments, criti-

cisms and suggestions to the industry and
informing the public of problems and de-
velopments in the industry.

Praise Work of Committee

The report of the Public Relations
committee, submitted by Chairman Lee F.
Hanmer was the subject of a special
resolution at the annual meeting of the
M. P. P. D. A. in which the members
expressed their appreciation of the work
done by the committee and reiterated
their purpose of maintaining the highest
possible moral and artistic standard in

picture production.

To Establish Novelty

Bureaus at Exchanges
{Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, May 8.—Plans to in-

augurate bureaus in exchanges through-
out the country for the handling of novel-
ties for picture exploitation is revealed in
an announcement of Weshner Davidson
Agency, 117 West 46th street.

On the belief that use of novelties is

gaining popularity over other means of
exploitation the company has enlarged its

organization to supply novelties on vari-
ous attractions which are to be made
available to exhibitors booking the par-
ticular pictures for which they are
designed.

Made District Manager
{Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, May 8.—Ralph H.
Clark, manager of the First National ex-
change here, has been appointed Eastern
district manager for the company. Rob-

• ert Smeltzer, formerly a Pathe district
manager, succeeds the late Walter E.
Lusk as manager of the First National
Washington branch.

"I want to amplify my statement made
at the Naked Truth dinner to 'tonight

or any other night.' And it need not

be the Hays organization; it can be any
organization.

"The biggest evil existing in the film

industry today, in my opinion, is the con-

stant strife between exchangemen and
exhibitors.

Harmony Must Come
"No one realizes more than I that the

Hays organization has done meritorious

work, but until it tackles this problem, it

has not grappled with the biggest ques-
tion in the industry.

"Steps must be taken immediately to
bring about harmony between the ex-
changes and the exhibitors. This har-
mony can not be obtained until a certain
definite standard of trading between dis-

tributors and exhibitors is w-orked out.

"The industry must be put on the mod-
ern basis of a one-price store. The cloth-

ing stores where customer and proprietor
would bargain bitterly were picturesque
institutions but they have given way to
stores where prices are standardized.
This doesn't mean, of course, that all

goods are sold at the same price. But
it does mean that both customer and pro-
prietor, when the sale is completed, are
satisfied that each has dealt equitably
with the other.

Both Sides at Fault

"Both sides, under the prevailing code,
are at fault. At times, both resort to

what a more decent code would consider
questionable ethics. Each side will have
to yield somewhat, but each side will

gain much more than it yields.

"At the present time, the opponents

—

for such I must consider them—are like

two duelists engaped in mortal combat.
They take their places, wheel about si-

multaneously and fire at the same time

—

and drop dead and are buried together.

"And that is just what will happen to

this industry unless something happens
to remedy conditions—and happens soon.

"The exhibitor must be prepared to

pay a fair price for the pictures he rents:

and the producer must be stopped from
using the various methods some producers
have been using in order to get more
than a fair rental price.

"Both sides have formed organizations
to fight each other. Both sides should
form an organization that will save the
industry.
"The one sane way for that to be ac-

complished is for the heads of the vari-

ous distributing organizations to go out
into the field and meet the exhibitors.
Both sides should place their grievances
frankly and fullv before each other and
then agree upon some standard method
of trading.

"Until they do a dollar is not a dollar
in the motion picture industry. Nobody
knows what a dollar can buy.
"The organization that standardizes the

motion picture dollar so that it can buy
one hundred cents' worth, neither more
nor less, gets my vote. And unless some
organization does it soon, my vote won't
count—nor will anybody else's."

Lambach is President

of Washington League
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SPOKANE. WASH., May 8. — Or-
ganization of the Allied Amusement As-
sociation of Spokane and Eastern Wash-
ington was perfected at a luncheon
attended by eighteen amusement men.
Officers were elected as follows: Pres-
ident, Dr. H. C. Lambach, Clemmer
theatre: vice-president, Charles W. York,
Auditorium theatre; treasurer, C. E. Stil-

well, Casino theatre; secretary, C. M.
Van Horn, manager of the Pathe Ex-
change. The directors are the officers

and Walter Fenney, Pantages theatre,

Charles Packeritz, Empress theatre, and
Charles Whitehead, Whitehead's dance
palace.

The organization includes representa-
tives of the vaudeville, motion picture

and legitimate theatres, film exchanges
and dance halls.

Sunday Shows Upheld
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PERRY, OKLA., May 8.—Ine one of
the bitterest campaigns in the history of

this city Sunday amusements rode to vic-

tory in a vote of the people. The voting
was 612 for and 455 against amusements
on the Sabbath.
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Powers Plant Enters Second Year

With Increased Activity

Paramount Has Seventeen Companies Now in Production;

Mayer Plans Ambitious Program

SPRING has brought no letup in production activities at the East and
West studios. The situation is decidedly optimistic from the pro-

duction viewpoint, with the studios of several of the larger companies
operating almost at capacity. This is true both with companies producing
for national distribution and those producing for the independent market.
Briefly the production situation is this:

THE P. A. POWERS STUDIO at Hol-
lywood, where pictures for distribution

by Film Booking Offices arc made, is

entering on its second year with every
evidence of production activities eclipsing
those of the past year. P. A. Powers,
managing director of the organization,
has surrounded himself with a group of

men and women experienced in the pro-
duction held and with their assistance.

Mr. Powers expects to offer the trade an
imposing array of pictures this next sea-

son.
Kmil Offcman is general manager of

the plant; Edwin Forrest is in charge of

the production department; Clarence
White is assistant to Forrest; Wyndham
Gittens is in charge of continuity ; Lucille

De Ncvers is literary scout; Hyatt Daal>
is special West Coast representative; F.

H. Smith is auditor; John Brownell is

Eastern scenario editor; Will T. Gentz
is publicity representative and W. L.
Ileywood is in charge of sets.

Among the featured players at the

Powers plant arc Ethel Clayton. Harry
Carey. Jane Novak, Ralph Lewis. Mr.
and Mrs. Carter De Haven. Warner Bax-
ter. Derelys Perdue and Johnnie Walker.
Vmong the directors are Emory Johnson.
Emile Chautard, James W. Home, Val
Paul. Malcolm St. Clair and Al Santel.

* * »

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY now has

seventeen companies at work or about
to begin work at the East and West
Coast, studios, according to Jesse L.

Lasky, who states that the general pro-

duction standard is higher than ever be-

fore in the company's history.

Twelve companies are in production on
the West Coast. Cecil B. DeMille is

making "The Ten Commandments":

MONEY

James Croze is Hearing the finish of
"Hollywood"; Pola Negri begins pro-
duction within a few days on "The Span-
ish Dancer"; William DeMille is in New
York finishing the cutting of "Only 38"

and will begin work soon on "Mortal
l^ove"; Gloria Swanson has completed
the Sam Wood production, "Bluebeard's
Eighth Wife." and will go Fast to begin
work on "Zaza"; the first of the Zanc
Grey pictures, "To the Last Man." is

being produced under Victor Fleming's
direction: Thomas Meighan. whose
"Ne'er- Do-Well" is now in the theatre,

will launch production shortly on "Home-
ward Bound"; George Mclford is making
Bret Harte's "Salomy Jane"; "The Si-

lent Partner" is being made with a cast

including Leatrice Joy. Owen Moore and
Robert Edcson; Jack Holt is working on
"A Gentleman of Leisure": "Children of

Jazz" will go into the cutting room soon:
Bebe Daniels and Antonio Moreno are
completing "The Exciters" and Agnes
Ayrcs will soon finish "The Heart
Raider."

» * *

LOUIS B. MAYER lias returned to the
Coast after spending a few days in

New York, where he closed contracts
which call for the production of twelve
pictures during the next twelve months
period. There will be three pictures each
from Fred Niblo, Reginald Barker and
lohn M. Stahl. The additional three will

be individual pictures and will be specials

in every sense, according to the producer.

While in New York, Mr. Mayer closed
for the distribution of a new series of
Stahl productions. "The Wanters." the
forthcoming Stahl feature. will go
through First National under the exist-

Did You Know

—

THAT THE FREAK PICTURE
on page 37 of the Pictorial Section

of this issue was Ernest Torrence? ,

This player, who has forged to the
j

front by his recent characteriza-
dons, will be seen next in Maurice
Tourneur's "The Brass Bottle,"

which First National will distribute.

ing contract. The arrangements just

made call for three productions after this

one.
Niblo is now working on "Captain

Applejack." while Barker is well along in

production on "The Masters of Woman."
While definite announcement of later

pictures has not been made, the Mayer
scenario department is working on these

stories: "The Volunteer Organist," "The
Span of Life," "Man. Woman and the

Devil." "Win Men Leave Home," "The
Day of Soul's." '.'The Trail of '98" and
others.
The Niblo and Barker pictures arc dis-

tributed through Metro, their latest pic-

tures being "The Famous Mrs, Fair" and
"Hearts Aflame."

New Concern Organized
By Shipman to Produce
On Long Island, N. Y.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK. May 8.—Long Island

Cinema Corporation, a new producing firm

has been launched by Ernest Shipman, to

make feature productions on Long Island.

The company was incorporated at Albany
with an authorized capitalization of $5(10,000.

The incorporation is the outgrowth of a

survey by bankers, realtors, leaders of com-
munity interests and members of the Long
Island Association, backed by a movement
calculated to challenge the leadership of

California in the realm of picture making.

It is the intention of the company to

produce three pictures during the coming

summer. In the general management of

his organization. Mr. Shipman proposes to

surround himself with an advisory board,

comprising a number of contemporary pro-

duction experts and augmented by progres-

sive business men from the various sections

of the island.

Actors ' Body Fights
Juvenile Working Bill

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MADISON. WIS.. May 8—Senator
Robert M. I.aFollette has received an

appeal from the Producing Managers'
association and the Actors' Equity asso-

ciation of New York to use his influence

in the Wisconsin legislature against the

proposed bill to limit the age of child

performers to 14 years.

This bill if passed would repeal a law

now in effect, which had its promptings

in the action of Lola LaFollctte Middle-

ton and other stage figures. It would

also ban children's plays and the kiddie

acts employed by exhibitors as novelty

attractions.

Girls to See"Nanook"
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK. May 8—Members of

the New York League of Girls Clubs,

an organization of self-supporting work-

ing girls, will be guests at a presentation

of Pathe's "Nanook of the North" at the

Town Hall May 18. Arrangements for

the showing were made through the office

of Will H.'Hays.

MA KING IDEAS
Which Have
Exhibitors to

Been Used
Build Up

By W. CRUICKSHANK
(Classic Theatre, Mitchell,

Ont.)

During January and Febru-
ary my children's attendance
dropped nearly 60 per cent and
tin's reduced the adult attend-
ance also so I decided that

something- must be done. The
first thing I did was to select

a good programme for the kids

and advertised a free matinee
after school and a houseful oi

kids came out.

At this matinee I ran a slide

saving that a matinee would be

Successfully by

Th ei r Patronage
shown every Monday, Wednes-
day and Saturday, the Monday
and Wednesday admission at

5 cents and the Saturday at

ten. with the result that I more
than tripled any previous at-

tendance and the way the kids
go home and talk has done
wonders with the adults.

My matinees bring in some
extra money and at the same
time I get a lot of free adver-
tising. I say stay right with
the kids. At the end of the
year figure the children's re-

ceipts and see if you can af-

ford to be without them.
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THE THEATRE
A department of practical showmanship

Thirty-six Altentcwn, Pa., school children with dance training were assembled by the Colonial theatre and used in this miniature Ballet
Russe for the presentation of "The Light in the Dark." The virtues of the prcpcs.tion are apparent.

ADS SHORTEST CUT TO FAVOR
Better Theatre
Platform—No. 22

Forget the Rules
Rules are important in games, but the

<how business—habitual reference notwith-

standing— is not a game and has little use

I for other than the technical regulations

governing mechanical operation. Certainly

rules have no place in general management.
As a matter of fact the most infallible

method of throttling a business, particularly

the show business, consists of winding it

• about with a network of hard and fast

thou-shalts and thou-shalt-nots. The no-

table theatres of yesterday, heard about no

more, and the more notable theatres of to-

day, their names in everyone's mouth, prove
' the point.

I About the time an exhibitor determines

that he will use no more of this kind of

•advertising, that he will not again play that

kind of pictures, that his show and its rep-

resentation, accompaniment and exhibition

shall be thus and so permanently—his name
and that of his theatre disappear from the

news, printed and verbal, and his business

takes rank in the public mind alongside the

public library, the municipal park, the zoo.

worthy institutions, all. but infrequently

visited.

Rules are discouragers. Tell a man that

.he must do a thing thus and so and he
promptly ceases to try to think of a better

way to do it. Tell very many men to do
very many things thus and so and you.

yourself, begin to believe that is the only

way to do it. There progress stops with a
jolt. Decay begins.

Time limits make temporary rules (there

should be no other kind) safe for the show-

business. A good showman never forgets

to add to his "We will do it thus" the

equally important "for the present." A bet-

ter showman forgets all about rules and
carries his business steadily f«-"-"ard to

capacity production ....

"Amusement Information Service'

'

Plan to Enlist Interest in Ads
Every exhibitor knows that the theatre with the firmest hold upon

public interest is the theatre with the most consistently supported box
office, and every exhibitor strives to make his theatre that one. That's as
it should be ; but why has no one attempted to gain a similar interest for

his advertising? Certainly that must be the shortest possible cut to the
theatre interest ; and no one despises a short cut.

That the public may be trained to feel a personal interest in a news-
paper advertisement is just as true, we contend, as that it may be trained
to feel a personal interest in a theatre, and the latter we know. Further,
we believe that this personal interest can be obtained without additional

expense of moment and will endure permanently with very little attention
subsequently.

Without attempting to fit our copy to any particular theatre, without
attempting to produce a universally applicable and infallible advertisement.
The Theatre presents on this page a box carrying the type of ad copy and
suggesting the method of approach which we believe may be employed by
any theatre to endow its clientele with a proprietary interest in that

theatre's advertising.

This Is One of Your Ads
Possibly you haven't thought about the matter, but when you buy a ticket to

THE STRAND you pay a portion of the theatre advertising bill. W hat you really

pay for is an Amusement Information Service, for the whole function of STRAND
advertisements is to keep you informed of our current and coming attractions. We
owe you that service.

Of course you pay for the advertising done by the grocer, the butcher, the

baker, etc.. but that is a little different. You go to those places, when occasion

demands, whether they advertise or not, but you come to THE STRAND only

when you know we have a picture that you particularly want to see.

THE STRAND writes its advertisements with this idea in mind. STRAND
advertisements are intended primarily to inform you of the amusement offered at

the theatre we have come to regard as your theatre because your consistent at-

tendance convinces us you regard it so.

This is one of vour ads.

THE STRAND (Your) THEATRE
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DISGUISED FORD PRODUCTIVE

NO, IT'S A FORD TRUCK. The camouflage was done by the Columbia theatre, Seattle, and the vehicle was driven over

suitable territory before and during the engagement of "The Ninety and Nine," Vitagraph. The placement for photo-

graphing was purposely a test of effectiveness and the car bears up well under it.

DOUBLE MOTION display used by the Orpheum, Fond du Lac, LIONEL KEENE, Loew's Warfield, San Francisco, has provided sev-

Wis., for "The Flirt," Universal. The cutout lady winked coyly at eral photographs of his usherial staff but none of the Warfield

intervals. The cartoon was flashed, appearing suddenly, remaining itself, so here's a picture of the crowd that came to see Goidwyn's
several minutes, then disappearing. One light socket provided the "The Christian." Photo shows coming attraction announced in

source of animation. lights.
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LOBBY DEPICTS THE PICTURE

/^CHARLES CmPUHMtfM

' LISTEN FOR THE LAUGHTER WHEN 'THE PILGRIM' HITS THE ASTOR" was the euphonious and effective

slogan used by that St. Paul theatre before installation of this front and the engagement of Charles Chaplin's First
National attraction. The front is easily the best we have seen on this production. It is worthy of direct adaptation.

INNER LOBBY of the Metropolitan theatre, Baltimore, as arranged
for the run of "Toll of the Sea," Metro picture in color. It isn't
an idea easy to apply in all localities but it is very much worth
doing if possible. Bernard Depkin, Jr., produced the display.
First report on the picture in this issue.

OIL PAINTINGS are good, everyone admits, but not everyone knows
what to use them for. The Kinetna, Salt Lake City, used one on
"Dr. Jack," Pathe, in producing the very presentable window dis-

play shown above. Incidentally, a good painting often sells the
display idea.
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EXCHANGE TESTS LOBBY IDEA

DIRECT LOBBY OR WINDOW SUGGESTION for the exploitation of Metro's ' Where the Pavement Ends." pro-

duced by B. F. Rosenberg, Los Angeles branch manager, and installed in the window of that exchange while the pic-

ture was in presentation at Loew's State theatre. With very slight alteration the display may be applied advantageously
by showmen who use the production. Six sacks of sand were used in the layout.

BEG PARDON, Mr. Van Noy. but we did find your photo on "The
Third Alarm" after all. Here it is. (Mr. Van Noy, Riviera, Ander-
son, Ind., inquired about the photo in his Theatre Letter last week.
We located it and present it above.) We've had so many of these
they confuse us.

AUTO SHOW week in Des Moines was marked by the appearance of

a motor fleet bearing banners advertising "Racing Hearts,'' Para-

mount, promoted by John Kennebeck, exploiteer. The picture was
shown at the Garden theatre. The parade idea is always good,

auto show or no auto show, anywhere.
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Theatre Letters
Personal Accounts of Constructive Showmanship

Contributed by Readers of "Exhibitors Herald"

R. J. RELF, Star theatre, Decorah, la., telis about the above exploitation for "Dr. Jack," Pathe, in his Theatre Letter this

week. Three .Lloyd comedies were combined for a special week.

"Jack" Brings

Lots of "Jack"

To "Dr. Jack"
The above headline becomes clearer

when you look at the pictures reproduced
herewith. The pictures become more
illuminating as you read R. J. Relf's let-

ter of explanation, which follows:

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir:

I don't know as the enclosed will be
of any interest to you but it looks O. K.
to me and the "jack" sure did attract

attention for the showing of "Dr. Jack."
You will note we had a Lloyd cutout
on the walk, with him holding hitching
strap to jack.

The billboard shows the three sixes we
used to put over a National Joy Week,
running three Lloyd features. Two were
return dates.

The mailing card enclosed I used as
sample" to mail to all papers around De-
corah to be inserted as a newspaper ad.
Then I had two thousand printed on
cards with the "Cut This Out And Paste
On Your Windshield" and the bottom
lines with the instructions to publishers
cut off. I punched a small round hole
in the top of each one and I figure many
of these will be hung up for every rural
patron on our eight routes and every
house in town gets one.

R. J. Relf.
Star theatre, Decorah, la.

+ + +
DEAR MR. RELF:

It "looks O. K." to us, too, especially the curb
display. And the trick of using three Lloyd
features for a broadside Lloyd week is excellent.
A great many showmen who read your letter
should turn that idea into real profit.
The card stunt, also, was good, although less

striking, and undoubtedly produced results. Let
us hear from you regularly.— \Y. R. W. ,

FLOYD D. MORROW, Palace, Washington, Pa., writes briefly this week of

his displays for "Down to the Sea in Ships," Hodkinson, and "Prodigal

Daughters," Paramount. The photos eloquently laud his efforts.
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CUT THIS OUT
And Paste on Your Windshield

Big Film Specials

At the STAR Theatre
Decorah, la.

MAY—6-7-8—MARY PICK FORI) in
"TKSS OK THE STORM COUN-
TRY." New Edition 10 reels.

M A Y—1 1-12—CHARM E CHAPLIN
in "THE PILGRIM," (4 reels).

Also DOUGLAS MacLEAN in

"BELL BOY 13."

MAY—13-14-13—DOUGLAS FAIR-
BANKS in "ROBIN. HOOD."
Greatest picture yet produced!

MAY—17-18-19—'THE FLIRT"—
Best picture UNIVERSAL has
produced!

MAY—20-21—"THE DANGEROUS
AGE."

MAY—24-25-26 — CON S T A N C E
TALMADGE in "EAST IS WEST"—8 act Super-Special.

MAY—27-28-29— I). W. GRIFFITH'S
Latest, "ONE EXCITING NIGHT"
—Greater than 'THE BAT

MAY—30-31—THOS. INCE'S "SB I

N

DEEP."

Most all at 10-28c. A couple 10-

33c; one 20c and 44c. CHEAPEST
THEATRE PRICES IN AMERICA.
Drop a card for particulars on any

show or telephone White 22.

Publisher:—Run above 5 inch ad
in your newspaper this week.

R. J. SELF.

R. J. RELF'S ad copy postcard,

described in his Theatre Letter

this week.

An Equalizing

Influence

RO\fE fell when knowledge and
power became restricted to the

chosen few. Centuries later the

French Revolution grew out of the

same condition. All history proves

the enduringly successful nation to

be that one in which knowledge is

most evenly shared by citizens.

This is the bedrock foundation of

Americanism.

Speaking in action, the universal

tongue, the motion picture, goes far

toward unifying American thought
and ideals. Not even the greatest

newspaper reaches every American
city, but the motion picture brings

its message identically to every
nook and cranny of the nation.

No institution plays a more im-
portant part in safeguarding the

welfare of the country. No force,

certainly no entertainment, more
justly deserves support than the

motion picture—AN EQUALIZ-
ING INFLUENCE.

ANOTHER propaganda argument calculated to

reduce the ravages of the warm weather by

strengthening and amplifying public appreciation

of the theatre.

D D

1 TODAY'S BEST BET! s

o o

D D

H. P. KNUDSON, Strand theatre, Washington, D. C, used this envelope in his

exploitation of "The Kentucky Derby," Universal.

Gets Free Page

By Writing Ads

For Merchants
Most exhibitor* help merchants now

and then by giving them good advertis-

ing ideas, but George K. Zinsz, Harbor
theatre. Corpus Christi, Texas, goes all

the way by writing the ads as well as

giving them to the newspaper to sell. He
thus got a free page ad for "Dr. Jack."

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir:

Here's a full page that didn't cost me
a dime. I drew up the page, wrote all

the ads and turned it over to the adver-

tising solicitor of the Times. All I did

was run a slide for each advertiser dur-

ing the showing of "Dr. Jack."
George K. Zinsz,

Harbor theatre. Corpus Christi, Tex.

+ + +
DEAR MR. ZINSZ:

It's a mighty good page and we think you d

be justified in sending the newspaper a bill for

services rendered. Glad to add yous name to the

growing column of Theatre Letter writers.—

W. R. W.

Use "Kentucky

Derby" Idea on

Any Race Film
Racing tips, naturally, appeal most

strongly to just the sort of people likely

to feel keenest interest in a motion pic-

ture featuring race track incidents. So
reasoned H. P. Knudson, producer of the

envelope reproduced herewith.

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald,

Dear Sir:

Yesterday I sent a story on the man-
ner in which we exploited "The Ken-
tucky Derby," but I neglected to enclose

an envelope on the race tip as described

in the story. I am sending you herewith

an envelope for your inspection and criti-

cism.
H. P. Knudson.

Strand theatre, Washington, D. C.

+ + +
DEAR MR. KNUDSON:
Strangely, the story has not come to hand, but

the envelope is reproduced herewith and if it is

representative of the work done, the box office

response must have been healthy. Sorry to have
missed the story. Better luck next time —
W. R. W.

Jazzes Colors

In Good Lobby

For Jazz Film
Arthur Swanke, Mission theatre, El

Dorado, Arkansas, contributes his first

Theatre Letter this week, detailing the

color scheme of his lobby on "Jazz-

mania" pictured herewith.

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald,

Dear Sir:

Enclosed please find a photo of my
lobby display used for "Jazzmania," done
in lavender and white stripes with let-

ters in yellow edged in black. The front

was much more effective than photo
shows and three tremendous days' busi-

ness was the result.

Arthur Swanke,
Mission theatre, El Dorado, Ark.

+ + +
DEAR MR. SWANKE:
The photo is sufficiently eloquent, along with

your color description, to convince us that the

lobby was a splendid piece of work. Welcome to

the Theatre Letter circle. Write often.—W. R. W.

Add "Money
Saving Ideas''

" 'Pon My Honor" Jack Speeks,
Pauline theatre, Lethair, Ky., has a

theatre of 300 seats. Lethair has
225 population. The town is one
mile from Hazard and two miles

from Gesmawr and the young ele-

ment of these places, having no
place to go, walk the railroad from
one to the other with the result that

on Saturday and Sunday " 'Pon My
Honor" has a regular city transit

trade and keeps his theatre going

from 2 o'clock until late in the even-

ing.

Like a great many small mining
towns, the pigs and cows roam the

town streets with the result that the

cows of Lethair cultivated a decided

liking for posters and it was only

after a great deal of experimenting

that " 'Pon My Honor" hit upon
the plan of mixing red pepper in

the paste and he is no longer trou-

bled with the town cattle eating his

exploitation.
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GEORGE K. ZINSZ got this page
ad for "Dr. Jack" free of charge.
His theatre Letter explains.

Morrow Sends

Fine Photos,

Brief Letter
What is it made of? How much did

it cost? Did it draw? These are impor-
tant questions commonly asked and an-
swered with difficulty unless answered
beforehand by contributors. No one else
can answer them properly.

THEATRE EDITOR,
' Exhibitors Herald,
Dear Sir:

I sent you a lobby on "Prodigal
Daughters" about a week ago and am
sending you one today on "Down to the
Sea in Ships."

Floyd D. Morrow.
Palace theatre, Washington. Pa.

+ + +
DEAR MR. MORROW:
Thanks for the photographs, but don't you think

they'd be more helpful to other showmen if you'd
tell a little more about them? They're really too
good to be so lightly disposed of.—W. R. W.

Even Evanston

Answers "Third

Alarm
9

Appeal
W. G. Sturdivant, returning to these

columns after a somewhat protracted
absence, has good news:

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald,

Dear Sir:

I am enclosing photo of exploitation
on "The Third Alarm" which we ran
the first three days of the week, a most
excellent picture.

I also used red fire in front of the the-
atre and had a lobby display of hose, lad-
der, pikes, etc.

W. G. Sturdivant,
Hoyburn theatre, Evanston, 111.

_L._L._j_
DEAR MR. STURDIVANT:
Guess your experience settles definitely the

question as to the universality oi exploitation's
effectiveness. Surely if the fire department stuff
was successful in classic Evanston, it must be
all wool and a yard wide.
Glad to hear from you again. Was beginning

to think you'd forgotten us.—W. R. W.

W. G. STURDIVANT, Hoyburn theatre, Evanston, writes this week of his
success with 'The Third Alarm," F. B. O., exploited as above in that classic

community. Photo shows one phase of campaign.

ARTHUR SWANKE, Rialto theatre, El Dorado, Ark., contributes this photo of

his front for "Jazzmania," Metro, with his first Theatre .Letter this week.
Full details of color scheme are given in his letter.

ON THE reverse side of his postcard is written: "Majestic theatre, Homer,
Mich., front used in exploiting 'The Ghost Breaker5 and 'Her Gilded Cage.'
Results satisfactory; expense small. Painted the front several days in advance
of the showing of 'The Ghost Breaker.'—Ernest Vetter." Welcome, Mr. Vetter.
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THE BEAUTIFUL AND DAMNEI
PHOTO PLAY VERSION

<(

Poster Sense

Common Sense,

L. Marangella
Louis Marangella, Warner Bros., a

student of poster values, contributes the
following interesting analysis of the com-
parative merits of the artistic and the
commercial types of billboard matter.

Mr. Exhibitor

!

How much docs it mean to you to re-

ceive one of those beautiful, artistic, but

meaningless posters?

How much does it mean to you to have

a forceful, interesting, commercial poster?

For a long time there has been a vari-

ance of opinion regarding this question

—

the artistic versus the commercial poster.

Certainly producers and exhibitors are not

in business for their health, and what's

more, the revenue must be extracted, to

use the vernacular, from the public in

order to keep burning "the home fires of

the industry."

This would necessarily imply that all

posters should be made primarily from

the commercial angle. If this is done,

it does not mean that the censor boards

will rise in fury and smite us with an-

other blow, nor will it tend to stir up
unfavorable comment on the motion pic-

ture. It simply means that common sense

will be harnessed td dollars and cents.

While producers on the whole endeavor

to bring forth a poster which will at

once attract the eye of the prospective

patron, is that enough to cause him to

pay his hard earned cash at the ' box
office?

Only a short time ago one of the big-

gest producers in the industry had a beau-

tiful painting made the size of a 24-sheet

of a well known star right in the heart

of New York's Broadway. The painting

was made by a celebrated artist and it

was suitable for illustration on any cover

of the leading fiction magazines. Fur-

thermore it received the whole-hearted

approval of the art critics.

Xow this beautiful work of art por-

traying an equally beautiful women com-

manded attention. It held you for its

sheer artistic effects. It made you admire

the beauty of the woman. But—did it

a commercial angle they arc worthy of
recognition.
The idea in devising all the Warner

24-shects is to make the title fit the illus-

tration. "The Beautiful and Damned."
What does it convey? How can an illus-

tration enhance the value of F. Scott
Fitzgerald's popular novel? The book
was popular, and in order to take advan-
tage of this fact the illustration was
drawn to reveal at first glance a beautiful

woman, thinly veiled, head thrown high,

the entire form conveying the essence of

purity, stepping out of the pages of the

novel. At her feet, in a kneeling posture,

a gallant Romeo with hand to heart look-
ing soulfully up into the damsel's eyes.

A splash of color. And there you have a
24-sheet that commands attention, drives

home the fact that "The Beautiful and
Damned" is a picture made from the
novel of the same name and— frankly,

would it tempt you to see the film

whether or not you had read the book?
"Brass." Another novel conceded to be

extremely popular. The title as a poster
idea, what does it mean? Play up the

book as in the case of "The Beautiful
and Damned"?

In this instance the basic structure of

the story is built upon the subject of mar-
riage and divorce. On the front cover of

the novel there are a number of wedding
rings, and these coupled with the subject

matter furnished the idea of having a
young couple in the throes of divorce

pulling apart the golden band of matri-

MOSTt BLUfc

HVRIi : PRtVC*]

create a desire to see the picture? From
my own viewpoint and those whose opin-

ions I sought, it emphatically did not!

And the question arose—what's it all

about?
And it seems that this query furnishes

the fundamental for the poster design.

To illustrate: Let me point the salient

features of the posters of three latest

Warner Brothers releases, namely, "The
Beautiful and Damned," "Brass," and
"Little Church Around the Corner." The
posters of these pictures are by no means
the best that have ever been made. From
an artistic standpoint they would have a

tough struggle for first place. But from

WARNER BROS
Classic of the Screen •

the LITTLE CHURCH
AROUND the CORNER

ClAIRE WINDSOR-KENNETH H/VRIAN
HOMO! oOWttTH-PAUUNE HAHKl AlEC FRANCIf
WAITER LONG -MADGAQET /EODON-CYRIL CHADWK*

%llinn a, » (

i

ti *_

mony. In the upper left corner were
scrawled the words, "Is Your Wedding
Ring" and within the ring itself the title

"Brass."
Here the illustration creates thought,

and thought begets curiosity, and this in

turn—candidly, would this tempt you to

see the picture whether or not you had
read the book?

"Little Church Around the Corner."
A sweet, refreshing wedding illustration?

Yes, and that's all that is necessary to

give the title its significance. For who
among us, does not feel a pleasing tingle

at the thought of a wedding procession?
It spells romance in capital letters, and
romance makes the world go round and
in its circle it serves as the big box-office

magnet.
The three titles have been made into

three distinct poster ideas, and these ideas

are in the main strictly commercial. The
beautiful girl illustration could have been
used in each instance, it could have been
painted by a celebrated artist, but after

it was plastered on the boards would this

raving beauty have piqued the curiosity

of the public sufficiently to draw them
into a theatre?

After all is said and done it is the ex-

hibitor viewpoint that really matters. In

this respect the idea of the artistic poster

versus the commercial one is worthy of

the opinion of every showmen who has

the interests and future welfare of his

enterprise at heart, and this should be
made known to every producer.
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SHORT SUBJECTS
Overlapping Serials Double Exploitation Pull

F. J. McGINNIS, Universal exploitation man, exploited the opening of "The Oregon Trail'' at five theatres in Pittsburgh
as shewn above. One Universal serial over-lapped another, as told in story below.

Normal pulling power of exploitation used to introduce the new serial
is doubled, naturally, when serials are permitted to overlap and the first

episode of the new one is shown with the last episode of its predecessor.
One such campaign applied to five Rowland and Clark theatres. Pitts-

burgh, is pictured above.

F. J. McGinnis, Universal exploitation
representative at the Pittsburgh exchange,
took charge of the campaign covering the
introduction of "The Oregon Trail" and
the termination oi "Around the World in
Eighteen Days." both Universal chapter
plays. White Eagle, an Indian, and Tex

Look In a
Glass And

Read This
In the days of "way back when"

it was the butcher's custom to sup-
ply a patron with dog meat gratis.

The grocer used to contribute a
bag of candles for the kiddies when
the weekly bill was paid. The shoe
dealer always tossed in an abund-
ance of shoe laces. A belt or a pair
of suspenders, and always a neck-

Arthur, a scout, were employed for the
occasion.
A modern wagon was converted into

a not overly convincing prairie schooner
and the two more or less historic figures
drove it about the streets. As five the-
atres were represented, appearances had
to be made at each. At the theatres the
Indian performed a war dance while the
scout gave a short talk on the period
represented in the new serial. The photo
on the left gives an idea of the atten-
tion attracted.

In the nature of things attendance upon
the last episode of a serial is big. many
of those who have dropped away at vari-

ous points in the progress of the story
coming to pick up the loose threads and
be in at the happy ending. Naturally,
that is the time to strike hard with the

campaign for the new attraction.
With this policy the several types of

free attendance stunts for introducing
serials must be abandoned, of course,
but it is apparent that the intake over
the whole period will more than offset

any seeming momentary- decrease in vol-
ume.

Redeems Weak Nights

With Short Subjects
C. H. Bills. Opera House. Lenora.

Kan., writes this week in a special con-
tribution to "What the Picture Did for
Me" of the method by which he redeemed
a weak box office night through use of
short subjects, selecting his product from
the columns of that department and using
the best obtainable programs. It is sug-
gested that all exhibitors read his con-
tribution and join in the good work of
making such accomplishments possible by
reporting regularly on short subjects ex-
hibited.

NEWSPICTURES
gone forev

tie, used to go with every suit of
clothes.

"Them days
Are they not?

They are not. Butchers, grocers,

shoemen and clothiers have dis-

continued their respective gener-
osities, but the exhibitor continues
in their footsteps. A patron buys
a feature picture and the exhibitor
"throws in" a news reel, a comedy,
a travelogue and a reel of jokes.

It might be a good idea for the
exhibitor to look about him, note
that the fellow business men named
have not gone to the poor house
but have bought bigger automo-
biles every year, and adopt the
same policy. The public pays for
the dog meat, the candy, the shoe
laces, suspenders, belts and neck-
ties, and it will pay for the short
subject (and think a lot more of
it) if anybody puts a price on it.

FOX NEWS No. 61: France Stiffens Policy

Against Turks—Sir W. Horwood Here for Police

Conference—Sec. Weeks to Alaska—Solomon
Island Styles—New Racing Schooner on Trial

Trip—Blimp TC-1 Undergoes Test—France Beat?

England in Motorboat Race—Records Falls at

Franklin Field Meet—Mexico City Fire Chief

Takes in 3 Alarms in Wild Ride—Historical

Pageant at Chester. S. C.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS No. 37: Spanish
Rulers Pray for Airmen—Columbia Wins Rowing
Classic—Sec. Weeks to Hawaii—Golfers Sail to

England—Robert Vignola Home from World
Tour— Camera Men Brave Death Over Stromboli

—California Daredevil Leaps to Plane from
Motorcycle—Dirigible TC-1 in Trial Flight

—

Territorial Specials.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS No. 38: Ameri-
can Airmen Make First Xon-Stop Cross Country-

Flight—Territorial Specials.

KINOGRAMS No. 2246: West Pointers Ob-
serve Big Gun Practice—Joseph Conrad in D. S.

—Golfers Sarazen. Hagen. Barnes. Hutchinson
in Matcli—Sec. Weeks Off on Pacific Cruise

—

Lord Robert Cecil Sails—Greek Royalty Mark
Anniversary of Greek Independence — Andre
Citroen Sails for France—Columbia Wins Row-
ing Classic—Trick Horse Jumps Over Auto

—

\ctors Discuss Deadlock—Records Broken in

Penn Games—English Prince Steeplechase Victor
•—St. Louis Recalls Old Time Scenes—Terri-
torial Specials.

KINOGRAMS No. 2247: Duke of York Weds
—Tennis Champions Play at Xew York—Wide
Xew England Area Flooded—-Yank Shortstop
Plays Thousandth Consecutive Game—Jamaica
Race Season Opens—Army Airmen in First Xon-
Stop Cross Country Flight—100.000 Xew York
Boys in Parade—Fare to West Coast Xow $111.70
—Territorial Specials.

PATHE NEWS No. 36: West Pointers Study-
Big Guns—St. Lawrence Has Long Winter

—

Lausanne Conference Close-Ups—Gliding Popu-
lar in France—Lord Robert Cecil to England

—

Sec. Weeks to Hawaii—Xeedle Marathon Starts
—Shriners at Peking—Records Fall at Penn
Track Meet—Territorial Specials.

PATHE NEWS No. 37: Duke of York Weds—100.000 Xew York Boys Parade—Indiana
Xatives in Annual Festival—Army Airmen in

First Xon-Stop Cross ' Country- Flight—Admiral
Hilary P. Jones First to Command Both Fleets—Premier of Montenegro Here—Yank Short-
stop Plays 1000th Consecutive Game—Fresno
Observes Raisin Day—Xaval Radio Increases
Activity—Territorial Specials.
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Digest of Pictures of^Week
THERE arc sonic good hints for exhibitors in the

1922-23 list of Selected Pictures which has just been
issued by the National Committee for Better Films.

70 Fifth avenue, New York City. "Selection—not cen-
sorship — the solution"' is the motto adopted by this
branch of the National Board of Review, and more than
700 pictures are included in the list selected from 1.574
pictures submitted.

Exhibitors should find this catalog invaluable in
preparing programs for special occasions, as it lists fea-
tures, comedies, scenics, cartoons and educational sub-
jects. The names and addresses of the various concerns
are also given, and brief description of each film is given.

On the last page of the list is given the "Member-
ship Creed" which reads as follows:

I Believe that the best way to improve motion pic-
tures is to select, patronize and advertise the best.

I Believe in special performances for boys and girls
and special "family nights."

I Believe in the maintenance of the highest stand-
ards in the conduct of the motion picture theatres which
I will attend.

I Believe in telling the exhibitor when I like his
program and why, as well as when I don't like his pro-
gram and why.

I Bel ieve in the motion picture theatre as a com-
munity institution and in community co-operation with
the exhibitor.

I Believe in the vast educative, cultural and recrea-
tional values of the screen, and in my own ability to add
a little to the forces working for its constant elevation.

—

J. R. M.

"LOVE BOUND'' ( Fox) is a first-rate human little

story with Shirley Mason in the leading role. It is a
romance with crooks and a district attorney and black-
mailers figuring prominently in it and although the plot
is rather familiar, it nevertheless makes a good attrac-
tion. Well acted and carefully presented.

"FOOLS AND RICHES" (Universal) or another
version of the poor little rich boy who squanders his
father's money then has to go to work and finally finds
himself on top again. Herbert Rawlinson plays the

leading part with his usual verve and jauntiness. An
excellent cast, including Tully Marshall, Katherine
Perry and Doris Pawn assist.

"SNOWDRIFT" l Fox) is one of those made-to-
order Yukon stories with its snow drifts, dog teams and
bad men. Charles Jones is the hero and a good sup-
porting cast appears opposite him. The story concerns
a maiden, who supposes she is a half breed, who is

rescued from the bad man of Dawson by the stalwart
miner-gambler.

"HER FATAL MILLIONS" (Metro) is Viola
Dana's latest farce and though light in plot, nevertheless
is good entertainment. This is the usual mixup over a
poor girl trying to pretend she is married and wealthy
to impress her sweetheart from the city and the com-
plications follow thick and fast. Well staged and well
produced by William Beaudine, the former comedy di-

rector.

"HAS THE WORLD GONE MAD" (Equity) con-
lain- an excellent cast and one or two elaborate settings,
but the story has a familiarity about it that fails to

arouse one's interest. Robert Edeson, Charles Richman,
Iledda Hopper, Mary Alden and Elinor Fair are in the

cast. A good box office title is about all there is to it.

"BOSTON BLACKIE" (Fox) is William Russell's
latest starring vehicle and of its type it is a good attrac-
tion. It concerns prison cruelties and a prison reform
movement put through by an inmate. The story was
taken from Jack Boyle's magazine story "The Water
Cross," and was directed by Scott Dunlap.

"THE RUSTLE OF SILK" (Paramount) presents
Betty Compson in a whimsical little story of England, a
hopeless love affair and with a somewhat unusual cli-

max. Beautiful sets and perfect lighting effects mark
the production and an excellent cast appears in it. The
story drags somewhat in the early footage and too much
time is consumed in establishing the characters.

Herbert Rawlinson, Katharine Perry, Tully Marshall, Roy Laidlow and Nickolai de Ruiz, in two scenes from "Fools and
Riches" a new Universal production directed by Herbert Blache.
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R E V I E W S
HERBERT RAWLIXSOX IX

FOOLS AND RICHES
(UNIVERSAL)

Interesting, though not outstanding,

entertainment is contained in this

latest Herbert Rawlinson vehicle.

It is rather conventional in plot,

although it has some good situa-

tions. Written by Frederick

Jackson. Directed by Herbert
Blache. Length, five reels.

Out of quite a slight theme, Director

Blache has made a fairly entertaining

comedy-drama and on the strength of the

excellent cast and star it will doubtless

prove a good bet. It is well staged and

Universal has given it good production,

with good photography throughout. There

are one or two original twists to the plot

that lift it above the ordinary and wherever

Rawlinson is a favorite it should go over

with a bang.

The story revolves around Jimmy Dor-

gan, son of a wealthy man known as

"Pickhandle" Dorgan. president of a rail-

road. Jimmy literally throws money
away upon a lot of social leeches, particu-

larly Dan McCann, a broker, and Ber-

nice Lorraine, a divorcee. Old man Dor-

gan takes into his confidence Xellie Blye.

daughter of his oldest friend and together

they plan Jimmy's salvation. Dorgan
arranged a will by which Jimmy is un-
able to touch the main part of his fortune.

When the father dies, Jimmy invests his

money in a scheme of McCann's and
loses. He is forced to go to work as a
waiter in a restaurant and there is instru-

mental in saving his father's railroad

from falling into McCann's hands, and
he eventually marries Xellie.

Rawlinson plays Jimmy with his usual
verve and jauntiness. although a trifle

stagy at times. Katherine Perry was
adequate as Xellie Blye. Tully Marshall
excellent as Old Man Dorgan, and Doris
Pawn pretty and convincing as the ad-
venturess, Bernice Lorraine. Arthur
Hull was McCann. and John Cossar the
president of the railroad.

THE LEATHER
PUSHERS

(UNIVERSAL)

There is no let-up in interest in this

remarkable series of short subjects. The
third series, with Reginald Denny in the
leading role, starts off with alacrity and
gives one of the most unusual fistic en-
counters ever staged. The young prize
fighter decides to return to the ring and
goes to a lumber camp to train. There
he is forced into a bout with a rival lum-
ber camp champion, and they fight a
fierce battle out in the open, with the
thermometer down to forty below zero.
The sponge freezes, the gong becomes
useless when a water bucket is upset and
"The Kid" is almost knocked out when
his opponent dips his glove into a pail of
water and it freezes. The crowd rushes
to the nearest saloon between rounds and
bout ends with a free-for-all fight. A
worthy follow up on the first two series
of H. C. Witwer stories.

BETTY COMPSOX IX

THE RUSTLE OF SILK
(PARAMOUNT)

A simple, yet pleasing little tale of

the romance of a romantic English
girl. Beautiful sets, good atmos-
phere and a well balanced cast

make up for the story's shortcom-
ings. Six reels.

Betty Compson's sweet, appealing face

and carefully shaded performance make
up in large part for what this story lacks

in plausibility and punch. It is a whim-
sical little tale of a romantic English

maiden, who falls in love with a news-

paper portrait of a noted physician. La-

ter she meets her ideal through becoming

a maid in the household and discovers

the lady of the house carrying on a flir-

tation with a man who is the physician's

political opponent. She writes daily let-

ters to her idol, but never sends them,

and when these fall into the hands of the

unscrupulous politician they are pub-

lished to ruin the Doctor's chances in

parliament. The physician is injured

while hunting, and the maid rushes to

his side while the wife loiters with her

lover. There is an odd twist to the story

at the end where husband and wife are

reunited, and the maid promises to wait

in the hereafter for her sweetheart.
Beautiful sets abound throughout the

picture. The acting is superb. Betty
Compson is a pathetic and appealing lit-

tle figure who follows through in her
hopeless love affair. Anna Q. Xilsson
was excellent as the wife and Conway
Tearle a splendid choice for the war hero
and physician.

"THE CRITICAL AGE" is the new
title of the Ernest Shipman picture

produced from Ralph Connor's "Glen-
garry Schooldays." Hodkinson distrib-

utes it.

WILLIAM RUSSELL IN

BOSTON BLACKIE
(FOX)

Quite a good melodramatic feature

based on the prison reform theme.
Action centers on star, who plays
with his usual conviction and
force. Story was adapted from
Jack Boyle's magazine story "The
Water Cross,"' and directed by
Scott Dunlap. Five reels.

With an adequate cast, good settings

and a human story well told, this Jack

Boyle tale makes excellent material for

starring William Russell. It is a dra-

matic story, with a suggestion of propa-

ganda for certain reforms in our penal

institutions, although this is not unduly

stressed. Director Dunlap has brought
out the various pathetic and dramatic
points of the story very well and with a
small but well chosen cast puts over the
idea in a forceful, logical manner.

Boston Blackie is well played by Rus-
sell, as is the role of Mary Carter, his

sweetheart, entrusted to Eva Novak.
Frank Brownlee is Warden Benton; Otto
Matieson is Danny Carter, Spike Robin-
son plays Shorty McXutt and Frederick
Esmelton was John Gilmore. •

Upon his discharge from prison. Blackie
determines to effect a prison reform and
abolish the notorious '"water cross,"' a
form of torture practiced in Wallace
prison. He arranges with the district at-

torney, who is running for governor, to

send him to prison to get facts, but
through the murder of the district attor-

ney. Blackie is sent to prison for life. His
sweetheart takes up her residence near
the prison and when he signals her he is

about to be given the "water cross," she
turns off the water outside the prison.

McXutt, a pal of Blackie's, steals dyna-
mite and blows up a section of the wall
and they escape. McXutt is killed and
Blackie returns with the guards but is

released by the governor when a confes-
sion is presented from the murderer of
the district attorney.

F. O. B.
(EDUCATION*AL)

"F. O. B." (freight on board) has little

to do with the plot of this picture, but it

is timely in that it concerns a fly crusade
in a small town. This is the opening reel.

Later Hamilton and his dog get in some
good work when the dog follows a frog
into the city reservoir, the water mains
fill up with muddy water and the town
is thrown into confusion at an unveiling.
Buddy and his companion next fall in

with a lot of rough tramps in a box car
and the action peps up a bit. A good,
all 'round, slapstick comedy with Hamil-
ton doing his usual stuff.

IMPERFECT LOVER
(UXIVERSAL)

This Century comedy contains not a
few laughs although for the most part it

employs a lot of old "gags,"' such as the
bouquet dipped in paint, the sweethearts
who are about to be parted by the holder
of the mortgage, and many other well-
worn stunts. Brownie, the Century dog,
does his best to put over his cart of the
film.
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VIOLA DANA IN

HER FATAL MILLIONS
(METRO)

A funny little farce, with Viola Dana
jumping around in her funny little

way. Not very heavy fare, but
will fulfill all requirements for

laugh purposes. Story by Wm.
Dudley Pelley. Directed by Wil-
liam Beaudine. Length, 5,390

feet.

This is the usual Viola Dana feature,

with a strong comedy element. It has a

plot, a hero and a love story, but at no
time does it tax your brain to keep up
with the action. It is funny iij spots and
manages to keep up the interest by rea-

son of the farcical situations. The pro-
duction is well staged, and it will prove
suitable in almost any house.

Viola Dana is funny as Mary Bishop,
a girl who gets into all sorts of compli-
cations through trying to put up a front.

Huntley Gordon played with his usual
reserve the hero part, Fred Garrison. Al-
lan Forrest was adequate as Lew Car-
mody; Peggy Brown appears as Louise
Carmody ; Edward Connelly as the

crabbed Amos Bishop, and Kate Price a

husky Mary Applewin. Joy Winthrop
was the landlady.
The story: Mary gets a telegram say-

ing her former sweetheart, Fred Garrison,
is returning to his old home in his private-

car. To impress him with her own wealth
and importance, she borrows furs and a

necklace from the store where she works
and on the" way to the station induces
the chauffeur of a wealthy family to

drive her to meet Fred. An accident hap-
pens and Mary is rendered unconscious.
Supposing her to be Mrs. Bishop, Fred
takes her to Amos Bishop's home where
she soon realizes her predicament. She
confesses and Bishop accuses her of con-
spiring to rob his safe of railroad stock,

which Fred is anxious to obtain. The
appearance of Bishop's real wife further
complicates matters and it is only
straightened out when Mary escapes,

frees Mrs. Bishop from the hot house-

where she has been confined, and releases

Fred, who has been thrown into the tool

house. The action is well sustained and
the production well made.

SPECIAL CAST IN

HAS THE WORLD
GONE MAD

(EQUITY)
Pleasant settings, an excellent cast,

but a conventional plot mark this

Daniel Carson Goodman produc-
tion. The title may draw them
in and the story may satisfy, al-

though it is slow moving and lack-

ing in sincerity. Length, 6,176
feet.

As a title. "Has the World Gone Mad"
has box office possibilities but the story
presented under that title does not live

up to expectations. It is conventional
and somewhat unconvincing, being the
old, old story of the serious husband mar-
ried to the frivolous wife, who demands
that she be allowed to live her own life.

Then there is the devoted mother mar-
ried to a philandering husband. Eventu-
ally the no-account husband meets the
jazz-crazed wife, but the inharmonious
mixup is finally straightened out by the
children of the two families. The inci-

dent in the cabaret where the good wife

discovers her husband sitting at a table
with the other woman was so obvious as
to lose whatever dramatic effect was in-
tended. Other big scenes were about as
well handled.
The cast, however, is an excellent one,

and where society stories of this type
appeal "Has the World Gone Mad" will
answer every requirement. Advertise
Robert Edeson, Hedda Hopper, Mary Al-
den, Charles Richman and Elinor Fair in

the all-star cast.

CHARLES JONES IX

SNOWDRIFT
(FOX)

A story of the gold fields of the Yu-
kon, interesting and holding, al-

though simple and easy to follow.

It is peopled with natural char-
acters and was adapted from a

story by James B. Hendryx.
Scott Dunlap directed. Five reels.

Charles Jones goes through this one
without a horse. He is a renegade miner
from the States who falls in love with a
waif, known as "Snowdrift," supposed to
be the child of an Indian. It is quite a
departure from his former vehicles, be-
ing a romantic story of the Northwest,
with dog teams, Indians and gambling
hall devotees instead of cow-punchers
and horses. However, he is well suited
to the role of Carter Brent and answers
any call to action with agility. Several
other good performances were also con-
tributed by Irene Rich, as a dance hall

girl; G. Raymond Nye, as Johnnie Claw;
Dorothy Manners as Snowdrift, and Lee
Shumway as John Reeves.

Carter Brent, known as "Ace-in-the-
hole'' because of his luck at cards, arrives
at Dawson. He wins a fortune at cards
and Kitty, the queen of the Yukon, begs
him to give up gambling. He laughs at

her warning, and finally loses his dust
and is penniless. He starts out to make
another fortune and while passing through
an Indian village meets "Snowdrift," a
beautiful white girl. After convincing
her he is a prospector they fall in love,

and when Claw, an illicit whisky peddler,
attempts to kidnap her, Brent rescues
her in a spectacular fire from the dance
hall and they are married. Kitty, the
dance hall girl, also finds happiness with
Reeves.
Much pretty out-of-door photography

marks the production.

THE EAGLE'S TALONS
(UNIVERSAL)

A new series of thrills directed by
Duke Worne, from a story by
Theodore Wharton. It is in fifteen

episodes, and has Fred Thompson.
Ann -Little, Al Wilson, Joseph
Girard, Edith Stayart, Edward
Cecil and Herbert Fortier in the

cast. Good photograph}', good
direction and an adequate story

serve to hold the interest.

While a little vague as to what all the
shooting's about. "The Eagle's Talons"
will doubtless enthrall devotees of the
chapter play. It has about all the old-
time thrills and mysterious clutching
hands which former serials depended
upon, and the various stunts are well
handled. Ann Little, hanging to the wing
of a swiftly moving airplane, is calculated
to bring a few "ahs and ohs," as will the
burning of the light house, the jumping
of the hero from one airplane to another

while thousands of feet in the air and a
few other spectacular feats.

The plot is quite complex and concerns
wheat kings trying to gain control over
one another, with a mysterious slit in the
wall of one wheat king's bedroom where
a menacing pair of eyes always appear
and which the detectives fail to observe.
Mysterious passages throughout the
house lead to still more mysterious sub-
terranean bypaths and always there is a
scrawny hand ready to grab the hero or
heroine.

SHIRLEY MASON IN

LOVEBOUND
(FOX)

First-rate human little story, well

acted and well produced. It is the

sort of thing Shirley Mason does
best and with an excellent sup-
porting cast, it makes a good all

around attraction. Written by
George Scarborough. Directed
by Henry Otto. Five reels.

This is a romance of love, crooks and
sacrifice, and while the theme of the
daughter of a crook who is in love with
the district attorney, is not exactly new,
it is nevertheless so convincingly handled
in this instance as to hold the attention
and makes a most fascinating screen play.

Shirley Mason has the necessary charm
and histrionic ability to put over the part
of Bess Belwyn. Albert Roscoe was es-
pecially well cast as the district attorney,
John Mabley, Richard Tucker as Mere-
Meredith, the blackmailer, and Joseph
Girard, as David Belwyn, Bess's father,
were well portrayed characters. Edward
Martindale as Barker, a shrewd detec-
tive and Fred Kelsey, a comedy detec-
tive, were also good character studies.

John Mobley. district attorney, pro-
poses to Bess Melwyn, his secretary and
is accepted by her. But soon she finds
herself compelled to assist a crook in
stealing valuable diamonds from a
dealer, in order to protect her father's
name. The plans of the crook meet with
success, but she is recognized as an ac-
complice and is forced to confess her part
in the plot when the crook is captured.
The death of the crook clears up matters
and the little bride is made happy by her
husband's forgiveness.

Higher Rentals Not to

Be a Feature of Drive
On 18 Warner Pictures

(.Special lo Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, May 8—Harry M.
Warner of Warner Brothers, on his ar-
rival here has announced that what he
declares will be the biggest drive ever
conducted in the history of independent
motion picture production is the forthcom-
ing series of eighteen Warner specials.

According to Mr. Warner, the drive
will not involve an effort to obtain higher
rentals, but rather a concentrated effort

to impress exhibitors with quality of in-

dependently made features.

"Usually a sales drive means to those
of us in the industry that exhibitors will

be 'held up' for higher rentals on each
picture," he said. "But we propose no
'stick-up' game. We mean to not only
make known the money-making avenues
of our pictures, but also the fact that an
exhibitor does not have to place a mort-
gage on his theatre to purchase any one
of our classics."
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With the Procession in Los Angeles

By Harry Hammond Beall

EVIDENCING prosperity among mem-
bers of the local picture colony and at

the same time presaging a new era for the

cinema players of this community, is the

announcement that actors of the Los

Angeles studios are now among the heaviest

buvers of real estate in this city. Ap-

parently a majority of the screen players

have been infected with the "property bug"

so prevalent in this community for many
years and the city and county records re-

veal the fact that millions of dollars have

been invested in real estate by local

"troupers."

Among those who have acquired homes

or investment property during the past few

weeks are Eulalie Jensen, Allen Holubar,

Hazel Buckham, James Woods Morrison,

Al St. John. Claire Adams, King Baggot

and a score of others in the profession.

* * *

Edward Sloman, who recently returned

from New York, is busily engaged direct-

ing "The Eagle's Feather." the first of six

all-star specials to be made by Metro dur-

ing the coming season. About three years

ago. Sloman made a series of Jack London
productions for the same concern so he is

by no means a stranger on the Metro lot.

* * *

M. C. Levee, president of United Studios

and producer of Maurice Tourneur Pro-

ductions departed for the East last week to

confer with several prominent motion pic-

ture men pertaining to a large deal which
involves the studio concern he heads. While

in New York, Mr. Levee will also arrange

with officials of First National for the dis-

tribution and exploitation of "The Brass

Bottle," Tourneur's most recent picture.

* * * *

Construction work at the United Studios,

including erection of new buildings and the

paving of all roads at the big "lot" is now
nearing completion. Upon its' completion

the United Studios will offer one of the

finest and most modern plants of its kind

in the world, it is said. The Melrose street

frontage of the property is to be sold as

business property and of necessity all build-

ings on this part of the grounds had to be
moved to the rear of the studio property.

Charlie Stecker, Universal's well known
animal trainer, is recuperating from serious

injuries suffered when "Charlie," the mam-
moth "U" elephant attacked him while
working in a picture recently. Stecker suf-

fered three fractured ribs and other in-

juries and had it not been for the timelv

assistance of a helper, he would undoubt-
edly have been killed by the maddened
animal.

* * *

Richard Spier, who was formerly direc-

tor of publicity for the Mission theatre

here, has resigned to accept a similar office

with the Kinema, with which playhouse he

was formerly associated. He succeeds Clem
Pope, whose activities will henceforth be

centered upon exploitation work for the

T. D. & L. string of theaters in Northern
California recently acquired by West Coast
Theatres. Inc., owner of the Kinema and
numerous other picture houses in this part

of the state.
* * *

"Robin Hood," Douglas Fairbank's

wonder picture, which enjoyed such a phe-

nomenal run at Grauman's Hollywood
Egyptian theatre, will shortly be featured

at a Broadway theatre here. Manager Jack
Root of the Mission theatre has booked the

production for an indefinite engagement
and he predicts that the film classic will

become as much of a fixture at the popular
downtown house as it did in Sid Grauman's
Hollywood theatre. A special exploitation

campaign is now being prepared for the

premiere of "Robin Hood on Broadway."

* * *

While he was holding an editing preview
of his six-reel picture drama "The Silent

Accuser," in the projection room at the

Hollywood Studios, recently, the business

office of Richard Thomas, the producer-

director, was entered by a sneak thief, who
rifled the cash box and stole $300. "The
Silent Accuser" deals with the apprehension

of criminals via the finger print system.

The thief left his finger prints, say Holly-

wood police, of which photographs were
taken with the camera Mr. Thomas used in

filming certain scenes of "The Silent Ac-
cuser."

* * *

Fun est E. Gaonox, doing business under
the firm name of Affiliated Fnterprises, last

week sued for an injunction and $150,000

damages against A. B. Maescher and others

to restrain them from handling the film,

"Night Life in Hollywood." The plaintiff

asserts he has an oral contract giving him
exclusive rights to handle the picture for

which he was to receive forty per cent of

the proceeds.

Ciagnon alleges that he found a purchaser

who would pay $500,000 for the picture and
that the defendants could not pay any judg-

ment obtained unless restrained from dis-

posing of the production.
* * *

Coming to Los Angeles on a flying visit.

R. H. BuRNSiDE, who has been appointed
director of the American Historical Revue
division of the Monroe Doctrine Centennial,

which will be held in this city July 2 to

Aug. 4 inclusive, will arrive here this week
to confer with President W. J. Reynolds of

the Motion Picture Exposition.

Burnside will be accompanied by his per-

sonal staff of scenic artists , costume design-

ers and electricians as well as by Garrett
(iraham. special commissioner of the Mon-
roe Centennial, who went East several weeks
ago with the "Momus Special" party, to

engage Burnside.
* * *

Joseph De Lorexzo, well known film man
of New York, who recently arrived in Los
Angeles, has been appointed general man-
ager of Burr Xickle Productions, inde-

pendent producers and distributors. At one
time De Lorenzo was connected in an ex-
ecutive capacity with Associated Producers.
Inc.. and more recently he was in the state

rights distributing business for himself.

Williams in Mayer Film
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, May 8—Earle Wil-
liams, for many years a Vitagraph star,

has joined the Louis B. Maver organiza-
tion to appear in the Reginald Barker pro-
duction for Metro, "The Master of

Women."

JUST BEFORE THE FUN BEGAN at the third annual Naked Truth Dinner given by the Associated Motion Picture Adver-
tisers at the Biltmore hotel in New York.
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Production Progress

: : : : Pathe : : : :

PATHE'S POLICY under its new ex-

ecutive personnel will be "'absolute fair-

ness to all" and "aggressive progressive-

ness," according to a statement just is-

sued by Elmer Pearson, vice-president

and general manager. The company has

never been in better financial condition

than at present, he says, and the product

offered exhibitors is of "high excellence."

Pathe has demonstrated, he declares, that

it considers it more profitable to "lose

an investment in a poor subject than to

offer it to our trade."
+

TEN SUBJECTS are scheduled for pub-

lication by Pathe on May 20. "Black
Shadows," a feature of savages and sirens

of the South Seas in which a cannibal

head hunt is staged, is the outstanding

subject on the program. This picture

was filmed by the Salisbury Expedition

and is presented by World Tours. Inc.

Other pictures on the May 20 program
are: Third episode of Ruth Roland's

"Haunted Valley," first of the new Hal

Roach one reel comedies, "Dippy Doo
Dads," "The Crystal Ascension," a Kiser

Art film, and those short subjects on the

company's regular program.

# * F. 3* 0*

CHARLES J. GIEGERICH lias re-

turned to F. B. O. to handle the ad-

vance exploitation on "Human Wreck-
age," the anti-narcotic film produced by

Mrs. Wallace Reid which F. B. O. will

distribute.
+ + +

GEORGE MERRITT has been added to

the cast of the new Daniel Carson Good-
man picture, "Her Only Son." Others in

the cast are: Mary Carr. Charles Mack
and Mildred Harris.

+ +
AN EARLY SUMMER publication

scheduled by Film Booking Offices is

"The Mysterious Witness," adapted from
the Saturday Evening Post story, "The
Stepsons of Light." Robert Gordon por-

travs the principal role.

+ +
WORK HAS STARTED or will start

soon at the Powers studios on "Lights

Out" and the new Harry Carey vehicle,

"Desert Driven." F. B. 0. has purchased
the right to the Arthur Stringer story,

"The Coward."

: : : Paramount : : :

J. J. MCCARTHY, WHO was identified

with the national success of "The Birth

of a Nation" and "Way Down East," has
been placed in charge of exploitation and
management of "The Covered Wagon"
at legitimate booking presentations. Now
playing in Chicago, the Cruze bill opens
in Boston May 21.

+ + +
A FORTHCOMING PICTURE in

which Pola Negri will be seen is "The
Spanish Dancer," based on the famous
play "Don Caesar de Bazan." is in New
York making preparations for this film

now.

+ + +
OWING TO A SEVERE illness Irvin

• ••••••
Willat will not be able to direct

Thomas Meighan in his next picture,

"Homeward Bound," adapted from Peter
B. Kyne's story. Ralph Ince has been
assigned to prdduce the Meigan vehicle.

+ + +
MARY ASTOR, WHO RECENTLY

signed a five-year contract with Para-
mount has started work in the Alfred E.
Green production "To the Ladies" in

which she will be co-featured with
Robert Agnew.

+ + +
TWO CASTS WILL TAKE PART

in Cecil B. DeMille's production "The
Ten Commandments." One group will

interpret the Biblical prolog and the
other the modern story. It is said both
casts will include famous names.

: : : Universal : : :

"DREAMS FOR SALE." from the story
by Darryl F. Zanuck will be the first

feature production to be directed by Ed-
ward Laemmle for Universal. He re-

cently completed "The Oregon Trail."

+ + +
HERE'S YOUR UNIVERSAL program

for May: "Fools and Riches" with Her-
bert Rawlinson; "Crossed Wires" with
Gladys Walton; "Double Dealing" with
Hoot Gibson and "Burning Words" with
Roy Stewart.

+ +
"HUNTING BIG GAME IN Africa with
Gun and Camera" has aroused much

interest among educators. Universal re-

ports. Mfciny school heads and various
museums and natural historical societies

have approached the company for special

showings.
+ +

ANDY GUMP'S SECOND has been
found in Joe Murphy, vaudeville come-

dian. Universal declares, and as a result

filming is ready to start on the series of

two reel comedies depicting the life of the

Gump family. Fav Tincher will play

"Min."

: : : Vitagraph : : :

"THE MAN NEXT DOOR," from
Emerson Hough's famous novel has

been completed and is being edited at

the Vitagraph plant. Directed by Victor

Schertzinger. it is said to be an outstand-
ing production. David Torrence. Frank
Sheridan, James Morrison and Alice Cal-

houn are in the cast.

+ + +

ELABORATE PREPARATIONS are

being made for production of the

Vitagraph special "The Alibi." David
Smith, who directed Masters of Men and
"The Ninety and Nine," will produce it.

Cullen Landis. Percy Marmont, Alice

Calhoun and Joseph Kilgour have been
chosen for the cast.

+ + +
NEW URBAN CLASSICS issued
through Vitagraph are "Roving

Thomas on the Western Coast" and
"Beasts of Prey." The former shows
the great cattle ranges of Canada, while
the latter shows various groups of wild
animals.

Distribution News

: : Warner Brothers :

:

"MAIN STREET," Warner Brothers
production of Sinclair Lewis' popular

story was given its premiere at the Mis-
sion theatre, Los Angeles, on April 25.
Five dollars top was charged. It was
given a rousing reception according to
reports from the company.

+ + +
IN "LITTLE JOHNNY JONES," the
Cohan stage play in which Johnny

Hines will star for Warner Brothers the
following supporting cast has been se-
lected: Harry Myers, Wyndham Stand-
ing, Margaret Seddon, Herbert Prior and
Molly Malone, George Webb. Arthur
Rosson is directing.

+ + +
ARRANGEMENTS HAVE BEEN com-

pleted by Warners with International
Feature Syndicate for the publication of
the fiction version of the Charles G.
Xorris novel "Brass" from which its pro-
duction of the same name is made. The
story will appear in leading newspapers
throughout the country.

: Distinctive Pictures :

CUTTING AND TITLING OF "The
Ragged Edge" has been completed at

the Distinctive Pictures studio. This film
is adapted from the story by Harold Mac-
Grath. Alfred Lunt and Mimi Palmcri
have the leading roles Forrest Halsey
made the screen adaptation. Harmon
Weight directed.

: : United Artists : :

A TOTAL GROSS OF $336,659.90 from
343,298 paid admissions in a twenty-five

weeks' run at Grauman's Egyptian thea-

tre, Hollywood, is the record of "Douglas
Fairbanks in Robin Hood," United Ar-
tists reports. Average price per paid ad-

mission was 98 cents.

+ +
MACK SENNETT HAS started produc-

tion of "The Extra Girl" with Mabel
N'ormand as the star. Following this he
will make "Mary Anne" with the same
star.

+ + +
GEORGE WALSH HAS BEEN selected

by Mary Pickford for the leading male
role in her next production, a definite title

for which has not yet been chosen. Irene
Rich has also been chosen for a part in

this picture.
+ + +

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS ALSO is get-

ting ready to start work on another pic-

ture. His next film will probably be
called "Douglas Fairbanks in the Thief
of Bagdad."

: : : Playgoers : : :

"THE FORTUNE OF CHRISTINA
MC NAB" has been set for publication

by Playgoers for May 27. It is the story

of a poor girl who suddenly comes into

possession of a fortune, adapted from
Sarah Macnaughton's novel, which has

gone through seven editions.
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: : First National : :

COL.LEEN MOORE RECENTLY
signed to a long term contract for

First National films will be seen in "The
Huntress" to be directed by Lynn Rey-
nolds. Following this she will appear in

"Flaming Youth," to be directed by Jack
Dillon.

+ + +
"TOBY TYLER" IS THE next First

National picture in which Jackie Coo-
gan will be seen. This film is now being

edited and is a circus story. It is planned

to ship it to exchanges at an early date.

+ + +
DURING MAY THE FOLLOWING

pictures will be published by First

National: "The Girl of the Golden West"
by Edwin Carewe; "Wandering Daugh-
ters," directed by James Young; Frank
Borzage's "Children of Dust" and "The
Lonely Road," starring Katherine Mac-
Donald.

+ + +
THOMAS H. INCE'S NEW mystery
comedy, "A Man of Action," will reach

Broadway as a stage play this Fall. This
will be the first time, it is said, that a

motion picture has been made into a

speaking play. Bradley King of the Ince
scenario staff wrote it.

Goldwyn
"VANITY FAIR," the first Hugo Ballin
production for Goldwyn, had its initial

metropolitan presentation at the Capitol
theatre, New York, May 6. It is adapted
from Thackeray's novel.

+ + +
WORK HAS BEEN STARTED by Em-
mett J. Flynn on "The Palace of the

King," for which Hobart Bosworth, Pau-
line Starke, Aileen Pringle and Charles
Clary have been engaged for the cast.

+ + +
MARSHALL NEILAN'S CAST for his

third Goldwyn picture, "The Rendez-
vous," thus far includes Syd Chaplin,
Elmo Lincoln, Conrad Nagel and Emmett
Corrigan.

+ + +
"THE DAY OF FAITH" will be Tod
Browning's first production for Gold-

wyn. Eleanor Boardman will play the
leading feminine role and Raymond Grif-

fith the leading male role, in the Arthur
Somers Roche novel.

: American Releasing :

R. WILLIAM NEIL, DIRECTOR, Lucy
Fox, star and W. P. Woolbridge, pro-

duction manager have arrived in New
York from Naples after seven months'
work in Italy on "Toilers of the Sea,"
announced for distribution by American
Releasing. Holmes Herbert and Lucius
Henderson are also in the cast.

Educational
ONE OF THE MOST PRETENTIOUS
comedies ever turned out of the Edu-

cational-Christie studios is promised in

"Roll Along." This is the comedy in

which the entire cast appears in black-
ened faces. The players are Jimmie
Adams, Babe London, Ward Caulfield,
Fred Hueston and others.

+ + +
AN ARRANGEMENT HAS BEEN
worked out • by Christie whereby the

same players will appear only in about

Announcement
THE

GREAT NORTHERN

STEAMSHIP COMPANY
(Incorporated)

BOSTON, MASS.

Announces That Arrangements Are Now Being Made for Monthly

110 Round Trips to Europe
Boston—Southampton Boston—Gothenburg

$110
ONE WAY $65

Connecting for

London, Liverpool, LeHavre

$138
ONE WAY $75

Connecting for

Christiania, Stockholm, Helsingfors,
Danzig, Riga, Copenhagen

THE ABOVE PRICES INCLUDE RAILROAD FARES TO POINTS
AS FAR NORTH AS STOCKHOLM

The Company plans to carry approximately two thousand passengers monthly.
Make your plans now for a trip during the coming season.

Lives of passengers will be protected by
EVER-WARM SAFETY-SUITS

which prevent drowning and protect from exposure
A round trip, with all expenses on ship-

board included, at no more expense than

a vacation right here at home ! To meet
the ever increasing demand in this

country for an inexpensive and at the

same time thoroughly comfortable and
enjoyable trans-Atlantic voyage, is the

prime object of the Great Northern
Steamship Company. Organized by
progressive business men who realize the

exceptional opportunity offered now for

inexpensive travel in Europe, the Com-
pany will cater to the thousands of in-

telligent persons who wish to visit the

battlefields of France, the Shakespeare
country, Scandinavia, the Land of the

Midnight Sun, etc. A chance of a life-

time ! So it would seem ; but it is more
than that. The company is building for

a permanent business, setting a new
standard of high-class ocean travel on a
one-class basis. That this can be done
at a fair margin of profit has already
been proved and is further outlined in

our prospectus. You'll find it extremely
interesting.

WE WILL ALSO SHOW YOU HOW YOU MAY
BECOME A PART-OWNER IN THE MOST TALKED

OF ENTERPRISE IN YEARS
D^" Cut out and mail us with your name and address. ""IBS

A. Wikstrom
Information Dep't
Edmunds Bldg., Suite 54
Boston, Mass.

I am interested in securing full information
regarding a trip to:

(Mark with a cross) One way Round trip

England
France
Germany
Sweden
Norway
Denmark
Baltic Provinces
Finland
Russia

Name

Street or R.f.d

City or Town

State

A. Wikstrom
Information Dep't

Edmunds Bldg., Suite 54

Boston, Mass.

I am interested in becoming part-owner in

the Great Northern Steamship Company.

Please send me prospectus and full particu-

lars.

Name

Street or R.f.d

City or Town

State
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:

Production Progress : : : : : : : : Distribution News
every fourth picture. The line-up of

comedy stars now includes Jimmie
Adams, Babe London, Henry Murdock,
Dorothy Devore, Neal Burns, Bobby
\'ernon, Charlotte Merriam, Earl Rodney,
Natalie Joyce and others.

+ + +
LIGE CON.LEY HAS gained a place as

one of the leading comedians of the

screen according to Jack White, producer
of the Educational-Mermaid comedies.

During the year Conley has featured in

ten of the thirteen comedies produced
by White. Production on "Backfire," his

latest film has been completed.

: : : C. C. Burr : : :

DORIS KENYON IS AT WORK in the

Burr Glendale, Long Island, studios

on scenes for Bennie Zeidman's "Bright

Lights of Broadway."
+ + +

"YOU ARE GUILTY," the latest C. C.

Burr feature to be published opened its

first run in the Pennsylvania territory at

the Regent theatre, Philadelphia, April 30.

+ + +
CHARLIE MURRAY, RAYMOND
McKEE, Kathlene Martyn and other

members of the Burr all-star comedy
company are making a new comedy in

this series on Staten Island, which flod-

kinson will distribute.

+ + +
SIX MORE PRODUCTIONS for the

independent market are planned by C.

C. Burr. Negotiations for the purchase

of the stories are now under way.

+ + +
RICHARD S. THORPE HAS been
signed as leading man by C. C. Burr

for the permanent stock company he is

organizing at the Glcndale studios.

: : : Selznick : : :

"RUPERT OF HENTZAU," the My-
ron Selznick production from Sir An-

thony Hope's novel, .has been completed.
Elaine Hammerstein, Bert Lytell, Lew
Cody, Claire Windsor and others are in

the cast. Another Myron Selznick pro-
duction which Selznick Distributing Cor-
poration will issue is "The Common
Law," from Robert Chambers story, it

is announced bv President W. C. J. Doo-
little.

+ + +
E. J. DOOLITT.LE, MANAGER of the

foreign department of Selznick Distri-

buting Corporation, has closed with
Pathe Freres Cinema, Ltd., for rights to

"One Week of Love," in the United
Kingdom.

: : : : : Fox : : : : :

TOM MIX HAS A NEW picture for pub-
lication through Fox on May 13. This
feature. "Stepping Fast," is said to be a
lively adventure story with action on two
continents. The star plays the role of a
young ranchman.

: : Tiffany-Truart : :

ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN, star in

"Broadway Gold," the new production
to be distributed on the independent mar-
ket by Truart, has arrived in New York
with a print of the picture. Edward Dil-
lon distributed it.

+ + +
M. H. HOFFMAN, vice-president and

general manager of Truart has closed
a contract with Herman Rifkin of East-
ern Feature Film Corporation for the
New England territory on "Women Men
Marry" and "The Empty Cradle." Prac-
tically two-thirds of the territory on "The
Empty Cradle" has already been sold.

: : : Cosmopolitan : : :

MARION DAVIES IN "Little Old New
York" will be the opening attraction

at the new Cosmopolitan theatre about
June 1. The house has been entirely re-

built and redecorated.

+ + +
THE CAST FOR The Red Robe."
Stanley Wcyman's story which Alan

Crosland will direct for Cosmopolitan has
been completed. It comprises William
H. Powell, Robert B. Mantell, John
Charles Thomas, Alma Rubens, Gene-
vieve Hamper, Ian MacLaren, Rose
Coghlan, Gustave Von Scyffertitz, Syd-
ney Herbert, Andy Dillon. Charles Ju-
dels, George N'ash and Walter Downing.

:: Associated Exhibitors::
SOUTHERN ENTERPRISES, it is an-
nounced by Associated Exhibitors, has

booked "Alice Adams," the production
of Booth Tarkington's prize-winning
story, with Florence Vidor, over its cir-

suit of theatres.
+ + +

M. L. MARKOWITZ HAS closed con-

tract for runs at his Strand, San Fran-
cisco, of the Associated Exhibitors feat-
ures "Alice Adams, A Bill of Divorce-
ment," with Constance Binney; "The
Tents of Allah," with Monte Blue, and
Mary Aldcn and "Breaking Home Ties"

+ + *
LEAH BAIRD, DURING her personal

appearances at theatres at Dallas and
Mexia, Texas, brought packed houses to
every performance, Associated Exhibitors
reports. The star, at the Capitol, Dallas,
made a speech from the stage and se-
lected girls from the audience having
"movie faces."

: : : : Metro : : : :

"THE MASTER OF WOMAN" has
been selected by Louis B. Mayer as

the title for the Reginald Barker produc-
tion now being made under the name
"The Law Bringers."

+ + +
CHARLES REISNER HAS been ele-
vated from supporting actor in Bull

Montana comedies to director of the star.
He has started a new one called "Hard
Boiled."

+ + +
THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF Na-

tural History has given its official en-
dorsement to Mr. and Mrs. Martin John-
son's "Trailing African Wild Animals,"
and has requested that a print of the
photoplay be deposited in the museum.

+ + +
PART OF THE FAMOUS Russian
crown jewels will be filmed in the

coronation scene in Jackie Coogan's first
Metro picture "Long Live the King," by
Mary Roberts Rinehart. They will be
brought to Los Angeles by Jules Howard,
New York jeweler.

: : : Hodkinson : : :

ANNOUNCEMENT IS MADE BY
Hodkinson that "Glengarry School-

days," its second Ralph Connor story,
has been given the title "The Critical
Age." "The Man from Glengarrv" was
the first.

+ + +
"DOWN TO THE SEA IN SHIPS" is

living up to everything claimed for it as
a box office attraction according to Hod-
kinson executives who report that at its

run at the Karlton theatre, Philadelphia,
the Elmer Clifton production smashed all

previous records both in attendance and
in receipts.

DURATIZE YOUR FILM"
ADD TO THE LIFE OF YOUR FILM BY

Preventing Rain Reinforcing splices

Strengthening sprocket-holes Oil-proofing

DURA FILM PROTECTOR CO., Inc. 220 W. 42nd St., New York City
ALLAN A. LOWNES. Pres. Phone: Bryant 5576



Abraham Lincoln Said:

"In this and like communities,
public sentiment is everything. With
public sentiment nothing can fail;

without it nothing can succeed.

Consequently, he who molds public

sentiment eoes deeper than he who
enacts statutes or pronounces deci-

sions."

r Ibrthef

PUBLIC
RIGHTS
LEAGUE

Screen Message No. 107

The growth and development of

this community is vital to us. Our
interests are as permanent as those

of any other business enterprise.

Let us cooperate with you.

The Summer Bugaboo—
Properly, the subject under discussion this week and the illustration

cited should be published in "The Theatre" department which has been

dealing with the question of summer slumps in a comprehensive manner.

The subject, however, has a relationship to both "The Theatre" department

and the Public Rights League. Because of the nature of the illustration in

this instance it becomes closely associated with the problem of pacifying

factional disturbances and therefore is offered as a means of building con-

fidence in your theatre and crystallizing public sentiment in support of the

screen.

First National Threatened to

Disrupt Famous, Charge
{Continued from page 34)

Extending the services and benefits of
his Public Service and Educational De-
partment, the activities of which are
conducted under the direction of Mrs.
Harriet Hawley Locher, prominent club
woman. Harry M. Crandall. owner of
Crandall Theatres in Washington, D. C,
has organized a Crandall baseball league
among the young men residing in the
neighborhood of his Savoy, Avenue
Grand, York and Apollo theatres.
The following statement by Xelson B.

Bell, a Crandall representative, best de-
scribes the movement:
"The teams representing the four

houses are not recruited from the em-
ployes of the Crandall organization but
from lads living in the immediate neigh-
borhood of each theatre. The maximum
age limit has been set at 16 years. Each
team has been fully uniformed and
equipped by Mr. Crandall and the mem-
bers of each nine are given free access
to the theatre their team represents at
any performance. In addition to this
incentive to team spirit and loyalty, each
house has been assessed $125 to be di-

vided into cash prizes to the winner
and runner-up of the first sixty-game
series and to the player having the best
individual averages in each position.
The grand prize for the League pennant
winner will be §250: second price. S100:
the balance of the S500 purse to be split

up into the individual awards.
"Since play was started in the Cran-

dall League, intense sectional interest
in the Crandall residential theatres has
been inspired and the Crandall news-
paper publicity has been extended from
the dramatic, society and news columns
of the daily press to the sport pages,
where box scores and news announce-
ments of the Crandall baseball activities
find a ready place.
"The opening of the season of the

Crandall League was attended by the

same formal ceremonies as characterize
the beginning of a season's play in the
big leagues. The teams assembled ,at

Crandall's Avenue Grand theatre, to-
gether with their partisan rooters and
the executives of the Crandall organiza-
tion, and marched to the Union Station
Plaza diamond where the first game be-
tween Crandall's Avenue Grand and
Apollo teams was scheduled. The
march was led by Mr. Crandall, Joseph
P. Morgan, general manager of the
Crandall enterprises; George A. Crouch,
treasurer: Fritz D. Hoffmann, auditor,
and the house managers who are also
managers of their respective teams

—

Robert Etris, Savoy; Harry E. Loh-
meyer. Avenue Grand; Xat Glasser, York;
John B. Upperman. Apollo—followed im-
mediately by the Boy Scouts' Band.
"At the grounds the parade circled the

field and came to a halt at the home plate,

where Mr. Crandall was presented with
a large basket of flowers. After the cus-
tomary warming up practice, Mr. Cran-
dall threw out the first ball and the battle
was on.
"The season of the Crandall League

will extend through practically the entire
summer, with a regular schedule of two
games a week. The games are attended
by large crowds and comprise a note-
worthy addition to the Capital's sandlot
sport."

It is just such activities as described
in the foregoing paragraphs that has won
for Mr. Crandall and his theatres an envi-
able place in the life of the national capi-
tal.

Mr. Crandall's baseball plan is not too
comprehensive for the theatres in the
smallest communities to undertake.
Every town has its corner lot baseball
heroes, and every theatre may become the
moving spirit in these youthful pleasures.
When the people of a community think
of your theatre and not the picture you

should draw $250 a week as a temporary
arrangement.

Sherry told of buying the rights of
"loan the Woman" from Zukor and
others for $125,000. To do this, he said,
he had borrowed $100,000 at a bank giv-
ing his F. P.-L. stock as security and
giving an unsecured note for trie re-
mainder. Later he sacrificed this stock
in order to satisfy the loan. About a
year and a half ago, Sherry said, he
wrote Zukor that he had to have money,
and that F P.-L. loaned him $15,000. but
:n order to secure this he was com-
pelled to sign an agreement waiving all

claims against Zukor and the F.P.L. He
stated that Zukor had cancelled the $25.-
000 held by F.P.-L. in the "Joan the
Woman" purchase.
John M. Quinn. general manager of

Yitagraph, furnished a list of pictures
which he considered as having first run
merit. Cross-examination brought out the
testimony that Yitagraph had a lease on
what is now the Criterion from Febru-
ary, 1914. to January, 1916. but that
Yitagraph gave up this lease two years
before Quinn joined the company.

Sidney R. Kent, sales manager of
Famous Playjrrs-Lasky, explained the
form of contract used for the "41" and
"39" groups of pictures. These, he said,

contained the names of the pictures

printed on the form, and that these
names were erased in cases where the
exhibitors did not care to book the pic-

ture. He testified that the "41" had been
sold in block form only in Salt Lake
and Portland, and that the "39" had
been purchased in block form only in

Des Moines and Salt Lake.
Elek J. Ludvigh, treasurer and general

counsel of F.P.-L. was recalled and also

testified at length about the "block" pic-

tures and their handling. Practically no
theatres, he testified, had played the en-
tire "blocks."

"It is a popular fallacy," said Mr. Lud-
vigh. "that you can force first run the-

atres to take pictures in block. We
couldn't even make Dr. Riesenfeld take
all our pictures unless he thought they
were good.

are playing, then, and then only, will you
be assured of their support no matter
what the nature of the agitation against

you may be.

(Pictures of teams in the Crandall
league are published in the "Pictorial Sec-
tion.")
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LETTERS
From Readers

A forum at which the exhibitor

is invited to express his opinion on
matters of current interest. Brevity

adds forcefulness to any statement
Unsigned letters will not be
printed.

Keep Up the Fight!

FLORENCE, COLO.—To The Editor:

Exhibitors appreciate your efforts to get

producers to reduce the length «f programs.

Less quantity and more quality is what we
need and then we can run more short sub-

jects and please more patrons.

Keep up the fight— B. P. McCormick,
Liberty Theatre, Florence, Colo.

Can't Stand the Pace

EUREKA, MONTANA.—To The Editor:

Here's a matter that is giving me very seri-

ous concern : In the past 1 have lwught fea-

tures for $7.50, $10 and $12..'j0—running four

changes a week at ten cents and twenty-five

cents. House seating one hundred and

ninety, town one thousand population. They
were all good pictures, thanks to your splen-

did collection of reports.

Lately these same firms have increased

their quotations from fifty to over one hun-

dred per cent—and have cut the number of

features to four or eight instead of twelve

to twenty-six.

That's all very nice and doubtless these

last are better pictures (and then again

maybe net)—but you know very well that

I can't pay fifteen dollars average for my
features and continue in business. Are we
going to be able to buy any more good pro-

gram pictures at reasonable prices or are

we not? Phil Rand, you tell us if you arc

having the same experience—F. E. Sabin,

Eureka. Montana.

Just a Newsy Letter

BREESE, ILL.—To the Editor: I get

so much good or entertainment out of

the Herald that I feel I must write a let-

ter stating my views of "What the Pic-

ture Did for Me" and everything else that

comes to my mind while writing. Take

this week's issue for instance: This

brother from Cheyenne Wells, Colo.,

making a holler about tax on 2.">c admis-

sion or less, let me tell this brother or

any other little town man that as long

as this tax does not relieve the Big Boy
in the cities it won't be dropped and

Brother Perry might just as well go out

on some big rock (and I suppose there

are plenty out there) and holler his head

off and it will do him just as much good.

But he has my way of thinking in regard

to lengths of features. Some I have run

were eight reels and not padded and these

features I believe I could cut to one reel

and not hurt the entertaining possibilities

of same. I like features that are not

padded. I don't care if they arc eight

reels, for eight good reels slip by as fast

as four others sometimes.
And take this brother from Howell,

Mich., I think it would sound better as

Knocker, Mich., as that stuff doesn't buy
you anything and if I did not have any
faith in the Herald I sure would not give

them a check every year.

But what gets my goat is how some
exhibitors report on a picture saying.

"Book this regardless of price for it will

make you money." To all these let me
tell you what I heard a patron say in St.

Louis (but I am sure he was an exhibi-

tor). The picture was "While New York
Sleeps." He was looking at the photos

outside and watching the crowd go in and

he said out loud, "While New York
sleeps, Fox gets the money." And,
brother exhibitors, this just about fits all

big specials. The distributor gets the

money and we hold the sack.

But I have quit on this old gag of:

"Look at the prestige your house gets."

This stuff is all O. K. and sounds nice,

but you need something more than pres-

tige to make returns with.

I have made some coin on big pictures,

but they were one to two years old, but

age doesn't affect some big ones. I know
what I can pay and if I can't get 'em at

that price, why let them go.

And to all small town men (I am in a

coal camp, population 1,400 to 2,000 at

times), I would say read all the different

reviews on pictures and "What the Pic-

ture Did for Me" and remember what
Carl Laemmlc said, "Use the brains God
gave you."

I have been in the business since April.

1914, and perhaps the review on "The
Canyon of the Fools" by W. H. Hard-
man of Frankfort, Kans., fits me. He
said, "The guy who said all the fools

were not in the canyon was right." But
every day I try to get a little pleasure

out of life.

—

Julius VV. Schmidt, Mgr.,
Grand Theatre, Breese, III.

Suggests Visiting Theatres

COZAD, NEB.—To the FIditor : Had
the strangest experience a few days ago that

I have had in my four years of show busi-

ness. Something that goes to show that

there is at least one corporation selling

films that thinks an exhibitor is a crook. I

had run several pictures on the percentage

basis with this company, the United Artiste

Corporation, and everything went okay,

but on this picture that I run a few days

ago, they notified a bank here to check me
up on the run of this picture and authorized

them to collect the proper percentage and

remit to them. Can you beat it? 1 have

been using their pictures for some time.

Having used about fifteen or twenty of

them, but am certainly thankful that I have

only one left, and then it is good-night

L'nited Artists with me.

I do not know whether they feel any

better since they got the bank's report in

place of mine, but sincerely hope they do.

At least they didn't get any more money
than they would have, if I had turned in the

report.

The trouble with this corporation is, that

they think they ought to get from one hun-

dred dollars on up for everything they have,

in a small town like this, for their end of

a percentage run. But, if, in place of sit-

ting in their offices and figuring out big

rentals for the small town, they would come

out and stay a few evenings with us and

see attendance we have, they would soon

realize that they were being well paid if

they got one-third of what they figure on.

Have any of my brother exhibitor "crooks"

had this above experience?—J. W. Andre-

sex, Rialto Theatre, Cozad, Neb.

Strong for Paramount

PITTSFIELD, ILL.—To the Editor:

I believe in giving credit where credit is

due. Six months ago when I started into

business here, every film salesman

knocked Famous Players-Lasky. I ex-

pected to be cheated out of house and

home, but instead, I find Paramount to

be the nicest company to deal with.

Even other exhibitors (who later con-

fessed they had never done any business

with Paramount) said to watch out for

them. In fact, I began to think awful

things of Paramount, as no one said a

good word for the company.
I never even read a good word praising

them, but you birds who are just starting

out remember that 99 per cent of the film

salesmen are full of that old stuff called

bull.

—

Russell Armextrout, K. P. Thea-
tre, Pittsfield, 111.

PURELY
Personal

Interesting news about exhibitors
and people with whom they come
into direct contact Readers are
invited to contribute items for
publication in this column. Address
them to "Purely PersonaL"

James H. Rice, new manager of the
Pantages theatre, Kansas City, has ar-
rived from Sacramento, Cal., to assume
his new duties. He has been manager
of the State theatre in Sacramento. He
succeeds Grant Pemberton, who has gone
to Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, to take
charge of the Pantages theatre there.

*

Oscar Perrin, manager of the Leland
and the Clinton Square theatres in Al-
bany, N. Y., is a firm advocate of ad-
vertising in all its forms, and recently
had two boys standing at the entrance
of the Leland presenting each patron
with a paper weight or a memorandum
book.

Ernest G. Weldon of Rusk, Texas, has
been appointed manager of the Crescent
theatre, Austin, Tex.

*

Frank Jewell, has arrived in Nobles-
ville. Ind., to take charge of theatres for

Charles Curson of Shelbyville.
*

Sherman W. Bushnell has purchased
the Orpheum theatre at Snohomish,
Wash., from J. L. Beardslcy.

Louis R. Lurie of San Francisco has
purchased the Orpheum theatre building

at Seattle, Wash.
*

L. George Ross, former manager of

the F. B. O. office in New Haven, Con-
necticut, is attached temporarily to the

F. B. O. exchange in Albany, N. Y.,

following the purchase of the Boston and
New Haven franchises by the Federated
Exchanges of New England.

*

William Smalley, who owns a consider-

able number of theatres in New York
State, took over the Cameo in St. Johns-
ville, N. Y., on May 1.

*

Ben Apple, owner of the American and
the Griswold in Troy, N. Y., has started

in using vocalists along with slides and
is scoring a distinct success.

*

Den Woods, former resident manager
of the Kansas City American Releasing

Corporation office, has joined the Gold-

wyn sales force in Kansas City.

*

The following changes in ownership
and openings of theatres in the Kansas
City territory during the past week have

been announced:
Prospect theatre. Kansas City, pur-

chased by J. Means; Palace theatre, Kan-

sas City: Circle theatre, Kansas City, re-

opened by Paul Hoffman.

The Palace Amusement Company re-

cently incorporated here with a capitaliz-

ation of $30,000 will control the Mar-
quette. Palace. Majestic and Criterion

theatres it is said. The incorporators are:

Frank Spiros, George Phiros, Harry
Hamburg, and Hymen Komm. Spyros

Skouras. of St. Louis, has recovered from

an attack of appendicitis. He was

stricken a few days ago and prior to the

attack was apparently in excellent health.
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"What the Picture Did For Me"
VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR

Copyright, 1923

You are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.

It is a co-operative service FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
TELL US WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read in the HERALD every week what the picture

did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values. Address "What The
Picture Did For Me." EXHIBITORS HERALD, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.

American Releasing
Timothy's Quest, with a special cast.

—

A picture almost above criticism. I

bought it knowing that my business
would be slight, but it was not even that

much. However, I am happy and do
not regret my loss.—Guy D. Haselton,
Rialto theatre, Missoula, Mont.—General
patronage.

The Trail of the Axe, with Dustin
Farnum.—Fair picture and will go over
on a Saturday night.—R. J. Smith, Palm
theatre, Lindsay, Neb. — Neighborhood
patronage.

The Danger Point, with a special cast.

—Wasn't around first night, second night

not enough came to find out whether
they liked it or not. Wife says it's a
fair picture, and she's hard to please.

—

Geo. K. Zinsz, Harbor theatre, Corpus
Christi, Tex.—Small town patronage.

Cardigan, with a special cast.—This
picture is fine, even though the stars

aren't known, and will go over in any
town. Put it over with your schools
and advertise it on the strength of his-

tory contained in it. Will pull them in.

—

R. J. Smith, Palm theatre, Lindsay, Neb.
—Neighborhood patronage.

My Old Kentucky Home, with a spe-

cial cast.—The picture is very good and
will please the majority of your patrons,

but the acting is unfinished stuff and I

would not advise to run it as a special

at advanced prices.—R. J. Smith, Palm
theatre, Lindsay, Neb. — Neighborhood
patronage.

The Super Sex, with a special cast.

—

Ran with first episode of Plunder and
don't know how it went. Again the wife
says it was fair, and I tell you she is

hard to please.—Geo. K. Zinsz, Harbor
theatre, Corpus Christi, Tex.—Small town
patronage.

The Great Alone, with Monroe Salis-

bury.—This picture is far superior to most
of the American Releasing stuff I have
played yet and has the best star of any
I have yet played. Did a knockout of a
business on it. Ran a Pop Tuttle comedy
with it, which helped put it over.—R. J.

Smith, Palm theatre, Lindsay, Neb.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Belle of Alaska, with Jane Novak.
— I can't give this picture a thing, as it

has the shallowest story of any produc-
tion I have ever played.—R. J. Smith,
Palm theatre, Lindsay, Neb.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Associated Exhibitors
Grandma's Boy, with Harold Lloyd.—

This came as near 100 per cent as any
picture ever run here. Pleased most
everyone. Its drawing power here only
fair, but believe due to not being able
to get advertising.—J. C. McKee, Elec-
tric theatre, Bolivar, Mo.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Grandma's Boy, with Harold Lloyd.

—

A comedy that will please them all.

—

Irvin Beck, Moon theatre, Wilber, Neb.
—Neighborhood patronage.

The Devil, with George Arliss.— Fair.

—J. W. Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese,
111.—General patronage.

F. B. O.
Can a Woman Love Twice? with Ethel

Clayton.—Not a knockout, but a good lit-

tle picture. A little draggy, but went over
fairly well to fair business.—J. A. Emery,
Star theatre, Bar Harbor, Me.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Third Alarm, with a special cast.

—

As usual, our print from Dallas was
awful, but this one went over big—not to

capacity, but they were talking it all

over town above Kick In and Poor Men's
Wives. Had fire department make run at

8:30 Saturday night and almost got run
out of town. Big crowd came up, looked
the red lights, red fire, hose reel and
everything over, and then turned around
and went on home. Business satisfac-

tory first day and only fair second. Rot-
ten third.—Geo. K. Zinsz, Harbor theatre,

Corpus Christi, Tex.—Small town patron-
age.

If I Were Queen, with Ethel Clayton.
—Splendid program picture. Better than
some of the specials.—Bert Silver, Silver

Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—Gen-
eral patronage.

If I Were Queen, with Ethel Clayton.

m

It Probably
Isn't Funny
To Salesmen

I think your magazine is the
greatest thing nowadays for the
country exhibitor, especially "What
the Picture Did For Me." I am a
great booster to all exhibitors I

come in contact with to get busy
and make weekly reports to you on
what the picture did for them and
the kind it is.

Since keeping up with this I have
very few punk pictures sent to me.
The film boys know I'll roast any
rotten picture.

All salesmen request that I give

them a boost on their production,
still they say you cannot base your
opinion on what the "Herald" says

about them. Funny they make this

request of me.

M. J. BABIN,
Fairyland Theatre,

White Castle, La.

—Played comedy, Bucking Boardway,
with this. Proved a good box office at-
traction. Very good program picture at

a little high price. However, it pleased.

—

E. I. Conroe, Conroe's Play House, Con-
roe, Tex.—Small town patronage.

Live and Let Live, with a special cast.

—

A very good program picture. Had a
couple of complaints that the picture was
propaganada against certain creed, but I

did not take it that way. Comments fav-
orable.—Adolph Kohn, Pastime theatre,
Granville, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

Son of the Wolf, with a special cast.

—

Just a real good program picture.- Jack
London's name doesn't mean as much as
Curwood's to the public.—R. Ross Riley,
Wigwam theatre, Oberlin, Kan.—General
patronage.

The Fourth Musketeer, with Johnny
Walker.—Many good comments. Rate it

good comedy-drama. I am partial to any-
think Witwer says, though. Patrons well
pleased. Business rotten.—Geo. K. Zinsz,
Harbor theatre, Corpus Christi, Tex.—
Small town patronage.

The Kick Back, with Harry Carey.

—

Bought it as a special for two days, but
was disappointed. Nothing to it. Will
make just a fair program picture.—Irvin
Beck, Moon theatre, Wilber, Neb. —
Neighborhood patronage.

My Dad, with Johnny Walker.—

A

dandy little picture which pleased about
95 per cent. Would have made me a
little money on this one if I would have
run it two days instead of one.—Irvin
Beck, Moon theatre, Wilber, Neb.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

In the Name of the Law, with a special
cast.—A good picture, but was stung on
bad print. Had been faithfvlly promised
a new print, but all bull.—M. J. Babin,
Fairyland theatre, White Castle, La.

—

General patronage.

Colleen of the Pines, with Jane Novak.
—Very good Northern that pleases most
people.—H. A. Douglas, Sherrard Show
Co., Sherrard, 111.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

First National
Bell Boy 13, a Thos. H. Ince produc-

tion.—3,940 feet and it pleases just as
well as if it was in 8,000 feet. "More
laughs than a bell boy has buttons" is

the truth about this one. Douglas Mac-
Lean becoming popular since The Hot-
tentot.—Chas. H. Ryan, Garfield theatre,

Chicago, 111.—Neighborhood patronage.

Bell Boy 13, a Thomas H. Ince produc-
tion.—A sorry excuse for a five reel

comedy after The Hottentot. They ex-
pect better than this from Doug. Did not
please or draw after first day.—Steve Far-
rar, Orpheum theatre, Harrisburg, 111.

—

General patronage.

The Dangerous Age, with Lewis Stone.
Fairly good special. Inconsistent in

spots, but will get by and please majority
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—Jack Cairns, Brooklyn theatre, Detroit,

Mich.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Dangerous Age, with Lewis Stone.

—The wife and husband appeal in this

very strong moral. Gained many favor-

able comments. A real sermon for all

classes. A story that sticks with you.

Use the booklets furnished. Business

very good on this.—E. L. Wharton, Or-
phcum theatre, Glasgow, Mont.—General

patronage.

The Dangerous Age, with Lewis Stone.

—One of the big pictures that you can

promise a lot on and make good. Go
after business on this one for it's there

every way.—Steve Farrar, Orpheum the-

atre, Harrisburg, 111.—General patronage.

Skin Deep, a Thomas H. Ince produc-

tion.— I class this as exceptionally good.

Gave it in connection with' American
Legion doings and the boys were greatly

pleased. So were my patrons.—Adolph
Kohn, Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y.

—

Small town patronage.

The Woman Conquers, with Katheriiu

MacDonald.—A North woods picture that

any actress but Katherine could have

put over big, but she failed to make good
and patrons said it was rotten. So don't

promise them anything but another Mac-
Donald failure.—Steve Farrar, Orpheum
theatre, Harrisburg, 111—General patron-

age.

Oliver Twist, with Jackie Coogan.—If

you can tie up with the school and can

buy it right, I mean just ordinary spe-

cial price, O. K. I paid too much. Adults

will not come out.—E. J. Reynolds, Lib-

erty theatre, Pasco, Wash.— General pat-

ronage.

The Light in the Dark, with Hope
Hampton.—A clean hit. Good comment-,
both story and star. Good offering any

house any season. Hope Hampton a

comer.—E. L. Wharton, Orpheum the-

atre, Glasgow, Mont.—General patronage.

Fury, with Richard Barthelmcss.—Con-
sider this the best picture Baxthelmess

has ever made. It's a wonder in every

way. Go out and boost it big. It's sure

to please all you get in. Day by day in

every way this boy gets getter and bet-

ter.—Steve Farrar, Orpheum theatre.

Harrisburg, 111.—General patronage.

East Is West, with Constance Tal-

madge.—This is the best of Connie's pic-

tures, and that is saying a lot. Always
goes good with me. Only kick I have is

the price. Good business.—J. A. Emery.
Star theatre, Bar Harbor, Me.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Kindred of the Dust, with Miriam
Cooper.—One that will please all classes.

A mighty fine production in eight reels.

A little too long perhaps, but O. K.

Film in fair shape. About a dozen mis-

frames.—Reis & Miller, Lake View the-

atre, Lake View, Iowa.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Hottentot, a Thomas H. Ince pro-

duction.—The best comedy-drama in a

long time. Promise a lot when you show
them this. There is a laugh every ten

feet, also many thrills and spills in the

race. Play this before you play Bell Boy
13.—Steve Farrar, Orpheum theatre, Har-
risburg, 111.—General patronage.

Sonny, with Richard Barthelmess.

—

This is very very fine and Barthelmess

does splendid work. While it deals largely

with the life of two doughboys in the

world war, and some people are already

beginning to forget, yet the sentiment

as portrayed will grip and hold the in-

terest of the crowd and send them away
boosting.—V. G. Bollman, Castalia the-

atre, Castalia, Iowa.—Small town patron-

age.

Brawn of the North, with Strongheart.

— T took a flop on this. Perhaps we have

pt!MIIII!lllllll!llllill!lllli:illl!lllllfillll!!llll!:il!ll^

Attention :

Small Town
Exhibitors

;

1 have been reading report* from
all the big town* on "Safety Last

and as Callaway was the first small

town in the U. S. to run it (April

17, 18, 19) I am going to get in

with the "big boys."

I saw the picture at the Rialto

theatre in Omaha on its opening
day and after I had seen it I had no
trouble selling it to my patrons, as

| in my estimation it is without a

doubt the greatest comedy ever
made. I know that is covering a

lot of territory, but it seems to be
the general feeling of those who
saw it here and we played "Grand-
ma's Boy" and "Dr. Jack" quite a
while ago.

It has that element of thrill and
comedy that goes to make up a pic-

ture that is both entertaining and
at the same time thrilling enough
to keep them on the edge of their

seats. It broke all house records of

all kinds for me, previously held by
"Smilin' Through."

I can recommend it to any small
town exhibitor as being one that

will please their audience. Buy it

and advertise it and then have
enough to take a vacation on this

summer.
I charged 20 and 40 cents. Used

all the advertising I could place, and
a telegram from Lloyd helped out a

lot.

W. F. HAYCOCK,
Star Theatre,
Callaway, Neb.

had about eight months winter and every-
body is tired of snow.—H. D. Nicolls,

Photoplay theatre, Keeseville, N. Y.

—

Small town patronage.

Brawn of the North, with Strongheart.
—A record-breaker for us. S. R. O. first

time in six months. Many so-called stars

could profit by seeing this almost human
dog do his stuff. A clean strong highly

entertaining production. Shoot your wad
on advertising and win.— E. L. Wharton,
Orpheum theatre, Glasgow, Mont.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Brawn of the North, with Strongheart.
—This is what the people here like. Drew
good for two days. Advertising: two
ones, one three, photos, slide.—Arthur La
Force, Happy hour theatre. Two Har-
bors. Minn.—Small town patronage.

The Bond Boy, with Richard Barthel-

mess—Another good one from Barthel-

mess. He has never failed yet. You can

get behind this one. All I am afraid

of is that United Artists will sign this

boy and I'll never be able to play any
more of his pictures.—Steve Farrar, Or-
pheum theatre, Harrisburg, 111.—General

patronage.

The Eternal Flame, with Norma Tal-

madge.—Not as good as Smilin' Through
by a long ways, but it is a picture that

will make you glad you are an exhibitor

and can show people some of the good
things that are in pictures.—W. F. Hay-
cock, Star theatre, Callaway, Neb.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Woman's Place, with Constance Tal-

madge.—It was all right, same as nearly

all of her pictures are. Lots of good ac-
tion and comedy.— E. J. Reynolds, Lib-
erty theatre, Pasco, Wash.—General pat-
ronage.

Hurricane's Gal, with Dorothy Phillips.
—Better than a lot of the so-called spe-
cials. Will please and stand a lot of
advertising. One of the best I have had
this season. Has action, thrills, romance
and all you could ask of a picture.—W.
T. Biggs, Unique theatre, Anita, Iowa.

—

Small town patronage.

Lorna Doone, a Maurice Tourneur
production.— I put this picture on for a
library benefit and it certainly pleased
capacity houses.—Chas. Prokop, Rex the-
atre, Wahoo, Neb.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

Lorna Doone, a Maurice Tourneur
production. — Very good. Drew well
here. The National Biscuit Co. did some
advertising for us.—Arthur La Force,
Happy Hour theatre, Two Harbors,
Minn.—Small town patronage.

Lorna Doone, a Maurice Tourneur
production.— Plenty of action and good
story. Failed to make expenses for us.
First night business far below average.
Second night did a terrible flop.—H. G.
Stettmund, Jr., Odeon theatre. Chandler,
( )kla.—General patronage.

Lorna Doone, a Maurice Tourneur pro-
duction.—.Wore costume stuff. A well
made picture, but people are prejudiced
against costume pictures, regardless of
what the producers say. No go.—Jos.
C. Staak, Royal theatre, Carroll, Iowa.

—

General patronage.

Mamma's Affair, with Constance Tal-
madgc.—Some said it was good and some
>aid it was the bunk, but if you use good
judgment and confine your thoughts to
entertainment and not amusement it will
get by.— E. J. Reynolds, Pasco, Wash.

—

General patronage.

The Masquerader, with Guy Bates Post.—Here is a real treat for your patrons
if they like a good deep drama. The
story is great. Good attendance.—Donald
A. Beck, Rialto theatre, Bayard, Neb.—
Small town patronage.

Star Dust, with Hope Hampton.—Not
so good for us. Fine acting, but un-
pleasant story. The salesman told us
this would not please our crowd, but I

booked it. 'Sail right, Mr. Cohen, next
time we hear your gentle voice raised in

admonition we'll lend an attentive ear.
Thank you.—V. G. Bollman, Castalia the-
atre, Castalia, Iowa.—Small town patron-
age.

Star Dust, with Hope Hampton.— Fair
society picture. Will please 80 per cent.
—H. A. Douglas, Sherrard Show Co.,
Sherrard, III.—Neighborhood patronage.

All for a Woman, with a special cast.

—

A lot of rubbish that just made a picture.

No business, but a lot of kicks and
hard ones. Some left before it was over.

—E. J. Reynolds. Liberty theatre, Pasco,
Wash.—General patronage.

The Child Thou Gavest Me, with a spe-
cial cast.—Wonderful picture; equal to

many super-specials. Acting very good,
especially little Richard Headrick, who
will sure please everyone.— Irvin Beck.
Moon theatre, Wilber. Neb.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Deuce of Spades, with Charles Ray.
—Only one more Ray to run and I win
be glad when it is over. This one the

worst of them all.—Tensas Amuse. Co..

Blackman theatre, St. Joseph, La.—Small
town patronage.

Love Never Dies, with Madge Bellamy.
—They made this story fit in several

places and the job was not a first class

one at that, but the big idea of the title

was there all the time.— S. Y. Wallace,
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Idle Hour theatre. Cambridge Springs.

Pa.—Transient patronage.

Nineteen and Phyllis, with Charles Ray.

—Good.—J. \V. Schmidt. Grand theatre.

Breese. 111.—General patronage.

The Sign on the Door, with Xornia Tal-

madge.—Got us biggest crowd in year,

in face of a rain storm. Very good pic-

ture. However, Larrv Semon helped to

put it over. Film in only fair shape.

—

Reis & Miller, Lake View theatre. Lake
View, Iowa.—Neighborhood patronage.

Tol'able David, with Richard Barthel-

mess.—Very good picture. Will please

90 per cent at least.—H. C. Douglas. Sher-
. rard Show Co.. Sherrard. 111.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Hail the Woman, a Thomas H. In.e

production.—Here is an excellent picture

which should be run in every house.

Some of my patrons liked it better than

Way Down East. One of the best bets

| of the year.—Irvin Beck. Moon theatre.

Wilber. Xeb.—Neighborhood patronage.

Go and Get it, a Marshall Xeilan pro-

duction.—Good.—J. W. Schmidt. Grand
theatre, Breese. III.—General patronage.

Wedding Bells, with Constance Tal-

madge.— I cannot say much for this one.

I had many patrons stop and say it was
the poorest show they had ever seen

Constance in. The Primitive Lover was
much better.—W. T. Biggs. Unique the-

atre, Anita, Iowa.—Small town patronage.

Wedding Bells, with Constance Tal-

madge.—Very interesting story. This one

drew good and pleased them. I can

always bank on this star for she gets the

money.—C. H. Simpson, Princess theatre.

Millen, Ga.—General patronage.

Dangerous Business, with Constance

Talmadge.— Good.— J . W. Schmidt.

Grand theatre. Breese. III.—General pat-

ronage.

My Boy, with Jackie Coogau.— Mighty
fine and they all liked it. Should have

1 advertised it as a picture they could shed

a few tears over. I think at times they

like to weep a little.—W. F. Haycock.

Star theatre. Callaway. Xeb.—General

patronage.

Twin Beds, with the De Havens.—

1 Selects His

| Programs by |

Trie Reports
§

= Since subscribing for the "Herald" -

jj some two months ago 1 have im- g
£ proved the quality of my photoplays g
I 100 per cent. I have saved myself g
W. from running many lemons.

j Whenever I run across a report g
g from an exhibitor who says this g
| picture is a full grown louse, or the g
g flea's diaphragm, I cancel it. Some- g
M times there is a kick from the ex- g
Ij change but I tell them why. It's =
II very funny, but when you tell them g
g why they never argue with you. g
ji How they would ever expect an ex- g
g hibrtor to run a picture in the face g
g of three or four adverse comments g
g is more than I know.

g The reports in the "Herald" are g
g great, and the beauty of it is g
g that they are published regardless, g
g whether they laud or knock.

B. C. BURDEN,
Gay Theatre,

Wilcox, Neb. 1

Good.—J. W. Schmidt. Grand theatre.

Breese. 111.—General patronage.

The Silent Call, with Strongheart.—

A

picture that is somewhat different in that

the hero is a dog. the likes of which
patrons have never seen. Pleased great.

—J. Winninger, Davison theatre. Waupun.
Wis.—General patronage.

The Silent Call with Strongheart.—We
bought this at a special price and received
a few remnants of film wound around the
hubs of about seven reels with sprocket
holes on only one side. Don't know what
it might have been.—Geo. W. Ferguson &
Son. Royal theatre. Fairmount, Ind.

—

Xeighborhood patronage.

Lying Lips, a Thomas H. Ince produc-
tion.—Good.—J. W. Schmidt. Grand the-

atre. Breese, 111.—General patronage.

The Woman in His House, with a spe-
cial cast.—Ran this on a Sunday and
pleased a good sized crowd. Irene Reels
is advertised on posters. How come?

—

W. T. Biggs. L'nique theatre. Anita. Iowa.
—Small town patronage.

Yes or No, with Xorma Talmadge.

—

Good.—J. W. Schmidt. Grand theatre.

Breese. 111.—General patronage.

Smilin' Through, with Xorma Tal-
madge.—One of the best pictures we have
run for a long time. A 1 in every re-

spect. Received nothing but compliments.
You can't go wrong by booking this one.

—Irvin Beck, Moon theatre. Wilber. Xeb.
—Xeighborhood patronage.

Smilin' Through, with Xorma Tal-
madge.—Should have played this sooner,
but if you get a good print you can play
it any time and please.—J. Winninger.
Davison theatre. Waupun. Wis.—General
patronage.

The Rivers End, a Marshall Xeilan pro-
duction.—Very good.—J. W. Schmidt.
Grand theatre. Breese. 111.—Xeighborhood
patronage.

Two Minutes to Go, with Charles Ray.
—Plenty of action. Good for a town that

likes athletics. Easy to advertise.—Chas.
Elliott. Jewel theatre. Sidell. III.—Small
town patronage.

In Search of a Sinner, with Constance
Talmadge.— Fair.—J. W. Schmidt, Grand
theatre, Breese. III.—General patronage.

Fox
Three Jumps Ahead, with Tom Mix

and Tony.—(Mister Editor, don't forget

to add Tony.) Played Saturday to the
biggest business ever in the theatre on
that day. A ten o'clock matinee for the
kiddies packed the theatre—eleven hun-
dred seats. Here it is Monday night and
they are still talking about Three Jumps
Ahead. Even the "I don't like Western
pictures" gang were out in full force and
fought their way up to the box office for

a ticket. And the audiences fairly held
their breath when Tony and Tom made
the leap across the canyon. What a thrill

it was—one you can talk about in all

your advertising.—Harry M. Palmer, In-

diana theatre. Bloomington, Ind.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Moonshine Valley, with William Far-
num.—Good. Had many compliments.
Very sad, though little girl plays her
part well.—R. D. Troutman. Ethel the-

atre. Ethel. Mo.—Xeighborhood patron-

age.

Moonshine Valley, with William Far-
num.—Good picture Sunday and Monday.
Fair patronage. The Farnum's don't draw
like Mux and Jones.—O. W. McClellan.
Dreamland theatre. Pekin, 111.—Xeigh-
borhood patronage.

Do and Dare, with Tom Mix.—It is a

shame to inflict this kind of a story on
a star of the drawing powers of Tom

Weak Nignt |

Made Strong
By Reports

A great deal has been said about
building up weak nights, and I take

7 a lot of pleasure in telling you how
i I built up mine from a losing night

lj to one that pays as much clear
money as any other. Short sub-

g jects did the trick.

I use the very best serials, com-
edies and other subjects that I can

1 buy, am careful to select good stars,

and above all, subjects that are full

of action. Nothing will kill busi-

j ness quicker than showing draggy FT

f= or mediocre pictures.

I recently showed a comedy of a
well known star, which had been
shown here three times previously, %

fj to more people than I had had on
| this night in three months, which -

- only goes to show that a picture or
j]

star never grows old if they are jf

really good.

1 If you will use "What the Picture %
— Did For Me" and pick your pro- g

grams, and not leave it to some pin- 1

head of a booker, and get subjects
suitable for your particular locality, =

7 you will surely win out.

C. H. BILLS,

Opera House, g
Lenora, Kan. g

Mix. It is absolute nonsense, nothing to
it—not even funny. A burlesque or satire

that makes Mix foolish and about as ap-
propriate as Bull Montana playing Lord
Fauntleroy.—Ben L. Morris. Temple the-

atre, Bellaire. Ohio.—General patronage.

Do and Dare, with Tom Mix.—Great
picture. One of Mix's best. Big pull

two days. Sunday and Monday. Mix
does pull 'em.—O. W. McClellan, Dream-
land theatre, Pekin. 111.—Xeighborhood
patronage.

The Town That Forgot God, with a
special cast.—A picture that has gotten
the money in each of our theatres. One
that you can advertise to the limit and
back up every promise you make. It has
everything that makes a pleasing picture.

And what a storm in the last two reels.

If you ever used sound effects in your
life—use them when that flood breaks
loose. It will pay you and they will

talk about it for some time to come.
—Harry M. Palmer. Indiana theatre.

Bloomington. Ind.—General patronage.

In Arabia, with Tom Mix.—A pretty

good picture, but have shown him in bet-

ter ones.—Adolph Kohn, Pastime theatre.

Granville. X. Y.—Small town patronage.

In Arabia, with Tom Mix.—Tom Mix
is a great favorite here and always pleases.

Played him along with Larry Semon.
Made a fine program.—Katherine Dowl-
ing. Ark theatre. Logansport. Ind.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Catch My Smoke, with Tom Mix.—

A

speedy Western of the usual Mix stand-

ard. A good bet for any box office. Xot
a special, but a good program picture.

—

E. L. Wharton. Orpheum theatre. Glas-

gow, Mont.—General patronage.

Catch My Smoke, with Tom Mix.—

A

good picture. Drew well.—John Esterl.
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James Aubrey and company in a scene from his latest Vitagraph comedy "The
Detective."

Rex theatre, Park Falls, Wis—Small
town patronage.

The Village Blacksmith, with a special
cast—Like The Town That Forgot God,
this picture will get the money too, as it

has everything that goes to make up a

real picture. It's melodrama—but Oh!
how they like melodrama of this sort!

Our patrons stopped to tell us how they
enjoyed The Village Blacksmith.—Harry
M. Palmer, Indiana theatre, Bloomington,
Ind.—General patronage.

Honor First, with John Gilbert.—It is

a war picture and consequently flopped
for me the second night. Work of Gil-

bert in double role wonderful, direction
good, film good, but they simply will

not tolerate war pictures and the sooner
some producers find this out the better it

will be for all. This picture should be
shown ten years from now and would get
by fine.—E. E. Gailey, Crystal theatre,

Wayne, Neb.—General patronage.

Honor First, with John Gilbert.—Ran
two days. Nothing second day. Gilbert
does not take well in all of his pictures.

—O. W. McClellan, Dreamland theatre,

Pekin, 111.—Neighborhood patronage.

Arabian Love, with John Gilbert.—Fine
picture. Current went off and patrons
waited till 9:15 to see it. And it was fine.

With Sunshine comedy.—W. T. Lyford,
Gem theatre, West Helena, Ark.— Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Great Night, with William Rus-
sell.—Very good picture. Drew very
good one day. Don't pay much for it.

—

O. W. McClellan, Dreamland theatre,
Pekin, 111.—Neighborhood patronage.

My Friend the Devil, with a special

cast.— I cannot recommend this picture.

Most of my patrons did not care for it.

They came to be entertained or amused
and pictures such as this do not meet re-

quirements here.—Adolph Kohn, Pastime
theatre, Granville, N. Y.—Small town pat-
ronage.

Silver Wings, with Mary Carr.— Finest
mother love picture I ever ran. Played
three days. Held up good two days.

—

O. W. McClellan, Dreamland theatre,

Pekin, 111.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Love Gambler, with John Gilbert.

A splendid program picture that pleased
virtually all who saw it. Many favor-
able comments.—Adolph Kohn, Pastime
theatre, Granville, N. Y.—Small town pat-

ronage.

The Love Gambler, with John Gilbert.

—Just a common program picture. A

poor picture to play on Saturday for my
house.—O. W. McClellan, Dreamland the-
atre, Pekin, III.—Neighborhood patronage.

While Justice Waits, with Dustin Far-
num.—This is a good picture. Dustin
Farnum is still gaining popularity with
our patrons.—C. Malphurs, Dreamland
theatre, High Springs, Fla.—Small town
patronage.

Shackles of Gold, with William Farnum.
—Just as Mr. Geo. H. Koch said in April
21st issue, just a big piece of cheese.

—

Chas. Miller. Wallins theatre, Wallins
Creek, Ky.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Yosemite Trail, with Dustin Far-
num.—Good picture. Drew well. Played
two days. Good business.—O. W. Mc-
Clellan, Dreamland theatre, Pekin, 111.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Who Are My Parents? with a special
cast.—Poor box office attraction, but
nevertheless a good picture. Very poor
title. But if you can get them in you
will please them.—Jos. C. Staak, Royal
theatre, Carroll, Iowa.—General patron-
age.

The Bells of San Juan, with Charles
Jones.—Just a good program picture. Not
quite as good as previous "Buck" Jones
pictures.— C. Malphurs, Dreamland the-

atre. High Springs, Fla.— Small town pat-
ronage.

Youth Must Have Love, with Shirley
Mason.—Just a common every day pro-
gram picture. Cost too much. No money
for me in this kind of picture. Worth
one-half what you -have to pay.—O. W.
McClellan, Dreamland theatre, Pekin, 111.

—Neighborhood patronage.

Shirley of the Circus, with Shirley Ma-
son.—Very good picture. Pleased 100

E.K. LINCOLN

"THE RIGHT OF
H.STRONGEST
A Great Picture

with a Great Cast

per cent. Films in fine condition — Kath-
erine Dowling, Ark theatre, Logansport,
Ind.—General patronage.

Shirley of the Circus, with Shirley Ma-
son.—Common every day program pic-
ture. Did very well one day mid-week.—O. W. McClellan, Dreamland theatre,
Pekin, 111.—Neighborhood patronage.

For Big Stakes, with Tom Mix—Good
picture. Another knockout. Something
doing every minute.—Geo. J. Kress, Hud-
son theatre, Rochester, N. Y.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Fightin' Streak, with Tom Mix —
It might have been a good picture at one
time, but when it got to me it was the
poorest piece of junk ever sent out to
an exhibitor. Fox is all through in Calla-
way as their prints from the Omaha office

are without ending, middle or start.

—

W. F. Haycock, Star theatre, Callaway.
Neb.—General patronage.

Man's Size, with William Russell.—
Good picture. Medium business for Satur-
day. Not extra. No comments.—O. W.
McClellan, Dreamland theatre, Pekin, III.

—Neighborhood patronage.

Monte Cristo, with John Gilbert.—

A

good picture. One of the best Fox spe-

cials I have run. I didn't make money
on account of snow storm.—John Esterl,

Rex theatre. Park Falls, Wis.—Small
town patronage.

Romance Land, with Tom Mix.—Went
over great two days. Buy all of Mix you
can get. There's money in Mix pictures.

—O. W. McClellan, Dreamland theatre,

Pekin, III.—Neighborhood patronage.

Without Compromise, with William
Farnum.—A good picture but not Far-
num's standard.—John Esterl, Rex the-

atre, Park Falls, Wis.—Small town pat-

ronage.

A Fool There Was, with a special cast.

— Fairly good, nothing extra. Had sev-

eral compliments, though.—R. D. Trout-
man, Ethel theatre, Ethel, Mo.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

A Fool There Was, with a special cast.

—This is a good picture. Well worth
showing.—C. Malphurs, Dreamland the-

atre. High Springs, Fla.—Small town pat-

ronage.

The New Teacher, with Shirley Ma-
son.—Mason pictures do not draw very
well. Instead of a feature, only a good
filler. They ask too much for them.

—

O. W. McClellan, Dreamland theatre,

Pekin, 111.—Neighborhood patronage.

Thunderclap, with Mary Carr.—This
picture is old and we recall seeing several

adverse criticisms on it in the Herald,
but take a tip from us, if your town is

not full of tombstones and millionaire

undertakers you can show this picture and
hold your head high when they come out
the door. The horse race alone is worth
the price of admission.—Miller and Car-
roll, Gayety theatre. Amory, Miss.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Rough Shod, with Charles Jones.

—

Good.—J. W. Schmidt, Grand theatre,

Breese, III.—General patronage.

Western Speed, with Charles Jones.

—

This did not measure up to Jones' good
standard. Too rough for high class trade.

— F. E. Sabin, Majestic theatre, Eureka,
Mont.—Small town patronage.

Little Miss Smiles, with Shirley Mason.
— Fair.—J. W. Schmidt, Grand theatre.

Breese, 111.—General patronage.

The Fast Mail, with Charles Jones.--
Good picture, but got too strong on it.

Largest house for some time, regardless
of bad weather. Many disappointed ac-

count was not what expected.—R. D.
Troutman, Ethel theatre, Ethel, Mo.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Pardon My Nerve, with Charles Jone=
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—A good picture with plenty of action.

I don't see why they want to change his

name to Charles.—Geo. \Y. Ferguson &
Son, Royal theatre, Fairmount, Ind.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

A Connecticut Yankee, with Harry My-
ers.—Buy it right and you cannot go
wrong. Can pay more than ordinary spe-

cial. Tie up with your school. They will

eat it up. Film very bad for me.—E. J.

Reynolds, Liberty theatre, Pasco, Wash.
—General patronage.

A Connecticut Yankee, with Harry My-
ers.—Fine picture, but the rain and wind
kept the patrons away and Fox is to give
me return program—no charge— Tune 6th.

—YV. T. Lyford, Gem theatre. West Hel-
ena. Ark.—Neighborhood patronage.

A Connecticut Yankee, with Harry My-
ers.—A great picture and a good box of-

fice attraction.—C. D. Stewart, Navajo
theatre, Las Cruces, N. Mex.—Genera!
patronage.

Up and Going, with Tom Mix.—Tom
seems to get 'em in and this one has some
good stunts. But so many of the Fox
prints are in bad condition.—Geo. W.
Ferguson, Royal theatre, Fairmount, Ind.

—Neighborhood patronage.

Lights of the Desert, with Shirley Ma-
son.—Fair.—J. W. Schmidt, Grand the-

atre, Breese, 111.—General patronage.

Sky High, with Tom Mix.—This is our
first Fox picture in many moons for when
Fox came in last season and asked more
money for Tom, Dick. Harry and the

rest of the entire program, we said nix.

However, William has seen fit to re-

consider along with quite a number of

other companies and we are again show-
ing Fox pictures at prices that we can
afford to pay. Naturally, we went back
after the pick of last season's good ones
as reported in these columns and that

means some good entertainment for our
patrons. This one pulled them in.—V.
G. Bollman, Castalia theatre, Castalia.

Iowa.—Small town patronage.

Money to Burn, with William Russell.

—A little different from ordinary' Russell.

Good program picture on the Wall Street

type-—Geo. W. Ferguson & Sons, Wood-
lawn theatre, Upland, Ind.—Small town
patronage.

Trooper O'Neil, with Charles Jones.

—

Fair.—J. W. Schmidt, Grand theatre.

Breese, I1L—General patronage.

A Self Made Man, with William Rus-
sell.—A very good program picture of the

comedy-drama variety that pleased most
of the fans. Many expressed themselves
as pleased and hoped to see Russell do
some more boxing. Business fair.—Hugh
G. Martin. American theatre, Columbus.
Ga.—Transient patronage.

When a Man Sees Red, with William
Farnum.—It's old. but proved to be a

dandy for me. William Farnum does
some very* fine acting and has very* good
support. A sea faring story in six reels.

—F. W. Horrigan, McDonald theatre,

Philipsburg, Mont.—Mining Camp pat-

ronage.

Jackie, with Shirley Mason.—A good

I
But "Best" I

| Lists Mean
| More Money

\

H Here is a list of the ten worst H
H pictures I've seen

1. Cabiria.
2. One Arabian Night.
3. The Pilgrim.
4. Broken Blossoms.
5. The Last Payment.
6. The Cinema Murder.
7. Mr. Barnes of New York
8. Earthbound.
9. Madame Peacock.

10. Enter Madame.

GEORGE REA,
Colonial Theatre, U

Washington C. H., O. 1

program comedy-drama offering.— Tom
Foster. Star theatre. Stanley, Wis.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Goldwyn
Mad Love, with Pola Negri.— Best

Saturday and Sunday since long ago.
Personally think she should go over big
anywhere. She sure runs away with
everything in this one. A little spicy but
that seems to be what they want.—Geo.
K. Zinsz. Harbor theatre. Corpus Christi,

Tex.—Small town patronage.

The Night Rose, with Lon Chaney.

—

As good as you can buy. Our advice is

buy it. A wonderful picture well acted
and beautiful gowns.—Roy L. Dowling.
Ozark theatre Co.. Ozark, Ala.—General
patronage.

A Blind Bargain, with Lon Chaney.

—

It's all Chaney. but it's good. If they
like him it will go over. Think it pleased
majority here. Business rotten.—Geo. K.
Zinsz, Harbor theatre. Corpus Christi.

Tex.—Small town patronage.

A Blind Bargain, with Lon Chaney.

—

Poor business two days. Chaney means
something horrible and gruesome here.

My patrons don't care for his kind of

pictures. If you get it cheap take it.

—

C. A. Gage. Liberty theatre. Coquille.

Ore.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Wall Flower, with Colleen Moore.
—Fair picture that pleased our audience.
Miss Moore puts this one over O. K.

—

Geo. J. Kress. Hudson theatre, Rochester.
N. Y.—Xeighborhood patronage.

Come On Over, with Colleen Moore.

—

This one surprised 'em. One of those
pleasing little pictures. All went out
smiling at the finish. Fair business.—J.

A. Emery. Star theatre. Bar Harbor. Me.
—Xeighborhood patronage.

Come On Over, with Colleen Moore.

—

A very good picture. Pleased about 95%.
A good clean comedy-drama. Just as
good as My Wild Irish Rose.—Irvin
Beck, Moon theatre, Wilber, Nebr.

—

Xeighborhood patronage.

Sherlock Holmes, with John Barry-
more.— Good title and good star, but
simply failed to please our patrons.
Played it two days and the second day
we had no one but the free ones. Don't
pay too much for it and expect to run it

two days.—Miller and Carroll. Gayety
theatre. Amory, Miss. — Xeighborhood
patronage.

Sherlock Holmes, with John Barry-
more.—A fairly good picture, but too
much rental for town size of this. I paid
S30.00 for it and ran many at $10.00 to
$15.00 that outdrew it.—C. A. Gage. Lib-
erty theatre, Coquille, Ore.—Xeighbor-
hood patronage.

Hungry Hearts, with a special cast.

—

More complaints than on any picture I

have shown for some time. Did not ap-
peal to a good many of my patrons.

—

Ernest Vetter. Majestic theatre, Homer.
Mich.—Small town patronage.

When Romance Rides, with a special
cast.— This is a little aged, but it is

worth showing. If you have never
screened this one, buy it and you will be
satisfied as well as your patrons. As
good a Zane Grey as I ever screened.

—

W. T. Biggs, Unique theatre, Anita, Iowa.
—Small town patronage.

When Romance Rides, with a special
cast.—A feature that gave good satisfac-
tion. One of the Zane Grey stories and
will about average up with the rest of
the features produced from this author's
stories

;
—Tom Foster. Star theatre, Stan-

ley. Wis.—General patronage.

The Christian, with Richard Dix—For
a small town this is the worst over esti-
mated lemon I have ever tried. They
held me up for $75.00 on this and I lost
$65.00. Goldwyn is up in a balloon.—C.
A. Gage. Liberty theatre, Coquille. Ore.—Xeighborhood patronage.

Always the Woman, with Betty Comp-
son.—They liked this picture and Betty
draws well for me. Story of the Xile and
lots of mystery and action.—S. V. Wal-
lace. Idle Hour theatre, Cambridge
Springs. Pa.—Transient patronage.

Doubling for Romeo, with Will Rogers.—Good.—J. W. Schmidt. Grand theatre.
Breese. 111.—General patronage.

Broken Chains, with Colleen Moore.

—

Business for two days only fair. Every-
body seemed to like it, even though the
fight was too long. Look out for these
fellows' high prices. Too high for this
town.—C. A. Gage. Liberty theatre. Co-
quille, Ore.—Xeighborhood patronage.

Wet Gold, with a special cast.—An old
one. but worth running. Some wonder-
ful under water photography.—S. G. Ihde.
Photoplay theatre; Ashland, Kans.—
Small town patronage.

The North Winds' Malice, with a
special cast.—About five reels of film on
seven reels. This is a good picture if

you get all of it. This print was all cut

The Man iNext Door
by EMERSON HOUGH

Author of _

"The Covered Wagon," " North of 36," Etc.
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to pieces. Misfranies without number,
dry patches which pulled apart and
caused plenty of stops. Story is regular
North woods stuff. Nothing to rave over.

—A. E. Wilcox. Unique theatre, Bricelyn,
Minn.—General patronage.

Brothers Under the Skin, with a special

cast.—We bought this for a special.

Maybe it is. However, as yet we have
not been convinced to that effect. Good
comedy, however, and is an excellent
program picture. Don't advance your
price.—Miller & Carroll, Gayety theatre.

Amory. Miss.—Neighborhood patronage.

Brothers Under the Skin, with a special

cast.—A good picture, but another one of

those too high in price. It will please if

you can get it.— C. A. Gage, Liberty the-

atre, Coquille. Ore.— Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

The Poverty of Riches, with a .special

cast.—A really fine play with a big cast

of players who register 10(l'/<. Fell down
terribly—three card parties, church social

and roads opening up made this a sad
night for me. It's worth booking any-
where.— F. W. Horrigan, McDonald the-

atre. Philipsburg, Mont.—-Mining Camp
patronage.

From the Ground Up, with Ton
Moore.—Excellent comedy which failed

to draw. Moore used to be our surest

bet. but he isn't any more.—Johnson
Bros., Johnsonian theatre. Ripley, N. Y.

—Small town patronage.

Officer 666, with Tom Moore.—Another
five reels of film on seven wheels. Head-
lines and readings so very short no one
could read many of them. Misfranies and
splices, dry and coming apart, was our
experience. Nearly forgot to say what
kind of a feature it was. Had it all been
sent to us, think a pretty good one. In-

terspersed with comedy. Patrons split

on opinion. Some said, "Poor," while
others said. "Good." One headline we
thought uncalled for, "That's a hell of a

joke." Such expressions on a cold screen
do not look good to us.—A. E. Wilcox.
Unique theatre. Bricelyn. Minn.—General
patronage.

Dangerous Curve Ahead, with a

special cast.—A good picture, but not a
special by a long ways. Pleased about
fiO%.—Irvin Beck, Moon theatre, Wilber,
Nebr.— Neighborhood patronage.

An Unwilling Hero, with Will Rogers,
—They seem to like Rogers and this is a

good program picture.—Geo. W. Fer-
guson & Son, Woodlawn theatre. Upland.
Ind.—Small town patronage.

An Unwilling Hero, with Will Rogers.

—Another bum picture. All of the other
Rogers pictures that we have run were
line, but this one is a frost.— H. E. Hol-
ben, Olympic theatre, Lenox, Iowa.

—

General patronage.

The Man With Two Mothers, with
Cullen Landis.—This is a dandy story
and should please everybody.—Geo. J.

Kress. Hudson theatre, Rochester, N. Y.
—Neighborhood patronage.

The Man From Lost River, with House
Peters.— Very good program picture.

Advertising three ones, one three, photos,
slide.—Arthur La Force, Happy Hour
theatre. Two Harbors, Minn.— Small
town patronage.

His Back Against the Wall, with Ray-
mond Hatton.—Drew extra business on
a fine night and was generally pleasing.

No excuse for the extra business unless

it was the paper, which is good.—John-
son Bros., Johnsonian theatre, Ripley, N.
Y.—Small town patronage.

The Penalty, with Lou Chancy.—Seven
reels. It is well named. Exhibitor will

"pay" the penalty if he runs this one.

One man said. "Good show," another
said, "Fair." fifty said. "Horrible." "Rot-
ten," "Terrible." "Awful." "Worst ever,"

etc. Many of them sneaked out as though
they were escaping from a chamber of

horrors instead of a house of amusement
and entertainment. Had seen some boost-
ing reports and called up some of my
best friends asking their attendance, but
never again. Murder, shooting, but why
continue? (jo see it screened before put-
ting it on your own if this does not stop
you.—A. E. Wilcox. Unique theatre.

Bricelyn Minn.—General patronage.

Hodkinson
Second Fiddle, with Glenn Hunter.—

A

very good picture, in fact as good as
many specials. Good business two days.
— Chas. Prokop. Rex theatre. Wahoo,
Nebr.— Neighborhood patronage.

Dollar Devils, with .1 special cast.

—

Looked good to me. Several said they
liked it. Not strong enough to pull the
hat otf your bead. Ran Murray comedy
and made fair program. Business con-
tinues rotten.—Geo. K. Zinsz. Harbor
theatre, Corpus Christi, Tex.—Small town
patronage.

The Kingdom Within, with Gaston
Glass.—Why not classify all directors of

miracle pictures in two classes? Group
Number One would consist of those who
insist on spoiling otherwise fine pictures

by making their puppets use miracle-
cured limbs immediately following the

miracle, as is the case in this instance.
Group Number Two would be those who
use a little reason. Tell me, Mr. V. S.,

why did you find it necessary to have
Gaston raise himself on the crippled arm?
—Guy D. Haselton. Rialto theatre, Mis-
soula. Mont.—General patronage.

Bull Dog Drummond, with Carlyle
Blackwell.— Fair. Nothing more than an
ordinary thriller. Plenty features for les*

money that will beat it here.— C. A. Gage,
Liberty theatre, Coquille, Ore. — Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Other Women's Clothes, with Mabel
Ballin.—Good picture. Title must have
pulled them in as we got a big ladies'

patronage on this one. Pleased our audi-
ence very much.—Geo. J. Kress. Hudson
theatre. Rochester. N. Y.— Neighborhood
patronage.

The Headless Horseman, with Will
Rogers.— My patrons did not like this

picture. Will Rogers is popular here, but
not in this style of productions.—Chas.
Prokop. Rt x theatre. Wahoo, Nebr.—
Neighborhood patronage.

The Headless Horseman, with Will
Rogers.— Pleased the art lovers and the
kids, but didn't get over with the fans.
Look for more comedy from Rogers.

—

F. E. Sabin, Majestic theatre. Eureka,
Mont.—Small town patronage.

Free Air, with a special cast.—The act-
ing in this feature is not first class, but
still the feature as a whole gets over as
a pleasing comedy-drama attraction.

—

Tom Foster, Star theatre. Stanley, Wis.
—General patronage.

Heart's Haven, with a special cast.—
Good picture with no drawing power.
Only worth ordinary program prices.—
C. A. Gage, Liberty theatre. Coquille.
« 're.— Neighborhood patronage.

French Heels, with Irene Castle —This
picture drew fairly well and pleased ':>%.

—J. C. McKee, Electric theatre. Bolivar,
Mo.— Neighborhood patronage.

Slim Shoulders, with Irene Castle.—An
exceptionally fine picture. We did a big
business with it in conjunction with a
Fashion Show. Our patrons were more
than pleased.—Guy D. Haselton, Rialto
theatre. Missoula. Mont.—General pat-
ronage.

Slim Shoulders, with Irene Castle.—
Good show for the ladies. Do not look
tor much fancy dancing in this one. How-
ever, it has a very good story.—W. T.
Biggs, Unique theatre, Anita. Iowa.—
Small town patronage.

Slim Shoulders, with Irene Castle.—
Not big, but good. Pleased all the
women —Price & Dalrymple. Home the-
atre. Oblong, III. — Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

Cameron of the Royal Mounted, with a
special cast. — A good program picture
with lots of action. Nothing to rave
about, still it was bought at a very
reasonable price and pleased all.—M. J.:
Babin. Fairyland theatre. White Castle.
La.—General patronage.

Partners of the Tide, with a spe
cast.—Very, very good program pict
for those who love sea stories. G
print.—E. 7. Conroe Conroe's P
House. Conroe. Tex.—General patrona

The Kentucky Colonel, with Joseph J
Dowling.—Goed picture that pleased al

who came, hut had Chautauqua for op
position and did not break even. How
ever it was not the fault of the picture
Good print although released at least twe
years ago.—Hugh G. Martin. Americar
theatre, Columbus, Ga. — Transient pat-

ronage.

Keeping Up With Lizzie, with Enir
Bennett.—A good comedy-drama. Gave

The ice carnival in "Main Street," the Warner Brothers production, adapted from the
popular novel of the same name.
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satisfaction. — Tom Foster, Star theatre,

Stanley, Wis.—General patronage.

The Mysterious Rider, with a special

cast.—If your patrons like Westerns
don't fail to book this picture. It is the

type of picture that will make them want
to come back to your theatre. — D. A.

Beck, Rialto theatre, Bayard. Nebr.

—

Small town patronage.

Lichtman-Preferred
Shadows, with Lon Chaney. — A good

picture and wonderful acting by Chaney.
and the supporting cast was good. But

could not get them in. Some of them
that saw it said. "Great." Others said,

"No good," 60 there you are.— J. A.

Emery, Star theatre. Bar Harbor, Me.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Shadows, with Lon Chaney. — One of

the best pictures I ever saw, also one of

the poorest box office attractions. Tin-

acting of Chaney is a wonderful bit of

work, but not appreciated by average
small town picture fan.—Steve Farrar,

Orpheum theatre. Harrisburg. 111.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Shadows, with Lon Chaney.—This pic-

ture flopped for me. Picture too long

and draggy. Work of Chaney wonder-
ful. Story not so very strong, and very

slow. My people simply will not stand

for padding and slow action. Direction

very poor at end of picture. — E. E.

Gailey, Crystal theatre, Wayne, Nebr.

—

General patronage.

The Hero, with a special cast.—Do not

boost this as a special for it's only a very

ordinary program picture. Buy it at your
program rates for it is not a good draw-
ing card.—Steve Farrar, Orpheum the-

atre, Harrisburg. 111.—General patronage.

Metro
Toll of the Sea, with a special cast.— In-

teresting as a natural color subject,

though my patrons balk on Chink stories.

—B. P. McCormick, Liberty theatre,

Florence, Colo.—Small town patronage.

Jazzmania, with Mae Murray.—If Mae
Murray is liked in your town get this by
all means. Personally think it best thing
star has done to date, but she is losing

out here. People say her pictures too

much like one another.—G. G. May, Isis

theatre, Kanopolis, Kans. — Small town
patronage.

Love in the Dark, with Viola Dana.

—

Another one of her good entertainments.
Advertising: three ones, one three, slides,

photos. Ran The Scarecrow with this

• one.—Arthur La Force, Happy Hour the-

tatre, Two Harbors, Minn.—Small town
.patronage.

Love in the Dark, with Viola Dana.

—

Was very well received and many patrons
stopped and told us they liked it. Sure
pleases the younger folks. Business
rotten.—Geo. K. Zinsz. Harbor theatre.

Corpus Christi, Tex.—Small town pat-
ronage.

Quincy Adams Sawyer, with a special

cast.—Excellent picture. Real entertain-
ment. Your patrons will tell you so. Big
production from every point of view.

—

Jos. C. Staak. Royal theatre, Carroll,

Iowa.—General patronage.

Quincy Adams Sawyer, with a special

cast.—Another good picture to Metro's
credit. Has everything that goes to make
a good entertaining picture, and Metro
doesn't ask you to mortgage your theatre.

—H. T. Hodge. Palace theatre, Abilene,
Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.

Quincy Adams Sawyer, with a special
cast.—The best picture yet, which pleased
100%. It -has some real thrills and an
excellent cast. The greatest ever seen in

one picture is right. Brother exhibitor, if

you have a hard bunch to satisfy just get

WILLIAM DUNCAN is shown here in

a scene from his new Vitagraph pro-
duction, "Playing It Wild," in which
he is supported by Edith Johnson.

Quincy Adams Sawyer and tell them you
have a real picture coming and then if

you don't make good, something is wrong.
I guaranteed this as one of the best or
their money refunded and believe me I

didn't refund any either, as I don't think
there was one person in my house lor this

showing who was not satisfied.—G. G.
May. Isis theatre, Kanopolis, Kans.

—

Small town patronage.

Peg O' My Heart, with Laurette Tay-
lor.—Good clean humorous entertain-

ment, but somehow the picture did not
attract any extra patronage. Business
just average at twenty-two cents admis-
sion and I have always been under the
impression we were in an Irish neighbor-
hood.—Chas. H. Ryan, Garfield theatre,

Chicago. 111.—Neighborhood patronage.

Peg O' My Heart, with Laurette Tay-
lor.—This is excellent entertainment be-

cause of three important factors; the
story, the director, and Laurette Taylor.
It will satisfy if you can get them in. It

lost me money because I was oversold
50%. Don't let it happen to you.—J. C.

Jenkins. Auditorium theatre, Neligh,

Nebr.—General patronage.

Peg O' My Heart, with Laurette Tay-
lor.—An excellent production. Story and
action good. Should satisfy any audi-

ence.—H. T. Hodge. Palace theatre, Abi-
lene, Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.

June Madness, with Viola Dana.—The
first one I have had of this star and every
one thinks her great. Also, did very nice

business with this one.—G. G. May, Isis

theatre. Kanopolis. Kans.—Small town
patronage.

Trifling Women, a Rex Ingram pro-

duction. — A heavy depressing story.

Failed to please the majority of my pa-

trons, though well acted and beautifully

dressed.—B. P. McCormick, Liberty the-

atre, Florence, Colo.—Small town patron-

age.

Hearts Aflame, with a special cast.

—

A good picture well done. Buy it and go
after it, but look out for the price of it.

I paid $20.00 too much. Metro has had
me over rated for some time.—C. A.

Gage, Liberty theatre, Coquille, Ore.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Hearts Aflame, with a special Cast.

—

This nine-reel picture has all the elements
requisite to an enjoyable entertainment.
A little love, some pathos, a lot of thrills

and some mighty keen comedy. Anna Q.
Nilsson, Frank Keenan and Russel Simp-
son, give excellent account of themselves,
with the director, Reginald Barker, sur-

passing himself in the matter of keen
direction. He slipped a cog in a couple
of places, however, which may not be
noticed by the average audience. The
villain got the county assessor to double
the assessment on Miss Foraker's timber
land so that he could force her to sell

out. This is rather amateurish direction.

They don't do it that way. Then he
tried to palm off a picture of Marcus
Loew as the picture of Miss Nilsson's
father. Hearts Aflame will satisfy and
ought to make you some money if you
buy it right, but be sure you do that.
Otherwise don't blame me for this re-
port. It lost me money here, but it was
not chargeable to the picture. The pic-
ture is a preachment for conservation of
timber and ought to be shown in every
theatre on that account if for nothing
else, but buy it right or leave it alone. I

paid too much, as usual. — J. C. Jenkins,
Auditorium theatre. Neligh, Nebr.—Gen-
eral patronage.

The Prisoner of Zenda, with a special
cast.—One of the best pictures we have
ever had the pleasure to run, but price
too high. Lost money.—Tensas Amuse.
Co., Blackman theatre, St. Joseph, La.

—

Small town patronage.

Broadway Rose, with Mae Murray.

—

Lavish production with slight story, but
will please generally, especially the
women.—J. Winninger, Davison theatre.
Waupun. Wis.—General patronage.

They Like 'Em Rough, with Viola
Dana.—This star getting more popular
here every time she is shown. Picture
pleased 1007c.—D. F. Wolfe, Princess
theatre, Lansing, Iowa.— Neighborhood
patronage.

Forget Me Not, with Bessie Love and
Gareth Hughes.—My patrons said better
than Humoresque, Old Nest, Madame X,
or Over the Hill. Second night I made
them a guarantee it would be better than
either of above. This picture bought at
regular program price. Personally, I

gave my competitor worst jolt of his life.

Even bucked a big church meeting and
played four shows to capacity. Made
more clear money on this thar. any I ever
showed in my ten years experience. My
advice, spend twice the price of picture
and work on it and watch 'em come in.

Only novel stunt used besides newspaper
and regular front, had cards printed.
"Conroe's Play House, 'Forget Me Not.'
Second day better than the first. Tubby."—E. I. (Tubby) Conroe, Conroe's Play
House. Conroe. Tex.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

Turn to the Right, a Rex Ingram pro-
duction.—This will certainly please them.
It is hard to find another picture that will
please them as much as this one.—C.
Malphurs. Dreamland theatre, High
Springs. Fla.—Small town patronage.

The Five Dollar Baby, with Viola
Dana.—My report is all to the good on
this. Although it is a little off color in
spots, yet I have heard a lot of good re-
ports about it and The Pawn Shop.

—

S. V. Wallace Idle Hour theatre. Cam-
bridge Springs, Pa.—Transient patronage.

The Conquering Power, a Rex Ingram
production.—Good picture. Pleased all.
Worth the money. Metro always fair.

—

E. I. Conroe, Conroe's Play House, Con-
roe. Tex.—General patronage.

Peacock Alley, with Mae Murray. —
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Louise Fazenda and support in an amusing scene from the Educational-Mermaid
comedy "Cold Chills,'' distributed through Educational.

Will please all classes and is a good
special.— C. Malphurs. Dreamland the-

atre, High Springs, Fla.—Small town
patronage.

Fightin' Mad, with William Desmond.
—A good picture, but print in poor con-

dition. It is no special, but a good pro-

gram.—Geo. W. Ferguson & Son, Royal
iKeatre, Fairmount, Ind.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Fourteenth Lover, with Viola

Dana.—Here's a dandy. Step on it and
please 100%.—F. E. Sabin, Majestic the-

atre, Eureka, Mont.—Small town patron-

age.

Blackmail, with Viola Dana.—Excep-
tionally well done crook story. A com-
ery-drama. Film in good shape.—Reis

& Miller, Lake View theatre. Lake View,
Iowa.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Golden Gift, with Alice Lake-
Good story. Pleased all that came to sec

it. This star makes only good pictures.

At least we don't get any poor ones.

—

Geo. J. Kress, Hudson theatre, Rochester.

N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Four Horsemen, a Rex Ingram
production. — An elaborate production

with a very fine story and wonderful act-

ing. Unexcelled as a drawing card and
will please 100%. Every theatre should

run this one.—Irvin Beck, Moon theatre,

Wilber, Nebr.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Four Horsemen, a Rex Ingram
production.—Did a wonderul business on
this second run. Book it.—C. D. Stewart.

Navajo theatre, Las Cruces, N. Mex.

—

General patronage.

Seeing Is Believing, with Viola Dana.

—Very good. We don't have any trouble

getting them in on this star's pictures.

—

Geo. J. Kress, Hudson theatre, Rochester.

N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

Paramount
Adam and Eva, with Marion Davies.

—

A good comedy-drama. Drew a good
business. Should go over good most any
place. Eight reels. 99% of all features

released could and should not exceed six

reels. Admission prices, ten. twenty and
twenty-five cents.—B. J. McCormick.
Liberty theatre, Florence, Colo. — Small

town patronage.

Bella Donna, with Pola Negri —Played
;
t three weeks ahead of the key city

booking and impressed that very strongly
upon the people in my ad. with the result

that Bella Donna went over like a house
afire and pleased. Step on the publicity

if Pola is a favorite in your community
and you will get the money.—Harry M.
Palmer. Indiana theatre, Bloomington,
Ind.—General patronage.

The Ghost Breaker, with Wallace Rcid.

— Fair picture. Business good due to

exploitation stunt suggested by John D
Howard of the Paramount office at De-
troit. Camouflaged the front of the the-

atre by painting black splotches on it

"crazy quilt" pattern. The expense was
small. People thought I was crazy and
every one looked and finally got the idea.

Am sending a photo of the theatre front.

— Ernest Vetter. Majestic theatre. Homer.
Mich.—Small town patronage. (See The
Theatre department.)

Kick In, with Bert Lytell. — The only
one that kicked in was me. Didn't have
a corporal's guard out to see this, but
bear this in mind, it is no fault of the

picture, as it is an excellent crook picture.

—Russell Armentrout, K. P. theatre.

Pittsfield. 111.—General patronage.

Java Head, with Leatrice Joy. — Set-

tings and photography fine. A failure as

a box office attraction. In my opinion

this is the poorest thing Melford ever

made. Sold as a special. Worth only
program price. Admission prices: ten,

twenty, and twenty-five cents.—B. P. Mc-
Cormick. Liberty theatre, Florence. Colo.

—Small town patronage.

The Glimpses of the Moon, with Rebe
Daniels.—Flub-dub stuff, but there is a

certain class of theatre goers who de-

mand pictures of this sort. It pleased

about fifty-fifty. But after it was all over
with you asked yourself, what was it all

about?—Harry M. Palmer, Indiana the-

atre, Bloomington, Ind.—General patron-

age.

When Knighthood Was In Flower,

with Marion Davies.—A wonderful pro-

duction. Twelve reels of real enjoyment
and entertaining. A 100% production.

Although I did not do any business on
this one. it was no fault of the picture.

Rental price was too high.—M. J. Babin.

Fairyland theatre. White Castle. La.

—

General patronage.

When Knighthood Was In Flower,

with Marion Davies.—A costume play, but

a good one. Somewhat overrated and
the price, Oh Boy! Does not have uni-

versal appeal like The Old Homestead.
Twenty-five and fifty cents to fair busi-

ness.—J. A. Emery, Star theatre, Bar
Harbor. Me.—Neighborhood patronage.

When Knighthood Was In Flower,
with Marion Davies.—Every one praised

it and drew fair business at twenty and
forty cents for three days. Used seven

piece orchestra with it and advertised

heavy. We didn't make much, but it's a

pleasure to show one like this.—Geo. W.
Ferguson & Son, Royal theatre, Fair-

mount, Ind.—Neighborhood patronage.

When Knighthood Was In Flower,

with Marion Davies.—A good picture, but
not for small town. Played this fifty-

fifty. Cleared $18.00, for theatre payed
exchange too much.— C. A. Gage, Liberty
theatre, Coquille, Ore. — Neighborhood
patronage.

When Knighthood Was In Flower,
with Marion Davies.—Costume picture

and it doesn't go in my town. Producers
trying to feed us that bunk about cos-

tume pictures coming into their own
makes you tired.—Jos. C. Staak, Royal
theatre, Carroll, Iowa.—General patron-

age.

The White Flower, with Betty Comp-
son.—A very satisfactory program fea-

ture. An interesting story well told.

Admission prices, ten. twenty and twenty-
five cents.—B. P. McCormick, Liberty

theatre, Florence, Colo.—Small town pat-

ronage.

The Impossible Mrs. Bellew, with

Gloria Swanson.—A good average value.

Swanson improving. Pleased all who
saw it. Title failed to draw. Don't pay
for a special.—E. L. Wharton, Orphcum
theatre, Glasgow, Mont. — General pat-

ronage.

The Old Homestead, with Theodore
Roberts.—A sure bet for small town ex-

hibitors. Universal appeal. Good busi-

ness at fifteen and twenty-five cents.

Gross more than "Knighthood" at

twenty-five and fifty cents. Patrons told

me I should have raised the price on this

one instead of "Knighthood." — J. A.

Emery, Star theatre. Bar Harbor, Me.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Back Home and Broke, with Thomas
Meighan.—A big compliment to Meighan.
Many folks said as good as Manslaughter.
Title, story, star and cast satisfactory. A
special production in every way. Go the

limit.—E. L. Wharton, Orpheum theatre,

Glasgow, Mont.—General patronage.

Back Home and Broke, with Thomas
Meighan.—Will please more people than

many of their specials. Worth extra ex-

ploitation. Step on it.—B. P. McCormick.
Liberty theatre. Florence, Colo. — Small

town patronage.

Back Home and Broke, with Thomas
Meighan.—Good. Made a good Tuesday
and Wednesday show. It's got the stuff

and if you buy it right will make you
money.—C. A. Gage. Liberty theatre,

Coquule, Ore.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Young Rajah, with Rodolph Valen-

tino.—Just a fair program picture wherein

Valentino does his finishing act. A few

good comments and a few good kicks,

This star a dead one here. Business

poor. No drawing power.—E. L. Whar-
ton, Orpheum theatre. Glasgow, Mont.—
General patronage.

The Young Rajah, with Rodolph

Valentino.—Many told me that this is the

best thing that Rudy ever did and would

have had swell business on it but for the

weather man, who has had it in for us

lately. The old ones, the flappers, and

the young 'tins come out to see Rodolph

with his soulful eyes, but we don't envy
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him as long as he gets the long green tor

us.—E. E. Gailey, Crystal theatre, Wayne,
Nebr.—General patronage.

The Dictator, with Wallace Reid.

—

Good. I ran it two days to best business

for Sunday and Monday in several

months. Everybody liked it. I paid just

half of what they asked before Watty's

death.—C. A. Gage, Liberty theatre,

Coquille, Ore.—Neighborhood patronage.

For the Defense, with Ethel Clayton.

—

A mystery drama that proved a good
program offering.—Tom Foster. Star the-

atre, Stanley, Wis.—General patronage.

The Valley of Silent Men, a Cosmo-
politan production.—Good. This is the

best Curwood I have ever run from The
River's End to date. Buy it right and go
after it. Wonderful scenery.—C. A.

Gage, Liberty theatre. Coquille, Ore.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Valley of Silent Men, a Cosmo-
politan production.—Fine picture. Star

great, but one reel of snow should be cut

out. Too long.—Bert Silver, Silver Fam-
ily theatre, Greenville, Mich.—Greenville.

Mich.—General patronage.

North of the Rio Grande, with Jack
Holt.—Western melodrama that gave the

best of satisfaction. Scenery, acting and
story are all good.—Tom Foster, Star

theatre, Stanley, Wis. — General patron-
age.

Manslaughter, a Cecil B. De Mille pro-

duction.—Don't pass this one by. A pic-

ture every one should see and they will

enjoy it.—H. D. Nicolls. Photoplay the-

atre, Keeseville, N. Y.—Small town pat-

ronage.

Manslaughter, a Cecil B. De Mille pro-
duction.—By all means get this magnifi-
cent picture and step on it big. It will

back up all you can say and then some.
—F. E. Sabin, Majestic theatre. Eureka.
Mont.—Small town patronage.

The Good Provider, a Cosmopolitan
production. — People that have seen
Jewish people in their home life will

surely appreciate this. We have only
two Jewish families in our town, there-

fore did not go as well as it should.—J.

Winninger, Davison theatre. Waupun.
Wis.—General patronage.

The Good Provider, a Cosmopolitan
production.—This is a knockout. The
acting of the two stars can't be beat.

Everybody pleased.—D. F. Wolfe. Prin-

cess theatre, Lansing, Iowa.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Bought and Paid For, with a special

cast.—Good society drama. Went over
fair with us.—Tom Foster, Star theatre.

Stanley, Wis.—General patronage.

The Inside of the Cup, a Cosmopolitan
production.—This was an old picture, but
print was new. and boys, it's some pic-

ture. Don't be afraid of it. Pleased my
patrons 100% and that is saying some-
thing when a picture does that here.—M.
J. Babin, Fairyland theatre. While Castle.

La.—General patronage.

The Inside cf the Cup, a Cosmopolitan
production.—Rather old, but very good.
Pleased about 909c. Many good com-
ments. Several patrons actually went out
of their way to tell me how they enjoyed
it. Give us more like it and make censor-
ship a thing of the past.—Irvin Beck.
Moon theatre. Wilber, Nebr.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Is Matrimony a Failure? with a special
cast.—A comedy that went over very-

good here and gave entire satisfaction.—
Tom Foster, Star theatre, Stanley. Wis.
—General patronage.

If You Believe It. It's So, with Thomas
Meighan.—Although a good cast and well
produced, not much to it. Class this as
ordinary program picture.—J. A. Emery.

Star theatre, Bar Harbor, Me.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Cradle, with Ethel Clayton.—Pic-

ture went over big here. Star very good
and supporting cast great. Child wonder-
ful.—D. F. Wolfe, Princess theatre, Lans-
ing, Iowa.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Cradle, with Ethel Clayton.—If

the Wildcat's goat, Lily, could see this

picture she would say Bla-a-a, and that's

what we say. Sob stuff unrelieved by
action or comedy. Did not draw either.

—Johnson Bros.. Johnsonian theatre.

Ripley. N. Y.—Small town patronage.

Her Husband's Trademark, with Gloria
Swanson.—Without a doubt one of the

best features Miss Swanson has ever ap-
peared in.—Tom Foster. Star theatre.

Stanley, Wis.—General patronage.

The World's Champion, with Wallace
Reid.— Very good picture. Some think
better than the average Reid. Drew fair

business, which is all the best of them
do now.—Johnson Bros., Johnsonian the-

atre, Ripley. N. Y.—Small town patron-
age.

Across the Continent, with Wallace
Reid.—One of the best pictures Reid ever
made.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,

Greenville. Mich.—General patronage.

The Man Who Saw Tomorrow, with
Thomas Meighan.—Very good picture.

This should go especially well in a small
town. Good attendance for stormy
weather.—D. A. Beck, Rialto theatre.

Bayard. Nebr.—Small town patronage.

Above All Law, with a special cast.

—

Great picture but too long and not a

special.—Bert Silver. Silver Family the-

atre, Greenville. Mich.—General patron-

age.

Over the Border, with a special cast.

—Very good Northern picture. Have
shown specials that I paid a great deal

more for that were no better and had no
better scenery.—H. C. Douglas. Sherrard
Show Co., Sherrard. 111.— Neighborhood
patronage.

Over the Border, with a special cast.

—Very good program picture. Received
many good comments on scenery as well

as story. A good tonic to put after a

heavy week of pictures.—Geo. W. Fer-

guson & Son, Royal theatre, Fairmount.
Ind.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Man Unconquerable, with Jack
Holt.—If your patrons like South Sea
Island melodrama you will find this a

good offering. Gave good satisfaction.

—

Tom Foster. Star theatre, Stanley, Wis.
—General patronage.

The Man Unconquerable, with Jack
Holt.—Good program picture. Will please

most that like sea stories.—H. G. Douglas,
Sherrard Show Co., Sherrard, 111.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Crimson Challenge, with Dorothy
Dalton.—A fair Western attraction said

to be as big an attraction as The Flame
of the Yukon, but falls a long way below
that attraction.—Tom Foster, Star the-

atre. Stanley, Wis.—General patronage.

The Crimson Challenge, with Dorothy
Dalton.—Just a fair Western picture.

Have seen better Dalton's.—H. C. Doug-
las. Sherrard Show Co.. Sherrard. 111.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Borderland, with Agnes Ayres. — One
more like this and I would be better off

if I locked up. No one liked it. Too
much weird stuff in it. — S. G. Ihde.
Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kans.

Borderland, with Agnes Ayres.—Per-
sonally thought it a good picture. Pleased
only about 70Tc. Some thought it too
spooky. Maybe the moral struck home.
—H. C. Douglas, Sherrard Show Co.,
Sherrard, 111.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Green Temptation, with Betty
Compson.—Here is a good story that
holds interest throughout. Mahlon Ham-
ilton. Theodore Kosloff, and Betty Comp-
son do good work.—J. Winninger, Davi-
son theatre, Waupun. Wis.—General pat-
ronage.

The Green Temptation, with Betty
Compson.—One of those features that

can sometimes be bought at a program
price and then proves to be easily in the
special class. Push it for it will satisfy.

—Tom Foster. Star theatre. Stanley. Wis.
—General patronage.

A Bachelor Daddy, with Thomas
Meighan.—Received the most compli-
ments on this of my recent pictures.

—

A scene from the Cosmopolitan production "The Enemies of Women," adapted from
Vicente Blasco Ibanez's story, and directed by Alan Crosland.
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H. D. Nicolls, Photoplay theatre, Keese-
ville, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

A Bachelor Daddy, with Thomas
Meighan.—One of the best pictures ever
shown here. You can't go wrong play-

ing it. Good business and pleased audi-

ence.—Chas. Prokop, Rex theatre, Wa-
hoo. Nebr.—Neighborhood patronage.

Three Word Brand, with William S.

Hart.—Drew fairly well and pleased ma-
jority.—F. E. Sabin, Majestic theatre.

Eureka, Mont.—Small town patronage.

Three Word Brand, with William S.

Hart.—Pleased a big Sunday house. Fell

to nothing on Monday.—J. Winninger.
Davison theatre, Waupun, Wis.—General
patronage.

The Woman Who Walked Alone, with

Dorothy Dalton.—Fair program picture.

Dalton no drawing card here.—H. C.

Douglas, Sherrard Show Co., Sherrard,
111.—Neighborhood patronage.

Beyond, with Ethel Clayton. — Fair

picture. Subject on the spook order about
spirits coming back. Did not please.

—

J. Winninger, Davison theatre, Waupun,
Wis.—General patronage.

Nice People, with Wallace Reid.—Fair

picture that failed to draw for me.—C. D.

Stewart, Navajo theatre. Las Cruces, N.
Mex.—General patronage.

Something to Think About, a Cecil B.

De Mille production.—A De Mi lie which

has the usual good mounting.—J. Win-
ninger, Davison theatre, Waupun. Wis.

—

General patronage.

The Sheik, with Rodolph Valentino.

—

A little late in playing this one. How-
ever, everything was satisfactory—attend-

ance and receipts.—C. D. Stewart, Navajo
theatre. Las Cruces, N. Mex. — General
natronage.

After the Show, with Lila Lee.— Rather
an impossible story, but well acted by
Lila Lee, Jack Holt, and Charles Ogle.

—

J. Winninger, Davison theatre, Waupun,
Wis.—General patronage.

The Bonded Woman, with Betty
Compson.—Average sea story that will

interest your audience if they are not too

critical.—Donald A. Beck, Rialto theatre.

Bayard, Nebr.—Small town patronage.

Experience, with Richard Barthelmess.
-—A good show disappointing some who
did not seem to grasp the theme.—J. Win-

ninger, Davison theatre, Waupun, Wis.

—

General patronage.

Forbidden Fruit, a Cecil B. De Mille
production.—A very fine production that
should please in any house. Fine cast,
settings, direction and a good story.—J.

W. Andresen, Rialto theatre, Cozad,
Nebr.—Neighborhood patronage.

Blood and Sand, with Rodolph Valen-
tino.—Rudy may be slipping, but he sure
slipped me some bucks on this. All the
good stuff is in this one.—H. D. Nicolls,
Photoplay theatre, Keeseville, N. Y.

—

Small town patronage.

The Call of the North, with Jack Holt.
—Have played $7.50 program pictures
just as good. Pleased, but not worth
what it cost me.—J. Winninger. Davison,
Waupun, Wis.—General patronage.

Beauty's Worth, with Marion Davies.

—

Good picture. One of the best pictures
we ever had of this star. Don't be afraid
to book this.—Geo. J. Kress, Hudson,
theatre. Rochester, N. Y.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Our Leading Citizen, with Thomas
Meighan.—Played to poor business ac-
count of snow storm. Picture pleased.

—

J. Winninger. Davison theatre, Waupun,
Wis.—General patronage.

The Greatest Truth, with a special cast.

— Foreign picture. Not one of our pa-

trons liked this. Too much film. Would
make a single reel and that would be
enough.—Geo. J. Kress, Hudson theatre.

Rochester. N. V.— Neighborhood patron-
age.

Deception, with a special cast.—This
picture is better left on the shelf. Drew
fair, but the complaints that follow— !

—

Tensas Amuse. Co., Blackmail theatre.

St. Joseph, La.—Small town patronage.

Rent Free, with Wallace Reid. — Fair

picture. Did good business on this owing
to the fact it was a Reid picture. How-
ever, did not please all our patrons.—Geo.

J. Kress, Hudson theatre, Rochester, N.
Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Juckl;ns, with Monte Blue.—

A

little old, but a kind of picture that

pleases 1009fc. Give us more like it. —
Irvin Beck. Moon theatre. Wilber, Nebr.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Behind Masks, with Dorothy Dalton.

—

Fair picture. No doubt this was a good

picture when one got all of the film. We
had a bad print—only about half of the
feature.—Geo. J. Kress, Hudson theatre,
Rochester, N. V.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

Fool's Paradise, a Cecil B. De Mille
production.—One of the best specials we
have had for some time. Buy it and
boost it. This is a real picture.—M. K.
Harris. Liberty theatre, Franklin, Ky.

—

General patronage.

Under the Lash, with Gloria Swanson.
—A good picture. My patrons liked it.

—John Esterl, Rex theatre, Park Falls,
Wis.—Small town patronage.

King, Queen, Joker, with Syd Chaplin.— Rotten. Poorest picture we ever had
and the most kids. If you have this pic-
ture bought refuse to run it even though
you have to pay for it.— Liberty theatre,
Bradshaw, Nebr.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

On the High Seas, with Dorothy Dal-
ton, and Jack Holt.—Good program pic-
ture with plenty of fights, fires, sinking
of ships, etc. Jack Holt fine. Dorothy
Dalton slipping. Expected B. O. receipts
would be pleasing, but just the reverse.
Cannot figure our Paramount stuff this

year. Very few money makers so far.

—

F. W. Horrigan, McDonald theatre,
Philipsburg, Mont.—Mining Camp pat-
ronage.

Pathe

Safety Last, with Harold Lloyd.—

A

great drawing card. Played to crowded
houses for first week and won approval
of all patrons who saw it. Now on its

second week and still going strong. A
Kreat box office attraction.—David Hard-
ing. Liberty theatre, Kansas City, Mo.

—

Transient patronage.

Safety Last, with Harold Lloyd.—The
best comedy 1 ever showed. Played dur-
ing rain and bad roads and stood them
out. Don't pass this up, as it's a sure
money maker.—C. H. Lyman. Moon the-

atre. Spencer, Nebr.—General patronage.

Dr. Jack, with Harold Lloyd.—No
better than Grandma's Boy, although I

charged ten cents more. I did not gross
as much, but it got the business. Sorry I

advanced my prices.—E. J. Reynolds.
Liberty theatre, Pasco, Wash.—General
patronage.

Nanook of the North, with a special

cast.—A dandy picture. One that the
schools will boost for you if you let them
know about it.—J. W. Andresen, Rialto
theatre, Cozad, Nebr.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Dice of Destiny, with H. B. Warner,

—

Good.—J. W. Schmidt, Grand theatre,

Breese, III.—General patronage.

That Girl Montana, with Blanche
Sweet.—Fair.—J. W. Schmidt, Grand the-

atre. Breese, 111.—General patronage.

The Money Changers, with H. B. War-
ner.—Good.—J. W. Schmidt, Grand the-

atre, Breese, 111.—General patronage.

Playgoers
The Ruse of the Rattler, with J. P.

McGowan.—Good.—J. W. Schmidt, Grand
theatre. Breese, 111.—General patronage.

Anne of Little Smokey, with a special

cast.—Fair.—J. W. Schmidt, Breese, 111.

—General patronage.

Realart

Too Much Wife, with Wanda Hawley.
—High fly weight in entertainment. Just

a nice little picture that the younger pa-

trons liked.—S. V. Wallace, Idle Hour
theatre, Cambridge Springs, Pa.

The Love Charm, with Wanda Ha*"-
A dramatic incident from "Wandering Daughters," James Young's initial First

National production
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ley.—Better lay off of this one. There is

no sense to the story. Too illogical.—S.

G. Ihde. Photoplay theatre. Ashland,
Kans.—Small town patronage.

Hush Money, with Alice Brady.—Good
story', good print, good picture.—C. H.
Simpson, Princess theatre. Millen, Ga.

—

General patronage.

First Love, with Constance Binney.

—

One of the best productions of this star

we ever used. Pleased exceptionally.

—

J. C. McKee, Electric theatre. Bolivar.

Mo.—Neighborhood patronage.

A Truthful Liar, with Wanda Hawley.
—Only fair. Round Xo. 2 of the new
Leather Pushers saved the day for me.

—

S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre. Ashland.
Kans.—Small town patronage.

Selznick

A Woman of No Importance, with a
special cast.—Had a small house on ac-

count of home talent entertainment at

Auditorium. What few saw it said it was
best program picture ever shown in Mil-

ieu. It's a good one.—C. H. Simpson.
Princess theatre. Millen, Ga.—Genera!
patronage.

John Smith, with Eugene O'Brien.

—

Fine, extra good. If you want a good
feature, book this one.—Wm. Hinds.
Opera House. Odell. Xebr.—Xeighbor-
hood patronage.

The Sin That Was His, with William
Faversham.—Good picture. Rather relig-

ious, but just enough so to make it good.
Film in only fair shape.—Reis & Miller.

Lake View theatre. Lake View, Iowa.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

United Artists

Douglas Fairbanks in Robin Hood,

—

Playing this picture close after its open-
ing in the key city of the state, we did a

large business for three days and then
sent Fairbanks a check for about all we
took in. Of course, we merely played it

to accommodate Doug. Sure looks good
to see the half dollars roll across at the

box office, but it goes against the grain to

have to turn it all over to the fellow for

the picture. You get a lot of prestige,

as they say it, playing pictures of this

sort, but I wonder—did prestige ever buy
a fellow a suit of clothes or his wife a
new hat?—Harry M. Palmer. Indiana the-

atre. Bloomington. Ind.—General patron-
age.

Through the Back Door, with Mary
Pickford.—A good picture and drew some
extra business, but not near enough "ex-
tras" to offset the additional rental they
ask for this. Small town exhibitors, look
before you leap at the big price.—G. F.

Rediske. Star theatre. Ryegate, Mont.

—

Small town patronage.

Tess of the Storm Country, with Mary
Pickford.—We kidded ourselves into
thinking that Pickford was slipping and
went into the advertising in a half-hearted
sort of way. But to our surprise "Tess"
went over strong, and while many re-

marked that the role of "Tess" didn't tit

Mary quite so well in this new version,
yet they were all pleased. However, the
price on "Tess" is clear out of reason.

—

Harry M. Palmer, Indiana theatre, Bloom-
ington, Ind.—General patronage.

The Three Musketeers, with Douglas
Fairbanks.—Good picture, but priced en-
tirely too high tor a small town. Won't
draw well enough to break even on it.

—

S. G. Ihde. Photoplay theatre. Ashland.
Kans.—Small town patronage.

One Exciting Night, a D. W. Griffith

production.—Another picture we were
afraid to advertise too strongly on account
of its fizzle in the key city booking. But.
like "Tess." they came in droves and
nearly took us off our feet when they

A HIGHLIGHT from the next Herbert
Rawlinson picture for Universal, "Fools
and Riches."

came to us and complimented us upon
playing such a real-for-sure picture. Isn't

it funny how a fellow can miss his guess
a mile—on some pictures?—Harry' M. Pal-
mer, Indiana theatre. Bloomington. Ind.

—

General patronage.

Universal

The Town Scandal, with Gladys Wal-
ton.—This feature was a knockout.
Pleased lOO^r. Consider this Miss Wal-
ton's best feature.—H. E. Holben. Olym-
pic theatre. Lenox, Iowa.—General pat-

ronage.

The First Degree, with Frank Mayo.

—

A good program picture, bought right, and
pleased a fair sized house in spite of strong
opposition in the form of a Chautauqua,
as well as other opposition. Good com-
ments.—Hugh G. Martin. American thea-
tre. Columbus. Ga.—Transient patronage.

The First Degree, with Frank Mayo.

—

This is a good program picture and
pleased the big majority of my patrons.

—

Adolph Kohn. Pastime theatre. Granville,
X. Y.—Small town patronage.

The Midnight Guest, with a speceial

cast.—A jim dandy good feature picture.

Will please all. Print in good condition
and no kicks coming on this one.—Roy
L. Dowling, Ozark Theatre Co.. Ozark,
Ala.—General patronage.

Single Handed, with Hoot Gibson.

—

Not up to Hoot's standard, but it pleased.
A good program picture.—Chas. Prokop.
Rex theatre. Wahoo. Xebr.—Xeighbor-
hood patronage.

The Flaming Hour, with Frank Mayo.
—Universal makes the best regular pro-
gram pictures. Film always in good
shape, and this picture was fine, especially
the fireworks in the last reel.—R. Ross
Riley. Wigwam 'heatre. Oberlin. Kans.

—

General patronage.

The Ghost Patrol, with a special cast.

—

A good program picture that pleased.

—

Adolph Kohn. Pastime theatre. Granville.

X". Y.—Small town patronage.

The Bolted Door, with Frank Mayo.

—

Good program picture, but mostly old
ideas worked a little better. Frank gets

me more money in rough clothes or not
more than a rag or two.—S. V. Wallace.

Idle Hour theatre, Cambridge Springs.
Pa.—Transient patronage.

The Flirt, with a special cast.—Excel-
lent picture. Good enough for any house.
A title that will draw them and the pic-
ture will please them after you get them
in. Play it and boost it.—H. T. Hodge.
Alcove theatre. Stanford, Tex.—Xeigh-
borhood patronage.

The Flirt, with a special cast.—The
Flirt is unquestionably one of the big out-
standing feeatures of the year. We did
capacity business. Pleased lOO^r. Had
more favorable comments than on any
previous picture that we can recall. We
thank the Universal for giving us the big-
gest money getter of the year. Had I

known how good the picture was I would
have doubled my run and advertised it to
the sky. Get it if you have to steal it.

—

Jack Cairns. Brooklyn theatre, Detroit.
Mich.—Xeighborhood patronage.

The Flirt, with a special cast.—Here is

a story' that has everything that goes to
make a great big popular motion picture
entertainment for the best theatre in the
land as well as for the ordinary nickel
shooter, big town or small town. Heart
interest, some most appealing comedy bv
Buddy Messinger. sincere work by other
members. A well put together story' that
every one knows and understands and
sympathizes with. Great for three days.

—

Ben L. Morris. Temple theatre. Bellaire.
Ohio.—General patronage.

The Altar Stairs, with Frank Mayo.—
Above the average program picture.
Pleasing in entertainment and box office.
Mayo doing good work. Doesn't cost a
third of many. Good for a neat earning
in any community.—E. L. Wharton. Or-
pheum theatre. Glasgow. Mont.—General
patronage.

The Power of a Lie. with a special cast.—Good picture, and with a novelty ad in
the morning paper created a desire to see
the picture, and did good business in spite
of rain the entire day. Everybody pleased
with the picture. Many expressed them-
selves pleased.—Hugh G. Martin. Ameri-
can theatre. Columbus. Ga.—Transient
patronage.

Kindled Courage, with Hoot Gibson.

—

Not a Western, but eood comedy and ac-
tion. Will please for program offering.

—

F. E. Sabin. Majestic theatre. Eureka.
Mont.—Small town patronage.

One Wonderful Night, with Herbert
Rawlinson.—One of the star's best pic-
tures. Rawlinson is getting to be a popu-
lar boy. especially with the ladies. More
power to him. A crook oicture with good
action and comedy. Book it. The price
is right, as usual.—F. W. Horrigan. Mc-
Donald theatre. Philipsburg. Mont.

—

Mining Camp patronage.

One Wonderful Nitrht. with Herbert
Rawlinson.—My patrons liked this one.
Personally I think it as good as most spe-
cials we get.—C. H. Simpson, Princess
theatre. Millen. Ga.—General patronage.

The Kentucky Derby, with Reginald
Denny.—Good picture, good story' and
lots of action. The kind of picture our
patrons like. Did very good business on
this one.—Geo. J. Kress. Hudson theatre,
Rochester. X. Y.—Xeighborhood patron-
age.

The Kentucky Derby, with Reginald
Denny.—Picture good and will hold your
audience. Business fair.—E. J. Rey-
nolds. Liberty theatre. Pasco. Wash.

—

General patronage.

The Love Letter, with Gladys Walton.
Best Walton for a long time. Helped to
restore her popularity here, which has
been way below par.—F. E. Sabin. Ma-
jestic theatre. Eureka. Mont.—Small
town patronage.

The Lone Hand, with Hoot Gibson.

—
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(iive Hoot credit for a humdinger in this

for all of them said it was fine. Some
j;ood shots in the flooded mine and lots

of good comedy.—S. V. Wallace, Idle

Hour theatre, Cambridge Springs, Pa.

—

Transient patronage.

High Heels, with Gladys Walton.— Fair.

—J. W. Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese.
111.—General patronage.

Kissed, with Marie Prevost.—The pic-

ture really surprised my turn out. They
seemed to like it fine. No business.

Rained out.—G. F. Rediske, Star theatre,

Ryegate, Mont.—Small town patronage.

The Married Flapper, with Marie Pre-
vost.—Good.—J. W. Schmidt, Grand the-

atre, Breese, 111.—General patronage.

Under Two Flags, with Priscilla Dean.
—Good picture. Photography wonderful.
Did not draw well.—E. J. Reynolds, Lib-
erty theatre, Pasco, Wash.—General pat-

ronage.

The Bear Cat, with Hoot Gibson.

—

Good.—J. W. Schmidt, Grand theatre,

Breese, 111.—General patronage.

Wild Honey, with Priscilla Dean.—This
is a very interesting picture. Dean's char-
acterizations are faultless. Lots of action

and a bear of a climax.— F. E. Sabin. Ma-
jestic theatre, Eureka, Mont.—Small town
patronage.

Human Hearts, with House Peters.

—

Did not draw so very well, but was one of

the best pictures we have ever shown
here. Book it and boost it. It deserves
every bit of it. It will also stand a small

raise in admission.—E. L. Golden, Mt.
Vernon theatre, Tallassee, Ala.—Small
town patronage.

Human Hearts and The Storm, with
House Peters.—Played these two pictures

just a week apart and quite naturally

boosted The Storm the most and made
more money on it, but after seeing both
pictures, both myself and patrons hold
that Human Hearts is the real picture of

the two. This is contrary to the major-
ity of reports in these columns, but
"them's our sentiments." Both very good
pictures.—V. G. Bollman, Castalia thea-

tre, Castalia, Iowa.—Small town patron-

age.

Human Hearts, with House Peters.

—

House Peters, Gertrude Clare and Rus-
sell Simpson great. A human story very
well told in seven reels. Ran two nights.

First night good, second, no business at

all. It isn't a big Jewel, but should make
money if bought right.—F. W. Horrigan.
McDonald theatre, Philipsburg, Mont.—
Mining camp patronage.

The Scrapper, with Herbert Rawlin-
son.—Good.—J. W. Schmidt, Grand thea-

tree, Breese, III.—General patronage.

The Trouper, with Gladys Walton.

—

Gladys Walton has another good show in

this one. Not as good as Pink Tights,
but will please. Good comedy feature.

—

W. T. Bip-gs, Unique theatre, Anita, la.

—Small town patronage.

The Storm, with House Peters.—

A

mighty good picture and will please the
majority and the price is fair and reason-
able.—H. T. Hodge, Alcove theatre,
Stamford, Tex.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

The Storm, with House Peters.

—

Here is a picture entitled to take its place
among the best of the year. Everybody
went away pleased. Many good com-
ments.—Irvin Beck, Moon theatre, Wil-
ber, Nebr.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Storm, with House Peters.

—

This one was a box office winner for me.
People liked it very much. I have run
about sixty Universal pictures in the last

year and have found only four or five

bad pictures in the lot. Universal will

sure give you a square deal all the time.

If you are not running Universal pictures
you are missing something.—M. K. Har-
ris, Liberty theatre, Franklyn, Ky.—Gen-
eral patronage.

The Millionaire, with Herbert Raw-
linson.—Very good for mid-week. Not
much done mid-week.—O. W. McClel-
lan. Dreamland theatre, Pekin, 111.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Foolish Wives, with Eric Von Stro-
heim.—A feature that gave excellent sat-

isfaction. Drew a fine business for two
nights and pleased 100%. Patrons are

still telling us how well pleased they were
with this feature and said that they had
never seen such lavish scenes and cos-

tumes. Had a fine lobby display of one-
sheets, 11x14 and 8x10 photos, and oil

paintings, which the Des Moines ex-
change sent. Have yet to find one person
with a kick on this feature.—H. E. Hol-
ben, Olympic theatre. Lenox. Iowa.—Gen-
eral patronage .

The Man Under Cover, with Herbert
Rawlinson.— Fair.—J. W. Schmidt, Grand
theatre, Breese, 111.—General patronage.

The TraD, with Lon Chaney.—A real

good picture. Pleased about 90%. Ran
Friday and Saturday to two good houses.

Acting of star very good.—Irvin Beck,
Moon theatre. Wilber, Nebr.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Dangerous Little Demon, with
Marie Prevost.— Fair.—J. W. Schmidt,
Grand theatre, Breese. 111.—General pat-

ronage.

The Fire Eater, with Hoot Gibson.—
Hoot pulls for me any old time. Big
business.—O. W. McClellan, Dreamland
theatre, Pekin, 111.—Neighborhood pat-

age.

The Golden Gallows, with Miss duPont.

— Fair.—J. W. Schmidt, Grand theatre,
Breese, 111.—General patronage.

The Fire Eater, with Hoot Gibson.—
Fair.—J. W. Schmidt, Grand theatre,
Breese, 111.—General patronage.

Go Straight, with Frank Mayo.— Fair.

—J. W. Schmidt. Grand theatre, Breese,
111.—General patronage.

Vitagraph
Masters of Men, with a special cast.

—

More power to Vitagraph. Now watch
for the deluge of stories with a Spanish-
American War setting. Here's a picture
which, without any flag waving, makes
that great big lump of patriotism crawl
right up in your throat and as you swal-
low it you think, "How glad I am that I

am an American." And what a cast!
And what a story! Yell it from the house-
tops, Boys, if you have this picture on
your schedule. Your patrons will ask
you when you are going to have another
one like it.—Harry M. Palmer, Indiana
theatre, Bloomington, lnd.—General pat-
ronage.

One Stolen Night, with Alice Calhoun.
—Another sheik story with all the filth

of the orient forced on us. Here's hoping
this is the last one.—S. V. Wallace. Idle
Hour theatre, Cambridge Springs. Pa.—
Transient patronage.

A Front Page Story, with Edward Hor-
ton.—We can't blame the picture for the
poor business we did on this one. It will

please anybody anywhere. I wish I could
show two ncr week in the same class.

—

Guy D. Haselton, Rialto theatre, Mis-
soula, Mont.—General patronage.

A Front Page Story, with Edward Hor-
ton.—This picture pleased the greater
portion of my audience.—J. C. McKee,
Electric theatre. Bolivar. Mo.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Ninety and Nine, with Colleen
Moore.—The Ninety and Nine proved one
of the biggest surprises since I have been
an exhibitor. Truly a record breaker.
The Flirt was a good money maktr for

me, but The Ninety and Nine outdrew it

both nights. My patrons were very en-
thusiastic in their praise. I used twenty-
five of each style, two styles, window
cards supplied by Vitagraph on this pic-

ture. This picture did not have much of

a first run, hardly any newspaper space
being used to exploit it, which makes its

drawing power all the more of a surprise.

—J. E. Stocker, Myrtle theatre, Detroit,

Mich.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Ninety and Nine, with Colleen
Moore.—A splendid feature which will

hold interest to the very end. Fire scenes
very good, and advertising can be got
from Vitagraph that gets the patrons in.

—W. T. Biggs. Unique theatre, Anita,

Iowa.—Small town patronage.

The Ninety and Nine, with Colleen
Moore.—A picture that got the business

for me and seemed to please the majority.

— Ernest Vetter, Majestic theatre. Homer,
Mich.—Small town patronage.

The Ninety and Nine, with Colleen

Moore.—A perfect audience picture. Good
cast, good story and fine photography.
The fire scene is great.—Chas. Prokop,
Rex theatre, Wahoo, Nebr.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

When Danger Smiles, with William
Duncan.—A fine Western with plenty of

action.—J. W. Andresen. Rialto theatre,

Cozad, Nebr.—Neighborhood patronage.

Flower of the North, with Henry B.

Walthall and Pauline Starke.—A good
Curwood picture, but I wonder if Cur-

wood had in mind for his leading man
and woman these people. Walthall is too

old. and Pauline Starke doesn't look good
in her close-ups. She can act. but they

should be more careful of their photog-

Two scenes from the forthcoming William Fox production "If Winter Comes,"
adapted from the novel of the same name by A. S. M. Hutchinson, and directed
by Harry Millarde.
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Nowfurnished in thousandfoot lengths

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
Results obtained through printing on

Eastman Positive Film justify the painstaking

efforts of the camera-man. It reproduces with

striking fidelity every tone of the negative

from highest light to deepest shadow. It

carries quality through to the screen.

Eastman Film, both regular and

tinted base—now obtainable in

thousand foot lengths, is identified

throughout its length by the words

"Eastman" "Kodak" stenciled in

black letters in the transparent

margin.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

r
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raphy.—R. Ross Riley, Wigwam theatre,

Oberlin, Kans.—General patronage.

The Matrimonial Web, with Alice Cal-
houn.—Five reels. Did not see it myself.

Judging from patrons' reports, would call

it a good show. Many said, "Extra,"
"Fine show," etc.; others, "Ordinary,"
"Fair," etc. Had Semon in The Head
Waiter. Typical Semon. I'leased major-
ity.—A. E. Wilcox, Unique theatre, Brice-
lyn, Minn.—General patronage.

Bring Him In, with Earle Williams.

—

This picture is supposed to be laid in

Canada, but a close-up of a car shows
Alabama license. (?) No wonder Vita-
graph pictures flop for me with directing
like that.—Russell Armentrout, K. P.

theatre. I'ittstield. 111.— General patron-
age.

No Defense, with William Duncan.— 1

class this as an exceptionally good pro-
gram picture. I'leased my patrons.

—

Adolph Kohn, Pastime theatre, Granville,

N. Y.—Small town patronage

My Wild Irish Rose, with Pauline
Starke.—Get two singers, male and fe-

male, and then play this picture and have
them get in at the right time and I will

bet you will make money if you run it

two or three days in the small towns.—W.
F. Haycock, Star theatre, Callaway, Xebr.
—Neighborhood patronage.

My Wild Irish Rose, with Pauline
Starke.—Very good picture and will please
all.—C. H. Lyman. Moon theatre. Spen-
cer, Nebr.—General patronage.

State Rights
Women Men Marry (Truart), with a

special cast.—A good attendance with
this one for a week's run.—David Hard-
ing, Liberty theatre, Kansas City, Mo.

—

Transient patronage.

Spawn of the Desert (Arrow), with
William Fairbanks.— Good Western thai

pleased all who like action and a little

comedy thrown in occasionally. Business
good.—Hugh G. Martin, American thea-
tre, Columbus, Ga.—Transient patronage.

The Beautiful and Damned (Warner
Bros.), with Marie Prcvost.—A very good
story. Bad finish. You will have to push
it bard to get-the money. It didn't make
me a dollar. However, no fault of the
picture.—Jack Cairns, Brooklyn theatre,

Detroit, Mich.—Neighborhood patronage.

Table Top Ranch (Aywon), with Neal
Hart.—Good picture mid-week showing.
Didn't draw as it should. Ran two days.

—O. W. McClellan, Dreamland theatre.

Pekin, 111.—Neighborhood patronage.

Heroes of the Street (Warner Bros.),
with Wesley Barry.—A whale of a story.

A box oftice winner. I made some money.
What more do you want? This is Barry's
best. The whole trouble in the present
day features is that they contain too much
footage.—Jack Cairns. Brooklyn theatre,

Detroit, Mich.— Neighborhood patronage.

A Motion to Adjourn (Arrow), with
Roy Stewart.—A good comedy-drama,
the kind our patrons like. This is not a

special, but is a good program picture.

—

C. Malphurs, Dreamland theatre, High
Springs, Fla.—Small town patronage.

The Unknown (Goldstone), with Rich-
ard Talmadge.—A star that has wonder-
ful promise and personality, but equipped
with a story in this case that lacks finish.

It drags in spite of some whirlwind ac-
tion. A story that should have been
great becomes very ordinary for some
cause we could not fathom.—Ben. L. Mor-
ris, Olympic theatre, Bellaire, Ohio.

—

General patronage.

Shadows of Lightning Ridge (Arrow),
with a special cast.—Good picture. Ran
it Saturday. Good business.—O. W. Mc-

Clellan, Dreamland theatre, Pekin, 111.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Headin' North (Arrow), with Pete
Morrison.— Picture went over big two
days. Book it, brothers. Don't pay for a
special when you buy it.—O. W. McClel-
lan, Dreamland theatre, Pekin, 111.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

It Might Happen to You (Bromberg).
—Not much to this one. Just an ordinary
two reel comedy made into five reels.—C.
Malphurs. Dreamland theatre, High
Springs, Fla.—Small town patronage.

Butterfly Range ( Arrow), with a spe-
cial cast.—Dandy picture. Western. Drew-
good. The Arrow company are putting
out good pictures.—O. W. McClellan,
Dreamland theatre, Pekin, III.— Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Ashes (Asso. Photo.), with a special

cast.— Picture as near nothing as could
be. Brothers, let it alone.—O. W. Mc-
Clellan, Dreamland theatre, Pekin, III.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Desert's Crucible I Arrow), with
Jack Hoxie.—Just the right combination
for me.— Hoxie, Western, action and good
business.—Hugh G. Martin, American
theatre. Columbus, Ga.—Transient pat-

ronage.

School Days (Warner Bros.), with
Wesley Barry.—Good. Pleased 95%.—
Price & Dalrymple. Home theatre. Ob-
long, 111-— Neighborhood patronage.

Trapped in the Air (W. I'. F. C). with
Lester Cuneo.—Good W estern. Most of

it in the air. I would advise it when you
want this type of show. Reasonable
rental.—W. T. Biggs, Unique theatre.

Anita. Iowa.—Small town patronage.

Your Best Friend (Warner Bros.), with
Vera Gordon.—A real picture that de-
serves to be classed as a special. Better
than some so called super specials.

Pleased all. Patrons went away more than
satisfied. Advertise this one big. You
won't have to be afraid to hang around
and bid your patrons Goodnight.— Irvin

Beck. Moon theatre, W'ilber, Nebr.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Sure Fire Flint (Mastodon), with

Johnny Hines.—Don't miss this one. It

A FIRST STILL from the new Con-
stance Talmadge feature, "Dulcy." Jack
Mulhall is the star's leading man in this

First National attraction.

sure draws them in. An entertainment
irom beginning to end.— Arthur l.a Force,
Happy Hour theatre. Two Harbors! k
Minn.—Small town patronage. .

I Am the Law ( Aflil. Dist.), with a spe- J
cial cast.—Ain't it a grand and glorious II

ieclin' to be able to stand at the door and I
wait for 'em to come out. Boy, you cer- I
tainly can do that very tiling on this one. \—L. B. Lewis, Gayety theatre, Ft Worth, 1

Tex.—Transient patronage.

Rags to Riches (Warner Bros.), with J
Wesley Barry.—One of Wesley's best that I
we have run so far. A nice, clean, enter- I
taining picture which deserves runs in the I
best houses. Better than School Days.— j
Irvin Beck. Moon theatre. W'ilber, Nebr. I— Neighborhood patronage.

The Forbidden Trail (Sunset), with
Jack Hoxie.—This is an improvement on 1
recent releases. Good story. Plenty of I
action and that little twist that makes 'em I
come out with a smile. The Summer is I
here and we just must make 'em smile I
now.— L. B. Ixwis, Gayety theatre. Ft I
Worth, Tex.—Transient patronage.

Rags to Riches (Warner Bros.), with 1
Wesley Barry.—One of the best that Wes- J
ley Barry has starred in. Bin business.— I

( has. I'rokop, Rex theatre. Wahoo. Nebr. I
—Neighborhood patronage.

The White Masks (Canyon), with J

Franklyn Farnum.—This is really a su-
per-Western and will please most any I

audience, as Franklyn Farnum is good in

any of them. Don't boost this picture as
,

a Ku Klux picture like we did. Nothing
[

in it that resembles them in any way.—
,

E. L. Golden. Mt. Vernon theatre, Tal-f
lassee, Ala.—Small town patronage.

Let Katy Do It (Tri.), with a special

cast.—Say, Griffith must have a pain if

he ever sees some of his old ones like

(

this one. It should have been left out of

the revivals. Leading man a thousand
years old, and big thrills so faked as to

be funny.—R. Ross Riley. Wigwam the-'

atrc, Oberlin, Kans.—General patronage.

A Dangerous Adventure (Warner
Urns), with Grace Darmond —A very

novel educational as well as interesting

picture which pleased everybody and kept i

them talking about it a few days alter wc
showed it. Many magnificent and spec-

tacular scenes.— Irvin Beck. Moon thea-

tre. W'ilber, Nebr.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Parted Curtains (Warner Bros.), with'

Henry B. Walthall.— Walthall is too old

for a leading man. Would be better in

characters. Picture was good, though,

and pleased.—R. Ross Riley, Wigwam
theatre, Oberlin, Kans.—General patron-

age.

Serials

Plunder (Pathe). with Pearl White, and
Speed (Pathe), with Charles Hutchison.

—

Gave a free show on opening night and

would be tickled green if half the crowd
came back when they have to shell out

their twenty cents. Second night had a

good crowd, but not half. Funny what

difference twenty coppers will make. Fine

shows.— R. Ross Riley. Wigwam theatre.

Oberlin, Kas.—General patronage.

Speed (Pathe), with Charles Hutchi-

son.—Best serial I have ever run. At-

tendance increasing each night. On fourth

episode.—R. D. Troutman, Ethel theatre.

Ethel. Mo.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Radio King (Universal), with Roy
Stewart.—At last! We have a serial that 1

has a wonderful appeal to both the grown
ups and the kids. The adults seem very i

much interested and the kids have a very
j

warm spot for Jimmy, the boy detective

A splendid addition to any program.—Lj|
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hi? e«ery show sure Are

%'////

starring

DAN MASON
YOU know as well as we do that a good comedy often saves

what might otherwise have been a poor show. Plum
Center Comedies are consistently of a quality that saves not
only a weak feature, but ads to the value of the best feature

you can book. Hundreds of exhibitors know this. They
spend all of their choosing time choosing features, confident

that Plum Center Comedies can be relied on to take care of

the comedy end of the program—anywhere, any time. "Pop
Tuttle's Russian Rumor," the current release, is merely an
example of the worth of every Plum Center Comedy. Stop
worrying about your comedy material— Book PLUM CEN-
TERS and be SURE!!!

Presented by Paul Gerson Pictures Corp.,

Directed by Robert Eddy

Distributed by

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
OF AMERICA, INC.

723 Seventh Avenue, New York, N. Y. EXCHANGES EVERYWHERE
Sales Off.ce United Kingdom: R-C Pictures Corporation, 26—27 D'Arblay Street, Wardour St. London, W. L, England
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B. Lewis. Gayety theatre. Ft. Worth,
Tex.—Transient patronage.

Around the World in Eighteen Days
(Universal), with William Desmond.

—

Good serial, boys, book this one and give

your patrons a good treat. If they like

action you've got it here. Bill is on his

toes all the time.—Geo. J. Kress, Hudson
theatre, Rochester, N. Y.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Timber Queen (Pathe), with Ruth
Roland.— Best I have ever seen. Not a
bad chapter in the bunch. If you want a

good chapter play grab this one.—M. K.
Harris, Liberty theatre, Franklin, Ky.

—

General patronage.

In the Days of Buffalo Bill (Univer-
sal), with Art Acord.—Played fourteenth
episode with two reel Western and two
reel comedy. Going fine.—W. T. Lyford,
Gem theatre. West Helena, Ark.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Short Subjects
Aesop's Fables (Pathe).—We consider

these the niftiest little comedies that we
have ever seen, and we actually have pa-
trons who come for no other reason than
to see them alone. After all. have you
ever seen an adverse criticism on them .'

They will stimulate your business.—Mil-
ler and Carroll. Gayety theatre, Amory,
Miss.—Neighborhood patronage.

Century Comedies (Universal).—The
ones with Moore are O. K. but others no
good. Too much kid stuff.—Reis &
Miller, Lake View theatre. Lake View.
Iowa.—Neighborhood patronage.

Fighting Blood (F. B. O.), with a spe-
cial cast.—Round One was a mighty
clever picture. Good comedy, new gags,
and we believe they are going to go well.

Clara Horton not up to standard with the
others. Not pretty enough for this type
of acting.—R. Ross Riley. Wigwam the-

atre, Oberlin, Kans.—General patronage.

Fox Educationals.—Good subjects that

seem to please. Go better with us than
news or scenics. Film fine.—Reis &
Miller, Lake View theatre. Lake View,
Iowa.—Neighborhood patronage.

Fun from the Press (Hodkinson).

—

Very good short reel. Gets many laughs

and good comments from patrons.—Geo.
K. Zinsz, Harbor theatre. Corpus Christi,

Tex.—Small town patronage.

Mack Sennett Comedies (Paramount).
—Here are some reissues that have got
the new Sennetts beat for laugh getters,

and at half the price.—J. W. Andrescn.
Rialto theatre. Cozad, Nebr.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Screen Snapshots (Pathe).—These are

just right. My patrons like them.—F. E.
Sabin. Majestic theatre. Eureka, Mont.

—

Small town patronage.

Two Reel Westerns (Pathe). with Tom
Santschi.—Very good short subjects. Am
running with one reel comedy and Charles
Hutchinson in Speed.—Chas. Elliott,

Jewel theatre, Sidcll, III.—Small town
patronage.

The Barnyard (Yitagraph), with Larry
Scmon.—Hats off again to Larry. He
sure made a real comedy in this one. Ac-
tion all the way through. If it doesn't
get the laughs your people are dead. Film
in fine shape.—Reis & Miller, Lake View
theatre. Lake View, Iowa.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Grocery Clerk ( Vitagraph), with
Larry Semon.—Semon comedies one good
buy. Always draws here.—Katherine
Dowling. Ark theatre, Logansport, Ind.

—

General patronage.

The Cobbler (Pathe), with Our Gang.
—One of the best comedies ever shown in

my theatre. People seemed to think that

it was a show all in itself. All the Our
Gangs have been good and I can always
look for a pleased house when I show
them.—W. F. Haycock. Star theatre, Cal-

laway, Nebr.—Neighborhood patronage.

My Wife's Relations (F. N.), with Bus-
ter Keaton.—Keaton did fair work here,

but does not seem to go good with our
patrons.—Reis & Miller, Lake View the-

atre. Lake View, Iowa.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Peg O' the Movies (Universal), with
Baby Peggy.—First time for Baby Peggy
here and believe me she sure made a hit.

Every one likes her.—S. G. Ihde, Photo-
play theatre, Ashland, Kans.—Small town
patronage.

Golf ( Yitagraph). with Larry Semon.

—

Would suggest that Semon become- a di-

rector and let some one else carry out the
acting. In Golf it is the funny situation*
that brine the laughs and it would do to
without Semon. As a director Semon
would no doubt equal Mack Sennett.—L.
B. Lewis, Gayety theatre, Ft. Worth. Tex.—Transient patronage.

Pop Tuttle, Detective (F. P. O.), with
Dan Mason.—Pop Tuttle stuff is getting
better and better and are good enough to
be featured in a small town. Reels of hick
comedy.—R. J. Smith, Palm theatre, Lind-
say, Nebr.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Greenhorn (Educational), with
Lloyd Hamilton.—Not very good. Every
time you think he's going to do some-
thing funny he disappoints you.—Arthur
La Force, Happy Hour theatre, Two Har-
bors, Minn.—Small town patronage.

Pop Tuttle, Fire Fighter (F. B. O.),
with Dan Mason.—Very good small town
comedy.—R. J.

' Smith, Palm theatre,

Lindsay, Nebr.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Scarecrow (Metro), with Buster
Keaton.—This sure was a dandy. Had
some boys dress as scarecrows with signs
on their backs to advertise it.—Arthur
La Force, Happy Hour theatre, Two Har-
bors, Minn.—Small town patronage.

One Or Cat (Educational).—This it

something new and will entertain any class

of people. We booked some more of

them.—Arthur La Force. Happy Hour
theatre, Two Harbors, Minn.—Small
town patronage.

Pop Tuttle's Movie Queen ( F. B. O.),
with Dan Mason.—Could be better. Poor-
est Mason I have shown yet.—R. J.

Smith, Palm theatre, Lindsay, Nebr.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Young King Cole (Universal), with
Reginald Denny.—This particular one is

a disgrace to the whole series. Denny
disgustingly drunk, not once, but twice.

A darn poor starter for the second series.

Several kicks.— F. E. Sabin, Majestic the-

atre, Eureka, Mont.—General patronage.

The Rainmaker (Educational), with

Lloyd Hamilton.—The best Mermaid
ever shown in this theatre. Gags that are

real laugh getters. The scene showing
"Ham's" face turning red is a knockout.

—J. D. Watnock, Luna theatre, Battle

Creek, Iowa.—Neighborhood patronage.

A Quiet Street (Pathe), with Our
Gang.—Fairly good comedies but believe

my people tire of kids on account of run-

ning them too often. Good for one a

month.—Harry Hobolth, Maxine theatre,

Imlay City, Mich.—Small town patron-

age.

Kiss and Make Up (Educational), a

Christie comedy.—Punk beyond descrip-

tion. A shame to waste film stock on
such a frost.—J. D. Watnock, Luna the-

atre, Battle Creek, Iowa.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Agent (Vitagraph), with Larry
Semon.—The wise theatre man runs

Larry Semon comedies not to please only

his patrons but to please the box office.

This one in particular is a knockout and
kept the audience in an uproar. Book it

sure.—W. E. Elkin. Temple theatre, Aber-
deen, Miss.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Mummy (Fox), a Sunshine com-
edy.—A knockout for fun. King Tut
stuff DeLuxe.—J. D. Watnock. Luna
theatre. Battle Creek, Iowa. — Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Hook, Line and Sinker (Pathe). with

Snub Pollard.—This comedy did not

please. Nothing but fish for two reels,

which gets tiresome. Patrons said poor-

est Snub Pollard yet.—J. R. oilman,
Orpheum theatre, Ada, Minn.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.
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IS THE WEEK YOU PLAY

if

40 FAMOUS SCREEN STARS
In the Tremendous Photodramatic Sensation
Revealing the Innermost Secrets of Hollywood

THINK what this colossal magnet means to your box-office

!

For instance, ( 1 ) FORTY of the biggest stars in ONE pic-

ture; (2) An amazing and gigantic drama of a small-town

girl who works her way up from extra girl to star; (3) Life be-

hind the scenes at the big movie studios; (4) Every girl's

ambition flung dramatically on the screen in a series of un-
forgetable scenes—and there are a hundred other angles to

this picture which help make it the BIGGEST CLEANUP
you were ever offered ! We MEAN IT ! ! ACT AT ONCE ! !

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
OF AMERICA, INC.

Main Offices F. B. O. Building

723 7th Avenue, N. Y. C.

EXCHANGES EVERYWHERE

SALES OFFICE. UNITED KINGDOM, R-C PICTURES CORPORATIOS, 26-27 D'Arblay Stun. Il'ardour Strut. London. W. I. England
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USE THIS BLANK

Box Office Reports Tell the Whole
Story.

Join in This Co-operative Service

Report Regularly on
Pictures You Exhibit
And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Pictures

Are Doing for Other Exhibitors

Fill in this blank now and send

to Exhibitors Herald, 417 S. Dear-
born St., Chicago.

Title

Star

Producer

Remarks

Title

Star

Producer

Remarks

Exhibitor

Name of Theatre

Transient or Neighborhood Pat-

ronage

City

State

Hello Pardners (Fox), a Sunshine com-
edy.—A very poor comedy. Nothing to
it.—Adolph Kohn, Pastime theatre, Gran-
ville, X. Y.—Small town patronage.

Ginger Face (Universal), with Johnny
Fox.—Very few laughs and a poor filler.

— F. E. Sabin. Majestic theatre, Eureka,
Mont.—Small town patronage.

Oh Buddy (Educational), a Christie
comedy.—Fair society comedy with a
threadbare theme. May get a few laughs
if your patrons happen to be in the proper
mood.—H. G. Stettmund, Jr., Odeon the-

atre. Chandler, Okla.—General patronage.

Heeza Liar, Detective (Hodldnson).

—

Snows a cartoon actually acted witli grown
tips. Very novel and will draw second
night better than a regular program fea-

ture.— E. I. Conroe, Conroe's Play House.
Conroe, Tex.—General patronage.

Toonerville Follies (F. N.I. with Dan
Mason.—Good comedy that they enjoyed.
— H. G. Stettmund. Jr., Odeon theatre.

Chandler. Okla.—General patronage.

The Idle Class ( F. N.). with Charlie
Chaplin.—Just a fair comedy. Have seen
better at one-half the rental.—D. F.

Wolfe, Princess theatre. Lansing, Iowa.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Blacksmith I F. N.), with I'.ustcr

Keaton.—Just a fair two part comedy.
Not as good as lots of this star's comc-
dies.—Adolph Kohn. Pastime theatre,

Granville, N. V.—Small town patronage.

The Head Waiter (Vitagraph). with

Larry Semon.—This is the first Semon
comedy I have ever run and if the rest

are like this I wish it was the last. Semon
may be better in his later pictures, but if

first impressions are very lasting with my
audience he certainly made a bum start.

—

Russell Armentrout, K. P. theatre, Pitts-

field, 111.—General patronage.

Kill the Nerve (Fathe), with Snub Pol-

lard.— It's a crime to have to pay out

money for this kind of junk. I,cave it

alone if you value your patronage. I got

"H" after the show was over for running
it.—G. F. Kediske. Star theatre. Ryegate,
Mont.—Small town patronage.

The Four Flusher (Fox), a Sunshine
comedy.—A very poor comedy. Nothing
to it. Not worth showing.—Adolph Kohn.
Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y.—Small

town patronage.

Hook, Line and Sinker (Pathe). with

Snub Pollard.— It pleased some and some
it didn't. A fair comedy.—Roy L. Dow-
ling. Ozark Theatre Co.. Ozark, Ala.

—

General patronage.

Go Get 'em Gates (Universal), with

Art Acord.—A good two part subject that

pleased here.—Adolph Kohn. Pastime the-

atre. Granville. N. Y.—Small town pat-

ronage.

Sawing a Lady in Half (C. B. C.).—
Worth running on any program. Can't

say as to the drawing power, though if

vou can buy it cheap do so.— F. W. Hor-
rigan. McDonald theatre, Philipsburg,

Mont.—Mining camp patronage.

Double Trouble (Fox), with Jane and
Katherine Lee.—So far this is the best

Jane and Katherine Lee comedy we have
shown. Fox comedies are the best on
the market.—C. Malphrus. Dreamland
theatre. High Springs, Fla.—Small town
patronage.

The Bakery (Vitagraph). with Larry
Semon.—Good. You'll laugh till your

sides ache on this one.—YVm. Hinds.

Opera House. Odell. Nebr.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Bakery (Vitagraph), with Larry
Semon.—It surely was some dough
throwing contest and the small crowd that

turned out in the rain were well satis-

fied.—G. F. Rediske, Star theatre. Rye-
gate, Mont.—Small town patronage.

Enacts Laboratory Bill
(Special to Exhibitor! Herald)

ALBANY. N. Y., May 8.—With favor-

able action of the Governor on a bill now
in his hands, motion picture film labora-

tories will hereafter be protected by a
lien on all positive or negative prints in

their possession, pending the payment of
any moneys due them. The bill, intro-

duced some time ago in the legislature bjfi

Senator Levy, of New York, and passed
in the Senate several weeks ago, met with

the approval of the assembly, before its

adjournment on last Friday.

Reliable Motors for Rewind

Also for operating

projectors and small

machinery of various

kinds. High grade,

cool running, efficient,

and priced right. 5

size*— 1/20. 18. 16.
I 4 H P. A C.&D.C.

LECTPIC COM PANas
Mfri.ol FUlhcn. Color Hoodi.Food Mi

2651 Went Congrf.i St.

BULL DOG
FILM CEMENT

ULLDOM "the old reliable"
U CEKJTl

Your Supply Dealer has It

CLASSIFIED

Five Cents per Word Payable
in Advance. Minimum Charge,

$1.00

FOR SALE
One Pair Simplex Projectors, 1921 Model
One Pair Bowers fiB Projectors. 1921 Model
One Pair Bowers 6A Projectors, 1918 Model
One Pair Motiograph Projectors, 1917 Model
All of these machines are factory rebuilt and guar-

1

anteed, furnished with either Mazda or < arbonl
Arc.
The Theatre Supply Company, Film Building,]

Cleveland. Ohio.

MR. EXHIBITOR
HAVE VOU A FOTOPLAYKR or Kobertl

Morton Organ equii ped with a double tracker

I

that you not only want played but also kept in

I

perfect tune and running order at all times?!
Seeking a permanent engagement only where re-

1

suits count. Plenty of references. Write or wirel

your proposition. All inquiries answered. Organist/
.1229 Wayne. Kansas City, Mo.

THEATRE WANTED
THEATRE WANTED: Will pay cash for goot

Movie. Prefer middle West. Write full particu

lars. V. Newton, Paxton Hotel. Omaha. N'ebr

GENERATOR SET WANTED
GENERATOR SET WANTED: Used Genera

tor Set complete with panel. State size, price

condition. Must stand trial. Write L. J. Burkitt

Morrison. 111.

THEATRES FOR SALE
CONTROL OF show business in hustlini

southern city of 10.000. One house plays picture

exclusively, the other Road shows and pictures

$10,000 buys all. One-half cash. Stands inves

tigation. Box 2A. Exhibitors Herald.
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The Mightiest Motion Pictu
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Film Booking Offices of America, Inc h«

been chosen of all the distributors to hanc

biggest production in motion picture hMI

because Mrs. Wallace Reid knows that thfl

F. B. O. her smashingly dramatic indictmH

the narcotic evil will get the widest possib m
tribution—that it will be seen by the gi»tc|

possible number of people.

I
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[heWorldWill See In a Century
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Film Booking Offices of America, Inc., will get

behind this picture in a manner fully deserving

of a production that has the backing of the

most influential citizens of the country. So

vital to humanity and so dramatically far-

reaching is Mrs. Wallace Reid's colossal

photodrama that it will reach the world's

millions in the four corners of the earth.
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Mrs. Wallace Reid's Smashing Bio*

Film Booking Offices of America, Inc., pre

ises you more than the greatest photodrama f

all time; it promises you, in Mrs. Wall e

Reid's gigantic humanitarian drama, the gr<t-

est of photodramas PLUS the services for e

exhibitor's benefit of Women's Clubs, C ic

Bodies, Federal, State, City and Prison (ij

cials and countless other public officers 4

private citizens.
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gainst Humanity's Great Narcotic Peril
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Film Booking Offices of America, Inc., offers

the exhibitors of the country the one supreme

opportunity to fill their houses for as long as

they care to run a picture. Mrs. Wallace

Reid's scathingly dramatic indictment of the

evil that is sucking the life-blood of humanity

will attract every man, woman and child in

every walk of life.
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TheWholeWorld is Behind
Mrs.Wallace Reid

and

IT Is the Greatest Production in the History of Motion Pictures—It Surpasses Any thin;

Ever Attempted or Achieved in the History of Entertainment—It Is Endorsed by th

Biggest List of the Biggest and Best Organizations and Individuals in the Country-
It is Being Backed by a Colossal Campaign that SoonWill Reach Unprecedented Pro

portions— It Will Be the Center of Tremendously Important and Vital National Event
— It Will Be the Most Talked of Picture and the Biggest Attraction That theTheatr
Ever Knew.

To Be Distributed By

FILM BOOKING OFFICES OF AMERICA, In
723 Seventh Avenue, New York, N. Y.

EXCHANGES EVERYWHERE
SALES OFFICE. UNITED KINGDOM. >R-C PICTURES CORPORATION, 26-27 D'Arblay Street, Ward our Street. London, W. 1, England
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Concluding—

Souls for Sale
A Story of Motion Picture Studio Life

By RUPERT HUGHES

Acknowledgment is made to Goidwyn Pictures Corporation for the illustrations used with this story. "Souls for Sale" has been made into a
picture by Goidwyn, directed by the author, Rupert Hughes, with Eleanor Boardman, Frank Mayo, Mae Busch, Barbara La Marr, ABeen

Pringle, Richard Due and Lew Cody in the cast.

he Story to Date;

r\ EMEMBER STEDDOX, the daugh-

f\, ter of a small town preacher, was
left in an unfortunate position when

ler lover was killed in an automobile

.ccident. She confided in her mother

Ind Dr. Bretherick, the family physician,

but kept her father in ignorance. Then
on an excuse of seeking health, she left

Dr Yuma, Ariz.

At Yuma, she met a motion picture

company, in which Tom Holby was the

tar, on "location" and served as an

'extra." A short time later, a fall from

i cliff ended the cloud under which she

lad been living, and she went on to Los

\.neeles.

By hard work, she became an actress and

hen a star for the Bermond company.

Her mother joined her at Hollywood

tnd approved of her becoming an actress,

rier father, however, remained at home
tnd was greatly shocked when he learned

n what Remember was doing. He was

n great need of money and Remember,

fearful that he would not accept money
:arned by an actress, arranged to send

him funds anonymously.

Remember was eagerly sought after

ind had successively declined proposals

jf marriage from Claymore, the director:

Holby, the star, and Ned Ling, one of

:he best known screen comedians.

Then the depression hit Hollywood, and

Bermond sent Mem on a personal appear-

ince tour. She captured New York and

gained many new ardent admirers, includ-

ing one of the city's wealthiest men.

CHAPTER XXXVII

HPHERE was no difficult}- about meeting

Mem fcr a man whose name smelled of

millions honestly amassed and gracefully

dispersed.

Austin Boas came humbly to Mem to pay

his respects, and his enormous name made
ier tremble as her bisque daintiness set him

Dr. Steddon was afraid to ask his daughter about
the details of her new life, lest she should tell

him She could not think of much to say that
would be certain not to shock him. The reunion
was too blissful to be risked.

aquiver. He was shy. ashamed of his own

lack of heroic beauty : and Mem was dazed

to find herself feeling sorry for him. Pity

was a dangerous mood fcr her.

Boas gazed at her with eyes as hungry

and as winning as the eyes of the dog

Strongheart. Like the dog. he was earning

wealth that he could not spend for his own
happiness. And his longing was for caresses

and devotion. He would give his life to

one who would rub his head.

If Boas had had any lurking thought of

dazzling Mem into a mercenary submission

to his caprice, he never revealed it.

He was not at all the vicious capitalist

she had read about and seen in so much

film, bribing pocr gels to dishonor.

He sent her flowers, but they were pretty

and appealing rather than expensive. He
made no proffer of jewelry, never sug-

gested money. Life, she found, rarely ran

true to fiction.

Mrs. Steddon was usually in the offing,

and Boas may have thought that she was

one of those canny mother managers who
try to force rich gallants into matrimony.

But when Mrs. Steddon was out of sight

Mem was a little more elusive than ever.

Boas revealed to her phases of opulence

that she had never imagined. The most

striking thing abcut them to her was that

they were not so very opulent, after all. His

home was somber and dull, his servants

cozy old neighbors, his own manner humble.

His art gallery, when he led her and her

mother into it, was severe, a mere back-

ground for paintings
;

and, after all, not
many paintings there. Mem knew nothing
about the virtues of what she saw and she

cried cut equally over the things he had
bought by mistake and the happy invest-

ments. The Boas automobile, which carried

them to and from their hotel, was a good
car, but exceedingly quiet. Mem had ridden
in a dozen in Los Angeles that were far

more gorgeous.
But Boas was lonely. He was pathetic.

He reminded her somehow of Ned Ling,

who squandered joy and kept none. Boas
was drowned in wealth and was poor.

He might have won Mem via pity, if he
had not tried to win her from her career.

He was a monopolist by inheritance, and
he wanted all there was of Mem.
He promised her everything that money

could buy or love could propose, with the

one proviso that the money should not be
\er own earning, but his gift, and that the

public should see her no more.
Mrs. Steddon was all for him. She

pointed out to Mem how good the Lord
was in sending her such a catch. She em-
phasized the good she could do with mil-

lions : the poor she could feed and clothe

;

the churches she could adorn or build ; the

missions she could endow. But a parent's

recommendation is the poorest character a

lover can possess.

Contradictory torments wrung Mem's
heart. She was human enough to covet

ease and the hauteur of money, but she had
outgrown the ability to enjoy, or even en-

dure the old-fashioned parasitism of the

woman who takes and takes and takes.

Girls had decided that it was no longer
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flattery or good wooing to be offered a life

of nonentity. Who wanted to be anybody's

silly Curlylocks?—and accept as a compli-

ment the promise, "Thou shalt not wash
dishes nor yet feed the swine, but sit on a

cushion and sew a fine seam, and feed upon

strawberries, sugar, and cream."

Boas had one terrific rival, the many-
headed monster.

It is not hard to seduce an actress from

the stage, but it is hard to keep her off.

There is a courtship that the public alone

can offer, and no one man can give her as

much applause as a nightly throng's. That

form of polyandry is irresistible to most

of the women who have been lucky enough

to get on the stage or the screen and to

win success there.

One day Bermond summoned her to his

New York office and said :

"How about getting to work again? I've

got a great story for you and they need

you at the studio. On your way back you

can make personal appearances at four or,

live cities, but it's back on the job for you,

eh? That's right! That's a good girl!"

Bermond offered Mem neither ease nor

devotion—except devotion to her publica-

tion. He offered her toil and wages, hard-

ships and discontent, sleepless malaise, and

bad press notices.

And she could have flung her arms about

him and kissed him.

Austin Boas was at the station to see

Mem off. For his last fling he filled her

drawing-room with flowers—poor things

that drooped and died and were flung from
the platform by the porter.

Long after their spell had been forgotten,

the sad gaze of Boas as he cried good-by

haunted her.

It was her increasing regret that she

could not love everybody and give herself

to everybody who wanted her. Being un-

able to distribute herself to the multitudes

by any miracle as of the loaves and fishes,

she withheld herself and scattered photo-

graphs by the hundred thousand.

She had murmured to Boas. "When I

make another picture or two I may decide

to be sensible, and then—if you are still
—

"

"I shall be waiting." said Boas. And he

gave up with a groan: "Marry me anyway
and have your career, too. I'll put my
money into your company. I'll back you
to the limit. I'll—"

That staggered her, but before she could

even think up an answer the train started

and divorced her from him— for the present,

at least.

At Buffalo and at Cleveland she paused
to come before huge audiences and prattle

her little piece. When she reached Chicago
she found awaiting' her a long letter from
the manager of the moving-picture house
in Calverly. He implored her to visit her
old home town and make an appearance at

his theatre. He promised that everybody
would be there.

This was success indeed ! To appear in

New York was triumph, but to appear in

her native village was almost a divine

vengeance.

She was resolved to leave her mother at

Calverly, in any case. Mrs. Steddon was
wearying of adventure and her heart had
endured too long an absence from her hus-
band and the other children. The younger
sister, Gladys, had done her best to take
her mother's place, but Mrs. Steddon's real

career was her family and Mem knew that

she was aching to get back to it.

And so one morning they crossed the

Mississippi again. At Burlington they must
leave the train, wait two hours, and then
ride south to Calverly.

As Mem and her mother stepped down
from their car in Iowa, both gasped and
clutched.

The Reverend Doctor Steddon was a few
yards away from them, studying the off-get-

ting passengers.

"Let's see if he knows us," snickered Mrs.

Steddon, with a relapse to girhshness.

•'Let's !" said Mem.
They knew him instantly, of course. He

wore the same suit they had left him in,

and the only change they could descry was
a little more white in a nttle less hair.

But he aid not know them at all. It

amused them to pass him by and note his

casual glance at the smart hat and the

polite traveling suit of his wife. He had
expected a change in his daughter, but he

was probably braced for something loud

and gaudy. Mem looked really younger
than when she lelt him. She had then l>een

a premature old maid, dowdy and repressed.

Now, lor all her girhshness, she was a lithe

siren, her eyes knowing, her too expressive

body carried learnedly in clothes that

boasted of what they hid, boasted subtly but

all the more effectively. In spite of the em-
phatic modesty of her clothes, Mem had
lived so long among butterflies and orchids,

and had striven so desperately for expres-

sion, that she did not realize how emphatic

she was.
So her father passed her by. When Mrs.

Steddon turned and hailed him in a voice

that was gladder and more tender than she

knew, he whirled with his heart bounding.

Then he paused and stared, befuddled, at

the tailor-made model running toward him.

He knew all about the other world and
how to get there, but he was lost in the

cities of the earth. W hen his wife rushed
into the arms he had flung open to her
voice, he was almost afraid to close them
about her. He felt a bit like Joseph with
the captain's wife clinging to him.
W hen he stared across her trim shoulders

and took in "the sumptuous Delilah float-

ing" toward him with his daughter's
countersign, "Poppa!" he was aghast at her
beauty. She was ungodly beautiful.

Long ago, when she had sung in the choir,

be had noted with alarm an almost indecent

fervor in her hymning. N'ow she had
learned to release all the fragrances and
allurements of her being like a Pandora's

box broken open.

And now he felt that he ought to avert

his gaze from her too lovely, too luscious

charm. He shut his eyes, instead, and drew
her into his bosom with one long arm, and
his wife with the other. And they heard
his hungrv, feasting heart groaning:

"I thank Thee, O God! Now lettest

Thou Thy servant depart in peace."

But neither the Lord nor his family

granted that prayer. His two children chat-

tered at once. Both seemed children to him.

His wife had turned time far back; she

looked fairer than he had ever known her:
and her traveling hat hid her gray-white
hair. Poor thing ! She had never known
till this year the rapture of being fashion-

able : had never dared, never understood
how. to look her best.

Hiding under his high chin. Mem begged
his forgiveness for all the heartaches she
had caused him. She wept on his white
bow tie. twisting a button cn his coat and
pouring out her regret for dragging his

wife away from him and causing them to

quarrel over her.

These tears, these gestures of pathos,

were endearing her to the multitudes, who
saw her half the time through the radiant

dimness for their own tears. Poor Doctor
Steddon had never a chance with her. His
own tears pattered down on her hat. The
blessed damozel "heard" his tears. They
would probably spot the crown.

Mem said that it was a crime for her to

have taken her mother on East and left him
alone, but he protested :

"D'vou suppose I wanted my little girl

traveling in those wicked cities all by her-

self?"

This gladdened Mem exquisitely. It

showed that, for all her wanton career, she

was still in her father's eyes an innocent

child who must be protected from the

world. Of course, it was, rather, the world
that needed to be protected from her. But
she would not disturb his sweet delusion.

He said he wished he might have gone
along and seen great cities he had never I

seen. All cities were Carcassoncs to him.

lie spoke of the anonymous benefactor, the I

conscience-stricken stranger who had sent

him money through Doctor Bretherick. But
he could not use that money for travel; it I
was for the church, and he sighed, "The
good man has forgotten to send thu last in- I
stallment as he promised."
Mem gave a start and had almost said: I

"I forgot all about it in the rush of leaving.

I'll give it to you now."
She checked herself so abruptly that she I

was not quite sure that she had not spoken, i
She seemed to hear the echo of her words.
Her father was called away for a moment

to speak to an old parishioner, and. Mem
said to her mother

:

"This is exactly what we call a 'situation' 4
in the business. The audience knows some- I
thing the principal actor doesn't know. If I
poppa had found out that 1 was the re-

morseful gentleman he'd have dropped
dead."
He came back with the parishioner, who!

had begged for the honor of an introduc- I
tion to his famous daughter. The old man
had once wished that she had died before
she went so wrong, but now he was plainly
very glad indeed that she had been spared. I
He fluttered like a hen whose duckling has |swum the pond and come back to the wing.
The parishioner moved on at last, leaving

embarrassment.
Doctor Steddon was afraid to ask his

daughter the details of her new life, lest

she should tell him. She .,, u ld not think
of much to say that would be certain not I
to shock him. The reunion was too bliss- I
ful to be risked.

At length, a very long length, the south-
bound train drew in and took them aboard.,
They wateched the landscape and indulged
in (lurries of small talk that rushed and
died like flaws of wind on the river. Now 1
it was the Mississippi that streamed south I
in a burly leisure, while the train flew
noisily.

CHAPTER XXXVIII
A ND finally Calverly came up along I

the track and stopped at the station
rhc place shocked Mem by its shabbi- I
ness and its pettiness. When she left it I
she had never seen a city and she was I
afraid of her home town. Now her I
eves were acquainted with the cyclopean 1
architecture of New York, the gardened

]mansions of Pasadena, and the maelstrom I

streets of Chicago.
Yet she was as shy before the crowds

that waited for her as they of her. The I
mayor had come down to give her wel-
come. He was as shabby as the sherifl
in a Western movie, but he was the vil- I
lage's best, and he used his largest words
in a little speech, as soon as he coulc
push through the mob of Steddon chil

dren that devoured Mem and theit

mother.
The manager of the Calverly Capitol

with its capacity of two hundred. brushc(
the mayor aside and claimed Mrs. Sted
don and his prize. He had a carriage
waiting for her, and a room at the hote
in case the parsonage was overcrowded

Doctor Steddon grew Isaian as he

st'S"ned back:
"My daughter stays in her own home!'.
This brought Mem snuggling to hi;

elbow, and from that sanctuary she

greeted her old Sunday-school teacher
several of the public-school teachers, ar

old negro janitor, a number of young mei^

and women who called her by her firsi

name.

Two or three of the girls had beer

belles of the town and she had lookee
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i them with awe for their beauty, their

ne clothes, and their fast reputations,

ow thev seemed startlingly dubby,
iwky, silly: and now the awe was theirs.

Mem noted that her own sisters were
ibbier, gawkier, sillier still — except
ladys, who had matured amazingly, and
whose eyes and mouth and ill-

irbished roundnesses Mem's experience
\v a terrifying latent voluptuousness and
capacity for fierce emotions.
The first resolve Mem made was to buy
;r sisters clothes worthy of them and
: her own high rank.

Just as she was stepping into a waiting
ltomobile Do^'t Bretherick came along,
tppened by with a very badly acted pre-
nse of surprise. Mem told him that

le wanted to come over and have him
ok at her throat. She coughed for con-
ction's sake and he warned her that
iere was a lot of flu goin' about.
The car moved off and she felt as if she
ere passing through a wooden toy town,
er father's church looked about to fall

irer. It was not half so big as she re-

embered it. and dismally in need of

lint.

And the home! Was it possible that

ie old fence was so near the porch, and
ie porch so small? Once it had beer,

grot of romantic gloom, deep and fatal

lough to bring about her damnation.
With a sudden stab she remembered
hvood Farnaby and the far-off girl that

p had loved too madly well in that
oonlit embrasure. How little and pit-

ul that Mem had been! There was a
ivish unimportance in her very fall, the
.bade of a marionette world. But Fl-

ood Farnaby was great by virtue of

s absence and his death. He was a hero
pw with Romeo and Leander and Abe-
rd and the other geniuses of passion
'hose shadows had grown gigantically
• ng. in the sunset of a tragic punishment
>r their ardors.
She stumbled as she mounted the steps,
id there was a misery in her breast,

hen the house opened its door and took
ier in, into its Lilliputi -

> hall and stair-

ay. She laid off her hat and gloves in

•ie parlor, with the dining room along-
de. It was like a caricature of homeli-
ess. Just such a set had been rejected
: the studio because it was a burlesque
n such a home.
Wonderment at the hallucinations of her
ourh and gratitude even for the disaster
lat had hurled her out of the jail filled

er heart. She never acted more desper-
:ely than in her mimicry of the emo-
ons of rapture at her coming home.
She insisted on helping to get the mid-
ay dinner. Gladys protested, but Mem
•as frantic for something to keep her
ands busy, and for little things to talk

bout, lest her dismay at the humbleness
f her beginnings insult the poor wretches
•ho had known no better.

Her mother was having a similar bat-

e, though the return was easier since
tie had never gone so far afield.

At the dinner table the old preacher's
umble grace for the bounty of the Lord
iddened Mem again. The poor old dear
ad suffered every hardship and known
othing of luxury, yet he was grateful for

bounty"!
After the table was cleared and the

ishes washed and put away. Mem es-

aped on the pretext of a visit to the
octor. She was wavlaid bv old friends
ii the walks and hailed from all the
orches. There was a little condescen-
ion in the manner of a few matrons and
few embittered belles, but Mem knew

noueh to take this as the unwitting trib-

te of envy.
She found Dr. and Mrs. Bretherick
aiting for her. The doctor got rid of
is wife and closed the door on Mem.
.hen he flung up his hands and cried:
"Well!"

He shook his shaggy poll and mumbled

She wanted to kneel at Elwood's mound and wor-
ship but she had a fear that she would start a
wonder that intuition would change to ugly sur-
mise.

a wide grin, and repeated half a dozen
Well's of varied meaning, before he ex-
claimed:

"Well, if I'm not a success as an au-
thor, manager, and perdoocer of A-l tal-

ent, show me one. Our little continuity
has certainly worked out bevond the
fondest dreams of author and star."

His star took less oride in it than he.

Somehow Mem drew humiliation from
the lowliness of her origin, instead of
pride. This room had seen her first

confession of guilt. In this room Elwood
Farnaby had made his last battle for life.

A horrifying thought came to Mem:
if he had not died, she would have be-
come his wife and the mother of his

premature child. She would have been
a laughing-stock, material for ugly whis-
pers about the village. And she would
have been the shabbiest of wives even
here. She would never have known fame
or ease or wealth.

"What a scenario it would make!" she
thought, in spite of her wrath against
herself for harboring such an infamous
thought.. But she could not deny her
mind to it. Suppose a storv were written
around her life: a girl in her plight has
a choice of two careers: in one her
lover lives, makes her the partner of his

humble obscurity and poverty, and she
becomes a shabby, life broken-down dowd

:

in the other her lover dies and she goes
on alone to wealth, beauty, and the

heights of splendor. Which would she

choose? The very hesitation was mur-
derous. Vet how would she choose"
Would she kill her lover or let him live,

a vampire to destroy her soul .'

She felt a compulsion to penance and
a humbling of herself at the grave of

her thwarted husband. She was afraid

to walk through the streets to the ceme-
tery, and she asked the doctor to drive

her thither in the little car he now af-

fected.

He consented and rose to lead the

way. She checked him and took out her

purse.
"I want to give vou the installment I

forent. of the conscience money. Please

get it to napa as soon as you can. And
here's a little extra."

The doctor took the bills with a curi-

ous smile. She seemed to feel his sar-

donic perplexity as she mused aloud
alone a well-thought path.

"If I hadn't been a fallen woman T

couldn't have saved papav church from
ruin. How do vou explain it? What's
the right and wrong of it all?"
The old doctor shook his head:
"I'm no longer fool enough, honey, to

try to explain anything that happens to
us here. I don't even wonder about
what's going to happen to us hereafter,
if anything. As for right and wrong

—

humph! I can't tell 'em apart. When
some terrible calamity comes, your fa-

ther says. 'It is God's will; he moves in

a mysterious way!' Well. I let it go at
that for good luck. too. I neither thank
nor blame Anybody for anything, and I

don't pray to Anybody to make it come
out the way I want it. According to one
line of thinking, your misstep was the
divine plan. According to another, good
can never come out of evil. Of course
we know it does, every day: and evil out
of good. The only folks who know
things know 'em because they think that
being pig headed is being knowing. It's

too much for the wise ones. So let's

let it alone and make the best of what
comes. We're only human, after all.

so let's be as human as we can, and I

guess that's about as divine as we'll ever
get Dofff Here."
He led her out to hi*- woeful little tin

wagon and they went larruping through
the streets, out into the cemetery. That
at least had increased in population and
some new monumeir brightened it, set

like paper weights to hold down poor
bodies that the wind might else blow
away.
A few mourners were moving about

planting flowers, clipping grass, lifting

away old scraps of paper, or just brood-
ing over what the earth had gathered
back unto itself. Thev looked up star-

tled and offended at the profaning clatter

of Doctor Bretherick's car.

Some of them Mem recognized. One
or two women, whose grief was so old
that it was almost comfortable, waved
to her. She had a sudden fear that if

she paused to kneel at Elwood's mound
and worship there she would start a won-
der that intuition would change to ugly
surmise. The scandal had died before
its birth, like the still-born child. It

would do Mem little harm, for she had
been the victim of much harsh talk and
was always under that cloud of suspicion
that envelops all stage people in the eyes
of the conventional.

But Elwood in his grave ought to be
spared from such a resurrection. The
tongues r : the busvbodies must not dig
him up and plav the ghoul with him.

In a panic of indecision as to her dutv.
she recognized old Mrs. Farnaby mourn-
ing by a little hillock. Swaying near her
was her husband, old Fall-down Farnaby.
still somehow capable of intoxication.

The doctor knew better than to pause at

all. and Mem's onlv rite of atonement
was a glance of remorseful agony cast

toward Elwood's resting place. It

showed her that the founder of her for-

tunes was honored only bv a wooden
headboard already warned and sidelong.

"One last favor." she mumbled to Doc-
tor Bretherick. "Get a decent tombstone
for the poor hov and let me nay for it."

"All right, honey." said the doctor.

Wid the car ipngled out of the gates again

into the secular road.
And that was that.

CHAPTER XXXIX

WHFX she reached home. Mem was
so beaten down and frustrated that

she begged permission to rest awhile in

bed for the night's ordeal. At the supper
table the younger children beset her with
questions. Gladys was particularly curi-

ous and searching in her inquiries.

Then came the hour of the theatergo-
ing. Nobody had dared to ask Doctor
Steddou if he would accompany his fam-
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ily. He had not made up his own mind.
He dared not.

The family tacitly assumed that his

conscience or his pride forbade him to

appear in the sink of iniquity he had so

often denounced.
The family bade him good-by and left

him, but had hardly reached the gate

when he came pounding after. He flung

his arms about Mem's shoulders and cast

off all his offices except that of a father,

chuckling: •

"Where my daughter goes is good
enough for me!"
He made almost more of a sensation

in the theater than Mem. There was ap-

plause and cheering and even a slow and
awkward rising to the feet until the whole
packed auditorium was erect and clamor-
ous.

Seats of honor were reserved for the

great star and the family that reflected

her effulgence. As soon as they were
seated the young woman who flailed the

piano began to batter the keys, and
Mem's latest picture began to flow down
the screen.
She could feel at her elbow the rigid

arm of her father undergoing martyrdom.
She felt it wince as her first close-up be-

gan to glow, her huge eyes pleading to

him in a glisten of superhuman tears.

The arm relaxed as he surrendered to

the wonder of her beauty. It tightened

again when danger threatened her, and
she could hear his sigh of relief when she

escaped one peril, his gasp as she en-

countered another.
He was like a child playing with his

first toy, hearing his first fairy story. He
was entranced. She heard him laugh with
a boyishness she had never associated
with him. She heard him blow his nose
with a blast that might have shaken a

wall in Jericho. A sneaking side glance
showed her that his eyes were dripping.

And when the applause broke out at the
finish of the picture, she heard his great
hands making the loudest thwacks of all.

This was heartbreaking bliss for her.

Then the manager appeared on the
narrow stage and spoke of the honor of

having with them the great star of whom
Calverly was so proud, and he took great
pleasure in interdoocing Miss Remember
Steddon, "America's sweetheart."
This stolen attribute embarrassed Mem

only a moment in the sea of embarrass-
ments that swallowed her. She hardly
knew how she reached the stage or what
happened there. Whatever she said, she
said to her father, staring down at him
as so often from the choir gallery. His
eyes were bright with a layman's ecstasy
in a child's glory.

She came down and made her way
slowly through a phalanx of friends with
outthrust fingers, snatching at the hem
of her fame, eager to be able to say, "I
shook hands with Remember Steddon
once."
The family rode home in state, the

children and the mother loud in comment,
the father silent. The old parson had to

think it all out. Once at home, he sent
the children up to bed and held Mem
and her mother with his glittering eye for

a long while before he delivered his ser-

mon. It was his nature to be forever
praying for forgiveness for something,
and now his very pride took the form of
contrition:

"My beloved wife and daughter, I

—

ahem, ahum! I want to plead for the for-

giveness of you both. I have been wrong
headed and stiff necked as so often, but
now I am humbled before you in spite of
all my pride. It has just come over me
that when God said, 'Let there be light,'

and there was light, he must have had in

mind this glorious instrument for por-
traying the wonders of his handiwork.
Our dear Redeemer used the parable for

his divine lessons, and it has come to me
that if he should walk the earth again to-

day he would use the motion pictures.

"You have builded better than you
knew, perhaps, my child—and now I ask

you to pardon me for being ashamed of

you when I should have been proud. You
were using the gifts that Heaven sent you
as Heaven meant you to use them. Your
eloquence is far greater than mine has

ever been. Never have I seen the beauty

of purity amid temptation so vividly

brought home.
"I would not presume to seem to criti-

cize you, my darling, but I implore you
to keep your heart and your art clean, not

only for your own precious sake, but for

the sake of the people whom you are help-

ing in their own struggles with tempta-

tion. -Your art is sacred and you can't,

you won't, sully it in your life. God for-

give me for my unbelief and send you
happiness and goodness and a long, long

usefulness in the path you have elected."

He rose and bent down to kiss Mem
on the brow. Then he escaped into his

study, leaving the two women to weep
in each other's arms with a joyous aban-
donment.
None of her father's thunderings against

wantonness, none of his chantings about

the divine delights of self-denial, ever

had such influence upon Mem's soul as

his meek surrender before her power as

an artist.

Nothing has ever made anybody want
to be good so much as the rewards, the

praise for having been good.

That night Mem knelt again by her old

bed and, on knees unaccustomed to

prayer, implored strength to keep her gift

like a chalice, a grail of holiness. She
woke with an early-morning resolve to

be the purest woman and the devoutest

artist that ever lived.

Other hours and other influences

brought other moods, but consecration

was her spirit now.
The next day she left the town with

all its blessings, no longer a scapegoat,

sin laden, limping into the wilderness, but

a missionary God-sped into the farthest

lands of the earth.

It seemed that all Calverly was there

to wring her hand and waft her saluta-

tions. The family was woebegone at los-

ing her— all but Gladys, who wore a

mysterious smile that puzzled them.

The conductor called, "All aboard!"
and hasty farewells were taken in clench

of hand and awkward kiss.

Mem ran to the rear platform and
waved and waved lengthening signals of

love to her dwindling family. She noted

the absence of Gladys and wondered at

it as she went to her drawing-room.
There she found the girl ensconced in

fairy triumph, smiling like a pretty

witch.

"What on earth are you doing here?"
Mem cried.

"Going to Los Angeles with you. I

may never be great like you, but I'm
going to have a mighty good time trying.

Can you blame me for running away
from that graveyard when I see what
came to. you?"
How could Mem blame her? How

could she fail to understand her and to

promise her help? All the world was
filled with runaway girls striking out for

freedom and for wealth and renown.
Mem's little sister was only another in

the multitude and she was so pretty, so
desirable, delectable, magnetic, that her
future looked all roses.

"I'm jealous of you," Mem said. "You'll
ruin my chances, you're so much better

looking, and—and—

"

"Oh, you!" Gladys laughed in dis-

claimer.

There were many questions to ex-
change and Mem soon learned that her

sister had flung off the chains that one <

two ardent lovers had tried to fastc

about her. She had substituted for tl

old saws the modern instances. She he
changed the old ditty to run, "The boy
left behind me." Gladys was not begii

ning her future with the dark gropir.

fearsomeness of Mem's. Mem had be<

like a pioneer who fights old Wildcrne-
and makes the path easy for the follov

ers.

When Mem, with a last faltering r

proach, asked her sister if she were wi'

to toss aside the devotion of a good ma
Gladys laughed.
"Let love wait! The men have kept 1

waiting for thousands of years, till th(

were ready. Now let them wait for us

There was no gainsaying this. It hi

been Mem's own feeling when she le

Los Angeles and her lovers there.

Consternation must be rife at home
Calverly where Glady's elopement w;

doubtless realized by now, but the

would be more consternation in the hear

of countless men when the fascinatioi

of the Steddon sisters should shine upt

them from the silver sheet.

Mem resolved to save her sister fro

the anguishes she had known in her ow
pilgrimage. She felt already a veter;

and a guide with a diploma from the cc

lege of life. Her first thought had bc<

a remorseful feeling that she had n

only gone wrong, but had led her ow
sister astray, as well. Now she felt th

she had led her sister out of the dai

into the light.

She had been somehow rescued fro

oblivion into the higher opportunity
She would make her name famous at

keep it. If she ever got a husband si

would still keep her name and not u

his, except for the sweet purposes
domesticity.

Life had not plucked her to fling aw;

or merely to adorn the buttonhole
some lover. Life had transplanted h

into a garden where the choicest flowe,

bloomed. She would make herself tl

rosiest rose that she could. She wou
yearn upward toward the sun and spre;

the incense of her soul as far as the win<

of the. world would carry it. And wh<

she died she would leave her name ai

her face in immortal pictures of deathle

motion.
She had sinned—indeed, her life h;

been redeemed from nullity through h

sin at home. She would sin again—

b

then everybody sinned again and agai

But she would make atonement by ente

tainment, purging her soul, not by hidir

in the wilderness, but by shining like

little sun around the world, blessing tl

world with sympathy and the nobility

tears shed for another's sorrows.
Let love wait, then, till she had mac

the best of herself. And then let love n

demand that she bow her head at

shrivel in his shadow; but let him bloo

his best alongside.

She wondered who that fellow of h

destiny would be—Tom Holby, maybe-

Austin Boas, or still another perhaps; i

others, perhaps, including him! or then

In any case he (or they) had better b

have and play fair! As for being

mother, let that wait, too. She was goir

to mother the multitudes and tell the

stories to soothe them.
There was far more in this dream thi

vanity, far more than selfishness. Tl

hope of the world lay therein, for tl

world can never advance farther than i

women.
She had a soul to sell and it was a

her own, and she was going to marke

The dawn was hers for conquest. Mai

kind was her lover and her beloved. Th;

one-man passion called love could tan

until at least the late forenoon.
_

THE END
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THEATRE CONSTRUCTION
AND EQUIPMENT

Coordinating Light and Music
Possibilities for Development in the Application of Colored

Lighting and M usic Pointed Out by A. L. Powell.

Edison Lamp orKs

New Projects

Tacoma, Wash.—John Hamrick is con-
structing a $20,000 theatre here. It will

be known as the Proctor Street Blue
Mouse. Plans were prepared by Archi-
tect Fitzherbert Leather. It will seat

600.
*

Berwyn, I1L—A store, office and thea-

ter building to cost $500,000 will be erec-

ted in Berwyn. Ben Berasek, real estate

operator, together with S. J. Gregory of
Gregory Theatrical Company of Ham-
mond, Ind., are interested in the project.

The theatre will seat 3,000 and work
start May 15. Plans have been prepared
by Architect E. P. Rupert, 6951 Green
street. Chicago.

Cedar Rapids, la.—A new theatre wili

be erected in Cedar Rapids at 856 Fifth
avenue according to Tony Pusateri. Plans
are in the hand of the city council for
approval.

*

Milwaukee, Wis.—Plans for the $200.-

000 Modjeska theatre for Saxe Amuse-
ment company to be erected at Seventh
avenue and Mitchell street have been
approved by the building commissioner.

*

Jasper, Ala.—Construction has been
started here on a theatre to cost $35,000
by Joe and John Johnson.

*

South Bend, Ind.—The Lyric theatre
here is being razed. George Reizner.
of Raymond, owner of the present struc-
ture will erect in its place a new and
modern theatre.

*

San Francisco, CaL—Alexander Pant-
ages has announced his intention of build-

I
ing a big theatre in this city, which he
will make his headquarters.

*

Aberdeen, Wash.—Edward Dolan and
W. G. Ripley will erect a store and thea-
tre building here on Wishkah street be-
tween Broadway and 1 street.

*

Niles, CaL—Charles E. Peterson of
San Francisco, has purchased the Rex
theatre here which he will remodel and
enlarge to accommodate 600.

*

Red Oak, la.—Charles Callahan and
Ted Samuelson will erect a $20,000 thea-
tre here. Plans have been prepared by
James Webster, 520 Paxton Building.
Omaha, Iowa.

*

Boston, Mass.—Plans have completed
by Architects Mowell & Rand, 21 School
street, Boston for a theatre to be erected
at Bedford, Mass., which will cost ap-
proximatelly $300,000.

*

Elkhart, Ind.—H. E. Lerner, manager
of Buckler theatre has announced that a
new theatre will be erected in Elkhart.
Plans are being prepared by K. M. Vitz-
thum. 600 North Michigan avenue, Chi-
cago.

*

Indiana, Pa.—A new theatre will be
erected here by W. P. McCarthy, Jeffer-
son theatre, Punxsutawney, Pa. Draw-
ings are being made by E. Lempert.
Cutler building, Rochester, X. Y., for
structure to cost about $120,000.

ONE of the most interesting phases
of the application of colored light is

in connection with music. It is a fascin-

ating subject to the experimenter, be he
scientist, decorator or musician. To all

~

intents and purposes, it offers a virgin
field for constructive effort and the mo-
tion picture theatres constitute a huge
laboratory extending from coast to coast.

To obtain results, one must have ap-
paratus with which to conduct experi-
ments and fortunately we have them:
huge symphony orchestras under the di-

rection of capable, sincere, progressive
conductors, adequate capacity in electric

current to supply the necessary light,

flexible control of switching apparatus,
electrical men with ingenuity in the han-
dling of light, and audiences, varied in

character, as subjects. Surely one could
not ask for a better set of conditions.

* * *

It is not strange that the coordination
or joining of light and music has not
been developed to a greater degree.
Broadly speaking, appreciation of music
itself is comparatively modern and it was
only in the last few years that adequate
means of controlling and changing or
modifying the light have been available.
The future looks very bright. Within
the last decade, several very creditable
attempts have been made to combine light

and music and more and more investi-
gators are interesting themselves in the
subject. Individually, one can accom-
plish very little, but as pointed out above,
when the Motion Picture Theatres with
their trained organizations take up the
matter actively, the art should advance
by leaps and bounds.
There are several fundamental features

which work for the success or failure

of the endeavor and these must be borne
in mind. It is well, therefore, to stop
and study the question before attempting
to enter into the details. The first ques-
tion which comes up is, "How will the
light affect our emotions?" Primarily
through association. We associate green,
for example, with the quiet restful wood
or meadow, yellow with the warm sun.
red with fire, danger, war and carnage,
blue with the calm sea and sky. In
addition to these associated attributes or
qualities, experience and experiments
have proven that color has a direct effect

on our nerves and emotions. Reds are
exciting, yellows, stimulating and buoyant,
greens, quieting and calming, blues and
violets often make us depressed and sub-
dued. Bearing these points in mind, it

is well to digress slightly.

Light is similar to sound (music) in

more ways than most of us realize. One
is received by the eye. and the other by
the ear and then conveyed by nerves to
our brain where we get the impression.
Both light and sound are produced by
vibrations. A deep tone is produced by
a slowly moving wave or vibration, a
high pitch by a much quicker move-
ment. We have a so-called octave of
sound, c, d, e, f. g. a, b. c, and what

might be termed an octave of light, red,

orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo and
violet—the red vibrating much less rap-
idly than the violet. Due to this simi-

larity, some experimenters have made the
mistake, the writer believes, of attempt-
ing to assign tonal values to the colors

of the spectrum, just as though they
were to play a scale in colors, or write
a score for color as they would for sound.
As a somewhat exaggerated illustration

of the point we are trying to bring out,

an experimenter might try to write a

color score for "America" (My Country,
'Tis of Thee). His music would read
c, c, d, b, c, d, e, e, etc.. his light score
might read, yellow, yellow, green, or-

ange, yellow, green, blue, blue, etc.

It is obvious that attempting to follow

any such practice as this would lead us
nowhere and that we would have a mean-
ingless, unintelligible result. We must
have our tie-in between the two senses

—

hearing and sight—based on the associa-

tion element. We must study how both
light and sound affect our feelings. Real-
izing this, it is evident that rather than
an individual note having a correspond-
ing light to accompany it, a group of

notes, that is a mood or theme of the

composition, or even a whole section,

will have a much more definitely associ-

ated color. For example, one would nat-

urally associate green with a pastoral

bit, red with martial music, vivid yellow
with the bright, sprightly dance, blue
with moonlight, blue-green with the bar-
carolle and so on.

The next point to be kept in mind is

the method of applying color. The first

extensive attempt made in America along
this was at Carnegie Hall, four or five

years ago. The Russian composer Scria-

bine had prepared the score of a number,
with color accompaniment (Poem of

Fire, Prometheus). One instrument of

his orchestra was what he termed '"tastiera

per luce" (light keyboard). This was a

box about five feet square with a white
background on which colored light could
be thrown and varied in intensity and
tone (color). He wrote a score for this

device and introduced it at will, as he
would a part for the woodwinds or brass.

Sometimes, one color would be visible for

quite a period, then there would be a
rapid variation of tint. The box which
he used was so small that the effect was
lost at the rear of the hall. The effect of

the color was lost in competition with the

huge orchestra.
* * *

We see by reflected light and to get

the maximum impression of color, there

must be a relatively large light colored
area on which tinted light can be thrown.
One way of accomplishing the desired
end would be to flood the entire auditor-

ium with tinted light, so that one "feels"

the atmosphere. This can be accom-
plished by the use of concealed lamps in

inverted reflectors placed in a cornice for

indirect lighting. Again, the curtain and
draperies at the front of the house might
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be of a light neutral tint and colored
light from concealed sources thrown on
this, or the orchestra itself could be
clothed in white suits and beams of
colored light projected on this area. Suit-

able connections of circuits of the three
primary colors, red. green and blue, with
dimming devices will permit the use of

any combination or mixture desired.

Having the means at hand to get color

effects on a large scale, it will be up to

the musician to cp-operate with the man
who has observed the effect of color on
our emotions (the psychologist or artist)

and with the man who knows how to

produce the lighting effects (the elec-

trician or engineer). The musician will

outline to the psychologist the impression
which the music is supposed to create.

The latter will determine what color is

most likely to be associated with this

emotion and the engineer will see that

the right color is available at the' proper
time.

One can visualize the time when suffi-

cient information has been obtained from
experiments to lay dow: n certain definite

fundamental rules and then still further

to the time when these effects will be ap-
preciated by the general public. This
will not be a difficult matter, for most
of us are affected by music.

* "* *

We are stirred at the sound of the

military band, the soft soothing strains

of the Humoresquc or Kamennoi-Ostrow
rest us and quiet the nerves, while the

modern jazz tune has still another ef-

fect. Some of us experience the whole
gamut of human emotions, listening to

the wonderfully descriptive music of Mas-
sennett, Puccini or Wagner. Particular
phrases promote sorrow or joy. depress

or exuberate us. Light has a similar

effect, the colorings of nature as ex-

pressed in sunrise or sunset give one
a thrill, the cool, restful green of the
wood has its effect, while the chang-
ing blues and white caps of the sea also
produce an impression. Certainly these
can be combined.

Jn many of the larger motion picture
houses, it is a regular practice to vary
the lighting while the orchestra plays
the prelude or special numbers. Obser-
vations indicate that while some of the
effects obtained are excellent, at times
there is apparently little connection be-
tween the music and the lighting. Even
though the lighting is most artistic, it

should most certainly be in harmony with
the music. Careful forethought along the
lines suggested should produce the de-
sired result.

It is going somewhat out of the prov-
ince of this article to lay down detailed
programs for various selections. Then-
are certain descriptive numbers which
are particularly susceptible to color treat-

r ment, for example. Wagner's "Ride of
the Valkyries," "Siegfried's Funeral
March." "Good Friday Spell," Tschai-
kowsky's "Marche Slav," "Overture
1H12," Kimsky-Korsakow's "Schehera-
zade." "Sadko," "Ballet Music from
M'lade." Rachmaninoff's "Island of the
Dead," Rossini's Overture "William Tell,"
You Suppe's Overtures, and so on.

* * *

The numerous themes offer great possi-
bilities for changing colors. Flashes of
one color can be superimposed on an-
other. A shrill, piercing note can be
accentuated by a brilliant, momentarily
exposed light. At times, the change from
one color to another will take place grad-
ually, at other parts abruptly.
Wo can all look hopefully to the fu-

ture for great advances in combining the
arts of music and light.

PROJECTION HINTS

MOTION PICTURES SELL GOODS
Alert manufacturers have found that motion pictures put over sales where
other methods fail.

We are equipped to create industrial motion pictures fiom the scenario to

the finished film.

The quality of our photography has been for years the standard of the

motion picture trade.

Let us explain how your product could be advertised in motion pictures.

NEGATIVES STORED FREE
Write for full particulars

Developing
Printing
Tinting
Toning
Editing
Titling

Ordinary film reduced to American Stand-
ard Safety Size.

(Absolutely fireproof film passed by all

fire underwriters.)

We have a film printing capacity of one
million feet weekly.

AMERICAN FILM CO., Inc.

Laboratories

6227 Broadway, Chicago, 111.

and

London, England
SAMUEL S. HUTCHINSON, Pre..

American 10 Points

QUALITY. Print, known for bril-

liancy and clearness. Expert staff

trained bjr year, of exrerience, as-

urc. highc.t quality print, obtainable.

REPUTATION. Gained in 10 year,
of experience.

RESPONSIBILITY. A concern of
strong financial standing.

LOCATION. In the proper geo-
graphical location, assuring quick
delivery anywhere.
EQUIPMENT. All of the most
modern obtainable.

CLEANLINESS. Within two blocks
of Lake Michigan. Away from dirt

and du6t.

7. SAFETY. Plant approved by both
city of Chicago and Board of Fire
Underwriters.

8. PROMPTNESS. Accustomed to
serve exacting requirements

9 PRICES. Reasonable and com-
petitive.

10. GUARANTEES. Write for our
unique guarantee of quality work.

By Wesley Trout

A great many projectionists do not
seem to understand the working principles
of a transformer that is used on the pro-
jection arc circuit.

A transformer is a device for changing
the voltage and current of an alternating
current circuit. All transformers are
spoken of as Step-up and Step-down
transformers. It is the stcp-dewn trans-
former that is used for the projection arc.
Step-down transformers are known un-
der the following headings: Inductors,
Economizers, Compenarcs, etc.
There are three essential parts to a

transformer; two copper coils known as
the primary and the secondary, and a
laminated iron core. The core of the
transformer is made up of a number of
thin sheets of annealing iron; these sheets
are very thin, generally running to one-
hundredth part of an inch in thickness.
Each of these sheets is given a coat on
insulating compound. These sheets are
then build one upon the other in the form
of a hollow square till a core large enough
is obtained. The sheets are then clamped
together and then they are insulated with
mica so that the two copper coils may
be wound around the core without the
copper coils coming in contact with the
core.

* * »

The pressure induced in the secondary
coil depends on the ratio between the
number of turns in the primary and the
secondary coils. Let us suppose that the
primary coil lias 50 turns of copper wire
and the secondary 5 turns, there would
be a transformation ratio of 10 to 1, so
if the primary coil was supplied with cur-
rent at a pressure of about 500 volts, the
pressure in the secondary coil would be
one-tenth of this.

There are two form of losses in all

transpormers. the iron or core loss and
the copper loss. These losses total about
10 per cent. The core losses are going
on as long as the switch on the line side

of the transformer is closed; in other
words, while the transformer is carrying
a no-load current. It is best to have a
switch between the line and the trans-
former so that you can close off all the
current before it reaches the transformer
when the arc lamp is not being used.
This applies to any kind of transforming
device that is being used to reduce the

current for the alternating current arc.

Be sure that the primary coil (always
marked "line") is connected to the source
of supply; also that you use the correct
size fuses on your line. Never overload
your transformer at any time. Never use
any resistance device in series with a

transformer and be certain that all con-
nections arc clean and tight. All the

connections and terminals of the trans-

former should be covered with tape. Keep
the transformer away from a metal wall.

Before connecting up a transformer you
want to be sure that the voltage and
the cycles marked on the transformer cor-

respond with the supply voltage and
cycles. This is very important matter.

Don't connect same if voltage or cycles

is higher or lower.
If you have sheet iron walls, place the

transformer at least 12 inches away from
same or there will be a humming noise.

Thirty ampere fuses for the line are large

enough for 110 volts and 15 ampere fuses

for 220 volt line. Keep projection arc

short, not over 1/32 inch apart. Feed

the carbons often and a little at the time.

Don't "freeze" vour carbon.
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ChicagoTradeEvents
Several Million to Be
Spent in New Houses

Number of Theatres Planned
and Others Now Being

Built in Chicago

Theatre construction, like increased

production, is one of the industry's

weather vanes.

Judging from the houses contemplated
or now under construction in Chicago and
vicinity exhibitors who are old hands at

the business see prosperity ahead.
These houses, when completed, will

represent an expenditure of several mil-

lion dollars, the cost of one of the the-

atres being a million and a half.

National Plans House

National Theatres Company will erect

a house at 79th and Halsted, John Eber-
son is the archcitect.

Lubliner & Trinz plan a new house at

Lincoln, Ashland and Belmont. The
architect's figures place the cost of this

structure at $1,500,000.

Fitzpatrick & McElroy will erect a
showhouse at 63rd and Kedzie. New-
house & Bernham are the architects for

this theatre.

A $750,000 theatre is planned for Lin-
coln, Robey and Belle Plaine. James Den-
son and Samuel Oman are the architects.

New Theatres for N. S.

At Sheridan and Montrose a combina-
tion office building and theatre will be
erected for Oscar Brackman of Milwau-
kee. Rapp & Rapp are the architects.

George L. Brunhild is planning a new
theatre for 69C6 North Clark street, New-
house is the architect.

Berwyn is to have a new half million

dollar cinema palace. S. J. Gregory of
Hammond and Ben Bernasek are inter-

ested in the project. The house will seat
3,000. E. P. Rupert is the architect.

National Moves to Larger
Offices as Service Step

National Screen Service, which has been
established in Chicago only six months,
has moved to larger quarters at 845 South
Wabash avenue. The company announces
that a model exchange will be operated
to furnish trailer service direct to the ex-
hibitors in the Middle West.
Plans have been made for emergency

service on special announcements.

Rorig Closes Orpheum

;

Elgin House May Reopen
H. P. Rorig, who is quitting the theat-

rical business because of ill health, has
closed his Orpheum theatre in Elgin. Mr.
Rorig and his son have operated the
house for twelve years.
There are indications that the theatre

will reopen within a short time, negotia-
tions now being under way for the pur-
chase of the fixtures and equipment.

A. J. Moeller in Chicago
A. J. Moeller, general manager of the

M. P. T. O. A., is in Chicago where he
will make his headquarters until after the
national convention. He is assisting the
local management in furthering the in-
terests of the Palace of Progress.

John J. Jones, eldest son of Aaron J.

Jones, president of the firm of Jones,
Linick & Schaefer, who was made sec-

ond vice-president of "J. L. & S." last

week. John learned the business from
the ground up starting as usher at the

Rialto theatre. He is now in charge of

booking films and acts for the theatres in

the J. L. & S. chain.

Entertainment Galore
Planned for Conclave

Committee Busy Arranging
Details of Convention

Program
"All work and no play makes Johnnie

a dull boy."
The entertainment committee of the

Illinois Motion Picture Theatre Owners
is keeping that adage in mind as its mem-
bers plan for the recess periods during
the national convention in Chicago this

month.
Reynolds Names Committee

President Glen Reynolds of the Illinois

Motion Picture Theatre Owners, at an in-

formal meeting last week, named the fol-

lowing entertainment committee:
Joseph Hopp. Ben Berve, M. Seigel,

John Silha and Louis Frank.
A majority of these men are past mas-

ters in convention activities and it is ex-

pected that they will have many surprises

for the visiting theatre men.
Suggestions Are Welcomed

Chicago offers many entertainment pos-
sibilities and it is not expected that these
men will overlook any bet.

Any ideas will be graciously received
by the committee from any of their

brother members of the league. If you
have suggestions to make, get in touch
with a member of the committee or leave

them with William J. Sweeney, in charge
of the local headquarters of the associa-

tion.

Kane Plays Golf
Arthur S. Kane, president of Associ-

ated Exhibitors, was a Chicago visitor on
Friday, May 4. and during his brief stay
took Nate Ascher on for a game of golf.

He left Friday night for the Coast.

Indiana Musician Gets
Balaban & Katz Prize

Award Made to Further the

Interests of American
Composers

Balaban & Katz, to further the inter-

ests of American composers, have just
awarded a prize of $1,000 to P. Marinus
Paulsen, conductor of the Indianapolis
Symphony Orchestra, for the best origi-

nal symphonic composition written by an
American musician.

Submit Ninety Selections

The winning piece was one of five se-

lected from ninety compositions sub-
mitted. "Four Oriental Sketches" is the
title of the winning composition which
was played at Sunday's symphony con-
cert at the Chicago theatre, with the com-
poser directing the orchestra.
The other four selections, while win-

ning no awards for their composers, will

be played at the Sunday concerts during
next season.

Choice of Music Critics

Preliminary eliminations were made
under the direction of Nathaniel Finston,
musical director of the Balaban & Katz
houses, Richard Hageman and Adolf
Weidig.

Final judgment was left to the musical
critics of the Chicago newspapers, repre-
sentatives of the musical weeklies, Adolf
Weidig, Felix Borowski and Mr. Fin-
ston.

North Chicago to Have
$35,000 Theatre Soon

North Chicago is to have a new motion
picture theatre. Plans have been com-
pleted and ground was broken this week
for a $35,000 structure at the corner of
Seventeenth street and Sheridan Road,
which is to be modern in every respect.
Bernard Guerin, 675 Lenox ave., Wau-

kegan, is to build the new theatre and it

will be leased to A. L. Childers and J. R.
Dromey of Chicago. Mr. Childers is well
known in theatre circles and will act as
house manager. Mr. Dromey, who is

office manager for Film Booking Offices.

Chicago exchange, will book the new
house.

Orphans Given a Treat
An unusual treat was given the or-

phans of the various Chicago Homes for

Friendless on Wednesday, May 9, when
the Universal exchange arranged a spe-
cial showing of "Hunting Big Game in

Africa" at the Auditorium theatre, and
had all the children in to see the H. A.
Snow pictures. The Ford Motor Com-
pany furnished 1.000 new Fords with
chauffeurs to bring the youngsters to the
theatre and take them home again.

Theatres Close
Barbee's Loop theatre on Monroe street

suspended operations on Sunday, April
29, and the Star theatre on Madison street

closed last week, to make way for a large

hotel. William B. Barbee was president
of the Barbee company and conducted the
theatre which bears his name. The Star
was leased to Jones, Linick & Schaefer.
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CHICAGO PERSONALITIES
j

By J. R. M. t

JDARSIE LLOYD, Harold Lloyd's

father, and vice-president and treas-

• urer of trie comedian's company,

called on H. O. Martin, manager of Pathe

exchange Saturday. Mr. Lloyd was en

route to the South.
* * *

Jake Cooper is up and about again after

a serious illness.
* * *

Frank Ishmael, the cowboy film sales-

man of the Metro forces, has taken up polo

and every bright morning can De seen

galloping over the links or whatever they

call a polo course at the North Shore Polo

grounds, a swatting a ball with a long

handled mallet.
* * *

Henry Trinz, of the Madison Square

theatre, has taken over the Windsor theatre,

at Clark and Division sts. This is the house

that belongs in the Popp estate, the banker

who recently committed suicide.

* * *

Ralph Simmons advises us that "Down
to the Sea in Ships" opens at the Roosevelt

theatre, July 29th, for a four weeks' en-

gagement.
* * *

L. A. Getzer, former Hodkinson man-

ager at Cleveland, has succeeded Harry

Melcher at Omaha.
* * *

G. H. Dumono is the new Warner Bros,

representative in Chicago. He will be

located permanently at the Associated First

National Exchange.
* * *

Wabash, 4119 is the new telephone num-
ber of the Film Board of Trade, whose
offices are in the Standard Oil building. 910

So. Michigan ave. The delay in handling

claims by the Board has been due to mov-
ing the new headquarters. Secretary J. D.

Abrams advises.
* * *

Harry Lutz has purchased the Lawndale
theatre from Louis Bloom.

* * *

All Balaban & Katz houses are now play-

ing the International News reels.
* * *

Joe Hopp had as an attraction at the Fort
Armstrong theatre, Rock Island, the entire

"Tip-Top" show with. Fred Stone, the Six
Brown Brothers and * all the girlies, last

Wednesday night. The company played to

capacity at $3.30 top.
* * *

Abe Gumbiner was doing so much busi-

ness at his Bryn Mawr theatre last week
with "Robin Hood" he burst the ticket box,

and customers had to wade through chopped
up tickets to get into the house.

* * *

Dan Rowe, booker at the Paramount ex-
change, is passing out the cigars. It's a girl

and she will be known at Patricia Joan
Rowe.

* * *

Joe Wolf, Paramount salesman in the

Illinois territory, has been transferred to

New Jersey where he will be under Milton
Kusell. Harry O'Brien former city sales-

man, succeeds Mr. Wolf.
* * *

Bill Washburn, another well known
Paramounter, was married last Thursday

to a Davenport, la., miss. Mr. Washburn
will hereafter handle sales in the city, suc-

ceeding Harry O'Brien.
* * *

M. H. Levy, former manager of the

Charlotte, N. C. exchange of Fox has been
transferred to Kansas City.

» * *

Edward Collins is the new assistant

manager of the Chicago Fox exchange,
coming here from New York city. Matt
Cavanaugh it is rumored will go to St.

Louis.
* * *

Joseph S. Mi Henry, former Chicago boy
and for a number of years connected with

The Herald, will be sent around the world
for the Fox company as special representa-

tive it is announced.
* * *

The Orchard theatre, at 659 West North
ave. has been added to the I. Gumbiner
chain of houses, the Ideal, Banner and
Lincoln.

* » *

The base ball enthusiasts of Film Row
are in intensive training every day and some
good ball is promised this summer.

* * *

Jack Schwartz is now covering the

Northern Illinois territory for First Na-
tional in a new Hup sedan.

» * *

C. E. Bond, manager First National ex-

change, is burning Dp the boulevards these

days with his new Hudson coach.

The First National country force is now

MRS. WALLACE REID and Bessie
Love in a scene from "Human Wreck-
age," the anti-narcotic film which F. B.

O. is handling.

motorized 100%. Phil Dunas having ac-
quired a Chevrolet business coupe.

* * *

W. Rosenfield, of the firm of Rosen-
field & Hopp of the Fort Armstrong theatre,

Rock Island, has resigned from the presi-

dency of the company. Mr. Rosenfield was
recently elected mayor of Rock Island.

C harles Rosenfield succeeds his brother.

* * *

J. M. Jacobs, First National salesman,
has a new Jackson car with a fancy top,

German silver trimmings and everything.
* * *

The new Crystal theatre, a 500-seat house
at Antioch, 111., has been opened. P. E.
Chinn is manager.

» * »

Max Fichenberc of the Langley theatre,

G3rd street, has bought an interest in the
Capitol theatre, 4812 N. Kedzie ave., for-

merly held by Max Schwartz.
* * *

Lee Woodyatt is now knocking 'em dead
with his new Chevrolet coupe rounding up
the contracts for Greiver Productions in

the key cities.
* * *

Bill Brumberg, of First National, and
Sol Bracen of Educational, are all set to

"ride the buck" Friday night. Film row
will be out en masse 'tis said. Beware of
William Weinshenker, boys.

* * »

Maurice Gotshaw, the Greiver Produc-
tions salesman, has a flivver. He can't

drive it as yet and has a chauffeur to do
the dirty work.

* * *

Lipton Astrachan, Universal salesman,
is nursing a broken finger, the result of get-

ting sassy with his flivver.

* * *

Bruce Gotshaw of the Lowe theatre,

Milwaukee ave. has taken over the booking
of the Schindler theatre.

* * *

Morris Hellman, president of Rcclcraff
Film Exchange, added three sales men to

his staff this week. They are Louis Ruben,
who will handle Southern Illniois, Max
Pashkow, North side city sales and Milton
F. Cohen, northern Illinois territory.

* * *

A regular epidemic of new cars struck

the Associated Exhibitors Chicago branch
this week. Harry Willard, manager, has

a new Cunningham, Ray Morfa is driving a
new Hudson and Henri Ellman is sporting

a sport model Kissel.

Guests See Films
The LaSalle Hotel, Chicago, is giving

complimentary film entertainments every
Sunday afternoon in its grand ball room,
for the hotel's guests and friends. Last
Sunday "The Bright Shawl," a First Na-
tional picture starring Richard Barthel-

mess and Dorothy Gish, was the attrac-

tion, along with Buster Keaton's comedy,
"The Balloonist." The Fiegen Quintet
furnished an appropriate musical pro-

gram with the pictures.

Warners in Chicago
Harry Warner of Warner Bros, passed

through Chicago en route to Los Angeles
last week, paying the local First National

exchange a visit. Sam Warner, who ac-

companied him to Chicago, returned to

Detroit.

< ( A VAILABLE ATTRACTIONS," giving picture data not included to date in THE BOX OFFICE
RECORD, appeared in the May 12th HERALD and will be amplified in an early issue



ntaining First Issue of "Better Theatres"

For Current Showing/
Marshall Neilan's

THE STRANGERS' BANQUET
A powerful drama of the Pacific

shipyards

Sir Hall Caine's
THE CHRISTIAN

An event in motion pictures'

Rupert Hughes'
SOLLS FOR

|
SALE

The drama of Hollyicood revealed! ^

A Distinctive Picture
BACKBONE

From the thrilling Satevepost story

Hugo Ballin's
VANITY FAIR

Thackeray's immortal loce story

R. A. Walsh's
LOST AND FOUND

With House Peters, Pauline Starke,
Antonio Moreno

John Barrymore in

SHERLOCK HOLMES
With a Topnotch Cast of Stars!

Rupert Hughes'
LOOK YOUR BEST
A fun fest for the family

E. Mason Hopper's
BROTHERS UNDER THE SKIN

The joys and battles of married life!

Frank Lloyd's
THE SIN FLOOD

A throbbing drama of Loce

Lon Chaney in

A BLIND BARGAIN
An amazing my s tery drama

Pola Negri in

MAD LOVE
The daring story of an adventuress

Rupert Hughes'
REMEMBRANCE

The story of American home life

Rupert Hughes'
GIMME

-4 Comedy-drama of domestic blis.

A Distinctive Picture
THE RAGGED EDGE
Watch for the announcement!

Allen Holubar's
BROKEN CHAINS
A drama of the West

E. Mason Hopper's
HUNGRY HEARTS
A Great Epic of Humanity

J. Parker Read Jr.'s

THE LAST MOMENT
A thrill story of the high seas

Goldwyn Big Things J

,-f n

II
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A Rising Young Man Named Hear t

A Straight from the Shoulder Talk

by Carl Laemmle , President of the

Universal Pictures Corporation

It is easy to see why the International News Reel is far and away the b st

in the world.

It is easy to see why it is next to impossible for any other news reel to k $
up with it.

The answer is told in two words Hearst Organization.

Now you may not agree with Hearst in some of his public policies, noil

his politics, but whether you do or do not, you must admit that he is ont)i

the busiest and most tireless organizers in the whole business world.

Northcliffe, though one of the greatest publishers in the world, never e^l

attempted such a world-wide organizing job as Hearst has been tackling succ*
fully during the past few years.

Hearst owns and controls so many newspapers that he can hardly walk do rn

Main street in any large city without bumping into Hearst editors, Hearst e-

porters, Hearst artists, Hearst cartoonists, Hearst news experts.

Hearst has so many magazines that he keeps armies of paper mills world

to a pulp to supply him with raw materials on which to print his periodicals.

Some of his publishing efforts were raw at first. Some of them lost forties.

But he never quit organizing. He gathered the best brains and the best talit

from the four corners of the earth and he organized, organized, organized thai

into highly efficient working units.

So it was only natural that when he jumped into the moving picture ba-

ness, his first thought was to organize the business of making news reels. He as

an abiding faith in' the idea that if you add brains to money the result is resits.

He dumped brains and money into the business of organizing news reels.

The International News Reel is the result. It is a moving picture digesof

the thousands of brains that work for Hearst news-brains, brains that knw
what the people want and how they want it.

Any theatre not showing the International News Reel is losing the dhct

benefit of the most highly organized news gathering outfit in the history of ie

world's affairs. Why take a second or third best when you can get the In I

national?

This Hearst chap is a rising young man.
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Oiihut kT. Kane presents

*
THE

GIRL I LOVED
03 c/ James Wh itcomb Hiley

Direction byjoJSph Ds CjlVJifC

Here is the Hot- Weather
Picture You We Looking For

Are you ready for the hot days and

nights? The summer season when your

customers begin to lag—when you need

something new and especially appealing

to keep your box-office receipts from
slumping?

Charles Ray's Greatest

Feature, "The Girl I Loved,"
Has everything in it to draw any kind of

audience in any kind of weather. It is a

picture that appeals essentially to your
women patrons, but also pulls strong for

their husbands, brothers, sweethearts.

A Tremendous Love Story

With the Star at His Best
"The Girl I Loved" is full of romance that

strikes home hard to the young as well as

the middle-aged and their elders. And
there is quaint humor, most thrilling ad-
venture and action that startles.

A Picture That Will Draw;
Wins Women Everywhere
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Ten ReasonsWhy I Show
(paramount(pictures

An absolutely unsolicited testimonial from
a successful, livewire exhibitorwho has been
showing Paramount Pictures for eight years

UNIQUE THEATRE
Bricelyn, Minn.

Famous PlayersLasky Corp.
Gentlemen

:

Why do I play PARAMOUNT PICTURES?
1—Because I think they make the best picture*.

2—The name PARAMOUNT on a picture means more than any other name con-

nected with the business.

3—Their national system of advertising, places their product before my people, even
though I live in a TANK town.

4—They treat me as near right as any film company, as I guess it is as near per-

fection as showmen are entitled to receive.

6—On account of their having a large output of pictures, by the time I can afford

to run their stuff, they have been tried "on the dog" and I can get pictures

which have pleased many, many audiences, while if I buy from a small concern,

state rights, etc., I would have to play what they have, regardless of merit.

6—During eight years as an exhibitor, PARAMOUNT film has been sent to me
in better physical condition than the others generally furnish theirs. Also it is

sent in ample time so I need have no worries about the film being on hand.

7—Their traveling representative has always done his best to help me with prob-

lems, and assisted me in picking out features which have pleased throughout the

territory, and should do the same with my people.

8—Their prices are the same, or less than some of the other top liners in the business.

9—When I sign up for a bunch of features from PARAMOUNT, I receive from the

office, PRESS, on the whole lot at once. This gives me ample time to look

them over and plan my advertising. I have had no other company do this for

me. Many times with others I have requested PRESS along with my advertising

order, and failed to receive it.

10—Guess I will have to fill my ten commandments with the following PARAMOUNT
—GOOD AS ANY AND BETTER THAN MOST.

Yours truly,

UNIQUE THEATRE.
(Signed) A. E. WILCOX.

Some Current
Paramount Hits

Pola Negri in "Bella Donna"
George Fitzmaurice Production

William de Mille's "Grumpy,"
with Theodore Roberts

Gloria Swanson in "Prodigal Daughters"
Sam Wood Production

George Melford's "You Can't Fool Your
Wife," with Leatrice Joy, Nita Naldi

Thomas Meighan in "The Ne'er Do Well"
By Rex Beach

Walter Hiers in "60 Cents an Hour"
with Jacqueline Logan

Herbert Brenon's "The Rustle of Silk"
with Betty Compson and Conway Tearle

Bebe Daniels and Antonio Moreno in

"The Exciters"

William de Mille's "Only 38"

Herbert Brenon's "The Woman With
Four Faces"

with Betty Compson and Richard Dix

"Tank town" or Broadway, If it's a Paramount

Picture, It's the Best Show in Town
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ADAM'S
RIB

every

^Paramount picture
for three years
See your Paramount exchange for
a highly attractive proposition on
insert cards and gilt frames.

Paramount insert cards are flashily

colored seat-sellers of the finest
quality. Thousands of the best
theatres use them regularly.
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Selznicl^

Distributing Corporation

announces the earli^ release or

T?upertgfHentzaif
\^ BY SH^ANTHONV> HOPE

Scenario by Edward J. Montagne

A VICTOR HEERMAN PRODUCTION

CAST

ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN
BERT LYTELL
LEW CODY

CLAIRE WINDSOR
HOBART BOSWORTH

BRYANT WASHBURN
MARJORIE DAW

MITCHELL LEWIS
ADOLPHE MENJOU

ELMO LINCOLN

IRVING CUMMINGS
JOSEPHINE CROWELL

NIGEL DE BRULLIER
GERTRUDE ASTOR

* produced under

the personal

supervision of

MYRON SELZNICK
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\/heCommon Lav?
BY ROBERT W . CHAMBERS

Scenario by Edward J. Montagne

Directed by George Archainbaud

CAST

CORINNE GRIFFITH

CONWAY TEARLE

ELLIOTT DEXTER
HOBART BOSWORTH

BRYANT WASHBURN
DORIS MAY

HARRY MYERS

MISS DU PONT

PHYLLIS HAVER

WALLY VAN
DAGMAR GODOWSKY

produced under

the personal

supervision of

MYRON SELZNICK
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Thefamous critic

of the Chicago

Tribune joins with

all other critics

in America in

giving unqualified

praise to

"Enemies of

Women/'

ENEMIES o/WOMEN
j6y~ Vice/ife DIasco wanez

WITH

LIONEL BARRYMORE
and ALMA RUBENS

Directed by Alan Crosland

Scenario by John Lynch

Settings by Joseph Urban

A COSMOPOLITAN PRODUCTION
DistributedAby Goldwyn -Cosmopolitan

" Enemies of Women

"

has broken all records at

the Roosevelt Theatre in

Chicago.

In its first week it did

$26,189.

It is still doing record

business at Grauman's
Rialto, Los Angeles.

In New York it broke all

records for the Central

Theatre, at Two Dollar

top, and will open for an
engagement at the Rivoli,

starting next Sunday,
May 13th.

In all of these cities

" Enemies of Women

"

has been playing against

the strongest opposition

picture in the field today

!

It is established as the

year's box office sensa-

tion !



<JHOS. H.INCE presents

SOUL OF
THE BEAST
ivith,

MADGE
BELLAMY BACKED BY

A PROVEN
EXPLOITATION
CAMPAIGN -

Directed by
JOHJST GRIFFITH WAY

fyvuLer -the

Tersonal Sup-
ervision of

THOS.H.INCE

jury {Imperial Pictures {td • Cxclvsive,

Bistribvtors ihruout Qreat Britain-
Sir William <Jvrij,7>Ia.naqin.<ji pirector.



Glance oVer these Bookinqs
THEY REPRESENT THE BEST OF THE

FIRST FLOOD OF EARLY DATES

THEATRE CITY THEATRL CITY

Cak rark 1 neatre ivi. inneapo 1 1 5 , ivl i iin

.

tmmery 1 neatre Heading, kJ.

Crystal 1 neatre ^Minneapolis, ^linn. i arK-i laza i neatre
C„|| D • w„
rail Kiver, Mass.

Umpire 1 neatre \4ll\VauKee, .

i
. T'lCosmopolitan I neatre Lav? renee, Mass.

Clark Theatre I n iMrffl 1 1 1v ^nit-d^o, in. Allen s Theatre INew oedford, Mass

Ct. r TL.a(„otar l neatre IVldiiCIlcSitrr, IN .11. Opera House INewport, K. 1.

1 astime 1 neatre Rrictol R Ionsioi, rv. i. ^ulina 1 neatre Lima,

Opera House rvingston, in. i . Lyric Theatre Rochester, In. I .

Palace Theatre DUningiOIl, lOwa. Electric Theatre rvansas City, rvan.

Keith s Bi]ou r nncess i neatre Boone, Iowa.

Jefferson Theatre spring) icici, iviu^s. Electric Theatre opringpeld, Mo.

Laurie Theatre Pit-tchi irdn I-'a Electric Theatre Joplin, Mo.

Ba^side Theatre RnOcirL I I electric 1 neatre St. Joseph, Mo.

Rialto Theatre Worcester, Mass. Comique Theatre Detroit, Mich.

National Theatre Boston, Mass. East End Theatre Detroit, Mich.

Globe Theatre Boston, Mass. Garden Theatre Detroit, Mich.

Keith's Theatre Campbello, Mass. Seneca Theatre Seneca Falls, W. Y.

Inman Square Cambridge, Mass. Grand Theatre Rochester, N. Y.

Magnet Theatre Dorchester, Mass. Venard Theatre Jamestown, O.

Rialto Theatre Lowell, Mass. Hy^de Park Theatre Cincinnati, O.

Colonial Theatre Maiden, Mass. Circle Theatre Kansas, Mo.

Lancaster Theatre Boston, Mass. De Lux Theatre Newark, N. J.

Franklin Theatre Chicago, 111. Washington Theatre Brooklyn, N. Y.

Loomis Theatre Chicago, 111- Melrose Theatre NevJ York City)

Lakeshore Theatre Chicago, 111. Crescent Theatre Ne\0 York City

Mound Theatre St. Paul, Minn. Orpheum Theatre Georgetown, 111.

SOUL of the BEAST
NOW BOOKING!

ctro
Screen*
Classic



11
i;

Jury Imperial Pictures Ltd. Exclusive Distributors ihruout
Great Britain Sir William Jury Managing Director-^. I

a

^Scenario by
WINIFRED DUNN

Directed by
PAUL POWELL.

Photographedby
JOHN R.ARNOLD



Scenario by

WINIFRED DUNJtf
lOirectecl hi/

PAUL POWELL

a Box-Office Sensation for
arm theatre anywhere

Distributed bu ME
Jfury imperial Tictures Ltd. Exclusive Distributors
tkruout Cjreat JffritaipL.SirWmjfuvtj Mana^inoj lOir.





THE FOG
PRODUCED UNDER THE PERSONAL SUPERVISION OF

MAX GRAF
THE STOKV OP TWO SOULS WHOSE DESTINIES

WERE LINKED TOGETHER J3Y FATE

13ook it early-you owe it

to yourlBoX"Office4

Jury Imperial Pictures Itd-Occlusivepisbribuiorsihtw
out ^freat Britain. Sir \>JiUiamjury,Mana^mcjX}iy. .

.

Screen,
Classic



HAMILTON

A CARLOAD OF LAUGHS
Sent f. o. b.

E. W. HAMMONS PRESENTS

LLOYD
HAMILTON

IN

U 11

F. O.B
"Lloyd Hamilton has in 'E.O.B.' another
winning Educational comedy. It is good
from the drop of the flag to the crossing

of the line. And it is out of the beaten
track, which in itself makes for interest

—and in this instance for laughter, too.*'

—EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, Inc
E. W. HAMMONS

President

"THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"



i Broken j

i hearts i

I OF BROADWAY !

Will Break Into The
Heart of America

and

Break Your Box Office Records

An Irving Cummings production
with

Colleen Moore—Johnnie Walker
Alice Lake—Tully Marshall

Kate Price, Creighton Hale

Arthur Stuart Hull

and

Anthony Merlo
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A Powerful Box Office Picture
for

The Independent Exchanges

George Loane Tucker's

Masterpiece

"The Man Without A Soul"

Readapted From "I Believe"
with

Edna Flugrath Milton Rosmer
Edward O'Neil and Frank Stanmore

A Gripping, Thrilling Drama

EQUAL GREATER
TO THAN

"THE MIRACLE MAN" "THE CHRISTIAN"

Ready For Release

Act Now By Phone or Wire

Distributed by

FIDELITY PICTURES COMPANY
723 7th Ave., New York City Phone Bryant 9637
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EveryKeaton Comedy is a Knockout

"The Love Nest"

(Fir.t National-^C^J A

1, In this" comedy
sad-facea

lud,crous\

! shown meeting with ^11
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Qne Q j
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Joseph M. Schench presents

Buster Keaton
in his latest laugh creator

9fc<?Love Nestr
Look over this List of 2 reel features

ii

"The Boat"
"The Cops"

"Day Dreams"
"The Love Nest"

"The Blacksmith" "The Frozen North"

mt^
16!^*^*06 » "The Electric House"

The Playhouse
"The Balloonatic" "My Wife's Relations"

Presented by Joseph M. Schenck. Written and directed by Buster Keaton anl Eddie Cline

Sveryshow is agood show-when Keaton Heads the Bill
Distributed by Associated First National Pictures, Inc.
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yynce Picture at Jf.Xj, Strand oJfit/
tNear Xjork lelecfraph

Frank Keenar.

Edward Burns

CRITICS CALL IT A THRILLER
"A first rate melodrama and beautifully

acted."

—

New York Sun.

LOTS OF ACTION
"A good movie with plenty of action and

outdoor sets. Thrilling."—New York Eve-

ning Mail.

REALISTIC FIRE
"Entertaining, with one of the most

thrilling and authentic forest fires ever

filmed. The cast is good."—New York

Evening Telegram.

A BIG HIT
"A hit! The action is thrilling and the

story unusual. A real forest fire is the

feature. A very competent cast."

—

New
York Morning Telegraph.

CROWDS APPLAUD
"Quite entertaining. One enjoys one-

self and many applauded. The movie pa-

trons had a good time. So did we. Frank

Keenan is excellent."

—

Neiv York Daily

Netvs.

VERY PICTURESQUE
"Picturesque, atmospheric and thrilling."

—New York American.

OUT-OF-ORDINARY
"A real story of the South, handled as

Thomas H. Ince knows so well how to

handle such a story. Enjoyable and out-of-

the-ordinary. A picture with many punches
and remarkable photography."

—

Nezv York
Evening World.

Written by Anthony H. Rudd. Directed

by Lambert Hillyer under the personal

supervision of Thomas H. Ince.

Distributed by

Associated First National Pictures, Inc.

presents.

Marguerite de la Motte

Lloyd Hughes

y i/wCJUu. u i. xj^iuuc presents.

Scars ofJealousy
w



Allen Holubar presem



i a Startling Melodrama
A Drama of Storm
Swept Hearts and
Snow Swept Places

Here is a theme of tremendous
interest to every woman. She
knows on how slender a thread

hangs a woman's reputation and
how easily it is severed by the

slightest breath of scandal. It is a

theme of fascinating interest.

The story of an innocent girl

caught in the mesh of circumstances
and her. reputation torn to tatters

to satisfy an ambitious judge and
prosecutor. Beautiful, young,
wealthy, with all her life before her,

she suddenly finds that her house
of cards has collapsed, through the

treachery of an evil man and the

insane jealousy of a wife.

A love affair, a shooting, a court

trial—the trial of a woman's soul.

Here you will find melodrama,
tense, sure, real—drama that will

grip everyone to their seats.

Swiftly the scene changes to the
North country, where the woman
seeks to forget and be forgotten.

Enter the rough, red-blooded char-
acters of the vast snow wastes,
where primitive instincts come in

play. There, against the gorgeous
background of the Great Out-of-
Doors, comes incident after incident

that will stir the blood and make
your patrons gasp.

Comes finally retribution—retri-

bution with a smashing surprise fol-

lowing scene upon scene filled with
action and suspense.

If your patrons love melodrama,
and who does not, don't miss this

one.

Adapted from "The White Fron-
tier," by Jeffrey Deprend ; with
Lewis Dayton and an all-star cast

;

scenario by Violet Clark ; photog-
raphy by Byron Haskin.

A Hr^t Uatiorual Picture

"I'll kill you for that!"
cried the little squaw-

wife.

"I want to right the wrong, becau
you."

10R0THY PHILLIPS

he^VOMAN
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The Finest of the Season!

1

WewnjorkWorid.

BEST OF THE YEAR
Norma Talmadge and her able caot, including

director, have done the finest jobs of the season."—New York IVor

A GRIPPING PICTURE
"A gripping production. Frank Lloyd's direc

coupled with the acting of Norma Talmadge at
strong supporting cast, made it a picture worth
ing. A good story in which all members of tfce

porting cast fill their parts unusually well."—New York Tim

VIGOROUS DRAMA
"The picture amplifies the details of the play vi\

A vigorous, credible drama that docs not let go
interest of the spectator a minute. Especially w
while. Norma Talmadge is particularly good
acts with distinction and dignity and in whom the
of emotion burn intensely." —New York Americt

STAR EXCELLENT
"flood melodrama with not an inch of dull

Norma has sheer ability."

—

New York Globe.

THRILLING HIGH SPOTS
"You can make no mistake in seeing this. N'i a

Talmadge is more beautiful than ever and she u
a vehicle that is intensely interesting, with really t! U
ing high spots. A first class picture."—New York Daily Ne,

BETTER THAN PLAY
"More entertaining than the successful stage pla—New York Evening Wot

POTENT AND PULSATING
"One of the most impressive photoplays and I r-

acterizations ever seen. Every foot is potent and I-

sating."— A'. Y. Evening Telegram.

AN IDEAL STORY
"An ideal movie story. So exciting the large St

audience witnessed it with relish. Norma Talmjt
is excellent."

—

New York Sun.

MOST INTERESTING
"This play has just the sort of material with v4

Miss Talmadge can build wonders. It gives free

to her greatly esteemed emotional power. One o

most interestnig pictures in which she has appeare—New York Sour)

A TALMADGE
thin the Law"

Presented by Joseph M. Schenck

Personally Directed by Frank Llo

Adapted by Frances Marion
from the stage play by Bayard
Veiller

;
photographed by An-

tonio Gaudio and Norbert Bro-
din; stills photographed by

Shirley Vance Martin.

A 3ir>6t national "Picture
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IN THIS ISSUE
OF SPECIAL INTEREST

Introducing: "Better Theatres," a New "Herald" Service to Be Published
Monthly Opposite Page
"Financing Theatre Building in Smaller Communities." by H. A. Moore "How a
Big Circuit Selects Its Theatre Sites," by West Coast Theatres Representative
"Architectural Tradition Is Defied in Houston Theatre Design,"' by John Eberson
"Decorating and Furnishing Modern Theatres," by Frank Cambria "Designing the
Theatre to Make Every Seat 'Pay'," by George 1— Rapp "Sanitary Phases of the
Theatre,—Their Importance," by H. N. Bundesen. Health Commissioner, City of Chicago

"Lighting Requirements of Auditoriums and Lobbies," by Frank E. Plowman
"Problems and Answers," an Exhibitor Aid.

Final Installment of the "Herald's" Survey on National Advertising
Editorials by Martin J. Quigley

"Persecution" "News Pictures" "Talent" "Shorter Features"
Minister, Ousted from Pastorate, Seeks Fund to Build Church
Heads Move to Make "Herald" Sole Report Forum

NEWS OF THE WEEK
All Roads Leading to Chicago on Eve of Fourth Convention
New York Believes Exhibitor League Hangs in Balance
Candidate Al Steffes Issues Statement of His Platform
Martin G. Smith of Ohio Urges Finance Plan
Wisconsin Sentiment on Presidential Candidates Divided
A Boost and a Knock for W. A. Steffes

Kansas Exhibitors Association Launches Membership Drive
Lesser-Gore-Ramish Interests and Loew Merge on West Coast
Universal Organization Observes Eleventh Anniversary
Union Member Causes Arrest of Exhibitors for Sunday Operation
Big Theatre Interests Join in New Distribution Combine
$18,000,000 to Be Expended in Studio Expansion in Los Angeles
Notable Plays and Novels Are Purchased by Lichtman
News Reels Must Be Submitted to Censors, New York Court Rules
Driven Out of Business by Famous, Exhibitor Changes
No Compromise With "Music Tax" Society, Declares Ritter
Prompt Action Wins Radio Fight Against "Music Tax" Society
Paramount Trims Schedule to 52 Productions Annually
Good Prints Aid Exhibitors to Fulfill Duty to Public, Says Watterson R.

Rothacker
Hodkinson Plans Local Advertising as Advocated by Exhibitors

PICTURES OF THE WEEK
Pictorial Section

Presidential candidates and other exhibitors who will be prominent in affairs of Chicago
Convention Big Sets Built for New Pickford picture. .... Richard Thorpe signed
by C. C. Burr Banquet tendered Horace Judge in London Evelyn Brent called
Perfect Type of screen beauty.

WRITTEN-BY-EXHIBITORS DEPARTMENTS
"What the Picture Did For Me"
Letters From Readers
Money-Making ideas
Theatre Letters
The Funny Side of Exhibition

SERVICE FEATURES
The Theatre, a department of practical showmanship
Reviews, staff appraisements of current offerings

Public Rights League, a workable defense of the screen
Theatre Construction and Equipment
Short Subjects, a department of promotional ideas

Newspictures, index of current news reels

MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENTS
The Week in New York, by John S. Spargo
Purely Personal, of especial interest to exhibitors

With the Procession in Los Angeles, by Harry Hammond Beall

The Film Mart, production progress and distribution news
Chicago Trade, Events, by J. R. M
Retakes, the brighter side of things, by J. R. M
Topics of the Day, briefs for the program

S6
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65

69
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News Pictures
Pathe is making a great fight, not

only for itself, but for the whole in-

dustry, in its action, now pending
in the New York state courts, to
have the news reel construed legally

as a medium for the publication of

current happenings and, therefore,

entitled to the same freedom as that
accorded the newspaper.
Through its counsel Pathe is at-

tacking the constitutionality of the
New York state censorship law
which provides that news reels be
submitted to the censorship com-
mission in common with all other
pictures.

The parallel between the news-
paper and the news film, which fre-

quently publish identical pictures

—in one case a still picture and in

the other case a motion picture

—

seems to be a thoroughly obvious
one. There may be many ingenious
legal objections that may be entered
but the parallel seems so obvious in

a plain, commonsense way that we
are inclined to the belief that al-

though the fight may be a long one
Pathe eventually will win the big
victory for itself and the industry.

Persecution
Out in Idaho a certain Rev. Mr.

W. G. Jones availed himself of his

right as a citizen to go before the

legislature and oppose the enact-

ment of a bill providing for motion

picture censorship. As far as the

duties of his ministerial office were

concerned, he was not following an

entirely revolutionary course be-

cause everywhere throughout the

country there are influential clergy-

men who cannot see the justice or

the reason in motion picture censor-

ship.

Despite this, Rev. Mr. Jones has

been the target of a relentless perse-

cution since his activity in the cen-

sorship matter. He has been har-

rassed and annoyed, publicly and

privately, and his congregation has

received circulars and letters de-

nouncing him as a profligate and a

betrayer of the moral welfare of the

state. The campaign of persecution

last week reached a climax in the

enforced resignation of Rev. Mr.

Jones from his pastorate.

This is an example of the reign of

intolerance that knows no reason

or fairness. It is persecution of the

witchcraft type and it must be met

with vigorous and determined oppo-

sition.

Rev. Mr. Jones is entitled to the

grateful sympathy of the industry

and it is to be hoped that in the mis-

fortune that has overtaken him he

will not be entirely forgotten by
those who are fighting the same
fight he fought.

Re -Takes
J. R. M.

Talent
Whatever may be the public's im-

pression and whatever may be the
impression to be gained from the

vast numbers of persons in Califor-

nia who claim motion picture acting

as their profession, there is now

—

and probably shall continue—a great

scarcity of talent for pictures.

The requirements for success in

screen acting are becoming greater

and more rigid right along. Thou-
sands may appear to have the quali-

fications but only a few actually

qualify. In addition to the element
of ability, there is the matter of

popularity, the fact of a screen

player being known to the public.

This is an essential requirement and
it is a difficult and mysterious thing

to acquire and in every instance con-

siderable time is required.

Hence, there is a very limited

group of real talent—and this condi-

tion is not likely to change soon.
* * *

Shorter Features
A definite result of exhibitors

frequently expressed demand for

shorter pictures is reflected in a re-

cent statement from Associated First

National Pictures to the effect that

two forthcoming publications
—"The

Brass Bottle" and "Children of

Dust"—will be edited with strict

attention to the matter of giving

the theatre men what they want.
This is an encouraging indication

and First National is to be compli-
mented upon their compliance with

exhibitor opinion.

THE eve of the Big Convention. In

Chicago. Everyone is on the qui vive.

If you get what we mean. Local com-
mittees are working for local candidates.

National Committees plugging for na-

tional candidates. All is excitement. Next
week the fireworks start. And we'll he in

the midst of it. Hurrah!
* * *

Kidding the Public

I see they've traced the Astor millions

hack to Captain Kidd. It seems somebody

was spoofing the early Astors about the

fortune being founded on the fur business.

They used that to cover up. Well, it

worked for a good many years.
* * *

Retaliating

The Irish Free State has placed a heavy

duty on all British films imported which is

one way to keep a lot of punk pictures out

of the country.
* * *

Where It Goes
The cost of living has increased 68 per

cent in the U. S. in the last ten years.

Probably those sugar barons are trying to

get most of it.

» * *

Horsemanship!
About eighteen months ago. the "M. P.

World" introduced a new sport among

eastern trade paper editors when it copied

the Herald's "What
the Picture Did for

Me." Now, apparently,

an entire cavalry troop

could be organized on

the Hudson. The
"Trade Review" two
weeks ago came out

with an imitation of

the Herald's "Pictorial Section" and the

"M. P. News" is now playing a slide trom-

bone in the Herald's campaign for five

reelers. Getting down to the regionals and

not leaving the national journals entirely,

there is a strange familiarity about type

styles, departments, slogans and what-nots.

Believe me, the Herald is the "paper that

is read." * * *

Will He Squeal?
The fellow who started the Piggly

Wiggly stores is starting to wiggle now

that he is being squeezed.
* * *

Immoral Bare Legs
It's a good thing John Greenleaf Whittier

wrote that poem "Blessings on thee little

man, barefoot boy, with cheeks of tan" be-

fore that lady censor in New York got her

job and commenced to rule out bare legs

in pictures, else he'd be up on the carpet.
* * *

He's Went and Done It

Henry Ford has $200,000,000 cash on

hand. What has become of the fellow who

said Henry could never make it go if he

paid men $"i a day ?

* * *

Oh What a Lota OOOO's

What a lot of fun a real press agent

could have with a row of figures like that

Don't believe any film stars have that much

money salted away. Else we'd hear about it.

* * *

Hurrah!
Dick Weil says he's going to write us an

exclusive pcem, one of these days.
* * *

All Is Harmony
.

The Music Publishers have changed their

tune about holding out on the radio broad-

casters. They'll probably wait until the

radio becomes the fourth or fifth industry.
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All Roads Leading to Chicago
On Eve of Fourth Convention

New York Thinks New York's Old Guard
Exhibitor League Alone Will Be Absent
Hangs in Balance Friends of Presidential Candidates Sneedins Ud

Chase After Necessary Votes

The fourth annual convention of the Motion Picture Thea-
tre Owners of America opens in Chicago Monday, May 21.

Every indication is that the attendance will surpass that at any previ-

ous gathering of this organization or the half dozen exhibitor associations

which preceded it in film history.

Presidential Campaign Spurs Interest

The warm fight for the presidency, which is promised, is responsible

for the big turnout. Al Steffes of Minneapolis will bring more than 100

friends with him. Jim Ritter of Detroit will be backed by at least that

number, probably more. Martin G. Smith of Ohio, by entering the cam-
paign in earnest, practically assured another group of 100 from his state.

The fourth state which promises 100 or more in attendance is Wisconsin,
which is booming the candidacy of a native son, F. J. McWilliams.

By JOHN S. SPARGO
(New York Editor, Exhibitors Herald)

Copyright 1S23: All Rights Reserved

NEW YORK, May 15.—That the

present national exhibitor organization

hangs in the balance at the M. P. T. O.
A. convention in Chicago next week is

the belief of many of the best posted
theatre owners here. There are even
those who predict that next week's ses-

sions will be so lacking in harmony that

there will be little left after it is all over.

One significant thing is pointed out as

indicative of the knowledge of the pres-

ent national leaders that the situation is

serious. This is the fact that in the
convention program given out from the
Cohen headquarters last week all refer-

ence to the time of the nominations and
election is conspicuous by its absence.
All the details are cared for, time set for

everything else, speakers named, reports

to be read, etc., but careful scanning of

the program fails to show that any pro-
vision is made for nominations and elec-

tion.

Comerford or True?
This is pointed out as a "timing

process," in that Cohen, having the ma-
chinery of the convention in his hands,
can spring the nominations and election

at the time which seems to him most
propitious for putting through his own
slate. Comerford is still strongly talked
of as the Cohen candidate, and if the

Scranton man stands pat on his state-

ment of some time ago that he would not
be a candidate, it is believed William A.
True, Mr. Cohen's theatre partner, will

be the next bet on the Cohen slate. If it

looks as if neither of these can be put
over, the belief obtains here that Cohen
will again offer himself in order to "save
the organization."
Of the other candidates Steffes and

Ritter are most talked of, although few
believe that either can be elected to the
presidency this year. Both are looked
on as disturbing elements and it is be-
lieved more than possible, when the
smoke of battle clears away, both Min-
nesota and Michigan will be in the same
position as New York—outside the na-
tional organization. The defection of

these two states, following that of New
York a year ago, it is believed will carry
other units with them and the national
organization will take on the appearance
of a man who has been through a strenu-
ous reducing process.

N. Y. Delegation Limited

Another element which may figure

largely in the action of the Michigan unit,

it is believed here, is the "financing"
proposition advanced by that body. Ex-
hibitor leaders here are of the opinion
that the turning down of the Michigan
financing plan and at the same time the

state's favorite son, would be fatal to

the unit's chances of remaining in the
national organization.

Despite statements from the M. P. T.
O. A. headquarters to the contrary it

(Continued on page 25)

New York, Pennsylvania, Missouri, and
Kansas have indicated that their delega-
tions will be large. Practically all of the
other state units promise turnouts as big
as at any previous conventions.

New Yorkers Stay Away
Unless something unexpected happens

at the last minute, Charles L. O'Reilly
and his associates—generally regarded as

the "real" exhibitor organization in New
York state despite the fact that an offi-

cial unit of the M. P. T. O. A. has been
successfully launched there—will not be
present.

Plenty of pressure was brought to bear
on O'Reilly and other leaders but they
turned a deaf ear.

"Cohen will run the convention to suit

himself and we want nothing to do with
it," is a summary of their attitude. "If
this is really an open convention and

Let's Go, Fellows
A great many members (regular

contributors) of the Herald will

attend the Chicago convention.
Assuming that a majority of these
"regulars" have a desire to get
personally acquainted I offer the
following suggestion :

1. Upon your arrival notify the editor
of "What the Picture Did For Me," either
in person or by phone, that you are in
Chicago.

2. Tell him where you are stopping.

3. How many days you will be in Chi-
cago.

4. Whether you will be willing to at-
tend a get-together lunch or breakfast
("dutch treat") at some centrally located
place at which only regular contributors
to the Herald will be admitted.

5. The editor o' "What the Picture Did
For Me" will act as credential committee
and pass on your eligibility.

6. This affair is to be primarily for the
sake of getting acquainted and will be
free from "politics" and the like.

Let's go!

Suggested by

Fred S. Meyer,

Palace theatre, Hamilton, O.

there is no steam-roller, we will be glad
to talk to the new officers."

A more complete sketch of the attitude

taken by the "Old guard" in New York
can be gleaned from a story from John
S. Spargo, which appears in an adjacent
column.

Convention Is Crucial Test

Whether the fears of the New Yorkers
are justified or not, it is certain that the
Chicago convention will be the turning
point in the history of the M. P. T. O. A.
The big attendance promised is on the

strength of an "open convention." Gavel
rule or steam-roller tactics such as were
employed at Minneapolis and Washing-
ton would probably cause a complete
wreckage of the association.
There have been rumors that both

Minnesota and Michigan—regarded as the
two best organized states in the country
—will withdraw from the national con-
vention if there is any effort to ride over
them "rough shod."

Michigan, it is understood, prefers
going it alone to trailing with the organ-
ization if "machine politics" are to rule.

Minnesota, it is declared, would foster a
"rump convention" the moment it ap-
peared that it would not be given a fair

voice in proceedings.

Expect Fair Treatment
While there was considerable doubt as

to the "openness" of the Chicago conven-
tion a month ago, leaders in the Central
West today are confident that it will be
conducted with fairness to all in attend-
ance.
They declare that they accept at face

value Cohen's declaration that he will not
run again and that he will keep "hands
off" of the presidential election. Some go
so far as to predict that Cohen will call
a halt on his lieutenants if they attempt
to maneuvre state delegations and employ
the gavel.

"The last two conventions were held
behind closed doors in committee rooms,"
declared one leader. "This convention
will be held on the floor of the Coliseum.
The work will be acomplished in the open
during the day—not by the chosen few
nights."
None of the candidates for the presi-

dency issued a statement this week on
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the probable result of the ballot. In fact

the only development of political signifi-

cance was the action of the M. P. T. O.

of Illinois going on record as endorsing

Steffes for the presidency.

Both Steffes and Smith issued their

platforms. Ritter of Michigan issued his

statement a week ago. The other candi-

dates have confined themselves to gen-

CT3.ll tlCS.

If the Illinois delegation votes solidly,

the action of the board of directors gives

Steffes twenty-seven votes. There have

been rumors of a split however—not on

Steffes but on other matters—which mili-

tates against united action on any ques-

tion.

Show to Open Saturday

The "Palace of Progress"—the expo-

sition being given in connection with the

convention—will open Saturday night.

May 19, two days before the convention

proper gets under way. Chicago news-

papers and billboards are already blazing

with appeals to the public.

One of the exhibits will be the taking

of undersea pictures by the Williamson

method. Press stories state that twenty

or more motion picture stars have prom-

ised to attend. No word of their coming

has been received through the regular

news channels from the West Coast.

The complete list of exhibits at the

exposition has not yet been announced.

One of the features will be dancing.

Program of Convention

The program for the convention proper

opens with the annual report of Sydney

S. Cohen, president, as the first order of

business Monday. Monday afternoon, it

is announced that the following addresses

will be delivered: "Exploitation and

Salesmanship," by Robert E. Welsh, edi-

tor of the Moving Picture World; "Ad-

vertising Pictures" by William A. John-

ston, editor of the Motion Picture News,

and "Modern Methods of Exploitation"

by Martin J. Quigley, editor and pub-

lisher of Exhibitors Herald.
Representatives of the Departments of

Agriculture, Post Office, Labor, Com-
merce and Interior of United States will

speak on their exhibits at "Palace of

Progress."
.

Tuesday, reports will be received from

the Committee on Credentials, Rules and

other committees and from National

Treasurer John T. Collins. The "music

tax" question will be discussed by At-

torney George P. Aarons of Philadelphia

and Attorney S. A. Handy of Kansas
City, Mo.
Tuesday afternoon. Governor J. A. O.

Preus of Minnesota is' scheduled to speak

on "Theatre Insurance." Bruce Dodson
of Kansas City, Mo., is to follow on the

topic of "Group Insurance." Other in-

surance experts will speak.

Other Topics of Discussion

William J. Burns, chief of the United
States Secret Service, will lead a discus-

sion of the sale of fraudulent motion pic-

ture stock. Cooperative banking will be
discussed by Peter Brady of New York
City, chairman of the Educational De-
partment of the American Allied Printing
Trades of New York. The same topic

will be taken up by Warren S. Stone of

Cleveland, O., grand chief of the Brother-
hood of Locomotive Engineers at the
banquet Wednesday night.

W. D. Burford will report on the con-
ferences with Will H. Hays over the
uniform contract and M. J. O'Toole will

report on the public service end of the
exhibitor's work.

E. W. Collins of Jonesboro, Ark., presi-

dent of the M. P. T. O. of Arkansas, will

present a "Code of Business Ethics"
arranged by a joint committee of theatre
owner members of Rotary, International,

A scene from "The Mysterious Witness"
an F. B. O. production.

Kiwanis, Lions, Keystone, Civitas and
other clubs.

George Eastman of Rochester, N. Y.,

is among the other notables expected to
make addresses. The program, if not
completed Tuesday, will be continued
Wednesday.
The big social event of the week will

be the banquet at the Sherman hotel
Wednesday night. Besides Mr. Stone,
those responding to toasts will include

John H. Puelicher of Milwaukee, Wis.,
president of the American Bankers As-
sociation, Dr. John J. Tigert, United
States Commissioner of Education and
others.

Here's Platform
OfW.A. Steffes

W . A. Steffes, first to announce his

candidacy for president of the Motion
Picture Theatre O'wncrs of America,
this week makes public his platform in

which he renews his pledge of "un-
divided allegiance to the organization

and the principals and ideals on which
it was founded." His platform fol-

lows in full:

"As one of the founders of the M. P.
T. O. A., and with a record of unceasing
loyalty to the organization in three years
of service as a member of its board of
directors, I renew my pledge of un-
divided allegiance to the organization
and the principles and ideals on which
it was founded. I pledge to resist all

attempts to swerve it from the prin-
ciples and ideals on which it was founded,
whether in the form of attacks from with-
out or within.

"I greet the present administration,
congratulating it for its work in behalf
of the independent exhibitors of the
United States. During the last year, the
administration has been seriously handi-
capped by a lack of adequate finances,

with a result that many of its aims have
been impossible of fulfillment. This lack
of financing is due in part at least to the
laxity of members in bearing their share
of the expense of maintaining the organ-

ization. The organization today faces
the most critical period in its history.
Never before have so many vital and
grave problems confronted it. The mem-
bers are entitled to know precisely how
presidential candidates intend to solve
its many problems. To that end I de-
clare my policies and program to be as
follows:

Adverse Legislation

"Adverse legislation enacted against
the motion picture industry is the result
of misunderstanding regarding the in-

dustry's rights. The so-called music tax,

admission tax, excise tax, are examples.
To eliminate present, and forestall fu-

ture, misunderstandings of our rights, I

pledge an administration that will prop-
erly present our rights to the legislative

bodies of our Government and to the

people, using every proper means at its

disposal to secure relief from, and pro-
tection against oppressive legislation.

"The present constitution is inade-

quate to assure the democratic adminis-
tration of its affairs so essential in an
organization of its kind. I favor a re-

drafting of the Constitution, with such
alterations as will permit the prompt,
efficient and democratic administration of

the organization's executive and business
affairs.

"The policies and program herein de-

clared will be carried out by the national

organization and regional units, each act-

ing within the powers vested in it by the

Constitution as redrafted and amended.

Business Administration

"As the M. P. T. O. A. is a protective

association of business men, the adminis-

tration of its affairs should be on a strictly

business basis. I pledge a business ad-

ministration that will entirely eliminate

personalities in the conduct of our af-

fairs, and undertake to place the organ-
ization on a firm business basis.

"At the present time there are state

units and regional factions which through
secession have severed their affiliation

with the national organization. As unity

is the chief requisite of the organization's

strength, I undertake to amicably settle

the misunderstandings which have divided

the organization's ranks, and pledge an
administration functioning for the good
of all.

"I also undertake to bring into the or-

ganization, state and regional units, in

unorganized territories, to the end that

the M. P. T. O. A. mav attain a greater

strength and membership than it has ever

realized.

"The M. P. T. O. A. should be gov-

erned by and for its members. There
should be no usurpation of authority or

power by anv officer of the organization.

Each should be bounded by the limitation

of power vested in him by the redrafted

and amended Constitution. I pledge

constitutional government to the mem-
bers.

Propaganda

"I commend the administration for the

purposes which prompted the launching

of the organization's official screen publi-

cation. The screen offers us an effective

means to create a closer and more sym-

pathetic understanding between the mo-

tion picture industry and the American

people at large, and should be used as

extensively and consistently as is expe-

dient. I undertake to extend the pro-

gram now being carried out, with such

improvements as can be effected through

the employment of the best talent avail-

able.

Relations with Producers and
Distributors

"Our organization does not expect, nor

is to be expected, to make any conces-

sions to producers and distributors not
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Exhibitors Attending
the Convention
will welcome

The Daily Convention Special

to be published by

Exhibitors Herald
Five men have been assigned

to the Coliseum and
Hotel Sherman

in addition to artists and
photographers

founded on fairness and with the good of

the entire industry the chief considera-
tion. Any attempted dictates by pro-
ducers and distributors, or their em-
ployees, which encroach on the rights

and privileges of the independent exhibi-

tors or any destructive policies which
impair or imperil the investment of the
independent exhibitor, must be met with
stern opposition. Our rights must be
respected. I pledge that I will relent-

lessly combat any individual, group or
faction, whose policy or program is con-
trary to the best interests of the inde-
pendent exhibitor. I pledge an adminis-
tration that will accept no outside inter-

ference or dictation, which will work
only for the best interests of its mem-
bers and the motion picture industry as

a whole.
Economy

"Only through careful anticipation and
preparation can rigid economy be prac-
ticed in the administration of the organ-
ization's affairs. I therefore favor the
adoption of an executive budget, as the

means to secure effective co-operation,

which will mean greater efficiency at pro-
portionately less cost, between the execu-
tive heads.

Financing

"The chief obstacle to accomplishments
during the organization's life has been
the lack of adequate financing. Direct
assessment of members is an unsatisfac-

tory manner of obtaining the major por-
tion of the revenue necessary for the
maintenance of the organization and the
proper discharge of its duties,

i
"I therefore undertake to negotiate a

loan with members, who will volunteer

to advance the organization ($50,000) on
notes payable in one year, bearing inter-

est at the rate of 6 per cent, as the means
to secure an immediate financial foot-

ing. I further propose to limit the direct

assessment to $10 per theatre, payable
directly to the national organization, un-
dertaking to secure the remainder of the

necessary revenue through a system of

indirect assessment such as percentage
on revenue secured from distribution of

the organization's official screen publica-

tion, commission on insurance premiums,
etc.

"Such avenues of revenue offer a proper
and efficient means to adequately finance

I our organization without impairing its

character or prestige, and reduce to a

minimum the burden placed on members
by a system of direct assessment.

Insurance Plan

I "Insurance costs are a staggering bur-
I pen to the industry. Through non-segre-
Ration of risk, the cost of insurance has
peached an alarming figure. I pledge a

iefinite, effective program which will

uffer a substantial saving to members on
nsurance.

Block Booking

"The practice of some distributors in

oisting their entire output on members,
egardless of its quality, is a serious men-
ice to the well-being of the entire in-

lustry. I condemn this practice as unfair

(• ind short-sighted, for it throttles com-
>etition and stifles incentive, resulting in

lowering motion picture standards. This
Ipolicy is detrimental to the business in-

terests of members. I pledge a firm and
ffective policy against this unfair prac-
ice.

Credit Bureau

"Much of the financial hardships vis-
ted upon members, particularly in the
mall towns, has been due to the practice
>f distributors in exacting advance de-
psits, so-called, and rental for films they
iistribute, preceding or at the time of
'laying these films. As established re-
ponsible men of business, members are

i,

entitled to credit based upon their finan-

cial standing. I condemn the so-called

advance deposit system, and the practice

of distributors in insisting on immediate
remittance for films contracted for, and
undertake to establish a system of credit,

which will allow members reasonable
time extension in remitting for films they
play.

Film Rentals

"The excessive film rentals being ex-

acted from the independent exhibitor are,

in many instances, working a severe
hardship, which is rapidly becoming un-
bearable. Film rentals can not be de-

termined in advance, nor can any hard
and fast rule be adopted in outlining a

policy to secure the reduction which must
be made.
"Through the elimination of the tre-

mendous waste now attending the pro-
duction and marketing of films, rental

reduction will be made possible. I under-
take to work for the elimination of such
waste through securing a form of con-
tract that will be equitable and inviolable,

and if necessary, enlisting the aid of the

public in curtailing picture lengths, in

convincing producers of the fallacy of

exorbitant salaries for players, duplica-

tion of effort and needless expenditures.

Clean Pictures

"I commend producers on the efforts

they have made in raising the moral
standards of motion pictures. Through
the support they have given clean pic-

tures, members have aided greatly in im-
proving the moral quality of films. I

pledge untiring effort in behalf of still

greater improvements, that we may bet-

ter discharge our duty to the American
people.

"The practice of producers in inserting

paid advertisements in pictures which
they make and lease to exhibitors as en-
tertainment, is essentially unfair. Our
members are protesting against this prac-
tice, and rightly so. I pledge a firm and
unswerving policy against this practice.

Public Relations

"I congratulate the administration on
the steps it has taken in assuming and
discharging its duties with respcet to the
public. The public relation policy it has
adopted is a constructive and com-

mendable one, and I undertake to con-
tinue and extend the program adopted.

"I solicit and invite the support and
co-operation of all those who favor a
national organization of material strength,
functioning constructively in the interest
of all of the independent exhibitors of
this country."

Smith Urges
Finance Plan

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

TOLEDO, O., May 15.—Martin G.
Smith, president of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of Ohio, who last week
announced his candidacy for president of
the national organization, this week issues
a statement which, in some respects, is an
announcement of a platform upon which he
bases his candidacy. His statement reads

:

"Years ago both the deer and the wolf
roved at will in the woods of our mid-west-
ern states.

"The deer lived in herds. The wolf lived

and fought and preyed alone.

"The deer is still there. The wolf is

gone.
"There we have cooperation—working for

the herd—resulting in the survival of the
fittest. The lone wolf dies!

"We, like the deer, are in a herd. Our
herd must not be allowed to disintegrate.

Instead, it must be made stronger and more
compact, so as to more effectively combat
the forces destined to exterminate us, if we
walk alone.

"Our wolves are not of the lone variety,

and therefore are not dead.

"Our present chief executive, Sydney S.

Cohen, has led us faithfully, honestly and
efficiently to our fourth milestone.

"This accomplishment, unparalleled in

our industry, is to his credit only—not to
ours. Our organization is alive today only
because of the incomparable sagacity,
ability and strength of a mental giant.

"Our organization is the result of the

sacrifice and effort of the individual—not

of the mass.
"I once read a political speech of the late

George F. Hoar of Massachusetts, in which
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he said 'The best work of this world has
been done, not by fools, not by geniuses, but

by hundreds of ordinary men working to-

gether and doing their very best.'

"That one sentence, spoken out of the

ripeness of sixty years in American public

life, comes to my mind rather forcibly now
at convention time.

"To me, the paramount task of our
gathering in Chicago is the formu-
lation of, first, -a permanent and prac-
tical plan of financing, and second, an
intensive nation wide campaign of

recruiting the ranks and of building

up the backbone of the organization.
"Then, the selection of officers

—

men of undoubted integrity and hon-
esty who will consider as mandates
the policies formulated by the con-
vention, and who will, without delay,

efficiently and effectively carry them
out in a business-like manner.

"The announcement of my candidacy for

president of the national organization was
the desire of the executive committee and
members of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Ohio, of which I have been

president since its inception, as well as that

of my friends elsewhere in motion picture

circles.

"There will be no campaign committee to

extol my virtues. Personally, I intend to

spend no money to advance my candidacy,

and I have requested that my friends do
the same. The waives will not.

"I have suggested to the members of the

Ohio delegation that they not make any
commitments prior to their arrival in Chi-

cago on any matters pertaining to the con-
vention, but instead to go into session with

an open mind to decide for themselves what
is best to protect their investments.

"From all indications, our national con-
vention will be the largest in attendance in

the history of our industry.

"Rut at the same time it should be made
to be the most constructive and helpful

gathering as well, with its sessions devoted
exclusively to the discussion of exhibitor

problems and to the making of such plans

as seem best suited to care for them.
"The so-called 'difference within our

ranks' cannot be compromised. They must
be ignored. Let us not allow personalities

to interfere with the accomplishment of the

really important and tremendous task now
confronting us.

"Let us not have politics, but clean,

healthy competition for the honor and re-

sponsibility of leading the Motion Picture

Theatre Owners of America.
"And above all. let us not forget 'It ain't

the individual, nor the army as a whole, but
the exerlasting time work of every
blooming soul.'

"

State Divided
On Candidates

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MILWAUKEE, WIS., May 15.—The
native son boom seems to have spread
like wildfire in Wisconsin since its in-

ception recently when friends of F. J.

McWilliams, president of the Motion Pic-
ture Theatre Owners of Wisconsin, sug-
gested him as a candidate for the presi-

dency of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America at the Chicago con-
vention, May 19 to 26.

Although the Western portion of the
state is said to be strong for W. A.
Steffes, opposition seems to. have sprung
up in Milwaukee and to have spread over
the Eastern and Central sections. Joe
Friedman, St. Paul, and H. H. Kopold.
Minneapolis, promoters of the Steffes
boom, were in Milwaukee recently talk-

ing to individual exhibitors and soliciting

support for their candidate.

Outlines Work
For Convention
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DENVER. COLO. May 15.—The
following resolution adopted by the

[

Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
Colorado outlines briefly work that
it desires accomplished at the na-
tional convention in Chicago. The
resolution reads:

WHEREAS, matters of great import are
onfronting those engaged in the exhibition
of Motion Pictures, and

WHEREAS, the Motion Picture Exhib-
itors of the United States will be in ses-
sion May 19-26;

RESOLVED, that the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of Colorado earnestly
urge action or. the following subjects:

Repeal of taxes on admissions of 25c and
under.

Amendment to Constitution to forbid
Music Tax.

Definite rule on Non-theatrical Exhibi-
tion.

Producer Theater extension.
Credit r.<ting to eliminate deposits.
Public Service.
Excessive film prices.

The Wisconsin delegation, which is ex-
pected to number about 100, will go to
the convention uninstructed, according to
Walter F. Baumann, executive secretary
of the M. P. T. O. of Wisconsin. They
will be ready to give their support to any
candidate whom they consider capable of
piloting the ship of national organization.
Tha» man. Mr. Baumann declared, must
be able to weld together the diversified
types and districts of exhibitors and to
establish and maintain a sound financial
administration. In case no candidate is

proposed who meets their requirements,
they will project the candidacy upon
McWilliams it is said.

Mr. McWilliams holds the confidence
of all Wisconsin exhibitors through his
administration of the M. P. T. O. of
Wisconsin as well as the militant part he
has taken in the fight against blue laws
and censorship in the Wisconsin legis-
lature.

Delegates Are Named
He will formulate a platform of poli-

cies which the M. P. T. O. are expected
to endorse and to present at the con-
vention for adoption by whatever can-
didates are nominated.
Members of the Wisconsin delegation

are F. J. McWilliams. New Madison
theatre, Madison; Charles Guelson,
Badger theatre, Stoughton; Joseph Win-
ninger, Davison. Waupun; Steve Bauer,
Venus. Milwaukee; Joseph C. Rhode,
Kenosha Orpheum. Kenosha; E. Lange-
mack. Colonial. Milwaukee; F. E. Wol-
cott. Majestic. Racine; Tom Foster, Star.
Stanley; A. P. Desormeaux. Strand,
Madison: Eugene Phalen. Allis. West
Allis; E. W. Van Norman. Parkway,
Milwaukee: J. H. Silliman. Downer. Mil-
waukee; Walter F. Baumann. executive
secretary of the M. P. T. O. of Wiscon-
sin. Milwaukee.

Alternates for the delegates are F. W.
Fischer, Fischer's theatre chain, Madison;
Thomas Saxe, Saxe Amusement Enter-
prises, Milwaukee; Jack Yeo, Davison,
Beaver Dam; Fred C. Seegert. Regent,
Milwaukee: H. J. Blumberg, Rialto,
Racine: H. H. Burford, La Crosse thea-
tre chain, La Crosse: Louise St. Pierre,
Majestic, Madison; William Jacobs, Lex-
ington. Milwaukee; George Bauch, Mirth.
Milwaukee: George Fischer. New Mil-
waukee. Milwaukee: Max Krofto. Idle
Hour. Milwaukee, Wis.

A Boost and
a Knock for

W. A. Steffes

Two letters from exhibitors who
have come in close contact with W.
A. Steffes in past years have just been

received from "Herald" readers. One
of the communications is in the form
of an open letter to the presidential

candidate and the other is addressed to

the editor of the "Herald." These
letters, expressing divergent views, are

published herewith:

HAMILTON, O.—To the Editor: I

don't know whether your publication is ma-
terially concerned in the forthcoming elec-

tion of the President of the M. P. T. O. A.
Assuming that the exhibitors throughout
the territory arc undecided as to the best

man. may I submit the following for pub-
lication in the Herald?

Let me say at the outset that I am not

interested in politics, nor any set "clique"

or party, if such exists. Furthermore, ray

reason for recommending one man should
not be construed as antagonistic towards
the others who arc aspiring to the Presi-

dency, and most of whom I know per-

sonally.

If there is to be an actual M. P. T. O. A,
one who will function in reality and not

only on paper, then we need a REAL
leader. We need a man who will TALK
LESS and DO MORE; one who will make
no promises but handle his job with a de-

termination that "it shall be done." In

short, the man who wants to head the

M. P. T. O. A. must be a "GO-GETTER,"
such as Peter B. Kyne introduced to us in

his book, NOT the kind Cosmopolitan pre-

sents in its picture.

In former years, as an exchange man-
ager, I came in (at that time involuntary
and most times unwelcome) contact with
such a man. He was disliked, because he
was considered a trouble-maker ; he was
"hated" by some because he always seemed
to have an axe to grind. But through it

all he played fair. He may have his short-

comings, but he has been 100 per cent for
the exhibitors throughout all the eleven
years that I have known him. He is 90
Organizer. He is a Leader. He is a man
who HAS DONE and will accomplish
things.

This letter is prompted by a paid adver-
tisement which I read today, asking the

support of a certain man because he HAS
RAISED MONEY. Fellow Exhibitors,
go and ask your banker whether success-
ful business men who are on the level have
a hard time making money. What we need
in the M. P. T. O. A. today is a Gn-Gclter
such as I described above—a man who will

go out and DO things, and the financial

assistance necessary is bound to be forth-

coming to such a man. Fellow Exhibitors,
of the various entries into the Presidential
field, carefully analyzed, the one man who
will most efficiently measure up to the re-

quirements is MR. W. A. STEFFES. OF
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN SUPPORT
HIM FOR THE GOOD OF THE M. P.

T. O. A.—Earnestly yours. F. S. Meyer,
Palace theatre, Hamilton, O.

Denies Constructive Work Done

Mr. W. A. Steffes,
Minneapolis. Minn.
Dear Sir

:

You have been affiliated with exhibito
organizations for the past ten years, and I

challenge you to cite me one construct'
piece of work that you have done in all
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time. Not one such can you point to with

pride. My years of close contact with you

in exhibitors organizations enables me to

say that you are the most destructive to

man or movement that does not harmonize

with your peculiar turn of mind.

Why should you expect the independent

exhibitors to rally to your support when
they have reason to believe you have en-

tangling influences that would not permit

you to execute the duties of the office with-

out fear or favor. Your conduct in with-

holding from the trade press and all but

one film exchange (First National) notice

that meetings of exhibitors were to be
held at Fargo, Minot, Duluth and Sioux
Falls should in itself condemn you to any

man with ordinary thinking facilities.

Why did you conceal these dates by send-

ing out personal letters to the exhibitors

wanted at these meetings? As a national

vice-president, why did you not show me
the courtesy of an invitation to these meet-

ings, one of which was held in my home
state? Was it because my activities at that

time were not pleasing to some of the First

National officials and there was a possible

chance of beans being spilled if I were
present ?

Perhaps the lack of publicity was due to

the fact that you wanted no outside inter-

ference with your independent (?) organ-
ization work. Did the talk at Washington
about investigating First National have
anything to do with your decision not to go
to New York with the committee?
Now of all times in its history the ex-

hibitors organization should eliminate all

chance of a puppet heading its organization.
A master mind and an intellectual giant is

needed to cope with present day affairs

within and without the industry- The call

is for a man who can and will deal out
• justice without fear or favor and who will

' not direct the great power entrusted to him
! to selfish end. A man who is a square
I
shooter and whose honesty is without ques-
tion.

Can you measure up to these require-
ments? We shall see.

Are you not at the present time abusing
the prestige you have gained by being at
the head of the Minnesota unit to the
extent of paying only- $15 film rental on
features that are used by you ten days in

your five theatres? Is $1.50 a day a fair
rental for features? Is it not a fact that
this loss of revenue by the exchange will
have to be made up on the territory by in-
creased rentals to other exhibitors?
The slogan of the exhibitors convention

held at Huron, S. D.. where you as a na-
tional officer representing Sydney S. Cohen
was refused admission was "No Steffes for
Us." For the good of the organization that
means so much to the exhibitors at this
time I hope the boys who meet in Chicago
will adopt the same slogan.

Yours very truly,

(Signed) Chas. W. Gates,
Strand theatre.

Aberdeen, S. D.

Kansas Launches
Membership Drive

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, KAN., May 15.—
Much business of importance was trans-
acted at a meeting ot the executive board
Jf the M. P. T. O. of Kansas in Kansas
-ity last week. The budget of $5,000,
-aised at the recent state convention, was
livided into twelve equal portions for
he year's expenditure and arrangements
nade for obtaining new headquarters for
he organization.
• A committee, composed of A. F. Baker,

r v Blechele and M - B. Shanberg. all
» Kansas City. Kan., was appointed to
elect a suitable location for new state

Remember This
Newspicture reporters will cover

the Chicago convention thoroughly.

Folks back home, wherever
home may be, will see the news-
pictures, which is adequate reason
for advertising that particular edi-

tion well, but more people will see
them if the "back home" news-
paper hears from Chicago regu-
larly during the convention and
uses the communications, properly,
as news.

By newspaper and newspicture
the exhibitor's attendance at the
Chicago meet should be heralded
as an event of importance in every
city.

Remember this.

headquarters, one of the features of
which will be quarters for exhibitors to
transact business with exchanges while
in Kansas City.

The membership drive, the goal being
400, started this week with the departure
of C. E. Cook, business manager, for

the key towns. There are 540 exhibi-
tors in Kansas and M. P. T. O. K.
officials are confident that the drive will

result in a membership of more than 400.

There is at present enough money in the
treasury to operate the state body for a
year, and Kansas exhibitors are jubilant.
The new state headquarters to be se-
lected will be used only until the com-
pletion of a new building at Eighteenth
and Baltimore, which will house the
executive offices of the Kansas associa-
tion.

With one exception, all exchanges
which in the past have sold film to Dr.
S. L. Lewis, the Methodist minister of
Ottawa, Kan., who has been operating a
free motion picture show in his church on
Fridays and Saturdays, have assured
Kansas exhibitors that such rentals would
cease. Samuel Handy, attorney for the
organization, who now is in New York
obtaining data on the music tax situa-

tion, wil confer with the home office of
the companj-, the name of which Kansas
officials decline to divulge, which has re-

fused to cease renting film to the Rev.
Lewis in direct opposition to exhibitors.

New York Thinks Exhibitor

League Hangs in Balance

(Continued from page 21)

seems a safe prediction that the at-

tendance of theatre owners from New
York state will be limited to the forty-

three delegates representing the Sydney
S. Cohen interests and less than that
number who are not delegates. Heroic
efforts have been made to muster up a

large representation, in order to offset

the secession of the motion picture the-

atre owners of New York, and the Thea-
tre Owners Chamber of Commerce, but
a fairly complete ce isus of exhibitors of

Greater New York fails to reveal that in

addition to the Cohen delegates more
than 20 or 25 are figuring on going to
Chicago.
Many past attempts have been made

to bring Charles L. O'Reilly. Sam Ber-
man, Bernard L. Edelhertz, Lou Blumen-
thal and others who are recognized as

the real leaders of the New York ex-
hibitors, into harmonious relations with
the National body, but these efforts have

dismally failed. Since the Debacle at

Washington last year both the M. P. T.
O. N. Y. and the T. O. C. C. have re-

fused to officially recognize that there is

a national organization of exhibitors.
Neither of these organizations will be
represented at Chicago, although prob-
ably about a score of exhibitors who be-
long to them will go as individuals.

Secessionists Won't Attend

Since the declaration of the executive
committee of the national organization
that the convention would be open to all

independent theatre owners who cared
to attend, strong outside influences have
been brought to bear on the New York-
ers to get them to attend. Several mem-
bers of the executive committee have so
urged the New York leaders by wire and
letter, apparently in the belief that this

''open convention" declaration gave all

who attended a voice and vote. The con-
struction of President Cohen is that they
may attend but may have no voice in the
deliberations of the convention. So few
will go.
When it was apparent to the leaders

of the Cohen forces that there was no
hope of concilliating the theatre owners
who seceded at Washington, work was
commenced to build up units throughout
the state to represent it at Chicago. This
has proceeded to a sufficient satisfactory
extent that the state will be represented
by a full quota of delegates, the forty-
three consisting of the few New York
City men who remained loyal to Cohen,
and the remainder chiefly exhibitors from
Rochester, Syracuse and Buffalo who
have long been antagonistic to O'Reilly
and other state leaders.

Chinese Exhibitor and
Family to Visit Orient

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MILWAUKEE. WIS.. May 15. —
Charles Toy, motion picture magnate,
restaurant owner, and real estate dealer,
has left for Vancouver on the first leg of
his trip to China. With him is a party of
IS, including 11 of his grandchildren, who
will remain in the Orient to complete
their Chinese education. They will sail

soon for Hong Kong.
Mr. Toy, who owns the Toy and New-

Crystal theatres, as well as the Toy film
exchange building, is building a magnifi-
cent palace just outside of Canton, his
birthplace. One entire wing, he says,
will be reserved for his American guests.

Screen Advertisers to

Hold Two Day Conclave
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ATLANTIC CITY, N. J., May 15.—
Members of the Screen Advertisers Asso-
ciation will hold a two-day convention
here at the annual world advertising con-
vention, June 3 to 7.

Educational, industrial, and non-theatri-
cal pictures and films in community ad-
vertising will be discussed by Douglas D.
Rothacker. H. A. DeVry. M. F. Leopold,
department of interior. Homer V. Winn,
Charles F. Hatfield and others.

Joins Universal Staff
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, May 15.— Mrs. Maud
Robinson Toombs has resigned as direc-
tor of publicity for Century comedies.
David Bader. West Coast representative
for the Stern brothers, will take her place.
Mrs. Toombs will continue to handle
Baby Peggy's publicity as assistant to
Paul Gulick, director of publicity for
Lr

niversal.
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Universal Organization Observes

Eleventh Anniversary

Thousands of Theatres Staging Universal Week in Honor

Of Occasion Company Reports
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, May 15.—Universal Pictures Corporation is eleven years

old this week. And, minus the blare of trumpets the "U" organiza-

tion and thousands of exhibitors are celebrating the event with a

Universal Week arranged by Art Schmidt, general sales manager as a

surprise to President Carl Laemmle. More theatres are showing the Uni-

versal brand during the anniversary week than ever before, it is said, which

indicates that the birthday party 'is quite a success.

MAY theatres are playing solid programs
according to Sales Manager Schmidt

but no attempt has been made by the com-
pany to coerce exhibitors to book solidly,

which, he says, is a departure in the gen-

eral practice in connection with similar af-

fairs.

* * *

Reviewing the company's growth and

future prospects Mr. Laemmle declares

that the industry always has and always

will advance step by step with the advance

of the independent exhibitors.

"From the day when the independent pro-

ducers banded together to fight the General

Film Company more than a decade ago, I

have constantly preached exhibitor welfare,"

he declares. "And I have constantly prac-

tised what I preached. Today there is not

an exhibitor in the United States who can

say he has not had fair play at the bands

of Universal. Most exhibitors are only too

glad to come out and give Universal credit

for being their friend.

"On this anniversary day of the Universal

Pictures Corporation, I want to pledge Uni-

versal^ continued cooperation with the

exhibitor. He will always find the banner
of 'live and let live' nailed to our ex-
changes.

"Universal's future appears brighter than

ever before. Our production plans are

enormous. From two and three big pic-

tures a year we have jumped to twelve.

Soon there will be more, for I am confident

that the exhibitor wants big pictures that

will draw big money to his box office.

"With the release next fall of 'Merry Go
Round' and 'The Hunchback of Notre
Dame' Universal will place itself in an envi-

able position in the quality and the bigness

of its product. Following those specials

will be others just as great and as artistic.

Universal has caught its stride and it will

always be out in front. Its exhibitors pa-

trons will always be on the crest of a pros-

perity wave."

Union Member Causes

Arrest of Exhibitors

For Sunday Operation
{Special to Exhibitors Herald)

INDIANAPOLIS, IND., May 15.—

Four theatre owners and two operators

employed by some of them are under ar-

rest on charges of desecrating the Sab-

bath by operating theatres on Sunday, as

a result of affidavits filed in the court of

J. B. Mullane, a justice of the peace in

Irvington. Their cases have been set for

May 24.

The affidavits were filed by Virgil

Butcher, a member of the Moving Pic-

ture Machine Operators' Union. The per-

sons under arrest, it was said, operate or

are employed at theatres classed by the

operators' union as nonunion.
Those named in the affidavits were J.

Lother Murdock, proprietor, and Wilbur
Murdock, operator, at the Savoy theatre;

A. C. Zaring and William H. Griffith,

proprietors of the Garrick, and Mrs. Lcla
Birchfield, proprietor, and William V.
Birchfield, operator, at the Illinois thea-

tre. Theatres have been operating in In-

dianapolis on Sundays for a number of

years.

Carl Laemmle, president of Universal
Pictures Corporation, whose organiza-

tion is celebrating its eleventh anniver-

sary.

De Forest to Begin
Publication of His

Talking Film Soon
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, May 15.—By early

autumn a sufficient number of Dr. I-ee

De Forest's phonofilms will have been

made to permit of a regular series of

publications to theatres. Concert and

vaudeville numbers will feature the first

series which is now well under produc-

tion.

Later on opera and symphonic num-

bers will be included in the phonofilm

programs. In the beginning there will be

several subjects to the reel. This will en-

able exhibitors to split up the subjects

and intersperse them among their film

subjects to give variety to the show.

In the projection, the standard equip-

ment, such as any theatre is equipped

with, is used, the only additional appli-

ance necessary being a small device that

is attached to the projection machine.

Cuff Loses Fight for

Sunday Entertainment
(.Special to Exhibitors Herald)

CHILLICOTHE, MO., May 15.r
Sunday closing of theatres won out in

this city, ending for the time being, an

aggressive battle waged by W. P. Cuff,

of W. P. Cuff Enterprises, to keep his

theatres open, which has attracted the

attention of the trade.

Under the ruling passed, another thea-

tre, situated in an amusement park only

a short distance from the city limits is

allowed to operate on Sunday. Cuff has

declared that he will probably appeal the

decision.

Lesser- Gore-Ramish Interests

And Loew Merge on West Coast
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, May 15.—Negotiations have been closed

through Joseph M. Schenck whereby a merger of the interests of

West Coast Theatres, Inc., and those of Marcus Loew is effected. All

of the Loew theatres in California are included in the deal, particu-

larly Loew's State in Los Angeles, and Loew's Warfield in San Fran-

cisco. The agreement provides for a twenty-five year lease on each

of the big houses.

An idea of the value of the properties involved is indicated by

Marcus Loew's refusal of $5,000,000 for the State and Warfield thea-

tres. It was announced yesterday that both the Los Angeles and San

Francisco houses are to continue under Loew's supervision while the

actual management and operation will be in the hands of West Coast

Theatres. It is expected that Marcus Loew will be in Los Angeles
within a few days for a conference with Sol Lesser, M. and A. L. Gore,

Adolph Ramish and Schenck, directors of West Coast Theatres.
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Bert Ennis Leaves for

West Coast to Direct

S L Pictures Publicity
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, May 15.—Bert Ennis,
for several years in charge of publicity

and exploitation for Sawyer and Lubin
and the various
enterprises con-
trolled by Weiss
Brothers, has left

for California to

assume charge of

the publicity de-
partment of S. L.
Pictures. Ennis
will relinquish
his post with
Weiss Brothers
in New York,
and in addition to

handling the pub-
1 i c i t y of the

Bert Ennis various pictures

produced for

Metro by Arthur H. Sawyer and Herbert
Lubin, will also be actively associated

with Arthur H. Sawyer of the new S. L.

rental studios now being erected in San
Diego, Cal., by Sawyer and Lubin.

In point of actual service, Ennis is one

of the pioneer publicity men of the in-

dustry. Starting as assistant to Sam
Spedon, now deceased, at the Vitagraph
Company in 1910, he thereafter became
director of publicity for the New York
Motion Picture Company, exploiting the

Keystone. Broncho and Kay-Bee brands,

as well as such present day celebrities as

Tom Ince, Mack Sennett, Charlie Chap-
lin, Mabel Normand and William S.

Hart.

Whitman Bennett Will

Make Six Specials for

Vitagraph Distribution
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, May 15.—Whitman
Bennett has entered into an arrangement
with Vitagraph whereby six special pro-
ductions will be produced under his per-

sonal supervision at the Bennett plant in

Yonkers, which will be published through
Vitagraph.
The first of the series is already in

course of production under the direction

of Charles Giblin with an all-star cast

that includes Brandon Tynan, Mary Carr,

Faire Binney, Buster Collier, Blanche
Craig and Charles MacDonald.

It is understood that with the publica-
tion of these first Bennett-Vitagraph sub-
jects, physical machinery will be made
available for exploiting the productions,
that heretofore has been considered im-
possible to interest.

Graham Is Reelected

Head of K. C. Board
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

. KANSAS CITY, MO., May 15.—At
the annual election of the Kansas City
Film Board of Trade, Harry Graham.
Pathe branch manager, was reelected
president. Other officers are: Marty
Williams, Vitagraph, vice-president; W.
E. Truog, Goldwyn, secretary and treas-
urer; Roy E. Churchill. F. B. O., H. E.
Schiller, Educational, and Bert Ed-
wards, Fox, members of the board of di-
rectors.

A joint board of arbitration will be
formed, consisting of three exchange
men and three exhibitors.

Big Theatre Interests Join
InNew DistributionCombine

Lesser Heads Organization Whose Announced Plan
Is to Seek New and Greater Independent

Product for Playhouses
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, May 15.—Sol Lesser, film executive, is to head a new
combination of national independent distributors and Los Angeles has

been selected as the headquarters of this new branch of the picture world

that is to stretch throughout the United States, it was announced here

this week.

For months, according to Lesser, there has been talk throughout the

country of film men forming a combination in an independent manner to

seek new and greater film product. During his recent visit to New York
this thought took form and was finally consummated in a deal whereby
high film officials of the large cities are to become partners.

Say Members of Combine Control 416 Theatres

Sponsors of the plan include the leaders of motion picture activities

in all the largest cities of the United States and Canada, who own or
control, it is said, 416 of the nation's finest motion picture theatres which
will play independent first-run features exclusively.

With the completion of a national independent organization in Los
Angeles, the chain of first-run theatres will receive the productions direct
from Los Angeles and not from New York, which in the past has been the
distributing center.

have welded themselves together in the
proposed distributing machine. They in-
clude: Albert Rosenberg, who controls
theatres in Seattle and other Northern
cities; the Fabian interests of New Jer-
sey, twelve theatres; the Balaban and
Katz theatrical holdings, Chicago; the
Stanley Amusement Company of Phila-
delphia; the R. D. Craver enterprises with
theatres scattered throughout the South-
ern States; the Nathan Gordon holdings
of Boston; Finkelstein & Ruben, with
twenty-five theatres in Minnesota; Lesser
and Gore's West Coast company hold-
ings, controlling eighty odd theatres in

California, and several smaller chains
controlling in all about fifty theatres.

Won't Conflict with Other Work
Mr. Lesser points out that this new en-

deavor will not conflict with the many
present activities of the different organ-
izations that have merged with the new
organization. It will be governed apart
in every manner and strictly independent,
and while chosen as the active head, it

will not interfere with Lesser's interests
as president of Principal Pictures Cor-
poration, and as vice-president of Associ-
ated First National.

In addition to becoming the distribut-

ing center, Los Angeles, though it has al-

ways stood as the producing center of the
motion picture
industry, will
draw even a

greater number
of pro duction
companies from
Eastern studio
centers, princi-

pally from Flor-

ida.

Makes Predic-
tions for Coast

Such were the
predictions con-
tained yesterday
in a statement is-

sued by Sol Les-
ser, who has been chosen as the represen-
tative of the new enterprise, and who
declared that Los Angeles was destined
to become the greatest distributing cen-

ter, as well as the manufacturing center,

of the motion picture industry.

Eight of the leading motion picture or-

ganizations and several smaller chains

Sol Lesser

$18,000,000 to Be Expended in

Studio Expansion in Los Angeles
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, May 15.—Programs of expansion, involving an
estimated expenditure of $18,650,000, have just been announced by a num-
ber of production companies and studios. This enormous expenditure will

not be made on future productions, but will be devoted exclusively to the
erection of new studios or in building additions to existing plants.

Estimated expenditures by the various companies follow : William
Fox. $3,500,000 to build new studio on 450-acre site just purchased in the
Westwood Beverly district ; Mack Sennett, $2,000,000 ; Hollywood Studios,

$1,000,000; Famous Players-Lasky, $3,250,000; Sol Lesser, $500,000; Fair-

banks, $1,150,000; United Studios, $800,000; Universal Studio, $500,000;
Powers plant, $250,000; Hal Roach, $400,000; Goldwyn, $300,000; Inde-
pendent producers, $5,000,000.
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Notable Plays and Novels Are
Purchased by Lichtman

"The First Year" "The Virginian" and "The Boomerang"
Obtained for Production by Preferred

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, May 15.—A group of notable plays and stories has been
purchased by Al Lichtman, B. P. Schulberg and J. G. Bachmann for

production by Preferred Pictures. These pictures will form a part
of the coming season's product for distribution through Ai Lichtman Cor-
poration.

HEADING the list is "The First Year,"

Frank Craven's popular play of Ameri-

that the Lichtman-

$100,000 for this

can life. It is said

Preferred people pai

play which had a

two - year run in

New York and a

year's run in Chi-

cago. Several road
companies are now
playing it in other

cities. The con-

tract was nego-

tiated in N e w
York by Lichtman
and Bachmann, on
one hand, and
Winchell Smith,
Frank Craven and
John Golden on
the other.

A series of con-

ferences between David Belasco and the

Lichtman - Preferred organization resulted

in the acquisition by the latter of "The
Boomerang," the Belasco play, of which

Winchell Smith and Victor Mapes, are

authors. The stage play set a long run

record, a few seasons ago, on Broadway,
and has played in many of the large cities

since. It is a comedy drama.
* *

The great American classic, "The Virgin-

ian," by Owen Wister, stands next in im-

portance on Preferred's list. This is a

romance of the plains, full of action and
spectacular incidents.

Robert W. Service's novel, "Poisoned

Paradise," is another of the literary works
acquired. It is the most recent work of

Al Lichtman

B. P. Schulberg J. G. Bachman

that widely read author, and in it Service
does for Monte Carlo, what he has done
previously for the Yukon.

Contracts also have been closed by Pre-
ferred for the screen rights of Zona Gale's

novel, "Faint Perfume," a recently pub-
lished story. Reviewers have rated it

higher than Miss Gale's previous work,
"Miss Lulu Bett." A dramatic version of
"Faint Perfume" will be put on in New
York this fall by Brock Pemberton.
After several months of negotiations,

"White Man," was secured for filming.

"White Man" is the best known work of

George Agnew Chamberlain, and has gone
into several editions since its first publica-
tion in 1919.

Lichtman, Schulberg and Bachmann also
list "The Triflers," a novel of today by
Frederick Orin Bartlett.

"The Breath of Scandal," the novel by
Edwin Balmer," and "Maytimc," by Rida
Johnson Young also have been acquired by
the Lichtman-Preferred combine.

* * *

In addition to the foregoing properties.
Preferred's plans include the production of
"A Mansion of Aching Hearts." adapted
from the song by Harry Von Tilzer and
Arthur J. Lamb; "My Lady's Lips," a
drama of modern society by Edward
Locke; "The Aristocrat," a Hearst's Maga-
zine story by Larry Evans, and Royal A.
Baker's screen drama, "When a Woman
Reaches Forty."
Th rce Preferred Pictures already com-

pleted will be added to the foregoing on
the publication schedule of Al Lichtman
Corporation for the season of 1923-1924.
They arc "April Showers." a Tom Forman
Production featuring Colleen Moore, Ken-
neth Harlan and Ruth Clifford: "The
Broken Wing," the Broadway play directed
by Tom Forman with Harlan. Miriam
Cooper, Miss Dupont and Walter Lonp. and
"Mothers-in-Laft'," a Gasnier production by
Frank Dazey and Agnes Christine John-
ston, authors of "Rich Men's Wives" and
"Poor Men's Wives."
"This list," says AI Lichtman, "tells in

eloquent terms our intention to make Pre-
ferred Pictures a leader in the field. It

represents, I believe, the biggest announce-
ment of the year. There is just one de-
mand to be filled today—big box office pic-

tures. In planning for next season we took
this factor into consideration and bought
the greatest box-office attractions available.
Each play has established a long record,
each novel is listed among the best sellers.

They have definitely registered in dollars
and cents the public's emphatic approval."

Newspictures Must Be
Submitted to Censors
New York Court Rules

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y„ May 15.—All motion
picture news reels must be submitted for
inspection and licensing to the New York
State motion picture censorship commis-
sion, according to a decision handed down
by the court of appeals in this city. The
decision comes as the final chapter to a
two years' fight waged by Pathe against
the New York state commission. It is

one of far-reaching importance.
Almost immediately after the New

York commission started to function,
eliminations were made from one of
Pathe's news reels. Shortly after Pathe
notified the commission that it would
start a test case to determine whether or

Exhibition

By H. W. DEUTSCHMANN
(King's Playhouse, Toronto, Ont.)

We have amateurs' night every

Wednesday night, with six acts as a

rule. On a Wednesday night recently
only three acts had shown up and, of

course, I was very peevecL As the third

act was on in came an amateur with his

suitcase and feeling very sore, I lit right

into him. The conversation follows:

Manager—What do you mean by com-

ing in at this time of the night? You're

too late.

Amateur—Oh! Am I?
M—Yes, you can't get in tonight.

A—What difference does that make?
M— I have a notion to report you to

the booking office.

A—Go ahead.
M—What do you do?.
A— I work in an office and we had to

work overtime tonight. But I don't know
what you are talking about. Give me one
ticket, please.

M—Are you not an amateur act?
A—No, I didn't come here for work, I

came here for pleasure.
And the laugh was on the manager,

who now felt much better than before.

By ROY W. ADAMS
(Pastime theatre, Mason, Mich.)

The first amusing experience I recall

dates back about four years ago, when
one of the kid fans used to ask every

day, "What's the serial tonight? Eddie
Polo in 'The Lurk of the Circus,' or
Hindooey (Houdini) in 'The Master Mys-
tery?'

"

One little devil got so obstreperous
one night that I boosted him out of the

rear entrance. I chased after him to

hand him back his dime, but before I

could catch him he had bought another
ticket and was back in the show again.

A few weeks ago I had a one sheet out

in front with Buck Jones and his leading

woman in a loving embrace, while a silly

looking cupid was taking a fatal aim at

them. Two youngsters looking at this

asked me, "Is that angel goin' to be in

the pitcher tonight?"
I think the winner though is the kid

who came in last night and asked when
"Charlie Champkin" was going to start.

not the commission had the legal right to

inspect and license news reels, the com-

pany declaring that under the constitu-

tion, such reels were exempt.
The case has worked itself up through

the various courts of New York state,

Pathe having lately taken an appeal from

a decision made by the Appellate division,

upholding the constitutionality of the law.

There was no opinion accompanying to-

day's decision.
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No Compromise With
"Music Tax" Society,

Says James C. Ritter
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DETROIT, MICH.. May 15.—If the

report is true that a proposition to pay a

reduced "music tax" is to be presented .it

the M. P. T. O. A. convention in Chicago

next week, such a move will meet the
determined opposition of James C. Ritter
of Michigan, candidate for national presi-
dent. In a statement issued today by Mr.
Ritter through H. M. Richey. manager
of the Michigan league, the candidate
says:

"There is no compromise between right
and wrong. By making ourselves a party
to such an arrangement we would be ad-
mitting the 'tax' is just and that at least

a portion should be paid. I believe the
exhibitors of the United States are de-
manding that the copyright law be
amended or repealed and that such should
be taken by the national organization
through congress with the 100 per cent
backing of the exhibitors of the country.
"In many sections the rate of ~y2 cents

a seat is nothing new. The entire "tax' is

unfair and should be abolished."

Prompt Action Wins
Radio Fight Against
"Music Tax" Society

{Special to Exhibitors Herald")

NEW YORK. May 15—The National

Association of Broadcasters, organized
but three weeks ago in Chicago for the

announced purpose of combating the

American Society of Composers. Authors
& Publishers, which had demanded that

the radio stations pay a "tax" on all mu-
sic broadcasted, has won its fight.

Prompt and definite action by the
broadcasters has brought a reversal of
the original order of the music publishers
that the radio people must "pay up" or
stand suit. The new order, issued on rec-
ommendation of the Music Publishers
Association, grants the broadcasting sta-
tions the right to play music tax free
until the time when radio broadcasting
has become stabilized and is placed on a
commercial basis.

Residents Film "Fans '

'

But Oppose Playhouse
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

BOSTON, MASS., May 15.—Just why
Brookline, a suburb of Boston, voted
against the erection of a theatre though
its residents are ardent theatre goers has
been the cause of considerable speculation
in Boston film circles. This city daily
draws hundreds of Brookline people to
its theatres and when the people voted
against a theatre of their own an investi-
gation was made to ascertain whether or
not minority influences had "put some-
thing over."

_
It was found, however, that the oppo-

sition was unanimous, but only because
Brookline is considered one of the finest
residential sections in the country and.
according to Buddy Stuart of the Gold-
wyn exchange, who interviewed residents

• on the subject, they wanted to keep it

•that way. Brookline is only a twelve
minutes' ride from Boston and its resi-
dents want it understood that they are in
no way opposed to screen entertainment.

Driven Out of Business by
Famous, Exhibitor Charges

Testimony Reveals Showman Launched Many Theatre
Ventures Prior to Oklahoma Experience:

Competition Feared. He Says
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, May 15.—Joseph C. Boss, the former McAlester. Okla.,
exhibitor who was on the stand for two days last week in the Federal Trade
Commission's investigation into the affairs of Famous Players-Lasky Cor-
poration, opened the fourth week of the hearings by being recalled for cross
examination. He immediately was taken in hand by Attorney Swayne, of
the respondent's legal staff, and put through a severe grilling which at
times caused the witness to lose his temper.

On direct examination Boss testified that he had been driven out of
business by the tactics of Famous Players. During the cross examination,
Mr. Swayne brought out that Boss had quit the theatre business in other
cities before going to McAlester, because he feared a new theatre would
be built and cut into his business, and that this former threat did not come
from Famous or any of its subsidiaries.

Boss Arrives in Oklahoma With $600 in Cash

Mr. Swayne took the witness through his entire career as an exhibitor
from the time he first started in Philadelphia in 1902. and showed that he
had started many theatre ventures, many of which he had sold at a profit,
but finally landing in Oklahoma with only $600 in cash. On this he started
the motion picture theatre in McAlester.
The contracts which Boss signed for He said that at the time Zukor told him

the showing of Paramount pictures in

McAlester were gone into at great length
and on questioning by Swayne the wit-

ness admitted that the written and
printed contracts meant little to him as
compared to the verbal understandings
he claimed to have had with the ex-
changes.

Williams Denies Charges

J- D. Williams, former general man-
ager of First National and now president
of Ritz-Carlton Pictures, co-starred with
Boss in last week's sessions of the
hearing. Mr. Williams was on the stand
all of the Tuesday and part of the
\\ ednesday sessions. Mr. Boss finished
out the day and all of Thursday, when
a recess was taken until Monday. Mr.
Williams denied the testimony of former
witnesses that he had served notice on
Adolph Zukor, shortly after the formation
of First National or any other time, that
he would outbid Famous for the services
of Mary Pickford or other picture stars.

Mr. Williams told of negotiations made
by Mr. Zukor in the summer of 1918,
looking to Williams leaving First Na-
tional and joining Select, which was
owned jointly bv Zukor and Selznick.

that unless Williams accepted the offer
to leave First National and join him in
Select, he (Zukor ) would buy up so many
First National franchises that that or-
ganization would be unable to function.
Williams admitted that the offer tempted
him as he feared Zukor would make good
his threat, and he feared First National
would have rather rough going in a right
of this sort.

Difficulties Are Settled

Williams related that after conferring
with Harry Schwalbe he finally accepted
several thousand dollars in the way of
salary in advance, giving his note for the
amount, with the understanding that if he
did not join Zukor in Select, he would
make good the note. Before the note fell

due. Williams testified. First National had
straightened out the impending difficulties
and become stronger, so he paid the note
upon maturity and the deal was off.

Williams told of the activities of Ste-
phen A. Lynch in the South and of the
purchases by him of theatres which in-
dicated that Zukor was making good his
threat to buy up Fivst National houses.
Among these purchases, he said, were
the buying up of the E. H. Hulsey inter-
ests in Texas. Oklahoma and Arkansas,

"What exhibitors

are saging ab::n

"I consider your 'What the Picture Did for Me' department the best

thing published. I can hardly wait for each issue of the HERALD as I read
it from cover to cover."—A. H. Mein'ERT. Star theatre, Albany, Wis.

9 9< 9

"When I quit the HERALD, it will be because I am no longer interested

in motion pictures."—G. G. NUTTER. Royal theatre. Republic Kans.
9 9 9

"We have been in the show business eight months and day by day in

every way, we have learned the value of our Herald. It is certainly cheaper
to profit by the experience of other fellows expressed in 'What the Picture Did
for Me' than to get all of your experience first hand."—T. J. Price and R. M.
DALRYMPLE. Home theatre. Oblong, 111.
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Two scenes from "Human Wreckage," Mrs. Wallace Reid's anti-narcotic film.

Mrs. Wallace Reid and Bessie Love are shown in one of the views above. F.

B. O. will distribute this production.

Hulsey being a First National franchise

holder.
During the course of his testimony Mr.

Williams told of his determination, after

First National had "set its house in

order" and grown stronger, to beat Zukor
at his own game of dominating the in-

dustry. He said that after Zukor had
secured control of Southern Enterprises
and had started negotiations looking to

the buying out of the Dahnken franchise

for the West Coast, First National had
endeavored to get prominent stars and
directors to break away from Famous
and produce their own pictures to be dis-

tributed through First National. He
stated frankly that it was his intention to

make First National the dominant factor

in the industry, and said that he was im-
pelled to do this as a defensive move.

First Exhibitor on Stand

The first exhibitor witness in the in-

vestigation was Joseph C. Boss, a former
theatre owner of McAIester, Okla., who
testified that he had been driven out of

the industry by the methods of Famous
Players-Lasky and its subsidiary compa-
nies. Boss told of having trouble over
an agreement with Joseph Gilday, ex-

change manager at Oklahoma City,

whereby he was to be allowed to book a

picture for two days, to run it one day
and have it returned for another day's

run later on. He said this agreement
had never been lived up to and he was
compelled to run his pictures two days
consecutively. Also that he had been
sold a lot of Paramount pictures as first

runs, but which he states were repeaters.

Other pictures which he had booked and
advertised heavily, he said were withheld
from him in spite of" the fact that he had
sent in his checks promptly.
He told of becoming alarmed over ru-

mors of Lynch buying up theatres in his

section of the country and feared that his

own town would be invaded. He said

he went to Frank Freeman, whom he
designated as Lynch's "right bower." and
that Freeman promised that Lynch would
never come into McAlster. Later, he

said. W. R. Lynch, a brother of Stephen
A. Lynch, approached him with a prop-
osition to buy his theatre, going over his

books and obtaining a lot of information
about his business.

Several months later. Boss testified, he
had a letter from Lynch stating that $22.-

000. the price asked by Boss, was too
high and that he was not interested at

that time. Boss stated that at this time
Lynch already had secured conrol of the

leading opposition theatre directly across

the street and that in spite of his contract

with Southern Enterprises for Paramount
product a sien announcing "the new home
of Paramount pictures" was put up on the

opposition house.

"Frozen Out," He Says

Boss related how step by step he was
"frozen out." The price of Paramount

pictures, he asserted, had been increased
until in the summer of 1920 he was pay-
ing ten times as much for his pictures as
he was paying a year before. He testified

that in addition to this attempts were
made to foist second run pictures on him
—pictures which he said would have ru-
ined the reputation of his house. He said
he then went into the market to buy
product and found that the opposition
house had tied up the product of United
Artists, Universal. Metro and Realart.
The opposition had. he said, booked
enough pictures to run three theatres in

an effort to prevent him from securing
enough product to supply his house.
The witness told of writing direct to

Adolph Zukor in an endeavor to keep his
business going but had secured no relief.

Then, he said, he took the matter up with
Sydney S. Cohen at the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners convention at Washing-
ton last year, and that tin's got him noth-
ing more than did the efforts to get re-
lief from Zukor and Lynch.

No Response from Cohen

He said that he had told his troubles
to Cohen and that the latter had ex-
pressed great surprise that Zukor should
treat him so if he knew the status of the
case. Boss said he told Cohen of writing
the fact to Zukor, and at Cohen's request
he had sent copies of the letters to Cohen,
who promised to take the matter up with
Zukor immediately. That was the last hi
had ever heard from Cohen, he testified.

Boss told of Willis Adams, the new
manager of the Lynch house in McAI-
ester, beginning negotiations with him
for the purchase of his theatre in Novem-
ber, 1921.

"First he offered $6,500 cash as a first

payment, then he cut the price to $5,000,
then to $3,000 and I accepted each time.
Then he said he could raise only $2,000
in cash and I agreed to that," testified the
witness. "With the Paramount and its

millions across the street I did not see
any other way out of it."

Anchor Gets Product
Of New Cheyenne Firm

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

CHEYENNE, WYO., May 15.—Rocky
Mountain Productions, Inc., has just been
organized with J. G. Laycock, president;
W. H. Phillips, vice-president, and F. W.
Raymond, secretary and treasurer. The
company's product will be distributed on
the state right market by Anchor Film
Distributors, Inc., Morris R. Schlank,
president.
"The Dangerous Trail," featuring Irene

Rich, Noah Beery, Tullv Marshall, Wil-
liam Lowry and others has been finished.

A series of eight pictures starring Bill

Patton are to be produced.

Williams Firm in Old
First National Office

Harry Scott Made Manager of

Distribution of Ritz-

Carlton Pictures
(.Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, May 15.—This is moving
week for First National and for J. D.
Williams and his Ritz-Carlton Pictures.
Each member of the First National army
has been spending his time recently gath-
ering up his plunder to move from the
old quarters at 6 West Forty-eighth street
to the new home of the organization at
Madison avenue and Forty-sixth street.

Williams Back in Old Quarters

As soon as the First National exodus
is completed Ritz-Carlton Pictures will
transfer from its present quarters in the
Strauss Building to 6 West Forty-eighth
street, occupying the entire eighth floor.

This move is a regular home coming
for J. D. Williams and it gives him his
old quarters which he occupied so long
while general manager of First National.
Recently Mr. Williams' old office has
been the official home of Richard A. Row-
land.

Scott Leaves Educational

Coincident with the moving of the J.
D. Williams organization comes the an-
nouncement of the selection of Harry
Scott, one of the best known and most
popular men in the sales end of the in-

dustry, as general manager of distribution
of the Ritz-Carlton company. Mr. Scott
has recently been connected with the sales

department of Educational Film Corpora-
tion, and assumed his new duties this

week.

Prospects Bright for

Mileage Rate on R. R.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, May 15.—"We arc nearer
victory than ever." This is the news
from the office of the National Council
of Traveling Salesmen's Association in

its fight to put into effect a mileage plan
which would reduce traveling costs on
leading carriers of the country.
The Association declares that the re-

cent injunction in favor of the railroads

restraining the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission from enforcing its order direct-

ing all Class 1 carriers to issue mileage
books should not be viewed as the death
of the matter. A conference will be held
in Washington after which an appeal from
the injunction will be sought before the

United States Supreme court. It is ex-
pected this will be successful.

Enact Law Making
Daylight Plan Illegal
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HARTFORD, CONN., May 15.—Both
houses of the legislature have enacted
a law making it illegal to display any-
thing but standard time in public. The
law provides for a fine of $100 for viola-

tion. It now goes to the governor.

Votes Down
Daylight Saving

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MADISON, WIS., May IS.—The sen-

ate has adopted a bill prohibiting cities

of the state from enacting daylight sav-

ing ordinances.
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Exhibitor Sentiment Strongly
Against National Advertising

Survey Suggested as
Basis for Conference

Theatre Owners Want Lower Rentals and Local
Advertising Appropriations

Business 20% Over
Pre-War Days

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, May 15. — Busi-
ness may not be better now than it

was during the war when money
was plentiful, but it is at least 20
per cent better than it was in the
pre-war days. This is the condi-
tion in the south, according to

Frank Ferrandini, president of the
First National Amusement Com-
pany of Richmond, Va., who is in

New York to serve on the rotating
committee of First National.

This increase, in Mr. Ferrandini's
opinion, represents the legitimate
growth of the public's interest in

motion pictures in that section of

the country. Reviewing the situa-

tion since the days before the war,
Mr. Ferrandini states that the pres-

ent prosperous condition was ex-
ceeded only during the bonanza
days of the war. Then this spas-
modic period passed and depression
set in. Following this a healthier

period of prosperity returned, top-
ping the normal level of ante-war
days by fully twenty per cent.

U. S. to Build Vaults

For Historic Pictures
f

(Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C. May 15.—

A

pecial vault in the White House will be
lsed to store films of historic value, it

las become known following a conference
leld by President and Will H. Hays.
\n offer of such a collection of films

vhich portray events of American history
s said to have been made to the chief ex-
ecutive by Mr. Hays.
The construction of the vault will be

liscussed with representatives of various
ilm companies.

Sickel Show Put Back
On Map in N. Y. Town

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

!
WATERTOWX, X. Y., May 15.—The

lillenium is at hand. The five-cent
movie"' has returned. Fred Perry, who
as just purchased the Strand theatre in
Vatertown, N. Y.. announces that he
• ill provide nickel shows on Saturday
fternoons, and will include four changes
t pictures a week, with special educa-
onal film for a children's matinee on
laturday.

Heads Selznick Branch
ibitors Herald)

Mav 15.—Frank,
OMAHA. XEB.,

>e Lorenzo has arrived in Omaha and
as taken over management of the Selz-
ick Distributing Corporation branch,
icceeding S. T. O'Brien. Mr. De Lor-
izo comes from Milwaukee where
as resident manager.

M.

he

The "Herald" this week publishes the final returns in its

exhaustive survey to determine the trend of exhibitor opinion

on the subject of advertising motion pictures in magazines of

national circulation.

The initial installments, published during the past two weeks in the

"Herald,"' have created a stir throughout the trade, indicating the impor-

tance attached to the subject by producers, distributors and theatre owners.

Data collected covers the proposition in a comprehensive manner,

resulting in a number of specific recommendations being made by the

theatre owners of the country.

Suggest "Herald" Survey As Basis for Conferences

A decided sentiment against national advertising of motion pictures

is disclosed in a thorough analysis of the replies received from exhibitors.

Eighty per cent of the responses declare flatly against advertising in maga-
zines of national circulation. Of the remaining 20 per cent approximately
16 per cent are of the opinion that while national advertising may benefit

to a degree the large sums expended in this type of advertising could

be more effectively used in local advertising. The remaining 4 per cent
are of the belief that the money could not be better expended.

The suggestion is made that the "'Herald'' survey be used as a basis for

conferences between the advertising directors of the producing and dis-

tributing companies and the theatre owners with a view of determining
a definite advertising policy which would be of the greatest benefit to the
greatest number.

B. C. Ferriss, director of advertising for the Finkelstein & Ruben
theatres in St. Paul, Minn., declares that "this subject is really too broad
to be covered in a few words, and should be threshed out between the

producers and exhibitors so as to be settled to the best benefit of both
parties," adding that while national advertising "is immense for some pur-
poses, the money so expended could be made to do ten-fold more work if

applied to local advertising." Mr. Ferriss' reply is published in full on
page 38.

Local Advertising Is Sought by Theatre Owners
Recommendations which receive the greatest support of the exhibitors

are that the money now expended in national advertising be devoted to

local advertising appropriations, especially newspapers, or that this money
be saved with a proportionate reduction in rentals.

Theatre owners are of the opinion that no matter how small the
appropriation for local advertising might be as a result of the discontinu-
ance of national advertising it would prove more effective.

Other recommendations for diverting the use of this money are : Bet-
ter pictures, greater variety in cuts and novelties, better stories, reduction
in the cost of paper and accessories, better prints, posting of 24 sheets
throughout the country, direct by mail campaigns, and supplying of trail-

ers to theatres. The suggestion also is made that the money be used in

an effort to eliminate the admission tax.

Olympia, Wash.—William Wilson and
* A. Zabel have acquired property at
itth and Washington streets on which
ey will build a modern theatre.

Exhibitor opinions received too late to be included in the final

installment of this survey will be published at a later date in

"Letters from Readers" department.
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IS NATIONAL ADVERTISING HELPING YOU?
"Herald" Questionnaire on Subject Brings Remarkable

Response From Exhibitors of Country

The value of national advertising as a medium of promoting the motion picture has been a subject of wide dis-

cussion within the trade. The debatable question has been whether or not the enormous expenditures for

this type of advertising bring returns commensurate with the monetary outlay. Because of the impor-
tance of the subject the "Herald" has gone to the exhibitor, the man most vitally affected, for the answer
to the question: "Is National Advertising Helping You?" That the survey might be comprehensive and
the returns accurate the exhibitors were asked to comment upon the following phases of the subject:

1. What do you think of this as a means of increasing theatre attendance?

2. Is it increasing the attendance in your theatre?

3. What percentage of your attendance do you feel it is responsible for?

4. What is the comment of your patrons on magazine advertisements, on trade marks or brands and on
particular pictures?

5. Do you feel this money could be expended in any other way to give you greater benefits?

6. If so, how?
7. Can admission prices be successfully raised on pictures on the strength of national advertising?

The numbers of the questions are used to designate specific answers. In replies where no numbers are usee

the exhibitors discussed the subject generally.

A. E. WILCOX, UNIQUE THEATRE,
BRICELYN, MINN.: (1) In a small

town my opinion is that it has no benefit.

(2) I don't think it is. (3) None. (4)

Never heard one. (5) Yes. (6) Better

shows, better prints, cheaper paper and
less rental for use of films. As it is now
in the smallest of villages it is impossible

to put on a satisfactory feature, comedy
and maybe an educational, for less than
$15. This means sixty people at 25 cents

before there is any daylight for the
owner. (7) Not in my town, in fact we
have often put on the so-called specials,

paying a big price for them and advanc-
ing our prices, only to have the patrons
tell us on their way out, "Say, that was
not as good as one of your regular every-

day shows."
(General Comment) As to raising

prices: I have many inquiries from my
people as to when I am going to get back
to old-time prices. When I bought this

outfit prices were 5 and 10 cents. Imme-
diately I put them to 10 and 15 cents I

was told ruin was ahead. It did not come,
and I got prices to 10 and 20 cents. Taxes
came, high prices, too, and I put them to

10 and 25 cents. I have never seen my
way clear to lower them, on account of

high rental of films, high rates of all

things such as express, advertising, paper,

etc. If prices would allow it and the tax
were eliminated, I would be most happy
to go to 10 and 20 cents, and I think it

would stimulate attendance more than
national magazine advertising.

* * *

BROADWAY STRAND THEATRE,
DETROIT, MICH.: (1) It does not.

(2) No. (3) None. (4) They say, "There
must be a lot of money in the movies to
spend it that way." (5) Yes. (G| Daily
papers where film is running. (7) No.

* * *

VERNON LACEY, TEMPLE THEA-
TRE, HOWELL, MICH.: (1) As a

small town exhibitor it has no benefit, for
the pictures worth seeing are now classed
as specials and such exorbitant rentals
asked that there is seldom a good produc-
tion that I can run without losing money
until it is eighteen months to two vears
old. (3) It would be O. K. if film rentals
were reasonable. (4) Had no comment.

ELMER E. GAILEY, CRYSTAL
THEATRE, WAYNE, NEB.:

(1) It's swell for big boys, but it's

the bunk for us overall guys. They
play it day and date, we play it a
year or so after the advertisement
comes to light, because they tie us
up with a picture a week, owing
to the fact that they only advertise
the big ones, we lose the KICK by
getting behind, playing the ordinary
in betweens. (2) Small per cent.

(3) About 10 to 15. (4) They
never mention the trade mark as a

rule, but if we i.tc lucky enough
to book one in a hundred or a
hundred and fifty days after the
advertisement is run, they say,

"That's the one that was advertised
in the Saturday Evening Post."

(5) Yer dam right. (6) Lower film

rentals, cheaper advertising assc.

better prints, early shipments and
real service. (7) Positively No,
unless the picture will stand the

test, as it would have the same ef-

fect that a punk road show would
have at advanced prices, and the
road shows are usually punk, to-

gether with the prints of same.

(5) I think the money well expended but
our own trade journals are too much in

favor of the producer. They have no re-

gard for the exhibitor. (7) At the pres-

ent average admission charge throughout
the country I can see that there should

be no further advance in admissions but
a reduction in rentals of one-half.

(General Comment) If you and the

other journals would forget the faults of

Cohen and the national association offi-

cers and devote some time to the exhibi-

tors' benefit your efforts would be repaid

as lucratively as they are now by favoring

the producer. Personally, I have little

faith in any of the journals. Any of your
pretended interest in the exhibitor lacks

sincerity. I'm surprised that you didn't

throw a brick at the recent Chicago meet-
ing. It will be done yet.

EDWARDS & CASE, OPERA HOUSE
PAW PAW, ILL.: (1) Perhaps al

right for large cities, not for small. (2)

No. (3) None. (7) No, the picture must
have the goods, which too many do noi

have.
* * *

GRAND THEATRE, CHETEK, WIS.
(1) Not much in small town theatres

(2) No. (3) None. (4) Patrons com men',

on advertised pictures but we can neve;

buy them at reasonable time. (5) Yes'

(6) Expended locally. At least 50 pe
cent of present appropriation. (7) No
Not unless we can get them at the sainij

time as theatres in larger cities.

* * *

BERT NORTON, KOZY THEATRE
EUREKA, IL.L.: (i) In a limited wo

it might benefit but by time the smalle

towns can get it the edge is gone from th\

advertising. (2) Not very much. (3) j.j

per cent. (4) Occasionally you hear som\
one remark that First National and Para
mount are good pictures. (5) Yes. (6\
Hither in local papers or by cheaper acces

sory prices so me could use more of then \

(7) Not always, for the public soon learn \

whether a picture is worthwhile or not.

* * *

P. J. BURFORD, PRINCESS THEA
TRE, DONIPHAN, MO.: (1) Don

think much of it. Daily papers may b
j

all right, but local advertising always get'

j

best results. (2) No. (3) None. (4) Veri
few pay any attention to outside advei

j

tisements. (5) Yes. (6) Reduced rental

or using same to eliminate admission ta>
j

(7) No.
* * *

E. W. HARRELL. ROYAL AMUSE
MENT COMPANY, RISON, ARK

In regard to national advertising by th

distributor, I think they are spending to

much money on same. I think this mone
was made by the small town exhibitoi

and we are still making it for them t

advertise. Film rentals are entirely to

high for us to make a profit out of 01

theatres. The time is coming when w
will have to close our houses on accou:

of film rentals.
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BRITTON & LUNDGREN, ME.LBA
THEATRE, ALEXIS, ILL.: (1) No

good. (2) No. (3) None. (4) None. (5)

Yes. (6) Reduced film rental. (7) No.

* * *

COWAN OLDHAM, OLDHAM THE-
ATRE, McMINNVILLE, TENN.: (1)

Not any good for small town. (2) No.

(3) None. (4) Absolutely no comment.
(5) Yes. (6) Give exhibitor benefit in re-

duced rentals. (7) No.
* * *

A. A. SUSZYCKI, MAJESTIC THEA-
TRE, MAUSTON, WIS.: (1) Don't

think much of it. (2) No. (4) Haven't
heard any comments. (6) Don't think it

would need to be spent. Just cut the

-entals would please me. (7) No.

R. D. TAYLOR, BOURBON THEA-
TRE, BOURBON, IND.: (1) It helps

to a small per cent. (2) No. (3) None.
(4) A very few of my patrons know pic-

tures by their trade mark, but they are

regular customers anyhow. (5) Yes. (6)

If the distributors would cut out this

needless overhead and cut film rentals

iccordingly the exhibitor would be great-

y benefited. (7) In a few cases—yes, but
:he picture must be big.

rl. A. McCLURE, STRAND THEA-
TRE, EMPORIA, KAN.: (i) Would

relieve that it could not help but increase

Utendancc. Just as much so as an ad for
Bon Ami would help the sales on that arti-

cle. (2) Don't know. (3) Have no way of
•becking. (4) After a "Saturday Evening
\°ost" advertisement usually have inquiries

is to when the picture is coming. (5) Yes,

educe Him rentals. (6) Any expense which
ould be eliminated and tend toward lower
Urn rental would be a Godsend. It seems

us that the limit has been readied in

ental and yet press dispatches from the

~oast state -more and more money being

•\pent .on production. (7) Not unless the

Picture has the quality, which it frequently

tas not. For example, "Adam's Rib."
* * *

:rystal theatre, water-
TOWN, MINN.: (1) No good for the

ittle fellow. (2) No. (4) No comment.
5) Yes. (6) Give us cheap paper, so we
ould buy more. (7) Not a cent.

* * *

. B. LAUGHLIN, BART'S MECCA
THEATRE, MIDLAND, MICH.: (1)

fery fine for first-run houses, but no ad-
antage to small town exhibitors who
an't tie up at time advertising is running.

2) Possibly. (3) Very little. (4) Have
leard none except in case of certain fa-

orite stars. (5) Yes. (6) Cut the expen-
ive advertisements. Give us the same
ictures at half the price and the quality
rill increase the business. Good pictures
peak for themselves. (7) Possible, but
ot probable. Would not think of trying

: myself. Prefer to reduce prices. Find
am now more successful running same
uality and sometimes better for 25 cents
lan rival house offers for 35 cents.

R. V. ERK, TEMPLE THEATRE, ILION, N. Y.: (1) Because so many ordi-

nary features have been advertised as big specials, and in the end the
public has been buncoed, that type of advertising has hurt attendance. (2) No.

(3) No. (4) We have worked for nearly two years to make our patrons judge
our shows on merit rather than maker's reputation. (5) Yes. (6) In pictures

—not meaning stars, salaries, but in productions. It takes more than a star's

name and a producer's reputation to satisfy an audience. (7) An exhibitor is

safe as long as he does not overcharge, regardless of advertising. We have
made both friends and money by giving some pictures that were considered

ordinary, by most exhibitors, special music and a generous advance in price.

advertised pictures. (2) Very little. (3)

A few who seldom attend. (4) Some of

the national advertised pictures fall flat

by the time they get to the small town,
and if the picture lacks story interest, pa-
trons are not slow to tell the exhibitor

they did not like it, no matter what brand
or company. (5) Yes. (6) Lower film

rentals, then lower admission. That's
what the public wants. (7) Not and hold
your regular patronage. In order to raise

admission prices in the small town, the

exhibitor must be sure he has a really big
picture. In most instances it must have
a well known star, or a very familiar

story.

(General Comment) I also don't mind
telling you that I enjoy reading the Ex-
hibitors Herald, having booked all my
pictures for the last six months on the

strength of what exhibitors say of this

or that particular picture, and I honestly
believe the Herald is the little fellows'

best trade paper.
* * *

LINDRUD & GUETTINGER, COCH-
RANE THEATRE, COCHRANE,

WIS.: (1) Seems too much money spent
which reflects back upon the exhibitor
who has to pay for it all. (2) Do not con-
sider much. (3) So little that I wouldn't
care to mention it. (4) Once in a while
we have a patron come and tell us about
them, but in most cases they mention
books and good stories found in maga-
zines, etc. This draws more than the na-

tional advertising in papers. (5) Yes. Let
them keep this money and reduce their

overhead and give the exhibitor the bene-
fit. (6) Too much of this big heavy ad-
vertised stuff proves to be all wind and
dissatisfaction to the poor exhibitor who
only listens to and reads these advertise-

ments without first looking into the pic-

ture further. We get more and better ad-
vertising right from "What the Picture

Did For Me" columns. (7) Possibly
some, but not much here.

* * *

WM.'KOONS, GARDEN THEATRE,
VICKSBURG, MICH.: (1) Nothing.

(2) No. (3) None. (4) I never get any.

(6) That is hard to tell. (7) No.
(General Comment) I hardly know

where to commence as so many things
might be said along these lines, as to na-
tional advertising helping to increase the-

atre attendance. That is a matter that

one cannot tell but we all know that ad-

). V.KELLY. MAJESTIC THEATRE,
REEDSBURG, WIS.: (1) O. K., pro-
iding one can play picture while national
dvertising is on, but as it is now, national
advertising helps only first-run big city

.ouses. (4) Very few comments. (5) Yes.
5)Decreasing price on advertising matter
) exhibitors. (7) No.

m. WINTERBOTTOM, ELECTRIC
THEATRE, BRADY, NEB.: (1) Na-
onal advertising may help the big city
leatres who get the first runs, but for
ie smaller towns who do not get the
ctures until six months or a year later
lere can be little benefit from nationally

CLIFFORD L. NILES, GRAND
THEATRE, ANAMOSA, IA.:

(1) We rather question its worth.
We say it is a detriment to small
towns. By the time the picture

gets to us they have forgotten
about it and are reading about the

new ones and asking for them. (2)

No. (3) None. (4) Why do you
not clay so and so, we see it adver-
tised. This at a time the picture is

out for prereview. (5) Yes—re-

duced rentals. (7) No. Now and
then yes, but they are few and far

between.

vertising helps, but there is no way of

checking up on a matter of this kind. And
so far as increasing my attendance I

hardly think so, because I am not get-

ting any more people in my place now
than I did two and three years ago. In
fact, I am not doing the business now I

did then.

When it comes to comments from my
patrons on magazine advertising, I rarely,

if ever, hear anything about such matters.
In fact, I don't think one small town in

a dozen ever gets any direct good out of
any such business for the simple reason
that when this advertising is new and
good for anything the price on that par-
ticular picture is prohibitive or the film
concern will not let you have the picture
until it has played all the key cities in the
state, even if one felt like taking a chance
on a particular production.
Another thing that I wish to comment

on is that nearly all producing releasing
corporations have during the year one or
two pictures that they want to release on
percentage basis, only they demand a
guarantee every time, and if you contract
for such picture they will promise promo-
tion man or advance man, whichever you
may call it, and you depend on him to
come in time to do you good. Sometimes
they do and sometimes they do not. For
illustration, last year I bought a big pic-
ture on one of those guarantee percentage
plans and the man was to come and help
me put the picture over, and I waited
until three days before play date and then
wired for a plan book with which to help
myself put the picture over. And on the
day I was to start using the picture

—

by the way, it was to be three-day run—

I

received a call from one of the larger
cities in the state and this exploitation
man wanted to know how I was coming.
And that was all the "help" I got from
him. So I say, why not give honest-to-
goodness men jobs that will earn their
salaries and help the small town out once
in a while with a little honest-to-good-
ness exploitation?

H. M. SWAM, MOVIE THEATRE,
MAYNARD, MINN.: (1) This adver-

tising may be all right for the large
towns, but for a small town where you
depend upon the country trade it is worth-
less, as not 5 per cent of the farmers take
the publications that these advertisements
appear in. (2) No. (3) None. (4) Have
never had a comment from any patron in

my ten years in the business that came
directly from national advertising. (5)
Yes. (6) Lower film rentals—shorter and
better pictures. (7) No. Out of the ques-
tion entirely in a small town. National
advertising does not reach my patrons
and if it did they are not the class of peo-
ple that would read it. They would
rather look through a Sears Roebuck cat-

alogue and see where they could save
enough money to take in a show once a
month.

_ (General Comment) I am a stick down
here in a small town—-Maynard, Minn.
The population of my town is a little bet-
ter than 400. I have been in the picture
game ever since the early days of the old
gas machine and the days of King Bag-
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got. I followed this up until 1917 at which
time I went into the army. Up to this

time I always had a nice business and
made a good profit and was seldom, if

ever, called on by a film salesman. I put

in a year in France, returning in June,

1919, and resumed business in this little

town. I found thing's much different

when I returned. Film rentals had ad-

vanced some but not out of my reach

and I did a thrjving business. I bought
only the best pictures and paid from $15

to $25 for them. I built me a theatre and
prospered. Soon wages dropped and prac-

tically all the boys that returned were
out of work. Prices on grain dropped.

Film prices began to climb and I was
visited by one or two film salesmen al-

most every day. Each one had better

films than the other and the prices each

time were a little higher. I found myself

with a lot of high-priced pictures to' run

and no attendance. To date I have
cleaned up all old contracts, running at a

loss each month. Today when I ask

for a price on a special it is always $25
to $65 and $100. The pictures are not any
better and in many cases not so good.

What can a man do by paying $25 or $50
for a picture in a town of 400 after pay-

ing big price for advertising, war tax on
music and everything else under the sun?
Why should pictures be three times as

high now as they were when the big

times were on? It means the same with

me as it does to hundreds of other small

town fellows. We will have to quit like

hundreds have already done. As for me,
if a change does not come soon there will

be a new garage in town. Let us pray.

I will take the nine poor ones to get the

good one.
* * *

A. H. MEINERT, STAR THEATRE,
ALBANY, WIS.: (1) I do not, as it

has no effect in a small town. (2) No.
(3) None. (5) Yes. (6) If they would do
less advertising on such a large scale

they could rent the pictures to the small
town exhibitor for less money than they
are asking. (7) No, when the rentals on
these pictures get low enough for us
small exhibitors the pictures they adver-
tise in the magazines are forgotten.

(General Comment) I have watched
and listened to the people here in this

small town in regard to the national ad-
vertised pictures such as are in the "Post"
and other leading magazines, and they
know that the small exhibitors can't run
them for a year at least, so you see that

it does not help the small fellows. If you
should want to use such pictures the ex-
changes would want your theatre and all

you took in for the next six months.
They think us fellows are out here in the
sticks and don't amount to much, but we
are just as eager to play the new ones
and our patrons would be more apt to
stay at home to see them if they thought
they would be able to see them in the
near future instead of going to our neigh-
boring cities to see them. They should
give us little fellows more attention, as
we are all human. .Let them cut out the
advertising expenses and put the loose
change in pictures.

* * *

JULIUS W. SCHMIDT, GRAND
THEATRE, BREESE, ILL.: (l) I

don't think it helps in a coal camp like

mine. (4) None. (5) Yes, for me. (6)
Cut rentals as much as this advertising
costs. (7) Not in my town, and I believe
this applies to any small town. This is a
coal camp of 2,300.

* * *

O. W. McC.LELLAN, DREAMLAND
THEATRE, PEKIN, ILL.: (1) Don't

amount to much. Working class that I

am catering to do not get Saturday Even-
ing Post or other magazines. (2) No.
(3) Not 1 per cent. (4) Not any that I

H. E. SWAN, EMPRESS THEA-
TRE, KEARNEY. NEB.: (1) I

believe it keeps the patrons posted
on late pictures, as I know many of
my patrons have remarked about
seeing certain production advertised
in this or that magazine. I have
many requests for showing of cer-
tain pictures before any city has
shown them, and they must get
this information from the maga-
zines. (2) This question is hard
to even guess correctly, but I

would say, "I think not." (3) Pos-
sibly 10 per cent. Maybe smaller
percentage. (4) I have never
heard a patron comment on any
particular brand of picture, while
they 'most alwavs say, "The story
is so good" or "I have read the
book," or "I want to see Miss or
Mister in this wonderful story."

(5) Yes. (6) I don't believe that
any film corporations derive the
full amount of publicity they expect
to from these magazines according
to the amount they have to spend
for a full page or whatever amount
of advertising they use. I believe
the time is not far off when this
kind of advertising is going to
be absolutely worthless, as they are
ail trying it now and over-doing it.

(7) No—absolutely not. If the pic-
ture will stand on its own merits
and will warrant an increase in ad-
mission I always raise, but if not,
all the national advertising in the
world could not pet me to raise the
admission.

have heard. (5) Yes. (6) Advertise in
our home town papers, and mention
names of theatres where played. Same
money spent now in national advertising
would double the attendance if local ad-
vertising was used. (7) No.

(General Comment) I want to add that
here in Pekin, Illinois, we are a manu-
facturing city of about 12,000 population.
There are four daily papers circulated
here,

_
three of them evening and one

morning. But our city issues but one
evening paper. Peoria circulates the other
three, one of them morning, with a whole
page of Pekin news and ads in two even-
ing papers and two to three columns in
the morning paper. Now out of this pop-
ulation of 12,000 there is about 3,200
paper circulation of the four papers to-
gether, which is only about 25 per cent,
which proves to me that all laborers com-
bined do not have over 5 per cent of the
papers circulated. There is where our
newspaper advertising among the labor-
ing class does us no good.
Another thing, here not over 18 to 20

per cent go to shows every night, about
25 to 28 per cent on Saturday and Sun-
day. Possibly the Sunday circulation of
the papers is 15 to 18 per cent more than
on week days. I tested this matter out
several years ago when we were about
10,000 population. I owned and managed
three theatres. All these were in the city.
Two of them were straight picture shows,
one a vaudeville and picture house week
days and road shows every Sunday. One
Saturday in May (ideal weather for the
business) I made a special effort to get
the people out and only about 25 per cent
of the population attended the shows. I

used the papers, heralds, big flash in front
of each place. At the two picture shows
I talked on a megaphone, had special
pictures and I couldn't think of anything
else I could do to get the money. And I

pulled 25 per cent of the population on
a Saturday night. Of course it's different
now. At the present time we are selling

stars instead oi pictures. People now-
adays shop for stars, not pictures, and
the people that do not have the daily pa- I
pers have to shop for their favorites.

* * »

WALLERSTEIN THEATRICAL EN-
TERPRISE, MICHIGAN CITY,

IND.: (1) Materially it does not help
much, but the exhibitor in the end pays i

for the advertising medium. (2) Very lit- I

tie. (3) 2 per cent (4) Patrons are
guided by the standard of the picture it- I

self irrespective of trade marks. The ex- I

hibitor is sold on a trade mark through
|

trade publicity which never reaches the <

public or masses. (5) Yes. (6) Better 1

pictures and equitable film rentals. More I

fundamental business relationship and t

less force in your throat methods. (7) I

Absolutely no. (General Comment) 1

Would recommend 5 or 6-reel comedy-
dramas, as same are in great demand.

* * *

CLARENCE W. LANGACHER, NEW
GLARUS THEATRE, NEW GLA-

|
RUS, WIS.: (/; Not much of a help for I
the small town theatre, because we cannot I
run features during the time of its national I
advertisement. The memory of the public I
is very poor in regard to pictures and I
when the small town can show the picture I
the public will have forgotten about its I
advertisement nationally. (2) No. (3) None I
except trade mark folloners. (4) They I
will talk about the pictures as they are ad- I
vcrtiscd then will forget about them as M
something new is advertised, and so on. M
(5) Yes. (6) When an exhibitor contracts M
for a series of pictures the company could I
run an ad in a local paper telling about the M
coming attractions. (7) No, except in t'iry I
few cases where the picture is a distinct I
success, such as "Over the Hill" and M
"Blood and Sand."

* * *

EUGENE SAUNDERS, SAUNDERS
THEATRE, HARVARD, ILL.: (1) I

Not much. (2) Not to my knowledge. I
(3) Very small. (4) Not noticeable. (6)M
Yes. (7) Some yes, others no.

(General Comment) I am interested in

a tobacco store. Every little while sales-

men come around and give away free

packages of tobacco and go around to al!

the old sheds and tack up signs and come
in and tell you what they have done and
want you to place a larger order on the

benefits that you will derive- irom their

campaign of advertising. I have proven
that if they had come to me and made it

an object for me to push their several

articles that I would sell twice as much
as I do with their general advertising, be-

cause there was an incentive for me to

do so. I think the same applies to the

picture game. Instead of spending the

money in magazines that perhaps do not

strike your locality, allow the exhibitor m
so much for advertising if he will put up

a like amount to be expended on a cer-H
tain plan applicable to his neighborhood.

* * *

G. HAMMER, AUDITORIUM THEA- 1
TRE, COLFAX, WIS.: (1) No good for

small towns as we cannot buy pictures al

the time they are being advertised, (i)

No. (3) None. (4) We have not heard

any comment of any kind. (5) Yes. (6),

Better pictures at lower rental. (7) No.
* * *

HOME THEATRE, OBLONG, ILL.
(1) Would increase our attendance _ii

we could afford to pay the prices the dis-

tributors ask on current releases. (2)

Think so. (3) 5 per cent. (4) Ask when
we are going to run pictures as adver-.

tised, but simply have to tell them can-

not afford to run them in theatre seating

between two and three hundred. (5) Yes.

by reducing film rentals. (7) No.
* * *

R. P. DAVIDSON, DREAMLAND' .

THEATRE, SENECA, ILL.: (n Oi

very little value to small town exhibitor;
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(2) No. (3) None. (4) Never heard them
mentioned. (5) Yes. (6) By being put

into production and giving us cheaper

pictures, as somebody has to pay for this

advertising. (7) Not here.

* * *

C J GOETZ, BEVERLY THEATRE,
JANESVILLE, WIS.: (1) Does in-

crease to a certain extent, but not enough

to offset cost (2) Slightly. (3) y2 of 1

per cent. (4) Request for certain pictures

which cost too much in rentals. (5) Yes.

(6) Lower accessory and film costs by
saving the amount to the benefit of ex-

hibitors. (7) Yes, but if the picture is

not there the kick back is worse than

otherwise.
* * *

R. E. SIEBERT, WORLD THEATRE,
MINERAL POINT, WIS.: (1) By

all means, but they have got to deliver

the goods with advertising. (2) Yes. (3)

One-quarter per cent. (4) The people

know First National and Paramount
trade marks. (5) No. (7) Yes, a trifle.

(General Comment) The thing needed

today is to be able to buy a picture on
its merit and not have to buy the com-
pany's whole output in order to get one

or two good ones.

* * *

H. P. THOMPSON, LIBERTY THEA-
TRE, PARDEEVILLE, WIS.: ( i)

For houses playing first run, it may help,

but for the small town exhibitor it means
but little, as pictures advertised are forgot-

ten when we get them. (2) Not one bit.

(3) There is no such animal. (4) Have
never received one. (5) Yes. (6) Give us

cheaper rentals and let us do our own ad-

vertising in a local way. Let the exhibitor

handle his own problems in his own way.

If he is not capable he has no business run-

. nmg a theatre. Give him this money on
' cheaper rentals and he will spend it to his

I
own advantage. (7) I do not think so.

LTheatre ads in the cities help some, but we
can see no benefit from national advertis-

ing.
* * *

G. W. GLASS, STAR THEATRE,
TRENTON, TENN.: (1) Magazine

advertising may help the first-run houses,

but I consider this kind of advertising of

very little help to small town exhibitors.

(8) Very little. (3) 10 per cent. (4) Very
seldom I ever have a patron refer to any
nationally advertised picture. (5) Yes.

'

(6) Sell the exhibitor advertising cheaper

so he can afford to advertise his pictures

bigger. (7) No. Oaly a few super-spe-

cials will stand a raise on admission re-

gardless of the national advertising.

BERT E. FAHRNEY, ELECTRIC
THEATRE, CURTIS, NEB.: (1) N.

<G. By the time we get to run these pic-

tures the advertising is forgotten. (2) We
think not. (4) None whatever. (5) You
tell 'em. (6/ Reduce film rental. (7) Not

* * *

M. HILLYER, PASTIME THEATRE,
RESERVE, KAN.: (1) Excellent, But

the method must be used over a long
period and consistently. The system will

realize more money for the small town
exhibitors than if the amount were spent
in employing local exploitation men for

the exchanges. Paramount is the best

known trade mark in existence today and
Paramount has advertised nationally for

years. (3) Impossible to state. (4) Na-
tional advertising operates more on men-
tal suggestion and firmly plants a trade
mark or subject in the readers' mind for

ise at the proper time in the future. Di-
rect comments are seldom received but
!he effect is gained anyway. (5) No, ex-
:ept in extensive reduction in rentals. (6)
National advertising reaches the patrons

of the small town exhibitor better than
any other form of publicity I know which
can be used generally over the whole
country at a minimum expense. (7) Yes,
on special productions which are nation-
ally advertised, especially Paramounts,
as Paramount has consistently advertised

for five or six years.

* * *

M. D. FOSTER GEM THEATRE,
WILLIAMSBURG. KAN: (1) Not

in the small towns to any great extent.

(2) Not noticeable. In fact attendance is

less on account of general conditions. (4)
Not much of any unless some real big
attraction comes out that we cannot buy.
(5) Yes. (6) Cut expenses and sell film

cheaper. (7) Only on first run. Does not
benefit us.

* * *

R. C. BURTON. STRAND THEATRE,
RANSOM, KAN.: (1) No good for the

small town. They had better decrease
price of film. (2) No. (3) None. (4)
Never mention them. (5) Yes. (6) By
decreasing price to small towns on so-

FRED HINDS, CRESCO THE-
ATRE, CRESCO, LA.: (1) There

is no question but what it is of in-

estimable value to the first run
houses, but a particular picture ad-
vertisement probably does some
small town theatres more harm
than good. (2) Yes. (3) Not more
than ten per cent. (4) Patrons do
not discriminate on brands but they
do on nationally advertised pictures.
If we happen to have the picture
when it is new, it helps attendance.
(5) Yes. (6) Lower film rentals.

(7) Only providing that the picture
warrants it,

(General Comment) I am very
interested in your survey on na-
tional advertising, as I am in all

of your surveys. It should produce
a comprehensive answer to a here-
tofore unanswered question of sev-
eral years' standing. Having been
fortunate enough to have managed
both a big city first run theatre and
a small town theatre, my observa-
tions have been a series of oppo-
sites. While connected with first

run theatres I was of the opinion
that national advertising was a
great benefit and helped materially
in increasing actual box office re-

sults. When I first took charge of

a small town theatre I believed it

was positively harmful to that the-
atre. This is because producers or-

dinarily advertise pictures some
weeks before their release and it

is usually a year or more before
the small town gets them. Pa-
trons ask about the picture the
moment they see the advertisement.
The small towns are often com-
pelled to wait many months before
presenting it, and this automatically
serves as a reminder that the the-

atre is running old pictures and it

also allows interest to cool on the

picture in question.
Recently, I have changed my

plans and am using only the new
pictures which are nationally ad-

vertised. Since changing to the

new, I again find this advertising

of great benefit. I believe, then,

that national advertising is of great

benefit to all theatres running brand
new pictures and of very little

benefit to the others. Trade mark
advertising is probably of benefit

as a matter of prestige, but it is

not really as effective as direct fea-

ture advertising.

called specials. (7) Absolutely no, not in

small towns.
* * *

J. CHRISTENSON. STAR THEA-
TRE, SANDUSKY, MICH.: (1) No

noticeable increase for small towns. (2)

Not to my knowledge. (5) Yes. (6) By
reducing price of accessories so we can
use more in direct advertising in our own
town. (7) Not here. (General Comment)
This may be different in cities where
there is no rural population, and maga-
zines are more uniformly read.

* * *

H. G. SCHMIDT, PALACE THEA-
TRE, LONG PINE, NEB.: (1) All

right for the larger cities. I think that
it ought to be kept up if it only helps the
big houses, as it gives the show-going
people a chance to get posted on the bet-

ter pictures. (2) No. (3) None. People
in the smaller towns, at least out here,

do not read about pictures enough to be
of any help to my business. Only a very
few keep posted on the national adver-
tising, so it does not increase my busi-

ness. (7) No. Each individual picture

must stand the test when shown. Adver-
tising will not bring them in.

PAUL H. FULLNER, AUDITORIUM
THEATRE. TI.LDEN. NEB.: (1)

Might be O. K. for first run city houses,
but N. G. for us small fellows out here
in the sticks who run the picture from
six months to a year later than they are
advertised in the magazines. (2) None.
(3) None. (4) Think it is mostly a waste
of money and they at the end must pay
for it. (5) I cannot say. (6) Advertising
is a hard thing to put a value on. but it

seems like the most advertised pictures
are the highest priced. (7) No. A pic-

ture is just a picture no matter how much
or where advertised. I cannot see how
national advertising makes a picture any
better.

* * *

HENRY SAUBERS, FAD THEATRE.
FAIRFAX, S. D.: (l)As for the small

towns it has but little effect. Maybe 3 per
cent. (2) No. (3) 3 per cent. (4) About
10 per cent of the people here read these

advertisements in magazines. (5) Yes. (6)
// the exchanges or companies would use
this money that they spend in magazines,
helping the exhibitor by furnishing the

paper free. (7) // advertised specials are

specials it can. Too many program pictures

are advertised as specials.

* * *

H. J. TRAINER, PASTIME THE-
ATRE, BLUE MOUND. ILL.: :

O. K. for the large theatre but of no
advantage to the small town. (2) No.
(3) None. (4) Have heard none. (5)

Yes. (6) Lower rental. We can get the
crowds without national advertising, but
pictures are too high to make money.
(7) None whatever. People want lower
admission prices.

* * *

GEO. HAKE, LYRIC THEATRE,
BELMOND. LA.: (1) The small town

loses by this advertising. It shows the

people we are late in running pictures

and they have forgotten in cases all about
seeing the advertising. (2) No. (3) None.

(4) We have taught the people to have
faith in our advertising and we put the

picture over with our own advertising.

(5) In the picture. (6) Making a bigger

and better picture in truth instead of

promises. (7) Absolutely not. Admis-
sions cannot be raised. They must come
down if we expect to get back our busi-

ness.

W. H. BRENNER. COZY AND AR-
CADE THEATRES. WINCHESTER.

IND.: Relative to the national advertis-

ing campaigns as now being carried on
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by different distributing organizations

will say the effect of this publicity has

not been felt in my theatre, at least I

have not noticed or heard of any inquiry

from patrons that would lead me to be-

lieve that the national advertising on
different productions has been of any
benefit. For instance, Constance Tal-
madge picture, "East Is West," was ad-

vertised for weeks in the Saturday Eve-
ning Post and wc likewise carried this

through with added publicity locally, but

our efforts and the national advertising

combined did not produce more than
average business for the showing. There
are too many productions coming into

the market to keep up the name specials.

When so many pictures are being adver-

tised in the same national way this ceases

to be distinctive and it has been my ex-

perience the past two years that we have
only had a mighty few outstanding pic-

tures that did not lose their identity in

three weeks after being released.

This being true that a picture loses its

identity in three weeks after being re-

leased, what then are wc into without ad-

mitting it? It is just this thing, we are

paying special prices for pictures that do
not have any more value to them than did

the pictures we got a few years ago at a
program price. I believe that a trade

mark may be advertised to the public

with good results and that a national
advertising campaign on billboards would
tell the story of a trade mark in a far

bigger way than the "Saturday Evening
Post" and my reason for believing this is

that I have made my little theatre an
established thing in my community by
"Poster Advertising." The distributor
that comes into the market with a trade
mark brand well advertised to the public
and offers pictures at an average price
on a program basis is going to get my
business. And the national advertising of
single productions in the so-called big
magazines does not mean anything to
me as a small town exhibitor.

* * *

C. E. JOHNSON, PARAMOUNT
THEATRE, GIBBON, NEB.: (1)

This may be of some benefit in the larger
cities, but personally I doubt very much
if it gets the country town exhibitor any-
thing to speak of. (2) Don't think so.

(3) Little, if any. (4) Don't recall ever
hearing any mentioned. (5) Yes. (6) In
furnishing exhibitors direct advertising
matter on attractions booked, which
could be placed so it would reach their
patrons. Under the present plan we are
paying for high priced publicity, which is

of no benefit to most of us. (7) Not in
country towns.

* * *

K. H. SINK, GRAND THEATRE,
UNION CITY, IND.: (1) Does not

warrant the amount expended from a
small^ town angle. (2) Not noticeable.
(4) No comment on magazine advertise-
ments. Of course our patrons have favo-
rite trade marks or brands. (5) Yes. (6)
Lower film rental. We know the exhibi-

tor pays for the national advertising. (7)
No.

* * »

ARTHUR HANCOCK, COLUMBIA
THEATRE, COLUMBIA CITY,

IND.: We get very little inquiry or com-
ment due to the national advertising
being done, not that we do not believe
that they are not read, they are, but we
are a small town house doing our best

to give them up to the minute shows, but
many of these pictures are priced very
high, close to the "key" city runs, and
we needs must wait out the producer
until they are willing to price them where
we can use them. The water is long past
the dam so far as we are concerned by
the time we play these pictures, and I

contend that this advertising helps the
big runs but is not worth price paid to

the submerged 90 per cent of the small
town houses.
A small town house must rely on its

own individual efforts and the merit of

the pictures to put it over. There is a

certain benefit derived from the advertis-

ing that ran ninety days ago in the "Sat-
urday Evening Post," but it is very slight.

Many recall that the picture I am now
advertising was in the columns of the

national magazines, but they arc foggy
as to what it was. For instance, Para-
mount is and has been advertising "Bella

Donna," "Covered Wagon" and "Adam's
Rib" in the national magazines with this

appearing in the body of the ad, "Ask
your local theatre manager when he will

run this." What's the answer? They
would not even price or intimate when
these nationally advertised pictures would
be at my disposal. How much good will

this advertising do me when I run this

picture some six months later (six

months being the protection given the

key city house). What do I tell those

who inquire? "Perhaps we will run it, but
the chances are that we will not. It's a

great production, if you want to see it

maybe you had better see it in Fort
Wayne."

National advertising so far as we are

concerned does not benefit nearly so

much as it would, if equitable prices could

be arrived at while the picture is fresh in

the minds of the public and we could
show within thirty days of the time they
spring the copy of these pictures in the

magazine columns. Patrons could be
held if one were able to keep a line in

our local current ads, saying this picture

which is being advertised and now run-
ning in the neighboring metropolis was
coming. No date is given but the pic-

ture is kept before them as being due
shortly at the local house. This helps,

but let the great American public have
thirty days and no mention made of any
show and you are working on virgin

ground again. It is up to you to again
develop interest.

How many inquiries are we having to-

day on "Robin Hood"? None. How
many did we have when the columns
were full of this wonderful picture?
Every other patron. Interest dies very
quickly. There is another picture being
advertised and that is the one that in-

terests them for the moment. Could we
play it soon, we could keep the interest
stimulated until that time, but the wise
showman is still the king bee when it

comes to his locality. If he is what is

termed a "square-shooter" his word will

carry a long way with the people who
are dependent on him for amusement.
Attendance is not increasing in the

rural houses. No amount of national ad-
vertising would help it. Nothing but bet-

ter prices and less taxes will help the
man dependent on the farmer. You chaps
in the cities think that this cry in the
country has become chronic. It hasn't.
A fair return is not being rendered the

farmer for his crops, the price he is pay-
ing for manufactured wares has too great
a spread, he has not much money for
pleasure, it all goes for his debts and
his existence.

National advertising has not increased
our attendance for the foregoing reasons,
we need lower rentals, lower prices on
advertising material and this money
saved, used through other sources, such
as the local papers and the mailing list,

to more closely connect certain pictures
with the local houses. Raised admission
prices are clearly impossible in our town.
The wage earner has the will to spend, so
has the farmer when he comes to town,
but they have not the money. The pro-
ducers will wake up to the fact some
day that they are slowly killing off the
boys who use up their damaged film.

Even country people are educated to
pick out film that is not all there, and on
50 per cent of the available pictures we
cannot pay the prices asked when they
are new and intact. Show a bad print,

make a practice of it and where does
your patronage go? Search me, I don't
know, but I do know that they become
conspicuous by their absence.
No, national advertising does not help

very much in the country towns, because
it is a thing of the past before we can
get the pictures. In the big towns I

should say that it is invaluable. For me
I could use a full page spread in the two
local papers each month with the coming
month's pictures featured to better ad-

C. H. LAWRENCE, PLAZA THE-
ATRE, DUNDEE, IA.: (1) It

might be all right in the larger
towns, but in the small rural dis-

tricts it is no good. (2) No. (3)
Not any. (4) None. (5) Yes. (6)
Local advertising. Lower film rent-
als for the small towns. Classify-
ing town and charging film rentals
in accordance with the population.
(7) Not here.

vantage than columns in the "Saturday
Evening Post," but were I operating in

a city, then I would want to tie up with
the current magazine advertising as close-

ly as possible with my play dates. As it

is, there may be some prestige attached
to the pictures advertised that I am not

aware of, but it does not show at the box
office.

This is a long letter from the "tall

grass" by a man whose box office fre-

quently demonstrates that there is a lot

about the show business that he does
not know. But take it from me, the small
town man's problems in this day of in-

flated rentals are real, very real, and they
seem to be growing each time a new
block of pictures are released.

* * *

W. J. POWELL, LONET THEATRE,
WELLINGTON, O.: (1) // does not

mean anything to this theatre. (2) No.

(3) Practically none. (4) Never heard
one mention it. (5) Yes. (6) A reduction
in film rentals. (7) No.

* * *

H. C. DOUGLAS. SHERRARD SHOW
CO., SHERRARD. ILL.: (1) It may

help in large cities, but I don't think it

helps a small place much. (2) Yerv little.

(3) 1 per cent. (4) Very little. (6) The
only way that I know of would be either

cheaper rental or cheaper paper with

which to advertise. (7) Not in small

places.
* * *

FRED MEHAFFY. LYRIC THE-
ATRE, NORTH BEND, NEB.: (1)

"PUNCH" DEWKEL, PASTIME
THEATRE, IOWA CITY, IA.:

(1) The greatest thing the pro-
ducers have ever done to help the
exhibitor to make money. (2) Yes.
(3) 30 to 40 percent. (4) It keeps
them posted They are pretty well
posted on all the good new fea-

tures. (5) No, not that I know of.

(7) Yes. More than the advertis-
ing in trade magazines.
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I think it's a waste. People never ask to

see a nationally advertised picture here.

(2) No. (3) None. (4) The people like any
brand of pictures that deliver the goods.
If they see a few poor pictures of a cer-

tain brand they give that brand a black
eye. They like Paramount pictures be-
cause I pick those with popular stars and
pick only those suited to this town. (5)
Yes. (6) By getting out better paper than
lots of it and sell accessories to us
cheaper. Also sell the pictures to us when
they are having their popular run in sur-
rounding cities and at a fair price. (7) No.
Admission prices can only be raised when
the production is really worth it. Na-
tional advertisements do not make a
photoplay any better. Good pictures at a
reasonable price is what I need.

* * *

C. W. BRAYMAN, EMPIRE THE-
ATRE, CEDAR SPRINGS, MICH.:

(1) Don't know as it helps any, at least

in small towns. Have yet to hear of any
patron mentioning seeing the ads. (2)
No. (3) Not any that I know of. (4)
Don't hear anything. Don't ask for
marks or brands or directors or scenic
painters as long as the picture itself is

O. K. (5) Yes. (6) Make the bigger
pictures cheaper so that small towns

! can play them before they are two or
three years old. I have not been able to
get "Way Down East" yet and goodness
knows when I will show "Robin Hood."

R. G. RISCH, SCENIC THEATRE,
APPLETON, MINN.: (1) D,o not

think it is worth what it costs. Thousands
of dollars worth of this advertising is not
read. (2) No. (3) Not two out of 100.

(4) / have yet to hear a patron mention to

me anything about this sort of advertising.

(5) Yes. (6) Reduction in the price of
Hints and the price on accessories. It is

awful to see the price exhibitors have to
pay for paper, photos, slides, etc. (7)
Never.

* * *

BERT SILVER, SILVER FAMILY
THEATRE, GREENVILLE, MICH.:

(1) The only advertising that ever will
help in country towns. (2) Some. (3)
15 per cent. (4) Very good. The only
way the business can ever be made to pay
in the country towns. (5) No. (6) Coun-
try newspapers will help. (7) A little

later, yes.
* * *

F. S. MOOMEY. MASON CITY, NEB.:
(l) Not any. Don't think it is of any

benefit to exhibitors. (2) No. (3) None.
(4) They don't read them, or if they
do they forget about it before they get
to see the picture. (6) I think if you
would take the amount you use this way
off of the film rental it would help the
exhibitor keep his head above water and

. he might make a dollar once in a while.
(7) No. owing to the high cost of film
rental the admission price is as high as

i

the public will stand. Any raise will
drive them back to the stage for their
amusements.

* * *

JACK TILLER, TEMP.LE AND
ELECTRIC THEATRE, McCOOK,

NEB.: (1) / believe it does. I know it

creates a demand. (2) Yes. (3) Can't tell.

(4) Always wanting to know when it is to
be here. (5) Not that I know of. (6) /
consider it wasted to exhibitors who cannot

- show late releases. (7) Yes.

R. S. WINGER, VICTORY THE-
ATRE, UNION CITY, IND.: (1)

•Good, if the picture is good to back it.

Bad, if picture is bad. Such as "East Is
West," good; such as "Minnie," punk.
(2) Some. (3} Few extra on high-class

patronage. (4) First National is only
trade mark I have ever heard favorable
remarks. (5) Yes. (6) Reduced rentals

so we could advertise our own, or spend
it on rotogravure folders and furnished
at a reasonable price so we could afford

to put them out. (7) No. On big specials

if good, yes.
* * *

W. CRUICKSHANK, CLASSIC THE-
ATRE, MITCHELL, ONT., CAN.:

(1) A good idea but does not mean much
to small guy who gets his pictures two or
three months after released. The big houses
with first runs cash in but after all the ex-
hibitor poys for this service. (2) Not no-
ticeable. (3) About 2 per cent. (4) / am
sometimes asked when I am getting a cer-
tain picture someone has seen advertised.
I think most of this goes unnoticed. (5)
Yes. (6) By cooperation with every ex-
hibitor in sending out circulars or program!
in the mail to patrons. (7) Very doubtful.
Might stand a slight raise. IVhen will the
producer quit calling everything a special?
The people can't believe you when you do
tell them the truth.

L. A. MILHE, LAKE VIEW
THEATRE, LAKE VIEW, IA.:

(l)Yes, only for the larger key
town houses in cities of 75,000 or
over. It hurts the small town ex-
hibitor. If they would deduct the
small town exhibitor's share of the
advertising he could live. (2) No,
because we are in a small town.
(3) None. (4) Now and then they
ask for Paramount pictures which
are so well advertised, but they
say if I can give them good pic-

tures they are satisfied. (5) Yes.

(6) Well, for the smaller towns it

would be better for the company
distributing to send out a lot of

gratis accessories and they would
get the people. The matter could
be so arranged that it would ad-
vertise both the picture and the
producer. (7) Yes and no. They
can in a large town where a mag-
azine comes out with a big swish,

but in the small town, no, because
there are not enough readers and
you can't show the picture quick
enough to benefit from the national

advertising. (General Comment)
The thing that the producers and
distributors are doing does not help

the small town exhibitor, that is,

in towns of about 1000 population,

and there are quite a few towns of

that size. When a small town ex-

hibitor buys a film that has been
nationally advertised he must pay
his share for it, although it does
him no good whatever.

ANTON GILLES, GILLES THE-
ATRE, WAHPETON, N. D. : (1) It

is O. K. (2) Yes. (3) 10 per cent. (4)

Haven't heard any. (5) Yes. (6) Cheaper
rental of pictures. (7) No.

* * *

EDWIN L. BERTH, PASTIME THE-
ATRE, KIEL, WIS.: (1) Do not be-

lieve it does. (2) No. (4) Have to hear

first yet. (5) Yes. (6) Advance informa-

tion of productions to exhibitors. Bet-

ter lobby display. Free star photos 22x28

for lobby display. (7) Xo.
* * *

J L. GREENWOOD, ORPHEUM
THEATRE, WELEETKA, OKLA.:

(1) It will help the small towns but very

little. A large per cent of the small

towns are unable to play near release

date and when these pictures do come
up it is at a time when this national ad-

vertising is forgotten and therefore inef-

fective. (2) We have no direct evidence
that it has. (4) Nothing.

(5) Yes. (6) In reducing the cost of
advertising which we are furnished by
the exchanges at so much per, which
would enable us to buy more and display
to the whole community instead of to a
few magazine readers. (7) No.

(General Comment) With reference to
trade marks or brands will say that with-
out exception every exhibitor has been
advertising trade marks of the different
producers and distributors as long as he
has been in the business, from billboards,
theatre lobbys and on the screen and
when patrons come into the theatre for
entertainment they are in every case
shown the trade mark along with the
picture and right here is where the dear
people form their opinion of the quality
of entertainment which the trade mark
represents and it is my opinion that all

this national advertising that is going to
be done is not going to change this
method of judgment. "The proof of the
pudding is in the eating." Save all this
useless expenditure of money on trade
marks, put it into better stories and make
the pictures a credit to a trade mark
Give the exhibitors a price on advertising
accessories that will enable them to in-
crease their orders and they with a
mighty few exceptions will let the public
know what is going on.

* * *

STEVE FARRAR, ORPHEUM THE-
ATRE, HARRISBURG, ILL.: (i) I

do not think it helps to any great extent in
small towns. We do not run the pictures
until months after the adz-crtiscments have
appeared in the magazines, and by the time
we book the picture people have forgotten
the advertisement they saw in some maga-
zine. (2) I think not. (3) None. I get at-

tendance by my own efforts and advertising.

(4) I never hear a word from them regard-
ing advertisements they have read in maga-
zines, and they do not seem to know the
brands of the pictures 1 show. To them a
picture is either good or bad, and who it teas
made by does not interest them.

(5) Yes. (6) Get out a better line of ad-
vertising accessories to be sold to exhibitors

at cost or less than cost, taking the money
saved from national advertising and using it

to make up any loss. Get out oil paintings

for lobby on each big picture, a good trailer

on every picture. (7) No, indeed. The only
time you can raise the admission and get
by with it is when you have a knockout pic-

ture, and all pictures nationally advertised
are not knockouts by a heluvasight. The
only safe way to raise admissions is to see

the picture before you play it, tlien knowing
your audience you can tell just what they
zi'ill pay to see the picture.

* * *

W. E. PATTERSON, PRINCESS
THEATRE, HETTICK, ILL.: (1)

Probably a good idea for the large places.

(2) No. (3) None. (4) They think I

should run the same pictures here as the

larger places. (0) Yes. (6) By giving the

small town an opportunity of showing
newer pictures at a let live rental. (7) Not
here.

(General Comment) I would not wish
to find fault with the advertising idea, but
personally as a small town man, I think it

hurts me. I cannot run the newer pictures

as they are released, neither can I show all

pictures that are being advertised. The
wealthy or better class patrons, especially

those who own autos drive to the nearby
cities and view these super-specials and then
if we are fortunate enough to get them at

a reasonable rental they go around saying,

I saw that at so and so six months ago.

Why don't you get something new and so

on. In this community it seems to hurt

because it has a tendency to make the pa-

trons dissatisfied with the class of pictures

the town will support.

1
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GEO. W. FERGUSON & SON, ROYAL
THEATRE, FAIRMOUNT, IND.:

(1) No. (2) No. (3) None. (4) Some-

times they remember the title but none

ever remember what company made it.

(5) Yes. (6) Bring down price of lobby

display heralds, etc., so one could afford

to use more of them. Also make more
attractive display or lower rental price.

(7) Absolutely no. Picture quality alone

is the basis for scaling the admission
price.

* * *

L. B. LEWIS, GAYETY THEATRE.
FT. WORTH, TEX.: (1) Don't think-

very much of the idea. A motion picture

or any other form of amusement must be

something new and fresh in the minds of

theatre-goers to obtain satisfactory <box

office resuluts. For instance, it so happens

that a picture will not appear in a certain

city for at least six or eight months after

release. The exhibitors will put forth every
effort to bring 'em in making the statement

that it is this or that star's newest produc-
tion (which means a whole lot for the box
office), but the patrons who have read the

national advertising six months previous
will say that it is an old picture. National
advertising will also prove a handicap when
an exhibitor is not able to run a string of
pictures in order of their release. (2) No.
(4) The public does not seem to care very
much who the producer might be. It is the

director (such as Ince, Griffith, De Mille,

etc.) or the star and class of some big par-

ticular production that attracts them.

(5) Yes. (6) By a greater amount of ad-

N. H. KELLER, MOVIELAND
THEATRE, DEEP RIVER, 1A.:

(1) Don't think this kind of adver-
tising does a small town exhibitor
like me any real good. (2) No. (3)
None. (4) Very little comment.
(5) I do. (6) Assisting local news-
paper advertising, furnishing her-
alds and press reports with each
show. (7) Not in our town.

vance advertising in the trade journals or
through the mail giving the exhibitor full

information as to what he may expect in

coming releases, thereby allowing said ex-
hibitor enough time to prepare any special

exploitation needed. (7) No. The public
will not fall for advanced prices when they
know too much about a picture. This may
sound peculiar to most exhibitors offhand,
but I suggest that you check up your box
office receipts with the various classes of
advertising that you have done and you

A. R. BENDER, OLYMPIC THEA-
TRE, CLEVELAND, OKLA.: (1)

If this advertising is done to an-
nounce a real production and not
to build up a series of mediocre
pictures, it it all right. (2) No. (3)
None. (4) None on magazine ad-
vertising. Very little on trade
marks or brands as I do not stress

these in my own advertising. (5)

The tendency is toward extrava-
gance along this line. (6) There
should be some method worked out
whereby the money spent to sell

the exhibitor should also sell the
public. (7) No. I believe national
advertising is of value and has a
future but must not be carried to
extremes as some distributors are
doing.

will find that you have done the most busi-

ness when your advertisements have kept

them guessing. J do not mean that one
should misrepresent a picture, it docs not

pay. But everybody likes surprises, some-
thing new, something fresh and the less

they know 'when they walk in your theatre

about that particular picture the better will

they be pleased.
* * *

A. BURRUS, LYRIC THEATRE,
CRETE, NEB.: (2) No. (3) None.

We have none. (5) Yes. (6) By supply-

ing more and better lobby accessories

and by reducing film rental so more could

be spent on local advertising. (7) In

our case it cannot. They will not come
at advanced admission prices.

(General Comment) I will try to give

you my standpoint of national advertis-

ing. I have the only theatre in a town
of 2,500. Of the thousand or better
pictures made every year I can play not
over 200. I can play a big picture, adver-
tise it extensively and do a large business
occasionally, but as our territory is lim-

ited we cannot do this every day. We
must play some program pictures be-
cause if we play all big ones they are
all the same, and they just come when
they feel like it, anyway. Our patrons
do not shop for pictures. They come
when they have time and money. If we
boost a picture we do a big business on
the nights we run it and fall down on
other nights by the end of the week or
month the receipts are about the same
week in and week out. We cannot raise

our price on anything. If we do they
absolutely boycott us. If national adver-
tising by producers would affect us at all

it would only create a demand for more
specials than we could play with a profit.

D. B. FOLLETT, STAR THEATRE,
GIBSONBURG, O.: (1) It may help

the cities. No good for small town. (2)
No. (3) None. (4) None. (5) Yes. (6)
In rentals. (7) No. Big advertising and
a poor picture will hurt your business.
There is a lot of money spent in adver-
tising worthless pictures.

* * *

B. C. FERRIS, Director of Advertising,

FINKELSTEIN & RUBEN THE-
ATRES, ST. PAUL, MINN.: (1) Money
could be spent to much better advantage

in other ways. (2) Very difficult to

check. (3) Very small. (4) None. (5)
Yes. (6) Apply same to local advertis-
ing or reduction of film rental. (7) I do
not think so.

(General comment.) We all admit that
national advertising is immense for some
purposes. However, the money so ex-

pended could be made to do tenfold more
work if applied to local advertising. Mo-
tion picture advertising in the main
should be devoted to telling readers that

a certain picture is to play a certain the-

atre on a certain date. We must not for-

get that thousands of pictures are being
shown and necessarily the competition
between them is keen. Therefore, it

seems to the writer that direct advertis-

ing leading up to the engagement is

needed for pictures. The connection be-

tween the publication of the national ad
and the playing date is seldom close

enough for the national ad to help ma-
tcrially in selling the picture to the pub-

CHAS. H. RYAN, GARFIELD
THEATRE, CHICAGO, ILL.: (1)

It will help but the question is how
much. (2) No. (3) 2 percent. (4)
Never heard any comment. (5)
Yet. (6) In newspapers, on bill-

boards. Directly in neighborhoods
where theatres are located. (7) Not
if the picture is not worthy of such
advertising.

lie. So many pictures are being shown
these days that it is difficult for the pub-
lic to choose a certain picture unless said

picture is strongly exploited just prior to

its showing. This subject is really too
broad to be covered in a few words. It

should be threshed out between the pro-
ducers and exhibitors so as to be settled

to the best benefit of both parties.

Sapulpa, Okla.—George Kanavuts and
James Zartaludes, owners of the Yale
theatre here, will begin construction in

a few weeks of a new theatre building

here.
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Australia Folks

Are Film "Fans"

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, May 15.—Ap-
proximately 2,000,000 of Australia's

5,000,000 population is attending the
country's 812 theatres each week,
according to government tax re-

turns, says William R. Hoggan,
general sales manager of Famous
Players-Lasky, who is here for a
conference with E. E. Shauer, di-

rector of the foreign department.

A $2,000,000 theatre is in con-
struction at Melbourne, he reveals.

It will seat 2,000. Another big the-
atre is being erected in Sydney and
six smaller ones are under way in
the immediate vicinity. There is a
general tendency toward increasing
the number of first class theatres,
he reports, and exhibitors are look-
ing forward to increasing prosper-
ity.

Sherman to Produce
14 Films on Coast

Acquires Novels from Harper

& Bros.—First to Be Ready
by September

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, May 15.— Announcement
has been made by Harry Sherman, who
recently acquired the screen rights to four-
teen novels from Harper & Bros., that he
is negotiating with several stars and will
soon put his first feature into production.
It will be "Steps of Honor" by Basil King
and it is expected that it will be ready for
publication in September.

List of Novels Acquired

The novels which Mr. Sherman has ac-
quired are : "The Cracked Trail" and one
other by Alexander Black, "Steps of Hon-
or," "Let No Man Put Asunder" and "The
Garden of Charity" by Basil King; Mar-
garet Cameron's "The Cat and the
Canary"; "The House of Happiness" by
Kate L. Bosher; Will N. Harben's "The
Fruit of Desire"; "A Successful Wife" by
Marie Van Vorst; "Supreme Surrender"
by A. M. Low; "The Road That Led
Home" by Will E. Ingersoll and Philip
Curtiss' "Between Two Worlds", "Wanted,
a Fool" and "Crater's Gold".
Following the first publication in Sep-

tember it is planned to issue a production
every eight weeks.

Arranges Distribution

Mr. Sherman is at present arranging
publication channels and will leave for the
West Coast to began production as soon
as this is completed.

Papers Aid Shipman in

Quest for Film Stars
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, May 15.—Newspapers
of Long Island, headed by the Brooklyn
Daily Eagle are backing a movement
launched by Ernest Shipman to find the
Lmost beautiful blonde and the most beau-
tiful brunette on Long Island, who will
be given a chance to develop acting abil-
ity in the Sunrise Trail productions to be
made by the newly organized Long Is-
land Cinema Corporation.
The newspapers are publishing stories

of the contest and carrying blanks for use
of their readers in entering the affair.

Paramount Trims Schedule
To 52 Productions Annually

Several Star Series to Be Eliminated ;by Company,
According to Announcement by S. R. Kent at

Chicago Sales Convention

A new policy of production and distribution, radically different from
that of previous years, has been adopted by Famous Players-Lasky Cor-

poration. This new policy became known following the company's sales

convention in Chicago on May 12 and 13.

The new plans, which affect the coming season's product, call for a

reversal of the performances of past years in that the production and dis-

tribution schedule has been trimmed from the usual eighty and ninety

pictures to fifty-two. This will mean the publication of one picture a week
during the year.

Several Star Series Will Be Eliminated by Company
In effecting this change policy, according to S. R. Kent, general man-

ager of distribution, who presided at the Chicago conferences, the company
will eliminate several of its star series. Under this new plan the players
who have been making these series will return to the company's permanent
stock company and appear in special casts. It is probable that the only
players who will be billed as stars are Pola Negri. Gloria Swanson, Thomas
Meighan and possibly Glenn Hunter.

It is the belief of officials of the com-
pany that in concentrating on fifty-two
pictures a higher standard of production

can be main-
tained.

14 Films in First
Group

Under the new
arrangement o f

things the first

group to be dis-

tributed this fall

will include four-
teen pictures, the
majority of which
are now com-
pleted. Smaller
groups will follow
at intervals.

Included in the
product are: ''Lawful
Cheat." "All Must

"Salomy Jane." "The
"To the Last Man."

S. R. Kent

coming season s

Larceny," "The
Marry," "Zaza."
Silent Fartner,"
"Mortal Love." "This Side of Paradise.
"North of 36," "The Ten Command-
ments" and others.
Attending the Chicago convention were

the district managers, branch managers,
exploitation men, booking managers and
salesmen from the company's exchanges

Eugene J. Zukor E. E. Shaue

in Detroit, Pittsburgh, Cleveland. Mil-
waukee, Peoria, Cincinnati. Indianapolis.
Columbus, Sioux Falls, Des Moines,
Omaha, Minneapolis, Kansas City, St.
Louis and Chicago. The Chicago meet-
ing was the second of four being held
throughout the country. The first was
held in New York and was attended by
the sales force in that territory. From
Chicago the home office executives went

to New Orleans for a two day convention
and then to Los Angeles.

Home Office Force Present

Present at the Chicago sessions were:
Home Office Executives from New York— 5.

R. Kent, Eugene J. Zukor, G. W. Weeks, J. D.
Clark, Mel Shauer. E. E. Shauer, Herman
Wobber of San Francisco, Claud Saunders,
Charles E. McCarthy, A. M. Botsford, G. B. J.
Frawley, G. M. Spidell, A. M. Hogan.

Detroit—H. A. Ross, H. W. Given, F. R.
Jackanic, J. D. Howard, T. M. Harper, W. C.
Lippincott, R. H. Ramsev, A. D. Wavne, G. A.
Robb, J. E. Ryder, T. A. Ealand, F. H. Mar-
shall, Carl Weeks.

Pittsburgh—M. C. Houghes, T. J. Skelton,
Roy Davis. A. M. Vogel, R. Allison. R. E. Cas-
key, J. A. Cunningham, E. M. Stuve, E. M.
Dowling, D. Kimelman, R. S. Moran, H. F.
NeilL

Cleveland—J. E. Fontaine, Frank Blakely, R.
X. Morris. M. S. Cummins, S. G. Sladdin, E.
H. Brauer, J. Himmelein, M. Geiger, H. I.

Krause, M. J. Glick.

Milwaukee—X. F. Agnew. C. D. Koehler, R.
J. Bassett, R. C. Garv, F. M. DeLorenzo, A. T.

Jeffrey, F. B. McConnell, B. Reisman, C. A.
Stimson, O. J. Wooden.
Peoria—M. M. Hirsch, F. M. Ondracek, D.

L. Velde, X. M. Dixon, W. J. Carmichael, H.
D. Charness, A. W. Friemel, L. C. O'Conner.

Cincinnati—M. A. Milligan, E. Xaegel, A.
Mueller, R. W. Thayer, C. Bahlen, M. H.
Greenvald, E. R. Custer, L. W. Foster, R. J.
Roche, G. W. Yule.

Indianapolis—C. M. Reagan, J. C. Rodman,
R. P. Moray. F. H. Walters, L. B. Davis, H.
F. Goodamote. A. L. Hancock, H. E. Oehler,
F. E. Wagoner.
Columbus—H. W. Dodge. Xeal Hagerty, J.

M. Ridge. L. A. Shoemaker, M. R. Clark, E.
Cook, A. Eskin, J. J. McCabe, C. E. Kratz.

Chicago—C. C. Wallace, Otto Bolle, C. G.
Epperson, W. H. Hamm, J. J. Hess. W. N.
Danziger, D. E. Roche, E. T. Goldbert. H.
Hayman, H. L. Zink, H. D. Watts, E. Rose-
can, J. M. Wolfberg, W. Washburn, J. Wolf,
H. A. O'Brien.

Sioux Falls—A. B. Leak. A. R. Anderson, B.
Bergen, C. F. Rose, N. Furst.

Des Moines—A. W. Xicolls, W. E. Barker.
J. J. Carry, J- E. Kennebeck, T. M. Eckert, A.
Mendenhall. R. F. Crawford, W. H. Wiley, R.
M. Copeland.

Omaha—R. D. Thomson, G. W. Jastram. M.
Rehfeld, L. B. Butler. H. L. Dean, L. W. Dunn,
W. O. Kenyon, -D. V. McLucas.

Minneapolis—Philip Reisman, F_l Strict, G.
McClintic. I. Fischer." Jack rMfZfZn—J Mar-
golis, F. Benno, H. Kopelmaay J.^arrentz. J.
Lovelett. G. Schneider, W. Singletog^L. Coen,
J. Raper, J. FieMman.

Kansas City—R. C. LiBeau, B. Blotcky, J.
H. States, J. B. Gilday, J. J. Friedl. A. H.
Cole, C. G. Kingsley, J. Roy Young, M.
Schweitzer, W. Warner, C. V. Hess, E. H. Mc-
Clure, Leslie B. Mace, J. A. Conant.

St. Louis—R. T. McManus, W. A. Wandel,
F. L. Collins. W. D. Harwell, W. F. DeFrenne,
A. L. Beggot. J. T. McBride, W. P. Gledhill,
M. Xewman.
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Good Prints Aid Exhibitors to

Fulfill Duty to Public

Says IVA TTERSON R. ROTHACKER
Laboratory Responsibility Is as Great as Director's, Star's

and Cameraman's, He Tells Engineers

WHEN a motion picture is a success or a failure- there are few exhibitors,

perhaps, who consider more titan the autlwr, director, cameraman and

star in estimating screen quality. Yet, there is another pliase of picture

production which is of vital importance to the success of a picture. That phase

of production is the laboratory. In, the paper prepared by Waiterson R. Roth-

acker, president of Rothackcr Film Manufacturing Co., Chicago, for the con^

vention of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers at Atlantic City, there £d

brought out clearly the inseparable relationship bettveen the laboratory and'1

better screen entertainment. Because of the interest of exhibitors in the ques-

tion of better pictures, Mr. Rotliacker's paper is published herewith. It reads:

A FTER all is said and done, the proof

of the picture is in the print, for the

positive print is the final link in the chain

which leads to the eye of the public. But,

print proof is dependent upon projection

and screening; many a good print which

reflected unusual negative value has been

criticized or condemned because its excel-

lence and utmost value were dimmed by

faulty screening.

The laboratory is one of the most im-

portant factors in motion picture con-

struction. All of the artistry of author,

director, players and cinema-topographer

is lessened or lost if the negative is im-

properly developed; and, the beauty

which is latent in a perfectly exposed and

perfectly developed negative is a deep

dark secret if the print is inferior or is

not properly presented.

Inasmuch as the laboratory has to do

with developing the negative which regis-

ters the first film results of enormous
investments in dollars, thought and art.

and inasmuch as the laboratory makes

the positive prints which show the public

whether the picture is good or bad, it may
be reasonably stated that upon the labora-

tory rests a responsibility at least as

great, and just as important as that of the

author, director, star and cinemato-

grapher.
* * *

The laboratory is ;iot a spectacular fea-

ture in the motion picture industry, but

without proper laboratory co-operation

the production itself suffers, the distribu-

tor fails to deliver 100 per cent to the

exhibitor, and the exhibitor fails in his

duty to the public.

In making quantity prints for release

use, the laboratory in many instances is

instructed to make up for various deficicn-

exposure or development. Flat or hard

exposure or development, at or hard
lighting, and other defects which may be
present in the negative because of faulty

handling or because the picture was shot

under unavoidably poor conditions.

It is not always within the province of

the laboratory to select colors or timing.

It often happens that the specification of

a client who has individual color ideas, or

who has a fondness for soft or out of

focus effects, results in a print which is

delightful to the man who ordered it.

but which does not suit the taste or re-

quirement of the majority of exchange
men, exhibitors or public.

. Another thing the laboratory has to
contend with is the difference in throw
and lighting at the various theatres. Un-
til we have standardized illumination, the
same print cannot look as well in a small

house in Oshkosh as it does at the Chi-
cago or Strand, where the throw or cur-
rent is different.

The laboratory has solved this problem
to the extent possible under present con-
ditions, but it will never cease to be a
problem until standardized projection is

an accomplished fact.

» * *

The important points which character-

ize the best positive prints are general

density, degree of contrast, color of the

silver image, correct timing, tinting, ton-

ing, freedom from mechanical defects,

such as dirt, scratches, "greenness," etc.,

and even when all this is properly done,

it is obvious that the final appearance of

the print depends upon the quality of the

negative from which the prints arc made,

for, after all, the prints are merely the

result of mechanical multiplication, and
serious defects in the negative appear as

serious defects in the positive just the

same as impressions from a defective

half-tone appear defective in the repro-

ductions.
The physical condition of the print is

of the utmost importance. The principal

defects that lessen the life of the print

and are traceable to poor laboratory

work are injured perforations, too many
or poorly made patches, improper fixing

either through not entirely removing all

silver salts with subsequent deterioratioi.

of the picture, or too great hardening ef-

fect in the fixing bath rendering the film

unduly brittle and liable to break and
crack; and. improper washing which does

not entirely remove all traces of hypo
and silver salts dissolved in the hypo.

To prolong the life of the print, it is

advisable that all prints be w'axed at the

laboratory where they are made. This
should be done by means of a specialjy

prepared wax. applied in a narrow strip

along the perforations, of such nature as

to give proper lubrication when warmed
by the heat of the projection light, but
which will not melt under such heat and
spread over the picture. If the waxing
is improperly done, or the prints are not
waxed at all, oftentimes an operator re-

sorts to the application of oil to the film

or attempts to lubricate it by some other
crude and destructive method which in-

vites print ruin.
* * *

It is gradually becoming the custom

of all reputable laboratories to wax al!

prints, which is far better, safer and more
economical -than where the waxing is

done at exchange points.

Stage and Film

Have Own Sphere

(Special to Exhibitor] Herald)

NEW YORK, May 15.—"I don't
think there should be any rivalry

between the stage and the screen.
They each have endless possibili-

ties for expressing their story of

the human soul and they can each
do it from totally different angles."

This is the opinion of David
Belasco, stage impresario who has
recently ventured into the field of

the cinema, and will, in cooperation
with Warner Brothers, produce
"Tiger Rose" with Leonore Ulric

as the star.

The use of continuity sheets, which es-

tablishes an outline of scenes and titles

so that the exchanges can quickly order

small replacements by number, has

proven to be an economical efficient inno-

vation. I believe that it is only a ques-

tion of time when every big distributing

organization will insist that the labora-

tory making its prints, furnish to the

home office and to each exchange point

a complete continuity sheet on each and

every subject. This comes under the

head of service, and service is one of the

most important functions of the labora-

tory; without service, the work of the

laboratory is only half accomplished.
The 1,001 things which represent the

difference between a good print and an

ordinary print or poor print, are of a

character too technical to be interesting

to the average layman, but so obviously
understood by the members of this tech-

nical organization that I will refrain from
even mentioning them.

In conclusion I would like to remark
that while the laboratory cannot develop

a perfect negative without perfect light-

ing and exposure; 'and while the labora-

tory cannot make a perfect print from an
imperfect negative, the laboratory can

make a great picture look great and it

can make an ordinary picture look good;
and it can, by a system of co-operative

service, greatly reduce the risk, worry
and maintenance expense of the producer
and distributor and certainly add to the

enjoyment of the exhibitor and public.

The print to the theatre is as important
as the cartridge to the gun.

Initial Photodrama of

Fisher Productions Is

Finished on West Coast
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES. May 15—"Youth
Triumphant," initial independent produc-

tion of Fisher Productions, has been

completed by Victor B. Fisher. Filming

of final scenes necessitated a night and

day program of shooting due to the ill-

ness of little Virginia Lee Corbin. which

had delayed the schedule.
The picture is an adaptation from

George Gibbs' novel which also recently

appeared in serial form in the Green Book.

It was directed by Miss Lillian Ducey.

under the supervision of Mr. Fisher.

In the cast are Virginia Lee Corbin,

Anna Q. Nilsson. Raymond Hatton, Jo-

seph Dowling. Kate Price. Claire Mc-

Dowell. William Boyd, Ward Crane.

Mary Anderson and others. Distribnting

plans, it is said, will be announced soon.
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Stories Told

by

the Camera

1 Sydney Cohen and Men in Race to Succeed Him ?

James C. R i t t e r of
Michigan goes into the
race for president of
the M. P. T. O. A. on
a business platform.

Sydney S. Cohen, who has been president of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America since its inception,
has stated emphatically that he will not be a candidate to
succeed himself. The opinion has been expressed, however,
that he may change his mind.

W. A. "Al" Steffes of
Minneapolis is the
Northwest's candidate
for national president
to succeed Sydney S.

Cohen.

Martin G. Smith of

Ohio has just announced
his candidacy for chief

executive of the theatre

owners association.

Rumor has it that C. A.

Lick of Arkansas is be-

ing groomed for the

office of president of the

theatre owners league.

Of course, there is al-

ways the possibility of a

dark horse winning the

race? Who might it be

in this instance?

Dennis Harris of Penn-
sylvania has been men-
tioned as a candidate of
the Cohen forces. No
public announcement
has been made.
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Exhibitor Officials Who Will Keep Things Humming

J. E. Kirk is

expected as

a member of

Nebraska's dele-

gation.

President Jerome

Casper of West-

e r n Pennsylva-

nia will liven the

sessions.

W. A. True
will tell dele-

gates s o m e-

thing about
distribution.

Wonder if Sam
Berman of New
York will be on

the sidelines?

4

Wonder if John
S. Evans of
P e n n s y 1 vania
can stay away
from Chicago?

Glenn W. Rey-

nolds will tell

'em how Illinois

exhibitors do it.

*s
Leo Brecher

of New York
—maybe hell

be there and
maybe not.

New York sit-

uation makes
Charles L.

O'Reilly's at-

tendance
problematical.

15
Harry M. Crandall of Wash-
ington, D C, may have some-

thing interesting to say to

the convention about the

success of his Public Service

and Educational Department.

Tom Foster of Stanley, Wis.,

is man who launched "Al
Steffes for president" cam-
paign. Watch Tom at con-
vention.

Since it was announced that

the conclave will be "open,"

Willard C. Patterson of At-

lanta, Ga., probably will be

much in evidence on the con-

vention floor.

W
1 - ™ ™

•> w

Kentucky will

have its presi-

d e n t, L. J.

Dittman, at the

convention.

Can you im-
agine a con-
vention with-

out H. Lustig
of Cleveland
present ?

%
li

J. J. Rubens will

greet you at the

Palace of Prog-

ress at Coliseum.

Claude Cady
of Michigan
will be there
talking up
"Jim" Ritter.

R. G. Liggett
will head a
large delega-
tion from Kan-
sas league.

Will you hear
from New Hamp-
shire? Ask C. H.

Bean, he knows.

Will Indiana

be repre-
sented? Cer-

tainly, meet
Gus Schmidt

of that state.

The West Coast

will have a

staunch sup-

porter in Glenn

Harper of Los

Angeles.
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Familiar Faces You Will See at Chicago Convention

There is that
possibil ity

that W. D.
Burford may
cast hat in

ring.

Convention week will be a busy one for this group of Michigan exhibitors

who are conducting an intensive campaign in the interest of James C. Ritter's

campaign for president of the national organization. The Michigan organ-

ization will have its headquarters at the Sherman Hotel, which will be hum-
ming with gossip during the annual conclave.

H. B. Varner wiU
bring a message
from North Car-
olina exhibitors
league.

One of Harry
Crandall's dele-
gation will be A.
Julian Brylaw-
ski.

Be sure C. E.

W h i t e h urst

will let world

know Mary-
land is on map.

One who will be
heard and seen
—Joe H o p p of
Illinois exhibit-
ors association.

Fred J. Herring-
ton is the fast
talker from
Western Penn-
sylvania.

Charles Sears
will have Mis-
souri's "show
me" spirit at the
convention.

Although this is only conjec-
ture, it is possible that Theo.
L. Hayes will nominate Al
Steffes for president of the
M. P. T. O. A.

Al Pramer of Nebraska is

one of Cohen's right hand
men. Al will be a mighty
busy man during the ses-

sions at the Coliseum.

Rhode Island
will be repre-
sented by its

p r o g r e s sive

official, £. M.
Fay.

Bernard Edel-
hertz may tell

the convention
about uniform
contract.

Fred Seegert of
Wisconsin is no
stranger in or-

ganization cir-
cles.

Bill Sweeney
has record of

never having

missed a con-

vention.

Ralph Talbot

hails from Ok-
lahoma where
organization is

a byword.

Another South-
ern representa-
tive will be Percy
W. Wells of
North Carolina.

Martin A. Hea-
nue will give
you a slant on
C o n n e c ticut's

viewpoint.
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Nita Naldi, vampire in Paramount attractions,
rests in the arms of Pharaoh between scenes
of "Lawful Larceny," which Allan Dwan is

producing for Famous. Pharaoh in this in-
stance was built for Egyptian atmosphere in
this new special.

Richard Thorpe has
been signed by C. C.
Bun as a member of
the permanent Burr
stock company.

Mary Pickford's music has a strange
effect on Edward Knoblock, who
prepared the story for "The Street
Singer," Douglas Fairbanks and
Director Ernst Lubitsch.

'Tis a valuable film, this "Westbound Limited." Several armed
guards accompanied the first print to the train for shipment to the
Film Booking Offices headquarters in New York. Emory Johnson,
producer of the attraction, took the print East from the Powers
studios on the West Coast. "Westbound Limited" is the third of

the Johnson series.
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is one that
is read

There's more truth than poetry in the above clipping from the current issue of the "Paramount Exploiteer.'

i
w \

r; !

Evelyn Brent, leading woman
for Douglas Fairbanks,
whom Mary Pickford has

called "a perfect type of

screen beauty."

A new photograph of Jackie

Coogan who is making
"Long Live the King" as his

first production for Metro
distribution.

Banquet tendered as a part of the reception accorded Horace Judge
upon his arrival in London, England, to take charge of First Na-
tional advertising and publicity. Prominent exhibitors, film men
and trade and daily press representatives were in attendance. The
banquet was given at the Trocadero restaurant by Managing
Director Pugh of Associated First National, Ltd.

Watterson R. Rothacker (left) and Sol Lesser

take a stroll on the board walk at Atlantic City

after closing a big deal whereby the Roth-

acker laboratory will supply prints on Prin-

cipal Pictures.

Again King Tut gets into pictures. This is a

scene from Eddie Lyons' latest comedy, "For

the Love of Tut," which is the first of a new
series of Lyons comedies which Arrow Film

Corporation will distribute.
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VheWEEKtnNEWYORK
AND now the Appellate Division is going

to try to straighten some of the kinks

in the foolishment of the censor board.

By an order signed last week on the ap-

plication of Pathe the learned justices are

going to try to dfscover just how the sight

of a portion of a man's leg, exposed when
a dog tears the man's panties, is "inhuman
and tending to incite to crime."

The casus belli (no reference to the

man's anatomy) is a comedy called "Good
Riddance" which after being manhandled
by the censors didn't have much comedy
left. Probably it would be more correct to

speak of it as being woman-handled, inas-

much as the film was reviewed for ' the

censors by Mrs. Eli T. Hosmer, a member
of the commission. Mrs. Hosmer's letter,

reporting on her viewing of the picture,

said

:

"Eliminate sub title, 'Take him up seven
miles and throw him out—after that he's his

own boss.'
"Eliminate scene throwing dog out of air-

plane.
"Eliminate all views of man's leg exposed

where trouser is pulled off by dog at dance.
"Eliminate episode of lighting fuse at-

tached to dog's tail.

"The reason for the above eliminations is

that they are inhuman and would tend to
incite to crime."

,

Pathe evidently figures that Mrs. Hos-
mer's sense of humor was not in working
order the day she reviewed the picture, as

it asked for a re-view by the entire board
and pointed out that the comedy had evi-

dently been viewed by someone "seemingly
under the impression that comedy subtitles

were to be taken seriously."

As to the elimination of the scene show-
ing the man's leg. the letter from Pathe to

the commission asking for a re-view, shows
that someone over there had the sense of
humor lacking in the censor. The letter

says in part

:

"It is not clear whether this scene is

declared to be inhuman or would tend to

incite to crime. We disagree with either

view, and submit that there is no more
ground for the elimination of this scene
that would be for the elimination of a scene
showing a woman's leg. We submit that in

motion picture comedies and dramas, as

well as on the legitimate stage, a very much
more extensive view of the legs of both
men and woman is frequently shown."
The Appellate court directs that the Cen-

sor commission file all the proceedings in

the court within five days, and now we can
expect to see those jurists modestly cover
their eyes when that terrible scene showing
a man's bare leg is described in court.

* * *

Were it not that the censor in question
is the lady member of the board one might
inquire by what process of reasoning did
Pathe ever figure that anyone who would
serve as a censor might have sufficient sense
of humor to recognize a comedy even
though it was labeled.

* * *

And once more ; wasn't it Rupert Hughes
who said : "Any person who is willing to

be a censor is not fit to be one"?

* * *

Mike Levee, the boy film magnate from
the West Coast, says he served an ap-
prenticeship in the cloak and suit business
in order to get a proper appreciation of
"heart interest" for use in the making of
good film productions. Mike explained this

at a luncheon at the Astor last week at

which he thinks, but is not sure, that he
was the host. "Bill" Yearsley, speaking for
First National, thinks his organization was
the host, but he isn't sure.

However, be that all as it may, someone
was host at the luncheon, and none of the

twenty-odd guests who enjoyed it are
worrying about who was the host—with the

possible exception of Dr. Giannini. The
genial doctor-bank president figures that his

bank may be called on to make a loan to

the host— and he doesn't seem to care
whether or not it happens to be Mike or

First National.

Mr. Levee, who is head of United
Studios, has switched part of his activities

to producing, his first picture "The Isle of

Lost Ships" which is at the Strand this

week.
* * *

Nat Rothstein is back from the coast

and says he is all set to gather in one of

those "Bobby Irons" the Exhibitors
Herald has offered as prizes at Danny's
big golf tournament on June 5. Nat's
recent commuting trips to the coast have
prevented him from getting his usual prac-

tice on tee, fairway and green, but those
familiar with the wicked way he swings his

irons do not figure this will keep him from
being among the low scorers. Rothstein is

said to be one of the best golfers in the in-

dustry.
* * *

And speaking of that golf tournament, it

bids fair to break all records in the matter
of contestants and interest. Already nearly

everyone who is anyone among the in-

dustry's golfers or near-golfers have sent

in their entries. The tournament this year
will be held at the Bcllcclairc Country Club,

at Bayside, L. I.

* * *

At the weekly meeting of the Associated
Motion Picture Advertisers, Francis M.
Hugo of the National Non-Theatrical Ex-
changes, was the principal guest speaker. The
basis of his talk was co-operation between the

theatrical and the non-theatrical producing
and distributing organizations. C. C. Petti-

john, of the Will H. Hays organization,

also spoke.
* * *

Edgar Lewis, accompanied by Mrs.
Edgar, is here from the coast for a few

Richard Barthelmess as he will appear
in "The Fighting Blade," produced by
Inspiration Pictures for First National
under direction of John S. Robertson.

weeks, before returning to the coast to
begin production on another feature.

* * *

I lere is a chance for some excitement at

Chicago during the convention in case the
overplus of candidates for Sydney Cohen't
job does not furnish all that is needed. The
American Society of Composers, Authort
and Publishers plan to hold a convention
of its twenty-eight field representatives in

Chicago concurrently with the M. P. T. 0.
A. convention. Judging from some of the
things exhibitors have said about the col-

lectors of the music tax, a joint conven-
tion should take on quite a Kilkenny ap-
pearance.

* * »

Answer to Inquirer : No, Yasha Bunchuk
is not the name of a foreign film being

shown at the Capitol. He is first cellist of

the Capitol Grand orchestra.
* * »

Someone over at M. P. T. O. state head-
quarters was reading in a newspaper of one
Louis Geller being held up and robbed of
SUM, and Ed Peters remarked:

"That's tough on Louie. I suppose it was
his box office roll."

"Don't worry" said Al Harstn. "That
wasn't Louie Geller, the exhibitor. Don't
vou notice that the fellow what was robbed
had $104."

* * *

Up to date there is no record of Presi-

dent John Flinn, of the A. M. P. A. hav-
ing bestowed an honorary membership on
any person for nearly a week.

* * *

Paul C. Mooney, of the Louis P.. Mayer
offices, just back from a long western trip,

met Harry Reichenbach in the Hunting
Room of the Astor.
"Must have had a hard trip, Paul," said

Harry. "I see your hair is gray."

"Hard trip didn't cause it," returned
Mooney. "It got that way from sleeping in

damp churches." —John S. Spargo.

General Prosperity Is

Found by PaulMooney
h
\ On Countrywide Survey

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, May 15.—Returning

from a visit to the largest exchange cen-

ters of the country, Paul C. Mooney,

general manager of the New York offices

of Louis B. Mayer Productions, declares

that the approaching fall and winter sea-

son is likely to be one of the most active

and prosperous the industry has ever

known.
Mr. Mooney reports that industrial

conditions in the many cities he visited

were of the very best. Complaints of la-

bor shortage were numerous, he says.

His six weeks' tour was in connection
with sales work on "The Famous Mrs.
Fair" and "Hearts Aflame," which the

Mayer company is marketing through
Metro.

Davies Film to Open
Cosmopolitan Theatre

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, May 15.—Work of re-

building the Cosmopolitan theatre in this

city has reached a stage that assures its

opening this summer. Marion Davies in

"Little Old New York" will be the ini-

tial attraction.

Joseph Urban and his staff are now at

work on the playhouse and it is expected

that they will complete the reconstruction

some time in July.
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Plans Local Advertising as

Advocated by Theatre Men
W. W. Hodkinson States That Group Booking and

Newspaper Advertising Will Work Toward
Bettering Conditions in Industry

{Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, May 15.—A local newspaper advertising policy such
as is advocated by a high percentage of theatre owners replying to the
Herald survey on the question of advertising motion pictures in maga-
zines of national circulation has been adopted by W. W. Hodkinson Cor-
poration.

The Hodkinson organization is using this local newspaper plan in

advertising the day and date presentation of "Down to the Sea in Ships"
at thirty theatres in New York, Brooklyn and the immediate vicinity this
week.

Thirty Houses Benefit from Advertising in Newspapers
In conducting its direct advertising campaign in which each of the

thirty houses benefits, the Hodkinson company is placing copy in seven
newspapers in New York and Brooklyn. The campaign in the newspapers
was launched on the Friday preceding the opening Sunday and will extend
through to Thursday, May 17.

Notables See Film
Sponsored by U. S.

Picture Shows Work Being

Done by Ten Departments

Of Government
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, May 15.—One of the

most brilliant events yet given in the mo-

tion picture industry attended the show-

ing of a film entitled "The Romance of

the Republic" at the Hotel Plaza last

Thursday evening, under the auspices of

the International Commonwealth Club

and the Instructive Film Society, the lat-

ter the producers of the film. The pre-

view culminated with an international

ball, a brilliant function in which more
than 1,000 persons prominent in the social

and official life of New York and Wash-
ington participated.

Film Sounds Americanization

The film, which was taken with the

close co-operation of the government, is

an intimate portrayal of the activities of

the ten great federal departments at

Washington. Particularly interes ting

scenes had to do with the operations of

the department of justice in ferreting out

and suppressing extreme radicalism. Of
great interest also were chapters devoted

to what the government is doing in the

way of reconstruction work for disabled

soldiers. Particular attention was also

given to the functioning of the depart-

ment of commerce and labor. Patriotism,

Americanization and the peaceful adjust-

ment of labor-capital differences are the

dominant notes sounded throughout the

production.

Foreign Diplomats Present

A combined army and marine band,
furnished by the government and di-

rected by the assistant director of Persh-
ing's Band at Washington was a feature
of the occasion.
Washington and New York representa-

tives of the diplomatic corps of thirty

foreign countries were among the dis-

tinguished guests.

Goldwyn Takes Case
Involving Copyright

lo U. S. for Review
(From HERALD'S Washington Bureau)

WASHINGTON, D. C, May 15.— The
protection of purchasers of motion picture

rights from holders of copyrights on novels

against the importation and exhibition of

foreign pictures made from the same works,

is asked of the United States Supreme
Court in a petition for a review of the
case brought by Goldwyn Pictures Cor-
poration and John F. Stephens, the latter

owner of the copyright of the novel, "Mr.
Barnes of New York," against the Howells
Sales Company, Inc., Benjamin F. Howells,
Stuart M. Kohn, Commonwealth Film Cor-
poration, Mark Strand Realty Corporation,
Mitchell H. Mark Realty Corporation, et

'al, which has been filed by counsel for
Goldwyn.

It is set forth in the petition that
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation purchased
the exclusive right to pictorialize the novel,
and engaged in the production in California,

approximately $117,000 having been ex-
pended, when the defendants in the case
imported and began the exhibition of a film

I'Vendetta" which, it is claimed was made
in Germany from the same novel without
the knowledge of consent of either Gold-
wyn or Stephens.

In announcing this plan of local news-

paper advertising which, in the opinion of

theatre owners, is far more effective than

national advertising, an official of the

Hodkinson organization says:

"The W. W. Hodkinson Corporation

produces no pictures and follows the prin-

ciple of selecting from independent

sources pictures that it considers worthy.
Its plans contemplate backing these pic-

tures up with a newspaper campaign big
enough to attract the attention of the
public to the merits of the picture and
by contracting with enough exhibitors
in each community to secure a revenue
adequate for supporting the producer of

the picture and paying for the advertising
expense that he has been to.

Creates Public Interest

"This suggests an entirely sound basis

for the development of the motion pic-

ture business by furnishing the marketing
machinery for the producer, whether he
makes one picture or more, strictly on
the merits of the picture; by creating a

public interest in the picture through paid

advertising space devoted to the partic-

ular showing of this particular picture;

by contracting with enough local theatres

through the assurance of an audience
based on the quality of the picture and
the theatres at which it may be seen.

That this plan is past the theoretical state

is proven by the campaign during the

week of May 13 in New York City on
'Down to the Sea in Ships.'

"

Makes Million

Film Shipments

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, May 15.— Some
conception of the tremendous
amount of shipping of films car-

ried on each year is learned in fig-

ures revealed by Elmer Pearson,
general manager of Pathe, cover-

ing shipments made by that firm
last year. According to Mr. Pear-
son, Pathe delivers to exhibitors of

the country 1,500,000 shipments of

film totaling over 2,500,000 reels

last year. This is an average of 30,-

000 shipment of film per week.

Mr. Hodkinson himself has this to say
relative to the company's advertising
plans:

"In reference to the booking of thirty
simultaneous showings of 'Down to the
Sea in Ships' in New York, it is my be-
lief that this is one of the most far-reach-
ing advance steps yet made in the mo-
tion picture industry. It is a plan which
will ultimately work towards the better-
ing of conditions among the independent
producers and at the same time react in
a helpful way upon the exhibitor.

Exhibitors Reap Benefits

_
"In presenting a plan of this descrip-

tion exhibitors will reap the benefits de-
rived from an intensive newspaper adver-
tising campaign on a large scale, the mag-
nitude of which can only be made possible
with a group booking of this kind. I

thoroughly believe that this advance step
toward better working conditions between
the distributor and the exhibitor will
prove to be the forerunner of many more
to come, and it is my purpose to exert
every effort to supply exhibitors with
distribution facilities that will be mutually
advantageous to all concerned."
An official of the organization says that

for the past five years Mr. Hodkinson has
been developing plans for actually selling
the exhibitor an audience rather than a

picture. This official says that Mr. Hod-
kinson holds that this plan is necessary
because "of the control of the leading
theatres in the big cities by the producers
of motion pictures who utilize these thea-
tres in showing and exploiting the pic-

tures they make regardless of quality."

He says further:

"Coordination Plan Feasible"

"The New York campaign definitely

proves the feasibility of the Hodkinson
plan of coordinating the buying power of
groups of theatres in the big cities of the
country so they not only can shake off

the shackles of the film trust, but can
actually use their buying power through
the plan to compete in the world market
for the best pictures and then through
using the newspapers make the entire

public so familiar with the merits of these
products and the theatres at which they
may be seen that they can command a

public support for this constructive circle

in motion picture procedure, whereby the
individual producer is encouraged to do
new and better things and be able to reach

his market."
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Better Films Bodies
Meet at Atlanta, Ga.

75 Delegates Representing
15 Organizations Discuss

Extension of Work
(.Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ATLANTA, PA., May 15.—Seventy-
five delegates representing fifteen better
films organizations in the six southeast-
ern states, met in Atlanta on Monday,
May 7, for a general conference looking
toward the extension of this movement
in response to a call issued by Mrs. B. M.
Boykin, president of the Atlanta Better
Films Committee.

Southern Committee Formed
On the recommendation of Mrs. Boy-

kin a Southeastern executive committee
who would meet as occasion required

and act with authority on matters pertain-

ing to the extension of the better films

movement was formed.
Turner Jones, public relations represen-

tative for Southern Enterprises, acted as
chairman.
The principal speaker was Clarence A.

Perry, associate director of the Russel
Sage Foundation and Chairman of the

National Committee on Better Films,

who presented the results of a survey,

showing that twenty-seven thousand high
school boys and girls have been inspired

to read forty-seven thousand worthwhile
books as the direct result of interest cre-

ated by motion pictures.

Another speaker who brought a special

message of genuine substance was Wil-

ton A. Barrett, executive secretary of the

National Board of Review, the parent or-

ganization out of which the Better Films
Committees have grown.

Patterson a Speaker

Other speakers who contributed to the

success of the conference were Mrs. B. A.
Trippe. chairman of the Better Films

Committee of Knoxville; Mrs. Myrtle W.
Snell, City Amusement Inspector for
Birmingham; Mrs. J. Eugene Reilley,

chairman of the Charlotte organization;
Mrs. J. A. Craig, head of the Jacksonville
committee; Mrs. W. J. Carpenter, repre-
sentative of the St. Petersburg, Florida,
better films group; Mrs. E. W. Sturm,
chairman of the boys' and girls' matinee,
Memphis; Mrs. Alonzo Richardson,
Atlanta clubwoman and member of the
Atlanta Better Films Committee, and
Willard C. Patterson, manager of the
Metropolitan theatre, Atlanta, who spoke
on the Better Films movement in its rela-

tion to the theatre.

Southern Enterprises

Man Elected Mayor of

Jacksonville, Florida
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

JACKSONVILLE, FLA.. May 15—In

one of the mostly hotly contested races

in the history of the city, in which the

question of Sunday shows was the out-

standing issue, John T. Alsop was elected

mayor, defeating Jett Bowden whose plat-

form opposed the theatre interests from

every angle.
Mr. Alsop has been associated with the

Southern Enterprises since its formation,
and stood for election upon a platform,
one plank of which was given to the mo-
tion picture theatre. He had the support

of the best citizens of Jacksonville, in-

cluding virtually every church.
In 1904 Mr. Alsop became associated

with Frank Montgomery in the early days
of the southern motion picture industry,

and some years operated theatres. In

1909 he went with S. A. Lynch and has

been with the Southern Enterprises ever

since. Mr. Alsop is also in the real estate

business, and is a graduate in law from
the University of Virginia.

MONEY MAKING IDEAS
Which Have Been Used Successfully by

Exhibitors to Build Up Their Patronage

By GEO. W. FERGUSON &
SON

(Royal Theatre, Fairmont,
Ind.)

To any exhibitor that is hav-
ing a hard time to get the

people headed back his way
after the slump I think we
have a good plan. No doubt
many have already used it, but
possibly there are some like

us who have not.

A Mr. Chancey of the Co-
operative Advertising Service
came along and made a ticket

selling campaign, selling the
tickets to the business men of

our town, who in turn put
them out on dollar purchases.
He put out several thousand,
which netted us a nice little

sum each in advance. We are
now on the fourth week of the
free ticket stunt (it lasts eight
weeks) and it is meeting with
great success so far as getting

the people out and into your
show. They are good Tues-
day or Wednesday each week,
except vaudeville or super spe-

cials, and we have a full house
a few minutes after the show
opens and a big line waiting

for the second show each

night.

Of course you sell a few
tickets each night, which keep?

you even at least, besides the

money in advance on the ticket

sale.

We cannot tell what this

will amount to for us until

after the eight weeks, but if

we just gain a few regular.-

out of the hundreds we get

each week for the eight weeks
we have gained and I will say

that the big per cent of free

tickets are used by people who
seldom if ever came to the

show before. We will be glad

to furnish any further informa-

tion to anvone interested.

Cummings' Film to
Show Broadway Life

Big N. Y. Premiere Is Planned
for "Broken Hearts of

Broadway"
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, May 15.—Broadway, in
all its alluring beauty, will be picturized
by Irving Cummings prominent screen
player, who makes his bow in the ranks
of independent producers with his pro-
duction "Broken Hearts of Broadway,"
which he will produce in Hollywood. The
Broadway atmosphere in the film will be
genuine, the famous spaghetti rendezvous
called "Giotto's" and the chop suey par-
lor, known as "Shanghai," and other
points to be elaborately displayed.

Points Useful Lessons
"Broken Hearts of Broadway" has

been adapted to the screen by Hope Lor-
ing and Louis Duryea, and is said to be
a heart stirring drama that features some
of life's most useful and necessary les-

sons.

A cast of prominent players has been
assembled for the various roles, which
includes James W. Morrison, Johnnie
Walker. Alice Lake, Tully Marshall,
Kate Price, Arthur Stewart Hull, Free-
man Wood and Anthony Merlo.

Players to Appear in Person

The production will be personally
taken to New York by Mr. Cummings
when completed, and will be given a big
Broadway premiere with several of the
all-star cast appearing in person.

Neilan to Make Films
From Foreign Stories
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, May 15.—"Now that

it has been firmly established that Ameri-
can 'movie' patrons are as strong for cos-

tume plays as tliey are for any other type
of entertainment, the bars that have pre-

vented the production of many wonderful
foreign stories are down, and the result

will show a predominance of this type of

picture during the next year," says Mar-
shall Neilan. Following a survey of per-

sons throughout the country representa-
tive of "movie" audiences in every state

Mr. Neilan has announced a policy of
producing pictures with foreign stories

exclusively. Among them are "The Eter-
nal Three," a Mexican sequence: "The
Rendezvous," a Russian drama, and
"Tess of the D'Urbervilles," the story of

England by Thomas Hardy.

Nat Rothstein Returns
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, May 15.—Nat G. Roth
stein, general publicity and advertisinj
director of the Film Booking Offices, hai

returned from California, where he weri
in company with H. M. Berman, F. B.
sales manager, to attend a conference of

the forthcoming production made by Mrs
Wallace Reid "Human Wreckage." Ar-

rangements were made with Ackerman
Harris for the premiere showing of thi

anti-narcotic film at San Francisco.

Booth Bill Killed
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MADISON, WIS.. May 15.—The Wis-
consin legislature defeated the "electri-

cian's booth" measure, by the terms pi

which all repair work in projection

booths, no matter how trivial, would
have to be performed by licenced elec-

tricians. It would have meant enormous
expense to exhibitors.
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THE THEATRE
A department of practical showmanship

"Hunting Big Game in Africa," Universal, and "Trailing African

Wild Animals," Metro, animal hunt pictures of current date, not only

provide excellent summer merchandise for the exhibitor but by their

mutual timeliness promote healthy competition. Pictures reproduced

above show phases of the treatment accorded the Universal attraction

at the Hippodrome, Cleveland. Pictures of this character offer almost
unlimited exploitation possibilities and warrant thorough utilization

of them.

STUART GIVES SUMMER PLANS

Better Theatre
Platform—No. 23

Vote For Yourself
A very good friend whose career proves

the point tells the story of a class election
in which he lost the presidency by one
vote, his own, which he cast for his ad-
versary, and of his father's subsequent
illumination of the principle involved

—

that a man who doesn't think enough of
himself to vote for himself doesn't merit
the confidence of others in a degree com-
mensurate with the holding of office.

"I've been voting for myself ever since,"
the narrator concludes, and his fitness
tor the many offices held is unquestioned.
The theatre parallel has become im-

portant with the development of the play-
house as an institution of moment in the
community. Rapid as has been the prog-
ress made in this direction, it is not
strange that a good many able executives
participating actively in civic undertak-
ings have been content to play a support-
ing role in these endeavors, voting leader-
ship to the elder institutions while
actually contributing most vitally to the
success of divers projects and movements.
W hile this procedure was the logical

one when a beginning was being made,
there is no good reason why the practice
should be continued. There is no good
reason why the theatre, now a well es-
tablished force for good in the majority
of communities, should not henceforth
assume leadership in many of the impor-
tant works undertaken, should not, in-
deed, sponsor undertakings and carry the
brunt of the burden (and credit) of their
promotion from inception to successful
culmination.
The thine may be overdone, of course,

as it was in an advertising way in the
*ld days of hokum and bunk, but there
is less daneer of overdoing it than the
:ontrary. The motive is of the purest,
he ability is assured, the result is just.

Jazz Band Stunt Netting $750
Weekly Is Highlight of Letter
''Buddy" (Laurence) Stuart, long a leader in Southwestern motion

picture theatricals and now Goldwyn representative in New England,
responds this week to the call for summer defense plans with a compact
letter of suggestions based upon his notable experience while directing
the Old Mill and other Dallas theatres.

The Theatre urges readers to give Mr. Stuart's letter careful reading
and invites communications on the same subject from all sources.

THEATRE EDITOR.
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir:

Regarding the summer slump, there is

this much to take into consideration:

Summer is the time to do things; in

other words, display your showmanship,
and there is no fear, I think, for the ex-

hibitors who plug hard.

Exploitation and stunts pulled will keep
your business coming. Summer is the real

good time for outdoor exploitation. Good
street stunts, balh-hoo. are always in line

and are good advertising where you have
a big feature, something out of the ordi-
nary and worth while.
Where there is a big lake or swimming

pool or baseball ground— and for that
matter, where isn't there one—a tie-up

of any sort, or 24-sheet board, ads on
scorecards. are only a few of the -ways of
reaching the people who attend sports.
Wherever possible have one of the ball

teams named after your theatre. Thereby
you will have representation outside and
also on the sporting pages of the news-
papers as well.

There is generally a craze for dancing
in summer. Heralds or novelties given
out at a dance always help and this is very
easily accomplished in most cases through
friends that run or go to the dances.
When summer started some three years

ago. I was manager of most of the Dallas
theatres, including the Old Mill. There

was then, as there is now. a craze for jazz
and summer dancing. I organized the
Old Mill Jazz Band, featured it in ads.
and put out some block one-sheets on it.

In this way I attracted all the young
people of Dallas and surroundings, made
them realize what we had, and naturally,
when a young fellow was taking his girl
to a show, she'd say. "Let's go to the Old
Mill and hear some jazz," or "Have you
heard what they (meaning the band) are
playing this week?"
This jazz band became quite an insti-

tution (it was the first ever organized for
any movie house and was before jazz
bands started touring in vaudeville and
was a sensation) and drew several hun-
dred dollars to the box office every week.
In fact. I can say with safety that we
made a profit of $750 per week on them,
so you can easily see that they were well
worth while.

_
You can do it without much expense.

Your organist can probably play a piano
well. He could lead. Then annex a good
drummer that can play bells, etc.. a good
clarinet and saxaphone combination and a
first-class trombonist and a cornet and
there you have a jazz band. If you want
more pieces, add another saxaphone. Fea-
ture this in all your ads and "make" it

and you have something that will make
you money. This idea, of course, is bet-
ter in larger towns.

If you can get a line on your local
hotel and restaurant menus, something as
"Strand Theatre—Finest Show West"

—

that will help your business. Anything
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PAGES 1, 3 and 5 of Fred S. Meyer's May house organ showing portion of the copy devoted to Boys Week, April 29 to May
6th, featured by the Palace, Hamilton, O., as it should have been featured by theatres everywhere.

unusual will help. Heralds distributed

through department store, grocery store,

packages go direct to people who are

spending money and are worth much.
This style of cooperation you can get

from your merchants. They will do this

for you much quicker than they would
help you pay your rent in cash. That is

to say, where they can cooperate with

you and it doesn't cost them anything,

they will be glad to do so.

More later, as I am interested in this

subject with you.
BUDDY STUART.

Program
WEEK COMMENCING

MONDAY, APRIL 23rd

ft
^^SaaWT^ jHaAWlAg Directors*

2844 MADISON ST.
PHONE NEV ada 0083

ENTERTAINMCNT PLUS
Of- the numerous turms ol entertainment en-

oye4 by civilized man, one is iileal—the motion
picture.

Compared on a basis of economy in
terms of money, the motion picture is

second to no amusement. On a, basis
of benefit it ranks first.

While eye and interest are held fas-
cinated by the spell of the story the
intellect is enriched as by travel and
study, but the more so because "pain-
lessly."

Motion picture entertainment at the "Garfield"
is ENTERTAINMENT PLUS.

"Tribune" Test

Shows Audiences

Want Prologues
"The Chicago Tribune" finds that mo-

tion picture patroni want prologue*. The
following are the answer* given itt "En-
quiring Reporter" and published May
5th.

The <Iucn|1od.

Would you rather see a moving picture
presented with or without stage spe-
cialties?

\\ here A«krd.
State at Randolph street.

I he Viimm i ts.

John Terrell, 1318 Lunt avenue, adver-
tising—I believe the stage specialties
make moving picture shows more effec-
tive and impressive. It tends to break
the monotony of the performance, espe-
cially If it is an appropriate program.

Miss Lois Larkin. 1711 Granville avenue.
Insurance registrar—I'd rather see a
movie show with stage specialties. When
you get through looking at the pictures a
specialty comes as a novelty and adds in-
terest to the picture, that is, if it pertains
to it, and it usually does.
Jack Steinman. 825 South Wood street,

student—what do you mean—vaudeville?
I like moving picture shows, but I like the
vaudeville part of it the best. I'd rather
see actors In person than on the screen.
Real acting by actors can make you laugh
off a tragedy In the movies.

Miss Dorothy Goldsmith, 5700 Calumet
avenue, student—I think vaudeville should
be shown alone and pictures alone. If

you see pictures and vaudeville together
you will naturally forget certain parts of
the picture. Pictures without any stage
specialties are more effective.
Church G. Todd, Jr., 1032 Tribune build-

ing, advertising—I would much rather see
a picture show with stage specialties.
The special programs with the pictures
satisfy both the desire for pictures and
for vaudeville. It tends to break the
monotony and keep one awake.

FRONT cover of Garfield program
showing use of summer slump copy
given in this department.

Meyer Supports

Boys' Week Move
Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamil-

ton, O., whose house organ (64 pages
last issue) is a better magazine than many
with big news stand sale, devoted his

May Number to a proper observation of

International Boys' Week, April 29th-

May 6th. Three pages reproduced above
give an indication of the extent to which
he accorded the movement support.
Three subsequent pages were devoted

to special Boys' Week features, and al-

most every advertisement in the book,
including the page taken by another
Hamilton theatre (think that over), is

based upon the occasion.

To date we have report of no other

theatre observing the occasion in anything
approximating this degree.

Program
Week Commencing Monday, May 7

^SjJ^F Kasngli\g Director—

2644 MADISON ST.
PHONE NEV ada 0083

THE PERFECT PASTIME
The motion picture is a pastime and

ceases to be interesting when it be-

comes anything else. As a pastime it

outranks all the entertainments of the

ages.
You. to whom a maximum of enjoy-

ment with a minimum of effort .means

ideal relaxation (and that is all of

you) find your every amusement re-

quirement satisfied by the motion pic-

lure at the "Garfield."

Giving you all th's, in endless vol-

j
ume, the motion picture rightfully has

! been crowned year-around monarch of

! amusements — the perfect pastime.
The "Garfield" i« your playground.

FRONT cover of Garfield program
showing use of "Herald" summer
slump copy.
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THEATRE TOURISTS AT KOREA

ASCHER'S MERRILL, Milwaukee, the foyer displays of which are

well known throughout the trade, went its good record one better

in the layout for "Souls for Sale," Goldwyn, parading the important
characters in cutout and mounting the whole on the book from
which the picture was made. The technique is excellent. The
:dea is adaptable.

JACK PRESCOTT, Strand theatre, Lansing, Mich., commissioned
the staff artist to do his best cn a combination cutout-painting
for "The Dangerous Age," First National, with the above result.

The race between automobile and train is one of the picture's high
points. Headlights were arranged for the locomotive and the motor.
There were made from stock.

USHERETTES of the Park theatre, Boston, were attired in the dress of the English peasant
girl of 1820 when "The Affairs of Lady Hamilton," Hodkinson feature, was shown. Another
photograph showing another angle of the Boston campaign is reproduced below. The picture
offers unusual opportunity for exploitation of dignified character and film history is full of proof
to the effect that such is productive. The picture should be marked for worthy exploitation in

its behalf.

POLA NEGRI'S name was made up in a
special sign suspended mid-street by the
Liberty, Portland, Ore., for Goldwyn's
"Mad Love." The arch is permanent but
special signs are rarely used Paul E.
Noble is manager of the Libertj .

EIGHT HOURS a day for ten days this carriage went about Boston
streets advertising "The Affairs of Lady Hamilton," Hodkinson, in

engagement at the Park theatre. The stunt recalls the carriage
ballyhoo used almost everywhere for "Smilin' Through" with ex-
cellent results. Exploitation of this sort carries a dignity in keep
ing with good theatricals.

KOREA—ALL OUT! The Theatre's tourist guests will now give
eye to "the largest and best theatre in Seoul," presenting Para-
mount pictures exclusively. Paramount contributes the photo. The
display atop the entrance is colorful in the extreme, though much
detail is lost in reduction. Might work out well in America. Where
do we go from here ?
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STUDIO FLOAT STUNT REVIVED

ABOVE THE MARQUEE at the Crown theatre, New London,
Conn., a practical stage permits of admirable paper display. This
set-up was made for "Adam's Rib," Paramount. By use of cut-

out, dummy groups, settings and lights, there is practically no
limit to the effects that may be obtained in this space. Consider-
ation for distance of viewpoint is esscntal.

ROSE TITLES, or titles with any horticultural reference for that
matter, always make display an easy and profitable enterprise.
Al ove is the layout made up for "Mighty Lak' A Rose," First Na-
tional, by the Riviera, Knoxvillr, Term. The lattice motif is de-
pendable and worthy of especial consideration as the warm weather
begins. It's very useful.

MERKIU TillATM

STRIKING advance for "Mighty Lak* A
Rose,*' First National, used by Poli's Ma-
jestic, Bridgeport, Conn. The music
angle is admirably brought out. The
figure is unusually life-like. Music or
flowers boost the picture equally well.

con-
\ ox-

MAKING MOTION PICTURES is an almost magic phrase so far as the general pul

cerned and this float drew corresponding attention when sent about Milwaukee str<

ploitation of Goldwyn's "Souls For Sale," at the Merrill. Walter D. Nealand, Goldwynner, and
Ralph Wet t stein of the theatre managed the campaign, several merchants participating in I

double truck published at the psychological moment. A newspaper announced the route and
time schedule of the float.

ENLISTMENTS are again in order and the Olympic theatre,
Buffalo, took advantage of the fact in its exploitation of "The
Gentleman From America," Universal. A detachment of soldiers
was assigned to the theatre. Bugle calls were played at inter-
vals and from the stage at each performance. The picture suggests
Legion tie-ups also.

WAY BACK WHEN, which is the time setting of "Adam's Rib,*

Paramount, was made the key note of the lobby display for that

picture arranged by the Criterion theatre, Evansville, Ind., as shown
above. The picture gives almost unlimited range to the imagina-

tion in exploitation and showmen have produced for it some of their

most striking works.
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BOOST FILM BEFORE BOOKING

ONE GOOD BIT is often as effective in a frontal display as a broad-
side of mediocre stuff. Such is the case in the display of the Fam-
ily theatre, Cincinnati, for "What a Wife Learned." Thomas H.
Lnce First National attraction. The connected circles mid-way back
impart important balance to the whole. One of those "neat, not
jaudy" fronts.

JACKIES 30XED on one ot the floats in the parade sponsored
by the II. S. Navy Recruiting Station when the Vitagraph picture,

"Masters of Men," was given advance exploitation in Minneapolis.
"Coming soon to your favorite theatre," was the guide line of the
campaign, handled by the Vitagraph exchange in cooperation with
the of&cers.

METRO'S "Trailing African Wild Ani-
mals" opened as above at the New the-
atre, B altimere. to business reported
"capacity." The Theatre holds that ani-
mal pictures are practically made- to-order
for the summer box office They should
be exploited.

MOVIE BOOK WEEK was observed by a Cleveland department store at the same time the
Miles theatre went over from vaudeville to pictures with "Tess of the Storm Country'." United
Artists, so the picture was featured by the store, the young woman seen in the photograph
making up to resemble Mary Pickford in the title role of the photoplay. About this item the
theatre centered a comprehensive publicity and advertising drive calculated to attract a new
patronage to the playhouse.

INSPIRATION Pictures, Inc., obtained several window displays
when "The Bright Shawl," their First National attraction, played
the Strand, New York. One thousand inquiries were reported as
prompted by one of the displays. Macy'a, at 34th and Broadway,
had the window reproduced above. Similar results probably will
mark localization of the project.

•WHERE THE PAVEMENT ENDS." Metro Rex Ingram produc-
tion, is also a book picture and affords another opportunity for in-

stalling profitable windows. The above display was accorded by
a MoJine, 111., bookstore when the picture was shown at the LeClaire
theatre. Richard R. Doerling, Metro exploitation man, arranged
for the installation of the window.
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Theatre Letters
Personal Accounts of Constructive Showmanship

Contributed by Readers of "Exhibitors Herald"

R. H. KOENIG, JR. Orpheum theatre, ScottsblufT, Neb., obtained these displays for "Safety Last," Pathe.
herewith.

His letter is given

W.
the

F. HAYCOCK
clean-up stunt i

Star theatre, Callaway, Neb., experienced great success with
llustrated above and described in his Theatre Letter herewith.

GEORGE REA made this lobby for "Adam and Eva," Cosmopolitan-Para-
mount, at a cost of $3.15. His letter gives details and a salient truth about the

summer slump.

R. H. Koenig

Joins Theatre

Letter Circle
The Theatre this week presents the

first Theatre Letter from R. H. Koenig,
Orpheum theatre, Scottsbluff, Neb., il-

lustrated with photos showing his ex-

ploitation of "Safety Last."

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir:

I am enclosing some photographs on
the Harold Lloyd photoplay, "Safety
Last." I had to take them on a shadowy
day and they did not come out very good.

If you think they are not good enough
for publication please return the same.

R. H. Koexig, Jr..

Orpheum theatre. Scottsbluff, Neb.

+ + +
DEAR MR. KOEXIC:
The engraver did a very good job on the.

photos, so here they are. Thanks for same, and
don't let your f'rst contribution be vour last.

—

W. R. W.

Tin Can Stunt

Cleans Up More
Ways Than One

A double clean-up, civic and financial,

is reported by W. F. Haycock, Star the-

atre, Callaway, Neb., in his Theatre Let-

ter this week. A photograph of the col-

lected cans is given herewith.
THEATRE EDITOR,

Exhibitors Herald.
Dear Sir:

Under separate cover I am sending you

a photo of a few tin cans I had collected
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HARRY VAN NOY'S frontal display for "Thelma," F. B. O. feature, mentioned in his Theatre Letter herewith.

by the "kids" of this village a few days
ago. I advertised that I would give one
child's ticket to every child who brought
15 cans. To all those over 14 years of

age I gave one ticket for each 70 cans. To
my surprise and the pleasure of the resi-

dents, there were 21,687 cans collected

and I gave away 492 tickets.

Did it pay? Well, I'll say it did.

I gained the respect of a lot of people
who thought the "movie house" was a

thing that was useless, people have been
coming that never went before, kids are

getting the habit of attending the show,
they are bringing their folks with them,
and all in all it was a profitable under-
taking.

Last, but not least by any means, the
village is cleaner than it ever was before
and I accomplished something that many
said could not be done. I hope others
may see the benefit to be derived.

W. F. Haycock,
Star theatre, Callaway, Neb.

+ + + i'-
DEAR MR. HAYCOCK:
Many thanks for the letter, the photograph
nd the interesting figures. There is no question
whatever about the value of the stunt and the
ime to use it certainly would seem to be just

lefore the warm weather, as your experience in-

licates a healthy business response. Write
[gain—W. R. W.

Van Noy Tries

New Style for

Lobby Display
Harry Van Noy has changed his lobby

lisplay style, with improvement we be-
ieve, and submits two examples which
ye have reproduced herewith.

HEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.

!)ear Sir:

The April 28th issue did not arrive.

Mease duplicate same to me at once.
Herewith I send photograph of "The
ourth Musketeer" display. It's a dandy

. icture to put over and takes care of it-

elf after you get them in. This lobby
i taken from the 24-sheet at a small cost
jit is well worth the money.
Enclosed also find a photograph of the
>bby display on "Thelma," with Jane
• ovak. We did a fine business on this

picture. The display consists of a six-
sheet and gets them in.

Harry Van Noy,
Starland theatre, Anderson, Ind.

+ + +
DEAR MR. VAN NOY:
We told the circulation department about the

missing copy and they are checking the delivery.
We like the two displays especially well, bet-

ter, in fact, than the majority that you have
submitted. It is a clean cut style and should
be productive. Let us know how it works out.
—W. R. W.

Rea Diagnoses

Exhibitor Ills

And Prescribes
Ther< are two exhibitor illnesses,

George Rea holds, vowing himself a
victim of both at one time or another,
and in his Theatre Letter this week he
gives diagnosis and prescription gratis.

We like his treatment even better than
Dr. Jack's.

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir:

Just to get in one jump ahead of Old

Man Summer Slump, I am sending one
of my patrons pn a Baltimore and Ohio
tour, Washington City. We give a tour
ticket to one of our patrons every night.

This costs just $72 and runs 72 days,
and just to make it seem like it don't
cost me anything I opened a special bank
account and each day when I visit the
bank I deposit one buck in this tour ac-
count.

There is only one exhibitor dis-
ease that is worse than the Summer
Slump and that is the Sleeping
Sickness. I've had 'em both. It

takes time to deal with the Sleep-
ing Sickness and work to deal with
the Summer Slump.

The lobby for "Adam and Eva" cost:
Beaver Board, $2: Dark Blue Paint, $0.45;
Dark Yellow Paint, $0.45; Brush, two
bits.

Georce Rea,
Colonial theatre,

Washington C. H., O.

DEAR MR. REA:
Your diagnosis of exhibitor complaints stands

out from the rest of your letter so prominently
that we put it up in black type and will confine
our remarks to that paragraph Slid remarks,
which we believe express the sentiments of the
body of readers, are as follows: "You ennunci-
ated a Brittanica."—W. R. \Y.

GEORGE REA'S cutout display for "Bella Donna," Paramount, is on a par
with his layout for "Adam's Rib," one of the finest of his career.
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SHORT SUBJECTS

ANOTHER bit of Paramount Em-
press exploitation for another Edu-
cational short subject.

S hort S ubj ect s

And Summertime

SUMMER, obligingly backward
in its arrival, but sure as death

and taxes, invites showmen to take
serious stock of short subjects at

hand with a view to box office de-

fense. The lesser discussed types
of short subjects constitute a box
office force peculiarly adapted to

the needs of the season.

Everybody would like to travel

in summer, or at least everybody
thinks he would, and the exchange
vaults groan chronically with better

tours than the most admirably situ-

ated can enjoy.
Everybody thinks he would like

to engage in outdoor sports in sum-
mer, although most individuals pre-

fer to do it by proxy, and there is a

rich supply of sport film at hand.
For hunting, fishing, boating,

mountain climbing. Old World
travel, so on down the list of things
people believe they would like to do
in summer—.the short subject pro-
ducers have provided an extensive
and little used supply of pictorial

substitutes.

EXHIBITORIAL demand, fre-

quently voiced of late, for a

short show fits admirably into the
short subject scheme of things for

the summer season. It has long
been held and may be taken for

granted that if features are regarded
as too long in winter they must be

BUS LINES operating between Hamilton and Cincinnati, O., advertised the
opening of the Universal serial, "The Oregon Trail," for the Eagle theatre,

Hamilton, as shown above.

made even shorter for summer audi-

ences. While no one would care for

less than five reels, probably, it is

true that five reels represented with
two or three reels supplying the

above outlined demand for outdoor
stuff is preferable to seven or eight

reels of solid drama.
Short subject nights, increasing

steadily in popularity, also figure

importantly in summer prospects.

Combining with these little used
forms of the short subject the com-
edy, the serial and the newspicture,

it is possible to build up a variegated

and well contrasted bill of entertain-

ment that should mean much to the

box office when the expected drop-

off materializes.

ON the exchange side of the

question a big opportunity pre-

sents itself. Reports to "What the

Picture Did For Me" prove beyond
a doubt that a well rounded short

subject program, sold as a unit,

would find a big market. The film

company that makes up a series of

these programs and offers them to

the trade will perform the doubly
pleasant function of giving a service

and reaping a profit.

Not ail product used on such pro-

grams need be new. So much good
stuff has been missed by the major-

ity of exhibitors that a very low

figure could be applied to the whole

without cutting down the quality ir

any way.
If no such offer is made, exhibi

tors still have the alternative o

looking up the required product ir :

the "Box Office Record" and th<

Available Attractions departmen
of this paper, checking offered prod

uct with the report department am
making up his own programs.

IN any event, to whatever exten I

the short subject is relied upo i

in the summer crisis, early indica i

tions point to a banner season fo I

the sub-feature production. Littl I

by little interest in short subject 1

NEWSPICTURES
FOX NEWS No. 62: Floods Leave Trail of

Disaster in New England—Bonar Law on Sea
Health Trip—Taft Rules Ships May Carry U. S.

Liquor on High Seas — Joseph Conrad Here—
Camel Caravans Take Oldest Route in World.
China—New York Observes Boys Week—French
Schools in Boat Race on Thames—Oregon Fruit

Growers Fight Frost—Greeks Return From
Turkish Prisons—Homer Pigeon Wins 118 Mile
Race—Jamaica Race Season Opens— Buffalo Boy-

Scouts Plant Trees.

FOX NEWS No. 64: New Modes in Hats—
50,000 at Joe. Cannon's Birthday Party—Indian

Curley Pensioned—Utah Students Write "U" on
Mountainside—U. S. Sailors Welcomed in Con-
stantinople—Pottstown Blast Furnace Dynamited

—Japanese Celebrate Christmas—Prince of Wales
Dedicates Belgian Monument—Bald Head Club
in Convention at Hartford—Mexican President

Dines Trade Delegation—Washington Pageant
Marks Apple Blossom Time.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS No. 39: Floyd
Tohnson Completes Training—West Point Cadets
Drill—C-ast Guard Rescues Rarkentine— Balti-

more Firemen's School Teaches Pupils—New
York's Governor's Mother Made Official Mother's

Day Mother—Woman Rides Wisconsin Rapids

in Barrel—Yale Wins Over Columbia and Penn
on Water—Spanish Royalty Cheer Bull Fighters

—Territorial Specials.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS No. 40: Prin

of Wales Presents War Tribute to Belgians

Mexican Orphan Finds Manhattan Refuge

Bullet Proof Vest Invented— Foundling Hail

as Wonder Baby—Thousands Join in Joe Ca

non's Birthday Party—200.000 at Opening
London Stadium—Malay Sultan's Banana Sli

Entertains Royalty—Territorial Specials.

KINOGRAMS No. 2248: Spanish - Americ
War Veterans Parade at Philadelphia—Genua
Dig in Electric-bulb Factory Ruins for Platim

—Tennis Professional Sails for English Mater
— New York Governor's Mother Ofnc

"Mother's Day" Mother — Marjorie Rambe
Sails for Europe—Abbot of Buddhist Faith

Japan Calls on Harding—Sydney Uniyers

Students Entertain Governor—Boston Cyclists

Annual Run—Lake Superior Boats Battle 1

Floes—Graduation Exercises in Season—Y.

Beats Cornell at Polo—Territorial Specials.
.

KINOGRAMS No. 2249: 50,000 at Joe C;

non's Birthday Party—Airmen End Non-st

Cross-country Flight—Observe 100th Anmvers:

of "Home Sweet Home" — Seine PassenS'

Hear Radio Concerts—Chicago Girl. 16. Pt

4.000 lb. Car With Teeth — Washington Gi

Tour Nation in Flivver—Completes Trip to

cific Coast and Back to Washington Chained

Wheelbarrow— 200.000 at Opening of Lond

Stadium—Territorial Specials.
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MARQUEE display of '"The Pil-

grim," First National, the Rialto,
Tacoma. The flags are not ex-
plained in the report.

has grown until exhibitor thought
is well focused upon this class of

product.

Where exhibitor interest centers
action invariably results. If action
is taken promptly it is more than
likely that a number of theatres will

find the summer slump largely a
fictitious institution.

Ryan Uses Copy
In House Organ

(Illustrated on Page 50)

"Summer slump" copy provided exhibi-
tors by this department has been most
economically and effectively used, per-
haps, by Charles H. "Ryan. Garfield thea-
tre, Chicago, who has honored us by giv-
ing it the space customarily accorded his
own theatre editorial on the front cover
of his widely known house organ. Re-
productions herewith show two recent
issues.

Mr. Ryan's house organ has been pub-
fished in almost unvaried style for a
number of years. His weekly editorial
in the space indicated is widely read and
adheres to a high standard. In using our
copy as shown he not only gives it utmost
prominence but does so without extra
cost.

Single successes are unimportant. What
one picture does, or one man for that
matter, does not matter a great deal to
very many people or an industry. Suc-
cessive successes, or group of successes,
are of consequence, influencing a wide
circle or a nation. The singularly even
tenor of exhibitor progress is one of the
industry's most promising aspects and its

most convincing mark of merit. »

Art and business are curious bed fel-
lows at best. Exhibitors trying to man-
age the artistic picture on a business
basis or the reverse speedily learn of
their incorr.patability. Possibly that, be-
cause of the preponderance of business
pictures, explains the general failure to
make a great deal of the artistic produc-
•rion. Those who succeed in extracting
satisfactory profits from the exhibition
of both employ sharply differentiated
methods. Others should.

STRIKING display of Educational-Mermaid short subject by the Paramount
Empress. Salt Lake City. Note repetition of comedy billing, amplified, in sec-

ondary sign

Transportation Space Yields

Big Return on Short Subject
Transportation space, the street car, bus. interurban. taxicab, etc.,

yield especially rich return to the short subject. For several reasons this

type of display is especially favorable to the substantially fixed variety

of program matter.
In the first place, transportation space runs high in readability and

permanence. Secondly, it attracts the same body of individuals repeatedly.
Thirdly, it accommodates standing copy economically.

The short subject needs these things.

Buses running between Hamilton, O..
and Cincinnati carried neat but promi-
nently displayed banners announcing the
beginning or the Universal ser^l. "The
Oregon Trail." at the Eagle theatre. Ham-
ilton. The photograph isn't especially
striking but the stunt is well grounded
in logic.

A serial runs for a number of weeks.
Its copy should stand for some time be-
fore opening and well into the run. At
the same cost greater reading cannot be
obtained.
The same logic holds good for the

newspicture. the screen review and a ma-
jority of the short subject classes. Only
the unit comedies or dramas come outside
this general group.
Another attractive angle of the trans-

portation advertising proposition is pre-
sented in the fact that much of it may be
obtained through cooperation at practi-
cally no expense. In the case of the taxi-
cab this is especially true, most companies
being very" willing to exchange space priv-
ilege for theatre courtesy to the extent of
suggesting that particular cab when thea-
tre patrons ask advice.

Salt Lake Paramount Empress
Stands Behind Short Subject

Nobody's policy on anything is perfect, but the short subject exploita-
tion policy of the Paramount Empress theatre. Salt Lake City, ranks high.
Two demonstrations are pictorially presented this week.

The theatre's feature picture policy is well known as a result of it*

long maintained prominence in the vanguard of up-to-date picture play-
house.

Exhibiting "Cold Chills." Mermaid Ed-
ucational comedy, the management di-

vided its marquee lights equally between
that subject and the feature picture. It

strengthened that showing by giving the
under-marquee sign over entirely to the
comedy.

Exhibiting Educational's "The Message
of Emile Coue." it went to lengths re-

served by many for the advertisement of

big specials and bannered the surface

cars.

These are demonstrations of the week.

indicating plainly the existence of a
sound, wholesome regard for the merit
of the short subject as a motidn picture
attraction. It goes without saying that
the external appearances are followed up
with presentation in keeping.

As noted above, no policy, or anything
else for that matter. i= ever perfect, but
the Paramount Empress occupies a prom-
inent place among American institutions

from the short subject viewpoint. Its

example is worth following.
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Digest of Pictures oftheWttK
ONE of the high lights of the recent First National

convention at Atlantic City, was the address of

Will H„ Hays, president of the Motion Picture

Producers and Distributors of America. Mr. Hays
always has something of interest to say and his remarks
on this occasion are worth reprinting. In part he said:

"It took the press six hundred years to reach its

position ; it took motion pictures less than twenty years

to become what they are today. Twenty years ago mo-
tion pictures were but a naked idea. Since then you
have made it the fourth largest industry in the country

and easily the most powerful moral and educational

influence in the world. And the surface has hardly been
scratched.

"The motion picture industry because it is the en-

tertaining agency of a majority of our people and pro-

vides the sole entertainment of countless thousands, is

a thing that can rivet the girders of society. You.
gentlemen, are therefore engaged in an essential indus-

try. You have a responsibility. You cannot avoid it.

"One of your responsibilities is to continue to turn

out good pictures, to produce pictures that will instruct

as well as entertain. You must include in your pictures

a certain amount that will instruct, and they must be
true to history

;
they must correctly portray history,

customs, institutions and costumes.

"It was a growth overnight, almost, this thing that

is called motion pictures. A wonderful thing about it

is that the men who were the pioneers are the men who
control it. You men are the responsible custodians of

the fourth greatest business in the world. You are
serving mankind.

"It is impossible to overestimate the importance to

the nation of the motion picture in the social and com-
mercial fabric. The day of the motion picture is just

dawning. You have made millions, but you will make
many more millions in the future."

"A MAN OF ACTION'* (First National) presents
Douglas Mac Lean in one of the most delightful mys-
tery" comedies of the year. The story concerns a youth
who is hired by crooks to steal valuable diamonds from
his own house, and the tense situations follow one upon
another in close succession. Bradley King wrote the
story. James W. Home directed it.

"THE NE'ER-DO-WELL" ( Paramount) is Thos.
Meighan's latest comedy drama, a story adapted from

Rex Beach's popular novel of several years back. The

scenes are laid and the play was made in Panama, w ith

much restful scenery of that interesting country used

for backgrounds. However, because of the familiar

plot it does not measure up to this star's former suc-

cc-ocs iii entertainment value.

"TRIFLING W i l l I HONOR" (Universal) is a
very timely >tory, as it deals with baseball and a base-

ball hero. The story arouses your interest from the

start and holds it throughout the eight reels. A special

cast headed by Rockliffe Fellowes, Fritzie Ridgeway
and Buddy Messinger put the necessary punch into the

play and the story is entirely logical and wholesome.

A good bet on any program.

"CORDELIA THE MAGNIFICENT" (Metro)
with Clara Kimball Young in the leading role doesn't

score much of a hit. This screen version of Leroy
Scott's novel is well made, but it is draggy in spots and
not always convincing. It was directed by George
Archainbaud, and Huntley Gordon, Lloyd VVhitlock,

Jacqueline Gadson were well cast in Miss Young's sup-

port.

"CROSSED WIRES" (Universal) stars Gladys
Walton in a light and pleasing story that is fine pro-

gram entertainment. A number of humorous situations

and Miss W alton's acting put it over. Directed by
King Baggot. Five reels in length.

* \ ANITY FAIR" (Goldwyn) is a pretentious pro-

duction with Mabel Ballin in the stellar role. The
screen version follows the Thackeray story, and while

it may please some audiences it will not cause much
furore in film circles nor make a great hit with the

masses. It was directed by Hugo Ballin and quite

elaborately staged.

".MIC HAEL O'HOLLORAN" (Hodkinson) pre-

sented with a special cast, mostly children, is a screen

verson of Gene Stratton Porter's well known story. It

follows the book closely and director J. L. Meehan has

made the most of its dramatic situations, which were

not many. Charles Clary, Claire McDowell and Irene

Rich give good performances and it is beautifully photo-

graphed.

A scene from the Vitagraph all-star production "The Man Doris Kenyon, Henry Hull and Louis Wolheim in a dra-

Next Door," directed by Victor Schertzinger. matic bit from "The Last Moment," a Goldwyn picture.
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R E V I
DOUGLAS MacLEAN IN*

A MAN OF ACTION
(FIRST NATIONAL)

Delightful entertainment in this

mystery comedy-drama of a

wealthy youth who is hired by
crooks to rob his own home. It

has many tense moments and the

story is well told. A Bradley
King story, directed by James W.
Home. Five parts.

THE CAST
Bruce MacAllister Doug Las NtacLean
Helen Summer. Marguerite De La Motte
Harry Hopwood Raymond Hatton
Spike MoN'ab Wade Boetler
Dr. Sumner Arthur Millett
Andy Kingsley Benedict
Eugene Fieston Arthur Stewart Hull
The "Dfacon" William Courtright
"Frisk-o" Rose Katharine Lewis

"The Man of Action" is a picture of
action. It keeps you stepping to keep up
with the complications and the thrills come
thick and fast toward the end. The pic-
ture opens as straight comedy-drama,
then develops into one of the most inter-
esting of mystery plays.

Like a great many mystery plays, the
action is kept at a fast pace and this,
coupled with many humorous incidents,
keeps the spectator wondering who has
the diamonds and who the dark persons
are slipping in and out of doors. The
comedy angle is especially good and re-
freshingly original where one of the
crooks is always preparing trap doors
and escapes for an emergency, and letting
other folks fall into them.
An excellent comedy-drama that will

please both followers of Douglas Mac-
Lean and newcomers. Marguerite de la
Mctte renders the star good support, as
does Raymond Hatton. Kingsley Bene-
dict. Wade Boetler. Arthur Stewart Hull.
William Courtright and Katherine Lewis.
Well-chosen sets and exteriors, good
camera work and excellent lighting make
for a first-class and most effective screen
play. Put it down in your booking book
if you want a thriller and a good comedy
combined. Very few directors can put
over mystery plays with conviction, but

j
Director Jimmie Home has succeeded ad-
mirably in doing so in this case.
The story : Bruce MacAllister. a wealthy

youth, waited on hand and foot by well-
trained servants, is losing all initiative,
when his fiance. Helen Sumner, jolts
him into reasserting himself and he be-
comes a man of action. Preston, adminis-
trator for the estate, is planning to steal
a shipment of diamonds consigned to
Bruce. He persuades Bruce to go to Xew
York, but he gets another young man to
take his place on the trip and is subse-
quently hired by a gang of crooks in

Preston's employ, to get possession of the
diamonds. He convinces Preston he is

the "Chicago Kid," and when the dia-
monds arrive, Bruce signs a receipt for
them. Then there is a mad scramble to

t
get possession of them, which results in

. the expose of Preston and the capture of
the crooks. Then Helen joyfully ac-
knowledges Bruce has become a man of
action.

E
THOMAS MEIGHAN IN

THE NE'ER DO WELL
(PARAMOUNT!

Light but pleasing entertainment
offered in this adaptation of Rex
Beach's familiar story. Scenes
taken in Panama give the feature

good atmosphere and the support-

ing cast is an excellent one. Di-

rected by Alfred Green. Length
6.500 feet.

While not up to the high standard set

by several former Thomas Meighan pro-
ductions. "The Ne'er-do-Well" will prove
fair entertainment to most picture pa-
trons. The Rex Beach story has been
done before, and the obvious plot has
been used from time to time in many
other disguises, but on the whole the
Paramount version is well made.
Meighan. although a trifle old for the

part of a "youth just four years out of

college." he makes a pleasing Kirk An-
thony, and Lila Lee is a charming
Chiquita. opposite him. Gertrude Astor is

given a prominent role as Edith Cort-
landt. John Miltern was sufficiently fiery

as Stephen Cortlandt and the other roles

were well played.
Kirk Anthony is the spendthrift son

of a Xew York millionaire, who hires

men to shanghai him to Panama. This
follows an exciting night in a cabaret and
the next day Kirk finds himself aboard

GLADYS WALTON supported by
George Stewart in "Crossed Wires," her
forthcoming Universal picture.

w s
a boat in mid-ocean. He becomes ac-
quainted with the wife of a wealthy rail-
road man in Panama and he is invited
to become her guest until he hears from
home. The father cables, however, that
he has no son and Kirk is compelled to
go to work. He meets Chiquita and after
a short wooing they become engaged and
finally, at a dance, are secretly married.
The_ railroad president becomes jealous
of Kirk's attentions to his wife, and com-
mits suicide in his rooms, to throw sus-
picion upon him. He is imprisoned, but
:s saved by the tardy admission of the
wife who produces a letter written bv the
suicide husband. The happy ending fol-
lows with Kirk and his bride sailing for
home.

TRIFLING WITH
HONOR

(UNIVERSAL)
Here's a timely story and one that

will arouse more than passing in-
terest if properly advertised. It
concerns a crook, who reforms,
becomes a baseball idol and makes
good. Full of good, clean humor,
well written and very well di-
rected and acted. Story by Wil-
liam Slavin McNutt. Direction
by Harry A. Pollard. Length.
7,785 feet.

The baseball season is upon us and
here's a good baseball story' to start off
with. Not in a long, long time has there
been offered as keen and interesting a
story' of crook life and the baseball dia-
mond as is contained in this eight-reel
L niversal-Jewell feature. It is a well-told
story', full of tense situations and. al-
though it has the crook reform angle, is
devoid of maudlin, sentimental appeal.

Rockliffe Fellowes contributes an ex-
cellent character study in the role of the
"Gas Pipe Kid." who later becomes fa-
mous as "Bat" Shugrue. baseball hero.
Fntzi Ridgeway made an excellent hero-
ine, acting with restraint and conviction
the role of Ida Hunt. Buddv Messinger
also distinguished himself as the hero-
loving messenger boy Jimmy Hunt as did
Hayden Stevenson, as the reporter.
Lewis. Emmett King was the judge.
A\ llham Welch the warden, and Freder-
ick Stanton the Kid's father. John Hat-
ton played Jimmy Hunt at the aee of
eight.

The picture opens with the Kid being
paroled from prison. He returns to his
cheap tenement home to find his mother
dead and his father about to be dispos-
sessed. He is arrested for assault but
escapes from the police, borrows monev
from Ida and flees to the West. Five
years elapse and he bobs up as a profes-
sional ball player in a Coast team, with
a long record for home runs. The small
brother of his former sweatheart is one
of his greatest admirers. He overhears a
plot to throw a game and informs the
baseball player and in the final game of
the season "Bat" Shugrue is induced to
go in and win in spite of threatened ex-
posure by a gang of crooks. The base-
ball game is well staged and Rockliffe
Fellowes looks every inch a professional.
A good, wholesome drama and one that
will prove popular with any audience.
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CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG IN

CORDELIA THE
MAGNIFICENT
(METRO)

This motion picture version of Le-

roy Scott's novel is an entirely

faithful reproduction of the story,

but somewhat lacks the punch of

the original. It is a "society"

story with a mystery element and

a war angle. Directed by George
Archainbraud. Six reels.

Not a particularly striking vehicle for

Clara Kimball Young, nor one that gives

her many opportunities to show her abil-

ity as an emotional actress. Althohgh
supported by an excellent cast, including

Huntley Gordon, Carol Halloway, Lloyd

Whitlock, Jacqueline Gadson, and others,

who do good work, the play fails to

arouse and hold your interest. Probably

this is due to the shifting of interest from
the main character to others, from time

to time, as for instance as to the paren-

tage of the child Francois. The piece is

beautifully mounted, the lighting effects

excellent throughout and many beautiful

interiors and exteriors are shown. The
action is somewhat sluggish, however,
and there are many lengthy subtitles.

The story concerns Cordelia Marlowe,
belle of New York society, whose mother
loses her money in oil stocks, and forces

her to go to work. Franklin, a lawyer,
offers her $30,000 a year to obtain infor-

mation in society circles, and her first

assignment is in the home of Gladys
Northworth, where Cordelia finds that

Mitchell, the butler, has a peculiar hold
on Gladys and,her sister, Esther, and is

very fond of the "adopted war baby,"
Francois. Cordelia has Franklin invited

to the home over the week end, and when
she pays marked attention to Jerry
Plimpton, a wealthy bachelor, Gladys In-

comes jealous. A scene follows in which
Cordelia exposes Gladys and her sister

and Mitchell then tells a story of how
Gladys, a nurse in a Paris hospital dur-
ing the war, married his brother, Gray-
son. Cordelia becomes engaged to Plimp-
ton, but Franklin tries to blackmail her
into marrying him, by stating that Cor-
delia is blackmailing Gladys. Plimpton
then dramatically announces "There will

be no wedding," and Mitchell, the former
butler, takes her home. Later Mitchell
proposes and is accepted.

GLADYS WALTON IN

CROSSED WIRES
(UNIVERSAL)

This is a light and amusing Walton
feature. Not especially outstand-
ing in any respect, but just a good
program picture that moves along
snappily and introduces welcome
bits of humor. Directed by King
Baggot, who also wrote the story.

Five reels.

This Gladys Walton film, like many
others with the same star in the past, is

a fast moving, breezy sort of story which
suits Miss Walton very well. She is cast
as a telephone operator with aspirations
to "break" into society. There are a
number of amusing moments' and the
story doesn't lack action. Miss Walton
is pleasing and winsome throughout. If

you are looking for a light and entertain-
ing program attraction, this is it.

The story runs like tnis: Kitty Mur-
phy, while working at her board in the

telephone exchange, overhears a wealthy

lady issuing orders to her secretary to

invite certain people for a forthcoming
ball. Kitty calls the secretary and orders
an invitation sent to herself. Mother
approves of her "ambitions" but the "old
man" doesn't. At the ball she is "ex-
posed" by a maid who recognizes her
but in her predicament she inveigles the

head of the house to come to her rescue
by saying that she is the daughter of an
old friend. Then complications set in.

The family is told that she is stopping at

a fashionable hotel and her benefactor
has to make good by seeing that she is.

Later he is found in her room by his

wife and at the same time Kitty's parents
arrive to maul him for kidnaping their

daughter. Kitty is then forced to tell

the whole story of her misrepresentation
and declares she is "off" society for life.

But—there is a hero, the son of the

wealthy, and the fadeout indicates she is

just about to enter it.

The supporting cast includes George
Stewart. Tom S. Guise. Lillian Langdon,
William R. Daly. Kate Price and Eddie
Gribbon.

SPECIAL CAST IN

MICHAEL
O'HALLERAN

(HODKINSON)
Directed by J. Leo Meehan. from
Gene Stratton Porter's book, of-

fers fair entertainment the interest

being supplied by an interesting

cast of children players. Nine of

the principal characters are chil-

dren, with Irene Rich, Charles
Clary, Claire McDowell and others

in the adult roles. It is in seven
reels.

A simple little tale whimsically told

amidst pleasing settings. There is some
good characterization, not a little humor
and an equal amount of pathos.' The
story lacks dramatic grip, however, and
is pretty well drawn out. but to readers

of the Stratton-Porter books it will

doubtless prove an enjoyable evening's
entertainment.
The titular role is taken by True

Roardman and this film will serve to in-

troduce this splendid juvenile actor to

thousands of picture devotees. He plays

with a freshness and charm that is irre-

sistible and we predict big things for him
in the hands of an experienced director.

Charles Clary was adequate as the

wealthy parent, and Irene Rich effective

as the heartless mother whose true nature

comes to the top when she drops her

social following.

The picture has a Pollyanna touch, and
it moves along from one incident in the

boy's life to another with pleasing effect.

The interiors are well chosen and the

lighting is artistic. Especially good are

the farm scenes. .

The story starts out with Michael as a

city waif, who adonts a little crippled girl

whom he finds in a vacant tenement
house. He washes and dresses her and
finallv takes her to the country where
she is cared for by a kind farmer and
his wife. Michael suggests many labor

saving devices around the farm house
and lightens the labors of the housewife.

He also. works as office boy in the city

and caddies in the country for his boss.

\s a contrasting story a rich man and
his wife separate, the father taking the

two boys to the countrv where they even-

tually meet their mother, in a dramatic

moment, and the family is once more
reconciled. The little crinple eirl is cured

and the picture ends with Michael hold-

ing his little charge in his arms.

MABEL BALLIN IN

VANITY FAIR
(GOLDWYN)

An elaborately made and artistic

picturization of Thackeray's well-

known classic, which will appeal
more strongly to critical audiences
than to the masses. Scenario and
direction by Hugo Ballin. About
eight reels.

This is probably the most pretentious

production yet made by Hugo Ballin and
his talented wife, and while it will likely

please a majority of theatre goers, it will

not likely cause much furore in film cir-

cles. The screen version follows the book
closely and the costuming and atmos-
phere of the Napoleonic period has been
carefully cared for.

Charming Mabel Ballin is given the
part of Becky Sharp and while she works
hard to put it over, she does not very
convincingly convey the idea of a schem-
ing hard hearted little flirt, such as is the
general conception of the character. Oth-
ers in the carefully selected cast are
Hobart Bosworth. Eleanor Boardman,
George Walsh, Harrison Ford, Earle
Foxe, Willard Louis and Robert Mack.
Mr. Ballin has introduced into the pro-

duction several spectacular scenes, and
these are shown with exceptional pho-
tography. Probably the most impressive
of these is the scene of the ball in Brus-
sels on the eve of the battle of Waterloo.
The scenes on the battlefield also are
worthy of comment.
The popularity of Thackeray's master-

piece, together with the elaborateness of

the production and the excellence of the

cast, should put the picture over.

WHERE THERE'S
A WILL

(FOX)

There's several food laughs in this

?cx Sunshine come.iy and the rrtion i'

kept at a high pitch throughout. The

story concerns a scheming couple who

would kill off an old man to get his prop- •

erty. Everything they suggest that Uncle
i.ikc up, improves his health instead of

running him down, and after training

in a "gym" he conies out fresh and full

of pep. The finish is very funny. A
first-rate slapstick two-reeler guaranteed

to please.

SO THIS IS HAMLET
(HODKINSON)

Charlie Murray goes into the film busi-

ness, in this two reeler. The company

makes a Shakespearian production.

"Hamlet," with "improvements" and it

is a scream from start to finish. Snappy

subtitles, plenty of action and all the

familiar situations of the original play

worked over into laugh provoking scenes

put this in the better class of slapstick

comedies.

Priest in New Offices
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, May 15.—Robert W.

Priest, who has extended his state right

activities to the distribution of projectors

in the non-theatrical field, has moved to

more spacious offices at 565 Fifth avenue.

It is said an important announcement will

be forthcoming from Mr. Priest shortly.
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\\ \ \ "Ike FILM MART : : :

:

Production Progress : : : : : : : : Distribution News

: : Richard Thomas : :

THE SECOND OF A SERIES of

underworld stories has been filmed by
Richard Thomas and the producer is ex-

pected in New York soon with a print,

it is called- "Other Men's Money" and
will be issued in six reels. In the cast

are Estelle Taylor, Rod La Rocque. Tom
Wilson, Lionel Belmore, Lillian Leigh-

ton, Gordon DuMont and others. The
initial production was "The Silent Ac-
cuser," featuring Carmel Myers, Mel-
bourne McDowell and others.

: : : Selznick : : :

"THE QUEEN OF SIN" it is an-
nounced by W. C. J. Doolittle, has

been scheduled for early publication by
Selznick. The production has been edited

from 10,000 feet to eight reels. It had
its premiere at the New York Lyric
some weeks ago and is said to rank
among the best pictures that has reached
this country from Europe.

: American Releasing :

"CLANSMEN OF THE NORTH,"
"Toilers of the Sea" and "The Cricket

on The Hearth' are three productions
which have been acquired by American
Releasing for early distribution. "Clans-
men of the North" was written and di-

1

rected by John W. Noble and features

Richard Travers, De Sacia Noore and
Ruth Dwyer. "Toilers of the Sea" was
suggfisted by Victor Hugo's novel and
was made in Italy by R. William Neill.

Lucy Fox, Holmer Herbert and Lucius
Henderson are in the cast. "The Cricket

on the Hearth" is from Dicken's story,

directed by Lorimer Johnson, with Josef

Swickard. Virginia Brown Faire, Paul

Gerson, Fritzi Ridgway and others in the

cast.

: : : : Metro : : : :

"TRAILING AFRICAN WILD ANI-
MALS," the film produced by Mr. and

Mrs. Martin Johnson, has been booked
through Metro at the Capitol theatre for

May 20. Records for quick bookings are

being established on this picture, Metro
reports.

+ + +
REX INGRAM IS busily at work at the

Metro studios on his production of

"Scaramouche," from the novel of Rafael

Sabatini. This is being produced by
arrangement with Charles L. Wagner and
was adapted by Willis Goldbeck.

+ + +
VIOLA DANA'S NEXT production
"Rouged Lips" is under way. This is

from Rita Weiman's story and the star is

supported by Tom Moore, Arline Pretty

and others.
+ + +

BANFF, ALBERTA, IS the present

scene of operations of the Reginald
Barker-Louis B. Mayer production "The
Master of Woman," being produced for

Metro. Earle Williams, Renee Adoree
and Pat O'Malley are in the cast.

: : : Vitagraph : : :

ENDORSEMENT OF "The Ninety and
Nine" as a great lesson against care-

lessness to prevent forest fires has been
received by Vitagraph in a letter from
Paul G. Redington, District Forester of

the U. S. Forest Service, San Francisco.

+ + +
FINAL TITLING AND EDITING of

"The Man Next Door" by Emerson
Hough has been completed at the Vita-

graph plant. David Torrence, Frank
Sheridan, James Morrison and AUfe Cal-

houn are in the cast.

+ + +

THE CAST FOR "THE ALIBI" now
in production by Vitagraph at Holly-

wood is headed by Cullen Landis, Percy
Marmont, Alice Calhoun and Joseph Kil-

gour. David Smith is directing.

: : : Paramount : : :

NOAH BEERY HAS signed a three-

year contract with Paramount. His first

work will be in Zane Grey's "To the Last
Man," featuring Richard Dix, Lois Wil-
son and Frank Campeau.

+ + +
LILA LEE WILL AGAIN play the

feminine lead in Thomas Meighan"s
next production "Homeward Bound,"
adaptation of Peter B. Kyne's story
which Ralph Ince will direct.

+ + +
TWO PARAMOUNT PICTURES have

just been completed. Ralph Ince has

finished production of an adaptation of

"Leah Kleschna" with Dorothy Dalton
and James Rennie while Allan Dwan has
completed "Lawful Larceny" Nita Naldi,
Hope Hampton, Lew Cody and others.

+ + +
WILLIAM DE MILLE'S NEXT Para-
mount picture will be called "Mortal

Love" and be adapted from Edward
Knoblock's stage success "The Faun."

+ + +
FRED ELLES AND EDWARD
CHANDLER have been added to the

staff of Cecil B. DeMille to assist in
preparatory work on "The Ten Com-
mandments," the production in which
3,000 people will appear in some of the
scenes.

: : : C. B. C. : : :

"ONLY A SHOPGIRL" AND "More
to Be Pitied" have been sold 100 per

cent throughout the country C. B. C.
announces. Other recent sales are "Her
Accidental Marriage" to all Star Feature
Distributors of Los Angeles; and Big
Feature Rights of Louisville. Ky. Wal-
ter A. Thimmig of Fine Arts Pictures,
St. Louis, has closed for "Only a Shop-
girl" and "Temptation."

: : : : Equity : :.j :

IF A CAST OF CALIBRE means any-
thing at the box office Daniel Carson

Goodman's next special for Equity is

destined to prove itself a strong box
office attraction. Here are the players
who will be seen in the production: Mary
Carr, Mildred Harris, Charles Emmet
Mack, Tyrone Power, Joseph King,
Clara Bow, Helen Rowl and Joseph De-
pew.

+ + +

: : : Hodkinson : : :

"FUN FROM THE PRESS," the single
reel laugh film by The Literary Digest

that Hodkinson issues has been booked
on Broadway. New York, and will play
either at the Rivoli or Rialto for some
time to come.

TEN DAY AND DATE RUNS for

"Down to the Sea in Ships" for one
week beginning May 20 have been
booked in Cleveland by C. L. Peavey,
branch manager and Salesman Johnson.
Most Cleveland runs in the past have
been for three or four da\-s, says Hod-
kinson.

FOR BOX OFFICE ATTRACTIONS
VAN & BOHLER
(Edward Van) (V. Chas. Bohler)

AMUSEMENTS AND ORCHESTRAS, Inc.

Furni
lpicfacuiar Presentations and Prologues ^Ju. specializing in Orchestras Either symphony or jazz

For Up-to-Date Theatres ^\ Arranged to Suit Your Theatre

Make our office yqur headquarters during the convention, 204 WOODS THEATRE BLDG., ^IwHT* Chicago, 111.
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::::7Ae FILM MART : : : :

Production Progress : : : : : : : : Distribution News
THE APPEAL OF ANIMALS which
do unusual things will be one of the

features which will arouse interest in

"The Critical Age" from the Ralph Con-
nor novel "Glengarry School days" pro-
duced by Ernest Shipman and issued by
Hodkinson. There is a strong appeal in

heroic stunts performed by dogs in this

picture, Hodkinson states.

+ + +
PRODUCERS SECURITY CORPO-
RATION has disposed of "The Beast"

for the Thomas Dixon Corporation, to

be issued through Hodkinson.

: : : Universal : : :

MAY 28 HAS BEEN SET by Universal
as the date for publication of its third

series of "Leather Pushers." There will

be six in the series and the films will be

issued almost concurrently with the pub-
lication in Collier's of H. C. Witwer's
prize fight stories. "The Wandering
Two" is the name of the first.

+ + +
WHAT IS REPORTED TO be the

largest interior set ever erected at Uni-
versal City has been built for the big ball

scenes of "A Lady of Quality," adaptation
of Francis Hodgson Burnett's story in

which Virginia Valli is featured.

+ + +
PRODUCTION OF "THICKER THAN
WATER," Herbert Rawlinson's latest

starring film for Universal has been tem-
porarily delayed because of the illness of

the star. It is from Margaret Bryant's
novel "Richard" and Edmund Mortimer
is directing.

: : : : : Fox : : : : :

NEWSPICTURES TELL THE NEWS.
In a late issue of Fox News is seen the

wedding at Westminster Abbey of Lady
Bowes-Lyon and the Duke of York; the
journey of the camel caravan from China
to Mongolia and the opening of the rac-
ing season at Jamaica, Long Island.

+ + +
"MIGHTIER THAN THE BOOK."
This has been selected by William Fox

as the advertising slogan to be displayed
prominently on all publicity in connec-
tion with the screen version of A. S. M.
Hutchinson's novel "If Winter Comes."
First copies of a song of the same name
are no,w being distributed to music
houses.

+ + +
"TIMES HAVE CHANGED" is the title

of a William Russell picture soon to be
started at the Fox plant. James Flood
will direct. Mabel Julienne Scott will
play the leading feminine role. The story
is by Elmer Davis.

+ + +
ELMER CLIFTON WILL direct a

screen version of "Six Cylinder Love,"
the stage comedy for Fox. It will be put
into production soon.

+ + +
"STEPPING FAST," A Tom Mix

production and "Roaring Lions on a
Steamship," a Sunshine comedy, were
published by Fox Exchange last week.

• • • F B
"WESTBOUND LIMITED," the Em-
ory Johnson railroad drama has broken

all records in the New York exchange
of F. B. O. for rapid bookings the com-
pany reports. A number of circuits have
signed for the special.

+ + +
GEORGE K. ARTHUR, prominent in

England on the stage and screen and
now playing an important part in the
James Cruze production "Hollywood"
has been signed by P. A. Powers to
appear in leading roles in productions
for F. B. O.

+ +
AN UNUSUAL EXPLOITATION

stunt in the form of a contest among
Boston women to see who could make
more beautiful gowns than those worn
by Jane Novak in the production "Thel-
ma" was staged in cooperation with a
Boston newspapers during the picture's
run of three weeks at the Tremont Tem-
ple. More than 110 women entered the
affair which was given much valuable
publicity by the newspaper.

+ + +
ARRANGEMENTS HAVE BEEN
made by F. B. O. with T. B. Harms,

Inc., song and music publishers to issue

a popular theme song on all F. B. O.
features. The first will be in connection
with "Mary of the Movies."

• : : Educational : : :

"SEA OF DREAMS," a companion pic-

ture to Warren A. Newcomb's fantasy
"The Enchanted City" has been acquired
for distribution by Educational. It will

be on the June schedule.

+ + +
A VARIED PROGRAM OF short sub-

jects will be issued by Educational in

June. Here they are: "Plumb Crazy," a
Christie comedy, and "Back to the
Woods" another Christie film; Lige Con-
lay in "Three Strikes"; single reels:

"Their Love Growed Cold," "Betweep
Showers," "Sea of Dreams," "Mixed
Trails." a Wilderness tale and a Lyman
H. Howe subject.

: : Warner Brothers : :

FRANCIS MARION, well known scen-
arist, has been engaged by Warner

Brothers to write the continuity for

"Beau Brummel," the Clyde Fitch play
which will feature John Barrymore. Pro-
duction will start as soon as Mr. Barry-
more returns from abroad.

+ + +
"MAIN STREET," THE Warner pro-

duction of Sinclair Lewis' popular story

had an impressive premiere at the Mis-
sion theatre, Los Angeles. It was heart-
ily acclaimed by reviewers and enthusi-
astic predictions were made for its suc-

cess. Florence Vidor and Monte Blue
have the leading roles.

+ + +
FILMING OF TWO SPECIALS is

under way at the Warner plant and
sixteen more productions will soon be
started. Johnny Hines is being starred

in "Little Johnny Jones." Wesley Barry
is working in "The Printer's Devil." Sid-
ney Franklin will direct Lenore Ulric in

"Tiger Rose" and Harry Beaumont will

make "The Gold Digers" with Hope
Hampton.

: : : : Pathe : : : :

A SNUB POLLARD AND a Leo Ma-
loney two-reeler are listed by I'athe for

publication May 27. Pollard's comedy is

"Sold at Auction." Maloney's production
is "The Unsuspecting Stranger." The
fourth episode of "Haunted Valley" is

published on this date.

+ + +
EDNA MURPHY HAS started work at

the Hal Roach studios as the star of
new and novel ten episode serial called
"Her Dangerous Path." The first episode
is titled, "What Should a Girl Do?"

+ + +
PATHE CLAIMS THAT IN its news

reel number 38 it presents exclusive
views of finish of the great non-stop
coast to coast airplane flight. A Pathe
man was on the job when the plane
landed at San Diego. Prints were in

New York about four and one-half days
from the hour of the arrival on the West
Coast of the ship, it is stated.

: : : C. C. Burr : : :

GREGORY LA CAVA HAS completed
filming of the latest C. C. Burr all star

comedy, a Western story with Charles
Murray, Raymond McKee and Kathlene
Martyn playing the leading roles.

+ +
GRIEVER PRODUCTIONS OF Chi-
cago has contracted for Illinois rights

to the Burr production "The Last Hour"
and "I Am the Law." The Griever com-
pany had the rights to the Burr-Whit-
man Bennett feature "Secrets of Paris"
for their territory.

+ + +
SIX NEW PRODUCTIONS will be

started soon at the Burr studios, Glen-
dale, Long Island. Three or four com-
panies will be at work within ten days,
it is stated.

: : : Cosmopolitan :

"ENEMIES OF WOMEN" after play-
ing at the Central theatre, New York,

for four weeks, opened a run at the Ri-
voli on May 13. This will be the first

New York engagement at popular prices.

. + + +
OTTO KRUEGER, STAGE star will

make his motion picture debut in a

part in "Under the Red Robe," Stanley
Weyman's story which Cosmopolitan is

filming under direction of Alan Crosland.

John Charles Thomas and Alma Rubens
are the featured players.

+ + +
E. MASON HOPPER HAS arrived in

New York with a print of "The Love
Piker," the Frank R. Adams story in

which Anita Stewart has the leading role.

He will next make "Vendetta." Marie
Corelli's story.
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The FILM MART : : : :

Production Progress

:: Associated Exhibitors::

FIVE FEATURES STARRING J. P.

McGowan have been acquired by As-

sociated Exhibitors from Continental

Productions, Inc., of Miami, Fla. Helen

Holmes co-stars with McGowan in one.

The first to be issued is "'Deep Waters."

+ + +

LEAH BAIRD, STAR of "Is Divorce a

Failure" met just about everybody

during her recent sojourn and personal

appearance tour in Texas. She was re-

ceived by Governor P. M. Xeff and sev-

eral mayors and in addition was guest

-){ honor by women's clubs, Rotary clubs

jnd other organizations.

+ + +
CONSTANCE BINNEY IN "A Bill of

Divorcement" has just closed a suc-

cessful run at the Arcadia theatre. Phila-

delphia and has been booked for a series

)t engagements over the Nixon-Nord-
inger circuit, Associated Exhibitors re-

ports.

: : United Artists : :

'THE STREET SINGER" has been

r.hosen by Mary Pickford as the title

)f her next production, now under way.

The supporting cast includes Holbrook
31inn, Irene Rich, George Walsh, Charles

rielcher, Frank Leigh and others.

+ + +

WORK OF CUTTING 'Richard the

Lion Hearted," Associated Authors

production which Allied Producers and
Distributors Corporation will issue has

>een started. Wallace Beery is featured

n this film from Sir Walter Scott's

The Talisman."

+ + +

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS IN ROBIN
HOOD" is doing the unusual reports

rom United Artists indicate. Forty

>rints of it are working out of the Cleve-

and exchange. In Montreal it is said to

lave done a record business at the Capi-

ol theatre. King Alfonso of Spain and

lis family have viewed the picture and
Joyd George has requested a showing.

: First National : :

ACKIE COOGAN'S NEXT First Na-
tional production will be published

inder the title "Circus Days." It is

ounded on James Otis' story "Toby Ty-
;r" and was known under that title dur-

ng its production.

+ + +
:ynthia STOCKLEY, AUTHOR of

"Ponjola," will collaborate with Sam
I. Rork in his prodaction of this story

or First National. Anna Q. Nilsson has
een assigned the leading feminine role.

+ + +
'RODUCTION OF "Potash and Perl-

mutter" with Alexander Carr and Bar-
ey Bernard who played the famous roles

o the stage is ready for production the
ime pair enacting the screen version for

amuel Goldwyn. Clarence Badger will

red.

"BLACK OXEN," Gertrude Atherton'-

novel, is scheduled for production by
First National. The company has re-

quested its franchiseholders to read this

story and offer their suggestions for a

director.
+ + +

VIRGINIA PEARSON, former Fox
star, has been signed by Arthur Jacobs

to play the leading feminine role in his

next Frank Borzage production for First

National.
+ + +

RICHARD WALTON TU.LLY is plan-

ning to film his play, "The Bird of

Paradise" probably upon his complettion
of the screen version of "Trilby."

: : : Goldwyn : : :

PRODUCTION HAS BEEN started at

the Distinctive Pictures Corporation
studios of "The Green Goddess" with
George Arliss in the leading role sup-
ported bv Alice Hoyce.

+ + +
EOSTA EKMAN, SWEDISH stage

star, is coming to America next month
to play the principal role in a Goldwyn
production. Edith Erastoff, wife of Vic-
tor Seastrom, now directing for Goldwyn
and herself a stage star, will accompany
him.

+ + +
LUCILLE RICKSEN HAS been as-

signed the leading role in the Goldwyn-
Neilan production "The Rendezvous."
Conrad Nagel will play opposite her.

+ + +
JOHN LYNCH, veteran scenario writer

and production expert, has joined Dis-
tinctive Pictures and his work will be
seen in several forthcoming Distinctive
films which Goldwyn will distribute.

+ + +
MARGUERITE COURTOT HAS been
engaged by Distinctive to play the lead-

ing role in "The Steadfast Heart," the
Clarence Budington Kelland story run-
ning in Colliers. Sheridan Hall will direct.

: : Principal Pictures : :

AN EXTENSIVE SELLING campaign
to the state right field has been

launched by Principal Pictures on its

series of five productions termed "The
Big Super Five." These are "The Spi-

der and the Rose" ; "East Side West
Side"; "Temporary Marriage": "The Man
from Ten Strike" and "Bright Lights of

Broadway." A number of other produc-
tions are also under way and pending.

: : Tiffany-Truart : :

"THE EMPTY CRADLE" featuring
Mary Alden and Harry Morey has

been booked over the entire Fox Cir-

cuit according to Manager Bellman of

the Renown exchange handling Truart
productions in the New York territory.

In addition "East Side West Side," feat-

uring Kenneth Harlan and Eileen Percy,
a Principal Pictures production has been
booked over the same chain. This is the

first of a series of five Principal features

acquired for New York and Northern
New Jersey by Renown.

Distribution News

: Associated Pictures :

ARTHUR H. SAWYER ANNOUNCES
that he has arranged with Samuel Gold-

wyn to have Barbara La Marr play the
leading role in "The Eternal City"
which will be directed by George Fitz-
maurice.

+ + +
THE ENTIRE PRODUCTION STAFF

of Sawyer and Lubin has been taken
over by Goldwyn Pictures Corporation
and Samuel Goldwyn for two productions
through arrangement with Goldwyn.
Clarence Badger, director, Charles Hunt,
technical director, Rudolph Bergquist,
cameraman and Sarah Fields, continuity
writer, have been loaned for the purpose
of making "Red Lights" and following
this "Potash and Perlmutter."

Arrow
ANOTHER SERIES OF Eddie Lyons
comedies will be issued by Arrow under

a contract just closed between the com-
edian and W. E. Shallenberger. They
will be known as the Lyons Comedy Spe-
cials. The first will be "For the Love
of Tut" and has already been completed.

+ + +
JOHN LOWELL, Evangeline Russell
and Mrs. L. Case Russell will leave for

the Blazed Trail studio at Gloversville,

N. Y., soon to start production of Mr.
Lowell's next picture, "He Who Con-
quers Himself."

+ + +
"THE BROKEN VIOLIN" Atlantic

Features special has been booked over
the B. F. Keith Circuit and "Man and
Wife" over the Fox circuit according to

Arrow.

Century
CHARLES DUDLEY, WHO played

several character parts for Al Herman
in his Century comedies will be cast

for an important part in Herman's next
all star comedy and will probably re-

ceive a contract from the Stern Brothers.

Dudley took part in "Oh, Nursie," the

Century comedy starring Jack Cooper
and has appeared in a number of features

with William Duncan as the star.

+ + +

HERE ARE THE CENTURY comedies
to be published in June: "Fare enough,"

with an all star cast. June 6; "The Imper-
fect Lover" with Brownie, the dog. June
13; "Don't Get Fresh" starring Buddy
Messinger on June 20 and "Carmen Jun-
ior" with Baby Peggy on June 27.

: : : Playgoers: : :

"COUNTERFEIT LOVE" presented by
Murray W. Garson will be issued by

Playgoers on June 10. The story is by
Thomas Fallon and Adeline Leitzbach
and direction by L. R. Sheldon and Ralph
Ince. The cast includes Joe King,^ Mar-
ian Swayne, Jack Richardson. Norma
Lee, Irene Boyle, Isabel Fisher and
others.

Li.
i
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With the Procession in Los Angeles

By Harry Hammond Beall

IT'S been a hot time in Hollywood all

week, with the sun registering the

warmest May weather in 27 years in

Los Angeles. Actors have had to make up

as many as five times an hour, so fast did

the grease paint stream .off the physiog-

nomies (five-dollar word, eh), and many
directors suddenly decided to write a sea-

side sequence in their, continuities, sp they

could go to the beach on location.

* * »

There's been plenty of torrid news break-

ing, too, particularly in publicist circles.

First Mark Larkin, who toots the big

bassoon all about Mary Pickford and Mr.

Mary Pickford, sometimes known aS

Douglas Fairbanks, allows his 'wife to pre-

sent him with boy twins. At first it was

believed Mark had taken press agent license

and multiplied the real product by two, but

Mark stuck to his story and with an affi-

davit from the hospital and the physician

made the world take off its hat to him.

Then Arch Reeve broke into the lime-light

by having the royal fountain pen as chief of

the Lasky press department conferred on
him, jumping up
t w o notches at

once when Jerome
Beatty resigned to

go to New York
t o represent A

1

Lichtman there,
and Adam Hull
Shirk, the boy
magician who pro-
duces rabbits on a
second's notice,

terminated his re-
lations with the
Lasky organization
to become super-

, , _ vising manager of
Arch Reeve ,1 r~ i _ jthe Grand produc-

tions. Arch was the first president of the
W ampus, and its prime organizer. Before
that he was a Los Angeles sporting editor,
and a darn good one, too.

* * »

Speaking of the' Wampus, the typewriter
genii did not make a fortune out of the
1923 Frolic and Ball, but they gave the film
world something to think about and the
biggest five dollar's worth of fun and show
any organization has ever handed out. To
Harry Wilson, the boy who made Jackie
Coogan famous, and who now has Sol
Lesser president of a new organization
every week, goes the lion's share of the
credit.

* * *

Chicago is going to have two fingers in
the motion picture exposition pie, at least.
Eddie Caruthers, the Windy City booking
king, and Charlie Duffield, head of the
Thearle-Duffield fireworks outfit are here
conferring with Walter J. Reynolds, presi-
dent of the exposition, and it looks as if

they would have charge at least of the
furnishing of the spectacular attractions,
"Duff" by the way is here with a bride,
former Mary Thomas of Ernie Young's
revue at the Marigold Gardens.

* * *

And speaking of the Marigold Gardens
reminds me that a deal has been under way
whereby Roscoe Arbuckle may go back
there as a cabaret headliner for several

weeks. Joe Schenck is said to be
and Roscoe believes it will be
while opportunity.

willing,

a worth

The parody workers are at it again. No
sooner had "Main Street" been given its
premiere at the Mission theatre here, Mack
Sennett's playtime diversion, than along
comes AI St. John, the Fox comedian, and
announces he will do "Janes' Street."

* * *

Si Snyder it busier than a bird dog. He
is launching "Abe" Lincoln for the Rockctt
brothers, and is general consulting publicity
director for the movie exposition to be held
here in July.

» * *

Garrett Graham, special commissioner
of the expo is in our midst once more after
piloting an exploitation expedition eastward
and bringing R. H. Burnsidc of the New
York "Hip" back to L. A. to "do his stuff"
in connection with the film fiesta.

Jeff Lazarus, protege of Harold Frank-
lin, who bosses all the Paramount theatres,
has been putting on a whirlwind campaign
on Pete Kyne's "The Go-Gctter," opening
Saturday at Grauman's "Met." Jeff in-

veigled the Los Angeles Chamber of
Commerce into a tie-up and has been land-
ing enough front page stuff to send Clara
Phillips, the hammer murderess, back to
the classified ad columns. Jeff is the chief
of the bureau that radios Sid Grauman's
activities to an eagerly awaiting Angeleno
world.

* * *

Joe Jackson, the Goldwyn mouth piece,

is speeding up his publicity rather than hi-,

coach at present, after a few days as tlv
guest of Sheriff Traegcr. Joe persuaded

the California Valencia Orange Show tti
"pin with a "Goldwyn Pictures Day" an<
has his able aide Carroll Graham putting i

over for him. Incidentally his namesake
the cycling clown, is now playing at Pan
tages theatre. Such is fame.

Nat Rothstein, the F. B. O. exploiteerj
has been visiting with Will Gentz thi

studio publicity manager, and just to ean
his fare from New York and back has beeti

doing atmosphere as a newspaper man it

George O'Hara's "Fighting IJlood" series

Charlie Christie is back after hoppini
the east up about the July exposition, ant
l i- -i. re c/t canines are happy once mort
His arrival here was delayed by a few day
illness in San Francisco.

The S. R. O. sign is out at Jack Jasp;
Hollywood studio. Seven companies
working there, and the waiting list is fo
ing to the right. All of which ma
Jasper mighty peeved.

To follow out the thought of rent

studios Sir. mi nd Moos, in charge of t

leasing department of Universal, has so

so much space that the "Big U" is havii

to buy space elsewhere for some of its o\

productions.
* * *

Joe Di Lorenzo, the clever lad with t

painter's name, who used to be an A.
executive is on his way to New York
general manager of Burr-Nickle produ
tions for a conference with regard to di

tribution.
* * *

"Wid" Gunning is about to bring for

his new "Wid's Weekly" a llollvwcx

magazine dealing entirely with reviews at

editorial comment on film situations.

Stern Goes Abroad
(.Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, May l.V—Julius St«
president of Century Film Corporati
has sailed for Europe on the Rotterd:
for a three months' vacation.

A funny scene in Pop Turtle's latest comedy on the F.
called "A One Horse Show."

B. O. program which



Abraham Lincoln Said:

"In this and like communities,

public sentiment is everything. With

public sentiment nothing can fail:

without it nothing can succeed.

Consequently, he who molds public

sentiment goes deeper than he who

enacts statutes or pronounces deci-

sions."

PUBLIC
RIGHTS
LEAGUE

Screen Message No. 108

Radicals who are seeking enact-

ment of censorship of the screen

also would abolish free speech. An
indication of this is the dismissal

of a Baptist minister from his pas-

torate because of his activities in

defeating a censorship bill before

the Idaho legislature. The public

must be constantly on the alert if

it would protect its individual lib-

erty from intolerant invasion.

Pastor Is Ousted for Fighting

Censor; Conducts Own Services;

Wants to. Build Church in Idaho

Policy Paragraphs

Fanatics of Western State

Resort to Religious
Persecution in Dealing

With Those Who
Sponsor a Free Screen.

The First Baptist Church of Po-
catellc, Idaho, has summarily dis-

missed its pastor, the Rev. W. G.

Jones, because of his activities on
behalf of a free screen in that state.

A censorship measure was pre-

sented to the Idaho legislature. One
of the first to voice his disapproval

of the bill was Dr. Jones, who fear-

lessly fought the measure despite

the scathing criticism flung at him
by fanatics and religious intolerants.

Through the efforts of the pastor and
other advocates of industrial liberty the

bill was defeated. Immediately agita-

tion was started by the radicals to oust

the minister from his pastorate, and this

they have just accomplished.

* * *

The radicals, however, overlooked the

fact that Pocatello has a large group of

sane and broad-minded citizens who look

with scorn upon religious persecution.

With these people as a nucleus. Dr. Jones
has started his own church services.

The pastor hopes to be able to erect a
chtirch edifice in Pocatello. Whether or
not his hopes are realized depends upon

' his success in raising sufficient funds with
which to meet the necessary financial
obligations.

In fighting the censorship measure. Dr.

Jones wrote open letters to the members
of the state legislature and appeared be-

fore that body in person to protest

against enactment. He declared that the

bill was un-American and sought to in-

terfere with personal liberty. He stated

that in his opinion if fewer "leagues" and
"societies" would stop interfering with

the motion picture industry there would
be "less trouble."

In agitating the dismissal of Dr. Jones,

the radicals charged that his arguments

in fighting censorship were not unlike

those advanced by the henchmen of the

brewers and distillers against the pro-

hibition law. Throughout the radicals'

campaign the tone of intolerance com-
pletely overshadowed sane judgment.

Misstatements and other means of color-

ing truth characterized the attack on the

minister.
* * *

Dr. Jones lost his pastorate through the

activities of a radical minority, but the

same fearlessness and energy that char-

acterized his fight on censorship has won
him a new congregation. Those same
qualities undoubtedly will be responsible

for the fund he most certainly will raise

with which to erect a church in Poca-

tello.

In helping to defeat censorship in

Idaho. Dr. Jones rendered a service to the

public and to every branch of the motion

picture industry. He risked his busi-

ness in fighting a cause which is just. He
lost, but he won a greater victory for

having lost.

Dr. Jones is a friend of the motion pic-

ture industry, a friend who believes that
the business can take care of itself with-
out interference by meddlers.

Below is published additional Policy Para-
graphs screened each week by the theatres

of Southern Enterprises. The first instal-

ment of these screen messages was pub-
lished in last week's issue. They arc
supplied to this department through the

courtesy of Turner Jones, director of the
Public Relations Department of Southern
Enterprises.

SOME RECENT CLASHES
When von meet the Chronic Critic of motion

pictures just remember that you survived such
memorable controveries as

:

Humanity vs. The Printing Press.
Humanitv vs. The Railroad. 1826.
Public Health vs. Bath Tubs. 1842.
Male Superiority vs. Female Right to Own
Property. 1848.
Reformers vs. Bicycles. 1896.
Intolerance vs. Free Speech and Free Press,
1492-1800.
Constructive thought and leadership won out in
each instance.

» »

THE CLASS ROOM PROMISE
The motion picture in the class room is the great
promise of modern education.
Today more than sixty of the largest cities
employ Visual Instructors in their public
schools. Among the pioneers in thi« movement
are New York. Chicago, Cleveland. Detroit.
Indianapolis. Atlanta. Birmingham, Los Ange-
les and San Francisco.
There are more than 10.000 motion picture
projectors in schools and churches alone.

* *

THE CLASS ROOM PROMISE
Not alone the elementary schools, but institutions

of higher learning are utilizing the motion pic-
ture to prepare our youth—more than fiftv Col-
leges and Universities are distributing films;
seventeen L mversities include motion picture
production among their courses of instruction.
Columbia. \ale. Nebraska. Chicago, Wiscon-
sin Indiana. Michigan. Oklahoma. Illinois,
L tail are producing their own pictures.

* •

The ex
*L'D 'tion of Exceptional Photoplavs—such

as "Disraeli." "Sentimental Tommv," "The
Ruling Passion." "Lorna Doone." '

etc.—too
oiten have been losing ventures for the theatre
Attendance at Exceptional Photoplavs is erad-
ually increasing as the public makes a mo^e
discriminating demand through leadership of

THE WHY OF ADMISSION PRICES
The average motion picture theatre in the South

is not making 5~ profit—yet the theatre is re-
quired to pay 16.2^ of its gross income as
taxes—which includes

—

6 Federal taxes.
3 to 6 state taxes.
2 county taxes.
2 or 3 city taxes.
No other industry is required to pav as high a
percentage.

» »

MASSACHUSETTS' VERDICT
Massachusetts is the only state to hold a refer-
endum on censorship—the vote was 553 173 to
20S.252 AGAINST CENSORSHIP—a majority
ot 344.921. or more than 2 to 1 for a free
screen. Only 43 small towns in the state voted
"yes" for censorship—not one of the 45 has
a theatre within its limits.
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LETTERS
From Readers

A forum at which the exhibitor
is invited to express his opinion on
matters of current interest. Brevity
adds forcefulness to any statement.
Unsigned letters will not be
printed.

Broadway and Main Street

CHANDLER, OKLAHOMA.—To the

Editor: I read with interest the various

articles regarding the Broadway Runs
on pictures. Mr. J. Leo Median's letter

was very good and says about all there

is to sav.

A picture could run a solid year on
Broadway and then not gross me any
more than a picture that never saw that

thoroughfare. There is a total of five of

our inhabitants that make trips to New
York each year. If they went to a pic-

ture show while there, I do not know it.

They co to stage plays and other places

instead of the movies. So they have

never spread the report around town that

they saw such and such a picture on
Broadway, and it was a knockout. Then
besides that: What brands of pictures is

it that get these Broadway showings?
Think that over.

I was in Cleveland, Ohio, the winter

of 1918 and saw some of the legitimate

New York shows—same cast n'everything.

One that lingers in my mind's eye is "Oh
Lady, Lady," highly advertised as knocking

them stiff in Little Old New York. I went
and shelled out $2.00 for a seat and that's all

I got. A fellow next to me said a mouth-
ful when he said, "If they fall for this

bunk in New York I guess they would
go crazy if they saw a real show."

I thought maybe New York just let

this show slip something over on them,

so I saw three more of the knockouts
from that city and then I wended by way
to the burlesque houses. Maybe some of

you boys will say my taste is crude but

anyway this is as is.

Then I got wet feet three times buying
Broadway knockout pictures. They were
knockouts for me—in the money bag. All
a salesman has to do to me is tell me
what a picture did on Broadway and
then I'll offer him $5.00 for the picture
regardless of the cast.

The quicker this Broadway stuff is

done away with the better off the indus-
try will be.—H. G. Stettmund, Odeon
theatre. Chandler, Oklahoma.

Jenkins Scores Again

SALISBURY, MO.— To the Editor:
After reading "Jenkins Suggests a Rem-
edy," we feel forced to back him up and
say that everything he has said is

"straight shooting" and honestly describes
the situation in a town of 1800 popula-
tion. To harp back, also, to the question
of film salesmen, why in the name of
Old Tut do film companies pick out such
specimens? Salesmen in other lines occa-
sionally call on us, and it is a relief to
have them. They come, state their bus-
iness and if we are not in a position to
deal, they leave us alone. But can you
imagine film peddler doing that? It is

always a personal question, such as a

drive, or they stay until you would give
them your house to rid vourself of them,
or they you. It has come to the point
here that we would rather spend railroad
fare to go to the exchange than to listen

to their line.

We have had the same experience in

regard to "specials" as Jenkins. Have
shown them at rate of one every other
week all season—and 7S% have barely
returned us film rental, with some not
even doing this. Needless to say, we will

close rather than run another season in

this way. In our case, they will either

reduce rental on so called "specials" or
they may keep them at the exchange.

—

R. M. Shelron, Lvric theatre. Salisbury,

Mo.
Get Ready to Help

MASON, MICH.—To the Editor: Re-
garding the elimination of tax on admis-
sions under 25 cents, will say that I wrote
Man ac.er H M. Richey of the M. P. T. O.
of Michigan, when 1 first heard of this

proposition urging him to line up our state

organization behind the move, and he in-

formed me that the hill was killed before it

got started, by a resolution by Nicholas
Longworth, passed unanimously by Con-
gress, that they would not consider anv bills

:o decrease the revenue of the United States,

which put the quietus, for this year at leasi,

on this measure for our relief.

However, there will be other sessions ot
Congress, and now is the time for every
exhibitor in the country to plan a siege of

Congress, both by individual effort and
through the state and national urbaniza-

tions, to secure the passage of this or some
similar measure. As this proposition is a

plain straight-forward measure, that has

already had considerable publicity in the

newspapers and trade publications, it would

be better to concentrate on it and not scatter

uur forces.

With reference to the discussion that is

now rife about the length of features. Will

say that when 1 lxx>k a feature of eight

reels length or more. I do not use any short

subject with it, as that is about the length

of program they expect. Of course, if I

had opposition here I might not get away
with it. I recently played "Foolish Wives"
and "The Storm" at advanced prices to

audiences who were satisfied to accept each

of these as a complete program, without the

addition of short subjects. On the other

hand, however, we have all seen draggy

seven reel pictures that with a little judi-

cious cutting would have made good snappy

five reelers.—Roy W. Adams, Pastime The-

atre, Mason, Mich.

Is Misled Occasionally

DALLAS. TEXAS.—To the Editor:

You have been printing the funniest ex-

periences of motion picture exhibitors. I

don't know how you get that way, for if

there is anything funny to it I have yet

to discover it. I have not been in it as

long as some of the exhibitors who write

to you, but I have had the benefit of their

wisdom and advice in "What the Picture

Did for Me," and I find that it is not a

bad thing for an inexperienced exhibitor

to read all they say and then be guided
quite considerably by their remarks.
Once in a while they fool me and the

only funny thing I can mention in this

letter is that on some pictures which the
other exhibitors razz, I break even or

make enough to pay the grocery bill. It

is not funny, however, when I play one
that some other exhibitor praises to the
skies and find out that he meant it was
a beautiful picture to look at but did not
get him any money. I think most of the
remarks to this column should be con-
fined to what it did for us from a box
office standpoint, whether we paid too
much and whether it drew. Some day
when something funny happens I will

write to you.—C. R. McHenry, Rosewin
Theatre. Dallas, Tex.

PURELY
Personal

Interesting news about exhibitors
and people with whom they come
into direct contact. Readers are
invited to contribute items for
publication in this column. Address
them to "Purely Personal."

J. Brickie will erect a new motion pic-
ture theatre at Hardy, Ark. work on
which will start on the new house at an
early date, it is reported.

*

The new Criterion theatre, Tqnkawa.
Okla., owned and manager bj George
Billings, was recently opened. Newest in
theatre equipment has been installed.

*

Harry Sazhs is the new booker at the
Pathe exchange, Dallas branch in this
city, and W. Wade, recently with the Par-
amount, is his new assistant.

John Hicks, of Oklahoma City, Okla..
has recently purchased the new Crystal
theatre at Booneville, Ark.

*

Manager C. F. McQuilkin, of the Kialto
and Royal theatres. Enid, Okla., a short
time ago completely remodeled the Royal
theatre and installed a $3.1,000 organ.

*

The Royal theatre, Van Buren, Ark.,
has recently been purchased by J. C. Dot-
son.

*

The Gem theatre at Nickerson. Kas.,
has been sold by John Beck to Frisch
Bros., while the Highland theatre, a Kan-
sas City suburban house, has been re-

opened by J. Thomas, alter having been
closed for several weeks.

*

Work on the Hollywood theatre, being
erected by Ernest Liggett in Rosalia.
Kas., rapidly is ncaring completion. It

will scat 800.
#

Roy Churchill, manager of the Kansas
City F. B. O. exchange, has been ill at

his home for the last week, but is ex-
pected to be back at his desk soon, ac-

cording to his physician.
*

Burglars broke into the boiler room
of the Aubert theatre, St. Louis, the night
of May 7, forced their way into the cash-

ier's office and stole $50. An attempt
to enter the organ chamber where the

theatre safe is kept failed.

*

William Goldman's opening of the

Kings theatre was May 12. The house
has practically been rebuilt at a cost of

$75,000. The theatre and adjoining air-

dome seat 3600 persons.
*

The safe of the Lindell theatre. St.

Louis, was opened by robbers early on

May 7. They escaped with several hun-

dred dollars, the receipts of Saturday and
Sunday. The loss was insured.

*

H. A. R. Dutton, president of the Ex-
hibitors Supply Company, accompanied by
Charles W. Rider, formerly manager of

the St. Louis store of the company, were

St. Louis visitors the early part of the

week. Rider is now attached to the-

Chicago branch.

George Goldberg, a salesman in the

Vitagraph exchange in Albany, N. Y-, i

recently lost both his mother and his.
j

mother-in-law, within a space of sixteen |

hours.
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"What the Picture Did For Me"
VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR

Copyright, 1923

You are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.

It is a co-operative service FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
TELL US WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read in the HERALD every week what the picture

did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values. Address "What The
Picture Did For Me," EXHIBITORS HERALD, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.

Associated .Exhibitors
Grandma's Boy, with Harold Lloyd.

—

Ran this picture at five and ten cents to

start the serial, Speed, and The Leather
Pushers. All I can say is that it surely
"delivered the goods." Everyone de-

lighted.—W. J. Powell, Lonet theatre,

Wellington, Ohio.—Small town patron-
age.

Grandma's Boy, with Harold Lloyd.

—

Good picture, but did poor business. I

ran two reel comedy and Aesop's Fables,

but didn't take any effect.—Charles Mil-
i ler, Wallins theatre, Wallins Creek, Ky.
}
—Neighborhood patronage.

Grandma's Boy, with Harold Lloyd.

—

A dandy picture but I got a print that
forced me to give money back the first

night I ran it. Otherwise it's great.

—

Harry Hobolth, Maxine theatre, Imlay
City, Mich.—Small town patronage.

F. B. O.
The Third Alarm, with a soecial cast.

— If there is a single picture this season
with box office power, The Third Alarm
is it. We played it as Lyman Howe
would have played it if he were alive

—

all the effects, and, Boys, the result was
I marvelous. You may get a thrill as those
1 horses and the fire apparatus come
bounding down the street, but just add
the clang of the fire bells and the sound
of the horses on the brick pavements

—

and you get the thrill of thrills. Try
the effects and see what a difference it

makes in your audience. And then, next
day listen to them telling their friends

about it. Pull every publicity lever you
have, Boys, on The Third Alarm. You'll get

an added thrill when you count your box
office receipts.—Harry M. Palmer. Indi-

ana theatre, Bloomington, Ind.—General
patronage.

The Third Alarm, with a special cast

—

A good one if you get it at the right

price. Every one that saw it said it was
fine. Nothing sny better for some time.

— C. A. Gage, Liberty theatre, Coquille,

Ore.—Neighborhood patronage.

If I Were Queen, with Ethel Clayton.
—Patrons seemed to be pleased, but not

a feature, just a orogram picture.—T.
Crawford, Strand theatre, Griswold, Iowa.
—Neighborhood patronage.

In the Name of the Law, with a spe-
cial cast.—Not a big picture for this

small town, but used three reels of com-
edy with it and advanced the price. Tied
up with the merch?"ts on page and a half

newspaper, ones, threes, heralds, and
window cars and cleaned up.— C. H. Bills.

|

Opera House, Lenora, Kans.—Small town
• patronage.

In the Name of the Law, with a special

l| cast.—Good program picture. Did a fair

I business, but it is not as big as the ad-
vance notices would make you believe.

—

• W. H. Hardman, Royal theatre, Frank-
fort, Kans.—Small town patronage.

In the Name of the Law, with a special

cast.—This is a really wonderful picture
and should be shown in all houses. A
film salesman sneered when I told him 1

was playing this as a special. Of course
he wasn't selling pictures for the F. B. O.
But, brother exhibitor, if you have not
shown this one, do so, for it's worth
while and you can buy it right. I find

F. B. O. very reasonable in prices.—W.
J. Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, Spearville,
Kans.—General patronage.

Colleen of the Pines, with Jane Novak.
—A good picture spoiled in the making.
Too many dark scenes.—Bert Silver, Sil-

ver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

—

General patronage.

Colleen of the Pines, w-ith Jane Novak.
—A program feature with very little ac-

tion, which is necessary in a picture of

this type to go over at all. A Northwest
mounted police story. If you're hard up
for service put it on for one night, no
more.—F. W. Horrigan, McDonald the-

atre, Philipsburg, Mont.—.Mining camp
patronage.

Eden and Return, with Doris May.

—

Just a fair comedy picture.—W. J. Shoup,
De Luxe theatre, Spearville, Kans.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

My Dad, with Johnnie Walker.—Play
it, boost it. Gave me the best crowd in

bad weather. Pleased 100%. They sold

it so you can make some money and
that is what we want.—W. E. Stepp, Re-
gent theatre, Pleasanton, Kans.—General
patronage.

Queen of the Turf, with a special cast.

—Nothing to it. Drew well on account
of the good posters, but hurt my business

ipiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiira

| "New Ones'
Take Place

In Columns
W We haven't yet seen an exhibitor

report on "Brass" so think perhaps |

the enclosed report may be used
1 under the heading of New Ones.

J It is a sure-enough picture. The
f: boys who book it ought to make
H some money with it. If they don't

jg it isn't the fault of the picture.

HAY & NICHOLAS,
Strand theatre, Fairmont, Minn.

|| NOTE: We have found that disturhance 11

1| of departmental continuity, the display of

: reports elsewhere than under their natural ft!

§1 headings, results in reader inconvenience H
IJj and operates as a service hindrance rather

j|j

jp than a help. The only exception is in the g
H case of "New Ones I Have Seen," pictures H
HI not exhibited at time of reporting, which H
|H normally should not have place in the reg- m
g ular report columns.
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as so many kicked about it. Very tame.
—W. H. Hardman, Royal theatre, Frank-
fort, Kans.—Small town patronage.

Beyond the Rainbow, with a special
cast.—Pretty fair picture that was liked
by about 70% out of patrons.—W. J.
Shoup, De Luxe theatre, Spearville,
Kans.—Neighborhood patronage.

Good Men and True, with Harry Carey.—The best Carey picture to date. Lots
of good comedy and new stuff. Last
reel a corker, especially the fight in the
road house.—R. Ross Riley, Wigwam
theatre, Oberlin, Kans.—.General patron-
age.

The Hound of the Baskervilles, with a
special cast.—Did not please.—W. H.
Hardman, Royal theatre, Frankfort,
Kans.—Small town patronage.

The Hound of the Baskervilles, with a
special cast.—Very, very poor. Only
pleased a very small per cent of my pa-
trons. The brother at the Majestic in

Jackson, Mich., was right when he said
it was poor. We wonder why they put
such pictures out for us to show and then
to have to stand the razz we get after

showing. Brothers, look well to the re-

ports in the Herald and govern your-
selves accordingly.—W. J. Shoup, De-
Luxe theatre, Spearville, Kans.—General
patronage.

First National
The Voice from the Minaret, with

Norma Talmadge.—Did wonderful act-

ing. The only picture she ever knew how
to make love, but absolutely no plot to

the picture, although it will please most
Talmadge fans.—T. W. Young, Jr.,

Frances theatre, Dyersburg, Term. —
Neighborhood patronage.

The Voice from the Minaret, with
Norma Talmadge.—Not as good as
Smilin' Through, but Norma always
pleases.—C. A. Mendenhall, Star theatre,

Oregon, 111.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Dangerous Age, with a special
cast.—Good picture. Think it could have
been cut down a little, though.— C. F.

Krieghbaum, Paramount theatre, Roches-
ter, Ind.—General patronage.

The Hottentot, a Thos. H. Ince produc-
tion.—Boys, here is a real audience pic-
ture. Get it and advertise it like you did
The Birth of a Nation, and you will clean
up. By far the best buy on the market
today. I did not make any money on
this picture owing to a severe storm.

—

L. R. Creason, Palace theatre, Eufaula,
Okla.—General patronage.

The Hottentot, a Thos. H. Ince produc-
duction.—Fine. If they don't like this
there is something wrong with them.
Raymond Hatton very good as the super-
stitious butler.—C. F. Krieghbaum, Para-
mount theatre, Rochester, Ind.—General
patronage.

The Hottentot, a Thos. H. Ince pro-
duction.—A great comedy that pleases all

classes. Not very good business—strong
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LymanHowe
Knew About
The Public

1 THE THIRD ALARM, with a

H special cast.— If there is a single

1] picture this season with box office

power, "The Third Alarm" is it.

We played it as Lyman Howe
g would have played it if he were

alive—all the effects, and boys, the

result was marvelous.

You may get a thrill as those

g horses and the fire apparatus come *

H bounding down the street, but just

add the clang of the firebells and
the sound of the horses on the

brick pavements—and you get the

thrill of thrills. Try the effects

B and see what a difference it makes
H in your audience. And then, next

day, listen to them tell their friends

g about it.

H Pull every publicity lever you
have, Boys, on "The Third Alarm."

g You'll get an added thrill when
you count your box office receipts.

HARRY M. PALMER,
Indiana theatre, Bloomington, Ind.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiifiiiiiiiM

competition, but better the second night

than the first.— C. A. Mendenhall, Star

theatre, Oregon, 111.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

The Woman's Side, with Katherine
MacDonald.—Just an ordinary program
picture. Not as good as average Mac-
Donald pictures. Direction very poor.

—

L. R. Creason, Palace theatre, Eufaula,

Okla.—General patronage.

Polly of the Follies, with Constance
Talmadge.—A light silly comedy which
would have been a flat failure if Con-
stance would have been left out. Pleased
a little better than half of my patrons.

—

R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton. Wis.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Omar the Tentmaker, with Guy Bates
Post.—Lay off this if you don't want to

get stung. Price is high. No drawing
power and those that do come are sick

before they leave.—C. A. Mendenhall.
Star theatre, Oregon, 111.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Skin Deep, a Thos. H. Ince produc-
tion.—A fine picture from every angle.

Sills does wonderful %vork. This is the
kind of picture that pleases the masses.
—L. R. Creason, Palace theatre, Eufaula,
Okla.—General patronage.

The Bond Boy, with Richard Barthel-
mess.—A production of the highest class

in entertainment and box office value.

Dick is at his best in this and pleased
100 per cent at advanced admission. A
pure homespun story that grips one as
few pictures can.—E. L. Wharton, Or-
pheum theatre, Glasgow, Mont.—General
patronage.

The Bond Boy, with Richard Barthcl-
mess.—Not as good as Tol'able David,
but a good picture. Barthelmess goes
over good here.—L. R. Creason, Palace
theatre, Eufaula, Okla.—General patron-
age.

The Seventh Day, with Richard Bar-
thelmess.—A good program picture but
not as good as Tol'able David. Many did
not like it.—R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre,

Chilton, Wis.—Neighborhood patronage.

Minnie, a Marshall Neilan production.
—Good program picture. That is all.

—

C. A. Mendenhall, Star theatre, Oregon,
111.—Neighborhood patronage.

Lcrna Doone, a Maurice Tourneur pro-
duction.—Well liked, but fair business.
People are afraid they won't like the cos-

tume plays and won't come in. Those
who did liked it.—R. E. Siebert, World
theatre, Mineral Point, Wis.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Lorna Doone, a Maurice Tourneur pro-
duction.—This fulfills all promises as an
achievement in screen classics and is a
powerful box office magnet. Exploit it to

the limit and advance prices. It will

please 90 per cent and by cooperation
with schools will break your record.

—

E. L. Wharton, Orpheum theatre, Glas-

gow, Mont.—General patronage.

Her Mad Bargain, with Anita Stewart.

—Mister Chancy, you are one of the
greatest characters on the screen, but
did you ever stop to think that you are

overdoing the gruesome stuff? I find

many women are laying off coming to see

your pictures. Try a change. You can
make good in other plays. This one very
good, only gruesome. — Jack Cairns,

Brooklyn theatre, Detroit, Mich.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Heroes and Husbands, with Katherine
MacDonald.— Beautiful star. Good pho-
tography. That's all.—J. J. Casselman,
Colonial theatre, Tracy, Minn.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Woman He Married, with Anita
Stewart.—Very good and pleased, but

did not draw.—Crosby Bros.. Lily the-

atre, Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Home Talent, a Mack Scnnett produc-
tion.—Not worth a slick dime. If you
have it under contract pay for it and save

your express charges by leaving it in the

exchange.— L. R. Creason. Palace the-

atre, Eufaula, Okla.—General patronage.

The Deuce of Spades, with Charles

Ray.— Here's another example of where
the star makes a damphool of himself

trying to be a jeweler when he's a com-
mon blacksmith. Charlie Ray. I have run
every one of your pictures, but this one is

so rotten it smells bad. Try and be hon-
est with the exhibitor if you make a

miserable failure. Burn it.—Jack Cairns,

Brooklyn theatre, Detroit, Mich.— Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Hurricane's Gal, with Dorothy Phillips.

—A good sea story. Dorothy Phillips

docs some splendid acting. Picture gave
good satisfaction. Only fault, too long.

—

J. J. Casselman, Colonial theatre, Tracy,
Minn.—Neighborhood patronage.

Rose o' the Sea, with Anita Stewart.

—

Good program picture. Not up to Miss
Stewart's standard. Should have been in

five reels instead of seven.—L. R. Crea-
son, Palace theatre, Eufaula, Ola.—Gen-
eral patronage.

The Forbidden Thing, with a special

cast.—Good program picture. — W. H.
Hardman, Royal theatre, Frankfort, Kan.
—Small town patronage.

Net Guilty, with a special cast.—Fair

E.K. LINCOLN

"THE RIGHT OF
-STRONGEST
A Great Picture

with a Great Cast

Wants More
Blanks for

Report Use
1 should like to offer a sugges-

tion.

Why don't you devote an entire
page of your magazine each week
to box office report blanks? In-
stead of having one you should
have thret* and have them nerfn-
rated io that we could tear them
out.

I think this would result in more
reports being sent in, and I con-
sider these reports the best section
of your paper and a department of

it that should be enlarged if pos-
sible.

O. W. LAMBERT,

Orpheum theatre, Roundup, Mont.

j NOTE: Postal regulations forbid devo- 1

I tion of a whole page to blank forms or I
perforation of pages, but this difficulty has

|
=4 been solved by the preparation of a spe- 1

i i.illy designed blank, a supply of which S
will be sent to Mr. Lambert and others 1

duly qualified to report. Mr. Lambert's I

I first re|iorts will appear in the next issue. 1

program picture. N'o kicks on it.—J. W.
Andresen, Rialto theatre, Cozad, Neb.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Her Social Value, with Katherine Mac-
Donald.—Very good program picture, but
not a special. Pleased them that saw it.

—

C. H. Simpson, Princess theatre, Millen,

Ga.—General patronage.

Love or Hate (The Passion Flower),
with Norma Talmadge.—This is old, but
it seemed to please. A very good cast in

a strong melodrama.—Roy W. Adams,
Pastime theatre, Macon, Mich.—Small
town patronage.

The .Lotus Eaters, with John Barry-
more.—A good picture for a change.
Something different. Seemed to please.—
R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton,

Wis.—Neighborhood patronage.

Trouble, with Jackie Coogan.—One of

this little star's best. Can be bought
right and sure draws them in.—C. A.
Mendenhall, Star theatre, Oregon, III.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Jim the Penman, with Lionel Barry-
more.—This is a real play, not a cut and
dried movie plot with the conventional
happy ending. Lionel Barrymore is an
actor all right, but not a drawing card

here.—Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre,

Mason, Mich.—Small town patronage.

Smilin' Through, with Norma Tal-
madge.—Wonderful picture. Poor busi-

ness. Good print.—R. Pfeiffer, Princess
theatre, Chilton, Wis. — Neighborhood
patronage.

Fox
Truxton King, with John Gilbert.—

A

very good oicturization of McCutcheon's
novel. Gilbert's work fine.—P. G. Estee,

Fad theatre, Brookings, S. D.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Who Are My Parents? with a special

cast.—One of the best Fox specials I

have ever run. Splendid business both

days. Picture pleased 100%. Just the

kind of picture to show the narrow
minded knocker. Give us more like this

one.—W. E. Elkin. Temple theatre, Ab-
erdeen, Miss.—Neighborhood patronage.

Honor First, with John Gilbert.—War
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story and not satisfactory on that ac-

count. Must be short on scenarios at

Fox studios.—Harry Hobolth. Maxine
theatre, Imlay City, Mich.—Small town
patronage.

The Footlight Ranger, with Charles
Jones.—Five reels. Charles, you are
quite a favorite. I believe everywhere, but
you slipped here in this. If you want to

retain your popularity stay with the class

of plays that made you.—D. E. Fitton.

Lyric theatre. Harrison, Ark.—Small
town patronage.

My Friend the Devil, with a special

cast.—Too deep for small town unless
they see it from the start.—Harry Ho-
bolth, Maxine theatre. Imlay City. Mich.
—Small town patronage.

Catch My Smoke, with Tom Mix.

—

Keep Mix in pictures of this kind and
we will get our share of the business. It

pleased, as usual, a wonderful crowd.

—

W. E. Elkin. Temple theatre. Aberdeen.
Miss.—Neighborhood patronage.

Moonshine Valley, with William Far-
num.—Just fair. This star is falling

down, and he used to be one of the

best.—C. A. Mendenhall. Star theatre.

Oregon. 111.—Xeighborhood patronage.

Moonshine Valley, with William Far-
num.—Happily disappointed in this after

some of the unfavorable reports I have
read as it was well received here. How-
ever, it did nothing like the business I

used to do with Farnum. Baby Dawn
O'Day alone is worth the price of admis-
sion.—Roy Adams. Pastime theatre.

Mason. Mich.—Small town patronage.

In Arabia, with Tom Mix.—Pretty
good. Somewhat dragtr in spots. Didn't

consider it quite as good as Do and Dare.
—C. F. Krieghbaum. Faramount theatre.

Rochester. Ind.—General patronage.

Up and Going, with Tom Mix.—Very
good picture, but my patrons tell me Mix
pictures are not as good as his first ones
I ran.—W. E. Stepp. Regent theatre.

Pleasanton. Kans.—General patronage.

Up and Going, with Tom Mix.

—

Pleased nearly everybody. Mix always
draws a little more than the average
crowd. Print fair.—R. Pfeiffer. Princess
theatre. Chilton. Wis.— Xeighborhood
patronage.

The Boss of Camp 4, with Charles

Jones.—If they want an up and at 'em
rough and tumble picture with some com-
edy mixed in. this ought to satisfy them.

—C. F. Krieghbaum, Paramount theatre.

Rochester. Ind.—General patronage.

Trooper O'NeiL with Charles Jones.

—

A good program picture.—Bert Silver.

Silver Family theatre. Greenville, Mich.
—General patronage.

West of Chicago, with Charles Jones.—"Buck" Jones is alwavs good.—C. A.
Mendenhall, Star theatre, Oregon, 111.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Ever Since Eve, with Shirley Mason.

—

Nice little program picture that has an
unnecessary murder in the start. Kept
you waiting for something to happen
that didn't. However, will do.—W.
Cruickshank. Classic theatre. Mitchell.

Ont.. Can.—Neighborhood patronage.

Shackles of Gold, with William Far-
num.—No drawing power. Did not

please any one.—W. H. Hardman. Royal

Honors '\HeralcT With
Pledge; Asks Joiners

EXHIBITORS HERALD.
Chicago, 111.

Gentlemen

:

Please pass this suggestion along to the boys who contribute to "What the

Picture Did For Me." I notice that some of them are occasionally reporting

to other papers and I don't think that's altogether the right thing to do.

The Herald was the first paper with nerve enough to print what exhibitors

had to say about pictures and it had the courage to go ahead against the whole

field until it made the "What the Picture Did For Me' department the best

friend the exhibitor had. Then it started publishing the Box Office Record and

the Herald gives it to us gratis. I'd like to know of any paper that has done

anything half as important as this in the whole history of the business.

Now I think the least we exhibitors can do is to give the Herald our ex-

clusive support as far as the reports are concerned. The other papers that

began printing reports after the Herald had "made the business safe for hon-

esty" are alright in their way but they didn't do the pioneering and the Herald

did. Besides, there's no use in scattering the reports in a lot of different papers

when they can all be put in the Herald and the Herald always puts them
together and gives them to us for permanent reference in the Box Office Record.

I, for one, am going to report my pictures exclusively to the Herald's "What
the Picture Did For Me" department and nowhere else. Let's keep our reports

where we know they'll be taken care of by a paper that knows how and isn't

afraid.

Who'll join me?
GEORGE REA,

Colonial theatre, Washington, C. H.. 0.

theatre. Frankfort. Kans.—Small town
patronage.

Money to Burn, with William Russell.
—Fair program picture.—R. Pfeiffer.

Princess theatre. Chilton. Wis.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Money to Burn, with William Russell.

—A good program picture.—Bert Silver.

Silver Family theatre. Greenville. Mich.

—

General patronage.

Thunderclap, with a special cast—Very
nearly broke the house record for me
against two dances and one night rain.

This picture will live up to anything you
promise. I am playing a return date in

a few months.—W. Cruickshank. Classic

theatre. Mitchell. Ont.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Queen of Sheba, with Betty Blythe.

—

This ranks among the good ones. A
truly magnificent picture.—P. E. Doe.
Electric theatre. Arcadia. Nebr.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Queen of Sheba, with Betty Blythe.

—

Absolutely one of the best pictures we
ever played here. Go after this one. It

will eet the money.—C. H. Simp-
son. Princess theatre, Millen. Ga.—Gen-
eral patronage.

The Fighting Streak, with Tom Mix.

—

After all is said and done you'll have to
hand it to Tom to keep some of us poor
punks from starving to death. Possibly
not his best work, but brought good
business and that is what satisfies after
all.—F. W. Horrigan. McDonald theatre.
Philipsburg. Mont.—Mining camp pat-
ronage.

Monte Cristo, with John Gilbert.—No
good for the price paid. Lost money for

me. Patrons did not like it.—W. E.
Stepp. Regent theatre. Pleasanton, Kans.
—General oatronage.

Over the Hill, with Mary Carr.—Good,
of course, but old. Played to good
houses two days. A pictun for all small
town shows that are not hardly getting
by.—G. D. Hughes. Liberty theatre,
Heavener. Okla.—General patronage.

For Big Stakes, with Tom Mix.—

A

fair offering if they had sent all. Don't
know what luck other exhibitors have
from other Fox exchanges, but the
Omaha branch sure dish out rotten
"-ints. Not only once in a while, but
it's gotten to be a habit.—Gunther &
Metzger. Palace theatre. Syracuse. Nebr.
—Small town patronage.

Rough Shod, with Charles Jones.—

A

dandy picture. I heard many comments
and I am going to play more. Fox made
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a mistake by changing this star's name,
as he is as good as Mix here.—W. Cruick-
shank, Classic theatre, Mitchell, Ont.,

Can.—Neighborhood patronage.

plllllll!lllllllllllll!ll!llllll!IIIIIIII

"Storm in
A Self Made Man with William Rus-

sell.—Good program picture, but William
Russell doesn't draw here. Fell flat on
this one. Cause unknown. Worst busi-

ness of year.—Gunther & Metzger, Palace
theatre, Syracuse, Nebr.—Small town pat-

ronage.

Lights of the Desert, with Shirley

Mason.—Well up with the average of this

star's productions. Gave satisfaction.

—

Tom Foster, Star theatre, Stanley, Wis.
—General patronage.

Goldwyn
Come On Over, with Colleen Moore.

—One of the best program pictures I

ever played. Cast great.—Bert Silver,

Silver Family theatre, Greenville. Mich.
—General patronage.

Come On Over, with Colleen Moore.
—A delightful comedy-drama. Very
good indeed.—C. R. Otto, School Aud.
theatre, Williams Bay. Wis.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Wall Flower, with Colleen Moore.
—Good and at the right price. Not sold

here as a special. I took in as much with

it as anv of Goldwyn's late specials.

—

C. A. Gage. Liberty theatre, Coquille,

Ore.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Wall Flower, with Colleen Moore.
—Colleen is good in this one. Enjoyed
by all.—C. R. Otto, School Aud. theatre,

Williams Bay, Wis.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

The Sin Flood, with a special cast.

—

Fair picture and poor business. Just an-

other of Goldwyn's would-be specials.

At the right price O. K.. but look out.

—

C. A. Gage, Liberty theatre, Coquille,

Ore.—Neighborhood patronage.

Golden Dreams, with a special cast.

—

This is a fair picture, but nothing extra.

The ads of the animals turned loose are

far fetched. As for myself I never heard
of a Zane Grey by this name and many
people coming out of the theatre said the

same thing.—Geo. C. Starkey, Opera
House, Montour Falls, N. Y.—Small
town patronage.

Watch Your Step, with Cullen Landis.

—Sure a nice little picture. It's good to

see patrons pleased.—T. Crawford. Strand
theatre, Griswold, Iowa.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Remembrance, a Rupert Hughes pro-
duction.—Program picture only. Don't
raise prices on it.—C. A. Mendenhall. Star

theatre, Oregon, 111.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Remembrance, a Rupert Hughes pro-
duction.— It's the bunk for drawing them
in. Many of my patrons said it was
the poorest Runert Hughes they ever
saw, and I have showed lots of them.—C.

A. Gage, Liberty theatre, Coquille, Ore.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Remembrance, a Rupert Hughes pro-
duction.—I don't remember showing a

w'orse conglomeration of misfit titles, and
ye gods, what acting and direction!

Phew! It was putrid, and they called it

a special. Mr. Hughes, take another look
at the misfit. Don't you feel kind of

ashamed? Although I paid a small rental

I feel that I was swindled and my patrons
robbed. Boys, don't run this one at any
price.—Jack Cairns, Brooklyn theatre.

Detroit, Mich.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Glorious Fool, with a special cast.

—In spite of its title it's a good picture.

The title has no connection with the
story and means nothing and draws noth-
ing. A hospital love romance devoid of

"mush," which makes it refreshing.—J.

Stormy Run
At Arcadia

THE STORM, with House Peters.

—An extra fine picture, but I ad-

vertised strong on it and brought an
honest-to-goodness storm—a bliz-

zard, the Saturday 1 had it booked
in March, so didn't make anything
on it.

Universal very kindly returned it

for one night and that time it

brought a big rain storm, which
kept the crowd away.

Now all the farmers want me to

get it during the dry spell we usu-
ally have in July. Best forest fire

scene in this 1 ever saw.

P. E. DOE,
Electric theatre, Arcadia, Neb.
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C. Jenkins, Auditorium theatre, Neligh,
Nebr.—General patronage.

Theodora, with a special cast.—Gold-
wyn went to a lot of expense to make
a picture here and only made a nine reel

failure. I played it to a large crowd and
had to hide out when they went to leave.

Small towns, stay off it. No good for you.
—W. E. Stepp, Regent theatre. Pleasan-
ton. Kans.—General patronage.

When Romance Rides, with a special

cast.—Good business. Bill it as "Wild-
fire" and till your houst. As good as any
of Zane Grey's, and they have all done
well here.—Roy W. Adams, Pastime the-

atre, Mason, Mich.—Small town patron-
age.

The Man From Lost River, with a spe-
cial cast.—A Western attraction that

showed about average drawing power and
gave good satisfaction.—Tom Foster. Star
theatre, Stanley, Wis.—General patron-
age.

The Poverty of Riches, with a special

cast.—A story built on the motherhood
instinct. A preachment aeainst race sui-

cide. It will make the poodle pup dames
of your audience sit up and take an in-

voice of themselves. Better play if. it's

fairly good entertainment.—J. C. Jenkins,
Auditorium theatre, Neligh, Nebr.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Doubling for Romeo, with Will Rogers.
—A good natured satire on the movies.
Slim business but pleased all who saw it.

—Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre,

Mason, Mich.—Small town patronage.

Hodkinson
The Kingdom Within, with Pauline

Starke.—A good picture of the kind. Our
patrons nrefer melodrama to heavy
drama.—J. J. Casselman, Colonial theatre,

Tracy. Minn.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Kingdom Within, with a special

cast.—Fair picture and no business. A
good ordinary program feature. The
name killed it here.—C. A. Gage, Liberty
theatre, Coquille. Ore.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Free Air, with a special cast.—Not
much to it. Just a fair nrogram picture.

— C. C. Teas. Crystal theatre. Water-
town, Minn.—Neighborhood patronage.

Lavender and Old Lace, with a special

cast.—A comedy drama in the program
class that drew fair and gave satisfaction.

—Tom Foster, Star theatre. Stanley, Wis.
—General patronage.

Cameron of the Royal Mounted, with
a special cast.—Good Northern program
picture.—C. A. Mendenhall, Star theatre,
Oregon, III.—Neighborhood patronage.

Cameron of the Royal Mounted, witn
a special cast.—Good.—C. C. Teas, Crys-
tal theatre. Watertown. Minn.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Partners of the Tide, with a special
cast.—A drama of the sea that gave fine

satisfaction.—Tom Foster, Star theatre,
Stanley, Wis.—General patronage.

The U. P Trail, with Roy Stewart.—
One of the best Westerns I ever used.
Small towns not using Zane Grey's pic-
tures are missing a big bet.— J. W. An-
dresen, Rialto theatre, Cozad. Nebr.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Sagebrusher, with a special cast.— Received a brand new copy on this old
Western feature. It gave the best of
satisfaction.—Tom Foster, Star theatre,
Stanley, Wis.—General patronage.

Desert Gold, with a special cast.

—

Boys, Oh Boys, what a crowd it did
draw for these poor times. Had some
hard shells that haven't been in my house
for several years. They said it was just
like the book. "Good." Bought it right
and deposited some money after the
show. Film rather old and titles short,

but it went over with a bang.—G. F.
Rediske. Star theatre. Ryegate. Mont.

—

Small town patronage.

Desert Gold, with a special cast.—

A

tine picture but film in terrible shape.

—

C. C. Teas. Crystal theatre. Watertown,
Minn.—Neighborhood patronage.

Lichtman-Preferred

Thorns and Orange Blossoms, with a

special cast.—This picture drew good
business and will please your people. Buy
it. However, don't tell your people much
about the name, as it is no more like the
story than a wild cat is like a lamb.

—

Geo. C. Starkey, Opera House, Montour
Falls, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

Thorns and Orange Blossoms, with a

special cast.—Took a flop, as do most of

the so-called specials that I am running
nowadays. Nothing great about this pic-

ture but after all it really is worthy of
good patronage. Estelle Taylor is fine.

Kenneth Harlan as usual is good.— F. W.
Horrigan, McDonald theatre, Philipsburg,
Mont.—Mining camp patronage.

Shadows, with Lon Chancy.— I could
not get my patrons to warm up to this

offering. They did not like it and many
of them told me so. It is A 1 from a
production standpoint, but the Chinese
theme of the story is what they re-

sented. Personally I admired Chaney's
acting as the "Chink" laundry man.
Business only fair.—Charles H. Ryan,
Garfield theatre, Chicago. 111.— Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Shadows, with Lon Chancy.— Here is

one that is hard to sell to patrons, but
how it does please all who see it. Play
it, even if you feel sure you will lose

money on it. It made me money. Get in

your ministers and your church people.

Pictures like this and The Inside of the

Cup are worthy of a run in every small
town.—W. J. Powell, Lonet theatre, Wel-
lington, Ohio.—Small town patronage.

Rich Men's Wives, with House Peters.

—Very good entertainment but Gasnier

does not get the stuff out of Richard
Headrick that Stahl did in The Child

Thou Gavest Me. Drew good and pleased.

—Crosby Bros.. Lily theatre. Buffalo. N.
Y.—Neighborhood patronage.
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Metro nan

The Woman of Bronze, with Clara

Kimball Young.—Good program picture.

This star does not draw here, however.
Best Young picture tor some time.—D.

E. Fitton. Lyric theatre, Harrison, Ark.
—Small town patronage.

Quincy Adams Sawyer, with a special

cast.—Good. Did not draw them in, but

the picture is there just the same.
Humor, pathos and thrills well mixed.
The price was §20.00 too high for this

town.—C. A. Gage, Liberty theatre, Co-
quille. Ore.—Xeighborhood patronage.

Quincy Adams Sawyer, with a special

cast.—Here is a good one. Every one
that saw it enjoyed it. Had a small crowd,
however.—D. E. Fitton, Lyric theatre.

Harrison. Ark.—Small town patronage.

The Hands of Nara, with Clara Kim-
ball Young—Fair picture that will not
make Miss Young very popular, judging
from complaints.—Crosby Bros., Lily

theatre, Buffalo, X. Y.—Xeighborhood
patronage.

Your Friend and Mine, with Enid
Bennett.—Six reels. Acting, settings,

photography excellent, but why open the

wound that is healing by such a theme?
Just gives the censors another opportu-
nity. Willard Mack should forget the past

and give us 1923 stuff.—D. E. Fitton,

Lyric theatre. Harrison. Ark.—Small
town patronage.

The Four Horsemen, a Rex Ingram
production.—I am writing this for the

benefit of the few exhibitors who are like

me—unable to pay the price heretofore

for this production. It can now be
bought right and I want to say that it

will do equally as much business as it

would have done a year ago. Try it

and see. It did wonderful business tor

me.—W. J. Powell, Lonet theatre. Well-
ington. Ohio.—Small town patronage.

Trifling Women, a Rex Ingram produc-
tion.—Excellent from every angle. Small
town exhibitor should know by this time
if Rex Ingram's productions go in his

town or not.—D. E. Fitton. Lyric thea-

tre. Harrison. Ark.—Small town patron-
age.

Paramount
The Leopardess, with Alice Brad\\

—

i One of the best this star has ever made.
Book it and boost it.—T. W. Young, Jr..

Frances theatre. Dyersburg. Tenn.

—

I
Xeighborhood patronage.

Bella Donna, with Pola Xegri.—One
of the worst failures I have had at the
box office yet. Paid four times more
than it was worth. Advertised in every
way, shape and form. Had a fair crowd
the first night, but it ruined the second
night. Pola Xegri is a good actress but
the kind of story she is in kills her. Play
'up her acting and not the story.—Russell
Armentrout. K. P. theatre. Pittsfield, 111.

—General patronage.

Missing Millions, with Alice Brady.

—

An average program picture with an in-

teresting mystery plot. Pleased all who
saw it. Business ju~t fair at ten and
'thirty cents.—E. L. Wharton. Orpheurr.

rrom the Mail Bag on
The Circulation Desk

Please discontinue my subscription to the "Herald'' tempcrarily. as I am
going out on the road to try and purchase another theatre.

As soon as I get located I will renew my subscription to your valuable

paper.

JOS. H. SOLOMON,
Bijou theatre, Clarksburg, W. Va.

This is to advise that I have sold out my theatre in Frostproof and have
done without the "Herald" for two months or more and can't stand it any
longer. Please change it to the address given below.

Thanking you in advance for the above favor end hoping to receive a

"Herald by return mail I am. with best wishes for your success,

J. J. FELDER,
(Formerly) Clinch theatre, Frostproof, Fla.

We tried to get along without the "Herald'' but it can't be done.

LOUISE E. WILKE,
Idle Hour theatre, Boerne, Tex.

Enclosed find check for which continue my "Herald." Never stop that,

even if you have to wait for my check.

Wcndered why 1 did not receive my "Box O'fice Record." Now I know
why. Must have overlooked your notice. Cannot get along without it.

E. W. MAHAN,
Regale theatre, Salem, S. D.
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theatre, Glasgow. Mont.—General pat-
ronage.

Back Home and Broke, with Thomas
Meighan.—Xothing thrilling about it.

The plot is obvious, yet I think it gave
very good satisfaction.—C. F. Kriegh-
baum. Paramount theatre, Rochester,
Ind.—General patronage.

Anna Ascends, with Alice Brady.—An-
other of Paramount's big losers for me.
At that there are a whole lot of poorer
pictures on the market than above. I

believe this to be Brady's best work to
date.—F. W. Horrigan. McDonald the-
atre. Philipsburg. Mont.—Mining camp
patronage.

Thirty Days, with Wallace Reid.—We
advertised it as Wally's last picture and
didn't promise much in the way of acting
by the favorite. The result was a large
business and every one satisfied. It's

sure tough to think that Wally is gone,
for he occupied a niche that will be hard
to fill.—Harry M. Palmer. Indiana the-
atre. Bloomington. Ind.—General patron-
age.

Java Head, with Leatrice Joy.—No
good. It's long and the audience tried

hard to stay with it, but it was a severe
trial for them.—O. W. Lambert. Or-
pheum theatre. Roundup. Mont.—Small
town patronage.

Adam and Eva, with Marion Davies.

—

It's a dandy picture, but be sure your
advertising brings out the point that the
title is not "Adam and Eve," but "Adam
and Eva." A lot of people turned this

down thinking it was a Bible story. You
will please them if you get them in.—O.
W. Lambert, Orpheum theatre. Roundup,
Mont.—Small town patronage.

The Young Diana, with Marion Davies.—The picture is not there. Lay off. At-
tendance poor. This star has no drawing
power here. Advertising: lobby and six
sheets.—A. Mitchell, Dixie theatre. Rus-
sellville, Ky.—Small town patronage.

When Knighthood Was in Flower, with
Marion Davies.—Easter Sunday and
Monday to good business and all seemed
pleased. These long pictures are hard to
manage in a house with a limited seating
capacity, however. But "Knighthood"
is well w-orth going after and going after
strong. And we thought the price very
reasonable on it.—Harry M. Palmer. In-
diana theatre. Bloomington. Ind.—Gen-
eral patronage.

When Knighthood Was in Flower.
with Marion Davies.—A very fine pic-
ture. A special in every respect. Pleased
them all. What more do you want?

—

Bert Silver. Silver Family theatre. Green-
ville. Mich.—General patronage.

When Knighthood Was in. Flower.
with Marion Davies.—Will live up to all
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you may say for it. A wonderful produc-

tion and heard many say it is the hnest

picture ever shown here. While long, it

is actually restful to witness, and as a

box office attraction it proved to be very

satisfactory here for four days at ad-

vanced admission prices.—W. H. Bren-

ner, Cozy theatre, Winchester, lnd.

—

General patronage.

The Siren Call, with Dorothy Dalton.—
A pleasing Northern drama which en-

joyed a good business.— R. Pfeiffer

Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.—Neigh-

borhood patronage.

Pink Gods, with Bebe Daniels.—This

was a big disappointment and my patrons

kicked on it. Was expecting something
good out of this and they sure did tell

me how rotten it was. Business only

fa j r .—A. Mitchell. Dixie theatre, Russell-

ville, Ky.—Small town patronage. •.

Pink Gods, with Bebe Daniels.—Seven

reels and not a reason. Why did they

put popular Bebe Daniels in such as this?

Very poor indeed. In all. a good big

audience disappointed.—W. E. Elkin,

Temple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.— Neigh-

borhood patronage.

The Top of New York, with May Mc-
Avoy.—A delightful and pleasing little

picture with a gocd sensible story of life.

Plenty of comedy and pathos. Pleased

all. Good Sunday picture—R. Pfeiffer.

Princess theatre, Chilton. Wis—Neigh-

borhood patronage.

On the High Seas, with Dorothy Dal-

ton .—A good picture. Much better than

The Siren Call— C. F. Krieghbaum Para-

mount theatre. Rochester, lnd—General
patronage.

While Satan Sleeps, with Jack Holt —
We couldn't ask for any better picture.

People went out of their wav to tell me
how much they liked it. No business,

however, as we had strong opposition.

—

W. E. Elkin. Temple theatre. Aberdeen,

Miss.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Valley of Silent Men, a Cosmopol-

itan production.—Splendid picture. In-

teresting, wonderful scenery and every-

body liked it.—R. E. Siebert. World the-

atre, Mineral Point, Wis.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Green Temptation, with Betty

reels are rather slow—not much pep, but

last four are real good. Pleased about 80

per cent. Film not so good in a few
places.—H. G. Selk, Selk theatre, Scotia,

Neb.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Crimson Challenge, with Dorothy
Dalton.—Good Western picture. Had
some good comments on it.—W. H. Hard-
man, Royal theatre, 1- rank fort. Kdn.

—

Small town patronage.

Clarence, with Wallace Reid.—Can't

say a great deal for this average feature.

It's a good program and buy it for such.

W'ally seems dead here, although his part

was not as strong as usual, for this rea-

son; his work is only credible. It's

worth booking on W r

ally's name, though.

— F. W. Horrigan, McDonald theatre,

Philipsburg, Mont.—Mining camp pat-

ronage.

Clarence, with Wallace Reid.—Had
good attendance on this, but not much
of a picture. Have run many program
pictures that were a lot better.—C, F.

Krieghbaum, Paramount theatre, Roches-
ter, lnd.—General patronage.

Burning Sands, with Milton Sills.—

A

line production, on a par with The Sheik.

Will stand a raise of admission and will

please the average.— E. L. Wharton,
Orpheum theatre, Glasgow, Mont.—Gen-
eral patronage.

The Rookie's Return, with Douglas
MacLcan.—The plot of this is rather out

of date, but nevertheless a very pleasing

comedy-drama. Will get by.—Lee M.
Threet, Lyric theatre, Manning, Tex.

—

Small town patronage.

The Rookie's Return, with Douglas
MacLean.—Did not please my patrons.

—T. Crawford, Strand theatre, Criswold,

Iowa.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Home Stretch, with Douglas Mac-
Lean.—A good five-reel comedy drama.
Admission ten and twenty-five cents.

Film in good condition — P. G. Held
Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Neb.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Home Stretch, with Douglas Mac-
Lean.—A fine little picture.—C. C. Teas,

Crystal theatre, Watertown, Minn.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Young Rajah, with Rodolph Yal

Compson —Good picture. The first threeentino.—Very good picture that pleased

THREE OF THE CLEVER youngsters who will be seen in the new Frank Borzage
production, "Children of Dust," which First National will distribute.

all we asked for comments. Drew good.
Valentino popular here in spite of press
ridicule.—Crosby Bros., Lily theatre, Buf-
falo, N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Man From Home, with James
Kirkwood.—Gave good satisfaction and
the attraction showed good at the box
office.—Tom Foster, Star theatre, Stan-
ley, Wis.—General patronage.

Three Live Ghosts, a Cosmopolitan
production.—Not much to this one. Sorry
I played it.—VV. J. Shoup, De Luxe the-

atre, Spearville, Kan.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Three Live Ghosts, a Cosmopolitan
production.—A comedy that went over
big with us. Our patrons all left laugh-
ing.—Tom Foster, Star theatre, Stanley,

Wis.—General patronage.

Outcast, with Elsie Ferguson.— Elsie

Ferguson has always been popular here.

This one will satisfy most any audience.

Cast and acting wonderful. Settings
beautiful.— VV. E. Elkin, Temple theatre,

Aberdeen, Miss.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

The Cowboy and the Lady, with a spe-

cial cast.—Just a fair Western. Stars

are well liked and had good attendance.

—C. F. Krieghbaum, Paramount theatre,

Rochester, lnd.—General patronage.

The Law and the Woman, with a spe-

cial cast.—A mystery drama of above the

average quality.—Tom Foster, Star the-

atre, Stanley, Wis.—General patronage.

Over the Border, with a special cast.

—

Good Northern program picture.—C. A.
Mendenhall, Star theatre, Oregon, III.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Lane That Had No Turning, with

a special cast.—Why do they make such

pictures as this one? There is a hunch-
back in it and my patrons did not like

it on that account.—W. J. Shoup, De
Luxe theatre, Spearville, Kan.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Lane That Had No Turning, with

a special cast.— Fair picture with re-

markable acting of Kosloff. If your pa-

trons appreciate good acting they should

like this.—Grosby Bros., Lily theatre,

Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

Behold My Wife, with Milton Sills.—

Patrons report best picture ever shown
here. Naturally box office reported O. K.

—Lee M. Threet. Lyric theatre, Manning,
Tex.—Small town patronage.

Behold My Wife, with Milton Sills.—

An old picture, but pleased and drew
well. Print in good condition.—W. H.

Hardman, Royal theatre, Frankfort, Kan.

—Small town patronage.

The Inside of the Cup, a Cosmopolitan
production.—Excellent picture. It's old,

but Paramount has a new print. Sure

some picture.—T. Crawford, Strand the-

atre, Griswold, Iowa.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

One Glorious Day, with Will Rogers.—
Very poor. Too much spirits to suit our

patrons.—Crosby Bros., Lily theatre,

Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

Saturday Night, a Cecil B. DeMille pro-

duction.—Classed as a special and proved

itself to be such. Good box office at-

traction and pleased all our patrons.-

Tom Foster, Star theatre, Stanley, Wis.—
General patronage.

Saturday Night, a Cecil B. DeMille pro-

duction.—Lavish production with ordi-

nary story that went over fair.—Crosby

Bros., Lily theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.—

.

Neighborhood patronage.

North of the Rio Grande, with a spe-

cial cast.—Here is a good Western
Would be an excellent program for Sat

urday with comedy.—T. Crawford, Stranc

theatre. Griswold, Iowa.—Neighborhooc
patronage.
Our Leading Citizen, with Thoma:
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Meighan.—A very good show. Pleased
all. Did not draw.-—E. J. Reynolds,
Liberty theatre, Pasco, Wash.—General
patronage.

Our Leading Citizen, with Thomas
Meighan.—A splendid picture, but cannot

|
compare with A Bachelor Daddy. Busi-
ness lair, but no fault of the picture.—W.
E. Elkin, Temple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.
—Neighborhood patronage.

The Great Moment, with Gloria Swan-
son.—An old picture but a fine entertain-
ment.—Bert Silver, Silver Family the-
atre, Greenville, Mich.—General patron-
age.

The Great Moment, with Gloria Swan-
son.—Boys, I think this a real picture
and good for anv house.—T. Crawford,
Strand theatre, Griswold, Iowa.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Great Moment, with Gloria Swan-
son.—Fair picture, but got me no money.
I have played eight of their pictures. All
but one have come in bad condition—
cut up so patrons are disgusted trying
to get them together to make a picture.
My crowds are dropping out fast. Their
nights will have to make a change or lose
out.—W. E. Stepp, Regent theatre. Pleas-
anton, Kans.—General patronage.

O'Malley of the Mounted, with William
S. Hart.—Oh, for a hundred a year of
this kind. How they did talk about it

and say they were all out to see it, and I

have just one more Hart to show, but
can repeat about ten.—S. V. Wallace,
Idle Hour theatre, Cambridge Springs,
Pa.—Transient patronage.

O'Malley of the Mounted, with William
S. Hart.—This Hart Western is above the
average and pleased well for us. We
think that Hart has lost most of his pop-
ularity.—Lee M. Threet, Lyric theatre,
Manning, Tex.—Small town patronage.

O'Malley of the Mounted, with William
S. Hart.—One of Hart's best.—C. C.
Teas, Crystal theatre, Watertown, Minn,

i—Neighborhood patronage.

The Gilded Lily with Mae Murray.

—

This drew well and the comments heard
were favorable. To me, I consider it a
fair program picture lavishly produced.

—

S. V. Wallace, Idle Hour theatre, Cam-
bridge Springs, Pa.—Transient patronage.

A Bachelor Daddy, with Thomas Mei-
ghan.—Fine. Lots of good laughs and
also some pood heart pulls and a good

< moral. More like it will be appreciated.
'—W. J. Shoup, De Luxe theatre. Spear-
ville, Kans.—Neighborhood patronage.

Paying the Piper, with a special cast.

—Pleased capacity business. Paramount
•pictures have pulled our weak night up
|
even with the rest of them. We are satis-

fied.—Lee M. Threet, Lyric theatre, Man-
fning, Tex.—Small town patronage.

White and Unmarried, with Thomas
Meighan.—Only an ordinary program
•picture. The title is a very poor draw-
ling card. Admission ten and twenty-five
'cents. Film in good condition.— P. G.
Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Nebr.
—Neighborhood patronage.

The Frontier of Stars, with Thomas
Meighan.—Average feature playing to

MIRIAM COOPER in "Her Accidental
Husband," the Belasco-C. B. C. produc-
tion for the independent market.

usual Saturday crowds. Nothing ex-
traordinary but will please.—Lee M.
Threet, Lyric theatre. Manning, Tex.

—

Small town patronage.

Deception, with a special cast.—-Eight
reels of nothing. A picture like this sure
is a business killer. If you have this

booked, do not play it. You will be better
off if you have a dark house.—P. G.
Held. Sterling theatre. Fairmont, Nebr.
—Neighborhood patronage.

The Testing Block, with William S.

Hart.—This Hart Western absolutely
was fine. Broke all house records for

Saturday night. Try it.—Lee M. Threet,
Lyric theatre, Manning, Tex.—Small
town patronage.

Moran of the Lady Letty with Doro-
thy Dalton.—Seven reels of good action.

Plenty of thrills. The last fight Valen-
tino stages is good, but Rudy comes out
of the fracas without a scratch. Rather
extraordinary. Film good.—H. G. Selk,

Selk theatre, Scotia, Nebr.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Jucklins, with Monte Blue.—Per-
sonally did not see this, but patrons and
box office report it 100%.—Lee M. Threet,
Lyric theatre. Manning, Tex.-—-Small

town patronage.

Burglar Proof, with Bryant Washburn.
—Old. but a dandy little comedy drama.

with a good story and a good moral.
Good for small town and price right.
Film in good condition.—H. G. Selk,
Selk theatre, Scotia, Nebr.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Dancing Fool, with Wallace Reid.— Fairly good five reel program picture,
but Reid pulls them in and seems to
please the most of them. Bought these
old ones at reasonable price and made
some money. Print not in very good
shape.—C. H. Bills, Opera House, Le-
nora, Kans.—Small town patronage.
White Oak, with William S. Hart.—

Gave satisfaction here and is rather above
the average of the general run of Hart's
productions.—Tom Foster,. Star theatre,
Stanley, Wis.—General patronage.

The Conquest of Canaan, with Thomas
Meighan.—Good picture. Print in bad
condition. Meighan popular star.—Wm.
F. Shillito, School theatre, Denmark, S.
C.—Neighborhood patronage.

Forever, with a special cast.—A feature
we are sorry to report on because it is
without a doubt one of the greatest pro-
ductions ever made and yet in this thea-
tre gave the poorest satisfaction of any
feature shown in months. Worse still,

some of the hardest knocks came from
our best educated people.—Tom Foster,
Star theatre, Stanley, Wis.—General pat-
ronage.

Humoresque, a Cosmopolitan produc-
tion.—Good picture. Well liked.—Wm.
F. Shillito, School theatre, Denmark, S.
C.—Neighborhood patronage.

The World's Chamoion with Wallace
Reid.—Proved a good box office attrac-
tion and gave satisfaction.—Tom Foster,
Star theatre, Stanley, Wis.—General pat-
ronage.

The Cradle of Courage, with William
S. Hart.—Different Hart picture and good
and Hart does some very good work. If
you want to see a good fight get it.—T.
Crawford, Strand theatre, Griswold, Iowa.—Neighborhod patronage.

Traveling On, with William S. Hart.—
No better and no worse than the average
of this star's productions.—Tom Foster,
Star theatre, Stanley, Wis.—General pat-
ronage.

The Little Minister, with Betty Comp-
son.—Good picture with a good drawing
power. I had good comments on this pic-
ture.—W. J. Shoup, De Luxe theatre,
Spearville, Kans.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

Pathe
Safety .Last, with Harold Lloyd.—Now

on its third week and still playing to
good crowds. A great drawing card.

—

David Harding, Liberty theatre, Kansas
City, Mo.—Transient patronage.

Realart
Too Much Wife, with Wanda Hawley.—A pleasing program. Just enough

comedy in it to make it snappy.—C. H.
Simpson, Princess theatre, Millen, Ga.

—

General patronage.

Too Much Wife, with Wanda Hawley.
—Good comedy-drama. T. Roy Barnes

The Man Next Door
by EMERSON HOUGH

Author of

"The Covered Wagon," "North of 36," Etc.
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Rood as leading — n.—C. F. Krieghbaum.
Paramount theatre, Rochester, Ind.

—

General patronage.

Selznick
Love Is an Awful Thing, with Owen

Moore.—Very good and pleased all. Ar-
thur Hoyt equally as good as Owen
Moore. One of the best comedies we
have ever used.—Crosby Bros., Lily the-

atre, Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Love Is an Awful Thing, with Owen
Moore. — A delightful comedy-drama.
Don't raise your prices and you will have
a pleased audience. Can't say that the

title helps sell the picture to patrons.

—

W. J. Powell, Lonet theatre, Wellington,
Ohio.—Small town patronage.

Channing of the Northwest, with Eu-
gene O'Brien.—A fai>- picture if you buy
it cheap enough and run a serial or two
reel comedy.—Harry Hobolth, Maxim-
theatre, Imlay City, Mich.—Small town
patronage.

United Ar.ist*
Little Lord Fauntleroy, with Mary

Pickford.—Very good picture, but did
not draw for me. Ran on percentage
and barely broke even.—J. W. Andresen,
Rialto theatre. Cozad, Nebr.— Neighbor-
hood patronage.

A Tailor Made Man, with Charles Rav.
—Ray was just about sleeping his last

sleep so far as the movie fans were
concerned when we played this picture.

They came in rather reluctantly the first

night, but on the second night business
was good—which proves that mouth to

mouth advertising can do a world of

good.—Harry M. Palmer, Indiana theatre,

Bloomington, Ind.—General patronage.

Universal
The Town Scandal, with Gladys Wal-

ton.—Gladys in tights again and another
proof that if given a story with a grain
of sense in it she will do the rest. Was
complimented by the ministers on this

one.—S. V. Wallace, Idle Hour theatre.

Cambridge Springs, Pa.—Transient pat-
ronage.

The Flirt, with a special cast.—An hon-
est-to-goodness picture of the sort you
feel proud to admit you played. Get
them in on this and then the next time
you have a Booth Tarkington story on
the screen you'll have them all in again.
Isn't it funny some of the pictures that
come to us without the great blare of
trumpets and waving of flags really turn
out to be the ones that rei'rh the hearts
of the movie audiences. The Flirt didn't
cost any hundred thousand to produce,
yet it is by far superior to a lot of the
so-called hundred thousand dollar pic-
tures we are told about by the press
agents. The publicity stunts on The
Flirt are unlimited, which spells success
for the picture's run if they are handled
properly.—Harry M. Palmer Indiana the-
atre. Bloomington, Ind.—General patron-
age.

The Flirt, with a ^necial cast.—A 100%
picture. I stood in lobby and people
would stop and say "Good," "Fine," "I
liked that one," and I knew it before
they told me.—E. J. Reynolds. Liberty
theatre. Pasco, Wash.—General patron-
age.

The Love Letter, with Gladys Walton.
—As clever a comedy as we have watched
for a long time. We have been dis-

appointed in many of Miss Walton's pic-
tures the past year, but was the fault of
stories. This gave her opportunity in

both comedy and drama.— P. G. Estee.
Fad theatre. Brookings. S. D.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Gentleman from America, with

A SCENE from "The Girl Who Came
Back," the Preferred picture just pub-
lished by Al Lichtman. Miriam Cooper,
Gaston Glass, Kenneth Harlan, Ethel
Shannon, Joseph Dowling, ZaSu Pitts

and Fred Malatesta are in the cast of

this Tom Forman production.

Hoot Gibson.—Here's a crackerjack of

a feature. Worthy of playing best houses
in the land. Hoot and his "Mick" pard
are great. A real buy at a real honest
price. Get it by all means.—F. W. Hor-
rigan. McDonald theatre, Philipsburg.
Mont.—Mining camp patronage.

The Gentleman from America, with
Hoot Gibson.—A clever and entertaining
comedy drama of a doughboy's adven-
tures after the signing of the armistice.

Can tie this up Legion or vocational or-

ganizations and please.— P. G. Estee, Fad
theatre, Brookings, S. D.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Dead Game, with Hoot Gibson.—

A

good program picture. Not up to Hoot's
standard.—T. W. Young. Jr.. Vaudette
theatre. Dyersbur"- Tenn.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Single Handed, with Hoot Gibson.

—

Good program with plenty of action, but
"My kingdom for a horse" for him it he
has lost his. The fiddle won't do. Neither
will he do out of the saddle.—S. Y. Wal-
lace. Idle Hour theatre. Cambridge
Springs. Pa.—Transient patronage.

One Wonderful Night, with Herbert
Rawlinson.— Fair picture and good busi-

ness. Pleased 90 per cent and no one
kicked. The price was right for ordi-

nary program and picture pleased better

than some so-called specials.—C. A. Gage.
Liberty theatre, Coquille, Ore.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Flaming Hour, with Frank Mayo.
—Story of business with local fireworks
factory principally. Pleased a Saturday
crowd. Mayo's work good and so was
that of his suooort, Helen Ferguson.

—

P. G. Estee, Fad theatre, Brookings, S. D.
—Neighorhood patronage.

Don't Shoot, with Herbert Rawlinson.

—

This star is another of our winners.

Never saw a poor picture or one that has

failed to get 'em in.—W. E. Stepp, Regent
theatre, Pleasanton, Kan.—General pat-

ronage.

Don't Shoot, with Herbert Rawlinson.
— In 1916 Universal made a good picture

from a story by George Bronson Howard
with Rawlinson and called it "Come
Through." Later this negative was de-

stroyed and in 1022 they decided it was
good enough to make again and they did.

With modern facilities they made it much
better and they called it Don't Shoot.

We ran both and this is one time it was
worth while to make it over. Play it and
rejoice.—R. Ross Riley, Wigwam the-

atre, Obcrlin, Kan.—General patronage.

The Kentucky Derby, with Reginald
Denny.—Fine picture. Great drawing
power. Pleases all and can be bought
right.—C. A. Mandenhall, Star theatre,

Oregon, 111.—Neighborhood patronage.

Human Hearts, with House Peters.

—

A fine production. Story rather sad in

places for the movies. Did not draw as

well as cither The Storm or Under Two
Flags.—J. J. Casselman, Colonial the«

atre, Tracy, Minn.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Human Hearts, with a special cast.

—

Very nice picture. Most people seemed
pleased. Business only fair.—W. H.
Hardman. Royal theatre, Frankfort, Kan.
—Small town patronage.

The Jilt, with Ralph Graves.— Pretty
fair picture. Seemed to please most.—P.

G. Estes, Fad theatre, Brookings, S. D.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Storm, with House Peters.—We
opened a new ninety thousand dollar the-

atre with The Storm and we are proud
of it. If we had searched through all the

programs we do not believe that we could

have selected a better picture for the

opening. It has everything in it that

goes to make up a picture they all like.

The Storm will make money for any ex-

hibitor who handles it in the right man-
ner.—Harry M. Palmer, Indiana theatre.

Bloomington, Ind.—General patronage.

The Storm, with House Peter> —An
extra fine picture, but I advertised strong
on it and brought an honest-to-goodness
storm—a blizzard, the Saturday I had it

booked in March, so didn't make any-
thing on it. Universal very kindly re-

turned it for one night and that time it

brought a big rain storm, which kept the

crowd away. Now all the farmers want
me to get it during the dry spell we
usually have in July. Best forest fire

scene in this I ever saw.—P. E. Doe,
Klcctric theatre, Arcadia, Neb.— Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Storm, with House Peters.— I had
nearly forgotten how to handle a crowd,
but I had lots of practice for two nights
on this. I ran teaser ads for a month in

the paper and on my boards: "The Storm
is coming April 27." and, sure enough, I

opened Friday night in a hard rain. I

mailed a thousand heralds out to the

farmers, beside billing the town, and
brought in people I never saw before.

Raised my price from twenty-five and
thirty cents without a murmur from the

crowd, and they all came out bragging
about what a wonderful picture they had
seen.—Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre.

Mason. Mich.—Small town patronage.

The Storm, with House Peters.—Just a

fair average special that Universal wants
to clean up on. No better than Dr. Jim
but three times the price. If you show it

don't raise your prices more than five

rents.—W. Cruickshank. Classic theatre.

Mitchell. Ont., Can.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

The Lone Hand, with Hoot Gibson.—
Hoot is pulling them here better every

picture. Tom Mix was our winner, but
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Hoot is taking the lead now. Don't be

afraid of this picture. It's fine.—W. E.

Stepp. Regent theatre. Pleasanton, Kan.

—

General patronage.

The Lone Hand with Hoot Gibson.—

A dandy Western comedy-drama. This

boy certainly delivers the goods.—B. M.
Wooley. Orpheum theatre. Elsie. Mich.—
Small town patronage.

The Lone Hand, with Hoot Gibson.—
The first Gibson we have ever run and it

seemed to please a small crowd. Star

not known, but I believe I can put him
over. The Lone Hand is very good and
carries lots of funny stuff all the way.

—

W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre. Aberdeen.
Miss.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Married Flapper, with Marie Pre-

vost.—Good picture, liked very much by
my patrons.—W. J. Shoup. De Luxe the-

atre, Spearville. Kan.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Second Hand Rose, with Gladys Wal-
ton.—My patrons well pleased with this

picture. Miss Walton well liked here.

—

P. J. Burford, Princess theatre. Doniphan.
Mo.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Bear Cat, with Hoot Gibson.—Did
remarkable business for me and seemed
to please. I had a good comedy which
saved the day. Picture too dark.—W.
Cruickshank. Classic theatre, Mitchell.
Ont.. Can.—Neighborhood patronage.

Trimmed, with Hoot Gibson.—Very
good Western. Ran with In the Days of

Buffalo Bill. Made fair show.—L. R.
Creason. Palace theatre, Eufaula, Okla.

—

General patronage.

Out of the Silent North, with Frank
Mayo.—This is a good Northern picture,
but I heard several say they didn't like

to see Mayo play parts like this, theywant
to see him as a lover, but also with action.
—W. J. Shoup. De Luxe theatre. Spear-
ville, Kan.—Neighborhood patronage.

Afraid to Fight, with Frank Mayo.

—

Good picture. Will please average au-
dience. Should be used with good
comedy.—L. R. Creason, Palace theatre.
Eufaula, Okla.—General patronage.

Foolish Wives, with Eric Von Stro-
heim.—This picture we played on the
night when a new opposition theatre
opened and we didn't even know that
anything was going on in any other part
of town. A lot of people told us next
day that they came in to see how hard
hit we were on account of the other

THIS SCENE is from Thomas H. Ince's

"Soul of the Beast." which has been ac-

quired by Metro for distribution.

theatre opening, but that they were abso-

lutely surprised to find our theatre

packed to the guard rails. So were we.

The picture must be there as a drawing
card, that's all we have to say.—Harry
M. Palmer, Indiana theatre, Bloomington,
Ind.—General patronage.

The Trouper, with Gladys Walton.

—

This is about the poorest picture I ever

used. Walton never did get me any busi-

ness and this picture is the poorest one

she ever made.—L. R. Creason, Palace

theatre, Eufaula, Okla.—General patron-

age.

Headin' West, with Hoot Gibson.

—

Extra good Western that will bring them
back again to see Hoot in his next one.

Lots of comedy and also plenty of action.

—W. J. Shoup. De Luxe theatre, Spear-

ville, Kan.—Neighborhood patronage.

Headin' West, with Hoot Gibson.—

A

dandy Western. Here's one Nebraska
town strong for this Nebraska boy.—P. E.

Doe. Electric theatre. Arcadia. Neb.—
Neighborhood patronage.

The Galloping Kid, with Hoot Gibson.

—This picture has the wrong title. My
patrons came to see Gibson in a West-
ern picture with Gibson as a horseback

rider, not as a box car rider. From the

title one would think it was full of action,

but not so. However, it is a good picture,

but not suited for Hoot.—W. J. Shoup.

De Luxe theatre. Spearville. Kan.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Tracked to Earth, with Frank Mayo.

—

Another good Mayo picture of the West-
ern type. Mayo very well liked here.

—

W. J. Shoup. De Luxe theatre, Spearville,

Kan.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Loaded Door, with Hoot Gibson.

—

Another good one that was well received

by my Western fans. Keep it up. Hoot,
and give us more like it. Lots of comedy
and action.—W. J. Shoup. De Luxe the-

atre, Spearville. Kan.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Thunder Island, with Edith Roberts.

—

Fair. It advertises a big storm at sea.

but I never saw the storm. Patrons a
little disappointed at this one.—William
Hinds. Opera House, Odell. Neb.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Vitagraph
The Ninety and Nine, with Colleen

Moore.—A remarkable picture from
standpoint of thriller, as the last reel is

taken up with thrilling forest fire that

seems real to the hard-boiled ones, even.

Story is good and holds up at regular

admission price. An extraordinary melo-
drama.—W. H. Brenner. Cozy theatre.

Winchester, Ind.—General patronage.

One Stolen Night, with Alice Calhoun.
—A little better than the average desert

picture, with the American hero masquer-
ading as a sheik in performance of duties
and giving the girl her desired romance.
—P. G. Estee. Far theatre. Brookings,
S. D.—Neighborhood patronage.

Where Men Are Men, with William
Duncan.—A real good picture for Dun-
can. Good acting. Drew well. Pleased
all the audience.—E. W. Harrell. Royal
theatre. Rison, Ark.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

The Fighting Guide, with William Dun-
can.—Good snappy Western from start

to finish. Most all Vitagraph prints are
excellent. Enough comedy to please in
this picture. C. E. Dooley. Star theatre.
Stoutsville, Mo.—Small town patronage.

The Silent Vow, with William Dun-
can.—A good program picture, if you can
too much cut up. Admission ten and
get a good print. The print I got was

TOM MIX offers some thrills in his new
vehicle "Stepping Fast," which Fox
publishes in May.

twenty-five cents.—P. G. Held. Sterling

theatre. Fairmont. Neb.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Silent Vow, with William Duncan.
—Some very good river scenery in this.

Splendid settings and action galore.

First-class Western.—C. E. Dooley, Star
theatre, Stoutsville, Mo.—Small town
patronage.

When Danger Smiles, with William
Duncan.—Just a program picture. Name
will draw, and it being a Western will

please small town crowd.—Geo. C. Star-

ke}-. Opera House. Montour Falls. N. \ .

—Small town patronage.

The Heart of Maryland, with a special

cast.—Fine picture. Pleased all.—Wm.
F. Shillito, School theatre. Denmark.
S. C.—Neighborhood patronage.
The Matrimonial Web, with Alice Cal-

houn.—A dandy little program picture.

Don't be afraid to book it. Admission
ten and twenty-five cents. Film in No. 1

condition.—P. G. Held, Sterling theatre.

Fairmont. Neb.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

The Man From Downing Street, with
Earle Williams.—This picture has a pe-
culiar type of story that will please most
of our patrons. It is not an "action"
picture.—C. E. Dooley. Star theatre.
Stoutsville. Mo.—Small town patronage.

Her Lord and Master, with Alice
Joyce.—Lay off this one. No good. Silly

story with nothing but kisses and slush.

Makes no difference what others have
said, I tell you lay off.—Geo. C. Starkey.
Opera House. Montour Falls, N. V.

—

Small town patronage.

Bring Him In, with Earle Williams.

—

A good program picture. Admission ten
and twenty-five cents. Film in good
condition.—P. G. Held. Sterling theatre.
Fairmont, Neb.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

Divorce Coupons, with Corinne Griffith.

—A clever little program picture. Namt
will draw business —Geo C. Starfcey,

Opera House. Montour Falls, N. Y.—
Small town patronage.

Gypsy Passion, with a special cast.—
Just a fair program picture. My patrons
do not like this class of picture. Admis-
sion ten and twenty-five cents. Film in
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NEWS

NEVER before has the exhibitor been offered such an on-the-minute opportunity to ride

to gigantic profits on a colossal tide of public interest. With the eyes of the world
focused on China and the capture of Americans by bandits, F. B. O. comes across with a

photodramatic smash that tells in unforgettable scenes

—

The Story of an American Girl

Captured by Chinese Bandits!
Man, oh man—what a chance to make money! On its merits as a picture

alone this one would be a big attraction. It's the thrilling adventure drama
of a beautiful society girl who was captured by bandits and flung into a world
of intrigue that brought her face to face with death—and love! Backed by
thousands of columns of newspaper space relating to an actual capture by
Chinese bandits this one WILL PROVE AN ABSOLUTE SENSATION !!

!

Grab This One In A
Hurry A Sure Mop-Up!
The sooner you play this timely smash the

more money you make. Beat your competi-
tion. Write, 'phone, wire or run to your near-
est F. B. O. Exchange and make sure of an
early pla" date. DO IT THIS MINUTE!!!

DISTRIBUTED I

FILM BOOKIN
Of America, Ii v

723 Seventh Ave., New York, Nl
SALES OFFICE, I M TED >

R-C I'ICTIRES CORPORATION, 26-27 EfMM
oontorl V\\r P A 3K"

BY

ACHMED ABDULL/
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Fisher Productions is nearing completion of its initial production "Youth Triumphant," which is being staged at the Hollywood
studios under the direction of Victor B. Fisher and co-direc ed by Lillian Ducey and Jack Vosell. It is from the novel by
George Gibbs. In the cast are Virginia Lee Corbin, Anna Q. Nilsson, Raymond Hatton, Joseph Dowling, George Siegman,

Ward Crane and others.

good condition.— P. G. Held. Sterling

theatre, Fairmont, Neb.— Neighborhood
patronage.

Dead Men Tell No Tales, with a spe-

cial cast.—Seven seels of guns, daggers,

blood, sinking ships, drowning in ths

sea, men dying of thirst in mid ocean,

men stabbed in the iiack. Buy it, fellow

exhibitors, if you wish, as you know
what your people want. My people said

never again.—Geo. C. Starkey. Opera
House, Montour Falls, N. V.—Small
town patronage.

My Wild Irish Rose, with Pauline

Starke.—A very good offering. Put it

over with the song. Title draws and pa-

trons pleased. Paid but little more than
for regular program. Print in excellent
condition.—Gunther & Mctzger, PalaCt
theatre, Syracuse, Neb.—Small town pat-

ronage.

My Wild Irish Rose, with Pauline
Starke.-—Good. Business fair for two
days. The price was right. All patrons
pleased. It beat many higher priced so-

called specials costing 50 to 100 per cent
more.—C. A. Gage, Liberty theatre.

Coquille, Ore.—Neighborhood patronage.

My Wild Irish Rose, with Pauline
Starke.—Good. Book it.—\Vm. Hinds,
Opera • House, Odell, Neb.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

My Wild Irish Rose, with Pauline
Starke.—Nice little picture. Did very
well for me. Pleased most of the folks.

—W. H. Hardman, Royal theatre, Frank-
fort, Kan.—Small town patronage.

The Prodical Judge, with Jean Paige.
—A good program picture that pleased
all that saw it. Admission ten and twen-
ty-five cents. Film in good condition.

—

P. G. Held, Sterling theatre. Fairmont,
Neb.—Neighborhood patronage.

State Rights
Brass (Warner Bros.), with a special

cast.—Have just run this on the first

show and hasten to report that it is truly
fine. We think it is the best picture wc
have had in many months. Drew good
business and pleased 100 per cent. The
picture has everything that makes for
audience appeal, and the dual ending will
please them all. Get this and then make
all possible promises for it.—Hay &
Nicholas. Strand theatre, Fairmont.
Minn.—General patronage.

Sure Fire Flint (Mastodon), with
Johnny Hines.—Very, very good. Ran
this with the comedy. Spooks, and was
a knockout. Patrons said this was the
best comedy show we had ever shown.

—

R. E. Siebert, World theatre, Mineral
Point, Wis.—Neighborhood patronage.
The Broken Silence (Arrow), with a

special cast.—One of the best North
woods pictures. Curwood pictures are
all good and this one is one of the best.
— L. R. Creason, Palace theatre. Eufaula,
Okla.—General patronage.

The Stranger (Goldstone), with Frank-
lin Farnum.— If you are running a "shoot-
ing gallery" and don't care what you
show, buy this; otherwise lay off. It is

positively the poorest excuse for a West-
ern that I have cither run or seen. I ran
it at ten cents and failed to please any-
body.—W. J. Powell, Lonct theatre, Wel-
lington, Ohio.—Small town patronage.

The Fire Brand ( Goldstone). with
Franklin Farnum.—As good a Western
as we ever played. All Enterprise DjsL
Corp. Westerns are fine. We run them
all.—G. D. Hughes, Liberty theatre,

Heavener, Okla.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

In the Devil's Bowl (Stciner), with
Neal Hart.—A real good Western. Bet-
ter than his average.—R. Ross Riley
Wigwam theatre, Oberlin, Kan.—General
patronage.

Rags to Riches (Warner Bros.), with
Wesley Barry.—Better than School Days,
and that's saying something. A real pic-

ture that pleased 100 per cent. Used
novelty advertising and ran two days.

—

G. D. Hughes. Liberty theatre, Heavener,
Okla.— General patronage.

Taking Chances (Goldstone), with
Richard Talmadge.—Good but not nearly
as satisfactory as The Unknown. If you
buy the first Richard Talmadge series

in this territory, watch your step. West-
ern Pictures Co. promised me if I would
introduce the star and he went over they
would sell me the remainder of the series
at the same price. He made good, but
they have raised the price on the re-
mainder. They can keep them.—W. J.
Powell, Lonet theatre, Wellington, Ohio.
—Small town patronage.

Taking Chances (Goldstone), with
Richard Talmadge.—A fast moving com-
edy-drama. Did not draw, but was good
of kind.—W. H. Hardman, Royal the-
atre, Frankfort, Kan.—Small town pat-
ronage.

The Woman Untamed (McGovern).
with a special cast.—Just a fair picture
that pleased only 50 per cent. Admission
ten and twenty-five cents. Film in No. 1

condition.—P. G. Held. Sterling theatre.
Fairmont, Neb.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

The Curse of Drink (C. B. C). with
Harry Morey.—Fair picture. Went well
with our people. Harry Morey gives his

usual splendid performance.—Crosby

Bros.. Lily theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.—
Neighborhood patronage.

The Heart of a Texan (Steiner), with
Neal Hart.— First Neal Hart we have
played. Pleased 80 per cent. Good
Western with plenty of action. Used one
reel Lloyd as comedy.—Gunther & Metz-
ger. Palace theatre, Syracuse, Neb.

—

Small town patronage.

When East Comes West (Canyon),
with Franklyn Farnum.—Fair Western,
Good program if a good comedy is played
with it.—T. Crawford, Strand theatre,
Griswold, Iowa.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

The Worldly Madonna (Equity), with
Clara Kimball Young.—This picture is

well acted and will please some of your;
people but not all. It is a trifle "high
brow," so you .know what your town
wants. The men will walk out on it as
they did in my theatre. Miss Young plays
double role.—Geo. C. Starkey, Opera
House. Montour Falls, N. Y.—Small town
patronage.

The Eyes cf the World (Clune). with
a special cast.—Just a fair program pic-

ture. This did not draw for me. It did
not follow the book very good. Admis-
sion ten and twenty-five cents. Film only
fair.— P. G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fair-
mont, Neb.—Neighborhood patronage.

Eyes of the World (Clune). with a
special cast.—We had to raise the ad4
mission for this and had a very good!
house, much to our pleasure.—C. E3

Dooley, Star theatre, Stoutsville, Mo.—

^

Small town patronage.

Serials

Around the World in Eighteen Days
(Universal), with William Desmond.

—

Using chapter No. 4 and each one gets

better.—T. W. Young. Jr., Vaudette the-

atre. Dyersburg. Tenn.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Speed (I'athe), with Charles Hutchin-
son.—This serial has got the right name.

I am on the sixth episode. It's going
fine. Use a two-reel Range Rider and
Our Gang Comedy and this program sets

them afire. Don't want any better for

Saturday.— C. H. Simpson, Princess the-

atre, Millen, Ga.—General patronage.

Speed (Pathe), with Charles Hutchi-

son.—This is one of the best serials we
have ever seen.—Crosby Bros.. Lily the-

atre. Buffalo. N. Y.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

In the Days of Buffalo Bill (Univer-

sal), with Art Acord.—After running
e ghteen episodes of this I can swear on a
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aUop that &b thedtt€s
E\

ER\ round of this immensely en-
tertaining series is loaded with an
electro-magnetic force that draws

dollars to the box office as powerfully as

a ball game attracts small boys; every
number packs a knockout audience
wallop that fills theatres and makes folks

come back for more. IT'S RECORD IS
PROOF. Take advantage of that mil

12

\hirlwind

bounds

.ound 8

'dristopher

>f olumbus"
[

Presented by

P. A. POWERS

MASTERFULLY DIRECTED BY MAL ST. CLAIR
DISTRIBUTED BY

723 Seventh Ave. r* EXCHANGES
New York, N. Y. F. B. O. EVERYWHERE

Sales Office United Kingdom: R-C Pictures Corporation. 26-27 D'Arblay Street. Wardour St.. London. W. i„ England
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Announcement
THE

GREAT NORTHERN

STEAMSHIP COMPANY
(Incorporated)

BOSTON, MASS.

Announces That Arrangements Arc Now Being Made for Monthly

110 Round Trips to Europe
Boston—Southampton Boston—Gothenburg

$138
ONE WAY $75

Connecting for

Christiania, Stockholm, Helsingfors,
Danzig, Riga, Copenhagen

THE ABOVE PRICES INCI I 1)1 RAILROAD FARES TO POINTS
AS FAR NORTH AS STOCKHOLM

The Company plans to carry approximately two thousand passengers monthly.
Make your plans now for a trip during the coming season.

$110
ONE WAY $65

Connecting for

London, Liverpool, LeHavre

Lives of passengers
EVER-WARM

which prevent drowning
A round trip, with all expenses on ship-

board included, at no more expense than
a vacation right here at home ! To meet
the ever increasing demand in this

country for an inexpensive and at the

same time thoroughly comfortable and
enjoyable trans-Atlantic voyage, is the

prime object of the Great Northern
Steamship Company. Organized by
progressive business men who realize the

exceptional opportunity offered now for
inexpensive travel in Europe, the Com-
pany will cater to the thousands of in-

will be protected by
SAFETY-SUITS
and protect from exposure

telligent persons who wish to visit the

battlefields of France, the Shakespeare
country, Scandinavia, the Land of the

Midnight Sun, etc. A chance of a life-

time! So it would seem; but it is more
than that. The company is building for

a permanent business, setting a new
standard of high-class ocean travel on a

one-class basis. That this can be done
at a fair margin of profit has already

been proved and is further outlined in

our prospectus. You'll find it extremely
interesting.

WE WILL ALSO SHOW YOU HOW YOU MAY
BECOME A PART-OWNER IN THE MOST TALKED

OF ENTERPRISE IN YEARS
Cut out and mail us with vour name and address.

A. Wikstrom
Information Dep't
Edmunds Bldg., Suite 54
Boston, Mass.

I am interested in securing full information
regarding a trip to:
(Mark with a cross) One way Round trip

England
France
Germany
Sweden
Norway
Denmark
Baltic Provinces
Finland
Russia

Name

Street or R.f.d

City or Town

State

A. Wikstrom
Information Dep't

Edmunds Bldg., Suite 54

Boston, Mass.

I am interested in becoming part-owner in

the Great Northern Steamship Company.

Please send me prospectus and full particu-

lars.

Name

Street or R.f.d

City or Town

State

stack of Bibles higher than a steeple ths

it is the best Universal serial I ever sav

They have achieved the impossible wit
this—made a serial both instructive an
interesting.— Roy \V. Adams, Pastime the!

at re, Mason, Mich.—Small town patron
age.

In the Days of Buffalo Bill (Univer
sal), with Art Acord.—Am on ninth epi

sode and holding up good. Acord no
liked here. If Universal had put som
other star in place of Acord this seria

would have been a knockout.—L.
Creason, 1'alace theatre, Hufaula, Okla.-
General patronage.

Cap'n Kidd (S. S. C), with Eddie Pole—Not much for getting them in and sat
isfying. Good direction would no doub
have helped.—Crosby Bros., Lily theatn
Buffalo. N. Y.—Neighborhood patron
age.

The Timber Queen (Pathe), with Rut
Ronald- -Opened this with closing chap
ter of Buffalo Bill. Running two ret

Lloyd or Our Gang comedies. Rang
Rider series and Pathe Review with
On fourth episode and shows a gain c

about ten dollars a night over previou
program and still gaining. Seems
please them all, young and old, which
something new for this town for a seria
If you haven't run this, book it and hoi

your summer business.—C. H. Bill

Oncra House Lenora Kan.—Small tow
patronage.

The Adventures of Tarzan (S. S. C.

with Elmo Lincoln.—A good pullin

serial. Will increase business in sma
town.—Harry Hobolth, Maxinc theatr'

Imlay City, Mich.— General patronage.

The Adventures of Tarzan (S. S. C.

with Elmo Lincoln.—The first five en

sodes were quite snappy, the next
were rather monotonous and busines

would have flopped if I had not double
it with Buffalo Bill and Leather Pusher
The concluding chapters arc pepping
a bit. It would have been better in t

or twelve episodes. It did not do tl

business that I expected.—Roy Y
Adams, Pastime theatre, Mason, Mich.-

Small town patronage.

Short Subjects
Aesop's Fables (Pathe).—The most sa

isfactory one reeler I ever ran.—Bert Si'

ver, Silver Family theatre, GreerviU

Mich.—General patronage.

Century Comedies (Universal).—Ce

tury Comedies measure up about as got

as the ordinary comedy and can
bought right.— C. A. Mendenhall, Stl

theatre, Oregon, 111.—Neighborhood pa]

ronage.

International News (Universal).—
good news reel if they would cut out tl

pro-German propaganda: and it thi

don't cut it out I shall.— Roy W. Adan
Pastime theatre, Mason. Mich.—Snu
town patronage.

The Leather Pushers (Universal), wi '

Reginald Denny.—One of the best tw I

reel features ever made.—Bert Silver, S j

ver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

General patronage.

Lloyd Reissues (Pathe), with Haro
Lloyd.—All good. An occasional po

print. Well liked by old and young.
Wm. F. Shillito, School theatre, De
mark, S. C.—Neighborhood patronage.

Our Gang Comedies (Pathe).—The
are the "different" comedy that we ha

been waiting for. They are clean a-

full of action and should prove a go<

thing at the box office.— C. H. Bil

Opera House, Lenora, Kan.—Small to\

patronage.

Screen Snapshots (Pathe).—Have be-

running these for a long time and co

sider it a mighty good filler.—D. E. F
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Presented by
Columbia Productions—
The Gem of The Screen

Conceived by
Louis Letoyn and Jack Colin

Produced under the

Personal Supervision of
Louis Lewyn

Directed by
• I'hn McDermott

REVEALED I

A f\ Famous Motion A f\*fU Picture Stars HlVJ

The Most Colossal Picture

of Its Kind Ever Filmed

HERE is the great photodramatic sensation of movie

life. It will give your box-office new marks to

shoot at. It's an attraction saturated with show-

man's angles that fairly shriek of sure-sold seats. The

exhibitor who can't make a mountainous mop-up with it

ought to close up his theatre and rent the premises to an

undertaker. Man, the fans will go simply wild over this

one. It's right up their street—and they'll flock to your

theatre in droves. For the B I G money book an early

play date—NOW ! !

!

723 Seventh Ave.
New York, N. Y.

DISTRIBUTED BY

F. B. O. EXCHANGES
EVERYWHERE

Sales Ofice United Kingdom, R-C Picture! Corporation, 26-27 D'Arblay Street. II"ardour St., London, W. I., England
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USE THIS BLANK

Box Office Reports Tell the Whole
Story.

Join in This Co-operative Service

Report Regularly on
Pictures You Exhibit

And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Pictures

Are Doing for Other Exhibitors

Fill in this blank now and send

to Exhibitors Herald, 417 S Dear-

born St., Chicago.

Title

Star

Producer

Remarks

Tide

Star

Producer

Remarks

Exhibitor

Name of Theatre

Transient or Neighborhood Pat-

ronage

City

State

ton, Lyric theatre, Harrison, Ark.—Small

town patronage.

Snub Pollard Comedies (Pathe).—Get-

ting better every day. 365 Days is extra

good.—Harry Hobolth, Maxine theatre,

lmlay City, Mich.—General patronage.

Urban Movie Chats.—The exhibitor

that is not running this is making a mis-

take. Excellent one-reel filler.—D. E.

Fitton, Lyric theatre, Harrisburg, Ark.

—

Small town patronage.

Smarty (Universal), with Buddy Mes-
senger.—Positively the best two-feel com-
edy I have seen this season, including

Buster Kearon, Semon and others. This
comedy is in a class by itself. Brother
exhibitors, if you have not seen this one,

do not be afraid of it because it will

knock all classes cold.—T. W. Young. Jr..

Frances theatre, Dyersburg, Tenn.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Simple Life (Vitagraph). with
Larry Semon.— Have played a number of

Semon comedies and they all draw and
are fine. This no exception.—Geo. C.
Starkey, Opera House, Montour Falls,

N. Y.—Small town patronage.

Faint Hearts (Hodkinson), with
Charles Murray.—These comedies are
very good and please most every one.

—

Harry Hobolth, Maxine theatre, lmlay
City, Mich.—General patronage.

The Fall Guy (Vitagraph), with Larry
Semon. — Another laugh-getter from
Larry. They are all good.—J. W. Andre-
sen. Rialto theatre, Cozad, Neb.— Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Oh, Buddy (Educational) a Christie
comedy.—They didn't laugh much at this.

—C. F. Krieghbaum. Paramount theatre,
Rochester, Ind.—General patronage.

Kids and Skids (Fox), with Jane and
Katherine Lee.—Nothing but the five-

reel comedy cut down and retitled. No
good if you have played the original.

—

Harry Hobolth, Maxine theatre, lmlay
City, Mich.—General patronage.

Poor Boy (Educational), with Lloyd
Hamilton.—Good comedy. Ham's funny
walk will keep them laughing.— C. F.

Krieghbaum, Paramount theatre, Roches-
ter. Ind.—General patronage.

The Steeplechase (Educational), with
Lige Conley.—This comedy and Look
Out Below are as good as any two-reel
subjects ever made by Chaplin or Lloyd.
—O. W. Lambert, Orpheum theatre.
Roundup. Mont.—Small town patronage.

Cold Feet (Educational).—Real funny
comedy that helped put over a poor fea-

ture.—Crosby Bros., Lily theatre, Buffalo.
N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

Look Out Below (Educational).— It's a
knockout. Step on it.—O. W. Lambert,
Orpheum theatre. Roundup, Mont.

—

Small town patronage.

Footlights and Fakers (Vitagraph).

—

This is a single reel comedy put out by
Vitagraph and the story written by Larry
Semon. It is mighty clever. Get it.

—

Geo. C. Starkey, Opera House, Montour
Falls. N. V.—Small town patronage.

Mud and Sand (Metro), with Stan

Laurel.—Here's a three-reel comedy that

proved to be a knockout for me. A con-

tinual scream from start to finish. Don't
run Blood and Sand with this comedy,
because this is the best of the two and
I'll bet will draw as much at the B. O.
Book it.—F. W. Horrigan. McDonald
theatre. Philipsburg. Mont.—Mining camp
patronage.

The Cobbler (Pathe), with Our Gang.
—The audiences laughed so long and
loud during this comedy that music was
useless. An Al comedy.—P. E. Doe.

Electric theatre, Arcadia, Neb.—Neigh-

borhood patronage.

My Wife's Relations (F. N.), with

Buster Keaton.—When Keaton fails U
please there's no use trying any othei

comedies. This one is a complete knock
out and kept the audience in good spirits

—W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre, Aberdeen
Miss.— Neighborhood patronage.

My Wife's Relations (F. N.), witl

Buster Keaton.—A very good two-reel

comedy which brought many laugh - —R.

Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.—
Neighborhood patronage.

Home Made Movies (F. NY), with Ben

Turpin.—For me a very poor comedy. A
good slapstick comedy, but could not get

a laugh even out of the kids. If Turpin

i s popular in vour town, book this one.

—

F. W. Horrigan. McDonald theatre. Phil-

ipsburg, Mont.—Mining camp patronage

The Noon Whistle (Pathe). with Stan

Laurel.—A good one-reel comedy with

lots of slapstick comedy around a saw-

mill. Got many laughs— R. Pfeiffer,

Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis- Neigh-

borhood patronage.

Oh, Buddy (Educational), a Christie

comedy.—Some comedy, but Educational

has no other kind.—G. D. Hughes. Lib-

erty theatre. Heavener. Okla — Neighbor-

hood patronage.

On Patrol ( F. N.), a Mack Sennett

comedy.— Fair.—R. Pfeiffer, Princess the-

atre, Chilton, Wis.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Short Weight (Universal), with

Brownie.—Very good comedy.—Roy W.
Adams, Pastime theatre, Mason, Mich.—
Small town patronage.

The Pickaninny (Pathe), with Sun-

shine Sammy.— Print in such terrible con-

dition that it spoiled whole show. Com-
edy would have been good if it had been

in good shape and nothing missing.—

R

Pfeiffer, Princess theatre. Chilton, Wis
—Neighborhood patronage.

He Raised Kane and The Chickasha
Bone Crusher (Universal), with Reginald.
Denny.—The first is pretty fair, and tht

last is the best of the new Leather Push-
ers.—Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre
Mason, Mich.—Small town patronage.

A Sailor Made Man (A. E.), with
Harold Lloyd.— I got a print that wa'
ready for the rope, with the result tha'

I could hardly screen it. Business verj
poor. A good comedy if in good condi
tion.—W. Cruickshank, Classic theatre
Mitchell, Ont.. Can.—Neighborhood pat

ronage.

CLASSIFIED

Five Cents per Word Payable
in Advance. Minimum Charge,

$1.00

POSITION WANTED
WANTED: An Al projectionist wants po

tion. Union ten years. Conies highly reco

mended. Southern territory preferred. Addn
"Projectionist," care Exhibitors Herald, 40? Sot

Dearborn St.. Chicago.

BARTOLA FOR SALE
FOR SALE: First class Bartola, includi

piano. Apply N. E. Field. 25 West Madis

street. Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE
One Pair Simplex Projectors, 1921 Model
One Pair Powers 6B Projectors. 1921 Model

One Pair Powers 6A Projectors, 1918 Model

One Pair Motiograph Projectors, 1917 Model

All of these machines are factory rebuilt and gu

anteed, furnished with either Mazda or Carb

The Theatre Supply Company, Film Buildii

Cleveland. Ohio.
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THEATRE CONSTRUCTION
AND EQUIPMENT

Theatre
Construction

News
Exhibitors are invited to report to this depart-
ment changes of ownership, new theatres
planned, remodeling contemplated, openings,
etc.

New Projects

Tuscaloosa, Ala.—Work of rebuilding
he Belvedere theatre has been started,

[t will be practically a new theatre, the
•eating capacity to be increased from 450
o 700. This theatre will be completed
n September and the following month

't is expected that the new $100,000 the-
itre at Greensboro avenue and Broad
treet will also be readv.

Byron, Cal.—A theatre costing $75,000
s being erected here by J. C. Droge
vhich will have a seating capacity of
.000.

Visalia, Cal.—It is reported that the
Strand Theatre Company, Dinuba, Cal.,

perating several theatres, is contemplat-

ing the erection of a theatre in Visalia.

I

*

Washington, Ind. — H. P. Vonder-
chmitt, owner of the Liberty theatre here
nd the Indiana theatre at Bloomington.

(

nd., has let contract for the remodeling
< the Liberty at a cost of $15,000. When
.ompleted the seating capacity will be in-

reased to 1,000. John Kretz of Washing-
Dn has the contract. Harry M. Palmer
; managing director of both houses.

St Louis, Mo.—William Goldman has
urchased Charlie Werner's Queens thea-
"e and airdome. Marcus avenue and
laffitt street, and is remodeling the
ouse. Goldman has also purchased addi-
onal ground for the $1,000,000 Gold-
man's St. Louis theatre he plans to erect
t Grand boulevard and Morgan street,

'his theatre, which will seat 3.000, prob-
bly will open on Labor Day.

*

Maplewood, Mo.—This city will have a
ew airdome this summer. Wagner
'rothers, who operate the White Way
irdome, Webster Groves, Mo., will own
le new picture show. It will also be
aown as the White Way. The owners
:

the Ozark Theatre, Webster Groves,
an to open an airdome along side their

leatre this summer.
*

St Louis, Mo.—-Work on the new Park-
ew theatre, 6324 Delmar boulevard, is

'ogressing rapidly and it probably will
: ready by September 1. The Lippman
onstruction Company has the contract,
he theatre will seat 1,600 persons and
ill be equipped with a full stage. It

111 be owned by the Parkview Realty
ompany. The building will also contain
ores and apartments. It will represent
i investment of $500,000.

Better Theatres—Its Mission
New "Herald" Section Inaugurated in This Issue Provides a Number oj

Valuable Service Features for Exhibitors

SUCCESSFUL theatres are a combina-
tion of two factors—correct applica-

tion of professional knowledge required
in their building and design and an inti-

mate understanding of the business of
showmanship. While much has been ac-
complished in theatre construction in the
past, more will be achieved in the future.

Through its department of Better The-
atres, inaugurated in this issue the Herald
recognizes the opportunity to assist its

readers in the development of better and
more profitable theatres by presentation
of authoritative discussions of every phase
of the theatre's requirement. It recog-
nizes also that, if theatre construction is

to keep pace with the consistent artistic

development of the photoplay, those
charged with its design and construction
must also have an outlet for the dis-

semination of new developments and pro-
gressive ideas and a medium reflecting

changing conditions and requirements.
Thus Better Theatres has a well de-

fined value not only to the theatre owner
but to the theatre architect as well.

In the theatre architect is vested great
responsibilities. His influence on theatre
construction today and in the future is

far-reaching and unless he keeps abreast
generally with the trend in playhouse
construction progress will be seriously
retarded. Because of its specialized na-
ture and the fact that it caters to the
nation's masses the theatre merits the
utmost consideration and thought of the
architect who may be called upon to

execute its design and upon whom will

depend to a great extent the success or
failure of the project. Past experience
has shown that the architect may either

enhance the business of his client or he
may produce a structure that is an unend-
ing burden and loss.

Better Theatres offers several service

features of distinct exhibitor value. At-
tention is called to the advisory staff pub-
lished in this issue which is composed of

prominent theatre executives, architects,

engineers and experts on various branches
of theatre building and equipment. This
advisory staff has offered its cooperation
in assisting theatre owners in the solution

of various problems of a general nature

that arise from time to time. The advice

of members of hHs staff will be unpreju-
diced and authoritative.

Also Better Theatres introduces an
Exhibitors' Information and Catalog Bu-
reau which will save theatre owners time
and money in the purchase of equip-
ment and other necessities. This depart-
ment will assist exhibitors in obtaining
quickly, reliable information and catalogs

on a wide variety of products. Where
formerly the exhibitor who buys carefully

has been forced to communicate with a

number of sources for comparisons of

price and quality he need but indicate

with a number on the coupon provided

on the Information and Catalog Bureau
page, requirements in which he is inter-

ested and full information and prices from
reliable concerns will be forthcoming.

Better Theatres will cover consistently
and extensively every phase of the the-
atre's requirement. Articles of the nature
carried in the first number are typical

of the valuable and interesting material
which each issue will contain.
This section will appear only in every

fourth issue of Exhibitors Herald and in

order that exhibitors may readily identify

it in their Herald file the Better Theatres
issue will be marked with two stars on
the "backbone" of the book.

* * *

Better Theatres will be found of inter-

est to the smallest theatre owner as well
as the larger ones, for, in launching this

department sight has not been lost of the
fact that smaller theatres are generally
at a greater disadvantage than houses in

metropolitan centers in obtaining accu-
rate information on matters of theatre
building equipment and decoration.

Wishes Magazine on
Subject of Projection

Wesley Trout well-known projection
engineer, of Enid. Oklahoma, has started
publication of a projectionist's magazine,
issued monthly, titled "Projection Hints."
It is meeting with hearty approval among
exhibitors and projectionists who wish to
know more about the art of projecting
pictures, Mr. Trout reports. It is neatly
compiled, well written and contains much
technical and practical information re-

garding projection.

Mr. Trout is also on the editorial staff

of the Oklahoma Democrat, a newspaper
published at Enid.

Many The atres Prepare
To Combat Hot Weather

According to advices from Typhoon
Fan Company theatre owners, especially
in the southwest, are getting an early
jump on the effects of summer heat. The
company reports an unusual number of
installations in theatres in Texas and
Oklahoma for this time of the year.
Among the playhouses which have just

installed cooling equipment are the
Strand. Wichita Falls. Texas; the Lib-
erty. Burkburnett. Texas: the Wilke of
Graham. Texas; the Rialto, Enid. Okla-
homa: Main Street, Tulsa, and others.

Janesville, Wis.—A new theatre will be
erected here by Harry Jones. Plans are
being prepared by Architects Balch &
Lipper. Madison.

Ventura, Cal.—Manager J. J. Woods
of the Redding theatre has announced
that his theatre will be remodeled this
summer at a cost of $20,000.

*

San Anselmo, Cal.—Ground will be
broken soon on the $100,000 community
theatre to be erected here.
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ChicagoTradeEvents

ORPHANS OF CHICAGO TURN OUT—at the Auditorium Theatre to see the H. A
Snow film "Hunting Big Game in Africa." There were 3,000 children present

The show was arranged by J. L. McCurdy of the Randolph theatre. Inserts—

(right) H. A. Snow, who addicssed the children, (left) J. L. McCurdy.

Two Big Conventions
Hold Limelight Here

F. P.-L Holds Mid West Sales

Meet in Chicago; Theatre

Men to Convene

Chicago is the Mecca this month for

motion picture conventions. .

Paramount held a sales meeting, at-

tended by its entire force in the Middle
West, at the Drake hotel on Saturday
and Sunday. This was one of a series 01

such conventions which the company is

holding throughout the country.
Next week exhibitors from every cor-

ner of the country will gather for the

fourth annual convention of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America.

Several Hundred Expected

This meeting is expected to bring sev-

eral hundred theatre men into the city

and the local league is now completing
plans for royally entertaining its guests.

Joe Hopp is chairman of the committee
which has the entertainment in charge.
While the official convention headquar-

ters will be at the Hotel Sherman, it is

expected that the local offices of the

Illinois Motion Picture Theatre Owners
will be a semi-official headquarters be-
cause of its proximity to the Coliseum.

Louis Frank in Charge

Progress is reported by the committee
which has charge of publicizing the palace
of progress through this territory. Louis
Frank is directing this activity.

These are busy days for every member
of the local organization, as each one is

assuming a share of the responsibility in

order that the convention may go over
with a bang in so far as their part is

concerned.

Coast Men in Chicago
Visit Rothacker Plant

Visitors at the Rothacker laboratory
during the past few days were Edwin
Carewe, Tom Storey and LeRoy Stone.
Carewe was putting the final editorial
touches to First National's "The Girl of
the Golden West,'' the negative of which
was brought from the Coast by Storey.
Stone brought the James Young produc-
tion. "Wandering Daughters," on from
the United Studios.

The Adventurers Club
Entertains H. A. Snow

Noted Hunter Gives Interest-

ing Talk Before Large

Gathering

H. A. Snow, who made the "Hunting

Big Game in Africa with Gun and Cam-
era" pictures for Universal, was enter-

tained last Thursday at the Adventurers'
Club noon luncheon. The affair was
arranged through James Cogan, assistant

city editor of Chicago Daily News and

J. L. McCurdy, manager of the Randolph
theatre.

Large Crowd Turns Out

Mr. Snow addresed about two hundred
members at the luncheon who were
much interested in his adventures in the
interior of Africa, and was extended a

cordial invitation to make the Adventur-
ers' Club his headquarters whenever he
is in Chicago.
Among those present were John T.

McCutcheon, cartoonist on Chicago Tri-

bune; W. D. Boyce, newspaper publisher
and big game hunter; W. R. Bradley,
head of local African Hunters Club; Dr.

J. Thompson, well known hunter; Reed
Landis. of A. E. F. Flying Corps; M.
Malouf, minister of finance of Egyptian
government; Col Goethals of Panama
canal fame, and many others of equal
note.

Orphans See Picture

On Wednesday, May 9, Mr. Snow ad-
dressed about 3,000 orphans at Audito-
rium theatre, and 1,500 newsboys of the
city, previous to the showing of the
"Hunting Big Game" picture. The Boy
Scouts, under George Stevenson, pat-
rolled the theatre and streets, and a rep-

resentative of Mayor Dever introduced

Mi Snow. This showing was arrange
by J. L. McCurdy, manager of the Ran
dolph theatre, where the picture is en

joying a phenomenal run. Chas. A
Shamp furnished the music for the pic

ture, and the Ford Motor Company
through the courtesy of branch man
ager A. W. Gilpin, brought the childrer

to the theatre in Fords and Lincoln cars

George Levine Heads
Milwaukee Film Body

Hart, Gray, Hess and Vincent

DeLorenzo Are Other
Officials

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MILWAUKEE, WIS., May 15.-

George L. Levine, manager of the Uni

versal exchange here, and well know
among film men and exhibitors of th

country, has been elected president

the Milwaukee Film Board of Trade.

Hart Is Vice-President

Other executives elected at the la

meeting of the organization were:
Vice-President: Harry Hart. Fil

Booking Offices.

Secretary-Treasurer: Art Gray, Wi
consin Film Company.

Counsel: Robert A. Hess.
Sergeant-at-Arms : Vincent DeLoi

enzo, Celebrated Players Film Corpor.

tion.

Plans Constructive Work
In speaking of the activities and a<

complishments of the organization, or

official said:

"It will interest you to know that t?

Milwaukee Film Board of Trade is fun

tioning 100 per cent and expects to do

great deal of constructive work durin

the year.

Request for Film
Starts Controversy

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MANITOWOC, WIS., May 1.—
Considerable excitement has been
stirred up in Manitowoc theatrical
circles by the controversy between
Ascher Brothers circuit and the
Manitowoc Herald-News, which a'

few weeks ago devoted an editorial
to a petition that the Aschers re-
place their vaudeville bills with
good pictures. The theatre circuit
has withdrawn its advertising from
the publication and declared war
upon the newspaper. The senti-
ment of the town, however, is said
to be with the paper in its demand
for good pictures instead of vaude-
ville.
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Nowfurnished in thousandfoot lengths

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
Results obtained through printing on

Eastman Positive Film justify the painstaking

efforts of the camera-man. It reproduces with

striking fidelity every tone of the negative

from highest light to deepest shadow. It

carries quality through to the screen.

Eastman Film, both regular and

tinted base—now obtainable in

thousand foot lengths, is identified

throughout its length by the words

"Eastman" "Kodak" stenciled in

black letters in the transparent

margin.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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' CHICAGO PERSONALITIES
J

By J. R. Af.„ J

EH. GOLDSTEIN, treasurer of

Universal, was a visitor at the Chi-
• cago exchange Friday. He was on

his way to the coast.

* * *

Dee Robinson played the H. A. Snow-
Universal picture, ••Hunting Big Game
in Africa," at his Apollo theatre, Peoria,

for two weeks and broke all records for

attendance and receipts at this house.

An extensive advertising campaign

brought them out.

* * * »

George A. Hickey, district supervisor

of Goldwyn, called on Minneapolis branch

last week. Ben Reingold, local manager,

was in South Bend on business for the

Goldwyn company.
« * *

Frank Ford, former manager of the

Elite theatre, Waukegan, is now man-
ager of the Gold theatre. Frank slips us

the information that he expects to get

married in June.
* * *

Little Georgie Weinberg, of Celebrated

sales staff, was forced to undergo an

operation at a local hospital this week.

* * *

George Levine, manager of the Milwau-

kee Universal office, blew into town Fri-

day. Says he's just moved into his new
headquarters and expects to give us some
photos of the new exchange next week.

* * *

The Committee on Daylight Saving of

the Illinois M. P. T. O. held an interest-

ing session on Tuesday at the new Ma-
sonic hall, 7th and Wabash ave.

* * *

John Silha and Louis Frank sojourned

to Indianapolis last Friday in the inter-

ests of their candidate for President of

the Exhibitors National organization.

* * *

Paul Kohner, who has been connected

with the publicity department of Univer-

sal in New York, passed through Chicago

en route to California on Friday. Mr.

Kohner has had charge of the compila-

tion of exploitation and advertising for

foreign countries.
* * *

Frank Young, of the Goldwyn forces,

made Waukegan Jast week and returned

with a bunch of contracts in his belt.

Frank has his eye on that $500 prize

money and trip to Atlantic City. Here's

hoping you land it. Frank.
* * *

Speaking on contests, Pathe exchange
has another one on. This time it's the

Pearson Pennant competition. The re-

sults for the first three weeks will be pub-

lished soon. The various sales teams are

divided up into big leagues and bush
leagues, thirty-two exchanges competing.

* * *

I. Lesserman, manager country sales.

Universal, ran into snow eight feet deep
near LaPorte, last week.

* * *

Harry Phillips has his platinum watch
and is happy. Ask him to show it to you.

* * *

The Gumbiner and Lasker basket ball

teams clashed last week with the Gum-
biner team coming off victors, score 16

to 6.
* * *

Wm. J. Olson of the Orpheum theatre.

Galesburg, 111., was in town last Thurs-
day.

Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Johnson are re-

joicing over the arrival of a big baby boy
at the Johnson domicile, 3444 Seminary
ave. We smoked a good cigar on "Red"
and the F. B. O. salesman says the

youngster ought to make a good film

salesman, "he hollars a lot."

* * *

Floyd Brockell, in charge of distribu-

tion of First National, was in town last

Friday.
* * *

Floyd Brown, manager of Indianapolis

office of First National, called at the local

exchange and was in conference with R.

E. Seery last week.
« » *

Tommy Gilliam, of First National, is

on a special trip to Southern Illinois this

week.
* * *

The Fox exchange baseball team
trimmed the Paramount boys at Lincoln

Park a week ago Saturday—score 12 to 5.

It was a closely fought contest, with Par-

amount having the best of it up until the

last inning, when the score stood 5 to 1.

Then Matt Cavanaugh, assistant man-
ager of Fox exchange, bammed out a

home run with two on, and Louis Drcher,
booker, came home with a three bagger
with the bases full, resulting in the final

score above stated. Now the Fox team
is looking for new worlds to conquer.

* * *

Gladys Carp, switchboard operator at

Fox exchange, has resigned.
» • *

Harry Weiss, manager of First Na-
tional's St. Louis exchange, is now a

member of the Board of Directors of St.

Louis film board of trade.

Scene from "The Ragged Edge" with
Alfred Lunt and Mimi Palmeri pro-

duced by Distinctive Pictures which
Goldwyn will distribute.

FILM LAUGHS FROM

TOPICS SfE DAf
SELECTED BY

TIMELY FILMS INC.

Japcrs—Congratulations, Bubbs. Whom
does the new baby resemble?
Bubbs—Well, they say he has my good*

wife's, voice and my nose, but I think he
got his voice from our auto horn.

—

"Top.
ics of the Day" Films.

* * »

"Phwat's become av Mike Rafferty?'

"Poor felly, he mistook an auto horr
fer the noon whistle, an' stopped wuurl-
crossing the strate."

—

N. Y. Railway;
Magazine.

* * *

•Willie!"

"Yes, mamma."
"What in the world are you pinching

baby for? Let him alone!"
"Oh, I ain't doin' nothin'! We're onh

playing autos, and he's the horn!"

—

Bos
ton Post.

* * *

The teacher had been telling her clas

about the rhinocerous family. "Nov
name some things," she said, "that an
very dangerous to be near to, and havi

horns?"
"Motor cars," promptly answered si:

children at once.

—

Cincinnati Enquirer.

* * *

Ray—Are the sounds of horns in ai

orchestra selection very inviting to you
ears?
May—Notso. An auto horn is mud

more inviting.

—

"Topics of the Day" Pilmi

* * »

Smith—"Dennis claims not to havi

heard the horn. What's the matter wit!

his hearing?"
Smithers—"Nothing, it's to be held Sat

urday."

—

American Legion Weekly.
» * *

Japcrs—Can you give me an example o

independence?
Bubbs—Eating onions without caring

whoop who knows it.

—

"Topics of the Day
Films.

* * *

Lady—If you please, Cook, may we hav

steak and onions for lunch today?
Cook—You can have the steak, but I'r

afraid I can't let you have onions. You set

I'm going out this afternoon—and onion

always make my eyes so red.

—

Border Citie

Star.

May—What would you do for chappe
\

lips?

Ray—Eat lots of onions.

May—Onions ! ! !

Ray—Righto! That ought to keep th

chaps off your lips.

—

"Topics of the Day
Films.

* * *

Marker—I think the gilt is off the ginger

bread as far as the marriage of the Newly

weds is concerned.
Quisser—Why do you say that?

Marker—Mrs. Newlywed has started eai

ing onions again.

—

Ansxvcrs.

* * *

Anthony—May I kiss you, dearie?

Adele—No ! Indeedy !

Anthony—Aw ! You're so old fashionet

Adele—Not so, but I've been eatin

onions.

—

"Topics of the Day" Films.

* * *

"Where is the onion counter?" L
"Three sniffs to the right."—LouisvtL

Courier-Journal.
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Keith's Palace Theatre Cleveland, Ohio

The Keith's Palace Theatre

ii another of our instal-

lation* consisting of over

twenty-five hundred chairs.

Its beauty can only he

realized by those who hate

actually tieuxd its interior.

Comfort and Beauty Both Essential

T X 7HEN theatre patrons enter your
" * theatre, the first impression they get

is its beauty. Their eyes wander from one

point of interest to another and all un-

consciously make comparison with other

theatres. But, however beautiful your

theatre may be, if the seating is of poor

quality the lack of comfort creates a feeling

of restlessness so that the performance and

attractions cannot be fully enjoyed.

Great care is taken by our Theatre Engi-

neering Department to plan chairs that not

only harmonize perfectly with the theatre

interior but offer the greatest possible com-

fort as well. Ease in operation, elimination

of squeaks, well proportioned backs and

seats, and correctly placed arm rests are

only a few of the points considered for

proper comfort.

A broadside is being prepared showing recent theatre chair in-

stallations made by us and also chair suggestions for the re-

furbishing of old or the entire equipping of new theatres.

.HfltrriranSeating Gpmpanu
NEW YORK

114 W. 41st St.

CHICAGO
12 E. Jackson Blvd.

BOSTON
65-D Canal St.

PHILADELPHIA
252 S. Broad St.
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''Better Theatres

THE motion picture already has been responsible for trie creation of

the finest theatres the world has ever seen.

C[J And it is logical and proper that this should be so because the

motion picture has supplied a need and an opportunity for the erection

of a greater and finer type of show hall than ever previously existed.

t]J The motion picture has augmented by millions the theatre-gomg
public of America; it has made possible the building of beautiful and
capacious theatres where no theatres of any character could have
existed before; it has created a condition in which better and finer

theatres must constantly be erected or there will be a glaring disparity

between the character of the amusement offered and the place in

which it is presented.

^ The subject of better th eatres is a tremendous one. Unless it is

intelligently and adequately responded to by the exhibiting branch of

the industry, there certainly must come a disastrous halt in the

progress of the motion picture and the film business.

CJ This new section of the HERALD is dedicated to the purpose of

fostering and promoting the subject of "B etter Theatres. ' Every
detail of theatre construction, decoration and equipment will be dis-

cussed in an interesting and informative manner. The word of experts

only will be heard. This monthly section will be an au th oritative

guide to the theatreman, giving him exact information on what he wants
to know about the material and mechanical side of his business.

€J This section shall be devoted to the ideal that its name typifies

—

"Better Theatres '; it will be a department of valuable service to

exhibitors and because its policy will make it the standard of con-

struction and equipment information in this industry, we commend to

it the attention of theatremen everywhere.
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Below— one of the eleven

washrooms in the Capitol

Square Theatre, Detroit,

Mich., in which Vitrolite

is used exclusively for

wainscoting and toilet par-

titions. An important step

in the right direction for

>% sanitation.

Laboratory tests show that

Vitrolite possesses an Un-

matched range of qualifi-

cations for wall and ceiling

surfacing. Non-porous.

Stainproof. Instantly

cleaned. Looks new after

a lifetime of service. Seven

times harder than marble.

Wears like the Pyramids

—used the world 'round.

Ideal where service con-

ditions call for unusual re-

quirements — in theatres,

hospitals, schools, hotels,

and other public and in-

stitutional buildings.

Specified IVhere Only the Best IVould Servi

When C. Howard Crane designed the luxurious $1,500,000

Capitol Square Theatre, Detroit, authorities recognized that

a masterpiece ofexquisitely balanced beauty and permanence

had been created. Every material specified was a leader in its

class. And where service requirements were heaviest— in the

washrooms—snowy, lustrous Vitrolite slabs were used liberally

for partitions and wainscoting— because Vitrolite marks the

farthest advance in the quest for an interior structural slab

material that combines beauty, sanitation and performance.

THE VITROLITE COMPANY
Dept. F12, 133 West Washington Street, Chicago

Service Organizations in 'Principal Qities ofAmerica and Overseas
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W&m J, QUIGLEY^PUBLISHEK
A monthly supplement to "Exhibitors Herald," published for the information and
guidance of exhibitors in matters of theatre construction, decoration and equipment

and to promote the ideal of greater and finer theatres.

Financing Theatre Buildings in

Smaller Communities
By H. A. MOORE

Vice-president, American Bond & Mortgage Company

EDITOR'S XOTE: When a theatre owner is about to build a new
theatre or extensively remodel his playhouse, he likes to know just what
he is up against on the financial problem involved. Mr. Moore, in the>

follozi'ing article discusses tfie situation frankly, making no efforts to

gloss over difficulties. In an early issue of Better Theatres Mr. Moore
will take up the subject of "Using Participating Stocks in Theatre
Financing."

THERE has come to us in recent
years a large number of owners of
theatres in smaller cities for assis-

tance in financing the construction of new
theatres. Thev have seen the success of
the new theatres in the larger cities and
naturally have wanted to duplicate that
success. They have seen practically all

of these fine theatres financed by mort-
gage bond houses' and have naturally
felt that they could secure assistance in

their financing from the same source.
They have undoubtedly been disappointed
in not being successful in obtaining
funds from this same source.

It is quite a difference between a mort-
gage bond house selling bonds on a the-
atre located on State street in Chicago
or Broadway in New York, or even upon
the larger theatres in outlying centers
which are owned and operated by suc-
cessful theatrical companies which con-
trol a powerful string of theatres and
selling bonds secured by a smaller thea-
tre on the main street of the smaller
cities and towns. The former has a de-
cided appeal to the investor, whereas he
is quite loath to put his money in the
latter.

Suggests Steps to Be Taken

Many of the men who have come to us
for such assistance upon finding that

we could not be of any help have asked
our advice as to how the proposition
could be successfully financed. Our sug-
gestions have been along the following
lines:

To place a first mortgage with a local

bank for as large an amount as possible

and I might say right here, that mortgage
will probably not be for a very large

proportion of the cost of the project.

Banks as a rule do not look with much
favor upon theatre properties and any
mortgage taken by them is likely to be

• based nrincioally upon the value of the
land. The balance of the funds neces-

sary over and above the owner's own in-

vestment should be raised through the

sale of stock in the enterprise. In order
to make such a sale successful, our ad-
vice to owners has been that they should
make it attractive through participating
features which would enable the investor
to participate in the profits.

The knowing investor is not going .to

become a partner in an enterprise of the
character of a small theatre, in order to
obtain just a fair interest return. There
are so many investments better secured
or with less hazard in which he can place
his money and get such a return, that
it takes the prospect of a larger return
in order to induce him to put his monev
into theatre enterprises. Many owners
in their desire to keep for themselves all

of the profit have failed to appreciate this

angle, with the result that their financial

plans have failed.

Financing Comes Before Building

A number who have come to us have
made the mistake of starting their thea-
tres, relying on the sale of stock to
finance the entire cost. Almost invari-
ably such plans have failed with results
ver>- disastrous to both the owner and
the people who did purchase stock. An
owner should be certain that his financing
has been completed before starting his

building. I feel it is a great mistake to
try to finance it without getting a mort-
gage for whatever amount is possible,
even though it be comparatively small,
for it is a certainty that it is easier to

raise money on a mortgage no matter
what the amount might K e, than it would
be to sell an equal amount of stock.
There are today throughout the coun-

try a great manv companies who do not
purchase outright stock issues, but who
have worked up sales organizations which
handle the sale of the stock. It is mv
feeling that an ower is likelv to be more
successful in marketing his stock if he
can "^et such an organization to handle
it. than he will be if he tries to sell :t

through his own sales efforts.

We have found that a rather common
mistake which has been made is that of

offering stock for sale on the installment

plan. Unless arrangements can be made
with a bank in advance to discount the
notes, this plan is whollv unadaptable
as it is necessary to have the funds come
in faster than they come in under the

partial payment plan.

Local Merchants a Source

We have found that in a great many
cities theatre owners have been able to

get quite a little support from local bus-
iness men and merchants, who would
profit by having a fine new theatre in the

town, and I think the possibility of suc-

cess would be much greater if these men
could be lined up before the stock is gen-
erally offered to the public.

If prominent business men and mer-
chants can be lined up it is very helpful

and we have found some propositions

where these men have been given a good
bonus of Common Stock to get behind
such an enterprise where they have also

agreed to act as directors, so that it

gives the company standing and the in-

vestor feels that he h?s some very re-

sponsible men of the community looking

out for his interest.

Urges Participating Features

In conclusion I would sav that the
principal mistake that most owners have
made, has been in trying to keep the

whole thing for themselves and not per-

mitting the investor and others whose
support would be valuable, to participate

in whatever profits might accrue. This
has repeatedly shown itself to be a short

sighted rolicv and one which will not
wcrk in financing theatre enterprises.

Stars Indicate

Better Theatres

In order that exhibitors may
readily distinguish the issue of Ex-
hibitors Herald in their files which
contains the Better Theatres sec-

tion, attention is called to the fact

that this issue will contain two
stars on the "backbone" of the
book. Better Theatres will be pub-
lished every fourth week and its

authoritative treatment of theatre
construction, equipment and dec-
oration makes it a valuable refer-

ence volume on these subjects.
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Defies Ancient Theatre Building Tradition

Panorama of auditorium of the Majestic, Houston, Tex., designed by John Eberson. On the left the proscenium represents

an Italian palace and pergola. On the right is represented a terraced garden and temple. Graduated colored lighting effects,

casting light from coves up to ceiling and properly placed automatic cloud machines together with electrical twinkling stars

create a perfect illusion of a Mediterranean sky going from bright daylight to a soft moonlight.
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Architectural Tradition Is Defied
in Houston Theatre Design

T~\ EVOLUTIONARY developments in theatre design have been few since

/~Y the beginning. Unquestionably the most innovational is the Majestic,

Houston, Texas., designed by Architect John Eberson, Chicago. Here is

introduced a daring auditorium treatment—separate and distinct treatment

having been applied to each side of the proscenium. Acoustics, a major prob-

lem, has been solved, according to Mr. Eberson, who states that the type of
structure he has designed in the Majestic is less costly tlian the more convene
tio)ial theatre building and several months' operation liave proved it entirely

successful. Views of the Majestic are published on another page. Following is

Mr. Eberson's description of the theatre, the concluding installment of which,
dealing with constructional phases of the house, will appear in the next issue

of Better Theatres.

BYJOHN EBERSON
THE new Majestic theatre is located

on the southeast corner of Rusk and
Travis streets, Houston. Texas, and

occupies a lot facing 124' on Rusk street
and 153' on Travis street. The theatre
proper is 96' wide and 153' deep. Store
and office portions of this building face
Travis street and are 28' deep.
A seating capacity of approximate^-

2200 seats, of which 1400 are on the main
floor and the balance in the balcony has
been provided. The stage is 83' wide and
measures 30' from the curtain line to the
back wall.

The proscenium opening is 42' wide
and 31' high with the riggin loft 63' above
the stage floor level. The entire struc-
ture is fireproof, executed in concrete
steel and brick masonry with a terra
cotta facade.

Revives Roman Architecture

Architectural treatment is in Italian
Renaissance and due to the character
of arrangement and equipment, this au-
ditorium is suitable. for all kinds of the-
atrical entertainments, legitimate vaude-
ville and picture play.
The conception and plan of the archi-

tectural treatment is a strictly Italian
Renaissance exterior executed in glazed
pulsichrome terra cotta for main body
and rich polychrome glaze in ornament
and enrichments, strictly representative of
modern revival and rebirth of antique
and classic Roman architecture.

Lobbies and foyers are executed with
modified replicas of ornament and shape,

Foyer of the Majestic showing vaulted
ceiling and circular arches

typical of the work introduced by S.

Miniato and Xicollo Pisano.
The auditorium proper represents a

conception of an Italian garden under
Mediterranean sky, featuring a moonlight
night.

History of Renaissance

Italian Renaissance, or as the Italian
calls it, "Rinascita," is a distinct develop-
ment in human culture, especially in the
building art, and it is the Italian artist

and architect who first established the
rejuvenation of antique art and Roman
architecture. The remains of old Rome,
such as the Coliseum, the Pantheon and
the Colonades, form the quarry from
which much of the material for the
Renaissance buildings were extracted.
During the fifteenth century the popes

were temporal princes and great patrons
of art and learning, and splendid new
palaces and churches were erected, and
the decoration of old ones was carried

on by famed and eminent painters, such
as Perruzi, Raphael and Michael Angelo.
A school was created for artists and
workmen who afterwards spread abroad
the style of Renaissance in other parts

of Italy and beyond.

Modern Treatment Introduced

True to this style and school of ar-

chitecture, and studying the many splen-

did examples of this art, the Majestic
was designed with a facade using largely

the classic orders in an attempt to con-
form to the correctness and ideas of

Roman architecture. The classic char-
acter of the front elevation, however,
is softened by an adoption of the more
modern Italian tile roof and cornice treat-

ment, now found so commonly in

Florence.
Decorations, such as carving and sculp-

ture in collected masses, were executed
in color reflecting the custom' of artists

during the Renaissance period and re-

viving Fresco paintings and the appli-

cation of color of the outside of build-

ings.

John Paulding, sculptor, prepared the

model for the frieze design.

Outlines Decorative Motifs

The entrance lobby has a faience tile

floor, imported violet marble wainscoting
and a richly ornamented coffer ceiling

with motifs taken from the Villa Cam-
biaso, and doorheads from one of the

big galleries of St. Peter's Cathedral in

Rome.
The foyer has a vaulted ceiling and

circular arches resting on pilasters all

very highly ornamented and executed in

motifs of design found in the portals

and corridors in the ducal palace at

Entrance lobby of the Majestic, showing
faience tile floor, violet marble wains-
coting and richly ornamented coffer
ceiling.

Lrbino. Like designs are carried out in
the exit lobby.
The art gallery has a faience tile floor

with marble base. A coffered and paneled
ceiling is decorated in flat ornament in
motifs found in buildings in Southern
Italy where Moorish Spanish influences
have made themselves felt during cer-
tain periods of the development of the
Italian Renaissance.

In the main reception tunnel of the
balcony is a plain vaulted ceiling and
handsomely decorated pilasters with
panel ornament taken from a fifteenth
century portal of a building at San
Bernardino.

Proscenium Treated in Variety

The men's smoking room is executed
with a mosaic tile floor and wainscoting
and a vaulted ceiling modified from
faience style.

An unique feature of the auditorium
treatment is the treatment of the pros-
cenium arch. The proscenium arch
proper was conceived as a triumphal arch
supported on columns and roofed with
a Roman tile roof and stone balustrade.
The arch is shaped by the use of span-
drels and the soffit of the heavy tile roof
is richly ornamented with polychrome
carvings.
The two sides of the proscenium arch

are not treated symmetrically, which is

an unusual feature. Acoustic properties
of the auditorium and the necessary
symmetry have been taken care of how-
ever, by the sweep of the main ceiling
and the background of the proscenium
arch and the building treatment given
same.

Auditorium Sides Differ

You will find on the left side of the
auditorium an Italian palace facade with
a grilled roofed shelter on top. On the
right hand side you will find a terraced
roof garden with a small temple building.
The flat pitch tile roof of the palace

on the left is typical of the Renaissance
in Florence. The balustrade effects of
the terrace garden and the roof over
the triumphal arch were borrowed from
samples of palatial architecture in Venice.
The cupola of the temple and its treat-

ment were modeled after the many ex-
amples of architecture found at Milan.
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Pavia and Certosa. Openings to the

boxes, representing entrances through
the palace garden walls, are Ponzello

arches, and the doorheads of the stone

gateways through the garden walls which
form the side of the auditorium, both

in the balcony and on the lower floor,

have cornice and pilaster treatments

similar to those found in the palace of

Gambaro at Genoa.

The inside of the. soffits, and all of the

little temples and garden houses, are

executed in richly carved stucco highly

colored. The little temple on the sunken
garden was suggested by the holy vault

of the Cathedral in Lucca.
Grilles at the windows of the palace

on the left again show Spanish-Moorish
influences.

Famous Works Reproduced

Consoles and brackets, used as supports

for various doorheads and arches, show
details which are exact replicas of stucco

and carved stone brackets found in

Florence in the palace of Gondi.

Pilaster ornament of the great columns,
and pilasters supporting the triumphal
arch, are reproductions of carvings of

a collection of reproduced pilasters ot

the Academy of Fine Arts in Verona.
Door friezes of main auditorium doors

were copied from the friezes of the doors

of the palatial palace at Urbino. The
same palace facade also furnished motifs

for spandrels and shields shown in the

terra cotta elevation of the theatre.

Beyond the study of examples of archi-

tectural art mentioned above, the writer

did not deviate or wander, and to one
who is inclined to study detail, it will be
interesting to find the co-relation of de-

tail as adapted to the exterior and in-

terior of this building, which detail was
carried down to the treatment of faience

floor design, hardware and painted orna-

ment.
All of the theatre interiors were deco-

rated in rich polychrome, and the struc-

tural features of the interior of the audi-

torium which was designed to represent

an exterior, has been cleverly high-lighted

to make the illusion perfect.

Ceiling Represents Sky

The installation of a very elaborate

and special lighting system has made it

possible to add to this illusion the deep
blue sky; the glowing firebrands and
urns resting on doorheads; wall copings;
balustrades; the slow moving clouds;

the stereopticon effect moonrise; the

twinkling stars; the sunset effect up oyer
terrace garden; the warm glow coming
from the interior of garden houses,

palace interiors and the temple, and a

perfect system of lighting stairs and
aisle floors for the use of special floor

lights without disturbing the general

lighting effects.

The small temple in the terrace gar-

den has a ceiling treatment which is a

miniature reproduction of the ceiling of

the Pantheon in Rome.
Modified caryatides, sculptured human

female figures arc used as column sup-

ports for the pergola which houses the

two main ramps leading from the art

gallery to the balcony.
Caryatides are traditional, and ^ are

taken to represent the women of Caria

who stood with the Persians against the
Greeks and were made slaves.

Organ Chimes in Peristyle

The peristyle which is a range of col-

umns surrounding the small temple and
supporting its roof, contains the chimes
belonging to the organ equipment, and
also has provided a singer's platform.

Rustications of the stonework of the

palace and garden walls, are formed with

recess joints, all as found in Renaissance
buildings in Florence.
The rich red background of the span-

drel, which is the triangular space be-

tween the curve of the triumphal arch

and its square enclosure, is a King color

of the stone decorations of all of the

exterior buildings.

The entire decorative scheme of the ex-

terior ornaments on buildings is at-

tempted in Fresco style, a term applied

originally to painting on a wall while the

plaster is still wet.

(This is the first of a scries of two articles on

the Majestic Theatre. The second will appear

in Better Theatres for June.)

Building Costs High
In Chicago and N. Y.

Projects which it is estimated entotal

an outlay of $7 r>,000,000 in Chicago and
approximately $100,000,000 in New York
are being held up because of the high

cost of labor and materials, according to

a survey made at these points. Wages of

labor has been found one of the big items

in construction costs in these cities. It is

generally believed, however, that prices

of materials have reached their peak.

The steel situation is cited by several

prominent architects and builders as be-

ing the most serious factor.

Better Theatres

Advisory Staff

In order to render its readers as-

sistance on various problems of
equipment and construction that arise

from time to time, Better Theatres
has obtained the cooperation of the

individuals and associations listed

following in this work.
Through the cooperation of this

advisory staff this department feels
that it has allied itself with sources

of expert knowledge on virtually

every phase of theatre building and
furnishing and is able to offer the-

atre owners a valuable service in pro-
viding information and answers on a
wide range of subjects of a general
nature.

FRANK CAMBRIA, Director of Art and
Production, Balaban & Katz Theatres.

E. B. CRESAP, Secretary. National Asso-
ciation of Fan Manufacturers.

LEO E. DWYER. President. Motion Pic-
ture Equipment Dealers of America.

JOHN EBERSON, Architect.

W. S. HAYS, Secretary. National Slate
Association and The National Federa-
tion, Construction Industries.

F. J. HUSE. Chief Engineer, Hollow
Building Tile Association.

JOSEPH KAUSAL. Chief Electrician.
Maintenance Division, Balaban & Katz
Theatres.

A. C. LISKA, Remodeling.

E. M. LURIE. Assistant to Commis-
sioner, Associated Metal I.ath Manufac-
turers.

VIRGIL C. MARANI, M. Am. Soc. C. E.,
Chief Engineer, The Gypsum Industries.

HENRY L. NEWHOUSE, Architect.

FRANK E. PLOWMAN, Theatre Light-
ing.

GEORGE L. RAPP. Architect.

GEORGE W. REPP, Service Division.
American Face Brick Association.

R. L. SIMMONS, Architect.

NORMAN M. STINEMAN. Assoc. Mem.
American Society of Civil Engineers,
Portland Cement Association.

MAX Y. SEATON, Technical Director.
National Kellastone Company.

WESLEY TROUT. Projection Engineer.

Dainty and comfortable furniture has been installed in the women's rest room at the
Majestic, Houston, Tex.

Tells How He Cut
Light Bill $20

R. G. Ledbetter, manager of
Saenger's Yazoo theatre, Yazoo
City, Mississippi, in a communica-
tion to this department tells how
he reduced his lighting bill $20 per
month. His suggestion follows:

"I will start off by saying that I

was an operator for seven years,
and in my travels I found that most
every theatre had a bad system of

wiring. That is, they had the
machine room motors and house
lights hooked up together.

"Some do not know it but if you
put the motors on a separate cir-

cuit from the house lights you will

find a big difference in the lighting

bill. Just recently I changed mine
and it reduced the light bill on an
average of $20 monthly.

"Just ask your light plant if it

isn't cheaper to have your arc and
motors on a separate circuit, using
two meters, one for each circuit."

R. L. LEDBETTER.
Saenger's Yazoo,

Yazoo City, Miss.
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Sanitary Phases of the Theatre
—Their Importance
By HERMAN N. BUNDESEN, M. D.

Health Commissioner, City of Chicago

I AM glad to comply
with the request of the

editor of the Exhibitors

Herald to give in a short

article my views on the

importance of sanitation

in theatres.

I think also I may safely

assume that the readers of

this publication are pretty

familiar with the fact that

the department of health

has been responsible for

putting good air into the

"movies." Also it has been
responsible for doing some
other things regarding the
equipment and manage-
ment of motion picture
theatres which have con-
tributed to the comfort,
health and safety of the
patrons of these very pop-
ular places of amusement.

Says Film Theatres .Lead

One of the gratifying
things that I have to note
in connection with the de-
velopment of the motion
picture industry—and it

certainly is an industry—is the fact that
the average "movie" playhouse now in
point of sanitary equipment exceeds per-
haps any other place of public assembly;
and this would include not only the regu-
lar, theatres but lodge halls, and even
our churches.

In the early days of the motion picture
theatre they were, as a rule, installed in

ordinary business rooms with no ventila-
tion possible on account of the fact that
the object screen in the rear and the
projecting machine in the front made it

impossible to get good air in or bad air
out. It was not long, however, until these
conditions, constituting in themselves so
serious a menace to the health of the
public, forced the department of health
to attempt some means of regulation and
with the result that theatres of this class
were soon abandoned and were replaced
by others of far superior
type in every way.

It is only fair to the
managers of these theatres
to say that in most in-

stances they were quick to
realize that their places,
from a standpoint of sani-
tation, were almost crim-
inally bad and they met in
a spirit of splendid co-
operation the efforts of
the department of health
to put them on a better
health basis.

Lauds Chicago Exhibitors

Public health officials

realize that in times when
there is an outbreak of the
epidemic diseases, like in-
fluenza or poliomyelitis,
all places of public assem-
bly are regarded as being
places where diseases of
this kind are spread. In

.fact, the department of
health has gone so far as
to ask and enlist the co-
operation of the theatre

Sanitation and cleanliness prevails in this woman's washroom of the

Majestic theatre, San Antonio, Tex. This feature of the theatre

is one that should be given utmost consideration Dr. Bundesen
points out in his article herewith.

managers of Chicago in the proper con-

duct of their places during outbreaks of

this kind. It is only fitting to them I

should make my due acknowledgment to

the managers of the theatres of the city

of Chicago for the splendid and whole-
hearted way in which they have cooper-

ated with the department of health along
these lines.

There is, however, a sanitary side to

theatre construction and management
that I am constrained as a health officer

to believe has not been given the attention

which it in importance deserves. I refer

now to what would be called regular sani-

tary equipment, in the way of toilets, lava-

tories, towel supply and other conveni-
ences that contribute not only to the

comfort of the patrons of places of this

kind, but more especially to the profes-

sional people who are employed therein.

Another view of room above. Note modern plumbing fixtures and
other sanitary equipment.

In this connection, I would
refer,_too, to the lighting

and ventilation of the
dressing rooms for the

performers. Some of these

are tucked away in cubby
holes under the stage and
are simply, from a stand-

point of sanitation, vile.

This criticism, however,
would apply perhaps with
more force to the older

theatres than to those that

have been built recently
where both the building
department and the de-
partment of health have
demanded that ample
facilities as to light, ven-
tilation and toilet facilities

be provided. It is unfor-
tunate, however, that
building and plumbing
regulations do not specifi-

cally cover these require-
ments and that whatever
standards of excellence
along these lines have been
reached have been due to
the vigilance of the in-

spection service of the
department of health.

Sees Profit in Right Equipment

I have noticed that in some of the re-
cently constructed outlying theatres the
managers have gone to unusual lengths
in providing sanitary equipment for their
theatres, not only for the people who
work in those theatres, including the per-
formers, but also the attendants, and in
addition they have not forgotten those
things which contribute so much to the
comfort and safety of the patrons. These
features, I have noticed, include rest-
rooms with a maid in charge to take care
of children while their mothers are at-
tending the performance. All these seem
to me to be steps along right lines. Also
they appeal to me as being, from a strictly
monetary standpoint, excellent invest-
ments; I mean by this, that they will pay

big dividends on the money
invested. Patrons of places
of public amusement are
quick to observe and ap-
preciate the things that
have been done for their
comfort and safety, and
the theatre that can offer
the most along these lines
is the theatre that, in my
judgment, will get the
business.

Perhaps it would be safe
to say that in Chicago, as
well as in other large
cities, the sanitary require-
ments in theatre construc-
tion and management are
of the highest standard.
This does not mean that
there is no room for im-
provement. It only means
that we are working along
right lines and still striv-
ing for higher standards
in the things that may be
done to make playhouses
of every kind and char-

(Concluded on page XXII)
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Views of three West Coast Theatres, neighborhood houses. Left to right is the rest room of the Paramount; interior of the

California and a lobby section of the Circle. This organization operates more than 100 theatres cn the Pacific Coast and
has seven in course of construction at the present time.

How a Big Circuit Selects
Its Theatre Sites

In the following article, Clem Pope, director of publicity for West Coast

Theatres, Inc., tells hon' his organization, which operates more than 100

theatres, analyzes prospective sites for new playhouses.

Mike Gore

THE definition of that much-abused
word "showmanship" is, today, some-

what different from the time when a blare

of trumpets, a

freak offering de-

signed to fool the

public, served to

cover a multitude

of theatrical sins

under the cloak of

showmanship.
West Coast

Theatres, Inc., a

California institu-

tion, is today the

fastest growing
organization of its

type in the world.

Formed two years

ago, the growth in

the past few
months has been nothing short of phe-

nomenal.
Back of that growth is a story of per-

sonalities, the personalities of half a

dozen men, M. Gore, A. L. Gore, Sol

Lesser, Adolph Ramish, the executives

of West Coast Theatres, Inc.. Harry C.

Arthur, general manager, and David Ber-

shon, booking manager.

Divides City in Sections

M. Gore is the executive who selects

the sites for the new theatres, who studies

the conditions of the prospective neigh-
borhood and who finally chooses the lo-

cation for the new theatre to bear the

blue and gold trade-mark of the organ-
ization.

Territories are not chosen at random.
What is back of the territory, what there

is in the neighborhood to warrant a the-

atre of the type sponsored by West Coast
Theatres, Inc., is thoroughly considered.
M. Gore divides the city in three sec-

tions. First, the poorest section, next the

section of small home owners and last

the richer neighborhoods. Each of these
divisions is again subdivided. For in-

stance, the second classification may also

include the better type of apartment house
and the latter section may include the

more exclusive type of apartment hotel.

Traffic conditions in Los Angeles play
an important part in the choice of loca-

tions for the traffic of this city is out of
all proportion to its size, due, no doubt
to the influx of cross-country tourists

and the well-advertised climate.

Some Angles Considered

From every angle the prospective lo-

cation is studied. Is it near a school?
Near street car lines? Do children have
to cross street car tracks to get to the

theatre? Is a traffic officer stationed at

the nearest corner? Are the residents of

the neighborhood of the type who do not

enjoy going to the larger theatres down-
town on account of the street car ride?

Are many automobiles owned in the

neighborhood. Approximately what per-

centage of houses in the neighborhood
have garages? Are they for the use of

the resident or does the resident rent the

car to some one else?

Are the residents salaried people, home
owners, renters or tourists? Judging by
past performances, what class of enter-

tainment would they most appreciate?

What competition would the theatre have

if it were erected? Is there a local news-
paper in the neighborhood? Are real

estate values increasing or is the neigh-

borhood at a standstill? Is there a va-

cant lot that may be rented for auto

parking? If not, how many side streets

may be used for auto parking?
Is the location alive after six o'clock in

the afternoon or is it dead? Where are

people in the habit of going for their

amusement? These are but a few of the

questions taken into consideration and
the situation when fully reported would
cover many pages.
There are many financial angles, build-

ings, cost of property and other ques-

tions, most of which are handled by one

of the best known and shrewdest financial

men on the Pacific Coast, Adolph
Ramish.
To fully enumerate the methods em-

ployed by M. Gore in choosing a location

would be impossible. . No two neighbor-

hoods are exactly alike. Every neighbor-

hood has its own problems. They must
be thoroughly considered.

No Conditions Alike

That is why the many houses that were
barely able to struggle along became
successful when taken over by West
Coast Theatres, Inc. Nothing is left to

chance or to snap judgment. Everything
is considered from a scientific angle, as
near as possible. No personal reason is

allowed to enter the situation. Only the

facts, untinged by personal likes or dis-

likes are considered.
In many places where theatres have

been erected by West Coast Theatres,
Inc.. the work of operating the theatre
starts long before the first earth is turned
for the foundation. The local political

and religious situation is considered and
"blue law" advocates are given proper
consideration. The publicity is started

and the entire situation thoroughly
threshed out and understood before

actual construction work is started.

Success Is Assured

So, with all these angles considered,

with every available bit of information

concerning the neighborhood at the com-
mand of M. Gore, the chances are heavily

in favor of the theatre being a paying

proposition and a strong link, instead of

a weak one in the chain of the fastest

growing organization in the country

lodav.

Theatre Contracts
Awarded Last Month

Contracts awarded for theatres and the-

atre building construction, and covering

only a portion of the country, show that

the following awards were made during

the month of April in the territories

indicated

:

District Xn. Proj. Sq. Feet Cost

New York . . 6 57,200 $375,000

Boston 3 47,800 137,900

Philadelphia 6 16,900 113,000

Pittsburgh . . 4 20,600 109,000

Chicago 7 29,800 252,000

Minneapolis . 1 5,000 20,000

Atlanta 2 8,200 24,800

Total 29 185,300 $1,031,700

These figures are compiled by the F.

W. Dodge Company, New York, and

cover only the territories indicated.
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Designing the Theatre to Make
Every Seat "Pay"

(An Interview With GEORGE L. RAPP of Rapp & Rapp, Theatre Architects)

ARCHITECTURAL principles exem-
plified in such theatres as the Chi-

cago and Tivoli in Chicago, the B. F.

Keith houses in Cleveland, and the Cap-
itol in St. Paul, are just as applicable

to smaller and less pretentious houses,

according to George L. Rapp. of the firm

of C. W. and George L. Rapp, Chicago,
designers and builders of the above the-

atres and more than 150 others of almost
equal importance.
How the Rapp architectural firm has

acquired its enviable position in theatre

and theatre-office building construction is

an interesting story, because, through it

all you can trace the development of an
idea, or an ideal.

Study Actions of Audiences

The Rapps' first experience with thea-

tre design was in 1902. The theatre was
the Majestic in Chicago. Their problem,
and the place to solve it, were given them
by Charles E. Kohl, a leading show man
of his day. The problem was to seat

2,000 people in a theatre in such a man-
ner that each would feel contented with
his seat. The answer was sought in the

lobbies of theatres, among the people
who actually attended. Night after night

the architects and the theatre manager
stood in play houses then famous, watch-
ing the expressions and listening to com-
ment as the crowds of theatregoers
passed in and out.

And so it was really out of this early

experience that the Rapps formulated the

ideas which have reached such high de-

velopment and perfection in our modern
theatres.

Principles Which Are Followed
The principles which one will find ap-

plied to the many Rapp-built theatres,

simply stated, are the following:

People want a clear, direct view of
the stage. This requires the elimination

of all pillars and columns, substituting

therefore the elliptical shaj>c construc-

tion. ,

The purchaser of the cheapest ticket

dislikes the feeling that he is isolated

From the main floor lobby of the Chicago
theatre, Chicago, the patron has a view
of the entre-sol, the first, second and
third foyers of the balcony, thus estab-
lishing a feeling of intimate contact
with other sections of the theatre.

from the rest of the auditorium. And
so there has been introduced broad and
gradually ascending staircases leading

up from lofty and imprcssiz-c lobbies,

niaking the way to the upper levels of
the auditorium attractive and inviting.

People go to the theatre to live an
hour or two in the land of romance.
And so it is that the sophisticated thea-

tregoer is taken up on Rapp & Rapp s

magic carpet and set down suddenly in

a celestial city of gorgeous stage set-

tings, luxurious drapes, and enchant-

ing music. The atmosphere of a king's

palace should be created to stimulate
the imagination of all who come within
its doors.

Rapp & Rapp may be said to owe their
present eminence as theatre architects to
the fact that they are the pioneers in de-
signing and arranging the entrances and
auditoriums in such a manner as to give
the patrons, no matter in what section
of the house they may be seated, a feel-

ing of intimate contact with the stage and
all sections of the auditorium. Investi-
gation proved to them that theatregoers
patronizing the balconies and gallery,

with their entrances apart from the main
entrance, were ofttimes made to feel that
they were entirely segregated from the
rest of the audience. In consequence,
when the main floor and boxes were filled

large sections of the balconies and the
gallery remained unoccupied, which rep-
resented a huge and unnecessary loss to

the proprietors.

Overcome Balcony Objections

How well they overcame the former
aversion of patrons to the upper sections
is splendidlv exemplified in the case of
the Chicago and Tivoli theatres, Chicago,
« hose orchestra floors and balconies art
equally patronized day and evening. On
entering either one of these structures
patrons find themselves in a lofty, impos-
ing and beautifully decorated lobby run-
ning across the front and leading into
three promenade foyers which face it, one
above the other, and which extend around
the sides of the auditorium, giving the
main or orchestra floor a foreign
I -shaped plan. The promenade foyers,

which are wide and spacious, luxuriously
furnished and their walls hung with
works of art, are reached from and in full

view of the lobby by means of a series

of wide, imposing and gradually ascend-
ing staircases which are flanked on both
sides by imposing columns.
Upon entering the auditorium from the

various upoer foyers one finds himself
emerging into a spacious balcony des-

(Concluded on page XXVI)

Left: Tivoli theatre, Chicago, looking toward entre-sol which shows different levels all approached by gradual stairs and ramps.
Another view of Tivoli. Turning to the left the patron steps into the entre-sol boxes. Proceeding up but a few steps brings
him to the front part of the balcony. The gradual, easy and luxurious approach to higher levels has overcome the aversion of

patrons to the upper section.
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Proposed Theatres Show Tendency in Design

Plan aboVe by Boiler Brothers, architects,

for $joo,ooo Rockhill theatre and building

at Kansas City, Mo. Theatre will seat 1,920.

Theatre for Liberty Amusement Company . Oil City, Pa., designed 500 scat theatre for Nappanee, Ind., to cost

by J. P. Brenot. Cost $200,000; seating capacity 950. $30,000 designed by R. L. Simmons.

Design by Architect John J. Zink for the Takoma Theatre Corporation Playhouse. Takoma Park, D. C, which
will cost $100,000 and seat 1,000.
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Decorating and Furnishing the

Modern Theatre
By FRANK CAMBRIA

Director of Art and Production. Balaban & Kate Theatres

HOW shall I decorate and furnish ray

theatre to make it as attractive a

place as possible to my patrons is a ques-

tion often asked by a theatre owner.
The prob-

lem is indi-

v i d u a 1
—

both in its

p 1 a n n i ng
and execu-
tion.

The pa-
tron should
be viewed
in the light

of a guest.
The exhibi-
tor should
consider
himself the
entertaining
host. Dec-
oration and
furnish i n g
of a play-
house real-

ly begins
with this
concepti o n
of the thea-
tre's rela-

tion to its

patrons.
Be a

L stru dure
ever ' so costly in construction and engi-

neering, unless the surface decoration of
the interior is properly executed, it will

be for naught, as the decorating may
make a building appear cheap and inex-

pensive. More thought and a more suit-

able appropriation ought to be given

:oward that which the patrons see.

They cannot see construction but thev

:an see the film of beauty which is ap-
plied thereon.

Gives Fundamental Factors

Certain outstanding factors should be
;ept in mind in planning the theatre's

lecorative scheme. Warmth and mellow-
less—repose and charm should be one's

irst impressions upon entering a theatre.

The atmosphere should be one that is

nviting.

Elegance does not necessarily mean
•ver-elaboration. There is greater ele-

A section of the Tivoli theatre,
Chicago

gance in simplicity than in over-decorated
things.
Comfort should be and is the most im-

portant element in the decoration and
furnishing of any theatre, be it ever so
small or so large.

Ceilings should give the impression of
height and not be so constructed and dec-
orated as to hang heavily. They should
recede from one's height, eliminating the
impression of weight. The sky on a
bright day is the best simile of the proper
effect. Color plays an important part in

achieving this and to this end lighter and
more delicate tones should be apolied to
the ceiling than is used on. the walls.

There are many ways of treating the
side walls though frequently the decora-
tive scheme is governed by the style of
architecture.

Suggest Panels for Walls

A simple and rather inexpensive way
of making the walls interesting is by
using panels and filling these with a dec-
orated or painted satin or silk. These
panels naturally become points of inter-
est which arrest the eye pleasingly.
Framing of the panels as a rule should

^ view of the Chicago theatre illustrates the
jlecsing effect obtained with use of draperies.

A foyer in the Chicago theatre, showing harmo-
nious combinations in its furnishings and deco-

ration.

be in simple tones though this would be
governed by the scheme of theatre and
obviously it would be folly to lay down
any specific rules. After all. the charm
of the wall treatment depends on its sim-
plicity and peaceful soft coloring. Appro-
priate fixtures, accented by the color of the

shades, further enhance the walls.

Floor coverings and carpets are im-
portant details. These should be of a
nature that rest on the floor and give the
impression of stability and foundation
upon which one may walk with securitv.

A carpet that is fussy, light in color and
over decorated has a i.endency to give the
impression that it is not resting—but
rather floating. Unconsciously the mind
reacts unfavorably.
A heavy and thick carpet padding has

the tendency to make it feel softer to the
foot—like a grassy lawn. Padding re-

duces friction and adds to the life of the
carpet by keeping it away from direct

contact with the hard floor.

There is little or no saving in using
cheap carpets where the continuous
treading of feet is wearing away the nap.

Another pleasing view of a comer in the Chicago
theatre, emphasizing harmony in wall decorations

and furnishings.

Heavier and deeper naps double the life

of the carpet.
A number of factors should guide the

exhibitor in the selection of his furniture.
Comfort and restfulness are among the
first requisites.
Upholstering materials offer a splendid

opportunity for accents in the color
scheme of the room. Over-elaborateness
and that which breathes of the gaudy
should generally be avoided.

All furniture depends on the finish.

It either makes a piece beautiful or ruins
its artistic value. A glassy, varnish fin-

ish on any piece cheapens the quality of
the framework. It scratches easily and
shows the dust more readily, especially
where patrons walk constantly and the
dust is continually being lifted from the
floor.

Whether it be painted enamel furni-

ture or a stained finish, charm is always
added when the piece is either toned
or rubbed down to a softer finish.

Gold furniture has a tendency to look
cheap unless it is treated in a similar
manner—the gold leaf toned down with
glazes that soften the metallic effect.

Describes Furniture Types
Furniture for the men's waiting and

rest room should be of a heavier type
giving a manly and clubby appearance,
upholstered, probably in leather.

The women's rest room equipment
should be dainty and more genteel, giv-

ing an impression of a lady's own bou-
doir. Cane furniture is appropriate._ or
something upholstered with a dainty

damask. Obviously other essential

equipment includes such things as con-
sole and mirror of the best grade, prop-
erly placed and framed.

Draperies are an important feature of
many modern playhouses. Thev accent
color and give softness and richness to

an interior. Architectural lines of door-
ways and archways are usually distinc-

tively hard and draperies are the mediums
hv which these lines are softened to give
the room a livable quality. A drapery

scheme usually creates a more inviting,

soft and colorful atmosphere than where
none is used.

If the draoing scheme is in harmony
with the main color in the surroundings

(Concluded an page XXV)
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Save Cleaning Costs

!

ATTRACTIVE Cocoa Brush Door-
Mats, made by Heywood-Wake-

field, will thoroughly clean the shoes

of your patrons before they pass into

the house—preserving its neat appear-

ance even on the muddiest days.

1-
'i

The long cocoa brush fibres of Iley-

wood-Wakefield door-mats reach into

every part of the outside of the shoe,

cleaning them as mats of other mate-
rials cannot clean. Cocoa Brush Door-
Mats are closely woven and will lie flat

on the floor. They are practically in-

destructible. The name of your theatre

or other lettering may be woven into

your door-mat if you desire it.

Cocoa Brush aisle runners will keep
your theatre clean, save floors and
deaden footsteps of late-comers.

Write for New Catalog
and Price List

HEYWOOD WAKEFIELD CO.

New York Buffalo St. Louis

Chicago Philadelphia Kansas City

Baltimore Boston-Winter Hill Los Angeles

San Francisco Portland, Oregon

Electrical Phases
of the Chicago
By JOSEPH KAUSAL
Chief Electrician B. & K. Theatres

A GREAT many theatre owners from

various parts of the country visit

the Chicago theatre every year for the

purpose of inspecting this "wonder the-

atre of the world." Some of them are

interested in presentation and prologues

while others, naturally, arc interested in

the furnishings and equipment of such an

elaborate house.

From an electrical standpoint the Chi-

cago theatre is a revelation in modern

equipment. The current it uses is enough

to supply a town of 10,000 inhabitants.

This power comes from two sub-stations.

Both arc used but in, event that one

should fail the power from the other

would be sufficient, through cutting down
some of the load, which the public would
never notice, until repairs can be madfc.

Has 6,800 Ampere Capacity

This service has a capacity of 6,800

amperes entering the main board which
is equipped with 3-pole circuit breakers,

with distribution switches to various

branches such as general power, organ
power, operating room, foyer cabinets and
exterior cabinets for outside lighting, the

house main and stage main.
The house and stage main feed one

section of the remote control board which
is operated from a pilot board on the

stage that is 22 feet long and has 144

Cutler Hammer dimmers. All wiring to

the board is enclosed in a metal trough
10 feet in length, of my own design,

which has 350 circuits.

The remote board in the basement is

34 feet long, and the magazine panel,

which is in the rear of the dimmer bank
has 450 circuits. Throughout the audi-

torium is illuminated from coves in three

colors, the lights being operated from

the remote control board on the stage.

All lights throughout the foyers, lobby

and exteriors are controlled from the

main floor by remote control buttons and

are pilot-lighted at this point.

Big Stock Is Carried

Our maintenance and construction de-

partment is divided into three rooms: a

lamp and stock room, work shop and the

sign letter room. More than l.">,000

lamps are generally carried in stock and

the reason for this big number is readily

apparent when it is known that there are

2.500 in the big sign which spells

"Chicago": 1,200 lamps on the facade;

580 in the canopy and 2,2^0 on the at-

traction board. Still another sign on

Lake street takes 900 lamps.
Naturally one of our big items i? the

dipping of lamps the particular colors to

be used depending upon the nature of

the performance. In dipping lamps we
use four cans containing the coloring,

working so that by the time the fourth

lamp has been dipped the first one will

have stopped dripping. The rack hold-

ing the lamps will accommodate about

150 at one time. Before dipping the

lamps are washed with an acid—or lye

can be successfully used for this purpose.

Letters and lamps for the attraction

board are cleaned and painted ever)'

week. About 700 letters are carried in

stock and about 350 are used each week

on the attraction sign. In each of these,

there are at least six 10-watt lamps.
Inspections throughout the house are

made twice during each performance and
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there are few, if any, of the lamps ever
out.

Every few weeks we receive from four

to five hundred flashlight batteries from
other Balaban & Katz theatres, which we
recharge on a rack that I have devised.

Eighteen of these batteries can be re-

charged at one time and they can be re-

charged five or six times before they
finally give out.

Another interesting feature of our
equipment is the signal system for ushers
which is operated from storage batteries,

one set recharging while the other is

discharging.

Rules on Open Air
Hall Over Theatres

The building code recommended by the
National Board of Fire Underwriters with
reference to roof gardens and auditoriums
over theatres says:
"A roof garden or open air auditorium

may be constructed above a fireproof

building used for theatrical purposes. Such
roof garden or open air auditorium shall

have not less than sixty per cent of its

total floor area open to the sky without
a roof, except that a cover of glass and
metal skylight construction may be pro-
vided, and no part of its seating floor, or
space upon which seats migh be placed,

shall be at greater height than 90 feet

above the curb level -t the main entrance
to the building. The total capacity of

such roof garden or open air auditorium
shall not exceed 750 persons. The con-
struction shall be fireproof.

"The size of entrance and exits, cor-

ridors and stairways shall be fifty per
cent greater than the corresponding re-

quirements for theatres where the orches-
tra floor is at or about the street level,

i If an audience is to be assembled in the
theatre, at the same time as in the open
air auditorium or roof garden above, then
the provisions for entrance and exit re-

quired for the latter shall be entirely

distinct from and in addition to the pro-

visions for exits and entrances, corridors

and stairways required for the structure

beiow."

New Projects

Eureka, Kan.—R. T. Ingels. builder

and contractor of Wichita, has drawn

I

plans for a two story theatre and office

building to cost $100,000 to be erected
here.

*

Dallas, Tex.—Permit for erection of a

;$100,000 theatre in Dallas has been
granted to John H. Yeargan, 504 Repub-
lic Bank Building and work has just

been started.

Centerville, la.—-Work will soon be
started on the new theatre here which
'will be erected by the management of
the Majestic theatre.

I *

Springfield, 111.—Plans have been ap-
proved for the new Chatterton theatre
to be erected at Sixth and Jefferson
street. The house will seat 1,000. Fred
T. Klein is architect.

*

North Chicago, 111.—Ground will be
broken soon for the $35,000 theatre to be
•rected here by Bernard Guerin, 675
Lenox avenue, YVaukegan, which will
tie leased by A. L. Childers of North
Thicago and J. R. Dromey of Chicago.

Burbank, Cal.—M. Spazier is consider-
ing building a $200,000 theatre in Bur-
iank.

Quality Proved

Through 97 Years
Heywood-Wakefield furniture has maintained
high standard of comfort and durability through
near a century of manufacture. The prefer-

ence for Heywood-Wakefield chairs in theatres,

grandstands, and other places of public assem-
bly is again borne out in the selection of such
seats for 15 out of 16 big league Baseball Parks.

The new Yankee Park has its boxes furnished
with Heywood-Wakefield chairs. Other parks
also equipped are:

Dayton, Ohio
Nauonal League Park, Cincinnati, Ohio

Polo Grounds, New York City
Allentown Fair Grounds, Allentown, Pa.

Oriole Park, Baltimore, Md.
Fenway Park, Boston, Mass.

Ebbets Field, Brooklyn, N. Y.
FWawaset Park, Wilmington, Del.

American Association, Milwaukee, Wis.
Carolina League, Raleigh, N. C.

Wooden chairs
Reed and fibre furniture

Baby carriages

Floor matting
Cocoa brush door mats

School desks

WAREHOUSES

Heywood-Wakefield Company
Bpltimore, Md.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Chicago, 111.

Kansas City, Mo.
Los Angeles, Cal.

Boston—Winter Hill.

New York, N. Y.
Philadelphia. Pa.
Portland, Ore.
San Francisco, Cal.
St. Louis, Mo.

REG.U.S.PAT. OFF
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Evolution of

Theatre Music
Perfume Device Attached to Organ Adds

to Realism of Film Scenes

Sketch giving idea how perfume attachment to organ is operated.

By the Observer

MUSIC as a necessary part of the mo-
tion picture program became appar-

ent as soon as the possiblities of pictures

were realized, but it is only lately that

real serious attention has been given to

the importance that lies in having the

right musical program for the picture.

During the early days of the cinema,
the music consisted of claptrap imitations

of the sounds that would naturally ac-

company the detailed action of the pic-

ture. Sandpaper was used to produce the

rolling sound of the sea breaking upon
the shore; clappers gave the noise of the

horses hoofs upon the hard pavement;
whistles were used for trains and steam-
ers; and other contraptions produced the
bark of a dog and other similar noises

that might enter into the action as it was
portrayed.

Old Music Soon Passes

That kind of music was short-lived, be-

cause it cheapened the picture. As the

industry developed, and more art was in-

jected into the staging of the scenes, the

development of the plot, the use of in-

genious methods to produce unusual ef-

fects, and the careful editing of the film,

it was realized that the biggest thing in

the motion picture was the tense feeling

and interest that the silent action of the
acts and actors produced. This new form
of drama created a responsive emotion in

the observer that could not be evoked by
the living reproduction. That emotion
came from the intensified attention that

A device that can be attached to any
theatre organ to perfume the theatre
while the organ is being played has been
invented by Raymond R. Taylor, Chicago.
A demonstration of the machine was given
bcTore a number of theatre owners in

the organ room of Lyon & Healy's music
store recently and was pronounced a suc-
cess. The theatre managers saw in it

great possibilities.

The purpose of the machine is to throw
out odors that correspond to the nature
of the picture. For ocean scenes, salt

the noiseless action created. Then the
industry became known as the "silent

drama."
Because of this, any attempt to make

the portrayal more realistic by the injec-

tion of individual sounds became offensive

to the observer, and detracted from the

air is used; a perfume corresponding tc

new-mown hay is used for country and
Autumn scenes, and incense and orienta
perfumes for dance. Eastern and similai

scenes.
The perfumes arc released by keys on

the console of the organ, which operaU
sprays that throw the perfume upon i

sheet of heated metal. Bellows then blow
the scented air over the theatre.

It is predicted that the device will

in general use in theatres within a short

time.

biggest asset of the picture itself—its

silence.

Describes "Restful" Music

The next step in the development of

music as an "aid" to the picture came
when the music was arranged to foster

and rest the emotional feeling produced
by the picture. In this kind of music, no
attempt is made to interpret the details

of the film. The only relation that it

bears to any particular part is that the

nature of it is in harmony with the gen-
eral nature of the picture as it changes
in its main points of feeling. For in-

stance, when the picture changes from
tragedy to comedy, the music changes
correspondingly, but never abruptly. It

is very bad form to cut off a piece of

music that is sad and sentimental and
plunge right into the strains of some
popular ragtime just because the picture

has suddenly changed from the sublime

to the ridiculous. The eye can enjoy such

a change but the ear cannot. In such

cases it is much better to continue the

original piece of music, speed it up it pos-

sible or soften it in tone making it fade

into silence. And then allow a pause and,

if the comedy continues as a main part

of the picture, start a ragtime rather slow

and soft at first.

The Music's Mission

The music should never be continuous.

It is the picture that is continuous. The
music is only used as an accompaniment:
as an aid in making the picture more ef-

fective; as a means of producing rest to

the nerves that might become strained by

the monotonous continued tension which

is liable to occur where the eye is fo-

cussed upon an object for a long period,

while every other organ is idle.

There are several principles that govern

the nature and scope of theatre music.

They are: the maximum income possibili-

ties; the locatiton of the theatre and the

class and nationality of the patrons; the

medium used for the production of the

music and the music program itself.

The problem differs, of course, accord-

ing to the size of the theatre, and ranges,

from the small country house that can-

not afford even a single musician to the

Visit Booth 116
AND

The New Bartola Showroom
Do not go home without having a first

hand impression of the wonderful Bar-
ton Orchestral Organ— finest of fine

music at the most reasonable cost.

Everybody Welcome—Booth 116, Coliseum
IIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMItl MIMIIIIIIIMIMItllMlllllltMIIHMII IHtftllltllllltUlllltltlltllMllf mi

Bartola Musical Instrument Co.
SHOWROOM AT

5 SOUTH WABASH AVENUE
CHICAGO



"Always hundred
per cent"—"Upkeep
next to nothing"—
"No repairs in six

years' use"—Dozens
of telegrams and
letters with similar

expressions are in

our files

Any Good Pianist Can
Quickly Learn!

Music that pleases your patrons

—

without cutting into your profits ! That
the Smith Unit Organ assures you.

With the usual complicated organ con-
sole, you must have an expert organist. When you
have a Smith Unit Organ, it is unnecessary to pay
out your profits in huge salaries to experts.

Any good pianist can quickly learn to play
the Smith Unit Organ in a manner that will

please your patrons. The unique arrangement
of stops, found only in the Smith console, gives

a simplicity of operation that is unequalled.

Upkeep Next to Nothing!
With the exception of occasional tuning, your

first cost is practically your last cost. Only the
highest quality of materials are used. Both
for enduring service and beauty of tone, the
Smith Unit Organ is unsurpassed.

In all parts of the country, owners say they
have spent scarcely a penny for repairs, even after
years of service!

Smith Unit Orchestral Organ
Guaranteed to give lasting satisfaction! Owners enlarging their

theatres or opening new ones always return for another Smith. Bring
to your theatre the same prestige the Smith has given to many others!

Write for FREE BOOK describing the Smith. Tell us the size of
your theatre— its seating capacity—and let us advise you as to the
size and type of organ needed, and the convenient terms which can be

arranged. MAIL COUPON TODAY! You incur no obligation.

LYON<r& HEAIY

Mail This Coupon for Particulars

Lyon & Healy
76-85 Jackson Blvd.
Chicago

I am interested in a new organ.
Please prescribe organ suitable

for our seating capacity.

| Seating capacity of my house is

I

I

EVERYTHING KNOWN
IN MUSIC

I

FOUNDED 1864 —
CHICAGO

My music consists of..

Name

Address

City

State
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large city theatre that spends hundreds
of dollars weekly for music.

Music in Small House

As an example, let us take the problem
of the small owner. His purpose in

furnishing music is primarily to popular-
ize his theatre and increase his box office

receipts. He should first estimate what
could be the maximum price of admission
his patrons would pay and what his pos-

sible maximum income could be. He
knows what his total expenses run to.

These figures will supply him with a fair

idea of how much he can spend on music.

As he cannot profitably employ a musi-
cian, he must look for his musical instru-

ment in the field of mechanical music.

There are on the market several makes
of roll-operated organs, orchestrions and
pianos, ranging in price from $900. to

$.i0,000. As his investment would not

exceed $1,000 his choice lies between a
small orchestrion and a reproducing up-
right piano. He will find that the piano,
if properly handled, will better suit the

needs of the picture, because it can be
operated to play more like hand playing
than the small organ or orchestrion.

Proper Rolls Important

The success of this form of music de-

pends almost entirely upon the proper
selection of the music rolls. The first

selection should contain classical numbers
that are generally popular, popular and
sentimental music, and some of the late

hits. The stock can be added to by the

latest numbers as they appear. This can

be done at a very nominal cost.

Lastly, there is the program. A good
overture using a roll played by one of the

nationally known pianists would be the

proper opening. The title and the name

of the artist could be flashed on the
screen. Do not have the theatre fully
lighted during the playing.
The music for the main picture must

be selected with care and would be gov-
erned by the nature of the story. Five
rolls would be ample. Study the picture
and divide it into five general divisions
and select rolls that would fit these di-
visions.

Play the light, ragtime or jazz music
mostly during the showing of the news
features. Be careful of the music for the
comedy. As a rule the audience is eagerly
looking for a chance to laugh then and
music if not suitable oftens detracts at-

tention, and kills the effect of the picture. I

As often as possible feature a special

musical program, using a good singer,

quartet or violin, cello or accordian
J

player.

Built especially for heavy theatre work

construction.

a marvel of technical

The New

page Organ
Places the whole world of artists at your command.

Played either manually or by ordinary piano rolls.

The highest class theatre organ possible to produce,

and the price is no higher.

Fastest speaking organ in the world.

Absolutely eliminates the sticking of contact points.

One of the most modern organ factories in the

world completely equipped to handle the most
exacting theatre requirements.

The Page Organ Company
Lima, Ohio

Special patented features found in no other theatre organ

Scenery Picture Sets

Draperies

Velour and Velvet Curtains

"Dependable Service"

NOVELTY SCENIC STUDIOS
220 West 46th Street New York

SOLD BY ALL
LEADING SUPPLY HOUSES

Send for descriptive booklet

KOLLMORGEN OPTICAL CORP.
35 Steuben St.. Brooklyn, N. Y.

We manufacture "Snaplite Jr." lenses
for portable projector machines

Questions on Music

"It" I buy one of the expensive organs
now on the market, paying for it on the
partial payment plan, will the natural
advertising value of the new instrument
hold my patrons over the period that will

elapse until I have paid off this indebted-
ness and can, therefore reinstall an orches-
tra as large as the one 1 will let go if

I buy the organ?"—H. N.
Answer: If you wish to add an organ

to your equipment without added outlay,

do so by cutting your orchestra. If your
present orchestra has nine musicians and
you cut it to five you will have from two
to three hundred dollars a week for the

organ. And if you purchase an organ at

$25,000 on the basis of 10 per cent down
and the balance over a period of three
years, you will have saved approximately
$6,000 at the end of that time.

"With business at such a stage that I

find it necessary to dispense at least tem-
porarily with my orchestra or seriously

cut down its man power, can I make Op
for the curtailment by proper use of an
organ and a competent organist? How?"
—W. W. R.
Answer: Do not dispense with your

entire orchestra. Cut it down to five

—

piano, first violin, banjo, cornet or saxo-

phone and traps. Install a medium sized

organ and engage a qualified organist.

This combination will give better results

than an expensive organ without an

orchestra and probably than a large or-

chestra without an organ. The saving

will depend on the size of your present

orchestra.

"Many of my patrons complain that my
leader runs too steadily to the heavy

stuff, "the classics," in his selection of

overtures. My reply that he does sc

because the remainder of the evening is

devoted to the lighter numbers and cut

stuff is not apparently adequate. How
can I overcome this sentiment?"—H. P
Answer: Your leader seems to hav<

failed to judge the musical level of you)

patrons. His classical stuff is too "high

brew." Suggest to him that he study tht

audience, and that he select a more popu

lar run of classics from the better knowr
operas and music masters.

Installs Theatre Organ
A unit organ has just been installed i'

the new Hayward theatre at Hayward
Cal. The George H. Leathurby Co
music dealers of San Francisco, receive

the order and made the installation. Th
(

same company recently furnished ai

organ for the new Richards theatre a

Modesto. Cal.
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CUTLEk^HAMMER EATRE DIMMERS

C-H Dimmer Plates are stacked
in rows and arranged accord-

ing to space available.

PLEASED AUDIENCES
In visiting prominent and successful theatres,—you

will always find that all factors, including beautiful light-

ing effects for stage and auditorium,—are laid out to

insure pleased audiences.

The public unconsciously are effected by the har-

monious blending of lighting effects which are produced

by C-H Theatre Dimmers. The best theatres and theatre

architects know this.

For the motion picture theatre—continuous duty
dimmer plates are made, designed to meet the long-hour

service required,—the product of engineers experienced
in electrical control for over a quarter-of-a-century.

THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFG. CO.
Works: MILWAUKEE and NEW YORK
Offices and Agents in Principal Cities

Northern Electric Co.. Ltd., Can.
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Ushering staff of the McVicker's theatre, Chicago. This picture was taken before the

force had received its new and handsome uniforms for summer wear.

Making Ushers a Builder
of Patronage

THE usher is indirectly a builder of

theatre patronage. Directly he is the
preserver of that patronage.

This is the belief of Joseph J. Mc-
Keown, chief of service at McYickers
theatre, Chicago, and the goal toward
which he is directing the usherial force
at the Jones, Linick & Schaefer house.

On the bulletin board in the ushers'
lounge room may be found this bit of

business psychology: "The most advanced
theory of modern business establishments
today is the fulfillment of two principles:

attract new patrons and then keep them
as 'regulars.' Politeness and service are
the natural mediums to this end."

Issues Weekly Service Sheet

There is something doing all the time
among McYickers ushers—things along
recreational lines as well as those which

foster pride in the institution. These
are announced with proper enthusiasm
in a weekly service sheet which Mc-
Keown issues.

Among his most recent stunts is the
inauguration of a "Thank You" contest
which is explained in the service sheet
as follows:

"Just to be different from the rest, we
are going to inaugurate a 'Thank You'
contest. We want more applause in the
form of 'Thank Yous' than W. Reming-
ton Welch receives for his organ solo.

Welch is giving us great odds, he is to
consume in equally divided periods, ap-
proximately thirty minutes a day against
our possible twelve or thirteen hours.
Everyone of us must do our 'all' every
second we're on the floor to round up
every possible 'Thank You.' Get a
'Thank You' out of everyone, if it's

necessary to open every door in this

castle, or turn down every seat, or run
down from the kino-booth level to check
a few trunks, or dash backstage ninety-
one times to ascertain the name of some
musical selection, or, or, etc. Don't lose

that 'Thank You' or give it to the other
fellow. Every day, in every way, the
total 'Thank S'ou' will be posted on the
bulletin board."

Winner Gets Day Off

The winner of the contest will be
given an entire Sunday leave of absence.

Returns show that "Thank You's" were
received in the following number: Law-
rence 979: Wirth 853; Ball 851; Magilner
834; Clifford 558; Morpeen 428; Berner
378, down to one member of the staff

who only garnered twelve.
Recently all floor men and ushers

who come in direct contact with the
public held a get-together and smoker,
the various members furnishing the en-
tertainment of a big program. In fall

the staff plans to give an elaborate dance
at one of Chicago's largest hotels. At
baseball team has just been organized.

Gets Away from "Job" Idea

"We are seeking to instill in the men
a genuine feeling of pride in the institu-
tion and their work," says McKeown.
"We want them to feel that they have
more than a 'job.' Under such condi-
tions it is readily possible to see that
ushers can form a real influence in in-

creasing and holding patrons."

Summer Remodeling

Early indications point that this sum
mer will witness an unusually extensivi

program of theatre remodeling. Approacl
of warm weather, competitor of the thea

tre with its lure of the outdoor, is a sig

nal to exhibitors that this counter-attrac
tion must be met by improvements in th

playhouse. Redecorating, refurnishing am
installation of new equipment will sooi

be under way at thousands of theatres.
Theatre remodeling took on new si

nificance last year and the scope of th

work became greatly enlarged. Such fac

tors as choice locations, cleared propert;

and an established clientele enjoyed b

the old theatres, in the face of stiff com
petition through erection of newer an'

larger theatres in their communitie
prompted widespread rebuilding of ol

playhouses throughout the country.

*

Fullerton, Cal.—Klein Realty Compan
has acquired property on West Commo
wealth avenue on which it is stated tha

either a large theatre or a combinatio
theatre and hotel will be erected.

When petty annoyance affects

the Box Office-
it isn't petty—
its dangerous

Theatres that free patrons from all annoyance are oustanding suc-

cesses. Here is the predominating secret of successful management
—yet hundreds of audiences sit in aisle light glare and are vastly

annoyed. The great pity is that many exhibitors do not realize it-
thinking that their aisle lights are all right.

World famous theatres—the biggest in Chicago—have torn out their

old aisle lights and put in Kausalites

because they are the only kind that

meet their standards of scientific

management.

The Kausalite
—

"the light without

a glare" can be immensely valuable

to your theatre by quickly ushering

your largest crowds and leaving them

comfortably seated.

Write for Booklet

Kausalite Manufacturing Co.
6143 Evans Avenue

Chicago - - Illinois

V ,
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Columbia Projector Carbons

produce a silent, steady,

brilliant, dependable light

Whether you are operating

on DC or AC
— at high amperage or low

amperage

— at high intensity or low

intensity

there's a ColumbiaTrim for

your operating conditions

— inquiries cheerfully answered

with full information

T

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, Inc.

Cleveland, Ohio San Francisco, CaL
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There Is ONE BEST WAY
to designate aisles, rest

rooms, smoking rooms,
lavatories, balconies, etc.

INTERIOR SIGNS

As important as ushers in

handling large crowds. The}"

cost less and never offend.

When lighted the effect is

that of softly glowing embos-
sed lettering on a deep black

background. Conveys de-

sired information in a dig-

nified, harmonious and effi-

cient manner.

SEND FOR ILI.l'STR.VI KD FOLDER

Frank E. Plowman Company
402 North Michigan Avenue CHICAGO

Good business in hot weather
You can do it

—

easily.

Make your house delightfully cool and
breezy all through the the sweltering,
hot summer months.

It will pull enough extra business to

pay for your Typhoon Cooling System
the first summer.

Proved in 2,000 other theatres.

The new Typhoon Booklet tells

you more. Write for a copy.

Typhoon Fan Company
ERNST GLANTZBERG, President

345 West 39th Street New York

BULL DOG
FILM CEMENT

ULLDOjJ "the old reliable"
"

I CEMENT^

Your Supply Dealer has It

TRAILERS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

E. FERRO
Motion Picture Titles

130 West 46th St. New York Citv

Sanitary Theatre Phases

By Herman N. Bundesen

{Concluded from page IX)

acter not only attractive, 1>ut sate for
those who patronize them.

Smaller Cities Can Improve

However, it is perhaps in the towns of
smaller size that such standards arc not
even being striven for, that conditions
are in many cases inexcusably bad, and
that people of towns of this kind who
patronize these theatres have not yet been
educated up to the point where they are
ruady to demand better conditions at a
price of withholding their patronage if

they arc not provided.
I hope that this brief article may be of

some value in a suggestive way along
these lines. The theatre owner in a town
of 20,000 people who provides for his
patrons a theatre that is immeasurably
ahead of any other theatre in that town as
to its sanitary equipment, can count with
perfect safety on getting the patronage
of that town and he will not need to
spend much money advertising the sani-
tary features of his playhouse. The peo-
ple who come once, will note and ob-
serve, go away and talk about it, come
again and bring their friends.

Advice As to Grounds

'The projectionist should fully under-
stand how to test lor ground," says Wes-
ley Trout, projection engineer. "He
should bear in mind that like poles repel
each other while unlike poles attract each
other; in other words, the negative polar-
ity is attracted by the positive polarity,
and vice versa, while the negative has no
attraction for the negative nor the posi-
tive for the positive.

"A ground is merely the current from
one polarity being attracted by the op-
posite polarity, through the ground of
some kind of a conducting medium other
than that in the circuit.

"Let us suppose that we may be work-
ing on a three wire system and the neutral
wire is grounded, and that we take anc!
connect one outside wire to the upper
arc lamp jaw of the projection arc lamp,
and then connect the neutral wire to the
lower arc lamp jaw. The neutral wire
now acts as negative to the upper or
positive wire. We will next ground the.

motor generator or dynamo by connect-
ing the metal framework of the machine
to the conduit that comes into the projec-
tion room. The machine now becomes
grounded on the neutral because we have
made contact between the frame of ma-
chine and the conduit which is already
grounded. Now if we should connect or
test lamp between the upper carbon jaw
of the arc lamp and frame of the ma-
chine or lamp house you will naturally

get a light as we are connected between
the two polarities of the system.
"Should your arc lamp become grounded

(we will say the cause be by the mica
insulation coming out of the arc lamp
jaw connection) on the lower jaw it

would mean that the system is grounded
on the negative polarity and the arc it-

self is grounded on the negative polarity,

and this may or may not blow the fuse.

But if it should be the upper jaw of your

lamp that becomes grounded then the arc

would be grounded on the opposite polar-

ity to that of the machine, and thus this

will cause a short circuit."
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DISTRIBUTORS OF

POWER'S PROJECTORS
will be glad to extend all possible courtesies to

EXHIBITORS EN ROUTE TO CHICAGO
FOR THE CONVENTION

Independent Movie Supply Co.
729 SEVENTH AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY

BRANCHES:
42 ORANGE STREET, ALBANY, N. Y.
4S4 PEARL STREET, BUFFALO, N. Y.

131 MEADOW ST., NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Pacific Amusement Supply Co.
608 S. OLIVE STREET
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

Washington Theatre Supply Co.
9C8 G STREET. N. W.
WASHINGTON. D. C.

Southern Theatre Equipment Co.
ICO WALTON STREET

ATLANTA. GA.
32S CALIFORNIA STREET
OKLAHOMA CITY. OKLA.
1907 COMMERCE STREET

DALLAS, TEXAS

Charleston Electrical Supply Co.
CHARLESTON, W. VA.

Exhibitors' Supply Co.
67 CHURCH STREET
BOSTON. MASS.

Theatre Equipment Co., Inc.

1927 THIRD AVENUE
SEATTLE, WASH.

Theatre Equipment Supply Co.
146 LEAVENWORTH STREET

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Portland Moving Picture
Machine Company

RIVOLI THEATRE BUILDING
PORTLAND, ORE.

H. A. & E. S. Taylor
76 DORRANCE STREET
PROVIDENCE, R. L

Phila. Theatre Equipment Co.
262 N. 13th STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Theatre Supply Co., Inc.

FILM BUILDING
CLEVELAND, OHIO

BRANCH:
BROADWAY FILM BUILDING

CINCINNATI, O.

POWER'S
DISTRIBUTORS

GIVE

Si
Hi

(3

SET

POWER'S

iVICE
j^'NICHOUS POWER COMPAVY^;*^

Western Theatre Supply Co.
13th and DAVENPORT STS.

OMAHA, NEBR.

S. & S. Film & Supply Co.
1026 FORBES STREET
PITTSBURGH. PA.

Cole Theatre Supply Co.
1C3-111 WEST 18th STREET

KANSAS CITY, MO.

Ray Smith Company
174 SECOND STREET
MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Denver Theatre Supply Co.
:ilC6 BROADWAY
DENVER. COLO.

Service Theatre Supply Co.
211S JOHN R STREET

DETROIT. MICH.

Standard Theatre Equipment Co.
35 WESTERN AVENUE
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Fulco Sales Co.
24 EAST EIGHTH STREET

CHICAGO, ILL.

BRANCH

:

3C01 OLIVE ST, ST. LOUIS, MO.

CANADA
Perkins Electric, Ltd.

347 BLEURY STREET
MONTREAL. P. Q., CANADA
11 TEMPERANCE STREET

TORONTO, ONT.
217 McDERMOT AVENUE
WINNIPEG. MANITOBA

POWER'S PROJECTORS
will be shown in Chicago

at the MOTION PICTURE PALACE OF PROGRESS, Space Five

and by

FULCO SALES COMPANY
24 EAST EIGHTH STREET CHICAGO, ILL.
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A view cf the Tiffin theatre, Chicago, showing combination of cove and direct lighting

used in auditorium.

Lighting Requirements of

Auditorium, Lobbies
By FRANK £. PLOWMAN

FROM the coal oil equipment of the
old time "Opera House" to the elab-

orate lighting systems of the modern pala-

tial theatre is a far cry viewed from the
standpoint of results obtained although a
comparatively short time measured by

years. That the development of lamps
and reflectors has been a material factor
in the evolution of the theatre goes with-
out saying and it is the purpose of this

article to touch briefly on the essential

requirements of lighting equipment used

Over One Hundred
Theaters Have The

Pre-Selective Remote Control of Lighting

Among Those
in Ch icago a re

:

Chicago
McVicker's

Tivoli

Illinois

State-Lake

Apollo

Beautiful and smooth working lighting
effects are so necessary to the modern film

presentations and prologues that the over-
whelming majority of Major Equipped The-
aters should interest every exhibitor.

When you are in Chicago visit any of
these theaters and get acquainted with the
Major System installed there. You can have
one in yours, new or old, large or small.

Our new book "The Control of Lighting in Theaters"
sent free upcn request.

&rankjidam
ELECTRIC COMPANY

ST. LOUIS

for the illumination of the auditorium and
lobbies.

Briefly the essentials are:
System of lighting used.
Concealment of light sources, viz.,

the lamps.
Control of light.

Elimination of glare.

Special lighting.

There are three general systems that
may be used in theatre lighting:

Direct lighting systems.
Indirect lighting systems.
Semi-indirect lighting systems.

Direct lighting systems employ units
such as reflectors which direct the light

to the surface to be illuminated. Indirect
lighting systems utilize the ceiling and
walls for the redirection and diffusion of
the light rays, while semi-indirect light-

ing is a combination of the two. In the
large lobbies and auditoriums of the
modern theatre the :.ystem generally
adopted is the indirect system, the lamps
being placed in reflectors that are con-
cealed in cornices; behind the pilasters

and columns and in ornamental plaster
work. This is generally known as "cove
lighting."

Four Colors for Coves

The size and number of lamps so con-
cealed depends on the area to be lighted,

the decorative scheme and the effect de-
sired. Four colors should be used, white,
red. blue and amber—each color on sep-

arate dimmers so as to obtain any color

or combination of colors that may be de-

sired. Reflectors should be so designed
that bright spots above the coves or cor-

nices are eliminated or at least reduced
to a minimum as the light should be
evenly diffused to obtain the best results.

In smaller theatres beautiful effects can
be obtained by the use of illuminated sky-
lights or ceiling panels in conjunction with
cove lighting or with electroliers and wall

brackets. When conditions are such that

a combination of this kind can not be
used, totally indirect ceiling fixtures may
be used. The number and size of indirect

fixtures depends on the character of the

ceiling, its height, the decorative scheme
and the area to be lighted. In nearly all

cases when this scheme of lighting is used

for the general illumination wall brackets

of suitable design should also be used.

Any bright spot within the range of

vision will attract the eye and detract

from the object the lamp is supposed to

illuminate—it follows therefore that all

lamps or at least the filament of the lamp
should be shielded in such a manner that

it cannot be seen.

Effects of Various Colors

Control of light thru switches and
dimmers should be extremely flexible so

as to obtain the widest range of color

combination possible. When one consid-

ers the effect of one color upon another,

the importance of the color control can

be easily appreciated. The red tones of

the decorative scheme become intensely

red when the '*»d lamps are used, violet

when the blue lamps are used, and orange

Rich Color Effects in

Your Electric Signs
Just snap a RECO Color
Hood over bulb and bril-

liant color replaces the

ordinary white light. Cost
is small. Effect is won-
derful. RECO prices are

now lower.

Write for bulletin

ELECTRIC COM PAN V k-^^P
Mfrs. of Reco Motors, Flashers, Food Miiers, Etc.

2651 W. Congress St. CHICAGO
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when the amber lights are used. The
blue tones become a violet purple under

red light, intensely blue under blue light

and a greenish gray or slate color under
the amber light. From this, it can be

seen that many beautiful combinations

of color can be effected through intelli-

gent manipulation of the different color

dimmers.
By "glare" is meant any brightness

within the field of vision of such a char-

acter as to cause discomfort, annoyance
or eye-fatigue. The theatre is, primarily,

a place for relaxation and enjoyment and
anything that interferes with these should

be eliminated. Fixtures within the range

of vision should have the lamps shielded

by diffusing glass shades or if the decor-

ative scheme requires bare lamps these

should be frosted. In many cases fix-

tures or lamps which are not so bright as

to cause an immediate sensation of glare

become extremely annoying when viewed
continually for the duration of the per-

formance.

Restful Effect Desirable

Exit lights used in auditoriums and
lobbies should conform to requirements

of the local electrical inspectors and par-

ticular care should be exercised in keep-

ing them clean and in the most service-

able condition. This applies also to the

interior electric signs used to designate

aisles, restrooms, etc. The stand and
bracket lamps used in the lobbies should

be harmonious in character and the lamps
should be softly shaded to produce a rest-

ful effect. Outer lobbies are, as a rule,

brilliantly illuminated but this effect must
stop at the entrance to the inner lobby.

The effect desired when a patron enters

the house is one of relaxation, the put-

ting aside of all cares and worries, the in-

ducing of a restful, receptive mood and

in • accomplishing this desired
_
end the

lighting equipment plays a very important

part.

Furnishing the Theatre

By Frank Cambria

(.Concluded from page XIII)

and in proportion to the richness of the

architecture there need be little worry

about it being too rich or elaborate.

Gives Tips for Summer
Introduction of flowers and plants in

the lobby and foyers during the summer
gives an impression of coolness and fresh-

ness. Where there is no cooling plant in

a theatre, the use of light colored and
flowery decorated chintz and cretonne

draperies and covers for chairs is advis-

able. These things have a tendency to

displace the snug and warm qualities of

the theatre which are desirable during

the winter months.
Briefly, the decoration and furnishing

of theatres, color schemes to be applied
and numerous other details which must
necessarily be considered depend greatly
upon historical and architectural motifs.
It is impossible to suggest appropriate
schemes without knowledge and consid-
eration of these features. As common
sense is the best guide in all things it is

especially' so in theatre decoration and
furnishing.

Pine Bluff, Ark.—Saenger Amusement
Company will build a new theatre here

. to seat 1600 which will occupy the site of
the present Saenger house in addition to
property adjoining at 118 West Second
street.

Perfect Projection
—with MAZDA Lamps

now assured

L)ESEARCH engineers have now developed the

Edison MAZDA Motion Picture lamp and

G. E. apparatus to a point of perfection which

gives assurance of improved projection through:

1 . Better quality of light

2. Equal results on A. C. or

D. C.

3. Evenly illuminated screen

4. Steady light source—no
flicker

5. Ease of operation.

Edison MAZDA Motion Picture lamps and

G. E. apparatus give improved projection, and in

addition

:

Much lower cost of operation.

Less heat—comfortable working

conditions.

Edison MAZDA Motion Picture lamps
and G. E. apparatus cut current costs and
increase box office receipts. If your supply
dealer does not carry them write direct to

EDISON LAMP WORKS
OF GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.

HARRISON, N. J.

TJhe Oscar C
Buchhe;*ter Co

ART TITLES]
r*vM3ntCirj

Our Ar* Titles in

"Little Old New York"
"The White Rose"

"Enemies of Women"
"The Bright Shawl"

"When Knighthood Was
in Flower"

"One Exciting Night"

Box Office
Protection

Simplified

SIMPLEX TICKET REGISTER
The Machine of Quaiity

Tested
ried and
rue

World Ticket & Supply Co.
Inc.

1600 Broadway New York
Bryant 5471
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Ttain
Insurance

has saVed many
a manager a
serious Loss

TPHE big night of the

week or the showing

of a new feature—mean

everything to the exhib-

itor who expects crowds

on these occasions and

RAIN cuts deep into the

ticket sale. Bad weather

losses can be prevented

however, and there is a

Hartford Rain Insurance

Policy to fit your needs.

Ask for full information

about Hartford Rain
Policies. See your local

Hartford agent or your

broker n* write

—

HARTFORD Fl'RE
INSURANCE C<$.
HARTFORD - CONNECTICUT.

or address any of the following

departmental offices:

39 So. La Salle St.. Chicago, 111.

Trust Co. of Ga. Bldg., Atlanta, Ga.
Hartford Bldg., San Francisco, Cal.
24 Wellington St., E., Toronto, Ont.

If you r policy

bears the Hartford
trademark it is

backed by over

$67,000,000 in assets

Designing the Theatre

By George L. Rapp

(Concluded from page XI)

cending toward and nearly reaching the
stage in a gradual and low sweeping
curve, so that the patron often finds it

difficult to realize that he is not on the
main floor. A remarkable feature of the
former is the fact that this effect has
been produced in spite of the fact that
its lobby covers a ground area of only
<>() by 80 feet, and the auditorium an area
of only 160 by 170 feet, an accomplish-
ment that is regarded as an engineering
feat.

Aid in Eliminating Distortion

The firm of C. \V. and George L. Rapp
is constantly engaged in all phases of
theatre building and operation, and is

always catering to the comfort and con-
tentment of the patron. The Rapps sub-
ject their work to severe tests. Sitting
in loges and other intense angles where
distortion is usually pronounced, they
have co-operated in the making of special
lenses which totally eliminate this ob-
jectionable feature. They have originated
improvements in lighting effects and
were responsible for the installation of
the first individual cooling plant in a
theatre. The system of artificial cool-
ing, now being installed by Rapps in the
Rialto and Strand fn New York, makes
it possible to maintain a 72-degree tem-
perature on a 12-hour basis while the
outside thermometer gurgles around the
U.

r
) degree mark. They are also in a po-

sition to see that the whole scheme of
decoration is in harmony with the archi-
tecture. If rare paintings or statuary, a
costly rug or beautiful tapestries are re-

quired to carry out their ideas, they have
an organization which will secure exactly
what is needed, literally from the mar-
kets of the world.
Rapp & Rapp have brought some of

the world's best architecture to our the-

atres. The Tivoli's grand lobby is based
on the Chapel at Versailles about 1700;

the Al Ringling Memorial Theatre. Bara-
boo. Wis., is a model of the little theatre

of Versailles: and the Caoitol. St. Paul,

with its vivid colors, typifies the best in

Spanish architecture.

Design Big Theatre and Building

Among the Rapp structures now under
construction are: Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation theatre and 24-story office

building. Xew York; Metropolitan Grand
Opera House. New York; Wisconsin
Theatre and Carpenter building. Milwau-
kee; Mojeska theatre, Milwaukee; B. F.

Keith's theatre, Akron, and others.

Theatre and Office

Will Be 24 Stories

Undoubtedly the largest project on the
theatre field horizon at the present time
is the new office building and theatre to

be erected by Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation in the heart of New York
City. Work of designing this structure
has reached a stage where it is virtually

assured that this structure will be 24
stories in height, although no definite an-
nouncement has as yet been made.

It is estimated that the building will

entotal an outlay of approximately nine
and one-half million dollars. A number
of unusual and interesting problems con-
front the architects, C. W. and George
L. Rapp of Chicago, who are at present
at work on the plans.

BEWARE!
You may book

Box Office Attractions

and
Advertise them well

but
suppose it rains

—

are you

P-R-O-T-E-C-T-E-D-?
Remember Noahand his Ark.

Phone or write our
Pluvius Department

and let us explain how to

turn your loss into gain.

Lowest rates guaranteed.

Theatre Liability and
Compensation Policies

executed.

George H. Brainard
I ncorporated

PROTECTIONISTS

Longacre 8214-5 8 West 40th Street

NEW YORK CITY

Cut Your

Decorating Costs!

Cyclone blowers can brighten

up those dingy but expensively

decorated places in your theatre,

without redecorating.

Mail coupon and find out how
—no obligation to you whatever.

GREEN
Equipment Corporation

Monadnock Block Chicago, III.

Name of Company

By

Address Tide
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PROBLEMS AND ANSWERS

|
EDITOR, BETTER THEATRES

Exhibitors "Herald

Dear Sir

:

Was wondering if you could give me any
help as to building in frames according to

•ough plan I have enclosed.

The terra cotta projects out from wall

about 2 inches. I cannot have use of pillar

A on front.

Do you think frames should be more vis-

ible to passerby than the walls?

The bottom of arch starts about 6 feet up
from side-walk. Will you be kind enough
to give me your candid opinion in regard to

same.

DWIGHT GOODWIN.
Cry stal Lake, 111.

Answer: We interpret from your let-

ter and sketch that you are primarily in-

terested in location of the poster frames,
and it is our opinion these should stand
out reasonably well and be of a nature
which would attract the passerby. Ar-
tistic frames for your purpose could be
purchased from a number of sources al-

though if you desire to make them your-
self you could buy some plain run wood
moulding at a local mill and form a cor-

nice member directly over door heads,

Drawing submitted by Mr. Goodwin

extending on three sides of lobby. Spaces
between door and ticket office and on
sides can be divided and fitted up, each
one to have a wood sash with plate glass

and about two or three-inch pockets be-
hind.

EDITOR. BETTER THEATRES
Exhibitors Herald

Dear Sir

:

The Fair Association at this place
wishes me to put on films as a night attrac-

tion at the fair grounds.
I do not wish to take my screen there

and would like to know if there is any way
to make a screen that would give satisfac-

tion as a good one is listed too high for

this length of time. If you can give me

any directions in regard to this matter
would appreciate it

F. PERRY.
Majestic theatre. Eldon. Ia.

Answer: Build a wooden frame, 10

by 12 feet and on this stretch some
smoothly woven, strong cotton cloth (or

strong muslin) or it is much better to

use a light weight canvas. Remember
that the frame must be strong and the

cloth should be stretched tight so that

there will be no wrinkles. Also it should
not rest against anything.

After you have the cloth stretched and
tacked all around, paint the entire cloth

with a coat of kalsomine, white, putting

about six tablespoonfuls of blueing in

same. Use a large brush in applying.

When this is dry you will have as good
a screen as you could make at a reason-

able figure and it will no doubt be sat-

isfactory for the purpose for which you
want it.

Los Angeles—Work will start in a few
weeks on theatre to be erected at Pico

street and Xorton avenue by the B. and
H. circuit which will seat 2.000.

*

San Diego, Cal.—Work has been
started on the new Blaboa theatre which
will cost $600,000 and which R. E. Hicks
and G. L. Strobeck. owners, will erect.

Portland, Ore.—G. O. Garrison of this

city has filed application for the erection

of a motion picture theatre at East 28th

between East Couch and East Burnside

streets.

Astonishing achievements in motion picture exhibition
were only ideas a short while ago. IDEAS spurred manu-
facturing genius to undreamed of accomplishments in the per-
fection of theatres. Successful management IDEAS abound
in the manufacturers' advertisements. Read them.

Advertised in This Issue

of BETTER THEATRES
{If you desire something not listed here. Exhibitors Information ami Catalog

Bureau on the folio-wing page zvUl get it for you.)

AISLE LIGHTS
Kausalite Mfg. Co.,

6134 Evans Ave., Chicago.

ART TITLES
Oscar C. Buchheister Co..

130 W. 46th St., New York City.

BLOWERS
Green Equipment Corp.,
Monadnock Block,
Chicago.

BULB HOODS
Reynolds Electric Co.,

2851 W. Congress St., Chicago.

CARBONS
National Carbon Co.,

Long Island City, N. Y.

DIMMERS
Cutler Hammer Mfg. Co.,

Milwaukee, Wis.

ELECTRIC INTERIOR SIGNS
Frank E. Plowman Co.,

Wrigley Bldg., Chicago.

FILM CEMENT
Golden Mfg. Co.,

1913 W. Harrison St.,

Chicago.

INSURANCE
George H. Brainard,
8 West 40th St., New York City.

LENSES
Kollmorgen Optical Corp.,
35 Steuben St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

LIGHTING SYSTEMS
Frank Adam Electric Co.,

St. Louis, Mo.

MAZDA LAMPS
Edison Lamp Works,
Harrison, N. J.

ORGANS
Bartola Musical Instrument Co.,

Mailers Bldg., Chicago.

Page Organ Company,
Lima, Ohio.

Smith Unit Orchestral Organ
Lyon & Healy,
76-85 Jackson Blvd.. Chicago.

PIANOS
Steger & Sons Co.,

Steger Bldg.. Chicago.

PROJECTORS
Nicholas Power Co.,

90 Gold St., New York City.

RAIN INSURANCE
Hartford Fire Ins. Co.,
Hartford, Conn.

SEATS
American Seating Co.,
Lytton Bldg., Chicago.

Heywood Wakefield Co.,
Boston, Mass.

STAGE SCENERY
Novelty Scenic Studios,
220 West 46th St.,

New York City.

TICKETS
World Ticket & Supply Co.,
1600 Broadway, New York City.

TRAILERS
E. Ferro,
130 W. 46th St., New York City.

VENTILATING EQUIPMENT
Typhoon Fan Company,
345 West 39th St.,

New York City.

VITROLITE
The Vitrolite Company,
133 W. Washington St.,

Chicago.
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Exhibitors Information
and Catalog Bureau

Perhaps the products in which you are interested are adver-

tised in this issue. See "Advertisers Index" before filling in

coupon.

USE THE COUPON
Detailed information concerning

any product listed will be sent to

any exhibitor providing coupon is

filled in and mailed to Exhibitors

Herald, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chi-

cago.

THEATRE EQUIPMENT
AND FURNISHINGS

1 Aisle lights

2 Air dome tents

3 Arc regulators
4 Artificial plants—flowers

5 Automatic organs, pianos—or-

chestral equipment
6 Automatic projection cut outs

7 Bell—buzzer signal sysems
8 Blocks—pulleys—stage rigging

9 Box—loge chairs

10 Brass grills

11 Brass rails

12 Calcium lights

15 Cameras
14 Carbons
16 Carbon sharpeners
17 Carbon wrenches
18 Carpets
19 Carpet lining

20 Carpet covering
22 Chandeliers
23 Change makers
25 Converters
26 Cooling equipment
27 Coverings—carpet— rail

—

furniture
28 Curtains—stage

29 Curtains—boxes— lobbies, etc.

30 Curtain operating machines

31 Decorations (state kind)

33 Dimmers
32 Disinfectants—perfumed
36 Draperies
36 Drinking Fountains
37 Dry plates

38 Economizers
39 Electric circuit testing instru-

ments
40 Electric fans
41 Electric power generating out-

fits

44 Electric signal and control sys-

tems

47 Film
48 Film tools, machinery and ma-

terials (state kind desired)
68 Fire alarms
69 Fire extinguishers
70 Fire hose
71 Fire hose reels, carts
72 Fire proof curtains
73 Flags
74 Flashlights
24 Flashers
75 Floor lights

76 Footlights
77 Fuses

78 Generators

79 Ink, pencils for slides
80 Interior decorating service
81 Lamps—decorative

82 Lamps—general lighting
83 Lamp shades
84 Lavatory equipment, furnish-

ings
15 Lenses
85 Lighting fixtures
86 Lighting systems
87 Linoleum
88 Liquid soap
89 Liquid soap containers
90 Lobby display frames
91 Lobby gazing balls
92 Lobby furniture
93 Lobby decoration
95 Luminous numbers
96 Luminous letters

97 Luminous signs—interior—ex-
terior

99 Marquise
100 Mats
101 Mazda projection adapters
102 Metal numbers
103 Metal letters
105 Mirrors
106 Mirror shades
107 Motor generator
108 Musical instruments— (s t a t e

kind)

109 Napkins
110 Nursery furnishings and equip-

ment

112 Orchestral pieces
113 Orchestra pit fittings, furnish

Wigs
114 Organs
115 Organ lights

116 Ornamental fountains
117 Ornamental metal theatre

fronts

118 Faint
119 Paper drinking cups
120 Paper towels
121 Pianos
122 Piano covers
123 Pictures
124 Plastic fixtures and decorations
125 Positive film

126 Posters
127 Poster lights

128 Poster paste
129 Pottery—decorative for lobby

and interiors
130 Power generating plants
131 Programs
132 Program covers
183 Program signs—illuminated
134 Projection machines
135 Projection machine parts
136 Projection room equipment,

furnishings

138 Radiator covers
139 Radio sets, apparatus
140 Rectifiers
142 Reel end signals

143 Reel packing, carrying cases
144 Re seating service
145 Re-winding, cutting tables

146 Rest room, smoking room
equipment and furnishings

147 Roto—Arcs

148 Safes
149 Scenic artists service
150 Screens
151 Screen paint, coatings
152 Seat covers
153 Seat indicators
45 Signs (state kind)
34 Sign flashers

154 Seats—theatre
155 Signs—electric

156 Sign—cloth
157 Slides
158 Slide ink, pencils
159 Slide lanterns
160 Slide making outfits

161 Slide mats
162 Soap
163 Soap containers—cake
164 Soap containers— liquid

165 Speed indicators
166 Spotlights
167 Stage drops—valances, etc.

168 Stage lighting equipment
169 Stage lighting systems
170 Stage rigging—blocks, pulleys.

etc.

171 Stage scenery
172 Stair treads
173 Statuary
174 Steel lockers
175 Stereopticons
176 Switchboards

177 Tally counters
178 Tapestries
179 Telephones, inter-communicat-

ing
180 Theatre dimmers
181 Theatre lighting systems
182 Theatre seats
183 Theatrical make-up
184 Tickets
185 Ticket booths
186 Ticket choppers
187 Ticket holders
189 Ticket racks
190 Ticket selling machines
191 Title stands
192 Towels—paper
193 Towels—cloth
194 Transformers
195 Tripods
196 Turnstiles—registering

197 Uniforms

198 Vacuum cleaners
199 Ventilating fans
200 Ventilating, cooling systems
201 Vending machines—soap—tow-

els, napkins, etc.

202 Wall burlap
203 Wall leather
204 Water coolers
205 Wire rope

THEATRE CONSTRUCTION-
MATERIALS, EQUIPMENT,
ARCHITECTURAL SERVICE

206 Accoustical installations
207 Air conditioning equipment
208 Alarm signals, systems
209 Automatic sprinklers

301 Canopies for fronts

302 Dimmers

303 Fire escapes
304 Fire proof doors
305 F'irc proof stage curtains
306 Fire proofing materials
307 Flooring materials
308 Furnaces—oil burnings
309— Furnaces— coal burning

310 Heating systems

311 Lavatory fixtures
312 Lighting fixtures
313 Lgihting installations, controls
314 Lighting systems—complete

315 Marble
316 Marquise
317 Metal lath

318 Organs
319 Ornamental metal work

327 Temperature regulation sys-
tems

328 Terra Cotta
329 Tile

330 Ventilating fans
331 Ventilating systems— complete
363 Vitrolite

THEATRE MANAGEMENT-
ADMINISTRATIVE PROD-
UCTS AND SERVICES

332 Adding, calculating machines
333 Accounting systems
334 Addressing machines
335 Advertising novelties, materi-

als

337 Architectural service
338 Art titles

339 Automobiles

340 Booking agencies for musi-
cians

341 Booking agencies for special
acts—vaudeville

342 Books on the M. P. Industry
(State specific subject)

343 Brokers—theatre promotion

344 Duplicating machines

346
348
349

Film cleaning service
Film laboratories
Fire insurance

350 Insurance— Rain
351 Insurance— Fire

352
353

Mailing lists

Music publishers

320
321
322

Paint
Piping
Plumbing fixtures

323 Radiators
324 Rooting materials

325 Sound deadening material
326 Structural steel

354 Rain insurance
355 Re-construction service
356 Re decorating service
357 Re-furnishing service

358 Sign lettering service
359 Sign lettering schools
360 Side walk machine s—corn

poppers, etc.

361 Theatre accounting systems
362 Typewriters

EXHIBITORS HERALD,
407 S. Dearborn St.,

Chicago, 111.

Gentlemen :

I should like to receive reliable information on
the items listed herewith:

(.Refer to items by number)

Remarks :

Name Theatre.

City State....

Seating Capacity



esidential Fight Overshadows Convention

More House-Records
have been broken by Goldwyn
pictures in the current year
than by any other company

The Stranger's Banquet

—

The Christian

—

Pola Negri in Mad Love

—

Lost and Found

—

Souls for Sale

—

now cleaning up everywhere!

Play Goldwyn and Play Safe!

urn

VI Nn 7*1 Entered at tecondclan matter. Auoust ro. tqn. at t*r Pott Office at Chicago. III., under the Act of March J, lira.



FOUR BIG BOJ
Jack London s
Sensational
Story

^ J*

From Earl Carroll's Play

ith

brilliant cast
headed by

WALLACE BEERY
FORREST STANLEY
ESTELLE TAYLOR
SYLVIA BREAMER
JOSEF SVICKARD

"Big Box-Office Attraction!"

"Intensely interesting, finely pro-

duced and a fascinating love

story. Should prove a big box-

office attraction."

"Sure-Fire Entertainment.

"Sure-fire entertainment and

please everyone. Contains e

audience appeal and has ba

splendidly handled. Plenty f

exploitation ideas."

THE FILM DAI :
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OFFICE BETS!
A Brilliant

All- Star Cast

ROCKLIFFE FELLOVES
FRTTZI RIDGVAY
BUDDYMESS1NGER
HAYDEN STEVENSON
"A\Real Attraction!"

' real attraction which will

I welcomed enthusiastically

1 exhibitors and the general

pblic Wholesome drama,
cuntless original touches, the

f est sort of directing, a great

tmax. Will bring excellent

i:urns to the box office."

IOVING PICTURE WORLD
Story by IFm. Slavtns McfitUl

k
I'l

'/// /

t ///

Gianey
with

"VirginiaValli

"The Makings" for a Great Summer
in

THE UNIVERSAL WEEKLY. Dated June 2nd
Don't Fail to Get Your Copy
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Pep for Your Summer Program

THE EXCITERS
Whether you're playing "The Exciters"

now or when the hot weather comes, it's

a bracing box-office tonic.

A breezy two-star romance as refreshing

as a dip in the ocean. The scenes were ac-

tually made at a famous society bathing
beach. One-piece bathing suits, pretty girls

in summery gowns, clean-cut action fast

and furious—the ideal spring and summer
feature

!

(X (paramountQicture

Bebe Daniels as a reckless

society belle with her foot

pressed hard on the gas.

Handsome Tony Moreno as

the burglar whom she mar-
ries because she had to or

lose her fortune.

Adapted from the stage

play that made such a hit

on Broadway two seasons
ago. By Martin Brown.
Adapted by John Colton and
Scnya Levien. Directed by
Maurice Campbell.

You'll say it's the GOOD old Summer Time
if you book "THE EXCITERS"!

Above is 3-col. Press Sheet Ad.
a

Your exchange has mats and electros
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Fog Bound will Hold Them Spellbound

We Admit It

"Fog Bound" is melo-

drama. But what big, gor-

geous, thrillswept melodrama
it is! And what a picture

for Dorothy Dalton, always
at her best in melodrama.
And what a treat for picture

fans, who just now are cry-

ing for action, action, action!

Society revels at Palm
Beach—a man-hunt in the

fog—a girl's mad sacrifice

for the fugitive she loves

—

then the crashing, startling

climax

!

Maurice Costello, David
Powell and Martha Mans-
field are in the cast.

An
Irvin Willatt
production.

Story by

Jack Bechdolt

Scenario by

Paul Dickev

The advertisement above is from the Paramount
Press Sheet on "Fog Bound". It is a three-column
layout designed for exhibitors' use in the news-
papers. \our exchange has mats and electros

available to you at cost. Just tell them you want
Cut 3A.
Paramount Press Sheet ads aren't just routine
stuff dashed off by the office boy. They are care-

fully thought out and carried out by a large staff

of expert advertising artists and writers. They'll

sell seats.
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\her record breaker for

HODKINSON
)he Greatest Love story ofModern History

HE AFFAIRS OF
ADY HAMILTON

What the Trade Press Things of it:

KTION PICTURE NEWS: This production

ri g-s to the screen one of the most beautiful

cien, photographically, that we have seen for

be time, in the person of Liane Haid, who

pjtars in the name role, Lady Hamilton. Bril-

a: scenes of court life, huge mob scenes, the

la'le of Trafalgar, and the like, make up a fas-

inting pageantry of historical romance, with

iC2 than the usual amount of lavish and massive

. . we distinctly enjoyed this picture.

KVING PICTURE WORLD: The story is

aiicularly fascinating and cannot help but en-

:r.in, for it involves a romance that possesses

Vein, beauty and sincerity, a,nd grips because it

convincingly interpreted by an unusually

ilmted cast of players who knew what they were

oig at every turn. The settings are truly massive
i ery sense, with the Battle of Trafalgar pre-

-nng a climax that is far superior to any ever

J-'iacted.

I]VI DAILY: Splendidly cast and lavishly pro-

ucd. It deals in a spectacular manner with that

snd of England's history made famous by Nel-

I victory over Napoleon. The cast throughout

I rticularly capable.

EXHIBITORS' TRADE REVIEW : A plot rich

in historical associations, enhanced by extremely

fine photography and the polished work of an ex-

ceptionally clever cast, is embodied in this picture.

Likely to prove a financial success.

EXHIBITORS HERALD: Excellent screen en-

tertainment and quite above the average. The

story of Lady Hamilton and her conquests is a

remarkable one ... it moves along swiftly to

the rather unusual and startling end.

HARRISON'S REPORTS: Excellent. In the

cities and large towns . . . "The Affairs of

Lady Hamilton" should prove unconditionally suc-

cessful.

MORNING TELEGRAPH: This picture is of

the stupendous type. Scenes are frequent and

large, and elaborate sets are used. The tale has

as its foundation the influence of Lady Hamilton

in connection with Lord Nelson, and the conse-

quent result for England.

a HODKINSON picture



PREFERREE
"THE FIRST YEAR"

(of Married Life\

The Great American Play

By Frank Craven

"MY LADY'S LIPS"
The Famous Play

By Edward Locke

"MAYTIME"
Now in its 7th Successful Year

By Rida Johnson Young

"THE TRIFLERS"
Stirring Story of Modern Society

By Frederick Orin Bartlett

"WHEN A WOMAN REACHES FORTY"
Original Screen Story

By Royal A. Waker

"MOTHERS-IN-LAW"
By the authors of "RICH MEN'S WIVES"
Frank Dazey and Agnes Christine Johnston

"THE BREATH OF SCANDAL"
The Cosmopolitan Magazine Novel

By Edwin Balmer

"THE WHITE MAN"
The Novel of the Jungle and the Drawing-Room

By (jeorge Agnew Chamberlain

"THE BROKEN WING"
Year in New York, Year in London

By Paul Dickey and Charles W. Goddard



PICTURES
"THE VIRGINIAN"

The American Classic

By Owen JVister

SEASON

19 2 3

1924

"APRIL SHOWERS"
Proven by Previews in New York and Los Angeles

A Great Audience Picture

By Hope Loring and Louis D. Lighton

"THE BOOMERANG"
DAVID BELASCO'S Wonderful Play

By Winchell Smith and Victor Mapes

"A MANSION OF ACHING HEARTS"
From the Song that will Live Forever

By Harry Von Tilzer and Arthur J. Lamb

"FAINT PERFUME"
By the author of "Lulu Bett"

Zona Gale

"POISONED PARADISE"
From the Novel of Monte Carlo

By Robert W. Service

Directed by

GASNIER FORMAN SCHERTZINGER
Under the Personal Supervision of

B. P. SCHULBERG
Distributed by

AL LICHTMAN CORPORATION
1650 Broadway, New York City

mm

Pi

mi
li
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pi

.v.
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J\ Cosmopolitan Production

Directed by Alan Crosland

Scenario by John Lynch

Settings by Joseph Urban

A Cosmopolitan
Production

Distributed by Goldwyn-

Cosmopolitan

ENEMIES o/WOMEN
6y~ Vicente Bfasco Ibanez

WITH ^ '
LIONEL BARRYMORE

and ALMA RUBENS

UT^NEMIES OF WOMEN" is established as the sea-

•JL-> son's most sensational success.

It broke all records at the Roosevelt Theatre, Chicago, where
it is now in its fifth capacity week.

It broke all records at the Central Theatre, New York, play-

ing Two Dollar top for four capacity weeks.

Continuing its New York engagement at the Rivoli, it took

in $6,093 on the opening, one of the biggest Sundays in all

Rivoli history.

In these cities "Enemies of Women" has been playing

against the strongest opposition picture in the field today.

It is still running capacity at Grauman's Rialto, Los Angeles.

Similar triumphs have been scored in Milwaukee and San

Francisco.

It is The Year's Biggest Box- Office Picture!









HARRY
GARSOJN

•presents

in

ndelia i

A PICTURE T
YOU HAD A
Jxiry Imperial PicturesLtd. Szclusive distrib-
utor* thruoui great Britain Sir William Jury

ffenafinj Director



Garsson
presents

ffVs a masterpiece.
World....

Holds the interest . ,

thrUOUt. VrodeTleVieu)..
\

Cjbod for any neigh- I

borhood or doiOn- \

toWn house. Mews

Screen,
Classic



v
M
I

UGCESS
doesrit lurk around the
corner. Qtfs here note*

Grab rt/

Jury 9mfxrtal Picturct ltd. CrcluiiVc

Dirtnbuior$ ihrvoui Grwt Britain .

SirlOilbam Jury f1ijnafn<j Pirector^
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384 Motion Picture News

VHAT SHOWMEN THINK OF CURRENT RELEASES

Exhibitors' Box-Office Reports
IARLY RETURNS FROM WEEK RUN THEATRES

UNITED ARTISTS
One Exciting Night—
A very entertaining picture with

plenty of thrills. Did excellent

busines at popular prices on second
run showing here. (Middle West.)

The Girl I Loved—
Holding it for second week.

Splendid business. The kind of
picture superficial critics roast but
audiences like. Think it is Ray
at his finest. (Middle West.)

Tess of the Storm Country—
Splendid production. All Pick-

ford fans delighted. Business good
and picture held over for extended
engagement. (East.)

Robin Hood—
The first picture in the history of

the house that ever has held over
for a fourth week. (Middle West.)



I

J/te Only Outride Picture Over Booked bi

dorm,,J&wck and Sdvue&r fbrtheir

$2,000,000 -WVu^A-Chj^

American Releasing Corporation

takes pleasure in announcing
the engagement opening Monday,
May 28th for their combination

stage and screen appearance of

M Francis X. W <4

DUSHMANand

Modern Tflarriagi
This distinctive tribute to this great pair of artists

comes directly from Aaron Jones, who booked the

attraction in person. He thereby adds his power-

ful confirmation of the appeal and drawing power
of these able artists to that already given by a score

of the nation's greatest showmen.

Booked by John H. Kunsky's Capitol, Detroit; Mike

By Dorothy Farnum

From Derek Vane's Celebrated

Novel, "Lady Varley"

mencan
I RELEASING CORPORATION

WALTER E GREENE >

rtACt hao ik. i

Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo; N. L. Nathanson's Hip-

podrome, Toronto; Keith's Victory, Providence and
Boston Theatre, Boston; Marcus Loew's Warfield,

San Francisco; Loew's State, Cleveland; Loew's

State, Los Angeles; Tom Saxe's Strand, Milwaukee;
Talbot's Colorado, Denver; Goodside's Capitol,

Springfield, Mass.

Directed by Lawrence Windoi

Supervised by

Whitman Bennett
F 6 tt'ARKKN

The Only Open Time for This Big Personal Appearance:

June 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 near Chicago to permit Milwaukee opening
June 9th, and June 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 between Kansas City and Den-
ver, to permit matinee opening in Denver June 30th. Booked solid

to Saturday, July 2 1 st. Wire us for time July 22 week and thereafter.
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Your Last Chance!

to book these three William Fox
sensational box office attractions

OVER THE HILL

QUEEN OF SHEBA
and

A CONNECTICUT YANKEE
IN KING ARTHUR'S COURT

All prints on these subjects

will be withdrawn from cir-

culation on Sept. 1st.

ACT NOW!

FOX FILM CORPORATION

Soon-IF WINTER COMES



DIRECTION IS IN THE CAPABLE HANDS OF PHILIP E. ROSEN.

FRANCES MARION IS AUTHOR OF THE SCRIPT.

ROBERT KURRLE AND LYMAN BROENING ARE THE CINEMATOGRAPHERS.

ROCKETT-LINCOLN FILM COMPANY
' SUITE 305, HOLLYWOOD SECURITY BUILDING, HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA



Edwin Carewe presents

"THE GIRL OF THE
GOLDEN WEST"

'DavidHelasco's powerful drama cfthe stage -

CAn &dwin Carewe Production
with alljeatured cast

£a jivst ^pIcitiOYxal

{picture



9roduction
famed in Opera,

Stage, literature,

and Screen



The Girl of

the Golden West

it ChiefV /\

TMe Sheriff

Bandit Chief ^
Every Element of
Audience Appeal

"The Girl of the Golden West

"

has been universally successful

because it is real American
drama, a slice of our own his-

tory our own lives.

No man, woman or child lives

who will not thrill to the stir-

ring days of the West in the

making—and the red-blooded
men and women who made it. (

There they struggled, laughed,

gambled, cursed, killed, loved

and worked out their almost
incredible destinies.

One thing is sure. They lived.

Now once again, on the screen,

they live over those roaring

days. And so will the picture

live in the hearts of your
patrons.

A 3ir6t national Picture

3K



Surefire

(Helodram

for the

3ox Offki

J. Warren Kerrigan, as the

outlaw, and Sylvia Breamer,

as the Girl, smilingly dance

the Polka, while the sheriff,

Russell Simpson, waits for his

4

EVERYONE knows and loves

"The Girl of the Golden

West.'

Belasco road-showed his famous

drama in practically every city,

town and hamlet.

Caruso immortalized it in song.

The book was read by millions.

And Edwin Carewe, the man who
made "Mighty Lak a Rose," put

the heart punch into this one.

Photographed amid the

grandeur of the Sierras.

As a real box-office pic-

ture it's a winner!

Story by David Belasco; adapt-

ed to the screen by Adelaide

Heilbron; photographed by

Sol Polito, A.S.C., and Thom-
as Storey; Assistant Director,

Wallace Fox.

The GIRL ofthe GOLDEN WES'
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NW YORK DAILY NEWS

FOUND: ONE THRILLING MOVIE-
THE ISLE O
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seen.
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Production .i

felSLE^LOST SHIPS
By CRITTENDEN MARRIOTT; Personally directed by Maurice Tourneur; Art Director, Milton Monasco;
Asst. Director, Scott R. Beal; Cameraman, Arthur L. Todd; Continuity, Charles Maigne; Editing, Frank

t Lawrence.

A 3ix*t national Picture
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A Great Drawing Card Everywhere
ALL THE TRADE
EXPERTS AGREE

"A tensely interesting tale which scores another hit for Richard

Batthelmess. Jt is full of those qualities that every exhibitor is seek-

ing—excellent story, dramatic situations, intelligent acting and skil-

ful direction. At the Chicago theatre, Chicago, where it had its

premiere, vast audiences were gripped by its dramatic intensity. It

is an excellent story, running smoothly and leading up to a logical

and natural climax. Dorothy Gish is altogether pleasing. Barthel-

mess gave it his best performance."

—

Exhibitors Herald.

MOST ARTISTIC
AND COLORFUL

"A most artistic production through which palpitates a colorful

tale of romance and adventure—moving, compelling, fascinating

—

saturated with colorful backgrounds, details and adventurous inci-

dent. Its figures are made intimate and human. There's a tine

glamor of romance which hovers over the picturesque character of

the dancer. There is surprise and suspense with every change of

scene. Moreover, the picture carries an authenticity which em-
bellishes it with realistic atmosphere. It should prove a great draw-
ing card everywhere."

—

Motion Picture NetVS.

SHOULD APPEAL
TO ALL CLASSES

"Entertainment of a high order that should appeal to all classes

of patrons. A magnificent production and a vital story of human
emotions. It arouses intense sympathy and makes one's blood rise,

giving tremendous force to the action. It holds the interest with un-

usual intensity. The acting is exceedingly fine. From every stand-

point it is a remarkably well-balanced production, high in interest

and entertainment value, unusually artistic, and one which takes

rank with the year's finest pictures."

—

Moling Picture World.

GIVES COMPLETE
SATISFACTION

"Should give complete satisfaction wherever shown, and is

interesting throughout. Barthelmess gives a fine performance and
the entire cast is excellent."

—

Exhibitor's Trade Review.

From the stor\> by JOSEPH HERGESHEIMER
;
Adapted by

EDMUND GOULDING; Art Direction by Everett Shinn; Photo-
graphed by George Polsey.

Inspiration Pictures, Inc.
Charles H. Duell, President

presents a

John S. Robertson
Production

RICHARD BARTHELMESS
with MISS DOROTHY GISH in

"THE BRIGHT SHAWL"
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Barnum's Line
There seems to be some mis-

understanding about what the cele-

brated Mr. P. T. Barnum meant
when he said that the public liked

to be fooled.

In some quarters the impression
seems to be that Barnum declared
that the public liked to be lied to.

The latter interpretation of the
Barnum dictum is just about as
wrong as anything could be. The
public not only does not like to be
lied to, but even to attempt to do so

is certain to make anyone who tries

it—sooner or later—the victim of an
indignant public's wrath.
There is a great gulf between

good natured attempts to fool the
public and plain misrepresentation
which is intended to deceive. In the
latter class is the vicious practice

—

too frequently indulged in—of in-

forming the public that a certain big
attraction will not be issued gen-
erally to picture theatres during a

particular season and that it can be
seen only at a named legitimate
playhouse.

There have been many recent in-

stances of this and the invariable

result of each is an unpleasant re-

flection upon the decency and integ-

rity of the whole business. And that

is just what any business deserves
that tolerates such cheap and un-
justifiable misrepresentation.

This practice has hurt a great deal

—and hurt in places where the in-

dustry can ill afford to suffer. No
matter how elaborate and intensive

may be the industry's effort to ob-

tain and maintain the public's good
will, all such efforts are doomed to

failure as long as such cheap prac-

tices are indulged in.

This has been almost exclusively

the sin of the producing end of the

business. Right now in Chicago,
however, certain exhibitors, prob-
ably through misinformation, are

coming dangerously near being
guilty of a similar misrepresenta-

tion.

Various neighborhood houses in

Chicago are announcing that "The
Covered Wagon," which is being
shown at the Woods, a legitimate

theatre, will soon be presented in

these neighborhood houses.

We are informed reliably that this

is not the case, that "The Covered
Wagon" will not be shown in any
neighborhood houses during the

coming season and that it will be
reserved exclusively for a road at-

traction.

It is not surprising that many ex-

hibitors should feel that even if no
contracts have been offered them
for the picture that, nevertheless,

they will soon play it, because very
often in the past they have been
assured that certain pictures would
not be issued for general booking,
only to find later that they were
sent out on regular schedules. But
when the managers of an attraction

are the type of people that mean
what they say, the exhibitor should
be on his guard.

* * *

"The Covered Wagon," incident-

ally, is now being managed as a"

road show by J. J. McCarthy and
Theodore Mitchell, whose sensation-

ally successful management of "The
Birth of a Nation" is a well-known
incident of motion picture history.

McCarthy and Mitchell were very
largely responsible for the type of

presentation which "The Birth" re-

ceived and it was this picture and its

presentation which stands out as one
of the greatest promotional influ-

ences which the motion picture has
ever received. They introduced the

motion picture in places where it

had been unknown and it attracted

the lively attention of thousands of

important people who previously
had ignored pictures entirely.

Although the picture theatres will

not have "The Covered Wagon" for

sometime, if, under the McCarthy-
Mitchell management, it does some-
thing of the constructive missionary
work for pictures generally which
was done by "The Birth." the the-

atres and the industry generally will

be well recompensed.
In the meantime, however, every

exhibitor who has a sense of his re-

sponsibility to his public will avoid
promising "The Covered Wagon"
for an early showing until he finds

out whether he can make good.

Re -Takes
J. R. M.

IDEAL convention weather, eh? It's a

regular thing out here in Chicago.

Not that we want to boast about it,

but we don't have to apologize for our

climate—that is not all the time.

* * *

It's been six years since the exhibitors

met here, but there's a lot of old-timers

that still remember the Convention and

Exposition of 1917.
* * *

No Kick

I see Thcda Bara is going to return to

the screen as a "modified vamp." Ver-

ily we're slow ing up, with near beer and

modified vamps.
* * «

What's the Answer

Out thar on the West Coast where

men are men, they're making a film called

' Why do we Live." It sounJs easy but

we'll bite—Why?
* * »

Nor as Good

The popular five cent cigar is back but

it isn't as popular as in former years.

* * •

Want to Soak Him
The Old World insists on handing

Uncle Sam a white ticket and getting

him into that World Court. But he

seems to have his fingers crossed.

* * *

Not Openly

The announcement that the reformers

are going after flappers is nothing new.

They've been after them for years. (But

on the Q. T.)
* * *

He'd Mopped Up
Xoah wasn't wise or he'd have sold

the motion picture rights when he was

loading all of those wild animals.
* * »

They Backed Down
Now that the radio people have called

the Music publishers' bluff, and won out,

it behooves the motion picture people to

get busy and "follow through."
* * *

Sweet Idea

One progressive grocer in Chicago is

selling sugar on the installment plan. A
dollar down and a dollar a week.

* * *

Marked Down
You can get 50,000 marks for a dollar

in Germany, if you have the dollar.

* * *

"Number Please"

Chicago is about to adopt the dial

system of telephoning. Well, there's one
thing to be said in its favor—it certainly

can't be any worse than the present

plan.
* * *

Zip Is Zev's Middle Name
Zev won the Kentucky derby. Wonder

who'll be the Convention Zev? Suppose
many wise cracks were made about "it

wus Zev'r-thus," down around Church-
ill Downs.
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Uniform Contract Is Rejected
By M. P. T. O. A. at Convention

Organization

By M. J. Q.=

At the moment this is being written

the outcome of the election and the re-

sults of various other important matters

hang in the balance.

Every candidate and every partizan

cannot be successful.

Only one candidate can win and, in

all probability, many issues close to the

hearts of many of the delegates assem-

bled in Chicago will pass by the boards.

But none of this can be permitted to

have any adverse effect on the organiza-

tion.

The organization—the ideal of theatre

owners being banded together for the

protection and advancement of mutual

interests-—must be safeguarded against

every risk and against every individual

that attacks its solidarity.

The type of organization man who is

with the organization when the organiza-

tion is with him and who promptly be-

comes an anarchist—defying the organi-

zation and its rule—when it happens to

turn a way he does not like, must be

reached for and thrown out.

It is not enough to let such a type re-

sign from the organization.

He should be expelled; he should be

cast out as unfit to share in the privileges

and benefits of organization.

The unity and integrity of the ex-

hibitors' association must be held as a

sacred trust by every officer and every

member.

If the law of the majority is good

enough to be the law of America, it !s,

by virtue of that fact, the law that

should be observed this year and every

year in the councils of the Motion Pic-

ture Theatre Owners of America.

Many great achievements which are

the results of years of diligent work are

now practically within reach. Nothing

can prevent these achievements being at-

tained but disorganization—and dis-

organization from the inside is simply the

spirit of the enemy within the gates.

Stand by the organization—come what

"Old Guard" Conceded
Majority of Delegates

Early Indication Is That Cohen Can Be Reelected

or Name His Successor If He Chooses

Rejection in its entirety of the Uniform Contract late Tues-
day afternoon was the first important step taken by the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America.

Up to that time, the battle for the presidency had completely over-

shadowed all other issues and it had appeared that business would be com-
pletely sidetracked until the next executive had been elected.

Rejection Comes Unexpectedly

While it was regarded as practically a certainty the contract would be
rejected by the convention, it was not believed that the step would be taken
until later in the week. When W. D. Burford of Illinois completed his

report on the negotiations over the matter with Will H. Hays, W. W.
Whitson, chairman of the sub-committee of the executive committee, in-

troduced the resolution rejecting the contract.

Following the usual course of business, President Cohen referred the

resolution to the committee on resolutions to be reported later.

"Why burden an already overworked committee with that?" cried

John Mannheimer of New York, springing to his feet. "Let's vote on it

now."

Motion Is Carried Unanimously

There was a roar of "Question! Question!" and Cohen submitted the

resolution direct to the convention. It was carried unanimously.

may

!

U

—MARTIN J. QUIGLEY

Burford read for an hour, detailing
meetings held during the course of the
negotiations with Hays over the con-
tract. He stated that there were seven
points upon which no agreement was
reached

:

1. Restrictions or. sale of advertising
matter used.

2. Advance payments or cash deposits.

3. Elimination of objectionable scenes or
advertising, propaganda, etc., camou-
flaged, by exhibitors.

4. Use of original copy in newspaper ad-
vertising.

5. Changeability of play dates.

6. Time limit on contracts (New York
signatures).

7. Agreement on arbitration ruling.

Following a detailed explanation of
each point, he completed his report by
declaring Havs practically ignored the
M. P. T. O. A. after the contract had
been drafted.

Speakers Open Convention

Up to the time this question was
brought up, the program had been lim-

ited to speeches, reports and committee
appointments. President Sydney S.

Cohen gave his detailed report Monday.
Its text is presented on page 23.

Tuesday, the speakers included Martin

J. Quigley, publisher of Exhibitors Her-
ald, George Eastman of Rochester, N. Y..

Congressman Homer P. Snyder, and
Robert E. Welsh, editor of Moving Pic-

ture World. All were accorded ovations.

Rodolph Valentino spoke later in the

afternoon, going into the details of his

quarrel with Famous Players-Lasky Cor-
poration. He was repeatedly interrupted

with applause at his shots at Paramount
and at Will H. -Hays.

Cohen Dampens Fight

Failure of Sydney S. Cohen to state

whether or not he would be a candidate

for reelection put a wet blanket on what
started out Sunday night to be a keen
and rather spectacular battle for the
presidency.

Friends of Al Steffes and Jim Ritter
whooped 'er up Sunday and Monday.
There were buttons, badges, banners and
souvenirs to lend color to the campaign-
ing. McWilliams of Wisconsin. Smith of
Ohio and Mogler of Missouri actively
solicited votes.

Early Monday morning, the word was
passed that Cohen would run again.
Cohen declined to affirm or deny, an-
swering interviewers with a statement
that he was "too busy to talk politics."

Field Is Narrowed

By Tuesday morning, the talk of eight
or ten candidates had narrowed to five,

Steffes, Ritter, Mogler. McWilliams and
Smith. C. A. Lick of Arkansas and
"Denney" Harris of Pennsylvania had
practically withdrawn and "Pete" Wood-
hull of New Jersey declined to say
whether he was really in the fight.

It was generally reported that the
Cohen men were not entirely satisfied

with any of the candidates and were
bringing pressure upon Cohen to run
again.

Failing in this, they sought to have him
name the man. Glenn Harper of Cali-
fornia was the first of the "dark horses"
mentioned in lobby gossip.

Others Said to Be Talked

Besides Harper, it is understood that
the Cohen men are now considering W.
D. Burford of Illinois, Martin G. Smith
of Ohio. Pete Woodhull of New Jersey,
and Mike Comerford of Pennsylvania.

Comerford, it is declared, is the man
wanted, but it is said that he will not
accept it. Despite his protests, it is said
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C. A. LICK
FT. SMITH, ARK^

that pressure still continues in an effort

to push him into the race.

Weigh Candidates Carefully

Smith of Ohio is regarded as having the
biggest list of delegates of the men now
considered for support. It is said that he
can hold the entire Ohio delegation and
can bring to his support several other
groups.
Woodhull is favored by many in the

belief that an Eastern man is needed to

assure the support of the entire Atlantic

Coast. "Pete" is probably one of the most
popular men in the entire organization
and there are many anti-Cohen men who
could easily be induced to be pro-Wood-
hull.

Burford's strength is regarded as being
principally in Illinois and Wisconsin and
the Southwest. He is highly regarded in

Arkansas, Oklahoma, Texas and neigh-
boring states and is said to be acceptable
to most of the Eastern group.

Can Cohen Swing the Votes?

The big question, however, seems to be
as to whether Cohen could swing his

votes to any of the five tentative candi-
dates or the half dozen others who have
been talked of.

Many delegates, practically pledged to

Cohen, are said to be ready to bolt to
either Steffes or Ritter in case Cohen,
personally, is not a candidate.

Harris Believed Out

"Denny" Harris is definitely out of the
race for president, according to Fred J.

Herrington, also of Pennsylvania.

"In fact. I doubt if Harris comes to

the convention," said Herrington.
Herrington, in explaining the attitude

of the Pennsylvania delegation, said that

they came with open minds and were un-
instructed. He said they intended to look
things over carefully.

Lick Also Believed Out

C. A. Lick also is reported to have with-
drawn from the race.

Lick is mighty popular in the South-
west, however, and even though he does
not want to be a candidate, it is certain

that he will have many friends and ad-
mirers ready to propose his name as a

"harmony' or "compromise" choice in

case the convention goes to a deadlock.
McWilliams of Wisconsin, Smith of

Ohio and Mogler of Missouri are still

contenders, although overshadowed for

the time being by the activities of Steffes

and Ritter. All three have faithful fol-

lowers who refuse to permit them to be
counted out until it is certain they have
no chance.

Deadlock Is Possibility

The dopesters believe Cohen can swing
200 votes, possibly a few more than that.

They figure that Ritter and Steffes com-
bined cannot muster enough votes to

block Cohen or the oreanization candi-

date. This would mean that the two
have less than 190—as 380 is believed the

highest total of votes which can be cast.

In the face of this. Steffes' headquarters

last night declared that he was assured of

170 votes on the first ballot, while Ritter's

friends stated that a prediction of 135

votes for Ritter was a conservative state-

ment.
These two figures would mean 305 be-

tween them—more than seventy-five per

cent of the total vote.

Despite the well-organized campaign
of both men and the high regard in which
they are held, this total is unlikely. Ap-
parently, one or the other has counted a

number of "doubtfuls."

Northern California for Both

It may be that both have counted in

Northern California, which, according to

C. C. Griffin, looks favorably on both
Steffes and Ritter.

"We have not held a caucus yet," said

Griffin last night. "But in talking cas-

ually with the boys, we seem agreed that

both Steffes and Ritter are good men
and we would be glad to support either of

them.
"It is possible that both men may get

votes from Northern California or that

we will favor the one which we think has

the best chance of being elected."

In several other localities, the same
situation exists.

New York Censor

Is Believed Dying
(.Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WATERTOWN, X. Y.. May 21.—
George H. Cobb. 59 years old. chairman of

The Message From New York State

(Editor's Note—This is a copy of a telegram sent to W. A. Steffes, W. D.
Burford, Jim Ritter and Martin Smith.)

"No official delegate from New York state to convention; few men from
state probably present and no official vote. New York is out until the national

is rid of politics. We are exhibitors desiring to insure our investments with
sound policies.

"Cast aside politics. Make the presidency honorary. Put the national or-

ganization on a business plan with an efficient business manager. This will

remove politics and bring us close together. Guarantee this policy and give
New York a voice on the floor and delegates may be sent. A single state needs
no national organization, but any national needs every state. Don't be led to

slaughter. If you are for the exhibitor, it is your duty to write the policy."

Mr. Advertiser!

Does this mean anything to you?

One of the exhibitors attending
the convention told us confiden-
tially that he had been respectfully
but earnestly requested NOT to

report on a certain product under
our "What the Picture Did for
Me" department. The argument
set forth is that EXHIBITORS
READ these reports. If they read
the reports they will READ what
you have to say in your message.
Next time you advertise, THINK
THIS OVER.

the State Board of Censors, is in a serious

condition here. He was struck by an auto-

mobile while crossing Public Square last

Friday. Physicians say that he has but a
slight chance of recovery.

Daylight Saving Plan
Shelved in St. Louis

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS. MO., May 22—The legis-

lative committee of the St. Louis board
of aldermen by a vote of six to one de-

cided to file Alderman Winter's Daylight
Saving ordinance. This means that the

measure is dead.
A recent poll indicated that St. Louis-

ians were more than two to one against
the proposed ordinance.

Herald Daily

Scoops Field

The "Convention Daily," issued
every morning by EXHIBITORS
HERALD during the annual con-
vention of the Motion Picture The-
atre Owners of America, led the
field by a wide margin, both in size

and text. Three other dailies were
published.

The fit st day's issue of the "Herald
Daily" rarrieJ twenty-four pages.
On the second day it jumped to thirty-

two pages.
The largest of the rival publications

carried only twelve pages.

Each day the "Herald Daily"
gave a complete review of the pre-

vious day's proceedings and an ac-

curate account of the political sta-

tus of the convention.
The "Herald Daily" was read.

Kurtzman Made Warner
Coast Publicity Chief
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, May 21. — Charles

Kurtzman has been appointed director of

publicity of the Warner Brothers studios

here. Mr. Kurtzman takes the place of

Andy Hervey. resigned.
Kurtzman. while on the coast, has

acted as personal representative of a num-
ber of periodicals and newspapers.

Confers With Hammons
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK. May 22—J. A. Gage,

manager of Educational's Seattle ex-

change, is in New York conferring with

E. W. Hammons regarding distribution

and sales plans for the Pacific Northwest

during the coming season.
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Cartoonist Merrill Visits Sherman Lobby
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Attendance to

Establish New
Highwater Mark

Crowds Begin to Pour Into
Chicago Three Days

Before Opening
Attendance at the fourth annual con-

vention of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America will far exceed the

record set by any previous gathering of

exhibitors in the history of the industry.

As early as last Friday, the advance dele-

gations reached Chicago. Saturday found
the city humming with activity and Sun-'
day night there were fully 1,000 theatre
owners in the city.

Hotel Sherman, the official headquar-
ters, was refusing reservations for rooms
as early as Saturday noon. By Sunday,
only those who had written in far in ad-
vance were being taken care of. The
overflow was going into the LaSalle,
Morrison, Congress and Blackstone.
Early arrivals were:
WESTERN MISSOURI—Charles T. Sear*

Nevada
;
F. A. Wasgicn, Brookfield

j L. L. Jones.
Marshall; Lawrence Goldman, Kansas City;
ff<*

T™'"l Scdalia; A. F. Baker, Springfield;W. P. Cuff. Chillicothe ; Ben Levy, /oplin • A
E. Eisner, Kansas City, and Jack Roth, Kan-
sas City.

NORTH CAROLINA— IT. B. Varner, Lexing-
ton, and R. D. Craver, Charlotte.
NEW YORK-A A. Elliott, Hudson: Howard

J. Smith. Buffalo; Dewey Michaels, Buffalo; Sid-
ney Allen, Medina, and Frank Koch. Rochester

„ CONNECTICUT-W. A. True, Hartford; J.W. Walsh. Hartford: C. L. Repass, Hartford-
i?™." T

- Kourke, Bridgeport, and Harry Englc,
Middlcton.

NEW JERSEY-John T. Collins. Rutherford;
J»..i.

F" Waodhull, Dover; Sidney Samuelson.
William Hunt. Wildwood

; Lou Pizer, Burling-
ton; William Keagan. Trenton; Henry O. Baker
Dover; Arthur B. Smith, Salem, and A. D. Aus-
tin, Wildwood.
IOWA—Tom Arthur, Mason City; W E

Waterhouse, Charles City; Alexander Frank]W aterloo, and Thornberg, Marshalltown.
NEBRASKA—C. E. Williams. Omaha: Al

Iramer, Omaha: J. E. Kirk, Omaha; Wesley
Fisher, Grand Island; Will Lvnn, Red Cloud-
Blaine Cook, Beatrice; Smcad, Council Bluffs'
Iowa, and F. B. Thomas, Fremont.
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA-C. C. Griffin,

Oakland; Fred Frisk, Eureka; Nathan Mann,
Sausalite

; Max Blumenfeld, Sam Rafael, and Sam
Perhn, Oakland.

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA—W. W. Whit-
son, and daughter, San Diego; Laura Peralta
Culver City; Mary Peralta, Culver City; J. o'
Van Deberg, Los Angeles; B. N. Berinstein.
Los Angeles, and Glenn Harper and family, Los
Angeles.

MICHIGAN—Detroit: W. W. Slocum. G W
Trendle, Jes Fishman, Carl Sonin, Jacob Smith
William Hulbert, Harlan Starr, Arthur Baehr
Harry Goldstein and wife, Bert William Lew
Cohen, H. R. Pfiffle and wife, Harry Oppen-
heim, Phil Gleichman, James C. Rittcr and wife,
H. T. Hall and wife, John Niebes, Sam Acker-
man H. M. Richey and wife, Frida Swine Rose
Miller, Tom Lancaster, Alex Schriebcr, William
Haynes and wife, Floyd Wadlow and wife. Ruby
Fisher, Fred DeLodde and wife, H. E. McCann.
Eddie McGrath, John Brennan and wife. Art All-
cott, Ed Kirchner and Ollie Brooks; H. L. Weil
Port Huron; A. J. Kleist and wife, Pontiac ; Hel-
mar George, Monroe; J. R. Denniston and wife
Monroe; Claude E. Cady, Lansing; W. S Mc-
Laren, Jackson ; G. A. Cross, Battle Creek ; Har-
vey Lipp, Battle Creek; A. L. Picker. Ironwood;
Ryless Hunnington, Saginaw; A. L. Reeves, Paw-
Paw; H. H. Gallop, Marquette; H. L. Jacobs
Marquette; W. S. Butterfield and wife. Battle
Creek; Paul Schlossman, Muskegon; G. L. Wil-
ier, Grand Rapids; Fred Clark, Grand Rapids;
Hunter Robins, Escanaba ; Robert Codd, Niles
Fred Wuerth, Ann Arbor; George Wilbur and
wife; Pontiac; A. S. Patterson and wife, Pon-
tiac

; H. F. Hanna, Homer Blair McElroy,
Chicago, and L. D. Brewer, Owosso.
OHIO—Martin G. Smith, Toledo; Sam Bul-

lock, Cleveland
; Fred S. Meyer, Harry Silver

and John A. Schwalm, Hamilton ; A. G. Hette-
sheimer, J. A. Ackerman and A. J. Huss, Cin-
cinnati.

MINNESOTA—J. J. Clinton, Duluth ; H. P.
Green and wife, Minneapolis ; Theo. L. Hayes
and wife, Minneapolis; W. A. Steffes and wife,
Minneapolis; Joseph Friedman and wife. Mm-

U*?A«0 !5iAN0, (NEB.

ncapolis; H. H. Kopold and wife, Minneapolis;
C. H. Hitchcock. Miss Hartsock, William Cam-
eron. St. Paul ; Carter and Graham, St. Paul •

I.udke, St. Peter: John Campbell, Minneapolis
;

Richard Brohns, Minneapolis, and A. A. Kaplan,
Minneapolis.

NORTH DAKOTA—Dan Chamberlain, Fargo;
\ anew, Bismarck.

SOUTH DAKOTA— L. Rubenstein, George H.
True and Brummond.
EASTERN MISSOURI— St. Louis: Joe Mog-

ler, Fred W. Wehrenberg, Louis C. Hehl. Hector
M. E. Pasmezoglu, Spyros Skouras, Fred N.
Hoelzer, Oscar Lehr, M. J. Nash, W. O. Reeves,
Sam Sigoloff, Mrs. William Young, Sara Hor-
wich, J. R. Pratt, Fulton; Charles Goodnight.
DeSoto; Robert Stempte. St. Charles, and F.
W. Rodgers, Poplar Bluffs.

WASHINGTON, D. C—Harry M. Crandall
and Julius Brylawski.

PENNSYLVANIA—Harry Davis. Pittsburgh;
Mike Comerford, Scranton ; Mike O'TooIe. Scran-
ton; Fred Herrington, Pittsburgh; Attornev
Aarons, Philadelphia, and William Cadoret of
the Comerford circuit.

WISCONSIN— Fred Seegcrt. Milwaukee; Joe
Rhode. Kenosha ; F. J. McWiltiams, Madison

;

Tom Foster. Stanley; W'alter F. Baumann. Mil-
waukee ; Joseph Winninger, Waupun, and E.
Langmack, Milwaukee.

ILLINOIS—W. D. Burford. Aurora; Ben
Bcrve, Rochelle ; Glenn Reynolds, DeKalb ; J.
F. Dittman. Frccport ; Adam Dernbach, Wheaton

;

Kenneth Fitzpatrick, Chicago; Joe Hopp, Rock-
Island; Charles Lamb, Rockford ; Dee Robinson,
Peoria: W. W. Watts, Springfield; William Ol-
son, Galesburg, and William Pearl, Highland
Park.

KANSAS—R. G. Liggett, Kansas City; L. A.
Wagner, Eureka.

FILM OFFICIALS — Harry Scott, general
manager of distribution for Ritz. Carlton ; Lewis
J. Sclznick ; J. D. Williams, president of Ritz
Carlton ; Wrattcrson R. Rothacker, president of
Rothacker Film Manufacturing Company ; J. G.
Feinberg, Heywood-Wakefield ; C. J. Howard,
"Fun From the Press;" Harry Charnas of Cleve-
land ; Colvin Brown, Eastern representative for
Thomas H. Ince; Jerome Beatty, director of ad-
vertising and publicity for Al Lichtman ; Al
Lichtman. president of Al Lichtman Corporation ;

Arthur Hoerl of Tiffany-Truart.

Dee Robinson Buys
Ascher Peoria House
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PEORIA, ILL., May 21.—Ascher Broth-

ers Palace theatre here, which has been

operated two years by the Chicago theatre

interests, has been taken over by Theatres

Operation Company, controlled by Dee
Robinson.

Cohen Selects

His Committees
For Convention

"Satisfactory" Is Verdict
Of Candidates After

Examining List

Late Sunday night, Sydney S. Cohen,
president of the M. P. T. O. A., announced
the list of committees which will handle
the organization of the fourth annual con-
vention.

Every candidate for the presidency, who
was shown the list, expressed himself as
"well satisfied."

COMMITTEE ON RULES: National offi-cers and board of directors.

COMMITTEE ON CREDENTIALS: JosephWalsh, chairman, Hartford, Conn.; Fred See-
gert, Milwaukee, Wis.; Glenn Harper, Loi
Angeles, Calif.; W. W. Watts, Springfield, 111 -

J. E. Kirk, Omaha, Neb. ; R. G. Liggett Kan-
sas City. Kansas; A. A. Elliott, Hudson', New
V ork

; Charles Rapaport, Philadelphia, Pa. ; O C
Haulier. Pine Bluff, Arkansas; Glenn Cross]
Battle ( reek. Michigan; Joseph Freidman, Min-
neapolis, Minn.

COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS:
C. A. Lick, chairman, Ft. Smith, Ark.

; Claude
Cady, Lansing, Michigan ; Theodore Hays,
Minneapolis, Minn.; A. R. Pramer, Omaha, Neb.
C. E. W'hitehurst, Baltimore, Md. ; M. E. Comer-
ford, Scranton, Pa.; Harry Davis, Pittsburg, Pa.;
W. A. True. Hartford, Conn.; Wm. Bender'
Jr., South Bend. Indiana; John A. Schwaln ; R.
F. W'oodhull, Dover, N. J.; Joseph Mogler, St
Louis, Mo.; I. W. McMahan, Cincinnati, O.

;

W. W. Whitson. San Diego, Calif. ; Morris
Needles, New York, N. Y. ; W. D. Burford,
Aurora, III.; Jake Wells, Richmond, Va. ; Nathan
Yamins, Fall River, Mass. ; Harry Crandall,
Washington, D. C. ; Glenn Harper, Los Angeles,
Calif. ; Sydney S. Cohen, New York, New York.
COMMITTEE ON TREASURER'S RE-

PORT: Glenn Harper, chairman, Los Angeles,
Calif.: K. G. Liggett . Kansas City, Kan. ; Martin
G. Smith, Toledo, O.

; Joseph Mogler, St. Louis,
Mo.; Howard Smith, Buffalo, N. Y.
SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON UNIFORM

AND EQUITABLE CONTRACT COOPER-
ATING WITH BOARD OF DIRECTORS:
W. W. Whitson. San Diego, Calif.; Charles T.
Scars, Nevada, Mo. ; Martin G. Smith, Toledo,
O. ; C. C. Griffin, Oakland. Calif.; Tom Arthur,
Mason City, Iowa ; Howard Smith, Buffalo, N.
Y. ; C. E. Willims, Omaha, Neb.
COMMITTEE ON THE PRESIDENT'S RE-

PORT: Chairman, F. J. McWilliams, Madison,
Wisconsin; Charles W'hitehurst, Baltimore, Md.;
Fred Hermann, Wilkes-Barre, Penna. ; W.
W. Whitson. San Diego, Calif.; C. A. Lick, Ft
Smith, Ark.; W. A. True, Hartford, Conn.; Frank
Koch. Rochester, N. Y.; James Dunlevy, Akron,
O.J John Niebes, Detroit, Mich.; H. B. Varner,
Lexington, N. C.

COMMITTEE ON PUBLICITY: Robert Codd,
Niles, Mich.; Sidney Nutt, Hot Springs. Ark.;

M. J. O'TooIe. Scranton, Pa.; Sam Bullock, Cleve-

land, O.; Nat W. Rbyster. Chicago, III.; A. A. El-

liott, Hudson, N. Y.; Herbert Weil, Port Huron,
Mich.

Executives of Warners
Here for Big Conclave

Franchise holders and executives of

Warner Brothers are conspicuous among
convention crowds. They are here, it is

said, for the purpose of telling exhibitors

about the coming eighteen productions

for the independent market. '

Among those seen or scheduled to be

here are Abe Warner, Sam Morris and
Charles Goetz of the home office; George
H. Dummond, Warner personal repren-

sative in Chicago; Lou Berman, of the

Independent Film Corporation, Philadel-

phia; Carl Sonin, manager of Warners'
Detroit exchange; Al Kahn, Kansas City;

Harry Grelle, Pittsburgh; Skirboll Broth-
ers, Cleveland and Cincinnati; J. F. Cub-
berley, manager of the F. & F. Film Co.,

Minn.; and Harry M. Weinberg, general
manager of the A. H. Blank Enterprises,

Les Moines.
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Solid Exhibitor

Organization Is

Plea of Cohen
Cooperative Plan With Trade

Papers Is Urged by
President

Sydney S. Cohen's report of his three
years' "stewardship" as president of the

Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Amer-
ica was the feature of the opening session

of the fourth annual convention of the
organization at the Coliseum annex
Monday afternoon.
He detailed the accomplishments dur-

ing his regime and offered a comprehen-
sive list of recommendations for activities

which he believes will further solidify the

national association and bring the the-

atre owners of the country into a more
harmonious body. Among his recom-
mendations were:

Recommendations Offered
Elimination of all war taxes on the-

atres.

Adoption of a fair and equitable con-
tract.

Reduction of accessory costs.

Combined campaign to bring thou-
sands of potential patrons into theatres.

Elimination of non-theatrical com-
petition.

Establishment of a central service sta-

tion with branches in such cities as Chi-
cago, Washington, Los Angeles and Bos-
ton.

Paid organizers to work among the
states.

An adjustment bureau at national head-
quarters.

Creation of a department of informa-
tion to advise exhibitors concerning their

business.

Development of music department.
Reduction in express rates.

Establishment of insurance department.
Establishment of reviewing committee.
Shorter features and more diversified

programs.

Better Understanding Prevails

The national president said that he be-
lieved that a better understanding was
being reached among the different
branches of the industry. The greatest
trouble with our business, he told the
delegates, is that we have grown too fast

in too short a time during which "we
have faced big and serious problems."

"This is not an infant business," he
said. "The only infants you will find in

the business are in the production and
distribution branches."
This brought a round of applause and

laughter from the delegates.
Cohen said that he wanted a cooper-

ative arrangement with the trade press
whereby this medium would be of greater
benefit to the exhibitor in aiding him to

solve his business problems.
In another part of his address he

rapped what he termed "trade paper ex-
hibitors," and declared that what was
needed was the spirit of cooperation and
harmony and the elimination of ill-feeling

among competing theatre owners.
"Let competitors in the theatre busi-

ness be colleagues," he urged.
Discussing the work for the coming

year, he said:

"Your next administration has a gigan-
tic task. You are coming to the time
when a new president must be elected
and your new national officers must be
able to meet the demands."

Steffes Will Sue
Gates for Libel

"I have instructed my attorney to

bring suit immediately for libel."

This is the answer of "Al" Steffes to

charges against him contained in a letter

from Charles W. Gates, Strand theatre,
Aberdeen, S. D., which was sent broad-
cast to exhibitors and trade papers. A
part of the letter was reprinted in the
May 26 issue of the Herald.

Film Sets Record
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, May 22.—"Enemies of
Women" during the past week at the
Rivoli theatre broke all known records
for features longer than six reels with
gross receipts of $30,283.23.

* * STRAY CONVENTION SHOTS * * *

THE Great Palace of Progress
opened with a bang Sat. nite. No-
body was killed in the rush to get

in. One bathing beauty got wet when
the diving tank burst and caught her un-
awares.

Most everybody is in town. That is

everybody who is anybody in film cir-

cles. You can almost smell the celluloid
in the lobby of the Sherman hotel. No,
don't mean they're all wearing rubber
collars. You know, fillum talk. Every-
body's talking about new productions,
new companies, new stars, super produc-
tions, and whatnot.

* * *

Occasionally somebody asks who is

going to be the next president of the
MPTO, and then there's a lot of guess-
ing.

* * *

The "I told you so" boys won't show
until about Friday.

* * *

This year everybody agrees on one
thing. It's fair play. No that's not a
horse. In other words a square deal. No
phony cards or loaded dice are to be
used. That is—not openly. All the knif-
ing is to be done in the back room.

* * *

Marcus Loew and Lew Cody paid the
Palace of Progress a visit on Mondav
afternoon, posed for the newspapers and
beat it East.

Joe Hopp, Ludwig Seigcl and several

other handsome local exhibs. formed a

committee to meet Elaine Hammcrstcin as

she breezed into town yesterday afternoon.
It's true one swallow doesn't make a sum-
mer, but one star will make a movie ex-
position, especially if it's Elaine.

Rumor has it one delegate had a bottle
with him.

* * *

Louis Kramer may not be a regular
casting director but he certainly gave a

lot of nice girlies some good points on
how to get into pictures. The F. B. O.
booth was the most popular spot in the
convention hall.

* * *

And didja pipr' that bathing beauty
in the F. B. O. booth? She lived up to
the beauty part, too.

* * *

That Pennsylvania delegation that hit

Chicago on Monday a.m. split the air

with their melodies. If they vote like

they sing, it looks like a landslide for

Comerford.
* * *

What a lot of planks Al Steffes has in his

platform! If he doesn't make the grade,

he can still boast that he got more space
than Rittcr, or Smith, or these other guys.

* * *

The reason for it is perhaps that Al
comes from a country where they raise
planks. Hence he can get lots of 'em.

* * *

If the likker doesn't give out before
the banquet there ought to be a lot of
flowery speeches that night. You can't
make much of a talk on Lake Michigan
water; it hasn't the punch, somehow.

* * *

Jim Ritter's canes come in handy
when one has had more than one can
carry.

* * *

The flowers the United Artist's booth
are dispensing are presented by D. W.
Griffith, the pretty girl behind the table
tells you as she pins the posey on.

* * *

The delegates had enough literature op
their chairs to last them until the next
annual convention— if they read it all.

* * *

If only somebody would invent some-
thing to take the place of the president's
annual report. (I guess the presidents
wish this, too.)

* * *

I know the delegates do, and the boys
who have to report it.
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Additional Replies Received in

National Advertising Survey
Exhibitor Opinions Arriving Too Late for Publication This

Week Will Appear in Succeeding Issues of "Herald"

ALTHOUGH it was the intention of the "Herald" to complete its

survey on the subject of national advertising in three installments,

additional opinions have been received from exhibitors since press time last

week. The necessity of extending the survey into four weeks accentuates

the interest of theatre owners in the subject of advertising motion pic-

tures in magazines of national circulation which entails an annual ex-

penditure of hundreds of thousands ,of dollars by the distributors and
producers.

IN conducting its survey the Herald
under the general question, "Is Na-

tional Advertising Helping Your" asked
the exhibitors to comment upon the fol-

lowing phases of the subject:
1. What do you think of this as a means of

increasing theatre attendance?
2. Is it increasing the attendance in your

theatre?
3. What percentage of your attendance do you

feel it is responsible for?
4. What is the comment of your patrons on

magazine advertisements, on trade marks or
brands and on particular pictures?

5. Do you feel this money could lie expended
in any other way to give you greater benefits?

6. If so, how?
7. Can admission prices be successfully raised

on pictures on the strength oi national adver-
tising?

Exhibitor comments on these questions
follow

:

G. R. WILLIAMS, AVON THEATRE,
CINCINNATUS, N. Y.: (1) Verj lit-

tle lor our town. Might be all right tor

Chicago or New York. (2) Can't notice

it. (3) None. (4) They never mention it.

(5) Yes. (6) By giving us more up-to-
date features if they are going to adver-
tise them and let us have them for what
we can pay. (7) Not with us.

* * *

E. L. WHARTON. ORPHEUM THE-
ATRE, GLASGOW, MONT.: (1) It

does increase attendance to some extent,

but increases the cost of the production
with resulting increases in tilm rentals

that much exceed the desired result. (2)
Slightly. (3) Possibly 10 per cent. (4)
The advertising creates a demand for the
particular brands advertised but does not
always mean a ticket sale, (j) Yes. (6)
Put the money in the picture where it

will satisfy the patron, instead of fooling
them with advertised bunk. In fact, it

has come to be a known fact that the
more widely advertised a certain picture
is, the less liable it is to prove satisfac-

tory, for it would need little advertising
if it were able to stand on its own legs.

(7) Absolutely not. If the exhibitor is to
remain in business, he must please his

patrons. Raised admissions may lead peo-
ple to think they will enjoy the enter-
tainment as they enter, but the play must
satisfy them or nothing can get them out
again. Remember Barnum's words, "You
can't fool 'em always."

* * *

HOWARD K. ALLEN, R I A L T O
THEATRE, HARLINGEN, TEX.: i l I

Does very little good in small towns. (2)

No. (.'!) Not over 1 per cent. (4) Have
had very few requests for any certain

make oi pictures in the past year which
might be traced to national advertising.

(5) Yes. (6) The millions now being
spent for that could be used either for

making cleaner pictures and better ones
or could be credited to film rentals and
do more good. (7) No. Not unless it can
deliver the goods. So many mediocre pic-

tures are being advertised as lavishly as
the good ones, it doesn't mean anything
and the people have found it out.

(General Comment) There is only one
way that national advertising can help the
small town exhibitor and that is in talk-

ing "horse sense" to the public and trying
to uplift the picture business as a whole
instead of the film companies trying to go
each other one better in their press agent
dope. What good can it do us little birds
when we are lucky to be able to run a
certain picture maybe six months or a
year after it has been advertised and the
people (what few of them have seen the
ad) have forgotten all about it? In my
opinion, it's a shameful waste of money
and much more good could be done by
making the pictures so doggoned good
that the people can't help but want to see
them. I've found that one "word of
mouth" ad is better than a half-page ad
in the paper.

* * *

J. J. CASSELMAN, COLONIAL THE-
ATRE, TRACY, MINN.: (1)1 doubt

if it is of any material benefit to the small
town exhibitor. (2) I think not. (3) It

would be hard to tell. I think very little,

if any. (4) Our patrons very seldom
speak of having seen any particular ad-
vertisement in the magazines. Neither do
they seem to care for trade marks or
brands. The star and the story is what
interests them. (5) Yes. (6) By reducing
film rentals and the price of accessories,
and let us do our own advertising. Local
advertising is worth more to the small
town exhibitors than national advertising.
(7) No. Admission prices cannot be suc-
cessfully raised only on the strength of
the picture. If producers would only ex-
ploit their good pictures it would be dif-

ferent, but when they advertise mediocre
pictures as being great screen attractions,
people lose all confidence in the adver-
tisements. If they cannot produce the
goods, the less said about the production
the better.

"I have been reading with interest your section on the subject 'Has
National Advertising Helped You?' I think the reaction obtained from the
various exhibitors is very interesting indeed and should prove valuable to every
motion picture advertiser in the business. This is one of the best articles ever
taken up by a trade paper and I want to congratulate you upon your enter-
prise."—L. A. Young, Director of Advertising and Publicity for Warner
Brothers.

Exhibition

By SID LAWRENCE
(Isis theatre. Grand Rapids. Mich.)

Here are some funny experiences:

Having a family come in with seven

children and with three tickets and the

mother or father says: "I'll hold all the

rest on my lap."

Calling up on the phone and asking
what time the show starts when you use
four column, 10-inch advertisement on
Saturday and Sunday and a daily adver-

tisement to tell them.
When you are holding them out on a

continuous performance and having some
one ask, "Why do you sell tickets wh;n
you haven't any seats inside?"

Is it true that Jackie Coogan is a dwarf
and 40 years old?
When you are holding them out to

have seme one say, "Have you two seats

in the tenth row, center, on the aisle?"

Do they turn the machines slower to

make slow motion pictures appear on the

screen?
Or the operator is running the picture

too fast when you show speed motion.
A woman bringing in a boy or girl 10

years old and very near as big as the

mother and telling you, "I'll hold him or

her on my lap."

To have salesman come in and tell you
just how much you are going to do in

gross business on their productions.

By A. R. BENDER
(Olympic theatre, Cleveland. Okla.)

I don't know if this will strike others

as being funny or not. It did not appeal

to me in just that way. Sometime ago I

had an old man come up to my window
and ask the price of admission. I told

him. He happened to glance up at the

admission sign over the window and
noticed that it carried a "War Tax"
clause. He asked about that and upon
being told that there was a tax on each
admission he refused to go into the show,
saying that there was no longer a war
tax on as it had been taken off patent
medicines.

By W. H. MEIER
(Garden theatre, Newark, N. J.)

My funniest experience (to me at least)

was while sitting in a rival nickelodeon

(about twelve years back) listening to a

pianist playing for "Dante's Inferno."

When he came to the part where
Cheron was ferrying the dead over the

River Styx he worked the picture up by
playing, "Many a stormy wind may blow
ere Jack comes home again."

I have had many a good laugh just pic-

turing to myself the possibilities, how the

real dead would have felt going to hell

and how pleased they would have been if

they knew they were coming home again.
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Coast and Chicago Theatre
Projects Represent Millions

Balaban & Katz to Erect 5.600 Seat Playhouse on
North Side—Lesser-Gore Interests to Spend

S3. 500. 000 in Construction

Balaban & Katz. operators of the Chicago. Tivoli. Riviera and Central

Park theatres in Chicago, have announced plans for the erection of the largest

theatre in the world, a 5.600 seat house, on the North Side in Chicago just

across the street from their Riviera. It is understood that the latter theatre

will be converted into a variety house.

Seven Theatres for Southern California

(Special to Exhibitors Hi raid )

LOS AXGELES. May 22.—Theatre construction plans of W est Coast
Theatres. Inc.. call for an estimated expenditure of So.500.000 during the first

eight months of the 1923 season. It is expected that the seven houses now
under construction in Southern California will be ready by September 1, 1923.

A 1.800 seat house being erected in San Pedro will be ready for opening
within five weeks. This theatre will represent an investment in excess of
S500.000. The building is a solid block, with stores, offices, and basement.
The stage has facilities to house roadshows and vaudeville.

Noted Writers Accept

Invitations to Confer

on Art of Photoplays
i Special to Exhibitors Herald*

NEW YORK. May 22.—Many of the

best known writers of this country. Eng-

land and France have been invited to

attend the* International Congress on

Motion Picture Arts to be held at the

Waldorf-Astoria. New York, on June 7

and S. it has been announced this week

by Rex Beach, who is acting as chairman

of the Authors League Committee, which

is arranging the gathering in coopera-

tion with Adolph Zukor and Jesse L.

Lasky. president and vice-president of

the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.
"The acceptance already received from

distinguished writers, dramatists, artists,

educators and other recognized leaders in

American life." Mr. Beach said, "indicate
that the congress will be a notable con-
tribution toward the artistic development
of motion pictures.

Those who are serving with Mr. Beach
on the committee are: Samuel Hopkins
Adams. George Barr Baker. Edwin
Bjorkman. Ellis Parker Butler. Irvin S.

Cobb. George Creel. C. B. Falls. Charles
Dana Gibson. John Golden. Clayton
Hamilton. Rupert Hughes. Edward Hun-
gerford. Will Irwin. Orson Lowell.
George Barr McCutcheon. George Mal-
lon. George Middleton. Harvey O'Hig-
gins. Floyd W. Parsons. Luther Reed.
Tony Sarg. Leroy Scott. William G.
Sheperd. William Allen White. Fred G.
Melchor. Tames Wright Brown. Ger-
trude Lane and Russell Doubleday.

H. G. Schmidt Dies

Following Operation

LONG PIXE. XEB.. May 25.—H. G.
Schmidt, proprietor of the Palace theatre,
died suddenly at the Brown county hos-
pital. Ainsworth. following an operation.
He was apparently in the best of health up
to the time of going to the hospital and
news of his death came as a shock to the
community.

H. G. Schmidt was a frequent contributor
to "What the Picture Did for Me"' and
other exhibitor-written departments of the
Herald.

Houses Stage Price War
TROY. X. Y.. May 22.—There is a

merry fight going on here at the present
between the Lincoln and the Troy the-
atres. Last w-eek the Lincoln announced
a reduction in its prices of admission,
with the result that matinees are now-
being given for twenty cents, while
twenty-five cents prevails for the orches-
tra seats at the evening shows. This is

a reduction cf ten cents.

Exhibitors Are Arrested
(special to Exhibitors Herald}

JASOXYILLE. IXD.. May 22—
This city was without Sunday moving
picture shows Sunday for the first time
since Xovember. 1921. The two theatres
opened as usual, but police arrested the
managers. Robert Mullins and George
Passen and took them before J. C. Dun-
can, justice of the peace, before whom
the defendants gave bond.

In Pomona. Cal.. a 1.500 seat house is

being built for the Gore Brothers. Ram-
ish and Sol Lesser interest by Milwaukee
Building Company, in the heart of the
city. This house will be ready for open-
ing about August 1 and will represent an
investment of $200,000.
At Hermosa Beach a large block is

being built, into w-hich are incorporated
a bank building, a theatre, stores and of-
fices. On this structure no money is

being spared to make it the most beauti-
ful in the entire bay city district. The
Hermosa Chamber of Commerce is sol-
idly and most energetically backing this
investment. The theatre will have 1.000
seats. Two hundred thousand dollars is

the appropriation represented for this

construction work.

Theatre to Cost S400.C00

At Santa Monica, at 3rd and Arizona
streets, a highclass theatre and office

building is being constructed. The in-

vestment is in excess of $400,000. The
theatre will be 1.700 seats capacity
equipped with all modern facilities.

In Hollywood the Hollywood theatre
near Highland will be entirely remodeled
at an expense of $75,000. The theatre is

to be beautified and redecorated with
many new chairs added to make it a
1.000 seat capacity house.
On Western avenue at 54th street on

the southwest corner a class A theatre
seating 1.500. fully equipped, with stores

and offices is being built by R. F. D. List

for West Coast Theatres, inc. The prop-
erty is 175x175 ft. and the investment ap-
proximates $250,000.

Plans Los Angeles House
On the corner of W ashington. Yermont

and Xew Hampshire, a Los Angeles key
corner fronting on two main boulevards,

will arise a magnificent 2.500 seat theatre

of class A construction. Plans for this

theatre are now being prepared so that

construction can begin at an early date.

The total investment of the buildine

alone, not including real estate, will be in

excess of $750,000.

On York Boulevard, between 51st and
52nd streets. J. A. Badeley is erecting a

theatre which will be of an Egyptian ar-

chitectural design. Construction and real

estate estimated at $165,000.

For all of these houses Messrs. Gore
Bros.. Ramish. and Sol Lesser are award-
ing contracts for organs, masonry, car-

pentry-, decorating, and other manual
labor, the sum total of these contracts

being estimated to keep thousands of
workmen busy for an entire year. The
total cost of class A organs, which will

be installed in these various theatres, is

in excess of $250,000. and not included in

the construction aopropriation.

Other Deals Contemplated

Three more deals are now pending for

theatres contemplated and in stage of ne-
gotiation ready for announcement at a
very early date. All of them will be
situated in Los Angeles at a total invest-

ment of $750,000.
West Coast Theatres. Inc.. also an-

nounces that an associate. Claude Lang-
ley, has closed negotiations in conjunc-
tion with the company for a new theatre

which will be announced soon. The in-

vestment in this instance wnll be $400,000.

Many Houses in K. C.

District Change Hands
(Special to Exhibitors Herald*

KANSAS CITY. MO.. May 22—Quite
a number of changes in management of

theatres in the Kansas City territory have
been announced during the last week, as

well as openings on new houses. They
are:

Fred Hayter. former manager of the
Highland theatre. Kansas City, has taken
over the management of the Orpheum
theatre. Parsons. Kan.: Herington the-

atre. Herington. Kan., has been acquired
by J. C. Tindale: Hedrick Opera House.
Chanute. Kan., has been remodeled by
Mark Wilson and will be re-opened soon

:

Airdome theatre. Fort Scott. Kan.,
opened by H. E. Clrich: Y-Xot theatre.
Crook. Colo., purchased bv John L.
Vost.

Chosen Orange Queen
(.Special to Exhibitors Herald}

LOS AXGELES. May 22.—Maryon
Aye. featured player in Sol Lesser pro-
ductions and wife of Harry D. Wilson,
has been chosen queen of the California
Yalencia Orange show.

Schenck Signs Sullivan
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS AXGELES. May 22.—C. Gard-
ner Sullivan has been signed by Joseph
M. Schenck as chief of his scenario staff.
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Clash Over Kent's Absence
Livens Trade Investigations

Only Three Witnesses on Stand as Hearing Against
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation Is Resumed

by Government in New York
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, May 22.—A lively tilt between opposing counsel enlivened

yesterday's session of the Federal Trade Commission investigation into the

activities of Famous Players-Lasky. The row came over the question of

whether or not Sidney R. Kent was evading a subpoena when he was not in

attendance when called by the government attorneys.

Mr. Fuller, chief counsel of the commission, made the announcement that

Mr. Kent was wanted on the stand as he was a very important witness at this

time, but that he was surprised to learn that he was in Dallas, Los Angeles or

some other point. Mr. Fuller demanded that Mr. Kent be instructed to return

to New York at once as he was under subpoena and had no right to leave.

Insists on Kent's Return to Attend Hearing

Mr. Swayne, attorney for Famous Players-Lasky, stated that Mr. Kent
would return to New York June 4 and would not be able to appear before the

examiner until that time. Mr. Fuller insisted that Kent be returned and offi-

cially asked Examiner Alvord to order this done.

bought for another house, and had after-

ward paid for the extra showing.
Knobcl's chief grievance against Fa-

mous was that after an argument over
what he could afford to pay for pictures,

Famous had sent people to his houses to
"clock" his attendance. Knobcl was more
concerned over this "clocking" than he
appeared to be over Mr. McDonald's
implied charge of "bicycling."

Comedy Injected in Hearing

Goldrcyer injected considerable comedy
into the proceedings when he explained
how he had "fooled" the dockers when
they tried to get a line of his patronage
when he was playing "Blood and Sand."
When asked to name some Paramount
pictures he had contracted for and when
cancelled, he named "Enemies of Wom-
en" and "Little Old Xew York," and then
said: "Let's not worry about these can-
cellations. We'll get these pictures yet,

in spite of the cancellation."
Goldrcyer told about playing "Peter

Ibbetson," for which he had paid $2,000
and on which he had lost money. He
said that he had taken this up with Fa-
mous and that the company had volun-
tarily made a $500 adjustment.
"But if they had given me $2,000 on

the adjustment. I would still have lost

money," he added.
Goodside testified that he conducts two

theatres in Portland, Maine, and two in

Springfield. Mass.. and that he has never
been compelled to buy in blocks, but "just
picks out the stuff he wants and plays it."

Knows Nothing of It

He was asked about Famous Players-
Lasky trying to get a site for a theatre,

he said he know nothing about it except
that some time ago he had read some-
thing in a Portland paper to that effect.

Apparently Mr. Goodside had not quar-
rels on with anyone, as he said he got
along without any trouble with Famous
or anyone else. It is expected that Sam
I. Berman will be on the stand today.

"Mr. Kent should not have left while

under subpoena. I shall have to ask the

respondents to produce him. This is a

matter of grave importance."

Finds Official Excused

During the noon intermission Elek J.

Ludvigh, general counsel for Famous,

dug into the records of the proceedings
of May 3, the day Mr. Kent was first

placed on the witness stand. At the close

of the testimony of Mr. Kent he found

the notation: "Witness excused." At the

afternoon session Mr. Ludvigh halted the

proceedings long enough to call the ex-

aminer's attention to the fact that the

record showed Mr. Kent was excused.

Mr. Fuller claimed that this meant for

that day only and not for the remainder

of the hearings. He did not, however,

press the point of Mr. Kent's immediate
return and the Paramount sales man-
ager will be allowed to finish his western
trip unmolested.
Aside from the wrangle over Kent's

appearance the day's sessions were dull

and uninteresting, but three witnesses
being heard, the evidence of none of

which appeared to be very helpful or
harmful. The general impression obtains
about the Engineers' building where the

hearings are being held that a great deal

of the evidence the trade commission
investigators hoped to bring out had
[ailed to materialize and that the slowing
so noticeable at the sessions indicates an
effort to "mark time" for developments.

No Trouble, They Say

The three witnesses were Benjamin
Knobel and Charles Goldreyer, Bronx ex-

hibitors, and Abe Goodside. an exhibitor

with theatres in Springfield, Mass., and
Portland, Me. All three have been play-
ing Paramount pictures for several years
and testified that they had had little or

no trouble with Famous.
Prather McDonald, one of the attor-

neys for the respondents, tried to get
Knobel to admit that he had bicycled six

prints from one of his Bronx houses to

another. This Knobel denied, but ad-
mitted that in one instance when a pic-

ture booked for one of his houses failed

to arrive, he had "switched" a print

Post Office Aids in

Making Bennett Film
Helps Stage Thriller for

Romance Featuring Mail

Carrier's Life
fecial to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, May 22.—Cooperation

of the post office department at Wash-
ington has been obtained by Whitman
Bennett in filming his production for

Vitagraph "Loyal Lives," a romance of

the mail carrier and his life. Under or-

ders from Postmaster General Harry
Xew, the assistant postmaster general,
Paul Henderson, accompanied by a staff

of postal officials made a special trip from
Washington to Xew York, to personally
arrange the technical details and super-
vise the staging of a spectacular mail
train hold-up scene that will be one of
the outstanding features in the produc-
tion.

Re-enact Holdup Scene

A completely equipped mail train was
used for the hold-up scene and the most
ingenious method of attack recorded in

Post Office annals was reenacted. Xot
only in the making of this scene, but in

the making of all the other scenes perti-

nent to the workings of the post office

and in the plans for the presentation of
the picture to the public, the fullest co-
operation of the post office department
has been assured.
"Loyal Lives" is said to be an intimate

heart-interest story of postal employes
and mail carriers woven into a spectacu-
lar melodramatic romance with Brandon
Tynan in the leading role, playing the
part of a letter carrier, and Mary Carr
assuming a mother role.

Prominent Players in Cast

In addition to Brandon Tynan and
Mary Carr, the cast of "Loyal Lives"
lias Le t ii carefully chosen both for types
and box office values. Faire Binncy, Bus-
ter Collier, Blanche Craig and Charles
MacDonald are among the leading players
in the cast under the direction of Charles
Giblyn. And in an important scene
Postmaster General Xew himself holds
the camera's eye.
"Loyal Lives" will be issued by th

Vitagraph company for pre-publicatioi
showings about June 15.

e

ion

Loew to Conclude Deal
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, May 22.—Marcus
Loew is expected here to complete the
deal whereby West Coast Theatres takes
over the management of all Loew's Coast
houses.

A I Christie Outlines

Plans for New Product;
Sails for Visit Abroad

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

XEW YORK, May 22.—Al Christie of

Christie comedies, accompanied by his

production manager, H. D. Edwards,
sailed for Europe last week on the

steamer Olympia.
Commenting on the plans for new com-

edies which his company will produce
for Educational under the contract just

signed, Mr. Christie pointed out the ne-
cessity for greater variety in comedies.
"We will continue on a larger scale."

he said, "the policy established during
the past year of going out of the beaten
path for our material. The pictures we
made in Honolulu, Truckee and at West-
wood carried us thousands of miles in

search of backgrounds which I think are

exceptional for two-reel comedies. The
blackface comedy, 'Roll Along,' I believe

will be hailed as an innovation. Xext
year's program calls for this style of

production on even a more elaborate
scale."
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32 Firms Got Charters

At Albany Last Month;
Total for Year Is 127

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, X. Y., May 22.—The month

of April brought the incorporation of 32

motion picture companies in New \orfc

state, these representing a capitalization

much less than those incorporating in the

month of March, when 27 companies, cap-

italized at $1,422,500, were chartered, as

compared to a capitalization of $851,000

represented by those formed in April. All

told, the first four months of the year

have witnessed the incorporation of 127

motion picture companies with a total capi-

talization of $6,449,000.

A slump was noticed in the number ot

corporations the first week in May. Four

companies were chartered, these represent-

ing a total capitalization of only 850,000.

The Special Enterprises, Inc., capitalized

at $20,000, and the Tophole Corporation,

$25,000. gave New York City as the loca-

tion of the principal office, while Newark

Theatres. Inc., $5,000. was located in New-

ark, N. Y., and the Genesee Theatrical En-

terprises. Inc., $5,000, in Batavia.
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Ryan Joins Goldwyn
As Purchasing Head
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, May 22.—C. C. Ryan,

who has been manager of the purchase

and supply department of Selznick Dis-

tributing Corpo-

ration, has re-

signed to assume
the same posi-

tion as manager
of the purchase
and service de-

partment of

Goldwyn.
One of the

•many things

credited to Mr.
Ryan is the crea-

tion of the per-

petual inventory
system which
shows at all

times the stand-

ing stock of all advertising accessories on
hand at branches, warehouse and vend-

ors. This method, it is said, serves to

pick up all errors in billing and credits

and prevents over-stocking branches.

C. C. Ryan

Summer Production Lineup
Assures Strong Fall Product

Universal Places Big Pictures to Front in Its Fall

Schedule—Production Reaches High Summer
Peak at Other Plants

Bigger and better pictures are scheduled for presentation in the coun-

try's theatres this fall and winter. Analysis of production schedules just

announced by several companies gives indication of an unusually strong

array of product forthcoming, which is keeping studios in the East and

West at a high pitch of activity.

Goldwyn Pictures Corporation declares that the greatest summer
production activity in its history will be under way at its studios during

the mid-year months. From Fox headquarters it is stated that the Eastern

studios have entered upon the most ambitious era of their career, working
full blast on a series of special productions.

New Screen Material Acquired by Paramount

The Fall program of Universal-Jewel productions has been selected by
Carl Laemmle and publication dates set for pictures covering the period

from September to February.
Important purchases of literary material have been made by Famous

Players-Lasky Corporation which will be translated to the screen for pro-

ductions to be readv in winter.

Labor Union Sponsors

Blue Law Enforcement
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

INDIANAPOLIS, IND., May 22—
•Enforcement of "blue laws" in Indian-

apolis that would prohibit any amuse-

ments on Sunday for a profit was sought

i in a resolution recommended for adoption
at the meeting of the Central Labor
Union. Action on the matter was de-

ferred until the next meeting of the or-.

»anization.

The resolution was presented by Ar-
hur W. Lyday, of the Motion Picture
Operators' Union, and was said to be
he outgrowth of a movement to enforce
,'ecognition of the union by all the mo-
ion picture theatre proprietors of the
:ity. In the event of failure to obtain
Recognition, it was said, an organized ef-

ort probably would be made by the
Central Labor Union to enforce the "blue
aws" as an alternative.

These are the high spots of produc-
tion activity of these companies, further
details of which follow:

Universal

Tom Santschi and others: and "If I Were
Rich." by Max Marcin. the popular play-
wright, which is to be a Reginald Denny
vehicle.

Several of the biggest pictures on the
Universal-Jewel program have been ad-
vanced to the forepart of the Fall sche-
dule. Labor Day has been set as pub-
lication date for the "Merry-Go-Round."
the story of love and intrigue in Vienna
which was directed by Rupert Julian,

with Norman Kerry and Mary Philbin
heading a cast of prominent players.
"A Lady of Quality," a Hobart Henley

production of Frances Hodgson Burnett's
novel starring Virginia Valli, has been
scheduled for October. Milton Sills is

also in the cast. Following this will be
"Jewel," an all star production directed

by Lois Weber from Clara Louise Burn-
ham's story with Claude Gillingwater,

Jane Mercer, Jacqueline Gadsden, Robert
Frazer and others in the cast.

Schedules Hugo Novel

The December publication will be Pris-

cilla Dean in Rita Weiman's stage suc-

cess. "The Acquittal." now being directed

by Clarance L. Brown. In January "Tur-
moil," from Booth Tarkington's story of

the same name, will be ready. The Feb-
ruary publication will be "Up the Lad-
der," another Hobart Henley production
co-starring Virginia Valli and Reginald
Denny, and adapted from a popular stage

play.
In addition to these six productions

Universal will issue another Jewel which
it considers of outstanding importance,

"The Hunchback of Notre Dame." from
Victor Hugo's novel, with Lon Chaney
and Patsy Ruth Miller in the featured

roles.

"White Tiger." a Priscilla Dean Jewel,

directed by Tod Browning from a story

by himself; "Wanted a Home." a King
Baggot production starring Baby Peggy:
"The Magician," with Virginia Valli;

"The Storm Daughter," from the story

by Leet Renick Brown, which will be

used as a Priscilla Dean starring vehicle,

and "Court Martialed." a Reginald

Dennv starring vehicle, will come in the

second half of the 1923-24 season.

Other Universal Jewel pictures on the

horizon are "Drifting," a Priscilla Dean
picture from the play by that name:
"Havoc." a Harry Garson picture with

J. Warren Kerrigan. Anna Q. Nilsson,

Goldwyn
Four Goldwyn productions have just

been completed: Marshall Neilan's "The
Eternal Three," King Vidor's "Three
Wise Fools." Clarence Badger's "Red
Lights" and Jesse D. Hampton's produc-
tion of "The Spoilers." directed by Lam-
bert Hillyer. Several productions are
now under way and in addition four more
have just been started, with preparations
in work for others.

Begin New Pictures

The four new productions on which
the cameras have started turning are
Marshall Neilan's third Goldwyn picture,
"The Rendezvous," in which Conrad
Nagel. Lucille Ricksen. Emmett Corri-
gan, Elmo Lincoln and Sidney Chaplin
have leading parts: Emmett J. Flynn's
first Goldwyn picture. "In the Palace
of the King." from F. Marion Crawford's
novel; Tod Browning's first Goldwyn pic-
ture, from the Arthur Soniers Roche
novel. "The Day of Faith." with Eleanor
Boardman. Raymond Griffith and others;
and George D. Baker's production for
Achievement Films. "The Magic Skin,"
based upon Balzac's famous novel.

Victor Seastrom. noted Swedish actor-
director, will soon start production on his

first picture for Goldwyn. "The Master
of Man." from Sir Hall Caine's latest

novel. Mae Busch is cast for one of the
leading parts.' King Vidor is now writ-
ing an original scenario. Hugo Ballin.

whose latest picture is "Vanity Fair,"
starring Mabel Ballin, is now considering
stories for his next production, and Ru-
pert Hughes, whose latest picture was
"Souls for Sale." is looking for a new
story.

Eric von Stroheim is filming "Greed"
from the novel "McTeaerue" by Frank
Norris. while Charles J. Brabin is direct-

ing an Elinor Glyn story. "Six Days."
with Corinne Griffith. Frank Mayo. Myr-
tle Stedman. Claude King, Maude George
and Charles Clary-

To Start "Ben Hur" Soon
Among other picture material now con-

tracted for by Goldwyn. some of which
will undoubtedly go into production be-

(Continued on page 36)
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Rothacker Explains Attributes

Of Perfect Negative

Laboratory Executive Relates Technical Phases Which Are
Necessary for High Standard Prints

LAST week the "herald" published that part of a paper prepared by IVat-

tcrson R. Rothacker, head of Rothacker Film Manufacturing Company,
relating to tlie value of good prints to successful motion picture exhibition.

The paper was prepared by Mr. Rothacker for the convention of the Society

of Motion Picture Engineers at Atlantic City. In this issue that part of Mr.

Rotliackcr's paper dealing with the technical production of perfect negatives is

published. Although the matter presented is technical, the facts are worthy of

note and interesting to those who are endeavoring to provide better picture

entertainment.
By WATTERSON R. ROTHACKER

IT MIGHT be well to dwell on one fac-

tor which has an important bearing on

the subject of what is a perfect negative.

The statement of Messrs. Hurter and

Driffield that the most valuable distinc-

tion in photography lies in its capacity

to truthfully represent natural objects,

both as regards delineation and light and

shade, certainly must be true, and their

definition of a perfect negative leaves

little to be desired from our point of

view, and is as follows:

"A technically perfect negative is one

in which the opacities of its graduations

are proportional to the light reflected by
those parts of the original subject which

they represent; by opacity is meant the

optical property of a substance to impede
the passage of light through it. There-
fore, it is obvious if these values are es-

tablished on the negative correctly the

duplication of the original values on sub-

sequent prints readily follows, whereas if

the opacities are not proportional to the

original subject's parts, then neither will

the prints of such a negative reflect light

with intensities proportional to the origi-

nal subject.
* * *

"This feature is often glossed over in

our work, and no doubt some of you
may recall seeing at the movies black

oranges on a tree, or probably they were
so black you couldn't see them at all.

However, we can occasionally see red
Indians and Chinamen with black faces

on the screen. These values in the mon-
otone scale are false usually, for the rea-

son of insufficient exposure of the nega-
tive. Of course, for exact rendition in

color work it is advisable to use film es-

pecially sensitized for color work, never-
theless very good results obtain with the
regular negative stock which is ortho-
chromatic to a remarkable degree, pro-
viding a generous exposure is given.

"It is the light which strikes the film

that produces the negative, not the devel-

oping. If sufficient exposure has been
given the subject, a density ratio has been
established on the film which no amount
of developing or over-developing can
alter. True, the negative grows denser
with prolonged development, but the
density ratio remains the same as in the
case of normal development. The over-
developed negative merely requires more
time to print.

"It requires what we term a normal
development to reduce the bromide of sil-

ver emulsion to as little a printing density
as possible, embracing a full range of
opacities corresponding with the original

subject photographed, to expedite com-
mercial printings. The denser negative
takes longer to print, and if a less dense

one has the correct proportional opacities
it is to our advantage to use it. neverthe-
less, it is desirable, though not imperative,
to have an ever so slight deposit of silver

in the deepest shadow. There will ensue
with the proper development of a nega-
tive of such an opacity in the high-light
that will readily cover up any fine hair
scratches which may occur on the cellu-

loid side of the film during the many sub-
sequent printing operations."

* * »

The most desirable negative for our
work is one which is rich in gradation,
not necessarily heavy, and to obtain which
the film must be generously exposed.
There are, however, negatives which de-
pict light effects, and are occasionally
underexposed.
As no doubt you are all aware, the

Modus Operandi of developing negative
motion picture film is to wind the film,

emulsion side out, on a rectangular
wooden frame about four feet square,
holding about 200 feet of film. Several
of these frames or racks are placed in

the tanks in a vertical position side by
side. With the developing in this man-
ner, there occurs a darkening of the neg-
ative at that point where the film rests
on the bar of the rack. We call this rack
marks. This was an objectionable fea-

ture, and many and varied were the rem-
edies tried. The manufacturers of the
film were appealed to. and they advised
us to use drums or cylinders to develop
the film on, giving the following reason
for this phenomena:

It is a well known fact that in chemi-
cal dynamics the product of a chemical
action retards the action. In this case
an alkaline developer attacks a bromide
of silver salt to form a metallic silver,

the bromine from the silver salt combin-
ing with the alkaline salt of the developer,
forming bromide of potassium or sodium,
according to whichever salt is used in the
developer, and which exert a great re-
straining action on the developing action
itself.

* * »

Consider a rack of films in a vertical

position in a tank of developer. The
product of development falls away from
the bottom bar. and by convection cur-
rents is rapidly replaced by new devel-
oper, consequently the film on the bot-
tom bar is developed faster than the
sides. When we consider that the prod-
uct of development from the top and sides
is slowly sliding down the sides and
partly insulating it from the fresh devel-
oper—therefore the sides do not develop
as fast as the top, for instance; consider-
ing that the fresh developer immediately
comes in contact with the film as the
product of development slides away from
it. As logical as this seemed to be. we
were not altogether convinced, and made

some experiments to determine it this

really was the cause.
At first it was thought that the pres-

sure of the film on the bar might have
something to do with this problem. In
this direction no difference was noticed
with several pressures, from two ounces
to two pounds on a single strand of film

using the wooden bar which was always
used. Then it occurred to us to try the
effect of different materials from soft

spongy rubber to polished nickel were
tried, without any noticeable difference.

Developers at different temperatures were
tried with these various materials, all

with negative results.

We then experimented with the size of
the bar and found that the density of the
rack marks varied inversely with the
thickness of the bar. and furthermore, all

other conditions being equal, the extra
weight of silver appeared to be equal.

By that. I mean when we used a very
narrow bar. say one-sixteenth of an inch,

we got a thin heavy line—when we used
,i thick bar. say two and one half inches
in diameter, we got a much lighter mark,
but some four inches wide, corresponding
with the length resting on the bar. And
if the extra weight of silver could be
weighed, they would be equal in both
cases. Obviously, if a bar large enough
was used, this extra density would be-

come unnoticcable.

* * *

Further experiments seemed to prove
that this extra density at the supporting
area was dependent on the intensity of

the latent image, together with its devel-

opment. By intensity of the latent image
1 mean the sensitiveness of the film, plus

its exposure. For instance, a slow film

would have to have a great deal more
exposure than a fast film to produce the

same density of rack mark, with the same
development in both cases. Therefore, I

concluded the more sensitive the film,

the heavier the rack mark, and the greater

the exposure the heavier the rack mark.
The inverse holding true accounts for

the reason that the undertimed negatives

never show this trouble.

Another feature was that the time

elapsing between the taking of the pic-

ture and the developing of it affected

these marks. The greater the time elaps-

ing, the heavier the mark.
From the practical standpoint it would

seem that all that was necessary to elim-

inate this trouble was to use a rack with

a large bar, but tank space prohibits the

use of such bars, therefore we hit upon
the expedient of using a roller rack, the

bars of which are built up of celluloid

ferrules about one inch in diameter and

one and one-half inches long, separated

by washers of the same material alter-

nately arranged. The film is wrapped on

in the same manner as the regular rack,

and the ends of the film being anchored

to the rack by means of rubber bands

stretched out about three feet. In the

process of development, the photographer

turns the top roller by means of knurled

knobs at the ends. This causes the whole

of the film to turn, also the bottom bar

by reason of its belt action. In this man-

ner a narrow supporting area of the bar

is made to cover a large supported area

of the film, meeting the requirements

previously expressed, and I might say in

actual practice it is only necessary to turn

fhis bar about two complete turns during

development to prevent any rack mark
showing. The photographer usually gives

the bar half a turn every two minutes.

Buys Pearce Interests
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW ORLEANS. LA., May 22.—J.

M. Louis of Louis Films, Inc.. has pur-

chased the entire interests of Pearce

Films, Inc.. of this city.
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Film News

in

Pictures

PICTORIAL SECTION
of Exhibitors Herald

Issue of June 2

Stories Told

by

the Camera

Antonio Moreno and his bride of a few weeks. The photo-
graph was taken at the Long Island studio of Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation where Moreno has been at work
on "The Exciters.'' Bebe Daniels and Moreno are featured
in the picture.

Mrs. Wallace Reid (bottom) with S. G. Porter, repre-
sentative of the United States and (top) U. S. Attorney
Willebrant at the anti-narcotic conference held recently
at Washington. Mrs. Reid has produced "Human Wreck-
age," an anti-narcotic picture which F. B. O. will dis-

tribute.

Mildred Harris has lead-

ing role in the Graf pro-

duction of "The Fog,"
which will be distributed

shortly by Metro.

Alma Bennett, the beau-
tiful young actress who
has been signed to ap-

pear in pictures pro-

duced by Famous Play-

ers-Lasky.

"Herald" and its children welcome delegates to annual
convention of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America. This is a reproduction of the cartoon published
in the initial issue of the daily published by the "Herald

"

during the exhibitors convention in Chicago the week of
May 21.
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Kathlene Martyn who appears in C. C. Burr's

all-star comedies which are being distributed

by W. W. Hodkinson Corporation.

Maurice Tourneur doesn't seem to mind his close association with
Charley, the man killer who nearly killed his trainer, Joe Stecher,
shortly after this picture was taken. The incident happened while
Charley was working at United Studios in Mr. Tourneur's next special

for distribution by First National.

9
w

Lionel Keene, Western representative for Loew
theatres, and Mrs. Keene on location with Rex
Ingram during production of Metro's "Sacra-
mouche."

Eva Novak is one of principals

in all star cast of the new C.

B. C. feature, "Temptation,"

which has had its premiere

at Broadway theatre, New
York.

Valentina Zamina, a survivor

of the Russian Women's Bat-

talion of Death, supports

Gloria Swanson in her new
Famous Players-Lasky attrac-

tion, "Bluebeard's Eighth
Wife."
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These are the principal characters in Al Christie's blackface comedy innovation, "Roil

Along," which will be distributed through the Educational exchanges. In the picture,

left to right, are: William Irving, Babe London, Natalie Joyce and Jimmie Adams.
No date for publication has been announced yet by the distributing company. "Shuh
nuff" this ought to be some picture.

1

Recognize him? It's Dick Sutherland
who portrays the role of a primeval
man in the Arrow-Maescher produc-
tion, "The Rip Tide," which is sched-
uled for early publication on the state
right market.

Norma Talmadge as she will appear in

what is declared to be her biggest pic-

ture, "Ashes of Vengeance," which
Joseph M. Schenck is producing for

distribution through exchanges of

Associated First National.

Jack Coogan, Sr., who takes

an important part in the pro-

duction of his son's pictures.

Jackie's first picture for Me-
tro is "Long Live the King."
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Thousands of people have enjoyed Sidney Smith's daily creations of

the Gump family. Now thousands of more people can laugh at these

humorous domestic situations as they are being filmed with real

life characters for distribution by Universal. Joe Murphy and Fay

Tincher play roles of Andy and Min.

A striking portrait of Florence Vidor who will
portray the role of Barbara in Harold Bell
Wright's "The Winning of Barbara Worth,"
which is to be produced by Principal Pictures
Corporation. Sol Lesser is chief executive of
this producing organization.

Lucille Ricksen who has been
assigned the leading feminine
role in Marshall Neilan's third

production for Goldwyn dis-

tribution, "The Rendezvous."

Edna Murphy who is featured

in "Her Dangerous Path,"
new Pathe serial now in pro-

duction at the Hal Roach
studios.

Saying it with clippings. If you don't think that the newspapers have

been kindly in their treatment of Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson's

picture, "Trailing African Wild Animals," just one look at these

clippings received in one week by Metro, which is distributing the fea-

ture, should convince you. Some papers devoted columns to the

interesting subject.
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Blanche Sweet has been selected for the fem-
inine lead in the Goldwyn special, "In the Palace
of the King." Emmett J. Flynn will direct the
production which will be made at company's
West Coast plant.

Madeleine Hurlock is one of the reasons why
the new Mack Sennett comedies are popular.
Pathe is now distributing these short subjects
under the terms of a recent contract signed
with the comedy impresario, who is expanding
production facilities.

Officials of West Coast Theatres, Inc., which has just formed a
merger with the Coast interests of Marcus Loew. In the picture,
left to right, are: Mike Gore, Sol Lesser, A. L. Gore and Adolph
Ramish. These men also are interested in a new independent dis-
tribution proposition.

Because of the tribute paid to them by Emory Johnson in his latest

F. B. O. special, "Westbound Limited," officials of the Santa Fe
railroad arranged to take the first print of this production of New-
York in the special car shown above. Many rail organizations have
endorsed the picture.

Time flies, even in the case of pistols. William J. Burns, head of

U. S. secret service, opines that the modern pistols used by his de-
tectives are quite different from the 18th Century variety which
form a part of Cecil B. DeMille's large collection. With Mr. Burns
are Jesse L. Lasky and Mr. DeMille who is producing "The Ten
Commandments" for Paramount.
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VheWEEKinNEWYORK
CHARLIE EIN FIELD, of First Na-

tional, is resorting to secret practice

for the coming motion picture golf

tournament. Charlie started out to Pelham
Park the other day. with a hag of clubs and

the best intentions in the world. He went

alone, because he didn't want his handicap

sliced. When he reached the links he

found the following also waiting to start

off in "secret practice": Walter Eber-

hardt, Jim Loughborough, Morris Rys-
kind, Viv Moses, Lynde Denig and Jess

Gourley. While Charlie was waiting with

the bunch a limousine passed and two
feminine voices called, "Ah there, Charlie.

Come take a ride with us."

"See you later, boys," said Charlie to the

other "secret practicers." "Guess I know
a better game than this." And he bounded

into the limousine like Lord Chesterfield on

dress parade.

Even at that, Charlie's liable to win the

tournament.

Lawrence Beatus, of the Loew theatres

in the. District of Columbia, blew into

New Vork the other day filled with en-

thusiasm over a campaign he conducted on

Thos.. .11. luce's "Soul of the Beast," a

Metro
f

picture. "We turned 'em upside

down," said Mr. Beatus. "Big newspaper
advertising campaign, billboards, stunts

galore. And we got the crowds at the Co-
lumbia." Verily, the Soul of Beatus is

filled with enthusiasm.

Friends of Miss Ann Grossman, now
with the Thomas H. Ince Eastern offices,

are showering her with congratulations on
the fact that she is to be a June bride. Miss
Grossman will be wedded to A. George
Golden, a prominent real estate man. and
will quit a promising career in motion pic-

tures to become the first lady of household.

Before joining the Ince forces she was with

Goldwvn and Associated Producers.

Warren W. Lewis has left his position

with the Shuberts to become assistant to

Jack Meador, head of the Metro publicity

department, Mr. Lewis is known as a "live

wire" of the livest type. He has been with

the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation and
with Selznick and has created some big

advertising and publicity ideas. It takes

Jack Meador to pick 'em right.

* » *

S. Sedran, purchasing agent for Uni-
versal is known as one of the best hand-
ball players at George Bothner's gym-
nasium. Recently he got into an argument
with Nat Lcvine of Plymouth Pictures

while they were playing a hard fought

game. "Listen' here, Sedran," said Lcvine,

"That ball you sent over in the corner was
out. Can't I ever sell you an idea?" "How-
do you ever expect to sell me an idea so

expensive when I am a purchasing agent?"

.was Sedran's heated response. And he won
out.

» * *

Colvin W. Brown, Eastern representa-

tive of Thomas H. Ince. was one of those

who attended the M. P. Convention at Chi-

cago. Colvin used to live in Chicago,

so it was like going back home to him. He
was one of the "windy city's" most con-

servative newspaper reporters, in fact he

was so conservative that he grew tired of

reporting as a steady diet and went into

motion pictures. He has been busy ever

since. * » *

H. M. Herbel, assistant general sales

manager for Universal, with jurisdiction

in the territory embracing Buffalo, Pitts-

burgh, and other contiguous exchanges,

made a flying trip to New York last week
to settle, among other things, the which-

rfess of the what in connection with his

name.
It seems that Herbel was christened

"Henry" but that rude plebeian persons
dubbed him "Hank." Wherefore he has

taken umbrage at the moniker. He has

even acquired an aversion for his lawful

appellation "Henry." While in New York
he took pains to let it be known that he

is to be referred to as "H. M." not as

"Henry" or "Hank."
Oh, Henry

!

* » *

And speaking of those Universal birds,

let it be known that Art Sc hmidt, Gen-
eral Sales Manager of Universal, figures

on gathering into his own golf bag one
of the "Bobby Irons" which Exhibitors
Herald is presenting to each of the twenty
players making the low gross scores at the

motion picture golf tournament at Bay-
side. L. I., on June 5.

Always willing to aid his friends, helpful

Paul Gulick took Schmidt out to Din-
widdie course last Saturday to teach him
some of the finer points of the game, es-
pecially in reference to tournament play.

And one crude press agent who says he
has played with Gulick, hearing Paul was
teaching Schmidt, asked:
"Who's going to teach Gulick?"

* * *

And another who is practicing up is

Walter Eberharut, the spatles- Beau
lirummell of First National forces. After
watching Walter play five or six rounds,
mostty in the rough, someone was unkind
enough to suggest to him:

"If you don't like this course, why don't
you join some other club?"

In the Spring time young men's fancy
turns to something or other and sometimes
it's baseball, as witness this which gives
some more of you a chance

:

"Just a word to inform you that through
the efforts of Charles 'Go-Getter' Goctz,
we are organizing a ball team to uphold
the box-office name of the Warner Brothers.
We have accepted our first challenge from
Metro, and the battle will take place on the

86th of this month at the Catholic Protec-
tory grounds. Our line-up is not complete
as yet, but we have hopes of getting to-
gether a likely looking crew of has-been
ball players. Daily, about noon, we journey
up to Central Park for practice. Thus far

no windows have been broken, and no
casualties have occurred.

I'nilorms will be purchased by the War-
ners following our placing the skids under
the banana toes of the Metro nine.

If it came to box-office attractions we'd
knock 'em dead before they start.—Lou
M.\ R A NGELLA.

* * *

Waldemar Young, scenario writer for

Famous Players-Lasky, has been engaged
to write for B. F. Schulberg, according to

a wire received at the local offices of Pre-
ferred Pictures Corporation.

* * *

F. J. Godsol, head of Goldwyn Pictures,

has sailerl for the other side to look after

business affairs of his company, part of his

errand being to arrange for filming cer-

scenes in "Ben Hur."
* * *

Ned Holmes, since severing his connec-
tion with First National where he organ-
ized and conducted the exploitation depart-

ment from its birth to its demise, has been

spending his time refusing propositions, de-

cided the other day that it was time for

him to go to work again.

"I am considering going to work again,"

said Ned. "Not because I care particularly

for work or what it brings in the weekly
envelope, but purely from patriotic motives.

After doing a little figuring the other day.

I discovered that if I continue to lead a life

of leisure much longer, the government will

owe me about $370 when I turn in my in-

come tax report. Far be it from me to

accept money from Uncle Sam."
John S. Spargo.

Bull Montana and two of his "society" friends in "High Society," the Hunt Stromberg
comedy which Metro is distributing.

Hodkinson Makes Shift

In Exchange Personnel
(.Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK. May 21. — Several
changes in the personnel of its branch
organization have been made by Hodkin-
son. G. A. Falkner. branch manager at

Washington. D. C, has been transferred

to Buffalo, N. Y., taking the place of G.

W. Carrick resigned. J. C. DeWalt has

been transferred from Oklahoma City,

Okla.. to Washington, D. C.
William Humphries, salesman attached

to the Philadelphia office, has been pro-

moted to branch manager of the Philadel-

phia branch, taking the place of F. W.
Gebhart, resigned.
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Elmer Pearson Goes to

Coast in Interests of

New Pathe Productions
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK. May 22.—Elmer Pear-
son, vice-president and general manager
of Pathe, has left for the West Coast in

connection with matters pertaining to

new lines of subjects for Pathe.
It is expected that he will be on hand

for the starting of the series of two reel

comedies in which Will Rogers will be
starred.

In addition to this "Her Dangerous
Path," a ten part serial, is getting under
wav at the Hal Roach studios. "The
Way of a Man." from Emerson Hough's
novel, a new serial to be supervised by
George B. Seitz and a series of Sennett
and Ben Turpin two reel comedies are

other forthcoming Pathe product.

Receiver Takes Over
Strand House in East

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SCHENECTADY. X. Y.. May 22—
After several months' struggle the mag-
nificent State theatre in this city, one of

the latest and largest of the Strand chain

of houses, went into the hands of a re-

ceiver last week. The house was opened
last December, and represents an ex-
penditure on the part of the owners of

over $500,000. Edwin O. Weinberg, who
was transferred from Buffalo to Schenec-
tady, to manage the house, will, it is un-
derstood, continue in a like capacity for

the receivers.

Ever since the house was opened, there
have been rumors to the effect that it

was proving too large for the size of the
city, and that Schenectady was but an-
other example of over-seating. The finan-

cial difficulties, however, of Max Spie-
gel, are said to have been a contributing
factor in the troubles.

Robbins Interests Buy
Watertown, N. Y. House

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WATERTOWN. X. Y., May 22.—The
biggest motion picture deal of the week
in Xew York state was consummated
last Thursday, when the Robbins inter-

ests purchased the Avon theatre, in this

city, for $250,000. Xegotiations had been
pending since Januarj-. Possession will

be taken on June 3.

Thz Robbins interests now have a
chain of ten houses in Syracuse, Utica,
and Watertown. By acquiring the
Avon, the war which has existed for two
years or more between the Robbins in-

terests and fifae Sesonske interests in
Watertown, comes to an end.

Munroe Goes to Canada
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

XEW YORK. May 22.—F. C. Munroe.
vice-president of W. W. Hodkinson Cor-
poration, has left for an extended tour of
Canada to make a study of business con-
ditions and confer with William Yigel.
who handles foreign distribution of many
of the company's pictures.

Star to Go Abroad
(Special to Erhibitors Herald)

XEW YORK, May 22.—Dorothy Dal-
ton. Paramount star, is ready to sail for
Europe, where she will spend the sum-
mer visiting in France, Italy and Switzer-
land.

Big Chicago Opening Planned
For Mrs. Reid's Production

F. B. 0. Arranging for Presentation of "Human
Wreckage*' at Loop Theatre—Film Booked for

Indefinite Run at Grauman Playhouse

Negotiations for an auspicious opening in Chicago for "Human Wreck-
age"' the anti-narcotic film produced by Mrs. Wallace Reid, are under way
by Film Booking Offices, which is handling the production. This fact

became known with the visit here of an F. B. O. representative to look
over locations with a view to selecting a loop house.

While no announcement as to selection of a theatre has as yet been
made it is intimated that the picture will go into one of the biggest down-
town theatres. This belief is further substantiated by the fact that the
picture has been booked for an indefinite run by Sid Grauman at his Holly-
wood theatre and has also been contracted for by Ackerman-Harris for

their leading San Francisco theatre.

Wide Endorsement Is Given Production

"Human Wreckage"' opens at Grauman"s Million Dollar theatre on
June 1, and on June 15 it begins its run at the Ackerman-Harris theatre.

Arrangements for these bookings, it is said, were closed before the picture

was even completed and was based on the public following and interest

that has greeted announcement of the production in many sections of the
countrv.

In this connection it is claimed that
seldom in the history of pictures has a pro-
duction received the enthusiastic endorse-
ment that has been accorded Mrs. Reid's

film. These have come from a variety of
sources and include commendations from
United States department heads, senators,

governors and various personages promi-
nent in social, civic, and financial circles.

Governors Promise Aid
Cooperation and support from state offi-

cials have been assured Mrs. Reid in tele-

grams from Governor J. G. Scrugham.
Nevada ; Jonathan M. Davis, Kansas

;

W illiam E. Sweet, Colorado ; J. A. O.
Preus. Minnesota : Thomas W. Hardwick.
Georgia; Len Small, Illinois: Thomas
C. McRae. Arkansas : William B. Ross,

Wyoming ; A. C. Walton. Oklahoma ; Ed-
ward I. Edwards. Xew Jersey. W. R. Far-
rinton, Hawaii and others.

Suggests Archives
For Research Data

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, May 22.—A sug-
gestion that permanent archives be
established for the preservation of

records and results of historical re-

search, made in connection with
film productions, has been received
by the Motion Picture Producers
and Distributors Association from
Joseph M. Schenck.

Mr. Schenck offers to turn over
to the proposed museum all the
data which he collected for filming
of "Ashes of Vengeance," Norma
Talmadge's latest photoplay for

First National. This includes archi-
tectural, costume and historical

properties and a library of 110 vol-

umes dealing with the period of the
story. It is Mr. Schenck"s belief

that if all producers would place the
results of their research work in

such a library it would eliminate
necessity for much duplication of
expensive work. In a short time
there would be assembled a vast
amount of information of great
value to the industry, he believes.

One of the most interesting comments on
the production is that attributed to

William J. Burns, head of the bureau of
investigation of the United States depart-

ment of justice at the National Anti-Nar-
cctic Conference in Washington. In laud-
ing the picture from a standpoint of public

necessity Mr. Burns urged members of the

conference to back Mrs. Reid in her move-
ment declaring "the picture, 'Human
Wreckage' tells a story that can be told

forcibly only on the screen where they have
all the facilities to paint the proper picture.

The screen is the only medium that tells

the story to the multitudes in a language
they understand and is the greatest path in

the world to reach the masses."
While in Washington Mrs. Reid met

various officials of the United States Mis-
sion to the Geneva League cf Nations Con-
ference on Narcotics.

Mrs. Reid in Film

The story of "Human Wreckage." written

by C. Gardner Sullivan, is said to deal with
narcotics and its effects on a better class

home and in the slums. Traffic in nar-
cotics, its organization, politics and protec-

tion have been interwoven in the theme.
Mrs. Reid herself plays an important part

while others in the cast are James Kirk-
wood, Bessie Love and Claire McDowell.

Mastbaum to Build
to Exhi rs Herald)

PHILADELPHIA. PA.. May 21.—
According to an announcement made
here by Jules Mastbaum, president of the
Stanley Company of America, a million-
dollar theatre will be erected by his firm
at Camden. N. J. Work on the struc-
ture will start in the immediate future.

Rogers to Leave for

West Coast on June 3
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK. May 22.—Will Rogers,
who is to make a series of thirteen com-
edies for Pathe, will leave New York on
June 3 for the \Vest coast to start pro-
duction of these, it has been announced.

His new films will be in two reels and
it is planned to publish them at intervals
of twenty-eight days.
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Hoffman Starts Organization of

Truart Franchise Holders

Twelve Productions Are Listed by Company for

Season of 1923-24

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, May 22.—An extensive campaign for the franchising of

not less than twelve special productions during the season ot 1923-

24 has been launched by M. A. Hoffman, vice-president and general

manager of Truart Film Corporation. Sales representatives have been dis-

patched to various independent exchanges and will also visit the several

exchanges who have already subscribed to the franchise plan.

IT IS expected that within the next sixty

days arrangements will have been

made for the publication of Truart prod-

uct in every exchange center. The terri-

tories already closed are New England;

New York state and Northern New Jer-

sey; Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern

New Jersey, Illinois, Indiana and Wis-

consin, California, and Nevada and Ari-

zona. Tentative negotiations comprise

twenty-five per cent additional territory.

Included among the franchise holders

are the Renown Pictures. Inc., New York

and Chicago, Franklin Film Corporation.

Boston, of which William Shapiro is man-

ager, and All Star Features of Los Ange-

les and San Francisco.

* * *

While Truart Film Corporation has a

number of pictures which arc playing at

present, including Edward Dillon's pro-
duction, "Women Men Marry," and "The
Empty Cradle." featuring Mary Alden
and Harry T. Morey, the first production
of the new franchise units will be "Broad-
way Gold," the Elaine Hammerstein star-

ring vehicle, directed by Edward Dillon

from the story by W. Carey Wondcrly
in Youngs Magazine. Following this

production will be "The Unknown Pur-
ple," produced by Carlos Productions.
Inc., and directed by Roland West, from
Mr. West's successful New York stage
play of the same name. An all-star cast

will be chosen for this.

Following these will be four additional
productions from the Elaine Hammerstein
studios, to be directed by Edward Dillon,

and at least two more pictures by the

Carlos Production-Roland West unit. In

addition contracts are ready to be signed
with at least two other units for special

feature productions.
For short subjects Mr. Hoffman ha*

consummated an arrangement for the
production of six two reel subjects to be
produced by Arthur Maude, and to be
based upon famous paintings. This type
of production will carry on the work
which Mr. Maude produced in "The Beg-
gar Maid" and "Hope."

« *

"The biggest problem." says Mr. Hoff-
man, "which the independent exchange-
men face is to obtain productions which
uill measure up as superior to the general
run of national-distributors' productions.
The lack of such pictures available for

the independent market has kept it from
taking its rightful place in the industry.
With the increased activity among big,

worthwhile producers of independent mo-
tion pictures with the past year indica-

tions point to the fact that the independ-
ents—producer and exchangeman—will

take their place second to none in the
business."

Summer Production Line-Up

Assures Strong Fall Product

(Concluded from page J?)

fore summer is over, are the Joseph Her-
gesheimer story. '"Wild Oranges'';
Thomas Hardy's "Tess of the DT'rbcr-
villes," which will be a Marshall Ncilan
production; Elinor Glyn's "Three
Weeks": "The Merry Widow," which

Eric von Stroheim will adapt and direct;

and "Hen Hur."

Fox
Full steam ahead is the policy at the

Fox studios in the East. Foremost
among the pictures under way is a mel-
odrama of the U. S. Navy with an inter-

national spy angle, played by a notable

cast headed by Alma Tell and Edmund
Lowe, which J. Gordon Edwards is di-

recting. It is being made under the

working title of "The Silent Command,"
aiul !»..-.••! on a storv by Rufus King.

"Six Cylinder Love." the successful

Broadway comedy hit, is now in course

of production. Elmer Clifton is direct-

ing. Ernest Truex. Donald Meek, Ralph
Sipperly and Berton Churchill, all of the

original cast, who will appear in the film

version.

The David Bclasco stage success, "The
Governor's Lady." is another picture in

course of production, with a distinguished

cast headed by Jane Gray and Robert T.

Haines. Harry Millarde is directing this

societv drama by Alice Bradley.

Under the tentative title of "Mother-

less." a melodrama which had a popular

vogue upon the stage some years ago.

"No Mother to Guide Her." will soon go
into production under the direction of

Charles Horan. supervised by Julius Ste-

ger. production mentor of the Fox stu-

dios.
.

The W illiam Fox screen version ot A.

S M. Hutchinson's great novel. "If W in-

ter Comes." is another big production

scheduled for publication in Fall.

Paramount
Acquisition of important literary mate-

rial tor screen production is announced

by Jesse L. Lasky. Among the stories

acquired is "West of the Water Tower"
by an anonymous author who Mr. Lasky

declares will cooperate in its production,

and which, because of the nature of the

storv. will be carefully studied and pub-

lic opinion sought on its handling before

it is started. "Big Brother" by Rex
Beach has also been acquired and will be

directed by Allan Dwan. "Argentine

Love" by Vicente Blasco Ibanez. said to

be the author's first original screen story,

and "Rita Coventry" by Julian Street,

which will be a William De Mille vehicle

following his production of "Mortal

Love," are others. n
Following "The Ten Commandments

Cecil B. DeMille will make "Triumph.'

by May Edginton. which recently ap-

peared in the Saturday Evening Post.

F. B. 0.

What is declared by F. B. O. to be the

most expansive schedule since the cor-

poration was organized under P. A. Pow-

ers is announced by F. B. O.
Among the stories which have been

whipped into shape and are soon to be

filmed are "The Stumbling Herd" by

John A. Morosco; "Qucnado" by Marvin

Wilhite; "The Isle of Retribution" by

Edison Marshall; "The Coward" by Ar-

thur Stringer and "Life, Liberty and
—

"

by Wvndham Martyn.
"Qucnado" is a western drama, re-

counting the adventures of a former ail-

American football player who becomes

a swashbuckling cowboy. "The Isle of

Retribution" is the story of how a youth,

typical of our present generation, is

thrust by circumstances into Arctic life

where every man must fight for his very

existence. He comes back a man. after

many stern lessons. In "The Coward"
a man who finds himself physically inca-

pable of resenting an insult to his girl,

conquers his own will in the biggest bat-

tle of all—a man's fight with himself.

"Life. Liberty and
—

" is the story of a

boxer's fight against tuberculosis in the

mountains of Arizona.

MONEY MAKING IDEAS
Which Have Been
Exhibitors to Build

By A. LaVALLA
(Community Theatre, Bethel.

Conn.)
.Many exhibitors report in-

ability to get them in when
they show a "knockout'

-

with
no outstanding drawing' factor.

I am usually fortunate in not
having this difficulty.

I am known by everybody in

town (3.000) and have made a

practice never to give undue
prominence to an ordinary pic-

ture, regardless of what it cost

Used Successfully by

Up Their Patronage
me. I base the quantity of ad-
vertising on the quality of the

picture. When a patron in-

quires about certain pictures

coming I tell them frankly
whether I think they will like

them or not.

Every picture I ever boosted
had merit. Xow. to secure
capacity attendance, I have
merely to throw on a slide giv-

ing the picture my personal en-

dorsement. They believe me
and come.
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THE THEATRE
A department of practical showmanship

SINGLE "RED" WEEK MARKS
RIVA'S FIVE YEAR RECORD

Can You Equal
This Record?

"During 191P-20 we averaged a weekly
attendance shewing that each person came
one-and-a-half times."

"Last year and 1S21 we averaged more
than a third better than the population
each week."

"There is no such thing as having to
take the poor (pictures) with the good.
When a salesman talks that way I don't
buy."

"I pay for pictures 35 percent of the
gross, which I think is fair."

"I have always been an advocate of the
short show, as I am still running one—
And at the same admission as ten years
ago, ten cents.

"In all the time I have been here there
has never been a single complaint about
a picture shewn."

—From C. A. RIVA'S story, beginning on
this page.

Better Theatre
Platform—No. 24

Own a Better Theatre
"Better Theatres." introduced with the

May 26 issue of this paper, gives accen-
tuated point to many of the planks pre-

viously included in this platform. An
infinite projection of the basic principle

prompting this series of observations, it

sets a new "farthest Xorth" in the bet-

ter theatre movement—an inevitable

product of trade development.
To perfectly direct a good theatre is

the ancient ambition of the good show-
man. To this now is added a further
ambition—to own a better theatre. Al-
ways, of course, this ambition has lain

at the back of the good showman's brain,
stirring at intervals only to be repressed
by the dictates of circumstances, but never
until now has it been provided suste-
nance, stimulant, substantial food with
which to upbuild the healthy impulse
necessary to the rigorous task of erecting
a genuinely better theatre.

Aside from the natural result of such
provision, the enrichment of corporeal
theatredom. this new quantity in the
trade must of necessity produce general
improvement in theatre management and
all that goes with that term. Incentive
of a new sort is imparted. Good manage-
ment as a means to an end is likely to
receive much more attention than good
management for its own sake.
Adoption of the slogan. "Own a Bet-

ter Theatre," will work a benefit of im-
mense scope.

ORIGINAL Pastime theatre, Tilton, N. H., purchased by C. A. Riva in 1911 and
replaced in 1914 by an up-to-date theatre which still stands. Mr. Riva's story of
the two playhouses begins on this page.

New Hampshire Showman Details
Policy; Keeps Five Reel Show;

City Fathers Guard Investment
One losing week in the last five years, a five-reel show two nights out

of three, a fixed and recognized admission price, voluntary protection of

theatre investment by the city fathers, fair treatment from film exchanges
—these are outstanding points in the story of C. A. Riva, Pastime theatre,

Tilton, New Hampshire, who has written for The Theatre the following
concise account of his twelve years' theatre experience in the city named.

By C. A. RIVA
Pastime theatre, Tilton, N. H.

Tilton has a little less than 2.000 population. The township population
is 2.012. There are 293 houses here within a radius of a mile from the post
office in all directions and, figuring five to a house, this gives me a draw-
ing population of 1.465. which is a good average.

Then we have Tilton Seminary (co-ed.) with 200 students, some of

whom we get occasionally when their own plans do not interfere, which
helps out. They come about once a week except during the football and
baseball seasons, as their games are usually held on Monday ( their weekly
day off) and they are kept in at night.

We came here in March. 1911. were punished if caught at '"the movies"
Previously others had tried it but this and the churches opposed them also. (It

proved a hard boiled, narrow Yankee is some different now, as the ministers
village. The students at the seminary come to me and the students are only
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RECENT photograph of the Pastime theatre, Tilton, N. H., showing graphically the results of C. A. Riva's earnest campaign to win the

respect of the community to the motion picture. Mr. Riva's story, a showmanship chronicle which no exhibitor can afford to miss, begins

on the preceding page.

allowed to attend the motion pictures in

Tilton.)

Selectmen Prbtect Theatre

Our first theatre was in an old store,

dark, foul and a flat floor. In 1914 a nice

up-to-date place was built for me by the

town's leading citizen and the selectmen

now will not grant a second license, so I

am all alone* They figure the town will

not support two and as I have always
been very particular as to the class of

pictures I run they feel I should be pro-

tected.

In all the time I have been here there

has not been a single complaint about a

picture shown. I overcame the antago-

nism of the seminary in this manner:
I inquired of the boys as to what each

class studied for literature and found it

included "Julius Caesar," "A Tale of Two
Cities," "Ivanhoe," and others. At that

time the Eclipse people had a single reel

called "Brutus." I asked to have this put

in my show (we were using three reels

and a song, changing every other day)
and said nothing about it but put around
a few posters.

Announce Film at Chapel

The first night I had the principal, sev-

eral of the faculty and about 20 students.

At chapel the next morning, so a student
told me, the principal informed the stud-
ents that he was not advertising the the-

atre, but that Mr. Riva had a picture he
wanted them to see. That night I had
some crowd from the school.

Saying nothing, I followed it later with
Yitagraph's "A Tale of'Two Cities," and,
as I said, there are no restrictions now.
I advertise all their games for them,
football, basketball, etc., and carry an ad
in their school paper. We never have
any trouble with their behavior in the
theatre as the school has a Student Coun-
cil and anybody not behaving in the the-
atre is punished by them.
Now the students are rewarded occa-

sionally by "Social Privileges to the Mov-
ies." which means no evening study hours
and that the boys are allowed to take the
girls and sit together.

One "Red" Week in Five Years
Today the fight is all over and all we

have to do is to keep up the standard of
the show and give them good pictures.
When I look back and see what we went
through, though, I wonder at our cour-
age.

We used to play to receipts of from
$2.75 up to about $30 on Saturdays. Our
first night's receipts were $7.80. Now
we have not had a losing week but one
in the last five years, and that was a
very hot week in July two years ago
with a carnival for opposition.

Even the chautauqua never sets us

back, as I go after them with the best I During 1019-20, which were two abnor-

can book. Some exhibitors are foolish

enough to lay down. Not me.

Runs Five-Reel Show
I have always been an advocate of the

short show and it is a standing joke

with the Boston exchanges that I was
the last exhibitor to run a three-reel show,
also a four-reel show, and about the last

to run a five-reel show, as I am still run-
ning one—and at the same admission as

ten years ago, ten cents.

Of course now I only give four days a

week to the short show, one of the two
remaining days to a better class of pic-

ture in six parts at 15 cents (tax in-

cluded), and the remaining day to a still

better picture in seven parts at 20 cents

(tax included). This makes an ideal ar-

rangement and has proved very success-

ful.

About a year ago I started using the

eight-reel pictures running them two days
at 25 cents admission about once every
three weeks. I used pictures like "The
Old Homestead." "Peg O' My Heart,"
"Quincy Adams Sawyer," "Brawn of the

North." etc., and this is proving success-
ful also. In this way I keep within the

limits of my patrons' pocketbooks and
they come regularly.

These prices are "standard" and if I

cannot buy a picture at a rental that

enables me to show it at my prices I let

it alone.
Finds Exchanges Fair

Regarding rentals, I have always found
the exchanges very fair unless New York
insisted otherwise. I pay for pictures 35

per cent of the gross, which I think is

fair, and can judge pretty well as to

what they will draw. I don't boost any
trade mark but build on "good pictures"

and pick them myself.
There is no such thing as having to

take the poor with the good. When a

salesman talks that way I don't buy. And
I only buy for a few weeks at a time,

giving play dates when I sign the con-
tract, so that there is no delay. For in-

stance, all the pictures I now have under
contract are dated and my booking time
is all open after June 21. This gives me
plenty of opportunity to take advantage
of any good pictures coming unexpect-
edly.

One day a week I devote to short stuff,

using a news reel, an episode of a serial

or two-reel western, and a two-reel com-
edy. I never follow one serial with an-
other but always leave two months be-
tween. I finish a serial next week and
will not start another, probably, until the

last of July or later.

Gives Attendance Figures

The foregoing plan has proved very
successful here and has paid very well.

mal years, we averaged a weekly attend-
ance of from 2,850 to 3,100, which was
pretty good for a town of less than 2,000,

showing that each person came one-and-
a-half times each week.

Last year and 1921, with the industrial

depression and cut in wages, business
dropped, but we still averaged more than
a third better than the population each
week, although occasionally we have an
"old time" week, as happened this week.
The enclosed is a view of the old Pas-

time, which was opened Thanksgiving
Day, 1909, by C. H. Bean of Franklin,
N. H. Mr. Bean disposed of it in August,
1910, to a Herbert Mann, from whom I

bought it in March, 1911. It went out of
business on November 30, 1914, and I

opened the new Pastime December 2.

two days later. The old place is now a
meat market.
You will likely recognize "One Round

O'Brien" and "The French Spy," Vita-
graph, on the posters.

66Jazz Week"

a

Capacity Week
AtMcVickers
"Jazz Week," featured at McVicker's

theatre, Chicago, May 13 to May 20,

might as well have been advertised "Ca-
pacity Week'* so far as the box office

was concerned.
On the evening of Friday, May 18,

your narrator gained advantageous van-
tage point from which to view the pro-
ceedings by going to the theatre at 5:30,

an unearthly hour but in this case nec-
essary.

The following bill explains:

1. "When Tootsie Meets Caroline at Three
O'Clock in the Morning," a symphonic
jazz overture arranged by H. Leopold Spit-
alny, a riot.

2. "A Bit of Greenwich Village," Al Cope-
land's Dance Orchestra in a colorful set,

with Nubs Allen, blues singer, and a
chorus of "Flapper Dancers."

3. "Babe Payne," impersonating AI Jol-

son and Eddie Cantor in songs before a
silken drop.

4. "Capman Brothers," deft delineators

of snappy steps, following No. 3.

5. "Cafe Chantant," a brief cabaret bit

participated in by 40 singers, dancers,
musicians, in a set the Follies might envy.

6. "Courtney Sisters," (everybody knows
them), in three numbers and an encore
accompanied by their ultra string quar-
tette, a novelty organization.

7. "The Rustle of Silk," a Paramount
picture.

8. "Felix in the Bone Age," one of

Winkler's "klever kat kartoon komics."
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EMPLOYS BILLBOARD TEASERS

& Good Citizen
m-mjr- — woman who si

Within The Law

GOOD LINES warrant good display. If they are good enough they
warrant special boards, painted at considerable expense, as in the
case of the line "A good citizen is the man or woman who stays
'Within the Law.' " This line was used by the Des Moines theatre,

Des Moines, la., in the manner shown in the above illustration. The
psychological effect of the thing is apparent. This copy, put out a

week before the opening, was used widely over the city. It was fol-

lowed by the line, "Violators Beware. Someone Pays the Penalty
Every Day." When the picture was formally announced by the
theatre its emblazonment satisfied the curiosity of thousands, a good
percentage of whom undoubtedly found their way to the Des Moines
box office.

SCREEN TESTS were made by Paul E. Noble, Liberty theatre, Portland, Ore., in the man-
ner shown above when the exploitation of "Souls for Sale," Goldwyn, was in progress. At
night the truck stood in front of the theatre. During the day it toured the city, making
stops at suitable intersections, L. W. Barclay, Goldwynner, cooperated in the work. Port-*

land girls with screen ambitions were invited to have tests made. The stunt is good for
newspaper mention, also.

FIRST NATIONAL, delivering a print of

"Tola'ble David*' to Lloyd George, sent
along a specially uniformed messenger and
surrounded the event with every cere-
mony. The stunt has been used previously
but seldom in connection with su h a not-
able personage.

"FURY," First National attraction starring Richard Barthelmess,
inspired this unique ballyhoo used by the Strand theatre, Memphis,
Tenn. The ship atop the truck was made in the image of the ship
that is used in the picture. Nearly everywhere a model of this
sort can be found, and its usefulness in this case is self-evident.

JUST A FORD, this, though it doesn't look it. It was decorated
this way in water color for the exploitation of "Dduglas Fair-
banks in Robin Hood," United Artists, and used by the Capitol
theatre. New Bedford, Mass. When its usefulness had passed it

was but necessary to have it washed in the usual manner.
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DON'T TRY IT. is our unimportant advice, but at least it makes
an interesting picture. The theatre is Proctor's Fifth Avenue.
New York City. The figure on the clock is a man impersonating
Harold Lloyd in "Dr. Jack." Pathe. Rain insurance is now avail-

able to theatres, but as yet no company has offered exploitation
insurance. It's needed.

WINDOW exploiting "Main Street," the book, and "Main Street."
the Warner Brothers picture, in Los Angeles. The picture was
thown at the Mission. The book is a best seller of yesterday uid
should be deemed worthy of a special display by almost any book
dealer. The lamp post tie-up eff« ct used in Los Angeles is partic-
ularly good. There are many ways it can be done.

EXPLOITATION is full of surprises. "Down to the Sea in Ships." Hodkinson, looked like a

hard title to advertise. Exhibitors have demonstrated in dozens of instances that it is quite

the reverse. This picture shows the means employed by the MeJba theatre. Dallas, a ship
model being used to utmost advantage. As before stated, there are ship models available m
every city. Use of them in the above or other manner cannot be without influence upon the
box office receipts of the theatre playing the picture. A ballyhoo stunt is shown on the pre-
ceding page.

RESEMBLANCE may be a bit far

fetched, but this youngster exploited
"Daddy," First National Jack Coogan
production, for the Sigma theatre, Lima,
O. The pig at least looks very much
like the one in the photoplay. But then,
pigs is pigs, and Jackie is exclusively
Jackie.

GLORIA SWANSON & THEO. ROBERTS
IN 'PRODIGAL. DAUGHTERS*

IF there's anything interesting in the flapper, and it may be con-
ceded that there is, this display for Paramount'$ "Prodigal Daugh-
ters," done by the Olympic theatre, Pittsburgh, should have been
productive of much good. The big center piece is a sharp challenge
to the interest of the passerby. The title backs it up adequately.

EVERYBODY wants to be a film player, or wants to see people

who want to be one, apparently, for this crowd collected to see

Portland, Ore., aspirants for film fame given camera tests by the

Liberty theatre, exploiting Goldwyn's "Souls for Sale." Another
photograph, on the preceding page, shows the float as used in

daytime. It was parked as above at night.
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PATRONS SWELL STAR'S MAIL

NO SPACE was wasted by the Palace theatre, Washington, Pa., in
its lobby display for "Bella Donna/' Paramount production featuring
PoJa Negri, and the matter used told all that there is to tell about
the picture very completely and prominently with the all important
element of personality and action worked out in the cutout figures at
the top of the box office.

PITY Eleanor Boardman. She was announced by the Blue Mouse
theatre, Minneapolis, as willing to correspond with all who signed
the register provided. Twelve hundred names were entered. It was
all in the interests of Goldwyn's "Souls For Sale," of course, as the
neatly effective general display signifies. Pity Miss Boardman if

every showman does this.

p
THE PUBLIC does want prologues, if we may believe the replies
made to the Inquiring Reporter of "The Chicago Tribune" on the
subject and presented in this department last week, but it seems
more and more exhibitors are abandoning the prologue policy. Ed-
ward L. Hyman, Brooklyn Mark Strand theatre, is one of those who
still uses the stage form of presentation consistently. The above

photograph shows "A Cuban Epi:
Shawl." First National attraction.
participated in the performance,
men who have discontinued the
location? The latter, probably.

I wo singers an
r "The Bright
four dancers

Is Hyman right, or are those show-
practice? Or is it all a matter of
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Theatre Letters
Personal Accounts of Constructive Showmanship

Contributed by Readers of "Exhibitors Herald"

Theatre-Police

Stunts Paled by

Browne Benefit
Frank L. Browne, a good showman as

all who read these columns will attest,

gives readers another important "some-
thing to remember" this week in the

following modest account of an enter-

prise more emphatically reported by the

newspaper whose story is reproduced in

illustration of his letter.

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir:

On April 12th I ran a big benefit for the

widow and four children of a policeman

who had been accidentally shot while in

the performance of his duty several weeks
ago. The show was given in the morning
and it netted the fund $1,400.

;
It called for a lot of extra work but the

object was so deserving that the work be-

came a pleasure. The policemen sold the

tickets, disposing of 2,600, and as I seat

only 900 I gave orders to accept the tickets

.at our regular performances during the rest

of the day. It goes without saying that I

received a great deal of publicity and good
will.

Frank L. Browne.
Liberty theatre, Long Beach, Cal.

+ + +
DKAR MR. BROWNE:
We don't recall whether you played "In the

Name of the Law," but practically cverylKxIy did,

and it seems particularly fittinjr that the theatre
should help the pclice after what the police did
for the theatre on that picture. Whether or not
you played the picture, we consider your enter-
prise the best theatre-police tie-up on record and
heartily endorse the practice. More power to
you.—W. R. W.

Merchants Use

And Distribute

Morrow Herald
Merchants buy advertising space in

Floyd D. Morrow's heralds for the Pal-
ace, Washington, Pa., then distribute
them in their packages and give window
display space to the theatre as well.

Mr. Morrow vrites:

THEATRE EDITOR.
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir:

Enclosed find two heralds. I sell the
merchants half of the space for half of
the cost of the heralds and printing. They
give me a window display and distribute
the heralds in every package they send
out. For my part, I give out the heralds
as 'usua l to the theatre patrons and from
house to house.

This may be old, but I have not seen

GREAT CROWD
SEES POLICE

BENEFIT SHOW
The family of Police Officer O.

E. Bridgeman, who was acciden-

tally killed while in performance of

his duty on March 21, will realize

$1,400 from the benefit perform-
ance given yesterday at the Liberty

theater, according to an announce-
ment made by Manager Frank L.

Browne.
A great crowd thronged the the-

ater at 11 o'clock when the per-

formance was given.

Approximately 2,500 tickets were
sold throughout the city, he said.

While up to a late hour last night

it was impossible to estimate the

number that attended the perform-

ance, Mr. Browne asserted that he

believes a final tally will show that

a majority of the tickets were used.

The benefit show, which was
made possible through the gene-

rosity of the West Coast Theaters,

Inc., which donated the use of the

theater and picture, was sponsored

by Chief of Police James Yancy
and a committee of public spirited

citizens.

Mr. Browne, manager of the Lib-

erty, who was first to mention the

idea of a benefit show, was the re-

cipient of many compliments last

night for the manner in which the

charitable project was handled.

Throughout yesterday a special

detail of policemen were in evi-

dence about the local playhouse.

Officer M. B. Paine sold tickets;

Al Davis was sergeant-at-arms.

Captain Robinson was general util-

ity man, and Sam Stroh and R. C
Miiler acted as ushers.

REPRODUCTION of newspaper
story recounting enterprise described
by Frank L. Browne in his Theatre
Letter.

it published lately.

Floyd D. Morrow.
Palace theatre, Washington, Pa.

4- + +
DEAR MR. MORROW:
The heralds didn't reproduce well enough for

publication, but we consider them well done and
your method of managing them adequate. Un-
doubtedly you'll get the advertising up to a
point where it will pay the whole cost in time,
but as it stands the window displays and dis-
tribution are worth more than that. Ever see
the house organs published by the Palace at
Hamilton, O., cr the Miller at Wichita? We're
sure Mr. Meyer of the former and Mr. Cham-
bers of the latter will be glad to send you a copy
and we know you'll find them highly interesting.

—W. R. W.

Why Not Drop

A Welcome to

Mr. Gilfillan
Breaking into the business life of a

new locality is never an easy matter, 10

let's all drop a line of welcome to M. J.

Gilfillan at the Crown theatre, Donna,
Texas, and welcome him to the Theatre
circle.

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir:

I have recently taken over this theatre

and have bought all first class pictures

lor the people here. They will not need
to go away from home to see good pic-

tures like they have been doing. I have
improved the patronage 100 per cent since

taking it over.
My father is in the business up in Min-

nesota and I only came down here to

spend the winter, but I plan on staying
with the boys down here now. Donna is

in the center of the Rio Grande valley

anl the prospects look good lor Summer
and Fall, providing the crops come good.
You will hear from me again in a short

time. I will tell you about the man that

knows more about pictures than the man
who makes them (that is. thinks he does).

M. J. Gilfillan,
Crown theatre. Donna, Tex.

+ + +
DEAR MR. GILFILLAN:
Best wishes for your success in the liew un-

dertaking. I,et us hear from you regularly, and
don't forget to write about that all wise gentle-

man you mention in your last line.—W. R. W.

Fills Gap When
NeWsfilms Miss

"Mothers' Day"
The newspicture people missed

"Mothers' Day" but Edward L. Hyman,
Brooklyn Strand, did not let that keep

him from properly observing the occa-

sion. Incidentally, his method of doing

so is worthy of especial attention.

THEATRE EDITOR.
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir:
What is your opinion on interpolating

vocal numbers in the topical news reel?

Maybe you think the same as Eddie Hy-

man docs on this subject—that it all de-

pends upon what it is being done for.

Personally, I have not seen many ex-

hibitors use such a stunt, and that is the

reason for the question in the first para- I

graph. As done at the Brooklyn Mark

Strand the novelty of it and the appropri-

ateness took the house by storm, and an-
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LITTLE FOLKS ARE
GUESTS OF FALACE

The children from the Children's

Home were the guests of the Palace

theatre Saturday ami greatly en-

joyed Mr. and Mrs. Mart n John-

son's Trailing Af rican Animals. The

invitation was in honor of Delphine

Meyer seventh birthday anniver-

sary, which took place last week.

Needless to say, all of the children

are now eagerly looking forward to

another treat Wednesday after-

noon, when they will be privileged

to see "Wesley** Freckles Barry

in his latest and praetest achieve-

ment '• Heroes of the Street-''

PAGE ONE carried this story, re-

ferred to by Fred S. Meyer in his

Theatre Letter herewith.

other feather was placed in the cap of
Eddie Hyman.
The occasion was Mothers' Day. May

13. The distributors of news reels com-
pletely overlooked "mother"' so Hyman de-

cided to remedy their oversight by devising

something of his own. He had a trailer

made up dedicating the song to follow to

the mothers of the world and to the mem-
ory of those departed. This trailer was
placed in the center of the topical review
(which to my way of thinking was a clever

idea) and as it flashed on the screen the

draw curtains closed, color effects were
thrown on them, and a tenor came on in

front of the orchestra and sang "Mother
of Mine." under a red spot light. At the
finish the topical review was resumed where
it left off. The specialty was used, of
course, just the one day—but it made a
real hit with the people of Brooklyn.

Lee S. Ferguson.
Mark Strand theatre, Brooklyn. N. Y.

+ + +
DEAR MR. FERGUSON':
Our opinion, which you ask. is that your ini-

tial interpolation should be regarded as a begin-
ning and the practice developed. We wouldn't
restrict it to holiday or special occasion use but
would touch up suitable incidents in newspictures
frequently in that manner. Such procedure
would not only provide a worthwhile program
novelty for the moment but would tend to ele-
vate the newspicture in public esteem generally.
Glad to publish the record of vour innovation.

—

W. R. W.

Paper Blankets

Providence for

Hughes Picture
There are those who decry neglect of

poster accessories, but Martin R. Too-
hey, Emery Majestic theatre, Provi-
dence, is not one of these. A veritable
blanket of paper covered that city when
"Souls For Sale" was exploited.

THEATRE EDITOR.
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir:
We recently put over a very big campaign

on "Souls For Sale" with the assistance of

Buddy Stuart, Goldwynner. posting 25 24-

sheets. 50 6-sheets. 200 1-sheets. 5.000 door
hangers. 12.000 heralds and all photos.
For our lobby we used banner on out-

side under marquee. 2 by 16 feet, and same
inside, in advance : "Rupert Hughes' Story'

WANTED
Mesarj 2cci AJTKit
:- E 1- LL--

P«er T. Contact

W P E»Wi
Rciert D Fianer

3. M • •
- •_

Join A. Ho^ierier

Cement F lalt.i

C. Stanford Jaeeot

Harry J Kcen>r. Jr

Sant V. hem
EL F. McCccb
F. G. 5tnaD*r

John F Xeaian

J ante. Toe>
I*! K. Parma
Bote? E- Qcot

H. A. Reraci>7

Harry F. Sciione-

Farcy Toil
E. P. Mi
F. EL Tizjrr.
Fred W Warner
W- E Yeate
C. L. ZoOe:

and erery roracn m Eanultcr i

r rf tie 1

:zt - : -.i; l.i;r. ;-:mres -

dftcad: taa tad yen often »tas tm
\r~. jeldeni Kt: tie tyse e.' a piar

tiat «C cl-aje enry man vcran

aid cifld in 1

"WANTED" advertisement used by
Fred S. Meyer, for Warner Brothers
feature, the idea being taken from a

recent Theatre Letter.

of Life in Hollywood "Souls For Sale'."

We used painted posters, including 2-sheets

with heading quoting New York critic's

review.
Shepherd's department store gave us a

big window display advertising the spe-

cial edition of the book. A shoe store gave
us a window on the mending of soles.

A photographer's window showed souls in

the making.
We had printed and used 100 strips show-

ing Eleanor Boardman using Palmolive
Cold Cream.
We had a banner across the back of the

theatre, using 1 24-sheet. 1 6-sheet and 2

3-sheets. This is quite a place and we
had never used one there before. It is on
the best drive and catches three streets.

Heralds were used in this theatre and
also in the Emery and Rialto. We also

had a 1-sheet in the lobby and a trailer

on the screen in each of these theatres.

We had heralds put in boxes at hotels so
the guests got same with their mail.

In addition we used 2.000 stickers and

HOLLYWOOD!

PAGE for "Souls for Sale." Gold-
wyn, used in behalf of the Emery
Majestic theatre, Providence, R. I.

placed these all over town on autos, etc.

For ballyhoo we used 2 24-sheet cutouts
mounted perambulator style. Our teaser

campaign of ads was used, winding up with
a half page on Sunday.

Martin R. Toohey,
Emery Majestic theatre. Providence. R. I.

DEAR MR. TOOHEY:
Very glad to have vonr first letter. Write *js

more of them. "Buddv" certainlv is a live wire
isn't he?—W. R. W.

Meyer Applies

Martins Copy

From "Herald"
, Palace, Hamilton.
Martin's invitation ad

with his Theatre Let-
12 issue, when he ex-
of the Street." The
used with "The Power

of Mr. Meyer's ad is

Mr. Martin's ad and
und on page 50 of the
ssue.

Fred S. Meyer
applied Hurjh B
copy, presented
ter in the May
hibited "Heroes
Martin stunt was
of a Lie."

A reproduction
given herewith,
letter may be fc
above mentioned

THEATRE EDITOR.
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir

:

Enclosed you will find clipping of an ad
which I used on "Heroes of the Street."
I must admit I copied the idea from a re-

production in the Herald. I'm not trying
to get away with a "bright stunt."

However. I thought it good enough to
copy and the enclosure is the result.

Am also sending you a clipping of a local

news item which appeared on the front
page. Xot so bad. eh?

Fred S. Meyer.
Palace theatre. Hamilton. O.

DEAR MR. MEYER:
Verv glad to have been enabled to pass along

Mr. Martin's idea of which you made such ex-
cellent use. Th ings of this sort alwavs give us
a thrill.

The front page iterr bears out our point in a
recent plank of the "Better Theatre Platform"
called "Give Out the Sews." \Vhen more ex-
hibitors come around to the obvious conclusion
that the thing a newspaper wants most is news
front page items like vours will be more com-
mon.—YV. R. \V.
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SSI
HARRY VAN NOY'S frontal display for "The Fourth Musketeer," F. B. O., mentioned in his letter last week.

Edits Special

Screen Edition

For Newspaper
Jack Marcus, Star and Garden the-

atres, Rockingham, N. C, went a lot of

exhibitors one better when he not only

talked the local paper into a special

amusement section but edited it as well.

He writes:

THEATRK EDITOR,

Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir:

Enclosed rind an extra, a special amuse-

ment edition of our local paper, which I

edited and personally got out. Twenty-five

hundred were mailed.

This is one way of heating the high rates

in advertising. Just get out your own pa-

per.

In the top left hand corner you might

find an article that will be of interest to

the trade. Jack Mari OS,

Star, Garden theatres, Rockingham. NT

. C.

4- + +
DKAR MR MARCl'S

If you'll confide the secret of how you talked the
newspai i out of its edition we've no douht sev-
eral exhihitors will he Krateful for the sugges-
tion. As it is it looks rather difficult.

Glad to note the item you refer to. Same has
heeii passed on to the proper department.

—

*\ R. W.

Henry Let Out

When Rea Sees

Through Deceit
Henry, cxploiteer de luxe on the staff

of George Rea, has been given the gate.

Mr. Rea tells about his successor and a

state newsreel in the following letter.

THEATRE EDITOR.
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir:

Had to let Henry go.

Henry fooled me with his glass top.

Thought he would amount to something.

hut he turned out to he just a common
runabout.
So now we have a flivver, just a Ford

flivver, and it is working fine.

The first work the flivver did was on
"Adam's Rib" and here's a picture of the

flivver telling 'em about the Ohio State

Journal newsreel. the only newsreel that I

ever thought really drew any patronage
for me to amount to anything. Of course
we are only .'19 miles from Columbus, but
I think the news will draw big for any
Ohio exhibitor.

It's a snappy little news that is sure to

be a big one some day.

George Rea.
Colonial theatre. Washington C. H., 0. »

+ + +
DKAR MR REA:

S..rr> about Henry He fooled us. too. We
had him groonud for a niche in the exploitation
hall of fame. Why not christen the flivver suit-

ahly and give l.im a chance?
Would like to hear more about the newsreel

mentioned. Do you feel certain that it's the
hest newsreel, or does it only seem hest liecause
you exploit it most, if you do? It's always been
iur opinion that under-explottation was the news-
picture's es|>ecial hurden. Wonder if you'd mind
giving us your experience with them.—W. R. W.

mm SELBERS' WEEKLY«®
SPECIAL AMUSEMENT EDITION

— TVIi KOCMV>tAM THLATRL COMPAVY tr—3

V-isi-s.-i...

GEORGE REA'S Henry exploiting Paramount's "Bella Donna" and an Ohio
news reel. See letter.

JACK MARCUS, Rockingham, N.

C, edited this special newspaper edi-

tion, handling all detail. His Theatre
Letter explains.
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SHORT SUBJECTS
Short Subject Program Holds
Fixed Place in Riva Schedule

ONCE each week C. A. Riva,

Pastime theatre. Tilton, N. H.,

gives a short subject program. The
bare announcement isn't particu-

larly intriguing, but it becomes so

when ycu learn that Mr. Riva has

had just one red ink week in the

past five years. The great story of

that record is presented in this issue

on the first page of The Theatre.

Mr. Riva knows a good deal about

what his people want, and his peo-

ple are not very different to other

people all over the nation. Tilton is

such a city as undoubtedly is re-

ferred to by the majority who use

the phrase "small town," and he has

been learning about it for twelve

years.

Mr. Riva also knows short sub-

jects.

ON the short subject program at

the Pastime, which is shown for

10 cents and contains just five reels,

Mr. Riva offers a news reel, a two-

reel comedy, with either a two-reel

episode from a serial or a two-reel

drama. He varies the character of

the show, but he doesn't vary the

length.

Serials, he has found, give best

results when run at some distance

apart. He customarily permits two
months to elapse between the end of

a serial and the beginning of the

next.

In making that provision, quite

likely, Mr. Riva has avoided the

common result of too strict a serial

diet—loss of appetite. He gives his

people ample time to digest one
series of thrills before giving them
another.

A good many exhibitors probably
can adopt that policy with profit.

IT seems evident from other por-

tions of the story that the short

subject is omitted from the majority
of the Pastime programs. At first'

blush that seems illogical, but when
it is considered that by thus sharply
separating the short subject from
the longer forms of entertainment
he really places it on a footing ex-

clusively its own and independent
of other product, the judgment in-

volved becomes apparent.
Pastime patrons pay for short

subjects when they buy them.
That's a great deal more than can

be said for the great bulk of Amer-
ican playhouses.
Establishment of the short subject

upon an independent basis of sale

to the public has long been advo-
cated by this department.

ANOTHER notable short subject
item in the news of the week is

pictorially recorded in the reproduc-
tion of an advertisement used by the
Strand, Milwaukee. It appears in

an adjacent column.
The original of the ad is in three

columns. The space, as the repro-
duction shows, gives the Educational
short subject, "Man vs Beast," pref-
erence ever the feature picture in all

save position.

Underlying the advertisement,
perhaps, is a natural motive. With
two animal hunt features receiving
great advertising at this time the in-

terest in this sort of entertainment
should be at a height. A short sub-
ject of the same character is deserv-
ing of corresponding space.

THIS use for the short subject,
the matching of a feature picture,

possibly appearing in competition,
is out of the rut. It hasn't been done
to any extent, probably because not
a great many opportunities have
arisen. It affords an additional rea-
son for keeping closely in touch
with the short subject market.

TODAY vSrjf^^ryfl^s '-^-^ 406

A DAYS ^^yJ*$jSS ĵ)\
~~ 25c

ONLY <^&/jcita!o**TlrtlA.k><y . .
K'c

"MONEY
'SONET
OMEY

Written Especially by Larry Eoara far

Katherine McDonald

the ultimate in daring adventure

Manvs
:

Beast

Ihuntinbwild

animals in

darkest africa

SOME OF THE THINGS YOU WILL SEE

LOUISE-FAZENDA
HARRY GRIBBON COLD CHILLS

I nil I LfVl Force* ot the Soviet fl U jJ O I H
Strand Orchestra *£zzr Morning, Noon, Night

THREE column ad used by the

Strand, Milwaukee, showing promi-

nence given "Man vs. Beast." Educa-
tional short subject.

NEWSPICTURES
FOX NEWS No. 66: Washington Tulip

Pageant Held—Columbia U President on Vaca-
tion— British Royalty Visit Italy — Scandinavian
Royalty Visit Danish King and Queen on Silver
Wedding Anniversary—Helicopter Tested at Paris— Biggest Blimp Xears Completion — Leviathan
Sails for Boston— French Take Over Suspended
Railway Line—Madison. Wis.. Legislature in An-
nual Ball.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS No. 41: Germans
in May Day Demonstration—Hardings See Ten-
nis Matches— Philanthropist Remembers Mothers
on Mothers' Day—Three Ambassadors Home for
Vacation—McTigue in U. S.—Scout Cruiser in
Speed Record — Spanish Rulers Visit Belgium—
Kaieteur Falls Filmed—Territorial Specials.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS No. 42: Lieut.
Macready Married — L". S. Gobs Visit Turkish
Joan of Arc — New \ ork Zoological Expedition
Returns — Hen Mothers Rabbits — British Rulers
Visit Rome—California Oil Fire Baffles Firemen

—

Pasadena School Children Drill—Leviathan Sails
tor Boston—Territorial Specials.

KINOGRAMS No. 2250: Babies Parade at
Ocean Park. Calif.—U. S. Gobs Meet Turkish
Joan of Arc—Zoo Birds Moved to Summer Homes—Notables Sail— McTigue Here—Hardings View-
Tennis Matches—Roosevelt Statue Xears Comple-
tion—West Point Cadets Parade—Territorial Spe-
cials.

KINOGRAMS No. 2251: Coney Island Opens—Zoological Expedition Returns— L\ S. Gobs
Rescue Russian Refugees— St. Louis Army Post

-Leviathan Sails to Boston

—

Stages Horse Show-
Territorial Specials.

PATHE NEWS No. 38: Airmei Complete
Xon-stop Cross-countrv Flight— Kiddies Welcome
Spring—Turkish Prisoners Released—Airplane
Liner Carrier 32 People—Yacht Season Opens in
West— Italian Fascisti Observe Rome's 2.676th
Anniversary—Autos Race in Rust Clouds at In-
dianapolis—Territorial Specials.

PATHE NEWS No. 39: 50.000 Attend Joe
Cannon's Birthday Party— Bald Head Club in
Convention— Prince of Wales Pays Tribute to
Belgian War Heroes — Huge Crowds Mark
London Labor Day Celebration — $20,000,000
Canal Completed at Xew Orleans— Bullet Proof
Vest Invented — London Stadium Opened — Re-
paint Brooklyn Bridge—Territorial Specials.

PATHE NEWS No. 40: Danish Rulers Ob-
serve Silver Wedding Anniversary—Zoo Dwellers
in Summer Homes—Scout Cruiser in Speed Rec-
ord—Spanish Royalty Visits Belgium — McTigue
Here — Russian Priest Awaits Trial — Spokane
Project Develops 200,000 Horsepower—Germans
Protest Ruhr Occupation — West Point Cadets
Drill—Territorial Specials.

PATHE NEWS No. 41: War Secretary at

Porto Rico — Erect Alexander Hamilton Monu-
ment—Gobs in Water Fight—Honor Memory of

loan of Arc — Helicopter Inventor in Record
Flight—Oil Fire Fatal—British Royalty at Rome
—Leviathan Sails— Territorial Specials.

I
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Digest of Pictures of^Week
i 6 ~P' '

E
'
RL

'
>F THE GOLDEX w EST" { First

National has all the elements of a successful

photodrama. David Belasco's stage play has

been made into a capital screen play by Edwin Care we

and a well selected cast of players. Great care has been

taken with all the details, it is perfectly staged and well

photographed. Russell Simpson, Sylvia Breamer, Rose-

mary Theby and J. Warren Kerrigan in the principal

roles deserve unstinted praisfc tot their very intelligent

performances.

"PADDY-THE-NEXT - BEST -Till NG" (Allied

Producers) serves Mae Marsh well as a vehicle in which

to stage a "come-back." It is very well produced, and

although the entire cast is English and the picture was

made abroad, it is pleasing entertainment. It was

adapted from the story by Gertrude Page.

"THE LAST MOMENT" (Goldwyn) is a mystery

drama with a society angle. It is about as thrilling and

interesting a tale as has been produced upon the screen

this season. It was made by I. Parker Read, Jr.. from

a story by Jack Boyle and Mr. Read picked a most

capable lot of players to put it over. Doris Kenyon.

Henry Hull and Louis Wolheim have the leading roles.

All are excellent.

"THE REMITTANCE WOMAN" (F. B. O.) is

Ethel Clayton's latest, a story of the Orient, written by

Achmed Abdullah. It lacks plausibility, and while Mi--

Clayton and the others in the cast endeavor to make

the most of their respective roles, it is a hectic story and

a poor vehicle for the star. Wesley Ruggles directed.

"STEPPING FAST" (Vox), as its name implies,

is a swift-moving tale of a treasure trove, a beautiful

girl and several persistent villains. Tom Mix has the

stellar role and while the action is kept at a high pitch

the story material is thread-bare, many of the stunts

being quite laughable. Picturesque outdoor stuff marks

the production. It was directed by Joseph Franz.

"DOUBLE DEALING" (Universal) has Hoot

Gibson as its star, supported by Helen Ferguson, Bettv

Francisco and others. The story is laid in a small west-

ern town and Gibson fans will no doubt be well pleased

with it, as Hoot performs in his usual excellent manner.

Directed and written by Henry Lehrman. Five reels.

"VENGEANCE OF TIN-: DEEP" (American Re-

leasing) is a novelty picture, the deep-sea stuff being

the novelty. It offers fair entertainment, and for those

who like stories of pearl fishing and South Sea Islands,

it will answer every purpose. The story is common- ,

place, however, and the direction lacks punch Ralph

Lewis. Harmon McGregor and Virginia Brown Faire

have the leading roles.

"SIXTY CENTS AN HOUR" (Paramount) is

Walter Hiers second starring vehicle and is somewhat

of a disappointment. It is presented in six reels, but

the story could have been told nicely in three. The star

is good, but deserves better material than this. Joseph

Henaberv directed. The storv is by Frank Condon.

Two scenes from the forthcoming W. W. Hodkinson production "Rapids" in which Harry T. Morey, Mary Astor and other
well known players appear.
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R E V I E W S
SPECIAL CAST IN

THE GIRL OF THE GOLDEN WEST
(FIRST NATIONAL)

David Belasco's popular stage play given good production by Director

Edwin Carewe. As screen entertainment it is capital. The story is con-

cisely told, the love interest well sustained and the interest held by a

perfect continuity. Many beautiful sets and exteriors are shown and the

detail is faithfully maintained. Seven reels.

HERE is an exceptionally interesting

drama of the West, beautifully and
carefully staged and very well

acted. It you are looking for a sure bet

hustle out and get this one. It won't

disappoint the most discriminating.

The cast includes such well known
players as Russell Simpson. Sylvia

Breamer. Rosemary Theby and J. War-
ren Kerrigan in the leading roles with

others equally well known but in smaller

roles. Praise must be given this trio,

for their very intelligent performances,

which were worthy of the picture. Miss

Breamer's role was a particularly difficult

one but she portrays it with a keen un-

derstanding of its possibilities and got

the most out of it. Russell Simpson also

scored as the Sheriff, in love with The
Girl and the role of the lover-bandit was
well handled by Kerrigan. Rosemary
Theby's vampire part was a gem.
The perfect detail of the production,

the superb acting and the dramatic grip

of the story, holds one's attention up to

the last moment without a let-down in

the dramatic tension. The scene where
The Girl hides the outlaw in the attic

and he is discovered by the Sheriff when
blood drips down upon him, is but one

of the high spots of the story. Another
was where the posse return to the saloon

and the "vampire" announces that they

have hung her lover. The twist to the

story here is wonderfully well handled.

The story is more or less familiar to

theatre-patrons and the fact that it was
successfully used as a stage play for

years and as an opera, gives the ex-

hibitor strong talking points. The Girl

runs the Polka saloon and dance hall.

The Sheriff is in love with her. but she is

saving her kisses for a man who can win
her heart. A bandit leader happens into

town and at once falls in love with the

Girl, whom he had met once before while

crossing a stream. During a storm she

befriends him. His former sweetheart
learns of this and exposes him to the

Sheriff. A posse is formed and goes to

the Girl's cabin, but she hides him. As
he is about to leave, the Sheriff, hiding
outside, shoots him. The Girl again
hides him in the loft, but he is discovered.
The Girl then plays poker with the
sheriff for her lover, she agreeing to
marry the Sheriff if she loses. She wins
>vith a full house. Later the bandit is

flight and is about to be hanged when
pe sheriff saves him and he is allowed
o depart with The Girl for the East
vhere they start life anew.— I R M

ETHEL CAYTOX IX

REMITTANCE
WOMAN

(F. B. O.)

While this story by Achrr.ed Ab-
dullah might have possessed a
certain fascination as fiction, as
screen fiction it lacks plausibility

or even common sense and must
be classed as only fair entertain-

ment. Directed by Wesley Rug-
gles. Six reels.

Ethel Clayton. Rockcliffe Fellowes.
Tom Wilson. Edward Kimball. Mario
Carillo. and others in this excellent cast
were not used to the best advantage in

this hectic story of China, an American
girl and her lover. It reminds one
strongly of a serial at times, with its

trap doors, treacherous Orientals and
mysterious disappearances.
While it is correctly staged as to sets

and exteriors the action reminds one of
the old days when logic was sacrificed to
keep the players doing something. The
resort to the dream ending is the last

word in hokum, but perhaps this is all

that saves the picture. At least it's too
impossible to believe otherwise.
The story tells of Marie Campbell, who

has a penchant for running up immense
bills. Her father decides to send her to
China and her Chinese maid hands her a
little vase as a token of good luck. In
China she encounters all sort of plots
and counter plots to gain possession of
the vase, her fiance finally rescuing her
from the Orientals. Then she wakes up
and is glad to learn that it is all a dream
and that her sweetheart does not have
to go to China.

Ethel Clayton in a scene from "The
Remittance Woman," (F. B. O.)

MAE MARSH IX

PADDY
i The Next-Best-Thing)

(ALLIED PROD. & DIST.)

The merits and drawing power of
this English-made picture, adapted
from Gertrude Page's novel, de-
pendable entirely upon the star.

It is beautifully produced, well
acted and perfectly clean as to
story. A former stage play. Di-
rected by J. Graham Cutts. Six
reels.

"Paddy-tbe-Xext-Best-Thing," the lat-

est Allied Producers and Distributors

Corporation production which goes
through Cnited Artists exchanges, is a
typical English film made from a typical

English story- It is enhanced by some
beautiful photography, and it is a wel-
come relief from the home product in

sets and exteriors—both authentic, which
give the story the proper atmosphere and
reality.

Mae Marsh, grown a little stout, plays

the role of a hoydenish little Irish girl,

the daughter of a General who prayed
for a son. but had to accept "the next
best thing" when Paddy, a girl, was born.

Miss Marsh puts life into the screen ver-

sion of Gertrude Page's book, even re-

sorting to slapstick, where she puts on
an old armor at a ball and scares her
sweetheart. A fox hunt furnishes one of

the picturesque bits with a race between
Paddy's horse and one of the guests.

The fog slowly rising over the moor is

another interesting bit near the end of

the picture.

Darby Foster plays LawTence Blake
with the finesse of a born actor; Lillian

Douglas was a sweet and charming Ei-

leen Adair. Paddy's sister, and the oth-

ers in the English cast were adequate.

Paddv Adair is a "son" to her father
and when he dies she endeavors to
"mother" and protect her sister. She
helps Jack O'Hara make love to sister
Eileen, who is really in love with Law-
rence Blake. Blake, however, is not in
love with Eileen, preferring the company
of the fun-loving Paddy. Paddy scorns
Lawrence's suit when he tells her he
loves her. Jack goes to South America
to make his fortune. Eileen goes to live
with Jack's two aunts and Paddy moves
to London. Lawrence follows and even-
tually she learns to love him. Jack re-
turns home and Paddy goes to welcome
him. She visits her old home, now up
for sale, and wanders off. becoming lost

in a dense fog. Lawrence rescues her
from a bog and the happy ending follows.
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WALTER H1ERS IN

SIXTY CENTS
AN HOUR

(PARAMOUNT)
Fair comedy production which
would be greatly improved by be-

ing told in three reels instead of

six. The star is very good and
always funny, but the vehicle is

lacking. Written by Frank Con-
don. Directed by Joseph Hena-
bery.

Someone who selects the titles for

Walter Hicrs' comedies seems to have a

bent for small sums of money. If the

fifty cents jump between the title of his

first, "Mr. Billings Spends His Dime," »

and "Sixty Cents An Hour," is supposed
to be indicative of the ratio of value
between the two pictures, somebody is

doing some bad guessing. The fat

comedian's second picture is in about the

same ratio poorer than the first.

No fault can be found with the star

who does his best in a manner that is

always mirth-provoking. Many laughs
are provided but on the whole the

vehicle given Mr. Hiers is not one that

is likely to prove conducive to lasting

fame. The story is thin and this thin-

ness is emphasized by the stretching out
of the tale into about twice the footage that

should have been given it.

The story lacks originality, many of

the incidents having been used before
and often. Hiers takes the role of a
$7.")0 a week soda fountain clerk, who
falls in love with Mamie Smith, a bank-
er's daughter, well played by Jacqueline
Logan.
He saves enough from his $7. .10 to

rent a flivver at sixty cents an hour
for the purpose of taking Mamie for a
ride. Concealed in the auto the soda
clerk finds the loot of robbers who had
rifled the bank. He finally captures the
robbers, returns the loot and wins the
girl.

HOOT GIBSON IN

DOUBLE DEALING
(UNIVERSAL)

Here is another feature with the
popular Universal star that will

no doubt please his admirers.
Quite funny in spots and plenty of

action in others. Story by Henry
Lehrman, who -also directed. Five
reels.

In "Double Dealing," Hoot Gibson
probably does less fighting than in his
usual stories, but what he does is good
and well worth watching. He has a
rather peculiar role in this production

—

that of a small town "dumbbell" who is

"taken" by a crook, but Hoot rights
everything with his fists when he "gets
wise."

Excellent support is rendered the star
by Helen Ferguson, Eddie Gribbon. Betty
Francisco, Otto Hoffman, Frank Hayes
and Gertrude Claire.

If your fans like Hoot Gibson this

one should please them. There is a
slashing fight in one of the scenes that
will delight the hearts of any audience
that likes its pathos flavored with thrills.

Ben Slowell is swiftly going broke
when a tough individual arrives in town,
undertakes to be his "manager" and show
him the road to success. First the ad-
visor appropriates the affection of Ben's
sweetheart and then he proceeds to fleece
him out of a thousand dollars, which he
has talked Ben into obtaining from his
grandmother. He induces him to invest

the money in waterfall land and then
splits with the seller. But a couple of

capitalists come to town and offer the
original seller $10,000 for the land. Mean-
while Hoot has been "put wise" and is

out after his "manager" hammer and
tongs. Hoot cleans up in more ways
than one in the grand finish.

SPECIAL CAST IN

VENGEANCE OF DEEP
(AMERICAN RELEASING)

Fair entertainment is offered in this

story of pearl fishers, love, intrigue

amid South Sea Islands. Much
underwater photography is about

its only novelty. The story is

weak and lacks pep. Directed

by A. B. Barringer, who also

wrote the story. Length, 4,753

feet.

Depending upon its under-sea stuff for

its punch this five-reeler tells a rather list-

less and unconvincing story of the love

of a white girl for a beachcomber, of a

stern father who would have her marry
a member of his crew and the subsequent
reunion of the unhappy pair.

Ralph Lewis is cast as the brutal sea

captain. Virginia Browne Faire is the

daughter Ethel Musgrove, Van Matti-

more plays Jean, the lover, Harmon Mc-
Gregor is Frederico the white diver and
"Smoke" Turner the Native chief. For
those who find enjoyment in deep-sea

stuff and South Sea island atmosphere,
"Vengeance of the Deep" will answer
every requirement. Very dark photog-
raphy of under water scenes keeps you
guessing where the "sharks" and charac-

ters are.

Capt. Musgrove hires a beachcomber
as one of his divers on a pearl fishing ex-

pedition. His daughter Ethel falls in

love with Jean, the son of a native chief,

and he endeavors to break up the match.
Frederico, a white diver, and Jean, dis-

cover a chest of gold but decide not to

tell Musgrove. Jean is held prisoner by
a giant clam and Frederico hastens the

wedding preparations. The natives are
robbed of their pearls and start an up-
rising. Jean escapes from the depths of

the sea and arrives in time to rescue
Ethel. Frederico dies in the sea.

TOM MIX IN

STEPPING FAST
(FOX)

No lack of action in this Mix fea-

ture, but it is too bad a better

story could not have been given

this popular star. It is artificial

and unreal and only saved by the

splendid photography, beautiful

shots of picturesque mountain
scenery and fast action. Five
reels directed by Joseph Franz.

Mix is one actor that deserves the best

in story material for he seldom fails to

deliver, even when burdened with a

hackneyed tale like "Stepping Fast." This
is a machine-made feature employing the
old, old idea of the lost treasure, the
signet ring with the map therein, the

hero trying to outwit the villains and all

the time-worn stunts this type of story
brings.
While we cannot quarrel with the star

nor his support—they do their best to
keep the action at a swift pace, it is

crudely silly in spots and devoid of logic

or good drama.
Mix is the hero. Grant Malvern, a

young Westerner who saves a scientist,

Durant, from a gang of thieves. He is

on his way to visit his mother in the city,

and there the villains kill his mother and
his dog. He resolves to get revenge.
They attempt to drown him in the ocean
and he finds himself in China several
months later, where he meets the scien-
tist's daughter Helen Durant. The vil-

lains are endeavoring to secure a map
and a ring belonging to Helen, and al-

most succeed in stealing the gold hidden
in a cave, before Grant and Helen arrive.

SPECIAL CAST IN

THE LAST MOMENT
(GOLDWYN)

About as thrilling and interesting

tale of society and the sea as has
been published in some time.

Here is a feature that will make
them sit up and take notice.

Good cast, good direction and a

first-rate story combine to make
it a success. Story by Jack Boyle.

Direction by J. Parker Read, Jr.

Six reels.

THE CAST
Hrrcul' • Napoleon Cameron Henry Hull
Alice Winthrop Doris Kenyon
"The Finn" Louis Wolheim
Harry Gaines Louis Calheam
"Big Mike" William Nally

Donald Hall

"The Thing" Jerry Peterson
The Butler Robert Hazelton

fine ne\er tires of good mystery
stories and "The Last Moment" is one of

the best that has been produced in this

or any other season In the first place

J. Parker Head Jr. had a good story t6

work on and he was fortunate in securing

three of the best known stage stars to

interpret the principal roles of this thrill-

ing story.

Henry Hull scores in every scene as

the timid youth who is forced by circum-
stances to assert himself to protect him-
self as well as his sweetheart, when they

find themselves at the mercy of a domi-
neering, cruel sea captain. His "Her-
cules Napoleon" will delight you. Here
is really fine acting. Second in sharing
the honors is Louis Wolheim, the brutal

seaman, known as "The Finn" whose
only fear was an ape aboard ship and at

whose hands he finally loses his life.

Doris Kenyon was particularly well cast

also as Alice Winthrop. Here is a charm-
ing and well posed little actress who is

seen all too little upon the screen. Many
other excellent performances were con-
tributed which added materially in put-

ting over the big scenes.
Good photography and some excellent

shots aboard ship marked the feature. It

should prove a good bet in any house.
Hercules Xapoleon Cameron finds his

adventures in books and is lo.nth to seek
excitement beyond literary walls. How-
ever, he is forced to aid his little pal, a

bootblack, rescue his father from a sa-

loon near the water front. In the midst
of a fight he, his sweetheart and a friend

are shanghaied. When far out at sea,

during a severe storm, a ferocious ape
which the captain of the boat is going to

sell to a scientist, breaks loose and wipes
out most of the crew. Hercules cowers
the brute, however, and saves Alice and
Ha.-ry Gaines from its angry teeth. They
attempt to escape from the ship to an
island The ape follows and Hercules
drags him to the bottom and escapes.

Hercules and Alice swim to an island

and are rescued.
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Goldwyn Organization
Gathers for Conclave

Executives of Cosmopolitan
and Distinctive Pictures

Also at Convention
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ATLANTIC CITY, N. J., May 22.—
The first general gathering of head-

quarters and field distribution executives

since the distribution merger of Goldwyn
and Cosmopolitan and the association of

Distinctive Pictures got under way here

with the opening of the Goldwyn con-
vention at the Ritz Carleton hotel this

week.
Plan Fall Campaigns

Plans for the fall sales and distribut-

ion campaigns will be decided upon,
with Cosmopolitan and Distinctive offi-

cials participating. Announcements wilf

be made of the promotion of a number
of Goldwyn salesmen to be managers of

branch exchanges and of the transfer-

ence of branch managers from one ex-
change to another. Arrangements will

be competed for the opening of the four
new branch offices—-Portland, Ore.,
Butte. Mont., Des Moines, la., and Char-
lotte, X. C, all four of which are sched-
uled to be in operation by June.

Officials of the three producing or-
ganizations whose product is to be han-
dled by Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan who will

be present are F. J. Godsol, president of
Goldwyn: Edward J. Bowes, vice presi-
dent; J. R. Grainger, general manager of
sales: Arthur Friend, president of Dis-
tinctive Pictures, and H. N. Marin of
Distinctive.

The Goldwyn home office will also be
represented by Edward Bonns. A. F.
Cummings. Howard Dietz. J. E. Flynn,
W. P. Garyn. E. C. Grainger, Gabriel
Hess, C. A. Hill, George Kann, William
Kelly, David Kerr, T. V. Philbin, R. E.
Pritchard. W. F. Rodgers, Frank Roehr-
enbeck. C. C. Ryan, Erich Schay and
Eddie Carrier.

Those in Attendance
The Goldwyn district managers who

will attend are:
W. E. Banford. Denver, Salt Lake and Butte;

J. A. Chamler. Canada; George A. Dembow. Bos-
ton and New Haven; S. Eckman, Jr., New York,
Albany and Buffalo; George A. Hickey, Chicago.
Minneapolis and Milwaukee; J. A. Koerpel,
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Detroit and Indianapolis;
Arthur Lucas. Charlotte, Atlanta and New Or-
leans: Felix Mendelssohn. Philadelphia. Pittsburgh
and Washington; L. B. Remy, Dallas and Okla-
homa City; and W. E. Truog, Des Moines. Kan-
sas City, St. Louis and Omaha. Sam Dembow,
Jr., San Francisco, Los Angeles. Seattle, Port-
land.

The following resident managers will
be present:

N. Barach, Cleveland; Thomas Bradv, Buffalo;
W. J. Clarke, Charlotte, N. C; P. M. Desbon,
New Orleans; Ben Fish, Denver; C. E. Gregory,
Kansas City; J. H. Hill. Oklahoma City; H. L.
Hollander. Omaha; A. Interrante. New Haven;
Charles Knickerbocker, Minneapolis; A. B. Lamb.
Los Angeles; H. S. Lorch, Detroit; C. F. Lynch,
Des Moines; E. Moss, Philadelphia; G. C. ' Par-
sons, San Francisco; Seth Perkins. Seattle; C. W.
Perry. Boston; Ralph Pielow. Portland, Ore.;
Walter J. Price, Washington. D. C.; Ben B.
Reingold, Chicago; David Rosengarten (Sales
Manager) New York; A. A. Schayer. Butte.
Mont.; Samuel Shurman. Milwaukee; J. D. Solo-
mon. Salt Lake City; H. W. Starrett. Atlanta:
E. S. Stewart, Cincinnati; L. Sturm. Pittsburgh;
Charles Walder, Albany; Jack Weil St. Louis;
W. W. William, Indianapolis.

Jess D. Hampton, producer of the
new screen version of "The Spoilers," and
Rex Beach, author of the story, are
scheduled to address the convention.

Hodes With Educational
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, May 22.—Hal Hodes,
formerly general sales manager of Cos-
mopolitan Productions, has been ap-
pointed manager of the New York Edu-
cational Film Exchange.

Announcement
THE

GREAT NORTHERN

STEAMSHIP COMPANY
(Incorporated)

BOSTON, MASS.

Announces That Arrangements Are Now Being Made for Monthly

110 Round Trips to Europe
Boston—Southampton Boston—Gothenburg

$110
ONE WAY $65

Connecting for

London, Liverpool, LeHavre

$138
ONE WAY $75

Connecting for

Christiania, Stockholm, Helsingfors,
Danzig, Riga, Copenhagen

THE ABOVE PRICES INCLUDE RAILROAD FARES TO POINTS
AS FAR NORTH AS STOCKHOLM

The Company plans to carry approximately two thousand passengers monthly.
Make your plans now for a trip during the coming season.

Lives of passengers will be protected by
EVER-WARM SAFETY-SUITS

which prevent drowning and protect from exposure
A round trip, with all expenses on ship-

board included, at no more expense than
a vacation right here at home ! To meet
the ever increasing demand in this

country for an inexpensive and at the

same time thoroughly comfortable and
enjoyable trans-Atlantic voyage, is the

prime object of the Great Northern
Steamship Company. Organized by
progressive business men who realize the

exceptional opportunity offered now for

inexpensive travel in Europe, the Com-
pany will cater to the thousands of in-

telligent persons who wish to visit the

battlefields of France, the Shakespeare
country, Scandinavia, the Land of the

Midnight Sun, etc. A chance of a life-

time ! So it would seem ; but it is more
than that. The company is building for

a permanent business, setting a new
standard of high-class ocean travel on a
one-class basis. That this can be done
at a fair margin of profit has already
been proved and is further outlined in

our prospectus. You'll find it extremely
interesting.

WE WILL ALSO SHOW YOU HOW YOU MAY
BECOME A PART-OWNER IN THE MOST TALKED

OF ENTERPRISE IN YEARS
Cut out and mail us with your name and address.

A. Wikstrom
Information Dep't
Edmunds Bldg. , Suite 54
Boston, Mass.

I am interested in securing full information
regarding a trip to:

(Mark with a cross) One way Round trip

England
France
Germany
Sweden
Norway
Denmark
Baltic Provinces
Finland
Russia

Name

Street or R.f.d

City or Town

State

A. Wikstrom
Information Dep't

Edmunds. Bldg , Suite 54

Boston, Mass.

I am interested in becoming part-owner in

the Great Northern Steamship Company.

Please send me prospectus and full particu-

lars.

Name

Street or R.f.d.

City or Town.

State
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Production Progress

: : Principal Pictures : :

FILMING OF "THE WINNING of

Barbara Worth" by Principal Pictures

Corporation has been postponed until

Fall, it is announced. Sol Lesser, presi-

dent, declares that the great amount of

research work, and the extensive prep-

aration necessary to film the Harold Bell

Wright novel made this expedient. Many
of the players scheduled for this pro-

duction will play in "When a Man's a

Man," which is now being adapted and

in which Florence Vidor and John Bow-
ers will have the leading roles.

: : : Cosmopolitan : :

:

A DUEL ON HORSEBACK, which it

is said compares favorably with any-

thing ever provided on the screen for a

thrill is a feature in "Under the Red
Robe." which Cosmopolitan is filming.

The duel is fought by John Charles

Thomas and Captain Henry C. G. Mills,

who won fame with the Dragon guards of

Australia during the war.
+ + +

FORREST STANLEY HAS been as-

signed to the cast of "The Daughter
of Mother McGinn," one of Jack Boyle's

famous Boston Blackie stories in which

Colleen Moore has a leading role.

+ + +
SCENES MORE THAN 10,000 feet

above sea level were made for the Cos-
mopolitan production, "Unseeing Eyes."

it is stated. One of the big scenes in

the picture is an aeroplane flight through
the Canadian rockies.

: : : : Metro : : : :

J. J. HUGHES HAS BEEN appointed
art director for Jackie Coogan's first

Metro picture, "Long Live the King."

Eve Unsell has completed the script for

the Mary Roberts Rinehart story which
Victor Schertinger will direct.

+ + +
FILMING OF THE NOVEL "The
Fog" by William 'Dudley Pelley has

been completed by Director David Pow-
ell. Mildred Harris, Cullen Landis, Da-
vid Butler, Louise Fazenda and others
are in the cast. Max Graf supervised
production.

+ + +
EMILY FITZROY HAS BEEN en-
gaged for a role in Fred Niblo's pro-

duction of "Captain Applejack." Walter
Hackett's stage success. Other roles have
already been assigned to Mat Moore,
Enid Bennett, Barbara La Marr and Rob-
ert McKim.

+ + +
MR. AND MRS. MARTIN JOHNSON,
whose "Trailing Wild African Game"

is being distributed by Metro, will soon
return to Africa. This time they plan to
remain away for five years, living at Lake
Paradise, a spot miles away from civiliza-

tion.

+ + +
AMONG THE PLAYERS CHOSEN

for parts in "The Eagle's Nest," the
Katherine Newlin Burt story to be di-

rected by Edward Sloman, are James
Kirkwood, Mary Alden, Lester Cuneo,
Elinor Fair, Barbara La Marr, William

Orlamond, Adolph M enjoy, George
Siegman and John Elliott.

: : : Selznick : : :

THE FACT THAT FIRPO STOPPED
McAuliffe in their bout at the Yankee

stadium is good news to the Selznick
Distributing Corporation, because it will

Tgo a long way toward raising interest in

the question, "Will He Conquer Demp-
sey," which is the name of the produc-
tion which the company is now booking.

+ + +
E. J. DOOLITTLE, manager of the

foreign department, reports the sale of

"One Week of Love" to Gaumont, Paris,

and also the sale of the Flynn scries to

Albion Cinema Supplies for the United
Kingdom.

: : : Universal : : :

"FILM PRODUCTION METHODS m
America are astounding after seeing

the same work in Germany, France, Italy

and Austria," said S. Shimidzu, secretary

of the department of communication, To-
kio, while on a visit to the Universal
studios recently, where he inspected sets

for "The Hunchback of Notre Dame"
and "The Merry-Go-Round."

+ + +
"THE SELF-MADE WIFE," with an

all-star cast directed by Jack Dillon,

has been completed by Universal. It was
adapted from the Elizabeth Alexander
novel published first as a Saturday Even-
ing Post story.

+ + +
"OUT OF LUCK" IS THE title of the

newest Hoot Gibson production, writ-

ten and directed by Edward Sedgwick.
Freeman Wood has an important role in

this film.

+ + 4PRODUCTION HAS BEEN
STARTED of "A Lady of Quality,"

Frances Hogson Burnett's novel with
Virginia Valli in the starring role. Mary
Philbin and Milton Sills are also in the

cast. Hobart Henley is directing.

: • : Al Lichtman : : :

FINAL SCENES OF THE Tom For-
man production, "Broken Wings." have

been made at the Schulberg plant. The
Lichtman Corporation will issue it next
season. In the cast are Kenneth Harlan,
Miriam Cooper. Walter Long, Miss
DuPont and Richard Tucker.

+ + +
UNDER THE SUPERVISION of B. P.

Schulberg and Director Gasnier, Eve
Unsell is completing the titling and edit-

ing of Edgar Saltus' story "Daughters
of the Rich," featuring Gaston Glass,

Miriam Cooper, Ruth Clifford, Ethel
Shannon, Josef Swickard and Stuart
Holmes.

+ + +
ONE HUNDRED AND SEVENTEEN
newspapers are -already publishing a

Actionized version of the Preferred Pic-
ture, "The Girl Who Came Back," ac-
cording to advices from Al Lichtman. It

is being offered to newspaper and exhibi-
tors may obtain copies to offer their edi-

tor, it is stated.

Distribution News

: : : Paramount : : :

HERE IS THE CAST FOR "The Ten
Commandments," the big Cecil H. De-

Mille production, as announced from
Paramount offices: Leatrice Joy. Nitt
Naldi, Estelle Taylor, Julie Faye, Edythe
Chapman, Theodore Roberts, Richard
Dix, Charles De Roche, Rod La Rocque
and James Neil!.

+ +
SAM WOOD HAS STARTED editing

his production, "Bluebeard's Eighth
Wife," in which Gloria Swanson is

starred. Miss Swanson's next picture will

be "Zaza," which will be started soon
under direction of Allan Dwan at the

Long Island studios. H. B. Warner has
been chosen to play opposite the star in

this picture.
+ + +

JACK BOLAND, FOR EIGHT years

with Clara Kimball Young in the ca-

pacity of assistant director, has been en-

gaged in a similar capacity at the Para-

mount West Coast studios where he will

aid Alfred E. Green in production of "To
the Ladies," with Mary Astor and Rob-
ert Agnew.

: : Warner Brothers :

:

HOPE HAMPTON HAS LEFT tor the

West Coast where she will play the

leading role in the Warner Brothers pro-

duction of David Belasco's stage play,

"The Gold Diggers," which Harry Beau-
mont will direct.

+ + +
IRENE RICH. ONE OF tin Warner

Brothers stars, has been loaned to

Mary Pickford to play an important part

in Miss Pickford's forthcoming produc-
tion, "The Street Singer."

+ + +
FAT CARR HAS REPLACED Harry
Myers in the role assigned to the latter

in "Little Johnny Jones," screen version

of George M. Cohan's stage play which

will feature Johnny Hines. Arthur Ros-

son is directing.

: : United Artists : :

FOUR NEW YORK PUBLIC schools

closed recently in order that the pupils

might see "Douglas Fairbanks in Robin
Hood." A special forenoon showing was
arranged by H. M. Chamberlain of the

Plaza theatre, a Leo Brecher house.

Tickets were given to teachers to sell at

fifteen cents, the theatre donating five of

the fifteen cents to the school fund.

+ + +
MACK SENNETT'S FORTHCOMING
comedy-drama, "The Extra Girl," star-

ring Mabel Normand, is progressing rap-

idly. Filming of interior scenes has been

completed and the company is about to

go out on location.

+ + +
MARY PICKFORD IS HARD at work

on her new production, "The Street

Singer," which Ernest Lubitsch is direct-

ing. The star's famous curls will be con-

spicuous by their absence in this produc-

tion, for in all but one scene she wears

her hair done up.
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"TEMPTATION," THE C. B. C. special,

was selectel as the special picture for a

Sunday night program at the George M.
Cohan theatre, N. Y. It features Bryant
Washburn and Eva Novak. "Her Acci-

dental Husband," another C. B. C. film,

had enjoyed the same distinction pre-

viously.
+ + +

PLANS ARE UNDER WAY FOR
production of the last three of the Six

Box Office Winners by C. B. C. They
are "Pal o' Mine," "Forgive and Forget"
and "Lure of Broadway." Joe Brandt,

president of the C. B. C, has left for the

West Coast to speed production plans.

: : Richard Thomas : :

"SCARLET SHADOWS" HAS been
given as the title of the Richard

Thomas production, heretofore called

"Other Men's Money." Burnell Manly,
who wrote the continuity for this, has
been engaged to write the continuity for

Mr. Thomas' third picture, which will

soon be put into production. By June
'the producer will have two units working
^at the Hollywood studios, another direc-

tor making "The Lady of the Lake."

: American Releasing :

ON JUNE 3 FRANCIS X. Bushman
and Beverly Bayne's "Modern Mar-

riage," issued by American Releasing, be-

gins and engagement of approximately
235 play dates in 73 Keith theatres. In

addition to this, "Quicksands," Howard
Hawks' production, with Helene Chad-
wick, and Richard Dix is playing a sixty-

day engagement in theatres of the A. B.

C. circuit.

+ + +
A SPECIAL COMMITTEE of the Sons

of the American Revolution, following a

presentation of Messmore Kendall's pro-
duction of Robert W. Chambers' novel,

"Cardigan," went on record as commend-
ing the film for its historical value and
educational features along patriotic lines.

Cardigan is the initial publication of

American Releasing.

• Fisher Productions :

A POLICY OF CLOSE adherence to

the original story is to be the objective
of Fisher Productions in its series of

offerings, the first of which is "Youth
Triumphant." Victor B. Fisher, supervis-
ing director, believes that this policy will

meet with approval of both exhibitors
and public. Virginia Lee Corbin, Anna
Q. Nilsson, Claire McDowell, William
Boyd and others are in the cast of "Youth
Triumphant," which is from the novel by
George Gibbs.

• F» R« 0*
"DIVORCE," A NEW Chester Bennett

production, is scheduled for June 10
publication by F. B. O. The story is by

FILM
Andrew Bennison and the cast includes

Jane Novak, John Bowers, James Cor-
rigan, Edythe Chapman, Margaret Liv-
ingston a%d others.

+ + +
"THE MIRACLE BABY," Harry

Carey's fourth F. B. O. production,
has been completed. It is adapted from
an American Magazine story by Frank
Richardson Pierce, directed by Val Paul.

+ + +
RIGHTS TO "DRUSCILLA WITH A
MILLION," by Elizabeth Cooper,

have been purchased by F. B. O. for

screen production. It is planned for a
Fall publication.

+ + +
PUBLICATION DATE OF "Mary of

the Movies," the F. B. O. production
featuring forty well-known screen stars,

has been set for release May 27 in-

stead of May 20, as previously announced.
"A Man's Man," a reissue of the Paralta
and featuring J. Warren Kerrigan, will be
issued by F. B. O. after recutting.

+ + +
EMORY JOHNSON IS PREPARING

to make a new F. B. O. production.
Prompted by the success of his previous
efforts, in which his hero characters are
taken from the walks of public life, the
forthcoming feature will be a story cen-
tering around the life of a mail carrier.

: : : Christie : : :

THE CAST HAS BEEN assembled for

a new Christie comedy called "Back to

the Woods," which is being filmed
under Scott Sidney's direction at West-
wood, Lassen county, California, with the

camp of the Red River Lumber Com-

Charlie Murray and. Kathlene Martyn in

C. C. Burr's all star comedies which
W. W. Hodkinson is distributing.

Distribution News
pany as a background. In the picture are

Neal Burns, Vera Steadman, James Har-
rison, William Irving, Babe London,
George French and Ward Caulfield.

+ + +
IN THE CHRISTIE COMEDY pro-
gram for this month, snow and cotton

fields are featured prominently. One of

the pictures is "Winter Has Come," star-

ring Dorothy Devore in a story of New
England farm life, while the other is

Christie's latest innovation, "Roll Along,"
the blackface comedy with Jimmie Adams
featured, supported by Babe London,
Natalie Joyce, William Irving and others.

: : : Hodkinson : : :

"THE CRITICAL AGE," the Ernest
Shipman production issued by Hodkin-

son, had an auspicious premiere at the
Imperial theatre, Ottawa, Canada. W. E.
Allen of the Imperial reported a big busi-

ness on the picture from Ralph Connors'
story "Glengary Schooldays," in which
Pauline Garon is a featured player, June
17 has been set as publication date for

the picture.
+ + +

"DOWN TO THE SEA IN SHIPS,"
the Elmer Clifton production of whal-

ing days, continuous on its run evoking
praise from exhibitors and the public

alike, Hodkinson reports. William Seitz,

Star theatre, Sandusky, O., and N. C.
Wagner, Perry theatre, Erie, Pa., have
written the company advising of the ex-
ceptional business done with this picture.

: : : C. C. Rurr : : :

"LUCK," LATEST OF the Johnny
Hines melocomedies, has been booked

for an engagement at Balaban & Katz's
Chicago theatre, starting July 30, it is

announced by C. C. Burr.

+ + +
"WILD AND WICKED" is the newest

of the C. C. Burr All-Star comedies to

be completed. Gregory La Cava directed

with a cast that includes Charlie Murray,
Raymond McKee and Kathleen Martyn.
It is a Western story.

+ + +
HARRY T. NOLAN, manager of the

Associated First National Exchange of

Denver and owner of several theatres,

has written C. C. Burr lauding the all-star

comedies. They are giving splendid sat-

isfaction, he declares.

+ + +

: : : : Goldwyn : : : :

EMMETT J. F.LYNN HAS started pro-
duction of "In the Palace of the King,"

his first production for Goldwyn. It is

from F. Marion Crawford's Spanish
novel. The leading roles will be played
by Blanche Sweet, Edmund Lowe and
Hobart Bosworth.

+ + +
DIRECTOR TOD BROWNING, Abra-
ham Lehr and Robert Mclntyre, re-

spectively, vice president in charge of

production and casting director of Gold-
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Production Progress : : : : : : : : Distribution News

wyn, have selected the well known stage

star, Tyrone Power, for the role of Mich-

ael Anstell in "The Day of Faith."

+ + +

DIRECTOR GEORGE D. BAKER has

started filming of scenes for the film

version of Balzac's "The Magic Skin,''

which he is producing for Achievements
Films for Goldwyn distribution.

+ + +

GROSSETT AND DUNLAP, bli

ers, have issued a special motion pic-

ture edition of "The Ragged Edge," the

Harold McGrath novel produced by Dis-

tinctive Pictures for Goldwyn distribution.

: : : : : Century : : : : :

BILLY ENGLE WILL BE STARRED
by Abe Stern in a series of Century

comedies. The first will be called ••Dyna-

mite" Jack Earle, the giant, and Joe
Moore will be in the cast.

+ + +

AL HERMAN HAS COMPLETED his

society story, "Hold On," while Joel

Smith is in midst of production of "His

Master," with Pal, the dog, featuring.

Production of the second of the Gorham
Folly Century comedy has been started

by Archie Mayo, with Jack Cooper as

the star. "High Kickers" is the first.

• : : Educational : : :

A NEW SHORT SUBJECTS SPECIAL
to be published by Educational Ex-

changes in June is called "Golf, as Played
by Gene Sarazen." It shows the United
States open champion and U. S. Profes-

sional Golfers Association champion in a

series of scenes taken at normal and slow
motion speed.

+ + +
A T I E U P WITH THE Columbia
Graphaphone Company has been ar-

ranged by Educational on the two-reel

special, "The Message of Emile Coue."
A record reproduces Mr. Coue's lectures

in this country.

: : First National : :

LIONEL BARRYMORE, stege and
screen star, will play one of the impor-

tant roles in Hall Caine's "The Eternal
City," which George Fitzmaurice will

produce in Rome for Samuel Goldwyn as

a First National picture.

+ + +
THE SCENARIO FOR "The Wanters."

Leila Burton Wells' story, has been
completed and John Stahl is ready to

start directing it for Louis B. Mayer.
First National will issue it.

+ + +
IT IS GOING TO TAKE SIX months

to make "Ashes of Vengeance," accord-
ing to Joseph M. Schenck, who is in

midst of production of this Norma Tal-
madge starring feature which Frank
Lloyd is directing. It will be one of the

greatest of this star's productions, it is

said.
+ + +

JOHN W. McDERMOTT HAS been
engaged by First National to direct a

picturization of "Her Temporary Hus-
band," the stage comedy hit.

+ + +
JAMES KIRKWOOD AND FORD
STERLING will be seen with Anna

Q. Nilsson in "Ponjola," second James
Young production, which Sam Rork will

present through First National.

: : : : : Fox : : : : :

"THE ELEVENTH HOUR," the Lin-

coln J. Carter melodrama, is scheduled
on the Fox program of 1923-24. Charles
Jones and Shirley Mason have the fea-

tured roles.
+ + +

"PLEASURE ISLAND" is the name of

a new Al St. John comedy which has
recently been completed. It is said to be
among the star's funniest.

+ + +
THE FOX STUDIOS recently enter-

tained two distinguished visitors. One
was H. Tabusa, resident commissioner of

the Japanese government in Formosa,

and Cesar Etchverry, Chief of Police of
Buenos Aires.

+ + +
"BOSTON BLACKIE," the William
Fox production based on the Jack

Boyle story, "The Water Cross," starring
William Russell, has been completed un-
der the direction of Scott Dunlap. Eva
Novak has the leading feminine role.

+ + +
"IF WINTER COMES" IS getting

closer to the theatres. Another preview,
this time attended by educators, writers
and critics, was held at the Fox studios
recently Executives of the organization
had previously viewed the picturization
of A. S. M. Hutchinson's famous novel.

: : : : Arrow : : : :

NEVA GERBER, SERIAL STAR, un-
der an arrangement just completed with

W. E. Shallenbergcr, president of Arrow,
will make a serial called "The Santa Fe
Trail." which Arrow will distribute.
Robert Dillon will direct. The film will
be made at Universal City.

: : Associated Exhibitors :

:

"GOING UP," DOUGLAS Mc.LEAN'S
adaptation of the Cohan & Harris mu-

sical comedy, is just about completed.
McLean is supported by Marjorie Daw.
Edna Murphy. Hallam Cooley and
others. Lloyd Ingraham directed.

+ + +
THREE BIG FEATURES HAVE been

acquired for distribution by Associated
Exhibitors, according to announcement
by Roy Crawford, vice president. They
are "David Copperfield"; "Harbor
Lights." a Tom Terris production, and
"The Man Between," a Finis Fox pro-
duction.

: : : : Pathe : : : :

HERE IS A STUNT ON "Plunder," the
Pearl White serial issued by Pathe. At

its opening at the Imperial theatre, Gads-
den, Ala., Manager A. L. Snell had a box
installed in the lobby of his theatre la-

beled "Plunder." and issued 500 keys to
the lock. The holder of the key which
would open it was given valuable presents
at the initial performance.

+ + +
EDNA MURPHY HAS STARTED
work on "Her Dangerous Age," a new

episode serial being made at the Hal
Roach studios. Hal Roach is the author
of the piece and the first episode, called
"What Should a Girl Do," is nearing a
stage completion.

+ + +
PATHE REVIEW No. 22. Look for

this one. Pathe advises. It will set a
new screen magazine pace in pictorial

charm and diversity of screen entertain-
ment. Announcement as to when it will

be published will be made soon.

+ + +
WILL ROGERS WIL.L start for the
West Coast June 3 to begin work on

the first of his two-reel comedies for

Pathe. There will be thirteen, all told,

in this series.

Producer, director and star of the Truart production "Broadway Gold." Left to
right: Director Edward Dillon, Elaine Hammerstein and M. H. Hoffman, vice-
president and general manager of Truart Film Corporation.
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With the Procession in Los Angeles

By Harry Hammond Beall

CURRAN SWINT, motion picture edi-

tor of the San Francisco Call is back

at his desk after three months' ab-

sence because of illness. Swlnt is regarded

as one of the keenest film critics of Cali-

fornia, being commonly referred to as the

"Guy Price" of San Francisco, after the

dean of L. A. screen reviewers.
* * *

Al Wilkie has become one of the social

celebrities of San Francisco where he is

representing Von Stroheim by day in the

interests of the Goldwyn organization and

the American Playing Card company by

night.
* * *

Ray Davidson has been retained by Jules

Brulatour to handle the press work for

Hope Hampton, when she arrives in Los

Angeles to star in "The Gold Diggers" for

Warner Brothers. With the Loew State

theatre having been taken over by the West

Coast interests, it is as yet unannounced as

to whether Ray will remain at the publicity

helm of the Seventh and Broadway theatre.

* * *

William Fox is on the west coast once

more, and actors and directors are already

starting to buy lots at Westwood following

the announcement of the new Fox studio

there.
* * *

The Lasky studios are being given a

more thorough spring house cleaning than

ever in anticipation of the sales department

convention here next week. Jesse Lasky is

hurrying west to play host to the picture

peddlers.
* * *

J. K. McDonald, the diamond studded

producer, is in New York proudly present-

ing First National with the negative of

i

"Penrod and Sam" which he sponsored with
William Beaudine as director.

Al Christie is off to Europe. He said
good-bye to brother Charlie in San Fran-
cisco, where the latter laid off a few days
because of slight illness.

* * *

Si Snyder has resigned as director of
publicity for the Monroe Centennial and
Motion Picture Exposition, and will confine
his efforts exclusively to publicizing "Abra-
ham Lincoln." which Rockett brothers are
making at the Mayer-Schulberg studios.

* * *

All Hollywood is planning to attend the
premier on Monday night at the Egan little

theatre of "Morphine" a new play by Oscar
Apfel, the well known motion picture di-

rector, who has been concentrating his

efforts on creating spoken drama of late.

$ ;* afE

Jack Partington, of the Rothchild
amusement enterprises in San Francisco,
has been a Los Angeles visitor recently con-
ferring with Sid Grauman on Paramount
policies of exhibition on the west coast.

* * *

Charles Muehlman, former treasurer
at Grauman's Hollywood Egyptian theatre,

returned to Los Angeles this week in the

capacity of business manager for Margaret
Anglin, who is appearing at the Mason
opera house this week.

& '4t £

Members of the Wampas have presented
Mark Larkin of the Fairbanks-Pickford
press department with a silver cup in recog-
nition of his having become the father of
twin boys. Following the presentation

Mark asked if he had to qualify for the
cup three times in order to secure perma-
nent possession.

* * *

Harold Ormston has left the Grauman
organization to join the Universal forces in

Seattle.

Fox Organization to

Meet in East June 1

1

"If Winter Comes" Will Be
Shown Force at Tenth

Annual Convention
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, May 22.—District man-
agers, branch managers, salesmen, and
executives of Fox Film Corporation will

gather at the home office of the company
on June 11 for their tenth annual con-

vention for which preparations are now
under way.

New Product to Be Screened

One important object of the gathering

will be to show the managers the com-
pleted product for next season. Home
officials believe that prospects are ex-

ceedingly bright for Fox productions for

the coming season judging by the array

of pictures already completed and those
now in production.

Among the pictures to be shown the
delegates to the convention will be the
screen version of A. S. M. Hutchinson's
novel "If Winter Comes," "The Eleventh
Hour," another special attraction based
on Lincoln J. Carter's stage thriller, "St.
Elmo"; "The Shepherd King," Wright
Larimor's celebrated stage play which
was made in Palestine, and "In the Val-
ley of the Kings," and numerous other
specials.

Every branch office in the United
States and several of the Canadian offi-
ces will be represented at the convention.
The special representatives, district man-
agers and several of the leading sales-
men in the recent sales drive will also
come to New York.

District Heads to Attend
The following- Fox exchange managers will

also be present: G. A. Woodard, Albany N Y •

George Allison, Atlanta, Ga. ; H. F. Campbell'
Boston, Mass.; C. N. Johnston, Buffalo N Y •

J. M. Linn, Butte, Mont.
; R. J. Murray, Char-

lotte, N. C. ; Sidney Meyer, Chicago, 111. ; R
Knoepfle, Cincinnati, O. ; Robert Cotton, Cleve-
land, O. ; P. K. Johnston, Dallas. Tex.; Ward
Scott, Denver, Colo.; W. D. Ward. Detroit,
Mich.

; Harry Bailey. Indianapolis, Ind. ; M A
Levy, Kansas City, Mo. ; Robert M. Yost, Los
Angeles, Calif. ; J. J. Sullivan, Minneapolis,
Minn.

; B. L. Dudenhefer, New Orleans, La :

Louis Rosenbluh, New York City, N. Y. ; A. C
Buchanan, Oklahoma City, Okla.; Chas. Gilmour'
Omaha, Nebr.

; J. S. Hebrew, Philadelphia, Pa.;'
W. J. Kupper, Pittsburgh, Pa. ; G. E. McKean,
St. Louis, Mo. ; John Birkenhauer. Salt Lake
City, Utah ; H. J. Sheehan, San Francisco, Calif.

;Guy Navarre. Seattle, Wash. ; Geo. A. Roberts,
Washington, D. C; L. H. Watrous. Montreal;
L. M. Devaney. Toronto; R. G. March, St. John;
J. A. Wilson, Winnipeg.

The district managers who will attend
the convention are: Harry F. Campbell,
New England; Clayton P. Sheehan, East-
ern; Howard J. Sheehan, Pacific Coast;
George Allison, Southern, and William
F. Barrett of Canada.

While large cities are worrying over transportation facilities, Snub Pollard offers this

solution in "Sold at Auction," the two-reel Hal Roach comedy which Pathe pub-
lishes on May 27.

Sedgwick Will Direct
Hoot in Special Films

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, May 21. — Future
productions of Hoot Gibson will be at-
tractions of a special type, according to
announcement by Universal. Toward
this end, Edward Sedgwick, director and
scenario writer has been signed to a long-
term contract by Universal to direct Gib-
son in these films.

Several productions have already been
made by Sedgwick and Gibson and these
have been found to be particularly suc-
cessful, it is stated.



Abraham Lincoln Said:

"In this and like communities,

public sentiment is everything. With

public sentiment nothing can fail;

without it nothing can succeed.

Consequently, he who molds public

sentiment goes deeper than he who

enacts statutes or pronounces deci-

sions."

PUBLIC
RIGHTS
LEAGUE

Screen Message No. 109

An Idaho minister was summa-

rily dismissed from his pastorate

because he opposed censorship.

Those who want censorship of the

screen would also take from you

your right of free speech. These

people must not be tolerated if

Americans are to maintain their in-

alienable right of freedom.

Public Holds Key to Success
Urge Patrons to Offer
Constructive Comments

Opinions Are Invaluable Aid in Determining Trend of
Public Sentiment Toward Pictures\

In the final analysis it is the public which determines the success or

failure of a picture.

The degree of public support of a picture at the box office gauges its

ultimate financial gain or loss.

Every exhibitor must solve his own problem in this respect. On the

other hand, the producer and distributor must supply variety in order to

satisfy diversified choice. The producer and distributor must conform to

exhibitor demand in outlining programs, for in his selection of pictures

the theatre owner is guided by the likes and dislikes of the public.

Determining the trend of public de-

mand in entertainment is a problem
which may never be solved satisfactorily.

There is, however, a medium through

which the public may express its views

and in doing so save the exhibitor, the

producer and the distributor a financial

loss.

The director of this department has

come in contact within the past few

months with theatre owners who make it

a practice to go direct to their patrons

through their mailing lists to collect ma-
jority opinions upon which to base pro-

gram selections. This method, perhaps,
is the most logical and beneficial yet
evolved.

This week the Public Rights League
expands its service to include this method
of handling a situation which is vital to
every theatre owner. This department,
which seeks to create a closer relation-
ship between the public and the indus-
try, will publish in the future construc-
tive reports on pictures, these reports to

be written by theatre patrons and for-
warded to this department through their

respective exhibitors. The reports, as
noted in the comments published this
week, will carry the names of the patrons,
the theatres attended and the cities or
towns.

Exhibitors desiring to cooperate in this

movement may publish blanks in their

house organs or programs, or if the re-

quest is made they will be supplied with
blanks from the office of Exhibitors
Herald.
By making it arbitrary that these re-

ports be forwarded to this department
through the exhibitor, it enables the the-

atre owners to gain a clearer knowledge
of the types of pictures desired in their

respective communities. In publishing
these reports in the Herald other exhibi-

tors may form definite judgment on pic-

ture values.

On the following page are published
two reproductions of questionnaires

broadcasted at intervals by the Aurora
Theatres Company, Aurora, 111., and by
W. E. Patterson, Princess theatre, Het-
tick, 111. The Patterson questionnaire is

published as a part of the monthly pro-

gram and mailed to the regular patrons
of the theatre. The Aurora Theatres

Company, a Rubens-Burford holding, has
no definite date for mailing out its ballot,

this being determined to a great extent
by the nature of forthcoming product.

* * *

The Aurora and Hettick exhibitors con-
sider this means of judging the trend of

public opinion as invaluable. Extension
of such a system to a national scope has
possibilities which must not be under-
estimated. "Public Opinions," as this

inter-department will be called, offers ex-
hibitors a valuable advertising aid. It

offers producers and distributors some-
thing concrete from which definite con-
clusions mav be drawn.

Public
Opinions
In the columns of this inter-de-

partment will be published con-
structive comments by patrons of

theatres operated by exhibitor
subscribers to "Exhibitors Herald."
Your cooperation in forwarding
public opinions to this service will

benefit your brother exhibitors.

ADAM'S RIB
RUTH KELLY. PATRON OF COLONIAL
THEATRE, WASHINGTON C. H., O.:

"Adam's Rib" is a picture which merits much
praise. Will probably appeal more to women,
however, than to men.

•

JESSIE SUNKEL. PATRON OF COLONIAL
THEATRE, WASHINGTON C. H . O.

:

"Adam's Rib" is an unique picture. It is much
overdrawn, to be expected in such pictures, and
in some instances a little tiring and lagging, but

as a whole a splendid picture. The character
portrayals are excellent.

ANY NIGHT
MRS. J. F. FITZGERALD, PATRON OF GAR-
FIELD THEATRE, Chicago:

A good picture of its kind. I consider this

picture would have been a good lesson to anyone
who was inclined to be a crook and had brains

t nough to grasp the lesson that it taught. But
it had its bad influence also, showing the burglar

preparing himself before committing the robbery,
by getting in through a window and turning off

the lights and providing himself with a flashlight.

•

BACK HOME AND BROKE
ROBERT S. HARPER. PATRON OF COLO-
NIAL THEATRE, WASHINGTON C. H., O.

:

"Back Home and Broke" is a real American
story, the kind the average person wants to see.

It is a good breezy story, a little pathos and
the only logical ending.

V. F. CRAWFORD, PATRON OF COLONIAL
THEATRE, WASHINGTON C. H., O.

:

One of the cleanest and best pictures it has

been my pleasure to see on the screen.
«

CHARLINA THORP, PATRON OF COLO-
NIAL THEATRE, WASHINGTON C. H., 0.:

Some may like this picture but it was all

played around Thomas Meighan too much. Yoo
might say Meighan appeared too egotistical.

•

MARY PHILLIPS. PATRON OF COLONIAL
THEATRE, WASHINGTON C. H., O.

:

Best picture ever made outside of ' Man-
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Do you want to see the following Pictures at the Fox Theatre at

the admission prices set opposite each Picture?

Douglas Fairbanks in "Robin Hood", admission 55c

Mary Pickford in her new "Tess of the Storm Country".

admission 44c

D. W Griffiths "One Exciting Night", admission -Wc

Remarks . .

Put | X I in box opposite each picture . expressing your wishes, and drop

this card in mail box.

This ballot was broadcasted snwng patrons of the Fox theatre at Aurora, III. This tWaf i c uses
bailors at intervals to determine the type of pictures its petrous desire. Details of plan

are given on preceding page.

slaughter.'
7 Story is good and work of star is

of highest order. Saw it twice.

MRS. J. F. FITZGERALD. PATRON OF GAR-
FIELD THEATRE. Chicago:
This picture impressed me as one of the clean-

est pictures I have seen this year. The perse-
rerence of a young man and the spank he had
which made him conquer. Clean and no fighting
with weapons or fists or crooked work.

*

BELLA DONNA
RALPH E. POWELL. PATRON' OF GAR-
FIELD THEATRE. CHICAGO

:

One of the best pictures. I certainly fall for
Pola Negri. How that woman can act. and looks.
Oh, my ! I can see why Mr. Charles Chaplin fell.

*

GERTRUDE K. ULLRICH. PATRON OF
GARFIELD THEATRE. CHICAGO:
Pola Negri's first American picture is surely a

knockout. It has all the dash of the foreign and
yet it has a purely American plot.

BLOOD AND SAND
ROBERT S. HARPER. PATRON OF COLO-
NIAL THEATRE. WASHINGTON C. H.. O.

:

"Blood and Sand" is the most dramatic picture
that has ever been filmed. A wonderful story.
picturesque settings, with the only actor that
could take the part—Rodolph Valentino.

•

THE CHRISTIAN
NATHAN' SCHWARTZ. PATRON OF GAR-
FIELD THEATRE. CHICAGO:
Realistic and beautiful setting. Well portrayed

and acted. Very dramatic. A picture worth

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS IN ROBIN"
HOOD

J. D. SARIG. PATRON OF COZY THEATRE
WINCHESTER. IND.:
Science may startle us with her revelations,

but beauty of scenery, reproduction of nature,
linked with a good story of literature, lends that
which pleases and inspires to greater things in
social studies.

GRUMPY
GERTRUDE K. ULLRICH. PATRON OF
GARFIELD THEATRE. CHICAGO:
It is certainly a real copy of the indulgent

American father who thinks he is running things
to suit himself—but he isn't. A regular "whir
bang" of a picture.

*

HEARTS AFLAME
RALPH E. POWELL. PATRON* OF GAR-
FIELD THEATRE. CHICAGO:
Tx was Frank Keenan with Charles Ray in

The Coward** that made me a movie fan. Anna
ft. Hibaon is wonderful. "Hearts Aflame" is a
great picture.

*

JAVA HEAD
CHARLINA THORP. PATRON OF COLO-
NIAL THEATRE. WASHINGTON C. H., O.

:

Good acting but did not like the picture. Did
not have action to hold the interest and was very

FLORENCE S. USTICK. PATRON OF COLO-
NIAL THEATRE. WASHINGTON C. H.. O.

:

A fine picture, but having a fault too
photoplays—an ending so abrupt that the

ndience is hung in suspense. The onlooker
nuld rather see than imagine the "happy ever
ifter."

*

LORNA DOONE
NATHAN SCHWARTZ. PATRON OF GAR-
FIELD THEATRE. CHICAGO:
Beautiful settings. Valuable for the historical

knowledge one receives from seeing the ptcture-

MANSLAUGHTER
ROTH KELLY. PATRON OF COLONIAL
THEATRE. WASHINGTON C. H-, O.:
A picture unsurpassed, iwiing in every detail

JESSIE SUNKEL. PATRON OF COLONIAL
THEATRE. WASHINGTON C. H . O.:

"Manslaughter'* is one of the big pictures of
the screen to my mind. It was up-to-date in all
detail and highly entertaining, a tfcw^p which is
the really big demand, and while it has its lesson,
the lesson itself is not overplayed as is so often
tfc-r cise. but i? r~-7i.y id -z ""is-e tr'r.z

might read."

HAST PHILLIPS. PATRON OF COLONIAL
THEATRE, WASHINGTON C. H.. O.

:

Wonderful production. Acting above ordinary

.

Too much praise cannot be given actors, also
director. You nearly always find a good picture
if direction is goad.

i i

! Princess Theatre. Hettick. 111. i

Questionaire

signed -will admit bearer free or.

March 31st-

t Who is your favorite star or actor'

I

A'-r. - ;• fiv:.-.:.Troi .:' c::rr* west-

ern, northern, society, educational, historical,

comedy or popular book stories >?

Wait do fmj consider tn« c>es; occrjre

have ever seen?

What particular picture waold you like t*

see ran here' — . .

Car. y : . i_-.y ; izr~r ;
_

5 j . :.-_a»

z.z"' -~ :*e s : i.:e"

This question naire is published and issued
monthly by the Pimmm theatre at Het-
tick. I1L Story on preceding pa^e.

FLORENCE S USTICK. PATRON OF COLO-
NIAL THEATRE. WASHINGTON C H.. O.

:

The type of picture as worth while as it is
thrilling and interesting. Spectacular, yet its in-
fluence for good is tremendous.

MIGHTY LAK A ROSE
RALPH E POWELL. PATRON OF GAR-
FIELD THEATRE. CHICAGO:
Everything about this picture was so "^"""y

done. Good acting all the way through. One of
the best.

MY AMERICAN WIFE
V. P. CRAWFORD. PATRON OF COLONIAL
THEATRE. WASHINGTON C. H.. O.

:

A good picture with plenty of action and beauti-
ful settings.

*

THE OUTCAST
MRS. ELLA EVANS. PATRON OP GAR-
FIELD THEATRE. CHICAGO:

' Wonderful picture. Fine cast headed by Elsie
Ferguson. Kept one guessing. Good, interesting
plot that holds you to the 6tn«h

*

PEG O' MY HEART
NATHAN SCHWARTZ. PATRON OF GAR-
FIELD THEATRE. CHICAGO:
A very good picture well acted. Plenty of

humor and action and realistic settings. Put
over with a punch which indicates good directing.

•

THE PILGRIM
A r . BRAINARD. PATRON OF LIBERTY
THEATRE. LONG BEACH. CAL:
The best picture CbapKn has ever made.

•
E. NEIL STANLEY. PATRON OF LI3ERTY
THEATRE. LONG BEACH. CAL.:
Excellent throughout. Acting and photography

of the best. Chaplin is still a great comedian.
The picture was one of the most enjoyable I
ever saw, bar none. I would attend a show liuj
night if the picture was anything like The
Pilgrim."

NATHAN SCHWARTZ. PATRON OF GAR-
fizlz 7kia7?z : :-: :

c

a c-

;

Plenty of humor but I believe that in some
instances Chaplin over does some of his old
tricks. Xot enough variety.

PRODIGAL DAUGHTERS
GERTRUDE K. ULLRICH. PATRON OF
GARFIELD THEATRE. CHICAGO:
I think tins picture is one of the most lavinH

Gloria has ever stalled in. Its settings and cos-
~ i:~ ' tirrtins in i ' ~ :: i - jt.iv

QUINCY ADAMS SAWYER
ROBERT S. HARPER. PATRON OF COLO-
NIAL THEATRE. WASHINGTON C. H.. O.

:

"Quincy Adams Sawyer" is a very good pic-
ture but with a very poor actor in the *^»**™c
part. Well supported but mined by the acting
of the actor who had toe best opportunity.

MRS. ELLA EVANS. PATRON OF GAR-
FIELD THEATRE CHICAGO:
Grand picture, wonderful cast and lots of

humor with some pathos. John Bowers' acting
was excellent.

RACING HEARTS
CHARLINA THORP. PATRON OF COLO-
NIAL. 7 H Z A. 7 ?. Z WASHINGTON C H
Good picture. Also good acting. Had **w^e**

:;: :: kit;. :r_e • - - •• '. H; i :-e; -n:tri=-.

~z - ^' ' ' r. t zz z. —

.

MARY PHILLIPS. PATRON OF COLONIAL
THEATRE. WASHINGTON C. H., O.:
A bright dean story with lots of excitement.

Much praise due stars in this picture. Stars do
not play to caiueia in this p*udurtKWi

SERIALS
MRS. J. F. FITZGERALD. PATRON OF GAR-
FIELD THEATRE. CHICAGO:
I have no use for serials as all I have seen are

ridiculous and j-i^rHI*. have murderous traits,

riibery ;i: kiinicmg zzz tie— , -jzi ilit.

'.tii zz i-i ireams mi nightmares ::r titse
who have been unfortunate enough to see Mm

*

SINGED WINGS
MRS. R. E. POWELL. PATRON OF C-AR-
7IZL.7 THEATRE CHICAGO:

Sie tetter z- ::;m tr.m zzz. cimeij.

THE THIRD ALARM
NATHAN SCHWARTZ. PATRON OF GAR-
FIELD THEATRE. CHICAGO:
The picture is very good. It has enough humor,

excitement and drama to keep one interested from
::r"-. : e-i.

J. D. SARIG. PATRON OF COZY THEATRE,
WINCHESTER, IND.:
I ::ns:itr tits zz. zzz:- l rei' rtia--

stndy. In tins type can he found toe secret of

the in:::.-i-ei -ir-.n :: tie — i^ter actor.
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LETTERS
From Readers

A forum at which the exhibitor

is invited to express his opinion on
matters of current interest. Brevity
adds forcefulness to any statement.
Unsigned letters will not be
printed.

For Better Serials

NEW HAMBURG, ONT.—To the Ed-
itor : I have not sent in any reports of late

as I really did not have the heart through
January and February. Business was so bad
that I was almost forced to close, but as
March and April has picked up wonderfully
and I am again showing a balance not in

red ink I feel I can report on some of my
programs that I did not see through a blue
glass and herewith enclose a bunch.

I should like also to say a few words in

regards to serials, as I noticed in a recent
issue of the Hf.kald an article claiming that

all theatres for various reasons should show
serials.

Up to two months ago, there has not been
a time in eight years that I have not had a
serial running in my house. The old "Mil-
lion Dollar Mystery" made me money,
drawing bigger crowds every week until

the last of twenty-three episodes. Just think
of it. Standing them out every week for

twenty-three weeks. It seems like a dream,
and why was it ?

Because in the first place the story was
good. It was played by really good actors,

and the stunts in those days made the peo-
ple shudder and gasp, and dream all the
rest of the week and they had to come back
for more on the next episode and were sorry
when it ended.

Since that time I have not played one
serial that I believe drew me enough extra
to pay for it. I have picked the best from
reports in the Herald and try as I will I

cannot get the public interested. I have put
on free children matinees, offered prizes
and got my house filled to overflowing to
start with, but always the attendance drops
away after the start and I am glad when
the end comes, as I have my eye on another
that is having some glowing reports in the
Herald. I book it

;
result, same old thing,

and why is this the case? Here's my
opinion :

What arc most of the serials of today
composed of? Stunts: Stunts: Stunts:
The same old car is run off the same old
cliff. The same old trap door drops our
heroine into the same old sewer and keeps
her there for a week. The same old bunch
of Indians chase them around the same old
island, and into the same old cave of peril
and so on, etc.

Instead of getting a good story written
by a rea« author and two or three good stars
to play it. they hunt up their bummest di-
rectors and say, there's Betlyum Dumbfoot
the stunt king. Jumping off a one foot cliff

is meat for him. Write up a serial, get a
bunch of extras and rush one out, and it

was so, and the poor exhibitor was stung
again.

Can you call to mind any serial of late

years that was strong in story? In cast?
Or in anyway ? I cannot, they are all turned
out by bulk and sold the same way. The
public is hard to thrill today. They' want a
story, but when the producers get a good
story that would make a peach of a serial,

they make it into a feature.

The public wants acting, not a stunt king
with more muscle than brain or personality.
When they laugh as a hero or heroine per-
forms some impossible feat, they are not
being thrilled. They have seen that same

old stunt done in practically the same old
way too often and they are sitting waiting
patiently and often impatiently for the fea-
ture to start. And what is the remedy? I'm
an exhibitor, not a producer. What I don't
know about the producing end is a whole
lot, but I do know what my patrons want.

It is surely possible to produce a serial

with an interesting story that will draw not
only the kids but the older folks and that
does not depend on stunts, but on story to
draw them back.

Let them get that story, a good director,

a real star, and able cast and although it

may cost more, the exhibitor will willingly
pay more and. the serial will come into its

own again.

Since I have discontinued serials I have
people coming on my regular serial nights
that never came before. -Many times I have
been told that "Oh ! I don't come on serial

* nights— I don't like serials." Well, I have
got this off my chest and feel better for it,

even if it does no good, but I am off serials

until I find one strong in story and stars

and weak on stunts.

—

Ralph R. Gribble,
Grand Theatre, New Hamburg, Ont., Can.

A Good Topic for Discussion

ADRIAN, MICH.— To the Editor:
Why not gather data from many exhibi-

tors and producing companies relative to

the Centralized Distribution of all film

product ?

Your recent campaign has brought out
such substantial opinions from exhibitors
relative to exhibitors producing or rather

controlling their own distributing system,
and so far so very little has been said of

the Centralized idea that it does seem
that this feature is worthy of an extended
opinion from the exhibitor side. This I

believe would do more to cheapen the

rental of product and at the same time
act as splendid rating bureau as to show-
manship, credit, etc., than anything that

could be possibly done for this industry.

Film rentals must come down, and qual-

ity must be maintained; too much money
spent in exploiting the exhibitor and not

enough the public; we need more comedy
of life, real story value and not so much
expensive interiors; the star can go as

soon as they want to let them, and we
will all be batting in the .'100 class.—Elwyn
M. Simon, New Familv theatre, Adrian,

Mich.

FILM LAUGHS FROM

TOPICS ™ E DAf
SELECTED BY

TIMELY FILMS INC.

Bimbo—Did your garden win any prizes

last summer?
Timbo— Indirectly, yes. My neighbor's

chickens took first prize at the poultry
show.—"Topics of the Dav" Films.

* * *

Biggs—What do you mean you're go-
ing to reverse the practice this year when
you make your garden?

Jiggs—I'm going to plant a variety of
weed seeds and see if vegetables will

come up

—

New York Sun.
* * *

Japers—How did you get your garden
dug so quickly?
Bubbs— I told my son he could stay

home from school and go fishing if he
dug for bait worms in the garden.

—

"Topics of the Day" Films.
* * »

"Can't I do some gardening for you,"
asked the workless one.
"No, thanks. My husband does the gar-

dening—at least he loafs around and pre-
tends to."

"Couldn't yer gimme a job 'elping 'im?"—Australian Bulletin.

PURELY
Personal

Interesting news about exhibitors
and people with whom they come
into direct contact. Readers are
invited to contribute items for
publication in this column. Address
them to "Purely Personal."

Mrs. Herbert C. Murray, who has been
selling films for Metro out of the Cin-
cinnati office, received serious injuries in
an automobile accident which it is re-
ported may prove fatal.

*

R. T. Hill, president of the Cumber-
land Theatre Company, announces that
his company has purchased the Princes!
theatre, Fayetteville, Tenn.

*

J. H. Cooper has sold the Amuzu the-
atre at Scottville, Mich., and is going
back into active service in the navy for
a period of six months after which he
will again establish in the business. Mr.
Cooper is an ensign and his parting re-
quest was the Herald be continued com-
ing to him while he is away.

*

L. O. Davis of Hazard, Ky.. recently
suffered a severe loss when his Lothario
theatre was burned and the entire equip-
ment destroyed.

*

Al Bartlett, formerly with First Na-
tional, has purchased the Independent
Producers exchange, St. Louis, from D.
E. Boswell. He plans to buy several new
pictures in the very near future.

*

S. T. Wilson has joined the Associated
Exhibitors sales organization. He ift

making Southern Illinois, Kentucky and
Southeast Missouri.

*

Edward D. Smith has resigned as man-
ager of the American Theatre. St. Louis,
and has been succeeded by Paul Beisman.
The American is controlled by the Shu-
bert interests. Smith intends to devote
his time to business interests in Holly-
wood and Los Angeles.

*

A. R. Dalby, who operated the Grand
theatre at Ash Grove, Mo., died unex-
pectedly last week, causing no small
amount of grief in Kansas City's film col-

ony, as Mr. Dalby was one of the most
popular exhibitors in the Kansas City
territory.

*

W. E. Truog, district Goldwyn man-
ager, left Kansas City for Des Moines,
Iowa, this week where a new branch of-

fice will be opened. Mr. Truog also will

go to Oklahoma City to open a new
Goldwyn branch before returning to Kan-
sas City.

*

The Dixie Airdome, Lebanon, Kans.,

has been opened by Charles French. The
airdome is the "last word" in neatness

and modern construction.

Mr. and Mrs. Gene Russell have taken

over the management of the Court the-

atre at Peoria, Illinois.
*

M. F. Lowery of San Francisco, who
has been with Hodkinson. has accepted a

position as manager of Strand theatre,

Dinuba.
*

Harry C. Arthur has been named gen-

eral manager of the Oakland theatre for

West Coast theatres, Inc. This is a for-

mer T. & D. house.
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"What the Picture Did For Me"
VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR

Copyright, 1923

You are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.

It is a co-operative service FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
TELL US WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read in the HERALD every week what the picture

did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values. Address "What The
Picture Did For Me." EXHIBITORS HERALD, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.

THIS is the original ex-

hibitors' reports de-

partment, established Oc-
tober 14, 1916.

Beware of cheap, mislead-

ing imitations.

"What the Picture Did For
Me" is the one genuine
source of exhibitor-writ-

ten box office information.

American Releasing
Daring Danger, with Pete Morrison.

—

A very fine Western from American Re-
leasing Corp., who give you fair prices.

—

W. H. Harman, Strand theatre, Kings-
' port,. Tenn.—General patronage.

Jan of the Big Snows, with a special
cast.—Very poor picture. Patrons got
up and walked out. Fell flat.—Buffalo,
X. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

Jan of the Big Snows, with a special
cast.—Good picture and pleased, but does
not seem as good as most Curwoods.
Many commented on the peculiar ending.
—W. L. Douglas, Strand theatre, New-
man Grove, Neb.—Small-town patronage.

Colleen of the Pines, with Jane Novak.
— A good Northern picture that we
bought right. The star is always good,
and story and photography O. K. Can
be bought at program price.—R. Ross
Riley, Wigwam theatre, Oberlin, Kan.

—

General patronage.

My Old Kentucky Home, with a spe-
cial cast.—Very good program picture,
well liked. Good business.—G. Strasser
Sons, Emblem theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Associated Exhibitors
Is Divorce a Failure? with Leah Baird.

—Had The Big Show with this feature
»nd it proved a fine combination for en-
tertainment value. But the title "Is
Divorce a Failure?" proved no lure to the
Sunday crowds on the streets and we did
anly a moderate business.—Guy D. Hasel-
ton, Rialto theatre. Missoula, Mont.

—

General patronage.

Grandma's Boy, with Harold Lloyd.

—

The best comedy I have ever run.
Pleased 100 per cent, but no business due,
nowever, to revival. I paid entirely too
nuch film rental. Cost $50 two days and
>arely came out. Town of 4,000. Farm-
jig community. Film in good condition.
—W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre, Aber-
leen, Miss.—Neighborhood patronage.

Grandma's Boy, with Harold Lloyd.

—

A very good production, but Pathe
spoiled it for me by sending me a poor
cutout print. Am to receive a return
date gratis on it later.—A. C. Betts, Pow-
ers theatre, Red Creek, N. Y.—Small-
town patronage.

Grandma's Boy, with Harold Lloyd.

—

Drew the largest business of any picture

we have shown for over a year, but the
three-reel Will Rogers production. Fruits
of Faith, came very near being the fea-

ture picture, many telling us they liked

it better than Grandma's Boy. The two.
with Robert C. Bruce's Wilderness Tales,

made an excellent program.— P. R. Mat-
son, Crystal theatre, Flandreau, S. D.

—

General patronage.

What Women Will Do, with Anna Q.
Nilsson.—A very good production and
one that drew and pleased.—A. C. Betts,

Powers theatre, Red Creek, N. Y.—Small-
town patronage.

The Unfoldment, with a special cast.

—

The bunk. Put it on the shelf. Business
poor.—C. D. Stewart, Navajoland thea-

tre. Las Cruces, N. M.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Riddle: Woman, with Geraldine
Farrar.—A very good production. Lost
money on it, though. Seven reels.—A. C.

Betts, Powers theatre. Red Creek, N. Y.

—Small-town patronage.

F. B. O.
Stormswept, with Wallace and Noah

Beery.—Good program picture. Very
good business.—G. Strasser Sons, Em-
blem theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Captain Fly-by-Night, with Johnny
Walker.—A fine picture, but had no time

to advertise it as it was sent as a sub-

stitute and failed to reap any business,

although no fault of picture. Many said

that Walker would make a good substi-

tute for Fairbanks.—Hugh G. Martin,

American theatre. Columbus, Ga.—Tran-
sient patronage.

Captain Fly-by-Night, with Johnnie
Walker.—Costume picture. Rental too

high. Look out. Rotten business.—G.

Strasser Sons, Emblem theatre. Buffalo,

N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

If I Were Queen, with Ethel Clayton.

—A good royal highness picture with a

nun as background. Should be a knock-

out in a Catholic community.—H. G.

Stettmund. Jr.. Odeon theatre. Chandler,

Okla.—General patronage.

The Canyon of the Fools, with Harry
Carey.—Good story, but poorest direction

I ever saw. Film in poor condition.—L.

V. Feldman. Orpheum theatre, Pipestone.

Minn.—General patronage.

My Dad, with Johnny Walker.—Used
this on Family Night and pleased large

crowd. A little old. but good.—V. G.

Bollman, Castalia theatre, Castalia. Ia.-
General patronage.

My Dad, with Johnny Walker.—Good
picture, spoiled in making. Too dark.

—

Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Green-
ville, Mich.—General patronage.

Good Men and True, with Harry Carey.
—Best Carey yet. Something different
from usual kind. Very well liked. Good
business. — G. Strasser Sons, Emblem
theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Good Men and True, with Harry Carey.
—Good star, good story, but too many
dark scenes.—Bert Silver, Silver Family
theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General pat-
ronage.

The Third Alarm, with a special cast.

—Packed them in for two days. Small
town. Pleased more people than any we
ever ran. I say, everybody book it.

—

W. H. Durham, Grand theatre, Camas,
Wash.
The Third Alarm, with a special cast.

—Paid $30 for picture, two days; $25 for

advertising; took in $21.80 at the box
office and U. S. gets a slice of that. Pic-
ture was good, at that.—F. J. O'Hara,
Community theatre, Elgin, Neb.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Third Alarm, with a special cast.—
I have just completed a two-day suc-

I
Tells "What

j

| Trie Reports
|

I Did for Me"!
g My business has shown a big in- g
g crease since I have become a sub- :_

H scriber to the "Herald," about two §§

g years ago.

g Why? It's easy to answer. Just g
g read up on "What the Picture Did g
g For Me." If it's a lemon tell your g
g patrons, but if it is extra good you ^
g cannot advertise it too big. I now J
g run most all the big ones two days g
g but I could not do that unless I

g had some way to find them out 2
g and you can sure go by the reports g
g from the exhibitors.

g I would not give one rap for all j
g the newspaper write-ups that they -

g publish, and sure would not go by g
g them. I have been here now for g
g ten years in the show business and g
g I have never yet had anything to g
ib help me out as much as the "What g
g the Picture Did For Me" reports, g
g If it was so that I could see them g
g screened before buying it would be g
g alright, but this cannot be done, g
g but with these reports you don't g
g have to.

A. MITCHELL,
Dixie theatre,

Russellville, Ky. g
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cessful run with The Third Alarm. I

want to say for the benefit of all exhibit-

ors in large or small towns this is one of

the best pictures and one of the best

money getters I ever played. I don't care

how large or how small the town is, if

any exhibitor will get the firemen inter-

ested this picture will back up anything
you can do to put it over. The first show
I put on the firemen sounded the alarm,

also blowed the wildcat whistle. 1 used

a lot of red raifroad fuses and we had
the whole town out. I have been in the

picture game eight years and truly this

is the most wonderful picture 1 ever

played. There is not a dull moment in

the entire seven reels. I took out the

expense of playing this picture, then split

50-50 with the firemen. I made money;
so did the firemen. Had more good com-
pliments on this picture than any picture

I ever played. My advice to any ex-
hibitor is book it, boost it and cash in.

I charged twenty-five and fifty cents and
they ate it up.—C. H. Simpson, Princess

theatre, Millen, Ga.—General patronage.

The Sting of the Lash, with Pauline
Frederick.—One of the very best of this

star. This is certainly O. K.— A. C.

Betts, Powers theatre, Red Creek, N. Y.
—Small-town patronage.

The Call of Home, with a special cast.

—One of the best home pictures and one
that I would recommend to any house.

—

Chas. Lee Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre,

S. D.—Small-town patronage.

In the Name of the Law, with a spe-

cial cast.—Although the shears had been
used extensively on the print, we could
gather that it had the earmarks of a good
one. A faithful exhibition of average
American home life.—Chas. W. Lewis,
I. O. O. F., Grand Gorge, N. Y.—Small-*
town patronage.

In the Name of the Law, with a spe-

cial cast.—Here is a good police picture

well acted. A little dark in some places.

Drew good for two days.— F. J. O'Hara,
Community theatre, Elgin, Neb.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

In the Name of the Law, with a spe-
cial cast.—Very good. Drew and pleased
all.—A. C. Betts, Powers theatre. Red
Creek, N. Y.—Small-town patronage.

Cold Steel, with a special cast.—Very,
very good.—A. C. Betts, Powers theatre,

Red Creek, N. Y.—Small-town patronage.

First National
Scars of Jealousy, a Thomas H. Ince

production.—Very good picture. Pleased
a capacity Sunday night crowd. New
print.—L. V. Feldman, Orpheum theatre,

Pipestone, Minn.—General patronage.

Fury, with Richard Barthelmess.—An
attraction that pleased. Fine work by
the stars, also by Tyrone Power. An-
other nine-reel picture. Seven reels am-
ply sufficient for most any story. Will
producers ever get next to the fact that

the average exhibitor doesn't want to

show features over seven reels in length?
Patrons, as a rule, like a diversified pro-
gram. Extra length features prevent this,

as they make the show too long.—Henry
W. Gauding, Lincoln theatre, Pitts-

burgh, Pa.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Woman Conquers, with Katherine
MacDonald.—-A nice regular program pic-

ture, used on Sunday, and while I re-

ceived no comments on it. I think it

pleased.—M. J. Babin. Fairlyland theatre,
White Castle. La.—General patronage.

Mighty Lak' a Rose, with a special cast.—A remarkably beautiful picture, but a
terrible title for attracting attention. It

opened only fair, but built up every day
and made a splendid profit on the week.
Patrons remarked to me that it was one
of the best pictures they had ever seen.

piiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiK

Old Timer
Renews and

Tells Why
Find enclosed check for two

more years subscription to the
"Herald." I would be a total loss
without it, and the "Box Office
Record" ir. worth twice over the
price of subscription.

Needless to say, "What the Pic-
ture Did For Me" is my first read-
ing and 1 find a lot of enjoyment
as well as a lot of good useful
knowledge out of the reports.

I wish to especially thank our
good friend J. C. Jenkins for his
timely reports on "The Prisoner of
Zenda," "Trifling Women" and
"Quincy Adams Sawyer," as this

report saved us some money. We
have not bought the picture yet
but when we do the price will be
right, for we are in a small town
and don't want a "Dempsey wallop
on the jaw," as our friend J. C. J.

says he got.

C. H. POWERS,
Strand Theatre,

Dunsmuir, Cal.

i NOTE: Mr. Powers is properly referred I

I to as an "old timer" in the above caption,
|

I his name figuring prominently in the re- I

1 port columns since the days when "What !

I the Picture Did For Me" was an infant }

| and the "Box Office Record" as yet a I
I hazy dream. It was the unflagging sup-

j

I port of Messrs. Powers, Jenkins and H
] other pioneers that made that extension gs of service possible.

comparing it with Humoresque and The
Miracle Man. Newspaper, billboards,
window cards and 5.000 cards, as per
sample.—Frank L. Browne, Liberty thea-
tre, Long Beach, Calif.—General patron-
age.

Mighty Lak' a Rose, with a special cast.

—Contains considerable heart interest

and humor. Was liked by our patrons.
Various parts were nicely portrayed.

—

Henry W. Gauding, Lincoln theatre,
Pittsburgh, Pa. — Neighborhood patron-
age.

The Hottentot, a Thomas H. Ince pro-
duction.—Glory Halleluiah! We're still

cheering and trying to steady our nerves.
Action—oh. boy! If you want to see a
crowd rear right up on their hind legs

and yell, get this; for it's a picture that's

there. I noticed that it was a trifle too
high class in spots for a few people, but
the comedy and action counter-balanced
this and every one went out highly
pleased. Three cheers for Thomas H.
Ince and First National.—V. G. Bollman.
Castalia theatre. Castalia, Iowa.—General
patronage.

The Hottentot, a Thomas H. Ince pro-
duction.—Very satisfactory program. A
special all right.—Bert Silver. Silver Fam-
ily theatre. Pittsburgh, Pa.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Lorna Doone, a Maurice Ecumen pro-
duction.—A good picture, but small-town
people don't appreciate a picture like this.

It's too much of a classic picture. Will
go big in a town where they have many
high school students.—Geo. W. Froehlich,

Grand theatre. Jackson, Wis.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Bond Boy. with Richard Barthel-
mess.—Over-rated. Just program pic-

ture. Was disappointed with it. Poor
story and good acting.— L. Jones, Star
theatre, Malad City, Idaho.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Skin Deep, a Thomas H. Ince produc-
tion.—Fine. Many favorable comments.
Put on under auspices of American Le-
gion. High class production and should
please all.—W. L. Douglas, Strand thea-
tre, Newman Grove, Neb.—Small-town
patronage.

Skin Deep, a Thomas H. Ince produc-
tion.—One of the best crook pictures we
ever played. Pleased well. Film in good
shape.—L. V. Feldman, Orpheum thea-
tre, Pipestone, Minn.—General patronage.

Bell Boy 13, a Thomas H. Ince pro-
duction.—An acceptable comedy inter-

preted by a competent cast. Attendance
flopped badly second night. Not fault

of the picture. Jes' can't account for
these things sometimes. — Henry W.
Gauding, Lincoln theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Oliver Twist, with Jackie Coogan.—

A

good picture, but no kid's picture. Ren-
tal too high.—John Esterl, Rex theatre.

Park Falls, Wis.—Small-town patronage.

Oliver Twist, with Jackie Coogan.

—

Jackie cast wrong. Nice kid, but out of
place in a picture of that type. They
boosted this one stronger to me than any
of his. Out this way, the poorer they
are the stronger they boost them.—Jack
Tiller. Temple theatre. McCook, Neb.

—

General patronage.

The Eternal Flame, with Norma Tal-
madgc.—Not near as good as Smilin*
Through. Xorma's followers liked it,

others didn't. Nothing to it, but we have
to pay for Norma Talmadge just the
same. Film in fair condition.—L. V.
Feldman. Orpheum theatre, Pipestone,
Minn.—General patronage.

Alias Julius Caesar, with Charles Ray.
—Thank goodness it is the last Ray pic-

ture we have. He positively will not do.

—Tensas Amusement Co., Blackman
theatre, St. Joseph, La.—Small-town pat-

ronage.

Hurricane's Gal, with Dorothy Phillips.

—Good picture. Fell flat.—G. Strasser
Sons, Emblem theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Hurricane's Gal, with Dorothy Phillips.

—A picture that it is a pleasure to offer.

Kind of a story movie fans like. Has
action, romance, thrills, fun and is put
over in a manner that is convincing.

—

Ben. L. Morris, Temple theatre, Bellaire,

Ohio.—General patronage.

Brawn of the North, with Strongheart.—Remarks divided. Some liked it; others
did not. I couldn't compare it with The
Silent Call. Too long and drawn out
Eight reels in length. Film in good condi-

tion. Cost $30 two days. Town of 4 000.

Farming community.— W. E. Elkin,

Temple theatre. Aberdeen, Miss.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Silent Call, with Strongheart.—If
you want to build up your business show
this one. Drew well and pleased 100%.
The kids came from far and near. Have
heard nothing but favorable comments.

—

David Hess, Iris theatre, Monte Vista,

Colo.—General patronage.

The Primitive Lover, with Constance
Talmadge.—Fairly good production, but

not up to the old ones she made for Se-

lect. Why such prices for common pic-

tures? I am about through with First

National—Chas. Elliott, Jewel theatre,

Sidell. 111.—Small town patronage.

The Love Expert, with Constance Tal-

madge.—One that will make them smile.

—

Jenks and Terrill. Dalton Opera House,
Dalton, Wis.—Neighborhood patronage.
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Endorsing Rea Pledge to

Report to '"Herald Only

/. C. Jenkins and Fred S. Meyer, pioneer contributors, this

week second the motion made by George Rea recommending that

exhibitors confine their reports to this paper's department for the
good of the sen-ice and in the interests of a bigger and better
"Box Office Record." The "Herald," deeply appreciative of the
honor conferred, consecrates its columns to a meticulous contin-
uation of the custodianship bestowed.

Since I have followed George Rea's contributions to the "Herald" I have
more often disagreed than agreed with him. For instance, his list of the
"Ten Worst Pictures" is an awful nightmare, but then every man has a right to
his own opinion, even though he may live in Washington Court House.

But for once— I think it's the first time— I find myself in hearty and
thorough accord with Brother Rea's suggestion. Contributors to "What the
Picture Did For Me" should follow it.

I heartily second the motion and will be glad to be the first to sign the
pledge on the dotted line, right below George.

FRED S. MEYER.
Palace Theatre, Hamilton, O.

Hats off to Mr. George Rea of the Colonial theatre, Washington C. H.. O.
I don't know what the "C. H. O." stands for, it may be Come Home Oscar or
Corn, Oats, Hogs, but I presume it stands for Court House, Ohio, and in that
case we probably have another candidate for president, (I wish I knew George's
politics), but anyhow I'm for him unless Fred Meyer is a candidate, in which
case I am already pledged.

I heartily endorse Mr. Rea's idea that we should stand by the "Herald" in

matters of reports, since that publication has instituted a clearing house
through which exhibitors can clear their ideas for the benefit of one another,
and for the further reason that the "Herald" is giving us more for the money
than any other magazine published outside of the "Box Office Record" and
"What the Picture Did For Me." These two features alone make the
"Herald" invaluable to exhibitors.

I like the "Herald" for thirty or forty good reasons, one of the reasons
being Bill Weaver and "J. R. M." and some of the other boys, but mainly be-

cause it manifests a sincere desire to espouse the cause of we unfortunates
who started wrong in life and haven't changed, and if the "Herald" could

arrange things so Adolph Zukor, Hiram Abrams, Lewis J. Selznick, Marcus
Loew, et al, would run our theatre and let us put our feet up on their mahog-
any desks for a while I believe I'd agree to cut out pork entirely.

I'm mighty strong for my friends, always was, and I have had several

letters from editors of other papers asking me to contribute to their publica-

tions, but when I note that they trail along in the wake of the "Herald" and
copy after many of the departments that are for the benefit of the exhibitor,

after the "Herald" has pioneered the field and bucked tremendous financial

opposition, and did it for our benefit, it is pretty hard to shake me loose.

It is out of the question for me to conceive of an exhibitor trying to run

a theatre without the "Herald." It would be about as senseless as for me to

try to run my home when my wife was present; it would be next thing to

suicide—I tried it once and my hospital bill is still unpaid—but there are some
who are still struggling along in the dark.

Our first duty is to join Rea's club and stick by the "Herald." After that,

let it snow if it wants to. Who cares?

J. C. JENKINS,
Auditorium Theatre, Neligh, Neb.

fune 2. 1923

The Last of the Mohicans, with a spe-
cial cast.—Whoops, and seven buckets of

blood. I thought my patrons liked rough
stuff until I gave them this. Never again
if I can help it. although picture is well
acted and wonderful photography, but too
bloody.—Hugh G. Martin. American the-

atre, Columbus, Ga.—Transient patron-
age.

My Boy, with Jackie Coogan.—Good
attraction. Made a little on it in spite of

rain, school and church affairs in opposi-
tion. Jackie is liked here.—W. L. Doug-
las, Strand theatre, Newman Grove, Nebr.
—Small town patronage.

Smilin' Through, with Norma Tal-
madge.—Mighty good for the upper class

of people. A clean picture that deserved
better business than we had.—Chas. W.
Lewis, I. O. O. F. theatre. Grand Gorge,
N. Y.—Small town patronage.

Smilin' Through, with Norma Tai-
madge.—When they beat this picture there

will be skates in Hades. The best pic-

ture we ever ran. If you haven't played

it, do it now.— Bill Leonard, Mystic
theatre. Cedar Yale. Kans. — Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Golden Snare, with a special cast.

—A dandy Northern picture from the
Curwood story. These always go good.

—J. W. Andresen, Rialto theatre. Cozad.
Nebr.—Neighborhood patronage.

Man, Woman, Marriage, with Dorothy
Phillips.—This is lOOTc picture. As good
as any special. Story true to life. It

will please any audience.—C. H. Simp-
son, Princess theatre Millen. Ga.—Gen-
eral patronage.

The Old Swinimin' Hole, with Charles

Ray.—Drew but failed to please.—J. J.

Pagan, Beverly theatre, Beverly. Kans.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Girl in the Taxi, with the De
Havens.—Here's one that will suit both

the young and the old. Just enough com-
edy to make a good picture. The kind

people like.—Roy L. Dowling, Ozark
Theatre Co., Ozark, Ala.—General pat-

ronage.

Good References, with Norma Tal-

madge.—Al show in every respect. Sent
them out talking good about it.—Jenks &
Terrill, Dalton Opera House. Dalton,

Wis.—Neighborhood patronage.

Curtain, with Katherine MacDonald.

—

Good of its kind. Just another triangle

affair, is all you can say for the story.

Poor print.—S. G. Ihde. Photoplay the-

atre, Ashland, Kans.—Small town pat-

ronage.

My Lady Friends, with the De Havens.
—Yery good comedy-drama. Good busi-

ness.—G. Strasser Sons. Emblem theatre.

Buffalo. N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

All for a Woman, with a special cast.

—

Yery poor production. No interest at all.

Would have had a bum show it it had not
been tor Harold Lloyd comedy.—Chas.
Elliott. Jewel theatre. Sidell, 111.—Small
town patronage.

The Silent Call, with Strongheart.

—

What all the boosters have said about
this picture is true. Put it on as a bene-
fit and pleased quite a number of cus-
tomers. Some dog.—Johnson Bros..
Johnsonian theatre. Riplay. N. Y.—Small
town patronage.

Fox
Boston Blackie, with William Russell.

—Gave fine satisfaction here. Kids es-
'pecially took a lot of interest in

r'The
\\ater Cross" and gave the picture a lot
of advertising for me.—0. W. Lambert,

Orpheum theatre. Roundup, Mont.

—

General patronage.

The Footlight Ranger, with Charles
Jones.—While not classed as a great
feature this is a pleasing one and the kind
the cash customers like. Jones is like-

able and puts over the part of a foolish
lover about right.—Ben. L. Morris.
Olympic theatre, Bellaire, O.—General
patronage.

Goodbye Girls, with William Russeil.—First rate comedy-drama.—P. G. Es-
tee. Fad theatre. Brookings, S. D.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Three Jumps Ahead, with Tom Mix.

—

On the average. Nothing extra and
nothing poor.—Olen Reynolds. Pearl
theatre. Hymera. Ind.—Small town pat-
ronage.

The Madness of Youth, with John

Gilbert.—The best program picture John
Gilbert has starred in. It starts off

quickly and keeps the interest through-

out.—C. Malphurs, Dreamland theatre,

High Springs. Fla.—Small town patron-

age.

The Face on the Bar Room Floor,

with Henry B. Walthall.—Everybody
seemed quite surprised when they dis-

covered the fact for themselves that a

picture with a title like this could really

be good. Population 12.000.—Guy D.
Haselton. Rialto theatre. Missoula, Mont.
—General patronage.

Calvert's Valley, with John Gilbert.

—

A very fair picture which seemed to

please. Played with the Sunshine com-
edy. The Tin Bronco, which is a hum-
mer. Don't pass up this comic.—F. J.
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| To Shirley

| Mason From

I
Alkali Ike

| Whoopee Shirley!

You're shore the cactus kid.

1 Ever since my gal, Rawhide
Rosey, vamoosed down to Frisco

I to hunt up that Fast Male I've

i been mopeing about the foothills

1 like a lost calf, bawling for its ma,

I but after seeing yer last night at

I the Rex when the peepul were
packed in like stears in a box car

I just natcherally clean forgot

% about Rosey, and then when I got

back to my shack, it just came

jj sudden on me that you wuz the

J one buckerine to ride the range

j§ with me and make my sour dough
1 hot cakes. So if yer ain't hitched

| up to any Fast Male yet, maybe
1 yer might care to come out to the

B Rockies and look over the pros-

3 pect—meaning me.

I aint much for style, but I

% shore can beat any man living

when it comes to making sour

H dough and that's about all we get

I out o' life anyway, aint it Shirley?

Write me if yer coming but if

H yer caint, be sure and send up an-

other one of yore good drammeys,
caise we all shore did like that

circus picter ace high.

ALKALI IKE,

c/o Rex theatre,

Salmon, Idaho.

NOTE: "Shirley of the Circus" was the t

a Fox picture inspiring Alkali Ike to the «

s foregoing. Buck (not Charles) Jones is i

the Fast Male ("Fast Mail") held respon-
j

g sible by Mr. Ike for the disruption of his I

m romance with Rosey, as detailed in a I

m previous communication.

O'Hara. Community theatre, Elgin,

Nebr.—Neighborhood patronage.

My Friend the Devil, with a special

cast.—Every one wanted to know why
the name. A heavy type of a story that

did not please. It is pretty well acted,

but in no way convincing. Story much
overdrawn and foolish in places. While
they were showing all'the other miracles,

why did the director overlook bringing
in "the breath of God"?—Ben. L. Mor-
ris, Temple theatre, Bellaire, Ohio.

—

General patronage.

The Town That Forgot God, with a
special cast.—This would be O. K. as a

program picture. As a special it's a
lemon. It rains so hard in this picture
that the water rushes through the streets

six feet deep, but buildings set on fire by
lightning burn merrily on through all the
rain. Audience laughed at the sad parts.

Town of 2.000.—O. W. Lambert7"C>r-
pheum theatre, Roundup, Mont.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Who Are My Parents? with a special
cast.—We got them in by putting this
play on our best night. Sunday, and
then how they wept. I didn't see this,

but patrons' reports were very good.
We charged forty and fifteen cents and
made our customary two dollars. Gosh,
but Fox has their prices screwed right up
to match my box office receipts. Re-
minds me of the time when I went to
a Colorado Springs specialist to have my
'•hest X-rayed. When he finished I asked

him the price. "Thirty-seven dollars and

fifty cents," said he, and do you know-

that was just the amount of money I had

on me. That X-ray machine surely knew
its business. So does Fox.—Philip

Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

—

General patronage.

Who Are My Parents? with a special

cast.—Here is the best picture I have

played in years. It is a real one. They
arc talking about it yet. The name is a

handicap that costs you money. Nobody
had any idea what to expect from the

name.— F. J. O'Hara, Community the-

atre, Elgin, Nebr.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

A Fool There Was, with Estelle Tay-
lor and Lewis Stone. — The old vam-
pire picture sugar coated and dressed in

beautiful clothes. Very good of its type.

Not a pleasing audience picture and no

one can be made to believe that anything

like it could exist. Miss Taylor is won-
derful to look at. Lewis Stone is very

good, but they have a bad subject. Any
house is better off without it.—Ben. L.

Morris, Temple theatre, Bellaire, Ohio.

—

General patronage.

Arabian Love, with John Gilbert.—Not
a special but a good picture.—Chas. Lee
Hyde. Grand theatre, Pierre, S. Dak —
Small town patronage.

West of Chicago, with Charles Jones.
—Buck does some good work in this

picture. I believe he would be a winner
in time if they did not handicap him with

"Chawles."— F. J. O'Hara, Community
theatre, Elgin, Nebr.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Moonshine Valley, with William Far-
num.—In spite of lots of bad comments
I had read it seemed to have pleased my
audience. All in all I thought it was a

splendid picture. Cost $12.50. Town of

4,000. Farming community. Film in

good condition.—W. E. Elkin, Temple
theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Do and Dare, with Tom Mix.—This
one certainly pleased our audience. It

has no story, but is made to amuse peo-
ple and make them laugh.—C. Malphurs.
Dreamland theatre, High Springs, Fla.

—

Small town patronage.

Do and Dare, with Tom Mix.—Give
Mix credit for getting over a good one,

as they ate this one up here and left

smiling. The Indian stunts made the

kids yell like olden days.—Hugh G. Mar-
tin, American theatre, Columbus, Ga.

—

Transient patronage.

Do and Dare, with Tom Mix.—Not up
to standard. Patrons were dissatisfied.

Fair business.—G. Strasser Sons, Em-
blem theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighbor-
hood patronage

The Love Gambler, with John Gilbert.

—Absolutely a dandy program with
some action. Pleased every one. At-
tendance good. Advertising, six sheet
and photos.—A. Mitchell, Dixie theatre.

Russellville, Ky.—Small town patronage.

The Love Gambler, with John Gilbert.

—A fairly good program.—Olen Rey-
nolds, Pearl theatre, Hymera, Ind.

—

Small town patronage.

Youth Must Have Love, with Shirley
Mason.—Shirley is invariably good. Her
pictures always please and she draws
very well. Good picture.—F. J. O'Hara.
Community theatre. Elgin, Nebr.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The (Yosemite Trail, with Dustin Far-
num. — Good if your patrons like Far-
num. Plenty of action, scenery, etc.

—

V. G. Bollman, Castalia theatre, Castalia.
Iowa.—General patronage.

The Yosemite Trail, with Dustin Far-

num.—Beautiful scenery, but you can

get that in a one real scenic at two
bucks.— F. J. O'Hara, Community the-

atre, Elgin, Nebr.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Three Who Paid, with Dustin Farnum.
—Not quite as good as the previous Dus-
tin Farnum pictures.—C. Malphrus,
Dreamland theatre, High Springs, Fla.

—

Small town patronage.

Lights of New York, with a special

cast.—Fox cut our contract on this from
three to one day. but at that we got the

worst of it. Not worth running any place.

—Ben L. Morris, Elk Grand theatre, Bel-

laire, Ohio.—General patronage.

Mixed Faces, with William Russell.

—

Russell plays a dual role in this and it

is very good. Played with Lee Kids in

Town Terrors. Made a good Saturday
night program. Had no kicks.—F. J.

O'Hara, Community theatre, Elgin,

Nebr.—Neighborhood patronage.

Boss of Camp 4, with Charles Jones.

—

A great picture. Something for the
working class.—John Esterl, Rex theatre,

Park Falls, Wis.—Small town patronage.

Boss of Camp 4, with Charles Jones.

—

A dandy Western with plenty of action.

Attendance good. All classes.—A. Mit-
chell, Dixie theatre, Russellville, Ky.

—

Small town patronage.

Boss of Camp 4, with Charles Jones.

—

Good picture. Patrons well pleased.
Good business.—G. Strasser Sons, Em-
blem theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Riding with Death, with Charles Jones.—Padding to the right of him, padding to
the left of him, and a leading lady that
gave our crowd cramps. Charles, you
certainly had our sympathy on this frost
for this came closer to resembling a
"wildcat" film than anything Fox ever
sent us. Good business. Poor satisfac-
tion.—V. G. Bollman, Castalia theatre,
Castalia, Iowa.—General patronage.

Shackles of Gold, with Wiliam Far-
num.—This drew good and is a good
production. My first of this star.—A. C.
Betts, Powers theatre, Red Creek, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

The Fast Mail, with Charles Jones.

—

The bird who said "We shall call this

picture a special" must have been blind.
Nothing but a regular Buck Jones pic-
ture. The only difference, he wears a
dress suit, and because of that they must
raise the price.—Russell Armentrout, K.
P. theatre, Pittsfield, 111. — General pat-
ronage.

Pardon My Nerve, with Charles Jones.—This drew and pleased very much. A

piinaiiiiiiiuira

Delay Due
To Omitted
Signatures

J

Delay in publishing reports on §§

B the following pictures is occasioned |§

5 through the contributor's failure ||

( to affix his signature to same. Pub- ||

; lication will ensue promptly upon %
= receipt of proper identification by g
H author.

11 Our Leading Citizen The Veiled Woman
|j

W Free Air A Bachelor Daddy g
f§ Across the Continent A Homespun Vamp |§

H The Man Unconquer- The March Hare gs able. Under Two Flags I

S The Green Tempta- Foolish Wives
^ tion. Human Hearts

H French Heels
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good lively picture.—A. C. Betts. Pow-
ers theatre. Red Creek, N. V.—Small

town patronage.

Bar Nothing, with Charles Jones.

—

A dandy Western story. Failed to draw
here. Not fault of picture, though.— C.

D. Stewart, Navajoland theatre. Las Cru-

ces. X. Mex.—Neighborhood patronage.

Queen of Sheba, with Betty Blythe.

—

Ran this on percentage. Fox made the

money. Good production.—A. C. Betts.

Powers theatre, Red Creek, X. Y.

—

Small town patronage.

Sky High, with Tom Mix —All of

Mix's pictures are good entertainments
for Saturday.—Bert Silver, Silver Fam-
ily theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General
patronage. •

Rough Shod, with Charles Jones.

—

Good Western and we "stood them up"
with this and California or Bust, one of

the new Snub Pollard two reelers. If that
combination fails to get the money where
they like action, you had better buy some
crepe.—Hugh G. Martin, American the-

atre, Columbus, Ga.—Transient patron-
age.

A Rough Diamond, with Tom Mix.—

A

grand mixture. Tom starts out on the
farm singing to the mules and ducks and
winds up by marrying a Central Ameri-
can president's daughter. Tom has as
many whirlwind stunts as Barry has
freckles. An ideal play for Saturday.
Everybody roared with laughter and
everybody got wildly excited. Book it

and boost it as a corking all round pic-
ture.—Philip Rand. Rex theatre, Salmon,
Idaho.—General patronage.

A Rough Diamond, with Tom Mix.

—

A fair picture of its type.—Chas. Lee
Hyde. Grand theatre. Pierre, S. Dak.

—

Small town patronage.

Silver Wings, with Mary Carr.—Good
enough, but too much sob stuff and over-
drawn situations. Characters are not
good. Man who plays the part of
"Johnny" grown up is awful. Gets a big
laugh every time he tries to emote.
Really ruins the picture. Mary Carr as
the little mother is wonderful as usual.
—Ben L. Morris. Temple theatre. Bell-
aire. Ohio.—General patronage.

Silver Wings, with Mary Carr.—As a
special it is a very poor program picture.
Fox better quit making specials, as we
lost money on all. Rotten business.—G.
Strasser Sons. Emblem theatre. Buffalo,
X. Y.—Xeighborhood patronage.

A Connecticut Yankee, with Harry
Myers.—This is a special that specializes
in empty seats. Just a nice big juicy
lemon for me, like all their specials for
me except one—F. J. O'Hara. Com-
munity theatre, Elgin, Xeb.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

A Connecticut Yankee, with Harry
Myers.—One of the most pleasing of pic-
tures. A comedy that appeals to the high
class crowd as well as the regular com-
edy fans.—Chas. Lee Hyde. Grand the-
atre. Pierre, S. Dak.—Small town pat-
ronage.

A Connecticut Yankee, with Harry My-

Gauding is

Honored at

Convention
|

j§ The following clipping has been re-
jj

J ceived, showing that the splendid co- m
m operative spirit displayed by one of jj

m this department's most consistent con- J
g tributors in his reports is not confined J
H to matters of the box office:

Last week during the three day 1
J convention of the Motion Picture

| Theatre Owners of Western Penn-
| sylvania, held at the General
- Forbes Hotel, Henry W. Gauding, St

S of 123 Boggs avenue, was honored
U by being selected as convention g
H chairman for the third successive |
jj year. At the closing session he jj
" was tendered a rising vote of M
I thanks by the delegates and on (
S motion, unanimously adopted, it

% was voted to present him with an jj

dj engraved gavel carrying his name
and a suitable inscription as a

3 token of esteem and in recogni- =

|j tion of his capable and efficient

] work as presiding officer.

ers.—Was disappointed in this. Did not
draw for me.—A. C. Betts, Powers the-

atre. Red Creek. X. Y.—Small town pat-

ronage.

Over the Hill, with Mary Carr.—Here
is a picture that is a little old. but, Mr.
Exhibitor, if you haven't played it get
busy and book it at once. I've never had
a picture that pleased more than this

one. People asked for more like this

one. The picture is all that Fox claims
for it and a whole lot more. Go the limit

and advertise it. It's just simply great.

—Geo. W. Frohlich. Grand theatre. Jack-
son, Wis.—Xeighborhood patronage.

Goldwyn
Mad Love, with Pola Xegri.— Best

Pola Xegri picture we ever showed. Very
good business.—G. Strasser Sons. Em-
blem theatre. Buffalo. X. Y.—Xeighbor-
hood patronage.

The Christian, with Richard Dix.—

A

big production that got big business for

three days at an increased admission. But
the general opinion on it was not favor-
able, though the picture seems to have
everything it should.—Ben. L. Morris.
Temple theatre, Bellaire, Ohio.—General
patronage.

The Christian, with Richard Dix.—Too
much tragedy. The heavy drama is not
cared for here. 50 per cent drop the sec-
ond night.—Jack Tiller. Temple theatre,

McCook. Xeb.—General patronage.

Brothers Under the Skin, with a spe-
cial cast.—By all means get this com-
edv-drama. Six small reels. Print in good

shape—Olem Reynolds, Pearl theatre,

Hymera, Ind.—Small town patronaee.

Sherlock Holmes, with John Barry-
more.—Lost money on this picture, but
every one that saw it said it was great.

I personally think it one of the best pic-

tures I have shown this year. — Carl
Johnson t Pershing theatre, F'.oresvjlle,

Tex.—Xeighborhood patronage.

Sherlock Holmes, with John Barry-
more.—Patrons claim picture nothing
like story and very much dissatisfied.

Very poor business two days.—G. Stras-
ser Sons, Emblem theatre. Buffalo, N.
Y.—Xeighborhood patronage.

A Blind Bargain, with Lon Chaney.

—

Another of the heavy, disagreeable type
of pictures that seem to have the call

for some unknown reason, for Lord only
knows the public does not call for them.
Great acting by Chaney in a character
part holds the interest tense. In justice

to producer, it is a very well put. acted
and directed story, but not the kind we
want.—Ben. L. Morris. Elk Grand the-
atre, Bellaire. Ohio.—General patronage.

When Romance Rides, with a special
cast.— Say, boys, here is a real one,
bought at program price and did twice
the business I did on any of the so-
called specials. This is a special be-
cause it specializes at the box office.

—

F. J. O'Hara, Community theatre, Elgin,
Xeb.—Xeighborhood patronage.

The Dust Flower, with Helene Chad-
wick.—Absolutely impossible story of a
lord marrying a slum girl whom he
meets on the brink of a river about to
jump in. Some liked it. however, so why
should we care? You can buy it and you
will get by O. K.—Geo. C. Starkey,
Opera House. Montour Falls. X. Y.

—

Small town patronage.

Wet Gold, with a special cast.—Paid
expenses with this in a steady downpour
of rain. Its drawing power must be good
to do this. Would pronounce it a good
program picture.—C. E. Hopkins. The
Hopkins theatre, Cotter. Ark. — Small
town patronage.

Remembrance, with a special cast.—

A

good picture. Clean in every respect and
it doesn't cost a fortune.—Carl Tohnson,
Pershing theatre. Floresville. Tex. —
Xeighborhood patronage.

Yellow Men and Gold, with a special
cast.—Fair program offering that did
not break any records.—Johnson Bros.,
Johnsonian theatre, Ripley. X. Y.—Small
town patronage.

Yellow Men and Gold, with a special
cast.—Not much to it. I think you will
be just as well off if you let it alone.
No drawing power.—F. J. O'Hara. Com-
munity theatre, Elgin, Neb.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Night Rose, with Lon Chanev.—

A

good six reel crook drama and a new
print.—Olen Reynolds, Pearl theatre,
Hymera, Ind.—Small town patronage.
His Back Against the Wall, with Ray-

mond Hatton.—A picture for all classes.
It consists of a bit oi Western and a bit
of society, then some comedy. Fine for
a weak night. No kicks corning on this
one. Print in good shape.—Rov L. Dow-

The Man Next Door
by EMERSON HOUGH

Author of

"The Covered Wagon," "North of 36," Etc,
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ling, Ozark Theatre Co., Ozark, Ala.

—

General patronage.

Guile of Women, with Will Rogers.

—

Quite good.—A. C. Betts, Powers theatre,

Red Creek, N. Y.—Small town patron-

age.

From the Ground Up, with Tom
Moore.—Another Goldwyn lemon. Many
walkouts.—H. E. Holben, Olympic the-

atre, Lenox, Iowa.*—General patronage.

The Strange Boarder, with Will Rog-
ers.—Old, and compared to recent plays

it might as well have come from King
Tut's tomb. It surely was the real old

type movie, depicting life as she "ain't"

with blood, thunder and sudden death,

to say nothing of the seamy side of tin-

big city. Too strong for children. Will
Rogers is homely as ever. Irene Rich is

appealing. Interesting only in showing
the great advance made in better pictures

since a mere three years ago. Yea, ver-

ily, pictures are getting better. Directors
are learning.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre,

Salmon, Idaho.—General patronage.

Snowblind, with a special cast.—A very
satisfactory program picture. Drew well
in spite of bad weather and had many
favorable comments. — W. L. Douglas,
Strand theatre, Newman Grove, Neb.

—

Small town patronage.

Godless Men, with a special cast.

—

Reels rotten. Lay off.—J. J. Enloe, Y. M.
C. A. theatre, Community theatre, Hit-
chins, Ky.—General patronage.

The Glorious Fool, with Helene Chad-
wick.—Didn't see this one myself but
had a lot of good comments on it.—S. G.
Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan.

—

Small town patronage.

Help Yourself, with Madge Kennedy.
—Wish I had paid and shelved this.

Nothing to it whatever. Did not please

any of the 49 present. — A. C. Betts,

Powers theatre. Red Creek, N. Y.—Small
town patronage.

Roads of Destiny, with Pauline Freder-
ick.— CJood only to those who have read
or can follow a plot. Most of my patrons
missed it.—J. J. Enloe, Y. M. C. A. the-
atre, Hitchins, Ky.—General patronage.

The Old Nest, with a special cast.—

A

very beautiful picture that drew fairly

well. Nothing big. Not as good a> Over
the Hill in my estimation. You can buy
it right, now. Play it.— F. J. O'Hara,
Community theatre, Elgin, Neb.—Neigh-
borhood patronage..

The Old Nest, with a special cast.—

A

box office attraction from all points. Pa-
trons well pleased. — Jenks & Terrill,

Palton Opera House. Dalton, Wis. —
Neighborhood patronage.

The Gay Lord Quex, with Tom Moore.
—Very good.—A. C. Betts, Powers the-
atre, Red Creek, N. Y.—Small town pat-
ronage.

The North Wind's Malice, with a spe-
cial cast.—Drawing power must have
been excellent, for it brought out a fair

crowd on Saturday night after everybody
in town had been to exercises connected
with the close of school every night dur-
ing the week. Scenery is magnificent
and the print sent us was in good con-
dition, so we were pleased with the show.
— C. E. Hopkins, The Hopkins theatre,

Cotter, Ark.—Small town patronage.

Watch Your Step, with Cullen Landis.
—An excellent comedy-drama. Drew fine

crowd and gave excellent satisfaction.

—

H. E. Holfjcn. Olympic theatre, Lenox,
Iowa.—General patronage.

Watch Your Step, with Cullen Landis.
—A dandy litte comedy. Ran it with
Round '-' "i The Leather Pushers and

didn't get many customers. — Johnson
Bros., Johnsonian theatre. Ripley, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

Hodkinson
Slim Shoulders, with Irene Castle.—

A

good program picture.—Bert Silver, Sil-

ver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

—

General patronage.

The Silent Barrier, with a special cast.—Pretty good picture and pleased most
every one. Film in very good shape.—G.
F. Rediskc. Star theatre, Ryegate, Mont.
—Small town patronage.

Keeping Up With Lizzie, with Enid
Bennett.—A very good picture, but no
one cared to try to keep up with her here,
so I lost more than I "cashed in" at the
box office.—Hugh G. Martin, American
theatre, Columbus, Ga.—Transient pat-
ronage.

Cameron of the Royal Mounted, and
The Mysterious Rider.—These drew well
and pleased, but received poor prints,
which spoiled the entertainment.—A. C.
Betts, Powers theatre, Red Creek, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

God's Crucible, with a special cast.—

'

Fair program picture. Several favorable
comments.—J. C. McKee, Electric the-
atre, Bolivar, Mo.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

East Lynne, with Mabel Ballin.—Fair
picture, but don't think the director ever
read the book—Bert Silver. Silver Fam-
ily theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General
patronage.

Lichtman-Preferred
Shadows, with Lon Chancy.—A very

good picture. Patrons well pleased. Very
poor business.—G. Strasser Sons, Em-
blem theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Rich Men's Wives, with House Peters. »—Well liked by all. Print was in bad
shape Otherwise very pleasing. The
colored titles help it out.—Jack Tiller,
Temple theatre, McCook, Neb.—General
patronage.

Rich Men's Wives, with House Peters.—Two days to a fair business. A good
one in seven small reels.—Olen Reynolds,
Pearl theatre, Hymera, Ind.—Small town
patronage.

Rich Men's Wives, with House Peters.—Better business and more favorable
comments than any production run re-
cently. I thought this probably too
classy for the town, but it certainly^made
good here. I consider it exceptional.

—

J.
C. McKee, Electric theatre, Bolivar, Mo.—Neighborhood patronage.

Metro
Trailing African Wild Animals, a Martin

Johnson production.—Got mixed up in-
nocently in the Metro-Universal feud.
After starting my advertising Universal
decided to play their animal picture day
and date at their own house. Both houses
suffered accordingly, though neither lost

any money. Both pictures are good and
either one would have cleaned up. Ad-
vertising, newspapers, billboards, win-
dow cards, one sheets and 5,000 heralds.—Frank L. Browne. Liberty theatre,
Long Beach, Cal.—General patronage.

Hearts Aflame, with a special cast.—As
fine a picture as we want to see. Noth-
ing can be said of this picture that it

will not stand. Pleased every one who
saw it. Some saw it the second day.
That's going some. Just a bit too long.

—Roy L. Dowling, Ozark Theatre Co.,

Ozark. Ala.—General patronage.

All the Brothers Were Valiant, with
Lon Chaney.—Great. The best sea story

we have ever run. This picture will

E. K. LINCOLN
in

"THE

RIGHT™ STRONGEST
A Great Picture with

A Great Cast including

George Seigman / \ Helen Ferguson

Tom Santschi / *W & \ June Elvidge

Tully Marshall \ / Niles Welch

Robert Milash \ ' ^Mfc / Winter Hall

Zenith Pictures Corp'n 110 W. 40th St., N. Y. C.
Telephone, Pennsylvania 3649
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Reports from the

LIBERTY THEATRE
FRANKLIN. KY.

Name of picture

Star Exc.

Remarks.

REPRODUCTION of printed form evolved by M. K. Harris, Liberty theatre, Frank-
lin, Ky., for reporting to "What the Picture Did for Me."

please any kind of audience.—C. Mal-
phrus, Dreamland theatre, High Springs,

Fla.—Small town patronage.

June Madness, with Viola Dana.—

A

six reel show full of pep and ginger.

Played with Semon The Suitor and Fox
News to a good bunch.—Olen Reynolds,
Pearl theatre, Hymera, Ind.—Small town
patronage.

June Madness, with Viola Dana.—All

we have to say on this one is book it and
advertise it. It will stand the advertising.

It's a humdinger. Enough said.—Roy L.

Dowling, Ozark Theatre Co., Ozark, Ala.

—General patronage.

They Like 'Em Rough, with Viola
Dana.—Good. Well liked. Fair attend-

ance. (I am thinking of trying this cave
man stuff. I can't seem to get one any
other way.)—F. J. O'Hara, Community-
theatre, Elgin, Neb.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

Broadway Rose, with Mae Murray.

—

Mae Murray is a wizard and to me this

one is the biggest thing she has ever
done. The improvement and strides she
makes in each successive offering is

amazing to say the least. Broadway Rose
is a showman's picture and an audience
show. Details and production so very
big it is hard to express oneself in a big
enough way to do the subject justice. The
selection of the cast has been perfect.

—

W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre, Winches-
ter, Ind.—General patronage.

The Five Dollar Baby, Seeing^ Believ-
ing, and June Madness, with Viola Dana.
—Very good. She is a fine drawing card
here and always pleases all classes.—W.
H. Harman. Strand theatre, Kingsport,
Tenn.—General patronage.

The Prisoner of Zenda, a Rex Ingram
production.—This is a very, very good
picture, which did a terrible flop here:
but pleased all those who saw it. I paid
$35 and it is worth about $10 in small
towns. I would like some one to tell me
how Metro gets by, considering the
prices they ask for their product. I

guess it is because we haven't got men-
tal influence enough to say no. but from
now on I am going to pay just what I

can afford to pay and no more and if

they don't want to sell at reasonable price
they can keep their old film, as I am get-
ting tired of paying this high rental for
something that isn't worth it in small
towns.—G. G. May, Isis theatre, Kanopo-
lis, Kan.—Small town patronage.

Turn to the Right, a Rex Ingram pro-
duction.—A very good picture.—Tensas
Amuse. Co., Blackman theatre, St. Jo-
seph, La.—Small town patronage.

Turn to the Right, a Rex Ingram pro-
duction.—You know you have pleased
them all when you show one like this.

There's a good lesson. It holds interest
all the way through. A good horse race
in it. Play it and you won't be sorry.

—

David Hess. Iris theatre, Monte Vista.
Colo.—General patronage.

Youth to Youth, with Billie Dove.—

A

nice little picture with a nice little star,

but I don't think Metro knew what they
were talking about when they told me this
was a special. If you buy it buy it as a

program offering, otherwise leave it alone.
—G. G. May, Isis theatre, Kanopolis.
Kan.—Small town patronage.

Polly With a Past, with Ina Claire.

—

Good for that tired feeling. It restored,
for an evening at least, all the joy the
reformers have taken out of life. We ran

, this on our best night, Sunday, and
pleased a high class audience. Story
extra fine; beautiful scenes, clever acting.
Book it and have a good enjoyable eve-

ning yourself.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre,

Salmon, Idaho.—General patronage.

The Hunch, with Gareth Hughes.

—

Just a fair program picture and will get

by.—Geo. C. Starkey, Opera House,
Montour Falls, N. Y.—Small town pat-

ronage.

Camille, with Nazimova.—Not a small
town picture. Small attendance. Pleased
perhaps 40 per cent. Lost money.—J. C.
McKee, Electric theatre, Bolivar, Mo.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Conquering Power, with a special
cast.—Did not get to see picture. Spent
all our time splicing films and saying
things which would not sound well in

church. Did not get rental in two days.
— F. J. O'Hara, Community theatre, El-
gin, Neb.—Neighborhood patronage.

Paramount
The Trail of the Lonesome Pine, with

a special cast.—Sweet music. Not only
the singing of the ticket machine, but the
clinking of the chains. Remember how it

snowed on May 9? Well. "Lonesome
Pine" cabined 'em out in the snow.
"Lonesome Pine" means "cheerful ex-
hibitor"; not only because it made money
for me, for it's a picture. Wonderful
scenes and plenty of real red blooded
Kentuckians. Minter never filled another
role half so well, and Torrence and
Moreno could not be beaten. Never had
so many compliments on a picture before.

Even pleased those who had seen it in

the ten-twenty-thirty day and those who
had read the book for forty times and
remembered the other picture made in the

40's. Most satisfied audience I've seen

since "Heck Was a Yearlin.' " If some
of the other companies had this baby it

would be a triple, double, double, super

super special extraordinary. De Luxe.
Three great big days at ten and thirty

cents. Don't forget to have a 75c pine

tree in your lobby and appropriate music.

—George Rea, The Colonial theatre,

Washington C. H., Ohio.—General pat-

ronage.

Anna Ascends, with Alice Brady.—

I

couldn't ask for a better program pic-
ture. Lots of nice compliments. A good
matinee helped the night crowd. Film in
good condition. Cost $10. Town of 4,000.

Farming community.—W. E. Elkin, Tem-
ple Theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Snow Bride, with Alice Brady.

—

Fine for Alice. Good snow stuff. Would
help out on a hot night. Another one
night program picture of Paramount's
which pleased 90 per cent.—Jack Tiller,

Temple theatre, McCook, Nebr.—General
patronage.

Mr. Billings Spends His Dime, with
Walter Hiers.—Poor title. Entertaining.
Star will never take the place vacated by
Wallace Reid. Business only average.

—

Chas. H. Ryan, Garfield theatre, Chicago.
111.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Glimpses of the Moon, with Bebe
Daniels.—Every one who saw it seemed
to like it.—O. W. Lambert. Orpheum
theatre, Roundup, Mont.—General patron-

age.

Missing Millions, with Alice Brady.

—

A crook story that is hard to beat.

Pleased my patrons 100 per cent. Should
be classed as a special. The pictu.e is

there. Attendance fair. Advertising:

lobby and six sheets.—A. Mitchell, Dixie

theatre, Russellville, Ky.—Small town
patronage.

Racing Hearts, with Agnes Ayres.—

A

dramatic novelty with a good auto race.

Pleased everyone. Good attendance.—E.

W. Werner. Warwick theatre, Kansas
City, Mo.

Racing Hearts, with Agnes Ayres.

—

Have shown eleven of the thirty-nine and
this is one of the two out of the eleven

that pleased. Bought it as a program.
Played and advertised as such and pleased

90 per cent.—Jack Tiller, Temple theatre,

McCook, Nebr.—General patronage.

My American Wife, with Gloria Swan-
son.—Went over fine and made business.

—L. Jones, Star theatre, Malad City,

Idaho.—Neighborhood patronage.

Java Head, with a special cast. Elab-
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orate, artistic, a big production, but did

not please the majority. Just fair at-

tendance.—E. VV. Werner, Warwick the-

atre, Kansas City, Mo.

Java Head, with a special cast.—Pleased
about 50 per cent. Its only drawing
power here was the Paramount name,
which is meaning less these last six

months.—Jack Tiller, Temple theatre, Mc-
Cook, Nebr.—Genetal patronage.

Grumpy, with Theodore Roberts.— Is a

100 per cent attraction for any town.

—

O. W. Lambert, Orpheum theatre, Round-
up, Mont.—General patronage.

Grumpy, with Theodore Roberts.

—

Roberts does some good acting in this.

By no means a big special, but better

than the average run of pictures. Play
up his acting.—Russell Armentrout, K. P.

theatre, Pittsfield, 111.—General patron-

age.

Grumpy, with Theodore Roberts.— Real,

very real entertainment. Theodore minus
both Cookie Duster and cigar, but he

can act and he is one great lovable

grouchy "Grumpy" with the heart of gold.

And the man who dubbed him the "Grand
Old Man of the Screen" knew his stuff.

In his line he stands all alone, without
an equal. And so does Grumpy stand

out as a mystery romance all alone with-

out an equal. It is without a question

"The Grand Old Man's" masterpiece.

Nothing but compliments. Many said

better than even The Old Homestead.
Four days to great business at ten and
forty cents.—George Rea. The Colonial

theatre. Washington C. H., Ohio.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Making a Man, with Jack Holt.—An
exceptionally good comedy drama with
a serious moral. Some good laughs and
altogether pleased 90 per cent of the

audience. Good attendance.—E. W. Wer-
ner, Warwick theatre, Kansas City, Mo.

Beyond, with Ethel Clayton.—A rather
poor program picture. Not enough plot

and story.—Eldon Holt, Auditorium thea-

tre, Elmwood, Wis.—Small town patron-

age.

The Dictator, with Wallace Reid.

—

They certainly liked this one. The best

Reid picture we have ever shown. It

seems they like him more since he died.
Film in good condition. Cost $15.00.
Town of 4,000. Farming community.

—

W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre, Aberdeen,
Miss.—Neighborhood patronage.

Bella Donna, witli Pola Negri.—Classed
by Paramount as one of their best, by
me and my patrons as a display of pas-
sion which should go back to Germany
for smoothing out. as they handled Pola
much better than Hollywood did.—Jack
Tiller, Temple theatre, McCook, Nebr.

—

General patronage.

The White Flower, with Betty Comp-
son.—Exceptionally good picture. Ought
to go good any place.—L. Jones, Star
theatre, Malad City, Idaho.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Dark Secrets, with Dorothy Dalton.

—

The only way you can keep the people
from walking out on this is to lock your
doors. This is worst yet. When will

producers learn that the people do not
want to see pictures in India or Egypt?

—

Russel Armentrout, K. P. theatre, Pitts-

field, 111.—Gentral patronage.

Dark Secrets, with Dorothy Dalton.

—

No comments, no kicks, no business.—L.
Jones, Star theatre, Malad City, Idaho.

—

General patronage.

Adam and Eva, with Marion Davies.

—

A very good and clever show. Sub-titles
especially clever. Would please most any
kind of an audience.—David Hess. Prin-
cess theatre, Del Norte. Colo.—General
patronage.

Adam and Eva, with Marion Davies.

—

Hot Diggity Dawg! A gem of a comedy-
drama. Great story with just the proper
amount of comedy. Did you ever see
"Happy Jack" (T. Roy Barnes) in a poor
picture'' Neither have I. Sends 'em out
laughing. Has a great big happy laugh-
ing ending. If this one doesn't go over
like a house afire make a personal in-

vestigation tour of everything. Made a
nice stack of the long green fellows in

three days of dandy business at ten and
thirty cents. Hot Diggity Dawg!

—

George Rea, The Colonial theatre, Wash-
ington Court House, Ohio.—General pat-

ronage.

Adam and Eva, with Marion Davies.

—

As a program picture very pleasing. Cos-

tumes, settings, etc.. lavish indeed —Jack
Tiller, Temple theatre, McCook, Nebr.

—

General patronage.

A Bachelor Daddy, with Thomas
Meighan.—Every one in the theatre in
smiles. Do you, brother exhibitor, like

to meet them as they go out with nearly
every one (and we had a full house) tell-

ing you how they liked your picture, eh?
Well, then show them this one and get
a good print. Smile again.—G. R. Wil-
liams, Avon theatre, Cincinnatus, N. Y.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

A Bachelor Daddy, with Thomas
Meighan.—Made a big hit with every one.
Good clean picture.—B. A. Aughinbaugh,
Community theatre. Lewistown. Ohio.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Is Matrimony a Failure?, with a spe-
cial cast.—This is a real comedy, but
print was rotten. We are unable to get
a good print on but few Paramount
shows.—Olen Reynolds, Pearl theatre,
Ilymera, Ind.—Small town patronage.

When Knighthood Was In Flower,
with Marion Davies.—No picture for
small town. People don't seem to care
for this ancient stuff. When they come
to an entertainment they don't want to
study ancient history.—Eldon Holt, Au-
ditorium theatre. Elmwood. Wis.—Small
town patronage.

When Knighthood Was In Flower,
with Marion Davies.—A fine picture, but
did not draw crowds, and though much
money has been spent on it it seems to
lack the story that a box office needs for
big prices.—Chas. Lee Hyde. Grand thea-
tre, Pierre, S. Dak.—Small town patron-
age.

When Knighthood Was In Flower,
with Marion Davies.—It came, it was
seen, it captivated. I won't say to pawn
your watch and get it. but it is worth
the top price you nay for your best %

specials, no more. We paid the same
for it that we did for Grandma's Boy but
lacked $11 of taking in as much as we
did on the former picture. Wc also
put more advertising behind "Knight-
hood." I am very well satisfied with what
it did for me, but if you don't think it

will go over in your town don't play it.

But if you ever put over a costume pic-

ture you certainly ought to put over this

one. because it is the best costume pic-

ture I've ever seen. We tied «p with our
florist and had a beautiful window which
helped very much.—A. N*. Miles. Emi-
nence theatre, Eminence. Ky.—General
patronage.

The Young Rajah, with Rodolph Val-
entino.—Picture better than expected
from criticisms seen. In fact, some real

good acting done.—Tensas Amuse. Co.,

Rlackman theatre, St. Joseph. La.—Small
town patronage.

The Man Unconquerable, with Jack
Holt.—Splendid. Pleased a nice attend-
ance in spite of strong opposition. Holt
seems to be gaining popularity. Film in

good condition. Cost $12.50. Town of

4,000. Farming community.—W. E. El-

kin. Temple theatre, Aberdeen. Miss.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Manslaughter, a Cecil B. De Mille pro-

duction.—An excellent production. Fine
settings and capable work by the princi-

pals. However, ten reels entirely too

long for any feature. Seven reels should
be the maximum.—Henry W. Gauding,
Lincoln theatre. Pittsburgh. Pa.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Manslaughter, a Cecil B. De Mille pro-

duction.—A wonderful picture. Very very

good. Film in fair condition.—L. V.

Peldman. Orpheum theatre. Pipestone,
Minn.—General patronage.

Just Around the Corner, a C«smopoli-

Replica of Vienna's pleasure park, the Prater, built at Universal City for "The Merry-
Go-Round." Norman Kerry and Mary Philbin are in the* foreground.
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tan production.—A very good story in a
nice picture that will please at regular
admission prices.—Chas. Lee Hyde, Grand
theatre, Pierre, S. Dak.—Small town
patronage.

The Face in the Fog, with Lionel
Barrymore.—A crook drama that is hard
to beat. Pleased a big crowd. It will go
over as a special. Grab it. Attendance
good. AH classes.—A. Mitchell, Dixie
theatre. Russellville, Ky.—Small town
patronage.

The Pride of Palomar, a Cosmopolitan
production.—This is a remarkably good
picture. Has a variety of stuff in it.

Pleased 100 per cent, and when I say 100
per cent it must be a good one.—M. J.
Babin, Fairyland theatre, White Castle,
La.—General patronage.

The Old Homestead, with Theodore
Roberts.—Went over nicely. Roberts al-
ways good. The storm scene certainly is

"there."—Henry W. Gauding, Lincoln
theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Old Homestead, with Theodore
Roberts.—Best picture for small town I

have been able to get in some time. We
just about cleared, owing to bad weather.
Certainly a good picture.—G. R. Williams.
Avon theatre, Cincinnatus, N. Y.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Boomerang Bill, with Lionel Barry-
more.—A good picture. Nothing to raise
admissions on, but well acted and directed.
Interesting story.—Chas. Lee Hyde.
Grand theatre, Pierre, S. Dak.—Small
town patronage.

The Siren Call, with Dorothy Dalton.

—

Above the average. It seemed to please
them all. Heard no complaints. Beauti-
ful scenery. Attendance good. Advertis-
ing lobby and six sheets.— A. Mitchell,
Dixie theatre, Russellville, Ky.—Small
town patronage.

The Good Provider, a Cosmopolitan
production. — A dandy good picture, but
price too high.—Tensas Amuse. Co.,
Blackman theatre, St. Joseph, La.—Small
town patronage.

Burning Sands, with Milton Sills.—

A

good picture and seemed to please the
majority. Not as good as The Sheik, but
will go where The Sheik was liked. By
all means get the twenty-four sheet if

you play it. Film in good condition. Cost
$30 two days. Town 4,000. Farming
community.—W. E. Elkin, Temple the-
atre, Aberdeen. Miss.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

Enchantment, with Marion Davies.—

I

guess this must have been on Broadway
for six months because it is a good pic-
ture. Our receipts $10.80, tax included.
Poor business on account of one of the
hardest rains I ever saw between seven
and eight o'clock.—H. G. Stettmund, Jr..

Odeon theatre. Chandler, Okla.—General
patronage.

While Satan Sleeps, with Jack Holt.

—

This one went over big as a special and
pleased. Attendance good. Advertising:
lobby and six sheets.—A. Mitchell, Dixie
theatre. Russellville, Ky.—Small town pat-
ronage.

The Ghost Breaker, with Wallace Reid.
—A picture that will go over good any
time, and in live reels.—Tensas Amuse.
Co., Blackman theatre, St. Joseph, La.

—

Small town patronage.

The Ordeal, with Agnes Ayres.—My
patrons liked this and told me so. No
puller, however.—S. G. Ihde. Photoplay
theatre. Ashland. Kans.—Small town pat-
.ronage.

The Top of New York, with May Mc-
Avoy.—While this got by, it is nothing to
rave over.—Henry W. Gauding, Lincoln

Lige Conley, Mack Swain, Billy Arm-
strong and Ruth Heath in the Edu-
cational-Mermaid comedy "This Way
Out."

theatre, Pittsburgh. Pa.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Man Who Saw Tomorrow, with
Thomas Meighan.—We consider this a
very good program picture. — Tensas
Amuse. Co.. Blackman theatre, St. Joseph.
La.—Small town patronage.

Our Leading Citizen, with Thomas
Meighan.—Very pleasing to a fair crowd.

—Johnson Bros., Johnsonian theatre, Rip-
ley, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

Blood and Sand, with Rodolph Valen-
tino.—A good story excellently staged.
Fine work by all the principals. How-
ever, our patrons are not partial to tales

of Spain as a general proposition. Plenty
of good bull in this production—real bull,

an' bull fightin' galore. Story carries a
splendid moral.—Henry W. Gauding, Lin-
coln theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Cowboy and the Lady, with a spe-
cial cast.—Terrible. Below average pro-
gram picture. Did not please. Film in

fair condition.—L. V. Feldman, Orpheum
theatre. Pipestone, Minn.—General pat-
ronage.

The Law and the Woman, with Betty
Compson.—A good picture, but it doesn't
seem to draw. Betty Compson never has
meant crowds for me.—Chas. Lee Hyde.
Grand theatre, Pierre, S. Dak.—Small
town patronage.

Across the Continent, with Wallace
Reid.—After playing Excuse My Dust
this picture is N. G., as they are so simi-

lar. It will please your people, however,
as it is exciting.—Geo. C. Starkey. Opera
House, Montour Falls, N. Y.—Small town
patronage.

If You Believe It, It's So, with Thomas
Meighan.—Good picture, but no special.

Pleased the majority. Film in only fair

condition.—L. V. Feldman. Orpheum the-

atre, Pipestone, Minn.—General patron-
age.

Over the Border, with a special cast.

—

If you want an extra fine Northwest
mounted police drama, book this and if

you ever raise prices on a Curwood you
can on this'. It's a dandy. The play is

adapted from Sir Gilbert Parker's "She
of the Triple Chevron." The stars are
Betty Compson and Tom Moore. Direc-
tor Penrhyn Stanlaws, the artist. Though
a moonshine smuggling yarn it is a fine

one with splendid acting and beautiful
scenery. There is nothing cheap about
this. It is a logical interesting out of
door drama done in a finished manner. It

pleased immensely. Seven reels.—Philip
Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Held by the Enemy, with a special cast.

—Pulled a crowd and pleased. Photog-
raphy very good and just enough action
to please the wild ones.—Chas. W. Lewis,
I. O. O. F. theatre, Grand Gorge, N. Y.
—Small town patronage.

The Great Impersonation, with James
Kirkwood.—Opinion was somewhat di-

vided on this, but the majority seemed to
like it. The plot is very deep.—Eldon
Holt, Auditorium theatre, Elmwood. Wis.
—Small town patronage.

The Great Impersonation, with James
Kirkwood.—Am glad that adjective is in

the title as that is all that's great about
this one. Rotten business and mediocre
picture.—H. G. Stettmund, Jr., Odeon
theatre. Chandler, Okla.—General patron-
age.

The Jail Bird, with Douglas MacLean.
—Old picture, but fair. Did not draw.
I cannot get them out to see a Paramount
picture. Their advertising paper doesn't
mean anything. Just junk.—F. J. O'Hara,
Community theatre, Elgin, Nebr.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Affairs of Anatol, a Cecil B. De-
Mille production.—A movie "milky way"
and an entertaining picture. If you ad-
vertise it as a society comedy drama and
don't raise the admission price it will

please.—Chas. Lee Hyde. Grand theatre,
Pierre. S. Dak.—Small town patronage.
Ladies Must Live, with Betty Comp-

son.—One of best program pictures we
ever played. Pleased all.—Bert Silver.

Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

—

General patronage.

Deep Waters, with a special cast.—This
possibly was a good picture when it was
first released. Well, we should have re-
spect for old age, though it be a picture.

Prints good. Made no money.— F. J. O'-
Hara. Community theatre, Elgin, Nebr.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Spanish Jade, with Tavid Powell.
—A good picture, but star nor story does
not draw.—Chas. Lee Hyde, Grand the-
atre, Pierre, S. Dak.—Small town patron-
age.

The Spanish Jade, with David Powell.
—A very fair little program picture.

—

Tensas Amuse. Co., Blackman theatre,

St. Joseph, La.—Small town patronage.

The Bait, with a special cast.—No good
as a picture or at the box office.—F. J.
O'Hara, Community theatre, Elgin, Nebr.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Above All Law, with Mia May.—Note
that several exhibitors turned ''thumbs
down" on this one. Was as good as most
program pictures. Work of players good
except possibly the star, who appeared to
be miscast.—Henry W. Gauding. Lincoln
theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.—Neighborhood
patronage.

After the Show, with Lila Lee and Jack
Holt.—This show is no good for a small
town. Neither of the actors draw here
and there is not any story to the picture.
—Eldon Holt. Auditorium theatre, Elm-
wood, Wis.—Small town patronage.

The Cradle of Courage, with William S
Hart.—Not a very good Hart picture, but
it drew well for Saturday night. Folks
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didn't care for him as a New York police-

man. They want him to stay out West.

—

A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre. Eminence,
Ky.—General patronage.

The Great Moment, with Gloria Swan-
son.—A good picture. My patrons liked

it.—John Esterl, Rex theatre, Park Falls,

Wis.—Small town patronage.

The Miracle Man, with a special cast.

—

This is one of the big pictures that can
come back. Certainly worth showing
again. Pick it for a Sunday night and
you will have a better sermon than any
church in tow^n and one that people will

be interested in.—Chas. Lee Hyde, Grand
theatre, Pierre, S. Dak.—Small town pat-

ronage.

Pathe
Dr. Jack, with Harold Lloyd.—You all

know what Lloyd's pictures are. This one
comes up to standard. They nearly took
the roof off. Some came second time
to see it.—David Hess, Iris theatre, Monte
Vista, Colo.—General patronage.

Safety Last, with Harold Lloyd.—Don't
hesitate. Buy it if you can get it right,

and right will be as much as any of the

specials have cost you.—Jack Tiller.

Temple theatre, McCook, Nebr.—General
patronage.

Nanook of the North, with a special

cast.—Very poor entertainment and pa-

trons sure told me so. Would advise any
exhibitor to lay off of this one. It was
a big disappointment for us. Can't un-
derstand why some praise this picture.

—

E. L. Graef, Opera House, Hortonville,
Wis.—Small town patronage.

The Money Maniac, with a special cast.

—Very good.—A. C. Betts, Powers the-

atre. Red Creek, N. Y.—Small town pat-

ronage.

The Sage Hen, with Gladys Brockwcll
—Very well liked. They like a good
Western here and this took well.—E. L.
Graef, Opera House, Hortonville, Wis.
—Small town patronage.

Help Wanted, Male, with Blanche
Sweet.—Did not see personally, but some
said good.—A. C. Betts, Powers theatre.

LLOYD HAMILTON in his latest Edu-
cational comedy, "F. O. B.," a review of
which appeared recently.

Red Creek, N. Y.—Small town patron-
age.

The Power Within, with a special cast.—A picture in the same class a9 The
Inside of the Cup. It's extra good.—S.

G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland,
Kans.—Small town patronage.

Felix O'Day, with H. B. Warner.—

A

very good production. Did not draw, but
pleased.—A. C. Betts, Powers theatre,
Red Creek, N. Y.—Small town patron-
age.

Without Benefit of Clergy, with a spe-
cial cast.—Although it did not have a
happy ending, this is a great picture. The
acting is great and the photography fine.

—R. Ross Riley, Wigwam theatre, Ober-
lin, Kans.—General patronage.

The Empire of Diamonds, with a spe-
•cial cast.—This one pleased very much.

—

A. C. Betts, Powers theatre, Red Creek,
N. Y.—Small town patronage.

The Heart Line, with a special cast.

—

Just fair. Did not please.—A. C. Betts,

Powers theatre. Red Creek. N. Y.—Small
town patronage.

Realart

The Speed Girl, with Bebe Daniels.—
Bebe sure speeds them up in this one.

It's a good program picture.—C. H. Simp-
son, Princess theatre, Millen, Ga.

—

General patronage.

Too Much Wife, with Wanda Hawley.
—Very good program picture. Played to

a fair business.—J. C. McK.ee, Electric

theatre. Bolivar, Mo.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

A Virginia Courtship, with May Mc-
Avoy.—An old one, but worth running on
ordinary program night.—S. G. Ihde.

Photoplay theatre, Ashland. Kans.—Small
town patronage.

Selznick

One Week of Love, with Elaine Ham-
merstein.—You should have seen the men
flock in to see this one. But nobody
seemed disappointed when they found out
that it was a clean picture, and they all

told their friends, who also told their

friends, that it was a mighty good enter-

tainment.—Guy D. Haselton, Rialto the-

atre. Missoula, Mont.—General patronage.

One Week of Love, with Elaine Ham-
merstein.—A very satisfactory picture to

those who came, but the box office re-

ceipts were exceedingly disappointing. In
my opinion the picture is exceptionally

poor.—W. J. Powell, Lonet theatre, Well-
ington, Ohio.—Small town patronage.

One Week of Love, with Elaine Ham-
merstein.—A well produced picture and
one on which we received many compli-
ments.—P. R. Matson. Crystal theatre,

Flandreau, S. D.—General patronage.

Pawned, with Tom Moore.—Good pro-
gram picture, two days. Good business
first day. Rotten business second day.

—

G. Strasser Sons, Emblem theatre. Buf-
falo, N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

Why Announce Your Marriage? with
Elaine Hammerstein.—A fair picture and
above the average of program pictures.

—

Chas. Lee Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre,

S. Dak.—Small town patronage.

The Referee, with Conway Tearle.

—

Very good program picture. Good les-

son for crooked referees. Good business.

—G. Strasser Sons, Emblem theatre, Buf-
falo, N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

Outside the Door, with Edith Hallor.

—Very ordinary program picture. Will
not draw.—C. D. Stewart, Navajoland
theatre, Las Cruces, N. Mex.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Channing of the Northwest, with Eu-
gene O'Brien.—Just a very poor N. W.
M. P. picture. Patrons would not stay
for finish. Poor business.—G Strasser

Raymond McKee and Kathlene Martyn
appearing in C. C. Burr's All-Star
comedies which are issued by Hodkin-
son.

Sons, Emblem theatre. Buffalo, N. Y.

—

Neighborhood patronage.
I

Mr. Leffingwell's Boots, with Constance
Talmadge.—Patrons did not care for this

one. Fair business.—G. Strasser Sons,
Emblem theatre, Buffalo. N. Y.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Universal
Fools and Riches, with Herbert Raw-

linson.—Old theme of rich man's son I

brought to his senses and reformed, but
|

convincingly done and clean cut in every
way. Tully Marshall as the dad and a
new girl to us, Kathleen Perry, do good
work also.—P. G. Estee, Fad theatre,
Brookings, S. D.—Neighborhood patron-
age,

j

Driven, with a special cast.—This is the
worst I have had on my screen for a long
time. Stay off of this stuff. Moonshine,
killing, raggy people, stuffy looking cos-
tumes, doesn't go here. Patrons walked
out asking me where I got such rotten
stuff.—M. J. Babin. Fairyland theatre,

White Castle, La.—General patronage.

Trimmed in Scarlet, with a special cast.

—An excellent feature. Patrons passed
many comments on this one. Photog-
raphy clear. Also a new print.—H. E.
Holben, Olympic theatre, Lenox, Iowa.

—

General patronage.

The Love Letter, with Gladys Walton.
—The best Walton that I have used, and
really think that they will soon look for-

ward to seeing one of this little girl's pic-

tures here if they continue to put her in

pictures that have some story as well as

scenery. Fair attendance.—Hugh G. Mar-
tin, American theatre, Columbus, Ga.

—

Transient patronage.

Gossip, with Gladys Walton.—Rather
entertaining program picture.—Henry W.
Gauding, Lincoln theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.

—Neighborhood patronage.

The Prisoner, with Herbert Rawlin-
son.—Good adaptation of George Barr

McCutcheon's novel "Castle Craneycrow."
—P. G. Estee. Fad theatre. Brookings. S. •

D.—Neighborhood patronage.

Dead Game, with Hoot Gibson.—Not
up to Hoot's average. No real action at
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all. Pleased only Gibson's most ardent
admirers. However, we have no kick as

his last one, The Gentleman from Amer-
ica, makes up for the lack of action in

this one.—Hugh G. Martin, American the-

atre, Columbus, Ga.—Transient patron-

age.

Single Handed, with Hoot Gibson.—Not
up to the usual Gibson standard. Will
appeal to the kids-an' that's about all.

—

Henry W. Gauding, Lincoln theatre,

Pittsburgh, Pa.—Neighborhood patronage.

The First Degree, with Frank Mayo.

—

Good. Book the Mayo pictures, as they

are all good.—J. W. Andresen, Rialto the-

atre, Cozad, Neb.—Neighborhood patron-

age.

The First Degree, with Frank Mayo.

—

Rather heavy story, but well acted. In-

terest holding even for an excitement

seeking Saturday audience.—P. E. Estee,

Fad theatre. Brookings, S. D.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Flame of Life, with Priscilla Dean.

—Favorable comment on this. Dean and
Wallace Beery were excellent. Holds
interest throughout. Daylight saving ap-

peared to cut down attendance, particu-

larly second night.—Henry W. Gauding,

Lincoln theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Ghost Patrol, with a special cast.

—A nice little picture which went over

in good shape. Film in only fair condi-

tion.—L. V. Feldman, Orpheum theatre,

Pipestone, Minn.—General patronage.

The Midnight Guest, with a special

cast.— Important story. Program pic-

ture, that's all.—Henry W. Gauding. Lin-

coln theatre. Pittsburgh, Pa.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Flirt, with a special cast.— More
complimentary remarks on this picture

than any production shown during the

past two months. Easy to exploit and

will please all who attend.—W. J. Pow-
ell, Lonet theatre, Wellington, Ohio.

—

Small town patronage.

The Flirt, with a special cast.—Poor
picture. Draggy. Patrons would not

stav for finish. Fair business first day;

died second dav.—G. Strasser Sons, Em-
blem theatre. Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Kentucky Derby, with Reginald

Denny.—Good story, good work. Will

please at regular admission. Don't think

my patrons w-ould have been as well sat-

isfied, anyway, had we gone above ten

and twenty-five cents.—P. G. Estee, Fad
theatre, Brookings, S\ D.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Jilt, with Matt Moore.—Just a fair

five reel program. Semon in The Bell

Hop was the whole show.—Olen Rey-
nolds. Pearl theatre, Hymera, Ind.

—

Small town patronage.

Top o' the Morning, with Gladys Wal-
ton.—A very pleasing little picture and
good for the price.—Chas. Lee Hyde,
Grand Theatre, Pierre, S. Dak.—Small
town patronage.

Kindled Courage, with Hoot Gibson.

—

Poorest Hoot Gibson we ever had.

Pleased should say about 50%. Film in

good condition.—L. V. Feldman. Or-
pheum theatre, Pipestone, Minn.—General
patronage.

One Wonderful Night, with Herbert
Rawlinson.—A good program picture

which drew good crowd out on "One
Wonderful Night."—G. G. May, Isis the-

atre, Kanopolis, Kan.—Small town pat-
ronage.

The Storm, with House Peters.—Very
good entertainment. Good attendance
and everybody pleased. Patrons pro-
nounced it a very fine picture.—E. L.

Graef, Opera House, Hortonville, Wis.

—

Small town patronage.

The Storm, with House Peters.—Yes,
that is what it was—a storm of empty
seats. Two nights to 89 adults and 15

children and fair weather at that. Pic-
ture was good at that. Did not draw.
Used local advertising, one 6, two 3s, ten
Is, 2 lobby sets, yet no good.—F. J. O'-
Hara, Community theatre, Elgin, Nebr.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Storm, with House Peters.—The
cast of characters in this picture very
good. Don't believe Universal could
have picked a better cast. Lots of action.

Pleased 100%.—Geo. \V. Froehlich. Grand
theatre, Jackson, Wis. — Neighborhood
patronage.

. The Storm, with House Peters.—Not
big enough for the price I paid. Was dis-

appointed, as I have run cheaper pictures

of this star and much better.—A. C. Betts,

Powers theatre, Red Creek. N. Y.—Small
tow-n patronage.

Under Two Flags, with Priscilla Dean.
—As 90% of exhibitors give this the

"Open Sesame," I suppose I should join

in or keep quiet. Fact is my patrons
thought it was average and I was greatly

disappointed. The story is there, but Uni-
versal failed to make the most of it. It's

actually slow until the last part when
there is good action. I wonder if Miss
Dean is just the star for "Cigarette" any-
way. The name will draw and good
music will help, but don't expect too
much. It's not a Sheik.—Philip Rand.
Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.—General
patronage.

The Loaded Door, with Hoot Gibson.

—A regular Gibson picture. They are

nearly all good.—Carl Johnson, Pershing
theatre, Floresville, Tex.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Lone Hand, with Hoot Gibson.

—

This is the .first of this star we have run.

but our patrons liked him. Lots of

laughs and every one went out with a

smile. Fine for Saturday night.—W. L.
Douglas. Strand theatre, Newman Grove,
Nebr.—Small town patronage.

The Lone Hand, with Hoot Gibson.

—

A good Western comedy-drama that got

more laughs than a celebrated Educational

comedy on the same bill. Pleased good
Saturday business.—H. G. Stettmund. Jr..

Odeon theatre. Chandler, Okla.—General
patronage.

The Lone Hand, with Hoot Gibson.

—

A very well liked Western.—Chas. Lee
Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre, S. Dak.

—

Small town patronage.

Red Courage, with Hoot Gibson.—The
worst Gibson that I have ever shown and

I have shown most all of his pictures.

—

Carl Johnson. Pershing theatre. Flores-
ville. Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Black Bag, with Herbert Rawlin-
son —A very good urogram picture.

Plenty of Mysterv. Rawlinson goes good
here.— F. J. O'Hara, Cnmmi.r.;»y theatre,
Elgin. Nebr.—Neighborhood patronage.

Trimmed, with Hoot Gibson.—Good
Western and packed them in on Sunday
even though this is a repeat picture and
had good business the first time shown.
Hoot gets the money for me and I don't
have to pay for a "super" either.—Hugh.
G. Martin, American theatre, Columbus,
Ga.—Transient patronage.

Step On It, with Hoot Gibson.—Very
good. Lots of laughs out of first reel.
Patrons Seem to like Hoot. Fine for Sat-
urday night.—W. L. Douglas, Strand the-
atre, Newman Grove, Nebr.—Small town
patronage.

The Right to Happiness, with Dorothy
Phillips.—This feature is old, but if you
can buy it at a program price you will
come out all right. This feature pleased
the old people, but not the young people.
Will not stand a raise in admission.—H.
E. Holben, Olympic theatre, Lenox, la.—
General patronage.

Outside the Law, with Priscilla Dean.—An old picture, but it got by Dean and
Chaney's acting very good.—Carl John-
son, Pershing theatre. Floresville, Tex.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Another Man's Shoes, with Herbert
Rawlinson.—A good picture. Films in

good condition.—John Esterl, Rex the-
atre. Park Falls, Wis.—Small town pat-
ronage.

Wolf Law, with Frank Mayo.— It is

really not so bad, but my patrons didn't

like it. Too much fight and brutality.

Film in good condition and that helps.

—

W. L. Douglas. Strand theatre, Newman
Grove, Nebr.—Small tow n patronage.

A Dangerous Little Demon, with Marie
Prevost.—Just a nice little picture which
seemed to satisfy. Did not draw. Pre-
vost doesn't mean much here.— F. J. O'-
Hara. Community theatre, Elgin. Nebr.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Vitagraph
The Ninety and Nine, with Colleen

Moore.—Very good picture. Excellent
photoplay, throughout the seven reels.

Very good business.—G. Strasser Sons,

Buffalo. N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Silent Vow, with William Duncan.
—A good Northwest out of door picture.

Edith Johnson the first woman actor I

have ever seen who could properly paddle

a canoe, and mighty few men actors can

Scenes from the Richard Walton Tully production "Trilby" for First National. On
the right is Andree Lafay ette who has the title role.
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either for that matter. The canoe scenes

were very good. Whether this will appeal

will all depend on Duncan's popularity.

Personally I'm for it, but it's all a mat-
ter of individual taste.—Philip Rand, Rex
theatre, Salmon, Idaho.—General patron-

age.

Gypsy Passion, with a special cast.—

A

pretty fair program picture. The fight

with the bear was about the only thrill

and the story was all gypsy.—R. Ross
Riley, Wigwam theatre, Oberlin, Kans.

—

General patronage.

My Wild Irish Rose, with Pauline

Starke.—This picture will go big in an
Irish community. In fact, it will go good
any place, but it is not the big special

as Vitagraph first thought it was.— Russell

Armentrout, K. P. theatre, Pittsfield, 111

—General patronage.

The Little Minister, with Alice Cal-

houn.—Have seen both versions now and
think the Vitagraph is better in that it

stays by the book more closely, though
Paramount's undoubtedly cost much more
to produce. Both are good and please.

—

Chas. Lee Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre,

S. Dak.—Small town patronage.

You Never Know, with Earle Williams,

—Starts off punk but Oh, boy, the fin-

ish! Good business.—G. Strasser Sons,

Emblem theatre, Buffalo. N. Y.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Moral Fibre, with Corinne Griffith.

—

Just a picture. Nothing to b/ag about.

I have seen her in much better pictures.

—Carl Johnson, Pershing theatre, Flores-

ville, Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.

Bring Him In, with Earle Williams.

—

Good picture. All liked the picture. Ran
two reel Vitagraph comedy Vamps and
Variety. Was good in spots.—F. S.

Moomey, Opera House, Mason City,

Nebr.—Neighborhood patronage.

State Rights

Brass (Warner Bros.), with a special

cast.—Played to a good attendance for a

week's run and went over well with those

who saw it.—David Harding, Liberty the-

atre, Kansas City, Mo.—Transient patron-

age.

Wild Cat Jordan (Goldstone), with
Richard Talmadge.—Played this picture

on the day it was released. Well liked.

Plenty of stunts. Not much story. No
kicks.— F. J. O'Hara, Community the-

atre, Elgin, Nebr.—Neighborhood patron-

age.

Wild Cat Jordan- (Goldstone). with
Richard Talmadge.—This one is not as

good as the first six but please them all.

Used Buster Keaton in The Haunted
House. This made a knockout show.
Business good.—C. H. Simpson, Princess
theatre, Millen, Ga.—General patronage.

Spawn of the Desert (Arrow), with
William Fairbanks.— Just a common
Western picture. Fell flat.—G. Strasser

Sons, Emblem theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

More to be Pitied Than Scorned (C. B.

C), with a special cast.—Not a special

by any means. Only a fair program pic-

ture.—W. H. Harman, Strand theatre,

Kingsport, Tenn.—General patronage.

Sure Fire Flint (Mastodon), with
Johnny Hines.—A better drawing card for

us than the average. Lots of hokum and
many incongruities, but it pleased greatly.

We hope there will be many more like

it.—Guy D. Haselton, Rialto theatre, Mis-
soula, Mont.—General patronage.

Sure Fire Flint (Mastodon), with
Johnny Hines.—A picture which must
have cost a big sum to produce. Has
more variety than any picture we have
ever shown. If your people like good
clean comedy they will enjoy this.—P. R.

Jane Novak in a scene from "Divorce,"
the Chester Bennett production dis-

tributed by Film Booking Offices.

Matson, Crystal theatre, Flandreau, S. D.
—General patronage.

Texas (Goldstone), with Franklyn Far-
num.—Just a fair Western. About the
same story as all the Westerns—the old
man, the villain, the old land, the mort-
gage—same old story just switched a

little.—F. J. O'Hara, Community theatre,

Elgin, Nebr.—Neighborhood patronage.

Table Top Ranch (Steiner), with Neal
Hart.—Just a program picture, that's all.

One thing in picture that is impossible to

get by with and this causes to lose in-

terest in picture. Also has poor ending.
Have seen Neal Hart do better work.
You can get by with this with a good
two reel comedy.—Wm. Thacher, Royal
theatre, Salina, Kans.—General patron-

age.

Smiling Jim (Goldstone), with Frank-
lyn Farnum.—Just a right good Western
which takes in the small towns. They go
good if they don't overload them with
love.— F. J. O'Hara. Community theatre.

Elgin, Nebr.—Neighborhood patronage.

Ashamed of Parents (Warner Bros.),

with a special cast.—A fair program pic-

ture with a good moral.—B. A. Aughin-
baugh, Community theatre. Lewistown,
Ohio.—Neighborhood patronage.

Ten Nights in a Barroom (Arrow), with

a special cast.—Well, this old timer

dressed up in modern settings was a

knockout as far as a box office attrac-

tion is concerned. Of course, they used
a saw mill for the flour mill, had New
Bachelor cigars to sell, had rural free

delivery boxes in street, had modern five

panel doors in saloon, and raised Cain
in general with the original plot, but at

that I believe they improved the story.

If you have not read the book it is a

crackerjack. If so, just forget the title

and think you are seeing a different show.
—R. Ross Riley, Wigwam theatre, Ober-
lin. Kans.—General patronage.

Ten Nights in a Barroom (Arrow),
with a special cast.—Drew well and went
over just fair. The picture is just too

sad to look at. The acting was perfect in

every way, but my patrons don't like

these sob plays. Attendance good.—A.

Mitchell. Dixie' theatre. Russellville, Ky.

—

Small town patronage.

Montana Bill (Arrow), with William
Fairbanks.—A conventional Western.
Good fast stuff that will please those who
care for this kind, and that seems to be
the most of them. Fairbanks good star.

—R. Ross Riley, Wigwam theatre, Ober-
lin, Kans.—General patronage.

According to Hoyle (W. P. E. C), with
David Butler.—Very poor program pic-
ture. Patrons did not stay for finish.

Poor business.—G. Strasser Sons, Em-
j<lem theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Rags to Riches (Warner Bros.), with
Wesley Barry.—You can't go wrong on
this one. Everyone was pleased.—W. L.
Douglas, Strand theatre. Newman Grove,
Nebr.—Small town patronage.

Shadows of Conscience (Russell) with
a special cast.—A very good picture and
one that you can be glad you ran. It

holds the interest and is well directed and
good photography.—Chas. Lee Hyde,
Grand theatre, Pierre, S. Dak.—Small
town patronage.

School Days (Warner Bros.), with
Wesley Barry.—You just get 'em in on
account of advertising, which is good.
Nothing to the picture. Pleases the kids.
But only a few came. Two nights to fair
business.—F. J. O'Hara. Community the-
atre, Elgin, Nebr.—Neighborhood patron-
age. *

School Days (Warner Bros.), with
Wesley Barry.—Fine feature picture. Re-
ceived several compliments of those that
witnessed it. Ran it two nights, and while
I did not break any house records with
it, I did fairly well.—F. S. Moomey, Op-
era House, Mason City, Nebr.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Whispering Devils (Equity), with
special cast.—A good production with
good moral, but I don't want many lik

it.—A. C. Betts. Powers theatre. Re
Creek, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

I Am the Law (Affil. Dist ), with a
special cast.— I do not know if this was a
good picture or not. We only had part
of it. I am hoping that they will send
the part which we were shy so that I

could get some idea of what it was all

about. Dancing act was a frost.— F. ft
O'Hara, Community theatre, Elgin, Nebr.—Neighborhood patronage.

Where Is My Wandering Boy Tonight?
(Equity), with a special cast.—A fine pic-

ture. Lots of comments on this one.
This would be a fine picture for Sunday
show. You'll not go wrong on this one.
We did a very good business and it rained
both days. It's a seven reeler. Put a
good single reel with it. Picture in the
best of shape. You should do a good
business with it.—Wm. Thacher, Royal
theatre, Salina, Kans.—General patronage.

Where Is My Wandering Boy Tonight?
(Equity) with Cullen Landis.—The best

picture shown here in months. A picture

with a moral.—J. J. Pagan, Beverly the-

atre, Beverly, Kans.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

The Cub Reporter (Goldstone), with
Richard Talmadge.—While there is not

much of a story to this picture, there is

plenty of action which seemed to satis-

fy. Dick is well liked here.— F. J. O'Hara,
Community theatre. Elgin, Nebr.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Columbus and the Discovery of Amer-
ica.—This picture was produced in Spain

and Italy. It is in ten reels and is one of

the finest historical productions we ever

saw. Road show.—B. A. Aughinbaugh.
Community theatre, Lewistown, Ohio.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Hearts of the World (D. W. G.) a D.

W. Griffith production.—Tried this after

running here four years ago and thought

I could get them in again, but flopped. A
mighty fine picture, but lost me money on

percentage run.—J. W. Andresen. Rialto

theatre. Cozad, Nebr.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.
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Serials
Around the World in Eighteen Days

(Universal), with William Desmond.

—

Best serial we ever used as a money get-

ter. Has Buffalo Bill serial stopped forty
ways. Business held up every week. Not
one fall in the twelve weeks.—G. Strasser
Sons, Emblem theatre, Buffalo, X. V.

—

Xeighborhood patronage.

In the Days of Buffalo Bill (Universal),
with Art Acord.—We said it was a good
serial from all angles when we ran third
episode, and now that it is done we say
the same, except that it was three chap-
ters too long.—P. G. Estee, Fad theatre,

Brookings, S. D.—Xeighborhood patron-
age.

The Timber Queen (Pathc), with Ruth
Roland.—On fifth episode and seems to

be standing up. I consider it a good
serial.—Chas. Lee Hyde, Grand theatre,

Pierre, S. Dak.—Small town patronage.

Short Subjects
Aesop's Fables (Pathe).— I want to

speak a good word for this short reel.

They are great. They please the old as
well as the young. 1 consider them bet-

ter than any comedy I use.— C. H. Simp-
son, Princess theatre, Millen, Ga.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Aesop's Fables (Pathe).—This short
reel pleases them. The kids welcome this

like they welcome the serial on serial

night. I enjoy it myself, so judge the
older crowd like it too. though they
aren't as noisy in their enjoyment.—Chas.
Lee Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre, S. Dak.
—Small town patronage.

Cameo Comedies (Educational).—Best
single reel comedy I ever used, and you
can buy them right.—S. G. Ihde, Photo-
play theatre, Ashland, Kans.—Small town
patronage.

Fighting Blood (F. B. O.), with
George O'Hara.— I saw four Rounds of

this series and think them good enter-
tainment. My patrons like them. Con-
tain good bits of humor.—Chas. H. Ryan,
Garfield theatre, Chicago. 111.—Xeighbor-
hood patronage.

Raymond Hatton as he appears in "Youth
Triumphant," the initial Fisher pro-
duction just completed.

Fighting Blood (F. B. O.)—Round 1.—
A jim dandy picture that a Saturday audi-
ence fairly ate up. It's clean cut, con-
vincing, probable and has your sympathy
every minute. More power to the man
making them, as they are a relief from
some of this heavy stuff.—Ben L. Morris.
Olympic theatre. Bellaire, Ohio.—General
patronage.

The Leather Pushers (Universal), with
Reginald Denny.—Good and then some.
Had no idea that they would draw better
than the first series, but they did, in spite

of a continual rain, and received many
compliments.—Hugh G. Martin, Ameri-
can theatre, Columbus, Ga. — Transient
patronage.

The Leather Pushers (Universal), with
Reginald Denny.—Just finished second
series and did not do as well as first, yet
had to pay more for second series.—G.
Strasser Sons, Emblem theatre, Buffalo,

X.Y.— Xeighborhood patronage.

Mack Sennett Comedies (Paramount).
— I am running some of the old ones and
they are just fair.—Chas Lee Hyde. Grand
theatre, Pierre, S. Dak.—Small town pat-

ronage.

Pathe Playlets.—These seem to fit in

nicely with the serial program and I

consider them worth the price.—Chas. Lee
Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre, S. Dak.

—

Small town patronage.

Sport Pictorial (Goldwyn).—Here is a
crackerjack single reeler with a universal
appeal. A wonderful program maker that

pleases more men, women and kids than
the news reel. Deals with various sports

every week and is always interesting.

—

Ben. L. Morris, Olympic theatre, Bel-

laire, Ohio.—General patronage.

The Pilgrim (F. N.), with Charles
Chaplin.—Received more laughs than I

thought it would. Not his best, but it

satisfied. On four reels. Ran a two-reel
Western and Round 9 of The Leather
Pushers with it, making an eight reel

show.—Chas. H. Ryan. Garfield theatre,

Chicago. 111.—Xeighborhood patronage.

The Pilgrim (F. N.), with Charjes
Chaplin.—Played a full week to the big-

gest box office returns in four months
and that is saying a great deal. Would
have held it over for a second week, but

was requested by a minister's committee
not to do so and. not wishing to antago-
nize them, acceded to their wishes. Adver-
tising, newspapers, billboards and win-
dows.—Frank L. Browne. Liberty theatre.

Long Beach, Cal.—General patronage.

The Pilgrim (F. X). with Charles

Chaplin.—Charlie always gets the crowd,
but The Pilgrim is not up to his usual

standard, though full of subtle wit.—W.
H. Harman, Strand theatre, Kingsport,
Tenn.—General patronage.

The Pilgrim (F. XV). with Charles
Chaplin.—Good comedy. Drew well.

Chaplin liked here. Xot as good as The
Kid, though.—C. D. Stewart, Navajoland
theatre. Las Cruces, X. Mex.—Xeighbor-
hood patronage.

The Speeder (Educational), with Lloyd
Hamilton.—People expect slapstick when
they see him on the program, and they get
it, too. Lloyd should be played for a
Saturday, and he will draw them, too.

—

Roy L. Dowling, Ozark Theatre Co.,
Ozark, Ala.—General patronage.

Robinson Crusoe, Ltd. (Educational),
with Lloyd Hamilton.—This is an excel-
lent comedy with many more laughs in it

than any comedy we have had.—Eldon
Holt, Auditorium theatre, Elmwood, Wis.
—Small town patronage.

The Balloonatic (F. N.), with Buster
Keaton.—One of the best, if not the best,

comedies I ever used. Had the house

Scene from one of F. B. O.'s latest pro-
ductions, "The Mysterious Witness."

roaring all of the time.—S. G. Ihde.
Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kans.—Small
town patronage.

Hook, Line and Sinker (Pathe), with
Snub Pollard.— Fair comedy. Could be
better. Film in fair shape.—L. V. Feld-
man, Orpheum theatre Pioestone, Minn.
—General patronage.

The High Sign (Metro), with Buster
Keaton.—This is a great comedy.— Geo.
C. Starkey, Opera House. Montour Falls,

N. Y.—Small town patronage.

Forward March (Vitagraoh). with

Jimmy Aubrey.—Jimmy Aubrey comedies
are too silly. This one got one laugh.

I'm off of them. 'Xuff sed.—Win.
Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina, Kans.

—

General patronape.

The Grocery Clerk ( Yitagraph), with
Larry Semon.—It's a good one, that's all

I can say. The regular crowd came to

see this.—G. F. Rediske, Star theatre,

Ryegate, Mont.—Small town patronage.

A Sailor Made Man CA. E). with Har-
old Lloyd. — Certainly a fine comedy.
Can't beat this series. Four reels. Har-
old Lloyd very well liked in this theatre.

—E. L. Graef Opera House, Hortonville,
Wis.—Small town patronage.

A Rural Cinderella (Educational), with

Louise Fazenda.—Hashed up rural stuff

that has been done to death. About as

funny as having the measles in the fam-

ily. Have only had one comedy from
this exchange (know what I mean).—H,
G. Stettmund, Jr., Odeon theatre, Chand-
ler, Okla.—General patronage.

Town Terrors (Fox), with Jane and
Katherine Lee.—Story too big for the

kids. Patrons did not care for this one.

Fell fiat.—G. Strasser Sons. Emblem the-

atre, Buffalo, N. Y.—Xeighborhood pat-

ronage.

The Blacksmith (F. N.). with Buster
Keaton.—Very, very weak indeed. Can't

say much for this one. At times real

funny, then again ordinary. Film in good
condition. Cost $6. Town of 4,000.

Farming community.— W. E. Elkin,

Temple theatre, Aberdeen. Miss —Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Cops (F. N.), with Buster Keaton.

—

Something doing all of the time. Keaton
draws well here.—Eldon Holt, Auditorium
theatre. Elmwood, Wis.—<Small town pat-

ronage.

Peg e' the Movies (Universal), with
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Watch for the
iant NEWYORKopening

Mrs.Wallace Reid
IN

Mans Now Under Way That Will Make New Theatrical History

jid Which Showmen Will Remember for the Rest of Their Lives

723 Seventh Ave., N. Y.

EXCHANGES EVERYWHERE
Sales Office I nited Kingdom R-C Pietur-s Corporation

2A-i" D'Arblay Street. Wardour Street. London. W 1. England
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USE THIS BLANK

Box Office Reports Tell the Whole
Story.

Join in This Co-operative Service

Report Regularly on
Pictures You Exhibit
And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Pictures
Are Doing for Other Exhibitors

Fill in this blank now and send
to Exhibitors Herald, 417 S. Dear-
born St, Chicago.

Title

Star ,

Producer

Remarks

Title

Star

Producer

Remarks

Exhibitor

Name of Theatre

Transient or Neighborhood Pat-

ronage

Cky

Baby Peggy.—Tickled the kids. I didn't
think it as good as The Little Rascal or
Peggy, Behave.— Roy Adams, Pastime
theatre, Mason, Mich.—Small town pat-
ronage.

The Blizzard (YitaRraph), with Jim
Aubrey.—A pretty good comedy and got
a good many laughs. Will try more of
these.—G. F. Rediske, Star theatre, Rye-
gate, Mont.—Small town patronage.

Hard Luck (Metro), with Buster Kea-
ton.—Good comedy.—C. F. Krieghbaum,
Paramount theatre. Rochester, Ind.

—

General patronage.

Dull Care (Vitagraph), with Larry Se-
mon.—-Larry Semon popular here. Packed
them in on this one. All Semon's are
good comedies. Book them.— E. W. Har-
rell, Royal theatre, Rison, Ark.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Easy Street (Essanay) with Charles
Chaplin.—Excellent. Kept the house
laughing. Attendance excellent.—J. A.
Flourney, Criterion theatre, Macon, Ga.

—

General patronage.

Young Ideas (Universal), with Roy
Atwell.—Not so bad.—Roy W. Adams.
Pastime theatre, Mason, Mich.—Small
town patronage.

The Cure (Essanay), with Charles
Chaplin.—Excellent. Drew well, though
third time here.—J. A. Flourney, Criterion
theatre, Macon, Ga.—General patronage.

Extra Extra (Educational), with Lloyd
Hamilton—Just an ordinary comedy
Nothing extra—W. H. Hardman, Royal
theatre, Irankfort, Kan.—Small town
patronage.

Business Is Business (Fox), a Sun-
shine comedy.—Dandy good comedy that
went over good and saved a weak feature.
Slapstick galore, but perfectly clean —
V\. Lruickshank. Classic theatre, Mitchell
Unt., Can.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Land of King Tut (Fox).—Fox
salesmen exploit this as a wonderful spe-
cial of the recent Egyptian discoveries.
While it is real scenes it has little or no
bearing on the King Tut craze. It is an
awfu frost in a tropical land. Not up
to the news reels.— Ben. L. Morris,
lemple theatre, Bellaire. Ohio.—General
patronage.

A Twilight Baby (F. N.). with Lloyd
Hamilton.—Good four reel comedy. Very
well liked. Good business—G. Strasser
Sons, Emblem theatre, Buffalo. N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.

The Hick (Vitagraph), with Larry Se-mon—Very few comedies today that are
better than this one. Kept house laugh-
ing all of the time.—S. G. Ihde, Photo-
play theatre, Ashland, Kans.—Small town
patronage.

All Wet (Fox), with AI St. John.—

A

rotten two reel comedy. Fox should take
his name off of this one. Pulled it off
after first showing. Rotten business.

—

G. Strasser Sons. Emblem theatre. Buf-
falo, N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

Snaps On—and Your Electric

Sign Is Colored

A bright, snappy color that

stands out among other

color signs. RECO Color

Hoods pay for selves with-

in a year. Prices are down.
Write for bulletin.TXOL

ELECTRIC COMPANY
Mfrs. of Reco Motors. Flashers, Food Mixers, Etc.

2651 W. Congress Street CHICAGO

WHEftE

BLOW
VISIT THE

7

Here's another one of

the good cuts we fur-

nish to help you "put

Typhoons over."

When you write in for

your copy of the new
Typhoon Booklet, ask

also for our Publicity

Book.

TYPHOON FAN CO.
ERNST CLANTZBERC, President

345 West 39th Street New York

BULL DOG
FILM CEMENT

ULLD06J "the old reliable"

Your Supply Dealer has It

CLASSIFIED

Five Cents per Word Payable
in Advance. Minimum Charge,

$1.00

THEATRE FOR SALE
FOR SALE: Movie theatre in live town south-

ern Wisconsin. Only place of amusement, good
dairy country, plenty of money. Small running
expense, idea] proposition for an operator and
wife—W. T. Davis. Box 246, Sharon, Wis.

VIOLINIST-LEADER
AVAILABLE: Violinist-Leader, experienced

and a schooled violinist. Large, carefully selected

library. State size orchestra, house, hours, etc
Questions welcomed. Elbert Akin, 426 East 12th

street, Kansas City, Mo.

PROJECTIONIST
WANTED: Position running simplex or Pow-

ers machines. Three years' experience. Good
references. Good projectionist and a willing

worker. R. S. Galloway, Carroll, Iowa.

FOR SALE
One Pair Simplex Projectors, 1921 Model.
One Pair Powers 6B Projectors, 1921 Model.
One Pair Powers 6A Projectors, 1918 Model.
One Pair Motiograph Projectors, 1917 Model.
All of these machines are factory rebuilt and
guaranteed, furnished with either Mazda or

Carbon Arc.
The Theatre Supply Company. Film Building,

Cleveland, Ohio.
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THEATRE CONSTRUCTION
AND EQUIPMENT

New Model Organ Announced
By American Photo Player

New Projects
Batavia, N. Y.—A motion picture the-

atre to cost $150,000 will be erected at

14 North Main street, Batavia, by Albert
March Burns and David Krieger of this

city

*

Sacramento, Cal.—After some delay
work is ready to start on the theatre

here which will be erected by the Para-
mount Corporation of Sacramento at

Ninth and Tenth on K streets. The
corooration is capitalized at $1,000,000.

*

San Francisco, Cal.—Carol A. Nathan,
manager of the Universal exchange here,

has announced that his company has ac-

quired a thirty-year lease on the present

site of the Frolic theatre which will be

razed to make way for a new playhouse.

Burlington, Iowa.—Plans for a new
theatre for Burlington were discussed

here with local men by J. E. Neff, vice-

president of the Union Trust Company
of South Bend, Ind.

*

Dallas, Tex.—John H. Yeargen Jr. is

president of a building company which
will erect a new theatre in Dallas.

*

Anaheim, Cal.—A new theatre will be
erected in Garden Grove according to

H. P. Tobin, Anaheim realty man.

Arcadia, Cal.—A $100,000 theatre is to

be erected here by Mrs. R. G. Cowhan.
Plans are prepared by Architect Robert
B. Stacey Judd of Hollywood.

*

Portland, Ore.—A. W. Kline, owner of

the Victory theatre on East Stark street,

has purchased property on East 75th and
Glisan streets, Montavilla, on which he
-•ill erect a motion picture theatre.

*

Alahambra, Cal.—This city is to have
a $150,000 theatre seating 1,200, it is an-
nounced by O. W. Lewis, manager of a
'ocal theatre.

*

St. Louis, Mo.—Wrecking of the two
structures on the site of the Loew State

, Theatre, Eighth street and Washington
avenue, is proceeding very rapidly. In
about a week the revised plans for the
theatre drawn by Thomas W. Lamb,
New York architect, will be in the hands
of Joseph L. Gale, who has come on
from New York to handle the construc-
tion for Loew. Contracts will be let for

the building very shortly, it is said. The
theatre may be ready for opening next
Fall. It will cost $1,000,000.

*

St. Louis, Mo.—The Grand Central
Theatre, owned by Skouras Brothers, is

spending $100,000 in improvements. Half
of that sum goes for a new pipe organ
now being constructed by Kilgen &
Sons, who heretofore have specialized on
church organs. The instrument will rank
with the largest in the world. In addi-
tion $6,000 is being spent to improve the
cooling system. $7,000 for a new electric

«ign, $25,000 for new chairs purchased
from American Seat Company, and the
balance for new stage equipment, minor
repairs, etc.

ANEW Fotoplayer organ which is a
complete orchestral two manual

unit including traps and percussions and
may be played either manually from a

standard organ type console or by the
double roll player device using the ordi-
nary 88 note roll has been perfected by
American Photo Player Company of San
Francisco.

In announcing the new organ, which
will be known as Fotoplayer pit pipe
organ model 49, the company explains
the details of the instrument as follows:

* * *

"A particular advantage of this in-

strument is the convenient manner of
installation. This is accomplished in

the pit or the organ may be divided, the
swell boxes placed either behind the
screen or in chambers already con-
structed. The economic feature of this

easy installation may be appreciated
when you consider the cost, delay and
inconvenience of the usual reconstruction
changes necessary for the reception of

the standard organ.
"The instrument is unified in the very

most up-to-date and modern way, allow-
ing the operator to play any stop or
combination from any position on the
manuals and pedals.

"We take particular pride in the per-
formance of the action. By this we
mean the mechanical action that ad-
mits wind to the pipes, as this action is

of very greatly advanced construction
and is capable of great speed. It would
be impossible for any human being to
play an instrument that would even
nearly approach this action in speed.

* * *

"Another advance in the construction
of this model 49 is the manner in which
the swell chambers are constructed.
Every joint is made with the infinite care
that an artist would use in constructing
an instrument of the very highest grade,
as for instance a piano or a violin. These
joints are made perfectly, being not only
sound proof but practically air tight as
well. This has the advantage of entirely
closing in the tone so that unlimited ex-
pression can be obtained.
"The Venetian shutter action is con-

structed in the same careful manner as
the case, and in addition is equipped with
a very powerful and improved vacuum
pneumatic power mechanism that allows
the operator, by a slight touch of the
foot through electrical connections, to

bring into action one of the most won-
derful mechanisms ever devised. While
this mechanism must operate the shut-

ters at lightning speed, it must be done
without the slightest sound. When the
shutters are open the full force of the

tone is allowed to flow from the sound
chambers in unrestricted volume. With
every stop in the organ turned on these
shutters control the sound from a mur-
mur to a thunderous volume."

Two views of the new model organ announced by American Photo Player Companv
and described in the story herewith.
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Jules Mastbaum to Erect

New Million-Dollar House

ANNOUNCEMENT has been made by
Jules E. Mastbaum, president of the

Stanley Company of America, that
through a deal consummated a mammoth
theatre will be erected costing close to

one million dollars, at the northeast cor-

ner of 6th and Market streets, at Camden,
N. J., by that organization.

The new theatre, which will be ultra

modern in every respect and seating 2,500,

will be known as the "Stanley Theatre
of Camden." It is the intention of the

Stanley Company to install in the theatre

a large orchestra of skilled musicians and
to conduct the theatre along the same
lines which have made the Stanley Thea-
tre of Philadelphia such a success.

» * »

Plans are now being drawn for the new
theatre which will occupy the entire space

of the lot which has a frontage of 110

feet on Market street and 160 feet on 6th

street, and it is expected that in the very
near future ground will be broken and
work commenced upon the structure.

The policy of the theatre will be the pre-

sentation of photoplays.
With the acquisition of this plot and

the announcement to build thereon at

once, the Stanley Company will have four

theatres in various sections of Camden.
The Grand and Colonial are devoted to

photoplays, while the Towers presents

vaudeville in conjunction with photoplays.

In the Fall, the Towers will be operated
with B. F. Keith vaudeville.

By the addition of this theatre another
building is added to the program of build-

ing inaugurated by the Stanley Company
this year and which is one of the most
ambitious ever attempted by the organi-
zation.

* * *

In Philadelphia, work is being pushed
on the new Elrae theatre which is to oc-
cupy the site of the famous old Bingham
House at 11th and Market streets. Al-
ready some idea of the large proportions
of this theatre may be obtained for the

steel work is almost completed on the

theatre portion and gives a view of the

big stage and balcony. This structure,

which will include an office building also,

will house B. F. Keith Vaudeville when
it is opened this fall in conjunction with

B. F. Keith interests. The cost of this

lot and building will be more than $5,-

000,000.

In the Logan section of Philadelphia,

there is another big theatre in course of

construction at a cost of $2,000,000. while
in West Philadelphia work on the new
Benn theatre in the southwest section is

pushed, the cost to be $1,000,000. And in

Atlantic City, another mammoth theatre

will be erected at a cost of $2,000,000.

With these and other improvements un-
der way, the building program of the

Stanley Company totals more than $10,-

000,000.

"The Stanley Company has long felt

that Camden is entitled to a theatre of

much greater seating capacity than any
that it has at present for the presentation

of photoplays," says Mr. Mastbaum. "We
have the Grand and Colonial theatres for

the exclusive showing of films and the

Towers which combines vaudeville and
pictures. The two former theatres, while

up to date, cannot handle the crowds.
Motion picture lovers in Camden and its

suburbs have written me asking the Stan-
ley Company to give them a theatre which

would compare favorably with the Stan-
ley theatre in Philadelphia, and as it is

our policy to always serve the public in

every way we began observations with
a view of securing the most logical cor-
ner where we could erect such a theatre.

This corner of 6th and Market streets we
considered ideal for the purpose. It is

within a short walking distance of the
new Delaware bridge and is one of the
four corners in Camden which are con-
sidered the busiest in that city, with pref-

erence being given to this one. It is easy
of access from all sections and the
suburbs for it is situated practically in

the heart of Camden's business section.

"While we are aware of the fact that
building costs still continue high, we felt

that the residents of Camden were en-
titled to have the best that we could pos-
sibly give them and give it to them
quickly,"' concluded Mr. Mastbaum.
"Hence it is that we decided to proceed
in the fall to erect the Stanley Theatre
of Camden."

$750,000 Playhouse Is

Sold At Terre Haute
One of the largest real estate deals in

the history of Terre Haute, Ind., was
completed when the board of directors of
the Indiana Theatre Corporation accepted
a proposition by which the $750,000 mo-
tion picture theatre becomes the property
of the Consolidated Realty and Theatres
Corporation on June 1.

The deal, which has been in negotiation
for many weeks, makes the Consolidated
the owner of two long-time rivals in that
city and gives the owner of the Liberty
theatre there an opportunity to change
the policy of either of the houses in a
way to enhance the money-making quali-

ties of each other. This is the third real

estate deal involving hundreds of thou-
sands of dollars that has been put over
by the Consolidated within the last two
years. The others were the erection of
the Victory theatre and Sonntag hotel in

Evansville, and the purchase in this city

of what is known as the Consolidated
building, the latter a million-dollar propo-
sition.

Page Organ Firm Opens
Big Defiance, Ohio, Plant
The Page Organ Company has opened

a mammoth new plant at Defiance, Ohio,
with salesrooms and offices at Lima,
Ohio. The new factory is said to be
one of the largest and most modernly
equipped organ factories in the United
States.

The company will specialize in pipe
organs and orchestral organs for heavy
picture theatre work, built to stand up
under the most severe use as is required
of a theatre organ. Cathedral organs
and organs for homes will also be made.
The Page instruments are made with
detachable console, which can be placed
anywhere in the building and can be
played manually or by double roll con-
sole, using ordinary player piano rolls

and will carry out the theme, melody,
solo or obbligato so that it cannot be de-

tected from the artist's own hand play-

ing.

Theatre Lighting
Suggestions

By E. A. WANGERSHEM
Lighting of theatres has been one of

the problems of the exhibitor. Correct
lighting costs no more than the wrong,
but takes more thought and study.

When planning a theatre it is a good
thing to take in consideration the char-

acter of lighting which will fit in from
a lighting standpoint as well as to har-

monize with the architecture. Where it

is desired to use reflected or cove light-

ing only, the ceiling must be built the

proper shape, with a cornice projecting

out properly to conceal the reflectors.

Suggests Lightness in Ceiling

I do not advise using heavy plaster

ornaments where this style of lighting

is to be used, preferably no plaster or-

naments at all, as the ornament may
interfere with the reflecting qualities. A
ceiling of light color with light decora-
tion or clouded effect works very sat-

isfactorily.

A few crystal chandeliers in conjunc-
tion with cove lighting produce a very
desirable effect.

Cove lighting should be in four col-

ors, blue, red, amber and white, and
with these any desired shade can be
had by using two colors together.

Crystal fixtures should be made in three

color lighting, amber, red and blue, and
the colored lamp must be placed with
proper position in the fixture so that

the red and blue lights do not show
when the amber is burning alone. When
the red lights are burning it gives the

effect of sparkling rubies; blue lights,

sapphire, and amber lights give the ef-

fect of a sparkling sunset. Red and
amber together make a very desirable

shade, as does blue and red.

Can Use Blue During Show

When using color lighting you must
have all lights controlled on dimmers
so that you can make one color stronger
than the other.
The blue light can be used while the

picture is shown without hurting the

sharpness in the least, and with a blue
shield on a projector is very effective

when a winter scene is showing.

Palace, Beaumont, Tex.
Is Ready for Opening

The $200,000 Palace theatre at Beau-
mont, Texas, which was recently dam-
aged by fire, has been completely over-
hauled and redecorated and will be
reopened in a few weeks. Many improve-
ments have been installed, which will

make it one of the finest theatres in this

part of the state. Complete new equip-
ment has been purchased for the theatre

throughout. In the large projection room
two of the very latest projection machines
and a large motor generator set have
been installed and a special built projec-

tion screen has been built.

Over seven hundred upholstered chairs

have been newly installed.

Chicago, 111.—Plans for the theatre

which will be erected by Marks, Good-
man, Marks, 4641 Roosevelt road, have

been completed by Levy & Klein, 111

W. Washington street.

*

Little Falls, N. Y.—Plans for the the-

atre to be erected on Main street by

William Berinstein have been completed

by Leon Lempert & Son, architects.
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ChicagoTradeEvents
Illinois Theatre Men
Attack Daylight Plan

League Gets Behind Measure

Which Asks State to

Control it

The Illinois Motion Picture Theatre
Owners are putting forth every effort to

knock out the Chicago daylight saving
ordinance. Meetings were held at the

M. P. T. O. headquarters, 8th and Wa-
bash, on Friday, Saturday and Monday,
and a committee will be sent to DeKalb
to confer with Senator Wright who in-

troduced the new measure.

Opposed for Years

There has been much opposition to the
daylight saving plan for several years,
from persons w-ho work in the city and
live in the suburban towns which do not
have the system. Under the provision
of the new bill daylight saving in Chi-
cago or any other city or political divi-

sion in Illinois, would be prohibited by
the Wright bill.

Confusion Has Resulted

Considerable confusion has resulted
downstate by moving the Chicago clocks
one hour ahead of standard time, which
is sometimes very costly. It seriously
affects the theatre attendance as well. If

the bill passes it will automatically
knock out the Chicago ordinance, as it

forbids any city to have daylight saving
after it becomes effective.

Goldwyn Sales Force
Off for Atlantic City

A special car attached to the Broadway
Limited on the Pennsylvania railroad, left
Chicago at noon, Saturday, en route to
Atlantic City, N. J., loaded with Goldwyn
division and exchange managers. They
will attend the big convention of the Gold-
wyn Pictures Corp. this week. Those in
the party were: George A. Hickey, district
supervisor, Chicago-Minneapolis territory

;

William Troug, district supervisor, Kansas
City; Lou Remig, district supervisor, Dal-
las, Texas; Benj. B. Reingold, resident
manager, Chicago; J. H. Hill, resident
manager, Oklahoma City; Sam Shurman,
resident manager. Minneapolis ; Chas.
Knickerbocker, resident manager, Minne-
apolis: J. L. Hollander, resident man-
ager, Omaha ; Jack Weil, resident manager,
St. Louis; Ben Lish, resident manager,
Denver; L. N. Bryan, salesman, Dallas;
Chas. E. Gregory', resident manager, Kan-
sas City; C. T. Lynch, resident manager,
Des Moines.

McVicker's Books Film of

American Releasing
Jones, Linick & Schaefer have booked

for the week of May 28, for McVicker's
theatre, Francis X. Bushman and Beverly
Bayne & Co. in person and on the screen
in a photoplay called "Modern Marriage."
The presentation of their stage act is said
to be unique. After the first four reels of
the picture have unfolded. Mr. Bushman.
Miss Bayne and their company portray the
fifth reel in person following which the
sixth and final reel is projected on the
silver sheet. In conjunction with this at-

traction McVicker's is preparing "The
Breath of Egypt," an oriental dance offer-
ing and the prison scene from "II Trova-
tore" with Hazel Eden, soprano.

Chicago Firm Prepares

Special Presentations;

Van & Bohler at Head
More and more exhibitors are using ex-

tra added attractions in their theatres, and
to meet this demand for presentation in

the better class theatres, Messrs. Van and
Bohler, two progressive Chicago managers
have entered this field. This firm is now
prepared to give exhibitors anything in the

way of high class spectacular dressed sing-

ing prologues or specialties.

V. Charles Bohler has had the revue
at the Terrace Garden, Morrison hotel,

Chicago, for the past fourteen months, and
also one at the Baltimore hotel, Kansas
City.

His "peacock parade" recently broke all

attendance records at the Reuben & Finkle-
stein houses in Minneapolis and St. Paul
as a prologue attraction and this firm has
booked "The Butterfly Parade" and the

famous "Clock Novelty."
"The Push Along Chicago" number used

at last year's Pageant of Progress, Chi-
cago, was one of the hits of the big ex-
position. Bohler and Van also furnished
the entertainment for the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners banquet at the Sherman
Hotel. Orchestras can be furnished for
special attractions or for long term con-
tracts and the large wardrobe factory at

their command will turn out any special

design of dress or costume desired for pro-
logues.

Greiver's Contest Ended
Si Greiver's "shop girl" contest which

was conducted in connection with the show-
ing of the C. B. C. film "Only a Shop Girl"

at the Orpheum theatre, came to a close

last week and the judges are now trying to

select the most promising material for the

film test. Eugene O'Brien, who is appear-
ing in "Steve" at the Princess theatre, is

acting as one of the judges. The prize

winner will be at the Motion Picture Mardi
Gras at the Coliseum on May 26.

Ben Weinbach. formerly connected with
the Hodkinson sales staff, has joined the

American Releasing staff.

Andree Lafayette as Trilby and Arthur
Edwin Carewe, as Svengali, in a tens*
scene from Richard Walton Tolly's
First National special. "Trilbv."

Aschers' Roosevelt
Purchased by Godsol

Deal Is Declared to Involve
a Considerataion of

$1,800,000
The Roosevelt theatre, the handsome

Ascher Brothers' house in State street,

opposite Marshall Field and Company,
has passed into possession of the DuPont
interests and Goldwyn Pictures Corpora-
tion. The deal, which involves a con-
sideration of $1,800,000, was consummated
by Frank J. Godsol of New York city,

representing the above concerns.

B. & K. Have Lease

The sale was made subject to a mort-
gage of $1,388,000, and it is believed the
purchase of the downtown house is a
personal venture of Mr. Godsol's.
The Roosevelt is under lease to Bala-

ban & Katz for five years, they having
acquired it eight months ago at a reported
rental of $5,000 a week. When originally
built two years ago it is said to have cost
upwards of $1,300,000. It seats 1,700 and
occupies one of the most valuable pieces
of property in Chicago's Loop district.

Weekly Intake Big

The Cosmopolitan picture, "Enemies of
Women," has occupied the house for sev-
eral weeks and under the B. & K. regime
it has netted that firm on an average
$20,000 a week, it is said. The Balaban
& Katz company pays all taxes and As-
cher Brothers got a fifty-fifty split on all

profits after the rental was deducted.

Mrs. Reid Film to Have
Early Chicago Showing

Chicago will be one of the first cities in

the country to present "Human Wreckage"
the anti-narcotic film produced by Mrs.
Wallace Reid which F. B. O. is handling.

Negotiations for a loop theatre are pend-
ing and it is expected that a house will be
selected in the near future. The production
is already scheduled to go into Grauman's
Hollywood theatre on June 1 and at one of

the Ackerman-Harris houses in San Fran-
cisco on June 15.

Bromley Made Manager
George F. Bromley, well known in film

circles in the Central West, became Chi-
cago manager for American Releasing
Corp. last week, succeeding Frank Mantzke
who returned to Minneapolis as manager.
Mr. Bromley came here from Buffalo,

where he managed the American Releasing
exchange. He formerly was Middle West
representative for C. B. C. Films, and has
served in an official capacity with several

other film concerns.

Abrams in Town
Hiram Abrams, president of United

Artists, arrived in Chicago last Friday, to

attend the motion picture Palace of Prog-
ress, and confer with Carrol Trowbridge,
who has been in Chicago for sereral weeks.

The Chicago Film Board at Trade, with
offices in the Standard Oil building on
Michigan ave.. is endeavoring to get the
publicity men of the various Chicago ex-
changes to organize a social club. The
first meeting was called last Monday after-
noon.

Li
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CHICAGO PERSONALITIES
By J. R. M..

WILLIAM J. SWEENEY, secretary
of the Illinois M. P. T. O., attended
the funeral of Prince Mungo, an old-

time circus performer, last week. Mungo
was a South Sea torture dancer with the
Sparks circus and was killed in Mt. Car-
mel, Pa.

* * *

"Bill" Danziger, Paramount cxploiteer,

who has been connected with the Chicago
office for two years has been transferred to

Cincinnati. Before he left, friends staged
a little party at the Sheridan-Plaza Hotel.,
for "Bill" and took him in for all his loose
change.

* * *

Speaking of Bill's, "Bill" Brimmer is

back with First National.
* * *

Ralph Kettering and his family are
vacationing in West Baden Springs, Ind.
He expects to be back on the job next
Saturday.

* * *

Al Sobler, who knows all about exploita-
tion and race horses, went down to

Churchill Downs to see the ponies scamper
last Saturday. He had a lot of "inside
dope" on "sure bets" and took along some
money, most of which he left down in dear
ol' Kentucky.

* * *

The Illinois Motion Picture Theatre
Owners' booth is No. 34, at the Coliseum.
Give 'em a call.

* * *

Adolph Linick and his wife are now
sojourning in Germany.

* * *

J. Gardner Davis, formerly with Hod-
kinson is now with United Artists handling
the Indiana territory.

* * *

Charlie Miller says "flappers do what
old maids think."

* * *

Chicago lost a good scout when Para-
mount officials decided to transfer Otto
Bolle to Detroit, as branch manager.

"Herb" Hayman succeeds Mr. Bolle as
sales manager of the Chicago exchange.
Good luck to yer Otto.

* * *

E. J. Eichenlalb of United Artists ex-
change, was in Cincinnati last week on U.
A. business.

* * »

United Artists is releasing one picture a
week in June Charlie Casanave, assistant

manager of Chicago exchange, informs us.

Charlie is kept busy these days (and
nights) signing up the exhibs.

* * *

P. C. Havill, formerly with Pathe, is

now handling Universal features in su-
burban territory.

* * *

E. A. Harms, of the Apollo theatre,

Omaha, will arrive in Chicago, Sunday,
May 27, en route to Germany. He will

sail from New York May 29, and spend
several months in Europe visiting his rela-

tives.
* * »

Dirk Kemp, formerly conducting the

Century theatre, now owner of the Owl
theatre, takes over the Atlas theatre on
June L

» « »

Arthur Hoerl, director of publicity Re-
nown Films, blew into town last Friday
and announced that Elaine Hammerstein.
popular screen star, would be in our midst
this week.

* » *

"Bill" Aschman, manager of Pathe's
Milwaukee exchange, was in town last Fri-

day.
* * *

A. W. Pll'ES, new Indianapolis manager
for Pathe, was a caller at the local ex-
change last week.

* * *

Harry ASCHES, who suffered a broken
shoulder blade in a taxi accident a couple
of weeks ago, is up and around again.

* * »

Howard Deitz, Goldwyn's publicity and

advertising man, will be in Chicago May
24, to look over the convention crowd.

* * *

M. E. Shear has been added to the
Goldwyn sales staff.

* * *

Dr. W. E Shallenberger, president of
Arrow Film Corp., after spending a few
days fishing up in Wisconsin returned to
Chicago in time to attend the National con-
vention.

» * *

Elmer Pearson, general manager and
vice-president of Pathe, dropped in at the
local office last week.

* * *

E. A. Phelps, the Goldwyn go-getter,
won out on the recent contest conducted
by the Chicago exchange, exceeding all

other salesmen in the six weeks' drive.
* * *

En Lansing, salesman for Fox Minne-
apolis, is in town, on a two-weeks' vacation
trip.

* * *

C. J. Howard, special representative of
"Fun from the Press," the Hodkinson short
subject, is in town to look after his booth
at the Coliseum.

» * *

Walter Nealand is back in town after
putting over "Souls for Sale" at the Park-
way theatre, Madison, Wis., Dr. W. E.
Beecroft's popular house. Walt staged a
movie contest that was a riot and he'-, going
back in June and put on a "Look Your
Best" week.

Chicago Exchanges to

Have Many Screenings
Throughout Film Row this week screen-

ings will be held by most of the exchanges
for the visiting exhibitors. The newly
decorated Fulco Sales Company's projection
room will be occupied daily from 3 untiLS
P. M. by the Hodkinson exchange, show-
ing, Monday, "The Man from Glengarry";
Tuesday, "Michael O'Halloran"; Wednes-
day, "Down to the Sea in Ships"; Thurs-I
day, "The Affairs of Lady Hamilton"; and
Friday, "The Critical Age."

Film Booking Office also plans to screen
a number of features in its projection
room ; Fox will show several new re-
leases and Universal, Paramount, Vita-
graph, Pathe, Metro and First National
will hold screenings of new pictures. Vita-
graph plans to give exhibitors an oppor-
tunity to pass judgment on its new Emer-
son Hough story "The Man Next Door."

Death Predicted for

Daylight Saving Plan
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO., May 21.—Alderman I

Wimer's daylight saving bill which would
move the official time of St. Louis ahead
one hour commencing on the first Sun-
day in June and the last Sunday in Sep-
tember will die in committee. Members?
of the aldermanic committee on legisla-

tion, which has the bill, with one excep-
tion, are against it.

Alderman Clinton E. Udell, the only
alderman for it, says it should be sub-
mitted to a vote of the people. Th
others are certain that only the very
wealthy and certain classes like automo-
bile dealers, soft drink parlors and other

resorts would benefit by the measure.

Now you can appreciate the hard life a poor author leads. Al St. John shows you in
his new Fox comedy, "The Author."

Mrs. Nuwed—Mary, I think we'll have

boiled mutton with caper sauce for din-

ner. Are there any capers in the house?
Mary—No, ma'am.
Mrs. Nuwed—Then go into the garden

and cut some.

—

Zit's Weekly Newspaper.
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HOW BIG IS

ENEMIES OF WOMEN?
IN NEW YORK—all records broken at the Central at
Two Dollar Top, for four weeks. Now doing capacity at the
Rialto, in its seventh big Broadway week.

IN CHICAGO—all records broken at the Roosevelt.
Now in its seventh big week.

IN SAN FRANCISCO—all records broken at the
Imperial. Now in its third big week.

IN LOS ANGELES—Now in its seventh big week at
Grauman's Rialto.

It's the Biggest Money-
Maker in the Field Today!

A COSMOPOLITAN PRODUCTION

if

By Vicente Blasco Ibanez
Directed by Alan Crosland

With Lionel Barrymore and Alma Rubens
Distributed by Goldwyn-Gosmopolitan

Settings by Joseph Urban
Scenario by John Lynch

m
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The Summer. Is

Just What "You
Make It/

IT
LIES within your power to make this summer the biggest and best in the

history of your house! Bump the slump! Hand it a two-handed wallop with

the tried and proven Universal Jewel Successes listed below! No guess

work here—each and every one a TESTED box-office success! Don't shop

—

and you don't have to gamble! Here are the crowd-getters—and the Univer-

sal Exploitation man in your exchange will see that you get the right kind of

Publicity! Don't wait—get busy now!

House Peters and Virginia Valli in

THE STORM
From Langdon McCormick's play

Directed by Reginald Barker

House Peters in

HUMAN HEARTS
From Hal Reid's play

Directed by King Baggot

Priscilla DEAN in

UNDER TWO FLAGS
Directed by Tod Browning
From Ouida's immortal novel

Reginald DENNY in

THE KENTUCKY DERBY
From Chas. T. Dacey's "The Suburban"
Directed by King Baggot

Booth Tarkington's Masterpiece

THE FLIRT
A Hobart Henley Production

Priscilla DEAN in

THE FLAME OF LIFE
A Hobart Henley Production
From one of Frances Hodgson Burnett's fa-
mous novels

Presented bv

DRIVEN
Selected as an Exceptional Picture by the Ex-

ceptional Pictures Committee of the Na-
tional Board of Review

With a remarkable cast

A Charles Brabin Production

Reginald DENNY in

THE ABYSMAL BRUTE
A Hobart Henley Production
From Jack London's famous story

BAVU
Ever-last-ing-ly EXCITING
From the play by Earl Carroll

Directed by Stuart Paton

H. A. Snow's
HUNTING BIG GAME IN AFRICA
with Gun and Camera

The Year's Most Gigantic Box-office
Attraction

!

TRIFLING WITH HONOR
A Clean Tense Drama with a Whirl-
wind Finish
with Rockliffe Fcllowes, Fritci Ridgway,
Buddy Messingcr and Hayden Stevenson
Directed by Harry Pollard

Lon Chaney with Virginia Valli in

THE SHOCK
The Picture of Countless Surprises
Directed by Lambert Hillyer

LAEMMLE C T
Pleasure

U R. E S
Is All Yo u r s
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fMr. andMrs.MARTIN JOHNSON'S
OVERWHELMING TRIUMPH
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WHAT THE CRITICS SAID ABOQI

Mr.andMi's.MARTIKJOHNSONS

TRAILING

WILD
ANIMAL

A METRO



BP
HE VOICE OF THE PRESS

Extremely enjoyable and profitable.

Los Angeles Express

More genuine interest than in

any film romance.
—

]y[inneafco1is Journal

Awe-inspiring and thrilling.

^Chicago 'Trihune

Informative and ever so exciting.

Baltimore American

Marvelous ... a liberal education.

Baltimore Evening Sun

House not large enough to hold

the crowds. ~New Orleans Item

One of the finest and most au-

thentic pictures. "Seattle Star.

\JheJ(fricari buffalo
has a ragina temper
•the kind yoiill have>

if some other exhib-

itor beats you io
[this picture

Pictill'

Many thrills and plenty) of ex-

citement. ^Chicago Examiner

A superior picture.

Cleveland Press

If you can't get a thrill out of

this, you're dead.
Baltimore Post

Extremely interesting and excit-

ing . . . magnificent.

New York Telegraph

Wonderful source of entertain-

ment and education.

Cleveland Plain Dealer

In every few" feet there is a real

thrill.
Buffalo Express.

Screen,
Classic



HOT DOG
THE BULL STEPS OU'

HUNT STROMBERG presents

BULLMQ
in S

jTHE # m
FAMOUS , m
PLU6-01GLTS m
latest! ^V^5
ATTEMPT A
TO 1 ~

BuRGLAA '

HIS \WAY X
INTO

~

HIGH SOCIE
Written and Directed by HIXNT 6TOOMBERG

A Metro Picture



WANTED
BY INEXPERIENCED HEIRESS,AWAY

TO SPEND $150,000 AYEAR
O, Boy, Lead Me To It

!

That's a real exploitation angle. It has the curiosity-

arousing power which reaches out and pulls them in.

The picture is romantic, dramatic and sure-fire. It

bubbles over with humor and finishes with a punch.

As a summer feature it can't be surpassed.

In brief, the story follows the career of a girl who,

brought up in seclusion, suddenly finds herself left with

a tremendous fortune. She goes in for society. She

is as proud as a peacock and when the dowagers and

debutantes give her the cold shoulder, she starts a

regular revolution. It's a circus. She beats society

at its own game. She plunges into an orgy of buying;

gowns, motors, lavish parties and all the rest. She

soon has her up-stage friends calling for help.

Then, with the social world at her feet, she longs

for new worlds to conquer. She has become a daz-

zling beauty and the reigning favorite. But all the

luxuries money can buy will not satisfy her longing

for real love. She finally selects the home-town sweet-

heart of her girlhood.

The cast is hand-picked. The direction is snappy.

The sets are eye-filling.

THEIbRTUNE OF
i ChristinaMcNab

From thenovelby Sarah Macnaughton
which ran into seven big editions

Haygoe rs Pictures
Physical Distrjbutors

Pat HI E i - • - : i
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Every Mother's Son and Daughtei

Will Love This One!
ADOLPH ZUKOR PRESENTSWW
WILLIAM deMILLE
PFLODUCTI O N

WITH

MAY McAVOY
LOIS WILSON
ELLIOTT DEXTER
and GEORGE FAWCETT HERE'S a wonderfully new 1 d

of mother-picture. A roma e

with all the emotional appeal f

"Over the Hill," with all the twi •

ling humor of "Grumpy." The st jr

of a young-old, pretty mother, a o

decided she'd slaved for her s,el 9

children long enough and sudd* r

stepped out and lived!

Could there be a story closei o

every woman's heart? Can't u

see them coming a-flocking wi
you tell them about it?

A GOLD-MINE OF EXPLOITATION POSSIBILITIES—that's "Only 38." Look
at the cast: Lois Wilson, the famous heroine of "The Covered Wagon"; May McAvoy
and Bobby Agnew, the juvenile hits of "Clarence"; Elliott Dexter, always a favorite; and
George Fawcett.

And the title: You can hook up all the stores in town with an "Only 38"-cent Bar-
gain Sale, give a party for all the 38-year old mothers, get the backing of the drug stores

and other people selling preparations that make old women young, start a "Rights for

Mothers" Club.

The advertising cut above is the 4-column newspaper ad from the Press Sheet. Your
exchange has mats and electros.

Screen play by Clara Beranger. From (he Broadway hit by A. E. Thomas.

Suggested by Waller Prichard Eaton's story.
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Yours for a
Prosperous Summer—

MANSLAUGHTER, a Cecil B. De Mille pro-

duction.—10,000 feet of the most beautiful picture

ever filmed. Pleased everybody that saw it.—C. R.

McHenry, Rosewin theatre, Dallas, Tex.—Neigh-

borhood patronage.

From "What the Picture Did For Me"
in Exhibitors Herald

WHEN KNIGHTHOOD WAS IN FLOWER,
with Marion Davies.—A very fine picture. A spe-

cial in every respect. Pleased them all. What
more do you want?—Bert Silver, Silver Family

theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

GRUMPY, with Theodore Roberts.—Is a 100

per cent attraction for any town.—O. W. Lambert,

Orpheum theatre, Roundup, Mont.—General pat-

ronage.

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKYCORPORATION fcg
AOOLPH ZUKOR. P....rf.-.c < .

I-M

THE GLIMPSES OF THE MOON, with Bebe

Daniels.—Every one who saw it seemed to like it.

—O. W. Lambert, Orpheum theatre, Roundup,

Mont.—General patronage.

And there are 35 other Recent Paramount Hits

Winter or Summer

—

If it's a Paramount Picture,

it's the Best Show in Town
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SPECIAL! !

!

WHITMAN BENNETT presents C
By CHARLES G. RICH and DOROTHY FARNUM

Directed by CHARLES GIBLYN and an ALL STAR CAST

BRANDON TYNAN and MARY CARR
FAIRE BINNEY, "BUSTER" COLLIER

An Amazing Narrative of Breathless Adventures and Heroic Deeds

A Thrilling Heart-Interest Story of the Men in the U.S. Mail Service

Humor Pathos Romance Thrills Gasps

A Whitman Bennett
Production Released by
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lom LIVES
with

BRANDON TYNAN and MARY CARR and an ALL STAR CAST

A SMASHING, CRASHING MELODRAMA!
Tied Up to the Greatest Night and Day Working Force in the

Entire World. And the Most Romantic, the Most Faithful,

the Most Loyal and Best Known Men in Uniform

THE UNITED STATES POST OFFICE EMPLOYES
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#Y#Y#YtYtY#Y#Y#Y#YtY#YtY#YtY

BIG ENOUGH FOR THE BESTt
Y
S No theatre is booked with greater discrimination

Z than Ascher's MERRILL THEATRE in Milwaukee.

This week the comedy feature in this fine house is

Y
# CHARLES CHAPLIN

I "CAUGHT IN A CABARET"
the second

NEW EDITION KEYSTONE COMEDY

^ Ralph Wettstein, manager of the Merrill, did not

Mj have to be sold on the second. After he had run

w the first "DOUGH AND DYNAMITE" he wrote:

"Please set in the next Chaplin re-issue on May 19th

Y for the week. / WISH TO STA TE THA T WE
# HAD MANY COMPLIMENTS ON THE LAST
Y ONE WE PLAYED AND THE AUDIENCE
# SEEMED TO ENJOY IT VERY MUCH"
Y
# BIG ENOUGH FOR THE BEST and

PROFITABLE FOR ANY THEATRE

^ If you don't know where to book them
for your territory write or wire

# TRI-STONE PICTURES, INC.
Oscar A. Price, President. H. E. Aitken, Vice President and General Manager

^ 565 Fifth Avenue, New York

#VtVtY#Y#YtY#Y#YtY*Y#Y#Y#Y#Y
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How Big
is

"Enemies
of Women"?

IN NEW YORK* it broke all records at the Central Theatre

at two dollar top. It moved to the Rivoli. and in the first week

did $30,283, one of the biggest weeks in the history of the

house. It has been held over for two weeks at the Rialto.

IN CHICAGO* it broke all records at the Roosevelt Theatre,

doing S26T89 in the first week, It is now in its sixth week,

still doing capacity.

IN SAN FRANCISCO it broke all records at the Imperial

Theatre, and is still doing capacity.

IN LOS ANGELES* it broke all records at Grauman's Rialto,

and is still doing capacity in its sixth week.

IN MILWAUKEE it broke all records for the Garden Theatre,

and played absolute capacity for two weeks.

It is the Biggest Box -Office Picture in

the Field Today

"ENEMIES of WOMEN"
by Vicente Blasco Ibanez

With LIONEL BARRYMORE
and Alma Rubens

Directed by Alan Crosland Scenario by John Lynch

A COSMOPOLITAN Setti^s b
>^h Urban

PRODUCTION
* In these cities "Enemies of H omen" is playing against

Distributed by the slrongesi opposition picture in the field today.
Goldwyn-Cosmopohtan
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CAn^nusual tfhQmQ!
JKoving Picture QVorld.

PICTURE STRONG
IN MELODRAMA

' Thomas H. Ince introduces an unusua

theme in this one. A story involving

romance and a hatred. The picture

well handled from a production poia

and there are some excellent scenes of

forest fire, with a strong melodramati

ending. The character (levelopmen

furnishes an interesting study. A prett

romance also."

—

Moving Picture World

MOST EXCITING
AND SPECTACULAR
" .Melodramatic, with a spectacular enc

ing and should appeal to the majoritj

The forest fire scenes are exciting and

satisfying romance runs through the pi<

tine. Frank Keenan does some goo

acting."

—

Exhibitors Trade Review.

WILL INTEREST MOST
JADED PICTURE FAN

' Thomas H. Ince sponsors a first ral

story of conflict and character develo]

ment in this picture. It is strong enotlg

in plot, action and interpretation to intfl

est even the most jaded of fans. Frai

Keenan is presented in a role which 1

can do hetter than any of his contemp

raries. His acting carries quality. Lloj

Hughes is picturesque as the yotfl

mountaineer. A thrill when a forest!

threatens to wipe out a whole communft
The story has vitality."

—

Motion Pictii

News.

n^lOS.H.lnCe presents

Scars of Jealousy
Written by Anthony H. Rudd; Directed by Lambert
Hillyer under the personal supervision of Thomas H. Ince

Distributed by Associated^FirstlNational Pictures, Inc.







YOU CAN DEPEND UPON
FIRST NATIONAL
EING firmly convinced of the upward trend

of public demand. First National's big-time

theatre-owner members have arranged for

by far the strongest line-up of product the

company has yet handled. We have been
quietly working for months t,o build a series of supreme
quality productions which our experience leads us to

believe will bring many capacity weeks' business during

the coming season.

We re-state it as our unalterable purpose—First

National aims to be first in quality product next
season. Few companies have grown more solidly or

rapidly—none has striven more consistently to improve
its product and service—none can offer a better record

for steady business-getting pictures, and we plan that

next season's will be more dazzlingly magnificent than
ever.

When planning their coming season's attractions, we
hope our friends will bear in mind that this organiza-

tion's product is definitely designed to meet the stand-

ards of the country's palatial big-time metropolitan

theatres, most of which have come to depend upon us
for supplying an increasing share of their requirements.

Consider the following pages. Look up the records

of our unrivalled directorial and stellar aggregation.

Read and consider the overwhelming popular appeal of

the stories and plays. Here you have an array of

superlative talent—a wealth of brilliantly scintillating

entertainment material— all backed up by a distribut-

ing organization which has grown amazingly because

its purpose has been to build wisely and deal fairly.

65-70 FEATURES FOR THE SEASON
NATIONALLY ADVERTISED

Clicago Theatre, Chicago



ARTHUR H. JACOBS presents

FRANK BORZAGE
BRILLIANT as a director with "Humoresque" to his credit, doubly so as creator of

" Children of Dust," Frank Borzage is an acquisition of whom First National is justly

proud. Showmanship, which guides him in the studios and keeps him alert for every dramatic

possibility, every exploitation angle, allies him to the exhibitor. From showmanship, ac-

quired through years, he draws the human slant on life w hich distinguishes his efforts. Again

he proves himself in "Dust in the Doorway." And if there had been no "Humoresque," no
"Children of Dust," by this one picture Borzage would have attained the place to which

those previous two carried him.

BORZAGE PLANS FOUR SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS FOR
FIRST NATIONAL THIS SEASON.



ARTHUR H. JACOBS presents

DUST IN THE DOORW AY
Drama of mystery and

a lad's love of mother

A FRANK BORZAGE
PRODUCTION

VUHO of all directors can more surely

mirror the love and torment of the

human soul than Frank Borzage ? Consider

the audience appeal of an unwanted son,

worshipping the mother-memory of the

worldly woman who renounces him. Imag-
ine his heart stress when he discovers her a

criminal and accepts punishment in her

stead. Here is life drama! Mystery and
thrill blended with the music of love as only

Borzage can play it.

Individually made by Borzage

for First National Big Time
When Ease seeks West the heavens growl.

Old Japan, "Frisco" Nights

Love Triumphant

CILKS and cymbals, pomp and privilege,

dictator of life, gardens of love's delight

—these are the birthright of the Lord of
Thundergate.

Gift of Buddha, stars for eyes, cherries her
lips—heart o' gold, daughter of Venus

—

this is the slave girl the gods send to test

and tempt his heart, manhood and virtue.

A tensely dramatic love and action drama,
rich in the elements that made "East is

W est" such a hit.

SIDNEY HERSHEL SMALL'S

LORD OF THUNDERGATE
Spectacle—Drama—Color

and popular appeal

A FIRST NATIONAL PICTURE



EDWIN CAREWE
LET THEM call me commercial if they will—box-office value is what counts." Edwin

Carewe says that and works to it. Look through the magazines. Many of the best
illustrations represent commercial art. And that defines Carewe's position in the producing
world; he is the commercial artist; he makes pictures that sell. With "Mighty Lak' a Rose"
and "The Girl of the Golden West" as his trophies for iqn-i}, he opens IQ23-24 with "The
Bad Man." Consider that: an outstanding stage hit, screened with Holbrook Blinn, the
play's Broadway creator, as star. That's Carewe's method: assuring success from the start.

FOUR MORE SCORES FOR FIRST NATIONAL PICTURES
THIS SEASON.



EDWIN CAREWE
presents

THE BAD MAN
with

HOLBROOK BLINN
who made it famous, and an all star cast.

OOX-OFFICES from Coast to Coast tell

"The Bad Man's" record. It ran
months and months on Broadway, two
years on the road, and is still going strong

—

a fortune-maker. Everywhere they laugh
and thrill over Lopez, genial border bandit,

"ver' bad hombre," but under the skin not
so bad when he gives a white man a wife, a
fortune and a diamond-studded future.

Porter Emerson Brow ne's play has wonder-
ful screen material. Add to that Carewe's
direction, Blinn's inimitable characteriza-

tion, the profitable prestige of a legitimate

hit—and cash in!

"The Bad Man" Will

Make GoodEverywhere
While God, the Hjrdsman, goads them on behind"

Rejuvenation! Flight from Age

Young Women for Old

'"THERE'S the theme of the novel that is

outselling all others two to one. Papers

full of it; women talking, hoping, wonder-

ing: how to hold youth, how to stay young
in life, in looks, in love. Vividly told is this

story of a worldly woman, satiated beyond
illusions, who wins back lost years and falls

in love with a man young enough to be her

own son.

GERTRUDE ATHERTOX'S
AMAZING NOVEL

BLACK OXEN
will be a box-office sensation

because everyone wonders
how it will be screened.

A FIRST NATIONAL PICTURE

DEPEND ON FIRST NATIONAL PICTURES TO PLEASE

Proscenium of State Theatre
.Minneapolis



FRANK LLOYD
FIVE REMARKABLE pictures, one after the other, each scoring infallibly, won Frank

Lloyd independent producership. "The Eternal Flame," "The Voice from the Minaret,"
"Within the Law," "Ashes of Vengeance," and "Oliver Twist" constitute his recent direc-

torial record. In making them, he established his genius in five widely divided fields; but
the contract which brings his indiv idual productions to First National was given not merely
to provide him with even greater opportunity, but to ensure to exhibitors the exclusive

services of a man who never has failed and never will fail to deliver. A national reception

awaits Lloyd's personal presentations on this season's program.

THREE, PERHAPS FOUR FRANK LLOYD-FIRST NATIONALS
SCHEDULED FOR THIS SEASON

Portico oj Vlympta, lioslon



Money couldn't buy the screen rights to

BIRD OF PARADISE
The man who wrote, staged and made a fortune
from the dazzling romance of Hawaiian eyes, Pacific
skies is

RICHARD WALTON
TULLY

y^GAINST real-money offers he held the

rights for himself, planning to film "The
Bird of Paradise" as it should be done.

Luana, the Hawaiian belle, who sought
w hite man's love and turned at last to the

death-embrace of Pele, God of Fire, is

unforgetable, even against stage handicaps.

Imagine her, then, amid tossing palms and
purple nights of Aloha-land—scenic won-
ders, island witchery!

We'll see the reaV'Bird of Paradise!"

in First 'National Pictures She Wanted to Marry
so She Stole a Man

"DEAUTIFUL Indian maid, eager for

love—but can't find a man. Suddenly
four arrive with a camp cook. That's the
man she wants. But he doesn't want a
wife. So—well, did you ever hear of a
woman kidnaping a husband ? Some story!

Action, laughter, dandy drama and always
a guess about what's going to happen next.

Breath of pines, laugh of running waters,

forest denizens slinking through the snows,
nights for love wasted in hate. Here's the
stuff that hits are made of.

HULBERT FOOTNER'S
NEW NOVEL

The HUNTRESS
Directed by Lynn Reynolds,

with an all-star cast.

A FIRST NATIONAL PICTURE

DEPEND ON FIRST NA TIONAL PICTURES FOR REAL DIRECTORS

=31r*

Circle Theatre, Indianapolis



JOSEPH M. SCHENCK presents

NORMA TALMADGE
CONTINUING—repeat the word—continuing through the new season her succession of

successes which started with "Smilin" Through," Norma Talmadge will have three star-

ring productions of true magnificence. "Ashes of Vengeance" comes first, "Secrets" second,
both impressed with characteristic greatness. Not just greatness in art or personal achieve-

ment. More! Greatness which makes permanent friends for the theatre. Of the very
few real box-office stars, Miss Talmadge stands pre-eminent by holding the loyalty of the

public with portrayals which not only satisfy but surprise. The answer is given in broken
records and return engagements.

IN THREE FIRST NATIONAL PICTURES THIS SEASON

Kmema Theatre. Los Angeles



JOSEPH M. SCHENCK presents

NORMA TALMADGE
in

Ashes of Vengeance
From the play by H. B. Somerville.

CELECTED at the outset by Joseph M.
Schenck as a production upon which he

would expend more time, money and effort

than anything he has yet produced, "Ashes
of Vengeance" attains the peak of world
product ion . Thousands of players re-create

the thrill of old France's festivals, the
Huguenot massacre of St. Bartholomew's
Day in all its terrors, scene upon scene un-
attempted hitherto. Each would make a

play a milestone. Here they are but back-
grounds, vast, kaleidoscopic, for the un-
forgetable romance of royal maid and
Huguenot lover fighting for love across

barriers of creed.

A Mammoth Production
Directed by Frank Lloyd

The Plays the Rage of New
York and London

KTO SECRET in the success of "Secrets,"
playing to capacity in New York now.

It has a theme: Love lasts through the three
ages of woman. First the girl, eager in

elopement; then the wife of the West, work-
ing for her mate; in age forsaken for a
younger love, yet still believing he will come
back. Drama that beats with the heart,
every emotion of womankind are etched in

"Secrets" with Norma Talmadge's art.

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK presents

NORMA TALMADGE
in

SECRETS
From the play by Rudolph
Besier and May Edgington

A FIRST NATIONAL PICTURE

DEPEND ON FIRST NATIONAL PICTURES I 'OR DRAMATIC FORCE



SAMUEL GOLDWYN presents

GEORGE FITZMAURICE
PLW ALLIANCES have such potentialities as that of Mr. Goldwyn and Mr. Fitzmaurice,

director of "On With the Dance,'" "To Have and to Hold" and many of the screen's

finest. Success surrounds the pictures they will release through First National. Beginning
an ambitious series, George Fitzmaurice will do Hall Caine's "The Eternal City" in memor-
able manner, transporting his entire company to Rome for scenic magnificence. There are

more to follow, each a picture exhibitors uill play for profit. Since the season's money-
spinners are minted from producer, director, story and cast, surely the stories they have
bought and the players they have engaged, complete the perfect fusion.

TO MAKE A BRILLIANT SERIES OF FIRST NATIONAL
PICTURES THIS SEASON

Rialio Theatre, Omaha



SAMUEL GOLDWYN presents a

GEORGE
FITZMAURICE

PRODUCTION"

THE ETERNAL CITY
The supreme romantic achievement of HALL CA1NE

Adapted by Ouida Bergere

'"THE CREATOR of magnificent pic-

tures has commenced his master-
work. In Rome, where the immortal story

of deathless love was conceived, "The
Eternal City" will be produced. Scenes
that live in memory of millions will ring

again to tumult and cheers, and see passion

sway a wonder-woman and a leader of men
to madness and renunciation!

Barbara LaMarr, David Pouell, Lionel

Barrymore, Richard Bennett, Montague

Love in this First Xational Classic.
Potash and Perlmutter

in Pictures at Last

SIGNALIZING his personal re-entry into
production, Samuel Goldwyn has se-

cured "Potash and Perlmutter" against the

keenest competition which ever surrounded
a play's purchase. Barney Bernard and
Alexander Carr, the original stars, have
been engaged for the screen version. Un-
precedented publicity, 700 newspapers
carrying the stories, the world renown of
"Potash and Perlmutter," make Big-Time
crowds for a Big-Time attraction.

SAMUEL GOLDWYN presents

BARNEY BERNARD,
ALEX. CARR and VERA GORDON

Potash and Perlmutter
by Montague Glass and Charles Klein

Scenario by Frances Marion
Directed by Clarence Badger

By Arrangement with A. H. Woods

A FIRST NATIONAL PICTURE

DEPEND ON FIRST NATIONAL PICTURES FOR FAMOUS STARS

The Capuol, Utuoit



LOUIS B. MAYER presents

JOHN M. STAHL
DID ever another picture create such discussion as "The Dangerous Age''" Or play so

consistently tocapacity and so many extended runs? In a flash it established John M.
Stahl as the master theme-dramatist, the observer of life, the unseen, all-seeing analyst in

every man's home. He has looked again and found "The Wanters." Everyone knows
them; they want, want, want; each want satisfied breeds new discontent. A striking idea,

true, entertaining; with another just as thrusting in "Why Men Leave Home," Avery
Hopwood's Broadway success. Made in Stahl style those two are worth the important
places they hold among this season's First National Pictures.

DEPEND UPON FIRST NATIONAL FOR THE SEASON'S HITS

Foyer of Liberty Theatre
Portland, Ore.



LOUIS B. N LAYER presents

THE WANTERS
A picture of the World and his

Wife—reaching /or the Moon.

A JOHN" M. STAHL
PRODUCTION"

AS DEFTLY as he handled "The
Dangerous Age," Stahl develops "The

Wanters" with action, human-interest and
a smile. The longing for luxury moves the
characters—and most strongly of all a girl

who gets the chance to escape poverty, and
finds those who have the things she wants
would surrender them all for the happiness
she threw away.

Leila Burton Wells wrote the play. J. G.
Hawks and Paul Bern adapted it. A top-

notch cast including Marie Prevost, Robert
Ellis, Richard Headrick.

You' 11 find "The Wanters"
is just What People Want

And Here Stahl Shows Why
Men Leave Home

T X AVERY HOPWOOD'S play of wast-
1 ful wives, he does it.

Wives unthinkingly wasting youth, happi-
ness, love, he pictures; wives with the
squander-lust.

With satire, punch, laughter, tears, he
builds the theme to Big-Time tune. The
title catches; the story's there w ith exploita-

tion angles; and you can depend on Stahl

to deliver entertainment that measures up
to all you say about it. Men and women
will all leave home first chance they get to

see

WHY MEN
LEAVE HOME

A JOHN M. STAHL PRODUCTIOX
Presented by Louis B. Mayer

A FIRST NATIONAL PICTURE



SAM E. RORK presents

JAMES YOUNG
MAKING his own pictures, watching others; going from studio to theatre, sitting in

darkness, looking, listening, studying what the public wants and what it has tired of

—

then logically forecasting the next demand. There's James Young's method for all who
wish to copy. But one essential duplication is impossible; the factor behind every picture:

the intuitive touch. Young's record goes many years back, many years forward. "The
Masquerader," "Trilby," "Wandering Daughters" showed his style of generating response
from the public he works for. And working still to popular taste, he has chosen for his

first production this season Cynthia Stockley's new best-seller
—

"Ponjola." It's galvanic!

FIRST NATIONAL PICTURES COMBINE BUSINESS AND PLEASURE

Empress Theatre, Oklahoma Cay



SAM E. RORK presents

PONJOLA
Cynthia Stockley's story that eclipses even

"Poppy."

A JAMES YOUNG
PRODUCTION"

T\0 YOU know what Ponjola is? The
spirit of Africa that leaves derelict men

in sun-scorched veldts and kopjes. \\ omen,
too—but not this woman w ho becomes a
man, and lives as a man until love and the

threat of death laugh at her grim mas-
querade.

Buy the book! Read it! Then you'll realize

"Ponjola" must make a motion picture

winner. Big stars, too

—

James Kirkuood and Anna Q. Nilsson

Head a Dozen Headliners
Depend on this as a Box-office

Certainty

T^FPEND on "The Swamp Angel" be-

cause it's a First National Picture.

Depend on it because Richard Connell,
America's foremost short-story writer, sup-
plied the heart-appeal. Strongly, yet
simply, is it told—about a man who started

poor and worked a lifetime for riches to

make himself worthy of the woman he had
idealized—and then found she wasn't worth
it!

"The Swamp Angel" will have a director

whose power measures up to its power and
a cast of players who will clinch its success.

RICHARD CONNELL'S

THE SWAMP ANGEL
is one of the most sought-for
stories for the screen today. You'll
know why when you see it as

A FIRST NATIONAL PICTURE

DEPEND ON FIRST NATIONAL PICTURES FOR ARTISTRY





Vera Gordon

Alexander Carr Barney Bernard

First National Pictures Attract Famous'Favorites

Stillman Theatre, Cleveland



JOSEPH M. SCHENCK presents

CONSTANCE TALMADGE
SURPRISING STAR! While the world still chuckled at Ming Toy of "East is West,"

Ming Toy became Dulcy, the delicious, disastrous, well-meaning young witch of

"Dulcy; three-season stage success. And the good news is confirmed. Constance Talmadge
stands happily committed to important plays and famous fiction. New York, London and
the Continent supply their cleverest, their most bizarre, their infinite variety of favorites

from which Miss Talmadge has drawn "The Dangerous Maid," that won fame as "Barbara
Winslow, Rebel," and "Madame Pompadour," Vienna's prevailing vogue. Scintillating

promises they hold, endorsed by the star who has found her forte, and by the unlimited
resources of the Schenck producing organization.

THREE OR FOUR FOR FIRST NATIONAL THIS SEASON

Strand Theatre, New Orleans



\ /fAYBE YOU'N'E heard of the Connecticut

Yankee in King Arthur's Court.

Regular cut-up he was; but a flat tire compared to

Constance Talmadge in the Court of King James.

Yes, sir -r-r-r

CONSTANCE
TALX 1ADGE

cutjests court jesters and puts a pin in royal pomp in

The Dangerous Maid
Presented by Joseph M. Schcnck

Directed by Victor Heerman

Adventurous young lady is Barbara Winslow.

Rebellious in fact. That's why Elizabeth Ellis

called the famous novel from which this was
adapted, "Barbara Winslow, Rebel." Not all

humor, though. Real drama creeps in, first to thrill,

then by contrast to enhance the joy of it.

Features Like "The Dangerous Maid"
Can t Come Fast Enough!

It's theVogueof Vienna

—

Qorgeous—Intriguing

TV7ITH a flirt of her skirt she can start

a war; veiling wile in her smile,

broken hearts restore. Her niche to be-

witch and with laughter enrich the legions

who love Madame Pompadour!

The Continent's crazy over the play. No
wonder! And no one better to start the

vogue of Madame Pompadour here than

the dazzling star who is to do it.

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK presents

CONSTANCE
TALMADGE

in sumptuous fashion in

Madame Pompadour
Adapted by John Emerson and Anita Loos

A FIRST NATIONAL PICTURE

DEPEND ON FIRST NATIONAL PICTURES FOR POPULAR APPEAL



THOMAS H. INCE
THAT this is Mr. Ince's strongest season is not just a forecast, but a fact. His four

important productions for First National release are four definite events. Mr. Ince is

making "Country Lanes and City Pavements" as his first personally-directed picture since

"Civilization." He has secured "Anna Christie," the most discussed play of last season, by
Eugene O'Neill whose stage sensations have made him America's foremost dramatist. "Her
Reputation," marks a decisive score for Mae McAvoy, while Vaughan Kester's "The Just
and the Unjust." expresses Ince-punch in drama to the nth degree. For all, the name
Thomas H. Incc is the soundest guarantee.

FOUR INCE PRODUCTIONS FOR FIRST NATIONAL THIS SEASON



THOMAS H. INCE

Himself Directs

COUNTRY LAXES AND
CITY PAVEMENTS

T_TE CHOSE this story from thousands
tor the first picture he has personally

directed since '"Civilization.
-

" He chose it

because John Fleming W ilson, author of
"The Man W ho Came Back."' filled it with
the dramatic conflict of country simplicity

and city splendor and created a score of

opportunities for the Ince punch, the Ince

tnrill, when a tidal wave sweeps up on a city

and a wandering wife, awakening to love,

fights for her husband's rescue.

With Ince on his mettle as producer and
director, with Madge Bellamy as star and a
talented cast

—

This is the pace-maker among
the season's Profitable Pictures

Imagine How Ince Will Screen

"Anna Christie
'

J^ENE\ IBER the furore Eugene O'Neills
play aroused? Capacity houses every-

where, critics overshadowed by the public's

praise—and gasp. That story of the out-

cast girl on the barge, her one chance of
marriage blocked by the father whose faith

in her was blind—that story screened will

win ten thousand for every thousand who
acclaimed it on the stage. Different, that's

why; driving deep into strange humanity;
revealing entertainment they'll rush the
moment your theatre announces

—

THOMAS H. IXCE
presents

Anna Christie
with a cast of stars

Adapted by Bradley King.
Directed by John Griffith Wray.

DEPEND ON FIRST NATIONAL FOR BIG-TIME ATTRACTIONS



COLLEEN MOORE
RARELY has popular request played so absolute a part in a star's success. Piquant

personality, charming wistfulness, a distinctive quality of screen artistry commanded
for Colleen Moore complete honors in 'The Lotus Eaters,"' "The Nth Commandment,"
"The Wallflower," and other important releases—and commanded, too, that popular
enthusiasm by which stars develop. Exhibitorial discrimination will influence her. Books
and plays of undoubted merit, directors of proved ability, supporting players chosen for

talent rather than for name, will ensure productions worthy of Miss Moore's utmost, and
designed from first to last as truly Big Time attractions.

THIS SEASON FINDS FIRST NATIONAL DOUBLY STRONG



The Anonymous Society Expose
Novel Sensation

FLAMING YOUTH
Directed by Jack Dillon

COLLEEN MOORE
I_JIDING behind the pen-name of Warner
-1 Fabian, one of the country's leading

novelists is suspected of having based his

hard-hitting expose of the smart set upon
events and people with whom he is on
intimate terms. The Philadelphia Ledger
says: "The book is startling, but only

because of the facts."

A mother and three daughters. The young-
est, "Dee," is different. Promiscuous pet-

ting does not appeal to her. Colleen Moore
is the ideal star for this drama, strong with
the lure of popularity while still carrying

the serious and sympathetic angles.

That old word-of-mouth
advertising works for
First National. Did Ever Heart-Punch Hit

So Hard?

AMURDER TRIAL. An innocent man
accused—and sentenced to death by a

judge who knows his own son is the real

slayer. And drama, mounting higher, finds

the son's w ife bound to silence by fear; for

she had been w ith the innocent man at the

moment of the murder. There alone is

enough for a striking picture; but it's only
part of this one. Swift action, the Ince

punch from a different angle, popular
players all add to the big entertainment.

THOMAS H. INCE
presents

THE )UST AND THE
UNJUST
By \ aughan Kester

Directed by John Griffith W'ray
Scenario bv Bradlcv King

FIRST
Distributed by

NATIONAL PICTURES

DEPEND ON FIRST NATIONAL FOR BOX-OFFICE VALUE

New Tivoli, Washington. D. C.



INSPIRATION PICTURES INC., Chas. H. Duell, Pres., presents

RICHARD BARTHELMESS
SELDOM does famous star seek famous screen company. Yet Chas. H. Duell has sup-

ported Mr. Barthelmess' name with that of authors, directors and players nationally
acclaimed. Joseph Hergesheimer, Porter Emerson Browne, Edmund Goulding, Beulah
Marie Dix and George V. Hobart have written his stories; Henry King and John S. Robert-
son have directed him; his casts have included Dorothy Gish, Dorothy Mackaill, Pauline
Garon, Ernest Torrence, Mary Alden, Louise Huff, Mary Astor, Tyrone Power—stars in

themselves. Sharing honors to give each the utmost in entertainment, has won Richard
Barthelmess productions the enthusiastic support of the people who make winning weeks.

THREE OR FOUR BARTHELMESS-FIRST NATIONAL
PICTURES THIS SEASON

New Grand Central, St. Louis



INSPIRATION PICTURES, Inc.

Chas. H. Ducll, President, presents

Richard Barthelmess
In the Bealah Marie Dix romance

The Fighting Blade
A JOHN S. ROBERTSON PRODUCTION

TN THIS vista of the glamorous days when
knights were bold—when love was ever

in conflict with the barriers of caste and a
man was as good as his sword, Barthelmess
will have rare scope for the compelling
dramatic action which is his forte.

John Robertson will direct it. Everett
Shinn, art director of "The Bright Shawl,''

Dorothy Mackaill of "Mighty Lak' a

Rose," an adequate cast and the usual

lavish Inspiration Pictures, Inc., class of

production.

There's no doitbt about

I ns (3 i rat io n—Fi r s t

Xational Success.

With a mask to keep her secret in a Spanish cabaret

A Woman's Reputation.

Hoiv is it Lost?

ASK the reporter on a sensation-sheet—the
man who landed the "big story" that broke

Jacqueline Lanier's heart. Then follow her steps
until they become the frenzied clicking of a dancer's
heels, dancing in despair. The cry is for color,
for surprise in scene as well as in drama, for life in

highlights and half-tones. Answer with this—made
as only Incc can do it.

THOMAS H. INCE
presents

HER REPUTATION
with

MAY McAVOY AND
LLOYD HUGHES

From the novel, "The Devil's Own"
by Talbot Mundy and Bradley King.

Directed by John Griffith Wray.
Scenario by Bradley King.

Distributed by

FIRST NATIONAL PICTURES

DEPEND ON EIRST NATIONAL TO BL'ILD PERMANENT BUSINESS

Portico. .Mark Strand
Albany, N. Y.



RICHARD WALTON TULLY
WATCH TULLY. From years of successful legitimate production and play creation,

he has draw n the unerring sense of audience value now guiding him in making pictures

which take courage to attempt. "Trilby," his most recent, leaves undoubted the practical

versatility of the man. More than usual importance therefore attaches to his consent
to film "The Bird of Paradise" as a First National Attraction. He wrote it; by long and
profitable association with its stage career he can estimate its cinematographic possibilities.

Unlimited they are. And under Tully's aegis "The Bird of Paradise" will double in popular
appeal by screen transference. "Watch Tully" is the farsighted exhibitor's watchword.

FIRST NATIONAL PICTURES WIN PUBLIC FAITH BY KEEPING FAITH

Lobby of Nerr Broadway Theatre
Columbia, <S. C.



B. P. SCHULBERG presents

KATHERINE MACDONALD
DRAMATIC strength marks Miss MacDonald's final pictures for First National, "The

Scarlet Lily" and "Chastity." Both rich in the beauty of the star, in colorful environ-
ment, both bearing characteristic quality of production, both nevertheless have individuality
of portrayal. As a wife threatened by a scandal of pre-nuptial days in "The Scarlet Lily,"
and as a Broadway star letting the world think what it will in "Chastity." the American
Beauty records the two best-liked performances of her repertoire. Each picture bears the
distinctive features of \ ictor L. Schertzinger s direction.

THESE TW O PRODUCTIONS COMPLETE HER PROGRAM FOR
FIRST NATIONAL PICTURES

Facaie of Imperial Theatre
Ottaura. Ont.



SOL LESSER presents

JACKIE COOGAN
in "CIRCUS DAYS" adapted from "TOBY TYLER"

WAIT! First National has the biggest of them all! This one is "Circus Days." Jackie
Coogan and a circus, all in one picture. Jackie mixed up with elephants, clowns,

freaks, horses, wild animals, all the glitter and glory of a five-ring show. For fifty years
kids, their kids, their kids' kids, have been reading "Toby Tyler." At last it's screened,
at last the exhibitor gets the money that the circus generally takes out of tow n. Boost it as

Barnum would! Bigger by far than "Oliver Twist," "Daddv," or "Peck's Bad Boy."

FIRST NATIONAL HAS THE KID'S CROWNING PICTURE

Proscenium oj Rex Theatre
Greeley, Colo.



INSPIRATION PICTURES INC., Chas. H. Duell, Pres., presents

HENRY KING
NATLRALLY First National is proud of Henry King's association with several of the

distinguished Barthelmess pictures of the past two years. Mr. King earned the
recognition "Tol'able David"' brought; recognition of an achievement which few men will

parallel. Nor was it an isolated triumph. "Sonny" followed; "The Bond Boy" followed:

"Fury" followed: honors followed. Sheer ability put him in ascendency and now maintains
him there. For infusing every effort with his best, for directing that effort towards the
screen's finer things. Mr. King carries the combined good-will of those who pay to show and
those who pay to see.

DEPEND ON FIRST NATIONAL THIS SEASON



INSPIRATION PICTURES INC., Chas. H. Duell. Pres., presents

JOHN S. ROBERTSON
HE HAD a record to live up to. Time and again John S. Robertson had scored. There

was a straight line of successes from "Dr. Jekyl and Mr. Hyde" to "Tess of the Storm
Country" before Charles H. Duell engaged him to direct "The Bright Shawl." starring

Richard Barthelmess. The color, romance and picturesque characters of Hergesheimer's

book entailed a craftsman's task. Robertson fulfilled. And now, while a limit for "The
Bright Shawl's" popularity has yet to be found, he is laying the foundation of another furor

which his second production starring Mr. Barthelmess is bound to create. Robertson is

out to make "The Fighting Blade" his master-picture.

DEPEND UPON FIRST NATIONAL LEADERSHIP

Tiwli Theatre,
Chicago



M. C. LE\T£E presents

MAURICE TOURNEUR
ROMANTICIST describes him. To him adventure lies not just around the corner, but

out in weird places, sometimes in magic centuries gone by. He filmed the hidden valley

of the Doones: Sargasso's weed-wastes for "The Isle of Lost Ships;" bizarre bewitching Bag-
dad for "The Brass Bottle." The screen calls for novelty. From an imagination as fertile

as Jules Verne's, Tourneur responds. This field is his. No one else possesses the require-

ments of competition, no one else can so weave fantastic wonders to rival the Arabian Nights

.

He plays magician for every box-office in the country. His pictures for First National
conjure crowds.

FIRST NATIONAL PICTURES PLAY THE BIG TIME

Entrance. Saxe's Strand
Mtitwaukm



LAURENCE TRIMBLE AND JANE ML'RI-'IN present

STRONGHEART
THIS CANINE STAR was first a novelty; he is now unmistakably a permanent favorite.

'The Silent Call' came suddenly, surprisingly. Something new had been found for the
screen. But what about the next? That would tell. "Brawn of the North" did—by
establishing Strongheart as the dog that struck a human chord: inherent love of romance
and daring, of wilderness trails and dog-devotion. That national trait throngs thousands
of theatres where "Brawn of the North" and "The Silent Call" are proving his pulling-pow er.

Standing behind the dog, governors of his success, are Laurence Trimble, who directs, and
Jane Murfin who shapes the stories with S.R.O. intuition.

FIRST NATIONAL PICTURES MAINTAIN FIRST NATIONAL'S SUPREMACY

Rex Theatre, Vancouver , B. C.
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"Michigan Passes"
A dramatic and significant mo-

ment in the recent convention came
when nominations for president

were in order.

When the Michigan delegation

saw which way Mr. Sydney S. Cohen
had turned the tide, it simply an-

nounced that, "Michigan Passes"

—

meaning that the Michigan delega-

tion and its candidate were unwill-

ing to enter into any knockdown
and drag out fight.

The Michigan delegation, repre-

senting one of the biggest and best

state organizations that has ever
been built up among exhibitors,

came to Chicago anxious and hope-
ful for victory for its candidate.
When, as Mr. Theodore Hayes put
it, it was found that the cards were
stacked the disappointment of the

Michigan people was very keen.

They felt they had been imposed
upon, mislead and humiliated.

Because of these feelings it would
not have been out of line had the
Michigan delegation plunged into a

finish fight with a view to either

putting over their candidate or leav-

ing only the debris of an organiza-
tion for Mr. Cohen to continue to

preside over.

But they did not riot, assault or

even complain. They simply with-
drew from further participation in

the affairs of the convention. And
in doing this we feel they did a thing
which entitles them to great credit.

They did not win, but neither did

they permit themselves to be cut to

pieces by a ruthless machine. In
stepping aside they did nothing in

the way of creating turmoil and

hurting the organization. But they
did help themselves greatly—in the
mind of every right-thinking person
at the convention.
The conduct of the Minnesota

delegation is likewise entitled to

strong approval. They, too, had a
bitter pill to swallow, but they took
it manfully.

It is such stuff as these two in-

stances that affords the most hope-
ful grounds for the belief that some
day there will be an exhibitors' or-

ganization worthy of the name.
* * *

Killing the Goose
There are two excellent animal

hunt pictures on the market at this

time, and therein lies a regrettable

fact.

These represent a type of picture

that is away from the beaten path.

They have an universal appeal and
unquestionably they win large num-
bers of converts to motion picture

entertainment. Such pictures are so
scarce that often long periods go by
without one of them appearing in

the market.
But two such subjects, each en-

tering into vigorous competition
with the other necessarily result in

much wasted time, effort and money.
It is unfortunate that in such a situ-

ation some kind of an agreement
cannot be made so that the losses of

abnormal competition can be
avoided.

Either one of these pictures repre-

sents a really great attraction. But
this does not mean that both of them
can play opposite each other and
both still do a big business. In a

particular location the public can be
surfeited with two of these pictures

at a particular time, while one of

them would afford a highlight of the

year's motion picture entertainment.
Agreement on such matters is not

easy, but its possibilities are so great

that it should never be entirely for-

gotten about.
# * 4

Proper Vengeance
In New York they are going to

send to jail the actors and promot-
ers of an immoral play called, "The
God of Vengeance." While the act-

ors and promoters should receive the

usual sympathy that any human be-

ing in distress is entitled to, the fact

of their conviction, nevertheless,

should afford much satisfaction to

all who are sincerely interested in

the reputation of the theatre.

The case illustrates the fact that

it is not necessary to have any elab-

orate system of censorship laws in

order to stop the showing of an im-

moral play or picture and to send
the offenders to jail. A simple,

straight-away jury trial in this case

and in every similar case will

achieve the proper result.

Re -Takes
J. R. M.

WELL, the Big Doings arc all over

for another year. The undone
chicken and the undone speeches

are a thing of the past. But we all had

a good time, so what's the diff .'

* *

All Look Alike

In "A Man of Action" you'll see a re-

production of the Dead Cat cafe, of the

Barbary Coast, San Francisco, the press

books tells you. Take my advice and look

sharp or you won't recognize it from

many other underworld cafes.

* * »

Yes, Yes

It'll be pretty nice when we can step

into an airplance of a cold Winter's day

and eat luncheon in balmy Florida, won't

It .Levels Plenty

That speaker at the Chicago conven-

tion who said "the Ford is one of the

greatest levelers" said a cheekful.

* » *

Another Eclipse

I see Frank Munsey has bought the

"Globe" and is going to merge it with

"The Sun."
* * *

There was a good deal of talk about

harmony and cooperation all last week

around Chicago, but nobody looked

them up in the dictionary to see what

they meant.
* * *

It Seems Not

They had a parade of municipal em-

ployes in New York the other day that

took five hours to pass a given point. I

thought all the saloons had been wiped

out on Manhattan Isle.
* * *

The annual crop of June brides is

here.
* * *

Quite a Few
What has poor old Broadway done to

deserve all of these "Broadway" titles

of films of late?
* * *

Joke Dailies

One very "enterprising" Eastern

weekly got out a daily during the M. P.

T. O. convention, but printed the same
convention story on the first page every

day.
* * *

Screens

It seems the smoke screen has taken

the place of the old swinging screen that

used to guard bar flies from the public

gaze. The smoke screen is being used

by the bootleggers outside the three-mile

limit.
* * *

"We Have With Us—"
"We have preachers for press agents."

said one speaker at the M. P. T. O. ban-

auet last week. Yes. and they're just as

long-winded as the other p. a's.

* * *

Helped Himself

Al Steffes was on the committee to

escort Syd Cohen to the chair at the

convention but be didn't stick around to

help him down from the rostrum.
* * *

Ho hum, what's a convention more or

less in this Infant Industry.
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Cohen Is Elected President
For Fourth Term in Office

Tabloid Story of the

Convention
MONDAY, May 21

BUSINESS—President Sydney S. Cohen
read his annual report and announced
steering committees. 250 present.

POLITICS—Steffes of Minnesota, Ritter

of Michigan, Mogler of Missouri, Mc-
Williams of Wisconsin and Smith of

Ohio appear as avowed candidates for

presidency. Lick of Arkansas and Har-
ris of Pennsylvania rumored as possible
candidates. Cohen reported as consid-
ering running himself or throwing sup-
port to Burtord of Illinois, Woodhull
of New Jersey, Harper of California.
Comerford of Pennsylvania or one or
two others.

TUESDAY, May 22

BUSINESS—Uniform contract is unani-
mously rejected after report from W.
D. Burford on negotiations with Will
H. Hays. Convention addressed by
Martin J. Quigley, publisher of Exhibi-
tors Herald; Congressman Homer P.
Snyder of New York: George Eastman,
head of Eastman Kodak company; Dr.
Rush Reis, president of the University
of Rochester; Robert E. Welsh, editor
of Moving Picture World : Rodolph Val-
entino, and music tax and insurance ex-
perts. 350 present.

POLITICS— Semi-official announcement
that Cohen will be candidate for re-
election puts damper on campaign. '

Ritter and Steffes refuse suggestion to
"get together." Lick and Harris with-
draw from race. Al Pramer of Ne-
braska reported as possible Cohen can-
didate.

WEDNESDAY, May 23

BUSINESS—Nomination of candidates
for office. Steffes. Cohen. McWiliiams
and Woodhull nominated. Theodore
Hayes of Minneapolis withdraws
Steffes' name and scores Cohen for
"double cross." Michigan declines to
nominate Ritter. 600 present.

ENTERTAINMENT—Banquet at Ho-
tel Sherman with 300 estimated to have
been present.

THURSDAY, May 24

POLITICS—Cohen offers to withdraw
in favor of Ritter on condition he be
made chairman of board of directors.
Ritter declines condition and states con-
sideration on which he will be candi-
date. Cohen refuses.

BUSINESS—McWiliiams and Woodhull
withdraw from nomination for presi-
dency, leaving Cohen only candidate.
Roll call elects Cohen with 234 out of
a possible 380 votes. Michigan. Minne-
sota and other groups of delegates leave
hall. Those remaining raise $25,000 in
cash and pledges. 500 present.

FRIDAY, May 25

BUSINESS—Complimentary resolutions
passed and balance referred to board of
directors. Kansas City and Rochester
suggested for 1924 convention. Ad-
journment. 35 present.

No Other Candidate
Is Placed in Field

Ritter Offered Presidency but Declines to Accept
Unless Given Free Hand
By EDWIN S. CLIFFORD

Sydney S. Cohen was re-elected to serve his fourth term as

president of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America at

the Chicago convention.

His selection followed a stormy three days, at the conclusion of which
all other candidates withdrew their names. An effort to have the chairman
cast a "unanimous ballot" for Cohen was blocked by his opponents and
on the roll call which followed he received 234 out of a possible 380 votes.

Little Else Accomplished During Session

Aside from rejecting the uniform contract, the delegates accomplished
little else than deciding the presidency.

The "music tax'' and insurance were discussed at one session, but no
definite decision reached. The election dragged to Thursday afternoon
and after it was over, the balance of the day was taken up in raising $25,000
in cash and pledges.

On Friday morning, only a handful appeared. They contented them-
selves with passing a series of complimentary resolutions and leaving the
more important resolutions to the board of directors.

Every Officer Elected Is Cohen Man
Every officer elected at the convention is an out-and-out Cohen man.
Despite desperate efforts on the part of Cohen partisans to get them

to serve on the board of directors "for the sake of harmony," James C.
Ritter of Detroit and Al Steffes of Minneapolis declined. The attempt to
push them back into the fold even went to the extent of presenting a
motion to the convention electing them despite their refusal. Ritter and
Steffes made it clear that the motion would accomplish nothing and the
matter was dropped.

R. G. Liggett, of Kansas City, Kan., was nominated for director, but
also declined to serve. He would make no statement, but it was understood
that he would not serve if Cohen decided to seek re-election.

The last "doubtfuls" were eliminated the morning of the election
when C. C. Griffin, of Northern California, who had announced himself for
either Steffes or Ritter, and H. B. Yarner, of North Carolina, who was
for Steffes, insisted that their names be withdrawn.

Whitson Declines Vice-Presidency

One of the big surprises of the convention came Thursdav morning,
when W. W. Whitson, of San Diego, Calif., who was nominated for third
vice-president without opposition Wednesday, withdrew his name.

When the chair announced his withdrawal, there was some shouts of

:

"Stay on!"
'•I refuse to serve as third vice-president or as any other officer," he

declared.

"Why?" came from several parts of the hall.
"I could tell you plenty if I started," he retorted and lapsed into

silence. A few minutes later, it was noticed that he had left his seat.

Election Is Tragic-Comedy

The election was a rather painful procedure. The anti-Cohen faction
insisted on registering its disapproval of his taking the office again, yet
strained themselves to prevent making their protest take the form 'of
disorder.
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Cohen and his lieutenants apparently

were anxious to make it as "painless" as

possible. They had a difficult time curb-

ing the more enthusiastic and pugnacious
of their followers.

In a way it was comical—yet there was
a suggestion of tragedy about it.

Everyone expected a wild outburst

from some direction but nothing devel-

oped. .

Cheers, Then Silence

Arkansas started the roll call with
"Seven votes for Sydney S. Cohen."
There was wild cheering from Massa-
chusetts, Pennsylvania and New York;
stamping of feet and whistling. Glenn
Harper, who next voted for Arizona and
Southern California, became confused in

his count. Some of this delegation voted
for Cohen; some reported "not voting."

It came as a jolt as Southern California

was figured as being solidly for Cohen.
The roll call proceeded. The District

of Columbia split. Illinois reported "5

for Cohen" and "22 not voting." There
was a burst of cheers from the anti-

Cohen. Then a depressing silence fell

over the hall as the voting proceeded.
Michigan and Minnesota "passed."

Wisconsin voted "3 for Cohen" and "9

not voting." And thus it went.
Here and there, a state failed to report

and someone would exclaim "Gone
home!" The depression became almost
gloom.
The result was announced as: "Total

votes cast. 234.
_
For Sydney S. Cohen.

234. Mr. Cohen is unanimously elected."

Crowd Begins to Leave
Michigan, Minnesota and the greater

number of the Illinois delegation arose
and moved to the back of the hall.

The election of the vice-presidents and
other officers—all of whom were unop-
posed—proceeded in automatic fashion.
The groups in the back of the room kept
up a steady hum of conversation.

"If you don't want to help us do some-
thing constructive, get out," shouted a
delegate from Ohio.
"We're ordered out, boys. Let's go,"

shouted Joe Hopp of Illinois, and nearly
a third of those in the hall left. Others
followed in ones and twos.

Put Up Good Front
Following the election, Sydney S. Co-

hen took the gavel from G. G. Schmidt
and formally accepted the office.

He spoke of the M. P. T. O. A. as
being the strongest that it had ever been
in its history. M. J. O'Toole, who had
been on the platform most of the conven-
tion, made a similar statement.
So far as fireworks were concerned,

the convention had ended. A drive for
funds concluded the afternoon. Friday's

New York State
Back in Fold?
During the campaign to raise

funds for the national organization
on the floor of the convention on
Thursday, President Sydney S.
Cohen intimated that New York
State, which seceded after the
Washington meeting, would be
back in the national association.

On the other hand President
Charles L. O'Reilly of the New
York organization wired G. G.
Schmidt that the factional feeling
was too strong there to permit his
attendance at the convention.

O'Reilly's organization holds its

convention shortly.

That convention probably will be
the deciding factor. It will bear
watching.

The Officers
PRESIDENT

Sydney S. Cohen New York

VICE-PRESIDENTS
First, Joe Mogler Missouri
Second, Martin G. Smith Ohio
Third, Joseph A. Walsh Connecticut
Fourth, E. W. Collins Arkansas

RECORDING SECRETARY
George P. Aaions Pennsylvania

TREASURER
William Bender, Jr Indiana

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
W. D. Burford, Illinois; Charles White-
hurst, Maryland; Glenn Harper, California;

Charles T. Sears, Missouri; Fred Seegert,

Wisconsin; Hiirry Davis, Pennsylvania;
Mike Comerford, Pennsylvania; Gus
Schmidt, Indiana; A. Julian Brylawski,
Washington, D. C| "Pete" Woodhull.
New Jersey; C. A. Lick, Arkansas; W. A.
True, Connecticut; John A. Schwalm,
Ohio; A. R. Piamer, Nebraska; and I— J

Dittmar, Kentucky.

session was attended by about thirty-five

exhibitors and brought to a hurried con-

clusion.

Ritter Declines Presidency

James C. Ritter of Detroit, Mich., had
the presidency of the M. P. T. O. A. of-

fered him the night before the election

but declined to accept it on the conditions

imposed.
With pressure from all sides to bring

about harmony, Cohen sent word to Rit-

ter that he could have the presidency if

Cohen was named chairman of the board
of directors and the slate nominated
elected. Ritter refused.

"I don't want to be a rubber stamp,"
is the way he phrased it.

He sent back a counter-proposal:
That the president be the chairman
of the board of directors as in the
past; that Steffes, Cohen and a man
from Michigan be added to the board
of directors; that $100,000 be raised

to carry on the work of the organi-

zation; that an organizer at not more
than $15,000 per year and a general
manager at not more than $10,000
per year be employed; that the presi-

dent's salary be placed at not more
than $10,000 per year.

Cohen Refuses Conditions

Cohen refused to surrender control of

the organization and the attempted com-
promise dropped through.

Negotiations were resumed at the con-
vention itself before- the election Thurs-
day. For two hours there was bickering
and haggling, while the delegates—two-
thirds of whom did not know what the

conferences were about—were yelling for

the meeting to start.

When Cohen took the gavel, it was ap-
parent that compromise talk had been
dropped and he was determined to go
through and take the presidency.
The anti-Cohen group milled around

Ritter, trying to get him to "run anyway."
He declined.

A Surprise for Henry Ford
All of the attacks on Cohen during the

session were on the ground of his an-
nouncing time and again that he would
not run again; had encouraged others to

go to considerable trouble and expense
to campaign for the office, and had then
jumped back into the fight.

There was passive interest in what de-
velopment he would blame for "compell-
ing" him to take the office again. But the
one advanced was a surprise to everyone.

Two days before, a vaudeville paper
had printed a wild story that Henry l ord
was backing the candidacy of James C.
Ritter in the hope of controlling the
screen and being elected president of the
United States. The yarn gave everyone
a laugh and was not even dignified with
denials. And this was the story which
Cohen explained had "forced" to run
again, although thirty-six hours after it

appeared, he had offered the presidency
to Ritter himself.

The Fireworks of Wednesday
The Wednesday session was really the

"story" of the convention. In it was con-
tained all of the fireworks and at it was
revealed the real feelings of the opposing
factions:

The Story of
Wednesday

====
By JAY M. SHRECK

Wednesday's session, scheduled for

10:30 in the morning, did not get under
way until almost 2 p. m. The announce-
ment that the nominations for president

would be made at the meeting brought out

the largest attendance of the convention,

a majority of the delegates being in the
hall by 11:30 or 12 o'clock.
The delay in reconvening was brought

on by the efforts being made to reach a
compromise in the presidential race.

While the bulk of the exhibitors in the
hall were seated in the sections assigned
to the states they represented, there were
groups scattered in every corner where
delegates aired their opinions on the ques-
tion of a compromise and on the indi-

vidual candidates.

Compromise Suggested

Campaign managers and backers of the
various candidates were conferring in an-
other section of the hall. During these
parleys it was announced that a compro-
mise had been suggested whereby Presi-
dent Sydney S. Cohen, whose candidacy
had been announced at 2 a. m. Wednes-
day, Al Steffes and James C. Ritter would
step down, leaving the field clear for W.
D. Burford of Illinois, Mike Comerford
of Pennsylvania or Harry Davis of Penn-
sylvania. This arrangement did not ma-
terialize however.

After protracted shouting by the state

delegates to reconvene the convention.
President Cohen took the chair, an-

nounced the proceedings for the after-

(Continued on page l6)

Next Convention
Place in Doubt

Where the Motion Picture Thea-
tre Owners of America will hold
their fifth annual convention is still

in doubt.

At the Palace of Progress, con- I

ducted in connection with the con-
vention, it was announced that Chi-
cago had been selected as the
permanent home of the M. P. T.

O. A. conventions.

At the convention proper, how-
ever, no mention of Chicago was
made, and the cities which extended
invitations were Kansas City, Roch-
ester and Los Angeles.

The decision, it was announced,
,

will be left to the board of direc- ,

tors.
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The Convention in Review

—By MARTIN J. QUIGLEY—
An impartial observer of the so-called national exhibitors'

convention, held in Chicago last week, would have to be exceed-

ingly dumb if he did not come away from the proceedings with

a feeling of overwhelming disgust.

And by this we do not mean that the convention was in any

sense a complete failure ; neither do we mean that it did any great

wrong to anybody or anything.

But it was, in fact, just another pointless gallop around the

political circle. Just another week of rampant personal ambi-

tions. Just another week of closeted maneuvering. Just another

week of much noise and little action. Just another week of lost

opportunity.

The convention, on the opening day, went into action tied

to a ball and chain centering about the contest for the coveted

position of president. It would seem that among the political

exhibitors the only issue of importance is, who shall be president?

The many great economic and policy questions confronting the

theatremen of the country are generally either ignored or brushed

away as trivialities.

Good-will, the fraternal spirit and mutual cooperation are

not delegates to these conventions. They could not survive the

atmosphere of sharp-shooting that permeates the affairs.

* * *

The national organization continues to be ignored not only

by the numbers that should be active in it but also by the gener-

ality of the important theatre men of the country. And under

the conditions that exist you cannot blame exhibitors, big and

little, for staying away. Anyone who does not happen to be a

part of the inside machine is wasting his time attending the con-

ventions. He is ruled out of a voice in the management of the

organization and the conventions afford practically nothing else

that might properly be considered justification for the time and

expense involved.

Mr. Sydney S. Cohen has obtained the allegiance of a small

but effective coterie of followers and between them they rule the

organization in all ways without successful interference. We
don't think that the exhibitors of the country, in such small ways

as the organization affects them, have been injured by this rule

and, on the contrary, a few constructive things have been done.

Mr. Cohen, we think, can be freely credited with the am-

bition to serve the theatre interests of the country. He probably

is more interested in building for himself a great name as head of

the exhibitors than in anything else. But he has no democratic

instincts: he insists upon playing the game in a czar-like manner

and to disagree with him in any matter, great or small, is certain

to bring down on the head of the unfortunate insurgent a cunning

wrath that never stops to consider justice, fairness and equity.

* * *

Backed by the inside group that have been "sold" on the

fruitful possibilities of allegiance to Cohen, he has made one

valuable and important exhibitor-leader after another walk the

plank—Charles L. O'Reilly, Sam Berman, James J. Walker,

Theodore Hayes, Al Steffes, James C. Ritter, Willard Patterson

and many others. There is no denying that there is deep signifi-

cance in the fact that Mr. Cohen's closest associates—and the

men who know him best—have one by one stepped aside.

And however laudable may have been Mr. Cohen's repre-

sentations about these men when they have been with him, im-

mediately that they are out they then become, in his spoken esti-

mation, the blackest of villains.

If a man is known by the company he keeps, he certainly,

then, is entitled to appraisement on the basis of the company that

quits him. And in the case of Mr. Cohen his closest associates

since his first election in Cleveland, have, without exception quit

him.

But Mr. Cohen has a way of explaining these things. The
method he uses has been popular for a long time—because it

works, especially among folks of a suspicious nature who let

others do most of their thinking for them.

The method is to charge corruption, to charge that the indi-

vidual or the organization that is under fire has sold out to the

enemy; to charge that there is a plot to destroy the exhibitor or

something of the kind.

When, for instance the trade press, in Mr. Cohen's opin-

ion, speaks out of turn he then takes the platform and character-

:zes the publication that has offended as one which is hostile to

the organized exhibitor. Mr. Cohen knows well enough that

there does not exist any organized interest which is hostile to the

exhibitor and, further, he knows that even if such a thing did

exist it would not have the foolhardiness to attempt to dictate to

any self-respecting publication that it jeopardize the goodwill of

its readers which represents its prime requisite for existence.

It is the same story with individuals who do not snap into

step with the Cohen procession. Immediately they are painted

as traitors who have gone over to the enemy camp. But it all

makes good political material and Mr. Cohen is wholeheartedly

devoted to political success, whether anything else is done or not.

* ¥ ¥

Mr. Cohen's pretty little set-up on the alleged desire of Mr.
Ford to control the screens must not be passed without notice.

The developments that took place make it mighty certain

that this incident commenced with a deliberate set-up of this

bogey in a pipe-dream story in a vaudeville paper. On the basis

of this totally unsupported fairy tale Mr. Cohen goes onto the

floor of the convention and while he must have been snickering

to himself, he declared with great seriousness that the screens of

the nation shall not be polluted by this corrupt endeavor.

When this horseplay of Mr. Cohen was being concocted he

expected that the Michigan delegation would make a fight against

him on the floor of the convention. If such a fight started he

wanted to be fortified with the sympathy he expected that would

be afforded him through the intimation that Mr. James C. Ritter

and the Michigan delegation were puppets in the alleged attempt

of Henry Ford to gain control of the screens.

Mr. Cohen's trick got into the hands of the public—where

it will do no good to the industry. Within the trade, however,

it got no consideration that would dignify it beyond a joke, ex-

cepting the fact that in his political trickery, Mr. Cohen so far

forgot himself as to attempt to make the racial question an issue

in a trade meeting, a thing which every good citizen of what-

ever creed and race abhors without qualification.

Many small minds are embittered by criticism, however

just and fair it may be. In this comment on the affairs of the

past week we have had this fact in mind but, nevertheless, we
recognize but one line of duty and that consists of the publication

of an accurate and truthful journal. In addition to this,

it is our conviction that it is only through the vigorous ful-

fillment of such a policy that we can contribute our share toward

bringing about the vitally needed reforms and improvements in the

activities of the exhibitors' association.

* 9
Hence, we reiterate—once more—that this pointless politi-

(Continued on following page)
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cal turmoil that has repeatedly characterized these conventions

must somehow be stopped.

Mr. Sydney S. Cohen as the regularly elected head of the

association for the coming year must be given a calibre and qual-

ity of support that will make possible the furtherance of the inter-

ests of the organization during the next year.

Even though there are features of the situation which afford

much discouragement, all of these would be only emphasized if

the cooperation of important state leaders—such as Ritter and
Steffes—is withdrawn because of dissatisfaction over the Chicago
meeting.

The membership in the organization is ridiculously small,

embracing certainly less than twenty per cent of the exhibitors

of the country. The thousands of theatremen, big and little,

who are standing outside the organization must be appealed to.

Their support and cooperation must be obtained if there is to be a

change for the better.

A program for the coming year should be prepared and
made known so that exhibitors everywhere and all others who are

RS HERALD
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interested in the exhibitors' welfare may be able to cooperate
intelligently.

Even without being a sheer optimist one can find good
grounds for hope. It is only a little more than a year since the
producers and distributors, after years of effort, succeeded in get-
ting themselves organized. The exhibitors organization today is

hardly worthy of the name. It is lacking in numbers, destitute
of proper finances and it is ignored by a vast number of the im-
portant theatre owners of the country.

1 hese conditions must be changed and they will be changed.
It is true that the progress must necessarily be slow because of
internal weaknesses but the idea of organization is so sound
and so necessary that it must inevitably triumph.

And remember this: The question of whether the next
convention will be just another one like those that have gone
by depends, not upon what the political chiefs do during the next
convention week, but upon what the rank and file of the exhib-
itors of the country do week by week for the next year.

If you want a real organization get into the association and
make yourself heard!

The Story of

Wednesday
(Continued from page 14)

noon and then gave the temporary
chairmanship to Gus G. Schmidt of

Indianapolis.

Schmidt Raps O'Reilly

In taking the chair, Schmidt urged the

exhibitors "not to repeat the Washington
fiasco."

"I regret New York is not here," he

said. "I telegraphed O'Reilly that he

was a big enough man to come to the con-

vention, but O'Reilly wired a 200 word
telegram telling me that the factional

feeling was too strong to permit his at-

tendance.
"Sometimes I think that if there are

those who feel that way. it is best to let

them walk out."
When the applause that greeted this

statement had died out, Schmidt said that
he believed there were too many good
politicians in the organization to permit
that.

"Hays and Pettijohn are the only ones
who have walked out of Indiana," he
said jokingly, "and we have a lot of poli-

ticians there." •

Schmidt Reads the HERALD
Continuing, he said: "I'll never go on

record as fighting a producer. Nor do
we want to go on record against the
trade papers, although at times I have
to restrain myself when I read them.
Recently I read an article in Exhibitors
Herald that a certain picture called 'After
Six Days' had played to stand out crowds
at an Indianapolis theatre. I don't be-
lieve that if all the school teachers who
had passes had attended at one time they
would have had a stand out crowd more
than at one matinee. Why don't the
trade papers verify these things before
they publish them."

(The Herald is investigating this alle-

gation and will have something to say
about it later.)

Apparently believing that his talk was
taking up too much time, Mr. Schmidt
said apologetically:

Urges Harmony After Election

"But I'm not here to make a speech.
I do want to say that whatever we do
let us have harmony. I believe that this
organization is bigger than any man
aspiring to the presidency. Let the best

man win and then all get behind him."
Schmidt then called unon Mike O'Toole

to read the report of the rules committee.
This report dealt almost entirely with
rules governing the proceedings relative
to the nominations of the various execu-
tives. It was adopted unanimously. At
this juncture Chairman Schmidt inter-
polated this remark:
"These are the same rules as adopted

at WashinRton a year ago and I promise
you we will have no log rolling here to-
day. This chair is fair."

Many "Irish" Delegates

The report of the committee on cre-
dentials then was read by J. W. Walsh
of Hartford. Conn. After announcement
by states of the accredited delegates.
Schmidt, whose wit had kept the con-
vention in laughter early in the session,
offered this remark:
"Hearing all those names which begin

with "Gold' and end with 'Stein', I'm
surprised that there are so many Irish in
the business."
When the laughter subsided an amend-

ment to the constitution, providing for
an increase of from twelve to fifteen
members in the board of directors, was
offered and adopted.

Ritter Not Nominated

It was decided by the chair that nomi-
nations for president would be made by
states, with Mike O'Toole calling upon
the delegations in alphabetical order. He
read without interruption until he reached
Michigan. The convention then was
Riven its first surprise. President W. S.
MacLaren of the Michigan organization
rose and said: "Michigan passes."
There was a buzzing throughout the

hall. O'Toole hesitated. MacLaren rose
again and repeated: "Michigan passes."

Hayes Nominates Steffes

Minnesota was called next. Theo. L.
Hayes walked to the dais. He said:

"It is a pleasure for me to offer as a
candidate for the presidency of the Mo-
tion Picture Theatre Owners of America
a man with whom I have been acquainted
for many years, a man whose sincere
friendship has permitted me to make a
thorough survey" of his qualities and his
character. I feel that he is the man of
the hour, the man to guide the organiza-
tion through a year of achievements and
successes. He has been associated with
exhibitor organization since its beginning
and he has brought his state association
in Minnesota to a state of high efficiency.

"I had occasion the other day to talk
with a man in the lobby of the Sherman
hotel about our candidate. He said:
'Your man is too much of a Roosevelt.'

What I answered was this: 'What you
have intended as a slur is a compliment.'
Another man was against our candidate
because he is from the sticks.

Nomination Is Applauded

"Locality doesn't mean anything in
exhibitor organization. It is the quality
of the man that will make for a bigger
and better organization. Are we to draw
our executive officers from one locality?
Is it impossible for a man to attain a
high post in this organization because
he lives West of the Mississippi? If that
is true you destroy your organization."
When Mr. Hayes placed Al Steffes'

name in nomination the crowd broke into
a thunderous applause.

Fred Wehrenberg of St. Louis then
nominated Joe Mogler of that city.
Cohen, sitting in the front row, was a
leader in applauding all of the candidates
as their names were brought before the
delegates.

Woodhull Named Next

Sidney Samuelson then presented
"Pete" Woodhull's name in nomination.
Ohio was called out before any one of
that delegation had an opportunity to
speak. O'Toole said: "Do you pass?"
and Ohio acquiesced.

Vincent Hrennan of Pennsylvania was
next to take the floor. He spoke:
"We are at an epoch in our career which

requires keen intelligence—it calls for
shrewd intelligence. The man who be-
comes our next president must know
every phase of its origin and activity.
He must be the man of unquestionable
ability and character. He must be un-
swerving and of uncompromising hon-
esty."

Brennan's oratory and statements
brought protracted applause at this point
among the delegates seated in the Massa-
chusetts, New York and other sections
near the front of the hall.

You Guessed It: Cohen

Brennan continued: "The man who
assumes the responsibility of leading this
organization has a task that some don't
appreciate. You have wolves of oppres-
sion and tyranny knockin? at your doors,
and the man you select must be able to

cope with these problems.
"There is one man who fostered the

babe in swaddling clothes when no one
else wanted it. He is a man whose hon-
esty no one can question. This is no time
for an experimental man. Unless we
have a man who has been tried I feel

sorry for the future of our infant organi-
zation. He is a man who has not sought
the office. I want to nominate for presi-

(Continued on page iS)
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dent of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America, Sydney S. Cohen."
Applause, equalled only by the recep-

tion given Al Steffes greeted the con-
clusion of Brennan's address.

And Then McWilliams

Joe Rhode, speaking for the Wisconsin
delegation and nominating F. J. Mc-
Williams of Madis,on, offered the last of

the nominations.
"We want to bring before the dele-

gates a favorite son, a man who is able,

qualified and experienced, a man who
understands the problems of exhibitors
both large and small. He has success-
fully engineered campaigns for the defeat
of adverse legislation and he has assisted

in national work of this nature. I'm not

an orator and I cannot give flowery
speeches like these other man, but I do
want to say that I believe we have a

candidate who can harmonize organiza-
tion. He is not a politician. We are not
smooth enough in our state for politics.

But we know that our candidate will give
you a business administration."

Hayes Opens Up On Cohen

At the conclusion of Rhode's talk,

O'Toole again called for Michigan,
Schmidt adding: "Second call for break-
fast."

Michigan again passed, as did Ohio.
Hayes of Minnesota again asked for

and was granted the floor. Mounting the
platform lie delivered a scathing denun-
ciation of President Cohen and withdrew
the name of Al Steffes from the race.
"At this time," he said, "I am presum-

ing perhaps to make a few remarks to
explain the action which will follow these
remarks. Apparently we are wrong in

assuming that this is a democratic or-
ganization. Gentlemen, your candidate
for president was chosen this morning in

a room at the Sherman hotel."
Yelling and other interruptions by

Cohen supporters drowned out tin-

speaker. Cohen jumped to his feet and
said: "May every courtesy be shown the
speaker."

Reminds of Cohen's Promise

Hayes resumed: "You men who are
objecting will be pleased with my re-
marks. In behalf of Michigan and Min-
nesota who have spent their time, efforts
and money on the pledge of Cohen that
he would not run again I want to say that
we wouldn't have had candidates if he
had not made this pledge. Is it fair?
"Are we changing our motto from 'An

injury to one is the concern of all,' to 'the

pride and ambitions of one to the injurv
of all?'

Calls it the "Double Cross"

"Our complaint is that our members
who have devoted their time in cam-
paigning for our candidate find it wasted
against 'stacked cards.' Cohen will take
away empty honor. I think he has been
unsincere and unfair. Every state was
encouraged to bring out favorite sons,
making it possible for the selected candi-
date of a few to be elected.
"We should change our symbol from

the handclasp to the double-cross.
"I am not here to attack Cohen's rec-

ord or traduce him. We find ourselves
disarmed. Mr. Cohen will be your leader.
I wish him success. But I feel that that
success that we want would have been
better accomplished with Ritter or Steffes
at the helm."

Schmidt Shows Temper

From the back of the hall a delegate
shouted:
"Keep the steamroller going."
Chairman Schmidt pounded the table

for order and shouting so that he might
be heard above the uproar said:

"I call Hayes' reference to 'stacked

Brotherly Advice
Given by Cohen

Clarence Cohen, younger brother
of Sydney S. Cohen, president of
the M. P. T. O. A., made his bow
in exhibitor organization circles on
the last day of the convention,
when he reported on the work done
by the bureau of adjustment of the I

national league. Mr. Cohen stated
that every claim which had been
presented had been settled satisfac-

torily to exhibitors.

In introducing his brother, Pres-
ident Cohen asked the indulgence
of the delegates and explained that
this was Clarence's initial appear-
ance before an exhibitor's body.
When he had completed his report
Cohen complimented him, saying
jocularly: "You did splendidly,
Clarence, in your first try, but don't
let your ambitions lead you to as-

pire to become an officer of an ex-
hibitor organization."

cards' cowardly and a sling at your
chairman and at the good honest dele-

gates here."
With the convention still in confusion,

Claude E. Cady of Michigan requested
the floor. Schmidt granted the request,
saying: "Let's hear from Cady. He's too
big a man to say anything about 'stacked
cards.'

"

Cady's talk was short. He merely ex-

plained that his state had put a candidate
in the field when Cohen promised not to
run. "Wc have spent time, money and
effort, but we have no regrets."

Mike O'Toole Hooted

Jumping into the breach, after a con-
ference with Cohen, O'Toole took the

floor.

"At Washington Cohen was not a

candidate and Steffes and Ritter knew
that. But Cohen's administration was
challenged and those who challenged it

forced him to be a candidate and he was
elected by the help of Michigan and
Minnesota. Today he is not a candi-
date."

Catcalls from the rear of the hall made
it almost impossible for O'Toole to be
heard. But he persisted.

"I know Mr. Cohen as well as any
individual," he continued, "and I know
that he is earnest and I know of his sin-

cere desire to withdraw, but there arc
men here who desire him to be a candi-
date. This is a democratic convention
and we have no desire to stifle anyone.
If Minnesota or Michigan have candidates
that can beat our candidate let them be
put in the field. I admire both Jim Rit-

ter and Al Steffes, but there have been
petitions signed asking Cohen to be a

candidate and he has been nominated."

Fail to Swallow Bait

After a brief talk by MacLaren in which
the Michigan president reiterated that
Cohen had pledged that he would not be
a candidate, the convention took up the
matter of nominating other officers and
the board of directors. The proceedings
went along smoothly until both Steffes
and Ritter were nominated for member-
ship on the board of directors. Both
jumped to their feet immediately, declin-
ing the nomination. There were those
about the hall, however, who were per-
sistent, a motion being introduced that
the nominations stand.
For fully three-quarters of an hour

pandemonium reigned. Despite Schmidt's
heavy gavel he could barely control the
situation. Charges were flung back and

forth among the delegates. As many as
twelve men were on the floor simultane-
ously seeking recognition.

James in Faux Pas

During this upheavel Arthur James of
Pennsylvania took the floor and in a spurt
of oratory charged Minnesota and Michi-
gan with bolting the convention. He
labelled the candidates who had with-
drawn as poor sports. His utterances
were received with applause on one hand
and with boohs on the other.
A hush fell over the convention when

Steffes was recognized by the chair.

Walking to within a few feet of Cohen,
he said:

"Cohen knows why we are withdrawing
our names. Am I right Sydney in saying
that you promised you wouldn't be a
candidate ?"

Cohen nodded, yes.

Steffes Is No "Sap"

"I'm not sap enough to be a candidate
in the face of this situation. I know the
inner workings of this organization. It

is a one man organization. I don't want
to be a member of it because that one
man might die.

"While on the question of Pennsyl-
vania, how much money has Pennsylvania
subscribed to the national organization?
Minnesota, excepting this year, has paid
into the national fund.

"I'd be a sap in allowing my name to

go down to defeat."

With a score or more trying to get the
floor Schmidt shouted that the convention
was adjourned until Thursday at 11 a. m.

Statement From
Michigan

Michigan has only well wishes for

President Sydney S. Cohen, and his as-

sistants. It is our sincere wish that those

who were insistent that he become the

next president of the Motion Picture The-

atre Owners of America will stand behind

him, will help him with their efforts and

financial backing.

Michigan leaves Chicago with no apol-

ogies. That we are for national organiza-
tion is best told by the records of the na-

tional organization- and the cancelled
checks on file in the Association Head-
quarters.
The impression should not be gained

that because the Michigan delegation left

after the election of a first Vice-President
that Michigan bolted the convention. At
that time the entire list of officers had
been nominated and the work of the af-

ternoon practically done, and many of the

delegates were anxious to catch afternoon
trains.

James C. Ritter entered the field as a

candidate with a definite platform. He
became a candidate because of the pub-

lished and personally given statements
of Mr. Cohen that he would not be a

candidate. Confident that Mr. Cohen's
word meant more to him than the in-

sistence of advisers, Michigan put up a

clean campaign for its candidate, ran him
on a business platform, prompted only
by a desire to put into the background
inactivity and to give the exhibitors of

the United States service and results.

When it became known that Mr. Cohen
was going to run, when he w-as nomin-
ated on the floor of the convention, Mich-
igan realized that there was not the

slightest opportunity of any man buck-

ing Mr. Cohen's organization. There-

(Continued on page to)
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CODE
OF
ETHICS

This Code of Ethics,

written by Eli Whitney

Collins of Arkansas,

was adopted by the

MotionPictureTheatre

Owners at its fourth

annual convention

Chicago.

m

FIRST:
To build ever upon a firm foundation of honor and integrity even when a

different course might offer greater monetary profit.

SECOND:

To recognize my duty as a moulder of public opinion and an educator of

youthful minds by refusing to show upon my screen any picture that might

have an unpatriotic, unwholesome or immoral effect upon the life or mind of

anv auditor.

To give full cooperation with city, state and national governments and to all

THIRD: movements that will tend to raise the standards of morality and society and

the ideals of humanity.

To so conduct my business as to reflect honor upon mv industrv to the end

FOURTH: that the motion picture theatre may take its rightful place as a real and valued

asset to the community in which I reside.

FIFTH:

SIXTH:

To honestly advertise all attractions with no effort to overpraise or misrepre-

sent them for the sake of monetary gain.

To deal fairly and honorably with my fellow man, whether he be one whom
I am serving or one serving me.

To use the full power of my screen to further the cause of education, helpful

SEVENTH: science and all religions in order that the world may be a better place in

which to live because of my work.

EIGHTH: To be loyal to my patrons, honorable with my competitors and just to my
employes.

NINTH: To seek only such profit as is just and not attained at the sacrifice of truth,

honor or method.

To deliver to all with whom I deal the highest quality of service, resolving all

TENTH * doubts against myself, and remembering at all times that any dishonest or dis-

honorable act of mine will reflect discredit upon every' one engaged in the

great industry of which I am but a small part
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fore Air. Ritter's name was not given to

the delegates.

An attempt was made to get Mr. Rit-

ter to reconsider under the arrangement

that a new office. Chairman of the Board
of Directors be created, contrary to the

Constitution and By Laws, and to give

Mr. Cohen this office. This Mr. Ritter

refused, knowing that such an arrange-

ment would mean' that he would be little

more than President in name only, a

condition that would not permit the suc-

cessful application of the plan that it

was his conviction would result advan-
tageously for the organization.

Sydney Cohen's statement that Mr.

Ritter's idea of the selection of a Board
of Directors would mean the elimination

of certain leaders is untrue. Mr. Ritter's

signed statement, which Mr. Cohen him-
self read, specifically stated that Mr.
Cohen, W. A. Steffes, always a tireless

worker in national organization, and on<-

Michigan man should be placed on the

Board, leaving the selection of the bal-

ance of the Board to the list nominated
by the convention.
Michigan intends to go back to his

state and exert every effort to make
Michigan organization worth while to

the exhibitors of Michigan, make it a

real asset, and to carry on with the sin-

cere desire that the time will come when
the exhibitors of the country will all be
united in a functioning, cohesive organ-
ization, democratically run. as a business
proposition, entirely devoid of personal
ambitions, personalities and petty poli-

tics.

And when any big, constructive move-
ment comes along that needs any help
that Michigan can give, as it has in the
past, so it will in the future, assist in its

small way.
And if Michigan has a single apology

to offer it is to the exhibitors of Michi-
gan who came to Chicago and wasted a

week of valuable time in doing nothing
more than to elect a president of their

organization, without getting down to the
things that are next to the heart of the
exhibitor. H. M. Richey.

Contributors to

League

Following the election on Thursday a

drive for funds was launched by Eli Collins

of Arkansas, chairman of the ways and
means committee. Printed herewith ar?
the initial contributors and the sums
pledged. A large share of the contributions
"-pre rash Thev follow :

Rubens, Thielan and Burford interests .. .SI ,000
Indiana 1,000
Davis of Pittsburgh 1,000
Arthur of Iowa 100
Kentucky 1.000
Mike Com»rford 1.000
Philadelphia exhibitors 1,000
New York State 5.000
Pittsburgh exhibitors 1,500
Connecticut 1.800
Ohio 1,000
District of Columbia 250
"Pete" Woodhull 200
W. W. Watts 300
H. H. Burford 100
Rockford Theatres Company 100
Waterhouse of Iowa 100
Iowa 300
Glenn Harper 200
Northern California 250
Peralta sisters 100
Thornberg of Marshalltown, la 100
Kankakee. Ill 100
Rhodes theatre. South Bend 250
Elliott. Hudson, N. Y 200
Nebraska 500
Lindehurst Amusement Co 100
Howard Smith 200
Dave Adams of New Hampshire 100
Cornell. N. Y., exhibitor 100
West Pennsylvania 1,500
Ohio individual exhibitors 1.450
Two contributions totaling 2,750

Father of Code

ELI WHITNEY COLLINS, president

of the Motion Picture Theatre Own-
ers of Arkansas and fourth vice presi-

dent of the national organization, was
author of the "Code of Ethics" adopted
by the M. P. T. O. A. in convention
last week in Chicago.

Central West to

Organize League;
No Talk of Bolt

There will be no bolt.

Cohen is president and has been given

a board of directors which he feels com-
petent to run the organization with him.

His work during the coming year will

not be handicapped by the presence in

any official capacity of an Anti-Cohen
man.

Remain in Rank and File

But down in the ranks of exhibitor or-

ganization will remain every theatre

owner who entered the convention as a

delegate.
Al Steffes of Minneapolis and James C.

Ritter of Michigan, who were sought as

members of the board of directors, de-

clined to serve. R. G. Liggett, president

of the Kansas league, who was also nom-
inated, withdrew his name.

New League Is Proposed

Steps are already underway, however,
to form the Great Lakes Exhibitor League
including theatre owners throughout the

Central West. Michigan, Minnesota, Kan-
sas and Illinois will form the nucleus of

the new organization. Representatives of

all neighboring states will be invited to

come in.

The invitation for the meeting at which
the league will formally be launched will

probably be issued by Illinois. The action

will probably start in about two weeks.

Fe' 1 Need for Protection

Sentiment of the men interested in the

movement is that the national organization

as now functioning does not provide the

proper protection for them. They intend

to "supplement" the work of the national
with a regional orf-nization.
No prospective officers are mentioned.

The election Probably will be the least

important work at the organization meet-
ing.

Costs Going
Up, Declares
Marcus Loew

The banquet of the M.P.T.O.A. which

followed the Wednesday afternoon session

of that body, was an enjoyable affair.

About 300 guests assembled in the Tiger

room of the Hotel Sherman, and after the

usual shrimp cocktails, roast chicken, salad,

ice cream and coffee were served they lis-

tened to several timely addresses.

During the banquet proper the diners

were entertained by several vaudeville acts

furnished by Messrs. Van and Bohler, in-

cluding Chief Silvertonguc. Indian tenor

from Seattle; Billy Walsh, black face

comedian ; Ruth Fischer, Chicago's own
prima donna ; Babe Kane, soubrette ; Zoeller

and Bodwell in pianologue and Marie
Veatch's ballet, consisting of Misses Marsh,
Smith. Xafe, Gridlcy, Seery and Ocenasek.
A jazz orchestra was much enjoyed also.

Prominent People Speak

The principal speakers of the evening

were Dr. Newton of Cincinnati ; Peter J.

Brady of New York; Marcus Loew, New
York ; Al Lichtman, New York, and Mae
Murray, Metro star.

Marcus Loew expressed the need of har-

mony and cooperation between distributors

and exhibitors. He was introduced as "a

former producer, now an exhibitor" and he

outlined several schemes whereby the na-

tional organization might raise money to

finance the body. He also said the cost of

picture-making was going up and prices

would have to follow suit. He stated he

had successfully raised prices from 40 cents

to 50 cents in his vaudeville houses, and

by putting on better pictures he thought

exhibitors could do it.

Would Establish Banks

Peter J. Brady, representing the Ameri-

can Federation of Labor Trade Union Bank,

proposed the establishing of banks through-

out the country. He asked the exhibitors

to throw their support to the scheme.

Al Lichtman of the Lichtman Corpora-

tion followed his introduction of "an in-

dependent producer" with the explanation

that "an independent producer is one who
has a desire to make pictures and little

else," meaning he got little support from

outside.

Sydney S. Cohen, president of the M.P.

T.O.A., in his address said he favored the

Brady bank plan, and hoped the M.P.T.O.

would cooperate in a similar plan. He also

proposed setting aside one day a year in

the theatres throughout the country, the re-

ceipts to be applied for organization pur-

poses. He proposed making an M.P.T.O.

picture also the receipts from which could

be applied to the support of a national body.

Mike O'Toole was the last speaker of the

evening.
"Pete" Woodhull was the toastmastcr and

prefaced his remarks by suggesting that

exhibitors use slides to raise money for

state and national organization purposes.

Mae Murrav, her director husband, "Bob

Leonard, David M. Hartford, the director,

and a minister from Duluth, Minn., also

addressed the film men.
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Stories Told

hy

the Camera

MITER w PRESIDENT

THAT HECTIC WEDNESDAY. This picture of the assembled delegates to the fourth annual convention of the ML P.

T. O. was snapped just before the fireworks started when Sydney S. Cohen was nominated for reelection as president
of the national organization. Exhibitors in attendance will never forget that afternoon, and neithar will Gus G. Schmidt
of Indianapolis who, as temporary chairman, found it almost impossible to maintain order among the factional elements.
A detailed story of the Wednesday afternoon session is published in the convention story in this issue.

THE BANQUET. Things had subsided by the time this photograph was taken. The banquet was held Wednesday eve-
ning in the Tiger room at the Sherman hotel. More than 300 exhibitors, film men, stars and others were in attendance.
"Pete" Woodhull of New Jersey, who had been nominated as a candidate for president was toastmaster. Speakers were
Marcus Loew, Mae Murray, Sydney S. Cohen, Peter J. Brady of the Trades Union bank of New York, and Mike
OToole. Entertainment for the evening was furnished by Bohler & Van, represented by George B. Flint.
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A corner of one floor of the wardrobe building at the Metro studio

where fifty people are at work on costumes to be worn by 1,500

persons in Rex Ingram's next attraction, "Scaramouche." Every

costume worn in the picture will be made to order.

Word comes from Hal Roach studios
Mickey Daniels has shown no signs of
perament since signing f.vt-year contract,
a fresh outbreak of freckles and "comic
sedness" that's all.

that

tern-

Just

Virginia Lee Corbin introduces Anna Q. Nilsson to the man who is

to be Miss Nilsson's sweetheart for the next six reels—William Boyd.

They appear in the initial Fisher production, "Youth Triumphant,"
which is being made on the Coast by the new producing concern.

"You ought to make a star of the little tike," Walter Hiers, star in

the Famous Players-Lasky attraction, "Fair Week," tells Earl Metcalf
and Mrs. Metcalf who is holding Earl, Jr. Metcalf is a member of
the cast of "Fair Week," which is being directed for the company
by Rob Wagner.

Emory Johnson, creator of "Westbound
Limited," and production manager, Ed Forrest,

welcome Jimmy Cunningham, Giant outfielder,

to the studio where Film Booking Offices pro-

ductions are made on the West Coast. Wonder
if Cunningham is planning to become a screen

star?
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Blair McElroy (left) and Kenneth Fitzpatrick, owners
of a large circuit of theatres in Michigan and Illinois.

Mr. McElroy was a prominent factor in seeking a com-
promise candidate for president of the Motion Picture
Theatre Ownen of America.

I

Elaine Hammerctein, Tiffany-Trtart star, was one
of the featured attractions at the Palace of Progress,
held in conjunction with the M. P. T. O. A. This pic-

ture shows Mayor Dever receiving the star of "Broad-
way Gold" on her arrival in Chicago to attend the the-
atre owner* exposition.

YOUR PRESIDENT. Sydney S. Cohen was nominated
and reelected president of M. P. T. O. A. despite his fre-

quent reiteration that he would not be a candidate. Mr.
Cohen changed his mind, according to his statement, after

his arrival in Chicago when exhibitor leaders urged that
he reconsider his pledge.

Peter J. Brady, presi-

dent of the Trades Union
bank of New York, ad-
dressed exhibitors at M.
P. T. O. A banquet.

Vincent Brennon of
Pennsylvania, 'he man
who nominated Sydney
S. Cchen for president
of the M. P. T. O. A.

Larry Semon, also an attraction at Palace of Progress,
took occasion while in Chicago to sign long term contract

to produce comedies for Tiffany-Truart. In the picture,

left to right are: M. H. Hoffman, vice-president of Truart,
Semon, J. Vavanagh, the comedian's manager, and Geirge
Perry, Truart's Coast representative.
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Eosta Ekman, distin-

quished Swedish
piayer who is coming
:o America to appear
in Coldwyn pictures.

Edmund H. Benson and Douglas
Fairbanks inspect a new print of

"Robin Hood," which Benson took
to Australia where he has gone as

Fairbanks' representative.

Elaine Hammerstein who will appear in Edward
Dillon productions for distribution by Tiffany-
Truart. "Broadway Gold" is the first of the
star's pictures. Miss Hammerstein was one of
the stars attending the Palace of Progress in

Chicago last week.

You are certain to like the new series of one-reel all animal com-

edies which Hal Roach is producing for distribution through Pathe.

The first of the series has been titled "Don't Flirt." The entire

series will be issued under the banner name of "Dippy Doo Dads.

The whole family ought to enjoy these films.
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Constance Talmadge and Sidney Franklin (in

the center in the white sweater) rest between
scenes during the filming of "Dulcy" on the
edge of Vernal Falls. "Dulcy" is star's next
for First National.

James Montgomery Flagg's
sketch of Gene Stratton Porter
whose initial production,
"Michael O'Halloran," will be
distributed by W. W. Hodkin-

Martha Marshall, Chicago

girl, whose work in Para-

mount and other pictures is

winning a wide following for

her among fans.

Priscilla Bonner who plays the
country sweetheart in Ben
Turpin's "Where Is My Wan-
dering Boy This Evening," a
Pathe comedy.

Marguerite Courtot has been
signed by Distinctive for fem-
inine lead in "The Steadfast
Heart," which Goldwyn will

distribute.

Tully Marshall gives his director, Irving Cummings, a ride

in the "covered wagon" which Marshall drives in the new
Cummings attraction, "Broken Hearts of Broadway,"
which has just been completed on the West Coast. A
Broadway premiere for tbis attraction is being planned
for an early date.

Sidney Smith, creator of Gump cartoons, shows Producer
Van Ronkel of Gump comedies which Universal will dis-

tribute, how he draws 'em. The picture was taken at

Rothacker plant in Chicago. Verne Blakeley is at the
camera. A closeup of Smith will be shown in the initial

publication.
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VheWEEKinNEWYORK
BEGINNING next Monday the tinny

denizens of the brooks of Delaware
county, New York, are going to have

a terrible time. For C. L. (Bill) Yearsley,

the demon angler, will be in their midst

for a period of three months. And those

who best know Bill's prowess as a deciple

of the late lamented Izaac Walton, are pre-

dicting that many of them will be in Bill's

midst.

However (comma) be that all at it may,
Mr. Yearsley is going to let First Na-
tional drift along as best it can for three

months while he takes a rest. When asked

if he is taking a three months' vacation,

he said

;

"What I asked for was a three months'
leave of absence, and that is what I think

I am getting. There is one distinct and
substantial difference between a leave of

absence and a vacation. Try it."

The burden of carrying on his shoulders

the weight of both advertising and pub-
licity departments of First National, as

well as sitting in on many other matters

in connection with the distribution of the

big circuits product, has proven so wearing
that a rest was needed. Mr. Yearsley de-

cided to make it a regular one and get him-
self in proper trim for a strenuous Fall

campaign, so he decided that three months
fishing would about do the trick.

During Mr. Yearsley's absence BoH Dex-
ter will be in charge of the department,
with Lynde Denig looking after the pub-
licity end. *****
And while no one would even hint that

P. A. Parsons is envious of Yearsley's
three months' fishing outing, there are many
who will assert right out loud their will-

ingness to wager that P. A. spends many
a week end trying out the trout streams
discovered by his partner in piscatorial

achievement. And P. A. doesn't deny that

he will do just this little thing.*****
While on the subject of Pathe officials

there is considerable unrest on the part of
a lot of golfers as to whether or not Elmer
Pearson will be back in New York in

time for the motion picture golf tourna-
ment on June 5. Mr. Pearson is recognized
not only as one of the most ardent, but
one of the best golfers in the industry and
the presence of all the good ones is needed
to offset the efforts of a lot of players who
play a good verbal game in their offices.**«.**
The twenty "Bobby Irons" which Exhi-

hitors Herald is presenting to the players
making the twenty low gross scores at the
tournament has caused many inquiries as
to what sort of a golf club is the "Bobby."
Those sufficiently interested may learn
about "Bobby Irons" at Low & Hughes
Golf Shop on 45th street, where there is

being shown a window display of the
clubs made for the Herald. If looking at
them in the window doesn't convince you
they are wonders, go inside and as Mr.
Hughes and he will let you swing one of
them against a ball.*****
And just once more about "Bobby Irons"

and then we'll lay off. We have received
a letter from Mt. Vernon, Ohio (Not N.
Y. where Paul Gulick lives when he is

not at Dinwiddie) which indicates that
one man in that state at least, knows and
appreciates a "Bobby."
The writer is H. V. Smoots, of the firm

of Harris & Smoots, proprietors of The
Vine theatre "quality photoplays" (no
charge for ad.) Mr. Smoots writes;

Dear Sirs: Will you kindly write on
the bottom of this sheet the name of the firm
from whom you buy "Bobby Irons."
When visiting a Detroit Club last sum-

mer a "Bobby" was loaned to me and I

liked it so well that I have tried ever since
to find one but have not been successful.
Thanking you in advance for your trouble

and enclosing a stamped addressed envelope
for your reply, I remain.

Vours very truly,

H. V. Smoots.

It is hereby suggested that Mr. Smoots
make his entry in the tournament and then
come here on June 5 and win himself a
"Bobby Iron." . If the golf club is not

worth the cost of the trip, other things
Mr. Smoots will enjoy that day at Bay
Side Long Island will more than recom-
pense him. *****

N'nw that we have had four weeks of

Federal Trade Commission hearings, the

routine at times gets so dull and dreary
that a little comedy relief is appreciated

even by the dignified examiner and equally

dignified attorneys. Leo Brechcr, the hand-
Mime boy exhibitor from Manhattan, helped
out on this one day last week.

Mr. Brecher was testifying of negotiat-

ing for Paramount pictures, and was asked

:

"With whom were you negotiating?"
"The salesman," replied the witness.

"What is his name," was asked.
"Soloman," answered Mr. Brecher.
The official stenographer did not get the

answer, so leaning over to the witness,

he asked

;

"Did you say his name was "Sullivan?"
"Not a chance." replied Bracher. "This

man was a motion picture film salesman.
His name was Soloman."

*****
Dr. A. H. Giannini, who has more

friends among motion picture people than
any other financier, will sail for Europe
on the Majestic this week on a pleasure
tour. He will motor through France, Italy

and Switzerland.*****
If you ask Jimmy Grainger to tell you

the time of day he will do so regardless ot

where, when, or how busy he is. The rea-

son is carried in Jimmy's vest pocket in the

shape of a wonderfully diamond studded
watch which was presented to him by the
Goldwyn sales force at the convention at

Atlantic City last week. Howard Dietz

says that one novel feature of Jimmy's
new time-piece is that it is necessary to

wind it but once each 24 hours.*****
And now we needn't worry any more

about the war tax on admissions, if we are

to believe one of the bright young New
York writers who covered the Chicago
convention, as witness this

;

"A repeal of all laws relating to the col-

Threatens to Sue
Cleveland Delegates

Frank J. Rembusch of Shelby-
ville, Ind., through his attorneys,
has notified exhibitors who were
members of the Committee of Sev-
enteen and others attending the
Chicago and Cleveland conventions
three years ago, that they must pay
their share of $8,000 expenses in-

curred or stand suit.

According to the notice sent to
various theatre owners, Mr. Rem-
busch has had to pay all bills sub-
mitted or stand suit and that, de-
spite the fact that the Cleveland
convention agreed to meet these
expenses, "not one cent of it has
been paid by the theatre owners."

June 9, 1923

lection of war tax on admissions of 50
cents or less also was adopted."—John S. SfAkco.

Principal Production
To Open on Broadway

"Meanest Man in World" Will

Play Cohan Theatre—New
Coogan Film in July
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, May 29.—A pre-
miere on Broadway, New York at the
George M. Cohen theatre has been
arranged for the Principal Pictures pro-
duction, "The Meanest Man in the
World" adapted from Mr. Cohan's stage
success.

To Be Published in Fall

Sol Lesser, president of the organiza-
tion, announces the publication of the
Cohan picture will be early in the fall.

A cast consisting of Blanche Sweet,
Bryant Washburn, Maryon Aye, Helen
Lynch. Lincoln Stedman. Frances Ray-
mond, Victor Potel, William Conklin,
Carl Stockdale, Forrest Robinson, and
others appear in the production which
was directed by Edward F. Cline.

"Circus Days," the production recently
completed with Jackie Coogan as the
star, will be issued by Associated First

National Pictures, late in July. The
picture was adapte.d to the screen from
the circus story. "Toby Tyler" and is

said by those witnessing private screen-
ings to be the greatest work the starlet

has yet performed for the cameras.

Becomes Great Rider

The story is one surrounding the trials

of a little lad who runs away with a
traveling one-ring circus. He works his

way from peanut butcher up to the great-
est bareback rider in the world and as
such, returns to his humble home, pays
off the debts that have accumulated for

many months and takes his mother from
a life of poverty to one of contentment
and happiness.

Tri- Stone Advertising

Division Is Enlarged;
To Reissue New Series

ISpecial to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK. May 29.—Preparatory

to the publication of a series of re-edited
Triangle features the advertising and
publicity department of Triangle Pictures
has been reorganized and enlarged.
Eugene Clifford, Jr., formerly with the

Trimble-Murfin Productions in charge of

publicizing the Strongheart features has
been placed in charge of the advertising
and publicity divisions.

Douglas Fairbanks in "The Ameri-
cano" will be the first of the new edition

Triangle features to be issued, probably
about June 15. John Emerson. Frank
Wood and Fairbanks, himself, collabo-

rated on the story.

E. V. Durling has been engaged by
Oscar A. Price and H. E. Aitken to re-

edit and re-title the new edition Keystone
comedies to be issued by Tri-Stone Pic-

tures, Inc. Mr. Durling has already
begun work on "Our Dare Devil Chief"

with Ford Sterling.

Herbert Miles a Daddy
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, May 29.—Herbert L.

Miles, of Herbert L. Miles Enterprises,

is the proud father of a baby girl. Jackie

Ott, the world's most perfect baby, had
better watch his laurels, says Mr. Miles
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Arbitration

Boards

New Contract in Use Soon
Despite M. P. T. O. Protest

Hays Organization Completes
^
Formation of Film

Boards of Trade and Arbitration Bodies
Throughout the United States

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK. May 29.—In spite of the rejection of the 'uniform
contract" last week by the members of the Sydney S. Cohen organization
these same exhibitors will soon be booking their pictures under the terms
of that contract.

Last week, while the Chicago convention was condemning the con-
tract. C. C. Pettijohn of the Will H. Hays forces, was completing the
formation of the last of thirty-one Film Boards of Trade, and in conjunc-
tion with these, of the same number of arbitration boards to operate under
the "uniform contract."

These Boards to Arbitrate Future Disagreements

These thirty-one arbitration boards, each of which is made up of
three exhibitors and three exchange members, cover the entire country,
and are organized under the terms agreed upon in the uniform contract.
In future all disputes arising between exhibitors and distributors over
bookings will be arbitrated by these boards.
While the work of forming these arbi-

tration boards was done by Mr. Petti-

john. they are in no sense of the word
"Hays boards." Represented in the Film
Boards of the thirty-one distribution
centers are not only all the members of
the Hays organization, but practically

every distributing organization in the
country.

Non-Members Use Form

For some time past all the members of

the Motion Picture Producers & Dis-

tributors Association, and many of the

distributing companies which are not
members, have had their booking con-
tracts printed. These could not well be
put into use until the machinery for

arbitration had been perfected. Now that

this is done the contracts will be put

into force at once.

The herculean task of organizing these

film clubs and boards of arbitration has

been done by Mr. Pettijohn since April

16, when he left New York for Pittsburgh
where the first board of arbitration was
formed. Since then Mr. Pettijohn has
visited each of the thirty-one centers, be-
ing on the road constantly. Incidentally,
on this work and the legislative matters
upon which he was engaged prior to
April 16. Mr. Pettijohn has traveled more
than 31.000 miles since January 1.

3,275 Salesmen in Field

That the exhibitors of the country will
be given a speedy education of the merits
of the new contract is evidenced by the
fact that from the Film Boards of Trade
signed up on the arbitration there is

travelling a field force of salesmen to the
number of 3.2T5. All of these will use
the new form of contract in booking
pictures.

Jackie to Aid in

Child Labor Move

Detroit Sponsoring Big
Industry Exposition to

Be Held February, 1924

In this and succeeding columns are
presented the exchange mem-
bers of the new Film Boards of

Trades, and the exchange and
exhibitor members of the arbi-

tration boards which will func-
tion under the new uniform con-
tract.

ATLANTA
Board of Arbitration—Exchanges : H. \V.

Starrett, Goldwyn ; Robert M. Savini, Savini

:

L\ T. Hoch, F. B. O. Alternates : Ralph B. Wil-
liams, Universal: W. W. Anderson. Pathe. Ex-
hibitors : Sig Samuels or \V. C. Patterson,
Metropolitan; N V. Darley, Alpha; Adolph
Samuels, Alamo Xo. 2.

Exchange Members: Metro. Vitagraph. Fam-
ous Players, Goldwyn. Eltabran. Progress.
Southern, Selznick, Lichtman, Consolidated. First
National. Savini. Universal, Hodkinson, Pathe,
Educational, F. B. O., Fox. American.

BUTTE
Board of Arbitration—Exchanges: H. Sig-

1 mood. First National; F. H. Smith, L- J. Mc-
Ginley, Famous Plavers ; W. J. Hineman. War-
ner Bros. Exhibitors : Merele Davis, Anson:a
theatre ; W. Wooltall, Harrison Avenue theatre

;

A. Xadeau, Bluebird.
Exchange Members: Paramount. First Na-

tional, Universal, Pathe, Fox. Greater Features.
Warner Bros.. Goldwyn, Educational, Metro,
Hodkinson, DeLuxe, Vitagraph, Arrow, F. B. O.

BUFFALO
Board ef Arbitration—Xot yet named.
Exchange Members: Bond, Educational. Fam-

ous, F. B. O., First National. Fox. Goldwyn.
Hodkinson. AI Lichtman, Metro, Pathe. Renown.
Sebmick, Universal, Vitagraph, Warner Bros..
Merit.

CHARLOTTE
Board of Arbitration—Exchanges: H. H. Ev-

erett. Bromberg Attractions: C. E. Peppiatt.
1 Faniens Players; R- J. Murray, Fox. Exhibi-

tors : Xot yet named.
Exchange Members: Universal. F. B. O..

Famous Players, Fox Film, First Xational.
Bromberg Attractions, Enterprise, Eltabran.
Pathe.

CHICAGO
Board of Arbitration—Exchanges : O. \V.

Bolle. Famous Players: R. Simmons, Hodkin-
son: E. Silverman, Select; J. A. Steinson. Vita-
graph ; I. M. Swartz. Educational. Exhibitors

:

J. C. Miller, Princess, Woodstock. I1L ; Wm.
Pearl. Highland Park, 111.: G. Reynolds, Prin-
ts. DeKalk, I1L ; D. Robinson, Madison, Peo-
rio. nr.
Exchange Members: First Xational. American

Releasing, Celebrated. Educational. Famous
Players. F. B. O.. Fox. Goldwyn. Greiver, Hart-
'mll, Hodkinson. Metro, Pathe, Progress, Select.

Universal Vitagraph.

CINCINNATI
Board of Arbitration :—Exchanges : O. P.

Hall, Select ; J. M. Johnston. Educational. E. 5.

Stewart, Goldwyn. Exhibitors :_ A. G. Hettetn;
hetmer, Orpheum : Dr. Geo. Kolb. Empire and
4 other theatres : J. A. Lackman. Washington.
Exchange Members: Famous Players. Spani-

ard, Universal. American Releasing. Goldwyn.
First Xational, F. B. O.. Lande. Select. Fox.
Pathe, Hodkinson, Metro. Ohio Exchange for

Educational Films. Vitagraph. Progress. Kaiser.

CLEVELAND
Board of Arbitration—Exchanges: George Eri-

-in. First Xational: C. E. Almy. Metro: J. E.
1 Beck, Vitagraph. Exhibitors: J. P. Dunlevy:
. Strand, Akron, O. ; O. E. Belles, 2502 Soovilie

Vve.: A. E. Ptak. 4108 Broadway.
Exchange Members: Goldwyn. Vitagraph.

First Xational, Lande. Fox. Standard. Metro.
Paramount. American Releasing. F. B. O.. Prog-
ess, Universal, Educational. SkirboII-Gold Seal.

-Todkinson.

DALLAS
i Board of Arbitration—Exchanges: P. K. John-
on. Fox : Ralph A. Morrow. Hodkinson : W. G.
-'aderwood, Specialty. Exhibitors : Xot yet

lamed.

[1 Exchange Members: A. & R. Film. Hodkin-
on, American Releasing. Independent, First Xa-
oual. Metro, Fox, R. D. Lewis. Consolidated.

Vi Lichtman. Educational. Pathe. Enterprise.
>elect, F. B. O.. Southern. Goldwyn, Famous
'layers.

DENyER
Board of Arbitration—Exchanges: M. S. Wtl-

on. Famous Players: Earl H. Steele. Hodkir.-
3n, Eugene Gerbase. Universal. Exhibitors

:

(Continued en page *J)

(Special to Exhibitors HermU)

LOS ANGELES. May 529—Ar-
rangements have been made for

Jackie Coogan to appear before the

senate committee considering the

McCormick amendment that will

give congress the authority to reg-

ulate the labor of children under
eighteen years of age. to speak be-

fore that committee as the repre-

sentative of American childhood.

Except for child witnesses who
have appeared before various con-

gressional committees this is said

to be the first time in history that

a minor will speak on behalf of

any measure. In furthering the

passage of the measure Coogan
will represent not only the child-

hood of the country but will be

held as a representative of the mo-
tion picture industry as well.

The move is regarded as a boor,

to the industry, demonstrating the

seriousness with which this busi-

ness regards its responsibilities as

a leader of national thought and ac-

tion.

DETROIT. MICH.. May 29.—Plans
for a big motion picture exposition to be
held in this city February 3 to 10 in 1924
are being perfected following the opening
of the Detroit Coliseum at the fair

grounds as a year around exposition
building.

The exposition will be for the entire
industry, and will have the attention of
the trade throughout the country- Invita-

tions are being sent to Ohio and Indiana
organizations to join in the movement
and favorable responses have been had
from several big bodies, with a view of

developing a Tri-State organization at the

show.

The Coliseum is said to be the finest

exposition building in America and next

to the Olympia. London, the largest in

the world for affairs of this land. It

lends itself easi'- to decorations and by
a series of terraces can hold an exposi-

tion of 300 exhibits on one floor. There
are also numerous convention halls, com-
plete banquet halls and committee rooms.
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Hearst Outlines Film Ideals
In Address Before Officials

Arthur Brisbane, J. R. Grainger and Others Talk at
First Convention Held Since Merger of

Goldwyn and Cosmopolitan
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ATLANTIC CITY, N. J., May 29.—William Randolph Hearst, noted
publisher and head of Cosmopolitan Productions, in an address here
last week at the Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan sales convention, formally
cemented the recent affiliation of the two large producing organizations.

This was the publisher's first pubjic speech in some months and was
decidedly important in that Mr. Hearst voiced his aims and purposes in
the motion picture field and announced the ideals which he hopes will
guide the activities of his organization.

Don't "Play Down" to Public, Hearst Urges
Mr. Hearst emphasized that in his opinion the public has been "played

down to" long enough. "I have heard a good deal in the publishing busi-
ness," he said, "about the necessity of writing down to the public taste
and I have never found that necessity to exist. The difficulty is to write
up to it and to make anything that is good enough to satisfy the public
standards.

"I have even heard in the motion pic-

ture business the difference drawn be-
tween a good picture and a good box
office picture. I don't think there is any
such distinction. The best picture is the
best box office picture.

"I believe in this business, as in the
publishing business, that the best pro-
duced pictures are all we should devote
our attention to. I have not been in the
business so many years, but I have seen
the quality of produtcion increase contin-
uously and it is always the best picture
which succeeds the most. We have seen
the smaller pictures, the cheaper pictures,
drop by the wayside and only the big
pictures, the strong pictures, remain.

To Make Big Pictures Only

"Therefore during the coming year and
until the public's ways change, and per-
sonally I do not think they ever will
change in this respect, we are going to
make almost entirely, and I really think
quite entirely, pictures of the class of
'When Knighthood Was in Flower.'

"

Mr. Hearst said that he believed "Little
Old New York" would be a better pic-
ture than "Knighthood."

Arthur Brisbane, who with Joseph A.
Moore, accompanied Mr. Hearst to At-
lantic City, also spoke.
James R. Grainger, vice-president and

general manager in charge of sales for
Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan, presided at the
sessions. In opening the convention he
told the resident and district managers in
attendance that the last quarter year has
been the most profitable in the history of
the company.

Business Is Booming

Mr. Grainger's talk and reports by the
various exchange executives indicated
that conditions are improving, business is

booming and that the outlook for theatre
attendance during the summer is better
than evidenced during the past two sum-
mers.

It was emphasized at the convention
that Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan now has
thirty-one exchanges and that the new
distribution combine is equipped to pro-
vide the theatres of the country with
enough big pictures to allow for a change
of program each week. It is said that
there are only five companies in the bus-
iness whose volume of investment and
program of pictures now in production
allows for this economic achievement.

Among Those Present

Present at the Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan
convention were:

William R. Hearst, president Cosmopolitan Pro-
ductions; Edward J. Bowes, vice president; Goid-
wyn Pictures, J. R. Grainger, general manager of
sales. Goldwyn Pictures. Edward Bonns, A. F.
Gumming!. Howard Dietz, J. E. Flynn, W. P.
Garyn, E. C. Grainger, Gabriel Hess. C. A. Hill,
William Kelly, David Kerr, T. V. Fhilbin, R. E.
Pritchard. \V. F. Rodgcrs, F. Roehrenbeck. C. C.
Ryan, Erich Schay, George Kann. Arthur S.
Friend, President Distinctive Pictures.

District Managers: W. E. Banford, Denver,
Salt Lake, Butte; J. A. Chantler. Canada; George
P. Dembow, Boston, New Haven; Sam Dembow.
Jr., Los Angeles. San Francisco, Portland, Seat-
tle; S. Eckman, Jr., New York, Albany. Buffalo;
George A. Hickey. Chicago, Minneapolis, Milwau-
kee; J. A. Koerpel. Cleveland, Cincinnati, Detroit,
Indianapolis; Arthur Lucas, Charlotte, Atlanta.
New Orleans; Felix Mendelssohn, Philadelphia.
Pittsburgh, Washington; L. B. Remy. Dallas. Ok-
lahoma City; W. E. Troug. Des Moines, Kansas
City, St. Louis, Omaha.

Resident Managers: N. Barach. Cleveland;
Thos. Brady. Buffalo; W. J. Clarke, Charlotte,
N. C; P. M. Desbon. New Orleans; Ben Fish.
Denver; C. E. Gregory, Kansas City; J. H. Hill
Oklahoma City; H. D. Hollander, Omaha; A.
Interrante. New Haven ; Chas. Knickerbocker.
Minneapolis; A. B. Lamb. Los Angeles; H. S.
I.orch, Detroit; C. F. Lynch. Des Moines; E.
Moss. Philadelphia; G. C. Parsons, San Francisco.
S. Perkins, Seattle; C. W. Perry. Boston; Ralph
Pielow. Portland; J. Walter Price, Washington,
D. C. ; Ben B. Reingold. Chicago; David Rosen-
Rarten, sales manager. New York; A. A. Schayer.
Butte; Samuel Shurman. Milwaukee: J. D. Solo-
mon. Salt Lake City; H. W. Starrett. Atlanta;
E. S. Stewart, Cincinnati: L. Sturm. Pittsburgh:
Chas. Walder. Albany; J. Weil, St. Louis; W. W.
Witlman. Indianapolis.
Salesmen: W. J. Brandt. Cleveland: J. F.

Bryan. Dallas; O. Siegel, Buffalo; Edward Car-
rier, Goldwynner.

Salesmen Are Promoted

Promotion of a number of the com-
pany's crack salesmen to the post of man-
ager also was announced at the sessions.

J. D. Soloman becomes manager at Salt
Lake City, succeeding Charles Knicker-
bocker, who goes to Minneapolis as man-
ager. Seth Perkins becomes branch man-
ager at Seattle, replacing W. E. Banford,
who becomes district manager over the
Salt Lake City territory. Ralph Pielow
has been named manager at Portland,
Ore.; C. F. Lynch. Des Moines; A. S.

Schaver, Butte: Charles E. Gregory, Kan-
sas Citv: J. H. Hill goes to Oklahoma
City; William J. Clark. Charlotte, N. C,
and L. B. Remy, Dallas.
Sam Dembow joins the organization

as district manager at San Francisco, and
George F. Dembow has been placed in

charge of the Boston territory.

FunnySide

exhibition

By NEIL CLIFFORD
(Regent theatre, Deckerville, Mich.)

The funniest experience I ever had was
back in 1909 or 1910 in Lapeer in the

Casino theatre which used to be located

opposite the Hotel Ealine. There was

scarcely a night that some dog did not

get through the guards and have a nice

time with the children down in front.

But one night two of them met down in

front and without any warning opened
up as noisy a dog fight as I ever wit-

nessed.
The operator threw on the house lights

and the dogs were finally parted, which
resulted in a large notice being tacked in

the lobby which ended the dog clientele.

BY J. LINDSAY HOLT
(Kamas Opera House, Kamas,

Utah)
We had been remodelling the entrance

to the picture showhouse which necessi-

tated doing a little painting. There not

being enough to justify hiring a painter

to do a few hours' work I did it myself.

I was upon a scaffold about eight or

ten feet painting as unconcerned as could

be when, without any warning, it gave

way and I fell to the floor with a thud.

The bucketfull of paint landed upside

down on my head. I had no hat on, so

you can imagine how my hair looked.
After gaining my breath and looking

at myself in a mirror I had to laugh and
said: "I would like to have a film with

that fall, for it would sure bring the

laughs. A comedian couldn't have done
better."

By CLYDE ALLEN
(Casino theatre, Antwerp, N. Y.)

Several years ago we were playing the

feature, "A Jewel in Pawn," which showed

a girl taken suddenly ill in a pawn shop,

the title for a flashback on the screen

reading: "Twenty Years Before." A
hurry-up call was sent to the hospital for

an ambulance, and a big limousine re-

sponded, bearing the current year's license

plate, to carry the girl away to the hos-

pital. That alone was laughable, but to

cap the climax our three-piece orchestra

(piano, player and stool) struck up with

"Where Do We Go from Here."

By LON C. BROWN
(Duvall theatre, Duvall, Wash.)
A woman called me up to find out what

the comedy was going to be with "Grand-
ma's Boy."
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First National Schedules 70
Productions for New Season

=======
Big Casts and Stories

itStressed in Program
Distinguished Directors and Stars to Contribute

Features for 1923-24

Big Stories

Big Casts

Big Directors

First National, for its 1923-24 program,

has purchased some of the most popu-

lar novels and plays of this country and

abroad. These will be produced by

prominent and successful directors, and

in the casts will be players whose

names are high in public favor. The
stories, directors and players thus far

selected follow:

Stories

"Black Oxen," by Gertrude Atherton; "The

Bird of Paradise"; "Potash and Perlmutter," by

Montague Glass; "The Bad Man," by Porter

Emerson Browne; "Anna Chri'tie," by Eugene

O'Neill; "Secrets," by Rudolph Besier and May
Edgington; "Why Men Leave Home," by Avery

Hopwood; the European play "Madame Pompa-

dour"; "Her Temporary Husband," by Edward

Paulton; "The Spite Corner"; "Circus Days," by

James Otis; "The Huntress," by Hulbert Foot-

ner; "The Fighting Blade," by Beulah Marie Dix;

"The Wanters," by Leba Burton Wells; "Her Rep-

utation," by Talbot Munday and Bradley King;

"Purple Pride," by H. B. Somervule; "Flaming

Youth," by Warner Fabian; "The Lord of Thun-

dergate," by Sidney Herschel Small: "Oust in

the Doorway," by Dixie Wilson; "Country Lanes

and City Pavements," by John Fleming Wilson;

"Ponjola," by Cynthia Stockley; "The Eternal

City," by Hall Caine: "The. Swamp Angel," by

Richard Connell; "Rope," by Holsworthy Hall;

"The Dangerous Maid," by Elizabeth Ellis; "The

Sea Hawk," by Rafael Sabatini; "Moving Fin-

gers," by Elizabeth Irons Folson, and "Pearls

Before Cecily," by Charles Brockett.

Players

Norma Talmadge, Constance Talmadge, Colleen

Moore, Richard Barthelmess, Katherine MacDon-
old, Jackie Coogan, Strongheart, Andree Lafay-

ette, Dorothy Mackaill, Anna Q. Nilsson, Maurice

Canon, Lloyd Hughes. Sylvia Breamer, Pauline

Garon, Dorothy Gish, Ernest Torrence, Virginia

Browne Faire, Conway Tearle, Marjorie Daw, May
McAvoy, Mary Pilbin, Barbara La Man-, Frank
Keenan, Alexander Carr, Madge Bellamy, Marie

Prevost, John Bowers, Barney Bernard, Marguer-

ite de la Motte, Gladys BrockweU and Vera
Gordon.

Directors

Frank Borzage, Edwin Carewe, Frank Lloyd,

George Fitzmaurice, John M. Stahl, James Young,
Henry King, John S. Robertson and Maurice

Tourneur.

Producers

Arthur H. Jacobs, Richard Walton Tully,

Joseph M. Schenck, Samuel Goldwyn, Louis B.
Mayer, Sam E. Rork, Thomas H. Ince, Inspiration

Pictures, B. P. Schulberg, Sol Lesser, M. C.

L«vee and Laurence Trimble and Jane Mui-fin.

One of the most comprehensive distribution programs yet

announced is contained in the First National statement that it

will have between sixty-five and seventy productions for pub-
lication during the coming season.

The company's slogan is : Each picture a winner at the box office.

Its faith in the productions is founded upon the discrimination displayed
in the selection of big stories by distinguished authors and the casts
and director selected to portray these stories.

Popular Gertrude Atherton Novel Purchased

The policy of First National in acquiring the best literature for screen

material is probably best illustrated by the purchase of the screen rights
of "Black Oxen," Gertrude Atherton's sensational novel, which is enjoying
a phenomenal sale throughout the country, and which is reported to be
the most successful book published by Boni and Liverright in a period of

vears.
Mrs. Atherton's story is built around a

new and interesting theme. Its central
character is a woman of 60 who under-
goes a glandular treatment for rejuvena-
tion and returns to Xew York after an
absence of years to be hailed as a queen
of beauty, taking her old place as belle of
Xew York society. As she tries to fling

off the years from her soul with the same
ease as she has brought back youth to her
face, a startling characterization is re-
vealed. The book, according to its pub-
lishers, shows no falline off in sales and
present indications are that its circulation

will be at a tremendous figure when the
First National picture is published.

Policv Is Not New
The current publications of First Na-

tional show that that company's policy of
big stories worthy of big pictures has
been in effect for some time past. In-
stances of this are "The Bright Shawl,"
starring Richard Barthelmess. a screen
adaptation of the novel by Joseph Herge-
sheimer which has already run into many
editions; "Within the Law," starring

Norma Talmadge, the famous crook melo-
drama of the American stage, by Bayard
Yellier; "Wandering Daughters," directed

by James Young from the magazine story

by Dana Burnett, one of this country's
premier writers of fiction: "The Girl ol

the Golden West." considered by many
the premier American drama; Booth Tar-
kington's "Penrod and Sam," directed by
William Beaudine and produced by J. K.
MacDonald; and "Children of Dust,"

Borzage's screen version of "Terwilliger."

by Tristram Tupper. presented through
Arthur S. Jacobs.
For the coming season many well

known stage success.es and popular novels

have been lined up by First National to

be transcribed to the screen.

The announcement of Richard Walton
Tully that he would make "The Bird of

Paradise" assures First National of a dra-

matic masterpiece in photoplay form. Mr.
Tully wrote this play twelve years ago
and its fame has made it a household

word. Already it has taken its place in

the traditions of the American stage.

It is a dramatic love story with

the action laid in the Hawaiian Islands.

Sign with Sam Goldwyn

Under a recently signed contract Sam-
uel Goldwyn will produce "Potash and
Perlmutter" for First National. This
play followed the publication of many
stories by Montague Glass in the Satur-
day Evening Post, revolving around the
characters of Abe Potash and Mawress
Perlmutter, partners in the ladies wear
business, whose continual quarreling does
not prevent them from being true and
warm friends. So popular was the play
in New York that two sequels have since
been offered.

"The Bad Man," a play by Porter Em-
erson Browne, is awaiting First National
production. "The Bad Man" had a long
run on Broadway and has played two
years on the road. The story concerns a
Mexican bandit who manages to rescue a
young American ranchman from the
clutches of the sheriff and land him in the
arms of the girl he loves. Eawin Carewe
will produce this picture with Holbrook
Blinn playing his original role on the
screen.
Thomas H. Ince will present "Anna

Christie," the Eugene O'Neill play which
was awarded the Pulitzer prize as the
play which had done the most during the
year to advance the interests of American
dramatics.

Schenck Buys "Secrets"

"Secrets" is another dramatic hit which
First National will distribute. Joseph M.
Schenck has purchased the screen rights

and Norma Talmadge will be seen in the
role created by Margaret Lawrence in

New York.
Another play to be picturized is Avery

Hopwood's "Why Men Leave Home."
one of last year's successes of the Broad-
way stage. Louis B. Mayer has pur-
chased the screen rights and John M.
Stahl will direct.

A European sensation. "Madame Pom-
padour." will be imported by Joseph M.
Schenck for Constance Talmadge. The
play has taken Yienna and other Euro-
pean centers by storm, so unusual and
startling is the characterization.

"Her Temporary Husband." Edward
(Continued on page 36)
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No Picture Shortage for Fall and

Winter, Reports Show
Majority of Companies Increasing Studio Activities; New

Concerns Also Planning Production

THERE will be no dearth of pictures during the coming season. This
is a foregone conclusion, judging from initial announcements by the

companies concerning their fall and winter output. On the Coast
new studios are being erected and others are being enlarged. New com-
panies are in the field. Independent and old line producers in many in-

stances are planning increased production. They forecast a big season and
are organizing accordingly.

IN THE production and distribution
announcements many changes in poli-

cies are noted. Paramount is reducing its

schedule to fifty-two pictures for the year

and is virtually eliminating the star sys-

tem. This change, perhaps, is the most
outstanding.

First announcements relative to 1923-24

schedules, and there are many more com-
ing, list 124 productions. Vitagraph will

otter twenty-four specials; Paramount has
scheduled fifty-two; C. C. Burr promises
at least eight; there will be at least ten
big specials in Joseph M. Schenck's pro-
gram; Lichtman-Preferred has announced
sixteen pictures thus far, with other an-
nouncements to follow; Harry Sherman is

to produce fourteen films.

Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan is coming for-

ward with a comprehensive program, as
are Fox, Universal, F. B. O.. First Na-
tional and its independent units, Arrow,
United Artists, Allied Distributors &
Producers, Selznick Distributing Corpora-
tion, and many independent producers.
Latest production announcements follow:

* *

VITAGRAPH will offer twenty-four spe-
cials by J. Stuart Blackton, Whitman

Bennett, David Smith, Jess Robbins and
other directors and eight comedies based
on the Sam Hellman stories. In addition
will be the company's regular pictures.
Blackton, Bennett and Smith are down
for six pictures each. The company also
has the Urban Popular Classics and some
of the Larry Semon comedies.
"A Twosome at Tuara," a golf story,

will be first of the Hellman short sub-
jects. Among the specials will be "The
Alibi," with Alice Calhoun, Cullen Landis.
Percy Marmont and Joseph Kilgour.
"Loyal Lives" will be the first Bennett
offering. It is the story of a postman
and his son with Brandon Tynan, Mary
Carr, Faire Binney, Buster Collier and
Charles MacDonald in the cast. Other
pictures will be "Pioneer Days," and
"The Man from Brodney's."

President Albert E. Smith of the com-
pany says: "I am sure we are in for a
very prosperous season. I mean the pro-
ducer, the distributor and the exhibitor.
I believe that the prosperity of 1918 is

returning.
* * *

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK is planning
production work which will entail an

expenditure of $3,500,000, on pictures
starring Norma and Constance Talmadge
and Buster Keaton. This sum does not
include the cost of "Ashes of Vengeance"
and "Dulcv."
Norma Talmadge will star in "Dust of

Desire," with Frances Marion and Ches-
ter Franklin directin™- "The Mirage" and
"Secrets." Constance, after completion
of "Dulcy." will apoear in "The Danger-
ous Maid," with Victor Heerman direct-
ing: "Madame Pompadour" and a third
vehicle to be selected. The Keaton vehi-
cles have not been announced.

C. C. BURR will produce eight pictures,
four featuring a male star and four a

feminine player. They will be supported
by all star casts. Concerning his own
"larger producing schedule than ever be-
fore." Mr. Burr says:

"It must be obvious to those who have
given the matter thought that during the
several months just passed the independ-
ent producer and exchanges have come
into their own, and it is a matter of rec-
ord that independent productions have
been life savers in a great many instances
lately."

Mr. Burr then cites his product as ex-
amples of the high class of independent
product offered recently. Among these
are Johnny Hines in "Sure Fire Flint"
and "Luck." Others are "Secrets of
Paris," "The Last Hour" and "You Are
Guilty." Continuing, he says:

"Is there another independent produc-
ing organization that has had 50 per cent
of its product booked by such houses as
the Chicago theatre? Our product has
been selected to open many new thea-
tres."

» * *

VICTOR B. FISHER, whose first pro-
duction is "Youth Triumphant," has

gone to San Francisco to confer with his

associates relative to increased production
activities. While in San Francisco he is

expected to sign new players and acquire
the rights to two new stories.

"Youth Triumphant," featuring such
players as Virginia Lee Corbin, Anna Q.
Nilsson, Joseph Dowling and others, is

being edited and titled under the direction
of Ilian Ducey, the director. The picture
was produced at the Hollywood studios.

Four Million Dollar

Production Program
Is Planned by Pathe
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES. May 29.—A produc-

tion program which will entail an expend-

iture of approximately $4,000,000 during

the coming year has been outlined by

the Pathe Exchange, Elmer Pearson, vice-

president and general manager of the

organization, announced this week upon
his arrival from New York.

All Pathe productions will be concen-
trated here in the future, Mr. Pearson
stated. The first large picture to be made
will be a serial adaptation of Emerson
Hough's "The Way of a Man." George
B. Seitz will direct.

Shortly after his arrival Mr. Pearson
went into conference with Hal Roach,
head of Hal Roach studios, to arrange
for this unit's comedy productions. Nine
companies are now working for Pathe
here, Mr. Pearson declared. The num-
ber will be increased materially soon, he
said.

Is National Advertising

Helping You?

In this column are presented addi-
tional exhibitor opinioni received
by the "Herald" in it* exhaustive
survey of this important subject.

Exhibitors, in offering their opinions,

based their comments upon the following
questions

:

I. What do you think of this as a means af
increasing theatre attendance

f

I. Is it increasing the attendance in your the-
atre f

3. What percentage of your attendance do you
feel it is responsible forf

4. What is the comment of your patrons on
magazine advertisements, on trade marks or
brands and on particular pictures?

5. Do you feet this money could be expended
in any other way to give you greater benefits'

6. If so. hotvf •

7. Can admission prices be successfully raised
on pictures on the strength of national advertis-
ing t

* » *

N. E. FRANK, REGENT THEATRE
WAYLAND, MICH.: (1) Simply a

waste of monej'. Does not mean any-
thing to a small town theatre. Have
asked hundreds of patrons if they were
ever influenced to come to my show
through national advertising and all said

no. (2) No. (3) Five per cent. (4) Trade
marks or brands don't count. It's the
picture itself that does the business. (5)
Yes. (6) Cut down cost of paper and
rentals. (7) No.

* * *

FRED L. FREEMAN. GRAND THE-
ATRE. LAKE CITY. FLA.: (1) Good

for the big fellow, but death to the small
towner. (2) No. (3) NONE. (4) Kicks
because I do not show the big advertised
ones at once. (5) I sure do. (6) Cheape*
rentals and accessories. Better film and
subjects. (7) Not here as too many are

not small town stuff.

* * «

HOWARD VARING. ROYAL THE-
ATRE. SPIRIT LAKE, IA.: (1) A

waste of money. The exhibitor loses

twice on this kind of advertising as same
is paid for by exhibitors at any rental

price and the producer uses it as a club

to take evcrv last cent I have if they can
get it. (2) No. (3) None. (4) Had two
inquiries for Paramount pictures in three

and a half years. (5) Yes. (6) Local
newspaper advertising, better advertising
supplies for less money and a good free

film trailer on real super specials. (7) Not
if you want to stay in business.

* * *

T. A. SHEA, PALACE THEATRE, Mc-
GEHEE, ARK.: (1) This method

reaches about 10 per cent of nicture fans.

C2) No. C3) 00. (4) Have never heard
any. (5) Yes. (6) In better pictures at

lower prices to exhibitors. (7) Abso-
lutely not.

E. K. Lincoln in East;

Completes New Picture
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK. May 29 —E. K. Lincoln

arrived in New York last Thursday, fol-

lowing several months of production

work in California. He has been appear-

ing before the camera there as the star

of "The Right of the Strongest," by

Frances Nimmo Greene, author of "One

Clear Call."

Katharine Hilliker is now titling the

picture, which was produced by Zenith

Picture Corporation.
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Tell-tale

Imitation

THE HERALD is proud of its

editorial achievement in pro-
ducing the best motion picture
trade paper.

<JIt is proud of the fact that among its

many important editorial departments
several have been seized upon by con-
temporaries who, through abject imi-
tation, are seeking to stand in the re-

flected glory of a successful enterprise.

CJOne New York paper, like a valet in
his master's clothes, parades a spurious
attempt at the HERALD'S famous de-
partment, "What The Picture Did For
Me". Like other imitations it deceives
the unwary at first glance, but among
the thoughtful and observant it inspires
only the pity allowed to a broken camp
follower, picking up the crumbs left be-
hind by a victorious force.

^Another New York paper, following
the lead of its senile competitor, brazenly
takes over, in so far as its capabilities
permit, the HERALD'S method of de-
picting pictorially the news of the trade.

<3Even away over in London, a leading
British film journal, subscribing to the
HERALD editorial supremacy, launches
a department in imitation of our exhibit-
ors' reports system.

CflAnd so it goes; the HERALD leads the
way and the others, anxious to get aboard
the bandwagon of success, climb up with
their little tin instruments of imitation.

CJJBut imitation, however servile and
weak, is nevertheless a tribute and com-
ing from our most envious competitors
we are compelled to acknowledge it

gratefully.

J
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Arbitration

Boards
(Continued from page IJ)

Max Schubach, Mid-West Theatres Co., Geo.
HefTerman, Alcott; Jacob Epler, Ogdcn.
Exchange Members: Famous, Fox, Vitagraph,

Educational, Universal, Hodkinson, F. B. O.,
Metro, First National, Goldwyn, Pathe, All Star
Pioneer, Warner Bros., Selznick, Lannon-Shef-
neld. Arrow.

DES MOINES
Board of Arbitration— Exchanges: A. W. Nic-

olls, Famous Players ; F. L. Davie, Universal

;

A. H. Kahn, Educational. Exhibitors: Not yet
named.
Exchange Members: Famous Players, First

National, F. B. O., Pathe, Universal, Asso. Ex-
hibitors, Educational.

DETROIT
Board of Arbitration—Exchanges: Harry

Lorch, Goldwyn; F. J. Nugent, Metro; J. L.
Saxe, Favorite. Exhibitors: H. R. Pheiffle.
Priscilla; Harlan Hall, Russell; J. E. Neibes,
Dawn.
Exchange Members: Famous, Goldwyn, War-

ners Ex. Ray J. Branch, Educational, Select,
Metro, Favorite, Hodkinson, Exclusive Film, F.

B. O., Standard, Fox, Vitagraph, Pathe, Am-
erican Releasing, Universal, First National.

INDIANAPOLIS
Board of Arbitration—Exchanges: Dudley

Williston, Sctznick ; Harry Bailey, Fox ; Floyd
Brown, First National. Exhibitors: E. H. Bing-
ham, Colonial; A. C. Zaring. North Star; C. I.

Demaree, Franklin Opera House, Franklin, Ind.
Exchange Members: I'mvcrsal, First National,

Famous, Pathe; Fox, Educational, Selznick, F.

B. O., Goldwyn, Celebrated.

KANSAS CITY
Board of Arbitration—Exchanges: R. E.

Churchill, F. B. O. ; S. L. Haldcman. Metro

;

L. W. Alexander, Universal. Exhibitors: John
Corcoran, Kansas City, Kan. ; Adolph Eisner,
Kansas City, Mo.; Jack Roth, Kansas City. Mo.
Exchange Members: Fox. Tanner, Fir-,t Na-

tional, Mid-West Educational, Universal, Metro,
Crescent, Pathe, Famous, F. B. O.. Goldwyn,
Vitagraph, Standard, Richards & Flynn, Am-
erican Releasing.

LOS ANGELES
Board of Arbitration—Kxchangcs : C. L.

Thcuerkauf, Universal; J. H. Goldberg, Federa-
ted; A. H. Lamb, Goldwyn. Exhibitors: D. B.
Vanderlip, Inglewood theatre, Inglewood, Cal. ;

B. N, Berinstein, Savoy ; Glenn Harper, Ver-
mont.
Exchange Members : Famous, Universal, All

Star Features, Federated, Selznick, Metro, Fox,
Vitagraph, F. B. O., Kipling, Peerless, Cinema,
American Releasing, Supreme, Goldwyn, Pathe,
First National, United Artists, Cooperative, Hod-
kinson, Educational.

MILWAUKEE
Board of Arbitration—Exchanges: Chas.

Trampe, Mid-West; Neil Agnew, Famous Pay-
ers; Ed. Vollendorf, Asso. First National. Ex-
hibitors: Not yet named.
Exchange Members: First National, American

Releasing, Educational, Famous Players, F. B.
O., Celebrated, Fox, Goldwyn, Metro, Wiscon-
sin Universal, Mid-West, Pathe Exchange, Vita-
graph, Hodkinson, Warner Bros.

MINNEAPOLIS
Board of Arbitration—Exchanges: Frederick

Streif, Famous Players. Associate Members on
Arbitration Committee: Chas. Stombaugh,
Pathe; A. B. Fischer, Metro. Alternating on
Arbitration Committee : E. E. Reynolds. Hod-
kinson ; F. H. Knispel, Vitagraph. Exhibitors:
Not yet named.
Exchange Members: Hodkinson, Selznick, Fox,

Metro, Pathe, Vitagraph, F. B. O., F. & R.. Ed-
ucational, Universal, Goldwyn, Friedman Film,
Famous, First National.

NEW ORLEANS
Board of Arbitration—Exchanges: Bernard F.

Dudenhefer, Fox ; M. W. Osborne, Vitagraph

;

J. Dumestra, Educational. Exhibitors : Not yet
named.
Exchange Members : Metro, First National,

Crecle, Vitagraph, Famous, Consolidated, Gold-
wyn, Hodkinson, Educational, Pathe, Associated
Exhibitors, Progress, Southern States, F. B. O.,
Pearce, Enterprise, Selznick, Fox.

NEW YORK CITY
Board of Arbitration (Wednesday's): Sam

Zierler, Commonwealth ; B. Berger, American
Releasing; Mr. Murray, Metro. Exhibitors: Mr.
Raives, Acme; Mr. Landau, Heights; Mr. Jame,
Bronx Plaza.
Board of Arbitration (Friday's): C. Rosen-

zweig, F. B. O. ; F. Goldfarb, Climax; S. Fabian,
First National of N. J. Exhibitors : Mr. Gains-
boro, Flushing, Flushing, L. I. ; Mr. H. Brandt,

Parkside, Brooklyn, N. Y. ; Mr. Wilson, Green-
wich, Greenwich, Conn.
Exchange Members: Ambassador. American

Releasing, Appollo, Arrow, Aywon, Big U., Cap-
ital, Climax, Commonwealth, Educational, F. B
O., First National Exchange of N. Y., First
National Exchange of N. J., Fox, Goldwyn, Hod-
kinson, Jans, Metro, Pathe Exchange of N. Y..
Pathe Exchange of N. J., W. & B.

OKLAHOMA
Board of Arbitration—Exchanges : Wallace

Walthall. Enterprise ; C. N. Peacock, Southern

;

A. C. Buchanan, Fox. Exhibitors: Maurice
Lowenstein, Majestic; Harry Britton, University,
Norman, Okla. ; Josh Billings, Liberty, Norman,
Okla.
Exchange Members: Associated Exhibitors,

First National, Educational, Enterprise, F. B
#
. O.,

Fox, Lewis, Mid-West, Oklahoma Specialty,
Southern, Pathe, 'Universal, Vitagraph.

OMAHA
Board of Arbitration—Kxchangcs: Sidney

Baker, Associated Exhibitors ; Harry Heyman,
Fox ; A. Lcvine, Sterling. Exhibitors : Geo.
McArdlc, Bcnalto ; Morris Cohen, Strand ; L. E.

, Kirk, Grand.

Exchange Members: Metro, Associated Ex-
hibitors. First National, Fox, Universal, Selz-
nick, Vitagraph, F. B. O., Goldwyn, Pathe,
Crescent Sterling, Liberty, Fontenelle, Enter-
prise, Hodkinson, American Releasing.

PHILADELPHIA
Board of Arbitration—Exchanges: William

Hecnan, First National: Ben Amsterdam, Mas-
terpiece Film ; M. Landau, Famous Players. Ex-
hibitors: L. Pizor, Colonial, Phoenixville, Pa.;
Chas. Rappaport, Ideal; Harry Stevenson, Fay's.
Alcrnates : Doc. Morriss, Franklin & Hippo-
drome; C. Stampher, Frankford.

Exchange Members: American Releasing,
First National, DeLuxe, Electric Theater Sup-
ply Co., Famous Players. F. B. O.. Goldwyn,
Hodkinson, Interstate, Masterpiece, Metro, Pathe,
Royal Select, 20th Century, Vitagraph.

PITTSBURGH
Board of Arbitration—Kxchanges : Earl Rife,

Universal; M. C. Hughes, Paramount: One of

Board of Governors ; A. S. Davis, First National
when available. Substitutes: Lester Sturm,
Goldyn : M. Fisher. Federated ; A. H. Schnitzer,
F. B. O. Exhibitor*: Jerome Casper. Pres.
local M. P. T. O. A.; C. A. Gable. Sharon. Pa.;
li. U. Kester. Cameraphonc. Substitutes: Dennis
Harris. Harris Amusement Co. ; Mr. Wheat,
Sewicklcy, Pa. ; Mr. Alderdice.

Exchange Members: Columbia, Educational,
Famous, Federated, First National, Fox, Gold-
wyn, Metro. F. B. O.. Selznick, Supreme, Uni-
versal, Vitagraph, Hodkinson.

PORTLAND
Board of Arbitration—Exchanges: J. N. Mac-

keck in. Universal ; M. G. Winstock, Warner
Brothers; L. A. Samuelson, Pathe. Exhibitors:
George Guthrie, Oregon theatre. Salem, Ore.

;

Fred Norman, Circle ; Lesser Cohen, Union.

Exchange Members: Famous, Warner, Gold-
wyn, Universal, Pathe, Greater Features, Asso-
ciated Exhibitors, First National. F. B. O.

SALT LAKE CITY
Board of Arbitration—Exchanges: C. L.

Cloward. Metro; C. Messenger. Educational;

J. A. Rugar, VitagTaph. Exhibitors: A. J.
Davis, American; H. R. Rand, Isis; Ray Peter-
sen, Cozy.

Exchange Members: Famous, Goldwyn, Hod-
kinson, First National, Universal, Vitagraph. Fox,
Arrow, Metro, Greater Features, Pathe, F. B. O.,
! ni' r- Mountain Educational; C. H. Hayes, Selz-

nick, Special, Salt Lake Theatre Supply Co.

ST. LOIUS
Board of Arbitration—Exchanges: C. D. Hill,

Hodkinson ; George H. Ware, Vitagraph ; Harry
Strickland, American Releasing. Exhibitors

:

Dr. J. L. Price, Liberty and two others, E. St.

Louis, 111.; John Karzin, Casino and two others;
M. J. Camp. Pcstalozzi.

Exchange Members: American, First National,
Educational, Exhibitors Exchange, Famous Play-

ers, F. B. O., Fox, Goldwyn Hodkinson, Metro,
Pathe, Selznick, St. Louis Exchange, United
Service, Universal, Vitagraph.

SAN FRANCISCO
Board of Arbitration—Exchanges: Morgan A.

Walsh. Oppcnheimer; Carol A. Nathan, Univer-
sal; Fred W. Voigt, Metro. Exhibitors: George
M. Mann, Eureka and Ukiah, Cal.: R. A. Mc-
Neil; Thomas D. Vanesten, M. P. T. O. of
Northern California.
Exchange Members: All Star Feature, Am-

erican Releasing, First National, Educational,
Famous, F. B. O., Fox, Oppenheimer, Goldwyn,
Hodkinson, Metro, Pathe Peerless, Selznick, Uni-
versal. Vitagraph.

SEATTLE
Board of Arbitration—Exchanges: George P.

Endert Famous Players; Paul G. Lynch, Pathe;
Al. Rosenberg, DeLuxe. Exhibitors: W. H.
Bruen. Ridgemont : J. A. McGill. Liberty. Pt.

Orchard, Wash. ; F. W. Walton, American, Bell-

ingham, Wash.
Exchange Members: Goldyn, First National,

Metro, Fox, Vitagraph. Greater Features, Edu-
cational, Universal, DeLuxe, Hodkinson, F. B.

Loyal to

Wisconsin
During the heat of the argument

over Cohen's decision to run again
Wednesday afternoon, a delegate
made some disparaging remarks
about Wisconsin.

Tom Fester of Stanley, Wis.,
who had been silent up to that time
obtained recognition of the chair
and mounted the platform.

"I can't stay silent and see Wis-
consin unjustly accused," he de-
clared.

Before he could continue, Syd-
ney S. Cohen exclaimed: "I think
there is a misunderstanding here."

"I apologize and withdraw my
remarks," shouted the offending
delegate.

Foster, satisfied, climbed down
to the floor.

Partisanship and politics were
forgotten for the moment while the
entire convention cheered the man
who would not remain silent while
his state was being criticized.

O., Kwality, Pathe, American Releasing Fam-
ous Players, Selznick.

WASHINGTON
Board of Arbitration—Exchanges : Robert

Smeltzer, First National ; Samuel Flax, Liberty
Film; Harry Hunter, Famous Players. Exhib-
itors: I!::?. Crandall, Metropolitan; Harry
Bernstein, Colonial, Richmond, Va. ; Frank
Burkee, Palace, Baltimore, Md.
Exchange Members: American Releasing

First National, Associated Exhibitors, Educa-
tional, Famous, Fox, Hodkinson, Goldwyn, Vita-

graph, Independent, Liberty, F. B. O., Pathe,

Progress, Lichtman, Selznick, Super Film, Uni-
versal, Metro, Exhibitors Exchange.

Selznick, American
Merge Distribution

24 American Releasing Branches

Eliminated Under New
Combination

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, May 29.—Under a unifi-

cation arrangement completed by Selz-

nick Distributing Corporation and Amer-
ican Releasing Corporation the Selznick
organization has taken over the ex-

changes of American Releasing and the

sales and distribution of both concerns
will in the future be handled through the

already established exchanges of the

Selznick organization.

Cuts Operating Costs

The merger means that twenty-four ex-

changes of American Releasing through-
out the country will immediately be elim-

inated, and the unification of the sales

and distribution is expected to reduce op-

erating costs by an estimated $500,000 a

year.

The arrangement was closed between
W. C. J. Doolittle, -esident of Selznick

Distributing Corporation and representing
Utica Investment Company holdings;

Motley H. Flint, vice-president of the

Pacific-Southwest Trust and Savings
Bank of Los Angeles; W. E. Greene,

president, and F. B. Warren, vice-

president of American Releasing.

Will Execute Old Contracts

All contracts now in force will be exe-

cuted by the Selznick organization in

exact accordance with the terms under

which they were made by American Re-

leasing.
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<7'm Through/ 9

States Steffes;
Denounces Cohen

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.. May 29—
Indications that the Minnesota unit of

the Motion Picture Theatre Owners will

sever its connections with the national

body following the action of the Chicago
convention in electing Sydney S. Cohen
president, was contained in a statement

just issued by W. "Al" Steffes.

"Personally, I absolutely refuse to as-

sociate myself with an organization

headed by a 'double-crosser,' " Steffes

said. "I'm through."
Questioned about what the state unit

would do, Mr. Steffes said: "A meeting

of the board of directors will be called

for next week. At that time the whole
proceedings of the Chicago convention

will be placed before them and it will be

up to them to decide what action will be

taken."
Friends close to Steffes believe that the

state organization will follow their presi-

dent, it being pointed out that the exhib-

itor unit in this state represents largely

the organization efforts of Steffes.

Cupid's Darts Strike

Two Metro Employes;

To Be Married June 3
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, May 29 .— Little Dan
Cupid has been busy within the Metro
organization and as a result Harry
Franklin, a member of the distributing

organization and Miss Lillian Siegel, also

a Metro employee, have announced June

3 as the date of their marriage.

Mr. Franklin is the son of Mr. and

Mrs. Franklin of New York City and

Miss Siegel the daughter of Mrs. Marian

Siegel of 52 Lennox Aye. After their

marriage the couple will live at 2917

Grand Concourse.
Mr. Franklin was born in Birmingham',

England. He has been a member of the

Metro organization for six years, the last

four years in the distributing department.

Due to the impending convention of

Metro branch managers in New York.

, Mr. Franklin and his fiancee have decided

to defer their honeymoon until the sum-
mer.

Car Strike Is Blow to

Schenectady Theatres
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SCHENECTADY, N. Y., May 29.—
Theatres in Schenectady have been hard

hit during the past week with a trolley

strike that not only tied up all city ser-

vice, but which resulted in the interurban

cars also being relegated to the barns.

Some of the houses have played to mere
handfuls of patrons at even the night

shows.
The fact that the $500,000 State theatre

recently went into the hands of a re-

ceiver, was partially due to the poor street

car service which the city has had for

manv months.

Feinman to Go Abroad
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK. May 29.—A. L. Feinman.
>f Warner Brothers exploitation staff will

;ail for England June 2 to do special pub-
licity and exploitation work for Warner
productions.

Leaders From Other States

To Attend N. Y. Convention
Deny Intention of Interfering in Any Way With the

Cohen Organization— 'Reilly Makes Definite

Decision Not to Run for Reelection

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, May 29.—Plans are being formulated for making the

state convention of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of New York take

on more of the appearance of a national than a state affair.

The call was sent out last week for the state gathering, which will

be held at Syracuse on June 19, 20 and 21. Tomorrow, letters and tele-

grams will be sent to leading exhibitors all over the country officially

inviting them to attend the New York state sessions.

State Leaders Displeased With Chicago Outcome

This action is being taken on receipt at New York State headquarters
of many telegrams from state leaders who were in attendance at the Chi-
cago convention and who were not pleased with the outcome of that
gathering. Many of these have been communicated with and have ex-
pressed their intention of going to Syracuse.

New York exhibitor leaders deny that
they have in mind any intention of inter-
fering in any way with the Sydney S.

Cohen organization, and that the invita-
tions to the theatre owners of other states
have been issued in order that these men
may get better acquainted with the way
things are conducted in New York State,
especially in reference to the Theatre
Owners Chamber of Commerce method
of looking after the affairs of the exhib-
itors.

Raps One Man Control

"Since Washington we have gone along
in our own way and have not attempted
to interfere in any way with the M. P.
T. O. A.," said one prominent member
of the state exhibitor organization. "In
the year since the Washington meeting
we have demonstrated that we can get
along better without than with a one man
controlled organization, and these exhib-
itors from other states are being invited

to see what we have done and how we
do it. Some of them, especially those
who are not in accord with the handling
of the national organization, may get a lot

of information that will be useful in their

state units. At least, we hope so."

On the other hand, some of the closest

adherents of the Cohen regime who have
learned of the issuance of the invitations

see only in this the first move toward the
organization of another national exhibi-

tors association, and the feeling engen-
dered between the Cohen organization
and the leaders of a number of states at

Chicago is causing them a lot of worry.
The question of the uniform contract,

which was condemned by the Cohen
forces at Chicago, will be one of the sub-

jects discussed at Syracuse. This has
been accepted by the board of directors

and at the coming convention the mem- -

bers of the state organization will be
given an opportunity to ratify the action

of their officers. There is little question

about the outcome. The contract will be
ratified.

O'Reilly's Decision Final

The question of a man to succeed
Charles L. O'Reilly as president is being
given a lot of thought by the exhibitors

of the state. Mr. O'Reilly is also presi-

dent of the Theatre Owners Chamber of

Commerce and has announced that he

will not again be a candidate for the

leadership of the state organization.
_
He

laughingly asserts that there are no strings

to his declaration and that it will not be
necessary for him to change his mind.

Among those talked of as possible

successors to Mr. O'Reilly are Sam 1.

Berman. William A. Dillon of Ithaca;
Michael W. Walsh of Yonkers; A. C.
Hayman of Niagara Falls, and V. A.
Warren of Messina.

Senator James Walker, who was in-

vited by the entire membership of the
M. P. T. O. A. executive committee to
address the Chicago convention but did
not, has accepted an invitation to speak
from the floor of the Syracuse conven-
tion. It is expected that he will give the
delegates and visitors a pretty thorough
analysis of the present status of exhibitor
organization as he sees it.

Eastman, Brulatour
File Their Reply to

Government Charges
(Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C, M,ay 29.—An-
swers filed by the Eastman Kodak Com-
pany and Jules A. Brulatour, two of the

respondents named by the Federal Trade
Commission in its recent complaint charg-

ing the Eastman company with having

acquired a virtual monopoly in the sale of

motion picture film, will be held without

action pending receipt of answers from
the Allied Laboratories, Inc., and its

members, who have been given an exten-
sion of time until June 11.

In the answers filed by Eastman and
Brulatour. it is denied that the former
enjoys a monopoly, it being pointed out
that as Eastman has no figures regarding
competitive production it is impossible to
give definite answer as to the percentage
of total consumption supplied. It is

stated, however, that Brulatour, in 1920.
handled about 80 per cent of the motion
picture film produced by Eastman, and.
in 1921. about "0 per cent.

Acquisition of the Paragon and other
laboratories, it is declared in the answers,
was not for the purpose of intimidating
competitors or forcing laboratories to buy
Eastman film only. It is admitted that
Brulatour held a controlling interest in

Paragon laboratories, but it is denied
that the Eastman company was interested.

It is also denied that the laboratories

purchased by the Eastman company at

any time furnished positive prints at

lower prices than competitors could offer,

or that the supply of film was cut off

from competing laboratories.
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Hodkinson and Fisher to Trim
Length of Features

Distributor and Producer Comply With Exhibitor Demand
As' Expressed First in Quigley Editorial

THE campaign for elimination of excess footage in features, originally

launched by Martin J. Quigley in the January 20th issue of the

"Herald" in an editorial, "Five Reels," is becoming an outstanding
factor in the policies of exhibitors, distributors and producers. Theatre
owners, as expressed at the fourth annual convention of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America in Chicago, are demanding pictures of no
more than 5,000 to 6,000 feet. Producers and distributors, according to

current announcements, are complying with these demands.

AN official statement has just been issued

by W. W. Hodkinson Corporation in

which the company policy is expressed as

follows

:

"Every effort is being exerted by the

W. W. Hodkinson Corporation to keep
some of their feature productions below
the 5,000 foot mark in length. With the

exception of specials or stories that can-

not be cut too short without materially

affecting the dramatic value of the produc-
tion, it is considered likely that every ef-

fort will be made by Hodkinson to give

exhibitors feature length productions with
less footage, thereby benefiting them. An
exhibitor in this way can arrange the bal-

ance of his program better than when a

film runs into seven and more reels in

length."
* * *

As an example of its policy, the Hodkin-
son company cites a current publication,

"The Critical Age," produced by Ernest
Shipman from Ralph Connor's "Glengarry
Schooldays." This feature is 4,500 feet in

length.

A producer who has expressed a desire

to fulfill the exhibitors' demand is Victor
B. Fisher, who has just made "Youth
Triumphant," with Virginia Lee Corbin,
Anna Q. Nilsson, Raymond Hatton, Joseph
Dowling and other prominent players.

Mr. Fisher declares that his company
favors the six reel picture. In this respect

he has this to say

:

" The popular request of exhibitors urg-
ing producers to keep the length of fea-

ture pictures down to six reels is something
that cannot be ignored by producers. Be-
lieving that it pays to give the exhibitor
what he wants. FiSher Productions an-
nounces its decision to comply with the

exhibitors demands and will confine 'Youth

Triumphant' and all future pictures to a
footage of six reels.

* * *

"Fisher Productions agrees with exhibi-
tors that with a very few exceptions it is

not necessary to go beyond six reels in

telling a story on the screen."

Another producer who recently an-
nounced his determination to limit feature
footage is Maurice Tourneur. who is film-

ing "The Brass Bottle" for First National.

Represents Hollywood
At Kiwanis Conclave

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, May 29.—Pat Dow-
ling, publicity director for Christie Film
Company has left for Atlanta, Ga., where
he will represent the Hollywood Kiwanis
club at the national convention of Kiwa-
nis clubs, being held May 27 to 31.

Dowling has been authorized to dis-

tribute to the 1,500 accredited delegates,
from as many towns of the United States
and Canada, copies of the book "Can
Any Good Come Out of Hollywood,"
written by Laurence L. Hill and Silas E.
Snyder, prominent Hollywood authors.
He will also arrange to screen for the
Kiwanians the motion picture produced
under the same title by John Young of
Hollywood Theatres, Inc.

Michael Glynne Opens
Big Theatre on L. I.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PATCHOGUE, L. I., May 29.—With
a number of motion picture and stage
stars as well as 500 Elks in attendance
the newly completed theatre here owned
by Michael Glynne of Ward and Glynne
was opened under auspicious circum-
stances.
The theatre seats 2,100 and is an un-

usually large and elaborate house for

Patchogue with its small population.
Pictures and vaudeville, with an occas-
sional stage attraction will be the policy.

Arkansas Town Makes
Mayor Censor of Film

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

FORT SMITH. ARK.. May 29.—

A

one man committee in this city will con-
stitute its board of censorship. At a
regular meeting of the city council a mo-
tion to draw up an ordinance making the
mayor of the city its official motion pic-

ture censor was unanimously passed.
Mayor Bourland, however, will have

the privilege of summoning other persons
to serve with him as a committee if he
desires.
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r. S. Agents Report
On Situation Abroad

hinese Prefer Own Actors
to Best of American

Talent, One States
(From HERALD'S Washington Bureau)

WASHINGTON, D. C, May 29.—
Conditions in the motion picture industry
abroad are discussed by a number of
foreign agents of the Government in re-

ports just received at the Department of
Commerce.
The Trade Commissioner of the de-

partment at Peking states that the
Chinese prefer to see their own people
acting out Chinese plots, rather than the
most distinguished foreign talent or the
most exquisite settings, and such popu-
larity as foreign films may have is due
principally to their novelty.

Society Picture Popular

American pictures are most popular in

Sao Paulo, Brazil, according to the consul
there, who reports that about 80 per cent
of the films shown are of American
manufacture. Society pictures of a moral
and instructive trend are most popular,
it is stated, and Westerns, while still

liked in the industrial sections, no longer
appeal to the higher-class audiences.
Our films are also most popular in

Poland, according to Assistant Trade
Commissioner Baldwin, leading those of
German production by about 80 per cent
During the year 1922 American pictures

to the number of 218 were exhibited as
compared with 140 German, 59 Polish,

and 199 from other countries. All pic-

tures shown in Poland must be censored,
but very few American films are ma-
terially changed.

Distribution Problem in Argentine

Argentine also reports American films

to be popular, as well as Austria. In the

latter country, however, distribution is

difficult, and most of the American films

now being exhibited are about worn out.

Will Give Children a
Party on Selling House

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WATERTOWN, N. Y., May 29.—Be-
fore Charles Sesonske and E. H. Arnold,
of Watertown, hand over the keys of the

Avon theatre to the new owners, the

Robbins Amusement Company, they will

give a farewell party on June 3 to all of

the school children in the city, as a token
of the friendship developed during the

past two years.
The farewell party will consist of the

regular show and every child will be
admitted free.

Start Preparations for

Next Davies Production
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK. May 29—William Le
Baron, production manager, Joseph
Urban, designer, and Luther Reed, sce-

nario writer, of Cosmopolitan Corporation
have left for California to arrange pre-

liminaries for the filming on the Coast of

Marion Davies' next picture, "Yolanda."
The star is now on her way to Europe
to attend the world premiere of her "Lit-

tle Old New York," which opens in Lon-

don. June 11.

"Yolanda" is by Charles Major, author

of Miss Davies' "When Knighthood Was
in Flower."

London to See Film
Ahead of America

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, May 29.—Broad-
way, New York, will play second
run to .London, England, in the case
of Marion Davies' new Cosmopoli-
tan picture, "Little Old New York."
Arrangements have been completed
for the opening of the production
at the new Scala theatre, London,
before it is shown in America.
Marion Davies sailed on the

Olympic to make a personal ap-
pearance with the opening of the
picture, scheduled for June 11. A
staff from Cosmopolitan Produc-
tions will also leave to arrange the
premiere. Its opening in New York
will not take place until July.
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Church Body to See
Ray Photoplay First

Plan Premiere of New Film
At National Meet of Con-

gregational Churches
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, May 29.—Members
of the National Council of Congregation
Churches, representing nearly a thousand
leading clergymen and laymen of the de-

nomination who will be assembled in a

national conference at Springfield, Mass..

in October will be the first to view
Charles Ray's new production "The
Courtship of Miles Standish" which is

now being edited.

Minister Suggests Showing

This unusual premiere presentation for

a big production is being planned by the

star at the suggestion of the Rev. Frank
Dyer, D. D., minister of the Plymouth
Congregational Church, Los Angeles.

Since Ray began filming of the Long-
fellow epic, members of the denomination
in Southern California have followed his

work with interest and the plan to present

the picture first before their national con-

vention has met with enthusiastic en-

dorsement, it is said.

Among the American events portrayed
in this picture are the birth of political

democracy, the first free church worship,

the first romance and marriage, the first

marriage proposal by a woman, the first

Thanksgiving feast, the first communistic
experiment, the first conflicts with In-

dians, the first treaty with the natives,

the first baby in New England, the first

after-dinner speeches, and the first com-
muters.

To Be 10 Reels or More

Scenes showing the Atlantic storms

,
which nearly destroyed the Mayflower
are said to be thrillingly and realistically

reproduced.
When the picture is finally published it

is expected to run ten reels or more.

Lloyd Hamilton Signs

With Educational for

Another Comedy Series
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK. May 29.—Educational
will continue to handle Lloyd Hamilton
comedies under a contract just signed by
the comedian which calls for another ser-

ies of two-reelers.
After several weeks in New York, com-

bining his vacation with conferences with
E. W. Hammons. president of Educa-
tional, regarding production and distribu-

tion plans, Hamilton has returned to the
Coast, where he will start work on the
first subject of the 1923-1924 group.
Increased facilities will be provided for

Hamilton with the idea of making the
forthcoming pictures the best comedy
subjects ever made by the star. Special
attention is going to be paid to the sce-

nario department, which will be enlarged
by the addition of one or two more

t trained scenario writers. Hamilton has
made six comedie; in the season now
drawing to a close.

Fail to Get in Touch With
Cohen; Hearings Postponed

Federal Trade Commission's Investigation Into the

Affairs of Famous Players-Lasky and Other
Concerns Recessed Until June 11

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, May 29.—The Federal Trade Commission's investiga-

tion into the affairs of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation and other
companies will be at a standstill for the next two weeks.

It had been hoped that the hearings would be resumed yesterday with
Sydney S. Cohen on the stand. These plans were set aside, however, when
Attorney Farrington of the Commission reported that he had been unable
to get in touch with the exhibitor leader since Cohen's return from the
Chicago convention.

Request for Recess Granted by Respondents

Farrington requested that the hearings be recessed until June 11.

To this counsel for the respondents agreed. When the hearings are
resumed it is expected that Cohen will be the first on the stand, as he
stated at the Chicago convention that on his return East he would appear
before the Commission.

This is the second recess taken on ac-
count of the Chicago convention. Chief
Counsel Fuller having adjourned the
hearings for several days last week to
await the return here 01 exhibitor leaders.

Owing to the absence of a number of

witnesses last week there were few de-
velopments.

Dipson on Stand

Xikitas Dipson, owner of two theatres

in Batavia and general manager of a cor-

poration controlling four theatres in

Olean, N. Y., was the sole witness when
the hearings opened Friday after a two
days' layoff. Dipson told of being offered

the 41 block of Paramount pictures at a
price of $85 each, the entire offering to

be taken at this price. He said he turned
this down as it was too much money and
because he did not want the entire lot.

He said he asked an opportunity to buy
four specials from the list, but did not
do so because of the $400 per picture
price asked by the company.
He testified that he had a conference

with Harry Buxbaum, and Allan Moritz,
the latter the manager of the Buffalo
branch, during which, in an endeavor to
get a better price, he showed the Famous
representatives reports of his box office

receipts and also the contracts for pic-
tures with companies other than Para-
mount. He said that he had made an
offer of $30 each for the entire 41, and
was told by Buxbaum that he would
never get them at this price.

Information Given Companies

Later he said that representatives of
First National and Goldwyn told him
that he was not paying enough for his

Muller Made Comptroller
{Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK. May 29.—H. J. Muller,

who has been connected with the Selznick

organization for several years has been
appointed comptroller for Selznick Dis-
tributing Corporation.

Important Data
for Next Week
Sessions of the Federal Trade

Commission's investigation of Fa-
mous Players held just prior to the
time this issue of the HERALD
was prepared for the press dis-

closed a large volume of interesting
information and statistics.

This data is now being compiled
and codified for publication and
will be printed in detail in next
week's issue of the HERALD.

pictures and that he learned that Famous
representatives had given the exchange
managers of those two companies the in-

formation obtained from the box office

records and from a subsequent "clock-
ing" of one of his houses.

Fearing that as a result of this all the
companies would raise prices, he said, he
decided "to hurry and buy Paramount,"
which he did to the extent of the 41 block
and seven others at an average cost of
$50 per picture. Also he agreed to run
two Paramount pictures each week.
Dipson testified as to a war involving

four theatres in Olean which lasted for a
year. When he first became interested
there, he said, there were three theatres
and he controlled two of them. Later a
fourth house was built at a cost of $60,-
000. This was called the Gem and the
entire Paramount program was played
there.

The witness said the town was over-
seated and everyone was losing money,
so after a year of the bitterest kind of
war a corporation was formed for the
purpose of leasing all four of the houses.
This was done, two of the houses were
closed and the two remaining ones played
no Paramount pictures.

Company Broadcasts Letters

Shortly after this, Dipson testifi ed,
residents of Olean were flooded with let-

ters from Paramount urging them to ask
their theatre managers why no Para-
mount pictures were being shown. He
said about 3.000 of these letters were
poured into Olean each week. Dipson
said he protested against this to the man-
ager of the Buffalo exchange and was
told:

"Don't worry about that. You will
soon be playing Paramount pictures
again and we are creating a demand for
you. We are doing this in many places
all over the country."
On cross examination by Mr. Swain.

Dipson said that he was getting plenty
of pictures other than Paramount but
that his patrons wanted Paramount pic-
tures and for that reason chiefly, he
wanted to play them.

Manages Warner Studios
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES. May 29.—A. Alper-
stein has been appointed general manager
of the Warner Brothers studios on the
West Coast.
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Exposition Was a Constructive

Force, Says Rubens
Chicago Manager Declares Palace of Progress a Success

With Original Aims Accomplished

w w rrt HE Palace of Progress has been a great success. It has been a

I constructive force for the industry. It has been an educational

factor, giving the public an insight into phases of the industry

about which the people have given little or no thought in the past. It has

taken the minds of the people away from the more sordid publicity stories

which the newspapers have published."

from J. JTHAT statement comes
Rubens, Chicago manager of the ex-

position held in conjunction with the fourth

annual convention of the Motion Picture

Theatre Owners of America, and the man
upon whose shoulders was laid the respon-

sibility of making this undertaking a suc-

cess.

For the past two or three months Mr.

Rubens, a member of the Rubens-Burford-
Thielan company operating a circuit of

theatres through Illinois, has neglected his

personal interests in the task of preparing

for the exposition and now in closing all

business in connection with it.

* *

Mr. Rubens, continuing in review of the

Palace of Progress, said that although the

M.P.T.O.A. "was unjustly hampered and

boycotted by certain interests unfriendly to

the exhibitors, I claim the Palace of Prog-

ress was a success."

"Perhaps it was not a success from a

money making point of view, although we
will not lose money," said Mr. Rubens, "it

was a success in that it accomplished what

we set out to accomplish—mainly, to broad-

cast favorable propaganda (not in million

dollar star press stories) in the way of in-

formation to the public, waking the peo-

ple up to the fact that the motion picture

industry is not just one round of dope par-

ties and big star contracts.

"The vastness and importance of our in-

dustry was brought before the people

through our press department. The im-

portant part that the motion picture plays

in almost every phase of life was stressed.

Its part in the affairs of our government,
state, city, churches, schools, civic organ-
izations and the like was told in stories

published in hundreds of newspapers out-

side of Chicago.
"Millions read our message even though

they did not see our show. New phases
of our great industry were disclosed to the

public and these could not help creating a

favorable impression and elevate our in-

dustry in the eyes of the public.

* » *

"Every exhibit at the Palace of Progress
was a message to the public, such as organs,
signs, scats, furnishings, projection ma-
chines etc. While to some this might have
appeared as a jip scheme to get the money,
just the same these things did much to

convey to the public that our industry is

more than a few thousand reels of film.

"Exhibitors at the exposition were satis-

fied with the results, many informing mc
that they were booking orders, lining up
prospects and getting constructive publicity

for their product. For the theatre owner
the exposition was instructive. It brought
him in touch with new appliances of all

descriptions. For myself, I learned things

about screens that I had never known
before."

A resolution, signed by Mr. Rubens, and
urging theatre owners to support and co-
operate with companies having exhibits at

the exposition and censuring interests who
"unjustly hampered and boycotted" the

Palace of Progress was adopted at the con-
vention of the M.P.T.O.A.
The interests who "unjustly hampered''

the exposition, said Mr. Rubens, were the
Hays organization and its members who
refused to exhibit at the Coliseum.

Levy Bill Is Signed
(Special to Exhibitors HeraldJ

ALBANY. N. Y., May 29.—Governor
Alfred E. Smith has signed the Levy bill

amending the lien law of New York state

to the end that motion picture film labo-
ratories will have a lien on all negative
and positive prints in their possession
until full payment has been made for

work done. The law becomes immedi-
atelv effective.

MONEY MAKING IDEAS
Which Have
Exhibitors to

Been Used
Build Up

By F. PAULICK
(Paulick Theatre, Muscoda,

Wis.)

I believe I have found a way
to cut expenses for exhibitors

to a certain extent. My ex-

pense for advertising and print-

ing in mv local paper ran up to

$35 or $40 a month. Now I

put a small ad in the paper, to

the extent of $1.50 a week, and
send to a program company
who print a monthly program

Successfully by

Their Patronage
for $5 per 1,000 and have a
mailing list of about 500. That
leaves me 500 for town, which
get to more people in the com-
munity.

My mailing list costs me $6,

programs $2.50, advertising $5,

totaling $13.50. My advertis-

ing in the paper, before, cost

me $35. It leaves me a saving
of $21.50. a month. Let the

small-town exhibitors give it a

trv out.

First National Schedules 70
Productions for New Season

(Continued from page 29)

Paulton's farce comedy which will be
brought to the screen with Sydney Chap-
lin in the leading male role.

"The Spite Corner," a comedy-drama
in which Madge Kennedy starred during
a long run on Broadway.

Has Imposing List

The list of forthcoming First National
pictures which will be adapted for the
screen from published novels or magazine
stories is equally imposing. In addition
to Gertrude Atherton's "Black Oxen.''
First National has more than two dozen
books and magazine serials which are ei-

ther in production or in the hands of the
screen adapters.
Among the stories are:
"Circus Days." from the famous old

circus story, "Toby Tyler," by James
Otis, jn which Jackie Coogan is starred.

"Toby Tyler" as a book has taken its

place along with the traditions of the cir-

cus, handed down from generation to gen-
eration.

"The Huntress," a comedy-drama of
the great American outdoors, from the

pen of Hulbert Footner. It will be Col-
leen Moore's first starring picture.

"The Fighting Blade," a period drama
from the pen of Beulah Marie Dix, which
will be produced by Inspiration Pictures
with Richard Barthelmess in the stellar

role. The action is laid in England in

the time of Cromwell.
"The Wanters," by Lelia Eurton Wells,

a sparkling comedy-drama with New
York society life as a background. John
M. Stahl will direct this picture for Louis
B. Mayer with Marie Prevost and Rob-
ert Ellis in the starring roles. Little

Richard Headrick has been signed to play'

an important role.

"Her Reputation." adapted from the

novel. "The Devil's Own," by Talbot
Mundy and Bradley King. Thomas H.
Ince will present this story through First

National.
"Purple Pride." by H. B. Somerville.

an English authoress, which has been

popular in that country and which will be

published here in novel form. The action

is laid in the days of the Huguenot per-

secution in France. Norma Talmadge
will star. The novel was published as

"Ashes of Vengeance" in England, and

is to be issued in this country shortly.

"Flaming Youth," a Metropolitan Mag-
azine story by Warner Fabian, which is

the pen name for one of America's fore-

most fiction writers.

"The Lord of Thundergate," a Sunset

Magazine serial and novel from the pen

of Sidney Herschel Small. The story

takes place in Japan and America.
"Dust in the Doorway," Dixie Wilson's

McClure's Magazine story, which Frank

Borzage will bring to the screen.

"Country Lanes and City Pavements,"
a novel by John Fleming Wilson, which

will be personally directed by Thomas H.

Ince.
"Ponjola," from the Cosmopolitan Maga-

zine serial and novel by Cynthia Stockley.

James Young will direct.

"The Eternal City," Hall Caine's fa-

mous novel, which will be produced in

Rome by George Fitzmaurice for Samuel
Goldwvn.
"The Swamp Angel," from the Colliers

Magazine story by Richard Connell.

"Rope." a novel by Holsworthy Hall,

one of the country's leading novelists.

"The Dangerous Maid." from the fa-

mous novel. "Barbara Winslow, Rebel."

by Elizabeth Ellis, which has been pur-

chased by Joseph M. Schenck. which will

be transferred to the screen with Con-

stance Talmadge in the stellar role.
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THE THEATRE
|

A department of practical showmanship

"Modern Exploitation
An Address Deliver ed May 22 Before the Delegates to the M. P. T. O. A.

Convention at the Coliseum, Chicago

By MARTIN J. QUIGLEY

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen :

Your president has assigned to me the subject of

"Modern Exploitation''—a subject which is very inter-

esting and important to all of us.

It is in no respect an unfamiliar subject to you be-

cause every theatreman who has survived the readjust-

ment of the business that has been going on during the

past four or five years has either found out something
about exploitation or else he has been forced to find

some means of earning a livelihood other than that of

,
operating a motion picture theatre.

There is a great deal of new and modern exploita-

tion, not only concerning motion pictures, but prac-

tically everything else that bids for the public's atten-

tion. But I feel that we should emphasize the fact that

exploitation itself is far from new : It is as old as

, mankind, as old as the earliest tradition of human so-

ciety that we know about.
We can trace the dim outlines of human history

back into the paleolithic age—some 50,000 years ago

—

and there find evidence that the barbaric humans who
then existed realized that when they wanted to obtain
the interest and attention of their contemporaries they
had to exert themselves in ways of exploitation

;
they

had to cut into the stone walls of their caves symbols
and legends that were intended to exploit their prowess
in animal killing, the making of stone instruments, and
if there were any theatres in those days 24-sheets cer-

tainly would have been cut alongside the entrance to
the caves.

We know that during the reigns of various Egypt-
ian rulers huge monuments were erected, many of
which have persevered to this day—such as the pyra-
mids. The object of the pyramids and obelisks of
Egypt was to exploit and advertise the administrations
and the conquests of the triumphant rulers.

* * *

In the Middle Ages great guild halls were erected
and maintained to exploit the handicraft of the great
artisans of that time. Many great artists of all the ages
hastened their rise to fame by painting the portraits of

well known people, such as kings and queens—not be-
cause they made better subjects, but because they meant
better exploitation for the artist.

In our own time we have the example of that great
exploiteer, Theodore Roosevelt. Roosevelt knew as

well as any man that ever lived that the public had to

be sold, had to be attracted and kept interested, and
when he wore a roughrider's hat and gathered about

i him cowboys from the plains he did so because he
wanted to attract the attention of the public so it would

I know that Roosevelt lived.

Modern exploitation as applied to motion pictures

and motion picture theatres has developed into a fine

art. You exhibitors don't make pictures, but you cer-

tainly have to make them go. There never was a pic-

ture good enough—and there never will be one—that

doesn't need exploitation. And even though a theatre

were built in the center of the main intersection of your
town it would still need exploitation.

Modern exploitation is the art of inviting the
ravorable attention of the public. And please remember
that, gentlemen, the favorable attention of the public.

Favorable attention is not just anything that will get
you talked about. Roscoe Arbuckle got the film busi-

ness talked about, but he will never be known as the
industry's best exploiteer.

It must be favorable attention. Don't lie to your
public

;
they like to be fooled occasionally, but they

do not like to be lied to.

* * *

Be as sensational as you like, but don't be obscene.
You are not in the carnival business and you are not
trying to get them in just for one night. No man and
no product that was not clean, decent and substantial

ever made a lasting hit with the American public.

Don't cheapen the motion picture with the circus

sideshow type of exploitation.

This is an industry of swift advance and improve-
ment. What would do yesterday will not do today.
Your public is being rapidly educated and the most
educated part of your public is now coming to motion
picture theatres. You must let the whole public know-
that you have a show in town but don't make them
button up their coat collars and look up and down the
street before they go inside.

You are right to be proud of your theatre and you
have a right to be proud of the vast majority of the
pictures you show in them. Therefore, let your ex-
ploitation be of a class and a character consistent with
your theatres and pictures.

Finally, I want to say that while your immediate
task is exploiting your daily or your weekly program,
at the same time do not lose sight of the fact that the
industry at large looks upon you exhibitors as the mis-
sionaries in the field who must, through right exploita-
tion, carry the light of knowledge and understanding
of the motion picture to every class and segment of

society.

You exhibitors must let it be known and under-
stood that the motion picture is something more than
an amusement, that the motion picture is in reality the
great new voice of mankind, which can do more for
universal enlightenment, independence and peace than
all the leagues, parliaments and congresses of the world.
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Theatre Letters
Personal Accounts of Constructive Showmanship

Contributed by Readers of "Exhibitors Herald"

/s 'Westbound

Limited" Going

To Duplicate?
Is "Westbound Limited" going to dup-

licate the exploitation records of "In the

Name of the Law" and "The Third

Alarm"?
That's an exploitation question of the

hour. Coming from the same source

and accompanied by exploitation mate-

rial from the same genius, Nat Roth-
stein, an affirmative answer is to be ex-
pected.

Here's the first letter on it.

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir:

Enclosed find one of the stunts we used
on "Westbound Limited." The porter

worked all the trains and was seen on
the street most of the day.

I did real well on the picture with a

tent show for opposition. Ran the pic-

ture three days.
R. W. Small,

Marklc theatre, Wymorc, Neb.

+ + +
DKAR MR SMALL:

It falls to vou to start off the exploitation

chronicle of the picture named, and you start

it well. The stunt looks sound in every detail.

Very glad to have you join the Theatre Let-
ter circle. Write oftei..—\V. R. W.

Keene Explains

Usher Costumes

For "Christian
Usherettes of Loew's Warfield, San

Francisco, were shown pictorially in a
recent issue as costumed for the run of
"The Christian." We admitted our puz-
zlement as to the relation of dress to
picture.

Lionel H. Keene, managing director,
explains.

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir:

I note your comment on Warticld
usherettes in the issue of May 5th. In
explanation, "The Christian" was played
during Easter Week. In keeping with
our policy of changing the usherettes'
costumes weekly, inasmuch as the picture
itself did not suggest an appropriate cos-
tume, we decided on the simple little con-
firmation dresses which, to my mind,
were in keeping with the atmosphere of

the picture and timely in view of Easter
Week.

' The interior as well as the exterior of

the theatre was beautiful in its display of

Easter lilies, which made a very pretty
background for the simplicity ot the
usherette costumes.

I believe from this explanation you
will agree with me it was a very pretty
idea. Considerable favorable comment
from our patrons is the best endorsement
I have to offer.

Lionel EL Keene.

Loew's Warfield, San Francisco, Cal.

+ + +
DKAR MR. KEENE:

It was not our intention to question your se-

lection of costumes, but merely to state our be-
fuddlemcnt. Familiarized with the (acts by your
letter, we add our endorsement to that of your
patrons. Thank >cu.—W. R. W.

Martin Argues

Prestige Films

MaJ^e Business
Does it pay to run a prestige picture

without profit as a general business ad-
vertisement ?

Hugh B. Martin makes a case for the
affirmative in his Theatre Letter this

week.
Any volunteers for the negative side?

It's a money question.
The Theatre will be glad to print

comments on the topic from all quarters.

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir:

Does it pay an exhibitor to run a big

R. W. SMALL writes the first let-

ter on "Westbound Limited" this
week, illustrating same with above
photo of porter used in ballyhoo.

picture at a very reasonable admission
as an advertisement for his business?

I say that it does occasionally, and will

try to prove it with my efforts to put over
"The Flirt" at my small regular admis-
sion of 5 and 10 cents.

This subject was second run, I'll ad-
mit, but I watched the first showing here
and, owing to weather conditions as well
as a few other reasons including that it

only had a two days' showing first run,

I grabbed this one from the reports I

had been receiving and sure am glad, al-

though my purse strings are not much
tighter for the experience. But those
kindly words that I heard for the two
days I ran it overpaid me then, and I am
still hearing them.
For a month in advance I used a clock

slide machine on the wall in my little

place, one that changes the slide auto-
matically every two minutes, and had all

the "dope" on these slides, such as "She
Is Adorable—The Flirt" and "She was a

Cheat (and kissable)—The Flirt." And
of course I mentioned on at least two
that this was Booth Tarkington's master-

piece.

I also used the trailer for a week in

advance of showing, as well as the special

little house organ, and my usual weekly
program giving this subject the greatest

amount of space. Had a sign: "The Flirt,

American, Tucs. & Wed.," on the front

of all street cars, of course, and used

about $25 extra newspaper space, includ-

ing the comic four-column cut put out by
the exchange, on Sunday before opening
day, Tuesday. The cut is so much like

the "Old Home Town" comics that it

will compel attention.

Well, it rained almost two inches open-

ing day, to my sorrow, and with my ad-

mission as stated above I had to step

some, but the second day was the "ador-

able" one, for they all came, and of course

we had to turn them away, for three

hours, which is something this house has

not done in three years.

Well, it is all over, except the reports

that I still hear. "Wasn't 'The Flirt' a

fine picture? And Mr. Martin didn't even

raise his admission. How does he do such

a thing?"
I feel that I was well paid, as it pulled

people out that had not been in my house

for a year or more, and I was on the job

and made them promise to come more
often hereafter.

Hugh B. Martin,
American theatre, Columbus, Ga.

P. S.—There is one little big thing I

forgot to mention. The house organ is

the work of one of my operators, and the

clock slide machine the other. We all

work for one thing, and that thing is

business.— H. G. M.

+ + +
DEAR MR. MARTIN:
You raise a point that has been the center of

much exhibitor discussion and difference of opin-

ion: Does it pay to run a picture for prestige?
You make such a firm case for the affirmative

that we pass the question along for reply by
other members of the Theatre Letter Circle.

You are to be congratulated on your oner-

ators.-W. R. VV.
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MAIN STREET HELPS ITS OWN

MAIN STREET, in any city, or any street that might bear that name
if it didn't bear another, is ready-made exploitation for the Warner
Brothers production of "Main Street," Sinclair Lewis* novel, if per-
mission may be obtained to utilize it as it was utilized by the Mis-
sion theatre, Los Angeles. The photograph shows the banner employed.
Just what the wording, "Vote to Move Over to Broadway" is all about

isn't explained in the information at hand, but that's of little importance.
Probably it will be necessary to include something like that in most
banners used in order to get permission for the flying of same. If an
election is at hand it ought to be particularly easy to obtain a permit.
The necessary tie-up will depend, of course, upon local conditions.

THIRTY-FIVE FAMOUS FILM STARS is a stron- line, in the box office sense, so the Blue
Mouse, Minneapolis, borrowed from the paper stock of "The Stranger's Banquet" and produced
this striking layout for "Souls For Sale," another Goldwyn production. Although not all the
faces posted are those of stars appearing in the latter production, it is stated that not one
complaint on this point was received during the week that the picture was shown. It rained
the night this flashlight was taken, but attendance, it seems, was not injured.

COMMANDING Officer of the Pacific

Fleet, reading dedicatory title to "The
Isle of Lost Ships" prior to sr*ecial pres-
entation of the First National picture
aboard the flagship.

"The dedication of 'The Isle of Lost Ships' to the Pacific Fleet
of the U. S. Navy, the advance showing of the picture before
Admiral Eberle on board the flagship, an 'Isle of Lost Ships*
Night at the Cinderella Roof dancing pavilion, including a treasure
hunt, semaphore sailors on roofs of buildings at busy corners
and various window displays, were among the features of the ex-

ploitation campaign accorded this production in conjunction with
its first run booking at the Kinema theatre, Los Angeles. In view
of the cooperation extended Mr. Tourneur in the production of
the picture by the United States Navy the Los Angeles engage-
ment was dedicated to the navy. Three days before opening the
picture was shown on the flagship."—Pete Smith,
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HARRY VAN NO Y, Riviera theatre, Anderson, Ind., used this colorful display
for "My American Wife," Paramount, and tells about it in his Theatre Letter.

Ihde Outlines

Plan Salesman

Should Follow
Film salesmen who help keep theatres

open and prosperous are assets both to

employers and clients. S. G. Ihde, Pho-
toplay theatre, Ashland, Kan., tells of

one such and £ives a valuable tip to

other salesmen and exhibitors.

He writes:

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir

:

I wish to tell you of something that

I term real cooperation between a film

salesman and an exhibitor.

A short time ago "Herb" Stultz, a Uni-
versal salesman, out of Kansas City, called

on me, arriving in town at 8 :30 in the

morning. Owing to business conditions I

was compelled to cut out showing on two

Exposition Yields

Novel Possibility

Excerpts from very old pictures,
"The Taming of the Shrew," pic-

tures showing John Bunny and
other old favorites, were projected
in sequence of their publication
dates by years as a feature of the
Palace of Progress at the Coliseum
last week. Thrown on a screen
hung high in the loft of the build-
ing and against a bright light, they
drew extraordinary attention.

Projected in a theatre under
proper circumstances the same
pictures should prove a very val-
uable program adjunct, depicting
the progress of the motion picture
from its inception. While there
may be practical obstacles in the
way of an attempt to circulate
them generally, the attempt surely
is worth the making.

nights each week and therefore could not
buy anything for showing at night, but
I had been thinking of getting the business
houses to back a free matinee for farmers
every Saturday afternoon. I had tried to

put the proposition over once before but
could not get enough of the business men
interested, so I knew I could not get them
to line up for this summer.

I told Stultz that if he would help me
get enough on the list so I could make
the free matinee a paying proposition I

would buy service from him for matinees
for the summer.
Well, we got busy. Stultz did the talk-

ing and I "stood by," to take down the
business man's name when he decided to

back the proposition. In a few instances

it took a lot of talking but those who know
Stultz know that he is some talker.

To sum the whole thing up, we called on
33 business houses and got 27 to back us,

and when I signed the contract it was
after 6 P. M.

Xaturally Stultz got some business by
staying all day, but at that it was not a
great deal, as I will use two short subjects

for each matinee, a serial, "In the Days
of Buffalo Bill," and a two reel comedy.

If all salesmen would get out with an
exhibitor on different propositions to help
put them over I think exhibitors every-
where would at least feel better toward
them.

Here's one exhibitor that is going to give
Universal more business in the future be-
cause they have at least one salesman that

will cooperate with exhibitors. I call this

real cooperation.

Possibly other salesmen would do this

thing too. However, this is the first time
I ever knew of it.

S. G. Ihde,
Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan.

+ + +
DEAR MR. IHDE:
Certainly other salesmen should follow Mr.

Stultz' example after reading your letter, and if

so other exhibitors who will benefit by the same
should be grateful to you for your letter, as are
we. Let us hear from you again.—W. R. W.

Van Noy Again

Changes Style

In Lobby Sets
Announcing Harry Van Noy's exploi-

tation policy is a dangerous occupation.
It changes before printed pages are dry.

Yet these very changes make for variety,

and variety makes for profits — which
explains.

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir:

Enclosed find photograph of lobby for

Gloria Swanson in "My American Wife."
It was done in flashy colors and caught
the eye.

I also enclose a photo of Harold Lloyd
in "Dr. Jack." It sure made 'em stop and
look. I put electric lights in the eyes
and attached same to the flasher on our
big sign.

Harry Van Noy,
Riviera theatre, Anderson, Ind.

+ + +
DEAR MR. VAN NOY:
Clearly you believe in variety. No sooner do

we announce your conversion to a new lobby
style than you switch to yet another. It's a

good policy.-W. R. W.

LOBBY display for "Dr. Jack," Pathe, used by Harry Van Noy and mentioned
in his Theatre Letter this week. It marks another departure from style for Mr.
Van Noy.
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FASHION SHOWS FALLING OFF

t t

MORE about Hodkinson's "Down to the
Sea in Ships," a mechanical lobby piece
used by the Academy of Music, New-
York, for the production. Note rolling
wave effect obtained. Anybody can
procure the necessary ship model.

FASHION SHOWS were less widely used this year than formerly, but the majority of those
used were better than their predecessors. The above photograph shows the stage of the Illinois
theatre, Centralia, III., with the show staged by Elmer Brient, manager, in progress. Bill
Harwell, Paramount exploiteer, assisted, the picture being "The Impossible Mrs. Bellew," an
admirable selection for the purpose. Mr. Brient is a frequent contributor to "What the Picture
Did For Me" but did not write a Theatre Letter about the above.

LOOKS like they'd removed the box office and the seats, but it's

only the effective lobby piece made up for "Fury," First National,
by the Strand theatre, Memphis, Term., A. B. Morrison, manager
A picture showing the Strand street ballyhoo was presented in

the last issue of the "Herald." The lobby is its own tribute.

"SOULS FOR SALE," Goldwyn, is bringing many cameras into the
public eye. This truck was used by the Parkway theatre, Madi-
son, Wis., for the picture. A double truck advertisement shared
by ten merchants announced the daily route of the equipage.
In Madison a local picture was made in cooperation wi*h a news-
paper, a proposition of considerable promise.

BOOKS also boosted the Atlanta run of
• the Douglas Fairbanks production. The

paper provides material for especially
attractive dressing of window displays.
In itself it is almost sufficient to "sell
the idea."

EIGHT TO FIVE ycu thcught it was a prologue. It isn't. It's a window display, one of
those in the Madison, Wis., campaign on "Souls for Sale," Rupert Hughes-Goldwyn pre-
duction. Despite the information to that effect, we still believe the figures in the setting
are flesh and blood human being's, although, of course, that doesn't make it any less a
window display. Walter D. Nealand. Chicago Goldwynner, aided in the work. Another
photograph, showing the street ballyhoo used, is reproduced above. Guess what Burdick
and Murray sell.
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Three Days of

Good Business

Reward Curson
C. I. Curson, Alhambra theatre, Shel-

byville, Ind . is first to report exploita-

tion of "Hunting Big Game in Africa,"

joining the Theatre Letter circle this

week. A photograph shows the front
used. The letter follows:

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir:

I am enclosing a photograph of the
lobby which we used on Universal's
"Hunting Big Game in Africa."
The front was much more effective

than the photograph shows and three
days of unusual business was the result.

C. I. Curson,

Alhambra theatre,- Shelbyville, Ind.

+ + +
DEAR MR. CURSON:
Very glad to add you to the circle of Theatre

Letter writers. Let us hear from you frequently.
—W. R. W.

Summer Ideas

In Demand As
Season Opens

In Chicago, as this is written, it ap-
pears that the conveniently delayed
warm weather is about to make itself
felt. Perhaps it is a good time to as-
semble a few of the tested summer ideas
that have been used with success in past
years, not that they are not well known
but simply to refresh the memory.
Accordingly:

L Balaban and Katz, operators of the
Chicago, Tivoli, Roosevelt, Riviera and
Central Park theatres, have been an-
nouncing for some weeks, via screen, that
their cooling systems are in readiness to
be turned on at a moment's notice.
W hen warm weather strikes, Chicagoans
will have a well formulated idea that the
Balaban and Katz theatres are the coolest
in town.

2. S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre. Shal-
and, Kan., writes this week" of a Universal
salesman who aided him in lining up local
merchants to support a free matinee on
Saturdays for farmers. Mr. Ihde's let-

ter gives details.

3. Icicles, on theatre front or in news-
paper advertising, always exert a pleasur-
able influence upon the summer beholder.

4. Fans placed in the lobby iiT such
manner as to throw a breeze upon pass-
ersby probably do not cool them percep-
tibly, but they do suggest coolness within
and the patron who enters is usually sat-
isfied. I

5. Green is the coolest color, the best
for decorative use in the warm period.

6. Lattice suggests the "leafy dell"
and for some reason people believe that
"leafy dells" are invariably cool.

7. A few exhibitors distribute ice
water to their patrons—more should.

8. A laughing audience forgets its

bodily discomfort most readily. All com-
edy bills are especially good for summer.

9. Light and heat are closely akin. A
subdued interior is, in effect, a cool in-

terior.

10. Warm looking uniforms radiate the

suggestion of bodily heat, incidentally
punishing unnecessarily their wearers and
diminishing staff efficiency.

11. Heavy overtures by hard working
orchestras are oppressive enough in win-
ter—all but intolerable in summer. Be-
sides, most patrons have had too much
of them anyway.

12. Cleanliness is next to coolness.

13. Reading, implying exercise of
memory where announcements are con-
cerned, is a warm business. Brevity is

the soul of successful summer advertising
—brevity and lots of white space well
broken up by pictures.

14. People think ice cream parlors are
cool. A good place to use tack cards,
etc.

15. Travel pictures generally suggest
leisure, comfort, coolness. For summer
they belong first on the program.

16. People sit up later in summer. A
late performance especially exploited from
the comfort angle is sometimes a profit-

able innovation.

17. If contests or competitions of any
sort are in prospect a paid vacation is

the most attractive prize that can be of-

fered.

18. Screen announcement of any audi-

torium temperature below seventy degrees
makes an audience believe itself cool by
the simple process of making it cease to

believe itself warm.
19. Snow pictures are always good

summer fare.

20. The less said about the heat the

better.

Better Theatre
Platform—No. 25

Keep It a Theatre

With the building of bigger theatres

and the formation of closer bonds be-

tween exhibitors, eliminating jealousy to

no little extent, has come a marked ten-

dency toward the standardization of the

motion picture program. In Chicago,

for instance, exactly the same subjects

in exactly the same program order may
be observed at any of half a dozen resi-

dential theatres at practically any time.

Here we have the strange spectacle of

exhibitors, violently opposed to factory

methods of production by their own
statement, running strongly to factory

practices in the make-up of their pro-

grams.
As has been repeatedly pointed out by

able showmen, entertainment is not a

thing which may be made or sold by the

foot or by the pound. Individuality is

essential. Variety is an indispensable

factor. Where, then, must lead this

practice of offering identical programs in

nouses themselves not greatly dissimilar?

Considerable sacrifice is involved. Ex-
tension of drawing radius, always a ma-
jor aim in the directorship of a theatre,

is certainly made difficult, if not impos-

sible, by a condition which removes
cause for picture patrons to go further

from their homes than to the nearest

theatre. This consideration in itself

should be sufficient to make the business

man think seriously of the proposition.

Machine made pictures, it is commonly
agreed, do not build business. By the

same token, machine made programs do

not add to the popularity of a given

theatre.

Exhibitors cannot directly prevent the

manufacture of machine made pictures,

but they can prevent the stultifying of

the theatre and effort to that end should

be a natural development.

Use Theme Song
As Teaser Ad
"The Girl of the Olden West,"

theme song for "The Girl of the
Golden West," First National at-

traction, was played as an organ
solo by Jesse Crawford, Chicago
theatre, the week preceding the
opening of the picture and an-
nounced on the screen as the
theme song of that picture.

Whether solely for that reason,
or also because it is an exception-
ally good number, it was one of
the hits of the moment by the time
the picture opened, constituting a
city wide teaser ad for the picture.
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SHORT SUBJECTS
Protests Factory Methods in

Production of Short Subjects

VIGOROUS protest against fac-

tory methods in the manufac-
ture of short subjects is voiced

by Ralph R. Gribble, Grand Theatre,

Hamburg, Ontario, in his letter pre-

sented on page 56 of the "Herald"
for June 2. Mr. Gribble, long a

regular contributor to "What the

Picture Did For Me," and a show-
man of established ability and judg-

ment, speaks specifically of the

serial, but much that he says applies

as well to other types of short sub-

ject matter.

"Instead of getting a good story,"

Mr. Gribble writes in part, "and two
or three good stars to play it, they

hunt up their bummest directors and
say, "There's Betlyum Dumbfoot,
the stunt king. Jumping off a one-

foot cliff is meat for him. Write up
a serial, get a bunch of extras and
rush one out.' And it was so, and
the poor exhibitor was stung again."

Many serials, it must be admitted,

look very much as if their origin

had been not greatly unlike that

which Mr. Gribble colorfully deline-

ates, but that is only one side of the

proposition.

ALL down the line of short sub-

jects the well-worn grooves of

habit are pretty closely adhered to.

Travel pictures differ mainly in

locale. Comedies reveal most
marked paucity of inspiration, the

sincere flattery of imitation here at-

taining its height. Newspictures
frequently are practical duplicates,

necessarily. Cartoons also run
strongly to uniformity.

It is true that progress in short

subject development seems slow and
uninspired, but it is likewise true

that an unusual demand is made of

the short subject maker, both as to

character and quality of product. In

all probability the apparent de-

linquency is more fancied than real,

although, of course, no less impor-

tant commercially.
In analysis of the situation inter-

esting points are encountered.

DUE to more or less natural

causes, it has been customary
for authors, directors, latterly even
stars, to regard the short subject

division of the industry somewhat
as a training school leading to the

feature picture division. When an
author's ability to write good short

subjects reaches a certain degree of

excellence he begins writing feature
pictures. When a director attains

a certain reputation for able creation

of effects he begins directing feature
pictures. The course of the short

subject star is very well known.
It is not strange, in view of this

procedure, that the short subject has
no extensive fixed personnel of es-

tablished workers. On the contrary,

it is to the enduring credit of those
who have remained true to the call-

ing for which they are especially

qualified that desertion of the short

subject field has not been of a more
wholesale nature.

IF there is a sure cure for this con-
dition it must lie in one of two

developments—the provision of a

richer reward for the short subject

worker, or the elimination of the
short subject-feature picture simil-

arity which makes fitness for one
branch fitness for the other. Of
these the former is the more prac-

tical, the latter the more desirable

from the exhibitor viewpoint.
It is probably true that no great

NEWSPI
FOX NEWS No. 67: Loss $2,000,000 in Hot

Springs Flood and Fire—75,000 Attend Beach
Fashion Revue at Galveston—Crow Raffles Ap-
prehended at Scarsdale, X. J.—President of
Batavia Gives Medals to Boy Scouts—Xew
"Venus" Poses at Xew York Style Show—Girls
of U. S. Good Will Commission Tour French
Wine Country—Leviathan Arrives at Boston and
Goes Into Dry Dock—Syracuse Cat Accompanies
Firemen on Trips—Zev Wins Kentucky Derbv
Before Crowd of 80.000.

FOX NEWS No. 68: Japanese Boys and Girls
Taught Warfare by Army Officers—Mrs. Wood-
row Wilson Shops in Washington—Fifteen Bal-
loons Start in French Grand Prix—Yacht Hangs
Fast on Brink of Xi3gara Falls—Rangoon Ele-
phants Handle Teak Logs for Shipment to Eng-
lang—Miami Mermaids Gather Cocoanuts to Send
to City—Vermont Wrestling Bear Thrown by
Son—Rodeo Held at Galveston.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS No. 43: Hot
Springs, Ark., Flood and Fire Do $2,000,000
Damage—Scores Injured in Chicago Wreck of

"Banker's Special"—Jimmy Wilde. Flyweight
Boxing Champion, Here to Fight Pancho Villa
—Coast Guard Helps Rescue Crew of Steamer
Stranded Off Washington—Leviathan Arrives at
Boston and Goes Into Dry Dock—Zev Wins
Kentucky Derby—Territorial Specials.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS No. 44: Twenty
Balloons Enter Race for French Grand Prix

—

Smallest Woman in World and Tallest Man Good
Friends—Choose "Cleopatra" for National Shrin-
ers' Carnival in Capital—All Steel Construction
Prevents Loss of Life in Winchester, Mass.,
Wreck—Cowboys in Rodeo at Galveston—Camera-
man Sails Over Gibraltar in Flight Across Sea
From Africa to Spain—Territorial Specials.

KINOGRAMS No. 2252: Leviathan Arrives
at Boston and Goes Into Dry Dock—Annual Dog
Show of Nassau Kennel Club Opens at Bel-
mont Park—Jimmy Wilde. Flyweight Champion,
Here to Fight Pancho Villa—Theodore Roose-
velt Visits Navy Yard and Inspects "America"

—

Actresses Aid Drive for Veteran's Mountain Camp

increase over present short subject
prices will be entertained by the
theatreman. It is true, however,
that a sharper differentiation be-

tween the short subject and the
feature picture as to character of

contents would be welcome.

THIS brings the matter back to

its original status but clarifies

the situation. It is seen that intro-

duction of novelty in short subject

treatment serves more than an im-
mediate purpose. It freshens the

short subject form of entertainment,

in itself desirable, but it also lessens

the likelihood of the artist's der

sertion to the ranks of the feature

picture makers.
To bring about such introduction

of different methods it is necessary
to encourage effort in that direction

in any and ail ways. Financial en-

couragement comes about naturally

enough, for the exhibitor is perfectly

willing to pay a bigger price for the

"different" short subject than for

the common or garden variety of

factory product.

In addition the exhibitor can do
little more than to record his sanc-

tion of the slightest departure from
habit by personal endorsement,
either through direct letter to the

responsible parties or by comment
in the report department of this

paper, the ideal forum.

CTURES
of American Legion—Titta Ruffo Sails for Europe—Burglars' Tools Confiscated Dumped in River

—

Paris Market Folks Hold Spring Festival—Zev
Wins Kentucky Derby—Territorial Specials.

KINOGRAMS No. 2253: Brooklyn Bridge
Has 40th Birthday—Gasoline Trains Oust Steam
on Hoosac Tunnel Lines—King and Queen of
Greece Attend Ceremonies at Athens—Dorothy
Dalton and Mary Nash Sail for European Holiday—Six Year Old Travels Alone—President Hard-
ing in Newspaper Men's Golf Meet—Firpo to
Fight Joe White in Cuba—Brooklyn School Girls
in Fete:—Chicago School Boys in Field Day

—

Stanley Baldwin Made English Premier—Society
of Restaurateurs Give Pat O'Day Perpetual
Meal Ticket—Circus Takes Joy to Brooklyn
Kiddies—Busts of Hamilton. Lincoln, Grant and
Lee Unveiled in Hall of Fame—San Francisco
Observes Boys' Week—

L

Tniversity of California
Graduates Record Class of 2,318.

PATHE NEWS No. 42: Bonar Law Resigns
British Premiership—Warsaw Proclaimed at War-
saw—Submarines at Mare Island for Repairs

—

China Renews Active Campaign Against Japan's
Demands—Sell Flowers in Indianapolis to Dec-
orate Graves in France—Zev Wins Kentucky
Derby—Flood and Fire Ravage Hot Springs,
Ark.—British Royal Bows at Grave of Italy's
L'nknown Hero—Territorial Specials.

PATHE NEWS No. 43: Hold High Hope for
Solution of Mexican Problem—Xew York Young-
sters in Harmonica Tournament—-Tyrol Blesses
Tomb of Unknown Hero—"Mile-stones of Pro-
gress in Transportation" (Animated Drawing)

—

Stanley Baldwin New British Premier—Models
Show Shroud Styles at St. Louis—Paris Opera
Star has Studio on Wheels—Germany Gradually
Fulfills Peace Terms—King of Sweden Opens
Tercentenary Exposition— Dynamite Blasts in
Trenton Quarry—Brooklyn Children in Fete

—

Build S3.000.000 Dam at Whittingham, Vt—Ter-
ritorial Specials.
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Digest of Pictures of^Week
MAURICE TOURXEUR, the director, rises to re-

mark that the average film censor makes him

weary. It is easy to understand why a man of

Tourneur's fine sensibilities should take exception to many

of the drastic changes some of the censors order made.

He says

:

"Censors and those who support censorship for the

screen clearly indicate that anything beyond mawkish puppy

love is unclean and unfit to be seen or thought about, no

matter how insistently life projects it. Love isn't the green

sentimentality of a boy and a girl walking through an apple

orchard. It's more apt to be an agony, as elemental things

are. Repressed things only come to the surface distorted,

but the actual love of life can never be portrayed while

censors sit in judgment of the screen art."

"THE WHITE ROSE" (United Artists), the latest

production from D. W. Griffith's studios, is not a film full

of spectacular scenes such as many will suppose, but is a

production of unusual simplicity, that will make its mark

because of the charmingly convincing story of plain people

simply told. It is a picture with a strong heart appeal and

is very well acted for the most part.

"THE PRODIGAL SON" (Stoll Films), presented

with a special cast, is one of the best English importations

of the season. It is an adaptation of Hall Caine's popular

novel and, although the entire cast is English, Director A.

E. Coleby has handled his material extremely well and

when the feature is cut down to six or seven reels it will

make a very acceptable special feature.

"YOUTHFUL CHEATERS" (Hodkinson) presents

Glenn Hunter in another Film Guild play, directed by Fred

W aller. Jr., and Frank Tuttle. It does not measure up to

Florence Vidor and Robert Gordon in a scene from "Main
Street" the Warner Bros, new feature.

this star's previous pictures, "Second Fiddle" or "Cradle

Buster." It is a "jazz picture for a jazz age," according to

the advertisements, and that just about describes it.

"FOG BOUND" (Paramount) is a Flordia-made pic-

ture with Dorothy Dalton the daughter of a deputy sheriff.

It is intended for a mystery tale, but the mystery is so

handled that the spectator is aware of the outcome at once.

However, it is pretty sure to please because of excellent

photography, good performances and good direction.

"DON QUICKSHOT" ( Universal) is the first Jack

Hoxie issued by Universal, and follows rather familiar

lines. The star is put through an amazing lot of stunts and

is given good support, and the riding, picturesque Western

scenery and quick action will hold the interest wherever

Westerns are sought.

"THE CRITICAL AGE" (Hodkinson) is light but

pleasing entertainment, enhanced by many beautiful scenes

taken in Canada. It is one of Ralph Connor's stories

—

"Glengarry School Days"—and was directed by Henry

McRae. Pauline Garon is the vivacious heroine and a re-

markably clever shepherd dog does some good work.

•M ARY OF THE MOVIES" ( F. B. O. ) is a person-*

ally conducted tour of Hollywood. As a novelty it rills

every requirement and you can safely advertise that it con-

tains no less than twenty star-. The story is negligible but

the ingenious manner in which the various players are

brought in is quite interesting.

"THE MAN NEXT DOOR" (Vitagraph), presented

with a special cast, including Alice Calhoun and James

Morrison, is good wholesome screen entertainment, with

fine pictorial qualities and some very good characteriza-

tions. It was adapted from Emerson Hough's story and

directed by Victor Schertzinger.

Glenn Hunter and Martha Mansfield in a scene from "Youth-
ful Cheaters" a new Hodkinson production.
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SPECIAL CAST IX

THE WHITE ROSE
( UNITED ARTISTS)

This latest Griffith production should prove an attractive box office

attraction—specially pleasing to those who have a penchant for pictures

which bring a lump to the throat and a tear to the eye. Shown at its

premiere in eleven reels, but likely to be cut to. shorter length.

THE CAST
Bessie Williams Mae Marsh
Marie Carrington Carol Dempster
Joseph Beaugarde Ivor Novello
John White Neil Hamilton
"Auntie" Easter Lucille LaVerve
"Apollo" Porter Strong
Cigar Stand Girl Jane Thomas
An Aunt Kate Bruce
Man of the World Erville Alder son
Bishop Herbert Sutch
Landlord Joseph Burke
Landlady Mary Fox
Guest Charles Mack

Scenario by Irene Sinclair
Directed by D. W. Griffith

Photographed by W. J. Bitzer

DW. GRIFFITH has handed an-

. other jolt to those who expected

in "The White Rose" to find the

usual Griffithesque big spectacular scenes

with huge settings and mobs made up of

great numbers of persons. On the con-

trary it is a production of unusual sim-

plicity—so plain as to make it almost

novel—telling in a charmingly convinc-

ing manner a tragic story of plain people,

aimed straight at the heart and never

missing the mark.

"The White Rose" marks the return of

Mae Marsh to the Griffith direction and

it is safe to say that in this the talented

little actress does the best work of her

career. Her portrayal of the difficult

part of "Teazie." the good little girl who
makes one mis-step and suffers accord-

ingly, is a dramatic gem the memory of

which will last long in the minds of the-

atregoers.

The much talked-of Ivor Novello. plays

opposite Miss Marsh, and while it may
be lese majesty to criticise the judgment

of the master picture maker in selecting

his cast, an improvement could be made
here. The part given young Novello is a

doleful one and he plays it most dole-

fully. About the most noticeable things

in his favor is pulchritude, enhanced by
a pair of "midnight eyes." and that this

is recognized by Mr. Griffith is evi-

denced by the many—too many—close-

ups of this gloomy young hero.

Carol Dempster is effective as the

tempestuous young aristocrat, who seems
never quite sure just where her affections

lie. but who finally rises to the great

moment and steps aside to give her fiance

over to the other girl to whom he right-

fully belongs. Others in the cast are

Neil Hamilton. Lucille LaYerne. Kate
FJruce. Porter Strong. Erville Aiderson
and Herbert Sutch.
The story opens in the Bayou Teche

country of Western Louisiana and many

of the scenes were made there. Some of
these are little less than wonderful and
the excellent photography is such as to
miss none of their beauty. Here lives a
youth of station and wealth who has
taken up the ministry to meet the dying
request of his mother. It is also planned
for him to marry the richest and most
aristocratic girl in his section.

The young man sets out on a long
walking trip to familiarize himself with
the ways of the world, traveling under
an assumed name as his own is well
known. At a winter resort inn he be-
comes interested in "Teazie" the cigar
stand attendant at the inn. He decided
that she is all that he has been taught to

avoid in femininity, but later falls under
the charm of the girl's innocence. They
spend much time together and finally

conscience stricken, he flees from her and
returns to his home.
The girl falls heir to the heaviest of

womanly woes. With her child she be-
comes an outcast, wandering here and
there and finally reaching the home of

her preacher-lover. There she is given
shelter in the cabin of an old negress,
and when it is believed she is dying, the
young preacher is brought to her by the

Mae Marsh and Ivor Novello in a scene

from "The White Rose." (United Art-

ists.)

rich girl whom he is about to wed. All
ends well and the rich girl releases him
when she learns the truth, and in the
fade-out Teazie and her baby are shown
happy in the reunion with the lover and
father.

"The White Rose" when cut to suitable

length, should prove a big box office at-

traction for any theatre. The announce-
ment is made that this production will

not be road-showed as is customary with
Griffith productions, but at the end of its

four weeks' run in New York will be
placed in the regular channels of distribu-

tion to the motion picture theatres
through United Artists.

J. S. S.

SPECIAL CAST IN

MARY OFTHE MOVIES
(F. B. O.)

A novelty that will attract and more
than satisfy those anxious for a

close-up of Hollywood's film col-

ony. There are more stars in this

picture than you ever saw in one
film before in your life. Directed
by John MacDermott from a story

by Louis Lewyn. Seven reels.

Although the story' value of this pic-

ture is negligible, as a personally con-

ducted tour of the various studios it fur-

nishes first rate entertainment. It was
made by the makers of the Screen Snap-

shots and closely resembles them for the

most part. Yiews of a dog show at which

the various screen stars exhibit their pet

canines: views in restaurants and on the

streets of Hollywood take up most of the

footage. The cast is headed by Marion

Mack. Florence Lee. Jack Perrin. Harry

Cornelli. Raymond Cannon and Creigh-

ton Hale, but in advertising the feature

you can safely say a dozen or more stars

appear in it.

The story concerns Mary, a little coun-

try girl who goes to Hollywood to earn

money for her brother's operation. She

has left behind a country sweetheart who
preferred his Ford to Mary's love.

Mary's adventures in Hollywood take her

through the various studios where she is

photographed with Bryant Washburn.

Tom Moore, Douglas MacLean. Lottie

Pickford. Johnny Walker. J. Warren Ker-

rigan. Rex Ingram. Eva Novak. Anita

Stewart. Bessie Love. Barbara LaMarr
and her baby. Wanda Hawley. Miss Du-

pont and others. She collects autographs

from many at a dog show and writes

home she is mixing with the stars every-

day (while she waits on table in a res-

taurant"). Later she gets a part in a "des-

ert" film and makes good. The farm is

saved from the crafty old 'squire who
holds the mortgage and oil is discovered

that makes them all rich. Miss Mack has

a pleasing way about her and a winning

personality and she is given good sup-

port by the balance of the cast.
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SPECIAL CAST IN

THE PRODIGAL SON
(STOLL FILM CO., LTD.)

This is one of the best the Eng-
lish productions yet shown on

this side. An adaptation of Hall

Caine's popular novel pictured in

exceptionally vivid and interesting

manner. Directed by A. E.

Coleby. About nine reels.

In spite of its too great length, '"The

Prodigal Son," brought to this country

by Mr. Paul Seligman as representative

of Stoll Film Company, Ltd., should do
much in the way of removing the preju-

dice of American exhibitors to British-

made films. In its nine-reel form as

shown it should prove a good offering.

Cut down to seven reels, or even six if

that is possible without spoiling the pro-

duction, it should prove an attraction of

unusual merit.

The cast, all the names of which are

unknown in this country, means nothing

to American theatre-goers in the way of

an attraction, but this is more than made
up by the quality of Tiistrionic ability

shown by these actors and the exceptional

well balancing of the cast. The char-

acters and the story are realistic in the

extreme, the latter being a tale of stark

tragedy with ever-holding suspense, un-
relieved throughout the entire theme by
anything savoring of lighter vein.

The vigorous drama tells the story of

a strong man carrying the burden of a
weakling brother and, after many trials,

being relieved of this through the regen-
eration of the weakling. The strong man
is Magnus Stephenson, elder son of the

governor of Iceland, who is in love with
and engaged to be married to Thora Neil-

son. Oscar, younger brother of Magnus,
returns home and steals the love of

Thora. The elder brother steps aside in

such a way as to bring disgrace upon
himself. Oscar and Thora arc married,
and later Thora's sister Helga appears
and Oscar neglects his wife and turns to

the sister. A child is born to Thora, who
dies in grief over the loss of her hus-
band's love.

At Monte Carlo, Oscar has forged a
check for a large amount, which his

father honors by impoverishing himself.
Oscar is driven from home and returns
to Monte Carlo where he again meets
Helga. There he disgraces himself in a
card scandal and she leaves him.
Oscar takes an assumed name and re-

deeming himself gains fame and wealth
as a musician, later returning to his old
home to save his brother, mother and
daughter from losing their home, the last

of their possessions.

JACK HOXIE IN

DON QUICKSHOT
OF THE RIO GRANDE

(UNIVERSAL)
This will prove a good Western
where this type of melodrama is

popular. Hoxie goes through an
amazing number of stunts and is

accorded good support. Story by
Stephen Chalmers is well-worn
material. George E. Marshall di-

rected. Five reels.

Although the plot and various stunts in

this picture will appear more or less fa-
miliar to those who have followed Mix,
Gibson and Hoxie, it has plenty of quick
action, some clever riding and as a typi-
cal Western should go well with audi-

ences that seek this form of screen en-
tertainment.
Hoxie is good, both in the saddle and

out of it and although several stunts that

he pulls in "Don "Quickshot" were used
recently in another Western, made by
another company, it has a thrilling cli-

max and the star is given good support
by Elinor Field, William A. Steele, E«n-
mett King and Don Phillips.

The story concerns a cowboy given to
reading romantic novels, and in a dream
introduction he is shown fighting a cou-
ple of armored gentlemen with a long
lance. He finds that saving women in

distress isn't at all easy, especially when
he gets mixed up with a tough gang who
are bent on robbing the pretty girl's

father. The girl in question is "kid-
naped" from a train when she returns
home from the East, by her father and
his cowboys. Don Quickshot overhears
the plot and thinking it is a real holdup
saves the girl and takes her home. He
later saves Jim Hellier's cash from being
stolen by the thieves and of course is

given the hand of the daughter. The jail

escape has been used before and while
it strains one's imagination and credulity
to the breaking point the balance of the
story has the atmosphere of possibility,

if not probability. Much of it is old
stuff.

DOROTHY DALTON IN

FOG BOUND
(PARAMOUNT)

A mystery drama with many pictur-

esque scenes taken in Florida. It

gives Miss Dalton excellent oppor-
tunity to do some fine acting, and
she is accorded splendid support
by Maurice Costello, David Powell
and Martha Mansfield. Story by
Jack Bechdolt. Direction by Irvin

Willat. Six reels.

Mystery dramas, however orthodox,
are pretty sure of attracting attention if

they are well handled and acted with rea-

sonable spirit and "Fog Bound" is no
exception. It moves along swiftly and
holds the interest well, affording good
entertainment.
The many beautiful scenes of Florida

landscape and the well photographed fog
scenes, deep woods and night stuff, were
most excellently handled. The story is

entirely plausible, although the mysteri-

ous shooting of the Deputy is no mys-
tery to the spectator and for this reason
the outcome is rather obvious.
Miss Dalton was quite charming and

natural throughout. It was a role well

suited to her. David Powell played Dick,
the wealthy youth accused of killing the
Deputy. "Flash," a society girl, was
adequately handled by Martha Mansfield.
Maurice Costello was the villain of the
piece, a deputy trying to place the blame
for the murder upon another. The story
gets its name from a heavy fog that

descends over the everglades the night
the action takes place.

Gale meets and is fascinated by a
wealthy youth, Dick, who assists her
with her broken down wagon of oranges.
She learns there is to be a "dry raid"
upon the Casino, and knowing Dick is

there she fears for his arrest. The place
is tipped off and when the Deputy and
his men arrive there is no one in the
place gambling. In a scuffle between
Dick and one of the attendants, a re-

volver is exploded and Gail's father, the
deputy, is killed. Dick escapes and hides
in the everglades. Gail finds him,
wounded, and takes him to her home,
where a deputy places him under arrest.

She assists him to escape and it later

develops that the deputy, Brown, is the
real murderer. The love interest is not
stressed but it makes a pleasing angle
to the society atmosphere of the tale.

SPECIAL CAST IN

THE CRITICAL AGE
(HODKINSON)

Light but thoroughly enjoyable
screen entertainment based on one
of Ralph Connor's stories, "Glen-
garry Schooldays." Beautiful

shots in picturesque Canadian
woods lend the proper atmosphere
and good performances put the

story over. Directed by Henry
McRae. Five reels.

Good melodrama is always certain of

popular reception especially if well acted

and directed and this Ernest Shipman
production has plenty of action, a good

old hokum climax and not a few thrills.

James Harrison has the principal role,

that of Tom Findlay, a country youth
in love with Margaret Baird, daughter
of a member of Parliament. Pauline
Garon is as charming as ever and makes
a pleasing Margaret. Alice May plays Ma
Findlay, Harlan Knight is old Peter Gor-
rach, town constable who doesn't love

dogs, while William Colvin and Marion
Colvin are Mr. and Mrs. Baird. Wallace
Ray is the rich cad, Bob Kerr in love
with Margaret. Raymond Peck is Mr.
Kerr. There is a dog actor also, who
nearly runs away with the picture.

The picture opens with the usual school
room scenes, where the poor boy is being
crowded out by the rich youth, in his

love for the belle of the town. While
out in a canoe Margaret is thrown into

the water and Bob Kerr fails to save
her. She is rescued by the dog with
the aid of Tom. The girl's father and
Mr. Kerr are rivals concerning a bill

introduced into Parliament. Kerr has
Baird kidnaped and confined in an old
hut while the vote is being cast for the
measure but he escapes through the
hero's timely arrival and blocks the bill.

Of cours Tom marries Margaret.

GLENN HUNTER IN

YOUTHFUL
CHEATERS

(HODKINSON)
Conventional story, with occasional

glimpses of Hunter's histrionic

ability. Too drawn out for effec-

tiveness. Written by Townsend
Martin. Directed by Frank Tut-
tle. Length 5,700 feet.

We are becoming surfeited with stories

of wild society folk, who seem to have an
awful time—on the screen—acting devil-

ish, by drinking, smoking cigarettes in

long holders and playing leap-frog. This
is the gay picture presented in "Youthful
Cheaters," but if life on Long Island
among the socially "swell" set is any-
thing like this, give me "the open spaces."
Glenn Hunter's former vehicle, "Cradle

Buster," gave promise of much more in-

teresting screen material than is presented
in "Youthful Cheaters." It is not so much
the fault of the star, nor his chief sup-
port, Martha Mansfield, but the story is

weak, and drags throughout the tiresome
doings of the young people trying to have
a good time.

Ted MacDonald. so the story goes, re-

turns from the South Seas with his father

where they have been fighting cholera.
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In the Sound they meet Lois Brooke, so-
ciety bud, who comes aboard ship. The
old man is taken ill and the physician,
thinking it is cholera, places all on board
under quarantine. Lois falls in love with
Ted but when the quarantine is lifted she
returns to her noisy parties and gay
friends. Finally Ted shows her the error
of her ways »nd she sails to the South
Seas with him as his bride.

SPECIAL CAST IN

THE MAN NEXT DOOR
(VITAGRAPH)

Here is good, wholesome screen en-

tertainment, with excellent pic-

torial qualities and several good
characterizations. It has been
faithfully reproduced from the
late Emerson Hough's story by
Director Victor Schertzinger.
Seven reels.

"The Man Next Door" is a pleasant

little comedy-drama based on an ingeni-

ous idea, which leads up to a thoroughly

satisfying climax. It is well directed with

many beautiful shots around an immense
estate and also pretty interiors.

Alice Calhoun is an appealing and viva-

cious heroine and she is given splendid

support by James Morrison and the bal-

ance of the well-selected cast. The char-

acter of "Curley" was well played, as was
that of Bonnie Bell's father. The conti-

nuity is very good and although the ulti-

mate conclusion is quite obvious, there is

a stirring and dramatic incident where
"Curley" forces the young husband to ac-

company him and threatens to end his

life. An unexpected twist is given the

story at the end, too, where the father

discovers his daughter in the home of the
boy, upon the return of "Curley" from
the West.
Bonnie Bell Wright, only daughter of

a rich rancher, is looked after by her
father and his foreman, "Curley." They
decide an education is necessary and she
is sent to a girl's college. Finally Wright
sells the ranch to an irrigation company
and moves East, where Bonnie Bell ha*
purchased a beautiful home next door to
a wealthy society family. Quite by acci-
dent she meets the son, whom she mis-
takes for the hired man and he keeps up
the deception. His mother builds a stone
wall between the properties, but the boy
tears a hole through it and they meet in
the garden. The youth goes West to
establish a forty-acre farm and finally
convinces Bonnie Bell she should marry
him and go West with him. The father,
heartbroken, sends "Curley" to the farm
to right the wrong, but he learns they are
married and happy. He returns to report,
whereupon Wright is determined to whip
his next door neighbor. He enters the
house and there finds his daughter and
the youth, whom he learns is the son of
his wealthy neighbor, and not the gard-
ner.

The largest and most complete film
laboratory in the western capital of motion
pictures is being built at the Famous
Players-Lasky studio and is expected to be
ready for occupancy July 1st, exactly four-
teen months from the date of breaking
ground.

The building which will be located on
the out-door lot of the Famous Players-
Lasky studio, at the corner of Argyle and
Selma avenues, will be a concrete structure
of three stories. It is said to approximate
a cost of more than $250,000.

HOLLYWOOD has been in the throes

of music week for the past few days
and devotees of Apollo and his lyre

have been almost as much in evidence as

worshippers at the shrine of the celluloid

Thespis.
* * *

And there's been plenty of music over
at the Ambassador hotel, too, where the
Paramount sales forces were in convention,
with S. R. Kent, Jesse Laskv and Eugene
Zukor waving the batons. The conven-
tion was declared highly successful.

* * *

Universal has had some of its "live ones"
in the city also. Eddie Armstrong, assis-

tant general sales manager, and Carroll
Xathan, who presides over the destinies of
the Frisco exchange have been making
their headquarters at the Alexandria. C.
L. Theuerkauf, general manager of the
L. A. exchange has been chaperoning these

two good fellows about.

* * *

Eddie brings word from Portland that
Mike Newman, who left as assistant man-
aging director of the Grauman playhouses
here to assume charge of all the Universal
theatres in the west, has put over their

Portland house with a bang. Some achieve-
ment, considering it has had many weeks
in the red.

* * *

Armstrong while here also renewed ac-

quaintances with Sam Myers, the genial

genius of Grauman's Hollywood. Eddie
used to be Sam's program boy when Sam
ran a legitimate house in the east many
vears ago.

* * *

Mike Lewis, who used to manage the

Paramount exchange here and is now one
of the big chiefs in San Francisco was
given a royal welcome by old friends here
when he came south for the recent Para-
mount convention.

* * * *

Harry Brand and Clem Pope have been
conspiring together. Harry who is the

Schenck bally-hoo artist has persuaded Clem
Pope, the new West Coast manager in

Oakland, to re-name the T. and D. theatre

the "Norma Talmadge."
* * *

"Polly" Frederick blew into our midst
this week, and is getting ready to do some
constructive entertaining on her Beverly
Hills estate. She has been touring the East
in her new stage play.

* * *

From Ambassador to Ambassador is the

journey Sid Grauman is making this week.
He has temporarily left his suite at the

Angeleno Ambassador to take up his resi-

dence at the Ambassador of Manhattan.
* * *

Bradley King, T->m Ince's pulchritudi-

nous scenario writer, has gone and written

a "speakie" drama, which Ernest Wilkes
will produce at the Majestic theatre here.

* * *

Hope Hampton is with us once again,

having come here to play in "The Gold
Diggers," for Warner brothers.

* * *

Loew's State theatre this week loses the

services of E. C. Bostick as managing di-

rector and it will be with the regret of all

the house attaches and hundreds of patrons.

for "E. C." has made friends galore dur-
ing his stay here, and built up a remarkable
volume of business for the playhouse by
consistent advertising of the spectacular
type. Ray Davidson, his press agent, leaves
with him, when the house is formally taken
over by the West Coast interests. Jackie
Coogan in "Daddy" will be the opening
Gore-Ramish-Lesser attraction.

* * *

It's an old saying that you can't keep
a good man down, and it came true this
week when H. M. Walker, former Los
Angeles newspaperman became a part
owner in the Hal Roach studios and a
member of committee of three to which
Hal Roach has turned over production af-
fairs. Walker better known as "Beanie"
because of his propensities for wearing
hard hats in a soft hat town, was for manv
years sporting editor of the Los Angeles
Examiner and after Bill Naughton died
in S. F. was considered the dean of them
all. Trying his hand a sub-title he made
a distinct success and was later taken to
Culver City by Roach to handle all the
titling of his comedies. His quips have
added much to the Harold Lloyd fun films
and his friends here rejoice in the signal
recognition accorded him.

* * *

After a flying trip, Finis Fox. producer
and director, has just returned from New
York where he closed a releasing contract
with Associated Exhibitors for his latest
independent production, "The Man Be-
tween," a drama of modern life in Quebec.
"The Man Between," was written, direc-

ted and produced by Fox. The scenario
was prepared by Lois Zellner. In the cast
are Alan Forest. Vola Vale, Phil McCol-
lough, Edna Murphy, Kittie Bradbury,
Fred Malatesta and little Doreen Turner.

* * *

Mack Sennett Pictures Corporation this
week filed articles of incorporation in the
county clerk's office. The company was
incorporated for $225,000. Among the
directors mentioned are Alfred Wright of
Pasadena; Alexander MacDonald. Henrv
R. Schultheis, J. D. Lachlan and Frederich
W. Williamson of Los Angeles.

* * *

Jack Blyestone will direct Buster
Keaton. This was the announcement made
this week from the office of Joseph M.
Schenck, producer of the Talmadge and
Keaton films. He will succeed Eddie Cline.
Other changes announced by Mr. Schenck
are the addition of Eddie Brophy, one of
the leading assistant directors, and Glen
MacWilliams, cameraman, to the Constance
Talmadge unit, under her new director,
Victor Heerman. MacWilliams will work-
camera for the next Constance Talmadge
picture, "The Dangerous Maid." which
starts June 18. Norbert Brodin, present
Talmadge cameraman, will be retained and
will film one of the next Schenck produc-
tions.

Another change in the Schenck roster is

the appointment of V. E. Presby to the
management of the Schenck laboratory and
Dan Mulholland to be master of properties
for the Constance Talmadge unit. The Tal-
madge picture will continue to be released
through Associated First National.

C. Gardner Sullivan, head of the Schenck
scenario department and personal adviser on
stories and production, has left for New
York to see all stage successes.
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The FILM MART

:

Production Progress

* * F» 0»

BEATRICE VAN, WELL KNOWN
scenario writer, has been engaged by

Film Hooking Offices to prepare the con-
tinuity for the second series of H. C.

W'itwer "Fighting Blood" stories, pro-
duction of which has begun at P. A.
Powers studios.

+ + +
JOHN C. BROWNELL, scenario editor

of P. B. O., has purchased "Dukes and
Diamonds" and "The Moving Finger"
for screen production. The former is a
combination of two stories, "Let That

Pass" and "Dukes and Diamonds," by
Grace Flaudrau for the Saturday lii'enin;/

Post. "The Moving Finger" is by Eliza-

beth Irona Folson and appear in Every-
bodys Magazine for April.

+ +
ON MAY 24 F. B. O. issued "The M. -

terious Rider," featuring Robert Gor-
don and Flinor Fair. The picture is

adapted from the Saturday Evening Post
story. "Stepson's of Light." by Eugene
Manlovi- Rhodes Seymore Zeliff di-

rected.
+ +

PRODUCTION OF "ALIMONY," an
original story by A. T. Look, and "So

Doing Big Things in Big Way

Home of Franklin Film Company in Boston. Picture was taVen at the time the Warner
Brothers float was touring Massachusetts

One of the live-wire and outstanding
independent exchanges in the New Eng-
land states is Franklin Film Company

of Boston.
William D.
Shapiro, presi-

dent and gen-

eral manager.
F r a n k 1 i n

Film handles
the Warner
Brothers
Classics in the

N e w England
territory, a n d
the progressive-

ness of Mr.
Shapiro and
his force has
given the W ar-

ner product rep-
resentative booking throughout the terri-

tory.

Irving L. Walenstein is the new man-
ager of the company's Boston office and
he has associated with him a large staff

of salesmen covering New England.

J. L. Walenstein

W alenstein has maintained a close asso-

ciation with the theatre men of the terri-

tory and is well versed in better distri-

bution methods. He formerly was at

the home office

of Educational.

As an indica-

tion of the
progressiveness,
of the organ-
ization, Presi-
de n t Shapiro
has purchased
automobiles for
his salesmen in

order that a 100

per cent show-
i n g may be
made in the

territory.

Franklin
Film is the first

exchange in the country to sign up for

Warner's product for the coming sea-

son. An active drive cn these- pictures

will begin on July 5.

0A

9
William D. Shapiro

Distribution News
This Is Hollywood," by H. C. Witwer,
has been started at the Powers studios.

Emile Chautard will direct "Alimony"
with Ruby Miller, Warner Baxter, Jackie
Saunders and others in the cast. The
Witwer story deals with a trip to Holly-
wood of a professional boxer who igno-
rantly breaks up a movie fight scene and
lands a job for himself. Malcolm St.

Clair is directing with George O'Hara
in the cast.

Fox
NEGOTIATIONS VIRTUALLY have
been completed for a large Broadway

theatre for the premiere presentation of
"If W inter Conies" it is announced by
Fox. A. S. M. Hutchinson's novel has
been made into one of the most remark-
able pictures in recent years, Fox execu-
tives state.

+ +
MABEL JULIENNE SCOTT and Al-

lene Ray have been cast opposite Wil-
liam Russell in the Fox production "How
Times Have Changed." which is now in

course of production at the Hollywood
studios.

+ + +
THREE FOX PRODUCTIONS are on

the list of the eighteen best pictures of
recent years issued by Russell Sage
Foundation as a result of a question-
naire submitted to high school students
in eighty cities. The Fox pictures listed'

an- "Over the Hill." "A Connecticut Yan-
kee in King Arthur's Court" and "The
Queen of Sheba."

+ + +
ERNEST TRUEX HAS BEEN en-
gaged by Fox as a member of the

screen cast of "Six Cylinder Love." Mr.
Truex played in the stage play during its

Broadway run. Three other members of

the stage cast have also been engaged.

: : Principal Pictures : :

A WORLD PREMIERE presentation of

"The Spider and the Rose," first of the
Super Five Series of Principal Pictures,
has been arranged by Irving M. Lesser
at Grauman's Million Dollar theatre, Los
Angeles, where it is now playing. The
picture has been booked over the U. B.

O. circuit and it will be showing immedi-
ately in all the Keith and Proctor and
Moss houses in Greater New York.

+ + +
ANNOUNCEMENT IS MADE BY Sol

Lesser that he plans to film more of
the "Peck's Bad Boy" stories in the near
future. When Lesser contracted for

Jackie Coogan several years ago he ob-
tained the screen rights to all of George
W. Peck's books. There are eight in the

series, Jackie having made but one. Now
Lesser is looking for a boy to portray
the "bad boy" of the stories.

: : Tri-Stone Pictures :

:

THE FOURTH OF THE SERIES of

Keystone comedies being reissued by
Tri-Stone will be issued June 1 according
to H. E. Aitken, vice-president and gen-
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cIhe
Production Progress

eral manager. ""Those College Girls" is

the title and Charles Murray and Polly
Moran are the featured players. It is

stated that the new edition of the Key-
stone comedies are proving exceedingly
popular and are being favored with many
bookings at first run houses.

: : : : Metro : : : :

THREE STORIES HAVE BEEN pur-

chased by Metro for immediate produc-

tion, it is announced by Milton Hoffman,

production manager. They are: "'Held to

Answer" by Peter Clarke McFarlane:

"To Whom It May Concern" by Rita

Weiman, and "The Spirit of the Road"
by Kate Jordan. The first named will

be the second of Metro's all-star special-

for the coming season. The second will

be a Viola Dana vehicle as will the last

named.
+ + +

CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG WILL
have one of the most colorful roles of

her career in the production "In Old
Madrid." now under way. It is adapted

> from '"La Rubia" by H. W. Roberts and
is a story of Spain when bull fighting,

intrigue and romance were at their height.

+ + +
OFFICIAL ENDORSEMENT of " The
Famous Mrs. Faire." Metro-Louis B.

, Mayer attraction, has been received by
Metro from the League of American Pen-

I women, through its president. Mrs. Louis
X. Geldert.

+ + +
I UNSTINTED PRAISE OF Mr. and

Mrs. Martin Johnson's "Trailing African

I ; Wild Animals" is contained in a telegram
t received by Metro from Will C. Wood.
. : superintendent of public instruction of

the state of California. "It is not
t clean and interesting but it is a distinctly

B educational picture." he said among other
I things.

I : : : Universal : : :

THREE FEATURE PRODUCTIONS
are scheduled for June publication by

II Universal. They are "'Don Quickshot of

the Rio Grand" starring Jack Hoxie:
1 1 "Railroaded" starring Herbert Rawlin-
Isen and "Sawdust" starring Gladys Wal-

ton.

+ + +
t "PURE GRIT" THE LATEST Hoot

Gibson starring vehicle has been com-
pleted under direction of Edward Sedg-

I wick. It is adapted from a story called

K"Blinkv" bv Gene Markev. published in

the Blue Book.
+ + +

MARY PHILBIN HAS BEEN cast for

the leading feminine role in "Where Is

|This West." a production starring Jackie
Hoxie ar.d directed bv George E.

I 'Marshall.

+ + +
THE WILLIAM DESMOND company

has returned to Universal City from
. the Feather River country in Northern
.California where scenes were made for
"The Skyline of Spruce" a story of placer

f .mining and claim jumping bv Edison
Marshall.

• ••••••
• • • t • • •

IN ANNOUNCING THAT ITS short
subject program has been greatly

broadened. Universal states that the films
will be divided into the following classes:
serials, westerns, two-reeler series, two-
reel comedies and one-reel comedies.

: : : Paramount : : :

SCENES FOR THOMAS MEIGHAN S

latest Paramount picture "Homeward
Bound." adapted from Peter B. Kyne's

""The Light to Leeward" are being filmed

on the Thames River at New London.
Conn., where the annual Yale-Harvard
boat race is held. Ralph Ince is direct-
ing.

+ + +
MARY THURMAN AND Riley Hatch
have been added to the cast of "Zaza"

the Allan Dwan production starring

Gloria Swanson in the tkle role which
will be started in a few days at the Long
Island studios.

+ + +
CAPACITY ATTENDANCE greeted

the opening performance of "The Cov-
ered Wagon" at the Majestic theatre.

Boston, according to a statement issued
by Paramount. The picture was en-
thusiastically applauded in press reviews.

+ + +
AN IDEA OF THE ENORMOUS set

erected at Guadelupe. California, for

production of Cecil B. DeMille's "The
Ten Commandments" is gained from the

statement that it comprises 600 tents and
will accommodate 2.500 actors and 4.000

animals.

: : : Al Lichtman : : :

WALDEMAR YOUNG prominent sce-

narist, has been added to the editorial

force of Preferred Pictures and will start

at once assisting in preparation of the

fifteen big stories and plays recently

acquired by B. P. Schulberg for the 1923-

84 program of Al Lichtman Corporation.

+ + +
GEORGE S. JEFFREY, special repre-

sentative of Al Lichtman Corporation
has returned from a business trip through
Canada and New York state. He reports
every key city in New York is now play-

ing the Preferred product.

+ + +
PREFERRED PICTURES ARE doing
an exceptional business in England ac-

cording to advices received by Al Licht-

man from David L. Blumenfeld, of the

Walturdaw Company. Ltd.. which
handles the Lichtman-Schulberg product
abroad. Special mention is made of

"Shadows" the Tom Forman production
with Lon Chaney.

: : : C. C. Burr : : :

THROUGH ERROR IT was reported

from the offices of C. C. Burr that the

Illinois rights to "I Am the Law" were

controlled by Grierer Productions. Sec-
ond National Pictures of 831 South Wa-
bash avenue. Chicago, acquired the fea-

ture some time ago.

Distrib ution News
DORIS KENYON. WHO appeared in

the C. C. Burr features "Sure Fire
Flint" and "Are You Guilty" has about
completed her work in "Bright Lights oi
Broadwav.'' the- Bennie Zeidman feature.

+ + +
THREE O'CLOCK IN THE MORN-
ING," the latest C. C. Burr feature,

was previewed by the producer at the
Gotham theatre. New York, last week.
The picture is from an original screen
story.

: : United Artists : :

FOR THE FIRST TIME IN history.

according to a statement by United
Artists, a motion picture has been shown
in Tokio at the Imperial theatre, which
is owned by the Royal family. The film

was "Douglas Fairbanks in Robin Hood"
and in order to present it at the theatre
it was necessary to cancel the engage-
ment of a very famous Japanese drama.
Special arrangements were made for the
roval family .

+ + +
MABEL NORMAND WILL NOT
without excellent support in "The

Extra Girl." her forthcoming Mack
Sennett production for distribution
through Allied Producers and Distribu-
tors. Assisting her will be Ralph Graves.
George Nichols. Vernon Dent and Char-
lotte Mineau.

+ + +
AND. LIKEWISE. MARY PICKFORD

will have a star cast in her support in
her next picture "The Street Singer."
Holbrook Blinn. Irene Rich and George
Walsh will be outstanding figures.

: : : Vitagraph : : :

"LOYAL LIVES" HAS BEEN chosen
by Vitagraph and Whitman Bennett

as the name of the first of the six Ben-
nett productions which will he published
by Vitagraph. It is said to be a thrilling

human interest story woven around the
fife of a mail carrier and a railway clerk

+ + +
" THE MIDNIGHT CABARET," Larrv
Semon's newest comedy is now being

shipped to Vitagraph exchanges. Kathlyn
Myers appears as Semon's leading lady
in this production.

+ + +
"SMASHING THE BARRIERS" will
be an early publication by Vitagraph

with William Duncan and Edith Johnson
in the leading roles. It is a story of
\\ estern logging camps.

+ + +
MEMBERS OF THE PARENT-
TEACHERS Association of Kansas

City recently endorsed the Vitagraph
Production "Masters of Men" and "The
Detective" a Jimmy Aubrey comedy.

:: Associated Exhibitors::
THE FIRST OF THE FIVE J. P. Mc-
Gowan features which Continental

Productions. Inc.. of Miami. Fla.. is pro-
ducing, wjll be issued by Associated Ex-
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Ihe FILM MART : : :

:

Production Progress

hibitors July 1. It is called "Stormy
Seas."

+ + +
AN EXTENSIVE PROGRAM OF
summer publication is announced by

Associated Exhibitors. First on the pro-

gram is "Stormy Seas." Following this

will be "The Man Between" for July 15

and "Harbor Lights" for July 29. Others

will be announced later and the company
announces a strong list of Fall attrac-

tions in preparation.

: : : Independents : : :

ROCKY MOUNTAIN PRODUC-
tions has signed Peggy O'Day, who

has just completed her first serial "The
Fighting Skipper" to play the leading

feminine roles in a series of eight five-

reel outdoor films featuring Bill Patten.

Alvin J. Neitz will direct.

+ + +
ANCHOR FILM DISTRIBUTORS

will issue a series of Logan-Bayham
comedies featuring Milburn Morante in

which Helen Kesler will play the lead-

ingr feminie roles.

+ + +
NATIONAL NON-THEATRICAL Mo-

tion Pictures, Inc., is exclusive dis-

tributor of a film called "Solomon's
Temple" which it is said is of particular

interest to Zionists, Freemasons and Bible

students. It was made by Burton
Holmes.

+ + +
CHADWICK PICTURES CORPO-
RATION, 130 West 46th street, New

York City, of which I. E. Chadwick is

president, has arranged with Jimmy Au-
brey to market his product for the next

five years. The company has also ac-

quired forty subjects made abroad by
Post Pictures Corporation.

+ + +
E. H. MARTIN PRODUCTIONS, re-

cently formed in Los Angeles, will star

Norman Talmadge in a series of eight

"Thrillspeedramas." The productions are

under supervision and direction of Hor-
ace B. Carpenter.

+ + +
PALMER PRODUCTIONS has com-

pleted cutting and titling of "Judgment
of the Storm." Lloyd Hughes and Lu-
cille Ricksen have the leading roles.

+ + +
E. K. LINCOLN, ZENITH PIC-
TURES star, has completed "The

Right of the Strongest" and has left for

New York with a print of the produc-
tion. George Siegman, Tully Marshall,
Niles Welch, Helen Ferguson and others
are in the cast.

+ + +
THE SOL LESSER PRODUCTION,
"The Meanest Man in the World," is

nearing completion. Bert Lytell has the
leading role. He will begin work soon
on the first of the "Lone Wolf" series of
screen adaptations from stories by Louis
Joseph Vance.

: : Tiffany-Truart : :

M. H. HOFFMAN, HEAD of the Tru-
art organization, announces that the

cast has been practically completed for
the screen version of "The .Unknown

Purple." Roland West, who wrote the

original stage play, will also direct the

picture. Players chosen are Henry B.

Walthall. Alice .Lake, Ethel Gray Terry,
Helen Ferguson, Brinsley Shaw, Stuart
Holmes and Richard Wayne.

: : Warner Brothers : :

"MAIN STREET," THE Warner Bro-

thers production of Sinclair Lewis'

novel, has started on the sixth week of

its run at Mack Sennett's Mission the-

atre, Los Angeles.

+ + +
A SECOND STORY FOR Wesley

Barry is in preparation by Julien Jo-
scphson. The star's first vehicle "The
Printer's Devil," is now well under way.

+ + +
PREMIERE PRESENTATION OF

"Brass," the Warner production of

Charles Norris' noveJ will be held at

the Granada theatre, San Francisco. Ma-
rie Prevost, Monte Blue and Irene Rich
are in the cast.

+ + +
THE FIRST SIX OF THE eighteen
Warner classics for the coming season

have been announced as follows: "The
Gold Diggers," a David Belasco produc-
tion; "Cornered." from the play by Zelda
Sears and Dodsen Mitchell; "Lucretia
Lombard," the Kathleen Norris novel
"The Printer's Devil" with Wesley Barry
and "Tiger Rose" from the Belasco play,

with Lenore Ulric.

.... Pathe ....
HERE ARE YOUR PATHE publica-

tions for June 10: A one reel "Dippy

Doo Dad" comedy called "The Watch
Dog"; Leo Maloney in "Hyde and

Zeke"; the sixth episode of "Haunted
Valley"; Aesop's Fables; Pathe News;
Pathe Review and Topic of the Day.

+ + +
TWENTY-SEVEN THEATRES IN

sixteen states have closed capacity
runs extended from the original con-
tracts to fourteen days and over on
"Safety Last" with Harold Lloyd, Pathe
announces. This in an indication of how
its reciprocal get-together policy on this

production has worked out, it is stated.

+ + +
SCREEN TRAILERS WILL BE issued
by Pathe on its leading comedies which

will include the Our Gang series and the
Ben Turpin and Mack Sennett come-
dies.

+ + +
"WHERE IS MY WANDERING Boy
This Evening" is the title of the first

Ben Turpin comedy for Pathe, under
the new Sennett contract. Madeline
Hurlock. Priscilla Bonner and Dot Far-
ley are in the cast.

: Distribution News
King, Marion Swayne, Norma Lee, Jack
Richardson and Alexander Giglic are in

the cast.

: : : : Equity : : : :

DANIEL CARSON GOODMAN has

srarted titling and editing of his next

special production for Equity. Many
inquiries lrom independent buyers have

already been received on his latest pic-
ture Equity states, the cast of which in-

cludes Mary Carr, Mildred Davis,
Charles Emmet Mack, Clara Bow, and
others.

: : : : : Century : : : :

:

"ROUND FIGURES" IS THE title of

the second of the Gorham Follies series

of comedies for Century, directed by
Archie Mayo. In the cast with the Gor-
ham girls are Jack Cooper and Marjorie
Marcel.

+ +
TWO COMPLETELY EDITED Cen-

tury comedies have just been received
in New York. They are "Miles of
Smiles" with Baby Peggy and "One
Exciting Day" starring Billy Engle.
Baby Peggy has also completed "Little

Miss Hollywrood" which will be the last

two-reel comedy the little star will make
for Julius and Abe Stern. She will ap-

pear in fi-ature length films, hereafter.

Hodkinson
THAT PRACTICALLY EVERY ex-

hibitor is breaking house records with
"Down to the Sea in Ships" is reported
by W. W. Hodkinson who made a per-

sonal visit to thirty theatres in Greater
New York. He talked with exhibitors

and declares himself very much gratified

at the enthusiasm and satisfaction ex-
pressed everywhere.

+ + +
GLEN HUNTER HAS STATED work
on his next Film Guild production for

Hodkinson. The picture is "Grit," from
a story by Scott Fitzgerald. Frank Tut-
tle is directing.

+ + +
CONAN DOYLE LIKES "Down to the

Sea in Ships." In a letter to F. C.
Munroe. vice president of Hodkinson, he
states that he was a whaleman before he
was an author and says the episode of

taking the whale is the finest piece of ad-
venturous excitement he has ever beheld.

Selznick

Playgoers
"COUNTERFEIT LOVE," a Playgo-

ers' special, is scheduled for publica-
tion June 10. It is a story with a south-
ern locale presented by Murray W. Garr-
son, which Ralph Ince directed. Joe

"THE MONKEY'S PAW" one of the

contestants in the New York Drama
League's Little Theatre tournament held

at the Nora Bayes theatre recently and
enacted by the Montclair Players is be-

ing published as a photoplay by Selznick

Distributing Corporation.

+ + +
DAVID R. BLYTH, director of sales of

Selznick Distributing Corporation has

appointed M. A. Tanner as manager of the

Kansas City exchange and Lester Wolfe

as branch manager at Buffalo.



Abraham Lincoln Said:

"In this and like communities,

public sentiment is everything. With

public sentiment nothing can fail;

without it nothing can succeed.

Consequently, he who molds public

sentiment goes deeper than he who
enacts statutes or pronounces deci-

sions."

PUBLIC
RIGHTS
LEAGUE

Screen Message No. 110

Commenting upon state censor-
ship of the screen, Judge Ben Lind-
sey of Denver says: "The sword of

public opinion, a glorious weapon in

the defense of our morals, is being
dulled by state censorship. The
public are becoming lazy-minded
and the practice of eternal vigilance

is waning, all because the right to

judge motion pictures has been
taken away from the people."

Censorship Dulls Sword of

Public Opinion, Says Judge
There is no man in the country, perhaps, who knows the

juvenile mind as does Judge Ben B. Lindsey of the juvenile

court in Denver.

This noted jurist has made a lifelong study of youth with a view of

maintaining a high standard of morals among the coming generation. His
comments on censorship and fnotion pictures in their effect upon the boys
of the nation must not be treated lightly.

The following statement by the judge

is excellent copy for programs and other

propaganda purposes. It is supplied to

this department by Paramount, whose
picture, "The Covered Wagon," has re-

ceived the stamp of approval by Judge
Lindsey.

Good Will
Seneca wrote: "He that does good to an-
other, does good to himself." That senti-
ment, as a foundation for theatre policy,
will win the good will of a community, an
invaluable factor in successful operation.

Judge Lindsey says:

"State censorship of motion pictures is

today battering down the right of the

citizens of the United States to do their

own thinking.

"The sword of public opinion, a glori-

ous weapon in the defense of our morals,

is being dulled by State censorship. The
public are becoming lazy-minded and the

practice of eternal vigilance is waning,
all because the right to judge motion pic-

tures has been taken away from the
people.

"Instead of arming our children to fight
evil we are trying to hide evil under a
thin surface of false civilization. If cen-
sors had existed in the days of the brave
St. George, no doubt they would have
censored dragons and the famous story of
St. George's fight against evil would
never have been passed down to pos-
terity.

* * *

"Vv e must arm our boys and girls with
good thoughts. Screen dramas should
stand or fall by public opinion and pro-
ducers should be taught the disastrous re-
sults_ of making suggestive pictures.
"No boy who ever came into my court

has been sent wrong through movies.
Motion pictures are perhaps the great-
est single influence on American life. We
want clean movies but we do not want
to be hand-fed by the censors."

A motion picture theatre without the
good will of its patrons is not built upon
a foundation of security. A motion pic-

ture theatre needs the good will of its

patrons as much as it needs its screen
if it is to establish itself as a definite and
successful institution in a community.
The motion picture theatre is a re-

sourceful institution and the exhibitor has

at his command a great medium through
which good will may be created.

* * *

There are many fine examples of activi-

ties tending toward the creating of good
will. We cite an instance this week which
we believe has influenced a greater re-

spect for the motion picture exhibitor.

Recently a policeman was shot while
on duty at Long Beach, Cal. A widow
and four children survived him. Immedi-
ately a benefit performance was arranged
by Frank L. Browne, manager of the Lib-
erty theatre, one of the Gore-Lesser-
Ramish interests.

Co-workers of the dead policeman
assisted Mr. Browne. Two thousand
eight hundred tickets were sold, netting
$1,400 for the benefit of the widow and
four children. A morning matinee had
been scheduled, but owing to the fact

that the theatre seats only 900, Mr.
Browne ordered that the tickets should
be accepted at all performances during
the day.
Speaking of the benefit, Mr. Browne

said: "It called for a lot of extra work
but the object was so deserving that the
work became a pleasure."

* * *

Other examples of Mr. Browne's public
relations work will be published and com-
mented upon in this department in forth-
coming issues of the Herald.
This department also is in receipt of

editorial from the management of the
Sterling theatre, Greeley, Col. This,
likewise, will be published shortly in the
Public Rights League.

Public
Opinions

President Sydney S. Cohen of the M. P. T. O. A., in his report read at the
annual convention in Chicago last week recommended that some medium be de-
vised whereby exhibitors could keep producers accurately posted on the public's

demands in screen entertainment. As Mr. Cohen was addressing the assemblage
the Herald was on the press with last week's issue which introduced "Public Opin-
ions," a sub-department of the Public Rights League, the purpose of the new
department being to serve the industry as recommended by Mr. Cohen. Blanks on
which patrons may write their opinions of pictures or types of pictures viewed will

be forwarded to theatre owners filling in this request and forwarding it to Public
Rights League, Exhibitors Herald, 407 South Dearborn street, Chicago, 111.

Please Send Me Supply of "Public Opinions" Blanks

Name

Theatre City and State
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LETTERS
From Readers

A forum at which the exhibitor

is invited to express his opinion on
matters of current interest. Brevity

adds forcefulness to any statement.

Unsigned letters will not be

printed.

Fighting the Carnivals

BEEBE, ARK.—To the Editor: Follow-

ing is an article which I had printed in the

local newspaper which I believe is of inter-

est to exhibitors particularly

:

As summer and berry season approaches,

road shows of every description will com-
mence coming in. All through the winter

the local man struggles along, barely mak-
ing expenses, yet never lowering the policy

of good shows, hoping to make up his losses

when summer comes.
Why should we be forced to meet com-

petition in this way? Every dollar we take

in goes right back into the grocery stores,

dry goods stores, meat market, barber shops,

etc., while the money you pay into tran-

sient shows is TAKEN AWAY FROM
THE TOWN. Roberson told me last year

he was taking a thousand round dollars,

clear of all expenses away from here:

How would you business men feel, if

during the ONLY season vou had to make
a dime. TRAVELING STORES, if such a

thing were possible, would come in and

compete with you, and because of the nov-

elty of the thing, people would buy wholly

and solely from them for whole weeks at a

time until you actually HAD TO CLOSE

?

If you need a PERCENTAGE show to

help a certain cause, why not make us an

offer? Our expenses would not be so great

as a road show, and we could give a greater

PERCENTAGE?
Some one says: "Oh, but the traveling

show pays more license than you do." Is a

little city license all that the town thinks

of? Is a home man, WHO BUT FOR
THIS VERY FACT THAT COMPETI-
TION IS KILLING HIM, AND WOULD,
IF GIVEN THE SUPPORT, as many
towns have given the local man, put in a

real show, with nice comfortable seats, etc.,

is he. I ask, when EVERY DOLLAR HE
MAKES, even including his R. R. salary,

goes right back to you—IS HE NOT EN-
TITLED TO SOME CONSIDERA-
TION?
We don't know, any more, whether to

book even a big special picture or not. as

some cheap Montana Belle, whose last show

was at Hickory Plains, may come in and

we lose money. We scarcely paid for the

greatest serial in the world last Thursday
night. There is something so attractive

about a piece of canvass that even though

the people KNOW they are going to get

skinned, they can't resist going and getting

under it. «

Why not study over this thing a little and
put yourself in our place before you render

judgment or censure.—H. J. Jamison, man-
ager, The Victory Theatre. Beebe, Ark.

Features Should Be Shorter

PITTSBURGH, PA.—To the Editor:

The latter part of April we held a three

days' convention in Pittsbugh—M. P. T. O.

of Western Penn.—of which I was chair-

man for the third successive year. Was
chairman of convention at which organiza-

tion was formed and each succeeding year.

The recent convention was the most suc-

cessful, instructive and constructive yet held

by us. Many important matters were dis-

cussed and acted upon. Our organization

is now in better shape in every way than
at any period in its history. The M. P. T.
O. of W. Pa. is a live wire, going concern
and we look forward confidently to accom-
plishing even better results during the com-
ing year. All our old officers, Casper, Pres..

Newman, Vice Pres., Herring. Sect., Gold-
berg, Treas., reelected. Three new mem-
bers board of managers, Harry Davis, John
Alderdice of Pittsburgh and C. E. Gable of

Sharon.
By the way, you are of course aware of

fact that the average exhibitor wants to run
a News, Movie Chat or other single reel and
a comedy with the feature. However, this

is practically impossible when producers
make features 8, 9, 10, 12 reels in length. I

claim seven reels sufficient to tell 99 out of

100 stories. Six or seven reels should be

the, feature limit. They, as a rule, soak us
lor higher prices on the extra length stuff,

which we don't want anyhow, as we like

to give our patrons a couple of short reels,

if possible. Makes the show entirely too

long if the feature is 8 to 12 reels, and be-

sides we doubt that the public wants inter-

minable features. Too much is too much
even if it's first class stuff.

A show over 9 reels in length, short stuff

included, is a decided handicap to the

smaller theatres and particularly to neigh-

borhood houses.

Pardon this lengthy epistle. I don't offend

very often. Best wishes to you and the rest

of the staff. —Henry W. Gauding, Lincoln

theatre, Mt. Washington, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Run Them Two Nights

SPEAR VILLE. KANS.—To the Ed-
itor: The exhibitors of the small towns

are most always striving to make ends
meet and are seldom doing so owing to

various reasons, such as school plays, bas-

ketball games and numerous other causes

which take the patrons from the theatre.

We have found that it is a great idea to run

the same picture for two nights when the ex-

changes will work with you and not make a

charge for the second night, and as the help

problem in a small house is usually very
little expense, we tind that the second
night usually gets the crowd if the first

one does not. and therefore we generally

make ends meet on most all pictures if

we can show them two nights instead of

one. Hoping that this will help some
other exhibitor and get his account off

the right side. I beg to Ik-.—W. J. Shoup,
De Luxe theatre, Spearville. Kans.

Suggests Cut Rate Films

H I T C H I N S, KY—To The Editor :

So many exhibitors are complaining of the

high rentals of films. And the ones we
small fellers can afford are as a rule not

in good shape. Why not suggest to the

producers that they open up a ten cent

store department, or a cut rate depart-

ment? In other words, make some nice

clean, up-to-the-minute pictures with non-
millionaires in them. Use some of the

doubles, some of the actors and actresses

who are now playing second fiddle in the

"specials," which by the way, are no more
than program pictures with oceans of ad-

vertisement, and make pictures specially

for small exhibitors?
Then we could build up a nice patron-

age. We could run new pictures at a

small town price. There are thousands of

small exhibitors who do not have the ad-

vantage of newspaper, not to mention na-

tional magazine, advertisements. We run
pictures that are old and forgotten by the

press. So why should we pay high rentals

to cover the huge cost of these millionaire

pictures with another million spent on
them for notoriety? Somebody is either

making or wasting money.—J. J. Enloe,

Secretary, Y. M. C. A. theatre, Hitchins,

Ky.

PURELY
Personal

Interesting news about exhibitors
and people with whom they come
into direct contact. Readers are
invited to contribute items for

publication in this column. Address
them to "Purely Personal."

Bruce Fowler has been made manager
of Dallas, Texas, of Southern Enterprises
theatres it has been announced by A. E.
Fair. Mr. Fowler comes from Para-
mount's Indiana theatre, Terre Haute,
Ind.

E. W. Fischer has purchased the Rialto
theatre at Oakland, Cal., and also the
Rialto Pavilion from C. A. Lahm.

*

Fitzpatrick and McElroy of Chicago
have acquired the Kyric and Kozy the-

atres at Ludington. Mich.
*

R. L. Brentlinger of Terre Haute. Ind.,

has been appointed manager of the Elba,

Grand and Kerrigan theatres by directors
of the New Albany Amusement Com-
pany, New Albany. Ind.

*

L. B. Steenblock who formerly ran the
Opera House at Odell, Nebraska, has
opened and is now operating a theatre at
Douglas, Neb.

*

Opening of new theatres and changes
in management in the Kansas City terrU
tory during the last week are:

Columbian theatre, Coffeyville, Kans.,
purchased by J. Perry from Stanly Koch;
Odeon theatre, Coffeyville, Kans., owned
by J. Perry, to be closed; Lathrop the-

atre, Lathrop. Mo., opened by P. W.
Goodson & Son; Princess theatre. Beth-
any, Kans., sold by I. W. Maple to Iowa
interests; victory theatre, Rockport. Mo.,
owned by E. V. Knutz, remodeled and re-

opened; Cozy and Elite theatres of Pratt,

Kanv. and Regent theatre. Eureka, Kans.,
purchased by F. W. Meade, Jr., and
Meade, Sr.

*

H. E. Schiller, who for the past three

years has made an enviable record with
the Kansas City Educational branch, has.

resigned as manager to become manager
of the Al Lichtman Corporation, Kansas,
office.

*

William Meyn of the Photorium the-

atre, Kansas City, Kans., who long has

served as treasurer of the M. P. T. O..

Kansas, was given a beautiful engraved
watch at a meeting of the executive board
in Kansas City, as an appreciation for his

faithful service. Mr. Meyn has served the

present and preceding Kansas organiza-

tion as treasurer without interruption for

ten vears.

Joe Friedman of New York, Universal

manager, held a conference with the Kan-
sas City branch force last week, asserting

that he was more than pleased with con-

ditions in the Kansas City territory. He
is on his way to the west coast.

*

Irwin Wheeler and his associates have

acquired the Lynn theatre in Mamaro-
neck, N. Y.

*

Wesley Trout, projection engineer,

has been appointed editor of the theatre

page of the Oklahoma Democrat, oil

Enid. Mr. Tour also publishes a maga-.

zine called "Projection Hints."
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"What the Picture Did For Me"
VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR

Copyright, 1923

You are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.

It is a co-operative service FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
TELL US WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read in the HERALD every week what the picture

did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values. Address "What The
Picture Did For Me." EXHIBITORS HERALD. 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.

Associated Exhibitors
Grandma's Boy, with Harold Lloyd.

—

This picture drew very big for us for

three nights. We don't know where
the people have gone since we showed
them this one. Why don't they come in

droves every week?—Chancellor Bros.,

Dreamland theatre, Arcanum, Ohio.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Grandma's Boy, with Harold Lloyd.

—

Very good. Pleased all that saw it, but

why do the film exchanges want all you
make? If you get a good one you have
to pay it all out to them.—Floyd Wolfe,
Velda theatre, Lynch, Nebr.—Small town
patronage.

Grandma's Boy, with Harold Lloyd.

—

Better, to my opinion, than Dr. Jack.

Fell down at box office on account of

bad weather. By all means buy it.

—

Edw. Smith, Isis theatre, Russell, Kans.
—Neighborhood patronage.

F. B. O.
Can a Woman Love Twice?, with Ethel

Clayton.—This is a dandy little picture

that is bound to please better than a lot

of so-called specials.—-F. L. Freeman,
Grand theatre, Lake City, Fla.—General
patronage.

Stormswept, with .Noah and Wallace
Beery.—Weak, uninteresting story. Lots
of dark, undiscernable scenes and some
good sea scenes. The Beery brothers
are good in the support of a star, but

have no box office power as stars them-
selves.—Will R. Winch, Wigwam the-

atre, El Paso, Tex.—General patronage.

Good Men and True, with Harry-

Carey. This is a splendid Carey picture.

All his pictures go good here.—Frank
Ober, Boynton theatre, Boynton, Okla.

—

General patronage.

The Canyon of the Fools, with Harry
Carey. — Very poor program picture.

Carey must do much better or he is a
dead one. Fell flat.—G. Strasser Sons,
Emblem theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Third Alarm, with a special cast.

—The best picture we have shown since

The Old Nest, over a year ago. Showed
it in bad weather but made some money
anyway. — S. W. Pitner, Dixie theatre,

Ripley. Miss.—Small town patronage.

The Third Alarm, with a special cast.

—

As good a thriller as you can find. Use
a fire department stunt and the bacon
is yours. I lost money on this one be-

cause the farmers are too busy.—A. H.
Dodge, Palace theatre, Capac, Mich.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Bishop of the Ozarks, with a spe-
cial cast.— I consider this as good a pro-
gram picture as any one wants.—F. L.
Freeman, Grand theatre. Lake City, Fla.

—General patronage.

Thelma, with Jane Novak.— 1 ha 1

doped this picture as strictly a woman's
picture, but was surprised to find the

men equally interested. Good business.

—

Will R. Winch, Wigwam theatre, El

Paso, Tex.—General patronage.

My Dad, with Johnnie Walker.

—

—Good program picture. Sold right.—
J. W. May, Grand theatre, Shawneetown,
111.—Small town patronage.

The Kick Back, with Harry Carey.

—

Fellow exhibitors, if you want some real

Western book it. It has the kick to it.

—

Roy Dowling, Ozark theatre, Ozark, Ala.

—Neighborhood patronage.

The Snow Shoe Trail, with Jane No-
vak. — Print rather dark. Some good
shots, but as a whole didn't appeal.—J.

W. May, Grand theatre, Shawneetown,
111.—Small town patronage.

First National

The Isle of .Lost Ships, with Milton
Sills.—Now playing to big house. Won-
derful picture that holds them to the

end.—Chas. Dean, Capitol theatre, Clin-

ton, Ind.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Sunshine Trail, a Thomas H. Ince
production.—Just ordinary. Not near as

good as Bell Boy 13 or The Hottentot.
Good for one day booking at cheap ad-

mission price. It is an out door story

with part of the locality of the story on
a ranch.—Chas. H. Ryan, Garfield the-

atre, Chicago, 111.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Money, Money, Money, with Katherine
MacDonald.—Better than some she has
made. Not as much posing in this one
as some of her others. Who ever told

her she could act?—S. A. Davidson, Prin-

cess theatre, Neodesha, Kans.—Small
town patronage.

Mighty Lak' A Rose, with a special

cast.—Extremely overdone. Must say

that for most folks this is mighty poor
entertainment. We had poor business for

three days. I cannot see how Dorothy
MacKaill will become a star of any great

note, but still you can never tell what the

producers will try to jam down the poor
public's throat.—W. H. Brenner, Cozy

THIS is the original ex-

hibitors' reports de-

partment, established Oc-
tober 14, 1916.

Beware of cheap, mislead-

ing imitations.

"What the Picture Did For
ME" is the one genuine
source of exhibitor-writ-

ten box office information.

theatre, Winchester. Ind.—General pat-
ronage.

Mighty Lak' A Rose, with a special

cast.—A real attraction. Buy it right
and get behind it. The picture is there
to back you up. I did not make any
money on it, but was no fault of the
picture, but local conditions—S. A. Dav-
idson, Princess theatre, Neodesha, Kans.
—Small town patronage.

Mighty Lak' A Rose, with a special

cast.—Patrons went home and told their

friends it was the best picture they had
ever seen. Result, played to packed
house three days and they're still talk-

ing about it.—Chas. Dean, Capitol the-
atre, Clinton, Ind.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

Mighty Lak' A Rose, with a special
cast.—Here is a real box office attrac-
tion and should please any house.
Played two days to good business.— E. E.
Gailey, Crystal theatre, Wayne. Nebr.

—

General patronage.

Bell Boy 13, a Thomas H. Ince produc-
tion.—A fair program picture not to be
compared with The Hottentot. Book it

and buy it as a program offering and you
will get by with it.—S. A. Davidson.
Princess theatre, Neodesha, Kans.—Small
town patronage.

The Hottentot, a Thomas H. [nee
production.—Played this picture after a
week's run at the Paramount theatre here
with Larry Semon in Simple Life. Good
program. Patrons were pleased.—K.
Dowling, Ark theatre, Logansport, Ind.

—General patronage.

The Hottentot, a Thomas H. Ince pro-
duction.—Splendid. Many comments on
it. A real picture.—M. W. Mattecheck.
Liberty theatre. Kennewi -

k, Wash.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Hottentot, a Thomas H. Ince pro-
duction.—One of those real audience pic-

tures that sends them out talking, say-
ing, "You ought to see the picture at
(blank) theatre." Don't miss it; the best
ever. We used it three days, two days
big business and third day poor.—W. H.
Brenner, Cozy theatre, Winchester. Ind.

—General patronage.

Skin Deep, a Thomas H. Ince produc-
tion.—Remarks divided. Some liked it:

others didn't. As a whole I believe it

pleased the majority. Splendid acting
and very thrilling. We didn't tie up
with the Legion on account of a big re-

vival and I was afraid they would think
I was trying to get their crowd. Busi-
ness fairly well considering above. Film
cost $32.50 two nights. Town of 4,000.

Farming community. Admission ten and
thirty cents. Print in good condition.

—

W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre. Aberdeen.
Miss.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Seventh Day, with Richard Bar-
thelmess.—Very fine picture. Do not
fail to book this picture.—K. Dowling.
Ark theatre. Logansport, Ind.—General
patronage.

East Is West, with Constance Tal-
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madge.—Great productiQii. A real pic-

ture. Good paper, title and drawing
power.—L. Jones, Star theatre, Malad
City, Idaho.—Neighborhood patronage.

East Is West, with Constance Tal-

madge.—This picture finds Connie at her

best, although Chinese stories and set-

tings do not appeal to the masses.

Made a little money on this picture. Ad-
vertising Is, 3s, ^s, 24s with lobby.

Prices 35-30-20-10 cents.—Paul L. Tur-
geon. Golden Belt theatre, Ellsworth,

Kans.—Neighborhood patronage.

Lorna Doone, a Maurice Tourneur pro-

duction.—Costume picture. Has a very
gruesome fight at finish which makes it

unsuitable for family trade. Early Eng-
lish history of bandits and what else.

—

A. R. Anderson, Orpheum theatre, Twin
Falls, Idaho.—General patronage.

The Eternal Flame, with Norma Tal-

madge.—Do not consider it as good as

Smilin' Through. Business fair.—Edw.
Smith, Isis theatre, Russell, Kans.

—

—Neighborhood patronage.

Sonny, with Richard Barthelmess. —
Truly a wonderful production. Pleased

immensely. Will stand all the boosting

you want to give it. Splendid drama
with fine comedy spots.—A. R. Ander-
son, Orpheum theatre, Idaho.—General
patronage.

Sowing the Wind, with Anita Stew-
art.—A fine picture, but film in poor
shape.—J. W. Andrescn, Rialto theatre,

Cozad, Nebr.—Neighborhood patronage.

Sowing the Wind, with Anita Stewart.

—We played this some time ago, but

must say it's a good one. Anyone can't

go wrong booking this one.—Frank Ober,
Boynton theatre, Boynton, Okla.—Gen-
eral patronage.

A Question of Honor, with Anita
Stewart.—This is a very good program
picture. Stewart is quite popular in our
theatre as all her pictures are clean and
she is a likeable star.—Frank Ober, Boyn-
ton, Okla.—General patronage.

Penrod, a Marshall Neilan production.

—Every theatre should play this for the

youngsters, and take it from me, the old

grey headed youngsters will enjoy it as

much as the ones in knee pants.—Harry
Pace, Rialto theatre, Pocahontas, Iowa.
—General patronage.

The Rosary, with a special cast.—Some
liked it and some didn't. Just like every
picture we show. There never was a

"pleased 100%" picture ever made. We
sold this outright to the junior high
class and they sold the tickets and cleared
$55.00.—Chancellor Bros., Dreamland
theatre, Arcanum, Ohio.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Lying Lips, a Thomas H. Inc produc-
tion.—Fair picture. Did not draw well.

—Johnson Bros., Johnsonian theatre, Rip-
ley, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

Lying Lips, a Thomas H. Ince pro-
duction.—A few women stepped up at the
ticket window and said it was good.
Personally did not think so much of it.

Failed to draw. — Chancellor Bros.,
Dreamland theatre, Arcanum, Ohio.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Love Never Dies, with Madge Bellamy.
—A picture which follows the title all the
way through, but too much posing.

—

Smith Read, Patriot theatre, DeKalb,
Tex.—Small town patronage.

The Wonderful Thing, with Norma
Talmadge.—Absolute satisfaction. Best
play in a coon's age. Society? Yes, and
of the very best type. Norma is a won-
der. This borders on the comedy-drama
yet is really a "from the heart" picture.
Norma as an American girl, a daughter
of a rich Iowa pork packer, is brought
up in a French convent, goes to England,

A dramatic moment in "The Ragged
Edge," the Distinctive picture featuring
Alfred Lunt and Mimi Palmeri, which
Goldwyn will handle.

marries a penniless scion of aristocracy,
is snubbed by the family but with her
money saves the old estate from ruin;

saves the young "wild oats" brother-in-
law from prison, learns that her hus-
band married her for her money,
returns to Iowa; husband follows repent-
ant and all is well. Seven reels. Forty
and fifteen cents.— Phillip Rand, Rex the-

atre, Salmon, Idaho.—General patronage.

One Clear Call, with a special cast.

—

Very good picture that pleased our pa-
trons. Fine acting. We used the win-
dow cards, and these brought us the
business. Be sure to use them for best
results.—Chancellor Bros., Dreamland
theatre. Arcanum, Ohio.—Neighborhood
patronage.

One Clear Call, with a special cast.

—

One of the best of the year, but of little

box office value. Title against it.—L.

Jones, Star theatre, Malad City, Idaho.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Man, Woman, Marriage, with Dorothy
Phillips.—Here is a picture that caused
many of my patrons to say, "That is one
of the best pictures I ever saw." Others
thought it only good, but I want to
say that it is a dandy and one that you
can boost the price of admission on and
send them away satisfied. Be sure to

advertise that a woman should get her
husband out to see it. She will thank
you and he will be glad that he went
with her.—W. F. Haycock, Star theatre,

Callaway, Nebr.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

Rose of the Sea, with Anita Stewart.

—

Not a big production but very pleasing.

Well acted. Patrons liked "it.—A. B.

"Herald Only" Club

CREAL, W. H., Suburban theatre,
Omaha.

JENKINS, J. O, Auditorium, Ne-
ligh, Neb.

MEYER, F. S., Palace, Hamil-
ton, O.

RAND, FHILIP, Rex, Salmon,
Idaho.

REA, G. A., Colonial, Washington
C. H., O.

(Exhibitor)

(Theatre)

(Cfty)

(State)

Details on opposite page.

Anderson, Orpheum theatre, Twin Falls,

Idaho.—General patronage.

Rose of the Sea, with Anita Stewart.

—

Seven reels. Good program picture. A
little better than some of her later pic-
tures.—H. M. Retz, Strand theatre, La-
mont, Iowa.—Neighborhood patronage.

Her Mad Bargain, with Anita Stew-
art.—Good picture, but print was bad.
No titles to end of reels.—Roy Dowling,
Ozark theatre, Ozark, Ala.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Song of Life, with a special cast.

—Old, but good. Pays to run it.—L.
Jones, Star theatre, Malad, Idaho.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Scrap Iron, with Charles Ray.—

A

good picture and well liked.—M. W.
Mattecheck, Liberty theatre, Kenriewick,
Wash.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Last of the Mohicans, with a spe-
cial cast.—Old picture. Good print. Got
the school lined up on it and it went over
big. Some said there was too much
fighting, yet they liked it.—C. H. Simp-
son, Princess theatre, Millen, Ga.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Gas, Oil, Water, with Charles Ray—
Every day in every way Mr. Ray's miss-
ing ability in acting on account of his

directing. Better quit, Charlie. Brother,
this is one of the worst he ever made.

—

R. N'avary, Liberty theatre, Verona, Pa.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Tol'able David, with Richard Barthel-
mess.—After reading all the good com-
ments on this one we thought we would
do a whale of a business, but it didn't
materialize. Used trailer, window cards,
etc. Charged ten and twenty-eight
cents. Was this the cause? Regular
price ten and twenty-two cents. The
picture was wonderful as to acting, but
probably this type of picture didn't please
them.—Chancellor Bros., Dreamland the-
atre, Arcanum, Ohio. — Neighborhood
patronage.

The Old Swimmin' Hole, with Charles
Ray.—Average business. Lots of laughs
from the audience. Ray is too old for

this type of picture.— Johnson Bros.,

Johnsonian theatre, Ripley, N. Y.—Small
town patronage.

Smilin' Through, with Norma Tal-
madge.—Best Talmadge picture that I

have had the pleasure of running. I can
safely say that this picture pleased 100%.
Advertising Is, 3s, 6s, 24s, with lobby.
Prices 35-30-20-10c—Paul L. Turgeon,
Golden Belt theatre, Ellsworth, Kans.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Fox
The Custard Cup, with Mary Carr.

—

An all around good picture. Don't pay
too much for it. One of the best pic-

tures we have run in 1923. You can't

over advertise it.—A. H. Dodge, Palace
theatre, Capac, Mich. — Neighborhood
patronage.

Three Jumps Ahead, with Tom Mix.
—This ranks high for Mix. I consider
it as good as Just Tony. If they like

Mix this will knock 'em over. Tony has
a leading part in this.—Steve Farrar,
Orpheum theatre, Harrisburg, 111.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Truxton King, with John Gilbert.

—

This picture did only fair business, but
laid the foundation for future business
as both Gilbert and picture pleased.

—

Will R. Winch, Wigwam theatre, El
Paso, Tex.—General patronage.

Romance Land, with Tom Mix.—Ex-
tra good. Settings good. Lots of com-
edy. Good action.—H. Pace, Rialto the-

atre, Pocahontas, Iowa.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Crusader, with William Russell.

—
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The best Russell picture we have ever
shown. He has no drawing power, but
as a rule generally pleases. Film cost
$7.50. Town of 4,000. Farming com-
munity. Print in good condition. Ad-
mission ten and twenty-two cents.—W.
E. Elkin, Temple theatre, Aberdeen,
Miss.—Neighborhood patronage.

A Friendly Husband, with Lupino
Lane.— I did not think much of this as a
comedy and the public thought less, as
business tell off over two-thirds the sec-
ond day after comments overheard
around town.—Will R. Winch, Wigwam
theatre, El Paso, Tex.—General patron-
age.

Youth Must Have Love, with Shirley
Mason.—Very nice program picture.
Shirley always pleasing.—T. A. Shea,
Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Boss of Camp 4, with Charles Jones.—This picture very good. Had them
jumping off of their seats. Big business.
—K. Dowling, Ark theatre, Logansport,
Ind.—General patronage.

The Love Gambler, with John Gil-
bert.—A good picture with a horse that
is a wonder. Gilbert is growing popu-
lar. This picture outdrew The Town
that Forgot God on week days (Not
Saturday and Sunday.)—Will R. Winch,
Wigwam theatre, El Paso, Tex.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Brass Commandments, with William
Farnum.—The kind that shows Farnum
at his best. You can't go wrong. A
good clean Western.—F. L. Freeman,
Grand theatre, Lake City, Fla.—General
patronage.

Brass Commandments, with William
Farnum.—A good picture that drew well.
It was like the old time Farnum's that
pleased the public in the past.—Will R.
Winch, Wigwam theatre, El Paso, Tex.—General patronage.

Do and Dare, with Tom Mix.—What
I had time to see, taking care of my
little house, wasn't as good as some of
his others, but got the jack.—J. W. May,
Grand theatre, Shawneetown, 111.—Small
town patronage.

Do and Dare, with Tom Mix.—Other
exhibitors have commented on this one
being poor, but in my opinion this is one
of the best Tom Mix subjects we have
run.—C. Malphurs, Dreamland theatre,
High Springs, Fla.—Small town patron-
age.

Bells of San Juan, with Charles Jones.—Not up to Jones' standard, although a
very good program subject. Business off
20% from the last Jones subject shown.
The first ones to see my show in the
mornings seem to be "spotters" and the
news travels fast.—Hugh G. Martin,
American theatre, Columbus, Ga.—Tran-
sient patronage.

Bells of San Juan, with Charles Jones.
—Not up to Jones standard. Failed to
please Jones' following.—T. A. Shea.
Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Without Compromise, with William
Farnum.—Bum title. No story for
Uilliam Farnum. Patrons would not
stay for finish. Rotten business.—G.
Strasser Sons, Emblem theatre, Buffalo,
N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Yosemite Trail, with Dustin Far-
num.—Drew good for me. Was very sat-
isfactory Saturday program.—J. W. May,
Grand theatre, Shawneetown, 111.—Small
town patronage.

The Town that Forgot God, with a
special cast.—I am afraid Wm Fox has
rooled 'em too often with his "giant"
supers. Did little on this one. Have

IE

Regulars Sanction Move

;

Form Wk

Herald Only Club

H To all Brother Exhibitors:

Having read George Rea's letter, I wish to express my approval in the

|§ heartiest manner, and also wish to say that I have never reported on a picture

3 to any other trade paper than the "Herald" except t-wice to a local publi-

m cation by request.

I wonder if it wouldn't be a good idea if "Herald" contributors formed an

g organization to be known as the "Herald Only" Club, membership to be

a granted upon receipt of request and promise to write only for the "Herald."

The necessity for such a move as this is for self-protection, as other pub-

lications are copying the idea of this department and are using fake reports,

which no exhibitor ever wrote or heard of until they appear in print.

I therefore make the motion that we start such a club.

Do I hear a second?

Please, Mr. Editor, enroll me as a charter member

§ Who's next?

1 WILLIAM H. CREAL,
m Suburban theatre, Omaha, Neb.

I wish to second George Rea's motion, a motion to confine our reports on

B pictures to the "Herald-" I have long thought that this was the thing to do.

I think it is proper for the two reasons Mr. Rea mentions: First, because

B the "Herald" was the pioneer in this particular field, and second, because we
will have a better journal to which to turn for guidance if we solidly con-

g tribute to the same one.

I have never reported for any other trade paper and just as long as the

"Herald" keeps up its high standard of service I shall continue to write solely

B for this magazine.

In union there is strength.

H Let's stick together.

| PHILIP RAND,
Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

| NOTE : For the convenience of those who wish to join Mr. Creal's

J "Herald Only Club" a blank form has been provided and placed upon
the opposite page in such manner that it may be clipped without sac-

fig rificing reports printed on the other side of the page. Names of con-

| tributors who have pledged to report exclusively to this department are

given in alphabetical order. Suggestions for the further development
S of the club are in order.

lillliBIIIIIllIDIlllllllllllDIIIIIH

fallen down on nearly all Fox specials.

—Will R. Winch, Wigwam theatre, El
Paso, Tex.—General patronage.

In Arabia, with Tom Mix.—A good
picture, but have shown better ones.

—

Fair business.—G. Strasser Sons. Em-
blem theatre. Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

For Big Stakes, with Tom Mix.—

A

good Mix picture, and when Tom is

good he is keen.—J. W. May, Grand the-

atre, Shawneetown, 111.—Small town pat-

ronage.

For Big Stakes, with Tom Mix.—Mix
is a drawing card for me and he went
over big in this one.—A E. Collins, Idle

Hour theatre, Ridgeville, Ind.—Transient
patronage.

Catch My Smoke, with Tom Mix.

—

A good snappy Mix picture which
brought back the Mix and Tony fans

who quit cold when they put Tom in a

monacle and dress suit picture.—Will R.

Winch, Wigwam theatre, El Paso, Tex.
—General patronage.

My Friend the Devil, with a special

cast.—This is another of the eight Fox
specials and it is not superior to the av-
erage program feature.—R. Navary. Lib-
erty theatre, Verona, Pa.—Neighborhood
patronage.

My Friend the Devil, with a special
cast.—They absolutely walked out on
this one. Too long and drags terribly.

The people actually laughed at the dra-
matic situations. We are losing all con-
fidence in Fox's so called special giant
pictures. We got stung. Paid fifty for
it and it is worth about ten. Wouldn't
advise anybody to run it. Just a trifle

better than The Lights of New York.

—

E. E. Gailey, Crystal theatre, Wayne,
Nebr.—Neighborhood patronage.

Pardon My Nerve, with Charles Jones.—Sure some Western. Good Saturday
program. Drew as Mix and Jones only
can on Saturday.—J. W. May, Grand
theatre. Shawneetown, 111.—Small town
patronage.

The Fast Mail with Charles Jones.

—

This is another of the Fox specials. The
only real and honest special that I have
had out of the eight. It contains the
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Lige ConJey and Mack Swain in a scene from the Educational-Mermaid comedy,
"This Way Out," a Jack White production.

kinds of thrills that attract any t>ne's at-

tention. A real bet if you're able to buy
it individually.— R. Navary. Liberty the-

atre, Verona, Pa.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

The Fast Mail, with Charles Jones.

—

A serial in six reels. Jam full of action

and impossible stunts. Some will like

it. Very interesting plot. Real melo-
drama.—A. R. Anderson, Orpheum the-

atre. Twin Falls, Idaho—General pat-

ronage.

The Last Trail, with a special c i-t

Very good picture, but one of the weak-
est of the Zane Grey productions.

Pleased 75%.—J. W. Rascom. Pastime
theatre, Sisson, Cal.—General patronage.

West of Chicago, with Charles Jones.
—Buck is O. K. in this one. It's a good
Western.— C. H. Simpson. Princess the-

atre. Millen, Ga.—General patronage.

West of Chicago, with Charles Jones.
—A fair program picture of the average
Jones caliber. Failed to draw price of

rental and exploitation.— F.. L. Wharton.
Orpheum theatre, Glasgow, Mont.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Trooper O'Neil, with Charles Jones.

—

Fair program picture. Not much draw-
ing power.—Floyd Wolfe. Velda theatre.

Lynch, Nebr.—Small town patronage.

Trooper O'Neil, with Charles Jones.—
Slow moving mounted police story.

Seems like when they run low on West-
ern stories they use one of this kind
to fill in.—Smith Read, Patriot theatre,

Dc Kalb, Tex.—Small town patronage.

Trooper O'Neil, with Charles Jones.

—

A good R. N. W. Mounted police story
that pleased fair Saturday business.— H.
G. Stcttmund. Jr., Odeon theatre, Chand-
ler, Okla.—General patronage.

Western Speed, with Charles Jones.

—

Five reels. Good Jones picture. Buck
improving fast. Will please his follow-
ers.—H. M. Retz, Strand theatre, La-
mont, Iowa.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Fighting Streak, with Tom Mix.
—Tom Mix draws well for me. Of
course, you can't please them all. Some
want this and some want something else,

but I always get a crowd when I have
Tom Mix.—Floyd Wolfe, Velda theatre.
Lynch, Nebr.—Neighborhood patronage.

Shirley of the Circus, with Shirley
Mason.—Very pleasing program picture.
Made kids glad they came.—J. W. May.
Grand theatre, Shawneetown, 111.—Small
town patronage.

Shirley of the Circus, with Shirley

Mason.—A good picture that appeals to

the kids on account of the circus fea-

tures. Did good business by going after

the youngsters hard. They brought the

older folks.— Will II. Winch. Wigwam
theatre, El Paso, Tex.— General patron-
age.

The Yellow Stain, with John Gilbert.
— Five reels. Gilbert does some good
work in this. It will please majority of

your patrons.— H. M. Retz. Strand the

atre, Lamont, Iowa.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

A Connecticut Yankee, with Harry
Myers.—This is one of the best things

in the line of the lighter vein that has
ever been done for the screen. It is so
different from the general run and the
humor is brought out so cleverly that it

will please most of them. We got a

mighty bum print.— C. F. Johnson, Para-
mount theatre. Gibbon, Nebr.— Neigh-
borhood patronage.

A Connecticut Yankee, with Harrv
Myers.—We did a good business on this

and Queen of Sheba and both were well

liked.—Frank Ober, Boynton, Okla.

—

General patronage.

Queen of Sheba, with Betty Blythe.

—This big feature is still going strong
and the price is getting within the reach
of the smaller exhibitors. It will bring
people you never saw in your hous?
and will please them. It's a wonderful
picture and you should play it if you
have not already done so.—C. E. John-
son, Paramount theatre, Gibbon, Nebr.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Over the Hill, with Mary Carr.—This
is one of the best pictures we ever ran

in our theatre. Every one pleased with
picture. Charged ten and thirty cents.

—Frank Ober, Boynton theatre, Boyn-
ton, Okla.—General patronage.

Over the Hill, with Mary Carr.—Here
is one of the best that ever was put on

a screen. It's an eleven reeler, but it

did not seem any longer than nine reels

as the picture holds interest all the way
through. I played this on Mothers Day
and the church folks saw and heard a

real sermon. And so many comments
that I could hardly believe it. Any ex-

hibitor that doesn't play this one, there

is something wrong, as you can get it

at a price that is right. Don't let them
sting you. They sometimes do so after

reading a good report.—E. Paulick.

Paulick theatre, Muscoda, Wis.—General

patronage.

Goldw> n
Vanity Fair, with Mabel Ballin.—Kx-

cellent picture. If costume picture- yl
over, get this one. Rental reasonable.
Entire production very good. Star very
good.— F. F. Rhinehart, Apollo theatre.

Belvidere, 111.— Neighborhood patronage.

Come On Over, with Colleen Moore
Didn't get to see but the tail end of the
picture myself, but patrons all very much
pleased with it. Heard much favorable
comment. Judge it will give univenM
satisfaction. Better play it. It looks like

a winner to me.—J. C. Jenkins, Auditor-
ium theatre, Neligh, Nebr.—General pat-
ronage.

Lost and Found, with House Peters.—
Story fair. Production excellent. Filmed
in Tahiti. Exteriors beautiful. Has no
particular drawing power.— F. J. Rhine-
hart, Apollo theatre, Belvidere, 111.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Officer 666, with Tom Moore.— A typ-
ical Geo. M. Cohen farce and unusually
well transferred from stage to screen.
This is a corker Fxtra line cast. Ray-
mond Hatton is a real comedian. Pris-

cilla Bonner is very pretty. A rollick-

ing comedy-drama good for any night of
tlie week My audience (mixed crowd)
enjoyed it one and all. Be sure and get
a good print or don't touch it. It would
be hard to follow if an old broken up
print. This is a story of love, intriglfl

and mystery and all scenes are in the
same house with a world of policemen
running in and out.— Philip Rand. Rex
theatre. Salmon, Idaho.—General patron-
age.

Voices of the City, with Lon Chancy.
—Very good picture and a very pleas-

ing story.—Geo. J. Kress, Hudson the-

atre, Rochester. N. Y.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Hodkinson
Second Fiddle, with Glenn Hunter-

Six reels. Nothing to write home about.

—Walter H. Musson, Queen's theatre,

Hcspeler, Ont., Can.—Small town pat-

ronage.

Heart's Haven, with Claire Adams.

—

This is a good clean picture and should
be good anywhere. Pleased 90% here.

—

F. L. Freeman, Grand theatre. Lake
City, Fla.—General patronage.

White Shoulders, with Katherine Mac-
Donald.—The best one so far with this

star. Story very true to life. No busi-

ness on account of rain. Picture pleased

those who saw it. Film cost $16.00.

Town of 4,000, farming community. We
lost money. Admission ten and twenty-
two cents.—W. E. Elkin, Temple the-

atre, Aberdeen, Miss.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

The U. P. Trail, with a special cast.—
Fine picture and did good business.

Paid a very reasonable price and got a

good print. It has been used here be-

fore, but they will come again to see

this one. A few said it was not so much
like the book, but all were pleased.

—

Hugh G. Martin, American theatre.

Columbus, Ga.—Transient patronage.

The U. P. Trail, with a special cast.

—While not as new as some, this went

over with us much better than many so-

called late high priced specials. It drew

mighty well and pleased our patrons.'

You can't go far wrong on Zane Grey

stories.—C. E. Johnson, Paramount the-

atre. Gibbon, Neb.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Man of the Forest, with a special cast.

—This is as good as some of the so-

called specials and bought at program
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price. There is plenty of pep. The lion

and the dog sent them out with a yell.

Played with one reel comedy. A splen-

did entertainment.—F. Paulick, Paulick
theatre, Muscoda, Wis.—Neighborhood
patronage.

No Trespassing, with Irene Castle.

—

Very fine picture. Got this as a substi-

tute and it went over O. K.—J. W. An-
dresen, Rialto theatre, Cozad, Nebr.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Lichtman-Preferred
Thorns and Orange Blossoms, with a

special cast.—A splendid picture. Very
well liked by the few that saw it. Fair
business.—G. Strasser Sons. Emblem the-
atre, Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

Rich Men's Wives, with House Peters.
—Good picture. Played one day. Only
fair business. Our box office receipts
were disappointing.—Geo. J. Kress, Hud-
son theatre, Rochester, N. Y.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Metro
Trailing African Wild Animals, a Mar-

tin Johnson production.—Caused more
favorable comment than anything shown
here the past two years. The business it

did surprised the writer. Extra big busi-
ness for four days.—Wm. Morrison,
Sterling theatre, Greeley, Colo.—General
patronage.

The Famous Mrs. Fair, with a special
cast.—An A-l production which pleased
every one who came, but did not do
much with this one. Think the title killed
it here as I draw only from the poorer
class of people, which are about 40%
foreigners.—G. G. May, Isis theatre,
Kanopolis, Kans.—Small town patronage.

The Soul of a Beast, with a special cast.

—Play up Oscar for the limit to the kids.
Will please them without limit, and about
70% of your adults—Wm. Morrison,
Sterling theatre. Greeley, Colo.—General
patronage.

Crinoline and Romance, with Viola
i Dana.—Drew better than any of her pic-
tures and gave good satisfaction.—C. A.
Riva, Pastime theatre, Tilton, N. H.

—

Small town patronage.

All the Brothers Were Valiant, with
Lon Chaney.— Exhibitors, boost this one.
It is good.— C. Malphurs, Dreamland the-

atre, High Springs, Fla.—Small town
patronage.

Hearts Aflame, with Frank Keenan.

—

On nine reels and it is not padded.
Lumber camp story. Anna Nilsson good
in her part. Worth 90% in my estima-
tion. Fire scene in forest well done and
full of melodramatic events. Worthy of
in extended run in any class of theatre.
— Chas. H. Ryan, Garfield theatre, Chi-
cago, 111.—Neighborhood patronage.

Hearts Aflame, with Frank Keenan.

—

\ big production. Pleased. Features a
orest tire that sure is a wonderful affair.

Barbara La Marr, as Solomon's queen;
Ernest Torrence, as Fakrash-el-
Aamash, the genie, and Ray Corliss as
the evil eye in "The Brass Bottle,"
which Maurice Tourneur has just fin-

ished for First National.

Never saw one to equal same. 24 is

good; rest of the paper and lobby poor.

—

A. R. Anderson, Orpheum theatre, Twin
Falls, Idaho.—General patronage.

The Five Dollar Baby, with Viola
Dana.—Fair program picture. Did nice
business however, but do not think it as
good as June Madness.—G. G. May, Isis

theatre, Kanopolis, Kans.—Small town
patronage.

June Madness, with Viola Dana.—An
extra good picture. Drew well and
pleased 100%.—F. L. Freeman. Grand
theatre, Lake City, Fla.—General patron-
age.

Peg 'o My Heart, with Laurette Tay-
lor.—Good picture, but could not get
them in. Rental away too high.— F. F.

Rhinehart, Apollo theatre, Belvidere, 111.

—-Neighborhood patronage.

Trifling Women, a Rex Ingrain pro-
duction.—A powerful drama. A story
within a story which is heavy tragedy.
Splendidly acted and directed. Its pleas-

ing qualities problematical.—A. R. An-
derson, Orpheum theatre, Twin Falls,

Idaho.—-General patronage.

Quincy Adams Sawyer, with a special

cast.—One of the best; action, comedy,
drama. Pleased 100%. Admissions ten

and forty cents.—J. W. Bascom, Pastime
theatre, Sisson, Cal.—General patronage.

Quincy Adams Sawyer, with a special

cast.—You don't get any better films

than this one. A production that pleased

all classes in my house and we had a little

better than average business. I have
nothing but praise to offer for this very

entertaining subject.—W. H. Brenner,
Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.—General
patronage.

Quincy Adams Sawyer, with a special
cast.—A wonderful picture with enough
comedy thrills and heart interest to please
everyone.—Smith Read, Patriot theatre,

De Kalb, Tex.—Small town patronage. *

Enter Madame, with Clara Kimball
Young.—A good program picture and
one that will please. Film A-l. Acting
fine.—F. L. Freeman, Grand theatre,
Lake City, Fla.—General patronage.

The Fourteenth Lover, with Viola
Dana.—This is a dandy. Bought right.

Good business; nice profit. Can strongly
recommend this one to please.—Chan-
cellor Bros., Dreamland theatre, Arcanum,
Ohio.—Neighborhood patronage.

I Can Explain, with Gareth Hughes.

—

Good comedy-drama. The best we had
with this star. However, he does not pull

them in.—Geo. J. Kress, Hudson theatre,
Rochester, N. Y.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

Fascination, with Mae Murray.—Fair
production. Not as elaborate as Peacock
Alley and not as good. Broadway Rose
better also. Film only in fair shape.
They forgot to give us a title.—Reis &
Miller, Lake View theatre, Lake View,
Iowa.—Neighborhood patronage.

Fascination and Peacock Alley, with
Mae Murray.—Good pictures that pleased
at least 90% of my patrons as Miss Mur-
ray has quite a following in this town.
Prices 3j-30-20-10c. Advertising ones,
threes, sixes, twenty-fours, with lobby.

—

Paul L. Turgeon. Golden Belt, Ellsworth,
Kans.—Neighborhood patrdnage.

The Idle Rich, with Bert Lytell.—Very
poor indeed. The picture is centered on
a junk story and the picture is about like

the story. Lytell makes the best of the
offering, but as yet he has not registered
for us in Metro's plays. Very slow. No
action at all.—C. H. Powers, Strand the-

atre, Dunsmuir, Cal.—Railroad town pat-

ronage.

The Prisoner of Zenda, a Rex Ingram
production.—Much better picture than we
expected. Good story, well directed and
acted. Not much of a drawing card for

us, but pleased those that saw it.—B. B.
Benfield, Idle Hour theatre, Marion, S. C.

—Neighborhood patronage.

Broadway Rose, with Mae Murray.

—

This is the best picture from Mae Mur-
ray and pleased a big crowd. It will get

the money if you step on the advertising

and more than please all.—C. W. Glass.

Star theatre, Trenton, Tenn.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Four Horsemen, a Rex Ingram
production.—We opened our theatre six-

teen years ago May 9th and our program
consisted of a set of song slides and one
reel of film bought of Eugene Cline, Chi-

cago. Admission was five cents. We
showed The Four Horsemen as our Six-

teenth Anniversary program, which was
some contrast to our opening show. Ran
three days and made a profit. Have a

large seating capacity of 125 seats.—Chan-
cellor Bros.. Dreamland theatre. Arcanum.
Ohio.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Man Next Door
by EMERSON HOUGH

Author of

"The Covered Wagon," "North of 36," Etc.
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Paramount
Adam's Rib, a Cecil B. De Mille pro-

duction.—On ten reels. Well staged.

Modern flapper story. Rich settings.

Smart gowns. Worthy of an extended
run in any size of theatre. Our patrons
lik-ed it. Comparing it with Manslaughter,
it is only a good second. Manslaughter
rated 100%, Adam's Rib rated 85%.

—

Chas. H. Ryan, Garfield theatre, Chicago,
111.—Neighborhood patronage.

Bella Donna, with Pola Negri.—The
Ohio censorboard lived up to its standard
once again and cut Bella Donna sinfully,

but despite all that it still proved to be a
really good and interesting picture that

pleased our patrons very well. One of

our lady patrons told us she came to see

Bella Donna more for the sake of curi-

osity than anything else. She never liked

the appearance of Pola Negri's photo-
graphs in past productions, but her inter-

est was aroused because it was Pola's

first American made picture done by
Paramount. She told us that she was
more than pleased with Bella Donna ami
Pola Negri. This production did a very
ordinary business for five days.—Fred S.

Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton, Ohio.

—

General patronage.

Grumpy, with Theodore Roberts.

—

Very, very fine. If your patrons like

Roberts at all they will enthuse over this

one. Far above the average.—VVm. Mor-
rison, Sterling theatre, Morrison, Colo.

—

General patronage.

Missing Millions, with Alice Brady.

—

Did not receive any comments on this

one from the patrons. It's just an ordi-

nary picture. Nothing to rave about.

—

M. J. Babin, Fairyland theatre, White
Castle, La.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Leopardess, with Alice Brady.

—

When your patrons frown and shake
their heads as they go out, what does
that mean? Draw your own conclusion.

—Russell Armentrout, K. P. theatre,

Pittsfield, 111.—General patronage.

Outcast, with Elsie Ferguson.—Heavy,
but goes over with the real fans.—G. J.

Ritter, Regent theatre, Bogota, N. J.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Java Head, with Leatrice Joy.—Poor
business. Poor title. Locale of the story

in Salem, Mass., 1840. Weak story.

Slow in getting started. No worthwhile

Scene from "Human Wreckage," the anti-

narcotic film produced by Mrs. Wal-
lace Reid. In this scene are Claire Mc-
Dowell and Lucille Ricksen. F. B. O.
is distributing the production.

moral conveyed. Hero marries a Chinese
princess. Drug fiend disagreeable.—Chas.
H. Ryan, Garfield theatre, Chicago, 111.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Kick In, with Bert Lytell.—A pleasing
and very entertaining play of the regular
program picture variety. There are two
things against this one, title and exhibi-
tion value. A dismal failure here.—E. L.
Wharton, Orphum theatre, Glasgow,
Mont.—General patronage.

Racing Hearts, with Agnes Ayres.

—

Another "Wallie" auto story that will

please any audience immensely. Get
them in by all means if they like Byron
Morgan's previous auto stories. They
don't miss Reid in this.—Wm. Morrison,
Sterling theatre, Greeley, Colo.—General
patronage.

To Have and to Hold, with a special

cast.—Fine picture, but played it too close

to Knighthood. Second night better than
first. Everybody pleased, but costume
pictures do not take well here. Rental
right.—C. A. Riva. Pastime theatre. Til-

ton, N. H.—Small town patronage.

The Man Unconquerable, with Jack
Holt.—This and Buster Keaton in The
Frozen North made a very enjovable
program to fair business.—Johnson Bros..

Johnsonian theatre, Ripley, N. Y.—Small
town patronage.

The White Flower, with Betty Comp-
son.—Just a nice little program picture.

Locale laid in Hawaii. Nice scenery.

—

Chas. H. Ryan, Garfield theatre, Chicago,
111.—Neighborhood patronage.

The White Flower, with Betty Comp-
son.—Exceptional and better than some
of Paramount's super specials. Only
fault, priest praying for the death of an-

other person.—L. Jones, Star theatre.

Malad City. Idaho.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Adam and Eva, with Marion Davies.

—

A nice clean and clever little comedy.
Slow in getting into action, but will please

all who see it.—Wm. Morrison. Sterling

theatre. Greeley, Colo.—General patron-

age.

Singed Wings, with Behe Daniels.—

A

vcrv nice entertainer. Highly pleased all.

—M. J. Babin. Fairyland theatre, White
Castle, La.—General patronage.

When Knighthood Was In Flower,
with Marion Davies.—An excellent pic-

ture. We only broke about even on this

one. as rental and extra advertising took

all the money. On twelve reels.—Walter
Musson, Queens theatre. Hespeler, Ont.,

Can.—Small town patronage.

When Knighthood Was In Flower.
with Marion Davies.—A truly remarkable
production and taking local conditions

into consideration did an out of the ordi-

nary business. Paramount very fair on
rental I think. Guarantee and per cent

over certain amount. They didn't make
much over the guarantee, but it was not

so high but that I made a little mvself.

Picture gave excellent satisfaction. Made
me a little money and added prestige to

the house.—E. H. Elliott. Palace theatre,

Lynn, Ind.—Small town patronage.

When Knighthood Was In Flower.
with Marion Davies.—Wonderful produc-
tion. All patrons highly pleased. Made
some money on it, too.—L. C. Flynn,

Auditorium theatre, Cuba City, Wis.

—

Small town patronage.

The Valley of Silent Men, a Cosmo-
politan production.—Good program. Will
get by. Good scenery.—H. Pace, Rialto

theatre, Pocahontas, Iowa.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Old Homestead, Blood and Sand,
Manslaughter, The Young Rajah.—The
four above pictures failed to make me

Scene from "Youth Triumphant," the first

Fisher production which has been com-
pleted. Virginia Lee Corbin is star of
the picture.

any money as after I was through paying
Paramount I didn't have anything left
Never again will they hook me.—Paul L.
Turgeon, Golden Belt theatre, Ellsworth,
Kans.—Neighborhood patronage.

Pink Gods, with Bebe Daniels.—Very
good and should satisfy all classes. Holds
interest throughout.—R. E. S i e b e r t,

World theatre, Mineral Point, Wis.

—

Small town patronage.

The Good Provider, a Cosmopolitan
production.— I personally saw this picture
and to mc it was one of the best I have
ever seen. True to life. Wonderful act-
ing. Pleased 100%. Fair business both
nights. Cost, two days, $12.50. Town
of 4,000. Farming community. Admis-
sion ten and twenty-two cents.—W. E.
Elkin. Temple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Burning Sands, with a special cast.

—

My patrons said better than The Sheik.

—

Harry Pace, Rialto theatre, Pocahontas,
Iowa.—General patronage.

Borderland, with Agnes Ayres.—Punk.
Not worth postage.—L. Jones, Star the-

atre, Malad City, Idaho.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Three Live Ghosts, a Cosmopolitan
production.—Here is a nice program pic-

ture that is good enough for any audience,
and you can buy it right. Average busi-

ness.— F. Paulick. Paulick theatre, Mus-
coda, Wis.—Neighborhood patronage.

A Bachelor Daddy, with Thomas
Meighan.—This is a dandy. Can't boost
it too much. Give us lots of them.—J.

W. May, Grand theatre, Shawneetown,
111.—Small town patronage.

A Bachelor Daddy, with Thomas
Meighan.—Good picture. Pleased every-

body. Think this is one of this star's

best.—Geo. J. Kress. Hudson theatre,

Rochester. N. Y.—Neighborhood patron-

age.

The Pride of Palomar, a Cosmopolitan
production.—Follows the story closely.

Good racing scene. If your patrons like

Westerns they will not kick on this one.

Light business. Rotten weather.—T. A
Shea, Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Is Matrimony a Failure?, with a special

cast.—One of the season's best comedy-
dramas. Good in every respect. Gets

'em in and pleases.—J. W. Bascom, Pas-
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time theatre, Sisson, Cal.—General pat-

ronage.

The Impossible Mrs. Bellew, with
Gloria Swanson.—A little above the aver-

age Swanson. They will kick on raise ot

admission, however.—T. A. Shea. Palace

theatre. McGehee, Ark.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Manslaughter, a Cecil B. De Mille pro-

duction.—We rate this as the best we
have ever shown. Should please all

masses. Business not so good on ac-

count of home talent play two days as

opposition.—R. E. Siebert. World thea-

tre. Mineral Point. Wis.—Small town
patronage.

Manslaughter, a Cecil B. De Mille pro-

duction.—Good. Seems to draw. Ten
reels, but not draggy.—H. Pace. Rialto

theatre. Pocahontas, Iowa.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Bonnie Brier Bush, with a special

cast.—Bunk. People do not care for

English made pictures. A real flivver.

—

M. W. Mattecheck. Liberty theatre, Ken-
newick. Wash.—Neighborhood patronage.

If You Believe It, Ifs So, with Thomas
Meighan.—Good picture to fair business.

Nothing big. but will please.—B. B. Ben-
field. Idle Hour theatre. Marion. S. C.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Clarence, with Wallace Reid.—Farewell
picture here of Reid. Drew good. Good
story, but Wally didn't seem natural.

They didn't knock it.—Harry Pace, Rialto

theatre. Pocahontas. Iowa.—General pat-

ronage.

Beyond the Rocks, with Gloria Swan-
son.—Had one of the largest houses in

months. It pleased them all. Print in

fine shape.—A. E. Collins. Idle Hour the-

atre. Ridgeville. Ind.—Transient patron-
age.

Beyond the Rocks and Her Gilded
Cage, with Gloria Swanson.—Both are

good pictures, especially for the Swan-
son followers. As Miss Swanson wears
some very beautiful gowns and as she
does this well, it can't help but please the

ladies, and I know a few men who find

her easy on the eyes.—Paul L. Turgeon,
Golden Belt theatre. Ellsworth. Kans.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Boomerang Bill, a Cosmopolitan pro-
duction.—Not good for anything. Just
like a wart on a hog. neither meat nor
lard.—H. G. Stettmund. Jr.. Odeon the-

atre, Chandler, Okla.—General patronage.

Boomerang Bill, a Cosmopolitan pro-
duction.—Good picture but couldn't get

the patrons to come to see it.—W. J.
' Shoup. De Luxe theatre, Spearville.

Kans.—Neighborhood patronage.

Behold My Wife, with Milton Sills.—
Don't be afraid of this one because it is

old for it is one of the good ones. I

'received a new print. It will always be
worth showing, even ten years from now.
The best from Paramount in a long time.

—C. W. Glass. Star theatre. Trenton,
,Tenn.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Witching Hour, with Elliott Dex-
ter.—Mighty good picture. Dexter a
•favorite here.—P. J. Burford. Princess
theatre. Doniphan. Mo.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Her Own Money, with Ethel Clayton.
I—Good program picture. Did only fair

business on it.—Geo. J. Kress. Hudson
heatre. Rochester. N. Y.—Neighborhood
Patronage.

The Sheik, with Rodolph Valentino.

—

Draws well. Don't be afraid to advertise
his.—Floyd Wolfe. Yelda theatre, Lynch,
^eb.—Small town patronage.

Travelin* On, with William S. Hart.—
typical Hart picture that drew a little

better than average business.—Johnson
Bros., Johnsonian theatre, Ripley, N. Y.
—Small town patronage.

Pathe

Safety Last, with Harold Lloyd.—It

will be many a day before they make
another Grandma's Boy, but the thrills

in Safety Last put it over to the tune of

what will probably be a bigger money-
maker than the former.—Wm. Morrison,
Sterling theatre, Morrison, Colo.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Dr. Jack, with Harold Lloyd.—Not half

the laughs of Grandma's Boy. Booked
two days. Print failed to arrive for first

day. Did not make film rental.—T. A.
Shea, Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark.

—

General patronage.

Dr. Jack, with Harold Lloyd.—Good.
Will draw big anywhere that good pic-
tures are in demand.—Edw. Smith, Isis

theatre, Russell, Kan. — Neighborhood
patronage.

toanook of the North, with a special
cast.—Here is a 100 per cent educational
picture. This picture drew people that
have never before seen a moving picture
and then went away saying it was won-
derful. Drew the biggest house I've had
in the business. Tie up with your schools.
I had the county school superintendent
endorse the newspaper ad, which sure
helped put it over big.—Geo. W. Froe-
lich. Grand theatre, Jackson. Wis. —
Neighborhood patronage.

The Power Within, with a special cast.

—Dandy picture. My patrons liked it. Lit-
tle sad in places, but that's what it takes
to make them talk about it. Book it.—S.

W. Pitner, Dixie theatre. Ripley, Miss.

—

Small town patronage.

The Devil to Pay, with a special cast.—
Of all the lemons—goodnight. They
walked out on this one. I bought five pic-

tures from Pathe and haven't had a good

It's a hard life, this being a plumber. This
is Bobby Vernon in a scene from the
Educational-Christie comedy, "Plumb
Crazy."

one yet. Lay off.—A. E. Collins, Idle
Hour theatre. Ridgeville. Ind.—Transient
patronage.

Playgoers
The Man She Brought Back, with a spe-

cial cast.—This was a fine offering of the
Royal Mounted Police of the Northwest
with some beautiful snow scenes of the
far North.—K. A. Bechtold, Opera House.
Martinsville, 111.—Small town patronage.

One Night in Paris, with a special cast.

—Can't say that I cared very much for

this foreign film. If that is the best the
French can do they had better keep them
at home.—K. A. Bechtold, Opera House,
Martinsville, 111.—Small town patronage.

The Woman Who Came Back, with
Evelyn Brent.—Better than the average
picture. Didn't make any money on ac-

count of rainy weather and a big church
conference in town, but maybe you won't
have the same luck. I was a little afraid

of this one because I couldn't find any
reports on it, but don't be afraid to adver-
tise it. It is 100 per cent good and ought
to please any audience.—S. W. Pitner.
Dixie theatre, Ripley, Miss.—Small town
patronage.

Through the Storm, with Edith Stock-
ton.—Good storm scene in first reel and
some beautiful settings in the picture, but
the story drags.—K. A. Bechtold. Opera
House. Martinsville. 111.—Small town pat-

ronage.

Face to Face, with Marguerite Marsh.

—

Just a fair little detective story, but pic-

ture was pretty dark in spots. In fact

some of the scenes were so dark could
hardly tell what they were.—K. A. Bech-
told. Opera House, Martinsville. 111. —
Small town patronage.

Selznick

One »Week of Love, with Elaine Ham-
merstein.—Very good picture. Fell flat.

Weather against us.—G. Strasser Sons.
Emblem theatre. Buffalo, N. Y.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Who Am I? with a special cast.—Nice
clean program picture. Will please any
audience.—C. H. Simpson, Princess the-

atre, Millen, Ga.—General patronage.

A Woman of No Importance, with a
special cast.—Just a fair program picture
that will please most people. Film fair.

—

Reis & Miller. Lake Mew theatre. Lake
View. Iowa.—Neighborhood patronage.

Shadows of the Sea, with Conway
Tearle.—Only a program picture. Star did
not get a chance to act and show his

ability.—Geo. J. Kress, Hudson theatre.

Rochester, N. Y.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

The Safety Curtain, with Norma Tal-
madge.—This reissue did not register as
strong as most of her reissues. Fair pic-

ture, however.—Reis & Miller. Lake View
theatre. Lake View, Iowa.—Neighborhood
patronage.

United Artists

The Glorious Adventure, with Lady
Diana Manners.—As a novelty O. K. but
as a feature punk. I thought Blackton
could tell what a picture ought to be.

—

G. J. Ritter. Regent theatre, Bogota, N. J.—Neighborhood patronage.

Douglas Fairbanks in Robin Hood.—

A

big picture in every way. Undoubtedly will

please wherever same is shown.—A. R.
Anderson. Orpheum theatre. Twin Falls.

Idaho.—General patronage.

Douglas Fairbanks in Robin Hood.

—

Doug can't have a very high opinion of
the intelligence of the American fans to
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think that Isadora Duncan stunts and
waving of arms and funny faces is acting.

Three days, if you can get it at less than
rohbers' prices, which is not likely with

those guys. Four out of five of their pro-

ductions are genuine lemons for a small

town. Anything worth while they ask
more for than you can take in at the front

door.—G. J. Ritter, Regent theatre, Bo-
gota, N. J.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Love Flower, a I). \\ . Griffith pro-

duction.—This is old, hut a very fine pic-

ture and should please any audience.—J.

VV. Andresen, Rialto theatre, Cozad, N'eh.

—Neighborhood patronage.

Way Down East, a D. W. Griffith pro-

duction.—First time run in this territory

at ten and thirty-five cents. Result-
packed them in. Had biggest crowd of

season and the picture is certainty grand
Print was new. Every bit there. No mis-

frames at all. Fine service.— Reis & Mil-

ler, Lake View theatre. Lake View, Iowa.
— Neighbor hod patronage.

Way Down East, a D. W. Griffith pro-

duction.—Boy, oh, boy, what a crowd.
They came from far and near. Big rain-

storm day before and put the roads in

very poor shape which held some back.

The picture absolutely good and will stand

up to anything you can say for it. Bought
it at a pretty fair figure after nearly two
years of "dickering." Express to and from
the big city was $11.00 and put out $10.50

posters and still had a few dollars left at

twenty-five and fifty cents. Go to it. boys,

and get yours.—G. F. Rediske, Star the-

atre. Ryegate, Mont.—Small town patron-

age.

Universal

Hunting Big Game in Africa, an H. C.

Snow production. — A very entertaining

and instructive picture. It sure will get the

business if you push it. I ran it two days

and had rain both days and this of course

kills the business in a small town.—J. W.
Andresen. Rialto theatre. Cozad, 'Neb —
Neighborhood patronage.

Driven, with a special cast.—Just a fair

program picture. Did not please only a

small per cent. Lost on this one.—S. A.

Davidson, Princess theatre, Neodesha.
Kan.—Small town patronage.

Trimmed in Scarlet, with Kathleen Wil-

liams.—A good program picture. Pleased

75 per cent.—F. L. Freeman, Grand the-

atre. Lake City, Fla.—General patronage.

The Bolted Door, with Frank Mayo.

—

A good society picture. Why not give

Frank the place of .Reid. Good plot and
well acted. Print O. K.—Roy L. Dowlini'.

Ozark theatre, Ozark. Ala. — Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Town Scandal, with Gladys Wal-
ton.—This is above the average program
picture. Book it. You won't be sorry.

—

F. L. Freeman. Grand theatre, Lake City,

Fla.—General patronage.

The Flaming Hour, with Frank Mayo.
—A very good program picture, but seems
like it rains about every night I have a

show and can't say just what this picture

would have done, although think I would
have done good with it.—G. G. May, Isis

theatre, Kanopolis. Kan.—Small town pat-

ronage.

The Flaming Hour, with Frank Mayo
—Fair program picture which pleased our
patrons. — C. Malphurs, Dreamland the-

atre. High Springs. Fla.—Small town pat-

ronage.

The Love Letter, with Gladys Walton.
—Pleasing program picture judging by
comments of those who came to see it.

Did not see it myself.—C. A. Riva, Pas-
time theatre. Tilton, N. H.—Small town
patronage.

The Love Letter, with Gladys Walton.
—Here's to my favorite. Day by day she

Alice Lake snd Johnnie Walker in a
scene from "Broken Hearts of Broad-
way," an Irving Cummings production
in which they are featured.

gets better and better in every way.
When my patrons see her they cry for
more.—Roy Dowling. Ozark theatre.
Ozark, Ala.— Neighborhood patronage.

The Lone Hand, with Hoot Gibson.

—

Ran this with serial Around the World <n

Eighteen Days and Universal News in

three houses. Some show.—C. A. Kelso,
Orland theatre. Orland, Ind.— Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Lone Hand, with Hoot Gibson.

—

Used this the second time and did more
business than the first. A corking good
Western that gets the business and
pleases the patrons 100 per cent where
Western arc liked at all.—Hugh G. Mar-
tin, American theatre, Columbus, Ga. —
Transient patronage.

The Scarlet Car, with Herbert Rawlin-
Son.—This is a six reeler that is very good
but not as good as The Prisoner, which
I was to have, and the people were a little

disappointed.— F. Paulick. Paulick theatre,
M.uscoda, Wis.— Neighborhood patronage.

The Flame of Life, with Priscilla Dean.
—A good picture but has poor title for

type of picture. Mining scenes are well
done and picture will go exceedingly well
in a coal mining town. Not a big special.

—Steve Farrar, Ornheum theatre, Harris-
burg. 111.—General patronage.

The Flame of Life, with Priscilla Dean.
— Frances Hodgson Burnett's "Lass o'

Lowrie" made into seven reels. A story
of the coal mines in England. Period
1870. Costume drama. Good as a socio-

logical study, but not much for entertain-
ment. Slow and draggy until the last two
reels when the explosions in the mines
give a real thrill. The play, it seems to
me, is too sad and depicting the uphappy
side of life did not please my patrons at
all. The charm of the book is lost in the
transmission to the screen. We charged
forty and fifteen cents to bad business.

—

Philip Rand, Rex theatre. Salmon, Idaho.
—General patronage.

The Flirt, with a special cast.—Fine at-

traction for the box office, although it is

not the super special that I expected it to
be. It pleased all who saw it.—R. Na-

vary. Liberty theatre, Verona, Pa. —
Neighborhood patronage.

The Flirt, with a special cast.—Here is

one for any size town. You small town
exhibitors grab this one and advertise.
Step on it heavy. You ran buy it right
and it will make you some money as it

has everything in it to make a good en-
tertainment.—F. Paulick. Paulick theatre,
Muscoda, Wis.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Flirt, with a special cast.—Ran this

on a Sunday and all seemed to be highly
pleased. It's full of humor and a good
story all the way through. Nothing to
raise your admission price on. I used it

as an ordinary picture. Still I paid too
much for it.— M. J. Babin. Fairyland the-
atre. White Castle, La.—General patron-
age.

The Flirt, with a special cast.—Here i>

the first real 100 per cent picture in my
estimation and it certainly pleased here.

I used this one two days instead of only
one as I always do and am certainly glad,

even though it was second run here. I

did not raise my admission, therefore, did

not make any real money, as 1 have only
.'117 seats and charge only five and ten

cents. However, it waj the best kind of

advertisement that I could put on as hun-
dreds thanked me for showing a special

at a poor man's price. I have not seen
such a waiting line in three years as the

one that greeted The Flirt.— Hugh G.

Martin. American theatre, Columbus. Ga,
—Transient patronage.

The Altar Stairs, with Frank Mayo.

—

Fair picture. Has plenty of action. Mayo
better suited in different story from this,

which was a South Sea picture.—Reis &
Miller. Lake View theatre. Lake View,
Iowa.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Jilt, with Marguerite de la Motte.—*

Punk. Absolutely the poorest show we
have ever run. The stars are good but

there is no story.—C. Malphurs, Dream-
land theatre, High Springs, Fla.—Sniah*

town patronage.

The Loaded Door, with Hoot Gibson.

—

Universal gave Gibson a poor send off

here with this picture. Patrons did not

care for it at all. Film in good condition.

—W. F. Haycock, Star theatre. Callaway,
Neb.— Neighborhood patronage.

The Ghost Patrol, with a special cast.

—Another fine program offering from
Universal which drew full house and
pleased. — C. A. Riva, Pastime theatre,

Tilton. N. H.—Small town patronage.

The Gentleman from America, with

Hoot Gibson.—Some of my patrons said

this was the best picture shown in the

house for ten years, but I don't agree,

for we have shown some fine pictures, but

this is a good one of overseas. Book it

and step on it. It will stand it.—W. J.

Shoup. De Luxe theatre. Spearville. Kan.

—Neighborhood patronage.

The Prisoner, with Herbert Rawlinson.

—Splendid program. Well liked by every-

body.—C. H. Simpson, Princess theatre,

Milien, Ga.—General patronage.

The First Degree, with Frank Mayo.

—

Mighty fine picture with usual Mayo ac-

tion. If you don't play this program pic-

ture you will miss a good one. Not big,

but good out door picture, but not West-

ern.—W. J. Shoup. De Luxe theatre,

Spearville. Kan.—Neighborhood patron-

age.

Wolf Law, with Frank Mayo.—A fine

offering in program pictures. We need

more of this variety for our folks are fed

up on so-called specials where nothing is

soecial but the cast and film rental.— E. L
Wharton Orpheum theatre. Glasgow,

Mont.—General patronage.

The Power of a Lie, with a special cast.

—This is one of the best program pic-

tures we have used. Universal is releasing
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a good program and sold at the right

price. If you are not using Universal at-

tractions you are missing some good ones.

—C. \Y. Glass. Star theatre, Trenton,

Term.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Trap, with Lon Chancy.—A very

good "•''ture. Drew good for two days.

About the fifteenth run in city.—G. C.

Christman, Gayoso theatre, Kansas City,

Mo.—Transient patronage.

The Lavender Bath Lady, witli Gladys
Walton.—Xot much to this one. It will

get by where Gladys Walton is liked.

—

C. Malphurs, Dreamland theatre. High
Springs. Fla.—Small town patronage.

Afraid to Fight, with Frank Mayo.—

A

crackerjack.' If you haven't played it, grab
it quick. Will please more people than
some widely heralded specials. A prize

tight in full detail when I can buy pro-

grams like this. — B. B. Benfield, Idle

Hour theatre, Marion. S. C.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Under Two Flags, with Priscilla Dean.
—Only fair. Did not draw as well as other

Deans.—Edw. Smith, Isis theatre. Russell.

Kan.—Neighborhood patronage.

Human Hearts, with House Peters.

—

This certainly pulled here. Had people out
that usually do not go to picture shows.
Every one was satisfied with this picture.

—C. Malphurs. Dreamland theatre. High
Springs, Fla.—Small town patronage.

Riding Wild, with Hoot Gibson.—Hoot
drawing good. A good Western with
plenty of action.—G. C. Christman, Ga-

j

yoso theatre, Kansas City, Mo.—Transient
patronage.

Trimmed, with Hoot Gibson.—Univer-
I sal was in an awful hurry when they made

this. It pictures Hoot and his horse fall-

ing through a broken bridge into the
water and the next time you see him he is

up town in the sheriff's office as if noth-
ing had happened.—H. M. Retz, Strand
theatre. Lamont, Iowa.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Storm, with House Peters.—One
perfect picture in a lifetime. One of the
most satisfying pictures we ever ran.

Stars, story and direction. 100 per cent
fine. Good business on second run.—B.
B. Benfield. Idle Hour theatre, Marion.
S. C.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Storm, with House Peters.—The
biggest picture I have ever run. bar none,
and I have run a lot of the 1923 big spe-
cials. If you have not played this one,
Brother, do not beat around the bush and
argue, simply call your Universal film

exchange and ask them, "When can I play
it," then fix up all of those old broken
seats, dust off the S. R. O. sign, or make
one if you do not have it, and watch 'em
come in. You'll be able to sleep after the
show and dream of that vacation that you
thought you wouldn't be able to take this

summer.—H. M. Retz, Strand theatre. La-
mont. Iowa.—Neighborhood patronage.

Foolish Wives, with Eric Von Stro-
heim.—Have run better as program. No
good small town.—J. W. May, Grand the-

atre. Shawneetown, 111.—Small town pat-

'onage.

Confidence, with Herbert Rawlinson.

—

Average program picture. Nothing to rave
ibout. but we did fair business on it.—

-

leo. J. Kress, Hudson theatre. Rochester,
\". Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

Vitagraph
Playing It Wild, with William Duncan.
-Best one yet. Fair business.—G. Stras-
er. Sons, Emblem theatre, Buffalo, N.Y.
-Neighborhood patronage.

You Never Know, with Earle Williams.
-A fine little picture, hut title has no

Announcement
THE

GREAT NORTHERN

STEAMSHIP COMPANY
(Incorporated)

BOSTON, MASS.

Announces That Arrangements Are Now Being Made for Monthly

110 Round Trips to Europe
Boston—Southampton Boston—Gothenburg

$138
ONE WAY $75

Connecting for

Christiania, Stockholm, Helsingfors,
Danzig, Riga, Copenhagen

THE ABOVE PRICES INCLUDE RAILROAD FARES TO POINTS
AS FAR NORTH AS STOCKHOLM

The Company plans to carry approximately two thousand passengers monthly.
Make your plans now for a trip during the coming season.

$110
ONE WAY $65

Connecting for

London, Liverpool, LeHavre

Lives of passengers
EVER-WARM

which prevent drowning
A round trip, with all expenses on ship-

board included, at no more expense than
a vacation right here at home ! To meet
the ever increasing demand in this

country for an inexpensive and at the

same time thoroughly comfortable and
enjoyable trans-Atlantic voyage, is the

prime object of the Great Northern
Steamship Company. Organized by
progressive business men who realize the

exceptional opportunity offered now for

inexpensive travel in Europe, the Com-
pany will cater to the thousands of in-

will be protected by
SAFETY-SUITS
and protect from exposure

telligent persons who wish to visit the

battlefields of France, the Shakespeare
country, Scandinavia, the Land of the

Midnight Sun, etc. A chance of a life-

time ! So it would seem ; but it is more
than that. The company is building for

a permanent business, setting a new
standard of high-class ocean travel on a
one-class basis. That this car. be done
at a fair margin of profit has already
been proved and is further outlined in

our prospectus. You'll find it extremely
interesting.

WE WILL ALSO SHOW YOU HOW YOU MAY
BECOME A PART-OWNER IN THE MOST TALKED

OF ENTERPRISE IN YEARS
Cut out and mail us with your name and address.

A. Wikstrom
Information Dep't
Edmunds Bldg., Suite 54
Boston, Mass.

I am interested in securing full information
regarding a trip to:

(Mark with a cross) One way Round trip

England
France
Germany
Sweden
Norway
Denmark
Baltic Provinces
Finland
Russia

Name

Street or R.f.d

City or Town

State

A. Wikstrom
Information Dep't

Edmunds Bldg., Suite 54

Boston, Mass.

I am interested in becoming part-owner in

the Great Northern Steamship Company.

Please send me prospectus and full particu-

lars.

Name

Street or R.f.d

City or Town

State
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drawing power whatever. This picture

could have had lots of better titles.—J.

W. Andresen, Rialto theatre. Cozad, Neb.
—Neighborhood patronage.

A Front Page Story, with a special

cast.—Not a special. Only a very good
program picture. Fair business.—G. Stras-

ser Sons, Emblem theatre, Buffalo. N. Y.

—Neighborhood patronage.

My Wild Irish Rose, with Pauline
Starke.—Another photoplay that deserves

a place in the front ranks, especially good
for small towns. Pleases all, also good
puller. Exceptionally good.—J. W. Bas-
com, Pastime theatre, Sisson, Cal.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Flower of the North, with a special

cast. — These Curwood stories always
make a hit with our patrons and seem to

satisfy better than many others. This is

hardly equal to some of the others but
it's good all right.—C. E. Johnson, Para-
mount theatre, Gibbon. Neb.— Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Prodigal Judge, with a special cast.

—This is a mighty good picture, but did

not draw for me. Try it. I liked it.

—

F. L. Freeman, Grand theatre, Lake City,

Fla.—General patronage.

State Rights
The World's a Stage (Principal), with

Dorothy Phillips.—Fair picture. Fell flat.

—G. Strasser Sons. Emblem theatre, Buf-
falo, N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

The World's a Stage (Principal), with
Dorothy Phillips.—This is no world beater
but one that pleased 100 per cent here. 1

bought it at a fair price and it made good.—F. L. Freeman, Grand theatre. Lake
City, Fla.—General patronage.

The World's a Stage (Principal), with
Dorothy Phillips.—Not a big picture, but
a pleasing one. Did a fair business in the
face of commencement exercises and
school banquets. You can't go wrong in

booking this picture. Prices 35-30-20-10
cents.—Paul L. Turgeon. Golden Belt the-
atre, Ellsworth, Kan.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

Notoriety (Weber-North), with a spe-
cial cast.—This may not be the poorest
picture ever made but it's the poorest I

ever looked at, ^nd I've been looking at
them for fifteen years. The acting of Mau-
rine Powers, who is supposed to be the
star, is something awful. She gives the
poorest exhibition I have ever seen on
any screen. The rest of the cast do fair

work considering what they have to work
with. Boys, look at this one before you
buy.—Steve Farrar. Orpheum theatre,
Harrisburg, 111.—General patronage.

The Little Church Around the Corner
(Warner Bros.), with a special cast.

—

Very good picture, but it did not register
the kick in the box office that we expected.
It is a mine disaster story. We paid too
much for it. Film in fine shape.—Reis &
Miller. Lake View theatre. Lake View,
La.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Country Flapper (Prod. Sec), with
Dorothy Gish.—Very good program pic-
ture. Good business.—G. Strasser Sons,
Emblem theatre, Buffalo N. Y.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Deceiver (Arrow), with a special
cast.—This is one of Bromburg's pic*ure>
I can't recommend, although it will go
over where this kind is liked. Sawmill
towns, logging camps and any big labor
city or town.—M. J. Babin, Fairyland the-
atre, White Castle, La.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Luck (Mastodon), with Johnny Hines.—This is good and drew well as Johnny
Hines as "Torchy" is a favorite here.
Believe your patrons will like it. How-

Jack Hoxie for his first Universal fea-

ture, "Don Quickshot of the Rio
Grande," has foresaken chaps and som-
breros for the knightly attire.

ever, it is not quite so rapid fire as Sure
Fire Flint, which was a humdinger. —
Chancellor Bros.. Dreamland theatre. Ar-
canum, Ohio.—Neighborhood patronage.

Heroes of the Street (Warner Bros.),
with Wesley Barry.—Good. Don't pass
this one up. Some said it was even better
than Rags to Riches.—H. M. Retz, Strand
theatre, Lamont, Iowa. — Neighborhood
patronage.

The Beautiful and Damned (Warner
Bros.), with Marie Prevost. — Picture
nothing. Extra rental too high. Fell flat.

—G. Strasser Sons, Emblem theatre. Buf-
falo, N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Beautiful and Damned (Warner
Bros.), with Marie Prevost.—This picture

really surprised me. Was afraid of it

after reading a report on it in the Herald
a few weeks ago. I received a good many
fine comments on it. Film in good shape.

Paid too much for it, however.—Reis &
Miller, Lake View theatre, Lake View
Iowa.—Neighborhood patronage.

Smilin' Jim (Goldstone), with Franklyn
Farnum.—Good Western picture. Good
business.—G. Strasser Sons. Emblem the-
atre, Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

I Am the Law (Affil. Dist.), with a spe-
cial cast. — While this is a very good
Northwest picture it failed to draw for
us and we just broke even. Good story
and acting. If this type of picture goes in

your town, book it.—Chancellor Bros.,
Dreamland theatre, Arcanum, Ohio. —
Neighborhood patronage.

Sure Fire Flint (Mastodon), with
Johnny Hines.—Knock out of a comedy.
Clever. Hines gets the laughs.—Harry
Pace, Rialto theatre, Pocahontas, Iowa.
—General patronage.

Flesh and Blood (W. P. E. C), with
Lon Chaney.—Not so good. Lon Chaney
as good as ever, if you like him. Rental
very high. Lost money.—F. F. Rhinehart,
Apollo theatre, Belvidere, 111.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Flesh and Blood (W. P. E. C). with
Lon Chaney. — Pleased small audience.

Not fault of picture. Due to Legion bene-
fit two days earlier.—C. A. Riva, Pastime
theatre, Tilton, N. H.—Small town pat-
ronage.

Your Best Friend (Warner Bros.), with
Vera Gordon.—Very good program pic-
ture. Fell flat.—G. Strasser Sons, Emblem
theatre. Buffalo, N. Y. — Neighborhood
patronage.

Where Is My Wandering Boy Tonight?
(Equity), with a special cast.—The dear
public wandered everywhere except into
the theatre. Poor picture and poor paper.— M. W. Mattecheck. Liberty theatre,
Kennewick, Wash. — Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

The Cub Reporter (Goldstone), with
Richard Talmadge. — Nothing to rave
about. Fair business.—G. Strasser Sons,
Emblem theatre, Buffalo. N. Y.— Neigh-
borhood patronage.

A Worldly Madonna (Equity), with
Clara Kimball Young.— If you have a
Catholic community play this one and
boost it. Get the priest behind it and be
sure to get him interested. If you do it

will please. (Note.) Look at the first half
of the first reel and cut out title of hunch
back if you have any hunch back patron-
age. — W. J. Shoup, De Luxe theatre,
Spearville, Kan. — Neighborhood patron-
age.

The Forbidden Woman (Equity), with
Clara Kimball Young.—Very fair picture
of its kind, but I don't class it as a small
town picture. — K. A. Bechtold, Opera
House, Martinsville. 111.—Small town pat-
ronage.

Ten Nights in a Barroom (Arrow), with
a special cast.—Not so good. Rotten
crowd. Only took in $10.40. Poorest
night I've ever had in the show business,
name of picture doesn't appeal to the
people.—Geo. W. Froehlich. Grand the-
atre. Jackson. Wis.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

Out of the Dust (McCarthy), with a
special cast.—As good a Western as I

have ever had. Do not be afraid of this
one as it will please.—J. W. Andresen,
Rialto theatre, Cozad, Neb.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Black Lie (Tri.), with William S.

Hart.—Reissue. Prints look better than
new Hart. Still the biggest drawing
power.—G. C. Christman, Gayoso theatre,
Kansas City, Mo.—Transient patronage.

Serials

Haunted Valley (Pathc). with Ruth
Roland.—Got a pre-release on this serial,

which I consider better than The Timber
Queen. However, it is not doing the
business that The Timber Queen did.

Have now shown six episodes and every-
one is a dandy. You cannot go wrong on
this serial. Just spend some money on
the first episode and get them in and
they will come back if you have an even
break with other conditions.—S. B. John-
son, Regent theatre, Marianna, Ark. —
Neighborhood patronage.

Social Buccaneers (Universal), with
Jack Mulhall.—Very good serial. Was a

little skeptical about this one. However,
we are much pleased. Lots of action and
Jack certainly puts it over. If you need a

serial book it.—Geo. J. Kress, Hudson
theatre, Rochester, N. Y.—Neighborhood
patronage.

White Eagle (Pathe), with Ruth Ro-
land.—Just finished this. Will say it did

better business than any serial I have ever
run. This attracted the girls as well as

boys. Girls brought their parents. I am
a poor judge of serials because I don't

like them, but will say this held up very

well. Am trying "Buffalo Bill" for the

summer.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Sal-

mon, Idaho.—General patronage.

Around the World in Eighteen Days
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12

Whirlwind

Rounds

Presented by
P. A. Powers

Round 9

A Grim
Fairy Tale"

MASTERFULLY DIRECTED BY MAL ST. CLAIR

THE finest theatres in the land are playing these gigantic patron-

pullers because they not only make money, but add prestige to any

theatre that plays them. They will make big money and bring old

and new patrons for YOU. Book 'em all—NOW ! !

!

DISTRIBUTED BY

F. B. O.
723 Seventh Avenue, New York, N. Y.
EXCHANGES EVERYWHERE
Salts Ofice United Kingdom: R-C Pictures Corporation, 26-27 D'.lrblay St., IJ'ardour St., London, IF. 1, England
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Cooler
THAN THE

Make your

theatre stand out.

Advertise something the
other houses don't have.

Use a cut like the one above.
Back it up with Typhoons
cool, refreshing breezes.

Fifteen hundred other
theatres do it and make
enough extra profit to pay for

their Typhoons every sum-
mer.

Write for Booklet

TYPHOON FAN CO.
KKNST GLANTZBKKO. FrrHid. nl

345 West 39lh Street New York

STYLE 110. 120, 130

G O L F B A G
CATALOGUE ON REQUEST

SPECIAL BARGAIN $6.00 DozenDUNLOP 162 GOLF BALL
at almost

J
, price. Thr Well Known DUNLOP

Standard Weight Recessed Marking

LOW & HUGHES GOLF SHOP, Inc.
58 West 45th St. New York

* tEoerything Known in Golf*

(Universal), with William Desmond.— If

you are looking for a serial hook it.

Enough said.—C. A. Kelso, Orland the-

atre, Orland, Ind.—Neighborhood patron-

age.

The Timber Queen (Pathe). with Rutti

Roland.— Extra fine serial. One of the

best we've ever shown. Crowds held up
well all the way through.— I*. J. Burford.

Princess theatre, Doniphan, Mo.—Neigh-

borhood patronage.

Short Subjects
Fighting Blood (F. B. <>•>. with .1

special cast.— First chapter picture that

ever held up for me. Just played the

third Round and business increasing.

Looks very much like a winner. Lots

of comedy, lots of action, and a little

lyve. George O'Hara has excellent sup

port. Photography fine.— .1. C, Jin-

kins, Auditorium theatre, Neligh, Nebr.

—General patronage.

Fighting Blood (F. B. O.), With a spe-

cial cast.—Wc commented on this scries

after running Round 1 and we can't

keep from saying another good word for

Fighting Blood. Ju-t finished showing
Round "1 and must say this is an

exceptionally good series. The charac-

ters are fine, all of them. Notice this:

the women like this series and" tell US

they do, and naturally the men all lik.-

the boxing. Draws good.—Chancellor
Bros., Dreamland theatre. Arcanum,
Ohio.—Neighborhood patronage.

Fighting Blood (F. B, O.), with a »p»

cial cast.—Two reels. Just finished play-

ing Round One and I firmly believe they

are going to go over fine. If so it will

be a lot better than running a serial, as

each chapter is more complete— II. M
Retz. Strand theatre. Lamont, Iowa.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Leather Pushers (Universal), with

Reginald Denny (Second Scries).— No;

drawing as well as the first scries, but

giving good satisfaction to those who
come.— C. A Riva. Pastime theatre, Til-

ton, N. H.—Small town patronage.

The Leather Pushers (Universal), with

Reginald Denny.— If you want your

house full once a week just run these.

We have used all the first and second

series and will run the third as soon a~

we can as they are the best two reelers

we can get. They will get the crowds
through rain and mud.—Frank Obcr.

Boynton theatre, Boynton, Okla.—Gen-

eral patronage.

A Wise Duck (Fox), with Charles

Conklin.—Punk, and the way the ex-

change sends out the prints, mostly .1

bunch of ducks. At the "near end" the

ducks start to get away from Conklin, the

screen goes white. Not even an end

tacked on.—C. H. Powers. Strand theatre.

Dunsmuir, Cal.—Railroad town patron-

age.

Doggone Torchy (Educational), with

Johnny Hines.—Very mild indeed. Too
much the same all the way through.

They laughed, but only because it was
so silly. Cost $5.00. Town of 4.000.

farming community. Print in fair shape.

Admission ten and twenty-two cents.

—

W. E. Elkiti, Temple theatre. Aberdeen,
Miss.—Neighborhood patronage.

King Winter (Educational).— Excellent

scenes of Niagara Falls in winter time.

Latter part of reel is burlesque on how
automobiles are made and is a knock-
out. This gave excellent satisfaction.

—

H. G. Stettmund, Jr., Odeon theatre.

Chandler, Okla.—General patronage.

Nothing to It (Educational).—a two-
reel film called a comedy. The title de-
scribes it very frankly.— E. L. Wharton.
Orpheum theatre, Glasgow, Mont.—Gen-
eral patronage.

The Counter Jumper (Vitagraph),

Hoot Gibson and Esther Ralston in a

scene from "Pure Grit," the star's lat-

est Universal picture.

with Larry Scmon.— Larry pulled a stunt

in this one with an egg which was a fine

enough treat.—Smith Read. Patriot the-

atre, DcKalh, Tex.—Small town patron-
age.

Making Movies (Pathe), with Johnny
Jones,—This is a clever comedy with a
good many laughs.—Chancellor Bros.,

Dreamland theatre, Arcanu:n, Ohio.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Two Twins (Metro), with Bull Mon-
tana.— Awful. Positively the worst yet.

but as increased attendance pronounced
it good what can you do? You book to

please your patrons, not yourself.—C. A.
Riva, Pastime theatre, Tilton, N. H.

—

Small town patronage.

Face the Camera (Pathe), with Paul
Parrot.—Another good Parrot offering,

as he had all kinds of difficulties with his

camera. Seemed to please the majority,

though I heard some say they didn't like

it.— K. A. Bechtold, Opera House, Mar-
tinsville. 111.—Small town patronage.

My Wife's Relations (F. N.i. with

Ruster Keaton.— Buster got married and
didn't know it. The fun starts when
his wife takes him to her home. It is

novel, like all of his comedies. He
draws here.—Chancellor Bros., Dream-
land theatre. Arcanum, Ohio.— Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Upper Cut (Pathe), with Paul
Parrot.—A dandy single reel comedy
with three rounds of fighting.— K. A.

Bechtold. Opera House, Martinsville, 111.

—Small town patronage.

The House of 1,000 Trembles (Unj
versal), with Neely Edwards.—Absolutely
one of the best comedies I've ever run,

barring none. I've never yet had a com-
edy that made them laugh as much as

this one did.—Geo. W. Froehlich, Grand
theatre. Jackson. Wis.—-Neighborhood
patronage.

Dig Up (Pathe). with Snub Pollard.

—



with 40 Famous Motion Picture Stars for the

KEITH, MOSS & PROCTOR THEATRES

What More Need We Say?
—excepting that the exhibitor who can't make the biggest

mop-up of his career with this tremendous photodramatic /w«w by

sensation, revealing the innermost secrets of Hollywood, £K£*r-
ted% ought to get a job as engineer of a peanut stand. Man,
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mcd^ou

k ,

s the chance of a Hfe.time< GRAB IT QUICK ! !

!

DISTRIBUTED BY

723 Seventh Avenue, New York, N. Y.
EXCHANGES EVERYWHERE
Sales Office United Kingdom: R-C Pictures Corporation, 26-27 D'Arblay St., tt'ardour St., London, W. I, EnglandF. B. O.
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USE THIS BLANK

Box Office Reports Tell the Whole
Story.

Join in This Co-operative Service

Report Regularly on
Pictures You Exhibit
And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Pictures

Are Doing for Other Exhibitors

Fill in this blank now and send
to Exhibitors Herald, 417 S. Dear-
born St., Chicago.

Title

Star

Producer

Remarks

Title

Star

Producer

Remarks

Exhibitor

Name of Theatre

Transient or Neighborhood Pat-

ronage

City

State

Punk. They may call this a comedy, but
my patrons called it a piece of cheese.
Film in good shape.— L. V. Feldman. Or-
pheum theatre, Pipestone, Minn.—General
patronage.

Gym Jams (Fox), a Mutt and Jeff car-
toon.—Each one is getting worse. Pa-
trons do not care for them any more.
Good thing we get only a few this year.
—G. Strasser Sons, Emblem theatre,
liuffalo, N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

Man vs. Beast (Educational;.—A pretty
nice program tiller. Enough of this kill-

ing stuff, not to be gruesome or tiresome.
Makes interesting picture of this class.

—

Ben L. Morris. Olympic theatre. Bellaire,

Ohio.—-General patronage.

My Wife's Relations (F. N. i, with Bus-
ter Keaton.—This is a dandy comedy with
plenty of laughs.—Eldon Holt. Auditor-
ium theatre, Elmwood, Wis.—Small town
patronage.

One Terrible Day (Pathe), with Our
Gang.— Like this much. The kids are
good, act natural. Seemed to please as

much has any comedy we have had. Bet-

ter than the silly burlesque and slapstick.

— Ben. L. Morris, Temple theatre. Bel-

laire, Ohio.—General patronage.

Never Weaken (A, E.), with Harold
Lloyd.—The best of its kind we've had.

Patrons enjoyed it immensely.—J. J. En-
loe, Y. M. C. A. theatre. Hutchins, Ky.

—

General patronage.

Soak the Sheik < Pathe), with Paul
Parrot.—Very good single reel comedy.
These single reel Parrot comedies are

very good.— K. A. Bechtold, Opera
House, Martinsville, 111. — Small town
patronage.

Lazv Bones (Fox), with Clyde Cook.
—Very good comedy.—G. Strasser Sons,

Emblem theatre, Buffalo. X. Y.— Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Balloonatic (F. N.), with Buster
Keaton.—The best of the ten 1 have
played. Can stand a wonderful lot of

boosting. Number of scenes extra

funny. High class comedy. Clean.— H.
Pace, Rialto theatre, Pocahontas, Iowa.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Spooks (Educational ). — One of the

best comedies we have ever shown. It

actually got a large bunch of laughs and
it takes a good one to do that these days.

—C. E. Johnson, Paramount theatre,

Gibbon, Nebr.—General patronage.

Rides and Slides (Fox), a Sunshine
comedy.—An average Sunshine comedy.
C. Malphurs, Dreamland theatre. High
Springs, Fla.—Small town patronage.

Torchy a la Carte (Educational), with

Johnny Hines.—Good slapstick comedy.
Torchy usually pleases most of them.
Film "fthe.—Rcis & Miller, Lake View
theatre, Lake View, Iowa.— Neighbor-
hood patronage.

An Old Sea Dog (Pathe), with Snub
Pollard.—This comedy was O. K. and
had some clever gags. Seemed to please

them.—Chancellor Bros., Dreamland the-

atre. Arcanum, Ohio. — Neighborhood
patronage.

An Old Sea Dog (Pathe), with Snub
Pollard.—Just fair. Could have been a

bit better. No laughs from the grown
tips, all from the kids.—Roy Dowling,
Ozark theatre, Ozark, Ala.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Out of Place (Fox), with Al St. John.
—The best Al St. John comedy of his

new series. Kept them laughing all the
time.—C. Malphurs, Dreamland theatre.
High Springs, Fla.—Small town patron-
age.

Among Those Present (A. E.), with
Harold Lloyd.—Another good comedy.
Don't think Lloyd's comedies need any
boosting.—Geo. J. Kress, Hudson the-

atre, Rochester, N. Y.—Neighborhood
patronage.

God's Law (Universal), with Roy
Stewart.—Two reel Western. This is a
good short subject and way above the
lumber stories that this star has been
making. I use the Universal Westerns
with a good two reel comedy on Satur-
days and am glad to see them improving
on the service.—Hugh G. Martin, Ameri-
can theatre, Columbus, Ga.—Transient
patronage.
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fHits the Music\ {

ORCHESTRAL ORGAN
abash Ave.

Chicago

FLASHING SIGNS
r" are

I Eye
Catchers

8STi of the tign

II flashing of the
Mm touutry it done

FLASHERS. Lrt't tell you how economi-
cally and ratably they would Hath fur >ou

ELECTRIC C QM PAN V

Mfrx. of Reco Color Hood* and Motors

2651 W. Congress St. CHICAGO

BULL DOG
FILM CEMENT

DLL DOfilj "the old reliable"
l tinan I

Your Supply Dealer has It

CLASSIFIED

Five Cents per Word Payable
in Advance. Minimum Charge,

$1.00

VIOLINIST-LEADER
AVAILABLE: Violinist-Leader, experienced

and a schooled violinist. Large, carefully selected
library. State size orchestra, house, hours, etc.

Questions welcomed. Elbert Akin, 426 East 12th
street, Kansas City, Mo.

FOR SALE
One Pair Simplex Projectors, 1921 Model.
One Pair Powers 6B Projectors, 1921 Model.
One Pair Powers 6A Projectors, 1918 Model.
One Pair Monograph Projectors, 1917 Model.
All of these machines are factory rebuilt and
guaranteed, furnished witli either Mazda or

Carbon Arc.
The Theatre Supply Company, Film Building,
Cleveland, Ohio.

TENT FOR SALE
FOR SALE: Tent 40 x 60, good condition. 200

chairs. Mazda Lamp House. A. T. Mallery,
Starr Theatre, Corinth, N. Y.
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\ REAL BOX-OFFICE CRASH
A picture that will tear your town wide open with discussion on a subject

everybody is talking about already

—

A smashingly dramatic presentation of a theme that strikes the heart of the

home

—

It will crowd your theatre as a sensational divorce trial crowds a courtroom

—

It will draw everybody who has read and is reading every day the thousands

of newspaper stories on divorce

—

It gives you a chance to cash in on millions of dollars' worth of publicity

—

It will prove one of the biggest box-office bets you ever had, because it's

sure-fire audience stuff. BOOK IT FOR A CLEAN-UP—NOW!!!

DISTRIBUTED BY

723 Seventh Ave., New York City, N. Y.
EXCHANGES EVERYWHERE
Sales Office United Kingdom, R-C Pictures Corporation. 26-27 D" Arblay Street Wardoar St., London. W. /.. EsifknJ

F.B.0
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The Land of the Covered Wagon

World Theatre. Omaha. Nebr

is now dotted with hundreds of prosperous cities and

towns. Millions of acres of field and meadow, with

stretches of friendly woodland in between, extend

from horizon line to horizon line. And joining all in

a very network of lines, crossing and recrossing in

every direction, run many thousands of miles <»f rail

and automobile roads, living arteries of busy trade

and social intercourse. Great indeed has been the

transformation from the wilderness of that early day.

The dreams of the brave pioneers are being realized.

Civilization has overtaken and overcome the wild.

So it comes that today the luxuries and refine-

ments of the great metropolitan centers are taken

quite as a matter of course in both the public and the

private life of the people of this entire region, whether

"South" or "North of 36."

Newman Theatre. Kansas City. Mo

Main St. Theatre. Kansas City. Mo

Broadway Theatre. Council Bluffs. Iowa

Especially notable in the cities are the beauty

and luxuriousness of the newer theatres and audi-

toriums, vying with the finest in the country in archi-

tectural beauty and richness of furnishings.

In the important matter of correct and comfort-

able theatre seating, through the nation wide services

of the American Seating Company, the West need

take no "back seat" to the East. For through this

company the best in Theatre Seating is available and

welcomed throughout the entire West from the Mis-

sissippi River to the Coast.

The four theatres here illustrated are representa-

tive recent American Seating Company installations

in this region.

Other theatres considering remodeling, or new

theatres in contemplation could hardly do better than

follow the example of these leaders in their field.

jlrarricaugratingQrapqji
NEW YORK
114 W. 41st. St.

CHICAGO
12 E. Jackson Blvd.

BOSTON
65-D Canal St.

PHILADELPHIA
252 S. Broad St.

1
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THEATRE CONSTRUCTION
AND EQUIPMENT

Lighting Features of the

Theatre Foyer and Lounge

By A. L. Powell
(Edison Lamp Works of General Electric Company)

Ogden, Utah, Theatre,

Bought by Publisher;

Cuts Admission Price

The Alhambra theatre, one of the first

large motion picture theatres to be built

in the west, lias been purchased by A. L.

Glasmann, Ogden, Utah, newspaper pub-
lisher. The consideration was said to be
$175,000.

In making the announcement of his ac-

quisition from H. E. Skinner and the
Fred J. Kiesel estate, Mr. Glasmann said

that the prices of admission, which were
30 cents for evenings and 20 cents for

matinees, would be 10 cents for matinees
and 20 cents for evenings.

Coincident with this announcement
Harmon Peery, manager of the Ogden
theatre and the Utah theatre, made pub-
lic his purchase of the Cozy theatre from
S. B. Steck, who operates two other
houses in Ogden. He also announced re-

duction in prices at the Ogden theatre to

10 cents and 20 cents. His top price pre-

viously had been 30 cents. The Cozy the-

atre price is 15 cents and the Utah ad-

I missions are 10 cents straight.

Mr. Glasmann said that he bought the

Alhambra to prevent it from falling into

the hands of an eastern syndicate operat-

ing a chain of theatres, which has been
trying to get into Ogden.

Strand Amusement Co.

Adds to Theatre Ch ain
Strand Amusement Co., which operates

a large chain of theatres, has bought the

Grand theatre, Owensboro. Ky., making
four theatres now operated by them there,

and another home for First National pic-

tures. The Grand makes the 57th house
that the Strand Amusement Co. and its

allied interests, the Lafayette Amusement
Co. and the Modern Amusement Co., op-
erate. Col. Fred Levy, of Louisville, is

president of the Strand Amusement Co.,

Leo Keiler, of Paducah, vice-secretary
and treasurer, and Lee Goldberg, of

Louisville, vice-president.
The Grand is a palatial theatre which

was remodeled and made into its present
beautiful proportions by T. A. Pedley and
J. G. Burch 20 years ago. It is equipped
both for pictures and has one of the larg-
est Drosceniums of any theatre in the
middle west.

Opperman to Erect New
House at Pontiac, 111.

Hal Opperman, owner of the Crescent
and Bond theatres at Pontiac. 111., has
acquired property at the northwest cor-
ner of West Madison and Plum street on
which he will erect a new motion picture
theatre. Mr. Opperman is said to have
paid $28 ;000 for the site.

The proposed theatre will have a seat-
ing capacity of 1,000 and will be thor-
oughly modern in every respect, Mr. Op-
Lpernian has announced.

Chicago, 111.—A theatre to seat 5.600
will be erected in Chicago by Balaban &
Katz. owners of the Chicago, Tivoli and
ither prominent playhouses in the city.

A T THE entrance of the theatre, it is

necessary to have brilliant illumina-
tion to attract the passing crowd. The
pupil of the eye contracts when subjected
to this bright lighting and unless the foyer
is fairly well lighted, it will appear dark
by contrast. Since the eye requires a cer-

tain period of time to accommodate itself

to changes in intensity we must gradually
reduce the amount of illumination as we
proceed from the entrance to the audi-
torium.

In attaining this end, it seems desirable

to provide a moderate intensity of about
five foot-candles in the foyer, and there

is a wide latitude in the choice of equip-
ment; hanging luminaires. pedestal
lamps, wall luminaires and cornice light-

ing have all been applied with success.

* * *

A golden yellowish tone of light is fre-

quently employed and proves very attrac-

tive. The hangings and wall decorations
should be planned with due considera-
tion to the color of the illumination. In

other words, the fabric should be exam-
ined under the particular light to be used
before it is selected. Under yellow light

a deep blue appears as a slate green, a

red appears orange, a green, yellowish
green and so on. It is. therefore, possible

to enhance the decorative value by the
proper combination of color or to mate-
rially distort the appearance.

In the rest rooms, the decorative ele-

ment is predominant and as the name
implies, it is desirable to stimulate the
effects produced in the living room at

home.
We proceed from the foyer to the

lounge and a lower intensity of illumina-

tion, one to two foot-candles, is desirable

here. As a contrast, a reddish amber tint

of light may be used. The theatre and
motion picture house are becoming more
elaborately decorated each year, and the
value of light as a decorative medium is

being appreciated more and more. It is

impossible to go into detail as to the
many ways light may be used and we
must content ourselves with a few spe-
cific examples.

* * *

There are frequently a number of trans-

lucent vases as part of the lounge decora-
tion. Under ordinary conditions they are

simply one element in the general scheme,
dull and lifeless. If this room is illu-

minated as suggested with warm light

and one vase has a purple light inside of

it, another green, another blue, and so

on, they will then stand in relief, touches
of color and life.

By such means, beauties heretofore un-
appreciated become high spots of the

decoration. Pure colors, rather than tints,

are best for such effects as these, but
should be selected with due consideration
for surrounding colors. The lamp fila-

ment should not be visible through the

glass, and the surface, while appreciably
brighter than the background, not bril-

liant enough to be glaring. Art glass in-

serts can be similarly treated. Silk shaded
table and floor lamps and even wall unit^

are among the devices to which pure
color can be applied for essentially dec-
orative effects (that is, no dependence is

put on them for general illumination), the
object, of course, being to obtain contrast
and touches of high light.

In some foyers miniature waterfalls or
fountains are installed. Colored lamps in

suitable moisture-proof fittings can be
concealed behind the falling water and
in the pool itself. A motor-driven flasher

may be used to change the color of light

continuously. The combinations are lim-
itless and the fascination of watching the
constantly varying play of color in the
particles of water is indeed great.

* * *

Frequently clusters or bouquets of hot-
house flowers are purchased to be used
for decoration. They represent an appre-
ciable expenditure and unless something
striking is brought into play, they are
scarcely noticed by the patrons for they
fade into the background. How much
more attractive the interior is when such
flowers are spotlighted. A small automo-
bile headlight reflector with concentrated
filament lamp, fed by a storage battery
or through a transformer, can be effec-

tively concealed and used to direct a
beam of light on the flowers. Small flood-
lighting projectors with standard voltage
lamps or even ordinary deep bowl reflec-

tors with low wattage lamps have been
applied with excellent results.

In other instances marble busts, statu-
ettes and the like are placed in niches but
receive no special lighting treatment.
Concealed colored lamps can be used to
produce some very striking effects. The
application of tinted light to statuary or
architectural details is one of the most
interesting phases of illumination. For
example, if an object in relief is lighte 1

by red light from one side and by green
light from the opposite side the shadows
cast by the red will be illuminated in

preen; those cast by the green light will
be high spots of red light, at points where
both colors mix. yellow light will result.

The play of light and shade in color is

truly marvelous. Delicate shadings from
one tint to another are produced and un-
thoupht of. hidden beauties brought to
life. With three colors still more startling
effects can be secured.
These effects of li<rht can be well stud-

ied by using a small black box or booth
with colored lamps at different points so
wired that they can be readily controlled.

* * *

When one reads an article of this na-
ture, he expects to find definite data that
will indicate how to light the type of
building under consideration. Occasion-

(Cotttiitued on page 72)
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'OZITE" Makes the Chicago's Carpets "Like Walking on Velvet"-

Say what you will, th : is nothing that gives the atmosphere of luxury like soft velvety carpets. Young and old. rich and poor
- --civet is the

alike are delighted by the sensation of the rich nap sinking noiselessly beneath their tread, and walking on velvet is the uni-

versal byword for the height of elegance. "Ozite" Carpet Cushion gives a new degree ol softness to carpets that is simpW a

revelation, and this quality alone, entirely aside from the real economy that is effected through its use. is ample to recommend it.
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ong would your Carpet

ithstand suchjtmmdim
JORE than 13,000 people

tL tramp in and out of the Chicago

eatre every day! Just think of it!

-Tver 95,000 a week!—400,000 a

i nth!—5,000,000 a year! Pound-

l, stamping, grinding, hard shod

x\ Experts said the strongest fabric

mid soon be ground to pieces. But

i< Chicago's carpets, protected by

k wonderful resilience or "Ozite"

cpet Cushion have survived a year

n a half of this punishment, fresh,

:>i and in perfect condition for years

ice wear. Balaban & Katz were so

'a over by this convincing demon-
n:ion that they had all of the

mets in their four other theatres

>r up, thousands of yards in all,

w the old style paper lining re-

la ed by "Ozite". You also can get

ij kind of service from your carpets

V profiting by the experience of

ee well known theatre owners.

T^alaban & Katz' Chicago Theatre
Chicago, Illinois

These illustrations aiie some conception of the magnificence

of the interior of this, one of the world's most bcautif'tl theatres.

The use of "Ozite" under of all of its carpets adds much to

the luxurious atmosphere that prevails throughout the theatre.

IVhy "OZITE" Makes Carpets Last Longer

Carpets wear by friction. Between the constant oounding
of hard shod feet above, and the unyielding floor below, they
are simply gTOund to pieces as if between upper and nether

millstones. m ith "Ozite" Carpet Cushion your carpets are

laid over a soft cushion that permanently reduces friction

to a minimum, adding a third or often more to their life.

"Ozite" Carpet Cushion is a clean, perfectly sterilized pro-

duct of animal hair, felted under tons of pressure and rein-

forced with a strengthening web. This produces a cushion

of immense and permanent resilience, which will never

lump, buckle or pack down hard even under the most intense

wear. It can be taken up and put down just like a rug

and will last a lifetime. Made in varying thicknesses from

14 to % in., and may be used with either carpets or rugs.

JEcery user of carpets in America should know all about this wonderful product. Write for information.

izite Carpet Cushion
DISTRIB UTED BY

ALBERT PICK^COMPANY
206-224 WEST RANDOLPH STREET. CHICAGO.
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ally, from the very nature of the problem,

he will be disappointed. Such is the case

with the theatre auditorium. As with the

church, there is purposely no standardiza-

tion of architectural treatment or decora-

tion. It is well so, for thus we avoid

monotony and secure interest. No two
theatres are identical, their shapes and
sizes varying according to no rule. Ceil-

ing and wall decorations are widely dif-

ferent and even the' ideals of the design-

ers may be at diametrically opposite

points.

It is therefore safe to say that no two
auditoriums should be similarly lighted

and the best that can be done in discuss-

ing the question is to lay down certain

general principles which should be fol-

lowed and then mention a few schemes
of illumination that have proven satisfac-

tory.

The theatre must first of all be com-
fortable, for no matter how interesting

the production, if we are annoyed by
brilliant lights between acts, we are not

in a condition of mental case.

A high intensity of illumination is not

necessary nor desirable. If from one to

two foot-candles are provided through-

out, there will be enough light for reading

programs and seat checks as well as mak-
ing access to seats an easy matter. On
the other hand, 'the mistake can be made
of having too low an intensity, causing

severe eyestrain in the attempt to read.

Some producers with fixed views on the

matter actually provide so little light that

this condition prevails.

It may often be desirable to vary the

amount of light in the auditorium pre-

vious to the opening of the performance
and between the acts. The eye accom-
modates itself to the lighting provided.

If, for example, the curtain rises on a

scene in a mystery play where the stage

is quite dark, and it is not desired that

movements be seen with certainty, then

a rather high intensity of illumination in

the auditorium will heighten the effect by
contrast. Similarly, if the curtain rises

on a moonlight scene which although dim
should be seen clearly, and too high an
intensity has been prevailing in the house
the setting appears abnormally dark by
contrast. It would have been better to

have lighted the room to a lower value.

It is almost always desirable to gradu-
ally dim the house lights as the stage
lights are brought up, rather than "pull

ing the switch" with resultant extreme
contrasts.
With some types of structures a large

central luminaire is best suited, for others

a distributed arrangement of outlets is

logical.

If the luminaires are of the direct type,

no matter how elaborate their design,

care should be taken that the visible

sources are of low brightness and also

that they are not normally viewed against

a dark background. For most conditions

side walls should not be particularly
bright as a subdued rather than a bril-

liant effect is generally desirable. Where
the ceiling is light in color, indirect lumi-
naires find application or lamps can be
concealed by covers or cornices.

Lamps concealed by art glass panels
set flush with the ceiling or above a sky-
light offer another means of securing the

desired result. This scheme is especially

well suited beneath the balconies, where
pendent fixtures would interfere with the

view. With recessed lighting units, it is

well to have some auxiliary units to avoid
a dark ceiling.

The practice of studding architectural

details with small lamps has little to rec-

ommend it either from the ill'u nination
or artistic standpoints.

It is required by law and desirable for

the safety of patrons to provide lights in-

dicating exits. Sometimes the luminaires
used for this purpose merely mark the
location of the door. Other equipments
are so designed that they not only mark
the exit but also provide sufficient illu-

mination to allow convenient egress when
the auditorium is in darkness. The light

is thrown on the steps and not in the
main body of the room.

Vonderschmitt to Spend
$15,000 for R emodeling

;

Playhouse to Seat 1,000

Approximately $15,000.00 will be ex-
pended by Harry I

J
. Vonderschmitt of

W ashington, lnd., in the improvement of
the Liberty theatre property on Main
street. John Kretz has the contract and
work will begin as soon as the steel is

received from the Evansville plant of the
International Steel Company. The first

part of the work will progress with the
show in operation but later on it will be
necessary to close down for a brief period.
Much of the new structure work will

be built right over the present roof as the
plans call for a building twenty feet

higher. The theatre will also be extended
to the alleyway, which will add about ten
feet to the present depth of the building.

The doors opening into the foyer will

be placed at the sidewalk line. The box
office will be placed inside the foyer,
which in winter will be connected to the
heating plant that will be installed.

French doors will lead from the foyer
into the main auditorium while entrance
to the large balcony that is to be con-
structed will be gained by stairways lead-
ing from either side of the foyer. This
balcony is to be of all steel construction,
built in the horseshoe shape and when
completed will seat about three hundred.
The main auditorium will be completely
reconstructed. A new floor with more
elevation is part of the building pro-
gram. The stage at the north end will b
rebuilt and a new proscenium arch con-
structed. Two extra exits will be pro-
vided by the new plans. With the build-
ing twenty feet higher than at present it

will be possible to install the same venti-
lating system that was installed in Von-
derschmitt's Indiana theatre at Blooming-
ton.

When Comoleted the new Liberty will

be completely equipped with upholstered
seats and new proiection apparatus. The
seating capacity will be increased to about
one thousand.

Theatre
Construction

News

Mena, Ark.— Plans for a 600-seat the-

atre in Mena have been prepared by
Robert L. Gore, local builder, and Frank
J. Haley, engineer.

*

Helena, Ark.— C. X. Jenkins, who for-

merly managed the Best theatre of Fore-
man. Ark., has under construction a fine

theatre here.
*

Whiting, lnd.— Plans have been com-
pleted for a theatre to cost $17.r>,000 by R.
Levine & Company and F. P. Rupert.
f>9.")l Green street, Chicago.

*

Bedford, O.—A $30,000 theatre will be
built here by C. F. Miller from plans
prepared by Watson Engineering Com-
pany. 4014 Prospect avenue. Cleveland.

*

Miami, Fla.— Plans have been com-
pleted for a new theatre building to be
erected by M. E. Rondell and R. W. Gates
of the real estate firm of Rondell & Gates
at the northeast corner of W. Flagler and
X. W. Twelfth avenue.

Exhibitors are invited to report to this depart
men! changes of ownership, new theatres
planned, remodeling contemplated, openings
etc.

Price, Utah.— I'lans arc under way for

a $.10,000 theatre to be erected here on
Main street by Georgidas Brothers.

*

Grand Haven, Mich.— Hunter S. Rob-
bins, owner of the Robinhood theatre here
has acquired property at Third street and
Washington avenue on which he contem-
plates erection of a new theatre.

•

Chicago, 111.— Fitzpatrick & McElroy
have acquired property at Sixty-third
street and South Kedzie avenue on which
they propose to erect a $12.1,000 theatre
seating 1.000.

*

Portland, Ore.— Edward A. Miller, ar-

chitect, is preparing plans for a theatre
and building to cost $.10,000 for Hugh Mc-
Credie, Jr. The house will seat 750.

*

Pontiac, 111.— Hal Opperman. owner of

the Crescent and Bond theatres, has an-
nounced acquisition of property at West
Madison and Plum street on which he will

erect a modern theatre.
*

Dayton, O.—A theatre and apartment
building will be erected at Main street and
Ridge avenue by W II. Aue, owner of the

Old Glorv theatre.

Des Moines, la.—Work of rebuilding

the Princess theatre, which suffered a loss

estimated at between $.-(),000 and $7.1.000

in a recent fire has been started. The
house is owned by B. F. Elbert and J. A.

GetchelL
*

Adrian, Mich.—The New Family The-
atre Company bar, been granted a charter

at Michigan and it is announced that a

theatre which will seat <>00 will be erected

by the firm in Adrian. Elwyn M. Simons,
manager of the present Family theatre in

Adrian is directing the venture.

*

Fayetteville, Ark. — E. C. Robertson,

owner of the Victory theatre here will

build a new playhouse in this city to be

known as the Camden and costing $4.1,-

000.
*

Dallas, Tex.—Permit for a theatre to

seat between l.fiOO and 2.000 has been

granted to C. C. Wright. It will be

erected at 3^2-24-2(> St. Paul street by

John H. Yeargan. assistant cashier of the

Republic National Bank who has organ-

ized a companv to finance the project.

The estimated cost is $100,000.

Lakeland, Fla.— E. J. Sparks of Jack-

sonville, who with B. B. Garner, owns the

Lakeland Amusement Company has ac-

quired property in Lakeland at Kentucky
avenue and West Lemon street on which

it is announced a $100,000 theatre building

will be erected.
*

New Orleans, La.—Work has been

started on the new theatre building erected

at Laurel and Upperline streets for Schul-

man-Lazarus Amusement Company. \\ al-

ter Cook Keenan is the architect.
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ChicagoTradeEvents
Exchange Men Form
New Baseball League

A Series of Fifteen Games to

Be Played for Silver

Cup
The film salesmen of the various Chi-

cago exchanges got together last week

and formed a regular baseball league.

The first meeting was held at the First

National exchange last Thursday, at

which a plan was outlined and schedule

drawn up for the ensuing season. Nate

Wolf is secretary of the Chicago Film

Exchange Baseball League.

The teams will play a series of fifteen

games of seven innings each, beginning

June 2. A complete list of eligible play-

ers must be submitted before Saturday,

giving the players and their positions as

well as connection with the exchange.

Wilson Supplies Equipment

Through an arrangement with Wilson

& Company, the teams will secure all

equipment from that concern, which is

donating a silver cup to the winning team

and a dozen bronze watch fobs for the

runners-up.

Following is the official schedule of

games to be played: Paramount vs. Fox;
First National vs. Metro; Universal vs.

F. B. O., June 2. Paramount vs. First

National; Fox vs. Universal; Metro vs.

F. ' B. O. on June 9. Paramount vs.

Metro; Fox vs. F. B. O.; First National
vs. Universal on June 23. Paramount vs.

F. B. O., Fox vs. First National and
Metro vs. Universal, on June 30.

The July 7 games will be between
Paramount and Fox; First National and
Metro; Universal and F. B. O. July 14

—

Paramount vs. First National; Fox vs.

Universal; Metro vs. F. B. O. July 21

—

Paramount vs. Metro; Fox vs. F. B. O.,

First National vs. Universal.

Schedule Other Games

July 28—Paramount vs. Universal;
Fox vs. Metro; First National vs. F. B.
O. Aug. 4—Paramount vs. F. B. O.;
Fox vs. First National; Metro vs. Uni-
versal; August 11, Paramount vs. Fox;
First National vs. Metro, and Universal
vs. B. F. O.
Aug. 18—Paramount vs. First National:

Fox vs. Universal; Metro vs. F. B. O.
Aug. 25—Paramount vs. Metro; Fox vs.

F. B. O.; First National vs. Universal.
September 1—Paramouut vs. F. B. O.:
Fox vs. First National; and Metro vs.

Universal.
The games will be played in Washing-

ton Park.
An unofficial game was staged last

Saturday, May 19, when Universal beat
Paramount, 6 to 5.

Gibson Is Transferred
George Gibson, superintendent of the

Chicago Rothacker laboratory, is now
saying "Howdy" to friends on the coast.
He has been transferred to the Roth-
acker-Aller plant for a period of several
months, in keeping with Watterson R.
Rothacker's policy of an occasional inter-
change of executives between the Chi-
cago and Hollywood plants. Mrs. Gibson
went West too.

Elgin Will Have
Five Theatres By

Late in Summer
Elgin, which was considered under-

seated in theatres, when the Grand Opera
House was blown over by a cyclone and
the Temple theatre destroyed by fire, will

have five theatres i- operation by late

summer.
The Orpheum, which was closed by

Henry Rorig several weeks ago. has been

purchased and will be reopened under

new management within a short time. A
new lobby and extensive other improve-

ments are beinfr installed.

Simultaneously, Ralph Crocker is rush-

ing his new theatre to completion and has

announced that he will continue to oper-

ate the Star as well. It is believed five

theatres will mean that the city will be
very much over-seated and a keen battle

for patronage is anticipated.

Edward Bertram Named
M. P. Engineer Official

Edward A. Bertram, technical secre-

tary of the Chicago Rothacker laboratory

has received word of his election to

membership in the Society of Motion

Picture Engineers. This action was taken

at the Atlantic City convention. Bertram
is entering his sixth year with the Roth-
acker organization.

Fox Gets Barbee's
Through a deal consummated last week

the Fox Film Corp. will take over Barbee's

theatre on Monroe street. The house will

give the Fox company a down-town first-

run theatre, something that they have been

anxious to get for some time. The thea-

tre will be redecorated and several changes
made. It is expected it will be opened about

Sept. 1 under a new name.

New Charter Wanted
By Northern Illinois

Merger of Southern Part ol

State With Missouri

Also Asked
President Sydney S. Cohen of the Mo-

tion Picture Theatre Owners of America,
announced at the final day's session of

the national convention last week that

application had been made for separate

charters in the M. P. T. O. A. for North-

ern Illinois, the City of Chicago and
Southern Illinois and Eastern Missouri

as a combined unit.

Plan Under Consideration

It has been known for some time that

a merger of the Southern part of the

state with Missouri was under considera-

tion, but President Cohen's announce-
ment was the first intimation that ne-
gotiations have been practically closed.

Whether or not the new charters re-

quested and the merger contemplated
will be sanctioned by the national league
is not certain as the two propositions
must be taken under advisement by the
national board of directors.

It is believed that there is some opposi-
tion to the movement, especially in view
of the statement of John Silha on the
convention floor that "the announcement
at this time is unfortunate."

Would Aid Organization

Although a large part of Illinois dele-
gation walked out of the convention on
the election of Cohen, it is doubtful if

that will in any way effect the relations

existing between the state and the na-
tional organization.
The desire to separate the Illinois

league, giving Eastern Missouri the

Southern half of the state is prompted
by the fact that Southern Illinois is in

the St. Louis territory and seldom do ex-
hibitors from that section attend conven-
tions in the Northern half. The division

would facilitate organization, it is be-
lieved.

CHICAGO'S FILM BOARD OF TRADE in session at their new offices,

910 Michigan ave. Top row (left to right)—Si Greiver; Benj: J. Reingold; Jas. Mur-
taugh; Ralph Simmons. Second row—George Bromley; I. Leserman; Carl Harthill;

Otto Bolle; J. J. Sampson; J. A. Steinson; Sid Meyer; I. Maynard Schwartz; Herb
Hayman. Around the table—Ed. Silverman, president of the Board; C. E. Bond:
J. A. Abramson, secretary; Al Sobler, publicity, and E. L. Merkley.
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CHICAGO PERSONALITIES
j

By J. R. M.
|

JOSEPH S. McHENRY, formerly on

the Herald, now with the Fox Flms

Corp., breezed into 'town Thursday for a

few days' visit with his folks. "Mac" will

sail about June 17 for India for the Fox
Companv.

* * *

Roy Alexander, manager of the Kansas

City office for Universal, was a Chicago

visitor during Convention Week, having

motored up for a few days' visit with the

home folks.
* * *

The Dearborn theatre on Division has an

extra added attraction—a new orchestra.

* * *

A special showing of "Safety Last," the

latest Harold Lloyd comedy, was given by

Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Henoch at the Harris

theatre last Thursday at midnight. Many
professional people turned out and the

packed house thoroughly enjoyed the pic-

ture. It opened at Orchestra Hall, May 28.

* * *

L.'A. Rozelle, local manager of Metro,

will attend the Metro sales convention in

New York, June 4.

* * *

J. J. Sampson, manager and I. Gettle-

son, country sales manager, left on Friday

for the F. B. O. sales meeting in New York,

Saturday and Sunday.
* * *

At the Film Board of Trade meeting last

week the Board presented Otto Bolle, of

Paramount, a handsome gold watch. I.

Maynard Schwartz made the presentation

address, and added his good wishes to those

of the Board. Mr. Bolle was made De-
troit manager of Paramount last week.

* * *

Fred Harris, of the Amusu theatre, Hart (

Michigan, paid the Herald editorial offices

a visit and told how he puts the films

over in his village.

* * *

Max Levy is distributing a lot of Gen-
eral Electric Company's two, three and
four reel films. These are industrial fea-

tures, and are to be had gratis. See Max.

R. A. White, general sales manager for
Fox, was a Chicago visitor last week.

* * »

Clyde Eckhardt also of Fox, was seen
on the exposition floor, looking 'em over.

* » »

Celebrated Players salesmen were called

in last Tuesday to a sales meeting. Louis
B. Goulden, H. A. "Whitie" Wagner, E.
V. Donnelly, John Mednikow, Wm. Hersh-
berg, and other salesmen were present.

Jerome Beatty, publicity director of Al
Lichtman Corp. was present.

* * *

J. Frank Rembusch of Shelbyville, Ind.,

motored to Chicago with Dudley Wiliston
of the Sleznick exchange, Indianapolis, last

Tuesday.
* * *

Oscar Klschneur, in a new Willys-
Knight, Billy Connors and Sam Neals
were also Indiana film men seen along Film
Row during the week.

* * *

A new McFarlan sedan bearing Mr. and
Mrs. A. C. Zarring of the North Star and
Garrick theatre, Indianapolis, rolled into

Chicago. Tuesday. They were visitors at

the Coliseum.
» * *

Ralph T. Kettering of the S. L. & S.

forces, is back from a two weeks' vacation

down in Indiana.
* » »

William Burnstein of the Capitol the-

atre, Indianapolis, shook hands with friends

along the line during the week.
* * »

Louis Goulden of the Celebrated "wreck-
ing crew" is sporting a new Rickcnbacker
car.

* » *

Charles Oleson of the Lyric, Apollo and
other theatres, Indianapolis, "made" Chicago
last week.

» * *

A regular epidemic of Rickenbacker cars
lias struck Indianapolis. Charles Reiger
of Paramount, Roy Bair of the Bair the-

atre, L. B. Goulden of Celebrated Players,
Tony Klotz of Universal and E. Baker of
Metro, all own these speedy boats.

J. A. Plonek, Wisconsin salesman for
Fox; A. W. Parker, Illinois salesman; J.
A. Scott, Wisconsin salesman ; Wm. Ros-
can, Illinois; C. W. Vidor, Illinois; Tom
Norman, Milwaukee representative; Joe
Lyon and Frank J. Flaherty, city salesmen,
attended the meeting at Chicago last Mon-
day.

* » »

David Bader, west coast representative
for Century comedies, passed through Chi-
cago en route to New York last week. He
will become general publicity director for
Century in the East.

* * *

E. C. Jensen, assistant to general sales
manager for F. B. O., was a visitor at the
Palace of Progress.

« * *

The Hodkinson screenings at the Fulcc
projection room proved popular all week.
The music accompaniment was excellent
and every afternoon at three the Hodkin-
son exchange put on a regular show. By
the way, have you seen the new Fulco
theatre? It is the classiest little projection
room in the country, everything complete,
Kimball organ, stage effects and everything.

* • *

We met a bunch of Pennsylvania boys
during the week. The following were some
of them : C. C. Kcllcnberg, Carnegie the-
atre, Carnegie, Pa.; H. Goldberg, Western
Pcnna. Amusement Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.;

M. A. Rosenberg, Rialto theatre, Pitts-

burgh ; Allen S. Moore, Hill Top theatre,

Pittsburgh ; Wm. R. Wheat. Jr., Swickley
theatre, Swickley, Pa.; M. Winngid, Ma-
jestic theatre. Rochcstre, Pa. ; John Nero-
man, Nixon theatre. New Castle, Pa. ; Mor-
ris Roth. Liberty theatre, Duquesnc, Pa.;
M. E. Meinert, Scottdale theatre, Scott-

dale, Pa.; Sam Soltz, Regent theatre.

Beaver Falls. Pa., Harry C. Blue of the
Wurlitzer Company, Philadelphia ; A. J.
Haley, also of the same company, and J.

Daley of the Tuphoon Fan Company.

Hirsh to Arrange New
Production Coast Trip;

Will Call on Exchanges
(Special to Erhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK. May 29.—Nathan Hirsh,

president of Aywon Film Corporation,

has left for the West Coast to arrange
with his producers for the required pic-

tures. He will also visit state right buy-
ers to learn their needs.

Mr. Hirsh's present program embraces
a series of four productions, each featur-

ing a well known star. "The Purple
Dawn," starring Bessie Love, is the firsfS

of this series. The second is now under
way. The next two subjects Mr. Hirsh
will plan with the producers while on]
the Coast.
With the Seeling-Brittain Company,]

producers of the new Big Boy Williams,]
series, Mr. Hirsh will take under advise-j
ment the stories for the remainder of thi/
series of western productions.

Indiana Exhibitor III
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

INDIANAPOLIS, IND., May 29.—rfj

S. Logan, former owner of the Eagles

theatre. Wabash, Ind., but who for th*

past year has been operating a motion

picture show in Bluffton, was brought to

the Wabash county hospital recently.

For the past seven weeks Mr. Logan has
been in the Bluffton hospital, where he
first went suffering from influenza which
later developd into pneumonia. He is.

now said to be critically ill.

Free Buses to the Coliseum—All during the convention Herman Stern, manager of
Universal Exchange, Chicago, entertained exhibitors from all over the country
and furnished free transportation to and from the meeting hall.
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YOU WANTED THEM
Exhibitors have been demanding Hoot Gibson in big spe-

cial productions; the public has been clamoring for them

here they are!

CARL LAEMMLE TAKES PLEASURE IN ANNOUNCING-

UNIVERSAL
GIBSON PRODUCTIONS
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A SKY-HIGH CONTINUED
FEATURE THRILLER U

EAGLE'S i

Story by

THEO. WHARTON
Directed by

DUKE WORNE

5

"Excellent Box-office Attraction!"
"Should prove an excellent box-office attraction. Speed,
thrills and stunts in great abundance."

MOVING Pl( TI RE WORLD

'A Peach of a Thrill!"

"There is a peach of a thrill at the end of each episode,

that should bring them back to see what happens."

FILM DAILY.

"For Excitement—The Last Gasp!"
"For those who choose to take their excitement straight

this is about the last gasp. Each oi the episodes has a
fine climax and leaves the spectator with an appetite
whetted for the one to fcllcw."

EXHIBITOR'S TRADE REVIEW.

FRED THOMSON
(VvORLD'S CHAMPION ATHLETE

)

ANN LITTLE
(SCREEN'S MOST DARING ACTRESS )

Supported by AL WILSON
I WORLD'S CHAMPION STUNT AVIATOR )

J

The biggest and most spectacular chapter play ever produced

there anyone in this whole country who has not
»rd of Daniel Boone, his mighty exploits: who has
t been thrilled with the romance and adventure of

be great historical characters of his times? Who
rould miss the chance to see historic battles such as

defeat of Braddock by the Indians, produced on
scale of the original great conflict? Is there

nyone in your town who would not walk miles to
the great historical characters re-live again their

ills, romances and adventures?

Ls a good showman you know that every good red-
uooded American will want to see every episode of
pis chapter play

!

Get your dates set now!

with > magnificent cast starring

EILEEN
EDGWICK .»<d

iCK MOWER

ilffP^^COMING

TREMENDOUS
HISTORICAL
OUTDOOR
CHAPTER-PLAY

IN THE DAYSOF

DANIEL
BOONE
Story by JEFFERSON MOFFIT
Directed by WM. J. CRAFT



The South SeaWave is at
its height-and riding on it}

crest comes

ALFRED LUN1
the new idol of

screen! That was

verdict after the

picture, "Backbo
and the second
confirms it!

MIMI palm:
plays with him.

is a surprise of \M
derful surprises 01

you— a beauty beynd

compare—a marvew
actress. Your pat«
have never seen m
one like Mimi Pair ill



stinctive Pictures Corporation

^agge

aturing ^llred Luilt
tis second triumphantscreen appearance

Mimi Palmeri
directedbyHarmon Weight

r^faenovelby Harold MacGrath

ScenariobyForrestHaheij QOLDWYS
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"Will protfe entertaining tc

e\)ery audience that sees i
MOTION PICTURE NEWS

M. P. NEWS: Through a splendid treatment c|

its salient points, coupled with a first rate prq

duction and a capital interpretation, "TH
Critical Age" will prove entertaining to ever

audience that sees it. The sponsors deservl

credit for telling it in five reels, thus heighten
ing the action and making the scenes compac
It is thoroughly pleasing and capitally coi|

ceived and executed in every department.

M P. WORLD: Pauline Garon is a type that

immensely popular right now and proves i|

this picture that she is well qualified to ac]

It is an interesting picture because it is

some ways apart from the stereotyped and
wholesome and youthful.

HARRISON'S REPORTS: It is a delightful litt

Canadian tale of romance at the "puppy-lov«

stage, and easily holds the interest. It is

out-door picture and includes many love

scenes of natural beauty.

"The Critical Age" should be satisfactory ei

tertainment for any audience.

FILM DAILY: ... is handled in the rigl

way, given a good production and played by
company that is well suited and capable,

well as being carefully directed.

Pleasing offering that is short and can fit

any program.

Pauline Garon, the latest screen flapper and]

very busy one judging from all the picturl

she has appeared in recently, will be well lik<[

in the role of Margie Baird and will gain moj
friends for her work in this.

adapted /rorftf^Glengarry School Days
AGE This is pleasant entertail

ment that should satisl

almost any audience. It|

a short picture and she

satisfy the demands of

hibitors crying for feat

that do not run into seven and eight ree|

With this one they can use a good prog

of short reels and with the feature offeringl

good entertainment, it should give their pi

trons a nice bill.

MORNING TELEGRAPH: A charming lit

thing touched lightly and skillfully and ma
ing a delightful entertainment.
Pauline Garon is delightful as the girl.

It is a good picture, light and agreeable,

Ehculd meet with success.

HODKINSON
P I C'V U R E S

Anothergnat RALPH CONNOR success TheManfromGleng
Produced by OTTAWA FILM PRODUCTIONS LTD.



CWith
MILDRED HARRIS
LOUISE FAZENDA
LOUISE DRESSER
CULLEN LANDIS
RALPH LEWIS
MARJORIE PREVOST
AND A GREAT
SUPPORTING CAST

d4dapted hy
H.H.VAN LOANfrom -the

storytyWILLIAM DUDLEY
PELLET. Dxrccicd hy
PAUL POWELL Phoioirsvhedty

JOHNR.ARNOLD
byWINIFRED DUNN



JMETRO 'Presents

F
^^Produced under thelPersonal Supervision of

MAX GRAF
Adapted byHHVAN LOAN

*~/fYom the story buWILLIAM
DUDLEY PElXEY „ . . .

Scenario jbyWINIFRED DUNI

Virected by PAUL POWEIX
Pholoarajmed byJOHN R.ARM



A FAST-MOVING STORY
OF VIRILE LOVE WITH

A BIG DRAMATIC
CLIMAXctro

Screen, j^^jm
Classic* Kite jurijOmperial Pictures, UxL£xclusv)e, Distributors thru-

out Cfreat drituin.Sir \tJilliamquvy,Managin$ ttlvector



A cMETROScreen Classic

Produced under the Personal

Supervision of

MAX GRAF
Adaptedhy H.H.\5\N LOAM
from the storyhy WILLIAM.
DUDLEY PELLEY
ScenariohyWINIFRED DUNN
Directedhy PAUL POWELL
PhotographedhyJOW R ARNOLD

ITtoro plau dates have keen
set on thts picture Within
a given time than for any
other METRO Picture
released this season.

Screen, jaik.A
Classic WP^m ilury Imperial Pictures Ltd. Srdusvto Distributors thru-

out Great 'Brdam.SirJOilliamJun/ Menaqirw Director
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Christie Gomedies
What then is the public paying for? The show
of course—a show made up of a diversified program
of music, feature, comedy and shorter subjects in

which the news-reel predominates. That is what
the hundreds of millions are paid for; and in many
and many an instance it is the short subject that

saves the bacon.

WM. A. JOHNSTON,
in Motion Picture News.

HAVE SAVED
MANY A SHOW

They Always Make
A Good Show Better

k the News-Reel
I Your Program

be
SINOGRAMS "THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"

NATIONALLY
ADVERTISED

to

YOUR Patrons

'UCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, Inc., E. w. hammons, President
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Light, swift and saucy

—

that's "The Heart Raider",
the ideal picture for the
summer crowds. The story
of what a pretty woman
will do to win the man she
loves. Mahlon Hamilton
heads the good supporting
cast.

Screen play by Jack Cunning-
ham, Story by Harry Durant and
Julie Heme, Directed by Wesley
Ruggles.

A

AOOLPH ZUKOR

Agnes avres
r
hej~feartfyider

It's the GOOD Old Summertime
with Exhibitors Who Are Playing Paramount^ 39

Above is the 3 column Press Sheet Ad. Mats and Electros at Exchanges
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Yours for a

Prosperous Summer

From
Exhibitors' Box -Office

Reports in MOTION
PICTURE NEWS

Bella Donna
Wonderful settings, excellent acting in this

feature. Played to very good business for week.

Middle West.

The Rustle of Silk

This picture did very good, although it was the

beginning of the first pleasant weather to be out-

doors. Everyone seemed to like it and the funny

part was the women liked Miss Compson better

than Conway Tearle. Middle West.)

Adam's Rib
An entertaining picture. Business was good, so

picture was held over for a second week. West.

The Ne'er Do Well
Played to good crowds for a week's run. Mid-

dle West.)

JUST FOUR OF THE 39

Current Paramount Hits!



PREFERRED PICTURES

LEO A.
LANDAU
books
'em all

The First- Year.
Trie Boomerang'.
White Man.
April Showers.
The Virginian

.

My Lady's Lips

.

Poisoned Paradise.

The Breath of

Scandal

.

Faint Perfume.
Mothers!n-Law.
The Triflers.

Maytime.
A Mansion Of
Aching Hearts.

The BrokenWing.
WhenAWoman
Reaches Forty.

Stilwaukee'sjCargest and Sftost SSeautiful SKotion SHcture Oheatre

I oar.rl

THEATRE COMPANY
/>treftio* of

Lbo \. Landau
Arlialir Slat*

• ad Matiral S*llia£n

Milwaukee, Kay 28, 1923

Al. Lichtman, Esq.
Al. Lichtman corporation
1650 Broadway
i:ew York City.

Dear Itr. Lichtman:-

I thought it would interest you to kf.ow that, after
carefully scrutinizing the line-up of yo«*r productions
for the next year, i was very glad to book them one-

hundred percent fcr ity theatere, Garden and /Jhambra.

I feel, with the well-known plays and novels which you
are producing into pict-res and the lavish production
policy which you have mapped ct , that you have a creat
line-up of box-office attractions.—

^

In booking these productions one-hundred percent I also

realize that I can depend largely on your vast experience
and knowledge, which undoubtedly qualifies you to deter-
mine what is and what is not a box-cffice asset.

At any rate, I am certain that I have tuade a contract
which will be a profitable one for my theaters and I

thought you would be pleased to know about ray action;
therefore this letter to you.

'.Virhing you all success and with kind personal regards,

I am
Very truly youre

,

LAI :MKE

Distributed by

AL-LICHTMAN
CORPORATION
i650broadwavC§Jj£)new york city

Produced by

PREFERRED
PICTURESInc.
B.P.Schu1berg'-/V*r J.GBachmann-7rw.
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THE EVENING TELEGRAM—NEW YORK,

1

"TheMan Next Door"

Is a Splendid Picture

It is a big- Jump from epwpuncher on

the -western plains to a debutante in New.

York society, but Miss Alice Calhoun did

it with ease and grace last night in a-

new picture by Emerson Hough, entitled

'•The Man Next Door" which will^run'

only this week at the Cameo Theatre..

In West -Forty-second, street. It is a*

Vitagraph production and one of the best*

this- season

Miss Calhoun, playing the leading role,

is the daughter of the richest ranchman

in Wyoming and as a cowpuncher she

looks Just as pretty, as she does in

evening clothe?. Aside from the many

stars appearing in the cinema there ta

also or.e of the most remarkable dogs

on the screen. His name is Peanuts, and

he does everything but talk.

To carry out the dying wishes of Mrs...

Wright the ranchman. Colonel Wright

(David Torrence), desires that his

daughter should have an education,

which she obtains and then, Just as a

surprise to her father. She builds one of

the most fashionable mansions in this

city- But her neighbors refuse to re-

cognize her, despite her father's vast

wealth. In the West all persons are

neighbors, but the daughter finds this

custom does not obtain in this city.

Heartbroken, she falls in love with

Jimmie the gardener (James Morrison),
_

who is merely working as a gardener to

be close" to the beautiful daughter of

.

Colonel Wright. They become fast

friends, despite the objections of her

father, who wishes her to marry into

.

society.

Following an elopement in which' the

young couple disappear " for several

weeks, Co'onel Wright decides to go to

his neighbor next door' to complain'

against his daughter marrying tljelr

gardenes. Just then the couple come

in and following a little explanation, the

bride is radiantly, happy, when her

father fives them his blessing. The^

gardener is almost as rich, as the girlT

with the result that the young girl is not

only taken into society but is its fa-

vorite.

Frank Sheridan as Curley, foreman ot

the ranch, and Colonel Wright's best's

friend, was -humorous throurHout the

picture.*

"Larry' Semon. in "Midnight Cabaret"-

is perhaps the best of his funny pictures.

Despite his vocation as a waiter he is,

in love with the star of a review at a
cabaret and after almost insurmoutable
obstacles he wins her.
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The Man Next Door," by the Jat*
Emerson Hough, author of '.The Cov-
ered Wagon," Is the feature offered'on
the Cameo screen for the week. \

It is a corking good story of the East
and West and goes right on to prove
that Kipling was right.
The story, starting as It" does by

showing a rancher's daughter raised by
cowpurtchers and then sent East to a
.finishing school, and her discoveries In
re society, has been done countless
times before on and off the screen, but
never tjuite so well aa In "Tne Man
Next Door."
The company, presenting- the film Js

an excellent one and the principal roles
are played by such folks as David Tor-
rence, Frank Sheridan, James Morrison
and Alice Calhoun. To Victor Schert-
zlnger, the director, must go a great
deal of the credit for the real "finish"
of .the picture, and "Vitagraph has, given
it as fine a production aa could be,

desired.
It is a pity Emerson Hough did not

live long enough to see his atory,
screened, for those who do not see
will. In our opinion, miss a whole lot

Dorothy Dalton, as far as -we
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with John Gilbert
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Jn Epic ofLove andAdventure
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yf DynamicMelodrama ^NappyPictureofAmericanL'/k

Sound Business Judgment
and Quality Pictures

—

COUND business judgment and showmanship^ dictate high quality pictures only. Your
patrons demand the best. Your policy calls for

big money makers. Here's your chance to wind
up the season with a whirl.

Ask your nearest Fox exchange for details on our

special offer for winding up the season.

FRIEND
TH E DEVI L
hi
dosedon the FamousNoi/erdrRameati

Justa Greatftcfare

J0HNG1LBEKT

Honor First Truxton King

Calvert's Valley A California Romance
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West ol Chicago Snowdrill

Bells ot San Juan Skid Proot

The Footllght Ranger Boss of Camp 4

life and Love InNeurYork,

Oathbound The Buster

The Yosemite Trail Three Who Paid

While Justice Walts Bucking the Barrier

WIMflSSELL
Mixed Faces Man's Size

The Crusader Good-By, Girls

The Great Night Boston Blackie



^THATFORGOT faty
GOD Parents*

J00Per Cent Entertainment ^Drama ofHuman Interest 1/4tlast a Super-picture,"

These Big Guns Will
Rout the Summer Jinx

—

A TRIED and true line-up of Fox specials and
star productions now being offered for gen-

eral distribution. Every one of these pictures

las stood the box-office test. They are making
noney now and are

>^sa&v sure proof against

he hot weather /^Lilir\ slump.

Fox Film
'•''•/-••;V..'<. .

.

Shirueymason

Youth Must Have Love

Snirley ot the Circus Pawn Ticket 210

The New Teacher

Vf) CharlesJones
|7LincolnJCarter

Corporation Jn HonestMelodrama
\

lUPINO

LANE:

^FrieiidjyHuslHiid

^Five Reel (bmedy Feature

Moonshine Valley Without Compromise

Brass Commandments

with

Mary Carr
Aiade ofSmilesana"Surprises
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The Eight Anniversary

And Studio Number o f

Exhibitors Herald

w ill be published under date of July 7th. This

issue, marking the close of eight years of tri-

umphant success in the publication of a new

and better type of trade paper, will be replete

with features of interest and importance to the

whole industry.

(Editorial and advertising forms

close Monday, June 25th)

June 16, 1923
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iAOOER5TEH2
In 1r\er first

Independent Pro3uctioi

m
AriEdWard Dillon Production

ElliotDexter aridKathlynlDilKamr

Distributed on the Independent marki
A/TruarV Film Corporation.

M. ftHoffman,Vice Pres. and GenKi
1540 Broadway, NeW York City.

A STORY OF L OVE THRILLS



Ufip Dndependont

Believing firmly that the independent market

not only will absorb, but is anxious for, pro-

duction of high calibre with stars of known
quality and ability, based upon successful

stage plays, published stories and novels which

have an accepted popularity, TRUART FILM
CORPORATION—with this unshakable con-

viction—is increasing its production activities

to a degree that it will offer during the next

year, not less than twelve super-pictures.

It is from those factors enumerated above that

the value of a picture to the exhibitor is de-

rived, because they present the features which

are basicly necessary for proper exploitation.

With this full realization TRUART has as

its initial step signed ELAINE HAMMER-
STEIN, the biggest individual star who has

ever been offered exclusively to the independ-

ent exchangemen.

Each further step in the building of TRUART
FILMS will be taken with the sincere purpose

of producing motion pictures which will be a

credit to it and which will also be money-
making attractions for both the exchangeman
and the exhibitor.

TRUART FILM CORPORATION
M. H. HOFFMAN
Vice-Pre*. & Cenl. Mgr.

1540 Broadway
New York

Sfaine
Siammev^rtein

OF- R_OMANCE
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A Magnificent Production!

Superb settings—the heart and soul and the

atmosphere of the Great White Way—of

interest to every individual in every city,

town and hamlet.

A Great Director!
Producer of many successful pictures

—

Edward Dillon, has given every bit of his

energy and genius to "Broadway Gold."

SOME CAST!
Elliot Dexter, Kathlyn Williams. Richard
Wayne, Harold Goodwin, Eloise Goodall,

Henry Barrows, Harry Northrup and other

well-known players.

A Splendid Story!
Suspense—heart-interest— thrills — Chock
full of romance—from the story by W.
Carey Wonderly, by arrangement with

Youngs Magazine.

A Knockout Title:

"Broadway Gold"
What a chance for exploitation! What
stunts! The lobby and prologue you can

put on—and how that title will pull them!

And—What a Star:

ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN
Nuf sed!

The franchise in your territory

may still be available

—

better get off a wire

and find out!

SDiffon

9,
'JRe 9>erF?ct Setting

MOSPHER-E OP B R_0 A D WAV



Uhe first of a sorios of
&laine9rammersteinZProductiom

ELAINE
HAMMERSTEIN

in

"BROADWAY GOLD"
By W. Carey Wonder/y by arrangement with

Youngs Magazine

ELLIOT DEXTER, KATHLYN WILLIAMS

and a cast of unusual excellence

"BROADWAY GOLD" li the fir.t of a series of

sumptuous productions, starring Elaine Hammerstein,
to be produced by Tiffany-Truart for the inde-

pendent market.

The best exchange in your territory is the one
with the Tiffany-Truart franchise.

Start by booking "BROADWAY GOLD", now!

An EDWARD DILLON production.
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"Best "Work of Her Career/

. The American Beauty in
,

Qhe LONELY ROAD
Adapted by from the story by

LOIS ZELLNER - CHARLES LOGUE
Directed by Victor Schertzin^er

Produced by Preferred Pictures, Inc

A 3\r/>t national Picture



Arthur H Jacobs presents

jsi Frank, 5ona§e



-Strong Box Office Value

!

Production

Here's a Genuine
Audience Picture

A picture that mirrors life in a
way that is unforgettahle—

a

picture that is real, true, human—one that gets under the skin
and makes you feel. Tt touches
the depths of the heart, and
brings the tears and the smiles.

This is the kind that appeals
to every audience— to man,
woman and child.

Something Good For
The Box Office

Frank Borzage made it—the
man who made "Humoresque."
And he has put the same deft
touches into this picture that
made "Humoresque" so appeal-
ing. That's why it means money
at the Box Office. There's an
all star cast—names that have
pulling power—Johnny Walker,
Lloyd Hughes, Pauline Garon,
Bert Woodruff, George Nichols
and Frankie Lee.

Written by Tristram Tupper ; Di-
rected by Frank Borzage; Screen
Adaptation by Frank Dazey ; Sce-
nario by Agnes Christine Johnson;
Photographed by Chester Lyons;
Art Settings by Frank D. Ormston.

A 3ir6t national "Picture

.Josephine Adair
The Sweetheart



business Extraordinary/^
\^ J^.GClcL

SINS Tn8lt UNION;

DECEIVED AT

c L TEARSLEV

«SD F I RST NATIONAL P.CTURES

cro,ws ,f
-—-e as in.ica^",;;;; ».«« GREAT"™ OWNERS HERE FOR NATIONAL C NVEN

^ ">
enthus.astic stop a,,^ ,

^ « *
performa nces of s.lvia breaker K£R

""^ stop
ghest calibre stop crit.cs ano

° N R"EMARy T»™ °rAND AUDIENCE CALL PICTURE GENUINE HIT

BALABAN AND KATZ

£diDitl CareCOC presents

iGIRWGOLDEN WEST
AN EDWIN CAREWEtjPRODUCTION OF
DAVID BELASCO'S POWERFUL DRAMA
An all-featured cast; story by David Belasco; adapted to" the screen

by Adelaide Heilbron ;
photographed by Sol Pohto,

I
A. S.JC., and

Thomas Storey; Assistant Director, Wallace Fox.

A 3ir*t national Picture

, AFFLES

i * i

Crowds lined up in front of Balaban & Katz's Big Chicago Theatre
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A Needed Reform
The spirit of reform that has swept

over this business in recent years has

brought about little or no reformation

with respect to the type of motion

picture advertising resorted to in order

to attract the attention of the exhibitor.

Tbere are conspicuous exceptions

—

but only a few of them. Most of the

writers of advertising intended for the

theatre owner are following closely the

lead of the pioneer ad men who in turn

had inherited their adjective throwing

proclivities from the theatre and circus

"advance" man.

The fact that there has been no gen-

eral and radical reformation in the

type of ad copy used has resulted

badly ; it has lessened the effectiveness

of the advertising used because the in-

sistent repetition of impossible promise

and wild exaggeration has caused the

exhibitor to look with suspicion upon
practically all of the advertising that

is placed before him.

The existence of this condition has

been recognized even outside of the in-

dustry. In a recent issue, a leading

advertising publication collects a group

of alleged descriptive phrases that were

indulged in in a single group of ads

and this one collection amounts to a

serious indictment of the methods in

vogue.

A few of the familiar phrases re-

ferred to were as follows:

"A whale of a money-maker."

"A sure-fire combination for ca-

pacity business."

"Established as the year's box office

sensation."

"A sure clean-up."

"A sure mop-up."

This sort of stuff does not represent

"selling" copy. It does not explain

merit and attract favorable attention.

On the contrary, it only annoys and

disgusts the average reader. And the

proof of this is to be had in conversa-

tion with any representative exhibitor

who will tell you that such advertising

docs 1
1 « t seriously influence the buying

of pictures.

The only type of advertising that

can be consistently constructive is

truthful advertising. Bombast, exag-

geration and impossible promise, when

employed in advertising copy—in the

film business or anywhere else— is an

utter waste of time, money and effort.

It does not create favorable attention

toward the product referred to, but it

does create an attitude of suspicion

in the mind of the reader which

builds up one of the most difficult sales

resistances that can be encountered.

Any exhibitor will tell you that he

regards a great part of the advertising

that conies before him as just a lot of

bunkum and he, further, can tell you

very readily that his reason for this

attitude is the language which is fre-

quently resorted to in motion picture

advertising.

It lies within easy reach of every

competent advertising writer in this in-

dustry to assist in a very definite way

to make every page of trade paper ad-

vertising and every piece of circular

matter tremendously more effective by

simply falling in line with the pro-

cedure that elsewhere has been found

indispensable to good advertising

:

namely, truth and no bunkum
;
honesty

and no exaggeration, and a general rule

of reasonable and conservative state-

ment which appeals for the intelligent

and favorable attention of the reader.

In the froth and frenzy of the earlier

days in the picture business the wild-

eyed type of copy might have had an

excuse. There were renters of film

who probably had to be talked to in

the language of the circus 24-sheet.

But if there are any of these left their

number is mighty small. The vast

majority of exhibitors of today resent

a great deal of the advertising copy

that is placed before them. And their

resentment is well-taken.

Re -Takes
J. R. M.

ONE Eastern paper says there was
too much politics at the recent Chi-
cago convention. Now what would

a convention be without politics, I ask
you ?

* * *

Keep 'em Steppin'

Looks like a big year for ye reviewers.
Almost every day somebody gets up and
announces 40 or 50 or 60 features for
next year. Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan fol-
lows the First National announcement
(which said between 65 and 70) with an
assured output of 44. Paramount has 50
scheduled, Fox equally as many, and F.
B. O. promises a strong lineup.

* » *

What's Next Move?
Now that New York is wet what are

they going to do about it?

* * •

When Winter Comes
This is the kind of weather the exhibi-

tor stops worrying about the coal short-
age.

* * *

Enterprise?

An Eastern trade paper announces with
a Mare head a new kind of film review.
Turning to the designated page we find
a review written by five of the office staff.

Inasmuch as the Herald did this in Oc-
tober, 1922, on "Robin Hood" the "orig-
inal idea" isn't so very "new."

* * *

More Enterprise

That five-reel feature demand of the>
Herald's seems to have made quite a hit,

too, with the exhibitors, and acting on it

the other trade papers with customary
delayed initiative arc all singing the same
song.

* * *

From Dog Kennel to Mansion
Who says the hooch business isn't an

uplifting industry? The son of a Joliet,
111., dog-catcher made a fortune in a year
and was only caught when he bought
solid gold door knobs and knockers for
his house.

* « *

Vehement
"Damned Unusual Novel for Uni-

versal" says a headline. Rather strong
language eh? Oh, I see "Damned" is the
name of a novel.

* * *

Forgot About It

The actors (or their press agents)
must be pretty busy out on the coast.

There hasn't been one star announce the
forming of his own company in a couple
of weeks.

* * *

Our Barber'd Lose
Its funny the barbers don't get to-

gether and hold a non-stop silent contest.

Wouldn't that be a scream?
* * *

Forty More Payments
With that new $5 down and $5 a week

plan, Henry Ford ought to have every-

body out of the walking class by next

presidential election.

* *

A Long Affair

That great serial film "Investigating

the Movies" will be resumed June 11 in

New York.
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Exhibitor Politics Boiling
Throughout Entire Country

Better Theatres
In Next Issue

Next week's issue of the Herald
will contain the Better Theatres
section for June. There will be a
number of interesting and instruc-
tive articles on various phases of
theatre equipment, construction
and operation among them a story
of singular interest to theatre own-
ers in smaller communities, deal-
ing with theatre building consider-
ation in such localities. Don't miss
this article and the many others.

Good Summer Business

Expected in St. Louis
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO., June 5.—Attendance
throughout the St. Louis film district has
held up remarkably well this year, and
the indications are the industry will enjoy
the best summer's business in many
years.

The weather has been rather cool, and
as a result the indoor shows have con-
tinued popular. However, the airdomes
have had enough good weather to make
it worth their while to remain open.
Salesmen report there is a spirit of opti-
mism in the rural sections that has been
conspicuous by its absence heretofore.
There is every indication that next Fall
will see new records set for the industry
in these parts.

Schenectady House May
Go to Loew, Is Report

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SCHENECTADY, N. Y., June 5.—
There is a persistent rumor to the effect

that the Loew interests will take over the
magnificent new State theatre here which
went into the hands of a receiver about
two weeks ago. There is also a well
authenticated rumor that the Barcli, in

Schenectady, owned and operated by
John J. Walker, will change hands within
the next week, and will be owned by a
New York exhibitor.

Screens Aid Search
For Alleged Slayer

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MILWAUKEE, WIS., June 5.—The
picture screen was put to a new use re-

cently in Wisconsin when, during the
frenzied hunt for John Leonard Whit-
field, wanted in connection with a slay-
ing in Cleveland, Ohio, a description and
likeness of the fugitive were flashed upon
numerous screens in the state with the
announcement of a reward for his capture.

Hit by Daylight Plan
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., June 5.—Daylight
saving is playing havoc with the motion
picture theatres in the small mill towns
of central New York. At Valatie. H. C.

McNamara may cut down to one night a

week, and Philmont a short distance
away, may also do the same.

All Eyes Now Centered
On New York State Meet

Future Course of Many State Organizations May Be
Settled at Syracuse

The future coarse of a dozen state exhibitor organizations—possibly

that of every exhibitor league in the country—will probably be decided
at the convention of the M. P. T. O. of New York State, to be held at

Hotel Onondaga, June 19, 20 and 21.

Harmony or a New League Possible

Anyone with his ear close to the ground can hazard any kind of a

guess he wants to and defend his prediction with a dozen and one bits of

gossip and evidence.

Sydney S. Cohen, at the Chicago convention, hinted that there is a
strong possibility of the New York league going back into the national
organization.

On the other hand, there are plenty of

developments which would indicate that

the New York league is preparing to
establish a "working agreement" with
several anti-Cohen state organizations,
which while not a new national league
would practically be a start toward one.

Charles L. O'Reilly Is Silent

Charles L. O'Reilly, who led the New
York exhibitors out of the M. P. T. O. A.
at the Washington convention in 1922

and who has since ignored Cohen and his

organization, is the one man who could

state authoritatively what is to happen at

Syracuse and he is silent.

If O'Reilly decided to patch up his

differences with Cohen, the undercurrent
now sweeping many exhibitors towards a

second national organization would prob-

ably be effectively dammed.
Charley O'Reilly, it is generally con-

ceded, is the one man who possibly could

Brenner Praises

Quigley Review
The following comment on "The

Convention in Review" by Martin

J. Quigley, which appeared in the

June 9 issue of the HERALD, has

been received from Will H. Bren-
ner, manager of the Cozy and Ar-
cade theatres, Winchester, Ind.:

"I have just read your report of

the recent M. P. T. O. A. conven-

tion in Chicago and must say, Mr.
Quigley, you have expressed the

thing just like J would if I had the

ability to write that you have.

"I attended every session of this

wonderful (^) meeting and will say

I am mighty sorry that I did not

save the $200 which it cost me to

be there for a summer vacation. It

was the most heart-rending affair

ever witnessed. It does not seem
possible that a thing of this sort

could be pulled by men who should

control the motion picture business

of America.

"As I see it now, there is only

one thing for a real smart exhibitor

to do and that is to fight his own
battles, as there is no such thing as

an exhibitor's organization."

bring Willard C. Patterson, Al Steffes,

and a dozen other anti-Cohen men back
into the M. P. T. O. A.
And without O'Reilly, it is generally

conceded a second national exhibitor or-

ganization is very unlikely.

New Chain of Leagues?
The invitation extended by the New

York league to all state organizations to

send "observers" to Syracuse to study the
working methods of the Theatre Owners
Chamber of Commerce of New York City
opens the way to more speculation.

In the east, there is talk that local T. O.
C. C.'s are to be encouraged in all of the
film centers—not allied with the New
York organization but working along the
same lines with mutual exchange of ideas.

Some see in this a plan for the nucleus
of a new national league, but if there is

such a thing considered, its sponsors have
made no public statement.

The Twins Back With Cohen
To many, one of the most amusing

sidelights of the Chicago convention is

the lining-up of the Finnegan twin trade
papers—off again, on again, gone again

—

with Sydney S. Cohen again. The World
and the Trade Review are now "solidly"

with him.
Although there has been no announced

change in the policy of the two papers
during the period, both have jumped from
one side to the other—and back again.

Two years ago. the World "fought"
Cohen so vigorously that it even blocked
his likeness out of a group picture of

exhibitors published. It landed a blanket
subscription of 2,000 copies per week, to

be mailed to exhibitors, from a distribu-

ting company Cohen was fighting at the

time. With this safely tucked away, it

changed editors and is now whooping 'er

up on the other side.

The Trade Review championed Cohen
at the time the World fought him and in

turn was rewarded with a bunch of sub-

scriptions, engineered through state or-

ganization secretaries. With these safely

tucked away, it "let out" an editor and
became radically anti-Cohen. Now, it

has changed "editors" again and is

whooping 'er up for Cohen.

Other Conventions Planned
Several other conventions in the near

future are expected to indicate what is to

happen during the next few months.

The New Jersey state organization,

headed by "Pete" Woodhull. strongly pro-
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Cohen but just as popular with the anti-

Cohen, will hold its annual convention at

Lake Hopatcong, N. J.. June 26, 27 and

28
At this convention, it is probable that

Sydney S. Cohen will announce his pro-

gram of action for the next year. If a

harmony move develops at Syracuse, it is

possible that the cementing will take

place at Lake Hopatcong.
Another gathering of importance will

be Connecticut state convention in July.

President W. A. True is expected at that

time to make definite announcement of

the progress of the exhibitor-distributing

organization, which he is interested in

with Cohen.

Central West Is Active

Two important meetings are expected

in the Central West in the near future.

The Michigan and Minnesota delegates,

who walked out of the Chicago conven-

tion but at the time explained that their

action was not a "bolt", are to report to

their respective organizations. What ac-

tion will be taken is a matter of doubt

Illinois exhibitors are still talking ot a

Central West league, into which all ot

the neighboring states will be invited.

As announced at the time the Herald

first carried the story, there is no talk ot

this league being in any sense a competi-

tor to the national league. Affiliation

with the M. P. T. O. A., it is said, is being

considered.

How They Took It

Of general interest is the attitude taken

by various exhibitor organizations fol-

lowing the Chicago convention. The

Herald presents a few:

refers to the Chicago convention as a

pitiful fiasco" and says in part editorially:

"The pity of it ia that so much money hafftO

he wasted in an effort to gild the lily. Why
should the railroad (ares be spent to bring the

delegates to Chicago, why should well-meaning

and sincere theatre owners, who believe in or-

ganization, take the time away from their busi-

ness to make the journey to Chicago? It was

unnecessary, even foolish, for the presidential

outcome was determined long before the Chicago

conclave opened. It would have been just as

easy, and less painful and expensive, to notify

the delegates that Mr. Cohen was to be the or-

ganization's president for a fourth term, despite

their wishes in the matter.

"That, of course, would have precluded the

possibility of employing the flag-waving tactics

that coupled the alleged ambitions of Henry Ford

in the motion picture field; would have prevented

the dastardly attack on the Michigan candidate,

and might have resulted in a demand for the

"low down" on the situation which permits a

small group to dictate the policies and conduct

of the organization, a demand that sober reflec-

tion would have made too insistent to be denied.

••Sydney S. Cohen has been elected president—

of what? Half the delegates walked out when
his re-election was announced. Maybe the or-

ganization can continue as a national association

of independent theatre owners. Maybe, indeed,

there is ground for the claim that it is stronger

today than ever before. Maybe, too. the walk-

out is not to be regarded as an expression of

sentiment, a sentiment that may make unten-

able the positions of the- states who left the meet-

ing after the joke election."

The local film paper, which is
i
regarded

as reflecting the opinion of VvillarrJ y
Patterson and other exhibitor leaders in

this district, heads its editorial on the

election of Cohen with the title ' The Man

Who Would Be King." After dismissing

the "Ford" storv, it says:

"Forgetting his repeated promise not to be a

candidate again, unable to resist the suggestion

„? pTw c r that he loves Sydney Cohen perrn.md

himself to be nominated. He was el«ted. But

he is weaker than he has ever been since the n

cention of the organization. The victory cost him^ Minnesota and Michigan. Those dc ega.ions

walked out of the convention when Cohen broke

his word. Last year at Washington he alienated

the strongest individual unit in the M. 1 . 1-

O A.—New York State—and that unit with

smaller units is still estfanged.

"Even if adequate finance were provided Sid-

ney Cohen would scarcely be able to amalga-

mate the factions his over-ardent and too-deter-

mined adherents have so ruthlessly divorced. A

tremendous task lies before him if he would

bring order out of chaos, but he will probably not

concern himself with such a campaign. There is

the Theater Owners Distributing Corporation—

and it is in that direction that Mr. Cohen's ambi-

tions are believed to turn. As president Of the

M P T O. and rha ;iman of the board of direct-

ors of the T. O. D. C. he will have a large and

authoritative voice in its affairs.

"The Motion Picture Theater Owners of Amer-

ica may disintegra'.e, though it were a pity to

permit that, but the idea back of exhibitor or-

ganization will l.ot die. It has survived many
crises, some tragedies, and no litt'e suffering.

Though it may go dewn in defeat for the time,

though it be smothered under a mass of ulterior

motives the idea will endure and eventually it

will manifest itself again. Perhaps in time the

tremendous significance of co-ordination of effort

and definition of purpose will inspire the stimulus

for a lasting organization that represents not

merely a few factions, but all sections of the

country and the best element in every section."

Minneapolis

H. M. Richey, business manager of the

M. P. T. O. of Michigan, gives an insight

as to the true feelings of the Michigan
exhibitors in the following excerpts from
an article he prepared on the national

convention for a local publication:
"Just what Michigan's attitude toward the

present national organization will be is a mat-
ter for the organization and its director! to

definitely decide, but it seems certain that until

real accomplishments are shown, Michigan will

not give financial support.
"On Wednesday morning there appeared in

Variety an article stating that it seems that an
effort was being madr by the Ford interests to

get control of the screens for Mr. Ford's presi-

dential campaign, through boosting the campaign
of Michigan's candidate. Those who read it that

morning considered it little more than gossip,

and to the Michigan delegation it seemed so

absurd that it needed no contradiction.
"However, when Sydney S. Cohen, in giving

his reasons why he felt he must be a candidate,
dragged into the situation a racial element, giv-

ing credence to the article, and quoting from it,

thereby taking it as being food for thought, the

Michigan delegation became indignant, and felt

that the story may have been planted or at

least inspired, with only one purpose in mind,
that of discrediting Michigan's candidate. The
thought that anyone could dominate the screens
of the exhibitors of the United States seemed to
them too much of an insult to the intelligence
of the exhibitors of the country to give it serious
consideration. Michigan regrets indeed that Mr.
Ford was dragged into the situation, for tl-^-e

is now a grave doubt in the minds of the exhibit-

ors of Michigan as to whether Mr. Ford personally
knows there is an exhibitors organization in ex-
istence. The dragging into the situation of racial

differences, whether to build sympathy or what
not, seemed to the Michigan delegation very un-
fortunate and extremely short-sighted, out of
whi*-h nothing constructive can come.
"Michigan carried on a clean, business-like

campaign, and came off the floor stronger bv
far than ever before, but with the single regret'
that so little had been done to better exhibitor
conditions."

Exhibition

By G. G. SWAIN
(New Southern theatre, Indianapo-

lis, Ind.)

Well, away back in 1912 I bought a

neighborhood house seating 210—it was

a nickel a throw. It was in a German
neighborhood and they thought that if I

had a full house making $10.50 a night

that I was getting rich, when the fact was

I was not breaking even. Well, I finally

concluded to raise the admission to 10

cents for adults and 5 cents for children

under 12. And the Germans staid away.
I finally advertised it for sale at auction.

The day set for it came around and prob-

ably there were a dozen people there, but
nobody even made a bid. Finally one
man offered me $100 for the whole smeer.
I was so disgusted with the neighborhood
and the people that I let him have it. He
junked it and I made money by letting

him have it.

The local film paper, which is regarded

as reflecting the opinions of Al Steffes,

The official organ of the M. P. T. O.
A. of Northern California contains an edi-

torial calling Cohen's statement that he
decided to be re-elected to save the screens
from Henry Ford as "silly" and branding
the Chicago convention as a "dismal
failure." The special dispatch it carries

from the convention says in part:
"Pre-convention activity foreshadowed a rehab-

ilitated national oreanization. with either Al Steffes
of Minnesota or Tim Ritter of Michigan heading
the exhibitors. The feeling is bitter against
Cohen, who. exhibitors feel, has double-crossed

By E. D. KEILMANN
(Grand theatre, Topeka, Kan.)

Several nights ago, while I was sitting

in for the cashier, one of the really prom-

inent men came to the window and

wanted to purchase tickets. He had no

cash and asked if I would take his check.

I knew him and agreed. He nor I had

checks so he went to a nearby druggist
and got one, scribbled on it and tossed

it through the window to me, then rushed
away, leaving his tickets. I did some
rushing then and, following him to the

sidewalk, gave him his "duckets," only
to return to the box office and find that

he had not signed the check. The thing
flustered me so that I forgot who it was
and though I remember the face I can't

remember the man's name for the life of

me and he is one of the prominent citi-

zens of the town at that. I still have the

check.

them in their efforts to build a one hundred per
cent organization.
"A deficit of upwards of thirty thousand dollars

on last year's national organization was subscribed
by the delegates remaining, as Cohen supporters

—

but nothing was provided to finance the organiza-
tion for the ensuing year.
"Many attempts to compromise were made, but

all failed. There was much talk of forming a new
national organization to include such units as are

now well organized and dependably financed.
"The frequent administration assertion that ele-

ments within the exhibitor organization the past

year were working to wreck the organization, is

now felt by fifty per cent of the exhibitors, should

be laid at his own door, since he has been unable

for three years to effect even a fifty per cent

national exhibitor organization. If he had the

interests of all exhibitors at heart he should have

stepped down and out and said, 'Boys, I can't do

it; let some one else try.'

"Time alone can tell the future of a national

exhibitor organization, but at this moment an

equal number of delegates attending the Chicago

convention are thoroughly disgusted.
'
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Herald Readers Offer Aid to
Preacher Who Fought Censor

Plan Matinees to Help
Raise Fund for Church

Resort Theatres
See Big Business

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., June 5.—Many
of the motion picture theatres in

villages in the Adirondack region
of this state are anticipating a good
summer's business, through action
taken on the part of the villages in
appropriating considerable sums
for publicity purposes. Thousands
of dollars are being spent in adver-
tising the Adirondack region and
the theatres are looking forward to
a far better business than a year
ago.

April Admission Tax
612,232 More Than

That of a Year Ago
(Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C, June 5.—Ad-
mission taxes collected during the month
of April totaled $6,051,246, according to fig-

ures received at the Bureau of Internal

Revenue, an increase of $612,232 as com-

pared with the collections of $5,439,014

made in April, 1922.

That theatrical attendance throughout

the country has not yet regained the ground
lost' during the depression of 1922 is shown
by the report of admission tax collections

for the ten months of the current fiscal

year beginning July 1, last. During the

ten-month period this year, collections ag-
gregated $57,222,459, ' as compared with
$62,020,651 for the corresponding period
last year, a loss this year of $4,798,191.

While this is being made up at the rate of
more than $600,000 a month, it is not likely

that the 1923 collections will be as heavy
as those of the preceding fiscal year.

Graphic Exchange Heads
Hold Meet in New York

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, June 5.—Plans for the ex-
ploitation of new product for the up-state
territory was the subject of discussion at a
meeting here of First Graphic Exchanges
of Buffalo and New York. They are plan-
ning to publish forty-eight features and
eight special productions, also a series of
short subjects.

Among those attending the meeting were

:

Jack Berkowitz and Bert Kulick of Buf-
falo, and B. H. Mills, Samuel Seplowin,
Max Kerzner and Irving Meisel of New
York.

"Enemies" OpensRun at

Second Broadway House
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, June 5—Following its

presentation of six weeks at the Central
theatre here, "Enemies of Women," Cos-
mopolitans picturization of Vicente Blasco
Ibanez's story, has moved to the Cameo
theatre for an indefinite engagement.
The picture is now playing the Roose-

velt theatre, Chicago, and Grauman's Rialto,

Los Angele:i, among other houses.

Pocatello Exhibitor Wires That Minister "Is in Bad
Circumstances—Can You Help Him?"

In the issue of May 26, the HERALD presented editorially

and in a detailed story in the Public Rights League, the case of

the Rev. W. G. Jones of Pocatello, Idaho, who was expelled from

his pastorate in the First Baptist Church because he had gone

to the front and aided in defeating censorship in that state.

The HERALD had been in the mails but a few days when

it received evidence of the loyalty of exhibitors to those who dis-

regard fear of persecution in a fight for the cause of freedom.

Among the first to offer, through the HERALD, assistance

to Dr. Jones, who is endeavoring to raise a fund with which to

erect a church in which to conduct his own services, was Fred L.

Freeman, Grand theatre, Lake City, Fla. Mr. Freeman's mes-

mage to the HERALD read:

"How about the Rev. W . G. Jones? I will give a benefit

matinee any time to help him build a church."

That same spirit of cooperation has been expressed by other

theatre owners. They express a keen desire to aid Dr. Jones and

repay him for his services to the public and at the same time

rebuke those fanatics who were responsible for his dismissal

from the Pocatello church.

Theatre owners of Pocatello have put their shoulders to the

wheel and given what aid they could to Dr. Jones. The follow-

ing telegram from Don Carrothers, prominent Pocatello exhib-

itor, evidences the desire of the theatre men of that city to have

the industry show its appreciation, through financial assistance,

of the services rendered by the clergyman. The wire reads:

"Dr. Jones helped us in legislative fight this year and has

been dismissed. He is in bad cir cumstances and we have aided

but his new venture is not proving successfid. Can you help

him out with regards to position. If so, get in touch with him."

Exhibitors and others in the industry desiring to further the

cause of Dr. Jones should communicate immediately with the

Public Rights League, Exhibitors Herald, 407 South Dearborn

street, Chicago, 111.
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National Advertising Is Analyzed

By Circuit Executives

Local Advertising Most Effective Is Finding of
Theodore L. Hays and B. R. Ferris

IN an analysis of the question of whether or not national advertising is

helping exhibitors, which he had anticipated presenting to the conven-
tion in Chicago, Theodore L. Hays, in co-operation with B. R. Ferris,

publicity director of Finkelstein and Ruben, voices the opinion of many
exhibitors as expressed in the recent I [ERALD survey on the subject

; namely,
that such appropriations could be used to better advantage to the exhibitor
in local papers.

GOING into the subject further, the
Hays and Ferris statement declares

that national advertising by producers in

many instances does not tie up with the

local exhibitors' playing dates. "If this

money were spent locally," they say,

"telling prospective patrons that a certain

picture would play a certain theatre on a

certain date its power of attraction to

the box office would be greatly increased.

Unless these ideas are associated closely

people are likely to forget.
* * »

"The day after the Demsey-Gibbons
fight article were signed a full Pull-

man coach to Shelby, Mont., was
reserved by St. Paul fans. Why?
Because they had the proper asso-

ciation of ideas as to the event, the

date and the place.

"Motion pictures may be compared to

bargains, they are retail merchandise to

the general public. Women look for bar-

gains in the local papers. Therefore ad-
vertise pictures locally rather than na-

tionally.

"The sales products of the theatres

changes weekly. Lux soap, for instance,

is on the market under this name the

year around. But 'Bella Donna' is on the

local market only one or two weeks in

cities like St. Paul and Minneapolis.
Therefore 'Bella Donna' needs a larger

and more intensive campaign locally than
Lux.
"The great value of local newspaper

advertising, properly supported by billing

and other advertising mediums inherent
in the theatrical business, will not be
questioned by good showmen. Let us
compare the national .magazines with the

local newspapers:
"Magazines contain from 100 to 200

pages. Newspapers, in cities like St.

Paul and Minneapolis, carry from 20 to
50 pages. Isn't it easier to peruse 50
pages than 200?
"Magazines by reason of the fiction

stories they feature create an intense

reader interest—that is to say the reader's

attention is concentrated on the story.

The newspaper reader's attention is en-
gaged by short snappy articles for the

most part. Therefore isn't the chance of

our ad being read much better in the
newspaper than in the magazine?
"The magazine comes into the home

once a week at best, whereas the news-
paper reaches the home once a day and
sometimes twice.

* * *

"Newspapers co-operate with ex-
hibitors in the matter of news about
plays and players. How many maga-
zines (the trade press excepted) de-
vote any of their space regularly to
the dissemination of news about our
merchandise?

"If the producer will eliminate na-
tional advertising and apply this money
on the local appropriation or use it to

reduce film rentals he will come closer to
getting back 100 per cent than under
present conditions.

"This plan would enable the exhibitor
to use larger newspaper space and gain
the attention—getting value that large
space has over small space. It is up to
the exhibitor to sell the picture to the
public, the producer's problem is to sell

the exhibitor not the public.

"Trademarks mean little or nothing to

the average theatre fan. The story or
star is what attracts people to the box
office, not the name of the producing
company. The writer ventures to say
that not one person in 100 knows what
company distributes Harold Lloyd's pic-

tures.
* * *

"In closing we submit that theatrical

advertising problems are wholly different

from most commercial advertising per-

plexities. Therefore commercial methods
are not applicable to theatre advertising
except in a general sense. We must
seek, therefore, to use those advertising
methods which we have proved to our-
selves are the best for our business and
not seek to ape the fellow who has an
entirely different sales problem."

Chatkin Made Manager
Of Domestic Sales for

EducationalExchange
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK. June 5.—David J. Chat-
kin, for the last year a special field rep-

resentative for Educational Film Ex-
changes, Inc., has been appointed acting
domestic sales manager by E. W. Ham-
mons, president.

Mr. Chatkin was one of the first per-

sons in this country to operate an ex-

clusive short-reel exchange according to

Mr .Hammons, and there is no detail of

distribution or exhibitor problem with
which he is not thoroughly acquainted.
"With a bigger and better program of

short subjects being lined up. and with
every preparation being made to offer

exhibitors the finest service. Educational
is looking forward to the biggest year it

has ever had," Mr. Hammons declares.

Film Exports Growing
U. S. Reports Show

(Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C, June 5.—Ex-
ports of motion picture films are holding
up well, according to reports received at

the department of commerce. In positive

film, especially, the foreign market is stead-

ily growing, March shipments of that class

totaling 13.804,918 linear feet, with a value
of $534,473. Four markets—Argentina,
Australia, Brazil" and Canada, take more

Cesare Gravina as Luigi, the clown in

"Circus Days," the Sol Lesser presenta-
tion adapted from "Toby Tyler." First

National will distribute this Jackie
Coogan vehicle.

than a million feet a month, the first two
in March taking more than two million

feet each.

Shipments of sensitized unexposed film

during the month totaled 2,445.599 feet,

worth $59,915, the best markets being

England and Japan, while exports of nega-

tives totaled 618,959 feet, worth $01,972,

the best and only large market being Eng-
land.

Cummings to Arrange
Distribution of New

Film While in N. Y.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES. June 5. — With a
print of his latest picture "Broken Hearts
of Broadway," Irving Cummings, inde-

pendent producer, will leave for New
York to arrange for distribution of the

film which features an all star cast.

Although Cummings is said to have re-

ceived numerous offers for his most re-

cent independent production, he declare*

that he will not consider any propositions
for the disposal of "Broken Hearts of
Broadway" until after it has had its New
York trade showing which will probably
take place within the next two weeks.

Included in the list of stars in "Broken
Hearts of Broadwav" are Colleen Moore,
Johnny Walker, Alice Lake, Tully Mar-
shall. Kate Price, Creighton Hale, Stew-
art Hull, and Anthony Merlo.

Robinson Transferred
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEWARK, N. J.. June 5.—George K.
Robinson who has had charge of the Wil-
liam Fox New Jersey theatres has been

transferred to the Denver holdings where
he will be in charge, under the direction

of John Zaft of the New York office.
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Interesting Data Presented in
U. S. Investigation of F. P.-L.

Salaries
Following is the list of executives
and directors of Famous Players-
Lasky Corporation in 1919, and
the salaries paid each at that

time. This data, submitted to

the Federal Trade Commission in

its investigation of Paramount, is

contained in a report on the basis

of which Kuhn-Loeb & Company
underwrote the $10,000,000 stock

issue in 1919, the purpose of

which, according to H. D. H.
Connick, was for the acquisition

of theatres.

Adolph Zukor, president $100,000

Jesse L. Lasky, vice-president 100,000

Arthur S. Friend, treasurer 65,000

Elek J. Ludvigh, secretary 50,000

E. E. Shauer, assistant treasurer. . 30,000

Walter E. Greene, vice-president . . . 35,000

Walter W. Irwin, vice-president... 30,000

Eugene Zukor, assistant treasurer.. 5,000

Al Lichtman 20,500

Charles S. Hervey 15,000

Daniel Frohman 7,500

Blanche Lasky 7,500

J. A. Derham 7,500

Joseph Plunkett 15,000

B. S. Moss 25,000

Henry L. Salsbury 15,000

Max Goldstine (Chicago) 15,000

The directors' salaries given are

on a weekly basis.

Cecil B. DeMille $2,506

Hugh Ford 2,000

George Fitzmaurice 1,000

William D. Taylor 750

George Melford 600

Robert Vignola 600

Donald Crisp 600
Walter Edwards 450

John Robertson 600
Charles Maigne 600

Kenneth Webb 300

Further information contained in
the report is published in adjoining
columns and on following pages.

Herald Publishes List
Of Paramount Houses

Exhaustive Report Reviews Activities of Company
In Production, Distribution and Exhibition

An exhaustive report reviewing the activities of the motion picture

industry in general and Famous Players-Lasky Corporation in particular
and containing interesting information about the workings of Paramount
has been furnished as Exhibit No. 46 to the Federal Trade Commission
in its investigation of Famous Players.

Data Compiled as Basis for Stock Issue

In submitting this data, Elek J. Ludvigh stated that it had been
prepared by the American International Corporation and signed by H. D.
H. Connick for Kuhn-Loeb & Company. It was on this report, according
to Mr. Ludvigh, that Kuhn-Loeb underwrote the $10,000,000 stock issue
in 1919, the purpose of which, he said, was for the acquisition of theatres.

Equally as interesting as these statistics is the comprehensive report,
also submitted as evidence in the investigation, on the company's theatre
holdings. This data, presented in full on following pages, settles once
and for all the question of the number of theatres leased, owned or oper-
ated by Famous Players now and in the past.

Some to Close, Others

Plan Better Programs
In Hot Weather Fight

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., June 5.— Theatre
owners in some of the larger cities of

this state are planning to try out ex-

pensive features during the summer
months, as a means of sustaining busi-

ness. Owners of other houses, however,
particularly in small places, have an-
nounced their intention of closing down
either entirely or for one or two nights a

week.
While the automobile business is mak-

ing inroads in the daily receipts in both
cities and villages, the owners of leading

theatres in some of the cities believe that

they have made a mistake in the past in

furnishing poor and cheap program pic-

tures for the summer months and letting

the business go hang.
Lew Fischer has announced that he

would close his houses in Ticonderoga
and Fort Edward to three days a week,
from the last of June on. The Star, in

Greenwich, owned by Mrs. D. S. Regan,
closes June 15, for extensive repairs.

Elmer Griffin is running his house in

Kinderhook one night a week. John
Christie has closed the Third Avenue
theatre in Watervliet, to three days a
week.

A summary of the report on theatre
holdings discloses that the company on
August 31, 1921, owned or held an in-

terest in 259 motion picture houses and
twenty-four legitimate and vaudeville
houses. The report shows, however, that
by April 4, 1923, the company had dis-

posed of many of its theatres, the number
of motion picture houses totalling at that
time 148, and the number of legitimate
and vaudeville houses totalling sixteen.

Deals With Many Topics

Subject matter contained in Exhibit
No. 46, concerns itself with the growth
of the industry, the estimated number of

theatres in the United States and in

foreign countries, rental prices on first,

second and third runs, annual intake at

box office, rental increases, theatre satura-

tion, export trade, non-theatrical trade,

cost of story material for production,

stars' salaries in the aggregate, corporate
history of company, earnings, and the

salaries of executives and directors. The
latter is published in an adjoining
column.

In discussing the plans of Adolph
Zukor to acquire "about fifty theatres,"

the report cites an estimate of theatre

profits and the earnings of a number of

the larger theatres of the country. The
report estimates that a theatre seating

3,100 will return at least 25 per cent on
the investment in addition to the usual

first run rental charge.
"That this 25 per cent is conservative,"

reads the report, "is indicated by the fact

that the Grauman theatre of Los Angeles
is now earning profits of 100 per cent a

year: the Rialto in New York at the rate

of about 80 per cent a year; the Stillman

in Cleveland at the rate of over 100 per

cent a year."

Estimate $800,000,000 Gross

The Paramount distribution department

at the time the statistics were compiled
estimated that there were a total of 15,-

000 theatres in this country with a gross

annual return in 1919 of $800,000,000. Of
this sum it was estimated that the pro-

ducers would receive for films and acces-

sories $90,000,000.

Concerning the producers' share of the
total gross, the report says: "Producers
claim that even when full consideration
is given to the extra cost of the large
orchestra and attraction required of the
picture houses, they should receive from
22 to 25 per cent of the gross theatre
income."

In comment upon executives of the
company in which Mr. Zukor is de-
scribed as "the moving spirit and the
man of the greatest vision in the cor-
poration" and Jesse L. Lasky as the man
"generally credited with having pro-
duced more high grade feature films

than any other person in the industry,"
the report says:
"Up to the present time the corporation

has been a sort of a family affair, conse-
quently there is considerable nepotism.
There is also some internal politics.

While the executives and employes ap-
pear enthusiastic as to the future of the
industry, and seem to be loyal to the
corporation, it is to be regretted that

more of them have not had some cor-

porate training. Prior to engaging in the

motion picture business, they were gen-
erally employed in small retail businesses
of a type which did not call for the exact
business methods of large corporations.

This lack of general business experience
shows itself throughout the organization
and while at present it may not be
serious, it is believed that under strong
competition it would prove a severe
handicap."

Serves 11,008 Theatres

In the first six months of 1919, the

company showed earnings of $2,439,-

337.11, according to the report, which
states further that in 1917-18 the com-
pany supplied service to 11,008 theatres

in this country.

Some light is thrown upon the much
muted question of salaries paid the stars,

directors, and story material. Relative to

stars and directors salaries, the report

says:
"The following diagrams (these were

not included in the statistics received)

(Continued on page 36)
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Paramount Lists Its Theatres
The following list of theatres and

explanatory remarks were submitted

as evidence in the Federal Trade Com-
mission's investigation of Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation

:

Theatres Owned, Leased, and or Oper-
ated by Corporations in Which Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation or Subsid-
iaries Had a Stock Interest on August
31, 1921.

In Theatres Marked with an x F. P. L.

Interest Is 50 Per Cent or Less

1. Through Southern Enterprises Inc., oi

Delaware.

(a) Interest still exists at April 4, 1923.

OWNING, LEASING
AND/OR OPERATING

COMPANY THEATRE LOCATION
Anniston Enterprises, Inc., Savoy, Anniston, Ala.

Anniston Enterprises, Inc., Noble, Anniston, Ala.

Anniston Enterprises, Inc., Theato, Anniston, Ala.

Strand Theatre, Inc., Strand, Asheville, N. C.

Augusta Enterprises, Inc., Mojeska (new),
Augusta, Ga.

Amusement Co. of Georgia, Rialto, Augusta, Ga.
Southern Enterprises, Inc., of Texas, Majestic,

Austin, Texas.
Birmingham Enterprises, Inc., Galax, Birming-
ham, Ala.

Birmingham Enterprises, Inc., Strand, Birm-
ingham, Ala.

Imperial Theatre Company, Imperial, Charlotte,

N. C.
Grand Company, Grand, Columbus, Ga.
Rialto Company, Rialto, Columbus. Ga.
Texas Oklahoma Enterprises, Inc., Rialto,

Chickasha, Okla.
Southern Enterprises, Inc., of Texas, Crystal.

Dallas, Texas.
Southern Enterprises, Inc., of Delaware, Im-

perial. Columbia, S. C.
Enterprise Realty Company, Palace, Dallas,

Texas.
Enterprise Realty Company, Queen, Dallas,

Texas.
Texas Enterprise, Inc., Palace, Ft. Smith. Ark.
United Amusement Company, Hippodrome, Ft.

Worth, Texas.
United Amusement Company, Palace, Ft. Worth,

Texas.
Gadsden Enterprises, Inc., Imperial, Gadsden,

Ala.
Enterprise Realty Company, Queen, Galveston,
Texas.

Enterprise Realty Company, Tremont, Galves-
ton, Texas.

Garing Theatre Company, Caring, Greenville,

S. C.
Greenville Enterprises, Inc., Casino, Greenville,

S. C.
Greenwood Enterprises, Inc., Liberty, Green-
wood, S. C.

Greenwood Enterprises, Inc., Pastime, Green-
wood, S. C.

Enterprise Realty Company, Capitol (Zow),
Houston, Texas.

Enterprise Realty Company, Queen, Houston,
Texas.

Houston Enterprises, Ihc, Liberty. Houston.
Texas.

Jackson Tennessee Enterprises, Inc., Lyric,

Jackson, Tenn.
Jackson Tennessee Enterprises, Inc., Marlowe,

Jackson, Tenn.
Arcade Inv. Co., Arcade, Jacksonville, Fla.

Duval Co.. Duval, Jacksonville, Fla.

Imperial Co., Imperial, Jacksonville, Fla.

Republic Co.. Republic. Jacksonville, Fla.

Rialto Co.. Rialto. Jacksonville, Fla.

Memphis Enterprises, Inc., Majestic, x Memphis,
Tenn.

Memphis Enterprises, Inc., Princess, x Memphis,
Tenn.

Memphis Enterprises, Inc., Strand, x Memphis,
Tenn.

Texas Oklahoma Enterprises, Inc., Palace, Mc-
Alester, Okla.

Montgomery Enterprises, Inc., Empire, Mont-
gomery, Ala.

Montgomery Enterprises, Inc., Plaza, Mont-
gomery, Ala.

Montgomery Enterprises, Inc., Strand, Mont-
gomery, Ala.

Texas-Oklahoma Enterprises, Inc., Palace. Mus-
koges, Okla.

Texas-Oklahoma Enterprises, Inc., Capitol,

Oklahoma City, Okla.
Southern Enterprises, Inc., of Texas, Best,

Palestine. Texas.
Southern Enterprises, Inc., of Texas, Gem,

Palestine. Texas.
St. Petersburg Enterprises, Inc., Grand, St.

Petersburg, Fla.

St. Petersburg Enterprises, Inc., Pheil. St.

Petersburg, Fla.

St. Petersburg Enterprises, Inc., Plaza, St.

Petersburg. Fla.

St. Petersburg Enterprises, Inc., Rex, St.

Petersburg, Fla.

St. Petersburg Enterprises, Inc., Star, St.
Petersburg, Fla.

Rex ^Theatre Company, Bijou, Spartansburg,

Rex Theatre Company, Rex, Spartansburg, S. C.
Carolina Amusement Co., Strand, Spartansburg,

Sumter Enterprises, Inc., Rex, Sumter, S. C.
Southern Enterprises, Inc., of Texas, Victory,
Waco, Texas.

Howard Theatre Co., Howard, Atlanta, Ga.
Rialto Theatre Co., Rialto. Atlanta, Ga.
Strand-Vaudetter Co., Vaudette, Atlanta, Ga.
Tennessee Enterprises, Inc., Bonita, x Chat-

tanooga, Tenn.
Tennessee Enterprises, Inc., Rialto, x Chat-

tanooga, Tenn.
Tennessee Enterprises, Inc., Tivoli, x Chat-

tanooga, Tenn.
Old Mill Theatre Co., Old Mill, Dallas, Texas.
Johnson City Enterprises, Inc., Majestic, x

Johnson City, Tenn.
Johnson City Enterprises, Inc., Edisonia, x
Johnson City, Tenn.

Tennessee Enterprises, Inc., Bijou, x Knoxville,
Tenn.

Tennessee Enterprises, Inc., Majestic, x Knox-
ville, Tenn.

Tennessee Enterprises, Inc., Queen, x Knox-
ville, Tenn.

Tennessee Enterprises, Inc., Riveria, x Knox-
ville, Tenn.

Tennessee Enterprises, Inc., Strand, x Knox-
ville, Tenn.

Arkansas Enterprises, Inc., Capitol, x Little
Rock. Ark.

Arkansas Enterprises, Inc., Crystal, x Little
Rock. Ark.

Arkansas Enterprises, Inc., Royal, x Little
Rock. Ark.

Capitol Theatre Co., Capital, Macon, Ga.
Capitol Theatre Co., Palace, Macon, Ga.
Capitol Theatre Co., Rialto, Macon, Ga.
Tennessee Enterprises, Inc., Princess, x Mary

ville, Tenn.
Tennessee Enterprises, Inc., Palace, x Marv-

ville, Tenn.
Paramount Enterprises, Inc., Fotosho, x Miami,

Fla.
Paramount Enterprises, Inc., Hippodrome, x

Miami. Fla.
Paramount Enterprises, Inc., Paramount, x
Miami, Fla.

Paramount Enterprises, Inc., Strand, x Miami,
Fla.

Paramount Enterprises, Inc., Airdome, x Miami,
Fla.

Queen Amusement Co., Plaza, x (Queen) San
Antonia, Tex.

San Antonio Amusement Co., Grand, x San
Antonio, Tex.

San Antonio Amusement Co., Empire, x (Em-
press) San Antonio, Tex.

San Antonio Amusement Co., Royal, x San
Antonio. Tex.

San Antonio Amusement Co., Princess, x San
Antonio, Tex.

San Antonio Amusement Co., Strand, x San
Antonio, Tex.

Tennessee Enterprises, Inc., Imperial, x So. Pitts-
burg, Tenn.

Consolidated Amusement Co.. Bonita, x Tampa,
Fla.

Consolidated Amusement Co., Grand, x Tampa,
Fla.

Consolidated Amusement Co., Strand, x Tampa,
Fla.

Consolidated Amusement Co., Victory, x
Tampa. Fla.

Waco Hippodrome Co., Hippodrome. Waco,
Texas.

(b) Interest has been disposed of since
August 31, 1921.

I'nited Amusement Co., Mission, Abilene. Texas.
United Amusement Co., Queen. Abilene, Texas.
Anderson Enterprises, Inc., Anderson, Ander-

son, S. C.
Anderson Enterprises, Inc., Anderson, Anderson,

S. C.
Anderson Enterprises, Inc., Liberty, Anderson,

S. C.
Anniston Enterprises, Inc., Strand, Anniston,

Ala.
Calax Theatre, Inc., Calax, Asheville, N. C.
Majestic Amusement Co., Majestic, Asheville,
N. C.

Carolina Amusement & Inv. Co., Princess, Ashe-
ville, N. C.

Southern Enterprises, Inc., of Texas, Liberty,
Beaumont. Texas.

Southern Enterprises, Inc., of Texas, Tivoli,
Beaumont, Texas.

Birmingham Enterprises, Inc., Princess, Birm-
ingham, Ala.

Southern Enterprises, Inc., of Texas, Palace,
Cleborne. Texas.

Southern Enterprises, Inc., of Texas, Palace,
Corsicana, Texas.

Dallas Enterprises, Inc., Canitol. Dallas. Texas.
Enterprises Realty Co., Hippodrome. Dallas,

Texas.
Southern Enterprises, Inc., of Texas, Star, Den-

nison, Texas.

Texas Enterprises. Inc., Rialto, Dennison, Texat.
Morristown Enterprises, Inc., Vaudette, Dyrei-

burg, Tenn.
Morristown Enterprises, Inc., Frances, Dyret-

burg, Tenn.
Texas Enterprises, Inc., Palace, El Paso, Texas.
Southern Enterprises, Inc., of Del., Arcade

Ft. Myers, Fla.

Southern Enterprises, Inc., of Del., Court Ft
Myers, Fla.

Gadsden Enterprises, Inc., Strand, Gadsden, Ala.
Palmetto Theatre Co., Rialto, Greenville, S. C.
Southern Enterprises, Inc., of Texas, Opera
House, Greenville. Texas.

Greensboro Enterprises, Inc., Grand, Greens-
boro, N. C.

Griffin Enterprises. Inc., Alamo. Griffin, Ga.
Griffin Enterprises, Inc., Rialto, (Crescent)Onmn, ua.

United Amusement Co., Best. Hillsboro, Texai.Southern Enterprises, Inc., of Texas, Casino,Kissimee, Ha. •

Southern Enterprises, Inc., of Texas, Dixie,Kissimee, Ha. '

M
Texas'

£n,crpris"' Inc
>

Palace, Marshall,

Memphii Enterprises, Inc., Bijou. Memphii,

Memphii Enterprises, Inc.. Lyric, x Memphii,

Montgomery Enterprises, Inc.. Colonial, Mont-gomery, Ala.
Morristown Enterprises, Inc., Princess, Morris-town, Tenn.
Morristown Enterprises, Inc., Strand, Morris-town, Tenn.
MMTietto Amusement Co., Alamo, Newman.

Orlando Enterprises, Inc., Grand, Orlando. Fla.Orlando Enterprises, Inc., Phillips. Orlando, FlaSouthern Enterprises, Inc., of Texas, Star.
Palestine, Texas.

Southern Enterprises, Inc.. of Texas. Temple.
Ranger, Texas. Y ^

* Cf
F\"°

n Company
' J ffe"on. St. Augustine.

^Fla""
1 Co,npany

•
Orpheum, St. Augustine,

G<
N
rg
C

Entcrpriscs
'

Inc
-

Strand, Salisbury

U
Texls

Amu5cment Co
'

Lyric >
san Angelo.

United Amusement Co.. Palace, (Liberty). San
Angelo. Texas. .

-North Alabama Enterprises, Inc., Lyric. Shef-
field, Ala.

North Alabama Enterprises, Inc.. Plaza (Co-
lonial) Sheffield. Ala. '

^°

^'s (-

neatrc Corporation, Rialto, Spartansburg,

Sumter Enterprises, Inc.. Lyric. Sumter, S. C.
Lnitcd Amusement Company. Crescent, Temple,

Texas.
South Alabama Enterprises, Inc., Belvedere,

Tuscaloosa, Ala.
South Alabama Enterprises, Inc., Diamond, Tus-

caloosa, Ala.
Norih Alabama Enterprises, Inc., Pastime, Tus-
cumbia, Ala.

North Alabama Enterprises, Inc., Strand, Tus-
cumbia, Ala.

Southern Enterprises, Inc., of Texas, Rex, Waco,
Texas.

Dye. Ford & Rogers, Mission, x Amarillo,
Texas.

D. F. & R. Enterprises, Inc., Olympic, x Ama-
rillo, Texas.

Criterion Theatre Company, Criterion, x Atlanta,
Ga.

Strand-Vaudette Co., Strand, x Atlanta, Ga.
Tennessee Enterprises, Inc., Alcazar, x Chat-

tanooga, Tenn.
Tennessee Enterprises, Inc., American, x Chat-

tanooga, Tenn.
Tennessee Enterprises, Inc., Fine Arts, x Chat-

tanooga, Tenn.
Tennessee Enterprises, Inc., Lyric, x Chat-

tanooga, Tenn.
Tennessee Enterprises, Inc., Royal, x Chat-

tanooga, Te-ln.
Criterion Amusement Co., Criterion, x Chat-
tanooga, Tenn.

North & South Carolina Enterprises, Inc.,
Dreamland, x Chester, S. C.

North & South Carolina Enterprises, Inc.,
Liberty, Chester, S. C.

North & South Carolina Enterprises, Inc.,

Strand, x Gaffney, S. C.
North & South Carolina Enterprises, Inc.,

Cozy, x Gaffney, S. C.
North & South Carolina Enterprises, Inc.,

Bijou, x Greensboro, N. C.
North & South Carolina Enterprises, Inc.

Imperial, x Greensboro. N. C.
Hunteville Enterprises, Inc., Lyric, Huntsville,

Ala.
Lakeland Amusement Co., Auditorium, x Lake-

land, Fla.
Lakeland Amusement Co., Casino, x Lakeland,

Fla.
Arkansas Enterprises, Inc., Palace, x Little

Rock. Ark.
Capitol Theatre Co., Princess, x Macon. Ga.
North &- South Carolina Enterprise, Inc., Broad-

way, x Mt. Airy, N. C.
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Table Is Included in Evidence
D. F. & R. Enterprises, Inc., Mae, x Plain-

view, Texas.
D. F. & R. Enterprises, Inc., Olympia, Plain-

view, Texas.
Rome Enterprises, Inc., Auditorium, x Rome,
Ga.

Rome Enterprises, Inc., Elite, x Rome. Ga.
Rome Enterprises, Inc.. Strand, x Rome, Ga.
North & South Carolina Enterprises, Inc.,

Crescent, x Statesville, X. C.
Consolidated Amusement Co., Prince, x Tampa,

Fla.
North & South Carolina Enterprise, Inc.,

Grand, x Union, S. C.
North & South Carolina Enterprise, Inc.,

Rialto, x Union, S. C.

D. F. & R. Enterprises, Inc., Empress, x
Wichita Falls, Tex.

D. F. & R. Enterprises, Inc., Majestic, x
Wichita. Falls, Tex.

D. F. & R. Enterprises, Inc., Olvmpic, x Wichita,
Falls. Tex.

D. F. & R. Enterprises, Inc., Palace, x Wichita,
Falls, Tex.

• •

2. Through Black New England Thea-
tres, Inc.

(a) Interest still exists at April 4, 1923

As of August 31. 1921. Famous Play-

ers-Lasky Corporation had 50 per cent

interest in the Black New England Thea-
tres. Inc., who in turn had an interest in

the companies listed below. Famous
Players-Lasky at June 17, 1922, purchased
the other 50 per cent. X indicate an
interest 50 per cent or less by Black New
England Theatres, Inc.

Bangor Theatres, Inc., Opera House, Bangor,
Maine.

Park Amusement Co.. Park. Barre. Vt
Bath Theatres, Inc.. Opera House. Bath. Maine.
Bath Theatres, Inc.. Corumbia. Bath. Maine.
Bath Theatres. Inc.. Libertv. Bath. Maine.
Belfast Theatres Co., Union Hall O. H., Bel-

fast. Maine.
Bidditord Theatres. Inc., Central, Biddleford,
Maine.

Victory Amusement Co., Broadway. Chelsea,
Mass.

Dover Amusement Co.. Strand. Dover, N. H.
Lowell Theatres, Inc., Merrimack Square,

Lowell, Mass.
Barre Theatres, Inc., Savoy. Northfield. Vt.
Barre Theatres. Inc.. Park. Richford, Vt
Maine Theatres. Inc., Arcade, Rockland, Maine.
Maine Theatres, Inc., Empire. Rockland. Maine.
Maine Theatres. Inc.. Park. Rockland. Maine.
Rutland Theatres. Inc.. Strand. Rutland, Vt.

Westbrook Theatre, Inc., Star, Westbrook,
Maine.

Waterville Theatre Co.. Haines. \\ atemlle.
Maine.

Manchester Amusement Co., Star, x Concord.
N. H.

Westbrook Theatres, Inc., Scenic, \\ estbrook,

Maine.
Black & Soitz Theatres. Inc.. Lauenr. W con-

socket. R. I.

Black & Churchill Theatre, Inc.. Park, x Ft.

Fairfield, Maine.
Aroostock County Theatre, Inc.. Savoy. Ft.

Kent. Maine. _
Black & Churchill Theatre. Inc., Temple, x
Houlton, Me.

Black & Churchill Theatre, Inc.. Libby. x
Houlton. Maine.

Black & Churchill Theatre, Inc.. Dance Hall, x
Houlton. Maine.
(Societv Hall). Houlton. Maine.

Strand Theatre Corporation, Strand. Pawtucket,
R. I.

* * •

(b) Interest has been disposed of since

August 31, 1921

Park Amusement Co., Opera House. Barre. Vt.

Park Amusement Co., Bijou. Barre. Vt.
Bath Theatres, Inc., Arcade. Bath. Maine.

—

Dance Hall.
Belfast Theatres, Inc., Colonial, Belfast. Maine.

Rutland Theatres, Inc., Black's Bethel, Vt.

Brattleboro Theatres Co., Princess. Brattle-

boro. Vt
Brattleboro _ Theatres Co., Opera House. Brat-

tleboro, Vt
Brattleboro Theatres Co., Auditorium. Brattle-

boro, Vt
Maine Theatres, Inc., Lincoln Hall. Damaris-

cotta. Maine.

Rutland Theatres. Inc.. Black's. Fairhaven. Vt

Lawrence Rialto Theatre Co., Rialto, Lawrence,
Mass.

Rutland Theatre, Inc., Hammond Hall, Ludlow,
Vt

Rutland Theatre. Inc., Opera. Ludlow. Vt.

Black's Theatre Corp., (Lynn), Waldorf. Lynn,
Mass.

Conn. Theatres. Inc., Rialto. New Haven. Conn.
Brattleboro Theatre, Inc., Town Hall. Putney,
Vt

Black's Quincy Theatre Co., Quincy, Quincy,
Mass.

Rutland Theatres. Inc.. Strand, Randolph, Vt
Barre Theatres, Inc., Auditorium. Stowe, Vt.
Maine Theatres, Inc., Star, Waldonboro, Maine.
Maine Theatres, Inc., Glover's Hall, Warren,

Maine.
Artie Theatre Corp., Arctic, Artie, R. I.

Amusement Corp. of N. E., Hvde Park, x Hyde
Park, Mass.

Manchester Amusement Co., Strand, x Rock-
land, Mass.

L'tica Theatres. Inc., Pari, Utica, N. Y.
Prime Amusement Co., Blivven's Opera House,
Westerlv, R. I.

* » •

3. Through Miscellaneous Corporations

(a) Interest still exists at April 4, 1923

Mountain States Theatre Corp, Rialto, x Den-
ver, CoL

Mountain States Theatre Corp, Princess, x
Denver, CoL

Moore & Greaves Amusement Co., Rialto, x
Pueblo, CoL

Moore & Greaves Amusement Co.. Princess, x
replaced by Rialto. Colorado Springs. Col.

Moore & Greaves Amusement Co.. Queen, x
Denver, Col.

Moore & Greaves Amusement Co., Sterling, x
Greeley, CoL

X Y. & Pacific Coast Amusement Co., Grau-
man's M. D. The, x Los Angeles, Cal.

N. Y. & Pacific Coast Amusement Co., Rialto, x
Los Angeles, Cal.

Clinton-Mayers Co.. Lyceum, x Duluth, Minn.
Rialto Theatre Corp, Rialto, New York, X. Y.
Biddle Realty Corp., Rivoli, Xew York, N. Y.
Seneca Holding Corp.. Owns New York and

Criterion Theatres, New York. N. Y.
Missouri Theatre Co., Missouri, St. Louis, Mo.

(b) Interest has been disposed of since

August 31. 1921
Mountain State Theatre Corp., Grand, x

Pueblo, CoL
Moore & Graves Amusement Co., Princess, x

Cheyenne, Wyoming.
Moore & Graves Amusement Co., Lyric, x
Cheyenne, Wyoming.

On August 31, 1921, Southern Enter-
prises or one of its subsidiaries also

owned, leased or operated certain thea-

tres showing vaudeville or legitimate pro-

ductions but not displaying feature pic-

tures.
• • *

A. On April 4, 1923, we still had an
interest in the following:

Imperial (Bijou), Anderson. S. C.
Auditorium. Asheville. X. C.
Imperial. Augusta. Ga.
Alhambra (Piedmont), Charlotte, N. C.
Prince, Houston. Texas.
Palace, Jacksonville, Fla.

Grand. Montgomery. Ala.
Forsyth. Atlanta. Ga.
Lyric, Atlanta, Ga.
Bijou, Chattanooga, Tenn.
Kemptner. x Little Rock. Ark.
Gem. x Little Rock, Ark.
Grand, Macon. Ga.
Bijou, x Savannah. Ga.
Park, x Miami. Fla.

Staub (Lvric). Knoxville. Tenn.

B. The following had been disposed of

by April 4, 1923:
Grand. Augusta, Ga.
Mojeska. (Old). Augusta. Ga.
Academy, Charlotte. X. C.

lefferson. Dallas. Texas.
Grand Opera House, Galvestine, Texas.

Lucerne, Orlando. Fla.

Deandi. x Amarillo. Texas.
Wichita, x Wichita Falls, Tex.

• • •

Since August 31. 1921. Famous Players-

Lasky Corporation has acquired an inter-

est in the ownership, lease or operation

of the following theatres, which it had on

April 4. 1923.

1. Through Soutnern Enterprises, Inc.,

of Delaware:

COMPANY THEATRE LOCATION
Imperial Theatre Co.. Imperial. Asheville. N. C.

Tennessee Enterprises, Inc., York, x Chatta-

nooga, Tenn.
Texas Oklahoma Enterprises, Inc., Rialto, Mc-

Alester. Okla.
. .

Texas Oklahoma Enterprises, Inc., Busby, Mc-
Alester, Okla.

Consolidated Enterprises, Inc., Loew s Palace, x
Memphis. Tenn.

2. Through New England Theatres, Inc.

Oh-mpar Operating Corp., Olympia, Chelsea.

Mass.

Star Theatre Corp., Sterling, x Concord, N. H.
Emoire Theatre of Xew Bedford, Empire, x
New Bedford, Mass.

Rutland Theatres, Inc., Playhouse, x Rutland,
Vt

3. Through miscellaneous companies:
X. Y. & Pacific Coast Amusement, Metropolitan,
x Los Angeles, Cal.

It had acquired an interest in the fol-

lowing which had since been disposed of

by April 4, 1923.

4. Through Southern Enterprises, Inc.,

of Delaware:

Durham Enterprises, Inc., Broadway, Columbia,
S. C.

Durham Enterprises. Inc., Savoy. Durham, S. C.
Southern Enterprises, Inc., of Delaware, Ideal,

Columbia. S. C.
Deland Enterprises, Inc.. Dreka, x Deland, Fla.
Deland Enterprises, Inc., Princess, x Deland,

Fla.
Orlando Enterprises, Inc., Boacham, Orlando,

Fla.
Rome Enterprises, Inc., Broadway, x Rome, Ga.
San Antonio Amusement Co., New Pearl, x San
Antonio, Tex.

SUMMARY OF FOREGOING
SCHEDULES

As of As of
August 31 April 4

1921 1923
Motion Picture Theatres Over 50

Per Cent Interest 172 94
Motion Picture Theatres 50 Per
Cent or less Interest 87 54

TOTAL 259 148
Legitimate and Vaudeville 24 16

GRAND TOTAL 283 164

As to the 94 motion picture theatres
which are over 50 per cent owned, leased
or operated:

13 are in the 50 largest cities in the U. S.
39 are in other cities of over 25,000 popula-

tion.

42 are in cities of less than 25,000 population.

Of the 54 motion picture theatres which
are 50 per cent or less either owned,
leased or operated :

16 are in the 50 largest cities in the U. S.
25 are in other cities of over 25,000 popula-

tion.
13 are in cities, of less than 25,000 population.
In addition to the foregoing schedules, the

following interests should be noted

:

This companj- owned a 30 per cent in-

terest in an enterprise known as the Still-

man theatre at Cleveland. The company
operating the Stillman theatre became
part of a group known as Loew's Ohio
Theatres. Inc., and Famous Players-
Lasky Corporation received for its in-

terest in the Stillman theatre. 7,125 shares
of common stock and 524 shares of pre-
ferred stock out of a total Issue of 70.000
shares of common and 11.360 shares of
preferred stock of Loew's Ohio Theatres.
Inc. It has no representation on the
directorate and no voice in the manage-
ment of the Loew Company's affairs.

Southern Enterprises, Inc.. and sub-
sidiary of this company owns 40 per cent
of the stock of the Saenger Amusement
Company, but neither this company or
any subsidiary has representation on the
directorate or voice in the management
of the Saenger Company's affairs.

Famous Players owns the common
stock and part of the preferred stock of
Charles Frohman, Inc., but that com-
panj- is engaged in the legitimate theatri-

cal business and is not engaged in the
exhibition of motion pictures.

This company has a small interest in

the Valentine theatre at Toledo. Ohio,
estimated at 8 per cent which it received
as payment of overdue film rentals. We
have never had any representation or
voice in the management of the com-
pany.
On August 31. 1921. the date referred

to in the subpoena calling for this list.

Famous Players had a 75 per cent inter-

est in a circuit of 18 airdomes. theatres

and neighborhood houses in St. Louis,
{Continued on pege 36)
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K. C. Forms Own Unit and Allies

With Local Business Body
Chamber of Commerce Recognizes New League and Will

Give Valuable Cooperation

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, MO., June 5.—A new move in exhibitor organization
was launched in Kansas City last week with the formation of the
Kansas City Division of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

America. Of outstanding interest is the fact that the new association

has allied itself with the Kansas City^ Chamber of Commerce.

AM. EISNER, former secretary of
• the M. P. T. O. Missouri and a

veteran exhibitor of Kansas City, was
elected president of the new league, which

was organized at

a meeting of ex-
hibitors and
chamber of com-
merce officials in

the Hotel Balti-

more. Other offi-

cers are J. Means
of the Murray
theatre, Kansas
City, vice - presi-

dent; A. F. Gib-
bons of the
Prospect theatre,

Kansas City, sec-
retary, and Archie
Josephson of the
Victory theatre,

A. M. Eisner

Kansas City, treasurer

The formation of the new association,
in that it includes a tieup with the Kan-
sas City Chamber of Commerce, is re-

garded as one of the most important
moves towards advancing the industry
that ever has been made in Kansas City.

The new organization, it is believed, will

do away with the consolidation of the
Western Missouri and Kansas units,

which has been pending for some time.
In the future the motion picture in-

dustry officially will be recognized by the
chamber of commerce, exhibitors will

constitute a motion picture committee, to
work with the chamber of commerce, and
this committee will co-operate with the
Kansas City Parent-Teacher Association,
an organization whjch has done much
for the screen in Kansas City.

* * *

It is estimated, that under the plan of
finance adopted, that the Kansas City di-

vision will be able to raise $7,000 an-
nually from membership dues, which will

be graduated from $13.30 to $23 a month,
each theatre paying as its dues the
amount of money obtained from running
slides. No contract with any slide com-
pany has been entered into.

The new organization will consist of
about forty-five members, theatre owners
of Kansas City, Mo. It will be repre-
sented in the Priests of Palace, Kansas
City's annual festival of floats, and will

function similarly to the Chicago and
New York organizations. The presence
of Conrad Mann, N. N. D.alton and
Milton Luce, all of the Kansas City
Chamber of Commerce, who were speak-
ers at the meeting .at which the new
league was launched, added much color
to the event, which received a liberal

space in the newspaper columns.

* * *

"The problems of Kansas City exhibi-

tors, which are much different from ex-
hibitors in the territory, makes the

formation of the Kansas City division

absolutely necessary," Mr. Eisner said.

The membership dues will include a
membership in the national and state as-

sociations, as well as in the Kansas City
organization.

Available Attractions

In This Issue, P. 85.

"Available Attractions," brought
up to date and giving data on pro-
ductions not covered in the March
"Box Office Record," is presented
in this issue, beginning on page 85.

As previously announced, this

department will appear at intervals

warranted by film publication
schedules, all matter being retained
for incorporation in the next "Box
Office Record" as a permanent ex-
hibitor reference.

Grainger on Visit to

Exchanges in Interest

Of Details of Merger
(Special to Exhibitort Herald)

NEW YORK, June 5.—Special sales

problems that have come up in territories

following the distribution merger of Gold-
wyn and Cosmopolitan will be taken up by
James R. Grainger, general sales manager
of Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan on a five weeks'
visit to exchanges on which he has just

departed. Eddie Bonns, manager of ex-
ploitation, accompanies Mr. Grainger.

Mr. Grainger will visit Cincinnati, Indi-

anapolis, Chicago, St. Louis, Kansas City,

El Paso and Los Angeles. On the return

trip he will make stops in San Francisco,

Portland, Seattle, Winnipeg, Minneapolis,
Detroit and Cleveland.
Mr. Bonns is making the trip to discuss

exploitation problems with exhibitors in

the key cities and to bring about a closer

working arrangement between the home ex-
p'oitation office and the exploiteers in the

field.

Kansas Considers Plans
For Adding to Finances

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS. CITY, KAN., June 5.—Col-
lective insurance, booking of films and
parcel postage of films are three means
by which the M. P. T. O. Kansas hopes
to add materially to its treasury this sum-
mer. By the merging of several insur-
ance companies, or, a single company for

that matter, the Kansas body hopes to
be able to save from 25 to 30 per cent in

the cost of insurance to its members.
The balance will go into the treasury.

The booking of films also presents an
attractive method by which funds can be
kept coming in. An exchange will be

Scene from Booth Tarkington's "Penrod
and Sam," directed by William Beau-
dine for First National distribution.

asked to name its price for a certain film

for a period of several weeks, receiving

the assurance that the picture will be well

advertised and obtain the prestige of be-

ing sanctioned by the state organization.

The M. P. T. O. Kansas in turn will then

act as the distributor of the picture dur-

ing the period for which it has been

rented, and the difference in rent paid by

the exhibitors and that paid by the M. P.

T. O. Kansas will represent the amount
available for the treasure.

Fox Will Not Close

Plant in East When
New Studio Is Ready
(Special to Exhibitor! Herald)

NEW YORK. June 5.—Denial is made

by William Fox of a rumor current in

the newspaper stories which points to the

closing down of the New York studios

of Fox Film Corporation as soon as the

recently announced studio buildings near

Los Angeles are finished. At present

three pictures are in the course of pro-

duction in New York, namely "Six

Cylinder Love," "No Mother to Guide

Her" and "The Governor's Lady."
Plans formulated for the new $3,500,-

000 studio will be acted upon and ground

broken for the construction work within

the next two months.
The site is 450 acres and forms a part

of the old Wolfskill Ranch on the out-

skirts of Los Angeles. The demands for

more capacious filming compartments,

larger stages and better developed me-

chanical arrangements have necessitated

the erection of the new studios.

James Leaves Tyrol
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, June 5.—Albert James,

who has been business manager of

Jacques Tyrol Productions. Inc., has re-

signed his position with that firm.
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Film News

in

Pictures

PICTORIAL SECTION
of Exhibitors Herald

Issue of June 16

Stories Told

by

the Camera

Mae Marsh is a fea-
tured player in D. W.
Griffith's "The White
Rose," now playing
Lyric theatre, New
York City.

All you need is a sleigh and a lot of imagination if you
wish to enjoy this winter sport in California. Ask Harry
M. Berman. general sales manager of F. B. O. (sitting with
Margaret Landis), and Nat G. Rothstein, the company's
advertising expert—they know. You can't say they're not
enjoying the imaginary ride.

Waldemar Young has
been assigned to the
Editorial staff of B. P.
Schulberg company,
producing for Al Licht-
man.
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De Sacia Mooers is a member of the special cast selected
to support Barney Bernard and Alexander Carr in

Samuel Goldwyn's production of "Potash and Perl-
mutter." A deal has been closed whereby First National
will distribute this picturization of the Montague Glass
stage success.

Renee Adoree is considered one of the most promising
of screen players. She has been signed by Louis B.
Mayer and will appear in the forthcoming Reginal
Barker production, "The Law-Bringers," which Metro
will distribute. Monte M. KLatterjohn adapted "The Law-
Bringers" to the screen.
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Night view of beautiful

new Warner Brothers
studio in Los Angeles. It

has stage 330 by 120 feet,

one of the largest in the
world.

Warner Brothers first theatre, the Cas-

cade, at Newcastle, Pa. This picture was

taken in 1905. The imposing ballyhoo

artist is none other than Abe Warner.

Note the 5-cent admission sign.

Lloyd Hamilton, popular
comedian, has renewed his

contract to produce short

subjects for distribution

through Educational ex-

changes.
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The final in the "Ben Hur" contest in which motion picture fans will name

the actor to play the leading role in this Goldwyn special, is drawing to a

close. Robert Mclntyre, Goldwyn casting director, and June Mathis, the

company's editorial director, are ready to chalk up the final score. James

Kirkwood and Rodolph Valentino were in the lead according to last reports.

Aileen Pringle is the beautiful young
actress signed recently by Goldwyn.
She now is appearing in that com-
pany's picturization of "In the Palace
of the King."

George K. Arthur and Charles Chap-
lin, upon whose recommendation
Arthur came from England to Holly-
wood. Arthur has signed to star in

four pictures produced by Film Book-
ing Offices at its Coast studios.
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This is a street as it is said to appear to a drug addict. The set was
erected especially for "Human Wreckage," Mrs. Wallace Reid's anti-

narcotic picture which F. B. O. is distributing. James Kirkwood and
Director John Griffith Wray stand in the foreground. This picture was
produced under supervision of Thomas H. Ince.

Nita Naldi was a favorite at the Long Island studio, so when Allan Dwan
completed his latest Paramount production, "Lawful Larceny," the crew
insisted upon a picture. Here it is. Miss Naldi is posing as Cleopatra
with Director Dwan essaying the role of an Egyptian lover in modern
makeup.

Producer, author, director and cast of "Potash and Perlmutter," which
First National will distribute. In the picture are: Clarence Badger,
director; Samuel Goldwyn, producer; Montague Glass, author; Barney
Bernard and Alexander Carr, stars; and Vera Gordon, Martha Mans-
field, Ben Lyons, Hope Sutherland and De Sacia Mooers. "Potash and
Perlmutter" was one of the most popular stage successes of a few years
back.

Anything's worth a try since prohibition,

thinks Harry Langdon, vaudeville comic
who has been signed by Principal Pic-

tures. Langdon begins his film work
next month on the Coast.

James Flood has been assigned to direct

"Big Bill" Russell in his new William
Fox production. The title of the picture

is "Time Hath Changed." It is nearing
completion.

V
V

Lillian Leighton and Raymond Griffith

are two of the players who provide com-
edy relief in "The Eternal Three," the

forthcoming picture produced by Mar-
shall Neilan for distribution through the

exchanges of Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan.
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Barbara La Marr, one of the reigning vamps
of the screen, will add both beauty and drama
to Louis B. Mayer's "The Master of Women,"
which Metro will distribute. It is a Reginald
Barker production-

Harry P. Beam, an assistant corporation counsel, presents key of

Chicago, on behalf of Mayor Dever, to S. R. Kent, general manager
in charge of distribution of Famous Players-Lasky, on occasion of

the opening of the Middle West sales convention of Paramount
branch forces. This meeting was one of a series.

Gladys Walton and Priscilla

Dean, two popular Universal

stars, ready for dip in the

pool in the lawn of Miss

Dean's Beverly Hills home.

Duke Worne lets his imagination ran riot dur-

ing the day while filming scenes for the Uni-

versal serial, "The Eagle's Talons," and after

retiring for a good night's rest he is bothered

by dreams like this. Such is the life of a

director.

Erie Kenton has just re-

turned to Fox lot to direct

Sunshine comedies. Nuff said.

"Box Office Record" tells you
what other exhibitors think
of these films.
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9/ieWEEKmNEWYORK
THE eastern office of Louis B. Mayer

Productions, Inc., had a "flitting" last

week.

Paul C. Mooney, general manager,
t
and

his associates packed up their goods and

chattels and left the sixth floor of No. 6

West Forty-eighth street flat, taking up

splendid new quarters on the twelfth

floor of the brand new building which is

just being completed at No. 38.1 Madison
Ave., northwest corner of Forty-sixth

street. Once more the Mayer eastern

offices will be in the same building with

Associated First National, through which
some of the Mayer product is distributed,

the First National having established

themselves on the eleventh floor of 383

Madison Ave., a week or ten days ago.

Paul Mooney has not as yet sent out

the call to his friends in the trade for an
official inspection of the new premises.

It will be some time until things are

"ship-shape" and the appurtenances are

ready for sampling. The prize office of

the suite is being elaborately done in wal-

nut ceiling, and the workmen will not

finish their task for two or three weeks.
Included in the suite are three other ex-

ecutive offices and a general business

office.

In the confusion attendant upon the

moving, the trade had some little diffi-

culty in reaching the Mayer company by
telephone. The old number, Bryant 4600,

has gone into the discard, the new num-
ber being Murray Hill 1732.

* *

A new and excellent publicity medium
for those producers who want to tell their

story to the picturegoer is afforded

through radio broadcasting. One radio-

phone broadcast station in particular,

"VVHN" Ridgewood, Long Island, is de-
voting regular periods three times weekly
to talks about plays and players of the

screen.
The screen talks of "WHN" are being

conducted by Charles Reed Jones, former
editor of Photoplay Journal and Filmplay
Journal, who has been well known for

several years in the free lance publicity

field. Mr. Jones broadcasts reviews of
practically all new screen productions, as
well as short talks about plays in produc-
tion and personal gossip of the players.

The interest of radio fans in this new
broadcast feature is expressed definitely

by the numerous letters and telephone
calls that are received at the "WHN"
studios. In fact, we are informed that

Richard Walton Tully received more than
one hundred letters from persons in all

parts of the country who heard him talk

about "Trilby" from "WHN" a short
time ago.

Several of the leading producers have
expressed their interest in this new pub-
licity medium and are cooperating in

every way to help Mr. Jones put the idea
over.

* * *

C. L. (otherwise Bill) Yearsley was
given a merry send-off on his three

months' vacation from his desk as First

National publicity director by his First

National associates at a luncheon at the
Hotel Astor on Friday, June 1. Mr.
Yearsley is bound for various mountain
lakes and streams, there to recuperate
and prepare for big First National doings
in the fall. He left the following day,

June 2.

Some twenty-eight of his associates

gathered around the festive board and lis-

tened to General Manager Dick Rowland

preside as toastmaster. Floyd Brockell
started the barrage of best wishes, and
Bruce Johnson, foreign manager, voiced
his approval of the vacation as long as
Mr. Yearsley was kept out of foreign ter-

ritory. H. 0. Schwalbe characterized the
Publicity Chief as a publicist who had by
constructive, conservative, tireless work,
done more to advance his company than
any other man • of the same capacity in

the industry. No other proof was needed,
he said, in addition to the fact that Mr.
Yearsley had been with First National
for five years and they wanted him to

sjay another five. Other speakers were
Sam Spring of the Legal Department;
Chas. Pinkerton, financial controller;
Worthy Butts and Hawley Turner.
Mr. Yearsley responded by praising the

First National management and the co-
operation and freedom it had always al-

lowed the publicity department. With a
rosy vision of three months in the moun-
tains, he concluded by saying that he was
sorry for everyone else in the world.
Bob Dexter will be in charge of the

advertising and publicity department un-
til Mr. Yearsley's return, with Lynde
Denig supervising trade, newspaper and
general publicity.

* * *

"Palais De Danse," one of New York's

coziest after-theatre restaurants and danc-

ing places, has become a mecca for New
York film men, according to no better

authority than Paul Gray who is handling

the publicity.

"Palaise De Danse" boasts a well-
staged floor show, good food and excel-

lent music. It is within a block of the

Godfrey and Mecca buildings and is ri-

valing the Astor as a rendezvous for

movie folk. The entire show at this res-

taurant is to be filmed within the next
week and broadcast throughout the world
in order to correct the impression with

Says Beauty Is

Overemphasized
(Special to Exhibitor! Herald)

LOS ANGELES, June 5.—How
far should beauty be an influencing
factor in screen production. This
question is answered by Director
Maurice Tourneur, who state that
there is too much striving for the

beautiful in motion pictures for

the good of the art.

.."Nine-tenths of our thought is

directed to love. It is the obvious
theme for pictures," says Mr.
Tourneur. "But how do we gen-
erally show it? The lovers must
sit on a beautiful stone bench in

the moonlight. Love is not made
like that at all—but in the kitchen
—on the back steps—everywhere.

"The effort for 'beautifying ef-

fects' in morion picture making,
sometimes exceeds the endeavor to
present the real story—with a smell
of genuine life. Artificial effects

are bound to become recognized
by the public sooner or later, as
just what they are.

"If, in filming a story, we go out
and 'shoot' it—actually picture it

—rather than paint it with ideal-

istic touches, we will help the cin-

ema materially in its progress as
an art."

the natives in the provinces that New
York cabarets are gilded halls of sin.

* * •

Charlie Murray is so far ahead on
production with the series of all-star

comedies, in which he is featured by C. C
Burr and which are released by the Hod-
kinson company, that he is now enjoying
a vacation. Charlie left last week on the
first lap of three weeks' journey that will

take him to the Pacific Coast, after which
he will return to New York and resume
work in the Burr comedies. Murray's
first stop was at Muncie, Ind., where he
visited his home folks. Then he jour-
neyed to Cincinnati, calling on exhibitors
that have shown his comedies, and will

continue this enroute. Mrs. Murray ac-
companied the famous screen comic, stop-
ping off at Minneapolis to visit her fam-
ily.

* * »

Ernest Torrance, than whom there is

no more diabolical villain on the screen,
was the guest of honor Monday at a
luncheon at the Astor by the Famous
I'layers-Lasky Corporation. The trade
paper and daily press film writers were
invited to meet Mr. Torrance and did so
in perfect safety, there not being even
one casualty. During the entire luncheon
Mr. Torrance did not once try to throw
anyone into quicksands, shoot anyone, or
show any inclination to start a fight.

At the luncheon the announcement was
made that Mr. Torrance had signed a
long term contract with Famous. His
portrayal of the role of "Bill Jackson" in

"The Covered Wagon" is conceded to be
one of the outstanding events of the year
in motion pictures, and he will be featured
in a number of Paramount productions.
"The Mountebank" will be one of Mr.

Torrance's early productions and he came
to New York this trip to study the play.

Incidentally Mr. Torrance made personal
appearances at the Criterion Sunday
night in connection with the regular,
showing of "The Covered Wagon" and
was given a great ovation at each per-
formance.

* * *

And speaking of "The Covered Wagon,"
let it be known that it has passed its

150th performance at the Criterion and
is still going strong with long lines at

the box office for every showing. The
150th showing was celebrated by a party
on the stage for the company, orchestra
and a few invited guests, the latter includ-
ing Famous Players-Lasky officials and
the staffs of the Rivoli and Rialto. Josiah
Zuro, acting manager in the absence of

Dr. Riesenfeld, served as toastmaster, and
so certain is he of what the picture will

do that he invited all present to gather
again as his guests at the 500th showing
at the Criterion, which he says, will take

place some time in November.
* * *

Robert L. Rubin, of the Louis B. Mayer
company, sailed Saturday for a six weeks'

tour of Europe. He will return on the

Leviathan late in July.

* * *

Gordon Michie, of the Rellimeo Films,

of San Francisco, arrived in New York
last week with a print of the first of a

series of productions his company has

planned. The first picture, which has in

the cast Tully Marshall, Monte Blue,

Irene Rich and Russell Simpson, was

made in Los Angeles and directed by

Louis Chaudet.
* * *

And now for the golf course to do a

little practicing with a view of trying to

win one of those "Bobby Irons" that

Exhibitors Herald is presenting to each

of the twenty players making the best

low gross at the tournament.
John S. Spargo.
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Companies Assure Exhibitors
Of Many Big Pictures in 1923

F. B. 0.
Film Booking Offices will distribute ap-
proximately seventy pictures during the
new season. Of this number twenty-six
will be features and the balance wU] be

short subjects. This announcement was
made at the recent sales convention in

New York.

The distribution program as planned by

Film Booking Offices for the season of

1923-24 will include seventy pictures,

twenty-six of which will be features.

This announcement was made at the

annual sales managers' meeting just held

in New York. All the Eastern exchange

managers attended the meeting which

was held for the purpose of planning

campaigns for the coming year and to

make special plans for the distribution of

Mrs. Wallace Reid's forthcoming picture.

"Human Wreckage."

The program, as announced by J. I.

Schnitzer, vice president, involves a total

of about seventy subjects including the

Witwer "Fighting Blood," and his third

series based on the telephone girL Of
the thirty feature length pictures, ten will

be specials starting with the publication

in the late summer of "Daytime Wives''

and "Blow Your Own Horn." The story'

of "Daytime Wives," a glorification of

the office girl, is from the pens of Lenore

Coffee and John F. Goodrich and was

adapted to the screen by Wyndham Git-

tens and Helmer Bergman. The direction

was handled by Emile Chautard and car-

ries an all-star cast including Wyndham
Standing, Grace Darmond, Derelys Per-

due, William Conklin, Edward Hearn.

Katherine Lewis, Kenneth Gibson and

Christina Mont.

"Blow Your Own Horn," the second

special, concerns an ex-service man and

his entrance into society as a partner to

a young inventor. The adaptation was
made by Rex Taylor from the story by
Owen Davis. The direction was handled
by James W. Home and carries a cast

including Warner Baxter, Ralph Lewis.
Derelvs Perdue. Eugene Acker, Earnest
C. Warde, William H. Turner. Dell
Boone, John Fox, Jr., Stanhope Wheat-
croft, Billy Osborne, Joe Harrington and
Frank Xorcross.
Of the thirty pictures scheduled twenty-

six are to be produced by Film Booking
Offices with the other four produced by
Emory Johnson. Johnson's first of the
four is now in production at the Powers
studio and is based on a government
postal employe, featuring Ralph Lewis.
Eight of the remaining sixteen will be

of the Western type. Eddie Hearn is to
carry the feature role in these pictures,

which will be released once a month
starting in the Fall.

The remaining eight pictures will be of
the program type.

In addition to the above-named thirty
productions the exchange managers were
informed that a big special would be in-

jected here and there on the schedule.

Producers Plan
For Prosperous

Theatre Season
Films to Be Made on a More

Elaborate Scale Than
in the Past

There will be no dearth of big pic-

tures in 1923-24, if the promises of

the producers are fulfilled.

Producers, in planning their
schedules for the new season, are
looking forward to a prosperous
year in the theatres. They believe,

however, that the new year will be
prosperous only if the demands of

the public for better pictures is met.
and in accordance with that demand
they announce a program of produc-
tion on a more elaborate scale than
heretofore.

Many Pictures Scheduled

A partial lineup of product for 1923-24

follows

:

First National will distribute between SS

and 70 pictures; Paramount promises 511;

Goldwyn has announced +4; Film Booking
Offices will offer M; Vitagraph is produc-
ing 2-4 specials, while Universal. Metro,
Fax, United Artists, SeJznick ^nd the other
companies will offer product in keeping
with their past performances.

This week the Herald publishes de-

tailed announcements of the pictures

scheduled by First National. Paramount,
Goldwyn and Film Booking Offices.

This year the independent producers

are coming forth with a greater share of

the total output than in the past. Victor

B. Fisher, who has returned to Los An-
geles after production conference in San
Francisco with his associates, announces

that Fisher Productions plans in the fu-

ture to produce on a large scale.

First Offering Completed

The first Fisher production, '"Youth

Triumphant," is completed and Mr.

Fisher will go East shortly to arrange

for distribution. To assist in handling

his new production schedule, Mr. Fisher

has appointed David Chapman assistant

supervising director.

Another independent to announce in-

creased production activities is M. C.

Levee, president of United Studios. Mr.

Levee has returned to the coast after mak-
ing arrangements in the East for expand-

ing his production work, which includes

the signing of prominent players and
directors and the filming of a number of

big productions. Details of his plans
will be announced shortly.

The first Levee-Tourneur picture, "The
Brass Bottle," has been completed and
will be given its premiere at the Chicago
theatre on July 17.

Other independents have compre-
hensive programs mapped out and in-

formative announcements are expected
shortly.

Goldwyn
In this column are published the pictures
to be produced by Gddwyn, Cosmopol-
itan, Distinctive, Hampton and Achieve-
ment Films, all of which will be distrib-

uted by the Gcdcwyn- Cosmopolitan com-
bination.

From Goldwyn:
, r

"The .Eternal Three.'' written iT.i - t : :y

Bosworth. Claire Windsor, Raymond Griffith,
Bessie Love, Tom Gallery and Peaches Jackson.

"The Rendezvous." by Madeleine Ruthven.
directed by Marshall Xeilan and Frank Urson.
Story of Russia tinder the Soviet role. In cast
are Conrad Xagel. Lucille Ricksen, Emmert
Corrigan. Sydney Chaplin and Elmo Lincoln.
"Six Days," adapted by Ouida Bergere from

Elinor Glyn's story, and directed by Charles J.
Brabin who made "Driven." In the cast are
Corinae Grimth, Frank Mayo, Claude King,
Myrtle Stedman, Maode George, Charles Clary
and Robert de Vilbis.

'Three Weeks," from Elinor Glyn's romance
of a royal intrigue.
"The Day of Faith," adapted by June Matins

from Arthur Somers Roche's novel, and directed
by Tod Browning. Cast includes Eleanor Board-
man. Raymond Griffith. Ford Sterling, Carmei
Myers, Wallie Van. and Tyrone Power.
"The Merry Widow," from the popular light

opera. Erich too Stroheim will direct it.

'Tess of the D'Urbervilles," from Thomas
Hardy's novel, co-directed by Marshall Xeilan
and Frank Urson, with Blanche Sweet and Conrad
Nacrl featured.
"Wild Oranges." from Joseph Hergesheimer's

early novel, directed by King Vidor.
"Red Lights" from Edward E. Rose's mystery

play, directed by Clarence G. Badger, with Marie
Prevost, Alice Lake. Raymond Griffith, Johnny
Walker and Dagmar Godowsky.
A new picture written and directed by Rupert

Hughes, following "souls for Sale."
"Ben-Hur." from Gen. Lew Wallace's famous

novel and play. Director and cast will be an-
nounced later.

From Cosmopolitan:
"Enemies of Women," adapted from Vicente

Btasco Ibanez's new novel, and directed by Alan
Crosland. In the cast are Lionel Barrymore,
Alma Rubens, Pedro de Cordoba. Gladys Hulette,
Gareth Hughes. William H. Thompson, William
Collier. Jr., and Mario MajeronL The pictures

— aie ~:sCy at Monte Carlo and Nice.
"Little Old New York," starrmg Marion

Dav.es. adat-.ei by Lntl-.tr Ree-i :r:rr_ R:ia
Johnson Young's drama, direc.ed by Sidney
Olcott. Supporting Miss Davies are Harrison
r :ri. M:r.ta?t:t Live. Sim Hard;- .

." -•- Kerri-
gan, Louis Wolheim, Conrtenay Poote. M'lil™
Hamilton, Xorval Keedwell, Riley Hatch. Gypsy
O'Brien. Mary Kennedy and Spencer Charters.
"The Daughter of Mother McGinn." one of

Jack Boyie's "Boston Bladrie" stories, adapted
by Frances Marion, and directed by Miss Marion
and George Hill. In the cast are Colleen
Moore, Forrest Stanley, Margaret Seddon and
George Cooper.

"Unseeing Eyes." from an Arthur Stringer
novel, featuring Lionel Barrymore and Seena
Owen. The scenario was made by Bayard
Veiller. E. H. Griffith is directing.
"Under the Red Robe." from Stanley J.

Weyman's romance, directed by Alan Crosland.
Cast includes Robert B. Man tell, John Charles
Thomas and Alma Rubens.

"Yolanda," adapted by Luther Reed from the
novel by Charles Major, author of "When
Knighthood Was in Flower." Marion Davies
will be starred.

"The Flaming Forest," from a James Oliver
Curwood story.

"Alias the Lone Wolf," bv Louis Joseph Vance,
with Bert LytelL
"The Temptress," from the Vicente Blasco

Ibanez story now running in Hearst's Interna-
tional. Bayard Veiller is writing the scenario.
"The Country Beyond," by James Oliver Cur-

wood.
"A Gentleman of France." from Stanley Wey-

man's romance, with Bert LytelL
"Alice of Old Vincennes," bv Maurice Thomp-

son, in which Marion Davies will be starred.

From Distinctive:
"The Green Goddess," adapted by Forrest

Halsey from William Archer's stage success in
which George Arliss has starred for three sea-
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sons. Mr. Arliss will he starred in the screen
version, supported by Alice Joyce, David Powell,

Harry T. Morcy and Ivan Simpson. Sidney
Olcott is directing.
"The Weavers," adapted by John Lynch from

Sir Gilbert Parker's Egyptian novel, with Alfred

Lunt and Mimi Palmeri. Harmon Weight will

direct.
"A Salome of the Tenements," adapted by

John Lynch from Anzia Yczierska's novel, direc-

ted by Sidney Olcott.
"Life and the Lady," adapted by Philip Loner-

gan from I. A. R. Wylie's novel, "The Inherit-

ors," with Alfred Lunt and Mimi Pahperi.
Harmon Weight will direct.

"Two Can Play," with Gerald Mygatt, with
Alfred Lunt, Mimi Palmeri, Hedda Hopper and
Macklyn Arbuckle. Directed by Harmon Weight.
"The Steadfast Heart," adapted by Philip

Lonergan irom Clarence Budington Kelland's
story, directed by Sheridan Hall. In the cast are
Marguerite Gourtot, Mary Alden, William B.
Mack, Joseph Striker and Joseph Dcpcw.

From Achievement Films:
"The Magic Skin," adapted by Charles Whit-

akcr from Balzac's novel and directed by George
D. Baker. Heading cast are Bessie Love, George
Walsh and Carmel Myers.

From Jesse D. Hampton:
"The Spoilers," adapted from Rex Beach's

novel of the Klondike gold-rush, directed by
Lambert Hillyer. Cast includes Milton Sills,

Anna Q. Nilsson, Barbara Bedford, Robert Ede-
son, Noah Beery, Mitchell Lewis, Robert McKim.
Wallace MacDonald, Sam de Grasse. Ford Ster-
ling, Louise Fazenda and RocklifTe Fellowes.

Herald Publishes List

of Paramount Houses

(Concluded from page 27)

Mo. It has disposed of its interest in 17

of these houses, and now owns 100 per
cent of a single, newly constructed house,

—the Missouri Theatres, St. Louis.
It was originally intended that Famous

Players-Lasky Corporation would have a
50 per cent interest in four theatres in

San Francisco, and Imperial, California,

Portola and Coliseum, and a new one,
the Granada, erected since August 31,

1921, but upon a subsequent adjustment
of interests with our associates in that

enterprise it was agreed that Famous
Players would only retain a 25 per cent
interest, which it now has.

One of Famous Players' subsidiaries

has a lease of the Majestic theatre, De-
troit, but the theatre is subject to a party
who is running a dramatic stock company
therein.

This company owns 650 shares out of

2.000 of common stock (but none of the
preferred stock aggregating $350,000) of

the Indiana Theatre Company, owning
the Indiana theatre at Terre Haute, Indi-

ana.
At the particular date specified in the

subpoena (August 31, 1921) one of Fa-
mous Players' subsidiaries leased the
Wizard theatre in Baltimore, but the
lease expired in 1922 and was not re-

newed. Likewise at said date, one of its

subsidiaries owned the Criterion theatre.
Buffalo, but sold the same in the Fall of
1921. Another subsidiary leased a thea-
tre in Rrooklyn known as the Rivera,
but never opened same as a picture
house, as it was decided to lease it for
vaudeville.

First National Holds
Initial District Meet

Eastern Conclave Will Be
• Followed by Others in Many

Parts of Country
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, June 5.—Branch man-
agers, salesmen and bookers of First Na-
tional held the first of a series of district

meetings at the Hotel Astor here last

Friday. General Manager of Distribution
F. M. Brockwell and district manager
Ralph H. Clark presided, assisted by S.

W. Hatch and Jay Gove.

Meet at Cleveland Also

Conferences are to be held in different
parts of the country, at which the entire

personnel of the First National sales

force, will come in contact with the sales

executives of the home office. The pur-
pose of the meetings is to acquaint the
sales force with the production schedule,
outline sales plans, and supply general
information relative to the distribution of
First National product.

Immediately following the close of the
New York meeting. Mr. Brockell and Mr.
Clark left for Cleveland where the central

district conference was conducted under
the direction of N. A. Bandy, central dis-

trict manager, R. C. Seery, mid-western
district manager was also present.

Convene at New Orleans, June 14

From Cleveland Mr. Brockell, Mr.
Clark and Mr. Randy left for Chicago for

the mid-western district conference which
was held yesterday. Mr. Seery presided.

The fourth conference will be that of the
western district in San Francisco. June 9,

in charge of western district manager. J.

S. Skirboll. Closing the series of meet-
ings will be the southern district con-
ference in New Orleans, June 14, under
the supervision of southern district man-
ager, W. E. Callaway.

Beatty Assumes Post

With Liehtman Corp.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, June 5.—Jerome Beatty

has arrived in New York from the west

coast and has already taken up his duties

as the director of the newly formed ad-

vertising and exploitation department of

Al Lichtman Corporation. He was form-
erly chief of advertising and publicity
for Paramount in the east, later becom-
ing special studio representative for the

same company in California where he re-

mained until recently when he resigned
to accept the post offered him by Licht-
man.

His headquarters will now be in New
York.

Interesting Data Presented in

U. S. Investigation of F. P. L.

(Concluded from page 25)

show the sources of income and expenses
of the Famous Players-Lasky Corpora-
tion for the six months ending June 30,

1919. The amounts paid to stars and di-

rectors, with their staffs, were $558,249

and $202,130, respectively, out of a total

of $13,089,211. It would require a very
substantial reduction in salaries of stars

and directors to be effective in increas-

ing the profits of the corporation."
In 1918, the report says, the company

spent more than $800,000 for stories, "of

which only $8,000 was paid for material

unsuitable for production."
There are three sources upon which

Famous Players relies for its revenue.

The report makes this division: 1

1st—Film rentals from American the-

atres.

2nd—Film rentals from Foreign ex-

hibitors.

3rd—Film rentals from non-theatrical

exhibitors.

As an example of the scale of rental

charges in this country, a William S. Hart
picture is cited. The first run rental was
$3,000 a week; second run, $700 a week,

and third run, $420 a week. The rate of

increase in rentals is explained as fol-

lows :

Rental Increase Explained

"The rate of increase in film rentals

charged the exhibitor, using the theatre

year of 1916-17 as a basis, or 100 per

cent, has been as follows: 1916-17. 100

per cent; 1917-18. 200 per cent; 1918-19.

250 per cent, and 1919-20, 375 per cent."

At the time of compiling the report, it

was not thought that the theatre satura-

tion point had been reached. "Of course

in time the point of saturation for this

form of amusement will be reached." the

report continues, "and then it will be a

case of the survival of the fittest."

The report states also that the demand
for theatres with larger seating capacities

would eventually mean a reduction in the

total number of houses operating in the

country.
Some conception of the income from

foreign sales is given in the statement

that of eighty pictures sold for Great

Britain, fiftv brought $10,200 each and

thirty sold for $12,400 each. Two hun-

dred and eight features were sold to a

German firm at an average price of $8,-

500 each; and thirty - five comedies

brought $3,500 each.

The report, which covers thirty-four

pages of typewritten matter, contains in

addition to what has been cited in the

foregoing paragraphs statistics which

have been published time and again dur-

ing the past few years.

MONEY MAKING IDEAS
Which Have Been Used Successfully by

Exhibitors to Build Up Their Patronage

By ROY McMINN
(Capitol theatre, Superior, Wis.)

Don't overlook the power of cut-

outs, especially the 24 sheet. If you

have not used one pick one that car-

ries a "punch" and try it out. "\Ye

recently made very attractive cut-

outs from 24 sheets on "Under Two
Flags," "The Grub Stake" and "One
Week of Love."

By GEORGE REA
(Colonial Theatre, Washing-

ton, C. H., O.)

(1) Buy fewer pictures at a
time. Have plenty of open
time always. (2) Big pictures.

(3) Big pictures. (4) The best
way I know of to build up that

weak night is to have it open
and be all set to book in a big
one. My enjoyment is a date
book full of open time.
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THE THEATRE
A department of practical showmanship

Chicago Theatre Prologue to "The Girl of the Golden West.'*

THIRTY IN CHICAGO PROLOGUE
Better Theatre
Platform—No. 26

Don't Be Satisfied

As the final plank in this somewhat at-

tenuated Better Theatre Platform we
present without apology the venerable

admonition: Don't be satisfied. While
theatremen retain the discontent that has

characterized their calling from the be-

ginning there need be no serious concern

as to the ultimate status of the motion

picture and its playhouse. True enough,

there is no such thing as genuine satis-

faction, but there are a number of

dangerous counterfeits to be guarded

against. The master word covers all of

them.

To produce a better national theatre it

is but necessary to apply to the play-
house the same exacting standards ap-
plied to the motion picture. Today's best
is worthy, but only as such. Tomorrow
or next day it is average, and average is

deadly.

Better building, of course, progresses
by leaps and bounds, well separated
necessarily. But better management is

promoted by day to day development of
detail, attention to rectification of trifling

faults, unremitting search for and banish-
ment of weakness.
A healthy bank account is a pleasant

and desirable thing, but it is never a
guarantee of its own permanence. It is

properly an incentive, never unto itself

an end. A better theatre is the end that
encompasses all.

Don't be satisfied.

Frontier Episode Precedes
"Girl of the Golden West 99

The Theatre presents herewith the first published photograph of a

Chicago theatre prologue.

Until now the firm of Balaban & Katz have declined with what we
have believed mistaken modesty to vouchsafe pictorial record of their

presentation to the trade. Operating a stage producing organization

generally conceded leadership in magnitude and proficiency, the change
of policy facilitates the bringing of a new inspiration to the theatres of

the country.

"The Girl of the Golden West," Edwin Carewe's picturization of

David Belasco's stage success for First National, was the picture pre-

sented.

An analysis of the prologue follows

:

Opening discloses rude Western dance
hall-saloon interior with exit to dance
floor at right, stairway above same. Min-
ers, etc., at bar and card tables, silent

as girl off stage, right, sings "Home
Sweet Home" to piano accompaniment.
As song progresses a woman, propriet-

ress, appears upon balcony and makes
way slowly to position at end of bar.

At conclusion of song two aged miners

discuss home and family, decide to go
back to loved ones and order drinks for

the house.

A swift Apache dance done over in

style and costume to conform with period

represented follows.

Interrupting this, a fight starts at right

(as shown in photograph), a shot is fired,

and the woman rushes to center, stops

brawl and goes into dramatic recitation.

At conclusion a baritone made up in
accordance with J. Warren Kerrigan's
character in the picture enters and sings,
"The Girl of the Golden West," theme
song of the picture.

Lights go down, the announcement title

is thrown upon the setting, drapes close
momentarily to mask dropping of screen
and picture follows.

A cast of thirty enacted the prologue.
The setting was in every detail up to
the well established standard of Balaban
and Katz presentation. Balaban and
Katz. by the way, is probably the leader
in capitalizing presentation, special dis-
play advertisements in the newspapers,
with sign copy at intervals and announce-
ment notation regularly, driving home to
the public the quality of entertainment
offered.

On the same bill, it should be noted, an-
other stage feature, with no picture refer-
ence, was used, as well as the customary
overture, organ solo and short subjects.
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NAVY EXPLOITS SEA FEATURE

"WESTBOUND LIMITED," F. B. O. production, give* early promise of duplicating the
exploitation records of its predecessors, "In the Name of the Law" and "The Third Alarm."
A second Theatre Letter on the subject appears this week, and above is shown a reproduction
of the railroad front installed at the Moon theatre, Omaha. Published in a season when pictures
rich in exploitation possibilities are especially desirable from the box office viewpoint, the feature

merits special attention. Its progress will be tabulated in this department.

MORE RAILROAD STUFF, although of
different character, is shown above, the
colorful lobby of the Pickwick theatre, San
Diego, for "Hearts Aflame," Metro, in
which a locomotive is driven through a

raging forest fire.

-i_

A i|

"MASTERS OF MEN," Vitagraph, is bringing wholesome coopera-
tion from Naval recruiting stations in various parts of the country.
The above is a view of the lobby as arranged for the run at the
Isis, Denver. Navy men were detailed to the theatre for the period
of the engagement and examples of enlisted men's handiwork were

loaned for purposes of display.

AT THE ISIS a recruiting station also was installed at the theatre.

The picture's high points include the blowing up of the Maine and
the subsequent destruction of the Spanish fleet. Where no recruit-

ing station is available for cooperation it is probable that good
results can be obtained by exhibitors through the offices of the Span-

ish American War Veterans organization.

NOT EVERYBODY can duplicate this

stunt, used by the Rivoli, New York, for

Metro's "The Soul of the Beast," but its

magnitude is apparent. However, numer-
ous ways of stepping it down to other the-

atres suggest themselves.

MINIATURE OPERA, used not too frequently, undoubtedly is a good theatre talking point.

Edward L. Hyman, Brooklyn Mark-Strand, used a 45-minute version of "The Mikado" during
the week featured by "Scars of Jealousy," First National. The photograph shows the setting

used and the vocalists employed. Where clientele includes a goodly portion of those who
profess a liking for opera the use of this type of material results in much word of mouth pub-
licity, for no one talks longer and louder than the professed lover of opera when given a

chance on this, his favorite theme-
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Theatre Letters
Personal Accounts of Constructive Showmanship

Contributed by Readers of "Exhibitors Herald"

Dresden, Term.

Dear Patron:

—

The Kozy Theatre takes this opportunity to congratulate

you on your birthday and to commemorate it.

We would enjoy having you occupy a seat at our Theatre

any night this week.

This card when presented at our box office serves as a

ticket.

Sincerely

Manager.

REPRODUCTION of personal invitation issued to patrons on birthdays by I. W. Median, Kozy
theatre, Dresden, Tenn., whose Theatre Letter appears in this issue. The above copy may be

used generally for this purpose, a paying practice.

good town, but we small fellow

Tac\ Cards His

BestAdMedium;
Lauds "Herald"

Tack cards a* the best advertising me-
dium and the "Herald" as the best trade
journal are discussed by L. W. McCuan,
Kozy theatre, Dresden, Tenn., in this, his

first Theatre Letter. Reproductions of

specimens submitted are reproduced in

illustration of the letter.

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir:

I had always puzzled my head as to

how to get advertising before the people
all the time, this being a small town with
only one weekly paper, which I do not
figure of much benefit to me. Recently I

received some literature from a printing
firm in New York that gave me an idea.

The attached window card fills my bill.

Being only a small town, showing two
nights weekly, I have my whole month's
program, or as much as the card will

hold, on each window card. These, as

you see, are very flashy and the program
shows up especially well. I had made 50
boards the same size as the cards, with a
two-inch strip nailed to the edge of the
board. These I nailed to telephone poles,

light poles, trees, etc., making a two-way
sign. Each month I go around and tack
my new program to each side of the
boards, making me 50 stands all over
town, and when the neighbors are dis-

cussing the show and wondering what's
on, all they have to do is step down the
street to the first pole and see the whole
program.

I don't suppose this is any new idea
where a fellow has a regular theatre in a

town, but we small iellows can t

get printing, etc., like the larger ones. I

get 100 of these cards, costing me about

S6.50 for the month, which I believe is

good, cheap advertising. I also use a pro-

gram, like sample, but the cards are my
best bet.

Useless to say, the "Herald" is good.
It is THE magazine I USE. I take all

the others, but they all appeal too much
to the big town stuff.

That's alright for them, but we want

ideas and information of benefit to the
little fellows. The big lobby displays and
stage settings are great for a long run,
but they aren't worth a darn to the one-
nighter.
Keep your magazine just like it is and

I am a subscriber for life.

And don't let me miss the "Box Office
Record" or you may expect a personal
call from me.

It's evident (from the card) that I'm
strong for Fox.
Regards and best wishes,

L. W. McCuan,
Kozy theatre, Dresden, Tenn.

+ + +
DEAR MR. McCUAX:

First, welcome to the Theatre Letter circle.

We agree with you perfectly as to the need for
ideas and information (in fact that's why we
started Theatre Letters) and we want more let-

ters like the above.
Second, we think so well of your card stunt

for small towns that we have reproduced your
specimen, as well as the birthday invitation you
submitted some time ago without comment.

Third, we're glad you like the Herald and
the Record. After all, you contributors do
more toward making them what they are than
we do.—W. R. W.

REPRODUCTION of tack card used by

I. W. McCuan and accredited in his The-

atre Letter as his best advertising medium.

Oscar Replaces

Henry as George

Rea Exploiteer
George Rea's new exploiteer has been

formally christened Oscar, the name sug-
gested by J. C. Jenkins in a recent com-
ment upon Mr. Rea's suggestion that con-
tributors confine reports to this paper.

Mr. Rea tells all about the christening
and other interesting events i i this week's
Theatre Letter.

THEATRE EDITOR.
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir:

Fred Meyer said I could do as I pleased
even though I lived in Washington C. H.,
O. J. C. Jenkins said, for all he knew
the C. H. O. might stand for "Come
Home Oscar," and you said the flivver
should have a name, so ever since we
have called him Oscar.
Oscar is working today for a big crowd

on Larry Semon, and Oscar is doing
great work because the matinee is

crowded. Am sending you a picture of
Oscar and Larry.

I have charge of the "Village Opry"
at Hillsboro now and it's 23 miles away,
but Oscar takes me over in 45 minutes
and could do better in a hurry.

I'd just like for you to know what we
opened over there with "The Trail of the
Lonesome Pine" to S. R. O. for two days.
Oscar worked it with cowbells and a pine
tree. Tremendous business at 10 and 30
cents.

We did not open without the "Herald,"
as I have been carrying mine back and
forth. Now we want you to send the
"Herald" to Hillsboro also. So as not to
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NEW POLICE TIE-UP OFFERED

"WITHIN THE LAW." First National,

permits of various tie-ups with the police

department. The above shows traffic sign

used in San Francisco when the picture

was shown at the Tivoii. Various appli-

cations of the plan may be made.

SEVEN FEET HIGH and backlighted to excellent effect, this display baaed on Victor records

was a factor in the run of "Douglas Fairbanks in Robin Hood," United Artists, at the Atlanta

theatre, Atlanta, Thus is continued the striking story of the artistic paper and accessories pro-

vided with the production. From its initial showing the theatre history of the picture has been
marked by brilliant window exploitation. Its pictorial record, of which we have found space

for but a fraction, should be an inspiring example to makers of accessories.

RED AND BLUE strip lights, with haby spots concealed in the ceil-

ing, illuminated this display of the Strand theatre, Washington, D. C,
for the Universal feature, "The Kentucky Derby." Unless wires are
down somewhere along our line of communication this production, a
racing feature, and as, such an especially good exploitation subject,

has been too uncommonly treated in this high grade manner.

SURELY the most preoccupied pedestrian was startled into reading
attention by this vehicle, sent out by the Granada theatre, San
Francisco, to advertise "Driven," Universal feature. "Driven 17

Years Without a Scratch" is the Buick line which resulted in the
loan of the car. Undoubtedly the tie-up may be duplicated by ex-
hibitors everywhere, automobile men ranking second only to show-

men in exploitation.

WHAT could look more like "Pola Negri
in 'Bella Donna' " sounds than this lobby
bit from Loew's theatre, Ottawa? Frank
Goodale, manager, and George Smith,
Paramount exploiteer, cooperated m the

production of it.

"SOULS FOR SALE,*' Rupert Hughes-Goldwyn production, is a story, as everybody must
know by this time, of motion pictures. Accordingly the Goldwyn exchanges have been sup-
plied with several stills similar to the above which may be had for use in arranging cooperative
window displays. Of course this scene isn't in the picture, but a single line can convey that

information. In many instances, probably, windows can be obtained on the appeal of the photo-
graphs alone. The above will pass for the making of screen test if hard pressed.
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OSCAR, Geotgt Rea's newly christened
successor to Henry, former exploiteer, ex-
ploiting one of Larry Semon's Vitagraph.
comedians Mr Rea's Theatre Letter

explains.

11. If your ventilating system is per-
fect advertise the fact; if it isn't try to
make it so.

12. Exploit your outdoor pictures with
outdoor atmosphere.

Emory Johnson picture than its exploitation pos-
sibilities, it's the wholehearted manner in which
showmen take advantage of them. Glad to hear
about the business record. Hope it's as prophetic
of summer business as the temperature here-
abouts indicates-—W. R. W.

get you confused, for fear you might send
mine, I will ask you to enter the subscrip-
tion to the address enclosed.

Best wishes and regards,
George Rea,

Colonial theatre.

Washington C. H., O.

+ + +
DEAR MR. REA:

It's a good thing you told us about Henry's
dismissal. Oscar locks so much like Henry we
might not have detected the change. His picture
is reproduced herewith.
Glad to hear about the extension of activities,

but would like to hear more about same. Keep
us informed of progress.
We turned over the subscription order to the

circulation department. Thank you.—W. R. W.

Snowden Offers

Dozen Ideas for

Summer Theatre
Here are twelve more "Summer Ideas"

contributed by H. T. Snowden, Goldwyn-
ner at Cincinnati, which may be added to

the 20 published in the issue of June 9,

page 42.
Anyone else any suggestions?

L Run good pictures, the best you can
buy.

2. Make your shows short and snappy.
Patrons get restless in Summer with long
drawn out offerings.

3. Run a slide for your ice company
and have them supply free ice in return.
A cold drink is an added attraction worth
while.

4. Replace your heavy curtains of vel-
vet or plush with cretonne or some lieht
material.

5. Sprinkle your lobby three or four
times a day.

6. Place electric fan with ribbons at-
1 tached in lobby, or use the balloon effect.

Both look cool.

7. Decorate your lobby with ferns.

|
moss, shrubbery or anything green. A

I few flowers will help.
8. Throw your windows and doors

open five minutes between shows.
9. Don't advertise your house 20 de-

grees cooler than outside if it isn't.

10. Dress vour house staff in white.

Is "Westbound

Limited" Going

To Duplicate?
We repeat the question, "Is 'Westbound

Limited' going to duplicate? ' and add an-

other affirmative answer. We feel it im-
portant to emphasize the attraction be-
cause of the exploitation record of "In
the Name of the Law" and "The Third
Alarm" and the need for business-produc-
ing exploitation pictures at this season.

THEATRE EDITOR.
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir:

Enclosed find photograph of front used
on "Westbound Limited." We put over
all three of Emory Johnson's big features

this way and we topped Saturday the big-

gest business in the year at the Starland.
Harry Van" Xoy,

Riviera-Starland theatres.

Anderson, Ind.

DEAR MR. VAX XOY:
If there's anything more characteristic of an

i \

Seven Dollars

Cost of Front

On "Dr. ]ac\
Frontal displays vary in cost almost as

much as in character, but few good ones
are produced for seven dollars. Willard
Frazier, in his initial Theatre Letter, tells

of one such.

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir:

Enclosed please find a photograph of
my lobby on "Dr. Jack." The signs and
cutouts are from one 24-sheet. I pasted
the signs on cheese-cloth.
This lobby cost about seven dollars.

Will\rd Frazler.
Empress theatre, Paola, Kan.

DEAR MR. FRAZIER:
Welcome to the Thectre Letter circle. We need

more contributions like the above, particularly
with Summer on and the theatre in need of
every available asset. You combine economy
and effectiveness admirably.—W. R W.

HARRY VAN NOY writes that "Westbound Limited" set a new Saturday record for his Star-
land theatre. Anderson. Ind. The above front was used. The Theatre Letter appears m this

issue. Mr. Van Noy mentions results obtained with all three Zmory Johnson F. B. O productions-
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COLOR EXPLAINS FILM TITLE
DAVID BEROS FROLIC
^BEEF^ MARKET

PRODUCTS NO.X.

!I MEAT you

"HAPPY*' MEININGER. Frolic theatre,

Chicago, obtained this meat market win-
dow when playing "Adam's Rib," Para-
mount. Both meat market and theatre
gave away white carnations to the ladies,

but only the butcher paid for them.

"BRASS," Warner Brothers picturization of the best seller, presents various exploitation pos-

sibilities. The above display i* from Loew's State, Buffalo. The letters in the title were cut
from compoboard and painted brass color. The band about the middle letter was an old auto-
mobile tire done in the same manner. The ring idea should be featured in all advertising and
exploitation, as first box office reports indicate that the title itself is not entirely clear to all

beholders. The copy on the stock 24-sheet with the picture is very useful in this regard.

FIRST reports to "What the Picture Did For Me" on "Down to the Sea in Ships," Hodkinson,
bear out the promise of the bulky exploitation news preceding box office statements. This
display, used by the Symphony, New York, is characteristic of the advertising done in its

behalf by exhibitors in all parts of the country. Just where all the miniature ships, life belts,

windlasses and similar maritime equipment used comes from is more or less a mystery but its

presence is the essential thing and exhibitors seem to find it without exception.

NIGHT view, flashlight, showing the front

of the Symphony. Even the space atop
the marquee was utilized] to impart the
maritime suggestion. This should be re-

membered if the picture is played during
the Summer season.

HAND PAINTED 3-sheets are used by the
Century theatre, Baltimore, with good ef-

fect. The photo shows lobby entrance when
"Mad Love," Goldwyn, was in engagement.
Stills are well handled, as shown in the

foreground.

ALTHOUGH it will be some time before exhibitors will be given opportunity to apply their

own exploitation to "The Covered Wagon," according to Paramount plans announced, this pho-

tograph showing the display in Macy*s, New York, advertising the picture and the book, is of

general interest. The picture was in its eleventh week at the Rivoli at the time this photo-
graph was made. It should be a simple matter to line up practically every book store in the

community in a drive for the combined sale of the picture and Emerson Hough's novel.
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ARTHUR SWANKE describes the above front for "Bella Donna'" at length in his second
Theatre Letter, presented this week. The color scheme was cf black, white and yellow.

ONE of the cooperative pages written and

sold by Arthur Swanke and described in

his Theatre Letter.
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Brooks Brin.

COOPERATIVE page written and sold

by Arthur Swanke exploiting "You Can't
Fool Your Wife," Paramount. Mr. Swanke
wrote and sold the page himself, using two
in Sunday editions as told in his letter.

Swanke Writes

And Sells Own
Tie- Up Pages

Arthur Swanke, who recently joined

the Theatre Letters circle, this week
proves his right to membership by con-
tributing cooperative pages written and
sold to merchants by himself. Surely
this is going more than half way, and
that's showmanship.
THEATRE EDITOR,

Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir:

Many thanks, Old Top, for the picture

and words of praise. Will take you at

your word and send another now.
The enclosed photo of my front on

"Bella Donna" does not do justice to it

by one-half for attractiveness. The back-
ground (title part) was in black and
white, with the first letters, B and D. in

yellow. The figure at the right was done
in flesh with the background in flashy

colors, making the entire front stand out

like a house afire. Three extra fine days'
business was done, although this town
was one of the few to run the picture in

the state.

The full page layout is the way I hope
to sell "You Can't Fool Your Wife" to

the public. With the page running in

both Sunday papers, each with a different

set of advertisers, all copy written and
solicited by myself, I consider putting it

over in a lump. Three goods days ought
to be the result.

Arthur Swanke,
Mission theatre, El Dorado, Ark.

+ + +
DEAR MR. SWANKE

:

Glad to have another letter from you. Can
readily believe the "Bella Donna" front was
powerful, and would venture to predict good
business on "You Can't fool Your Wife" after
looking over the paces. Lots of work on them.
Worth it.—W. R. W.

Brock Joins[F. N.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, May 29.—Louis Brock,
formerly with the Joseph M. Schenck for-

eign department has joined Associated First

National where he will assist Bruce John-
son in the capacity of assistant to the man-
ager of the foreign department.

I

"SOULS FOR SALE," the Goldwyn title, unadorned, makes an
attractive window card. Maybe that's why so little difficulty is

being encountered in obtaining window cooperation in its ex-
ploitation. Here's another window used in Madison, Wis., where
the picture played the Parkway theatre. Drugs are advertised,
but the picture steals the window.

WILLIAM RAYNEE, resident manager of Reade's Hippodrome,
Cleveland's largest theatre, used this excellent display in the spa-
cious foyer when advertising "Down to the Sea in Ships," the
Hodkinson feature. A city like Cleveland yields more maritime
impedimentiae than a lesser one for the exploitation of the pic-
ture, but its record everywhere has been remarkable.
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FLOAT DEPICTS JUNGLE FILM

"THE ISLE OF LOST SHIPS," First National, bids fair to be another ol the season's hi*

exploitation pictures. This is the striking display used in an Ann Arbor, Mich., window by
the Arcade theatre. It isn't particularly easy to effect a commercial tie-up with bearing upon
the title of the picture in the majority of cities, but the sheer attractiveness of such a setting

as the above should prove adequate selling argument in manv cases. Such a lighthouse as is

required can be inexpensively made. A velvet goods display will supply the remainder.

ONE of the window displays advertising
Warner Brothers' "Main Street" during
the run at the Mission, Los Angeles.
The popularity of the book makes these
easy to obtain. Many should be used

in the picture's theatre career.

"TEMPTATION" on a theatre front, that of B. S. Moss* Broad-
way, New York, became a temptation to buy tickets, according
to the report of business submitted by C. B. C. Film Sales Cor-
poration, sponsors of the picture. A line was in waiting all week,
it is stated. The cast contains Bryant Washburn and Eva Novak.

Note line at left of lobby.

URBAN JUNGLES, readily constructed, were mounted on a float

and used by the New theatre. Baltimore, to exploit "Trailing
African Wild Animals," the Metro production. The float was
kept in the downtown district during rush hours and taken to

the outlying residential sections at other times. Materials neces-
sary to the duplication of the stunt may be readily obtained.

VICTOR records provided this display
for "Douglas Fairbanks in Robin Hood,"
United Artists, during its run at the
Atlanta theatre, Atlanta. The picture
has received some of the finest displays

on record.

INVISIBLE WIRES supported the letters spelling "Conway Tearle in The Referee" in the

lobby of the Ironbound theatre, Newark, N. J., when that Selziuck picture was shown. Martin
P. Cross, manager of the Rivoli Amusement company, produced the effect. The ring scene
from the picture is shown admirably in cutout at the left, backed by an "audience" supplied by
Mr. Cross. The 24-sheet provided both the ring scene and the letters used in the suspended
announcement. The whole sets up an attractive street appearance and calls for closer scrutiny,

a Iway s important
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SHORT SUBJECTS
Theatre, Studio,

Share Billboards

UNUSUAL exploitation, inter-

esting although not generally

adaptable, is given Christie Com-
edies, distributed by Educational

Film Exchanges, through an ar-

rangement whereby billboards are

shared by the Christie company

and Grauman's Los Angeles the-

atres, where first run is given.

Specially painted boards are used,

with the brand name of the product

well set off by a pictorial relief sug-

gesting a theatre entrance as viewed
from within. An exceptionally

good photograph reproduced here-

with shows the effect very well.

While it is hardly to be expected
that this plan can be worked out on
a national scale, it is possible,

nevertheless, for exchanges hand-
ling this and other short subject

product to make local arrangements
of similar character.

Milwaukee Tots

Ape Baby Peggy

THE Baby Peggy Resemblance

Test stunt has made a reappear-

ance in Milwaukee, where Mrs. Ann
McCurdy, Universal exploitation

representative, directed the enter-

prise in co-operation with the Little

theatre and the "Milwaukee Senti-

nel." A photograph herewith

shows a number of the entrants.

Photographs of children were

solicited and eliminations made
from these, the survivors being sum-
moned to a local dancing academy
for the final decision. An educator,

a child psychologist, the managing
director of a Milwaukee stock com-
pany, a photographer and the the-

atre manager served as judges.

The Baby Peggy Resemblance
Test idea is generally credited to

Sid Grauman. Since the Grauman
event it has been used in many
cities with uniform results.

Newspapers do not always carry their

streamer headlines on their longest stories.

A short subject is often a better feature

than a five reel picture.

It is not an uncommon practice to "cut

out the comedy on the last show," but
it's an uncommonly bad one.

After watching Zev win the Kentucky
Derby in any of the newspicrures that
caught every step from the barrier to the

finish, and in close-up at that, one won-
ders why anyone should go to the track

to see so much iess with so much more
discomfort.
And one wonders, even more, why so

NEWSPI
FOX NEWS No. 69: New York Models Dis-

play New Shoe Styles—French President Honored
Gnest at Eiffel Tower Fair—Alva B. Adams
Succeeds Deceased Colorado Senator—Colonel
House Sails lor Europe—New York Celebrates
125th Anniversary—U. S. Scout Cruiser Sets

Record for Class—Revere. Mass.. Horse Rides
in Own Car—Aerial Acrobat in 2.500 Foot
Parachute Drop—Four Thousand Fight Mass.
Forest Fire—Mermaids Aqua-plane at Clear Lake.
Cal.—Fort Sheridan Horsemen in Exhibition.

INTERNATIONA^ NEWS No. 45: Greek
King Welcomes U. S. Gobs—Italian King Strolls

with U. S. Visitors—John D. Rockefeller. Jr..

Plavs Squash—Svdnev S. Cohen Re-elected Presi-

dent of M. P. T. O. A.—New York Silver

Jubilee Opens with 40.000 City Workers in

Parade—Leading Colleges in Sport Carnival at
Philadelphia—Territorial Specials.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS No. 46: German
Republicans Rally as Communists Threaten—Air
Fight Demonstrated at Logan's Field. Baltimore
—Animals Arrive at New York Zoo—President

Leads in Homage to Unknown Hero at Arling-

ton—Washington Children in Festival Shower
President and First Lady with Flowers—Ten
V. S. Dreadnoughts in Demonstration off San

few who show the newspicture mention
it in advertising.

The always-good "fewer and better pic-

tures" doctrine applies also to short sub-
jects.

Unofficial award of first, second and
third prizes for short subject wit of the
week is hereby made to whoever wrote
the subtitles to "The Three Gun Man."

CTURES
Pedro. Cal.—Tommy Milton Wins Indianapolis
Track Classic—Territorial Specials.

KINOGRAMS No. 2254: New York Silver
Jubile Opens with 40.000 in Parade—"Aunty
J. Walker" Holds Safety Day in New York

—

New- Bluejackets Salute Navy Chief in Athens

—

California Wins Inter-Collegiate Meet at Phila-
delphia—Fort Sheridan Cavalry Men in Exhibi-
tion—Colonel House and Wife Sail for Europe

—

Territorial Specials.

KINOGRAMS No. 2255: Twenty-five Thou-
sand March in New York Memorial Day Parade—Harding Pays Tribute to Unknown Hero at
Arlington—Washington Youngsters in Festival
Serenade President—English King Holds First
Royal Review Since War—Tommy Milton Wins
Indianapolis Auto Track Classic—U. S. Battle
Fleet in Biggest Mimic War Ever Staged, off
San Diego. Cal.—Territorial Specials.

PATHE NEWS No. 45: Tommy Milton Wins
Indianapolis Auto Classic—Pan American Con-
ference Delegates Gather at Washington—EnroU
1.030 Indians in Government School—New York
Honors American Hero Dead Memorial Day

—

Artists Paint Animals in New York Zoo—Mt
Etna in Eruption—Territorial Specials.
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Digest of Pictures^*Week
THE announcement of the W. W. Hodkinson company

and likewise Fisher Productions, as well as other con-

cerns distributing features, that they will keep productions

below 5,000 feet, will be welcome news to the exhibitor

who has been trying to crowd a ten or twelve-reel show
into an hour and a half evening's entertainment.

The campaign started by the Herald's editorial Janu-

ary 20, making a plea for five-reel pictures, is bearing fruit.

We have seen several excellent stories of late that were

nicely told within this footage and while we do not believe

in adhering to the yard stick policy in every case, many
so-called "specials" would be worthy of the name "special"

if much of the extraneous footage was lopped off.

During the recent convention of the Theatre Owners

in Chicago there was shown a series of old Biograph pic-

tures at the Coliseum, and many of the exhibitors who
sat and watched these old-time classics in eight hundred-

foot lengths gave expression to their opinions on the sub-

ject of shorter features. "If they could tell a story in one

reel," said one, "surely our directors today, with the added

facilities, should be able to tell a similar story in less than

six or eight reels." And we quite agreed with him.

—

J. R. M.

"THE EXCITERS" (Paramount) runs better than

the majority of adapted stage plays, but suffers somewhat

from retention of stage speeches which do not reflect pic-

ture action. Bebe Daniels and Antonio Moreno do very

well in the leading roles and are ably supported. There is

a jazz age element in the first part, but this is dropped later

on and it becomes an out-and-out crook melodrama, to its

benefit. Maurice Campbell directed.

"THE SHOCK" (Universal), with Lon Chaney and

James Kirkwood and Mrs. Wallace Reid in a scene from
F. B. O.'s "Human Wreckage."

Virginia Yalli is a crook melodrama with the San Fran-

cisco earthquake used effectively. The picture was directed

by Lambert Hillyer from a story by William Dudley Pel-

ley, and of its type is a well-made attraction. The cast is

a good one and the star is given a role particularly well

suited to his histrionic ability.

"THE MARK OF THE BEAST" (Hodkinson) is

a tense problem play written and directed by Thomas
Dixon. It is acted in a sincere, convincing manner by a

well-chosen cast, including Robert Ellis, Madelyne Clare,

Warner Richmond and Helen Ware and makes for good

entertainment where dramatic situations well handled have

an appeal.

"DESERT DRIVEN" (Film Booking Office) is a

conventional melodrama concerning the selling of "dope"

in prison, the persecution of an innocent man and his ulti-

mate vindication. Harry Carey is starred in it and Mar-

guerite Clayton plays opposite him. It is mechanically
made with much ordinary direction and acting.

"BURNING WORDS" (Universal), with Roy Stew-

art in the leading role, is another Northwest Mounted po-

lice story telling of a young man's sacrifice for his weaker

brother. There is little variation to the usual plot and the

action is tedious and quite obvious.

"THE FORTUNE OF CHRISTINA McNAB"
(Playgoers), adapted from a novel by Sarah McNaugh-

ton and obviously produced abroad with a foreign cast of

no great strength. The story is not especially interesting

and the picture has little to recommend itself generally.

Five reels.

Bessie Love and Mrs. Wallace Reid in "Human Wreckage" dis-

tributed by F. B. O.
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R E V I
LON CHANEY IN

THE SHOCK
(UNIVERSAL)

A remarkably strong drama of the

crook reformation type. Tells in

interesting manner of an under-
world character saved through
the influence of a sweet, young
girl. It has punch and a thrilling

climax terminating in the earth-

quake that destroyed San Fran-
cisco. Directed by Lambert
Hillyer. Seven reels.

You have several good talking points in

"The Shock." First and foremost Lon
Chaney has a role that is well suited to

him, a character role that is similar to his

first great successes, "The Miracle Man"
and "The Penalty," and he puts it over

with his customary skill. Then too he is

accorded excellent support by Jack Mower,

Virginia Valli, William Welsh and Chris-

tine Mayo. Miss Valli will be remembered
for her work in "The Storm" and here she
is equally effective as Gertrude Hadley, a
small town girl who befriends a cripple and
later falls in love with him. Christine

Mayo scores in the role of the underworld
queen and William Welsh was well cast as

Hadley. Others of the all-star cast who
were well up to the roles assigned them
were Walter Long, John Beck, Harry De-
vere, and Henry Barrows. Credit is due
the producers for having kept the action

moving smoothly and swiftly and there is

grip to the big scene at the finish. Both
photography and settings are an asset and
you can promise patrons a real thrill in

the earthquake sequence.
The story centers around Wilse Dilling, a

cripple, who serves "Queen Ann" of the

underworld and Barbary Coast. She sends
Wilse to a small town called Fallbrook,
where he is to watch Hadley the banker,
whom Ann hates because of being sent to

jail. She now has the banker in her
power. Wilse falls in love with the bank-
er's daughter and to save her father, whose
accounts are short, he blows up the safe.

The explosion occurs as Gertrude Had-
ley is passing the bank and she is injured.
Wilse gives Hadley money he had saved
for his own operation and the girl is taken
to San Francisco where she is restored.

"Queen Ann," through a trick, gets the
girl in her Chinese dive and while Wilse
matches his crippled strength against Ann's
gang Gertrude is taken away. Wilse prays
in a circle of jeering hangers-on as the girl

is dragged away and then comes the earth-
quake which destroys Chinatown and kills

all, save Wilse and Gertrude. The happy
reunion of Wilse and Gertrude, with Wilse
completely cured, follows.

HELPFUL HOGAN
(HODKINSON)

"Helpful Hogan" is the latest C. C.

Burr comedy with Charles Murray, Ray-
mond McKee and other well known play-

ers. It is a worthy follow-up of the other

Burr comedies and like the others con-

tains a lot of good, wholesome fun. The
story concerns a father who is always
helping everyone, and gets into a peck
of trouble doing it. He assists his son
in his courting and finally elopes with
the girl's mother at the same time son
and sweetheart decide to run away.

E
IN THE DAYS OF

DANIEL BOONE
(UNIVERSAL)

This chapter play with Jack Mower and
Eileen Sedgwick in the leading roles

should attract and hold audiences through-

out its run. The first episode is in

three reels and enough stirring historical

events are pictured to excite one's inter-

est in the outcome. There is Indian war-
fare, a great Indian battle and the defeat
of General Braddock. Then too a ro-

mantic twist is given the story with the
above stars playing the roles of the two
sweethearts. A thoroughly convincing
and entertaining serial not too sensational,

nor yet lacking in action and logic. The
exhibitor in the market for a strong chap-
ter play would do well to look up "In
the Days of Daniel Boone."

BEBE DANIELS IN

THE EXCITERS
(PARAMOUNT)

Semi-mystery detective story of

considerable interest. Better than
the run of adapted stage plays.

Good general occasion attraction.

Directed by Maurice Campbell.
Six reels.

Martin Brown's stage play, "The Excit-

ers," has been made into a pretty good

vehicle for Bebe Daniels and Antonio Mo-
reno. It starts out like another film lec-

ture on the evils of the jazz age but soon
loses this tone and develops a fairly

strong crook plot which holds interest

steadily to the end, when the heroic crook
is disclosed as neither crook nor detective

but a young man of good family aveng-
ing a wrong done a friend.

Jack Mower and Eileen Sedgwick in the

new Universal serial, "In the Days of

Daniel Boone."

w s
Bebe Daniels is case as a modern young

woman thriving on thrills. Antonio Mo-
reno appears on the scene as a safe blower
but is married to the eirl on her supposed
Heathbed to save an inheritance. She then
lives and demands money. A servant girl

accomplice and other members of his pic-
turesque gang participate in strategic moves
bringing hero and heroine together in the
thieves' stronghold fighting for their lives

at th-; dawn of the denouement.
The work of all players is admirable and

the picture is well made in every particu-
lar save subtitles, some of which may have
been alright as speeches in the play but do
the picture no service.

It is a reliable program feature for an
ordinary occasion.

SPECIAL CAST IN

MARK OF THE BEAST
(HODKINSON)

Written and directed by Thomas
Dixon this tense drama presents
a peculiar, yet interesting, prob-
lem. There are good dramatic
scenes, some well chosen loca-
tions, but the story at times is

long drawn out. It is in six reels.

In spite of some obvious defects in di-

rection and a tendency to write lengthy
subtitles, "The Mark of the Beast" will
be found good entertainment. The at-

mosphere inclines to be tense and tragic
—with a mystery involving the death of
the crook of the piece near the end—and
the whole is acted in a sincere manner
by a well chosen cast, including Robert
Elhs, Madelyn Clare, Warner Richmond,
and Helen Ware.
There is a certain amount of power

about the characters, especially that of
the crook, which makes them stand out,
although at times their actions do not
seem probable. The plot turns on a
lady who breaks her engagement with a
doctor and falls in love with a thief
because of a strange fascination that
comes over her for the thief. There is
an overstressing of sentimentality and
forced emotion where an old lady plavs
with her long lost son's toys, while the
loss of the son is not clearly shown but
these are brief. The climax, where the
crook is mysteriously stabbed and the
doctor is called upon to save his life, after
the crook had maltreated his bride, makes
for popular appeal where tense drama is

sought.
Dr. David Hale is about to marry Ann

Page, when she is swerved from her pur-
pose through the acquaintance of a man
suddenly brought into her home, injured,
the injury occurring when he was robbing
a nearby flat. The friendship thus struck
up warms into love and finally she elopes
with the crook. At a mountain lodge in

the_ Catskills whence he takes her for
their honeymoon, she discovers a satchel
full of stolen money and pearls. David
follows when he learns where Ann has
gone, and there are many scenes of both
machines traversing the mountain roads.
The cabin is in charge of an old couple,
who prove to be the crook's father and
mother. When the crook discovers that
Ann has looked into the grip, he gives
her a terrific beating. That night the
crook is stabbed in his room. Dr. Hale
sends for a kit of instruments to a nearby
nhysician, and tries to save the crook's
life. The crook dies, however, and Ann
and the doctor are made happy in their

reunion.
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HARRY CAREY IN

DESERT DRIVEN
(F. B. O.) —

Conventional melodrama concerning
"dope" peddling in prison and the

persecution of an innocent man.
Crude story with ordinary direc-

tion and handling of characters.

For audiences who like Westerns
and where Carey is popular will

prove a reasonable proposition.

Six reels. Direction by Val Paul.

This story of a prisoner who escapes

and finally gives himself up is written on

conventional and mechanical lines and

here and there gives the impression of

"iust a vehicle" for Harry Carey. As such

it answers every purpose and it is typical

of this star's work. The star's personality

is its chief asset.

The story revolves around Bob Grant,
an inmate of a California prison, who dis-

covers a traffic in dope going on within

the walls. The principal offender is one
of the jail physicians. Bob makes good
his escape during a severe storm, and
after days spent wandering over a desert

he arrives at a ranch. He is treated by
physician and given a position on the

ranch. Soon he is made foreman and
falls in love with Mary York, the owner's
daughter. He is discovered, however, by
Tim Leary, the Warden's lieutenant, and
he confesses he is the escaped convict. A
confession clears him, and he is free to

marry Miss York, who came near marry-
ing the physician, who had deserted his

wife.

George Waggoner played the Warden,
Charles L. Magne. the lieutenant. Mar-
guerite Clayton was Mary York and
Ashley Cooper the physician. Buddy
lohnson and George Williams complete
the cast.

ROY STEWART IX

BURNING WORDS
(UNIVERSAL)

Another Northwest mounted story

made on conventional lines. The
star is cast as the self-sacrificing

hero and the love interest is

slight. Written by Harrison
Warren Jacobs. Directed by
Stuart Paton. Five reels.

The theme of this tale, that of an in-

nocent man assuming the blame for his

brother's crime, is becoming rather

threadbare. It is one of the oldest plots

upon which to hang a Northwest Mounted

story and in this instance the action be-

comes tedious and uninteresting because

it lacks suspense. There are few audi-

ences that will be intrigued by this hack-

neyed story.

David Darby, so the story goes, has a
brother, Ross, and both are members of
Northwest Mounted Police. Ross is sent
to "get his man" but becomes panic-
stricken because of the tales of the ban-
dit's prowess. David substitutes for Ross
and brings in the bad man, but Ross
takes the credit. Ross then becomes in-

volved in a fight with a gambler and the
latter is murdered. David assumes the
guilt for the crime. A dance hall girl

saves him, however, by presenting evi-

dence that convicts Ross.

Roy Stewart played the role of David
with his customary strength and Laura
LaPlante was the girl in the case. Harold
Goodwin was the weakling, Ross.

NORAH SWINBURNE IN

THE FORTUNE OF
CHRISTINA McNAB

(PLAYGOERS)
Obviously a foreign made picture
with little to recommend it to an
American audience. Adapted
from a novel by Sarah McNaugh-
ton. Length, five reels.

"The Fortune of Christina McN'ab,"
made abroad, wi.th a cast that is strange

to American picture-goers, because of the

handling of the story will have little ap-

peal here. Briefly the story tells of a

Scottish girl who is left a fortune and
goes to England to marry a title but is

shocked at the conventions of society life

and eventually marries her home-town
suitor.

In addition to Norah Swinburne the
cast lists the following names: Marjorie
Chard. Norman Tharp. Gene Ray, Sara
Sample, Francis Luster and others. The
story is not especially interesting and the
production as a whole does not command
particular attention.

THIS WAY OUT
(EDUCATIONAL)

This Jack White comedy, in two reels,

is a scream from start to finish. There

is a very novel introduction in which the

eternal triangle is worked out on a

clothes line, the "vamp," the wife and

child and the husband being represented

by wearing apparel hanging on the line

in the wind. The film is horseplay for

the most part, but the action is brisk and

the situations quite funny. The husband,
after numerous altercations with the wife,

gets a job decorating a theatre lobby and
finally becomes operator. He runs the
film upside down, a cat sits before the

lens and as a final climax an auto crashes
through the screen into the theatre. A
gentle dig is taken at other film produc-
ers fond of seeing their names on the
main titles also. "Desperate Dan," the

film shown, is "presented by J. Dinkel-
speil." who is also art director, director,

author, scenarist, scenic artist. J. Dinkel-
speil also enacts the principal roles.

Vitagraph to Get Four
More Semon Comedies

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, June 5. — Larry
Semon will produce four two-reel com-
edies for publication during the 1923-1924
season, by Vitagraph, it is announced by
President Albert E. Smith. The four
comedies which will round out the
comedian's contract with Vitagraph, will

be issued in September and November of
this year and in January and March in
1924."

Vitagraph will issue but one more
Semon comedy during the present season,
Mr. Smith said. This is "The Midnight
Cabaret," wheh is scheduled for the
latter part of this month.

Coaches School to Use
Film to Teach Sports

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

IOWA CITY, IA., June 5.—When
the summer session coaching school of
the University of Iowa opens June 11
motion pictures of football teams and
track and field athletes will be a regular
feature of the program according to

Howard H. Jones, athletic director.

Motion pictures of various games in

which Iowa participated have been made
in the past and it is the thought of the

Iowa mentor that in watching the games
on the screen the athletes will be able to

observe the degree of correctness of
various plays.

Doug Fairbanks' Son
Signed by Paramount

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK. June 5.—Douglas Fair-

banks. Jr., thirteen-year-old son of

Douglas Fairbanks, has been signed to a

long-term contract by Famous Players-
Lasky Corporation to star in Paramount
pictures, it has been announced by Jesse
L. Lasky.
Young Fairbanks, who recently re-

turned with his mother from Europe,
will leave New York shortly for Holly-
wood, where he will start work soon in a
series of full-length feature films, the
first of which will probably be Mark
Twain's "Tom Sawyer."

A humorous bit of action from "Mary of the Movies," an F. B. O. Production
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Seventy from First National
Company s Plans Are
the Most Pretentious
in History, Declares
F. M. BrockelL Manager

of Distribution

FIRST NATIONAL'S 1923-1924 sea-

son will start July 2 and will include

sixty-five to seventy pictures.

Twenty-nine of the titles—these to be

published up to the end of January—have

been selected and tentative dates have

been set.

With one or two exceptions there is a

picture provided for each week of the

first seven months, the schedule calling

for four pictures each in July, August,

September and November, five each in

October and December and three in Jan-
uary.

"It is the most pretentious plan in the

history of Associated First National," ac-

cording to F. M. Brockell, manager of

distribution. "This applies both to pro-

duction, from the standpoint of quality,

and to distribution, from the standpoint

of advance planning and announcement.

"The first twenty-nine comprise an ar-

ray of product which promises concentra-

tion in a short half-season of quality

equivalent to two or three average sea-

sons. Here is the astounding line-up:

* * *

SOURCES PRODUCTIONS

Norma Talmadge "Purple Pride"
"Secrets"

nstance Talmadge "Dulcy"
"The Dangerous Maid"

Richard Barthelmess "The Fighting Blade"
"Her Reputation"

Thomas H. Inee "Anna Christie"
"Country Lanes and City
Pavements"

"The Just and the Unjust"

Maurice Tourneur "The Brass Bottle"
Not titled

Katherine MacDonald "The Scarlet Lily"
"Chastity"

John M. Stahl "The Wanters"
(temporary)

"Why Men Leave Home"

James Young "Ponjola"
"The Swamp Angel"

Frank Borzage "Lord of Thundergate"
"Dust in the Doorway"

Jackie Coogan "Circus Days"

Richard Walton Tully "Trilby"

Lynn Reynolds "The Huntress"

Barney Bernard- "Potash and Perlmutter"
Alex. Can-

Edwin Carewe "The Bad Man"

Colleen Moore "Flaming Youth"

Gertrude Atherton "Black Oxen"

Frank Lloyd A Giant Special (Untitled)

George Fitzmaurice ''The Eternal City"

* * *

"Here is the cream of independent pro-

duction—Goldwyn, Schenck, Ince, Tully.

Mayer, Lesser, Inspiration, Rork, Jacobs,

great super-specials, half a score of star

productions that make past standards

seem commonplace, one picture alone in

this class has cost $800,000 in the making
—in short, twenty-nine releases that will

Executives

Top—Harry O. Schwalbe, chairman of the ex-
ecutive committee. Center—Robert Lieber,
president. Bottom—Richard A. Rowland, gen-
eral manager of First National.

establish themselves in the memory of

exhibitors as an outstanding triumph of a

decade of production development.

'"Like every other industry, we have

had our trade cycles. Harking back only

a few years, we recall that the exhibitor

was almost wholly dependent on one dis-

tributing organization for his pictures.

Subsequently this combination was broken

up and production increased with great

rapidity. The market was glutted, to the

disadvantage of everyone concerned.

Now we have come finally to realize that

New Season Will Begin

on July 2—Tentative
Publication Dates Are
Set on Pictures for

r irst 7 Months
what we need is not quantity but quality.

Today the big problem is not to make
enough pictures to supply theatre needs,

but to make big enough pictures to main-
tain public interest and patronage.

"We have discarded the nickelodeon,

and the public has generally aided our up-

building efforts by providing a steadily

deepening foundation of cash. Once upon
a time a piano with a set of tin-pan at-

tachments constituted an orchestra, but

today we are advertising music as a fea-

ture of our entertainment. And gradually,

through improvement in exhibition as

well as in production, we have been win-

ning a larger and better audience.
* * *

"Naturally, with the growing patronage

of a better class of people, there has been

a slow but steady revision of production

ideals. And yet progress, as rapid as it

really has been, scarcely more than keeps

pace with public demand.
"The exhibitor unquestionably has done

his share. He probably has contributed

more largely and promptly than any other

branch of the industry to meeting the

increasingly critical attitude of motion

picture patrons. And for some time he

has been aware of the necessity for

greater assistance from his colleagues

—

particularly from those who are engaged
in production.
"The lesson of the present season is

that it is only the good picture which can
be depended upon to earn a profit at the
box office. During the last few months
I have asked the question, "How's busi-
ness?' of exhibitors all the way from New
York to California and from Winnipeg
to Mexico City, and everywhere I have
heard substantially the same answer—the
answer that people are perfectly willing
to spend their money freely to see worth-
while pictures, but that they cannot be
induced to bestow both time and money
upon entertainment that is commonplace.

"Sales records adequately reflect this

condition. Demand never was keener than
it is now for truly meritorious produc-
tions, and pictures of lesser quality never
have moved more slowly.

"First National's policy with respect to
production always has been definite. We
have never attempted to supply quantity
demands; rather, our endeavor has been
to limit ourselves to the best. Next sea-
son will be no exception in this respect.

Our schedule includes nothing about
which there is the slightest doubt respect-
ing quality or box office appeal. Our pic-

tures of the season now closing have
averaged higher than at any time in our
history.

"Better pictures are what is sought, and
it follows, for this reason, if for no other,

that conditions must somewhat reflect

themselves in prices. It is equally true,

though, that better pictures—a higher
average—will be productive of substantial

increases in theatre patronage."
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Ince
Talmadges Will Produce

Only Three Films Each
Schenck Says Plans for 1923 Will Be His

Most Ambitious and Interesting

Joseph M. Schenck, producer of Norma and Con-
stance Talmadge and Buster Keaton pictures, has an-

nounced a reduction in his production schedule for 1923-24.

Despite this new policy, Mr.
Schenck believes that his

plans are the most interest-

ing and ambitious of his ca-

reer. He says

:

"Norma and Constance
will each make three pictures

instead of four to six each

as formerly. The additional

time, interest and artistic

effort which will be put into

the making of fewer pic-

tures, will enable us to pro-

duce the kind of stories that

heretofore were out of the

question.

"In 'Purple Pride,' for-

merly 'Ashes of Vengeance.'

a dashing romance of old

France by H. B. Somer-
ville, Norma has put everything she has to give of herself

in her art, and I have spared nothing in the way of cos-

tumes, settings, excellent cast, or authenticity and elaborate-
ness as to details of the period. Also, I have been fortunate in

securing the able directorship of Frank Lloyd.
"The sets of 'Purple Pride' are exact replicas of the Renais-

sance period of architecture in France. Three hundred expert

dancers are being instructed in the dances of the period by Theo-
dore Kosloff and 1,000 extras will take part.

"The sets for 'Purple Pride' have created so much interest

that many Eastern architects have visited them up to date. Clif-

ford A. Truesdell, Jr., president of the Architectural Club of Los
Angeles, recently headed a large group of visitors, and many col-

lege professors and students of French history from California

colleges and schools, have come out to see us.

"The music of this picture will also be a special feature, fol-

lowing faithfully the time of Charles IX or his predecessors.

"Norma will follow this picture with 'Secrets,' the delightful
romantic drama by Rudolph Besier and May Edgington, now play-

ing at the Fulton theatre with Margaret Lawrence in the leading
role.

"Other forthcoming Norma Talmadge productions will be
'Dust of Desire' by Margaret Peterson, an English author, and
'The Mirage' by Edgar Selwyn."

Joseph M. Schenck

Ince Seeks Originality

As Keynote of Product
"Anna Christie" Will Be an Outstanding

Film on Producer's 1923 Program

Thomas H. Ince has given this pledge to exhibitors:

"It is with just pride that I promise for the forthcoming
season productions that will mark a new era in screen

drama ; that will be remark-

2&

f ,

Thomas H. Ince

able for their originality of

theme and presentation. For

the ensuing years my policy

will be, as it always has been,

to think in terms of the ex-

hibitor."

What Mr. Ince believes

will be a crowning achieve-

ment of his career will be his

screen version of "Anna
Christie," Eugene O'Neill's

famous stage success. Mr.

Ince paid $100,000 for the

screen rights to this play, and

he intends producing it with

that dramatic power which

has been termed "the Ince

iunch." Among other spe-

cials he will produce are

"Country Lanes and City Pavements," by John Fleming

Wilson; "Her Reputation," a story of newspaper life,

with May McAvoy as the star, and "The Just and the

Unjust," from the popular novel by Vaughan Kester.

In the making of one of these specials Mr. Ince will wield the

megaphone for the first time since he directed "Civilization."

Mr. Ince has made a life-long study of the drama. An actor

of ability, he also is a business man of exceptional merit. When
the possibilities of motion pictures first began to develop Mr. Ince

left the speaking stage to devote his life to the screen. He studied

motion pictures from the ground up. He acted, directed, edited

film, familiarized himself with every detail of the industry. His

success is proof of the contention that genius lies in hard work.

He is considered a genius of the screen, and he has developed that

genius through hard work, plus brain power and the faculty of

communicating his enthusiasm to those surrounding him.

Recently he outlined his own production policy in the follow-

ing language

:

"In the motion picture we have a medium which is adequate

to the fullest reproduction of any story that can be conceived by

the mind of man ; but the medium itself is no good to any-

body unless through it there is told a story which grips our in-

terest and holds it. And the only kind of a story which can do

that is a story which deals with the struggles and triumphs and

hopes and fears of human beings. Be real. And do not be too

solemn. Remember that everybody likes to laugh."

Thomas
H.
Ince

Studio

The
Administration

Building
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the Coming Year s

Pictures

A. H. Blank Sam Katz Moe Mark
Executive Committee Executive Committee Executive Committee

J. H. Kunsky

H. Brouse

J. B. Clark
Voting Trustee

M. L. Finkelstein
Voting Trustee

E. V. Richards
Executive Committee

N. H. Gortlon
Voting Trustee

Harry Crandall Frank Ferrannmi Tom Bolarul

Tom Saxe Ben Stapleton I. N. Rubin

R. D. Craver

E. Man delhaum

Abe Gore

Jacob Fabian

Mike Gore

Fred Levy Jules Mastbaum Spyros Skouras Ado'ph Ramish Harry Nolan
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Tully
Tully's Third, "Trilby,

1 '

Now Nearing Completion
Producer W/ ill Begin Preparations Soon for

Making "Bird of Paradise"

Richard Walton Tully came into the motion picture

world after thirty years experience in all the activities of

the theatre had stamped him as one of the foremost figures

in the amuseVnent world.

During those thirty
years he had been part and
parcel of the theatre, filling

every position back of the

house and in front. He had
acted, served as stage direc-

tor and last but not least

wrote and produced among
other plays "The Bird of

Paradise," which will reach

the screen under the guiding

hand of its author.

At the present time

Tully is putting the finishing

touches on Du Maimer's
"Trilby," which. James
Young is directing. "Trilby"

is the third production which
Mr? Tully has supervised for

First National. His first, "The Masqucrader," starring

Guy Bates Post, was followed by "Omar the Tentmaker,"

: : Robertson
Barthelmess Will Make

Three Films This Year
I nspiration Director Says Good Acting Is

Far More Vital Than Big Sets

Richard Barthelmess, star in features produced by
Inspiration Pictures for distribution by First National, is

to make three and possibly four productions for 1923-24.

This announcement has just

Richard Walton Tully

been made by Charles H.
Duell, president of Inspira-

tion.

Fach picture, it is said,

will be distinctive and indi-

vidual, affording ample act-

ing opportunity for the star,

although his product will not
be star pictures in the sense
that they lack the other

qualities essential to a well

balanced picture.

Supporting Barthelmess
in his Inspiration pictures

are Dorothy Gish, Dorothy
MacKaill, Pauline Garon,
Frnest Torrence, Mary
Alden, Louise Huff, Mary
Astor and Tyrone Power.

The star's first offering in 1923 will be "The Fighting

John Robertson

with the same star.

"Trilby," according to those who have

seen the uncut film, will be a different and

better version of the famous play. The new
"Trilby." as produced by Mr. Tully, will

be closer to the author's conception of the

tale of the power of hypnotism than any of

its predecessors. This is best proven by
the cooperation given to Tully by Sir Ger-

ald Du Maurier, son of "Trilby's" author,

and now a prominent London actor. In his

months of research work abroad, during

which time Tully assembled the data for

the correct presentation of the play, the

younger Du Maurier Tent him invaluable

assistance.

Arthur Edmund Carewe enacts the role

of Svengali, a powerful and impressive

part. Carewe, in playing this dominating

personality, who discovers in himself hyp-

notic powers which he utilizes to bestow

upon Trilby the sweetest voice in the world
shows an admirable finesse and perfect re-

straint.

Andree Lafayette, playing the title role,

is a French actress, imported from the Par-

isian stage especially for this role. Creigh-

ton Hale will play Little Billee, the artist

lover of Trilby; Wilfred Lucas will be The
Laird and Philo McCullough, Taffy; two
other picturesque artists of the Latin Quar-
ter of Paris. Francis McDonald is cast as

Gecko and Maurice Canon will play Zou
Zou.

Following the completion of "Trilby,"

Mr. Tully has announced that he will start

the preliminary work on "The Bird of

Paradise." No time or expense will be

spared to make this romantic drama of the

South Seas the biggest picture of the pro-

ducer's career.

Blade," by Beulah Marie Dix. John S. Robertson to whom
much credit is due for Barthelmess' successful pictures

will Hir/»/-t "Tli» C -
* •• •»• •« •

Tourneur to Make
Series of Pictures
For First National

Maurice Tourneur. described as a ro-

manticist, a lover of the bizarre, the fan-

tastic and the adventure that is unusual,

is to produce a
series of pictures

for First National
for the coming
season.
The first of

these, "The Brass
Bottle," is com-
pleted and the
director is taking
a short vacation
following which
he will start on
his next produc-
tion, the title of

which has not
been announced.
"T he Brass

Bottle" introduces Tourneur as a director
of comedy. In this picture he goes back
to the days of Solomon, showing the

glory of the days of old Egypt.
Ernest Torrence, Barbara La Marr,

Sam De Grasse, Harry Myers, Charlotte
Merriam, Aggie Herring and Clarissa

Selwyn are in the cast.

Mr. Tourneur has great confidence in

the future of the director as a recognized
factor in the success of a production.
This is developing today, he says, be-

cause the newspaper reviewers are edu-
cating the public "to the point where it

measures its selection of entertainment
to a great extent by the past accomplish-
ments of the man who made it."

Maurice Tourneur

will direct "The Fighting Blade.'

As indicated in a survey conducted
recently by Firs'. National and other
agencies, Barth-lmess is one of the most
popular male players on the screen today
and it is believed that this year's product
will further cement his popularity with
the public.

Director Robertson's policy in produc-
ing the Barthelmess pictures is set forth

in a statement issued by him in which he

says that good acting is far more im-

portant to the success of a picture than
big spectacular sets and that the public

remembers the players' performances
long after it has forgotten how many tons
of scenery were destroyed for the big
thrill.

"There is a standard of acting in mo-
tion pictures now." says Mr. Robertson,
"and it is a very high one but it is only
sustained by a few players and a few
directors. It bas not yet become a gen-
eral standard for all players and all

studios. It has not yet become a part

of the general training for the average
motion picture players nor part of the

requirements for the ' newcomer who
wants to go into the movies.
"Some of the stars have established a

standard of their own and these are the

players who maintain their prestige with

the public long after the innumerable
temporary favorites have gone into the

discard.

"There is one big factor that works
against the maintenance of a high stand-

ard of screen acting. It is the undue
emphasis placed on type and personality.

Both the public and the producers are

responsible for it."
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Among the Stellar Lights

Dorothy Mackaill Norma Talmadge Constance Talmadge
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Carewe Mayer
Carewe Film to Be One Stahl to Direct Mayer

Of Company's Biggest Product for New Year

Edwin Carewe

Holbrook Blinn, Noted Stage Star , to Appear

in "The Bad Man"
In "Mighty Lak' a Rose," Edwin Carewe showed

his ability to handle the pure heart interest drama and
in his new production, "The Girl of the Golden West,"

he strives for and obtains,

fine results 'in high class

melodramatic action.

Carewe is a director

who has fought his way to

the top. His career ex-

tends over a period of years
since the early days of the

industry and embraces
nearly every activity in

the realm of motion pic-

ture production.

For the coming season
Carewe is scheduled to

supply one of the biggest
productions on the First

National program in "The
Had Man," a screen ver-

sion of Porter Emerson
Browne's play which was

a Broadway stage success of 1921-22. For this produc-
tion Holbrook Blinn, who starred in the play on the
New York stage and for two years throughout the
country, has been engaged to play the
leading role, Blinn score a personal
triumph in this play in the picturesque
role of the Mexican bandit who proves,
in the end, good enough to bring a happy
couple together and start them on the
road to a happy future.

In producing a picturization of "The
Bad Man," Carewe promises that he will

not depend upon the sub-titles to "put
over" the bright, satirical and philosoph-
ical sayings of the central character,
but will endeavor to obtain players whose
work will be of such a quality as to in-

terpret the humor, satire and philosophy
with which the piece abounds without too
much aid from the title writer.

Carewc's successful productions "Mighty
Lak' a Rose" and "The Girl of the

Golden West" are the best guarantees
that "The Bad Man" will be entirely up
to the standard of "big time" First Na-
tional attractions. "The Girl of the Golden
West," which is the most recent Carewe
production to be issued by First National,

is winning high praise everywhere as be-

ing a faithful interpretation of the famous
Belasco masterpiece.
Under the guiding hand of Edwin

Carewe the famous characters of the Girl,

Ramarrez, the Sheriff, and the Mexican
girl, live on the screen with even more
realism than they did on the stage. Sylvia
Breamer gives the screen the role first

created by Blanche Bates and J. Russell
Simpson plays the part originated by
Frank Keenan, and sung by Caruso on
the operatic stage. J. Warren Kerrigan
plays Ramarrez, the bandit, and Rose-
mary Theby the Mexican girl.

Totally different in theme and char-
acterization from "Mighty Lak' a Rose,"
"The Girl of the Golden West" proves
the versatility of the First National direc-
tor.

Louis B. Mayer

Colleen Moore to

Appear in Series;

^'Huntress" First
Colleen Moore will star in a series of

productions to be distributed by First

National during the coming season. Her

first picture will be "The Huntress,"

which has been put into production under

the direction of Lynn Reynolds. Opposite

her in the leading male role is Lloyd

Hughes. "The Huntress" is essentially an

"out-of-doors" picture. The new First

National star plays the role of a white

girl brought up by Indians, who starts to

find a white husband for herself, and

carries through her attempt to the very

end. How she succeeds in corralling him

forms the basis of this highly interesting

comedy-drama.
Following "The Huntress," "Flaming

Youth" will be produced with Miss Moore
in the leading role. "Flaming Youth,"
by Warner Fabian, is a story of modern
American womanhood and girlhood.

In "Flaming Youth" the new First

National star is assured of a second pic-

ture equal in entertainment and box office

value with her first. Jack Dillon has been
selected to direct this production.
Some of Miss Moore's more recent pro-

ductions, which are listed among the suc-
cesses of the past season, include "The
Nth Commandment," directed by Frank
Borzage, "The Ninety and Nine," a rail-

road drama in which she was co-featured
with Warner Baxter, and "Broken
Chains." an Allen Holubar production.

"The Wanters and "Why Men Leave

Home ' Selected for Production

John M. Stahl, who brought to the screen in "The
Dangerous Age" one of the popular pictures of the past

season, will direct Louis B. Mayer productions for First

National publication during
the coming season.

Mr. Stahl's previous

First National pictures give

a clear indication of what
may be expected from this

successful young director

during the coming season.

"The Song of Life," "One
Clear Call" and his latest

opus "The Dangerous Age"
proved to be a trio of not-

able box office productions,
and "The Wanters," a forth-

coming Louis B. Mayer-
First National picture which
has already been put into

production, promises to live

up to its predecessors.

"The Wanters" is a
magazine story by Leila Burton Wells, and the picture is

being made under that working title. In the leading fem-
inine role will be seen Marie Prevost and Robert Ellis

will enact the principal male part.
Following "The Wanters," Mr. Stahl

will be given one of the cleverest Broadway
plays of recent date to transfer to the sil-

versheet. This is "Why Men Leave Home,"
an Avery Hopwood play, which blends sa-
tire of the extravagant wife, with tense
drama and pathos. It is with just such a
play at which Mr. Stahl is at his best.
For "The Wanters," Stahl announces

that he has signed little Richard Headrick
to play an important part. Richard, who is

now only 5 years old. although he has been
a national screen favorite for over two
years, will be seen in the picture as one of
those precocious youngsters who continu-
ally embarrasses his elders with his care-
less handling of the family secrets.

The return of Richard to the John M.
Stahl production fold is very much in the
nature of a home-coming for it was under
Stahl's direction that the little fellow scored
his first big film hit in "The Child Thou
Gavest Me."
An exceptionally large list of stars has

been assembled for "The \Vanters," includ-

ing among the principals Marie Prevost,

Robert Ellis, Norma Shearer. Gertrude
Astor, Huntley Gordon, Richard Headrick,
Lincoln Stedman, Lillian Langdon, Louise
Fazenda, Hank Mann, Lydia Yeamans Ti-

tus, Eddie Gribbon, and William Buckley.
Leila Burton Wells wrote the story and J.

G. Hawks and Paul Bern prepared the

screen version. Ernest G. Palmer is chief

photographer. Sydney Algier, who has

been with Mr. Stahl on his last few suc-

cesses, is serving as assistant director.

The actual shooting of "The Wanters"
was started at the Mayer Studio two weeks
ago, with the filming of some interior

scenes representing the action in the Long
Island mansion of a New York multi-mil-

lionaire. Location work on beautiful es-

tates in Pasadena and Santa Barbara is

planned for a later date.
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Lloyd Borzage
Frank Lloyd to Offer

3 to 4 Films in 1923
Director Already Has Made Five Features

for First National
Frank Lloyd had produced four First National pic-

tures and was part way through a fifth when there
came to him an opportunity to produce independently

for First National distribu-
tion. And as a result of

this contract, signed only
a month ago, First Na-
tional is able to announce
three, or possibly four,

Frank Lloyd productions
during the coming season.

Of the five pictures
which Frank Lloyd has
directed for First National,
four have starred Norma
Talmadge and one Jackie
Coogan. "The Eternal
Flame," "The Voice from
the Minaret," and "Within
the Law" all owe a good
part of their success to Mr.
Lloyd, whose intelligent

direction and assiduous at-

tention to detail combined with Norma Talmadge's own
innate ability, raised them to a high plane of enter-

tainment.
• After completing "Within the Law." Bayard Vellier's crook

melodrama, Mr. Lloyd was selected by Joseph M. Schenck to
direct "Ashes of Vengeance." Since the total cost of this pro-
duction will mount far higher than any previous Schenck pic-

ture, the producer's selection of Lloyd was the highest compli-
ment that could be paid to the young director's ability.

To Frank Lloyd also must go a share of the credit for the
unprecedented success of Jackie Coogan's ''Oliver Twist." The
perfect interpretation of the entire cast, perfection of detail, and
the perfect transference of the Dickensonian atmosphere to the
screen, stamped Lloyd as one of the industry's most able
directors.

Frank Lloyd

"Dust in the Doorway'

'

Is Second by Borzage
Director's First Production for Jacobs Was

"Children of Dust
Frank Borzage. creator of "Humoresque," will

shortly start work on his second production for First

National, under the auspices of Arthur S. Jacobs.
Borzage is known for

his ability to portray on
the screen the simple story
of every-day folks ; to

visualize this story in so
vivid and sympathetic a

fashion that all the under-
lying drama, pathos and
comedy that lie beneath
the surface of human life

break forth upon the

screen with a power to

awaken, thrill and shock
the hearts and minds of an
audience.

Borzage seeks no
stories which depend
simply upon spectacular

grandeur. His first inde-

pendent production, which
has been completed, is "Children of Dust," adapted
from the magazine story "Terwilliger," by Tristram
Tupper. This heart interest story is laid in the
Gramercy Park section of New York City.

His second production for Arthur S. Jacobs for First Na-
tional publication will be "Dust in the Doorway." a Dixie Wil-
son magazine story published in McClnre's Magazine. The
continuity is now being prepared by Mary O'Hara.

The director, in completing "Children of Dust," stated that
the making of this picture gave him more pleasure than any
in his directorial career. To begin with, the story is a variation
from many other stories produced. Even the backgrounds are

distinctive. The theme is unlike the usual. The plot is a con-
trast with the ordinarv.

Frank Borzage

Directors Who Are Making First National's
Own Productions

Lynn Reynolds has started work on "The
Huntress" which introduces Colleen Moore
as a First National star.

James Young has been assigned to bring
"Ponjola" to the screen. Anna Q. Nilsson
will have the leading role.

Jack Dillon will direct "Flaming Youth"
which will be Colleen Moore's second at-
traction for First National.
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Goldwyn

A New Producing Unit

George Filzmaurice will direct Barney Bernard will star in

"The Eternal Three." "Potash and Perlmutter."

Alexander Carr, a star of Samuel Goldwyn has renewed
"Potash and Perlmutter" his production activities

Martha Mansfield will play in Vera Gordon will support Ber-
"Potash and Perlmutter" nard and Carr in film

MacDonald

Katherine

MacDonald
Two domestic dramas starring

Katherine MacDonald and pro-

duced by B. P. Schulberg are

listed on First National's fall

program. They are, "The
Scarlet Lily" and "Cha*tity."

Victor Shertzinger directed

both.

Preparations Made for

Initial Goldwyn Product
George Filzmaurice Goes to Rome Where

"The Eternal City Will Be Produced

The first two productions which will mark the re-

turn of Samuel Goldwyn to the field of picture making
have been announced and final preparations have been
made for the filming of these features.

One, "The Eternal City," will be made in Rome
and George Fitzmaurice has gone to the Italian city to

have things in readiness to begin production as soon as

the cast arrives. Playing the important roles will be

Lionel Barrymore, Barbara La Marr, Bert Lytell,

Richard Bennett and Montagu Love.
In addition to the Sir Hall Caine story, Goldwyn

will produce "Potash and Perlmutter." with Barney
Hernard, Alexander Carr, Martha Mansfield, Hope
Sutherland, Vera Gordon and others in the cast.

Clarence Badger will direct.

1 'Circus Days 1
' Scheduled

As Jackie's Contribution
"Circus Days," an adaptation of "Toby Tyler, or

Ten Days with the Circus," by James Otis, will be

Jackie Coogan's next attraction for First National.

This picture presents a merry, jolly story of a kid

—a kid surrounded by the glitter and glamor of the

circus, mingling with freaks, animals and the happy-go-

lucky attaches.

"Circus Days" will be a treat for the children and
the grown folks. Eddie Cline directed it.

John M. Stahl
John M. Stahl will direct "The
Wanters" and "Why Men Leave

Home" as the initial Louis B.

Mayer productions on First Na-
tional's program for the new

season.

J
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iiiilAe FILM MART : : :

:

Production Progress : : : : : : : : Distribution News

• '.

i F. B. 0. \ \ i

"MARY OF THE MOVIES," the F. B.

O. production with an array of stars

has been booked over the B. K. Keith

circuit of New York theatres. The Vic-

tory at Providence and the Colonial at

Brookton, Mass., will also play the pic-

ture.
+ + +

SHORT SUBJECTS SCHEDULED by
F. B. O. tor June publication consist

of H. C. Witwer's "Fighting Blood"
number eight, entitled "Christopher of

Columbus"; Mr. and Mrs. Carter De
Haven in "Borrowed Trouble" and "Pop
Tuttle's Russion Rumor."

+ + +
"HUMAN WRECKAGE ' MRS. WAL-
LACE REID'S anti-narcotic picture

will open in Xew York at the Lyric
theatre on July 1, following D. W.
Griffith's "The White Rose" in that house.

F. B. O. is making arrangements for the

personal appearance of- Mrs. Reid and
some of the members of the cast for the

opening.

: : : : Goldwyn : : : :

"THE RAGGED EDGE" second Dis-
tinctive Pictures production goes into

the Xew York Capitol. June 3. The film

is from Harold MacGrath's story and
Mimi Palmeri and Alfred Lunt play the
leading roles.

+ + +
"WILD ORANGES," THE STORY by
Joseph Hergesheimer has been selected

by King Vidor as his next Goldwyn pro-
duction. He has just completed "Three
Wise Fools."

+ + +
CREIGHTON HALE, MAE BUSCH
and Joseph Schildkraut are in the cast

of "The Master of Man." the Sir Hall
Caine story which Victor Seastrom, the

Swedish director is producing as his first

picture for Goldwyn.

: : : : Metro : : : :

"A WIFE'S ROMANCE" is the new
title for the Clara Kimball Young pic-

ture announced as "In Old Madrid." The
production is from H. W. Roberts' fa-

mous storv.
+ + +

THE PARIS THEATRE AT Durham.
N. C, and the Durham Evening Herald

collaborated recently and staged a suc-

cessful Metro week. The pictures shown
were "Jazzmania." "Crinoline and Ro-
mance" and "All the Brothers Were Val-
iant."

+ + +
BULL MONTANA'S LATEST Metro
comedy is called "High Society." The

"Bool," it is said, has received an invi-

tation from Jack Dempsey to join his

training camp in Montana.

+ + +
"THE VALLEY OF CONTENT" by

Blanche L pright has been purchased by
Louis B. Mayer and will be produced by
Reginald Barker for Metro's program.

JUST NOW THE REGINALD BAR-
KER company that is filming "The

Law-Bringers" has moved to Big Bear
Lake. California, for scenes. The unit,

including Renee Adoree. Pat O'Malley
and Earle Williams recently returned
from Alberta, Canada.

: : Tiffany-Truart : :

CHOICE OF A SUITABLE story or
play for Larry first comedy for Tiffany-

Truart under his new contract is being
investigated by M. H. Hoffman, vice-
president and general manager of Truart.
The comedian's picture will be feature
length and will run all the way from 4.000
feet to 8.000. depending on the require-
ments of the story.

+ + +
WORK ON "THE UNKNOWN PUR-
PLE" which is being made on the

West Coast by A. Carlos Productions for
Truart has been started. A comprehen-
sive exploitation campaign for exhibitors
is being prepared on the production.

: : : Al Lichtman : : :

B. P. SCHULBERG DOESN'T WANT
any more suggestions for titles for

Preferred Pictures. He has been flooded
with replies since his announcement that
he was in the market for titles for some
stories and now asks exhibitors to "lay
off" stressing the announcement to the
public.

+ + +
PRODUCTION OF OWEN WISTER'S
"The Virginian" will be started imme-

diately by B. P. Schulberg. Tom For-
man will direct and parts have been as-

signed to Kenneth Harlan. Florence
Vidor, Russell Simpson. Pat O'Malley
and Raymond Hatton.

+ + +

TWO OTHER PRODUCTIONS are

scheduled to be started soon for the
Al Litchman program. Production plans

are being completed for the filming of

"Maytime." Rida Johnson Young's play.

"The Boomerang." David Belasco's stage

production is also scheduled for filming in

the near future.

: : : Cosmopolitan : :

:

A SPECIAL HALF PAGE story and a

four column layout will be used in nine-

teen Hearst papers the week of June 3

on "When Knighthood Was in Flower."
The idea, evolved by Louis O. Macloon.
director of Cosmopolitan publicity, will be

in the way of a novelty and treat the

photoplay from a trade standpoint, with

excerpts of reviews and opinions of

"Knighthood" from theatre owners in all

parts of the country.

+ + +

DIRECTOR ALAN CROSLAND and
the company making "Under the Red

Robe." a picturization of Stanley Wey-
man's story have left for Aladdin's Rock
Farm. Stamford. Conn., where spectacu-

lar riding scenes will be filmed.

: : : : : Fox : : : : :

"SKID PROOF" IS THE title of the
Charles Jones vehicle which will be pub-

lished by Fox June 17. It is a story of
automobile race tracks with an atmos-
phere of film land.

+ + +
IN ADDITION TO REGULAR Fox

stars and leading ladies, it is announced
that the following players have been en-
gaged to appear in Fox pictures for 1923-
24. Barbara La Marr. Doris May. June
Elvidge. Bessie Love. Ruth Clifford.
Billie Dove. Alma Tell. Irene Rich. Eva
Xovak. Martha Mansfield. Richard Tuck-
ers, Alan Hale. Mavel Hulienne Scott and
Arnest Truex.

+ + +
PRODUCTION HAS STARTED at the
Fox studios of "The Governor's Lady,"

a screen version of the Belasco play which
Harry Millarde is directing. Robert T.
Haines and Jane Grey have leading parts.

+ + +
FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES and

delegates to the tenth annual conven-
tion of the William Fox organization are
already beginning to arrive in Xew York.
The conference opens June 11. and it is

said that it will be one of the most im-
portant ever held by the company.

: : : Universal : : :

SCREEN RIGHTS TO "DAMNED"
the anonymous novel of the other

world has been purchased by Universal.
Barbara La Marr has been signed to play
the leading role in this production.

+ + +
"WHERE IS THIS WEST?" a satirical

comedy with Jack Hoxie as the star

is in production under the direction of
George Marshall. The storv is by George
Hull.

+ +
"THE STEEL TRAIL" a new Univer-

sal chapterplay with William Duncan
as its star has been started by "U". It

is a railroad story, telling of a construc-
tion engineer who goes to the aid of a
rancher and his daughter and saves a
railroad they have been building to re-

claim a valuable tract of land.

+ + +
"HUNTING BIG GAME IN AFRICA."
according to advices received by Uni-

versal broke all records at the London
Pavilion during its three-weeks ran there.

This despite unusually hot Spring
weather, it is said.

: : : Selznick : : :

E. J. DOOLITTLE, manager of the
foreign department of Selznick Dis-

tributing Corporation, announces that a

deal has been closed with David P.

Howells. Inc.. for the entire foreign dis-

tribution of their product in all coun-
tries, except Australia Canada and Xew
Zealand where the company maintains
its own exchanges.
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::::77ie FILM MART : : : :

Produc tion P rogress

: : United Artists : :

WHERE "ROBIN HOOD" LEFT OFF
"The Thief of Bagdad" will begin. This

is the goal which Douglas Fairbanks has
set for himself for this latest production
which he is ready to start, according to

advices from United Artists. Something
wholly new and different in the way of

sets, the work of William Cameron Mex-
zes and Irvin J. Martin, is promised in

Doug's next picture.

+ + +
A GROWN-UP MARY PICKFORD;

a Mary Pickford with her curls piled

high in a coiflfure of the style in the Em-
pire period in Spain during the Nineteenth
century; a Mary Pickford portraying a

highly emotional role—this is the Mary
Pickford the public will see in her new
photoplay feature, "The Street Singer,"
which will be completed soon for pub-
lication through United Artists.

+ + +

JACK PICKFORD WILL soon start

work on another picture, it is reported

by United Artists. His "Garrison's Finish"

is said to have received a hearty recep-

tion at the Capitol theatre, New York,
where it opened on May 27.

: : Principal Pictures : :

TERRITORIAL RIGHTS TO THE
"super five series" which Principal

Pictures is state righting have been closed
for Ohio, Kentucky, Michigan, West Vir-
ginia and the Western section of Penn-
sylvania by Irving M. Lesser with Harry
Charnas of Standard Film Company. The
productions are "The Spider and the

Rose"; "East Side, West Side"; "Tem-
porary Marriage"; "Bright Lights of

Broadway"; and "The Man from Ten
Strike."

+ + +

JUNE MARLOWE, A 17-YEAR old
Minneapolis girl, has been .signed to a

three-year contract by 'Sol Lesser to play
important roles in Principal Pictures
production, beginning immediate work in

the Harold Bell Wright story "When a

Man's A Man."

Pathe
PATHE PUBLICATIONS FOR June 3

are announced as follows: "Back Stage"
one of the Our Gang comedies; "Under
Two Jags" the Hal Roach one-reeler
burlesque with Stan Laurel; the fifth epi-

sode of "Haunted Valley" and other
short subjects.

+ + +
ON JUNE 17 PATHE will issue "Pick
and Shovel" another Stan Laurel one-

reel comedy. The seventh episode of

"Haunted Valley" is scheduled for this

date.

+ + +
RENEWAL OF ITS CONTRACT with
Hal Roach will assure Pathe an un-

interrupted supply of Our Gang comedies,
it is stated. There has been an increas-
ing exhibitor demand for these films the
company reports.

> : : Educational : : :

THREE EDUCATIONAL PICTURES,
Christie's "Roll Along," Jack White's

Mermaid comedy "Backfire" a Robert
Bruce Wilderness Tale will furnish enter-
tainment on the steamer Leviathan when
it leaves New York on June S carrying
among others, 400 guests of the U. S.
Shipping Board.

+
"BACK TO THE WOODS" is the latest

Christie comedy. Under direction of

Scott Sidney the film was made in the
camp of the Red River Lumber company,
1200 miles from Los Angeles. Educa-
tional will publish the film in June.

: : Ernest Shipman : :

ANNOUNCEMENT IS MADE by Ern-
est Shioman that he has acquired from

Motion Picture Sales Agency, Ltd., ex-
clusive American rights to "Southward
on the Quest," a six reel pictorial rec-
ord of the late Sir Ernest Shackleton's
last expedition to the South pole. Ship-
man also states that he has acquired
Canadian distribution of the Willard
lohnson, Firpo-McAuliffe fight pictures.

+ + +
AS AN EMISSARY OF Mr. Shipman.
Rene Batigne has sailed for France to

lay preliminary plans for the formation
of a new company to produce a big pic-

ture in Morocco.

f B C
ANNOUNCEMENT IS MADE BY

C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation that
"Only A Shopgirl" and "More to Be Pit-

ied," the first two of the series of six

box office winners of the company has
been sold 100 per cent, not only in the
United States but abroad as well.

+ + +
"MONKEYING AROUND" is the title

chosen by C. B. C. for the newest Hall-
room Boys comedy, in the series of two-
reelers which the company is distributing.

+ + *
GEORGE H. DAVIS' picturization of H.

G. Wells' novel, "The Passionate
Friends." distributed by C. B. C. has been
sold for the Kentucky territory to Big
Feature Rights Corporation of Louisville.

+ + +
"HER ACCIDENTAL HUSBAND,"

Belasco production with Miriam Cooper,
Forrest Stanley and Mitchell Lewis has
been booked over the Rowland and Clark
circuit in Pittsburgh.

: : Warner Brothers : :

"BEASTS OF THE NORTH" has been
chosen as the final title of the Warner

Brothers production starring Rintintin.
the Belgian police dog. which previously
went under the working title of "Wolf
Fangs" and "The White Silence."

+ + +
"MAIN STREET," THE Warner fea-

ture adapted from Sinclair Lewis' novel.

Distribution News
will be given its eastern premiere at the
Mark Strand theatre on June 10 where
it will have a two weeks' engagement.

+ + +
DAVID BELASCO HAS LEFT New
York for the West Coast where he will

enter picture work at the Warner Broth-
ers studios. His first work will be super-
vising "Tiger Rose" in which Lenore
Ulric will have the leading role. Sidney
Franklin will direct, from the scenario
prepared by Edmund Goulding.

:: Associated Exhibitors::

FOLLOWING HER SUCCESSFUL
personal appearance at several theatres

in the south Leah Baird will make a cross
country personal appearance tour in con-
nection with her picture "Is Divorce a
Failure" it is announced by Associated
Exhibitors.

+ +
FINIS FOX HAS COMPLETED cut-

ting and titling of his production "The
Man Between" which Associated Exhibi-
tors will distribute. The story was pre-
pared by Louis Zellner. In the cast are
Ala Forrest, Vola Vale, Philo McCul-
lough, Edna Murphy and others. The
picture will be published June 15.

: : : Vitagraph : : :

THE NEXT LARRY SEMON comedy
to be issued by Vitagraph is called

"The Show Shop" and will probably be
published in September.

+ + +
HARRY S. NEW, POSTMASTER R cn-

eral, has endorsed the story of "Loyal
Lives," Vitagraph's coming Whitman
Bennett production which is a romance
of the United States post office service.

+ + +
"THE MIDNIGHT ALARM" has been
completed at the Vitagraph studios in

Hollywood, it is announced by President
Albert E. Smith. Alice Calhoun and
Percy Marmount head the cast, supported
by Cullen Landis, Joseph Kilgour, Max-
ine Elliott Hicks, George Pierce and
others.

: : Hodkinson : :

A PRIVATE SCREENING OF "The
Mark of the Beast," adapted from the

novel by Thomas Dixon was held at the

Town Hall New York, on June 1. Spe-
cial invitations were issued and a special

music score arranged for the presenta-
tion. Mr. Dixon personally was sched-
uled to be present.

+ + +
THE COLORADO STATE organization

will sponsor a two weeks' presentation
of "Down to the Sea in Ships" at the

Broadway theatre. Denver, during the

convention there of the United Commer-
cial Travelers.

+ + +
"COLONEL HEEZA LIAR IN the

African Jungle" is announced by Hod-
kinson as the next film of this series pro-

duced bv Brav Productions, Inc.
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Fifty From Famous Players
Day of Bigger Pictures

and Better Ones Here—
*

'

Covered W agon

'

Proves This Conviction,

States Company

FAMOUS Players-Lasky Corporation

will present fifty productions in 1923-

24, and these pictures, in the opinion

of company executives, will absolutely top

anything heretofore offered by Para-

mount.

All branches of the company's produc-

tion and distribution forces have spent

months in preparing for the coming sea-

son with but one thing in mind. And
this one thing is, according to Paramount

executives, that the day of bigger and bet-

ter pictures is here. "The Covered

Wagon," they state, is proving it.

Discussing the outlook for the future

and its bearing upon the Paramount pro-

gram, an official of the organization said:

"Never has it been truer that what the

public wants its great stars, superbly di-

rected in great screen stories. A simple

formula, but one whose fulfillment is only

possible after tremendous efforts, pro-

phetic insight into public taste and a pro-

ducing personnel of stars and artists who
have proved their real value to the public.

* * *

"Such effort Paramount has made. Such

a personnel Paramount has. And the re-

sults will be offered to exhibitors in a

product of fifty pictures that, by them-

selves, can and will make the season of

1923-24 without question the most profit-

able in exhibitor history.

"The specials already perfected for 1923-

24, headed by Cecil B. DeMille's gigantic

production of 'The Ten Commandments,'

now in work, will consist of the greatest

audience-appeal photoplays it is possible to

make.

"The popularity of Pola Negri is one of

the marvels of filmdom. Miss Negri will

appear in stories which should make her

the greatest drawing card in pictures.

"Thomas Meighan, whose 'Back Home
and Broke' proved one of the greatest hits

of the past season, has stories for the new

season personally and especially written

for him by some of America's most fa-

mous and most popular authors.

"Gloria Swanson, whose 'Prodigal

Daughters' inspired Douglas Fairbanks to

label it 'the most faithful portrayal of

contemporary social and family life ever

screened,' has been provided with mate-

rial now, startling and of tremendous box

office appeal.

"Elsie Ferguson, Agnes Ayres, Jack

Holt, Walter Hiers, Bebe Daniels, Lea-

trice Joy, Nita Naldi, Antonio Moreno.

Jacqueline Logan. Conway Tearle. Rich-

ard Dix, Lila Lee, Lois W:ilson, Anna Q.

Nilsson, Vera Reynolds, Sigrid Holmquist,

Group No. 1

Paramount this week announces
Group i, containing thirteen pic-

tures, of its 1923-24 production-dis-

tribution schedule of fifty features.

These thirteen pictures will be pub-
lished weekly during August, Sep*
tetnber and October. They follow:

"THE PURPLE HIGHWAY," with Madge
Kennedy. Directed by Henry KcJker.

"THE LOVE PIKER," with Anita Stew-
art heading a special cast. E. Mason
Hopper directed it.

"HOLLYWOOD," the James Cruze pro-
duction featuring more than fifty stars

and other screen players,

"TO THE LAST MAN," a Zane Grey pro-
duction supervised by the author him-
self. Richard Dix and Lois Wilson are
featured.

"LAWFUL LARCENY," with Hope Hamp-
ton, Nita Naldi, Conrad Nagel and Lew
Cody in the cast. Allan Dwan directed it.

"THE SILENT PARTNER." with Owen
Moore and Robert Edesoru Charles
Maigne directed.

"THE CHEAT," a George Fitzmaurice
production starring Pola Negri.

"BLUEBEARD'S EIGHTH WIFE," with
Gloria Swanson. Sam Wood directed.

"SALOMY JANE," a George Melford pro-
duction featuring Jacqueline Logan and
Maurice Flynn.

"RUGGLES OF RED GAP," another
James Cruze production with a special
cast.

"SPRING MAGIC," produced by William
de Mille with an all-star cast.

"ZAZA," starring Gloria Swanson. Allan
Dwan directed it.

"ALL MUST MARRY," a Thomas Meig-
han vehicle directed by Alfred E. Green.

Ethel Wales working in independent co-

ordinated units, are scheduled for some of

the biggest of all the box office pictures

of the new season.

* • * *

"Such sterling actors as Ernest Tor-

rence, whose portrayal in 'The Covered

Wagon' has been acclaimed, Theodore
Roberts, whose 'Grumpy' will not soon

be forgotten, Theodore Kosloff, George

Fawcett. Lewis Stone, Charles de Roche,

Ricardo Cortez, Charles Ogle. Mahlon
Hamilton and others will be seen in parts

that give them greater opportunities than

they have ever had before.

"The acquisition of Glenn Hunter, fa-

mous 'Merton of the Movies.' who will be

starred in pictures featuring the new
youth, is of particular interest. Here is

a case of insight into public taste, the

sort of insight that determines on the pro-

duction of a 'Covered Wagon' even while

the industry is still tuned up to the 'Shiek'

type of entertainment."

The company announces that it will fol-

low its policy of past years of advertising

on a tremendous scale in magazines of

national circulation, such as the Saturday

Evening Post. Ladies' Home Journal. Pic-

ture Play. Photoplay, Motion Picture

Classic, Film Fun and Screenland.

This advertising schedule has been com-

pleted by A. M. Botsford, director of

Paramount advertising, working in con-

junction with Hanff-Metzger. Inc. The

Paramount in 1923-24

Will Absolutely Top All

Its Previous Efforts, in

Opinion of Executives

of Corporation
schedule calls for full pages and double-
page spreads in the magazines listed.

* * V

The special Paramount Week news-
paper advertising, which will be run the
first week in September, will be carried
this year in approximately 2,000 news-
papers, an increase of "00 over last year.
The space to be used in this direct ex-
hibitor advertising will vary from full

pages to a minimum of 840 lines, the dis-
play being ten inches by six columns.
Under Mr. Botsford's supervision hand-

some leather-bound calendars and an-
nouncement booklets covering the sea-
son's product are being distributed to
every exhibitor in the country. The an-
nouncement booklet also has been pre-
pared in tabloid form for distribution by
the theatres to their patrons, along with
special rotogravure sections and heralds
on individual productions, all of which a-"
supplied to exhibitors at cost.

Thanks to the efficiency of the Para-
mount publicity department, which is

managed by Charles E. McCarthy, there
is hardly an issue of any newspaper pub-
lished in the United States that does not
contain some news of Paramount pic-

tures or stars. Thousands of papers are
supplied regularly from the home office

with text matter, 800 receive matrix illus-

trations and 400 receive photographs each
week from which they make their own
cuts. One hundred rotogravure sections
are served each week and the special Para-
mount fashion service goes to 250 leading
newspapers.
The exploitation department, under the

direction of Claud Saunders, now main-
tains the largest staff of exploiteers since
the department was established nearly
four years ago. During the past few
weeks the exploitation men have been de-
voting themselves exclusively to small
towns.

* * *

Through expansion of its exchange sys-
tem the distribution department, under
the direction of General Manager S. R.
Kent, is enabled to give to Paramount ex-
hibitors during the season of 1923-24
greater service than it has ever before
offered.

During the past year new exchanges
have been opened in Milwaukee. Colum-
bus, Portland, Me.. Wilkes Barre, Peoria.
111., and Sioux Falls. S. D., and a sepa-
rate exchange for Northern New Jersey
has been established, with headquarters
in the new New York exchange building.

In addition to these, a shipping station

was opened at Butte, Mont. Further ex-
pansion includes new exchanges in Mem-
phis, and Jacksonville. Fla.. both of which,
housed in new buildings, will be ready for

business about the first of July.
For some months the foreign depart-

ment, under the direction of E. E. Shauer.
has been considering plans for additions

to the present thirty-five Paramount
foreign offices and exchanges. The new
exchanges in France, Mexico. Japan.
Scandinavia and the Far East have had a

most successful first year and have dem-
onstrated the wisdom of supplying foreign

exhibitors with the same efficient dis-

tribution that has been perfected in this

country by Mr. Kent.
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Directing New Season's Output for

Famous Players-Lasky

Wesley Ruggles George Melford Charles Maigne Herbert Brenon

Sam Wood Cecil B. II. Mill- James Cruze

Allan Dwan Ralph Ince

Irvin Willat William de Mille Victor Fleming

Program Briefs
On Forthcoming
Paramount Films

Paramount has scheduled thirteen pic-

tures in the first group of its 1923-24
productions. These features will be
published weekly during August, Sep-
tember and October. The following
sketches givi the casts, directors and
authors of the pictures, as well as re-

sumes of ths stories.

"THE PURPLE HIGHWAY"
Paramount announces that it will present

Madge Kennedy to her millions of admirers in
"The Purple Highway," which makes her first

appearance on the screen since retiring to the
stage many months ago.
"The Purple Highway" was produced by

Kenma Corporation and is based upon the John
Golden stage success, "Dear Me, ' by Luther
Reed and Hale Hamilton. The play, a delight-
fully romantic story, was a big success on the
New York stage. Miss Kennedy possesses a
rare combination of talent in that she shines both
in comedy and emotional roles. Kufus Steele
wrote the scenario.
Henry Kulker directed. Monte Blue. Vincent

Coleman, Pedro de Cordoba and Dore Davidson
play in support of the star.

THE LOVE PIKER"
Cosmopolitan Corporation has matte a rattling

pood picture out of Frank R. Adams* short story,
"The Love Piker," which was published in Cos-
mopoixton Magazine. The scenario was written
by Prances Marion and the picture was directed
1>> K. MaMiri Hopper. Anita Stewart is featured,
with William Norris, Hubert Frazer, Frederick
Truesdell and Arthur Hoy t in the supporting
cast:

This is a story of a snobbish, wealthy society
girl who falls in love with a self-made engineer
whose parents emigrated from Holland. The girl's

prospective father-in-law is a typical old Outch
farmer. When it comes to the wedding her nerve
fails her at the prospect of having the old man
present as a guest. Right here is the big dra-
matic climax of the story and the starting point
of the girl's regeneration.

"HOLLYWOOD"
Cecil B. DeMille, Pola Negri. Thomas Mcighan,

Gloria Swanson, William S. Hart, Agnes Ayres,
Betty Compson, Leatrice Joy, Jacqueline Logan,
Jack Holt, Walter Hiers, May McAvoy, Nita
Naldi. Lila Lee, Richard Dix, William de Mille.
L.ms Wilson, Owen Moore, Charles de Roch&
Mar> Astor, Baby Peggy, Hope Hampton, Alfred
E. Green, Herbert Brenon, Ben Turpin, Will
Rogers, J. Warren Kerrigan, Eileen Percy, T.
Ro> Barnes. Bull Montana, Julia Faye, Charles
Ogle, Ford Sterling, Kalla Pasha, Clarence Bur-
ton, Guy Oliver, Sigrid Holrnquist, Edythc Chap-
man. Gertrude Astor, Helen Dunbar, Dinkey
Dean. Maym Kelso. Jack Gardner, James Finlay-
son, Frances Agncw, Walter Woods, Chuck Reis-
ner, Paul Iribe, Claire West, Charles Eyton,
Jeanie Macpherson.
These are fifty of the people who appear in

"Hollywood," produced by James Cruze, who
made "The Covered Wagon." It's an imposing
list of motion picture celebrities—world-famous
stars, world-famous directors, studio managers,
art directors, scenario writers, leading comedi-
ans, heavies, character actors and juvenile favor-
ites.

And withal, "Hollywood" is a most fascinating
drama—no mere tour of the studios, no expose
of the secrets of picture-making, no propaganda,
but a real, fast-moving story, a human love
romance of a girl who wanted to get into the
movies and doesn't succeed. The story was writ-
ten by Frank Condon and Tom J. Geraghty wrote
the scenario.

• • •

"TO THE LAST MAN"
"To the Last Man," generally considered one

of the author's greatest stories, is the first of

a series of Zane Grey productions for Para-
mount.

This is the story of a feud between cattle-

men and sheepmen in the late eighties which
was fought out literally to the last man. It

is filled with action and has a plot of rapidly
changing situations which are certain to have
audiences gasping.
The picture is being filmed under the direc-

tion of Victor Fleming in some of the most rug-

ged country in North America—the famous Tonto
Basin, 200 miles from the nearest railroad, in

the wildest part of Arizona. Doris Schroeder
wrote the scenario and Richard Dix and Lois
Wilson are featured in the cast. Zane Grey is

supervising the production.

"LAWFUL LARCENY"
Allan Dwan, producer of "The Glimpses of

the Moon" and "Robin Hood," has made from
Samuel Shipman's play, "Lawful Larceny,'
sensational and colorful photoplay. John Lynch
wrote the scenario and Hope Hampton, Nita
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Naldi, Conrad Nagel and Lew Cody are fea-

tured.
The story concerns a courageous young wite

who returned from a trip abroad to find that

her husband has fallen into the clutches of a
designing woman and her male accomplice, has
squandered all his money at the woman's house
and has given a large note on his company to

clear his debts. The wife realizes that her
husband is in a serious predicament and sets

about to get back his money as well as the
note without letting him know anything about it.

There is a great opportunity for lavish cos-
tuming and elaborate settings and Dwan has
outdone his previous best efforts in providing
lavish and interesting backgrounds.

• •

"THE SILENT PARTNER"
Two former Paramount stars. Owen Moore

and Robert Edeson, are featured with Leatrice

Joy in "'The Silent Partner."' Charles Maigne*s
production of Maximilian Foster's Saturday Eve-
ning Post serial. This is a domestic drama of
New York'life in its atmosphere of hectic finance,

where fortunes are made and lost overnight.
In addition to the featured players there is a

fine cast, Robert Schable. Forrest Robinson. Pat-

terson Dial, Maude Wayne, and Lura Anson
being among those included. The scenario was
written by Sada Cowan.

"THE CHEAT"
One of the greatest stories ever written for

the screen is "The Cheat," by Hector Turnbull.
It first was produced for Paramount eight years
ago. and it is said that no other original screen
story has appeared since to dispute its claim.

In this new screen version, produced by George
Fitzmaurice, Pola Negri is the star, with Jack
Holt in the leading male role and Charles de
Roche as the heavy. A new scenario was writ-

ten by Ouida Bergere. The story has been mod-
ernized and produced with all the modern effects

made possible by the advance of motion pictures
during the eight years that have intervened.
Tremendous dramatic scenes are found in this

screen story of a foolish woman who. rather
than inform her husband of her debts, -seeks

the aid of a former admirer who claims her as
"his property."

• # •

"BLUEBEARD'S EIGHTH WIFE
Gloria Swanson, more dazzlingly beautiful than

ever before, is the star of this Sam Wood pro-
duction. The scenario was written by Sada M.
Cowan and is based upon Charlton Andrews*
adaption of the famous French comedy by Al-
fred Savoir.
"Bluebeard" is a modern American millionaire

who has gone to Biarritz to wed a famous
French singer. He has been married seven times
before, his first wife having died and he hav-
ing divorced all the other six. He meets another
French girl, becomes infatuated and decides to
marry her rather than the girl to whom he is

engaged. His attentions are not welcomed by
the young woman, but her father and sister,

learning of his immense wealth, complete the ar-

rangements for the marriage.
As in the case of the former wives, the mil-

lionaire tires of this one and seeks to divorce her,
but she, even though she is not in love with
him, decides obstinately to hold him—and does
by the most amazing stratagems imaginable.

Huntley Gordon is Miss Swanson's leading
man and Robert Agnew, Irene Dalton, Frank
Butler, Paul Weigel. Charles Green and Lianne
Salvor are prominent.

"SALOMY JANE"
One of the classics of American literature is

"Salomy Jane." written by Bret Harte. This
story is laid in a rough mining camp in California
in the early fifties.

George Melford, a great director of outdoor
pictures, was chosen to produce this one for Para-
mount. He took his company up to Boulder
Creek. Cal., and there reproduced the old min-
ing camp right on the spot where it existed back
in the time that the author wrote about.

Jacqueline Logan plays the title role and Mau-
rice Flynn plays opposite her in the role of the
stranger.

"RUGGLES OF RED GAP"
A picture of ranch life, directed by James

Cruze, producer of "The Covered Wagon"—that's
"Ruggles of Red Gap." In breezy, satirical
humor Harry Leon Wilson, author of "His Ma-
jesty, Bunker Bean." "Merton of the Movies" and
"Ruggles of Red Gap," has no superior in the
field of literature. This was the first of a series
of Red Gap stories and was first published in
the Saturday Evening Post. It relates the ex-
periences of a younir tenderfoot on a ranch owned
by "Ma" Pettingill. one of the author's famous
characters. Tom J. Geraghty has written the
scenario and an all-star cast will be seen.

"SPRING MAGIC"
Edward Knoblock's play. "The Faun." when it

was produced in New York in 1910 with William
Faversham in the stellar role, was a decided suc-
cess. At that time, and for years aiter, nobody
imagined it could ever be done in motion pictures
on account of the very nature of the story. Wil-
liam de Mille. however, has been quietly plan-
ning to make it for some time, and now the pro-

iConcluded on page 34)

|

Among Those Assigned Stellar
Roles in Paramount Productions

Jack Holt Bebe Daniels Walter Hiers
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Rapf Films Not to

Exceed Six Reels

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, June 5.—Harry
Rapf, in charge of a production unit

for Warner Brothers, has an-

nounced that all future pictures

bearing his name will be within the

five and six reel footage. They will

never exceed this number of reels,

he states.

In adopting this policy, Mr. Rapf
says that it is quite difficult to tell

a story in such a short number of

reels, but that it must be done in

the exhibitors' interest. He points

out that it will necessitate closer

work with the scenario writer and
generally more time before the pic-

ture is shot.

This is another instance of an-
nouncement by a producer to make
shorter features, following publica-

tion of Martin J. Quigley's editorial

"Five Reels," which resulted in a

widespread demand by exhibitors

for films with less footage.

Costume Firm to Open
Quarters in Hollywood;

Leases Horsley Plant
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, June 5 —A half mil-

lion dollar business will be added to

Hollywood's list of industries on June 15

when Rollin W. Van Horn opens a com-

plete costume establishment at 6050 Sun-

set boulevard. He has taken over the

Horsley studios for a period of years and

extensive alterations are being made.

These, with the mechanical equipment

that is being installed, total an expendi-
ture of $65,000.

Mr. Van Horn came to Los Angeles a

few months ago from Philadelphia to ful-

fill a contract for the manufacturing of
2,500 costumes for "Scaramouche," Rex
Ingram's newest picture now being pro-
duced at the Metro studio. He believed
he recognized an excellent field for an
establishment here and immediately made
plans for Van Horn, Inc. For 20 years
he has been manager of Van Horn and
Son, one of the largest and oldest firms
of theatrical and historical costumers in
America.
Associated with the new firm will be

a department carrying a complete line of
jewelry, antiques, furniture and interior
decorations. Another department will be
a leather and harness factory while still

another will have a stock of more than
$25,000 worth of wigs.

Francis Ford to Make
Films in South Seas
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, June 5.—Jungle, can-
nibal, wild animal and under water photo-
graphs for travelogue, educational and
adventure films will be sought in the
South Sea Islands by Francis J. Ford,
explorer, producer, director, screen writer
and actor. Mr. Ford sailed May 29 from
San Francisco on the S. S. Ventura of
the Oceanic Line, and will visit Hono-
lulu, Samoa. Fiji Islands, New Hebrides,
Solomon Islands, New Guinea and Bor-
neo. He will be gone about six months.

Quitting the usual travel lanes Mr.
Ford will hunt wild tribes of natives and
unfrequented spots never before filmed.

i

With the Procession in Los Angeles
By Harry Hammond Beall

THIS has been theatre-building week in

Hollywood, but of no vital interest to

film circles except from an attendance
viewpoint. Walter 'Hast, veteran stage pro-
ducer, announces he will build a $500,000
home of the spoken drama on Vine street,

near Hollywood boulevard, with a capacity
of 1100, and then this is followed with the

heralding of the .Music Box, a playhouse to

be devoted to musical shows to be brought
from the east. Constantino V. Riccardi,
representing Frank C. Drew a San Fran-
cisco attorney, appears on the ground as
the moving spirit in the latter. It will cost

$300,000 and will be located on Cahuenga
near Hollywood boulevard. The movie-
makers must be entertained.

* » *

Adam Hull Shirk, newly chosen sce-

nario editor and publicity chief of the

Grand studios, now the home of comedy
companies, but soon to be expanded to in-

clude "drammcrs" played host this week
to the press representatives around Holly-
wood. Eddie Brandstatter furnished the
viands on the lawn of the studio and a
good time was had by all. Monte Banks
headed the entertainment committee, with
Sid Smith and Joe Rock as his aides.

Billie Rhodes presided as hostess, and
neither pains nor expense were spared to

show the scribes a real bit of festivity.

Even Adam refrained from personally pre-

senting his far-famed tricks of parlor
magic.

* * *

"The goose that laid the golden egg"
epigram has its sequel in the remark
dropped by Archie Mayo, now directing

for the Grand productions, when he heard
Jack Coogan senior had bought another
car. "They better not let that kid learn

arithmetic, that's all," he said, referring to

the infant genius of the screen.
« * *

And here's a good one on Ben Turpi n.

He and "Slim" Summervillc are not speak-
ing since Ben had his four-bit allowance
for lunch doled out daily by the Missus,
bisected, when "Slim" told glowingly in

her presence of a wonderful two bit eati-

torium.
* * *

Sid Grauman's press department put
one over when they persuaded the phone
company to change the name of the Pico
exchange to "Metropolitan," the name of
the new Paramount playhouse. Now every-
body is wondering if "Broadway" will be
changed to "Rialto," "Hollywood" to

"Egyptian" and "Main" to "Milliondollar,"

all of these being names of Grauman the-

atres in the Angel city.

* * *

Elmer Pearson, vice prexy of Pathe.
was guest of honor this week at a banquet
at the Hal Roach studio, before Hal Roach
started on his tour to Europe. Pete Carroll,

manager of the local exchange was one
of the stellar speakers it is reported.

* * *

Press agents may be shy of city edi-

tors, but city editors appear to be equally-

shy of press agents. Garrett Graham ti-

tian haired exponent of the Standard Film
scheduled a "city editors" night at the
W'ampas and all but four of the Angeleno
desk men showed up. Altogether there
are five. Clever quips by Mike Boylan and
Ray Leek saved the meeting.

* * *

Florence Lawrence, dramatic editor of

-4
the Examiner is leaving for Europe, leav-
ing Jimmie Gruen, former p.a. for the S-L
productions at her desk. Jimmie has so
many friends among the publicists he is
likely to be in hot water all the time.

* * *

Douglas Fairbanks has become a long
hair. That is why the athletic star is do-
ing "The Thief of Bagdad." He let his
hair grow long for a pirate picture, then
decided not to do it for fear censors would
wield mean cutlasses on it. In order to
keep down expenses with the tonsorial pro-
fession he had the scenario department
hunt up another story for a muchly hir-
suted hero and they found "The Thief of
Bagdad." Seriously, the sets for the city
of Bagdad will outshine those of "Robin
Hood" which were considered the "dernier
cri," whatever that is on your French
dinner menu.

* » *

John Bowers admits to being the "water
spaniel of the movies" because of the roles
he has had to play in oceans, creeks and
rivers. Tip to Scoop Conlon, "why not
bill Ernest Torrence as the 'Airedale of
the screen.'

"

* * *

Producers around Hollywood are bid-
ding for the services of Col. T. J. McCoy,
who brought the Arapahoe Indians to
Hollywood for the prologue of "The Cov-
ered Wagon," at Grauman's Hollywood.
They think he is the "real McCoy" it seems.

» * *

"The Studio Inn" just outside the por-
tals of Universal City, around which the
argument that caused Eugene Roth to leave
the Lacmmle organization is said to have
centered is now open to the public. The
funny part of it is, Ben Westland re-
marked, that when you're in the Studio
Inn, you're not in the studio.

* * *

Dick Collins of Chicago is here handling
the publicity for the cinema exposition
opening July 2. "Hi" Wembold, a home
town boy of Los Angeles is his chief asso-
ciate. Charlie Duffield, another windy city

magnate is in charge, while Eddie Car-
ruthers is east lining up the outdoor at-
tractions.

* * *

The rays of the Ray aggregation are
spreading. Charles Rav and his organ-
ization have purchased the Cosmosart stu-
dios from J. E. Bowen and will move there
after the next picture according to Gen-
eral Manager Kidder. The "Mayflower,"
the piece de resistance of "Miles Standish,"
will be moved to the lake there, it is said,

and two new producing units will be
launched under the Ray supervision.

* * *

The next time R. A. Rowland, First Na-
tional chief comes to L. A. he won't be
able to kid John Emmett McCormick, his

able western manager, about his auto.

John has just purchased a handsome closed
car of esthetic hue, which would attract

attention in any motor show.
* * *

Al Cohn is now being heralded as the

highest salaried title writer of the screen.

Al is said to be writing a book on his life

"From country scribe to cinema litera-

teur." Anyway, no fooling, Al has been
titling a lot of our best young produc-
tions of late, with copious and soothing

decorations of the well known mahogany.



Abraham Lincoln Said:

"In this and like communities,

public sentiment is everything. With

public sentiment nothing can fail;

without it nothing can succeed.

Consequently, he who molds public

sentiment goes deeper than he who
enacts statutes or pronounces deci-

sions."

PUBLIC
RIGHTS
LEAGUE

Screen Message No. Ill

There will be no let down in the

quality of pictures shown in this

theatre during the warm weather.

In fact, our plans call for some of

the best films yet shown here.

Watch our announcements.

Brown's Talks Win Friends

For Industry
An exhibitor cannot confine himself to his office seven days a week and

achieve that factor which means greater success for the industry—a closer

relationship with the public.

Many exhibitors have sensed the necessity of meeting the public in

places other than at the box office. And to these theatre men must go a

goodly share of the credit for the friendly feeling existing among thoset

who once were antagonistic toward the screen.

One exhibitor whose activities of this

nature are to be highly praised is Frank
L. Browne. Liberty theatre, Long Beach.
Cal. On various occasions, Mr. Browne
has been called upon to address women's
clubs and other organizations in the city

and to each request he has responded
with constructive talks.

Because of the subject matter pre-
sented and the suggestions it may offer

to other theatre men. Mr. Browne's talk
before the Women's City Club of Long
Beach is published herewith. He said:

"After receiving and accepting your
kind invitation, I was somewhat puzzled
as to just what I should talk about and
my first hunch, as you might call it, wn
to talk about two minutes, but on second
thought decided to try and find some
topic that would inerest you for a longer
period and finally hit upon a subject that
you will deem of sufficient importance
to make you feel that your time has not
been wasted.
"The theme that I have chosen is 'The

Motion Picture and Its Possibilities.'
* * *

"Having entered show business as a
mere child and growing up with it step
by step, I may be pardoned when I say
that I believe the business of entertaining
the public is the greatest business in the
world.

"'Catering' as we do to the masses,
there is a never ending variety of condi-
tions that arise from time to time which
I will endeavor to touch upon as we pro-
ceed.

"It is just about seventeen years ago that I

entered the motion picture business and I have
seen it grow from a naked idea until today it is

the principal amusement of the great majority of
all of our people and the sole amusement of mil-
lions.

"Some of you will no doubt be surprised when
I say that the motion picture business today rep-
resents an investment of over S500.000.000. with
probably $50,000,000 paid annually in salaries.
$800,000,000 spent annually for productions and
nearly three-quarters of a billion dollars paid an-
nually for admissions; until today—3nd this is of

still greater importance—it has become an instru-
ment and means of immeasureable educational and
moral influence.
"A few short years ago. a subject such as mine

at a meeting such as this would have been im-
possible. You would not have felt and you would
not have been justified in feeling, that you were
warranted in taking time to listen to a discussion
or talk on the motion picture and its possibili-
ties.

"But today, the educators of the country, just
as other leaders in thought and action, are appre-
ciating its value, and it is with peculiar pleasure
that I have noted this interest as evidenced by
the invitation that brings me here to the Women's
City Club of Long Beach.
"There has been some query as to just what

the new effort which the industry is making at
this time is all about. It is simply that these
men who make and distribute pictures have asso-
ciated themselves to do jointly those things in
which they are mutually interested, having as
their chief purposes of such organization two great
objectives:

Establishing and maintaining the highest pos-
sible moral and artistic standards in motion pic-

ture production and secondly:
" 'Developing the education as well as the en-

tertainment value and the general usefulness of
the motion picture.'

"This is not merely a vague gentlemen's agree-
ment. It is the legal statement of a legal purpose
by a legally organized body.
"The importance of the association's first great

purpose 'to establish and maintain the highest
possible moral and artistic standards in motion
picture production' and the fact that its realiza-

tion is now progressing, cannot be overestimated.
"The motion picture is essentially, of course, a

source of amusement, and its importance in that

regard is measured only by the imperative neces-
sity of entertainment for bur people.

• • *

"In the United States, in all the big cities, and
in all those maple-shaded towns and villages which
comprise America, there are about fifteen thousand
theatres showing motion pictures, and in those
theatres fifteen million seats, and it is estimated
that within every twenty-four hours between
Maine and California from fifteen to twenty mil-

lion men, women and children look for an hour
or two on the motion picture screen.

"They do not come out of duty but just in that
mood of reception, in that state of mind and emo-
tion which a master psychologist would want them
to come.

'"Within the celluloid film lies the most power-
ful weapon for the attack against ignorance that

the world has ever known.
"It is of course true that the influence of the

motion picture on our national life is limitless

—

its influence on our taste, its influence on our
conduct, its influence on our aspirations, its influ-

ence on our youth and its consequent immeasure-
able influence on our future.

"The men who have pioneered in this industry
have already accomplished wonderful things. It
has been like a story of Arabian Nights.
"When keen men saw the commercial possibili-

ties in motion pictures they set out in feverish
haste on the world-old quest for gold, just as the
Forty-Xiners did when word came from Sutter's
Mill that sent them around Cape Horn and
overland across desert, mountain and plain un-
daunted by peril or hardship.
"And let us not forget as a matter of history,

that while the pioneer of any industry or busi-
ness is always a romantic figure, his conduct fre-
quently does not measure up to the best boarding-
school standard.
"We take no particular pride in the early days

of development of the railroads or the fur trade or
the oil fields of otier times, and it is strongly
suspected that commerce was born in piracy.

"Even.- new industry, every new science or art
makes mistakes and is criticised. All of them
have had to remedy their faults of early days.

.
"The telegraph and the telephone were criti-

cised. The bicycle and then the automobile were
pronounced 'agencies of the devil.' When bath-
tubs were first introduced, the medical men de-
clared them to be a menace to health.

"In 1S43 Philadelphia tried to prohibit bathing
between November first and March fifteenth by
ordinance and in 1S45 in Boston a law was passed
which made bathing unlawful except when pre-
scribed by a physician.
"Our business, although already out of the

infancy class, is still a long way from being full-
grown.

• •

"The men who first took up this new thing are
still alive and active in the business. They are
at this moment in the very midst of achieving a
set of high standards in their relations to each
other and to the public.
"The difficulties are being worked out, and so

great an agency for good, will the motion pic-
tures soon become, if sincere cooperation is given
by thinking Americans of the type represented bv
this audience—that before long the criticism will
die away and the present critics will be sounding
the praise of this new art.

"It has been said repeatedly that certain objec-
tionable pictures which have been made are the
class of pictures which the public wanted, and that
such productions have been meeting with the
greatest success from the standpoint of the box-
office.

"I take exception to these claims and emphatic-
ally deny* it. In my opinion the outstanding suc-
cesses of the past year have been clean pictures
and as long as you will continue to endorse good
pictures the producers will continue to make them.
"One way for you to help the producers make

good pictures is very easy. and that is to support
the good pictures. Xo sane manager of any the-
atre will continue to show objectionable pictures
in his theatre if you do not go to see them.

"I am not suggesting an alibi for the motion
picture business, for the motion picture business
is going through on the highway which leads to
better pictures, among them being 'Smilin'
Through.' 'Robin Hood.' 'The Covered Wagon."
'Mighty Lak' a Rose,' and many more equally as
good, if not better.
"And with the raising of the moral and artistic

standard comes with greater ease the development
of the educational value of the motion picture.

"It is the purpose of the industry to strive to
make presentations historically correct and give
authentic portrayals of customs, habits and cos-
tumes.

"In addition to the general educational value
of the entertainment picture, there is also the
educational picture for the class room. There is

no doubt but what the motion picture is a dis-

tinct contribution to visual instrcution. The quick
way to the brain is through the eye, and I firmly
believe that in a short space of time there will

(Continued on page S41
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LETTERS
From Readers

A forum at which the exhibitor

is invited to express his opinion on
matters of current interest Brevity

adds forcefulness to any statement
Unsigned letters will not be
printed.

For Program Pictures

GLASGOW, MONT.—To the Editor :

With producing companies working over

time to outdo each other in releasing so-

called specials, costs of production and star

salaries, we the exhibitors must awake to

the fact that we need more of the honestly

valued program pictures. During the past

year this theatre has bent every effort to

obtain only the best obtainable and at the

best price, but we now find ourselves on
very thin ice. Our policy from now on will

be to show good clean entertaining "PRO-
GRAM" pictures at PROGRAM PICTURE
PRICES and moderate box-office admission

with a BIG special twice a month.—E. L.

Wharton, Orpheum Theatre, Glasgow,
Mont.

Say It in Rhyme
OMAHA, NEB.,—To the Editor :

A SONG OF THE SOUL
(Tunc: Old Father Crimes.)

I dreamt that Uniform Contract came here

Just by the merest chance.
And that when it is done with us

Our names they'll all be pants.

I also dreamt the men that made it

Would tell us what to know
About the movies in our land.

And what should make them go.

They'd have the producers and their men
To own and run our shows,

And sting us as they have for years

With their hard and cruel blows.

Nothing is left for the exhibitor to do
But just pay and pay and pay.

While the producer is forever raking in the dough,
Yes, forever and a day.

These men don't draw contracts as they should
According to the laws of Uncle Sam,

But rather make them to suit themselves,

They just don't seem to care a damn.

So we'll have to write a contract for ourselves,

One that will be just and fair;

Therefore, if the pants don't fit us, boys,

The pants you'll have to wear.

—WlCLIAM H. Creal,
Suburban Theatre,

Omaha, Nebr.

Just a Matter of Choice

PITTSBURGH, PA.—To the Editor:

Note that you spell it "theatre." Isn't

"theater" the American way? Anyhow,
we use the latter form on all of our ad-

vertising.

Why do you and many exhibitors use

"theatre"? Jes' curious to know, that's

all. The above form was transplanted

from France, wasn't it? What's the

matter with the American way of spell-

ing it anyhow?

—

Henry W. Gauding,
Lincoln theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Strategy in Showing Westerns

PITTSFIELD, ILL.—To the Editor:

Notice where many exhibitors say that

such-and-such a western pleased a good
Saturday night crowd. There is no ques-

tion but what a certain element in a small

town likes Westerns but why pick on
Saturday nights?
Why not run that on your "weak"

night. I have found out by running such
pictures as "The Good Provider." "Wild
Irish Rose" and "Sonny" on Saturday
nights, I can build up a larger attendance

than ever before. By putting Tom Mix
and Buck Jones on that weak night, the
shoot 'em fans will turn out just the same
and your weak night has been taken care
of.

—

Russell Armentrout, K. P. theatre,

Pittsfield, 111.

FILM LAUGHS FROM
TOPICS £TB DAf

S ELECTED BY
TIMELY FILMS INC.

Young Man— I should like to ask your
advice, sir, as to whether you think your
daughter would make me a suitable wife?
Lawyer (ironically)—No, I don't think

she would ! $10, for my advice, please.

—

"Topics of the Day" Films.
* * *

"You have a nerve to suggest my taking
you in partnership. What's the idea?"

"Wouldn't you rather have your daughter
marry your partner than your clerk?"

—

Judge.
* * *

Young Man (contorting his large mouth
into a broad smile to make a good impres-
sion)— I have come to ask for the hand of
your daughter. I

Old Gentleman (interrupting mildly)

—

Would you mind closing your mouth for
a moment until I see who you are?

—

"Topics
of the Day" Films.

* • *

Irate Father—What! You're got the
nerve to ask for my daughter?

Cool Suitor—Yes, and that isn't all. I've

got the nerve to take her!

—

American
Legion Wccklx.

* * m

Father (to daughter's suitor) — Why
young man, you couldn't even dress her.

Suitor (gamely)—Zatso! Well, it won't
take me long to learn.

—

"Topics of the Day"
Films.

* * *

Retired Auctioneer—And what can you
give my daughter?

Prospective Son-in-law—A thousand dol-

lars a year allowance, an auto, a country
mansion

—

Retired Auctioneer (absent-mindedly)

—

SOLD !

—

Flushing (N. Y.) Times.
* # *

Speedo (in hotel)—Why do you tip the

bell-boys so promptly?
Pcppo—A nickel in time saves a dime.

—

"Topics of the Day" Films.
* * *

First Waitress—Don't wait on that fel-

low just coming in.

Second Waitress—Why not?
First Waitress—He's so mean he wouldn't

even leave an asparagus tip on the table.

—

Portland, Me., Express.

* * *

May—Tipping is a nuisance. Isn't there

a law against it in some places?
Ray—Yes, and it's just as carefully ob-

served as some other laws that aren't ob-
served at all.

—

"Topics of the Day" Films.

* * *

Rub—Serves you right.

Dub—What ?

Rub—The waiter—if you tip him.

—

American Legion Weekly.

* * *

Japers—Do you believe in giving a tip to

a pretty waitress?
Bubbs—Yes—with my hat.^" Topics of

the Day" Films.

* * *

"Can I take a train to Chicago without
change?"
"Not very well ! You'll have to tip the

porter."

—

Xeiv York Evening Journal.

PURELY
Personal

Interesting news about exhibitors
and people with whom they come
into direct contact Readers are
invited to contribute items for
publication in this column. Address
them to "Purely Personal,"

Lee Naify has been made manager of
the Grand theatre, Reno, Nev., succeed-
ing Frank Salisbury who has resigned.

*

Tom Bailey has been appointed special
sales representative for Paramount for
the states of Oklahoma and Texas.

*

Jones & Son have sold their Electric
theatre at Hennessey, Okla., to C. E.
Pfrimmer, who will manage same.

*

The American theatre at Enid. Okla.,
has changed its policy from stock to a
picture house and hereafter will present
first run features at twenty-five cents for

lower floor and fifteen cents for the bal-

cony.
*

George Billings at Tonkawa. Okla., re-

ports that business is very good at his

new Criterion theatre which was erected

here a few months ago.

Messrs. Bohl & Thornquist will open
their new picture theatre at Taylor, Tex.,

in the near future.

Film booking offices has opened an ex-*

change at Little Rock, Ark., with J. Lan-
franconi, of Oklahoma City, as the branch
manager.

*

S. S. Wallace, new manager of the

Criterion theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.,

announces that many improvements will

be made at the theatre at an early date.

*

V. A. Warren, owner of the Strand
theatre, Massena, N. Y., has returned
from a two months' visit to Europe.

*

Charging negligence, Marie Wilsey, of

Syracuse, has sued the Robbins-Eckel
Company of that city for $2,000 for in-

juries she charged she received when she

fell in the aisle of the theatre.

Pickford Film to

Have Few Titles

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, June 5.—Mary
Pickford's forthcoming United
Artists picture, "The Street Singer,"
will contain an average of less than
ten subtitles to the reel, it has be-
come known as further progress is

being made in production.

Only subtitles of absolute neces-
sity are to be embodied. The
swiftly-moving action, combined
with dramatic portrayals of the cast
of principals, under direction of
Ernst Lubitsch, is said to tell the
story in such a manner that sub-
titles are not needed for the spec-
tator.
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"What the Picture Did For Me"
VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR

Copyright, 1923

You are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.

It is a co-operative service FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
TELL US WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read in the HERALD every week what the picture
did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values. Address "What Tbe
Picture Did For Me." EXHIBITORS HERALD. 407 S. Dearborn St.. Chicago.

American Releasing

The Marriage Chance, with Milton
Sills.—Very good comedy. Pleased 100

per cent. Heard good comments. A good
cure for the blues.—Geo. Khattars. Khat-
tars' theatre, Sydney, X. S., Canada.

—

Small town patronage.

Timothy's Quest, with a special cast.

—Fair kid picture. Nothing strong.

Played it Sunday matinee only. Xo busi-

ness. Put Movie Chats with it. Program
cost S8.50. Lost money. Population
1.800. Xo drawing power to this one.

—

J. C. Jenkins. Auditorium theatre. Xeligh.

Neb.—General patronage.

The Cradle Buster, with Glenn Hunter.
—Very good comedy. Should please any
audience. Ran this two days to a good
house.—Geo. Khattars. Khattars' theatre.

Sydney, X. S., Canada.—Small town pat-

ronage.

His Wife's Husband, with Betty Blythe
—A picture well worth while. Well di-

rected, well acted. Everybody pleased.

—A. H. Anderson. Orpheum theatre.

Twin Falls. Idaho.—General patronage.

The Great Alone, with Monroe Salis-

bury.—Very good Xorthwest mounted
story and picture. Advise you to play

it if you haven't. If you want to make
money get it.—Geo. Khattars. Khattars'
theatre. Sydney. X." S.. Canada.—Small
town patronage.

F. B. O.
The Third Alarm, with a special cast.

—

Packed them in for two days. Small
town. Pleased more people than any we
ever ran. I say, everybody book it.

—

W. H. Durham. Grand theatre. Camas,
Wash.—General patronage.

The Third Alarm, with a special cast.

! —The best special we have run this year.

Pleased and got the business at advanced
prices.—W. L. Buck. Gem theatre. Wa-
terville. Minn.—Small town patronage.

The Third Alarm, with a special cast.

—Broke all house records with this one.

Better than four-day run of Over the

HOL Big exploitation campaign on this

one. Pleased even.- one at advance
prices.—Frank M. Farrow. Apollo the-

latre, Seattle. Wash.—Xeighborhood pat-

ronage.

If I Were Queen, with Ethel Clayton.
A good picture of its kind, but did not

y expenses here. Advertised well, but
ey did not fall for this on Sunday, one
the best days I have.—Hugh G. Mar-
, American theatre. Columbus. Ga.

—

ransient patronage.

In the Name of the Law, with a spe-

"al cast.—Consider this a solendid pic-

re. Went over good so far as pleas-

g, but some way did not pull them in

ry strong. Extra advertising.—J. C.

cKee, Electric theatre. Bolivar. Mo.

—

eiehborhood patronage.

My Dad, with a special cast.—Very
ood. Ran it Saturday. Did well.

Bought it cheap. Second run.—O. W.
McClellan. Dreamland theatre; Pekin.
111.—General patronage.

My Dad, with Johnnie Walker.—This
feature drew good and was well spoken
of.—W. L. Buck. Gem theatre. Water-
ville. Minn.—Small town patronage.

The Hound of the Baskervilles, with a

special cast.—A good picture of its kind,

but did not please over 30 per cent of my
patrons as they do not care for this

"spiritualist" stuff, therefore the box of-

fice report tells me to lay off of this kind
hereafter.—Hugh G. Martin, American
theatre. Columbus. Ga.—Transient pat-

ronage.

Up and At 'Em, with Doris May.—

A

very cute little picture. Light comedy-
drama that gets lots of laughs. Two days
to average business.—A. V. Abel, Strand
theatre. Xew Philadelphia, Ohio.

—

Xeighborhood patronage.

The Glory of Clementina, with Pauline
Frederick.—Xot very good, but poor di-

rection was mainly responsible. Give
Frederick a story suited to her and she
can still hold her own.—A. X. Miles.

Eminence theatre. Eminence. Ky.—Gen-
eral patronage.

First National
The Isle of Lost Ships, with Milton

Sills.—One of the big hits of the year and
a real box office attraction. A cast who
knows its business, a director who knew
how to direct, and a story that is differ-

ent, all go to make it another First Xa-
tional winner. Xewspapers and billboards

only.—Frank L. Browne, Liberty theatre,

Long Beach. Cal.—General patronage.

The Isle of Lost Ships, with Milton
Sills.—Very, very good sea picture which
pleased 100 per cent. I consider First

Xational pictures at present the cream of

the market.—L. V. Feldman. Orpheum
theatre. Pipestone, Minn.—General pat-

ronage.

The Isle of Lost Ships, with Milton
Sills.—This picture caused more com-

THIS is the original ex-

hibitors' reports de-

partment, established Oc-
tober 14, 1916.

Beware of cheap, mislead-

ing imitations.

"What the Picture Did For
ME" is the one genuine
source of exhibitor-writ-

ten box office information.

ment than anything we have played lately.
A most unusual picture and one that
should satisfy well.—Tensas Amuse. Co.,
Blackman theatre. St. Joseph, La.—Small
town patronage.

Fury, with Richard Barthelmess.

—

Score another for Director Henry King
and Dick Barthelmess. A stirring sea
story that is one of the best of its kind.
The first part may not please some of the
women, however, as it's rather rough.

—

C. F. Krieghbaum. Paramount theatre,
Rochester, Ind.—General patronage.
Fury, with Richard Barthelmess.—Spe-

cial in every sense of the word and. al-
though too long at nine reels, it holds the
interest throughout. Very good.—L. V.*
Feldman. Orpheum theatre. Pipestone,
Minn.—General patronage.

Money, Money, Money, with Katherine
MacDonald.—Just a fair program picture.
Why do they ask real money for such a
production?—T. C. Goodnight. Star the-
atre. Warrensburg. Mo.—General patron-
age.

Refuge, with Katherine MacDonald.—
The supporting cast, along with tbe set-
tings and story are good. It's about an
imaginary kingdom.—C. F. Krieghbaum,
Paramount theatre, Rochester. Ind.

—

General patronage.

Refuge, with Katherine MacDonald.

—

Her best picture to date' and satisfied the
most critical.—L. V. Feldman. Orpheum
theatre. Pipestone, Minn.—General pat-
ronage.

The Voice From the Minaret, with
Xorma Talmadge.—Xorma Talmadge's
name drew them in and the picture satis-
fied fairly well. — C. F. Krieghbaum,
Paramount theatre. Rochester, Ind.

—

General patronage.

Lorna Doone, with Madge Bellamy.

—

Brother, don't ever get into your head
that the small town people don't read
books. I will venture to say that this
one has been read by 25 per cent of our
population. We advertised this feature
with a window tie-up. twenty-four sheet,
and mailed 500 post cards. They re-
sponded at the box office. I had no idea
thej- had ever heard of the story before,
but I find I was mistaken. We played to
something like 300 paid admissions the
first night. It pleased 100 per cent as
I know. The exchange didn't get all the
jack either. Film cost $32.50 two days.
Town of 4.000. Farming community.
Print in perfect condition.—W. E. Elkin.
Temple theatre. Aberdeen. Miss.—Xeigh-
borhood patronage.

White Shoulders, with Katherine Mac-
Donald.—Very good for Katherine Mac-
Donald. but just a fair program picture.—Clifford L. Xiles. Grand theatre, Ana-
mosa. Iowa.—General patronage.

The Hottentot, a Thos. H. Ince pro-
duction.—Thos. Ince sure rings the bell
with this one. The greatest comedy rac-
ing feature in the history of the business.
Advertise it to the limit. You can't go
wrong.—A. R. Anderson. Orpheum the-
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atre, Twin Falls, Idaho.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Oliver Twist, with Jackie Coogan.

—

Wonderful picture in every way.—Bert

Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville,

Mich.—General patronage.

Kindred of the Dust, with Miriam
Cooper.—Good picture. Have never yet

seen a poor picture that was taken from
a Peter B. Kyne story.—C. F. Kricgh-
baum, Paramount theatre, Rochester,

Ind.—General patronage.

The Dangerous Age, with a special

cast.—A splendid picture. Can be
classed as 100 per cent perfect. Patrons
immensely pleased. Mighty hard to beat.

—A. R. Anderson, Orpheum theatre,

Twin Falls, Idaho.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

The Masquerader, with Guy Bates

Post.—Good picture but too long and
too high priced. Did not prove a very
good drawing card for me.—J. J. Cassel-

man, Colonial theatre. Tracy, Minn.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Penrod, a Marshall Neilan production.

—A wonderful production for the kids

and also for the grown ups. Proved to

be a good bet for me. Penrod is in eight

reels. Don't run a comedy with it for

the feature is all comedy, and good stuff

too. Get it.—F. W. Horrigan, McDonald
theatre, Philipsburg, Mont.—Mining
camp patronage.

• The Eternal Flame, with Norma Tal-

madge.—Good, but not as good as Smil-

in' Through and did not draw near as

well.—L. V. Feldman, Orpheum theatre,

Pipestone, Minn.—General patronage.

My Boy, with Jackie Coogan.—A won-
derful star that always brings them in.

Picture very good, but the rental is too

high.—Fred M. Rich, Strand theatre,

Perry, Mo.—Small town patronage.

Trouble, with Jackie Coogan.—Fine.

Jackie gets there with the goods every
time.—J. J. Casselman, Colonial theatre,

Tracy, Minn.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Lotus Eater, with John Barry-
more.—Ran this as a one day program
picture, but it is all there. Is original in

theme and, while improbable, does not

mar the story. Liked it very much all

the way. Settings are fine and character
work of cast good.—Ben L. Morris,
Olympic theatre, Bellaire, Ohio.—Gen-
eral patronage.

My Lady Friends, with the De Havens.
—This is a very cleyer comedy that will

please most any audience. Worthy of

showing.—W. L. Landers, Gem theatre,

Batesville, Ark.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

Lessons in Love, with Constance Tal-
madge.—The best Constance Talmadge
we have used for a long time.—W. L.
Buck, Gem theatre, Waterville. Minn.

—

Small town patronage.

Mamma's Affair, with Constance Tal-
madge.—Poorest Constance Talmadge
we ever used. Too slow and draggy.

—

S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland,
Kan.—Small town patronage.

Smilin' Through, with Norma Tal-
madge.—This picture with any other star

would have been a fizzle. Consider
Norma the best star on the screen.
Rental too high. Attendance good. Ad-
mission ten and twenty-five cents.—Fred
M. Rich, Strand theatre, Perry, Mo.

—

Small town patronage.

Tol'able David, with Richard Barthel-
mess.—A wonderful picture in every way.
One of the best ever run here. Bought
it reasonably and made a short piece of
change. Book it. Seven reels.—F. W.
Horrigan. McDonald theatre, Philips-
burg, Mont.—Mining camp patronage.

It's Built I

| To Fit the I

Box Office
EXHIBITORS HERALD

(Chicago, 111.) with Martin J.

Quigley.—Am using this every
week. Buy it. You can't run
a house without it. It tells

what a picture is worth to us.

—S. A. Parberry, Ideal the-
^ atre, Morrill, Neb.

Fox
Lovebound, with Shirley Mason.—Very

good Mason picture.— P. G. Estee, Fad
theatre, Brookings, S. D.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Catch My Smoke, with Tom Mix.

—

Good. The kind they like to see Mix in.

Pleased our Saturday crowd —M. L.
Guier, Auditorium theatre, Slater, Mo.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Catch My Smoke, with Tom Mix.—

A

sure fire. Did not yet any business due
to heavy storm.—W. L. Landers, Gem
theatre, Batesville, Ark.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Catch My Smoke, with Tom Mix.

—

Good. Pleased all.—Fred M. Rich, Strand
theatre. Perry, Mo.—Small town patron-
age.

The Great Night, with William Russell.
—A good program picture and pleased a

little above the average for Russell sub-
jects. Played a Snub Pollard two reeler,

Before the Public, along with this, which
helped lots.—Hugh G. Martin, American
theatre, Columbus, Ga.—Transient pat-
ronage.

The Footlight Ranger, with Charles
Jones.—From the name and the advertis-
ing matter, thought that it would be a
Western and my Western fans turned
out, as Buck always goes big with me,
but if they take him out of Westerns and
try to put him over I don't want any
more Buck Jones. This one just fair.

Will get by as a program. Attendance
good. Patronage all classes.—A. Mit-
chell. Dixie theatre. Russellville, Ky.

—

Small town patronage.

The Footlight Ranger, with Charles
Jones.—Every one I talked to said it was

% n jHTma a 1
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Bad News,
But Here s

Good Luck
Men, I have quit the show bus- H

iness in old Grover, Colorado, and
I am now living in Sunny Califor- I
nia, just a few miles from Holly- H

g wood.

H If I ever get back in the show g
biz again I sure couldn't run with- m

S out the "Herald."

My address here is 2005 Vine St.,

|§ Alhambra, Cat.

W. F. MORRIS. |
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no good, and I was of the same opinion.
If Jones wants to stay in pictures he bet-
ter stick to Westerns.—Fred M. Rich,
Strand theatre, Perry, Mo.—Small town
patronage.

The Footlight Ranger, with Charles
Jones.—Five-year-old theme and it's un-
fair to both exhibitors and public to put
Jones in that class picture with a title

that suggests out of doors, where Jones
belongs.—P. G. Estee, Fad theatre,
Brookings, S. D.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

In Arabia, with Tom Mix.—Went over
big Sunday and Monday. Mix is a prime
favorite here.—O. W. McClellan, Dream-
land theatre, Pekin, 111.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Oathbound, with Dustin Farnum.—Ex-
cellent. Pleased 100 per cent. If you
are not using Fox service get busy and
buy. They cannot be beat. They have
the stars, directors and the stories.—G. A.
Parberry, Ideal theatre, Morrill, Neb.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Youth Must Have Love, with Shirley
Mason.—Satisfactory program picture.
Don't know why they gave it this title

unless they couldn't think of any other.

—

C. F. Krieghbaum, Paramount theatre,
Rochester. Ind.—General patronage.

Just Tony, with Tom Mix—This fea-
ture is all that has been claimed for it
The acting of the horse is nothing less

than wonderful. Tony deserves a better
salary than some human actors we might
mention. May he always have plenty of
oats, hay and green grass.—Wm. H.
Creal, Suburban theatre, Omaha, Neb.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Without Compromise, with William
Farnum.—Very good. Drew well, but
Fox asks too much for Farnum.—O. W.
McClellan, Dreamland theatre, Pekin, III.

—Neighborhood patronage.

Do and Dare, with Tom Mix.—The
v

worst that Mix has made in some time.
My patrons came out knocking. One
told me to get one more like this, then
close the house, but at that Mix gets me
the business. Attendance good.—A.
Mitchell, Dixie theatre, Russellville, Ky.
—General patronage.

Nero, with a special cast.—Picture too
long. Historically good. General enter-
tainment, won't do.—T. C. Goodnight,
Star theatre, Warrensburg, Mo.—General
patronage.

Honor First, with John Gilbert.—

A

good program offering but no special.

Pleased.—A. Mitchell, Dixie theatre,

Russellville, Ky.—General patronage.

Honor First, with John Gilbert.—

A

very, very fine offering indeed. Only the

first part of the first reel is about war,

the balance is not. It pleased a nice Fri-

day night's crowd. Picture cost $10 one
day. Town of 4,000. Farming commu-
nity. Print in good shape.—W. E. Elkin,

Temple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Strange Idols, with Dustin Farnum.

—

A good picture. Bert Silver, Silver

Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Silver Wings, with Mary Carr.—Fell

flat. Patrons walked out on third and
fourth reels. Nothing to it. Soft, mushy.
Booked three days; ran it too. Brothers,
let Fox specials alone. They are only
program pictures made into eight or nine

reels.—O. W. McClellan, Dreamland the-

atre, Pekin, 111.

A Virgin Paradise, with Pearl White.
—Our first of this star. Certainly pleased

all. Fair attendance.—A. C. Betts,

Powers theatre. Red Creek. N. Y.—Small

town patronage.

Up and Going, with Tom Mix.—Fair
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Stettmund Joinb Club;
Babin Urgfes Constancy

I am heartily in accord with Mr. Rea's suggestion to report on pictures
to the "Herald" only. And I think Mr. Creal's suggestion of a "Herald Only"
Club is excellent and 1 want to enroll as a 100% member.

"What the Picture Did For Me" is the most important thing in the indus-
try outside of picture production.

From a little experience dating back six months or so ago I know that
only bona fide reports are published. There is no question but what pro-
ducers, distributors and exhibitors all read these reports and are guided by
them. About two months ago I sent in a complimentary report on a certain
Universal picture and a little later I was very much surprised to receive a
personal letter from Mr. Laemmle thanking me for this report.

About two weeks ago a representative of a state rirht exchange called on
me and he was loud in praise of a certain new release of theirs. I told him we
would look it up in the "Herald" and see what the boys thought of it. I turned
the pages to the State Rights column and found part of them had been torn
out. I do not know if this chap tore it out or not, but I do know the magazine
was intact the day before and this bird had been reading it a few minutes
before I looked at it. I did not buy the picture and I told him I would not
consider it until after I had seen some reports on it.

Every now and then you see advertisements containing reports similar to
those in the "Herald." Unless the "Herald" is given credit for these reports,

you will be better off if you pass up that bunk, as it is unreliable. I have seen
this style of reports on pictures praising them to the skies. In some instances
I had run the picture and knew them as being average or below average pro-
ductions. So I say, look and see if the "Herald" is given credit for the reports.

Several times I have been in exchanges and said that this or that picture is

not good. What does the manager do? If it is a good picture he reaches'

for the "Herald" and turns to "What the Picture Did for Me" and proudly
shows you the reports.

I guess I could go on indefinitely praising this publication, and particu-

larly this department. Anyway, I am strong for this "Herald Only" Club
and am for it first, last and always.

I hope every contributor will join and stand hitc'-.ed because the better

we make this department the better we make ourselves.

H. G. STETTMUND, JR.,
Odeon theatre, Chandler, Okla.

To All Brother Exhibitors:

Why not cooperate with the "Herald" and send in your reports weekly?
It's doing yourself as well as those who report a just cause. If you lay off this

good thing and only let George do it, you are nothing but a slacker, as you
get the information while the others get bit on some punk pictures.

Once you make a start, I feel sure you will keep up the good work. The
"Herald" goes to the extent of mailing you blanks to make your report.

What more do you want?

Start now. Let all of us do our weekly reporting and report to the "Herald,"

the magazine that laid the foundation for the good of the poor little country

exhibitor who is far away from the big city and gets no report on pictures

but that gotten from "What the Picture Did for Me."
M. J. BAB1N,

Fairyland theatre, White Castle, La.

r.1

picture of Northwest that should be a

knockout in a Catholic community on
account of priest hogging scenes in the

little settlement.—H. G. Stettmund, Jr.,

Odeon theatre, Chandler, Okla.—General
patronage.

Elope If You Must, with Eileen Percy.

—A good comedy program.—Bert Silver.

Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

—

General patronage.

Goldwyn
Souls for Sale, a Rupert Hughes pro-

duction.—The attendance tor the week
was about the usual average.—David
Harding, Liberty theatre, Kansas City,

Mo.

Brothers Under the Skin, with a special

cast.—A comedy-drama of the modern
young married people which is very true

to life. The picture is good entertain-

ment and also seeks to teach a useful

lesson. Business was just fair owing
to time of year and many counter at-

tractions.—Wm. H. Creal, Suburban the-

atre, Omaha, Neb/—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Broken Chains, with Colleen Moore.
—A real picture. Plenty of action. A
little too rough for the women. Goldwyn
pictures no good for me. Two days to

less than average business.—A. V. Abel,

Strand theatre. New Philadelphia, Ohio.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Yellow Men and Gold, with a special

cast.—Fairly good sea story with reason-
ably good direction. Flopped awfully
hard Saturday night. Can't account for

it. Fighting Blood with it. Program
cost $25.50 two days. Population 1,800.

Ten and thirty-five cent prices.—J. C.

Jenkins, Auditorium theatre, Neligh, Neb.
—General patronage.

Sherlock Holmes, with John Barry-
more.—A well done big picture of a popu-
lar subject. Disconnected at times and
does not please those who have not read
the Holmes exploits. Barrymore is ideal

in the part, as are many of the other
characters, particularly Hedda Hopper.
Drew fair business three days.—Ben L.

Morris, Temple theatre, Bellaire. Ohio.

—

General patronage.

Grand Larceny, with a special cast.

—

The only kick I got out of this was after

the show, hearing the folks razzing it

and saying I should be arrested for grand
larceny for charging two bits admission.
Leave it alone, will do more good on the

shelf than on your screen.—F. W. Hor-
rigan, McDonald theatre, Philipsburg.

Mont.—Mining camp patronage.

The Revenge of Tarzan, with a special

cast.—These always please and draw good
houses. We did fairly well on this. Some
did not like the ending. Think some was
missing.—A. C. Betts. Powers theatre.

Red Creek, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

Doubling for Romeo, with Will Rogers.

—Six reels. Very good picture. Will
please about 75 per cent. Prints I am
getting from Goldwyn are in excellent

condition.—J. H. Hungerford, Family
theatre, Friend, Neb.—General patronage.

Come On Over, with Colleen Moore.

—

Very good.—Nettie M. Sinderson, Mystic
theatre, Albion, Ind.—Small town patron-

age.

Come On Over, with Colleen Moore.

—

One of the best we've shown in a coon's

age. Everybody liked it.—P. J. Burford.
Princess theatre, Doniphan, Mo.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Theodora, with a special cast.—A big

piece of nothing. Film in bad shape.

Ancient historv is the theme. No good.
Pass it up.—O. W. McClellan. Dream-

land theatre, Pekin, 111—Neighborhood
patronage.

The North Wind's Malice, with a spe-

cial cast.—Verv good. Patrons pleased.

A. C. Betts. Powers theatre, Red Creek,

N. Y.—Small town patronage.

The North Wind's Malice, with a spe-

cial cast.—The male members of cast did

the plaving. Verv good picture. Reels

all O. K. Patrons liked it.—J. J. Enloe,

Y. M. C. A. theatre, Hitchins, Ky.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

A Poor Relation, with Will Rogers —
A fair program picture. Ran it with a

serial which carried it over. Don't pay

much for it.—O. W. McClellan. Dream-
land theatre, Pekin, 111—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Girl with Jazz Heart, with Madge
Kennedy.—Madge is a clever comedienne

in a dual role and take it from me she is

an actress. It is a very entertaining pic-

ture, while I do not think it good logic to

portrav the "shimmy" as it might get a

slam in some towns. Screen time, fifty-

five minutes.—W. L. Landers, Gem the-
atre, Batesville, Ark.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

Madame X, with Pauline Frederick.

—

An old one we had missed that certainly

pleased.—W. L. Buck, Gem theatre, Wa-
terville, Minn.—Small town patronage.

His Back Against the Wall, with Ray-
mond Hatton.—Moves rather slow, but
seemed to please.—S. G. Ihde. Photoplay
theatre, Ashland, Kan.—Small town pat-

ronage.

All's Fair in Love, with a special cast.

—Very good picture. Played on a warm
night. Business poor. No fault of pic-

ture.—Geo. J. Kress. Hudson theatre,

Rochester, N. Y.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

Boys Will Be Boys, with Will Rogers.
—Good picture, though most too old.

Boys and men enjoyed it and some
women.—J. J. Enloe, Y. M. C. A. the-

atre, Hitchins, Ky.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.
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Hodkinson
Down to the Sea in Ships, with a spe-

cial cast.—This story held my interest

from start to finish. It is really some-
thing off the beaten track of movies

—

what theatre men are looking for. The
story seems apart from the whaling ex-

periences which are the most remarkable
set of scenes ever put on film. Most of

it looks real. Some is staged, particularly

the dragging of the boat by the whale.

Scenes in and on the vessel are convinc-

ing. Characters all look the part, though
Raymond McKee is light for a heavy hero

type.—Ben. L. Morris, Olympic theatre,

Bellaire, Ohio.—General patronage.

Slim Shoulders, with Irene Castle.

—

Pretty little picture that appeals to the

society folks.—W. L. Landers, Gem the-

atre, Batesville, Ark.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Cameron of the Royal Mounted, with a

special cast.—Very, very good.—A. C.

Betts, Powers theatre, Red Creek, N. Y.

—Small town patronage.

Free Air, with a special cast.—A very

good program picture with some good
comedy in it.—J. W. Andrescn, Rialto

theatre, Cazad, Neb.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

The Mysterious Rider, with a special

cast.—These Zane Greys always draw.
This is a very good, interesting photo-
play. Received a poor print, though, so

spoiled my show.—A. C. Betts, Powers
theatre, Red Creek, N. Y.—Small town
patronage.

Lichtman-Preferred
Poor Men's Wives, with a special cast.

—A very good release, even though the

theme is a little old. The cast, photog-
raphy and direction are perfect. Prop-
erly exploited and advertised, will do the

business. I «did well with it for an entire

week. Newspapers and billboards only.

—Frank L. Browne. Liberty theatre,

Long Beach, Cal.—General patronage.

Poor Men's Wives, with a special cast.

—Business held up well all week and
patrons liked picture.—David Harding,
Liberty theatre, Kansas City, Mo.

—

Transient patronage.

Rich Men's Wives, with House Peters.

—A good box office attraction w: ith a

title that gets them in. Made a nice

profit and satisfied all. Book it.— F. W.
Horrigan, McDonald theatre, Philips-

burg, Mont.—Mining camp patronage.

Metro
Trailing African Wild Animals, a Mar-

tin Johnson production.—Very good pic-

ture of its kind. Will draw patrons that

Welcome to

The Circle

;

Thank You
I have only read three or four

copies of your pap«r, but I want
to say that I am sorry I did not
see it sooner. It would have saved
me many a dollar and made quite
a few for me.

I think your box office reports
the greatest thing out.

G. J. RITTER,
Regent theatre, Bogota, N. J.

usually never go. Comments very favor-
able. Every one highly pleased. Seven
very interesting reels.—A. R. Anderson.
Orpheum theatre, Twin Falls, Idaho.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Famous Mrs. Fair, with a special

cast.—An extra good picture but hard to
put over. Title killed it here. Buy this

one and play it three days instead of two
days, as most special productions are
played in small towns. My first day was
nothing extra, but doubled on second day.
—G. G. May, Isis theatre, Kanopolis, Kan.
—Small town patronage.

Your Friend and Mine, with a special

cast.—The title will not draw. Lost
money on a Saturday night.—L. A. Gues-
saz, Palm theatre. St. Cloud, Fla.—Small
town patronage.

Jazzmania, with Mae Murray.—This
feature cannot be compared with Mae
Murray's former releases. The mythical
kingdom plot is hardly enough to lift it

out of the ordinary. Acting is good. Set-
tings and photography good. May please
Murray fans.—A. R. Anderson, Orpheum
theatre. Twin Falls, Idaho.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Hearts Aflame, with a special cast.—

A

worth while picture for any small town
and one that should get some money and
will please most every one you can get
in. I did good business two days at ten
and thirty-five cents.—G. G. May, Isis

theatre. Kanopolis, Kan.—Small town
patronage.

Quincy Adams Sawyer, with a special
cast.—Town still talking about this,

though we ran it February 22nd at twenty
and thirty-five cents. One of the very
best yet seen on our screen in four years.

r^rilrkfa rlr» Already endorsed by Governor Sweet,
All V/UlUraUU Mayor Harris, Colorado Springs; Police
Chief R. H. Williams, Denver, and twelve women's clubs throughout
the state. More to come

—
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This will make money in any town.—L.
A. Guessaz, Palm theatre, St. Cloud, Fla.

—Small town patronage.

Love in the Dark, with Viola Dana.

—

Very good comedy-drama. Viola a fa-

vorite here. Business bad. Didn't draw
as it should. Paid $12.50 for two days.
Population 1,800. Played Movie Chats
with it at ten and twenty-five cents.—J.

C. Jenkins, Auditorium theatre, Neligh,
Neb.—General patronage.

The Five Dollar Baby, with Viola
Dana.—Not much to this one. My peo-
ple don't like to see so many old char-

acters in a picture. Only a program pic-

ture and not much at that.—G. G. May,
Isis theatre, Kanopolis, Kan.—Small
town patronage.

June Madness, with Viola Dana.—Real
peppy. Quite a favorite here. Fact that

Dana is sister of Shirley Mason will help

to draw if people know it. All Danas are

good.— L. A. Guessaz, Palm theatre, St.

Cloud. Fla.—Small town patronage.

Forget Me Not, with Bessie Love.—
Well received by very light business. In-

teresting story, but failed to pull. Played
Sunday matinee only. Paid $12.50. Popu-
lation 1,800. It's all right to play it. It

outjht to please anywhere.—J. C. Jenkins.
Auditorium theatre, Neligh, Neb.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Enter Madame, with Clara Kimball
Young.—A pleasing light comedy-drama
that goes over fairly.—Crosby Bros.. Lily

theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Peg o' My Heart, with Laurettc Tay-
lor.— Real first-class picture. Not one
adverse criticism. Charged 20 and 35c

and made money. You can book it. I

endorse this production one hundred per

cent.—L. A. Guessaz. Palm theatre, St.

Cloud, Fla.—Small town patronage.

Fascination, with Mae Murray.—Played
as a special by us and worth it.—Tensas
Amuse. Co., Blackman theatre, St.

Joseph, La.—Small town patronage.

Fascination, with Mae Murray.— Re-

ceived a poor print on this one. Lost
money, as when film broke so much peo-

ple were dissatisfied. Good picture, I be-

lieve.—E. I. Conroe, Conroe's Play House,
Conrbe, Tex.—Small town patronage.

The Prisoner of Zenda, a Rex Ingram
production. — Real honest-to-goodness
production. Interesting beyond mention
in every foot. Ran two days with one
matinee and had some people attend all

three shows. Particularly the better class

of patronage. Twenty and thirty-five

cents.—L. A. Guessaz, Palm theatre, St
Cloud, Fla.—Small town patronage.

Glass Houses, with Viola Dana.

—

Good comedy-drama. Excellent star.

—

W. L. Buck, Gem theatre, Waterville,

Minn.—Small town patronage.

The Face Between, with Bert Lytell.—
Program picture. Star not drawing very

well at our house.—Geo. J. Kress, Hud-
son theatre, Rochester, N. Y.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Broadway Rose, with Mae Murray.

—

Good, but not quite as good as Fascina-

tion or Peacock Alley. Main criticism I

hear is that the Murray fans are over-

fed on the usual close ups in these.

Leonard had better cut these down.—L.

A. Guessaz. Palm theatre, St. Cloud, Fla.

—Small town patronage.

Fighting Mad, with William Desmond.
—Had to take this in order to get Quincy
Adams Sawyer and The Prinsoner of

Zenda and for once got a good bargain,

as this is a good Western—better than

the usual run.—C. F. Krieghbaum, Para-

mount theatre, Rochester, Ind.—Gen-

eral patronage.

Fighting Mad, with William Desmond.

—Judging from the pieces of film they
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George Seigman / \ \ Helen Ferguson

Tom Santschi / ^ \ June Elvidge

Tully Marshall \ -~S» / Mies Welch

Robert Milash Winter Hall

C Lumiere

Zenith Pictures Corp'n 110 W. 40th St., N. Y. C.
Telephone, Pennsylvania 3649

sent me it must have been a good pic-

ture.—J. H. Hungerford, Family theatre,

Friend, Neb.—General patronage.

The Golden Gift, with a special cast.

—

Some exhibitors cracked this picture up.

I can't call it any more than a good pro-

gram picture.—Geo. G. Starkey, Opera
House, Montour Falls, N. Y.—Small
town patronage.

The Golden Gift, with a special cast.

—

Just got by. Print only fair. Advertising
poorest in years. Business fell off 25 per
cent on account of quality of advertising.

Photos, one sheets, etc.—Clifford L. Xiles,

Grand theatre, Anamosa, Iowa.—General
patronage.

Paramount
The Ne'er Do Well, with Thomas

Meighan.—Fine picture. Boost it. Not
so big as Manslaughter. Being Meighan,
will go over big. Three days to better

than average business.—A. V. Abel.

Strand theatre, New Philadelphia, Ohio.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Missing Millions, with Alice Brady.

—

Another one of Jack Boyle's clever crook
stories. Ought to please if they care for

this type of picture and like the star.

—

C. F. Krieghbaum, Paramount theatre,

Rochester, Ind.—General patronage.

Adam's Rib, a Cecil B. DeMille pro-

duction.—Very good. Drew fairly well

in spite of rainy weather.—Jay Means,
Murray theatre, Kansas City, Mo.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Prodigal Daughters, with Gloria Swan-
son.—Good for Gloria. She's there with

the goods. It's worth a real boost. Get
it. You won't go wrong. Better than a

lot of so-called specials. Two days to

nice business.—A. V. Abel, Strand the-

atre, New Philadelphia, Ohio.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Anna Ascends, with Alice Brady.

—

Average program picture.—C. F. Kreigh-
baum, Paramount theatre, Rochester, Ind.

—General patronage.

Racing Hearts, with Agnes Ayres.

—

Richard Dix and Theodore Roberts help

to make up a good cast. Picture favor-

able. Full of action. Our audience was
pleased with it. It is an automobile story

in six reels.—Chas. H. Ryan, Garfield

theatre, Chicago, 111.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Racing Hearts, with Agnes Ayres.

—

This is a good action picture. They all

liked it.—Jay Means. Murray theatre,

Kansas City, Mo.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

The Trail of the Lonesome Pine, with
Mary Miles Minter.—A real good picture

of the mountain feud type, but toned
down a little from most of this type. A
good clean, well-produced and logical

story. Miss Minter is good, but has too
much of the tangled hair stuff. Tony
Moreno is at his best as the man who
brings the law to the Gap and puts over
a great part. Picture seemed to satisfy

every one and brought high-class busi-

ness. Worthy of any house.—Ben L.

Morris, Temple theatre, Bellaire, Ohio.
—General patronage.

Grumpy, with Theodore Roberts.

—

Hats off to Theodore. If there is any
business to get you will get in on this

one and go out pleased. Go the limit

on this. Two days to good business.—A.
V. Abel. Strand theater, New Philadel-
phia, Ohio.—Neighborhood patronage.

Dark Secrets, with Dorothy Dalton.

—

Used this on a Saturday night and it was
as good as any high price Paramount
feature. (That's not saying much.) I

never raise my admission price on any
of their so-called super specials.—M. J.

Babin. Fairyland theatre, White Castle,
La.—General patronage.

The Trail of the Lonesome Pine, with

Mary Miles Minter.—Good. Will please.

Not a special. The story well known.
Will get them in. Two days to average
business.—A. V. Abel, Strand theatre.

New Philadelphia, Ohio.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The White Flower, with Betty Comp-
son.—Best Compson in a long time, and
good business.—Jay Means, Murray the-

atre, Kansas City, Mo.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Drums of Fate, with Mary Miles Min-
ter.—An extra good entertainment. Star

and cast fine.—Bert Silver, Silver Family
theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General pat-

ronage.

The Glimpses of the Moon, with Bebe
Daniels.—They reached the moon with

the price. Picture just a good society

plllIIIIlM^

| The Summer
Takes Toll,

| Not Spirit
|

B Enclosed fino a few reports.

B As we are only running one pic-

| ture a week for the balance of the 1
H summer I will not be able to re- g
B port so often, but I will report on

jj

( what we run.

B Best wishes to the "Herald."

| W. H. MUSSON,
Queen's theatre,

jj

m Hespeler, Ont.
§|

mixture, but not a big special, as the
separate red ink contract indicated. Not
any better or more pleasing than Singed
Wings, that cost one-third as much.

—

Jack Tiller, Temple theatre, McCook,
Neb.—General patronage.

Java Head, with Leatrice Joy.—Good
for the high brows. Too long drawn out.

Good acting, fine cast, but the people
don't care for this Chink stuff. Won't
go in small town. Took a flop. Booked
three days. Pulled on second.—A. V.
Abel, Strand theatre, New Philadelphia,
Ohio.—Neighborhood patronage.

Ebb Tide, with a special cast.—Eight
reels that could have been cut to six and
made a very fine attraction. As it is, too
long drawn out. Patrons get tired and
walk out. A South Sea story with a per-
fect cast. Settings very good and acting
all that could be desired. It's worth book-
ing. A program feature.—F. W. Horri-
gan, McDonald theatre, Philipsburg,
Mont.—Mining camp patronage.

The Woman Who Walked Alone, with
Dorothy Dalton.—Rotten is too mild a
form to term this one. It failed to draw
and did not please those that it did draw.
Cost $12.50, $5.00 more than it's worth.
Town of 4,000. Farming community.
Print in good condition. Business poor.

—W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre. Aber-
deen. Miss.—Neighborhood patronage.

When Knighthood Was in Flower,
with Marion Davies.—Very good picture

with wonderful settings, but it's too long.

Could have been cut down about a reel

and been just as good if not better. Think
To Have and To Hold pleased just as

well. It drew well but not well enough.
—C. F. Krieghbaum, Paramount theatre,

Rochester, Ind.—General patronage.

When Knighthood Was in Flower, with
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Marion Davies.—This is a wonderful cos-

tume picture, although rental too high
for small town.—J. J. Hoffman, Plain-

view theatre, Plainview, Neb.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Burning Sands, with Milton Sills.

—

Pleased almost everybody. Drew better

than I had expected. Good attendance.

—C. A. Anglemire, "Y" theatre, Nazareth,
Pa.—General patronage.

The Crimson Challenge, with Dorothy
Dalton.—Good picture. Not this star's

best. Think she goes over better in so-

ciety drama.—Geo. J. Kress, Hudson the-

atre, Rochester, N. Y. — Neighborhood
patronage.

Clarence, with Wallace Reid.—This
drew fairly well, and although a few may
not come because Wally is dead, it does
not seem to make any difference with the

majority. A very good picture.—L. V.
Feldman. Orpheum theatre, Pipestone,

Minn.—General patronage.

Manslaughter, a Cecil B. DeMille pro-

duction.—This is one of the best of the

41 group. Had good attendance and
pleased them all.—C. A. Anglemire, Y
theatre, Nazareth, Pa.—General patron-

age.

Manslaughter, a Cecil B. DeMille pro-

duction.—Wonderful production, but docs
not seem to have the drawing power.
Had fifteen window cards, ten one sheets,

set of photos, two cuts in paper in

neighboring towns, and nearly one-half

sheet in home paper, which is a lot for

us, and we lost money with excellent

weather and no "other amusement place

within sixteen miles. Manslaughter is

worth about $15.00 to an exhibitor whose
films average him $10.00.— Miller Stanton.
Pictureland theatre, Cohocton, N. Y.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Singed Wings, with Bebe Daniels.

—

Good picture. Some people don't care

for this type of story.—C. F. Krieghbaum,
Paramount theatre. Rochester, Ind.

—

General patronage.

Singed Wings, with Bebe Daniels.—An
extra good picture. Gave satisfaction.

—

Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Green-
ville, Mich.—General patronage.

Kick In, with Bert Lytell.—The best
crook story we ever ran. High-class and
holds interest till last.—T. C. Goodnight,
Star theatre, Warrensburg, Mo.—General
patronage.

On the High Seas, with Dorothy Dal-
ton.—A very good sea picture, well acted.

—L. V. Feldman. Orpjieum theatre, Pipe-
stone, Minn.—General patronage.

The Man from Home, with James
Kirkwood.—'Tis a pleasure to run pic-

tures like this. Stand in the lobby after

Tried Them
All ; Keeps
Trie Herald

Enclosed find my check to cover
renewal of my subscription for
two years.

Having tried all the various
trade papers, I have found that the
"Herald" is the most satisfying to

me.

I am practically buying pictures

. from the reports contained in
' What the Picture Did For Me"
and find that I can depend to a
very large extent upon these re-
ports.

Here's hoping for better times
and for a still greater "Exhibitors
Herald."

L. R. MOORE,
Roma theatre,

Columbus Grove, O.

the show is over and hear the nice re-

marks. 1 do believe it pleased 100 per
cent. Film cost $12.50 one day. Town
of 4,000. Farming community. Print in

Rood shape.—W. E. Elkin. Temple the-
atre, Aberdeen, Miss.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Idol of the North, with Dorothy
Dalton.—Dandy. Good enough for a spe-
cial. Better than many so-called specials.

—Wendell P. Sayers, O. K. theatre, Hill
City, Kan.—General patronage.

Nice People, with Wallace Reid.—Paid
too much for this picture and did not take
in film rental. Picture classes as any
ordinary program picture. Don't think
my patrons liked it.—M. J. Babin, Fairy-
land theatre. White Castle, La.—General
patronage.

Nice People, with Wallace Reid.— If

your patrons like the rottenest dance
imaginable and the star smoking cigar-

ettes all the time, this picture will go over
100 per cent. Very good picture, had the
dance, smoking and drinking been left

out.—Fred M. Rich, Strand theatre,

Perry, Mo.—Small town patronage.

The Valley of Silent Men, a Cosmo-
politan production.—Good picture with
wonderful scenery that should please if

they are not tired of Northern pictures.

—

C. F. Krieghbaum, Paramount theatre,
Rochester, lnd.—General patronage.

The Valley of Silent Men, a Cosmo-
politan production.—Very good indeed.

—

Fred M. Rich, Strand theatre, Perry, Mo.
—Small town patronage.

Back Home and Broke, with Thomas
Meighan.—A real special. Better than
Manslaughter. People stopped me on
the streets and told me how good it was.
Here is one that you can go the limit on
in advertising and it should be shown
at least two days in small towns. At-
tendance good. Advertising, lobby and
six sheets.—A. Mitchell. Dixie theatre,

Russellville, Ky.—Small town patronage.

Thirty Days, with Wallace Reid.—
Reid looks bad in this. It should please if

they don't object to a light story. Some
liked it better than Clarence.—C. F.
Krieghbaum, Paramount theatre, Roches-
ter, Ind.—General patronage.

The Cowboy and the Lady, with a spe-
cial cast.—This Western picture pleased
our Western fans better than any other
Western picture we have had for some
time.—Fred M. Rich, Strand theatre,

Perry, Mo.—Small town patronage.

The Cowboy and the Lady, with a spe-
cial cast.—Drew well. Second run in

town. Ran mid-week. I buy second run
cheap.—O. W. McClellan. Dreamland
theatre, Pekin, III.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Making a Man, with Jack Holt.—Good
picture. If you have any snobs in the

audience this may give 'em a hint. Star
very good.—C. F. Krieghbaum, Para-
mount theatre, Rochester, Ind.—General
patronage.

Making a Man, with Jack Holt.—

A

fairly interesting story.—Tensas Amuse.
Co., Blackman theatre, St. Joseph, La.

—

Small town patronage.

Blood and Sand, with Rodolph Valen-
tino.—This went over all right, except
had a few knocks on it, but had a big run
and pleased most all. A real special. Ad-
vertising, 24 sheets, lobby and six sheets,

newspaper. Attendance extra good.—A.
Mitchell, Dixie theatre, Russellville, Ky.
—Small town patronage.

While Satan Sleeps, with Jack Holt.—
A very fine picture which pleased and
also registered at the box office.—L. V.
Feldman. Orpheum theatre, Pipestone,

Minn.— General patronage.

If You Believe It, It's So, with Thomas
Meighan.—Good entertainment for small

town. Meighan is well liked in our town.

—C. A. Anglemire, "Y" theatre, Nazareth,

Pa.—General patronage.

If You Believe It, It's so, with Thomas
Meighan.—Good picture. I would con-

sider it Meighan's best to date.— L. V.

Feldman, Orpheum theatre. Pipestone,

Minn.—General patronage.

The Hell Diggers, with Wallace Reid.

—A real good program picture that will

suit most any audience. Admission ten

and twenty-five cents. Print in good
shape.—P. G... Held, Sterling theatre,

Fairmont, Neb.—Neighborhood patron-

age.

The Hell Diggers, with Wallace Reid.

—Good picture. Ran mid-week. Second
run in town. Good business.—O. W.
McClellan, Dreamland theatre, Pekin, 111.

—Neighborhood patronage.

North of the Rio Grande, with Jack
Holt.—A good program picture that will

please. Nothing wonderful, but no one

will find any fault. Lots of exhibitors

knock Paramount. I don't see why.
They have always treated me square.

If you pay them more for their pictures

than you should it is your own fault.

—

Geo. G. Starkey, Opera House, Montour
Falls, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

Bought and Paid For, with Jack Holt.

¥_ Z"*' ftftywi y» Already endorsed by Governor Hardwick,
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Atlanta; Police Chief Grubbs, Augusta, and by women's clubs
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—Poor. Bought it for a special and got
badly stung. Only a cheap program pic-

ture in my estimation.—S. G. Ihde, Photo-
play theatre, Ashland, Kan.—Small town
patronage.

To Have and to Hold, with Bert LytelL
—A wonderful production, but did not
make a showing at box office. Poor box
office attraction.—L. V. Feldman, Or-
pheum theatre. Pipestone. Minn.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Pink Gods, with Bebe Daniels.—Nice
little ordinary picture that you can get
by without raising your admission price.

Could reduce its seven reels to five and
get just the same story out of it. Too
long drawn out.—M. J. Babin, Fairyland
theatre, White Castle, La.—General pat-
ronage.

Pink Gods, with Bebe Daniels.—We
consider this one a very good picture.

—

Tensas Amuse. Co., Blackman theatre, St.

Joseph, La.—Small town patronage.

Her Own Money, with Ethel Clayton.
—Good program picture. Pleased and
drew good.—Crosby Bros.. Lily theatre.
Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

The Pride of Palomar, a Cosmopolitan
production.—Very good. Best business
of any Paramount this season. Hooked
up with Masonic Lodge to sell tickets and
they did.—Frank M. Farrow. Apollo the-
atre, Seattle, Wash.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

Her Gilded Cage, with Gloria Swanson.
—While nothing extra, this should please
if they care for this type of picture.

—

C. F. Krieghbaum, Paramount theatre.
Rochester, Ind.—General patronage.

Her Gilded Cage, with Gloria Swanson.
—This one went over all O. K. and
seemed to please them all. Attendance
good. Patronage all classes.—A. Mit-
chell. Dixie theatre, Russellville, Ky.

—

Small town patronage.

A Prince There Was, with Thomas
Meighan.—A fine picture and pleased
those who saw it. Business light on ac-
count of heavy rains.—J. W. Andresen.
Rialto theatre, Cozad, Neb.

Ladies Must Live, with Betty Comp-
son.—Good picture. Rather complicated
story and some of them couldn't get the
drift of it.—C. F. Krieghbaum. Para-
mount theatre, Rochester. Ind.—General
patronage.

Three Live Ghosts, a Cosmopolitan pro-
duction.—This is one good foreign pic-

ture and the only one we have ever
played that is good.—Crosby Bros.. Lily
theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighborhood
patronage.

At the End of the World, with Betty
Compson.—A good feature for Sunday
nse» but star brings us no extra business.
—W. L. Buck, Gem theatre. Waterville.
Minn.—Small town patronage.

The Little Minister, with Betty Comp-
son.—Best picture for a small town you
can get. I did fine business. Don't be
afraid to boost it.—G. A. Parberry. Ideal
theatre, Morrill, Neb.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Beyond, with Ethel Clayton.—Fairly
well liked by the ladies, but not by men.
Too much romance and theme not appeal-
ing.—W. L. Buck. Gem theatre. Water-
ville. Minn.—Small town patronage.

Cappy Ricks, with Thomas Meighan.

—

A mighty clever little picture that will

please everybody. Not a special, but very
pleasing and full of laughs.—Geo. C.
Starkey. Opera House, Montour Falls.

N. Y.—Small town patronage.

Cappy Ricks, with Thomas Meighan.

—

An extra good picture. Good for any

| Here s Wliy
You Missed
Steentlock

m Mail me the next copy of the B
g "Herald" that comes off the press
m as my first issue on a two years'
S subscription.

H I have disposed of the Opera B
g House at Ocell, Neb-, and opened B
p the Auditorium here in March and
jj have been lost without the "Her-
fj aid" since I left Odell.

L. B. STEENBLOCK,
1 Auditorium theatre, Douglas. Neb.

house, large or small. Buy it. I did a
fine business. Lots of comments on this
one.—G. A. Parberry. Ideal theatre. Mor-
rill, Neb.—Neighborhood patronage.

Above All Law, with a special cast.

—

Very elaborate picture that did not please.
Foreign pictures go badly in this town.

—

Fred M. Rich. Strand theatre. Perry, Mo.
—Small town patronage.

Above All Law, with a special cast.

—

That much-heralded trade mark, "If it's

a Paramount it's the best show in town."
This one carried the trade mark right
at the beginning, and on the second reel

what few had ventured in to see this one
all walked out and I found that we were
showing to an empty house. I put this

one right back in the can and sent it to
them first train. Talk about rotten shows,
this one cops the prize. Look up your
date sheets and if you have not yet played
it, take my advice and book in another
show and save the postage charges on
it and let them keep it on the shelf.—A.
Mitchell. Dixie theatre. Russellville. Ky.
—Small town patronage.

Fool's Paradise, a Cecil B. DeMille pro-
duction.—Dandy picture. Played two
days. Might have done better on this

one. However, every one who saw it was
pleased.—Geo. J. Kress. Hudson theatre.

Rochester. N. Y.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

Fool's Paradise, a Cecil B. DeMille
production.—Very good picture from all

•angles. Drew well.—Crosby Bros.. Lily
theatre. Buffalo. N. Y.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Great Moment, with Gloria Swan-
son.—This picture pleased most of my

patrons and did a very satisfactory busi-
ness.—J. C. McKee, Electric theatre.

Bolivar, Mo.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Tiger's Claw, with Jack Hole-
Jack seems out of place in this one. Not
so good as his previous pictures. Lighter
material for Jack and he will be better
suited. Two days to average business.

—

A. V. Abel Strand theatre. New Phila-
delphia, Ohio.—Neighborhood patronage.
Across the Continent, with Wallace

Reid.—They seem to forget that Wally
is dead. Best Tuesday night I've had
this spring. Print in fine condition.

—

H. E. Partrick, Palace theatre. North
Rose, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford, a Cos-
mopolitan production.—One lady was
kind enough to say it wasn't as bad as she
expected and one man asked me if I had
used up all the good ones. Paid S 10.00
for it, but would have lost money if I'd

only paid $1.00. Leave it alone.—A. N.
Miles. Eminence theatre. Eminence, Ky.
—General patronage.

Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford. a Cosmo-
politan production.— Good comedy-
drama. Good story. Film in good con-
dition.—H. G. Selk. Selk theatre. Scotia.
Neb.—Small town patronage.

A Bachelor Daddy, with Thomas
Meighan.—Would class this 100 per cent
entertainment. Action, comedy galore
and heart appeal. Pictures like this

would build up your patronage. Had
many more compliments on this picture
and it has an excellent moral.—H. G.
Selk, Selk theatre. Scotia, Neb.—Small
town patronage.

Male and Female. Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde. Behold My Wife. On With the
Dance. Why Change Your Wife? The
Miracle Man.—Paramount Revival Week.
Second run on above, that did average
business for the week. Regular admis-
sion. I found that people who had seen
these pictures advised their friends to be
sure and see them because they were
extra good. Had no lacks from transient
trade. I thought there would be some
complaints on account of these being sec-
ond run. However, there were none.

—

H. G. Stettmund. Jr.. Odeon theatre.
Chandler. Okla.—General patronage.

Forbidden Fnrit, a Cecil B. DeMille
production.—Used this on a benefit night.
It is the best picture I had on my screen
for some time. It's old. but print was
good, and boys, if you have not used it.

get busy and book it. It will please 100
per cent. Take my word for it.—M. J.
Babin. Fairyland theatre. White Castle.
La.—General patronage.

Experience, with Richard Barthelmess.
—A good picture that teaches a good

I —> I£" 9 _ c n c Alreadv endorsed bv Governor Davis ; Senator
111 IXailSrtS Capper, Mayor Corwine. Topeka; Mayor
Gordon.'Kansas City: Mayor Davis. Leavenworth, and women's clubs
in dozens of towns. More to come

—
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Announcement
THE

GREAT NORTHERN

STEAMSHIP COMPANY
(Incorporated)

BOSTON, MASS.

Announces That Arrangements Are Now Being Made for Monthly

110 Round Trips to Europe
Boston—Southampton Boston—Gothenburg

$138
ONE WAY $75

Connecting for

Christiania, Stockholm, Helsingfors,
Danzig, Riga, Copenhagen

THE ABOVE PRICES INCLUDE RAILROAD FARES TO POINTS
AS FAR NORTH AS STOCKHOLM

The Company plans to carry approximately two thousand passengers monthly.
Make your plans now for a trip during the coming season.

$110
ONE WAY $65

Connecting for

London, Liverpool, LeHavre

Lives of passengers
EVER-WARM

which prevent drowning
A round trip, with all expenses on ship-

board included, at no more expense than
a vacation right here at home ! To meet
the ever increasing demand in this

country for an inexpensive and at the

same time thoroughly comfortable and
enjoyable trans-Atlantic voyage, is the

prime object of the Great Northern
Steamship Company. Organized by
progressive business men who realize the

exceptional opportunity offered now for

inexpensive travel in Europe, the Com-
pany will cater to the thousands of in-

will be protected by
SAFETY-SUITS
and protect from exposure

telligent persons who wish to visit the

battlefields of France, the Shakespeare
country, Scandinavia, the Land of the

Midnight Sun, etc. A chance of a life-

time! So it would seem; but it is more
than that. The company is building for

a permanent business, setting a new
standard of high-class ocean travel on a

one-class basis. That this can be done
at a fair margin of profit has already
been proved and is further outlined in

our prospectus. You'll find it extremely
interesting.

WE WILL ALSO SHOW YOU HOW YOU MAY
BECOME A PART-OWNER IN THE MOST TALKED

OF ENTERPRISE IN YEARS
SW* Cut out and mail us with your name and address.

A. Wikstrom
Information Dep't
Edmunds Bldg., Suite 54
Boston, Mass.

I am interested in securing full information
regarding a trip to:

(Mark with a cross) One way Round trip

England
France
Germany
Sweden
Norway
Denmark
Baltic Provinces
Finland
Russia

Name

Street or R.f.d

City or Town

State

A. Wikstrom
Information Dep't

Edmunds Bldg., Suite 54

Boston, Mass.

I am interested in becoming part-owner in

the Great Northern Steamship Company.

Please send me prospectus and full particu-

lars.

Name

Street or R.f.d

City or Town

State

moral lesson to our young boys and girls.

Admission ten and twenty-five cents.— P.
G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont, N'eb.

—Neighborhood patronage.

Forever, with Wallace Reid.—A class
picture that appeals to intellectuals but
acts as a chaser to the younger folks.

Flopped on second night. Film in poor
shape.—Crosby Bros., Lily theatre. Buf-
falo, N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

Three \A^ord Brand, with \\ illiam S.

Hart.—About the best Hart picture I

have ever run. Print was in fairly good
condition, but not as good as Paramount
generally furnish.—J. H. Hungerford,
Family theatre. Friend, Neb.— < ieneral
patronage.

Humoresque, a Cosmopolitan produc-
tion.—A fine picture for any town. Little

old. but print in fine condition and a
world of good acting in it.— H. E. Part-
rick. Palace theatre. North Rose, N. Y.

—

Small town patronage.

Beyond the Rocks, with Rodolph Va-
lentino and Gloria Swanson.—Supposed
to be a big special. Not nearly as good
as The Great Moment. Some fine scenery
and a few good thrills, but did not regis-

ter with patrons as good as two star

combination should. Film good.—H. G.
Selk, Selk theatre, Scotia, Neb.—Small
town patronage.

Moran of the Lady Letty, with Dor-
othy Dalton.—Very good picture that
brought many praises from a goodly
crowd.—Crosby Bros., Lily theatre, Buf-
falo, N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Bonded Woman, with Betty
Compson.—While this will not compare
with Fury, it's a good sea story and a
good picture, considering that it is just

a program picture. John Bowers good
as leading man.—C. F. Kreighbaum,
Paramount theatre, Rochester, Ind.

—

General patronage.

Behold My Wife, with Milton Sills.—
An old picture, but if you haven't run it

and are using Paramount stuff, don't pass
it up. Patrons said the best ever in my
house. Can be bought reasonably.—H.
E. Partrick. Palace theatre. North Rose,
N. Y.—Small town patronage.

The Old Homestead, with Theodore
Roberts.—Biggest picture since Over the

Hill. Pleased 100 per cent. Our admis-
sion is always ten and twenty-five cents.

—Fred M. Rich. Strand theatre. Perry,
Mo.— Small town patronage.

Borderland, with Agnes Ayres.—Some
liked it. others didn't. I believe it pleased
just about half. Milton Sills is well

liked here, so that's really what put the

picture over. Cost $12.50. Town of
4,000. Farming community. Print in

good condition. Business poor.—W. E.

Elkin, Temple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

White Oak, with William S. Hart.—
Best Hart to date. Fine riding, acting

and many thrills. Film in poor shape.

—

Crosby Bros.. Lily theatre. Buffalo, N. Y.
—Neighborhood patronage.

The Young Diana, with Marion Davies.
—Very elaborate. Plot extra good. Con-
sider it one of the best pictures made.
Pleased all.—Fred M. Rich. Strand the-

atre. Perry, Mo.—Small town patronage.

Always Audacious, with Wallace Reid.

—Dandy picture. Quite old, but film was
good and pleased 90 per cent here. Good
picture to play in small town if you
haven't shown it.—H. G. Selk. Scotia,

Neb.—Small town patronage.

Pathe
Dr. Jack, with Harold Lloyd.—This is

very good. Pleased as well as Grandma's
Boy.—A. C. Betts, Powers theatre, Red
Creek, N. Y.— Small town patronage.

Nanook of the North, with a special
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If a shower did this, think what a cyclone might have done. This ; s a scene from
the Educational-Cameo comedy, "Between Showers."

cast.—Very interesting educational which
was well received.—L. V. Feldman. Orph-
eum theatre, Pipestone, Minn.—General
patronage.

Without Benefit of Clergy, with a spe-
cial cast.—To offset what I think is an
unjust report on this picture made some
time ago by Mr. Batoncourt of Browns-
ville, Tex., this picture will not go in the
theatre catering to shoot-'em-up West-
erns, but with the "better trade" it is a
gem. My people thought it one of the
finest we have ever shown. It went over
big. Photography is perfect. Story un-
usual and runs to melodramatic. It has
the effect of a beautiful poem.—H. G.
Braden, School theatre. Avery, Idaho.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Playgoers

The Butterfly Girl, with Marjorie Daw.
—Not much to it. Poor print. Drew a

good crowd, though. We use Aesop's
Fables on Saturday night. Seem to

please.—T. R. Jessie, Gem theatre,

Humphreys, Mo.—Small town patronage.

The Inner Man, with Wyndham Stan-

ding.—Real good with plenty of humor.
Martin Kinney, who takes the comedy
part in this, is particularly good. Can
be bought right too.—L. A. Guessaz,
Palm theatre, St. Cloud, Fla.—Small town
patronage.

The Bootlegger's Daughter, with a spe-

cial cast.—Fine program picture. Gives
both sides of the question and shows that

the way of the transgressor is hard. Pa-
trons well pleased.—F. S. Moomey. Opera
House, Mason City, Neb.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Realart

Morals, with May McAvoy.—A pleas-

ing program picture.—C. F. Krieghbaum,
Paramount theatre, Rochester, Ind.

—

General patronage.

A Game Chicken, with Bebe Daniels.—
Rotten in big black type with a capital R.

Absolutely nothing to it. Is not worth
over two dollars to any exhibitor, large

or small. Lay off this one.-—Miller Stan-
ton, Pictureland theatre, Cohocton, N. Y.
—Neighborhood patronage.

A Game Chicken, with Bebe Daniels.—
A pretty fair picture and Bebe is well

liked here. Did a fair business.—J. C. Mc-
Kee, Electric theatre. Bolivar, Mo.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

First Love, with Constance Binney.

—

Satisfactory program picture.—C. F.

Krieghbaum. Paramount theatre, Roches-
ter, Ind.—General patronage.

Dawn of the East, with Alice Brady.

—

Can't see why they waste good film on
such as this. Lay off.—J. W. May,
Grand theatre, Shawneetown, 111.—Small
town patronage.

The Speed Girl, with Bebe Daniels.—
Very good. Had poor print on it.—S. G.

Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kans.
—Small town patronage.

The Speed Girl, with Bebe Daniels.—

A

real program feature. Pleased all and
got good business.—W. L. Buck, Gem
theatre. Waterville, Minn.—Small town
patronage.

A Virginia Courtship, with May Mc-
Avoy.—Average program picture.— C. F.

Krieghbaum, Paramount theatre, Roches-
ter, Ind.—General patronage.

United Artists

Orphans of the Storm, a D. W. Griffith

production.—Picture too long. A good
picture. Griffith has too many characters.

—T. C. Goodnight. Star theatre, War-
rensburg. Mo.—General patronage.

The Mollycoddle, with Douglas Fair-
banks.—A darned good picture that
pleased best business of the week. Ex-
cellent print out of Kansas City.—H. G.
Stettmund, Jr., Odeon theatre. Chandler,
Okla.—General patronage.

Way Down East, a D. W. Griffith pro-
duction.—Very, very good. Ran this two
nights on 50/50 basis and made a little

coin for myself. Roads very bad and so
attendance was not so good. Will try it

again later.—A. C. Betts, Powers theatre.

Red Creek, N. Y.—Small town patron-
age.

The Nut, with Douglas Fairbanks.

—

Sure is crazy, but drew me a splendid
house so I should worry. Paid $15.00 and
showed it at regular admission prices.

—

A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre, Emi-
nance, Ky.—General patronage.

The Iron Trail, with a special cast.—

A

pretty fair picture. Have had lots of
others at a whole lot less rental that gave
as good and better satisfaction. No busi-

ness. Too much going on, getting to-

wards the windup of school season.—G.
F. Rediske, Star theatre, Ryegate, Mont.
—Small town patronage.

U niversal

Hunting Big Game in Africa, an H. G.
Snow production.—Something great. Buy
it right. Boost it big. Flashy paper,
screaming trailer, and will please all ages.

—Jack Tiller. Temple theatre, McCook,
Xeb.—General patronage.

Hunting Big Game in Africa, an H. A.
Snow production.—What a wallop you
can get on this one. The picture is good
for its kind, but no one wants to see it.

Get them to give it to you so you will

be paid for the time you take up on it.

Three days of misery.—A. V. Abel,
Strand theatre, New Philadelphia, Ohio.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Hunting Big Game in Africa, an H. A.
Snow production.—Something different

that can be bought at a reasonable price.

A trifle too long but nevertheless it was
well liked by every one except maybe a
few who could not apprriate something
good when they saw it. Shows about
every animal from the size of a snake to

an elephant. However, here's hoping
they don't overdo it by getting too many
of these pictures, as there's another in

the market now. Advertised it much

In ¥ niliciana Already endorsed by Governor Parker,
All I^UUlSiaiia Mayor McShane, New Orleans; Mayor
Thomas, Shreveport, and women's clubs in Baton Rouge, Morgan City,
Lake Charles, Alexandria and scores of other cities. More to come

—
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Man, oh, man, what a colossal mop-u]>

this one is! The biggest theatres in th:

land realize its worth and they're book

ing it like hot cakes. They know jus:

what a boom it will give the box-offic:

when they advertise FORTY famoui

motion picture stars in
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the tremendous photodramatic sensation

revealing the innermost secrets of Holly-

wood. YOU should know it, too. For

(ne of the biggest cleanups you ever had
>ou should BOOK IT NOW. Distributed

ty F. B. O., 723 Seventh Avenue, New
Tork, N. Y.—Exchanges Everywhere.

SALES OFFICE UNITED KINGDOM: R-C PICTURES CORPORATION, 26-27 DARBLAY STREET. WARDOUR ST.. LONDON. W. /.. ENGLAND
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heavier than usual and had good at-

tendance hoth days.—C. F. Kricghhaum,
Paramount theatre, Rochester, Ind.

—

General patronage.

What Wives Want, with a special cast.

—Nothing to it. Neither drew nor
pleased.—M. L. Guier, Auditorium the-

atre. Slater, Mo.—Neighborhood patron-

age.

Driven, with a special cast.—Proved a

flivver for me, and what's more it's no
Jewel, hut a good program feature. Don't
pay a big price and don't expect too much
for then you won't be disappointed like

myself. About half as good as Tol'able
David.— F. W. Horrigan, McDonald the-

atre. Philipsburg, Mont.—Mining camp
patronage.

Driven, with a special cast.—Just a very
ordinary program picture sold to us as a

special. Good business first day and very
poor the second.—M. L. Guier, Audi-
torium theatre, Slater, Mo.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Don't Shoot, with Herbert Rawlinson
—Good program picture. I played this

with a two reel Gentury Comedy to a

pleased audience at ten and twenty-five

cents.— P. G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fair-

mont, Neb.—General patronage.

Don't Shoot, with Herbert Rawlinson.
—Above the average program picture.

Book it.—Geo. C. Starkey. Opera House.
Montour Falls, N. Y.—Small town pat-

ronage.

Dead Game, with Hoot Gibson.—Ex-
cellent out door type of picture. It will

more than satisfy.—M. L. Guier, Audi-
torium theatre, Slater, Mo.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Bolted Door, with Frank Mayo.

—

Not up to the standard set by former sub-
jects starring Mayo, and the box office

felt the difference too. Universal has
and can do much better than this with
Mayo. Too "high toned" is the main
objection my patrons registered.—Hugh
G. Martin, American theatre, Columbus.
Ga.—Transient patronage.

Gossip, with Gladys Walton.—A very
nice little picture which they liked very
much. Gladys Walton a real little star

and should be used in bigger pictures.

—

L, Y. Fcldman, Orpheum theatre. Pipe-
stone. Minn.—General patronage.

The Flirt, with a special cast.—Had
everything a good picture should have.
Fair business at ten and thirty-five cents.

This town being over specialed.— P. G.
Estce. Fad theatre, . Brookings, S. D.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Midnight Guest, with Herbert
Rawlinson.—They seemed to like this pic-

ture all the way and it pleased a fair sized

"One Wild Day" is an appropriate title

for this Metro comedy starring Bull

Montana. Hunt Stromberg presents

the picture.

audience.—Ben L. Morris. Olympic the-

atre, Bellaire. Ohio.—General patronage.

The Gentleman from America, with
Hoot Gibson.—Ran this one forty-five

days ago. but did so well decided to re-

peat, so with hardly any advertising, and
with only three days' notice, my box
office shows a nice increase over first

showing, which means that I have stood

them up all day. in the face of rain. too.

More like it.— Hugh G. Mart :

n, American
theatre. Columbus. Ga.—Transient pat-

ronage.

The Gentleman from America, with

Hoot Gibson.—This is a great comedy-
drama, being highly satisfactory in spite

of the fact that it is not a Western. If

you show it 1 believe you will hear no
complaints.—Wm. H. Creal, Suburban
theatre. Omaha, N e b.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Kindled Courage, with Hoot Gibson.

—

Not so good. However, went over for

the fact it was a Hoot Gibson.—Geo. J.

Kress. Hudson theatre. Rochester, N. Y.
— Neighborhood patronage.

Kindled Courage, with Hoot Gibson.

—

Good program picture, but not much
business on account of rain. However,
will say that this fellow always draws a

¥ -m-\ A l-lB9 C Already endorsed by Governor McRae,*" Mayor Brickhouse, Little Rock; and
women's clubs in Little Rock, Monticello, Nashville, and many other
cities and towns in virtually every county. More to come

—
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good crowd if weather is O. K. Other-
wise stay at home.—G. G. May, I sis the-

atre. Kanopolis. Kans.—Small town pat-

ronage.

The Lone Hand, with Hoot Gibson.

—

A very nice picture. Hoot well liked

here.— L. V. Feldman, Orpheum theatre,

Pipestone, Minn.—General patronage.

The Lone Hand, with Hoot Gibson.

—

This star advertised assures a profitable

business for us. This feature is a good
Western with good comedy injected.

—

W. L. Buck, Gem theatre. Waterville,

Minn.—Small town patronage.

The First Degree, with Frank Mayo.

—

A highly dramatic picture and one of the

lust performances before the camera by
the star we have seen for a long time.

This feature deserved a better crowd than

it drew for us.—Wm. H. Creal. Suburban
theatre. Omaha. Neb.— Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

The Flaming Hour, with Frank Mayo.
—A very good program picture which
pleased a fair Monday night crowd.
Seems like it rains every other night

down in this neck of the woods.—G. G.

May. Isis theatre. Kanopolis, Kans.

—

Small town patronage.

The Kentucky Derby, with Reginald
Denny.—Went over good. Good horse
race and good action.—W. L. Buck. Gem
theatre. Waterville, Minn.—Small town
patronage.

The Kentucky Derby, with Reginald
Denny.—Most of our patrons praised this

picture very highly. A pleasing story and
good acting. We did a nice Saturday
night run with it.—Teller Bros., Ameri-
can theatre, Madrid, Neb.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Caught Bluffing, with Frank Mayo.

—

Just a fair program picture.—Geo. C.

Starkey, Opera House, Montour Falls,

N. Y.—Small town patronage.

The Storm, with House Peters.—The'
best Universal I have played. Book it

and boost it. You can't go wrong. Ran it

three nights to good business. Admis-
sion ten and thirty cents. Print in good
condition.—P. G. Held, Sterling theatre,

Fairmont. Neb.—Neighborhood patron-

age.

The Storm, with House Peters.—Paid

$25.00 for this in a town of 1.200 and
don't believe I ever had a picture that

caused more word of mouth advertising

than it did. We had a scries of mis-

fortunes on it. First, we didn't get our
advertising out on it as early as we in-

* tended. Second. I always paint a big

banner on regular painters' sign cloth for

my lobby, but ran out of sign cloth and
couldn't get any from Louisville in time.

Consequently my lobby looked very bare.

Ran it on Friday and Saturday with Sat-

urday matinee. Played Friday night to

ninety adults and thirteen children and
went home feeling extremely blue. The
blue developed a deeper shade on
Saturday morning when it commenced
to rain and I only had nine out to the

matinee, but it stopped raining just about
five o'clock and they sure turned out that

night. Every seat was taken. I took

particular pains to ask a number of peo-

ple what brought them out and without

an exception their answer was that some
one who was there on Friday night had

told them not to miss it. I really believe

it was one of the best liked pictures I've

had since Christmas.—A. N. Miles. Emi-
nence theatre, Eminence, Ky.—General

patronage.

Top o' the Morning, with Gladys Wal-
ton.—This star well liked here. A good
program picture at a right price.—W. L.

Buck. Gem theatre. Waterville. Minn.

—

Small town patronage.

The Fox, with Harry Carey.—Drew a
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better crowd on this one than we have
for months, at our regular admission. A
very pleasing Western picture.—Teller
Bros.. American theatre. Madrid, Neb.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Afraid to Fight, with Frank Mayo.

—

Ran second run. Went over good mid-
week. Second runs, good ones, pay me
well.—O. W. McClellan. Dreamland the-

atre, Pekin, 111.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

The Galloping Kid, with Hoot Gibson.
—One thing I am sure of when Hoot is

on and that is making a fair profit, which
is something to look forward to. The
Galloping Kid is some weaker than his

past, but provides good amusement.
Book it.—F. W. Horrigan. McDonald
theatre. Philipsburg. Mont.—Mining camp
patronage.

Out of the Silent North, with Frank
Mayo.—Made a good Saturday show.
Good outdoors scenery.—W. L. Buck.
Gem theatre. Waterville. Minn.—Small
town patronage.

Heading West, with Hoot Gibson.

—

Extra good. Book it. You won't be
sorry. It's worth the price and time. I

did a good business.—G. A. Parberry.
Ideal theatre. Morrill. Xeb.—Xeighbor-
hood patronage.

Man to Man, with Harry Carey.—

A

very good Western melodrama. Xo spe-

cial.—J. J. Casselman. Colonial theatre.

Tracy, Minn.—Xeighborhood patronage.

Vitagraph

Masters of Men, with a special cast.

—

A picture well worth running. Has four

good stars, and action, lots of it. Boost
h. Use lots of paper as they have got a

real flash. Three days to bad weather.

—

A. Y. Abel. Strand theatre. Xew Phila-

delphia. Ohio.—Xeighborhood patronage.

Masters of Men, with a special cast.

—

This is all that Yitagraph says it is.

Wonderful in every way. Cannot praise

it too much. Play it.—J. J. Hoffman.
Plainview theatre. Plainview. Xeb.

—

Xeighborhood patronage.

The Ninety and Nine, with Colleen

Moore.—A good picture. Will average
with specials.—Bert Silver. Silver Family
theatre. Greenville, Mich.—General pat-

ronage.

The Ninety and Nine, with Colleen
Moore.—A wonderful picture. Good for

any town. Star is just fine in this. Ac-
tion enough to suit them all.—H. E.

Partrick. Palace theatre. Xorth Rose, X.-

Y.—Small town patronage.

The Ninety and Nine, with Colleen
Moore.—Get it. brother, it's good. It

will please immensely. A little slow at

first. A wallop at finish. Two days to

nice business.—A. Y. Abel, Strand thea-

tre. Xew Philadelphia, Ohio.—Xeighbor-
hood patronage.

A Woman's Sacrifice, with a special

cast.—A good snow picture that will

satisfy and make some money.—Clifford

L. Xiles. Grand theatre, Anamosa, Iowa.
—General patronage.

One Stolen Night, with Alice Calhoun.
—A fine little program picture.—J. W.
Andresen. Rialto theatre. Cozad, Xeb.

—

Xeighborhood patronage.

Fortune's Mask, with Earle Williams.

—Just a fair program picture that will

get by on a Saturday night. It will

please your people.—Geo. C. Starkey,
Opera House. Montour Falls. X. Y.

—

Small town patronage.

You Never Know, with Earle Williams.
—A fair program picture.—J. C. McKee.
Electric theatre. Bolivar, Mo.—Xeighbor-
hood patronage.

The Little Wild Cat, with Alice Cal-
houn.—A dandy program picture. Give

J. Warren Kerrigan and support in ia

scene from "A Man's Man," an F. B. O.
attraction.

this star a story that is any good at all

and you needn't worry about the picture.
I think Miss Calhoun is a wonderful
actress. Admission ten and twenty-five
cents.—P. G. Held. Sterling theatre. Fair-
mont. Xeb.—Xeighborhood patronage.

The Fighting Guide, with William Dun-
can.—Good entertainment. Enough com-
edy to keep the audience in good humor.
Held up well second day and bought at a
reasonable price.—J. J. Casselman, Co-
lonial theatre. Tracy. Minn.—Xeighbor-
hood patronage.

My Wild Irish Rose, with Pauline
Starke.—Yery good picture. Will please.
If you have any Irish in your town play
up strong. Xot a big special, but better
than a program picture. Yitagraph treats

you on the square. Give them some of
your business.—Geo. G. Starkey. Opera
House. Montour Falls. X. Y.—Small
town patronage.

The Scarab Ring, with Alice Joyce.

—

Wry good. Lots of compliments. Poor
print.—S. G. Ihde. Photoplay theatre.
Ashland, Kans.—Small town patronage.

State Rights
Brass (Warner Bros.), with a special

cast.—The title meant nothing here, but
the picture is a knockout. Xot big. but
clean. A fine cast, best of acting, col-

ored titles and pleased 90 f>. More of

that kind, please.—Jack Tiller. Temple

theatre. McCook, Neb.—General patron-
age.

Only a Shop Girl (C. B. C). with a
special cast.—A very nice picture. Xot
a big special. Good acting, splendid cast.

Buy it right. Don't ra sc admissions and
you will please 90r

i'r.—A. V. Abel. Strand
theatre. Xew Philadelphia, Ohio.— Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Deserted at the Altar (Goldstone). with
a special cast.—A good little picture. It

is not elaborate, but will please them.
Poor attendance, but can't explain it.—C.
A. Angelmire. "Y" theatre. Xazareth,
Pa.—General patronage.

Notoriety i Weber- North), with a spe-
cial cast.—Wonderful production in eight
reels. Brings home to us a great lesson.
Will be welcomed by any audience. S.

R. O. for two days. Grab it.—Joe J.

Ecker. Auditorium theatre, Brillion. Wis.
—General patronage.

Heroes of the Street (Warner Bros.),
with Wesley Barry.—Good picture, good
business.—Jay Means. Murray theatre,
Kansas City. Mo.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

Flesh and Blood (W. P. E. C). with
Lon Chaney.—Chaney gives his usual
good performance and pleased. Cast
very good. Business only fair.—Crosby
Bros.. Lily theatre. Buffalo. N. Y.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Sure Fire Flint (Mastodon), with
Johnny Hines.—One of the best comedy
dramas we have had for some time. Ex-
cellent.—L. V. Feldman. Orpheum. Pipe-
stone. Minn.—General patronage.

Chain Lightning (Arrow), with Ann
Little.—This is a race horse picture,

full of pep and exciting. Had the audi-
ence going well during the race scene.

Used Speed, serial, in connection and had
a well balanced show. Business good.

—

M. J. Babin. Fairyland theatre. White
Castle. La.—General patronage.

Chain Lightning (Arrow), with Ann
Little.—A very good program subject
that drew well in spite of its faults in

direction. Race scenes handled very well
and a very good story attached, but
shows signs of lacking funds in the first

two reels, especially the airplane stuff.

—

Hugh G. Martin. American theatre. Co-
lumbus. Ga.—Transient patronage.

Texas (Steiner), with Franklyn Far-
num.—Another good Western. Westerns
are what gets money here. Farnum is

O. K.—R. Ross Riley. Wigwam theatre,

Oberlin. Kans.—General patronage.

Smiling Jim ( Canyon), with Franklyn
Farnum.—A very good Western. Pleased
every one.—E. L Conroe. Conroe's Play
House. Conroe. Tex.—Small town patron-
age.

I Am the Law (Affil. Dist.). with a

In Maryland—StSftiidorsed by Senator France,
Annapolis: Mayor Koon.

Cumberland. Police Chief Henry. Baltimore, and by women's clubs
and other organizations throughout the state. More to come

—

m WALLACE REID
w

N

HUNAN WRECKAGE
//

F. B. O. It's been widely endorsed in YOUR territory, too F. B. O.
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The new William Fox Sunshine comedy, "Roaring Lions on a Steamship," is a fitting

burlesque on the African big game pictures which are now so popular.

special cast.—Good Canadian Mounted
Police story. Poor condition of print,

however, spoiled first part of showing.

—

H. E. Partrick, Palace theatre, N'orth

Rose, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

The Man from Hell's River (W. P K.

C), with Irving Cummings.—One of the
best Curwoods we ever ran. Give us
more like it. Mid West Film Co. always
fair on prices.—Joe J. Ecker, Auditorium
theatre, Brillion, Wis.—General patron-
age.

The Heart of the North (Brandt-
Davis), with Roy Stewart.—Nothing
extra. Would do for a program picture,

but it is no special.—Wendell P. Sayers,

O. K. theatre, Hill City, Kans—General
patronage.

Wolf Bayne (Arrow), with Jack Hoxie.
— Fair Western with too little action.

—

Crosby Bros.. Lily theatre, Buffalo. \.
Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

Rags to Riches (Warner Bros.), with
Wesley Barry.—Pleased all. A picture
it is a pleasure to play. Should make any
exhibitor money and make future busi-

ness.—Clifford L. Niles, Grand theatre.

Anamosa, Iowa.— General patronage.

Rags to Riches (Warner Bros.), with
Wesley Barry.—Not much to it. Not as

good as Heroes of the Street. I don't
get them in on Wesley Barry's pictures

any more. Film in poor condition.—L.
V. Fcldman, Orpheum theatre, Pipestone.
Minn.—General patronage.

Rags to Riches (Warner Bros.), with
Wesley Barry.— Played this during heavy
snow. Didn't knock 'em over, but did
more than I expected.—Frank M. Farrow,
Apollo theatre, Seattle, Wash.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Serials

Around the World in Eighteen Days
(Universal), with William Desmond.

—

This serial is full of action and is well
liked by our patrons. Have shown the
fourth episode.—Wm. H. Creal. Suburban
theatre, Omaha, Neb.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

Plunder (Pathe), with Pearl White-
Looks like a winner from first two epi-
sodes used. It drew fine.—Crosby Bros.,
Lily theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Radio King (Universal), with Roy

Stewart.—An attempt to trade on the
popularity of the wireless and depends
on your exploiting to get it over. Story
is confusing, docs not stay with the sub-
ject much, and is dragged through twelve
chapters. Very ordinary all the way.

—

Ben L. Morris, Olympic theatre. P.ellaire,

Ohio.—General patronage.

Speed (Pathe), with Charles Hutchi-
son.—One to eleven. These arc all good,
thrilling, gripping and most interesting.

—

A. C. Betts, Powers theatre, Red Creek.
N. Y.—Small town patronage.

The Timber Queen (Pathe), with Ruth
Roland.—We agree with all the rest on
this serial. Has a fine story and is not
full of repeats. Wonderful acting.—T. R.
Jessie, Gem theatre, Humphreys, Mo.

—

Small town patronage.

Nan of the North (Arrow), with Ann
Little.—Just completed this and can
recommend it as a satisfactory picture <»f

the Northern police type. Has a wide
range of territory, does not get tiresome,
few improbable situations, and held up
throughout fifteen chapters.—Ben. L.
Morris. Olympic theatre, Bellaire. Ohio.

—

General patronage.

Short Subjects

Aesop's Fables (Pathe).—Think these
are well liked according to the number
that usually stay over to see them again
at the second show. They are usually
about 700 feet in length.—C. F. Kriegh-
baum. Paramount theatre, Rochester,
Ind.—General patronage.

Cameo Comedies (Educational).—We
are finding these one reelers very satis-

factory.—A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre,
Eminence, Ky.—General patronage.

Fighting Blood (F. B. O.).—These are
the best two reel subjects I ever used and
my patrons like them immensely.—L. V.
Feldman, Orpheum theatre, Pipestone,
Minn.—General patronage.

The Leather Pushers (Universal), with
Reginald Denny.—We liked the first

series so well that we start the second
series June 12th.—A. N. Miles, Eminence
theatre, Eminence, Ky.—General patron-
age.

The Leather Pushers (Universal), with
Reginald Denny.—Have run both series
of these. They are good short subjects

and draw fairly well. They all like Hay-
den Stevenson in the role of the kid's

manager.—C. F. Krieghbaum, Paramount
theatre, Rochester, Ind.—General patron-
age.

Selig-Rork Drama Series (Educational).
Han four of these. The Northern Trail,

The Policeman and the Baby, The Ne'er
to Return Road, and The White Mouse.
The players in the various ones are Lewis
Stone, Wallace Beery and William Des-
mond. They are good two reelers.—C.
F. Krieghbaum, Paramount theatre, Ro-
chester, Ind.—General patronage.

A Rural Cinderella (Educational).

—

Not much of a comedy for $5.00. I have
a few more Educational comedies to play
and then I am through with Educational.
—P. G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont,
Neb.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Noon Whistle (Pathe), with Stan
Laurel.—Will pass and that's about all.

Got a few laughs. It's made in and about
a saw mill.—G. F. Rediske, Star theatre,

Ryegate, Mont.—Small town patronage.

King Winter at Niagara ( Fducational).
Lyman Howe travelogs.—These are the
best single reel scenics we have en-
countered, and contain "some sense and
some nonsense." They arc finely pro-
duced, the photography being flawless.

For all those who have any artistic taste

this reel alone is worth the price of ad-
mission.—Wm. H. Creal, Suburban the-

atre, Omaha, Neb.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

One Terrible Day (Pathe), with Our
Gang.— Better than Saturday Morning.
' i I comedy.— Geo. C. Starkey, Opera
House, Montour Falls, N. Y.—Small
town patronage.

One Terrible Day (Pathe), with Our
Gang.—Great entertainment for both old
and young. I know of no better series

of comedies than "Our Gang."—Wm. H.
Creal, Suburban theatre, Omaha, Neb.—

»

Neighborhood patronage.

Hook, Line and Sinker (Pathe), with

Stan Laurel looking and acting funny in

his Hal Roach-Pathe comedy, "Under
Two Jags."
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IF
your feature is good, a Plum Center

Comedy makes your show better; if

your feature is not up to your stand-
ard, a Plum Center Comedy will actually

carry the show. Every one is dependable.
Every one is an attraction in itself, and many
of them are better business-getters than so-

called features. You'll save a lot of worry
and make a lot more monev if vou BOOK
'EM ALL—NOW!!!

^COMEDIES
DAN MASON3r

L
m

i
A

PRODUCED BY

Paul Gerson Pictures Corp.,

Directed by

ROBERT EDDY

BOOK THEM NOW
through

F. B. O.
723 Seventh Ave., New York

EXCHANGES
EVERYWHERE
Seles Of^e United Kingdom: R-C Pietteres Corporation,

26-27 fyjrblay Street, If'ardour St.. London, ff. I, England

Wit?

- /

mmMW
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USE THIS BLANK

Box Office Reports Tell the Whole
Story.

Join in This Co-operative Service

Report Regularly on
Pictures You Exhibit
And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Pictures
Are Doing for Other Exhibitors

Fill in this blank now and send
to Exhibitors Herald, 417 S. Dear-
born St, Chicago.

Title

Star

Producer

Remarks

Title

Star

Producer

Remarks

Exhibitor

Name of Theatre

Transient or Neighborhood Pat-

ronage

City

State

Snub Pollard.—One of the poorest of
Pollard's. Not the action you generally
see in his stuff. Just a mess of fish.

—

H. E. Partrick. Palace theatre, North
Rose. X. Y.—Small town patronage.

The Fire Fighters (Pathe), with Our
Gang.— I have found these comedies to
be very good and are well received by
my patrons.— L. V. Feldman, Orpheum
theatre, Pipestone, Minn.—General pat-
ronage.

The Message of Emil Coue (Educa-
tional).—They accepted it somewhat re-

luctantly. We lost money on it.—Crosby
Bros., Lily theatre; Buffalo, N. Y.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Love Nest ( F. N.), with Buster
Keaton.—Up to Kcaton's standard and
sure will get the laughs. I could fill my
house on a Keaton comedy alone, with a
feature.—L. V. Feldman, Orpheum the-

atre, Pipestone, Minn.—General patron-
age.

Wet Weather CPathe),—Good comedy.
Everybody laughed, so it must have
pleased.—Geo. J. Kress, Hudson theatre,

Rochester, N. Y.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

The Frozen North (F N.), with Bus-
ter Keaton.—Good. Not anything great,

but will please those who admire this

comedian. Picture cost $6.00. Town of

4.000. Farming community. Print in

good condition. Business fair.—W. E.
Elkin, Temple theatre. Aberdeen, Miss.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Adviser (Educational), with Lloyd
Hamilton.—Fairly good comedy. Star

will put it over.—C. F. Kricghbaum,
Paramount theatre, Rochester, Ind.

—

General patronage.

Well I'll Be (Vitagraph). with Larry
Semon.—Like all Semon's, good.—Geo. C.

Starkey, Opera House, Montour Falls.

N. Y.—Small town patronage.

The Love Egg (Educational).—Not
much of a title, but oh, boy, the picture

is there. A two reel comedy that is

better than many specials.—Fred M.
Rich. Strand theatre, Perry, Mo.—Small
town patronage.

The Show (Vitagraph), with Larry
Semon.—Larry scores another. Keeps
them laughing all through it.—J. W.
Andresen. Rialto theatre, Cozad, Neb.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Turnerville Blues (Educational).

—

Not very much to this one.—Fred M.
Rich, Strand theatre. Perry, Mo.—Small
town patronage.

The Bakery (Vitagraph), with Larry
Semon.—This is a good two reel comedy
and will get the laughs. All Semon
comedies good if you can buy them at a

fair rental.— P. G. Held. Sterling theatre,

Fairmont, Neb.—Neighborhood patron-

age.

Torchy and Orange Blossoms (Edu-
cational), with Johnny Hines.—Better

than the average two reel comedy.—C. F.

Kricghbaum, Paramount theatre, Roches-
ter, Ind.—General patronage.

The Goat (Metro), with Buster Keaton.
—Splendid comedy. Buy it.—Geo. G.

Starkey. Opera House, Montour Falls,

X. Y.—Small town patronage.

In For Life (Educational).—Fairly

good comedy.—C. F. Krieghbaum. Para-
mount theatre, Rochester, Ind.—General
patronage.

Any Old Port (Educational).—A two
reel Christie that is not very good.—A. N.
Miles, Eminence theatre. Eminence, Ky.
—General patronage.

Step This Way (Educational), with
Lige Conley.—Another good Mermaid
comedy.—C. F. Krieghbaum, Paramount
theatre, Rochester, Ind.—General patron-

age.

Just Dogs (Universal).—A two reeler

enacted entirely by dogs and monkeys.
Out of the ordinary and very clever. Get
it and tell your kids about it.—A. N.
Miles, Eminence theatre, Eminence, Ky.—General patronage.

The High Sign (Metro), with Buster
Keaton.— Buster has made better ones,
but this is just as good as the average
two reeler, if not better.—C. *F. Kriegh-
baum, Paramount theatre, Rochester,
Ind.—General patronage.

Just Neighbors (Pathe), with Haroiu
Lloyd.—Just one reel of good whole-
some fun. This is great.—A. C. Betts.
Powers theatre. Red Creek, N. Y.—Small
town patronage.

The Saw Mill (Vitagraph). with Larry
Semon.—One of the best comedies I've

seen. Never ran a poor Semon comedy,
but this has all of his other ones beat.
It kept them laughing throughout.—C. F.
Krieghbaum. Paramount theatre, Roches-
ter, Ind.—General patronage.

The Punctured Prince (Metro), with
Bull Montana.—The first reel is a dandy,
full of slapstick and hokum. The second
tapers off and does not get the laughs as
it should. It's worth booking, though.

—

F. W. Horrigan. McDonald theatre,
Philipsburg, Mont.—Mining camp pat-
ronage.

To Catch The Crowd
Electric Signs in Color

Color is twice as good as

ordinary white light.
Bright, clear-colored

Color Hoods are twice
as good as dipped bulbs.

Prices again reduced.
Write /or Bulletin

LECTRIC COM PAN3S
Mfn. of Reco Motor*, FUihcrs, Food Miicrs. etc.

2651 W. CongreuSt. CHICAGO

BULL DOG
FILM CEMENT
"the old reliable"

Your Supply Dealer has It

CLASSIFIED

Five Cents per Word Payable
in Advance. Minimum Charge,

$1.00

THEATRE WANTED
WANTED: Will lease theatre and purchase

equipment of paying house in live town. State
full particulars first letter. Address Box 80,

Exhibitors Herald, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.

THEATRE FOR SALE
FOR SALE: Picture theatre modern in every

respect. In Southern Michigan town 6,000 popu-
lation. Doing good business. Fine opportunity
for live wire. Address Box 125, Exhibitors Her-
ald, 407 So. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

THEATRE FOR SALE
FOR SALE: Movie theatre in live town south-

ern Wisconsin. Only place of amusement, good
dairy country, plenty of money. Small running
expense, ideal proposition for an operator and
wife.—W. T. Davis, Box 246, Sharon. Wis.
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THEATRE CONSTRUCTION
AND EQUIPMENT

Bench Type Switchboard Is

Announced fc>y Major System

woman s Suit for Fell

In Theatre Dismissed;

Jury Studies Lighting

Circuit Judge George E. Mix, member
of the jury, the parties interested and at-

torneys in the damage suit of Miss
Theresa Dudenhoeffer against the Famous
Players Missouri Corporation, St. Louis,

for $7,500 damages for injuries alleged

to have been suffered in a fall in the

balcony of the Missouri theatre on Febru-

ary 9, 1922, visited the theatre on May
23 to get first hand information concern-

ing lighting conditions in the balcony.

The theatre company contended that

Miss Dudenhoeffer's injury was due to

her own negligence, while she claimed

there was not sufficient light in the bal-

cony. When the judge and jurors called

at the theatre a picture which gave vir-

tually the same light as that being shown
when Miss Dudenhoeffer was hurt, was
on the screen. Later the party returned

to the courthouse and the trial was re-

sumed. A verdict in favor of the theatre

company was returned shortly after the

case went to the jury.

Many New York Houses

To Remodel in Summer
Several theatres in Xew York state

will close in the near future for remod-

eling, while oiher houses are scheduled

to open. Cohen's theatre, in Xewburgh
will close the first week in June, a nev.

theatre in Afton. owned by John An
dersoi:. will open, within the next two
months. The Broadway theatre in

Schenectadv has iust been sold by W.
H. Loomis, to Samuel Rosenberg, of

Syracuse.
James Humphrev is the new owner

of the Central Park in Schnectady.

Nate Robbins will close the Colonial

in Utica. for the summer. Louis Buett-

ner, owner of the Casino in Waterford.

will close on June 9. for the summer
and has cancelled his bookings. Tht
opera House at Cohoes, also owned by
Mr. Buettner, will close next month for

remodeling.

New Projects

Blytheville, Ark.—A $100,000 theatre is

to be erected here by Charles L. Mc-
Elravy of Memphis who has leased the

Grand theatre at Conway from H. B.

Ingram.
*

Ft. Pierce, Fla.—The new $150,000 the-

atre under construction in this city is

rapidlv nearing completion.
*

East Grand Forks, N. D.—A theatre

to cost $20,000 is under construction here

which will be completed some time this

summer.
*

Whiting, Ind.—Plans have been com-
pleted by R. Levine & Company and E.

P. Rupert for the new theatre for this

city which is to cost $175,000.
*

Chicago, 111.—The proposed 5.600 seat

theatre of Balaban & Katz will not be

started for some time, according to an

executive of the company.

TN a booklet just issued by the Frank
Adam Electric Company of St.

Louis are revealed many interesting

and constructive phases, facts on the-

atre lighting control. Practically all of

the new motion picture theatres are

making a feature of marvelous lighting

effects during their prologue and presen-

tations, it is stated.

Announcement is made of a new
bench-type Major pilot switchboard

with remote control dimmers. This is

a new combination board for it con-

tains in a very small space all the

workable units needed for stage and au-

ditorium lighting and dimming control.

The pilot board illustrated occupies

only a floor space 3x8, and the safety

type magazine fuse panel built above

makes it possible to set it against the

wall, without recessing if desired.

* * *

The pilot dimmers, one of the very

latest developments in remote control,

are located under the sloping top of the

bench in a manner that permits easy ac-

cess for wiring and maintenance. The
control handles for the remote control

dimmer plates extend through the top,

adjacent to the switch handle of the

lights it dims. The remote control dim-

mers being so much lighter and smaller

than the direct type, are handled with

greater ease, and the master slow motion

wheel drive, conveniently located in the

front, can easily be handled with one

hand.

This special bench type is said to have

all of the advantages of the standard major

pilot board, in addition to those mentioned

above, and for stages where space is to

be conserved to the greatest extent it is

declared the highest concentration of

control yet achieved.
* * *

The action of the new remote dim-

mers is in principle much the same as

the operation of the remote switch. The
pilot dimmer is mounted on the stage

board and the main bank of dimmers

are placed in the basement with the re-

mote control switchboard.

The new Major Bench type Switch Board
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"SAY ITWITH 'MOVIES'

"

Many of the most successful manufacturers are putting the story of their

products in Motion Pictures.

There is no sales argument so graphic, so convincing to the prospective

buyer as the moving visualization of the merits of your goods.

We are excellently equipped to produce industrial motion pictures from the

scenario to the finished film.

Let us give you full information about this effective form of sales assistance.

NEGATIVES STORED FREE
Write for full particulars

Developing
Printing
Tinting
Toning
Editing
Titling

Ordinary film reduced to American Stand-
ard Safety Size.

(Absolutely fireproof film passed by all

fire underwriters.)

We have a film printing capacity of one
million feet weekly.

AMERICAN FILM CO., Inc.

Labor a torteg
6227 Broadway, Chicago, 111.

nnd

London, England

SAMUEL S. HUTCHINSON, Pre..

American 10 Points

1 QUALITY. Prinu known for bril-

liancy and clearncee. E inert itafl

trained by yeaxa of experience, ae-

au/ea higheet q uality priata obtainable.

2 REPUTATION. Gained in 10 yeart
of experience.

3. RESPONSIBILITY. A oonctri at

•troDg financial etanding.

4. LOCATION. In the proper geo-
graphical location, aaamrimg qoich
delivery anywhere.

5 EQUIPMENT. All at the moat
modern obtainable.

6 CLEANLINESS. Within two Marat
ol Lake Michigan. Away from dirt

and dutt.

7. SAFETY. Plant approred by both

city of Chicago and Board of Fire

Underwriter*.

8 PROMPTNESS. Accoetonaed to

aerre exacting requirement*.

9. PRICES. Reatonable and corn-

petitlTe.

10 GUARANTEES. Write for our

unique guarantee of quality work.

A Better

Summer Business

This is something you're

vitally interested in j ust now,
isn't it?

Our new booklet is written

for the exhibitor and shows
how he can make his house
pay good profits all through
the hottest weather.

It shows how Typhoon Cool -

ing has quickly paid for it-

self in 1500 other theatres.

If your business falls off

in summer, you need this

booklet.

It's free—write

for your copy.

TYPHOON FAN CO.
ERNST GLANTZBERG, President

345 West 39th Street New York

How ana Wh en to

0.1 the Jrrojector

By Wesley Trout

NOT long ago I was in a projection
room in which a new projector of

the enclosed type had just been installed,

and was very much surprised at the way
the projectionist was shooting oil all over
the machine. He seemed to be laboring
under the impression that you could not
put too much oil on a new machine, and
he was living up to that impression. He
oiled the mechanism exactly fifteen times
while he was running off approximately
2,000 feet of film, and. to make matters
still worse, he was using an advertised oil

that was never intended to be used on a
projector, as it is entirely too thin.

The projectionist thought he was doing
the right thing in using a very thin oil on
a new machine. He figured that the

machine, not being broken in, would be
too tight in its bearings to permit using a

heavier oil. which, in his opinion, would
cause a tight machine to lock after it had
been running for a few minutes, so he was
flooding it with this light oil.

In talking to this man about oiling pro-
jectors he said that it was the impression
of a lot of projectionists in the section of

the country that he came from, that a

new machine should always be oiled with
a very thin oil and use plenty of it or it

would lock and give you a lot of trouble.

He also said that after the machine was
broken in, he used a heavier oil on the

gears, but always used this oil on the
bearings.

it was hard to make him realize that he
was doing the machine more harm than
good by In* method of oiling. The oil that
he was using did not have sufficient body
to lubricate either the gears or the bear-
ings, and the chances of the machine
locking were much greater by using this
oil than if he had used a heavier oil that
really lubricated the mechanism.

* * »

Aside from that, excessive oiling will
not prevent a machine from locking, no
matter whether it is new or old. any
more than using the proper amount will.

Locking is caused by the screws holding
the eccentric bushings on the intermittent
sprocket shaft in place, becoming loosened
and allowing the bushings to slip, and ex-
cessive use of oil will never line this shaft
up, or prevent these bushings from slip-

ping.
It is iiever necessary to use over one or

two drops of oil at a time in any of the
bearings of a projector. That provides
sufficient lubrication for the bearings and
will not run out and make a mess to clean
up. Neither is it necessary to oil the pro-
jector after every picture, twice a day on a
twelve hour run being often enough. This
does not apply to inclosed intermittent
movements that run in oil. Their oil wells
should be filled up once a day, but it does
not take a canful of oil to fill them up,
ten or fifteen drops filling the average oil

well.

Automobile grease really makes a bet-
ter lubricant for the gears than oil does,
as it is not as likely to fly off when the
machine is speeded up as oil is. This is

especially so with the open type machines,
as oil will fly in every direction from
them. You have probably noticed streaks
of oil on the front of the projection room
where it has been thrown off of the gears
of the open type machine. Unfortunately,
a great deal of this oil is thrown on the
film and the back of the lenses, both of
which will give much better service with-
out any oiling at all, and by using auto-
mobile grease on the gears it eliminates
this dirty oil being thrown on them.

» » *

The best plan to follow in oiling the
machine is to use just enough to fill the
oil holes on the bearings, and no more.
Use an oil that has sufficient body to
lubricate, and be sure that it is the best
grade obtainable. After oiling the ma-
chine, take an old rag and wipe all the
surplus oil off so you will always have a
clean machine.

Seven Companies Given

Cha rters in New York
With only seven companies incorporat-

ing the capitalization represented by mo-
tion picture companies chartered in New
York state during the past week was un-
usually low, the aggregate reaching $31,-

500. With the exception of two com-
panies, all were located in Greater New
YorK. These two companies were the
McGarry Majestic Players. Inc.. of Buf-
falo, $000, and the Batavia Community
Theatres, Inc.. of Batavia, $500. Other
companies filing papers during the week
were: Ted Lewis Productions. Inc.,

$5,000; I'll Say She Is, Inc.. $10,000;

Loew's Boro Park Theatre Corporation.
$500; B. C. R. Productions, $5,000; Ritz

International Corporation, $10,000.

Blizzard Firm Moves
Blizzard Sales Company of Dallas has

moved its offices and sales rooms into th»

quarters of Phil H. Pierce compa.iy ;
ffl

Dallas.
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ChicagoTradeEvents
Wisconsin Sees Little

Summer Slump Ahead
Exhibitors Already Combating
Hot Weather—Mild Spring

Helps Business

MILWAUKEE, WIS., June 5.—Wis-
consin exhibitors are preparing to defeat

the hot weather. With an unusually cool

and extended spring, showmen in Mil-

waukee and other portions of the state

are expressing confidence in their be-

lief that this year's slack season will not

be serious.

"With such an unusual lack of warm
weather during the spring, during which

business has had no chance to slump, it

should be comparatively easy to with-

stand the dull hot days," said W. A. Kem-
pen of the Rex theatre, Berlin, Wis.,
upon a recent visit to Milwaukee. Mr.
Kempen, whose place boasts 350 seats, is

representative of the small town Wis-
consin exhibitor.

In anticipation of hot weather, George
Fischer, manager of the New Milwaukee,
is advertising his elaborate cooling sys-

tem. Likewise, he has announced that

during the summer months he will pro-
vide free parking space for 150 automo-
biles in the rear of his house.

Resume Work on Theatre

WT
ork on Milwaukee's $1,500,000 Wis-

consin theatre, slowed up for two weeks
because of a strike among certain of the
unions engaged in building the structure,

has been resumed at normal speed as a

result of successful arbitration. The
building being erected by a real estate

firm headed by John I. Beggs, traction

magnate, and Oscar Brachman, is pro-

gressing gradually. It is hoped to have
it in readiness by the late fall.

Laemmle Visits Home Town
Carl Laemmle is back at his first stand.

Oshkosh, the small Wisconsin city from
which he emerged as a clothing merchant
to become a pioneer in the moving pic-

ture world more than twenty years ago,

was visited by the president of the Uni-
versal Film Co., last week, preparatory to

a trip to the coast to be followed by a

voyage to Europe.
Milwaukee welcomed him on Thursday

when he stopped off on his way to Osh-
kosh. A band awaited him at the depot

and accompanied him to the Press club

where he was tendered a dinner by ex-

hibitors, exchange men and other old

time friends. Following the dinner, he

visited Universal's new exchange at

Seventh and Wells streets, under the man-
agement of George Levine. Mr. Laemmle
expressed himself as delighted with the

new building.

Among the film men at the luncheon,

besides Mr. Levine were, Leo A. Lan-
dau, manager of the Garden and Alham-
bra theatres; George Fischer, manager of

the New Milwaukee theatre, and Ralph
Wettstein, of Ascher's Merrill.

Belasco 111

David Belasco. who is en route to Cali-

fornia where he will supervise and direct

several feature films for W7arner Bros.,

was expected in Chicago Tuesday. Word
was received he had been taken suddenly
ill.

Baseball

The first baseball of the season on the

official schedule of the Chicago Film Ex-
change baseball league was played on
Saturday at Washington Park when Para-

mount clashed with Fox; First National

played Metro, and F. B. O. crossed bats

with Universal.

Metro is the only team so far fully

equipped with suits, etc., and they made
a natty appearance in their fresh new
uniforms. Saturday's games were called
off on account of rain after the fourth
inning with scores as follows:
Paramount 1

Fox 2

First National 4

Metro 3

F. B. 3

Universal 1

Because Saturday's games did not go
four and a half innings the above scores

do not count in the regular contest for

the silver cup.

Fox to Open Chicago
Loop House Sept. 14

Barbee's Loop theatre, Chicago, an-

nouncement of the acquisition of which

by William Fox was published in the

Herald last week, will be opened by Fox
Film Corporation on September 14. The

name will be changed to the Monroe
theatre. The house is located on Monroe
near Dearborn street.

The theatre will be completely remod-
eled and will present first run pictures, a

number of Fox specials being already

scheduled for showing there.

Ralph Lewis Called Home
Account Death of Father

Ralph Lewis, star of "Westbound Lim-

ited," "In the Name of the Law" and

"The Third Alarm " F. B. O. films, was

called to Chicago last Friday by the

death of his father Capt. E. R. Lewis,

who passed away at his home. 7458 Nor-

mal avenue, Thursday evening. Capt.

Lewis was an old resident of Cook county,

having been born in Northfield, 111..

June 19, 1841 He served in the civil

war and at the time of his death was su-

perintendent of records of Burial Places
of Soldiers and Sailors of Illinois. The
funeral was held on Monday afternoon
and burial was at Rosehill cemetery.

Ralph Lewis is well known in screen

circles having played many character parts

in his time. He was Senate- Stoneman
in D. W. Griffith's "The Birth of a Na-
tion," and appeared in Rex Ingram's
"The Conquering Power." He told a

Herald representative he had played seven

"father" roles in succession recently, be-

fore signing his Film Booking office con-
tract with Emory Johnson. Mr. Lewis
was born in EnHewood and graduated
from Evanston High school. He attended
Northwestern University also. Upon his

return to California this week he will

begin work on another Johnson feature

relating to the life of a mail carrier.

Chicago Film Board
Work Is Commended

Fosters Amicable Relations
Between Exchanges and

Theatre Owners
Working in conjunction with the Joint

Board of Arbitration, the Chicago Film

Board of Trade is rapidly coming to the

fore as a factor in fostering a more
amicable relationship between exchanges

and theatre-owners. Since its inception
the Film Board, which consists of local

exchange heads, has played a prominent
part in arbitrating differences between
exchanges and theatres and has satis-

factorily adjusted hundreds of cases.

Concrete evidence of the service that is

being rendered by the Film Board is seen
in testimonial letters from exhibitors re-

ceived by the Board.

Exhibitor Thanks Board

Charles Carpenter, Strand theatre, East
Moline, one of the exhibitors to have his

claims adjusted, expressed his apprecia-
tion of the Board's services in the fol-

lowing manner: "I just want to write a

few words of thanks for the manner in

which your organization assisted me.
. . . In going back to East Moline, 1

take with me great confidence and re-

spect for your organization and feel that

the exhibitors through the country will

benefit extensively through your co-op-
eration and square deal methods."
Another commendation was received

from John Laffey, manager of the Co-
lonial theatre, Delavan, Illinois. Mr.
Laffey said: "I am satisfied in every re-

spect with the treatment I received in

the settlement you made with the ex-
change and I thank you for your trouble
in my behalf and will try to do my best

to fill the contract as you made it for me."

"Is Help to Exhibitor"

" Iwant to say that the Film Board of

Trade is a wonderful thing from every
standpoint," said L. J. Bennett, manager
of the Liberty theatre, Mason City, Illi-

nois. "It is a big help to any exhibitor
and I am sure that I got a fair deal. I

appreciate everything you have done for

me and also the Exchange Managers."

Stenogs. Want to Act
In Motion Pictures

Although the Palace of Progress was
held two weeks ago at the Coliseum,
aspirants for film honors still continue to

visit the F. B. O. office to ascertain if

tests made last week were satisfactory
and if they can get positions as picture
actors.

Out of about 1,000 who applied only
three were judged suitable for the work
after a thorough trial. The successful
applicants were Mildred Mesher, stenog-
rapher; Grace Evans, switchboard oper-
ator, and Eugene Zimmerman, all of

Chicago.
Many stenographers applied during the

week the F. B. O. booth was at the Coli-

seum and out of the total number they
exceeded all others. Bricklayers, how-
ever, to the number of 54 applied as po-
tential sheiks. There were 290 brown
haired girls as against 148 black haired
applicants. Louis P. Kramer, publicity

director, conducted the examinations.
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CHICAGO PERSONALITIES !

Paramount Pictures
(Concluded from page 01

)

L By J. R. M.m .

AAROX JOXES, of J. L. & S.. has

opened his country place at Floss/noor

which adjoins the golf course at Idlewild

Country club. John J. was seen trying out

his golf sticks and he's all set for the

Summer.
* * *

S. A. Shirley, district manager, and L.

A. Rozelle, Metro manager, left on Sunday
for Xew York to attend the annual confer-

ence of managers June 4.
* * »

Ralph Crocker of the Star theatre, El-

gin, 111., says the darned carnivals cut into

business last week out in his burg, but

Ralph has a system now that he hopes will

work and get the natives back into his cool

house beneath the fans.
* * *

Scandal on Film Row—Mrs. Bennett's

dog "Fannie" of Whiting, Ind., has pups.

Born Mother's day.
"* * *

Jack Sampson and I. Gettleson of F. B.

O. returned from Xew York on Friday

all pepped up for the Summer.
* * »

Floyd Brockeix was on here to assist

Roy Seery, district manager, with his meet-

ing which was held at the local First Xa-
tional exchange on Monday.

* * •

Cleve Adams, assistant general sales

manager Universal, was a visitor at the

local exchange last week.
* * »

Harry Weiss, manager of St. Louis ex-

change, First Xational, breezed into town
Monday with his entire sales force, includ-

ing assistant manager and booker, attended

the meeting on Monday and left Tuesday
morning.

Fire destroyed the stage of the Marvel

theatre, Carlinville, 111., last week and but

for the quick work of Mrs. Frank Pail.

manager and owner, the house would have

been destroyed. The fires started at two
places, right after the evening performance

was over.
* * *

Milton Simon, former F. B. O. St.

Louis exchange manager, is now manager
of Warner Bros, office at Washington, D. C.

\ * * *

Bob Cu ster, Johnston City, 111., has

taken over the Crand theatre, Sparta, III.

It is reported that "Safety Last," the

new Lloyd comedy, did $18,000 worth of

business at Orchestra Hall last week.

Decoration Day netted $5,000 at ~'> cents a

top.
* * »

Carl Laemmle, president of Universal

Pictures Corp., and Manny Goldstein,

treasurer, were callers upon Film Row last

Wcdnesdav.
* * *

The Warner Bros, feature, "Brass," was
exhibited for three days in Judge William

L. Morgan's court before the Chicago run

of the picture.
* *

H. A. Bandy, district manager Central

district, is here attending a conference of

First Xational managers.

» * *

H. O. Martin, manager of Pathe ex-

change, received word last week that the

S. S. Paris, which sailed from Havre on

May 26, was fully equipped to show Pathe

news reels, scenics and features during the

trip to U. S. A. and hereafter this will 1>c

a regular feature of this French Line.

* * *

H. H. Hi'RN, central district manager.

Hodkinson. left on Sunday for Xew York

city.
* * *

Phil Sheridan left on Saturday for Kan-

sas City, where he will become a Fox sales-

man.
* * *

Gus Trulich is now on the road selling

Universal features.

* * *

Miss Hazel Michaelson, head inspector at

the Hodkinson exchange, has resigned and

will l>c married this week. The boys and

girls in the office presented her with a

handsome wedding gift.

* * *

The Howard theatre and the Bugg are

now playing International Xews.

Mag,
being "Spring

( lara Bcranger wrote ihr adaptation. The cast
will have an all-star personnel.

• # •

"ZAZA"
**Zaza," by Pierre Bcrton, is considered one of

the world's greatest plays. It brought Health to
I).ivi<l RHaso* ami undying fame to Mrs. Leslie
Carter who played it season after season twenty
odd years ago. It is the story of a beautiful,
strong, lender hot-tempered woman holding a
powerful attraction for men. Deserted in child-
hood by her parents and adopted by a woman
who has a thirst for alcohol and a hatred for
men, she has been coached by her foster-mother
to lure men on to their ruin. She goes on the
stage arid has the men of Paris grovelling at her
feet. At last she falls in love and is happy. But
one day her lover leaves her. She is informed
that he has another establishment in Paris. She
investigates, enters his home and finds that he
is married. Her sacrifice for his happiness and
that of his family forms a mighty climax.

Albert Shelby I.eVino wrote the scenario and
Allan Dwan is the producer. A great story, a
great screen production and Gloria Swanson in
the greatest role of her career.

"ALL MUST MARRY"
Remember "Our Leading Citizen" and "Back

Home and Broke?" They were two great hox
office attractions. Now comes "All Must Marry,"
by the same author, George Ade. America's fore-
most humorist. And the same star. Thomas
Meighan ! The Meighan-Ade combination is un-
beatable. In the planning of their pictures
author and star work together, with the result
that nothing is overlooked which would be ad-
vantageous from the box office angle.
As in the case of the two previous Ade pictures,

"All Must Marry" is directed by Alfred E. Green.
Tom. J. Geraghty wrote the scenario.

Screenland's new star—Virginia Lee Cor-
bin, who appears in the special cast in

Victor B. Fisher's "Youth Triumphant."

"Down to the Sea" at

The Roosevelt Theatre
"Down to the Sea in Ships" the W. W.

Hodkinson production, as announced in

the Herald, will open a four-weeks en-

gagement at the Balaban & Katz Roose-

velt theatre, on State street, July 29.

This is regarded as one of the most im-

portant bookings in the Central West as

the Roosevelt plays only the biggest and
best pictures that the market has to offer.

Only productions that are regarded as

sufficiently strong for long runs are

booked for this B. & K. house.

Brown's Talks Win
Friends for Industry

(Continued from page 63)

In ver> few class rooms that will not be able to'

boast of at least one moving picture machine.
"After all, a screen play is but an expression

of an idea, and a sermon or a hook is no more
than this. And an idea that reaches us through
the eye in the form of a picture takes hold of

us better than one which reaches us through the

printed page, because we think in pictures more
than we do in words.
"We dream in pictures. We grow angry be-

cause a picture of some irritating event is called

up by our memory or invented by our fancy. We
become good because of the wooing influence of

some picture that appeals to our faith and cour-

age.
• • •

"The eye is without doubt the most important
of all our sensory organs. The motion picture,

therefore, appeals directly to our most important
sense. It smashes through all of our defenses
and takes hold upon the heart.

"If there is danger in motion pictures, it ft
because there is danger in the people. But the

people are inherently decent, and no appeal to

men's baser nature, to lust or crime, can he per-

manent as an entertainment.
"As time goes on the great creative minds pro-

duce more and more in pictures, for each genera-
tion works in its own medium. The artists of the

middle ages expressed themselves in cathedrals.

Those who came later spoke in painting and sculp-
ture. •

"

"After the invention of printing many a great
genius like Hugo and Shakespeare gave their mes-
sage in words. The Homer, Longfellow, Haw-
thorne and the Whittier of the coming generation
will undoubtedly tell their stories on the moving
picture screen.

"In closing, I wish to say just a few words
regarding the situation in our own city. The the-

atre owners of I»ng Beach have tried to make
their places convenient, comfortable, decorative,
attractive to the eye and to physical and mental
repose—they are taxing their pocketbooks. their

ingenuity to give you quantities of quality enter-

tainment, from comedy to drama—from the vari-

ous events that daily happen all over the world

to an interesting insight into the history of the

past ages.
"They deserve your support—go to the movies-

keep on looking at the pictures and keep your

mind active on world events, old and new. then

visit and converse with your friends, when you

see something that you like and which is good,

pass the word along, exchange views and you 11

be a live, happy, young and interesting person all

your life."
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Available Attractions
rHIS DEPART.\IEST will appear periodically as film publication schedules warrant and

will present full data on attractions not included to date in THE BOX OFFICE RECORD

AMERICAN RELEASING
CHALLENGE. Dolores Cassinelli, S.052—Love
story of victory and sacrifice. Dir. Tom Ter-
ns. Pro. Star Productions.

QUICKSANDS. Helene Chadwick. Richard Dix,
6.S41—Melodrama based on governmental fight

against narcotic smugglers- Au. Howard
Hawks. Dir. Jack Conwav. Pro. Hawks. Rev.
5/5/23.

OUTLAWS OF THE SEA, Marguerite Courtot.
5,355— Melodrama based on Florida- Bahama
rum running. Au. & Dir. John Okey. Pro.
John Brunton.

GOOD MEN AND BAD, Marin Sais. 4,015

—

Melodrama of the Argentine. Au. & Dir. Wm.
Merrill McCormick. Pro. F. W. Kraemer.

MODERN MARRIAGE. Francis X. Bushman.
Beverly Bayne. 6,000—Society drama involving
murder mystery. From Derek Vane's novel,

"Lady Varlev." Dir. Lawrence C. Windom.
Pro. F. X. B'. Pictures. Rev. 4/28/23.

OTHER SIDE. Fritzi Brunette, Pat OMalley.
6,000—Drama of divorce with both sides im-
partially shown. Au. Thelma LaXier. Dir. &
Pro. Hugh Dierker.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
IS DIVORCE A FAILURE? Leah Baird, 6.

Romantic adventure spectacle. From "All
Mine," a play by Dorian Xeve. Dir. Wallace
Worsley. Pro. A. E. Beck. Rev. 3,24/23.

ALICE ADAMS, Florence Vidor, 7.—Social
struggle of small town girl. Au. Booth Tark-
ington. Dir. Rowland V. Lee. Pro. King
Vidor. Rev. 4/7/23.

HEAD HUNTERS OF THE SOUTH SEAS.
4,387—Adventures in South Seas. Pro. : Mar-
tin Johnson.

WOMAN WHO FOOLED HERSELF. Mae Al-
lison, Robert Ellis, 5.400—Chorus girl's rebel-
lion against crooked emplovers. Au. : Charles
Logue. Dir.: Robert Ellis. Pro.: E. A. Mac-
Macus. Rev. 11/25/22.

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
BELLA DONNA, Pola Negri. 7,903—Dramatic

story of Egypt and the Sahara. Au. Robert
Hichens. Dir. George Fitzmaurice. Rev.
4/21/23.

GRUMPY. Theodore Roberts. 6.591—From stage
play of same name. Au. Horace Hodges-
J. Wigney Percwal. Dir. Wm. DeMille. Rev.
4/14/23.

GO-GETTER, T. Roy Barnes, 7,771—Comedy-
drama of live-wire ex-service man's business
success. An. Peter B. Kyne. Dir. E. H.
Griffith. Pro. Cosmopolitan. Rev. 5/5/23.

TRAIL OF THE LONESOME PINE. Mary
Miles Minter, Antonio Moreno. 5,695—Ken-
tuckv mountain storv, from book bv John Fox.
Jr. Dir. Charles Maigne. Rev. 4/28/23.

PRODIGAL DAUGHTERS. Gloria Swanson.
6,216-—Tale of the jazz craze. Au. Joseph
Hocking. Dir. Sam Wood. Rev. 5/12/23.

TIGER'S CLAW, Jack Holt, S.297 — Young
American engineer meets adventure in India.

An. Jack Cunningham. Dir. Joseph Hena-
berry.

YOU CAN T FOOL YOUR WIFE. Lewis Stone.
Leatrice Joy. Pauline Garon. Nita Naldi, 5,703
—Society drama with Xita Xaldi in vamp role.

An. Waldemar Young. Dir. George Melford.
Rev. 5/12/23.

NE'ER-DO-WELL. Thomas Meighan —
Worthless son of wealth's adventures in Pan-
ama. Au. Rex Beach. Dir. Alfred E. Green.

SIXTY CENTS AN HOUR. Walter Hiers
—Comedy-drama bnilt around heroic soda
clerk. An. Frank Condon. Dir. Joseph Hena-
berry.

RUSTLE OF SILK. Betty Compson. Conway
Tearle. 6.947—Romance of house maid and
English statesman. Au. Cosmo Hamilton. Rev.
5/19/23.

FOG BOUND. Dorothy Dalton —Drama
laid in Florida swamps and fogs. Au. Jack
Bechdolt. Dir. Irvin W. Willat

SNOW BRIDE. Alice Brady. 5.375—Melodrama
laid amid snows of Upper Canada. Au. Sonya
Levien. Dir. Henry Kolker. Rev. 5/12/23.

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
MARY OF THE MOVIES. Marion Mack.
Florence Lee, 7—Xovelty story introducing

Hollywood characters. Au. Louis Lewyn.
Dir. John MacDermott. Rev. 6/9/23.

FOURTH MUSKETEER. Johnnie Walker. 6.218.—Comedy of fight ring manners and social am-
bitions. Au. H. C. Witwer. Dir. Wm. K.
Howard. Rev. 4 7,23.

CRASHIN' THROUGH. Harry Carey, 5,190.—Western drama. An. Elizabeth Dejeans. Dir.
Val Paul.

WESTBOUND LIMITED. Ralph Lewis, ..—Heart interest drama of locomotive engineer.
Au. Emelie Johnson. Dir. & Pro. Emory John-
son. Rev. 5/5/23.

WONDERS OF THE SEA, Lulu McGrath.
5.500.—Undersea picture showing deep sea ex-
ploration. An., Dir. & Pro. J. Ernest William-
son. Rev. 12/9/22.

REMITTANCE WOMAN, Ethel Clayton. 6.

—Chinese melodrama built around American
in orient. An. Achmed Abdullah. Dir. Wesley
Ruggles. Rev. 6,2 2.".

WHEN LOVE COMES. Helen Jerome Eddy,
4,500—Romantic story of small town Xew Eng-
land town. Au. : Rav Carroll. Dir. : Wm. A.
Seiter. ReL 12/10/22. Rev. 12/23/22.

CAPTAIN FLY BY NIGHT. Johnny Walker.
4,900—Romance of Old California. An. : John-
stone McCullev. Dir.: W. K. Howard. ReL
12/24/22. Rev. 12/30/22.

CANYON OF THE FOOLS. Harry Carey, S.-

128—Western drama. An. Eugene Matthews
Hallet. Dir. Val PanL Pro. R-C. Rev.
2/17/23.

FIRST NATIONAL
SCARLET LILY. Katherine MacDonald
—Drama. An. Fred Sittenham. Dir. Victor
Schertzinger.

FIGHTING BLADE. Richard Barthelmess
—Romantic adventure. Au. Beulah Marie Dix.

Dir. John S. Robertson. Pro. Inspiration.

TRILBY. Andree Lafayette, —From stage
play. An. DnMaurier. Dir. James Young.
Pro. Richard Walton Tnlly.

DULCY. Constance Talmadge —Domestic
comedv drama, from stage play. An. Marc

Connelly, George Kauriman. Oir. Sidney
Franklin. Pro. Jos. Schenck.

CIRCUS DAYS (Toby Tyler) Jackie Coogan.
....—Juvenile story with circus background.
Au. James Otis. Dir. Eddie CUne. Pro.
Jack Coogan Productions.

PEN ROD AND SAM. Benny Alexander—Story of juvenile life. An. Booth Tarking-
ton. Dir. William Beandine. Pro. J. K.
McDonald.

MAN OF ACTION. Douglas MacLean. 5—Semi-
crook comedy drama. An Bradlev King. Dir.
James W. Home. Pro. Thos. H.' Ince. Rev.
5/26/23.

CHILDREN OF DUST. Johnny Walker.
Pauline Garon. Lloyd Hughes —Drama.
An. Tristram Tnpper. Dir. Frank Borzage.
Pro. Arthur Jacobs.

GIRL OF THE GOLDEN WEST. Sylvia
Breamer. J. Warren Kerrigan. Rosemary
Theby. Russell Simpson —Western drama.
From David Belasco's stage play. Dir. Edwin
Carewe. Pro. James Young. Rev. 6/2/23.

LONELY ROAD. Katherine MacDonald. 5—
Domestic drama. An. Charles Logue. Dir.
Victor Schertzinger. Pro. Preferred. Rev.

WANDERING DAUGHTERS. Marguerite De
La Motte. Marjorie Daw. Allan Forrest. . . .

.

—

Story shows revelries of two daughters and
results. An. Dana Duraet. Dir. James Young.
Pro. Young.

WITHIN THE LAW, Normal Talmadge. 7.000—
Drama from stage play of same name. Au.
Bayard Yeiller. Dir. Frank Lloyd. Pro.
Joseph M. Schenck. Rev. 5/5/23.

SCARS OF JEALOUSY. Lloyd Hughes. Mar-
guerite De La Motte. Frank Keenan. Edward
Bums, 6,246—Brotherhood of hate story. An.
Anthony E. Rudd. Dir. Lambert Hillver. Pro.
Thomas H. Ince. Rev. 3/24/23.

BRIGHT SHAWL. Richard Barthelmess. Dor-
othy Gish. 7.426—Drama of American's adven-
tures in Cuba during Spanish rule. An. Joseph
Hergesheimer. Dir. John S. Robertson. Pro.
Inspiration. Rev. 5/5/23.

ISLE OF LOST SHIPS. Milton Sills. Anna Q.
Nilsson. 7,425—Melodrama centering about
mysterious floating outlaw island of dead ships.
Au. Crittenden Marriott. Dir. Maurice Tonr-
neur. Pro. Tonmenr. Rev. 4/7/23.

FOX
LOVEBOUND. Shirley Mason, 5—Romance of

love and sacrifice. Au. George Scarborough.
Dir. Henry Otto. Rev. 5/19/23.

BOSTON BLACKIE. William Russell. .ZZ2—
Melodrama based on prison reform. An. Jack
Boyle. Dir. Scon Dunlap. Rev. 5/19/23.

BUCKING THE BARRIER. Dustin Farnum.
4.566—Drama. Au. George G odchild. Dir.
Colin Campbell.

SNOWDRIFT. Charles Jones. 4.617—Drama of
the Yukon. Au. James B. Hendrvx. Dir.
Scott Dunlap. Rev. 5/19/23.

MADNESS OP YOUTH. John Gilbert. 4.719—
Story of mystery, love and drama. Au. Geo.
F. Worts. Dir. Jerome Storm.

STEPPING FAST. Tom Mix. 4.608—High speed
drama with western and oriental background.
An. Bernard McConville. Dir. Joseph Franz.
Rev. 6/2/23.

GOOD-BY GIRLS. William RusselL 4.746—
Comedy-drama. An. George Foxall. Dir.
Jerome Storm. Rev. 3/31/23,

THREE JUMPS AHEAD. Tom Mix. 4.S5«—Tale
of Western plains. An. & Dir. Jack Ford. Rev.

TRUXTON KING. John Gilbert. 6—Drama of
American who saved a throne. An. George Barr
McCntcheon. Dir. Jerome Storm. Rev. 2 24 23.

BUSTER. Dustin Farnum. 4.587—Tale of the
West. An. William Patterson White. Dir.
Colin Campbell. Rev. 3/10/23.

BUCKING THE BARRIER. Dustin Farnum.
4.566—Alaska wilderness story. An. George
Goodchild. Dir. Colin Campbell.

LOVEBOUND. Shirley Mason Drama
of mystery and emotion. An. George Scar-
borough. Dir. Henry Otto.

SNOWDRIFT. Charles Jones—Northern melo-
melodrama. An. James B. Hendryx. Dir. Scott

A dramatic scene in "Stormy Seas/' an TOWN THAT FORGOT, GOD. Ben Grauer.
-i . r_"T" .

"
' . Warren Krech. 8.450—Story ot small town

Associated Exhibitors picture Starring narrowness Au. Mr. X. Dir. Harrv Millarde.

J. P. McGowan and Helen Holmes. Rev. u is 22.
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GOLDWYN
VANITY FAIR, Mabel Ballin, Eleanor Board-
man, George Walsh, Harrison Ford, Hobart
Bosworth, Earl Foxe, 7,688—Screen transla-

tion of Thackeray's novel. Dir. Hugo Ballin.

Pro. Ballin.

SOULS FOR SALE, Eleanor Boardman, Mae
Busch, Frank Mayo, Richard Dix, Lew Cody,
7,864—Story of Hollywood picture colony, from
Rupert Hughes' novel. Au. & Dir. Ruport
Hughes. Rev. 4/14/23.

BACKBONE, Alfred Lunt, Edith Roberts, 6,821

—Love romance starting in France and ful-

filled in Maine. Au. Clarence Buddington Kel-
land. Dir. Edward Sloman. Pro. Distinctive.

Rev. 5/5/23.

LAST MOMENT, Henry Hull, Doris Kenyon.
Louis Wolheim, 5,442—Mystery and adventure
starting in New York and moving to schooner.
Au. Jack Boyle. Pro. J. Parker Read, Jr. Rev.
6/2/23.

HODKINSON
YOUTHFUL CHEATERS, Glenn Hunter, 5,700
—Modern story based on jazz theme. Au.
Townsend Martin. Dir. Frank Tuttle. Rev.
6/9/23.

CRITICAL AGE, James Harrison, Pauline Garon.
5—Romantic adventure. Au. Ralph Connor.
Dir. Henry McRae. Pro. Ernest Shipman.
Rev. 6/9/23.

MICHAEL O'HALLERAN, Irene Rich. Charles
Clary, 7—From Gene Stratton Porter's novel.
Dir. J. Leo Meehan. Rev. 5/26/23.

WHILE PARIS SLEEPS, Lon Chaney, Mildred
Manning, 4,700— From "The Glory of Love,"
a romance of the Latin Quarter. Pro. Maurice
Tourneur. Rev. 2/10/23.

DOLLAR DEVILS. Eva Novak. Joseph Dow-
ling, 5,600—Small-town comedy-drama. Pro.
Victor Schertzinger. Rev. 2/24/23.

JUST LIKE A WOMAN. Marguerite De La
Motte, Ralph Graves —Comedy-drama.
Au. & Pro. Grace S. Haskins. Dir. Scott
Beal-Hugh McClung. Rev. 3/31/23.

LION'S MOUSE. Wyndham Standing, Mar-
guerite Marsh —Melodrama. Dir. Oscar
Apfel. Pro. Jollandia Film Corp. Rev. 4/7/23.

MAN FROM GLENGARRY, Anders Randolph.
Pauline Garon, Warner Richmond. Marion
Swayne, 6,000—Romance of the Ottawa River
lumber camps. Au. Ralph Connor. Pro. Ern-
est Shipman. Rev. 4/28/23.

AFFAIRS OF LADY HAMILTON, Liane Haid.
7,000—True story of the love affair of Lord
Nelson. Dir. Richard Oswold. Rev. 5/5/23.

LICHTMAN PREFERRED
POOR MEN'S WIVES, Barbara LaMarr, David

Butler. ZaSu Pitts, Betty Francisco, 6,963—
Triumph of love and poverty over riches and
frivolity. Au. : Frank Dazey and Agnes John-
ston. Dir. : Gasnier. Pro. : Preferred. Rev.
2/17/23.

HERO, Barbara LaMarr, Gaston Glass, Doris
Pawn, 6,800—Story of moral courage against
physical bravery from stage play. Au. : Gilbert

Emery. Dir.: Gasnier. Pro., Preferred.

METRO
CORDELIA THE MAGNIFICENT, Clara Kim-

ball Young, 6—Emotional drama. Au. Leroy
Scott. Dir. George Archainbaud. Rev. 5/26/23.

HER FATAL MILLIONS. Viola Dana, 5,390—
Modern farce. Au. Wm. Dudley Pelley. Dir.

Wm. Beaudine. Rev. 5/19/23.

AN OLD SWEETHEART OF MINE, Elliott

Dexter, Helen Jerome Eddy, 6—Adaptation of

BARGAINS (Burr Nickle) Chrissie White,
Henry Edwards, 5,143 — Australian-English
drama. Au. Edward Irwin. Dir. Henry Ed-
wards. Pro. Hepworth.

BROKEN VIOLIN (Arrow) Dorothy Mackaill,
Zena Keefe, 6. Romance intershot with in-

trigue. Au. George Rogan. Dir. Jack Dillon.

Pro. Atlantic. Rev. 4/14/23.

CRASHING COURAGE (Independent) Mary
Wynn, Jack Livingston, 5—Mexican border
smuggling story. Au. L. V. Jefferson. Dir.
Harry G. Moody. Pro. Premium.

DEVIL'S DOORYARD (Arrow) William Fair-
banks, 4,838—Romantic western adventure. Au.
W. C. Tuttle. Dir. & Pro. Ben Wilson.

EAST SIDE WEST SIDE (Principal) Eileen
Percy, Kenneth Harlan, 6,000—Adaptation of
stage plav. Dir. Irving Cummings. Rev.
5/5/23.

James Whitcomb Riley's poem. Dir. Harry
Garson. Rev. 5/12/23.

NOISE IN NEWBORO, Viola Dana. 6,000—
Story of small-town life. Au. Edgar Franklin.
Dir. Harry Beaumont. Rev. 4/28/23.

SOUL OF THE BEAST, Madge Bellamy, Noah
Beery, Cullen Landis, 5.000— Story of circus
performer and run-away elephant. Dir. John
Griffith Wray. Pro. Thomas H. Ince. Rev.
4/28/23.

SUCCESS, Naomi Childers. 7,000—Story of stage
life and stage people. Au. Adeline Leitzbacn-
Theodore A. Lieber, Jr. Dir. Ralph Ince. Rev.
4/14/23.

TRAILING AFRICAN WILD ANIMALS, 7,000—African adventures of Martin Johnson and
party. Rev. 4/28/23.

PATHE
DR. JACK, Harold Lloyd, 5.—Semi-slapstick ro-
mantic comedy. Au. Hal Roach, Sam Taylor,
Jean Havez. Dir. Fred Newmeyer. Pro.
Roach. Rev. 12/23/22.

SAFETY LAST, Harold Lloyd. 7.—Thrill com-
edy. Au. Hal Roach, Sam Taylor, Tim Whelan.
Dir. Fred Newmeyer, Sam Taylor. Pro. Roach.
Rev. 3/17/23.

UNITED ARTISTS
WHITE ROSE, Mae Marsh. Carol Dempster,

Ivor Norvello, Neil Hamilton. 11—A tragic
story of plain people. Pro. D. W. Griffith.

Rev. 6/9/23.
PADDY (THE NEXT BEST THING), Mae

Marsh, 6—From Gertrude Page's novel. Dir.

J. Graham Cutts. Rev. 6/2/23.

UNIVERSAL
DON QUICKSHOT OF THE RIO GRANDE.
Jack Hoxie. 5—Western drama. Stephen
Chalmers. Dir. George E. Marshall. Rev.
6/9/23.

DOUBLE DEALING, Hoot Gibson, S—Small
town crook story. Au. Henry Lehrman. Dir.
Henry Lehrman. Rev. 6/2/23.

CROSSED WIRES. Gladys Walton. 5—Light.
modem comedy-drama. Dir. King Baggot.
Rev. 5/26/23.

TRIFLING WITH HONOR, Rockliffe Fel-
lowes, Fritzi Ridgeway, 7.785—Baseball story.
Au. William Slavin McNutt. Dir. Harry A.
Pollard. Rev. 5/18/28.

FOOLS AND RICHES. Frank Mayo. S—Modern
business romance. Au. Frederick Jackson.
Dir. Herbert Blache. Rev. 5/19/23.

WHAT WIVES WANT, Ethel Grey Terry,
Niles Welsh, 5—Domestic drama. Au. Edward
T. Lowe. Dir. Jack Conway. Rev. 5/12/23.

TOWN SCANDAL. Gladys Walton. 5,000 —
Stage girl's conquest of small-town Purity
League. Au. Frederick Arnold Kummer. Dir.
King Baggot. Rev. 4/28/23.

ABYSMAL BRUTE, Reginald Denny. 7,000—
Story of prize ring and fighters. Au. Jack
London. Dir. Hobart Henley. Rev. 4/21/23.

BAVU. Wallace Beery, 6,000—Story of Russia
after Czar's dethronement. Au. Earl Carroll
(play). Dir. Stuart Paton. Rev. 4/28/23.

VITAGRAPH
MAN NEXT DOOR. Alice Calhoun. James Mor-

rison, 7—Western comedy drama. Au. Emer-
son Hough. Dir. Victor Schertzinger. Rev.
6/9/23.

PLAYING IT WILD, Edith Johnson, William
Duncan, 5,400—Western romance. Au. G.
Graham Baker. Dir. William Duncan. Rev.
5/12/23.

MASTERS OF MEN, Earle Williams, Alice Cal-

houn. Cullen Landis, Wanda Hawley, 6,800

—

Drama of the sea. Au. Morgan Robertson.
Dir. David Smith. Rev. 4/21/23.

GREATEST MENACE (J. G. Mayer) Ann Little,

Wilfred Lucas, Robert Gordon, Jack Livings-
ton, 5,000—Story portrayed of drug evil. Dir.

Albert Rogell. Rev. 5/5/23.

HER ACCIDENTAL HUSBAND (C. B. C),
Miriam Cooper, Mitchell Lewis, Richard
Tucker, Forrest Stanley, 5,800.—Melodrama
story of fisher folk. Au. Lois Zellner. Dir.
Dallas M. Fitzgerald. Pro. Belasco Produc-
tions.

LITTLE GIRL NEXT DOOR (Blair Coan)
Pauline Starke, Carmel Myers, James Mor-
rison, Mitchell Lewis, 6—Drama of city life

exposing drug traffic and fake spiritualism.
Au. Louis Weadock. Dir. W. S. Van Dyke.
Rev. 5/12/23.

LITTLE RED SCHOOLHOUSE (Arrow)
Martha Mansfield, E. K. Lincoln, Sheldon

A character in "The Fortune of Christina
McNab." the foreign made picture
which Playgoers is distributing.

Lewis, Edmund Breese, 6,400—From stage
play. Au. Hal Reid. Dir. John G. Adolfi. Pro.
Heyl.

LOST IN A BIG CITY (Arrow) John Lowell,
Baby Ivy Warde, 7,119—Melodrama from stage
play. Au. L. Case Russell. Dir. George Irv-
ing. Pro. Blazed Trail. Rev. 1/27/23.

LUCK (Mastodon) Johnny Hines, 6,800— Melo-
comedy of thrills and laughs. Au. Jackson
Gregory. Rev. 3/31/23.

MIND OVER MATTER (Principal). Trixie
Friganza, Ralph Graves, Clara Horton, 5.

—

Modern melodramatic comedy. Au. Mary
Roberts Rinehart. Dir. Ward Lascelle. Pro.
Lascalle.

PRODIGAL SON (Stoll). 9—English picturiza-
tion of Hall Caine's novel. Dir. A. E. Coleby.
Rev. 6/9/23.

QUEEN OF SIN (Export 4 Import), Lucy
Doraine, 8,000—Reduced version of 18-reel Ger-
man film entitled "Sodom and Gomorrah." Rev.
4/12/23.

RIP TIDE (Arrow) Stuart Holmes, Rosemary
Theby, 6,400—Drama. Pro. Maescher.

SPAWN OF THE DESERT (Arrow) William
Fairbanks, 5,036—Western drama. Au. W. C.
Tuttle. Dir. & Pro. Ben Wilson.

SUNKEN ROCKS (Burr Nickle) Alma Taylor.
4,560—Mystery drama. Au. E. Temple Thurs-
ton. Dir. C. M. Hepworth. Pro. Hepworth.

TANSY (Burr Nickle) Alma Taylor. 5,116—
Country drama of brotherly love. Au. Tick-
ner Edwards. Dir. C. M. Hepworth. Pro.
Hepworth.

TEMPTATION (C. B. C.) Bryant Washburn,
Eva Novak, June Elvidge, 6,500—Drama of
restless wives and discontented husbands. Au.
Lenore Coffee. Dir. Edward J. Le Saint. Rev.
5/12/23.

VOW OF VENGEANCE (Independent) Jack
Livingston, Mary Wynn, 4,950—Northwest
Mount Police story. Au. L. V. Jefferson. Dir.
Harry G. Moody. Pro. Premium.

WAY OF THE TRANSGRESSOR (Independent)
George Larkin, Ruth Stonehouse, 5,700 —
Underworld story. Au. Geo. Hiveley. Dir. W.
J. Craft, Harry G. Moody. Pro. Premium.

YOU ARE GUILTY (Mastodon) James Kirk-
wood, Doris Kenyon, 5—Modern drama of self-

sacrifice. Dir. Edgar Lewis. Rev. 4/21/23.

State Rights
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CARL LAEMMLE
presents

TEATHERPUSHER
THIRD SERIES
DeLuxe Edition
Featured ^ at the

or THE EtAS
RECLLM ALD DENNY Si NEW LEATHER

le Sesf m Every Way!"
says Harriette Underbill in the New ^'< >rk Tribune. "Yesterday
we went to see three motion pictures, two at the Rivoli and one
at the Strand, and by far the best, of the lot—the best in every
way—was The W andering Two' at the Rivoli, another one of

the Leather Pusher tales made by Universal and starring
I >enny

!"

The entire series of the greatest two-reelers ever made was

Theatre, -New York City. The reception

it played at that nationally famous
of any feature played on Broadway
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entire series

booked for the Rivoli

accorded the first one when
theatre outshone by far that

that week!

// you haven't booked and dated this smashing, sensationally popular
(/roup of business boosters, don't delay any longer! See them at \oitr

Universal Exchange now! Avoid the rush—get vour dates in early!
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and th.e Original Cast, inch,ding

HAYDEN STEVENSON
From the Famous Stories bv H. C. \Vitw<

Directed by HARRY POLLARD
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; Here are the Stars, Artists, Directors

and Writers

engaged in making the new Paramount Pictures

FOR THE SEASON I 923- I 924

Stars and Artists

Cecil B. De Mille
Jack Holt
Jacqueline Logan
Lila Lee
Elliott Dexter
Lewis Stone
Hope Hampton
Mahlon Hamilton
Clarence Burton
RlCARDO CORTEZ
Conrad Nagel
Anita Stewart
Alma Bennett

James Cruze
Allan Dwan
Charles Maigne
Donald Crisp

Ernest Lubitsch

Booth Tarklngton
Emerson Hough
William J. Locke
Edward Knoblock
Rita Weiman

Clara Beranger
Julia Crawford Ivers

E. A. Bingham
Walter Woods
Paul Sloan

Pola Negri
Agnes Ayres
Walter Hiers

Antonio Moreno
Theodore Kosloff
Mary Astor
Owen Moore
Gertrude Astor
Laurance Wheat
Guy Oliver
Huntley Gordon
Vera Reynolds
Sylvia Ashton

William de Mille
Sam Wood
Joseph Henabery
Rob Wagner

Thomas Meighan
Bebe Daniels
Glenn Hunter
Richard Dix
Dorothy Dalton
Robert Agnew
Ernest Torrence
Lew Cody
Ethel Wales
Tully Marshall
David Powell
Constance Wilson
Conway Tearle

Directors

George Fitzmaurice

Irvin Willatt
Jerome Storm
Wesley Ruggles

Alfred E. Green

Authors

George Ade
F. Scott Fitzgerald

John Galsworthy
Bret Harte
Julian Street

Harry Leon Wilson
Richard Harding Davis
Maximilian Foster
George V. Hobart
KONRAD BERCOVICI

Screen Playwrights

Lloyd Sheldon
Waldemar Young
Sada Cowan
Doris Schroeder
Lucien Hubbard

Teanie Macpherson
Hector Turnbull
Wells Hastings

Byron Morgan
Ralph Block

Gloria Swanson
Leatrice Joy
Nita Naldi
Lois Wilson
Theodore Roberts
George Fawcett
Madge Kennedy
Sigrid Hoi.mq.uist

Charles Ogle
Charles de Roche
Robert Edeson
Monte Blue
William Norris

Herbert Brenon
George Melford
Victor Fleming
Maurice Campbell
E. Mason Hopper

Zane Grey
Blasco Ibanez
Arthur Train
Sam Shipman
Frank Condon

Tom Geraghty
Albert S. LeVino
John Lynch
C. Gardner Sullivan
Charlton Andrews

In
announcing to exhibitors fifty photoplays for the

season 1923-24, Paramount wishes to call your atten-

tion to the following:

For many months the great artists listed above, to-

gether with all the units of the Paramount organization,

have been working incessantly to perfect the ideas, the

plans, the details and the pictures that will enable Para-

mount in 1923-24 to absolutely top anything that it has

ever offered before.

The day of the bigger and better picture is no longer a

hope of the dim future. It is here. "The Covered Wagon"

is proving it. The new season Paramount Pictures, each

with the production standard of "The Covered Wagon"

before it, will continue to prove it. Never has it been truer
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that what the public wants is great stars, superbly directed

in great screen stories. A simple formula, but one whose

fulfillment is only possible after tremendous efforts, pro-

phetic insight into public taste and a producing personnel

of stars and artists who have proved their real value to the

public.

Such effort Paramount has made. Such a personnel

Paramount has. And the results will be offered to exhibi-

tors in a product of fifty pictures that, by themselves, can

and will make the season of 1923-24 without question the

most profitable in exhibitor history.

The specials already perfected for 1923-24, headed by

Cecil B. De Mille's gigantic entertainment now in work,

will consist of the greatest audience-appeal photoplays

ever made, with magnificent casts, personally selected

from the great artists listed above.

The popularity of Pola Negri is one of the marvels of

filmdom. Miss Negri will appear in stories absolutely sure

to make her the greatest drawing card in pictures.

Thomas Meighan, whose "Back Home and Broke"

proved one of the greatest hits of the past season, has

stories for the new season personally and especially writ-

ten for him by some of America's most famous and most

popular authors.

Gloria Swanson whose "Prodigal Daughters" inspired

Douglas Fairbanks to label it "the most faithful portrayal

of contemporary social and family life ever screened," has

been provided with material new, startling and of tremen-

dous box-office appeal.

Agnes Ayres, Jack Holt, Walter Hiers, Bebe Daniels,

Leatrice Joy, Nita Naldi, Antonio Moreno, Mary Astor,

Bobby Agnew, Jacqueline Logan, Richard Dix, Lila Lee,

Lois Wilson, Vera Reynolds, Sigrid Holmquist, and other

leading artists working in independent co-ordinated units,

"superbly directed in great screen stories," will be capital-

ized in special pictures based on great stories that in them-

selves will have a tremendous public appeal.

Such sterling actors as Ernest Torrence, whose por-

trayal in "The Covered Wagon" has been acclaimed,

Theodore Roberts, whose "Grumpy" will not soon be for-

gotton, Theedore Kosloff, George Fawcett, Noah Berry,

Lewis Stone, Charles de Roche, Ricardo Cortez, Charles

Ogle, and others will be seen in parts that give them

greater opportunities than they ever had before.

The acquisition of Glenn Hunter, famous "Merton of

the Movies," who will be starred in pictures featuring the

new youth, is of particular interest. Here is a case of in-

sight into public taste, the sort of insight that determines

on the production of a "Covered Wagon" even while the

industry is still tuned up to the "Sheik" type of enter-

tainment.

No effort has been spared, nothing left undone to make

Paramount's new product and the Paramount exhibitors'

new season unqualifiedly the most prosperous of them all.

This booklet sets forth fourteen of the new season Para-

mount Pictures. For the benefit of the exhibitor who

books Paramount's new product for 1923-24 it has been

deemed advisable not to reveal plans and details on a

greater number at this time.

This, we feel, provides protection to the great produc-

tions to be released later in the season, gives necessary

protection to the exhibitor who books the Paramount

product, allows him to cash in on the full value of titles,

stories and new production ideas and enables him to es-

tablish himself, without fear of interference, as the leader

in the field.

Nineteen twenty-three and twenty-four Paramount

Pictures will be backed up by an augmented advertising

campaign. Paramount National Advertising, with its con-

sistent and effective policy during the last seven years,

represents today an accumulated value that is a tremen-

dous asset to the exhibitor, an asset that is now fully ap-

preciated by the public and trade alike.

Adolph Zukor

Jesse L. Lasky

AUGUST RELEASES PAGE SEPTEMBER RELEASES PACE OCTOBER RELEASES PAU

The Purple Highway 15 Lawful Larceny ; Ruggles of Red Gap lO

The Love Piker 16 Bluebeard's Eighth Wife 6 The Marriage Maker I I

Taming the Whirlwind H The Silent Partner 7 Zaza 12

Hollywood 3 To the Last Man 8 All Must Marry 3
Salomy Jane 4 The Cheat 9



2o real stars and 40 screen celebrities appear in actual scenes as a real part of the story of this picture

Cecil B. De Mille
Jack Holt
Nita Naldi
Lois Wilson
Owe.v Moore
Jack Pickford
Hope Hampton

J. Warrex Kerrigan-

Julia Fave
Clarence Burton
Dinkey Dean-

James FlNLAVSON
Lilian Leighton

Pola Negri
Betty Compson
Lila Lee
Charles de Roche
William de Mille
Bryant Washburn
Ben Turpin
Bull Montana
Charles Ogle
Guy Oliver
Helen Dunbar
Walter Woods
Joe Martin-

Thomas Meighan
Leatrice Joy
May McAvoy
Mary Astor
Herbert Brenon
Anita Stewart
Anna Q. Nilsson

T. Roy Barnes
Zasu Pitts

Alan Hale
Snttz Ldwards
Chuck Reisner

Jeanie Macpherson

Agnes Ayres
Jacqueline Logan-

Richard Din
George Fawcett
Alfred E. Green
Viola Dana
Will Rogers
Stuart Holmes
Sigrid Holmqutst
Edythe Chapman-
Mayme Kelso
Paul Iribe

Sennett Girls

William S. Hart
Walter Hiers
Theodore Kosloff
Noah Beery
Baby Peggy
Bud Hamilton-

Eileen Percy
Ford Sterling
Kalla Pasha
Gertrude Astor
Jack Gardner
Robert McKim
William Boyd



JESSE L.LASKT PRESENTS A

GEORGE MELFORD
If PRODUCTI O N

\alomyJane
W J WITH

JACQUELINE LOGAN
George Fawcett and Maurice Flynn

Jacqueline Logan is absolutely fascinating in this fast-

moving storyofadventure and romance. Filmed among

the great Redwoods of the Santa Cruz Mountains. It

transfers to the screen the spirit of Bret Harte. Its people

actually live and have being. An out-door love story

sumptuously produced, with a great cast and director.

The success of "The Covered Wagon" proves that the

public wants big, wholesome love-dramas of the open

spaces. "Salomy Jane" is just such a picture, with the

sweeping action centering around one of the best-loved

characters in all fiction, and the romantic West of '49 as

a background.

You can count on "Salomy Jane" for a big clean-up week

!

d {paramount Q>icture



A DO LPH ZUKOR PB.ESE

an ALLAN DWANan ALLAN UWAN PRODUCTION

lawful\Qxrcenu"
WITH

HOPE HAMPTON, NITA NALDI
LEW CODYand CONRAD NAGEL

Aplay that had a record run on Broad-
l way, produced by the director of

"Robin r^ood,"
,

with a cast packed with bis
names—what more could you ask to make
money with?
The story ofa wire who lost her husband

to a beautiful "vamp," and won him back in
a startling manner.
The last word in gorgeous sets and gowns.
Nita Xaldfs Cleopatra costume alone is

worth many times the price of admission.

CT CparamountGpicture



Bluebeard';

HE most gorgeous Swanson production ever seen

is this snappy French love-drama, which has been

a stage hit on Broadway and all over the country.

The most beautiful women in Hollywood, the

latest gowns from Paris, the last word in sump-

tuous settings, six months in the making and

what a title! Without a doubt the biggest

Swanson moneymaker of them all.

Huntley Gordon heads the brilliant support-

ing cast.

Screen version by Sada Cowan from
Charlton Andrews' <jJ.jf-tut.ot. of

Alfred Savoir's play

This production simply abounds in big, eye-

dazzling scenes. The "King Tut" episode, in

which Gloria as a beautiful mummy comes to

life; the glamorous garden fete; the Bluebeard

vision scene, a dream of beautiful women—these

are just hints of the picture's splendors.



Adolph Zu\or presents

Me Silent'Tartmr
with

LEATRICE JOY
OWEN MOORE and ROBERT EDESON

A CHARLES MAIGNE PRODUCTION

Adapted by Sada Cowan from Maximilian Foster's

famous Saturday Evening Post serial

AMODERN big city story of poor people made rich laid against

. a background of wealthy New York, fine sets, beautiful gowns,

luxurious motors. A human theme in which every wife will recog-

nize some part of her own life. A few of the big scenes include the

Louis XIV fete; the Cafe of the Forest of Gold; the scene where
the husband discovers his wife's supposed duplicity ; the escape from

the ship as it leaves the dock; the broker's office where the hero faces

ruin. A great big story picture played by big names.

Has a wife the right to a say in her husband's business? What is

the effect of ouddcn wealth upon married love? These are a couple

of the big questions asked and answered by this intensely human
drama that will appeal to everybody, married or single, in your town.

For your box office's sake, don't overlook this one. It's one of the

biggest, bets of the new season.

CC (paramountQ>iclure



Jesse L. Lasky

presents

A Zane Grey

Production

With

Richard Dix, Lois Wilson
Noah Beery, Robert Edeson and Frank Campeau

Adapted by Doris Schroeder

"This tale is based on the 'Pleasant Valley War'
which ravaged the Tonto Basin of Arizona in the

late 'Sos. In it, two families and their sympathizers

fought literally 'to the last man.'

"

(Signed) Zane Grey
The first of the Zane Grey specials, played by a perfect cast and

personally supervised by Mr. Grey himself.

There's no need of telling you of the tremendous popularity

Zane Grey stories have among all classes of people. "To the

Last Man" is being filmed in epic "Covered Wagon" style in the

wild Tonto Basin country, the actual scene of the plot.



ADOLPH ZUKOR PRESENTS

^olajfegri
George^ftzmamice

PRODUCTION

THE CHEAT
WITH

JACK HOLT
Supported by Charles de Roche

The finest story ever written for the screen.

And in it Pola Negri is greater than in

"Bella Donna." Jack Holt is featured with a

splendid cast in support, personally selected

by Jesse L. Lasky, and it is by all odds George
Fitzmaurice's greatest picture. Here is a mil'

lion dollar special that has every element for

enormous box office success

!

Beautiful women, sumptuous settings— an

ideal picture for Pola Negri. The world's

greatest love-actress as a modern society

beauty who plays with fire and then refuses

to pay the price of her folly.

Besides the star and featured players, the superfine cast includes Dorothy
Cumming, Robert Schable, Charles Stevenson, and Helen Dunbar. Here's

one picture that's absolutely sure to smash records everywhere

!

CC (paramount(picture
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V A
JAMES CRUZE

production

Harry Leon Wilson's most famous

novel. A comedy drama that is a

veritable gold mine for screen preset

tation. A great big special directed by

the man who made "The Covered

Wagon" and "Hollywood", with a

hand'picked cast of great names.

Presented by Jesse L. Laskj

Adapted by Tom Geraghty

18
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James Cruze will put into this classic of American humor the same

delicious Western comedy and amazing sweep of action that distin-

guish "The Covered Wagon" In evcy respect a box-office bonanza!

& (paramount Q>icture



ADOLPH ZUKOR presents a

IVilliain deMfhe
PRODUCTION

"THE MARRIAGE MAKER'
WITH

AGNES AYRES and JACK HOLT
Supported by Charles de Roche, Mary Astor

and Bobby Agnew

Screen play by Clara Beranger,

from Edward Knobloc}(s play "THE FAUN"

The play that proved the most pop-

ular one ever played by William

Faversham.

A story that strips the tinsel from

modern society and shows we're only

human after all. A big, dazzling, start'

ling production in every sense of the

word. William deMille's best box-office

picture to date.

The plot advances an absolutely new
idea about marriage that will have your

whole town talking. And what a title

to exploit!

The live-wire exhibitor will seize this

one with a whoop of joy.

A?

C£ (paramount Cpicture
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©ADOLPH ZUKOR PRESENTS

oria^Wansori
"ZAZA"

An ALLAN DWAN Production

Gloria Swanson's greatest subject bar none. Produced by the man
who made "Robin Hood." A story th.it has every feminine appeal,

marvelous gowns, a world-famous theme, luxury, beauty, and heart

appeal.

Never h.is Glorious Gloria had such a marvelous opportunity to dis-

play herself not only as the screen's most gorgeously gowned woman
but also as a great emotional actress. As the alluring woman of many
loves who finds her soul at last, Miss Swanson does the most mag-

nificent work of her career.

"Gloria Swanson in 'Zaza' "! They'll flock to see it.

d (paramount (picture



THOMAS
M E I G HAN

GEORGE ADES
Original story written especially for Mr. Meighan

"ALL MUST MARRY"
Screen version by Tom Geraghty

Directed by Alfred E. Green

AN original and highly entertaining new dramatic

-L idea especially concocted for Thomas Meighan

by America's great humorist.

Thomas Meighan, star, Lila Lee, leading lady, Alfred

E. Green, director, George Ade, author, and Tom
Geraghty, supervisor of"Back Home and Broke," guar-

antee this 100% entertainment.

Mr. Meighan has the role of a handsome young bachelor with

some amusing and novel ideas about marriage and money and

girls. Packed with the native American wit and intimately human
qualities that made ''Back Home and Broke" such a smashing hit,

A tonic for your box office—Meighanade.

PRESENTED BY
ADOLPH ZUK.OP-

(X (paramount Cpidure
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HERE'S that"different" picture you've

been waiting for

—

A swift-moving love tale set among the

roving gypsy tribes of Tartary. Cram'

medwith stirring adventure and appeal.

Produced on a sweeping scale with an

unusual cast of favorites.

Written especially for the screen by

the worlds best known gypsy author.

This one is the first in the field of a new
type the public will clamor for.

Jesse L. Lasky presents

"Taming the

Whirlwind"
with

DOROTHY DALTON
Supported by

Theodore Kosloff, Charles de Roche

Tully Marshall

Adapted by Lloyd Sheldon and Edfrid Bingham

from a Pictorial Review story by

KONRAD BERCOVICI

Directed by Victor Fleming

Ct C/>aramount (picture



Kenma Corporation presents

"The Purple Highway"
WITH

Madge Kennedy
Supported by Monte Blue, Pedro de Cordoba,

Vincent Coleman and Dore Davidson

Adapted by Rufus Steele

from the play "Dear Me" by Luther Reed and Hale Hamilton

Directed by Henry Kol\er

THEY all love stories of poor and
pretty girls who become rich and

famous. Here's one that will capture

their hearts right from the first flicker.

The romance of a poorhouse waif

who became one of Broadway's most

celebrated stars.

The sharplycontrasted backgrounds

of a country farm and the gay Broad'

way cabarets; the real human heart'

story; the great cast—there's enough
box-oflice merit in "The Purple High'

way" for five pictures!

The play ran over a year in New
York and is still a big road success.

You"ll surely take "The Purple High-

way
1
' to success if you book this one.

(X (paramount Qidure



THE COSMOPOLITAN CORPORATION PRESENTS

(pfhe Jove
Piker

WITH

ANITA STEWART
and an all' star cast including

William Norris, Robert Fraser,

Frederick Truesdell and

Arthur Hoyt

By Frank R. Adams

The Cosmopolitan Magazine story

that proved such a big hit. A story

of heart interest, pathos and comedy
with a society background on the one

hand and the slums on the other.

Splendidly produced by Cosmopolitan

and to be backed up by extensive ad'

vertising.

This one is going to be a real money
maker for exhibitors. Anita Stewart

has her best role in many months and

is supported by a great cast. And
what you can do with the title!

Directed by E. Mason Hopper

A Cosmopolitan Production



mermaidcomedies
"This Way Out"

. A
JACK WHITE

With

PRODUCTION f ,

A comedy, laid in and
around a motion
picture theatre, that

every one in the

audience will

appreciate.

LIGE
CONLEY

Sun Theatre

As usual with his comedies for

Educational. Jack White ha9
provided new ideas and novel
situations in this one
Amusing things, too numerous to

mention, will bring many laughs.

—MOVING PICTURE WORLD.

Are Nationally Advertised toYOUR Patrons.

These Short Subjects Are Your Best Bet
' For the SUMMER SHOW
EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, Inc., e. w. hammons, p™*^

"THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"
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DISTINCTIVE

Adapted by Forrest Halscy

from Harold MacGrath's
famous novel of the South

Seas. Directed by Harmon
Weight.

It packed them in atN
York's Capitol Theai-.

during the hottest <wc\

of the Summer!

Mimi Palmeri
The Find of the Year!

New York critics heard she was beautiful, they saw
she was beautiful and here is what they wrote:

Mail: "In addition to her unusual beauty,

Miss Palmeri has the ability to act with such

admirable restraint and poise as to make one
eager to see her again."

Joumcd'. "Her work gives promise of gain-

ing for her an enviable professional career."

Sun and Qlobei "Miss Palmeri h a

eye with a melting softness which ma s

gazelle seem like a hard-boiled egg."

Telegram: "Miss Palmeri is a fortia'

find; she is beautiful to look upon."

Evenine World •

"Mrs * Arthur s * Friend '
wife of the

l^VCKH^ \\ UIKLl. president Gf Distinctive Pictures

Corporation, is credited with having discovered Miss Palmeri.

Her name ought to be carved alongside that of Columbus, for she

surely has made a real discovery."



ICTURES CORPORATION Present*

sExactly What You Need for the Summer Months

Alfred Lunt
las the role of the hero and is hand-
ler and better than ever. So says

lariete Underhill in the New York
riune and the others echo her opinion
f
uis new screen actor.

The Ragged Edge is a Strange
Romance Set in Stranger Lands*

-It's a Story of South Sea Breezes.

-jit's Tinged with the Restful
Colors of the Orient.

-It's Spiced with Mystery.

A DISTINCTIVE PICTURE
Entertainment Artistry Entertainment

> ribute d GOLDWYN
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Goldwyn - Cosmopolitan - 1923 - 1924

Big Things!
America's foremost showmen

BALABAN AND KATZ
after viewing that remarkable motion
picture— the film epic of lawless Alaska—

Rex Beach's

THE SPOILERS
immediately decided to present it for an in-

definite run (minimun of three weeks) at the

BIG PICTURE HOUSE OF CHICAGO—The

ROOSEVELT THEATRE
starting JULY 2nd

Wait 'till you see "The Spoilers!'
{



Counterfeit
Love

A SPECIAL Of Real
A Race That Rivals

There's no guess work about "Counterfeit Love"
t's the summer clean-up. It has everything a
howman knows is sure-fire. Melodrama, action,
hrills, romance. The most realistic horse race
ver shown on the screen. The wiles of a cagey love
ounterfeiter exposed. A spectacular fight and an

Pulling Power With
The Kentucky Derby
exciting, dramatic wallop at the end.
Get the sensational posters, the special novelties

and the big press and campaign book. "Counterfeit
Love" is nationally advertised. It's the one big
special of the season which means money in the
bank for you.

FEATURING A
NOTABLE CAST
OF FAVORITES

0/f)£CT£o By
Xalph /nc£ *„o LR.Sheldon

Physical Distributors
PathC Evchancc

S A PLAYGOERS PICTURES- mPEC I A L
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Confidence!

Two years of square

dealing with the In-

dependent Producers

and the State Rights

Buyers has placed the

"ANCHOR" in a posi-

tion where today its

product truly reflects

the marvelousprogress

of the Motion Picture

Industry.

Confidence
Inspires Progress!

ANCHOR
Film Distributors, Inc.

HOLLYWOOD
CALIFORNIA.
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The First of Four Great Specials
"The DANGEROUS TRAIL"

With an All Star Cast Including

IRENE RICH NOAH BEERY TULLY MARSHALL
Directed by Produced by

ALVIN J. NEITZ ROCKY MOUNTAIN PRODUCTIONS, Inc.

Five Part Special A Great Story of the Sea

HOBART BOSWORTH
"THE MAN ALONE"

by

CLARENCE BADGER

Just What Youve Been Looking for

2-Reel

CRESCENT COMEDIES
Featuring

Milburn Morante
Supported by

EDDIE BARRY and HELEN KESLER

Eight Frontier Photoplays
Featuring

BILL PATTON
supported by

PEGGY O'DAY PEPPY
REELS

I

,5
J ANCHOR 1

Film Distributors, Inc.

HOLLYWOOD
CALIFORNIA.
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MORRIS R. SCHLANK
presents

"THE

DANGEROUS
TRAIL"
with an All-Star Cast

Including

IRENE RICH—NOAH BEERY—TULLY MARSHALL

A Six-Part Out-Door Special
with a Genuine Box-Office Appeal

Produced by Directed by

Rocky Mountain Productions, Inc. Alvin J. Neitz

ANCHOR
Film Distributors, Inc.

HOLLYWOOD
CALIFORNIA.

"Confidence Inspires Progress"



HARRY GARSON presents

CLARAKIMBALL
YOUNG

in

A WIFE 'S

ROMANCE
Directed

THOMAS
HEFFRON
J^avishfy produced
for the most
lavishly dressed
woman on the
screen

Producedhy
SAMUEL ZIERLER
Photoplay Corporation,

£x.clusi\)e. Distributors in
New Ijork and NewJersey I

Jury Imperial pictures Ltd.Exclusive

Distributors -thruout Great Qntain
Sir William Jury Managing Director

REG U.SI Screen,

ltClassic
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REG U.S.

PAT OFF!
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r A picture

that will

cturirtd it5
entire j

Screen,
Classic



Jury imperial Vitivrzj ictd.

I3ritain.5i'r kJin.Jury Monacjinq ~Diy.



ClaraKimball'Vbun 9A Wife's Romance
*/l BOX-OFFICE REVELATION

etrc
^ury S-m.fie.riaX Pictures £td.€xclusive VJishl'ibxikorS
hhvuout (Jveab BritaiviiSir William (fury MartagirrcfTlir.

Screen,.
Classic*
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The Ninety and Nine, with Col-

leen Moore.—W ill have to take off

our hats to Vitagraph for this one.

It certainly made a hit in our house
and we doubt that in our twelve
years experience we ever got more
favorable comments on a showing
than on The Ninety and Nine.—T.
H. Smith, Princess theatre, Col-
chester, 111.—Neighborhood patron-

age.

The Ninety and Nine, with Col-

leen Moore.—The Ninety and Nine
proved one of the biggest surprises

since I have been an exhibitor.

Truly a record breaker. The Flirt

was a good money maker for me,
but The Ninety and Nine outdrew
it both nights. My patrons were
very enthusiastic in their praise. I

used twenty-five of each style, two
styles, window cards supplied by
Vitagraph on this picture. This pic-

ture did not have much of a first

run, hardly any newspaper space
being used to exploit it. which
makes its drawing power all the

more of a surprise.—J. E. Stocker,

Myrtle theatre, Detroit, Mich.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Ninety and Nine, with Col-
leen Moore.—A splendid feature

which will hold interest to the very
end. Fire scenes very good, and
advertising can be got from Vita-

graph that gets the patrons in.—W.
T. Biggs, Unique theatre. Anita,

Iowa.—Small town patronage.

The Ninety and Nine, with Col-

leen Moore.—A picture that got the

business for me and seemed to

please the majority.—Ernest Vetter,

Majestic theatre, Homer, Mich.

—

Small town patronage.

The Ninety and Nine, with Col-

leen Moore.—A perfect audience
picture. Good cast, good story and
fine photography. The fire scene is

great.—Chas. Prokop, Rex theatre,

Wahoo, Nebr.—Neighborhood pa-

tronage.

The Ninety and Nine, with Col-

leen Moore.—A remarkable picture

from standpoint of thriller as the

last reel is taken up with thrilling

forest fire that seems real to the

hard-boiled ones, even. Story is

good and holds up at regular ad-

mission pri
t
ce. An extraordinary

melodrama.—W. H. Brenner, Cozy
theatre, Winchester, Ind.—General
patronage.

The Ninety and Nine, with a spe-

cial cast.—One of the best melo-
dramas in years. If properly ex-

ploited will get the business and
please 95%.—C. R. Hatcher, Grand
Opera House, Meridian, Miss.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Ninety and Nine, with Col-

leen Moore.—Great. Picture fine,

but paid too much for it. Lost
money. Cold wave hit us.—Lewis
& Brisco, Princess Theatre, Elwood,
Ind.—General patronage.

The Ninety and Nine, with Col-
leen Moore.—Fire scene equal to

The Storm. A fine picture. Just as

good as My Wild Irish Rose.—F.

H. Guy, Bradely Opera House, Te-
curuseh, Mich.—Small town patron-
age.

The Ninety and Nine, with Col-
leen Moore.—Played this picture as

against Manslaughter and Oliver
Twist and will venture to say that

we knocked 'em for a goal. This
picture is wonderful.—Paul L.

Shew, Rivoli theatre, Clinton, Ind.

—General patronage.

The Ninety and Nine with Col-
leen Moore.—Very fine picture from
every point of view. It will back up
any exploitation you give it. The
forest fire scene is great. Proved a

good box office picture for two days.

—Anderson & Weatherby, Gem
theatre, Omaha, Neb.

The Ninety and Nine, with Col-

leen Moore.—Good picture. Have
to pay too much rental. Draws
good. Advise you to play it. Can
get it reasonably.—E. E. Cox, Ly-
ceum theatre, Wyoming, 111.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Ninety and Nine, with Col-
leen Moore.—Vitagraph has one
great picture in The Ninety and
Nine. Had more good comments
than any picture that I have run.

Forest fire starts where others leave
off. Sure great. Photography great.

Fine story and the acting of Warner
Baxter wonderful. Class A A pic-

ture. A money getter for any ex-

hibitor.—Ray M. Rector, Columbia
theatre. Anadarko, Okla.—General
patronage.

The Ninety and Nine, with Col-

leen Moore.—Entitled to take its

place among the best pictures of

the year. Intensely human story.

Censor proof. In seven big reels.

An excellent cast. It is gratifying

to recommend this picture as one of

the finest we have ever seen. Truly
worthy of the name of "special."

Book it.—A. J. Steggall, Opera
House, Fayette, Iowa.—College

town patronage.

The Ninety and Nine, with a spe-

cial cast.—Old time melodrama, but
it went over. Good punch scene.

Business good. All seemed satisfied.

Get the film trailer from your ex-

change. It is a good one. On seven
reels.—Chas. H. Ryan, Garfield

theatre. Chicago, 111.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Ninety and Nine, with a spe-
cial cast.—A very enjoyable picture.

Very well done. Colleen Moore
shows to particular advantage in

this. In fact I think it's her best
since Broken Chains. Took well
here.—S. C. Chapman, La Salle the-
atre, Chicago, 111.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Ninety and Nine, with a spe-
cial cast.—Wonderful. Better than
the ordinary specials. Be sure and
book it. You make no mistake.

—

W. P. Sayers, O. K. theatre, Hill

City, Kans.—General patronage.

THE NINETY AND NINE,
with a special cast. — Biggest
business for over two years.

Pleased everyone. A lu-Iu life-

saver, yea, a record breaker in

every respect. Railroad angle

should be played up strong.

The exhibitor who doesn't use

this and use it quick is deaf,

dumb and blind as a bat. Vita-

graph paper on this very effect-

ive. Good window cards. Pic-

ture well produced. Thrills well

executed. Gets everyone talk-

ing and boosting. Come on,

give us more of these dog fights

that really get the money.

—

FRANK C. BUCKLEY, Prin-

cess theatre, Superior, Wis.

The Ninety and Nine, with Col-
leen Moore.—Here is a picture
worthy of every exhibitor's atten-
tion. Will please everyone and
make you good money if you buy it

right. Play it up as a railroad
drama and a real forest fire that
makes The Storm by Universal look
like a Sunday picnic. The start of
the picture has many touching
scenes that will please the women.
An all around good bet.—C. J.
Goetz, Beverly theatre, Janesville,
Wis.—General patronage.

The Ninety and Nine, with a spe-
cial cast.—A very interesting pic-

ture of melodramatic type, well
acted, splendidly directed and the
kind of story that holds the audi-
ence. Those who see it first day
will boost. Good box office picture.
—Rosenfield, Hopp & Co., Fort
Armstrong theatre, Rock Island,
111.—General patronage.

The Ninety and Nine, with a spe-
cial cast.—This was first run pic-

ture and we packed them. Patrons
came back the second time to see
the picture. Exhibitors, do not fail

to buy this picture.—Katherine
Dowling, Ark theatre. Logansport,
Ind.—General patronage.

The above reports clipped from THE EXHIBITORS HERALD
—Advertisement.



A STATEMENT-
TO THE MOTION PICTURE EXHIBITOR:

Owing to the wide-spread publicity which attended the

recent signing of the contract between Truart Film Cor-

poration and myself for the production of feature-length

comedies, and the various reports in the daily press of the

country concerning this contract, I desire to announce, on

behalf of Truart Film Corporation, The Vitagraph Com-

pany of America and myself, that under my present existing

contract with The Vitagraph Company, there remain two

two-reel comedies to be produced of the standard that I

have made heretofore for that company.

If earnest effort and the sincere desire to give you worth-

while attractions count for aught, then, I honestly believe

that the two comedies still to be produced under my present

contract will be superior to any I have ever made before.

The full details regarding my future plans of production

will be announced by Truart Film Corporation immediately

upon the completion of my Vitagraph contract.

i



THE AFFAIRS
OF LADY
HAMILTON
was held over at the

PARK THEATRE
BOSTON, MASS

for THREE WEEKS because*
^ « sa

Costumed ushers, a street ballyhoo as

shown below, tags for automobiles and a
crew of Western Union messengers who
delivered "Parkograms," telling of "The
Affairs of Lady Hamilton," were the
stunts responsible for the big opening of

this production at the Park Theatre.
Write us for a detailed description of the

auto tag and messenger boy ideas.

I

1st: It received intelligent exploitation

and publicity. The stunts were cleverly

planned to reach not only the passersby on

the street, but were also directed to reach

the movie-goer at his or her home.

2nd: The picture itself is a money-maker.

Boston talked about it; the newspapers

praised it and as a result, the greatest force

for profitable box-office results was set in

motion WORD OF MOUTH ADVERTIS-
ING! These two factors were also respon-

sible for the record-breaking run at the

Strand Theatre, Providence, R. I.

its a HODKINSON picture
r
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The Eight Anniversary

And Studio Number of

Exhibitors Herald

w ill be published under date of July 7th. This

issue, marking the close of eight years of tri-

umphant success in the publication of a new

and better type of trade paper, will be replete

with features of interest and importance to the

whole industry.

(Editorial and advertising forms

close Monday, June 25th)
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Book "Knighthood1
And Knock The Hot Weather Cold!

No matter how hot the

weather, "Knighthood" will

pack them in. Show it this

summer—and you'll do Holi-

day week business.

FROM A SMALL TOWN EXHIBITOR

ATHEATRE that runs specials and passes up this one is

missing something it shouldn't miss. This picture has

more "stuff" than any of the other specials of the season.

Forget the costume fear.

It packs enough story to make all the rest of this season's

specials look like program pictures. It isn't a program picture

that happens to draw well, as most of them are, but a picture into

which has been put some real money, energy, brains and work.

It is not a "highbrow" picture alone, because of its intense

action and absorbing story. It is not "lowbrow" alone, because

it is the most elaborate picture Famous Players-Lasky ever put

into a can. It's everything ! It's a special that draws the second

day and the third—and that's very rare these days. We saw tags

on the cars parked in front of our theatre from eight different

towns.

We've had a good many pictures that kept the cashier busy,

but this one drew more American dollars than any other picture

we have run since Way Down East.

FRED HINDS, Cresco Theatre, Cresco, Iowa

MARION DAVIES in
"When Knighthood Was in Flower"
By Charles Major Directed by Robert G. Vignola

Scenario by Luther Reed Settings by Joseph Urban

A COSMOPOLITAN PRODUCTION
A PARAMOUNT PICTURE

Now booking- at all Famous Players-Lasky Exchanges
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What's Wrong With the Flapper?
Or is there something wrong with

the parents who scold her for

coming home from the Jazz
party at three o'clock

in the morning?

Sdm E. Rork presents

daugHt -
%J Marguerite de la Motte

Marjorie Daw
Noah Beery

WilliamVMong

A James Young Production
with a notable cast including Marguerite de la

Motte, Pat O' Mai ley, William V. Mong,
Marjorie Daw, Noah Beery, Mabel Van Buren,

Allen Forrest and Alice Howell.

Adapted from the story by. Dana Burnet.

Directed by James Young.

A 3iiat national Picture
Foreign rights controlled by Associated First National Pictures, Int.. 383 Madison Ave., New York

A Picture That's RightUp to the Minute!
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NOTICE TO THE TRADE
FOREIGN OFFICES

Mr. Ralph J. Pugh
Associated First National Pic-

tures, Ltd.

37 Oxford Street

London W. 1, England

Mr. John C. Jones

Associated First National Pic-

tures of Australasia, Ltd.

141 Castlereagh Street

Sydney, Australia

Mr. Sofus Berg

Associated First National Pic-

tures of Sweden
Kungsgatan 30

Stockholm, Sweden

Mr. Svein Aas
Associated First National Pic-

tures of Norway
Universitetsgatan 26

Kristiania, Norway

Mr. Fred Rodiquez

Associated First National Pic-

tures of Mexico

13 Lopez Street

Mexico City, D. F. Mexico

Mr. John Olsen

4 Vestreboulevard

Copenhagen, Denmark

Mr. Louis H. Rubin

Calle Corciga 333

Barcelona, Spain

Mr. Robert P. Schless

69 Faubourg St. Honore
Paris, France

Albert W. Hubsch
Transocean Film Company

72-74 Zimmerstrasse

Berlin, Germany

Address of new Paris Office will

be announced later.

ON July 1st, 1923, Associated First

National Pictures, Inc., terminates

the agency of David P. Howells,Inc.,for

the foreign market of all of its produc-

tions released in the United States subse-

quent to January 1st, 1922.

With respect to those foreign terri-

tories and subjects remaining undis-

posed of on July 1st, 1923, we will handle

ourselves all foreign business, with re-

spect to all productions released subse-

quent to January 1st, 1922, and to be

released in the future.

All communications regard-

ing such productions should be

addressed to Associated First

National Pictures, Inc., Foreign

Department, 383Madison Ave-
nue, New York City.

First National Pictures



IAVigorousDrama o/tfifllorthwest

Allen
Holubai

presents

DOROTHY PHILLIPS

Blander theW)mari
Adapted from"The White Frontier' by Jeffrey Deprend

With Lewis Dayton and All Star Cast
Scenario by Violet Clark; Photographed by Byron Haskin

A UrAt national Picture
Foreign Rights controlled by Associated First National Pictures, Inc., 3S3 ft Ax., New York



leased Capacity Crowd!
n

Exhibitots Weeaid

nTtos.Ti.lnce presents Cloyd Hughes

Scars of Jealousy
By Anthony H. Rudd ; Directed by Lambert Hillyer
under the personal iUpervi.ion of Thomas H. Ince.

Distributed by Associated
First National Pictures, Inc.

Foreign Rights controlled by Associated First Sstion+l
Pictures. Inc.. 3S3 Madison. A:e., Sev: }Vc
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Read These Theatre Reports as Published in the

Exhibitors Trade Review.
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WITHI!\ THE LAW
iFirst National)

BUFFALO. SHEA'S HIPPODROME.—
25 00. Standing room only. Short Subjects.

—"The Land of Tut Ankh Amen; " The
Balloonatic; Review. Press Comments.

—

Exceptionally good.—Evening News. Pro-
vides an opportunity for Miss Talmadge to
act.—Enquirer. Reflects faithfully the play,
although some liberties have been taken.

—

Courier. Fascinating.—Times. Makes more
secure Norma Talmadge a dramatic star.

—

Commercial.

TRIanon rn^'A^"ona"

AZRS? BIRMINGHAM

. h
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^fiS^ ^-Pa ch ^/r, 41^ I

10 35
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P
r
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R
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Comment r
'""^

Variety Reportfron
Baltimore ^^jU,

Enjoyed i»v

Joseph M.Schenck presents

NORMA
TALMADGE
LWithin the Law'

Personally Directed by Frank Lloyd
Adapted by Frances Marion from the stage play by Bayard Veiller;

photographed by Antonio Gaudio and Norbert Brodin; stills photo-
graphed by Shirley Vance Martin.

A Hrjbt national Picture
Foriign rights controlled by ^Associated First National Pictures, Inc., 383 Madison Are., New York
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Cohen's Code Fails

"Cohen wins—but what?"
This is a line from an editorial

we printed during the recent ex-

hibitors convention and it comes
back for very pointed consideration

at this time.

Exhibitors and others who have
been depending upon the New York
trade papers for reports of the con-
vention and its aftermaths must be
very much at sea. These papers, ap-

parently somewhat bewildered by
the situation, resigned themselves
to lifeless articles which were clearly

marked with a nervous desire to

"make friends" with Cohen, to

dodge a fight if there was going
to be one and to pussyfoot out of

a situation that required a definite

policy of plain speaking.

These papers sought to trick their

readers into believing that every-
thing was rosy with the M. P. T.
O. A.

They now face the difficult task
of reconciling their convention re-

ports with the fact that the conduct
of Mr. Sydney S. Cohen and his as-

sociates, during the recent Chicago
meeting, has resulted in the com-
plete and unequivocal abandonment
of the existing national organiza-
tion by two more state associations,

each of which for some time has
been more powerful, influential and
important than the national organ-
ization itself—Michigan and Minne-
sota.

The New York state league has
been out—completely out;—of the
national organization since Wash-

ington. That league is now formally

joined in its rebellion against the
Cohen code by the two more impor-
tant western organizations. Vari-

ous other important allies of these

three units which can't stand for

Cohen may be noted: Illinois, Wis-
consin, Indiana, North Carolina,

South Carolina, Georgia, Kansas,
North Dakota, South Dakota, Ari-

zona, Ohio, and the District of

Columbia—all of these are either

against Cohen as a unit or else the

prevailing sentiment is against him.
There you have a graphic picture

of an organization that, if not ac-

tually wrecked, is at least incapable

of effective operation—just as Mich-
igan and Minnesota point out in

terms that cannot .be misunder-
stood.

The obvious explanation of the

deplorable condition that now ex-

ists is that Mr. Cohen simply has

not been able to get away with
his ambitious scheme of continuing
himself in office. And the number
of those who are fooled with Mr.
Cohen's little bag of tricks has con-

stantly grown smaller, despite the

addition of the synchophant trade

papers.

Had he insisted from the com-
mencement of the pre-convention

campaign that he wanted re-elec-

tion, the result might have been
difficult. But his scheme of waiting

until the convention got under way
and then coming forward with the

silly explanation that his clique in-

sisted that he stand for re-election

—

without explaining how that insist-

ence, even if it were legitimate,

could release him from pledges and
promises—naturally engendered a

feeling of disgust in the minds of

those who knew what was going on

and who wanted to see the organ-

ization kept going in a constructive

way.
* * *

Persons who have thought that

this sort of thing could go on with-

out challenging the rebellion of men
of the type of those who constitute

the New York Theatre Owners
Chamber of Commerce, the Michi-

gan and Minnesota units and others

have not been thinking sanely.

The methods and tricks that con-

stitute the Cohen code never have
won lasting success and the film

trade cannot be expected to supply
an exception to this rule.

Mr. Cohen has been found out.

His usefulness as an exhibitor leader

is passed. What he now calls his

organization is hopelessly inade-

quate in numbers and in influence

to cope with the problems that con-

front the exhibitor.

Exhibitors must now look for re-

lief to their state organizations, their

individual efforts or to some organ-
ization movement that will come.

Re - Takes
J. R. M.

THEY had a great time at that In-
ternational Congress of M. P. Arts at

the Astor hotel last week, didn't

they? I'll bet a lot of directors' ears

burned. Some of those authors spoke
right out in mcetin' as it were, "hewing
to the line let the chips fall where they
may" to quote a w. k. author.

* * *

And then A. Zukor came right back at

'em and offered a $10,000 prize for a real

good story. That was a snappy come
back, we'll say.

* * *

Now it's up to them authors to get
busy and show A. Z. they've got the stuff

or forever hold their peace. They've got
a year to make good. Step on the gas!

* » *

Speaking of authors, here's a gem from
a press story that just drifted in "The
story deals with a little old lady what
was left a million dollars."

» * *

If Our Memory's Correct

A popular magazine has a story "Why
the next war wron't pay." We were under
the impression the last one didn't pan out
any too well on the red side of the ledger.

Need It

Los Angeles, I see, has a "make-up"
shop. Some of those estranged couples
evidently haven't found it.

* * *

What's the Delay?
So far there hasn't been any announce-

ment that the rights to that popular song,
x

"Yes, We Haven't any Bananas" have
been acquired for a super-production.

* * *

On the Ragged Edge
New York censors want to eliminate

posters showing bathing girl in one piece
suit talking to man wading in the water
dressed in trousers and shirt. It "tends
to corrupt morals" and is "indecent"' ac-
cording to them. Apparently they never
visited Coney Island, or they'd get an
eyeful.

* * *

Erich wasn't Shootin'

According to figures given out bv the
Eastman Kodak Company, only 21,000
feet of film was used in 1896, while last
year more than 800,000,000 feet was
manufactured. But then there were no
von Stroheims in the business in 1896.

* * *

Some Great Scores
Now that the big golf tournament is

over and everybody is satisfied he could
have done much better if—and a few
lucky stiffs have Herald "bobby irons"
tucked away in their lockers—the only
thing to look forward to is next year's
contest. Hart Schaftner and Marx fur-
lined overcoats will be given as first

prizes for the pinochle players next year,
and furlined mits as second prizes.

* * *

Won't Get Hurt
Educational ought to hurry the release

of that "Golf as played by Gene Sarazen"
film so the boys in the tournament will
know how to go about it.

* * *

Science isn't always right. For in-
stance the sight of green makes one sad,
according to science. Didja ever look at
a green back and feel sad? Xo neither
did we.

J
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New National Exhibitor League
Being Agitated in Many States

MinnesotaandMichigan
QuitCohen Organization

Project May Be Launched Immediately If Leaders

Cohen Wants
Michigan Back
Sydney S. Cohen wants Michigan

back in the M. P. T. O. A.

Immediately after being notified

it had surrendered its charter, he
wired every officer and member of

the board of directors personally
asking them to call a special meet-
ing next week and give him a

chance to "adjust differences."

He received a wire back that his

request should have been to the
board of directors and not indi-

viduals; that it would be considered
at the next regular meeting in two
weeks and that he would be notified

of their decision.

Signing the reply were W. S.

Mac Laren. H. T. Hall, J. C. Ritter,

Phil Gleichman, Fred De Lodder
and John Neiber.

(A special meeting of Michigan next
week would have prevented its officers
from going to Syracuse.)

Three Theaters Added
To Loew, Inc. , Chain
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

XEW YORK. June 12.—Announce-
" ment is made from the offices of Loew.

Inc., of the acquisition of three more
theatres to its chain—two in New York
and one in Omaha. Xeb. The Xew York
houses are the Lexington Opera House.

571 Park avenue, and the Borough Park

theatre, Xew Utrecht avenue and 51st

street, Brooklyn, both of which have been

purchased outright. The Omaha house

is the Empress theatre, which has been
leased for a term of years.

The Lexington Opera House will be
closed until fall during which time re-

pairs and changes will be made so ex-

tensive that the house will be practically

rebuilt. It will be reopened with a

straight picture policy.

Motley Flint Made
Director of Selznick
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

XEW YORK. June 12.—Motley Flint

vice president of the Pacific Southwest

Trust and Savings Bank, who has be-

come largely identified in assisting with

the production end of the motion picture

business and recognized as one of the lead-

ing factors in the furtherance of better

pictures has been added to the board of di-

rectors of Selznick Distributing Corpora-

tion.

The Pacific Southwest Trust and Savings

Bank is interested in three special produc-

tions scheduled for early publication by
Selznick. "Rupert of Hentzau," "The Com-
mon Law," and "Modern Matrimony" and
Mr. Flint's recent trip east was made par-

tially to close final details for the distribu-

tion of these pictures.

Regard Time Opportune for Step

Practically all chance of the exhibitors of the country being
reunited in the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, with
Sydney S. Cohen continuing as president, was swept aside dur-
ing the last week.

Minnesota and Michigan—two of the strongest state organizations

—

formally withdrew from the M. P. T. O. A. Simultaneously, Charles L.
O'Reilly, president of the New York M. P. T. O., issued a statement which
effectively ended the rumor of his being ready to "make up with Cohen."

Leaders Will Gather at Syracuse

Exhibitors leaders from all parts of the country will go to Syracuse
June 19, 20, and 21, for the purpose of talking over the situation which now
confronts them.

While the majority of those who will "sit in" are anti-Cohen, a few
who are neutral and some who are known as pro-Cohen are expected to
be present and to lend their influence toward preventing the launching of
a new national league.

Apparently, nothing definite has been, done in preparation for the
conference. A number of prominent exhibitors have been invited to watch
the Xew York league in convention.

The recent turn of affairs has made it

practically impossible for any group of
leaders to get together without discussing
the present and future of organization.
All who attend are welcome—and will
probably have plenty of opportunity to
exchange their ideas.

Cohen and O'Reilly Clash
There is a possibility that Sydney S.

Cohen will offer to resign as president of
the M. P. T. O. A. as a preliminary step
toward bringing about harmony.
He offered to step aside at the Chicago

convention but at that time he wanted to
control the majority of the board of dir-

ectors and be named chairman of the
board, himself.

Michigan and Minnesota would
not consent to Cohen remaining in
control at that time, and it is now
a certainty that Cohen's grip on the
organization must be loosened before
they will entertain any plan to return
to the fold.

In fact.. things have practically resolved

Berman Mentioned
As Candidate

NEW YORK, June 12.—The
names most frequently heard for

the position of president of the Mo-
tion Picture Theatre Owners of the
State of New York to succeed
Charles L. C'Reilly, are Samuel I.

Berman, W. A. Dillon of Ithica, and
Mike Walsh of Yonkers. Many of
the up-state men are strong for

Berman being chosen, but so far

he has declined to allow his name
to be used. As secretary he is of
great value to the association and
says he prefers to remain where he
is. It is safe to say that the new
president, as well as other officers,

will be selected by the delegates at
the convention.

themselves where Cohen, himself, has the
say as to whether there are to be one or
two national organizations. If he came
forward now with an offer to step down
and out. harmony might be achieved
within thirty days.

Working Agreement Certain

If Cohen declines to step out, the only
question about a second national exhib-
itor organization is the form it will take
and how soon it will be launched.

It is possible, of course, that Michigan,
Minnesota and Xew York will decide to
unite for the purpose of putting another
national organization in the field immedi-
ately—sharing the expense and work of
organization.
The more likely development, however,

is the establishment of a "working agree-
ment" between them for the purpose of
meeting national problems. Two big
matters especially require attention:
The socalled "Music Tax."
The Uniform Contract.
There are also a number of other ques-

tions of less importance the three big
states want taken care of.

Would be a "Federation."

Under this plan, other state organiza-
tions would be admitted to the agreement
upon application. The league would
practically be a "Federation."
While this would be slower, many lead-

ers believe it is sounder. They declare
that a good deal of the trouble with ex-
hibitor organizations in the past has been
that they were built from top down, in-

stead of from the bottom up.
They point out that the state organi-

zations would be far better, if they vol-
untarily organized and applied for ad-
mission, instead of being pushed into line.

Under the "Federation" plan, it is de-
clared, some states would even retain
their charter in the M. P. T. O. A. and at

the same time have a "working agree-
ment" with the insurgents.
The clash between Cohen and Charles
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Two scenes from "The Silent Accuser, a Richard Thomas Production, and (center) Richard Thomas, producer-director of this

and another comedy-drama, "Phantom Justice."

L. O'Reilly, which occurred during the

past week, was an aftermath of Cohen
speaking before the Theatre Owners
Chamber of Commerce of New York

City.

The talk took place about the time it

was learned publicly that Minnesota and

Michigan were going to withdraw from

the M. P. T. O. A. The publicity de-

partment of the M. P. T. O. A. immedi-

ately sent out a bulletin on Cohen's ap-

pearance before the T. O. C. C, which

sounded as if complete harmony had been

achieved and New York was back.in the

fold.

The anti-Cohen forces accused Cohen
of "playing politics" and demanded an

explanation from O'Reilly. He promptly

issued a statement which ended any talk

of "harmony."
The Statements Made

The account of Cohen's talk issued by
his publicity man is as follows:
"Sydney S. Cohen, president of the Motion

Picture Theatre Owners of America, brought an
interesting message on exhibitor organization to

the members of the Theatre Owners Chamber of

Commerce at the regular meeting of that organ-

ization at the Hotel Astor June 5.

"There was a large attendance and Mr. Cohen
was enthusiastically received when he was pre-

sented to the members by Charles L. O'Reilly,

president of the Chamber.
"The national president told of the activities

of the organization in different parts of the coun-

try, the manner in which the welfare of the ex-

hibitor was being cared for and his business pro-

tected.
"Speaking of the rceent convention at Chicago,

he congratulated the theatre owners of New York
State for the excellent manner in which they re-

sponded to the national call and the highly repre-

sentative delegation which appeared for the ex-

hibitors from New York State.

"He especially commended the members of the

Chamber of Commerce in that delegation for the

zeal, earnestness and enthusiasm they displayed at

the Chicago meeting. He expressed himself as

being much gratified over the reception accorded
the theatre owners of New York State by the

theatre owners from all over the country at the

national convention.
"He expressed the hope that whatever differences

of opinion may have existed in the past, that all

of these would be resolved in the light of the

necessity for compact organization in order that

all opposing influences within and outside the in-

dustry might be met and the interests of theatre

owners cared for in every possible manner."

O'Reilly Replies to Cohen
O'Reilly's statement issued in reply to

the press agent's yarn is as follows:
"I am surprised that the publicity department

of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America
should attempt to use the appearance of Sydney
S. Cohen at one of the regular meetings of the
Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce to create
the impression that the New York organization has
again joined the ranks of the national body under
the leadership of Mr. Cohen.

"Neither Mr. Cohen's appearance nor speech
had any political significance whatsoever. Mr.
Cohen has been a member of the Theatre Owners
Chamber of Commerce for over three years, and
although this has been his first appearance at a
meeting since the Washington convention, as a
member he was accorded the privilege of the floor

and given a respectful hearing. No attempt was
made by any of the members to retaliate for the

treatment received by the New York delegation
at the memorable Washington convention when
the members from New \ ork were refused the
privilege of the floor.

"The Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce is

a business organization with no quarrels or polit-

ical affiliations, and any attempt to divert its

course from its well defined policies is simply
throwing dust in the eyes of the industry."

The incident apparently ended with
the two statements.

Inform HERALD by Wire

Both the Michigan and Minnesota state

organization notified the Hkrai.d by tele-

graph immediately alter they decided to

withdraw from the M. P. T. O. A.
The wire from W. S. McLaren, presi-

dent of the M. P. T. O. of Michigan, is

as follows:
"Conviction on the part of the Michigan or-

ganization of the M. P. T. O. A. that the present
national organization is not working along line
conducive to the successful solution of the prob-
lems of the theatre owners and feeling that
Michigan could not therefore give its whole-
hearted moral and financial support of the national
body, has decided to withdraw therefrom.

"Michigan has for the past three years been
allied with the national organization but we are
convinced by the utter failure of the national or-
ganization to function in a business-like manner
that constructive work is not possible under the
present plan of operation.
"In accordance with a resolution passed unan-

imously at the regular meeting, the following wire
was forwarded to Sydney S. Cohen, president of
the M. P. T. O. A.

" 'At a regular monthly meeting of the M. P.
T. O. Michigan held Hotel Wolverine, De-
troit, Wednesday. June 6, it was unanimously de-
cided to withdraw from the national organization
and charter is being returned by registered mail.'

"Realizing the vital necessity for organization,

Steffes Is Voted
Manager's Salary

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., June
12.—W. A. Steffes, president of the
Minnesota exhibitors organization,
was voted a salary of $8,000 a year
as business manager of the league
at a meeting of the executive board.
The action is seen as a step toward
the further strengthening of the
Minnesota organization, following
its decision to withdraw from the
national unit.

In addition to designating a sal-

ary for Mr. Steffes an office mana-
ger will also be provided who will

act as Mr. Steffes' personal secre-
tary. A. A. Kaplan was appointed
treasurer to fill the vacancy created
by the resignation of Fred Holzap-
fel and George Carisch made a
member of the executive board suc-
ceeding Mr. Kaplan.

Michigan looks forward to the time when politics
*ill iiw i" 'I" nim Hi to the exclusion of mn-
-tructivc work and when an exhibitors' organiza-
tion will get down to the work next to the heart
of the exhibitor. At that time, Michigan will sup-
port such an organization with the same zeal as in
the past."

Minnesota Takes Action
The following wire was received from

Clyde H. Hitchcock, secretary of the M.
P. T. O. Minnesota:
"The following telegram to Sydney S. Cohen is

self explanatory: 'At a regularly called meeting of
the board of directors of Minnesota M. P. T. O.
held today, it was unanimously voted to surrender
our charter and sever affiliation with the national
organization. Please accept this as official notice
of our action. Charter being returned by reg-
istered mail.'

Plan Distribution of
New Thomas Picture

La Plante to Stage Trade
Showing of "Silent

Accuser" in East
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, June 12.—Arrange-
ments for the distribution of "The Silent
Accuser," first of a series of Richard
Thomas productions will be negotiated in
the East by William La I'lante, special
representative of Mr. Thomas who is now
on his way to New York with a print.

Extensive trade showings of this pro-
duction and "Phantom Justice," another
Thomas photoplay, will also be staged.

Shows Crime Detection

"The Silent Accuser" deals with the
technical police detection of crime, but
only the matter of a minor theme. An
element of mystery in a metropolitan set-
ting forms the background for the story
that is said to be both interesting and
educational.

In the cast are Carmel Myers, Mel-
bourne McDowell, Kathryn McGuire,
Spottiswoode Aitken, Clyde Fillmore, Rex
Ballard, Charles Force, Edward Borman
and others.
"Phantom Justice," the second Thomas

special, deals with the problems confront-
ing a young attorney specializing in crim-
inal law, who refuses to give up a
lucrative criminal practice despite the
pleadings of his sweetheart. The picture
was at first known as "Other Men's
Money."

Estelle Taylor in Cast

Estelle Taylor, Rod LaRocque, Kath-
ryn McGuire, Rex Ballard, Tom Wilson,
Frederic Vroom, Lillian Leighton, Garry
O'Dell, Gordon DuMont, Fred Moore and
Charles Force are in the cast.
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Erlanger and Shubert Plan
Is Menace, Say Exhibitors

Charge That Motion Picture Circuit 'Is Merely an
Attempt to Gouge the Public"; Subject to Be

Discussed at New York Convention
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, June 12.—Exhibitor circles here are greatly exercised

over the announcement of the formation by the Erlanger and Shubert
interests of a circuit of motion picture houses in all of the leading cities

of the United States and Canada. Many exhibitors assert that this combi-
nation, whose aim is to play only the big photoplays at so-called legitimate

prices, is the greatest menace which has yet threatened the motion picture

theatre owners.
Others are of the opinion, however, that the S2 top price, which, it

is understood, will rule in the new circuit, will bring about the end of the

project before it gets a fair start.

T. O. C. C. and State Unit to Discuss Project

So agitated are some of the exhibitors that the subject of the new
circuit will be the chief topic for discussion at this week's meeting of the

Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce, as it will also at the state con-
vention of the M. P. T. O., of New York at Syracuse next week. Many of

the leading members of the exhibitor organizations are working up a

movement to get each of the associations to go on record not to use any
of the product of the companies booking with the new circuit.

Marshall Neilan Hit

In Finance Suit Filed

By Hawks on Coast
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, June 12.— H. W.
Hawks, in a suit filed in superior court
here, charges Marshall Xeilan with viola-

tion of an agreement in distribution of
$200,000 involved in the production of a
motion picture. According to the com-
plaint, Neilan and Hawks were each to

advance one-half of the production ex-
penses with Hawks receiving cne-fourth
of the profits and Xeilan three-fourths.
The plaintiff states that he advanced

$95,490 and Xeilan nothing, whereupon
they agreed to borrow $125,000. by giving
a first lien on the picture. Later. Hawks
charges, Xeilan gave a second lien on the
picture, without his knowledge, for a loan
of $50,000.

Upon completion of the picture, accord-
ing to plaintiff. Xeilan received an ad-
vance of $200,000 from a distributor. Of
this amount. Hawks says, he received
nothing although he had received $30,000
from the income of the picture.

"Main Street" Opens
At New York Strand

In Eastern Premiere
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK. June 12.—"Main Street,"

Warner Brothers' production of Sinclair

Lewis' best seller, began a two weeks run
at the Mark Strand June 10, its Eastern
premiere. Anticipation of a record run is

entertained, exploitation tie-ups with
Grosset & Dunlap and other organizations
having been effected.

The picture is in its sixth week at the

Mission theatre, Los Angeles, and will

open at the Roosevelt, Chicago, July 24.

moving hence to the Balaban & Katz
neighborhood houses, the Tivoli and
Riviera.

Sales of the novel are given as 400.000

copies, and book store tie-ups are planned
for the picture's accompaniment through-
out the country.

Interest Continues in

Wenger Design Exhibit
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

XEW YORK. June 12.—Exhibition of

paintings, screen and stage designs by
John Wenger, famous artist, has been
continued for a third week at the Ander-
son Galleries for the benefit of the the-

atrical and newspaper professions. Wen-
ger's exhibition has been the gathering
place for hundreds of noted players, pro-
ducers and artists during the past week.
There are on view ten screens, eight

panels, nearly two score of paintings and
fifteen groups of stage designs and cur-

tains created by Wenger for "Poppy
God," "The Child of the World." "George
White Scandals, 1922," "Petroushka."
"Efficiency," "He." "The Maid of France,"

"The Big Scene" and "Youth." as well

as stage productions for the Rivoli, the

Capitol and other theatres.

Silton Weds
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, June 12.—Eddie Silton.

general manager of the Edward Small
Company, was married June 7 to Miss
Loea Hearne, winner of a beauty contest

in seven southern states.

So far as can be learned the only pic-

ture being booked over the Erlanger-
Shubert circuit is "The Covered Wagon."
and the more conservative refuse to get
excited over this, as it has been expected
that this would be roadshowed all over
the country and would not be turned into

the regular channels of distribution for a

year at least.

O'Reilly Issues Statement

In a statement touching upon the
project, President Charles L. O'Reilly or

the state organization and the T. O. C.
C, charged that the plan "'is merely an
attempt to gouge the public by making
it pay exorbitantly high prices to see pic-

tures."
He continued: "This is the very thing

that the theatre owners have been fight-

Censors' Approval
of Film Is Fought

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, KAN. June 12.

—A real controversy is on be-
tween the M. P. T. O. Kansas and
the Kansas Board of Motion Pic-
ture Censorship— the exhibitors
vigorously opposing the board's
approval of a picture.

After having been barred for

more than five years, "The Birth
of a Nation" is to be permitted
to come into Kansas, according to
information from Topeka, the state
capitol. It is said that the "skids
have, been greased" for the ap-
proval of the picture.
The Kansas organization has pro-

tested to Governor Davis against
the censor board giving permission
for the presentation of the picture
on the ground that permission at
this late day on the part of the
censor board will have the appear-
ance of the injection of politics
into the motion picture industry,
especially since two governors and
many citizens have objected to the
production being shown.

ing against for years. The theatre own-
ers are determined to maintain a fair

standard admission price to present to the
public the finest attractions at the regular
box office scale."

He then states that if the plan is a suc-
cess the public will be forced to pay from
$2 to $5 to see pictures which hitherto
have been shown at customary theatre
prices. The whole plan, he charges, is

nothing more than "an attempt to make
the theatre-going public pay for the losses
which the combine has suffered over a
period of years because the roadshowing
of legitimate stage attractions is not as
profitable as it once was."

Time Ripe, Says Erlanger

A. L. Erlanger's announcement of the
new project contains the inference that
efforts will be made to book Goldwyn's
"Ben Hur," Universal's "The Hunchback
of Notre Dame'' and Paramount's "The
Ten Commandments."
Mr. Erlanger's statement says that

after a thorough survey "we have come
to the conclusion that the time is ripe
for the organization of a new chain of
theatres to be devoted exclusively to the
presentation of those great motion picture
stories that are developed occasionally to
a point which warrants special attention."
He then says that since the success of

"The Birth of a Xation" and other big
pictures both he and the Shuberts have
been approached "with a plan to give
over a certain number of theatres into a
chain wherein could be laid out continu-
ous routes for these motion picture spec-
tacles and special productions."

Sees New Class of Patrons

"Our study of the situation," he con-
tinues, "convinces us, too, that there has
been developing a new class of patrons
which is willing to pay first-class theatre
prices to see these pictures when they
are given elaborate presentation that it

is proposed to give them under our plan."
(Some two years ago A. H. Woods,

dramatic producer and theatre owner, an-
nounced through the Herald organization
of a similar circuit. In the months that
have elapsed, however, his project has
not materialized.)
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Golf Winners
FILM DAILY CUP—Rudolph Cameron 89. handicap 14, Net Score 7S

LOW NET RUNNER-UP—Felix Feist 94, handicap 16, Net Score 71

LOW GROSS—E. fC. Gillette and Oscar Morgan tied with scores of 82. Morgan won on toss

of coin and received Low Gross Cup.

LOW GROSS RUNNER-UP—E. K. Gillette. LOWEST EXHIBITOR CUP—Tom Moore, 83.

DUFFERS CUP—Harold Rodner, 3S5. DUFFERS RUNNER-UP—A. S. Abeles. 188.

BOBBY IRONS

E. A. Eschmann, Pathe; S.

Fields, Eggrers Eng. ; John

Flinn, Paramount; Carroll

Dunning; T. Henry, United

Artists; G. C. Wilson,

Rivoli, Baltimore; Jim Miili-

k n Moving' Picture World;

Frank L. Newman, Kansas

City; J. S. Brown, M. P.

Arts; Frank Pope, Rialto;

H. D. Campbell, Seaboard

National Bank; H. C. Siegel,

Warner Brothers; J. D.

Williams, Ritz-Carlton;

Henry King, Inspiration; E.

S. Gaylor, Morgan Litho.

;

Myron L. Lesser, Distinc-

tive Prod.; Frank Morris-

sey ; G. A. ScanIon, Du
Pont, and Ray Morrissey.

Winner,

FLIGHT WINNERS
Raymond Pawley, Hod-

kinson; Ro bert Dauby,
Nordheim Company ; Joe
Schnitzer, F. B. O.; Jack
Edwards; H. S. Tierny,
Eckert St Co.; Lee Marcus,
F. B. O.; E. W. Hammons,
Educational; Fred L. Her-
ron. M. P. P. D. A.; ,E. L.
Smith, Inspiration; Eddy
White; R. M. Cuming.
Metro; C. Graham Baker,
Vitagraph; H. M. Goetz.
Erbograph Co.; W. S. Sey-
mour, Hodkin son ; A. D.
Cameron, General Electric;
Ed Saunders, Metro; Lou
Baum, Equity; H. N. Marin,
Distinctive; Stuart Kohn,
Howell Sales; Lester Adler,
Associated Exhibitors; Gus
Schlesinger, Warners; J. L.
Greene, Associated Exhibit-
ors; R. T. Kane, Famous
Players; J. L. Barnard; Nat
Rothstein, F. B. O-: W. S.
Gill, Rotharker; W. O.
Hurst, Whitman Bennett

;

Jules Schwob, and Roy
Crawford, Associated Exhib-
itors.

Pinochle Tournament—Sidney Garrett

CONSOLATIONS
Alfred Black; H. H. Hum,

Hodkinson; Foster Gilroy,

Hod kin son; James Cron, Ex*
hibitors Trade Review; Abe
Warner, Warner Brothers;

W. R. RabeU, Ind. Movie
Supply; Jack Ryan, Fox;

William Moore, Washington,

D. C. ; Tom Carvon. Univer-

sal; D. Loew, Loew's, Inc.;

F. A. Beach. United Artists;

D. P. Howells; Tom Evans,

Evans Film Ed Golden,

Metro; Cretghton Tevlin,

Cosmopolitan; A. L. Grey,

D. W. Griffith, Inc.; Sam
Sav, Weber & North; Wil-
liam Johnston, Motion Pic-

ture News; Reuben Samuels,

R. Samuels, Inc.; Henry
Creske, Crcmke-Everett, Inc.,

and Ernest Warner, Otis

Litho.

Old Alibi Ike Most Prominent

Person at Golf Tourney
Film Folk Commence Intensive Training for Next Year's

Meet in New York
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, June 12.—The Spring gold tournament of the motion
Picture Industry has gone into history, and many of the players and
near players spent Saturday afternoon and Sunday practicing up

for the next one which takes place next September. With the exception of

one man. each player in last week's tourney has an alibi for not making
a better score.

THE exception is Harold Rodner, who
won the Jack Alicote Duffer Cup. with

a score of 355. Harold had a beautiful
alibi all framed up with himself on the
seventeenth hole, but after shooting
eleven balls into the lake on the eighteenth,
was so busy counting up his card that he
forgot what the alibi was all about.

The tournament was the Fourth Semi-
Annual Film Golf event, under the aus-
pices of Film Daily, and was the most
successful yet held. The beautiful Belle-
claire Country Club was selected for the
tourney and the care which was given the
entertainment of the big crowd of film
men could not be improved upon.

* * *

That the selection of the course was a
wise one is generally admitted, but the
same can scarcely be said for the selec-
tion of the hottest June 5 in thirty years
as the date of the event. A petition is

being circulated asking Danny to take
the weather bureau, or at least that por-
tion of the staff who looks after the sun,
into his plans. Except for the sun the
weather bureau performed in a manner to

win encomiums. Many a film man who
was a respectable looking citizen on the
morning of June 5, was under suspicion

every time a prohibition officer looked in

his direction on June 6.

The dinner in the evening, when the
awards of prizes were made, was an
unusually enjoyable affair. All told, there
were in the neighborhood of 100 prizes,

and the presentation of some of the spe-
cial ones was the occasion of great mer-
riment. Among these were a live canary
in a cage; a pup; another pup; a live pig
and a goldfish. There was a lively sera n-
ble for the goldfish when it was first

exhibited, but it was finally rescued fro n
the scramblers by a waiter named Mur-
phy.
The twenty "Bobby Irons" presented

by Exhibitors Herald to the twenty play-
ers making low gross scores were eagerly
sought after. In fact, in such demand
were these useful golf clubs that two
players whose ideas of meum and teum
were about on a par with their abilities

as golfers, annexed two Bobby Irons.
Danny's eagle eye solved the mystery of
the missing clubs and they were restored
to the rightful winners.

Following is the list of entries:

Abeles, A. S., Metro; Abrahams, L., Crafts-
men Lab. ; Adler. Lester, Associated Exhibitors,
Inc.; Alden. P. S. ; Alicoate, Jack, Film Dailv

;

Anderson, R. V., Universal; Arms, Lee, 130 W
42nd St.; Aronson, Al, 1540 Broadway.

Bachmann. J. C, Al Lichtman Corporation;
Baker. C. Graham, Vitagraph

;
Barnstyn, J. C,

Brit. & Cont. Trading Corp. ; Barth, Gus, Rex
Laboratory; Barnard. J. L. ; Baum, Lou, K<|uity
Pictures Corp.; Beach, F. A., United Artists;
Beatty, Jerome, Al Lichtman, Corp.; Beecroft,
James, Exhibitors Herald: Bennett, Whitman;
Benson. Bernhard, Merrill Lynch & Co.;
Berman, Harry, F. B. O. ; Bernstein, David.
Loew's. Ind.; Black, Alfred S., Boston, Mass.;
Blumberg, Milton, Reuben Samuels, Inc.; Bolton,
Ray, Film Daily

; Botsford, A. M., Famous
Players: Brock. Louis, Schenck Prod.; Brockell,
F. M., First National; Brown. Al; Brown. Colvin,
T. H. Ince Corp.; Brown, George, Universal;
Brown. J. S., M. P. Arts; Burr, Charles C,
Mastodon Films, Inc. ;Butts, F. W., Butts Lith.
Co. ; Bryant, Chas.

Cameron. Rudy, Lambs' Club; Cameron, A.
D. . Gen'l Electric Co

; Campbell, H. D., Scab'd
Xat'l Bank; Carvon, Tom, Universal: Casey.
C E., Strand, White Plains; Chamberlain. L. V.,
First Natl; Clarke. Horace T., D. P. Howells.
Inc.; Clofine. M. D., Intcr'l News Reel; Cohn,
Jack, C. B. C. ; Cohen. Julius, N. Y. American;
Cohen, Milton, Inter-Globe Export ; Coram, Ross
A., Bay State Film Sales Co. ; Cosman, Jack,
Agfa Co.: Crawford, Roy, Assoc. Exhibitors;
Creske. Henry, Crcske-Evcrett, Inc. ; Cuming,
R. M., Metro; Cron, James A., Exhibitors Trade
Review.

Danby, Robert. Ivan B. Nordheim Co.;
"Danny." Film Daily; Day. Harvey, Internat'l
v - Diehel. C. W., Younvstown, O.

;
Doolittle,

W. C. J.. Selinick; Donaldson. J. W.. M. P. P.
D A.. Inc.: Dunning, Carroll H.

Eckert, John A., Eckert & Co. : Elliott.

Frederick H., Feaster Mfg. Co.; Elliott. C.
Mather: Ellison. Millard; Elms. J. W.. Du Pont
Co.; Eschmann, E. A., Pathe; Evans. Tom,
Evans Film Co.

Feist. Felix, Schenck Prod. : Fields. Seymour,
Eggcrs Photo Engraving; Fish, D. W., Gold-
wyn, Cincinnati; Flinn, John C. Famous Player*;
Forde. Hal; Frank. W. B.. Assoc. Exhibitors
Inc.: Fuller, Paul M., Pathe.

Gallup, G. B . Hodkinson ; Garret. Sidney,
fnter-Globc Export; Caylor, E. S., Morgan Litho
Co.; Gill. W. S., Kothacker Mfg. Co.; Gillett,

E. K., M. P. News; Gilroy, Foster. Hodkinson;
Ginsberg. H. Al Lichtman Corp. ; Glucksmann.
Tacobo: Godsol, F. J., Goldwyn: Goetz, Harry
M.. Erbograph Co.; Golden, E. A.. Metro, Bos-
ton: Graf. Max, Graf Prod.: Gra ; nger. Jas..

Goldwyn ; Greene, J. I., Assoc. Exhibitors; Grey.
Albert L.. D. W. Griffith. Inc. : Gulick. Earl G.,

Gude Adv. Co. ; Gulick. Paul, Universal.
Ham. Wallace W., Vilagranh ; Hammons, E.

W . Kducational; Hays. Will H. ;
Hedwig. W. K..

Rex Laboratory; Henry, T. Y., United Artists;

Herron. Fred L., M P. P. D. A.. Inc.: Hodkin-
v.nn^ni I'nited Artists: Hoffman. M. H..

Truart Prod.: Howells, D. P.; Hughes. Frank,

J. P. Muller Co. ; Hurn, H. H.. W. W. Hodkin-
son Corp.; Humm. John, Pathe; Hurst. W. O.,

Whitman Bennett Prod.

Johnston. Wm. A.. M P. News; Joy. Jason
S.. M. P. I*. D. A.. Inc.

Kane. R. T., Famous Players: Kann. Maurice,
Film Dailv; Kaufman. Al., Famous Players;
Kent. S. R.. Famous Players: King. Henry. In-

spiration Pict.. Inc.: Klein, Edward L. : Kohn,
Palph. Famous Plavers : Kohn. Stuart M.,
Howells Sales Co.; Kracht. Clem. M. P. World.

Lachmann. Marc, Universal : Laemmle. Julius,

Universal; Leonard. Robert Z. ; Lesser. Irving

M., Principal Pictures: Cesser. Myron L., Dis-

tinctive Prod. ; Levinson, J. A., 565 5th Ave.

;

' ... c ^dgar; L»w :

s. Ha-rv 220 West 42nd St.;

Lichtman. Al.. Al Lichtman Corp.: Loew. Arthur,
Loew's Inc.; Loew, David. Loew's. Inc.;
Loughborough, Jim, T. H. Ince, Corp.: Lownes,
A.. Dura Film Protector Co. ; Lyn^h. E. C,
Pathe

McGovern. Chas.. 1.10 W. 46th St.; MacMahon.
,o i, n. N. Y. American: MacManus. Ed, X. Y.
Athletic Club: Mannix, Eddie, Schenck Prod.;
Marcus Lee. F. B. O. : Marin, H. N.. Pistinc-

t-e Prod ; Massce. William. 115 Rroad St.;

Mastbaum. Jules, Stanley Co. ; Mersereau. Don.
Flim Dailv: Merrill. Charles. Pathe: MilKgan,
Jim, M. P. World; Mooney, Paul C, Mayer
Prod ; Moore, Tom. Moore's Theatres. Wash.;
Morgan. Oscar, Famous Plavers ; Morrissey, R.

A.. 45 John St.: Morrissey. Frank. 45 John St.;

Moyer. Charles E-. United Artists.

Newman. Frank L.. Kansas Citv ; North,
Bo^by. Apollo Trading Corn.
Pa'mer. S. D.. Famous Players: Pa-v'ey. Ray-

mond. Hodkinson : Powers. P. A . F B. O.

;

Petriohn. C. C. M. P. P. D. A.. Inc.: Pope.
Frank. Rialto Theatre; Pratt. Jr., M. E. A.,

Erlanger.
Qu : nn. J. M.. Vitagraph.
"abell, W. H., Independent Movie Supply Co.;

"e'ben. Sam. Reibcn Fi'm Corn.; ^e-^-nhach,
Harry Sam Goldwvn Prnd.

;
Riley. W. J.. Cine

Mundjal; Ritchey, J. V.. R-tchev Litho.: Rogers.
Charles R., Corinne Griffith: Rollo. Stan'ey J.;

Pothstein, Nat G., F. B. O. ; Rowland. R. A.,

First Xational ; Powson, Harry Ideal Films,

London: Ryan James. Fox Film: "yskind,
Morr ; e Al Lichtman Corn.

Samuels, Reuben. Reuben Samuels. Inc.;

Sanders. Laurence H.: Sax, Sam. Weber and
N'orth : Scanlon. G. A.. Du Pont Co : S<-Mes : nger,

Cus, Warner Bros.: Schlesinger, M. B : Schle-

singer. Morris; Schmidt. Artie, Universal

;

Schnitzer, J. I.. F. B. O. : Schwab, F. E.

;

Schwab, Jules, Sound View Golf Club ; SchwarU-
(Continued on page 36)
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Brooklyn Theatre Man Adds
Comedy to Famous Hearing

Keeps Attorneys, Witnesses and Press in Spasms of
Mirth—Cohen Expected to Testify Soon at

Government Investigation

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, June 12.—The Federal Trade Commission resumed its

investigation into the affairs of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation yes-

terday after a two weeks' layoff with Rudy Sanders, the versatile Brooklyn
exhibitor, in a comedy role as the star witness.

Mr. Sanders was on the witness stand one hour and for fifty-five

minutes of that time kept the examiner, attorneys, other witnesses, press

and plain onlookers in spasms of mirth. After he left the stand Harry
Buxbaum tried to sign him for a vaudeville engagement, but Sanders
refused to consider it, stating that he was too busy running his theatres

and a Sunday school class to take on anything more.

Charges He Was "Stung" on "The Miracle Man"
The Brooklyn exhibitor stated that up to the 1917-18 season he had

played all Paramount pictures, but after getting a "stinging" on "The
Miracle Man" he "decided he had enough" and had played none since.

His grievance was that he was promised that he should not be allowed
to lose any money on playing "The Miracle Man"-—and he did.

He did so well with other product mount from those of any other company.
after quitting Paramount that later when
a salesman for Famous tried to sell him
pictures he offered to buy the salesman a
suit of clothes if he would sell the op-
position house. This, Mr. Sanders said,

the salesman did.

"Kids" Adjustment Practice

"Did you buy him the suit of clothes?"
asked Attorney Swain on cross examina-
tion.

"No, we made an adjustment like Para-
mount does on its pictures," replied the
witness. "However, later I did treat him
a little better. I bought him a hat. His
brother was a hat salesman and we
helped boost the hat business."
On further cross examination Mr.

Sanders stated that in the five years since

he had quit using Paramount pictures he
had experienced no trouble in getting all

the good pictures he needed to make up
his program and that he gets consider-
able enjoyment from "thinking about his

bank balance."

Selling Methods All Alike

The day's sessions opened with Hyman
Rachmil, a Brooklyn exhibitor, as the
first witness. Rachmil runs five theatres.

He testified that his houses use from 300

to 350 pictures a year and that while he
is playing no Paramount .pictures he has
no trouble getting all he needs. On cross

examination he said he noticed no dif-

ference in the selling methods of Para-

Should Play or Pay

He had no complaints against Paramount,
he said, except that the prices asked were
more than he felt like paying, so he quit

using them.
R. W, Saunders. comptroller of

Famous, followed Rachmil and Attorney
Fuller of the Commission, spent much
time in having him explain the bookkeep-
ing methods of the company, especially
in regard to the affairs of the subsidiary
companies.

Kent and Sohn at Hearing

David YVeinstock, an exhibitor with
two houses in Xew York, was questioned
at length about Realart pictures. He said
he was dissatisfied with Paramount pic-
tures owing to the protection given the
Loew houses over him, so when Realart
pictures were put on the market he
switched from Paramount to those, not
knowing that Realart was owned by
Famous. On cross examination he said
he had no difficulty getting plenty of
pictures for his programs, and also stated
that all of the other compsnies gave pro-
tection to Loew the same as Famous.
Sidney R. Kent, Monte Sohn and John

Mannheimer were at the hearing in re-

sponse to subpoenas but the time taken
up with other witnesses prevented them
from testifying. Sydney S. Cohen also
has been subpoenaed and it is expected
that he will go on the stand Wednesday
or Thursday. It is the belief of the Com-
mission's attorneys that the Xew York
hearings will be concluded this week and
the investigation will move to Phila-
delphia.

Two of the mirth provokers in the Educa-
tional-Christie comedy "Back to the
Woods," which features Neal Burns and
Vera Steadman.

1,000 Are Expected
At World Gathering

Paramount's International
Convention to Be Held in

May, 1924
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK. June 12.—In May. 1924,

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation will

hold its first international sales conven-

tion at which more than 1,000 delegates

from Europe, Japan, South America,

Mexico, Canada and practically every

other civilized country are expected to

attend.

To Study World Policies

This announcement has just been made
by Sidney R. Kent, general manager of

distribution. He said:

"International policies, the comparison

of foreign and domestic distribution and

exhibition, exploitation and booking of

Paramount pictures will be discussed

from every angle possible."

In an address before the delegates at-

tending the recent Los Angeles sales

convention. E. E. Shauer, director of the

i foreign department, stated that Para-

mount had grown to such a size that the

sun never sets upon branches of the

organization.

Has 33 Foreign Branches

"There are now thirty-three Paramount

exchanges in foreign countries," Mr.

Shauer said. "They are located in every

civilized portion of the world except Rus-

sia."

for All Pictures
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.,
June 12.

—"Don't buy any picture

or pictures unless you intend play-
ing or paying for every one of
them."

This note of warning is sounded
by J. W. Billings, secretary of the
Theatre Owners' and Managers' As-
sociation of Oklahoma to exhibitors
of the state asking their support
and membership in the Association.
The letter also issues a call to the
next convention which will be held
at Oklahoma City for two days, No-
vember 5 and 6.

Goldwyn Arranges for

Distribution in Mexico
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, June 12. — George E.
Kann, head of Goldwyn's foreign sales
department, has closed a contract with
German Camus & Company for the dis-
tribution of Goldwyn's sixth year pic-

tures in Mexico. The contract was signed
for German Camus & Company by Felipe
Mier, its New York representative.
German Camus & Company have

handled Goldwyn pictures in Mexico in

the past and the relations of the two firms
has always been satisfactory.
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Forgetting Contracts for a Day

ALL EVEN AND SMILING—Left to right: Frank Newman, Kansas TWO BITS A HOLE—Left to right: Abe Warner. Warner Brother*;

City exhibitor; Robert Z. Leonard; Nat C Rothstein, F. B. O., and Felix Feist. Joseph M. Schenck Productions; Robert Kane, Famous
James Ryan, Fox. Players-Lasky, and Al Kaufman, Paramount.

SHE MISSED THE BUNKER—Foster Gil- STARTING 'EM OFF—Bruce Gallop of Hodkinson, SIZIN' HER UP—J. V. Ritchey. president
ray of W. W. Hodkinson Corporation. official handicapper of tournament. of Ritchey Lithographing Corporation.
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Film Men Hold Annual Golf Meet

WAITING FOR "PLAY THROUGH"—Left to right: Laurence Landers; Kindall Gillette; E. A.
Lschmann, sales manager for Pathe, and Tom Moore, Washington, D. C exhibitor.

A BUM LIE—J. D. Williams, president of the
recently organized Ritz Carlton Pictures,
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Herald Cameraman on the Links

VOLSTEAD'S CORNER—Left to right: Abe Warner of Warner Broth- THE HALL OF FAME—Some of the prizes. In foreground are the

ers; Henry Clay Seigel of Warner Brothers, and J. D. Williams of Riti
Carlton

twenty "Bobby Irons" awarded by "Exhibitors Herald.'

"PULL THE PIN"—John C. Flirm, head of the DOUBLING IN BRASS Joe Dannenberg,

advertising and publicity departments of Para- promoter of tourney and editor of Film

mount. Daily.

PERFECT FORM—Henry King, an official of

Distinctive Pictures Corporation, rehearsing for

those long drives.
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Gets Intimate Views of Golfers

A MENTAL HAZARD—Left to right: J. E. Flyiui, vke-president of Goldwyn, and
Ned Marin, Distinctive Pictures, with Guy Wonders, Baltimore exhibitor, on the THE GREEN IN TWO?—Albert L. Gray, general manager

ground. of D. W. Griffiths, Inc.
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DISTINCTIVE PICTURES CORPORATION
present

ALFRED LUNT
MIMI PALMER]
ftn i r^na—w>y<

a«nw^GOLDWYN

The 24-sheet poster used by Goldwyn to advertise "The Ragged Edge," which the
New York motion picture censors objected to as "indecent" and "tending to cor-

rupt morals."

Board Is Rebuked by Press for

Censoring Advertising

Lobby Stills and Billboard Stands on "The Ragged Edge"
Banned by New Yor\ Commission

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, June 12.—An order which has stirred the press of New
York, as well as public-spirited citizens, is that of the state censor-
ship board prohibiting display of a 24-sheet poster and a lobby

card, prepared by Distinctive Pictures and Goldwyn for advertising "The
Ragged Edge."

T N ordering the companies "not to

allow or offer these poster pictures for

exhibition purposes in connection with

advertising," the board's order reads:

"The Reason for the disapproval of the 24-sheet
poster (scene of Mimi Palmeri in very scant one-
piece bathing suit) is that it is considered 'in-

decent' and would 'tend to corrupt morals.'

"The reason for the disapproval of the 23x28

lobby card (scene two men in struggle, Alfred

Lunt gripped bv the throat by Christian Frank,
with this caption 'Take Me—but spare his life')

is that it is considered 'inhuman'" and would 'tend

to incite to crime.'
"

A communication showing the absurd-

ity of the order hay -been received by
Goldwyn from J. V. Ritchey, president

Lobby card used for "The Ragged Edge,"
a Goldwyn picture, which die Motion
Picture commission of New York ob-
jected to.

of Ritchey Lithographing Corporation. It

reads:

"I beg to state that we have printed 24-

sheet posters depicting girls in one-piece
bathing suits and also three- and one-
sheets of approximately similar design.

"We have no knowledge that there has
been any restrictions against the posting
of these sheets, as we have seen them on
the boards and the smaller paper on the
Subway and Elevated stands."
Commenting editorially upon the cen-

sor board's order, the New York World
says:

CENSORING ADVERTISEMENTS
"One of the main objections to a censorship of

any kind 'is its tendency to extend its powers in-

definitely. The Motion Picture Commission of
the State) of New York was created to clean up
the movies, and for some time has been slicing

sce«es that offended it from forthcoming produc-
tions. In reviewing 'The Ragged Edge' it has
vetoed not scenes but posters intended for display

On the front of the theatre and in the lobby.
"The first poster so eliminated depicts a bath-

ing-girl, the second a struggle between two men.
In the opinion of the commission the first is 'in-

decent' and would 'tend to corrupt the morals.'
The second is held 'inhuman' and tending to in-

cite to crime.' Meanwhile the bathing-girls of

the magazine covers and the bill-boards are un-
censored—not to mention many at the beaches

—

and the illustrators may go as far as they like

in sketching violent hand-to-hand encounters.
Under the law, wha* is indecency in one public
place is respectable in another, and what would
incite to crime in a moving-picture placard is

allowable on the street-front of a legitimate the-
atre.

"If advertisements are to be censored, the com-
mission has a wide field before it. It is hard to
discover the actual difference between an adver-
tisement of a film showing bathing-girls and an
advertisement of bathing-suits for sale. If the
commission doesn't watch its step it will have
taken on the job of reforming mankind in this
city and century."

In all probability both Distinctive and
Goldwyn will bring suit against the
board.

Exhibition
By PAUL L. TURGEON

(Golden Belt theatre, Ellsworth,
Kans.)

One of the funniest experiences I have
had in the picture business happened in

a little town in Iowa in 1916, and you all

will recall that this was some time before
"Old Man Volstead" stepped in and
"gummed" things up (for democracy).

I was selling tickets this night and a
gentleman came up (none too sober) and
laid down his dime for a ticket (this was
at the time when a dime was real money)
and passed into the theatre and I forgot
about him In about five minutes this

gentleman again appeared at the window,
laid down another dime and I gave him
a ticket. I thought it was my drunken
friend but was afraid to say anything.
Well, anyway, he repeated this perform-
ance six times, buying a ticket each time.
Finally I said to him, "What's the big
idea? You have paid your admission six

times already and I don't care to take
your money."

Well, he flew into a rage and said he
didn't "ask anybody for nothing" and he
guessed his trips outside were worth
every cent it cost him for admission and
he turned and left the theatre. I had my
porter follow him and it developed that

he had a bottle of whiskey hid in the

alley and partly through fear of some
one discovering his "prize" and the desire

to quench his awful thirst prompted him
to guard his precious liquor.

Anyway it cost him 10 cents a drink
to drink his own whiskey and my box
office receipts were 70 cents greater than
they would have been had he left his

whiskey at home.

By P. R. MATSON
(Crystal theatre, Flandreau, S. D.
The funniest thing that ever happened

to us in the show business happened some
ten years ago. As all old exhibitors well

know, one of the things we had to con-
tend with in those days was to keep peo-
ple under the influence of drink from
gaining admission to our theatres. Dur-
ing the showing of the picture a clock

was shown on the screen and the time
was supposed to be midnight. Our drum-
mer, in order to make the picture more
impressive, was striking the time on the

chimes when one of those parties we have
mentioned started up the aisle, stopped,

pulled out his watch and drawled out:

"Yep, that's right," replaced the watch in

his pocket and walked out.

"Hoot" Is a Daddy
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, June 12.—The latest

Hoot Gibson special production is en-

titled Lois Charlotte Gibson and arrived

at Angelus hospital here where both
mother and baby are doing well. The
popular Universal star was married last

year to Miss Helen Johnson. He says

his daughter is very beautiful and will be

a great box office attraction.
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Will Issue Duncan
Serial as Feature

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, June 12.—"Smash-
ing Barriers," the Vitagraph chap-
terplay in which William Duncan
scored a success, is soon to be pub-
lished by Vitagraph as a feature
picture. The story originally told

in the thirty reels of the serial is to

be condensed and quickened with-
out loss of punch and with the addi-

tional asset of brevity it is declared.

Decision to republish the picture

in this form was reached, it is an-
nounced, after consideration of re-

peated calls for the original pro-
duction on the part of exhibitors.

Zukor Offers Annual Prize

In Better Picture Program
Authors, Editors and Producers to Select Story-

Winning $10,000 Award—Writers League to

Survey Artistic Film Development
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, June 12.—After two days of interesting sessions the

first International Congress of Motion Picture Arts closed with an offer

of an annual prize of $10,000 from Adolph Zukor as an inducement to

bring better stories to the screen.

The proffer was made at the banquet which marked the close of the

congress, which was held under the joint auspices of the Author's League,
in cooperation with Adolph Zukor and Jesse L. Laskey. About 500 of the

best known writers of this country and several from Europe were in at-

tendance. Mr. Zukor's offer was received with enthusiasm and the opinion
was freely expressed that it would be the means of causing many writers,

who had heretofore given their efforts to print publications, to write
directly for the screen.

Zukor Suggests Jury to Select Winning Story

Mr. Zukor's offer was made without restrictions, but with the sug-
gestion that with the full approval of the Author's League a jury should
be appointed to chose the winner, its members to include the president of
the league, a newspaper editor, a novelist, a dramatist, and a producer
actively engaged in the production of pictures.

Charles Ray Backs
Coast Film Colony

20 Acre Tract Will Be Im-

proved With Studio, Homes
and Business Buildings

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, June 12.—Construc-

tion of a motion picture colony costing

$3,000,000, to cluster about the Cosmoart

studio property in the North Wilshire dis-

trict, recently purchased by Charles Ray
and Albert A. Kidder, Jr., his legal ad-

viser and general manager, is planned by

the corporation now being formed to be

known as the Charles Ray Enterprises

Corporation.

Plan Many Developments

This sum, to be underwritten by a local

bonding house, will transform the 20-acre

site into the most beautiful motion picture

property in the country, according to the

plans adopted. The property covers

more than two city blocks and is skirted

by Beverly boulevard, First street, Virgil

avenue and Juanita avenue.
The developments will include a motion

picture plant with a capacity of about a

dozen independent producing units, be-

sides affording increased facilities for the

two super-productions which Ray will

make each year. The corporation will

promote an exclusive shopping center

and will concern itself with real estate

development as well as the ornate studio

group of buildings.

Among the structures included in the

plans are apartment houses and many
business buildings, most of which will

relate directly to the film industry.

Other corners of the tract will be
adorned by spacious apartment houses,

one of which probably will be more like a

tourist hotel. The First street frontage,

now being paved, will be devoted to a

branch for one of the large Los Angeles
banks, with numerous adjacent store

buildings. A number of dwellings also

will be erected along lines that will give',

them scenic scope in the taking of out-

door picture views.
Harold Cross, a nationally known

architect, has prepared the plans for the

general studio enterprise, which will

bring about an epochal change in the

motion picture field. J. E. Brown, presi-

dent of Cosmoart, probably will be asso-

ciated with the Charles Ray Enterprises
Association, as also will Charles W.
Flack, a prominent Eastern attorney and
formerly mayor of Macomb. 111.

Another important feature of the con-
gress was the appointment of an Authors
Supervisory Board, which is to make a
survey of the artistic development of mo-
tion pictures and by cooperation and en-
couragement aid producers and writers in
carrying out the suggestions made by the
congress.

To Encourage College Courses

It is the purpose of the board also to
encourage schools, colleges and universi-
ties to establish courses in motion picture
composition and production. Further, it

will take steps to bring the producer
and writer in closer harmony and will
keep the public informed of the progress
being made.
On this board are: Henry W. Taft,

honorary chairman of the congress;
George Barr Baker, permanent chairman
of the congress; Ellis Parker Butler,
president of the League; Eric Schuler,
secretary of the League; Charles E. Mc-
Carthy, Famous Players-Lasky; Ger-
trude Lane, editor of the Woman's Home
Companion, and Alice Duer Miller.

Recommends Fewer Pictures

In the report of the resolutions com-
mittee it is urged that every encourage-
ment be given to the growing "tendency
on the part of the more thoughtful pro-
ducers to curtail the number of pictures
made in their studios, and to concentrate
on each of these pictures the same
amount of energy and expense that form-
erly was dissipated over a much larger
number of productions." The committee
reported that an analysis of the situation
shows "that fewer but better pictures will
be even more remunerative to both pro-
ducer and exhibitor than the policy of
quantity production. Better pictures, pro-
duced under this new policy, should meet
with increased favor from the public, and
consequently should play longer engage-
ments at each theatre. This your com-
mittee feels is inevitable."

Ellis Parker Butler, president of the
league, read a letter from Mr. Zukor mak-
ing the offer of the annual prize. The
letter in part, said:

"May I prophesy that in the not dis-
tant future the motion picture producer
will be your publisher in the new form
of expression of the literary art. and that
he will stand in the same relation to the

author as the book and magazine pub-
lishers now stand. Our relation—my
relation—to the author and public must
come to be practically the same as that
of the book publisher, except that in-

stead of putting the author's thoughts
before thousands, as in a book, the pic-
ture producer will present the author's
thought to all mankind.

Award to Be Made Annually
"As an earnest of this conviction, I am

writing you this letter to offer to the
Author's League of America, Inc., a prize
which I hope will help to hasten some
of the many improvements in motion
picture art which have been suggested
at these discussions.

"I offer through the Author's League
of America, Inc., a prize of $10,000 to be
awarded annually in cash to the author
of the best story produced upon the
screen and exhibited publicly in a theatre,
during each year beginning September 1.

The term 'author' shall be considered as
applying to the person or persons so
designated in the main title of the posi-
tive print of the motion picture produc-
tion.

"The first of these prizes shall be
awarded for the best story exhibited upon
the screen during the year beginning
September 1, 1923, and if it is convenient,
I think it would be better to give the
prize to the winner not later than the
Christmas Day immediately following
the expiration of the prize year.

Suggests Method of Selection
"In offering the prize, I place no re-

striction on how the award shall be made.
I suggest that the League appoint a jury
which will include in its membership the
president of the Author's League, a news-
paper editor, a novelist, a dramatist, and
a producer actively engaged in the pro-
duction of motion pictures."
The first session was held Thursday

morning with Henry W. Taft presiding
as permanent chairman. Addresses were
delivered during the sessions by Mr.
Taft: Ellis Parker Butler; Julien Jacques
Champenois, delegate from the French
Universities; W. B. Maxwell, delegate
from the British Society of Authors;
Clayton Hamilton; Allan Dwan; Dr.
Rowland Rodgers; Will H. Hays; Prof.
Herbert Adams Gibbons; James W.

(Continued on page 36)
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What's Wrong With Pictures?
Attack on Costs

of Production Is

Made by Halsey
Play Agents Have Hypnotized

Producers, Declares
Scenarist

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, June 12— Denunciation
of present day production costs was
voiced by Forrest Halsey, playwright and
scenarist with Distinctive Pictures, in a
talk before the Associated Motion Picture
Advertisers.
Halsey said that producers had been

hypnotized by play agents, and not by
genuine public demand, into paying huge
sums for play and book material, only
a slight percentage of which could, in

the nature of things, be first-rate mate-
rial. Hut the second rate material, barren
as it was of real advertising value to

exhibitors, was accepted with alacrity by
the producers, while much better original

story material went begging.

Is Adapted for Stage

Three years ago Mr. Halsey wrote a
story with somewhat of a motion picture
angle. He offered it to a leading film

producer who offered so little for it, he
said, that the writer put it on the shelf.

Some months later he wrote a play from
the story and it had a five months' run on
Broadway. But after that it went to the
storehouse.
A motion picture agent, he said, asked

to be allowed to sell the rights for a
period of thirty days. He named a figure

that he stated he could get for it—just

twenty times what had been offered for

the original story—and Halsey laughed
at him. He didn't see how the con-
tinuity possibilities had improve in the
story simply because it had had a Broad-
way stage showing, and surely the pub-
licity value of the latter, he thought, dirt

not mean an extra dime to the average
exhibitor. But he told the agent to go
ahead.

Price Boosted to $20,000

Within the thirty days trie agent came
back and asked Halsey if he would ac-
cept a check for $20,000 which the pro-
ducer was willing to draw to his order.
Halsey asked who the producer was and
the agent named the very producer who
had originally offered him a few hun-
dred dollars. The speaker declared that
the agent raised the producer's figure
simply by working on what he termed the
"silly, incredible and expensive prejudice
of the average film producer in favor of
books and plays." It is being done every
day and a large percentage of the inflation

of the production cost is found therein,
stated Halsey.

The speaker claimed that the adver-
tising man for the average exhibitor
helped support the producers "prejudice"
for second-rate books and plays.

"It lightens their job to hand their

copy on a play or a book," he said. "They
lose sight of the fact that announcement
of the average play or book means noth-
ing at the box office at all."

The speaker also criticized the confe-
rence system in studios as a contributing
factor in wastage.

Mr. Halsey emphasized that a studio
conference should be held on the fin-

ished continuity instead of on the finished

Screen Ranks With
Press, Says Hearst

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, June 12.—In sum-
marizing the policies of Cosmopoli-
tan Productions, William Randolph
Hearst made this interesting and
important statement:

"The picture ranks with the
press, not only as a means of pub-
lic entertainment but of public en-
lightenment.

"Realizing this, the purpose of

Cosmopolitan Corporation has been
to provide entertainment, of course,
in its pictures, but also to furnish
information and education and to
appeal to those whose possession of

knowledge and taste enables them
fully to appreciate the artistic, dra-
matic and historic value of the most
meritorious moving picture produc-
tion.

"The ideals of the American peo-
ple are of the highest and the
publisher or moving picture pro-
ducer who strives to meet and sat-

isfy those ideals will secure his
reward not only in public esteem
but in public patronage."

Author Dislikes

Adaptions by

Film Producers
Basil King Declares Stories

Are Distorted for Use
in Pictures

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK. June 12— Basil King,
author of "Earthbound." "The Dust
Flower" and other works, created a stir

at the International Congress of literary

leaders, held in cooperation with Famous
Playcrs-Lasky Corporation, when he
asked

:

"Is it worthwhile for an author, in the
nresent condition of motion pictures, to
have anything to do with them at all?"

In relating an instance in which he had
agreed to write a story directly for the
screen, and had taken the scenario to
California, he said:

"I met a committee there which was to

pass on my story. They had never read
the story! They had simply read a synop-
sis written for them by an illiterate young
man. The synopsis was rotten."

Finally, he said, the picture was fin-

ished and brought to New York.
"But it was another story!" he ex-

claimed. "It had nothing to do with the
scenario I had written. It was a perfectly
ridiculous story, and all the critics said it

was ridiculous. The picture was called
'The Dust Flower.' I never got a penny
for it."

production. The resulting saving would
be great, he said. He ridiculed the asser-
tion made by many producers that sur-

plus footage is cheap in the end, and
tried to show that the amount of foot-

age should be "set" at the start by the
continuity.

Photoplays Must
Be Different Is

Tourneur Opinion
Producer Declares Industry

Needs Pictures of Not
More Than 6 Reels
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, June 12.— It's not

bigger and better pictures that arc needed,

in the opinion of Maurice Tourneur, who
has finished "The Brass Bottle" for First

National. What is vital now, he says, are

productions which are different and

shorter—different in plot construction and
handling of situations and of no more
than six reels in length. He says:

"Many in the producing world have
placed a wrong interpretation upon the

word 'bigger.' They have indeed made
bigger pictures—in size of sets, in foot-

age and in production costs. It requires

more than bigness to make for success in

pictures. This rush for physically big

films has made many forget the all-im-

portant items of story values, of logical

plot construction and of the general fun-

damentals which go to make successful

screen entertainment.

Too Much Sameness, He Says

"This trend of big productions has
brought about a sameness of screen en-

tertainment that must be overcome. What
we need are those stories which may be
indeed considered 'different'; novel treat-

ment of such stories and productions not
more than six reels in length.

" 'The Brass Bottle' I consider a differ-

ent type of story, yet it ran eight reels.

It will be six reels before I release it and
this will be possible without losing any
punch in the story. Although a perfect

picture in eight reels I realize the impor-
tance of the demand of theatre owners
to keep feature productions within the

six reel length.

Can't Ignore Demand

"No producer can ignore this demand.
Theatre owners want shorter feature pro-

ductions so that they may give their pa-

trons the type of program most popular
with the public. With the longer feature

production the theatre manager must sac-

rifice other features of entertainment on
his program in order to turn out the

number of shows every day, that enable

him to show a profit. This absence of

other features causes dissatisfaction

among patrons.
"With ever-growing demand of the ex-

hibitor reaching a point where producers
must soon acquiesce, the appearance on
the screens of theatres throughout the

country, of shorter feature productions
will soon be evident to the public.

"The realization of fewer pictures is

now apparent. Every producer for the

coming year has cut down the number of

pictures he will release as compared to

his output of the past year. This should
force longer runs in the theatres of

worthwhile attractions. I believe during
the coming year the leading theatres

everywhere will go in for longer runs.

The run of two and three weeks of a

picture at a theatre will in time become
the rule rather than the exception and
greater strides in this connection will be
made the coming year than ever before."
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First Fourteen

From F. B. 0.

Film Booking Offices this week
schedules the first fourteen features

of its program of thirty for the sea-

son of 1923-24. These fourteen will

be published during the first six

months of the new year, starting

in the fall. They are:

"DAYTIME WIVES," by L-enore Coffee

and John F. Goodrich. Story is a glori-

fication of the office girl. Emile Chau-
tard directed. Wyndham Standing, Grace
Darmond, Derelys Perdue, William Conk-
lin, Edward Hearn, Katherine Lewis,
Kenneth Gibson and Christina Mont in

cast.

"BLOW YOUR OWN HORN," Owen
Davis. Story of an ex-service man.
James W. Heme directed. Warner Bax-
ter, Ralph Lewis, Derelys Perdue, Eu-
gene Acksr, Earnest C. Warde, William
H . Turner, Dell Boone, John Fox, Jr.,

Stanhope Wheatcroft. Billy Osborne,
Joe Harrington and Frank Norcross in

cast.

"LIGHTS OUT," by Mann Page and Paul
Dickey. Ruth Stonehouse, Walter Mc-
Grail, Marie Astaire, Theodore Von Eltz,

Hank Mann, Fred Kelsey, Ben Hewlett,
Mabel Van Buren, Harry Fenwick and
Ben Deeley in cast.

"ALIMONY," by A. T. Locke. PScture is

now in the course of production at the
Powers studio and is being directed by
Chautard. Tht- cast will consist of Grace
Darmond, Ruby Miller, Warner Baxter,
Jackie Saunders and Ralph Lewis.

"A KNIGHT FOR A DAY," a western
comedy-drama from the pen of William
Wallace Cook with Eddie Hearn as the
featured player.

"ROCK OF AGES," a Chester Bennett
production featuring Jane Novak.

"BORN OF A CYCLONE" is a story writ-
ten by Marion Burton, Charles Behan
and Charles Stilson. The plot is laid in

the Louisiana bayo country with Derelys
Perdue in the featured role.

"DRUSCILLA WITH A MILLION," an
adaption from Elizabeth Cooper's book
of the same title. The story deals with
a little old lady -who was left a million

dollars to spend as she pleased. It

pleased her to spend it on babies. For
this picture Film Booking Offices has
closed a deal with one of the best known
mother stars.

"NOT FOR PUBLICATION," an original

society drama follows the "Druscilla"
production.

"FLAMING SOULS," a society drama by
Marene Thompson, is the story of a girl

who loves a penniless youth who in turn
loves another. How she wins him over
promises to be an interesting film for the
F. B. O.

"LIFE, LIBERTY AND—" is a prize fight
Western written by Wyndham Martin
with George O'Hara listed for the fea-
tured role.

"PASSIONATE YOUTH" is an adaption
from the "Munsey Magazine" story
"Judith of Bohemia," written by Coralie
Stanton and Heath Hasken.

"FLAMING WATERS" is an original
story written by Lloyd Sheldon and
based on the oil fields of the west.

"THE LEGACY LADY" is a society
drama that appeared in the "People's
Home Journal" and was written by Mabel
Brown Sherard.

Proclaims Narcotic Week in

Honor of Mrs. Wallace Reid
Anti-Dope Feature Opens in San_ Francisco After

Extensive Exploitation Campaign—Star of

Picture Guest of City for Week
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., June 12.—This is Narcotic Week in San
Francisco, proclaimed so by Acting Mayor Ralph McLaren in honor of

Mrs. Wallace Reid, whose anti-dope picture. "Human Wreckage," was
given its world premiere on Saturday at the Ackerman-Harris Century
theatre.

The successful opening of the feature followed one of the most ex-

tensive exploitation campaigns ever conducted on a picture in this city.

Mrs. Reid, star of the picture which Film Booking Offices is distributing,

was given public demonstrations when she made appearances on the

street.

Supply of Drugs Burned in Main Thoroughfare

A feature of the exploitation on the opening day was the burning on
one of the main thoroughfares of a supply of drugs under the supervision
of Louis Zeh, of the Bureau of Pharmacy. Mrs. Reid arrived in the city

Saturday morning, accompanied by a number of newspaper people from
Los Angeles.

Lee De Forest Returns

From Foreign Sojourn
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK. June 12.—Lee DeForest,

inventor of the Phonofilm, left London,

England, June 9 on the return voyage of

his foreign sojourn begun in April.

Upon his return he will assume super-

vision of production at the DeForest

studio.

On her arrival Mrs. Reid was met by
a committee of the Pacific Coast Press
Women's Association, which has voted its

support in her campaign against narcot-
ics. Following a luncheon tendered by
the press women Mrs. Reid appeared be-
fore the Rotary Club and later was pre-
sented a key to the city by the acting
mayor who in a speech of welcome stated:

"Just as the fabled Joan of Arc led the
embattled forces of France to triumph,
so you, Mrs. Reid, are leading the forces

of humanity to the light. You are, in-

deed, a modern Joan of Arc, and in behalf
of the city of San Francisco I bid you
Godspeed."

Is Guest of Club Women
While in the city Mrs. Reid is the guest

of the San Francisco Center Club, an
organization of 2,400 professional and
club women.
The premiere of the picture was an

event in showmanship. Opening with a

dramatic prologue it was 11 p. m. before
the crowds started leaving the theatre.

During the four weeks' run of "Human
Wreckage" at the Century, James Kirk-
wood, George Hackathorne, Claire Mc-
Dowell, Robert McKim and others prom-
inent in the cast will make personal
appearances.
At Los Angeles plans are under way to

make the premiere of the picture an event
of state. Mayor George E. Cryer and a

number of high city and state officials at-

tended a private showing of the film last

week and acclaimed it as not only a true

revelation of the evils of narcotics, but
a story holding real heart interest.

Will Make Personal Appearance

As for the presentation of the produc-
tion at his Million Dollar theatre, Sid
Grauman has given his personal attention

even to the planning of the prologue and
the handling of the advertising campaign.
The opening, which takes place a short

time later, will be attended by every mo-
tion picture star of note in and around
Los Angeles. Mrs. Reid will make a per-

sonal appearance at the opening in Los
Angeles.

Opens at New York
Lyric on July 1

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, June 12.—Final arrange-
ments have been completed for the show-

ing of "Human Wreckage" at the Lyric
theatre, where it will open on July 1, to an
audience comprised of stage and screen
stars, public-spirited people and many
notables in public life. Mrs. Reid will at-

tend the opening.

Denver Exchange Buys
Inter Mountain Rights

To Principal Product
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DENVER, COLO., June 12.—Rights
to a series of five productions of Princi-

pal Pictures Corporation have been pur-

chased by Mountain States Film Com-
pany of this city of which E. J. Drucker
is general manager. Included in the pur-

chase, also, is "Mind Over Motor." The
rights cover the Inter-Mountain territory.

Since reopening, the Mountain States
Co. has specialized in the Principal prod-
uct, having bought the rights to nearly
all the former output, including "En-
vironment," "The World's A Stage,"
"Flesh and Blood," and the Dick Hatton
and Lester Cuneo series.

Vineberg Is Placed in

Charge of AlbanyHouse
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., June 12.—H. S. Vine-

berg, of Albany, has just been named
as house manager of the Mark Strand

theatre in this city. In 1913, Mr. Vine-

berg was with Oscar Perrin and Ollie

Stacey, when these two managed the

Colonial, in Albany. From there Mr.
Vineberg went with Proctor's Grand in

the same city, and then with Uly Hill, in

the box office of Harmanus-Bleecker
Hall, in Albany.

Later on we find Mr. Vineberg in the
employ of New York state, which he left

to enter the service. For a period he sold
film for Merit, going with the Pathe ex-
change in Albany last summer, then as-

sociating himself with the new State in

Schenectady, being transferred to the
new Troy, and now comes to the Mark
Strand, a leading house in Albany.
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Zukor Offers Annual Prize

In Better Picture Program

(Continued from page S3)

Gerard; Fanny Hurst; Elmer Rice; Basil

King; Robert T. Kane; Thomas Dix"on;

Peter J. Brady; Jack Cunningham; James
R. Quirk; Dr. Henry VanDyke and Mr.
Zukor.

In opening the meetings and explain-

ing the objects hoped to be obtained Mr.
Zukor said:

Zukor Opens Congress

"We hope that this congress will be
productive of great benefits to the mo-
tion picture as an art of expression, and
your presence here is an assurance that

this hope will be fulfilled. No doubt
some of you are wondering what our
purpose was in calling this congress and
what we hope to accomplish. The most
cursory consideration of the motion pic-

ture's development in the last ten years
shows all of us, I think, that artistically,

the progress of the photoplay has been
great indeed.

"Today we have pretty nearly attained

perfection in photography, lighting,

scenery and other technical phases of

picture production. And the last two
years have seen the business end put on
a firmer and more stable financial basis.

The big field for picture progress, there-

fore, lies in developing the screen along
the soundest artistic principles.

"Picture producers are keenly sensible

of the fact that millions all over the world
not only get all of their amusement from
motion pictures, but that they largely de-

pend also on pictures for their cultural

development.

Seeks Constructive Suggestions

"We hope that the congress will be
productive of at least three things:

"First, we believe the discussion
here will focus the attention of the
leaders of thought as well as the
general public on the artistic possi-

bilities of motion pictures. We hope
to get constructive suggestions that

will help us fulfill these possibilities.

"Second, we hope to evolve here
some principles, or recommendations,
or whatever you may choose to call

them, that will crystalize the artistic

needs of pictures, as" those needs are
seen by people outside the picture
profession. We hope these recom-
mendations will be so practical that
they can be reconciled to the limita-

tions of the motion picture and that
their adoption by all picture pro-
ducers will soon bring the picture art

to a point where it squares with the
best of American taste and ideals.

"Last—but it should be first—we
hope to show the authors gathered
in these meetings that the artistic

future of motion pictures depends to
a very large extent on their active
co-operation with the picture pro-
ducers. The author has the creative
mind, but in telling his stories he uses
merely words. The motion picture is

an entirely new medium of expres-
sion, and in telling his story for mo-
tion pictures, words are not enough.
The author must so arrange his situ-

ations, his action and his characters
that the story can be photographed.
I want to emphasize that the motion
picture has a technique entirely its

own, and that unless the author mas-
ters this technique, he will not be
able to do justice to the stories which
are born in his mind.

"As I said, I hope this congress will

put us on the road to accomplishing these
ends.

Would Create Permanent Body

"I hope as a result of these discussions
that here will be evolved some sort of
machinery which will continue the work
begun here today. It is entirely possible
that we can create some permanent body
that will make a constant survey of the
elements which are either blocking or
fostering the artistic advance of pictures.
It is my earnest hope that such a body
will be created and that this congress
which is meeting here will continue li
a yearly institution. How this can be
accomplished, however, is entirely in your
hands."
Toward the close of the first day's

session Basil King threw a monkey
wrench into the works of harmony by
intimating that he feared the entire con-
gress was a publicity stunt for the pro-
ducers more than it was an attempt to
"elevate the screen."
"The question I want to ask," said Mr.

King, "is one that is very vital in my
own mind and it is to this effect—is it

worth while for the author in the present
condition of the motion picture to have
anything to do with them at all. Up to
this time I have listened to the great
opportunities given to the author in the
way of motion pictures and I have heard
nothing that every author has not known
long ago.

Fears It Is Advertising Scheme
"I understood when an invitation came

to me that we were coming to a meet-
ing at which the interests of the author
would be considered. I thought it was
going to be a convention in which the
authors were going to get their innings.
While I am not making the assertion. I

should like to feel surer in my own mind
whether it is an advertising scheme on
the part of the producers.
"We have heard much of those splendid

people, the producers, and they have
given us much of their side of the ques-
tion and probably will all day tomorrow.
I was three years in connection with a
company on the Pacific Coast. Six of
us, all handicapped by the awful title

'eminent authors,' were drawn into it and
all but one of us came out feeling that
whatever there was in motion pictures, it

was not for any of us and we never
wanted to hear the name of the motion
picture any more.

"I had been told it was very important
to write directly for the screen and I did
so. I wrote what I was told was a very
good story. Finally I was put in charge
of a very able scenario writer, known all

over the country, and after three months'
work we got up a scenario which passed
the story committee. A few months later
the picture was shown in New York and
it was another story. It had nothing to
do with the scenario we had made out and
which passed the committee and which
I had supposed would be the groundwork
of the play. It was another story and
it was a perfectly ridiculous story."

Old Alibi Ike Is Prominent
Person at Film Golf Tourney

(Continued from page 26)

man, Sam, Al Lichtman Corp. ; Seligsberg, W.
N., 43 : Seymour, W. F., Hodkinson ; Sheldon.
E. Lloyd, Famous Players: Siegel, Henry, Selz-

nick ; Siegel. Henry, c/o Warner Bros. ; Smith,
Courtland, M. P. P. D. A.: Smith, J. Boyce,
Inspiration Pict. Inc. ; Smith, E. L., Inspira-

tion Pict., Inc.; Spargo, J. S., EXHIBI-
TORS' HERALD; Sternberg, Lester, Film
Daily; Storey, John E., Pathe.

Tevlin, Creighton, Cosmopolitan: Theiss, J. H.
Du Pont Co.; Tierney, H. S., Eckert & Co.:
Treleaven, P., Pathe.

Popular Branch
Manager

Carol A. Nathan

'E'VHKY key city in the country boasts

of at least one out-standing exchange
manager. He is a man with a personality

— the kind of a chap that exhibitors like

to invite into their homes to "meet the

folks." He is generally a man who has

actually grown up with the film busi-

ness and is conversant with all exhibi-

tors and exhibiting conditions in his ter-

ritory.

In San Francisco, Cal., Carol A. Na-
than, manager of the Universal branch,
is such a person. Everyone who is any-
body in film circles in the city by the
Golden Gate knows Nathan and re-

spects him both as a business man and
as a friend. He is welcomed wherever he
travels throughout his territory by
managers and their families and if Carol
tells an exhibitor that a certain picture is

a real box-office attraction the showman
believes him.

Mr. Nathan is a "native son" having
been born in Sacramento. He entered
the motion picture business via the
nickleodeon route many years ago. Later
he went to the "big city" where he went
to work as a salesman for the New York
branch of Universal. Eventually he was
sent to San Francisco as assistant man-
ager of the exchange in that city and in

a short period became local manager of

the 'Frisco exchange, which position he
has held with glory and increased busi-

ness ever since.

Nathan is married and has a daughter
nine years of age. Golf, fox-trotting and
signing Universal contracts are his

favorite pastimes.

Urbach, Lawrence A., If. P. Journal.
Warner. Abe. Warner Bros. ;

Warner, E. J.,

Otis Litho : Warner, H. M., Warner Bros.

;

Webb, F. E., Rothacker Mfg. Co. ; Weiss. Alfred.

Artclass Pictures; White, Ed; White, Everette;

Wiley, Tom; Wilk, Ralph, Film Daily; Williams,

J. D., Ritz-Carlton Pictures ; Willis. Lloyd D.,

M. P. P. D. A.; Wilson, F. G., Reeland Pub.

Co. ; Wilson. G. C, Rivoli, Baltimore ; Wilson.

Harry C. ; Wonders, Guy, Baltimore; Woodle,
Bernard T., M. P. P. D. A., Inc. ; Yates. H. J.,

Republic Laboratory.
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Film A'«rs

in

Pictures

PICTORIAL SECTION
of Exhibitors Herald

Issue of June 23

Stories Told

by

the Camera

Next Season's Feature Pictures in the Making

Paramount believes that Cecil B. DeMille s "Trie Ten Commandments" will be an outstanding production of tbe year. At
the left are workmen constructing the ox carts to be used by the Children of Israel in the Biblical prologue to the picture.

At the right are two of the mammoth Sphinx—there will be twenty-four of these which will form an Avenue of Sphinx,
aJso in the Biblical prologue. This special will be in production probably six months. Jeanie Macphearson prepared the
script for the production.

This big iron monster will be used in an exciting sequence in

"Three Wise Fools," the production which King Vidor is mak-
ing for Goldwyn distribution. The director, his assistant,

Dave Howard; Howard Higgin, production manager of the

company, and Leo Noomis, daredevil, are the men in the above
picture.

Left to right: Reginald Barker, director; Pat
O'Malley, Renee Adoree. Ruth Mitchell and Earle
Williams photographed beside the civic pride of Jasper,

Alberta, Canada, while in the snow country for scenes
for "The Master of Woman." This will be a Louis B.

Mayer-Metro attraction.
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STARS IN PREFERRED PICTURES

* :»IS! 0L»-

Catt of "In the Days of Daniel

Boone" and officials of producing

company welcome Edward Laem-
mle, Universal director, and his

wife back to Coast after honey-

moon.

*--'f mm m

Reproduction of the large banner which was a feature of the Al Lichtman Cor-

poration display at the Palace of Progress, held in Chicago in conjunction with

the annual convention of the M. P. T. O. A. The Lichtman company and Pre-

ferred Pictures have announced the purchase of popular novels and plays for

production during new season.

David J. Chatkin, known among
members of the business from Coast
to Coast, has been appointed act-

ing domestic sales manager of Edu-
cational Film Exchanges, Inc.

John Wenger, noted
artist, is exhibiting
his work in New
York for benefit of
theatrical and news-
paper professions.

Eileen Sedgwick has
been assigned fea-

tured role in Univer-
sal's historical serial,

"In the Days of

Daniel Boone."

H. S. Vineberg, Al-

bany, N. Y., has just

been appointed house

manager of the Mark
Strand theatre there.

Rafael Sabatini, whose "Scara-
mouche," a colorful romance of

revolutionary days in France, is be-

ing produced by Rex Ingram for

distribution by Metro. Alice Terry
and Ramon Novarro head the cast.
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Delegates to West Coast's semi-

annual convention of distribution

department of Famous Players.

This was one of series of meetings
held this year by Paramount.

Dale Fuller as she appears in a
leading character role in Erich Von
Stroheim's "Greed," which the di-

rector is producing for Goldwyn.
"Greed" is an adaptation of the

novel "McTeague."

Virginia Lee Corbin is the 11-year-
old lead in "Youth Triumphant,"
the initial production made by
Victor B. Fisher, who has just an-
nounced an expansion of his pro-
duction activities.

Norma Shearer who returns to the
studio under a long term contract
with Louis B. Mayer. She has lead-

ing role in John M. Stahl's next
First National picture, "The
Wanters."
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Great crowd assembled at the Trianon dance hall

to attend annual ball glTOH by Chicago motion
picture operators. A number of screen players

and directors were present. Photograph by Cen-

tral Cinema Service, Chicago.

Post office officials at Whitman Bennett studio aiding production
of "Loyal Lives," the mail man picture to be handled by Vita-

graph. Left to right: Brandon Tynan, Major James A. Buchanan,
chief of information bureau, Washington; Assistant Postmaster
General Paul Henderson; Mr. Bennett, and Buster Collier.

Judge Summerfield (center) visits players and officials at F. B. O.
studio. Film Booking Offices has just announced that during the
new season it will offer thirty feature productions. Its entire

program will include seventy pictures, about half of that number
being short subjects.

Director Roy Clements gives final instructions to

Edna Murphy before shooting one of the exciting

scenes in "Her Dangerous Path," described as a

novel ten episode "series serial." Hal Roach is

producing it for Pathe.

They're off for a pleasant trip and loads of hard work. These are the players and director who have gone to Prescott,
Ariz., to film "When a Man's a Man," the Harold Bell Wright novel which Principal Pictures is producing. In the view
at left are, left to right: John Bowers, Edward F. Cline, director; Marguerite de la Motte, Charles Mails, June Marlowe,
Marie Brennan and Robert Frazer. In view at right is Marguerite de la Motte, who according to Harry Wilson, Pincipal's

advertising director, is mourning the fact that she cannot carry her pet Chow to the desert land because the heat doesn't
agree with Chows.
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Virginia Valli, Universal
star, is featured player in

Universal-Jewel attraction,

"The Shock." Lambert
Hillyer directed this seven
reel film.

Being a starlet doesn't keep Bruce Guerin from being

a real boy. This picture evidences that. Bruce, who
is under a long term contract with Warner Brothers,

has been loaned to Frank Borzage for "Dust in the

Doorway," an Arthur Jacobs-First National picture.

Estelle Taylor is one of

the Richard Thomas stars.

Thomas will produce at

the Hollywood studios on
the West Coast.
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9/teWEEKinNEWYORK Postmaster General

Before Camera
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, June 12.—Harry
S. New, U. S. Postmaster General,
made his first appearance for the
motion picture camera recently in

his office at Washington when he
posed with Brandon Tynan in a
scene for "Loyal Lives," Whitman
Bennett production to be published
by Vitagraph.

"Loyal Lives" concerns the life

of a postman and includes in its

footage a mail robbery sequence for
which the Post Office Department
loaned an entire mail train.

William Hirst, of the Bennett
forces, directed the scene in which
Mr. New appeared.

SID GRAUMAN, Los Angeles screen

impressario, who has been giving

"Little Old New York" the once over,

was standing at Broadway and 45th street

the other day with Marcus Loew when a\

peddler of "flash diamonds" approached

them.
"You can't beat this, gentlemen," he said.

"They've got all the lire of the real sparkler

—and I'm selling 'em for fifteen cents."

Grauman bought one and continued his con-

versation with Mr. Loew. Just then a pic-

ture star of prominence greeted the Los
Angeles theatre magnate.
"Look here." said Grauman, showing him

the pin. "Isn't this a beauty? It's not

real, but it's worth money."
"It's immense," exclaimed the star. "Say,

I'd like to have that for a souvenir. Will

you sell it for $5?"

"I don't like to part with it." said Grau-
man. "Maybe I'd be a 'rube' for doing it

—anyhow, take it."

"Thanks," said the star, handing Sid a

$5 bill and hurrying away with his "sou-

venir." Grauman then approached the

peddler, who had overheard the conversa-

tion.

"Let me have ten more," he said.

"No you don't—no you don't," cried the

peddler. "You're a better salesman than

I am. First thing I know you'll have some
black velvet and a bunch of these and be

sellin' 'em for ten bucks a piece. And I'll

be out of a job." With that diplomacy
characteristic of him Grauman bought ten

"sparklers" for 25 cents apiece and after-

ward, with great reluctance, parted with
them at from $5 to $10 each. And Mr.
Loew became so excited that he hurried

awav to look for another theatre.
* * *

Here's addition No. 1 to our Gallery of
Famous Salesmen : W. E. Mulligan, of
First National's publicity department, is the

subject. Mr. Mulligan began selling at the

age of nine, when he got rid of nicked
"aggies" for good ones. Then he "sold"

crackerjack publicity stories to the big

newspapers. His most recent achievement
in salesmanship is the following:
For two years he has wielded a hoe

on a truck garden in the back yard of his

home at Passaic, N. J., while the missus
looked on in ecstatic contemplation of her
husband's rural tendencies. As a matter of
fact Mr. Mulligan's real ambition was to

sit on the back porch and- think up plots

for fiction stories instead of performing
manual labor. So he preceded to "sell"

Mrs. Mulligan the idea that a lawn was
far more artistic than a truck garden

—

and got away with it. And now when he
gets home all he has to do is to sit on the
back porch and watch the grass grow.
Verily, the wiles of publicity men are too
numerous to catalogue. Here's hoping
Friend Wife doesn't see this, Mul. If she
does you'll resume the leading role in that

pastoral domestic drama entitled "The Man
With The Hoe."

* * *

We're not saying how it came about, but
just after the announcement was made that

Thomas H. Ince had purchased the screen
rights to "Anna Christie" the Literary
Digest came out with a two-page article

about the play. The article certainly was
a "twister." It told of the tremendous
success of "Anna Christie" on the speaking
stage and lauded the play to the skies.

Bob Dexter, having just stepped into the

shoes of "Bill" Yearsley at First National,

promptly bought 1,000 copies of the Digest,

to be mentally consumed by first-run ex-
hibitors and the First National sales force.

* * *

They're calling Henry Clay Bate, of

Universal, "Judge" these days, Mr. Bate,

who is an officer of S. Rankin Drew Post
of the American Legion, presided at a re-

cent court martial trial of one "Bill" Bonus,
on the charge of l>eing a vagrant around
legislative halls throughout the country.

Jim Loughborough took the part of "Bill,"

Wells Hawks was the complaining wit-

ness, Arthur L'nger was counsel for the

defense and Glenn Condon conducted the

prosecution. Ralph Navarro, of the U. S.

Department of Justice, acted as a court
bailiff. Things were looking pretty bad
for "Bill" when Earl Lawshe appeared,
announced that he was the defendant's
father and made a plea which won acquittal.

* • *

The time draws nigh for another annual
election of officers at the Associated Motion
Picture Advertisers. The first step was
taken at this week's regular luncheon by the

election of a nominating committee which
will meet between now and August to

select a ticket to be voted on at the annual
election in September.
Chosen for the nominating committee

were the following:
Charles Rarrell, Chairman ; Howard

Dictz, Paul Gulick. Fred E. Baer, Herbert
Crocker, Paul Lazarus and Lynde Denig.

Judge John J. Frcschi gave an interesting

address during which he said that the

state Law which prohibits children under
sixteen going to picture shows without a

guardian should be struck from the statute

books. He said that children would l>e bet-

ter off enjoying a motion picture than they

arc playing around the streets.

C. Gordon Slxlivan, sccnarioist and
short story writer also spoke, following

Jerry Beatty, recently back from Los
angeles to join the Al Lichtman Corporation
as advertising director.

* * »

About the only mishap of the motion
picture golf tourney selected the dapper
and affable William O'Hagax Hcrst as

its victim. "Bill" had driven out in his

car and late in the evening invited a cou-
ple of friends to ride into New York with
him. The friends were not quite ready to

leave so Bill went out and sat down in his

car to wait for them.
The friends promptly forgot all about

Bill and later went home in some other

car. Lulled by the beautiful moonlight and
sweet-scented zephyrs or something, Bill

fell asleep.

A few minutes later (he says it was only
a few minutes) he awoke with the sun

just peeping over the horizon. Bill had
the whole location to himself. The club

house and club house grounds looked de-

serted and Bill felt so.

"And then I went home" says Bill, "and
the only thing that saved my happy home

Where Does Your
Power Come From?
What do you know about the

possibilities of a separating generat-
ing plant for your theatre? Do
you know that it is possible to

operate your entire house with a

powerful plant—or with a portable
plant, that you could give a show
in an adjoining town?
Some of the many ways in which

a power plant can be used in the
theatre are pointed out in an ar-

ticle in the BETTER THEATRES
section this week. It will interest

you.

for me was the fact that I had won one
of the pups and it slept in the tonncau
while I slumbered on the front seat. Mrs.
Hurst just dotes on pups, and I sure do
think a lot of that home-saving pup my-
self."

* * *

Bert Adler, of Distinctive Pictures,

sauntered into the Hunting Room at the

Astor last Thursday with his chest stuck
out like a pouter pigeon. In explanation he
told of the arrival of a fine, handsome boy
at the Adler domicile the night before

—

the third youngster in succession of the

masculine persuasion. Bert says he will

allow two of them to go into the film busi-

ness when they grow up but that he is

going to groom one of them for the job
now held by a man named Harding from
Marion. Ohio.
Note:— Please read above, "fine hand-

some boy." Bert says he bears a remark-
able resemblance to his pater.

* * *

Ned Holmes and James Jay Brady were
holding a talkfcst in front of the Long-
acre building, and James Jay was telling of

some exploitation stunt he and Ned had
pulled together back in the eighties, or
thereabouts. After he had finished, Ned
said :

"With a little more experience you would
make some good producer a press agent."—John S. Spargo.

Selznick Will Enforce

Existing Contracts of

American Releasing Co.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, June 12.—According to a

statement by Selznick Distributing Cor-

poration all existing exhibitor contracts

made by the American Releasing will be

executed by Selznick. A bigger and better

service than was before possible is assured

exhibitors, it is stated, due to the fact that

Selznick already has exchanges in cities

where American before had no offices. Salt

Lake City, Indianapolis and New Orleans

are examples of such. This makes possible

a saving in transportation costs, as well

as effecting other economies.

Robert S. Bendell, formerly manager for

American in Albany, has been retained by
Selznick Distributing Corporation in the

same capacity at that exchange and David
R. Blyth, director of sales for Selznick

Distributing Corporation has retained many
of the exchanges and field forces of Amer-
ican Releasing.
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Tri-Stone to Revive
24 Triangle Features

Many Stars in List of Films

to Be Reissued for the

Coming Season
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK. June 12.—Twenty-four

new additions of successful pictures of

Triangle Film Corporation will be re-

issued by Tri-Stone Pictures, Inc.. the

coming season, according to Oscar A.

Price, president. The list includes four

starring Douglas Fairbanks, three starring

William S. Hart, three starring Norma
Talmadge. two starring Lillian Gish, two
starring Charles Ray, one each starring

Alma Rubens, Constance Talmadge. Dor-
othy Gish. Bessie Love. Frank Keenan.
Dorothy Dalton, Jane Grey and William
Collier, Jr.. and two special productions,

one made by Allan Dwan and the other

by Christie Cabanne.

New Accessories Prepared

H. E. Aitken, vice-president and gen-

eral manager of Tri-Stone and former
president of Triangle, states that each of

the productions will be carefully re-edited

and re-titled to conform to present usages,

and entirely new advertising accessories

will be prepard.
Anita Loos and John Emerson have al-

ready completed the work in making new-

editions of two of the Fairbanks features,

and probably will prepare the other two.

Equally noted editors will handle the

others.

The following list indicates the approximate
order in which they will be published: Douglas
Fairbanks in "The Americano;" Alma Rubens in

"I Love You:" William S. Hart in "The Bar-

gain:" "The Food Gamblers" an Allen Dwan pro;

auction; Charles Ray in "The Pinch Hitter:"
' Norma Talmadge in "The Devil's N'eedle:" " The
Mavor of Filbert" a Christie Cabanne Production:
Frank Keenan in "War's Women:" Douglas Fair-

banks in "The Good Bad Man:" William S. Hart
in "Hell's Hinges;" Lillian Gish in "The Lily and
the Rose:" Jane Grey in "Let Katy Do It:"

Dorothy Dalton in "The Flame of the Yukon:"
Norma Talmadge in "The Social Secretary;"
Douglas Fairbanks in "The Half Breed;" Charles
Ray and Frank Keenan in 'The Coward:" William
S. Hart in "The Disciple:" Bessie Love in "The
Sawdust Ring:" Douglas Fairbanks in "Manhat-
tan Madness;" Constance Talmadge in "Betsy's
Burglar;" Dorothy Gish in "Atta Bov's Lost
Race:" Norma Talmadge in "50-50;" William Col-

lier. Jr., in "The Bugle Call." and Lillian Gish in

"Daphne, the Pirate."

First Set for June 15

Publication will start June 15 and the

films will be issued at the rate of two a

month in the approximate order above.

Signing of Keaton by Metro
Announced at Sales Meeting

Comedian to Make Series of Five Reel Pictures

for New Season—1923-24 Product Is Made
Public at Convention Stag

NEW YORK, June 12.—Signing of Buster Keaton, one of the screen's

best comedians, to make a series of five reel productions for the company,

was announced at the annual convention last week of Metro salesmen,

branch managers, district officials and home office executives at the Hotel

Astor.
The star's product will be on the new season's program. Negotiations

between Metro and Joseph M. Schenck have been under way for some
weeks and announcement that the deal had been closed brought applause

from the delegates.

"Three Ages" Is Comedian's First for Metro

Keaton's first picture for Metro will be "The Three Ages," which has

been completed under the direction of Eddie Cline. It is described as a

burlesque on civilization and Metro officials are of the opinion that it is

the best thing vet done bv the comedian.

Educational to Get 24
1-Reel Cameo Comedies

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK. June 12.— A series of

twenty-four single reel Cameo comedies
have been acquired by Educational Film
Exchanges, Inc.. for distribution during

the 1923-24 season it is announced by
President E. W. Hammonds.
The first of the new series will be pub-

lished in the Fall.

Bill Patton Injured

Making Western Film
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, June 12—Three ribs

were broken and possible internal in-

juries sustained by Bill Patton in the

making of a scene for "The Battlin'

Buckaroo," Anchor Film Distributors,

Inc., production, at Santa Ynes ranch,

formerly Inceville. The star had to be

carried from location.

William E. Atkinson, general manager
of the organization, presided during the

convention, which was addressed by
President Marcus Loew.

In his opening talk, Mr. Atkinson gave
a comparative analysis of the growth of

Metro since its inception, declaring that

despite that encouraging progress the
season of 1923-24 should be a banner year
for the organization.

Entertainment Is Elaborate

The entertainment program was one
of the most elaborate ever planned in con-
nection with Metro sales convention. On
Wednesday evening, following a strenu-

ous day's order of business, the visiting

managers and home office executives
were the guests of Louis B. Mayer on an
outing at Coney Island. Thursday ev-

ening there was a stag dinner at the
Astor. given by the Metro home office,

and on Friday evening the convention
delegates and their wives were the guests
of Tiffany Productions at a theatre party
which was followed by an after-theatre

supper.

The convention was brought to a close

Saturday night owing to the fact that the
Metro sales organization is now in the
midst of a vigorous campaign and the
presence of every salesman and branch
manager as well as other executives is

imperative in their territories.

Program Is Announced

The next season's Metro program was
announced to the convention on Thurs-

day night at the stag banquet at the
Astor. In a prepared summary Mr. At-
kinson outlined a series of production*
for the fall season which, he said, would
eclipse in number and calibre the pro-
ductions of any program hitherto com-
pleted by Metro. In the list are stories

that have been bought and some that are
now in the course of production. These
stones are either from noted books or
plays of the past several years and, he
said, are sure to attain even greater popu-
larity in picture form. Mr. Atkinson de-
clared that in addition to the production
at the Metro studios there would be a
full fall program of independent produc-
tions through Louis B. Mayer, and the
Fred Xiblo and Reginald Barker produc-
tions through Louis B. Mayor, and the
product of several other big producers.

Jackie Coogan is now at work on his
first Metro production, "Long Live the
King" and Rex Ingram is at work on
"Scaramouche" which Mr. Atkinson de-
clared is to be bigger than "The Four
Horsemen." Among the Metro stars
now at work in the Metro studios are
Viola Dana and Buster Keaton. Mae
Murray has just completed "The French
Doll" and has made arrangements with
Metro officials for two further pictures
here.

Can You Put on
Stage Specialties?

Correct lighting is of paramount
importance in the presentation of

specialties and prologs. But in or-

der to obtain correct lighting ef-

fects the proper equipment must be
used.

In an article in the BETTER
THEATRES section this week is

interestingly discussed the subject

of stage lighting and equipment
necessary for the presentation of

specialties. This and subsequent
articles to appear in BETTER
THEATRES tell you just what
you want to know about this phase
of your theatre.

Death Takes Mother
Of Win field Sheehan
After Long Illness
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, June 12—Mrs. Angeline
Sheehan, mother of Winfield R. Sheehan.

vice-president and general manager of Fox
Film Corporation, died at her home, 403

Lafayette avenue. Buffalo, following a

long period of illness. She was seventy-

two years old.

Mrs. Sheehan was the widow of J. F.
Sheehan, who died ten years ago. She
is survived by four sons, Winfield R..

who resides in New York City; Clayton
P.. and Norman of Buffalo: Howard J.

of San Francisco and one daughter, Es-
telle. who also lives in Buffalo.

Clayton P. Sheehan is the Eastern dis-

trict sales manager for Fox Film Cor-
poration: Howard J. is Pacific coast dis-

trict sales manager and Norman is

connected with the Buffalo offices of the

Fox organization.
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A scene from "The Dangerous Trail," an Anchor Film, and (lefi ) Allan Penrose, juvenile lead (right) "Bill"

starred in eight Anchor frontier plays.

Patton, now being

Anchor Offering Three Series to

State Right Buyers
Distributor to Tour Exchange Centers With First of New

Product- Leaves Coast on June 16

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, June 12.—Since its inception two years ago, Anchor
Film Distributors, Inc., Morris R. Schlank, president, has made re-

markable advancement and today it is in a position to offer state right

buyers three series of productions, the initial pictures of which have been
completed for private screening.

T) RESIDENT SCHLANK will begin a

tour of the exchange centers on July

16, and will take with him prints of "The
Man Alone," starring Hobart Bosworth;

"The Dangerous Trail," featuring Irene-

Rich, Noah Beery, Tully Marshall, Wil-

liam Lowery and Jack Curtiss; the first

three of a series of Iris comedies, with

Milburn Morante, Eddie Barry and Helen

Kesler in the cast, and the first two of a

series of eight frontier pictures starring

Bill Patton.

A new company, Rocky Mountain Pro-
ductions, Inc., is producing one of the
Anchor series, "The Dangerous Trail,"
being the company's initial offering. This

six-reel feature was made under the di-

rection of Alvin J. Neitz.

The Rocky Mountain organization is

backed by Cheyenne, Wyo., cattle men
and capitalists. It will produce four fea-

tures for Anchor.
The Anchor president announces that

a complete line of accessories will be
available shortly on the three series.

» * *

The growth of Anchor is due in many
respects, it is said, to the utmost confi-

dence which independent producers have
in President Schlank, whose headquarters
are in Hollywood. Prior to entering the

distribution field, Mr. Schlank produced
several series of comedies and the experi-

ence thus gained has enabled him to co-
operate with producers during the filming

of their pictures.

MONEY MAKING IDEAS
Which Have Been
Exhibitors to Build

By F. PAULICK
(Paulick Theatre, Muscoda,

Wis.)
I had a very hard time to

build up my weak night. I

started to give a cheaper pic-

ture and put a good comedy
and news or other short sub-
ject with it. Now I have my
weak night built up so I make
a little money. Try a five-reel

feature and a Semon comedy.
They will get the business if

there is to be any.

Used Successfully by

Up Their Patronage
By HARRY HOBLOTH

(Maxine Theatre, Imlay City,

Mich.)
My Wednesday night had

lost money for months. I

wrote a personal letter to all

patrons I could, telling them
of my plan to run real Satur-

day pictures on Wednesday
night at cut prices. I called it

Family Night and reduced
from 15 and 25 cents to 10 and
20 cents. It doubled my busi-

ness.

Hodkinson Announces
New Selling Plan for

Canada Distribution
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, June 12.—Announce-
ment is made by W. W. Hodkinson Cor-
poration that it will do its own selling of
Hodkinson products in Canada in the
near future, according to plans that have
just been completed. These plans mean
the formation of the W. W, Hodkinson
Corporation. Canada (Ltd.), with the
principal office located at 21 Dundas
Street, E. Toronto, Ontario, Canada.

J. L. Plowright is assistant treasurer
and assistant secretary of the corporation
and will act as resident manager and rep-
resentative in Canada. Through this ar-

rangement the new corporation will have
its own sales force but the physical dis-

tribution will be handled by Famous
Players Film Service. Ltd., in Eastern
Canada and the First National Exhibi-
tors Exchange, Ltd., in Western Canada.

Branch offices have been established in

St. John's. Novia Scotia. Montreal, Prov-
ince of Quebec, Winnipeg, Province of
Manitoba, and Calgary, Province of Al-
berta.

Oregon Exhibitor Dies

At Portland Hospital
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PORTLAND, ORE., June 12.—Arthur
W. Kline, owner of the Victory theatre
at Montavillc died at the Portland Con-
valescent hospital. He had been in poor
health for some time, though his death
came unexpectedly.

Mr. Kline had recently announced his

intention of building a new theatre, hav-
ing acquired property and being engaged
in making preparations for actual con-
struction.

Fox Hit in Ruling of
Federal Trade Board
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C, June 12.—
Orders have been issued by the Federal
Trade Commission, requiring Fox Film
Corporation to discontinue the reissu-

ance of motion picture films which do not
show, both in the title of the film and
in all advertising matter, the original

title under which the picture was pre-

viously distributed.
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THE THE AT R E
A department of practical showmanship

"HERALD ONLY" CLUB GROWS
Exhibitor Move to Protect

Cooperative Service Medium
Attracts Business Showmen

The Work of
Advertisers

The following is reprinted from the "Chicago
Evening American" of June 6 as of especial inter-
est to exhibitors at a time wlien effective adver-
tising is vitally important.

The convention of Associated Advertising
Clubs of the World at Atlantic City concen-
trates attention on the work done by adver-
tising.

It is, first of all, constructive work. It

actually builds factories, stores, great organ-
izations, great fortunes, while supplying
work and wages to millions.

A hundred words occur to your mind, and
every one means that advertising has cre-

ated a name, and that the name represents a
great business that time and competition it-

self cannot injure unless the owner of the

name allows it.

Advertising builds, and what it builds it

builds permanently.
Take the two words, Atlantic City, and

you know instantly that you have before you
something that has been created first by in-

trinsic merit and second by intelligent ad-
vertising.

Any one of a half dozen automobile names
means permanent prosperity, gigantic pro-
duction, thousands of men well paid, tens or
hundreds of thousands of customers well

satisfied, and all that is built on merit and
advertisting.

What is the art of advertising? It is the

art of getting a truthful idea from one brain
into another— or into fifty million other
brains.

In advertising, first you must create a

thing the people want. That is the task of
the manufacturer, the business man who un-
derstands production and quality.

After that you must make the people
know that you have it. In addition to that

you must, by description and convincing
argument, make the people want it.

Making the people know that the thing is

to be had and making the people want that

thing, such is the task of the advertiser.

Nature was the first great advertiser. And
she did her best advertising in color, which
would interest Mr. Kobler of the Hearst
American Weekly and the American Home
Journal.
The first great and effective color adver-

tisement was the brightly colored flowers,

the blossoms advertising the honey to be ob-
tained from them, thus attracting the bees

and other insects necessary to carry the pol-

len and produce more flowers. The next
great colored advertisement was the rain-

bow, announcing "no more floods."

Learn from Nature and the colors of the

flowers and the plumage of the birds to

make your advertising attractive.

In advertising or in conversation it is just

as easy to present your facts in a pleasing

way as in any other way.

Two weeks old, the "Herald Only" Club, spontaneous creation of busi-

ness showmen contributing to "What the Picture Did For Me," shows a
growth of more than 200 percent. This without "exploitation" or "mem-
bership campaign" of any character.

Why?
Because cooperation is king in the modern motion picture business

and his subjects are loyal.

The history of the "Herald Only" Club is an important chapter in the
annals of the industry.

This is the age of hurry. Men want to

do all they can in the few years they have.

{Continued on page 50)

Throughout its course the "Her-
ald Only" Club has been exclusively

a contributor organization, these

lines being the first with bearing

upon the subject offered by this

paper. The singularity of purpose
and opinion evidenced by the show-
men who have brought the club to

its present status eloquently be-

speaks the character of individual

and group.

The story of the event dates from
October 16, 1916, when the line,

"W hat the Picture Did for Me," ap-
peared in this paper over a scant
page of unbiased exhibitor reports

gathered with not a little difficulty

from an exhibitor body naturally

skeptical as to the possibilities of

such a department.

Service Plan Popular

When the first roar of protest

from the non-theatre side of the
business had subsided the chorus of

approval from exhibitor ranks con-
tinued and the destiny of the serv-

ice was assured. In the years thai,

have passed growth progressed con-
sistently, evenly, as is the history

of every thoroughly sound move-
ment in any business.

Many of the names now appearing
on the roster of the "Herald Only"
Club may be found in the first is-

sues containing the report depart-
ment and traced without break to

the present number. To these

pioneers, quick to see the possibili-

ties of the service, the industry at

large is especially indebted.

Report Habit Spreads

As early contributors built up the

department, in bulk as well as qual-

ity, the reporting habit spread grad-

ually, until now the name of prac-

ically every responsible exhibitor
in the business has appeared in the
report columns, frequency of its ap-
pearance indicating almost invari-

ably the measure of individual

showmanship. Close readers of the

department readily identify the
successful—usually the consistent.

From its inception the department
has been conducted as a distinctly

exhibitor project, this paper acting
merely as custodian of the reports
and entering into its affairs only in

a defensive capacity when shafts

aimed to accomplish its destruc-
tion were levelled from non-exhibi-
tor quarters. In forming the
"Herald Only" Club contributors
have entered this side of the work
for the first time.

Imitators Rebuked

Stated purposes of exhibitors
forming the organization are many,
all coming under the head of pro-
tection and development. Contrib-
utors have reasoned that the appear-
ance of counterfeit departments,
patently spurious in large degree,
threatens to bring the whole insti-

tution of box office reports into dis-

repute. Others have pointed out
that a maximum number of reports
on a given attraction yield maxi-
mum assurance to the buyer and
that concentration of reports in a

single medium, the original, is a
logical business measure.

All subscribe heartily to the
soundness of the co-operative idea
and urge the necessity for contrib-
uting in the fullest possible degree
to tl^e further developemnt of the
report institution. There can be no
doubt as to the outcome of the
movement.
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BOY SCOUTS BOOST SEA FILM

MEXICO, AGAIN. Louis R. Carieno, distributor of the

Principal production, "The World's a Stage," used this

lobby display in Mexico City. It will stand reproduction
in any American playhouse.

ART actually may be written in terms of money when
it is as well applied as by the Palace theatre, EI Paso,
for "The World's Applause," Paramount feature, as shown
in the above reproduction of the front.

NAVAL men helped advertise
Vitagraph's "Masters of Men" for

the Delmonte, St. Louis, also. "Join
the Navy and Learn Exploitation"
isn't a bad line.

Scouts Willing

BOY SCOUTS, at this season in

their glory, display marked
willingness to help the showman in

his annual contest with the ele-

ments. Two instances of their

helpful co-operation are pictured in

these pages this week.
Good exhibitors will not over-

look this source of wholesouled
good will, nor fail to see that the

youngsters who come to his aid are

properly compensated and cared for.

The future of the motion picture

lies in the hands of today's youth,

as does the future of the nation, and
a good citizen, or business man,
takes stock of futures.

Let them help. They enjoy it.

But help in return. They deserve it.

REVIEW attendance accorded
Metro's "Trailing African Wild
Animals" at the New York Capitol
gave early indication of an interest

subsequently proved.

BOY SCOUTS, always boosters when interested, were
active in support of the New Portola theatre, San Fran-
cisco, during the run of "Wonders of the Sea," F. B. O.
The idea is good any place.

PRINCIPAL players in the cast were admirably dis-

played in the front of the Capitol, Cincinnati, for "Within
the Law." First National. The decorations are without
significance but attractive.
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TITLE MADE TEXT OF SERMON

ARMY AND NAVY men from U. S. battleships and
Winchester Post, Brooklyn, helped exploit First
National's "The Isle of Lost Ships" for the Mark Strand
theatre. Photo shows tableau posed before the flag.

"BELLS OF THE SEA" was sung by a baritone cos-
tumed as is Milton Sills in the picture, silhouette effect
being used to merge prologue and picture. The drop is

from a scene in the photoplay.

FLAGS, always good, helped Hod-
kinson's "Down to the Sea in

Ships." for the State, Pittsburgh. A
number of current pictures warrant
their use.

Sea Films Sell

SEA PICTURES sell readily at

the moment, for whatever rea-

son, and so the market is being
plentifully provided with product
of this class, as is the custom. The
saturation point undoubtedly will

be reached shortly, but in the mean-
time business showmen will make
good use of the several successes

now in circulation.

Various methods of enlisting co-

operation in the promotion of inter-

est in this class of entertainment
have been set down in these pages,

as well as straight advertising pro-

cedure found productive. Clearly

there is money to be made with
marine drama at the moment. The
time to make it is now, as picture

fads, like others, pass quickly.

STRENGTH, not beauty, dis-

tinguishes the Schenectady Barcli
theatre front for "Mr.sters of Men."
Vitagraph. It's virtue is its sim-
plicity.

STOCK PAPER on "Prodigal Daughters." Paramount,
was used by the Immanuel Baptist Church. Salt Lake
City, to advertise a sermon based upon the picture, direct

tie-up being made from the pulpit in the sermon.

CHURCH advertised theatre and theatre advertised
church, street ballyhoo as well as newspaper advertising
being used. The theatre is the Paramount-Empress. Is
this a cooperation record?
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Theatre Letters
Personal Accounts of Constructive Showmanship

Contributed by Readers of "Exhibitors Herald"

Claims Small Town
Exhibitor Title
The "smallest town exhibitor"

title, heretofore held by E. J. Mil-

lion, Cozy theatre, Hazelwood,
Ind., is claimed by another in the

following communication:
1 am a rural exhibitor, claim to be

in the Lmallest town, and with my
class of patrons find that an all comedy
program is the best to build up a weak
night. 1 find that instead of buying a
set of photos you can get four one-
sheets that will do about four times
as much good for a small town ex-
hibitor.

I am in a town of about IS people
and draw to full houses from surround-
ing communities, and by this claim
title of champion small town exhibitor.

A. G. WEIGANG,
ZunkerviUe via (Kennedy), Tex.

The theatre recently awarded
the small town title to Mr. Milhon,
no other claimants appearing to
contest same. Testimony from
both candidates will be reviewed
before definite decision is passed.

Merchants Buy
Photo Backs as

Space for Ads
G. Otto Hartsoe, who this week makes

first contributions to this department and
"What the Picture Did For .Me," details

a profitable plan which may be used gen-
erally for the introduction of serials.

THEATRE EDITOR.
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir:

I am making report on a few pictures

for the first time. I always enjoy "What
the Picture Did For Me," and. in fact,

that is the part of the Herald that I read
first.

I am enclosing a small photo on the

Ruth Roland serial, "Haunted Valley,"

which I thought might be of interest to

some other exhibitor. The photos come
in packages of 16 different scenes and
they cost 5 cents per package. I bought
1,000 of them and sold the space on the

hack to merchants for advertising pur-
poses. After I had the printing done and
the photos paid for I was ahead of the

game by $2.50 and had all the good ad-
vertising extra.

I announced that on the Saturday fol-

lowing everybody would receive a photo-
graph of Ruth Roland, and, believe me,
they piled in for them. Started the serial

off with a bang.

Hoping this will be of benefit to some

€veruboduo Goinq! Sto
\ -rr- i

THE MEANING OF DOLLAR DAY

$m wiunoa cn A
Dollar Day Specials

«J>

CRAP'S '29

REPRODUCTION of 4-column ad used by
H. A. McClure to announce Summer attrac-

tions, as told in his Theatre Letter here-
with.

exhibitor, I am
G. Otto Hartsoe,

North Newton theatre,

Newton, N. C.

+ + +
DEAR MR. HARTSOE:
Welcome to the Theatre Letter circle. We

have reproduced one side of the card you sub-

mitted herewith and are confident others will

profit by your example.
(ilad you like "What the Picture Did For Me"

nnd have begun to contribute reports. We hope
to hear from you again in both departments, as

both are conducted for exhibitor box office bene-
fit and especially valuable at this season.

—

W. R. W.

Star Brand Shoes
ARE BETTER

D. M. Clonin6er. N. Newton

GOOD EATS
Satisfaction Guaranteed
NORTH NEWTON CAFE

YOUR HOME FURNISHED
WHILE YOU PAY

COBB FURNITURE CO.

ROWE'S BIG STORE
*~

EVERYTHING
TO EAT AND WEAR

FOR SATISFACTORY SERVICE PATRONIZE
Sanitarv Barber "Shop N. Newton

R. L. HUFFMAN, Prop.

Patronize North Newton Theatre,
It was Built for You. Your Money's
Worth or Your Money Back.

Meyer Ad Follows

Meyer Article

Anybody can preach, but only a

few follow their own doctrine
when it corts money.
Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre,

Hamilton, O., as president of the
Hamilton Retail Merchants' Asso-
ciation, wrote a page wide article

for the press in support of "Dollar
Day," an enterprise of the organ-
ization, urging cooperation and ob-
servance of the civic spirit.

Most business men would have
stopped there, but Mr. Meyer fol-

lowed through and did his bit by
especially advertising for Dollar
Day the sale of 4 tickets for a dol-
lar, a sacrifice of 32 cents on the
sale.

That's business.

REVERSE side of picture cards advertis-
ing Pathe's "Haunted Valley," showing
space sold advertisers as told in Theatre

Letter herewith.

Crull Synopsis

Suggests Tie- Up
With Newspaper

Publication of a synopsized story of

"The Sin Flood" by the "Providence
(R. I.) News" at the instance of Harry
Crull, Victory theatre, is detailed in his

Theatre Letter this week. The paper used
the synopsis as an illustrated Saturday
feature. Where it is possible to make
arrangements to supply a Saturday feature

of this sort regularly, a mutually bene-
ficial theatre-newspaper tie-up may be
effected.

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir:

This is our second letter and we begin
to be one of the happy family by now.
Just a short one this time about the way
Buddy Stuart, Goldwynner, and I put
over "The Sin Flood."

We started with putting out 250 circu-

lar cards (white letters on black cards

—

water flowing) reading: THE SIN
FLOOD WILL SWEEP YOU AWAY
and 250 of the same style reading: THE
SIN FLOOD IS COMING. We also put

out 400 window cards and 300 1-sheets.

We used 5,000 extra novelties (news-
boy carrying yellow card with herald in

each one). Both these and circular cards

are regulation novelties furnished by the

exchange.

We arranged with the Providence News
to run synopsis of complete story of the

picture on Saturday before the picture

opened on Monday. This gave us a half
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page of the best kind of free space and
was well illustrated. One almost has to

know Providence to appreciate just how
much space that is and what it means in

a city where all papers run readers only
and those mostly short ones at that. This
was more free space than ten pictures
usually get.

The entire campaign went over good,
thanks to the above.
With best wishes to the Herald,

Harry Crull,
Victory theatre, Providence, R. I.

+ + +
DEAR MR. CRULL:
The synopsi^ed story is truly impressive. Sorry

it wouldn't reproduce well, but your letter cov-
ers it. Don't you think you might use the prece-
dent to make a bargain with the paper to supply
a feature story of the same sort for every Sat-
urday edition? We'd try it, anyway.—W. R. W.

Smallest Town
Exhibitor Wins

Against Storm
What to do to combat the weather is

the theatre's most ancient and honored
perplexity. E. J. Million, whose right to

the "smallest town exhibitor" title is

challenged this week for the first time,

here gives one good answer to the prob-

lem.

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir:

Here's a photo of the front I built for

"Moonshine Valley." The "still" was of

wall board, but it made 'em stop and take

notice.

The weather man sent in a blizzard on
play date, in fact the coldest weather on
record for this state. This killed business
to a big extent, yet we played to better

than average Wednesday night business.

E. J. Milhox,
Cozy theatre, Hazelwood, Ind.

+ + +
DEAR MR. MILHON":

It's more than possible that you've uncovered
the long sought answer to the ancient riddle:

How to compete with the weather man. After
all the trick solutions are thumbed over, tried

and abandoned, the obvious answer seems to be
"Work." At least your experience points to that
conclusion.
Elsewhere this week is chronicled the advent

of another claimant for your "smallest town ex-
hibitor" title. We'd like to hear from you on
the subject.—\V. R. W.

Company BacJ^s

"Third Alarm"

In Canada Run
Everybody knows the exploitation

story of "The Third Alarm" in the United
States, but its Canadian career has been
but lightly outlined. It is no less strik-

ing, indeed, in many respects more so.

A detailed account of one exhibition
follows, with illustrations.

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir:

I am sending you photos and "System
of Exploitation and Presentation" of
"The Third Alarm." used by myself at

the Orpheum theatre. Fort William, On-
tario.

The System

Newspaper—Cuts and readers ten days
in advance of play date. Small display

"Uncle Bill" Haas

At Ambassador
Veteran showmen will be inter-

ested to know that "Uncle Bill"

Haas, unheard from these many
moons, is experiencing character-
istic success in the direction of
the Ambassador Hotel theatre,

Los Angeles, report crediting him
with no "red" week since taking
over that unique playhouse a year
ago.

The Ambassador theatre has 600

cushioned leather arm chairs and
runs two shows nightly. Promi-
nent guests of the hostelry are
taken on personally conducted
tours of the studios by Mr. Haas
and he is said to possess the most
extensive of autographed star pho-
tos in the world.

His Ambassador experiences
would make an interesting Theatre
Letter.

ads started six days in advance, increas-
ing in size daily. This to assist firemen in

their ticket selling campaign in aid of
their pension and benevolent fund. Cam-
paign started one week in advance of
play date.

Outside Advertising— Limited number
of window cards made from three-column
ad mat, theatre name and date in center,

white stock, red ink. Street car banners
16 feet long running along sides of cars
starting three days in advance and during
run of picture. Had llx5^-inch cards
printed showing location and number of
tire alarm boxes in city with instructions
on how to ring alarm, holes punched at

top and line: "Compliments of the Or-
pheum Theatre. Keep This." Cards had

DURLNC THE £{fGAGEJf£N7 OF THE BIG MELODRAMA

"THE THIRD ALARM"
PLAYING IN THE

ORPHEUM THEATRE
THURSDAY - FRIDAY - SATURDAY, MAY 3-4-5

A demonstration vtU be givta oc th« su^e twice duly, both buiam

"HOW TO RING AN ALARM BOX CORRECTLY"
Tfait a —-

:
Ihc _ tiy of Ckje! Cuaeroe ud the mco of :be

Fir* DeputnML

REPRODUCTION of flap from fire alarm
box list printed and distributed by the
firemen of Fort William when "The
Third Alarm" was shown at the Or-
pheum.

perforations three inches from bottom to

be torn off. Bottom contained Orpheum
ad.

Cooperation—Regular top price at Or-

pheum is 40 cents. Firemen sold tickets

at 50 cents general admission to all parts

of house except boxes of mezzanine floor.

They received 10 cents on general admis-

sion tickets, making 20 per cent on all

tickets they sold. House received regular

price of 40 cents top and also gained on

balcony and gallery prices, which are usu-

ally 35 and 30 cents. Also gained on mat-

inees, as firemen*s tickets were one price

for matinee and evening.
Special children's matinee Saturday at

15 cents, regular price being 10 and fire-

men receiving the extra 5. Matinee a
great success.

Fire department made run to theatre

each evening and Saturday afternoon.'

Two large electric bells were installed in

front of theatre with switch in box office.

These used at five-minute intervals, ring-

ing three alarms each time. Large gong
on top of theatre alternated with others
and sprinkler system alarm used at side

of theatre, facing a main street.

Detachments of firemen were on the

street continuously selling tickets.

Presentation—Stage set representing
fire station with beds upstairs in view of

audience. Fire alarm bor on one side and
station indicator with gong on other.

Preceding each presentation of the pic-

ture, afternoon and evening, a well-known
young lady elocutionist in firemen's cos-

tume recited a poem, "The Third Alarm,"
written by editor of daily newspaper. At
conclusion of recital, chief of fire depart-

ment pulled box. Firemen gave demon-
stration, turning out, dressing, sliding

down brass pole and off stage. At one
performance they made the remarkable
time of V/i seconds.

The indicator gong repeated the call

six times, which carried it into ringing
scene in opening of picture. Firemen in

uniform were on duty throughout the
house acting as ushers.

Summing up, the run was an entire

success from every angle. From an edu-
cational viewpoint alone it proved of

great value, as a great many people stated

it to be the first time they had ever seen

a fire alarm box pulled, and the picture

and demonstrations received the highest

praise from city officials and the general
public.

It not only made friends for the Or-
pheum, but also for the Famous Players
Canadian Corporation, as many pleasing
remarks were overheard regarding a large

corporation cooperating with local insti-
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AMERICAN exhibitors, it was thought, had done wonders for "The Third Alarm," F. B. O but in Canada, at the Orpheum, Fort William.
Out

. new history was made when the firemen of that city backed up the theatre in the enthusiastic manner described in the accompanying story.

tutions. It was also noted that many peo-

ple who were not in the habit of attending
came to see the picture. In tact there

were several who had never been inside

the Orpheum and so stated.

'I here were many other small but ef-

fective touches in exploitation and presen-

tation which are too numerous to men-
tion, but all of which added to the success

of presentation.
Clarf.ncr Trrmbi.ar,

Famous Players Canadian Corp.

+ + +
DEAR MR. TRKMBLAR:

In all the eventful exploitation history of "The
Third Alarm" no chapter surpasses that which

vnu have written. Manv thanks for the con-
iril.v n. -W. K. W.

big. built up in ten years by American en-
ergy, plus efficient advertising.

The Work of Advertising
(Concluded from page 45)

They want to finish in one lifetime. Adver-
tising is the great time saver.

They say in England that a business built

up slowly without advertising, from father

to son, for a hundred years or more, is a
very respectable, nice business. And it is.

But you can see in the United States the
same kind of business, a hundred times as

Business men should realize that adver-
tising is a specialty.

They should realize that the advertising
agent is to a business what the architect is

to a building. The owner's money and (he

contractor's technical knowledge build the

building. Hut it is a poor building if you
don't have an architect mapping it out for

you in advance and supervising it as it goes
on.

So with business and the advertising
agent, the specialist who is the architect of
business.

For the young man advertising is a prom-
ising career. Advertising is in its infancy.

There are plenty of chances ahead.

Advertising, intelligently understood,
trains the mind in a hundred different direc-

tions. To be a thorough advertiser you
must understand clear, simple and convinc-
ing writing.

A poor advertiser uses a hundred lines to

make the reader think one line. The adver-
tiser of real genius uses ten lines and makes
the reader think one hundred lines.

What you write and put in the paper your
employer pays for. What you make your
reader think about your goods, after he has
read it. you give to your employer for noth-
ing. That is the thing for the advertising

man to remember.

FORT WILLIAM, Ont., Canada, firemen in demonstration on stage of the Orpheum
theatre in hehall or "The Third Alarm," exploited as told in the accompanying story.

Advertising properly understood develops
a good style. It compels the man who en-
gages in advertising to study and under-
stand the mind, the needs, the temperament,
the shifting moods of the public.

Atlantic City will welcome the advertising

cluhs, who are to business many things, in-

cluding the short cut to success, and the

possibility of doing in one lifetime that

which, without advertising, would require a

series of generations.
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SHORT SUBJECTS
"Brevity Is the Soul of Wit"

WHOEVER said "Brevity is the

soul of wit" wasn't but well

might have been speaking of short

subjects and to the makers thereof.

To correct the circumstance the

truism is forwarded herewith.

Everybody knows that the fun-

niest joke is the shortest one, the

most laughable story is the one

most quickly told, the strongest

cartoon is drawn with the fewest

strokes of the pen. Of all the emo-

tions, laughter is least readily sus-

tained.

Yet every comedy by this com-
edian must measure exactly one
reel, and every comedy by that

comedian must measure two reels,

while the third comedian must have
a five-reel idea—but that's not a

short subject.

As a matter of fact the program
value of a comedy is measurable in

laughs, not footage. If two hundred
feet if film produces the desired ef-

fect it is not necessary, nor logical,

to project the ensuing eight hun-
dred—but there it is, and so it is

projected.

Despite several failures on record,

there is a real and growing demand
for laugh-length comedies. While
feature pictures are being brought
down to five-reel length something
should be dine about short subjects

also.

—Schools

—

SCHOOL competition is regarded
as one of the looming theatre

problems. Divers plans for oppos-

ing it are suggested, some of them
apparently sound, but the individual

exhibitor can dispose of the thing

amicably and profitably if he will.

The bulk of product which school

authorities select for class-room ex-

hibition is wholly acceptable theatre

product. The exhibitor is in better

position to obtain it, and by adver-

tising it properly he can make it pay
handsomely.

School people, tradition to the

contrary notwithstanding, are not

hard to get along with if given half

a chance. As a matter of fact a little

attention, of which they get little

enough at best, usually brings them
to the support of the screen in a

body.

If there is prospect of a theatre-

school fight the exhibitor who car-

ries no chip on his shoulder can very
readily remove the cause and retain

all honors.

—Paper

—

SHORT subject lithographs, bar-

ring scant exceptions, are poor
representatives of the product. For
the most part they ape the style and
context of feature picture paper.

Few carry pictorial inducement.

Comedies present endless oppor-
tunity for the poster artist, a really

funny picture always gaining at-

tention. Scenics should be a temp-
tation to the designer and color

man. A joke from a topical reel is

worth a place on any theatre front,

or in lights.

Maybe the business will come
around to this. Probably not.

—Idle Thought

—

IDLE thought busies itself with
the popularity of "The Leather

Pushers" and "Fighting Blood" and
the possibility of a super-special

sport feature featuring the lithe

Reginald Denny and the debonaire
George O'Hara. An obvious sug-
gestion would be "The Further Ex-
ploits of Frank and Dick Merriwell,"

by H. C. Witwer through arrange-
ment with the publishers of the

original works.

"Idle Thought" is the proper

NEWSPI
FOX NEWS No. 70: Harding Honors Un-

known Hero at Arlington—Boys of '61 in, New-
York Memorial Day Parade—Central Park Zoo
has New Residents—New War in Near East
Averted—-Masked Bathing Girls in Contest at
Miami—Twin Girls Win Freckle Championship—"Monkey-Shines Film Co." Begins Operation—Fleet in Demonstration off Los Angeles—In-
dianapolis Auto Race Attract Huge Crowd.

FOX NEWS No. 71: Foch Visits Czecho-
slovakia—Society at Annual Military Pageant in

London—Float Big Houses Across Kanawka
River—Admiral Philip Andrews New U. S. Navy
Commander in Europe—Fire Wipes out Canaan.
N. H?—Coast Artillery in Practice at Fort
Warren—Lasell College Girls in Canoe Races

—

Grey Lag Wins Suburban Handicap—Railroad
Executives Stage Object Lesson for Motorists.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS No. 47: Shriners
Convene at Washington, D. C.—Coogan Meets
Admiral Eberle—Douglas Fairbanks Junior to

Enter Films—Parisian Models in Fashion Show
—Railroad Thrillers Staged to Warn Motorists

—

Bomb Planes Lay Smoke Screen—Territorial
Specials.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS No. 48: Amund-
sen Starts Toward North Pole—Springfield,

Mass.. Scene of Runaway Freight Disaster

—

Lionel Barrymore and Irene Fenwick Sail—Army
Tank in Demonstration—Java Volcano Active
Again—U. S. Ships Rid Sea Lanes of Icebergs
—Territorial Specials.

heading for the above, for the sug-

gestion offers many angles for con-

sideration, but it's this department's
humble opinion that there's a for-

tune or two in the thing for who-
ever decides to collect.

—Music

—

MUSIC is easily "half the show"

so far as short subjects are

concerned. The best comedy is a

cold proposition projected to the

small talk of a mixed audience, and
other short subjects are impossible.

Contrariwise, an average comedy
slides by if jazz of sufficient kick is

supplied therewith.

Here and there the "rest reel"

order is still in vogue, including

dinner hour at the Chicago theatre,

inexplicably, but only a few exhib-

itors designate a short subject reel

as such. None should.

—Oversight

—

OVERSIGHT, of which both ex-

hibitor and patrons are guilty,

explains in some degree the general

apathy as to the fate of the short

subject. When patron speaks to

exhibitor it is usually to mention the

feature picture. It is an easy thing

to pass on to the short subject, but
it isn't often done. The exhibitor

can bring it about readily enough, if

he will.

CTURES
KINOGRAMS No. 2256: Women in Pageant

at Eagle, Rock, Cal.
—"Human" Bridge Features

Benefit for Roosevelt House, Hudson, X. Y.

—

World Conference of Women Meets at Rome

—

New Air Flivver Amazes Experts—San Francisco
Police Show Skill—Army Tanks in Demonstra-
tion—Liner "America" Goes to Sea Again

—

Monkey Mothers Kitten—115 British Advertising
Men at Atlantic City Convention—Kansas Gov-
ernor Takes Boy Scout Oath—Luther Burbank
Drives First Xail in Grandstand Built in his
Honor—Territorial Specials.

KINOGRAMS No. 2257: Prince of Wales
Tours His Country—Shriners in Conclave at
Washington—Ancient and Honorable Artillery
Company in Revue at Boston. (Incomplete.)

PATHE NEWS No. 46: Shriners in Con-
clave at Washington—Army Tanks in Demon-
stration—Beach Beauties in Miami Contest

—

Jack Dempsy Trains—Houses "Swim" River at

Charleston—Railroads Conduct Careful Crossing
Campaign—Airplanes in Smoke Screen Test

—

Territorial Specials.

PATHE NEWS No. 47: Harding Entertains
Shriners—Five Dead in Michigan Wreck—Flap-
per Airplane French Invention—American in

First Non-stop Flight From Gulf to Canada

—

Newark Observes Health Week—Twin Girls Win
Freckle Championship—New Salvaging Method
Tested—Suzanne Lenglen Retains Tennis Title

—

Italian Military Pageant Held at Turin—Terri-
torial Specials.
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Digest of Pictures^^Week
USING the screens of the country to teach the unwary

to guard against "get-rich-quick". schemes is one of

the latest uses of films. The W. W. Hodkinson Cor-

poration, under the auspices of the Investors Vigilance

Committee, is issuing a series of unique photoplays, in two

reels, showing the wiles and methods of confidence work-

ers and crooked stock salesmen. These will be published

one a month, the first being "Wild Oats," which tells of

how oil promoters work, how they hire young men to sell

their worthless stock and otherwise mulct the public.

The films should do considerable toward driving home

the loss of caution and care in making investments and in

any transactions in which securities are involved. The

Investors Vigilance Committee has branches in over 200

cities and with this series of films they should save the pub-

lic thousands of dollars in fraudulent securities—J. R. M.

"THE SPOILERS" has been done again, this time by

Goldwyn, and Rex Beach's famous story of the Klondike

loses none of its fascination under the careful direction of

Lambert Hillyer. Beach's story makes ideal material for

the screen. It has action plus, and with such well-known

and capable players as Milton Sills, Robert Edeson, Noah

Beery, Wallace MacDonald, Anna Q. Nilsson and Barbara

Bedford playing the principal roles, it stands out as one of

the season's biggest pictures. It is a powerful, gripping

drama of an epoch of American life that will never be

forgotten and in transferring the story to the screen no

time or expense was spared. A sure-fire hit if there ever

was one.

"CIRCUS DAYS" (First National) with the screen's

favorite boy artiste, Jackie Coogan, is pretty sure to repeat

the success of his former pictures "Trouble," "Oliver

Twist" and "Daddy." It has all the elements that go to

making a hit with any audience— circus animals, funny

clowns, and the ever delightful Jackie. At a preview in

Anaheim, California, a Herald representative declares

young Mr. Coogan "rises to greater dramatic heights than

he has ever done before."

"THE LAW OF THE LAWLESS" (Paramount)
beats "The Sheik" badly on all points save priority. It's

the same story in new settings and with a better cast.

Charles de Roche makes Valentino look artificial and ama-

teurish, and Dorothy Dalton robs Agnes Ayres of any

honors she may have won from her part in the original

picture. The boxoffice value of the picture depends solely

upon local circumstances.

"MAIN STREET" (Warner Bros.) is a liberal screen

adaptation of the Sinclair Lewis "best seller," and although

the theme of the original novel has been lost in transferring

it to the screen, the picture furnishes very fair entertain-

ment. It was directed by Harry Beaumont, who has in-

jected many "touches" not in the original script. The

adaptation was made by Julian Josephson, who also added

his bits of small-town life.

"RAILROADED" (Universal) is a good program

feature with Herbert Rawlinson as its star, which will no

doubt satisfy the star's admirers. The story is from Mar-

garet Bryant's novel "Richard," and was directed by Ed-

ward Mortimer.

"WANDERING DAUGHTERS" (First National)

presented with William V. Mong in a characteristic role,

Noah Beery, Pat O'Malley, Allen Forrest, Marjorie Daw
and Marguerite de La Motte, is an exceptionally pleasing

screen play based on the present-day jazz craze of the

modern flapper. An especially good boxoffice title is backed

up by a highly entertaining and well-directed film.

"DIVORCE" (F. B. O.), with Jane Novak, Margaret

Livingston, James Corrigan and John Bowers, makes pleas-

ing entertainment, although the plot is somewhat thread-

bare. It concerns a domestic misunderstanding brought

about through the sudden success of the husband and the

whole is acted with complete sincerity.

Lon Chaney and support in a scene from "The Shock," a new Virginia Valli and support in a scene from the Universal-

Universal special Jewel, "The Shock"
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R E V I E W S
SPECIAL CAST IN

THE SPOILERS
(GOLDWYN)

This new production of the popular Rex Beach story stands out head
and shoulders above current pictures. The famous romance of Alaska
during the days of the gold rush is straightforward melodrama with some-
thing doing the whole time. An excellent cast—really all star—interprets

the various roles while the photography is brilliant in every detail. Di-

rected by Lambert Hillyer. Eight reels.

THE CAST
Roy Glennister Milton Sil l s

Cherry Malotte Anna Q. Nilsson
Helen Chester Barbara Bedford
Joe Dextry Robert Edeson
Slapjack Simms Ford Sterling

Bronco Kid Wallace MacDonaid
Alex McNamara Noah Beery
Marshall Vocrhees Mitchell Lewis
Bill Wheaton John Elliott

Struve Robt. McKim
Captain Alec B. Francis
Landlady Kate Price
Matthews Rockliffe Fellowes
Burke Gordon Russell
Tilly Nelson Louise Fazenda
Judjje Stillman Sam deGrasse

Alaska during the days of the gold

rush, when honest, hard-working men
were forced to fight for their rights with

the lawless, furnished the background for

one of Rex Beach's best stories, which in

turn has been made into a powerful, grip-

ping screen drama. This is the second

time this story has been used as a photo-

play but the Jesse D. Hampton produc-

tion it must be conceded far outshines

the former film in dramatic intensity and
artistic handling. The "big scene" as in

the original "'Spoilers" is the fight be-

tween Roy and McXamara and this final

dramatic scene is well led up to. the

struggle between the two men being one

of the most effective bits of acting

screened in some years. Here is a real-

istic fight—staged in Struve's office, in-

stead of the muddy street, as in the

former picture—and in which both men
practically wear themselves out before it

is finished. Other impressive scenes in-

clude the blowing up of the Midas mines
and the struggle between Helen and
Struve in the road house.

The photography is exceptionally good,
there are many excellent comedy bits and
throughout it holds the interest up to the

final climax.

The acting honors are shared by
Milton Sills. Robert Edeson. Xoah Beery.
Robert McKim and the two principal

ladies of the cast. Anna Q. Xilsson and
Barbara Bedford with the major portion

due the last named for restrained and
convincing interpretations. Never have
we see Miss Bedford in a more striking

role. Louise Fazenda appears briefly in

a comedy scene and Kate Price, as

always, was the genial landlady.

It's a great picture and one that will

not disappoint the most critical. Our
advice is to book it and advertise it to

the limit.

The story: Roy Glennister meets Helen
Chester, a beautiful girl bound for the
Yukon gold country on a secret mission.
She repulses him on board ship but Roy
determines to win her. At Nome she
turns her papers o^er to Struve. an un-

scrupulous, drunken lawyer. During a
street brawl. Roy protects her from fly-

ing bullets and she recognizes the man
in him but is unwilling to trust him.

Alex McXamara and Judge Stillman.
the latter an uncle of Helen's arrive in

Xome, and it develops that crooked poli-

ticians are planning to rob the miners of
their claims. They jump the claim of
Glennister. His men want to fight but
he appeals to the law. Delays follow
and he is unable to get satisfaction in the
courts.

In order to raise money to send a
lawyer to San Francisco to fight for the
return of his property. Roy and his men
stage a raid on his own mine. Cherry
Malotte. beautiful adventuress of the
Klondike arrives in town, and she be-
comes jealous of Helen. She plots to

bring about Roy's downfall but in a gamb-
ling hall she saves him from the trickery

of the Bronco Kid. The mine owners,
exasperated by McXamara's tactics, com-
bine to enforce their own law. They are
prevented from stringing up Judge Still-

man by the quick work of Glennister and
his partner. Helen now seeks the truth

about her uncle and goes to a roadhouse
to met Struve. to get the facts. Struve
traps her and she is saved by the timely
arrival of the Kid. Meanwhile Roy and
his partner have blown up the Midas
mine. In Struve's office Roy comes face

to face with McXamara and they decide
to settle all accounts. With Joe Dextry
at the door to keep outsiders from inter-

fering Roy battles with the powerful Mc-
Xamara until he breaks his arm "like an
ax handle." He triumphs in battle, is

equally successful in love and Helen ac-

cepts him "for better or worse."—J. R. M.

DOROTHY DALTOX IX

LAW OF THE
LAWLESS

(PARAMOUXT)
"The Sheik" in new clothes and

better than the original, though
tardy. Seven reels that should

do all that the Valentino picture

did, if the Valentino picture

hadn't done it first. From a
story by Konrad Bercovici, di-

rected by Victor Fleming.

If they'd made this picture first "The
Sheik" wouldn t have been put out,
though the title might have been bor-
rowed. The present picture is a prac-
tical duplicate of the Valentino produc-
tion with a better cast and the settings
changed. Substitute Charles De Roche
for Valentino. Dorothy Dalton for Agnes
Ayres, improvements both, substitute
Tartars for Englishmen and Gypsies for
Arabs and you have "The Law of the
Lawless." The story differs only in minor
details.

Charles de Roche does what Valentino
did and does it as though he was made
for the job. He's a swashbuckling Gypsy
chieftain who remains human and looks
the part. Dorothy Dalton gives the girl

role the fire it previously lacked and the
picture hums along its active course.
Theodore Kosloff and Tully Marshall are
excellent in discharge of the villainous
duties assigned them.
A Tartar city and the open country

surrounding it make up the background.
There isn't a modern suit of clothes or
dress in the picture, and the subtitles
are in keeping. There are no lagging
moments and anyone who hasn't been
sated with the sheik type of drama ought
to find this picture a genuine thriller.

The business aspect of the production
is entirely a matter of local decision. If

there is call for another photoplay of the
type this one answers it better than the
original. It not. that's another story.

Only exhibitors can know its worth to
their screens.

Steamboats, wild animals and colored gentlemen play an important
comedy, "Roaring Lions on a Steamboat" (Fox).

this Fox
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Real Winter comes to Gopher Prairie—A scene from the Warner Brothers production
of "Main Street," with Florence Vidor and Monte Blue in the leading roles.

SPECIAL CAST IX

MAIN STREET
i WARNER BROS.)

Exhibitors have a good bet her
bring big returns. The popularity

given it and its general pleasing char
of Florence Vidor, Monte Blue. No
convincing. Eight reels. Directed

THE CAST
Carol Milford Florence Vidor
Dr. Will Kenricott Monte Blue
Dave Dyer Harry Myers
Erik Valborg Robert Gordon
Adolph Valborg Noah Beery
Miles Bjotnstam Alan HaJe
Bea Sorenson Louise Fazenda
Mrs. Valborg Ann Schaefer
Widow Bofjart Josephine Crowell
Ezra Stowbody Otis Harlan
Cy Bogart Gordon Griffith
Chet Dashaway Lon Poff
Luke Dawson J. P. Lockney
Sam Clark Gilbert Clayton
Nat Hicks Jack MacDonaJd
Guy Pollock Michael Dark
Mrs. Dashaway Estelle Short
Harry Haydock Glen Cavender
Mrs. Dave Dyer Kathryn Perry
Mrs. Stowbody Aileen Manning
Mrs. Haydock Mrs. Hayward Mack
Mr. Volstead Louis King
Mrs. Sam Clark Josephine Kirkwood
Mrs. Donovan «.Louise Carver
Del Snaflin Hal Wilson
Adapted from Sinclair Lewis' novel by

Julien Josephson

Directed by Harry Beaumont

SINCLAIR LEWIS did not write the
"Main Street" that has been pictur-
ized by Warner Brothers. Nor

would the famous novelist recognize the
alleged adaptation of his brain child as
his own had the main title been deleted
from the introductory reel—and this de-
spite the fact that the picture is very
fair entertainment.
Those of us who have read the book

realize that it would be next to impossi-
ble to transfer the written epic of Gopher
Prairie to the screen as Lewis set it

down on paper. It was the intimate lit-

tle personal touch and descriptive para-
graph possible only in literature that
made "Main Street" the seventh "best
seller" and an attempt to transfer Dr.
Kennicott and his pretty wife from the
printed page to the piercing rays of the
projection machine could be little else

than futile.

Nevertheless Director Harry Beau-

e, and if properly advertised, it will

of the book, the careful production
acter will draw them in and the work
ah Beery and others is thoroughly
by Harry Beaumont.

mont gave motion picture theatregoers a
real bit of entertainment in "Main Street."
The picture is well made and as a series
of authentic characterizations it falls little

short of being perfect. The small town
of every state in this grand and glorious
Union is visualized in the Warner Broth-
ers' feature and the only one who might
take exception to the expose of small
town life are those who failed to leave
their natal hearths in their youth. Every
character familiar to the hundreds of
Main Streets throughout America, as we
have been taught to visualize them, exists

in the Beaumont picturization which, by
the way, was adapted for the silversheet
by none other than Julien Josephson who
doubtless is responsible for many of the
deletions which makes the film deviate

from the original story.

Florence Vidor and Monte Blue as Mrs.
Carol Kennicott and the doctor, are all

that can be desired in their respective

roles as are Robert Gordon, Louise Fa-
zenda, Alan Hale, Noah Beery, Harry
Myers, Josephine Crowell, Otis Harlaji.

Gordon Griffith and the others in the
superb supporting cast.

If you haven't read the book you'll

enjoy "Main Street" on the screen with
greater relish than those who have al-

ready perused the much discussed Sin-

clair Lewis novel. In any event the pic-

ture will interest you because it is some-
what different from the usual run of

present day "specials." —H. H. B.

LOUISE FAZENDA IN

COLD CHILLS
(EDUCATIONAL)

Taking a fling at the "spook" stuff, as

everyone seems bound to do sooner or
later, Louise Fazenda makes the going
hard for the next one in this snappy
comedy. She's a Swedish maid servant
in the picture, landing in America and
entangling herself in seemingly super-
natural events evolving a continuous suc-

cession of laughs. She is here, there,

everywhere, for the two reels, accom-
panied by a host of able assistants in the
fun making.
The picture was viewed at the Chicago

theatre, where it went over with the con-
ventional bang. The slapstick comedy
that draws consistent laughter thert

usually duplicates or surpasses its per-

formance elsewhere.

IANE NOVAK IN

DIVORCE
(F. B. O.)

A somewhat familiar plot has been
pleasingly worked out in this do-

mestic drama. For a quiet tale,

acted with restraint and having
an atmosphere of sincerity, it

answers every purpose. Written
by Andrew Bennison. Directed

by Chester Bennett. Photo-
graphed by Jack MacKenzie. Six

reels.

The charm in "Divorce" lies in the

way the story is acted. The characters

are natural and there is no forcing the
sentimental side. Jane Novak, as the

sensible and charming wife, carries off

the acting honors and it is through her
sincere performance the picture bases
its principal claim as good screen en-
tertainment. John Bowers as the young
husband, Jim Parker, wins little sym-
pathy. It is rather an unsatisfactory

part for this good actor as the husband
in the present story is not always in an
advantageous position. James Corri-
gan was good as George Reed, and
Edythe Chapman satis'factory as Mrs.
Reed. Margaret Livingstdn was ade-
quate as Gloria Gaync and Phillippe de
Lacy as the child "Dicky" Parker. Free-
man Wood. George McGuire, and George
Fisher complete the cast.

Jane and Jim Parker are happy in their

little cottage until Jim is made General
Manager of the Reed Iron Works at

$20,000 a year. He builds a beautiful
home, entertains lavishly and neglects
his wife and child. He also becomes at-

tentive to another woman. Then Jane
goes to her father, who owns the Reed
Works, and he is discharged. He aNo
loses his friends at the club and when
he finds himself back in the old cottage,
with his wife and son, he determines to
settle down and start life over.

Scene in the Educational-Cameo comedy,
"Kinky,' directed by Fred Hibbard.
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JACKIE COOGAX IN

CIRCUS DAYS
(FIRST NATIONAL)

The screen's favorite juvenile star scores again in this de-

lightful tale of the sawdust ring. No stone was left unturned to

bring out all the delicious incidents of James Otis' story, "Toby
Tyler," and it has unusual exploitation possibilities. Directed by
Eddie Cline. Six reels.

Jackie Coogan's last production under

Sol Lesser's banner is one of his best,

it not his best, if the reception accorded

"Circus Days" when it was tried out "on
the dog" in the little town of Anaheim,
Calif., this week, can be taken as any
criterion.

It was the consensus of opinion of the

hard-boiled film writers, who spent an
hour and a half journeying to the Orange
country metropolis that Jackie rises to

greater dramatic heights in this story

of the sawdust ring than he has ever

done before.

"Circus Days" was taken from the

story of "Tobv Tyler" and Jack junior is

seen as "'Toby."

"Circus Days is one hundred per cent,

wholesome entertainment from start to
finish and is replete with comedy. While
every once in a while a pathetic note
creeps in, in the relations between Toby
and his mother, as sympathetically

played by Claire McDowell the trend of

the entire picture is for cheerful comedy
that brings up laughs from the pit of

your stomach.

The big fun kick of the show comes
when Jackie doubles for his little sweet-

heart a juvenile bareback rider, while

the thrills are furnished in a runaway
circus coach, which is turned over into

a river.

Russell Simpson as the heartless uncle
of little Toby handles the part well, as
does Caesar Gravina, who is seen as a
circus clown and the grandfather of
Jackie's infantile sweetheart. All in all

"Circus Days" is a tremendously pleas-
ing picture and Jackie's new sponsors
will have to strain a point to make a
better Jackie Coogan productions.

—H. H. B.

SPECIAL CAST IN

WANDERING
DAUGHTERS

(FIRST NATIONAL)
An exceptionally well made and in-

teresting drama dealing with

flappers and the present day jazz

craze. A good box-office title

with a highly entertaining story

to back it up. Adapted from the

story by Dana Burnet and di-

rected by James Young. Six reels.

THE CAST
Bessie Bowden Marguerite de la Motte
Will Bowden, her father William V. Mong
Annie Bowden, her mother. Mabel Van Buren
Geraldine Her ton Marjorie Daw
Charles Horton, her father. . . Noah Beery
John Hargraves Pat O'Malley
Austin Trull Allen Forrest
Servant in the Bowden home. Alice Howell

Although there has been no dearth of

plays written around the jazz age and

the young social set, in "Wandering
Daughters" James Young has given us

one of the best of the lot. It is his in-

itial production for First National and

he has set himself a fast pace. It is one

of the most delightful o'f the season's

productions. We hope he will give us

more like it.

The title is especially good and while

there is a moral for those seeking the

moral, it is not a preachy piece. It

tells in simple, straightforward manner
of the struggle of a poor girl's lather to

"give her a chance" with the social set

and of a rich young debutante, too head-

strong to obey her parents.

William V. Mong contributes a strik-

ing characterization as the father of the

poor girl, while Noah Beery is equally

effective as the severe father. Marguer-

ite de la Motte as one of the flappers

scores in the role assigned her, while

Marjorie Daw was excellent as the other

"wandering daughter." Allen Forrest is

the villain, a sort of male vamp role,

and Pat O'Malley is the hero of the

piece. Mabel Van Buren and Alice

Howell contribute their bits. It is beau-

tifully photographed and nicely mounted.

It is replete with amusing incidents,

clever subtitles abound and the climax

is most unexpected.

Believing that his motherless daugh-

ter is incapable of knowing her own
mind as regards matrimony and hoping

to shield her against the supposed wiles

o'f the "jazz age," which he does not

understand Charles Horton forbids her

many liberties the girl's chum enjoys.

Will Bowden. less rich in worldly goods

than Horton, but happy because of his

faith in his daughter, believes that all

girls are fundamentally right and if given

the responsibility of their own conduct

will never stray far from the straight

and narrow path.

As time passes Bessie Bowden and

Geraldine Horton become fascinated by

Austin Trull, a typical male vamp. Bessie

is first to break away from convention-

ality, but she realizes that her father's

faith must not be destroyed. Geraldine.

however, feeling that she has been a

captive in her father's house too long,

lacking the friendly counsel of her par-

ent, elopes with Trull, unwilling to ac-

cept the advice o'f friends and hoping to

find true freedom in her new world.
At a party Trull hides Bessie's dress

and her old sweetheart. John Hargraves,
takes her home. Trull paints a portrait

of Bessie but unknown to her adds a

three-quarters nude figure to the head
and shoulders. Bessie discovers it and
while John trounces Trull, her father
destroys the painting. The wedding of

John and Bessie terminates the picture,

while the installment men await the de-
parture of the happy couple before load-
ing up the furniture.

Three interesting scenes from Jackie Coogan's latest First National Production, "Circus Days," adapted from the James
Otis story, "Toby Tyler."
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With the Procession in Los Angeles

By Harry Hammond Beall

HOWARD STRICKLING, the elon-

gated juvenile secretary of the

Western Motion Picture Advertis-

ers, is in New York attending the annual

Metro sales convention. Upon his slim

shoulders is resting the duty of represent-

ing the West Coast studios and telling

the men who sell the films just what pro-

duction plans are under way for the Fall

and Winter seasons.
* * *

Si Snyder is another "Wampas" mem-
ber who has deserted the fold for an east-

ern pilgrimage. Si has gone to New York
to tell the magnates there about the big

productions Al and Ray Rockett are mak-
ing, based on the life of Abraham Lin-

coln.
* * *

With Phil Rosen, secretary of the Mo-
tion Picture Directors Association, at the

helm, production is under way at the

Mayer-Schulberg studio on Mission Road.
* * *

Hunt Stromberg is still another Wam-
pas Alumnus who is in the big city. He
is there in the interest of his Bull Mon-
tana productions which have a prominent
part on the Metro comedy schedule.

* * *

And speaking of comedians, WlU Rog-
ers arrived here this week to begin pro-
duction at the Hal Roach fun foundry
down at Culver City. Charles Parrott has
written the story and will also direct the
picture.

* * »

While splurging around in the comedy
field it may be well to note that Lou
Anger has signed Alfred Austin to direct

the Clyde Cook comedies. This is the
first important feature of the manager of
Buster Keaton and executive of the
Schenck productions and his friends are
wishing him success. Willard Mack wrote
the scenario and the story will be known
under the fruitful title of "Apple Sauce."

* * *

In order to show their friends that they
are not absolutely committed to the silent

drama, "The Screen Writers" are staging
a program of one-act plays at the "Writ-
ers' Club" next Saturday night. Authors
of the three plays are Elmer L. Rice, Gar-
ret Elsden Fort and Edward J. Montague.

* * *

Roscoe Arbuckle's many friends here
are tickled to death at the reception he is

receiving at the Marigold Gardens, Chi-
cago, and believe it is the first step on the
road back to popularity. Scores of tele-

grams were sent from Los Angeles con-
gratulating Roscoe on his opening in the
Windy City.

* * *

Conway Tearle is once more on the
Schenck payroll. He will appear opposite
Constance Talmadge in "The Dangerous
Maid." Incidently, Willard Mack is once
more in the films, having been assigned
the role of "Sergeant Kick" in this same
production.

* * *

Frank Keenan, that battle-scarred vet-
eran of the film and stage, is once more
in our midst, having returned here after
a year's absence.

It appears that

self will return to

Tho». H. Ince

the famous poem.

Thos. H. Ince him-
the directorial har-

ness to direct the
film version o f

''Barbara
Fritchie." For
four or five years
he has had his

megaphone packed
in mot h-b alls
building up the
financial and su-
pervisional end of
the business. Del
Andrews, it is
said, will be his
assistant and
Agnes C. Johnson
is building up the
continuity from

Several large parties are planning to go
to San Francisco this week end to attend
the national premiere of the widely her-
alded film "Human Wreckage." made at
the Thomas H. Ince Studio and starring
Wallie Reid's widow.

Goldwyn publicists continue to use
Klicg eyes as their "piece de resistance"
in all press matter. The latest is Pete
Smith's story about an electrical expert
for Marshall Neilan having the worse
case of Kleig eyes ever known in the film
producing world.

* * *

Changing titles is the best thing that
Oscar Apfel does. His stage play, "Mor-
phine," now running at the Egan theatre
in Los Angeles, has been rechnstened
"The Dangerous Road"; while Rita Wei-
man's story "To Whom It May Con-
cern." starring Viola Dana at the Metro
studio, will be released as "The Girl Who
Dared." This is the first picture Apfel
has directed since returning from an ex-
tended trip abroad.

* * *

Jimmie Sullivan, the husband-director-
manager of Annette Kellerman, is with us
once again, having just arrived from New
Zealand. He left his aquatic spouse in the
Antipodes. Accompanying him on his
trip to the States is W. S. Mitchell, presi-

dent of the New Zealand Dominion Pro-
ductions. Miss Kellerman plans to make
a series of six pictures using the South
Sea Islands for locations. Sullivan and
Mitchell are now on their way to New
York and will continue on to London and
other European cities.

* * *

"Hoot" Gibson is a proud papa. The
cowboy star of Universal has now a
daughter, Lois Charlotte Gibson, who ar-
rived last week at the Angelus Hospital.

* * *

Mrs. Rodolph Valentino, the first, now
technically known as Jean Acker, arrived
in town this week. She is playing the
Orpheum circuit.

* * *

The cast-iron palm leaf fan for the best
exploitation for the week goes to Harry
Wilson, of the Sol Lesser forces, George
Landy. Jackie Coogan's personal agent,
and Dick Spier, press generalissimo of the

West Coast Theatres, for the wonderful
work the trio put over on the premiere
of "Daddy," Jackie Coogan's latest re-
lease, at Locw's State theatre.

* *

Mal St. Clair, R-C director, has joined
the artists' colony at Laguna Beach for i
three weeks' vacation.

* * *

And when talking of vacations, let it

not be forgotten that Wallace Worsley
is taking a well-deserved one at Honolulu,
having just completed "The Hunchback
of Notre Dame" at Universal City.

* * *

The West Coast film colony is ready
to welcome A. Alperstein of New York
who has just been appointed general man-
ager of Warner Brothers.

* * »

Maryon Aye (in private life Mrs. Harry
Wilson) and Mrs. Mamie Leek, dutiful

spouse of the versatile Ray, past presi-
dent of the Wampas and official mouth-
piece of the B. P. Schulberg studio, were
guests of honor Monday night at an in-
formal gathering staged by Wampas
members to show their appreciation of
what these two girls did to make the
Wampas Ball a big success. Maryon Aye
sold the largest number of tickets while
Mrs. Leek handled all clerical details of
the ticket sale. Both were given hand-
some presents by the Hollywood scribes
in appreciation of their efforts.

* * »

Practically everybody of importance
who comes to Hollywood wants to see
Jackie Coogan. His latest distinguished
visitor was Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, who
came to the Metro Studios where Jackie
is filming "Long Live the King."

* * *

Hollywood is to have a school for mo-
tion picture acting conducted by a direc-
tor now producing special photoplays for
one of the largest companies in the indus-
try, according to Harvey Gausman.
This director is "Rowland V. Lee,"

who recently screened Booth Tarking-
ton's Pulitzer Prize novel, "Alice Adams,"
and who since has signed with Fox for

the making of a series of specials.
* * *

Winifred Dunn, Metro's 24-year-old
scenario editor, has completed the screen
adaptation of "Held to Answer," by Peter
Clark McFarlane. It will serve as the
second of Metro's new series of all-star

specials.
* * *

When Max Graf, supervising director
of the Graf Productions, starts production
in the late summer of his original "The
Soul Thief," it will mark the anniversary
of his second year as producer, his

brother Louis and himself having formed
the Graf productions just two years ago
this coming September.

* * *

King Vidor is using an airplane in

search of locations for his next Goldwyn
production!

* * *

Abraham Lehr, vice president of the
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, has re-

turned from a flying visit to congratulate
Erich von Stroheim, the Goldwyn direc-

ttor who is producing "Greed," on the
excellent results of his two months' work.

* * *

Supplanting the time-worn phrase of

"bigger and better pictures" comes Mau-
rice Tourneur, via the Pete Smith route,

with the prediction that shorter and dif-

ferent pictures with longer runs at the
theatres will be the vogue next season.

* * *

Jack Pickford and Marilynn Miller, his

bride of almost a year, are today cozily

settled in a Hollj-wood bungalow for the
summer.
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wwlhe FILM MART : : :

:

Production Progress : : : : : : : : Distribution News

: : Principal Pictures : :

A SPECIAL TRAIN carried players,

technicians and production accessories
to Prescott, Ariz., where Principal will

film the Harold Bell Wright story,

"When a Man's a Man." Edward P.

Cline is directing. In the cast are Mar-
guerite de la Motte. John Bowers, Robert
Frazer, Forrest Robinson, John Fox, Jr.,

George Hackathorne. Fred Stanton.
Charles Mails and others.

+ + +
HARRY LANGDON popular vaudeville

headliner who has signed with Prin-
cipal has arrived on the Coast and will

begin production shortly on the first of

a series of six feature comedies. Lang-
don's contract with Principal was signed
through Sol Lesser.

: : : First National : : :

THREE FEATURES which First Na-
tional believes will counteract the warm

weather are being published this month.
"Penrod and Sam." J. K. McDonald's
production of the Tarkington story, di-

rected by William Beaudine and featur-

ing Ben Alexander: "Children of the
Dust," Arthur S. Jacobs first picture

directed by Frank Borzage and featuring

Johnnie Walker. Pauline Garon. Lloyd
Hughes and others, and ''A Man of
Action," the Ince mystery comedy featur-

ing Douglas MacLean are the three pro-
ductions.

+ + +
LOS ANGELES reviewers praised

highly Thomas H. Ince's "What a
Wife Learned." which played to packed
houses at the Kinema. . . . Production
is progressing on Louis B. Mayer's "The
Wanters." which John M. Stahl is direct-

ing. . . . Frank Borzage has commenced
work on his second Arthur S. Jacobs pic-

ture, "Dust in the Doorway." . . . Owen
Moore. Sylvia Breamer. Tully Marshall
and Virginia Brown Faire have been
selected for the cast of "Thundergate."
which Joseph de Grasse will direct.

+ + +
SCENES FOR Colleen Moore's first

starring vehicle under the First Na-
tional banner have been filmed in the
Mammoth Lake section of the High
Sierras "The Bad Man." which
Edwin Carewe will produce with Hol-
brook Blinn in the stellar role, will be
put in production within a few days. . . .

Ince's "A Man of Action" had its pre-
miere at the New York Strand early this

month.

• • F B • •
•

FOREIGN BRANCHES WILL be
established by F. B. O. in London,

Paris and Berlin, to be followed by
others in Mexico. Cuba, and South
America. The European offices will be
opened in fall, arrangements for which
were made by Miss Edna Williams,
foreign representative of the company.
The branches will act as outlet for F. B.
O. product but will not handle physical
distribution.

JOHNNIE WALKER HAS STARTED
work on an original story by Frederick

Stowers called "The Worm." It was
recently purchased from Charles Ray.
Mildred June, J. Farrell McDonald, Tom
Ricketts and George Cowl have been
chosen for the cast. William Worthing-
ton is directing.

+ + +
JAMES HORNE HAS BEEN placed in

charge of the production of "Alimony"
an F. B. O. special taking the place of
Emile Chautard who was forced to give
up the production when stricken with a
severe cold.

+ + +
BERNARD MILLER, Kansas City

business man and well known in film

circles has been made business manager
of Emory Johnson productions. Johnson
is now making "The Mailman" for
F. B. O.

+ + +
A NARCOTIC EDUCATIONAL
WEEK has been proclaimed in San

Francisco, beginning June 9 according to

F. B. O., in connection with the opening
there at the Ackerman-Harris Century
theatre of "Human Wreckage," Mrs.
Wallace Reid's anti-narcotic production.
The picture opens at the New York
Lj-ric. July 1.

: : Hodkinson : :

TWO HUNDRED radio stations will

broadcast "Just Like a Woman," the
song written by Milt Hagen and Grace
Haskins, producer of the picture of the
same title which W. W. Hodkinson is

distributing. Because of the unusual
number of bookings ever>- effort is being
made to bring this "tax free" piece of
music to the attention of the public.

+ + +
CLARA BOW, who won Fame and For-
tune contest conducted by the Brewster

publications and then was given the in-

genue role in Elmer Clifton's "Down to
the Sea in Ships." has been making per-
sonal appearances at Greater Xew York
theatres playing this special. She will

appear next in "Grit" with Glenn Hunter.

: : Tri-Stone Pictures :

:

PRINTS OF "Those College Girls."

fourth of the new edition of Keystone
comedies being published by Tri-Stone
Pictures, have been shipped to the ex-
changes. Charles Murray and Polly
Moran are in the cast.

+ + +
FINAL APPROVAL has been given to

the work of John Emerson and Anita
Loos who retitled and reedited "The
Americano." first of the new edition of
Triangle featured being reissued by
Oscar A. Price and H. E. Aitken. This
is a Douglas Fairbanks picture which was
made while D. W. Griffith was supervis-
ing Triangle productions.

: : : Al Lichtman : : :

"MOTHERS-IN-LAW" will be the first

of the Preferred Pictures' new series

of fifteen which are scheduled for pub-
lication beginning September. It is from
a story by Frank Dazey and Agnes Chris-

tine Johnson with Gaston Glass, Ruth
Clifford, Edith Yorke and others in the
cast.

+ + +
FILMING OF "THE VIRGINIAN" is

ready to be started by B. P. Schulberg.
The cast chosen includes. Kenneth Har-
lan, Florence Vidor, Russell Simpson,
Pat O'Malley, Raymond Hatton and Ed-
win J. Brady. Tom Forman will direct.

+ + +
A MOTION PICTURE EDITION of
"Daughters of the Rich" will be pub-

lished by Brentano's, Xew York publish-
ers. The Edgar Saltus novel from which
the Preferred production is adapted will
contain a new jacket illustrated with still

from the photoplay. It will be ready by
June 15.

: : : : : Fox : : : : :

TOX MIX is now working on Zane
Grey's novel "Long Star Ranger"

under the direction of Lambert Hillyer,
with Billie Love in the leading feminine
role. . . . Gertrude Olmstead and Jean
Arthur have been selected for the cast
supperting John Gilbert in the Booth
Tarkington and Harry Leon Wilson play
which Fox will produce. . . . "Skid
Proof," written by Byron Morgan and
directed by Scott Dunlap. will be Charles
Jones next Fox vehicle.

+ + +
THE NEXT PICTURE with Harry

Millarde will direct for Fox will be the
Belasco stage play. "The Governor's
Lady." which will feature Jane Grey and
Robert T. Haines. . . . Genevieve Tobin
has been engaged to play in the Fox
screen production of "Xo Mother to
Guide Her," which Charles Horan is di-

recting.

: : Warner Brothers : :

GRANT CARPENTER has been en-
gaged by Warner Brothers to write

the script for "How to Educate a Wife,"
the Elinor Glyn novel dealing with the
caveman tactics of a husband bent on
getting happy results out of domesticity.
. . . Director Arthur Rosson has had his
company producing "Little Johnny Jones"
at Riverside. Cal., for the race track
scenes around which the story is built.

Johnny Hines is starred in picture. . . .

Kathryn McGuire will have a leading role
in Wesley Barry"'s new production. "The
Printer's Devil," a story of newspaper
life.

+ + +
SPEC O'DONNELL has been given a

starring contract by Warner Brothers
following the youngster's excellent work
in the role of a street gamin in several
Warner features. . . . On her arrival on
the Coast to star in "The Gold Diggers."
Hope Hampton was presented with an
automobile by Warner Brothers. . . . The
author. Charles G. Xorris. and scores of

exhibitors were guests of George A. Op-
penheimer, Inc., Film Exchange at a
special showing of "Brass" at the St.

Francis Hotel in San Francisco. Other
film literary notables attended.
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FILM MART : : :

Production Progress

: : : Paramount : : :

"THE COVERED WAGON" has been
given this stamp of approval by the

Rev. John Haynes Holmes. Community
church of New York: "'The Covered
Wagon' is incomparably the finest picture

that I have ever seen. It is so beautiful

as a work of art and so impressive as a

document of history that one is ready
for its sake to forgive the abomination of

the average 'movie' theatre." Dr. Holmes
devoted practically his entire sermon to

the picture on a recent Sunday.

+ + +
GLORIA SWANSON, working at the

Long Island studio, has started produc-
tion on "Zaza" under the direction of

Allan Dwan. H. B. Warner, Ferdinand
Gottschalk, Lucille LaVerne and Mary
Thurman will support her.

+ + +
"THE CHEAT" starring Pola Negri,
"Hollywood" and "Fair Week" have

gone to the cutting room at the Lasky
studio and will be edited and titled for

the new season's program. Production
has been launched on Pola Negri's next
vehicle, "The Spanish Dancer."

: : : : Pathe : : : :

SNUB FOLLARD'S contribution to

Pathe's June 24 program is "The Court-
ship of Miles Sandwich." Other pictures

scheduled for that date are: Leo Maloney
in another of the Range Rider series,

eighth episode of the Ruth Roland serial.

"Haunted Valley;" the Aesop's Fable,

"The Burglas Alarm;" one reel Hal
Roach comedy, "Fresh Eggs," with Paul
Parrott; Pathe Review No. 25; Pathe
News and "Topics of the Day."

+ + +
A TIMELY COMEDY is announced for

early publication by Pathe. It is "The
Uncovered Wagon," a one-reeler pro-
duced by Hal Roach. Paul Parrott is

featured. . . . The radio is giving the in-

dustry an opportunity to. broadcast much
constructive material. Emmanuel Cohen,
editor of Pathe News, at the request of

W. O. R., Newark. N. J., talked to radio
fans on "The Romance of the News
Reel." Talks such as this should get
potential patrons into the theatres.

: : : Universal : : :

TWO SCREEN PLAYERS IN the Uni-
versal organization have been pro-

moted. Claire Windsor is to be a starred
player in future productions the first of
which will be "The Acquittal" from Rita
Weiman's stage success. Hoot Gibson,
in the future, will be seen in only special

productions which will be called Hoot
Gibson Special Productions. "Blinky" is

the name of the first.

+ + +
"WHAT AM I BID" one of the pictures
made by Mae Murray when she was

with Universal is to be reissued by "U"
for summer publication.

+ + +
"TRIFLING WITH HONOR" the Uni-

versal-Jewel production, following its

New York premiere at the Cameo theatre

• ••••••
has been booked over the Moss-Kcith-
Proctor circuit. The story is by William
Slavens McNutt and the cast includes
Rockliffe Fellows, Fritzi Ridgeway,
Buddy Messinger and Hayden Stevenson.

+ + +
F. H. DAY, FOR SEVERAL years

Australian government film censor has
been signed by Universal as a member of
the directorial staff.

: : : : Goldwyn : : : :

ONLY FIVE PERSONS mil appear in

the cast of "Wild Oranges," the Joseph
Hergesheimer story which King Vidor
is now adapting and will direct. The story
only calls for five characters.

+ + +
"THE SPOILERS," the new Goldwyn

film of the Rex Beach story made by
Jesse D. Hampton, has been booked for

indefinite run by Balaban & Katz at the
Roosevelt theatre, Chicago, starting July
2. James R. Grainger, manager of sales

for Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan, closed the
deal while in Chicago.

+ +

WORKING NIGHT AND DAY, Mar-
shall N'eilan is making rapid progress

in the filming of "The Rendezvous." He
is now making elaborate Russian village

scenes. Director Emmctt J. Flynn and
his company are making scenes in the big
palace erected for "In the Palace of the
King."

+ + +
A SERVICE BOOK FOR . xhibitors on
"Enemies of Women," the Cosmopoli-

tan production of Vicente B 1 a s c o
Ibanez's story, has just been completed
by the Goldwyn advertising and publicity
department. The film has just closed a
run of seven weeks at the Roosevelt thea-
tre. Chicago.

: : : : Metro : : : :

JACKIE COOGAN is getting columns
of publicity these days and publicity of

the kind that eventually should tell at

the box office. Through the efforts of
Jack Coogan. Sr.. and George Landy, the
star's publicity director, "The Life of

Jackie Coogin" is bejng published in

scores of newspapers subscribing to Mc-
Naught Syndicate service. The series of
articles were narrated by Mrs. Coogan to

Zoe Beckley. Jackie is now producing
"Long Live the King," by Mary Roberts
Rinehart.

+ + +
SEVEN HUNDRED and fifty orphans

of Washington, D. C, were the guests
of Manager Beatus of Loew's Palace and
Mark Gates of the Columbia at a special

showing of Thomas H. Ince's "Soul of

the Beast." Candy and flowers w-ere gifts

to every child attending. Automobiles
were used in carrying the orphans to the
theatre and following the presentation
they were given a sight-seeing tour.

+ + +
METRO SALES officials report rapid
booking on Max Graf's "The Fog,"

which features in its cast Mildred Harris,

Distrib ution New

s

Ctlllen Landis, Louise Fazcnda, Louise
Dresser, Marjorie Prevost and others.

+ + +
HAROLD SHAW will direct "Held to
Answer," Peter Clarke McFarlane's

mystery story which will be one of
Metro's all star specials for the coming
season.

: : Tiffany-Truart : :

A COMPLETED CAST FOR "The Un-
known Purple" has been chosen and

production started. The players assigned
parts are Henry B. Walthall, Alice Lake.
Helen Ferguson, Rosemary Theby, Ethel
Grey Terry, Stuart Holmes, Brinslcy
Shaw, Richard Wayne, James Morrison
and little Jackie Lee.

+ + +
LARRY SEMON HAS returned to the

West Coast after a busy week with
M. H. Hoffman, general manager of

Truart with which firm he has a contract
to make feature length comedies. He is

making preparations to start production
of these.

: : : Selznick : : :

"MODERN MATRIMONY," Owen
Moore's latest picture for Selznick has

been announced for early distribution by
the company. The story is by Victor

Hecrman who also directed. Alice Lake.

Mayme Kelso, Frank Campeau, Kate
Lester. Victor Potel and Snitz Edwards
are in the cast.

+ + +

"THE HEART OF WETONA" a Selz-

nick revival starring Norma Talmadge
and Thomas Meighan played Sid Grau-
man's Million Dollar Theatre the week
of May 28. This is believed by Selznick

to be the first reissue ever played in that

theatre.

'
: : Educational : : :

E. H. ALLEN, EDUCATIONAL'S pro-

duction manager with the Mermaid.
Hamilton and Cameo comedy units has

leased extensive space at Fine Arts

studios, Los Angeles, where the 1923-24

Mermaid comedies, Jack White specials

and Hamilton specials and Cameo come-
dies will be made.

+ + +

"NO LUCK" the Educational-Hamilton
comedy featuring Lloyd Hamilton has

been booked over the Loew New York
circuit, opening at Loew State and
American on June 14.

: : Playgoers Pictures : :

COPIES OF A PRESS BOOK on
"Counterfeit Love" the Murray W.

Garsson special which has just been pub-

lished by Playgoers is being distributed

by the company. It is in eight pages.

Various notable horse racing events are

prominent features portrayed in the pic-

ture.



Abraham Lincoln Said:

"In this and like communities,

public sentiment is everything. With
public sentiment nothing can fail;

without it nothing can succeed.

Consequently, he who molds public

sentiment goes deeper than he who
enacts statutes or pronounces deci-

sions."

PUBLIC
RIGHTS
LEAGUE

Screen Message No. 112

The motion picture industry, in

the fulfillment of its pledge to the

public, is striving constantly to

produce better photoplays. You
can cooperate in this endeavor by
offering constructive criticisms,

through the management of this

theatre, to "Exhibitors Herald,''

leading motion picture trade paper.

Better Pictures
The PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE since its inception has dealt exhaust-

ively and almost exclusively with the subject of screen freedom in its many
manifestations. It was inaugurated more than two years ago for the direct

purpose of cooperating with exhibitors in their periodical fights against

those destructive elements which would put oppressive legislation on the

statute books of every state.

One aim of this department has been to encourage among theatre
owners the adoption of a policy of public relationship in the belief that
activities of this nature ultimately would bring the public and the theatre
into closer harmony and understanding and thereby make of the theatre
an indispensable institution of service in a community.

The work of this department has progressed steadily and with this

advancement it has been necessary to expand that the aims of the move-
ment might be fully and conclusively realized.

a reflection upon the progress of produc-
tion to date. On the other hand, it is a
compliment to those who have created pho-
toplays of sufficient merit to attract the

sincere attention of millions of Americans
in every walk of life.)

Public criticisms of pictures, properly
analyzed, offer a concrete basis on which
better pictures may be produced. With-
out these criticisms producers must grope
blindly for the correct standard, and in

these experimentations the exhibitor is

apt to suffer through loss of patronage.

So closely associated are screen free-

dom and better pictures that the Public
Rights League a short time ago incor-
porated in its work a better pictures plan,

assigning to the public, through their

neighborhood theatre owners, the task of

shaping production policies.

Better pictures have become a domi-
nant subject, one which is receiving the
attention of prominent Americans, both
in and out of the business. Exhibitors,
directors, producers, stars, distributors,

film technicians, civic leaders, educational
leaders, club women and many others are

thinking and talking better pictures. Or-
ganizations, and many of them worthy,
have been formed for the purpose of

sponsoring better pictures and ignoring
the mediocre product.

* * *

One director—Maurice Tourneur

—

makes the definite statement that the in-

dustry must make "shorter and different

pictures." A playwright and scenario
writer complains of wastage and present-
day production costs. An author admon-
ishes the producers for the manner in

which they handle stories. (Details of the

two latter complaints are published in the

news section of this issue of the Herald.)
Exhibitors are urging the production of

shorter length features. In fact, the sug-
gestions for better pictures are many and
varied. The recommendations most likely

to effect a production of better pictures,

however, are those coming direct from
the public—the people who determine the

success or failure of a picture.

(It best be said here that the growing
sentiment for better pictures is in nowise

Public Opinion
Theatre patrons—and they are the only

people who can offer constructive criti-

cisms—who arc sincere in their demands
for better pictures may obtain them if

only they will give a little time to con-
structive thought and in putting these
thoughts in writing, for the purpose of

publication in the Public Rights League
department of the Herald.

* * *

Exhibitors who are sincere in their de-

sire for better pictures will urge their

patrons to offer constructive criticisms of

pictures or types of pictures in writing
and forward these written comments to

this department for publication.

These criticisms will be published in

this department under the caption: "Pub-
lic Opinions." Exhibitors desiring to par-

ticipate in this service should fill out the
blank published below, on receipt of

which this department will forward a sup-
ply of "Public Opinions" blanks. It is

not necessary, however, to use these

blanks. Opinions written on any kind of

note paper by patrons and forwarded to

this department by the exhibitors, with
the name of the exhibitor and theatre

noted on the comment, will be published.

On each criticism the name of the pa-
tron must be written in full, otherwise the

service would lose force.

Public
Opinions

President Sydney S. Cohen of the M. P. T. O. A., in his report read at the

annual convention in Chicago last week recommended that some medium be de-

vised whereby exhibitors could keep producers accurately posted on the public's

demands in screen entertainment. As Mr. Cohen was addressing the assemblage
the Herald was on the press with last week's issue which introduced "Public Opin-
ions," a sub-department of the Public Rights League, the purpose of the new
department being to serve the industry as recommended by Mr. Cohen. Blanks on
which patrons may write their opinions of pictures or types of pictures viewed will

be forwarded to theatre owners filling in this request and forwarding it to Public
Rights League, Exhibitors Herald, 407 South Dearborn street, Chicago, 111.

Please Send Me Supply of "Public Opinions" Blanks

Name

Theatre City and State.
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LETTERS
From Readers

A forum at which the exhibitor

is invited to express his opinion on
matters of current interest Brevity
adds forcefulness to any statement.

Unsigned letters will not be
printed.

Making It "True to Life"

BETHEL, CONN.—To the Editor:

1 have shown some hundreds of pictures

in the past few years, besides having

seen many others and I am beginning to

think that 1 have led one of the queerest

existences that one could imagine. The
reason for my belief is this; having lived

for some time in a large middle western

city, in a large city in the East, traveling

a little, two years in the army, and my
residence in this to« " I don't remember
ever having seen over three or four fist

lights.

It has become so now, that the num-
ber of fights in a picture usually corre-

sponds to the number of reels. Of course,

we know that the movies are true to life,

hence fist fights must be common as

home brew.
Isn't it peculiar that 1 have, as I pre-

viously stated, seen but three or four of

them in my limited wanderings?
Tlu' directors of our pictures see to it,

however, that we people who are so un-

fortunate (?) as to miss the many "scraps"

taking place in our midst, can enjoy our
quota on the screen. Isn't it an edifying

sight to see the hero and the villain, at

the slightest pretext, roll all over the

landscape and then the joy of the close-up

of the latter displaying numerous cuts,

bruises, etc., that our virtuous hero in-

flicted upon him?
Again, I wonder at the marvelous abil-

ity of our heroes who, without even
mussing their hair, can knock out a half

a dozen thugs, some of whom outweigh
him by thirty or forty pounds.
Now, the above mentioned facts may

be classed as entertainment, but I am
one of the most rabid boxing fans in the

state, and I can truthfully say it dis-

gusts me. Time after time I have heard
my patrons complain about the same sit-

uation, but then they must have led the

same secluded existence that I have done.

I am sorry for the sensibilities of the

many million movie patrons that there

exists no other method of settling dis-

putes, other than with the fists, but maybe
when Issy Iskovitch becomes a great

producer he will find a less strenuous
means of subduing the treacherous vil-

lain.—A. LaValla, Community theatre,

Bethel, Conn.

Didn't Like "Omar"

DETROIT, MICH.—To the Editor:

We usually look to the directors of First

National Exhibitors Circuit to use "the
brains God gave them" in selecting pic-

tures, but in a few instances the brains

have been sadly lacking. Who in Sam
Hill picked "Omar the Tentmaker" to at

least please the patrons even if not to

pay expenses. This picture I have just

played two days to the most dissatisfied

number of people that I can remember.
In the name of all that is good, when
will this confounded swindling cease?
The producer makes a huge bungle and
he in turn passes it on to the distributor

who passes it on to the Exhibitor. I

have had in a group of ten pictures bought

from First National three rotten lemons,

one I paid for but didn't play. Will this

great industry crammed full of misfits

ever get down to the least semblance of

honesty?
If your frocer sold you sand for sugar

you would have him prosecuted and get

your money back and satisfaction. In our

case wre get impudence and abuse. I am
not writing this in anv fit of anger, but

this picture got my goat, and 1 feel that

I should tell my co-sufferers in the busi-

ness to lay off this one. Also "Gas, Oil

and Water" and "Smudge." 1 say shame
on you producers. That's all for tonight.
—Jack Cairns, Brooklyn theatre, Detroit,

Mich.

Agrees With Mr. Anderson

EMINENCE, KY.—To the Best Edi-

tor and the Best Trade Paper in

U. S. A.: I would like to say to Mr. An-
derson of Cozad, Nebraska, that I had
a similar experience with United Artists

on "Way Down East," that he had.

They notified the cashier of one of our

local banks to check me on our two day
engagement of this picture, offering him
$2.00 a day. This cashier has known
me ever since I was born, and knew my
parents for several years before that, so

as a result he was not near the theatre

except to buy his tickets and occupy a

seat well down in front.

Showing of this picture represents two
weeks of advance advertising, which cov-

ered the entire county and then two days

oi exhibition. It was last August and

we unfortunately struck two very hot

nights as I only cleared about $15.00

whereas this cashier gets nearly one-

third of that amount for putting down
some figures that my wife turned over

to him and signing his name to a sheet

of paper. I could not help but feel that

the whole thing was unfair and unjust,

and incidents of this kind won't make
harmony between distributor and exhib-

itor. „
Hut. now, here comes the ' strange

part and the "funny" part of the whole

affair. Two weeks after the engagement

was ended, I received a letter from the

St. Louis exchange of United Artists

asking why their report and money from

this picture had not been sent in. Can
vou beat that? I sure took pleasure in

telling that exchange they had paid four

dollars to get that money collected from

me and they had better write the bank.

Of course. I went to the bank and showed

the letter to the cashier. He was all

apology as he had simply forgotten to

send in the report and the check. But

wouldn't you like to see any exchange

that would wait two weeks on any ex-

hibitor to pay for a picture. I would,

and I've been in the game for nearly

eight years.
So, Mr. Cozad, take consolation from

this. In spite of unpleasant incidents that

happen, with some exchanges, pleasant

dealings with others should be recorded

publicly too. I think. We lost on a Uni-

versal and an Associated Exhibitor pic-

ture and both exchanges have very kindly

offered us our pick of any picture they

had to help us make up that loss. We
certainly appreciate this help and thank

these two exchanges for it.—A. N. Miles,

Eminence theatre, Eminence. Ky.

Savannah. 111.—A new theatre is to be

erected in Savannah, plans for which have

been drawn by J. E. Mason, Exchange
Building. Minneapolis.

*

New Rochelle, N. Y.—Martin Gierney

of this city is having plans prepared for

a theatre for Huguenot and Division

streets by Architect H. R. Burroughs, 70

East 45th street. New York City.

PURELY
Personal

Interesting news about exhibitors

and people with whom they come
into direct contact Readers are
invited to contribute items for

publication in this column. Address
them to "Purely Personal."

Blank & Verner have taken over the
Film Poster S'-nce business at Boston,
Mass.

Ralph Black, who has been managing
the Garden theatre at Davenport, la., has
been fn»'l'" ~-n? ,Ter of the Capitol the-

atre. Edgar Stafford has been placed in

trge at the Grand.

*

Harry Greenman. popular manager of

the William Fox Liberty theatre in St.

I^ouis has deserted the ranks of the
bachelors, claiming Miss Laverne Mac-
Lean of St. Louis as his bride. The cere-

mony was performed at the home of the

bride's sister in Hillsboro, III., on Thurs-
day, May 24.

*

Spyros Skouras, president of Skouras
Brothers Enterprises is recovering from
an operation to remove his appendix.

•

Theodore Coleman, owner of the Amer-
ican theatre. Mount Carmel, 111., has pur-
chased the Gem theatre in that city from
the Hurley B. Gould interests.

John Karzin, pioneer St. Louis exhib-
itor, has taken over the Grand theatre in

Alton, 111., giving him a string of four
theatres, the Casino, Olympia and Lin-
coln in St. Louis and the Grand in Alton.

*

The Roosevelt, Leffingwcll avenue at

Morgan street, St. Louis, opens June 1.

John Davis is ooerating this house which
will provide a first-run house for negroes.

It has a seating capacity of 850. A fea-

ture will be a colored symphony orchestra.

Earl Van Husen has opened an airdome
in Oakwcod. Mo., and will operate three

nights a week.
*

S. J. West is opening a new motion
picture theatre at Plainview, Texas.

*

Al Strauss succeeds Neal Corbett as

manager of the Opera House at Chanler,
Texas.

*

J. E. Perace ''is recently purchased the
Grand Opera House at Galveston, Texas,
and will completely redecorate and ren-

ovate the theatre.

Eugenne Kennedy has taken over the

Jewell theatre. Rusk. Okla.. which will

undergo many improvements.
*

J. E. Elliott, at the Thorndale and Pal-

ace theatre, at Nacogdoches. Texas, has
recently installed new equipment which
included a new projection screen.

*

E. D. Tate, formerly manager of the

Los Angeles Pathe office, has assumed his

duties as manager of the Kansas City Ed-
ucational office, succeeding H. E. Schiller,

now Kansas City branch manager of the

Al Lichtmann Corp.
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"What the Picture Did For Me"
VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR

Copyright, 1923

You are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.

It is a co-operative service FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
TELL US WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read in the HERALD every week what the picture

did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values. Address "What The
Picture Did For Me." EXHIBITORS HERALD. 407 S. Dearborn St.. Chicago.

Associated Exhibitors

The Pasteboard Crown, with a special

cast.—Nothing to brag about. A weak
program picture. My patrons didn't seem
to get very interested in it.—J. D. Pit-

ner, Dixie theatre, Ripley, Miss.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Grandma's Boy, with Harold Lloyd.

—

This is the kind of picture that leaves a
good taste. Lloyd is in a class by himself
and goes strong here. Give us more of
this kind, but rental too high.—J. M.
Reynolds, Ehvood Opera House, Ehvood,
Neb.—Neighborhood patronage.

Grandma's Boy, with Harold Lloyd.

—

Good, but in my opinion not as good as
A Sailor Made Man, and some of the
three reelers. Played too late in the tour-
ist season to make any money.—L. A.
Guessaz, Palm theatre, St. Cloud, Fla.

—

Small town patronage.

Grandma's Boy, with Harold Lloyd.

—

Very good comedy drama. Exceptionally
good, but did not get very big crowd out.
Ran two days in town of 850. Paid $35.

Reallv too much. Am going to try to
buy Dr. Jack, if possible. Had very good
print from Des Moines exchange.—Reis
& Miller, Lake View theatre, Lake View.
Iowa.—Neighborhood patronage.

Grandma's Boy, with Harold Lloyd.

—

A dandy five-reel comedy. Went over big
here. Did well with it. Also ran Leo Ma-
loney in a two reel Western, Here's Your
Men. It was a fine Western and pleased
well.—F. S. Moomey. Opera House, Ma-
son City, Neb.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

What Woman Will Do, with a special
cast.—Very poor offering of six reels.—
A. W. Sage, Rialto theatre, Adel, la.

—

Small town patronage.

F. B. O.
Westbound Limited, with Ralph Lewis.
—Story and star great. Picture pulled
better the second night than any I have
shown since The Birth of a Nation. If

you are in a railroad town, like I am,
get this as quickly as possible. Can be
bought right.—Jack Tiller. Temple the-
atre. McCook, Neb.—General patronage.

Wonders of the Sea. — Well worth
showing. Bound to please. Not a story,

but great stuff.—Wm. C. Mclntire, Rose
theatre. Burlington, N. C.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Crashing Through, with Harry Carey.
—Although this is a good picture, we did
not do as much business in two nights
as we did with Hoot Gibson in Ridin'
Wild in one. and the Gibson picture only
cost a third as much. F. B. O. ask too
much for Carey.—R. Ross Riley. Wig-
wam theatre. Oberlin, Kan.—General
patronage.

The Third Alarm, with a special cast.

—

A good picture, but no big special, for
which it was bought. Not worth the

THIS is the original ex-

hibitors' reports de-

partment, established Oc-
tober 14, 1916.

Beware of cheap, mislead-

ing imitations.

"What the Picture Did For
ME" is the one genuine
source of exhibitor-writ-

ten box office information.

price paid, but seemed to please majority
of patrons.—W. L. Douglas, Strand the-

atre, Newman Grove, Neb.—Small town
patronage.

The Third Alarm, with a special cast.

—Emory Johnson has made another big
melodrama that is even better than In
the Name of the Law. Two reels of the
best fire fighting pictures ever made.
Acting flawless and direction best in the
world. The only trouble we could find

was that Mr. Johnson himself did not
take a part, for he is a real actor as well
as director. We are hoping he has a part
in Westbound Limited, his next big one.
Don't be afraid of this one.—R. Ross
Riley. Wigwam theatre, Oberlin, Kan.

—

General patronage.

The Third Alarm, with a special cast.

—Played to the largest business in the
history of my theatre. Picture pleased
100 per cent and am playing repeat on
same. Have played all the biggest spe-

cials but hand it to The Third Alarm
for highest honors.—Ed. Cole, Venice
theatre, Cleveland, O.

When Love Comes, with Helen Jerome
Eddy.-—Would advise all Catholic com-
munities to snap this up. Will be a knock-
out on account of priest sharing honors
with Miss Eddy. Picture is below aver-
age in entertainment value. It seems to
me F. B. O. is running too much of

this religious business into their pic-

tures. Several that I have had lately are
Catholic propaganda. Would advise Pro-
testant communities to lay off this serv-

ice. — H. C. Stettmund, Jr., Odeon
theatre. Chandler, Okla.—General pat-
ronage.

When Love Comes, with Helen Jerome
Eddy.—A good picture that brought
favorable comment, especially from the
women, but was not a strong box office

card.—Will R. Winch, Wigwam theatre,

El Paso, Tex.—General patronage.

Thelma, with Jane Novak.—Just fair.

—Walter Babitz, Grant theatre. Cicero,
111.—Neighborhood patronage.

If I Were Queen, with Ethel Clayton.

—Bought as a special and proved to be
one. The high ups raved over it. You
can raise your price on it and make
some money.—J. D. Pitner, Dixie the-

atre, Ripley, Miss.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

The Bishop of the Ozarks, with a spe-
cial cast. — A rambling, unconvincing
picture in favor of prison reform. It in-

troduces crystal gazing, return of spirits,

etc. Public did not fall for it.—Will R.
Winch, Wigwam theatre. El Paso, Tex.
—General patronage.

In the Name of the Law, with a spe-
cial cast.—Not a special, but is a good
picture. F. B. O. gave me a poor print
on this one.—C. Malphurs, Dreamland
theatre, High Springs, Fla.—Small town
patronage.

The Kick Back, with Harry Carey.—
Good program picture.—Bert Silver, Sil-

ver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

—

General patronage.

Nine Points of the Law, with a special
cast.—Never was a good picture, but
what I got was very dark pieces. Listen,
brother exhibitor, lay off F. B. O. I

have found them the worst company to
deal with yet.—H. A. Douglas, Sherrard
Show Co., Sherrard, 111.—Neighborhood
patronage.

First National
Slander the Woman, with Dorothy

Phillips.—Had fair house and was well
liked. Is an interesting story.— C. Dean,
Capitol theatre, Clinton, Ind.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Dangerous Age, with a special
cast.—First National and I are friends
again. Pictures like this will keep us
that way, and make more for them.
Pleased 90 per cent.—Jack Tiller. Tem-
ple theatre, McCook, Neb.—General pat-
ronage.

The Dangerous Age, with a special
cast. — Nice clean picture with good
mora!. Drew good crowd that went away
satisfied.— C. Dean. Capitol theatre, Clin-
ton, Ind.—Neighborhood patronage.

Lorna Doone, with a special cast.—
Very pretty production. W ell made and
cost a lot of money. Story, however, did
not satisfy over 50 per cent.—Clifford L.
Niles, Grand theatre, Anamosa, Iowa.

—

General patronage.

Refuge, with Katherine MacDonald.

—

As good as any of her pictures. They
don't go wild over her. but seem to like

her very well.—C. Dean. Capitol theatre.

Clinton. Ind.—Neighborhood patronage.

Polly of the Follies, with Constance
Talniadge.—If you can buy this for a
five send them the money and tell them
to keep it (the picture). Patrons waiked
out disgusted. Did not pay much for
this one. but lost money all the same.

—

R. L. Billington, Queens theatre. Dun-
das, Ont.. Can.—Small town patronage.

Sonny, with Richard Barthelmess.

—
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Excellent attraction that got us a fine

business on Decoration Day. Admitted
free, mothers who had sons in World
War.—Johnson Bros., Johnsonian the-
atre, Ripley, N. Y.—Small town patron-
age.

Sonny, with Richard Barthelmess.

—

Seven reels. A good program picture.

Not a special. Could have been cut to

about six reels.— H. M. Retz, Strand the-

atre, Lamont, Iowa.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Sonny, with Richard Barthelmess.

—

Very good picture. Barthelmess is a real

star. Played to only fair business, but
pleased those that saw it.—B. B. Ben-
field, Idle Hour theatre, Marion, S. C.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Kindred of the Dust, with Miriam
Cooper.— Excellent. Sure a 100 per cent
picture. Good all the way through and
pleased every one. We didn't have time
to boost it, as it was booked in place of

another, but should be a money maker.

—

W. L. Douglas, Strand theatre, Newman
Grove, Neb.—Small town patronage.

Kindred of the Dust, with Miriam Coo-
per.—This is a fine picture. Pleased 100
per cent. Most First National offerings
are good, but like all others they have
some poor ones, too.—Geo. Eberwine,
Auditorium theatre, Marblchead, Ohio.

—

Small town patronage.

Kindred of the Dust, with Miriam Coo-
per.—One of the most pleasing pictures
I have ever shown. First National de-
livers the goods and the price is right.

—

L. Bremerton, Rex theatre, Raymond,
Alta, Can.—Neighborhood patronage.

Kindred of the Dust, with Miriam Coo-
per.—This is one of the big ones, but
doesn't cost as much as some. Lots of
praise.— Nettie M. Sinderson. Mystic the-
atre, Albion, Ind.—Small town patron-
age.

Brawn of the North, with Strongheart.
—A real Spring tonic for the box office.

Drew big business in the face of strong
competition. A real 100 per cent at-
traction if there is such an animal.

—

Pfeiffer Bros., Opera House, Kenton,
Ohio—General patronage.

The Rosary, with a special cast.

—

Played this during Chautauqua week and
did fair business. Gave universal satis-
faction. Manv comments. All good.

—

B. B. Benfield. Idle Hour theatre, Mar-
ion, S. C.—Neighborhood patronage.

Love Never Dies, with a special cast.—A very good program 'picture. The
name sounds rather mushy, but the play
is good.—H. A. Douglas. "Sherrard Show
Co., Sherrard, 111.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

East Is West, with Constance Tal-
madge.—This proved to be a good bet.
Drew good business. Gave best of satis-
faction. — Pfeiffer Bros., Opera House,
Kenton, Ohio.—General patronage.
Penrod, a Marshall Neilan production.—This one pleased, especially the kids.

—

Nettie M. Sinderson, Mystic theatre,
Albion, Ind.—Small town patronage.
Red Hot Romance, with a special cast.—Six reels. Good program picture. Not

a special. Will please. First National
has too many better ones to stop to play
this one.—H. M. Retz. Strand theatre,
Lamont, Iowa. — Neighborhood patron-
age.

The Sky Pilot, with a special cast.—
This is sure some picture and well acted
by the entire cast. One of the best in a
long time, and in good condition.—Clyde
Allen, Casino theatre, Antwerp. N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.

Bits of Life, a Marshall Neilan produc-
tion.—Seven reels. We received nothing
but knocks on this production and sorry

"Herald Only" Club
ALLEN, CLYDE, Casino theatre,

Antwerp, N. Y.

BABIN, M. J., Fairyland, White
Castle, Ind.

BOLLMAN, V. G., Castalia, Casta-
lia, la.

BRENNER, WILL H., Cozy, Ar-
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Idaho.
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we played it. The four-in-one story
spoils it. Don't show it.—V. G. Magcl.
Pastime theatre, Govan, Sask., Can.

—

Small town patronage.

Trouble, with Jackie Coogan. — A
very satisfactory audience picture. It may
not be a wonderful picture, but when
our audiences are tickled to death we
should worry. Pleases and gets the
money. 'Nuf sed.—Clifford L. Niles,

Grand theatre, Anamosa, Iowa.—General
patronage.

Trouble, with Jackie Coogan.—Well
liked, but did only fair business, and pic-

ture pretty high.—Nettie M. Sinderson.
Mystic theatre, Albion, Ind.—Small town
patronage.

One Clear Call, with a special cast.

—

As usual, First National puts it over.
Business was poor, but no fault of pic-
ture.—L. Bremerton, Rex theatre, Ray-
mond, Alta., Can.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

One Clear Call, with a special cast.

—

Wonderful cast and a fine picture. A
little late in running this, but it took
us a long time to make up.—Jack Tiller,
Temple theatre, McCook, Neb.—General
patronage.

The Crossroads of New York, a Mack
Sennett production. — Some very good
comedy in this and would class it as a
satisfactory program offering. Drew
well.—A. LaValla, Community theatre.
Bethel, Conn.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Crossroads of New York, a Mack

Sennett production.—Good program pic-
ture with the name against it. Mack
Sennctt's name leads you to believe it

contains a lot of comedy, but it doesn't.
Photography poor. Hardly able to make
out the titles in places.—H. M. Retz,
Strand theatre, Lamont, Iowa.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Smilin' Through, with Norma Tal-
madge.—Never in our fifteen years in
the picture game have we ever seen a
picture give so much satisfaction. This
remarkable picture drew people into our
theatre that never before attended a pic-
ture show. Business big.— Pfeiffer Bros.,
Opera House, Kenton, Ohio.—General
patronage.

Tol'able David, with Richard Barthel-
mess.—A good picture. Will please most
any audience.—H. C. Douglas, Sherrard
Show Co., Sherrard, 111.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Barn Stormer, with Charles Ray.—Absolutely no good. The poorest pic-
ture Ray ever made. Steer clear at it

if you can —Geo. Eberwine, Auditorium
theatre, Marblchead. Ohio.—Small town
patronage.

The Silent Call, with Strongheart.—

A

splendid picture. Well received.—M. W.
Mattecheck, Liberty theatre, Kennewick,
Wash.—Neighborhood patronage.

Rose of the Sea, with Anita Stewart.

—

We had several kicks on this one. Busi-
ness poor. Stewart has lost her draw-
ing power here.— Pfeiffer Bros., Opera
House. Kenton, Ohio.—General patron-
age.

The Golden Snare, with a special cast.—Pleased fair business.—Johnson Bros.,
Johnsonian theatre, Ripley, N. Y.—Small
town patronage.

The Last of the Mohicans, with a spe-
cial cast.—Verv good picture. Will pass
as a special. Pleased 90 per cent.—Geo.
Eberwine. Auditorium theatre. Marhle-
head, Ohio.—Small town patronage.

Dinty, a Marshall Neilan production.

—

—Very good picture. Will please most
audiences.—H. A. Douglas, Sherrard
Show Co.. Sherrard, III.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Two Minutes to Go, with Charles Raw—One of Ray's poorest pictures and to
save this star's name should be junked.

—

Geo. Eberwine, Auditorium theatre, Mar-
blchead, Ohio.—Small town patronage.

The Child Thou Gavest Me, with a
special cast —Richard Headrick provides
some fine entertainment in a feature that
is otherwise useless. Paid extra money
for this and drew average business.

—

Johnson Bros.. Johnsonian theatre, Rip-
ley, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

My Boy, with Jackie Coogan.—The
only picture I ever played the second
time. It's a dandy. Will please all. Had
a larger crowd the second time I played
it than the first time, a year ago.—Geo.
Eberwine. Auditorium theatre. Marble-
head, Ohio.—Small town patronage.

My Boy, with Jackie Coogan.—Pretty
good picture. Star not as well liked here
as Wesley Barry—H. A. Douglas, Sher-
rard Show Co., Sherrard, 111.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Cave Girl, with a special cast.

—

Better than many socalled specials and
pleased 100 per cent.—Geo. Eberwine,
Auditorium theatre. Marblchead, Ohio.

—

Small town patronage.

Home Talent, a Mack Sennett produc-
tion.—The biggest piece of cheese I ever
had handed to me. Supposed to be a
comedy, but did not hear a giggle
through the entire five reels. The old
two reel Sennetts are better than this
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at one-fifth the price.— I. W. Andresen.
kialto theatre, L'ozad, Neb.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Sea Lion, with a special cast.

—

This is a remarkable story and a tine

picture. Will go over big anywhere. Get
it and step on the gas.—Geo. Eberwine,
Auditorium theatre, Marblehcad, Ohio.—
Small town patronage.

Nobody, with a special cast.— I believe

of all the pictures 1 have ever shown
this was the nearest to nothing that 1

have ever come in contact with. One
of those damnable murder mystery stor-

ies that there is nothing to. This kind
is not helping the business any.—H. H.
Burden, Mirage theatre, Axtell, Neb.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Nomads of the North, with a special

cast.—This is an old one, but is worth
playing. Received a new print and
pleased a fair crowd. Some said it was
the best Curwood picture ever shown
here. Buy it.— C. W. Glass, Star theatre,

Trenton, Tenn. — Neighborhood patron-
age.

Fox
Three Jumps Ahead, with Tom Mix.

—

A thriller with real thrills, especially the
chasm leap. One patron, who was facing
a ten-year sentence in the federal court,
nearly missed reporting at the time the
jury had been ordered in, as he hated to
leave the picture. He ran two blocks
and up to the third floor to the court
room in four minutes. After hearing the
verdict of "not guilty" he came back and
sat through the show again. Good busi-
ness for this time of year.—Will R.
Winch, Wigwam theatre, El Paso, Tex.
—General patronage.

Truxton King, with John Gilbert.

—

Picture drew well and pleased all small
town patronage. Gilbert was good in

this one. Book it.—M. A. Gosserand,
Alamo theatre, New Roads, La.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Truxton King, with John Gilbert.

—

Had several tell me they liked this pic-

ture very good. Others said it was rot-
ten. Has some costume scenes in it.

Does not make a very good picture for

Saturday night. Film in fine shape.—
Reis & Miller, Lake View theatre, Lake
View, Iowa.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Face on the Bar Room Floor, with
a special cast.—Opinion divided. Some
liked it; others didn't. Personally, I

thought there was good acting in it, but
paid too much for it.—Edith R. Law-
rence, Vogue theatre, Vernal, Utah.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Face on the Barroom Floor, with
a special cast.—And they call this a

special! But you will find out it will not
give satisfaction as a program picture.
If this pleases you can play anything and
get away with it.—Russell Armentrout,
K. P. theatre, Pittsfield, 111.—General
patronage.

Wings of Love, with a special cast.

—

Five reels. This is a good comedy-
drama well liked.—V. G. Magel, Pastime
theatre, Govan, Sask., Can.—Small town
patronage.

Stepping Fast, with Tom Mix. —
Pleased, as it had Tom, Tony and the big
dog all in one picture. Story not espe-
cially logical, but otherwise mighty good
entertainment.—P. G. Estee. Fad theatre,

Brookings, S. D.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

Goodbye Girls, with William Russell.

—

Fair Russell picture. Fell flat. — G.
Strasser Sons. Emblem theatre, Buf-
falo, N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Footlight Ranger, with Charles

Service Expansion Urged;
"Herald Only" Glut Grows

Bully for you, Mr. Rea!
We're with you for a "Herald Only" report club, as are all other conscien-

tious members of the big "Herald" family, and sooner or later that will include
every live-wire exhibitor in the entire country.

Speaking of reports in various other trade papers, did you ever notice that
they lack the snap and "realness" that characterize the "Herald" reports and
impress you as being written in a half-hearted way? That might satisfy

some, but not a "Herald" fan.

Producers are making frequent use of the caution, "Big Time" in connec- —

tion with their coming releases. I don't quite understand what the animal is

like, but if it signifies quality and a position of supremacy, then it's also applic-
able to the "What the Picture Did for Me" department of "Exhibitors Herald."

V. G. BOLLMAN,
Castalia theatre, Castalia, la.

I have this day sent in my application to become a member of the "Herald
Only" Club and am in full accord with Brother Creal's ideas.

Let's go further than this.

Let each and every member go after his nearby Brother Exhibitor that is

not doing anything in the way of reporting, nor a subscriber to the "Herald."
Let's work on him until we land him.

Just as soon as I get caught up with my work in the bank I am connected
with (I being a banker) I am going to take my Tin Lizzie and see every exhib-
itor within fifty miles of this place. I have already written several of my good
friends who are in the picture show business, calling their attention to the
good work.

M. J. BABIN,
Fairyland theatre, White Castle, La.

In looking over this past week's "Herald" I found two letters, one from Mr.
Creal and one from Philip Rand, and also found the clipping on the the "Herald
Only" Club and am attaching same to this letter and ask you to enroll me as
a member of the same.

I have not been in the habit of reporting pictures, but I find that I have
been passing up a good bet, for I buy the most of my pictures on the merits
I receive through "What the Picture Did for Me" and have only found a few
exceptions where my patrons did not like the pictures.

I am glad after reading the two letters that Mr. Creal has a second to his

motion in favor of this club and wish to thank both of these men for making
this thing possible, which I think will make it better for all of us in buying
the other man's product.

My only regret is that we have not about three times as many pages under
the heading of "What the Picture Did for Me"; then we would have a wider
vision of pictures from week to week and be able to tell the exploit man what
we wanted to buy and not him tell us what he wants us to have, for this is

one of the stumbling-blocks in the way of the exhibitor today in this section.

It is going to be hard to overcome unless we get behind this club and report
pictures we run so the other man can see whether he is going to get a prize
or a piece of cheese the next time he is called upon by an exploit man.

So let us all get on the firing line and go over the top 100 percent on this

proposition, for it will mean our relief and one of the biggest little things we
exhibitors have ever done. Come on, let's all get in the trenches, ready for
action.

You can count on me as a member and also one of those fellows who are
anxious for the next issue to come out.

C. R. MILLER,
Gem theatre, Spur, Tex.

The "Herald Only" Club is a grand idea.

Everybody join.

GEORGE C. STARKEY,
Opera House, Montour Falls, N. Y.

I greatly appreciate the fact that the exhibitors sanction my move to

report to the "Herald" only and herewith thank all, and since I could not
think of a fitting name for the club, it gives me real pleasure to second Mr.
Creal's motion and to have our club called the "Herald Only."

GEORGE REA,
Colonial theatre, Washington C. H., O.

NOTE: For the convenience of others who wish to join the "Herald Only
-

'

j

Club a blank form carrying the names of present members is presented upon
the opposite page. Full details of developments to date have been presented

j

in this space beginning with the May 26 Herald. Additional letters will be
presented next week.

mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm y i mmmmmmmmmmmmmmttm
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Mae Marsh, Carol Dempster and Ivor Novello in a dramatic incident from D. W.
Griffith's "The White Rose" a United Artists production.

Jones.—About the poorest Buck Jones
picture we ever ran. Business the same,
on account of poor posters. — Pfeiffer

Bros., Opera House, Kenton, Ohio. —
General patronage.

Three Who Paid, with Dustin Farnum.
—Fair picture. Not enough action lor a

good Saturday picture. Film in fine shape.

—Reis & Miller, Lake View theatre.

Lake View, Iowa.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

In Arabia, with Tom Mix.— Picture
fairly good. Photos caused patrons to

think it a costume play.—G. E. Win-
greene, Capitol theatre, Bismarck. X.
Dak.—Neighborhood patronage.

In Arabia, with Tarn Mix.—While this

is a typical Mix picture as far as action
is concerned, patrons like Mix better in

Westerns.—Harry Hobolth, Maxine the-

atre, Imlay City, Mich.—Small town pat-
ronage.

Romance Land, with Tom Mix.—About
the average Mix Western. Fair business
on Saturday.—Pfeiffer Bros., Opera
House, Kenton, Ohio.—General patron-
age.

Boss of Camp 4, with Charles Jones.

—

A good snappy thriller. Only fair busi-
ness, despite the fact that we had a
rodeo on and lots of cowboys in town.
Jones is not very popular here.—Will
K. Winch, Wigwam theatre. El Paso.
Tex.—General patronage.

The Fighting Streak, with Tom Mix.
—Five reels. Not quite as good as some
of his other pictures. Print in poor con-
dition. It is hard enough to get them
in this hot weather without making them
sit through a show with half of it miss-
ing. Fox is going to lose one of its cus-
tomers if the prints don't get better
soon.—H. M. Retz. Strand theatre, La-
mont, Iowa.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Ragged Heiress, with Shirley Ma-
son.—Above average picture that pleased
almost every one who saw it.—H. G.
Stettmund, Jr., Odeon theatre, Chandler,
Okla.—General patronage.

The Love Gambler, with John Gilbert.—Patrons exceptionally well pleased with

this one. Gilbert very good actor.—G. E.

Wingreene, Capitol theatre, Bismarck, N.
Dak.— Neighborhood patronage.

The Love Gambler, with John Gilbert.
— Real good. Pleased every one. Believe
this is the best program picture with
John Gilbert I have run.— C. Malphurs,
Dreamland theatre. High Springs, Fla.

—

Small town patronage.

Lights of New York, with a Bpedal
cast.—A lesser special lemon. Not one
patron was pleased. It's plain the ex-
hibitor had to buy the booze that was
drunk at the banquet in this picture, as
nothing else cost any real money. —
Harry Hobolth, Maxine theatre, Imlay
City, Mich.— Small town patronage.

Do and Dare, with Tom Mix.—Mix
always gets away good. Can't get too
many Mix productions here.—Edwin K.
Harris, Princess theatre, Stanberry, Mo.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Gleam O' Dawn, with John Gilbert.

—

Some of my patrons said it was O. K.
Others said it was the bunk. Fox wants
house, mortgage and all.— I.. Bremerton,
Rex theatre, Raymond, Alta., Can. —
Neighborhood patronage.

Just Tony, with Tom Mix.—Tony is

to this picture what Strongheart was to
The Silent Call and half as cheap. If

you raised your admission on The Silent
Call be sure to do it on this.—Russell
Armentrout, K. P. theatre, Pittsfield, 111.

—General patronage.

Bells of San Juan, with Charles Jones.
— Fine Western where Jones goes good.
Nothing big, but good entertainment.

—

Edwin K. Harris. Princess theatre. Stan-
berry, Mo.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Fast Mail, with Charles Jones.

—

I could not see as this was much dif-

ferent than most Buck Jones, except in

the price, but it drew a large crowd.

—

W. I.. Douglas, Strand theatre, Newman
Grove, Neb.—Small town patronage.

Ever Since Eve, with Shirley Mason.

—

Splendid program picture. Shirley well
liked. Will please. Ten and twenty-five
cents. — F. E. Sabin. Majestic theatre,
Kureka, Mont.-—Small town patronage.

Men of Zanzibar, with William Rus-

sell.—This went over good. Mystery
element was well handled and held in-

terest. Ruth Rennick should be shown
in better pictures. Drew only 'fair crowd.
—V. G. Bollman, Castalia theatre, Cas-
talia, Iowa.—General patronage.

Rough Shod, with Charles Jones.

—

Five reels. Lots of action in this and
very interesting from start to finish. I

think it is worth showing any place. My
advice, don't pass it up. Print in good
shape.—V. G. Magel, Pastime theatre,
Govan, Sask., Can.—Small town patron-
age.

Rough Shod, with Charles Jones.

—

Five reels. Good Jones picture. Up to
his average. Business dropping off some
;>s hot weather commences.—H. M. Retz,
Strand theatre, Lamont, Iowa.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Bar Nothing, with Charles Jones.—

A

good Western. Favorably received.—M.
W. Mattecheck, Liberty theatre, Ken-
newick, Wash. — Neighborhood patron-
age.

Lights of the Desert, with Shirley Ma-
son.— Five reels. Best Mason picture 1

have run for some time. Picture pleased
majority, although Shirley does not draw
so good for me.—H. M. Retz, Strand
theatre. Lamont, Iowa. — Neighborhood
patronage.

The Yellow Stain, with John Gilbert.

—

Good story. Fine cast. Very satisfactory
program.— Bert Silver, Silver Family the-
atre, Greenville, Mich.—General patron-
age.

Elope if You Must, with Eileen Percy.— Five reels. Too drawn out to please.
Lots of good comedy in it, but not
enough story to hold sufficient interest.

— H. M. Retz. Strand theatre, Lamont,
Iowa.— Neighborhood patronage.

A Connecticut Yankee, with Harry
Myers.—An old special. Have shown lots

of program pictures just as good.— H.
A. Douglas. Sherrard Show Co., Sherrard,
III.—Neighborhood patronage.

Over the Hill, with Mary Carr.—This
is a good one. Good for small town.
Raise your prices and cash in. Do not
put too much comedy after the feature.
People want to go away and think. Was
told that every family should be made to
see this one.—R. L. Billington, Queens
theatre, Dundas, Ont., Can.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Queen of Sheba, with Betty Blythe.

—

Very good picture to nice business at
fifteen and thirty-five cents. Insist on a
good print. You're paying for a good
one.—F. E. Sabin, Majestic theatre, Eu-
reka, Mont.—Small town patronage.

Goldwyn
The Christian, with Richard Dix. —

Here is a picture that is simply great.

One of the best I have ever seen. Had
patrons who saw it tell me the same.
Advertised big. but . small crowds.
Charged ten and thirty-five cents. Nine
reels. Buy this one right and it will

make you some money. It gets the bet-
ter class of patrons.—Reis & Miller. Lake
View theatre, Lake View, Iowa.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Christian, with Richard Dix.—Just
average money loser. Title kills it. Small
towns, stay off.—Wm. C. Mclntire, Rose
theatre, Burlington, N. C.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Christian, with Richard Dix. —
Failed to draw. Lost money on it. Peo-
ple do not seem to care 'for this kind of

a picture.—M. W. Mattecheck, Liberty
theatre, Kennewick, 'Wash.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Vanity Fair, with Mabel Ballin.—Bum
picture. Sin to waste so much film to
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make a can of junk.—Wra. C. Mclntire,
Rose theatre. Burlington, X. C.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Prisoners of Love, with Betty Cornp-
son.—Very good. I thought fine in all

respects, but one lady considered it rather
spicy. No drawing power in the name.

—

W. L. Douglas, Strand theatre, Newman
Grove, Neb.—Small town patronage.

Pardon My French, with Vivian Mar-
tin.—Star, Vivian Martin, very well liked
in this place, but in any more of this

kind of pictures she will be a dead issue.

Picture didn't please at all. Absolutely
no good.—M. A. Gosserand. Alamo the-
atre. New Roads, La. — Neighborhood
patronage.

Dangerous Curve Ahead, with a special
cast.—Six reels. This comedy drama is

very good. People seem to enjoy it very
much. Play it by all means.—V. G.
Magel, Pastime theatre. Govan. Sask..
Can.—Small town patronage.

From the Ground Up, with Tom Moore.—Here's one that belongs in the discard.
Supposed to be in six reels. We re-
ceived what was left of five of them
and inflicted the junk on a good sized
audience, who were not slow in asking
us where we bought our scrap films now.
Such crimes should not go unpunished,
yet we are obliged to pay for such
rubbish.—Clyde Allen. Casino theatre,
Antwerp, N. V.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

From the Ground Up, with Tom
Moore.—Five reels. Very entertaining
picture. Show it. Your town will like

it. Print was good.—V. G. Magel, Pas-
time theatre, Govan, Sask., Can.—Small
town patronage.

Honest Hutch, with Will Rogers.

—

Really not so bad. but a little too draggy.
Did not take well here as Will Rogers
is not a favorite. Personally I rather
enjoyed the change, but couldn't get the
people in.—W. L. Douglas, Strand the-
atre, Newman Grove, Neb.—Small town
patronage.

The Old Nest, with a special cast.

—

While this is no new picture, it will live

forever. Had good print and pleased bet-
ter than any picture I ran in the past
year. Get it and boost it. I charged ten
and twenty-five cents.—Geo. Eberwine,
Auditorium theatre, Marblehead, Ohio.

—

Small town patronage.

The North Wind's Malice, with a spe-
cial cast.—Good program picture, but
should be five reels instead of seven. Jew-
ish scenes are so drawn out that they are
rather tiresome, but all in all a good
picture.—W. L. Douglas, Strand theatre.

Newman Grove, Neb.—Small town pat-

ronage.

The Sin Flood, with James Kirkwood.
— I bought this through a traveler, and
believe me I was stung.— L. Bremerton,
Rex theatre, Raymond. Aha., Can. —
Neighborhood patronage.

His Back Against the Wall, with Ray-
mond Hatton.—Fairly good. Not much
story, but enough comedy to keep them
laughing and interested. Went over well
on a rainy night. Star is new here. The
print in fine shape.—W. L. Douglas,
Strand theatre, Newman Grove, Neb.

—

Small town patronage.

Hold Your Horses, with Tom Moore.
—Old, but sure pleased every one. —
Harry Hobolth. Maxine theatre. Imlay
City, Mich.—Small town patronage.

Hodkinson
Married People, with Mabel Ballin.—

A

nice little regular program picture with
a good plot. Price was right, print was
good, business just fair.—M. J. Babin.
Fairyland theatre. White Castle, La.

—

General patronage.

God's Crucible, with a special cast.

—

This may be a good picture for some
towns, but it was far from being a good
picture 'for this place. Did not draw.
Had a small crowd, and was glad of it.

Hodkinson pictures are all too rough and
too much killing. No good for this
place. Drive people away instead of
drawing them in. I don't see why they
produce such pictures as this. We must
have nice clean pictures to do any busi-
ness at all. This old rough neck stuff is

only bunk and should not be allowed to
show them.—John Biler. Dixie theatre.
New Madrid, Mo.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

Partners of the Tide, with a special
cast. — Excellent sea melodrama. The
under sea scenes by rival divers very
intense. As good a sea story and pic-

ture as you will find. Nothing rough or
brutal about it. A real salt sea yarn.
If your patrons like the type book it.

Seven reels. Thirty and fifteen cents.

—

Philip Rand. Rex theatre, Salmon,
Idaho.—General patronage.

The Dwelling Place of Light, with a
special cast.—Very weak offering of six
reels. Had it been cut down to four it

might be passable, but do not recommend
it.—A. W. Sage. Rialto theatre, Adel,
Iowa.—Small town patronage.

The Westerners, with a special cast.

—

A good Western with lots of action and
a laugh mixed in. Has some shooting,
but not near as much of this kill 'em

stuff as others that we have had. Fair

business at ten and thirty-five cents.

Bought it right, so why worry.—G. F.

Rediske, Star theatre. Ryegate, Mont.

—

Small town patronage.

Lichtman-Preferred
Rich Men's Wives, with House Peters.

—Very fine picture that pleased. A clean,

dignified picture. Don't misjudge on
title. Little Richard Headrick splendid.

—

H. M. Johnson. Lois theatre, Toppen-
ish, Wash.—Small town patronage.

Thcrns and Orange Blossoms, with a
special cast.—To merely say that this

picture is excellent, good, mediocre, or
poor, would not be reporting accurately,
for it's a mixture of each. The photog-
raphy is beautiful, acting very fine, con-
tinuity only fair and story weak. It is

also draggy. Six reels would have done
nicely. \\ e advertised this as a beautiful
picture, sweet in sentiment, lovely in

portrayal, and bit it exactly. Result

—

drew the ladies, kept the men away, and
pleased the majority. Cast does fine

work, but Gasnier slipping a cog when
he "failed to introduce Edith Roberts in

a manner striking enough to win the
sympathy of the crowd, for our fans
sympathized with Estelle Taylor and felt

that the story did not end right. Better
than an average picture and excellent for
a discriminating audience. Business good.
Ten and twenty-five cents, with special
music, piano, violin, cornet.—V. G. Boll-
man. Castalia theatre. Castalia, Iowa.

—

General patronage.

Shadows, with Lon Chaney.—Perhaps
it is a good picture, but didn't draw and
did not please extra well. Lon Chaney
is not strong in our town.—H. M. John-
son. Lois theatre. Toppinish. Wash.

—

Small town patronage.

Metro
Where the Pavement Ends, a Rex In-

gram production.—This special feature
was well advertised, is a beautiful pic-
ture, and filled our house to overflowing.
Every one praised it highly. This town
has about 2.000 people and we showed to
801. Will go over fine. It's the thing to
push the advertising.—A. F. Jenkins,
Community theatre, David, Neb. —
Neighborhood patronage.

Toll of the Sea, with a special cast.

—

If you don't think this a lemon just grab
it. Price clean out of reason.—Edwin K.
Harris. Princess theatre, Stanberry, Mo.—Neighborhood patronage.

Toll of the Sea, with a special cast.

—

Poorest picture I ever played. Colors
beautiful, acting rotten, story worse. Paid

A HONEY MAKER A MONTH
WATCH FOR ANNOUNCEMENTS OF

CB.C.'s

FOR THE FALL
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$75.00, worth $3.00, took in $35.00. Pleas-

ure is all mine.—Walter Babitz, Grant
theatre, Cicero, III.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Trailing African Wild Animals, a Mar-
tin Johnson production.—This might get

a hand in the city, but small exhibitors,

lay off. Very monotonous. I ran this

right at the time it was running in

Omaha, St. Joe, etc.—Edwin K. Harris,

Princess theatre. Stanbcrry, Mo.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Trailing African Wild Animals, a Mar-
tin Johnson production.—These pictures

are wonderful. There may be longer pic-

tures, but none better. It holds interest

right from the start and finishes with a

wonderful climax in the elephant charge
that pulled them off the Christmas tree.

—H. M. Johnson, Lois theatre, Toppen-
ish. Wash.—Small town patronage.

Crinoline and Romance, with Viola
Dana.—While there is a great deal of

horse play in this, it goes over just the
same with most patrons of picture the-
atres, and as far as I am concerned I

do not care for any, better entertainment,
and Viola Dana gets them, anyway.
Business very poor now, no difference
what is being shown.—W. H. Brenner,
Cozy ' theatre, Winchester, Ind.—General
patronage.

Hearts Aflame, with Frank Kcenan.

—

A splendid story. Fine cast. A special
that pleases all.— Bert Silver, Silver Fam-
ily theatre. Greenville, Mich.—General
patronage.

Hearts Aflame, with Frank Kcenan.

—

A good feature, but not worth more than
one-half the rental we paid.— G. E. Win-
greene, Capitol theatre. Bismarck, N.
Dak.—Neighborhood patronage.

Hearts Aflame, with Frank Keenan.

—

Ordinary picture with big fire scene.
Gave Metro house and lot for the pic-
ture. Lost money on it. Small town
exhibitors, if you can get it fair, play it;

if you don't, leave it alone.—Walter Bab-
itz. Grant theatre. Cicero, 111.— Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Quincy Adams Sawyer, with a special
cast.— I can't imagine any audience fail-

ing to like this. It has everything any
picture needs, including thrills that rival
any yet produced. Drew well and
pleased immensely.—A. LaValla. Com-
munity theatre, Bethel, Conn.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Trifling Women, a Rex Ingram pro-

duction.—A good picture. Advertised it

big, but could not get them in. Ending
not liked. — G. E. Wingreene, Capitol

theatre, Bismarck, N. Dak.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Jazzmania, with Mae Murray.— Miss
Murray falling fast with my patrons.

Too much similarity with all of her pic-

tures. First day good, second day. house
empty.—Walter Babitz, Grant theatre,

-Cicero, III.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Prisoner of Zenda, a Rex Ingram
production.—Fine acting and wonder'iul

story that sustains interest "ironi the start

to the finish. I must say to my mind
that this picture ranks as one of the best

productions of the year and it is a pleas-

ure to show such offerings. Am very
sorry to say that the picture played to

less tha^n average business.—W. H. Bren-
ner, C'Ozy theatre, Winchester, lnd.

—

General patronage.

The Prisoner of Zenda. a Rex Ingram
production.— I have had many pictures

outdraw this, but none of them showed
more skill in the making thereof. It is

a fine picture, perfectly directed and well

acted. This should please anywhere at

any time. Although extensively adver-
tised it did not draw as expected.—A.
LaValla, Community theatre. Bethel.

Conn.—Neighborhood patronage.

Enter Madame, with Clara Kimball
Young. — Fair picture. Fell flat. — G.
Strasser Sons, Emblem theatre, Buffalo,

N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Match Breaker, with Viola Dana.
—A good little comedy-drama and well

liked.— Nettie M. Sinderson, Mystic the-

atre. Albion, Ind.—Small town patron-

age.

The Four Horsemen, a Rex Ingram
production.—Fine picture, but too deep
for the average, also too long. Fine for

church benefit.—Edwin K. Harris, Prin-

cess theatre, Stanbcrry, Mo.— Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Four Horsemen, a Rex Ingram
production.— I am probably the last man
on earth to run this. Had three big days
and the gross was a record for the town.
The print was terrible.— Roy W. Adams,
Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich.—Small
town patronage.

Fighting Mad, with William Desmond.
—An old timer that should have been
junked long ago. This is the kind that

Scene from "Better Than Gold," one of Universal's "Tales of the Old West" series

featuring Roy Stewart, who is supported by Gertrude Olmstead.

makes the public "fighting mad."—R.
Ross Riley, Wigwam theatre, Oberlin,
Kan.—General patronage.

Fighting Mad, with William Desmond.—Good Western picture. Pleased 100
per cent.—C. Malphurs, Dreamland the-
atre, High Springs, Fla. — Small town
patronage.

Paramount
Racing Hearts, with Agnes Ayres.

—

Wally Reid fans should take heart. A
Reid picture without Reid that stands out
and entertains from start to finish. Com-
plete in every detail.—Clark & Edwards.
Palace theatre, Ashland, Ohio.— Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Leopardess, with Alice Brady.

—

For me a lemon. Alice does not go here.
Neither could we, harnessed with such
stories.—Jack Tiller, Temple theatre, Mc-
Cook. Neb.—General patronage.

Kick In, with a special cast.—A good
crook story that pleased all. My only
trouble. Paramount soaked me on the
rental. Lost money.—M. J. Babin, Fairy-
land theatre, White Castle, La.—General
patronage.

Kick In, with a special cast.— Rotten,
suggestive, brutal picture. A very vulgar
dance. Nothing uplifting. We thought
Paramount knew better than this. Fam-
ily patronage stay away.— Rialto theatre.
Pocahontas, Iowa.—General patronage.
Back Home and Broke, with Thomas

Meighan.—Fine. Small town gossips and
nickel nursers should take a lesson from
this picture. Splendid entertainment.

—

Clark & Edwards, Palace theatre, Ash-
land, Ohio.—Neighborhood patronage.
Back Home and Broke, with Thomas

Meighan.—One of the best small town
pictures you can run. It takes care of
itself.—Edwin K. Harris. Princess thea-
tre, Stanberry, Mo.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

Across the Border, with Betty Comp-
son.—A very good picture of program
variety. Contains some of the finest
photography the industry can boast of.

Drew fairly well and pleased generally.

—

A. LaValla. Community theatre, Bethel.
Conn.—Neighborhood patronage.

Outcast, with Elsie Ferguson.—Just a
program picture.—Bert Silver. Silver
Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Making a Man, with Jack Holt.—Just
fair. Not any great punch.— Rialto the-
atre, Pocahontas, Iowa.—General patron-
age.

Enchantment, with Marion Davies.

—

This was liked as well if not better than
Knighthood. Some beautiful scenes in

this and a fairly interesting story.—A.
LaValla. Community theatre. Bethel.
Conn.—Neighborhood patronage.

Manslaughter, a Cecil B. DeMille pro-
duction.—The best bet of the day. You
can't push too hard. Will please any
place.—Edwin K. Harris. Princess thea-
tre, Stanberry, Mo.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

Across the Continent, with Wallace
Reid.—Drew fair business and pleased
them better than most pictures.—John-
son Bros., Johnsonian theatre, Ripley. N.
Y.—Small town patronage.

Borderland, with Agnes Ayres.—Very
good picture. Has some very good les-

sons in it.—H. C. Douglas. Sherrard Show-
Co.. Sherrard, 111.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

Blood and Sand, with Rodolph Valen-
tino.—Two days to very satisfactory

business, but apparently did not please
some, judging by comments. Ending not
liked.—C. A. Riva, Pastime theatre, Til-

ton, N. H.—Small town patronage.

A Bachelor Daddy, with Thomas
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A scene from "The Meanest Man in the World" made by Principal Pictures, in
which Frances Raymond, Maryon Aye, Bryant Washburn and Bert Lytell
play leading roles.

Meighan.—One of the most pleasing pic-
tures I have booked from Paramount.
Film in fine condition.—Wm. F. Shillito,

School theatre, Denmark, S. C.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Good Provider, a Cosmopolitan
production.—My patrons enjoyed this

one. Not one complaint.—Edith R. Law-
rence. Vogue theatre. Vernal, Utah.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Impossible Mrs. Bellew, with
Gloria Swanson.—A very splendid pic-
ture. The Ohio censor board cut it some,
but not enough to hurt. Very dramatic.
Beautifully photographed.—Clark & Ed-
wards. Palace theatre, Ashland. Ohio.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Man from Home, with James
Kirkwood.—A fair picture if you buy it

for $7.50 or S10.00 and don't promise too
much.—Harry Hobolth. Maxine theatre.
Imlay City, Mich.—Small town patron-
age.

Her Gilded Cage, with Gloria Swanson.
—This is a fairly good picture. Nothing
big. but pleasing. Played opposition to
Chautauqua and did poor business.—B. B.
Benfield, Idle Hour theatre, Marion, S.

C.—Neighborhood patronage.

Her Husband's Trademark, with Gloria
Swanson.—Can't say much for this one.
Poor story and poor ending. Ten and
twenty-five cents.—F. E. Sabin, Majestic
theatre. Eureka, Mont.—Small town pat-
ronage.

When Knighthood Was In Flower,
with Marion Davies.—Here is a real pic-

ture. Clean in every respect. Book and
boost. Only thing the trouble with this

one is that it is too long, but at that we
did good on it.—E. E. Gailey. Crystal
theatre. Wayne, Neb.—General patron-
age.

When Knighthood Was In Flower,
with Marion Davies.—Very excellent pic-

ture. Drew well, but I simply can't get
these long pictures by without lots of

kicks on length of program. Too manv
big pictures hurt by length.—Wm. F.
Shillito. School theatre, Denmark, S. C.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The World's Champion, with Wallace
Reid.—Reid does not draw. My patrons
are not keen for his pictures since he
passed away. Good picture, however.

—

F. E. Sabin. Majestic theatre. Eureka.
Mont.—Small town patronage.

Moran of the Lady Letty, with Dorothy
Dalton.—Ordinary program picture.
Dorothy Dalton a little slow here. Val-
entino good.—Wm. F. Shillito School
theatre. Denmark, S. C.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Pride of Palomar, a Cosmopolitan
production.—This is the kind that gets

right under the vest of any audience.
Don't miss this one.—Edwin K. Harris.

Princess theatre. Stanberry. Mo.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Pride of Palomar, a Cosmopolitan
production.—It will please and draw. A
lot have read the book. Eight reels. Not
draggy.—Rialto theatre. Pocahontas.
Iowa.—General patronage.

The Home Stretch, with Douglas Mac-
Lean.—Nice little comedy-drama. Would
have made us money, but for rain and
lightning. Will please anywhere if they
like light plots and lots of smiles. Play
uo the horse racing as it was pood.—L.
M. Threet. Lyric theatre. Manning. Tex.
-—Small town patronage.

The Frontier of the Stars, with Thomas
Meighan.—Below the average of

Meighan's pictures. A crook story that

should satisfy where they like the star.

—

A. LaValla. Community theatre. Bethel.

Conn.—Neighborhood patronage.

Don't Tell Everything, with a special

cast.—Good five reel comedy-drama.—A.
W. Sage. Rialto theatre, Adel, Iowa.

—

Small town patronage.

Our Leading Citizen, with Thomas
Meighan.—Very good picture. Meighan
very well liked here.—H. A. Douglas.
Sherrard Show Co.. Sherrard. 111.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Last Payment, with Pola Negri.

—

A French made picture and should have
stayed there. The star and cast were
very good, but it sure is not a small town
picture. It is this kind that causes cen-
sorship.—J. W. Andresen, Rialto theatre.

Cozad. Neb.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Inside of the Cup, a Cosmopolitan
production.—Old. but good. Especially
adapted for church entertainment.—A. W.
Sage, Rialto theatre, Adel, Iowa.—Small
town patronage.

The Inside of the Cup, a Cosmopolitan
production.—Pleased 100% to the few
who saw it. Complete box office failure

for us.—L. M. Threet. Lyric theatre.

Manning. Tex.—Small town patronage.

Experience, with Richard Barthelmess.
— I thought that this was a very good
picture, but my patrons were not unani-
mous in their praise of it. However, it

pleased generally.—A. LaValla. Com-
munity theatre. Bethel, Conn.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Rent Free, with Wallace Reid.—Not as
good as some of Reid's. but a very good
little picture. Some very good comedy
in it.—J. W. Andresen, Rialto theatre.
Cozad. Neb.—Neighborhood patronage.

White Oak, with William S. Hart.—
Fellows, if ycu are looking for a real

Western picture you will sure get it when
you book this one. William S. at his

best. Print in good shape, just like all the
rest I receive from Paramount.—C. C.
Cronkhite. Lyric theatre, Fairview. Okla.
—Neighborhood patronage.

The Love Special, with Wallace Reid.

—

Good. Broke records for Saturday re-

ceipts.—L. M. Threet. Lyric theatre.
Manning, Tex.—Small town patronage.

Footlights, with Elsie Ferguson.—Pic-

ture good. Seemed to please.—M. W.
Mattecheck. Liberty theatre. Kennewick,
Wash.—Neighborhood patronage.

Miss Lulu Bett, with a special cast.

—

Theodore Roberts is good in anything,
but why crucify him? No plot to the
picture. Patrons wondered what it was
all about. Did not please here.—Wm. F.
Shillito, School theatre, Denmark. S. C.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Cappy Ricks, with Thomas Meighan.

—

Finest program picture we have seen in

years. Story fine, actors splendid.
Thomas Meighan and Agnes Ayres are
sure to please at any time, and Charles
Abbe, who picturizes the irascible Cappy,
gives a wonderful and funny comedy por-
trayal which we have never seen equalled.
This is a sea yarn, but so much of the
story is on the streets and docks and
there is so much comedy to it that it beats
the usual run of sea pictures by a mile.
Be sure and run this picture some time.
It has elements that will appeal to every
patron on your theatre list.—Philip Rand.
Rex theatre. Salmon. Idaho.—General
patronage.

Forbidden Fruit, a Cecil B. DeMille
production.—This was positively the
greatest picture we have ever shown.
Box office value 99%. Pleased 100%.
Had more comments on this than ever
before. Some want us to get return date.—L. M. Threet, Lyric theatre. Manning.
Tex.—Small town patronage.

Silk Hosiery, with a special cast.

—

Would be good if it had an ending.
Leaves you to imagine the ending. Made
it a disappointment to everybody who
saw it.—A. W. Sage. Rialto theatre. Adel.
Iowa.—Small town patronage.

The City of Silent Men, with Thomas
Meighan.—We want no better program
features than this. Played this on Sat-
urday night to average crowds. Had
strong opposition. B. O. value fair.—L.
M. Threet. Lyric theatre. Manning, Tex.
—Small town patronage.

Heliotrope, with a special cast.—Very
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Announcement
THE

GREAT NORTHERN

STEAMSHIP COMPANY
(Incorporated)

BOSTON, MASS.

Announces That Arrangements Are Now Being Made for Monthly

110 Round Trips to Europe
Boston—Gothenburg

$138
ONE WAY $75

Connecting for

Christiania, Stockholm, Helsingfors,
Danzig, Riga, Copenhagen

THE ABOVE PRICES INCLUDE RAILROAD FARES TO POINTS
AS FAR NORTH AS STOCKHOLM

The Company plans to carry approximately two thousand passengers monthly.
Make your plans now for a trip during the coming season.

Boston—Southampton

$110
ONE WAY $65

Connecting for

London, Liverpool, Lellavre

Lives of passengers
EVER-WARM

which prevent drowning
A round trip, with all expenses on ship-

board included, at no more expense than
a vacation right here at home ! To meet
the ever increasing demand in this

country for an inexpensive and at the

same time thoroughly comfortable and
enjoyable trans-Atlantic voyage, is the

prime object of the Great Northern
Steamship Company. Organized by
progressive business men who realize the

exceptional opportunity pffered now for
inexpensive travel in Europe, the Com-
pany will cater to the thousands of in-

will be protected by
SAFETY-SUITS
and protect from exposure

telligent persons who wish to visit the

battlefields of France, the Shakespeare
country, Scandinavia, the Land of the

Midnight Sun, etc. A chance of a life-

time ! So it would seem ; but it is more
than that. The company is building for

a permanent business, setting a new
standard of high-class ocean travel on a

one-class basis. That this can be done
at a fair margin of profit has already

been proved and is further outlined in

our prospectus. You'll find it extremely
interesting.

WE WILL ALSO SHOW YOU HOW YOU MAY
BECOME A PART-OWNER IN THE MOST TALKED

OF ENTERPRISE IN YEARS
iW" Cut out and mail us with your name and address.

A. Wikstrom
Information Dep't
Edmunds Bldg., Suite 54
Boston, Mass.

I am interested in securing full information
regarding a trip to:
(Mark with a cross) One way Round trip
England
France
Germany
Sweden
Norway
Denmark
Baltic Provinces
Finland .-

Russia

Name

Street or R.f.d

City or Town

State

A. Wikstrom
Information Dep't

Edmunds Bldg., Suite 54

Boston, Mass.

I am interested in becoming part-owner in

the Great Northern Steamship Company.

Please send me prospectus and full particu-

lars.

Name

Street or R.f.d

City or Town

State

good crook story of seven reels.—A. W.
Sage, Rialto theatre, Adel, Iowa.—Small
town patronage.

Heliotrope, with a special cast.—This
feature was a very satisfactory offering
and our patrons responded very satis-

factorily. Print in perfect condition, as
all prints we get from Paramount are.

Box office receipts above average.— L.
M. Threet, Lyric theatre, Manning, Tex.
—Small town patronage.

The Kentuckians, with Monte Blue.

—

This feature was nothing to brag about,
but pleased the Saturday patronage splen-
didly. We cannot tell about box office

values on Saturdays, as they come re-

gardless of picture.— L. M. Threet, Lyric
theatre, Manning, Tex.—Small town pat-

ronage.

The Gilded Lily, with Mae Murray.

—

Good box office attraction. We believe
Mae Murray will make a good B. O. bet
for us. We personally asked patrons for

their verdict on this and all but two re-

ported "good as they make 'em."— L. M.
Threet. Lyric theatre, Manning. Tex.

—

Small town patronage.

Path*

Safety Last, with Harold Lloyd.— It

will be many a day before they make an-
other Grandma's Boy, but the thrills in

Safety Last put it over to the tune of

what will probably be a bigger money-
maker than the former.—Sterling theatre,

Greeley, Colo.—General patronage. (This
report reprinted from June 9 issue where,
through typographical error, it appeared
as from Morrison, Colo.)

Dr. Jack, with Harold Lloyd.—Usual
Lloyd picture. Not better than Grand-
ma's Boy. Lloyd draws good in my
neighborhood. Had good attendance, hut
Pathe got it all. I've got the honor.

—

Walter Babitz. Grant theatre. Cicero. 111.

—Neighborhood patronage.

Dr. Jack, with Harold Lloyd.—Drew
better and pleased more people than
Grandma's Boy. This picture is our ideal

of a real box office knockout.— Pfeiffcr

Bros., Opera House, Kenton. Ohio.

—

General patronage.

Selznick

A Woman of No Importance, with a

special cast.—A good program picture.

One that will please. Has good lesson.

Cannot really be called a special.— Chas.
Elliott, Jewel theatre, Sidell, 111— Small
town patronage.

Under Oath, with Elaine Hammerstein.
—Very good picture. Elaine Hammer-
stein seldom fails to please. Film in very
good condition.—Reis & Miller. Lake
View theatre, Lake View, Iowa.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Wonderful Chance, with Eugene
O'Brien.—This is O. K. but why feature

Valentino? He doesn't even look like

himself. Would Barnum do that?—Harry
Hobolth. Maxine theatre, Imlay City,

Mich.—Small town patronage.

Love's Masquerade, with Conway
Tearle.— Picture was good at one time,

but print we had was in bad shape. If

you run it insist on good print.—Reis &
Miller. Lake View theatre, Lake View,
Iowa.—Neighborhood patronage.

Experimental Marriage, with Constance
Talmadge.— Fair Constance picture. Fell

flat.—G. Strasser Sons. Emblem theatre,

Buffalo, N. V.—Neighborhood patronage.

United Artists

Tess of the Storm Country, with Mary
Pickford.—Splendid picture, and little

Mary went over in great shape. Best
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Already Booked by RIALTO Theatre, N. Y.—
Grauman's MILLION DOLLAR Theatre, Los Angeles—
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A Chester Bennett Production

HERE'S one with which you can

crack your town wide open!

A picture that will pull as

many patrons as there are news-

paper readers in your town— and

that includes just about everybody.

This is your one big chance to cash

in on a big picture dramatically deal-

ing with a subject that gets front-

page space every day— this is your

chance to grab off a real bunch of

coin. TAKE IT— BOOK THIS
CERTAIN WINNER NOW!!!
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Distributed by F. B. 0. 723 Seventh Ave. N. Y.
EXCHANGES EVERYWHERE
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Monday in a year. Played Sunday and
Monday. We did better than on Robin
Hood from a box office standpoint, for

the latter was priced too high.—H. M.
Johnson, Lois theatre, Toppenish, Wash.
—Small town patronage.

Suzanna, with Mabel Normand —
Played to average crowds for a run of

one week.—David Harding, Liberty the-

atre. Kansas City, Mo.—Transient pat-

ronage.

The Iron Trail, with a special cast.

—

This picture is better for those who have
not read the book. Somehow it does not

have the punch that the book does. Cast

good.— R. Ross Riley, Wigwam theatre,

Oberlin Kans.—General patronage.

The Three Musketeers, with Douglas
Fairbanks.— Boys in the small towns, you
may be able to buy this now at a price

that you can play it. It may seem a good
bet to you. Before you sign the con-

tract look up your Heralds for the past

eighteen months and look them over. If

you will read the reports, which are the

small town exhibitor's only barometer,

you will no doubt forget it. It is worth
about $7.50 for one night in small town*
at regular admissions, if you have a small

town of about 1,000 to 3.000. Look up
and read carefully the report of the Grand
theatre, lackson, Wis., in the Herald is-

sue of February 3, 1923. If there ever

was a report which is correct this man-
ager gives it.

This town has now played every pic-

ture which Fairbanks ever made with the

exception of Robin Hood, and take it

from us Robin Hood will not be able to

play this theatre only as a program pic-

ture, at regular admissions. Why?
Simply because it is an ancient history

story. If Doug thinks he can retain his

following with the American people he

must shed his false hair, high hats, high

boots and get into something which does

not pertain to the seventeenth century.

Ancient stories, ancient costumes and
ancient settings do not go down the

throats of the people in the small towns,

and they are the same in both United
States and Canada.

The picture may be artistic, but jt fails

Gertrude Olmstead as she appears as

Little Billie's sister in Richard Wal-
ton Tully's First National picture,

"Trilby."

to entertain or register as it should at

the box office. Furthermore, there is not

a decent close-up of Fairbanks in the

entire production, which is in twelve reels.

If you want ancient junk get Para-
mount's Deception or First National's
All For a Woman. They were both
made in Europe and have the same kind
of settings and atmosphere. You can
perhaps buy them for a song, or they
perhaps will throw them in on a contract.

If The Mark of Zorro or The Nut was
worth $50 to you The Three Musketeers
will be worth about $5. The only ones
in our town who made any money on this

were the owners of the light plant. Fair-

banks is a wonderful actor and we admire
him. but his days are numbered as an
entertainer if he keeps up this costume
stuff.

We" note with regret that even Our
Mary is making a costume picture. Mary
went back and made Tess of the Storm
Country and made a winner. Why can't

Doug go back and remake one of those
real ones he made for Paramount?
We hope Doug reads the Herald, which

we are sure he does. We are his friends,

but not friends of this kind of produc-
tions. Anyhow, we would like to see him
in just one more of those good old kind
which sends them out smiling and rings

the bell.—Ryan & Kundert, Empress the-

atre. Beresford, S. D.

Universal
The Abysmal Brute, with Reginald

Denny.—One of the best of the season.
Has comedy and action, refinement, and
all that goes to make a good picture.

—

Rialto theatre, Pocahontas. Iowa.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Trimmed in Scarlet, with a special cast.

—Picture fair. Attendance small, but due
probably to Catholic mission, which is

some opposition, believe me.— C. A. Riva,
Pastime theatre, Tilton, N. H.— Small
town patronage.

Hunting Big Game In Africa, an H. A.
Snow production.—Went after this

strong. Drew all school kids and a fair

proportion of their papas and mammas,
but I don't think the price of the picture

is commensurate with its drawing and
entertaining powers. Pleased quite well,

but it was not a knockout.—A. LaValla,
Community theatre. Bethel, Conn.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Hunting Big Game In Africa, an H. A.
Snow production.—Wonderful from every
standpoint. Highly educational for all

classes and ages. The elephant hunt will

stand them on their heads. 1009?- from a

historical standpoint without being dull.

—Clark & Edwards, Palace theatre, Ash-
land. Ohio.—Neighborhood patronage.

Single Handed, with Hoot Gibson.

—

Good comedy-drama with Hoot as a small

town fiddler and with much of action

about a circus.— P. G. Estee. Fad theatre.

Brookings. S. D.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

Single Handed, with Hoot Gibson.

—

Another poor one from Hoot. Get him
back in Westerns with good stories or
he's a goner here.— F. E. Sabin, Majestic
theatre, Eureka, Mont.—Small town pat-

ronage.

The Flirt, with a special cast.—A good
all around picture. Deals with the family

life and spoiled daughter who forges a

paper and nearly wrecks her father.

Somewhat on the Old Nest type, but not
a mother love picture. Buddy Messinger
furnishes excellent comedy throughout
and easily carries off the laurels. Not as

snappy as we expected, but nevertheless

will please all classes, and that's what the

average exhibitor wants. Don't be afraid

to boost it. It's the best Jewel in a year.

Don't pay any fancy price. Seven reels.

Bert Lytell and Blanche Sweet—yes, and
the donkey—in "The Meanest Man in

the World," produced by Principal Pic-

tures Corporation.

Forty and twenty cents. All the advertis-

ing is good.— Philip Rand, Rex theatre,

Salmon, Idaho.—General patronage.

Nobody's Bride, with Herbert Rawlin-
son.—Not much to it. Drew fair house,,

but heard no complaints. Program offer-

ing.— C. A. Riva. Pastime theatre, Tilton,

N. H.—Small town patronage.

Nobody's Bride, with Herbert Rawlin-
son.—Not as good as some of the late

Rawlinson's. Little too much crook at-

mosphere, etc. Rather see more comedy-
dramas with this star.—P. G. Estee, Fad
theatre. Brookings, S. D.—Neighborhood
patronage

The Power of a Lie, with a special cast.

Good program picture. Played to a fair

Saturday crowd.—B. B. Bcnfield. Idle

Hour theatre, Marion, S. C.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Power of a Lie, with a special cast.

— I ran this and Baby Peggy in Sweetie
as a special to fair business with stock
company opposition The manager of

the Detroit exchange told me it was of

Jewel quality and my patrons seemed to

agree with him.—Roy W. Adams. Pas-
time theatre, Mason, Mich.—Small town
patronage.

The Gentleman from America, with

Hoot Gibson.—Not the kind my patrons
like to see Hoot in, as they prefer him
in Westerns, but a dandy at that.

Pleased Hoot followers.—J. W. Andresen,
Rialto theatre. Cozad, Neb.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Gentleman from America, with

Hoot Gibson.—Too much dark photog-
raphy. The part that should put the pic-

ture over couldn't be seen. Seemed to

please most of them, though, at that.

Tied up with American Legion.—H. E.
Partrick. Palace theatre. North Rose, N.
Y.—Small town patronage.

Fools and Riches, with Herbert Raw-
linson.—This is an extra good program
picture. Had several compliments on it.

Some said it was the best one they had
seen in a long time. You can get Uni-
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versal pictures right.—J. D. Pitncr, Dixie

theatre, Ripley, Miss.—Neighborhood

patronage.

The Kentucky Derby, with Reginald

Denny.—Old style melodrama. Yet not

overdone nor tiresome. Excellent race

horse scene and very exciting. Denny

makes a good hero. Paper all good. Wv
put on extra fine music. Charged fifty

and twenty-five cents, but failed to win

out, due to excessive price. Buy it right,

then boost it strong. Six reels.—Philip

Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

—

General patronage.

The Kentucky Derby, with Reginald

Denny.—Used this on a Sunday and
pleased all. Full of pep. A good horse

race picture and very much liked by any
who saw it. Plenty of action and story

good.—M. J. Babin, Fairyland theatre.

White Castle, La.—General patronage.

The Kentucky Derby, with Reginald

Denny.—Lots of compliments on this

one. It's there in most every way.

—

Harry Hobolth, Maxine theatre. Imlay
City, Mich.—Small town patronage.

Broad Daylight, with Lois Wilson.—

A

fair program. Got by very nicely.—W. L.

Douglas. Strand theatre, Newman Grove,

Neb.—Small town patronage.

The Trouper, with Gladys Walton.—
Universal has some good ones, but this

isn't in that class. Rotten. My patrons

walked out and I felt ashamed to face

them.—Edith R. Lawrence, Vogue thea-

tre, Vernal, Utah.—Neighborhood patron-

age.

Human Hearts, witli House Peters.

—

Seven reels. A fine picture. Drew nearly

as well as The Storm. Get all the pic-

tures you can as good as this one and
do not raise the admission. Then watch
your business increase.—H. M. Retz,

Strand theatre, Lamont, Iowa.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Storm, with House Peters.—This

is a sure money getter if properly ad-

vertised. Use their heralds, as they are

a winner for any exhibitor. Get prices

where you can make money. Went over

very good. Had unusual crowd. Did
extra advertising. Admission fifteen and
twenty-five cents. Made some money.

—

Chas. Elliott. Jewel theatre, Sidell. 111.—

Small town patronage.

The Storm, with House Peters.—

A

knockout, and a picture one ought to be

proud of having in his house. Grab these

Universal Jewels, as they are the best

on the market.—J. M. Reynolds. Elwood
Opera House. Elwood, Neb.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Top o' the Morning, with Gladys Wal-
ton.—Clever picture and a clever star,

which pleased a good sized audience.

—

Clyde Allen. Casino theatre, Antwerp, N.

Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

Top o' the Morning, with Gladys Wal-
ton.—A very interesting program picture.

Gladys is always good. You can't go

wrong on any of her pictures. They
won't send them fast enough.—J. D. Pit-

ner. Dixie theatre, Ripley, Miss.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Under Two Flags, with Priscilla Dean.

— I showed this to my patrons May 6 and

T. When they came out they had a face

on them like they got soaked. No doubt

I looked about the same. The story is

good. But why make a picture that 50%
of the people don't want to see?—Wa-
pato theatre, Wapato, Wash.

Under Two Flags, with Priscilla Dean.

—This is another Universal Jewel which

you can't go wrong on. Pleased big ma-

One of the youngsters and the dog that

make things lively in the two reel Hal
Roach "Our Gang" comedy. "Back
Stage." Pathe handles these short sub-

jects.

jority of patrons and they cry for more
of Dean's pictures. Grab it and boost it.

—J. M. Reynolds. Elwood Opera House,
Elwood, Neb.—Neighborhood patronage.

Step On It, with Hoot Gibson.—Poor-
est Hoot I have ever run. Film was very

dark, besides.—H. A. Douglas, Sherrard

Show Co., Sherrard. Ill—Neighborhood
patronage.

Ridin' Wild, with Hoot Gibson.—Good,
but not up to his other pictures. Hoot
finds it hard to be a peace loving Quaker,
even for a few reels.—R. Ross Riley,

Wigwam theatre, Oberlin, Kans.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Man to Man, with Harry Carey.

—

Harry Carey's stuff always goes good
and I consider this one of his best. Book
it and boost it.—J. M. Reynolds. Elwood
Opera House, Elwood. Neb.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Out of the Silent North, with Frank
Mayo.—A fair Northern program. Mayo
generally liked here.—H. A. Douglas,

Sherrard Show Co., Sherrard, 111.—Neigh-

borhood patronage.

Vitagraph

Masters of Men, with a special cast.

—

This picture pleased 100%. Few said it

was a little old style in places. Business

very good. It takes this kind to draw
them in.—C. C. Cronkhite, Lyric theatre.

Fairview, Okla.—Neighborhood patron-

age.

The Ninety and Nine, with Colleen

Moore.—Outside the fire scenes an ordi-

nary program picture. Wonderful forest

fire running about a reel. We would say

not a special, but a good program picture.

—Clifford L. Niles, Grand theatre, Ana-
mosa, Iowa.—General patronage.

The Ninety and Nine, with Colleen

Moore.—Don't be afraid to advertise this

one. It is a winner. Played it two days

with fine business. Patrons went away
satisfied. Lots of favorable remarks.

Plaved Big V comedy with this, they are

all good, to raised prices.—R. L. Billing-

ton, Queen's theatre, Dundas, Ont., Can.
—Neighborhood patronage.

A Front Page Story, with a special

cast.—Good clean entertainment with
comedy situations that make it one of
those pictures you enjoy seeing. Pleased
our patrons.—H. G. Stettmund. Jr.,

Odeon theatre, Chandler, Okla.—General
patronage.

Too Much Business, with a special
cast.—A real comedy. Was good draw-
ing card and no kicks.—R. Ross Riley,
Wigwam theatre, Oberlin, Kans.—Gen-
eral patronage.

The Little Wildcat, with Alice Cal-
houn.—One of the best program pictures
for some time. Good acting and seemed
to please all.— Edith R. Lawrence, Vogue
theatre. Vernal, Utah.—Neighborhood
patronage.

When Danger Smiles, with William
Duncan.—Drew big house and pleased
all. Patrons pronounced it one of his
best. Good Western and rental price
right.— C. A. Riva, Pastime theatre. Til-
ton, N. H.—Small town patronage.

The Little Minister, with Alice Cal-
houn—Very good picture. The best I

ever bought for the money.—H. A.
Douglas, Sherrard Show Co., Sherrard,
III.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Prodigal Judge, with a special cast.

—Old, but good. Bought it at regular
program price. Is much better than some
newer specials. Good small town picture.
Eight reels.—Wm. Winterbottom. Elec-
tric theatre. Brady, Neb.—Neighborhood
patronage.

My Wild Irish Rose, with Pauline
Starke.—Two days to very light business.
Lost money, but no fault of picture, as
it is good. Simply booked in at wrong
time. The few who saw it were well
pleased.—C. A. Riva, Pastime theatre.
Tilton, N. H.—Small town patronage.

Black Beauty, with Jean Paige.—Good
picture. No good for small town. Did
very poor business to raised prices. Film
in rotten condition and paid too much
for same. Good for city business.—R. L.
Billington, Queens theatre, Dundas. Ont..
Can.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Silver Car, with Earle Williams.

—

Good program picture. A little old, but
worth all they ask for it.—H. A. Douglas,
Sherrard Show Co., Sherrard, III.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Ladder Jinx, the Son of Walling-
ford. Too Much Business.—All good.
—My Wild Irish Rose. Flower of the
North, The Prodigal Judge.—Very good.
—However, despite the quality of these
features and the fact that I bought them
at a program price, I have lost money
on every one. because I tried to use them
to open a third change of program a week
here and these people will only come once
or twice a week.—Rov W. Adams, Pas-
time theatre, Mason, .Mich.—Small town
patronage.

State Rights
Little Church Around the Corner

(Warner Bros.), with a special cast.

—

Good picture. Very well liked by those
that saw it. Fair business two davs.—G.

Strasser Sons. Emblem theatre. Buffalo,

N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

Environment (Principal), with Alice

Lake.—Pleased those who came to see it,

but no drawing power. Title against it.

—G. E. Wingreene. Capitol theatre. Bis-

marck, N. Dak.—Neighborhood patron-

age.

I Am the Law (Affil. Dist.), with a

special cast.—One that will please any
crowd. Our patrons raved over it.

—
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Nettie M. Sinderson, Mystic theatre, Al-
bion, Ind.—Small town patronage.

Rags to Riches (Warner Bros.), with

Wesley Barry.—Excellent picture, full ot

laughs and humor. Will please any audi-

ence.—Wm. C. Mclntire, Rose theatre,

Burlington, N. C.—Neighborhood patron-

age.

OnJy a Shop Girl (C. B. C), with a

special cast.—Very good picture. Patrons,

well pleased. Fair business.—G. Strasser

Sons, Emblem theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Man Who Waited (Arrow), with

a special cast.—Patrons didn't like it and
I can't blame them.—C. Dean, Capitol

theatre, Clinton, Ind.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Riders of the Law (Aywon), with Jack
Hoxie.—A first class Western picture.

Made a great Saturday show. Hoxie
pleases as well as Mix here. Business

fine.— Pfeiffer Bros., Opera House, Ken-
ton, Ohio.—General patronage.

Luis Firpo vs. Bill Brennan.— Patron?

would not stay to see it. Call it a bug
picture. Rotten business two days.—G.

Strasser Sons, Emblem theatre, Buffalo,

N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

Serials

The Oregon Trail (Universal), with

Art Acord.—This seemed to be what the

public wants. Drew big business first

two chapters. The posters alone are

worth the money.— Pfeiffer Bros.. Opera
House, Kenton, Ohio.—General patron-

age.

Haunted Valley (Pathe), with Ruth
Roland.—This one is Ruth's best. I do
not see how she could improve on this

one. My patrons are all admirers of Ruth
Roland.—G. Otto Hartsoe. North New-
ton theatre, Newton, N. C.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Plunder (Pathe), with Pearl White -
Just finished this serial and can truth-

fully say it pleased all classes and drew
great business for the entire fifteen weeks.
—Pfeiffer Bros., Opera House, Kenton.
Ohio.—General patronage.

Short Subjects

Aesop's Fables (Pathe).—One of the

best I've run. Lots of compliments.

—

Harry Hobolth. Maxinc theatre. Imlay
City, Mich.—Small town patronage.

Fighting Blood (F. B. Q.), with George
O'Harra.—Getting better and better all

the time. Full of new stuff and acting
great. Pleases all classes of people.—R.

Ross Riley, Wigwam theatre, Oberlin,
Kans.—General patronage.

Fox News (Fox).—These reels are very
good and are worth showing any place.

A show is not complete without them.

—

V. G. Magel, Pastime theatre, Govan,
Sask., Can.—General patronage.

The Leather Pushers (Universal), with
Reginald Denny.—These are good two
reelers and my patrons like them just

fine. They call for more.—G. Otto Hart-
soe. North Newton theatre, Newton, N.
C.—Neighborhood patronage.

Mutt and Jeff (Fox).—One-half reel

comedy. Give as much pleasure to the
children as a two reeler. The growns-
ups never complain. Excellent to fill in

short features and tone up the program.
So far they have been invariably good.

—

Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.
—General patronage.

Mutt and Jeff (Fox).—One-half reel.

These are not taken well and very few
people like them. Have shown about
thirty pictures and about five of them
were good.—V. G. Magel, Pastime the-

atre, Govan, Sask., Can.—Small town pat-
ronage.

Range Rider Series I
Pathe), with Leo

Maloncy.—These are without exception
the best two reel Westerns 1 have ever
played, and I find that Pathe treats you
right, too.—G. Otto Hartsoe, North New-
ton theatre, Newton, N. C.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Range Rider Series (Pathe), with Leo
Maloncy.—Bought eight of these. They
do not add very much to a program. Too
much sameness. Star does not draw.

—

F. E. Sabin, Majestic theatre, Eureka,
Mont.—Small town patronage.

Semon Comedies (Vitagraph), with
Larry Semon.—These comedies are good.
Wi >liow them once a year and the ex-
change gets the profit. The price ot those
should be cut in half so we could show
them.—V. G. Magel. Pastime theatre.
Govan, Sask., Can.—Small town patron-
age.

Semon Comedies ( Vitagraph), with
Larry Semon.—The best two reel come-
dies on the market. You never get a
punk one. They are all good. Worth
twice the price of any other two reel

comedy I have ever run.—G. Otto Hart-
soe, North Newton theatre, Newton, N.
C.—Neighborhood patronage.

Starland Review ( F. B. O.).—A good
single reel filler that people like. How-
ever, the last few we have had are giving
undue prominence to negroes. These
should make a big hit in houses playing
to negroes.— H. G. Stettmund,. Jr., Odeon
theatre. Chandler, Okla.—General pat-

ronage.

The Midnite Cabaret < Vitagraph). with
Larry Semon.—Another notch in Larry's
gun of laughter. He sure knocks 'em
cold with this one. Ran it with Grand-
ma's Boy. Sure made a laugh program.
Larry has a frog in this comedy that gives
plenty of excitement. Film extra good.
—Reis & Miller, Lake View theatre,

Lake View, Iowa.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Four Orphans (Hod.), with Charles
Murray.—Have used several of these and
found all good, also clean. Patrons have
expressed desire for more.— C. A. Riva.

Doris Kenyon in a scene from "Bright
Lights of Broadway," produced by
Principal Pictures. Miss Kenyon, Har-
rison Ford and Lowell Sherman are
featured.

Pastime theatre, Tilton, N. H.—Small
town patronage.

The Champeen ( Pathe), with Our
Gang.—These two reelers are a knockout
to any theatre for a Sunday run. Lots
of kids in it and it pleased all. Makes all

the kiddies in town come out, and the
old folks follow them. Boys, if you have
not yet used any of them get busy.—M.
J. Babin, Fairyland theatre, White Castle,
La.—General patronage.

Town Terrors (Fox), with Jane and
Kathcrine Lee.—Not as good as their
previous comedies, but will get by fairly
good.—C. Malphurs, Dreamland theatre,
High Springs, Fla.—Small town patron-
age.

When Kane Met Abel, Strike Father
Strike Son (Universal), with Reginald
Denny.—New Leather Pushers. Good
lively two reel fighting dramas with
plenty of action and comedy.—Roy W.
Adams, Pastime theatre, Mason, Mich.

—

Small town patronage.

Cupid's Elephant (Fox), a Sunshine
comedy.—Especially good for Saturdays
or nights when there are lots of kids.
Good laughs for all, however.—P. G.
Estee, Fad theatre, Brookings, S. D.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

I Do (A.-E.). with Harold Lloyd.—
The weakest Lloyd I have ever seen, and
they asked more money for it, too. If it

wasn't for the mixup with the "nigger
wench" near the tail end it would have
been a lemon right. Lloyd never drew
any extra business for me and never will.

—G. F. Rediske, Star theatre, Ryegate,
Mont.—Small town patronage.

Aladdin Jr. (Universal), with Lewis
Sargent.—Poor fellow. Who told him
he was funny? It's sure sad to make
such a monkey of him.— Harry Hobolth,
Maxinc theatre, Imlay City, Mich.—Small
town patronage.

The Tin Bronco, Puppy Love, Splitting
Hairs, Haunted House (Fox), Sunshine
comedies.—These were all good and equal
to any comedies that we have ever shown.
The Haunted House is especially good
and strictly up to the minute with a rich
line of radio stuff.—V. G. Bollman, Cas-
talia theatre. Castalia, Iowa.—General
patronage.

Shoulder Arms, A Day's Pleasure (F.
N.), with Charles Chaplin.—Some of
these people think it's highbrow to say
they don't like Chaplin, but I notice that
his name out in front usually brings them
in.—Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre.
Mason, Mich.—Small town patronage.

Nonsense (Educational).—Two reels.

By far the best two reel comedy I have
ever run to date and I have run all of
Lloyd's two reelers, St. John's and
Semon's.—H. M. Retz. Strand theatre.
Lamont, Iowa.—Neighborhood patronage.

Lazy Bones (Fox), with AI St. John.

—

Just a regular comedy. Not worth the
price they charge. At $5.00 it would do.

Pleased some.—Harry Hobolth, Maxine
theatre, Imlay City, Alich.—Small town
patronage.

The Love Egg (Educational), with
Louise Fazenda.—Good comedy about
the old gag of writing your name on an
egg and it is sold in a restaurant years
later. Story is well done and will be
enjoyed.—H. G. Stettmund. Jr., Odeon
theatre. Chandler, Okla.—General pat-

ronage.

The Grocery Clerk, His Home Sweet
Home, The Fly Cop, Between the Acts,
The Simple Life (Vitagraph), with Larrv
Semon.—If you want rough and tumble
slapstick, these Semons certainly ring the

bell. Very good prints.—Roy W. Adams.
Pastime theatre, Mason, Mich.—Small
town patronage.

The Rainmaker (Educational), with
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Lloyd Hamilton.—Good for some laughs,
but don't believe it to be quite up to
"Ham's" standard. He brought snow in-

stead of rain.—Chancellor Bros., Dream-
land theatre, Arcanum, Ohio.—Neighbor-
hood patronage. »

The Rainmaker (Educational), with
Lloyd Hamilton.—Darn good comedy,
full of laughs. This is the second Ham-
ilton we have had and both were extra

good.—H. G. Stettmund, Jr., Odeon the-

atre, Chandler, Okla.—General patron-

age.

High Flyers (C. B. C), with the Hall-

room Boys.—This is a real two reel

comedy and kept them laughing all day.

Really is a rival to Safety Last and had
many comments on this one. More like

it and the summer weather won't hurt
half as bad.—Hugh G. Martin, American
theatre, Columbus, Ga.—Transient pat-

ronage.

Rapid Fire (Educational), with Jack
White.—Good comedy if you get it all.

We had a very bad print.—Geo. J. Kress,
Hudson theatre. Rochester, N. Y.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

A Range Romeo (Fox)—Only a fair

comedy. Sunshine comedies are dying
>lo\v but very sure.—G. Stresscr Sons,

Emblem theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Winter Has Came (Educational), a

Christie comedy.—Good. Well up to the

Christie standard.—Walter H. Musson,
Queen's theatre, Hespeler, Ont., Can.

—

Small town patronage.

A Sailor Made Man (A. E.), with Har-
old Lloyd.—This is good comedy. Drew
good business. Closed my opposition up
for the night.—J. W. May, Grand the-

atre, Shawneetown, 111.—Small town pat-

ronage.

The Dude and Bumps (Educational).

Cameo comedies.— These single reel

comedies are good. We have used four

of them and they were all good.—Walter
H. Musson, Queen's theatre, Hespeler,

Ont., Can.—Small town patronage.

Saturday Morning (Pathe), with Our
Gang.—Dandy comedy. One that was
enjoyed by all; at least everybody was
laughing.—Geo. J. Kress, Hudson the-

atre, Rochester, N. Y.— Neighborhood
patronage.

The Reporter (Fox), with Lupino
Lane.—Good comedy. My first one to

run of Lane.—J. W. May, Grand theatre,

Shawneetown, 111.—Small town patron-

age.

The Home Plate (Universal), with Lee
Moran.—Good comedy. This is abso-

lutely the best comedy this star ever

made.—Geo. J. Kress, Hudson theatre,

Rochester, N. Y.—Neighborhood patron-

age.

Ma and Pa (F. N.), with Billy Bevan.

—Better than most of the Sennett come-
dies of this series.—C. F. Krieghbaum,
Paramount theatre. Rochester, Ind.

—

General patronage.

No Wedding Bells (Vitagraph), with

Larry Semon.—Considered this better

than the last three or four Semon come-
dies. Larry isn't doing as well as he
has been, but he picked up some on thi.-

one.—C. F. Krieghbaum. Paramount the-

atre. Rochester, Ind.—General patronage.

The Eskimo, (Fox) with Clyde Cook.

—

This comedy was only fair. I expected
something better than what he gave us.

Just a few weak snow scenes.—Reis &
Miller. Lake View theatre. Lake View.
Iowa.—Neighborhood patronage.

Three Good Pals (Fox), a Sunshine
comedy.—This is a very clever comedy.
Not a slapstick but very pleasing. Buy

it.—V. G. Magel, Pastime theatre, Govan,
Sask., Can.—Neighborhood patronage.

Bow Wow (F. N.), a Mack Sennett
comedy.—One of the best Mack Sennett
comedies I ever ran, and I used all of
them.—Geo. Eberwine, Auditorium thea-
tre, Marblehcad, Ohio.—Small town pat-
ronage.

Pay Day (F. N.), with Charles Chap-
lin.—We liked this very much and per-
sonally cannot see why it has been
panned. Pleased our people. What more
do you wish?— Clifford L. Niles, Grand
theatre, Anamosa, Iowa.—General pat-
ronage.

Danger (Educational), with a special
cast.— For slapstick comedy this is good.
—L. R. Ledou. Larabee Opera House,
Isabel, Kans.—General patronage.

Catching a Coon (Pathe), with Bill

and Bob.—One of the nicest single reels

on the market to make a varied program.
—Clifford L. Niles, Grand theatre, Ana-
mosa, Iowa.—General patronage.

Step Forward (F. N.), with Ben Tur-
pin. — Fair comedy. — G. Strasscr Sons.
Emblem theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Siege of Lancashire Queen (Uni-
versal), with Jack Mulhall.—These Jack
London stories holding their own with
other short subjects when used. Have
used several.— C. A. Riva, Pastime thea-
tre, Tilton, N. H.—Small town patron-
age.

A Rag Doll Romance (Educational).

—

Good stuff. Some exceptionally good
acting on the part of a dog and monkey.
Educational sure has the short subject
material and I find that it really is "the
spice of the program."—H. M. Retz,
Strand theatre, Lamont, Iowa.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Mud and Sand (Metro), with Stan
Laurel.—Went over great, especially as I

played Blood and Sand recently. Had
crowded house due to running Leather
Pushers on same bill.— C. A. Riva. Pas-
time theatre. Tilton, N. H.—Small town
patronage.

Oh Buddy (Educational), a Christie
comedy.—Two reels. This comedy will

help work up your house. It is very
pleasing. Take it.—V. G. Magel, Pas-
time theatre. Govan, Sask, Can.—Small
town patronage.

A Fool For Luck (Universal), with
Lewis Sargent.—Even worse than usual.

I am cancelling before they get still

worse.—Harry Hobolth, Maxine theatre,

Imlay City, Mich.—Small town patron-
age.

A Barnyard Cavalier (Educational), a

Christie comedy.—Two reels. People did

not even smile on this one. I don't know
why they call this one comedy. Leave it

alone or buy it as a drama.—V. G. Magel.
Pastime theatre, Govan, Sask., Can.

—

Small town patronage.

CLASSIFIED

Five Cents per Word Payable
in Advance. Minimum Charge,

$1.00

THEATRE WANTED
WANTED: Will lease theatre and purchase

equipment of paying house in live town. State
full particulars first letter. Address Box 80,
Exhibitors Herald, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.
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ChicagoTradeEvents
Advertising Offsets

Usual Summer Slump
Cool Weather Also a Factor

in Keeping Attendance at

Near Normal
Cool weather, good pictures and proper

advertising are keeping the attendance at

normal in Chicago's theatres.

Even the warm days, which have been

intermittent during the past week or so,

have made little inroads into box office

receipts. Especially has this been true

in ^he larger theatres which have con-

ducted' extensive campaigns to impress

the public with their cooling devices.

Good Pictures Now Playing

Pictures which have contributed to box
office normalcy are: "Main Street," War-
ner Brothers special; "Enemies of

Women," a Cosmopolitan picture : "The Ex-
citers." Paramount production; "Souls for

Sale," Goldwyn's picture of studio life;

"The Covered Wagon," the Paramount
special; "The Bright Shawl," a First Na-
tional feature; Griffith's "One Exciting
Night;" Harold Lloyd in "Safety Last;"
Rex Ingram's "Where the Pavement
Ends:" "Brass," another Warner Broth-
ers picture; "Girl of the Golden West."
and many others of like calibre.

Ads Encourage Attendance

The advertising done by several of the
larger houses to offset warm weather is

particularly noteworthy. This institu-
tional copy, appealing direct to the hu-
man desire for comfort, has had the de-
sired effect, according to theatre manage-
ments conducting such campaigns, in
maintaining returns at a profitable figure.

Intensive efforts are being put forth
throughout the country this year to keep
attendance at as near a maximum as
possible. For several weeks now ex-
hibitors from many territories have re-

ported their activities in this respect to
"The Theatre" department of the Herald.
An encouraging condition is indicated in

the fact that these reports have come
from both the larger and the smaller
houses.

Grainger Closes With
Roosevelt; "Spoilers"

Opens There in July
James R. Grainger, general sales man-

ager of the newly consolidated Goldwyn-
Cosmopolitan Corporation, together with

Eddie Bonns. general exploitation man-
ager, stopped off in Chicago, June 7. on
the first leg of their tour of inspection
which takes them to the West Coast
studios.

During their stay in Chicago they con-
ferred with George A. Hickey. district

supervisor, and interviewed Balaban and
Katz. with the result that contracts were
signed for a showing of "The Spoilers"
at the Roosevelt theatre, early in July.

It is planned to put on an extensive
exploitation and advertising campaign for

the Roosevelt engagement and this will

be in charge of Walter D. Nealand. local

publicity manager for Goldwyn-Cosmo-
politan.

X/TISS BETTY ARNOLD, a potential

4 film star, having recently won a

contest participated in by thousands of

Chicago girls, which was conducted by
C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation in co-

operation with Greiver Productions, Chi-

cago, and the Chicago Journal. The affair

was staged during the Chicago run of

"Only a Shopgirl" at the Orpheum thea-

tre.

Eugene O'Brien, Jack Cohn and Si

Greiver acted as judges. Miss Arnold
will appear in the next C. B. C. film, "Pal
O' Mine," and her talents will be given
every opportunity for development with
stardom in the prospect if she makes
good.

SID MEYER, manager of the Fox ex-
change, left Sunday to attend the an-
nual convention of the Fox Film Corp.

in New York June 11-17.

* * *

Morris Hellmax of the Reelcraft Film
exchanges. Inc.. spent Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday in Indianapolis, last week. They
are enjoying real hot weather down there,

Maurice says, and he was glad to get back
near the Lake breezes.

* * *

Jack Howlaxd. First National salesman,
is smiling. He's first in the sales contest in

the Mid-West district, with "Bill" Cook and
Phil Dunas. o f the city sales force, close

contenders for first honors also.

* * *

L. R. Nelson', popular First National
salesman, was called to Milwaukee, through
the sudden illness of his father, who suf-
fered a second stroke of paralysis. Mr. Nel-
son. Sr., is well known around Milwaukee,
having been an insurance appraiser for
years in that territory-

* * *

They've added more territory to "Bill"
Brumberg, of First National sales staff

—

Two Big Game Films
Playing to Capacity

Through a working agreement between
Metro exchange and the local Universal

office, both "I hinting Big Game in

Africa," the H. A. Snow-Universal fea-

ture, and "Trailing African Wild Ani-
mals," the Martin Johnson-Metro special,

are doing a tremendous business through-
out the Central West territory.

Both of these features were published
about the same time, and when the early
bookings began to come in L. A. Rozelle.
Metro manager, and Herman Stern of
Universal exchange, saw that unless some
working arrangement was effected both of
these interesting wild animal subjects
would suffer. They got together and as

a result these exceptional films are play-
ing to capacity wherever booked. The
managers of theatres who have made an
especial appeal to the local school teach-
ers and interested the children h--° lit-

erally "mopped up."

Heads Milwaukee Branch
Of Associated Exhibitors

Glenn C. Gregory of Newark. N. J.,

has been made Associated Exhibitors'
branch sales manager in Milwaukee, hav-
ing accepted the offer of that position

from W. B. Frank, general sales manager.
To take this place Mr. Gregory severed

his connection with United Artists Cor-
poration. For more than a year he had
worked on the sales staff of the latter

organization in Newark territory.

Arthur Lowy Dies
The many friends of Arthur Lowy, of

the Lowy theatre. Milwaukee ave.. were
shocked to hear of his death Saturday
June 9. Funeral services were held June
11.

Bill now looking after southwestern Illinois.

Biz. is good, sez Bill.

* * *

Peck Collins of the Peck theatre. La-
Salle. 111., called on exchanges in Chicago
last Thursday.

* * *

Herman* Stern", manager, Universal ex-
change, introduced something new in sales-

men's meetings last Saturday, letting the

salesmen conduct it. Sid Decker, the oldest

Universal salesman, and Carl Leserman, the

youngest, being chosen as speakers. The
meeting was a big success and the same
policy will be followed at subsequent meet-
ings.

* * *

. On Monday, June 11, Universal held a
trade show of its new- serial "In the Days
of Daniel Boone," screening the first three

episodes.
* * *

Has anybody seen a couple of nifty-look-

ing nickel-plated lamp posts around town.
L. Dumon'd. the Warner Bros, representa-

tive, is looking for them. They disappeared
from his desk last week.

j CHICAGO PERSONALITIES
j

• By J. R. M. |
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Walter Spoor of the Academy theatre,

Waukegan, Wis., held 'em out on the hottest

night of the season, he tells us, with "Mighty
Lak' a Rose."

* * *

R. C. Seery, district manager, First Na-
tional, took Floyd Brockell, director of ex-

changes, on for a game of golf at Bob-o-link

course while he was in Chicago holding a

local meeting.
* * *

Bob Cleary of the Majestic theatre, Kan-
kakee, called at First National exchange last

week.
* * *

The Empire theatre, 67th and Halsted

streets, opened Sunday night with Inter-

national news and other Universal features.

Al Lyons is manager.
* * *

Harry Miller, one of Chicago's old-

timers (in point of service), re-opened the

National theatre, with a ten-cent policy,

booking Universal pictures 100 per cent.

* * *

Hank Peters is now in New York, hav-

ing signed up with Fox Film Corp.
* * *

Ernie Grohe and wife spent a few weeks'
vacation at Atlantic City, and while there

were entertained by Lester Stern. Goldwyn
manager at Pittsburgh. Mrs. Grohe re-

turned to Chicago last week, while Mr.
Grohe remained in New York.

* * *

Howard Shf.ehan, district manager of
Fox, San Francisco, passed through Chicago
last Tuesday, en route to Buffalo to attend

the funeral of his mother.
* * *

Howard Huntington, projection expert

from Kentucky, who came to Chicago to at-

tend the M. P. T. O. convention, has de-
cided to remain in the Windy City.

* * *

Bill Brumberc, country sales manager.
First National, is on a vacation. He will be
followed by Jack Schwartz, Tommy Gilliam,

Gradwell Sears, Jack I lowland and others,

who get two weeks' vacation.

* * *

J. B. Ross of the Garden theatre, Canton,
111., was in town last week.

* * *

George A. Hickey, district supervisor,
Goldwyn, drove into town last week in a
handsome new Cadillac, which he purchased
in Buffalo. The new bus set him back
$4,800 it is said, but it looks as though it

was worth it. Mrs. Hickey is also a Chi-
cago resident now.

* * *
'

Mort Henoch, Goldwyn salesman, was
absent from his usual haunt last week, hav-
ing his tonsils removed.

* * *

In our little write-up of the baseball do-
ings, we failed to mention the fact that
Gradwell Sears, First National go-getter, is

the Judge Landis of the Film Row League.
"Grad" got the various exchanges together
and formed the league and is pulling down
big jack, we hear, acting as arbitrator, etc.

* * *

Harry Thornton, of the Gaiety theatre,
Springfield, 111., passed through Chicago last

Wednesday en route to New York and
Washington.

* * *

Jack Hqeffler, of the Orpheum theatre,
Quincy, 111., has just taken over another
theatre at Fort Madison.

* * *

Attorney Hainline, of the Illinois thea-
tre, Macomb, 111., it is said, will take over

the V. F. Grub theatres, the Grand and
Antokyo.

* * *

Bill Lyons has transferred the Castle

theatre, Bloomington, 111., over to Curley
Irwin, it is reported.

* * *

Walter L. Hill, Universal's director of

advertising and publicity, is out in the coun-
try this week, preaching the gospel of better

pictures.
* * *

Louis P. Kramer, F. B. O.'s peppy pub-
licist, was called to New York to confer
with home office officials on exploiting "Hu-
man Wreckage." He's back on the job now.

* * «

Metro concentrated the sales forces in

Wisconson last week and this week they're

in Illinois.

Baseball

Saturday, June 9. proved a more favor-

able day for baseball and Chicago's film

row turned out en masse to see the hotly

contested games of the Exchange league.

The Hodkinson forces combined with F.

B. O. on Saturday. Following are the re-

sults :

First National 22
Paramount 7

Universal 8

Fox 7

Metro 32

F. B. O.-Hodkinson 4

STANDING OF TEAMS
Won Lost Pet.

Universal 1 1 1000

First National 1 1 1000

Metro 1 1 1000

Fox 1 000
Paramount 1 000

F. B. O.-Hodkinson 1 000

New McVickers Director
Messrs. Jones, Linick & Schaefer will add

another artist to its McVicker's theatre staff

next week, having signed Willis Hall, late

of the "Light Wines and Beer" company, as

stage director. Mr. Hall succeeds C. A.

Xiggemeycr. who is leaving for California

Mr. Hall is one of the best known stage

directors in the country and has operated
the stock company at the Victoria theatre,

Chicago, for the past two seasons.

Japers— I noticed that fishing parties don"t

take much bait along nowadays.
Bubbs—Righto! They get it outside the

three-mile limit.

—

"Topics of the Day"
Films.

* * *

Sunday School Teacher—What was the

first thing Noah did when he was in the

Ark?
Willie—He went fishing.

Sunday School Teacher—How long?
Willie—About five minutes, because he

only had two worms.

—

Xcw York Daily
Nezvs.

* * *

Bimbo— I caught Bill the fisherman dig-

ging for worms in my garden.
Timbo—He hooks his bait to bait his

hooks.

—

"Topics of the Day" Films.
* * *

"This artificial bait does not seem to ac-

complish its purpose."
"How so?"
"It doesn't catch any fish."

"But it caught you, didn't it?"

—

Houston
(Texas) Chronicle.

Me FILM MART
Production Progress : : Distributing News

Artists : :

MACK SENNETT'S company making
"The Extra Girl," which will star

Mabel Normand, has been on location. F.

Richard Jones is directing. . . . Julanne

Johnston is the first player selected for

the cast of Douglas Fairbanks next pro-

duction, "The Thief of Bagdad." . . .

Mary Pickford is nearing completion of

the actual filming of her newest feature,

"The Street Singer."

+ + +

"HARBOR BAR," by Peter B. Kyne,
will be the second production from As-

sociated Authors. Thompson BucWanan
is adapting it. "Richard, the Lion-
Hearted" is the trio's initial offering. . . .

Both Mary Pickford and Douglas Fair-

banks have given trophies to be awarded
at the Calgary Celebration Week at Cal-

gary, Canada.

: : : Cosmopolitan : :

:

MARGARET C. SULLIVAN, daughter
of "Big Tim" Sullivan, once a political

power and theatrical man, has her first

screen role in "Under the Red Robe,"
which Alan Crosland is directing for Cos-
mopolitan.

+ + +
A GLOWING TRIBUTE was paid

"Enemies of Women" by the Rev. R.

Kecne Ryan Garfield Boulevard Pres-

byterian church, Chicago, who said: "I

strongly recommend to every clergyman
that they witness this fascinating and
awesome film. I would further recom-
mend that after seeing it they commend
it from their pulpits and urge their con-

gregations to witness it."

: : Hodkinson
ROBERT E. LEE—no relative of the

great general—has joined the Atlanta

force of the VV. W. Hodkinson Corpora-
tion. Those who know "Bob" say he is

a gentleman and an all around good fel-

low.

: : : Vitagraph : : :

A REALISTIC TRAIN robbery has
been staged by Whitman Bennett as

one of the highlights of his forthcoming
Vitagraph publication, "Loyal Lives"
which is the story of a mail man. Charles

Giblyn. the director, had the assistance

of post office officials in staging the

holdup.
+ + +

PROGRESS IS reported on the series of

eight Sam Hellman comedies being

produced by Chester International Pic-

tures for Vitagraph. The first is a golf

story, "A Twosome at Tuara." . . .

"Masters of Men," Vitagraph's picturiza-

tion of Morgan Robertson's sea story,

was selected by the Tangier Temple of

the Order of Shriners, Omaha, for their

annual show.
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The Land of the Covered Wagon

World Theatre. Omaha. Nebr.

Newman Theatre. Kansas City. Mo.

Main St Theatre. Kansas City. Mo.

Broadway Theatre. Council Bluffs, Iowa

is now dotted with hundreds of prosperous cities and

towns. Millions of acres of field and meadow, with

stretches of friendly woodland in between, extend

from horizon line to horizon line. And joining all in

a very network of lines, crossing and recrossing in

every direction, run many thousands of miles of rail

and automobile roads, living arteries of busy trade

and social intercourse. Great indeed has been the

transformation from the wilderness of that early day.

The dreams of the brave pioneers arc being realized.

Civilization has overtaken and overcome the wild.

So it comes that today the luxuries and refine-

ments of the great metropolitan centers are taken

quite as a matter of course in both the public and the

private life of the people of this entire region, whether

"South" or "North of 36."

Especially notable in the cities are the beauty

and luxuriousness of the newer theatres and audi-

toriums, vying with the finest in the country in archi-

tectural beauty and richness of furnishings.

In the important matter of correct and comfort-

able theatre seating, through the nation wide services

of the American Seating Company, the West need

take no "back seat" to the East. For through this

company the best in Theatre Seating is available and

welcomed throughout the entire West from the Mis-

sissippi River to the Coast.

The four theatres here illustrated are representa-

tive recent American Seating Company installations

in this region.

Other theatres considering remodeling, or new

theatres in contemplation could hardly do better than

follow the example of these leaders in their field.

NEW YORK
114 W. 41st. St.

CHICAGO
12 E. Jackson Blvd.

BOSTON
65-D Canal St.

PHILADELPHIA
252 S. Broad St.
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BETTER THEATRES"

'"pHE* reception accorded the initial issue of "BETTER THE-
ATRES" throughout the trade leaves no doubt that our

confidence in the great need it would fulfill was well warranted.

^ The unanimous verdict is that for the first time, in "BETTER
THEATRES" the theatre itself, its construction, equipment and
decoration, is being given due and adequate consideration.

^ The exhibitor-response has been a genuine encouragement of

the undertaking. Theatre owners, from many parts of the country

and representative 'of every type of modern motion picture theatres,

have declared in direct and uncompromising terms that "BETTER
THEATRES" is just what they want—just what they need in as-

sisting them toward happy solutions of the various problems inci-

dental to the theatre itself.

f§ Encouraged now by the proof that the idea of "BETTER
THEATRES" is sound and that the service it is rendering is being

sought after by theatre owners and managers, the staff offers assur-

ance that no effort will be spared to make this section, month by

month, a valuable guide and inspiration to better, finer and more

profitable theatres.
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Providing for

Matrons Qomfort

'i

Crane equipment in theater <

washrooms creates confidence

in your regard tor your pub-

lic's health. Always in working

order, Crane fixtures and acces-

sories suggest the care with

which your house is main-

tained. Because they are easy

to keep clean, they impress

the idea of smart cleanliness

maintained in every depart-

ment. Upkeep costs are low
;

all Crane sanitary fixtures

and piping materials are built

to give long, satisfying service.
PANTAGES THEATER AT SPOKANE. WASHINGTON

ARCHITECT: B. MARCUS PRET1CA. SEATTLE
CONTRACTORS: JAMES SMYTH PLUMBING AND HEATING CO., SPOKANE

CR AN E
GENERAL OFFICES: CRANE BUILDING. 836 S. MICHIGAN AVE.. CHICAGO

Branches and Sales Offices in One Hundred and Forty Cities

National Exhibit Rooms : Chicago, Neiu York, Atlantic City

Works : Chicago, Bridgeport, Birmingham, Chattanooga and Trenton

CRANE. LIMITED, MONTREAL. CRANE-BENNETT, Ltd., LONDON
CRANE EXPORT CORPORATION: NEW YORK, SAN FRANCISCO

CS CRANE. PARIS

Crane "JValsyn" Closet
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A monthly section of "Exhibitors Herald," published for the information and
guidance of exhibitors in matters of theatre construction, decoration and equipment

and to promote the ideal of greater and finer theatres.

Vital Considerations of Theatre
Building in Smaller Cities

By ROBERT O. BOLLER
Boiler Brothers, Theatre Architects, Kansas City, Missouri

MAXY articles have been written on
theatre construction but too often

not enough consideration has been given

to the needs of the owner wishing to erect

a moderate priced theatre in a smaller

community. The fact that the theatre of

today is as permanent an institution, in

towns of 5.000 and upward, as is the bank
or the grocery store should make us real-

ize that it should be built with the same
idea of permanence. Too many times the

inclination is. in these smaller communi-
ties, to throw up any sort of a building

which will serve the purpose for the mo-
ment, thereby not only inviting competi-

tion in the very near future, but often

giving the town a building which is a

detriment, rather than a help, to civic

beauty and pride.

Suggests "Dime Store" Location

Manv theatres which have been prop-

erlv designed and constructed have been

in "use successfully for fifteen or twenty

years, and the only alterations necessary

have been the addition of more up-to-date

wiring and modern ventilating systems

which have come into existence since

these theatres were built. There is no

reason whv the theatres in these smaller

towns should not be planned as well, ana

given as much study as theatres in larger

cities, and a realization of this fact would

soon give our country a

large number of "Better

Theatres."

Business Lots Best

The first consideration

for the owner is the site of

his proposed theatre, and
about the best advice we
can give in this matter is

to get a "dime store loca-

tion," that is, near the cen-

ter of the popular priced
stores of the town. It is

better to invest more in a
lot in the heart of the busi-

ness district than it is to

put the extra thousands
into a building on a side

street, or in an out of the

way location. The ideal

site, if obtainable, is with a

slope from front to rear,

as this allows a better slope

to the auditorium floor, and
better exiting facilities, but

this should not be allowed
to stand in the way

_
of

choosing the best location

with regard to the business

district.

In the accompanying survey of theatre
construction considerations in smaller
communities, Rcbert O. Boiler has contrib-
uted an article of unusual interest and
instructive value. The facts as set forth
are ones with which every exhibitor should
be familiar, and the interest and coopera-
tion of the theatre architectural profession,
as exemplified by Mr. Boiler, will go far
towards achieving realization of the idea
of better theatres throughout the country.

The arrangement shown in Sketch Xo.
1 is a lot with about a fifty foot frontage.
This is a desirable width for the ordinary
theatre with a capacity up to 1,200 per-
sons, and allows the owner to obtain reve-
nue from stores, offices, rooms, or apart-
ments, as the case may be. in front and
on the second floor, to help pay on the
original investment.

Can Use 25 Foot Front

In towns where it is difficult to obtain
a frontage of sufficient width to build a
theatre on, it is sometimes possible to
obtain, say. a twenty-five toot frontage
on the main street, with back lots of
buildings adjoining, running the lobb\r

through the twenty-five foot portion on
the main street, with the auditorium pro-
per in the rear and on the less expensive

Completed theatre, plans of which are shown in Number 1 group of
sketches.

property. This in no wa>' detracts from
the theatre, and makes a very good ar-

rangement, as illustrated by Sketch Xo. 2.

An alley or court either on one side

or in the rear is a desirable feature for

exiting purposes, the side alley being pre-

ferable, as it gives a chance to empty
the house of the first show while holding
the crowd for the second show in the

lobby and in front. Otherwise, there
should be some way provided for exiting

the crowd leaving the theatre, so that

they will not conflict with patrons en-

tering for the following show.

Describes Construction Types
There are three types of construction

which we use in the average theatre, i. e.,

fireproof, of concrete and steel; semi-fire-

proof, of steel and heavy mill construc-

tion; and the ordinary type, of brick and
mill construction, using steel supports.

An absolutely fireproof theatre would be
a large investment for an owner in a small

community, and we generally advise own-
ers to build panic proof, rather than fire-

proof, observing rules of good safe build-

ing construction, for under the modern
methods of building, with all wiring in

conduit, and the heating plant separated

or inclosed in a fireproof manner, the
chances of fire are very i emote.

The average cost of small theatres of

conservative types, without
equipment, in most locali-

ties is approximately thir-

ty-three cents per cubic foot

for fireproof theatres of

concrete and steel; twenty-
six cents per cubic foot for

steel and heavy mill con-
struction, or what is

termed slow burning con-
struction; and twenty cents

per cubic foot for ordinary
mill construction, with ma-
sonry walls, using steel gir-

der and cantilever con-
struction for the balcony,
and steel trusses for roof
supports.

Estimating Building Costs

In estimating the cubical
quantities, one can arrive

at an approximate cost by
multiplying the width of

the building by the length,

by the height, (assuming
the height to be two-thirds

of the width), by the num-
ber of cents per cubic foot

for the particular class of

construction desired.
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GROUP SKETCH No. 1—Accompanying sketches show type of theatre possible on 50-foot front-

age lot. This is desirable width for ordinary theatre with capacity up to 1,200. Note ample space
for stores, offices, rooms or apartments.

If an owner has a building which lie

wishes to enlarge or alter, where he has
good walls and foundation, he can arrive

at a fairly accurate estimate of the cost
of the alterations he wishes by cubing
the building, as before mentioned, and
deducting the value of his existing walls,

foundation, and roof, if same is in good
condition. The value of his existing
building, for use in the reconstruction, can
generally be obtained from a local con-
tractor or builder.

The value of salvage obtained from
wrecking is generally about two-thirds
of the cost of new material, for brick,

joists, and studding, after this material

f.
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is cleared. Old lathing, wiring, piping,

etc., are of small value, and are likely to

cause trouble if used in a new building.

There arc two types of theatres now in

vogue, the first termed the bleacher type,

having all seating on one floor, similar to

Sketch No. 3, and the second, the the-

atre with a balcony.
In the bleacher type, the patrons enter

from one-half to one-third of the way
back in the auditorium, through tunnels,

to a cross aisle. The retiring rooms are

usually placed under the auditorium, with
stores and other revenue in front.

In the balcony type of theatre, it is

generally advisable to have about two-

T1R5T f L' -R PL/5 ft

thirds of the capacity of the house on the
lower floor, and the remainder in the bal-

cony, with retiring rooms, etc., in a mezza-
nine floor, midway between the first floor

and the balcony.

Advantages of the Balcony Type

There are several advantages in hav-
ing a theatre with a balcony, rather than
a theatre of the bleacher type, one of the
greatest being that when business is not
as good as usual, the balcony may be
closed, and the orchestra floor alone
used, and the house doesn't look so barren
with only a few patrons, as it would if

the same number of persons were scat-

5TCE i4 «itf
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GROUP SKETCH No. 2—Showing type of theatre possible on a narrow frontage lot in which
use is made of back lots of adjoining buildings.

tered over a larger one floor bleacher type

of theatre. There is also the advantage of

saving on lighting and cleaning when
the balcony is closed to the public. In

communities where it is desired to ac-

commodate colored patrons, a separate

stairway can be arranged, so that the door-

man may send them to a portion of the

balcony especialy reserved for them, keep-

ing them entirely separated from the white

patrons. Balcony seats are usually the

most desirable in the house, owing to

their convenient distance from the stage,
both with reference to seeing and hear-
ing, while in the bleacher house, too often
the seats far from the stage are not desir-
able for either seeing or hearing what
is going on. on the stage or screen.
The exterior design and choice of ma-

terials for the front may be optional, as
terra cotta, brick, or stucco, or a combina-
tion of any of the three, may be used tc
obtain a very pleasing effect at no more
cost than an outlandish or poor design.
The front should be well lighted, and

properly arranged for display advertising.
An attractive front on your theatre is

something your town will always be proud
of, and will help your business.

Suggest Box Office Near Street

The box office should be placed as
near the street as possible, as it is some-
times placed so far back in the lobby or
vestibule that one has to go through a

crowd to buy his ticket, which never
puts a patron in the best of humor.
The incline of the auditorium floor is

often governed by the slope of the lot. but
two things to be avoided are a straight

incline in the auditorium, and raising the
rear of the auditorium floor above the

foyer level, making a step down to the

aisle, as this causes numerous annoyances
from stumbling, and sometimes serious ac-

cidents, involving the management in

damage suits.

The most desirable material for the or-

chestra floor is wood on wood sleepers.

Lobby Runs

Through

Narrow

Portion on

Main Street

With

Auditorium

Proper in

Rear as Shown

in Sketch

to the Right

and Above

over a concrete base. The first cost is

a little more than a cement floor, but the

cost of the installation of seats is con-
siderably less, as the seating companies
generally charge about thirty cents per
seat additional for installing seats on ce-

ment floors. A cement floor is also gen-
erally cold and disagreeable under foot,

and hard to heat. Cement aisles and foyer

floor are advisable, with wood strips for

nailing carpets, as in these points the ce-

ment floor prevents the possibility of
squeaking under foot.

"Cry Room" for Babies
In theatres where the owners feel they

are not justified in providing a nursery,
with a maid in attendance, an attractive

idea is a "cry room," with a double plate

glass partition separating it from the main
auditorium, where mothers may take their
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GROUP SKETCH No. 3—Plans showing layout of the bleacher type theatre having all seat-

ing on one floor, patrons entering from one-half to one-third of the way back in auditorium

through tunnels to a cross aisle.

children if they are fretful, or disturb-

ing the other patrons, without missing

the show themselves.

It is a good plan to provide a regula-

tion stage, as there are often opportunities

for booking a road show, and sometimes

putting on local attractions several times

a year, in addition to the regular pro-

grams of pictures, and this will prevent

competition both from other theatres and

community halls. The stage need not be

more than twenty-six or twenty-seven feet

deep, and the height of the loft need not

be great, as it merely means unnecessary
expense in heating.

A mezzanine floor under the balcony al-

lows space for retiring rooms, manager's
office, bill room, etc., and with this ar-

rangement it is not necessary to provide
additional retiring rooms in the basement,
unless it is to be a two price house. It

is well to provide windows in the mezza-
nine rooms for* ventilating, purposes, and
to allow light for cleaning up. Casement
windows are especially desirable, as they
give a lartrer amount of ventilation. The
mezzanine should be easy of access from
the lower floor, and should be attractively
furnished and lighted, as this appeals to
the patrons as much as any one part of

the theatre.

Size of the Balcony

One of the greatest errors which can
be made is trying to get too large a bal-
cony, thereby making it so steep that the
climb is too great. The balcony in a

properly designed theatre should be so
arranged that the climb to it is no more
than in the average residence. If the bal-
cony and mezzanine are made inviting,

easy of access, and are properly ventilated,
the owner will find that many patrons will

prefer balcony seats to those on the
lower floor.

There are three desirable places for

loges, either at the rear of the orchestra
seating, or in the front portion of the bal-

cony, or they may be placed at the sides
of the auditorium, if the house is not
too wide and they are not placed too near
the stage. It is better to put removable
cables in loges rather than stationary rail-

ings, as it is then possible to throw a

series of two or three loges into one for

large parties. Loges placed in the cen-

ter of the orchestra seating, or about half

way back, have a tendency to split the

house up into two parts, and it is diffi-

cult to get patrons to sit in front of the

loge section.

The location of the projection room is

a matter of choice, as it may be placed

on the lower floor very satisfactorily, or

at the rear of the balcony. On the lower

floor it makes a direct and shorW throw

to the screen, but it cuts out more of the

choice seating, while in the balcony it

makes a longer and less direct throw, but

is more out of the way, also allowing out-

side ventilation. The projection room
should be built somewhat larger than the

code requirements, and plumbing facili-

ties should be provided for the operator.
In the event that the projection room is

placed at the rear of the balcony, some
arrangement should be made near the
entrance of same for access to the attic.

Full Basement a Liability

A full basement under the entire the-
atre is a liability, rather than an asset,

the only necessary basement being one
under the stace for well ventilated dress-
ing rooms, musicians' room, small prop-
erty room, etc., and small basement for
heating plant and ventilating apparatus.
Basements under stores or rooms in the
front portion of the building are optional,
but the rent obtainable for the small store
basement hardly justifies the investment.
The lighting of a theatre is one of the

most important items, as it may be eco-

nomically taken care of, or it may be a
source of continual expense. The lobby
and front light should be put on separate

services, so that after the first show the

greater bulk of this lighting may be cut

off, allowing a small number of properly
distributed lamps to remain.
An economical indirect lighting system

may be provided in the main auditorium,

with the judicious use of art glass. Cove
lighting may also be used, but the cost

of upkeep is considerably greater. If the

lighting system is split, during matinees

or quiet seasons the lower part of the

house may be separately controlled from
the upper portion.

Aisle lights should be placed in the bal-

cony or on the lower floor, if there are

any uneven grades in the floor. Base
(.Continued on page XX)
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Lighting the Stage for Specialties
and Presentations

BETTER THEATRES presents herewith the first of a scries of articles on requirements and equip-

ment for proper stage lighting, prepared by A. L. Powell of Edison Lamp Works, whose contributions

to the field of theatre lighting is widely recognized by architects and theatre owners.

ByA.L. POWELL
THE various periods of the day, flashing

lightning, moving clouds, fire, sand-
storms, rain, snow, fog, running water,
and dashing waves are among the hun-
dreds of effects now successfully accom-
plished with the aid of electric lighting.

Light is probably the most valuable single
medium available to the stage manager tor

creating the desired psychological effects

and holding the attention of his audience.

The stage director of today realizes that

color and directional effects are his very
best means of securing artistic results.

Stage lighting in general exemplifies

many of the principles of correct illumina-

tion, for instance, we never see a brilliant

glaring light source on the stage. Foot-
lights, border lights, floods, etc., are

invisible to the audience. The stage man-
ager knows that unshielded lamps dis-

tract the attention, fatigue and annoy.

When he finds it necessary to have a

chandelier, portable lamp or bracket fix-

ture as part of the setting, he is clever

enough to provide merely enough light

in this to render it luminous and does not

depend on it for any actual illumination

of the scene. A single glaring light will

destroy the effect of the most pleasing set.

In order that the picture may appear

natural, the mechanism of the lighting is

entirely concealed from view. One does

not even see the reflectors or lamp hous-

ings. They are "masked" by some part

of the scenery. In spite of this, full ad-

vantage of the possibilities of light are not

yet universally realized.

New Effects Developing

Decidedly more subtle effects are com-
ing into use as new equipment is devel-

oped and as the fundamentals become bet-

ter understood. Until quite recently, if

an outdoor scene was to be reproduced,

there was generally a back drop with a

landscane and painted blue sky, a few

trees as wings with cut-out foliage and

even some painted clouds

as borders. Xow, in some
instances, the stage artist

constructs a cupola in the

shape of a quarter sphere

over the entire stage. He
makes this of white ma-
terial and "paints" it with

blue light for the sky. then

projects moving clouds and

a rainbow if desired on the

blue background and a

landscape panorama on the

lower portion. Similarly,

interior sets are repro-
duced by using plain white

drops and throwing the

picture of the room on

these by an adaptation of

the old fashioned "magic
lantern."

In order to supply light-

ing on the stage, it is nec-

essary to know what me-
chanisms are available or

standard for stage lighting,

how they operate, what
the- can do, why they are

useful and how they can be

applied. With a knowledge
of these features one then
can adapt standard equip-

Two recent developments in border lights. In-
dividual units of white painted metal for 75
to 200 watt lamps, and removable screen.
Border light using 250 watt concentrated fil-

ament lamp and mirrors to give concentrated
light distribution.

ment to the requirements of a particular

problem.

Experience a Big Factor

At best, stage lighting is a "cut and try"
proposition, and its solution cannot be
had by following any set rules. Experi-
ence in the handling of light and lighting

apparatus is an essential as in no other
field. One must have the light just where
it is wanted, just when it is wanted. For
an artistic production, the distribution

must be accurately controlled, and skilled

manipulation of dimming devices, follow-

ing every line if the play or movement is

necessary.
Standard equipment ^robably will not

always fill the bill, and in many instances

it is necessary to construct special appa-
ratus. To prevent light reaching certain

parts of the stage "louvers" or "spill

shields" are essential. Obviously these

have to meet particular conditions and
must be made "on the job." Where re-

flectin"- devices are in use, it may be de-

sirable to cover portions of these with

Showing individual aluminum finish steel angle reflectors as border

units. Three circuits are provided in borders and four in concert

border.

black paint to secure a modification in

distribution.

In planning stage lighting, one should
keep in mind the general principles of the
action of colored light on colored objects,
as discussed in a later article. By the ap-
plication of these principles one set can
be used for two or more scenes by manip-
ulation of lights, avoiding the necessity
for changing scenery. For many types of

production very little painted scenery is .

necessary. Colored lights can be used to

obtain all the effects desired.

Color Screens Available

As pointed out later, colored lighting

can be obtained by a number of methods.
At present, where relatively small lamps
are employed, the dipped bulb is the most
applicable although there are prospects
that glass color caps for this purpose may
soon be available.

For equipments using the large lamps,
the gelatin or glass color screen is neces-
sary.

The desirable equipment for a stage will

depend on the type of production likely to

be given. In the smaller assembly room,
economic considerations prevent the in-

stallation of elaborate equipment. Figs 3

and 3 indicate suggested arrangements for

some typical conditions. In this connec-
tion, it must be remembered that the ef-

fects possible are directly dependent on
the amount of equipment available for use.

If one hopes to duplicate the production
given in the l?rge theatres in the audi-

torium, he must have at his command a

sufficient number of circuits, flexible con-

trol and a means of supporting auxiliary

apparatus.
For certain types of productions, one

should reproduce as nearly as possible

lighting conditions as they exist in nature

and at the same time enable the audience

to see clearly the acto's and setting. On
the other hand, many of

the strings of the present
day are of what might be
termed an imag'--*-y type
and it is even possible to

improve on natural light-

ing by skillfully applied ar-

tificial illumination. Xo
doubt some of the most
pleasing results are se-

cured when bizarre effects

are attempted and '---nbi-

nation of colors used
which do not exist in na-

ture. In doing this, one is

not violating any of the
fundamental principles, but
merely taking advantage
of the available media for

expression and producing
something interesting,

striking and pleasing to

the eye.
To acc^TJlish these

things, it is necessary to

have available light of vari-

ous colors from many
different -directions and fa-

cilities for changing the di-

rection of light, as well as

the quantity or intensity.

Stage lighting devices
(Continued on next page}
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Better Theatres

Advisory Staff

In order to render its readers-

assistance on various problems of

equipment and construction that

arise from time to time, Better

Theatres lias obtained the co-

operation of the individuals and

associations listed following in

this work.

Through the cooperation of

this advisory staff this depart-

ment feels that it has allied itself

with sources of expert knowledge

on virtually every phase of thea-

tre building and furnishing and

is able to offer theatre oivners a

valuable service in providing in-

formation and answers on a wide

range of subjects of a general

nature.

ROBERT O. B O L L E R , Holler
Brothers. Architects.

FRANK CAMBRIA, Director of

Art and Production, R a la ban &
Katz Theatres.

E. B. CRESAP, Secretary, National
Association of Fan Manufactur-
ers.

•LEO E. DWYER, President, Mo-
tion Picture Equipment Dealers
of America.

JOHN EBERSON, Architect.

W. S. HAYS, Secretary, National
Slate Association and The Na-
tional Federation, Construction
Industries.

F. J. HUSE, Chief Engineer. Hol-
low Building Tile Association.

JOSEPH KAUSAL, Chief Electri-

cian, Maintenance Division, Bal-
aban & Katz Theatres.

A. C. LISKA, Remodeling.

E. M. LURIE, Assistant to Com-
missioner, Associated Metal Lath
Manufacturers.

VIRGIL C. MARANI, M. Am. Soc.

C. E.. Chief Engineer, The Gyp-
sum Industries.

HENRY L. NEWHOUSE, Archi-

tect.

FRANK E. PLOWMAN, Theatre
Lighting.

GEORGE L. RAPP, Architect.

GEORGE W. REPP, Service Divi-

sion, American Face Brick Asso-
ciation.

R. L. SIMMONS, Architect.

NORMAN M. STINEMAN, Assoc.
Mem. American Society of Civil

Engineers, Portland Cement As-
sociation.

MAX Y. SEATON, Technical Di-
rector, National Kellastone Com-
pany.

WESLEY TROUT, Projection En-
gineer.
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TOP: Fig. 3; Plan and elevation of a medium sized stage in hall or assembly room. A—footlights,
outlets on 9 in. centers. Mirrored glass or aluminum finish steel reflectors. 75 watt Mazda C
lamps—gelatin color screens—three circuits (1-2-3). BVrV— Border lights—Outlets on 12-in.

centers. Mirrored glass or steel angle reflectors— 100-watt Ma/da C lamps, glass color caps

—

Three circuits in each border (4-5-6-7-8 and 9) C to C — Floor or side wall stage pockets or
convenience outlets of 15-ampere capacity each Di-D.—Convenience outlets in borders or ceiling
of 10-ampere capacity. Switchboard circuits as follows: 1-2 and 3—Footlights. 7-8 and 9

—

Border lights K IS and 16—Ceiling and outlets D,-Dj. 4-5 and 6—Border lights, B,. 10 to 14—Stage pockets C to C&. 17—Orchestra lights. Dimmer control as follows: Circuits 1, 4 and
7 combined. Circuits 2, 5 and 8 combined. Circuits 3, 6 and 9 combined Auxiliary apparatus
desirable: Olivette type bunch lights for 1000-watt Mazda C lamps with individual dimmers on
stand and gelatin color screens—2. Suspension types spot lamps for 500 or 1000-watt concen-
trated filament Mazda C lamp—2 Baby spot lamp for 250 or 400-watt concentrated filament
Mazda C lamps—4. Long throw spot lamp in balcony— 1.

BELOW: Fig. 2; Plan and elevation of typical small size school or club house stage. A—Foot-
lights, Disappearing Type—Metal trough painted white with receptacles on 6-in. centers, 40-watt
Ma/da lamps, alternate outlets on separate circuits. B— Border lights— Metal trough painted
white with sockets on 6-in. centers. 60-watt Mazda lamps, alternate outlets on separate circuits.

C—Stage pockets or convenience outlets of 10 amperes capacity each. Switchboard circuits as
follow;: 1 and 2— Footlights. 3 and 4— Border lights. 5, 6 and 7—Stage pockets. 8—Or-
chestra lights.

{Continued from preceding page)

may he divided in two main groups, those
for providing general illumination and
those for providing localized lighting. In

the first group fall the foot, strip, proscen-
ium and border lights; in the second, the

bunch of spotlights and effect machines
or sciopticons.

Uses of Footlights

The footlights direct i rather strong
light from below which intensifies the
facial expression and assists to a great

degree in holding the attention of the

audience. However, such lighting tends
to reverse natural shadows and while still

an important factor, is much more sub-

dued than in the early days of the art.

Some of the most artistic productions of

recent years have been well lighted with-

out the use of footlights. It is doubtful
whether this practice should be universally

applied and it is always well to provide

suitable footlights for use when neces-

sary.
The footlight in common use a few

years ago consisted of a sheet metal
trough painted white and fitted with porce-

lain receptacles, close together. In many
cases the design of this was given but lit-

tle consideration and the distribution of

light secured was not of the most desir-

able character, in other instances the

lamps were visible to persons sitting in

the balcony. Such equipment is open to

severe criticism. An inverted form of

footlight with the lamps burning base up
and concealed by an overhanging ledge

was sometimes used to overcome these

difficulties. But with either type, colored

lamps were mingled promiscuously and

purity of color was out of the question for

much of the light was modified in passing
through adjacent bulbs, either directly or
after being reflected.

At best, the old style footlights were in-

efficient. Some of the newer types are
pictured in Fig. 5. The modern type of

footlight employs' Mazda C lamps with
individual reflectors and gelatin color
screens, and avoids the difficulties experi-

enced with the open type.

Material for Fleeting

The choice of reflecting material for

theatrical apparatus will depend on the
effect desired. White paint is efficient,

but must be renewed frequently to main-
tain its good qualities. It has the prop-
erty of giving splendid diffusion and thus
reducing sharp shadows. It cannot be
used where accurate control of distribu-

tion is desired. .Aluminum reflectors are

also efficient and permit of a certain

amount of light cpntrol. Mirrored glass

or polished metal must be used where a

very accurate control is necessary or

where concentration is important.
At least four and preferably five circuits

should be provided for the footlights, so

that red. green, blue and unmodified
Cwhite light) may be available, with the

fifth circuit for amber or "steel blue." The
common practice is to provide red. blue,

amber and white circuits, but as pointed

out later, red, green and blue are the pri-

mary colors and a mixture of red and
preen will give us the yellow or amber
light. Some of the most artistic results

are secured in those theatres where the

(Continued on page XXII)
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Architectural Tradition Is Defied
in Houston Theatre Design

(Continued from the May issue of Better Theatres)

By JOHN EBERSON, Architect

EDITOR'S NOTE: In the

Better Theatres section of

Exhibitors Herald which ap-

peared in the issue of May 26
was published the first of this

series of articles describing the

Majestic theatre, Houston, Tex.,

which, because of its unusual
auditorium design, has attracted

country-wide interest. Conclud-
ing details of the structure are

described herewith by Mr. John
Eberson, its designer.

THE Majestic theatre has a reinforced

concrete foundation and its close prox-
imity to the tall Carter Building and the

Bender Hotel, caused certain earth pres-

sures to interfere with the deep excava-
tion required for the mechanical equip-

ment of this structure. Very intricate

and interesting cantilever reinforced con-

crete footings were used to combat this
earth pressure and to provide independent
supports for the structure without in-
fringing on property lines and without
extending bearing footing courses beyond
same.

Building Is Entirely Fireproof

The structure proper is a fireproof steel
frame with steel trusses, brick curtain
walls and a pre-cast reinforced concrete
slab roof. The balcony is supported on
a main bridge girder and with the aid of
fantail cantilever beams. All of the stairs
are reinforced concrete, and the floor
constructions represent reinforced con-
crete joists built on non-removable steel
arch forms with permanent lath bottoms.
Partitions are executed in brick and burnt
clay tile. Ceilings in auditorium corri-
dors and rooms where not plastered
against floor construction, are suspended
metal lath ceilings.

The canopy has a steel frame and book
tile roof and a cement plastered ceiling.

The facing is pressed and hammered cop-
per. The main auditorium and balcony
have super-imposed on a damp proof con-
crete base, a hard maple floor which will
improve acoustic properties and will
offer comfort to the patrons as compared
with the usual cement finished floor.

Heating, Ventilating System

A complete, scientifically controlled,
heating and ventilating plant is installed,

containing a refrigerating feature,
whereby fresh, temperate and treated air

is delivered to all portions of the build-
ing; warm washed air in winter time and
cooled washed air in summer time. Dis-
tribution of this air is accomplished both
by side wall and floor openings, and an
automatic controlled system will assure
patrons at all times of proper atmos-
pheric conditions in this auditorium.

In addition to the distribution of fresh
air by mechanical equipment, represented
by the heating and refrigeration plant, a

very large number of paddle fans has
been installed to aid the comfort of the
public during the hot summer.

An hydraulic plunger type elevator of
big capacity has been installed to carry
all of the balcony patrons to the various
tunnel and balcony floors. In addition to
the feature of easy riding, this type of
public elevator offers maximum degree
of safety in operation.

Many Things in Sub-Stage

The sub-stage floor of the Majestic
theatre contains a large boiler room
equipped with oil burning apparatus and
oil storage; a room for five pumps; an
animal room to house traveling perform-
ing animals; a room to be used as a club-
room for the stage help; a large store-
room; a music room; a private office for

the leader; a heating and refrigerating
room; concrete vaults for the large light-

ing transformers; a room containing the
elevator machinery; a room containing
the remote control stage switchboard.

and a special room for the blower ap-
paratus of the organ. Easy access to all

of these rooms is arranged for by two
complete sets of independent stairs.

In addition to all these service rooms,
this floor also contains a very compli-
cated network of heating ducts, pipe tun-
nels, plenum chambers and drain pits.

The main entrance lobby is sub-
divided by a series of brass rails guiding
patrons in easy routine to the box office

which serves the public through two large

ticket selling windows. Entrance lobby
opens directly into the main foyer. On
the left of the main entrance lobby you
will find a public telephone room and the
doorman's room containing switchboard
controlling signs, emergency lighting, and
all front, house and display lighting.

The main foyer is 10 feet wide and of-

fers a spacious arcade distributing the
crowd through four 5-foot aisle openings
on the main floor. At the right hand end
of the foyer you will find the exit lobby
which also answers as an elevator lobby.
There patrons can take the elevator to
the balcony tunnel floor.

Double aisle doors separate the main
foyer from the main floor auditorium.
Four extremely wide aisles running from
orchestra pit direct to exit doors offer

easy access to the seats located on the
main floor. These aisles are very richly

carpeted and are lighted by special floor

lights. Rich gilt lighting bracket fixtures

and handsome floor rugs add to the at-

mosphere of the elegant foyer.

The main floor contains six roomy-
boxes with convertible vestibules and
oversize stairs leading to the balcony.
Side exits are provided to lead the audi-

ence to Travis street through handsomely
furnished fireproof tunnels.

Chairs Are Staggered

The main auditorium floor is a doubled
bowled floor, and special attention is

called to the scientific layout of this floor,

offering exceptionally good sight lines

and having seating so arranged that chair
rows are built up in staggered fashion,
thus no patron will be sitting just ex-
actly behind the man in front of him.
but is able to get a clear view of the stage
by finding himself placed between the
heads and shoulders of those who sit in

front of him.
Under the balcony the ceiling is hand-

somely decorated and contains various
(Continued on page XXIV)

Exterior of Majestic theatre, Houston, Texas, described in accompanying article.
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"OZITE" Gives the Sensation of Richness and Luxury Underfoot—
You will not quickly forget your delightful sensation upon first walking on carpets cushioned with "Ozite." The fabric sinks
softly beneath the tread with a feeling of elegance you have never experienced before. No matter how fine the carpet. "Ozite"
adds to its softness. No matter how inexpensive. "Ozite" will lend it the ouality of luxury. That is because "Ozite" is literally

a carpet cushion. It is this richness combined with the economy achieved that makes "Ozite" of such practical value.
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Making these Carpets
ast a Third Longer

TP
HY?—Because while the count-

less pairs of pounding feet hurry

up the aisles and through the

corridors, it is the "Ozite" Carpet

Cushion—not the carpet that is bearing the

brunt of the punishment. The carpet merely

sinks softly beneath the tread, and relieved

of the cruel grinding that ordinarily would

soon have worn it to threads, remains fresh

and soft, with at least a third and often a

half added to its life. This is not guesswork,

nor is it an experiment—over one and one-

half million yards of "Ozite" Carpet Cushion

have proven their worth beyond question

in many of the finest Theatres, Hotels and

other public places in America. Test instal-

lations under rigorous conditions have

proven so successful that they resulted in

thousands of yards of carpet being torn up

and the old fashioned lining replaced with

"Ozite" Carpet Cushion. Users of "Ozite"

Carpet Cushion everywhere are enthus-

iastic in their hearty endorsement, due

to the results they have obtained through

its use. Your theatre likewise should

have its carpets protected with "Ozite"

Carpet Cushion. Write us and we will

send you prices and full information.

The Tiffin Theatre
Chicago, Illinois

A metropolitan neighborhood theatre of the best

type, vhere "Ozite" Carpet Cushion does much
to lend the atmosphere of comfort and luxury.

What is "OZITE" Carpet Cushion?

There is nothing else like "Ozite" Carpet Cushion. The
ordinary paper carpet lining, even where several thick-

nesses are used, is no more to be compared with it than
hard rubber are to pneumatic tires. "Ozite" Carpet
Cushion is a clean, perfectly sterilized product of animal
hair, felted under tons of pressure and reinforced with a
strengthening web. This produces a cushion of immense
and permanent resilience which will never lump, buckle
or pack down hard even under the most intense wear.
It clings flat to the floor and can be taken up and put
down just like a rug. And besides. "Ozite" is practically

everlasting— It does not wear out. It does not lose its

"springiness." Water cannot harm it. The elements
will not affect it. Age will not deteriorate it. You buy
it only once—it is actually a permanent investment.

Made in Varying thicknesses from H to
3
4 inches and for either carpets or rugs.

Ozite Carpet Cushion
DISTRIBUTE D BY

ALBERT PICK^COMPANY
208-224 WEST RANDOLPH STREET, CHICAGO
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Film Newspaper Solves Advertising
Problem for Ohio Exhibitor

By MILDRED V. SPRAGG

Reproduction of the front page of an issue of Bellaire Picture News, published by
Spragg Amusement Company at Bellaire, O.

® BELLAIRE PICTURE NEWS
I CTTT WOffTH WMOX* MARCH

|

"Nero or the Fall of Rome"
at the Temple on Monday

James Oliver Curwood

Drama at Temple Thursday

Pearl White Serial Got

Away With a Big Start

Excellent Feature Picture

t at Elk Grand Next Week

Business Booster Night (or

Wednesday Coming Week

Bellaire Cine Club for a

Children's Movie Day

; c sssst

I MON MISSION

DONT STOP
When someone stops advertis-

ing, someone slops buying

When someone slops buying,
somi-one Kto|»s sell ng

When someone slopi* Helling,

someone mops making
When someone stops making
someone *lops earning

When someone stops earning,
he HAS lo stop buying

KEEP GOING

Central

Shop Shop

3063
Belmont Street

Bf Afri Id

Where To «io Toiln.v
!"i it I ii ril ii jr

; TEMPLE ELK GRAND

SS8SiilHSSl*™

"•iif-MT *rimuu'

OLYMPIC :

MOTION picture magazines, with

their immense advertising value, are

now fully recognized and have become

practically commonplace matters, but a

motion picture newspaper is a new crea-

ture which has already proved its worth

in the experience of its originators.

The ordinary theatre manager must de-

pend for his advertising upon the city

dailies, handbills, and posters. These

methods fail to reach a large percentage

of the population and are not a satisfactry

producer of business in proportion to the

amount of money spent.

Paper Goes To Every Home

The Sprasro- Amusement Company of

Bellaire, Ohio, a city of about 18,000 has

solved its advertising problem in a man-
ner entirely new and unique. The com-
pany which owns three of the four the-

atres in the city has its own house organ

which it publishes once a week.

"Bellaire Picture News," as the paper is

known, is a four-page paper of regulation

newspaper size. It goes into every home
in the city. It is printed by an indepen-

dent printing company and is delivered

every Saturday morning by carrier boys

under the direction of an employe of the

theatre who sees that none of the papers

are wasted.

The value of the paper lies in that:

1. It reaches every family in town,

whereas hundreds never see a daily

paper.

2. It is usually kept by the house-
holder, since it contains the program
for every day in the week for each
one of the theatres owned by the com-
pany. Newspapers, because of their

large bulk and inconvenience are not
saved, and thus the advertisements
are lost after one reading,

3. We do not read advertisements
because we enjoy them, but because
we feel that we might miss something
of value if we fail to. The chatty and
informal style of the "Bellaire Pic-
ture News" removes the stigma of

"uninteresting" attached to many ad-
vertisements.

4. Through its advertising weeks
in advance of what is coming, and
through emphasizing certain features,

patrons have formed the habit of

reading the paper before making
their plans for the coming week.

5. It is a cheaper means of adver-
tising than the old method through
the daily papers, which the company
formerly used. It has been found to
bring far better results.

Community Events Published

The paper's first aim being to adver-
tise the pictures being run in the various
picture houses owned by the company, it

is filled largely with stories of pictures,

gossip about the actors, et cetera. The
program for each of the, three houses for

each day in the week, a Cast of characters,

a synopsis, and a short comment from
various critics, takes up a fourth of the

paper; stories of particularly good pic-

tures that are coming, gossip about the

stars, another fourth; regular news items,

matters of real community interest, ath-

letic news of high school and local ama-
teur teams, occasional society news, oc-

cupy a part: while advertising of the

various business firms fills the remainder
of the snace.
The news items add that touch of per-

sonal interest which picture news alone

would not have, as well as mitigating dry-

ness that the ordinary advertisement has.

The paper obtains all the advertise-

ments it can take care of. The faith

of local business concerns in it as an
advertising medium is proved since a

slightly higher rate is charged than
by the daily papers.

Started in Small Way
"Bellaire Picture News" is popular with

all classes of people. Calls come to the

office every week from families who have
been accidentally missed in the distribu-

tion. A hundred or more copies are called

for at the theatres each Saturday by
families who live beyond the city limits.

The paper was discontinued for a short

time during the war because of the scarc-

ity and high cost of paper, but inquiries

concerning the discontinuation were so

numerous that it was thought advisable

to resume its publication.

The publication was started about six

years ago. It was published in a very
small form three times a week, and used
only picture news. Later it was issued

twice a week, news items being gradu-
ally added. For over a year now it has

been published in its regulation news-
paper size, once a week.

In its six years of existence, "Bellaire

Picture News" has proved its superior-

ity over its old methods of motion pic-

ture advertisement to the Spragg Amuse-
ment Company in its own particular case.

TRAILERS and TITLES
of Every Description

E. FERRO
Motion Picture Titles

130 West 46th St., NEW YORK CITY
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For New or Remodeled
Theatre Buildings

The wonderful lighting effects produced bv C-H Theatre Dimmer Equipment
add to box office receipts out of all proportion to their cost.

C-H Dimmers are made in types espe-

cially adapted to the continuous long-hour

duty required bv the moving picture theatre

today. They are designed by an engineer-

ing force specializing in electrical control

dating back to the time when the old carbon

filament electric lamps superseded the old

gas foot -lights. By far, the majority of

theatres are equipped with Cutler-Hammer
Dimmers.

If you are planning a new theatre or the

remodeling of an existing building— make

provision tor adequate C-H Dimmer Equip-

ment to produce the pleasing effects that

make audiences happy and keep the ticket

office busv.

THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFG. CO.
Works: MILWAUKEE and NEW YORK

Offices and Agents in Principa' Cities

\orthem Electric Co., Ltd., Can.

.Make a note to

write for a copy of
publication

445

QHJ THEATRE DIMMERS
CUTLER^HAMMER
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Music Industries Convention at
Chicago a Notable Affair

(By the Observer)

OVER two ' thousand musical instru-

ment manufacturers, music merchants,

travelers and others interested in com-

mercial music gathered at the Drake Ho-

tel, Chicago, last week, for the annual

convention of the music industries. The
convention was held under the auspices

of the Music Industries Chamber of

Commerce, a general advisory and execu-

tive organization composed of delegates

from the various musical associations rep-

resenting the main branches of the indus-

try. An added feature this year was the

holding of the first annual school bands
tournament which brought some forty

boys' bands from cities and towns all over

the United States to Chicago to partici-

pate in the contest. The bands paraded
through the principal business section of

the city to the convention headquarters
and one of the crack bands, dressed in

brilliant uniforms serenaded the delegates

at the registration which preceded the

opening of the convention.

Lawrence Is Re-elected

Richard W. Lawrence, prominent busi-

ness man of New York, was re-elected

president of the Chamber of Commerce.
In an address which he delivered before

the body he spoke of the splendid work
that had been done in the past year for

the advancement of music. • "It is impos-
sible to estimate the value of the work
that has been done in the cause of music,"

he said. "A new impetus has been given

to civic and community music by the

sponsoring of 131 'Music Weeks' in that

many cities and towns throughout the

entire country, and the expense of this

work has been borne by the places where
they were held at a very small cost to

our association. The tremendous im-
portance of this work is the fact that

public spirited men of large means and
municipal bodies have spent thousands of

dollars in promoting this work.
"The work that has been done in the

public schools throughout the country by
the 1,700 music memory contests that

were held last year is giving to the chil-

dren of our country a new interest in

music that is having its beneficial effect

in the homes by the spirit of music being
brought into them in a more serious and
practical form."
Mark Campbell, president of one of the

divisions of Kohler & Campbell, Inc.,

large piano manufacturers of Xew York
City, was elected president of the Na-
tional Piano Manufacturers' Association.

The association is composed of members
from practically every piano manufactur-

Stars Indicate

Better Theatres

In order that exhibitors may
readily distinguish the issue of Ex-
hibitors Herald in their files which
contains the Better Theatres sec-

tion, attention is called to the fact

that this issue will contain two stars

on the "backbone" of the book.

Better Theatres will be pubbshed

every fourth week and its authorita-

tive treatment of theatre construc-

tion, equipment and decoration

makes it a valuable reference volume

on these subjects.

ing firm in America, including such well-

known companies as Steinway, Mason &
Hamlin. American Piano Co., Cable Co.,

Bush & Gerts, Gulbranscn, Kranich &
Bach, Steger & Sons, Story & Clark,

Lyon & Healy, M. Schulz Co., Smith &
Barnes, Seeburg, John Church Co., W.
\V. Kimball Co., and Wurhtzer.

Watkin Heads Music Merchants

Robert Watkin, prominent music mer-
chant of Dallas, Texas, was named to

head the National Association of Music
Merchants, one of the central associations

of the music trade. M. J. Kennedy, popu-
lar figure in connection with the conven-
tion and responsible for the arrangement
of the business sessions of the Merchants
association, was re-elected secretary.

C. D. Greenleaf, president of the Conn
Company, manufacturers of band instru-

ments, was re-elected president of the

Band Instrument Manufacturers' Asso-
ciation. Mr. Greenleaf w-as the one re-

sponsible for the launching and success

of the school bands tournament. His
association voted to spend any sum neces-

sary to make next year's contest a na-

tional affair by securing entries from
schools from every city and town in the

country. A committee was appointed to

outline a plan whereby schools would be

urged to form bands and those having
bands encouraged to improve them, to get

the schools interested in music as a ma-
jor subject and to have it taught as a

serious and necessary part of the child's

education. For these reasons an attempt
is to be made to have next year's tourna-
ment, which is to be held in Chicago, an
affair in which there will be as much
general public enthusiasm shown as is

now shown in baseball, football and other

sports.

Ruling Affects Exhibitors

A resolution, which will affect motion

picture theatre owners, pertaining to the

free distribution of band instruments, was
adopted by the band instrument manu-
facturers. The resolution stated that the

association pledged itself to discontinue

the practice of giving free instruments to

musicians for the purpose of advertising
particular brands and to discontinue the
practice of making special discounts. A
standard retail price is to be paid by all

and no instruments are to be given away
in the future.

Another item of interest to theatre
owners was the meeting of the Organ
Builders' Association of America. The
meeting disclosed the remarkable increase

that has taken place in the sale of organs
in the last year or two. Particular atten-

tion was given to the roll played organ
suitable for the smaller theatres. Most
of the organ manufacturers are directing
their attention to development of the
small automatic organ and orchestrion,
mechanically played by roll, that will

bring the music needed by the small the-

atre at a very economical outlay and an
operating cost that will be a fraction of

the expense of the usual small orchestra. '

Some very important subjects affecting

the music trade were discussed at the

business sessions of the convention. The
question of the radio, its place in the

commercial world and its effect upon the

music business afforded one of the topics

around which much heated argument
centered. Many of the sheet music pub-
lishers and music roll manufacturers
frankly admitted that the free broadcast-

ing of music had seriously affected their

business. Arthur A. Friedstedt. president

of the United States Music Co.. of Chi-

cago, one of the largest manufacturers
of music rolls contended that the radio

had not only hurt the roll trade but had
paralyzed mechanical music generally

such as talking machine records, sheet

music, etc.

Radio Up for Discussion

"The free distribution of music, in

whatever form, is a menace to the in-

dustry," Mr. Friedstedt said. "The pub-
lic get so much free music in the form
of orchestras at the cafes, band concerts,

community singing, etc., that they have
neither the time nor the desire to buy
records, rolls or sheet music for their

own use at home. And, now, when they

have some time at home thev simply tune
(Concluded on page XXVI)
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Simplest Organ to Play!
You will have no organist problem if you install a Smith

Unit Organ. Of all pipe organs it is the easiest to learn and
the simplest to ooerate. Any good pianist can quickly learn

to play theSmich! No need to pay out huge amounts for fancy
salaries. Exclusive arrangement ofstops and many patented
features make playing the Smith an art speedily acquired.

Practically No Upkeep

!

From first to last Smith Unit Organs cost less. In quality

of materials, in endurance, in beauty of tone quality, they

are unsurpassed. Yet even the first cost is lower.

And the upkeep is practically nothing! Owners are uni-

versally enthusiastic! Many return to buy others. Many
say that even after years of service, they have spent nothing
on repairs outside of occasional tuning.

Smith Unit Orchestral Organ
The high favor and steadily increasing patronage Smith

Unit Organs have brought to other exhibitors, they will

bring to you. Write in today for our FREE BOOK de-

scribing the Smith! Let our experts help you solve your
music problem. Such service will cost you nothing. Let us

know the seating capacity of your house so that we can

prescribe the size and type of organ needed.

Convenient terms can be arranged. Mail Coupon Today!

LYON<r& HEAIY
EVERYTHING KNOWN

IN MUSIC

76-93 Jackson Boulevard

Chicago

"Always hundred per

cent"
—"Upkeep next to

nothing"
—"No repairs

in six years' use" —
Dozens of telegrams and

letters with similar ex-

pressions are in our files

^^laii This Coupon for Particular^̂

Lyon & Healy, Inc.
76-93 Jackson Blvd., Chicago

I am interested in a new organ. Please
prescribe organ suitable for our seating

capacity.

Seating capacity of my house is

My ir.usic consists of.

Name

Address

Citv

State...
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Operating With Power
From Your Own Plant

By WESLEY TROUT, Projection Engineer

LTOW would you like to be the public

utility corporation in a town, and,

aside from running a theatre, furnish the

community with the necessary power for

lighting. This is one of the interesting

possibilities that presents itself in connec-
tion with the use of a separate power
plant by a theatre.

With a sufficiently powerful generating
plant it is possible for an exhibitor in a
small community not only to run his

projection machines and light his theatre,

but he is also able to furnish power for

the lighting of the entire town. I have
seen this done in several instances.

Also, with a small lighting plant an ex-
hibitor can run a show in one town and,
through the use of such a plant, can very
easily conduct shows in neighborhood
towns where there is no lighting, simply
by carrying his plant with him. A plant

of about 2 K.W. will be plenty large
enough to run the arc and light the thea-
tre up and this size will be very easy to
carry.

Installs Emergency Plant

I recently visited the Miller theatre at

Wichita, Kansas, and found that Mr.
Miller had installed an emergency light-

ing plant in the event that city current
might be shut off during a performance.
The plant consists of a multiple cylinder
gasoline engine connected directly to a

15-K.W, generator which furnishes ample

current for the theatre and the projection

room.

Lighting plants can be obtained for

either 60 volts or 110 volts. For an
emergency plant I recommend the 110-

volt plant as you can tap into your reg-
ular wiring and will not have to have any
special lamps. If you would install a
60-volt you would have to take out the
standard lamps and install new 60-volt
lamps. If you want a plant to furnish
current all the time for the lighting of

the projection arc and lighting the thea-
tre, a 60-volt plant will be found much
better than the 110-volt machines.

How to Figure Requirements

An electric plant is always rated in

watts or kilowatts (a kilowatt is equal to

1.000 watts); lamps are rated in watts;
motors are always rated in horsepower,
and usually the requirements of the car-

bon arc thought of in terms of amperes.
Therefore, in order to figure the require-
ments of a motion picture theatre, it is

then necessary to reduce all these re-

quirements to some common basis, and
the most simple basis is the watt. 746
watts equal one horsepower.

Therefore, to reduce horsepower to
terms of watts, multiply the horsepower
by "46, which gives the theoretical watt-
age. Since motors are only about 80
percent efficient, it is necessary to multiply
the horsepower by 746 and divide by .80.

For example: The motor on the picture
machine is usually, a %-H.P. motor

746
% X =116 9—6 watts required to op-

.80
erate the % H.P. motor.

Amperes multiplied by volts equal
watts. If 30 amperes are needed at the
arc and the source of current is 110-volt,
the watts required at the arc will be
110 X 30 or 3300 watts.
The lights are rated in watts, so all

that is necessary is to multiply the num-
ber by the size in watts.
Example: Assume we have ten 25-watt.

lamps, five 75-watt lamps and five 40-
watt lamps:

10 X 2S = 250 watts
SX7S = 375 watts
S X 40 = 200 watts

Total 825 watts

Using 110- Volt Plant
Since approximately 55 watts are re-

quired for one arc, the two arcs may be

The larger 4 K. W. type power plant.

connected in series when 110-volt plant
is being used. When one arc is being
u>ed the voltage is reduced to the proper
arc voltage by means of a series rheo-
stat. When both arcs are being used the
rheostat is cut out and the two arcs cut
in series, which means that the same cur-
rent which flows through No. 1 arc will

also flow through No. 2 arc. In other
words, the same amount of wattage that
will handle one arc will also handle both
arcs.

When a 60-volt machine is used: As-
sume that 30 amperes are required at the

Cross section view of 2 K. W. type power
plant.

arc; 30 X 60 = 1800 watts, which is the
amount required for one arc. When two
arcs are used it is necessary to connect
the two arcs in parallel. Therefore, dou-
ble the amount of wattage is required for

two arcs as is required for one arc when
operating the two arcs in parallel.

No. 1 arc requires
30 amperes X 60 volts = 1800 watts

No. 2 arc requires
30 amperes X 60 volts = 1800 watts

Therefore, the total wattage required

for the two arcs during the change over
(Continued on page XXVII.)

Places the Whole World of

Artists At Your Command
Plays Manually, or By Ordinary Piano
Rolls. Highest class theatre organ possible to pro-

duce, and the price is no higher. Fastest speaking
organ in the world. Eli-

pj^^ ^^-yy minutes all contact point

PAGE
ORGAN

Built in one
of the world's

most modern
organ facto-

ries, com-
pletely equip-

ped to handle the most exacting requirements of the

finer grades of organs. They are made to success-

fully withstand the constant demands of the
theatre.

Page Organ Company, Lima, Ohio
"Page Patented" special features can be had only in this organ
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Amounting the Openingr

of°

San Antonio's
Finest
Theater

Equipped with^

MMiefflRS
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^
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Dedicated
to SanAntonio
tkecit^oMdedhours

dreamDiiiltparksand

heartohole hospitality

p hasbeen our inspira-

tion to give it a play-

housevorthyof its

glorious traditions

^•PALACE
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Cooler
THAN THE

Make your
theatre stand out.

Advertise something the other

houses don't have.

Use a cut like the one above.

Back it up with Typhoons

—

cool, refreshing breezes.

Fifteen hundred other theatres

do it—and make enough extra

profit to pay for their
Typhoons every summer.

Write for Booklet

TYPHOON FAN CO.
ERNST GLANTZBERG. President

345 West 39th Street New York

Theatre

Decorations

ARTIFICIAL FLORAL
DECORATIONS

for

Theatre Lobbies and
Interiors

Baskets, Wall Pockets.

Hanging Baskets, Bou-
quet Holders, Lattices,

Vines, etc., etc. Most
up-to-date line of Artifi-

cial Flowers ever offered.

Very realistic.

Send for catalogs

DOTY & SCRIMGEOUR

SALES CO., Inc.

30 Reade Street New York

Vital Considerations

Of Theatre Building

(Concluded from page VIII.)

plugs should be placed in various parts

.of the house for plugging in for portable

lamps and vacuum cleaner.

Control of Lighting

The most convenient method of con-

trolling the foot and border lights is from

the stage and also from the projection

room by means of a remote control; and

in most cases it is well to provide the

controhjof all house lights from the pro-

jection room, with a remote control on

the stage. When there is only one act,

with the installation of a curtain motor

the projectionist may handle the entire

auditorium and stage lighting system,

thereby eliminating the expense of addi-

tional stage help.

It is generally found to be more econ-

omical, also, to control the overhead cool-

ing svstem from the projection room.

The power and machine service should

be separate from the lighting.

The installation of a few house tele-

phones is a large saving in annoyance

and shoe leather. For a simple lay-out

we would suggest phones located in the

orchestra pit. stage, basement, projection

room, box office, and manager's office.

We consider the most successful cooling

and ventilating system, which docs not

entail an enormous investment, to be the

overhead cooling system, forcing the air

in at the top of the building, near the

stage and allowing it to exhaust through

the front doors and louvres at the rear

of the balcony. The blower fans should

be separated, as in the afternoon one set

mav pull the air from the coo er and

shadier side of the building. The fans

should be large enough so that they will

not have to be speeded ud to give the re-

quired volume of air. as most fan trouble-

comes from running the fans too fast,

causing excessive noise, and by having

the grilles too small, allowing them to

become air bound.

Should Allow Organ Space

Organ space should be provided, even

if the organ is not contemplated for the

immediate future. It allows a chance to

talk business with the orchestra, when
a strike is imminent, and we recall sev-

eral occasions when the space alone pre-

vented a strike. The best location for

the organ loft is directly above the pros-

cenium, rather than at the sides, as the

tone comes from the same point at all

times, and the organist can tune in bet-

ter.

The orchestra pit may be enlarged at

any time by having the first row of or-

chestra seats made removable.
Decorating is an item which may either

make or mar the appearance of a the-

atre, and the greatest mistake which can

be made is when the decorator overdoes
his work, making the color scheme too

"loud," instead of keeping it subdued and
dignified. The decorating should be done
by an experienced theatre decorator, as

an inexperienced workman will work in

colors which do not show up well under
artificial light.

A good, conservative type of seating, for

all purposes, is an upholstered seat, with
veneered back, using chairs nineteen or

twenty inches in width. Balcony seats

should always be placed thirty-two inches,

back to back, as more knee room is re-

quired in balcony rows than on the lower
floor.

The shape, arrangement, materials, and
general design of a theatre, each and all.

KAUSALITE

A scientifically designed aisle light

that provides ample illumination
without glare. The lamp bulb is

completely hidden from view -fitting

snugly into rigidly constructed box that
practically eliminates breakage. At-
tractively made to harmonize with the
finest theatre interiors. World famous
theatres have installed them — even
tearing out their old lights to do so.

They are reasonably priced.

Write for booklet or particulars

Kausalite Mfg. Co.
6143 Evans Avenue

CHICAGO
"
Kautalite it the ante light tfithout a glare"

Used Organs
At Remarkably

LOW PRICES
They are all thoroughly
overhauled and fully

guaranteed.

One style 75 Robert Morton Organ

used only a few weeks. Equipped

with manual and double roll consoles.

One style 50 Fotoplayer rebuilt.

One style 41 Fotoplayer practically new.

One style 35 Foloplayer rebuilt.

One style 30 Fotoplayer rebuilt.

One double roll Wurlitzer Organ rebuil

.

One single roll Wurlitzer Organ rebuilt.

One double roll Reproducer Orches-

tral Organ rebuilt.

Ten Yiolano Virtuosa (violin pianos)

both new and used. All styles.

Page Organ Company
LIMA, OHIO
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"It Reduces the Cost

of Current 50%"
Cost of current can be decreased from 30 to 70 per
cent with Edison MAZDA Motion Picture lamps and
G-E apparatus.

But this is not the only advantage of incandescent
lamp projection. In addition:

Improves the quality of light

Reduces flicker to a minimum
Gives even screen illumination

Operates equally well on both
A. C. and D. C.

Is easy to operate

Edison MAZDA Motion Picture lamps and G-E
equipment have been especially developed for com-
mercial motion picture work. Hundreds of thousands
of dollars have been spent by the General Electric
Company in making a lamp and apparatus which
will give better light at lower cost.

The exhibitor who places quality first will specify
Edison MAZDA lamps—the modern light source—
for projection.

Exhibitors to whom cost of operation is a first con-
sideration cannot overlook Edison MAZDA lamps
for projection—their use saves money.

Get in touch with your supply dealer or write to

EDISON LAMP WORKS
of General Electric Company

HARRISON, N. J.

have to be taken into consideration in the
matter of acoustics, and there is seldom
a failure in this respect where architects
of experience in theatre work have de-
signed the building.

Value of Expert Plans

Frequently an owner, in building a
smaller theatre, takes his first step to-
ward saving money by dispensing with
an architect and has a local builder get
out his plan, but it has invariably been
found that his building costs him more
than it would have, had an architect ex-
perienced in the design of theatres had
charge of it. Then. too. the building often
needs extensive alterations immediately
after completion to render it even a make-
shift. On several occasions our firm has
been called in immediately after such a
building has been finished, to make ex-
tensive alterations, and these alterations
cost many times more than the original
cost of architectural services, and we
were also handicapped in our work by
being obliged to fit the altered work to
faultily arranged work, which would not
have been the case had an architect been
employed in the first instance.
The design and construction of theatres

is more of a specialty than any other class

of work, and the most abused of all classes
of design and construction. This is an
age of specializing, and no individual firm
of architects can become as expert in the
design of all classes of work.—schools,

churches, theatres, banks, apartments, in-

dustrial buildings, etc.,—as can a firm
which spends a life time studying one
branch of work. You don't go to the
shoemaker to have a pair of pants made,
though no doubt he could make them!

Cooperative Plan Open

Often the owner in a smaller commun-
ity, through acquaintanceship or past
services, feels obligated to give his work
to his local architect, who probably has
not designed many, if any. theatres. In
this event he may also engage the serv-
ices of a firm with a wide experience in
the design of theatres to associate with
the locai architect, allowing the local ar-

chitect to supervise construction and work
with the experts in the matter of design:
or, if he wishes, he may employ them as
consulting architects, allowing the local

architect to design the building, working
to the arrangement and design as laid out
by the consulting architects. Either of
these plans has been proven very satisfac-

tory, and the owner is assured of a prop-
erly planned building.
There is no reason why the small the-

atre, seating in the neighborhood of from
S00 to 1.500 persons, if carefully planned,
should not be as attractive, convenient,
and popular as the most elaborate million
dollar theatre in the country.

Plans Big Theatre
For Camden, N. J.

Announcement that it will build a mil-

lion dollar theatre at Camden. X. J., has

been made by the Stanley Company of

America, Philadelphia, through its presi-

dent, Jules E. Mastbaum. The theatre

will be erected at the northeast corner of

Sixth and Market streets.

Plans are now nearing a stage of com-
pletion and ground will be broken in the

near future. A 2.500-seat house is

planned. Another theatre for the same
firm is nearing completion in Philadel-

phia, occupying the site of the old Bing-
ham House at Eleventh and Market
streets.

Scenery- Picture Sets

Draperies

Velour and Velvet Curtains

"Dependable Service"

NOVELTY SCENIC STUDIOS
220 West 46th Street New York
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This is a good time to
think it over

—

In time of peace prepare for war -in summer plan
for winter .business look over your theater for

ways it can be brought up-to-date in presentations.
Have you considered how much beautiful lighting

effects are used in modern photoplay houses? Prac-
tically every house built today makes light an
important feature— they invest in apparatus to give

them the widest variety of marvelous light blendings.

The Major system of Light Control is used in the
majority of the finest theaters everywhere. It is of

unit construction fitting every size house, and can
be installed without closing the house for a single

day. It is pre-selective. remote control, extended
remote control, flashless. safe in every particular,

reduces fire and panic hazard and is simple to

operate. No other switchboard or control has the
Major advantages.

We will help you plan your improvements
without cost to you, write us of your prob-
lem. Our bulletin "The Control of Lighting
in Theaters" will be sent upon request.

u>ran
ELECTrfi£ Company

ST. LOUIS
DISTRICT OFFICES: MANUFACTURERS OF:

Detroit, New York, Dalian, Minneapolis, The Triumph Line of Safety panel boards,
Kansas City, Cincinnati, New Orleans, cabinets, knife switches, safety switches,
Chicago, San Francisco, Los Angeles, fan hanger out-lets, reversible-cover floor

Boston, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Seattle. boxes and A. C. and D. C. Distribution
Switchboards

RadiO^-Max
o*
i—

>

UJ

[ TYPE
1

% RADIO-MATS
RadiO-M DAILY

1

evi

• 1

ForSale by all Leading Dealers

Write For Folder—
A folder which shows new uses for Radio-

Mats which will make money for you as

they have for others.

RADIO -MAT SLIDES
Amber— Green— White

Box of 50 Slides, $1.50

Radio-Mat Slide Co.
167 West 48th Street, New York

Lighting the Stage

For Presentations

(Concluded from fage X.)

electrician or scenic artist understands the
fundamental principles and uses green
light in its proper place.

Advantage of Disappearing Lights

Footlights should he divided into at
least two sections and preferably three,
rather than having one circuit run the en-
tire width of the stage. With this sec-
tional arrangement, one-half may be dark-
ened and the other half light—one-half
may be of one color and the other of some
other tint. With the three-section arrange-
ment, it is evident that still greater flexi-
bility can be secured.

The disappearing type of footlights is

particularly well suited to assembly rooms
and auditoriums. . Here it is a general
practice for dancing to follow a per-
formance, the orchestra being located on
the stage. The reduction in lamp break-
age will soon pay for the additional cost
of the more complicated construction.
The border lights furnish general illu-

mination from a natural direction, that is
overhead. They are therefore a necessarv
part of the stage equipment. Border lights
formerly in use were virtually inverted
footlights, suspended from the gridiron
structure in such a manner that they could
be raised and lowered. The number of
sets in use will denend on the depth of
stage. Some of the theatres, for example,
the Metropolitan and Manhattan Opera
houses, employ seven or eight rows.

New Border Lighting

The old style border light is open to the
objection stated above in connection with
the footlights in improper distribution of
light, low efficiency and mixing of color.
The newer forms of border li"hts emplov
individual reflectors with Mazda C lamns
as pictured in Figs. !i and 6. They con-
trol the light to a certain degree and en-
able one to employ the higher efficiency
Mazda C lamps. These make it possible
to get greater illumination (generally the
desire of the producer) for the same watt-
age. Gelatin screens are ordinarily em-
ployed with this equipment to obtain color
modification, and special precautions
should be taken to have a suitable hold-
ing device for this to prevent its being
knocked out of place or punctured as a
drop is being raised. Unquestionably, the
future will see the application of specially
designed removable glass color caps to
this equipment.

For certain productions it is desired to
control the light from the borders^ to a
still greater degree such as is obtained
through the use of lens equipment. Bor-
ders are in use which are virtually rows
of small spot lamps with' concentrated
filament lamps and remotely controlled
color filters.

The remarks eiven under footlights as
to the desirable number of circuits and
division into sections apply with equal
force to the border lights.

Proscenium and strip lights are virtually

border lights hung in vertical positions,

and assist in reducing the sharp contrasts
which might prevail in the vertical plane.

Individual reflectors and lens lamps are
now being successfully applied to this

service.

(In the next article which will appear
in the Better Theatres section for July,
will be shown various types of equipment
used in obtaining different lighting effects

and their operation described.)
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EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM

With an emphatically long scale of gradation

it carries through to the screen the entire

range of tones from highest light to deepest

shadow that the cameraman has secured in

the negative.

Eastman Film, both regular and

tinted base—now obtainable in

thousand foot lengths, is identified

throughout its length by the words

''Eastman" "Kodak" stenciled in

black letters in the transparent

margin.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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Another view of Majestic theatre auditorium, described in this and previous article

by John Eberson.

BEWARE!
You may book

Box Office Attractions

and
Advertise them well

but
suppose it rains

—

are you

P-R-0-T-E-C-T-E-D-?
Remember Noah andhis Ark.

Phone or write our
Pluvius Department

and let us explain how to

turn your loss into gain.

Lowest rates guaranteed.

Theatre Liability and
Compensation Policies

executed.

George H. Brainard
Incorporated

PROTECTIONISTS

Longacre 8214-5 8 West 40th Street

NEW YORK CITY

SOLD BY ALL
LEADING SUPPLY HOUSES

Send for descriptive booklet

KOLLMORGEN OPTICAL CORP.
35 Sleuben Si., Brooklyn, N. Y.

We manufacture " Snaplite Jr." lenses
for portable projector machines

Architect Tradition

Defied in Playhouse

(Continued from page XI.)

ventilating inlets and outlets designed to

change the air and function as a sounding

board. The orchestra pit is exceptionally

roomy and accommodates a large or-

chestra as well as a console of the main
organ. There are located on the main
floor on the stage spacious quick change
rooms, property rooms, scene docks and
entrance halls well vestibuled to eliminate
noise, and two marble stairways connect
the main foyer with the art gallery floor,

which contains the retiring rooms and
forms an intermediate feeder for the bal-

cony. A completely furnished nursery
with sound-proof walls, an elegant ladies'

parlor, a Pompeian smoking room and
toilets, with Roman splendor have been
provided. The art gallery and all of the
rooms on this floor arc very handsomely
furnished with Italian furniture, rich in

gilt fixtures, rugs and paintings.

Dressing Rooms in Annex

The six upper boxes find easy connec-
tion through a set of broad stairs and
ramps to this art gallery and retiring room
floor.

A three-story annex adjoining the stage
on the Travis street side houses in hotel

room fashion all of the dressing rooms
to be used in connection with this thea-

tre. There are fourteen dressing rooms,
two large chorus rooms and a green
room. Special attention has been given

to the equipment and furnishing of these
rooms. They contain dressing tables,

chiffoniers, mirrors, fans, special lighting

fixtures, washstand accommodations, car-

pets and wardrobe fittings designed to

serve the artists for their comfort and
convenience. Showers and toilet accom-
modations are furnished on a liberal scale.

All of the retiring rooms on the art gal-

lery floor have outside light and air and
are heated by direct radiation. A set of

marble stairs connects the art gallery

floor with the balcony tunnel floor.

The tunnel floor or main reception room
for the public using the balcony has been
featured in this building, and has been
furnished lavishly, offering a comfortable
lounge to balcony patrons. A special

convenient entrance and box office has
been designed to accommodate and cater

to colored patrons of the theatre.

The tunnel floor also contains large

storage spaces and very elaborately fur-

nished dressing rooms for ushers and the

house staff. A specially built and de-

signed organ loft is located on this tun-

nel floor and houses an organ which was

Box Office

PROTECTION
Simplified

SIMPLEX
TICKET

REGISTER
The Machine That Made Good

Wtile jot price; letnu to luit

World Ticket*& Supply Co.
Inc.

1600 Broadway New York
BRYANT 5471

'Dhc Oscar C
Buchht-«tcrCo

ART TITLES)

Our Art Titles in

"Little Old New York"
"The White Rose"

"Enemies of Women"
"The Bright Shawl"

"When Knighthood Was
in Flower"

"One Exciting Night"

Reliable Motors for Rewind

Also for operating

projectors and small

machinery of various

kinds. High grade,

cod running, efficient,

and priced right. 5

lizet— 1/20. 1/8. 1/6.

4H.P. A.C.ScD.C.

ELECTRIC COM PAN V
Mfri.of FUiheri, Color Hood., Food Miicrt.elc.

26S1 West Congreu St. Chicago

Complete Equipment
FOR

Stage (Projection Booth

Write us for full particulars

on any items that you desire

Chicago Cinema Equipment Co.
820 South Tripp Avenue

Chicago

BULL DOG
FILM CEMENT

ULLDOG/j "the old reliable"

Your Supply Dealer has It
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specially designed and built for this thea-
tre.

Nine Exits from Balcony

The balcony floor has by actual count,
and including the substantial fire escapes
on Travis street, nine spacious exits. This
balcony has a very easy pitch and the
sight lines are exceptionally good. This
tact, together with the convenience of
the elevator service, and the splendid view
which one can gain from the balcony of
the entire house, promises to make this

balcony eminently popular.
The operator's booth and machine

room together with motor generator room
and operator's retiring room, are located
on the top of the balcony floor. This
room is equipped with the very latest ap-
paratus and current transformer machin-
ery and enjoys the benefit of direct out-
side light and air.

Rigging loft and fly floor is entirely

constructed of steel and iron, and con-
tains the very latest and most complete
apparatus to handle, shift, lift and house
modern equipment.

Fire Protective Phases

A tested wire woven asbestos curtain
traveling in smoke grooves creates a
fire unit at the proscenium arch. An
automatic stage ventilator of substantial
construction has been installed in accord-
ance with regulations of the fire preven-
tion bureau, and a complete system of
standpipes affords further guarantee to

the public that every precaution has been
taken to protect them against any dis-

comfort or danger.

83,500,000 Theatre

Building Program Is

Underwav on Coast

Theatre construction activities of West
Coast theatres, Inc.. Los Angeles, an or-

ganization operating nearly 100 theatres
on the West Coast, calls for an expendi-
ture of 83,500,000 for the first eight
months of 1923. Seven houses now under
way will be completed by September, it

is expected.
A 1.800-seat house is being erected at

San Pedro at an estimated cost of 8500.-

000. In Pomona a 1.500-seat theatre,
which represents an investment of $200.-

000. is being built. A 1.000-seat theatre
and office building is under way at Her-
mosa Beach.
Other playhouses being erected are lo-

cated at Santa Monica. Hollywood, Los
Angeles, while negotiations are pending
for three more theatres which the com-
pany will announce in fall and which will

entotal an outlay of 8750,000.

In connection with the announcement
that Balaban & Katz, Chicago theatre
owners operating the Chicago. Tivoli.

Riviera, and other Chicago theatres,

would erect a new playhouse on the north
side of the city to seat 5,600. it is stated

by an executive of the organization that

no definite date has been set for this

project nor have plans been started. It

will be months and probably a year or so
before further action is taken, he said.

With a seating capacity of 5.600 the
proposed Balaban & Katz theatre would
give Chicago the largest cinema house in

the world.

Mr. Earl Stout, Capitol Theatre
LITCHFIELD, ILLINOIS

Cuts His Electric Bill In Two
with

MAZDA PROJECTION
READ WHAT HE SAYS—

Litchfield. June ind. 1923.
Gentlemen

:

"Yonr Mazda Equipment is something fine. The meter man came to read the
meter and thought that the meter had stopped. He came every day for about a
week and finally asked us what wc had done, as we were not using very much
current. We explained to him that we were using Mazda Equipment and he said
no wonder we were cutting our bill in two for the month, and that the equipment
would soon pay for itself."

Litchfield Theatre Co.,
Earl Stout. Mgr.

The G. E. Incandescent Lamp Projector for
.Motion Pictures

You Too Can Cut Your Current Cost
Just tear out and send us the coupon below for booklet. "The last word

in Motion Picture Projection." It tells how current costs are cut. and the
many advantages of Mazda Projection. Send coupon today.

Exhibitors Supply Company
825 So. Wabash Avenue

Chicago, Illinois

Xote to Architects:

We have a special service for architects

through which we gladly furnish blue prints

of booth construction showing wiring diagram,
port hole measurements and much other in-

formation. This is furnished free—just write

<f'a*
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The Music Trades

Hold Convention

(Concluded from page A'/'/.

iii on the radio set and get more free

music."

The other side of the question was
handled by the manufacturers of radio

sets. The argument advanced was that

the radio advertised songs all over the

country that would not otherwise be

known, especially in the small towns, and
that this resulted in the sale of talking
machine records and sheet music.
The fact that the radio sets were being

handled by music stores almost ex-
clusively was emphasized as a very hand-
some remuneration for any detrimental
effect the broadcasting might have had
upon the other end of the music industry.

Steger Official Talks

One of the outstanding addresses of
the convention was the talk on "Adver-
tising and Selling," delivered at one of
the larger sessions by Charles E. Byrne,
secretary of the Steger & Sons Piano
Manufacturing Co., Chicago. It was made
interesting by a vein of original humor
which ran through the entire speech and
held the interest of the audience.

"Selling is as old as man himself," said

Mr. Byrne. "The first sales talk was de-
livered by Mother Eve when she sold
Adam an interest in the apple, and that

a good price was paid for is attested to

this day.
"The first 'Pigley-Wigley' store was

operated by Noah in the ark. and at about
the same time King Tut was investing

The SLIDE-O-GRAF Jr.

i Sidewalk Projector*

Stands 12" high. U>" long,

takes up very little room.
Furnished complete w i t h

Flasher, 250 watt stereo lamp.
10' cord—quickly attached to

any lamp socket—any current.

Throw Your Pictures
at Their Feet

Feature your "features" on
the floor of your lobby or your
sidewalk with the SUdc-o-Graf
Jr.

This novel display flashes on
and off movie slides in color
where every passerby must read
them.

The most economical and ef-

fective lobby display—B e t t e r

still, project it from a store win-
dow, as a tie up with your pic-

tures.

Price complete $35.00.

Standard Slide Corporation
209 W. 48th St. New York City

in a publicity scheme that he had to wait
three thousand years to cash in on."

Mr. Byrne used such ancient examples
and others more modern to show the ne-
cessity and advantage of advertising and
the principles of selling.

The most spectacular event of the con-
vention was the School Band Contest,
held at Grant Park, fronting Michigan
Blvd. The judging was done by Captain

• Santelmann. leader of the U. S. Marine
Corps Band, of Washington, D. C. the
personal band of the president. Thirty-
six bands from High Schools for cit it-

arid towns throughout the country
entered the tournament. Most of them
played in uniforms which gave a gala ap-
pearance to the event and attracted large
crowds.

Ohio Band Is Winner

The High School band of Fostoria.
Ohio, carried away the honors, winning,
the first prize of $1,000. The second
prize of $500 went to Harrison Technical
School of Chicago which ran close to the
winners only conceding two points ad-
vantage. The High School band of
Council Bluffs. Iowa, took the third prize
of $300. Hyde Park High School band
of Chicago was fourth, winning $200. The
following ten bands received $100 each:
Richland Center, Wis., New Castle. Ind..
Paw Paw. Mich.. Pittsburg. Pa.. Emer-
son Band of Gary. Ind.. Cedar Rapids,
la., Louisville. Ky., Rockford. 111., Elk
horn. Wis.
Many brilliant social functions con-

tributed to the success of the convention,
bringing the various branches of the in-
dustry together in a spirit of friendship
that itself was a splendid tribute to the
altruistic power of music. Chief among
them was the Merchants' Banquet, held
in the main dining room of the Drake
hotel and attended bv over twelve hun-
dred people. Two of Chicago's leadin8
orchestras provided the music. Such well
known singers as Cyrena Van Gordon
and Claire Dux were among the artists
who sang. J. Hamilton Lewis was the
principal speaker. J. I'd win Butler, re-
tiring president of the National Associa-
tion of Music Merchants, presided.

Companies Play Hosts
A number of the manufacturers staged

private nartics for the members of their
organization and their dealers. One of
the most successful of these affairs was a
dinner at the Black Cat room of the
Edgewater Beach hotel, given by the

J. P. Seeburg Piano Company of Chi-
cago. Over one hundred leading Seeburg
dealers who were visiting the convention
were present. Most of the evening was
given over to a helpful discussion of the
Seeburg automatic instrument and how
best to conduct the distribution of it on
an operative basis. Lee S. Jones, sales

manager of the company and N. Marshall
Seeburg were the hosts. •

The Cable Piano Co. gave a breakfast
on the Wednesday morning at the Drake
hotel to a number of its representatives
who were visiting the convention.
Over a hundred music firms had ex-

hibits in the suites of the hotel and as a
result much business was transacted.
Most of the piano manufacturers showed
their full lines, including the latest styles.
Leading manufacturers, including Lyon
& Healy, the W. W. Kimball Co., The
Baldwin Co.. Kohler & Campbell. Inc..
Brunswick Phonographs, the J. P. See-
burg Piano Co.. the M. Schulz Co. and
the DeKalb Piano Co. engaged stores on
the mezzanine floor. Each store was
elaborately decorated and the entire floor
proved the main attraction during the
hours devoted to exhibits. The main
feature of the Lyon & Healy display was
a new Lyon & Healy reproducing grand
piano in Jacobean period model, finished
in walnut. The instrument was pro-
nounced one of the most handsome pianos
at the convention.

Some of the Exhibitors

The following is a partial list of the
exhibitors

!

Apollo Piano ("o. ; Baldwin t'o. : Bramhach
Piano Co.: Brunswick Balkc Collender Co.; Bush
& Gcrts Piano Co. ; Bush & Lane Piano Co.

:

CalileXelson Piano Co.: Chas, A. B. Piano
Co., Inc.; Chicago Radio Laboratories ; Con-
solidated Talking Mch. Co.; DeKalb Piano Co.;
Deagan. J. C, Inc. : DeLuxc Reproducing Roll
Corp.; Kmerson Piano Co.; Estey Piano Co.

;

General Phonograph Corp. ; Gulhransen Dickin-
son Co.; Gretsch. Fred M(g. Co.; Haddoff Piano
Co.! Hallet & Davis Piano; Hazelton Bros.:
Holland Piano Mfg. Co. ; Johnson. E. P. Piano
Co Johnson. Henry G.. Piano Co.; Kimball,
W. \V., Co.; Kohler & Campbell Inc.; Lane
Interests: Lautcr-Humana Co.; Lindeman Piano
Co. : Ludwig & Co. : Lyon & Healy : McKinley
Music Co.; Mansfield Piano Co.; McPhail Piano
Co.; Miessner Piano Co.; Miller. Henry G. &
Sons Piano Co. ; Mills Novelty Co. ; Motor
Player Corp. : Xclson-Wiggcn Piano Co.; Pack-
ard Piano Co. ; Premier Grand Piano Corp.

:

Q. R. S. Music Co.; Reiffel & Husted; Schaff
Bros. Co. ; Sigler Player Action Co. ; Schubert
Pianq Co. ; M. Schulz Co. ; Slingerland Mfg.
Co. ; J. P. Seeburg Piano Co. : Smith, Barnes &
Strohber Co. ; Story & Clark Piano Co. ; Straube
Piano Co.: Strauch Bros., Inc.; Starr Piano
Co. : Standard Pneumatic Action Co. ; Steger

Sons Piano Mfg. Co. : Schumann Piano Co. :

Cnited Piano Corp.; Cnited States Music Co.

Equipment Dealers

To Meet in Chicago

Members of the Motion Picture Equip-
ment Dealers of America will gather in

Chicago. July 12 to 14 for their second
annual convention. The affair will be held
at the Congress hotel and will bring to
Chicago distributors and dealers from all

sections of the country.

Toiverful dependable

Columbia
Projector Carbons

will bring out the details

of your pictures

— a trim for every current requirement

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.
Cleveland, Ohio San Francisco, Cal.
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Operating Your Own
Power Plant

(Concluded from page XVIII.)

from one machine to the other is 3600
watts.

Ampere Output of Various Plants:

2 K.W. 32-volt 60 amperes
2 K.W. 60-volt 33 amperes
2 K.W. 110-125-volt 16 amperes

4 K.W. 32-40-volt 100 amperes
4 K.W. 60-volt 67 amperes
4 K.W. 110-125-volt 37 amperes

6 K.W. 60-volt 100 amperes
6 K.W. 110-125-volt 54 amperes

10 K.W. 110-125-volt 80 amperes

15 K.W. 110-125-volt 120 amperes

25 K.W. 110-125-volt 200 amperes

It is not always desirable for a theatre

to put in a plant for operating all of its

equipment. It may be better in many
cases to put in a machine just large

enough to take care of the arc and a few
emergency lights. For example: Sup-
pose you have a theatre which has a

large number of fans; are using a motor
generator and have several A.C. motors
installed and quite a number of lights.

Just assume that your total load is 15

K.W. It may be that you are only go-
ing to be bothered once in a while—say,

two or three times a year—by interrup-
tions in electric service, and you would
not care to operate a plant as a perma-
nent proposition. Perhaps the most eco-
nomical and best installation for this

kind of an outlay to install would be
either a power plant of 4 K.W. or a
large 6-K.W. 110-volt plant. Either ma-
chine would handle your arc and supply
sufficient current for a few emergency
lights. The investment in a case of this

kind will be very small and the machine
will just about pay for itself every time
there is an interruption in electric service.

Then, too, suppose you have a large
theatre and you use many lights and large
motors; your total load being 40 to 50
K.W. In a case of this kind it will not
be practicable for the theatre to install a

machine large enough to take care of the
whole load, unless the central station

service is either exceptionally high or
very unreliable.

Lamp Requirements
The size and type of Mazda lamp which

gives the best results is the 900-watt, 30-

volt lamp. The next best is the 600-watt
30-volt lamp. The 110-volt 1000-watt
Mazda projecting lamp is often used
where 110-volt current is available and
where it is undesirable to reduce the
110-volt current to 32-volt due to the

large losses.

The small 2-K.W. electric plant is an
ideal sized machine for operating either

of the Mazda lamps. Sufficient current is

available to operate the lamp, the motor
on the machine, and furnish current for

operating fans and lights.

The small 2-K.W. will handle two 900-

watt lamps, with some current to spare
for other purposes. However, if a large
amount of current is needed for other
purposes, it is better to use the larger
capacity plants.

The 2-K.W. type 32-volt plant is espe-
cially designed for operating the 30-volt

600-watt and 30-volt 900-watt Mazda
lamps.
The larger types of 110-volt and 4-K.W.

lighting plants are ideal for operating the

1000-watt 110-volt projecting lamp.

Costs of Operation

The costs of operation of lighting plants

depend a great deal upon the operator
and also upon the grade of fuel used. The
approximate consumption of gasoline, of

the various sizes, under full load, is as

follows:
2 K.W 13 gallon per hour
4 K.W Y» gallon per hour
6 K.W 1.1 gallon per hour

10 K.W 1.85 gallon per hour
15 K.W 2.77 gallon per hour
25 K.W 4.5 gallon per hour

You can operate your own plant and
secure electricity at a much lower cost

than you can from the city lighting plant.

Astonishing achievements in motion picture exhibition

were only ideas a short while ago. IDEAS spurred manu-
facturing genius to undreamed of accomplishments in the per-

fection of theatres. Successful management IDEAS abound
in the manufacturers' advertisements. Read them.

Advertised in The

BETTER THEATRES SECTION
(If you desire something not listed here, Exhibitors Information and Catalotj

Bureau on the following page will get it for you.)

AISLE LIGHTS
Kausalite Mfg. Co.,

6134 Evans Ave., Chicago.

ART TITLES
Oscar C. Buchheister Co.,

130 W. 46th St., New York City.

CARBONS
National Carbon Co.,

Long Island City, N. Y.

CARPET CUSHION
Albert Pick & Co.,

208 W. Randolph St.,

Chicago.

DIMMERS
Cutler Hammer Mfg. Co.,

Milwaukee, Wis.

DECORATIONS
Doty & Scrimgeour Sales Co.,

30 Reade St., N. Y. C.

EQUIPMENT DEALERS
Exhibitors Supply Co.,

825 S. Wabash Ave.,
Chicago.

Chicago Cinema Equipment Co.
820 S. Tripp Ave.,
Chicago.

FILM CEMENT
Golden Mfg. Co.,

1913 W. Harrison St.,

Chicago.

INSURANCE
George H. Brainard,
8 West 40th St., New York City.

LENSES
Kollmorgen Optical Corp.,

35 Steuben St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

LIGHTING SYSTEMS
Frank Adam Electric Co.,

St. Louis, Mo.

MAZDA LAMPS
Edison Lamp Works,
Harrison, N. J.

MOTORS
Reynolds Electric Co.,

2651 W. Congress St.,

Chicago.

ORGANS
Bartola Musical Instrument Co.,

Mailers Bldg., Chicago.

Page Organ Company,
Lima, Ohio.

Smith Unit Orchestral Organ
Lyon & Healy.
76-85 Jackson Blvd., Chicago.

PLUMBING—FIXTURES
Crane,
836 S. Michigan Ave.,
Chicago.

PIANOS
Steger & Sons Co.,

Steger Bldg., Chicago.

PROJECTORS
Nicholas Power Co.,

90 Gold St., New York City.

REBUILT ORGANS
Page Organ Co.,

Lima, Ohio.

SEATS
American Seating Co.,

Lytton Bldg., Chicago.

STAGE SCENERY
Novelty Scenic Studios,

220 West 46th St.,

New York City.

SIDEWALK PROJECTOR
Standard Slide Corp.,

209 W. 48th St.,

N. Y. C.

SLIDES
Radio Mat Slide Co.,

167 W. 48th St.,

N. Y. C.

TICKETS
World Ticket & Supply Co.,

1600 Broadway, New York City.

TRAILERS
E. Ferro,
130 W. 46th St., New York City.

VENTILATING EQUIPMENT
Typhoon Fan Company,
345 West 39th St.,

New York City.
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Exhibitors Information
and Catalog Bureau

Perhaps the products in which you are interested are adver-

tised in this issue. See "Advertisers Index" before filling in

coupon.

USE THE COUPON
Detailed information concerning

any product listed will be sent to

any exhibitor providing coupon is

filled in and mailed to Exhibitors

Herald, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chi-

cago.

THEATRE EQUIPMENT
AND FURNISHINGS

1 Aisle lights

2 Air dome tents

3 Arc regulators
4 Artificial plants—flowers

6 Automatic organs, pianos—or-

chestral equipment
6 Automatic projection cut outs

7 Bell—buzzer signal sysems
8 Hl.,«k-—pulleys—stage rigging

9 Box—loge chairs

10 Brass grills

11 Brass rails

12 Calcium lights

13 Cameras
14 Carbons
18 Carbon sharpeners
17 Carbon wrenches
18 Carpets
19 Carpet lining

20 Carpet covering
22 Chandeliers
23 Change makers
26 Converters
26 Cooling equipment
27 Coverings—carpet—rail

—

furniture
28 Curtains—stage
29 Curtains—boxes— lobbies, etc.

30 Curtain operating machines

31 Decorations (state kind)

38 Dimmers
32 Disinfectants—perfumed
86 Draperies
86 Drinking Fountains
37 Dry plates

38 Economizers
39 Electric circuit testing instru-

ments
40 Electric fans
41 Electric power generating out-

fits

44 Electric signal and control sys-

tems

47 Film
48 Film tools, machinery and ma-

terials (state kind desired)
68 Fire alarms
69 Fire extinguishers
70 Fire hose
71 Fire hose reels, carts

72 Fire proof curtains
73 Flags
74 Flashlights
24 Flashers
75 Floor lights

76 Footlights
77 Fuses

78 Generators

79 Ink, pencils for slides

80 Interior decorating service
81 Lamps—decorative

82 Lamps—general lighting
83 Lamp shades
84 Lavatory equipment, furnish-

ings
15 Lenses
85 Lighting fixtures

86 Lighting systems
87 Linoleum
88 Liquid soap
89 Liquid soap containers
90 Lobby display frames
91 Lobby gazing balls
92 Lobby furniture
93 Lobby decoration
95 Luminous numbers
96 Luminous letters

97 Luminous signs—interior—ex-
terior

99 Marquise
100 Mats
101 Mazda projection adapters
102 Metal numbers
103 Metal letters

105 Mirrors
106 Mirror shades
107 Motor generator
108 Musical instruments— (s t a t e

kind)

100 Napkins
110 Nursery furnishings and equip-

ment

112 Orchestral pieces
113 Orchestra pit fittings, furnish-

ings
,

114 Organs
115 Organ lights

116 Ornamental fountains
117 Ornamental metal theatre

fronts

113 Paint
119 Paper drinking cups
120 Paper towels
121 Pianos
122 Piano covers
123 Pictures
124 Plastic fixtures and decorations
125 Positive film

126 Posters
127 Poster lights

128 Poster paste
129 Pottery—decorative for lobby

and interiors
130 Power generating plants
131 Programs
132 Program covers
133 Program signs—illuminated
134 Projection machines
135 Projection machine parts

136 Projection room equipment,
furnishings

138 Radiator covers
139 Projection lamps
140 Rectifiers
142 Reel end signals
143 Reel packing, carrying cases
144 Re-seating service
145 Re-winding, cutting tables

146 Rest room, smoking room
equipment and furnishings

147 Roto—Arcs

148 Safes
149 Scenic artists service
150 Screens
161 Screen paint, coatings
152 Seat covers
153 Seat indicators
45 Signs (state kind)
34 Sign flashers

154 Seats—theatre
155 Signs—electric

156 Sign—cloth

157 Slides
158 Slide ink, pencils

159 Slide lanterns
160 Slide making outfits

161 Slide mats
162 Soap
163 Soap containers—cake
164 Soap containers—liquid

165 Speed indicators

166 Spotlights
167 Stage drops—valances, etc.

168 Stage lighting equipment
169 Stage lighting systems
170 Stage rigging—blocks, pulleys,

etc.

171 Stage scenery
172 Stair treads
173 Statuary
174 Steel lockers
175 Stereopticons
176 Switchboards

177 Tally counters
178 Tapestries
179 Telephones, inter-communicat-

ing
180 Theatre dimmers
181 Theatre lighting systems
182 Theatre seats
183 Theatrical make-up
184 Tickets
185 Ticket booths
186 Ticket choppers
187 Ticket holders
189 Ticket racks
190 Ticket selling machines
191 Title stands
192 Towels—paper
193 Towels—cloth
194 Transformers
195 Tripods
196 Turnstiles—registering

197 Uniforms

198 Vacuum cleaners
199 Ventilating fans
200 Ventilating, cooling systems
201 Vending machines—soap—tow-

els, napkins, etc.

202 Wall burlap
203 Wall leather
204 Water coolers
205 Wire rope

THEATRE CONSTRUCTION-
MATERIALS, EQUIPMENT,
ARCHITECTURAL SERVICE

206 Accoustical installations
207 Air conditioning equipment
208 Alarm signals, systems
209 Automatic sprinklers

301 Canopies for fronts

302 Dimmers

303 F,ire escapes
304 Fire proof doors
305 Fire proof stage curtains
306 Fire proofing materials
307 Flooring materials
308 Furnaces—oil burnings
309—Furnaces—coal burning

310 Heating systems

311 Lavatory fixtures

312 Lighting fixtures

313 Lgihting installations, controls

314 Lighting systems—complete

315 Marble
316 Marquise
817 Metal lath

318 Organs
319 Ornamental metal work

320 Paint
321 Piping
322 Plumbing fixtures

323 Radiators
324 Hoofing materials

325 Sound deadening material
326 Structural steel

327 Temperature regulation sys-
tems

328 Terra Cotta
329 Tile

330 Ventilating fans
331 Ventilating systems—complete
363 Vitrolite

THEATRE MANAGEMENT-
ADMINISTRATIVE PROD-
UCTS AND SERVICES

332 Adding, calculating machines
333 Accounting systems
334 Addressing machines
335 Advertising novelties, materi-

als

337 Architectural service
338 Art titles

339 Automobiles

340 Booking agencies for musi-
cians

341 Booking agencies for special
acts—vaudeville

342 Books on the M. P. Industry
(State specific subject)

343 Brokers—theatre promotion

344 Duplicating machines

346 Film cleaning service
348 Film laboratories
349 Fire insurance

350 Insurance
351 Insurance

-Rain
-Fire

352 Mailing lists

353 Music publishers

354 Rain insurance
355 Re-construction service
356 Re-decorating service •

357 Re-furnishing service

358 Sign lettering service
359 Sign lettering schools
360 Side walk machine s—corn

poppers, etc.

361 Theatre accounting systems
362 Typewriters

EXHIBITORS HERALD,
407 S. Dearborn St.,

Chicago, 111.

Gentlemen

:

I should like to receive reliable information on
the items listed herewith:

(Refer to items by number)

Remarks

Name Theatre.

City State....

Seating Capacity
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It's the most valuable 'Piano in the World

Why Your Piano
May Need Replacing

Orchestral music without piano accompaniment is unsatis-
factory, and the discordant notes of a piano out of tune will

ruin it.

Yet the majority of theatre pianos are out of tune simply
because they are not tuned regularly. Many are bevond repair
from continued neglect.

Unlike violinists, cellists and other musicians, pianists must
rely on professional tuning—an art apart—as pianos are more
valuable, more complicated and easily affected bv dust, vibration
and changing atmosphere.

Steger Pianos Are Reliable
They will meet the hardest theatre usage and will last

indefinitely if reasonable care is given.

The entire musical world places complete confidence in

Steger pianos for their beauty and clarity of tone, responsive
action and accuracy of scale.

Liberal allowance i or old instruments taken in exchange.
What terms would suit your convenience?

STEGER & SONS Piano Manufacturing Co.
Founded by John V. Steger. 1879

Steger Building, Chicago Factories, Steger. Illinois

Where the "Lincoln" and "Dixie** Highways meet
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Roi/iaclfT Film M/«. Co.. Chicago, U. S. A.

Warner Brothers present

"Main Street." Adapted for

The Screen by Julien Josephson

From the famous novel by

Sinclair Lewis. Edited by
Lewis Milestone. Photographed by

Homer Scott and E. B. Dupar, A. S. C
Art titles by Victor R. Vance-

—

Electrical effects, F. N. Murphy

—

Technical direction, Lewis Geib.

Among the feature players are

Monte Blue, Florence Vidor,

Noah Beery, Louise Fazenda,

Allan Hale and Robert Gordon.

Directed by Harry Beaumont.

Key city prints laboratoried by
Rothacker-Aller in Hollywood.

Harry Beaumont
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